
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 4:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Clues Gradually Led to the Location of Qaeda Chief 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/O3/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRonals I Op-Ed I On This 

D~tornize~@dav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 03, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Ch~es G~oadually Led to the 

Loeatlo~ of Qaeda Chief 

Pu.~.p: 

The raid in Pakistan was the 
culmination of years of painstaking 
intelligence. 

Oba~na Fh~ds Praise, Even 

From Republicans 
f.v . F 2:..i..N f :r~d Ji’d 
Fm’mer Viee President Diek Cheney, 
Rudolph W. Giuliani, and Donald 
Trump expressed admiration. 

!~a~y Corps ]Blows Up 

with the Ohio River rising, officials 
blew a gap in a levee, sending 
550,000 cubic feet of water a second across lgO,OOO acres of farmland to try to save one Illinois 
town from flooding. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

LEE IELPL 66, o[’ Great Neck, N.Yr, whose sore son, #om~than, a fb’e[ightet’ [2om Queeus, died in 

the 9/~ atEaeksr 

WORLD 

Death of Osama 

bin Laden 
Complete coverage and 
reactions from 
Pakistan, Afghanistan and the 
United States on the death of Osama 
bin Laden. 

~DHow Osama bin Laden Was Located 

and Killed 

[] Osama bin Laden K~Ied by U.S 
Forces in Pakistan 

i " " ~From the ~ront Lines 

He made working out cool 
Also on NYTimes.com 

The /iell.-Manrlered ~Tedding 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The End of the Jibadist [)ream 

~M Qaeda’s ideology is dealt a mortal blow. 

WORLD 



Obama CaiUs ~World ’Safer* After Pa "ldsta~ Rald 

Details emerged about the raid that killed Osama bin Laden, whose body was dropped into the 
North Arabian Sea. 

0 ", " ~emar~s: Text ~ V~d~o 

lg,_~perts Say DNA Maltch Is Likely a Pare~tt or Child 

Federal officials said DNA analysis helped confirm Osama bin Laden’s identity with 99.9 percent 
accuracy, which scientific experts said would result frmn a match with a dose relative. 

Big Compom~d Stood Out, but Not Its Occupants, Neighbors Say 

~II~e massive compound where Osama bin Laden stayed before his death stood out in its middle-class 
neighborhood on the edges of Abbottabad. 

More Wodd Hews 

A Mix of Emotion Stored for a Decade 

The feelings released by the news of a firefight thousands of miles away proved as complicated as 
these times. 

~The 
Lede Blog: Following tl~e Reaction to Bin I.aden’s Death 

Famous List of the I~ffamous, Now in Need of an Update 

The lO Most Wanted list now has a vacancy, but it is not immediately apparent who will fill it. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

KHII~g Adds to l)ebate About U.S. Strateg~j a~d Timetable h~ A~ghanistan 

The raid raises new doubts about the lengthy U.S. effort to turn Pakistan into a trustworthy 
partner in the hunt for terrorists. 

BUSINESS 

BUT NOBODY PAYS THAT 

U,S, B~si~mss Has High Tax Rates b~t Pa.~\s Less 

The United States has the second-highest corporate tax rate in the world, but a myriad of loopholes 
make that no better than a sticker rate. 

E~fforclng Copyrights Online~ for a Profit 

Righthaven, a Nevada company, finds newspaper material that has been republished on the Web 
and obtains the copyrights. Then it sues. 

Owaershlp ofTV SeEs Falls in 
i.::: U:R .:, .i :.:~ L~ E 
Nielsen, the ratings company, said that 96.7 percent of American households now own sets, down 
fi’om 98.9 percent. 

S P O RTS 

Catharsis Comes O~tce Again ~qth Mets o~t the Field 

The Mets were front and center again on Sunday night as fans stood in unison and began chanting 
"U.S.A.~" when news of Osama bin Laden’s death began to spread. 

~ Bats: MeW Mejia Ma~ Be Out for Season 

YANKEES 5, TIGERS 3 
For i-h~ghes aad Ya~kees~ News ls ~ Good 

Bartolo Colon turned in another fine start in place of Phil Hughes, who learned that he does not 
have thoracic ontlet syndrome. 

~ Roundup A’s Defeat Rarlr~e;s With One Swing 

Drop i~ N~m~ber of 1,’a~s Takea OuSt to the Ba~lgame 

Over all, baseball attendance is L3 percent lower than at the same period last season, and 2o of the 
sport’s 3o teams have drawn fewer fans. 



More Spo~ts News 

ART~ 

Meta I-Gate Makeover 

unusual art installation and a "Festival of Ideas" will enliven the Bowery this week. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

L,~ Singular Woman’ 

In "A Singular Woman," the author danny Scott goes beyond what we know about Barack Obama’s 

mother -a "white woman fl’om Kansas" -to portray a woman who took a more difficult path than 

her peers’. 

~ MHe~tones: The L~Fe of Obama’s Mother ~ Excerpt 

ARTSBEAT 

A Survey of Books Abo~t Osama bh~ Laden a~d ~ Qaeda 

since 9DL there’s been an outpouring of books about Osama bin Laden, N Qaeda, the September 
~th attacks and the war in ~ghanistan. Here is an annotated list of some of the more useful books 
on those subjects. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Hea~¢,~ Beat as One in a Da~’~ng R]t~al 

A study of fire-walking found that the heart rates of relatives were synchronized with those of the 
walker. 

T~gging at Threads to U~,~pool Stories of Torture 

Interviews provide a grim look at abuses occurring in Iraq and their crushing effects on individuals 
and families. 

BASICS 

,Job Descr]]ptlo~ O~’ows fi:*r O~r Utility Hormo~e 

Researchers lately have learned that serotonin plays an impressive nm~ber of critical roles 
throughout the body. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Th e I,o~g-AwMted News 
The death of Osama bin Laden reflects strong leadership and painstaking intelligence work. 

EDITORIAL 

Nense on ~he Stem Cell 
A federal appeals court grants a reprieve to important research. 

EDITORIAL 

Nloggi~g o~ the Home Front 
The bureaneratie logjam for veterans pursning benefit claims has gotten so huge that jndges are 
having to work nights and weekends as they decide mm’e than 6oo eases each annually. 

EDITORIAL 

A Real, Unnecessary Crlsls fo~° Families 
Rather than cut early child care, which benefits disadvantaged children, Mayor Bloomberg should 
consider other ways to save money. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~rlhat Drk~es Histo~’y 

History isn’t always driven by deep historical forces. Sometimes inexplicable individuals step in and 
take the reins, dust look at Osama bin Laden. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

4 Questlon,~ He Leaves Behh~d 

Is the world a safer place with Osama bin Laden dead? 



~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Killing Bin Laden does not end the terrorist threat, no(’ does it remove the motivation of A| Qaeda’s 

supporters. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The leader of A1 Qaeda (ties as a new Arab world of pluralism, self-expression and representative 

government is coming to life, 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 3, 1971, anti-war protesters calling themselves the Mayday Tribe began fore’ clays of 
demonstrations in Washington, D.C., aimed at shntting down the nation’s eapital. 

* See This Frm~t Page 
* Buy This Front Pagi; 

You received this message because ~’ou signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines ~ews~e~e~ As a membe~ of 
the TRUSTe privacy program: we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvacy 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubscdbe ~ Ct~ange You~ E-Mail ] Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~’t: 

1 ~gmail.com-~ 

Tuesday, 5:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc edtv~ 

Final Exam 

Dr Sable, 

I just finished the final a few mim~tes ago, but blacld)oard was being a bit problematic when I was attempting to submit it. Sorry it’s a littJe bit over the time limit. I’m still 

unsure ~ hether it was actually close-boolc/note, but I went ahead and left them closed to play it safe. 

Best, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:25 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N --eunice@email.~mc.edu~’~ 

Subjet’t: AFAM paper 

Professor Sahle, 
Thank you for the chance to rewrite my paper I will have the paper 

c ompleted by tonight 

Thanks again, 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:38 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Books 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I hope exam season is treating you well. I kno~v you’re very bus)’, but is there an)’ time I can come by your office and pick up those library books I checked out for you? I’m free any time. 
Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

] __    ~email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 10:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Did you get my paper? 

Dr. Sahle-- 

My email has been acting up I ~vant to make sure you received my paper. 

University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

African-American Studies, BA Class of 

307 Bynum Hall, Work-Study Student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Studies Association <mescalan@u.arizona.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 12:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We would like to remind you that the deadline for submissions to the ISA 2012 Am~ual Convention in San Diego is Jtme 1. 

For the lull call for papers, see the ISA 2012 page at: http://~’.isanet.org/mmual convention/call- for-papers~html 

International Studies Association 

53rd Annual Convention 

April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"Power, Principles m~d Participation in file Global Information Age" 

Canadian communication theorist Marshall McLuhan famously said, "The medium is the message," and coined the term "global village." McLuhan died in 1980, but his 
insights are even more relevant today. The inibrmation environment is drastically different from that of even a decade ago, as new tbrms ofintbrmation flows come into 
existence almost annually. Facebook now has over 500 million user~ and Twit’mr, a service barely in existence three years ago, counts over 175 million users. These 
tools me not only for finding long-lost school friends or sharing pictures of loved ones: they often are used for political purposes. For instmme, both text messages and 
tweets stowed as vital communication tools during the 2010 posit-election protests in han. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States government went so far as to ask 
Twitter to postpone ma~ntenmme and maintain service during this time. Humanitm-ian groups also use these communications technologies to bring attention to events 
worldwide: in the wake of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in SMSbased donations from US phone users. And the 2010 elections 
witnessed US political candidates (and their s~affs) tweeting and facebooking like never before. 

The "theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the appaacent impact of new inlbrmation and communication technologies on international and transnafional aJthirs. 
Intbrmafion has altered power relations; it has help to global~e norms and principles; it ha~s the potential to bring new participants into political and social processes 
world-wide. From geographic inforn~ation systems that bring satellite images to our research to sophisticated forn~ of electronic textual analysis to internet survey~ it is 
undeniable that a whole range of new technologies is alt’ecting the way we think about and do resemch in international s~dies. 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online using the MylSA Conference Mauagement System at http://isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/MylSA 

Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed to isa2012@isanet.org 

Judith Kelley 
Departnrcnt of Political Science 
and Sanford School of Public Policy 
Duke Universib~ 
Box 90239 
Durham, NC 27708-0239 

Layna Mosley 
Department of Political Science 
University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
361 Hamilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 



From: ] ,.~live unc.edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Sub.je~’t: paper 

I really apologize for the time i~s taking me, I had a final this morning that went from 8 a.m. to 11:30 this morning. 

I should have the paper to you in the next few hours, 

I really apologize for the wait 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:04 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Sere for    during tile exam-AFAM FINAL E2x2A2d.docx 

Afam final - exam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

paper 

AFAM RESEARCH TERM PAPER.docx 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I have attached my paper and I enjoyed your class this semester. Have a 
great time in South Africa -- 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
African American Studies Maj or 

Expected Graduation: 

~email unc.edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subjet’t: Re: Books 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

That sounds good to me Please let me know if you need anything! 

Cheers, 

On , at 10:02 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> 

> Dear 
> 

> Thanks for this reminder How about I return the books by Wednesday and check them out under my name? 
> 
> Many thanks. 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 8:37 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Books 
> 

> Hi Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I hope exam season is treating you well. I know you’re very busy, but is there any time ! can come by your office and pick up those library books I checked out for you? I’m free any ume 
Thank you! 
> 

> 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

] @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Final Exam Note - Afri 

Dr. Sahle, 
I wanted to let you know that I was confused on the f’mal as to whether you wanted us to rite our readings directly. On blackboard, your instructiol~s 

were that the final is closed book so I wanted to let you know that I approached the exam as a "dosed book" exam alul therefore did my best to site 

authors I could recall. 
I have thoroughly enjoyed our lessons. 

Kindest Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

paper rewrite 

0000f~EWRITE00000.docx 

Thank you so much again for letting me rewrite! 

I hope you like this one a lot better. 
thanks for the great semester! 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:25 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: @email .unc.edu> 

Subject: AFAM RESEARCH PM~ER REWRITE 

Attach: AFAM~ ESSAY.docx 

Hello Dr Sahle, 

Thanks again for the chance to rewrite me research paper I truly enjoyed 
your class. I hope you have a great summer! 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Hi, I emailed you earlier about the map quiz grade and you told me you 
would ask the technicians. I ~vas just ~vondering if you have heard back from 
them because I should’ve made an ’A’ on that quiz but instead it says I 
missed almost all the ones that ~vere more than two words. Please let me 
know as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 



From: ~gmaikcom> 

Sent: Tuesday, ] 8:03 PM 

To: Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Afri Paper Rewrite- 

A~tach: Afri Telrn Paper Rewrite.docx 

Hi Professor, 

Hem is my rewrite of the term paper. I was able to focus on three themes from the novel more clearly and better interpret the second part of the essay. I truly apologize 

for my mis~ke on the firfft paper and am gratefill for the opportunity- to rewrite it. I learned a lot from your class and enjoyed the semeffter. Thanks again! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: TODAY - OFFICE HOURS 

Hi Dr Sable, 
I am sore/that I ~vas unable to make it to your office hours last ~veek I 
really wanted to meet up ~vith you to catch tap You are extremely busy I am 
sure, but I will be in Chapel Hill this summer if you have any office hours 
or a few minutes of free time then? Or sometime this week? If not, I 
completely understand. 
Sincerely, 

On Tue,          1 12:26:29 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Because of an urgent development, I have had to change the schedule for 

> office huurs fur today. Thus, I will be hulding office between 
> 3 30pm-4.30pm. 

> Best wishes and hope to see yuu then. 
> Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, . ¯ 11:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

AFAM Research Paper Assignment (revised) 

AFAM Research Paper Assignlnent.docx 

Hello Professor Sable, 

As promised, I am attaching a rewritten copy of my AFAM    Research 
Paper assignment. I took great care to better cite my sources this time 
around, and feel that I’ve done a much better job of incorporating our 
courses’ texts as well I apologize for its length, but I hope you find 
it meets your standards, and, even more, that you enjoy reading it. 

Although I realize that my attendance record has been imperfect, I feel 
that I’ve [earned a lot and have truly enjoyed your teaching. Thanks 
for a great semester, 



From: 1 ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:5 5 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~t: Paper rewri’te - 

Attach: afam    final paper.docx 

Professor, 
Thanks for the opportunity to rewrite the paper, and tbr an excellent 
semester. Have a great stammer and I will see you around in the fail! 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 1:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

F~-ztra credit opporttmity 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Again, I hope you both have received and will eRioy my revised Research 
Paper, but I also just remembered a question I have for you: I attended 
the forum in Murphy Hall you organized and offered as extra credit (I 
believe it was on April 1 st, although I can’t recall for sure) Do you 
need an?- sort of ~vrite-up to prove I was in fact there, or do you 
remember me attending and therefore don’t require a write-up I just 
want to make sure I can positively affect my final grade f,ar AFAM 
in ~vhatever ~vay possible. 

Thanks so much, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group (USA) <academic@penguin.com> 

~Vednesday, May 4, 2011 10:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ill Fares the La~d Exmnination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

ILL Fares the Land 
By Tony Judt 

One of our most celebrated 
intellectuals challenges us to 
confront our societal ills and to 
shoulder responsibility for the world 
we live in. 

::X:: III Fares the Land 

As the economic collapse of 2008 made clear, the 
social contract that defined postwar life in Europe and 
America--the guarantee of security, stability, and 
fairness--is no longer guaranteed; in fact, it’s no longer 
part of the common discourse. Tony Judt, one of our 
leading historians and thinkers, offers the language we 
need to address our common needs, rejecting the nihilistic individualism of the far Right and the 
debunked socialism of the old left. In reintroducing alternatives to the status quo, Judt 
invigorates our political conversation, furnishing the tools necessary to imagine a new form of 
governance and a better way of life. 

"A slim and penetrating work....This book’s bleak assessment of the selfishness and 
materialism that have taken root in Western societies will stick to your feet and muddy 
your floors. IBut ILL Fares the Land is Mso optimistic, raw and patriotic in its sense of 
what countries ~ike the United States and Britain have meant--and can continue to 
mean--to their people and to the world."-- The New York Times 

"A remarkaNy compelling book made all the more so by the remarkaNe 
circumstances surrounding its composition....A deeply learned, deeply humane heart’s 
cry."---Los Angeles T#nes 

"Poignant and arresting, both for who wrote it and for what it says."--The Economist 

Penguin ¯ 256 pp. ¯ 978-0-14-311876-3 ¯ $15.00 

For related titles, please view our History catalog 
at http:llus,penguingroup.comlsubjectcatalogs 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit httl~:llwww.l~enquins~eakersbureau.com 
or email speakersbureau~us.penquinqroup.com. 

1 



Tony Judt: III Fares the Land 

Penguin Group USA 
375 Hudson St. 

New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would pret~r not to receive further messages tk~m this sender, please 

click ou the lbllowiug e-mail link and send a message with or without 

aJ~y "text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one addilionaJ e-mail message confim~ing your re~nowL 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 1:28 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Re: Congratulations from SUTASA - Response Requested 

Hi Dr. Sahle and Ms. Caldwell, 

I have asked my co-chair to forward the information you requested to Ms. Caldwell, as I do not have it saved on my computer. Please let me know if you do not 

receive the informarion soon’. 

Best regards, 

On at 7:33 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~em~fil.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear. 

Greetings. 

Professor Kia Caldwell (hi), who is the editor of the annual newsletter in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies is doing a write-up for the teaching award 
that I received from your committee. She would like to include comments from students that were read at the Chancellor’s Award Ceremony on Is it possible to 
forward the comments to her? 

Thanks so much for your help. Once again kindly pass on my thanks to your committee for selecting me for this year’s award! 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 

From:. _ _ ~.~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:34 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Congratulations from SUTASA - Response Requested 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

On behalf of the Student Undergraduate Teaching and Staff Awards (SUTASA) Committee, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected as a recipient 

of an undergraduate teaching award! As yon may know, SUTASA was esIablished in 1989 to recognize outstanding undergraduate instmcrion by both faculty and 

teaching assistants. In 2004, the awards were extended to include a staffaward to recognize a staff member’s specific contriburions to the undergraduate experience 

at Carolina. 

Our committee accepted nominations ti~om undergraduate students tbr protEssors, teaching assistants, and stalll Teaching a~vard recipients were cho~n on the basis 

of demonstrated teaching excellence, success in positively attEcring a broad spectrum of students both in ~md outside of the classroom, and creation of a dynamic 

leaxning environment. The staffaward recipient was chosen on the lmsis of demonstrated excellence in service, dedication to undergraduate students, and a positive 

impact on a broad spectrum of Carolina students. The comlnittee received many qualified nominations tiffs ye~x, but your nominarion stood out mnong the res~d We 

extend our sincerest congratulations for this well-deserved honor! 

You will be recognized for this honor at the Chancellors’ AwaMs Ceremony with a certificate of recognition and a monetaD, awaM of $5,000. The Ceremony roll be 

held on April 12, 2011 at 3:00PM in the Great Hall of tlae Student Union. A formal letter roll follow ruth further information about your award. In the meantime, 

please reply to fl~is email ruth the follomng informarion as ,soon as possible: 

1) Full Name (as you would like it to appear in the program please include any rifles) 

2) PreIErred first name 

3) Loc~J Address and phone number 

4) Hometown 

5) Education history (please include where various degrees were earned, both undergraduate and graduate) 

6) Degree you are currently pnrsuing at UNC (title of degree, department, and year ofstu@ if applicable) 

7) Courses you teach at UNC 

There will al~ be a universi~ news announcement after the ceremony to recognize your award. Please include in your reply email if you have any objections m being 



included in thi s media announcement. 

Again, congratulations and we look tbrwaxd to seeing you at the Chancellor’s Award Ceremony’. 

Best Regards, 

m~d 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Subject: AFAM paper - 

Attacl~: at’am final t~per.docx 

Professor, 
My previous paper lacked a sufficient works cited page, so here is a 

revised one. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your exam 

Ok thank you, did you receive nay paper? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:51 PM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eumce@email uric edu~ wrote: 

> Dear 
> 

> I write to let you know that you will get an extra 2 points for your final exana because you got a wrong version of the question in section 4 - cultura 1 production. 
> 

> All the best, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Thank you so much for coming to the event last night. Its unfortunate 
that turn-out wasn’t better but I am veW appreciative that you came 
out. 

I also wanted to let you know that I am sending a ibrmal email request 
for an extension on the AFRI    term paper. 

Beyond that, thank you so much for a really great semester in both 
AFAM - and AFRI    I sincerely loved both classes and took alot from 
your lectures In retrospect, the immense amount of readings were worth 
what I learned. I love all of the courses for my major but yours 
especially reaffirmed for me what I want to do post-graduate and why 
I’m certain tha I chose the right major. I wish I had the words to 
express how valuable an experience you made this semester ibr me. I 
think you may have recognized ho;v much i       and I admire you, by the 
fact that ;ve were al;vays popping tap --even outside of class. Although 
I’m graduating, I hope that ;ve can keep in touch. I may even be around 
next year. Again, thank you, so much [’or a wonderful semester! 

Have a safe flight, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI extension 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I am writing to formally request an extension on my AFRI term paper. 
I understand that this will mean I will receive an Incomplete for the 
course and would still like more time to complete the assignment if I 
may have it 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 4:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Pakistani Army, ShaJ~en by Raid, Faces New Scrutiny 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/O5/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 
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TOP NEWS 

Paldstani Army, Shaken by 

Raid, Faces New Scrutiny 

The raid that killed Osama bin Laden 
has provoked a crisis of confidence for 
what was long seen as the one 
institution that held Pakistan 
together. 

Using History to Mold Ideas 

Several conservative presidential 
aspirants see David Barton as a 
source of historical and biblical 
justification for their policies. 

Account Tells of One-Sided 

Battle in Bin Laden Raid 

The new details suggested that more than ~o Navy Seals quickly dispatched the handful of men 
protecting Osmna Bin Laden, with only his trusted courier firing on U.S. forces. 

~ Lens Wante ~ - Dead Alive or PhotoshopperJ 

~Fo~ 
(- barns B~ Rise ~r~ Poll Numbe;s After Sin Laden Raid 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wi~ do~ ’t aeed to ,spike the fimlba~L " 

PRESIDENT OBAil’IA~ on his decision to not release photographs of Osama bin Laden’s eot’pse, 

MULTIMEDIA 

TimesCast [ No 

i>hotos of Bin 

La den 
President Obama decides not to 
release fl~e photos of Osama bin 
Laden’s corpse. 

OPINION 

ReCuseOPINIONATORMe 

The logic behind efforts 
to disqualify the judge 
who ruled that 
California’s ban on same-sex 
marriage is nneonstitutional. 

Being fashionable, ethically 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Fight for your rights 

Paris’s tiniest kitchen 

WORLD 

Pakistani Millta~T I~vest~gates How Bin Laden WS~s Able to Hide in Plai~ View 

Intelligence investigators returned to the compound where Osama bin Laden was killed as they 
looked into the circumstances that allowed him to hide in plain sight. 



Pakistan Sees Sha~’ed Intelligence Lapse 

Prime Minister Yonsaf Raza Gilani b~ed to shift the focus of blame for Osama bin Laden’s presence on 
Pakistani soil. 

President to Travel to Grou~d Ze*oo to Honor Lives Lost 

President Obama plans to lay a wreath at a memorial to the nearly 3,ooo victims of the 9/11 
attacks and meet privately with family members 

o More World News 

Devastated Alabama Tow~ Struggles to Aecom~t for Its Missing 

Even in a town of 1,$76, coming up with an accurate count of the missing and the dead from last 
week’s ton~adoes has proved a daunting task. 

For Obama, Big R~se in Poll Numbers After" Bin :Laden Raid 

A majority now approves of the president’s overall job pe~’ormanee, as well as his handling of 
foreign policy, according to the latest New York Times/CBS News poll. 

~How the Poll Was Conducted 

The dog that aecompanied the Navy Seal team that killed Osama bin Laden is the snbject of intense 
speculation. 

BUSINESS 

lt~tel lt~c~-eases ’I’~-at~slsto~- Speed by Building Upward 

A new design uses a tiny fin that could make smaller, faster, lower-power ehips. 

Debt Ceiling Has So,he Give, Until Roof Fa~ls ii~ 

Short-term measures may let the government keep paying its bills as late as Aug. 2, bnt the 
eventual eost could be vast and the damage difficult to reverse. 

f~l{a[,kets I,os~g Faith ~ Po[’tugal 

Rising interest rates a day after a huge bailout show that Portugal’s troubles are not over. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Tom" Officials ],abo~" to Make Go~lf~Vo~’k 

Officials on the PGA Tour lack the high profile of referees in other sports. But what they do has a 
significant impact on every tournament. 

GIANTS 2, METS 0 
I,incecum Is Latest to BafYle the Mets 

~II~e Giants right-hander Tim Lineeeum struck out m, and Mets batters fanned ~6 times over all in 
losing for the fifth time in six games. 

~nning 

~ Roapdup it Just Ge{s Worse For the White 8ox 

TIGERS 4, YANKEES 0 
Ya~kees~ Rocky Day Conthmes I~to Nigh~ 

1~i’om the news that Phil Hughes would miss at least another six to eight weeks, to a second straight 
day of struggles for the offense, it was a rough Wednesday. 



~Box 
Score I inning by inning 

~ Bats: Drop Jeter Down? Girard| isn’t Even [hinking About it 

~Past 
Helps Righetti Nur[ure Staff 

ARTS 

ART REVIEV~’ 

Though the Chinese artist Ai Weiwei has beeu detained by the authorities in Chiua for a month, his 
new public sculpture was unveiled on Wednesday in Manhattan. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A~ ’[do~° J~dge Heeds He~" T~ps 

As an "American Idol" judge, Jennifer Lopez understands the star-making businesses, a talent 
reflected in her new album, "Love?" 

CUNY BIoCk~ Honor for P|ayw~g|~t Tony Kush~e~ 

Jeffrey S. Wiesenfeld said that the playwright Tony Kushner had disparaged the State of Israel. 

o Mole Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

I~to the Spotlight, Ge~tly 

The royal wedding dress transformed Sarah Burton into the quiet, modernizing voice of the 
Alexander MeQueen brand. 

Beige Never Looked No 

Beige, the fashion-y, mostly-but-not-all-gay party held every Tuesday at the B Bar on the Bowery, 
is coming to an end after noise complaints. 

UP CLOSE 

He P~ts t|~e ]~axlm~s in the C~rc~s 

Randy We|net has pioneered a hybrid form of entertainment that unites experimental theater with 
the boozy energy of a nightclub. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

T|~e ’I’o~ure Apologls~s 
Efforts to justify torture after the killiug of Osama bin Laden are cynical and destructive. 

EDITORIAL 

Washh~g Away l~he i,’ie~ds of iowa 
Time to put an end to an unsustainable rate of soil erosion caused by farm policy. 

EDITORIAL 

A C|~a~ce to Rebuild SUNY 
Unless all of the state universities have a more rational budgeting process, the system will continue 
its decline, and New York’s students will suffer. 

EDITORIAL I THE SUBURBAN LIFE 

Big B~°other Goes to \¢~est Egg 

Kings Point, N.Y., wants to run criminal checks on every ear that enters its placid reahn by 
installing license-plate emneras hooked up to police computers. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beyo~d Flowers for Morn 

A woman dies in ehildbirth every 9o seconds or so somewhere in the worh]. Mother’s Day is a 

chance to help end these preventable deaths. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Dock:or, Fat~e~t a~d FoHfic~a~a 

Let’s talk abont Miteh Daniels for a minute. It’s all abont information, infm~ation, information. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Punishing Palesfinian centrists merely strengthens Gaza’s extremists. 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 5, ~961, astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. became America’s first space traveler as he made a 
15-minute snborbital flight in a capsule lannched from Cape Canaveral, Fla. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, T:his Front Page 

You ~eceived this message because you signed tip for NY[imes cents ]oday’s Headlines ne’,^,’sle~e~ As a membe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma~l.com> 

Thursday, 11:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting betbre your graduatiou 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

Sor~ for not resIx~nding before... I cau meet au~ime today between 1:30 and 5. Does that work’? 

Ou Wed, at 7:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

T leave for South Africa this Friday. Zs iL possible Lo meet tomorrow (Thursday)? Tf so, let me what time works best for you. 

Best wishes, 
DL SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: Meeting betbre your graduation 

Sounds great. 

See you then. 

On Thn, at 12:12 PM, Sahle, Ennice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Dear 

How about 4~00pm in my office? 

See you then. 

Dr. SaNe 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :t:I:35 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting before your graduation 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

Sorry tbr not responding before... I can meet a~ytime today between 1:30 and 5. Does that work’? 

On Wed, at 7:30 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

I leave for South Africa this Eriday. Is it possible to meet tomorrow (Thursday)? If so, let me what time works best for you. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 3:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Grade Breakdowu 

Dr. Sahle- 

Will we be receiving grade breakdowns on Blackboard? If not I’d like to 
request a breakdown of the grades that led to my final grade. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Comm. Studies: Media Studies and Production; 
African-American Studies, BA. Class of 

307 Bynum Hall, Work-Study Student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 4:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Data Show Bin ][.aden Plots; C.I.A. ttid Near Raided ttouse 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/O6/todaysheadlines/index.htmi 
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TOP NEWS 

Data Show Bill Laden 

C,I,Ao Hid Near Raided 

Hoarse 
i.::., M,:.<. b’:...gZi:.T md SOAT 
Seized doeuments prompted U.S. 
officials to issue a warning that A1 
Qaeda had considered attacks on U.S. 
railroads. The C.I.A. also had Bin 
Laden’s compound under 
surveillance. 

I~ I,ong Pursuit of Bh~ 

Laden, [he Raid That J ust 

Missed 

A 2007 raid in Afghanistan that 
could have been former President 
George W. Bush’s last chance to 
capture or kill Osama Bin Laden did 
not materialize. 

WASHINGTON MEMO 

Raid Accom~t, Hastily Told, Proves Flnld 

The shifting narrative of the raid of Osama bin Laden’s may have distracted from the 
accomplishments of the Seal team and raised suspicions of the operation. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Pop goes the b~bbIe." 

I~IICHAEL LYNCH, president of Strategic Energy and Economic Research, a consulting firm, on 

commodity prices. 

HEALTN 

~ INTERACTFVE : : 

FEATURE: Shaee Six I I 
Mother: The 

Context 
Just in time for Mother’s Day, tell ns 
about your mother, someone else’s 
mother or motherhood in general in 
just six words. 

OPiNiON 

Get rich quick 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Howto select the best mutual funds OPINIONATOR 
:~ LeI’s 

Lores C~ea~P t~e Fog Clear 

of VVar the Fog 

The operation in 
Abbottabad was an 
unqualified success, but the American public still deserves to hear the whole story. 

WORLD 

I)aklstani Army Chlef %~arns [;oSo on An oth e~* Raid 



Pakistan said it would reconsider its relationship with America in the event of another similar 

operation. 

Attack on Bin Laden Used Stealthy Helicopter That Had Been a Secret 

The assault team that killed Osama bin Laden sneaked up on his compound in radar-evading 

helicopters that had never been discussed publicly by the U.S. government. 

Celebrafi~ag a Death: Ugly, Maybe, but Only Human 
i.::., f.A..?ii..L. ./ 

Raucous rallies that broke out in New York and Washington after news of Osama bin Laden’s killing 

were a matter of "pure existential release/’ a social psychologist said. 

~ Video: [he Science of Revenge 

More World News 

A Year Later~ Gratitude ~n a Tornado-Torn Town 

The recovery that has taken place in Yazoo City, Miss, is an example for the cities and towns 

damaged last week. 

~ Voices From the Storm: Tornado Leaves Couple With Nothing but Not for Long 

Obama Honors V~ctlms of Bh~ Lade*~ at Groined Zero 

President Obama visited ground zero and laid a wreath at a memm’ial to the nearly 3,ooo victims 

of the Sept. ~ attacks. 

At Firehouse h~ M[dtown, a VoI.P. Stops By for Lm~ch 

President Obama enjoyed an early hmch with men of Engine Company 54, Ladder Company 4 and 

Battalion 9 in Midtown Manhattan. 

~ Statiop’s Only Black Fire~gbter, Off Dut~, Is biot Allowed at Obama’s Visit 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

At Last, a I-~easoil to Be Always the Bridesmaid 

::7 .!Y; ::iv :. .& .:F:i .:i 
Fashion cmnpanies leapt into action to copy Kate Middleton’s wedding gown, but surprisingly, 

custmners want copies of the bridesmaid’s gown, too. 

Co~npaMes Hedge Bets at a Cost to Co~smners 

For reasons not well understood, commodities have become more volatile, increasing the costs of the 

futures and options that protect companies against such changes. 

Fear of an economic slowdown in the United States and file rest of the world pushes down prices for 
commodities like oil, sugar, coffee and silver. 

S P O RTS 

For Derby Rookies, a Lifetime of Experience 
~.::., . ..-..[. -.-:~-.:.r.9[ 

The trainer Jinks Fires and his son4n-law, jockey don Court, have realized their Derby dream with 
Areharehareh. 

MoL,Bo Report Casts Do*~bt on Rigor of Drug Testing 

The report revealed that just slightly more than ~o percent of players had been tested in the 2o~o 

oif-season. 

METS 5, GIANTS 2 

For Peffrey and Str~kgg~h~g Me(s, *Nice and Easy’ Works ’Wonders 
~.::., f..r.....i[.. BI.:J. Dt:~ i.ii" 

Mike Pelfl’ey, the Mets’ starter, improved to 2-3 and took a run off his earned run average by 



allowing only one in seven and two-thirds innings. 

~Box Score I inning by inning 

~ Baseball Roundup: Dodgers Official Is Critical of Baseball’s Oversight 

~.& Game Off but Ethier’s Hit Streak Is Still On 

¯ ~.~ L@..~ ~.~ ~.~t~..~.gy,!.?.. ~ 

ART$ 

MOVIE REVIEW I THOR’ 

Have Go|den Locks~ Seeking Hammer 

"Thor," directed by Kenneth Branagh, is a programmed triumph of commercial calculation over 
imagination. 

Broadway: Take ’Era Ear|y~ Take ’Era Often 
~-b" ~: ©~.:i ,i 

My ehih]ren are ~mmersed in a world of ~Pads and text messages, but ~ was pleased that my teenage 
son and preteen daughter could nevertheless be charmed by "Anything Goes." 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE INTELLIGENT HOMOSEXUAL’S GUIDE TO CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM ~ITH A KEY TO THE 
SCRIPTURES’ 

Debath~g 1)ialeetles and Dad’s Suicide Plan 

The long-awaited new play by Tony Kushner is a densely textured portrait of a Brooklyn family 
losing its (strictly secular) religion. 

~ Artsgeat: Theater Taikback: Tony Kushner and the Art of Empathy 

More Airs News 

MOVIES 

MOV’IE REV’IEW I THE BEAVER’ 

Leave It to ti~e Beave*" t(* Do A]~ the Talking 

A depressed toy manufacturer fails to commit suicide and begins communicating through a hand 

puppet. Nasty and brutish, the beaver owns the film. 

~When Art imitates an Actor’s Troubled Life 

This Ge~*m of an Idea Calls fo~" an Anfib~otle 

Woody Allen recalls how he might have got an idea for a film set in Paris. The rest is (not) history. 

~F"] Slide Show: Woody AIk.m Abroad 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

San F~’ane~sco~ the C~’oss~oads of’the 

The Radical Light series at Anthology Film Archives and MoMA looks at the San Francisco Bay Area 
as humming hub for great avant-garde film and video makers. 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Stalled M~ss~on i~ I,~bya 
NATO members need to emt their sqnabbling and ramp np the pressure on Cohmel Qaddafi now. 

EDITORIAL 

Cou|d It Have Been the Polls? 
Republicans are backing away from their plan to privatize Medicare after it proved to be wildly 
unpopular among core groups. 

EDITORIAL 
Big Stick 306 and Chhm~s Contempt fro, the Law 

China can make no claim to seriousness about the nile of law until it guarantees the rights of 
lawyers to do their job. 

EDITORIAL 

The Quiet at Oronud Ze~*o 
President Obama’s silence was the best way to honor the victims of Sept. 



OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Washington looks for tronble in all the wrong places while the nnemployed are left to suffer. 

Columnist 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

We’re a democracy, yes, but it’s time to revive the republican virtues. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

PreYenth~g the Next Flash C~’ash 

The Securities and Exchange Commission hasn’t done enough to forestall a recurrence of the brief, 
terrifying stock market plunge of May 6, 2OLO. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A ~moki~g Ba~ Too Far 

Prohibiting cigarettes in parks and on beaches risks a public backlash. 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 6, 1937, the hydrogen-filled German dirigible tIindeflburg bm’ned and crashed ill 
Lakehnrst, N.J., killing 36 of the 97 people on board. 

* Sci: This Fr(mt Page 
* Buy T]?ds Fro~?,t Page 
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FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@tmc.edtr~ 

Friday, 3:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your exam 

Hello Dr.Sahle, 
Thank you so muck that means a lot to me coming l~om you. I am happ~v to hear that I performed well on the extort. I plan to work for a few yems before returning to 

graduate school. I want to either earn a Master’s in Business Administration or a Master’s in City and Regional Planning, 

Best, 

On Tue, at 5:51 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(a)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I just graded your finaJ exam: it is excellent. I hope you axe plmming to pursue graduate work... 

Since~eb; 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 
~gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 1:51 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Afri Tem~ Paper 

Attach: Afri docx 

Dr. SaNe: 

I hope your trip is going well! I would like to first thank you for ma opportuniU for me to fix my paper. 

In addition to that, that you tbr lettiug me have this extension. 

I have attached the paper onto to emafil. 

I tried inserting the internal citations whereas needed. In addition, I tried to incorporate the primary source into the 

second part of my paper. 

Once again tha~nk you for your second chance! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 12:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: strident in Atii 

I am looking to you for any information you have on this student. He is tying to retro-actively drop ?,our course. Did he participate in any way? 

Carol McDormell 
Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
800-862-5669 

carohnc@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson@unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:51 PM 
To: McDonnell, ~arol B 
Subject: Re: student in ~A~l-i 

I don’t think I ever had him in this course. He didn’t appear on the last list. I don’t have a record of him (but why does his name sound familiar???) B 

McI)onnell, Carol B wrote: 

Barbara, 

You sent an email early on in the term (about Feb 1) about students 

who were not pamcipating but                  was not on the list We 

contacted him later-        by mail about not participating. Jennie 

Brooks left him a votce ma~l message about his other spring course 

But we were wondering if you had any records that he did participate 

during the early part of the term 

Carol McDonnell 

Student Services Manager 

Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

’]’he Fri day Center :For Continuing Education 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

carolmc@unc.edu <m ailto:carolmc@unc.edu> 

800-862-5669 

fax 919-962-5549 

Description: Description: smaller NC logo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

karl daNgren "_(}gmail.com> 

Saturday, 2:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Brief bios 

brief bio for sane book.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I’ve attached my bio. I hope it is alright. Let me know if you want me to make any changes. 

Also, do you want me to work on the paper including Mugo’s poetry and rework the paper in other ways? Let me know if yon still want me to do this, or not. 

Thanks and have a nice time in Dnrban. 

All "the best, 

On Thu, at 8:45 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dealt All, 

Greetings. 

Congrats to those who will be graduating this week and to       for moving forward with studying hnman rights law - I think the Ocampo Six in Kenya should be 
worried because they will encounter your sharpe a~alytical mind ~on! I plan to attend ~me of the briefing on them at the t lague in the Fall. 

At a~y rate, I will be meeting with the Publisher for UniversiF of KwaZulu-Natal Press next week in Durban to discuss the endgame of the ma~m~ript which I have 

been trying to finish during a very busy academic year for all the contributors. Anyway, May a~d early June is devoted to finalizing the project and ~nding it offto 
the Press for peer review. 

In discussion about the project yesterday, she requested that I send updated bios of all the contributors, hence this e~nail. Aim for a bio of between 100-200 words 

and include the following: 

Yonr institutional affiliation (if may) - for those going to graduate schools include yonr new schools. 

Research interests - in all your cases kindling include yonr human rights work m~d regions of interest. 

I will be meeting Dr. Galvin- her healthis much better and she has slowly returned to work-on Sunday and will sendyou a note on the way forward 

with a chapter once I return stateside in about 10 days. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu SaNe 



is an anthropology undergraduate student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. Her regional interest is East Africa with thematic interests around the political uses of memory 

historically and contemporarily. This is tied to her broad interest in social justice movements and the 

role of representation in movements of the global left. She is also interested in conceptions and 

contestations of human rights, and the uses of such human rights discourses by feminist movements, an 

interest which stems from research conducted on Tanzanian gender-based NGOs in the 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 4:04 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edt~~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Brief bios 

Hi Dr SaNe, 

I’m glad to hear you arrived safely¯ 

I’m not leaving for Zanzibar nntil 

Just let me know what you fl~ink. 

Best, 

¯ So I’ll be able to work on it for a while before I leave¯ 

On , at 3:32 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~emafil.nnc.edu > wrote: 

Dear 

The No is excellent. The only edit will be your institutional affiliation status: for purposes of the book and knowing that you will be publishing a lot in the next year 
or so, your status will be ’an anthropology studen~ at etc. 

I arrived here safely and getting to work early tomorrow morning. 

When are leaving for your research? Knowing this will help me think of the way forward with the paper. Your research in Zanzibar is the no. I~ agenda so T want 
to think carefully about the paper~ 

Best wishes, 
Dr, Sahle 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-¯ Saturday, 2:18 PM 
To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Brief bios 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
I’ve attached my bio. I hope it is alright. Let me know if you want me to make any changes. 

Also, do you want me to work on the paper including Mugo’s poet~ and ~ework the paper in other ways? Let me know if you still want me to do this, or 

not. 

Thanks and have a nice time in Durban¯ 

All the best, 

On Thu, at 8:45 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deed All, 

Cheelings. 

Congmts to those who roll be gradnating this week and to i      for moving forward with s~dying human rights law - I thi~k the Ocampo Six in 

Kenya should be worded becanse they will encounter your sharpe analytical mind soon’¯ I plum to attend some of the briefing on flaem atthe Hague in 

the Fail. 

At a~y rate, I will be meeting with the Publisher tbr University of KwaZulu-Natal Press next week in Durban to discuss the endgame of the manuscript 
which I have been trying to finish during a very. busy academic year for all the contributors. Anyway, May and early June is devoted to finalizing the 

project m~d sending it offto the Press for peer review. 

In discussion about the project yesterday, she requested that I send updated bios of all the contributors, hence this email. Aim for a bio of between 
100-200 words and include the following: 

Your insaitutional a~lSlialion (if any) - for those going to graduate schools include your new schools. 

Research interests - in all your cases kindling inclnde your human rights work and regions of interest. 

and    : I will be meeting Dr. Galvin- her health is much better and she ha~s slowly returned to work- on Sunday and will send you a note on the 

way tbrward with a chapter once I return stateside in about 10 days. 



Best wishes, 
Mw~limu S~Ne 



From = @1 ive.com > 

Sent= Sunday, 5:10 PM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Afri    Final 

Professor Sahle, 

I just checked my grades on Connect Carolina and saw that I received a I ~ in Afri . it just surprised me a little because I did pretty well on my first exam, excellent on my 
paper, and have participated more than most of the class so I figured that grade would be high as well. After taking the final, I felt pretty good about it, but it looks like 1 must 
not have done as well as I thought. Could you tell me what brought me down into the range rather than an,     ? 



From: Presentation Skills <sendout@commsendout.com> 
Sent: Sunday, May 8, 2011 7:07 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Subje~: DYNAMIC PRESENTATION SKILLS - Confident Communication Workshops - MAY & JUNE 2011 

GET THE DESIRED RESPONSE! 
MAKE AN IMPACT WITH YOUR PRESENTATIONS, 

INFLUENCE YOUR AUDIENCE 

Making a good first impression. 

How to appear professional and confident 

when speaking. 

Using the voice correctly when speaking 

Overcoming nerves when speaking How to 

write a speech / presentation. 

The importance of eye contact and gestures 

when speaking 

Thinking on your feet 

listening skills 

Using power point to your advantage not 

disadvantage. 

Impromptu speeches; prepared speeches 

and sight-reading 

How to prepare for a presentation. 

Pronunciation problems will be pointed out, 

and corrective exercises given. 

¯ You will learn to come across more 

confidently when in a group of people. 

Preparing you for future presentations and 

meetings. 

All speeches are video recorded allowing the 

speaker to watch improvements and correct 

problems. 

The videotapes are yours to keep, as well as 



all literature in the files, 

If you do not want to receive any more newsletters, ti~i.~ ii=ii 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 11:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: ThaJak you 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are doing well I just wanted to write and thank you for all of your guidance, help, and encouragement this year Your class was amazing and definitely was the push I needed to 
decide to study human rights in grad school. You are a wondelful professor and I have learned so much from you Thank you also for asking me to help you research and for the great 
conversations we’ve had. I ve~z much appreciate them. 

Again, thank you And please let me know if you need me to do an?- researching for you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 5:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Seeking Business, States Loosen Insurance Rules 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/Og/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & ’Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed 

~O~ornize~dav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May O9,2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Seeld~tg lBuslness, States 

Loose~ Insura~ce R~les 

To lure business, some states are offering a refuge from yules, espeNMly those requiring eompanies 
to set aside enongh money to pay fl~ture elaims. 

S.~’ia Broadens Deadly Crackdowli on Protesters 

~Ilxe crackdown seemed to mark a decisive turn in an uprising that has posed a grave challenge to 
President Bashar al-Assad. 

U,S, Raises P~’essm’e on PaMstan in Raid’s Wake 

The U.S. government wants to control the investigation to determine whether Pakistani 
government, intelligence or military officials were complieit in hiding Osama bin Laden. 

. NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"W~ feIt a~.I t~Ione o~t there. We.felt Iike we were i~ God’s Imnds~" 

MARk& ~IAK’I[’INEZ~ of Mexico City, who failed in an attempt to cross the United States border 

with the help of cellphonc messages from smugglers. 

Special Section : 

Sm~mer Stages 
From Shakespeare to 
Bach to Rihanna, 
summer means 
festivals amt more 
aronnd the country. 

~ Classical Music [ Dance 

~Pop and Jazz 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Holy to c.t the 
MiJltary 
The defense bndget has 
risen by 70 percent in 
the last decade. Is it 
time to slash it? 

New apps to share videos 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Take your iPhone to the next ievel 

Docking your laptop, wireiessiy 

WORLD 

Cllashes in Cairo Leave 12, Dead a~d 2 Ch~’ehes in Flames 

Long-suppressed sectarian animosities have burst out with increasing ferocity since the end of 
former President Hosni Mubarak’s police state. 

Bahrain Says It VVIII End State of Emergency 



The king of Bahrain said that the state of emergency he imposed to quell antigovernment protests 

wouht be ended on June 1st. 

Japan R~affi~’ms N~tclear Energy Use 

Japan remains committed to nuclear power despite the nuclear plant crisis, Prone Minister Naoto 
Kan said. 

~ Obse,viq9 Japan aisaster, Chin8 Amen Js Nuclear Saret~ Rul~s 

Mere World News 

Smugglers G~ide Illegal Immigrants With Cues v~a Ce~lphone 

Some smugglers are keeping track of border patrols fi’om afar and then texting advice to 
immigrants coming into the United States. 

For Some, Helping With ;D~saster Relief Is Not Just Aid, It’s a Call~ng 

With a chain of command so tightly-run it would make a military officer proud, the Southern 
Baptist teams have been the backbone of disaster relief fi’om the South’s tornadoes. 

Democrats’ Plan ~Vou|d Offset Defici{ by Ending Big Oil’~ ’I’a~ Breaks 

With high gas prices and federal deficits in the political spotlight, senior Democrats believe that 
Senate Repubfieans will support an idea they otherwise might not like. 

BUSINESS 

Response to Volatility in Silver Takes Hold 

Worried about the soaring prices of emnmodities, exchange officials are raising the collateral needed 
to guarantee trades. 

Mexico Takers Aim at a ’I’ita~t i~t Telecom 

Recent moves by Mexican authorities threaten to chip away at the dominance of Carlos Slim’s 
empire. 

h~ Cable Niches, Less ReMiD- and More Original Shows 

To stay competitive, relatively small cable channels that once relied on reality shows and repeats of 
others’ scripted programs are now showing original comedies and dramas. 

SPORTS 

After a Tornado, Solace o~ the Ball F~e~d 

After a tornado ravaged a high school in Ringgold, Ga., schools that were rivals in the standings 
opened their fields and supply closets so that Pdnggold’s baseball team could compete in the playoffs. 

MAVERICKS 122, LAKERS 86 

Exit for Jack,~on Comes Sooner" Than Expected 

Jason Terry. scored 32 points and the Mavericks swept the Lakers and ended Phil Jackson’s 

ehampionshipqaden coaching career, 

~ Celtics Face Quandary i~ InjuFg to Rondo 

YANKEES 12, RANGERS 5 

Jeter Fi~ds P~wer Stroke, a~d Texas Pa?\~ 

After going 259 at-oats without a home run, Derek aeter hit two in three innings as the Yankees 
won at Texas. 

~ P.,ox Score [ inning by inning 

o Mere Sports News 

ARTS 



THEATER REVIEWI ’A MINISTERIS V~/] FE’ 

Three Hearts Butt Heads h~ O~e Marriage 

Small stirrings of the heart and mind evoke delicate musical responses in "A Minister’s Wife/’ a 
chamber musical based on "Candida," George Bernard Shaw’s comedy about the mysteries of 
marital love. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’The I-Iea~ and the Fist~ and ’Sear Team Six’ 

~-o new memoirs by fm~er members of the Navy Seals, "Seal Team Six" by Howard E. Wasdin and 
"The Heart and the Fist" by Eric Oreitens, are very different in tone. 

Nnrturer of Autho~0s Is Closing the Book 
i’.;7 .:LIE 

The editor Robert Loomis, who is reth’ing frmn Random Ihmse after 54 years, is known for 
nnrturing writers including Maya Angelou, William Styron, Shelby Foote and Calvin Trillin. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

European Ve*~tnres Seek to Fill a Void ~n "World News 

As news organizatkms dose foreign bureaus, journalists, entrepreneurs and government bodies are 
trying to make up the difference. 

MEDIA CACHE 
:News Corpo’S Interes~ in Formula One Raises Alarms 

The Murdoehs are prepared to spend a lot of money to put Formula One racing on BSkyB, as well as 
on other News Corp.-owned or affiliated pay-TV siblings. 

Stars Gai~ Co~trol of Onli~e Images 

A company called WhoSay - a little-known start-up with a prominent clientele - offers content 
services for social media, and grants full ownership to the celebrities. 

Mere Media & Adver~isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Fa ~ah-Hamas Deal 
Continued stalemate with Israel will only strengthen extremists. 

EDITORIAL 
The Debt Limit Negotiations 
Republicans are playing chicken with the nation’s credit rating and the recovery. 

EDITORIAL 
Boarding? Denied, Lock and Loadi~g? S~re, 
A person on the F.B.I.’s terrorist wateh list is barred from boarding an airplane, yet is free to buy 
firearms and ammunition at any American gun shop. 

EDITORIAL 

Ca~ Yon Explah~ the War Powers Act? 
The light of democracy burns steadily in schools, if too dimly. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Hitting the no[tie 

Manufacturers might be removing BPA, a chemical used to harden certain plastics, from their 
products. But they are substituting chemicals that may be just as dangerous. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Umvlsdom of Ei~tes 

~II~e anatmny of a top.town disaster. 

~ Columnis~ Page [ Bieg 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

VVhose Forelg~t Policy Is IF? 

President Obama’s war on terror is looking a lot like his predecessor’s. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 9, 1994, South Africa’s newly elected parliament chose Nelson Mandela to be the country’s 

first blaek president. 

YOU received ~his message because you signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlit~es newsietter. As a member of 

the TRUSIe privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage SubscdptioRs ~ URsubscr~be ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: @gma~l.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:44 AM 

To: Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Subjet~: Re: Briefbios 

graduated from the University of No~h Carolina at Chapel Hill with a Bachelor of Arts degree as a double-major in Journalism and Global Studies. 

He will tnove to Boston in August to pm~tJ~cipate in the IVL’kTCH Corps progmtn, where he will work full-time to tutor at-risk middle school students. ’][’hat progman will 

end in         , at which point Benjamin plans on going into t]m Peace Corps. He continues to research and study issnes of human rights pertaining paxticularly to 

water rights and other issues of access to resources, especially in Eafft and southern Africa. 

On Thn, at 8:45 AM, Sanie, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deaac All, 

Greetings. 

Congrats to those who will be graduating this week and to       ~br moving forwmv~ with studying human rights law - I think the Ocampo Six in Kenya should be 

worried because they will encounter your sharpe anal~vlical ,nind soon! I plan to attend some of the briefing on them at the Hague in the Fall. 

At any rote, I roll be meeting mtk the Publisher for University of KwaZuln-Natal Press next week in Durban to discuss the endgame of the manuscript which I have 

been t~Ting to finish during a veD~ busy academic year for all the contributors. Anywa>; May and early Jnne is devoted to finalizing the project and sending it offto 

the Press for peer review. 

In discussion about the project yesterday, she requested that I send updated bios of all the contributors, hence this email. Aim tbr a No of between 100-200 words 

and include the ti~llowing: 

Your ins{tutional all]liation (if any) - for those going to graduate schools include your new schools. 

Research interests - in all your cases kindling include your human rights work and regions of interest. 

and    : I will be meeting Dr. Galvin - her health is much better and she has slowly returned to work - on Sunday and will send you a note on the way tbrvvard 

with a chapter once I return stateside in about 10 days. 

Best wishes, 

Mwalimu SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, May 9, 2011 10:00 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Creole Now Satisfies the Duke Foreign Language (FL) Requirement!!! Enrolhnent is open! 

Creole now Satisfies the Foreign Language (FL) Requirement!!! 
Contact Prof. Jacques Pierre for info (jacques.pierre@duke.edu) 
Creole I -Class Time: MF (8:45-9:45 A,Mo)//TTH (8:454):45 AoM) 

This class is designed to provide linguistic skills and cultural sensitization for potential participants who would like to make a 

difference in the rebuilding of Haiti. The class is geared toward learning the language for work in the following areas: health care, 

Haitian women’s rights issues, environment, and children’s rights. Students will be exposed to different aspects of Haitian culture 

through movies, proverbs, music (rosin), and games. Prereqlii.~i*e: 

Creole H--Cla~, Time: MF (11:40-12:40 P.M.)i/TTH (11.40-12:40 P.M.) 

This class is designed to help students develop their speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills at the intermediate level. The 

linguistic aspect of Haiti will be explored through texts written by Haitian authors in Creole. Also the histoly of Haiti (1492-1804) will be 

explored. Students will be able to fully understand the linguistic and historical themes covered in the class through movies, proverbs, 

music (konpa), lectures, and films. 

Creole HI/Creole 63 -o Class Time: MWF (3:(}5-4:05 PoNk) 

This course will help students actfieve advanced intermediate fluency in Creole with a focus on improving their listening ability. Students 

will be exposed to contemporary events by using internet resources in Creole to get 

a deep insight into Haitian culture, literature, society, and religion. Students will also translate texts from English into Haitian Creole and 

vice-versa. Prere~-~u~.~te: (!reo~e H 

MEN ANPI[L CHAY PA LOU! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beacon Press <bpexam@beacon.org> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 1:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Ideal for courses:a psychiatrist & scholax on the racializafion of Schizophrenia 

A leading psychiatrist and scholar exposes the racialization of Schizophrenia-- 

starting with the civil rights era and continuing today 

cover 

ideal for courses in: 
[3 African American 

Studies 
[3 History of Civil Rights 
[3 Psychiatry 
r] Medical Ethics 
F] Sociology of Mental 

Health 
[3 Black Sociology 

[3 American Studies 
[3 Medical Sociology 
[3 Medical Anthropology 

Read an excerpt 

Table of contents 

The Protest Psychosis: How Schizophrenia Became a Black Disease 
Jonathan M. Metzl 

Paperback I 978-O-8070-0127-1 1288 pgs 

$22.00 I EXAM COPY PRICE: 

The civil rights era is largely remembered as a time of sit-ins, boycotts, and riots. But a very different civil 
rights history evolved at the Ionia State Hospital for the Criminally Insane in Ionia, Michigan. Here, African 
American men suddenly appeared in the asylum’s previously white, locked wards. Some of these men 
came to the attention of the state after participating in civil rights demonstrations, while others were sent by 
the military, the penal system, or the police. Once at Ionia, psychiatrists classified these men under a 
single diagnosis: schizophrenia. 

In The Protest Psychosis, psychiatrist and cultural critic Jonathan Metzl tells the shocking story of how 
schizophrenia became the diagnostic term overwhelmingly applied to African American men. Expertly 
sifting through a vast army of cultural documents, Metzl shows how associations between schizopht~nia 
and blackness emerged during the tumultuous decades of the 1960s and 1970s-and he provides a 

cautionary tale of how anxieties about race continue to impact doctor-patient interactions in our seemingly 
postracial era of genetics, pharmacokinetics, and brain scans. 

Praise for The ProtestPsychosis 

"The most important book on schizophrenia in years." -Byron Good, Harvard Medical School 

"A fascinating, penetrating book by one of medicine’s most exceptional young scholars._.Folding together 
equal measures of historical analysis, psychiatry,social criticism, and impeccable research, The Protest 
Psychosis offers not only psychiatrists but anyone involved in health care new insight into the nature of 
disease, the ongoing flux of medical knowledge, the influence of culture and politics on medicine and 
science, and the "unequal treatment" still at play regarding race in the United States." -Delese Wear, 
JAMA: The Journal of the American Medical Association 

About the author 

"[Metzl] meticulously uses statistical analyses to illustrate medicine’s lack of objectivity and tendency to 
mirror mainstream attitudes-the effects of which include how contemporary mental institutions and prisons 
were created and how those incarcerated were overwhelmingly black.... The Protest Psychosis convincingly 
portrays how mainstream values affected psychiatry and ’racialized’ various mental disorders. In the 
process, Metzl presents the compelling historical, political and philosophical ideas that affected the very 
foundation of medicine in the 20th century." --Manfred Tejerina, The New Physician 

"A stunning and disturbing book. Jonathan Metzl shows how white fears of black militancy, radical shifts in 
diagnoses, the pharmaceutical industry’s promotion of new antipsychotic drugs, and the rise of a carceral 
state converged to invent the schizophrenic Negro. The Protest Psychosis is a compelling cultural history 
that exposes postwar psychiatry’s racist character and its enduring legacy." -Robin D. G. Kelley, author of 
Thelonious Monk: The Life and Times of an American Original 

"The Protest Psychosis is a passionate condemnation of the relationship between psychiatric diagnosis 

and race2 --Tanya M. Luhrmann, The American Joumal of Psychiatry 

"This important and engaging book addresses conceptions of schizophrenia in psychiatry as well as in 
broader social and political thinking....Metzl offers a bold and compelling alternative perspective that 
challenges notions of psychiatry as an objective and bias-free enterprise_..Metzl addresses a long-standing 
diagnostic tension in psychiatry with insight, clarity, and informative historical detail." -Health Affairs 

Jonathan M. Metzl is associate professor of psychiatry and women’s studies and director of the Culture, Health, and Medicine Program 
at the University of Michigan. A 2008 Guggenheim Fellowship recipient, Metzl has written extensively for medical, psychiatry, and 
popular publications. His books include Prozac on the Couch and Difference and Identity in Medicine. 

....... E ×a m In at~ on c o pie s of The Pro tes t Psychos Is a r e a va ~ I a b l e f r o m Rand om H ou se A cad e rm c Re s o u r c e s, E x a m c o p es are 50 # .............. 
off fo ~r 5~ bE wfi~ ~i~ i ~r $20~00 E~ rndrei ~ for marl6 n~d~ fingex ~i~ N e~ visit t be Ra~dorn HoeS 



~ vw, w.beacon.org I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Nassachusetts 02108. Beacon Press is distributed by Random House PuNishing Services. 

This is a commercial message. ~ 

If you would prefer not to ~eceive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-n~l 

You will receive one additional e-mail message cow,rimming your remowl. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~gui wa goro @googlemaiLcom> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 3:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

URGENT CALL FOR PAPERS: PANEL FOR EADI CONFERENCE YORK 

Riika! 

hope that you are well. You might want to join my panel? It is rather last minute as I had missed it in my spam and I need to submit the abstracts by next week! 

http:flwww.eadi.org/index.ph p?id=1524 

Panel: Translation and Traducture: Promoting partnerships, building and adding value in international Development Practice through Dialogue 

Panel Description: 

The panel seeks to share findings emanating the 5 year IKME research preject on the specific strand of translatien arid traducture. The research explored the ways in which the 

notions of 7?aducture and Traosfation can be used to illuminate development theory and practice, build bridges, enhance partnerships and create bridges of knowledge 

management in development practice through dialogue. It will paRicularly examine how knowledge about and for development is produced and managed by various players, from 

the academy te c’,emmunities and erganisatiens in the Nerth, in the Seuth and in surprising glebal parl:nerships, some, ew~lt, others tacit and ethers spontaneous The research 

was based on the premise that the dew~lopment secter has no~ fully appreciated the strategic imper~ance of language, traduc~ure and translation in informatien knewledge 

management to its work, and that it has not responded effectively to the practical challenges of organislng and using information and knowledge effectively within and between 

organizations and geo-political spheres at a time of rapid but uneven ’informational developments.’ No~hern development organizations of all types often lack adequate 

knewledge of the Seuthern realities that they exist to change and, as impertantly, of the perception ef those realities by local populatiens and by lecal intellectuals Equally, the 

South does not fully appreciate NoRhern development practice and there may be moments of missed or bad translations. The area of indigenous and local knowledge, 

indogenous and endogenous knowledge, knowledge as construct and the inherent multiplicity of knowledge as demonstrated by translation itself is also often not incorporated in 

inR)rmatien knewledge management because ef the absence ef an appropriate mediums ef dialegue, knowledge and use ef teols, either in relation te centent, artefacts er 

w~hicles ef commurfica~k)n. These are fundamerfi:al issue affecting the potential effl~cfiveness ef all dew)lopment werk. The ebjecl:iw) ef the panel is to share insights and extend 

the discussion is to improve development practice by promoting change in the way the development sector approaches the selection, management and use of knowledge in the 

formation and implementation of its policies and programmes with specific reference to translation and traducture in the narrow and broad senses including in the interdisciplinary 

and multiple knowledge aspects. New terrninelogy, new concepts and issues of rneasurement of pregress haw) also emerged and demonsrated that traducture can be a useR]l 

tool in evaluation and critical self-reflection by pawners, and demonstrable through outputs and a~lefacts through culture and real alleviation of poveRy which can be shared. These 

will be demonstrated through findings of the research and a range of case studies by the panel in the hope of producing new knowledges and communities of practice. 

Organiser: 

Wangui wa gore, SlDENSI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 4:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Braced for Fights With Pakistanis in Bin Laden Raid 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/!O/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I OnThis D~V 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May lO, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

UoSo B~oaced for I~ights 

Paklstanis in Bh~ Lade~ Raid 

f..r...: ii.-., i2 

President Obama insisted that the force hunting down Osama bin Laden last week be large enough 
to fight its way out of Pakistan if confronted by hostile local police officers and troops. 

~Vestchester Towns Take Hit Fl’oln Rise in Tax Appeals 

Local governments are being overwhelmed by property tax challenges, driven by companies that 
appeal homeowners’ tax bills in exchange for a share of the savings. 

N?~’~a Proclaims It Now HaG Upper Ha~d Over UpriM~g 

A senior official gave a dear sign that the leadership believes it will crush protests that have 
faltered after mass arrests and hundreds of deaths. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Yon can’t be verlt nice to people who are leading an armed rebellion, in a sense~" 
IBOUTHAINA SHAAIBAN, an adviser to Syria’s president, speaking about the government 
crackdown on protests. 

S P 0 FITS 

Prose,am Apart 
A high school where 
there are no band 
geeks? At DeMatha Catholic High 
School, many athletes also play 
music in the school’s many 
competitive ensembles. 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Electric Avenue 

High oil prices could 
force a transformation 
of the nation’s 
automotive fleet toward hybrid and 
battery-powered cars. 

Critic’s Notebook: Jermifer 
Lopez 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Seinfeld on the Web, portion controlled 

WORLD 

Leak of CoIoAo Officer Name Ix Sign of Rift ~A;~th PaMstan 
i.::., ..:..if. PLi . 

The pnbfieation of the name of the C.I.A. station chief in Islamabad seemed a deliberate effort after 
the Osama bin Laden raid. 

\¢~ith Help Frown NXI’O, Libyan Rebels Gain Groined 

Rebel fighters made significant gains in a faint sign that NATO may be starting to strain the 
government forces. 

~ 
Photog:aphs 



UoNo Urges Ships to [-Ielp M~gra~ts in Medlterraaean 

Crews on the Mediterranean ave being urged to watch foe nnseaworthy vessels carrying migrants 
fi’om Libya after a ship with 60o people broke np off the port of Tripoli on Friday. 

¯ More World News 

Officials are warning residents in low-lying areas to leave, as the Mississippi River approached a 
crest. 

VOICES FROM THE STORM 

Mayor’s ~orld Re~nade h~ a~ instant 

When tornadoes demolished one-seventh of Tuscaloosa, Ala., Mayor Walter Maddox’s job changed 

forever, and nothing in his 38 years of life could have prepared him. 

Exot~erated I~m~ates Fight La~Ter°s Lobbyi~g Fees 

A Texas lawyer helped get the state to increase payouts to those wrongfully convicted. But his 
clients got the tab. 

Schwarzenegger and Shrh~er Announce Separation 

The split between Arnold Schwarzenegger and Maria Shriver comes five months after 
Schwarzenegger finished his second term as governor of California. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

Microsoft ~n Talks to Acquh~e Skype for ,~8o5 

The acquisition, an effort to gain a foothold in voice anti video eommnnieafions, would be Microsoft’s 
largest ever. 

Social Networks Offer a Way to N arrow the F~eld of Friends 

When Facebook is too public, smaller sites let a user share news with a streamlined group of people. 

Japat~’s Nuclear Ft~t~u-e i~ the Bala~ce 

The accident at the Fukushima Daiichi plant may cause Japan to import more fossil fuels rather 
than increase its reliance on renewable energy sources, experts say. 

SPORTS 

A Golf Ball That ~Von°t Slice Comes ~,Vltb a Catch: It’s Illegal 

The dimples on the Polara create a straighter and lower trajectory, but there’s a drawbaek: the ball 
does not confmzn to the offieial pales of golf. 

Researchers E~ploy New Test to Estimate Co~cusslon R~sk for Hel~ets 

A Virginia Tech research report reveals that two models popular with teenage football players 
might be allowing high rates of concussions. 

HEAT 98, CELTICS 90 (OT) 

Tlfis "I’hne, Heat Stars Lh,e Up to Name 

Chris Bosh, LeBron James and Dwyane Wade scored a combined 83 points to give the Heat a 3-1 
lead over the Celtics in the East Conference semifinals. 

Mete Sports News 

ARTS 

So~,%~-rlter V~ith a Global Guitar 

The music business has never quite known what to make of Gary Lueas, who has a new CD, "The 
Ordeal of Civility," going on sale on Tuesday. 

Mo~e Familiar ’Spider-Ma~s Hopes to Bury the Dark 



When "Spider-Man: Tuna Off the Dark," returns to previews, several of Jufie Taymor’s ideas will be 

gone. 

¯ More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Life and the Cosmos~ VVord by Palnsta~dng Word 

In a rare interview, the physicist Stephen Hawking discusses his work, aliens and living with A.L.S. 

I~ a Changhig Antarctlca~ Some Penguins Thrh;e as Others S~fffer 

Relentless warming is taking a toll on Ad~fie and emperor penguins. 

~E] 
Slide Show: Living on Thin Ice 

Fom~tahis of Optimism for IAge VCay Out There 

A newfound abundance of water in the solar system has inspired scientists who hope to find traces of 
life. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Rejected VCh~dfaH 
Some governors, like Florida’s Rick Scott, are tnrning their backs on federal dollars. 

EDITORIAL 

New Attacks on V¢omen s Rights 
The House passes a sweeping bill to deny access to abortion. 

EDITORIAL 

They Should Be Condemnh~g Syria 

It is outrageous that Syria is even being discussed for membership to the United Nations Hmnan 

Rights Council considering its bloody erackdown. 

EDITORIAL 

C,o~tln ulng Q~est~ons A]bo~t C, her~oby~ 
More vigorous research is needed to study the long-troTh effects of the worst nuclear power plant 
accident in history. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The M~sslng F~fth 

Is the United States becoming less vital and industrious? Here’s a warning sign: 2o percent of 
American men aren’t working. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Force of the Deed 

The killing of Bin Laden was an extraordinary achievement that put to rest a gnawing American 

self-doubt. 

~ Colurnnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

\~hy Greece Should Reject the Euro 

A threat by Greece to jettison the euro is long overdue. It might cost the Greek economy in the short 
term, but not as much as the years of recession, stagnation and high unemployment. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May ~o, 1869, a golden spike was driven at Promontory, Utah, marking the completion of the 
first transcontinental railroad in the United States. 

* See ’l’kds Feont Page 
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From: ~(}gmafil.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:40 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Comm 

Hi my name is           and I am in your Comm    class starting today. I just had shoulder suigei)" on Thursday to rep~fir my labrum and rotator cufl~ I was not 

able to view the syllabus and am concerned that I ~an missing or did not see something ilnpol~xit for class today. Looking forward to class and staNng off the summer 

semester. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 11:46 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Enlightenment, Community and Now, Spellbound Beauty 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Comrades, 

The Tank always grows, with your discussions and forums. [, for one, learn immensely from what you have to say. After all, people 
from the West (like me) need to be humble since we (through our governments and multinationals) violate the rights of people around 
the world all the time. 

What unifies us most is the new site, with the photographs of Zakir Hossain, from the Farmer’s Voice (l@isoker Sor). His photographs 
also grace the "photograph site" You will find both of these on the lower left of the Tank. 

His photographs remind us of what we universally share - beauty, aesthetics, and a love of the natural world, which is so imperiled. 

Oh yes, the Tank depends on contributions. You are welcome to push the Donate button at our secure server. 

Peace and solidarity, 

Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/.>xg source=msg mes network 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 4:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Federal Retreat on Bigger Loans Rattles Housing 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes corn/indexe!!2011105!! l/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor[s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This E)aV 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 11, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

F’ederal Retioeat on Bigger                             ~ 

Loans Rattles Housing 

Planned cuts in the size of a mortgage that can be backed by the federal government may hurt 
upseale housing markets in high-cost states like New York and CMifomia. 

Killings and Rumors Unsettle a Libyan City 

The deaths o[ former government offieials in Benghazi, the center of the Libyan resistance, appear 
to be rooted in vengeance and have raised the specter of a death squad. 

C a       i , Stalls Tuition Aid for Libyan Student~ ~n U.S. 

Peace Corps Volnnieers Speak Oilt on Rape 

Former volunteers are going publie abont being sexually assaulted while serving, prompting a 
Congressional hearing on Wednesday. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"These won~e~ ar~ alom~ bi n~a~g eas~s, and theg’re bi rough parts ~ lh~ ~uorld. W~ ~ua~t lh~ [ ?~ited 
States l~> rush m a~d treat ttwm as a v~et~m of crime like the.q wo~d b~ trea~ed here a~ home." 
REPRENEN’i A’F~VE ’FED POE~ Re]mbIiean u[ Texas, on Peace Cot~s ~,ohm[eera who ha~,e been 
sexually assaulted. 

BUSINESS 

~ INTERACTIVE 

GILCPHIC: ~S i[ 

Better to Buy or 

Rent? 
Whether renting is better than 
bnying depends on many faetm’s, 
including how fast prices rise and 
how long yon will stay in your home. 
Compare the costs og buying and 
renting equivalent homes. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE SCORE :~] The 
The Composer’s I    Cf,mp:s I 
Other Voice             ers 

In the conversations 
about music, politics 
and culture, why not hear fl’om the composers themselves? 

LeBron James after "The 
Decision" 
Also on NYTimes corn 

What happened to Air France flight 447? 

The subway gets a dining car 

WORLD 

Syrian Elite to Fight Protests to ’the End~ 

The ruling family believes it mnst snrvive at all costs or the region wmdd be thrown into chaos, 
Syria’s most powerful businessman suggested in an interview. 

~ideo: rimesCast ] Syna’s Business Tycoon 

Troops, Backed by ’I’al~l~, Move to Qnell Dissever i~ S3~ian Towns 

Byrian activists called for daily protests beginning ~esday in support of thousands og detained 



anti-regime demonstrators. 

K~walt ~qewed i%s Syria’s IL~val i,’or U,N, 

Syria, which is on a list of four countries nominated to the United Nations Hmnan Rights Council, 
has faced criticism for its reaction to protests in recent weeks. 

More World News 

Neo-Nazi Father Ix Killed~ Son, ~o~ Steeped i~ Beliefs, Ix Acct~sed 

Jeff Hall’s young children were raised in a home where white supremacism was embraced. Now one 
of them has been charged with his murder. 

WEIRTON JOURNAL 

Bad Luck and Ha~’d Times on the Ment~ at a Bt~s Termh~al i~ West 

~I~e bus terminal in Weirton, W.Va., used to be for people who were going places. ~I~ese days it is a 

diner where no one goes anywhere. 

Presb)tteHa,~s Approve Ordh~atlon of ~ay People 

The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) has voted to change its constitution and allow openly gay people 
in same-sex relationships to be ordained as ministers, elders and deacons. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

For Mi~rosoft.o Skype Opens Vast New Market in Telecom 

In agreeing to pay 88.5 billion to buy Skype, Microsoft is embracing a technology that is 
transforming the way people communicate at home and at work. 

~ Deal~ook SKype investors Reap Windfall 

~ Stl’ong Earn ngs and Skype Dea~ Lift Wal~ Street 

~ Vi~!eo M crosoft ~nd Skype 

H~p Makers Told to Study More Data 

The Food and Drug Administration ordered all prodneevs of a popnlar category of artifieial hip to 
stmty the implants, whieh have been linked to severe health effects in some patients. 

L*~ster Dims For a Publi~ M~c~oolender 

SKS Mierofinance last week reported its first loss as a public eompany as loan repayments fell. 

o Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

METS 4, ROCKIES 3 

Davis Helps Mets b~’~in,~ but Is Injured in a Collis~on 
~.::’, ~..~.VH." ~N.:J. ~.":.:~ 

First baseman Ike Davis, who leads the team in home runs and rm~s batted in, left in the fifth 

inning with a strained left calf and is listed as day to day. 

~ Bats: From LOW Draft P~c~ TO Chance ~n Rotation 

~Box Score ~ Play-by-Play 

YANKEES 3, ROYALS 1 

At a Crucial Mome~t~ Rodrlgnez Delivers for the Yankees 

Alex Rodrignez hit a tie-breaking, two-run single in the fifth inning, and Freddy Oarcia pitehed into 

the sixth inning to beat Kansas City. 

Sean Foley, who has worked with several Tour players, inelnding Tiger Woods, is confident in his 
theoretical methods, even if his critics ave not. 



ARTS 

MOMIE RENd EW I ’CITY OF LIFE AND DEATH’ 
A Tale of Nanjing Atrocities That Spares No ~’utM DetMl 

"City of Life and Death" portrays the hundreds of thousands of soldiers and civilians tortured and 
killed during the mass butchery also known as the Rape of Nanjing. 

Daniel Brodsky, a real estate developer and a Met trustee since 2OOl, was elected chairman of the 

museum. He will assmne the post on Sept. 13. 

Cornparh~g Stage Notes on Lau~oents 

A selection of theater artists share their memories of the playwright and director Arthur Laurents, 
who died on Thursday. 

~ Slide Show: A Stage Life 

DINING & WINE 

A F~ou~t \q~th a 

Suddenly dragon fruit, the caetus-bred enrio, is appearing in too many places to count. 

A Ta~door Ove~ Brhags India% Heat to the Bacl~’ard 

A ceramic artist has developed a version of the ancient Indian day cooking vessels - part oven and 
part barbecue pit -for home use. 

RESTAURANT REVIBN 

The NafionM Bar and Dh~ing Room~ 

::2./S::b" ~:~04 

With a smart, accessible and not terribly expensive menu by the chef Geoffrey Zakarian, the 

National delivers more than its Midtown location would promise, and handsomely. 

~ SHde Show on Diner’s Journal ~ ~ Post a C:ommen~ 

~Tbe Scoop App. Download for Mo~e D~n~ng Recommendations 

o More Dininq & ~Nh?e >) 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

PreMde~t Obama at the Border 
A strong vow is made to move forward on immigration reform. But to make progress, he will have 
to do a lot more. 

EDITORIAL 

Republica~ Demands and the Debt Limit 
John Boehner misdiagnosed the problem and offered rhetoric for the cure. 

EDITORIAL 

Haiti’s Co~tlmfing Cholera O~tlbreak 
The spread of the disease since the 2OlO earthquake is a reminder of the help that Haiti still needs 
and the consequences of continued neglect. 

EDITORIAL 

Even for dov. Christie, This One’s a Stretch 
If the State Supreme Court calls for New Jersey to fund education, Mr. Christie will have to comply. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

\~he~ the Levee IOoes~’t Break 

[low the lessons from the 1937 flood prevented a disaster along the Mississippi in 2o11. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Old Man V~flth Clicker 
f-h, .’~:.’. .~RL~..b. 

Osama bin Laden loved to watch videos of himself on a small screen. Soon we’ll all be able to watch 
his very sndden demise on the big screen. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bad Bargahls 

The systems in Saudi Arabia and Pakistan that created a Bin Laden are alive and well. 



~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Post-T~-amnat~c Ch~|d]h~od 

We shouldn’t try to save money by cutting treatment for children who are subjected to violence at 

home. 

ON THIS DAY 

On May ~, 1973, charges against Daniel Ellsberg for his role in the Pentagon Papers case were 

dismissed by Jndge William M. Byrne, who cited government miscondnct. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This F*’ont Page 

Yoti ieceived this roesssge becatise yo~ signed up for NYTJmes corn’s ]oday’s Headliqes ~ews~e~e[ As 8 member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program; we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvacy 

Manage Subscrip~iot~s ] Ut~subscdbe ~ Ctsange Your E-Mail ] Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Fwd: RE: Afam 

At Professor Regester’s advice I am reaching out to other professors to 
see if someone would be willing to work with me on the Afam 
Independent Study. She has more than enough students at this point 
Belo~v is the transcript between myself and Professor Regester. I have 
to have this done by close of registration today and would appreciate 
it if I could hear back from you at your earliest convenience. Thanks 
so much. 

Best, 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed,             14:16:14 +0000 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaihunc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email uric edu> 
SubJect: RE: Afam 

To: @email.unc edu> 

[)ear            At this point, I cannut take on any more students 
because I am already teaching two classes and working with an honors 
thesis as well as two independent students I assumed that I cuuld work 
this out but I dun’t think that this is guing tu work uut fur me. 
Cumact sume ufthe other professurs in the AFAM office and they might 
be willing tu wurk with you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Frum: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:00 AM 
Tu: Regester, Charlene B 
SubJect: RE: Afam 

I am taking a class un campus Phil    , and I would definitely be able 
to do research in the library I have been trying tu lucate other 
classes all morning, and all are closed. If I am nut registered by 
another cuurse by 5pm today, then I will nut receive any aid tu pay for 
classes. I would certainly be grateful to be able to take this cuurse 
I appreciate you getting back tu me so prumptly. 

Thanks so much, 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email uric edu>: 

Dear            Culwently, I have some two students working with me 

and I really don’t have time to take on any more students. Also, 

because you are not on campus this makes me it more difficult since 

my students will have to work in the librau to do the research 

required of the independent study. However, if you catmot locate 

another class, let me know-. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~emaihmxc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesdav, 7:00 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Afam 

Good Evening Professor Regester, 

I would like to know if I may take the Afam h~dependent Stu@ ~xder 

your supelvision. I am doing a double major in Philosophy, for which I 

have satisfied all requirements, and Afam, for which I have 4 classes 
left to take. I have also taken Afam    with you and I have taken 

Afam    as an independent study as xvell. My goal is to graduate this 

Fall. I am having a hard time conmxuting to campus this smnmer on a 

daily basis, and until I can save some moncy my work schedule will be 

erratic. Please let me know of your decision at yottr earliest 

convenience. In the meantime, I will continue to explore other options. 

Thank you so much for your help It is greatly appreciated 

Best, 

(r~ema ll.uric.edu 

..... End for~varded message ..... 



..... End for~varded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.com> 

Wednesday,           3:07 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Afri 

Professor SaNe, 

I sent you an email last week concerning my final grade for the class, but I have not yet received a reply. I was hoping that you could explain to me how I ended up with a B+ 

in the class when after the first exam and the paper 3[ had a 92%. 3[ participated more frequently in the class than many of the other students so I don’t think ~t can be my 
participating that is c~ropping my grade, but I also felt extremely confident about my performance on the final exam. Would you please disclose to me my grades for both the 

final and participation in the class? Also, could you please help me understand why I received the grade that I did? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.blive.com > 

Wednesday,           i 3:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri 

Thank you. I will email you then. Enjoy your time in South Africa! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:       @live.com 
Subject: RE: Afri: 

Date: Wed, :[9::[:[:54 +0000 

Dear 

1 am in Durban, South Africa on UNC official business. If you wish to discuss your final grade in the class you can send me an email mid-next week and I can make 
arrangements to met you at UNC early the following week. At that point, I will bring your final exam and you will see my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:07 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject~ Afri: 

Professor Sahle, 

I sent you an email last week concerning my final grade ibr the class, but I have not yet received a reply. I was hoping that you could explain to Ine how I ended up 

with a B+ in the class when after the first exam and the paper I had a 92%. I participated more frequently in the class than many of the other students so I don’t think it 

can be my participating that is dropping my grade, but I aJso felt e:~emely coat]dent about my perfoimance on the final exam. Would you please disclose to me my 

grades for both the final and participation in the class? Also, could you please help me understand why I received the grade that I did? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baruti Amisi, @ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 1:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: tomorrow 

Dear Prof Eunice, 
Kindly note that I do not know where KZNSA care is. Would you, please, explain how 3[ can reach there. 
Regards, 

Mr Amisi Baruti 
Researcher 
The Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room F192, Memorial Tower Building 
Durban 
4041 

Telephone: 27 31 2602825/3577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za!ccs 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" 05/11/11 4:04 PM >>> 

Hi Amisi, 

Good to run into you today. 

At any rate, my colleague Rodney has changed the location of the meeting tomorrow. Thus, can we meet at the KZNSA care at 2.30pm rather than the Campus one? Kindly 
confirm. 

Kwaheri. 
Eunice 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/!www.ukzn.ac.za!disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baruti Amisi, @ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 3:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tomorrow 

Dear Prof Eunice, 
I know the place. I will be there at 14:30. 

Kwa kuonana, 

Mr Amisi Baruti 
Researcher 
The Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room F192, Memorial Tower Building 
Durban 
4041 

Telephone: 27 31 2602825/3577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za!ccs 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" 05/12/11 8:36 AM >>> 

Hi Amisi, 

It is the KwaZulu-Natal Society of Arts Care in the Public Park right across Wolworths in Davenport. The Care also has art gallery. It is a popular place, thus if you aske anyone 
on campus or around Wolworths they will direct you. 
Hopefully you will find it. 

Looking forward to seeing you. 

Eunice 

From: Baruti Amisi      _~ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 1:55 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: tomorrow 

Dea~" Prof Eunice, 
Kindly note that I do not know where KZNSA cafe is. Would you, please, explain how I can reach there. 
Regards, 

Mr Amisi Banlli 
Researcher 
The Ceutre for Civil Society" 
University, of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room F192, Memorial Tower Building 
Durban 
4041 

Telephoue: 27 31 2602825/3577 

Fax: 27 31 2602502 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za"ccs 

>>> "SaNe, Euuice N" 05/11/11 4:04 PM >>> 

Hi Amisi, 

Good to run into you today. 

At any rate, my colleague Rodney has changed the location of the meeting tomorrow. Thus, can we meet at the KZNSA care at 2.30pm rather than the Campus one? Kindly 
confirm. 

Kwaheri. 
Eunice 

Please find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: http://vwwv.ukzn.ac.za/disclaJmer 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

primod@    .ac.za 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 4:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Detailed manuscript’s prosal 

Thanks Eunice, see you soon. Debra 
Sent from my BlackBerry® wireless device 

From: "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, :~2 IVlay 201:~ 02::~2:43 +0000 
To: Debra Primo<      @ukzn.ac.za> 
Subject: Detailed manuscript’s prosal 

Dear Debra, 

Greetings from Durban. 

Apologies for sending this so late. End of term grading before my depaC~ure got the best of me last week. FuCd~er, my colleague from UNC and I have had a hectic site visit in 
Durban and just spent most of this evening completing our preliminary report before his return to Chapel Hill tomorrow. 

At any rate, attached is the manuscript’s detailed proposal as promised. 

Best wishes and see you at the KZNSA Care at 10.00am in the morning. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 4:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Galleon Chiefs Web of Friends Proved Crucial to Scheme 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/!2/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~I Editorials i Op-~.~,, ion T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 12, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 

Galleon Cblef~s ~ATeb of" 

Frle~ds Proved Crucial to 
Scheme 

What made Raj Rajaratnam, who was convieted of fraud and conspiracy Wednesday, stand on[ in 

the hedge gund worht was his deep set of eontaets inside executive snites and on trading floors. 

Taldng Pdrpor[, Rebels i~l L~bya Loose~l Noose 

’Faking control of the airpm’t in Libya’s third-largest city was a major rebel victory in the conflict. 

~E:] The Lede Video of Libyan Rebels at Misurata’s Airport 

Squeezed C[t~es ~%sk No~lprofiis For More Mo~ley 

A growing nmnber of recession-racked municipalities are seeking more money - just don’t use the 
word taxes - fi’om nonprofit institutions that by law do not pay property taxes. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’:Mr. Ra3aratnam was among the best and the brightest - one of the most educated, successj~ and 

privileged projbssionals in Ne eoun~9~ Yet, like so many oNers recently, he let greed aud corrup6on 

cause his undoing." 

PREET BHA~&~&, the United States atton~ey for Manhattan, on the conviction of Raj 

Rajaratnam~ a billionaire investor, in an insider ~rading ease. 

BUSINESS 

th e Ga 

Verdict Mea~s 

As Raj Rajaratnam left 

the federal courthouse in 

Manhattan, DealBook’s Peter 

Lattman and Azam Ahmed were on 

the scene to discuss the impact of his 

conviction on ~4 counts of securities 

fraud and conspiracy. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATORITHESCORE [~ A Ritch I 

A Pitch for New     : : 

Baseball fans revel in 

the past and the 

present at the same time. Why don’t classical music fans do the same? 

T Design & Living 2011 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >) 

Baubles inspired by food 

Mother Knows best 

WORLD 

Forces Fire on Protesters in 3 Cities Across Yemen 

Security forces fired on protesters in Hodeidah, Taiz and Sana, with doctors reporting at least a 

dozen deaths. 

Syria Shells Major City as Crackdown Spreads 

The military intensified a methodical, feroeions march across the eonntw’s most restive locales. 



~l’he 
Lede: .& ]Vimess’s Feport 

~ Syria Sent M~ssing .&i Jazeera Journalist to iran 

~ Syria Leses Spot For Rights Panel 

Oban~a Seeks Reset in zM’ab World 

A speech President Obama is expected to give next week will provide a chance for him to reeast his 
response to the upheaval in the ?a’ab world following the killing of Osama bin Laden. 

o More Worid biews *> 

A Second Shoe to Have the Bent Night of Their LH’es 

In cities across the country, adults are getting the chance to go to proms, long after their high 
school years are over. 

BURLINGTON JOURNAL 

I~ a Green ’£own, Act~4sts See Red O~er Lock|~eed ~Iartln 

In Burlington, Vt., the city’s partnership with a military eontraetor to work on dean-energy 
projects has rankled community and peace aefivists. 

Texan Passes Bill to Make Some Fish Tales a Crime 

Telling tall tales may be a matter of pride in Texas. But it may soon be against state law to tell one 
about a fish. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

:Ne~t IJp: A Crackdow~ o~ O utslde-E~per~ 1,irms 

Authorities suspect insider trading at some expert network finns, which match investors like hedge 
funds with outside experts. 

~ Graphics: The Coun{s ~ The Galleon Netv¢o;k 

DEALBOOK 

(~,al~eon Convlcfio~ LH~e~y Go Embolden Prosec~tors 

The government won its biggest victory yet in its widening investigation of insider trading when 
Raj Rajaratnam was fmmd gnilty of fraud and conspiracy. 

DEALBOOK I ANALYSIS 

Prosecutors Hope for Deterrent Effect 

The use of hardball taeties has gotten Wall Street’s attention, but whether it will permanently 
change the culture is debatable. 

S P 0 RTS 

Pitcher’s ’I’reat~ne,~t Draws Scrtrt~ny 

A Florida doetor says he used a stem cell technique on Bartolo Colon, who is suddenly an important 
part of the Yankees’ rotation. 

HEAT 97, CELTICS 87 

Heat Overcomes the Celtics 

Miami had a 16-o run over the final 4 minntes 28 seconds, with LeBron James scoring the last 
points of the game, as the Heat advanced to the Eastern Conference finals. 

Dura~t a~d Cook Lift Thtmder to Victory 

Kevin Durant scored ~9 points as Oklahmna City followed its triple-overtime triumph with a 99-72 
blowout of Memphis. 



o More Spor~s News 

ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE 

NeW Captain foe a Seeles ]Bcca]h~md 

To reboot its sagging "Pirates of the Caribbean" franehise~ Disney chose Rob Marshall to direct the 

fourth instalhnent, which will screen at Cannes. 

A tense and often amusing bidding war over a ~963-64 Warhol self-portrait erupted at Christies 

sale of post-war and contemporary art on Wednesday night. 

MUSIC REVlBN 

Sah’atio~ Pro’sued M~sicaHy 

Paul Simon’s show at the Beacon Theater on Tuesday night was all about his pursuit of ecstasy 

through rhythm, and it was marvelous: brisk and unsinkable, smartly balanced, deftly paced. 

o Mere A~s News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Saint [,a~n-e~t~s Othee Half 

Pierre Berge, the partner of Yves Saint Laurent, talks about their relationship, the subject of 

"L’Amour Fou," a French documentary. 

~ 
\/ideo: Clip: ’L’Amour FotF 

~ 
Front Row: Finding a Life:s Story in Objects 

~ 
Times Topic: Saiqt Lau~ent, Yves 

NOTICED 

Who ~°~ You Calling Grandma? 

Reluctant to be called anything that makes them sound old, baby-boomer grandparents are 

naming themselves or accepting toddlers’ nicknames for them. 

UP CLOSE 

Hee C.oobKk| Clubho~se 

Vashtie Kola, a downtown party hostess, fashion designer and music video director, is a kind of 

renaissance woman who moves easily among fashion, film and music. 

Mere Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

\Wall St~°cct, l-{cld Acco~mtablc 

The conviction of a major hedge fund manager comes at a moment of distrust in the markets. 

EDITORIAL 

Newt Gingrich’s bid for the Republican presidential nomination is built on divisiveness and name- 

calling. 

EDITORIAL 

Education Is the Last ’I’hi~g on Theho Minds 

Lawsuits brought by whistle-blowers make a strong ease for why more regulation of higher- 

education companies is needed. 

EDITORIAL 

The Decline of the qLib-l)emss in Be~ta~n 

~ter watching the pa~y contort its policies and its principles, voters concluded it was not such a 

good idea. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 



CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A true United States-Pakistan partnership must be established to fight terrorism, to advance a 

reasonable Afghan settlement and to stabilize the region. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Readlng~ ~Ritlng and Reven~les 

A little learning is a profitable thing, dust look at a few examples from Texas and Ohio. 

~ Columnisl Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Rite of Torture for GirLs 

Let’s hope that female genital mutilation is the next cultural tradition to go the way of foot-binding. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Valuable career advice from Arnold Schwarzenegger’s wife. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 12, 1943, during World War II, Axis forces in North Africa surrendered. 

See ’Ibis F’ront Page 
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Hi comrades, 

* V~ile I’ve been travelling and last week hunkering down to write about 
Africa, there’s been so much interesting news gathered over the past two 
weeks that it doesn’t fit within a text box. So I’ll start a new system 
of attaching a .doc file with the guts of the material below-, with a few 
short things posted to keep your attention here if you want to avoid 
that extra click. 

* Soaking up all the info front that amazing Barcelona conference on 
environmental justice in early- May will take a long tinre (I’ll circulate 
nrore of the nraterial when it’s all consolidated soon since CCS will be 
assisting with some of the research). I also had a chance to experience 
a prime example of Spanish purposive living squaticorcanune life, Can 
Masdeu (pic) at a long-abandoned leper hospital in the hills overlooking 
the cir. As the Wikipedia write-up has it, "the squat becanre fanrous in 
2002, when squatters in lockons and on tripods nonviolently resisted the 
eviction. During a tl-tree-day standofl) police were unable to remove the 
squatters, resulting in the case returning to the courts. After three 
years, the case was won by the owners, but no eviction notice has since 
been issued Most Sundays there is an open house and from 100 to 300 
people come up to participate in activities related to ecology, 
activism, and self-sufficiency" 

* While there I did some video about the Durban COP17 ~vith a Durban 
Group for Climate Justice! Cofounder, Christina Hotz, who not only 
helped produce the first (2002) fihn regarding Bisasar Road together 
("Green Gold", on CCS Wired), but did lots on the Joburg water struggle, 
taking it up to date through the Phiri lawsuit. Christina’s website has 
lots of interest to us all: http://latele cat/water/ 

* Here in New York, I am attending two conferences, first today/tomorro~v 
on the Precariat (David Halv’ey has a day and a half of strategizing) and 
then on the weekend ~vith Socialist Register’s editorial board. Details 
are below within this text box Ci~ Univ of NY has a fascinating fight 
over Israel which parallels the struggle that our CCS visiting scholar 
Joel Kovel had at Bard (and lost). This time it appears the CUNY 
trustees have had to back down after last week flubbing a Zionist purge 
of Tony Kuslmer, a great author who ~vas meant to get an honorary degree 
It’s fantastic when po~vefful men like Benno Scl~nidt who as Yale 
president was hostile to anti-apartheid politics are pushed into 
flipflops (See attached file for goiy details) 

* On Sunday I go to Cairo and Gaza (details still being confirmed) and 
hope tu deepen the cumparative work on liberation struggles facing 
neuliberal cuopatiun. Last year my Birzeit Univ talk addressed these 
issues to a very sympathetic gruup of independent-left schulars 
(ht~p:i/ccs.ukzn.ac.zaidefault.asp? 11,65,3,2118) so it will be 
interesung g~ven the weighty developments of geopulitics in the region 
(Syria’s crisis reduces ttamas’ support; the Hamas-Fatah union is very 
cunfusing and perhaps ’just dating’; the Egyptians are still preventing 
crussings and material supplies tu Gaza; the overall uprisings acruss 
the Middle East and Nurth Africa). The Quartet group uf imperial puwers 
still intends tu bring in Washington Cunsensus strategies. I gather that 
in Cairu the main challenge ]2~r uur Egyptian friends at the Arab-~frican 
Research (;entre and a progressive service urganization, the Development 
Support Centre, whum I’m meeting with - 
http://www dsceggpt.org/en/mission html -is to transcend the current 
religiuus viulence (catalysed by the army to divide-and-rule) and then 
tu transcend the neoliberal attack frum Washingtun. Stay tuned. 

* This week’s Mercury is a short version of a longer critique uf African 
ecunumic hucksterism (below), part uf a much lunger analysis 1’11 send 
in the next email; and last week I also summed up the state of afl’airs 
with Muhammad Yunus’ Grameen Bank (attached) Fve had a bit of 
undeserved and inexplicable media attention, including a profile in last 
Friday’s Mercury - 
http:~/ccs.ukzn.acza/files/patrick%20in%20mercup/YPG and sume 
Canadian coverage ufmy Montreal talk last month: 
http://canadiandimension.com/alert episodes/ale-ll-04-28mp3 (at the 
35min point) 



* Interesting that the Canadians went lk~r the far right par~" in last 
week’s elections but also put in a social democratic par~ (the NDP) as 
the main opposition, booting the neoliberal Liberal party’. And 
reflecting the backward state of US politics is the power of the ratings 
agencies over the public consciousness, so [ got involved in a 
’Remapping Debate’ discussion (in the attached file) Also in that :file, 
find news of corruption in Fifa (’shocking!’ says Sepp Blatter, heh), 
and whining by Police Cotmnissioner Ce[e about his bobbies’ brutal image, 
not to mention his own corruption. And John Devenish’s collection of 
Social Protest news is below that, much devoted to protests about next 
week’s municipal elections. 

* Attached you’ll find interesting cliruate news (including a warning 
against African carbon markets), Molefi’s ideas on ruaking the COP17 a 
site for In@Media Africa to regroup, the ’C17’ strategic plan for 
alternative hosting of civ soc at the COP, nd a pic of the last seminar 
at CCS, with Ron Calwer. There are also some inspiring paper: Ben Fine’s 
Joburg lecture on the Developruental State last week, and two papers by 
Jol~ Saul to be presented here in NY, plus World Social Forum 
ruminations. And a big congrats to Simphiwe Nojiyeza and Richard Kamidza 
for getting ttuough the hoops of the Higher Degrees Committee with their 
proposals (attached). And a forthcoming alticle of ruine in the Review of 

Radical Political Economics (for a series, ’what is radical?’) is also 
attached. 

* In Durban on Saturday Pamela Ngwenya’s CCS video class gets going 
again, as you see immediately below. The next Wolpe is 26 May, a play 
about the shacklands. And CCS is currently- having wonderful visits from 
collaborators, including the University of Ottawa (Susanna Klausen’s 
women and health group) and University- of North Carolina (Ennice Sahle 
and colleagues preparing for a 2012 student event). 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

Video Workshops & Films 
Workshop on Camera Skills 

Durban Communi~ Video Collective and Sjoerd can Grootheest ~vorkshop on 

camera skills, Saturday 14th May 10am- 4pro, UKZN Howard College, 
Memorial Tower Building room MTB 
B3 

For More InJ2~rmation contact : Pamela Ngwenya, 
perichardson@gmail corn 
www.malingaproductions corn 

Dear CCS Commnnity Video Maker, 

You are cordially invited to attend a group workshop on camera skills 
on Saturday 14th May, with the Durban Community Video Collective 
(DCVC) This workshop will build on previous DCVC trainings; it is 
expected that participants have a basic knowledge oflmw to operate a 
camera. The workshop will allow you to develop your camera operating 
abi[i~’. We will develop our skills in using shot types, natural 

light, audio set-up, white-balance and manual focus. 

The workshop will be divided in 2 sessions and will involve both 
theory and practical exercises. We will argue that audiovisual images 
can be understood as a language. EvelNthing you see and hear has 
meaning in all t~-pes of video and film, and therefore it is important 
to understand the rueaning of your camerawork. All group exercises 
will be recorded and reviewed collectively. We will be handling 

handycams as well as a semi-professional broadcast quality HDV video 
camera[ 

Joining us will be Alex Vailati (to be confilrned) from Italy-, ~vho has 
experience of using participatory video for commnnity development and 
research in South Africa He is currently working on a documentary 
film in Durban and is happy to share his skills and experience 

Jochem Smit (to be confirmed) will also join the workshop to assist in 
the camera handling exercises tie has a background in :film studies and 
visual ethnography and is currently working on several commercial film 

projects. The workshop will a hands-on and interactive experience. 
Anyone who would like to increase their knowledge on camera handling 
and video production should attend this workshop. 

The workshop is FERE, buyt please bring your own l~ch and note that 
there are NO reimburseruents for travel expenses. 

R.S.V.P. to Noluthando Ndlo~ra at nolulove@graaihcom 
Time: 10am- 4pm Venue: MTB B3 (below- the SDS offices), lower ground level. 

If you take the lift from the Zulu department to level LG, the venue 
is on your immediate left. 



Hope you can make it! 

Best wishes, 
Pamela 

Are ’Afi-ican lions’ really roaring? Latest fibs from world financiers 

Africans who spend between US$2-$20 a day are noxv "middle class", says 
the African Development Batik chief economist Mthuli Ncube. 

By Patrick Bond 

http ://links. org. a~’node/2302 

May 10, 2011 Apparently, "one in three Africans is middle class" and 
as a result Africa is ready for "take off’, according to African 
Development Baak chief economist Mtl-luli Ncube speaking last week at the 
World Economic Forum-Africa sunmxit in Cape Town. "Hey you know what 
world please wake up, this is a phenomenon in Africa that we’ve not 
spent a lot of time tl-linking about." 

the 

Obviously not: Ncube defines middle class as those xvho spend between 
US$2-$20 a day, a group that includes a vast number of people considered 
extremely poor by any reasonable definition, given the higher prices of 
most consumer durables in African cities. Those spending between just $2 
and $4 a day constitute a fifth of all sub-Saharan Africans, even Ncube 
admits, while the range from $4 to $20 a day amotmts to 13%, xvith 5% 
spending more than $20 a day. 

Below the $2 a day- level, 61% of Africans are mired in deep poverty, a 
sttmning reflection of ongoing underdcvelopment due to imperialism, the 
"resource curse" and nefarious African elites. 

It’s just as Walter Rodney explained in his book Ho~v Europe 
Underdeveloped Aiicica nearly four decades ago: 

the operation of the imperialist system bears major responsibility’ 
for African economic retardation by draining African ~vealth and by 
making it impossible to develop more rapidly the resources of the 
continent Secondly, one has to deal with those who manipulate the 
system and those ~vho are either agents or unwitting accomplices of the 
said system. 

Playing both roles, the likes of Ncube have not changed their neoliberal 
tunes, the?’ simply hold up a small sliver of (desperately 
entrepreneurial) Africans engaged in petty COlnmodity exchange as the 
hope f,ar the I~ature 

Such distortion-heav2z Afro-optimism arrives in waves. After 1950s-70s 
independence dreams turned soured, the early 1990s witnessed hopefial 
democratisation tendencies, yet most subsequent elections were tainted. 

By the mid-1990s, as Time magazine reported, "~vhen a new generation of 
leaders emerged, Africans dared to hope that things could finally be 
changing. People like Issaias Afewerki in Eritrea, Laurent Kabila in 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Paul Kagame in Rwanda, Yoweri Museveni in 
Uganda and Meles Zenawi in Ethiopia promised a new style of leadership 
that focused on building economies and democratic natinns instead of 
shoring up their power by :force and ensuring that they and their friends 
got rich. When President Bill Clinton visited Africa in 1998, he touted 
this generation as Africa’s great hope" 

Though all were subsequently unveiled as ruthless dictators, 
Afro-optimism revived thanks to the 2001 New Partnership for Africa’s 
Development (Nepad) and its 2003 Afi-ican Peer Review Mechanism (APRM). 
But the programs’ champion, African National Congress (ANC) and South 
African President Thabo Mbeki, was fired by his own party in 2008, and 
the two other highest-profile Ali*ican Union (AU) leaders were the 
tyrants Zenawi (the lead AU climate negotiator and APRM chair still 
today) and Moatmnar Gaddafi (recent AU president). Nepad and the APRM 
were written o]i~ 

The broken ICT techno-f~x 

One oft-cited reason :[’or the new Afro-optimism fad is cellular telephony 
access in many areas that were formerly offthe grid for communicatinns. 
Recall that similar high hopes for raised productivity through 
leapfrogging led to the last quarter-century’s microflnance fimtasies 

But it has become clear in recent months in India (with its 200,000 farm 
suicides), as well as in the micro-debt mecca of Bangladesh, that there 
was too little economic space to allow- women to borroxv at high interest 
rates so as to compete in glutted petty cor~rrxodity markets. 

The bank’s most recent Africa policy paper argued that the "success of 
Irtformation and Communicatinns Technology (ICT), especially- mobile phone 
penetration, shoxvs how rapidly a sector can grow-. It also shows how the 
public sector can set the conditions for the exponential growth of a 
vital industry that could transform the continent." 



’]7he reality is less encouraging. Although Africa is better with 
eel lphones than it was without (say, 15 years ago), the actual 
performunce of the industry reveals telling *veaknesses. These include 
the role of multinational capital in sucking out profits and &vidends, 
the lack of genuine competition (collusion is notorious even in Africa’s 
largest economy, South Afiqca), relauvely high prices for cellphone 
handsets and services, and limited technological linkages to internet 
service 

Last year, a repolt (Towards Evidence-based ICT Policy and Regulation) 
by Johannesburg researchers Enrico Calandro, Alison Gillwald, Mpho Moyo 
and Christoph Stork unveiled a host of ICT deficiencies because, 
although "the mobile market has experienced significant growth, outcomes 
have been sub-optimal in many respects". 

For example, the authors argue, cellphone punetration "figures tend to 
mask the I:act that millions of Africans still do not oxvn their own means 
of communication". Moreover, 

* Africa continues to lag behind other regions both in terms of the 
percentage of people with access to the full range of communications 
set~zices and the amounts and manner in xvhich they can be used 
primarily as a result of the high cost of services; 

* the cost of wholesale telecorrmmnication services as an input for 
other economic activities remains high, escalating the cost of business 
in most countries; 

* the contribution of ICT to gross domestic product, with some 
exceptions, is considerably less than global averages; 

* national objectives of achieving universal and affordable access 
to the full range of communications services have been undermined either 
by poor policies; 

* as a general trend across the cuntinunt, while the voice divide 
is decreasing, the Internet divide is increasing and broadband is almost 
absent on the continent; 

* the fixed-line sector continues to show no signs ofrecovelT as 
most countries experienced negative growth between 2006 and 2008. 

Indeed for nearly all of Africa, cellphone penetration rates "remain 
below the 40% critical mass believed to trigger the network effects 
associated with economic growth" and even in more mature markets (Ghana, 
Kewa, Nigeria, Tunisia and South Africa), "The high ’penetration’ 
figures result form the use of multiple-SIM cards, resulting in 
over-counting, often by- several million." 

As for internet, the authors report: 

* broadband uptake trails even other developing regions in the 
world with a penetration rate below 2%; 

* low penetration rates are mainly- a result of the prohibitively 
high costs of internet services; 

* the landing of several undersea cables and a number of 
terrestrial fibre investment projects have led to a significant 
reduction in the costs of accessing the Internet. In some countries, the 
drop in ~vholesale prices has not, however, filtered to end-user prices; 

* digital literacy and the affordability of access devices like 
personal computers, is expected to remain a challenge 

The researchers conclude: "Large numbers of citizens across the 
continent still lack access to or cannot afford the kind of 
cotmnun~cauon services that enable effective social and economic 
participation in a modern economy and society." 

Macroeconomic mumbo-jumbo 

G~ven this reality across the board, there are practically no 
microeconomic successes to speak of Thus the current Afro-optun~st wave 
is a tsunami of macroeconomic propaganda, led not by African politicians 
and their Northern helpers, but by resurgent multilateral development banks. 

In February, the World Bank issued a strategy document, "Africa’s Future 
and the World Bank’s Support to It", followed in April by the 
International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) "Regional Economic Outlook" for Africa 

The latter report notes % structural upbreak in gro*vth encompassing 21 
of the region’s 44 countries Many of the strongest performers have 
sustained their superior performunces for a decade or more through good 
times and bad and increasingly the?’ exhibit characteristics associated 
not only *vith faster growth, but more sustained growth For now, at 
least, the lions continue to roar. " 

But once *ve correc t the economists’ definitions of GDP growth by 
factoring in environmental destruction and non-renewable resource 
depletion, even a 2006 World Baak report ("Where is the Wealth of 
Nations?") concedes a net ongoing reduction of African wealth. 

One motivation behind this hype is a return to austerity and intensified 
globalisation, following a brief period of much higher African deficit 
spending required to counteract the world crisis. The I2vflv Regional 
Economic Outlook’s ’Main Findings’ argued that African countries’ 
budgets "should be moving away from the supportive stance of the last 
fe~v years". 



And African central banks should raise interest rates, says the II~’: 
"Monetary policy renrains looser than desirable in many countries in the 
region, even before the recent surge in fuel and food prices." Normally 
with higher prices on imported oil and grains, a lower interest rate 
would conrpensate to boost weaker domestic econonries. But no, the 
main fear is always inflation, since the institution represents bat~kers, 
who fear the erosion of the value of their main asset, nroney. 

Out of 22 recent EMF Africa programs, according to a 2010 Center for 
Economic and Policy Research stu@, 17 were contractionary orders and 
just five were expansionary. Even South Africa was advised in Septunrber 
2008 to intensi~- its neoliberal bias. 

By that time, African fiscal deficits were blooming: a slight spending 
increase coN oined with a huge revenue drop, generated a switch from a 
positive fiscal balance (6% of GDP) to a huge deficit (-6%) between 2008 
and 2009. That’s how Africa SUl~’ived the world crisis without more damage. 

Popular protest as antidote 

Imposing a new round of"Washington Consensus" policies risks that even 
World Bank chief Africa economist Shanta Devarajan in 2009 termed "the 
spectre of political instability and social ulzrest" For Devarajan, 
"market-based reforms, which were painful in the first place but which 
African countries implemented because the?- could see the impact they 
were having on gro}vth, are likely to lose political support because they 
no longer deliver results". 

At the same press briefing, World Bank Aficica vice-president Obiageli 
Ezekwesili womed, "It is precisely in a season of crisis like this 
that African governments must stay the course of market-based reforms." 

Last month, a journalist asked IMF managing director Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn about the North African uprisings: "Do you have ant’ fears 
that there is perhaps a far left movement coming through these 
revolutions that }vant more, perhaps, closed economies? I mean, there 
have been a lot of pictures of Che Guevara there." 

Strauss-Kahn’s reply was telling: "Good question. Good question. There’s 
a]ways this risk, but I’m not sure it wi]l materialise." 

Instead, Strauss-Kahn’s institution claims that Africa has 17 "Great 
Takeofl~’ countries with at least 2.25% pet- year per capita GDP rates 
over the prior 13 years, featuring "macro stability, good institutions, 
and pro-growth structural reforms." 

Likewise, authors of the World Bank’s new Africa strategy "conclude that 
Africa could be on the brink of an economic takeoff, much like China was 
30 years ago, and India 20 years ago". 

The African Development Bank parroted at the World Economic Forum: "Due 
to strong progress in and across many African countries, people are 
beginning to predict that Africa’s economy may take off as did China’s 
30 years ago and that of India 20 years ago." 

These raised expectations are absurd. In a low-profile stu@ published 
in February, three Ih/ff~" economists (Gonzalo Salinas, Cheikh Gueye and 
Olessia Korbut) at least recognised (while disagreeing), "The apparent 
stagnation of SubSaharan Africa (the poorest region in the world) tn an 
era of fi-eer markets has fueled strong criticisms against market 
reJk~rms. Indeed, condemnation of economic liberalization has become part 
of mainstream development thinking, and several commentators urge 
African countries to accelerate grm~h by modifying their comparative 
advantage on natural resources." 

Given how disastrous globalisation has been for Africa, a "far left 
movemunt" is long overdue, to democratise societies (as is underway in 
not only Tunisia and Egypt but Swaziland, Uganda, Zimbabwe and other 
countries), to preserve natural resources (especially fossil fuels) and 
rethink the merits of extractive industries, and to meet basic needs and 
balance local economies through domestic ("import-substitution") production. 

Only with such a movement can we nrove from the Bretton Woods 
Institutions’ feeble-minded hucksterism to a genuine Afro-optimism, 
bottom up and people powered. Until then, the global financial agencies’ 
desperation for an African success story should be taken with not a 
grain, but a calabash full of salt. 

Beyond Precarious Labor: Rethinking Socialist Strategies 

a conference sponsored by the Center for Place, Culture and Politics & 
The Socialist Register 

May 12th and 13th, 2011 
CUNY Graduate Center 

365 Fifth Avenue @ 34th Street 
Free and open to the public; no registration required 
Final schedule TBA. 



CONFIRMED SPEAKERS include: 

Gilbert Achcar 
Professor of Development Studies and International Relations, 
School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 

Patrick Bond 
Professor and Director of theCentre for Civil Society,, Universi~z of 
KwaZulu-Natal, South ~aA’rica 

Ursula Huws 
Professor of International Labour Studies at the Working Lives Research 
Institute, London Metropolitan University 

Saru Jayaralnan 
Restaurant Opportunities Center 

Leo Panitch 
Editor, the Socialist Register 

Ai-Jen Poo 
Domestic Workers United 

Saket Soni 
New Orleans Worker Center lbr Racial Justice 

Hilary Wainwright 
Co-editor of Red Pepper and Research Director of the New Politics 
Prnject of’the Transnatinnal Institute, Amsterdam 

And many others ....... 

*** 
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Beyond Precarious Labor: Rethinking Socialist Strategies 

a conference sponsored by the Center lbr Place, Cultwe and Politics & 
The Socialist Register 

...co-sponsored by the Committee on Globalization and Social Charge 

May 12th and 13th, 2011 

C~Y Graduate Center 

365 Fifth Avenue @ 34th Street 

Free and open to the public; no registration required. 

~SDAY, ~Y 12 

12.30 

Openitg Remarks by David Ha~’ey, Director, The Cen~r for Place, Cult~e 
and Politics 

1-3 pm L@OR ~ ~ CITY 

Joshua Freeman 

Author of Working-Class New YoN: Life and Labor since World War II and 
Audacious Democracy: Labor, Intellectuals, and the Social Renewal of 
America (co-editor with Steve Fraser); 

Professor of Histo~-, Queens College and the CL~’Y @a&aate Center 

John Krins~ 

Author of Free Labor: WoNfare and the Contested Language of Neoliberalism; 

Professor of Political Science, Ci~’ College 

Saru Jayaraman 

Restawant Opportm~ities Center 

Moderated by David Halwey 

3 30 - 5.30 pm L~OR ~ ~ ~NSNL~TION~ PERSPECT~ 

HilaD~ WamwrgN 



Research Director of the New Politics Project of the Transnational 
Institute, Amsterdam; 

Co-editor of Red Pepper 

[Dan Gallm 

Chair of the Global Labour Institute, Geneva 

Jamie McCallum 

Doctural Candidate in Sociolugy, CUNY Graduate Center 

Valerie t"ranciscu 

Doctural Candidate in Sociolugy, CUNY Graduate Center 

6-8 pm PRECARIOUS WORK 

Ursula ttuws 

Editur ufWurk Organisation, Labuur and Globalisatiun; 

Prufessur of Labuur and Globalisatiun, Universi~ of tterffurtshire 

Juhn Saul 

Author of Development after Globaliz~tiun: Theury and Practice fur the 
Embattled South in a Ncw Imperial Age; Professor Eracritus of Politics, 
York Universi~, Toronto 

Erica Smi lcy 

Jobs with Justice 

Ashim Roy 

General Secretary, New Trade Union Initiative, India 

FRIDAY, MAY 13 

10am -12 pm IN AND OUT OF THE CRISIS 

Leo Panitch, Distinguished Professor of Political Science, York 
University, Toronto; 

Editor, The Socialist Register 

Michael Spourdolakis 

Professor of Political Science, University of Athens; Corresponding 
Editor, The Socialist Register 

Hila~ Waimvl-~ght 

Research Director of the New Politics Project of the Transnational 
Institute, ~rnst erdam; 

Co-editor of Red Pepper 

Barbara Young 

National Domestic Workers Alliance 

Lunch break 

2 pm -4 pm LABOR IN THE 21 ST CEik~2LNY 

Sam Gmdin 

Author (with Leo Panitch) of Dissecting the Politics and Culture of 
Capitalism; 

Facul~z of Political Science, York University 

Adolph Reed 

Author of Without Justice for All: ’]"he New Liberalism and Our Retreat 
from Racial Equali~; 

Professor uf Political Science, University u:[’Permsylwmia 

Ruth Milkman, Associate Directur, ~Ihe Murphy Institute ]2~r Worker 
Education and Labor Studies; Prufessur u:[" Suciulugy, the Graduate Center 

Saket Soni, Natiunal Guestwurkers’ Alliance 

4.30 - 630 SOCIPd.IST S’KRA~IEGY FOR ~I][JE 21 ST CENTURY 



Patrick Bond 

Professor and Director of the Centre for Civil Society, University of 

KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa 

Barbara ][~;p stein 

Chair, the History of Consciousness Department, University of California 
in Santa Cruz 

Greg Albo 

Co-editor, The Socialist Register; 

Professor of Political Science, York Universi~’, Toronto 

Maliha Safri 

Associate Editor, Rethit~ing Marxism; Professor of Economics, Drew 
Universi~" 

David Halwey (moderator) 

Reception 6.30 - 8 pm 

Socialist Register Workshop on Socialist Strategy- Today 
May 14, 2011 
New York University 
Sociology Dept. 
Puck Building 4th Floor, (Corner of Houston and LaFayette) 

Saturday 1homing (9:30 am - 1 p.m) 
1. General Introduction: Vivek 

2. The disintegration of the traditional socialist legacy 
(Vivek intro; initial contributions by Hila~z and Charlie) 

3. Socialist Parties Today Im~ovations and Dead Ends 
(Greg intro; initial contributions by Michael and Adolph; general 
discussion) 

Saturday Afternoon (2 p.m.-5:30 pro) 
4. Theoretical challenges 
(Leo intro; initial contributions Barbara and David; general discussion) 

5. Anti-capitalism and social oppression 
(Nancy intro: initial contributions Bashir and John; general discussion) 

Sunday Morning (10 a.m.-12 a.m.) 
6. Conclusions: General Discussion 

Participants: 
Gilbert Achcar, Jolm Saul, Colin Leys, Hila17y’ Wainwright, Ursula Huws, 
Alan Zuege, Sam Gindin, Michael Spourdalakis, Charlie Post, Barbara 
Epstein, Nancy Holstrom, Bashir Abu-Manneh, David Harvey, Patrick Bond 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Sutherland < @ukzn.ac.za> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 2:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday morning 

Dear Eunice 
T have only seen your email now and am now in my office so 3[ will not be able to meet with you as I am teaching in half an hour. We will have to keep in touch over the email 

Thanks Cathy 

Catherine (Oelofse) Sutherland 
School of Development Studies 
Howard College Campus 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Durban 
4041 
Tel: 031 260 3274 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/!www.ukzn.ac.za!disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan. @gmail.com> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 9:40 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ena Dua. ~@yorku.ca> 

The famous chapter, of course... 

Hi Eunice: 

I know you are working hard on the chapter, which we are currently titling "Black Consciousness Movement and the Struggle for Emancipation in South Africa". Ena and I are 

moving into the final stretch, and we’re both keen to include your chapter. 

We’ve worked out a new division of labour, and Ena will be following up as you finish the chapter. 

We’re now looking at a final deadline of May 2:3. 

I’ll take this opportunity to re-introduce you to Ena, who of course you met at the workshop we did at York when we launched this lovely project. Ena is keen on following up, so I’m 

sure you’ll be in touch soon. 

Best and more soon, 

Abbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, May 14, 2011 4:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Health Insurers MaJ~ing Record Protits as Many Posttx~ne Care 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/!4/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op-.~J j On This Day 

C,~tornize T@dav’~ j:]~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 14, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Health insurers Mald~ig 

Record Profits as Many 

Postpone Care 

~.::,, F:L.LD .,:’ f.:~..L’:.,O? 

Companies eontinue to press for 

higher premiums, saying they need 

protection against any sudden uptick 

in demand once people have more 

money to spend on their health. 

Captive Soldiers Tell of 

Discord in Lib.~ln Army 

The soldiers, interviewed at a rebel 

prison, spoke bitterly o~ their lot but 

also chose their words carefully. 

Cities Natlom~4de He~ghte~l 
Vigilance on Terror 

Although there are no known speeifie or eredible threats, eounterterrorism operations have 
increased in ease a "hme wolf" or a small group of terrorists attempts a reprisal. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

D~CK HAYDEN, a re~iri;e, on pa ra]~:eets in the London subm’bs. 

EDUCATION 

~ AUDIO & 

PHOTOS: For a 

Member of the 

t.irst Black Class~ a 
Second Chance 
As one of its first black st~tdents in 
1956, Burlyce Sherell Logan faced so 
much resistance at her Texas college 
that she dropped out. But 5o years 
later, she re-enrolled. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 

% ictory Dance! 

Sho nh] President 

Obama be using the 

killing of Osama bin ][,aden as a 2o12 campaign selling point? 

Lost in Java 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

36 hours in Detroit 

WORLD 

De~yh~g Links to Milltm~ts, Pakistan’s Spy Chief Denom~ces U.S. Before 

Parliament 
%. :...’-~c r-<.r.~ r.2 
In an nnusual, and apparently heated, elosed-door session, Pakistan’s spy chief denied that Pakistan 
maintained any links with militant groups, aeeording to lawmakers. 



Foraography Is Found h~ Bin Laden Compouad Files, UoSo Officials Say 

Officials would not say whether there was evidence that Bin Laden or the other men living in the 

Abbottabad compound had acquired or viewed the material. 

Liby~ Immigrants Becomh~g Itallan Immlgra~ts 

Mm’e than 1,ooo sub~Saharan Africans and South Asians who had been working in Libya sought 

refuge in Lampedusa, Italy. 

o More WVorld News 

Neighbors :L the Eleme~ts o (fl~r Now) 

Family, friends and even strangers helped an Arkansas man protect his home from a cresting river 

using a moat and sandbags. 

Areas }~,~11 Be Flooded to Protect I,oulsla~a Cities 

A spillway north of Baton Rouge will be opened for only the second time in its histoW, 

Family Quarrel lmperils a Labor Hero’s Legacy 

A fight among the descendants of the United Farm Workers’ founder Cesar Chavez seems certain to 
accelerate the decline of a once-powerflfl movement. 

BUSINESS 

I~ ShlfL Ads Try ~o Entice Over-55 Set 

After 4o years of catering to younger consmners, advertisers are broadening their focus to older 
people for demographic and economic reasons. 

Former toE,Co Officla| Said to Be S~llbject of Crhnh~al Inquiry 

Federal criminal authorities are investigating whether a former securities regulator 
inappropriately represented Allen Stanford, the indicted Texas financier, after leaving the S.E.C. 

~ DealBook: SEC. Official Demoted Despite Spotting Stanford 

Recovery See~ in Rish~g Use of Credit Cards 

Consumers have been constrained by the housing crisis, a weak job market and high energy prices, 
but economists now are cautiously forecasting a turnaround in spending. 

* MOFe Busil~eSs News 

S P O RTS 

RED SOX 5, YANKEES 4 
Vuh~erabillty Shows in a tr,o~gtlme Rivalry 

Kevin Youkilis hit a key home x~n off aoba Chamberlain to lift the Red Sox over the Yankees for the 
third time in four games this season. 

~gox 
Score I g’ia~-by-Pla~ 

~Me{s 
~7;, Astros 4: Me{s Have Another Powerful Night, but This Time O{he;s Contribu{e 

~ Roundup: Demps{e~ Sbikes Out 11 as Cubs Stop the Gian{s 

Two Straight Athletes Combat Homophobla 

A world-class English rugby star and a three-time college all-American wrestler are some of the 
world’s highest:profile straight athletes speaking out for gay rights. 

Footrmte i~a Majors, Se~safiot~ flu dapa~a 

Matt Mutton, one of the lesser-known players in a trade that helped the Boston Red Sox win a title, 
broke an Iehiro Suzuki record in his first Japanese season. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Ir~ Oalaxy~ Less Hype and Finally Rea~ ketlo~ 

The new Darkspore game from Electronic Arts is a large leap fm~-ard in the action-role-playing 
Spore series. 



MEDIA DECODER 

K~tehe~" to Replace Sheen on CBS 

Warner Brothers and CBS announced Friday aftm~oon that Ashton Kuteher has been selected to 

replace Charlie Sheen on the hit comedy, "Two and a Half Men." 

Un~fi~g a Cont~ne~t Through a !4~acky Song Contest 

Eurovision, the Continental battle of the bands, is often dismissed as tacky but the contest may be 

just the thing that Europe needs right now. 

TRAVEL 

It’s a Bear’s V~orld in Kod~ak~ Alaska 

There are many ways to see beat’s in Alaska. On Kodiak Islamt yon can live anmngst them. 

[] Slide Show 

ENDANGERED SPECIES 

A Coast-to-Coast G~de to E~da~ge~ed 

From New England cottontail rabbits to killer whales in the Pacific Northwest, where to find the 

rare wildlife near you. 

% ~ ...... I~ A ~recter,. ef Rare ’7~ enders 

EXPLORER 

Vanishing species congregate in Kauai, making it a birder’s wonderland. 

~E] Slide Shov,’: The Birds of Ksuai 

Mere Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The killing of Osama bin Laden shows why the U.S. can’t trust Pakistan, and why it can’t just walk 

away. 

EDITORIAL 

One Year and Ma~y B~ll~ons La~e~° 

Greece needs more help fi’om Europe - and a smarter bailout this time. 

EDITORIAL 

The Ethics Committee acted responsibly in referring the sordid ease of former Senator aohn Ensign 
to federal authorities for possible criminal violations. 

THE CITY LIFE 

The 
~.~:: . i..~:. ?ioi~: 

Fans of Warhol now have a statue of their man standing in a mini-par’k, near his former stndio at 

Broadway and 17th. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A national identity crisis follows an election. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Onr book clnb reeonvenes to have a hmk at the works of a former Repnblican speaker of the House. 

i ..... c, ,, " Pace 
~ clummst .. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

H.LV. S O S 

It’s time to expand the nation’s AIDS drng assistance programs. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 



CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Peace Corps botched abuse reports, but it can still change. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May ~4, 194& the independent state of Israel was proclaimed as British rule in Palestine came 

to an end. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This FFont Page 

About ~rhis E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

~he TRUSTe pdvacy program; we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscgbe ~ Change You[ E-Mail I Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Israeli Troops Fire as Marchers Breach Borders 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/!6/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin,q I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This 

~O~ornize~dav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 16, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Israeli Troops Fire as                                 ~ 

Marche~ Breach Borders 

Israel’s borders erupted into deadly clashes as thousands of Palestinians marched fl’om Syria, 
Lebanon, Gaza and the West Bank. 

Nursing Homes Seek Exemptions From Hea|th Law 

Alarmed at the cost of providing health insurance to workers, many nursing homes are seeking an 
exemption fl’om the new law, which is intended to ensure access to affordable coverage. 

Soul-Searching in France ~;l’ler Official’s ~,~rest Jolts Natlo~l 

The arrest of Dominique Strauss-Kahn in connection with a sexual attack raised questions about his 
past behavior and could upend the political calculus in France. 

~lhe Lede: More on the French Reacbcn 

~IP 
Lineup, Maid P~cks I.M.F Chief as Sexual Attacker 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’This i,s o~e o.f lhe ~asl i~@~slries ~h~re the s~bjeet ~,~ off ~imils..N2~bodg~ ~ comjbrlabh~ ir~ engagi~g b~ a 

RICK ~qELTN, president and chief executive of the Phoenix Suus, who un~fl recently did not openly 

aeknow~edge his homosexuality. 

Homegrown 

Drones 
A growing group of 
hobbyists and engineers are 
designing and selling do-it-yourself 
drones of near military caliber. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Wt,e. Pri,’,,t~, 
Lives Become 

Public 
How much do voters 
care about a politician’s marital and 
family life? 

What you get for oo, $900,000 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

The land of tile $800 stroller 

Homes for 8170,000 

WORLD 

Muslims and Coptic Christians Clash Agai~l in Egypt 

A clash between Coptic Christians and Muslims left 55 injured late Saturday night in the second 
outbreak of sectarian violence in seven days, officials said. 



British Cor~m~u~der Says Libya Fight Must Expar~d 

Gem Sir David Riehards said that although airstrikes had proved effective so far, a greater range of 
targets was needed. 

Tmllsia Is U~easy Over Pa~ty of Islamists 

The once-banned Ennahda Party has emerged from obscurity, returned from abroad and 
established themselves as perhaps the most powerful political force in post-revolution Tunisia. 

o More World News 

Record }Vate~, for a Mississippi River City 

The Mississippi River broke the record set in Vicksburg during a 19~7 flood, and waters were 
expected to keep rising. 

Space Shuttle E*~deavom" Is Readied~ O~ce Agai~, fi*r Its Fi~al Lam~chi~g 

NASA made final preparations for sending the shuttle Endeavour to the International Space 
Station, confident it had resolved an electrical problem that grounded it two weeks ago. 

Gingrich Calls O,O,Po’S Medicare Pla~ Too Radical 

Days after announcing his presidential candidacy, Newt Gingrieh sharply criticized a plan to 
overhanl Medicare. 

BUSINESS 

Money Troubles T~d~e Persor~d Toll in Greece 

A year after Greece received a bailont from Europe and the I.M.F., people’s anxiety has grown into 
deep despair. 

\Vith E~trope ha Crisis, F’r~tgile ’Filne for 

The arrest of Dominique Strauss-Kahn comes at an especially sensitive time for the International 
Monetary Fund’s most highorofile project: saving Greece Dom default. 

zM’ter \~eak Season~ Networks Strive for Fresh ldeas 

Acknowledging that last season’s new shows were a washout, the networks are promising something 
different. 

SPORTS 

A Spo~ts ExecutiYe LeaYes the Safety of His Shado~- Life 

Until now, Rick Welts, the president and chief executive of the Phoenix Suns, had not felt 
comfortable enough in his chosen field to be open about his sexuality. 

BULLS 103, HEAT 82 
For Bulls, Rose a~d Rebom~ds Are }Vi~mi~g Combi~atio*~ 

Derrick Rose, a Chicago native, scored 28 points in a surprising rout as the Bulls sent the Heat to its 
first series deficit this postseason. 

RED SOX 7, YANKEES 5 
Te*lsiorls zk~e Slnoothed Over, but Yald¢ees zM~e Still Swept 

After building an early lead, the Yankees left another capacity crowd exasperated with their 
continued lackluster play, as they were swept by the Red Sox and lost their fifth straight game. 



~Box 
Score j inning by inmng 

Day After a Prideful Outburst, Posada Apobsg~zes 

~Bats 
VanteK Understands Posada’s Distress 

ARTS 

Loeal 802 is going after "Priseilla Queen of the Desm%" hoping to undereut the use of reeordings in 
theater. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

At Catmes~ SynePgy but Not Consensus 

One of the finest films in competition at Cannes so far is ,lean-Pierre and faro Dardenne’s "Kid With a 
Bike," though erities have welcomed it with polite yawns. 

~More 
From the Festival [ Cannes Coverage on ArtsBeat 

Ho~sewlves, S~tre, but What 1%’lakes Then~ Real? 

Yeah, they’re garish, self-absorbed and married to Neanderthals. Yeah, they’re boring. Who are 
they? The real housewives of New ‘lersey. 

o More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Getting a Slice of LhneV~ive’s Pie 

The music industry won a $1oS million settlement against the file-sharing network LimeWire last 
week. Bnt will any of it end up with the artists? 

MEDIA DECODER BLQG 

S~ppo~ fo~° ~tlph°acy Bill 

The bill would allow authorRies to seek conrt orders directing domestic Internet service providers, 
search engines and others to stop doing business with foreign-owned sites that trade in pirated 
material. 

’i Have Seen ~he F~tture~ 

This biography of Lincoln Steffens traces the convictions and delusions of one of the original 
"muckrakers." 

Mere Media & Adver~isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Goi~g 13ack o~ ~he Deal 
Republicans are again willing to put the unemployed last. 

EDITORIAL 

Gove~or Cuomo’s List 
Stone essential dos - and one dear don’t - for the New York Legislature. 

EDITORIAL 

The I-I~sh to Secret 1%’ioney 
Requiring government contractors to disclose donations to political action committees would be a 
welcome first step toward the dosing of polities’ supersized casino. 

EDITORIAL 

Remembering the Freedom Riders 
A new documentary on PBS stations captures the political emnplexities and drama of a pivotal 
chapter in civil rights history. 

° More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 
The %~ro~g Reasons for Same-Sex Major,age 

The support of gay marriage on economic grounds detracts Dom the broader argument that gay 
men and women are citizens who deserve equal rights. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



Will President Obama eonfront Republicans and say no to bndget blackmail? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Req~fiem for Huc~b~ 

Why his populism will be ~issed on the campaign trail. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

An angry overreaetion by Washington to the diseovery of Bin Laden in Pakistan conld endanger 

Pakistani democraey and fnrther empower the military, 

ON THIS DAY 

On May ~6, ]868, the United States Senate failed by one vote to convict President Andrew Johnson 

as it took its first ballot on one of ~ articles of impeachment against him. (Johnson was acqnitted of 

all charges.) 

See This Front Page 
Buy Tihis FFont Page 

ieceived this message beca[ise yo8 signed tip for NYTJmes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~e[ As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscdbe ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@a£ricansmdies.ovg 

Monday, May 16, 2011 12:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

ASA 2011 Elections Now Open 

ASA 

Dear ASA Member, 

ASA is pleased to announce that the 2011 Elections for the Board of Directors is now open and available online at w~v.africansmdies.org. 

ONy ASA members can vote. Anyone joining up to Friday, June 24 when the election closes at 11:59pm, will be eligible to vote. 

After logging into your ~ ]MyASAI. record, t?om your home page click on your Membership Activity and then click on the link "Vote in the 2011 Election". You will 

be given access to view the candidate sIatemen~s m~d to cast your vote electronically. 

THE CANDIDATES FOR VICE PRESIDENT Af~E: 

~ Patrick McNaughton (Art Histoly, Indiana UniversiF) ~ Abdi Samatar (Geography, University of Minnesota-Minneapolis) 

THE CANDIDATES FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ARE: ~ Victoria Bemal (Anthropology, University ofCalifornia-Irvine) ~ Jean Bo~gatti (Art History, 

Clark University) [] AliAli-Dinar (Folklore/African Studies Center, University of Pennsylvania) [] Sheiyl McCurdy (School of Public Health, University of Texas- 

Houston) [] Salem Mekuria (Art/Film Studies, Wellesley College) [] Deogratias Ngonymai (Linguistics, Michigan State University) 

All votes will be cast electronically. The online voting period begins Monday, May 16, 2011 and will close on Friday Jnne 24, 2011 at 11:59PM EST. 

For questions regarding membership a~d/or the ASA election process, please contact Maggie McLaughlin, Manager. Member Services, at 
members@africanstudies.org or by phone at 848-445- 8173 x3. 

Regards, 

Karen Jenkins Executive Director African Studies Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Studies Association <mescalan@u.arizona.edu> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 2:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We would like to remind you that the deadline for submissions to the ISA 2012 Am~ual Convention in San Diego is Jtme 1. 

For the lull call for papers, see the ISA 2012 page at: http://~’.isanet.org/mmual convention/call- for-papers~html 

International Studies Association 

53rd Annual Convention 

April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"Power, Principles m~d Participation in file Global Information Age" 

Canadian communication theorist Marshall McLuhan famously said, "The medium is the message," and coined the term "global village." McLuhan died in 1980, but his 
insights are even more relevant today. The inibrmation environment is drastically different from that of even a decade ago, as new tbrms ofintbrmation flows come into 
existence almost annually. Facebook now has over 500 million user~ and Twit’mr, a service barely in existence three years ago, counts over 175 million users. These 
tools me not only for finding long-lost school friends or sharing pictures of loved ones: they often are used for political purposes. For instmme, both text messages and 
tweets stowed as vital communication tools during the 2010 posit-election protests in han. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States government went so far as to ask 
Twitter to postpone ma~ntenmme and maintain service during this time. Humanitm-ian groups also use these communications technologies to bring attention to events 
worldwide: in the wake of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in SMSbased donations from US phone users. And the 2010 elections 
witnessed US political candidates (and their s~affs) tweeting and facebooking like never before. 

The "theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the appaacent impact of new inlbrmation and communication technologies on international and transnafional aJthirs. 
Intbrmafion has altered power relations; it has help to global~e norms and principles; it ha~s the potential to bring new participants into political and social processes 
world-wide. From geographic inforn~ation systems that bring satellite images to our research to sophisticated forn~ of electronic textual analysis to internet survey~ it is 
undeniable that a whole range of new technologies is alt’ecting the way we think about and do resemch in international s~dies. 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online using the MylSA Conference Mauagement System at http://isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/MylSA 

Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed to isa2012@isanet.org 

Judith Kelley 
Departnrcnt of Political Science 
and Sanford School of Public Policy 
Duke Universib~ 
Box 90239 
Durham, NC 27708-0239 

Layna Mosley 
Department of Political Science 
University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
361 Hamilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 5:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

African    Tenn paper and Final 

Hi Professor, 

I hope that your trip in Africa is going well and that you have a safe 
return soon! Again, thank you so much for understanding nay difficult 
situation and for allowing me to complete the final paper and exam during 
the summer. I had written on my calendar that we could meet about my paper 
sometime next ~veek because you should be back by then, is that correct?.. 
I’m almost finished making a detailed outline and ~vould love to get your 
feedback before I turn in the actual ten page paper based on "Notes from 
the Hyena’s Belly" I was wondering ~vhen a good time to drop by ~vould be 
and where I should meet you? I’m free on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays 
anytime after 2:15, and Tuesdays anytime at’ter 11:30 (however I have 
Wednesday morning finals each ~veek). 

On a different note, I wanted to ask if it would be alright to take my 
final sumetime aJffer my genetics final (which is June 13th) I dun’t want 
you tu feel like I’m taking advantage ufyuu, because that is truly not the 
case I’m trying tu be pruacuve abuut scheduling because my Biu 202 
(genetics and molecular biolugy) class and recitation is unbelievably 
condensed and challenging Our prufessur says UNC shouldn’t even uffer it 
in the summer. Right nuw, rm spending 105 huurs per week in class and 
devoting 15 huurs per week to homework uutside uf class. I really want tu 
have the opportunity to do well on yuur exam s~nce I came tu every lecture 
and [uved what I was learning I definitely gut a lut uut ufyuur class. 

Just let me knuw what yuu think, I completely understand if you’d rather me 
take it suoner than later I look forward to seeing you hupefully suon! 

Best, 



From: @email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 8:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: One more thing... 

A~tacl~: Bk LecSyllabus.doc; Bio ;RecSyllabus.docx 

Hi Professor, 

I’m sorlsz to crowd your inbox but I meant to attach nay genetics and 
genetics recitation syllabuses to the last email so that you know more 
about my schedule and we can plan the best times for me to complete 
assignments for you. They are attached to this email incase you ~vant to 
look at them. 

Thanks so much, 



Recitation assignments 

Summer Session 1 Biology    Molecular Biology and Genetics: Dr. Sallee 

TA: 
Section 601 MWF 12-12:50pm Wilson 217 

Section 603 MWF 1-1:50pm Wilson 128 

Homework will be handed in and graded for completeness. At the beginning of each class there 
will be a brief quiz on material similar to the homework problems. 

Recitation Class Date          Topic for Recitation Problems due for class 

Wednesday Review of Meiosis and Single Ch2: 14, 16, 17, 20, 26, 32, 34 
Gene Inheritance 

Friday Pedigrees and Independent Ch2: 37, 38A, 42, 44, 47, 48, 
Assortment 49, 57, 64 

Ch3: lacd, 2, 9, 16, 18 
Monday Genetic Recombination Ch4: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 12ab, 48 

Wednesday Gene Interactions Ch6: 1, 2, 4ab, 8, 12, 16, 21, 
27, 49, 51, 52 

Friday Chromosomes Ch16: 1,3, 11, 12, 13, 16, 19, 
23, 26, 28, 32, 35 

Monday Gene Therapy, Forensics Questions will be posted to 
blackboard 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Nichols <rnichols@ualberta.ca> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: James Tully Book 

Deal Eunice, 

Thank you for gelling back to me. I am so SOlly to hear about your ongoing heaJth problems and wish you all the best in this iegard. If you feel you absolutely must 

withdraw from the project, we would of course understand. However, I think your contribution is quite important to the book as a whole and would love to retain your 

piece if that’s is feasible for you. Shall we plan for end of June then? 

All best wishes, 
Robert 

On Tue, May 17, 2011 at 6:24 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~’~email.anc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear Robert, 

Thank your very much for your reminder note. I wanted to give it some thought before responding, hence the delay. 

During the Spring term T hesitated to write and pull out of the project because of the need to recover from health issues as my Doc. instructions. T am glad I did not because 
I am now slowly but surely working several hours a day and catching up with several outstanding writing projects. Nonetheless, I do not want to make a promise that I 
cannot kept, thus based on several publishing deadlines my completed chapter would arrive at your end the week of June 26. If this date is too late for submission of my 
chapter, kindly let me know for T fully understand the need to move forward with projects - I am in the midst of wrapping up an edited collection. 

I would like you to know that I am deeply sorry about the turn of events in the last year which have caused the delay and I am doing my best to ensure that I deliver 
because of my great respect for Jim and the colleagues involved in this project. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Robert Nichols [rnichols@ualberta.ca] 
Sent: Friday, May 13, 201J. 7:06 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" James Tully Book 

Dear Eunice, 

I am writing to fill you in on the latest details of the edited collection of essays to come from our Victoria workshop, Freedom and Democracy in an Imperial Context: 
Dialogues with James Tully. Jakeet Singh and I have decided on a publisher and are eager to move forward quickly. We are going to work with the University of British 
Columbia press, a major academic publisher in Canada~ 

Even if the final version of the paper is not ready yet (though, if it is, that would be great!), we would appreciate an update on its expected completion. I will be speaking with 
the publisher next week and need to give her a realistic idea of when the manuscript will be completed. Please let me know at your earliest convenience where things stand 
in this regard. 

I hope all is well with you. 

All best wishes, 
Robert 



From: Presentation Skills <sendout@commsendout.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 4:17 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: DYNAMIC PRESENTATION SKILLS - Confident Communication Workshops - JUNE 2011 - MIDRAND & 
CAPE TOWN 

GET THE DESIRED RESPONSE! 
MAKE AN IMPACT WITH YOUR PRESENTATIONS, 

INFLUENCE YOUR AUDIENCE 

Making a good first impression. 

How to appear professional and confident 

when speaking. 

Using the voice correctly when speaking 

Overcoming nerves when speaking How to 

write a speech / presentation. 

The importance of eye contact and gestures 

when speaking 

Thinking on your feet 

listening skills 

Using power point to your advantage not 

disadvantage. 

Impromptu speeches; prepared speeches 

and sight-reading 

How to prepare for a presentation. 

Pronunciation problems will be pointed out, 

and corrective exercises given. 

You will learn to come across more 

confidently when in a group of people. 

Preparing you for future presentations and 

meetings. 

All speeches are video recorded allowing the 

speaker to watch improvements and correct 

problems. 



The videotapes are yours to keep, as well as 

all literature in the files. 

Daily workout 

English vowel sounds 

Voice: breathing and modulation madness 

you do not want to receive any more newsletters, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <nsdime@email.ne~x?’orktimes.com> 

~Vednesday, May 18, 2011 10:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Special Savings: Save 50% on deliver + more 

Dear Former Subscriber, 

It’s the perfect time to restart your subscription to The 

New York Times As a returning subscriber, you get a 

special welcome-back deal -- save 50% for 6 full months 

on home delivery of The Weekender. You get: 

?:~e~i ..:\ii Digit:~ i ..:\¢~i ~ which includes 

unlimited access to NYTimes.com and the 

NYTimes app for your smartphone and tablet* 

Unrivaled coverage of global news, the 

economy, travel, business, culture and so 

much more 

Early morning delivery so you can enjoy the 

paper over breakfast and all weekend long 

Feature sections such as Arts & Leisure, 

Travel, Sunday Business, Book Review and 

Sunday Styles 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.coin> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 10:33 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 18 May: G~a, Glenn Cowley, elections, Int’l MFer. precariat conference, microfinaJ~ce, FB, repaxations, Walmart, Kusile 

dsk in cuffs.jpg; Africa Day Invite.pdf, Bond at CUNY 13 May 2011 .jpg; Rmmnulotsi township:ipg; Beyond Precarious Labor.doc; bond 

des~fi ngwane Uneven and Combined Map.dsm May 2011 .pdf; Bond Africa in the Crisis 14 May 2011 .pdf; Zap toilets.gif; stlauss kahn.jpg; 

Bond Update 18 May.doc; Campbell Moodley lecture.pdf 

Hi comrades, l?om (iaza (just arrived safely this morning but most of 
this was penned last night), 

* First, very sad news came last night from UKZN Press about Glenn 
Cowley, who was one o17 the really great progressive publishers and who 
recruited me to UKZN Press 12 years ago A wonderful man, whose 
retirement party at Ike’s Bunks was a great tribute to him two years 
ago Below is Debra Primo’s announcement. 

* Today being election day J2~r municipalities in SA, no one will get my 
screed as you’re offwork, busy voting or campaigning .. or yawning. I 
thought that the theme of deficient sanitation was so compelling that a 
chunk o17 stories and cartoons (see pics below) are appropriate It’s not 
as if electoral politics are entirely down the toilet, because some tiny 
indy-leJ~ initiatives are still afloat in the SA political cesspool. I 
haven’t bothered to collect all the fighting stories about ’no deliver,), 
no w~te!’ (or ’Nope!’) philosophy versus ’vote Socialist Green Alliance’ 
versus Cosam’s pro-ANC (hold your nose, vote and protest) strategy, 
because frankly I’m not sure what’s the apprnpriate line under the 
circmnstances, and after today no one will remember anyhow The most 
meaningful debate that will soon have to surface is one that is simply 
offthe agenda right now: "is the municipal services breakdown due to 
corruption/incapacity by local councils, or national neoliberal policy 
and inadequate central-local financing’.’" Of course the answer is both, 
but of course the current state of political discourse in SA prevents 
the second cormbination (neoliberalism) from being addressed, much less 
noticed. (I may be wrong but I haven’t even seeing the SGC raise the 
problems of Washington-designed municipal sel~Aces policy.) An old 
colun~n I did on this last year is attached for the sake of memory. What 
do you think? If you need a laugh about the degeneration of 
SA’shard-fought democracy, here it is: 
http://www.zanews.c~.za/specia~s/zanews-hayib~-c~m-2~-e~ecti~n-specia~/2~/~5/~6/ 

* One political project all the way down the toilet is Dominique 
Strauss-Kahnrn (DSK), thark goodness. The silliest riff from people as 
diverse as Larry Elliott (The Guardian) and Mike ;\~itney (Cotmtet2ounch) 
is praise for his alleged ’progressive’ tendencies in ideological and 
professional terms. Yikest Will have more to say about this vet3, soun 
but you can get an idea of my scepticism, having reviewed the Libyan, 
Tunisian, Egyptian and Swazi IMF Article IV Consultatiuns, in the 
attached "Africa in the Crisis" book chapter (needs huge edits so any 
advice is welcome). The attempted rape charge was initially rebutted by 
his lawyers (according to French media) with a bogus alibi (ltmch with 
daughter) that didn’t hold up in tenr~s of timing, so who knows what will 
be evoked in coming days, but in a recent intel"ciew for the French 
newspaper Liberation, DSK claimed he would be the victim of a honey-trap 
dir~z trick and that is the way the revolting Bernard-Henri Levi is 
spinning it. This is sickening and distracting, but merits a small bit 
of your attention because it’s quite possible that Trevor Manuel ~vill 
now be appointed as the first non-European L’v5c MD. He was thus touted on 
Richard Quest’s BBC show- a couple of nights ago as the unly candidate 
with the cojunes to stand tap to Angela Merkel, Tim Geittmer and the 
Chinese, and was also the tlcont-runraer in 2008 ~vhen DSK was nearly 
fired. One item that would have been on trial ifDSK became French 
president (as was seen as nearly certain until Saturday afternoon) in a 
public-political sense, was his confession (so he told Liberation) that 
he once thought his main purpose as he got up each morning ~vas to "help 
Israel". Fundamentalist Muslims arid right-~ving anti-Semites with 
banking-conspiracy theories have picked that up Here in Israel from 
where I write, the main concern seems to be that Stanley Fischer (raised 
in Bulawayo and CT, and born in Zambia) will be called in instead, and 
by all accounts he has used his influence as the local central banker to 
assure Israel weathers local and global StOlynS with ease One of the 
most dogmatic ofneoliberal economists and I5/K" officials ever, Fischer 
will be a very serious enemy of democracy movements in this part of the 
world (ie. yet again a friend of Israel), if he advances back up to I5/K" 
IVID, a job he was endorsed for by the Aiicican IMF delegation during a 

2005 vote Shit, the balance of forces is SO adverse, eh That makes 
DSK’s violent (to the 32-year old Senegalese hotel worker) act of total 
self-destruction all the more astounding. When in 1995 the World Bank 
res rep to South Africa, Isaac Sam, was charged with raping a cleaning 
lady in his Hyde Park office, the Jobnrg police characteristically ’lost 
the file’ and Sam in any case pied ’diplomatic ~nmunity’ and a few 
months later was shifted within the Bank (and is now comfortably 
retired). So if in this very serious time of confirming a rape 
allegation, you want to refer to the International Maid Fornicators or 
contemplate the metaphor that Third World countries (including Greece, 



Ireland and Portugal) suffer from the gnomes at 18th and H Streets, 
sorp)~, Bruce Cockburn’s "Call it Democracy" (lyrics attached) alrea@ 
twenty years ago named DSK’s institutinn the ’dirty" M-F’: 
http://www, youtube com/watch?v 68zccrskOqQ 

* Here’s the last word today on DSK, from his own mouth just a month 
ago, and does not have to do with overt rape, just relentlessly slea~’ 
economic exploitation: JOURNALIST: Do you have any fears that there is 
perhaps a far leJ~ movement coming through these [North African] 
revolutions that want more, perhaps, closed economies? I mean, there 
have been a lot of pictures of Guevara there. MR. STtC~.USS-KAE~-: Good 
question. Good question. There’s always this risk, but I’m not sure it 
will materialize. Look, during the global financial crisis we went just 
through, at the beginning many were afraid of the possibility of an 
increase in protectionism. It didn’t happen. YVhy? Because, I think, that 
most governments, maybe not all of them, but most goverrm~ents and most 
people, man on the street, have understood that there was no good 
solution in this direction. I’m not saying that everybody agrees with 
this, but most had understood that the closed economy were not the way 
to benefit from global growth and certainly from investraent. And xve’re 
in a globalized wurld, so there is no domestic solution. 

* Much more inspiring news came to us on Sunday, as I flew from NY to 
TelAviv: thousands of Palestinians are doing an intifada in Satyagraha 
style (I have recently reread Gandhi on his SA years, and it is a 
political mess, but anyhow, we can address the pros and cons of 
revitalised Gandhian politics another time). Through my attempts to get 
in via Cairo (foiled by the military regime still closing the border in 
spite of assurances my hosts would crack it open a bit), to the Press 
Office in Jerusalem (where miraculously I got accreditation late 
Tuesday), to the hideous resort town of Ashkalan where I wandered the 
concrete-ruined marina zone last night (no hope of a Dec 3 solidarity 
’going away party for the beach’ event heret) through the Gaza border 
crossing in Erez where I’m going after putting these notes in my 
outbox, it’s already an extraordinary, trip. I’ve been veJ3~ lucky, as 
Na’eem Jeenah from Johannesburg ~vas detained and deported on Tuesday 
(see attached for details). The profound importance of Sunday’s protests 
(not counting more than a dozen deaths by IDF fire) is evident in some 
articles about a new- upsurge (see ’update’ file attached), one that 
Hamas and Fatah may not be able to capture or repress The next ~vave of 
protest could ~vell be directed against a Palestinian Authority’ (often 
nicknamed ’Vichy’) which the IMF is lavishly praising for behaving like 
a proper state elite Last month’s report from the EVIF to Blair’s gang 
(the ’Quartet’) is attached and we’ll try to get some deeper analysis of 
the kinds of problems and resistance (e.g. to electricity price hikes) 
emerging organically, in coming days. I leave Saturday night after some 
further consultations in Ramallah. iVly ticket is paid for by Rosa 
Luxemburg Foundation and I’m consulting with Gazans through the offices 
of TIDA-Gaza, a well-colmected NGO which commands respect across the 
tel~cito~’ (w~,~v.tidagaza. org). 

* My last conference was hosted by the Socialist Register and City 
Uinversity of New York, as I mentioned in the prior Update. The talk I 
did is online at http://ccs.ukzn ac.za under events, with familiar 
slides cunjoining overaccumulation (pic) and SA social struggle. But the 
Polanyian perspective within our contemporary Marxist political rhetoric 
is ~vorth reconsidering, so that’s what Trevor Ngwane, Ashwin Desai and I 
are ti~’ing to do in the attached dai’t chapter in a forthcoming book. 
Feedback is warmly welcome. And the :first day’s notes from the Precariat 
conference are attached It was a terrific experience. 

* Some other news we’ve been following is in the attached Update file. 
First is that one of those neoliberal tricks (well known in Palestine) 
is now unveiled as scam magic: microcredit A BBC show on Andra Pradesh 
debt-related suicides just won a major award; details in the Update 
file, attached Also on the posiuve side, reparatinns :[’or apartheid 
will be paid a bit more generously than Mbeki allowed, and the 
horrendous PR company Burson-Marsteller (which fronted Friends of 
Grameen recently) is in just as much deception trouble as Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, for helping FB’s Mark Zuckerberg slander Google in 
easily-unraveled sockpuppetry. 

* And on the negative side, it looks like Wah:nart will get its license 
to operate in SA, buying Massmart and cutting a deal with trade uninns 
to save retail j obs and perhaps to buy" more locally than it would 
otherwise. I)amn. And other very bad news regarding labour and climate 
politics is that three central problems with Eskom’s Kusile coal-fired 
power plant under construction its role in both climate change and 
local eco-destructinn of water and air quality’ [both of which will most 
adversely affect poor and working people]; the huge price hikes 
[25%+/year forever, which Cosatu last year threatened would be countered 
by a national strike, which never happened], and local workers’ 
xenophobic demands that in~’nigrants working on the project be fired get 
no mention in the deal just done to halt worker tmrest. Worse, it 
appears that xvith Cosatu’s endorsement the project will continue, 
business-as-usual and relegitimised with small reforms such as ’hire 
local’, next Monday. At the level of policy pronotmcements, there is 
probably- no better union federation in the english-speaking world 
against xenophobia, energy access and climate change than Cosatu... but 
local realities can be very different, and it is just tragic to see 
Cosatu endorse a project which will put electricity bills far out of 



many of their members’ range, so that the larges t mining and metals 
houses in the world will continue to get the world’s cheapest 
electricity, without a thought for the extreme ecological destruction 
that now appears inevitable, rI1nis is [ocalist corporatism decisively 
setting back the larger struggles for energy justice, climate justice 
and regional political-economi c justice 

* I)on’t miss upcoming events at UKZN, including the Wolpe Lecture next 
week (info coming soon), a seminar by Chris Morris on Big Pharma’s 
bioprospecting tomorrow (below-), and Horace Campbell next week 
(below/attached). 

* Ok, back to my studies of Gazanomics, another disastrous topic about 
which more soon. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

UKZN Centre for Civil Socie~ Seminar 

CCS Seminar: Notes on Pharmaceutical Patent Lawfare: The Umckaloabo Case 
Speaker: Chris Morris 
Date: Thursday 19 May 2011 
Time: 12:30-14:00 
Venue: CCS Seminar Room 602, Level 6, Memorial Tower Building, Howard 
College 

Topic: 
Cutrent contestation over pharmaceutical bioprospecting for South 
African genetic resoutces for drug development and sales foregrounds 
tensions between medicine, capitalism, and regulatot3z governance in the 
global South. This presentation explores the NGO-led legal case against 
Schwabe Pharmaceuticals of German?’, a company that was granted patents 
entitling it exclusive use of South African Pelargonium for the 
development of medicines treating respirator?- refections, AIDS and 
A]DS-related diseases I take this case as an ethnographic windo~v into 
the North-South politics of intellectual proper~ disputes and the 
complex dynamics among actors vying for say as to who should own, and 
subsequently benefit licom, the knowledge of profitable raw- materials for 
medicine. I will touch on the commercial histo~z of Schrvabe’s 
Pelargonium-derived phytotherapy Umckaloabo, the NGO challenge of 
Schwabe’s Umckaloabo extraction method patent, and the unceltainties of 
"community" in claims to culture as property. 

Speaker Bio: 
Chris Morris is a PhD candidate in sociocultural anthropology and an 
instructor in the Peace and Conflict Studies Program at the Umversi~z 
of Colorado at Boulder. His interest in the anthropology of la~v, 
politics, and biotechnology emerged as an undergraduate researcher at 
the Umversit?’ of Regensburg looking at the social effects of the German 
state’s response to the outbreak of Mad Cow disease in Bavaria As an MA 
student, he conducted multi-sited research in the offices of German and 
Tanzanian ministries, development corporations, and Eut-opean NGOs 
involved in health-sector reform in Tanzania He continues to find 
North-South (especially European-African) development cooperation to be 
an exciting window into the governance of health technologies. No~v a 
Social Science Research Council and National Science Foundation fellow, 
his current dissertation research concerns inequality and legal 
comestauon over phnrmaceutical bioprospecting ]2~r South Afi~ican 
genetic resources for drug development and sales. He is currently based 
at the CCS as a Visiting Scholar. 

Venue: Senate Chambers, UKZN, Westvil[e Campus 

Day: Africa Day, 25th Mi~y 2011 

Time: 18h30 

Guest Speaker: Professor tlorace Campbell 

Attached is the invitation and further information. 

Please confirm yout~ attendance before 15th May 2011 ~2~r logistical 
purposes. For further in]2~rmation contact Arun Naicker 031 309 3350. 
Fee[ free to send this invite on to family and friends who may want to 
attend and are not on our database 

We look forward to your response. 

Arun 

Professor Horace Campbell 

>>> University Notice 5/17/2011 9:28 AM >>> 



It is with deep sadness that UKZN Press armounces the passing of (ilenn 
Cowley, past publisher, after a short illness in Johannesburg. 

Glenn was Publisher at UKZN Press for 11 years until his retirement in 
July 2009. Through his vision and leadership Glenn, a graduate of the 
UniversiW of NatM and of tIarvard, developed the Press into a 
well-known and respected scholarly publishing house with worldwide 
connections, and an impressive list and author base. 

Gletm will be remembered affectionately by his colleagues, past and 
present, as well as authors and those in the wider publishing and book 
circles in South Africa and abroad. To many he was a ruentor and a friend 
and he will be remembered for his energy, love of life, kindness and 
generosity of spirit. 

He was much loved by his wife Finna, his sister Anne, brother-in-law 
Carl and all his nieces and nephew-s. 

Issued by: 
Debra Prm~o 
Publisher 
UKZN Press 

The Murcury 
Eye on Cb, dl Society, 14 Sept 2010 
Parliamentarians stick their heads in the sand 
when digging into service delivery protests 

By Patrick Bond 

If the report issued last week by a Parliamental?, conm~ittee regarding 
causes of social protest is any indication, our political elites are not 
willing to take steps required to address societs"s deep divisions. 

A year ago, the so-called Ad Hoc Committee on Coordinated Oversight on 
Service Delivery was given a mandate "to specifically investigate the 
underlying reasons for the often violent protests fbr services" What 
the)’ have produced is utterly inadequate 

The MY’s failed to notice most of the major protests even in high-profile 
sites like Durban where they came to gather testimony; they failed to 
apply their minds about information they gathered; and the?- accepted a 
biased explanation about the causes mainly malgovemance - without 
digging up an even deeper root of the problem: money. 

Dating to the time sel~zice delive~¢ protests began in earnest, when 
Thabo VLbeki became president in 1999, the most seductive response for 
politicians is policy-denialism. They avoid blaming the national 
executive (where policies are made) and the legislature (where they 
should be vetted and oversight provided) 

Instead, it’s easier to claim that provincial and mumcipal government 
officials simply refuse to properly implement the otherwise laudable 
policies, programmes and projects. That’s what the Cormnittee concluded 
in explaining Sout2a Africa’s world-leading protest rate: "The intelface 
of politics and administration, the qualiW and frequency of public 
participation, [and] responsiveness to citizens override all other factors." 

As a result, the ’neoliberal’ (pro-market) orientation of the state is 
disguised and the conservative :fiscal policy imposed by Trew~r Manuel 
and maintained by Pravin Gordhan goes unquestioned [[’hat policy stresses 
’cost recovery’ and refuses to transfer adequate funding for 
infrastructure and services required by poor people. 

The Committee is not entirely wrong, because naturally, malgovemance 
accompanies neoliberalism More precisely, crony capitalism 
’Zuma-family Economic Empowerment’ (ZEE) at national scale, and locally, 
the patronage system of City Manager Mike Sutclif[’e - replaced the 
social democracy promised by the African National Congress in the 1994 
R econstruction and Development Prograturn e 

As the Committee put it, in a remark that hits home in Durban, "The 
tender system an municipalities needs to be tightened to close gaps that 
allow corruption to flourish" 

However, the Committee’s parachute tour allowed only an outlandishly 
positive top-down view of Durban management, which is allegedly 
"performing well in service dehvery including housing, long-planning, 
building partnerships with the private sector to provide services and 
build catalysts for development" [sic] 

The masses beg to disagree, judging by the past decade’s worth of major 
protests. 

Chatswotth is the site most often named as the epicenter of 
post-apartheid mass democratic cornmuniF- ~mrest. Recall that Fatima 
Meer’s Concerned Citizens Forum arrived there to promote the ANC in the 
2000 municipal elections. Soon realising that ANC officials worsened not 
lessened the socio-economic problems of both Indian and African ’poors’, 



Meet switched sides to civil socie~ and a new, critical way of relating 
to government was born 

Since then, Durban service delivery protests have regularly broken out 
against wirious state departments 12~r a range of reasons. ’l’he sevenS" we 
documented nver the past year and a half in the (;entre for Civil 
Society’s ’Social Protest Obser~atory’ (on our website, 
http://www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs) represent only a fraction of the anger, but 
are illustrative. 

BOX: 
State-failure and anti-government protest in Durban, 2009-10: 

Housing and services: Harcarlarsdale, im~erci~’, Kem~edy Road, KwaMashu, 
Lamon~,dlle, Lindelani, Marianhill, _Marrianridge, _Mayville, Ntuzuma, 
Siyanda, Urnlazi corcarluni~’, Umlazi hostel-dwellers, Wentworth 

Land: Qadi people displaced from Inanda Dam 

Food: SA Unemployed People’s Movement 

Students: Durban University of Technology, Mangosuthu University of 
Tecl~mlo~’, UKZN 

Environment: Chatsworth’s toxic BulBul dmnp, South Dttrban Corcarlunity 
Envirotwnental Alliance against climate change, petro-chemical regulation 
and World Bank loan to Eskom 

Transport: cib’-wide bus commuters, Clairwood residents v trucks 

Police violence: Urrllazi 

Iuformal trading: Warwick Junction Early- Morning Market, Vemlam 

Healthcare: Phoenix victims of Gandhi Memorial Hospital 

Anti-FWA: Durban Social Forum 

Home Aft’airs: Movement for Democratic Change, anti-xenophobia network 

Labour: Mabhida Stadium building contractors, Durban bus drivers, SA 
Municipal Workers Union, Con~munications Workers Union against Post 
Office, Telkom workers, social workers in provincial government, Satawu 
v Transnet, Stallion Security v FIFA 

Noticing just one of these protests, in Wentworth over the Barracks 
housing, the Cormnittee recorded how that "community was furious about 
the condition of the new housing development because there was clear 
poor workmanship ;vhich the Metro and residents should have resolved 
amicably by ibrcing the contractor to fix the defects. It was clear that 
the municipal leadership ;vas not aware of the frustration and concerns 
of residents." Come off it, of course Sutcliffe and his colleagues were 
a;vare (surely they read The Mercury, where it ;vas covered). 

Most of the problems raised in these protests could easily be fixed with 
a dollop of money untainted by corruption To prove this, ;vhen Durban’s 
water department raised prices so high on consumers during the late 
1990s and early 2000s (doubling the real water price within six years), 
the lowest-income third of Durban residents cut back their consumption 
by 30 percent. 

Then, recognising that such neoliberal water policy caused debilitating 
protests and lawsuits in Johannesburg, Durban officials remedied their 
mistake in 2008 with a 50 percent increase in the amount of free water, 

a 9 kl/household monthly ’lifeline’ That’s the right government 
response to service delivery protest: recognize genuine grievances and 
spend a bit more if that’s what’s required. 

’]?he visiting MPs never once recognize this obvious strateg3~’, even when 
observing that Durban "opposition parties complain that senior 
administrators are pursuing their own agendas and deprive them of 
information." But instead of honing in on the problem associated with so 
many services (unaft’ordabi [ity) and the solution (more subsidies), the 
Committee only remarked upon the "need to strengthen cowanunication 
between councillors and communities" 

Ducking hard issues is why Parliament has a joke reputation and why no 
change in service delivery can be reasonably anticipated until more 
intense protests certainly 

Cover stots, 2 - Municipalities 
Weak will be swallowed 
Prakash Naidoo 
Thursday, 12 May 2011 

A key weakness is that district municipalities in poor areas are unable 
to raise sufficient revenue. Regional services council levies a 
business tax that accounted for 34% of district municipalities’ income 



were scrapped by government in 2006. 

Though next week’s local goverr~ment elections will give rise to two new 
metros, they are also likely to mark the scrapping of at least 70 
smaller local districts and municipalities. Government has reliased to 
identify which of the unsustainable municipalities will be amalgamated 
after the elections, but it is expected to be a highly contested issue. 

Deputy co-operative governance & traditional affairs minister Yunus 
Carrim says national and provincial government will ruake representations 
to the municipal deruarcation board after the May 18 elections to 
consider scrapping municipalities that do not have a sustainable 
economic and financial base. 

"Of course, absorbing unviable municipalities into adioining 
municipalities will not solve the problerus," he says. National and 
provincial government would have to assist with "capacity funds, other 
resources and other nreans". 

The idea of abolishing unviable municipalities was first mooted at a 
three-day surrmrit called by- the ANC last December, where local and 
provincial structures were reviewed. A discussion document, "Advancing 
the attributes of a developruental state", presented at the sunm~it 
suggested that some district and local ruunicipalities were ineffective, 
supporting a government position that most district municipalities were 
financially redundant. 

A key weakness is that district municipalities in poor areas are unable 
to raise sufficient revenue. Regional services council levies a 
business tax that accounted for 34% of district municipalities’ income 
were scrapped by government in 2006. 

As a result, a number of ruunicipalities "are neither viable nor 
sustainable", and many are increasingly dependent on national governruent 
grants to fund their operations 

Editor’s Note - 13 May 2011 
A typical SA stoez 
B arney Mthombothi 
Thursday, 12 May 2011 

It’s perhaps fitting that the campaign for the municipal elections has 
been dominated by toilets and their contents It’s an appropriate 
metaphor for our politics They’re down the toilet, so to speak Muck 
raking has become the stuff of politics. 

The ANC has made a meal of the Democratic Alliance’s saga of open loos 
in Makhaza township, soiling the DA’s well-manicured image as the party 
that cleaned up Cape Town. The ANC had the satisfaction of a boxer who 
had dehvered a sucker punch. They were roiling it, seasoning it ~vith 
just a tinge of racism. "They wouldn’t dare build open toilets in a 
white suburb, would they-?" the ANC sahvated. And the DA, like a frog 
that wouldn’t go away instead of making apologies and moving on kept 
coming back for more. 

That is, until the ANC themselves were caught with their pants around 
their ankles. The story of open toilets in an ANC-run council in the 
Free State has literally left them gobsmacked. A delicious irony. The 
party hierarchy is now uttering dafl~ threats against ~ts own kind. The 
boot is on the other foot. 

Toilets have in a way become part of the country’s political folklore 
Toilets built by the old Nat government rotting in the veld is the 
stuff of legends. The Nats were assiduous in building toilets before 
the?" would provide houses That came to define the cruel~ and absurdig~" 
of apartheid and its homeland policy Out- two major parties, it seems, 
are in good company. They’re following a well-trodden SA tradition 

A few days ago President Jacob Zuma stood amid the sludge and running 
sewage of a Cape Town township, casugating the DA for crowing about its 
record in (;ape Town while its black residents were living in squalor. 
How could this happen 17 years aider the dawn of democracy, he 
thundered. It was a case well made, except that the misery isn’t 
confined to Langa or Nyanga. It is the same story in I)iepsloot, 
Alexandra and many other squatter camps up and down the country, where 
the AN(; is in charge. Wouldn’t it be nice if Zuma weren’t so one-eyed 
about these things? Perhaps he could even galvanise a collective effort 
to find solutions to these taxing issues. 

But all this proves one thing: the voters, especially the poor ones, are 
a mere stepping stone to power and prestige. The stink we make on their 
behalf is all for show-, designed not to benefit the poor, but to daruage 
the other side and extract maximum political advantage. Political 
antennae are highly- sensitised, ready to exploit any weakness or candour 
among foes. Suddenly there’s an exaggerated sense of outrage over things 
that we normally take for granted or cheerfully ignore on a daily basis. 
The person who coined the phrase "silly season" must have had political 
campaigns in mind. It’s the time when we lose our bearings, if not our 
marbles. 



The trage@ is that problems don’t get solved, and the intended 
beneficiaries don’t profit. In fact they’re alienated from the political 
system. ~2~nat passes off as protest, at times violent, against lack of 
service deliver~" can often be ascribed to frustration with a system that 
is impel~’ious to the wishes and aspirations of ordinary people. 

Our current system, though a brilliant vehicle by- which politicians gain 
legitimacy, simply doesn’t provide a proper channel for people to be 
heard. V~nich is why violent denronstrations are often preferred to 
democratic ways of solving problems. As someone once remarked, violence 
is the language of the unheard. The widespread unhappiness with the list 
of candidates, especially in the ANC, points to a serious lack of 
accountability in the system. 

Though this is a local governnrent election, nrost party posters carry 
pictures of national leaders But these aren’t the people who’ll remove 
your refiase or fix your potholes. 

Sexwale promises action on open toilets 

Human Settlements Minister Tokyo Sexwale on Saturday promised tough 
action against officials and contractors involved in the open toilets 
sagas that have embarrassed both the ANC and the DA. 

"The poor cannot be left in the clutches of unscrupulous elements 
associated ;vith the erection of such tmdignified sanitaD’ structures," 
he said in a statement 

Sex;vale said his ministry would make stare the Cape High Coult judgment 
ordering the DA to enclose toilets in Makhaza in Khayelitsha on the Cape 
Flats would be enforced. 

He also pledged to investigate the ANC’s o;vn open toilet sage in 
Rammulotsi in the Free State, where the party- has begun to enclose the 
structures in a bid to minimise the damage to its election campaign. - Sapa 

Toilets an issue in Ekurhuleni 
Residents of Ramaphosa Informal Settlement near Reiger park say the 
ANC-mn Metro has led them down over local toilets and have now dug 
their own long-drops 
LIVtIUWANI M./hVfMBURI3 and DES LATHAM 
PuNished: 2011/05/13 04:01:34 Phi 

The ANC-run Ekurhuleni Metro has been in dispute with local communities 
over the dehvery of chemical toilets that have angered residents of 
Ramaphosa informal settlement near Reiger Pa~k. 

Toilets re-emerged in the news in February when the Cape High Court 
ruled against the DA in the Makhaza case 

The court :found the DA-led City of Cape Town had violated the dignity" of 
residents there and ordered the city" to enclose 1000 toilets in Khayelitsha 

The DA had built "open toilets" which had no walls. 

According to Ramaphosa settlement community leaders, the East Rand 
residents have been in dispute with the ANC-run metro since early 2010 
over toilets. 

Sipho Vanga, a cotmnunity leader At Ramaphosa Informal Settlement says 
residents have demanded pit latrines instead of the metro’s chenrical 
toilets. 

"A lot of plastic chemical toilets have been removed in the area, but in 
some other parts they are still using the plastic chemical toilets. The 
plastic toilets are a return to another form of bucket system. They are 
unclean, unsanitary and smell especially in suntmer," he said. 

Vanga told Business Day that since the community complained to the 
Ekurhuleni Metro about the toilets, "they- have not done anything to 
address their problems". 

Ranraphosa residents say they have now dug preferred pit latrines or 
"long drops" after they removed the problematic chemical structures. 

latharad@bdfm.co.za 

Plea for toilets front shack dwellers 
May 13 2011 at 09:51am 

INLSA 
Mayidali Ntshangase and Bhekithemba Mavanga relax outside their shack at 



Blackburn Village, a settlement behind Umhlanga Rocks, during an AN(; 
election campaign visit yesterday Picture: Doctor Ngcobo 
Nompumelelo Magwaza 
One does not have to ask the people of Blackburn village what their 
demands are. The stench of faeces, urine and uncollected rubbish says it 
all for this settlement, situated behind upma~ket Umhlanga. 
Blackburn residents yesterday told MEC fi~r Economic Development and 
Tourism, Mike Mabuyakhulu, on the local government election campaign 
trail for the AN(;, that the?’ felt abandoned by the government "We want 
toilets," said at least five people who spoke to Mabuyakhulu and his 
colleagues. 
Like other people living in irtformal settlements around Durban, 
Blackburn residents have their eyes set on the multibillion-rand 
Cornubia development, which will include about 25 000 houses for 
low-income households. 
"Blackburn has existed since 1981," said Gloria Radebe, 64, one of the 
first people to settle in the area. 
"\Vhen I first came here, there was nothing, only a few houses owned by 

Indians. The houses were later sold to farmers, but we had nowhere to 
go, so we stayed." 
Radebe said her family was among the few with a lockable toilet. "The 
reason I lock my toilet is because people mess it up. I built it myself 
and keep it clean. This place smells because people do not have toilets 
and use any patch of green grass to relieve themselves." 
Radebe said she is yet to use a proper flushing toilet. 
"With this Cornubia development coming, I hope to get one," she said. 
Buyiswa Zibi, 67, told Mabuyaldmlu that it was inhumane for people not 
to have toilets, water and electricity. 
";\~en I first moved in here in 1990, there were a few houses there," she 
said, pointing at sugar cane fields. 
"I worked at a nearby nursery owned by the municipali~" at that time. I 
never plarmed to make this my permanent home, but when others moved, I 
had nowhere to go." 
Zibi said that she had six grandchildren to worry about. 
"We live on my pension and they sometimes get small jobs here and there" 
She would still vote for the ANC, "even though they only come here to 
charm us during the elections, our new ward candidate will bring change". 
The ANC’s ward candidate, Musa Dludla, agreed that the provision of 
toilets was a pressing matter. "I hope that we can get evewone a house 
in Cornubia," he said. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA Conference <info asmeascholars.org@mcsv7&net> 

~Vednesday, May 18, 2011 3:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Two Weeks Left: CALL FOR PAPERS 2011 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 

Out of the Past, Into the Future: 
Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2011 annual conference. 

Members from any disdpline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submi[ proposNs to pa~idpate ~n the conference. Unique 

proposels from sen~or graduete students (ABD) will also be cons~dered. Alsstracts on topics re~ated 

to the Middle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~ contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, a~liat~on). The due da~ for proposals is WedneMay, June ~, 201L 

ProposNs should be sent to: info@asmea~holars.or~. Completed papers are due by 

September 5, 

Referees and Di~c~s*anl:s 

ASHEA Members interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e-mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles. Send e=mail to: info@asmeascholars,or(l, 

Registratiea 

Space is limited, register for the 4th Annual ASMEA Conference here. Any questions or for more 

information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or infe@as~ea~helars, erq, 

Asseciation for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeas~holars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars,org, 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copy~tight (C) 2011 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

IRB pe~ic 

IRB with changes after stipulations.lxtf, slipulations a~d remarks.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are having a productive and nice trip. 

I’m son)’ to bother you but I’m panicking. 

So I finally heard back from IRB and there are ~me problems ruth it. Most of the changes I need to maJ~e axe about taking identifiers. I’ve been working on it aJJ day, 

and have made some major changes. 

As time is obviously a big big issue at this point, because I’m ta~ing identifiers, they ~y it isn’t eligible for exemption, so I simplified the research so I won’t be taking 

identifieB, so that through exemption it might get tbiough fasler. 

The m~n problems I’m still having is about confidentidli .ty and consent forms. My question is, if I’m keeping confldentiali .ty by not lecording people’s names, does having 
’) 9 people sign a consent form colnpmmise this confidentiality ~ especidlly when my smnple size is so small...how should I hmidle this~ 

The other question is about data security. I already contacted the IRB office about it, once and they told me "Kari, your submission does not require "clearance" 

from the IRB or any other department. Responsibility for data security is shared between yourself, your advisor, and your home department (in 
consultation with your department’s IT support staff). The data security determination (in your case, level II) is derived from your indication EITHER 
that you are collecting identifiable information OR that you are gathering sensitive data. This determination has resulted in a set of 
recommendations or requirements, adherence to which is (again) the responsibility of you, your advisor, and your department." 
but one of the stipulations is that I "Please provide contact information for the departmental IT staff person. This person cannot be the PI or faculty 
advisor. Please consult with your department administrator if unsure." I’ve emailed Dr. Thompson who does IRB for anthropology about this and am 
waiting to hear back. but I don’t know what to do .... 

My ather big question is abeut this stipuiation: 

"When research covered by UNC..CH’s I RB takes place in a foreign country, procedures normally followed ~n the foreign countp/to protect human subjects may d~ffer from those of this IRE. It is the obl~gation of this 

IRB to ensure that your research is sensitive to local customs rules, and is in compliance with any relevant laws. 1o gain a Petter appreciation for what th~s IRB has to consider when reviewing human subjects 

research being conducted outside the US, consider reviewing the OHRE ORB) SOP g! 0 (Internationai Research) This wiii assist yotl with providing this IRB with ail the required inforRiation In addition, federal 

guirJance on conducting human supjects researcil outside lile US is available l~om the Office o[ Human Resea[ch F’[otections (OHRRX 

ensure the UNC-CH IRB that this research is sensitive to local customs, rules, and is in compliance with any relevant laws in the foreign county, please provide evidence in one of the following ways 8terns are 

iisted in order of preference): 

~, Submit your protocol to an IRB in the foreign country and prowde the UNC-CH IRB with a copy ofthat IRB’s approval letter 

To locate a ro[eign iRS. htt~.xllohrpcitnihqovlsearchlirbsearch:as£x?st’y£=bsc 

If the country in which you intend to conduct your research has not yet estabiished an IRB or the IRB wili not review your protocol, then ask an in-countP.¢ expert, such as a university faculty member, to review 

your protocol and to provide a letter to the UNC-CH IRB stating that the research is culturally sensitive and that the researchers have sufficient knowledge of the local research context to be able to design 

and conduct research in a way that protecls tile righls and welfare of the subjects. 

If neither a local IRB nor an in-country expert is available, you w~il need to demonstrate that either you or a member of your research team has substantial personal experience with the culture and the 

foreign country and this ex,oerience shouid be detailed in the IRB application" 

I added a description of my experience in [anzania and the research I did there Is this enough do you think’? or what else shouid I do? 

but anyway i attached the iRB application with the changes i made, as well as the stipulations that the IRB gave me. 

I know you are busy anti I’m really .sarry [a bother yeu, bu[ I need your help I just don’[ I<rlaw wi~a[ te do. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 9:43 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: IRB panic 

Iti Dr. Sahle, 

Sorry’ for the panicked email I sent earlier. I’ve calmed down. But if you could read over the changes I made, I’d really appreciate it. I hope 
you are having!had a nice trip. 
Also, I’ve heard back about the data security, so that problem seems to have been solved. 

Thanks and sorry again for the panicked email; just a short moment of weakness :) 
Best, 

On , at 4:05 PM, @gmml.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you are having a productive and nice trip. 

I’m solly to bother you but I’m panicking. 

So I finally heard back from IRB and there are some problems with it. Most of the changes I need to make are abom taking identifiers. I’ve been working 

on it all day, and have made some major changes. 

As time is obviously a big big issue at this point, because I’m taking identifiers, they say it isn’t eligible for exemption, so I simplified the research so I won’t 

be taking identifiers, so that through exemption it might get through faster. 

The main problems I’m still having is atx~ut confidentia]i~ and consent tbrms. My question is, ifrm keeping confidentiality by not recording people’s 

names, does having people sign a consent tbrm compromise this contidentiality? especially when my sample size is so sma]l...how should I handle fl~is? 

The other question is about data security. I already contacted the IRB office about it. once azid they told me "Ka ri, your submission does not require 

"clearance" from the IRB or any other department. Responsibility for data security is shared between yourself, your advisor, and your 
home department (in consultation with your department’s IT support staff). The data security determination (in your case, level II) is 
derived from your indication EITHER that you are collecting identifiable information OR that you are gathering sensitive data. This 
determination has resulted in a set of recommendations or requirements, adherence to which is (again) the responsibility of you, your 
advisor, and your department." 
but one of the stipulations is that I "Please provide contact information for the departmental IT staff person. This person cannot be the 
PI or faculty advisor. Please consult with your department administrator if unsure." I’ve emailed Dr. Thompson who does I RB for 
anthropology about this and am waiting to hear back. but I don’t know what to do .... 

My other big question is about this stipuiation: 

"When research co~,’ered by UNC-CH’s I RB takes place in a foreign country, procedures normally followed in the foreign country to protect human subjects may differ from those of this IR B. It is the 

obligation of this IRB lo ensure that your researcil is sensitive to local customs, rules, and is i~l compliance with any tolerant laws. To gain a better appreciation for what this iRB has to co[lsider when 

reviewing human subiects research being conducted outside the US. consider reviewing the QHRE (IRa) SOP 3’1 0 dnternational Research). This w~il assist you with providing th~s IRa with all the 

required information. In addition, federal guidance on conducting human subiects research outside the US ~s available from the Office of Human Research Protections (OHRP): 

htt p://www.h h s.qov/ohrp/int ern ation al/index.html 

To ensure the Ui’JC-CH IRE that this research is sensitive to iocsi custo~y~s, ruies, and is in compliance witl~ any relevant laws in the foreign county, please pro,/ide evidence in one of the foli,~.,qing 

,flays (ibms ate listed in order or pre.erence~: 

Submit your protocol to an IRE in the foreign country and provide the UNC-CH iRB with a copy of that IRB’s approval letter 

Tolocate a foreign IRB: http://ohrp.cit.nih.gov/search/irbsearch.aspx?styp=bsc 

I’m sorry i’m panicMng, and don’t knowwhat to do.. 

but anyway I u, ttu,,’:i~ed tile iRB application with tile changes I made. a.% w~fii u,s the s[ipulu, tien.% that the IRa gave me 

I know you are busy and I’m really sorry to bother you but I need your ~eip I just don’t knew what to do .... 



<IRB with chmages af[er stipulalions.pdf~, 

<stipulations and remarks.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 9:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: SOUTtt AFRICAN RESEARCH CHAIRS INITIATIVE (SARChI) CHAIRS & CENTRES OF EXCEI,LENCE 

Thanks, Eumce. This looks impressive. I shall pass it around. 
Hope all is well you and your endeavors! 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2011 6:23 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
SubJect: 1,~7: SOUTf I AbTKICAN RESEARCH CHAIRS INT[~IATIVE (SARChI) CHAIRS & CENTRES OF EXC[~LLENCE 

[)ear Georges, 

Greetings. ’]7his is a great initiative Circulate it tu folks whu might be interested. 

Cheers, 

Eunice 

Hi fulks: 

Please, see the folIuwing message and attachments for an opportunity that I thought might be uf interest to you. Get in touch with Pruf. Ayee (Deputy Vice-Chance]lor, UKZN) ifyuu want 
tu pursue it His cuordinates appear beluw You may pass un the information tu others yuu think may be goud candidates 

Cheers, 

Wizzy 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: SARChI CHAIRS & CENTRES OF EXCELI ENCE 
Dabe: Mon, 09 May 2011 08:59:47 +0200 
From: Joseph Ayee <Ayee@ukzn.ac.za><mailto:Agee(&,’ukzn.ac.za> 
To: <tettcy@ucalgary.ca><mailto :tette¥(&,’ucalgar¥. ca> 

Do please circulate the attachment on the SARChI and ask the colleagues to get in touch with rae directly. The only additional information is that applicants who are not resident in South 
Africa will spend 50% of their time in South .adrica. Colleagues who are interested should send to me the following on or before 31 May 2011: 

1. Full curriculum vitae 
2. Area of interest (themes or research areas in the htunanities and social sciences) 
3. Activities plam~ed for the Chair 

The University’s Research Office has set up a Technical Cormnittee to screen applications before forwarding them to the South .adrican National Research Foundation. 

Warmest regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

ATSUAk~E 

Prof. Joseph R.A. Ayee 
(PhD; FGA; FGINf) 
Depu[5’ Vice-Chancellor and Head, 
College of Humanities. 
Universi~z of KwaZulu-Natal, 
(Howard College Campus) 
Durban, 
4041. 
South Africa 

Email: Ayee@ukzn ac.za<mailto :A,~’ee@ukzn ac.za> 
Tel (Ofi~ic e) +27-031-260-2874 
Fax +27-031-260-1495/3381 
Mobile: 



Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://~’w.ukz~ac.za/disclaimer<http://~wukzn.ac.za/disclaimer/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tom> 
Thursday,            10:54 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri 

Professor Sahle, 

3[ was just hoping to make arrangements to meet with you next week to discuss my final grade. Unfortunately, my schedule is pretty full next week as a 3[ start my internship 
and am also working at a regular paying job, but 3[ do have some time after 4pm on Wednesday and Friday until about 4pm. Let me know if either of those works for you. 

Thanks! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To        ~live.com 
Subject: RE: Afri 

Date: Wed, 19:11:54 +0000 

Dear 

3[ am in Durban, South Africa on UNC official business. 3[f you wish to discuss your final grade in the class you can send me an email mid-next week and 3[ can make 
arrangements to met you at UNC early the following week. At that point, 3[ will bring your final exam and you will see my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ,@live.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:07 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri 

Professor SaNe, 

I sent yon a~ email last week concerning nay final grade for the clas~ but I have not yet received a reply. I was hoping that you conld explain to me how I ended up 

witha    inthe class when after the first exam and the paper I had a 92%. I participated more freqnently in the class than mmay ofthe other students so I dofft thinkit 

can be my participating that is dropping my grade, but I also t}lt exla’emely confident about my performance on the final exam. Would you please disclose to me nay 

grades for both the final and participation in the class’? Also, could you please help me understand why I received the grade that I did? 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group (LISA) <academic@penguin.com> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 1:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Losing My Cool F, xamination CoW 

New in Paperback: 

Losing My Cool 
Love, Literature, and a Black Man’s 
Escape from the Crowd 

By Thomas Chatterton Williams 

Measuring the seductive power of hip-hop against its 
restrictive worldview, Williams portrays the allure and 
the danger of hip-hop culture, and recounts how his 
growing love of books---and bond with his father-- 

became his salvation. 

Losing My Cool bookshot 

"A very talented writer...[Wi~liams] realizes that 
he is free in a way his father never was, a revelation that strikes him as ’both deeply 
tragic and extremely hopeful.’ So is this book."--The New York Times Book Review 

"One of the most important books Vve read in a long time."-----Jerrf Weiss, Professor 
Emeritus, New Jersey City University 

"Williams’s intellectua~ coming=of=age fits neatly into the tradition initiated by 
[Frederick] Douglass and sustained recently by Obama."-----The Washington Post Book 
World 

"Prose both elegant and joRing....Losing My Cool reads ~ike the early diaries of a 
budding philosopher or sociologist, roles Williams is more than equipped to take 
on ."--Oxford American 

"This is more than a coming=of=age story; it is an awakening, as Williams blends 
Dostoyevsky and day-Z in a compelling memoir and analysis of urban youth culture."-- 
Booklis~ 

provocative, intellectual memoir."--USA Today 

Penguin ¯ 240 pp. ¯ 978=0-14-311962=3 ¯ $15.00 

For related titles, please view our Literature, Sociology, & African=American Studies 
catalogs at http:llus.penguingroup.comlsubjectcatalogs 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penguinspeakersbureau.com 
or email speakersbureau@,us.penquinqroup.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <emaJlmarketing@taylora~adfrancis.com> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 3:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Open Access- Journal ofHumm~ Righks 

i~i Taylor and Francis 

FREE ARTICLE ACCESS 

JOURNAL OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS 

Journal of Human Riqhts is excited to offer open access to 

Reproductive Health as a Human Right: A Matter of Access or 
Provision.’?., by Sara E. Davies, from Volume 9, Issue 4. This 
article is available to download for FREE until July 31,2011. 

The Journal of Human Riqhts serves as an arena for the public 
discussion and scholarly analysis of human rights, broadly 
conceived. It seeks to broaden the study of human rights by 
fostering the critical m-examination of existing approaches to 
human rights, as well as to develop new perspectives on the theory 
and practice of human rights. The journal provides the opportunity 
for the critical examination of the human rights community and of 
the different visions of human rights and different practical 
strategies which exist within that community. The editor welcomes 
papers from scholars and disciplines traditionally associated with 
the study of human rights, as well as papers from those in other 
disciplines or fields of inquiry which have traditionally been 
underrepresented in the field of human rights. The Journal of 
Human ~ is committed to theoretical and ideological diversity 
in the study of human rights. The editor welcomes ideas for special 
issues, symposia, and reviews from scholars and practitioners of 
human rights. 

To view a sample copy of the journal, visit www.tandf.co.uk/journals/CJHR. 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 4:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Sees ’67 Borders as Starting Point for Peace Deal 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _.a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp..-..E..d.. I .O...n....T...h.Ls...~.a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Sees ’67 Borders as 
Starting Point for Peace Deal 
By MARK LANDLER and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

President Obama said that a lasting 
peace would require two states with 
secure borders in a speech Thursday 
that sought to harness the change 
tmfolding in the region. 

’ The Speech: ~ Video I ~ Text 

Obama and Netanyahu Are 
Facing a Turning Point 
By HELENE COOPER 

When they meet Friday, President 
Obama and Prime Minister Benjanfin 
Netanyahu of Israel face a turuing point 
in a relationslfip that was not warm to 
begin with. 

NBC Executive Who Delivered Olympics Quits 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR and BILL CARTER 

Dick Ebersol resigned abruptly on Thursday after negotiations on a new four-year contract collapsed. 

:. Media Decoder Blog: MSNBC’s Chris kicht to Join CBS News 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’ll say, ’Oh, what are we going to do this summer?’ She’s going to say, ’The world is going to end on May 

21, so I don’t know why you’re planning for summer,’ and then everyone goes, ’Oh boy. ’" 

KINO DOUGLAS, on his sister, with whom he lives. 

ARTS 

FEATURE: Sculpture 

All interactive look at 
sculpture exhibitions in 
New York. 



’- r~elmea r~evlew 

OPINION 

The Age of ................ 
Anthropocene: 

~ 

Should We Worry? 
If hmnanity’s geologic    ~~ 
effect on the planet has 
become its own epoch, are we lucky or 
are we cursed? 

This round is on Bernie Madoff 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

For Paulson, gold still glitters 

The Goldman Sachs diaspora 

nylimes, tom iBUS~NESS 

WORLD 

Netanyahu Responds Icily to Obama Remarks 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

The speech prompted Israel’s prime nfinister to push back testily and the Palestinians to call an urgent 
meeting. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
For U.S., Matching Moral and Financial Support for Revolts Proves Difficult 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

President Obama left open how far the U.S. could go in matching its enthusiasm with concrete steps to 
support a transfolanation in the Middle East. 

Reaction in Arab Capitals Is Muted and Mixed 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

President Obama’s major speech on Middle East policy did not appear to make a deep impression in Arab 
capitals on Thursday. 

," Video: TimesCast I Reaction from Cairo 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Make My Bed? But You Say the World’s Ending 
By ASHLEY PARKER 

A prophecy that Saturday is Judgment Day, and the start of the five-month end of the world, is dividing 
fanfilies. 

¯ ’ City Room: Doomsday, East Patchogue, 1925 

:’ From Oakland to the World, Words of Warning: Time’s Up 

At I.M.F., Men on Prowl and Women on Guard 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

The fund’s sexual noians are markedly different from those of Washington, leaving its female employees at 
risk of harassment. 

, Strauss-Kahn Is Indicted and Will Soon Leave Jail 

A Former Basketball Prodigy, Bereft of All but His Memories 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Lewis Brown seemed destined for stardom in the N.B.A. Decades later, he sleeps on Los Angeles sidewalks 
and washes ear windows. 

BUSINESS 



A Shaken Agency Looks to the Future 
By LIZ ALDERMAN and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Emerging-market nations like Brazil hope to brake the stranglehold Europe has had on the top job at the 
International Monetary Ftmd. 

:. Long-Ago Affair Might Damage Turkish Candidate’s Chances to Lead I.M.F. 

Long-Ago Affair Might Damage Turkish Candidate’s Chances to Lead I.M.F. 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

The former Turkish nffnister has a long list of accomplislunents, but an affair many years ago nffght 
disqualify him to head the International Monetary Ftmd. 

Strauss-Kahn Is Indicted and Will Soon Leave Jail 
By JOHN ELIGON 

A judge’s decision came as a grand jury indicted Donffnique Strauss-Kahn, who is accused of sexually 
assaulting a hotel housekeeper. 

° ~ Video: Bail for Ex-I.M.F. Chief 

:’ At I.M.F., Men on Prowl and Women on Guard 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Mets Looked at Fraud Coverage for Madoff Stakes 
By SERGE F. KOVALESKI 

In 2OOl, the Mets considered buying fraud insurance to protect the nffllions they invested with Bernard L. 
Madoff. 

A Season Interrupted 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

The popular Barcelona defender l~ric Abidal had a tumor in his liver removed in nffd-March and has 
recovered quickly enough to be available for the Champions League final. 

THUNDER 106, MAVERICKS 100 
Durant and Depth Slow Down Mavericks 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

Kevin Durant had 24 points and Oklahoma City’s bench outscored Dallas’s, 50-29, to tie the Western 
Conference finals. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Provocateur Steals Cannes Spotlight 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Cannes declared the Danish director Lars von Trier a persona non grata on Thursday, the same day as the 
prenffere of "Tiffs Is Not a Fihn," by Jafar Panahi. 

. Von Trier Expelled From Cannes Over Comments 

Quiet Departure Is Stark Contrast to Heralded Arrival 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Katie Couric’s low-key departure from the anchor chair at CBS is one signal of the dinffnishing importance of 
network news. 

Budgeters Try to Save Season for the New York City Opera 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

In a grueling daylong meeting of board members, union officials appealed for more mainstream 
progranmffng mad criticized the eompmay’s marketing. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MIDNIGHT IN PARIS’ 



The Old Ennui and the Lost Generation 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Woody Allen, with the help of Paris and the ghosts of its famous dead, has fotmd a credible blend of whimsy 
and wisdom. 

:. Woody Allen on ’Midnight in Paris’ 

. ~ Slide Show I ~ Clip 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: ON STRANGER TIDES’ 
Whale Oil Explodes and Buccaneers Bellow 
By A. O. SCOTT 

While this picture is called "On Stranger Tides," it is by far the least strange of all the "Pirates" episodes so 
far. 

Rob Marshall, New Captain for a Series Becalmed 

¯ . ~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’FLORENT: QUEEN OF THE MEAT MARKET’ 

Florent, the Restaurant and the Man, on Film 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

High rents and changing times claimed the all-night restaurant and neighborhood landinark. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Peace and Change 
President Obama said many right firings about the Arab Spring, but he can’t stop there. 

EDITORIAL 
The Truth About Upper Big Branch 
A report leaves no doubt about Massey Energy’s responsibility for the mining disaster. 

EDITORIAL 
Here’s a Great Place to Cut 
The federal farm subsidy program - wasteful, inefficient and virtually indestructible - may at last be headed 
for serious downsizing. 

EDITORIAL 
They Need to Be Counted 
Mayor Michael Bloomberg is right that New York’s lawmakers will be on the wrong side of history if they fail 
to legalize same-sex marriage. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Siege of the Freedom Riders 
By BERNARD LAFAYETTE Jr. 

In a Montgomery church 50 years ago, Dr. King taught us the power of nonviolence. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Making Things in America 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Manufacturing is one of the bright spots of a generally disappointing recovery. Just look at the auto industry. 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

" Roger Cohen is off today. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Big Society 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Prime Minister David Cameron’s government in Britain is on a quest for commmfity. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Losing (but Loving) the Green Card Lottery 
By YASCHA MOUNK 

A random visa system preserves the spirit of America’s early open borders. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 20, 1961, a wlfite mob attacked a busload of "Freedom Riders" in Montgomery, Ala., prompthag the 

federal govenament to send in United States nmrshals to restore order. 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Divisions Are Clear as Obama aM Netanyahu Discuss Peace 
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TOP NEWS 

Divisions ~e Clear as Obama 

and Netanyah~ Discnss 

Peace 
u:y % f.%’f.? i. L.L ".~i’:’L.i.i& 
In a meeting with President Obama, 
Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu of Israel listed a series of 
nonnegotiable conditions for a deal 
with Palestinians. 

~More From The Lede x 

~ Video: TimesO~s[ ~ Distrustful &Hies 

Obama~s Peace Tack 

Contrasts VVith Key Aide, 

Friel~d of Israel 

Dennis B. Ross, who favors painstaking diplmnaey and eschews game-changing plays, is the chief 
Middle East adviser to a president with bold instincts. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
Backi~g Her Ma~ With Impressive Resources 
13:< ":2":" v::2~i 2:.i A .:G::2R "::" %’:.f:’. 3::2 k A B..’:.I 
Anne Sinclair, wife of Dominique Strauss-Kahn, has joined the unhappy dub of wives standing by 
their man in the face of a crescendo of tales of sexual betrayal. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1,:emember that bgfore t967, l:srael was aII of nine relies wide; it’s half the width of the Washington 

Beltwag. 7?aese were not the boundaries of peace. Thelt were the boundaries of repeated wars." 

BEN.~ _~I IN N ET~YAH U, Prime Minister of Israel. 

T MAGAZINE 

The model-sailor- 
adventurer Daria 
Werbowy, watery 
idylls on Favignana, 
the Cape Cmt town of We[lfleet and 
more. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I THE :~ No THREAD 
Disresp I 

No Disrespect ect 

Was President Obama’s 
statement on the need 
for a Palestinian state a provocation 
or a bold challenge? 

Operation seduction 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >~ 

Su~r~ler workout gear 

Safer sushi 

WORLD 

Pa~estlnla~t Sees Prospects of Deal Recedh~g 



Nabil Shaath, a leader of the Palestinian president’s party, said President Obama’s speech had 
"contained little hope for the Palestinians." 

As NATO Claims Progress i~ Libya, a U,S. Deadline ls Put to tl~e Test 

The Obama administration appears to be ignoring a statute requiring hostilities to erase after two 
months if Congress has not authorized them to continue. 

Syrian Protesters Defy Crackdowt~ and Gain Momentum 

Thousands of Syrians took to the streets in what appeared to be a dangerous turn in the uprising. 
Rights groups said ~6 people were killed by seeudty forces. 

More Wodd News 

At Apocalypse Central, Preparing for What Happens~ or Doesn’t 

A self-proclaimed biblical soothsayer in Oakland, Calif., has gathered his followers in anticipation of 
the beginning of the end of the world. 

States See "[d~tg New Registries for Cri~nlnals 

As laws mandating registration of offenders proliferate, so do qnestions about their effectiveness, 
cost and fairness. 

Figtttlng for the Right to Tell Lies 

The Stolen Valor Art is a 2oo6 law that makes it a federal crime to lie about being a military hero. 
But some federal courts have said it violates the right to free speech. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

On Tyso~°s Face, It’s Art, ()n Film, a Legal Issue, 

.~m artist’s suit over Mike ’I}son’s fare tattoo sported by a character in the movie ’"][’he IIangover 
Part I1" could offer the first rulings on copyrighted works on people’s bodies. 

Sexual Affronts a Known Hotel Hazard 

Many people were shocked by the charges that the head of the I.M.F. sexually assaulted a hotel 
housekeeper, but those in the industry say that sexual affronts happen regularly. 

I.M.Fo Seeks New Chief by Jtme 30 
i.::y :..~.i .:..! i.::O,’vL K" 
A Tm’kish offieial stepped out of contention as the United States sought opinions from emerging 
market and advanced nations on a sueeessor to Dominique Strauss-Kahn. 

S P 0 RTS 

METS 2, YANKEES 1 
Replacemet~t Mets Outshine Yankees’ Stars 
i.::y C.r.Vii." :H.:J. i.":.:i 
R. A. Dickey bested Freddy Garcia in an unlikely pitcher’s dnel as the Mets won at Yankee Stadium. 

~Bo): 
Score [ inn~ng..by.inning 

~ Capuano Has No Peer in Keeping Watch on First 

A Mets Site About Nothing 

Borg Roots for Nadal to Join Him as New Rival Arises 

Rafael Nadal now has to worry about Nowlk Djokovie, who is unbeaten in ~on, in his bid to eqnal 
Bjorn Borg’s reeord of six French Open titles. 

~ Cl~rey: 20 Years of Memories at the French Open 

Boogaard Died Frown 2dcohol a~td Drug Mix 

A statement by the medical examiner in Ilennepin County, Minn., said the Rangers player’s death 
was accidental. 



~ Looking Revived Sharks Bounce Back ~n Game 3 

~Siap 
Shot: Boogaard Is Remembered by His ’B~ilet Morn’ 

¯ ~.~ ~.9..~ p.~ ~.~t~..~.9:~,/.~.. Z? 

ARTS 

Lars yon Trier says his newfound sobriety led to his fumbling performance at a Cannes Film 
Festival news conferenee that resnlted in his expulsion from the festival. 

~A 
Provocateur 8teal~ Cannes 8p,st~g~t 

~More 
Coverage F~om Cannes 

New York Ci~ty Opera to Leave Lincoln Ce’~ter 

In a bid to cut costs, the financially troubled New York City Opera wants to move ont and perform 
in various places around New York, officials said. 

~ Ne~tworks P~n Their Hope,~ o~ O~e Comedian 

The emnedian Whitney Cummings is pm~t of two networks’ prospects for new siteoms. 

More Airs News 

TRAVEL 

On Virg~fia’s Crooked Road, Musle IAghts ltl~e ~Nay 

Through the farmland, pastures and one-light towns along Virginia’s Crooked Road, there is a 
single, unifying sound: old-time, foot-tapping homegrown music. 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

~What to Know ~Wbe~ Traveling ~qth Your Pet 

Bringing pets on planes has gotten more complicated and dangerous. Here’s hmv to prepare 
yourself. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER BLOG 

The Mediterranean on a BndgeL" Tim Voyage Begins 

~Ilmrsday was the beginning of what sounds like a foolhardy adventure: high season in the 
Mediterranean on a budget. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Health Reform in Massachnse~t~ts 
Despite what the critics claim, the state’s program for universal coverage is working. 

EDITORIAL 

%the S|~ould Rtm the 
The choice should be based on merit, not geography. 

EDITORIAL 

}-IaltFs Preslden[ Martelly 
He has vowed to remake his country. Doing so will mean making difficult decisions, even if they 
displease entrenched elites, and delivering tangible improvements. 

EDITORIAL 

Gas Prices and Political t anderlng 
Everyone in Washington seems more interested in scoring pofitieal points over rising gas prices 
than in confronting energy security and efimate change. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 
Finally, a Fight~g Force 

Afghanistan’s military and police have become increasingly reliable and effective. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Katie Courlc Moves On 



Katie Couric has signed off for the "CBS Evening News" and left an important legacy as a First 

~¥Ol~lan. 

~ Cokimnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

This week’s news is all about loose morals. Next week will be something else. The only constant is the 

growing gap between those who are experiencing a recovery and those who are not. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Wa,n Lh~kedIn ~cammed? 

It looks as though some investment bankers haven’t learned a thing. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama Draws the L~ne 

rIlle president got it ~{ght in his Middle East speech. Let the political fight begin. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 21, 1927, Charles A. Lindbergh landed his Spirit of St. Louis near Paris, cmnpleting the 
first solo airplane flight across the Atlantic Ocean 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tom> 

Saturday,            10:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri 

Professor, 

[ emailed you about possibly setting up a meeting, but T have not received a response back from you. Could you please just disclose to me my participation and final exam 
grades for the class? 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:        ~live.com 
Subject: RE: Afri 

Date: Wed, [9:11:54 +0000 

Dear 

I am in Durban, South Africa on UNC official business, if you wish to discuss your final grade in the class you can send me an email mid-next week and I can make 
arrangements to met you at UNC early the following week. At that point, ~ will bring your final exam and you will see my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:07 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri 

Professor Sa]~le, 

I sent you an email last week concerning my final grade for the class, bnt I have not yet received a reply. I was hoping that yon could explain to me how I ended up 
with a B+ in the class when after the first exam and the paper I had a 92%. I participated more frequently in the class than many of the other students so I don’t think it 
can be my participating that is dropping my grade, but I also t}lt ex~xemely confident about my perlbm~ance on the final exam. Would you please disclose to me my 
grades lbr both the final and participation in the class? Also, could you please help me m~derstand why I received the grade that I did? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCSU Libraries <sirsi@sirsipl,lib,ncsu.edu> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 12:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Library items due ~on 

Suaaday, May 22, 2011 

D.H Hill Librau 
2205 Hillsborough Street 
Box7111 
Raleigh, NC 
27695-7111 

Ms. Eumce Sahle 
6716 Winding Arch Drive 
Durham, NC 
27713 
919-966-5496 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

The items(s) below- will be clue within 5 days. 

Please return or renew these items within 5 days. You may renew items an?- time 
via the Web at: http://mv lib.ncsu.edu 

For more irfformation about renewals and items that cannot be renewed online, 
see http ://www. lib.ncsu eduiborrow/ren ew.htm[. 

We appreciate your attention to this matter. 

1 call number:DT1949 B55 B54 2008 ID:$024530370 
Biko lives! : contesting the legacies of Steve Biko / edited by Andile 
Mngxitama, ~nanda Alexander, and Nigel C. Gibson. 
Mingxitama, Andile. 

due:5/27/2011,23:59 

2 call number:DT1948 G74 2003 ID:$018697794 
Writing as resistance : life stories ofimprisomnent, exile, and 
homecoming from apartheid South Africa /Paul Gready. 
Grea@, Paul. 
due:5/27/2011,23:59 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.com> 
Sunday,            10:23 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri 

vii see you then. 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:       @live.com 
Subject: RE: Afri 
Date: Sat, 16:44:26 +0000 

You can meet me in my office on Friday 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

J.2.30pm in my office Battle Hall 302. 

From: ~live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, . :10:54 AlVl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Afri 

Professor Sahle, 

I was j us~t hoping to make arrangements to meet with you next week to di~uss my tinal grade. Unfortunately, nay ~hedule is pretty lull next week as a I sta~ my 

, but I do have some time after 4pm on Wednesday and Friday un~61 about 4pm. Let me know if either of those 
works for you. 

Thanks! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 

To:        ~live.com 
Subject: RE: Atii 

Date: Wed, 19:11:54 +0000 

Dear 

I am in Durban, South Africa on UNC official business. If you wish to discuss your final grade in the class you can send me an email mid-next week and I can make 
arrangements to met you at UNC early the following week. At that point, I will bring your final exam and you will see my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ,@live.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:07 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri 

Professor SaNe, 

I sent you an email last week concerning my final grade for the class, but I have not yet received a reply. I was hoping that you could explain to me how I ended up 

with a B+ in the class when after the first exam and the paper I had a 92%. I participated more frequently in the class than mmay of the other students so I don’t think it 

can be my participating that is dropping my grade, but I also tElt extxemely confident about my performance on the final exam. Would you please disclose to me my 

grades lbr both the final and participation in the class? Also, could you please help me understand why I received the grade that I did? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 1:00 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[sn3wg01 ] a little more ti-on3 Spain 

Hi all’. 

I wanted to add a couple of things to my email from a few days ago about what’s going on in Spain. (I promise I won’t send these out every, day though). I’ve been 
workin~ with a few friends to translate some of the writing that folks here are doing, which we will continue to put up on: 

And the other big piece of news is "that ar~und "the countD "the encampments remained in place yesterday despite o![" the government’s threat to evict them in f~llowing 

with the law banning political activity on the "Day of Reflection". The original plan had been to occuW flae pleas until today, the day of the elections but at "the 

Acmnpada Sol (Madrid)’s assembly earlier today, it was decided that the occupation will go on for at least another week. Next Saturday, neighborhood assemblies 

have been called for in all of the neighborhoods across Madrid. 

best, 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29197611-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b2611~57fc7~,~]istserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lgutierr <lgutierr@email,unc,edu> 

Sunday~ 1:23 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [smwg01] a little more from Spain 

Thank you for keeping us up to date about all the protests going on in 
Spain! 
A friend of mine who is also living in Spain sent me this link where you 
can see live what’s going on in Puerta del Sol. 

http ://w~vw solt,~.tv/soltv/ind ex.html 

abrazos 

Laura 

On Sun, 18:59:59 +0200, Liz Mason-Deese 
@gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi all[ 
> 

> I wanted to add a couple of things to my email from a few days ago about 
> what’s going on in Spain (I promise I won’t send these out evep)~ day 
> though). I’ve been working with a few friends to translate some of the 
> writing that folks here are doing, which we will continue to put up on: 
> http ://www.edu-factory. org/wp/spanishrevol ution/ 
> 

> And the other big piece of news is that around the country the 
encampments 
> remained in place yesterday despite of the government’s threat to evict 
> them 
> in ~2~llowing with the law banning political activity on the "Day of 
> Reflection". The original plan had been to occupy the plazas until today, 
> the day of the elections but at the Acampada Sol (Madrid)’s assembly 
> earlier 
> today, it was decided that the occupation will go on for at least another 
> week. Next Saturday, neighborhood assemblies have been called for in all 
of 
> the neighborhoods across Madrid. 
> 

> best 
> 

> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: lgutien-@email unc edu To 
> unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-29197611-22463152.cbb76f6838e6b55t}~e8476c94be3797c@listscp<unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eanice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blar~k email to leave-29197653-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listscp<unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:48 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Re: Greetings liom Durban aM apologies for this single emml 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope ~J1 continues to go well in Durban! We ~xe both flying to Kmnpala ne:d week (June 1). I roll send you the requested changes to my a(ticle ASAP. but I just 
want to confirm again, would you like all the citations in endnotes, ruth no bibliography or separate reference list? Or is it that they would like parentlaeticaJ citations 

shifted to endnotes, in addition to a separate bibliography at the end of the chapter? 

Sor~’ for the confusion! I’m sure it is a pain to deal ruth all of these teclmical matters. I will do ray best to make sure fl~ere are as few errors as possible! 

best, 

O11 , at 6:20 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Hope all is well and your enjoying your early weeks in the summer break. Deep apologies for this single email, but given the ups and downs of email service at 
the bed and breakfast where I am staying, I thought it would be wise to send just a single email. In addition, the issues pertaining to the email are similar. 

OK, I arrived here safely last week and it has been a busy but very productive period in Durban. My meeting with the Head of University of KwaZulu-Natal Press 
went very well. We discussed each chapter in detail - there are 25 of them - and and here are suggestions for your chapters as the project moves to the next 
review level: 

:t) Provide a road map for your specific chapter earlier on in the chapter following :t or 2 introductory paragraphs. This will be very helpful to the reader 
especially for the anonymous peer reviewers who will be reviewing the project as of June. 

2) Generate 3 discussions questions at the end of your chapters. Beyond its scholarly contributions, the project will be an important teaching resource in upper 
undergraduate and graduate level courses hence this request. 

3) The Press has decided that all contributors have to use endnotes as the citation method. Sorry about this development, but change seems to be a central 
feature in the publishing sector. Kindly revise your chapters according. 

If you could address these matters and send the revised chapter before May 32, I would be very grateful. 

UKZN plans to publish the project in the Spring of     in collaboration with a USA based partner that they have worked with before. Here are the possible 
partners: Ohio State University Press, University of California Press, Lexington Press and Michigan State Press. I will keep you posted as I receive updates. 

Thanks so much for your patience. I am very excited about the project. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan ~gmail.com> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 8:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Bike and Meer chapter - a~fi-racist movemenks in South Al}ica 

Dear Eunice: 

The chapter you outline looks like a fascinating contribution to this 
collection, and fits perfectly with the overall f,acus of the volume. I’m 
pleased and honoured that in your busy schedule, and amidst undue stress 
and health challenges entirely beyond your own control, this volume has 
remained high on your priority lists. We ~vill all be better f,ar it... 

Meantime, weql look for~vard to reading the chapter next Monday when it 
arrives on my desktop 

Much love and more soon, 

Abbie 

On 23/05/11 6:15 AM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dear Abbie, 
> 
>The focus of my work energies since UNC responsibilities for this 
>academic year have slowed down a week ago has been the chapter While for 
>my own mental well being I have not read your two latest reminders, I 
>just wanted to let you know that you will have my chapter next Monday. 
>You may have moved on with the prc~iec,t but I will send it none the less. 
> 

>The title of the chapter is: INTELLEC~"[JALS, SOCIAL MOVF, MF, NTS AN][) 
>STRUCTI2RI~S OF POWER: ST[~VE BIKe AN[) }:ATIMA MEF, R ANI) AN~I-RACIST MOVE]’,/II~;N~S 
>]N SOUTH AFT~ICA 
> 

>While its conceptual departures are Fanon and Gramsci, it a]so 
>incorporates insights from feminist critical scholars of socia] movements 
>in an effort not only to disrupt their gender b]indness, but to open up 
>an analytical window to foreground the contributions and ]egacies of one 
>of my favorite feminist anti-racist scholar acuvist, the late Professor 
>Fatima Meer. I am attaching a picture that I took at her memorial 
>service that I attended last year held in one of the marginalized 
>comanunities - Chatsworth - which is a focus of my ongoing work on jusuce 
>movements in Durban and where she was tru]y an organic intel]ectual in 
>the best feminist Gramscian sense of the concept 
> 

>The central concern of the chapter - drawing on the conceptua] insights 
>of Fanon (situated in the postco]onial camp) and Gramsci (historical 
>materialism) and feminist insights, is to highlight the contributions of 
>organic intellectuals of cotmter-hegemonic movements in Africa with a 
>specific focus on anti-racist movements - Black Consciousness (Bike) and 

>women’s anti-racist and and other anti-racist movements (for instance, 
>the non-racialism in the post-1994 conjuncture (Meet) in South Africa. I 
>conclude with a reflection on the relevance of Bike and Meer’s 
>contributions in imagining an anti-racist project in the context of 
>ongoing racial tensions as evidence by declarations of Julius Mulerua (the 
>President of the ANC Youth League) and xenophobia attacks on ’African 
>foreigners’ - which a core feature of the new politics of race - in 
>places such as Durban, etc. 
> 

>My deep apologies for all the stress I have caused around this project. 
>There are many thitfi(s I could I have done given the context of prolonged 
>health issues in the last three years, but hide sight is 2020. Fore-ward 
>Ever now. 
> 

>Warm wishes, 
>Eunice 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kara Todd~ @gmail.com> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 4:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Brief bias 

Kara Elizabeth Todd bio for Sahle.docx 

Dr. Sable, 

I apologize for the delay but I have attached a briefbio; let me know if it needs to be modified. I am veiy glad to hear that Dr. GaJvin is doing better, and I look 

folavard to confinuing the project. 

I wish you a ~I~ return journey. 

Best, 

Kara Todd 

On Thu, May 5, 2011 at 1:45 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~elna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Greetings. 

Congrats to those who will be graduating this week mad to Evelyn for moving tbrward with studying hum~m rights law - I think the Ocampo Six in Kenya should be 

worried because they will encounter your sharpe ~malytical mind ~on! I plan to attend ~me of the brieiing on them at the t tague in the Fall. 

At a~y rote, I will be meeting with the Publisher ibr University of KwaZulu-Natal Press next week in Durban to discuss the endgame of the manuscript which I have 

been trying to finish during a very busy academic year for ~1l the contributors. Anyway; May mid eaxly June is devoted to finalizing the project ~ld sending it offto 

the Press for peer review. 

In discussion about the project yesterday, she requested that I send updated bias of all the contributors, hence this email. Aim for a No of bemeen 100-200 words 

and include the following: 

Your insfitufional Mtiliation (if any) - tbr those going to graduate schools include your new ~hools. 

Research interests - in all your cases kindling include your human rights work and regions ofinteres~t. 

KaJca a~d Ben: I will be meeting Dr. Galvin - her health is much better and she has slowly returned to work - on Sunday and will send you a note on the way forward 

with a chapter once I return stateside in about 10 days. 

Best wishes, 

Mwalimu SaNe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <~webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Monday, May 23, 2011 5:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

NCAA Baseball Postseason Ticket Reques~t-Deadline May 31 st 5:00 pm 

Coming off a great weekend series sweep against #1 Virginia, Carolina 

Athletics would like to offer you the opportunity to request tickets for potential 
NCAA Regional and Super Regional competition. The NCAA will announce 
the sixteen universities selected to host post-season competition on Sunday, 
May 29th. 

If UNC is selected to host, the Regional will be held the weekend of June 3rd 
through June 6th at Boshamer Stadium. As we anticipate a strong fan 
response, it is definitely to your advantage to request tickets as early as 
possible. 

If U NC hosts a Super Regional, it will be held the weekend of June 10th 
through June 13th at Boshamer Stadium. Ticket requests for the Super 
Regional can be placed now. 

To request tickets, use the link below. 

2011 NCAA Baseball Postseason Tickets - Click Here to Request Tickets 

Enter your: 

Customer Number: 709856210 

and PIN: 8994 

Follow us on 

Facebook 

All regional requests must be received by May 31st at 5:00pm. Requests will 
be fulfilled based on availability and Rams Club point priority. Seat 
assignments will be based on a variety of factors including: the needs of the 
UNC Baseball program, NCAA mandated visiting team seats, and the Rams 
Club priority point system. You will receive final confirmation from the Ticket 
Office and, if applicable, your credit card will be charged after 6:00pm on 
May 31 st. 

** By placing a request, you are not guaranteed to receive tickets. All 
orders are considered requests until confirmed by the Ticket Office 
on May 31st.** 

Thank you for your continued support of Carolina Baseball. Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Studies Association <mescalan@u.arizona.edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 4:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We would like to remind you that the deadline for submissions to the ISA 2012 Am~ual Convention in San Diego is Jtme 1. 

For the lull call for papers, see the ISA 2012 page at: http://~’.isanet.org/mmual convention/call- for-papers~html 

International Studies Association 

53rd Annual Convention 

April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"Power, Principles m~d Participation in file Global Information Age" 

Canadian communication theorist Marshall McLuhan famously said, "The medium is the message," and coined the term "global village." McLuhan died in 1980, but his 
insights are even more relevant today. The inibrmation environment is drastically different from that of even a decade ago, as new tbrms ofintbrmation flows come into 
existence almost annually. Facebook now has over 500 million user~ and Twit’mr, a service barely in existence three years ago, counts over 175 million users. These 
tools me not only for finding long-lost school friends or sharing pictures of loved ones: they often are used for political purposes. For instmme, both text messages and 
tweets stowed as vital communication tools during the 2009 posit-election protests in han. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States government went so far as to ask 
Twitter to postpone ma~ntenmme and maintain service during this time. Humanitm-ian groups also use these communications technologies to bring attention to events 
worldwide: in the wake of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in SMSbased donations from US phone users. And the 2010 elections 
witnessed US political candidates (and their s~affs) tweeting and facebooking like never before. 

The "theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the appaacent impact of new inlbrmation and communication technologies on international and transnafional aJthirs. 
Intbrmafion has altered power relations; it has help to global~e norms and principles; it ha~s the potential to bring new participants into political and social processes 
world-wide. From geographic inforn~ation systems that bring satellite images to our research to sophisticated forn~ of electronic textual analysis to internet survey~ it is 
undeniable that a whole range of new technologies is alt’ecting the way we think about and do resemch in international s~dies. 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online using the MylSA Conference Mauagement System at http://isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/MylSA 

Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed to isa2012@isanet.org 

Judith Kelley 
Departnrcnt of Political Science 
and Sanford School of Public Policy 
Duke Universib~ 
Box 90239 
Durham, NC 27708-0239 

Layna Mosley 
Department of Political Science 
University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
361 Hamilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.coin> 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 4:21 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Updale, 25 May: Korea. Palestine, Tunisia, Spain, Sw~iland, SA election and protest~ Cowley testimonials 

durh~an 2011 election.pdf; election results jhb seats.pdf; Enelzine No 10. The Korea National Assembly on Motions of Emission Trading 

Sys~tmn mid SociaJ Discord.pdI~ Jinju conference.jpg; McKinley SADC FTA Policy Brief- 2011 .pdf; Africa Day Invite.pdf; Barchiesi 

book:ipg; Bond Manuel as IMF candidate.doc; Bond Mercuu Palestine 24 May 2011.doc; Bond Palestine neoliberalism 19 May 

2011 .pdf: Bond politics of climate justice 27 May 2011 .pdf; Bond right to water Earthscan.doc; durbma 2011 election overall results.pdf 

Hi comrades, 

* From where I write today, Tokyo’s airport, I’m far enough from the 
renewed Fukushima radiation leakage (see below) that all I can do is 
admire the beautiful Japanese aesthetic and shudder that this most 
sophisticated and technological of societies screwed up so badly ttow 
will SA do with more nukes? 

* I’m route to three talks in South Korea: in Jinju on Thursday and 
Friday (see attached paper) and Seoul on Saturday (at the Korean 
Conference of Trade Unions) since Korea hosts the COP18 climate 
shenanigans in 2012. The Korea CJ movement ~s up and running as of 
today, with the sparky Enerzine newsletter (attached) telling the story 
I’m mainly with our dear friends from Gyeongsang University’s Institute 
for Social Science, who have the most resolutely Marxist research 
prograrmne in Asia, as far as I can tell. 

* Speaking of fluent Marxists, there’s some great analysis of the SA 
precariat in a doctorate-turned-book frora Franco Barchiesi (see below 
and .jpg attached), and of free trade ideology in the SADC region by 
Dale McKinley (attached). 

* In last week’s SA municipal elections, congrats to the alternative 
progressive campaigns in Joburg (Trevor Ngwane’s part?, retained its 
seat) though not so many voted Socialist Green in Durban (attached). 
Results are attached. 

* I have been wurking a bit more on water and rights to the city (last 
week’s Update carried some ruminations), and a chapter in an Earthscan 
book coedited by Alex Loftus (former CCS report-writer) is attached. 

* Last week’s trip to Palestine and studies of looming neoliberalism 
were very revealing (I have a draR paper attached, and comments are 
welcome), along with extraordinaly interviews with really great people 
in Gaza and Ramallah. Some of the material I generated is attached, e.g. 
yesterday’s Eye on Civil Society column, reprinted in Links: 
http :/ilirgcs. org. a~’node/2327 

* No~v that Trevor Manuel’s a candidate for IMF Managing Director, I 
recycled the crit of him and it appeared with some prominence in the 
Sunday Independent a couple of days ago, attached 

* One of the reasons for repeated revolts against the likes of Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn (now ex-MFer) is austerity The need to carefully analyse 
the situation in Spain and Tunisia with sensitivity to local politics is 
acute, and a couple of fine contributions are below. And solidarity, 
too.. ,aqth Spain and Swaziland (below). 

* Waow, there are lots of exciting events around UKZN including 
Wednesday’s three at the same time (argh): the brilliant PanAfricanist 
Horace Campbell delivering the Strini Moodley lecture (see last Update 
for details), arid an Africa Day event with Zimbab~ve freedom activists 
(attached), and Doung Jahangeer at the Centre for Creative Arts (see 
below-) And tomorrow’s Wolpe event at CCS is Shack Theatre with Cape 
Town comrades (see below). 

* Finally, more on Glenn Cowley’s UKZN Press legacy can be found way 
belo~v. We will all miss that dear bookish comrade Debra Primo is 
keeping up the tradition there very powerfully, though 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

t D.ROLD WOLPE MEMOR IAL LEC’I~.J[LE 
The (;entre for Civil Society based within the School of Development 
Studies at the University of KwaZulu-Natal invites you to the following> 

Shack Thea~e 

A short film by Florian Kunert and Phillip ttol 
Installation by Justin I)a.Q" 

Date: Thursday 26th May 2011 



Time: 17H30-19tI00 

Venue: Shepstone 5 (note new venue), Howard College Campus, (King G eorge 

V Avenue, G lenwood, Dbn) 

Queries: Helen Poonen or Lungi Keswa, 031 260 3577/3195 

Shack Theatre questions the ignorant and judgemental attitude that many 
people have toward South Africa’s township communities that has little 
to do with experience, and eveuthing to do with media perception. There 
is much more to the township than the negative side of life. It can also 
be a vibrant, upbeat place to live where tradition and culture combines 
with technology-, music and fashion of the modern world to create 
soraething totally unique. It’s sad that people living just a few 
kilometers away from Khayelitsha label it as a place of crime and 
despair even though they have never been there. 

Join Azola, Hlomela, Amanda, Zolani, Monde and Phakama as they take you 
on a tour of their home and experience eveuday life in the township, 
including food, family, music, football.., and of course dancing. 

CEiN~P.E FOR CREATD;~E ARTS 

Dear Artists and Cultural Organisations of KwaZulu-Natal 
You are warmly invited to attend the first KZN Arterial Network reading 
group session 

To be held at the Centre for Creative Arts house on Wednesday 25th May 
at 18h30, the session will feature local artist and activist Dour~g 
Jahangeer who will be exploring the concept of cultural diversity. 
In typical Durban fashion, this will not be a conventional reading group 
session. Instead of focussing on texts, Jahangeer will be using a series 
of images as a starting point for a discussion around cultural diversity 
and the nature of public space He will be interrogating the meaning of 
’cultural &versity’, together with fellow artist Peter iVlcKenzie, with 
particular fbcus on what he calls the "post-apartheid cultural space 
that is primarily the pavement". Jahangeer will also be discussing the 
twin notions of ’united cultural &versity’ and ’segregated cultural 
diversity’. 
About Doung Jahangeer 
Doung Jahangeer is an artist and activist ~vho specializes in urban 
interventions, concentrating on the multiplicitous nature of urban space 
and exploring the ingenious design solution that working class city 
dwellers produce in response to their envirol~ment. Together with Rike 
Sitas and Nontobeko Ntombela, Jahangeer is also the co-founder of the 
Dala art collective, an interdisciplinary’ collective which uses the 
transfbrmat~ve role of creativity to help build safer and more liveable 
cities. 
About Arterial Network South Africa 
Arterial Network is a continental network of artists, cultural 
activists, arts NGOs, cultural enterprises and others committed to 
developing African music, dance, theatre, literature, craft, design, 
visual art and film in their own right, and as means to contribute to 
democracy, human rights and development in Aficica 
DATE: Wednesday 25 IVfay 
TIME: 18h30 to 20h30 
VEik~.JE: Centre for Creative Arts, Umversity of KwaZulu Natal 
[[’he CCA is located on Mazisi Kunene Avenue in a yellow house ~/- 30m 
before the entrance boom gate to the Howard College campus of the 
University’. Parking avail able in si de the gate. Tel: 031-2602506 
Entrance is free and all are welcome. 
Download the Arterial Network e-brochure 

For further information visit www.arterialnetwork.org and 

Centre for Creative Arts 

Howard College Campus 

University’ of KwaZulu-Natal 

Durban 

4041 

South Africa 

Tek ~ 27~ 31 ~ 260 2506 

Fax: ~ 27~ 31 ~ 260 3074 

fimai[: cca@ukzn ac.za 

Website: www.cca.ukzm ac.za 

Twitter: www twitter.comJCC~tsFest 

Fukushima Contair~nent Vessels May Be Leaking, Tepco Says 
May 25, 2011, 2:47 .¢xM EDT 
More From Businessweck 

North Korea’s Kim Amves in Beijing, May Meet Hu, Yonhap Says 
Three Gorges Dam Opens Sluices to Refill China’s Yangtze 
German, Scandinavian Airports May Close as Ash Cloud Drifts On 
Uranittm to Recover as China’s Nuclear Plans Offset Fttkushima 



Tepco Picks 36-Year Company Man to Fsx Culture of Complicity 

Story Tool s 

e-mail this story 
print this story 
0digg 
add to Business Exchange 

By Yuji Okada and Tsuyoshi h~ajiraa 

May 25 (Bloomberg) -- Tokyo Electric Power Co. said the containment 
chambers of damaged reactors at its Fukushima nuclear plant were likely 
breached, identifying additional source of radiation leaks that may 
exceed Chernobyl. 

Computer simulations of the meltdowns of three reactors in March 
indicates holes formed in chambers, the company known as Tepco said in a 
report. 

The analysis cotffirms what independent researchers have said occurred 
after the March 11 earthquake and tsunami hit the plant. The report to 
the govert~ment raises fresh questions about how Tepco, which took more 
than two months to acknowledge fuel rods had melted, is handling the 
crisis, a nuclear researcher said. 

"Unfortunately I can’t find any consistency in the report," Hironobu 
Unesaki, a nuclear engineering professor at Kyoto Universi~’, said by 
phone. "Tepco hasn’t released sufficient radionuclide analysis of leaked 
contaminated water. Now- they’ve confirmed fuel rods melted, they should 
also release more data including plutonimn and uranittm readings." 

Containmunt chambers surround the reactor vessel, xvhich holds the fuel 
rods, and are meant to stop radiation and coolant leaks in the case of 
overheating. 

Japan’s government in April raised the severity rating of nuclear crisis 
at the Fukushima Dai-Ichi nuclear plant to the highest, matching 
Cheraobyl in 1986. At the time Tepco officials said the crippled plant 
may release more radiation than the Chernobyl. 

Tepco shares fell 5.4 percent today- to 315 yen in Tokyo. The shares are 
down more than 85 percent since the quake and tsunami struck. 

Pumping Water 

The Fukushima plant 220 kilometers (137 miles) north of Tokyo hasn’t yet 
released as much radiation as Chernobyl, Junichi Matsumoto, a Tepco 
general manager, said yesterday. The company doesn’t expect large 
releases in future 

Tepco has been struggling to cool reactors and spent fuel pools to stop 
radiation leaks, including using pumps and fire engines to get water 
into the reactors to keep fuel rods and spent fuel cool at’ter the quake 
and tsunami knocked out cooling systems. 

Tepco’s analysis shows the No 1 chamber has one hole and the No 2 unit 
has t;vo breaches, according to a report filed to a Japanese nuclear 
watchdog. Cooling systems may have been breached at the No. 3 reactor at 
the site, Tepco said. 

"~I1qe breaches were created awhile ago, so they won’t cause rapid 
increases in radiation doses," said Ken Nakajima, a professor of nuclear 
engineering at Kyoto University who specializes in reactor safety. 
"However, I’m concerned about a possible increase in tainted water 
leaking from the holes, which may lead to contamination of groundwater 
and seawater" 

Tepco yesterday confirmed meltdowns of fuel rods in the No 2 and 3 
reactors at the station north of Tokyo, which has been emitting 
radiation since an earthquake and tsunami knocked out power and cooling 
systems on March 11. 

It revised the time the No. I reactor melted to within 15 hours of the 
quake, an hour earlier than it gave last week when it announced the 
damage to the reactor was worse than thought. 

--With assistance from Taku Kato in Tokyo. Editors: Aaron Sheldrick, 
Peter Langan 

Precarious Liberation 
Workers, the State, and Contested Social Citizenship in Postapartheid 
South Africa 
Precarious Liberation 
Click on image to enlarge 

Franco Barchiesi - Author 
SUNY series in Global Modernib- 



Ptace: $9000 

Hardcover - 353 pages 

Release [)abe: June 2011 

ISBN10:1-4384-3611-4 

ISBN13: 978-1-4384-3611 - 1 

Quantity: 

Available within 1 month(s) 

Billed when shipped 

Price: $29.95 
Paperback - 353 pages 
Release Date: June 2011 
ISBN10:1-4384-3610-6 
ISBN13: 978-1-4384-3610-4 

Quantity: 

Available ~vithin 1 ruonth(s) 
Billed when shipped 
Price: $29.95 
Electronic - 353 pages 
Release Date: June 2011 
ISBN10:1-4384-3612-2 
ISBN13: 978-1-4384-3612-8 

forthcoming 
Sunwnary 

Examines the relationship of precarious employment to state policies on 
citizenship and social inclusion in the context of postapartheid South 
Africa. 

Millions of black South African workers struggled against apartheid to 
redeem employment and production from a histou of abuse, insecurity, 
and racial despotism Almost two decades later, however, the prospects 
of a dignified lil’e of wage-earning work remain u~attainable for most 
South Africans. Through extensive archival and ethnographic research, 
Franco Barchiesi documents and interrogates this important dilen~ma in 
the country’s democratic transition: economic participation has gained 
centrality in the goverl~ment’s definition of virtuous citizenship, and 
yet for most workers, employment remains an elusive and insecure 
experience In a context of market liberalization and persistent social 
and racial inequalities, as jobs in South Atlcica become increasingly 
flexible, fragmented, and unprotected, they depart from the promise of 
work with dignity and citizenship rights that once inspired opposition 
to apartheid. Barchiesi traces how the employment crisis and the 
responses of workers to it challenge the state’s nom~ative imagination 
of work, and raise decisive questions for the social foundations and 
prospects of South Africa’s democratic experiment. 

"Franco Barchiesi provides a detailed, critical account of ho;v the 
discourse and ideology of the postapartheid government cast ;vaged ;vork 
as a primau source of virtue for social subjects and key to the rights 
of citizenship, even at a time when employment for the maj ority of 
workers is becoming ever more precarious He adds to this a wonderfully 
rich ethnographic investigation of workers’ views, d esires, and fears 
regarding work, which are complex and at times surprising Although 
firmly grounded in South Africa, Barchiesi’s analysis is essential for 
anyone trying to understand and contest the intimate relation between 
work and govermnentality " Michael Hardt, coauthor of Empire; 
Multitude: War and Democracy in the Age of F.mpire; and Commonwealth 

"In his tour de :force, Franco Barchiesi shows how the reduction of 
citizenship to wage labor, inherited from the struggles against 
apartheid, has le~ South Africa’s working class defenseless against the 
neoliberal offensive. Desperation takes over and violence spreads. 
Capturing disillusionment among subject populations, Precarious 
Liberation is sure to make waves in the field of South African studies 
and beyond." M~chael Burawoy, author of The Extended Case Method: Four 
Countries, Four Decades, Four Great Transformations, and One Theoretical 
Tradition 

~[This is an important and impressive book. In a South African context 
where wage labor has long been taken as the lk~undation of modern social 
citizenship, and where the demand for employment has been the touchstone 
of nearly all progressive politics, Franco Barchiesi upends conventional 
understandings through the radical act of listening By paying careful 
attention to the words, thoughts, and experiences of wage laborers, he 
allows us to appreciate the way that wage labor today typically provides 
not stability and security, but rather uncertainty,, resentment, and 
dissatisfaction, leavened with aspirations for escape from a systeru of 
labor increasingly- built not on membership and solidarity, but on 
flexibility and ’precarity.’ ]A valuable and original work that can help 
to open up a broader political irrlaginaW of critique than is currently 
available[, in South Africa and beyond]." James Ferguson, author of 
Global Shadows: Africa in the Neoliberal World Order 

["Precarious Liberation provides a powerful and deeply innovative 
analysis of postapartheid predicaments, and is destined to become a 
classic. Focusing on the widespread collapse of formal crrlployruent since 



the early 1990s, Barchiesi sheds new light on the tensions between 
workers’ views of employment as :trail and precarious, and o:t?Scial 
notions of the ’dignity of work’ as inextricably linked with active 
citizenship. Yet he also emphasizes that precariousness is not just a 
condition of domination and disempowerment, but contains the possibility 
of alternative imaginations" Gillian ttart, University of California 
Berkeley and University of KwaZulu-Nata[] 

Franco Barchiesi is Assistant Prnfessor in the Department of 
Afiican-American and African Studies at the Ohio State University. He is 
the coeditor (with Tonr Bramble) of Rethinking the Labour Movenrent in the 
’New South Afiica. 

Published in cooperation with the University of KwaZulu-Natal (IoZ4ZN) Press 
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Palestinian protesters injured by- Israeli fire in Oaza 

Palestinian protesters run for cover after Israeli soldiers opened fire 
during a march to;vards the Erez border crossing in the northern Gaza 
Strip on May 15, 2011 to mark the "Nakba" or "Catastrophe" armiversal~- 
of Israel’s creation in 1948. Two youa~g Palestinians were moderately 
wounded in Oaza on Friday when Israeli troops opened fire at a protest 
near the border fence, a medical source said. 

AFP - Two young Palestinians were moderately wounded in Gaza on Friday 
when Israeli troops opened fire at a protest near the border fence, a 
medical source said. 

An Israeli spokeswoman said troops opened fire when "rioters" approached 
the border fence, and shot one "inciter" in the legs. 

"A short while ago there was a riot along the (iaza fence. After :firing 
warning shots, the IDF shot the legs of a riot inciter," the spokeswoman 
told AFP, adding that the protesters had then pulled back from the fence 
area. 

Adham Abu Selmlya, a spokesman :[’or the Hamas-run medical services in 
(iaza, said two men were wounded by the gunfire, both suffering 
"moderate" injuries 

The protests on Friday came less than a week after thousands of 
Palestinians massed in the West Bank, Gaza, and on Israel’s northern 
borders to mourn the anniversap)~ of Israel’s 12~unding. 

Palestinians refer to Israel’s creation in 1948 as the "nakba," or 
"catastrophe," because it resulted in some 700,000 people fleeing or 
being driven out of what is now the Jewish state. 

Thousands of protesters gathered on Sunday to mark the anniversary, with 
dozens of demonstrators from Syria breaching a security fence and 
flooding into Maj&iI Shams in the Golan Heights 

Israeli troops opened fire on the protesters, killing 12~ur trying to 
infiltrate from Syria Another 10 were killed on the Lebanese border and 
hundreds were injured. 

On Friday nrorning, Israel boosted its sec~trity presence in the Golan, 
preventing non-residents from entering and posting additional troops and 
police in the area. 

Monday-, May-. 16, 2011 



Palestinian Border Protests: ’]’he Arab Spring Mi~del :[’or Conl’ronting Israel 
By Karl Vick 
After more than 100 Palestinians breached Israel’s border with Syria on 
Sunday, knocking down a fence and striding into a village in the (iolan 
Heights, overmatched Israeli security fi~rces scrambled to glean what 
the?" could from the protesters who had just, without so much as a 
sidearm, penetrated farther into the country than any army in a generation. 
Under close questioning, the infiltrators closed the intelligence gap 
with a shrug and one word: Facebook. The operation that had caught 
Israel’s vaunted military and intelligence complex flat-footed was 
announced, nursed and triggered on the social networking site that has 
figured in evet?, uprising around the Arab World and is helping young 
Palestinians change the terms of their fight against Israel. (See 
pictures of tempers flaring across the Middle East.) 
The headlines Sunday ~vere all about the violence of the day-: at least 
fo~tr people were shot dead by Israeli forces on the Syrian fence line, 
and as many as 10 were killed either by Israeli or Lebanese array gunfire 
at a similar demonstration on the nearby frontier with southern Lebanon. 
The death toll, along with the accounts of stone-throwing and tear gas, 
comport with the familiar narrative of the conflict, one constructed 
over years of Israel describing efforts to defend itself. Israeli prime 
minister Benjamin Netanyahu encouraged that narrative on Sunday, arguing 
that the protesters were undermining the very existence of the State of 
Israel. 
But those closer to events found in the day the makings ofa ne~v 
narrative. 2T~e Palestinians in Syria, Lebanon and the occupied 
Palestinian enclaves of Gaza and the West Bap2~ approached Israeli gun 
positions on Sunday without arras of their own. If some teenagers thre~v 
rocks, a protest leader said they had apparently i~ailed to attend the 
workshops on nonviolence the organizers arranged in what the?" call a new 
paradigm for the conflict. 2T~e aim, which appears to be building 
support, aims to re-cast the Palestinian-Israel conflict on the same 
terms that brought down dictatorships in Egypt and Tunisia. 
Massive non-violent protests are aimed at wim~ing international sympathy 
for the Palestinian perspective, and as a result, forcing Israel to pull 
out of territories its arm?- has occupied since 1967. As the dust settled 
Sunday, senior Israeli officers acknowledged their vulnerability to the 
approach, which dovetails with the strategT- of Palestinian leaders to 
ask the U~x," General Assembly to recognize a Palestininian state in 
September. (See "A New Palestinian Movement: Young, Networked, Nonviolent. ") 
"What ;ve sa;v today was the promo for what we might see in September on 
the day the United Nations declares a state: Thousands of Palestinians 
marching toward Israeli checkpoints, Israeli settlements and the fence 
along the West Bank and Gaza Palestinians coming ;vith their bare hands 
to demonstrate," a senior Israeli officer tells TIME "This is a huge 
problem. Well have to stu@ what happened today to do better. 
Sundays protests marked the auniversar~v of Israels 1948 declaration of 
statehood, a day known as Nakba, or the catastrophe, to Palestinians who 
lost their land to the Jewish state. The day is routinely occasion for 
protests, and Israel had prepared for uwest But in the Golan Heights, 
high ground Israel took from Syria in 1967, only 30 to 40 soldiers were 
on dub- ;vhere hundreds of Palestinians began arriving by bus and 
marching toward the fence Troops were ordered to shoot to maim. Four 
protesters were killed, and at least 100 scrambled into Majdal Shams, a 
Druze village so close to the Syrian frontier it’s known for the 
shouting hill where families separated by the fence gather to exchange 
ne;vs by hollering across no-marts land. 
Less clear was how the protesters navigated the Syrian security which 
usually maintains strict contrnl over the border area. Israeli officials 
interpreted protesters’ apparent ease of access to a militap), zone as 
evidence of sponsorship by the battered government of President Bashar 
al-Assad. With street protests threatening his regime in cities across 
Syria, the reasoning goes, al-Assad found in the Nakba protests a 
perfect opportunity to shift the focus to Israel 
But Fadi Quran, a Ramallah organizer in the Palestinian youth movement 
that promoted the marches, says his contacts in Syria were actually 
terrified of the Bashar government, which took steps to prevent some 
from traveling to the protests from refugee camps near Damascus where 
the?" have lived since fleeing their homes in what is now northern 
Israel. (See pictures of young Palestinians in the age of the wall.) 
Governments of other neighboring states that host large Palestinian 
populations, apparently were aware of the protest plans, and responded 
according to their own interests Egypt and Jordan, which have treaties 
with Israel, impeded the demonstrations. Those who are hostile, 
including Lebanon, eased their way into militap), zones. But Damascus 
appeared to be pre-occupied with its own domestic unrest, according to 
Quran. "I honestly think to a very large extent the?, took the Syrian 
government by surprise," he tells 
Demonstrators also gathered in (iaza and on the West Bank. Even there, on 
a march toward the Qalandia check-point near Ramallah, Quran insists no 
stones were thrown until Israeli troops fired tear gas, and then only by 
adolescents But the overall make-up of the crowd, featuring older women 
and men as well as students, was a change from previous years, according 
to Sha~van Jabarin of the hun~an rights advocacy group A1 Haq. 
"They say- the Arab Spring gives people encouragement and makes people 
feel the?" can make a difference," says Jabarin. "The consciousness of 
the people, you feel it’s something different." (See "Palestinians Mark 
Nakba with Violent Protests.") 
Also encouraging people into the streets: The complete breakdown of 
peace talks with Israel. If Palestinians needed any additional reminder, 
the resignation of former U.S. Sen. George Mitchell as President Obamas 



special envoy for peace was announced two days before Nakba Day 
"We have to come up with an improvement in non-lethal weapons, no 
doubt," says an aide to an Israeli cabinet minister "But if we have a 
new approach to peace talks then we won’t have to deal with non-lethal 
weapons in September" 
For their part, Palestinian protesters feel they’ve Jk~und a winning 
formula The main political factions, Hamas and Fatah, were forced into 
their embrace by the same non-violent youth movement that now summons 
ordinary Palestinians to unite in shaming Israel into concessions. 
"They understand the path to freedom is going to be long," Quran says 
"but were going to continue training in nonviolence, and were going to 
continue marching in nonviolence until it is very clear in the 
international media who is violating human rights." 

With reporting by Aaron J. Klein 
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American politics 
Israel and Palestine 
Here comes your non-violent resistance 
If crowds of tens of thousands of non-violent Palestinian protesters 
continue to march, and if Israel continues to shoot at them, what will 
we do? Will we make good on our rhetoric, and press Israel to g~ve them 
their state? Or will it turn out that our paeans to non-violence were 
just cynical tactics in an amoral international power contest staged by 
militaristic Israeli and American right-wing groups ;vhose elective 
aftinities lead them to shape a common narrative of the alien 
Arab/Muslim threat? Will we even bother to acknowledge that the 
Palestinians are protesting non-violently? Or will ;ve soldier on with 
the same empty decades-old rhetoric, now drained of any truth or 
meaning, because it protects established relationships of power? YVhat 
will it take to make Americans recognise that the real Martin Luther 
King-style non-violent Palestinian protesters have arrived, and that 
Israeli soldiers are shooting them with real bullets? 
FOR many years now, we’ve heard American cormnentators bemoan the 
violence of the Palestinian national movement. 1£ only Palestinians had 
learned the lessons of Gandhi and Martin Luther King, we hear, they’d 
have had their state long ago. Surely no Israeli government would have 
violently suppressed a non-violent Palestinian movement of national 
liberation seeking only the universally recognised right of 
self-determination. 
Palestinian commentators and organisers, including Fadi Elsalameen and 
Moustafa Barghouthi, have spent the last couple of years pointing out 
that these complaints resolutely ignore the actual and growing 
Palestinian non-violent resistance movement For that matter, they elide 
the fact that the first intifada, which broke out in 1987, was initially 
as close to non-violent as could be reasonably expected For the most 
part, it consisted of general strikes and protest marches In addition, 
there was a fair amount of kids throwing rocks, as well as the 
continuing threat of low-level terrorism, mainly fi-om organisations 
based abroad; the Israelis con:flared the autochthonous protest movement 
with the terrorism and responded brutally, and the intifada quickly lost 
its non-violent character That’s not that different from what has 
happened over the past couple of months in Libya; it shows that it’s 
very hard to keep a non-violent movement non-violent when the government 
you’re demonstrating against subjects you to gunfire for a sustained 
period of time 
In any case, if you’re among those who have made the argument that 
Israelis would give Palestinians a state if only the Palestinians would 
learn to employ Ghandhian tactics of non-violent protest, it appears 
your moment of truth has arrived. As my colleague writes, what happened 
on Nakba Day was Israel’s "nightmare scenario: masses of Palestinians 
marching, unarmed, towards the borders of the Jewish state, demanding 
the redress of their decades-old national grievance" Peter Beinart 
writes that this represents "Israel’s Palestinian Arab Spring": the 
tactics of mass non-violent protest that brought down the governments of 
Tunisia and Eg3,pt, and are threatening to bring down those of Libya, 
Yemen and Syria, are now being used in the Palestinian cause. 
So now we have an opportuni~" to see how Americans ~vill react. We’ve 
asked the Palestinians to lay down their arms. We’ve told them their 
lack of a state is their own fault; if only they would embrace 
non-violence, a reasonable and unprejudiced world ~vould see the merit of 
their claims. Over the weekend, tens of thousands of them did just that, 
and it seems likely to continue. If crowds of tens of thousands of 
non~,~iolent Palestinian protesters continue to march, and if Israel 
continues to shoot at them, what will we do’.’ Will we make good on our 
rhetoric, and press Israel to give them their state? Or will it turn out 



that our paeans to non-violence were just cynical tactics in an amoral 
international power contest staged by militaristic Israeli and American 
right-wing groups whose elective affinities lead them to shape a common 
narrative of the alien Arab/Muslim threat? Will we even bother to 
acknowledge that the Palestinians are protesting non-violently? Or will 
we soldier on with the same empty decades-old rhetoric, now drained of 
any truth or meaning, because it protects established relationships of 
power? What will it take to make Americans recognise that the real 
Martin Luther King-style non-vinlent Palestinian protestors have 
arrived, and that Israeli soldiers are shooting thera with real bullets’.’ 

(Photo credit: AFP) 

All Abunimah’s blog 
Did Obama’s big speech offer any hope for Palestine? 
Submitted by All Ab~mimah on Thu, 05/19/2011 - 14:59 

The New York Times was quick to spin Obama’s speech in ’historic’ terms 

"Obarua Endorses 1967 Borders for Israel" as part of a "Broad Speech 
Rejecting Status Quo in the Middle East" that was the instant spin on 
the front of The New York Times website within minutes of the president 
speaking. 

But while President Barack Obama laid out in a little bit raore detail a 
US "vision" of what "peace" would look like in his much anticipated 
speech on US policy in the Middle East and North Africa, there was 
precious little new. 

Moreover, the speech affirmed that the United States will not take any 
effective action to advance its vision of a two-state solution. 

The president covered broadly the uprisings in the Arab world and the 
American response to them, but I will look at the sections on Palestine 

not necessarily in the order of delivew, but by theme. 
The 1967 lines 

What the president actually said was: 

We believe the borders of Israel and Palestine should be based on 
the 1967 lines with mutually agreed swaps, so that secure and recognized 
borders are established for both states. 

There is a world of difference between "the 1967 lines" and "based on 
the 1967 lines ~vith mutually agreed swaps." It is sort of like the 
difference between "a true stow" and a Hollywood movie "based on a true 

stow" 

As the Palestine Papers showed, US-brokered negotiations for years ~vere 
predicated on twing to reach such a result, and despite unprecedented 
Palestinian concessions agreeing to allow Israel to amaex most of its 
settlements, no agreement could be reached. 

Although it is true that the Obama administration previously- adamantly 
refused to mention the term "1967 lines," its doing so no~v is couched in 
such a vague formula that it does not contradict President George W 
Bush’s April 2004 pledge on behalf of the United States to support 
Israel’s armexation of its West Bank settlements 

Moreover, as Palestinian Authority (PA) "chief negotiator" Saeb Erekat 
recently told The Electronic Intifada, PA leader Mahmoud Abbas remains 
fully committed to "land swaps" to allow Israel to keep its settlements 
even if the UN recognizes a Palestinian state "on the 1967 line" 

Shortly ~t’ter Obama’s speech, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
issued a grand-standing statement rejecting the 1967 borders as 
"indefensible." tie needn’t worw. There were enough loopholes in Obama’s 
speech to drive several large settlement blocs and perhaps even the 
entire Jordan Valley through 
Israel as a "Jewish state" 

Obama has done it before, but once again he explicitly endorsed Israel’s 
demand to be recognized as a "Jewish state": 

a lasting peace will involve two states for two peoples: Israel as 
a Jewish state and the homeland for the Jewish people, and the state of 
Palestine as the homeland J2~r the Palestinian people, each state 
enjoying self-determination, mutual recognition, and peace. 

It is shocking that a president who constantly boasts that he is only in 
the White House because of the victories of the US Civil Rights movement 
against vile Jim Crow- racism would endorse Israel’s demand to be allowed 
to discriminate against Palestinians. I explained in detail why Israel’s 
deruand to be recognized as a "Jewish state" is totally incompatible with 
democratic principles and human rights in a 2009 article in The Nation: 

If Israel has a "right to exist as a Jewish state," then what can 
it legitimately do if Palestinians living under its control "violate" 
this right by having "too many" non-Jewish babies’.’ Can Israel expel 
non-Jews, fine them, strip them of citizenship or limit the number of 



children they can have? It is impossible to think of a "remedy" that 
does not do outrageous violence to universal human rights principles. 

And indeed, recognizing Israel’s "right" consigns not only Palestinian 
refugees to the trash heap, but Israel’s own 1.4 million Palestinian 
citizens whom leading Israeli pohticians like Kadima party leader Tmpi 
L1vni and foreign minister Avigdor Lieberman view as a fifth column and 
hope to expel or denationaliz~ 

Obama made a nod to this kind of racism when he warned that "The fact 
is, a growing number of Palestinians live west of the Jordan River." 
This was a coded reference to what Israelis openly term the "delnographic 
threat" to a Jewish maj ori~ posed by the reality that Palestinians are 
once again becoming the maj ority population throughout historic 
Palestine. This is due to natural growth of Palestinians, a lower 
Israeli Jewish birtl-trate and the dearth of Jews around the world who 
wish to settle in historic Palestine. 

In my 2009 article, I cxplained in Arnerican tunns why this is 
unacceptable and racist: 

"A~at if we apply Israel’s claim to the United States? Because of 
the rapid growth of the Latino population in the past decade, Texas and 
California no longcr have white majorities. Could either state declare 
that it has "a right to exist as a white-majority state" and take steps 
to limit the rights of non-whites? Could the United States declare 
itself officially- a Cl’tristian nation and force Jews, Muslims or Hindus 
to pledge allegiance to a flag that bears a cross’.’ While such measures 
may- appeal to a tiny nunxber of extremists, they xvould be unthinkable to 
anyone upholding twenty-first-century constitutional principles. 

Yet this is precisely the nightmare vision Obama is endorsing for Israel 
which has become increasingly bold in its passage of new laws 
discriminating against non-Je~vs, and is in the grip of state-funded 
rabbis calling for Jews to shun and boycott non-Je~vs and refuse to rent 
or sell homes to them 
Hamas 

The president said: 

the recent announcement of an agreement between Fatah and Hamas 
raises profound and legitimate questions for Israel: How can one 
negotiate with a palty that has shown itself unwilling to recognize your 
right to exist? And in the weeks and months to come, Palestinian leaders 
will have to provide a credible answer to that question. Meamvhile, the 
United States, our Quartet partners, and the Arab states ~vill need to 
continue evel)’ effort to get beyond the cun-ent impasse 

On its face this might appear to be a softening of Obama’s long-standing 
rejectionism of any dealings with Hamas in that he’s not calling for an 
immediate aid cut-off to the Palestinian Authority. He appears to be 
giving the Palestinians time But it still looks certain that the 
ultimate US response will depend on whether Hamas submits as Fatah has 
done to Quartet conditions 
Always more sensitive to Israelis 

If this was a speech intended to woo an Arab audience, then it is 
notable that Obama displayed the typical bias characteristic of American 
officials He was very graphic and vivid about Israeli suffering and 
victimhood, while vague and evasive about the vastly greater terror 
Palestinians have experienced under Israeli rule. Reflecting on decades 
of conflict, Obama said: 

For Israelis, it has meant living with the fear that their children 
could be blown up on a bus or by rockets fired at their homes, as well 
as the pain o1! knowing that other children in the region are taught to 
hate them. 

Aside from its visceral language, this formulation feeds the myth that 
hostility to Israel is primarily a result of ~abs being "taught to 
hate," when in fact if Arabs do hate Israel it is a result of Israeli 
actions. Israel teaches Arabs to hate Israel. Contrast the president’s 
words on the other side: 

For Palestinians, it has meant suffering the humiliation of 
occupation, and never living in a nation of their own. 

That’s it? Toward the end of the speech, the president did mention "the 
Israeli father whose son was killed by ttamas" and "a Palestinian who 
lost three daughters to Israeli shells in Gaza" but this was only to 
offer an example ofa Palestinian who decided to let bygones be bygones 
despite Israel’s ongoing actions. 

The president would never dream of actually supporting efforts to hold 
Israel accountable. Indeed, he vowed: 

Our cormnitmcnt to Israel’s secmity is unshakeable. And we will 

stand against attempts to single it out for criticism in international 

forums. 

Clearly the president catmot risk offcring sympathy to Palestinians 



proportinnate to their actual suffering. As he has learned be:tore, this 
would risk offending the Israel lobby which demands that American 
politicians always portray Israel as the principal victim Recall that 
during the 2008 campaign Obama once accidentally let slip that "Nobody 
is suf[’ering more than Palestinians" but later "clarified" that he meant 
they" were suffering at th e hands of th eir own leaders, not Israel. 
Obama vows to continue US ~naction 

Putting the merits of Obama’s "vision" aside, what will the president 
actually do to advance it? Before he laid out the details, Obama said: 

Now, ultimately, it is up to the Israelis and Palestinians to take 
action. No peace can be imposed upon them not by the United States; 
not by anybody else. 

What this means in translation is that the United States will not put 
any" pressure on Israel to change its behavior such as forcing it to 
stop building settlements. But Obama will continue to support lop-sided 
"negotiations" between local superpower Israel and a Palestinian 
Authority- that is actually dependent on Israel for its mere SUl~’ival (as 
Israel’s recent withholding of PA tax funds shows). No peace, let alone 
a just one, can emerge from such "negotiations." 
Palestinians must sit on their hands 

During his speech, the president also warned: 

For the Palestinians, efforts to delegitimize Israel will end in 
failure. Symbolic actions to isolate Israel at the United Nations in 
September won’t create an independent state. Palestinian leaders will 
not achieve peace or prosperity if Hamas insists on a path of terror and 
rejection. And Palestinians will never realize their independence by 
denying the right of Israel to exist. 

The reference to "delegitinaization" appears to be a coded condemnation 
of the growing boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS) movement, a 
growing nonviolent campaign to pressure Israel to respect Palestinian 
human rights That’s out. 

The bid to get Palestine recognized as a state is a desperate effort by 
the PA to seek international support in the face of intransigent US bias 
toward Israel. That’s out too 

Next the president tells Palestinians to reject "terror." Ok. fair 
enough And indeed else~vhere in his speech Obama was fulsome in his 
praise for "nonviolence" 

But what happened when tens of thousands of Palestinians pea cefully 
marched for their human rights, including their right to return to 
Palestine even if they are not Jewish, last Sunday on Nakba Day? Israel 
gunned down more than a dozen people and the White House endorsed its 
actions. 

So as far as Obama is concerned Palestinians have no options but to turn 
to negotiations that have proven utterly fruitless as even he acknowledged 

Soon after Obama ~vas elected in 2008, I predicted that his tenure 
despite high expectations evew~vhere else would not produce an?, 
progress toward the mythical "two-state solution." I see no reason to 
change that assessment 

But I concluded then, as I do now, that "This does not however mean that 
the situation will remain static or that those pursuing a just peace 
have no recourse for action." 

Indeed as recent months have shown throughout the region, the fates of 
natmns are in the hands of their own c~tizens, not those of the 
American president. 

Socia]ist Project ¯ };~BulIetin No. 505 
May 23, 2011 
’]?he Tunisian Revolution 
Did Not Come Out Of Nowhere 
Inter~dew with Sadri Khiari 

’]?he Tunisian rew)lution has been the detonator of the wave of protests 
and uprisings which have spread across North Africa and the Midd]e East 
since January, 2011. Sparked by the sel~timmolation of Mohamed Bouazizi 
on December 17, 2010, the Tunisian revolution quick]y spread from the 
towns in the central mining and agricultural reginns of the count~ to 
the coastal cities, including the capital Tunis. Mass demonstrations, 
riots and strikes compelled President Ben All to flee the country on 
Januapy- 14. The ultimate outcome of the still fluid revolutionary 
process remains undetermined. So far popular mobilization and the forces 
activated by them - a series of parties, associations, unions, and 
intellectuals now organized in a loose coordinating committee (Le comit4 
de salut public ~ la tunisienne) have succeeded in forcing the retreat 
and partial dissolution of the networks of repression of the Ben All 
regime, changing the composition of the interim govcrmnent a number of times 



and implementing their demand for a cunstituent assembly, from which Ben 
Ali’s uld ruling party’, Le Rassemblement constitutionnel d~mocratique 
(RCD) will be excluded for ten years Governed by a new electoral law 
passed un April 11, electiuns for this assembly are scheduled J~r July 24. 

Sadri Khiari is a Tunisian dissident nuw living in t%ance, where he is a 
leading intellectual ufLe Parti des Indig~nes de la R~publique (PIR), 
an anti-racist political party, founded in 2010. He has published a 
number ofbuoks on Tunisia Tunisie, le dSlitement de la cit5 - 
coercition, consentement, r8sistances (Paris: Karthala, 2003) and on the 
post-colonial situation in France [Pour une politique de la racaille 
(Paris: Textuel, 2006); La contre-r&’olution coloniale en France @aris: 
La Fabrique, 2008), and Sainte Caroline centre Tariq Ramadan (Paris: La 
Revanche, 2011)]. 

B~atrice Hibou (BH): V~%lat is your interpretation of the Tunisian events? 

Sadri Khiari (SK): One can explain a popular revolution as little as one 
can anticipate its beginning. It appears as a break in the normal course 
of things, an abrupt acceleration of political temporality, a historical 
rupture that expresses itself by the surging crowds that insert 
themselves into the centres of power in order to brutally push aside 
those who are supposed to lead and represent them. The popular 
revolution can thus be identified in the exceptional moment when 
politics dispenses with its mediations; direct democracy becomes 
reali~, raw, tumultuous and alive. On the occasion of recent 
developments in Tunisia, numerous commentators remembered Lenin’s famous 
formula: ’a revolutionary period is characterized by the inability of 
those at the top to rule and govern in the old way and the stubborn 
refusal of those below to be governed in the old way.’ From this point 
of view, the revolution is the instant when the conflict between those 
’at the top’ and those 
’below-’ reaches a boiling point. 

The Tunisian revolution is no exception in this regard. Mohamed 
Bouazizi’s tragic suicide represented this breaking point But the 
strategist of Russia’s October Revolution spoke of a ’revolutional7 
period,’ not of revolution. He recalled the period of uncertainty when 
the comqict rages on but is not yet settled, when the relations of 
force are unstable and open up a horizon of multiple possibilities 
without guarantees In Tunisia, the powerful popular mobilization that 
forced Ben Ali to take to his heels is a revolution, a moment in a 
revolutionary period which is obviously not over yet today. In ’the land 
of Jasmin,’ the pot was about to boil over. The question that imposes 
itself is the following: why did we not see that the revolution was 
imminent? 

BH: If one cam~ot explain the revolution, can one nevertheless explain 
why- no one saw- it coming, or, to put it differently, why the situation 
before the revolts was explosive? 

SK: If there was one country in the Arab world that appeared sheltered 
from revolutional7 ilffluence, it was Tunisia Saturated }vith publicity 
about the peaceful tranquility of a Tunisia destined to produce sand and 
parasols, and a few golden-skinned }vaiters as well, European public 
opinion could not possibly- imagine this country as the site of dramatic 
political conflicts. Tunisia seemed to be a countly without history 
This tourist imaginary did not necessarily determine all of the 
political, intellectual and media spheres, in which there was general 
confidence in the ~stability’ uf Tunisia. However, the blindness uf 
these spheres undoubtedly grew uut of a measure uf self-delusion One 
only sees what one wants to see and what une wants to shuw to others 
Determined tu suppurt the regime uf President Ben All, the big puwers 
(US., }"rance, the E.U.) and the intematiuna] financial institutiuns 
never stopped promuting a discourse of Tunisian ’stability’: proper 
levels uf growth 
and satisl’actoU, macro-ecunomic equilibrium; slow but sure integration 
into the world market; the formatiun ufa ’middle class’ destined tu 
play the role of sucial shuck absurber; reasonable and peace-loving 
foreign policy; and, finally, a demucratic transition, albeit one sluwed 
by a lack uf ’transparency’ in ’governance’ and hampered by the 
imperative uf maintaining security against the ~threat of Islam.’ In 
other words, the only potential of pulitical destabilizatiun was 
detected where it did not exist: in Islamic fundamentalism 

This type of discourse was carried widely by the big internatiuna] medm 
outlets and a good number uf commentaturs and social scientists. It was 
not only a result uf self-interested complacency vis-~-vis the Tunisian 
regime. It was alsu helped alung by elitist, bureaucratic and 
state-centred ways of understanding society There was little interest 
in ubserving the real development uf public opinion among the 
disadvantaged strata of the Tunisian populatiun; their (occasionally 
spectacular) forms of resistance garnered no, or veO, little, attention. 
All that analysts took into account were the attempts of organized 
oppositional fi~rces to act in the ’rational’ sphere of politics, even as 
they- were either not officially recognized or severely repressed. 

But no matter how active they were, political organizations and 
resistance groups represented an extremely small fringe of the 
population. In part because of repression, their marginality was 
frequently but wrongly interpreted as a sign indicating the absence of 



effective opposition against Ben Ali’s regime I could also evoke this 
suspect ideological representation of Tunisians as docile and peaceful, 
with a penchant for reform and negotiation This :form of culturalism is 
congruent with the tourist imaginap)~ that confuses the professional 
servili~ of the elevator attendant with an almost natural tendency to 
prefer reconciliation to conflict. While I cannot elaborate further on 
this point, I would like to finish by pointing to the tendency of 
numerous researchers to focus only on structures, institutions and other 
mechanisms of power without taking into account the forms of resistance 
they provoke. Politics, understood as relations of force, is thus 
emptied of its content and 
Tunisian history appears condenmed to eternal inertia. 

BH: Did this appearance of stabili~ only exist in the eyes of 
foreigners’.’ YVhy did the domestic opposition not see the revolts coming? 

SK: Indeed, even in Tunisia, the explosive political situation was 
hardly recognized by observers, even those engaged in one resistance 
movement or another. Or, to be more precise, if a large-scale 
spontaneous revolt similar to the bread riot of 1984 xvas considered 
possible, this revolt was not expected to take on an explicitly 
political dimension, let alone lead to the downi:all of the President of 
the Republic. Outside a few- far left groups like the Corrmmnist Workers’ 
Party of Tunisia (Parti cotmnuniste des ouvriers tunisiens (PCOT)) 
directed by Hamma Harrmrami, or a personality like the former leader of 
the Tunisian human rights league, Moncef Marzouki, the prospect of large 
popular mobilization did not figure prominently in the strategic horizon 
of oppositional forces. In this light, it is significant that in 2008, 
during the revolt in the mining basin of the Gafsa region, the decisive 
moment I xvill come back to later, most opposition forces stayed quiet 
for a number of weeks 
before demonstrating timid support. This support was meant to underline 
the severi~ of the social situation and the urgent need to pass reforms 
rather than to widen the realm of popular contestation. 

One could develop a sociological analysis of the parties and 
associations in question and note the degree to which their cadres 
belonged to relatively privileged sectors of Tunisian socie~z, but such 
an approach, while not without pertinence, would ignore other equally 
important factors like the long history of political militancy of many 
of these cadres For example, a number of Tunisian opposition leaders 
began their long trajectoly’ in political groups whose revolutionary 
ambitions and attempts to appeal to the people had been systematically 
dashed. Also, the models of radical rupture to which they subscribed in 
the past collapsed or turned out to be ineffective when the myth of soft 
’democratic transition’ based on negotiations between certain fractions 
of power and ’reasonable’ currents of the opposition started to spread. 

I also need to underline that the Tunisian opposition, isolated and 
persecuted, was forced to seek support outside the country in the hope 
of exercising pressure on the regime. One of the pel~’erse effects of 
this political choice was that strategies of lobbying f,ar human rights 
became substitutes for attempts to change the relations of force in 
Tunisia. These are only a few dimensions of the problem but, in any 
event, it is clear that just as the signs of a political crisis were 
dift~icult to miss even f,ar those without a sociological microscope, 
spontaneous or organized forms of mobilizing the disadvantaged strata of 
the population ~vere not part of the political equation for most Ttmisian 
opposition fi~rces. 

BH: Despite these signs of mobilization, the regime appeared solidly in 
place.. 

SK: It is true that this may seem paradoxical. Allow me to use this 
opportunity to remind you of the fragile foundations that allowed Ben 
All to stay in power during a considerable twenty-three years The 
success of the coup d’~tat on November 7, 1987, can be explained above 
all by the profound decomposition of the top layers of power within 
Habib Bourguiba’s state. This was a crisis of succession prolonged and 
intensified by another crisis: the growing inadequacy of the 
sociopolitical pact put in place after independence in 1956 and the 
emergence of new social realities. Widely contested, the hegemony of the 
Destour movement was transformed into simple aut horib" resting much more 
on coercion and clientelistic mechanisms than on consent, to use a 
Gramscian concept }{xamples of this transformation were the alignment 
with power of the Union gSn~rale tunisierme du travail (UGTT) in 1985 
and the ferocious repression of the Ennahdha paW (political Islam) in 
the months preceding Ben 
Ali’s coup. Ben All moved into the Palais de Carthage, the presidential 
residence, while those ’at the top’ appeared ’incapable of governing as 
before’ and ’those at the bottom,’ which were in ascendancy since the 
1970s, suffered a grave defeat with the repression of their two 
principal fom~s of expression, the UGTT and Ermahdha. 

Thin as a sheet of rolling paper, Ben Ali’s legitimacy rested for a fexv 
months on the illusion that he was going to annul Bourguiba’s last years 
and reform the regime by incorporating the different social and 
political forces. An apparent ’trade union reconciliation,’ a democratic 
opening administred in homeopathic doses, and tolerance for the 
activities of the Ennahdha moverrient allowed him to neutralize 
opposition. The latter became more virulent toward the end of 1989, and 



then the Gulf War started Ben All refused to parucipate in the 
anti-Iraqi military coalition and thus won momentary popularity; he 
managed to garner the support of certain elements of the democratic 
opposition while the leadership of Ennahdha was divided between pro- and 
anti-Saddam factions The police apparatus was then set in mouon, 
benefiting from the crisis of Ennahdha. Alrea@ begun before the Gulf 
War, the dismantling of the par~ accelerated and took a rare form of 
violence, particularly between 
1991 and 1994 The slogan ’no fi~eedom for the enemies of freedom’ 
allowed Ben Ali to benefit from a decade of passive complicity on the 
part of the overwhelming maj ori~ of the Tunisian democratic movement, 
and, until his downfall, the major Western powers. In lockstep with the 
repression of Ennahdha, the most combative trade union tendencies as 
well as all forms of democratic protest were brutally silenced. 

This brief reminder of the fitst years of the Ben Ali regime is 
important, it seems to me, to understand some of the underlying reasons 
why Ben Ali was able to install authoritarian rule despite his notable 
incapacity to build a new moral legitimacy and a renewed social 
compromise. I will refrain from describing the mechanisms of repression, 
restriction, and control put in place in the 1990s to compensate for the 
lack of legitimacy of the regime. I must however add that the mafia-like 
practices at the highest levels of power - arbitrary police and 
administrative rule, generalized clientelism and COl~uption 
contributed to a sense, widely shared among all social strata, that 
power was an incarnation of authori~" without moral standing. Ben Ali’s 
regime was thus fundamentally different from Bourguiba’s. In fact, the 
morality of Bourguiba as ’supreme combattant’ (combatant supreme) was 
never questioned, not even when Bourguiba’s rule was most contested. 
Everyone knew about the 
privileges the top layers of the b~treaucracy claimed for themselves, 
but, unlike with Ben Ali, the system itself was never identified as one 
that functioned essentially to allow- a morally corrupt family network to 
et~rich itse[[" illegally and claim absolute power. 

BH: But ho~v and since when did this perception of immorality spread? 

SK: In this case, too, the important moment was in the early 2000s, when 
illegal d~version of goods, a racket of corruption involving ma~or 
enterprises, and suspicious accumulation of wealth became more widely 
known in the guise of satirical comments denouncing the nepotism of the 
’families’ around Ben Ali This rumour, which was impossible to verify 
then, spread with ease because it was common kno~vledge that the various 
representatives of the Rassemblement constitutiounel ddmocratique 
(RCD)[1], the bureaucracy or the police had l~w scruples when it came to 
profiting from their positions of power. Quite often, the intricate 
links between the networks of power, money and delinquency (such as 
smuggling rings in the border regions) were there for everyone to see. 

To illustrate, I think back to the revolt in the Gafsa region cities in 
2008 This popular movement, which lasted six months, began in the small 
town of Redeyef and spread to the principal mining centres in the region 
before hitting a wall of repression. Importantly for my purposes, this 
revolt took offwhen a local job recruitment process was circumvented by 
company directors, administrative branches of the state and local 
representatives of the trade union. Of course, unemployment was a key 
background condition of the revolt but what sparked and amplified anger 
to such an extent were the practices of the regime, which were perceived 
to be contrary to social morality 

In the same vein, I have to mention also, and perhaps above all, the 
growing role of Leila Ben All, a power- and money-hungry woman 
considered of low moral standards. [~ven more than the President himself, 
this woman symbolized the moral corruption of the system. Tunisians 
blamed the regime of Ben Ali ~k~r his immorall~ more than his 
authoritarianism. To put it differently, the regime not only lacked 
moral authority, ~t was perceived to be an authority without morals. An 
authority without moral standing is a form of power that imposes itself 
on society; it is seen as external to it, so to speak, and whoever 
possesses it is considered an usurpor driven by his personal interests, 
which he is willing to satis(y by any means possible One does not 
criticize him for inadequate or unjust policies but for threatening 
society’s moral ~2~undation. One does not dismiss him, one brings him to 
~ ustice. ~I1ne perception of Ben Ali’s power as an authority without 
morals is undoubtedly key to grasp 
some of the particularities of the Tunisian rew~lution, and the 
widespread consensus that supported ~t. 

BtI: Contrary to what many obser~ers presupposed, ’the social question’ 
was not the primary factor in the movement for you. 

SK: This is indeed an important point In my opinion, a strictly 
socio-economic analysis of the Tunisian revolution is incapable of 
discerning its deep dynamic. It is true that the movement began in the 
most deprived regions of the country and social demands were formulated 
from the beginning (often by groups of politicized militants and trade 
unions). These demands, important as the?" ~vere, were not at the heart of 
the process which led to the departure of the President. The same is 
true for the question of democracy. Any Tunisian dissident with a degree 
of experience can testify to the difficulty of translating the concerns 
of disadvantaged populations into the normative language of democracy, 



that uf parties and civil rights groups. When this language is taken up 
at a mass scale, une needs tu ask oneself what kind of expectations it 
correspunds tu. Neither the suciu-econumic nor the demucratic 
explanation (nor a cumbination of the two) suffices tu explain the 
degree tu which this 
sentiment against Ben All is shared across social cleavages Tu 
understand this cunsensus, one needs tu make use of a nution that is 
difficult tu define and is uften neglected, yet is at the heart of 
numeruus currents ofrevult: dignity 

I noted earlier that Ben All, his wife and those close to them were 
perceived to embody the moral corruption of the regime. I now- need to 
add that each Tunisian was forced to be coraplicit with corruption to a 
certain degree. This phenomenon led to a fom~ of collective and 
individual self-degradation. The system of repression and surveillance 
developed by- Ben All thus led to a sentiment of indignity as much, if 
not more so, as fear. Multiple compromises, different ways of paying 
allegiance to power, even active participation in its networks (all of 
which were often necessary to find a job, get protnoted, open a business, 
get administrative matters resolved, or simply avoid everyday problems) 
produced frustrations, humiliations, and feelings of disrespect for 
oneself and others in all social classes. 

In Tunisia, power substituted institutionalized contempt for 
intersubjective and institutional recognition, which are necessary for 
all fom~s of ethical hegemony. The degrading of the collective 
self-image of Tunisians compounded the sense of degradation of each 
individual. The hero of the revolution, the young Mohamed Bouazizi who 
set himself on fire, may have provoked such a widespread sense of 
identification not because he lived in misery but because he was 
purposely humiliated by a municipal bureaucrat who slapped him in the 
face aRer confiscating his merchandise. The revolt that followed in the 
wake of his act of desperation can in this sense be interpreted as 
carrying fola~’ard a demand for social recognition that everyone knew 
could not be satisfied by the regime and, in fact, required the ouster 
of Ben All as the architect of genera lized indignity Although various 
slogans chanted during the protests revealed concerns with democracy and 
economic matters, the Tunisian 
revolution expressed above all a will to recover a sense of individual 
and collective self-respect. 

BH: You recently wrote Tunisie: Le d~litement de la cit~. Coercition, 
consentement, rdsistance (Paris: Karthala, 2003). Was the revolution 
made possible by a disruption in the equilibrium that existed between 
these three components (coercion, consent and resistance)? 

SK: Contrary to superficial representations, Tunisia was not an inert 
and rather contented society. Only in non-revolutionary periods does 
there exist a more or less forceful integration of people into 
mechanisms of domination. But one has to admit that this integration, 
real as it often is, does not exclude insubordination Docility’, even 
collaboration, is itself mixed with a lack of discipline, transgression, 
or direct or masked forms of resistance, which remain hidden most of the 
time because they are individual or do not take the classic forms of 
protest or political action. If numerous Tunisians asked themselves 
ever?- day ’how to profit iicom the system,’ many, often the same ones, 
asked themselves also how to slip through the net and escape requests 
for collaboration, if not reject the machinery of power. These were the 
people whu withstoud the pressures tu juin the RCD and its satellite 
organizatiuns, whu ’forgot’ tu dunate to the one uf compulsuw 
sulidarity funds 
(Fonds de solidarity nationale, police ral!t]es etc ), who refused tu gu 
through the mandatury intermediaries fur the purposes of career 
advancement, ur thuse who struggled to circumvent censurship on the web, 
those who stayed at hume during RCD ceremonies ur on electiun day, those 
in the office, at home or with friends whu repurted the latest jukes ur 
rumours abuut the real or suppused depravities uf the ruling ’families,’ 
thuse whu bui It netwurks of solidarity among family, in neighbuurhuods 
and regiuns, the youth who risked clandestine emigratiun ur the others 
who cunfronted the pulice in the stadia. [{vasion, subterfuge, individual 
rebelliun, and all the mulecular forms of seditiun that go along with 
authuritarian regimes continuuusly increased during the last years of 
the Ben All regime. Tu grasp this reality uf everyday resistance, it was 
enuugh, methodolugically speaking, to exhibit more empathy fur ’thuse 
beluw’ and shuw less fascination with puwer and its uperatiuns 

By the way, like individual rebelliun, collective forms uf resistance 
rarely made it untu the ubservers’ radar. Even though it did nut gruw in 
a linear fashiun and faced much repression, more ur less urganized 
collective resistance has develuped for at least ten years. Between 1999 
and 2001, after a decade of repression and disarray, the democracy 
muvement in Tunisia relnvigorated itsel:t~ The first sign of this was the 
founding of the Conseil national des libertds en Ttmisie in December 
1998, which was followed very quickly by the constitution of other 
independent organizations, the revival of the Tunisian Human Rights 
League, journalist Taoufik Ben Brik’s hunger strike (which was widely 
reported in France), lawyer activism (the impoltance of which the 
mobilizations of the last few weeks have demonstrated), stirrings within 
the judiciary, the increased resolve of two of the legal opposition 
parties (PDP[2] and Ettajdid[3]) as new parties like the CPR[4] or the 
FDTL[5] emerged and 



PCOT and Ennahdha tried to restructure themselves. 

These initiatives were covered in Tunisia by the Arab media such as 

AI-Jazeera and stimulated other J2~rms of resistance. ’]"he?" remained 
largely confined to the traditional sphere of protest and failed to 
attract new generations of activists. Although the powerlessness of the 
opposition and the weakness of their influence over the population were 
often subject to ironic comments, the small margin of manoeuvre these 
forms of opposition managed to eke out since 1999 despite persecution 
and repression have undoubtedly helped to spread critical information 
among a growing public opinion. They- also facilitated efforts to build 
spaces and networks of resistance, which, despite their intermittent and 
muddled character, were not without efficacy- (as their participation in 
various mobilizations, including those at the begitming of the 
revolution, demonstrated). 

It is also important to underline how in the last few years, political 
dissidence via internet networks emerged and rapidly expanded together 
with the generalization of cellphone usage. In spite of the 
sophistication of control and censorship, these new tools of 
communication also made it easier to spread irtformation, create networks 
and virtual organizational forms which also became vectors of democratic 
contestation, particularly among youth. Also important to mention is the 
fom~ation of a radical Islamic scene that broke with the Eunahdha part), 
and rejected the regime’s policies in its o~vn ~vay. 

BH: You speak about a social movement but you only mention political 
parties[ 

SK: Be patient, I am getting there. To this awakening of the democracy 
movement, one has to add the reconstitution of what one can call, for 
the lack of a better term, social movements, which are difficult to 
grasp given the scarci~" and inaccessibility- of information. It seems to 
me that social forms of resistance reerncrged in two phases. Revolts by 
students and the unemployed in various cities in the early 2000s, 
organized strikes in the public sector and private sector enterprises, 
wild cat strikes and other forms of protest (particularly in the textile 
and tourist sectors) were expressions of change compared to the 
preceding decade. This renewal manifested itself in particularly 
striking ~vays since 2008 in the long struggle of inhabitants in the 
mining region of Gafsa that began to spread before being brutally 
repressed. This was undoubtedly the maj or turning point. Since then, 
Tunisia ~vitnessed other, more limited, protest movements in Skhira, 
Feriana, Jebeniana, and, in the summer of 2010, in Ben Guerdane, as in 
many small to~vns in the most disadvantaged regions in the country In 
the end, there was Sidi Bouzid and we all know the rest. Despite their 
sporadic character, ~veak if not inexistent media coverage, repression, 
defeat and the lame compromises that resulted from them, and despite the 
apparent lack of links between them, the social movements Tunisia 
witnessed in the last decade helped foment an atmosphere laden ~vith 
protest, an accumulation of experiences and the construction of infbrmal 
activist networks of which the Tunisian revolution is a product 

This schematic representation of social mobilization would be even more 
incomplete if I did not mention the struggles within the UGTT against 
the bureaucratic grip of its secretary general, Abdessalam Jrad, and 
against the trade union central’s subservience to po~ver. These struggles 
allowed the most militant labour activists to gain influence in certain 
sectors (postal service, education etc) and in the local and regional 
branches of the labour movement. This made it possible :[’or the UGTT to 
play a more important role in the revolution against the stated 
positions of the Secretary General, particularly in the last week of 

mobilization. As we know, the board (Commission administrative) of the 
UGTT ended up supporting the popular demands and the general strikes 
that proved decisive in setting in motion the revolutionary process, 
notably in Tunis and Sfax. 

BH: Is it already possible to detect the lines of Jl~rce in future 
developments? 

SK: Alhough the departure of Ben Ali was likely organized by a few 
leaders of the RCD and their foreign ’advisers,’ there is no doubt that 
this scenario was only considered under the pressure of popular 
mobilization. ’l"he latter was also strong enough to J2~rce the departure 
of the RCD ministers in the first transition government after the 
President’s escape and, more recently, the resignation of the Prime 
Minister and other members of government While the fall of Hosni 
Mubarak and the revolutionar), mobilizations in Libya have shown that the 
impact of’the Tunisian revolution goes much beyond the Tunisian border, 
it is too early to evaluate the magnitude of internal political upheaw~l 

It seems clear to me, however, that a satisfactory understanding of 
current developments is not possible without questioning the modes of 
analysis that have shaped perspectives on Tunisia. More sustained 
attention needs to be given to the ’politics from below,’ 
non-institutionalized forms of resistance, and, more generally-, the more 
or less subterranean @namics at work within the diff;erent layers of the 
population. Finally, and without wanting to unduly isolate and rank each 
of the multiple factors that have determined the popular explosion in 
Tunisia (growing econoraic difficulties, the ~veigtrt of authoritarianism 
etc.), it appears pertinent that analyses of political processes and 



protest movements pay more careful attention to that intangible need for 
recognition and dignity 

This interview was conducted by B~atrice Hibou It was first published 
in Politique africaine no 121 March 2011. The translation is by 
Stefan Kipl%r 

Endnotes: 

1. Bourguiba’s old Parti socialiste destourien, which was taken over by 
the Ben All regime. 

2. Parti d4mocratique progressiste led by Attuned N4jib Chebbi, a la’~cier 
and now a member of goverrwaent. 

3. The new name of the Tunisian Communist Party after it opened its 
ranks to dunrocratic and secular oppositional currents. 

4. Congr4s pour la r4publique, a non-recognized part3,- founded in 2001 by 
Moncef Marzouki, the former president of the Tunisian Hun~an Rights 
League (Ligue tunisieune des droits de l’hormne). 

5. Forum ddmocratique pottr le travail et les libert4s, a legal party 
founded in 1994 by Mustapha Ben Jafaar, a fom~er leader of the Mouvement 
des democrates socialistes, xvhich split off from Bourguiba’s party. The 
FDTL is a raember of the Socialist International. 
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Boron on Spain’s "Indignant" and the Paris Coramune 
Posted: 23 May 2011 02:16 PM PDT 

Spain: The "Indignant" and the Paris Con~nune - espafiol 
By Atilio Boron 
Translation: Machetera 
Perhaps it’s one of history’s surprises that the popular uprising 
surging through Spain today (and which is beginning to reverberate 
throughout the rest of Europe) ;vas sparked on the 140th anniversa~z of 

the Paris Commune, a heroic moment in which the fundamental demand was 
also that of democracy. But a democracy conceived as a government by, 
for, and of the people, and not as a regime serving the interests of 
patronage and in which the people’s interests are inexorably subordinate 
to the imperative of business profits 
This is precisely the reason that the demands of the "indignant" 
resonate in a way that immediately brings to mind those who, with 
weapons in hand, came out to defend Parisian women and men during those 
heroic days in 1871, culminating with the constitution of the first 
working class goverun~ent, albeit one restricted to the confines of the 
city of Paris. A government that lasted barely more than two months and 
was later smashed by the French army, ;vith the open complicity and 
cooperation of Bismarck’s troops, which had just inflicted a humiliating 
defeat on the heirs of Napoleon’s armies. The cruelty against the 
Parisians who’d dared to storm heaven’s gate and establish a true 
democracy was terrible: it’s estimated that more than 30,000 members of 
the Paris Commune ~vere put to the sword, in summa~ executions without 
trial The Commune was drowned in a river of blood, and to atone for 
its %rimes" the National Assembly decided to build the Sacr4 Coeur 
cathedral on the most prominent hilltop in Paris, at Montmartre, with 
funds collected from public donations throughout France, to honor the 
Parisians. Only a tin?" amount was collected from the martyred city. 
Paris was defeated, but the Parisians were not brought to their knees 
The Commune did not believe in bourgeois institutions, viewing them as 
incurably deceitful, because it knew that this cumbersome framework of 
laws, norms and governmental agencies was solely concerned with 
consolidating the wealth and privileges of the dominant classes and with 
keeping the people under submission. It demanded direct and 
participatory democracy and the repeal of parliamentary government, that 
vicious warping of politics turned into a black hole of thievery and all 
kinds of compromise and negotiation completely foreign to the wellbeing 
of the majority It demanded the simultaneous creation of a new 
political, executive and legislative order, based on universal suffrage 
(men and women treated equally, not as later occurred in democratic 
capitalism where "universal" referred exclusively to males) and with 
representatives who were directly accountable to and removable by 
their constituents. [1 ] ’]?he members of the Commune wanted a real 
democracy, not a fictitious one, in which the representatives of the 
people such as those in a state bureaucracy would not enjoy any kind of 
privilege at all and would be paid the same wage as an average worker 
And other things, such as a lasting separation between church and state 
and universal flee, secular and compulsory education for females and 
males alike. 
Just a glance at the documents from the "indignant" of today is enough 
to show- ho~v surprisingly similar they are to the demands frora the 
Corcanune and ho~v very little capitalism’s policies have changed. The 
young and not so young ~vho have occupied some 150 plazas in Spain are 
not "apolitical," or "anti-political," as a certain press ~vould have us 
believe, but people who are profoundly politicized. The?" take the 
promise of dunrocracy seriously, and this is the very, reason that the?" 
rebel against the false democracy that sprang from the bowels of 
Francoism and was enshrined in the highly touted Moncloa Pact, paraded 



before Latin Americans as an act of exemplary democratic political 
engineering. It is a democracy that those camped in the plazas denounce 
as a hoax, a sham that hides a persistent cruel dictatorship under its 
perfumed robes, a dictatorship that discharges the burden of the cris~s 
unleashed by the capitalists on the shoulders of the workers. What the 
"exemplary" Moncloa democracy proposes as a way of confronting the 
cris~s is market depotism, the irreconciliable enemy of any democratic 
project: by facilitating worker layoffs, salary reductions, slashing 
labor rights, freezing pensions, and raising the retirement age, cutting 
public employnrent, health and education budgets, privatizing 
governmental businesses and programs and, to top it ofl; reducing taxes 
still further on the wealthy and businesses so that the excess money 
might be invested in new undertakings. [2] Once again, the famous and 
endlessly refuted "trickle-down theory," which takes people for idiots 
and does not take into account that if the rich have more money at their 
disposal it would take a miracle for them not to succumb to the 
temptation of the global financial casino instead of investing in the 
creation of new- businesses that ~vould generate new sources of 
eraploymunt. Experiunce sho~vs that the temptation is too great. 
The response from false Spanish democracy in reality, a sordid 
plutocracy that the young people in Spain want to overthro~v and replace 
with a democracy wolthy of the nanre to the crisis provoked by the 
insatiable greed of the bourgeoisie is to extend capitalism by applying 
LMF prescriptions until a society bled and drowned in despair and raisery 
will accept a "neofascist solution" to reconstitute the lost order. No 
change is possible within Spanish pseudo-democracy because its famous 
bipartisanship has proven to be nothing more than the two faces of a 
single part3,-: that of capital. But no~v the collusion between the 
Spanish PSOE and the Partido Popular has run up against an unexpected 
obstacle: encouraged by the ~vinds crossing the Mediterranean from North 
Africa, the young people the main but not exclusive victims of the 
pillage "have said ’enough!’ and began to move," as Coraandante Ernesto 
"Che" Guevara once said in his famous speech in 1964 before the U.N. 
General Assembly. 
Now nothing in Spain will be the same again. The disparaged political 
class seems to have reached the point of no return and the crisis of 
legitimacy ;vithin its pseudo-democracy has reached unfathomable depths; 
if Egyptians and Tunisians ~vere able to rid themselves of their corrupt 
ruling cliques, why wouldn’t the "indignant" be able to do the same? 
The obscene ethical incoherence of the true dean of the Spanish economy, 
the E’~qF, can only result in the irritation and mobilization of 
increasingly large numbers of citizens; citizens who are suffering ti’om 
all kinds of cuts to their incomes and labor rights ;vhile the ]2vIF 
bandits decide to award Dominique Strauss Kahn a severance payment of 
$250,000 because he stepped down ahead of time. for having been 
involved in the serious crime of sexual assault on a female African 
worker m a New York hotel! In addition, he will enjoy a luxurious 
retirement that is denied to millions of Spanish and European citizens 
in Poltugal, Greece, Ireland, and Iceland. And these are the people who 
say they know ho;v to get the world out of the worst economic crisis in 
its histow! The "indignant" need not have read the Marxist classics 
because life has taught them that under capitalism there is no possible 
democracy and that capitalism is incurably antagonistic to democracy. 
HistoD’ has pronounced its unassailable verdict: more capitalism, less 
democracy, in an opulent and industrialized north as well as in a global 
South Life has also taught them that when they combine their efforts, 
organize and educate themselves in debating ideas in order to overcome 
the dumbing-down of the masses programmed by capitalism’s cultural 
industry, their strength is capable nf paralyzing party bureaucracy and 
putting in check the pseudo-democracy with which they’ve been deceived. 
If they continue in their struggle, the?" will also defeat the 
arrogance of capital, and eventually, begin a new stage in history, not 
only in Spain but in the rest of Europe. People throughout the entire 
world have their eyes set on the streets and plazas of Spain, where a 
decisive battle is beginning. 

[1] It’s worth remembering that Germany and the United Kingdom 
introduced women’s suffrage at the end of the First World War, in 1918. 
Austria did it in 1919, the United States in 1920, Spain in 1931 and 
France in 1944. Seventy-three years after it was decreed by the Paris 
Commune! [n Italy, itwas achieved in 1946 and in Switzerland, every so 
often held up as the great democratic model, in 1971 ! 
[2] Vincenc Navarro, "El movimiento democracia real ya y la hipocresla 
del establishment medifitico" [The Real Democracy Now movement, and the 
hypocrisy of the media establishment], 

http://www.rebelion.or~/docs/128839 pdt" 
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Why your country may consider to join the protests taking place in Spain? 
In Uncategorized on May 20, 2011 at 12:04 am 

To explain it briefly, because we are fighting for pure common sense. 
Our concerns are political responsibility and civil participation. We 
are neither a group of fascists nor communists. We are not just angry 
young people or irritated elderly. Instead, we are just citizens that 
have understood that dentocracy, as it is practiced globally nowadays, is 
not a real democracy; we are citizens that have understood that, 
although we can vote, our votes are scarce and, in the long run, do not 
matter at all. It is re1T simple: ~ve have understood that our right to 
vote is independent from the political class and us. 

As this last ~vorldwide crisis or the Oscar-winning documentary Inside 
Job have made clear, today- politicians are more cotmected to crirrlinals 
in the financial sector than to the people who legitimize their presence 
and activities in a true democracy. The consequences of that have been 
the loss of our basic social rights, the enrichment of a few, the 
condemnation to poverty for an innumerable amount of people, and an 
increasing political corruption in the majority of the countries of the 
s o-called First World. However, this situation has not affected the 
abs~d and abusive privileges of the political class and has increased 
the preponderance of sheer electoral motivations in the political arena, 
thus leading the situation of total disconrtection bet~veen politics and 
socie~ to the highest point permissible in a XXI c. advanced Western 
society. Paradoxically, while the voices of the people are perfectly 
regulated every four years by a vote, Wall Street votes every morning 
with no 
regulation, and in this manner, its voice has way more irrlpact on out 
living conditions than anytl-ling else. 

What we demand is straightforward: it can be found on the Proposals 
section of democraciarealya.es (link to the English translation in 
google docs), in the manifesto approved by- the assembly that originated 
at Puerta del Sol, Madrid, on the 18th of May (the third day of 
demonstrations) or in this blog Why we are demanding these things is 
also clear: apart from the above mentioned motivations, anyone who has a 
grasp of Spanish can find the reasons in the extensive report 
(Pre)parados published by E1 Pals, in the letter sent by Susan George 
to the European Commission, in our map of corrupted politicians or in 
the response that Beatriz Garcla gave to Barceld’s fears. V~rho we are is 
also veiT clear: out- age span ranges from Jos~ Luis Sampedro (Barcelona, 
1917) to the 5 minor age protesters that were arrested on the night of 
the 15th May- in Puerta del Sol; our social and labor conditions are very 
different, as it is revealed by a follow tip of the Spanish TT ticom the 

15th Now-, we 
wonder this: if all this is that clear and we’ve been repeating it 
during the last five days, ~vhy the media carry on lying about what we 
demand, why we demand it and ~vho we are?; and ~vhy do politicians 
disapprove and forbid our demonstrations (link to the New York Times)? 

It seems that media are lying because they have not understood what our 
demonstrations are about yet. Obviously, their reports lack legitimacy 
due to their ties to the economic interests of their corporations But 
we all know that. V~rhat is seems to be happening is that there is a 
referential problem by which it is clear that the media does not share 
the same w)cabulary that we are using Thus, the Media are unable to 
narrate the events because, to a great extent, they are also 
disconnected from the civic body. It is ridiculous to follow their 
attempts to tag the protesters (antiglobalizationists, youngsters, 
students, unemployed.. ), or their desperation to find a leader in a 
movement whose principal characteristic is its horizontality. It is 
offensive how they intend to narrate these events from the same point of 
view that has made these people so detached from our reality’. It is 
laughable to see how they attempt to identify problems that, for very 
long, we have been familiar with, 
because we have them in our daily discourse and they are part of our 
daily hves. 

It is laughable to see how the?’ try to identi(y now a sensation of being 
apart that has been growing worldwide at least for the last 20 years. 
Indeed, it is grotesque to be a witness to their insisting in making the 
same old questions to new issues, there~2~re presepdng a discourse in 
which we are not interested grotesque to be a witness to their insisting 
in making the same old questions to new issues, therefore contemplating 
a discourse in which we are not interested. I do not think we should 
wait for them to provide us with a relevant response to the current 
situation. Rather, I believe we should request that the?" spread what 
Twitter says, but please, without altering the documents there 
displayed. Moreover, we should ask ~2~r them to stop turning our 
demonstration into something corLfusing and irrlprecise as they- have done 
up to the present. Maybe this is asking for too much, since, they- are 
not going to become against those who give theru their salary; but they 
should realize 
this is also relevant to them, even if it is only to ensure their own 
survivah 

On the other hand, politicians disapprove what is happening because the?" 
understand that this fight is against them and not against the system 



they represent. This is why they are scared. They know we do not want a 
different system. They know we want democracy; but not their democracy, 
the democracy that obliges us to choose the puppets at the service of a 
bunch of financial criminals We want to decide within the frameworks in 
which decisions are taken And if this is not possible now, we want to 
create such frameworks. We want this because, if we have to serve 
someone, we do not want to serve someone else’s servant. We do not want 
to be employees who only choose their office or department boss. We want 
to select the factow’s president, because it is evident to us that we, 
and not them, are the factory of society. That this has become evident 
is something politicians do not like. 

Obviously, this dynamics of fighting ~vill not be eternal; it will come 
to an end. However, it is important that, when that happens, we are able 
to achieve something that will remind us why we are in the streets 
today-, why ~ve are still sitting in, resolute that May 15th is not just 
one more protest. We want either the materialization of our demands or 
the creation of new la~vs and institutions in which our will is 
expressed. In addition, ~ve ~vant to change the social and economic 
scenario that has made us take this initiative. May 15th must be the 
beginning of an arduous fight for us to be consider true social actors, 
and not as merchandise in the hands of politicians and bankers. The 
point of departure to~vards having a president ~vho believes that we, the 
people, have the right to decide in relevant issues for o~tr countries, 
that we are something else than just a vote each four years, most of the 
time having to choose among corrupted individuals subjected to the 
interests of the 
financial power instead of answering our petitions. We intend, for Spain 
and for the rest of the world, to be a democracy one day, and not a part 
of this global system of demos against cracy we c~trrently live in. 

We are aware that our claims are not something special or out of the 
ordinary. The?" are very specific requests, just pure common sense. And 
we ~vill continue to protest until we achieve them, either in mass 
demonstrations or sleeping in the street The most important thing now 
is to remain calm and can?,’ on our demonstration by pacific means. The 
fight goes on. 

Juan, affiliated only to indignation 

Translated by Esther, as indignant as him 
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20th May, 2011 

Dear Colleagues 

Swazi trade unions call for Global Solidarity Conference during the 
International Labour Conference in Geneva 

The S*vazi trade union movement; SFTU, SFL (under the umbrella of Trade 
Union Congress of Swaziland - TUCOSWA) take this opportunity to 
pronounce its desire to take the Swazi struggle to new heights on a 
global scale In doing so, we take pride in the renewed momentum inside 
Swaziland owing to the sacrifices by workers and the rest of the 
struggling and progressive fraternity of our country. 

W e note the strides made, including the SDC-led global week of ac tion 
last year, the Nnvember 17th workers mass action, the 18th March action 
and the April 12th mass action and their impact on changing the 
political landscape of our country. In all these would count on trusted 
and genuine friends the world over, who never tire standing on our side 
and :fighting in the same trenches expecting no gains in return 
These are the men and women of honour and integrity, whose names shall 
forever be embalmed in the walls of every Swazi corner as part of our 
[fie and history. 

In this regard, *w)rking with our reliable allies in South Africa, the 
Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), our regional body, 
SATUCC and our continental urganisation, ITUC-Africa, we shall be 
organizing a Global Solidarit’y Cotfference in Geneva during the 100th 
session of the ILC at a venue and time to be curffirmed in due course. 
There is no other time to put the Swazi issue on the global agenda 
forcefully than now and we shall not hesitate to do so xvithout further 
delay. 

We note and welcome the ITUC repolt to the ILC, particularly on 
Sxvaziland and its observations that wurkers on a global scale have 



alrea@ and continue to actively support the SwazJ trade union movement, 
when it says, "we need to continue to press for the realization of these 
demands, workers all over the world staged International Solidarity 
Actions Jk~r the struggle and cause of our fellow workers in Swaziland on 
6, 7 and 8 September 2010, the beginning of these actions coinciding 
with the anniversary celebrations of Swa;dland’s independence on 6 
September." 

It goes on to state that, "Also, the Swaziland Democracy Campaign (SDC), 
which was launched in February 2010, and which is led by COSATU and 
strongly supported by ITUC affiliates and other progressive 
organisations in Southern Africa, has been active in championing this 
cause." 

Finally, it calls for decisive action when it affimxs the, "Need to 
increase greater international media coverage and reporting on Sxvaziland 
and the SDC. 
This xvill help to increase awareness, mobilise more support and 
solidarity and also sustain the pressure on the government to commit to 
reform. Achieving a genuine democratic outcome in Swaziland is kcy as 
experience continues to show that democracy and the arabience of rule of 
law are necessary and helpful to achieve rights’ defence, protection and 
promotion. A proposal to this effect xvas already submitted by 
ITUC-Africa, as to organise a new series of Solidarity Exchange visits 
to several African countries to f~ther deepen awareness of the SDC and 
mobilise for greater support and solidarity actions." 

This should present a lifetime opportunity for Sxvazi workers and our 
global counterparts to take stock of what has been done, what has not 
yet been done and what could be done better to make effective our 
campaign for democracy in Swaziland. 

The highlight of all this should be the coraing 2rid Global Week of action 
for democracy in Swaziland, schedule for the 5th to the9th September, 
2011 with the 6th September as the global day of action,meant to 
coincide with the 43rd anniversary of Swazi independence, which is 
nothing but a royal monopoly which for all these years, guaranteed the 
royalty exclusive control and benefit from our country’s wealth. 
Therefore, we shall be marking 43 years of further suffering in the 
hands of royal elites after years of colonial bondage. 

We invite all unions and even progressive goverlm~ents and employers who 
shall be at the Geneva Conference to join us for a moment of serious 
dedication to the cause of the struggling and poor workers and people of 
our country We plan to hold this Conference on the day before the 
appearance of Swaziland before the Committee on the Application of 
Standards (CAS), but all details shall be confirmed in due course. 

For ftu-ther information, please contact: 

Mduduzi Oina SFTU Secretary General at: comforWngina@yahoo.com/Barnes 
S. Dlaminl SFTU President at: bames.dlamini@ahoo.com 

VincentNcongwane SFL Secretary General atvincentncongwane@yahoo co.uk 

Bongani Masuku COSATU International Secretary at: bongani@cosatu.org.za 

Austin Muneku SATUCC Executive Secretary at: austinmuneku@satucc org 

Joel Odigie ITUC >’d’rica Human and Trade Union Rights Coordinator at: 
odigiej oel@gmail corn 

We count on your maximum participation for the success of this noble 
program 

Yours Sincerely 
Mduduzi C Oma 
Secretary General 
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Dismay over service deliver?, growing, survey shows 
CI tANTELI~]~; B]~;N JAb/fIN 
Published: 2011/05/13 06:37:28 AM 

DISSATISFACTION over scrvice delivery in SA’s largest metro areas is 
increasing, xvith Gauteng cities Pretoria and parts of the East Rand in 
particular along with East London and Bloemfontein registering the 
biggest rise, a SUl~’ey by TNS Research released yesterday- revealed. 

The research found that ut~happiness over sel~’ice delivery had shown a 
notable increase in the months leading up to the elections, increasing 
from 51% in November last year to 58% in February. Respondents in the 
research gave low scores to their metros in all areas of selwice 



dehvery, with the lack of an enabling environment for job creation 
being listed as the greatest dehvery failure. 

The study found that respondents held local, provincial and national 
govemmem jointly accountable :[’or failure s at a local level, and that 
they did not distinguish between the various tiers of government 

Most revealing fi~r politicians campaigning in the lead-up to next week’s 
elections is the finding that respondents emphasised different issues in 
different metros, suggesting that a "one fits all" campaign was unlikely 
to be successful. 

Job creation was more impoltant for those in coastal areas, as was 
cornbating crime. Crime was also listed as a concern on the East Rand. 

On the East Rand, and in Cape Town and East London, housing was an 
issue, while education and training wcre of concern in Port Elizabeth. 
Gauteng metros the Vaal Triangle, south Rand and Soweto in particular 

and Bloenffuntein took issue with poor road maintenance. 

Getting billing and rates accounts right was mentioned by 20% of 
respondents, with the bulk coming from Johannesburg and the West Rand, 
followed by Port Elizabeth. Electricity was mentioned by only 16% of the 
people taking part, and provision of water by 10% of respondents. 

Among the more highly educated respondents, crime reduction was the 
first concern, while poorer respondents rated job creation first, then 
crime and finally housing. 

The stu@ found the major issues overall for respondents, in order of 
importance, were job creation, with crime following closely- behind, then 
housing, education and training, roads, billing, electricity and water. 

Recreational facilities, refuse removal, street lighting and the need 
for public transport were listed belo~v those. 

Housing, ~vhere there is a 2,1 - million backlog, ~vas most likely to be 
the motivator for violent protest, TNS found. 

"Housing is of greatest concern to poor people, with 36°,/o of those living 
in informal dwellings putting this as their top need from their local 
authority, higher than an?- other need. This goes a long way to 
explaining the potential for violence when it comes to the need to 
improve living conditions," the study said. 

Regarding a lack of recognition of which tiers cany’ out ;vhich 
functions, and the possible effect on local government results, the 
research found that "data suggests that while the three tiers of 
government have vel~- specific roles, this may not be how citizens see 
it. This suggests that people see service deliver?, as the responsibility 
of the government as a whole, regardless of the tier that may actually 
be respunsible for delivel~-. 

"It is issues that affect how people live their daily lives that will 
affect how people vote in this election whether that issue is a local, 
provincial or national responsibility," TNS said. 

benj aminc@bdfm co.za 

South African Protest News 

Backyarders refuse to vote 
Zara Nicholson 19 May 2011 

Tensions simmered, with residents saying they were fed up with living in 
other people’s backyards and wanted to build houses on the land, which 
has been vacant fi~r decades. 

Since Sunday, backyarders and police have been involved in violent 
clashes after the backyarders occupied the field in Tafelsig, Mitchells 
Plain, on Saturday. 

The field, which backyarders have called "New Horizons", was littered 
with debris after the city’s anti-land invasion unit demolished people’s 
illegal structures 

As the morning went by, some residents made their way to the outskirts 
of the field to give support to the backyarders. 

Soon residents spotted what they called "snipers" at the top of a hill 
overlooking the field. 

They stalted whispering: "There’s the police, now they are going to 
start shooting at us again." 

On the other side of the field, dozens of police ammured vehicles 



pulled up, but stayed watching the backyarders from a distance 

By this time the crowd of residents had grown to around 500. 

A small group of backyarders set a tyre alight, causing five armoured 

vehicles and around 200 police and metro police officers to begin moving 

towards them 

Residents left the field to avoid violence, and the backyarders 

retreated, but later they again come face to face with police. 

The officers then started slowly retreating while the backyarders 
applauded and waved goodbye. The mood calmed down significantly and most 
people dispersed. 

Shireen Samuels, a Tafelsig resident who supports the back’yarders, said: 
"This land has been open for years, people just want a place to build 
houses. 

"The gangsters corrmfit crimes and murder on this field. Now when people 
want to build houses, the police act like this, but when there’s a 
murder here, you don’t see them going on like this." 

Terence Hosking, a community spokesman, cursed politicians and said 
people would not vote. 

"They will not have our vote. Until someone gives us a piece of signed 
paper to say- we can have the land, we will not give them our vote. Give 
us our land first," he said. - Cape Times 

zar a.nicholson@inl.co.za 
wunv.iol.co.za 

Ul"~ion members disrupt voting in North West 
Molaole Montsho 18 May 2011 

Protesting National Union of Mine~vorkers members disrupted proceedings 
at the Karee Mine voting station in Marikana near Rustenburg on Wednesday 

The group ordered Independent Electoral Cormnission (IEC) officials to 
close the voting station until their problem had been resolved, 
presiding officer Aubrey Koloko said. 

The workers were not happy that their branch secretary and chairman had 
been suspended They would not explain who, bet~veen their union or their 
employer, had suspended them. 

In a note handed to the IEC official, they demanded that Cosatu general 
secretalT Z~velinzima Vavi come and speak to them They vowed not to vote 
until their leaders ~vere reinstated. 

Police kept an eye on the hundreds of mine~vorkers, ~vho brandished 
knobken-ies as the?’ left the voting station. 

"We are coming back," the?- said, ~vaving knobkerries at the IEC officials. 

Koloko said 11 people had w~ted since the station opened at 7am 

Outgoing ward councillor N0sipho [)abe said ] 700 people were expected to 
vote at the Karee ?,/hne voting station 

The ANC and DA have fielded candidates in all 38 *w~rds of the Rustenburg 
municipality. Seven independent candidates are competing in six wards. 

Earlier one voter, Meikie Janties, complained that it was difficult :[’or 
disabled people such as herself to vote 

wanted to vote, but the voting station is not accessible. This 
irffringes on my human rights as a person with a disabili~’." 

Three men lifted Janties in her wheelchair to enable her to enter the 
w~ting station at the Lethabong Communi~" Creche. 

Construction workers maintaining the road had [el~ a heap of soil in 
front of the gate, making it inaccessible to people in wheelchairs. 

Janties said she had applied for a special w)te, but was not visited by 
an Independent Electoral Commission official during the two days set 
aside 12~r special votes. 

"I wanted to vote and I will," said Janties as she was wheeled into the 
voting station. - Sapa 
wunv.iol.co.za 

Residents whip alleged gate thief 
Graeme Hosken 19 May 2011 



A man alleged to have tried to steal a garden gate off its hinges 
outside a shack in a squatter camp near Atteridgeville was attacked by a 
mob alerted by the homeowner’s screams [’or help. 

The man, who was struck by stones, was rescued by police ~vho spotted the 
commotion as they were driving past on patrol through the squatter camp. 

The 30-year-old man, who is ftom Atteridgeville West, is believed to 
have been seen by the homeowner as he walked out of his home in the 
Brazzaville squatter camp to go to vote. 

CormTl~mity members who responded to the man’s calls for help allegedly 
stoned the man before apparently whipping him. It is understood that 
people were whipping the man when the police patrol drove past. 

Atteridgcville police station spokesman Captain Thomas _Mufamadi 
confirmed the attack and said the man was rescued before being arrested 
for the alleged attempted theft. 

He said the man had severe head injuries and was taken to Kalafong 
Hospital, where he was being treated under police guard. 

"At the moment no one has been arrested for the attack, although we are 
hoping to make arrests soon," Mufamadi said. 

"We are appealing to anyone with information on the identities of the 
suspect’s attackers to come forward and talk to the police. 

"We are also appealing to people not to take the law into their own hands. 

"If a person suspects someone of cormTlitting a crime they should rather 
call the police." 

Police were also investigating a case of assault ~vith intent to inflict 
grievous bodily harm. 
www iol co.za 

Community chases down alleged robbers 
IOL News 17 May 2011 

Two men have been al~cested in connection with a business robbery, in 
Stil~water, north of Pretoria, Gauteng police said on Tuesday. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Tshisikhawe Ndou said the men, aged 23 and 34 were 
arrested on Monday after they approached the scrapyard owner and 
pretended to be customers. 

He said they subsequently pointed a firealrn at the victim, demanded cash 
and cellphones, and immediately the?- fled the scene. 

He said members of the cormntmity saw ~vhat happened and gave chase The?’ 
were joined by police who arrested both suspects. 

The stolen money and both cellphones were recovered. 

Ndou said the men were also found with ari unlicensed 9mm pistol and 
awanunitlon 

They were expected to appear on charges of business robber?" and 
possession of unlicensed firearm and ammunition at the Temba 
Magistrate’s Court soon. - Sapa 

Fee protests at CPUT campus 
Michelle Jones (IOL News) 17 May 2011 

Students at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) have 
w~wed to continue protesting and disrupting classes until management 
scrap a 15 percent fee increase next year and provide more resources. 

On Monday morning, about 300 protesters sang and danced through the 
sciences building at the (;ape Town campus, stopping at lecture halls 
along the way to disrupt lessons and encourage students to join them. 
Protesters sprayed the contents of a fire extinguisher into a room full 
of students in a bid to empty it 

Students also protested on Monday at the university’s Bellville campus, 
where they were later addressed by vice-chancellor Vuyisa Mazwi-Tanga. 

Members of the Pan Africanist Student Movement of Azania (Pasma) and the 
university’s Student Representative Council (SRC) demand that fees not 
be increased next year, residences be properly maintained, libraries 
stay- open until 12am, and more printers and computers be made available 
to students. 

Their demands are similar to those made at two separate protests two 
years ago, during which 37 students were arrested on charges of public 



violence and malicious damage to property. 

Scores of students at the (;ape Town campus joined the march but appeared 
not to know what it was about. 

don’t know what’s happening. I’m just singing," said one student. 

Others ignored what was happening around them and continued to chat to 
friends, eat lunch and complete assignments. A number of students said 
the protesters had disrupted their classes and that they were now 
concerned about their forthcoming exams. 

After making their way tl’uough the sciences building and to the 
administration building, a number of organisers addressed the assembled 
crowd. 

Ayabulela Pinzie, acting chairman of the SRC, said protests would 
continue there daily until their demands were raet. 

"We will stop the classes and we will not stop until someone coraes to 
address us." 

Pinzie said Monday’s protest was just the first phase of events plam~ed 
to encourage university officials to conm~unicate with studunts. 

Pasma chairman Mfowethu Mlaeteki said the protest had been organised as 
a last resort to get the attention of university management. 

"We are saying no to fee increases until services increase. We are going 
to continue with this strike until management coraes to address us," 
Mlaeteki said. 

CPUT spokesman Thami Nkwanyane said raembers of the universi~"s 
executive management would this morning meet with students to receive 
the memoranduna. 

"Then they will look at the demands and respond." 

Nkwanyane said he was not aware of damage or injury 

Cape Town Central police spokesman Ezca October said that aside from the 
disrupted classes the protest had been peaceful. After the protest had 
ended, students were reluctant to speak to the Cape Times about it - 
Cape Times 
Michelle.j ones @inl c o. za 

Land grab clashes escalate 
Caryn Do lley and Aziz Hartley 17 May 2011 

Live ammunition was fired at police during a second day of violent 
clashes with groups of Mitchell’s Plain baclcyard dwellers ~vho have 
invaded land in Tafelsig and refuse to leave. 

Bricks and rocks were also thro~vn at police, who responded with robber 
bullets, teargas and a ~vater cannon 

The clashes followed land invasions next to the Swartklip Road sports 
field and an open piece of land neat- Kapteinsklip train station in 
Tafelsig on Friday and Saturday. The City’s Anti-Land Invasion Unit 
demolished hundreds of structures the backyarders erected during the 
invasmn, leading to a tense stand-of~i 

On Monday, scores of residents pelted police with stones and set :[’~re to 
tyres in bushes when ol!ficers arrived at the stretch of land along 
Swartklip Road, and which residents have named New Horizons 

On a wall leading to the settlement, the name New Horizons was 
spray-painted near the words: "Whe shal not be moved"(sic). 

As officers moved around the settlement, a few residents could be seen 
running towards officers, threatening to use live ammunition. Two young 
men had handguns and could be seen shunting at police 

They bragged afterwards they had fired at the officers 

As a police helicopter hovered, a police water cannon sprayed jets of 
bright blue water at residents and a number of teargas grenades were 
lobbed at the residents throwing rocks and stones. 

Eighteen people, including police officers and children, were injured 
and at least 14 residents arrested since Sunday. 

On Monday, as police were shooting at the invaders, a man could be seen 
rumxing away with a bleeding neck wound. 

A policeman could also be seen bleeding from a cheek. 

Plunges of thick, black smoke rose in the air as residents burnt tyres 
and bushes on dunes alongside the field. 



Residents gathered at the top of the &rues as police in arnmured 
vehicles and officers with riot shields approached. 

"The police can try and kill us or force us away, but we will be back 
and stay here," screamed a resident, who was hit by a rubber bullet. 

Mitchell’s Plain police spokeswoman Mugelaine van der Vent said officers 
had been called to Tafelsig, and while they were there shots had been 
fired at them 

"Police fired robber bullets and teargas to disperse to crowd," she said, 

Following a brief visit to a field nearby New Horizons, Cape Town mayor 
Dan Plato said he believed the invasions were politically motivated and 
set up to happen just before tornorrow’s local govertwnent elections. 

"It’s so close to the elections that I have to say it’s politically 

motivated. It’s well-timed ahead of the elections," he said. 

City- of Cape Town spokesman Pieter Cronje said only five of about 400 
illegally erected structures were still at the Swartklip Road invasion 
site. 

He said the city’s law enforcement officers and metro police were there 
in support of police, who led the operation. 

"We are preparing for a possible eviction order or for an interdict The 
city- has had reports, but cannot confirm, that it seems the invasion was 
well organised 

"There are allegations that there ;vas a meeting on Thursday evening at 
the Freedom Park Hall where the occupation was discussed The timing (of 
the occupation) seems significant. 

"We reacted with calm as it is in nobody’s interest to have another 
Hangberg (in Hout Bay, where residents clashed with police trying to 
evict them and to demolish their infolrnal homes in September)," CroNe 
said. 

Asked if the city’ would probe the allegations, he said: "We have a 24/7 

fraud and corruption hotline and we appeal to people and those who had 

been offered something that is too good to be true, to report it" - 

(;ape Times 

w~v.iol.co.za 
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Bricks, bullets fly in land grab 
IOL News 16 MiU 2011 

An open :field in Tafelsig turned into a war zone yesterday as a group of 
land invaders pelted police and ci~ law enforcers with rocks and bottles. 

’]?he officers retaliated by firing rubber bullets and blasting the 
inw~ders with a water cantata to bring them under control 

The group, who call themselves the MitchelFs Plain Backyarders’ 
Association, moved on to the Swartklip Sports Field on Saturday 

They built makeshift shacks and set up tents on the field, saying it 
should belong to them. 

Yesterday, members office city’s Anti-Land Invasion Unit tore down 338 
structures and 100 tents before they were forced to retreat. 

In tit-for-tat rnoves, the land invaders continued to move in to rebuild 
their structures, only for them to be torn doxvn again by a phalarc~ of 
policernen, flanked by a water cannon and heavily protected metro police 
officers. 

Residents claimed the?" had been pepper sprayed, and insisted that metro 
police had used "lbce anwntmition", a claim the city" strenuously denied. 

CiW- of Cape Town spokeswoman Kylie Hatton said rubber bullets had been 
fired several times, but officers had "definitely not" used live 
ammunition. 

She said two law enforcement officers and a rnetro police officer were 
injured. 

Police said today 14 people had been arrested after yesterday’s clashes. 

Yesterday-, residents shoxved the Cape Argus injuries ff~ey said were 
sustained during the day’s skirmishes. Sorne said they- had been hit by 
bottles and rocks, and others by rubber bullets. 

The xvater cannon blasted the land invaders with coloured water, marking 
them for later identification. 



This morning, some of the inwiders, many of whom had slept in tents on 
the field last night, were slow@ rebuilding their structures. 

Cooking fires were dotted across the field, and people started their day 
by brewing coffee in small pans. 

Some said they were uncertain of their next move, with others saying 
they" would try to keep the police at bay" without using vinlence. 

Hatton said the area was quiet this morning. 

This weekend, another group of people also invaded a plot of land in 
nearby" Kapteinsklip, and city law enforcement officers rrloved in swiftly 
to dismantle 75 structures, Hatton said. Building rrlaterials were rerrloved 
from that site. 

The plot of land in Tafclsig is city-owned. 

"Residents have been tl?,ing to illegally- occupy the land and we as 
landowners have the right to prevent the illegal occupation," Hatton said. 

As the invasion started this weekend, merrlbers of the Mitchell’s Plain 
Backyarders’ Associatiun cordoned off"plots" on the Tafelsig field 
using rope and sticks. 

They also assigned erf numbers to people, saying these had been given to 
them by the council. 

But Hatton said the nurrlbers were "certainly not sanctioned by council". 

"We found that the people themselves marked off and pegged the manbers 
to the area," she said. 

Tempers started flaring yesterday- as the Anti-Land Invasiun teams moved 
in to pull down structures on the demarcated "plots" 

One man, Nasief Abrahams, swore as he watched his tent pulled down and 
shouted: "They don’t do anything for us but they want our vote[" 

Abrahams said he, his wife and their t~vo children had been living in a 
friend’s backyard for seven years. 

"All ~ve ever wanted was for the government to offer us a piece of land 
with electricity and ~vater . they have the budget for other projects. Why- 
can’t they- invest in a project that will help us get the land?" he said. 

He said he had spent all Saturday night in his tent on the field and he 
would not go to work because he felt he was fighting a just cause. 

~I will keep fighting until I get what I want.. ~ve’re going to be back 
here (today) until we’ve got our lund," he said 

Terence Hosking, spokes-man for the Mitchell’s Plain Backyarders’ 
Association, said they would stay on the land "u~til the day of death". 

He said it was unfair ithat backyarders in Tafelsig ~vere paying between 
R500 and R1 500 to live in people’s yards 

"We have been negotiating with them (the city) and now we’ve said enough 
is enough" - Cape Argus 
natasha prince@inhco.za 

Fresh Ficksburg protests sparked 
IOL News 13 May 2011 

Police had to use rubber bullets to disperse about 200 disgruntled 
Meqheleng residents during renewed protests in Ficksburg on Friday, Free 
State police said. Captain Phumelelo Dlamini said protesters began 
burning tyres, barricading roads and stoning police around 9am 

"We had to fire robber bullets at the crowd, use stun grenades and tear 
gas to disperse the unruly crowd," he said 

A 20-year-old man was arrested No one was injured. 

R esidents had apparently’ gathered for a talk with provincial 
co-operative governance department head Kopung Ralinkontsane on the 
results of an investigation into corruption at the Setsoto municipality 

Ralinkontsane announced that three directors and a manager from the 
mtmicipality were sent on special leave following allegations of 
corruption. 

The directors were from the finance, co-operative sel~’ices and economic 
and community services departments. The manager is from the roads and 
storm water department at the municipality, which incorporates Ficksburg. 

According to Tsiliso Mpekoa from the Meqheleng Cuncerned Citizens group, 
protesters also want Ficksburg mayor )¢rbothoma Maduna suspended. 



Mpekoa said the protests occurred before and after the talks. 

Residents also wanted to march but were denied perraission. 

"The march then turned into a briefing session, where residents were 
itfformed ... how far investigations have come," he said. 

"People want the mayor to also be put on special leave, but we have 
advised theru that the tirue will corue. We have a list of 19 people we 
want dismissed., and (with) the four that are on special leave already 
(it) shows progress. Ttlcy were also encouraged to vote ... (in) the up 
coming local government elections." 

He said residents "calmed down" after police intervened and they were 
spoken to. Dlamini said police were on high alert and conducting regular 
patrols in the area 

During heated protests last month Cope member Andries Tatane was killed 
in a confrontation with police during a service deliveu protest march 
in Ficksburg. 

Tatane, 33, was beaten and shot, allegedly by the police, during the 
protest. 

Eight policemen were arrested and refused bail by the Ficksburg 
Magistrate’s Court. They will next appear on June 2. - 
www iol co.za 

Somali shops looted in Motherwell 
IOL News 12 May 2011 

Fourteen shops owned by Somali nationals in the Motherwell area were 
looted and some burnt on Thursday, Eastern Cape police said 

Warrant Officer Dumile G;vavu said a group of people began the looting at 
3am in Kamvelihle, Ramaphosa and Wells Estate. 

"Doors and windows were broken and on some of the shops, burglar guards 

Two shops were burnt to the ground in Kamvelihle and one in Ramaphosa. 
When the violence began, other Somali shop owners, who had not yet been 
affected by the looting, removed their stock and moved to a safe place. 

No arrests were made and police were on "high alert" 

Everything was currently "back to normal 

w~v.iol.co.za 

NEt IAWU TO PICKY~T AGAINST ~fI tE DA’S REACTIONARY POLICIES TOMORR~)W IN CAPE TOWN 

Nehawu 12 MiU 2011 

NEHAWU the progressive worker’s champion will be picketing in front of 
the Western Cape provincial legislature tomorrow, Friday, 13th of May 
2011 to expose and oppose the DA government’s reactionary policies and 
prove that their ill conceived "modernisation" programme in the 
provincial government has been a disaster 

The DA has continuously lied and repeatedly broke all its promises that 
it made to the workers in the Western Cape because they said the 
"modernisation" prograrcane would not lead to job losses instead there 
would be job creation. However, during its impleruentation the DA 
government has laid off hundreds of workers in the Depaltment of 
Corcanunity Safe~ and in the Department of Social Development. It also 
refuses to fill funded vacant posts. 

The DA is a passionate proponent of anti-worker policies and in the 
Western Cape the Premier decided to centralise power and has also been 
terrorising the workers since it took over the provincial government. 
The Premier has centralised HR functions in her department and this is a 
ttnowback to the 1940s era of grey suits. The experience of the 
provincial goverrwaent staff of dealing with an understaffed, 
under-resourced HR unit is very frustrating and unproductive. 

It is an open secret that the DA led government consistently threatens 
to roll back the rights of workers through phone calls directed at 
people perceived to be critical of its administration in the province. 
The DA govertmaent refuses to consult with workers in open forums and 
rather changes HR plans unilaterally-. Despite its claims of building an 
"open opportunity society", the DA is running a jobs-for-white-pals 
scheme and hires DA-aligned officials without taking theru through open 
intelwiew processes. 

The details of the picket are as follows: 

Date: Friday, 13 May 2011 



Time 12:00 13:00 
Place: Provincial Legislature, Wale Street, Cape Town 

Members of the media are invited to attend the picketing and report. 

Issued by NE[IAWU Secretariat Office 

For further information, please contact: Luthando Nogcinisa{NEHAWU 
Western Cape Provincial Secretary}: 021 424 4580-082 455 1795 or Si~,~e 

Pamla (NEHA~J~rU Media Liaison Officer) at 011 833 2902 - 082 558 5962 or 
email: sizwep@nehawu.urg.za 

Visit NEHAYVU website: www.nehawu, org. za 

Road dug up to prevent speeding 

Xolani Koyana 12 May 2011 

Luyanda _Myaluza was one of the pupils who demonstrated in Samora Machel 
where residents set tyres alight to demand that speed bumps and 
pedestrian crossings be put in place along Weltevreden Road. Picture: 
Nell Baynes 

Samora Machel residents were so desperate to put an end to vehicles 
speeding on Weltcvreden Road and Oliver Tambo LVrive, that they dug up 
part of the road on Wednesday calling for speed bumps and pedestrian 
crossings to be put in place. 

Residents say- children, who have to cross the road to get to school, are 
particularly- in danger. They say five children have already been run 
over, while one was killed by a speeding vehicle. 

About 300 people, most of them pupils from Samora Machel Primary, 
barricaded Weltevreden Road with burning ty-res. 

At about 7am, pupils marched along the road before being joined by a 
group of older residents. 

Tyres were set alight, and vehicles on the way to Colorado Park or 
coming from Mitchells Plain had to use alternative routes. 

About six SAPS vehicles, including a helicopter and four metro police 
vehicles, were dispatched to the scene to monitor the protest. 

Samora Machel School principal Shirley Koti said many pupils who live in 
Kosovo informal settlement had to cross the road to get to school. 

She said after an accident ;vhere a child was hit by a car, the city’s 
Road Safety- Management said the?- ;vould help the community with the 
implementation of speed bumps and pedestrian crossings. 

"Parents decided in a meeting on Monday that the?’ have had enough of 
this waiting and said the?- ;vanted to picket," Koti said. 

Community leader Alpheus Ndima said they had taken up the issue with 
ward 75 councillor Natalie Bent in 2008 after a hit-and-run on the road 

She told them that she would look into the matter, he said, but Bent 
could not be reached for comment 

"~llqey do acknowledge that there is a problem but the?’ never attend to 
it Obviously the?" don’t take this thing seriously A lot of the 
children will keep dying if the City of (;ape Town is not doing anything 
about this 

"We will not stop until the?" listen to us," Ndima said 

They were expected to continue to demonstrate on Thursday if their 
demands were not met. 

Noluthando Mabutho, who lives in Kosovo, which is located along the 
road, said residents had previously demonstrated with the same demands 
about two years ago. 

"We have to cross this road every day because there are few taps here, 
so we have to go to the other side and it’s very risky. 

"Cars come speeding down this road from the bridge. Sometimes they hit 
people and leave them," Mabutho said. 

’]?he city’s head of transport network development, Sean Glass, said they 
had received an application for Oliver Tambo Drive. 

However, he said speed bumps were not appropriate for that road. 

He said they were not permitted in tetras of the City’s Traffic CaN~ing 
Policy. 

"The Transport Department is, however, willing to investigate the need 
for additional measures such as pedestrian crossings," Glass said. - 



(;ape Times 
xolani koyana@inh co.za 

Con-anercial Cold Storage Workers on Strike 
Food & Allied Workers Union [F.A.W U.] 12 May 2011 

Cormnercial Cold Storage Strike- Secondary Strikes To Follow 

About one hundred employees of Commercial Cold Storage in Johamxesburg, 
Durban and Cape Town downed tools on Monday, 9 May- 2011 in protest over 
the company’s refusal to engage in centralized bargaining as well as 
wage disparities across the different cities. 

The majori~ of employees are mernbers of the Food and Allied Workers’ 

Union [FAYVU] and xvorkers believe that it would make much more sense for 
the union and the company to engage in one national bargaining process 
over wages and working conditions instead of negotiating for each plant 
as is currently the case. Workers are also ~xhappy over differing 
working conditions since they are all performing the same jobs and 
should be earning the same salaries. 

Management argues that they have good relations with union officials at 
the difi;erent plants and see no need to fix something that they view as 
" not broken". It appears that the company cannot be bothered by the 
needs of their workl’orce. 

FAV~rU Bargaining Secretary, Sipho Khumalo, said that the union would look 
into getting other FAWU members to embark on secondary (sympathy) 
strikes under the Oceana Group’s bamxer, since Conmxercial Cold Storage 
is a division thereof. 

Centralised bargaining would benefit the compaW in several ways- saving 
time and money by negotiating for wages and working conditions in a 
single process instead of negotiating on plant level Commercial Cold 
Storage would do ~vell to follow in the footsteps of ~vell-known local 
companies who follow- this process seeing that the?- claim to be the 
biggest bulk commercial cold storage provider in Africa. 

Workers in Cape Town will resume picketing in Paarden Eiland (Vrystaat 
Road) tomorrow. 

Released by FAWU media officer, Dominique Swartz on 082 498 5631 
beginof theslcype highlighting 082 498 5631 
end of theskypehighlighting. 

Foreign traders threatened: cops 
IOL News 11 May 2011 
Nine people ~vere an-ested ai’ter allegedly intimidating foreign business 
owners in Orlando, Soweto, Gauteng police said on Wednesday. 

Captain Nomvaala Mbense said the group, all business owners in the area, 
arrived at Orlando police station on Tuesday shouting and singing songs 
in protest against foreign traders. 

’]7he station commander dispersed the crowd who then apparently held an 
illegal meeting next to the Orlando stadium 

When police attempted to break-up the gathering, the group allegedly 
threw stones. They were then arrested. 

M-bense said the group allegedly intimidated business owners from 
Bangladesh, Pakistan and Somali on Tuesday by shouting at them to go 
back to their countries. 

They believed the foreigners were taking business away by charging lower 
prices 

The group would be charged following investigations - Sapa 

COSATU~ NUM and the Barplats Crocodile River Mine 
Cosatu 11 May 2011 

The Congress of South Afi-ican Trade Unions and National Union of 
Mineworkers met the mine bosses of the Barplats Crocodile River Mine 
today to discuss the issues that were agreed to be taken up as per the 
memo that was signed by the managing director of the mine on 7 May 2011 
during the undergrotmd action that took place for two days. 

The management agreed that issues raised by workers on that day are very 
serious and need to be discussed xvith the tmion leadership. It was 
agreed that the first rrleeting should have been taken place on Sunday 8 
May 2011, which was cancelled by- management. 



We are now at a stage where the arrogance of the racist management is 
being seen by all workers All workers are now suspended pending the 
investigation when the memo signed by the managing director confirmed 
that no worker will be subj ected to a discipline or victimisation As 
from today all workers are out on the street. 

COS ATU is calling :[’or the mine to withdraw the suspensions against all 
workers and the reinstatement of two shop stewards who were dismissed as 
part of’the union bashing. 

We also demand that the agreement in the memo signed by the managing 
director be respected by the same mine bosses including the issues of 
the contract workers to be employed permanently by the mine as promised. 

We calling the Department of Labour to investigate the matter of rights 
of the women mine workers who are being treated unfairly during their 
pregnancy and that the full investigation must be done by inspectors 
from outside lx~T. 

We are also calling the mine to respect the rights of the all employees 
and the rest of the communities in the area of Madibeng. 

We are calling the media to expose the super-exploiters and racist 
attitude of the white bosses. 

For more itfformation feel free to call COSATU ixrvV Provincial Secretary 
Sally Phetoe on 0823044055 beginof theskypehighlighting 
0823044055 endof thes~’pehighlighting 

Limpopo protesters held for public violence 
IOL News 11 May 2011 

Limpopo police have arrested three people for public violence and arson 
over the six vehicles that were torched during a protest in Lephalale, 
they said on Wednesday. 

Brigadier Hangwani Mulaudzi said the situation at Medupi power station 
was quiet and that police were monitoring the area. 

On Tuesday, thousands of protesters torched two buses, and damaged two 
police vehicles and two cars in the area. 

They claimed Eskom was not considering local people for positions of 
boilermakers and were placing only foreigners 

~Eskom has closed the station It ~vill only be operational for business 
once the issues have been sorted out," said Mulaudzi - Sapa 
www iol co.za 

Limpopo protesters torch vehicles 
IOL News 10 May 2011 

Thousands of protesters torched two buses and damaged four vehicles 
during a strike at the Medupi power station in Lephalale, Limpopo 
Photo: Independent Newspapers 

Thousands of protesters torched two buses and damaged four vehicles 
during a strike at the Medupi power station in Lephalale, Limpopo, on 
Tuesday morning, police said. 

"Residents alleged that Eskom is employing foreign-experienced 
boilermakers and not considering the residents for the positions," said 
Brigadier Hangwani Mulaudm 

Two buses were set alight and two police vehicles and two cars were 
damaged during the protest, he said. 

Police had deployed members of the public order policing unit to 
smbilise the situation 

Mulaudzi said police condemned violence by people who did not want to 
engage in dialogue when they had problems. 

"As the police, we will not hesitate to take action against anyone who 
transgresses the law," he said. 

Police were monitoring the situation No arrests had been made and no 
injuries had been reported. - 
Sapa 

Suspected thief beaten to death 
IOL Ncws 11 May 2011 

A 30-year-old man was arrested for allegedly beating to death a 
suspected robber in Qokolweni, Eastern Cape police said on Wednesday. 



The man and a group of residents saw a 20-year-old man running out of a 

house with a TV at 9 on Tuesday night and started assaulting him with 

whips, Lieutenant Colonel Mzukisi Fatyela said. 

The suspected thief died soon after from his injuries. 

Fatyela said more arrests were imminent. The man would appear in the 
Mthatha Magistrate’s Court on Thursday. - Sapa 

COIv~r’vlLRNIQIJ~E FROM MANAGEMENT’ S NEGOTIATING TEA5& JBF UPDATE: COMSA AND 
UKSU STRIKE ACTION 
UKZN Management 10 May 2011 

Dear Colleagues 
On Friday- 6 May and this morning, Management’s representatives on the 
Joint Bargaining Forum (JBF) met with the two Unions in dispute, COMSA 
and LPKSU, under Section 150 of the Labour Relations Act under the 
auspices of the CCMA. 

During this nrediation process both parties considered a number of 
permutations around management’s offer. Unions indicated their 
willingness to settle on the salary coraposition irrespective of the 
packaged fibrin for years 2 and 3 as offered by management subject to the 
fi~llowing conditions: 

1. The employer’s right to implerr~ent the "no work no pay" rule be foregone; 

2. The employer’s right to institute disciplinary action for acts of 
nrisconduct during the strike be foregone. 

After extensive consultation, managenrent was tmable to concede to the 
two demands as mentioned above. These issues that have been added by the 
Unions in dispute have nothing to do with salar,v negotiations but the 
University’s rights which are protected by la~v. 

As a result of the non salad- issues the unions refused to finalise the 
salaQz negotiations and sign an agreement. This agreement would have 
ensured that COMSA and UKSU members receive 8% salalT increases, 

backdated to Janua~- in the iVlay 2011 salaU run. 

We urge all striking employees to reconsider management’s salar,v 
proposal and ensure a smooth return to work. 

Regards 
Dr iVlojaki Mosia Ms Nomonde iVlbadi 
Executive Director Executive Director 
Human Resources Corporate Relations 
This statement is issued on behalf of Executive Management. 

Strike suspended after ANC ’intelwention’ 
Mail & Guardian 10 May 10 2011 

Municipal ~vorkers have suspended their strike planned for Friday ai’ter 
talks with the ANC, South African Municipal Workers’ Union (Samwu) 
spokesperson Tahir Sema said on Tuesday. 

"The Sam*vu national strike action that was to take place this Friday has 
been suspended, due to the late but welcome intervention by the African 
National Congress," Sema said in a statement 

"Samwu’s national leadership had been locked in closed-door meetings 
with the ANC and Cosatu for most of yesterday [Monday] and had welcomed 
the cotmnitment made by the AN(; to look into all areas of concern raised 
by the union." 

About 220 000 municipal workers, excluding essential services, were 
plarming a nationwide strike on Friday, five days be[ore local 
government elections. 

Sema said on Monday the union had various concerns, chief among them 
that local govemmem had ~i[ed them 

"We have mentioned time and time again, local government ~s not working 
[’or our people Something drastic needs to be done to turn it around" 

’Shiceka not serving the country’ 
He said the strategy proposed by Cooperative Governance and Traditional 
Affairs Minister Sicelo Shiceka, who has been on sick leave since 
FebruatT, was "hollow" and had "nothing substantial to improve delivery 
of selwices". 

Samwu has called on President Jacob Zmna to sack Shiceka as "he is not 
serving the co~xtry". 

The union was also demanding that Zuma not sign the Municipal Amendment 
Bill into law-. The Bill is intended to "depoliticise" m~xicipalities and 



ensure they appoint skilled people. 

The meeting with the ANC started on Fri&U at Luthuli House in 
Johannesburg, with Depu~ President Kgalema Mi)tlanthe and AN(; secretary 
general Gwede Mantashe present 

Samwu wanted provincial governments scrapped, and the funds diverted to 
local governments to improve service delivery. It also wanted the 
government to address its concerns about the alleged victimisation of 
members who blew the whistle on corruption. 

Sema said the union had initially demanded an 18% salary increase, but 
this would be "negotiated down". 

"It has been misconstrued in the media that we are demanding 18 percent% 
... but this is how negotiations work. We put a high figure on the table 
and negotiate down." 

As wage negotiations deadlocked on Friday, the wage demand had now been 
added to the union’s list of grievances it discussed with the ANC. 

The salary increases were due to be implemerlted in July. 

Sema said a detailed statcinent would be issued later on Tuesday. 

Since the early 1990s Samwu and the ANC have been on a collision course 
because of their diffcrences over issues such as local government 
restructuring and the privatisation of kcy state assets. 

Samwu’s anti-privatisation stance prompted some senior ANC leaders at 
the time, including then local govemrrlent minister and ANC national 
executive cor~wnittee member Valli Moosa, to label the union ultra-left. 

’Smelly cities’ 
The union’s strike announcement came only days after it suspended a 
three-week strike by union members employed by Pikitup, Johannesburg’s 
waste management company, which left the city’ littered with uncollected 
refuse. Speaking to the Mail & Guardian at the end of April, ANC 
treasurer general Mathews Phosa took a s~vipe at Sam~vu leaders 

"This [the plalmed action] is in poor taste and it contradicts the 
spirit of what ~vas agreed upon in the alliance [meeting] to support the 
ANC manifesto," he said. 

Phosa said although the ANC respected the union’s constitutional right 
to voice its opinion in public discourse, it did not approve of the 
opportumstic ~vay in which Samwu members disrupted local public services 

That did not serve the democratic cause, he said "The?- should engage on 
issues ~vithout crossing the line. We are not saying people should not 
express their anger, but to make cities smell?- during election time 
can’t be condoned. - Sapa and Staff reporter 

COSATU 5,EV and Eastplats Crocodile River [Barplats Mines Ltd] 
Cosatu 10 May 2011 

The Congress of South African Trade Unions and its affiliate NUM 
congratulate and thank its members for accepting the union’s request to 
suspend the protest action which has been taking place underground since 
6 of May 2011 until last night at Barplats Mines 

COSATU and NUM engaged the mine bosses after the intervention of the 
department of mineral resources at the federation’s request. ’]’he mine 
management agreed to have an urgent meeting with the union leadership on 
Sunday 8th May 2011. 

The workers’ demands are to improve their working conditions. ’]’he 
history of the mine is that every time the negotiations deadlock the 
mine start with restructuring, dismissing union leaders, dismissing 
women who are pregnant and undermining their rights as human beings. 

The workers also demand that all contract workers be employed by the 
mine and that all workers who have been in the underground protest 
action since Friday not be dismissed or charged They also demand that 
their union leaders who are currently dismissed must be reinstated and 
management must not victimise workers. 

The workers demand a 1511 investigation by the departments of labour and 
mineral resources on health and safe~ in the mines 

COSATU 5,~V is calling the mine board of directors to intervene or we will 
have to go back to our members for solidari~ suppolt of those workers. 

COSATU and _Nk~vi met the mine bosses on Sunday 8 May 2011 to deal with 
issues and it will give feed back to merrlbers today, Monday 9 May2011.. 

For more information call COSATU NW Provincial Secretary Solly Phetoe on 
0823044055 begin of the@pc highlighting 0823044055 
end of theskypehighlighting. 
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Obituary to UKZN publisher Glctm Cowley 
19 May- 2011 
Witness Reporter 
The Witness 

GLENN Cowley (67), former publisher at the University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Press, has died in Johannesburg after a short illness. 
Cowley was pulqisher at IjT-2ZN Press for 11 years until his retireraent in 
July 2009. 
A graduate of the University of Natal, he ~vas SRC presid ent when the 
National Union of Students, of which he ~vas a member, invited Senator 
Robert Kunne@ to speak on the Durban campus. 
Cowley subsequently studied at Harvard and Oxibrd universities He then 
went into publishing, ~vorking for Random House in Ne~v York. He then 
stalted and ran a literary agency for 12 years ~vith a friend. 
In an interview in The Witness, Cowley said he rettu-ned to South Africa 
in the early 1990s "for a look" and decided to stay He became involved 
with Enterprise magazine and then with the Independent Electoral 
Commission while continuing as a consultant to publishers and magazines. 
Co~vley was appointed publisher of the university press in 1998 and went 
on to establish it as a major player in the South African publishing 
industly producing a ~vide range of titles, including novels and poetry. 
"Through his vision and leadership Glenn developed the press into a well 
known and respected scholarly publishing house with worldwide 
connections, and an impressive list and author base," said current UNIZN 
Press publisher, Debra Primo. 
Cowley leaves his wife, Fiuna, his sister Anne, brother-in-law Carl and 
several nieces and nephews. Wituess Reporter. 
*** 

Quiet sadness fills otu- hearts here at Books Crossing Borders at the 
news of Glenn’s passing. He was a wonderful man who gave endless and 
enthusiastic support and wisdom to all who crossed his 
path He will be truly missed and mourned. 
(Betty-Ann Crawford, Books Crossing Borders, USA) 

Please pass our sympathy/condolences to the family of Glenn Cowley. May 
God give them the strength and corn[’ort during this time and ahvays. God 
Bless you all 
(Hettie, Book Cottage, Plettenberg Bay) 

Mary and I were shocked and deeply saddened by the news of Glenn’s 
death. He was a wonderfully lively and creative presence on the 
university campus, and did remarkable things at the University Press He 
was always generous, open-minded, alert, good-humoured, energetic, 
thoughtful, bold and wise. That might seem an excessive stream of 
adjectives, but Glenn really did deserve them all. We are all poorer for 
his death. 
((;olin Gardner, ex-colleague) 

It’s tragic news, and so premature. The medical profession has another 
death on its hands 
(Darryl Accone, Arts Editor, Mail and Guardian) 
I can hardly take it in it comes so unexpectedly When ! saw him last 
he was renovating their lovely new house in Parkhurst and settling into 
married life. What a shock this is 
(David Attwell, author and ex-member of Press Committee) 

Sorry to hear of Glenn’s death. My sympathies to all who knew him. 

(Dennis Slotow, bookstore owner, Durban) 

I am deeply shocked to learn of Glenn’s death. He was a long-standing 
friend and great support in publishing. 
(Eddie Webster, author and friend) 

Condolences from all of us at Fogartys Bookshop on the passing away of 
Gletm Cowley. Teresa rel~embers him very well, with great fondness. 
From all of us at Fogarty’s Bookshop, our deepest sympathy. 
(Fogarty’s Bookshop, Port Elizabeth) 

We were all fond of Glenn for his easygoing nature and botmdless 
enthusiasm for exciting publishing. 
(Giles Mitchell, Retail Development _Manager, Exclusive Books) 

I had followed with relief and delight how Gletm had seemingly managed 
to open a new chapter in his life, w-ith positive vibes and discoveries. 
This is devastating news. 
I will miss him and his red scarf. Book fairs will never be the same again. 
In thoughts with all of you. 
(Henning Melber, author) 

Please convey ray most heartfelt condolences to Glenn’s family. I got to 
know Glenn when I was a deputy and (after a while) manager at Vincent 
Park, East London He truly was a gentleman of the old school there 
are not many men of such calibre around today. He ~vas courteous, 



personable, highly intelligent and kind a true gentleman. 
(Ian Hmnpe[, Manager, Exclusive Books, Piazza St. John) 

I remember Glenn well and valued his assistance 
(Isabel Cooke) 

That’s very sad news. I had such a happy relationship with Glenn over 
the Stevenson Hamilton book and always enjoyed seeing him 
(Jane Carruthers, author) 

Please pass on o~tr sympathy and prayers are with all his family, friends 
and colleagues. I have known Glenn since my days at Smmy Park. He will 
be missed. 
(Janescka Blom, ~,,Ianager, Exclusive Books, Constantia) 

So sorlT to hear about Glenn. He was a giant oak in the local publishing 
scene and will be greatly missed by the maW authors and publishers xvho 

My deepest sympathies to his wife and l:amily, and to his former 
colleagues at UKZN Press. 
(Jenny Hobbs, author and convener of Franschhoek LiteraU Festival) 

I last saw Glenn xvhen we were in Johannesburg at Ctnistrnas time. I can’t 
say how really sad this makes me, for Glenn was not only- an old friend, 
but I had xvorked closely with him for many years at the Press. 

(Jotm Laban& friend, author and ex-member of Press Corrm~ittee) 

It’s quite some time now that I first met Glenn, but I will always 
associate him with UKZN Press. 
Please convey my sincere condolences to his family. 
(Jonathan Aldridge, Frank R Thorold @ty) Ltd, Johannesbttrg) 

He was so nice to me and we worked so xvell together, this is terrible news. 
(Khosi Xaba, author/poet) 

Please except my sincerest condolences on the passing of Glenn Cowley-. 
(Lenny Gerson, ISBS North American book distributors) 

So sorry to hear about Glenn’s passing. 
(Liesbet van YVyk, Senior Academic Publisher, Pearson) 

How sad, how sad. 
(Louis Oaigher, Juta) 

Please convey my personal condolences to Glenn’s family. He and I had a 
special friendship The last time I saw him was just about a year ago 
when he reformed me that he was relocating to Johannesburg. 
May- his soul rest in peace 
(Mandla Buthelezi, Regional iVlanager, Oxford University Press Southern 
Aiicica (P~) Ltd) 

We’re very sad about this at Zed Condolences to Glenn’s family 
(Margaret Ling, Finance Director, Zed Books, London) 

I had such a deep admiration ibr Glenn. He was really so excellent in so 
many ways and so generous 
I saw him recently too I needed advice last year and there he was, 
g~ving of his time and superb sense. He was respectful and perceptive 
and his kind do not come this way often. 
I will miss him too 
(Maureen [saacson, Books Editor, Snnday Independent) 

Sad news, indeed. 
(X~tike Chapman, author and ex-member Press Committee) 

Extremely sorry to hear this. I was very fond of Glenn, a superb 
publisher, one whose enthusiasm for the profession was so engaging 
(£/iichael Dwyer, Hurst Publishing, UK) 

In the midst of the enormous sorrow I feel, there is gratitude at your 
thoughtful and deeply appreciated consideration in letting me know. 
Glenn was such an enonnous presence: so much so, he will remain one for 
a long, long time in the lives of many 
Once things have sunk in, I shall enquire as to how best to pass on my 
condolences. 
(N/iichael Green, author and ex-member of Press Committee) 

I have learnt *vith sadness and regret about this tragic development He 
was like an older brother and mentor to me 
(Sandile Memele, Author of Flowers of the Nation) 

Very sad indeed. He had a lot to still give. His was a fantastic mind 
and a joy to be arotmd, even in his most opinionated moments there was a 
lucidib" and passion that was mesmerizing. I first met him in 
Grahamstown in 1999 and he was with his most recent published poet, the 
genius Sandile Dikeni. It was like listening to an orchestra of highly 
passionate and compassion music, but made xvith xvords, beautiful words. 
Noxv silent. 



Condolences to his family. 

(Monica Ror~dk, (;entre for Creative Arts, UKZN ) 

I *wls truly upset to hear about Glerm. I was really fond of him, and of 
course he had been my publisher, way back in 2001. How very, very sad. 
My condolences to all of you at I_TKZN Press and to Glenn’s family 

(Monica Seeber, author) 

Glerm’s death comes as a shock; I am so sorry I perlbrmed the marriage 
ceremony for Glem~ and Fiona, it seems like just a few- months ago. 
(Ron Nicolson, author) 

It xvas with great sadness that I received the news of Glenn’s passing. 
Glenn was a good friend and my debts to him are many. Please convey my 
deepest condolences to his family. 
(Mtutuzeli Nyoka, author) 

What terrible nexvs.., he was such a great guy and publishing hero. 
Debra, our thoughts are with you and the team. 
(Patrick Bond, author) 

Indeed Glen was a good man and a good guide at UKZN Press when he was 
there. May you all be comforted as you process the news of his departme. 
(Radikobo Ntsimane, author) 

Please will you convey my condolences to the family. I knew Glen from 
the 1960s. 
(Raymond Suttner, author and friend) 

Oh no! Glenn was so lovely. The first time I met him colleagues of mine 
were at the table next to us in the restaurant and told me afterwards 
Glenn and I were staring into each other’s eyes like lovers. I explained 
that was because we were talking about things we loved best. 
(Rehana Rossouw, Books Editor, Business Day) 

I’m sad to hear; and the Press must be feeling bereft Thinking of you. 
(Robert Greig, author/poet) 

May his beautiful spirit rest in peace. 
(Sandile Ngidi, Editor, Baobab Jotu-nal) 

That’s very very sad ne~vs. The publishing world has lost a real character. 
(San@ Shepherd, PuNisher, UCT Press) 

I am extremely saddened to hear of Glenn’s passing away. I would like to 
convey my deepest 
condolences to his loved ones 
(Shabbir Banoobhai, poet/author) 

It is with great sachaess to have received the news. 
I shall remember Glenn as an enthusiastic person with vision, being 
dynamic and other talents all of~vhich enabled me to have my book In 
Memoriam published by UKZN Press. There were frequent visits to UT-2ZN 
Press and each time Glenn displayed his enthusiasm for something new 
/innovative to be applied for that forthcoming publication. He will be 
sadly missed 
(Steve Watt, author) 

He also inspired me to do illustrations for stories, and just last week 
my :first children’s story book (which I wrote and illustrated) was 
published I was still planning to let him know about my book. I shall 
miss hun. 
(Suset Maakal, illustrator) 

So sorry to hear the sad news. I knew him well and enjoyed working with him 
(Tessa Marcus, author) 

That*wis a shock such a short time after retiring. 
(Brian and Shelagh Spencer, authors) 

We will slowly get to accept that our beloved li*iend Glenn has moved on 
May his beautiful soul rest in peace. We are so greatly honoured to have 
been touched by his presence in our lives! All our love from this, our 
family, which has enjoyed so much love and friendship in the years we 
have known him 
(Gcina Mhlophe, author/storyteller) 
It is indeed sad 
(Thomas Huffman, author) 
I’m so sorry to hear about Glenn’s passing. Please keep strong together 
with everyone there at UKZN Press 
(Tsholofelo Pelo, Producer, SA[’m) 

My family is li*iends with Glenn Cowley. We are deeply saddened by his 
passing. 

(Tsile Mabale) 

Very sorry to hear of Glen’s passing. Condolences to you and his family. 
(Tymon Smith, Books Editor, Sunday Times) 

I cammt believe it[ 
(Wendy Luhabe, author and friend) 



During the process of the publication of my poetry collection, Not all 
of Me is Dust, he was always encouraging and enthusiastic and I so 
valued his cormnitraent to the publication of the work. 
Please would you send my condolences to his family. 
(Moira Lovell, poet/author) 

I just wanted to say how shocked and saddened I was to hear of the death 
of Glenn. He was a man of tremendous passion and corcanitment, and he will 
be missed. 
(Kobus Moolman, freelance editor, author/poet) 

So sad to read about Glenn Cowley’s death yesterday. You must be 
devastated. So sorry. 

(Janet Van Eeden-Harrison, book reviewer) 

I’ve just heard the news about Glelm It’s heartbreaking and I’m sure 
neither you nor any of his close colleagues are faring particularly well 
this morning Please accept my sympathies and condolences He was one of 
the truest people I ever worked with, generous to a fault, never losing 
sight of the details in the big picture. 
(Ben Williams, editor, Book SA) 

Saddened to hear of the death of my friend Glenn Cowley. Sure you’re 
Johnnie Walking up there in St Peter’s pub, Glenn, in the smoking 
section of course. RIP. 
(Karen Bruns, friend and publishing colleague) 

So sorry to hear about this. Glenn had a very particular energy and 
enthusiasm a great loss to SA publishing and all ~vho knew him. 
(Jacqui L’~amge, Books and Film Editor, Psychologies Magazine) 

I’m so sorw to hear about this. Reedwaan and I always speak about Glenn 
.. how much ii~n he al~vays ~vas, how passionate, how wise and extremely 
talented. He was such a character. 
(Angela McClelland, STE Publishers) 

How horrible’. He was an amazing person so full of life and yotmg at 
heart. I keep remembering when I first met him To him publishing wasn’t 
a business, but a calling. SA has lost a great person Am so sorw. 
(Futhi Ntshingila, author of Shameless) 

Sorry to hear it Adele. A legend indeed. 
(Michael Worsnip, author of Remittance Man) 

Sorry, Adele ... didn’t know. Love to all at ~UKZN Press. 

(Julie Parle, author of States of Mind) 

Whoah! So very sorry to learn this How utterly awl5h I’m shocked 
(Liesl Jobson, Book SA and poet/author) 

I am so sorry for your loss. I tnn feel sadness for the loss of 
someone whom ! liked, whose raspy voice was always fun to hear on the 
other side of a line and whose coloufful appearance always made me 
smile. Nurture the memories of him you have. 
(Corina van der Spoel, Boekehuis) 

I, we all are, so sorry to hear that Glenn has passed away. We el!ioyed 
working with him while he was at the press, and appreciated his enthusiasm 
(Tamana Greenfield, International Specialized Book Services) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Warner ~ @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:41 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Corrent message - Your message 

Hi Mw~linm - 

Thanks for this update. I’ll get the requested materials to you soon. 

Congratulations on the progression forwaM of this fantastic project. 

All best, 

Jason 

Ou Wed, May 25, 2011 at 8:21 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Jason, 

Ignore the previous message that repeated the message below several times. I am trying to send emails before the system where I am keeps generating endless problems. 
Her we go: 

i) Generate 3-4 discussion questions based on what you consider to be the key issues raised in your chapter. A core reason for this request - as the book moves to the next 
stage - is that it will be among other things marketed as a good text for upper undergraduate and graduate seminars. 
2) All contributors have to turn their citations to Endnotes at the end of their chapters. 
3) Once the revised manuscript is received no later that first week of June, it will take 8 months for it be published and contributors will most likely receive further comments 
on their work from a blind peer reviewer in August and will be expected to respond to them in asap. 
4-) UKZN will seek North American publishing partners to enable the marketing of the book. These are partners they have worked before and who make the process very 
smooth. Here possible partners - Ohio University Press, California University Press, Lexington Press (an imprint of Rowman etc, who have soon interest from the beginning), 
Michigan University Press, UN Press). They will let us know soon. 
5) In the evolution of the project in the last many months and discussions with Patrick Bond, it has become obvious that SaNe has done the work of not only reviewing each 
chapter (there are 26 including an introduction and an Epilogue by the first week of June), writing a new proposal summarizing each chapter’s central for the project as 
additional sections to the book were added to enrich it, and has recently been asked to write an Epilogue by the publisher (in light of developments in Egypt and elsewhere 
in the continent), thus she will be the sole editor for the project. 
6) The new title of edited volume is: African in a globalizing context: a critical introduction to key issues. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 
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Study abroad program - ONLY PERU! - YEAR 2011 CENTENAR[O DE MACHU PICCHU 

YEAR 201,1 CENTENAR~O DE MACHU P~CCHU! 
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NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 25,2011 1:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.> 

@Times: Top 5, Frugal Traveler, Coming Out and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/e@ pomo/20 " 0525/a mes ~ Y 

[ ii.~.iI @Timss-May25, 2011 I 

Frugal Traveler                                       ~ 
Seth Kugel, The ~rugal Travder, seeks first-class living 
at steerage prices. His latest trip is underway, the 
Mediterranean on a b~dget. Follow his column every Wednesday 
as he wines~ dines, slogs and blogs his way around the world. 

Coming O~t                                               ~ 
in "Coming Out," gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender 
teenagers talk about their lives in a week[ong videu series 
and are profi]ed in an accompanying article. Read stories 
submRtcd by users tl~at have been inspired to share their 

Join the Conversation = Room for    ~ 
Debate 

Is Anfd-V~qfite ]B}as a I ~oblern~ 

"A ~*ew stud9 b9 Miehae~ _,~,brton a~d Samuel 5’ommers has fouled 

tha~Americans thin~ sign~ca~tprogress has been made m the fight 

against a~-black bias~ B~t white Americans pereei~md that 

progress as coming at ~heir e.~ense and tha~ and-white bias has 

become a bigger societal problem tha~ antPblaek bias. 

iS this finding s~wprising? Do we see this i~iew reflected 

go~_,ernme~t policies or court decisions? If so, howT 

"Of course theFe is anti--white bias. TheFe is no doubt that my 
grandson will have ~(~ do better to get into a kq) graduate school 
H~an the grandson of my friend~ who is a docker, simply bee;rose 
my fl’iend is black 
.... PoMed b{~ Jack 

~ MLK’s dream is irrelevant as long as there are divisions 
encouraged by those who benefit from the continued existence of 
such things - and at this poi~L it is those who promote the idea 
that one race or ethnicity deserves special treatment." 

-- Posted by 1,:fiwtkaa@ 

[] Join the Cenversatien ~> 

Top 5 Viewed Features on NYTi ........ 

(Between May !8, 2011 - May 24, 201 !) 

Staying in Touch With 
Technology 

Oprah Moves On 

Cauoes Oh’es Top Prize to ’The 
TFec o[ Life’ 

The Score is Back 

"WTC View," Brian Sluan’s 

9/~ Play 

~ SLIDE SItOW: Feeding the 

G ossip Machine 

An appetite for the latest 

celebrity gossip fuels a growing, 

round-the-clock industry. 

~ INTERACTIVE: 

Leanne Shapton 
The fourth chapter in the 
monthly illustrated series by 
Leanne Shapton catalogs designs 
and textiles observed in passing. 

~ VIDEO: 

A growing group of hobbyis ts 
and engineers are designing and 
selling do-ibyonrself drones of 
near military caliber. 

Connect to TimesLimi[ed on 
Facebook for exclusive 

offers to your news feed 

featuring commentary from 

the award-winning Op-Ed 

columnists of The New 

York Times 



~. ~[a]~:e My Bed? But You Say the World’s 

2. A R~zs}: Lo Protect Patient[s, Then B~oody Chaos 

3. Obama and Netanyahu, Distrustful Allies. Meet 

4. Harsh Light o~a Two Men~ bz~t Glare Fails on 

5. At I.M.F., Men on Prow~ and Women on 

Enjoy [i~e awa~d.-winnin 
joclmalism of The New 

York Times on your 

BlackBerry smsrkphone 
online and orriJne, 

wherever you are 

ABOUT TH~B 

@ThT~eS comes to you from the NYTimes,corr~ marketing depal!ment You received ~his message becaclse you signed up 

for NYTimes,com’s @rimes newsletter 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Democrats Put G.O.P. on Spot as Medicare Plm~ Fails 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OSf26/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~I Editorials i Op-~ ion T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May ")6, ")Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Democrats Put GoOoP. on                             ~ 

Spot as Medicare Plan Fails 

The plan advanced by House Republicans to reshape Medicare was defeated, with five Republicans 
opposing it. 

WELL BLOG 

Less Active at Work, A~nerlean,~ Have Go~en Bigger 

As workers moved from fal~as and factories to desks, calories have been piling up, a new study has 
found. 

Storms Create a Scramble to Install Shelters 

What is on track to be the deadliest tornado season in the nation’s history has prompted record- 
breaking sales for companies that sell safe rooms and shelters. 

, NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s vet9 u~r,~rvb~9 i/’9ou do~ ’,~ hn~e ~ p~nce ~o go." 
ERNST KIESLING, ;~ professor of eivi[ engineet’ing a~ Texas Tech Uui~ evsity~ on tot’nado shel~evs. 

~AP: Aerial 

Ph otograph s of 

Joplin Before and 

After the Tornado 
Aerial photographs of the area 
devastated by a tornado in Joplin, 
MO. 

OPINION 

C:P-ART I A MONTH OF.. I, :      I 

’r~.r~da~" N~#~ I ....... [ 

The fiah chapter in this I 

illustrated series by 
Leanne Shapton 
eaptuves evenings with fl’iends. 

Operation seduction 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Safer sushi 

WORLD 

Chasing Riche,~ From Africa to E~lrope and Fhidilig Only SquMor 

Thousands of immigrants who were lured to Spain by dreams of easy money and a better life now 
live in encampments in the woods. 

~ Video: No MaWs Land 

EvaMons By Leader Add Chaos In Yemen 

Three times in recent days, as Yemen slips into bloody conflict, President All Abdullah Saleh has 



promised to agree to a transfer of power, only to back out at the last minnte. 

Libya Effo~°t is Called Violatkm of ~ar Act 

House members say American involvement violates a 6o-day deadline. 

, More World News ;~ 

aoplln Faces Sad Task of Clearing the R~bble 

It is only a matter of time before the blown-down houses in Missouri have to be stripped and the 
debris hauled away. 

~ 
Aeria~ View of Joplin ] ~ Map I Tornado Facts ~nd Fictions 

S~spect in Sl~ooth~g of Giffosds R~led Unfit fls~ Trial 

A federal judge ruled Jared L. Loughner not mentally competent to stand trial on charges that he 
opened fire at a constituent event for an Arizona congresswoman in aanuary, killing six. 

~Arorkplace Cited as a New Source of Rise in Obesity 

As workers moved fl’om farms and faetm{es to desks over the last haltZeentury, ealm’ies have been 
piling up: about ~o to 14o a day, a new study has found. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

lVIa~ha StewaPt Li~{ng Seeks BuyeP 

Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, whose fortunes have sagged in the last five years, is exploring 
the sale of the company or a stake in it. 

New Mileage Stickers Include Greenhouse Gas Data 

New fuel eeonomy window stickers will compare a vehicle’s emissions of carbon dioxide with those of 
all other vehicles, as well as provide miles-per-gallon data. 

Criticism of State-Ow~ted ~° india Grows 

Pilots are choosing not to fly for the airline and passengers are taking other flights, leading to big 
losses. 

Mete Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

MAVERICKS 100, THUNDER 96 
Nowltzld Oives Mavericks z~othe*° Shot at a Title 

Dirk Nowitzki’s a-pointer fl’om the top of the key with 1 minnte 14 seconds remaining was the 
decisive shot as Dallas eliminated Oklahoma City in five games. 

LIGHTNING 5, BRUINS 4 

Lightning Tops B~°uh~s, Forcing Decisive Galne 

The Lightning stayed alive in the Eastern Conference finals with a 5-4 win over the Bruins in Game 
6 on Wednesday night. 

Mets Seem to Settle on B~yeP ~,a, rho W~ill Own Less Tha~ Half 

The prospective buyer is said to be ready to pay at least $2oo million and will not receive any 
portion of the team’s cable network. 

~Biue 
Jays Aqlollg Teams Said to Be Eyeing Reyes 

~ Bats: The Mets’ Bobbieilead Curse Lives 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

THE TV WATCH 
’I’elev~slo~ Diva Oives ’£ha~ks and S~g~s Off 

In a wdedietory monologue that was something between a graduation address and a Sunday 
homily, Oprah Winfl’ey signed off Dom her ~5-year show. 



Fans from aronnd the world flew to Chicago to say thank you as the "Oprah Winfrey Show" ends its 

2 5-year run. 

MOVIE REVIEW [’THE HANGOVER PART II’ 

3 Men and a Monkey=Baby 

Bradley Cooper, Zach Galifianakis and Ed Helms return as buds in trouble before a marriage in 

seqnel to Todd Phillips’s hit. 

FASHION & STYLE 

Maria Sharapova Extends Her Reach 

Maria Sharapova’s competitive nature goes beyond the tennis court as she fights for tnrf among 
athletes who aspire to be brands. 

A Former Geek Offers :Hope 

Alexandra Robbins, author of "~II~e Geeks Shall Inherit the Earth," has built a career giving voice 
and shape to the lives of teenagers. 

Forward-thinking merchants are championing scarves’ versatility, anointing this once-humble 
wardrobe understudy as the unlikely diva of the spring and summer season. 

More Fashion & Style 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A cap on New York property taxes wonht dew, state sehools and is no snbstitnte for leadership. 

EDITORIAL 

Rumfi~ag on Medicare the R~gbt V~ray 
Democrats eammt spent their entire campaign attacking Paul Ryan’s budget plan. 

EDITORIAL 

The Consnmer Financial Protection Bureau needs to rewrite the credit reporting rnles so that 

consnmers have a way of exonerating themselves without hiring lawyers and going to court. 

EDITORIAL 

The Republicans’ ChutzPAC 

A new Republican Super PAC will compound the damage of the Supreme Court’s Citizens United 

decision on corporate donations, Just how low will a candidate go for fat-eat money? 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Sq~anderh~g Medlca~-e’s Mo~ey 

Why does Medicare spend so much for procedures and devices on patients who get no benefit from 
them? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Democratic Happy Dance 

In ease you missed it, New York’s 26th Congressional District went blue this week. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Raidhtg a B*’othei in India 

Witnessing a recent brothel raid in Kolkata and seeing five girls freed Dom forced prostitution. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Ela[ne’s That I Knew 

Behind the scenes at a dearly departed New York celebrity hangout. 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 26, 1868, the Senate impeachment trial of President Andrew Johnson ended with his 

acquittal as the Senate fell one vote short of the two-thirds majority required for conviction. 

¯ See ’11"fis },’con[ Pa,~e 
¯ Buy This Front Pa¢4e 

YOU received this message because you signed up for NY]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 5:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Cultural Production Paper 

Ngugi, Sembeue, Mugo Paper.docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Sorry for the delay, but here is the paper ruth Mugo included. 

I included a discussion on tbrm, that may or may not be releva~t depending ou what you were thinking abx~ ut addiug. 

I also leIt out an abstract and conclusion, a~ssuming they would change subs~atially ruth your inclusions. 

Let me know if you need anything else from me. 

Thmiks and Fin glad to heax you had a productive time in Durban. 

All the bes~t, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Afri    Grade 

Dr. SaNe: 

I was wondering when the grade will be up for the class because it’s been 3 weeks 

and I am gettiug a little womed. 

I know you’re busy but if it isn’t too much trouble, pleas~ write back. 
Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 4:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Serbia Says Jailed Mladic Will Face War Crimes Trial 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OSf27/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~orts i Art__s ] Movies I Ed@~rials i Op-~ i On ]his Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 27, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Se~,lbla Says J ailed Mladic 
Will Face V’¢ar Crimes THai 

Mter 15 years, Ratko Mladie, the former Bosnian Serb general accused of ordering the massacre of 

Muslims in 1995, was captured. He will be sent to The Hague for trial. 

~ Times Topics: Ratko MlarJic 

~ Video: The Capture of Mlad~c 

~ Time ne The Hunt for Ratko Mladic 

Surprising results suggest that raising patients’ good cholesterol did not seem to matter against 
heart disease. 

H|egal VVorke~*s: Comet Upholds Faulting Hirers 

s., ,:.c.a;...~ 

A 5-to-3 ruling appeared to endorse vigorous state efforts to punish employers who intentionally 

hire illegal workers. 

~ ..... " ,c ,, ,t: Supreme Court Opinion: Chamber of Commerce v. Wh~tmc 
~Dc umen 

.. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"lf go~’re order#~g sleak, 9o~ u~a~d never be served hors~ n~eaL Bu~ ~to~ en~ easil9 be ordering 

snapper and get tilapia or Vielrmmese ca~’ish." 

MICHAEL HIRNHFIELD, ehief seientis~ of ;~ nonpro[’i~ group, Oeeaua, that issued a report on 

in sea[’ood labe[in g. 

WORLD 

FEATURE: 

Mh~dlc 
Ratko Mladic led the armed forces of 
the Bosnian Serbs during the Balkan 
wars of the early 199o’s. 

OPINION 

OP N ONATOR ..... 
I ,’~ Twis4.er’ 

A season of violent I 
weather and, one would I 

hope, a return to 

Another tech bubble? 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

What Lmkedlrl rr~eans for .~;tarl:.-ups 

WORLD 

BALKANS MEMO 

Execufious ~ere Mladi&s Signature,° and DowufaH 

Mass killings were a trademark of Ratko Mladie, even as he told citizens they had nothing to fear. 

Mladic A~oresi Opens Dooi° to Sei°bia’s Long-Sought Eu~oopean Union 



Membership 

The capture of the former Bosnian Serb commander~ Ratko Mladic, was the biggest single obstacle to 
Serbia’s path towards a ~uropean fntm’e. 

President Boris Tadic is to remain in Belgrade during a major Western world summit meeting 

because of the presence there of the president of Kosovo. 

o More World News 

~q~en Children°s Scribbles Hide a Prison Drug 

A treatment for opiate addiction has become a favorite contraband among prisoners nationwide, 
and a constant test for prison officials. 

]M{isso~rl Makes Progress in Identi~{ng Missing 

The number of people missing after a tornado in Joplin has been reduced to 23~ from about ~,5oo, 
offidals said. 

Judge Voids V~qsconsin Law Cmq)ing U~ions 

The ruling Thursday that Republicans in the State Senate had violated the open meetings law dealt 
a blow to Gov. Scott Walker. 

BUSINESS 

Howard Stringer’s efforts at Sony have been stymied by the effects of the March n earthquake and 
tsunami, a hacker attack on the PlayStation network and other troubles. 

Tests Reveal Mislabelh~g of Fish 

Recent technology that identifies varieties of fish by their gene sequences has shown that 2o to 25 
percent of seafood products are being mislabeled. 

DEALBOOK 

Former Nasdaq Exee~tth’e Pleads G~filly to Insider Trading 

Authorities say Donald L. Johnson used secret corporate information he obtained as a Nasdaq 
executive to trade illegally, reaping profits of about $78o,ooo. 

SPORTS 

A Hedge F~md Manager’s Latest Bet: The Mets 

Knmvn for seeking companies with potential that others have dismissed, then betting on their long- 
term revival, David Einhorn said he will spend $~oo million for a stake in the Mets. 

~ Hedge Fund Manager Nego[~ating Stake in Mets 

~ Sanchez Leads Way as Marlins Sweep 

~Cubs 
9, Mets 3: Dickey (Foo~) and ~he Mets ~4 Losses in 5 Games) Ale Umping 

HEAT 83, BULLS 80 

S~ars Lead Late I-~ally as Heat Advarmes 

Dwyane Wade and LeBron dames scored all but 4 of Miami’s 26 points in the fourth quarter and 
combined for 17 points in a ~9-4 run to finish the game. 

Early Exit for Clijslters; Sharapova Avoids Upset 

Kim Clijsters was eliminated by Arantxa Rus of the Netherlands, leaving the women’s draw dim in 
star power but brimming with possibility. 

, Me~e Sperts News 



ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The beach book this summer is likely to have new names and new twists, even when it comes to 

Scandinavian mysteries. 

ART REVIEW 

A ~Iuse h~ the ~ch~e: Cl~ck, Cre~te. 

Cory Areangel’s "Pro Tools" show at the Whitney eontains mainly works from 2Oll and barely any 
taste of his funkier early digital efforts, or artistie development. 

MOVIE REVIEW [ THE TREE OF LIFE’ 

Heave~ Texas a~(| the Cos~c ~vVho(hmi~ 

"The Tree of Life," directed by Terrenee Maliek, envisions the origin of the universe and ponders 
some of life’s deepest questions. 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I’THE HANGOVER PART II’ 

3 lVlen a~d a Monkey:Baby 

Bradley Cooper, Zaeh Galifianakis and Ed Helms retnrn as bnds in trouble before a marriage in 
sequel to Todd Phillips’s hit. 

E] [railer & Ci~ps: ’lhe Han~ever Part 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’KUNG FU PANDA 2’ 

A Noble Panda Takes On a Nightmare E~emy 

Po, the hero of "Kung Fu Panda 2," works out his identity crisis and faces Shen, the villainous 
peacock who has conducted a campaign of genocide against pandas. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’UNITED RED ARMY’ 
Circular Firing Squad~ Rtm by ¥otmg R~dlcals 

In "United Red Ahoy" Koji Wakamatsu charts the rise and self~estruetion of a aapanese extremist 
group. 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

More drift and recriminations are surely ahead unless President 0bama comes up with a way to get 
the parties into serious talks. A September deadline is looming. 

-c toial. The Mideast Peace P;ocess: Washington Makes Things Worse 

EDITORIAL 

The M~deast Peace P~oocess; Washh~gto*~ 1,,lakes Things Worse 
There is something unusually dishonest about the pandering for ~ewish support. 

~ Editorial The M~de~st Peace PFOCeSS: NO Plan for T~iks 

EDITORIAL 

How the OtJher Half Li’ves, Still 
American-born children of illegal immigrants are pnshed into the shadows alongside their parents 
and snffer steep consequences. 

EDITORIAL 

E~cl of th e Line 
The Bosnian Serb general behind the Srebreniea massacre is in custody. The arrest should be a 
warning to other butchers that they, too, will be caught. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 



CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

It’s the ~ooth anniversary of Hubert H. Humphrey’s bi~h, and no one seems to have noticed. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~l[e~ca~-e and ~l[e~scares 

Paul Ryan had reason to be upset after a Democrat won ~esday’s election in New York’s 26th 

Congressional District, He’s experienced quite a comedown, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The two-step process to reducing the federal debt without committing political suicide. 

~-ED COLUMNI~ 

Too ~pec~a~ fo~" ~Vo~d~ 

The Channel is still much wider than the Atlantic, 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 27, ~964, independent India’s first prime minister~ ~lawaharlal Nehru, died. 

* Buy This Front Page 

About Thie E-Ik~ail 
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From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 4:42 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle- 

I can no longer meet tomorrow. I will email you earl?- in the fall to 
meet with you. 

Best, 

University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Comm Studies: Media Studies and Production; 

African-American Studies. BA Class of 

Office of h~fonnation and Con~aunication 
307 Bynum Hall, 

.2~email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 6:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Announcement of the Upcoming InternafionaJl Contbrences of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

Call for Applications 

Dear Professors, Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I am writing to bring to your attention [he following major programs hosted by us in partnership with other leading 

organizations. Each Program will bring together young professional and Nudents interested in the relationship in question for a program of lectures, workshops, group 
discussions and cultural excumions featuring ~eading figures from the fields of politics, the a~s, academia, media, and business. 

We are currently accepting applications tot these events, and would be grateful ~fyou could share this announcement by fo~vaNing the ~n[orma~ion below 1o anyone you ~h~nk 
may be interested in attending. I would 8~so be delighted to welcome you 8s a partidpant in Berlin. 

P:’~:~ ’:~:~?..i~ s~:~: ~ ,~::~,~:~::’::::~ ,~;~::::’~:~::,~ .. From the Inside Out: The Internal Development of the European Union and i~ Future Role th an Interdependent World 

(Berlin, Intemationa~ Conference, July 7th - 10th, 201 I) 

%.~:~.~~:: :: C::::~:~:h~:: m~:::~: ~, ~r:: ~.~:~,::~:~,:~::: A Forum ~or YouDg Leaders (CDE) 

(8ed~n, Weeklon# Seminar, July gh _ 10th 2011) 
~::~.~:~"::~::~::~: ::%~’:~:S ~::::~:~.~:’~:S~.~: A Forum tot Young Leaders (EMR) 

(Berlin, Weeklong Seminar, July 4th - 10th 201 ~) 

’==f’~z,~ ~z’=~==:~: z z~:z:;=~i~,;::=~r;=.z~z~ ~:~; ~j,z ~ z:==::;,<:; <= ~.z~z’= =::2=z~: :C ;~==t;~z.z~:~ ~:? ====;=== ~::;,~z’=.z~:~:::?, ,::;~z ¢~===’z~::..z~: ¯ "Strategies to co~fro~t the Challeoges of the 21st Ce~t~: Does Africa have what is gequ~rod~" 

(Berlin, ~ntemat~onal Conference, 14th - ~7th July 201 ~) 
:;;:~.~:~.m::~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~r: ::::::::::::::::::::: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDA) 

(Berlin, Week~ong Seminar, 11u~ - ~7th July 2011) 
Thank yo~ fer your a~ention and for your cooperation ~n sharing the ne~; of our upcoming events. ~f you do not w~sh to recNve emails from the ~CD in future, Noose send us 

an email to info~cultura!dNIomacv.oLq indicating this. 

We look IOecvard to seeing you in Berlin. 

With wannest regards, 

Mark Donfried 

Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’dacqm Karree (3rd Fioor,’Hochhaus) 

KuffQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-107!9 

Phone: 00,49(0)30,2380-7880 

www,c ultu raldiplo m acy,o r.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy,or9 

......... Please forward the announcet~?ent found below ...... Thank you .......... 

From the Inside Out: The Internal Development of the European Union and its Future Role in an Interdependent World 

(Berlin, International Conference, July 7th - 10th, 2011) 

i:::~.ii::i:~.ill i~:i :::?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ii!i: ::!!:i..il ::::::::,~! : A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) 

(Berlin, Weeklong Seminar, July 4th --- 10th 2011) 

ii!i!:m ::::p!:, i%!:,~i.i!~:!; ::i:~ :,i~!:~:!;i21~: A Forum for Young Leaders (EMR) 

(Berlin, Weeklong Seminar, July 4th -- 10th 2011) 

"SWategies to confront ~e Challenges or ~e 2~st Century: Does Africa have what is required?" 

(~edin, international Conference, 14th = 17th July 2011) 
~:::::~ ~’:’~:~ ~ ~ ~::~’:::~:?:::~’~:~:::~,, ’:~ ~’~’~ ’:~: ~: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDA) 

(Berlin, Weeklong Seminar, 1Ith - 17th July 2011) 
........... Aft programs are cur~ntly acc@ting applications ............ 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
The Institute for Cultural D~plomacy is currently accepting applications for the events outlined above, all of wNch w~ll take place in Berlin during eddy summer 20I 1. Each 
Program w~l bring together young professional and students interested ir~ the relationship in question for a program of lectures, workshops, group discussions and cultural 
excursions featuring ~eading figures from the fieMs of politics, the ads, academia, media, and business. 

::::~. :::.~:/:::.::: ~ C~::~:~:::.:::~:;~ 

From the Inside Out: The Internal Development of ~e European Union and its Future Role in an Interdependent World 

(Berlin, lntemafionM Conference, July 7th - 10th, 2011) 

(~qJcd-europe.org) 
"The EU as 8 Global Actor" is an ~ntemafiona~ conference held by the ~nstitute for Cultural D~plomacy in cooperation with other ~ead~ng organisations. The aim of the 
conference is to consider the political, economic, and cu~tLiraJ development of the European UNon, both as a regional organisation and as a key player h~ global affair. The 
issues tNsed during the conference w~l be discussed from a range of in~erdisciplina~ perspectives, wNch wi~ enaNe ~he generation of best practice guidelines and pN~cy 
recommendations ~or stakeho~dem in the field. The fodhcoming conference has the tNe "From the Inside Out: The ln~ernal Development Nthe European Union and ~s Future 
RNe in an Interdependent Wbrkt’. ~t aims to exp~ot~ the challenges and opportunities fBc~ng the EU with regards to internal reform and grote~h, whilsl a~so reflecting on the 
roles and responsibilities the organisation faces has on the global stage. 

Speakers during the Conference w~ ~nc~ude leading figures and expe~ts from politics, academia, diplomacy, the private sector, and civil society from across the wodd. These 
speakeB will include a number of individuals from the ICD Adv~sop/Board (for fudher information about the Adviso~ Board please click here 

Conference 
The conference is open to applications from young profess~onNs, students and schNars, d~ploma~ic and political representatives, civ~ society practitioners, private sector 
figures, journalists, ~nd other interested stakeholders in international re~t~ons from ~cross the worM. 
To apply please visit: 
h~tp://vw~w,cultu[aMiplomacy =org/cde/index.php?en_conference~eu rope-as-a-globa Facto~a pplication-form 

A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) 

(SermOn, WeeMong Seminar, July 4th - 10th 2011) 
(v~.icd-europe.org) 
**Pslticipants ot the next CDE weeklong seminsr will tske pa~ in: "The EU ss a Giob31 Actor: From the inside Out: The Intemsl Development of the European Union and its Future Role in an Inter~ependent VVorld 
"(Berlin, July 7-10, 201 1) 
Cu~tura~ D~plomacy ~ Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) is a ~etwork of young, influential people from across the worM, who have a~ ~terest 
strengthening t~latio~s between European States, The program is b~sed o~ the recognition that the ~nct~asing economic and political integration of the Europea~ Union must 



be accompanied by sustained activity to ensure that public opinion and relations between individual member states, and between member-states and non members states, 
remain positive and cons[ructive at the grass roots level 

Joinh~g tt~e Forum - Appfication Form> 
Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) is open to all individuals with an interest in international affairs in general, and Europe in particular. Te join 
the forum you must take part in one of the CDE Weeklong Seminars, which will be held ever,/4 months in Berlin. The next CDE Weeklong Seminar will run from July 4th - 
10th 2011. 
If you would like to be considered for a place in the Weeklong Seminar please complete the online application form at: 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/cde/index.php?en cde application-form 

A For~.~m for Young Leaders (EMR) 

(Bedin, Weeklon9 Seminar, July 4th - 10th 2011) 

(www.icd-emr.or.q) 
**Participents of the next EM R weeklon9 seminar will take part in: "The EU es a Global Actor: From the Inside Out: Tt:e internal Development of tt:e European Union and its Future Role in an Interdependent World 
"(Berlin, July 7-10, 2011) 
Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders (EMR) is an active ne~work of young, dynamic, and inIluential people from across the world who have an interest in the 
European-Russian relationship. The program has been developed in recognition of the importance of the relationship between Russia, Europe, and the global political system. 
Once they have joined the EMR Forum, members are supported by the ICD in organizing leadership initiatives, conducting academic research, and are invited to join the 
Online Forum - enabling them to share information and communicate with likeminded individuals across the world. 

Joining the Forum - Application Form>> 
Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders (EMR) is open to all individuals with an interest in international affairs in general, and the European Russian relations in 
particular. To join the forum you must take part in one of the EMR Weeklong Seminars, which will be held eveq/4-6 months in Berlin. The next EMR WeeMong Seminar will 
run flora July 4th - 10th 2011. 
To apply please visit: 

http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/cde/index.php?en emr application-form 

The Rise of Africa - "Strategies to confront the Challenges of the 21st Century: Does Africa have what is required?" 

(Berlin, 14th - 17th July 20I 1) 
(www.icd-intemationa Fsym posiu m-africa.org) 
The year 2011 serves as a milestone in African history, presenting an excellent opportunity to take a look back at the continent’s achievements, and consider the nex[ steps 
for addressing its remaining challenges, along with ~hose emerging on the horizon. Over the past five decades, significant effort has been put into Africa’s development on 
multiple fronts, ranging from economic growth to social and political stabilization. However, with the rapid economic and political trend towards a global society, and the arrival 
of new global challenges, such as climate change, the water scarcity, and the growing gap between dch and poor, there is now more than ever a dire need for innovative new 
strategies to ensure an equitable and sustainable Iutu[e for the African continent. The Symposium will explore the range ol new ideas and initiatives being implemented in 
support of Africa’s development, and assess the challenges and opportunities that will present themselves to the African continent in the near future. 

SFmposium Speakers ~> 
Speakers during the Symposium will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, diplomacy, the private sector, and civil society from across the 
world. These speakers will include a number of individuals Irom the ICD Advisory Board (Io[ fudhe[ information about the Advisory Board please click here.). 

Conference Participants - Application Form~> 
The Symposium is open to applications from young professionals, students and scholars, diplomatic and political representatives, civil society practitioners, private sector 
figures, journalists,, and other interested s~akeholders in international relations [rom across the world. 

To Apply Please Visit: 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/experienceaffica/index.php?en the-rise-of-africa application-form 

A Forum for Young Leaders (CDA) 

(Ber n, 11th - 17th July 2011) 
(vwcw.icd-africa 
* Participants in the CDA Weeklong Seminar will also t.~ke pad: in the Intematior.’al Conference: The Rise of Africa - 
"Strategies to confront the Challenges of ti~e 21 st Century: Does Africa have what is required?" (Berlin, 1 !ti~ - 17th Juiy 2011) 
Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum fer Young Leaders (CDA) is a network of young, dynamic individuals frem across the world, who share an interest in the African 

continent. The program is based on the recognition that cultural diplomacy represents an important tool in helping Africa to address the challenges it currently faces. The 
network conducts ongoing activity aimed at supporting development and strengthening relations between different countries and cultural groups within Africa, and between 
African and external partners. Individuals can join the CDA Forum by taking part in one of the CDA Weeklong Seminars, which are held every 3-4 months in Berlin, Germany. 
Each CDA Weeklong Seminar will be focused on a specific theme related to the African continent and the goals of the Forum. These VVeeklong Seminars include lectures, 
seminars, and workshops lead by experts from the fields of politics, academia, and civil society, as well as cultural and social activities. In addition to raising awareness 
amongst ~he participants of the field ol cultural diplomacy and salien~ issues concerning the Aflican continent, the week also provides an opportunity to network and 
experience the vibrant Berlin. 

Join the Forum - Application Form~ 
The program is open to applications from young professionals, students and scholars, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, and other 
interested stakeholders from across ~he world. 

To Apply Please Visit: 

vcww.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Gemqany. The goal d the ~CD is to promote 
g~oba~ peace and staM~ty by strengthening and supposing intercu~tursl relations at a~ leve~s. Over the past decade the ~CD has grown to become one of Europe’s ~argest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, host#~g programs that ~acil~tate interaction among ~ndividuals of a~ cultural academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
across the world. 

Previous Events 
Previous events hem by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy inolude the Bedin Internaikmal Economics Congress 2011 (Ber~n, Mamh 9th = 121h 2011 --- ~z#v.bieo.de ), which 
hosted The Hon. Nahas Angula - Prime m~nisier of Nam~Ma; The Hon. Jean-Pau~ Adam - Foreign Minister d the Republic of Seychelles; The Hon. Alberto Jose 
Guevara Obregon - Minister of Finance of Nicaragua; The Hon. AI Imam AI $adig AI ~ahdi - Former Prh~e mh~ister of Sudan; The Hon. Akua Sena Dansua - Minister 

for Toudsm of Ghana; and The Hon. Edmund Bartle~ - M~nister of Tourism of Jamaica. 
In Janua~ 2011 the ]CD hosted "The Future of US Foreign Policy" ~ashington DC, Janumy 4th-6th), which hosted The Honorable ~ichae~ Chertoff - Former United 
States Secreta~ of Homeland Securffy; Senator Will,am E~e[son Brock III - 18th United States SecretaG, of Labor; Admiral James ~ilton Loy - Former Commandant d 

the Coast Guard; Vivian Schiller - Former CEO and PresMen~ of NPR; Governor William We~d - Former Governor of Massachusettsand The Hon. Senator Tim 
Hutchinson - Former United States Senator from Arkansas. 
For more infer[nation on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please click here. 
Please address any additional queries to jnfo~cu~tursld~#jomac~.oLq 
We look forward to seeing you ~r~ Berlin. 
~ark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICB} 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd FloodHochhaus) 



Kulf0rstendamrn, 207-8 Beriin, Germany-!0719 

Phone: 00.49.(0)302360-7680 

Fax: 00 49.(0)30 2360.-76811 

www.culturaldiplomacy org 
info@culturaldiplomacy org 
Join the ICD’s global network on Faeebook - click here 

Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - click here 

Beeome a n~en~ber of the ~CD and he~p create a strop£~ Cultured D~p~om~ey commuaity - click here 

Th~s e-ma~l conf~ins privileged and confident~a~ ~nbrmation ~ntended only 
for the use of the individual or entig#, named above. ~f the leader of th~s 

e.-mail is not ~he intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 

for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 

review, dissemination, copying or foB¢’arding of this e-mail is strictly 

p~ohibi[ed i~ you have recewed this e- rna~l in error, please rep~y [o the 
sender of such and deie~e the e- rnai~ in ~ entire~y Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <announcements@updates.sagepub.com> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 5:13 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Access cutting-edge sociological research today! 

Access the journals of the American Sociological Association at your library 
Tr0uble viewing? T~ the web version. 

Mobile user? Try the __m___o__b_i_l_e_Lv__e__r_s_jg_n_.i 

Enjoy a selection of top-read articles! 

Forward to a friend 

Email alerts 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 

SAGE is pleased to provide access to select journals from the _A___m___e__r_Lc___a___n____S___o___cj__o_Lo_gical Association (ASA) on the award- 
winning SAGE Journals Online platform. Articles from one or more of these journals are available at your library.* Visit 
online today to access cutting-edge sociological research. Enjoy this selection of thought-provoking articles: 

Articles from Contem~ Sociology 

.__W____h__e___n_____G___a__y____P___e___o_ple Get Married: What Happens When Societies Leg__a!i_z___e____S____a__m___e_:_S____e__x_____M___a_r__r_i_ag_e_ 
Kathleen E. Hull 

..s...e.~~.s..~~.Lj~k..e.~~..T..e.~.e.~.n~~.s..p.i~~[t;~~Mu.sJ.c.~‘~..Y...~.~u.t.h~~..c.~u~.tur..e..~~~.a~.n...d~~.s....~..c.j~.a.~.~..c.~rj~.s.i.s.. Mimi Schippers 

Articles from Teachinq Socioloqy 

Choices and Chances: The Sociology___R__q[_e_:p_[a_y_Ln9 Game--The Sociolog[_c_a_[_L_m__agination in Practice 
Joseph M. Simpson and Vicky L. Elias 

~..W..~.h..~..~..H...a...s.~.t...h..e..~..A...d...v..a...n..t..a.g..e..s..~j..n.~My~ Intended Career?: Eng.a.~j..ng~..s..t...u..d..e...n..t..s.~Ln..~.t..h..e.~[.d..e...n..t.i#..c...a.tj..~...n.~..~..f.~..G.~.e...n..d..e...r 
and Racial Inequalities Stephen Sweet and Kimberly M. Baker 

Articles from Socioloqy_ of Education 

Racial Mismatch and School _T_yp_e__~ Teacher Satisfaction and Retention in Charter and Traditional 
Public Schools Linda A. Renzulli, Heather Macpherson Parrott, and Irenee R. Beattie 

School Size, Social Ca ital and Student Victimization Denise C. Gottfredson and Stephanie M. 
DiPietro 

Articles from Society_and Mental Health 

__C_r__e___a__t_i_0g___a_n___Ag_e___9_f___D___e_pression: The Social Construction and Consequences of the Majg__r___D__e_pression 
._D_i__agnosis Allan V. Horwitz 

--M----e---d-i-c--a-~i--z-a--tL~---n-’~--D-Lr--e--c--t~-t-~------c---~--B~u-m~-~N~-~g~-~#-B~-U~-~-~igm~ Andrew R. Payton and 
Peggy A. Thoits 



Articles from American Sociological Review 

_N__e_ighborhood Immigration and Native Out-Mig_r___a__t_i__o___n_ Kyle Crowder, Matthew Hall, and Stewart E. 
Tolnay 

...M..a..ki..ng~.t..h...e.~~..N..e...w..s.~...~~..M..~..y..e...m...e..n..t.~~..~..rganizati~ns~ Media Attention,____a_n___d___t__h__e____P___u___bJj__c____Ag_e___n__d__a. Kenneth T. 
Andrews and Neal Caren 

Articles from Journal of Health and Social Behavior 

The Social Construction of Illness: Key__L_n__s_!ghts and Policy_[__n3_plications Peter Conrad and Kristin K. 
Barker 

Classroom Learning Environments and the Mental Health of First Grade Children Melissa A. Milkie 
and Catharine H. Warner 

Articles from Contexts 

Measuring Social Capital and Building Community in the Ozarks Michael Stout, John Harms, Tim 
Knapp, and Lora Vess 

"Children" Having Children Stefanie Mollborn 

*If you subscribe through your ASA membership, log in using your ASA ID and password at www.asanet.org and begin 
accessing these articles through the member portal. 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Marketing 
www.sa eq~pub.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCSU Libraries <sirsi@sirsipl.lib.ncsu.edu> 

Saturday, May 28, 2011 12:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Overdue Libra, Item(s) 

Saturday, May 28, 2011 

D.H Hill Libra~ 
2205 Hillsborough Street 
Box7111 
Raleigh, NC 
27695-7111 

Ms. Etmice Sahle 
6716 Winding Arch Drive 
Durham, NC 
27713 
919-966-5496 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

The following items from the NCSU Libraries are overdue. Please return or renew 
these items immediately. You may renew- items via the Web using your Library 
Account any time at: 

http://mv.lib.ncsu edu 

For more m[’ormatiun about renewals and items that cannot be renewed unline, 
see http://www.lib.ncsu eduiborruw/renew.htm[ . 

If you have any questions, you may cuntact the NCSU Libraries at 

librar,f circulatiun@n csu.edu ur 919-515-3364. 

We appreciate your attention tu this matter 

1 call number:I)T1949 .B55 B54 2008 K):S024530370 
Biku lives! : contesting the legacies uf Steve Biku / edited by Andile 
Mngxitama, Amanda Alexander, and Nigel C Gibson. 
Mngxitama, Andile 
due:5/27/2011,23:59 

2 call number:I)T1948 .G74 2003 ID:S018697794 
Writing as resistance : life stories uf imprisunment, exile, and 
humecoming :[’rum apartheid South Africa / Paul Gready 
Greatly, Paul. 

due:5/27/2011,23:59 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, May 28, 2011 4:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Aid Pledge by Group of 8 Seeks to Bolster Arab Democracy 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/05/28/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

Aid Pledge by Group of 8 
Seeks to Bolster Arab 

Democracy 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

The world’s leading industrialized 
nations said they would help revive the 
econonfies of Egypt and Tmfisia to help 
anchor stability in the region. 

Egypt’s Next Crisis 

Saudi Arabia Scrambles to 
Limit Region’s Upheaval 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Saudi Arabia is flexing its financial and 
diplomatic nfight in a bid to avert the 
overthrow of any more leaders in the 
Middle East. 

Shale Boom in Texas Could 
Increase U.S. Oil Output 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Advocates of pulling oil from packed rock say it could raise the nation’s oil output by 25 percent, but 
evidence is mounting that the extraction technique threatens water supplies. 

’. Slide Show: Fracking Raises Hope for an Onshore Oil Rush 

¯ ,N_ ,Y.Yjm,e., ~.~,c_o_ ,m.._H_o.m ~..,P._a.g,..~; 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s the one thing we have seen in our adult lives that could take us away from imported oil. What if we 

have found three of the worM’s biggest oil fields in the last three years right here in the U.S.? How 

transformative couM that be for the U.S. economy?" 
AUBREY MCCLENDON, chief executive of Chesapeake Energy, an oil and gas producer that uses 
hydraulic fracturing. 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: 

Panoramas of 
Joplin Before and 
After the Tornado 



Interactive panoramas of devastation in 
two locations in Joplin, Mo., compared 
to images of the same locations before 
the storm. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Oprah, I Hardly 
Knew You 
By JENNIFER FINNEY 
BOYLAN 

Four h~terviews later, 
she’s still a mystery to me. Follow the Frugal Traveler 

ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Bargain trips away from the crowds 

36 hours in Milan 

nytiznes,�o.m 

WORLD 

Security Forces Restrained as Syrian Protests Spread 
By NADA BAKRI 

In a possible bid to keep down a rising death toll, security forces appeared to show restraint by not firing on 
demonstrations in some areas of the eotmtry. 

At a Protest In Cairo, One Group Is Missing 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

For the first time since the Jan. 25 protest that kicked off the revolution, a street demonstration in Cairo took 
place without the Muslhn Brotherhood. 

Israel Waits and Worries Before Gaza Border Opening 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

The Israeli government did not issue a statement on Egypt’s plans to open its border with Gaza, but some 
officials said they worried about weapons and nfilitants flowing into the strip. 

." Video: TimesCast I Egypt-Gaza Border to Open 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A 9aa Call That Can Help Save a Sirloin, and the Griller’s Ego 
By DIRK JOHNSON 

Grill won’t heat? In possession of a squirrel, and unsure how to cook it? A veteran of the Weber hot line 
center has heard it all. 

Accustomed to Bad News, Joplin Chaplain Takes It Personally This Time 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Fanfilies of victims from Stmday’s tornado have begtm to receive death notifications, and for Bob Heath, a 
police chaplain, delivering the news is more difficult in his hometown. 

. ~ Interactive Map: Aerial Photographs of Joplin Before and After the Tornado 

. Interactive Feature: Panoramas of Joplin, Before and After 

POLITICAL MEMO 
A Republican Stays Connected in Democratic Massachusetts 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

No high-profile Democrat has emerged to take on Senator Scott P. Brown, a popular leader and the lone 
Republican in the state’s Congressional delegation. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Goodbye Food Pyramid, Hello Dinner Plate 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

The new s)anbol, a plate, is meant to give consumers a fast, simple reminder of the basics of a healthy diet. 

F.D.A. Approves Drug to Treat Hospital Scourge 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The drug, called Dificid, is the first new medicine in 25 years approved to treat diarrhea caused by 
Clostridimn difficile, a nasty and persistent bacterimn. 

Data Breach at Security Firm Linked to Attack on Lockheed 
By CHRISTOPHER DREWand JOHN MARKOFF 

Lockheed Martin experienced computer network disruptions that could be tied to a hacking attack earlier 
this year on a supplier of security tokens. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

MARINERS 4, YANKEES 3 
Yankees Start Trip With Loss in Seattle 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The bullpen implodes and the offense goes quiet as the Mariners rally for a 4-3 win. 

." Box Score I Inning by Inning 

PHILLIES 6, METS 4 
Wright Is Magnanimous; Bullpen Is Too Generous 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Before succumbing to the Phillies, the Mets heard good news: David Wright isn’t holdh~g a grudge, and he 
and Ike Davis are close to returning. 

." Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ " Minority-Stake Sale Could Stabilize Mets’ Finances Through Next Year 

-’ Bats: Mets’ Partner Was Critical of Carelessness on Madoff 

:’ Homers by EIIsbury and Crawford Lift the Surging Red Sox in Detroit 

. Swisher’s Batting Average Is Still Far Below His Spirits 

BRUINS 1, LIGHTNING 0 
By Smallest of Margins, Bruins Seal Finals Spot 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Boston Bruins earned a berth in the Stanley Cup finals with a 1-o victory over the Tampa Bay Lightning 
on Friday night in Game 7 of the Eastern Conference finals. 

. Canucks’ Malhotra May Play In Finals 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

A Storybook Ascent for One Actress 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Nina Arianda, nominated for a best actress Tony for "Boru Yesterday," has screeched, pouted and purred her 
way to roles in fihn and on Broadway. 
’- ~ Video Excerpt: ’Born Yesterday’ I ~ Interactive Tonys Ballot 

¯ Breakout Nominees: Joe Mantello I Bobby Cannavale 

Decoding Woody Allen’s ’Midnight in Paris’ 
By JOSEPH BERGER 

Pards in the 192os, as portrayed in Woody Allen’s "Midnight in Pards," was fertile grotmd for art, literature 
and complicated relationships, deerypted here. 

" Movie Review I ~ Slide Show 

’- Woody Allen on ’Midnight in Paris’ I ~ Trailer 

¯ Coverage From the Cannes Film Festival 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
In the Hip-Hop World, Blogs Mean Business 
By JON CARAMANICA 



Rick Ross and his new crew exemplify the modena way of getting attention in the hip-hop world. 

¯ More Arts News >> 

TRAVEL 

Lake Geneva as Shelley and Byron Knew It 
By TONY PERROTTET 

When the two Romantic poets descended on Switzerland’s Lake Geneva in 1816, the plan was poetry and 
pleasure. The result? Frankenstein, vampires and a love child. 

" ~ Slide Show 

JOURNEYS 
In Former Soviet Georgia, Two Families and the Art of Hospitality 
By CLIFFORD J. LEVY 

Lavish homegrown meals are just one aspect of a three-day stay with a fanfily in the Georgian wine village of 
Tsinandali. 

" ~ Video: On the Farm, After the Fall I ~:~ Slide Show 

36 HOURS 

36 Hours in Niagara Falls 
By BARBARA IRELAND 

In Canada you get views and hooplah; in New York, quiet exploration. To get the best of both Niagaras, hop 
back and forth. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A New Flood, Some Old Truths 
The Mississippi tells us, again, to change the way we manage water. 

EDITORIAL 
Another War in Sudan? 
A dispute over the region of Abyei must not spin out of control. 

EDITORIAL 
Dodd-Frank in Limbo 
The Wlfite House shotfld nonfinate qualified leaders to fill positions created by the refolans, and then fight 
for them. 

EDITORIAL 
Albany Needs Ethics Reform - Now 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo has been in office five months, and we’re still waiting for an etlfics reform bill. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Coyote Candidate 
By GAlL COLLINS 

In tlfis week’s session of the presidential primary book club, we’re discttssing Gov. Rick Perry of Texas. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Endangered Ryan-os 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Democrats aim at a Republican weak spot. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



Don’t Scorn Paul Ryan 
By JOE NOCERA 

However wrongheaded his Medicare plan, at least he’s facing the problem. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 28, 1984, President Reagan led a state funeral at Arlington National Cemetery for an tmidentified 

Ameriema soldier killed in the Vietnam War. 

¯ See This Front..P.:.a.g.e.. 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_.02~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: @gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Monday, 7:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

Subject: libra~ books 

Atlach: Doc2.docx 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I hope this emaJl finds you well. How was your trip? 

I was emailing you to let you know that           all the books I rented tbr your research are due, and I am not allowed to renew them again. Le me know if you 

need help taking them to the libraxy. Attached is a list of the 11 books. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, May 31,2011 4:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Medicare Plan tbr Payments Irks Hospitals 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS~l/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 
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World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op4f~ I On This [-?~V 
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May 31, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

M(~dlca~°e Plan for Payments                          ~ 

h’k~ Hospitals 

The goveia~ment plans to reward hospitals that hold down costs and penalize those whose patients 
prove most expensive. 

In Japan, a Cnltnse That Promotes Nuclear- Dependency 

Tokyo has showered generous subsidies, payouts and jobs on local eommnnities that host or expand 
nuclear power plants. 

HoilMng Index Ix Expecied to Show a New Low in Piolces 

The downward spiral of the housing market, which experts expect will eontinne, has not only 
lowered home ownership, bnt tarnished a piece of the American dream. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

qMost peopl~ still wrmt the b~g hoarse with lh~ big lot ~u the &~sirabIe school district in the suburbs. ~%b 

oae eyrir rem~vat~d th~ kitch~t or redid ~ room fi~r the kids ia a reutaL [ thi~k -~ hope - we’l~ be O.K." 

DOUGLAN Co YEARLEY ,1 R., chief executive of ’Foil Brothers, on the downt~rn in the housing 

market. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~SLm~ S~OW: 

Census of Central 

Pa ~’k 
A tonr of the trees in Central Park 
with Ken Chaya and Edward Sibley 
Barnard. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Testing Students 

to G~*ade Teacher’s 
What do we know about 
nsing stndent 
achievement tests to 
judge teacher performance? 

A look back at OpraWs final 
show 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

In Lini,:edln some see potential 

No man’s land 

WORLD 

MALABO JOURNAL 
U.S. Engages %~?tl~ an Iron Leader in Eqm~toriM G~inea 

Despite a poor hmnan rights record, the U.S. still broadly engages with the country’s dictator, 
Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo. 

Frown Spain, Cha~*ges Against 2o in the Killing of 6 Priests in E1 SMvado~* ha 



1989 

The killing of six Jesnit priests, as well as their honsekeeper and her daughter~ was a watershed 
moment in E1 Salvador’s brutal civil war. 

A surge of sectarian violence in Cairo has turned Christian-Muslim tensions into one of the gravest 

threats to the revolution’s stability. 

o More World News 

P~ing a Crh~p h~ the Hookah 

Although water pipes are commonly viewed as less dangerous to health than cigarettes, they are 
just as bad, researehers say. 

O~ce:Stately Trees Tell a Tale of Destruction in +Joplh~ 

The thick skeletons of oak, elm and hickory trees stand sentinel over a wasteland. 

SIDEBAR 

,justice Stevens Is Offthe Bench hut Not O~t of Opln~ons 

austiee aohn Paul Stevens may be 91 and retired, but he appears more active than ever -making 
speeches, writing a book and telling people what he thinks of recent decisions. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

DE&LBOOK 

~ladoff~cfim Seeks Divorce Do-Over 

When Steven Simkin and Laura Blank divorced and split their assets, the largest chunk of money 
was invested with Bernard Madoff, and Mr. Simkin is now suing to revise the deal. 

Not a Flashy Investor, ,Just Sueeessfl~l 

Martin Sass runs a boutique investment firm with 88 billion in assets. He doesn’t believe in get- 
rich-quick schemes and has "a healthy degree of paranoia." 

Chhm’s Economy Slows~ but h~flafio~ Still Looms 

The big question now is how mueh eeonomie growth may slow, before the authorities shift their 
priority from eontrolling inflation to revving the growth engine. 

o Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

FIFA has repeatedly faced charges of corruption while operating with a lack of transparency and 
little oversight. 

~ Post a Comment 

~ Goal: The Forces That Can Change 

METS 7, PIRATES 3 

Reyes Goes o~ Leave, al~d 

After dose Reyes leR the club on bereavement leave, the Mets .juggled their lineup and fonnd a way 
to beat the Pirates. 

YANKEES 5, ATHL~ICS 0 

B~ith Sht~tm~t, Colm~ Cm~thmes to Be a 

Bartolo Cohm retired 23 of his first ~6 hitters, allowing fore’ hits, in the Yankees victory 
Oakland. 



ART~ 

ART REVIEW 
A Storied Paradise, Tempered by Reality 

"Bali: ~’t, Ritual, Performance," an exhibition at the Asian Art Museum in San Francisco, strikes a 
balance between exoticism and realism. 

Suspet~ded In Space~ 103 Stories Over Chicago 

The Ledge, a series of gla ss boxes that extend off the m3rd floor of the Willis Tower in Chicago, gives 
visitors a unique perspective on the world. 

Does Money Grow on 2~t Market Trees? Not for Everyone 

Not all contemporary artists are enjoying a surge in the value of their work. Prices for the work of 
some, including Erie Fisehl and Franeeseo Clemente, have declined or stayed flat at auction. 

* More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Groundwater Deplefio~t Is Detected 1,’tom Space 

Scientists have used small variations in the Earth’s gravity to identify" trouble spots around the 
globe where people are making unsustainable demands on groundwater. 

A CONVERSATION WITH ELLEN BIALYSTOK 

The Bilingual Advarrtage 

~ammng other benefits, the regular use of two languages appears to delay the onset of Alzheimer’s 
disease symptoms. 

I~spectors Pierce Iran % Cloak of Nuclear Secrecy 

The world’s atomic watchdogs unveiled new details of what they call "possible militaW dimensions" 
of Iran’s nuclear program. 

~ 
Graphic: New Evidence on iran=s Pquclea[ Asphations 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Numbers zM~e Grim 
The econmny is not growing nearly fast enough to dent unemployment, but help is not 
fortheoming. 

EDITORIAL 
Gov, Christie Abando~s a Good Idea 
New aersey’s self~proelaimed "dean-energy advocate" has proved to be anything but. 

EDITORIAL 
]MIaki~g Data Roam 
A new federal rule reqnires wireless broadband providers to offer data roaming on reasonable 
terms. That goes for the giants, too. 

EDITORIAL 

Crossing the Cl~ureh-State Di,-lde by Ark 
Kentucky’s citizens should ask themselves if a Bible-based theme park is really the best use of 
taxpayer dollars. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

S~da~ s Peaceful Par t~t~or~, at Risk 

Sudan is on the verge of civil war, and the North’s occupation of Abyei could reignite the conflict 
between Noah and South unless foreign powers use their leverage to stop it. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

It’s Not About Yo~l 

America needs to adjust its message to college graduates. 

~ Colurnnis~ Page [ Biog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Good Banker 

Finally, an insider who’s willing to tell the truth about banking. 



~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

DSK and Conspiracy "l’|~eory 

The greater a society’s cultnre of dependency, the more its citizens will tend to see hidden hands at 

work everywhere. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The R~ght rWay to Shrh~k Prisons 

How judges can safely release more pretrial defendants. 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 31, 1889, more than 2,000 people perished when a dam break sent water rushing throngh 
3ohnstown, Pa. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This Fron~ Page 

About Thi~ E-Nail 

You received this message because you signed up for N"(l-imes.com:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc~iptiorls I Unsubscdbe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Durban Elephant ~gmafil.com> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 5:14 AM 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eulffce N <emffce@email. unc.edu> 

Quote for Prof Sahle’s visit 2012 

Hi Rodney, 

Thanks for staying ruth us a few weeks ago in Durban. 

We enjoyed meeting you and you have piqued our interest in Costa Rica. 

Here is a quote for Prof. Sahle’s visit. 

We have worked this out on a 6 week stay ie: 45 days. 

Our rate tbr 2012 will be R630 per day 

So R630 x45 days R28 350 

ttowever, we would like to offer the weekends tbr ti~ee. Taking the number of days cha~ged tbr to 33 days. 

33 days xR630 R20 790 

Giving you a saving of R 7560 

Please feel free to discuss tiffs further with us and let us know if you want us to send you a fom~aJ~ invoice based on these figures. 

Kind Regards 

Marleen and Howard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Studies Association <mescalan@u.arizona.edu> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 1:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We want to remind you that tomorrow, June 1, is the deadline for submission proposals for the ISA 2012 Convention in San Diego. This year our convention roll be 

held at the Hilton Ba~vfi~ont Hotel, right on San Diego Bay and just minutes from the downtown Gaslmnp District. 

For the lull call for papers, see the ISA 2012 page at: httl~:/A~a~a~’.i~net.org,’mmual convention/call- for-paloers.html 

International Studies Association 

53rd Annual Convention 
April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"Power, Principles m~d Participation in fl~e Global Information Age" 

Canadian communication theorist Marshall McLuhan famously said, "The medium is the message," and coined the term "global village." McLuhan died in 1980, but his 
insights are even more relevant today. The inibrmation environment is drastically different from that of even a decade ago, as new tbrms ofintbrmation flows come into 
existence almost annually. Facebook now has over 500 million user~ and Twitter, a se~wice ba~rely in existence throe years ago, counts over 175 million users. These 
tools are not only for finding long-lost school friends or sharing pictures of loved ones: they often are used for political purposes. For instmme, both text messages and 
tweets stowed as vital communication tools during the 2009 posit-election protests in han. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States government went so far as to ask 
Twitter to postpone ma~ntena~me and maintain service during this time. Humanitm-ian groups also use these communications technologies to bring attention to events 
worldwide: in the wake of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in SMSbased donations from US phone users. And the 2010 elections 
witnessed US political candidates (and their s~affs) tweeting and facebooking like never before. 

The "theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the appaacent impact of new inlbrmation and communication technologies on international and transnafional aJt~irs. 
Information has altered power relations; it has help to globalize norms and principles; it has the potential to bring new participants into political and social processes 
world-wide. From geographic infom~ation systems that bring satellite images to our research to sophisticated form of electronic textual analysis to internet survey~ it is 
undeniable that a whole range of new technologies is alt’ecting the way we think about and do research in international s~dies. 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 

All p~oposals should be submitted online nsing the MyISA Conference Management System at http:i/isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/MyISA 

Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed to isa2012@isanet.org 

Jndith Kelley 
Departnrcnt of Political Science 
and Sanford School of Public Policy 
Duke University 
Box 90239 
Durham, NC 27708-0239 

Layna Mosley 
Department of Political Science 
University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
361 Hanfilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, June l, 2011 4:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteaxtlines: Pressing Obama, ttouse Bars Rise tbr Debt Ceiling 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O6/O1/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 
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June 01, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Pressing Obama, Hoiise Bars 

Rise for Debt Ceiling 

The House overwhelmingly rejected 
a lxleasure to increase the 
government’s debt limit, a 
preordained outcome that followed 
several acts of odd political theater 
on the House floor. 

Reconstruction Lifts 

Econo~Ity Aider D~sasters 

While there is no silver lining to a 
natural disaster like a tornado, 
reconstruction can help rebuild local 
economies as well as neighborhoods. 

Leader Transcends Complex 
Poiltics of Turkey 

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan will soon enter his second decade as the leader of a country he 
has helped transform. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"t~s, O.~V., c~ ~ot of peo.p~e ca~d see simi~urities." 
GEOI[¢GINN BLOOlgIBERG, a professional horse jmnper and tl~e daughter of a billionaire mayur~ 
speaking of her new book, about an award- winning equestrian with a billionaire father. 

N.Y. / REGION 

Hanging by a 

Thread 
Kasha Phillips-Lewis, a 
single mother, may be forced back 
into the shelter system when New 
York City cuts a voucher program 
that helps her pay for rent. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Anwar ai-Awlaki~ 
The American-born 
terrorist is hiding in 
Yemen. How aggressive 
should the U.S. be in trying to kill him? 

Making the most out of mess 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Toned strong and a little gray too 

Your retirement q~estions answered 

1:-~-: : ]     I;~-: : : I 

WORLD 

MEXICO CITY JOURNAL 

A Vision of an Oasis Beneath the Spraw~ 

Young planners in Mexieo City are nrging a radieal coneept to refresh their dusty megalopolis with 
a ring of water and parks around the city center. 



Azerbaijan wants to regain control of the Nagorno-Karabakh enclave, which is now popnlated by 

ethnic Armenians, but the dispnte is growing more dangerous. 

U,S, Rednces Estimates Of Homeless In Haiti Quake 

A government report comets fewer people displaced than an international agency had reported. 

Mere World News 

A New York Dog Makes Its Holl.~a~-ood Deb~t 

Papaya l~ng has landed in Los Angeles, a city that might be as crazy and competitive about food as 
New York is. 

~ Mideo: Papaya King Goes to L.A 

\,ME LL BLOG 

~VoHd HeMth Pane~ Links Ce~lpho~es to 

A World Health Organization panel put eellphones in the same category as dry cleaning chemicals 
and pesticides. 

A New York-bound bus was carrying 58 passengers when it rolled over on Interstate 95, abont 3o 
miles north of Richmond. 

o Mo°re U.S News 

BUSINESS 

S,EoC, Case Stands O*~t Beeanse it Stands Alone 

How just one employee of Goldman Sachs came to represent mortgage-securities fi’aud has raised 
questions about the government’s thoroughness in investigating Wall Street. 

DEALBOOK 
~Mlother H~sider Trading T~qal Ix Set to Begin 

Winifi’ed Jiau will go on trial on charges that she helped pass secret infm~ation to her hedge fund 
clients. 

Sales Tactics on Implants RMse Donbts 

Because there is no independent study on which implants work best or last longest, doctors may be 
swayed by sales tactics. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Opening Statement Ix Delivered Late 

LeBron James scored 24 points and the Mavericks’ offense went cold late as the Heat won Game ~ of 
the N.B.A. finals. 

~Off 
the Dribble. Mavericks’ Strong Bench Opens Feeblg 

Fo~- Once, Letting His Team Do the Talking 

Mark Cuban, the oRNuoted and off-fined owner, has been conspicuous by his silence during the 
Mavericks’ playoff run. 

YANKEES 10, ATHLETICS 3 

Curtis Granderson had three hits, including a two-run homer, as the Yankees breezed to a win in 
Oakland. 

~ Inseparable Teammates, as Opposite as Carl Be 

~ Roundup: Longoria’s Homer in the Eighth Inning Baiis Out the Rays 



~ P.,ats: Overrated? Rodriguez and Chamberlain Call Laugh About It 

o Mere Sports News ~> 

ARTS 

TH E TV ’WATCH 

~r~ a Beverley, ’I’ryi~8 to Catch the Npo~:iigh~ z~ga~n 

Paris Hilton has returned with a new reality show, hoping the public interest is still there. 

ART REVIEW 

A B[t of IIoll}~’ood~ MDms the Th~sei 

"Greater ~" brings a hint of the Southern Califm~ia art scene to a loft in SoHo. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Man W~h a Pan’ 

,lohn Donohue has assembled a eolleetion of essays and recipes by men who love eooking. 

o More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Todd E*~gllsh~ ~the Chef in Motion 

l~’om the standpoint of presence and productivity, Todd English is one of the most sueeessfltl chefs in 
the countW. But in the media, he is one of the most mocked and hounded. 

Glutet~-Free: Flavor-Free No More 

A slew of cookbooks have been published to help bakers navigate a gluten-free kitchen. 

At the National Archives, L~f% LiherD, and Carp 

A new exhibition offers a quirky reminder of the vast and perpetual role that the federal 
government has played in all things edible. 

More Dining1 & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Q~allfled h~m~miD-, Unqualified Doubt 
Four Supreme Court justices raised concerns about the material witness statute being abnsed to 
detain suspects. 

EDITORIAL 

Bahrah~’s Latest Promises 
Talk of dialogue and unspecified refonns won’t restore the government’s credibility. 

EDITORIAL 

~a, rho Needs Health Care Reform? 
Two reeent studies have doeumented the urgent need for the health care reform that Republieans 
are so determined to repeal. 

EDITORIAL 

The Long~ Hot Forecas~t 
Chicago deserves credit for its long-term preparations for a warmer, stormier climate. It would be 
even better if there were a federal framework to guide the nation. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Ha~ds Off Ore" Ho~,~es 

A $3oo solution will do the urban poor more harm than good. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

No~ lV~eans Non 

Will feminism see the light of day in France, or beemne a Sisyphean task for les femmes frane, aises? 

~ Coiumnb;t Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



Osama really did a number on all of us. 3ust look at these holes we’re in. 

CP- ED CONTRIBLYFOR 
V~a~fi~Lg for a Scl~ool M~racle 

Be skeptieal of stories of rapid edueational transformation, 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jnne ~, ~968, author-lecturer Helen Keller, who earned a college degree despite being blind and 

deaf most of her life, died in Westport, Conn. 

See ’£h~s Front Page 

gnv This Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up fer N’¢limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plagram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc~iptions ] Unsclbscribe I Change Your E-Mail ] Pdvacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Advertise 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA Conference <info &smeascholars.org@mcsv 184.net> 

~Vednesday, June 1,2011 10:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FINAL DAY: Call tbr Papers 2011 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 

Out of the Past, Into the Future: 
Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2011 annual conference. 

Members from any disdpline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submi[ proposNs to pa~idpate ~n the conference. Unique 

proposels from sen~or graduete students (ABD) will also be cons~dered. Alsstracts on topics re~ated 

to the Middle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~ contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, a~liat~on). The due da~ for proposals is WedneMay, June ~, 201L 

ProposNs should be sent to: info@asmea~holars.or~. Completed papers are due by 

September 5, 

Referees and Di~c~s*anl:s 

ASHEA Members interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e-mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles. Send e=mail to: info@asmeascholars,or(l, 

Registratiea 

Space is limited, register for the 4th Annual ASMEA Conference here. Any questions or for more 

information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or infe@as~ea~helars, erq, 

Asseciation for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeas~holars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars,org, 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copy~tight (C) 2011 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Congmts! 

Thank you Professor Sahle! 

I appreciate your congratulations[ I hope that you enjoyed your trip to 
South Africa and that the process of recovely from your jet lag is speedy! 

Best, 

On Sat,            09:47:38 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Congrats on being named a 
> 

> It is very good news and I am very proud of you. I just heard the news 
and 
> I had to send a note even though I am in the midst of recovering from a 
> horrible jet lag. 
> 

> Keep up the excellent work. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 

History and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation o17imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 
-Manning Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, June 1, 2011 12:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Tony Awards, Video and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 060!/a mes 1 Y 

l :~ @Ti ..... June 1, 2011 ] 

Tony Awards                                              ~ 
Complete coverage of the 2Oll Tony Awards continues. 
Don’t miss slide shows of the nominees for Best Mnsical 
and Best Play and see who the nominees should be according to 
the theater critics. Take a chance a~d pick the winners with the 
interactive Tony Awards Ba[lut. Don’t furget to visit the theater 
seetio~ each day to enter the Daily Theater Quiz for a chance to 
win two tickets to a sponsoring show. 

Video                                               ~ 
With over :~5o videos added eacb month, the Video 

Section is full of content Jrom the acclaimed writers. 

producers and edRors of The New York Times. Some of the most 

popular features in May include footage from an event where 

fashkm meets {iBanee, David Pogue taking a look at some apps 

[by photographers, a bearN>[t meomir oflow~ eBduring cam:er 

and a video iutrodnetion ~o two eoujoined twins united as one. 

, Gvoupon’s Fate Hinges on 

Words 

o New Clue in Obesity Epidemic 

, The FuBuywoman, Alive and 

Well 

, My gIog Is Also Paying My 

Bills 

* Palin Family Hits Road 

Join the Conversatio~ - DeNBook 

Madoff Vietim Seeks Divoioee Do-Ovee 

"Wh~ ,qtever~ Sire ki~a w*d Laura Bl<mk divorced and sp~it their 
ass~t% +he Inrgest eh+~r~k oj’mone,q u~as invest~d ~cith Bernhard 
M~Mq~ ~mt Mr. Sire#in is now s~ing to revise the deal’ 

.... B~I Petter Lnttrna~ 

Readers’ Comments: 

"This is qttite a ease! ff this goes forward, cont,’acts of al! kinds 
can nnwind as asset price ehaoges. ~i1~e disseotiog j~tdge was 
right to be concerned about finality." 
-- Posted b~t O~*trr~ged 

"Th~s seems like the ease of the sore loser. It was Mr. S~nipkiB’S 

~ SLIDE SIlO}V; An Ark 

Built for Today 
A man in Dordreeht, the 
Netherlands built an ark to 
teach others about the bible. 

~ INTERACTIVE: J op]in 

Before and After the Tornado 
Interactive panoramas of 
devastation in two locations in 
Joplin, Mo., compared to images 
of the same locations before the 
storm. 

choice to [cave his share of the money in the Madoff ai:eount. He 
could haw~ withdrawn his share of the money when he paid his 
wife dm 86.6 miIhon, but he chose to ]ea~,e it there. He certainly 
wouldn’t ha~,e shared any profits front the aceonnt with 
Blank." 
~ Posted by T, Goodridge 

~ Jo~n the Conve:3ation ~> 

"-=op 8 Viewed Features o, r~w~ ............ 
(Between ApH125, 201 ! - May 31,2011) 

~. Shale Boom in Texas Could Increase U,S. Oil Ontpnt 

2, As Physicians’ Jobs Chan~e, So Do Tbeiv Polities 

Stays 

The winners of YouTnbe’s reeent 

talent search contest spent last 

week in video training boot 

camp at Google’s headquarters 

in New York to elevate their 

production skills. 

Follow @NUlimes on         ~ 
Twitter 

weekly e-mail newslette~      I P.~-: I 
for the personal inves[or 
Sign up today 



3. Liking Is for Cowards. Go fox" Wlaat blm’ts. 

4, Broo],:s: I~’s Not About You 

5~ Top Colleges, Large[3 [’oF the E]i~e 

Download The New York 
TiFnes App for Google 
Chrome 

ABOUT TH~B 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.corn marke[ing department You received Ibis messa#e because you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @nines newsletter 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Employment Data May Be the Key to the Presidenfs Job 
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........... ] Today’s Headlines 
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June 02, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

ECONOMIC MEMO 

Emp|o)-nlent Data ~lay Be 

the Key to the PreMdent~s 

Job 

No president since Franklin 
Roosevelt has won re-election with 
unemployment above 7.2 pereent. 
To keel) his own job, it appears 
President Obama may have to defy 
this trend. 

Fighting Spreads ~n Yeinem 

’Raising Fear of Civil XArar 

Govermnent troops waged 
increasingly bloody street battles 
wiflx opposition tribesmen for control 
of crucial areas in the capital. 

\’qrulent Eo Coli Strain 5pread.~ in Ger~nany and Puz~,Jes HeMth O~icials 

The source of an unusually lethal strain of E. eoli bacteria that has killed at least 16 people is 
unknown. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tn g~ct, SaIeh is dragging the coan~’~ i;~to civil war." 
ABDULGHAxNI[ AL-EI~YANI, a political analyst in Sana, on All Abdullah Saleh, ti~e authoritarian 
president of ~emen. 

MULTIMEDIA 

TimesCast I Sold 

’I’h~s 
A new online sales 
strategy helps make Lady Gaga’s 
new album, "Born This Way," the 
fastest-selling album in six years. 

OPINION 

RCXDM FOR DEBATE 
"V~q~at Medicare 

Services to Cut~ 

Now 
Limit prostate cancer 
screening, mammograms, some hip 
replacement surgeries. Also, get rid 
of adminis~’ators whose job is to pad bills. 

100,000 one-do,Mr bills 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

A beauty in St Bar[’s 

The iast casbah 

WORLD 

Ambitious Phu~ for Chlna’s ~A:ater Crisis Spurs Conce~-n 

A phm to divert at least six trillion galhms of water north each year is rnnning into myriad 



problems. 

~S 
de h~, S ~mgNorth hm h st 

~ Video: Sending Polluted Water North 

Bacteria O~tbreak Casts Pall o~ Spanish P~ooduce 

Greenhouses were desexed as demand for Spanish vegetables collapsed after the authorities - 
perhaps mistakenly -linked a deadly outbreak of E. coli in Germany to farms in Andalusia. 

Authorities in Inner Mongolia have sought to stanch protests through a classically Chinese carrot- 
and-stick approach to ethnic instability. 

Mere World News 

Sh~ttles, T~rtfing Sedentary, Leave Pieces Behh~d fo~" Sc[et~ce a~d Safe~- 

As NASA gets its space shuttles ready to be shipped out to museums, crews have been flooded with 
requests to squm’el away parts of the spacecraft for analysis. 

COCOA BEACH JOURNAL 

Small bnt Immmerable, dell.VfiSh Storm a Beach 

In Florida, the summer’s first big beach weekend could be summed up in a word: Oueh~ 

Improved Tax Collectlot~s Can’t Keep Pace ~Vith States~ F’~scaI Needs~ Sum,ey 

State governments are strained by the end of federal stimulus money, which helped many stay 
afloat, and rising Medicaid costs. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Google Sayn Hackers i*~ Chi~a Stole Gmail Passw~*~’ds 

Google said that the hacked accounts included those of senior American government officials and 
political activists. 

De~illsh Packaging, Tamed 

The high price of oil and a sickly economy have retailers dispensing with frustrating plastic 
packaging. 

DEALBOOK 

SAC Capital Sakt to Face 

The S.E.C. is investigating SAC Capital’s trading in health care stocks and the use of expert network 
firms, a person briefed on the matter said. 

S P 0 RTS 

CANUCKS 1, BRUINS 0 

Ca~mcks Score O]~ce a~d [,ate, but It’s E*m~gh to Beat 

Raffi Torres ended an ugly Stanley Cup finals opener with a dramatic flash, scoring the games only 
goal with ~8.5 seconds left to play to give Vancouver a ~-o series lead. 

~ Bruins Coach Hears Complaints, but the Results Speak Volumes 

~S~p 
Shot Shsnahan Replscing Campbell 8s NHL =s Chief D sciplinsrian 

PIRATES 9, METS 3 

Pirates’ I~fiek| Hits Add Up to ~qoPe Tha~ Co[l~s Ca~ Take 

Pittsburgh erased a 2-0 deficit with a rally in which most of the hits did not leave the infield. 

~ox Score [ ~nning by inning 

YANKEES 4, ATHLETICS 2 
Yankees R~de 8parldh~g Star~e~os to a 8weep 

A. a. Burnett followed wins by Freddy Gareia and Bartolo Colon, and Nick Swisher hit a threewun 
homer as the Yankees swept three games from the Athletics. 



~Bo× 
Score I inning by inning 

~ Bats: israel to Participate ~n 2013 World Baseball Classic 

AR’f~ 

For many artists, reeordiugs are relevant not so ranch for sales as for ~rovidiug a ehanee to [oc~s a 
marketing eampaign. 

ARTSBEAT 
’Rocky’ MuMcal Is Mo~4ng A|~ead 

"Rocky," the 1976 Academy Award winner h)r best picture, eonld eventually find its way to 
Broadway as a musical. 

A WORD WITH: MIRANDA COSGROVE AND VICTORIA JUSTICE 

Miranda Cosgrove, star of "iCarly," and Victoria Justice, star of "Victorious," have a special, "iParty 
With Victorious," coming to Nickelodeon. 

Mere Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

In his long career, Mare daeobs has known sueeess and faihn’e. And he takes them both in stride. 

[] Slide Show: Marc Jacob’s Most Notable Runway Looks 

NOTICED 

In Tl~e~r Own V~ords’? Maybe 

There is an understanding anmng publishers, editors and agents that ghostwriters are behind 
many novels by celebrities. 

SIgN DEEP 

Do My PoPes Look Big to You? 

Fixated on pores, women - and men - seek products and treatments that will give them a flawless 
look, 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~ ~aylng V~ ith l~’Iate|~es on t|~e I)el~t 
With Democratic help, Republicans endanger the economy- with their credit-limit game. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e Cellpho~e St~dy 
A respected agency says the radiation emitted by eellphones is "possibly carcinogenic," but the 
evidence is limited. 

EDITORIAL 

Pakistan must pledge a robust and transparent hunt for whoever was responsible for the mnrder of 
Mr. Shahzad, a journalist who covered national security and terrorism. 

EDITORIAL 

Qu~e~? I~ New York 
Central Park is not a public library. It’s a place for singing songs at Strawberry Fields and playing 
the sax at Bethesda Fountain. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Foreign land grabs pose a grave threat to the continent’s newest demoeracy: Egypt. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Stm’s lo a~d May ]Be Sold to a Bsoolhel 

Slavery still exists, as refleeted in the story of a ~o~vea r-old Indian girl who wants to be a doetor bnt 
may be headed for a brothel. 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A V~ay "|’l~eo~g|~ the Debt Mess 

Lyndon B. dohnson’s strnggle to raise the debt eeiling offers important lessons for President Obama. 

~ Editc, d~i Playing With Matches on the Debt 

ON THIS DAY 

On dune 2, 5953, Qneen Elizabeth II of Britain was crowned in Westminster Abbey, 56 months after 

the death of her father, King George VI. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: AFAM Honors Thesis - 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is the email I sent to 

K. 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (l?x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http://wwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/ianken html 

Walter White, N/h-. NAACP: 
http:/iuncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Munday, 10:19 AM 
To: 
SubTect: RE: At:AM tIunurs Thesis 

Dear 

Prufessur Caldwell said I should expect you to contact me, so rm glad you did. Because uur Hunors program is smaller than Histopy’s we have a bit mure flexibili~’. Yuu are several weeks 
behind schedule fi~r ttonurs, but it is nuthing that cannot be made up fairly easily. BUT YOU WILL HAVE TO ACT QUICKLY -- wrItIIN T[IE N~2{XT WEEK OR SO. Here is what you need 
to know about tIonors in Afi-o-American studies. 

1. Yuu need to have an uverall (IPA uf at least 3.2. 

2. You need tu have an advisur who is willing and able to supervise yuur thesis research and writing, and an tIonors thesis topic in place by the end ufthe Spring semester You are late un 
this, but you shuuld be able to rectify it Professor Hildebrand is un leave fur a semester next academic year, and he will nut be able to supervise yuur thesis. Were you thinking of asking 
either Professur Caldwell ur Prufessor Sable? ]:f so, then go ahead AND ASK TtIE ONE YOU CHOOSE TO CONTACT £/;E AND CONFIRM TtIAT SHE WILL S1UPERVISE YOUR ttONORS 
TtIESIS. If you’d like tu talk this nver with me, please call me tu set a t~me I’m available this week. 

3. Once yuu have an advisor yuu must meet with her/him ASAP and develop an acceptable topic AND a schedule uf wurk that you will do on the tupic over the summer. ORen that means 
doing a lot of background reading to familiarize yourself with the literature on your topic; it might also mean doing work to identify the primary sottrces you xvill research for your thesis. 
Whatever you and she decide, it will be your responsibility to work independently- over the surmner so that when the fall semester begins you will be able to start in right away and won’t 
have to cast about for a topic. 

4. YVhen I have verified yore GPA and have heard from your advisor that she has agreed to super, rise your thesis, I’ll enroll you in AF.a~M 691H. For bureaucratic reasons, I ara the instructor 
of record for this course, but in fact all of the academic work will be supervised by your advisor. You and your advisor will have to come to an agreement about how yore work will be 
supet’,dsed. When I advise students pursuing Honors, I have find it useful to meet every week for an hour or so to review progress, discuss outstanding questions, and so forth; you and 
your advisor may find it useful to arrange yottr work in a different way, and that is entirely appropriate. The important thing is that you have an agreement and stick to it. 

5. Frequently, but not alxvays, you will also be emolled in the senior seminar (AFAM 398) in the #all semester, in which you will have to write a research paper. Students doing Honors are 
oken able to dovetail their Honors research with the paper in the senior seminar. You should talk with the instructor of the senior seminar about this. 

I think this covers the major points. Please let me knoxv if you have other questions, and if you’d like to talk anything over with me, call me to set a time to meet. As I said, rm available much 
of this ~veek. 

Sincerely, 
Professor Jar~ken 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC127599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (~?x) 

Click on a link for information about my- publications: 
Rayford W Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http://www.uanass edu/umpress/spr 97/ianken.html 

Walter ~Vhite, Mr. NAACP: 
http:I/uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059html 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:32 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
SubJect: AFAM Honors Thesis 

Hi Professor Janken, 

My name is at UNC. I’m 
AFAM and I’ve been speaking with professors Kia 

Caldwell, Eunice Sahle and Reginald Hildebrand about the possibilit7- of 
doing an honors thesis in the AFAM department. I visited the possibilib" 
of doing one in the histo13~ department, but decided against it after 
concluding that my interests would probably- be best serv’ed in the AFAM 
department. I’m not exactly sure how the process of doing an honors thesis 
works for AFAM particularly, but Kia Cal&vell suggested I contact you about 
finding out more. I would greatly appreciate it if you could illmninate me 
further to this process. I kmow that there was an application period in 
the histoq- department, but I’m not sure if a similar period exists for 
AFAM. Thanks and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eveiTthing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the teruptation of imposing ottr oxvn latter-day 
perceptions on the content of ore subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 12:11 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd: More News From Madrid 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Reyes, Alvaro/u~dres <alvaroar(~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, May 25, 2011 at 10:20 AM 

Subject: More News From Madrid 

To: SMWG UNC <socia~movements,~gmail.com> 

Hello, 

I hope everyone has had a nice start to the summer. I wanted to let everyone know that Diego and Veronica from Colectivo Situaciones (as well as some other interesting 
people) will be blogging their articles on the protests in Madrid onto this webiste: ht~!o://anarciuiacoronada.bloclspot.com/ 

Enjoy and I hope to see you all soon, 
Alvaro 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

slnwg01 as: eunice~)elna~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29260935- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26 fb57 fc7(dblist serv .nnc .edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Chaos in Yemen Drives Economy to Edge of Ruin 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O6/O3/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On this Day 

~O~[onlize~dav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

June 03, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Chaos ~n Yemen Drives 

Eco~m~ny to Edge of Rui~ 

Even if its political situation 
stabilizes and the fighting ends, 
Yemen [aees an eeonomie collapse 
with shortages of oil, eleetrieity and 
water and rising good prices. 

Moody’s VCar~s of 

Downgrade for U.S. Credi[ 

The unexpected report from Moody’s 

puts a spur to sputtering talks 

between party leaders and the White 

House to reaeh an agreement on a 

hmg-term deficit-reduction plan. 

Major Banks 

E-Mall Fva~d Hides Behi~d Fr]e~dly Face 

The Gmail attacks Google disclosed used a rapidly proliferating fonu of e-mail fraud called spear 

phishing to steal passwords and monitor accounts. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"?~ds hap~. ens in x~issouri 7~ds happens in Kansas. 77ds doesn ’t lmppen in Massaehusetts/’ 

BOB HO~CEK, a landlord in Monsen, Mass. whose apartment building was damaged by a 

ternado~ 

MAGAZINE 

and Death in 

Diepsloot 

The Times’s Barry 

Bearak examines the culture of 

crime and xenophobia in a town in 

South Africa. Wnrning: This video 

contains graphic scenes, 

~ Relatea Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 

Fail of the %riid 

Can there really be no 

possible alternative to 

California’s plan to close 

one-fourth of its state parks? 

Women are a~lowed to joke 
ALSO IN MOVIES ;> 

Woody Allen’s ’Midnight in Paris’ 

Intelligent, awkward and really funny 

WORLD 



Government forces shelled a string of towns even as Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton 
warned President Bashar al-Assad that his legitimacy had "nearly run ont." 

h-aq Arrests Seen as Effort to Sq~mlch Move P~’otests 

Rights group see recent an’ests in Baghdad as an attempt to nip dissent in the bud, while fatal 

explosions in Ramadi raise new concerns about security. 

House Sets Votes on Two Resolutions Cr~t~c~ of iLS. Ro~e h~ Libyan Conflict 

The efforts, from the Republican leadership and a liberal Democrat, highlight tensions over a 

president’s ability to wage war. 

More Worid Ne~,vs ~ 

Chemlca]s [n Farm Runoff Rattle States on the Mississippi 

Runoff from the Mississippi River that has agricultural chemicals in it threatens to create the 

largest dead zone ever in the Gulf of Mexico. 

R**ral Leglslators~ Power Ebbs as Populatlo**s Sblft 

As state eapitals tackle the contentions work of redrawing legislative districts, one sm’e loser will be 
rural representation, even in states like Nebraska. 

Lawyer 

A man who was apparently upset over a contentious divorce killed his ex wife, his ex-wife’s lawyer 
and three others in the border city of Yuma, before killing himself. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

A Trader, an F,BoL V~itness~. an~ Then a Stdelde 

The widow of Ephraim G. Karpel says that being pressed by the F.B.L to record conversations about 
Wall Street trading drove her husband to despair. 

Legal Outsourch~g Firms Creating Jobs for Amevlcan Lawyers 

Companies that added to the financial woes of the American legal profession by sending work to low- 
cost countries are now creating jobs for lawyers in the United States. 

DEALBOOK 

Groupon Plans Io~ ,O, With ,~3o Billion ~ aluatlon 

The soeial bllying site Oroupon filed to go publie, with plans to raise an estimated $750 million. 

~ Post a Comment 

S P 0 RTS 

MAVERICKS 95, HEAT 93 

No~Stzkl Pulls Dallas O~*t of Hole to New Life 

Dirk Nowitzki made a layup with three seconds to play as Dallas rallied from a 15-point deficit in 
the final quarter. 

Mavlon’s Shot Isn’t Pretty~ but It’s Pretty Successful 

Shawn Marion has come through for the Dallas Mavericks despite a jump shot that makes other 
N.B.A. players cringe. 

~ Keeping Score: .A Finals Full ot Winners, ~f Not Championship ~Mnners 

ANALYSIS 

Collh~s Picks His Spots to Rant~ but Doesn’t Hold Back 

The 62-year-old Mets manager, a combative, hypereompetitive baseball man, has limited his 

outbursts this season. 

~Mets 9, Pirates 8: Mets Show They Got Message, Rallying from ?-0 Deficit 

~ Baseball Roundup: Late Rally By Rangers 1oo Much For Indians 



o Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

Jazz in dm~e: Sorting Through the Al~unda~ace 

Three festivals are bringing jazz to New Ym’k this month, but the landscape is quite different from 

that of past years. 

ART REVIEW 

Behold the Anonymo~s Downtrodden 

Boris Mikhailov’s photographs of homeless people in Ukraine are not for the squeamish. 

i.::,~ :..:, N:bLi " i.,r.’:.~ 

At just ao, Chase Finlay is a rising force at New York City Ballet. He has triumphed reeently in his 
roles as the god Apollo and as Tony in Jerome Robbins’s "West Side Stm7 Suite." 

~ Dance Re¢~ew: First a Yoast, ]hen the Fr,31~c~ of ~ Bubbly Bai~chi~e 

MOVIES 

MOMIE REVIEW I ’X-MEN: FIRST CLASS’ 

]Born That V~’ay~ and Proud Of’It 

This latest installment of the "X-Men" series reaches back to the early 196os for an origin story of 
mutants. 

MOMIE REv’IBN I IBEGINNERSt 

Re~embering ~,a,q~e~ Dad Ca~ne Out 

Christopher Plummet and Ewan McGregor star in "Beginners," a wistful memory piece about a 

straight son and his dying gay father. 

~Vdeo Intel-view Mike Mills 

MOMIE REVIEW I ’FILM SOCIALISME’ 

O~ a M[e(lllterra~]ea~ Cr~ise Ship Steered by a Godardla~ Crew 

"Film Socialisme," Jean-Luc Godard’s latest work to arrive in ~erica, is an assemblage of 

vignettes, allusions and tracts, by turns provocative, grating, gorgeous and tiresome. 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

When States P~mlsh 
Federal officials are right to block the Republican drive against Planned Parenthood. 

EDITORIAL 

About That Precedent 
The justices upheld a ban on corporate donations to candidates. Now Judge Cacheris can. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e High Cost of Cheap Meat 

Some of the most important antibiotics ever developed should be used to treat sick humans, not to 

promote growth among farm animals. 

EDITORIAL 

’I’aldng New °Jersey for a l~de 

M’ter asking sacrifices from the citizens of New Jersey, Gov. Chris Christie was using a State Police 

helicopter for nonstate business. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Hea~T in School, B~wdened for Life 

Being overweight affects economic outcomes, not just health. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ti~e Mistake of" 2o:m 

A look at some recent dismal econmnic data shows the results of a pivot away from jobs to other 
concerns. 



~ 
Page I Blog I ..... 

Columnist 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Depravity t~’actor 

Peace cannot be fmmd without acknowledging and wrestling with a government’s moral character. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A~A,’hlte ~zoman I*’rom Kansas 

Baraek Obama’s mother, long relegated to a bit role, emerges in a new biography as a major 

influence. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why is Afghanistan letting its cultural sites fall to pieces? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 3, ~965, astronaut Edward White became the first American to " "walk" in space, during 

the flight of Gemini 4. 

See This Front Page 
Buy Tihis FFont Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:52 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Complete note - Thanks 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Thanks 

Dear 

Here are details: 

Afri 

9:49AM 

PID: 

Grade: 

Kindly send it off today. Many thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, June 4, 2011 3:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Hiring in U.S. Slowed in May With 54,000 Jobs Added 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/06/04/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines ...................................................................... 
~1)~ N’t’~= ~rk ~’~ June 04, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9.~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e..Lo.~..a.~2.s....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Hiring in U.S. Slowed in May 
With 54,000 Jobs Added 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

The unemployment rate rose to 9.1 

percent, raising concerns once again 

about the underlying strength of the 

econonfic recovery. 

¯ " Economix Blog: Blue-Collar Blues I Average 

Duration at High I Comparing Recoveries 

¯ FiveThirtyEight: Unemployment and Re- 

election 

¯ . Stocks Down on Weak Monthly Jobs Report 

’: Obama Lauds Bailout at Visit to Chrysler Plant 

Mourning a Boy, Crowds in 
Syria Defy Crackdown 
By LIAM STACK and KATHERINE ZOEPF 

The crowds protesting the authoritarim~ 
rule of President Bashar al-Assad 
appeared fueled in part by anger about 
the torture and killing of a a3-year-old 
boy. 

-’ The Lede: Despite Restrictions, Syrians Record New Protests 

Edwards Charged With Election Finance Fraud 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

The former senator is accused of conspiring to cover up an affair by "secretly obtaining," nfisreporting and 
nfisusing contributions. 

" Complex Case Ahead for Prosecutors 

¯ ’ Interactive Graphic: Timeline: John Edwards 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The economy clearly just hit a brick wall." 

PAUL ASHWORTH, chief United States econonfist at Capital Econonfics. 

WORLD 



~ VIDEO: Venezuela’s Prison 
Paradise 
On the outside, the San Antonio prison 
on Margarita Island looks like any other 
Venezuelan penitentiary. But venture 
inside and you’ll see how far the rabbit 
hole goes. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
When Teachers 
Talk Out of School 
By JONATHAN ZIMMERMAN 

Such teachers have 
become nfinor Interact 
celebrities, lauded by their fans for 
exposing students’ insolent nmnners 
and desultory work habits. But they 
should not be defended. 

The secret to Obama’s re- 
election 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

How rising stock prices can fool you 

A decade of change for college grads 

ny|imes.tom i iBUS~NESS 

WORLD 

Yemeni President Wounded in Palace Attack 
By ROBERT F. WORTH and LAURA KASINOF 

It was the first time that President Ali Abdtfllal~ Saleh had been the target of an attack during months of 
political turmoil. 

¯ ’ Chaos in Yemen Drives Economy to Edge of Ruin 

Suicide Bombers Attack a Mosque and a Hospital in Iraqi City 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

In Tikrit, the hometown of Saddam Httssein, an imam and several local government officials are among 19 
people killed in the attacks. 

" Iraq Arrests Seen as Effort to Squelch More Protests 

SATURDAY PROFILE 
Rebel Libya Finance Chief Hunts for Funds and Hope 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

For hours last Sunday, the rebel finance nfinister, Ali Tarhouni, fielded requests and juggled crises during a 
dash of a day. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Between Young and Old, a Political Collision 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

In a rapidly aging suburb of Denver, yomager voters are championing cuts in spending, while older ones want 
to retain the services they eomated on for their retirement. 

Using Legacy of Watergate, John Dean to Teach Ethics 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

The half-day program focuses on when Mr. Dean’s involvement in obstruction of justice began. 

In Alabama, a Harsh Bill for Residents Here Illegally 
By JULIA PRESTON 

A bill the governor is expected to sign resembles a law that stirred controversy in Arizona last year, but is 
stricter. Opponents immediately declared it maeonstitutional. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

NEWS ANALYSIS 



War of Ideas on U.S. Budget Overshadows Job Struggle 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and CARL HULSE 

A run of disappointing econonfic data is emboldening Congressional Republicans in their standoff with the 
Wlfite House over the best way to encourage growth. 

Stolen Data Is Tracked to Hacking at Lockheed 
By CHRISTOPHER DREW 

Lockheed’s finding heightened concerns that other companies or goverument agencies that use SecurlD 
tokens could be vulnerable. 

. Hacking of White House E-Mail Affected Diverse Departments 

A Stream of Postcards, Shot by Phone 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

Instagram and otlaer mobile photo-sharing applications are attracting investors and nfillions of users. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

BRAVES 6, METS 3 
Mets’ Day Starts With Bad News, and Gets Worse With Latest Collapse 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

A costly error at shortstop by Jose Reyes in the eighth turued the game abruptly, erased the Mets’ one-rm~ 
lead and helped the Braves to a victory. 

. Box Score I Inning-by-Inning 

¯ . Davis Returns to Mets, but Only to Watch 

ANGELS 3, YANKEES 2 
Despite Nova’s Solid Performance, Yankees Stumble Against Angels 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Yankees’ four-game winning streak ended at Angel Stadium despite an encouraging perforuaanee by 
Ivan Nova, who overcame a few shaky hanings to work into the seventh. 

, Box Score I Inning-by-Inning 

¯ . Rodriguez Affirms Defense of His Cousin’s Presence 

Baseball Awaiting Records on Yankee’s Stem Cell Treatment 

Spanish Players Deflect Questions on Rivalries 
By ANDREW DAS 

A month after Barcelona elinfinated Real Madrid from the Champions League, and a week after it beat 
Manchester United to win flae tournament, rivalry is never far from flae discussion. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Selling J. R., Lock, Stock and Swagger 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Larry Hagman is selling lfis stash of memorabilia mad estate items, many from his days on "Dallas." 

James Arness, Marshal on ’Gunsmoke,’ Dies at 88 
By ROBERT D. McFADDEN 

Mr. Arness buruished the legend of 3anerica’s epic West as the laconic peacemaker of Dodge City on one of 
the longest-rmming dramatic series in television history. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I’SO RANDOM!’ 
Show Within a Show Gets Its Own Shot 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The new Disney show "So Random!" takes the show witlfin "Sonny With a Chance" and puts it center stage. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

White Nights of St. Petersburg, Russia 



By JOSHUA HAMMER 

After seven months of winter, come 80 nights when the sun barely sets and celebratious grip the city. 

" ,~)’~ Slide Show 

36 Hours in Stockholm 
By STEPHEN WHITLOCK 

During the long days of summer, Stockhohn moves outdoors, an easy feat since water and parkland make up 
nearly two-thirds of the city. 

’. ~ Slide Show 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Expanding Hotel Loyalty Rewards 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

For travelers who look beyond big-brand hotel chaius, some boutique and independent hotels have joined 
together to offer loyalty programs with perks that reflect personalized services. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
How a Democracy Works 
President Obama has the authority to start fixing immigration, if only he would use it. 

EDITORIAL 
President Assad’s Bloody Hands 
The Security Cotmcil needs to do its job and condemn the brutality and impose sanctions. 

EDITORIAL 

Give Me the Permits, or Else 
With the finesse of a shakedown artist, Senator David Vitter said he will block a salary increase for Interior 
Secretary Ken Salazar until he approves more deepwater drilling permits. 

EDITORIAL 
What Do You See on Your Plate Today? 
The new dinner-plate icon that is replacing the food pyramid offers a simple, clear reminder about how we 
should be eating. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
False Choices 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Republicaus have taken an untenable position on taxation that threatens to push us to the brink of default. 

’. Columnist Page 

Gail Collins is on book leave. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Khodorkovsky Matters 
By JOE NOCERA 

Mikhail Khodorkovsky’s fate is a powerful illustration of Russia’s biggest problem: the contempt the 
country’s rulers have for the rule of law. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Ghosts of Guatemala’s Past 
By STEPHEN SCHLESINGER 

The United States overthrew Guatemala’s democratically-elected leader in 1954. The time has come to make 
anlends. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 4, 1989, Chinese army troops stormed Tiananmen Square in Beijing to crush the pro-democracy 

movement; htmdreds - possibly thousands - of people died. 
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¯ B__g.y This Front Pag~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Congrats! -- and your honors thesis 

Professor Sahle, 

Thanks for your response and willingness to work with me for my honors 
thesis! After some thought and discussion with Professor Cal&vell and 
others, I have decided to abandon the idea of doing an honors thesis As 
much as I would love the opportunity to conduct primary source research on 
a topic of my choice, I thil~ that I’ve ~vaited a bit too long to start the 
process. I ~vouldn’t have such reservations about getting started late, if 
so much of my sun~aer wasn’t already being consumed by other endeavors. 
With me currently enrolled in surmner school session one, and then going on 
to participate in this historical research program, I will only be working 
with about 2-3 weeks to start researching for my proposed thesis. However, 
I did not want to abandon the project completely. I ~vondered if you ~vould 
be willing to do an independent study with me examining the same topic. I 
am really intrigued by the subject of family disruption in both A[’rican and 
US conte×ts and think it would be very illuminating to explore them. If 
you are still willing to work with me in this capacity, I would love to 
move ahead with this prRiect. Let me know what you think! 

On Thu, 15:37:46 ~ 0000, "SaNe, F.unice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Dear 
> 

> While I was away and since my return, there has been communication about 
> your proposed honor thesis. As you know I was away, thus I could not 
> respond earlier. At any rate, following conversations with Professors 
> Caldwell and Janken, I write to let you know that if you’re still 
> interested in pursuing an honor thesis project, I can be work with you. 
> Let me know your thoughts as soon as possible. In terms of a comparative 
> study on the theme of the disruption of fiamily life under colonial 
> conditions, South Africa is the best case study There is a lot of 
material 
> on the topic and it would be a great case to compare with the USA. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 12:40 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eanice N 
> Subject: Re: Congrats[ 
> 

> Thank you Professor Sahlet 
> 

> I appreciate your congratulations[ I hope that you enjoyed your trip to 
> South Africa and that the process of recovery frora your jet lag is 
speedy! 
> 

> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> 

> On Sat, 09:47:38 +0000, "Sahle, Eanice 
> <eunice@email.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> Congrats on being named a Gilder Lehrman Scholar! 
>> 
>> It is veW good news arid I am very proud of you. I just heard the news 
> and 
>> I had to send a note even though I am in the midst of recovering from a 
>> horrible jet lag. 
>> 

>> Keep up the excellent work. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 7:03 AM 

Social Movemems Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [smwg01] Fwd: More News From Madrid 

hi again evelyone - 

i did a quick translation of the "guide for dynamization of popular assemblies" fi’om the encampmem in madrid, which folks that axe interested in forms of horizontal 

decision making, consensus, assemblies, etc. might be interested in (also it’s a pretty good description of how the assemblies actually work, which are pretty intense as 

there are usually thousands of people at each one): 
http://fromtheplazas.wo~dpress.comitranslated- documents/statement- on- collective-lhinldlN- assemblies- and- consensu,~’ 

and i wanted to let tblks ki~ow that many of the pieces t?om the blog tlmt alvaro sent out have been translated into english and are here: 

http://fromthepl~as.wordpress.com/translations/ 

(and i’ll add others when i get arouud to tmuslating them) 

besL 

On Thu, Jun 2, 2011 at 6:10 PM, SMWG UNC < F))gmail.com> wrote: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Reyes, Alvaro Andres <alvaxoar(~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, May 25, 2011 at 10:20 AM 

Subject: More News From Madrid 

To: SMWG UNC <               ~mail.com> 

Hello, 

I hope everyone has had a nice s~art to the summer. I wanted to let everyone know that Diego and Veronica from ¢olectivo Si~ua¢iones (as well as some o~her interesting 
people) will be blogging ~heir articles on the protests in Madrid onto ~his webiste: h~p:/!anarquiacoronada.blogspot.com/ 

Enjoy and I hope ~o see you all soon, 
Alvaro 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as:             ~gmail.com To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29260935- 

4334781 .c33631 d046dd9e585ae63a0437eb24d2(~listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email xmc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29284764-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
(919) 962-6302 

May 27, 2011 

Agreement to Revise and Teach a Course in Carolina Courses Online 

The pmt)ose of this agreement is to detail the arrangements between Eunice Sahle and the Friday Center 
for Continuing Education at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to revise and teach 
AFRI 101, Introduction to Africa, in the Friday Center’s Carolina Courses Ouline (CCO) program. It is 
expected that as a part of fulfilling this contract, course revisers and instructors will become familiar with 
Friday Center materials on the special nature of revising and teaching courses that are offered ouline. 

Semester Revisions 
You will update links to external Web sites and revise course schedules as well as make aw other 
changes you find necessary before each new term in which you teach the course. These should be 
submitted electronically and according to the schedule provided by Credit Programs. You will work with 
an instructional designer from the Comnmnicafion and Instructional Design staff who will incorporate 
your changes into the course Web pages. 

Instruction and Payment 
You will be the instructor of record during the Fall 2011 semester. Designation of the instructor of 
record is the responsibility of the department. While the department has the discretion to appoint a 
qualified individnal who is not affiliated with the University, the instructor will normally have current 
affiliation with the University. 

Your payment for revising and teaching the course will be      per term. The minimum enrollment 
needed to offer the course is six students by noon onthe third day of class. If five or fewer students 
enroll, the course will be cancelled tmless there is a compelling reason to offer it. In surmner, if a 
class has three or fewer students by 5:00 on the first day of classes, it will be cancelled. If we can, we 
will pay you through your regular UNC payroll, ff that isn’t possible, you’ll get a lump sum payment 
in the middle of the semester and one when the course is over. 

Instructor Responsibilities 

1. Respond to student questions and inquiries in a prompt and encouraging manner, ideally 
within two to three (lays. 

2. Provide encouragement to the students to remain active in the course, to submit assig~wnents 
regularly, and to ask questions whenever necessapy. 

3. Facilitate and monitor discussion forums in an active and ongoing way. Tlfis is a critical 
part of an instructor’s "presence" in an online course. 

4. Evaluate and provide written feedback on all student assignments, quizzes, and exams 
within a week after receiving them. 



5. Monitor, record, and maintain records on each student. 
6. Report final grades witlfin 72 hours after the final exam, using the official "Class Roll and 

Grade Report" form that Credit Programs will send to you. 
7. Revise the course before each new semester (see "Semester-to-Semester Revisions" above). 
8. Ensure compliance with departmental standards for course content, course requirements, 

examinations, grading, and course evaluation and University standards on academic 
integrity. This includes keeping course materials current. Credit Programs will inform you 
when new editions of textbooks are being published so that you can revise the course to 
coordinate with the most current texts. 

9. Inform Credit Programs when sitnations occur that temporarily prevent you from fulfilling 
your instructional duties, such as vacations, conferences, or illness. 

Credit 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Programs Responsibilities 

Provide timely i~fformation and materials you need to revise and teach the course. 
Provide updates on changes in administrative processes that affect you or your course. 
Make payment to you for teaching and revising your course as outlined in this Course 
Revising and Teaching Agreement. 
Evaluate your performance by reviewing student evaluations and course Web sites. Please 
help us in this process by encouraging your students to complete and submit the course 
evalnation form. 

Copyright and Ownership 
In accordance with the Copyright Policy of The Universi~r of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (effective 

date August 1, 2001), development of the course Web pages, exclusive of textbook materials (online or 

otherwise) is considered a "Directed Work." The Copyright Policy States that "The University shall own 

copyright in Directed Works. Where practicable in the estimation of the creator’s chair, and subject to 

any additional terms or limitations made necessaDT by Universib~ licensing agreements, the creator shall 

be granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free license to the work for the creator’s own 

educational or research use." The Copyright Policy can be reviewed at 

http:iiwww.unc.eduicampusipoliciesicopyright.htnfl. 

Termination of Assignment 

This agreement remains in effect until terminated by you, your department, or Credit Programs. In 
order to assure the quality of our offerings, we must stipulate that repeated failure to fulfill the duties 
described in this contract constitutes grounds lbr terminating the contract. 

Both you and Credit Programs have the right to terminate this assigurnent by providing written 
notification to the other party no less than 60 days prior to termination date. Your assignment 
will be terminated if the academic department awarding credit discontinues its approval of the 
offering or rescinds its approval of you as an instructor. 

If you are presently on payroll at UNC and you leave UNC while still working for the Friday Center, 
please notify us immediately so that we can change your Friday Cemer payroll status and pay you in 
a timely maturer when your work is cmnplete. If you do not notify us, there could be delay in 
processing your check and getting your payments to you. 



Signatures below by their authorized representative(s) signify acceptance of the terms indicated in the 
above agreement. 

Instructor 

Department Chair 

The Friday Center     "0     ~ 
Associate Director, Credit Programs 

The Friday Center __ U 
Progra~n Development Specialist, Credit Programs 

Date 

Date 

Date    5/27/11 

Date 5/27/11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 12:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Cirque du Soleil, Apple and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/20110608/attimes htR-d 

l~ @Ti ..... June8, 2011] 

Cirque du Soleil                                       [i~[ 

Cirque dn Soleil has redefined one of the world’s oldest art 
forms. Cirque’s 22 e~rrent productions, including its 
standing Las Vegas shows and the touring big-top productions. 
annually sell about as many tickets as all Broadway shows 
combined. Don’t miss some of the highlights in the company’s 
history~ read an intimate profile of its genius co-founder, Guy 
Lalibert4 and get a look behind the scenes of the show. 

Apple 

"Wi; are going to move thi; digitM ihub, the eenter of 

digi~a~ life~ into the e[oud," Stereo P, Jobs said in a 

Monday annonncement. Cheek out how this m~w service 

change the way that ym~ stove mnsie and data, eompare these 

new serviees to those of Amazon and Goog]e and ew~n see whieb 

apps will be th~ reatem~d by the upgrades. 

Join the Conversation 

Hooked o~l Meat 

" h~ ~imited quart titles, me~t L~ just fine, especkff~ sus?ainablg raised 

meat (and wild game), locallg and ~?hicaI~q prod~wed dairg and 

eggs, lh~ remaining wild or decen@ euldvatedj’ish. 

where we Uve, gwe foe~sed 

augment the kind qf diet we >e made to eaL on~ based on plants as 

a staple, with these o#u~r things as trea~, we’d all be better q[f We 

.... B~I Mark 

Readers’ Comments= 

"f[l~et’e is plenty of m, idenee that our most danget’ous addiction is 
not to mea~ - but to the cheap carbohydrates that have Ied to 
veeovd fates of obesity and il] health," 
-- Posted b~ BA F, 

’One big issue that needs to be addressed is cost, If loca~ small 
farmers could get the subsidies big Ag gets, maybe humanely 
produced meat would be available to the masses. As for now only 
~he wealthy can afford organic, lees1 meat." 
-- Posted bg Dee 

~ 3o~ the Com,~:3at~o~ ~ 

"~-=op 8 Viewed Features or, N,rr~ ............ 
(Betweerl June !, 20! 1 -. June 7, 2011) 

}tow Celebrities Buy Homes 

"lt~c Season’s Best Cookbooks 

Bringing Home the Wrong 

The Rehabilitation of Sarah 

Fet’guson 

Helping Teachers Help 

ThemseNes 

~ SLIDE SItOW; The 

Complexity of Jellyfish 
A series of new studies suggests 
that there is far more 
complexity and nuance to a 
jellyfish than meets the eye. 

~ INTERACTIVE: Beat 

Peril)finance as a Kid Goes to.., 

Tony Award nominees talk 

about the role they played as a 

child that they think "deserved" 

a Tony. 

~ YqDEO: Teeing OFF With 

Justin Timberlake 
On Par eolmnnist Bill 
Pennington hits a Brooklyn golf 
course with entertainer austin 
Timberlake. 

Connect to DeaiBook for the 

latest financial news 
deiivered dally before the      [~i[ 

opening bell and a~er the 

market close¯ 

Health Updste is your 

weekly dose of news and 
informatiorl from the 

world’s leading expeC;s on 

health, fitness and 



~, K~’isto~: Our Fantasy NatioB? 

3. The Bilingual AdYa~tage 

4. When a Nebel Prize Is~’[ Enough 

5, Where Prisol~ers CaB Do A~aything, E>;eep~ Leaw~ 

.A complete listing of news, 

At~OUT THIS E-NAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,corr~ marke[in9 depaiiment You received this message becaclse you signed up 

for NYlimes,com’s @rimes newsletter 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 7:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[Consilience] Issue VII Call for Submissions 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

IVly name is Viglmesh Subramanyan, and I am Editor-In-Chief of Consilience: The Journal of Sustainable Development Consilience is a global, student-ran online journal based at Columbia 
University in the City of New- York. It is dedicated to promoting interdisciplina~z dialogue on sustainable development, and is the first student-founded academic journal of its kind. 

I am pleased to annouaace that Consilience is no~v accepting articles for its seventh issue, due to be published in Fall 2011. All pieces can now be submitted online via our new- web interface: 
www.consiliencejoumal.org. The deadline for submissions is August 1,2011 

Consilience publishes four categories of written ~vork: Scholarly Articles, Opinion Pieces, Field Notes, and Photo Essays I welcome you to visit our website to view our first five issues 

Given your expressed interest in sustainable development, our Editorial Board invites you and students that you may kno~v, both uaadergraduate and graduate, to contribute to Consilience. 
We have included our Call for Submissions below, and I encourage you to forward and share this with your colleagues, as well as current and past students 

Please refer to the below text for more specific instructions on the submission process If you have any questions regarding the submissions process or Consilience, please do not hesitate 
to contact me at vs2299@columbia edu or contact@consiliencejournal org. We look forward to working closely ~vith you throughout the submission process. 

Best regards, 

Vighnesh Subramanyan 
Editor-In-Chief 
Consilience: The Journal of Sustainable Development 
The Editorial Board is based at Columbia UniversW in the CI~ of New York 

Call for Submissions [’or Issue VII 

Consilience: The Journal of Sustainable I)evelopment, an interdisciplinary academic journal based at Columbia University, seeks submissions ~2~r its Fal[ 2011 edition 

Articles may take the following ~2~rms: 

Scholarly A~icles: Original, research-based articles that 1~11 between 1,500 and 5,000 words. Please include relevant graphs, data tables, maps, or any other suppIementau material. Priority 
will be g~ven to interdisciplinap)~ pieces that take solutions-oriented approaches. 
Opinion Pieces: Opinions concerning attendant challenges, strengths, and theories regarding sustainable development. 
Field Notes: Fieldwork observations that make a broader commenta~" on the field of sustainable development. We encourage you to submit relewmt photographs along with the article 
Photo Essay: Photographic work that offers a unique view on a pa~icular challenge, issue, region, or population related to the study of sustainable development. All photographs should 
include an explanatop)~ paragraph or two and citations for each photo. Ideally, the photo essay will po~ray a cohesive or thematic story regarding the material presented 

All articles should be academically rigorous, yet accessible to a general population interested in the field of sustainable development. Authors should consider an interdisciplina~~ and 
solutions-oriented approach, and promote further research and discussion about their chosen topic, within their work. 

DEADL~ES 

Final date ~2~r submission: August 1,2011 

Authors should be min~l that papers selected for publication ~dergo an intensive peer review and editing process. A~thors should set aside time in the fall to revise their work. 

Please submit all articles tNough the following online form: http://~urna~s.c&s.c~l~bia.edu/c~nsi~ience/index.php/c~nsi~ience/a~th~r/submit/~ 

*Note to Authors: 
All articles should be the work of the authors, though writing done as part of previous class work is welcome. We encourage submissions from a~thors who have never previously been 
published in academic j ournals or for whom English is not their first language. 

To view the first five issues of the jo~nal, visit ~vw.consiliencejournal.org. Please email contact@consiliencejownal.org with any inquiries. 

This message was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu fiom: 
Consilience ] 2691 Lerner Hall 
2920 Broadway I New York, New York 10027 

Manage Your Subscription: 
http:/iapp.icontact.com/icp/~nail-mprofile.pl?~31388157&l 56415&s ~’G&~557821~ 281452 

Send To a Friend: 
h~p://ap~.icontact.corrgicp/coreimessa~e/lbt~ard?m 557821&s 31388157&c ~VG&cid 281452 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: In Saudi Arabia, Royal Funds Buy Peace for Now 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/06/09/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................... T.od.ay;is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ...................................................................... 
~1)~ ~’~ ~rk ~’~ June 09, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e_T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

In Saudi Arabia, Royal Funds 

Buy Peace for Now 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

This oil-rich kingdom is spending $13o 
billion to pump up salaries, build 
housing and finance religious 
orgmfizations, effectively neutralizing 
any opposition. 

" Video: TimesCast I Inside Saudi Arabia 

Economy’s Woes Shift the 

Focus of Budget Talks 
By JACKIE CALMES 

Recent signs that the econonfic recovery 
is flagging have introduced a new 
tension into the bipartisan budget 
negotiations. 

In India, Dynamism Wrestles 

With Dysfunction 
By JIM YARDLEY 

Econonfic growth is often the product of a private sector improvising to overcome the inadequacies of the 
Indian government. 

". Video: India Rising 

’: Graphic: The Paths of Two Giants 

’: Slide Show: A Model City and a Cautionary Tale 

¯ ~ Ask the Reporter a Question 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"In India, it is not because of the government. It is in spite of the government." 

VIDYA SRINIVASAN, a business executive in India, on how things get done. 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: The 
Stories Behind the 
Work 



Eric Wilson visited the photographer 
Arthur Elgort in his SoHo studio last 
week where the two spoke about some of 
the most memorable photographs Mr. 
Elgort has taken over his 42-year career. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
STONE !i! ii~lii: ::.:: 

When Culture, ..................... ~ 
Power and Sex i::i::i::i::i::i.     ::::::::::::::::::::::: 

By LINDA MARTIN ALGOFF 

How cultural attitudes toward sex, in 
France or m~ywhere else, cm~ distort our 
perceptions of sexual violence. 

The secret to Obama’s re- 
election 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

How rising stock prices can fool you 

A decade of change for college grads 

WORLD 

U.S. Is Intensifying a Secret Campaign of Yemen Airstrikes 
By MARK MAZZETTI 

The Obama adininistration has heightened a covert war, exploiting a power vacumn to strike at nfilitant 
suspects, according to American officials. 

Yemen’s Opposition Aims to Strip President of Power 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

Yemeni opposition leaders and protesters intensified their demands for the creation of a presidential cotmcil 
that would take power from President Ali Abdullah Saleh. 

Syrians Flee to Turkey, Telling of Gunmen Attacking Protesters 
By SEBNEM ARSU and KATHERINE ZOEPF 

Violent clashes in a Syrian town have prompted many to flee. Activists have reported that protests continue, 
including in a well-to-do district of Dmnascus. 

:’ Video: Syrians Flee Violence 

. The Lede Blog: Sifting Syrian Fact From Syrian Fiction 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

For Edwards’s Adult Daughter, a Recurring Role: Family Glue 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE and KIM SEVERSON 

Cate Edwards has exhibited a strength that she gained the hard way, by coping with fanfily losses along with 
her father’s political scandals on the public stage. 

Opening Day Attack Has Dodger Fans Seeing Blue All Over 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Dodger Stadimn, one of baseball’s most storied parks, appears to have as many police officers as fans these 
days as reports of fights mad rowdiness have grown. 

Homeless Veterans Sue Over Neglected Campus 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Advocates are seeking to compel federal officials to use a largely abandoned 376-acre cmnpus in Los Pmgeles 
for mentally ill veterans, as it was deeded to do. 

¯ More UIS. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



Bank Said No? Hedge Funds Fill a Void in Lending 
By AZAM AHMED 

Hedge ftmds are beeonfing lenders, but there are risks for those involved and for the broader economy. 

U.S. Is Falling Behind in the Business of ’Green’ 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Strong incentives in European mad Asima comatries have given them the lead in clean energy technologies. 

A Russian A.T.M. With an Ear for the Truth 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

A.T.M.’s being tested in Russia use voice-analysis software to assess whether questions are answered 
truthfully. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

BRUINS 4, CANUCKS 0 

Horton Hit Still Fresh, Bruins Tie the Finals 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Since Nathan Horton was knocked out of the finals with a severe concussion early in Game 3, Boston has 
outseored Vancouver, 12-1, in tying the series. 

RED SOX 11, YANKEES 6 
Red Sox Are Rude Guests Once Again 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Boston stormed to a seven-run lead and won for the fifth time in five gmnes at Yankee Stadimn this season. 

’. Box Score I Inning by Inning 

, Wakefield’s Act Changes but Never Gets Old 

." Bats: Yankees Put Chamberlain on D.L. With Elbow Injury 

" Bats: Putting Antics Aside, Ortiz Homers Again 

BREWERS 7, METS 6 
Brewers Batter Bullpen to Take Down Mets 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Leaky bullpens were the scourge of both temns, each of which blew late-inning leads before the Milwaukee 
Brewers finally defeated the Mets, 7-6, in their final at-bat. 

" Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ " For Mets, Collegiality Is Part of Closing 

¯ ’ Bats: Collins Remains Reyes’s Big Booster 

¯ ..M...o..r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

Artists Decorate Palazzos, and Vice Versa 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The 54th Venice Biennale is a cornucopia of recent artistic endeavor, endlessly amplified by Venice itself. 
," ~, Everyone’s a Critic I ~.~ Photos I ArtsBeat: The Venice Biennale 

Treasured Pissarro Print Turns Into Costly Headache 
By KATE TAYLOR 

The unknowing buyer of a stolen Pissarro, "Le March6," does not have to be compensated even though she 
has lost the painting mad accrued hefty legal fees, a judge ruled. 

Two Rebel Figures, One Traditional Painting 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

In 1966 Jack Kerouac joined with the Italian artist Franco 3mgeli to paint "Deposition," which goes on view 
at the Musemn of the Imperial Formns in Rome this week. 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

Devorah Rose, a Celebrity of Her Own Making 
By LAURA M. HOLSON 

The magazine publisher wants to be a reality-TV star, even it it means dragging Hamptons society down with 
her. 

Does This Swimsuit Make Me Look Fat? 
By HENRY ALFORD 

A no-longer youthful shopper seeks Jude Law perfection on a Weber Grill-like body. 

FRONT ROW 
Nice Jacket, but It Can’t Do My Taxes 
By ERIC WILSON 

Lately stores are promoting clothes that do more than cover a basic human need. 

¯ More Fashion & S..t.y.I..e..??. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Internet Piracy and How to Stop It 
A Senate bill has commendable goals, but needs some work before it can be law. 

EDITORIAL 
Housing for the Wounded 
A class-action lawsuit seeks homes for disabled veterans left on Los 3mgeles streets. 

EDITORIAL 
Citizens United’s Outrageous Offspring 
By reaffirming his ruling on corporate campaign contributions, Judge Cacheris flouts Supreme Court 
precedent. The Justice Department must appeal his decision. 

EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK 
Shadowing the Reclusive Painter of Light 
By FRANCIS X. CLINES 

The current exhibit at the Hopper home in Nyack provides a prophetic glimpse through the young artist’s 
eye. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
More Trade and More Aid 
By MATTHEW J. SLAUGHTER and ROBERT Z. LAWRENCE 

If America fails to resolve a dispute over free-trade agreements, our economic future will be bleak. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Release My Friend! 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

A personal appeal for the king of Bahrain to free political prisoners, including a longtime friend, and start a 
reconciliation process. 
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:" Gaff Collins is on book leave. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

You Left Out the Part About ... 
By TA-NEHISI COATES 

The new "X-Men" fihn is more than a smmner flick. It’s historical fiction. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
My Bad: A Political Medley 
By THOMAS VINCIGUERRA 

When misbehaving elected officials say ’Tm sorry." 



¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 9, 1954, Army counsel Joseph N. Welch confronted Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy during the Senate- 
Army Hearings over McCarthy’s attack on a member of Welch’s law firm, Frederick G. Fisher. Said Welch: 

¯ ¯Have you no sense of decency, sir? At long last, have you left no sense of decency?" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursdw,           4:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Second Summer Session (African Studies 

Dr. Sahle, 

My name is                  a student in your African Studies 
class for the second sunmaer session. I wanted to make sore that it is okay 

for me to miss the first day of class (Thursday ? My sister is 

graduating from h~gh school that day in and in order to make 

the event I wouldn’t be able to make it to class that day. 

Sorry for the inconvenience, 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 6:04 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Capoeira Event June 30 - July 2 

CBNC Batizado flier.pdf 

See attached flyer and/or contact Giles for more information. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Capoeim Event 

Date:Thu, 09 Jun 2011 12:52:11 -0400 

From :Giles Harrimn-Conwill <       ?bme.com> 

To:Na’mlie ttartman <njh@duke.edtp 

Ni Natalie, 

Grupe Capoeira Brasi] - North Care]Jna has an Llpceming event, a~d I~m spreadi~g word.    Guests with decades e~ 

experience playing and teaching capoeira will be Durham giving three days of workshops before the main celebration 

on July 2. We would appreciate it if you could forward our flier. All are welcome! 

Thanks, 

Giles 

Giles Harrison-Conwill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 2:59 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 9 June: climate, protests and police brutality, Durban Sings, Egypt, AIDS medicines, Mpi~ne corruption, xenophobia, Eishkom, 

Afi’ica rises, 

Bonn-brief BigPictureFINAL3.pdE Bonn-brief CivilSocParticipatlon.pdt:, Bonn-brief no4Renewables.pdf; climate update 9 June 

2011 .doc; Durban Sings June 2011 .doc; ISTR Africa June newsletter.pdf; Wolpe Wallerstein June 23 2011 .png; Bond Cottle World Cup 
economics.pdf; Bond Egypt.doc; Cottle book cover.jpg 

Hi comrades, 

* A veW active week has passed. I’ru sending this from Joburg airport 
having completed the sabbatical period in Berkeley, and will be back in 
the office Monday. 

* There ruay be some serainars and events around CCS (I’m not sme) but 
the next big gathering is the Wolpe on 23 June: Ircananuel Wallerstein. 
Attached is a little rift I did on the $3 bn Egyptian loan by the k%!F 
last Sunday for the economic website IDEAS. 

* The International Society- for Third Sector Research has an African 
section with a new newsletter, including an alticle by Alan Fowler on 
Egypt. Though he calls it ’virtually leaderless’, the unions and 
solidaristic April 6 movement seerued vital. 

* Molefi’s Durban Sings work continues and will include hosting the 
revival of the African In@Media Centres in November; see attached for 
an inspiring report. 

* On the climate front, the Bom~ prep meeting for the Durban COP is 
alrea@ generating dozens of pages of analysis. Perhaps most tellingly-, 
you can read how the US delegate protnotes privatisation, advocates False 
Solution investments and reneges on the Hillary Clinton $100bn/year 
promise. Sorue other good blogging is going on from Friends of the Earth, 
the Pan African Climate Justice Alliance, Huffington Post and especially 
Third World Net~vork and REDD-Monitor. Other climate-justice perspectives 
in english that I may have missed? Overall it looks like the verdict 
that the U2x~’CCC is a ’dead space’ holds up. Full funeral and memorial 
for globo-climate governance scheduled for Durban in six months and one 
day, I reckon. 

* Waow, another intense protest near where I’m arriving, the Durban 
airport (K~vaDukuza/Stanger), just resulted in well over200 arrests and a 
police murder of a resident, all opposed to the 50% rise in taxi fares 
there. 

* In the case of South Africa’s successful post-apartheid protests, in 
getting AIDS medicines to the masses, there are some important 
statements below- by- Mark Heywood of Section27 and Medicins sans 
Frontiers Apparently the number of SAns on treatment is up to 1 4 
million, ~vhich is about 1 4 million more than a decade ago Quite 
interesting comparisons that give us a sense of genuine optimism. But 
huge enviromnental factors associated with HIV are still to be tackled. 

* A year ago tomorro~v the World Cup began, and the anniversaly’ lets us 
understand ~vhat a gigantic waste it represented There are a couple of 
articles below plus the advert for a new book edited by Eddie Cottle 
(South Africa’s World Cup: A Legacy for "¢,q~om?). The chapter he and I did 
on World Cup economics is attached 

* Texas academics are stu@ing Afi-ican social protest (not too 
thoroughly) Their reports going back to 2000 are below. 

* Tales of Durban corruption continue, with the notorious Mpisanes 
finally being nailed (below). 

* Petit-bourgeois class consciousness is high in Cape Town and Joburg 
townships, leading to brutal xenophobic incidents - and some resident 
(women’s) resistance worth noting (below). 

* More brutality’ visited on Durban residents in the form of high utility’ 
prices and a Cato Ridge demolition which tells us lots about the 
@namics of incomes and expenditures, below, along with a sup~ey of 
electricity’ prices 

* Hein Marais has an article summing up the local goverr~nent elections, 
belo~v. 

* Viva the people of Xolobeni, viva! The Am adiba Crisis Committee beat 
back the mines minister, Susan Shabangu, and her lk~rmerly favoured 
Australian mining house (and empowerment partner), in part thanks to an 
alliance with Sun International. See some reports below, including the 



move to eco-tourlsm, rm looking forward to a field trip there later 
this month, about 90 minutes south down the coast fi~om Durban 

* Sokari Ekine has done an incredibly good job over the years tracking 
African social protest and there’s a great list, below, from last week’s 
Pambazuka: Uganda, Kenya, Swamland, Botswana and Ethiopia. 

* The World Conference Against Racism in 2001 suffered the UN~s failure 
to properly deal with Zionism and reparations. Because those issues 
remain, especially Israeli apartheid, once again the US government is 
scared to confront these issues and is chickening out even though the 
10th anniversaci in September will be in NYC (below). Maybe that’s a 
good precedent for avoiding UN conference sabotage: leave Washington 
out. Sorue recollections are way below, including the Durban Social 
Forum’s evocative declaration. 

* Finally, way at the bottom, find lots of important reports from 
Pambazaka about the struggle against water commodification across 
Africa. One is from Khadija, who also did this week’s Mercury column, 
against xenophobia, attached. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

’It’s dangerous out there’ 
Irmnigrant survival tactics in dog-eat-dog South Africa 

Khadija Sharife 

For nrillions of Southern Africans who crossed into South Africa as 
political refugees or in search of ~vork, the risk of robbery, rape and 
extortion at the border is just the beginning of their problems 
Exploited and scapegoated, most simply want to feed their children. 

Looking more closely, their survival is inspiring. 

Interviewees claim they traverse borders either through expensive 
organised syndicates, or via illegal routes ~vhere robbery and rape is 
common. ’On many occasions, even before reaching the border, buses are 
stopped by the police and everyone is asked to produce a passport Those 
who do not have would have to pay the requisite bribes,’ claims the source. 

With the moratorium on deportations of Zimbabweans now over, and the 
maj ority of these immigrants still without official travel documents and 
asylum permits, the last resort is ’bribing Home Affairs officials and 
police on the way,’ according to one of my Durban sources 

The influx of Zimbahrvean migrants hoping to find work as manual 
labourers and domestic workers has lowered the cost of labour here, but 
these irmnigrants are themselves socio-economic refugees. Complains one 
former school teacher, ~By the time I leR Zimbabwe, my monthly salai~’ 
could not buy t~vo litres of cooking oil’ 

South African business is pleased Trusted workers in restaurants, 
farms, construction and other projects are often asked to bring their 
friends to prospective employers Road hawkers sell pirated CDs. 
Domestics are most often women, while males work as cleaners and 
gardeners for a similar wage. ~Ilne influx of imnnigrants, however, means 
that jobs are hard to come by and wages cannot be negotiated upward. 

While many South Africans express sympathy to me about the predicament 
nf Zimbabweans and say they abhor xenophobic pogroms, it is common to 
hear the insult makwerekwere (the derogatory phrase used to describe 
nnmigrants), and hostili~ is often blatantly expressed. 

’See that one,’ said a local South Beach vendor, pointing at a Congolese 
car guard. ’tie is no better than a monkey, an animal’ However, set 
against the backdrop of South Africa’s political economy, in which poor 
and working people are materially worse off today than during apartheid, 
such pathological xenophobia is simply one of many desperate and 
ruthless reactmns to socio-economic stress. 

As one fonner government official informs me, ~The situation in squatter 
camps and townships - it is like a tinderbox - anything could set it 
of~! People are desperate.’ 

There rein ain strong m emori es of the 2008 and 2010 xenophobic attacks, 
when faceless imnnigrants were murdered, burnt, beaten and driven out by 
enraged masses. Xenophobia lurks beneath the reality of daily life, 
penetrating and informing every choice, claim and opport~imty. 

Even the civil socie~ uprisings called ’service delivery protests’ 
occasionally get h~iacked when local commercial operators take the 
opportuni~ to loot and burn shops set up by immigrants. This became 
such a problem that last Wednesday, residents of Ramaphosa township 
physically defended Somalis and Pakistanis shopkeepers against thugs 
from the Greater Gauteng Business Forum, testifying that inm~igrants’ 
prices are lower and they pay their South African workers nrore than do 
the local spaza shops. 



Corfflict is also conm~on over housing, as most inm~igrants are forced to 
live in dangerous conditions, most oRen in corrugated iron shacks, 
roasting in surmner and freezing in winter. ’The most comruon fom~ of 
accormnodation in these areas is shacks (wood or tin) that are filthy, 
crowded and very ~mcomfortable,’ says Tyanai Masiya, a Zimbabwean based 
in Cape Town. 

’Since most of us are unemployed, temporarily employed and underpaid, 
living in sruall crowded shacks becomes the only option. These shacks, 
made up of old and rusty zinc and rotten boards picked up at the dmnp 
sites, are the worst kinds of shelter for huruan beings.’ 

Irmnigrants unable to meet lease requirements - such as legal status, 
stable employment and funding for deposits - may pay as nmch as R400 per 
room monthly for accommodation costing South African citizens R150 
Where immigrants cam~ot pay- the bills, they are allowed to sleep 
(sometimes in shifts) four to a shack room at R150 - R200 per head. 

Such pressure on scarce housing leaves local residents angry about the 
lack of affordable access, since government has not made meaningful 
progress in cutting the backlog. 

Irmnigrants were not aware of any legal or other recourse and feel 
helpless as they are subject to evictions and drastic rent increases 
without notice. ’I am trapped,’ says a car guard working at South Beach 
’There is nobody I can appeal too’ 

Language, dress code and physical features identify i~nmigrants, he says. 
’When the robbers are not very certain if one is an immigrant, the?’ get 
one into a dialogue, for example, through just greeting him/her. From 
the response they- can detect if one is an in,migrant. Those who are 
fluent in local languages sometimes get spared’ 

Police are allegedly reluctant to search for the attackers According to 
one intelv’iewee, ’I suspect that these police get bribes from the 
robbers Even if you tell them (the police) that you have seen your 
attackers somewhere, they will not go there. Yet you have taken a risk 
to go and report, because some who are seen reporting to the police are 
attacked again for reporting.’ 

According to multiple sources, immigrants in the Kraaifontein area have 
been repeatedly robbed and stabbed. Says one, ’These people [attackers] 
do not give you time to surrender what you have, they just pounce on you 
and begin to stab you all over. It is up to you to ask for forgiveness 
and pledge to give them all you have. If they feel that you want to 
resist the?’ can easily stab you to death even in broad daylight. It’s 
dangerous out here.’ 

Khad~ia Sharife is visiting scholar at the UI4ZN Centre lk~r Civil Society 
and southern Africa correspondent for The Africa Report 

Protester’s death probed 

June 9 2011 at 09:39am 

Daily News 

By Nompume[elo Magwaza and Sinegugu Ndlovu 

INLSA 
Firefighters were clearing the dirt left blocking the street in 
Ntshawini Picture: Doctor Ngcobo 
R elated Stories 

Fatal turn in taxi fare protest 
° Taxi fare protest turns violent 

As municipal workers began a massive clean-up operation on the R102 
between Urr~lali and Shakaskraal on Wednesday, the Independent Coraplaints 
Directorate was starting an investigation into the death of a man, 
allegedly at the hands of police, during violent protests against taxi 
fare hikes in the KwaDukuza area on Tuesday-. 

Nhlap2ala Mchunu, 21, was the second of two people killed in the 
protests, which started on Monday-. Ntombikayise Mabika, 24, was shot and 
killed, allegedly by a security- guard hired by taxi operators, on 
Monday-. The deaths have deepened tensions between the taxi owners, 
police and locals. 

Locals are protesting against taxi fare increases of up to R2.50 a trip. 

On Wednesday-, an urgent meeting attended by national police commissioner 
General Bheki Cele called to put an end to the escalating violence 
that has seen about 207 people being arrested failed to resolve the 
situation, with taxi associations refusing to back down from the fare hikes. 

Protesters had blockaded the R102, the ruain road cotmecting several 
towns in the KwaDukuza area, by burning tyres and other objects on the 
road. Residents of some towns feared leaving their houses in case they 
were attacked by- protesters, who ~vanted commerce in the region to be 
brought to a halt. 



In areas patrolled by police, people walked several kilometres to work 
in the KwaDukuza CBD, as there was no transport available on the main 
road. A clean-up by the fire department, municipal workers and police 
started in the morning and was still under way in the afternoon. 

Cele said two people, Mchunu and Mabika, were confirmed dead. tie said 
the ICD would investigate Mchunu’s death because it was alleged that 
police were involved. However, Cele refused to believe that officers 
could be responsible for his death 

"The police have cortfirmed what we know, and that is that they do not 
use live arrm~tmition, especially the kind of cartridges that were shown 
on tile news." 
KwaZulu-Natal Transpolt Alliance spokesman Bafana _’v~longo defended the 
Kwadttkuza and Dolphin Coast taxi associations’ decision to increase 
fares by R2.50, saying that fares in tile area had not increased in five 
years. 

He said other associations had also increased fares because of rising 
input costs, including petrol price hikes and vehicle maintenance costs. 

"\X~nen we increase fares, it’s by- between 10 percent and 30 percent. We 

notify the public well in advance., so that people with concerns can conae 
forward and speak to us. 

"In a business, you don’t negotiate price hikes. We are overburdened by 
high operational costs, which are higher than our profits," he said. 

Concerned Commuters Organisation of SA spokesman Bongani Ntuli blamed 
the government for not providing proper public transport. 

He said the KwaDukuza residents were reacting violently- "because they 
have been pushed against a wall". 

He said the R2.50 increase was exorbitant. 

The organisation was engaging with Transport Minister S’bu Ndebele on 
public transport issues. 

"For one, toll fees are high and this impacts on the poor. Workers spend 
a huge percentage of their salaries on transport The government must 
provide quali~z yet affordable public transport on top of privately 
owned transport," said Ntuli. The Mercury 

Fatal turn in taxi fare protest 
June 8 2011 at 07:35am 
By Ltmgi Langa and Nompumelelo Magwaza 

INLSA 
Police keep watch over people arrested during violent protests at 
KwaDukuza over taxi fare hikes. The protesters set fire to a policeman s 
car, inset, suspecting that he had injured a child during the protests. 
Photo: Doctor Ngcobo 
Related Stories 

Taxi fare protest turns violent 
Kwadukuza taxi associations are adamant that they will not rescind fare 
increases which have prompted violent protests in the town this week, 
claiming the life of a woman on Mi~nday. 

Ntombiyenkosi Mabika, 24, was trying to make her way to work when she 
was shot dead. She is suspected to have been shot by one of several 
security guards hired to protect the associations’ taxis 

Police Colonel Jay Naicker confirmed that one person had been killed 
during Monday’s protests, when 155 people were arrested for public 
violence and arson. 

He said a murder case had been opened in connection with Mabika’s death, 
but no arrests had been made. 

Naicker said the police were in the area monitoring the situation 

However, they were unable to protect the proper~ of one of their own, 
whose car and home were torched by the protesters 

Umhlali Wan-ant Officer David Nzuza said he rushed home at’ter being 
alerted that his home was on :[ire. 

Nzuza arrived home to find his car gutted and part of his house, which 
had been vandalised, on fire. 

"These people are accusing me of injuring a child during the protest. 
There were many police on duty that day (Monday). How can they be sure 
that I did it? Even if that was so, attacking my family is not the way 
of dealing with that. 

"If I did wrong, why did they" not report it at tile police station?" he said. 



Police said more protesters had been arrested on Tuesday, increasing the 
number to about 270 people. 

The protests started on Monday over taxi fare increases from R4.50 to 
R7. The protesters said the?’ could not afl’ord the hikes 

Ward councillor }~mn McDonnell said the R102 between Shakaskraa[ and 
Umhlali had been blockaded by the protesters unti] early on Tuesday. 

"I went to see what was happening, but I was told to leave because it 
was too dangerous. I understand that the violence in some areas has 
escalated, and I am so sad to hear that soruebody has died froru this," 
she said. 

Bongizwe Mhlongo, of the KwaD~tkuza Taxi Association, said the 
association had no intention of decreasing fares. He said the cornmuters 
had decided to protest without expressing their concerns to the association. 

’%\~en other businesses increase prices for items, you do not see people 
protesting against it," he said. 

The newly inaugurated KwaDukuza ruayor, Ricardo Mthembu, said he was in 
talks with the association to find a solution. He would rneet the 
association on Wednesday. 

The protests have prevented residents froru going to work and pupils frorn 
getting to school. 

KwaDukuza resident Thembelihle O~tmede said she could not aflbrd the 
increased transport costs for her two children, who travelled by taxi to 
school. She said one had started writing exams, but could not get to school. 

"We are not fighting with the taxi owners; we just want them to reduce 
their prices," she said. - The Mercuay’ 

Nkosi Johnson Memorial Lecture, June 7th 2011 

Mark Heywood, Executive Director, SECTION27 hey;vood@section27 org.za 

This speech is dedicated to the Ministers of Basic Education and Social 
Development in South Africa with the hope that it might influence them 
to meaningfully address the pain, loss of life and thwalted possibility 
it describes. 

THE NdPORTANCE OF BEING ANGRY 

GROWEN’G LrP IN A VORTEX OF VIOLENCE A~,X) DEPRIVATION 

"9,~ Ol~’E IT TO SOL~FH AFRICA’S YOUNG PEOPLE TO BREAK 21qEIR SPNAL 

OF RISK 

Introduction: 

It is a privilege to speak this evening in the name of one of South 
Africa’s bravest young people and in the presence of another. Nkosi 
us almost exactly ten years ago, he would have been 22 if still ahve; 
Mandisa is full of life and true grit Their lives overlapped. As she 
has just described, Mandisa was a 14 year old finding her difficult way 
as an orphan when Nkosi lost his 12 year old life on June 1 2001 

Although the?’ did not meet each other their byes intersected, and had 
more in common that we dare think: 

Both had biological mothers who were ensnared in poverty; 

Both had fathers who deserted their mothers; 

Both had mothers who died of HIV, one naturally, the other 
unnaturally; 

Both found mothers who loved, cared for and empowered them; we 
must acknowledge Gall Johnson and Khosi Alma Mashego for their love and 
principle 

Nkosi had HIV Mandisa was spared HIV, but has by her own 
account been frighteningly close to the risk of infection. 

But regrettably, as I will show in this lecture, these are 
characteristics they share with millions of other young people in South 
Africa. 

There is a lot that could and should be said about both individual 
lives. But today I want to reflect primarily on the lot of young 
boys/men, girls/women in SA today, and ask whether anything has changed 
from ten years ago’.’ And if not, why not? 

2001 and 2011: A cornparison 

The political environrnent is transforrned: 



The political environment around HIV has been transformed and is 
umecognisable. It is now three years since, in September 2008, Manto 
Tshabalala Msimang was removed as Minister of Health, and Thabo Mbeki as 
President. We are now living in the third year of an unambiguous 
political will to tackle HIV and TB, led outstandingly- by Health 
Minister Dr Motsoaledi, which is yielding results. 

In 2001: Nobody xvas on ARV treatment in the public sector; 
today the latest statistics claim that over 1.4million people have been 
initiated onto treatment since 2004; 

In 2001: there was a +-30% rate of vertical transmission 
amongst pregnant women with HIV; today, vertical transmission at six 
weeks post partmn is reportedly down to 3.5% counted’wide, which means 
that far fewer children like iXq~osi are being born ;vith HIV[1]; 

In 2002/03 only 2 1% of eligible children had started ART By 
2007,’2008 the figure was reported to be 36.9%[2]. Today it is reported 
that over 100,000 children have started treatment; this is still only 
30% of the children in need of treatment. [3] 

But the social and economic envirolm~ent that drives the HIV epidemic has 
got worse 

There are, however, still man?, negatives and many many challenges faced 
by South Africa. These challenges require a greater, broader and deeper 
political will, together with al’i tmderstanding of how HIV impacts on 
other areas of life and vice versa, than we have at present: 

In 2001 there were high levels of stigma In 2011 ;ve have 
still not found a way to monitor or meastu-e stigma, meaning that we know 
little of the lives of the many Mandisa’s and Nkosi’s of today; 

The violent behaviotu- of the young men who killed Ougu Dlamini 
remains unabated, both against other young men and women We have to 
face the fact that the socially created penchant for violence amongst 
young men that led to the mtu-der of Ougu Dlamini on 17 December 1998 is 
the same violence that murdered Noxolo Nog;vaza on Sunday 24 April 2011, 
and before her Eudy Simelane, Nokuthtula Radebe, Nqobile Khumalo and 
others [4] 

’]’here is an epidemic of violence amongst young people that 
leads to maiming and early death for far too many. According to a 
Statistics South Africa report released last year: 

"’]7he age group most affected by non-natural causes of death was 15 19. 
43,1% of recorded deaths in this age group were due to non-natural 
causes." Within this age group: "11,8% of male non-natural deaths were 

due to assault, while 5,6% of female deaths were due to the same cause."[5] 

It is a tragedy that in the shadow of a Constitution that is p~oneering 
on gender and sexual equality that : 

In South Africa being young and a woman is a risk factor for unwanted 
pregnancy, rape, HIV and death: 

Below is some of the evidence: 

Rising rates oftIIV Infectinn: 

Although there ~s some evidence of improved condom use among 
young men and women[6], there are still "desperately high" rates of HIV 
infection, particularly in women of Mandisa’s age and younger; 

In this regard, what we have established of the facts about 
new HIV infections araong young women remains disturbing: 

In a recently published study of HIV incidence among young women in 
KwaZulu Natal[7] with a median age of 22, HIV incidence was: 

6.5/100 person years amongst rural women 

6.4/100 person years amongst urban women 

17.2/100 person years araongst urban women under 20 

According to the authors of the stu@: "Several studies and this stu@ 
corLfirm the persistently high steady state HIV incidence rates, 
demonstrating the underlying transmission @namics despite the scaled-up 
prevention and treatment efforts, xvhich have failed to address the HIV 
prevention needs of young women." 

High rates of teenage pregnancy: 

In 2007, nearly 50 000 pupils fell pregnant while in school, a 
151% increase since 2003 (including 53 pupils in grade 3) 

According to the General Housing Survey (2010)[8], 4.9% of 
females between the ages of 13 and 19 reported being pregnant in the 
year preceding the sur~,ey. 



In the 2009 ante-natal smwey, 137% of pregnant women 
surveyed between the ages of 15 and 19 were HIV positive; between 15 and 
24 this figures rises to 21 7%. 

About 50% of the women in the survey were aged between 15 and 
24 which means that this is the average age for most births in South Aticica 

High maternal mortality-: 

Whilst we’ve learnt how- to protect the child from vertical HIV 
transmission, we are not protecting the mother, due to the exceedingly 
high rates of maternal mortality, closely associated with HIV infection. 

Between 2005-2007 there wa s been a 20.1% increase in the 
number of deaths reported compared with the previous triem~ium (2002-2004) 

The largest cause of maternal death was AIDS (43.7%). [9] 

In the middle of the nineteenth century Charles Dickens peuned a 
permanent lament to the death of Pip, a young orphaned street sweeper, 
saying 

"Dead, your MaJesty Dead, my lords and gentlemen. Dead, Right Reverends 
and Wrong Reverends of eveU order. Dead, men and women, born with 
tleavenly compassinn in your hearts. And dying thus around us eveU day" 

The same words apply 150 years later to women losing their lives as a 
result of pregnancy. 

In reality, these ’different’ issues are closely connected m a vicious 
circle 

For social and economic reasons gMs and young women are vulnerable to 
early consensual and non-consensua[ sex; this contributes to high rates 
ofHIV irffection; tI[V infectinn is a m~jor cause of mammal mortality’; 
the death of young mothers, leaves another generation of young men and 
women, prey to the behaviours and social forces that restart the cycle. 

It is this cycle that must be broken. 

For a combination of reasons whilst in their teenage years young *w~men 
are more vulnerable to HIV infection than men of the same age. [10] 
tlowever whilst men have lower tIIV infection rates in their teens, they 
’catch up’ in their twenties.j11 ] 

Unfmtunately this cycle is not something that people escape after 
passing ttnough the corridor of childhood, because... 

Adult Risk behaviours are often Determined in Adolescence: 

The V~rHO estimates that up to 70% of premature deaths in adults can be 
attributed to behaviottr initiated in adolescence. [ 12] If tree, this is 
not good for South Africa. 

Most yotmg people in South Africa do not have quali)- lives. According 
to a compilation of research issued by the South African Institute of 

Race Relations (SAIRR)[13], in SA there are: 

SAIRR Sttmmary of Findings 

Doulqe orphans 

859 000 

Paternal orphans 

2,468 000 

Maternal orphans 

624 000 

Total orphans 

3.95 million 

AIDS Orphans 

1.4 n’fillion 

Number/proportion of children in child-headed hou seholds 98 000 (0 5%) 

98 000 (0.5%) 

Proportion of children with absent, living fathers 

42% (1996) 

48% (2009) 



Proportion of children with present fathers 

49%(1996) 

36%(2009) 

Proportion of children *vith present fathers: 

African 

Coloured 

Indian 

White 

30% 

53% 

85% 

83% 

Proportion of children with absent fathers 

African up from 46% (1996) to 52% (2009) 

Coloured up from 34% (1996) to 41% (2009) 

Indian Down from 17% (1996%) to 12% (2009) 

Vv~aite Up from 13% (1996%) to 15% (2009) 

Not surprisingly this, and a range of other factors, affects young 
people’s attitudes to life and mental health: 

"iVlany South African children are not growing up in safe and secure 
families Some are affected by poverty, while others are burdened by the 
effects of the HIV/AIDS pandemic This pandemic has resulted in an 
epidemic of orphanhood and child-headed households, which has left many 
children having to fend for themselves." 

The National Youth Risk Behaviom- Survey (2008) of grade 8-11 
learners found in the six months before the survey, 24% of youth had sad 
or hopeless feelings; 21% admitted to suicidal thoughts; 17% had a 
suicide plan; 21% had made at least one suicide attempt; 

Western Cape stu@: 17% of children and adolescents suffer 
psychiatric problems, major depressive disorder (8%) and post traumatic 
stress disorder (8%).[14] 

And mental health is directly connected to physical health and risk of HIV: 

According to researchers: 

"Mental health disorders are accompanied by a considerable amount of 
impairment, suffering, stigma and family financial strain. There is also 
a high degree of continuity between psychiatric disorders in childhood 
and adolescence and those in adulthood Seventy five per cent of adults 
with mental health problems experience the first onset before the age of 
24 years 

"Finally, mental ill-health is associated with physical ill-health. One 
good example of this is HIV infection. Young people with a psychiatric 
disorder are more likely to contract HIV infection than those without 
such a disorder There are a number of possible reasons :for this 
increased risk, such as inadequate sexual communication skills, 
susceptibility to negative peer norms, low self efficacy, decreased 
assertiveness, and reduced ability’ to negotiate safer sex."[15] 

’]?his environmental assault on people when they are too young to 
understand it or fend it off helps to explain the cavalier attitude many 
young people are reported to have towards HIV and other risks to their 
lives. ’]?he evidence in this regard is complex and at times 
contradictolT It should not be over-sunplffied. Behaviour is ms";ed up 
with culture and context, both of which are changing. But: 

Despite risks of HIV many youth report a preference :for 
prefer ’skin to skin’. Ironically, knowledge of HIV has deteriorated 
among young people in recent years. 

Condom use among young people is reported to be iraproving, 
but so are rates of teenage pregnancy 

Young women are simultaneously victims and agents of their 

own risk.[ 16] 

In the words of respected anthropologist Suzanne Leclerc-Madlala there 
is a need "to engage with the dis-enabling context that gives sustenance 
to dis-enabling attitudinal and behavioural codes that continue to drive 



the HIV/AIDS epidemic.’[17] 

Where to start? 

The central importance of basic education and a functional school to 
reduction of vulnerability to HIV amongst young people 

It is well established that the higher and better the educational 
attmnment, the lower the risk nfHIV infection.[ 18] According to one 
research study: 

The relatiunship between educational attainment and HIV prevalence 
appears to change as epidemics mature. As educated individuals tend to 
have more cuntrol over their sexual behavior, the associatiun between 
education and HIV depends crucially on behavioral intentions. In the 
absence of information about HIV transmissiun, many individuals may 
intend to have several sexual partners, increasing their risk of HIV 
infection. However, educated individuals are more likely to be exposed 
to HIV prevuntion messages and more likely to understand them. Given 
that HIV prevention messages become more prevalent with epidemic 
maturit’y, this leads to a hypothesis about the changing relationship 
between HIV and education. In the early- stages of an epidemic, education 
is a risk factor for HIV infection. As an epidemic matures and 
prevention messages become nmre corcarmn, education is a protective factor 
against HIV infection. [ 19] 

Given this knowledge South African youth should be well protected, 
because section 29(1)(a) of the Constitution reads as follows: 

29. Education. (1) Everyone has the right- 
(a) to a basic education, including adult basic education; 

And, as Chief Justice Ncgobo knows well, our right to education is 
founded in an international consensus on the importance of education and 
the duty on the state to provide it that is expressed as follo~vs in the 
UN Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) ’s General 

Comment on Education[20]: 

Education is both a human right in itself and an indispensable means of 
realizing other human rights. As an empowerment right, education is the 
primary vehicle by which economically and socially marginalized adults 
and children can lift themselves out of poverty and obtain the means to 
participate fiflly m their communities. Education has a vital role in 
empowering ~vomen, safeguarding children from exploitative and hazardous 
labour and sexual exploitation, promoting human rights and democracy, 
protecting the environment, and controlling population growth 
Increasingly, education is recognized as one of the best financial 
investments States can make. But the importance of education is not just 
practical: a ~vell-educated, enlightened and active mind, able to wander 
freely and widely, is one of the joys and rewards of human existence. 

But our govermnent is failing dismally in its duties to provide basic 
education to children: 

Of the 1 207 996 Grade 1 learners who started school in 2005 
only 948 213 made it to Grade 6; 

In 2005, 951 641 learners started grade 7 Ssx years later 
only 364 513 passed matric; 

In 2009, 662,000 children were out of primary (80,000) or 
secondary (582,000) school; 

In October 2009 the I)epartment of Basic Education conducted an 
audit to establish the number of Quintile 1 (poorest) schools that had 
access to basic resources for grades R to 6. The majority did not have 
the most basic resources to teach literacy and numeracy. 

[[’his conference should think deeply about this issue. We cannot afford 
to be selfish & siloed in our approach to rights. The imperatives of HIV 
been not sufficiently linked to other major social challenges Education 
rights are health rights. We should demand libraries in schools, and 
enforceable minimum norms and standards :[’or schools. 

(some political will seen in taking over of schools in Eastern Cape, 
settlement in mud schools matter, but this needs to happen across the 
board, be monitored and sustained) 

What [av, o’ers would call a sine qua non :[’or HIV prevention amongst young 
people is the falfilment of their right to basic education, including: 

Effective quality education 

Proper life skills education (which is not happening and must 
be addressed urgently by the Departments of Health and Basic Education) 

Access to condoms in schools 

Conclusiun: the National Strategic Plan un HIV & TB (2012-2016) must 
genuinely focus on Young People 



In the current NSP 2007-2011 it is stated: 

~Continued investment in and expansion of carefully targeted 
evidence-based programmes and services ~2~cusing on this age group remain 
as critical as ever. Young people represent the main focus ]2~r altering 
the course of this epidemic. " 

Yet this has not happened. Whilst there have been effective programmes 
such as Soul Ci~" & Beat it[ which talk to young people, these 
programrues have not been scaled up or sufficiently supported. They now 
also face threats due to the global pull back on promises to challenge HIV. 

So in conclusion, so questions to think about: 

1. How- do we address young people in the NSP and not just pay lip 
set.ice? 

2. How do we use the schools HIV Counselling and Testing campaign 
and the Minister’s School Health campaign to genuinely empower young people? 

3. How do we bring young people into society as citizen activists 
for change and their o~vn lives? 

Mandisa and Nkosi Johnson have shown us a way. Old people cannot speak 
for young people! Young people need to genuinely become policy makers 
and implementers in HIV prevention. 

[ 1 ] An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the PMTCT Programme at Six 
Weeks Post Partum, (Medical Research Council, National Department of 
Health, unpublished MRC report, 2011) 

[2] Children’s Institute, HIV and Health, Children Starting ART, updated 
July 2010 

[3] According to statistics released by the Department of Health (Health 
Epidemiology, Evaluation and Research) by August 2010 there were 105 123 
children initiated on treatment. 

[4] For the names of more women raped and murdered, see Act to End Rape, 
Lesbian and Gay Equali~z tS-oject. 

[5] Statistics South Africa, Report on Mortality and causes of Death in 
South Africa in 2008: Findings from death Notification, 2010 
(http://www statssa.gov za/’publicatiuns/PO3093/PO30932008.pd~ 

[6] South African National HIV Prevalence, Incidence, Behaviour and 
Con~munication Su~’ey, 2008. A Tide Turning Among Teenagers? p 66: "A key 
finding of this stud?’ is that there has been a dramatic increase in the 
number of people reporting using condoms at last sex The greatest 
improvement was seen among youth (15 24 years), adult males, and even 
among females ;vho have traditionally had low rates of reported condom 
use, where we have seen an improvement in 2008" 

[7] Karim et al, Stabilismg HIV Prevalence Masks High HIV incidence 
Rates amongst Rural and Urban Women in K;vaZulu-Natal, South Africa, Int 
J Epidemiol, 2010;1-9. It is admitted that South Africa doesn’t know 
enough about HIV incidence. This is one of the challenges for the next 
NSP. However, the trends reported by Karim et al are confirmed in other 
studies. See SANAC, ’]’he ttIV Epidemic in South Africa, What do We Know 
and How ttas It Changed? April 2011 

[8] Statistics South Africa, General ttousehold Sur~ey, 2010. 

[9] Fourth Report on Confidential Enquiries into Maternal Deaths in 
South Africa, 2005-2007. 

[ 10] See SANAC Epidemic report at p 70: "In young women aged 15-24 ~t 
was estimated that HIV incidence was over 8 times higher than in young 
men aged 15-24."; at p71 "ttolding other factors constant in multiple 
regression, women faced a 53% higher hazard of sero-conversion than men." 

[11] Check Prevalence statistics at 20 and 25 

[ 12] WtIO, 2001, ’]?he Second Decade: Improving Adolescent Health and 
development 

[ 13] SA]RR, First Steps to Healing the South Af~;ican Family, March 2011 

[14] Klein~jies S et al, The Prevalence of Memal Disorders amongst 
children, adolescents and adults in the Western Cape, South Africa 
South African Psychiatry Review, 9:157-60 (2006) 

[ 15 ] A Fischer at al, Mental Health and Risk Behaviour, South African 
Child Gauge, 2009/2010, Children’s Institute, University of Cape To~vn. 
See also, L Lake and L Reynolds, Addressing the Social Determinants of 
Health, where it is recorded that infant ruortality is 46/1000 live 
births in mothers with a ruatric education and higher and 84/1000 where a 
mother has no education. Also, Children’s Institute, HIV and Health 
Distance to Nearest Clinic, July 2010, 40.4% of children (7,588,000) 



live "far" (more than 30 rains irrespective of mode of transport)from 
nearest clinic 

[ 16] Read Mark tlunter, Love in the Time of AIDS, InequahW, Gender and 
Rights in South Africa, UKZN Press 2010. @ p 6 We must pay more 
attention to how the coming together of low marriage rates and wealth 
and poverW in close proximity can today drive gender relations and 
material sexual relationships that lhel AIDS" 

[17] S Leclcrc Madlala, Youth, HIV/AIDS and the Importance of Sexual 
Culture and Context, Social Dynamics 28:1 (2002): 20-41 

[ 18] See The HIV Epidemic in South Africa, pp 51-54 

[ 19] Joint Learning Initiative on Children and HIV/AIDS, Learning Group 
3: Expanding Access to Services and Protecting Human Rights, Educational 
access and HIV prevention: Making the case for education as a health 
priori~" in sub-Saharan Africa, M Jukes, S Sirrmrons, M Smith Fawzi 

[20] UN Corrmrittee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) 
General Comment No. 13 (The Right to Education) 
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*Mddecins Sans Frontidres (MSF)/Doctors Without Borders PRESS RELEASE*** 

*GO\~RNMENTS TODAY TO DECIDE FATE OF NINE MILLIDN LI~,’ES BKFORE AIDS SUMlVffT* 

*Latest Research Shows Expanded Treatment Could Turn AIDS Tide* 

*i’~EW YORK, June 6, 2011 ** * At a time when HIV treatment has proven to 
reduce HIV transmission by 96 percent, governments meeting for the UN 
Surmniton AIDS must agree today to put nine million people on treatment 
over the 
next four years, despite strong opposition from several key funders, the 
international medical humanitarian organization M6decins Sans Fronti8res 
(MSF)/Doctors Without Borders said today. 

"After weeks of contentious negotiations, will governments today sign up to 
a proposed target to have 15 million people on HIV/AIDS treatment by 2015?" 
asked Sharonalm Lynch, HIV/AIDS policy advisor for MSF’s Campaign for Access 
to Essential Medicines, speaking at a press conference at the L’N- in New 
York. "The world needs an ambitious HIV/AIDS treatment target with a plan 
attached to make it a reali~ because it will be meaningless if countries 
aren’t willing to come up with the cash and actions needed to break the back 
of the epidemic." 

The summit comes on the heels of fresh scientific evidence that shows that 
treatment is a form of prevention, as it reduces transmission of the virus 
from one person to another by 96 percent. 

~Over the last ten years, we’ve watched treatment save lives, and now we 
know it can also protect entire communities, because treatment is 
prevention" said Dr. Tido yon Schoen-Angerer, executive director of MSF’s 
Campaign for Access to Essential Medicines, who worked in MSF’s first 
HIV/AIDS treatment prqiect in ~flnailand "You’d have to be out of touch with 

realib" not to want to turn this landmark evidence about HIV treatment into 
policies that will get ahead of the wave o:[’new infections Countries 
meeting in New York have the power to change the course of the AIDS 
epidemic" 

An additional $6 billion will be needed each year by 2015 to help avert 
twelve million new infectinns and more than seven million deaths by 2020, 
according to new research by UNAIDS This would also help bring the number 
of annual infections down from 2.5 million in 2009, to one million by 2015 

ttowever, funding in 2009 and 2010 declined, leaving the Global Fund to Fight 
AIDS, T[3 and Malaria, the US-government’s PEPFAR and other programs short of 
needed resources to make use of the benefits of ’treatment as prevention’ 

Governments also need to ensure the cost of medicines remains affordable 

Increased patenting of medicines is already impacting access to the newer 
HIV/AIDS medicines needed to treat people as they navigate the life-long 
disease. Newer drag corabinations can cost nearly 50 times as much as the 
first generation of drugs. Countries must immediately stop pushing trade 
policies which block the production, export, transit, and iraportation of 
more afihrdable generic medicines. Such policies are part of a nmnber of new 
bilateral free trade agreements, such as one currently under negotiation 
between the European Union and India. 

"Ten years ago, our patients came to clinics in wheelbarrows, often moments 
away from death, because treatment was priced out of reach," said Dr. yon 



Schoen-Angerer. "Thanks to affordable generic drags, we’ve watched treatment 
transform hves. Rich countries need to stop the double-speak of claiming 
to tackle HIV/AIDS when at the same time the?" are pushing policies that will 
block the price-busting generic competition needed to get more people on 
treatment for life." 

Governments must also stop opposing the implementation of strategies 
directed toward groups most vulnerable in the epidemic women, men who have 
sex with men, people who inject drugs and sex workers 

"It’s way past high time for leaders to get their heads out of the sand when 
it comes to the most marginalized groups affected by this plague," said 
Nop2~osi Khumalo, chairperson of the Treatment Actiun Campaign in South 
Africa. "Treatnrent and prevention strategies targeting the most-at-risk 
groups are irrelevant if you deny these people’s very existence." 

*MSF currently provides antiretroviral treatraent to 170,000 people living 
with HIV/AIDS in 19 countries and sources more than 80 percent of the 
antiretroviral nredicines it uses in its projects from generic manufacturers 
in India. * 

*To read MSF’s report Getting Ahead of the Wave: Lessons for the Next 
Decade of the AIDS Response, visit 
www.doctor swithoutborder s. orgist opthevirus * 

Joanna Keenan 
Press Officer 
Medecins Sans Frontieres 
Campaign for Access to Essential Medicines 
jounna.keenan [at] geneva.msf.org 
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Embargoed till 11 June 2011 

Dear newsroom, 

As you kno~v 11 June will be the first anniversary of the 2010 World Cup. 
We would appreciate it if your newspaper covers this announcement. Below 
is the blurb of the book and the cover design is attached. Thanks very much 

Forthcoming Book to be published by University of K~vaZulu-Natal Press 

Release date: September 2011 

A book by the Labour Research Sel~ice (LRS) and Building and Wood 
Workers’ International (BWI) 

Title: South Africa’s World Cup: A Legacy for Whom? 

Edited by Eddie Cottle 

This ground-breaking book provides a critcally inl2~rmed and holistic 
analysis of the impact, legacy and dangers of mega-sporting events 
through the lens of South Africa’s 2010 FIFA Soccer World Cup and its 
associated developmental paradigm In doing so, it challenges mainstream 
thinking and mega-event praise singers by providing rigorous analysis 
and concrete evidence to show that this sporting spectacular was little 
more than a front for massive accumulation and extraction ofweahh as 
well as increased sporting and socio-economic inequality 

Contributors to this w~lume examine the sports accumulation-complex, 
economic promises, construction companies, trade unions, strikes, 
international solidarity, informal traders struggle to trade, sex work, 
clinrate change, as well as case studies on the building of individual 
soccer stadiums. 

Eddie Cottle is the policy and campaign officer of the Building and Wood 
Workers’ International (BWI) for Africa and the Middle East. 



Contributors: Aisha Baha&tr, Michael Blake, Patrick Bond, Eddie Cottle, 
Mondli Hlatshwayo, Pat Horn, Dale T. McKinley with African Eye News 
Service, Vivienne Mentor-Lalu, Joachim Merz, Vasco Pedrina, Tony Roshan 
Samara, Michelle Taal and Tristen Taylor 

Regards 

Eddie Cottle 

Building and Wood Workers’ International (BWI) 

Regional Policy and Campaign Officer 

Africa and Middle East 

Phone: +2711 339 4417-9 

Fax: +2711 339 3910 

Cell: +27725261165 

Email: eddie.cottle@bwint org 

Web: www bwint.org 
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Business Day 

WORLD C£rf) SPECIAL: Extravaganza ’came at a social cost’ 
Saice president says hosting the World Cup in 2010 carue at a social cost 
to South Africa. 

SUE BLAIN~ 

Pulqished: 2011/06/06 06:20:31 AM 

HOSTING last year’s soccer World Cup brought SA some of the large 
irffrastructure it desperately needs worth R33bn but carue at a social 
cost, says former South African Institution of Civil Engineering (Saice) 
president Sam Aruod. 

Even so, the government says there is no time to ;vaste on a R1 -trillion 

infrastructure backlog that includes basics such as water, electricity 

and sanitation 

"There was a lot spent on big- budget items, airports, stadiums, big 
roads, but many in SA don’t have the opportunity to use those," Mr Amod 
says. "The airports and highways are ;vorld- class, but their worth 
depends on who is analysing the situation. From the eyes of a township 
dweller, not a lot has changed remarkably, but from the point of view of 
SA’s need to compete with the growth giants of the future, a lot of the 
spending was essential." 

Government figures show that by last year, 94% of households had access 
to running water (62% in 1994), 80% access to decent sanitation (50°,/o in 
1994) and 75% access to electricity (51% in 1994) In a nation of ahnost 
50-million people, 3-million do not have access to running water, 
10-million do not have access to decent sanitation and 7,5-million do 
not have access to electricity. 

While much of the infrastructure, particularly roads, ;vas already 
planned, the big win in hosting the 64-match extravaganza, says Mr Amod 
, was simply in proving SA could pull it ofii 

"We achieved the unlikely against quite remarkable odds. To start, we 
don’t have the engineering capacity uf other cuuntries .. We have 
ruughly une-fifth to one- twentieth the engineers that sume uf uur 
cumpetitur nations have That is a remarkable capacity constraint Alsu, 
a lut ufthe capacity we do have is in the private sector, but a lut uf 
the work that needed to be dune was managed by the public sector," he says 

Arguably the biggest letdown was always going to be the stadiums, five 
built frum scratch. The total cost for upgrades and new builds was 
R23bn, but ecunumist Tuny Twine points uut that "sume are alrea@ taking 
on old white elephant :Feelings". 

Grant Thurntun Advisor?, Services head (iillian Saunders says stadiums 
such as Juhannesburg’s FNB (Succer City) and (;ape Tuwn Stadium ahea@ 
used as concert venues lk~r cruwd-pullers Nell Diamund, U2 and Angus 
Buchan, plus Premier Soccer League soccer and TriNations rugby matches 
"~vill do fine" It is the lesser stadiums that are problematic 

Cricket SA had to seek special permission from the Intematiunal Cricket 
Cuuncil tu hust a Twenty20 game between SA and India at Durban’s Moses 
Mabhida Stadium this year, but this was a one-uff as the playing surface 
is tuo small . ’]’here have been disputes with the Sharks and Western 
Province Rugby uver the suitability uf the Durban and Cape ’]?own World 
Cup stadiums to host these teams 

Cities, particularly Cape Town and Johaunesburg, benefited froru new 
public transport systems, with Johannesburg’s R20 bn-plus Oautrain the 
sho~vpiece in a countly largely unused to public transport. 

The high-speed train selwice is due to be fully operational next month. 

It liras to existing public transport, and to the city’s new R53,4 m 
Reya Vaya bus systeru that is still being built. 



With massive tral!fic snarl-ups the order of the day in Jo burg 
particularly, the government has also sunk R23bn into the Gauteng 
Freeway Improvement Prc~iect, but when commuters were told the?’ would 
have to pay up to 66c/1,7m, the outclT was so loud the province’s premier, 
Nomvula Mokonyane, called for a rethink, but only on toll prices. 

Perhaps most telling is the Cabinet’s recent announcement that it was 
not going to pursue a bid for [)urban to host the 2020 Olympics and the 
nation’s quiet acceptance of this stance Govermnent spokesman Jimmy 
Manyi says the Cabinet had decided to focus instead on fighting poverty 
and delivering basic set~zices such as water and electricity. 

The goverrm~ent’s decision is sound, says Mr Twine. For une, hosting a 
soccer World Cup puts focus on the whole countly, the Olympics is tied 
to one city. 

"I think the whole country would get uppi)- if we paid to develop one 
ci~ over eight years, and that one city will have to stmnp up a hell of 
a lot of cash. That is beyond the reach of all but a handful of cities 
around the world. London? Yes. Durban? Torunto, Athens and Sydney- are 
all unhappy," Mr Twine says. 

And then there is the knott-v problem of maintaining all the new 
infrastructure SA has. 

"Our habits and philosophy have not changed. Now we have even more 
infrastructure to maintain, so in five years’ time the cost (of hosting 
the World Cup) could be greater (than R33bn ) because we have not 
maintained our infrastructure," Mr Amod says. 

blainesbdfm.co.za 

One year on, benefits of World Cup for SA are still debated 
A YEAR after SA held a successful Soccer World Cup, there are mixed 
feelings about the tournament’s contribution to the economy. 

IVIICHAEL BLEBY & SUE BLAINE 
Published: 2011/06/06 06:20:28 AM 

DID the Soccer World Cup make money for SA Inc? Yes, but not as much as 
was expected. 

"We did make money," says iVlichael Deftereos, 1rID of Headline Leisure 
Management, the master concessionaire. "But, we didn’t make what we’d 
budgeted for, or hoped for" 

After a 64-match tournament in which average spend at stadiums fell 
below- expectations, whether Headline would make money out of the 
tournament boiled do~vn to the last weekend. 

"The final was a crackerjack. It was a good day for us. The gate opened 
early, the people were on a high, there was uaabelievable spirit and 
emotion. Was it a great day? Of course But the day before, the 
third-fourth (position) play-off in Port Elizabeth ~vas a disaster." 

Headline’s experience perhaps encapsulates the effect f,ar South African 
business In contrast to the benefit for the world soccer governing 
bo@, Fifa which last week reported a revenue boost of $4,2bn from the 
tournament it was not the bonanza generally predicted by starry-eyed 
hopefuls. It was, however, an event that brought business to SA, and the 
experience of doing things on a much larger scale than before. 

Similar questions remain about the effect on the country as a whole 

Estimates of the boost to gross domestic product (GIDP) have varied, and 
the World Cup’s value in terms of raising awareness of SA as an 
investment destination is still being debated But it all may be a moot 
point 

"We’ll probably never l,mow what fingerprint the World (;up had on 
decisions to do business with SA. I’m always highly suspicious of total 
GDP calculations because of the assumptions," says economist Tony Twine. 

Tourism SA says 309554 visitors came to SA from at least 34 countries. 

SA expected more, with early estimates of 500000 Then came the 2008 
global financial slump, and people stayed home. The domestic tourism 
slump was not mitigated by fears about pricing and crowding, and 
businesses clos ing themselves o:ff to general business. 

One of the most obvious benefits was as a catalyst for government action 
after decades of neglect of SA’s infrastructure. More tl-lan R33,6bn was 
spent on infrastructure, including five new stadiums, bus rapid transit 
systems in Jo burg and Cape Town, and a new internatiunal airport for 
Durban. Separately, the cost of Jo burg’s high-speed Gautrain, 
officially estimated at R20bn, may well have been more. 

For former South African Institution of Civil Engineering president Sara 
Amod, the biggest win is that SA proved to itself that it could handle 



big spending. 

Still, was it R40bn well spent? Gillian Saunders, head of accounting 
firm Grant Thomton’s Advisory Services, believes it was. 

"There’s no doubt. Has it put us in insurmountable debt? No. Should we 
do it again? It’s clever to go for the Commonwealth Games next. They are 
a bit smaller than the Olympics, and a good test and preparation for a 
possiNe Olympics at less cost," she says. 

Says Mk Deftereos : "It was literally a once-in-a-lifetime experience. 

We’ve done the biggest tournament in the world and can handle whatever 
else coraes our way .. a huge selling point. Thartkfully we didn’t lose money." 

WORLD C’:LrP SPECIAL: Extravaganza ’came at a social cost’ 

WORLD CL~P SPECIAL : After the initial doubts, SA did not let itself down 
over transport 

Post conm~ent here (You must login first) Login I Register 

By: firffitjoe On: Jun 6 2011 8:03AM 
What a crock of bulh If you ask an econoruist (Annabelle Bishop 
Investec) she will say" that S.A. spent R 100,000,000,000 (100 billion) 
on itffrastructure and everything else to host the world cup and they 
have received no where near that back. You are asking the hospitality 
industry" if the country made money?? That’s like asking A. Moshegka how 
has horue affairs handled our pourous borders. C’amon Business day you 
are better than this. It was a flop that cost hundreds of thousands of 
poor their new homest! Ya Think?? 
By: avc On: Jm~ 6 2011 9:35A_M 
Hosting the WC was like mr average mortgaging his house to buy a Ferrari 
and is still paying the interest never mind the maintenance costs he 
cannot afford Lets face it what price must one pay- to show we could do 
it- and who cares? Certainly- not the international community. They- have 
their own interests Investors look at other- more critical factors 
before investing in the cou~try not least of which is the politics of a 
country-, con-uption, security and labour legislation etc. Face it now 
the party’s over we are now back where we started. The only benefit has 
been the roads etc infrastructure tvhich did not need a WC to show it 
needed to be done The WC stadiums continue to be huge vacuum cleaners 
sucking up the money of the municipalities in which they are situated. 

Here are some Texas academics trying to map incidents of ’social 
conflict’ in Africa: 

http://cc aps straussc enter, org/articles/c caps-program-launches-new-social-comqict-in-africa -d atab as e 
Looking at what they’ came up tvith in relation to Durban, it’s not a 
solid database: 
http://ccaps.strausscenteror~/scad~’conflicts/search?page 2&query durban&x 0&v 0 
They may be getting around 5% or less of the protests, and those they 
have are often mischaracterised. 

Oh well 

5600593 South Africa Durban 07-11-2000 07-11-2000 
Organized Demonstration Act Up World Health Organization 10 
to 100 0 No repression Foreign affairs/relations 
5600618 South Africa (;ape town, durban 05-01-2001 
05-01-2001 Organized I)emonstration COSATU; National Council of 
Trade Unions Government Unknown 0 No repression 
Economy/jobs 
5600620 South Africa 180 km north of durban 05-25-2001 
06-(B-2001 Spontaneous Violent Riot Black farmers M5"ced race 
famers 1,001 to 10,000 0 No repression Economic 
resources/assets 
5600629 South At’rica Nationwide 08-16-2001 08-16-2001 

Organized Demonstration COSATU Government, United States 
10,001 to 100,000 0 No repression Economy@~bs, Foreign 
afl’airs/relation s 
5600630 South Africa Cape town 08-21-2001 08-21-2001 
Organized Demonstration Muslim South Afidcans Israel, United 
States 10,001 to 100,000 0 No repression Foreign 
afl’airs/relation s 
5600632 South At’rica [)urban 08-28-2001 08-30-2001 
Spontaneous Demonstration Protesters Israel, United States 
Unknown 0 No repression Foreignaffairs/relations 
5600634 South Afidca [)urban 08-31-2001 09-01-2001 
Spontaneous I)emonstration Landless South Africans, Arab protesters, 
Activists Foreign powers, Government 10,001 to 100,000 
No repression Economic resources/assets, Foreign 
affairs/relations, Ethnic issues/discrimination 
5600635 South ~M’rica Durban 09-6’6-2001 09-08-2001 
Spontaneous Demonstration Dalits L~’~" Racism Conference 10 to 
100 0 No repression Hmnan rights/democracy 
5600640 South Africa Cape town, durban, richard’s bay 
11-29-2001 12-06-2001 Liruited Strike South African Transport 
and Allied Workers Union Cape Town and Durban port operations 
1,001 to 10,000 0 No repression Economy/jobs 
5600653 South Africa Durban 09-04-2002 09-04-2002 



Organized Demonstration Greenpeace Oil refinepf Less than 10 
0 No repression [~nvironmental degradation 

5600672 South At’rica [)urban 08-0~-2003 08-05-2003 
Organized Demonstration Treatment Action Campaign Government 
Unknown 0 No repression Other 
5600678 South Afi-ica [)urban 04-15-2004 04-15-2004 
]~;xlza-Government Violence Gunmen Democratic Alliance Unknown 

0 Norepress~on Elections 
5600690 South Africa Capetown, durban, johannesburg 
10-16-2004 10-16-2004 Organized Demonstration Palestinian 
Solidarity Group, Muslim Judicial Council Israel 101 to 1,000 

0 No repression Foreign affairs/relations 
5600707 South Africa Nationwide 07-12-2005 07-13-2005 
Limited Strike South African Municipal Workers Union, Independent 

Municipal and Allied Trade Union Municipal governments 1,001 to 
10,000 0 No repression Economy/jobs 
5600713 South Africa Durban 10-31-2005 10-31-2005 
Spontaneous Demonstration Jacob Zunra’s supporters Governnrent 
Utf~nown 0 No repression Other 
5600716 South Africa Durban 11-12-2005 11-12-2005 
Spontaneous Demonstration Jacob Zuma’s supporters Government 
1,001 to 10,000 0 No repression Other 
5600722 South Africa Durban 03-27-2006 03-29-2006 
Spontaneous Demonstration HIV positive prisoners Government 
101 to 1,000 0 No repression Human rights/democracy 
5600751 South Africa Durban 11-07-2007 11-19-2007 
Limited Strike National Union of Niineworkers Private employers 

101 to 1,000 0 No repression Economy/jobs 
5600762 South Africa Johannesburg, durban, cape town 
05-11-2008 05-31-2008 Spontaneous Violent Riot Rampaging 
mobs Foreigners 1,001 to 10,000 62 Lethalrepression 
Economyiiobs, Food/water/subsistence, Ethnic issues/discrimination 
5600766 South Africa Durban 07-09-2008 07-09-2008 
Organized Demonstration COSATU Government 1,001 to 10,000 

0 No repression Food/water/subsistence 
5600772 South Africa Durban 09-09-2008 09-09-2008 
Spontaneous Violent Riot Protesters Goverl~ment Unknown 0 

No repression Other 
5600789 South Africa Cape town, durban, johaunesburg, nelspmit, 
polokwane 07-08-2009 07-15-2009 Lunited Strike National 
Union of Mmeworkers South African Federation of Civil Engineering 
Contractors 10,001 to 100,000 0 Non-lethal repression 
Economy/jobs 
5600793 South Africa NatIomvide 07-22-2009 07-23-2009 

Organized Violent Riot South African Unemployed People’s Movement 
Localgovermnent 101 to 1,000 0 Non-lethal repression 

Food/water/subsistence 

Mpisane owes taxman R1 8m 

The Mercury 
June3 2011 at ll:30am 

By Tania Broughton, Kamini PadaFachee and Gugu Mbonambi 
mpisaneju~e 3 fixed 

INLSA 

Controversial former Metro cop S bu Mpisane and his wife Shawn. 

Rel ated Stories 

* Taxman targets Mpisanes 
* Sars and Hawks raid Mpisane’s home 

Dressed li’om head to toe in designer gear, Durban multimillionaire 
Shauwn Mpisane was exposed in the Durban Regional Court on Thursday as a 
convicted fraudster who ripped off the taxrnan by R1 8 million, and who 
was disqualified from runmng a business 

In an Annani hat, towering platform shoes, made famous by Lady Gaga, and 
a cream lacy dress more befitting a society wedding than the dock of a 
[)urban court, the controversial businesswoman - whose companies have 
benefited from many govemmem tenders - is now facing :further charges 
of fraud, alternatively tax evasion, amounting to R2.4m 

Mpisane, whose :first names are Mabongi Flora-Junior, according to the 
charge sheet, looked perplexed when she walked into court and had to be 
guided to her place in the dock. 

There was no sign of her husband, former metro policeman S’bu Mpisane, 
in the public gallery, but he was later seen waiting at the corot’s bail 
office and his black Porsche Cayenne was parked outside the Durban 
Central police station. 

After playing hide-and-seek with the nredia all day, Shauwn Mpisane was 
granted bail of R50 000 and clucked photographers who were waiting 
outside by leaving in one of two luxulw vehicles that she and her 
entourage had arrived in. 



The 35-year-old mother - who clutched her BlackBerry and sunglasses 
while sitting in the dock - is accused, along with her conrpany, 
Zikhulise Cleaning, Maintenance and Transport CC, of submitting false 
invoices for VAT, as well as under-declaring VAT. 

Further charges of forgery and uttering related to the submission of 
fabricated invoices to Sars in support of the VAT claims, specialist 
prosecutor advocate Meera Naidu told magistrate Anita Govender on Thursday. 

A final charge is that _Mpisane contravened the Close Corporations Act by 
nranaging a business in spite of being disqualified because of her 
previous conviction. 

Ironically, at her side representing her on Thursday was tax expert, 
lawyer and old family friend Themba _Mjoli, who had previously prosecuted 
her when he was head of the National Prosecuting Authority-’s specialist 
tax unit 

In terms of bail legislation, an accused has to disclose previous 
convictions and pending cases. While initially Mjoli only disclosed that 
it was "tax related", pressed by the magistrate for more information, he 
said it dated back to 2004/05 when Mpisane was "of a tender age", new in 

business, and "could not tell the difference between (ari) income tax 
number as opposed to the other number". 

"It was agreed that she would pay all the money back and she would have 
a suspended sentence," he said. 

Naidu disclosed that the amount involved ~vas R1 .Sm. She said Mpisane had 
been convicted of fraud "because she had failed to register as a VAT 
vendor, but was charging VAT which she failed to pay over to Sars" A 
further charge, she said, was that she had not declared income to Sars 

Naidu said the present investigation should be finalised within t~vo months. 

The present charge sheet, she said, ~vas only a draft and could change. 

She said the State was not opposing bail because iVlpisane had co-operated 
with the investigation, including a search-and-seizure raid which took 
place at her Addison Drive, La Lucia, home and at business premises in 
Sandringham Court, Umhlanga Ridge, on Wednesday. She had handed herself 
in at the Point police station on Thursday morning. 

Mjoli also disclosed that there was an "ongoing civil matter" between 
Mpisane and Sars in which Sars had now conceded it owed her R10m, not 
the other way round. So tar, it had paid R4m. 

The magistrate ordered Mpisane to hand in her passport. ~I1qe matter was 
ac~iourned until next month 

The Mercury on Thursday sent questions to the eThekwini municipality, 
asking if Mpisane had been g~ven housing tenders after 2005 when she 
would have been barred from running a business because of her previous 
conviction Municipal spokesman Thabo Mofokeng said the matter would be 
~nves tigated. - The Mercury 

Sutcliffe defends Mpisane’s company 

March 25 2010 at 01:21pm 

By Zohra Mohamed Teke 

Ci~ manager Mike Sutcliffe has conre out in support of the houses built 
by the Shauwn Mpisane’s conrpany in Umlazi, saying they are satisfactory 
and not falling apart - contrmN to reports by an independent engineer 
who said the homes posed a safe~" risk to residents. 

Sutcliffe’s comnrents over the R300-million Mpisane housing contract is 
his first response on the matter, after reports in the nredia alleged 
tender irregularities in the contract’s awarding to the politically 
counected family. 

A National Honre Builders Registration Council (NHBRC) forensic audit 
report into the construction of the houses, is due next week and will be 
handed over to Hun~an Settlements and Public Works MEC Maggie Govender. 

Mpisane’s company, Zikhulise Cleaning, Maintenance and Transpolt, is 
behind the construction of 3 859 houses which drew widespread 
condenmation anrid allegations of poor building quality and and tender 
irregularities. 

Speaking to the Daily News, Sutcliffe lambasted "grand engineers" - 
alluding to the engineer in question, Mike Staphorst, for reporting the 
houses were structurally unsound. 

"The reports that these houses xvere built to sub-standard levels are 
absolute nonsense and part of media frenzy. I challenge anyone to visit 
every single one of those houses and the?- will see that the houses are 
not falling apart and in fact have been built to standards much higher 



than RDP huuses elsewhere," he said. 

"’]The Mpisanes built well over 3 000 huuses and a few were :found by the 
media tu have prublems. 

"But these grand engineers whu were quoted as saying the gabion walls 
were falling apart and were structurally not correct, did nut bother tu 
approach us even once tu find uut if we approved the cunstructiun of 
thuse walls, or if the resident complaining about the water leakage was 
in fact an illegal resident who may have moved in before (the 
building’s) completion." 

Staphorst has fired back, saying: "It’s not nry job to investigate what 
the council should approve and what they" should do or who is living in 
the houses. 

"I examined the houses and found the retaining walls had nroved and posed 
a risk to residents. I was proved right, because the walls later collapsed. 

"I submitted my findings to the Human Settlements Departrnent and still 
haven’t heard fiom thera," Staphorst said. 

Sutcliffe has also rej ected corruption allegations with the contract, 
saying the process was all above-board and transparent. 

He challenged anyone with evidence of corruption or fraud on the 
contract to come forward. 

In its response the DA’s provincial housing spokesman, George Marl, said 
he hoped the report would expose what he called "shod@ Mpisane houses" 
and that the report would be done honestly. 

"If the report does not state that the houses are defective and are 
structurally incorrect, then we know there is a cover-up and we will 
call for another independent investigation," he said. 

However, when asked if the part?- had visited the houses to examine them 
for themselves, Marl replied they’ had not 

"We left this for the media to do and base our complaints on their 
reports and feedback from the communities," he said. 

In her response, Mpisane defended her company, saying she was not aware 
of the report’s completion but hoped the results ~vould be independent 
and based on facts. 

"I have nothing to hide. I stand by what I have always said, and that is 
that the houses do not have an?- structural defects." 

NIA probes xenophobia links 

Gcina Ntsaluba 

The state security agency is ~probing links between various loose-knit 
"business forums" ~fomenting xenophobic violence across the countly. 

The move comes as mumentmn builds in the nmnber of attacks against 
foreign-uwned businesses across the cuuntry and fullows viulence 
directed at Somali ~business peuple in Port Elizabeth last week. 

On Wednesday, pulice held back a crowd ufmure than 100 including 
members uf the Greater Gauteng Business Forum (GGBF) in Ramaphosa 
informal settlement near Germistun, east uf Juburg, as they attempted tu 
forcibly close ’foreign-uwned businesses there. 

National Intelligence Agency spukespersun Brian Dube confirmed this week 
that they are munitoring the forums and investigating if there were 
links between what ’happened in Eastern (;ape and Gauteng, and also 
whether there is a syndicate invulved 

"There have been spuradic incidents in various parts ufthe cuuntry with 
con’anon elements. ’]’he state security agency is munitoring the 
anti-foreigner sentiments which are fuelled by cumpetitiun in a 
depressed econumlc envirunment," said Dube. 

City Press has spent weeks in Ramaphusa and Sowetu im’estigating the 
rise and links between the forums. 

We have witnessed active efforts by these gruups tu cunnect to each 
other and to cuordinate their ’activities. 

We have also attended ~meetings where representatives of groups from 
to~vnships across Gauteng have spoken of working together to get foreign 
businesses out of their comnmnities. 

The GGBF, which serves as the mother body of about 120 business 
structmes in Gauteng, said it had been receiving "calls and 
invitations" to open up branches in -Limpopo, KwaZulu-Natal, Port 
Elizabeth and Western Cape. 



The forum’s organiscr, Mandla Yende, said he has received a number of 
calls from people who either xvant to join the fot~dm or want branches 
opened in their toxvnships. 

Yende said he even got a call from a Port Elizabeth business person just 
24 hours before the outbreak of violence in ~Motherxvell, where fottr 
shops were burnt down and more than 50 were looted from. 

But he denied that the attacks in Port Elizabeth had been coordinated by 
the forum. 

Yende said: "We had absolutely nothing to do with what happened in Port 
Elizabeth. They- took the decision to close down Somali shops themselves 
because they- are angry." 

He said the attacks in Port Elizabeth al"~d the march to Parliament by the 
Cape Peninsula Business Forum a few ~veeks ago was a clear indication 
that small-business people from across the countQz are ticustrated 

But the chairperson of the ~Somali Community, Board, Abdul Hakim Mohamed, 
said he believed that there was a "greater force" working behind the scenes. 

Mohamed said he had received information from one of the GGBF members in 
Soweto who had ~decided to illform him about plans to intensify the 
~forum and extend its activities ~nationally. 

Mohamed said: "He has told me that the GGBF was t~zing to make contact 
with the KZN shack dwellers forum and other guys in PE and Cape Town." 

The GGBF has denied the ~allegation, saying that these links are simply 
business people from other provinces who want to join the forum. 

Mohamed said the sequence of moves against foreign nationals ~also 
suggests that there could be a link between the forums. 

He pointed to the rise of the ~GGBF in March, them handing letters to 
foreign shopkeepers ordering them to shut up shop and leave areas; the 
Cape Peninsula Business Forum, which marched to Parliament to protest 
foreign traders in Cape Town townships; last week’s violence in 
Motherwell in Port Elizabeth; and this week’s moves in Ramaphosa. 

Jean Pierre Masago, a researcher for the African Centre for Migration 
in Society at Wits ~Universi~, said he did not believe that there was a 
syndicate behind the attacks on foreign nationals. 

"It is hard to say that because we don’t know whether the Greater 
Gauteng Business Forum has been to Eastern Cape or Cape Town, but what 
we do know is that the?’ have been mobilising communities around Gauteng 
to join them," he said 

Misago said other provinces could well be drawing inspiration from the 
coverage that the GGBF has received in the media lately and that is 
possibly why there have been similar cases 

- Ci~’Press 

TunesLive co.za 

Xenophobia meets its match 
Women stand up :[’or hounded foreign shop owners 

Jun 2, 2011 12:21 A_M i By A_’vlLT,2ELA_Nrl CHAUKE 

What stalted out as a drive to evict Somali and Pakistani businessmen 
from a township notorious for xenophobia has backfired spectacularly. 

Women residents from the Ramaphosa informal settlement east of 
Johatmesburg have stood up to spaza shop owners who tried to order their 
foreign cormpetitors out of the area. 

In the early hours of yesterday, the shopkeepers, members of the Greater 
Oauteng Business Forum, had driven around the settlement inviting 
residents to join them in taking action against "Somali and Kulas 
[Pakistani]" businessmen. 

Forum members cormplain that the foreign nationals are in South Africa 
illegally, do not pay taxes and sell expired goods at low prices. 

Forum members marched down the main streets of Ramaphosa, ordering the 
foreigners to shut shop and leave. This despite a High Court order 
handed down last week prohibiting the intimidation of foreign nationals, 
and an instruction from the Reiger Park Police Station conmxander to stop 
their "illegal march". 

The?’ chased away one Somali man and forced another to close his store 



But at one of the main Somali-owned shops, they met with resistance: a 
large group of women, some carrying babies, demanded that their bosses 
be left alone. 

Cynthia Mtikiki, who works in one of the shops, said their hvelihoods 
would be in danger should the foreigners be chased away. 

She shouted: "They give us jobs, but you are denying us this 
opportuni~’. If you want them to leave, then you must give us jobs. What 
will our chil&en eat? Where will I get money to send them to school?" 

Vinoliah Maluma, who works for a Somali businessmen, said the forurn’s 
actions were prompted by nothing but "greed and j ealousy". 

"The same guys who want our bosses to leave treat us badly, and they pay 
us RS00 a month. 

"But the Somalis pay us R2000 and they don’t bring their own people, 
they- employ locals." 

Lucia Khumalo, a pensioner, said the Somali and Pakistani businessmen 
treated customers better. 

"Even when [I am] short of R1, they give me the bread and tell me I can 
pay next time," she said. 

"When it is the middle of the month, they give me groceries and tell me 
I can pay them when I get my pension. They don’t even take my number or 
address, that is how much the?" trust us," she said. 

The Somali business o~vners said that despite the court order and the 
heavy police presence in the neighbourhood, they lived in fear. 

Mohamed Antar said: "If the govelnment is allowing us to do business and 
the residents are supporting us then these people [the forum] are just 
jealous" 

Since March, the folqam has chased foreign businessmen from Ramaphosa and 
other areas, including Katlehong, Thokoza and Soweto. 

More than 80 of its members have been arrested on charges of 
intimidation and holding an illegal public gathering. 

Forum spokesman Johamaes Ramaropene earlier told the crowd the?- ;vanted 
the businessmen to leave the area without violence, failing which "blood 
will be spilt" 

NIA probes xenophobia links 
2011-C6-05 

* Several inured in Joburg xeno attacks 
* Xenophobia is not going to happen, says minister 
* Xenophobia la;vsuit against cops nears end 
* Somalian shot dead at ix,?,anga shop 

Ocina Ntsaluba 

’]?he state security agency is ~probing links between various loose-knit 
"business forums" -~2~menting xenophobic violence across the country. 

The move comes as momentum builds in the number of attacks agmnst 
foreign-owned businesses across the country and follows violence 
&rected at Somali ~business people in Port Elizabeth last week. 

On Wednesday, police held back a crowd of more than 100 including 
members of the Greater Gauteng Business Forum (GGBF) in Ramaphosa 
informal settlement near Germiston, east of Joburg, as the?" attempted to 
forcibly close ’foreign-owned businesses there. 

National Intelligence Agency spokesperson Brian Dube confirmed this week 
that they are monitoring the forums and investigating if there were 
links between what ’happened in Eastern (;ape and Oauteng, and also 
whether there is a syndicate involved 

"There have been sporadic incidents in w~rious parts of the country with 
con’anon elements. ’]’he state security agency is monitoring the 
anti-foreigner sentiments which are fuelled by competition in a 
depressed economic environment," said Dube. 

City Press has spent weeks in Ramaphosa and Soweto investigating the 
rise and links between the forums. 

We have ~vitnessed active efforts by- these groups to connect to each 
other and to coordinate their ~activities. 

We have also attended ~meetings where representatives of groups from 
to~vnships across Gauteng have spoken of working together to get foreign 
businesses out of their communities. 



The GGBF, which serves as the mother body of about 120 business 
structures in Gauteng, said it had been receiving "calls and 
invitations" to open up branches in "Limpopo, KwaZulu-Natal, Port 
Elizabeth and Western Cape. 

The forum’s organiser, Mandla Yende, said he has received a number of 
calls from people who either want to join the lbrum or want branches 
opened in their townships 

Yende said he even got a call from a Port Elizabeth business person just 
24 hours before the outbreak of violence in ~Motherwell, where fo~tr 
shops were burnt down and more than 50 were looted from. 

But he denied that the attacks in Port Elizabeth had been coordinated by 
the forum. 

Yende said: "We had absolutely nothing to do with what happened in Port 
Elizabeth. They- took the decision to close down Somali shops themselves 
because they- are angry." 

He said the attacks in Port Elizabeth and the march to Parliament by the 
Cape Peninsula Business Forum a few weeks ago was a clear indication 
that small-business people from across the country are frustrated. 

But the chairperson of the ~Somali Conwnunity Board, Abdul Hakim Mohamed, 
said he believed that there was a "greater force" working behind the scenes. 

Mohamed said he had received information from one of the GGBF members in 
Soweto who had ~decided to inform him about plans to intensify the 
~forum and extend its activities -nationally. 

Mohamed said: "He has told me that the GGBF was trying to make contact 
with the KZN shack dwellers forum and other guys in PE and Cape Town." 

The GGBF has denied the ~allegation, saying that these links are simply 
business people from other provinces who want to join the forum. 

Mohamed said the sequence of moves against foreign nationals ~also 
suggests that there could be a link between the forums. 

He pointed to the rise of the ~GGBF in March, them handing letters to 
foreign shopkeepers ordering them to shut up shop and leave areas; the 
Cape Peninsula Business Forum, which marched to Parliament to protest 
foreign traders in Cape Town townships; last week’s violence in 
Motherwell in Port Elizabeth; and this week’s moves in Ramaphosa. 

Jean Piel~e Masago, a researcher for the Atlcican Centre for ~Migration 
in Societ5’ at Wits -University, said he did not believe that there was a 
syndicate behind the attacks on foreign nationals. 

"It is hard to say that because we don’t know whether the Greater 
Gauteng Business Forum has been to Eastern Cape or Cape Town, but what 
we do know is that they have been mobilising con~munities around Gauteng 
to join them," he said 

Misago said other provinces could well be drawing inspiration from the 
coverage that the GGBF has received in the media lately and that is 
possibly why there have been similar cases 

- Ci~’Press 

The Mercury 
Council destroys woman’sdream 

June 6 2011 at 10:32am 
nm demolished 3 

INLSA 

Durban pensioner Z ukiswa Young, 66, looks at the remains of h er home in 
Cato Ridge, which was demolished by e’l’hekwini municipality’ officials on 
Thursday. PIC’~JRE: GCINA NDW~LANE 

Gugu Mbonambi 

A Durban pensioner is reeling after ofl’icials l~om the eThekwini 
m umcipality demolished her home which had cost her more than R200 000 
to build over a two-year period. 

Zukiswa Young, 66, a retired nurse from Marian~idge, Durban, received a 
call from her son on Thursday evemng, notifying her that her house, 
which was still under construction, had been destroyed without any 
notice being given. 

"What hurts the most and causes me to have sleepless nights is that I 
was not given an eviction letter. I do not have money to rebuild my 
house because I live frora hand to mouth," she said teary eyed, as she 
gazed at the debris of what was to have been her eight-room house. 



Young said she had been given a tract of land at eMngcweni, Cato Ridge, 
in 2004 by Bonokwakhe Mzolo, the right-hand man of the loca[ chief, 
Simingaye Mlaba. 

But she had only started building her house in 2008, owing to financial 
constraints. 

"I bye in Mariannridge with my three unemployed children and seven 
grandchildren. I’m a pensioner and the sole breadwinner I can no longer 
afford to pay rates, electricity and water bills; that is the reason I 
wanted to relocate to a rural area, where the cost of living is not so 
high," she said. 

Young said she had put her house in Mariannridge up for sale and, once 
it was sold, she had planned to finish her house in Cato Ridge, which 
required only a roof to be complete, and invest the rest. 

Neighbours said they stood and watched helplessly as municipal 

officials, who arrived in vehicles marked "Protection Services", 
demolished Young’s house. 

"I have never seen such cruelty in ray life. I stood and watched 
helplessly- as over 20 men demolished Mrs Young’s house. I just stood 
there clNing. Two other houses (which The Mercury has established also 
did not have roofs) were demolished months earlier. 

"We are all living in fear because we are wondering whose house will be 
torn down next," said one neighbour, who would not be named. 

Mzolo, 81, who has lived in eMngcweni since 1982, said this was not a 
case of land invasion, because he understood that the land belonged to 
Mlaba. 

"I gave land to several families and they paid a fee of about R120 for 
the paperwork. I have the necessal5’ receipts, flies and records of each 
family that had been given land at eIVlngcweni I don’t know why the 
municipality is claiming that the land belongs to them," he said. 

Ward couaacillor Dennis Shozi said residents believed that the land 
belunged to Mlaba, but they had in fact built on couaacil-owned land. 

"I have reported the matter to the mumcipality’s housing unit, because 
municipal officials came to nay ward and demolished houses ~vithout 
notifying me. This is not a land-grab scenario, because the people in 
eMngcweni have been living in the area for years and the council is 

a~vare of that," he said. 

Shozi said he had tried to stop the men from destroying Young’s house, 
but a man, who he said had covered his face, had ordered the people he 
was with to demolish the house. 

Hal~-ey Mzimela, of the municipality’s protection services and land 
invasion control unit, said in an e-mail that he was aware of the 
incident, but "I do not have powers to answer or respond to the media". 

Heaters s~vitched off as power prices go tip 

June 3 2011 at 09:55am 

Fewer South Africans heated up their homes last year compared to 2009, 
probably because of a spike in electricity prices, the SA Institute of 
Race Relations (SAIRR) said yesterday 

Researcher Catherine Schulze said the number of households using 

electricity for heating dropped from 507 percent m 2009 to 45.6 

percent last year, the SA Development Index for 2011 shows 

Schulze said this was probably because of an increase in electricity 
prices South Africans would rather use electricity for lighting and 
cooking. "Apparently there’s no money for (heating) which is why it’s so 
low," she said. 

South At’ricans were hit by a 31 percent hike in electricity prices in 
2009/10 and another 24.8 percent for 2010/11. 

SAIRR research manager Lucy Holbom said another factor was a rise in 
the number of households. "Demand ~l~r services is exceeding supply," 
said Holborn 

The institute released the second update for 2011 of the SA Development 
Index in Joburg yesterday. The last index was released in February. 

The three-month update again highlighted the need for more service delivelN. 

The number of households ~vith access to piped water had dropped 
slightly, from 89.3 percent in 2009 to 89.2 percent last year. 

However, the percentage of households with access to flush toilets ~vent 
up by 0.4 percent from 59.5 percent in 2009 to 59.9 percent last year. 



The number of households living in formal dwellings increased from 75.5 
percent in 2009 to 76.9 percent in 2010. 

The index assesses South Africa’s perfom~ance across the economy, 
education, health, living conditions, gender and crime, based on data by 
Statistics SA. Sapa 

South Africa: Election triumph for ANC, despite inequality 
Hein Marais 
2011-05-02, Issue 532 
http ://palnbazaka. org/en/category/featur es/ 73 73 2 

Following the African National Congress’ victory in South Africa’s 
latest local goverlm~ent elections, Hein Marais, author of the new book 
’South Africa pushed to the Limit’, examines the paradox of a political 
party that presides over one of the most unequal societies in the world, 
where close to half the population lives in poverty, and more than a 
third of ;vorkers are jobless yet triumphs in election after election 

Outside of death and taxes there are few things in life as certain as 
the outcome of an election in South Africa with the ruling Aticican 
National Congress (ANC) on the ballot paper as democratic South 
Aiicica’s third rotmd of local government elections, held on 18 May, 
again confirmed. 

Ahead of the vote there had been much speculation about a massive 
protest vote or abstentions, but the ANC’s 63.7 per cent of votes almost 
matched the 65 per cent it had netted in the 2006 local government 
election. And more voters turned out than for an?- previous local 
government poll 

The ANC still controls the vast majority of cities, towns and villages 
in the rest of the country including in KwaZulu-Nat.ql, where it 
trotmced its long-time foe, the Inkatha Freedom Party (]FP), and the 
latter’s splinter party, the National Freedom Party (NFP) (The ANC’s 57 
per cent of votes in that province eclipsed the 28 per cent captured by 
the IFP and NrFp together) 

’]?he centre-right Democratic Alliance (DA) made its strongest showing 
yet, attracting 22 per cent of total w~tes cast and beating the ANC 
across most of the Western Cape province. It is attracting a trickle of 
support from black South Africans, but it is yet to shed its image as a 
political refuge for nervous, disaffected minorities. 

Spot lit again is the question, How does a political party that presides 
over one of the most unequal societies in the world, where one third o:[" 
workers are jobless, and close to half the citizens live in poverty, 
triumph so emphatically in election a~er election? 

In national elections, the last time the AN(; won less than 66 per cent 
of votes cast was in 1994, when it netted 63 per cent. [n 1999, it 
captured 66 per cent of votes, in 2004 it got almost 70 per cent, and in 
2009 it won 66 per cent (and that was mere months a~er the split that 
spawned the breakaway Congress o:[’the People party). 

It’s at local government level that citizens’ woes and discontent seem 
most easily translatable into protest votes aimed, at a minimum, to 
’send a message’ 

Many dozens of community protests every year attest to widespread 
disgruntlement at the performance of the state, and at the indifferent 
conduct of many local politicians and o:[’ficials. These protests are 
symptomatic of the troubled domain of the local state, and of the 
intense contests for power, resources and entitlements being waged there. 

Financially hamstrung, local councils’ stock of experience, management 
capacity and warm bodies is hardly bountiful. Management skills are 
oken lacking, and poor political and managerial leadership are common 
problems. Infrastructure and services are introduced unevenly and at 
fitful pace, which magnifies the oken-merited irapression of favouritism 
and a stinging sense of unfairness. 

\Vhen polled in late 2010 for the Independent Electoral Conwnission, only 
38 per cent of respondents said they- were satisfied with their local 
government down front 55 pet cent six years earlier. Slightly more than 
a quarter of respondents said they" even trusted politicians. 

Yet, consider Mpumalanga, a province that periodically comralsed with 
cotr,~mnity protests in recent years. In the May- 18 election, 78 per cent 
of voters picked ANC candidates and more than 500 000 nmre voters turned 
out for the party than had in 2006. 

These sorts of phenomena tend to flunmmx analysts. 

Part of the explanation lies in the fact that things have changed since 
1994. 

Access to schooling and healthcare, and provision of water, sanitation 



and electriciW has broadened for black South Africans, even though very 
many households struggle (and flail) to afford those services A smaller 
share of South Africans now goes hungry compared with 15 years ago 

And South Afl-ica’s social protection system now benefits some 14 million 
people; a large proportion o:[’low-income households would probably be 
unviable without these grants and pensions. 

Such gains are tempered by other factors not least punishing levels o:[" 
joblessness, the AIDS and tuberculosis epidemics that kill upwards of 
200,000 South Africans each year, and the stringent coat-cutting and 
cost-recovery policies that ration access to basic selwices in poor 
conm~unities. 

Those are the kinds of paradoxes that especially provoke rancour: There 
is change, but it’s not seen to be quick, fair or democratic enough. 

Much as this exasperates, it does not yet spark outright rejection of 
the ANC. 

Instead it seemed to encourage a drift away from electoral politics; 
decreasing numbers of voters having been turning up at the polls. The 
percentage of eligible voters who voted for the ANC shrank from 54 per 
cent in 1994 to 39 per cent in 2004. 

But in the 2009 national poll, the decline in voter turnout reversed. 

And last week, it did so again. Voter turnout rose to 57.5 per cent (up 
from 48.4 per cent in 2006), and a million of them were voters who had 
not been registered in 2006. So apathy doesn’t explain the ANC’s witming 
streak. 

NO ALTERNATIVE? 

In last week’s election, the ANC actually netted more votes in 
KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo, IVIpumalanga and the Western Cape than it had in 
the previous local government poll, in 2006. 

The fanfare about the opposition DA’s gains ignores the fact that they 
occurred mainly in two provinces, Gauteng and the Western Cape 

Else~vhere it made marginal i11roads, if any 

The typical explanation is that voters lack a credible alternative But 
that argument neglects the complex bonds that exist between the ANC and 
its supporters. Those relationships are not binal)- (on/off; 
for/against); they are shaded, they shift over time, and they can lead 

to ’contradictow’ actions. 

In one respect, the ANC’s electoral supremacy is an index of its knack 
at preserving its stature and appeal, even in inauspicious 
circumstances It does this primarily by positioning itself credibly 
within a narrative of struggle, liberation and deliverance, a narrative 
that spans generations. 

Suppolters know the ANC in several incarnations. One is that of an 
abstraction, where the ANC represents a repositol?,’ of ideals, values, 
and a distillation of a histoQz of struggle. This is embodied in an 
organisational entity, and it is entrusted to the custodianship of its 
leaders and officials. Think of it as the ’metaphysical’ dimension of 
the ANC. 

[[’he mystical overtones are obvious, with secular structures and 
activities operating in service o:[’vir tually ’sacred’ ideals. It is in 
this sense that the AN(; is seen to transcend the individuals that 
constitute it. 

A community protest does not automatically imply condemnation of the 
’metaphysical’ entity the idea of the ANC or even of its leaders. 

Rather, it can be an appeal ]2)r intervention to uphold those values and 
ideals, and call to order individuals and structures that are seen to be 
desecrating the organisation and its histopy. 

When Jacob Zuma told supporters in (;ape Town in 2008 that the AN(; would 
rule until ’Jesus comes back’ he was not only hyperbolising; he was 
tapping into the mystique o:[" an organisation that is invested with 
millenarian duties. 

Often a central demand of protestors is lk~r the President to meet with 
the community and hear their grievances first-hand. The assumptmn is 
that the ANC leadership, once alerted to the facts, will call the 
transgressors to book, and act promptly and fairly. 

Paradoxically, a protest can also be a backhanded vote of confidence in 
the organisation as long as the organisation takes up the grievances, 
and acts to resolve them. 

It is in that respect that the ANC has become increasingly vulnerable. 

Its capacity to serve the public with consistency and to address the 



causes of discontent even its inclination to do so is taking severe 
strain. 

And it’s highlighting the increasing dissonance between the ’idea’ of 
the AN(; and its secular reality. 

’]7his week’s outcome presents the AN(7 with little more than temporary 

respite. Disgruntlement and community protests will continue, and the 

party’s authority will be tested, not least by its own supporters. 

WAVERING AUTHOR]TY 

These are not mere teething problems. They are anchored in deeper 
economic and social crises that date back to the 1970s, and ~vhich the 
ANC government has not been able to resolve. 

The party has worked to improve the lives of the black majority, yet 
close to half the population lives in poverty, jobs are scarce, the 
countly is more unequal than ever, and insecurity is rife. 

More jobs are vital, but even the most hopeful pledges envisage 15 per 
cent ~memployment in 2020 and that’s if one counts beggars, parking 
attendants and huskers as ’employed’ (as the official unemployment 
statistics do). Ignore such generous tallying and the current 
unemployment rate stands at 35 per cent. 

Meatm~hile, the ANC has come to host a more disparate assortment of 
interests, ideologies and ideals than ever. 

The organisation itself (via its investment arras) and significant 
proportions of its leaders and office bearers are entangled in 
profit-making business ventures. Powerful sections of the ANC have 
developed a reflexive sympathy for policies that put the raarket ahead of 
society 

This places a huge premium on retaining power not for any single goal, 
but in order to facilitate the pursuit of disparate objectives and 
ambitions. 

These realities the depr~vation amidst abuaadance and the rampant sense 
of ul~fairness this stokes will keep generating insubordination, and 
eventually will spark instability. With the scope lbr material change 
seemingly cramped, others ~vays of bolstering authority and building 
consent have to be found 

One tried and trusted way of defusing uproar is to afi~ilTn and valorise 

bonds that can muffle discord, or channel it in diversional)-, more 
manageable directions. 

The bonding and disciplina~z force of African nationalism remains the 
cardinal ideological turnkey of South Africa’s transition. The versions 
of nationalism deployed until now have been largely embracing, and 
mostly undemanding. 

But exclusional5’ interpretations of belonging, entitlement and rights 
might soon prove to be politically rewarding even, or perhaps 
especially, in a society that was split asunder by apartheid. 

More profane and resonant varieties are aw~ilable ones inflected with 
racial and ethnic chauvinism, for example, or with narrow, exacting 
interpretations of culture and tradition. 

There is a real danger of recourse to rousing affirmations of identity 
and entitlement, and to populist discourses of authenticity who is 
’really’ South African, African or black, what is a man, and where do 
women fit into all this. 

Antipathy toward the ’alien luxuries’ of liberal constitutionalism might 
gain support; indeed, heartfelt misgivings about ’hollow rights’ and a 
’paper Constitution’ already circulate. 

Left unchallenged, this might well develop into a form of populist 
nationalism. 

Some in the AN(; seem willing to risk such an experiment, in which social 
conservatism can be combined with licence for acquisitiveness and 
immoderation, with targeted largesse serving as lubricant. 

Some recognise in the lurid spectacle of ANC Youth League leader Julius 
Malema the prototype of such a ’proj ect’. 

The outcomes are difficult to predict. No doubt such moves will be hotly 
contested, from both inside and outside the ANC. But it ~vould be foolish 
to assmne a progressive outcome. 

Too many coarse tendencies and brazen interests no~v rub shoulders with 
po~ver. 

BROUGHT TO YOU B Y PAMBAZLTKA NEWS 

* © Hein Marais 



* This article was originally published by the Royal African Society. 

* Writer and political analyst Hein Marais’ new book ’South Africa 
Pushed To The Limit: The Political Economy Of Change’ (UCT Press and Zed 
Books) has been praised as ’an extraordinary achievement’ and ’by far 
the best overview of political, economic and social change in 
post-apartheid South Africa’ Gillian Hart, Professor of Geography and 
Chair of Development Studies at the University’ of California at 
Berkeley, calls it ’essential reading for anyone trying to understand 
one of the great social experiments of our tirue’, while John Sender, 
Emeritus Professor of Economics, School of Oriental and African Studies, 
Universi~ of London, and Fellow of Wolfson College, Universi~ of 
Cambridge, deems it ’by a considerable margin, the best book yet on the 
political econoray of South Africa’. 

STOP PRESS. 

Minister Susan Shabangu has informed Sarah Septhon, legal representative 
of the Amadiba Crisis Cormnittee that the ruining rights awarded in July 
2008 to Australian owned Transworld Energy and Minerals (P~) Ltd (TEM) 
and the Xolobeni Empowermcnt Company (Pry) Ltd (Xolco) have been revoked. 

Accordingly the coraplaint lodged by the Amadiba Crisis Committee with 
the Public Protector last week against the Minister for the long delay 
in annotmcing her decision has been withdrawn. 

The Arnadiba Crisis Committee and Sun International together lodged 
objections to the award of the mining rights in September 2008. A 
Special Task Team chaired by senior ANC MP Nkosi Patekile Holimisa found 
that the award of mining rights was in several respects in violation of 
legislated requirements. 

The i~finister has however left the door slightly ajar to allow the 
applicants a nineb’ day period in which to re-apply. 

The attached documentation explains the Ministers decision. 

Cormnent from the Amadiba Crisis Committee and the NGO Sustaining the 
Wild Coast which has supported them, will be forthcoming, but I oft’er 
the follo~ving comment in my professional capaci~ as the social worker 
who has been privileged to work ~vith local residents for the past five 
years. 

STATEMENT 

The decision of Minister Shabangu closes a very long and frustrating 
chapter in the quest of the Amadiba residents for sustainable livelihoods 

To put it colloquially, a large and aggressive "dog" has been removed 
from the manger that it has occupied over the past three years, 
obstructing the local residents from pursing sustainable livelihood’s 
from nature and heritage based eco tourism. Although the ’dog’ has been 
given the chance to reapply fbr control over the ’manger’ it is now 
inconceivable that it would ever be able to take up occupation again, 
because over the next six months plans are afbot to revive the once 
celebrated community based eco-tourism initiative known as Amadiba 
Adventures. 

With the COP 17 Talks taking place in six months time in Durban, 
together with the Wild Coast Sun Resort and other partners, the local 
residents will now ensure all available tourism accommodation on the 
Wild Coast is :gully booked with international visitors who will be 
invited to celebrate an Avatar like victor), o:[" an indigenous people who 

cherish their natural environment and ancestral traditions. ’]"he?" 
declared the rich titanium deposits on the Wild Coast ’unobtanium’ after 
they saw that fthn, and have gone one better than the NaVi warriors by 
using non-violent, constitutional means to oust the mineral addicted 
invaders. 

The Amadiba Crisis Committee is now planning a huge celebration and 
plans to reconstitute themselves and the Amadiba Peace and Development 
Comanittee to facilitate healing and peace building in a comanunity that 
was once a peaceful haven, but which has over the past five years seen 
constant tension and conflict 

While I welcome the Ministers decision I cannot understand how the 
Minister can conclude that the applicants took all reasonable steps to 
consult with the relewmt parties. The Human Rights Commission found 
that consultation was woefally lacking as far back as 2007, and the only 
remedial ’consultation’ process that I am aware of was when the BEE 
partner Xolco submitted forged and fraudulent names of some 3000 local 
residents claiming their free and informed consent. Minister Shabangu 
also has in her possession a long interview with a former Xolco member 
who resigned in protest together with two other directors after they 
realised that he had been co-opted into what he described a "corrupt 
scheme to sell the land of the people". 

Moreover it is worth noting that during the Local Govemraent Elections 
ANC rr~embelS fronl the mining affected area nominated candidates who were 



opposed to the mining to contest the elections The voters J2~llowed 
suit by overwhelmingly electing the ANC candidates with their declared 
anu mining position, rather than the rash of independent candidates who 
suddenly appeared, backed by the pro-mining lobby 

I assume that Minister Shabangu was wmting for the elections before 
announcing her decisions, and hope that she is reassured that there can 
be no local political backlash. ’]"he Mbizana municipality is one of the 
poorest in the country and the local council needs support to make full 
use of the astounding natural and heritage resources at its disposal to 
protnote j obs and development. 

Notwithstanding these reservations, I wish to personally congratulate 
the Honourable Minister bringing some measure of closure. She has had 
to juggle a very hot potato which has not cooled down over the past two 
years since she assumed office. 

ENDS.. 

John 

Jotm G I Clarke 
Consultant Social Worker, Development Facilitator, Writer. 

Blairgowrie, Johannesburg. 

Tel: + 27 83 608 0944: Fax 0866842405 
Email: jotmgic@iafrica.com 
Post: P.O.Box 2408, Pincgowrie, 2123 
SkNpe: j otm.gerard.ingram.clarke 
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Xolobeni has plans f;ar eco-totu-ism 

June9 2011 at 06:02am 

By Dineo Matomela 

Comment on this story 

The Xolobeni communi~z of the Wild Coast in the Eastern Cape ;vas 
planning to start ecototu-ism projects following a decision by the 
Minister of M~neral Resources, Susan Shabangu, to ;vithdraw mining the 
rights of Transworld Energy and Mineral Resource this week, it said 
yesterday 

Shabangu withdrew the decision by the department to grant Trans;vorld the 
right to mine hea,¢v minerals on the Kwanyana Block of the Xolobeni 
tenement area because of outstanding environmental issues. 

Mzamo Dlamini, the spokesman fbr the Amadiba Crisis Committee (ACC), 
said: "We hope we will get investor confidence back We have had big 
businesses who wanted to partner with the communi~, but their fear was 
what ;vould happen when mining started." 

Andrew Lashbrooke of Transworld said: "We have no formal correspondence 
from the department" 

Zeka Mnyama, the chairman of Xolco, the black empowerment partner of 
Transworld, said that the company would consult with members of the 
commumty on the issue. 

In a letter to the Legal Resources (;entre (LRC), Shabangu said the 
decision to grant the mining right was taken at a stage when several 
environmental issues were still outstanding. The company had three 
months in which to submit documents to address environmental concerns 
that led to the withdrawal of the right 

’]?he LRC filed a notice o:[" appeal with the department in 2008, on behalf 
of the ACC. LRC lawyer Sarah Sephton said yesterday that the company had 
failed to consult the af[’ected community - Business Report 

’Defiant in the face of brutality’ 
Uprisings in East and Southern Africa 
Sokari Ekine 
2011-(;6-02, Issue 532 
http ://pambazuka. or;/en/cate~orv/feat ures/73738 
Bookmark and Share 
Printer :Friendly version 

cc K AUganda’s Walk2Work campaign, growing public consciousness in 
Kenya, Swaziland’s pro-democracy demonstrations, public sector protests 
in Botswana and the still invisible LGBTIQ movement feature in this 
week’s reflection on straggles for social justice across the continent, 
by Sokari Ekine. 

Recently the Dar es Salaam Citizen punished an apEd piece, "News is not 
coraing out of Africa" in which it criticised African media for the focus 



on reporting ’events’ and failure to follow through with informative 

opinion and commentary. Instead African media continues to rely on 

western media J2~r in-depth analysis of African afliiirs. Events such as 

the Nigerian elections, the political crisis and conflict in Cote 

d’Ivoire, uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt and Libya and the International 

Criminal Court hearings on Kenya’s 2008 post election violence were 

reported only as ’news events’: 

’I could cite other examples to make the point that our media has such 
an event focus that it i~ails to follow developments in ways that would 
make Africans knowledgeable and interested about Afiica as Africans. In 
this it fails its core raission of educating Africans about their own 
contexts and situations. A major reason for this apparent arm~esia and 
what comes across as disjointed coverage is tire fact that most South 
African media do not have sustained coverage of the continent of their 
own. For a start, South African media houses have no regional bureaus of 
their own with journalists conversant in languages other than English. 

’When tire international nredia cease or reduce coverage there is an 
automatic effect on our own media even if we raight still be interested 
in the issue. In this regard it could be said that our media are an 
appendage of Western media.’ 

The article highlights the importance of Pambazuka News in providing 
exactly what the rest of Africa’s media is either ill-equipped or just 
too lazy to do. The purpose of the ’uprising’ reports is not just to 
inform readers of events as they happen but also to give a sense of the 
continuing struggle and a broader view- of the continent-wide discontent 
with the status quo regards democracy, the lack of adherence to all 
areas of human rights and the primacy of western goverrwaents and 
corporate interests over that of African people. 

UGANDA: LET’ S SHOOT THE PEOPLE t 

In February’s elections President Museveni’s 25 year rule was extended 
for a further five years, amidst 
[http://www.polits~ org. za/article/a -cas e-of-electoral-frau d-the-2011 -uga nda-elections-2011-04-07]accusations 
of widespread fraud[/url] ;Vhy bother to vote when the outcome has 
already been arranged? Makerere University law professor Joe 
Oloka-Onyango, described Uganda’s political system as ’yet to become a 
functioning multiparty democracy’, adding that: 

’.. the fact of incumbency guaranteed President Museveni unfettered access 
to state coffers, such that the NRM reportedly spent $350 million in the 
campaign. "¢~q~ether or not this is true, we have not yet received a proper 
accounting of how much the NRM [or indeed any other part?-] spent and 
from ~vhere they received this money; already, this means that we are 
being held hostage to the lack of transparency and the underhand nature 
of politics that we thought we had long left behind. 

’Indeed, the enduring image of the past several months has been that of 
the President handing out brown envelopes stashed with cash for various 
women, youth and other types of civic groupings. I don’t kno~v it" 
religious leaders were also beneficiaries of this largesse If you were, 
then you must acknowledge that you have become part of the problem. For 
in those envelopes lies a key aspect of the problem: the phenomenon of 
institutionalized corruption that has become the hallmark of this regime’ 

Whilst voters may have been apathetic during the elections, the?’ have 

shown their dissatisfaction with the government and it’s policies in the 

Walk to Work (Twitter hashtag ¢¢walk2work) protests which started on 11 

April following the arrest of a group of opposition leaders including Dr 

Kizza Besig~e and his supporters, for inciting violence as they walked 

to work in protest against rasing prices and job losses. Although the 

protests have met with a violent response from the security forces, as 

one Ugandan reporter pointed out: 

’.. man?’ Ugandans are now aware of their rights to speak out This right 
is provided by the state through the constitution that guarantees 
freedom of speech. So this time man?’ Ugan&ms are supporting what the 
oppositmn is doing because the?" want the government to listen to their 
pleas’ 

The government has blamed inflation on external factors out of their 
control, obviously believing Ugandans are so ill-informed as to not make 
the connection between the $740 million spent on fighter jets and tanks 

plus of course the maintenance costs ’to protect oih.. territorial 
integrity and wealth’ and the price of bread and fuel. Even Nigeria 
another highly militarised state, with nearly 20 years of conflict over 
oil in the Niger Delta has thankt’ully not deployed fighter jets to 
bomb militants in the forests and rivers of oil production! 

Museveni who, in a show of militarism, chose to wear military fatigues 
during the recent swearing in of _’vg)s conrplained that his guests, 
President Kabila of the DRC and Goodluck Jonathan of Nigeria were pelted 
with stones by people. In typical dictator fashion, which tends to be 
acconrpanied by a good helping of paranoia, _’vluseveni went on to describe 
the local and international nredia as ’enemies of Uganda’. Possibly he 
has been too busy brutalising Ugandans to watch much TV and hasn’t seen 
what is happening in other parts of Africa and the Middle East. 



R osebelle Kagumire described the prutests uf 29 April in her blug as 
follows: 

’In today’s protests the police used live bullets again leaving hurriflc 
pictures for the media. One ufman was lying down with a bullet hole 
right thruugh his eye. Repurts say about four peuple died today, uver 
100 were injured and uver 300 were arrested. Since the electiun 
campaigns and the Nurth Africa prutests, the government here has gruwn 
intolerant tu criticism .. In many areas there were reports uf abuses 
against journalists mainly by forces. TVs and Radios have been 
threatened over live broadcasts and today they obliged .. Besigye’s 
health is still not good but whatcver happens, Ugandans are becoming 
more and more defiant in the i:ace of brutaliW and his homecoming will 
probably see us go into another protest.’ 

Rosebelle also discussed the ongoing protests on A1 Jazeera’s streara on 
23 May. The strategy behind Hoot4Change in which people honked and 
hooted in suppolt of Walk2Work, is to widen the protests. She raade the 
point that whilst food prices had risen locally-, Ugandan i:armers were 
getting very good prices for their food being sold in South Sudan and 
the DRC. 

Echwalu Photography has an excellent photo essay of the protests and 
subsequent arrests and violence on the streets. 

Finally Julius Barigaba reports in The East African on the deployment of 
tat~:s around Kampala’s Constitutional Square. According to Barigaba, 
this is not because there raight be another ’Tahrir Square’ but raore like 
another Tiananmen Square: 

’Tatnir collected a raillion anti-Mubarak protestors over three weeks, 
leading to the dictator’s i:all in Fcbruary this year. In Beijing, 
however, Tianarm~en was the scene of a massacre by a railitary ~vhose 
mindset is that of anarchy, akin to that of Uganda’s armed forces, 
according to political analyst Mwambutsya Ndebesa, professor of history 
at Makerere Umversi~.’ 

’The Square has become a no-go area, barricaded by- blue Mamba APCs, tear 
gas trucks and anti-riot police. To dare to go there is to court arrest, 
unlimited doses of teargas, gunshot wounds, and possibly, death. 

’On May 10, former presidential candidates Norbert iVlao, Olara Oturmu, 
Sam Lubega and Mohammad Kibirige Mayanja attempted to access 
Constitution Square and stage a rally there. Somewhat Mao and Mayanja 
sneaked through the first line of police cordon but could not go past 
the next: 

’"We want to hold a rally in the Square that is named after our (1995) 
Constitution. It is our right," Mao yelled at the police as they- pushed 
him back 

;But Otunnu, Lubega and others were not lucky. A police truck spewing 
pink liquid pushed them 200 metres away, bathing them in a deluge of 
crimson -- police’s latest anti-riot innovation. 

’That is the norm in Kampala these days -- people wake up to a menu of 
live bullets and teargas. Access to some roads is blocked, as boda boda 
cyclists, unemployed youths and Kisekka Market traders engage the 
military and police in running battles Occasiunally, a military chopper 
eerily munitors the action. Files ufmilitary men, with guns held combat 
style, patrol the streets; APCs are at entry points into the city’ 

KENYA: REVOLUTIONARY ]I)EALS OVER NARR£)W NA~IXONALISMS[ 

Back in February, while Tunisia was celebrating the remuva[ uf Ben All 
and [{gypt was bathing in the warmth of Tahrir Square revulutiunary love, 
a group uf unline Kenyans decided tu celebrate ’Kenyan nationalism’ day 
on February 28th. Along with a show uf badges and 12 reasuns to be 
¯ proud’, Kenyans were asked to stand united and speak with one vuice at 
lpm un the day: 

’.. wherever you are, at wurk, in the supermarket, in traffic, in schuul, 
un campus, in hospitals, in churches, in mosques, in temples, in 
synagugues, on spurts pitches, in court, un your farm, at police 
statiuns, at armed furces barracks, in matatus, in buses, un the beach, 
in the game parks, at the airpurt, in parliament, in State House, in 
your homes..’ 

The hope *wis the ¯world *w)uld watch’ but in the end, the wurld was tuo 
busy watching and tweeting the televised revulutiuns to care much about 
Kenyans saluting flags. 

Wambui Mwangi didn’t feel there was much to be proud about and as 
inspiring as these declarations might be they are hardly 
transformational. Nationalism, patriotisra and notions of rule based 
belongings are exclusionary and counter-revolutionary: 

¯ Six of our leading representatives and public figures are under grave 
suspicion by the International Criminal Court of crimes against 
humanity-, but this apparently- does not perturb us. Our internally 
displaced citizens continue to languish in refugee camps, which disturbs 



our comfort not at all Millions of young people are unemployed and 
frustrated but we would rather not discuss it. Ethnic militias gather 
force and virulence: still, we are content. A x~ulgar misogD~ny 
accompanied by a homophobia as vile as it is pep~asive finds extensive 
purchase in our collective psyche: we are unflappable. We seem to er~ioy 
all these, or at least not to mind them enough to engage with their 
unplications.’ 

Instead of the call for a nationalism based on denial Wambui suggests 
’singing’ to remember those ’collective issues waiting for our 
attention’, and to re-organise and ’align principles with practice’: 

’We should sing to acknowledge that we are responsible not only for the 
current state of affairs but also for its multiple necessary modes of 
resolution. As we sing, "we the people" should relnelnber that sovereignty 
comes with responsibilities as well as rights, obligations as well as 
freedoms.’ 

The beau~" of these songs is they are not just for Kenyans but for every 
African and recently her final two questions ’So what?’ and ’Now what?’ 
have been answered in what appears to be a new awakening in Kenya. 
Grassroots movements such as Bunge La Mwananchi (The People’s 
Parliament) and the ’Unga Revolution’ (a collection of civil society- 
groups including Bunge La Mwananchi) campaigning for econotnic and social 
rights have been formed in response to the rising cost of living and 
loss of social benefits. On 1 May a planned rally organised by Unga 
Revolution was illegally cancelled by the Kenyan police. The organising 
cormnittee said: 

’This action is a relic of the old constitution and reminiscent of the 
dark days when peaceful gatherings were violently dispersed. It can also 
set a bad precedence for future engagements between peaceful citizens 
and law enforcement officers; in as far as exercising of democratic 
rights is concerned 

’Since our campaign to petition the government to implement article 43 
is nationwide in scope and grassroots in nature, we are hoping that your 
forces ~vill allow Kenyans all over the count~ to assemble, discuss and 
push for the implementation of their rights and that you will accord 
them ample security as we all strive to work within our rights and 
responsibilities as set out in the supreme law of the land.’ 

SYVAZILAND 

The Swazi pro democracy uprisings which began on 12 April were met with 
beatings, teargas and hundreds of arrests. Malay of the protesters were 
driven 100 miles into the count~’ where they were dumbed by the police 
Student leader 2vlaxwell Dlammi and l~usa Ngubeni of the SWAYOCO movement 

were arrested, tortured and remain in detention The national 
coordinator of the International Research Academy for Labour and 
Education (IRALE), Percy Masuklu was one of those driven and dumped in 
the countryside He gives his account belo~v: 

’On 12 April 2011 leaders of the labour movement, political formations, 
youth and student organisations, civil society organisatiuns like the 
Swaziland Democracy Campaign and ordina~ Swazis were all arrested and 
treated to the ’hospitali~’ of the police of the ruling royal S~vazi 
regime by means of torture and other dehumanizsng elements 
characteristic of this corrupt regime 

[[’here were runmng battles between the various organisations and the 
police and armed forces in which the forces prohibited the workers, 
students, youth, democracy activists, faith-based organisations and 
womeffs organisations from marching into the city centre in Manzini. The 
main intention of the march was to raise high the issues that the 
government of Swaziland has failed to dehver; these demands had been 
raised earlier by, largely, the labour formations. The city centre was 
turned into a battle field where workers were tear gassed, baton-charged 
and pursued into various directions by the hea,~’-handed police who 
understood nothing but the language of violence.’ 

Six weeks on li’om 12 April and the Swazi pro democracy activists and 
their supporters continue to protest in the adminstrative capital, 
Mbabane, South Africa and the UK: 

’[[’he recent spate of pro-democracy demonstrations against the regime in 
Swaziland, which so fiar culminated in the mass demonstrations in March 
and April of this year, shows the increasing willingness of Swazis to 
face intimidation and police brutali~ to demonstrate their 
dissatisfaction with the regime. ~I]ae reason for this dissatisfaction, 
says Sikelela I)lamini, is the monarch’s spending on prestige projects 
and personal luxuries, and the regime’s financial mismanagement and 
corruption. "Mswati III’s major handicap has to be his continuously 
lavish lifes~le when the majority of his people languish in untold 
suffering." 

On June 1 st hundreds of members of The Swaziland Teachers Association 
closed schools and marched through the capital to the South African and 
US embassies demanding the latter freeze the Kings assets. Some of the 
tweets of the day were in response to a SABC2 Special Assigtrment on 
Swaziland .. showing both the hope and frustration amongst Swazi people. 



@msiO01 : The people of Swaziland will be liberated sooner or 
later.......AMANDLA to rny jailed comrades 

@presciousestevao: please focus and try to create some sort of movement 
when it comes to ore cormades being killed in Swaziland. 

@specialassign: Swaziland is under financial struggles, who funds the 
monarchy? Since many people there are living below the poverty line." 

@SpecialAssign: Democracy in .M’rica’s last standing monarchy? Political 
prisoners or criminal terrorists in Swaziland’s jails’.’ Watch tonight 
21h30 on SABC3 

COUN~R!ES TO WATCH 

BOTS~VANA 

In neighbouring Botswana, much revered in the west as ’Africa’s success 
story’, public sector ~vorkers transport, schools, clinics and 
government staff began striking on 18 April. The ruling part)’ has been 
in power for 45 years and people are calling for a change. The leader of 
the opposition, Dtuna Boko has called for an ’Egypt’ st)qe uprising, 
though I doubt this will happen. The strikes and protests have been 
peaceful with none of the violence seen in neighboring countries. 

’There are different ways to take over governance, and that includes by 
force,’ he said at a recent press conference in support of the strike 
held by the opposition parties, ’If we can come together we can take our 
government as it happened in E~zpt and Ttmisia.’ For the Botswana 
Movement fbr Democracy, a breakaway part)’ from the BDP, the strike 
undermines the ruling party’s contention that Botswana is a model 
democracy. ’This is clear from the government’s refusal to accept 
workers’ demands for a pay hike, under the pretext that the economy has 
not yet recovered from the recession," said its leader, Gomolemo Mots~valedi. 

The government has now ordered the some 90,000 ~vorkers back to work 
after offering a 3 per cent pay rise rather than the 16 per cent demanded 

ETHIOPIA 

Pro democracy acuvists had called :[br a ’Day of’Rage’ un Saturday 28 
May An online campaign ’B&a’ meaning ’Enough’ in Amharic had huped tu 
mubilise thuusands. In the end it was Meles Zenawi’s supporters who 
turned uut in their thuusands. 

Like uprisings taking phce in uther parts of the continent, Uganda, 
Swaziland, Kenya, and Butswana actiuns are in response tu cuncerns over 
loud security, rising unemployment particularly amongst youth, pulitical 
marginalisation, curruption o:[’guvemment ufflcials and a push back 
against the entrenched leadership ufthe circle of ’rulers for life’. 
Military dictators have been replaced by demucracy dictaturships under 
militarised states. 

Despite the transformational actiuns taking place acruss the cuuntry, 
one particularly marginalised gruup remains invisible. The LGBTIQ 
mnvemem continues to be largely isulated and it remains tu be seen if" 
the new struggles fur sucial justice will be whully inclusive. At the 
same time ~t is up to the I.GBTIQ movement itself to gruw invisibility 
and tu enter into dialogue with other movements at the crucial time u:[" 
change This is especially true ~n countries such as Kenya, Botswana, 
Zimbabwe and Suuth Afldca where established LGBTIQ groups have existed 
for many years. 

BROUGHT TO YOU B Y P.~IBAZLrKA NEWS 

* Sokari Ekine blogs at ff~e award-winning Black Looks. 

US confirms boycott of UN racism sunxmit 

Jun 4, 2011 9:00 AM I By Sapa 

The United States will not palticipate in the Durban III L~’~" surmnit 
on racism in September this year, which conm~emorates ten years 
since the controversial 2001 Durban Declaration conference, 
officials confim~ed Friday. 
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* US to boycott racism surmnit 
<http ://w~v.timeshve. co.zai~vorldmrticle1101942.ece/~;S-to-boy cott-racism-sun~mit> 

"We will not participate in the Durban con~memoration. In December, we 
voted against the resolution establishing this event because we believe 
the Durban process includes displays of intolerance and anti-Semitism, 
and we don’t warit to see that commemorated," State Department spokesman 
Mark Toner said. 

President Barack Obama’s administration informed lawmakers of the 
decision earlier this ~veek, joining Canada and Israel in boycotting the 
event. 

The House Foreign Affairs Committee, Republican Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, 
said she was "gratified" by the decision. 

She said it would be "like its predecessors., no doubt be hijacked by 
extremists and turned into an anti-Western, anti-Israel, anti-Semitic 
hatefest" 

The commendations were bipartisan, ~vith Democratic Senator Kirsten 
Gillibrand saying it was "an insult to America that the United Natiuns 
has decided to hold the Durban III cunference in New Yurk City just days 
frum the tenth anniversary of the September 11 th attacks." 

"We all witnessed huw extreme anti-Semitic and anti-American voices tuok 
over Durban I and Durban II and we should expect the same thing to 
happen with Durban III," she said 

Israel joined the United States in oppusing the UN General Assembly 
resulutiun in December that cunvened the follow-up tu the 2001 Wurld 
Cunference Against Racism in the Suuth African city’ of Durban. 

The resolution passed by 104 vutes to 22, with 33 abstentions. 

The 2001 conference was marked by bitter disputes and walkouts uver 
plans tu include condemnations ol!Ziunism in the final declaratiun. 

Israel and the United States *wflked uut complaining of anti-Semitism 

Nine governments -- including Canada, the L’nited States, Australia, 
Israel, Germany and Britain -- buycutted last year’s [)urban II talks in 
Geneva over fears of anti-Semitism 

Iran’s President Mahmoud Ahmadinqjad used the conference as a platform 
to launch a virulent attack on Israel. 

(from Talk Left Walk Right, UKZN Press, 2004) 

Racism talk-shop, reparations sabotage: 

From reconciliation to anmesia 

The August-September 2001 World Conference Against Racism (WCAR) in 
Durban was the site at which South Africa’s ’Social Fornnf alternative 
to the standard NGO parallel s~nnmit began to gel. However, the official 
WCAR talk-shop itself was considered an historic defeat for those 
insisting on advancing social justice. 

The key demands made by the activists who gathered - namely, 
reparations for slavery, colonialism, apartheid and neocolonialism, and 
a more profound cens~tre of Israel - failed to move the U%N meeting, or 
even gain the host’s support. Neither Thabo Mbeki nor Kofi Annan deigned 
to meet the main delegation of 20 000 demonstrators who marched to 
within a few metres of the Durban International Convention Centre 
entrance. The WCAR showed the distance between the managers of global 
apartheid, in all its class/race/gender manifestations, and the South 
Afiican activists and internationalists arrayed against iraperialisra. 

Marching for justice 

Pretoria politicians and officials alike must have been badly shaken by 
events prior to the WCAR. In his book Dispatches Ii~om Durban, Los 
Angeles community leader Eric Mann describes Cosatu’s strike against 
privatisation, including a large march, timed for the moment that 
thousands of delegates flew in to South Africa: 

In the second day of the strike, some 40 000 people filled 
the streets of Durban with wave upon wave of union contingents. This was 
not a trade union rail?’ for a better contract; it ;vas a political strike 
by Black ;vorking class and poor people Ibr the Ii~ture of their com~try 
The call to strike? ’We did not fight for liberation so that we could 
sell everything we won to the highest bidder!’ 

Sunilar to anti-globalisation and 
antiracist groups in the US that used the Democratic or Republican 
national conventions as international media arenas to popularise their 
demands, Cosatu is taking advantage of Mbeki’s tactical ,¢~lnerability 



during the WCAR. At a time when 2/;beki wants to showcase South Africa as 
a center for world tourism and to use tourism as a source of urgently 
needed foreign exchange funds, a two-day general strike is the last 
thing he wanted. This contributed to the greater leverage and impact of 
the march, but also to the bitterness of the exchanges between its 
leaders and the South African government. [1 ] 

ttowever, that bitterness was quickly redirected by trade union leaders, 
who joined the SACP and AN(; :for an anti-racism march the day after the 
furious Durban Social Forum protest of 20 000. The mild-nrannered 
Alliance event drew little more than 7 000 supporters. 

Just before the official WCAR began, Mbeki spoke to the 
forrual gathering of NGOs at their alternative sunnnit plenal~/. Mann 
reports that at a press conference set up by SA’s new Indynredia Centre, 
civil society leaders ’criticised ~eki’s opening speech to WCAR, 
publicised the denrands of the Palestinians, and supported the Durban 
Social Fomnr coalition’s critique of South Aflican neoliberalism, in 
particular, the privatisation of public sel~’ices such as water, and its 
support for the demands of the landless movement.’[2] That press 
conference put South African society on notice that 2~eeki was considered 
an enemy of Durban’s poor. 

On subsequent days, the streets carue alive with campaigns for 
reparations and Palestinian liberation, supported with great vigour by 
groups as diverse as Jubilee South affiliates, South Africa’s large 
Muslim cormnunity and thousands of international anti-racism activists. 
The NGO parallel smnmit also generated a progressive resolution. All of 
this increased pressure on the official delegates xvho issued vaguely 
progressive sentiments inside the WCAR, which saw the US and Israeli 
governments storm out because of references to racism xvithin both those 
countries. 

Reparations rupture 

The official conference also splintered over a demand ficom NGOs and some 
African governments that payment be made to compensate for centuries of 
colonial plunder, whose effects continue contributing to vastly 
imbalanced economies, societies and international power relations The 
EU’s chief" negotiator, Belgian foreign minister Louis Michel, justified 
his o;vn country’s appalling histow at a press conference: ~Colonialism 
could not be considered a crime against humanity, for at the time it was 
a sign of economical good health.’[3] UN human rights commissioner, Map¢ 
Robinson, broke off discussions with activists because the NGO petition 
calling for reparations and Palestinian rights was, for her, too radical. 

Ironically, even though Nigerian president Olusegun Obasanjo endorsed 
reparations along with other African official delegates, Mbeki and his 
foreign minister, Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, refused suppolt, saying merely 
that more donor aid was needed ’Nigeria has chosen to ditch SA and 
align itself with other African hardliners over the slavep¢ issue,’ 
lamented a Business Day editorial under the headline ’Trapped in the 
Middle’ It continued, ’The difficulties that SA has encountered in 
Durban trying to move the rest of the continent to a more moderate 
position in negotiations between Africa and Europe over an apology and 
reparations for slave~¢, highlight the gulf; and sometimes deceit, that 
underlies relations bet;veen this countw and the rest of the 
continent.. "¢,~en will our real friends in Africa stand up and be 
counted?’[4] 

Apartheid’s bankers 

Reparations demands were absent from the final WCAR document, and 
moreover, also soon led to a rupture between the ANC government and 
civil society activists Frustrated by the failure of the WCAR to 
advance their agenda, leaders of Jubilee South Africa, the Khulumani 
apartheid-victims group and other faith-based activists turned to the US 
and Swiss courts C~vil cases for billions of dollars in damages were 
filed on behalf of apartheid victims against large multinational 
corporations which made profits from South African investments and loans 
(by 2003, Anglo American, Gold Fields and Sasol were added to the 
corporate defen&mts list). [5] The Bush regime and corporate lobbies 
pleaded with US courts, initially unsuccessfully, to nulli~ an 
~nterpretation of the Alien Tort Claims Act that made 
apartheid-reparatmns suits possible.[6] 

Mbeki :first reacted to the court applications with ’neither 
support nor condemnation.’ ttowever, in April 2003, in the wake of 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s final Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
(TRC) report which recommended a reparations payment by businesses which 
benefited from apartheid, Mbeki changed tack. Now, he said, it was 
’completely unacceptable that matters that are central to the lhture of 
our country should be adjudicated in foreign courts which bear no 
responsibility for the xvell-being of our country, and the observance of 
the perspective contained in our constitution of the proruotion of 
national reconciliation.’ He expressed ’the desire to involve all South 
Africans, including corporate citizens, in a cooperative and voluntary 
partnership.’ But Mbeki failed to reflect upon n~tmerous such attempts by 
the Reparations Task Force and Cape Town’s Anglican Archbishop 
Njongonkulu Ndungane for some years prior to the lawsuits.[7] 



Always a strong advocate for business interests, Alec Erwin joined 
Mbeki during an April 2003 parliamentary discussion Pretoria was 
’opposed to, and contemptuous of the litigation,’ Erwin said. Any 
findings against companies ’would not be honoured’ within South Africa, 
he added, and a wealth tax - as recommended by the TRC - would be 
’counterproductive ’[8] 

A few weeks later, the director-general in Mbeki’s office, former 
liberation theologian Frank Chikane, attacked the morals of those filing 
the reparations lawsuits: ’I have seen [apartheid] victims being 
organised by interest groups who make them perpetual victims. They- will 
never cease to be victims because they- [interest groups] need victims to 
advance their cause. I third: it is a dehumanising act.’ Chikane argued 
that lawsuits against bar~zs and corporations would lead ’businesses here 
to lose money and therefore to lose jobs.’ As for the TRC wealth tax, 
’My view- has always been that healing will happen only if the victiruiser 
stands up and says, "let us make it right". It will not happen if the 
government says so.’[9] 

In July 2003, Mbeki and justice minister Penuell Maduna went to oven 
greater lengths to defend apartheid-era profits, arguing in a nine-page 
brief to a US COUlt hearing a reparations case, that by ’permitting the 
litigation’, the New York judge would discourage ’much needed foreign 
investment and delay the achievement of the government’s goals. Indeed, 
the litigation could have a destabilising effect on the South African 
economy- as investment is not only a driver of gro~vth, but also of 
unemployment.’ [ 10] As a friend of the corot on behalf of the claimants 
(alongside Tutu), Nobel la~treate Joseph Stiglitz replied that the 
comments by 2~Poeki and Maduna had ’no basis,’ because, ’those ~vho helped 
support that system, and who contributed to human rights abuses, should 
be held accountable... If anything, it would contribute to South 
Africa’s growth and development.’ [ 11 ] 

But by late August, even Nelson Mandela decided that the activist 
pressure on the foundations of global capitalism, namely, corporations’ 
right to make profits no matter ho;v egregious the regime, was out of 
control Hosted by Africa’s richest man, Nick?, Oppenheimer, at the 
Rhodes Building in Cape Town, Mandela gave his name to a new foundation, 
’Mandela Rhodes,’ and used the occasion to attack the apartheid 
reparations lawsuits as ’outside interference’. Mandela commented, not 
incorrectly: ’I am sure that Cecil John Rhodes would have given his 
approval to this effort to make the South Aficari economy- of the early 
21 st century appropriate and fit for its time ’[ 12] 

At the same time, London’s New Left Review published an interview 
with Soweto communi~ leader Trevor Ng;vane, who did not mince words: 
’Without detracting from those t;venty-seven years in jail - what that 
cost him, ;vhat he stood for - Mandela has been the real sellout, the 
biggest betrayer of his people.’[13] 

Maduna’s letter to the US court requested that the lawsuits be 
dismissed, ’in deference to the sovereign rights of foreign countries to 
legislate, adjudicate and other;vise resolve domestic issues without 
outside interference.’ But in August 2003, at the opening plenary of a 
m~tjor Reparations Conference, Jubilee SA’s Berend Schuitema reported 
that Maduna made an extraordinaly’ confession: ’The reason why he had 
made the olzjection was that he was asked for an opinion on the lawsuit 
by Colin Powell He gave Powell his written response, whereupon Po;vell 
said that he should lodge this submission to the Judge of the New York 
Court. Howls from the floor. Jubilee SA chairperson MP. Giyose pointed 
out the bankruptcy of the sovereignty argument ’[14] 

Given Pretoria’s supine posture in relation to Washington and 
transnational capital, it should not be surprising that as early as 
September 2001, ac tivists realised that a more public form of protest 
was crucial. Enough Durban communities had sutTered such brutal attacks 
- evictions, water and electricity disconnections, and violent police 
repression - by Mbeki’s national government and their own municipality’ 
that they not only spumed the official WCAR but also dismissed the NGO 
summit, no matter how progressive its resolutions, as a mere 
distraction Their instinct, to take to the streets, catalysed a new 
style of South African protest, linking the fights against global and 
local capitalism 

N(JO conferencing or community protest? 

The chaos associated with the parallel summit at Durban was captured in 
one lament by a local NGO functionary: ’There were no commissions 
yesterday Today the delegates are wandering around aimlessly; the 
panels are in a mess; commissions have failed and will fail The 
deadline for the submissions of the inputs is tomorrow What will the 
nature of the final document be, considering that the thematic 
corumissions will not have had any opportuni~ to provide substantive 
input ?’ [ 15] 

In contrast to the NGO sunm~it, radical anti-racism activists and 
cormnunity-based organisers were motivated by two great elders of the 
progressive movement: sociologist Fatima Meet and poet Dennis Brutus. 
They proceeded to hold a ’pavement sur~wnit’ and stage creative protests. 
Ashwin Desai, in his book We are the Poors, ofl;ered acclamato~, but 
also critical, analysis of the leading Durban corrmmnity coalition, the 



Concerned Citizens Forum (the core of the Durban Sucial Furum): 

From the beginning, it was clear that the WCAR mobilisations 
would, to a certain extent, be opportunistic. While must Cuncerned 
Cotmnunity Forum members were, in their bunes, anti-racists too, it would 
be fair tu say’ that the dominant mutive in pulling together public 
demonstrations during the race conference was tu e×pluit the platform 
this provided tu make telling points abuut class. Activists realised 
they would have to du a lot ofwurk tu explain to foreigners that, 
despite the superficial, if dramatic, advances that had been made on the 
race front in South Africa, these did not compensate for the deepening 
miseu of the majority- of the poor (and Black) people of this country. 
Even if they failed to make a dent in the episteraological wall that 
hides evidence of South Africa’s failed revolution, actions during the 
WCAR would be an ideal test of strength against a government that was 
bound to recommence evictions and cutoffs as the last delegates boarded 
their Boeings home. [16] 

This was similar to what ~vould emerge at the WSSD 12 raonths later. Maun 
surmned up the WCAR’s importance: ’The antiracist forces at Durban did 
not win raany concrete demands. Still, as a dress rehearsal for future 
world struggles, WCAR was an impoltant and, at times, araazing event, the 
high points of which ~vere the complete disgrace and isolation of the US 
government and its self-exposure as a racist bully, the spirited show of 
support for the Palestinian liberation struggle, and the strong 
document against racism - even if rejected in its essence by the world’s 
governments.’[17] 

Racism and reparations out, terrurism and state control in 

The international campaign for reparatiuns is probably vital to the 
obj ective of realigning society so that ingrained racial (and gender) 
oppressiun is rmtigated, and so that conm~unities of black and brown 
SUlN’ivors of colonialism and slavery are not continually disadvantaged 
by the locked-in forms of racism that persist so strongly today. Beyond 
the restitution needed for past ;vrongs, reparations provides a stl-ate~z 
for present and future social justice, as a disincentive to corporate 
financing of repressive regimes. Henry Ford and Thomas Watson WalTtlly 

supported Adolf Hitler, and because their firms, Ford arid IBM, made no 
reparations to the victims of Nazism, they’ then both nurtured apartheid 
South Africa for decades As church activist Neville Gabriel explained, 
’Reparations is not just about money,., it’s about acknowledging that ;vhat 
was done in the past ;vas ;vrong, should not have happened and should not 
happen again ’[18] The Burmese junta today depends upon major foreign 
corporations for resources, and so the US Alien Tort Claims Act is being 
invoked to break the close relationship between capital and fascism 

Disincent~vising such repression through reparations is critical. 
Recognising the far-reaching implications, Clinton-era US deputy 
treasury secretary Stuart Eizenstat, a supporter of reparations claims 
against pro-Nazi corporations, provided ’talking points’ in November, 
2002, to help capital fight the Alien Tort Claims Act. Eizenstat worried 
that if South African reparations activists ’can galvanise public 
opinion and generate political support, they may achieve some success 
despite legal infirmities ’[ 19] The New York courts may ultimately 
decide against the various claimants, partly because of infighting 
between the two sets of legal teams But the unveiling of Pretoria’s o;vn 
pro-corporate orientation during mid-2003 left public opinion aghast, 
and increased pulitical suppurt for reparations campaigners. 

In the process, Mbeki revealed surprising loyalties that conflicted 
with ~he ANC’s pulitical histury: A South African correspundent fur the 
British magazine Private Eye picks up the story: 

Biz;arrely, in the week of George Orwell’s centenary, uur 
ever-progressive ANC government began broadcasting slick TV and radio 
adverts from the secret services, boasting how our spunks are working 
overtime to keep us safe and happy 

In an echo ufthe bad old days of BOSS, when Big Brother really was 
watching us, it was also discreetly" announced that three top 
apartheid-era spunks had been signed up tu serve the new regime. Nell 
Barnard and Mike Louw are J2~rmer heads of the old National Intelligence 
Service, while Richard KnoIlys ’spooked’ :[’or the nasty tin-put 
Bantustan, Bophutatswana. All three will ’advise’ current minister uf 
intelligence Lindiwe Sisulu. 

Cynics wonder, however, if this has mure to do with keeping us in the 
dark than keeping us safe. Barnard had been collaborating on a buok, 
while Louw had begun to talk tu select journalists abuut the murky past, 
drupping hints about hitherto unexposed collaborators with the old 
regime. Both could confirm ur deny widespread rumours about which ufuur 
present ’liberation’ leaders, even possibly, current ministers, had been 
suborned. Both have abruptly gone mum Spooky’, eh? 

Simultaneously the government has gone to great lengths to fib about 
’missing’ documents from the Truth and Reconciliation Conm~ission, set up 
to heat evidence of atrocities under apartheid. It claims it was 
conducting an investigatiun, knowing perfectly well that the 34 boxes of 
documents were in the possession, illegally, of Lindiwe Sisulu’s 
National Intelligence Agency (NLa_). Among ’sensitive’ papers are those 



relating to the mysterious 1988 assassination of the AN(; representative 
in Paris, Dulcie September. 

We’re oRen told we now have the most liberal constitution in the 
world, and under the access to information act all ministries had till 
the end of August to reveal what information they hold. Until, that is, 
] ustice minister Penuell Maduna recently gave Lindiwe Sisulu a reprieve 
by quietly gazetting a regulation which exempted the N[A for Five years 
’]7hat may become permanent Critics compare this to practices prevalent 
under our final old school white president, P. W. Botha. 

But then history is being rewritten by- the day. The burial of 
apartheid’s greatest stooge and collaborator (also in the week of 
Olsvell’s centenary) proved the perfect opportunity for revisionist 
fabrication. Chief Kaizer Matanzirua was the venal, brutal ruler of the 
Transkei, apartheid’s first Bantustan. Yet Matanzima was accorded an 
official funeral, attended by president Thabo Mbeki. Irl his memorial 
oration, Mbeki urged us to ’take up’ the rualevolent dictator’s 
unfinished work - as tasteful as if, say, Churchill had honoured Osxvald 
Mosley xvith state pomp at Westminster Abbey, acclaiming the old 
blackshirt to be an anti-Nazi patriot 

Apartheid Kaizer’s rehabilitation was on Sunday. That week Mt~eki had 
refused to meet a delegation of veterans frorrl Umkhonto we Simve, the 
former rrlilitary wing of the ANt. The ex-combatants wished to present a 
memorandum, pointing out that though they’d fought for the liberation of 
the country, they were now corrlpletely ignored by their own goverl~ent. 
Some had even been in exile xvith )¢rbeki. Majestically-, the prez declined 
to receive their memo ~erhaps because he was too busy practising his 
new passion. On Saturday, you see, President Mbeki was due to play in 
the inaugural round of his Presidential Golf Classic at the exclusive 
Woodhill Country Club outside Pretoria.[20] 

The tragic story of apartheid collaboration xvithin the ANC will continue 
to emerge, long aker the fall-out of the great scandal of 2003: failed 
spying allegations against the national prosecutor Bulelani Nguka Ngcnka 
by deputy president Jacob Zuma’s financial advisors and former Umkhonto 
we Sizwe comrades (the Shaikh brothers and Mac Maharaj). However, 
especially- ;vorrisome is the continuity, not change, from apartheid-style 
social control under conditions of state demonisation. 

Matters may- degenerate fulther thanks to inclement ’anti-terrorism’ 
legislation. A week after the racism conference ended, the September 11 
terrorist attacks took the WCAR’s failure off the international radar 
screen Maybe the most important result of the disastrous terrorist 
attack for South Africa and many other countries ;vas the ubiquitous 
draking of laws to curtail civil liberties. Pretoria’s draft bill was 
unconstitutional, as Mandela’s long-time legal associate George Bizos 
informed parliament. [21 ] Added Cosatu, the bill ’conflicts with 
virtually every demand in the Freedom Charter’s section on democratic 
rights. The Freedom Charter demanded that no one should be imprisoned, 
depolted or restricted without a fair trial, or condemned by the order 
of any govermnent official It declared that the law shall guarantee to 
all, their right to speak, organise, meet together, publish, preach, 
worship and educate their children, and that the privacy of the house 
from police raids shall be protected by- law.’[22] Johannesburg’s Freedom 
of Expression Institute requested that the bill be ;vithdrawn because it 
violates ’reasonability and justifiability’ provisions of the 
Constitution, and ’seeks to limit key fundamental rights and freedoms.’ 

Moreover, ’there are other less restrictive means to achieve the 
objectives sought.’[23] 

The degree of repressive intent that might explain that draft 
law was witnessed in the months that followed, especially at the World 
Suwanit on Sustainable Development, as discussed in Chapter Seven. But 
too, Pretorm’s attention to global-scale reform switched again. Within 
weeks of the WCAR, debates over international cowanerce :found Pretoria 
again advancing Washington’s agenda while posturing against the 
unfairness of global economic apartheid Trade minister Alec Erwin 
played a crucial role in the World Trade Organisation’s Doha ministerial 
summit, and again at Cancun two years later. As in Durban, the stage was 
set for more opportunities to talk left, and act right. 
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Durban Socia[ Forum Declaration 
Ashwin Desai 

Durban Social Forum I)eclaration 
This declaration was adopted at a mass meeting of the Durbun Social 
Forum held in the township of Mpumalanga on August 28, 2001. The DSF was 
created to organize a response to South Africa’s hosting the UN World 
Conference Against Racism Its declaration is a message of solidarity 
with oppressed people around the world. ’]’he original declaration was 
drafted and adopted in isiZulu, and translated into English. 

It has been seven years since apartheid ended in the country ~vhere we 
live. It has been seven years since the open wound of colonialism was 
finally stitched closed on the continent of Africa. The defeat of 
political systems which for over 350 years created so much human 
degradation and racial violence against Africans, brought a moment of 
hope and a moment of rest for many of us who live belo~v the Limpopo 
River. By 1994 the tireless exertions of the workers, the militance of 
the people in the townships, as well as the sacrifices of the gallant 



youth during the 1980s, finally had brought down the white-minority 
government. In the process, we had built strong, democratic 
organizations and elected individuals to lead us whom we trusted as 
honest and principled people. Of course, we still had to start building 
a new society oursetves But we looked to our leaders Jk~r policies that 
would make this possible by redistributing the wealth held by a tiny 
group of families and corporations in South Africa. Who could blame us 
for wanting to beat our swords into ploughshares? 

For a while we really hoped things would get better, even though we kept 
being told of delays and comproraises and nexv econotnic plans to satisfy 
the West. We thought, "If not for us, then for our children." But things 
started to go wrong. The important people~ncreasingly just appointed to 
lead us ave knew them not. Before elections they spoke many fine xvords, 
but by- their deeds we saw that they no longer cared about us. \XPnen we 
looked around, we saw that many of our leaders had not struggled for 
fieedom with us or suflhred like we had. And ev-en those who had been 
with us, started keeping their distance. We read the soft words they 
spoke to the rich men in our country, and soon we heard the harsh words 
they" began speaking to us. 

We were told to pay money or be thrown out of our homes, to pay 
school-fees or have ottr children prevented from learning. We were told 
that without money we would be given no water or lights and minimal 
medical care. They gave this an indigenous name, Masakhane, to pretend 
that they- acted for our own good. But all the while, jobs were being cut 
by the hundred thousand and there xvas no money coming into our 
cormnunities anynmre. One day we woke up to learn that it was now the 
Ooverl~ent’s actual policy to lose jobs, to cut off the water of the 

indigent, to reduce child-care grants by half, and to evict with 
violence those xvho could not pay for a piece of land or a roof over 
their heads. Most shocking, as hospitals and clinics were closed down 
all over the countlyside, we were told that "our" government would 
refuse us medicine for HIViAIDS, even when it could prevent babies being 
infected by this terrible plague. 

The leaders became unrecognizable to us Even physically. They became 
bloated with grax2~ and their faces distorted behind the dark glass of 
their luxury cars They seemed to be much happier overseas groveling in 
front of world leaders when, not lung ago, we had all shared an 
understanding that it was the powerful in the West and the North that 
had an interest in our exploitation 

We are sad to report that, since 1999, things have become very bad in 
this countly for Black people and the poor The policies this regime is 
pursuing have caused outbreaks of serious diseases like cholera Half of 
all Black children in rural areas go hungry every day and, although a 
few Black people in the upper echelons of the ANC have become 
fantastically wealthy, South Africa now has the greatest divide between 
rich and poor of any cou~try in the world. Our President’s arrogance and 
co;vardice have caused thousands of preventable AIDS deaths. The police 
shoot dead students again who protest against unaftbrdable fees and the 
closing down of unprofitable departments. Instead of a solution to the 
land hunger of our people, we have evictions of families living on land 
stolen tlcom their forefathers, carried out with a brutality we never 
thought ;ve ;vould live to see again 

And so, reluctantly at first but now- ;vith a deepening fulT, communities 
have started to resist. In Chatsworth and Mpumalanga in KwaZulu Natal, 
bloo@ battles have been :fought against evictions and water cutoffs The 
same has happened in Tafelsig on the Cape Flats. And in Bredell in 
(iauteng, landless people seized their birthright. ’]?hey" were defeated, 
but will ahvays be remembered as the beginning of a movement for radical 
redistribution of land, away from those who do not need it and towards 
those who are desperate ]2~r any piece they can get In Isipingo, the 
cotmnunity has voted out of el!rice all political parties, and elected 
instead a local council member directly accountable to them In Soweto, 
people are trained to reconnect electricity and water and occupy the 
smart offices of the companies that urge service cutofJ~ In 
Johannesburg, an ant~-privauzatmn group, which unites comrades from 
many different traditions of activism, ~s growing from strength to strength. 

These local community struggles have shone a light not only by their 
courage in the face of the enemy, but also courage in the face of our 
own prejudices. It is supremely ironic, and tragic, that this 
government’s policies continue to barricade the poor into racial 
ghettoes to fight over neoliberalism’s crumbs while a few of the rulers 
share out the loot. The result, increasingly, is the creation of race 
hate. Nonetheless, our courage can free us. For example, in this city of 
Durban where colonial rulers encouraged divisions between Indian, 
coloured and Aftican people, a sense of non-racialism is defiantly 
entrenched in the community organizations as we confront our common lot 
not as separate races, but as "the peers." 

Recently, ave have come to understand more about the "global village," 
and are ashamed about the role our government has chosen to play as an 
induna of the West. We wish to apologize to the people of Palestine, 
Harlem, East Tirrmr, Congo, Chiapas, Algeria, Burma, Sudan, Iraq, the 
Dalits of India, the workers in Asian sweatshops, the women downtrodden 
in Afghanistan, the street-children in Sao Paulo, the political 
prisoners in the United States, the villagers in the Maluti Mountain 



Valley, the Aborigines in Australia, the immigrants of Europe and North 
America, and every other place in our world where injustice is 
perpetuated while the leaders of our country keep conveniently quiet, or 
even support your oppressors. We are learning about economic 
globalization too. We realize that while some wounds fi~om the past have 
been sewn shut, many others have been torn open on the body of the earth 
and on the bodies of human beings. Colonialism is dead but new overlords 
impose themselves. The World Bank, WEt", GS, IMF, and WTO. They are 
supported not only by lackey governments like our own but also by a 
legion of other forked-tongue abbreviations: NGOs, LrNOs, USAIDs, and 
WCARs, of which we are all deeply suspicious, despite their pretense at 
caring for us. 

But we don’t despair. We are encouraged by what we have read, heard on 
the radio, or seen on TV, about how out brothers and sisters in the 
North are bravely struggling to detem~ine the character of the new world 
economy. Their ways of straggling are at once so different and so 
similar to o~trs. As our struggles merge, we are going to learn better 
and stronger ways of fighting against those who hurt us. We will not 
nutke the mistakes of the past, when all too often we tlusted leaders or 
parties or nations or races to save us. We know now- that only the 
freedom and justice we the people build together, has the strength to 
resist oppression. 

http://monthlyreview.org/pressinews/durban-social-fort~-declaration/ 

Anti-racist corfference in Dttrban: Smash racism and smash capitalisnr 

You cannot get rid of racism unless you are prepared to fight to get rid 
of capitalism, a social system that engenders inequali~, class division 
and racial prejudice. This was the message fiom the Durban Social Forum, 
a coalition of organisations which came together for the biggest nrarch 
held during the United Nations anti-racism conference held in Durban 
recently. 

The march marked a turning point in South Africa. For the first time 
anti-imperialist forces were able, independently of the labour movement 
and the hegemonic ANC-SACP-COSATU alliance, to pull a crowd big enough 
to match the marches held during the anti-apartheid struggle in this 
country. Moreover on 1 September 2001, a day after the Durban Social 
Fol~un’s 20,000-strong march, the ruling ANC held its own pro-capitalist 
and pro-United Nations march ;vith a much smaller turnout This was a 
victor), for the forces linked to the international anti-globalisation 
movement; they challenged the bourgeois nationalist ANC regime in the 
streets and ;von. 

The Durban Social Forum’s march consisted of the Anti-Pr~vatisation 
Forum, the Concerned Citizens’ Forum, the Landless People’s Movement, 
the Palestinian Support Connnittee, the South Afi’ican NGO Coalition, the 
Jubilee Movement, the Campaign Against Military Spending, the Soweto 
Electricity Crisis Committee, and other organisations fighting against 
neoliberalism. These organisations are the core of the anti-capitalist 
movement in South Africa 

The anti-racism conference brought together raid-and-file activists from 
different parts of South Africa to share their experiences The 
Anti-Prlvatisation Forum, for e×ample, brought a trainload ofgrassroots 
activists from Johannnsburg who were able to meet with activists :[’rom 
Chatsworth, Mpulanga, Lamontville and other ghettoes in the Durban area. 
Comrades went to Durban because the), felt the world government leaders 
gathering in Durban could never solve the problem o:[’racism, because 
the), were part of the problem. Their meeting was actually a talking-sh op 
for hypocrites. The US goverument would never stop supporting the 
Zionist state because Israel defends US oil interests in the Middle 
East. Bush’s rich fi-iends had to be protected from paying reparations 
because the US economy was built on slaver)’. 

’]7he march was colourful and attracted many Durbanites going about their 
daily business It also attracted delegates who were attending the NGO 
Forum, a meeting which ran parallel to the main anti-racism conference 
Many anti-globalisation activists and anti-racist groups from all over 
the world made common cause with the Durban Social Forum Afterwards 
comrades developed a plan for the Durban Social Forum to represent all 
anu-imperialist forces and to attend the World Social Forum in Porto 
Alegre next year as one South African bloc 

Some slogans seen in the march were: ’Our world is not for sale: stop 
prlvatisation’, ’Zionism is racism: a free Palestine now’, ’Cancel the 
debt: we demand reparations :[’or slavery and colonialism’, ’No to 
evictions and service cut-olin: Yes to basic services for all’, ~No to 
GE.QR: Mbeki stop selling us to the World Bark’. 

The march was followed by a rally with speeches and cultural activities 
culminating in the adoption of a People’s Manifesto by the Durban Social 
Forum. A ceremony was also held to mark the launch of the Global 
Movement against Israeli Apartheid in Palestine. Sections of the march 
did not reach the rally as some corarades baited the police and 
ttneatened to storm the enemy barricade. 



The People’s Manifesto adopted in Durban contained the following main 
points: an end to Israeli occupation of Palestine and US support of 
this; scrapping the South African government’s anti-working class and 
World Bank-inspired economic policy G[~AR; a demand for massive 
government expenditure on housing, basic services, education, health 
care (including tlIV-AIDS), job creation; a ban on electricity and water 
cut-of]~ and evictions; redistribution of land to the rural proletariat 
based on need and not profit; an end to the privatisation of state 
assets and the renationalisation of public goods and sep~ices alrea@ 
privatised; a call to cancel the Third World debt; a demand for 
reparations to be paid to the victims of slavery_ and colonialism. 

The movement born in Durban has a vision of a ~vorld without racism. Such 
a world is possible, according to the Durban Social Forum, only- if we 
attack the real roots of racism, namely, the capitalist system. To even 
begin tackling racism requires massive redistribution of wealth. This 
requires a struggle against the bosses and private property. By 
organising around bread-and-butter issues aff;ecting the ~vorking class in 
South Africa the new- movement has a real chance of raising public 
awareness and winning political support for its anti-capitalist project. 

Phansi (down with) capitalism! Phansi racismt 

Trevor Ngwane 

Massive protests at L~" anti-racism conference 
Wednesday-, September 5, 2001 - 10:00 

DI~ff~BAN On the opening day of the United Nations-sponsored World 
Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related 
Intolerance (WCAR), 20,000 people marched to protest the failure of the 
South African government’s land reform policy for the poor, its 
privatisation program and in solidarity ;vith the people of Palestine. 

The August 31 march was organised by the Durban Social Forum, an 
umbrella group that includes the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee, 
which is fighting electricity cut-oil’s, the Concerned Citizens Forum 
(which has militantly fought evictions and water cut-offs in Durban), 
the Landless People’s Movement, Jubilee 2000 (which demands the 
cancellation of Third World debt), the Anti-Privatisation Forum, the 
Treatment Action Campaign (which is campaigning for government provision 
of anti-AIDS drugs), the Alternative Information and Development Centre 
(;vhich campaigns for cancellation of the apartheid debt), as well as the 
Palestine Solidarity Coum~ittee. 

Protesters carried placards calling South African President Thabo MSeki 
a "liar" and a "bull?’". Marchers angrily spoke about the "treachery" of 
the African National Congress (ANC) government, which they said had 
"sold out" the poor of the country. 

Some even said that President Mbeki had "shamed" his father, Govan 
Mbeki, ;vho died earlier that day Mbeki senior was respected as a 
champion of the poor Because of Mbeki junior and the ANC, demonstrators 
said, millions had neither land nor jobs, more than three million were 
homeless and three and a half million were tmemployed. 

The march also involved thousands of urban homeless and rural landless 
people (so-called "squatters") and other desperately poor people, 
against whom the AN(; government has recently used police and private 
security goons to drive them offwlcant land and destroy their shacks. 

Thousands assembled at the Natal Technical College and then marched 
through central Durban Old and young toyi-toyed for much of the 
eighr-kilometre route, shouting militant slogans. The march took more 
than three hours to pass 

Thousands of ordinary working-class and poor people came out of houses, 
churches and shops and joined in Thousands of others spurred the 
marchers from the footpaths. Durban was brought to a standstill 

The march ended outside the glitzy International Convention Centre and 
Hilton ttotel, where the UN conference was being held. At the rally, 
speaker after speaker condemned the United States and Israel for 
sanctioning and carrying out genocide in Palestine. 

US President George W. Bush ("that racist cowpoke") and the US 
government were especial ly condemned ]2~r attempting to dictate the 
conference agenda by demanding the elimination of any mention of 
reparations for slavery and the designation of Israel as a racist state 

The US and Israeli delegations finally walked out of the confcrence on 
Septembcr 3. 

Because Israel had chosen the week of the conference to attack a 
Palestinian city in the West Bank, there had been serious tensions 
between Israeli "peaceniks" and Palestinian delegates at the associated 
non-government organisation conference that preceded the main WCAR 
gathering. There were daily demonstrations and counter-demonstrations, 
which quickly- became confrontations that had to be separated by the 



United Nations security and Metro Durban police officers assigned to the 
NGO conference. 

Large numbers of Muslim and pro-Palestinian South Africans poured into 
Durban to join the August 31 march and rally. 

It was not lost on the radical organisers of the Durban Social Forum 
that the march was the largest mobilisation organised by the non-South 
African Communist Parb’ left since 1994. 

As one leader of the landless people’s movement noted, the significance 
of August 31 was that the left outside the ANC alliance is "beginning to 
connect with our people. The contest can no longer be one-sided. We have 
shown some strength." 

The real story was not what was happening at the WCAR, where politicians 
were mildly "debating" racism and la,~3,-ers were arguing over fine details 
of resolutions, statements and UN procedure. The real story was in the 
streets. 

[Compiled from repolts posted at <http://southafrica.indymedia.org>.] 

Thousands to protest at racism cortference 
Wednesday, August 8, 2001 - 10:00 

Picture 

JOHANNESBI~-RG ~am alliance that includes South Africa’s emerging 
grassroots activist movements was formed on July 29 to organise mass 
protests at the United Nations World Conference Against Racism, Racial 
Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance (WCAR). 

The eight-day WCAR will be held in Durban’s plush International 
Conference Centre, next to the Hilton Hotel, beginning on August 31 A 
spokesperson for the alliance said 15,000 people may join the main 
protest set for September 1. 

The Durban Social Forum (DSF), as the alliance has called itself. 
includes the So;veto Electricity Crisis Committee, which is fighting 
electricity cut-offs, the Concerned Citizens Forum (which has militantly 
fought evictions and water cut-offs in Durban), the Landless People’s 
Movement, Jubilee 2000 (which demands the cancellation of Third World 
debt), the Anti-Privatisation Forum, the Treatment Action Campaign 
(;vhich is campaigning for the government provision of anti-AIDS drugs), 
the Alternative Information and Development Centre (;vhich campaigns for 
cancellation of the apartheid debt), and the National Consultative Forum 
on Palestine. 

Picture 

In a media statement, the DSF said that the WCAR protests would be "a 
focal point for all extra-parliamentary, people-driven and mass-based 
organisations that ;vish to express concerns both of a local and global 
nature". It ~vent on to say: "It is our belief that the particular form 
that globalisation is taking (neo-liberalism) and the present economic 
policies of the South African government can only lead to greater 
divides between countries in the North and South. Within South Afi-ica 
these policies can only lead to the deepening of poverty and social miser?’." 

[[’he African National Congress government has failed to delR’er on its 
promises to address South Africa’s apartheid legacy of an appalling 
housing shortage and widespread land hunger. In cities around the 
country, most of which are run by AN(; acffninistrations, people who cannot 
afford to pay rent, and water and electricity accounts, are being 
evicted and their basic services disconnected. 

Critics point out that the ANC’s neo-liberal economic policy is widening 

the gap between rich and poor and worsening rather than alleviating the 

problems created by the racist apartheid system. 

Landless People’s Movement spokesperson Andile Mngxitama said major 
issues concerning the landless would be discussed during the Landless 
People’s Assembly on August 30. Mngxitama said landlessness in South 
Africa was caused by racism and is continuing today. 

[[’he US government on July 26 annonnced it would boycott the WCAR if the 
conference includes the questions of Zionism and reparations for slavery 
and colonialism on its agenda 

A two-week meeting in June in Geneva that was to draw up an agenda and 
declaration for the conference ended in deadlock over whether Westeru 
countries that prospered from slavery and colonisation should apologise 
for the suffering caused and pay compensation. African governments 
demanded both, but Western governn~ents, led by the US, Britain and 
Canada, resisted. 

The proposed declaration prepared by African govermnents described the 
slave trade as "a unique tragedy in the history of humanib’, a crime 



against humanity which is unparalleled" and said slavery, cohmialism 
and apartheid "have resulted in substantial and lasting economic, 
political and cultural damage to African peoples" It demanded an 
"explicit apology" and the establishment of an international 
compensation program 

A meeting of southern A[~rican and European Jubilee and other anti-debt 
movements, held in Johannesburg June 29 and 30, condemned Western 
government moves to remove reparations from the WCAR agenda. 

"A conference on racism that doesn’t discuss slavery, colonialism and 
apartheid, and the need to repair the damage done, will at the outset 
fail be able to deal with the issue of racism", the activists from 10 
countries stated. "Reparations are an acknowledgement of wrongdoing and 
send a message that human rights violations should not be repeated. 

"h~ this light, the delegates opposed the atterupt to remove the issue of 
ongoing discriruination against Palestine from the agenda... Victims of 
human rights violations have the right to seek justice, and resolved to 
develop plans for alternative forms of popular action for reparations 
during the UN conference." 

If the US and other Western governments succeed in dictating the terms 
of the WCAR agenda, it is likely that the September 1 protest will be 
even larger than organisers expect, swelled by non-government 
organisations that otherwise would have restricted their opposition to 
racism to pious statements within the WCAR. 

In a joint statement on August 2, the Congress of South African Trade 
Unions, the South At~ican Corumunist Party and the South African National 
Civics Organisation condemned the threatened US boycott: "Too often, the 

United States resorts to blockades and milita~ acts to blaclcmail and 
bully wherever it does not find its way. Now that this bully would not 
be able to use veto power in the conference, it is resorting to threats 
of boycott and blackmail As predicted, Colin Powell and Koffi ~amnan, 
who themselves rank among the victims of racism, are trying to outdo 
each other in the ser~dce of their masters." 

COSATU, the SACP and SANCO urged their structures in every South 

African province to join the march in Durban on September 1. 

* ShareThis 

Grassroots groups in Durban recently formed the 
"Durban Social Forum" in preparation for the racism 
conference and as part of their ongoing struggles for 
social, enviroranental & economic justice. 

For us, the process of rebuilding must start 
somewhere We invite all members of the local CCF, 
APF and Anti-Eviction Campaign; the cadres of 
Youth for Work; all democratic community 
organizations and all those from far who are in 
Durban during this time nfthe conference who are 
part of us to join us in the following events:- 

12August2001 - Rally Umzmto 
Concerned Group (10h00) 

Gandhi Naghar Hall, 
Umzinto 

Rally at Shongweni 
(~4h30) 

also input by Mandla 
Sishi 

venue to be confirmed, 
Shongweni 

15August2001 - Rally Wentworth 
Development Forum (14h00) 

also input by Dennis 
Brutus, Fatima Meet, Mandla Sishi 

video by Ben Cashdan 
& Kim Jones 

Auster~dlle 
Corcanunity Hall, Wentworth 

19August 2001 - Durban Community 
’Support for Intifada’ Meeting (13h00) 
also input froru Andile 
Mngxitarua, Ashwin 

Desai, Prishani Naidoo, 
Ben Cashdan, Salim 
Vally, Virginia Setsedi; 



Mand[a Sishi. 

]-)urban City Hall 

26 August 2001 - Briefing on Events in 

Genoa (18h00) 
Dennis Brutus, Ike’s 

Bookshop and Collectib[es 
Florida Rd, [)urban 

27 August 2001 - Durban Poison Tout of 
Smokespots (22h00) 

venue to follow shortly 
before 

28 August 2001 - Film Screening John 
Pilgcr on Olobalisation (18h00) 

followed by panel 
discussion 
also input from Trevor 
Ngwane, Richard 
Pithouse, Ashwin 
Desai, Trevor Manuel, 
Franco Barchiesi, 
Natal Technikon, 
Mansfield Road Hall 

29 August 2001 - Tours to the To~vnships 
(10h00) 
hosted by Orlean 
Naidoo, Maxwell Cele, 
Christina Manqele, and 
Mandla Gwala. 

transport leaving li’om 
Gate 1 Nat.q1 Teclmikon, 

Mansfield Road, 
Durban 

30 August 2001 - World Court for 
Women against War for Peace (08h30) 

Chaired by Corilme 
Kumar, 
Natal Technikon 
Sports’ Centre 

31 August 2001 - March Against Racism 
Venue to be Col~fim~ed 

1 September - Durban Social Forum 
Festival of the Oppressed 

Venue to be Col~fim~ed 

for further details of the 
above events contact Mandla 

N(IOs stage protest at [)urban 

Durban- South Africa (PANA) -- Thousands of people marched through the 
streets of Durban Friday at the start of the World Conference Against 
Racism (WCAR) to protest against a number of issues, including Zionism, 
land[essness in South Africa and India’s caste system. 

The protest, organised by the South A[’rican National NGO Coalition, 
followed an NGO Forutn, characterised by and intense debate on the 
Palestine questinn, slavep)~ and reparations and the caste system in India. 

Police and other security personnel maintained a tight cordon around the 
[)urban [ntematinnal Convention Centre, venue of the World Conference 
Against Racism, to prevent violence. 

Organisations that took part in the march included the Durban Social 
Forum, the Treatment Action Campaign, Jubilee 2000 South Africa, the 
Palestinian Caucus, the Landless People’s Movement, the 
Ami-Prlvatisation Forutn and the South African Council of Churches 
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1 Features 

Ab~RICA: ACCESS T© WA’Yf~;R AND PRIVATISATI©N 
Why proclaim access to water a fundamental human right? 
Jacques Cambon 
Despite UN recognition of access ’to safe and clean drinking water and 
sanitation as a human right that is essential for the fall enjoyment of 
life and all human rights,’ it is a right that is far l~;om being 
realised in most parts of the world, writes Jacques Cambon. 

http :/iwww.panabazaka.org/etgcategory/fcaturesi73860 

THE WATER CRISIS IN- AFRICAN CITIES 
Michel Makpenon 
Access to rutming water remains in a state of crisis for a huge number 
of people across Africa, writes Michel Makpenon. With growing 
urbanisation across the continent, African cities will need the 
political determination to ensure sustainable water resources based on 
social need rather than commercial concerns, he stresses. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/73836 

GHANA’S QI~EST TO QI~EN(~’H ITS THIRST 
Alhassan Adam 
Ghana has a long history of struggle against the inequitable allocation 
of water - beginning with protests against colonial water policy and, 
more recently, with opposition to water privatisation that began in the 
1990s. Alhassan Adam writes about the histo15~, the challenge to 
privatisation and the road ahead. 

http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/ergcategolw/featuresi73856 

THE CO2vflMODWICATION OF "9,rATER AND LAND IN MALI 
Sdkou Diarra 
Mali’s Dogon have traditionally seen ;vater as a source of life and a 
public good, with the right to ;vater ’a prerequisite to all other human 
rights’ Now the privatisation of water threatens to exclude citizens 
from managing their most precious resource, leaving ’the task ;vith a 
commercially minded teclmocracy’, says S4kou Diarra. 

http ://w;vw pamba zuka org/ela/category/features/73861 

WATER PRIVATISATION: SENEGAL AT THE CROSSROADS 
Olivier Petitjean and Elimane Diouf 
While the Senegalese government wishes to ’disengage financially from 
the water sector’, it is precisely the previous public management of 
water that has begtm to improve infrastructure and people’s access to 
the resource 

http ://w;vw pamba zuka org/ela/categorv/features/73837 

WATER MANAGEi~NNT P-~FOPO~I IN" RU~,AL ARF&S OF SEik~GAL 
Moussa Diop 
Changes to the water sector in Senegal that have seen a disengagement of 
the state and the promotion of the pr~w~te sector have had unforeseen 
effects, writes Moussa Diop Increased waste in domestic water 
consumption is one of’the contradictions, while existing social 
relations also have a significant impact on the water dehvery environment. 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/73859 

PO] ,LUTI©N: AFRICA’S Rt;~%L [~ESOI2RCE CURSE? 
Khadi~a Sharffe 
A Tanzanian gold mine leaks polluted water into a major r~ver. A mining 
town in Zambia is listed as amongst the most polluted places in the 
world And a water pollution problem in South Africa that is caused by 
mimng threatens national water resources. Khadija Sharife examines the 
hidden costs behind Africa’s resource extracuon reputation 

http://www pamba×uka ora/en/cate<ory/[eatures/73857 

PU[~LIC-PUBLIC PARJ]"N~f~RSttIPS IN WATER 
An nvep~iew 

David Hall 
Donors and development banks have largely focused on private-public 
partnerships in their attempts to develop water management capacity 
around the world, overlooking the vast expertise of public sector water 
operators. But now they too are starting to recognise the benefits of 
public-public partnerships for the provision of public water and 
sanitation services, writes David Hall. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/ett,’category/features/73862 



ST[~[iNGT[tEN]NG PU[3L[C WATf~IR 
South South North public public partnerships 
Samir Bensaid 
While both North: South partnerships and South South partnerships have 
strengths and limitations, linking these in networked models is an 
effective way to mobilise expertise and funding and achieve success, 
writes Samir Bensaid, with reference to the example o:[" ONEP (Morocco) 

and SNDE (Mauritania). 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/ett,’category/features/73858 

THE WRONG CLIMATE FOR BIG D.~IS 
Why Africa should shun hydropower megaprojects 
Lori Pot[inger 
Hydropower dams are ’well-suited for facilitating industrialisation and 
exploitation of nattucal resotuces, but not for reducing Africa’s energy 
pover~’, writes Lori Pottinger. And given the water-security problems 
posed by climate change, ’the proposed frenzy of African danr building 
could be literally disastrous." 

http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~category/fcaturesi73863 

THE COST OF ADDING CARBON CREDITS TO CLEAN WATER 
Shiney Varghese 
Linking carbon credits to clean water initiatives as a means of reducing 
carbon emissions is simply a corporate effort to cash in on measures to 
tackle climate change, writes Shiney Varghese. 

http ://www.l~ambazuka.orp,/el~,’cate~orv/features/73834 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo Underwrites Internet 
Detour Aro~md Censors 

The Obama administration is 

leading a global effort to deploy 

"shadow" Internet and mobile phone 

systems that dissidents can use to 

undermine repressive governments. 

Somalis Kill Mastermind of 

U.S. Embassy Bombings 

Fazul Abdullah Mohammed, the 

mastermind of the embassy 

bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, 

was killed in a shootout in 

Mogadishu. 

~ rmnes Topics 

Afghan ’rallba~ Cede Gro~md in the South, b~t Fears Li~ger 
f-h: j::..: i..yi ::. 

President Obama eonfi’onts a mixed landscape of improvement and nneertainty in Afghanistan as 

he weighs how many troops to withdraw this snmmer. 

¯ N"tTimes.com Home Paqe >; 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Good w~th k~ds, good with horses, good with ec~ts. A peU~ct ~ad~ in the home." 

ItAR~INON PRATH E~, on a (;errmm shepherd he trained that so~d for $~30,ooo as an execut~¥e 

protection dog. 

THEATER 

2oil Tony Awards 

A previ ew of what to 

expect from the 2on 

Tony Awards. 

~ E]lony’s Man ,an the 

Street 

E]Character Building 

OPINION 

OP N ONATOR I D SUN ON 
I X Missouri’ I 

Mlssour~ s War I ....... ~ W~r I 
V~rlthill the ~T~r Withh~ 

By June 1861, Mi ..... il 
was eau~ht in a civil 

war within the CiYil War. 

A Tony for training stage critters 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

The nominees in their own we~ds 

Complete Tony Award coverage 

WORLD 

Residents Flee as Syrian Forces Bombard 



Syrian security forces continned to bombard the town of Jisr al-Shoughour on Saturday as people 

strnggled to escape, residents said. 

~Hmes 
lopics: Syria Unrest 

~[he 
Quiet Corner of the Mideast ~Surprlse) 

~ Video: A Syrian Funeral 

Qaddafi l~’orees Shrill Rebels Near Misurata 

News reports also suggested that other pro~addafi troops were on the move around the formerly 
rebel-held city of Zawiya, just west of ~’ipoli. 

Protests Chal I e~ge dapa n’s Use of Nuclea r Power 

Tens of thousands of protesters gathered in Tokyo and other major cities on Saturday, expressing a 
deep distrust of the nuclear industry. 

o More World News 

For the Executive ~qth Everythh~g, a 8a3o,ooo Dog to Protect It 

A growing number of wealthy people around the world are coveting the security - and status - 
provided by a dog with the right credentials. 

Too B’~g to Fa’H, or Too ’][’r~’~g ~or Ove~*s[ght? 

Companies concerned with stricter oversight that could erode profits have been lobbying financial 
regulators to avoid being designated "systemically important." 

FRANCONIA JOURNAL 

On a Somber- M[ssio~ to Restore the Missi~g t~’ace of a Mou~ta~ 

When the beloved rock formation in New Hampshire crumbled in ~oo3, it crushed the heart of a 
state. 

BUSINESS 

Deutsche BankSs Chief Casts Long Shadow ~ Em*ope 

dosef Aekermann, chief executive of Europe’s largest bank, emerged from the 2oo8 financial crisis 
with deep influence on the Continent’s financial fiRure. 

Can Ticketmaster’s Builder Now U~tseat It? 

Fred Rosen, the man who made Tieketmaster ubiquitous, wants to put ticketing bark in the hands 

LMoF. Reports Cyherattack I,ed to Wery Major Breach° 

The dimensions of the attack on the International Monetary Fund are still unknown. 

SPORTS 

Fh-st h~ Mud at Belmo~t: Lo~g Shot Ru~er on 

With a late push dmvn the stretch, Ruler on Ire, ridden by aose Valdivia ar., held off Stay Thirsty to 
win the ~43rd running of the Belmont Stakes. 

~g c .......... ~ poetic ........... 
t 

PIRATES 3, METS 2 

Nearh~g .5oo, Mets Agah~ Fa~.l to Reach Mark 

Ruben Tejada, the 215ear-old infielder, entered Saturday’s game against the Pirates hitting .4m 
in his last five games. 

~nning 

YANKEES 4, INDIANS 0 

I~j~ry Shuts Dowa Color~’s Revlva~ a~d Puts Damper ors a V~ctory 

Bartolo Colon strained his left hamstring, and Miteh Talbot, the Indians’ starter, also left early, 
ejected after hitting Alex Rodriguez with a pitch. 



~Box 
Score I inning by inning 

~.Affer 
Rest, G~rardi’s Ire Over Pitch Is Tempered 

~ Roundup: Need~r~g More Rest Red So× Somehow Score !6 in [oronto 

ARTS 

Book of Tonys; A~34hlng Goes? 

Interviews with voters -and a notebook’s worth of meals in the theater district -ground our annual 
forecast of the 2ol 1 Tony Awards. 

ARTS & LEISURE 

How 1)o You Make ~ %q~ole Show Fly? 

Shaping Cirque du Soleil’s new show, "Zarkana," which opens in New York this week, involves 
trying to balance the tension between a circus and a rock opera. 

Storming the Box Office in His Jammles 
L:: i.::R © ©iv:.. 
Ryan Reynolds is the star of "Green Lantern" as Warner Brothers tries to establish a new film series 
with the popularity of "Harry Potter." 

MAGAZINE 

Yon Blow My Mind, Hey, Mickey! 

A journey to the flip side of Disney. 

Going fo~" B~’oken 

The glorious ruins of the Erie Canal. 

~ Slide Show: Rcw¢in~ the Erie Canai 

The Getaway CaP 

A father and his teenage daughter travel the road that will divide them. 

o Mole From the Macazine ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Economy and 1)oC.: Renewed SVeak’~ess 
The recent deluge of weak economic data has led to a guessing game among analysts. Is the 
weakness temporary? Ov is there more bad news to come? 

EDITORIAL 

The Economy and D,Co: Republicans~ Tax=cutting Fantasia 
High unemployment may be good for Republicans in the next election, which makes it disturbing 
that Republican leaders have blocked discussion of an3, job-creation proposals. 

EDITORIAL 

Stuck in the 

The Supreme Court makes a fourth attempt to make sense of a law for felons who illegally possess 

firearms. Congress shonht clarify the legislation. 

EDITORIAL 

’The ~raste I.and~ by App 
A classic poem gets modern touches, but the voices remain those of T. S Eliot. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Do~ t Q~it This Day Job 



For female doctors, the decision to go part time isn’t just personal; it has consequences for patients 

and the public. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The good husband: A man who once called himself "the defender of civilization" is now just the 

defender of w~eation. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Un~e~-[a~n[y Tax 

A few big, smart, bipartisan decisions by Congress on taxes and spending (and mortgages) could get 

the economy to start improving again. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

V¢~en Food KHls 

As we keep feeding onr livestoek antibioties, we are erecting a breeding ground for bacteria that can 

lead to untreatable ailments. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

l)yH~g to Te|| the StoPy 

I was tortured. My colleague was killed. Pakistan’s government must act to punish intelligence 

officials who target journalists. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"F|~e Day tl~e M~slc D~ed 

College radio is a critical part of its community, on-campus and off. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Sep~ratio~ of C|~t~rch and School 

A federal court has properly ruled that New York City may restrict the use of public school 

buildings for worship services. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Yore" 4-Year’-Old Can’t Do That 

Whatever their aesthetic charm~ a 4-year-old girl’s eanvases are hardly novel from a formal 

vantage, nor do they provide added meaning below the surface. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Em’ope~s Ar~zo~a } roblem 

Reforming Europe’s migration rules is vital to blocking the far right. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

~Arhe~’e V~o~d,~ Can Neve~ 1)o 3~stlce 

When the Israelis and the Palestinians are involved, there are sure to be angry readers. 

~More Public Editor Columns 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June m, 1987, during a visit to the divided German city of Berlin, President Ronald Reagan 

publicly challenged Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev to "tear down this wall." 

See Th~s Front Page 
Buy This Front Page 

About This E-t~IaH 

You received this message because you signed up for N"~l-imes.corn’s Today’s laeadlines newsle~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmJ~ted to pro~ecting your privacy 
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From: Presentation Skills Training <sendout@commsendout.com > 

Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2011 2:46 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: DYNAMIC PRESENTATION SKILLS - Confident Communication Workshops - JUNE & JULY 2011 - 
MIDRAND 

GET THE DESIRED RESPONSE! 
/~IAKE AN ~t4PACT W~TH YOUR PRESENTAT~ONS~ 

~’NFLUENCE YOUR AUDIENCE 

m 1~4aking a good first impression. 

m How to appear professional and confident 

when speaking. 

Using the voice correctly when speaking 

Overcoming nerves when speaking How to 

write a speech / presentation. 

The importance of eye contact and gestures 

when speaking 

Thinking on your feet 

listening skills 

Using power point to your advantage not 

disadvantage. 

Impromptu speeches; prepared speeches 

and sight-reading 

How to prepare for a presentation. 

Pronunciation problems will be pointed out, 

and corrective exercises given. 

¯ You will learn to come across more 

confidently when in a group of people. 

Preparing you for future presentations and 

meetings. 

All speeches are video recorded allowing the 

speaker to watch improvements and correct 

problems. 

The videotapes are yours to keep, as well as 

all literature in the files. 



Daily workout 

English vowel sounds 

Voice: breathing and modulation madness 

Tf you do not want to receive any more newsletters, ih=,s i~,r=k 
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Today’s Headlines 
June 13, 9011 
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PUShBy CHARLIEPrivaCYsAvAGEBOUnds                   i              ~;i 

The F.B.I. plans to issue a new edition of 
its manual giving agents more leeway to ~ ......                            :       : ~ .     . 
search databases, go through household 
trash or use surveillance teams to 
scrutinize people. 

Syrian Troops Retake Control 

of Rebellious Town in North 
By LIAM STACK 

Backed by tmaks and helicopter 
gunships, government forces smashed 
what remained of an armed uprising in 
Jisr al-Shoughour, after residents fled 
into neighboring Turkey. 

’. Times Topics: Syria Unrest 

In Nuclear Crisis, Crippling 
Mistrust 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI and MARTIN FACKLER 

A look at the first days after a tsmaami crippled Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi plant reveals that the prime 
nfinister was dangerously ill informed. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You see a resilient, upbeat and very posilive woman." 

C. ~. KARAMARGIN, a spokesman for Representative Gabrielle Giffords, on the first public images of her 

since she began rehabilitation from a bullet wom~d to the brain. 

THEATER 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 2011 

Tony Awards 
Photos of the winning 
actors m~d shows. 

" ~:~ Red Carpet 



¯ War Horse’ and ’Mormon’ Win Top Tonys 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Who’s Ready for 
Kindergarten? 
Should the U.S. rethink 
what the first year of 
school should provide? 

"First Class" freaks 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Tweens challenge Hollywood 

Why watch a boring movie? 

nytim.es.co,ns 

WORLD 

Libyan Leaders Defiant as Battle Rages at Oil City 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

As loyalist forces clashed for a second day with rebels arotmd Zawiya, a strategic oil city, the Qaddafi 
govenm~ent told the "ugly, evil forces of NATO" to accept that the rebel cause was doomed. 

Some Police Recruits Impose ’Islamic Tax’ on Afghans 
By ROD NORDLAND 

Residents are often forced to hand over a tenth of their ealafings, just as they were when the Taliban ran 
things. 

U.S. Said to Turn Back North Korea Missile Shipment 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

?anericm~s did not board the slfip, wlfich returned home after several days of diplomatic pressure from 
Waslfington and Asian nations. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Same-Sex Vote Unlikely in California 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

Supporters of another ballot measure, tmable to find major donors, believe their best chance is in a pending 
federal court ease. 

Many State Legislators Lack College Degrees 
By WINNIE HU 

About one in four of the nearly 7,400 elected representatives across the comatry do not possess a four-year 
college degree, a study fotmd. 

Photos Released as Giffords Prepares to Leave Hospital 
By MARC LACEY 

The images were released to lessen the impact of paparazzi when she is released from an in-patient 
rehabilitation center. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Debt Collectors Ask to Be Paid a Little Respect 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

Debt collectors are well aware that they are not a sympathetic lot, but the industry trade association has 
begun a chann offensive. 



Two States Ask if Paperwork in Mortgage Bundling Was Complete 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

The atton~eys general of New York and Delaware are looking into whether the documentation on brindled 
mortgages was proper and complete. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

In Greece, Some See a New Lehman 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Some waru that a Greek restructuring would set off investor pmfie, as Lelnnm~ Brothers’ bankruptcy did in 
2oo8, while others say banks and other institutions can bear any potential losses. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

MAVERICKS 105, HEAT 95 
Mavericks Defeat Heat for First Title 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Dallas Mavericks defeated the Mianfi Heat to win their first championship in franchise history, capping 
a finals that had its fair share of excitement and controversy. 

" ~ Post a Comment 

¯ . Capstone to a Career for Dallas’s Nowitzki 

With a Harvest of Prospects, UConn Baseball Makes Its Mark 
By VIV BERNSTEIN 

The Huskies, led by two first-round draft picks, have been helped by the popularity and success of UConn’s 
football and basketball teams. 

’. Roundup: Florida Homers Its Way Past Mississippi State and Back to Omaha 

When the Rounds Were Ammo 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

During World War II, Congressional Comatry Club was used as a training ground - for rifle, grenade and 
mortar practice mad commando exercises - for 3aneriea’s first intelligence agency. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

’Book of Mormon’ and ’War Horse’ Win Top Tonys 
By PATRICK HEALY 

"The Book of Mormon," a snaash-hit Broadway musical made out of the unlikeliest of elements, emerged as 
the runaway prizewinner at the Tony Awards. 

" ~,~ Slide Shows: Red Carpet I Winners 12011 Tony Awards Dashboard 

," ~ Actor Videos I~’ Interactive BallotI Critics’ Picks I~ Fans’ Tonys Picks 

, Special Section: Tony Awards 

A Fairy-Tale Anniversary 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

George Roflunan conducted the premiere of "Goldkind," by the composer 3mthony Korf and the singer- 
songwriter Sabina Seiubba. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Tangled Webs’ 
By SCOTT TUROW 

In "Tangled Webs" James B. Stewart looks at four celebrated federal perjury cases emblematic of "a surge of 
concerted deliberate lying" by the affluent. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

For Instant Ratings, Interviews With a Checkbook 
By BRIAN STELTER and BILL CARTER 

TV networks are increasingly in the news for their willingness to pay for exclusive access to news subjects. 



Movie Studios Reassess Comic-Con 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL ClEPLY 

Confic-Con has long been a marketing platform for movie studios. But the convention’s effect often can be 
negative and the studios have noticed. 

Casey Anthony Coverage Gives HLN an Identity 
By BRIAN STELTER 

With its coverage of a Florida murder trial, HLN, formerly known as Headline News, is filling the void left 
when Court TV became a reality channel. 

¯ More Media & Advertising. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
What the Inspectors Say 
If it wanted, Iran could easily clear up any doubts about its nuclear program. 

EDITORIAL 
False Claims About FOIA 
A simplistic Supreme Court ruling foils essential lawsuits to hold goverument contractors accotmtable for 
fraud. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Babbitt’s Protest 
In a speech, folaner Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt castigated President Obanm for failh~g to fight 
Republicans on conservation issues. 

EDITORIAL 
Stepping Up the Fight Against AIDS 
The U.N.’s ambitious plan to curb the AIDS epidenfic is a fight well worth fighting, even in these tough 
econonfic times. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Saudi Arabia’s Freedom Riders 
By FARZANEH MILANI 

If Muslim women could ride on camels 14 centuries ago, why shoulch~’t they drive cars today? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Medicare Saves Money 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

It should cover more people, not fewer. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Online Looking Glass 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The Mathony Weiner story is really about narcissism. 

," Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Whistle-Blowers of 1777 
By STEPHEN M. KOHN 

The tension between protecting true national security secrets and ensuring the public’s "right to know" about 
abuses of authority goes back to the time of Mnerica’s founding. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On June 13, 1966, the Supreme Court issued its lanchnark Miranda vs. Arizona decision, ruling that criminal 

suspects must be informed of their constitutional rights prior to questioning by police. 
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Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:58 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] 19June Rise Up! #Globalrevolufion 

(Help to spread please) 

People of the ~Vodd, rise up!’.! Take the squaace’. ! ! Take the streets!!! #Globalrevolution 

CALL GLOBAL DAY OF ACTIONS JUNE 19TH: (English, Arabic, French. Portugues, Bulgarian, Italian. Htmgarian, Greek, JapanislL German, Castellano, 

Euskera, Catalfi, Gallego) 

(ENGLISH) 

Call tbr actions June 19th: People of the World, ri~ up!!! 

We axe the oatraged, the anony~nou~ the voiceless. We were there, silent but alert, watching. Not gazing upward at the ~wers that be, but looking from side to side 
for the right time to unite with each other. 

No political part3,, association or trade union represents us. Nor do we want them to, because each and eve~ one of us speaks for her or himself. Together, we want 

to design and create a world where people and nature come first, before economic interests. We want to design and build the best possible world. Together we can 

and we will. Unafraid 

The first sparks stazted to fly in the Arabic countries, where thou~nds of people took over streets and squaaces, reminding their governments where the real power lies. 

The Icelanders tbllowed, "taking to the streets to speaJ~ their mind and decide their future. And it wasn’t long betbre SpaniaMs occupied squm-es in neighborhoods, 

towns and cities. Now the flame is swittly spreading through France, Greece, Portugal, Italy and Turkey, and the cries of peaceful demonstrators echo across America 

and Asia, where new movements are cropping up eveD~where. Only a global revolution can confront global problems. The "time has come for the woman and man in 

the street to take back their public spaces to debate and build a new future together. 

This is a call to the #Globalrevolution on 19 Jane. We’re calling on people eve ~rywhere to peacefully occupy’ public squares aM create stmces for debate, asselnbly 

and reflection. It’s our duty to reclai~n the public arena and together forge the kind of world we want to live in. 

People of the World, rise up!’.! Take the squme’. ! ! Take the streets!!! #Globalrevolution 

+ Infos: 

https:i/ta£ethesquare.net/ 

Contacts: squares(~lists.takethesquare.net 
#Globalrevolufion 

@takethesquare 

Map of actions: ht*p:/iwww.thetechnoant.info/lqi/ 

htt~://www.democraciarealya.es 

(ARABIC) 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

+ Infos: 

https:i/ta£etbesquare.net/ 

Contacts: squares(~lists.takethesquare.net 
#Globalrevolufion 

@takethesquare 

Map of actions: ht*p:/iwww.thetechnoant.info/lqi/ 

http://www.democraciarealva.es 

(FRENCH) 

Nous sommes les indignas, les anonymes, les sans-voix. Nous reslions silencieux ma~s nous 4coutions, nous observions. Ce n’atait pas pour regaMer la-haut, 1~ oh sont 

ceux qui tirent les ficelles, mais sur les c6tas, o6 nous sommes toutes et tous, en train d~ chercher le moment oh nous unit. 



Les paxtis, associations ou syndicats ne nous reprdsentent pas. Nous ne voulons pas non plus qffil en soit ainsi, parce que chacun ne se reprd~nte qu’fi ~i-m4me. 

Nous voulons r4fl4chir tous ensemble par rapport ~t comment cr4er un monde o3 les personnes et la nature seraient au-dessus des int4r~ts dconomiques. Nous voulons 

concevoir et cons~ruire le meilleur des mondes possible. En~mble nous le pouvons et nous le ferons. Sans peur. 

Les premi4res tnanifestations de protes~tion ont cotnmenc4 dans les pays arabes, o{l des centafines de milliers de personnes ont occupd les places et les rues afin de 

rappeller au gouvemement que le peuple a le v4ritable pouvoir. Peu apras les irlandefis furent ceux qui ont protest4 dans les rues pour s’exprimer et d4cider leur avenic 

le peuple estmgnol n’a pas tardd it occuper les places des quartiers, des villages et des autres villes. Maintenant, la flamtne de la contestation s’est propag4e 

rapidement ~t d’autres pays, connne la France, Grace, Portugal, ltalie et Turquie. Alors qu’elle commence 5. se propager en Am4fique Laline, elle commence b~ se 

maaaifester aussi dans d’autres parties du monde. Si les probl4mes sont globaux, la r4volution sera aussi globale, ou bien elle n’aura pas lieu. Le moment es~t venu de 

r4cupdrer nos espaces puNics pour discuter et construire tous ensemble le futur. 

Le 1 9 j uin nous appelons fi la #Globalrevolution. Nous appelons fi l’occupation pacifique des place publiques et b~ la crdation d’espaces de rencontre, de ddbat et de 
rdllexion. I1 es~t de notre devoir de rdcu~rer l’espace public et de ddcider ensemble du monde que nous voulons. 

Prends la place’.!! Prends les rues!!! #Globalrevolufion 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

~ hffos: 

https:i/t~kethe square.net/ 

Contacts: squares@lists.takethesquare.net 
#Globalrevolution 

@takethesquare 

Map ofaclions: http://w~-.thetechnoant.infoi19ii 

http:i/~x~x~v.democraciarealva.e s 

(PORTUGUES) 

Somos os indignados, os m~Snimos, os sem voz. Estkvamos em silSncio tnas escutando, observando. N~o para olhar para cima, onde est~o os que ficam com as 

rendas do mundo, sen~o para os lados, onde estamos todas e todos, procurando o momento para nos unir. 

N~o nos representam paNdos, associa.cSes ou sindicatos. T~anbdm n~o queremos que seja assim, cada qual representando a sl mesmo. Queremos pensar entre todos 

como criar um mundo onde as pessoas e a natureza estejam por cima dos interesses econdmico. Queremos idealizar e construir o melhor dos mundos poss~veis. 

Juntos podemos e realizaremos. Sere medo. 

As primeiras falscas comegaram nos palses firabes, onde centenas de milhares de pessoas tomaram as pragas e nkas relembmndo a seus governos que eles (o povo) 
s~o o verdadeiro poder. Logo foram os islandeses quem sairam ~ts ruas para poder se expressar e decidir seu futuro; o povo espanhol n~o demorou em tomax as 

pragas dos bairros, vilareijos e cidades. Agora a chama se estende rapidamente pela Franga, Crr5cia, Portugal, Itfilia e Turquia, enquanto chegmn ecos de Am5rica e 
~.sia e novos tbcos aparecem a cada dia onde seja. Se os problemas silo globais, a revolug~.o serfi global, ou n~.o serfi. ~ hora de recuperar os nossos espago 

pfiblicos para debater e construir entre todas e todos o futuro. 

O dia 19 de Junho convocamos ~t #Globalrevolution. Convocamos ~t ocupag~o pacifica das pragas ptlblicas e b~ cria.cfio de espagos de encontros, debates e reflex~o. 
~ nosso dever recuperar o espago ptlblico e decidir juntos o mundo que queremos. 

Tome a praga! ! ’. Totne as ruas!!! #Globalrevolution 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

+ Infos: 

https:/,"takethe square.net,’ 
Contacts: Nuares@listsitakethesquare.net 

#Globa]revolution 

@takethesquare 

Map of actions: http:/A~’.thetechnoant.intbil 

http://x~a~av.de,nocraciarealya.e s 

Hne cMe B%3M~FeHEITe, aHOHHMHHTe, Te3H 6e3 raac. CTO/IXMe M%~Iq&qHBEI, HO CJl~ IIIa~KH, Ha6a~oaaBa~Kn. He 3a aa F~le]IaMe Harope, TaM ICb~eTO ca Te3H 

KOHTO ~bp~aT IO3AHTe Ha CBeTa, a 3a )la I]OF~Ie)IHeM BCTpann OKO~IO Hac, K%TIe’FO CMe BCHRKH HHe, TbpCe~KH MOMenTa B KOHTO ~a ce ye)I!4HHM. 

}][e HH IlpeJlcTag21,qBas" napT!4la, acolI14all14!4 H.rlH CHHf[HKaTH. HHTO II~bK HCKaMe TaKa Aa 6"bJle, 3al_IIOTO BCeKH CaM Ilpeiic’raB.~I~tBa ce6e ci8. OIIHTBaMe ce 

MHCJIHM BCHqKH 3aeJIHO Na~ Aa c~b3AaIIeM eAIaH CB~tT B KOI~TO xopaTa 14 np~poAara Aa 6~,AaT H~l~rl I4NOHOM!4qecK!4’re laHTepecI4. HcKaMe )la H3MHCJIHM H 

FIOCTpOHM Ha~ ~o~pEIRT OT BcHqKH B%3MO?Ktt!4 CBeTOBe. ~ae~IHO Mo?KeM !4 IIJ[e FO HarlpaBl4M. ~e3 CTpaX. 

[][%pBHTe 14cKpI4 n~iar~lttaxa B apa6cKnTe cTpattl4, K%~eTO CTOTHIIH XEI.JISt~H xopa npeBaexa y.rlHLiHTe 14 nylolIIa~II4Te, HaFIOMItIt~KH IIO TO3H ttaql4H Ha TeXttHTe 

FIpaBPiTeYlCTBa qe Te ca 14CTI4HCKaTa cilia. C~ea TOBa ~axa 14colatt~,IIl4Te, KOHTO 143~35t3oxa tta yo’mttaTa za aa ce !43pa3,qT 14 ~,a pemaT 6~,aenleTo cn, HCFIaItCKHStT 

napo2, ne ce 3a6aBn aa npeBamae naomaanTe Ha ~apTa~n, ceaa n rpaalo~e. Cera naa~v~,K~,T ce pa~rapn n3 ¢)pantma, F~,ptma, FioFrryraoxna, HTa~na n 

Typ~m~, naBa exo OT ANepnKa n A3na n noBn TOqKn nznnKBaT ~cei~n aeH no LI.q~ C~nT. AKo npo6~eMnTe ca r~o6a~nn, TO pe~oa~ottnnTa me 

rao6a~Ha nan IJflMa aa 6~,ae. Bpe~ae e aa cn Bf,3Bf, pHeM ny6anqnnTe MeCTa 3a ala O6Cf,,7114M n pemn?~ BCnqi~n aaey, no 6~,aemeTo. 



I~paBnM npn3nB 3a ;/GlobaJrevolution Ha 19 ~OHn. HpHBnKBaMe K’BM MnpHo o~ynnpane Ha ny6~InqHnTe mIonlaAn n C~B3AaBaHe Ha MecTa 3a cpema, 

O(~C’b)Kjl, aHe 14 pa3MHllUIeHl4e. Ham )1%3IF e )la CH B’B3B’BpHeM IIy~.rlHqHOTO IIpOCTpaHCTBO 14 3ae~rlHO Aa pelllHM CBeTBT KOHTO :NezlaeM. 

FlpeB3er~n nJ~otua~rla! ’. ! IlpeB3er~n 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

q Infos: 

https:/itakefl~esquam.netJ 

Contacts: squares(~lists.takethesquave.net 
#Globalrevolulion 

@takethesquare 

Map ofaclions: http://www.thetechnoant.info/19i/ 

http://www.democraciarealya.es 

(ITALIAN) 

Si~ano gli indignati, gli anonimi, i senza voce. Emvamo in silenzio, ma ascoltavmno, e osservavmno mtto. Ma non per guardare verso l’al~o, dove ci sono quelli che 

guidm~o il ~nondo, ~na intomo a noi, dove ci trovimno tutti e tutte; e s~vamo aspetmaado il momento di uni~ei. 

Non ci rappmsenta nessun partito, associazione o sindacato. E non vogliamo che sia cosl, perchd ognuno rappresenta sd stesso. Vogliamo pensare tutti insieme a 

come cream un mondo dove le persone e la natura stiano 81 di sopm degli interessi economici. Vogliamo progettave e costmive il migliove dei mondi possibili. Insieme 

possiamo farlo, e lo favemo. Senza paura. 

Le prime scintille scoccarono nei paesi ambi, dove centinaia di migliaia di persone hmmo occupato le piazze e le strade e hanno ricordato aft loro govemi, che loro sono 

il vero potere. Dopodichd sono staff gli islandesi che scesero in strada per esprimersi e scegliere il proprio futuro; e poco dopo il potx)lo spagnolo ha occupato le 

piazze dei quartieri, dei paesi, delle cittfi. Ora questo fuoco si estende mpidamente in Francia, Grecia, Portogallo, Italia e Turchia, mentre arriva~o echi dalrAmerica e 

dalrAsia e nuove tia~nme si accendono dappertutto. Se i problemi ~)no globs]i, la fivoluzione o sarfi globale o non ci ~rfi. ~ ora di riprenderci i nostri spazi pubblici 

per discutere sul nostro futuro tutti e tutte insieme. 

I1 1 9 gmgno chi~aniamo ~]la #Globa]~evolulion. incitimno r occul~zione pacifica delle piazze pubbliche e la creazione di spazi di incontro, dibattito e fiflessione. ~ 

nostro dove~e recupemre gli spazi pubblici e decidere insieme che mondo vogliamo. 

Toma la plaza!!’. Toma las c~2lles! ! ! #Globalrevolution 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

+ Infos: 

https:i/ta£ethesquare.net/ 

Contacts: sq uaresCb~lists.takethesq uare.net 
#Globalrevolufi on 

@takethesquare 

Map of actions: http:/iwww.thetechnoant.info/19i/ 

http://www.democraciarealva.es 

(HUNGARIAN) 

Felhfiborodottak, ndvtelenek as szdtlanok vagyunk. Cs6ndben maradtunk, de figyelPank. Nem azdrt, hogy felfele ndzzfink, azokra, akik a fonalakat sz6vik, hanem 

azdrt, hogy olda]ra figyeljank~ ahol mi vagyunk mindannyian as keress~nk a pillmmtot, hogy egyesaljank. 

A l:fi~k~ egyesfiletek vagy szakszervezetek nem kdwiselnek minket. De valdjfiban nem is akmjuk~ hogy igy legyen, hiszen mindenld csak sajfit magfit tudja 
kdpvi~lni. Arr61 aJ~arunk egyfitt gondolkodni, hogy mikapp tudnfink egy olyat vilfigot latrehozni, ahol az emberek as a tennaszet a gazdasfigi drdekek felett fill. Latre 

akarj uk hozni a vilfigok legjobbikfit. Egyatt meg tudj uk ezt tenni as meg li)gjuk tenni. Falelem n~lkal. 

Az els6 t~lntetdsek az arab orszfigokban voltak, ahol szfizezmk vonultak az utcfikra~ hogy emldkeztessdk a kom~5~yt, hogy wildjfiban a ndpd a hatalom. Nem sokk~J 

kdsSbb az irek rantettek azdrt, hogy maguk d6nthessenek aj6vSjakr61 ds a spanyolok sem kdslekedtek, hogy az utcfikat ds tereket birtokukba vagydk. 

Mos$anm az eldgedetlensdg lfinNa gyorsm~ tovfibbte~jedt mils orszfigokra is, figy mint Frm~ciaorszfig, G6~Sgo~5zfig, PortugfJia, Olaszorszfig ds T6r6korszfig. ~s 

ek(szben kezd terjedN Latin-Amerikfiban ds a vilfig mks orszfigaiban is. Ha a p~obldmfik globfilisak, a forradalom is az lesz. A pillanat eldrkezett, birtokba kell vennank 

az utcfikat ds tereket, hogy beszdlgess~nk ds egy~tt ldtrehozzuk aj6v6t. 

Jfinius 19-re tehfit a #Globalrevolution-ra hlvtmk. Arra Nvunk, hogy bdkdsen foglaljuk el a k6ztereket, teremtsfink talfilkozfisi lehet6sdgeket ds vitassuk meg a 

legtbntosabb k5rd5seket. A mi feladatunk, bogy vissza~ere~,zfik a k6ztereinket 5s egy~tt eld6ntsfik, bogy milyen vilfigot szeretu5nk. 

Foglald el a tereket ! Foglald el az utcfikat ! 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

~ hffos: 

https:i/t~kethe square.net/ 

Contacts: squares@lists.takethesquare.net 
#Globalrevolution 

@takethesquare 

Map ofaclions: http://w~-.thetechnoant.infoi19ii 

http:i/~x~x~v.democraciarealva.e s 



(GREEK) 

Take the squareP. ~ Take the streets[[[ #GloNlmvolution 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

+ Intbs: 
https:FtaJaethesq uare.net/ 
Contacts: squares@lists.takethesquare.net 
#Globalrevolution 
@takethesquare 
Map of actions: http://vwvww.thetechnoant.infoi19ii 
http://~v.democraciarealva.es 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

+ Infos: 

https:Ftakethe square.net/ 

Contacts: sq uares,@]ists.takethesq uam .net 
#Globalrevolntion 

@takethesquare 

Map of actions: http:/A~’.thetechnoant.intbil 

http:i/www.democraciamalya.es 

(GERIVlAN) 

Wir sind die Emp6rten, die Anowmen, die Stimmlosen. Wir waren da, mhig aber aulhmrksam, am beobachten. Nicht um nach oben zu schauen, wo andere die Zagel 
der Welt halten, sondem von den Seiten, wo wir den richtigen Moment gesucht haben um uns zn vereinen. 



Wir vertreten keine tx31ilischen Parteien, Verbfinde oder Gewerkschaften. Ebenso wenig wollen wir das, well jeder sich selbst verlxitt. Wir wollen zusammen eine Welt 
schaffen, wo die Men,hen und die Natur mJ erster Stelle sind und nicht die wirtsclmNichen Interes~n. Wit wollen die bes~tm6gliche Welt ~hatt~n. Gemeinsam 
k6nnen wir es trod wit werden es tun. Ohne Angst. 

Die ersten Funken haben in den arabischen Limdem gespcaht, wo tausende Menschen auf den StraBen und P1i~lzen protestiert haben, um der Regierung darma zu 

erinnem, wo die Macht eigentlich liegt. Die nfichs~ten waxen die Isl~inde~; die auf die StraBen gingen, um ihre Meinung zu sagen und aber ihre Zulmnft zu entscheiden 

Und es hat nicht large gedauert, bis das spanische Volk Plfitze in Stiidten und Gemein&n besetzt haben. Nm~ verbreitet sich diese Flame msch auch aaber Frankaeich, 

Griechenland, Portugal, ltalien mid der Tarkei und es findet Anklang auch in Amerika und Asien, wo neue Demonstrationen Oberall ausbrechen. Nur eine globale 

Revolution kann globale Probleme bekfimpfen. Es ist die Zeit gekommen, unsure 6ffentlichen Rfiume zurac~ufordem, um zu diskulieren und um eine neue Zukunft 

zusammen zu 

Dc~s ist ein Aufruf fiir die #Globalrevolution am 19. Juni. Wir fordern die friedliche Bes~lzung von 6fl}ntlichen Plfilzen und die Schaffung yon Rfiumen far DiaJog, 

Diskussion und Reflexion. Es ist unsere Ptlicht, den 61t}ntlichen Raum meder zu be~en und fiber die Welt zu ent~heiden in der wir leben wollen. 
Beselzt die Pl~tze! Bese~t die StraBen! 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

~ hffos: 

https:i/takethe square.net/ 

Contacts: squares@lists.takethesquare.net 
#Globalrevolution 

@takethesquare 

Map ofaclions: htip://w~-.thetechnoant.infoi19ii 

http:i/vx~x~v.democraciarealva.e s 

(CASTELLANO) 

Lla~mamiento tram la ,novilizacidn del 19-J 

Somos l@s indignad@s, l@s andnim@s, l@s sinvoz. Estfibamos en silencio pero a la escucha, obsmwando. No pare mimr hacia amba, donde estfin l@s que llevmi 
las riendas del mundo, sino a los lados, donde es~amos todas y todos, buscando el momento de unimos. 

No nos representan partidos, asociaciones o sindicatos. Tampoco quemmos que asi sea, porque cada cual se representa a si mism@. Queremos pensar entre tod@s 

cdmo crease un mundo donde las personas y la nammleza estdn por encima de intereses econdmicos. Queremos idear y constmir el mejor de los mtmdos posibles. 
Jun’~@:s lyodemos y lo haremos. Sin miedo. 

Las primeras chispas prendieron en los palses firabes, donde cientos de miles de permnas tomaron las pleas y calles recordando a sus gobiemos que ell@s son el 
verdadero poder. Luego fueron l@s islm~de~s quienes saJieron a las calles pa~’a expresarse y decidir su futuro; el pueblo espafiol no tard6 en tomar las pleas de 
barrios, pueblos y ciudades. Ahom la mecha se extiende rfipidamente por Frmmia, Grecia, Portuged, Ita]ia y TuNuia, mientms llegm~ ecos de Amdrica y Asia y nuevos 
ibcos aparecen cada dia pot doquier. Si los problemas son globales, la revolucidn serfi global o no serfi. Es hora de recuperar nuestros espacios pfiblicos para debatir 
y constmir entre todas y todos el i’uturo. 

El dia 19 de junto llamamos a la #Globahevolution. Llamamos a la ocupacidn pacifica de las plazas ptlblicas y a la creacidn de espacios de encuentro, debate y 

reflexi6n. Es m~estro deber mcuperar el espacio ptlblico y decidir jun@s el mundo que quemmos. 

Toma la plaza’.!! Toma las calles! ’.! #Globalevolution 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

+ hl[i3s: 

https:/ikaJ~ethesq uare.net/ 
Contacts: Nuares@lists.takethesquare.net 
#Globalrevolution 

@takethesquare 

Map of actions: http://vwvww.thetechnoant.infoi19ii 

http://x~a~av.de,nocraciarealya.e s 

(EUSKERA) 

Haserre gaude, ez dugu izenik, ez dugu hi~ik. Isilik geunden, baina adi, begira. Ez gora begim, aldeetara baizik, guztiok gauden lekum, batzeko unearen zain. 

Ez gaitu inolako alderdirik, elkaxterik edo sindikaturik ordezten, eta ez dugu lm]akorik nahi, nork bere buma ordezten baitu. Guztion artean, pert~mak eta izadia 
interes ekonomikoen gaJnetik egongo diren mundua nola sortu pentmtu nan dugu. Aha]ik eta mundurik onena sortu eta era]ki nahi dugu. Guztiok batera lot dezakegu 
eta lortuko dugu. Beldumk gabe. 

Hemalde arabianetan sortu ziren lehenengo lxinpartak, ehun milaka lagunek boterea hemaxena dela bertako gobemuei gogorarazteko, plazak eta kaleak hmtu 
zimztenem~. Ondorer~ islandiasrak kalera atera ziren bere ezinegona adierazteko eta bere etorkizuna erabakilzeko eta, handik guedm, espainiar hemak attzo, hem eta 
hirietako plazak haxtu zituen. Omin, ziztu bizian hedalzen ari da sugarra Franlzia, Grezia, Portugal, Italia eta Turkian barrena, Amerika eta Asiatik hellzen den 
oihaxtzuna adim eta egunetik egunera foku bemak nonahi agertzen diren bitartean. Arazoak globalak badim, globala eve izan behaacko du imullzak, edo ez da 
gertatuko. Dagozkigun espazio publikoak berreskuratzeko garaia da, guzlion axtean etorkizuna eztabaidatu eta eraikitzeko. 



EkaJnaren 19an #Globalmvolution. iraul~a egiteko deialdia zabaJ~zen dugn. Plaza publikoak mo&t baJ~etsuan har~era eta topaketa, eztabaida eta gogoe’mzako lekuak 
sortzera dei~en zaimztegu, espazio publikoa beneskumtzea eta nahi dugun mundua erabaki~ea gure eginkizuna baita. 
Har ezazn plaza’.!! Haac ilz~u kaleak! !’. #Globalrevolution 

People of the World, rise up!!! 
q Infos: 

https:/itakefl~esquam.netJ 

Contacts: squares(~)lists.takethesquare.net 
#Globalrevolufion 

@takethesquare 

Map ofaclions: http://www.thetechnoant.info/19i/ 

http://x~v.democraciarealva.e s 

(CATAI,A) 

Crida per a la mobili~aci6 de el 19-J. 

Som els indignats i les indignades, els an6ni,ns i les anonitnes, els i les sinveu. Estfivem en silenci pm~5 a l’escolta, observant. No per a ,nimr cap amunt, on estaaa els i 
les qne govemen el m6n, sin6 als costats, on estem totes i tots, cercant el moment d’unir-nos. No ens mpmsenten pants, associacions o sindicats. Tampoc volem que 
aixi siga, perqua cadascfi es mpmsenta a si mateix. Volem pensar entre tots i totes corn cmar un m6n on les persones i la nataredesa estiguen per sobre d’interessos 
econ6mics. Volem idear i constmir el millor dels mons possibles. Jnnts i juntes podem i ho farem. Sense por. Les primeres espurnes es van pmndm en els pa~sos 
firabs, on centenars de milers de persones van pmndm les places i carrers mcordant als sens governs que ells i dies s6n el veritable poder. Desprds van ser els 
islandesos i les istandeses qui van ei~r als cancers per a expmssar- se i decidir el seu fntar; el poble espanyol no va tardar a pmndre les places de barris, pones i 
ciutats. Am la metxa s’estdn rfipidament per Frm~ga. Gracia, Portugal, Itfilia i Turquia, mentre amben ecos d’Amarica i ~sia i nous focns apareixen cada dia per 
onsevulla. Si els problemes s6n globals, la revolnci6 ser~t global o no ser5-. ~s hora de recuperar els nos~tres espais pitblics per a debatre i construir entre totes i tots el 
futur. E1 dia 19 de juny cridem a la #Globalrevolution. Cridem a l’ocupaci6 paciIica de les places pfibliques i a la creacid d’espais de trobada, debat i reflexi6. ~s el 
nostre deum recuperar l’espai ptlblic i decidir junts i j untes el mdn que volem. Pren la plaga! ! ’. Pren els caners!!! #Globalevolution 

q Infos: 

https:/itakefl~esquam.netJ 
Contacts: squares@lists.takethesquare.net 
#GlobaJrevolution 
@takethesquare 
Map ofaclions: htlp://www.thetechnoant.info/19i/ 
http://~v.democraciarealva.es 

(GAI,LEGO) 

Somos os indignados, os andnimos, os qne non temos voz. Estabamos en silencio, pero 5. escoita, observando. Non para mirar cara amba, onde estfin os que levan 

as rendas do ,nundo, sendn cara aos lados, onde estamos todas e todos, buscando o momento de unimos. 

Non nos mpresentan partidos, asociacidns nin sindicatos. E tarnpouco quemmos que nos mpmsenten, porque cada un se mpmsenta a si mesmo. Quemmos pensar 
entre todos e todas como cmar un mundo onde as persoas e a natureza estean por enriba dos intemses econdmicos. Queremos idear e constmir o mellor dos mnndos 
posibles. Xuntos podemos, e fardmolo. Sen medo. 

As primeiras chispas saltaron nos palses firabes, onde centos de miles de persoas tomaron as prazas e ff~as lembrm~do aos seus gobemos que eles son o verdadeiro 

poder. Logo tbron os islandeses quen salron ks rtlas peam expresarse e decidir o seu futuro; o pobo espafiol non tardou en tomar as prazas de bamos, vilas e cidades. 

Agora a chama estdndese rapidamente por Francia, Crrecia, Portugal, Italia e Turqnia, mentres chegan ecos de Amdrica e Asia e cada dia aparecen novos focos en 
distintas partes do mundo. Se os problemas son globais, a revolucidn sers. global ou non sers.. ~ hora de recnperar os nosos espazos ptlblicos para debater e construir 

emre todas e todos o futuro. 

O dia 19 de xufio chama~os 5. #Globalrevolution. Chamamos 5. ocupacidn pacifica das prazas ptlblicas e 5. creaci6n de espazos de encontro, debate e reflexi6n. ~ o 

noso deber recuperar o espazo pfiblico e decidir xuntos o mundo que queremos. 

Toma a pmza!!! Toma as caas!!! #Globalrevolulion 

People of the World, rise up!!! 

+ Infos: 
https:i/takethesqnare.nel/ 
Contacts: sq uares~lists.takethesq uare.net 
#Globalmvolulion 
@takethesquare 
Map ofaclions: htlp:/iwww.thetechnoant.info/19i/ 
http://www.democraciarealva.es 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterwiel <os~terwei@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 13, 2011 10:26 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd: [budget actaow] Call NOW X Governor Vetoed the Budget’. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "UNC Student Government" ~         @email.unc.edu> 
Date:             7:41:42 PM EDT 

To: osterwei@email.unc.edu 

Subject: [budget_actnow] Call NOW X Governor Vetoed the Budget! 

Reply-To: "Inspiring action and empowering Carolina students to have a say in budget issues." 

< budge~actnow@listserv.unc,edu> 

Tar Heels, 

Earlier today, Governor Perdue vetoed the proposed budget, stating that it would move North Carolina backwards. She expressed concern and distaste 

for the cuts to education sys~tems, including our UNC- system higher education programs. 

She made a historic move. Perdue is the first Governor to veto the state budget in North Carolina’s his~tory. But now the House has the potential to 
override this veto, make the bill into law and solidify these huge cuts to our UNC education. Here is where we NEED your help. 

We urge each of you to PLEASE pick up the phone and CALL the following 5 representatives (these are five swing representalives that origindlly voted 

for the budget). All you need to do is politely introduce yourseli; say that you axe a UNC student, let them know that you axe concerned about the 

budget, and that you would like the representative to vote to sustain the Governor’s veto. 

Talk to a s~ff member. If no maswec leave a voicemail. If no space on voicemail, that means others have also called.., just call again during office hours 

when they open again. PLEASE, take the time to do this for our Universi~". 

Representative James W. Crawford, Jr. 
919-733-5824 

Repre~ntative Dewey L. Hill 
919-733-5830 

Representative Bill Owens 
919-733-0010 

Representative Timothy L. Spear 
919-715-3029 

Representative William Brisson 
919-733-5772 

Tha~lk you.., for continuing to suplyort our advocacy ettbrts to PROTECT North Carolina’s higher education system. Follow us on Facebook (UNC 

Student Government) or Twitter (@unc_execbranch) for more updates. Please, join us a~d take action. 

In the Carolina Way, 

Executive Branch of Student Government 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-29316836-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: 7 in G.O.P. Square Oit; 7 Months From First Vote 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O6/!4/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This [.?~y 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

June 14, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

7 in GoO,P, Square Off, 7 
MontJis From Ffrst Vote 

The seven Republican candidates, 
with the spotlight trained on Mitt 
Romney, met Monday night in a 
debate that reserved the brunt of 
their criticism for President Obama. 

~E] Post a Comment 

Syrian Unrest Stirs New Fear 

of a Deeper Sectarh~n Divide 

Tensions are sharpening between Syria’s Sunni Muslim majority and the minority Alawite sect to 
which the family of President Bashar al-Assad belongs. 

Albany Mo~ey FJows to Clients of Firms Employing Legislators 

An ethics law just passed by the Legislature will require new disclosures on outside work by 
lawmakers who also work as lawyers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1 can telI gou that ~" it was me, 1 would "es~gn~ Becwise public <erv~ee is e.caetly that, itts a service to the 

p~lblic." 

PRESIDENT OB~MA, on Representative Anthony D. Weiner. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO: 

~ 

lath A~nlversary 
A look at the state of 
construction at Ground Zero as the 
mth anniversary 9/~1 draws 
nearer. 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Do Older ~Arorkers 

Need a N~ldge? 
What should employers 
do when an older 
worker hangs on well 
past his or her productive years? 

Look out for hidden 401 
fees 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

A financial toolkit for women 

A guilty trading paradox 

1:---: : ]     I;~-: : : I 



WORLD 

The meeting was the first since the start of the uprising calling for the ouster of President Ali 
Abdullah Saleh, who was wounded in an attack on the presidential palace on June a. 

Cllutou Presses Afrlcaus to Abandon Anthorltariau Rulers: Siugllng Out 

Qaddafi 

secreta~ of state Hillary godham Clinton urged the African Union to expel diplomats loyal to Col. 
Muammar el~addafi, and open channels to the Libyan rebels. 

C~ermany Officially Recognizes Libyau Rebel Goverumeut 

Foreign Minister Guido Westerwelle called the opposition National Transitional Council, "the 
legitimate representation of the Libyan people." 

~The 
Lede Slog: Qsddafi’s Latest Gambit. a Chess Matcl~ 

o Mere ’v~’orld News 

RACE REMIXED 

On College F’orms~ a Qnestlon of Race, or Races, Can Perplex 

A requirement for universities to collect more information about race and ethnieity has made it 
easier for students to claim a multiracial identity. 

Adoptions Rise by Same-Sex Couples, Despite Legal Barriers 

Census data revealed the percentage of same-sex parents with adopted children has risen sharply, 
but legal challenges in many states leave the children without equal rights and protections. 

ka~ Eflk)rt to Foster Tolerance in Rellglou 

Eboo Patel is going to college campuses to build support for interfaith activism. 

BUSINESS 

Thieves Found Citlgronp Site an Easy Eutry 

Using the Citigroup customer Web site as a gateway to bypass traditional safeguards and 
impersonate actual credit card holders, thieves cracked into the [tank’s reservoir of personal data. 

THE BIG PICTURE 

A C~ty Tries to Sl~m Down 

Lonisville’s efforts to eombat obesity, how and where it is spending money to fight it, are instructive 
at a time when federal dollars are beeoming more searee and budgets are pinehed. 

Agency Cuts Greece’s Debt Rating Agalu 

The three-notch downgrade by Standard & Poor’s is the latest sign that the market believes that 
Greece will be forced to default on its debt. 

S P 0 RTS 

BRUINS 5, CANUCKS 2 

The Boston Brutus will live to play another day, foreing a Game 7 in Vant:ouver with a 5-2 victory. 
Scoring fimr times in the first period, the Brutus established an early lead and never relented. 

~E] Post a Comment 

[he Punches, Verbal as Much as Physical, Keep Coming 

INDIANS 1, YANKEES 0 



Already facing a challenge to collect six hits to reach 3,000 at home, Derek 6eter will now have to 

deal with a sore right calf possibly delaying that pursuit. 

~ P.,ox Score I ironing by inning 

~ Rou~-~dup: Ti~mrs Prevai in !0th 8nd Prepare for 8 Showdown for First in the Central 

PIRATES 3, METS 1 

A pair of questionable plays led to a defeat that again kept the Mets from reaching the .500 mark. 

~Box Score ~ inning by ~ning 

~ Bats: Soreness Knocks Samana :)f[ the Mound 

Mere Spe~ts News 

ARTS 

Bone and the Edge admitted they were ill prepared for the rigors of putting dulie Taymor’s vision of 

"Spider-Man" on [}roadway. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

It ~as a Hot Time i1~ ’I’em~essee at the Sl~ob-i,’ree Boal~aroo i,’est 

For 85,000 people, plenty of music to think about on the way home. 

More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE: NORA D. VOLKO~’~I 

A ~e~erall ia the Dr~g War 

The nem’oseientist who leads the National Institute on Drug Abuse is facing a powerful enemy: 

prescription drug abuse. 

~ Video: I~lerv~ew W~h Nora Vo~ow 

BASICS 

A 1,’as( Life a~d Success Thai( Starts i~ 1the l?o~ch 

The opossmrt is the United States’ sole living example of a marsupial mammal - one that gestates its 

young in a pouch, rather than in a uterus. 

% i ...... More ~as~cs c¢l~mns ¯ 

BCOKS ON SCIENCE 

From Hit~r to Mother Teresa: 6 l)egr~ of" Empathy 

Simon Baron-Cohen proposes that evil can be is more scientifically defined as an absence of 

empathy, made worse by negative parental and societal factors, with a genetic component. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Nearly a Year After Dodd:l~a~k 

President Obama must nominate - and fight for - top-notch finaucial regulators. 

EDITORIAL 

They Need to Sta~d Up for Equality 
There is less than a week left for the New York State Legislature to legalize same-sex marriage, 

EDITORIAL 

Reading Turkey s Vote 

The prime miuister’s couservative party won a solid parliameutary majority, but, thankfully for 

’l~rkey’s democracy, won’t be able to push through a new Constitutiou on its owu. 

EDITORIAL 

A Clear View of the ’I’ro~bled Oceans 
Global overfishing is threatening the oceans and the economies that depend on them. We need 
strong international rules to end all unsustainable fishing. 



OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Rescuing tl~e Rea~ Uncle T~m 

The hero of Ilan’iet Beecher Stowe’s novel was an inspiration for oppressed people at home and 

abroad. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Getting Away With It 

Why is there no penalty for the investors in Raj Rajaratnam’s hedge fund firm? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A homeless Hamiltonian lashes out against an unusually inadequate election contest. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Iran ~N[thout Nnkes 

The Arab Spring has revealed a bankrupt h’anian ideology. Its nuclear program is going nowhere. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A 1VIus~c Festival to Make Yonr Head Spin 

Bonnaroo features a discombobulating selection of musical genres and mind-altering substances. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 14, ~982, Argentine forces surrendered to British troops on the disputed Falkland Islands. 

See This Fr(mt Page 

BBv T]I{s Front Page 

About This E-I~lail 

You received this message because you signed up for NTi-imes,¢om:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~o protecting yoLIl privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubacribe I Change Your K-Mail ] Privacy Policy i Contact i AdveRise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 2:55 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: New Video, Fulbright Intb Sessions ONine 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to Communications & Multimedia work, Non-profit & Grants 

Management, Event Planning, or developing community Business Partnerships Excellent fit for students 

interested in global studies or internationally-focused careers and issues (~e~,tt}e 

Fu~bdqht ~.Az~dent Progr~sm~ Or~ne ~nfo Sess~or~s 

.......................................................................... ~u~y¢ 

Thinking about applying for a Fulbright? . 
]~ 

. 
Join UNC’s Fulbright Program Adviser for an information session to 

go over general guidelines and to get your preliminary questions 

a~swered. 

Carolina Gk~bN Photo Compet~:~o~-~ Now 
The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) and UNC Study Abroad are 

pleased to announce a collaborative call for entries to the 12th Annual 

Carolina Global Photography Competition This is an amateur 

photography competition that is open to all students, faculty, alumni 

and staff of the University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Entries must be original work and will be judged on the image and 

the caption’s ability to: 1) embrace the commonality of humanity and 

the oppo~unity to convey knowledge 2) explore the under-represented 

in traditional media 3) demonstrate a~istic merit, i~::~f~;~.i)@:;~ 

Pdi,]::~.~;:: 13 winners will receive a 20x30 poster print of their photo 

Winning entries and selected photos will be exhibited in the UNC i:::::~:LL@@~;~;~¢:=’~’"~ ~ ~:::::=@ 

Fedex Global Education Center January through February 2012, 

Additional prizes to be announced! 

And enjoy these tips on taking culturally sensitive photos: 

GLOBAL EVENTS + ANNOUNCEMENTS 

is an exhibition of work initiated by a~ists Eleanor Blake, Lincoln Hancock and Neill Prewi~ during their 

involvement with residents of Abbey Cou~ in Carrboro on Jones Ferry Road. The exhibition is comprised 

of residents’ a~, co-created work, and work of the a~ists An environmental assemblage of video, 

photography and objects, Dream Acts seeks to share the creative energy of Abbey CouP, while exploring 

the boundaries real and imagined that shape our perception of and interaction with an environment 

community. 

523 E Franklin St, the former Chapel Hill Museum. The exhibit will be open to the public Thursday 

through Saturday 2:00pm-6:OOpm through July 9th. Please visit ~1i2~i~:::~:~,:52:227:2~:~1:2i1~i:?C:i~ 

:’~::i::2122_.L.L~i~2:[~i52~i~:2.2~2:2~:£:~:i:::2! for more information 

Car<~h~a Center for ~_~bt~c Service Tornado Relief Graters 
The Carolina Center for Public Sewice has been collecting funds on behalf of UNC to suppo~ recovery 

effo~s in Noah Carolina communities following this spring’s devastating tornadoes. Those funds are now 

available as grants of up to $1,000 for UNC students, faculty and staff to use to aid these communities. 

The deadline for grant applications is d~y I. For more information visit .v:,:,,.. 

.......................................................................... F~b~i~h~: Scholar ~" " " h’~ ~ndones~a & 
New grant opportunities are available for U,S, scholars interested in visiting Indonesian universities 

during the 2012-2013 academic year, Scholars interested in a three-to 10-month grant in Indonesia must 

submit an application by August 1,2011, For this oppo~unity Fulbright has waived lifetime limits and the 

usual 5 year waiting period required be~een grants, These exemptions are valid for three years from 

Tuesday, June ]4 2:00-3:00 pm EDT 



presentation will cover all of the different opportunities that are available to scholars in Indonesia. 

To register, please goto: i:~cll :." ~¢~ == ,:i 

C o~e~fo lob~linida~ive 

~ P l~ts #~" ~ ,~ ~ ~ 5 ~ ..................... 

~’~anage Your S~bse~ip~io~ 

View thi ...... ge in the iContact C ..... it:y: E] Vi ........ ge [] C ..... t on thi ...... ge E~] P.ecei .... P.SS 



F[om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjea: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 3:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: PAistan Arrests C.I.A. Intbrmants in Bin Laden Raid 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:flwww.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O6/!5/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq &’~,~’ineI Editorials ] ,Op-~f~ ] ,On This Day 

D~brnize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

June 15, 9011 

TOP NEWS 

Pa]dstan 2~a’rcsts C&Ao 

Infor~nants in Bi~ Laden 

Raid 

Pakistan’s detention og five C.I.A. informants, including a Pakistani Army major, is the latest 
evidence of the fl’actured relationship between the United States and Pakistan. 

Some presidential candidates are shifting fl’om the hawkish consensus on national security that has 
dominated Republican foreign policy for the last decade. 

~ Bachman~ %dens Her Appeal 

Lead Polsonh~g i~ Chi~a: The Hidden Sco~rge 

Over the past two and a half years, thousands of workers, villagers and children have been found to 
be suffering from toxic levels of lead exposure, mostly caused by pollution from battery factories. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’q@ u~anted this child to have everything. That’s why we worked this hard. That’s why we poisoned 
onrselves at thisj~etnry~ Now it tnrns ont the chin is poisoned too~ ~ have no words to describe boa, ~ 
feel." 
HAN ZONGYUAN, on learning that his 3-year-old danghter had suffered brain damage because of 
lead pollntion from a factory in his village in China~ 

THEATER 

’Spider-Mare Turn 

Offtbe D~rk’ 
Photos o[ the Broadway 
musical at the Foxwoods Theater. 

~ lheater Review ~ ’Spsder-Man: 

0~[ the Dar~’ 

How do celebrities buy homes? 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

What you get for. $345,000 

loois for the newto NewYorR 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE I : 

Themselves?      I 
The U.S. is shouldering I 
the bulk of XATO’s military. If 
America pulls back, what’s the [uture o[ the alliance? 

WORLD 

Fleeing Syrla~,s TMee RetiCle Along Border V~tth T~rkey 

Hundreds of Syrians displaced by a ferocious military crackdown fled to the border by tractor, 
m~ek and foot, residents said. 



A1 Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula is the target of a secret facility under construction somewhere in 

the Middle East, an American official confirmed. 

O~e Voice o~" Many fo~" the Tal~ban, b~t Pegged to a Si~gle Name 

Zabiullah Mujahid, mouthpiece of the Taliban in Afghanistan, may be one man or many but in 
either ease the insurgents are effective at spreading their message. 

o More World News 

F,D,A. U*~Yeils New Rt~les A|)o~tt Sm~sc~een C|alms 

Terms like "sunbloek," "water-proof" and "sweatproof" will be banned since they imply a false level of 
protection. 

Shuttle*s End :Leaves NASA a Pensio~ Bill 

NASA is planning to spend about half a billion dollars next year to replenish the pension fund of 
United Space Alliance, which supplies workers to the space shuttle program. 

The ruling was 4 to 3, split along what many viewed as the court’s predictable conservativeqiberal 
line. 

BUSINESS 

After failed attempts to unionize Wal-Mart stores, the nation’s main union for retail workers decided 
to help create a nommion group that has signed up thousands of members. 

A Slowdow~ fo~" Small Businesses 

A trade group’s report says more small companies plan to shrink their work forces than expand 
them in the coming months. 

As I~dia’s Gro~*h Slows, Leade~-s Face Politieal Headwinds 

Government decision-making has been paralyzed by corruption scandals just as economists say a 
strong hand is needed to curb rising inflation and slowing growth. 

S P 0 RTS 

YANKEES 12, RANGERS 4 

Eduardo Nunez, who started at shortstop nmv that a strained right calf has sidelined Derek aeter, 

had a fine start filling in for the Captaim driving in the first run in a rout of the Rangers, 

Fining 

~ ~eter Goes on Disabled List, Delaying Push to 3,000 Hits 

METS 4, BRAVES 3 

B~’aves "~Vet Down the h~tleld, but They Ca~’t Slow Reyes 

~II~e Mets complained to Major League Baseball about the condition of the infield, but aose Reyes 
went 3 for 5 anyway. 

Fining 

A~’nold Palmer’s Grandson Makes the Ope~ o~ His Own 

Sam Saunders qualified for the Open at Congressional Country Club by winning a playoff in Veto 
Beach, Fla. 

~Two 
Golfers Revisit a Memorable Masters 

Mere Sperts News 

ART~ 

THEATER REVIEW I ’SPIDER-MAN: TURN OFF THE DARK’ 



1 Radioactive Bite~ 8 Legs ~md 183 

~.h: i.::ff .i 
The mega-expensive mnsieal "Spider-Man: ~rn Off the Dark" is no hmger the ungodly, 
indecipherable mess it was in Febrnary. It’s just a bore. 

~SHde 
~how ~ ~ Interactive TimeHn~ 

As ~Spider-M~m’ Opens, Its Former Dhoeetor Shows Up. ~d ~ Former 

The opening of "Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark" came at last on Tuesday with the improbable 
reunion of ~ulie Taymor with Bono and the producers who ousted her. 

Usberi~lg In Golden1 Age for Fans of Film 
i.::y .:, .-.. 
In New York today, there are plenty of alternatives to sitting alone in yonr room with a small 
screen and microwave popeorn. 

[] Slide Show 

DINING & WINE 

M~ter E~ Bu1IL Spah~ Looks Fo*oward 

One of the most influential restanrants in the world is closing, but the country’s top chefs are 
already primed to step up. 

~S~Me 
Show: F~ing the VoM Le~t by El Bulli 

CITY KITCHEN 

Small Space~ B~g F~avoP; I~’h-st,. Start the Bear~s 

Like pasta, eannellini beans are a good staple to have on hand in a city kitchen pantry~ and an hour 

of gentle simmering is nsually all it takes. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW 

Masayoshi Takayama’s restanrant in the Time Warner Center has been a temple of sushi since it 
opened in 2004. But extraordinary food ahme does not an extraordinary restanrant make. 

More Dinin~t & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The G,O,Po Debate 

Fro’ all the noise from the Republican field, there remains a w~st silence on the real issues. 

EDITORIAL 

So No O~m s 
If mutual funds want to lie, the Supreme Court’s conservatives have given them a way to do it, 

EDITORIAL 

Alba~y’s D~ty to Stop Domestic Vio|ence 

TWo bills that wonht help protect victims of domestic violence need to pass before state lawmakers 

go home. 

EDITORIAL 

Bias a~d the Beholde~o 
In a study of brain volume, intelligence and race, there may have been a prejudice, all right. But, if 
so, a surprising one. 

Mere 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Obama i~ O|d Sa~ 



The first official presidential visit to Puerto Rico since 1961 reveals an island divided over the 

decision of independence, statehood or the status quo. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Came|’s No,no U~de~" tl~e 

Did you hear about the woman who couldn’t drive to save her life? The Saudi single mother didn’t 

wind up as a punch line~ though. She wound up in prison. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

austiee Goes (?doba| 

A Harvard University political philosopher sure is popular, dust look at how he’s received in Asia. 

~ Columnist Pat3e 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Hm~a~fist ~ the Foxhole 

In today’s world of overly specialized foreignooliey knowledge, we need more generalists like 

Patrick Leigh Fermor. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 15, 19o4, more than 1,ooo people died when fire erupted aboard the steamboat General 

Sloeum in New York City’s East River. 

About This E-~laH 

You ~eceived this message because yod signed u~ for N~qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e~ As e membe~ o~ 

the ~RbSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Cont~sct i Adved:ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:32 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

Friday’s Class Afri Class - Summer 2:AFRI1 

Dr. Sahle, 

My name is             I’m enrolled in your.       class this summer. I wanted to inform you that I won’t be able to attend Friday’s class because of a final exam in a 
class that I am enrolled in at UNCW. However I will be present this Thursday and every other day except this Friday. Could I possible talk to you after class on Thursday to see 
what T’11 be missing Friday? Thanks for your time. 

Sincerely, 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:48 AM 
Subject: Welcome to Afri - Summer 2: AFRI 

Dealt All, 

Greetings. 

Please note that I have posted our course outline to Blackboard. Because of budgetary constrafints, course outlines are only avafilable on Blackbomd. Consequently, 
print out the course outline and bring it to class tomorrow. 

Welcome to and see you tomorrow. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr> 

Your tihn reqnest for 2011- 06-17 

Your reservation request for Black gold [videorecording] from 2011-06-16 through 2011-06-20 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Black gold [videorecording]: 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2011-06-16 through 2011-06-20 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the \~C as early as 8am the first day of your reservation. 

Staff Notes: 

Africa [videocassette]: 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2011-(kS-16 through 2011-06-20 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the N/2RC as earl?’ as 8am the first day of your reser~ation. 

Staff Notes: 

Africa [videocassette]: 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

’]7his automated emai[ was sent at 06-16-2011 ] 0:(M am 

...... Mail generated at Jun 162011 10:06:51 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Class today 

I’m in your Afri    class and I won’t be able to make it to class today 
because I had a death in my family recently I was ~vondering if there was 
anything I needed to do for class tomorrow? 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 3:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Weiner Resigns in Chaotic Final Scene 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O6/!7/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On ]his D, av 

Co~[omize T~dav’~ j:j~ad[#le~ j Sea rch 

June 17, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

\Ve~ner Resigns iii Chaotic 

Final Scene 

Representative Anthony D. Weiner’s 

resignation ended a scandal over his 

lewd online behavior that startled 

his constituents and alienated 

colleagues. 

A Schizoph~°en~c~ a Slain 

VVorker,~ Troubling 

Questiolis 

After a counselor was killed by a resident at a mental health facility in Massachusetts, many people 
wondered aloud whether the system had failed both the suspect and the victim. 

Qaeda SeJectloli of Its Chief Is Said to Reflect Its Flaws 

.Mneriean officials said that the deep flaws of Ayman al-Zawahri may weaken the terrorist network. 

~ Zawahri Is Seer, ss Lacking Bin Laden’s Allure (May 3, 201 !) 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Clearl~ there is a sense that this soeie~ is reaching the bre~king point." 

JENN BAN’I[’IAN~ an economist at the Hellenic Foundation fro" European and ~Voreign Policy in 

Athens. on the financial, political and social upheaval in Greece. 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SItOSV: 

~ 

~V~’apped Up 
Images from the new 
"Mummies of the 
World" exhibition at the Franklin 
Institute in Philadelphia. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE ~] 
Epis!em 

Eplsteniology and ology 
the E~d of the and the 

%Vo~’ld 
~,~ of / 

Why are some 
Chris[ia~s "certain" that the rapture will oeenr, even though they don’t know it in the scientific 
sense? 

From Apple to J.C. Penny 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Can we afford the military bJdgeP 

WaPk, la~t goes nonunion 



WORLD 

For S.~an Refl~gees, Shelter of a Precarious 

Syrian security forces were coming nearer to makeshift refhgee ramps lining the border with 
Turkey. 

Rami Makhlouf, a cousin of President Bashar al-Assad, said he was quitting business, a move seen as 
a major eoneession to antigovernment protesters. 

Clans and Tribes Forge New Yemen Unity 

The vetT length of Yemen’s protests -far longer than the ~8 days of Egypt’s Tahrir Square uprising - 
may be helping to overcome the country’s deep fissures. 

~ VirJeo: Life in Freedom Square 

¯ More World News 

Callforn~a Governor Vetoes Budge[ 

Gov. Jerry Brown said that the budget the Legislature passed merely papers over the state’s long- 
term deficit. 

ASPEN JOURNAL 

~ea[iess ~ondays Catch On, Eve~ "W~th Carnivores 
i.::,, -" ~:K 

More than any other eity in Ameriea, Aspen has embraced a nationwide pro-veggie effort aimed at 
persuading people to go meatless at least one day a week. 

Memory Implant Gives Rats Sharper Recollection 

The test was a crucial first step in the development of so-railed neuroprosthetie devices to repair 
deficits fi’mn dementia, stroke and other brain injuries in humans. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

\4!al~ Stree[ Braces for New Layoffs as Profits Wane 

Fared with weak markets and uncertainty over regulations, many of the biggest firms are 
prepaNng for deep ruts in jobs and other costs. 

RIM Proflt Falls Below Estimates 

Research in No[ion’s stork declined ~5 percent in extended trading after a poor earnings report and 
a second reduction this year in its forecast. 

V~orries Grow Abo~t Breadth of Debt trims 

For now, at least, investors seem to believe that the United States has enough shock absorbers to 
comfortably withstand a default by Greece. 

~ Uncertainty Over Greece Weighs on Markets 

~Map: 
Debt Rising m Europe 

S P 0 RTS 

At Bronx High School, F~eld Is 2.0 Yards Short of Being a Home 

The renovation of a multipurpose athletic complex at a Bronx high school is set to leave hard 
feelings and a field 2o yards short of regulation. 

Mcllroy Moves to [he FronL Agah~ 

Rory Mellroy shot a 65 to take a three-shot lead over Y. E. Yang and Chad Sehwartzel aRer the first 
round at Congressional Cmlntry Club. 

~U.S 
Open Leader Board 

On Par ~ e cl ss ong Icn                      . 



Phmade That% Not O~tt of Readt for the Regtdar Guy 

Unlike many national ehampionships, golf’s version throws open its doors to the melting pot that is 
American golf. And all kinds play their way in. 

¯ Mere Spolts News 

ART$ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’GREEN LANTERN’ 

It’s Not Easy Beb~g o,, You Km~w 

Ryan Reynolds plays the emerald-hued superhero in a $15o million diversion. 

~ Related Article: Ryan Reynolds 

~ [railer & Clips 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

I,o~g Dead.. Yet Somehm¥ Vagtm|y AIh,e 

The h’anklin Institute’s exhibition offers an astonishing array of mm~mies from across the 
centuries and all over the world. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MR. PEPPER’S PENGUINS’ 
A Home Invaslot~ by the Atffarcfica~s 

In "Mr. Pepper’s Penguins," aim Carrey is a divorced businessman who faces more mayhem aRer he 
inherits a gaggle of penguins. 

o Morn Arts [’Jews 

MOVIE REVIBN I’BUCK’ 

The realqife story of the horse trainer who became an inspiration for the novel and movie "The 
Horse Whisperer," 

MOVIE REVIEWI ’PAGE ONE: INSIDE THE NEWYORKTIMES’ 

A Hyperactive Fly o~ a Newsroom ~qal] 

"Page One," a documentary about The New York Times, is fixated on one patieular reporter. 

MOVIE REVIBN I’THE ART OF GETTING BY’ 
Jllergl c to Hem ework a n d P.sd bly Sm itte~l 

If you can grade on a curve you may find yourself touched, tickled and occasionally surprised by 
"The Art of Getting By." 

Mere Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Libya a~(| the V~5"~ r Powers Act 
The law does apply to the NATO campaign in Libya, bnt that is no excnse to end it prematm’ely. 

EDITORIAL 

Mira~da ~ts fo~" Middle Sehoole~’s 
A juvenile suspect’s age deserves consideration under l~les for police inte~Togations. 

EDFORIAL 

At last, there was a dignified moment in the deeline and fall of the New York eongressman. 

* MoreO~[nion a 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

How’s t|~e V~reatl~er? 

Storms on the snn ean have a significant impact on life on Earth. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

V¢l~o Is Jame~ Joh~so~ff 
i.::y Lucid i.::R©©i(::., 

The story told in a new book abont Fannie ~{ae exposes the biggest Washington scandal sinee 

Watergate. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 



CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Call Off the O~obal Drug V~at¯ 

To make drng policies more humane and more effective~ the U.S. should rehabilitate non-violent, 

casual drng users, and undermine the power of organized crime. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Does Foreign Pol-~ey Mattee? 

Repnblieans bet that easting President Obama as "a European" is the ticket to the White House. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Those Manly Me~ of Yore 

In the faee of recent revelations about the reckless sexual conduct of elected offieials~ it’s worth 

recalling that sexual restraint was once the measure of a man. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 27, ~928, Amelia Earhart embarked on the first trans=Atlantic flight by a woman. She 

flew from Newfoundland to Wales in about 21 hours. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Pagi; 

YOU received this message b~cause you si..’).,n~d u~ tor NYTimes corn’s Today’s HeadlMes ~ews~e~e~ As 8 membe~ of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubs~dbe ~ Change Your E-Mail ] Prwacy Po~i~y ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: ~email.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Friday, 8:52 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: Alii 

Good Morning, 

I am                   and I will be enrolling in your class today 
So, I wanted you to be aware of my attendance today in class 

I am a returnee to the university, after 38 years away and I ha’~,e one course 
that I have been advised I need to take for my degree. I took one AFAM 

course under Robert Porter and so want to take a course tha~ excites me and 
this is the one. 

I look forward to your class. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~email.unc.edu’- 

Friday, 10:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Afri    Today 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I came to G201 in ivlurray after being directed by Travis in the Afri/AFAiVl 
department. I was a few minutes late, but no one was there. Finally, 3 
other students came and the 4 of us waited for over 40 minutes. I did call 
back Travis in your department to inquire if the class had been moved as 
the building is no where on the umversity map, but he was unaware and did 
tiN to reach you on your cell 

I will officially sho~v up on your class roster today 

I just want to be sure the class ~vill meet in iVlurray going forward 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 11:36 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

I am enrolled in your AFRI    class that meets at    eve~~ weekday. The last two days I have come to class no one has been there. Is there a different lecture 

room from the one posted on the syllabus (Murray G201)? 

Kind Regmds, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Jennie H <vhbrooks@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 17, 2011 3:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: AFRI 101 

Thanks, Dr. Sahle, 
This was a new student She said yesterday that her GPS didn’t have Murray Hall, alrd I couldn’t find it on the map I have, but I did find it on the web and leI’t her a message on her cell 
phone I don’t know what her problem was today She said she and a t?~v others were at that G201 but didn’t see ant’ sign of the class. She neglected to mention she was 10 minutes or more 
late--Hal 

Frankly, she’s probably better off just taking one class anyway since she is taking a lab science. 

I’m out of the office now and don’t have her contact information (and for some reason can’t find her on the directory Pehaps I’ve spelled her name incorrectly. She’s coming in Monday to 
complete a drop form, and since she has never gone to class she should be able to get the full refund. Her name is 
Jemaie) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 1:33 PM 
To: Brooks, Jelmie H 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 

Dear Jelmie, 

Afri101 met yesterday in the room indicated in the class schedule Murray (J201. ’]7his morning we left Murray (J201 10 minutes into out classtime, because the room did not have VHS 
capacity and we had a scheduled ]film. I left a clear note on the blackboard indicating that Afril01 had moved to Dey 304 from June 17th henceforth. I am sure where the student did not join 
us yesterday and today 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Brooks, Jennie H 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 10:39 AM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: A[~NI 101 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I am emading to learn where your AFRI 101 class is located A student called me yesterday looking, and she called back today to say she thought she had found the room but there was no 
class there 

Do you think she is too late to join the class? 
Thanks. 
Jennie Brooks 

Jennie H Brooks 
Academic Advisor 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone 919-962 -3449 
Fax 919-962-5549 
fridaycenter.unc.edu 

[]Description: Description: See full size image]<admissions.unc edu> 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 4:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Clas,, 

Pro£ Sahle, 

I wanted to apologize to you for not being in class this morning without letting you know sooner. I had to take a roommate over to Duke Med and wasn’t able to 

make it to class. I am watching the "Caravans of Gold" film on youtube, but I wanted to la~ow if there was any specific material I needed to look at (besides the 

assigned readings) that I had missed for class Monday. 

Thank~ 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 4:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: RE: At~    Today 

Thank you for your email as I was a few minutes later than that getting to 
Murray Hall. Again, it was not on any map, so I went to Battle where 
Travis Gore helped me with general directions and once in the building I 
had to find help locating which side is Murray Hall. A building I will 
never forget, but ~vill class be in Murray on Monday? 

On               17:30:48 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> Our class moved to Dey 304 7 minutes after class began because Murray 
G201 
> does not have VHS capaci~. I left a note indicated the change, thus I 
not 

> sure what happened 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> 

> 

> [~’rom: @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday 10:49 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Afti ~ Today 
> 

> Hello Professor Sahle, 
> 

> I came to G201 in Murray after being directed by Travis in the Afri/AFAM 
> department. I was a few minutes late, but no one was there. Finally, 3 
> other students came and the 4 of us waited for over 40 minutes I did 
call 
> back Travis in your department to inquire if the class had been moved as 
> the building is no where on the university map, but he was unaware and 
did 
> tly to reach you on your cell. 
> 

> I will officially show up on your class roster today. 
> 

> I just want to be sure the class will meet in Murray going forward. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 11:22 AM 

intl-duncplas@du ke.edu 

talk on Latin American football by Christopher Gaffney - at Duke this Wednesday 12:00 pm 

gaffney flyer text.docx 

See the attached flyer for all the details. Contact Professor Laurent Dubois at Id48~,duke.edu with questions 

........ Original Message ........ 

Su bject: Event 

Date:Mon, 20 Jun 2011 11:08:03 =0400 
From: Laurent Dubois Ph.D. <laurent.dubois(~,duke.edu> 

Reply-To:laurent.dubois@duke.edu 
To: njh@duke.edu 

Hello Natalie! I’ve attached an updated flyer for our event this Wednesday -- we’ll have lunch! -- and would be grateful if you can circulate it to the list! Thanks! 

Laurent Dubois 

Professor of History and Romance Studies 

Duke University 

http:llfds.duke.edu!db!aaslRomance!faculty!ld48 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 7:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Subject: Al~i 

Good Evening Dr Sable, 

Thisisthe ~iend~ reminderto please post the"keytelrns"listfor Exam 
1 on Blackboard. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 8:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

To all SSF members 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Friends, 

To keep the Tank vital and thriving, the contributions of comrades, especially from hard currency countries, are gratefully appreciated. 
There is a donate button (safe and secure) on the front page of the Tank. 

Many thanks, Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Justices Rule for Wal-Mart in Class-Action Bias Case 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/06/21/todaysheadlines/index.html 

Today’s Headlines 
June 21, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..Oj?=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Justices Rule for Wal-Mart in 
Class-Action Bias Case 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court ruled for Wal-Mart 
in blocking a lawsuit that had sought to 
consolidate claims of up to a.5 million 
women who worked there. 

¯ " A Blow for Big Cases, and Lawyers Who Bring 

Them 

¯ Despite Setback, Plaintiffs to Pursue WaI-Mart 

Cases 

Assad Offers Path to Change 
in Syria, but Few Specifics 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

President Bashar al-Assad has offered a 
dialogue, but the question remains: If 
the government is sincere, whom would 
it talk to? 
:’ The Lede: Jeers for Speech I Video: Syria’s 

Opposition 

As Secession Nears, Sudan Steps Up Drive to Stop Rebels 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Demanding political refonn and autonomy, teus of fl~ousands of rebel fighters in the Nuba Mountaius have 
refused the Sudanese government’s threat to disann. 

" Sudan to Pull Troops From Abyei and Allow Peacekeepers 

Ethnic Killings by Army Reported in Sudanese Mountains 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eclA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Humans want nothing more than to connect, and the companies that are connecting us electronically 

want to know who’s saying what, where. As a result, we’re more known than ever before." 

SUSAN CRAWFORD, a professor at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law. 

SCIENCE 

Historical Health 



Advertisements 
A selection of posters from the art 
exhibit "Health for Sale: Posters from 
the William H. Helfand Collection" at 
the Plriladelphia Museum of Art. 

OPINION 

A Death Blow to 

Class Action? 
By siding wifl~ Wal-Mart, 
the Supreme Court has 
signaled that it wants job 
bias disputes handled in the workplace, 
not the courts. 

. ~ Post a Comment 

Crime of passion? 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Wall Street frets over new rules 

Southern Union for $4.2 billion 
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WORLD 

Ex-Tunisian President Found Guilty, in Absentia 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Zinc el Abidine Ben Ali and his wife received prison sentences mad fines for embezzlement and nrisuse of 
funds. 

Protests Aside, Yemen’s Leader Has His Followers 
By LAURA KASINOF 

Backers of President Ali Abdullah Saleh have varied motivations, but many cite a sense of security in Sana. 

Libyan Media Minders Nervous After Guard Death 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A guard assigned to protect a pro-Qaddafi journalist was killed over the weekend, possibly by rebel snipers. 

’: Scores of U.S. Strikes in Libya Followed Handoff to NATO 

Rebel Leader From Libya Is Expected to Visit China 

Video: TimesCast I Inside the Rixos Hotel 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Murder Rate and Fear Rise in Puerto Rico 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

As the number of murders in Puerto Rico is approaclring a record high, police are rolling out new strategies 
to bring the crime rate trader control while residents try to protect themselves. 

Levees Save a Farmhouse, but Farming Is Still a Risk 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Todd Hart and his fanrily saved their place from flooding by building levees in a matter of days. A decision 
on whether to keep farnring may take longer. 

o Slide Show: Protecting a Home, but Contemplating a New Future 

Upending Anonymity, These Days the Web Unmasks Everyone 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Pervasive social media services, cheap cellphone cameras, free photo and video Web hosts have made 
privacy all but a tiring of the past. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Vote of Confidence Is Only the First Step for Greece 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 



If the govenament wins a vote of confidence, it will also win an immediate infusion of cash that will tide it 
over. 

". :{,~ Map: Debt Rising in Europe 

New Hurdle Is Placed for Loan to Greece 
By RACHEL DONADIO and NIKI KITSANTONIS 

Euro zone finance nfinisters decided Monday to delay a loan pa3anent to the struggling country, making 
delivery contingent on the successftfl passage of a confidence vote on new austerity measures. 

-’ Vote of Confidence Is Only the First Step for Greece 

Health Law in a Swirl of Forecasts 
By MILT FREUDENHEIM 

A survey by McKinsey & Company about health coverage under the new law has come trader fire, while other 
polls show conflicting predictions. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Power Broker Steps Down After Years of Whispers 
By JERI~ LONGMAN and DOREEN CARVAJAL 

Jack Wan~er, who resigned as vice president of FIFA and president of Concacaf, was a polarizing figure for 
decades. 
, I~ Post a Comment 

YANKEES 5, REDS 3 
Potential on Display, Nova Dismantles Powerful Reds 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The right-hander retired 24 of the last 26 hitters he faced in holding Cincinnati to four hits over eight 
innings. 

’. Box Score I Inning by Inning 

Bats: Yanks’ Newcomer Is Ready for Second Time Around 

,’ Pujols Is Likely to Be Out Six Weeks 

Baseball Commissioner Rejects Dodgers’ TV Deal 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Bud Selig denied a proposed television deal by the Los Angeles Dodgers, scrmnbling its financial future. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Hoping to Survive This Round¯ Literally. 
By BRIAN STELTER 

In "1Ol Ways to Leave a Game Show," beginning on Tuesday on ABC, contestants try to avoid being ejected 
over cliffs, out of cannons or off of trucks. 
’. ~ Video Excerpt 

THE TV WATCH 
Viewers Still Drool for Frosting Fantasies 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

There seem to be as many cream-filled series on cable as there are cupcake flavors at Crumbs. On Tuesday 
"Staten Island Cakes" and a docmnentary, "Kings of Pastry," are being added to the mix. 

ARTSBEAT 
The ’Killing’ Finale: Clearer Than You Thought 
By GINIA BELLAFANTE 

The first season of AMC’s "The Killing" ended on Sunday night with what mmay viewers and most critics 
believe was an mnbiguous conclusion. I do not share that view. 
" An Obsessive Killer Is Revealed in a Stylish Whodunit I ~- Post a Comment 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 



In Tiny Worm, Unlocking Secrets of the Brain 
By NICHOLAS WADE 

Studying the nervous system of the rotmdwonn is a promising approach for understanding the hmnan brain. 

’: ~ Graphic: Mapping a Roundworm’s Brain 

Recomposing Life’s Details From Scraps 
By DAVID STOUT 

Frank Bender, a forensic sculptor, is trying to help investigators identify a woman whose decomposed 
remains were found by a deer hunter in 2OOl. 

BOOKS 
A Feat of Engineering That Doubles as a Home 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

"Avian Architecture" provides what it calls "case studies" of each of 10 broad categories of nests, with 
photographs and detailed drawings. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Wal-Mart Wins¯ Workers Lose¯ 
The Supreme Court makes it harder mad more expensive to seek class-action remedies. 

:’ Room for Debate: A Death Blow to Class Action? 

EDITORIAL 
Doing Right by the Poorest Countries 
The big trading nations need to fulfill their promises to help the world’s poorest nations rise out of 
destitution. 

EDITORIAL 
Hypocrisy, Locked and Loaded 
Congress needs to be candid about how loophole-ridden laws have created a huge market for grins, and it 
should re-enact the assault weapons ban and impose other needed controls. 

APPRECIATIONS I SERGE SCHMEMANN 
Elena Georgievna Bonner, a True Human Rights Activist for 40 Years 
By SERGE SCHMEMANN 

The Soviet dissident and widow of Andrei Sakharov told the truth, even when it dich~’t advance her cause. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Legal Acrobatics, Illegal War 
By BRUCE ACKERMAN 

The legal acrobatics President Obmna has used to justify war without Congressional consent set a dangerous 
precedent. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Smart Power Setback 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Discouraging reports about aid in Afghanistan should drive us to consider the deeper forces tmderlying 
societal instability. Hint: It’s not always about the material stuff. 

" Columnist Page [ Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Banking’s Moment of Truth 
By JOE NOCERA 

Why banks shoulch~’t win the fight over capital requirements. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Sun Is the Best Optometrist 
By SANDRA AAMODT and SAM WANG 

Too much time indoors can dmnage the eye’s development. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Great Greek Illusion 
By ROGER COHEN 

Greece was never ready to join the euro zone. But Europe’s union required an Athenian inaprimatur, so 
everyone turned a blhad eye. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 2a, a964, three civil rights workers disappeared in Phfladelplfia, Miss. Their bodies were found 
buried in an earthen dana six weeks later. Eight members of the Ku Klux Klan went to prison on federal 

conspiracy charges; none served more than six years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy06.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 21, 2011 11:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2068980 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 06/21/11. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Classroom support group. 

http://www.unc edu/ar-bin/survey followup.pl?ticket 2068980 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED EY: Joanna (~inixon) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: eumce 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PIIONE: (919) 966-5496 
I)EPARTMENT: wm&ida friday ctr-cont educ 
TICKY~T N[i~/2[3[IR: 2068980 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Classroom Support 

DVD display greenish in color, pressed DVD button again to resolve. 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

Contact the Classroom Hotline for your classroom needs 
hotline@unc edu 919.962.6702 
Olfice: M-F 7:30 am - 5:00 pm 
Linnted support: 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm 

http://hotline.unc.edu 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Slow Domestic Economy Puts Focus on Cost of Two Wars 
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TOP NEWS 

Slow Domestic Economy Puts 

Focus on Cost of Two Wars 
By HELENE COOPER 

As President Obmna contemplates the 
U.S. future in Afghanistan, his critics 
and allies alike are comparing the cost of 
the war to what is not being spent to 
bolster the sagging economy. 

For New Life, Blacks in City 
Head to South 
By DAN BILEFSKY 

Econonfic conditions are cited as the 
main reason so many black New Yorkers 
are moving to the South. 

:. Video: Headin9 Back Down South 

Roots of Bachmann’s 
Ambition Began at Home 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

Representative Michele Bachmann’s 
political awakening began with her encotmters with the school system when she was a foster mother. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It will be scooped in our presence. We’re there as a witness." 

COSMO LUBRANO, an authenticator for Major League Baseball, on plans to save five gallons of dirt from 

the batter’s box mad shortstop’s patch when Derek Jeter has his 3,oooth hit. 

DINING & WINE 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: Three- 
Ingredient 
Summer Cocktails 
The Times asked some of 
the country’s top 
bartenders to suggest streanfiined 



coolers built for easy smmner drinking. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
You’re Mad! 
You’re on 
YouTube! 
Will the inability to 
remain invisible on the 
Web stop people from losing their 
tempers and inhibitions in public? 

Williamsburg’s Grand Street 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Mark Bittman makes strawberry fool 

Dressed in black, head to toe 

nylimes,�om ..... 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Greek Parliament Passes Critical Confidence Vote 
By RACHEL DONADIO and NIKI KITSANTONIS 

Prime Minister George Papandreou won a vote of confidence, with all 155 lawmakers of the Socialist party 
expressing flaeir support for his beleaguered govenament. 

~ Times Topics: Greece I George Papandreou 

Thousands Turn Out for Assad 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Texas of thousands rallied in public squares Tuesday in support of President Bashar al-Assad, the latest 
govenament move to defuse an uprising that poses a grave challenge to Iris rule. 

’. Assad Offers Path to Change in Syria, but Few Specifics 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
U.S. Mission Exposes Divisions in Congress and Within G.O.P. 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

A Senate resolution to authorize lhnited use of armed forces in Libya is meant to cotmter a House 
Republican plan to cut off the operation’s financing. 

" British Leader Rebuts Commanders’ Concerns About a Long Libya Campaign 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Come Meet the Author, but Open Your Wallet 
By JULIE BUSMAN and MATT RICHTEL 

To increase revenue, independent bookstores are charging for author events. 

Public Unions Take On Boss to Win Big Pensions 
By CHARLES DUHIGG 

After using their influence and campaign contributions to improve their pay and benefits, govenm~ent 
tmious are using the same tactics to stave off cutbacks. 

" ~ Graphic: A $176 Billion Gap for Public Pensions 

Indian Company Under Scrutiny Over U.S. Visas 
By JULIA PRESTON and VIKAS BAJAJ 

A whistle-blower has accused the outsourcing company he works for of ploys to bring workers to the United 
States. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



Trying to Get Back in the Game 
By PETER LATTMAN 

A former giant in securities class actions who pleaded guilty to illegal pa3anents is seeking work as a 
mediator. 

JPMorgan Settles Case With S.E.C. 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The Securities and Exchange Commission announced a $153.6 million accord over charges flaat the firm 
misled havestors. 

Oversight Group Did Not Refer Housing Complaints 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

The agency overseeing Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac failed to refer complaints about possible abuse, a report 
says. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

After 3,000, Even Dirt Will Sell 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Derek deter’s 3,oooth career lilt will be a cattse for celebration and merchandising, starthag with collection 
buckets of the ballpark dirt. 

In African Women’s Soccer, Homophobia Remains an Obstacle 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

As Nigeria progressed toward the Women’s World Cup, wlfich begins Sunday in Germmay, its coach said that 
she has used religion in an attempt to rid her team of homosexual behavior. 

With Safety in Mind, N.H.L. Bolsters Rule on Hits to Head 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Hits that target the head, or in wlfich the head is the principal point of contact, will be penalized. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THEME PARK REVIEW 
Where Park Visitors Answer a Call to Battle 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

The Conner Prairie Interactive History Park in Indiana tries to tell lfistory not as fact but as experience. 

~ Slide Show: The Conner Prairie Interactive History Park 

Cut, Baste, Stitch, Sing! 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

The 1937 revue "Pins mad Needles," about garment workers and unions, has been given a new rendition by 
the Foundry Theater and Families United for Racial and Economic Equality. 

’: Slide Show 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 
Exploring Moral Consequences, the Obvious and the Unintended 
By SETH SCHIESEL 

The Witcher 2, a new game from Poland, poses moral as well as strategic challenges. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Summer Cocktails Made Simpler 
By ROBERT WILLEY 

The country’s top bartenders suggest seasonal drinks with just three main ingredients - loads of refreslnnent 
for minimal effort. 

¯ . Interactive Feature: Three-Ingredient Summer Cocktails 

Summer Drinks Guide: Recipes, Articles and More 



SPIRITS OF THE TIMES 
Savoring Rum, Fresh From the Cane 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

The panel tasted rhums agricoles and cachaqas, captivating rtuns distilled purely from fresh sugar-cane juice. 

.’ Pairings: El Bulli’s Edible Cocktail 

, Summer Drinks Guide: Recipes, Articles and More 

Pisco Makes the Trip North 
By FLORENCE FABRICANT 

The export market for the South 3anerican spirit is growing, assisted by 3anerican expertise, passion and 
money. 

¯ 
..M...o..r..e....D..Ln.Ln..g" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Greece and You 
without more reform of file derivatives market, no one can really know who may be a risk. 

EDITORIAL 
The Carbon Ruling 
A defeat on greenhouse gases at the Supreme Court is actually a big win for the Clean Air Act. 

EDITORIAL 
Medicare Back on the Hustings 
Republican candidates are short on facts when it comes to criticizing the Democrats’ plan or explaining their 
OWll. 

EDITORIAL 
A Certainty of Uncertainty at Wimbledon 
The a25th playing of the Wimbledon championships tlfis year is filled with all kinds of story lines that will 
have some resolution by the end of the championships. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Wal-Mart’s Authoritarian Culture 
By NELSON LICHTENSTEIN 

The company’s corporate culture hurts millions of employees, both male mid female. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Sing Out, Hillary 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

First Lady Hillary could give Secretary Clinton a lesson or two about ]low to get in tile face of authoritarian 
regimes. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
aoo Days 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Tile first lOO days of every presidency are regularly used as a measuring stick for success. Unfortunately, it 
seems as if that’s the only time anything gets done. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Real Reboot Greece Needs 
By LOUKAS TSOUKALIS 

3alcient Greeks knew that drama requires catharsis. Political reform, not only an economic overhaul, is 
needed to save Greece - and maybe the European Union too. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 22, 194o, during World War II, Adolf Hitler gained a stunning victory as France was forced to sign 
an alJnistice eight days after GelJnan forces overran Paris. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 7:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2011-06-22 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2011-06-21 through 2011-06-23 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Africa [videocassette]: 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 06-22-2011 07:23 am 
...... Mail generated at Jun 22 2011 07:06:21 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: F~xa~ n 1 

Hello Ms Shahle, 

I am emailing you to reform you of my court date on the     at 9:00 am. I 
have to attend court for a speeding ticket and its mandatoW that I attend 
Hopefully we can work something out and thanks for understanding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 5:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

attendance 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I did not add your class until late this past Friday, 
a part of our grade. 
Thanks, 

and T missed yesterday due to being ill. T just wanted to let you know about this, because I know that attendance is 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:49 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI - Incomplete 

Professor Sable, 

I think I heard that you have returned from South Alicica already. I hope 
your time there was enjoyable 

I’m writing concerning the Incomplete in AFRI . I recall you telling me 
that I had eight weeks to complete the term paper but I’m not certain about 
what the precise deadline is (date-wise) and my google search was 
unfruitful. I do know that the time is coming to a close 

In the process of developing a thesis I realized I wasn’t sure exactly what 
topic I should write about. I ;vas afraid to admit I was confused because I 
had already asked quite a fe;v questions about what your expectations were 
near the end ufthe semester. I finally came up with (what I thought was) a 
workable thesis on a tupic that would comply with the requirements yuu laid 
out ttuwever, I feel like circumstances in my life have compromised my 
ability to wr~te a quality paper; I’m not happy at all with what I’ve cume 
up with su far. I am frantically trying tu find a job, given that the lease 
on my huuse ends soon and I have nu money to pay bills or suppurt myself 
beyond the next month. As a result, I haven’t dedicated as much time as I 
shuuld to this paper. Compounded with the fact that writing generally takes 
me twice as long as it does must people, what I’ve turned out su far is 
substandard Essentially, I don’t believe that what I have now is better 
than the uriginal paper I submitted. I know yuu were nut very happy with 
that product, but I wuuld rather be graded un that than submit sumething 
even worse Althuugh I cuuldn’t take :gull advantage, thank yuu fur the 
oppurtuni~’. I am very surry if I’ve disappointed you 

Best, 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 3:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Will Speed Pullout From War in At~hanistan 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Will Speed Pulloilt 

From ~Vrir ill Afghanlstal~ 

President Obama said that the "tide 
of war is receding" and, in an 
acknowledgment of domestic 
economic strains, that "it is time to 
focus on nation-building here at 

~Text 
of the SrJeecb I Video: Drawdos~n 

in Afghanistan 

~peds 

In Noioth DM~t~ta Cily, River’s Threat Renewed 
i.::,, .:, .:, 

Residents of Minot were told to head to high ground as the Souris River threatened to top the city’s 
levees. 

Expel� oil Mental Illness Reveals Her Owl~ Fight 

Marsha M. Linehan works with seriously suicidal people, lxaving faced the same struggles when she 
was younger. 

~E] post s Comment 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRESIDENT OBANA, declaring that the Umted Stairs had achieved its main goals in 
Afghanistam 

z~gtianlstan 
President Obama said 
troop reductions would 
continue "at a steady 
pace," bringing to an 
end America’s longest war, which 
has cost 1,5oo American lives. 

~E] 
limeline: Maior Events in the 

Afghanistan War 

OPINION 

Streetdevel high-wire man 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Onstage, British bile and Russian satire 



OPINIONATORITHESTONE :~ Medics, I AI 81, Joh,~ Cullum is nol slo\^,’ini3 dow,~ 
~/[edleare: Fa~ts e: Fac~s 

In ~ebates of national 
impm’tance, is there a 
way to mm,e beyond intractable political ~isagreements? 

WORLD 

As U,SL Pulls Back, Fears Abound Over Toll o~ Afghan Economy 

As American troops and spending decrease, thousands of Afghans who work at or arotlnd bases and 
under American grants and eontraets will lose their jobs. 

4ideo: [he ~ew from Kabul 

Some Greeks Fear Govermne~t ls Selling Naltlo,~ 

The crown jewels of Greece’s socialist state are now likely to go to the highest bidder. 

Derivatives Cloud 1the PosMble Fallout From a Greek Defa~it 

Regulators worry that derivatives that insure against a default may have dangerously 
concentrated the risks. 

~ Greece’s New Fipaqce Minister Fsces Daunting Task 3:00 F’M 

~ Major B8q~s Asked to Help in Greek Rescue 3:55 F’M ET 

More World News 

Family Act Exlte,~ds Reig~ h~ Las Vegas, V~;ith a Bit Less Glitter 

Mayor Oscar B. Goodman of Las Vegas is leaving office next month, but since his wife is the mayor- 
elect, he won’t be going far. 

%qfitey B~lger Is Arreslted ~n CMifor~fia 
::,. ,~.:.LA.’d ?i; 3/LP: ::?. :::::d PN: :.::::’.J~ i 
James (Whitey) Bulger, the legendary Boston crime boss who had eluded the authorities for ~6 
yem’s was arrested in Santa Monies, Calif. by the F.B.I. on Wednesday night. 

~ Times Topic J~mes { Hhitey) Bulger 

The Iudlana Exception? Yes, bt~tooo 

On the surface, Indiana seems to have weathered the recession rather well, but large cracks have 
opened in its economic foundation, a sign of just how severe the downturn remains, 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

High-Speed RM1 Poised to Alter Chinas 

Beyond eontroversies and cost concerns, high-speed trains are reducing hurdles posed by China’s 
size, bringing benefits in tow and posing challenges for the country’s competitors. 

A Star~-Up Matures, }~;o]Pi~ng "~;ilh 

American Express eardholdevs will receive discounts at certain shops and restaurants on their 
eellphone through an allianee with Foursquare. 

Fed to Defer New Efforts for Growth 

~II~e Federal Reserve said it would complete a planned purchase of $6oo billion in Treasury 
securities next week as scheduled. 

~ Stock~ Weaken After Fed Statements 430 PM ET 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

A Transcende~t Thud 

As the U.S. outdoor track and field championships begin, a look at the forces that keep athletes 
competing in an event that hasn’t produced Olympic gold for the country since 1956. 

METS 3, ATHLETICS 2 (13 INNINGS) 

MskeMfif~ lVlets VVI~; Bad News for Dax~s 

Jason Bay’s power was missing again Wednesday, as he went o for 5. But the Nets found a way to 
beat the Athletics anyway on a bases4oaded hit batsmen in the bottom of the lath. 



~Box 
Score I inning by inning 

~ Roundup: Padres End Cold Ritt~ng on a Ra ny Day in Bosb3n 

REDS 10, YANKEES 2 (SECOND GAME) ;YANKEES 4, REDS 2 (FIRST GAME) 

V~th Posada Back ~n Form~ the Yankees ~V~ One and Then Lose O~e 

8orge Posada’s two-run home run gave the Yankees the win in the first game~ but no Yankee could 

solve Reds’s ace Johnny Cueto~ who snrrendered only two hits in the night cap. 

ARTS 

ScMele and P~casso Draw Interest at London Auctions 

Sales of a colorful cityscape by Egon Schiele and a Picasso portrait of his lover Dora Maar were yet 

another sign that taste this season is veering toward the 2oth century, 

D~ss~dent Chinese ~MotlsI Is Released 

Ai Weiwei’s proseention had become a focal point of criticism of China’s fights record. 

City Ballet Raises Ticket Cost and Ire 

New York City Ballet is phasing out fourth-ring subscriptions as it restructured ticket pricing and 
seeks to fill out sections of the David H. Koch Theater. 

o Mere A~s News 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIEW 

The Theater of an Italian Snmn~er 

~II~e Italians do summer better than anyone else in the world, and the theater of the season was on 
show in Milan. 

~ Slide Show 

The Qn~et Royal ~a, redd~ng 

Charlene Wittstoek’s life has a familiar story line that includes the experiences of both Kate 
Middleton and Diana Spencer. 

Designer Oall~ano Says He CaWt Recall SpeaMng Slurs 

aohn Galliano defended himself in a Paris court on Wednesday against hate-crime charges, insisting 
he could not remember spewing anti-Semitic insults because of drug and alcohol addictions. 

More Fashion & Sb/le ;> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

T~e VVay O~t? 

President Obama outlined a sensible, if short on specifics, plan for drawing down onr troops in 

Afghanistan. 

EDITORIAL 

B~tdget Critters Vo tlxe Law 
In many states, courts have stepped in to preserve vital programs for the vulnerable. 

EDITORIAL 

z\ Reasonable P~b~ie Un~on Deal 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s agreement with the biggest public employee union saved money and jobs. 
Other unions should begin negotiating for similar deals quickly. 

EDITORIAL 

Clo~td Over the Conr~ 
~Iustiee Thomas’s ties to a donor to a museum in his hometown shows why the Supreme Court must 
adopt the code of conduct that applies to the rest of the federal judieia~T. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBLFI-OR 

17tee to Search and Seize 

The Fourth Amendment is weaker than it was 5o years ago, and this should worry everyone. 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ti~e ~Breast Milk C~re 

A miracle cure for childhood malnutrition is fl’ee and easily accessible, even in remote towns in 
Africa. Why is it rarely used? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Should Gov. Rick Perry of Texas enter the 2012 presidential race, he would enjoy a strange and 

remarkable escort -the il~’epressible ghost of Cameron Todd Willingham. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~Ilxe three states that are withdrawing from a federal immigration program are weakening an 

essential immigration enforcement tool rather than working to improve it. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 23, 1947, the Senate joined the House in overriding President Truman’s veto of the Taft- 
Hartley Act. 

¯ ,b.~:.’.~t~#..~,~ ..~,.9.#.L,:t:’.~t. ~.~ 
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EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Thursday,              :. 19 AM 

Afri    research paper: AFRI .2NDSS 

Dear All, 

This is cot~firm that research paper guidelines - indicating in detail what I highlighted on the first day of Afri 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

- are ava~lable on Blackboard. 
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TOP NEWS 

Budget Talks Near Collapse 

~s GoO.Po Leader Quits 

Representative Erie Cantor, the 
House majority leader, abandoned 
the negotiations Thursday, and 
Republicans said they would not give 
in to a push by Democrats for new 
revenue. 

Syrla~s Ailing Economy Poses 

a Threat to ~%ssad 

With the nation’s financial state 
expected to worsen, conditions prove 
to be a big factor in how the unrest 
evolves. 

~ 8vrian Troops Storm Town on Turkish 

Border 

Se~ed Pho*~e Offe*os Clues to B~n Lade*~’s Paldstan~ Links 
i.::., .:/.i.?L:biT/. ,.:,:.. pi Zdi.:,:. 131 .:,il :r~d :.~:i:. ":...:i MI T 
Osama bin Laden, the fro’met A1 Qaeda leader, used the militant group Harakat-ul-Mnjahedeen, 
which has links to Pakistani intelligence, as part of his support network. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The saybag b* Southie used to be that when Wh}tey wa,ked dowtt the street the sidewalk shook. 

opiMott, gTdtey was morej~ared ~ Bosto~ tha~ ,]oh~ Gotti was i~ N~w York," 

ROgF, RT STUTMAN, former’ head the I) rttg Enforcement Agency’s Boston office. 

MULTIMEDIA 

TimesCast [June 

The legendary Boston 

crime boss Oames (Whitey) Bulger is 

caught after ~6 years as a fugitive, 

ending an international manhunt 

and closing an embarrassing chapter 

for the F.B.I. 

OPiNiON 

Trying to transform 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

[echnology to irr~prove customer sePTIce 

]he dispute over Mike [yson’s t~tteo 
CP-ART I A MONTB OF,,, 

~ INTERACTIVE 

~,’~XrU~E; Friday                                                             ] 

Swims 
The sixth chapter in this illustrated series by Leanne Shapton captures time passed in the water. 

WORLD 

Mullen Backs Afghan Pullout Plan but Calls It Riskier 

The chairman of the aoint Chiefs of Staff, Adm. Mike Mullen, said Thursday that President Obama’s 



timetable was more aggressive than he had been prepared to accept. 

~O I,meline i [] US. Forces 

A sweeping and bipartisan revision of rules on how to deal with prisoners in Afghanistan and others 

will get a closer look when it comes to the Senate floor. 

Ka~’~,a] ~Welcomes ~,~,qthd~-awal~ b~t Ma~y Afgha~s Are ~Wa~-y 

Even as many senior Afghan officials echoed President Hamid Karzai, closer to the ground, local 

leaders and ordinary people expressed fears of civil war. 

More World News 

I,o~g Elusive, Mob Lege*~d E~ded Up a Recluse 

For more than a decade, the fugitive gangster names (Whitey) Bulger and his girlDiend, Catherine 
Greig, lived a quiet life in California under assmued names. 

~ The~ There Were 8 ~On F B.L’s Most Wanted List) 

I~ Sot~th Busto~ Mixed Memories of Wqfitey Btdger 

In South Boston, Whitey Bulger - either a modern-day Robin Hood or a ruthless killer, depending on 
whom you ask -seemed to be everywhere on Thursday morning. 

Fighfi~g V~qldfi~*es With Compute~*s a~ad l~tuifion 

The most difficnlt fires are assigned behavior analysts like Drew Smith -fire whisperers, as it were - 
who act as psychologists delving into the blazes’ inner selves. 

BUSINESS 

Used Gas Sippers~ Keeping That New-Ca*o Vahm 

High gas prices and tight supplies of many popular eompaet models have pushed the price of some 
used ears, like the Toyota Prius, dose to the list price of a new one. 

.&~-~’est Puts Spotlight o~ B~’aze~ Hacki~g G~’o~p LulzSec 

Authorities linked Ryan Cleary, ~9, to LulzSee, a hacking group that has attacked Web sites 
including those of United States Senate, the Central Intelligence Agency, PBS and Sony. 

F,ToC. Is Said Nea~" a Move *,7)r~ Ooogle 

The Federal Trade Commission is reportedly preparing to issue subpoenas in a wide-ranging civil 
investigation into practices in Google’s search engine business. 

SPORTS 

Soccer" Sets Po*’tland Abuzz, (a Cl~a~*~ Saw Helps) 

Portland’s new team in Major League Soccer, the Timbers, is replicating some of the trappings of its 
European counterparts and finding success in the Pacific Northwest. 

In Draft Co~s~deved Low Impact, Cavaliers Choose Duke’s I~wlng 

Cleveland choose Kyrie Irving with the top pick and Tristan Thompson No. 4 in a draft that many 
considered bereft of players poised to make an immediate impact. 

Need~*~g Shooting~ K~icks Go fo’t° Defense 

In what will probably stand as his last major personnel move, Donnie Walsh seleeted Iman 
Shumpert with the ~7th pick in the N.B.A. draft. 

~Nets 
Nave Busy DraR Night, but Effect May Be Minima~ 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A~ h~plsh C~-eature That ~Vo~a’t Be Fenced h~ 

The New York Philhm~onie presents a colorful production of danaeek’s "Cunning Little Vixen" at 
Avery Fisher Hall. 

ART REVIEW 

Like I3~4~g, O~ly More So 

Ryan ~’eeartin’s "Any Ever" is a game-changing exhibition of videos and installation art that 

teeters giddily at the intersection of art, reality television and social networking. 

~ Vi~!eo: Ry~n Trec~rtin’s =Ro~mie V~ew’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CARS 2’ 

Sidleklek TP~es to Tow a Seq~ml 

Mater the tow truck, voiced by Larry the Cable Guy, is front and center in Pixar’s new four-wheeled 

adventure. 

~ Design for the Road in :Cars 2’ i Read More 

o More ARs News 

MOVIES 

MOMIE RB/IEW I ’BAD TEACHER’ 

When the Teacher Gets High Ma~oks h~ the Ram~chy a~d the Profane 

Cameron Diaz has found her down-and~irty element in "Bad Teacher," a broad comedy that 
threatens to get ugly and more or less succeeds on that threat. 

MOVIE REVIBN I ’CONAN O’BRIEN CANT STOP’ 

O~e ’Iicked-Off Com]c~ Ve~th~g to the i,’a~thful 

"Conan O’Brien Can’t Stop" tracks Mr. O’Brien, the talk-show host, on his "Legally Prohibited Frmn 
Being Funny on Television Tour" of 32 cities. 

MOVIE REVIENV I’THE NAMES OF LOVE’ 

You’re a Fascist? Let’s Hop h~ Bed! 

In "The Names of Love" a ymmg Frenchwoman carries the philosophy of "make love, not war" to 
comic extremes. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Their Temper ’I’a~trum 
Republican hard4iners walk out of the debt talks, bringing the nation closer to a credit crisis. 

EDITORIAL 
Co~g~’e,ss’s Cl~olce o~ IJbya 
There are two main proposals, and a dear deeision to be made, on whether to authorize continued 
United States support for NATOqed military operations over Libya. 

EDITORIAL 

Drug M[arketh~g m~d F~°ee Speech 
A Supreme Court decision makes it easier for companies to collect data from pharmacies and harder 
for states to protect consumers’ privacy. 

EDITORIAL 

Secret talks on the same-sex marriage bill in Albany are an example of a cowardly way to conduct 
the public’s business. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How ~%’kl,~O Ca~ Gel Its G~°oove I~ack 

AARP needs to get its groove back and narrow a policy agenda that has become too broad, too busy 
and too ambitious. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Saga of Siste*" KHd 
i.::., f..r.’...i L, 

k sordid tale of a teenage girl trapped by the alhn’e of virtual eelebrity raises important questions 

about where we’re seeking fulfillment. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rather than troops levels, let’s look at eellphone penetration iu ~[ghanistan. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Mar~iage I~ a Mixed Bless~g 

We shou|dn’t have to have a wedding to affirm a lovin~ relationship or secure health benefits. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 24, 1997, the Air Force released a report on the so-called "Roswell Incident," suggesting the 

alien bodies witnesses reported seeing in 1947 were actually life-sized dummies. 
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From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 4:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: My time in DC 

Hey Dr. SaNe! 

I just wanted to send you a message and update you on my time in Washington, DC so far. To say the least, it has been AMAZING! I love the city 
and am learning so much about all different sorts of things regarding human trafficking, from trainings to prevention to protection to advocacy etc. 
Polaris Project is doing huge things right now in the anti-trafficking field. For instance, yesterday morning our CEO attended the NAAG national 
conference in Chicago, where Rob McKenna, the president of the NAAG, announced an initiative to make a greater effort this year to combat 
human trafficking. Last night I went to a panel at George Washington University that was co-sponsored by ATEST (The Alliance to end Slavery and 

Trafficking) and CNN’s Freedom Project that featured Ambassador Louis CdeBaca (Senior Advisor to the Secretary and directs the State 
Department’s Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons), Representative Chris Smith (The Chairman of Africa, Global Health and 
Human Riahts Subcommittee of the Foreign Affairs Committee) a survivor. Mira Sorvino (an actress and advocate for the anti-human trafficking 
movement, and Kevin Bales. The event was moderated by Jim’Clancy froth CNN Today, the project is actually here in the office filming for an 
upcoming episode. Actually, CNN Freedom Project is taping from the room beside me as we speak! Next Monday, I will be attending the release 
of the TI P Report by Sec. Hilary Clinton at the State Department. This is just a taste of what I have seen here so far! It’s super exciting and I am 
getting to see a lot of cool things! I wanted to let you know and thank you so much for helping me get this opportunity to become a fellow with 
Polaris Project. 

On that note, how are you doing? Are you still in Chapel Hill or are you working abroad on research or setting up the upcoming study abroad 
program? 

Hope all is well! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
international Studies, Political Science, Spanish for the Professions 



Frolil: 
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Subject: 

NCSU Libraries <sirsi@sirsipl.lib.ncsu.edu> 

Saturday, June 25, 2011 12:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Library items due ~on 

Saturday, June 25, 2011 

D.H Hill Librau 
2205 Hillsborough Street 
Box7111 
Raleigh, NC 
27695-7111 

Ms. F.unice Sahle 
6716 Winding Arch Drive 
Durham, NC 
27713 
919-966-5496 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

The items(s) below- will be clue within 5 days. 

Please return or renew these items within 5 days. You may renew items an?- time 
via the Web at: http://mv lib.ncsu.edu 

For more irfformatiun about renewals and items that cannot be renewed unline, 
see http://wx~v.lib ncsu.edu/burrow/renew 

We appreciate yuur attentiun to this matter. 

1 call number:DT1949 B55 B54 2008 ID:$024530370 
Biko lives! : cuntesting the legacies of Steve Biko / edited by Andile 
Mngxitama, ~Mnanda Alexander, and Nigel C. Gibsun. 
Mingxitama, Andile. 

due:6/30/2011,23:59 

2 call number:DT1948 G74 2003 ID:$018697794 
Writing as resistance : life sturies ofimprisomnent, exile, and 
homecuming from apartheid Suuth Africa /Paul Grea@. 
Grea@, Paul. 
due:6/30/2011,23:59 
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TOP NEWS 

After N.Yo Senate Vote, 

Governor C~omo S~gns G~y 

Mae~o~age 

The law will take effect in 3o days, 
making New York the largest state 
where gay and lesbian couples will 
be able to wed and giving the gay- 
rights movement new momentum. 

House Sp~rns Oban~a on Libya, but Does Not Cut Funds 

The House dealt a symbolic blow to President Obama by rejecting a bill to authorize the operations 
in Libya, but also turned back a measure that would have cut financing for the effort. 

~RoH 
Call: ~,~iiitaw Authorization ~ Limiting Funds 

~ Video: TimesO~s[ ~ Congress Voles On Libya 

Gee. Dannel P. Malloy has called the General Assembly into a special session, and members of his 
staff have mentioned the possibility of 7,500 layoffs. 

, NYrimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Equc~lity is ~et~c~t this rtw¢z~s! Ttds is our right as people, lt’I1 be o~r same reI~t~o~sh~p, w¢¢re the same 
people ¢~s u~hen we met, except now it’s proper i~ the eyes of the state, ~nd 1’li be ~ble to look ~t people 
and say, ’this is ~y h~sband." " 
JOHN HULN, outside the Stonewall Inn in Greenwich Village after the New York Legislature voted 
to approve same-sex marriage. 

N.Y. / REGION 

New York 

Legalizes Sai~le- 

Sex Ma~*rlage 
Lawmakers voted late Friday to 
legalize same-sex marriage, making 
New York the largest state where 
gay and lesbian couples will be able 
to wed. 

OPINION 

The jeb to end all ethers 
ALSOIN HEALTH >> 



CP-EDCONTRIBUTOR A.%paragus relied irl herb 

Sympathy :tot" the ©nc~ rare!, mfecl:i(m by ~ksk bites spry!ads 

Devils 

Why are we obsessed 
with serial killers? 
Because they remind us of our own hmnanity. 

WORLD 

~Nafe%, Myth’ Left Japan Ripe for Nuclear Crisis 

Japan’s nuclear establishment has devoted vast resources to persuade the public of the safety and 
necessity of nuclear power. 

Ra:iecfit~g Offer of Dialogue by S?~qat~ PreMdent, Protesters Return to tl~e 

It was almost impossible to gauge whether the protests were bigger than in past weeks, though 
activists insisted that they were in some places. 

Rebels Arm Tripoli Guerrillas and C~t Reso~rces to Capital 

The rebels say they are in contact with police and government officials to make plans to secure the 
city in the days after a potential ouster of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi. 

More World News 

x by ~, or NoL Zoo Animals Escape Flood 

As the floodwaters climbed to levels never before recorded in Minor, N.D., workers at the local zoo 
endeavored to evacuate the animals in the least chaotic way possible. 

Crime I.ord Returtas to Boston to Face Raft of Cl~arges 

3ames "Whitey" Bulger, who terrorized Boston for decades, returned to face charges including 
complicity in 19 murders. 

~kong 
Series of ldals Could Prove to Be Mobster’s Death Sentence 

}lacked Memos of StaIe Police in ~Molzona Ave Released 

The internal documents, obtained by Lulz Security, offer a glimpse into the range of challenges 
faced by the state’s safety officers. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

}.’orecasl~s for Growth Drop, Some Sharply 

Disappointing data and worries about the strength of the global economy have made economists 
scale down their 2oll forecasts, stone by half. 

A Stronger Net Security System Is Deployed 
::;..:. :O:-N 
Secure DNS is expected to make e-mail and e-commerce more secure, end the proliferation of 
passwords and raise the bar significantly for Internet seam artists, spies and troublemakers. 

Charity Goes Mobile to Appeal [o Young 

Do Something, a nonprofit group that urges teenagers to do civic activities, is using mobile 
technology in an effort to sign up 3.8 million members by 2o~4. 

S P 0 RTS 

ROCKIES 4, YANKEES 2 

B~n’~ett F?zzles as Gia~n|>~ Dazzles 

Jason Oiambi returned to Yankee Stadium in style, hitting a home run and going 3 for 4 against 

his former team. 



RANGERS 8, METS 1 

Mike £elfrey was coming off his best outing of the season, but he gave up three runs in the first 

inning in Texas. 

Playing Nice Before the Match 

The prelude to every match at Wimbledon, as elsewhere in tennis, is a hitting session that lasts five 
minutes and unfolds in a predictable manner. 

ARTS 

In Hom’s~ Online Readers Identi~ Nazi Photographer 

When The Times posted onliae a mystery Nazi photo album, it took just hours fro’ readers to identify 
the photographer. 

~E] 
Slide Show: Mysteries of a Nazi Photo Album 

Peter F’alk, I-hmipled a~ld Crafty Actor in Televlsion’s ’Cohimbo,* Dies at 83 

Mr. Falk, known for his signature role on television, had a wide-ranging career in comedy and 
drama in film and onstage. 

People, You \*gill See This Filmo RAght Now, 

"You will see this movie!" seems to be the marketing strategy behind "Beyond the Great Revival." 

TRAVEL 

The Hidden Rmlte to Maclnt Plcchu 

aoin the crowds and take the easy way up Maehu Pieehu. Or follow the trail of early explorers and 
discover a handful of rarely seen Inean masterpieces along the way. 

36 Hours in St,-Tropez 

The capacity to indulge in this Mediterranean resort town is notching upward with new hotels, 
party spots and restaurants. 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

Pack a Picnic for Yonr Next Flight 

Secrets from chefs on how to eat well on planes. 

o More ]ravel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

An U~falr Burde~ 
Any deal to cut the deficit must shield the most vulnerable Americans. 

EDITORIAL 

Bullying in N,,L; Bargaining in N,Y, 
The New 0ersey way of negotiating with unions may produce short-term financial benefits, but it is 
not a path toward long-term labm" peace m" effective state management. 

EDITORIAL 

The F.D.A. has proposed sensible steps to cope with dangers posed by a flood of imported goods, but 
Republieans are determined to eut the agency’s bmtget. 



EDITORIAL 

O~ t]~e Art of" l[)~e~;g 

Every now and then, there crones a day when you forget the lists and schedules and enter the world 

of the putterer. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Them That’s Not Shal~ Los(~ 

James Baldwin’s words about how expensive it is to be poor are quite relevant today. If only they 

could resonate with Washington politicians. 

Joe Nocera will appear tomorrow in the debut section ef the Sunday Review 

Gail Collins is on boo* ieave. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The G~,eat Corm Co~ 

Thanks to Washington, 4 of every lO ears of corn grmvn in America are shunted into ethanol, 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Public o~" P}’ivate, It’s Work 

The common argument that public sector unions should be treated differently from their private 

sector counterparts is a fallacy. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 25, ~876, Lt. Col. George A. Custer and his 7th Cavalry were wiped out by Sioux and 

Cheyenne Indians in the Battle of Little Big Horn in Montana. 
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TOP NEWS 

Behind N.Y. Gay Ma~oriage, 

a~ Unlikely Mix of Fo~’ces 

To get same-sex marriage passed in 

New York, a strategic governor, Wall 

Street donors and ga3~rights 

advocates showed more might than 

an ineffective opposition. 

DRILLING DOV~,~I 

Insiders Som~d an Alarm Amid a Nat~ral Gas R~sb 

As investment floods into shale wells, concerns about their productivity are spurring talk of a 
bnbble. 

~ Documents: Leake6 ~ndustry E-Mails and Reports 

~ Graphics: Sweet Spots but Not Many ~ Overestimating Natural Gas Production 

Atop "IN~ Sets, a Power D~’aln Runs Nonstop 

The little boxes that usher cable signals and digital recording eapaeity into televisions have become 
the single4argest eleetrieity drain in many American homes. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Paqe >; 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This kbM qf data is ~mki~*g ~t harder amf hr~rder to de~y that th~ sha~e gas revoh~tio~ is beb~g ow~rsold." 

ART gENtIAN, a }toustoe~)ased geologist on pvoductioe data showing fftat many wells in shale 

gas fie~ds do cot level off the way many companies predict but instead decline steadily. 

MAGAZINE 

LOO~ 

~ INTEF{ACTIVE 

I.’EATU it.E: A 

"To me, it represented a new 
beginning; we were opening up to 
the world," said Miss Fashionetta 
2oH, LaKeySha Bosley, ~8. "And 
when we got baek up, we were 
women." 

THE OPINION PAGES 

Sm~day Re~4 ew 
A new section of opinion and 
analysis. 

Broadway Bares 2011 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Gay men discuss "A Normal Heart" 

The [inances ef "Spider.-Man" 



WORLD 

Honses are going np and new ears are on the road, but destroyed homes have not been rebuilt, and 
people remain impoverished and trapped. 

Western Libya Earns a Taste of Freedom as Rebels Loosen Qaddafi’s Grip 

While there have been defeats, rebels point to the growing stability of towns under their control as 
evidence of how tenuous Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s grip may be. 

Forces Make Arrests Across S3Tia; 5 Dead 

Scores were arrested and five were reported killed during the funerals of six protesters. 

More World News 

A Murder Trial as Tomqst Draw in Ce~rtral Flovlda 

The trial of Casey Anthony, who is accused of murdering her daughter, is this year’s hot attraction 
in Orlando. 

]~ridge Cowries to Sa~ Fra*~c[sco ~’~th a MadeA~t-Ctfina Label 

China, in its continual move np the global economic value chain -from cheap toys to jetlinevs -now 
aims to be the world’s civil engineer. 

A Gangster’s Gal Was Loyal to the E~d of Life on the Run 

Catherine Elizabeth Greig has been a supporting character in the aames (Whitey) Bulger crime 
drama, overshadowed by her emnpanion and dutifully subordinate, acquaintances noted. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Job Jt~gglers, on the Tightrope 

Out of necessity or choice, many people are weaving together a smattering of part-time positions to 
pay the bills. 

In Medlci~e, New Isn’t A|ways 1reproved 

Metal hip implants are one example of unexpected problems coming from seeming medical 
breakthroughs. 

Higher Reserves Proposed for ’Too Big to 

Global regulators said that banks deemed too-big-to-fail would have to set aside an additional 
cushion of capital reserves in an effm’t to avoid a repeat of the 2oo8 financial crisis. 

S P 0 RTS 

MEXICO 4, U.S. 2 

Pablo BatTera scored two goals and Mexico rallied Dom a two-goal deficit to beat the United States 
for their seeond eonseeutive Gold Cnp title. 

METS 14, RANGERS 5 

Mets pitcher aon Niese left the mmmd dnring the sixth inning against the Texas Rangers after his 
pulse began to race. 

YANKEES 8, ROCKIES 3 
Sahathla’s l)omlna~rce Lets the Yat~kees Focus o~ ’I’he~v Offense in a Victory 

c.c. Sabathia allowed one run in eight innings for his loth victory of the season as the Yankees 
topped Colorado. 

~ Returning to Bronx, 3 Losses Forgiven 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

Catch That Reference? There’|l Be a Quiz 

Films like "Super 8," "X-Men: First Class" and "Midnight in Paris" capitalize on previous knowledge 
moviegoers have of the influences on them. 

A Lord of Fright Reclalxns }{is Dark Doxnaln 

The horror director John Carpenter (the original "Halloween," the remake of "The Thing") returns 
to featnres with "The Ward," his first big-screen effort in years. 

lBallplayers Who Hilt the l#dghlt Nolte 

For baseball players like the former Yankee Bernie Williams, sports and music are intertwined. 

o More A£s News 

MAGAZINE 

For Derek Jeter, on His 37th Birthday 

Forever young, except on the playing field. 

Hu~tsma~ Steps Into the Rep~*bl[can Vacmm~ 

Someone has to win the nomination. It might as well be aon Huntsman. 

~r--IVideo: 
M~tt gai on the Profile 

The 8u us 

M[y Life as a~ Undocumented Immigrant 

A reporter talks about his illegal American dream, 

More From the Macazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Phoney Tough-o~-Terror Crowd 
The White House idles as Congress lurehes toward another unneeded law on detainees. 

EDITORIAL 

\¢~hose S~;.m ulus? 
Giving multinationals a big tax break on foreign profits won’t create more jobs. 

EDITORIAL 

Tappi~g the OH Reserve 
Obama’s decision to release 3o million barrels of oil from the reserve is justified for now, given the 
tin’moil in the Middle East and the weak economy. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 

Marvel S upertmroes arid the Fattmrs of h~ve~rtior~ 
L:: i.::i,i:.,i i.:7/,pi. :. :.: 

Jack Kirby was the defining talent of Marvel comics. Now his heirs are fighting for the rights to his 
work. 

¯ More Opinion 

COLUMNS 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Is This Our Future°? 

The thrill of driving the Chevrolet Volt comes from being in control of how mm:h gasoline you use. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

\Vhy Is He ~i? (Sigh) 

The One likes to have it two ways at once. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

To Know Us Is to Let Us Love 

Those who seem to be unlikely supporters of same-sex marriage have had their opinions inflneneed 
by knowing someone who is gay. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

It Has to Staet With Them 



Three questions eome to mind when thinking about Afghanistan. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

An American student meets a starving mother in southern Niger, and reminds us to eare. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Blog 

Obama would do well to look at the complex way Nixon withdrew from Vietnam. Were it not for the 
domestic polities that complicated matters, it would have been successful. 

Shyness,° Evolutionary 

The tendency to see shyness as an illness does society a disservice, because being shy has benefits~ 

GRAY MATTER 

The field fixes its errors with more difficultly than it would have you believe. 

QUIZ 

V~Mt Wait o,, Don’t °Fell Me~ 
Testing yore" knowledge of recent events. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

O~ ZN~CTimes,t~om, Now You See It~ Now Yo~ Do~t 

As news reporting evolves throughout the day, some stories just go away. 

~Web Journal 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 26, ~963, President Kennedy visited West Berlin, where he made his famous declaration: 

"Ieh bin ein Berliner" (I am a Berliner). 

See This Front 

Yau received ~his message because you signed up tar NYTimes.com’s Today’s I-{eadl#~es rlewsie,’ler. As a member of 

the ~RUSIe privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 
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From: @email.unc,edu 

Sent: Sunday, 8:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: F~xaJn question 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I know it is extremely late to be asking questions about the exam so if 
you cannot respond to my question I completely understand. Concerning 
the Walter Rochaey reading, I was wondering if we were responsible for 
the entire article or just a portion? If it is the latter could you 
provide me ;vith page numbers please? I ;vould greatly appreciate it. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Monday, Jnne 27, 2011 6:33 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 27 June: CCS, climate, Christina Ma~qele m~d Kader Asmal, Sw~ilan&’Senegal, seminaxs, Wallersteirt course, sabbatical 

climate 27 june.doc; Zap Asmal 1.jpg; Zap Asmal 2.GIF; Zap Asmal 3.gif; Ashe C17 preparationsKZN Diakonia.pdf; Bond PEWS 

2011 .doc; Bond sabbatical report brief.doc 

Hi comrades, 

* Just coming from the CCS staffmeeting What a great time evewune has 
had over the past ten months while I’ve been away. Staffwill get 
detailed minutes, but [’or other comrades listening in, ali’s going well 
here at the highest point in central Durban, and the only despondency 
seemed to be lack of clarity about our future given the irrational 
merger process that puts us into a new Schunl of Built Environment and 
Development Studies starting in January. But although there are big 
concerns about how this will unfold, all seems to be safe and sound :[’or 
CCS’s continuation in our present form (Left unclear is the line 
authori~ given that SDS will establish another centre and the current 
organograms have centres reporting to an overall Schunl of BEDS 
director, but at this stage all seems ok [’or the CCS projects.) We are 
also happy that Thando Manzi joins us :[’or research assistance on climate 
in advance of the COP17, and Mi~lefi Ndlovu will focus more of his time 
on climate from early July. We had a good meeting with the CI 7 space 
committee on Friday’ after visiting our UKZN housing department to 
confirm hundreds of rooms for visiting climate justice activists in late 
November. 

* I put the climate material into a separate doc file attached Molefi, 
Thando and I met Bryan Ashe from Geasphere (and media expert Nisha 
Naidoo) last Friday and we were impressed on their hard work securing 
space for the C17 alternative summit at the Durban University of 
Technology. While I have my own doubts about one matter (encouraging 
working-class access through an entrance with greater proximity to the 
Warwick transport junctiun than the chosen Green Route from the west you 
see on p. 11), you’ll see in the attached slides he presented to Diakonia 
recently that a great deal of thinking is ~detway about how to avoid 
being stuck in City-supplied marquees for civilized socie~ (those white 
blocks on p.6) as well as the Dec 3 march from Curries Fountain to the 
beach (p. 11), based on the following principles: 
Lessons Learnt flom previous COPs, L~- and large conferences 
. Must be near the main event UNFCCC 
o Must be in one venue or in close proximity 
° The space must be autotlomous fronl the L~- and government process 

o There needs to be solidari~" on issues as much as possible 
° Use the process to build a cotnnrotl tmderstanding of climate justice and 

moveruent building 

* C17 has its work cut out for it, and more power to them But if CJ 
movemeut building is really going to go forward, and if we need 
’solidarity on issues as much as possible’, I wonder why the C17 media 
committee is mn by someone from the World Wildlife Fund, which as you 
see attached, was lambasted in a German fihn (Silence of the Pandas) 
last week, and is in trouble over its support for GM food, not to 
muntion carbon trading. (The carbon ruarkets collapsed yet again last 
week.) There are other stories in that file about the Green Climate 
Ftmd, Tiru de Christopher, geoengineering and COP17 costs. I also 
included a misleading article about climate activism by- Barbara 
Ul~auessig, the leader of the German green foundatiun (Hei~ich Boell 
Stiftung), who suggests that the Climate Justice Now-[ movement should 
j oin the Climate Action Network (which strongly supports carbon trading, 
hence leading Friends of the Earth International to leave in disgust). 
Bizarre 

* For a couple of video statements about the COP17, there’s Rehana Dada 
(now leading the SA Million Climate Jobs initiative in CT) in a 
comprehensive, upbeat 6-minute rifi! 
http://www boell.org.za/web/copl7 html and me, recorded in Montreal at 
the Cochabamba+l conference a few weeks ago, on a new Council of 
Canadians tvebsite: www. systemchange, ca 

* There was very sad netvs from Chatstvorth last week: first, Orlean 
Naidoo’s brother-in-law was killed in a hit-and-run, and second, just 
after the death of Kader Asmal (former chair of the Wolpe Trust), 
Christina Manqele also died I mention Asmal because his policies were 
responsible for Manqele’s water disconnection and subsequent brave 
lawsuit against the ci~ in 1999-2000, which ultimately failed and 
taught tough lessons about constitutionalism. She deserves great credit 
for uniting the Atlcican and Indian communities at the time, as 
Chatsworth originated the tradition of SA post-apartheid social 
movements Meanwhile, Asmal was very widely praised (see first Zapiro 
cartoon), and deservedly’ so because of his post-2008 conversion to a 
critic of ANC excesses (once Mbeki was kicked out), most recently" the 
Secrecy’ Bill (Fantastic activist victory on that one last Friday’! ). But 
in addition to his failed education regime (eg. Pass Rate doctoring), 



dreac~ul decisions on university mergers, Outcomes Based Educatinn, as 
well as his arms deal mishaps (see other Zapiro cartoons), Asmal’s water 
regime l~com 1994-99 included construction of unnecessary mega-dams, 
privatization and a total failure on sanitation (I worked for him 
briefly as an advisor in 1998 but soon realized he was not his own 

master and left). Christina deserves much more credit for her role in 
building a decent society, and Asmal’s legacy more critical reflection. 
(Some of us are still smarting about the ~wly he censored Ben Cashdan’s 
film about Mbeki mildly critical - from a Wolpe (;ape Town event in 
July 2007, although we had the xvorld premiere here in Durban.) The 
lesson I take from both Asmal’s conversion to recent ANC critic, as well 
as Rolmie Kasrils’ (he was the one who introduced the damn Secrecy 
Bill!), is that if power corrupts, it’s possible that being out of power 
uncorrupts. 

* In Swaziland and Senegal there are poxverful protests emerging, and as 
Alice Walker reports the attempt to sail to Gaza remains an important 
marker of Israeli colonization (below). And there was a report in tile 
Guardian about extreme xvorld wealth inequality, below that. 

* Please join us on Tuesday, 12:30-2pro for the next CCS seminar, with 
Peter McKenzie and Doung Jahangeer (see immediately below), it should be 
great[ Next week there are at least three seminars, xvith Ida Susser on 
ALTOS and Philip Rizsk from tile Egypt-Palestine front; more iAfo coming 
on Monday. 

* We were so fortunate to have the Wolpe Lecture by Lramanuel Wallerstein 
last Thursday; it was filmed by John Devenish and should be available 
soon. And Irrm~anuel’s talk on intellectual traditions tile next day was 
marvellous (I ty-ped up notes, ~vay way below). 

* Next week I start teaching my Political Economy of tile Weft’are State 
class and am doing some final touches to the design, so comments on the 
syllabus (attached) are xvelcome. 

* I just filed my sabbatical report (attached) and want to thank 
everyone who was responsible for my having such an enlightening and 
rewarding time! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

CCS Seminar: People in Spaces Make Places 

Presenters: Peter iVlcKenzie & Doting Jahangeer 

Date: Tuesday 28 Jtme 2011 

Time:12:30-14:00 

Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, \’ITB Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 
Dala is an interdisciplinary non profit organimqtion which focuses on 
devising initiatives which engage art / architecture for social justice. 
The presentation is in two parts Doting Jahangeer will talk to the myth 
ofmulticuhurism and the ’illusive pot of gold’ at the end o1! the 
Rainbow Nation through his ’Ci~ Walk’ from Cato Manor to the Early 
Morning Market. The walk explores the in between spaces rather than the 
binaries ’We recognize and believe that in these interstitial spaces 
negotiation, dialogue, relationships and experimematinn can become 
tools to develop strategies [’or understanding cultural differences.’ 
Peter McKenzie continues this walk in his visual presentation titled 
’Keep on the Pavement’ recognizing that we live in the landscape o17 
apartheid, both part and apart - the urban and the rural. This work 
attempts to describe the demeanor and disposition of the ’new’ urbanites 
tentatively, cautiously, circumspectly negotiating their way along urban 
spaces which were not built for them - human streams of consequence. 

Presenter Bins: 
Peter McKenzie is Durban based Dala collectlve’s newest member and 
brings his con-anitment to the ’politics of space’ in this initiauve. 
McKenzie is chief photographer, SADC reginn for the Pan African press 
agency Panapress tie directed the documentary film ’What Kind?’ about 
his home township of Wentworth, Durban ttis most recent exhibition was 
’Homing’ at the KZNSA Gallery in Durban McKenme works with several 
NGOs and international publications, has recently photo edited the book 
’District 6 Revisited’. He also teaches at the Institute [’or the 
Advancement of Journalism (IAJ) and the Market Photo Workshop. He has 
served on the board of the Market Theatre Foundation since 2008 and 
presently lives and works betweun Marseilles, France and Johannesburg, 
S outh Afiica. 

Doung Jahangeer is a Mattritian-bom, Creole of hldian decent living in 
Durban, South Africa. He is an architect. He is not an architect. His 
experience of tile ’profession’ led him to broaden his definition of 
architecture focusing on space. A space that unites rather than walls 
that divide anarchitecturewithoutwalls. In 2000 Jahangeer 
conceptualised and implemented ’The Cit’yWalk’ initiative as a xvay of 



directly engaging and obsep¢ing the fltcx and mutability in his adopted 
city. It now includes Johannesburg, London, Belo ttorizonte, Addis 
Ababa, Malmo, Marseilles, ~nsterdam and Copenhagen. His work is 
multi-media and includes hve performance, film/video, sculpture, 
painting, installation and architecture tie has collaborated with 
numerous international artists / organisations in Scandinavia, Europe 
and other African countries where he has instigated prctjects of a 
d~verse nature including s~te responsive architectural installations, 
both temporary and permanent, that engage the urban fabric often in an 
openly critical and sometimes provocative manner. In 2008 he co-founded 
an iN~PO called Dala. This organisation focus on devising initiatives 
which engage art / architecture for social justice. Jahangeer won the 
inaugural South Award for the design of a mobile fold away shop for 
hawkers at the Design Indaba in 2009. His most recent considerable work 
is a 4-ton stainless steel sculpture as part of an urban r~iuvenation 
prograrcane of the Ellis Park precinct in Johannesburg. He ~vas a keynote 
speaker at the pre-post-per-fom~ colloqumm on inter-disciplinal~/arts 
in Februal~/and recently published in Urban Future MANIFESTOS (Hatje 
Cantz 2010) along with fellow- contributors Edward Sqia, AbdouMaliq 
Simone, Edgar Pieterse and Lebbeus Woods. 

On 6/24/2011 11:18 AM_ orlean naidoo wrote: 
THE WESTC’LWF FLATS RESIDEiN~S ASSOCIATION AND THE COIk£~IUNITY OF \VESTCLIFF 
MOURNS THE DEATH OF A DYNAMIC ACTIVIST/MOTHER. 

THI~rLISILE CHRISTINA MANQELE PASSED ON LAST NIGHT AT 10PM, AFTER VERY 
SHORT ILLNESS. 

SHE WAS A BRAVE AiN~D POYVERFI~L WOMEN,\~ftO MADE HISTORY IN" 2000, WHEN WITH 
THE ASSISTANCE OF OUR DEAR MOTHER THE LATE PROFESSOR FATLMA MEER 
CHALLENGED THE MLrNICIPALITY IN- THE HIGH COL~-~T FOR ACCESS TO WATER. 

SHE LEA\,~ S BEHINd) A HOST OF FRIENDS AND F.AM]L IES, BUT MORE SADLY 3 
DAUGHTERS,SON Aik~) GRAND CHILDREN. HER PASSING AYVAY IS A GREAT LOSS TO 
OUR ORGAik~SATION AND OUR COMMUNITY AT LARGE AS SHE PLAYR~D AN" ACTI~E ROLE 
IN THE UPLWTING AND FIGHT FOR HUNIAN RIGHTS. 

NOTICE OF FUX’qERAL ARRANGFiMENTS ~qLL BE PASSED ON AS SOON AS THERE IS 

CONFIRIN/IATION. 

LONG LIVE THE SPIRIT OF COMRADE CHRISTINA 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [climate justice now-’. ] new project, www systemchange ca 

Date: Fri, 24 Jun 2011 10:16:59 -0400 
From: Andrea Harden <aharden@canadians org> 

To: <cjn@lists.riseup.net> 

Hello, 
The Council of Canadians is launching an exciting new multimedia 
education project, System Change not Climate Change this September. Find 
out more at our newly launched website www.systemchange ca. 
What i s www.systemchange, ca? 
Systemchange ca is a multi-media tool to share lcnowledge about the 
climate crisis we face, and discuss solutions that can help build 
awareness and inspire action for climate justice in Canada, and beyond 
Systemchange.ca is a li’ee, public and interactive website featuring 
videos :[’rom a range of speakers including academics, workers and 
activists. Videos frame the climate crisis we face and address some 
important areas for ’system change’ including the economy, climate debt, 
rights of nature and reclaiming the commons, energy, transportation and 
agriculture sectors and testimonies o:[" resistance, transition and 
vision, www.systemchange ca is an ongoing project, we hope to add more 
videos as time goes on 
When the project fully launches in September, www systemchange.ca will 
host over twenty compelling videos and will feature a call to action for 
organizing cotmnum~ based teach-ins on climate justice in the lead up 
to the UN climate talks held in Durban South Africa November 28 to 
December 9, 2011 ]n addition to the videos themselves, there will also 
be event templates, suggested playlists, and action tool kits available 
to people wanting help to identi~" local actions they can take. 
To find out more about the prqiect visit www.systemchange ca On the 
website, you’ll :find sample videos information on how to participate in 
the project including endorsing the project and organizing teach-ins for 
climate justice You’ll also be able to sign up for prqiect updates and 
information by cmail. 
Andrea Harden-Donahue 
Energy and Climate Justice Campaigner 
Council of Canadians 

Alice Walker: ~i~Sny rm joining the Freedom Flotilla to Gaza 



Pulitz, er prize-winning American writer Alice 
Walker is on board an international flotilla of 
boats sailing to (ia~ to challenge the Israeli 
blockade. Here she tells why 

By Alice Walker 

The Guardian (UK) 

June 25, 2011 

http:i/w~.guardian.co.uk/world,’2011/iu1~’25/alice-walker-gaza-freedom-flotilla 

YVhy am I going on the Freedom Flotilla II to Gaza? I 
ask rayself this, even though the answer is: what else 
would I do? I am in my 67th year, having lived already 
a long and fruitful life, one with which I am content. 
It seems to me that dttring this period of eldering it 
is good to reap the hat~est of one’s understanding of 
what is important, and to share this, especially- with 
the young. How- are they" to learn, othePa’ise? 

Our boat, The Audacity of Hope, will be carrying 
lettcrs to the people of Gaza. Letters expressing 
solidarity and love. That is all its cargo will consist 
o£ If the Israeli military attacks us, it will be as 
if they attacked the mailraan. This should go down 
hilariously in the annals of history. But if they 
insist on attacking us, wounding us, even murdering us, 
as thcy did some of the activists in the last flotilla, 
Freedom Flotilla I, what is to be done’.’ 

There is a scene in the movie Gandhi that is very 
nroving to nre: it is xvhen the ~xarmed Indian protesters 
line up to confront the armed forces of the British 
Enrpire. The soldiers beat them unmercifully, but the 
Indians, their broken and dead liked tenderly out of 
the fray-, keep coming. 

Alongside this image of brave followers of Gandhi there 
is, for me, an awareness of paying off a debt to the 
Je~vish civil rights activists who faced death to come 
to the side of black people in the American south in 
our time of need. I am especially indebted to M~chael 
Schwerner and Andrew Goodman who heard our calls fbr 
help - our govermnent then as now glacially slow in 
providing protection to non-violent protesters - and 
came to stand ~vith us. 

They got as far as the truncheons and bullets of a few 
"good o1’ boys’" of Neshoba County, iVlississippi and 
were beaten and shot to death along with James Chaney, 
a young black man of fbrmidable courage who died with 
them. So, even though our boat will be called The 
Audacity of Hope, it will fly the Goodman, Chaney, 
Sch~verner flag in my own heart 

And what of the children of Palestine, who were ignored 
in our president’s latest speech on Israel and 
Palestine, and whose impoverished, terrorised, 
segregated existence was mocked by the standing 
ovations recently given in the US Congress to the prime 
mimster of Israel? 

I see children, all children, as humanity’s most 
precious resource, because it will be to them that the 
care of the planet will always be left. One child must 
never be set above another, even in casual 
conversation, not to mention ~n speeches that circle 
the globe 

As adults, we must affirm, constantly’, that the Arab 
child, the Muslim child, the Palestinian child, the 
African child, the Jewish child, the Christian child, 
the American child, the Chinese child, the Israeli 
child, the Native American child, etc, is equal to 
others on the planet We must do everything ~n our 
power to cease the behaviour that makes children 
everywhere feel afraid 

I once asked my best friend and husband during the era 
of segregation, who was as staunch a defender of black 
people’s human rights as anyone I’d ever met: how did 
you find your way to us, to black people, who so needed 
you’.’ What force shaped your response to the great 
injustice facing people of colour of that time? 

I thought he might say- it was the speeches, the 
nrarches, the example of Martin Luther King Jr, or of 
others in the movement who exhibited inrpactful courage 
and grace. But no. Thinking back, he recounted an 
episode from his childhood that had led hint, 
inevitably, to our struggle. 



He was a little boy on his way home from yeshiva, the 
Jewish school he attended after regular school let out. 
His mother, a bookkeeper, was still at work; he was 
alone. He was frequently harassed by older boys from 
regular school, and one day two of these boys snatched 
his yarmulke (skull cap), and, taunting hirn, ran off 
with it, eventually throwing it over a fence. 

Two black boys appeared, saw- his tears, assessed the 
situation, and took off after the boys who had taken 
his yannulke. Chasing the boys down and catching them, 
they- made them climb the fence, retrieve and dust off 
the yarmulke, and place it respectfully back on his 
head. 

It is justice and respect that I want the ~vorld to dust 
off and put - without delay, and ~vith tenderness - back 
on the head of the Palestinian child. It will be 
imperfect justice and respect because the injustice and 
disrespect have been so severe But I believe ~ve are 
right to try-. 

That is why I sail 

The Chicken Chronicles: A Memoir by Alice Walker is 
published by Weidenfeld and Nicolson. A longer version 
of this article appears on Alice Walker’s blog: 
alicewalkersgard en.com/blog 

After the excitement of the Arab Spring, has the 
Palestine issue slipped out ofvie~v, asks Emine Saner 

Just over a year ago, in the middle of the night, 
Israeli conm~andos boarded a Turkish ship in 
international waters just off the coast of Israel, 
opened fire and killed nine activists. The Mavi Marmara 
was one of six ships in the Freedom Flotilla, which was 
attempung tu break the Israeli blockade uf Gaza, and 
the actions of Israel’s military bruught widespread 
internatiunal cundemnation. 

This time, as Freedom Flotilla [I sets sail over the 
next week, with 10 ships carrying many of the same 
activists whu travelled last year, including Swedish 
writer ttenning Mankell, American hutnan rights 
campaigner He@ t~pstein, and writer and academic Alice 
Walker, the Israeli guvermnem’s response will be 
closely watched. 

This week Ron Prosur, Israel’s ambassadur to the 
wrote a letter saying: "Israel calls on the 
internatiunal community tu du everything in their 
ability in urder to prevent the flotilla and warn 
citizens, of the risks uf participating in this type 
of provocatiun." The purpuse of the flutilla, he said, 
is "to prow~ke and aid a radical pulitical agenda". He 
later added: "We are very" determined tu defend 
uurselves and to assert our right to a naval blockade 

"The threats of viulence won’t deter us," says Huwaida 
Arraf, une ufthe flotilla organisers "Nobody is going 
in to this lightly, but we feel it has to be done. 
Israel has to realise its violence against us is not 
going to stop our growing civilian effort to challenge 
its illegal policies. Tr~e size of this flotilla, the 
nttmber of people involved in organising it, even after 
Israel killed nine of our colleagues last year, is 
testament to that." 

She says half a million people applied for the few 
hundred places: depending on hoxv ruany of the 10 boats 
are seaxvorthy in time, there should be arotmd 400 
people on the flotilla. 

The campaign began in August 2008, when 44 activists on 
two small fishing boats set off from Cyprus and managed 
to reach Gaza. Later that year, the Free Gaza Movement, 
as it became known, organised several other voyages, 
usually sending single boats containing small but 
symbolic supplies such as medicine and toys, and 
volunteers, including doctors, lawyers and politicians. 
Amid allegations of violence and hostility from 
Israel’s naval forces at sea, the activists decided 
they- would need to send a flotilla, and after months of 
fundraising and negotiating with NGOs from other 
cotmtries, particularly- Turkey, several ships met in 
the Mediterranean sea in May last year with the 



intention of reaching (iaza. 

"We didn’t make it to (iaza and we lost a lot of 
colleagues," says Arraf, "but one of the things that 
was achieved was that people realised what Israel’s 
policies meant, and the violence Israel was using to 
maintain them. We think our action will put pressure on 
Israel to end its blockade on (iaz;~, and we hope the 
respective governments of all the people participating 
will take action and do what they should be doing, 
instead of having their nationals putting their lives 
at risk like this." 

There is a danger, says Chris Doyle, director of the 
council for Arab-British understanding, of the 
Palestinian issue being overlooked - in the ~vest at 
least - as focus shifts to countries going through the 
extraordinary changes in the Arab spring. "There is a 
danger that people forget ho~v important this issue is, 
and that it is boiling. It is still an unresolved 
issue. At a time ~vhen international politicians - 
Obama, Cameron, Sarkozy and others - are concentrating 
so much on other areas of the region, the issue of 
Palestine has not gone away." 

"Everyone has been so amazed and shocked at the beaub" 
of the Arab revolutions, seeing these incredibly brave 
and wonderful citizens, that it quite naturally- seizes 
the attention, but at the heart of the Arab revolutions 
is Palestine," says Karma Nabulsi, an academic and 
expert on the Middle East. "I would say- it hasn’t been 
properly covered in the west, but Palestine is central 
to what people - the Arab media, the people who are 
participating in the Arab revolutions - talk about all 
the time" 

So where does Palestine fit into the Arab spring? Doyle 
says: "A Palestinian spring is more than possible. Many 
senior people within Fatah and the Palestinian 
authorities have been saying this is the way to go 
because the negotiations are not seen as credible, and 
they will have to adopt different tactics. I think 
that, on the one hand, those tactics could be against 
the Israeli occupation, but also it represents a threat 
to the Palestinian authority itself, both to Fatah and 
Mamas" 

The flotilla "gives people heart and encouragement, 
that the struggle tbr freedom has friends and 
supporters", says Nabulsi. "What the flotilla did last 
year, these pluc~z little boats, was bring the entire 
world to look at what [the Israeli govermnent] were 
doing. Not just because of the brutality of the 
response of the military, but it shows how simple 
gestures get to the heart of the issue - breaking 
through the silence and the siege, and all the things 
that seem so big and impossible to do. They did it and 
they’re going to do it again, and that’s what is so 
remarkably brave." 

http://v, as, w ~uardian.co ukibusiness/2011/iun/22/worlds-wealthiest-people-now-richer-than-before-the-credit-crunch 

guardian.co.nk home 

22 June 2011 

World’s wealthiest people now richer than before the credit crunch 

World Wealth Report reveals soaring numbers of rich individuals in Asia 
Pacific region but slower growth in Britain 
¯ Read highlights from the report here 

* Jill Treanor 
tIigh net worth in&viduals 

Click here to see a pdf of this graphic 

We are not all in this together. ’]?he UK economy is fiat, the US 
is weak and the Greek debt crisis, according to some commentators, is 
threatening another Lehman Brothers-style meltdown. But a new report 
shows the world’s wealthiest people are getting more prosperous and 
more numerous by the day 

The globe’s richest have now recouped the losses they- suffered 
after the 2008 baffling crisis. The?" are richer than ever, and there are 
more of them nearly 11 million than before the recession struck. 

In the world of the well-heeled, the rich are refcrred to as 
"high net worth individuals" (HNWIs) and defined as people who have more 
than $1m (£620,000) of free cash. 



According to the armual ~vorld wealth report by Merrill Lynch and 
Capgemini, the wealth of HN~VIs around the world reached $42.7tn 
(£26.5tn) in 2010, rising nearly- 10% in a year and surpassing the peak 
of $40.7tn reached in 2007, even as austeri~" budgets ~vere iruplemented 
by many governruents in the developed world. 

The report also measures a categoty, of "ultra-high net worth 
individuals" those with at least $30m rattling around, looking fi~r a 
home. The nun~ber of individuals in this super-rich bracket climbed 10% 
to a total of 103,000, and the total value of their investments jumped 
by 11.5% to $15tn, demonstrating that even among the rich, the richest 
get richer quicker. Altogether they represent less than 1% of the 
world’s HN~VIs but they" speak for 36% of H~VI’s total ~vealth. 

Age also helps: more than eight out of 10 of the world’s 
wealthiest people are aged over 45. So does being male: ;vomen account 
for just over a quarter of the total though this is slightly- higher 
than in 2008. The highest proportion of wealthy women is in North 
America 37% of HN~VIs while the lowest is in the Middle East, ~vhich 
has 14%. 

Generally, HNV¢,rIs are most concentrated in the US, Japan and 
Germany: 53% of the world’s most ;vealthy live in one of those three 

countries, but it is Asian-Pacific cou~tries where the ranks of the rich 
are s;velling fastest For the first time last year the region surpassed 
Europe in terms of HiNEVI individuals. 

This scale of wealth of the richest people in Asia Pacific 
fuelled by the fast-gro;ving economies in China and India is now 
threatening to overtake North America, where the value of the ;vealth 
rose more slowly 9% to reach $11 6tn. 

The richest people in the Asia-Pacific region have also fared 
better since the crisis. Their wealth is now up 14.1% since 2007 while 
individuals in North America and Europe are yet to recoup the losses 
they- suffered during the banking crisis. 

Britain is lagging behind in the league of affiuence it has not 
yet enjoyed a return to pre-crisis levels of wealth as sluggish economic 
growth holds back prospects The growth in the number of rich 
individuals in the UK was among the slowest in the top 10 nations, 
showing a 1 4% rise to 454,000 and remaining below the 495,000 recorded 
in 2007. 

~I1ne report said that while the UK stock market rose almost 30% 
and GDP grew 1.3% after contracting by 49% in 2009 the fortunes of 
the rich were held back by falling house prices and the rise in 
unemployment Their prospects might improve next year, however. 
"Construction spending fi~r the 2012 London Olympics is expected to help 
propel the economy and the housing market recovery," the report said 

The 1.4% rise in the number of rich people in Britain compares 
with a 7 2% rise in Germany and 8 3% in the US where there are 3.1m 
HNWIs and the 3.4% rise in France. 

India moved into the top 12, with a 208% rise to 153,000, for 
the first time, while Italy, 10th in the table, endured a contraction in 
the number of wealthy people from 190,000 to 170,000 

The perlbrmance of investments made by wealthy individuals in 
shares and commodities, and their willingness to take more risks, helps 
drive their wealth, which in turn fuels "passion" purchases of 
multimillionaire must-haves, ranging fi-om Ferraris to diamonds, art and 
fine wines. Demand for such luxuries is especially high among the 
growing n~traber of wealthy individuals in the eruerging markets. 

The report warns of problems for this year, saying "the path to 
global recovery will likely be uneven and various risks remain". 

It added: "The global effects of the financial crisis receded in 
2010 but aftershocks still materialised in many forms, including the 
sovereign debt crisis in Europe and the grooving burden of a gaping 
fiscal deficit in the US. These types of shocks showed the fiagili~ of 
the economic recovety, and could still pose an obstacle to growth in 2011 ". 

The pace of gro~vth in the wealthy has returned to a "more 
sustainable pace" since last year’s report, when there was a 17% rise in 
the nun~ber of HiX~VIs to 10 million, reaching pre-crisis levels. 

Ircananuel Wallerstein on disciplines 

UKZN School of Development Studies seruinar, 24 June 2011 

(rough notes by Patrick Bond) 

Concept of disciplines invented in 19th centmN 

Myth is that universities are ’an old thing’ 



Universit5’ is a place where knowledge is produced and reproduced 

An epistemological divorce occurred: philosophy and science (one from 
Latin, one Greek but the?’ meant the same thing originally) 

Kant taught philosophy, a stronomy, poetry and international relations in 
Koenigsberg (now Russia) in late 18th century but this wasn’t 
difficult, ’ different kinds of knowledge’ 

Knowledge had been a single epistemological unity; the search for the 
true, the good, the beautifial 

More recently with ’science’ came empirical research, controlled 
experiments, nothing ’reduced’, everything ’induced’ what is ’true’ 
(in positivist terms) 

Philosophers and humanities took the ’good’ and ’beautifial’ 

The French Revolution was a turning point (including in semantic terms), 
for ’change’ became a nolrnal concept, worrisome to people in power 

Controlling process of change was incentive [’or ruling classes’ 
invention of social sciences 

Social sciences got in the middle of the humanities/sciences split, with 
half ’scientistic’ and half ’humanistic’ 

University systems got named chairs, but a reduction process began in 
which departments were named to confirm to disciplines 

Discipline includes claim to turf(this subject matter ~s ours) with 
boundaries; an organization (mid-19th century creation of national 
associatinns, journals, library categorization, then international 
associations); and a ’culture’ with gurus (eg. sociologists were Weber, 
Durkheim, Marx of which only Durkheim self-identified during his 
career though he was a prof of education) 

From 1860 to 1914 the social science disciplines reduced l~om 200 to 6: 

* Historians had revolution in 19th century: ’as it really 
happened’ (documentation of people in power, in archives), mostly in 
France, England, Germanies, Italies, US before 1914, and this 
subsequently spread 

* Economics (market), political science (state) and sociology. 
(civil society) emerged to deal with the present, usually based on 
studies within scholars’ own countries 

* As for far-away peoples (often colonized), anthropology emerged 
to address ’tribes’, ’them’ 

* For overseas countries that were ’high civilisations’, like 
China, some disciplines (’Oricntatalism’)emerged 

But after 1945, the disciplinary division of labour broke down: US 
became hegemonic power, political turn,oil occurred, leading to ’Area 
Studies’, with new geographical specializations within formal 
disciplines, which began to mix up disciplinary- loyalities. 

Another factor was enormous expansion of university places and j obs. 

PhD contribution must be ’original’ so that required rnnre specialization. 

Subdisciplines thus emerged within disciplines, pushing scholars to 
narrower fields but then to overlap. Poaching begins. Sociologists do 
’political sociology-’, econotnic sociology, historical sociology, etc. 
Blurring of differences between disciplines. 

Up to 1945, Harvard had only one or two PhD written about any country 
outside the main five., but then proliferation of interest areas. 
Ambiance changed and expansion was codified. 

But expansionary- phase of world economy ended in 1970, with reductions 
of fimding rates in decline since then 

Now- more categories emerged with new demands (women’s studies, 
environmental studies, etc) and new journals and associations leading 
to new- departments 

Who makes financial decisions? Sometimes minister of higher education, 
sometimes university vice-chancellor 

Disciplinary channels are still the basis for jobs, career advance and 
power is held by- people with investment in status quo politics 

Pressures for change meet resistance to change and then comes 
financial squeeze: merge departments, close department, end tenure, hire 
adjuncts off tenure 

Universities become pr~vatized 

Professoriat could take up these challenges and reorganize from below, 
eg. as after 1945 ~vhen malay uinversities rationalized zoology and 



botany (flora/fauna), and the world’s biologists merged them 

But that is not being done now, in part because of tight hold by the 
middle level of scholars 

Q&A 

"Bottom up" can include students., but the key thing is challenging 
categorisation 

It made sense to organize disciplines in 19th centuxy but no longer does 
(e.g. orientalism, change of subject matter by anthropologists, etc) 

As for ’developing country’, the university is nreant to selwe the needs 
of the donrinant group, and that is true anyxvhere sometimes on a 
pragmatic basis, usually on a five-year basis (rarely 20) 

Skilled personnel are not best trained in a university; in US, the 
healthcare system or corporations are better trainers of 
specializations, so a retmn to liberal arts may be valuable 

Unemployment may be another factor with universities playing 
baby-sitting function. 

200 years ago htunanities were the intellectual leaders but since then 
science gained more credibility, on gromxds they are more useful 
humanities now- squeezed out.. argtunent for hunranities must be made on 
basis of long-ternr visions 

Govertnnent financial squeeze nray help humanities because per capita 
student training costs are much lower. Cold War was one of the 
rationalizations for the sciences, which led to a nrove for cutting 
physical science costs. Europeans didn’t make these cuts which shiked 
competitive edge. 

As for generalization versus specialisation, the insight from Braudel is 
that best capitalists are generalists but everyone should be both, 
with first courses about epistemological systems to allow young students 
to understand the structure of knowledge they are entering, with a 
generalist base; metaphor of specialists boring through a wall so as to 
see the ~vider field beyond, and the local-global is captured by the 
title of a Review article, ’Texas is bigger than the world system’, s o 
that we know ’everything small is bigger than the world system, and if 
you stu@ something very very tin?’ and something very very large, it’s 
about the same amount of ener~z to put them together, the crucial thing 
is the perspective 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 7:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Wednesday morning otfice hours (tomorrow aJ~d beyond): AFRI .2NDSS 

Professor Eunice I woke up this morning feeling veU Ill The earliest I ~vas able to get an appointment at student health was at 9. I am more than prepared to take the exam but In my current 
state I’m aIi’aid I won’t be able to preform to my fullest I will keep you updated. 

Sincerely 

On , at 10:14 AM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear 
> 

> As we discussed the first day of class - I thil~ you registered late - and as indicated in the course outline, I am in my office (Battle Hall 302) for extended office hours in light of our exam on 
Monday 
> 

> Feel free to come and see 1he to discuss the class 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> From: @gmail.com] 
> Sent: Friday, 9:47 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Wednesday morning orifice hours (tomorrow and beyond): AFRI 2NDSS 
> 

> Professor Sahh, 
> 

> I am sitting in our normal classroom at 9:45 and no one is here. Did I miss an emai[ about a change of classroom? 
> 

> 

> Co-Founder, COO 

> On , at 7:27 PM. EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email unc edu> wrote: 

>> Dear All, 

>> Given the location of my orifice - it is on E Franklin - please note that I will be holding Wednesday morning office hours at the Cafe inside the Bulls Head Book Store 
>> 

>> See you then. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 12:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Wednesday morning otfice hours (tomorrow aJ~d beyond): AFRI .2NDSS; 

Professor Eunice, 
Im still very sick I know the reformation for the exam though and don’t ~vant it to leave my head. YVhen would be a good time for me to take it in the next 24 hours, pending on ifI am ill. 
Thank you for ?’our time, 

On , at 10:14 AN~ "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear 
> 

> As we discussed the first day of class - I think you registered late - alrd as indicated in the course outline, I am in my office (Battle Hall 302) for extended ofi)ce hours in light of our exam on 
Monday. 
> 

> Feel free to come and see me to discuss the class. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> From: @gmaib cam] 
> Sent: Friday, 9:47 
> To: Sahie, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Wednesday morning office hours (tomorrow and beyond): ~’d~’RI 2NDSS 
> 

> Professor Sahlr, 
> 

> I am sitting in our normal classroom at 9:45 and no one is here Did I miss an email about a change of classroom’? 
> 

> 

> Co-Founder, COO 

> On , at 7:27 PM; EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrobe: 

>> Dear All, 

>> Given the location of my office - it is on E. Franklin - please note that I will be holding Wednesday morning office hours at the Care inside the Bulls Head Book Store. 
>> 

>> See you then. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 3:31 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Justices Reject Ban on Violent Video Games for Children 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/06/28/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

Justices Reject Ban on 
Violent Video Games for 
Children 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court agreed with a 
federal court’s decision to throw out 
Califoruia’s ban on the sale or rental of 
violent video games to nfinors, saying 
the law violated nfinors’ rights. 

" Arizona Campaign Finance Law Struck Down 

New Drugs Fight Prostate 
Cancer, but at High Cost 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The drugs, mainly for men with late- 
stage prostate cancer, can extend lives 
for additional months, but some cost 
more than $90,000 for a course of 
treatment. 

Jtwy Finds Blagojevich Guilty 
of Corruption 
By MONICA DAVEY and EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS 

A jury in Chicago convicted the former goveruor of Illhaois, Rod R. Blagojevich, of nearly all the corruption 
charges against him, including trying to sell or trade the Senate seat once held by President Obama. 

Interactive Timeline: Blagojevich Scandal 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Among the many lessons that I’ve learned from this whole experience is to try to speak a tittle bit less." 

ROD R. BLAGOJEVICH, former goveruor of Illinois, after being convicted of 17 counts in a corruption 

case. 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: 
Milestones: 



Blagojevich Scandal 
A look at the events leading up to Rod 
Blagojevich’s conviction on corruption 
charges. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Where to Now on 
Public Financing? 
How will the Supreme 
Court’s rejection of an 
Arizona matehing-ftmds 
law affect the political landscape? 

Pizza from scratch 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

The power of rescuing others 

Hope and dread in tech I.P.O.s 

nytimes,�o.m ..... 

WORLD 

Afghans Build Security, and Hope to Avoid Infiltrators 
By RAY RIVERA 

Officials concede that with more than 8,ooo aru~y and police recruits enlisting each month, the task of 
screening is monmnental. 

Charges of War Crimes Brought Against Qaddafi 
By MARLISE SIMONS 

The issuing of warrants on charges of crimes against hmnanity for Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi, his son Seif al- 
Islam and his chief of intelligence raised the issue of how they could be captured. 

Syria Allows Opposition to Meet in Damascus 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Some activists abroad have criticized the meeting as suggesting that the govenmaent was willing to engage in 
dialogue and tolerate dissent. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Teacher Grades: Pass or Be Fired 
By SAM DILLON 

A job evaluation system that places significant emphasis on classroom observations is disliked by unionized 
teachers but has become a model for many educators. 

Crime Boss in Hiding Found Time for Travels 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

During his 16 years in hiding, James (Whitey) Bulger traveled to Las Vegas often and returned to Boston in 
disguise, "armed to the teeth" to "take care of some unfinished business." 

Sinking G.O.P. Poll Numbers May Put Florida in Play 
By DON VAN NATTA Jr. and GARY FINEOUT 

Gov. Rick Scott’s unpopularity in Florida has led political strategists to wonder whether the state’s voters will 
again lean toward President Obama in 2012. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Women Break Down Barriers in Mideast Finance 
By CHRIS V. NICHOLSON 

Some successful women financiers have fotmd it easier to create their own financial finns rather than to fight 
to get ahead in male-dominated companies. 



In the Teamsters, a Candidate Tries to Break the Mold 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Sandy Pope, the first woman to run for the presidency of the very macho union, faces an uphill battle as she 
tries to tmseat James P. Hoffa. 

Rescue Measures for Greece Advance as French Offer to Ease Debt 
By N ELSON D. SCHWARTZ and MATTHEW SALTMARSH 

Under the plma, French banks would give Athens more time to payback loans as they come due over the next 
three years. 

. Bond Yields Rise in Europe Despite French Assurances 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Football on the Fringe 
By MIKE TANIER 

In indoor football leagues across the country, where small crowds mad tiny paychecks are the norm, players 
continue to chase a modest dream in which Arena Football represents the major leagues. 

’- Slide Show: The Minor Leagues of Football 

Still No. a, U.S. Is No Longer the Clear Favorite 
By JACK BELL 

The United States women’s national team opens World Cup play against North Korea on Tuesday. 

¯ Women’s World Cup: Japan Wins, Mexico-England Draw 

Dodgers File for Bankruptcy, Increasing Tension With Selig 
By KATIE THOMAS 

The move was the most recent development in what has been a year of tumult for the team and its owner 
Frank MeCourt. 

¯ . Document: Los Angeles Dodgers Bankruptcy Filings 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Farewell (for Now) to Old Selves 
By JON CARAMANICA 

For much of her career, Beyonc6 has tried to be all things to all listeners. In her new album, "4," she naiTows 
her focus. 

" Music Review: New CDs from Dolly Parton, Gillian Welch and Big Sean 

Philharmonic Announces Free Concert to Mark 9/aa 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The New York Philharnaonic annotmeed its free 9/11 memorial concert, to be followed five days later by a 
Central Park concert by Andrea Boeelli. 

TV WATCH 
’Intent’ Comes to an End, Still Tormenting Its Star 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

The final episode of"Law & Order: Criminal Intent" capped off a season that had a valedictory feel as 
another TV show in Dick Wol£s police procedural empire ended in New York. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

One Math Museum, Many Variables 
By KENNETH CHANG 

Glen Whitney’s museum in New York aims to shape cultural attitudes and dispel the bad rap that most 
people give math. 

~ The Mystery of the Menger Sponge I Water Tanks, Fire Hydrants and Math 



A Release Valve for Cyclists’ Unrelenting Pressure 
By JOHN TIERNEY 

New noseless saddles can save cyclists from soreness and nmnbness in the genital region, but their 
popularity is lagging. 

ON VIEW 
Paying Homage to Darwin in an Unconventional Format: Rap 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

A new play serves as a lecture on Darwin and natural selection disguised as a rant on the history of rap, 
gangs and murder in Chicago, and much more. 

’. Theater Review: Rapping Your Mind-State Around Darwin 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The First Amendment, Upside Down 
The Supreme Court’s campaign finance ruling is a loss for fair and open electoral politics. 

EDITORIAL 

Lots of Talk, Too Little Action 
The G-2o summit meeting on soaring food prices failed to do what is needed, including putting an end to 
government supports for biofuel production. 

EDITORIAL 
A Gravel Road Too Far 
Tanzania’s change of plans for a road across Serengeti is too mnbiguous. The government should declare its 
tmequivocal commitment to protect the park. 

EDITORIAL 
New Jersey’s Governor, Champion of Inequality 
It appears as if the votes are there in the State Legislature to pass a marriage-equality bill in New Jersey. The 
obstacle is the Republican governor. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

No Trash, No Crash 
By JAMES E. HALL 

The Federal Aviation Adininistration never should have approved a project to build a garbage trmasfer 
facility, which is likely to attract birds, near La Guardia Airport. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Convener in Chief 
By DAVID BROOKS 

What sort of leader can get things done in an age of austerity? A comparison of three management styles 
sheds some light. 

" Columnist Page I Bloc 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

America, Awaken 
By ROGER COHEN 

The U.S. economic crisis is not a temporary blip. 3m energy and an industrial policy are urgently needed. 

-’ Columnist Page 

Joe Nocera is off today. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

It’s Perverse, but It’s Also Pretend 
By CHERYL K. OLSON 

The argument that violent video games cause clfildren harm mad make them more aggressive is not 



supported by evidence. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On dune 28, 1919, the Treaty of Versailles was signed in France, ending World War I. 

¯ See This Front Pa__a2~ 

¯ Buy This Front Pa_kg~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,             1:20 PM 

Cravev, Altha J <cravey@unc.e&t~; Gokariksek Pervin Banu <banug@email.unc.edu->; Garcia, David F <dag@ad.unc.edu~; Sable, 

Eunic~ N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~; Ma~i~, Nina <mnam@emaJl.m~c.edu>; edgar.pieterse <edgar.pieterse@uct.ac.za~ 

Dissertation Clkapter 6 

6 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS.docx 

Hi All, 
I am attaching the concluding chapter of my dissertation. I will send 
the works cited page before the weekend. 

AH the Best, 

Ph I3. Candidate 
Department of Geography 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel IIill 

and Research Affiliate 

African (;entre for Cities 
University of Cape Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Thursday, June 30, 2011 5:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Invitation to Join the ASA Human Rights Section 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Dear SSF Think Tank Colleagues: 

I am writing to encourage you to consider joining the Section on Human Rights of the American Sociological Association (ASA)--an 
entity whose mission closely parallels that of the SSF Think Tank. The section is spearheading the institutionalization of the sociology of 
human rights in the US university system. It is wonderful to see the number of conference presentations (not only in various sections of 
the ASA, but also at the regional sociology conferences) devoted to human rights issues. Recent years have also seen a significant 
increase in sociology courses on human rights at universities and colleges across the US. Accordingly, I am asking you to help us to 
maintain our momentum! For the section’s mission statement, please visit the following URL: 
http://www.asanet.orq/sections/humanriqhts.cfm 

The ASA has provided the current membership numbers. The section has reached 281 members--30 more than it had last year at this 
time! If the section can reach 300 members, it will find itself in a position to request another paper session at the ASA 2012 in Denver-- 
an extremely important objective. Please encourage your colleagues and students to join the section. It costs $10 for professors and $5 
for students--a spectacular deal! If you or your colleagues/students belong to the ASA, joining the Human Rights Section is quite easy. 
To join the section, please visit the following URL: http://asanet.org/members/join.cfm 

As the ASA 2011 in Las Vegas approaches, I will send out announcements about the section’s activities. In addition to the regular paper 
session, there will be roundtable presentations, a special session, a business meeting, a reception, and other events. To check the 
preliminary schedule, please visit the following URL: http://asanet.org/am2011/programschedule.cfm 

Thanks, 

Mark Frezzo, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Mississippi http://www.olemiss.edu/depts/soc anth/SOC/Faculty/frezzo.html 
Secretary-Treasurer, Human Rights Section, American Sociological Association http://www.asanet.org/sections/humanrights.cfm 
Vice President of Public Relations, Sociologists without Borders http://www.sociologistswithoutborders.org/ 
Co=Editor, Societies Without Borders http://societieswithoutborders.org/ 

Visit Sociologists without borders = Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/?xq source=ms(] mes network 



][Ply)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Friday, 1:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Bailey, TillS~y <tmbailey@email. unc.edu~ 

Re: Wednesday morning office hours (tolnolrow and beyond): AFRI 2NDSS 

Professor SaNe, 
Thank you so much for allowing me to take fl~e exmn on Tuesday morning tl~rough the disabili)’ center. I have CC’ed Tiffany Bailey on this email. I have also included 

the link for you to "drop" the exam oft: There will be a proctor for me to take the exam at 8:00 am Tuesday morning. Thank you so much. If you have any ques~dons 

please email me, I will be a computer all weekend long. 

_http://disabilit-v~r~-ice s. unc .edu;for- facul’ci/dropbox.html 

Co-Founder, COO 
- Cell 

.conl 

.coin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuRon, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, July 3, 2011 11:06 AM 

SEANC 25 Email Lisl <seanc@lislserv.tmc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Legislative Update 

P[ease see the Le~istative Update via the [ink be[ow. If you are not already a SEANC member and wou[d like to support the work that supports your [ive[ihood, please join 

District 25 via the ontine apptication here https://wv~¢.seanc.org/membership/index.aspx 

or emai[ me for a paper apptication. 

Legislative Update 

In g!).!}.2!~Rf~:i’.P..~:;~?~i~!¢~!)~;~?..[].[?.~J;;~?, SEANC reviews the recentty-conduded tegistative session as it pertains to key state emptoyee issues. Five of SEANC’s Top Ten Poticy 

Ptatform Objectives were accomptished this session and are atso discussed this week. Learn more about what happened this session as it concerns you as a state 

employee or retiree. 

Come to an exclusive briefing by SEANC staff for SEANC members! Three budget briefings wit[ be held across the state - on Jury 14 in Morganton, July 19 in Greenvi[te and 

Jury 26 ~n Ra[eNh. Be on the tookout soon for an ema~t w~th more deta~ts. 

~ember D~cou~t 

Does your car need an oi1 change or tire rotation? Save 15 percent on se~ces (excluding state inspections) at more than 48 Jiffy Lube [ocations across the state. More 

deta~ts and tocat~ons are avaitabte on the ~,~4C wobs~ Le. 

The SEANC Central Office wN be dosed on Monday, July 4, ~n obse~ance of Independence Day. We hope eye,one has a safe and wonderfu[ hot,day weekend. 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orcl> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, July 4, 2011 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Cam~aJaers a~d White House ttaggling Over Mileage Rules 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/O4/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

VVerld I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-~ ] On lh~s r.?~v 

~O~ornize~dav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 04, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Carmakers and \¢~hlte Hoiise 

Hagg~h~g Oa~er M~Jeage Rules 

The administration wants new 
American ears and trucks to average 
as much as 56.~ miles per gallon by 
2o25, roughly double the current 
level. 

Thals Back Ousted Prime 

Mililster’s Party in Landslide 

~Ilxe overwhehning victory for the 
Pheu Thai party was a vindication 
for Thaksin Shinawatra, a populist 
champion of Thailand’s rural poor 
who was ousted in a 2006 coup. 

Congress’s Man of the Vines~ 

Including Ills Own 

Representative Nike Thompson is not only the wine industry’s foremost champion in Washington. 
He is also a vineyard owner. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

police work i~ is @e~ ~ot a pretty pieb~re." 
EU(;EN E J. O’I)ONNELL~ a professor of poliee studies at Jotm J ay College of (;Nmh~al Jus[iee, on 
[he hm~dling of the 5tvauss-Kahn ease. 

WORLD 

~ PI{OTOGRAPIIN: : 

S~da~ese Seek 

Refi~ge from 

Bombings 
As the Jnly 9 division of Sndan 
nears, the government of Khavtoum 
has been relentlessly pounding the 
Nuba Mmmtains from bombers for 
weeks, demanding that rebel fighters 
disarm. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

~arrlage: ’the 
Nexlt Chapter 
With marriage 
expanding in once 
unimaginable ways, 
what might the next stage in this evolution be? 

WORLD 

French See Case Against Strauss-Kahn as American Folly 



A dormant anti-Americanism has been reawakened, fneled by a sense that the media-driven 

cultnre of the United States has nndermined justice and fair play in the case of Dominique Strauss- 

Kahn. 

~How N~,,¢-Shak~ Cas~ Against Strau~s-Kahn Once Seemed So So~d 

~W~th Each "twist ip 8trauss-Kahn Case, City Sees Further Reflections of ~tse~f 

Paldstan~ Military Still Cultivates Militant Gro~ps, a Former Fighter Says 

Officials in Pakistan back militant groups as tools in the dispute with India over Kashmir and in 
Afghanistan to drive out fm’eign forces, a former militant leader says. 

Cah’o Vendors and Protesters Set Off Clash i~ Tahrir Square 

A dispute between protesters and tea vendors set off clashes among groups of young men armed 
with rocks, clubs and knives, and a tent city occupied by protesters was burned to the ground. 

More World News 

THIS LAND 

In dopli~ Mo,, a Declaration of 

Monday’s celebration in the partially destroyed city of Joplin will be better than ever, and will end 

with a display of starbursts designed to b~ighten the faces of all looking skyward. 

I~ Los A~geles, C~ts W’il~ Make Long Bus Commute Longer 

A city known for its crowded freeways also has an almost invisible commuter elass of those who rely 
on a sprawling bus system. 

V~qth the Shuttle Program E~di~g~ Fears of Decline at NASA 
::,.:vii.:.;!.’:) 

NASA is facing a brain drain that threatens to undermine safety as well as the agency’s future 
plans. 

BUSINESS 

Tools of Entry, No Need for a Key Chain 

Technology that allows doors to be unlocked remotely is moving to the smartphone, cansing some 
analysts to say the key will soon become obsolete. 

Hedge Funds Seeld~g Gains h~ Greek Crisis 

The twists aml tm’ns of the Greek crisis and the whipsaw market activity have made it difficult for 
some hedge funds to maneuver. 

~ Europeaps Postpope Crucial Decisions op New Greek Bailout 

To Keep Parki~g I,ots Full Retai~ers Offer Gas Deals 

Gas priees are having a direct effect on shoppers’ behavior, so some stores are offering gas discounts. 

SPORTS 

Josh Holden, a West Point graduate, played in the Cincinnati system for four years before returning 
to honor his military commitment. 

METS 3, YANKEES 2 (10 INNINGS) 

~,a, rhe~ All Seems Lost~ Mets Rally to ~,a,q n 

Mariano Rivera allowed a run in the ninth, then 3ason Bay singled with two outs and the bases 
loaded in the ~oth to win it. 



~l%;~s S~ppoir~g Ro~e h~ Dodgers’ Drama 

The Dodgers’ financial problems highlights the expanding importanee of television rights in spm’ts. 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEVV 
An Alchemist Reaches ()t~t Across Centtirles 

"Dr Dee," an opera set in Elizabethan times, by Damon Albarn (of Blur and Gofillaz) and Ruflis 

Norris, opened at the Manchester International Festiwd in England. 

In the days before 0nly Fourth, "Transformers: Dark of the Moon" benefited from a-D abroad; "Larry 
Crmvne" bombed at home. 

THEATER REVIEW I THREE HOTELS’ 

Marital Ba~fla°uptcy Filed h~ 1,’araway Places 

A revival of aon Robin Baitz’s "Three Hotels" at the Wilfiamstown Theater Festival provides evidence 
of his gift for translating complicated feelings into a theatrical language that both sings and stings. 

o More A~s News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Net~-ork~ VVa ~xt S ll ces of a New Pie 

~II~e fees that cable and satellite operators pay local stations have produced big revenues, and some 
disputes. Now, networks want a share of these fees. 

AARP Begins an Internet Radio Serx{ce, Mixing FamiHar Hits V~’ith New AFtlsts 

Last month AARP introduced a free Internet radio service, with ~8 channels programmed by the 
Concord Music Group, which releases music by baby boomer stars. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Readers Rally Arom~d ~Vashh~gto~ CI~" Paper 

While donations to a legal defense fund have slowed, the fund matters more for what it has come to 
represent: tangible evidence of reader loyalty to a newspaper. 

More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

It (-Jets Eve~ }Vorse 

New anti-immigration laws in Georgia, Alabama and South Carolina are cruel, l’aeist and 

eounterpl’odm:tive. 

EDITORIAL 

The Power of a Sh~lple Majority 
Filibusters routinely bypass democracy and surrender control to a small group of lawmakers, 

EDITORIAL 

Free Speech and t]he Internet 
Access to the Internet is a human right, but it is being threatened by governments around the 
world, democracies inelmted. 

EDITORIAL 

Fonrth of dtdy~ High N oo*~ of the Year 
The real point of those fireworks overhead tonight is to let us hear again that a fresh and unheard-of 
beginning is at the heart of our very nature. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Corporate Cash Con 

of tax cuts, tax holidays and trickle-down. 

~ Cokamnist Page [ BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

More Pe;~’ect Unions 

How gay marriages will start to redefine the institution, for everyone. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Family eonrt judges need a fornlnla, not jnst their own discretion, to avoid unfair settlements. 

(:P-ART 
Like It or Unfrle~tcl It 

The United States of America has reqnested yo nr friendship on Faeebook. 

o MereOp!nion >7 

ON THIS DAY 

On ,lnly 4, 1976, the United States celebrated its Bicentennial. In 1776, the Continental Congress 
adopted the Declaration of Independence. 

¯ See ~[l:is Fro~tt Page 
¯ Buy This Frtmt Page 

received this message because you signed up for NYFimes corn’s loday’s Headlines newsle~er As a member of 
the YRUSFe privacy program, we are committed te protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail ~ Pdwcy Po~icy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 3:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: PakistmYs Spies Tied to Slaying of a Journalist 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/O5/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

VVerld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op4f~ I On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 05, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Paldstan’s Spies Tied to 

Sla.Vi~g of a Jour~alist 

Intdligenee showed that senior 
officials of the spy agency directed 
the attack on a journalist in an effort 
to silence criticism, two senior 
administration officials said. 

Pay Frozen, More New York 

Judges Leave Be~cl~ 

~Ilxe state’s judges, who have not had 
a raise in m years, are resigning in 

relatively large numbers, not to 
retire but to return to practicing 

A City’s VVrenchlng Budget 

Choices 
B:< :.:2~2 ’..’i i, 
Officials in Wilmington, N.C., tried to create a budget that addressed the city’s needs while being 
sensitive to sentiment against raising taxes. 

~ I~lterac[ive Feature: Balancing Vvilming[on’s Budget 

~ Slide Show: A Southern F’o~t Blty Tigh[e~s Its Belt 

, NYrimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 ~}ever expected to g~!t r~ch ~s o j~dge, b~t I *~ew~r expec~!d to gel poor either." 

ROBERT A. 8~ O~INO~ wh( resigned ~wo years ago as aE: appellate judge in New Yot’k. where 

judges tt;~ve not had a pay increase for ~2 years. 

Puzzle: BMancing 

The city manager of Wilmington, 
N.C., proposed a 2012 budget that 
leR a gap of about 87 million 

between anticipated revenue and 
spending. To balance the budget, the 
city must make some difficult 
choices. Today, you’re in charge. 
Review the options below and dose 
the gap, keeping in mind that 
spending less now might mean 
spending more later, and that your 
decisions will affect your political popularity. 

OPiNiON 



ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Are Republlea~s Ready Now fop a Mormon Presk[eut? 

In 2008, Mitt Romney’s religion was a problem. Will the party’s voters get over that 
in 20127 

WORLD 

Depa~tlng UoS, Envoy Sees Progress ~n Afghanls{a~ and P[~’~Ils Ahead 

The departures of Ambassador Karl W. Eikenberry, Gem David H. Petraeus and Lt. Gem David M. 
Rodriguez end an era in Afghanistan, and have added to the eountw’s fears. 

Be~teath a Telnple in Southern lndla~ a Treasure Trove of StaKger~ng R~ehes 

A search of vaults at the Sri Padmanabhaswamy temple found a vast collection of gold coins, jewels 
and precious stones worth an estimated $22 billion. 

Fears Rise ~,V~th Arrests ~n Restive S~’~an C~- 

Syrian secm’ity forces made their largest incursion in Hama since withdrawing in earl), dune. 

o More World News 

The once-simple concept of a family tree has grown complicated in the wake of sperm donations, 
surrogate mothers, adoptions and relationships outside wedlock. 

Comp|alnts Lead to Ba~ o~ Pop-Up Car Markets 

Residents and business owners complain that unlieensed, nnregulated eat’ dealers clog traffic and 
hog parking. 

A new study of twins released online on Monday marked an important shift in thinking about the 
causes of autism. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Opposition to naming Elizabeth Warren as chief of the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
has been blunted by concerns that President 0bama has yet to name anyone for the post. 

Hackers Select a New Target," Other Hackers 

In a fractious fi’ee-for-all, rival hackers engage in tit-for4at attacks on each other, often for no 
better reason than to outwit the other guy. 

~ Hackers Commandeer a Fox News Twitter Account 

Hackers Commandeer a Fox News Twitter Account 

Marming messages concerning President 0bama remained online for lO hours, prompting Secret 
Service concern. 

~ Hac~em Select ~ New Target: Other Hackers 

S P O RTS 

INDIANS 6, YANKEES 3 

Bm-~ett Cools Just as ~ks Warm Up 

~II~e Yankees broke through with their first hits of the game in the seventh, taking a twowun lead 
that A. 0. Burnett quickly turned into a 4-~ defter in the bottom of the inning. 

~Box 
8core I inl~iRq by ~nning 

~B~ue Jays’ Lead Too Big for Red 8ox 

METS 5, DODGERS 2 

Mets Tm-*~ Bad Memories Arom~d 

In recent years at Dodger Stadium, the Mets have encountered more than their share of injuries. 
But they rallied to win Monday night. 

~Box 
Scor~ I ~;ming b~ ~r:ning 



Jimmy Takter fell in love with America when he first came from Sweden as a teenager and has 
been training winning trotters nearly ever since. 

o Yore Spor~s News 7> 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The ~i{i~g’ is a Nupreme Test for Opera l)irectors 

Two takes on Wagner’s "Ring," one by Francesca Zambello in San Francisco and another by Robert 
Lepage at the Met, show the opportm~ities and pitfalls of operatic interpretation. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

O~e Classi~ Ballet; L~,la~y I~[erpre[a[io~s 

"Swan Lake" is more popular than ever. Still, the versions by New York City Ballet and American 
Ballet Theater leave room for improvement. 

For F~lm Graduates, at~ Altered Job Pleture 

The changing landscape of movie and television production means graduates aren’t finding 
traditional jobs, but opportunities may be available in fields like digital media. 

Yore Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

;{ le~s~ocene Treasures.~ at a Breakneck I ace 

Scientists had only 7o days to search an old lake bed in Snowmass, Colo., for remnants of ancient 
animals, like mammoths, mastodons, supersize bison, camels and horses. 

~Fq Slide Show: ice Age Fossils 

ESSAY 

As SIn~t~le Era E~ds, Dreams of Space Linger 

After 3o years, the last shuttle flight is scheduled for Friday, ending a program that was to have 
made spaceflight cheap and almost as routine as air travel. 

T|~irst for Falr~ess M[ay Have Helped Us Survk’e 

Darwinian-minded analysts argue that Homo sapiens have an innate distaste for hierarchical 
extremes, the legacy of our long nomadic prehistory as tightly knit bands. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

In addition to demanding spending cuts in exchange for raising the debt ceiling, Republicans now 

say they want a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. 

EDITORIAL 

Power-Hm~gry IL’~e~4ces 
Television set-top boxes are not really off when you think they are off. 

EDITORIAL 

The Web search company is too important to most people’s Internet experience for regulators not to 
examine its behavior. 

EDITORIAL 

New York’s Especially IJ~democra~ic Ele~l[~o~s 
Now that the governor has ordered special elections, party leaders, not the people, will get to choose 
the candidates to run for a House seat and six State Assembly seats. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"F|~k InMde tl~e Box 

We list vital facts on food packages. Why not do the same for drugs? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"Fl’~e i%,lotl-~er of All No-BrMners 

Is the Republican Party so blinded by its tax-rate fixation that it misses the chance to exchange a 



few revenue increases for huge spending cuts? 

Columnist 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The DoAo Did the Right "I’hhag 

In l’affaire D.S.K., Cyrus Vance, the Manhattan district attorney, upheld the rules of justice. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

B~az’~’s d~,ddy Conve~-gen ee 

To an’ive in Brazil from the United States or Europe is to feel the world tm~ed upside down. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

We’ve achieved our objectives, so our tt’oops can come home sooner. 

ON THIS DAY 

On ,hfly 5, 1975, Arthur’ Ashe became the first black man to win a Wimbledon singles title as he 

defeated Jimmy Connors. 

See This Front Page 
Buy Tihis FFont Page 

Yoti received this message becatise yo~ signed tip for NYrimes corn’s ]oday’s Headliqes ~ewsle~er As 8 member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program: we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe ~ Change Your E-Mail I Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:09 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Afri    outline 

Attach: term paper outline.doc 

Dr. Sable, 
The outline I wrote is actually an abstract I’m still trying to organize 
my sources and figure out which ones would be best to use; ho~vever, i do 
know what the overall structure of my paper will be and I felt that the 
abstract more clearly expresses nay thoughts I hope that this is okay 
Regards, 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:11 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Essay Outline 

Attach: Afri    Tem~ Essay Outline.docx 

UN¢ School of Education 

@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: AFRI Paper and TODAY 

Dr. Sahle, 

I apologize for my mis~pe when I sent the email and ~Vl-ote Tuesday. I 
really meant Thursday, but I woke up not feeling well this morning and will 
miss class I apologize for an?’ inconvenience I may have caused you. 

I have been a bit ahead of myself lately. I will see you in class tomorrow 
and ~vill ask a classmate for notes. 

Sincerely-, 

On Mon, 20:06:33 ~ 0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> ]-)ear 
> 

> Please note that I will at Bulls Head Cafe at about 9 05am See you 
there 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> Fr;mi i@emaii~un~du] 
> Sent: Mnnday, 9:36 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: Ab~{I Paper 
> 

> Hello Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> Thanks for getting back to me. I understand that you are unable to meet 
> with me in the afternoon. I will take advantage of your morning time this 
> Tuesday and see you for sure again on Friday during your office hours. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Sat, 11:26:36 +0000, "Sahle, Eur~ice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> Thap2~zs for your emaih Unfortunately, I have commitments in Durham 
> everyday 
>> after our class, thus it is difficult to mect at 2.45pm. Nonetheless, I 
> am 
>> usually on campus by 8.45am thus we can meet before our class. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sable 
>> 

>> 

>> From: @emaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 2:04 PM 
>> To: Sahle, E~mice N 
>> Subject: AFRI Paper 
>> 

>> Dr. Sable, 
>> 

>> It was my intent to come to your office today-, but I had a computer 
>> application e~or while working on Stats homework. I would like to make 
> an 
>> appointment with you to discuss the paper. I am taking 3 classes this 
>> session, so I can meet after 2:45 p.m any day. 
>> 

>> Do you have any time one day next ~veek? 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Outline 

Essay Paper Outline.docx 

Dr. Sable, 
I’ve attached my outline for the research paper. 
Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel tliH, Class of 

@email.unc.edu 
@gmail.com 



FrOill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

At*ach: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,           9:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Outline 

Reasearch Paper Outline.docx 

Looking forward to some advice upon expansion and development of the paper 

Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Wednesday morning otfice hours (tomorrow aJ~d beyond): AFRI 2NDSS 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

was scheduled for 8am this morning. I’ll wait to hear from him 
about rescheduling. 

Sincerely-, 

On 9:14 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

>Dear 
> 

>I was away, thus just received your email. This is to confirm that I have 
>uploaded the exam 
> 

>Best ~vishes, 
>Dr. Sahle 

>From: @gmail.com] 
>Sent: Friday, 1:45 PM 
>To: SahIe, Eunice N 
>Cc: Bailey, Tiffany 
>Subject: Re: Wednesday morning office hours (tomorrow and beyond): 
>AFRI        NDS S 

>Professor Sahle, 
> Thank you so much for allowing me to take the exam on Tuesday morning 
>through the disability center. I have CC’ed Tilt~my Bailey on this email 
>I have also included the link for you to "drop" the exam off. There will 
>be a proctor for me to take the exam at 8:00 am Tuesday morning. Thank 
>you so much If you have any questions please email me, I will be a 
>computer all weekend long. 

>http://disabi [iWservices.unc edu/~2~r-faculwidropbox.htm[ 

> 

>Co-Fo~mder, CO0 

~ .com<mailto: corn> 
>~wzw. .com<http ://www cora> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Term paper outline 

Intmduction.docx 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

My name is               . I am a student in your Afri    class. Attached 
is my outline for my term paper. I look forward to and suggestions on 
improving my work that you may have 

Sincerely, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Outline 

A~ach: outline.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle! 

Here’s my outline f,ar our research paper on Notes from the Hyena’s Belly. 
See you in class tomorrow-’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,           3:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

@email .unc.edu~ 

Research Paper Outline 

PapelOutline.docx 

My research paper outline is attached 
Also, are you holding office hours in the bottom of the student store 
tomorrow before class? 

Thank you, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Missed class & & Outline 

Attach: outline AI:’ILI .doc 

ProfSahle, 

I talked to you in class last week about missing today and last Tuesday due to my eye surgery. While I roll not be missing any exam dates, I had to schedule l~vo 

consnlts during class time as a resnlt. 

Additionally this email contains my reszarch paper outline. 

Thank~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.coin> 

Tuesday, Jnly 5, 2011 6:27 PM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 6 July: CI 7, Susser seminar postponed, Manqele funeral, Vinesh Singh, Khadija articles, Nature Inc, radio 

Manqele children and grandchildren.jpg; Manqele funeral 2:ipg; Manqele funeral Orlean:ipg; Manqele funeral.jpg; Nature Inc Conference 

Programme.pdI~ Bond Mercury 5 July 2011 .doc; Bond Nature Inc paper.pdf; Bond Sunday Independent 3 July water warriors Asmal and 

Manqele.doc; C17 meeting.jpg; Ecuador coat’erence.doc; Manqele and Chatswolnth women.jpg 

Hi comyades, 

* The (217 civil society’ hosting committee met all day today (pic), and 
around 250 people came out, very enthusiastically, in spite of crappy 
weather To their credit, the organisers worked really hard to get lots 
done. Funding support came from Oxfam, Solidago and Heinrich Boefl 
Foundation We may see a more comprehensive and balanced report-back, 
but I’ll be frank, it leR me slightly :flat. On the one hand there was a 
really terrific, spirited start ("Phansi Conference of Procrastinors, 
phansi!" from Earthlife Africa) but we bogged down fifirly quickly in an 
apolitical exercise of messaging (without any preliminary political 
analysis or debate or even update from the recent Bonn negotiations) 
that culminated in a tyranny of pure consensus. So of 25 sentence-long 
positions the organisers had suggested for discussion, 21 were vetoed 
even if just one person decided to give it a ’red star’ - and somehow 
there were enough red stars that the four final positions chosen were 
j ust milquetoast, so-what kinds of statements I can’t imagine a more 
conservatising way of getting to a ’lowest common denominator’ politics 
And if that was not debilitating enough, it was foflowed by a banal 
Oxfam suxvey of climate sentiments (including doubts about supplying 
poor people electricityt) and the goverrm~ent rep’s presentation was a 
very pessimistic, acronym-riddled reality check for anyone who had hoped 
that the Kyoto Protocol might be saved (much less getting a real 
climate-stabilising deal). It seems Pretoria merely seeks from Durban 
COP a ’balanced outcome’ between two prior COPs (Bali and Cancun), 
between Kyoto and Copee2aagen, and ’within the Convention’. I didn’t 
fi~llow all the details but the Dept of Enviro Affairs is obviously 
lowering our expectations to sub-basement level, terming the D~ban COP 
merely- ’a step towards a coraprehensive agreement’. Even in the face of 
this predictable state mediocrity, the C17 meeting failed to generate 
discussion and consensus on climate justice (no s~trprise given the 
diversity in the room). Although an ecofeminist name for the C17 
alternative space at the D~trban Univ of Technology was chosen (Amandla 
Uraama - power to the Earth mother in the spirit of the April 2010 
Cochabamba meeting, as originally suggested by MamaDudu Khun~alo), it is 
fairly obvious that the C17 will be mainly a logistics team xvithout a 
self-mandate to provide any content either in terms of analysis or 
action. Klimaforun~ in Copenhagen had a bit more self-cotffidence, as I 
recall, but this lowest-conwnon-denominator approach probably reflects 
the balance of forces, notxvithstanding the urgency of the situation and 
need to project a clear alternative to the bogged-doxvn L2x/FCCC process. I 
had a long talk xvith a Oreenpeace staffer who acknowledged that in this 
context, there’s a real need for a ’bad cop’ to do much more. I didn’t 
corae into the C17 meeting expecting such a cul-de-sac, and the day 
before had filed an upbeat article about unity for The Mercury Eye on 
Civil Society column (see attached). I gather many others felt the same 
way at the end, sigh. Other contradictions included the possibility that 
’security’ ;vill prevent a direct line of access for ordinary 
working-class people from Warwick Junction transport hub into the C17 
grounds at DUT (instead a convoluted entry rotate via the Botanical 
Gardens appears likely), and that if it survives the red-dot chopping 
tactic, one of the C17’s original messages ("no to false solutions") may 
be advanced by a C17 member-organisation in charge of the media desk 
that warmly endorses Genetically Modified agriculture arid carbon trading 
(WV~’F). Yikes, pschizopl~renia here ;ve come., but there are still hopes 
that the many excellent people who populate C17 leadership can pull it 
back into tdae more flexible, effective, politically-strategic and 
militant network we’d expected. Otherwise maybe some outside force will 
be required to get momentum going for tougher political messaging, 
organising satyagraha-type activities (civil disobedience), and genuine 
movement building. As I said, it was made chillingly clear that these 
kinds of necessary tasks will not be considered within the C17 self-mandate. 

* Oh dear, Ida Susser has just fallen ill and WON’T be able to present 
the fascinating case of AIDS activism, belo;v. Get better soon, Ida! But 
Philip Rizk amved in towri yesterday so we’re looking forward to 
Thursday-Friday. I also had a wonderti~l first class of my Poll Ecun 
course with guest Dalmy Schechter on Monday, and he’ll be in next week, 
as will our visiting scholar Chene Redwood and also Sarah [ves from 
Stanford. Then comes Franco Barchiesi, potentially on the 20th, but more 
details soon 

* Well, as John Devenish shows in his protest newsletter, below, the 
cowanunlties and labour across SA are as militant as ever. ! had that 
feeling at the funeral of Christina Manqele in Chatsworth’s Lotus 
Primary school on Saturday (pics attached) especially hearing Orlean’s 
testimonial. [ wrote an obit for Christina comparing her legacy to Kader 



Asmal’s (attached), a version of which appeared in the Sunday 
Independent on 3 July Critical comments by Asmal’s director general, 
Mike Muller (and my rebuttal) are below Another activist death last 
Thursday deserves more than a mention, and Roy Cherty has a fitting 
tribute to the late Vinesh Singh, a leader of the Early Mi~rning Market 
defense. 

* Lots of other news over the last ~veek (e.g the bizarre turn in the 
DSK rape case and the corffim~ation of a new LMF head, predictably from 
Europe as international financial apartheid continues), but most 
impressively, Khadija has done an update on microtinance as well as a 
two-part critical analysis of pharraaceutical profiteering, below-. 

* I’m doing the After-8 Debate on nationalisation on Wednesday if anyone 
listens to SAtin that early. Last Thursday I had the chance to skypetalk 
in on a panel at the inspiring Nature, lnc cotfference in The Hague 
(attached). And you can hear ray appeal for a tough localist and national 
(not global) approach to climate solutions on a US radio network: 
http://~vw~v.radioproiect.orgi2011/06/climate-chan~e-~ridlock-where-d o-we-g o-from-here-part- 1 / 
(below) 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

POSTPONED DUE TO ILLNESS! 

CCS Seminar: Organic intellectuals and AIDS social movements: jumping scales 

Presenter: Ida Susser 

Date: Wednesday 6 July 2011 

Time 12:30-14:00 

Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 

Speaker: 
Ida Susser is Professor of Anthropology at the CUNY Graduate Center and 
adjunct professor of Socio-Medical Sciences at the HIV Center, Columbia 
University. She studied at Barnard College and the University’ of 
Chicago, and is a founding member of Athena: Advancing Gender Equity and 
Human Rights in the Global Response to HIViAIDS Her most recent books 
are Norman Street Revisited: Claiming a Right to Ne~v York City’, New 
York: Oxfbrd Univers~ Press, 2011 ; and AIDS, Sex and Culture: Global 
Politics and Sua-,~ival in a Southern Africa, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell 
Publications, 2009. 

CCS Seminar: IVfulti-media presentation: "The hard hit is still to come"- 
An Intifada ImaginalSz 

Presenter: Philip Rizk 

Date: Thursday 7 July 2011 

Time 12:30-14:00 

Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, Mgf~[~ Tower, ttoward College 

Topic: 

On 11 February 2011, Egyptian protestors across the country ti)rced ttosni 
Mubarak, their long-time president, out of power. There are several 
misconceptinns surrounding recent events in Egypt. For the concerns of 
this presentation I would like to challenge first the notinn of a 
finite, completed "revolution," and second the popular notion of 
spontaneous rew)lutionary combustion--revolution does not happen in a 
vacuum 

Speaker: 

Philip Rizk is an independent writer and :[Jim-maker currently based in 
Cairo, figypt. I;rom 2005- 2007 he lived in the Gaza Strip where he worked 
with a development agency and then wrote tier independent news outlets 
and worked as a producer for Swiss TV and German Radio ARD. In the 
sttrrm~er of 2008 Rizk directed his first docun~enta~ entitled "This 
Palestinian Life" which premiered at the London International 
Docttmentary Festival (wv~v.thispalestinianlife.org). In June 2009 Rizk 
released the short docurnentary "Rami: A Sto~ from Nile Delta" about the 
victim of torture at the hands of the Egyptian security apparatus. The 
upcoming Cairo International Docunmntar~" Festival will feature two short 
works of Rizk’s in a series entitled "Sturm" about water shortages and a 
labour protest movement in Cairo, Egypt. Later this month Rizk’s 
documentary "Pity the Nation," produced by Egypt’s leading independent 



daily newspaper AI-Masry A1-Youm ~vill be released "Pit?’ The Nation" 
addresses the ongoing Food Price Crisis in Egypt. Rizk is currently 
working on a book that critiques the idea of the nation-state lk~cusing 
on the Gaza Strip He is also carrying out an archiving project on 
Egypt’s growing labour movement 

CCS Seminar: Critiquing the Nation State: The Gaza Strip 

Presenter: Philip Rizk 

Date: Friday 8 July 2011 

Time: 12:30-14:00 

Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, M’TB Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 

Follo~ving the Zionist ethnic cleansing of hundreds of Palestinian 
villages in the sunm~er of 1948 the Oaza Strip became a geographical 
marking a colonial ruap. This moment of nakba (catastrophe) that razed 
the landscape and uprooted plant, animal and human continues today. In 
my research I use the Oaza Strip as a case study to assess and critique 
the idea of nation-state. This geographic marker- not ~mlike the 
categories of "Israel" or "Palestine"- is an invented category that 
serves a particular modern, colonial imaginary. In rely analysis the Oaza 
Strip acts as the sign of the nation-state- though it is not one, its 
coming about ;vould be just as constructed as any other such imagined 
enti~z in its vicinity. Hereby I attempt to question the processes of 
state-making. 

Speaker: 

Philip Rizk is an independent writer and film-maker currently based in 
Cairo, Egypt. From 2005- 2007 he lived in the Gaza Strip where he worked 
with a development agency and then wrote for independent news outlets 
and ;vorked as a producer for Swiss TV and Oelrnan Radio ARD. In the 
summer of 2008 Rizk directed his first documentary entitled "This 
Palestinian Life" which premiered at the London International 
Documentary Festival (;vww.thispalestinianlil? org) In June 2009 Rizk 
released the short documentary "Rami: A Story from Nile Delta" about the 
victim of tolture at the hands of the Egyptian security apparatus The 
upcoming Cairo International Documentary Festival will t?ature two short 
works of Rizk’s in a series entitled "Sturm" about water shortages and a 
labour protest movement in Cairo, Egypt. Later this month Rizk’s 
documentary "Pit?, the Nation," produced by Egypt’s leading independent 
daily newspaper A1-Masry A1-Youm will be released "Pi~ The Nation" 
addresses the ongoing Food Price Crisis in Egypt. Rizk is currently 
working on a book that critiques the idea of the nation-state focusing 
on the Gaza Strip He is also cari~’ing out an archiving project on 
Egypt’s growing labour movement 

CCS Seminar: Voices of the Subattern: Music within community struggles 
against environmental degradation in South Durban 

Presenter: Chene Redwood 

[)ate: Thursday 14 July 2011 

Time: 12:30-14:00 

Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 

South Durban is a major industrial center with a large residential 
population in close proximity to major petrochemical refineries, several 
hazardous waste dumps and other polluting industries. ’]?he communities 
within South Durban have fiercely contested environmental impacts that 
threaten their health, habitat and livelihood. The extent and :Forms of 
resident enviromnental activism have intensified over the years from 
confrontational marches and boycotts to the formation of community and 
non-govermnental organizations such as the South Durban Environmental 
Alliance. One of the mediums heavily utilized in the straggle by the 
masses has been rausic. The employment of music, as a medimn of protest, 
by the raasses is not a novel practice in the South African context. 
Indeed, this was the case during the independent struggle against 
apartheid ~vhere Amilcar Cabral’s concept of ’culture as resistance’ 
played a role in rebuffing the physical and psychological oppression and 
exploitation of the masses. The presentation operates from the preraise 



that music forms part of the continuing effort of the masses to create 
community in the face of exploitive hegemonic structures that deny their 
humanity The presentation seeks to locate the role of music within 
community activism against environmental degradation 

Speaker: 

Chene Redwood is a Pan African Studies graduate student within the 
Departlnent of African American Studies at Syracuse University. He is the 
Graduate Assistant for the Africa Initiative of Syracuse University, a 
campus-wide project geared towards revitalizing interest in Africa as a 
site of knowledge. Chene is also a researcher and activist for the 
Syracuse Peace Cotmcil, a long-standing grassroots peace and social 
justice organization. His research interests include civil society, Pan- 
Africanism, social movements in the Global South, African musicology, 
and development in central and southern Africa. He is currently a 
Visiting Scholar at the Centre for Civil Society, I~W2ZN. 

CCS Seminar: Citizen Media Advocacy 

Presenter: Danny Schechter 

Date: Friday- 15 July 2011 

Time 13:30-15:00 (NOTE NEW TIME) 

Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 
How have progressive social change advocates used the media over the 
past fifty years? The seminal- will include personal reflections by one 
of the masters of the craft, Danny Schechter 

Speaker: 

Darmy Schechter graduated from Cornel1 University in 1964, ~vhere he 
wrote for the Comell Daily Sun and was a member of the Quill and Dagger 
society. He later received his Master’s degree from the London School of 
Economics and an honoracz doctorate from Fitchburg State University He 
was a Neiman Fellow in Journalism at Harvard University, where he also 
taught in 1969. He was an adjunct professor at the Graduate School of 
Journalism at Columbia University, and recipient of the Society of 

Professional Journalists’ 2001 Award ibr Excellence in Documenta~ 
Journalism. During the 1960s, in addition to briefly coming to Durban on 
an underground ANC mission, Schechter worked as a civil rights ~vorker 
and communications director of the Northern Student Movement, and worked 
as a commumty organizer in a War on Poverty program. Schechter also 
served as an assistant to the Mayor of Detroit in 1966. Schechter’s 
career began as the "News Dissector" at Boston radio station WBCN 
Later, Schechter was a producer for the ABC newsmagazine 20/20 where he 
produced 50 segments for ABC and won two national Ermny A~vards and was 
nominated J2~r two others Schechter joined the start-up staff at CNN as 
a producer based in Atlanta. Schechter helped found, and serve as the 
executive producer of, Globalvision, a New York-based television and 
film production company. He lk~unded and executive-produced the 156-part 

series South Africa Now, directed six films about Nelson Mandela, and 
c o-produced Rights & Wrongs: Human Rights Television His work 
specializes in investigauve journalism and producing prograwaning about 
the interface between human rights, journalism, popular music and society’. 

CCS Seminar: "Rooibos land is high sentiment, low potential ": 
Preliminary Reflections on a Year in Rooibos Country 

Presenter: Sarah Ives 

Date: Monday 18 July 2011 

Time: 12:30-14:00 

Venue: CCS Seminar R~om, 602, 6th Floor, 2¢~II~ Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 
The goal of my dissertation research was to examine the considerable 
social and semiotic work that goes into conferring value upon niche 
coramodities in a global capitalist system. I explored how the stories, 
meanings, and rmnors surro~mding rooibos tea are entangled with the 
political and economic struggles over land, labor, production, and 
social belonging. Ttnough a preliminary discussion of a selection of 
these rumors, I will consider how farm owners, workers, and coramunity 
members negotiate, make sense of, and attempt to control a shiRing 
agrarian landscape. 



Sarah Ives is a fourth-year PhD candidate in Anthropology at Stanford 
Universi~, USA. Sarah received her Masters degree in Geography froru the 
University- of Washington and her BA in Geography with Environmental 
Studies front Dartmouth College. She has just conrpleted a year of 
dissertation research in Clanwilliam, Western Cape the "Heart of 
Rooibos Country." 

http://~vw~v.radioproject.orgi2011/06/cliruate-change-gridlock-where-d o-we-g o-from-here-part- 1/ 

National Radio Project Productions, Distribution, Training, Corcarlunity- 
Collaboration 

Climate Change Gridlock: Where Do We Go From Here? (Part 1) 
ShareI 
< Embed > 

Order CD [#26-11] 
Comments.. 
June 28, 2011 

Listen here: 

* Download mp3 ¯ 

* Download 1 minute Preview 

Bolivia’s UN- ambassador, Pablo Solon speaks to a cro;vd about the need 
for real climate change solutions Photo: Langelle/G.rEP-GFC. 

Global ;varming is no longer a fear for the future, it’s threatening 
human civilization now But a good portion of humani~z doesn’t seem that 
concerned. On this edition, part 1 of a special 2 part series, Brian 
Edwards-Tiekert takes us through the climate change that is happening, 
the political response that isn’t, and the people trying to break the 
gridlock 

Thi s series was made possible by a grant from The Lia Fund, with 
additional support from ’]?he Cultural Conservancy 
Featuring: 

Tim Flannery, author of"The Weathermakers"; Professor Joseph Alcamo, 
United Nations F, nvironment Program chi el" scientist; James lnhofe, US 
Senator from Oklahoma; Bernaditas Muller, South Centre climate change 
special advisor; Patrick Bond, Center for Civil Society director at the 
University’ of Kwa~lu-Natal in Durban, South Africa; Enele Soapala, 
Tuvalu minister for :Foreign aft’airs, environment, and labor; Barack 
Obama, President of the United States; Stanislaus Lumumba Di-Aping, 
South Sudanese diplomat; Kumi Naidoo, Greenpeace International executive 
director; Mohamed Nasheed, President of the Maldives; Terisa Turner, 
University of Guelph economist, Nnimo Bassey, Friends of the Earth 
International chair 
For more inl’onnation: 

Climate Signals An Inventory of Climate Change Impact Reports 
Skeptical Science 
Climate Progress 
Mobilization for Climate Justice 
(;enter ~r Civil Society, University of Kwazulu-Natal 
Indigenous Enviromnental Network 
Senator Jarues Inhofe 
The South Centre 
Tuvalu and Global Wam~ing 
Greenpeace International 
Friends of the Earth International 
COP 17 in Darban, South Africa 

Articles, Videos, etc 
Maldives Seeks to Buy a New Horueland 

Music: 

Ninna Nanna by- Volfoniq 
Do ~,~’rlat You Can by Lee Roscvere 
Wavy Glass by Podington Bear 
May-December by Mos Def 

Tags: activism, climate change, international, Latin ~erica, water, youth 

1N RESPONSE TO AS)~L4L/MANQELE STORY 

On 7/3/2011 10:20 PM, Mike Muller wrote: 
> 



> Oh dear Patrick, you continue to repeat stories that have been 
repeatedly challenged, 

True, I continue to disagree with pretty’ much everything you (and Kader) 
did in power on these matters, and yes, it’s an old, tired debate: 
http://lists fahamu.org/pipermail/debate-list/2009-June/O23098 html 

But the last time it unfolded in peer-reviewed journals, I recall we 
didn’t get your rebuttal?: 
yours: http:/ipdi.sagepub.cop:Vcontent/7/1/33.fulhpdf+html 
ours: 

http:i/xvwxv.ldd.org.zaiimages/stories/Ready for publication/bond-dugard.pdf 

> and in such inappropriate contexts. So amongst the inaccuracies of 
your current missive:- 
> 

> RDP did not propose free xvater or even "a m~iversal fiee "lifeline" 
water supply- of 50 litres per person per day". Rather, it proposed 
> 

> "a national water and sanitation prograrrm~e which aims to provide all 
households with a clean and safe xvater supply- of 20 30 litres per 
capita per day" 

Ah, but did you forget the beginning of the sentence and the next 
sentence? Here’s the full citation from the RDP: 

The RDP’s short-term aim is to provide every person with adequate 
facilities for health. The RDP will achieve this by establishing a 
national water and sanitation prograrcarle which aims to provide all 
households with a clean, safe water supply of 20 - 30 litres per capita 
per day- (lcd) within 200 rrletres, an adequate/safe sanitation facility 
per site, and a refuse removal system to all urban households. In the 
mediurrl terra, the RDP aims to provide an on-site supply- of 50 - 60 lcd of 
clean water, improved on-site sanitation, and an appropriate household 
refuse collection system. 

It’s a rather important omission, since after 17 years, do you thilzk 
this ~vork still qualifies as ’short term’? And even in 1994, yes the 
short-term aim ~vas just 20-30 (eg. emergency water-tank supplies to 
those without connections), but really-, shouldn’t the ne~v bulk water 
il~’rastmcture as well as community boreholes not have been designed for 
the medium-term? (How long should such infrastructure last?’. ) I remember 
pointing out this flaw in policy, programme and project design to Kader, 
and he had no rebuttal except fiscal constraint Which brings us to the 
need for a national cross-subsi@ by taxing excessive users (and 
ecological abusers) like Eskolrdminesiplantations, below. 

> 

> Similarly, you say that Kader Asmal "took a slippe~z leap of logic to 
redefine the ~vord "lifeline" to mean, not free, but instead the 
equivalent of paying the full operating and maintenance costs Indeed 
"100 per cent cost recovel)’" Perhaps the problem was that Kader could 
read and you couldn’t. The RDP was, again, explicit. It said: 
> 

> "the national tariff structure must include . . a lifeline turtft" ..... 
and in rural areas, a tariffthat covers operating and maintenance costs 
of services" 

Again, a selective quote. What did you leave out in those elipses? 
Here’s the ful[ RI)P statement: 

Tarifl~. To ensure that every person has an adequate water supply, the 
national tariff structure must include the following: 

2.6101 a lifeline tariff to ensure that all 
South Africans are able to afford water services sufficient for health 
and hygiene requirements; 

2.6.102 in urban areas, a progressive block 
tariff to ensure that the long-term costs of supplying large-volume 
users are met and that there is a cross-subsidy to promote affordability 
fi~r the poor, and 

2.6 10.3 m rural areas, a tariffthat covers 
operating and maintenance costs of services, and recovery of capital 
costs ftom users on the basis of a cross-subsidy from urban areas in 
cases of limited rural affi~rdabili~’. 

Strange, eh. Now since on the one hand the RDP says the urban tariff 
should have a cross-subsi@, and on the other hand says the rural 
operating tariff should be 100% cost-recovery, how do we explain this 
glaring contradiction? (We know why: the role of SAN(;() pushing a 
strongly redistributive line for its urban constituencies, and the role 
of the Development Bank of Southern Africa pushing a strongly neoliberal 
line for its rural constituencies, showing the relative power of urban 
populists and rural technocrats in the drafting conmaittees in December 
1993 and Janual5, 1994.) As the RDP’s main editor, I pointed this out to 
Jay Naidoo a short while before going to press in February" 1994, and he 
simply couldn’t resolve it. 

> You don’t talk about a "tarifP’ for something that you are going to 
provide free of charge. 

Most people do, actually, because a well-designed tariff ranges upward 



from a free purtion to a luxury-tax portion: 
Tariff- Definition and Mure from the Free Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
www.merriam-webs ter. cure/dictionary/tariff 
a : a schedule of duties imposed by a govermnent 
or from M[T: 
http://web.mit edu/urbanupgrading/waterandsanitatiun/resuurces/definiti on s.html 
Lifeline tarit?2 

Also called an ~increasing bluck tari:t?~ or ’social tarifli’ A 
pricing strategy designed to pruvide minimal amuunts of water at luw 
prices to households. Under a lifeline talifl; the first block of water 
used (usually 15-25 cubic meters) is provided for free or for a nominal 
price, with higher blocks carrying increasing per-volume prices. 

Semantics aside, if you’re on a yacht and fall ofl; as I asked Kader 
once, would you have a policy in which the people still on board await 
your payment of operating and maintenance costs befi~re throwing you the 
lifeline? No, a lifeline means your life is in danger if you don’t get 
it free and get it no~v. Kader didn’t have a response to that. Luckily 
part of his policy was overturned by Rormie Kasrils in February 2000 and 
became official ANC policy in August 2000 and then national policy in 
2001. But aside from the middle step in that process, an excellent ANC 
municipal election campaign platform, the early Kasrils statement on 
Free Basic Water (FBW) was highly flawed because it drew on the Durban 
case (I can elaborate if necessary). And the implementation of the ANC 
policy by DWAF in 2001, thanks to regulatory design by the Pahner 
Development Group, was bound to result in FBW’s sabotage. Again, details 
can be provided if desired. 

> 

> And "a national cross-subsidisation policy was required,"! But there 
is one. It was the introduction in 2000 of the equitable share of 
revenue for local government that enabled free basic water to be 
provided. The equitable share is calculated on the basis of the cost of 
providing water (and other basic services) so the system is in place. 

No, Treasury’s version of the central-to-local Equitable Share that 
prevailed for operating and maintenance costs before 2000 had been cut 
by 85% in real terms during the 1990s, according to the Financial and 
Fiscal Cormnission It was piddling by 2000 and still today, is still WAY 
too little to deal with the vast problems faced by municipalities. And 
as you say, it’s not ring-fenced to supply FBW. 

> The fact that funds are used for other purposes in many 
municipalities is another issue ;vhich should indeed be highlighted. 

Of course, that’s why Asmal’s failure to use the water emergencies 
clause in his National Water Act, as had been suggested to him by his 
own la;vyers, was so tragic, and why Kasrils’ subsequent turn to a ’name 
and shame’ threat in 2003 ~never carried out) was such a disappointment 
When people like Kader and Runnie have po;ver to make change, and don’t, 
you have to start applying structural analysis rather than blame 
individual lethargy, or simply say, ’sell-out’. That’s why national and 
indeed global contexts are so vital, and why I find it necessary to cite 
the World Bank’s ’instrumental’ influence in SA water pricing. 

> The problems around charging in Ngwelezane were not the result of a 
ne;v policy on payment for water but of a change in administration from 
traditional homeland authorities to a formal municipality, in many ways 
a progressive step 

No, i’,/l~ke Sutcliffe’s national Municipal Demarcation Buard redistricting 
only occurred the subsequent year. The ’new pulicy un payment ]k~r water’ 
that Asmal formally adopted at the behest uf his top advisurs in 1994, 
’full cost recuvery’, was hitting home all across SA by August 2000, 
with millions being disconnected. Here’s huw ’]?he Sunday Times repurted 
it twu months later: 

’]?his week, a startling picture emerged of the sequence uf events that 
led up to the outbreak around Ngwelezane. Authurities discovered that 
some areas were still receiving free water in terms of a 17 year 
initiative uf the ]k~rmer KwaZulu government to deal with the 1983/4 
drought. ’It was eventually noticed and it was decided to switch off 
the supply’, said the chief executive uf the Uthungulu Regiunal Cuuncil, 
BB Biyela "]?he people were given sufficient warning and the supply 
was cut uff at the beginning uf August’. 

hnagine if the natiunal pulicy had instead been devised su that the 
Bantustan subsidies could have continued But ifyuu mean ’change in 
administration’ of fiscal flows, currect, for in the 1997 internal DWAF 
budget deliberations, about which I have careful notes, the decision was 
made tu cut off the DWAF subsidies that kept alive little Bantustan 
dorpies Luts of Ngwelezane-type cases followed What an unnecessary 
tragedy. 

> You continue to quote the corcarlents from World Bank staffin a meeting 
on water resources (water in rivers) as opposed to water services (water 
in taps) as "evidence" of their impact on ho~v much people were charged 
fi~r their water ~vhen what was being discussed was policy on the big 
natural resource 

Are we talking about the same meeting? The one John Roome presented his 



slides, where he adw~cated disconnection of poor people, was October 2, 
1995. r,[lqis is the paper I quote l?om: Roome, J. (1995), ’Water Pricing 
and Management: World Bank Presentation to the SA Water Conservation 
Conference’, unpublished paper, South Africa, 2 October. The paper 
covers BOTH the bulk/intermediate and the retail levels. It is VERY 
explicit about the need to charge customers 100% of operating and 
maintenance costs (which was already Kader’s misguided policy in 
December 1994) and to disconnect those who cannot pay full cost recovelT 

> and, by the way, the big users like the raines and ESKOM do pay the 
full financial costs incurred for their supplies, which is what the 
meeting was about. 

Sure, but the fact that the mines and Eskom pay ’full financial costs’ 
means they" get water very inexpensively, thanks to the rapidly- declining 
marginal cost curve (economies of scale in water provision mean its 
cheaper per unit to supply- large consumers than small). The logical and 
hun~ane and ecologically-sound policy to have adopted would have been to 
price water at a MUCH higher araount for the big users than the meagre 
’full financial costs’. But DWAF was set on the neoliberal course, so 
ignoring the vast national cross-subsidisation potential was by then 
inevitable, I found when I advised Kader in 1997. This dynaraic was also 
true in electricity in so many other state services. No wonder we have 
set~zice delivery~ protests at amongst the highest rates in the world as a 
result. 

> And, if the technical challenges can be addressed, they will also pay 
environmental costs through a xvaste discharge charge. 

Addressing the ’technical challenge’ of a ’waste discharge’ tax isn’t 
required, what’s required is the national cross-subsidisation that would 
have Eskom and mines and other big abusers of water pay a luxury 
consun~ption tax. That approach would easily have ring-fenced water so as 
to prevent the xvidespread bulk and micro water crises now so cormnon. 
Unfortunately, due to bad advice, while Kasrils adopted the principle of 
cross-subsidisation at municipal scale, only a very~ fe~v municipalities 
had the capacity to implement it properly-, so we are left without a 
proper national cross-subsidisation system, even though it is 
technically and administratively simple, and we have a velT good 
institution (SARS) that could do implementation What we don’t have is 
the political balance of forces required to tackle the mines, Eskom, 
agribusiness, timber plantations, rich folk with swimming pools, etc 

> 

> Don’t you think that you should acknowledge that your histor,v is, at 
the ver,v least, challenged. But good to see that you take some 
responsibility for encouraging commumties to devote resources to the 
fruitless Constitutional Court challenge in Johannesburg 

Yes, much more on my mistake - believing in the bona fides of liberal 
calzdtalist democratic constitutionalism - is forthcoming in some much 
longer confessionals about water rights 

> Good strategy requires good judgment and honest analysis, even if it 
is in retrospect Let’s have more of it[ 

Anytune, con~ade[ 

Best 

MM 

And best to you, too. 

Patrick 
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The great billion dollar drug scare Part one of a two-part series 
examining methods used by multinational drug corporations to control 
markets - and lives. Khadija Sharife Last Modi:[ied: 29 Jun 2011 18:26 

Drug corporations such as Novartis and GlaxoSmithKline have stated that 
companies producing generic drugs - ofien Indian - are able to bypass 
costs, and sell their ’copied’ drugs for a fraction of the price of the 
patented product [EPA] 

Alongside pneumococcal diseases such as meningitis and pneumonia, 
rotavirus-related diarrhoea is a primary, childhood killer in developing 
countries, thought to snuff out the lives of 500,000 children each and 
every year. An overwhelraing 85 pcr cent of these children are African 
and Asian. The need for medical miracles is as great as cver, but 
corporate mispricing generates huge profits, while driving up the price 
of live saving medicines. 

British-based drug cotl~oration OlaxoSmithKline (GSK) recently offcred a 
five-year deal to supply poor nations with 125 million doses of the 
rotavirus vaccine - Rotarix - at $2.50 a dose, just five per cent of the 
current going price in Western raarkets. Through the GAVI group, the 



internatiunal vaccine agency financed by developed nations such as the 
UK, it is hoped that GSK and pharmaceutical multinational Merck - whu, 
between them, duminate the rotavirus vaccine market - will prnvide a 
secure line of luw-cost drugs :[’or as many as furry countries in the near 
future. 

But is it really a discount, and ifsu, whu is paying the cost? 

The financing mechanism subsidising the vaccine is named the Advance 
Market Comraitment (AMC), a pot created by the GS, as well as the World 
Batf~ and the Gates Foundation, as a "pull" incentive for dl~lg 
multinationals to consider developing co~tries’ long-term markets for 
pharmaceutical "public goods", such as vaccines. Rotarix has taken off 
well: Since 2007, some 50 million children - through 100 raillinn doses - 
have alrea@ benefited fiom Rotarix; by 2009, global Rotarix sales 
reached $440 million - increasing by 50 per cent from 2008, and Merck’s 
Rotateq reach $564 raillinn in sales. 

GSK Chief executive Andrew Wit~" described the pricing structure as, 
"neither a girrm~ick nor a one-off philanthropic gesture", but rather 
"part of a concerted strategy to change our business model" - designed 
to combine "cormnercial success with long-term sustainable contributions". 

Pricing structures and profits 

Drug companies such as GSK have often claimed that the high cost of 
"irmovation" ie: research and development (R&D) is between $1bn and 
$1.7bn to bring a new &ug to market. The AMC and GAVI - collecting some 
$4.3bn to finance purchase of vaccinations, were designed with the 
premise that the high cost of drug multinationals’ R&D must be met. 

During the past several decades, the pharmaceutical industly in the US - 
more than half of which comprises European-based companies - has largely 
been the most profitable industry in the nation’s economy, thanks to 
mechanisms such as the lack of a goverl~ment-imposed pricing structure. 
"Free pricing and fast approval secure rapid access to innovation 
without rationing," said Daniel Vasella, the former head of 
(Swiss-based) Novartis, of the advantages of doing business in the US. 

Drug multinationals claim that US consumers are fbrced to fund the 
necessaly’ research and development in order to keep global innovation 
going. In Australia, Europe, as ;vell as Canada - the source of much 
prescription drug "re-importing" by US citizens, ;vhere drugs sometimes 
sell for half the going US price - governments ensure pricing structures 
render patented drugs aft’ordable. 

While drug multinationals generate considerable profits from these 
countries, about 50 per cent of global drug indust~ profits are 
generated in the US. In 2006, f;ar instance, global prescription drag 
sales totalled more than $640bn - of which almost $300bn were 
US-generated sales 

But the real deception is less the Machiavellian tactics used by Big 
Pharma to Borax the bottom line than the terrible myth behind the "true" 
price of innovation: the $1bn pill. From 1996-2005, Big Phanna fimas 
spent $739bn on marketing and administration (M&A): "Administration" 
costs here include accounting, executive salaries (including bonuses, 
stuck uptiuns etc) - as well as human resources expenditure. 
"Marketing", meanwhile, consists uf direct-tu-cunsumer advertising, 
sales pitches and free samples tu ducturs, alongside advertising in 
medical journals. 

A cluser luok at drug cust 

During the same 1996-2005 periud, drug companies invested $288bn in R&D 
and $43bn in property and equipment, while generating $558bn in profit. 

From the outset, it is possible to see that R&D ranks secund tu last in 
terms uf expenses But the breakduwn of R&D itself is upaque: companies 
du nut list actual expenses :[‘or the develupment uf a particular drug, 
claiming that in~rmatiun comprises prupr~etary and/ur cunfidentia[ 
commercial secrets. 

Yet, according to the Harvard Business Review: "The cust per new 
approved drug has increased more than 800 per cent since 1987, or 11 per 
cent per year for almost twu decades." Drug corpuratiuns such as 
Novartis and GSK state that cumpames pruducing generic drugs - often 
Indian - are able tu bypass such custs, and sell their "copied" drugs 
for a fi-action of the price ufthe patented pruduct - uften undercutting 
the intercontinental firms by as much as 65-99 per cent. 

The "$1 bn cust" is derived li’um a 2003 stu@ [PDF] published in the 
Journal of Health Economics by Joe DiMasi ct al from the Tufts Center 
for the Study of Drag Development. The authors and their organisation 
claimed that the stu@ was unbiased, despite the fact that the Tufts 
Center is itself some 65 per cent financed by drug cormpanies. 

Though the findings have been normalised as factual by the media, the 
facts have long since been debunked by independent specialists. 

The authors surveyed ten large pharmaceutical corporations (between them 



responsible for 42 per cent of R&I) expenditure in the US, where the bulk 
of such wofl~ is carried out), examining the R&D costs of 68 randomly 
selected drugs, and determined the cost of the development of each at 
$802 million (elevated to $1bn when adjusted for inflation). 

As the data was submitted confidentially by the drug companies to the 
authors, there is no way to veri~ the quality of the information, nor 
was there any accounting for the potential volume of intra-company 
corporate mispricing. The names of the firms were not mentioned; nor 
were the names of the drugs, the type of drugs; or the status - xvhether 
a priority drag, comprising advanced treatmunt, or a "me too" drug - ie: 
a variation of products alrea@ on the market. 

’Demythologising’ the costs 

For starters, the $802 million figttre failed to take into account the 
opaque and strange maturer of accounting involved, beginning with 
"capitalised costs". According to the authors, R&D expenditures, "rrlust 
be capitalised at an appropriate discount rate - the expected returu 
that investors forego during development when they invest in 
pharmaceutical R&D instead of an equally risky- portfolio of financial 
securities". 

As Marcia Angell, US physician, former editor in chief of The Nexv 
England Jottrnal of Medicine and senior lecturer at Hal~zard Medical 
School, stated: "The Tufts consultants simply tacked it on to the 
industry’s out-of-pocket costs. That accounting manoeuvre nearly- doubled 
the $403 million to $802 million." 

So, when taking into account updated costs by PhPd’viA (2006), increasing 
overall R&D to $1.32bn, more than $650 million has just been included as 
"research and development" by drug companies claiming mythical profits 
that might have been generated, had they- invested in, say, Wall Street - 
and not the scientific "innovation" used to justiI},’ gross profits from 
exclusive patents 

The stud,v also neglected to include corporate tax breaks and subsidies - 
as well as deliberate and legal corporate tax avoidance (let alone any 
illegal tax evasion) 

In the journal BioSocieties, sociologist Donald Light and economist 
Rebecca Warburton "demythologise" the costs of R&D drug development by 
also analysing the tax breaks involved in R&D costs 

The US Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) revealed: "The net cost of 
ever?- dollar spent on research must be reduced by the amount of tax 
avoided by that expenditure." The authors used data from official 
sources such as the Tax Policy Center, to reveal additional tax savings 
of 39 per cent Culnulatively, taxpayer subsidies and credits reduced the 
overall costs iicom $403 million to $201 million. 

Tax secrecy 

Moreover, as this EiT*st & Young "Tax Planning" article explains, R&D 
costs are usually shifted to high tax jurisdictions to offset costs 
Meamvhile, profits generated by patents are often "re-located" to 
lo~v-tax jurisdictions. Pharmaceutical companies prefer to generate R&D 
"expenses" in high-tax jurisdictions such as the US in order to offset 
the costs against taxable income Yet the cost of R&D does not included 
"avoided" tax. Not surprisingly, most pharmacemical companies are also 
based in low-tax secrecy jurisdictions such as Delaware in the US, where 
profits can be shifted into passive profit and intellectual holding 
companies 

In an article [originally printed in the New Age newspaper, published 
online here] I wrote with John Christensen, the 12~under of the Tax 
Justice Network and a former economic advisor to Jersey, one of the l.IK’s 
top tax havens, we revealed how tax secrecy and intellectual property 
(IP) was being exploited to profit drug corporations, rather than 
serving the needs of x~utherable people. 

"Pfizer, Novartis, GlaxoSmithKline - as well as over 60 per cent of 
Fortune 500 multinationals, all maintain entities in Delaware, taking 
full advantage of legal and financial opacity tools. In addition to 
banking secrecy and zero disclosure of beneficial owners, I)elaware 
allows for parent companies to establish holding companies within two 
days, producing nothing, conducting no economic activity in the state, 
and generally hosting just one shareholder (the parent company) Such 
entities, allowing the parent company to pay the newly created entity a 
"fee" :[’or use of IP, ser~es as a passive conduit converting taxable 
income to passive non-taxable profit The entity’s sole purpose is to 
own and ’manage’ lanndered income generated from IP." 

The gigantic legal expenses incurred by specialists for developing 
patents, legal defence, sourcing the tax havens and other IP-related 
issues constitute more costs - included as R&D. This tax optimisation 
stlateg~" closely resunthles that of "high-tech" companies depending on 
intangible capital for the bulk of their wealtl-l. According to Forbes 
magazine, by 1999, ttnee of the four richest people in the world made 
their fort~xe frorrl intellectual property rights. They owed their 
fortune, said Michael Perelman, to "Microsoft, one of the major holders 



of intellectual property’ rights, befitting the so-called New Economy in 
which ’DOS Capital’ has supplanted Das Kapital". 

Profits from AIDS treatment 

Intellectual property rights management can be a lucrative business 
indeed. The first HIV/AIDS treatment, azidothymidine [~ZT], sold under 
the brand name Retrovir, was manufactured by the company Bun-oughs 
Wellcome, later incorporated into (ISK. In 1983, two years after AIDS was 
first reported, the US National Institutes of Health and the Pasteur 
Institute in Paris identified its cause - the HIV retrovirus. In that 
same year, Samuel Broder, head of the National Cancer Institute (an 
branch), established a global team to screen antiviral tools, including 
the AZT molecule discovered by the Michigan Cancer Foundation, 
subsequently acquired by Burroughs Wellcome. 

Broder’s NIH-NCI team, alongside scholars at Duke University, discovered 
the effectiveness of AZT against the AIDS virus and conducted early 
clinical trials in 1985. As Marcia Angell explained in her illustrative 
book, Tile Truth About Dl~lg Companies, B~trroughs Wellcome ircanediately 
patented the drug and "carried out the later trials that enabled it to 
receive FDA approval in 1987" after a review of only a few- months. The 
cotT~oration charged patients upwards of $10,000 per year for treatment 
and heavily congratulated theruselves on the achieveruent of life-saving 
medicine. 

After one such self-congratulatory letter by Burroughs Wellcome’s CEO to 
the New York Times, Broder and his colleagues from the NCI and Duke 
University responded angrily, stating: "The Corupany specifically did not 
develop or provide the first application of tile technology for 
determining whether a drug like AZT can suppress live AIDS virus in 
hmnan cells, nor did it develop the technology to determine at what 
concentration such an effect ruight be achieved in humans. Moreover, it 
was not first to administer AZT to a human being with AIDS, nor did it 
perform the first clinical pharmacology studies in patients It also did 
not perform the irmnu~ological and virological studies necessary to infer 
that the drug might work, and was therefore worth pursuing in I~-ther 
studies. All of these were accomplished by the staff of the NCI working 
with the staff of Duke University." 

Driving the point home, they added: "Indeed, one of the obstacles to the 
development of AZT was that Burroughs Wellcome did not work with live 
AIDS virus, nor wish to receive samples from AIDS patients." 

Killer tactics 

Paradoxically, the drug Retrovir was classified by the company as an 
"OlT)han drug" ie: a drug where there exists a market of fewer than 
200,000 people - and thereibre not likely to be commercially profitable. 
This was done to claim 50 per cent credit from the govermnent for the 
costs of clinical trials. In 2005, GSK was accused of altificially 
boosting their short-term profit by not increasing production to meet 
drastically increasing demand- thus creating "scarcity" for their 
patented product. This ~vas seen as a last bid attempt to milk the patent 
which was to expire in September 2005. Shortly thereafter, the US 
government approved generic versions of the drug 

In Africa, OSK is known t;or its - literally - killer tactics. 

When Ghanaian distributor Healthcare Ltd imported a generic version of 
the drug (a combinatinn of AZT and 3TC - known as Combivir) fi-om an 
Indian drug company named CIPLA, providing it at an affordable Indian 
price (90c per pill), rather than the patented US price ($10 per pill), 
(ISK threatened the distributor with court, prompting Healthcare Ltd to 
cease sales. Yet even as GSK accused CIPLA of vinlating patent rights, 
(ISK did not own the "rights" to Comblvir in the West Africa regional 
patent office. AZT and other AIDS treatment remained blockbuster drugs 
for OlaxoSmithKline, generating $24bn profits in the first six months 
of 1997, thanks in particular, to AZT and 3TC. By 1998, AIDS was being 
referred to as a "world-wide health crisis", considered by man?’ as, "an 
epidemic". 

GSK subsequently made billions of dollars from a patent, controlled a 
market, and determined the lives - and deaths - of billions of people 
worldwide, for something the?" did not invent. They did claim, however, 
that they conceived of it working. This notion was enough to exclude the 
NCI scientists, including Broder, from being listed as inventors. 

But is this a one-offexample? 

Part two of ’The great billion drug scam’ will be published later this 
week. 

Khadija Sharife is a journalist and visiting scholar at the Center for 
Civil Society (CCS) based in South Africa, and a contributor to the Tax 
Justice Network. She is the Southern Africa correspondent for The Africa 
Report magazine, assistant editor of the Harvard "World Poverty and 
Human Rights" jo~trnal and author of "Tax Us 1I" You Can Africa". 
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The great billion dollar drug scare: part two 

The pharmaceutical industry uses dirty tricks to maximise profits at any 
cost, hurting sick people and taxpayers 

Khad~ia Shar it’c 

Last Modified: 03 Jul 2011 09:43 

Vaccines are often priced 40 - 100 tinres more than the cost of 
production, and drag companies cite research expenses as the culprit [EPA] 

This is the second of a two-part series exanrining the methods by which 
multinational drug corporations inflate their expenses and justify their 
pricing strategies. The first part revealed how, far from costing the 
reported (and widely accepted) $1bn to bring a drug to market, actual 
costs may be less than a fifth of that, thanks to accounting tactics and 
cot?orate tax breaks. 

Of course, the US government is very conscious of nmves designed to 
"avoid" taxation. But little effective action has been taken to tighten 
the tax net. In 2005, Congress extended a"tax holiday" to pharmaceutical 
corporations, allowing companies to repatriate hidden profits at just 
5.2 pcr cunt of the corporate tax rate. At the time, Pfizer had ~taxed 
profits at $38bn; Merck $18bn; Johnson & Johnson $14.8bn - at least, 
those were the profits thcy xvere willing to declare. 

Generally, a considerable portion (upwards of 12 per cent) of big 
pharma’s research and development (R&D) costs is Phase IV or 
"post-marketing" trials of drugs alrea@ commercially sold to consumers, 
in an attempt to expand sales. The figure was estimated at 75 per cent 
of R&D costs by the Tufts Center, said Harvard Medical School’s Marcia 
Angell 

"Since the majority of Phase IV studies ~vill never be submitted to the 
FDA, the?- may be totally unregulated. Few of them are published. In 
fact, like all industry-sponsored trials, they are not likely to be 
published at all unless they show- something favourable to the sponsor’s 
drug. If they are published, it is often in marginal journals, because 
the quality of the research is so poor," she said 

Innovations and free-rides 

Ironically, the Tufts Center study by Joe DiMasi et al, which estimated 
the price of bringing a new drug to market to be more than $800m, 
drastically skewed R&D costs by basing analysis not on the general state 
of approved drugs but instead on "self-originating NCEs" or "New 
Molecular Entities (NMEs)" ~vhich comprise only a small portion of drugs 
approved annually by the FDA - estimated at 35 per cent (1990-2000) - a 
figure that has since decreased in the past decade. 

Phalanaceutical "innovation" is determined by t~vo crucial factors: a) the 
creation of a "new molecular entity" (NME) - which m itself may or may 
not be useful for treatment but which signifies the introduction of a 
new, distinct molecular form, and b) an Ni’,/II{ that constitutes a"prior~ty 
drug": ie: a drug that oflErs, in the words of the FDA,"a major advance 
~n treatment or which provides treatment where no adequate therapy 
exists" - in short, a therapeutic advance for serious illnesses 

Under the 1992 Prescription Drug User Act, the FDA operates via a 
two-tiered system of review: Standard Review (S) applied to drugs that 
offer only minor improvements over existing marketed drugs, and Priority 
Review (P), a fast-track - a six month process since 2003 - pretty 
speedy [’or any company who wants to drive through "innovation". 

Though the two comprise separate categories, by blurring the 
definitions, pharmaceutical companies are often able to misrepresent 
N~/r[gs, with"innovations" justifying the high costs of patents ie: 
exclusive government-approved marketing rights 

From 2006- 2009, just 48 drug irmovations (P + Ni’,/f£~;) were approved by the 
FDA, while an average of 84 per cent of research funding comes from US 
taxpayer sources, such as the National Institutes of ttealth (NItt). Light 
and Warburton conclude that "the net corporate investment in research to 
discover important new drugs is about 1.2 per cent of sales, not 17-19 
per cent". 

So, while drug companies claim that the EU has suffcred fionr a lack of 
innovation, trailing behind US R&D expenditure by 15 per cent in 2004, 
little of this figure corresponds to reality. 

Easy "free-riding" of the US public funds and R&D is the primary reason 
why drug companies have flocked to the US. Just a quarter of NMEs are 
estinrated by- specialists as being actually developed by drug corapanies, 
instead, most are licensed from governrrxent/public-financed labs such as 
the NIH and universities - as well as snraller companies. 



Acts and licensing 

In 2002, then-CEO of GSK Bob Ingram spoke to the Wall Street Jom~al on 
the subject of licensing: "We’re not going to put our money in-house if 
there’s a better investrrlent vehicle outside." Ingram pointed out that 
GSK was eager to reach the levels of other companies, such as Merck, 
which received 35 per cunt of its revenue ftom licensing. 

The cost diffe~ential between a licensed NME and one developed in-house 
is vast: a licensed NNfE costs just 10 per cent of actual R&D expenditure 
(2000) in contrast to an in-house developed NME at 74 per cent. In 2000, 
j ust 13 per cent of approved ~lEs were developed in-house - a figttre 
that has not drastically changed. 

The system of licensing came about via the Bayh-Dole Act - named after 
Senators Birch Bayh (D-Ind) and Robert Dole (R-Kans) - designed to 
enable universities and small businesses to patent discoveries that came 
about from NIH-finunced research (the primal)’ distributors of taxpayer 
funds for medical research) - thereafter granting the patents to 
pharmaceutical corporations in exchange for royalties. 

The Act did articulate taxpayer protection rights concerning 
non-exclusive licences - if the action "is necessa~z to alleviate health 
or safety needs which are not reasonably satisfied", or the action "is 
necessary to meet public uses". 

But Ronald Reagan’s 1983 Executive Memo changed tack, liberalising 
access to include coverage for large corporations. Prior to this, 
publicly financed discoveries ~vere considered knowledge in the public 
domain. One fhlther piece of legislation - the Stevenson-Wydler Act - 
removed the barriers between"publicly funded" systems (mainly the 
government but also universities) and the private sector. 

Weighing the costs 

In short, depending on whether or not the i’~’~IEs were developed in-house, 
estimates by Light and Warburton - in addition to other specialists, 
such as Angell - reveal the costs of R&D as more along the lines of $50m 
- S200m. 

So much Jk~r the $1bn pill - but what of the costs of development for the 
Rotavirus vaccine? 

Vaccines are oRen priced 40 - 100 times more than the cost of 
production. [)rug companies claim that pharmaceutical research is very 
expensive and that R&D costs are extremely high. 

Urffortunately for GSK, the usual 5,000 or 6,000 clinical trial 
"subjects" - people involved in Phase II! trials - drastically escalated 
to around 63,000 to 68,000 people - in order to rule out a perceived 
fatal side e:[’fect (intussusception) that J2~rced Rotashield off the 
market some years earlier 

Prior to the massive Phase ]II trial, the costs of GSK’s trials ranged 
from $1.8 million to $2.4 million, stated Light et al. Unhke Merck, GSK 
conducted many trials in developing countries, drastically lowering the 
potential costs But even estimating at the higher range, the total 
costs for GSK’s Phase ! - Phase III trials reached between $128m and 
$192m - for all 63,000-plus people. 

Few of the clinical trials conducted in developing nations are 
invesugated by the Fr)A. A 2008 Pfizer presentation [PDF]showed just 45 
of 6,485 (0.7 per cent) of foreign trials were scrutinised In 2008, 
more than 76 per cent of the people used for clinical drug trials were 
foreign "subjects" - some 232,532 people. 

The cheapened value of poorer peoples - including better "value for 
physician" must not be underestimated. 

One report, dated 2000, by the inspector general of the US Department of 
Health and Human Setwices, disclosed that physicians in the US were paid 
$10,000 per patient enrolled for a drug trial - plus a fttrther $30,000 
on enrolment of the sixth patient. Costs, no doubt, included as 
"research and development". 

Aside from" cheapness", in developing countries there exists far less 
regulation, oversight and awareness; and the poor are unlikely to 
litigate if and when damage/deaths occur as a consequence of the drug. 
This is particularly lethal when it comes to experimentation on 
children. More than 78 per cunt of children-focused clinical trials were 
conducted outside of the US. 

Vaccines and identification 

The Rotarix vaccine was not developed in-house but was licensed in: In 
1988, Richard Ward PhD isolated the human rotavims strain and developed 
a live, orally deliverable vaccine candidate under a licensing agreement 
with the Virus Research h~stitute, which later merged with another 
company, to become Avant Immunotherapeutics, a small firm that has often 
received grants from the NIH 



As Donald Light, a professor of comparative health policy, and economist 
Rebecca Warburton revealed in their paper analysing the development cost 
of the rotavirus vaccine, Avant funded a Phase II trial of Rotarix in 
1997-1998 which found the drug gave protection in 89 per cent of cases. 
Light et al go on to write that, in 1997, GlaxoWellcome (later GSK) 
negotiated global rights and agreed, in exchange, to finance development 
costs, paid Avant $55 million and agreed royalties of 10 per cent on 
net sales. 

The rotavirus vaccine signified a radical turning point in the 
introduction of vaccines: usually, poorer nations wait out a 15 or 20 
year period. GSK’s rotavirus vaccination instead proceeded via 
regulatory approval not in the countlSZ of manufacture, but instead, the 
countly of first intended use - Mexico 

Why not Atlcica or Asia? 

Mexico proved the perl?ct site for introduction: since the 1990s, the 
government created, expanded and strengthened a "national surveillance 
system" tbr diarrhoeal disease, noted Walsh and Situ Hospitals and 
clinics had well-equipped laboratories to identit) inl~ctious diseases; 
the ?,/hnistpf uf Health regularly munitored and repurted cases, as did 
the clinics and huspitals, as part ufthe Me×ican Social Security 
Institute (MSSI) system. 

Since 2004, the Pan-American Health Organisation (PAHO), cumprising mure 
than ]2)rty nations of the Americas, supported - alung with other 
urganisations - the develupment uf rutavirus surveillance systems in 
countries including Argentina, E1 Salvador, Guyana, Uruguay, Suriname, 
Trinidad and Tobagu and Honduras. Monitoring was engineered 
tu" characteri se the propurtiun uf diarrhoeal huspitalisations 
attributable tu a rotavirus infectiun, serutypes uf circulating 
rutaviruses, and the seasunality ufrutavirus infections", writes Julia 
Walsh MD in ’]’he critical path lk~r vaccine introduction[PDF]. This 
infi~rmatinn is fed intu ecunomic analyses, a critical element in the 
cuuntries’ decision on whether tu introduce a vaccine. 

The guod news, for GSK, abuut Mexico and Brazil, is that the percentage 
of pupulation targeted tu be vaccinated is more than 98 per cent. In 
2006, Duncan Steele fi-om the Initiative for Vaccine Research (WHO) 
stated that the Rotarix vaccine was being intruduced to Brazil, Panama, 
Venezuela and uther cuuntries - at a cust of $7 per duse fur public 
health use. In 2004, Brazil purchased eight milliun doses (twu duses per 
child), at the full $7 per duse Ward would later say that rotavirus 
huspitalisatiuns were estimated tu be duwn by 59 per cent. 

Efficient raanu~actufing? 

Presently, unless Merck makes an entry into the international 
marketplace, there exists no competition for GSK which alrea@ describes 
itself as,"the main supplier of vaccines to UNICEF and GAVI". According 
to GSK, PAHO and other aid agencies intend to purchase enough Rotarix to 
ensure iramunisation for 80 per cent of the world’s children. Avant 
estimates that the global market for the drug will generate as much as 
$1.8bn aunually. Neither G SK nor Merck have pulqished a s~mamary of their 
costs. 

Light and Warbmton estimate that the cost of Rotarix - due to the 
incredibly large expense of the almost 70,000-person trial is as high 
$466 million, excluding capitalised costs - and that out-of-pocket costs 
could be recovered with a single year’s profit. From 2008 onward, sales 
totalled more than $1 bn. 

At "efficient" manufacturing costs of $1.50-$2 per dose, GSK will make a 
jolly profit from the "full price" in developed nations, and the 98 per 
cent successful vaccination target rate in countries such as Brazil. 
Once the five-year period is up, GSK - holding the global monopoly, will 
be embedded as part of the national health budget in 40 or more countries. 

GSK’s home cure,toy- - the UK - donated the largest churtk of taxpayer 
funds to the AMC pot - at $1.34bn, while IP king Bill Gates ofl?red a 
further $1bn. Gates claimed that he felt "great about the prices" GAVI 
received but acknowledged that Indian and Chinese manufacturers could 
bring the price down" somewhat" if they ramped up vaccine output. 

No matter that drug companies like GSK actually sat on the GAVI board at 
the time such decisions were made. 

Developed nations banging the trade-related intellectual property drunk, 
and intellectual property captains such as Bill Gates, will not bypass 
the anti-competitive grip of patents - for which there exists no free 
market, and ~vhere all patent value is opaquely imputed by the company in 
question. 

This is the flipside of "charity", this is a calculated attempt to 
sustain the status quo - a world structured on inequality, where the gap 
between those with access to medicine, and those without, is not only 
undeserved and systemically unjust - but also lethal. 

To paraphrase brilliant comedian Chris Rock, drag companies - or drug 



dealers, as he put it, don’t want to cure you (or kill you) The money 
comes from making you live in need. 

Khadlja Sharife is a journalist and visiting scholar at the Center for 
Civil Society (CCS) based in South Afi*ica, and a contributor to the Tax 
Justice Network. She is the Southern Africa correspondent for The Africa 
R eport m agazine, assistant editor of the ttarvard "W Grid Poverty an d 
ttuman Rights" journal and author of"Tax Us If You Can Africa". 
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’Transparency’ hides Zambia’s lost billions Mining corporations’ tax 
avoidance schemes cost African nations billions of dollars each year. 
Khadija Sharil’e Last Modified: 18 Jun 2011 15:43 

Listen to this page using ReadSpeaker Zambian copper being offloaded at 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, in an archived iraage from 1966. Much of 
Zambia’s copper exports appear to ’disappear’ from official paperwork, 
leading to huge revenue losses for the country [GALLO/GETTY] 

African nations such as Zambia are often seen as grossly corrupt. Yet it 
is corporate tax "avoidance" on the part of mining corapanies that costs 
the nation hundreds of millions annually, while lining the pockets of 
middle-men in countries such as Switzerland. And the much-lauded 
Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI) may help - rather 

than hinder, this realib’. 

Zambia recently became the 26th country to publish the EITI repolt, 
disclosing payments from mining companies for the year 2008. The EITI 
standard is meant to "facilitate transparency" by assessing net 
discrepencies between resource runts, for example: royalties and taxes, 
remitted by multinationals and received by governments. 

The primary intention of the EITI report, backed by man?’ of the ~vorld’s 
major extractive or resource-seeking multinationals including Shell, 
Chevron, Vale, BHP Billiton, Anglo-American and others, is to eliminate 
corruption by shining a light on the flo~v of revenue. Describing 
companies as "complicit" in corruption limited to the criminogenic 
envirolmaents in which the?- are required to operate, the EITI system 
claims that reduced reputational risk is a tremendous upside for foreign 
investors and corporate entities. 

Elilminating corruption? 

Currently, Zambia is one of twenty-four EITI candidate countries, of 
which more than half are African, including Tanzania, Gabon, Cameroon, 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Chad, Mali, Mauritania, Sierra 
Leone, and Burkina Faso - among others. Already, five of eleven EITI 
"compliant" nations are African - many of them surprising choices - 
think Nigeria, Niger, and Liberia. 

According to Clare Short, head of the EITI system and former British 
secretary of state for international development, a ministry created 
under then-Prime Minister Ton?’ Blair - who announced the initiative in 
2002 as a joint project of the LT< and the World Bank - once a countly 
joins EITI, all companies operating within the "host" country must make 
full disclosures. 

The logic goes that, so long as there is disclosure of cash payments 
within national boundaries, transparency will act as a natural sanction 
- diminishing the potential for, and realisation of, corruption. 

It is a logic that appears to bank on political or "demand-side" 
corruption, chiefly innate to the developing country’s character - with 
corporations simply "going along" with the system - a kind of "when in 
Rome" response. 

But the EIT! theory is vastly different from the reality and has more to 
do with corporate and "first world" country supply-side corruption 
Zambia’s first report, for instance, revealed that mining companies 
remitted $463 million in payments to the government in 2008. ’l’he EITI 
report claims "significant discrepencies" noting a net total of 
"unresolved discrepencies" of $66 million. 

In that same year - 2008, much of Zambia’s exported copper, almost half 
of which was earmarked for Switzerland, never arrived at its destination 
- disappearing into thin air Moreover, the pricing structure for Swiss 
copper - remarkab]y simi]ar to Zambia’s exported copper - was six times 
higher than the fnnds Zambia received, facilitating a potential loss of 
some $11.4bn. This is especially interesting when taking into account 
that Zambia’s entire GDP for 2008 was $14.3bn. 

Olencore’s lucrative policies 

This type of corporate corruption - known as transfer mispricing, made 
headlines recently when a leaked report authored by Grant Thornton at 
the request of the Zambia Revenue Agency (ZRA) unpacked how the 
Olencore-controlled lucrative Mopani Copper Mines (NICM) - a cormpany 



which declared no profits, was cheating the country’s tax base of cupper 
revenue 

The auditors disclused that MCM tried "resisting the pilot audit at 
every stage", rendering them unable to access crucial data in many 

instances MCM’s chief executive, Ewananuel Mutati, claimed that the 
audit was not accurate, precisely because data was inaccurate. Yet 
Glencore, the world’s largest cummudity trader, contrulling 50 per cent 
of the global cupper market, is confident that MCM will be "exunerated" 

In all probability, Glencore will be saying that transfer pricing is 
perfectly legal and central to trade. But the nature of "arras-length 
transfer pricing" within the current deregulated global financial 
architecture, enables multinationals (conducting as nruch as 60 per cent 
of global trade within - rather than between - corporations) to 
"self-regulate" pricing. 

So, though pricing, in theory, is determined according to "ruarket 
values ", in reality-, the "corporate veil" facilitates tremendous 
nrispricing when subsidiaries of the same company trade with one anothcr 
- the means through which Olencore allegedly purchased grade +1 copper 
well below nrarket prices, with MCM allegedly preferring - all too often, 
the lowest price ofl;ered by a Olencore subsidial?,, described by the 
audit as an act likely for buyers, not sellers, who would experience 
diminished profits. 

Olencore International AG, based in S~vitzerland, the world’s leading 
secrecy jurisdiction, handpicked by Olencore founder and notorious 
commodity trader Marc Rich, further enables the corupany to take further 
advantage of little or no taxation. 

Tax havens such as S~vitzerland are essential to resource-seeking 
corporations operating in Africa: more than 85 per cent of asset 
portfolios lbr sub-Saharan Africa passes through tax havens. In Zambia, 
MCM’s structure - like that of Vedanta and others, keenly utilises tax 
havens as vehicles for shell companies able to access legal and 
financial opacity tools including banking secrecy, thin capitalisation, 
little or no taxation, zero disclosure of company accounts, use of 
nominees, and - best of all - high-level client confidentiality, all of 
which is entirely legal 

Mining and tax havens 

Thus, however illicit, by outsourcing the commercialised sovereignty of 
tax havens, transfer mispricing, when realised through tax avoidance, is 
lega 1 within select jurisdictions The financial geography of \I(~M is 
located almost entirely in tax havens: though a Zambian company, it is 
73 per cent owned by Carlisa Investments (a British Virgin Islands 
company, 82 per cent owned by Bermuda-based Olencore Finance, which is 
100 per cent o;vned by Glencore International AG) MCM’s mining parmer, 
holding 18 per cent of Carlisa, is another mining entity active globally 
and in Zambia - First Quantun~. 

And while the extractive industry is being promoted rather aggressively 
as the primary vehicle to kickstart Zambia’s real economy, mining 
companies generate just 22 per cent of revenue collected by Zambian 
authorities, with the bigger percentage of tax derived from ;vithheld 
taxes paid by workers The result? Just 4.4 per cent of actual taxes 
remitted fi-om the already minute sum paid by mining houses comprises 
corpurate tax This is a particularly nifty’ buutique tax product called 
Tutal Tax Cumribution, created by auditing firm PricewaterhouseCoupers, 
which helps curporations avuid taxation. 

Zambia’s guvernment acknuwledged that the country missed cashing ~n on 
the 2004-2008 commudity bourn, when cupper prices inure than tripled. But 
companies like MCM don’t have to pay the new royalty rates uf three per 
cent - as 20 year stability clauses frum secretive development 
agreements issued soun after pr~w~tisatiun pruvided the cumpany with 
arguably the world’s lowest ruyalty rate at 06 per cent. ’]?his agreement 
will remain in fierce until the year 2020. Worse still, had these 
agreements not been leaked, it would never have cume tu light that 
corpurate tax rates were effectively zero, thanks to deferments and 
royalties 

MCM is the largest copper m~ning operatiun in Zambia - and (ilencore 
certainly stands to benefit frum locking down the cupper market, not 
simply because cupper underwires the modern wurld, but also because it 
is fundamental tu renewable energ3< In fact, shortages are estimated to 
drive up the price of cupper IYum it current histuric high at $9,000 per 
tunne, tu that uf about $11,000 by 2013, elevated in large parts by the 
demands of emerging nations such as China, the world’s largest cunsumer 

Solutions to company operations 

Thus, catching revenue leakage through EITI - offthe ruark by billions - 
is impossible because it does not focus on what nmltinationals ought to 
have paid, only what the?" have paid, and it never investigates the means 
through ~vhich corporations were able to circun~vent taxation. 

There are several reasons for this: EITI allows inconsistent standards, 
limited to national bout~daries, despite the international nature of 



multinatiunal economic activity And the EITI system, fur instance, 
pruvides natinnal guvernments with choices that fi-agment the legitimacy 
and accuracy of cunclusions - even insofar as they attempt tu track cash 
payments, including whether reporting is mandatury, whether auditing is 
required, what should be published and the accuunting policies used, 
materiality levels, et cetera. 

Aggregated templates used by multinatiunals - and even the EITI system, 
prevent scmuny, for example, ufwhere problems are arising, where they 
are replicated, how- the?, are realised - whether it has been identified, 
if problems are being sorted out, and how. The EITI system would easily 
allow- another subsidiary of the same raining company, based in another 
jurisdiction, to make a corrupt payment to a politician in Zambia. It 
would allow a company within Zambia, created for shell purposes, to be 
paid for "services rendered", dirainishing tax. Thin capitalisaton would 
allow- for one subsidiary of the same parent company to make high 
interest loans to the host co~mt~y subsidiary, diminishing taxable 
profits. The possibilities are endless - and often utilised. 

Of course, there are many solutions, namely that of corporate 
country-by-country reporting (CbC), created by Richard Murphy, a founder 
of the Tax Justice Network. This would involve real natural sanctions 
prohibiting corapanies from artificially using tax havens (by disclosing 
the lack of substantial economic activities in these jurisdictions) 
while also limiting the scope of transfer mispricing. 

Elements of CbC include the names of each country in which the 
multinational operates; the names of all companies trading in each 
countly in which the company operates; the financial performance in each 
country in which it operates; sales between third parties and other 
group companies; purchases split between third parties and intra-group 
transactions; labour costs and employee numbers; financing costs; 
pre-tax profits; deferred taxation liabilities for the country at the 
start and close of each accounting period; the actual payments to the 
government; the tax charge for the split between current and deferred 
tax and so on. 

It is a method inspired by a system already in place in the US 
Certainly, critics ~vill claim that transfer mispricing is al~vays 
possible, but the difference between CbC and EITI, is that with the 
former, it is exceedingly difficult, whereas ;vith the latter, it is 
highly probable. 

World Bank’s push 

So why does the EITI allow for so many potential faultlines, vacuums and 
opt-outs? Like Chile, Zambia historically was one of the world’s leading 
copper producers, extracting and exporting some 700,000 tounes almually 
during its "golden peak". Currently, Zambia has hit the 800,000 mark, 
pegged to exploit more than 1 million tounes per aunum in the next year 
or so 

Way back when Zambia’s copper industly was being privatised, the World 
Balzk pushed for the lowest possible tax and royal~ rates, providing 
companies with the type of secretive development agreements mentioned 
above. The Bank claimed that the limited intervention of the Zambian 
goverun~ent rendered the process the most successful in the region. 

Describing Zambia’s new system imposed by the "arm-twisting of the World 
Bank", a 1996 New York Times piece stated: "All exchange cuntrols, 
tariff barriers and fuod subsidies have been drupped in the 
shuck-treatment switch-over to rampant capitalism . Virtually everything 
the state owned is fur sale." 

For African citizens, the World Bank, perceived as the source of 
devastating structural adjustment programmes created conditiuns still 
haunting cuuntries like Zambia. Until mid- 1995, the Bank itself refused 
tu acknowledge the "C-word" - curruptinn, claiming such to be political 
and beyond the Bank’s mandate. 

This was despite the reality that 60 per cent of every dullar provided 
in external loans left the cuntinent thruugh illicit flight 

It has yet to factor illicit flight in accounting mudels. Had this been 
done, sub-Saharan Africa would be unpacked as a global net creditur - as 
the Bank itself disclused in a report many years back 

As Treasure Islands authur Nick Shaxson reveals in his book, thuugh 
looted wealth is transfi~rmed to private wealth, the empty hule in the 
public purse is transfi~rmed to a public debt. He cites the example uf 
Africans "bearing" the public debts by describing the case of a pretty 
Angolan girl, furced tu bear an infection rutting a hole the size of a 
golfball in her cheek, because she could not access public healthcare. 

Meanwhile, EITI’s other backer, the LX4, is host to more than half of the 
world’s tax havens: three as British Crown Dependencies (such as Jersey- 
- the corporate hub from which Olencore recently launched an IPO), seven 
as British Overseas Territories (including world famous hubs such as the 
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, and Bermuda - ~vhere Zambia’s 
multinationals have incorporated and maintained subsidiary entities), 
and 21 as members of the Cormmonwealth. 



The City of London, a ring-fenced financial district, is one of the 
world’s leading tax havens, previously described by the UK’s Serious 
Fraud Office (SFO) as "head office" to some of the world’s major tax 
havens. 

Put simply, whether or not we choose to acknoxvledge it, these actors - 
including the Organisation for Econonric Development and Cooperation 
(OECD) - comprising the world’s ruost powerful nations and its leading 
donors, ruay be seen as benefitting from the irapoverishment of African 
regions. 

Capital losses 

Each year, Africa loses a rainimum of $148bn - almost four times the sum 
of foreign aid it receives, to capital flight - of which 60 per cent is 
due to corporate mispricing. Clearly, the solution toward enabling 
African countries to recover their lost revenue and become economically 
independent, is to block revenue leakages, rather than provide further 
loans and grants characterised by conditionalities that undermine 
development. 

Yet, even as 60 per cent of non-grant revenue is generated by resource 
rents, constituting a main source of income for African nations, many of 
them "rent-seeking" and dependent on resources for their tax base, the 
OECD has not implemented CbC, preferring the "arms-length system" 
created by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) - itself 
operating from a tax haven, founded and financed by the ~vorld’s leading 
accounting firms - such as PwC - and all of whom compete with another to 
create the best tax avoidance products for corporations. 

Nick Shaxson said this to me in a recent email: 

The role of the OECD is particularly strange in this respect It 
j ealously guards some of the main mechanisms and models for transparency 
and information exchange with respect to international financial flows, 
and with respect to international tax And yet these models all, in 
important ways, significantly disadvantage developing countries 

It is a disadvantage, locked into the EITI system, designed to present 
an illusion of accountabi lity where none exists. 

So, while EITI may be good news J2~r the companies involved in Zambia, 
casting them in a clean light, the same cannot really be said :[’or the 
country’s citizens who are being shortchanged 

Short recently claimed that the EITI model, still evolving, would be 
complemented by such measures. But intimated along with this statement 
is the notion that EIT! itself will not lead this charge. So much :[’or 
transparency. 

Khadija Sharife is a journalist and visiting scholar at the Center :[’or 
Civil Society’ (CCS) based in South Africa, and a contributor to the Tax 
Justice Network. She is the Southern Africa correspondent for The Africa 
Report magazine, assistant editor of the Harvard "World Poverty’ and 
Human Rights" journal and author of "Tax Us If You Can Africa" 

The views expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not 
necessarily reflect AI Jazeera’s editorial policy. 
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In the May issue of The Africa Report we examined whether African 
microfinance institutions could suffer the same fate as those in Asia. 
In a follow-up investigation into one microfinance recipient in South 
Africa, Khadija Sharife asks whether nricrofinance is helping families 
out of pover~" or merely plunging them into debt 

Povelty at home when she was growing up caused Thandi Dlaruini* to drop 
out of school in Grade 11 txvo years prior to matriculation. Her lack 
of education prevented her from obtaining fom~al sector work. She 
nrarried, and moved to a small village in the semi-rural cormmtmi~" of 
Acornhoek, Limpopo, with her husband and four children, but the family 
struggled to sttrvive on her husband’s nreager incorue as a driver and 
before long they" xvere begging for hand-outs froru neighbours and 
relatives as the house around them fell apart. 

Thandi took the poverty bull by the horns. Having noticed there was a 
lack of small shops selling basic cormnodities nearby, she started a 
spaza shop selling products directly from her house, in part using her 
children’s social grants to finance the purchase of stock In 2007, she 



joined the Women’s Development Businesses (WDB) microfinance programme, 
providing micro-credit to poor women The loans R1000 ($150) in 2009, 
increasing to R2500 in 2010 and R3000 in 2011 allowed her to develop 
her business through the purchase of wider stock, and she now makes an 
income of around R600 a month. 

Thandi Dlamini is one of two success stories provided to us on request 
by WDB To date, the programme has over 70,000 clients accessing credit 
via a group-based methodology based on that of Orameen Bank, the 
original micro-credit institution formed by Muhanwned Yunus ~vith the 
dream of eradicating world poverty. Like Grameen Bank, WDB a 100% 
women’s prograrrm~e provides loans solely for enterprise purposes. But 
this represents only tin?, slice of the larger microfinance cake: in 
South Afiica, only 6% of the R50bn microfinance industry is invested in 
micro-enterprises, the remainder being chiefly small loans to cons~tmers 
in need of quick cash flo~v. "The WDB approach is to focus on entel~rise 
developruent or productive loans since you cannot ensure a sustainable 
livelihood for the family unless your income generating activities are 
sho~ving growth," said the bank’s fund development raanager Nomalanga Masumpa. 

Not all WDB’s conditions are identical to Orameen Bank, ho~vcver, ~vith a 
primal?, diflhrcnce being the repayruent costs. At 32.4% per annuru, 
interest payments are double those of Grarueen’s, which remain at 16%. 
With the one-off initiation fee and administration fees, WDB’s combined 
charges are 54%, which raay make loan payruents difficult to keep up. 
Masumpa defends ~;~rDB by saying, "Microfinance costs are far lower than 
moneylenders," and lays the higher costs down to the fact that "in South 
Afiica, it is generally- expensive for raicrofinance to cover its costs." 
These costs, she says, are mainly those of skilled labour and collection 
fees. (Following this conversation we informed Zanele Mbeki, who heads 
the organisation, about the ACPAS system which significantly reduces 
costs for collection systerus, and she said appropriate ruanagers would 
visit the site and advise the WDB board on recommended action.) 

Naturally, we wished to talk to the women who featured in the success 
stories This proved initially difficult as, according to one official, 
the "system was not configured to provide these details" Persistence 
paid oil; and ;ve were eventually put in contact ;vith Thandi Dlamini and 
able to intel~ciew her in her village The intervie;v was then translated 
from her native Shangaan to English Though the figures she quoted to us 
did not correlate with those provided in her case study by the bank, 
Thandi was positive about her microfinance experience. She talked about 
the possibility of opening a community creche and expanding her shop. 
"Before the loans, I had a tuckshop which was poorly stocked After 
getting loans this improved I also diversified the goods that I sell 
and in addition to groceries, I now sell clothing and blankets," she said. 

Thandi claimed that she ;vas not the one who contacted WDB but, rather, 
that it intentionally sought out people in her income group, via its 
local management systems, also kno;vn as ’group structures’. "I get loans 
from Mvelamani* [her local group] who get [the money] from the WDB. I do 
not know anything about the group structure But what I know is that 
they- go around communities, asking people to come in groups of five to 
borrow- money- from them, which they get from the "¢~rDB " The group 
structures also inspect businesses and "conduct workshops to teach you 
how to use your money," she said. As with Orameen, it is the group-based 
system that is the collateral is the group-based system, ensuring that 
other women are responsible for the loan if one member cannot pay Funds 
are "set aside as a group, every month, as insurance." Should there be a 
problem repaying the loan, "we access this money that has been put aside 
to add to the group member’s instalment so that we can continue to meet 
our obligations." She said she had never heard of Mvelamani not paying 
loans back to the WDB. 

Despite the unsettling news from Bangladesh that, ~2~1 lowing Muhammad 
Yunus’s permanent removal as the head of Orameen Bank on the grounds of 
exceeding the official retirement age the finance ministry has unveiled 
a plan to increase its stake in the bank, Grameen remains a model 
microfinance worldwide. But Yunus’s vision that poverty would become so 
rare that we would have to establish a "museum of poverty" has proved to 
be but a pipe dream. Though a whole host of motivations can be seen to 
be behind the widespread criticism of Grameen Bank, some of the more 
creditable analysis has revealed undeniable pitfi~lls, including the 
problems of running women-targeted programmes in ofien patriarchal 
developing countries, where the social, political, and legal status of 
women leaves them open to exploitation and debt. 

In 2008, Professor Laruia Karim, who conducted an extensive 24 month 
study on Bangladesh’s microfinance borrowers and later authored a book 
on the subject, revealed that although women were the formal recipients 
of loans, "men used 95 percent of the loans.. In my research area, r~ucal 
men laughed ~vhen they- were asked whether the money belonged to their 
wives. They pointedly remarked that since their wives belong to them, 
the ruoney rightfully belongs to them." According to Karim, though 
Orameen Bank (and models replicated thereol) exemplifies neoliberal 



ideas of development through microfinance, rendering the poor a 
’bankable’ group may have caused more ill than good. During an 
~nterview, Karim a native of Bangladesh, identified three pmnary 
findings: 

"First, women give the loans to their husbands Women are the conduits 
for the circulation of capital in rural society. ’l’his has resulted in 
increased domination and violence for indivdual women both at the 
household and cormnunity levels. Second, women operate as the custodians 
of honor and shame in rural society. By instrumentalising these codes, 
NOOs shame rural wonren to recover their defaulted sunrs of money. Third, 
money is transferred froru poor borrowers to the rural middle-class 
through prox3, membership, moneylending, and by NGO officers allowing 
richer clients who they consider to be more credit-worthy," she said. 

A study conducted by Aminur Rahman of the Canadian International 
Development Agency, investigating gender-based violence in the context 
of Oranreen’s micro-lending, revealed that 60% of ~voruen were asked to 
join the Bank by their husbands; a further 11% by other ruales; 13% by 
female relatives; 5% recruited by Bank’s officials, and just 10%, of 
their own initiative. Female borrowers were subject to victinrisation by 
nrale relatives and forced to sell their homes and possessions to ensure 
repayment. Banked ’clients’ stuck in subruissive roles, were also 
forced to collatcralise their ’honor’, and experience shame and 
marginalisation, by the group and the village, in the event of 
non-repayment. In India, this has resulted in over 200,000 suicides. In 
Peru, severe sanctions on borrowers. In E~’pt, the use of crinrinal law 
to facilitate repayruent. 

And while the Orameen Bat/< boasts a repaynrent level of 97%, other 
studies reveal that the bulk of general weekly loan repayments were 
financed by relatives (39.4%), moneylenders (7%), peers (1%), other 
sources including neighbours (7%) In fact, a study commissioned by the 
Orameen Bank itself revealed, "Based on the studies in this survey, the 
overall effect on the incomes and poverty rates of microfinance clients 
is less clear, as are the effects of microfinance on measures of social 
well-being such as education, health, and women’s empowerment." As the 
Harvard Business Review revealed in 2007, "Many heads of microfinance 
programs no;v privately acknowledge 90 percent of micro-loans are used to 
finance current consumption rather than to fi~el enterprise." In 2009, 
almost 40% of microloans supplied to South Africans were used to 
purchase food, and a considerable portion of indebted consumers engaged 
in cross-consumption of loans using one source to pay off another. 

The potential dangers of the microfinance industly for Africa ;vere 
recognised by the African National Congress Economic Transformation 
Committee (2005) ;vhich stated, "Rather than promoting employment and 
economic security it could promote unemployment and economic insecurity 
by thriving on the extension of unsustainable debt burdens among 
low-income workers, thus generating economic disempowerment.." 

But South Africa, according to some, has the right conditions for 
responsible microfinance to benefit the poor, and particularly women. 
"The political reality is that in South At’rica, for w~rious historical 
and other reasons, the women are left to fend for themselves," said 
Professor Gerhard Coetzee Director of the Centre for Inclusive banking 
in Africa at the University of Pretoria and Advisor (Inclusive Banking) 
for ABSA to The ~’d’rica Report "As with Bangladesh, there is the same 
same disciplined repayment of 98%, and this allows for women to empower 
themsetves Not only do women spend more of their returns on their 
children, but the positive impact on their daughters is considerable." 

A spokesperson for WDB says, "In deep rural areas, women are mostly 
heading up single households with menfolk having left the area to seek 
work in urban zones Thus the women are responsible both for generaung 
~ncome to support the family left behind and to take care of the 
children In our experience, women have time and time again demonstrated 
their discipline in both growing their small income generating business 
and in their ability to repay their business loans on time." 

Muhammed Yunus made the point that charity is not the way to eradicate 
poverty, but for some microfinance is just another opening to profit. 
’]?he World Bank’s microfinance-focused Consultative Group to Assist the 
Poor (CGAP) revealed in 2008, during the recession, that the assets of 
the world’s top ten microfinance investment groups grew by over 30%, 
rendering ’the promise of poor women’, a lucrative private asset class. 

"The phenoruenon of growth has several reasons," says Coetzee. "One is 
that as people lose their jobs in tire formal economy, they turn to 
irfformal activities and SUl~’ivalist businesses, so instead of a negative 
impact, microfinance beconres the cushion of the poor. The second reason 
is that there is a tremendous gap in the deruand for microfinace 
set’,~ices. Studies front the CGAP and Finscope reveal that more than 80% 



in sub-Saharan Africa do not have access to financial services, ranging 
from loans to saving and transactional products, as well as insurance." 

Presently, while over 60% of eligible people are banked in South Africa, 
there is weak penetration in the loans and insurance sectors. University 
of KwaZulu-Natal Development Studies professor Patrick Bond, formerly 
the first US Federal Reserve employee assigned to regulate the 1977 
Comanunity Reinvestment Act on a full-time basis, says that the overall 
interest rate structure is biased against ordinary people. 

"The usury ceiling was raised dramatically on the advice of the Free 
Market Foundation in 1992, up to 32% for small loans, and today- the rate 
is even higher," he said. "Even NGOs purportedly trying to help poor 
people using the Grameen Bank model have vastly inftated overhead and 
salary, costs far out of line with the global industry’." According to 
Bond, 17 years after apartheid, not only has unemployment doubled, and 
inequality rising steadily, but the profit by financial institutions has 
soared. "The extreme expansion of barfi( credit to working-class people is 
far beyond their ability to pay. So from 2007-10, the ntm~ber of South 
African consumers with ’impaired credit ratings’ rose from 37% to 47%, a 
2.3 million increase. Nearly- a third of consumer credit outstanding is 
unsecured." 

To counter the pitfalls of microfinance, and protect consumers from 
predatory lenders, the National Credit Act (NCA) was launched in 
mid-2006, which covers loans and other credit from banks, including 
mortgages, overdrafts, credit cards, vehicle finance, micro-loans, pawn 
transactions and other type of credit and loans provided to consumers. 
To date, there are just under 4500 registered lenders, with over almost 
2000 registered debt counsellors. The NCR claims to have resolved 94% of 
complaints (estimated at 10 442). 

This is where South Atlcica differs from Bangladesh: according to Karim, 
despite the latter being the ’market leader’ in microfinance, no 
bankruptcy laws and consumer protection bills exist In South Africa, 
where the average cost to collect defaulting loans is R6000 far belo~v 
the average microfinance enterprise loan compliance is possible only 
for the ruthless or, alternately, so-called ’development’ institutions, 
peddling handsome salaries and perks to advocacy-type employees eager to 
prove that the hand which feeds, does so benevolently 

In an intel-,~iew with The Africa Report in 2007, Yunus revealed that if 
he were to launch the microfinance movement again it would be in Africa 
where women are more assertive This is, of course, a tar cry from 
reality in many African countries, north and south, but in South Africa 
at least, the social, economic and religious background points to an 
environment where ~vomen are less vulnerable to the types of abuses 
uncovered in Rahman’s study. 

At the time Thandi Dlamini connected with the ;VDB, poverty in Limpopo 
was estimated at over 65%, one of the poorest provinces in South Africa. 
But povelty is not lack of income alone Deprivation of, or limited 
access too, basic services such as infrastructure, transport, 
healthcare, education, clear water and waste sanitation, as well as 
other key opportunities and institutions, provide the structural pillars 
infi~rming South Africa’s income inequality one of the world’s more 
glaring known gaps. Until these factors too are addressed we are far 
from achieving the microfinance dream. 

*Name of the WDB client and the group structure has been changed 

South African Protest News 

Durban community angered by power cuts 
IOL News 3 July 2011 

Durban metro police were called to the scene of a clash between Kenne~dy 
Road residents and eThekwini municipal guards. Photo: Supplied 

Johannesburg - Kennedy Road residents in Durban clashed with e~flaekwini 
municipal guards after they disconnected electrical cables in the 
settlement on Sunday, the South Aftican shack dwellers’ movement 
Abahlali baseMjondolo said 

"The community had previously negotiated an understanding with the 
municipality that they would not send their security guards into the 
settlement to disconnect," spokesperson Mnikelo Ndabankulu said. 

"However, this morning this agreement was violated and the people 
resisted the disconnections." 

A man was shot in the face with a rubber bullet when residents 



confronted the guards. 

Metro police arrived after residents blocked roads into the settlement 

The eThekwini municipality was not immediately available for comment. 

Abahlali baseMjondolo was created at the Kennedy Road settlement in 
2005 It is the largest shack dwellers’ organisatinn in South Africa. - Sapa 

Striking metal workers halt Joburg traffic 
IOL News 4 July 2011 

Thousands of metal workers have descended on the Joburg CBD vowing to 
bring the city to a standstill to highlight their demands. 

JMPD and SAPS officials were this morning diverting traffic as bus loads 
of xvorkers made their way to the Workers’ Museum in Newtown. 

With the planned march to the Harrison Street offices of Steel and 
Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa (Seifsa), the march 
was likely to disrupt midday and afternoon traffic. 

This would be fulther exacerbated by the ANC’s weekly National Working 
Coramittee meeting, which prompts the closure of a section of President 
Street. 

Unions, including Numsa representing 117000 workers, called the strike 
to demand a 13% pay increase, down from their initial demand of 20%. 

Employers are offering 7%. 

"We have to bring Johannesburg to a standstill so people knoxv it’s the 
metabvorkers that are on strike," announced a speaker addressing the 
cro~vd from the back of a flatbed truck. - Beauregard Tromp 
www.iol.co.za 

Diepkloof: Eskom persuades protesters to step do~vn 
Mail & Guardian 2 July 2011 

Diepkloof in Soweto ~vas quiet on Saturday morning after protesters 
blocked off roads and set tyres on fire because of electricity cuts, 
Gauteng police said. 

"The?’ dispersed peacefully last night There was no violence or an?’ 
arrests," Captain Nondumiso Mpantsha said. 

She said Eskom representatives had spoken to protesters on Friday night 
and they had dispersed shortly after~vards. 

Protesters blocked off roads and set tyres on fire on Thursday and Friday. 

Parts of Marthinus Smuts Road, Immink Drive and Beyers Naude were closed 
so that traffic could be diverted away from the area. 

Mpantsha said on Saturday police were still at the scene. 

Protest in Zandspruit 
Meanwhile, this week saw another violent protest in Zandspruit in 
north-west Johannesburg involving deep-seated discontent over ward 
councillors in ANC-controlled areas. 

The protests have raised questions about the progress of the ANC’s task 
team that is meant to be looking into "list irregularities" 

After protests and court action brought against the party by its own 
members -- who claimed that the nomination process was flawed -- and 
before the municipal elections took place, President Jacob Zuma 
announced the formation of the team in a bid to unite the party. 

Early on Thursday morning, Zand ’spruit residents, dissatisfied with 
service deliver?, under Ward 100 councillor Maureen Schneeman, again took 
to the streets to demand that she be removed. Police barricaded one end 
of a road while at the other, behind a blockade of branches, rocks and 
burning tyres, a mob of young and old sang struggle songs. 

"You see what we have to do to get the government to listen to us?" said 
Johannes Melley, pointing to the rubbish and rocks on the road 

It has been two months since the elections and the community is angry 
because no one has been there to address them or their griewmces. As 
they- marched, they carried posters calling for Schneeman to step down. - 
Sapa and Staff reporters 

_-N~utna to annoullce rrlass action 

Business Report 1 July 2011 



’]?he National Union of Metalworkers of SA (Numsa) will announce "rolling 
mass actinn" in the engineering sector at the weekend, an official said 
on Friday. 

Spokesman Castro Ngobese said details of the labour action would be made 
public at a press conference on Sunday 

"Numsa .. held a special national executive committee meeting to 
finalise rolling mass actinn battles to be waged by the union in the 
engineering sector and allied sectors as part of fighting for a living 
wage and improved cunditions for worker," he said in a statement. 

He declined to give out more information, saying "internal processes" 
first had to be follo~ved ahead of the media briefing. - Sapa 
www.iol.co.za 

ANC activists refuse to end sit-in 
Leanne Jansen and Sipho Khumalo 1 July 2011 

ANC members unhappy with the palty’s posting of officials at 
mm~icipalities say- they will not be moved from the party’s offices in 
Pietem~aritzburg, despite being threatened ~vith eviction and 
disciplinary action. 

The activists have camped at the party’s regiunal headquarters for the 
past month, despite being without electrici~ for some time now. 

The group has vowed to continue occupying the prerrlises until provincial 
leaders agree to disband the ANC’s regional executive committee. 

Aside frorrl accusing the committee of assigning themselves to positions 
of power at local municipalities, the activists also charge them with 
"gatekeeping" rrlcmbership of the ANC and of violating the principle of 
uinty and equality enshrined in the Freedom Charter. 

Sibongile Mkhize, a spokeswoman for the activists, said yesterday that 
the reshuftling of the Msunduzi municipality’s executive committee this 
week was a positive move, and that her co-conspirators applauded the 
provincial leadership for "correcting their own mistakes". But she said 
the t~vo opposing parties had reached a stalemate. 

At a press conference on Wednesday, the provincial leadership warned 
that Aix,’C members acting in an "unusual and foreign" maimer ~vould be 
brought to task. 

Mkhize said that if the comment referred to the activists, they could 
"bring it on". 

ANC provincial secretary Sihle Zikalala could not be reached to comment 

Meanwhile, Co-operative Governance MEC Nomusa Dube has made the 
extension of Msunduzi administrator Sibusiso Sithole’s term official. 
Sithole yesterday said that his updated report on the continued forensic 
investigations into the municipality’s affairs would be presented later 
this month. 

Dube announced that the cabinet had decided that government intervention 
would remain in place at three of four municipalities facing 
administrative and financial crises, including Msunduzi 

She said the situation at the uMhlabuyalingana municipality had 
improved. However, administrators would remain in place at Msunduzi, 
uKhahlamba (Bergviile) and [ndaka (outside Estcourt), where the 
departmem was ~rying to recover more than R100 million. 

Among weaknesses identified at Msunduzi was a need to stabilise revenue 
collection, with well over R400m in outstanding debts still to be recovered. 

’]?his emanated from electricity theft and water loss 

’]?he Indaka municipality had fitiied to implement measures put in place by 
the administrator. Severa[ officials had been suspended 

There were stil[ matters that required attention at uKhahlamba, with the 
municipal manager having been suspended 
www.themercury 

Police stoned during Zandspruit march 
I()L News 30 June 2011 

Police used teargas and rubber bullets to disperse the protesters after 
being stoned in Zandspruit. Photo: Supplied 

Johannesburg -Residents of Zandspruit, north of Johannesburg, pelted 
police with stones un Thursday during a protest over poor service delivery. 

Police officers at the scene, who did not want to be named, said they 
were trying to break up the crowd when they were attacked. 



"We brought in nyalas and attempted to disperse them, but they turned on 
us," said an armed officer clad in riot gear. 

"I’m not sure if anyone was inured" 

He said officers used teargas and rubber bullets to prevent the crowd 
from petrol-bombing rubbish they had thrown onto Beyers Naude Drive. 

The group was armed with sticks and knobkerries, and sang struggle-era 
songs. 

Metro police spokesperson Superintendent Wayne Minnaar said residents 
earlier threw stones at passing motorists. 

Part of the road in the area was closed for a short while on Thursday 
morning. 

One resident, Precious Ndou, said they were upset about inadequate 
sanitation and poor housing. - Sapa 

Zandspruit residents take to the streets 
Shain Germaner and Kristen van Schie 1 July 2011 

Electiuns promises raade. Votes cast. And still no service delivery. 

This was the frustration voiced by Zandspruit residents as thcy 
protested on Thursday morning, blocking traffic and corabating policemen. 

Protests flared in the settlement just before the raunicipal elections in 
May. Residunts were upset with their ward councillor, Ma~uceen Sctmeunran, 
and wanted her to be removed and replaced by- a local representative. 

Thursday’s protest focused on the RDP houses promised to residents 
before the elections. 

"We haven’t heard a thing since the elections," said resident Tryphina 
Sunosi, who has lived in Zandspruit with her three children for more 
than a decade. She has been waiting for an RDP home since 2004. 

Meshack Masia moved to Zandspruit four years ago, leaving his Limpopo 
home in search of ~vork. 

"Life here is ten%1e," he said "It’s overpopulated. The toilets are 
always full it takes many days for them to come and drain them" 

Residents said they only saw Schneeman ~vhen she was campaigning ahead of 
the elections. 

"And then we vote and don’t see her anymore," said Masia. 

"We don’t want a councillor hying in a townhouse. We want somebody from 
Zandspruit, ~vho knows how ~ve’re suffering." 

The protest, ~vhich began in the early hours of Thursday morning, saw- a 
few hundred protesters take to the main road, trying to block the route 
ahead of morning rush hour. 

It lasted only about an hour beJ2~re police moved in and cleared the 
scene. Tactical response teams, N~yalas and some heavily armed police 
stood opposite the settlement from 5am, monitoring the hundred or so 
protesters who were toyi-toying in the street. 

Protesters filled Beyers Naud~ Drive with bricks, rubble and tree 
branches, but the officers pushed the angry communiW back into their 
settlement. By 5.45am, the road had been reopened. 

After 8am the situation flared up again, with about 100 striking 
residents, mostly young people, trying to take back the street. The road 
was closed in both directions while police attempted to push back the 
final group. 

By afternoon, the remaining residents had traded their protesting for 

anger and gone home. The Star 

w~v.iol.co.za 

Rainbow Chicken Ltd To "Punish" Workers For Strike 
Food & Allied Workers Union 30 June 23011 
Despite renewed efforts by the Food and Allied Workers’ Union [FAWU] to 
continue negotiations by revising our demands for 4500 workers on a 
national strike with Rainbow Chickens Pry Ltd, the company refuses to 
meet the union halfway. Even intepCention by the MEC for Social 
Development in Kwa-Zulu Natal, Dr. Meshack Radebe, failed to produce ant" 
results this past Tuesday. 

FA~J~rU has revised its demand frora 14.9% to 8% for farming workers and 
from 11.4% to 7.5% for workers in the processing division. We believe 
the company is acting in bad faith and in fact taking negotiations 
backwards by offering strikers less of an increase than those who did 
not go on strike as a result of the " inconvenience" the latter caused. 



This is tantamount to punishing workers for exercising their legal right 
to strike 

FAWU also condemns the company’s poor attempts to weaken our strike and 
divide workers by’ claiming that hal:l" of the workers have returned, when 
this is in fact not the case Our members in all provinces remain united 
and adamant to continue the strike, despite the no- work no- pay rule 
and despite being intimidated by rubber bullets, teargas and security 
guards with dogs This shows their sheer determination to strike for a 
living wage and a better lil;e. 

It has become increasingly evident that FA’A,~U can expect only" the worse 
fiom the company since the death of a worker at the Harrmrarsdale plant in 
Kwa-Zulu Natal in April this year whereafter the company" expected 
workers to continue business as usual. We have yet to hear the outcome 
of the investigation into this untimely" departure of comrade Eric 
Nhlangulela. 

Released by FAVVU media officer, Dominique Swattz on 082 498 5631 
beginof tl-leskype highlighting 082 498 5631 
end of theskypehighligl-lting. 

Vandals destroy new homes 
Beauregard Tronrp IOL News 30 J~xe 2011 

Two hundred and fiftTi hopeful families may have to wait another year for 
their oxvn honres because protesting Dube hostel residents broke down and 
burnt new low-cost flats. 

The protesters broke doxvn doors and tried to set fire to flats adjoining 
the hostels. 

From as early as 2am on Wednesday, a group of 300 protesters took to 
the dusty’ streets of Dube and started breaking dotvn the doors of newly 
constructed RDP blocks of flats. 

Some doors were used to make fires on the tiled floors of the unoccupied 
homes, while some stoves were stolen from the houses. 

A contingent of about 100 policemen, some in riot gear, confronted the 
protesters, who fled to adjoining hostels. 

Nineteen suspects were arrested, and police, led by Major-General Eric 
Nkuna, fear the protests will spread to other hostels in Soweto. 

Gauteng provincial housing authorities say- the damage could set the 
R55.4 million project back many months, as they were readying to hand 
over key’s to the first level of occupants. 

"The department of housing promised to build houses for people staying 
in the hostels, who are mostly unemployed and poor," con~muniry leader 
Sipho Nkwanyana said 

"They built these things (RDP flats) but they’re too expensive, and if 
people can’t pay rent, they get kicked out and these government people 
move their ticiends in," he said. 

The government has condemned the violent action by protesters, who they 
say do not appreciate the work undertaken to better their hves. 

With 416 of the 500 units completed, phase one was designed for 
low-income families and people who had fixed employment, with rentals 
priced fi-om RI 500 to R3 500. These units were made available 
exclusively’ for residents of Dube hostels. 

"We received 258 applications for the 150 units, showing the real need 
for this ~’pe of accommodation," said G auteng department of Housing 
spokesman Motsamai Motlhaolwa. 

Phase two, scheduled for 2012, would see RDP-type financing arrangements 
for those who qualified for the full government subskdy. 

"With things in disarray, it will definitely postpone phase two. These 

perpetrators have disregarded the rights of ordinary citizens," said 

Motlhaolwa. 

He said the Dube hostel community had been consulted throughout the 
construction, with regular meetings and consultations with indunas. 

Motlhaolwa said the government appreciated the frustration felt by some 
people - some of whom had been waiting for proper housing for more than 
a decade. 

He added that such actions undermined the government’s attempts to 
address the massive backlog. 

Yesterday morning, police made door-to-door searches of the hostels to 
tly to counter criminality in the area. 

"Fro afraid that these things will spread to other hostels. Then I’nr 



going to have a really big problem," said Nkuna. 

In the 1980s, Dube hostel was an IFP stronghold during the bitter 
]nkatha-ANC clashes in the lead-up to the first democratic elections 

At Dube hostel on Wednesday morning, many young men were basking in the 
morning sunshine as police descended to conduct body and home searches. 
- The Star 

Vigilantism claims 7 more lives 
IOL Nexvs 28 June 2011 

In Port Elizabeth, four people were killed "necklacing style" in 
separate incidents. One person had been arrested. 

Seven suspected crirainals have been killed in vigilante attacks in the 
Eastern Cape in the past three weeks, police said on Tuesday. 

In Flagstaff, ttnee suspected thieves were killed and a fourth was 
seriously injmed when members of the Ndimakude cormnunity assaulted 
them, said Captain Ernest Sigobe. 

At least 20 people had been arrested in connection xvith the crime and 
were expected to appear in the Flagstaff Magistrates Court on July 12. 

In Port Elizabeth, fottr people were killed "necklacing style" in 
separate incidents. One person had been arrested. 

Necklacing involves forcing a rubber tyre soaked with petrol over a 
person’s chest and arms, and setting it on fire. 

Sigobe said an eight-member task team had been established to 
investigate the vigilante acts. 

"More arrests are ilnminent," he said - 
Sapa 
www.iohco.za 

Man held for alleged necklacing 
IOL News 27 June 2011 

A Eastern Cape man was arrested on Monday for the alleged necklacing of 
two men in Ne~v Brighton, police said. 

Necklacing is the placing of a tyre around someone’s neck, dousing it 
with petrol and setting it alight to burn the person to death. 

Warrant Officer Dumile Gwavu said the 27-year-old man was allegedly 
among a group of residents who attacked and necklaced the men after 
seeing one of them wearing clothes belonging to a man who had been 
robbed and murdered. - 
Sapa 
www iol co.za 

Dobsonville calm after protest 
IOL Nmvs 24 June 2011 

A fire fighter hoses down the front of a bus that was burnt down by 
angry commuters in Dobsonville, Soweto. Picture: Mt~jahid Safodien 

Dobsonville, Soweto was calm on Friday morning following protests in the 
area the previous day, Gauteng police said. 

Lieutenant Colonel Tshisikhawe Ndou said: "So far the area is very calm" 

He said police would continue to monitor the situation. 

On Thursday, a 40-year-old man was arrested [’or allegedly torching three 
buses at the Putco bus depot in Dobsonville 

He was allegedly part of a group of commuters ~vho protested against a 
proposed increase in bus fares. 

Initially, protesters complained to the management and left without 
taking any acuon, but later the buses were set alight. 

Protesters also threw stones, but no injuries were reported. 

On Friday, Chief Superintendent Wayne Minnaar said Elias Motsoaledi 
Road, which had been closed due to the demonstration, was reopened at 
1 lpm on Thursday. 

He confirmed that calm was restored in the area on Friday morning. Sapa 

Commuters torch 5 Putco buses 
IOL News 24 June 2011 



A fire fighter hoses down the front of a bus that was burnt down by 
angry comnurters in Dobsonville, Soweto. Picture: Mujahid Safodien 

Five Putco buses were gutted, a sixth partially danraged and a bus driver 
sent to hospital as angry comnurters vented their frustration in Dobsonville. 

And, while police set up a cordon, three men casually strolled past thera 
and placed an incendiary device inside a bus that burst into flaraes. 

The incident started at about 5.30pnr on Thursday at the corner of Elias 
Motsoaledi Road and Van Onselen Street, opposite the Dobsonville 
Shopping Centre. 

"People started stoning the Putco buses and set thera alight. One driver 
was hit in the face and taken to hospital," said police Captain Mpande 
Khoza. 

He said the attack seemed to have been sparked by a price increase, with 
monthly tickets going up by as much as R70. 

Putco bus drivers on Thursdaynight feared for their safety as they 
watched from their depot, 30m from the incident, as firefighters doused 
the flaming buses 

"Drivers will show up tomorrow, but I’m not sure that anybody is going 
out on the road," said a Putco driver. When tempers started fraying, bus 
drivers say the?- called the police. 

"At the end of the day it was two policemen, and the?’ could do nothing 
but ~vatch," said another Putco driver, who witnessed the torching. 

"It was a big crowd. They said they want more buses Then they set the 
bus alight" 

A police source, ~vho was one of the first at the scene, said only one of 
the buses in the cluster of three was set alight A bus less than a 
metre away also caught fire. With police in attendance and trying to 
control the crowd, one neatly dressed man flanked by two others walked 
nonchalantly up to a third bus and stepped inside. 

An hour later, the buses were reduced to molten metal and ash as the 
fire destroyed the hulks. A ~2~urth bus with a blackened side could be 
seen further up Elms Motsoaledi Road, while even further away, two more 
stood destroyed. 

The policeman said it had been impossible ~k~r the inkia[ police units 
to stop the angry crowds as the officers carried only hve ammunition. 

One person, who was spotted throwing rocks at the buses, was arrested on 

Thursday night A 40-year-old suspect was expected to appear on a charge 

of malicious damage to property in the Roodepoort Magistrate’s Court 

today, po]ice said. -’];he Star 

w~v.iol.co.za 

A massive strike eyes De Beers as dispute goes to CCMA 

N1J[\/122 June 2011 

A massive strike by members of the Nationa] Union of Mineworkers (NUM~ 
~s [ike]y to hit diamond giant De Beers after the parties reached a 
dispute this afternoon. The NUM has put forward a wage demand of 15% 
whilst De Beers responded by a mere 5% The parties have also reached a 
dispute on the agency shop and the standby allowance. The NL<VI denrands an 
8% standby allowance whilst the company offers 6%. On the Agency Shop, 
the company refuses to agree thereby turning itself into a hive of 
free-riders. 

The National Union of Mineworkers has notified the corapany that it is 
now formally in dispute and would refer the matter to the Cormnission for 
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) which would pave the way 
for a massive strike action. 

"We have said to De Beers, two is company, three is a crowd. It is 
better for us to resolve the issues anrongst ourselves and not call on a 
third par%" but the conrpany prefers a crowd" says Peter Bailey, the 
NUM’s Chief Negotiator at De Beers. 

"We are not getting a third party with the CCMA and after that we will 
give them a big crowd to provide free music to their ears" says Bailey. 

Peter Bailey (Nt~4 Chief Negotiator at De Beers)- 082 883 7302 
beginof thes~’pe highlighting 082 883 7302 
end of the slcypehighlighting 
Lesiba Seshoka (ix,~o%i National Spokesman)- 082 803 6719 
beginof theskype highlighting 082 803 6719 
end of the sks~pehighlighting 

Exarro strike remains on the cards 



NUM 22 June 2011 

’]?he strike by over 7000 workers at Resources Cumpany Exarro remains un 
the cards The strike is still suspended pending a court prucess after 
Exarru ubtained an interim court interdict stopping the mass actiun The 
warring parties will meet un the 1st July at the Labuur Cuurt in 
Braamfontein, Juhannesburg where the Natinnal Uniun uf Mineworkers (NUM) 
will argue against the court granting Exarro a permanent order. Should 
the court decide in the NI_fM ~s favour, Exarro will face a rulling mass 
action that would cripple its operations. The NUM is hopeful that it 
will give Exarro an indefinite strike action that would leave the 
company reeling and leaking its wounds. The issue at the centre of the 
dispute is Exarro’s insistence to unilaterally retrench 300 workers. 

Union hails deputy raayor’s resignation 
IOL Nexvs 22 June 2011 

The Conmxunication Workers’ Union on Wednesday xvelcomed the decision by 
embattled Msunduzi municipality (Pietermaritzburg) deputy mayor Alpha 
Shelembe to step down. 

The move would bring stability to the municipalit?~ and help it focus on 
rebuilding itself, CWU KwaZulu-Natal secretary Thami Mzileni said. 

"We still further confirm as CWU our support is fully behind the mayor 
Cl’uist Ndlela and we believe that tl’uough his leadership, xve are going 
to have a positive turnaround strategy." 

He said the ANC Youth League’s statement opposing the call for Shelerr~be 
to be removed lacked "raaturity". 

"The statement was uninformed and lacked maturity and xvas just somehoxv a 
statemunt of popularity." 

Shelembe announced his resignation at a briefing in Pietermaritzburg on 
Tuesday. It took place after he made a brief appearance in the local 
magistrate’s COUlt on charges of corruption, fraud and money laundering. 

He am~ounced he was resigning from his position as regional treasurer in 
the ruling party Shelembe’s appointment as deputy mayor after the local 
government elections was met with fierce opposition fi-om opposition 
parties, ANC members and Cosatu Sapa 
www themercur,v.co.za 

Union bashing at United Manganese Mine 
Xgr~rM 20 June 2011 

Over a 100 members of the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) have been 
on strike at United Manganese ivline (LrMK) since the end of May The 
workers demand that the anti-union company should bargain with them 
whilst the company has kept its hostility towards them United Manganese 
Mine is a company whose shareholders includes Chancellor House Mineral 
Resources, Pitsa ya Setshaba and Kuruman Community Trust. The xgr~rM is 
disappointed that a company with respected political credentials such as 
Chancellor House can be part of the other with such union bashing 
tendencies 

The National Uninn uf Minewurkers (NUM} has nuw called un a secondary 
strike by all contract workers employed by variuus cuntractors at the 
mine "Our intentiun is nuw to bring the mine to a cumplete standstill" 
says Peterson Muleya, the NI_fM ~s Organiser in the Kimberly Regiun 
United Manganese Mine is situated sume 80 kilometers outside Kuruman in 
the Northern (;ape near Hotazel. 

Petersun Muleya- (NUM Organiser in Kimberly) -071 681 1467 

Lesiba Seshoka- (NUM Natiunal Spukesman) - 082 803 6719 

begin of the skype highlighting 082 803 6719 
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COSATU cundemns taxi uperaturs’ ac ti on 
Cusatu 20 June 2011 

The Cungress of South African Trade Unions full?’ respects and suppurts 
the right uf all Suuth Africans tu exercise their constitutionally 
guaranteed right to peacefully prutest and assemble and to freedum of 
speech. 

We huwever condemn sume Soweto taxi assuciations who today, unilaterally 
and without consulting COSATU, any other organisation or even their own 
customers, withdrew their services today, 20 June 2011. This has left 
thousands of conmxuters stranded and unable to get to work. The 
federation demands that no workers should be penalised for failing to 
get to work through no fault of their own. 

In particular COSATU strongly condemns the intimidation of drivers of 
buses and trains. 



The taxi operators are demanding that government subsidise their service 
and that they should be allowed to use the BRT lanes, but these demands 
should be taken up with the relevant authorities, rather than by 
penalising workers struggling to get to work. 

Contract workers ’pose hygiene threat’ 

IOL News 20 June 2011 

Striking ~vorkers at the Rainbow Chickens processing plant in Worcester 
say hundreds of contract workers live on the premises with no washing 
facilities. 

In addition, workcrs claim, when thcy are kitted out in their white 
protective clothing thcy walk to use toilets, which is not permitted. 

The workers have been part of a nationwide strike since May 26. 

They are demanding a R500 a month pay increase and a reduction in 
working hours florr~ 45 hours a week to 40. 

Solinda Hector, a gcneral contract worker, explained that people in 
protective clothing were not allowed to leave the premises or to visit 
the bathroom. 

"That is a huge hygiene hazard because they could return with germs on 
their shoes and clothing," she said. 

Hector added that even when workers eat, thcy are supposed to remove 
their protective gear and place it in a special locker. 

Group human resources and corporate affairs director of Rainbow Chicken 
Stephen Heath denied Hector’s allegations, saying there were toilet and 
shower facilities. 

He also insisted workers were not leaving the premises in their 
protective gear. 

On Friday, three police cars were parked outside the premises as 
striking ~vorkers protested opposite them, kept out by rolls of barbed ~vire. 

Temporal)’ workers who have continued working through the strike are 
being housed in t~vo big white tents - Natasha Bezaidenhout 
www iol co.za 

Tlzreat to make city ’ungovernable’ 
IOL News 20 June 2011 

The embattled Msu~duzi deputy mayor Alpha Shelembe and his fellow ANC 
regional committee members have been giveri an ultimatum: step down by 
the end of this month, or face an ungovernable city. 

This was the message from about 1 000 ang~z protesters, who brought the 
Pietermaritzburg CBD to a grinding halt on Friday afternoon, when they 
marched from Dale Park to the legislature, protesting against corruption. 

At the legislature, the?, handed over a memorandum to provincial 
government leaders. 

The memorandum read: "Some of the reD’ people who caused trouble and 
were at the helm when the municipality collapsed have been re-invited to 
serve in the council. This is the worst insult ever, and at best, an act 
of trlvialising the collapse of the municipality.. 

"As an alliance we take a dim view of the re-deployment of these 
councillors, including as a specific and most urgent case, the 
deployment of the former council speaker, Alpha Shelembe, as the deputy 
mayor." 

Chants including, "I)own with thieves who steal from ratepayers" and 
"Down with criminals disguised as AN(; members" echoed across the city. 

Premier Zweli Mkhize also came in for stick from protesters, who 
criticised him :[’or not acting swiftly enough to stop the corrupt ANC 
members from claiming leadership positions within the ci~ council 

AN(; activist Nana Mnandi, who spoke on behalf of protesters who are 
staging a sit-in at the ANC offices in Jabu Ndlovu Street, said they 
were willing to bring the city to its knees and render it ungovernable 
unless their concerns about corruption were addressed. 

The protesters demanded that Shelembe be recalled as the deputy mayor 
along with other councillors among them Zonke _’vfoatha, who has been 
elected as council speaker who were serving on the municipality when 
it collapsed amid allegations of mismanagement and fraud last year. 

Msunduzi spiralled into a financial meltdown and was placed under 
administration last year by local government MEC Nomusa Dube. The 
protesters want the outcomes of investigations into Msunduzi to be made 
public within 14 days. 



It has been reported that ANC heavyweight Nkosazana Dlaruini-Zuraa and her 
task team are still in Pietermaritzburg toying to bring an end to the 
protests and disillusion-ment over the way certain factions were said to 
be controlling the selection of candidate councillors to the ANC 
election list. 
www.iohco.za 

Minister and MEC l~ln for cover 
Michael Mokoena 20 June 2011 

A Northern Cape MEC had to run for her life and a national ruinister had 
to abandon his plans to attend an ANt’ rally in Dani~lskuil, about 150kru 
from Kimberley, when residents protested outside the conKnunity hall. 

Community leader Norman Prince said education lviEC Grizelda Cjiekella had 
to be barricaded inside a room at the back of the hall where she was 
shielded from angry protesters 

When Health Minister Aaron Motsoaledi arrived at the hall he saw- that 
protesters were pelting cars with stones, turned his vehicle around and 
sped a~vay 

"It was total anarchy as angry community members set the hall alight 
with Cjiekella still inside," Prince said 

Cjiekella and Motsoaledi had gone to Danielskuil on Saturday to attend 
the ANC’s Siyabonga rally- to thank the community ibr voting for the 
party and to congratulate the new- mayor of the Kgatelopele municipality, 
Gloria Kgoronyane. 

Prince claimed Cjiekella incited the people who had gathered outside the 
premises of the hall to peacefully protest against Kgorunyane, who ~vas 
apparently appointed as mayor against the will of the people. 

"Before the protest got out of hand, ~ve as community leaders, asked to 
have a brief meeting with Cjiekella, which she then agreed to 

"But while we ~vere telling her that ~ve do not want Kgoronyane as our 
mayor because she was not chosen by us and did not come fi-om this area, 
she (Qiiekella) arrogantly told us that she had nothing to say to us," 
stated Prince. 

At this point the protesters became hostile, he said. 

"All hell broke lose as protesters pushed on to the premises of the hall 
and started setting it Might. What ensued was chaos with ever.forte 
running J2~r cover. 

"The MEC had to be barricaded at the back of the hail 

"Stones flew, cars were pelted with rocks and police reinforcements had 
to be deployed to comain the situatinn." 

Cjiekella, Kgoronyane and her councillors had to be escorted out of the 
hall under hea~3~" police guard 

"Even at this point people still wanted to get their hands on Cjiekella 
and Kgoronyane," he said 

Prince conceded that, as the leadership of the comanunity, their efforts 
of containing the conduct of the protesters failed at some point. 

"It is difficult to control the anger of people whose cause is just We 
are standing together on this issue, we want her (Kgoronyane) gone and 
we will not compromise. 

"In fact, we are going to make this municipality ungovernable until she 
and her council, ~vhich were appointed at a police station, are out of 
office," he said. 

Northern Cape police confirmed on Sunday- that it had to escort 
Cjiekella, Kgoronyane and members of her council out of the hall to the 
police station. 

"We are investigating a case of malicious damage to property, after 
three vehicles were damaged, including that ofMEC Cjiekella and the 
mayor and a police vehicle," said police spokeswoman Mashay Gamieldien. 

She said no one had been arrested as yet in connection with the 
incident. We are, however, monitoring the situation closely." 

The ANC in the province said on Sunday it would not reverse the 
appointment of Kgoronyane as mayor of Kgatelopele municipality. 

"No arnnunt of stone-throwing will make us change Kgoronyane. 

"She was a councillor in that municipality for five years and there was 
nothing wrong with her then, but no;v that she is mayor, not eye.one 
wants her. We ;vill not agree to that," the party’s provincial secretary, 



Zamani Saul, said. 

Cope in the province said it was unacceptable that the vehicles of high 
ranking government officials be stoned. 

"It is also unfortunate that the life of Minister Motsoaledi was put in 
danger tIowever, we once again warn the government to start listening to 
the people. 

’We will not cundone what those people did, but it is time for the 
governmunt to listun to the views of the people. Let leaders be elected 
by the people," said the part~-’s MPL Pakes Dikgctsi. Pretoria News 
www.iol.co.za 

’Slutwalk’ to strut into SA 
NOETI’Ai’~DO MPOSO (IOL News) 20 June 2011 

Slutwalk, an international movement rapidly gaining momentum worldwide 
after being started earlier this year to object to the notion that women 
could avoid sexual assault by not "dressing like a slut", is coming to 
S outh Africa. 

The suggestion came from a Toronto police in January, offering a 
shocking insight into the way that some police force members viewed 
sexual assault against women. Since then there have since been 70 
"SlutWalk" marches worldwide, with two earlier this month in Scotland 
and Brazil. Others have been held in _Mexico, Delhi, London and Melbourne. 

Women dressed in schoolgirl mini skirts and teetering heels take to the 
streets to make a unified statement about sexual assault and victims’ 
rights, and to demand respect for all. 

Actress, designer and sexual assault survivor Sandi Schultz is the 
driving force behind the upcoming SlutYValk Johannesburg, ~vith dates for 
the Joburg and Cape Town events still to be finalised. 

Schultz ~vas abused as a young child, and said that when she read about 
the SlutWalks in Toronto and the rest of the ~vorld, "it resonated" 

"I know from experience that rape and sexual assault have nothing to do 
with what you are wearing, or ~vhat you are doing," she said, adding that 
rape ~vas not about sex 

Women take part in a ’Slutwalk’ protest in central London, in a global 
phenomenon sparked by comments from a Canadian police official who said 
that %vomen should avoid dressing like sluts in order not to be victimised" 

"Rape is about violence; how someone is dressed is not an invitation to 
a ssault them." 

The aim of the movement is to empower women to realise that no matter 
their actions or attire, the?- have the right not to be sexually 
assaulted and if they are, they are not to blame. 

SlutWalk Cape Town and Johannesburg are joining forces to try to 
synchronise dates tbr the local protest, in a bid to make as big an 
impact in South Africa as possible. 

For support and updates, follow on Twitter@slutwalkjhb 

nontando mposo@inbco.za - Independent Cadet News Agency 
w~v.iol.co.za 

Mineworkers march to Samancor Chrome 

NUM 17 June 2011 

Over three thousand mineworkers will tomorrow march to Samancor Chrome 
in Morningside to submit a memorandum of demands. ’l’he miners demands 
amongst others that the company should promote and implement an 
inclusive housing ownership programme as well as the banning of labour 
brokers. The workers further demand that nepotism, racism and 
discrimination which are prevalent at the company’s operations should 
come to an end 

"We further demand that the company should transform itself into an 
inclusive company where training and development with clear career paths 
are there for all" says Mandla ~[}’esi, the Secretary for Samancor 
Shosteward Council 

Details of the march are as follows: 
Time: 10H00 am 
Place: Corner Grayston and Rivonia Road and will proceed into Cullinan 
Road into Block B, Cullinan Close, Morningside 
Mandla Tyesi 072 967 1010 beginof thes~’pehighlighting 
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May-hera at youth day- celebration 
IOL Ne~vs 17 June 2011 

Music blared inside, violent anger flared outside. It could have been 
the Ellis Park tragedy all over again as people stampeded outside the 
stadium and forced their way through the fences because of poor crowd 
control at the official Youth Day conm~emoration at Orlando Stadium in 
Soweto on Thursday. 

While children danced inside the stadium to Afrikaans singers, hip hop 
songs and kwaito groups, outside, other youngsters broke down the steel 
fencing to get in and had mace sprayed in their faces, and were kicked 
by security guards in order to restore order. 

The day- started with good cheer. 

It was a historic moment ~vhen thousands in the stands stood and cheered 
to Loslappie while people were waiting for President Jacob Zuma and 
Julius Malema to arrive. He pitched up more than three-and-a-half hours 
late. 

But even before he arrived, the good vibes didn’t last long 

At about lpm, organisers decided that the stadium was full, and closed 
the gates Outside, thousands of children with their yellow tickets 
still ~vanted to get in The longer they were denied entry, the angrier 
they became. They started to shake the steel gates. T~vo policeman on 
horses arrived and tried to keep the teenagers back. It worked for a minute 

Marshals in orange bibs then tried to form a line to try to prevent he 
teenagers from entering. The children screamed at the marshals. One or 
two jumped the gate, and were dragged away, kicking and screaming. 

Each time a youth was grabbed, the crowd became angrier, until 
eventually many hands managed to tear away the steel from its support. 
First one fence went do~vn, then two, three, four. 

The crowds rushed in Out of nowhere, a group of men wearing red shirts 
with "Diligence Security" written on them came in to try to close the 
broken fences with their hands. 

A few teens still tried to make their way in; they were sprayed with 
mace and kicked by the guards. 

Nompumelelo Kheswa was one of the first victims. Her eyes running, she 
couldn’t believe what had happened to her. 

"tie sprayed in my eyes. He kicked me. He said he doesn’t have family in 

South Africa, so he doesn’t care what he does," said Kheswa 

Dressed fi-om head to toe in ANC clothes, Tabita Yendi was furious at 
what she was seeing An elderly woman, she couldn’t believe that the 
youths were being abused by the authorities 

kicked our children," she screamed 

The atmosphere appeared to calm down for a while, but an hour later, the 
crowds regrouped and blocked off Gate C, screaming at security’ officers. 

Banging against the gates once again, shouts of"let us in" and 
you" could be heard as the crowd became more vicious. 

Suddenly, dozens of angry youths began slipping through the fence again. 
Security began spraying mace indiscriminately Some of the younger 
children fell down and were stonrped on by those behind thenr. 

One teenager lay on the grotmd, his breathing shallow. Two nurses ran 
forward and took off his top, trying to clear the air around him of the 
mace. Eventually, Sibusiso Phaladi got up, eyes streaming. 

"I’ra not good. I’m not okay. I’m f****ed up," Sibusiso said. "They want 
nre to vote ANC? Never again." 

He said the tickets had been given to thenr by ANC Youth League branches 
and they had been told they would get free food. He and his friend both 
had the same number printed on their ticket. 

At about 3pnr, the overcrowded stadiun~ started emptying out, fed up with 
waiting for Zuma. When the president arrived, it was to an almost enrpty 
stadi~un. The Star 
www.iol.co.za 

No pay for staff striking at university 
Sinegugu Ndlova 15 June 2011 

UMlazi’s Mangosuthu University of Tectmology said yesterday that it 
would apply the no work, no pay rule to striking staff who downed tools 
on Monday for salary increments and a housing allowance. 



The strikersdisrupted exams on Monday, removing students from 
examination rooms. 

The National Education, Health and Allied Workers’ Union (Nehawu) is 
demanding a minimum increase of 9 percent across the board, on condition 
that the university introduces a housing allowance of R1 100 per 
employee per month. 

’]?he management is offering a 6.5 percent increase and no housing 
allowance. It says that Nehawu’s 9 percent deruand plus the housing 
allo~vance translates to an additional cost of about R17.6 million to the 
university. 

"This is in a situation where the cm~ent budget for salary increases is 
approximately RS.7m. Taking into account the already precarious 
financial position of the university., this would seriously jeopardise 
its sustainability and viability-," said university spokesman Mbali Mkhize. 

The university’s management and the union did not meet yesterday, and 
the strike continues. 
www.themer cury’, c o. za 

Doctors ruarch for better securi~" 
Lungile Langa 15 Jane 2011 

The murder of a Durban doctor at a hospital in Mpumalanga province last 
week was not an isolated incident, said KwaZulu-Natal health ~vorkers, 
who will ruarch to the Durban ci~" hall today- to demand safe working 
conditions. 

They said they did not feel safe while trying to save people’s lives at 
hospitals, with patients sometimes coming in carrying dangerous weapons. 

The doctors were speaking after the murder of Senzo M!daize, 27, who was 
stabbed by a patient, at Mpumalanga’s Middelburg Hospital last week. 

Dale Creamer, of RK Khan Hospital, Chats;vorth, where several doctors 
were held up last year, said security measures had been put in place, 
but these were insufficient. 

He said a guard was posted outside the doctors’ quarters and one 
patrolled the grounds with a dog, but people could still enter the 
hospital carrying weapons. 

Aggressive 

Creamer said doctors often discovered weapons on patients when they were 
sedated. 

"We often get drunk people coming in after they had been injured Most 
of these people are aggressive 

~Recently a doctor ;vas punched by a patient ;vho was being stitched," he 
said. 

The KZN president of the SA Medical Association, Jacob Mphatswe, said 
today’s march would be held to respond to these and other issues 
affecting health-care workers. 

"There have been many reports of health-care workers being assaulted, 
intimidated, robbed and even raped," he said 

Last year, after the KK Khan Hospital incidents, Sama and the KZN Health 
Department had decided to review security services at hospitals, to 
install proper lighting in corridors, surveillance cameras and metal 
detectors, he said. 

But not all these changes were introduced Sama wanted hospitals to 
employ their own guards 

Health Department spokesman Chris Maxon said the department was 
conducting security audits of hospitals in response to the safety 
concerns of health-care workers and patients. 
www.themercury.co za 

La Momanara Cheese Factory workers take a stand against slave labour 
Commercial, Stevedoring, Agricultural and Allied Workers’ Union (CSAAWU) 
15 June 2011 

’]?he Commercial, Stevedoring, Agricultural and Allied Wofl;ers’ Union 
(CSAAWU), alongside the workers of the La Montanara cheese factory in 
Ashton (Western Cape province), demand that the company pays a living 
wage, provides increased benefits and iruproves working conditions for 
all its workers. 

In response to the ongoing struggle of the workers for a living wage and 
better working conditions, the La Montanara bosses have locked them out 
in a desperate attempt to force the workers to accept a paltly R39 
increase in ~veekly wages florr~ the present wage of R350 per week. 



Rightfully so, the workers are refusing to accept this slave wage. The 
workers demand a minimum wage of R 1,000 per week. 

At a time when the prices of food, transport and all other basic needs 
and sep~ices are increasing on a monthly basis, the salaries of the Ira 
Montanara have remained the same for 4 years. The bosses proposed R39 a 
week raise is an insult to the dignity of workers and their families who 
are swimming in a sea of poverty Meanwhile the La Montanara bosses and 
many of the farmers in the area live in relative luxury, feeding offthe 
continued exploitation and impoveristwnent of the workers and the rural 
comm~ities in which they live. It is clear that the La Montanara bosses 
do not care for anything other than their own interests and increased 
profits. 

The La Montanara workers also demand better facilities. As a food 
producing factory, the factory is required by law to maintain hygienic 
standards including for the workers. Yet, 40 female workers are using 
only one toilet. As if it was during the apartheid era, white workers 
use separate and far-better toilets. The workers are forced to eat from 
a small dilapidated container which is also used as a locket where 
airborne diseases can spread easily, even more so in this cold and wet 
winter. The single toilet and poor eating facility are degrading. 
Therefore, the wurkers also demand decent toilets and eating facilities 
that not only meet legal standards for workplace hygiene but also 
respect their humanity and digni~. 

CSAAWU calls on Pick’n Pay and Woolworths (as La Montanara’s biggest 
clients who regard themselves as ethical retailers with minimum 
standards for their suppliers) to put pressure on the owners of La 
Montanara. 

The workers ofLa Montanara say enough is enough! We caunot accept being 
treated as little more than animals, being used to enrich a small elite 
and being largely ignored by the very government that is supposed to 
ensure all workers receive a living wage arid are treated with respect 
and dignity 

Have we forgotten the universal battle cry of workers ’An Injur~v to 
One is an Injuas’ to All’? We must come together to put an end to this 
modern day slavery. To the community of Ashton CSAAWU says do not 
allow yourselves to be used as scab labour to replace the striking 
workers. Stand by your brothers and sisters! To all of the workers and 
poor in Ashton and elsewhere, CSAAV~rU says let us form a united front 
against such gross exploitation and slave wages. To government, we say 
enforce labour legislation and side with the workers. Real change ~vill 
only happen if we stand together. 

"9,,~HEN WORKERS AND ~ POOR UNIFY AikX) BEL ]FA’E IN- THEIR OWN POWFR NOTHING 
CAN STAb,X) IN OLIR WAY! 

FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL CSAAWU: 
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Tribute to a People’s Hero : Vinesh Singh, Leader of the Earl?" Morning 
Market Struggle. 

In the evening of last Thursday, 30 June 2011 at 8pro, one of the leaders 
of the Earl?" Morning Market, Mr Vinesh Singh, succumbed to cancer, 
having been diagnosed just a few months ago 

Vinesh, a humble onion stall-holder who hailed from Phoenix, north of 
Durban grew up in the market, having entered it as a young 
"carrier-boy". At the time of his death Vinesh was in his fillies, but 
appeared very much younger, due to his slim, lithe build and agility. 

Prior to early 2009, before the unthinkable happened with the city 
officials threatening to demolish the historic market and the livelihood 
for thousands of stallholders, workers and barrow operators, Vinesh had 
concentrated on his passion for :Football. He was the Chairman of’the 

Caneside Football Club, a non-racial bod?’. He, his brothers and other 
club members were active in "development" football, training and 
coaching hundreds o:[" so called African and Indian children in the 
Caneside surrounds of Phoenix 

Febl"dalN 2009 changed all that. For close on a year, the market ~vas to 
be the scene of ongoing police brutality and harassraent, the like of 
which had not been irdlicted on the stall-holders even in the oppressive 
days of apartheid. It ~vas this iron fist and jackboot tactics of the 
present municipality which steeled Vinesh for a protracted and 
determined struggle. 



Soon after the struggles with the municipality began, Vinesh became one 
of the spokespersons and organisers of the market communi~ Although he 
directed interviewers and the hundreds of concerned citizens to the 
older Jblk in the market, his own story and eloquence proved to be 
capuvating for the media. Comrade Vinesh was a natural charmer, ttis 
honest passion, his rea@ smile, his handsome photogenic :[’ace made him a 
sought after person fi~r radio and television interviewers, researchers, 
academics, tihn-makers and politicos 

Vinesh’s stall was a site of defiance and protest with its placards and 
banners, and this all through the height of repressive and brutal police 
harassment. Possibly- the first ever "Art in the Market" was not only 
displayed at his stall, but was also the studio for sorae young artists 
from Botswana and Mozambique. To the consternation of the occupying 
municipal force, the activists had turned the market which was faced 
with imnrinent destruction into a syrabol of culture and resistance, 
reminiscent of the struggle day-s of the SOs. 

This energetic livcwire never shied away front any nrobilisation activib’. 
He organized and or was one of the key organizers of the protest marches 
and demonstrations of 2009, as well as the celebrations of 2010. He 
represented the market comm~ib" and EI~flVI Traders Association at most of 
the raobilisation nreetings in the Wal~vick area, neglecting his stall and 
business. He had become a full-tirae worker for the cause. 

His image and his views have been captured on many video-clips, short 
films and intet’,~iews. These nray be seen on YouTube. News articles 
quoting Vinesh on the raarket struggle have appeared in raany newspapers 
in South Africa, as well as afar offas Taiwan (’Taipei Times’), 
Indonesia (’Jakarta Globe") and in India. One may google "early 
morning market.vinseh singh" to access to these. 

Vinesh wanted to understand every aspect of the legal cases before 
court, in order to ensure that the court papers reflected the struggle 
to save the market from demolition. He ~vas one of the first in the 
market to study and research the hrstory of the market. He understood 
very well that the market ~vas a monun~ent of the indentured, and he put 
this case befbre the 1860 Committees last year. Due to pressure of 
activism at the market site he turned down a nomination to be a Phoenix 
representative on the KZN 1860 Commemoration Cormnittee. 

Without doubt, Vinesh ~vas the most energetic fighter to stop the 
demolition of the Early Morning Market, right up to his last conscious 
breath He has set a very high struggle-ethic This child of the 
market, like Fatima Meer whom he admired so very much for her 
uncompromising defence of the market, also fought till his very end. His 
very serious illness, and ongoing chemo-treatment and medications did 
not stop him from personally and directly intervening in the current 
issues at the market. 

He was a true revolutionary; a foot-soldier and a leader, a son of the 
soil -a hero of the working class He lived and worked in the working 
class areas, as well as in the market. At his funeral service the EiVK’~I 
Support Group recognised Vinesh Singh as a Comrade and hero of the Early 
Morning Market straggle[ 

Numerous tributes have been received, several from as far off as Cape 
Town Vinesh leaves behind his wife (Sundrie), a daughter and a son. 
Hamba Kahle, Comrade Vinesh. 

Roy Cherty 

08233484(/1 

0315631722 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

ive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,           6:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

- Research Paper Outline AFRI 

AFRI Paper Outline.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my AFRI 

Thanks, 

research paper outline. 

http:/! (d, live.une.edu 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil!, Class of 

School o f Journalism and Mass Communication - Public Reh~tions sequence 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Afri . Research Paper Outline 

Attach: Afri Research Paper. Outline.doc 

Dr. Sable, 

Here is a rough outline for my paper. I will attend your office hours to 
discuss my paper in depth and the direction I want to travel 

Sincerely, 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Psychology & African American Studies 

@email.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Notes ficom the tIyenas Belly Outline 

Notes from the Hyenas Belly.docx 

It is attached. I think I have included everything that I want to in a 
ve~ simplistic outline, but I will most likely need to come see you during 
office hours about it. Thales for assigning the outline, it has definitely 
assisted in my thought process regarding the paper. 

Have a good evening and I’ll see you in class tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,           10:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunic@email.tmc.edu~"~ 

/AFRI: /9:45-11:15/Term Research Paper Outline 

africa    outline.docx 

Dr. Sable, 

I have attached my telrn research paper outline. 

Thal~k You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,           11:0l PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

outline 

Outline for ’l’elm Essay Affi .docx; Outline for Term Essay Afri .docx 

Here is my outline for the term Essa,~. This is 

pid~ 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Subject: outline 

A~tach: outline ~l’ri paper.docx 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
Here is my outline. I look forward to tomorrows class. 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,           .7::~9 AN 
Subject: Afri: research paper: AFRI       2NDSS 

Dear All, 

TNs is confirm that research paper guidelines - indicating in detail what I Nghlighted on the fi~t day of Afii 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 

- are available on Blackboaxd. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

At~J outline- 

Afri outline.docx 

Outline 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:24 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Afri Term Paper outline 

A~tacl~: Afri Paper (smnmer).docx 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Paper Outline 

A~tach: .docx 

This is                 from our AFRI    class. My outline is attached to 
this email If there are an?- issues with it, please let me know Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaJl.unc.edus, 

Tuesday, 11:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

ouilirle 

.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Paper Outline Attached 

Afri Outline.docx 

Paper outline attached. 



Frolil; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studeutstores@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 8:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Orfline Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00164255] for Eunice Sahle has been received 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20114 AFR1600 O01 
R 978-0-87289-407- Reticaming Col~tempora@’ Africa Peyi Soyil~a-Atrewele and Rita Kiki Edozie 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number. 
Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summe:r2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 
Fraiqk Bellamy: 962-8123, fbellamy@email.unc.edu 
George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <infe@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

The Language of Art & Music (International Conference, London, August 25th - 29th, 2011 - tteld Paxallel to "The NotlJng Hill 

20~ 1") 

Call for Applications 

Dear Professors, Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I am writing to bring to your attention the following major programs hosted by us in partnership with other leading 

organizations. The Program will bring together young professionals, sludents and scholars, governmental and d~ploma~ic officials, cMI society pmctitbne~, private sector 

representatives, journalists, and other interested stakeholdem from across the world for a program of lectures, workshops, group discussions and cultum~ excursions featuring 
leading figures from the fields N pNNcs, ~he a~s, academia, media, and business. 
~ are currently accepting applications for these events and ] would be gtatefu[ if you could share this announcement by fotwarding the information below to anyone you think 
may be interested [n attending. 

’~::’::::~,~ ::..~:;~:.::: u.~:q~:.~;; ~ri::: ,~:~ ~. :~::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::: .. "A Three Piece Puzzle: The RelaOonship be~een Culture, InternaOonal Rela#ons and GlobalizaOon over the next Two 

Decades, 
(International Conference, London, Augus~ 25th - 29th, 2011 - Held Parallel to "The NoNng H~ll CarNva] 2011’) 

~v.~cdqang uageofada ndmusic.o~g 

.;~:~:~.~: ;~:~ C~.~::::~:~.~.~r~.~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~.~ .~:::: }~:: A Forum for Young Leaders (ACD) 

(L~eeklong Seminar, London, AuguN 22nd - 29th, 2011 = Held ParN~el to "The No~ing Hill CarnivN 2011’) 

~Jcd-adascultumldiplomacy.or# 

(Bedin, Weeklong Seminar, July 25th - 31st, 2011) 

~Jcd-academy.org 

Thank you for ’your a~ention and for your cooperation in sharing the ne~; of our upcoming events. If you do not wish to receive ema~ls from the ICD ~n future, please send us 

an ema~ to info@cultura~diNomacy.or~ indicating this. 

We look ~otward to seeing you in London/Berlin. 

Wi~h warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cu~tura~ DiNomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd FloodHochhaus) 
Kufarstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-107!9 
Phone: 0049(0)302360-7680 
www.culturaldiplomacy.or~ 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

......... Please fo~a~ the announcement found ~low ...... Thank you .......... 

::::::~:~:: ~::.. :~:~~,:::::=~.~:~:@:~ ~:::::~ ~:~:.~I::..~:.~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: . "A Three Piece Puzzle: The RelaOonship be~een Culture, InternaOonal RelaOons and GlobalizaOon over ~e next 

~cades " 
(International Conference, London, AuguN 2Nh - 29th, 2011 - Held Parallel to "The Netting Hill Carniva~ 2011’) 

~#:~:.~’?:: ~:~;: ~:~../:~:~ ~rs~?:~ ::~) ::::::::~:~:~::;,r~’~:,~:~:~;:~ ; A Forum for Young Leaders (ACD) 

~eeklong Seminar, London, August 22nd - 29th, 2011 - HeM Parallel to "The Netting Hill Carnival 2011’) 

’::’ ~’ ~:~ :: ’C ~:?~ :~%:; ~ ~ ~:.~ :~:~: ~ ~r ~?/; ::~::~::~, r ’C ~ ~:: ’: ~.~ r s~ :: ::~):: ~::~: ~ ~::~ r~:,~::: ::.:~’ .. July Session 

(Berlin, Weeklong Seminar, July 25th - 31st, 2011) 

~.icd~cademy.oN 

........... All p~#rams a~ cu~ently acceptin~ applications ............ 

Dea~ S#l Madam, 
The InN~tute ~or Cultural Diplomacy is currently accepting applications for the events out~#~ed above, all of which wil~ take place in London and Berlin during July/AuguN 2011. 

The Programs will bring together young professionals, students and scholm~;, governmental and diplomatic officials, cMI society practitioners, private sector representatives, 

journalists, and ether h~terested stakehoMers from across the wodd for a program of lectures, workshops, group discussions and cultural excursions featuring leading figures 

fmrn the fieMs of politics, the aRs, academia, media, and bus~ness. 

::::~’ ::..;~’.~i~;~;::’::~’ <~:~::: ~:’.~?.~ i::~ ::~,: ~i:i?:~i~:~:~: . "A Three Piece Puzzle: The RelaOoRship be~eeR Culture, InternaOenal RelaOons and GlobalizaOon over the next Two 

Decades" 
(international Conference, London, AuguN 25th - 29th, 2011 - Held Parallel to "The No~ing H~II Carnival 2011’) 

~.~cdqan#ua#eofaRandmusic.oN 
"A Three Piece Puzzle" ~s an international CoNerence tak#N Mace in London from August 25th - 29th, 2011 to explore the rela~ionsNp between culture, international relatbns, 

and globalization through a program of workshops, lectures & discussions, debates, film screenings, ad exhibitions, pedormances and cultural activities. The event will bring 

together aRists and practNoners from the fields of culture, literature, and music, that will share their pempectives alongside renowned academics and leading figures from 

international polNcs, diplomacy, civil society, and the public sector. The audience will include scholars and academics, students and young professionals, a~ists, diNomatic 

and pNitica~ representatives, representatives of c~vil society, and other ~ntemsted s~akeholders. 

The conference will begin by looking in greater detail at "culture" and "identity" and how these terms are used and understood today. The program will then build on these 
components by considering the role that culture plays in contemporary international relations and the process of globalization. The conference will then explore and 
summarize the challenges that lie ahead and the complex relationship between culture, international relations, and globalization over the next two decades (during these five 
days the concepts of "cultural diplomacy" will also be explored in more detail). 
Conference Speakers 
The event will bring together artists and practitioners from ~he fields el culture, literature, and music, that will share their perspectives alongside renowned academics and 
leading figures from international politics, diplomacy, civil society, and the public sealer. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board (for 
further information about the Advisoq,, Board please click here}. 

SustainabM Network >> 
During the program the participants will have opportunities to network amongst each other, with ~he speakers, as well as with ICD Advisory Board Members and padners. 
Conference participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the world of diverse interests and backgrounds who share a commitment to 
intercultural exchange, Participants will be able to remain in touch with each other through the ICD Networks. 
._C___o__D_[__e__r__e__!)__c___e____P___a__r__t_!_c__!p a n t s >> 
The conference is open to applications from young professionals, students and scholars, diplomatic and political representatives, civil society practitioners, private sector 
figures, journalists, and other interested stakeholders in international relations from across the world. 

To apply please visit: 
http:!/wvw~.cultu raldiplomacy.org!academyiindex .ph p?en_con ferences_tsp201 l_applicationfom~ 



(Weeklong Seminar, London, Augus[ 22nd - 291h, 2011 - Held Parallel to "The Not[ing Hill Carnival 2011") 

w~v.icd-a rtascult u raldiplomacy.org 
**Participan~ of the forti~coming ACD v~eeklong seminar wili f~ake part in the international Conference "A Three Piece Puzzle: The Relationsi~ip between Culture, International Relations and Globalization" 
(London~ August 25[i~ -- 29th 20i 1) 
Ad as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders (ACD) is a network el young, influential individuals from across the world, who have an interest in ad, music, cultural 
studies, international relations, political science, peace studies, and diplomacy. The program is particularly suited to individuah~ with an interest in the t~le of artistic and 
cultural expression in providing a platform for strengthening intercultural relations at the regional, national, and local levels. 

The ACD Weeklong Seminar is an international and interdisciplinary gathering of students, young prolessionals, and cultural practitioners from across the world. The seminar 
provides an excellent opportunity for young people to expand their knowledge of current and future developments in these fields, meet with current and former key cultural 
players and politicians, build sustainable networks with each other, and experience the rich and diverse cultural life of the city of London. 
The program will consist of speeches, panel discussions and seminars held by leading Iigures from the areas of perlorrning arts, visual arts, Iilrn, literature, architecture, 
academia, diplomacy and politics. Speakers wii] offer a range of perspedives on current and conceptual issues in the development of cultural policy and mrs administration 
within an international context, and the current and future potential of the arts as a diplomatic tool. 

In addition to the academic components, participants will ~ake part in a range of social and cultural activities tha~ will allow thorn to experience London’s unique cultural 
landscape. These activities will ipclude group dinners and drinks, trips to adist~c pe#ermances, concerts, and I~tera~ readings, and v~sits to impo~ant cultura~ and artistic 
landmarks. 
To apply please v~sit: 

htt p://~v.cu~t u rald~plomacy.org/acd/index.ph p?en ylf application-form 

’~::’ :::: ~ ,~ ~:: C:::::~;:,~ ~:~:,:r::,~:~:r:::::~;~ ~~:,~ ::~:,:~ ~r C:~.~ :: ~,~,~ ~r :;~: :: ~::~::~::’;~::,g: r~’~::;~:~::: ~:, July Session 
(Berlin, Week~ong Seminar, Ju~y 25th - 31st, 20I 1) 

ICD Academy Sessions are weeklong programs that explore the role of cultural diplomacy ~n contempormy ~aternet~ona~ relations. Each program features ~ec~ures, seminars 
and workshops ~ead by ex pe~s fi~m the fields of international politics, d~plomacy, academia, c~v~ society, end the private sector. During their time in Berlin pa~icipaats wil~ 
a~so have the op£o~un~ty to take pa~ in cultural end socia~ activities and to visit ~nst~tutions such as the German Foreign Office, the German Parliament, the Bed~n Cffy 
cultural institutions and Berlin-based embassies. 
Seminars Speakers 
Speakers dudng the Academy Sessions ~nclude expeds from the fields of politics, d~p~omacy, civil society, academia, end the pr~wte sector. 

Each Academy Session will bdng together an #~ter~Jsc~pl~na~ group of individuals flora across the world. Typical pad~c~pan~s ~nclude young professionals, students, civil 
society practitioners, scholars and academics, journalists, end pr~wte sector representatives. 
To ap£ly please visff: 

~.cu~t u rald~plomacy.or~ 
The ~nstitute for Cultural D~plomacy ~s an ~nternetional, not-for-profit, nomgoveramental organization with headqua~e~ ~n Bed~n, Germany. The goal of the ICD ~s to promote 
g~oba~ peace and stability by strengthening and supporting intercultural [e~at~ons at a~ levels. Over the past ~ecade ~he ~CD has grown to become one of Europe’s ~a[gest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among ~ndividuals of a~ cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
across the world. 
Previous Eyelets 

Previous events he~d by the Institute for Cultu[a~ Diplomacy ~nc~ude the Berlin latemet~ona~ Economics Congress ~011 (~er~in, March 9th - 12th 2011 --~w~.b~ec.de ), which 
hosted ~he Hen. Nahas Angula - Prime m~n~ste[ of Nam~bia; The Hen. Jean-Pau~ Adam - Foreign Minister of the Republic of Seychelles; The Hem A~berto Jose 
Guevara Obregon - M~niste[ of Finance of Nicaragua; The Hen. A~ h~m A~ Sating A~ ~ahd~ - Former Prime m~niste[ of Sudan; The Hen. Akua Sena Dansua - M#~ister 

for Teurism of Ghana; and The Non. ~dmund Bart~e~ - M~n~ster of Tourism of Jamaica. 
In Jenuerf 2011 the ICD hosted "The Future of US Foreign Policy" ~#ashington DC, Janua~ 4th-6th), which hosted The Honorable M~chae~ Chertoff - Former United 
States Sec[etah~ of Home,and Security; Senator WHl~am Emerson 8rock ~11 - lath Unffed States Secreta~ of Labor; Adm#a~ Ja~es ~i~ton Loy - Former Commandant of 

the Coas~ Guard; V~vian Sch~Her - Former CEO and President of NPR; Governor W~H~am We~ - Former Governor of Massachusettsand The Ho~. Sea~to[ 
Hutchinson - Former United States Senator from Arkansas. 

For more information on s£eakers who have attended £revious ICD events, £lease click here. 
Please address any add~t~ona~ quedes to 
We look ~oP~ard to seeing you ~n 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for cu~tura~ Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Ksrree (3~ F~oor,’Hochhaus) 
KufQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-107!9 
Phone: 0049.(0)30 2360--7680 
Fax: 00.49 (0)30.23~0-7~811 
www.culturaldiplomacy.or~ 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 
Join the ICD’s global network on Fac~book ~ cl~ck here 
Keep up-to-date w~th the ~atest developments ~n the field by fol~ow~ng the ICD on Twitter - c~ick here 
Become ~ member of ~he ~CD and he~p cre~e a s~ro~,~ Cu~t~a~ Q~p~omacy communHy- clic~ here 
This e-mail conbins privileged a~d confidential ~nfom~ation ~ntended only 
fo~ the use of the individual or en[i[y named above if [he reader of ~h~s 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing it to the ~nte~ded recipient, you are hereby ~otified that 
review, d~sseminatio~, copyh~g or forwarding of th~s e-mail is strictly 
prohibited, if you have received this e.-mail in error, please reply to [he 
sender of such and delete the e-mail in its entire~. -thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~vfimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, Street Style, Shuttle Era Ends and more 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pemo/20 " 0706/a mes ~ Y 

l "~iii @35 ..... June29 2011j 

Street Style ~      
ilNiI Be 5,our uwn street photographer by showing us your 

style or someone else’s in your cu:Tent climate. Each 
week the Styles seetiun will be soliciting street fashiun photos 
based un a theme. Don’t miss a slide show featuring the best of 
last week’s submissiun or cheek out Bill Cunningham’s latest On 
the Street video and event photographs f ur i~spiratiom 

Shuttle Era Ends                                         ~ 
After So years, the last stmttle ffight is scheduled for 
Friday~ i;nding a program that was ~o h;~vi; madi; 
spaceflight eheap amt almost as routine as air’ tt’ave[. See an 
iuteraetive timefim~ o[’ the ]35 space shnttle misskms and 
e>;plore the history el space travel with multimedia [eamres 
iuc[uding The First Human i~ Space, The First Close-Ups of 

¯ The Fa~s Own H;~rry Potter 
¯ The Tangled Family Tt’ee 
¯ Recipes for Burgers 
¯ Shortcuts for Q~ieker iPtmne Use 
¯ The Then ~nd Now el’ Memory 

Top ~ Viewed Features o,~¥-~ .......... 
(Berwee ~ ne 29-1 y 5 20!1) 

~, Strauss-Kahn Prosee~tfion Said [o Be Neat’ Colb~pse 

2. Married, With Infidelities 

3, Strauss-.Kahn Is Released as C;~se Teeters 

4, Brooks: The Moffter of All No-Brainers 

5. News of "1k~rnaround in Dominique Strauss-Kahn Case Stuns 

~ SLIDE SHO’W; Photo 

Replay: July 4 
A look at the day in sports from a 
hot dog eating contest in New 
York to a body building 
competition in California. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE~ Fiscal 

P~zzlc 
The city manager of 
Wilmington, N.C., proposed a 
2012 budget that left a gap of 
about $7 million between 
anticipated revenue and 
spending. Today, you’re in 
charge. 

~ VgDEO~ Covering Africa 

With Nicholas D. Kt’istof 
Noreen Connolly looks back at 
her recent reporting trip with 
Nicholas D. ~’istof through 
parts of Africa. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation ~ Room 
for Debate 

Lipstick 
Nails have become 
an inexpensive 
way to inject a 
season’s hottest 
colin’ trends into your wardrobe. 

~ Join ths Conversation 

How 6oes the 
subscription plan 

~ou? Follow 
@NYK3igita~Subs for mere 
i~formation 

N~imes Real Estate app 



combines in-depth proper~y 
seerch tools and cu~ing- 
edge mobile features. 

Experience the best live 
entertainment with the 

Ticke~Zatch e- rnail. 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marketing depeltment. You received this message because you signed up 

For NYTimes.com’s @Tirnes rlewsle~ter 

M~na~ ~y~g£i}otion~ I Un~ybsc[[~9 I Cn~nq~ Yoyr ~:Mai!I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contacf 

The igew YOFk Times Company I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New "Fork, FJY !0018 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kari Dahlgren < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 11:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Haba~ za Zai~ibax 

Thanks Dr. Sahle, 

I would be more than happy to pick up books for you at TGNP. I will be in Dar in two weeks. I’m going to Pemba in a week and after a week there, I’m off’to Dar. So just let me know ~vhat you 
want me to get. 
It is a treat to be at Fatma’s house! She arrived Iicom Dar two days ago. I had dinner with her and a few of her friends last night, which was lovely and interesting to get a perspective of the 
revolution from the displaced and now returning bourgeoisie. Anyway after dinner she took me into her study and gave me lots of great resources 
So I’m still having a wonderihl time 

And let me know about the books 
Best, 
Karl 

On Jul 3, 2011, at 2:04 PM; "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc edu> wrute: 

> 

> 

> Dear Karl, 
> 

> Thanks for the update and congrats on the piece in the current issue of Pambazuka! 
> 

> I am su delighted that you taking Swahili lessons and embarking on what I know will be great research project for nuw and many years tu come. And what a great gift tu be staying at 
Fatma AHoo’s house? She and other women intellectuals - such as Micere Mugo - ufher generatiun made it possible fur my generatiun uf East African women tu dream of becoming 
intellectuals. Thus, it is wonderful that yuu’re in contact with her and I hope you two meet bel2~re your departure 
> 

> Let me know when you are Dar for if at all possible I ~w~uld be delighted if you picked up some books fur me at TGNP. Huwever, no won-ies if you do not have time to visit TGNP. 
> 

> Take care and enjuy your time in Zanzibar. 
> 

> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> }:r;m Kar~D~hlgren [ @gmail.cum] 

> Sent: Saturday, July 02, 2011 6:36 PM 
> Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Habari za Zanzibar 
> 

> Dear Dr. Sable 
> 

> I just wanted to send you an email with some updates ftom Zanzibar. 
> First off’, rm having a wonderful time, have been completely healthy, and just so happy to be beret 
> My research is going alright, a little slow, but coming along. At this point I have a lot of thoughts and ideas of where to go, but until I do tW work in Dar and Bagamoyo, I’m not sure 
where to take it. I’m confident I’ll at least end up with some interesting ideas to develop. 
> I’ve also been really busy with Swahili lessons. Ninajifunza kidogo. I am really realizing the limits my language inability is placing on ray research. Not only in ~mderstanding people and 
things going on around me, but in gaining legitimacy. So rm really working hard to learn, so next time it won’t be a hinderance. 
> Also last week was the Zanzibar film festival, which was absolutely wonderful! It was a great way to quickly expose myself to so many issues. I found it all really inspiring and just had to 
write a little piece about it, so I wrote one and sent it to Pambazuka and they published it in the current issue under the arts section. Check it out :) 
> 

> Daily life has been great too. I’ve made a few great local friends. They’ve been teaching me how to cook. I make a great ugali :) oh, and I’m actually staying at Fatma Alloo’s house. Arturo 
sent me with a gift for her, and when I contacted her to deliver the gift, she set me up in her house, Although I still haven’t met her as she is in Dar for the bilth of her granddaughter. I hope I 
get to meet her before I leave, I really want to talk with her about TA~N/EVVA. The house is wonderful though, and she’s given me access to her library; it really couldn’t have worked out 
better. 
> 

> Thanks so much for helping me get this. I’m having a wonderful surmner and learning so much[ 
> How’s your surrm~er going? rm sure you are staying busy too. 
> 

> With deepest gratitude, 
> Karl 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowi~z@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 11:49 AM 

Go~alez, Vincent <vincentg@email.unc.edu-~; Baran, Emily <baraJ~@email.unc.edtr~; Bodey, Katy <kbx~dey@email.unc.edu-~; Colmer, 

Catherine <con@email.unc.edu>; Paulauska~ Michael V <mpaulau@email.unc.edu-~; ~gmail.com; Reynolds, Amy 

<amyrey@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaAl.unc.edu>; Laura Sims ( @gmaJ4.com) 

Return of Fall 2011 CCO Contracts 

Hi all, 

When you’ve got a moment, please update me on when you’ll be able to return your signed COO contract for teaching this fall. We want 

to be sure to get you set up in payroll and pay you on time. Tf you’re out of town or country this summer, let me know when you’ II be 

returning so that T can make a note of that and not send a reminder until after you’ve returned. You may have already mentioned that to 

me, so apologies if I’ve forgotten! 
T hope you’re all having a great summer so far. 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 

Marchel Proust 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday,, 12:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI    Exam #1 Grade 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I was wondering if you could confirm what my grade was for the first exam because I could not locate the actual letter or number grade on the blue book. 

Thanks, 

@live.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of: 

School of ~lournalism and Mass Communication - Public Relations sequence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

monday’s exam 

Professor Sable, 
I was going to talk to you about this after class but didn’t want to say 
anything around the other students Early this morning my grandfather 
passed away and I’ll be leaving this weekend for the Ii~neral The?’ haven’t 
decided yet on which day the sel~ice is but I ~vill find out either today or 
tomorrow I wanted to tell you this because there is a slight possibili~z 
that I won’t be in class on Monday for the exam. I kno~v that a couple 
people ~vere able to take it the next day in the afternoon and I didn’t kno~v 
if this was also an option f,ar exam 2? I am pret~ confident that I will be 
in class on Monday but will e-mail you if I find out anything different 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 4:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

office hours 

Hi Proffessor SaNe, 
Are your office hours going tobe held in BaSle Hall tomorrow? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: This morning 

Dr. Sahle, 

I totally understand. I will come to your office tomorrow morning to 
discuss the research paper. 

On Thu, 11:16:15 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> I am sorry to say that because of an illness in the family last night, I 
> will not be on campus early this morning. 
> 

> Seeyou in class. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, July 8, 2011 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Scandal Shifts Britain’s Media and Political Landscape 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/Og/todayshegdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On ]his Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 8, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Scandal Shifts Britain’s 

Media and Political 

Landscape 

An arrest seems imminent for The 
News of the World’s once politically 
influential former editor after the 
Murdoehs announced plans to shut 
down the tabloid. 

~E] The Lode: Video of British Debate 

on Hacking Scandal 

How Brigl~t Promise in 

Cancer Testing Fell Apart 

A Duke University program to tailor 
cancer treatments to certain 
patterns of genes has ended in 
disaster and lawsuits. 

Soutl~ Sudan, the Newest Nation, Is Full of Hope and Problems 

When the Republic of South Sudan declares independence on Saturday, it will be as a poor country 
facing insurrections and hostilities with northern Sudan. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Everyone acknowledged that we have to get this done bejbre the hard deadline qf Aug. 2 to make sure 

America does not defl~ult for the first dine on its obligations~ And ever]tbod]t acknowledged that there ~ 

~oing to be pain involved poliSeMllt on a!l sides~" 

PRESIDEN T OB~MA, after budget talks. 

WORLD 

Sonth Sudan                  [ 
Prepares for 

Independence 
~Ilxe Republic of South Sudan will 
declare its independence on 
Saturday, becoming Africa’s 54th 
state and taking its place at the 
bottom of the developing world. 

~ Related Article,~ 

OPINION 

Tl~e fans own the magic 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

dason Bateman: Team pJayer 

OPINIONATOR               N: Sex and 

a SuDreme Court 

decision on the First 
Amendment reminds us that as a nation we look more askance at sex than at violence. 



WORLD 

Mnvdoch C|oslng Tahh+M I3nked to BHfish HacMng 

The decision by Rupert Murdoeh to close The News of the World, seemed to be a calculated move to 

help protect Mr, Murdoch’s proposed $12 billion takeover of the pay-television company British Sky 

Broadcasting, 

Move ~o Close Newspaper is G~oee~ed ~Vith Suspicion 

An outpouring of suspicion and condemmltion came from all directions on Thursday, following the 

News Co[imvation’s decision to shut down the British tabloid The News of the World. 

B~°itlsh ’I’oi°ies Squi~°m as They Feel the ]Heat in Mnrdoch’s Embrace 

With Rupert Murdoch’s media empire in Britain reeling, critics say Prime Minister David 

Cameron’s close relationship with Mr. Murdoch has been a mistake. 

o More World News 

Countdox~ for Shu~le, and for a B~.t of the Flo~ida Economy 

Business owners along a swath of coastal Florida near the space center are concerned about the 

future of the area following the launch of the final space shuttle. 

~ Video Preparing for Atlantis 

The agency issued new standards for power plants in 28 states that would cut emissions of 

chemicals. 

Hunger $t~qke by Inmates Is Latest Challenge to California’s Prison System 

The strike has been organized by inmates at Pelican Bay State Prison’s secnrity honsing unit. The 

prisoners are kept in extreme isolation, which they call crnel and nnusual. 

BUSINESS 

To Slow Piracy~ Inte*onet Providers Ready Penalties 

Li ~.::K ,i 

Internet providers agreed to a system to identi@ those suspected of digital copyright infcingement 

and impose progressively harsher conseqnences. 

Betfind the Gentler Approach to I~anks by 

In recent years, the dustice Department has increased the use of deals like deferred prosecutions, in 

which banks and others are given leeway if they investigate their own wrongdoing. 

Ethanol Subsidies Besieged 

Pressure to cut the federal budget may outweigh support for the subsidies as consensus builds that 
the ethanol industry has achieved financial stability. 

SPORTS 

First UoS. Open or 3:~st, Challenge Is Same 

In 1998, Mariel Galdiano was born in Honolulu. That same year, Betsy King became the first golfer 

to surpass 86 million in career earnings on the L.P.G.A. Tour. 

For Baseball~ a Possible Oppo~unlty 

As part of his plea agreement, Dr. Anthony Galea may be pressed to tell authorities the names of 
athletes he provided with banned substances. 

Twlce-Rejected 8L Koioean Town Lands ")O18 ~Vintee Games 

Pyeongehang created a winter sports haven in a region long known for abandoned coal mines and 

steep hills scarred by barbed-wire fences, military bunkers and minefields gnavding against North 

Korea. 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW FMASTER CLASS’ 
Enongh Ahou{ Yon; Let’s Revisit My Glo~’y Days 



Tyne Daly stars as Maria Callas in a revival of Terrence McNally’s 1995 play, "Master Class." 

~ Video Exc~;rp :’Master C as~’jrq Slide Show 

ART REVIEW/ 

Indian artists’ depictions of the Hindu god Vishnu in his many forms make up the show "Vishnu: 

Hinduism’s Blue-Skinned Savior," at the Brooklyn Museum. 

EXHIBITION REVIBN 

A show at the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington traces the veneration of First Folios as 

much as objects as literature. 

o More Al~,s News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW ] ’HORRIBLE BOSSES’ 

~ "Hm~bie Bosses," a fo~-mouthed and frequently flmny new comedy of male resentment directed 

by Seth Gordon, employees plot revenge. 

~A Profile of Jason BaSeman: The Team Player 

~O Anatomy of a Scene 

MOVIE REVIKNV ]’PROJECT NIM’ 

Some Humans and the CMmp They Loved and Tormented 
B’~ .:, ’2. ’:A."T 

dames Marsh’s documentary "Project Nim" is about a chimpanzee, but we mostly see humans 
behaving badly. 

~ Interv~ev¢: .Jame~ Marsh 

MOVIE REVIEW ]’THE SLEEPING BEAUTY 

By ?.!.:,.~O~ .:, D:’.’..:.~S 

In Catherine Breillat’s "Sleeping Beauty" the princess doesn’t fall into a loosear slumber, she hits 

the road for some adventure. 

~ Exclusive Clip 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Negotiating oil a Knife’s Edge 
The White House and Republicans are holding the eeonmny hostage while they remain in a 
deadlock over how to pay the nation’s bills. 

EDITORIAL 

The killing of the journalist Syed Saleem Shahzad has raised many troubling questions about 
Pakistan’s spy agency. The agency re’gently needs reform. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 
Big Boards, Banana Stalks and E~,erybody in the 

Way before "Gidget" and the Beach Boys, surfing was a spm’t in Hawaii. Two new books and a film 
are reclaiming that story. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBLq-OR 

A Cei|ing ~A;e Can’t ~,qsh Away 

Unless the debt limit is raised, the Treasury will have to choose between refusing to spend 
appropriations and defaulting on payments to the nation’s creditors. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~A;hat Obama Wants 

With the debt-ceiling talks including the prospect of huge spending cuts, progressives and 
Democrats are wmTied. Should they be? Yes. 

= " " C ’, s Page [ Bloc 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Th e Unex~m ~tmd Soc-~ety 

Behavioral research helps us address problems holistically and design effective policies. It’s the last 

thing that should be facing a slash in financing. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Derek Jeter’s march to his 3,oooth hit brings into focus the way that numbers can tell a story. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 8, 195o, Gen. Douglas MacArthur was named commander-in-chief of United Nations forces 

in Korea. 

See ’~his F’~’ont Page 

Buy This Front Pa~e 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTimes coFn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a membe~ of 

~he TRUSTe ~dvacy program; we are committed to p~otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:39 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE: AFRI    Exam #1 Grade 

Thank you for the clarification. 

@live.unc.edu 

University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class 
School of Jom-nalism and NIass Communication - Public Relations sequence 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:45 AM 
To: ’ 

Subject: RE: AFRI    Exam #1 Grade 

Dear Giemy, 

’]?hat is strange[ Bring yuur exam tu class un Mi)nday. At any rate, from my master grade sheet sheets your exam 1 grade 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:26 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: AKRI    Exam #1 Grade 

tIi Professor Sahle, 

I was wondering if you could confirm *vhat my grade was for the first exam because I cuuld nut locate the actual letter ur number grade un the blue buok. 

Thanks, 

@live unc.edu< @live unc.edu/> 

University of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class uf 
School of Jottrnalism and Mass Corrmmnication - ]-ublic Relations sequence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Incomplete for AFRI 

Good afternoon Professor Sable, 

I hope all is well. I ~vas wondering if you received my last email 
concerning my Incomplete for AFRI I was made aware that today is 
the last day to apply for ~ graduation. I submitted my 
application for graduation for this term some time ago, but received 
notification that nay Incomplete for AFRI    would need to be cleared 
before I would be eligible. Is there any way the Incomplete can be 
resolved today? Thank you so much. 

Best, 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,. 2:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: exam 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I met with you today and we discussed rescheduling the exam on Tuesday due to me having two exams on Monday, your exam and then my exam in my anatomy class. This 

rescheduling would give me more time to prepare for your exam as well as my other one. On the previous exam I recieved a mediocre grade due to having to prepare for two 
exams back to back and ultimately I was very stressed out. So i’m hoping that with more time, I will be able to perform to my highest ability on your exam. Please grant my 
request to take the exam on Tuesday. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Friday, 4:25 PM 

Exam: AFRII .001.2NDSS 

Dear 

I thought you would pick up your exam 1 during my extended o~ce hours today. At any rote, because you did not get your exam in class yeffterday, you have until 

Wednesday next week to write your exam 2. This roll give you extra time to review your exam 1 which I will bring to class on Tuesday. 

As for exam 2, I will let you know when you cm~ write on Wednesday by Monday. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, July 9, 2011 3:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Job Gro~4h Falters Badly, Clouding Hope for Recovery 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/Og/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .BJA j On This r.)a¥ 

C,~tornize T@dav’~ j:]~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 9, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Job Gro~4h Fai[ers Badly; 

For the second month in a row, 
employers added a dismally small 
number of jobs, showing that the 
United States economy is barely 
creaking along. 

PM ~T 

~ Video: ]imesCast ~ David Leonhardt on Job Growth 

f.b" M~C !;,~..L L, ’:.,~ ..:. :: 

A gronp is looking for goteha moments that eould that emfld derail political ambitions or provide 
fodder fro" television ads. 

~ Video: A New Breed og Campaign Trac~e~ 

~ lore:active Feature: Uploaded Upheaval: ~amous T~acker Videos 

AN APPRAISAL 

3, % 1~ aild the Last Shullle Lea*,es an E*oa Behllid 

The Athmtis lanneh was as festive as the ~34 that preeeded it. But this time, those who care about 
NASA worried for nothing less than the futnre of American spaceflight. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 



~ SLIDE SItO~V: 

~ 

~et, l-y Ford Dies 

Betty Ford, the 

ontspoken amt ranch- 

admired wife of President Gerald R. 

Ford, has died at 93. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE J~st 
THREAD 

Michele Bachmann’s 

signing of a 

conservative "marriage vow" pledge 

in Iowa raised ire in the blogosphere. 

Summer vegetable sauces 
ALSOIN HEALTH >> 

W~y exercise makes us feel goad 

Environmental factors linked to autism 

WORLD 

Night Raids Cm’bi~g Tailback, b~t Afghans Cite Ci~411a~ Toll 

Night raids have become an effective tool against the insurgents even as they stir resentment and 

accusations of abuse among Afghans. 

Phoebe Scandal Poses Defining Test for a Murdoch Son 
;.~; r M 

James Mnrdoeh, the son of Rupert Mm’doeh, faees a new test as he joekeys to run his father’s 

eompany, the News Corporation, and salwlge the biggest deal in the Mnrdochs’ history. 

Former Aide to Cameron Is z~rested in Tabloid Scandal 

Andy Coulson, a former editor of ’][’he News of the World and a former aide to Prime Minister David 

Cameron, was arrested on Friday. 

o More World News 

Betty Ford~ Former First Lady~ Dies at 93 

The outspoken and much-admired wife of President Gerald R. Ford overcame alcoholism and an 

addiction to pills and helped found one of the most well-known rehabilitation centers in the nation. 

Callfortfia C~ts ~Welgh Heax41y o~ Its Colleges 
::’.; :::it’ ~H:::I/R L: /)i;,i:’. 
Sharp tuition increases and cutbacks in services threaten to erode a much-admired college and 
university system. 

Shutdown i~ Mim~esota Ripples Out to Day Care 

The shutdown has suspended payments for child care for the poor, and families and day care 

centers are feeling the impact. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Air Service Cutbacks Hit Hardest Where Recession Did 

Government data shows that cities where honse prices collapsed and jobs disappeared, like [,as 

Vegas and Detroit, were among those that lost the most flights. 

~Mlegafio~ts Li*~k U,So Companies to Brazllla*~ Sex Tourism 

Cases in the United States and Brazil are pnrsuing connections between an Athmta-area 

businessman and trafficking in underage girls ahmg the Amazon, according to eonrt papers. 

DEALBOOK 

News Corp, Dear for BSkyB i~ Limbo 

Amid the widening phone-hacking controversy at the media empire, British officials said it could 

take awhile to assess the proposed acquisition of BSkyB. 

~E[I Deai Book Video: The ~-allout to: the BS;~vS 
_ _ Deal 

S P 0 RTS 

Grief a*~d Quesfio~ts ~,~ter Death at Ballpark 



A fan fell over a railing at Rangers Ballpark while trying to catch a ball, prompting a look at 

previous accidents. 

The top women’s professional soccer team combines the traditions of the East German sports 

academy with the sponsorships and fan clubs of capitalist soccer culture. 

~ Slide Show: A ~?,]ol~er?s Soccer Wellspring for 40 Years 

METS 5, GIANTS 2 

M[ets Beat G~a~ts with Three Rm~s h~ Nh~th 

Scott Hairston hit a pinch-hit home run off Giants closer Brian Wilson in the ninth to break a 2-2 

tie. 

~Box Score ~ ~nning by Inning 

~A Natura~ Talent Who Reaches Unnatura~ Sseeds 

Mote Spolts News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

Combh~h~g People ~d Machh~es h~ Ve~fice 

A political commentary from the United States with Allora & Calzadilla’s works at the Venice 

Biennale. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’AS YOU LIKE IT’ 

LoveLs Hard, Com~c %Vork~ on a Stage Most Worldly 

::7 c~q:’.::.~ ::i.~ 

With "As You Like It," the Royal Shakespeare Company begins a six-week residency at a transformed 

Park Avenue Armory. 

~ V~deo Scene from ’As You Like 

THEATER REVIEW I q-HE JUDY SHOW: MY LIFE AS A SITCOM’ 

She ~Va~ted a TV Show~ but the Stage V~f[iI I)o, Too 

::7 )..’:.vi:: :. ii..: 
,Iudy Gold stars in her own memoir with music, at the DR2 ’]?heater in Manhattan. 

o More A~s News 

TRAVEL 

A T~rklsh Idyll Lost h~ Time 

Istanbul’s island of Buyukada is a living diorama of the Ottoman era, a place of grand churches, 
filigreed mansions, horse-drawn buggies and retro beach clubs. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER BLOG 
81oo Vgeekend h~ Istar~bul 

Can the Frugal ’lYaveler enjoy a weekend in Istanbul on a Smo budget? No problem. 

EXPLORER 

(~.~’OSS~g the Nat~iOl~ o~l "~ ~fheels - ~a~ 

With a brand new bike and a growing list of aches and pains, retracing a trip last made in the 
twilight of youth. 

o More ]ravel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The New State of Smtth Smhm 

M’ter the celebrations of its independence, the new country and its supporters cannot relax. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Promote a Merger 

K]?&T lobbying muscle and cash win support for its deal with T-Mobile. 

EDITORIAL 

Safe~ No~t Sorry, on Drillh~g 
A New York State report on natural gas seeks to balance environmental and economic concerns. 

EDITORIAL 

Perils of Smoking, on Graplfic I)~splay 
A World Health Organization report notes that large pictorial warnings on cigarette packages are 



effective in deterring smoking. 

OP-ED 

C:P- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

F~’om the O~tte~, Into the Sewe~ 

Rupert Murdoch’s achievement was to take the tabloid press fl’om the gutter into the sewer, 

widening its range fi’om coverage of cele[u~ty scaadals to the performance o~ cvimiaal acts. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

There is nothing more thrilling to Ruped~ Mnrdoch than a scoop by one of his papers -the more 

salacious, the better. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The D,S,K, ~ndgame 

It’s time [or Dominique Strauss-Kahn to start on that memoir. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Death Penalty, Still Racist and Arb]trary 

Those who kill white people are more likely to be sentenced to death than those who kill blacks. 

ON THIS DAY 

On duly 9, 1896, William dennings Bryan caused a sensation at the Democratic National 

Convention in Chicago with his "cross of goht" speech denouncing supporters of the gold standard. 

Bryan went on to win the party’s nomination. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Page 

YOti received this message because you signed Lip fer NYTimes oo[~Is Today’s HeadD~es newsietter As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed to protecting your privaW 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr[be [ Change Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy [ Con~ct [ Advertise 



From: ~email.unc,edu 

Sent: Saturday, 1:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Exam: AFRI .001.2NDSS: 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
I am ve~’ sor~z for the misunderstanding, I was under the impression 
you would just send me my grade via email but it would be very helpful 
to look over my exam 1. I will come to class Monday to find out ~vhat 
time you would like me to take it. Would it be possible to send me my 
grade just so I know how I did on the last one while studying? I would 
greatly appreciate it and thank you for being so accommodating. 
Sincerely, 

Quoting EI~rNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear 

I thought you would pick tap your exam 1 during my extended office 

hours today. At any rate, because you did not get your exam in class 

yesterday, you have until Wednesday next week to ~vrite your exam 2 

This will give you extra tnne to review- your exam 1 ~vhich I will 

bring to class on Tuesday. 

As [’or exam 2, I will let you know when you can write on Wednesday by Monday 

Sincerely, 

Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Saturday, 7:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Exam: AFRI .001.2NDSS; 

Professor Sable, Thank you. I received a     ~ut of how many possible 
points? I will arrange a time ~vith Mr. Porter asap. Again thank you for 
being so accomodating. 

Quoting "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc. edu>: 

Dear 

Itis 

Please get in touch with Mr. Travis Gore (thanks so much) to arrange 
a time to write your exam two on Wednesday next week. As you do so, 
kindly note that because of his hea,~3~ responsibilities, he can only 
proctor the exam between 10 00am-12.00am or 2 00-3.30pm. Please note 
that I will leave your exam 1 with Mr. Gore on Monday prior to 9.45am 
when exam 2 starts 

Sincerely, 
Dr SahIe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Study Guide 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was ~vondering if you were going to post a stu@ guide for Monday’s exam? 

Thank you’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@emafil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tomorrow’s Class.. 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I apologize for the last minute notice, but there is a possibility that I 
will not be able to make it on time to class/our exam tomorrow-. As I have 
told you, I have_                         , and I have doctor 
appointments eveW Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings which are usually 
done in time for me to barely get to class on time, but tomorro~v they are 
doing my monthly blood work, MRIs, etc I am not entirely sure when I will 
be able to be back on campus, so this e-mail may be entirely ulmecessaw, 
but I did not want you to think I was skipping the test intentionally In 
case I cannot be back in time, is there anyway I could take the test at 
another time? I apologize for being the problem child of the class’. Thank 
you for your time, and I apologize again. 

Hopefully I will see yuu tomorruw[ 



From: ~email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Sunday, 5:09 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Africa~    Term paper a~d Final 

A~tacl~: Afri FinalPaper.docx 

Hi Professor, 

Attached is my African    term paper, please let me know if you can’t open 
the attacl~nent fbr some reason Because I didn’t get to turn in an outline 
or meet with you, I’m a bit nervous, but still hopeful that this is along 
the lines of what you were looking for. Again, thank you so much for the 
extension, I really appreciate it! Also, just to let you know, I am 
scheduled to take my final on in Battle Hall. I hope you are 
having a wonderful sun.her! 

On Tue,            12:58:53 ~ 0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Dear ~ 
> 

> Please get in touch with my colleague Mr Travis Gore (many thanks) to 
> arrange a time to wribe your final exam for A[’ri    Spring 
> You have my permission to write it after Kindly note that Mr 
Gore 
> is not aw~ilable to supervise the exam during the following 
> 

> Be[’ore 10 00am 
> Between 12.00pm-1 00pm 
> Al~er 400pro 
> 

> Looking f~rward to receiving your term paper 
> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 



From: Presentation Skills Training <sendout@commsendout.com > 

Sent: Sunday, July 10, 2011 11:52 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc.edu> 
Subject: DYNAMIC PRESENTATION SKILLS - Confident Communication Workshops - JULY & AUGUST 2011 - 

MIDRAND 

GET THE DESIRED RESPONSE! 
MAKE AN IMPACT WITH YOUR PRESENTATIONS, 

INFLUENCE YOUR AUDIENCE 

m Making a good first impression. 

m How to appear professional and confident 

when speaking. 

Using the voice correctly when speaking 

Overcoming nerves when speaking How to 

write a speech / presentation. 

The importance of eye contact and gestures 

when speaking 

Thinking on your feet 

listening skills 

Using power point to your advantage not 

disadvantage. 

Impromptu speeches; prepared speeches 

and sight-reading 

How to prepare for a presentation. 

Pronunciation problems will be pointed out, 

and corrective exercises given. 

¯ You will learn to come across more 

confidently when in a group of people. 

Preparing you for future presentations and 

meetings. 

All speeches are video recorded allowing the 

speaker to watch improvements and correct 

problems. 

The videotapes are yours to keep, as well as 

all literature in the files. 



Daily workout 

English vowel sounds 

Voice: breathing and modulation madness 

Tf you do not want to receive any more newsletters, ih=,s i~,r=k 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 5:14 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: Exan 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I am emailing you to inform you of what is going on. I am currently 
still up suffering ticom what i think is food poisoning/siclcaess It 
started today around 7:00 and has not let up since I have thought 
everything through and I really doubt its possible that I am in the 
condition to take the exam this morning at 9:45 ifI am feeling this way 
in a couple hours I am sorry that this is last minute but clearly i 
couldn’t predict this. Is it possible I can take it at a later time? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday,. 1:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Wednesday’s Class 

Dr Sahle, 

I hope you are doing well. This ~veek I will be having a student visiting 
me. He is a            and is interested in attended UNC Would it be 
okay if he sat in on class on Wednesday? 

Sincerely-, 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Psychology & African American Studies 

t@email.unc.edu 



From: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~: exam 2 

Hi Professor SaNe, has my exam two date been determined yet? 
Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 6:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Congrats! -- and your honors thesis 

Professor Sahle, 

I hope all is well with you and that you are enjoying your stammer so far 
As you know this summer I’ve been in completing a historical 
research program at which examines the Civil War. In 
my research so far, I’ve surprisingly come across a wealth of prima~ and 
secondaW source material that I think will contribute greatly to my 
proposed paper on comparative family disruptions under American slaveW and 
South African colonialism I know that earlier in the stammer, I indicated 
to you that I was no longer interested in pursuing an honor’s thesis on 
that topic; ho~vever as I’ve increasingly found material to support the 
American slavely component of my research, I’ve begun to think that I can 
feasibly complete this project as an hunor’s thesis. I realize that yuu 
were willing tu support me in this wurk as an independent study, but I 
wunder if you were still interested in and able to potentially advise me 
[’or this project as an honor’s thesis? I have communicated this renewed 
desire tu pursue an honor’s thesis with               and pending your 
respunse, I’d [uve to muve forward with planning for this pruject Please 
let me know what your thuughts are. If it is indeed tuu late to start, ur 
if you have uther ubligatiuns, I completely understand and wuuld still [uve 
tu wurk un this as an independent study. Thanks Prufessur Sable, and I 
hope tu hear from you soun! 

Best, 

On Thu, 15:37:46 ~0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrute: 
> Dear 
> 

> While I was away and since my return, there has been cummunication abuut 
> your propused hunur thesis. As yuu knuw I was away, thus I could nut 
> respond earlier At any rate, following cunversatiuns with Prufessurs 
> Caldwel[ and Janken, I write to let you know that ifyuu’re still 
> interested in pursmng an hunur thesis project, I can be work with you 
> Let me know your thoughts as soon as possible. In terms of a comparative 
> study on the theme of the disruption of family life trader colonial 
> conditions, South Africa is the best case study. There is a lot of 
material 
> on the topic and it would be a great case to compare with the USA. 
> 

> Best ~vishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: (£email.tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 12:40 PM 
> To: Sahle, E~mice N 
> Subject: Re: Congrats! 
> 

> Thank you Professor Sahlet 
> 

> I appreciate your congratulations[ I hope that you enjoyed your trip to 
> South Africa and that the process of recovery from your jet lag is 
spee@! 
> 

> 

> Best, 

> On Sat,            09:47:38 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
> <eunice@email.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> Congrats on being named a ~ 
>> 

>> It is vely’ good news and I am veW protad of you I just heard the news 
> and 
>> I had to send a note even though I am in the midst of recovering from a 
>> horrible j et lag. 
>> 

>> Keep up the excellent work. 
>> 



>> Best wishes, 

>> Dr. Sahle 

Histopf and A:ffican-American Studies Major 

Spanish Minor 

"The historian’s task is to preser~,,e everything that has substantive 

significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subjects." 

-Manning Marable 

History and Airlcan-American Studies Major 
Spanish Minor 

"The historian’s task is to preserve evet?,thing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of iraposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edus> 

Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: exam 2 

have been up all night and took a nap that caused me sleep through class time tmfortunately.However, I will email him now. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ( 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: exam 2 

7:22 AM 

Dear 

Get in touch ;vith Mr. Travis Gore to make arrangements to write the exam during today’s class time (9.45am-11 45am 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: exam 2 

3:12PM 

Eli Professor Sahle, has in?’ exam two date been determined yet? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@msn.com> 
Tuesday,            2:18 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AFR[ 

Hi, I am looking to get permission (department content) to take AFRI    in the online class. The other lecture sessions are full besides the spots 
reserved for         I also need the online so I can have time flexibility as I own my own business. 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday,            3:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Exam: AFRI .001.2NDSS 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I was send this email (Ira guessing it was send to the class roster, I have never met the student named below). I forwarded you this email mainly because I have seen some 
cheating in other classes during my spring semester. I do not want to be a "tattle tail" but I think having the questions before taking the test results in is an unhonorable illusion 

of mastering the material. Maybe, I am interpreting the email wrong and they met to ask for help with the material. 3[ just thought you would like to be informed. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, :11:56 AM 

Subject: Exam: AFRII .00:t.2NDSS 

Wonld anyone be nice enough to tell me some details about the last Afri 

extremely thax~-ul for any specifics. 

exam (especially qnestions about the novel). I’m taking it tomorrow and would be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 7:25 AM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fihn request 

tIeHo, 

Please reserve the ]2)llowing :film for my Al~;il01 class: 

"Black Gold" 

Wednesday, July 13, 2012 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Your film request f~r 2011- 07-14 

Your reservation request for Black gold [videorecording] from 2011-07-13 through 2011-07-15 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

St aff Notes: 
Black gold [videorecording]: 65-DVD3514 c2 

Please note that the film(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 

Other arrangements must be made in ad~’ance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at rarc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 07-13-2011 08:23 am 
...... Mail generated at Ju113.2011 08:07:50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Eat Well, 9/11 Relics m~d more 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0713/a mes 1 Y 

[ii~ @Times- July 13 2011 j 

Tomatoes aren’t the only vegetable that yuu can turn 
into a simple sauce. Eat Well highlights recipes featuring 
oRen forgutten vegetables to make sauces perfect for summer. 
The recipes include parsley and caper sauce, a red pepper sauce, 
oniun and fennel marmalades and a new take on traditional 

9/~ Relies                                          ~ 
What relics do you have? Do you have scraps of the 
papers H~at blew all the way ~o Brooklyn? A photograph 
or two that you ~eed to brace yore’self to see again? Does your 
community have a memoria~ that inem’porates something h’om 
H~e catastrophe? The New York Times wmfld like to know. Some 
photos will appear in a special report to be published in psnt and 
online on Sept. 11, 2o11. 

¯ An Exhibition Whose Curator is ~7 
¯ Opera? Musical? Please Respect the Difference 
¯ The First Lady of the N. 
¯ In Seaveb of a Robot More Like Us 

Top 8 V~ewed Features o,~Y-r~ 
(Between July ~, 20~ 1 -July 12, 201 ! ) 

~, Se;mdaI Shifts gdtain’s Media and Po[itieaI Landscape 

2. ~’ugmam No, We Can’t? Or Wofft? 

3 PerryBr aksW haF owTex n Bush 

4, How lo.ooo People Keep a Secret 

5. Krugman: What Obama Wants 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Final 

Launehing of Atlantis 
The spaee shuttle Atlantis 
rocketed off its seaside launehing 
pad on Friday, rising atop a 
tower of smoke and flames as it 
left Earth on the shuttle 
program’s final flight. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: Collector 

as Artist 
Take an interactive tour with 
Randy Kennedy through the 
Bm~es Foundation, one of 
America’s strangest art 
museums since the day its doors 
opened in 19~5. 

~ VIDEO: Eodless Smmner 

Pine Forest Camp in 
northeastern Pennsylvania is 
facing increasingly demanding 
expectations fl’om clients for the 
summer camp experience. 

Join the 
Conversat~o~ ~ We~ 
Screeni~g for .~ 

a Better 

Med~cM 

Strident 
Now some schools 
are trying to find a way to 
screen students for better social 

~ Jo~n t~e Convetsa Jon* ~ 

Follow @TimesUrnited for 

from select T~mes 



Get mobiie alelts from The 
biew York Times on 

weather, s~orts, travel and 
more. 

Sign up to receive a 
weekly dose of news~ 

trends and all things 

automotive 

@Times comes to you flom the NYTimes corn malketing depaltment. You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTil’nes corn’s @Times nevcslettel. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~snge Yolir E-Mail I privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New Yoll~ Times Compa~-~y I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.co~-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "fork, bJY !0018 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Thursday, Jnly 14, 2011 3:04 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 14 July: visitors, ~minars, climate, Zim torture, Durba~ assassination, Amandla, media book, 2020, Poli Econ class, contErences, 

papers, Cosatu, Ecuador 

Quito programme 21 July 2011 :jpg; Renmin conference.doc; Renmin Univ network colleagues.doc; SDCEA educationa] 13 July 2011 .jpg; 

Todd C17.doc; ukzn peace studies conference 8 to 10 july 2011 .doc; Zibechi - Subterranean Echos - Resistance and Politics ’Desde el 

Sdtano’.pdf; Bond SA histo~ poli econ.doc; Civil Society at Crossroads Flyer.pdf; climate update 14 July.doc; Cosatu CEC 

resolutions.pdf; Cosatu internalion~Jism.pdf; Nature Inc Conference Programme.pdf; Quito progrmnme 21 Jnly 2011 a.jpg 

Hi comrades, 

* We are so fortunate to have wonderful visitors around Though Annie 
Leonard just departed she did great work in meetings with us at the 
Bisasar Road Landfill on Monday (a student field trip - pic) and a 
Friends of the Earth Africa leadership meeting on climate on Tuesday 
where we reviewed her ’Story of Cap and Trade’ for potential revision 
for Durban later this year (suggestions welcome). We have Asm~ St Clair 
(bio below) in on Thursday-Sunday: a Spanish-born Norway-based who leads 
the Univ of Bergen climate/poverty discourses research where we will 
focus on the coal/electricity links with a team including Molefi, 
Thando, Khadija and Lars. T~vo visiting scholars are here: Paul Routledge 
from Glasgow- working on climate justice politics (bio below) and Tehmina 
Brohi from New York working on water. Another visiting scholar, Chene 
Redwood, is doing the Thursday seminar, followed on Friday- by Danny 
Schechter on his life and times (seminar schedule below - and see two 
new posts of his below from News Dissector blog), and next week Sarah 
Ives from Stanford and Franco Barchiesi from Ohio State, followed by 
Rehana Dada on climate j obs (details to be ammunced on the 21st) and 
Sjoerd van Grootheest’s ne~v film on the #ate of Dttrban’s displaced 
fisherfolk on the 23rd as the Durban International Film Festival kicks 
off. And you’ll be glad to know that though ~ve missed her seminar, Ida 
Susser recovered from her illness and is back home in NYC. 

* The torture that six Zimbabweans - including our student-to-be 
Hopcwell Gumbo - suffered in Harare in February ~vill be relived at their 
treason trial starting on Monday; details are below-, and solidarity- is 
very" very welcome. 

* Why was the ANC’s main official in Durban assassinated last ~veek? I 
don’t know. It’s amazing, eh. See below. 

* The newest issue of the excellent journal Amandla! is out along with a 
very compelling book on the Political Economy of Media Transformation in 
South Africa edited by Anthony Olorunnisola and Keyan G. Tomaselli. 

* And an article way below suggests we still are in danger of trying to 
host the 2020 Olympic Games in Durban, argh. 

* I’ve had such great students this year in the Poli Econ of the Welfare 
State class, which comes to an end Friday. Yesterday’s field trip to 
South Durban witnessed the SDCEA teach-in style with local school kids, 
very impressive (pic including eight from our shy class in the back). 
Friday’s session is on AIDS, water, energy/climate and global social 
movement politics, so do join us if you like, in the SDS seminar room 
from 9-1pm, then Dauny’s seminar at 1:30pm, then from 3-4pm the close of 
the class. 

* There have also been some great seminars I’ve been able to partake in 
thanks to s~zpe The week before last, the "Nature, Inc." organisers 
allowed me to be in The Hague to give a climate talk (programme attached 

and here http://ccs ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?l 1,65,3,2320 ) On Monday- I 
was virtually at Relwnin Univ m China (programme attached) as we stalt 
making links to the "ET" (emerging economies) which several progressive 
scholars have begun comparing notes about (an SA overview which I 
presented is attached). And I also addressed a UKZN Peace Studies 
conference last Saturday. I’ll try to get John to load up all the .ppt 
presentations today or tomorrow. I’ll be at a National Union 
Metalworkers workshop on climate on Monday and from Tuesday through the 
following Saturday 30 July will be in Quito for a Rosa Luxemburg 
Foundation conference (attached pic) and then deep in the Amazon for an 
OilWatch meeting and e×ploration of the Yas uni ’leave the oil in the 
soil’ campaign. 

* Also on the climate front, lots of interesting materials are attached 
in the climate update file Alex Todd’s view of the CI 7 meeting on July 
5 is attached. ’l’he global Climate Justice Now movement has struck out 
against Trew~r Manuel’s co-chaired Green Climate Fund By Third World 
Network’s account, it’s a mess even though the Nicaraguan delegate did a 
good job trying to get the World Bank kicked out on quite valid 
’conflict of interest’ allegations. More hopefully, a major civil 
disobedience campaign is getting going for last August in Washington DC, 
against US import of Canadian tarsands oil In the same spirit, women in 
the Niger Delta blocked the Kolo (;reek Shell Oil installation last week. 



One of*their main allies is Nnimmu Bassey, the Envirunmemal Rights 
Actiun directur (and chair uf Friends uf the Earth International) who is 
aruund this weekend, meeting with Khadija un a buok prctiect. And there’s 
internecine business fury abum BttP Bi[liton’s vast subsi~dy (R1 4 bn a 
year, at least) thruugh getting the world’s cheapest electricity; while 
Sowetu is in flames with fury about higher prices and pre-payment 
meters. And while Pretoria backslides on renewable energy commitments! 
Meantime, several megacorpuratiuns - Monsanto, the Gates Foundatiun, 
\~NVF, USAID - are wrecking the planet, especially African ecologies (as 
well as the monarch butterfly), with WV~rF scandalously- getting Monsanto 
funding to push Genetic Modification. Australia is moving towards carbon 
taxation but in an unsatisfactory way. And Shell Oil got nailed for 
fibbing about fracking in SA newspapers, ha. 

* Also attached is an article recommended at last week’s seminars by 
Philip Rizk, "Subterranean Echoes" by Raul Zibechi, about Latin American 
Social Movements. And a powerful critical statement about ’Civil Society 
at the Crossroads’ reconm~ended by Alan Fowler. And Cosatu’s excellent 
paper on internationalism and last week’s central corrm~ittee resolutions. 

More from Ecuador next week, 

Patrick 

CCS Seminar: Voices of the Subaltern: Music within con~nunity struggles 
against environmental degradation in South Durban 
Presenter: Chene Redwood 
Date: Thursday- 14 July-2011 
Time: 12:30-14:00 
Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 
South Durban is a major industrial center with a large residential 
population in close proximi~z to major petrochemical refineries, several 
hazardous waste dumps and other polluting industries. The communities 
within South Durban have fiercely contested environmental impacts that 
tl~reaten their health, habitat and livelihood. The extent and forms of 
resident envirol~mental activism have intensified over the years from 
confrontational marches and boycotts to the formation of con~munity and 
non-governmental organizations such as the South Durban Environmental 
Alliance One of the mediums heavily utilized in the struggle by the 
masses has been music. The employment of music, as a medium of protest, 
by the masses is not a novel practice in the South African context. 
Indeed, this was the case during the independent struggle against 
apartheid where Amilcar Cabral’s concept of ’culture as resistance’ 
played a role in rebuffing the physical and psychological oppression and 
exploitation of the masses. The presentation operates ficom the premise 
that mu sic forms part of the continuing effort of the ma s ses to create 
cormnum~ in the face of exploitive hegemonic structures that den?’ their 
humanity. The presentation seeks to locate the role of music within 
cormnum~ activism against environmental degradation. 

Speaker: 
Chene Redwood is a Pan African Studies graduate student within the 
Department of African American Studies at Syracuse University. He is the 
Graduate Assistant for the Africa Initiative of Syracuse University, a 
campus-wide prctiect geared towards revitalizing interest in Afi-ica as a 
site ufknuw[edge. Chene is also a researcher and activist for the 
Syracuse Peace Cuuncil, a lung-standing grassruots peace and social 
justice urganizatiun. His research interests include civil society’, Pan- 
Africanism, sucial movements in the Global South, African musiculogy, 
and development in central and suuthern Africa. tie is currently a 
Visiting Schular at the Centre fur Civil Society, I~2KZN. 

CCS Seminar: Citizen Media Advucacy 
Presenter: Danny Schechter 
][)ate: Friday 15 July 2011 
Time 13:30-15:00 (NOTE NEW T][M[ff) 
Venue: CCS Seminar Roum, 602, 6th Flour, MTB Tuwer, Huward Cullege 

Topic: 
ttow have progressive sucial change adw~cates used the media over the 
past fifty years? The seminar will include persuna[ reflectiuns by une 
uf the masters of the craft, ][)ann?’ Schechter 

Speaker: 
][)ann?’ Schechter graduated from Curnel[ University in 1964, where he 
wrute for the Cumell Daily Sun and was a member uf the Quill and Dagger 
society’. He later received his Master’s degree from the Lundon Schoul uf 
Economics and an honorary doctorate frorrl Fitchburg State Urliversity. He 

was a Neiman Fellow in Journalism at Halward Universi~’, where he also 
taught in 1969. He was an adjunct professor at the Graduate School of 
Journalism at Columbia University, and recipient of the Society- of 
Professional Journalists’ 2001 Award for Excellence in Documentary 
Journalism. During the 1960s, in addition to briefly- coming to Durban on 
an underground ANC mission, Schechter worked as a civil rights worker 
and cormnunications director of the Northern Student Movement, and worked 
as a communi~" organizer in a War on Povert~- program. Schechter also 



served as an assistant to the Mayor of Detroit in 1966. Schechter’s 
career began as the "News Dissector" at Boston radio station WBCN 
Later, Schechter was a producer for the ABC newsmagamne 20/20 where he 
produced 50 segments J2~r ABC and won two national Emany Awards and was 
nominated ]2~r two others Schechter joined the start-up staff at CNN as 
a producer based in Atlanta. Schechter helped found, and serve as the 
executive producer of, Globalvision, a New York-based television and 
film productinn company. He ~k~unded and executive-produced the 156-part 

series South Africa Now, directed six films about Nelson Mandela, and 
co-produced Rights & Wrongs: Human Rights Television. His work 
specializes in investigative journalism and producing progratr~ing about 
the interface between human rights, journalism, popular music and society. 

CCS ScrrN~al: "Rooibos land is high sentiment, low potential": 
Preliminary Reflections on a Year in Rooibos Co~mtl?~ 
Presenter: Sarah Ives 
Date: Monday 18 July 2011 
Time: 12:30-14:00 
Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 
The goal of my dissertation research was to examine the considerable 
social and semiotic work that goes into conferring value upon niche 
corcanodities in a global capitalist system. I explored how the stories, 
meanings, and rmnors surro~mding rooibos tea are entangled with the 
political and economic struggles over land, labor, production, and 
social belonging. Ttnough a preliminary discussion of a selection of 

these rumors, I will consider how farm owners, workers, and corcanunit~- 
members negotiate, make sense of, and attempt to control a shiRing 
agrarian landscape. 

Sarah Ires is a fourth-year PhD candidate in Anthropology at Stanford 
University, USA. Sarah received her Masters degree in Geography from the 
University of Washington and her BA in Geography ~vith Environmental 
Studies iicom Dartmouth College. She has just completed a year of 
dissertation research in Clanwilliam, Western Cape the "Heart of 
Rooibos 

CCS Seminar: Labour and Precarious Liberation 
Presenter: Franco Barchiesi 
Date: Wednesday 20 July 2011 
Time 12:30-14:(X) 
Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 
Topic: 
Millions of black South African workers struggled against apartheid to 
redeem employment and production from a histo~ of abuse, insecurity, 
and racial despotism Almost two decades later, however, the prospects 
of a dignified life ofwage-earinng work remain u~attainable for most 
South Africans. Through extensive archival and ethnographic research, 
Franco Barchiesi documents and interrogates this important dilen~ma in 
the country’s democratic transition: economic participation has gained 
centrality in the goverl~ment’s definition of virtuous citizenship, and 
yet for most workers, employment remains an elusive and insecure 
experience In a context of market liberalization and persistent social 
and racial inequalities, as jobs in South Africa become increasingly 
flexible, fragmented, and unprotected, they depart fi-om the promise of 
work with dignib" and citizenship rights that once inspired opposition 
to apartheid. Barchiesi traces how the employment crisis and the 
responses of workers to it challenge the state’s normative imagination 
of work, and raise decisive questions for the social foundations and 
prospects of South Africa’s democratic experiment. 

Franco Barchiesi is Associate Professor in the Depamnent of African 
American and AJ~ican Studies at the Ohio State University’. From 1994 to 
2002 he lived in Johannesburg, where he was teaching in the Department 
of Sociology at Wits and was a founding editor of the now defunct 
magazine "Debate: Voices from the South African Left". His new book is 
"Precarinus Liberation: Workers, the State, and Contested Social 
Citizenship in Postapartheid South Africa" (State University of New York 
Press and UKZN Press) His work has been published in, among others, 
"African Studies Review", "Journal of Somhem African Studies", 
"Journal of Asian and African S tudies", "Urban Forum", "International 
Labor and Working Class History", "Review. Fernand Braudel Center", 
"Historical Materialism", "Antipode", "Rethinking Marxism", "Review of 
African Political Economy", "Critical Sociology", "Monthly Review", and 
"Labour, Capital and Society" 

Don’t forget, Franco’s book launch on 20 July-, Ike’s Books 

On 2011/07/12 1:20 PM, "Rehana Dada" <rehana@greenit.co.za> wrote: 
Dear Climate Jobs Colleagues, 



As agreed at our last meeting, the next Campaign meeting will be in 
Durban on 21 July- 2011. This meeting will focus on research. Please 
submit yo~tr draR papers to Jeff Rudin (ieff@climatcjobs.org.za) by this 
Friday-, July 15th. 

Please let Feroza Phillips (feroza@aidc.org.za) know if you will attend. 

best, 
Rehana 

From: Sjoerd van Grootheest [mailto:sjoerdrs@hotmaihcom] 
Sent: 13 July 2011 10:32.a~M 
To: desmond d’Sa 
Subject: Please forward 

To all those concerned with the exclusion of fishermen from the Durban 
shores, 

Over the last year I followed a group of beachfront fishermen - some of 
you perhaps - and recorded on camera several events in the fishermen’s 
struggle to re-open the beachfront piers As you all know, the struggle 
continues Nevertheless I completed a documentary, which has become an 
ode to Durban’s fishermen. To our delight, the documentary has been 
selected by the Durban Intematiunal Film Festival. 

I hereby would like to invite you all to be present at the screening 
(free of charge). 

Documentary title: The Bay of Plenty 
Venue: The Royal Hotel (267 Anton Lembede St/Smith St) 
Date: 23/07/2011 
Time: 13.00 

It is a combined screening. Another short documentary will be sho~vn 
first. "The Bay- of Plenty" should start aroused 13.35 but be there on 
time, 1245h the latest I ~vould suggest. First come first serve and 
the venue only- holds 70 people 

I hope to see you all there and then. 

Sjoerd "Stewart" van Grootheest 

Dr. Asuncion Lera St Clair 

[WebStite Asun Picture 2008 002] 

Thematic research groups: 
Aid 
Rights and Legal Institutions 

Keywords: 
poverty, climate, ethics, human rights, global justice; social theory, 
sociology of knowledge; ethics, political philosophy, multilateral 
organizations. 

Associated Senior Researcher 

~mail: Asun.St.Claire@sos uib.no 
Phone: 55589184 

CV - Asuncion Lera St. Clair 

Philosopher and sociologist focusing on ethics in general, and poverty, 
climate change and human rights in particular. 

Lera’s research interests are focused on critical poverty studies, 
development and climate change ethics; human rights and global justice; 
social theory and sociology of knowledge; ethics and political 
philosophy; and multilateral organizations. 

Lera is a Professor of Sociology at the University of Bergen, Scientific 
Director of the Comparative Research Progranm~e on Poverty (CROP) - a 
progranm~e of the International Social Science Council (ISSC) - and 
Senior Researcher at the Chr. Michelsens Institute. St. Clair is also 
Lead Author of the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (]PCC). She is appointed to co-author chapter 1 
("Point of Departure") of the Working Group II Report on Impacts, 
Adaptation and Vulnerability. 

Research Projects include Climate Change Discourse, Rights and the Poor: 
Scientific Knowledge, International Political Discourse, and Local 
Voices; St. Clair is also working with the Critical Global Poverty 
Studies Group on the project Reframing Poverty: \Vhat Role for the _’vfiddle 
Classes. 

Recent books include, Climate Change, Ethics and Human Security (;vith 



Karen O’Brien and Berit Kristoffersen) Cambridge University Press, 2010; 
Development Ethics: A Reader (with Des Gasper) Ashgate, 2010; Global 
PaverS’, Ethics and tquman Rights: What Role J~r Multilateral 
Organi~ltions (with Desmond McNeill) Routledge 2009. Recent articles 
’Climate Change and Poverty: The Responsibility to Protect" ; ’The 
Framing of Climate Change: Why it Matters,’ and ’Towards a New ~[}’pe of 
Science 12~r Climate Change,’ in Climate Change, Ethics and ttuman 
Security; and 2011 (forthcoming) "Poverty, Human Rights and Global 
Justice: The Response-Abili~ of Multilateral Organisations," Journal 
Globalizations (with D. McNeill). 

Projects Project search: AsuncionLera St. Clair 

Current and recently- corapleted projects: 

Clinrate Change Discourse, Rights, and the Poor 
Start: Jan. 2010 (Initiation) 
Keywords: Climate change, discourse, global challenge, the poor, povelty 
Geography: South Africa 

Dr Paul Routledge 
Reader 

Roonr: 411, East Quadrangle 
Telephone: 01413305171 
Fax: +44 (0) 141 330 4894 
Email: PauhRoutledge@ges.gla.ac.uk 

Biography 

I was awarded a Bsc. Honours in geography front Kingston Polytechnic in 
1979, an MSc. in Geography Ii~om the London School of Economics and 
Political Science in 1982, and a PhD in Geography- from Syracuse 
Universi~ (USA) in 1991 I was a Post-doctoral Research Fellow at the 
Program on Nonviolent Sanctions in Conflict and Defense, Har~,ard 
Universi~ (USA) ti~om 1991-93, and a Leverhulme Fellow in the Geography 
Depaltment, Uriiversity of Bristol, from 1993-94 Since then I have 
taught Human Geography at the University of Glasgo;v, and have held a 
range of teaching-related managerial positions both within the 
Department and ;vithin the University 

Research interests 

My research interests include the following fields of stu@: 

(i) the political economy of development within Asia in general, and 
India in particular; the role of multinational and transnational 
organizations in the development process; the economic, political, 
ecological and cultural eit’ects of development upon societies at the 
national, regional and local levels; the popular response to this 
process in the form of social movements; the mediation of social 
movement agency by the specifics of place; and the identities created by 
those engaged in resistance practices. In particular I have been 
interested in the anti-missile base resistance conducted by peasant 
farmers and fishert;alk in Baliapal, Orissa; the Chipko peasant movement 
(resisting deforestation in the Himalayan t;aothills of Uttar Pradesh); 
the anti-tourism resistance organisations in the Goa, and the resistance 
against the construction of mega-dams in the Narmada valley, Madhya Pradesh; 

(ii) the spatialib" of resistance which inquires into:(a) how spatial 
processes and relations across a variety’ of scales, as well as the 
particularities of specific places, influence the character and 
emergence of various forms of resistance; (b) how practices of 
resistance are constitutive of different relationships to space, via 
strategic mobilitites, or uses of space; (c) how these relationships 
enable or constrain such articulations of resistance; and (d) how the 
character and meaning of place may change when it becomes a site of 
resistance. Research into this has been conducted in the context of the 
Nepal revolution of 1990; the anti-roads movement in Scotland; the 
Zapatista rebellion in Chiapas, Mexico; India’s Naxalite movement; and 
the Narmada anti-dam Movement; 

(iii) the symbolic and material mediation of social movement behaviours 
and practices through (J2~r example geopoetic) discourses and images 
created by the movements themselves and by the mass media Research into 
this has been conducted in the context of the Scottish anti-roads 
mnvement; the Zapatista rebellion; the Baliapal anti-missile base 
resistance; and the Narmada Movement; 

(iv) the methodologies associated with research into social movements 
and other resistance formations, particularly those of critical 
collaborative engagement. The problematic power and ethical relations of 
such collaborations have been examined with regard to the Scottish 
anti-roads nrovement; the Narmada nrovement; and the anti-tourisnr 
resistance in Goa, India; 

@) the character and process of globalising net~vorks of resistance, 
fi~cusing upon the notion of convergence spaces and fragmentary 
geographies of such networks. Recent work has been carried out 



particularly with reference to the global anti-capitalist movement and 
the Narmada movement in India. 

Current research 

Currently my research is focused upon a particular ’global jusuce 
network’, People’s Globa[ Action, which comprises social movements from 
Asia, Latin America, [~urope, and North America. I am particularly 
interested in the prosecution of multi-scalar political action, and the 
uneven geographies of interaction, communication, and facilitation 
associated with the workings of the network. My research is focused upon 
the Asian regional coraponent of the network, working in collaboration 
with social movements in India, Nepal, Sri Laaka, Bangladesh, Thailand, 
and Indonesia. 

Recent publications ] View all publications >> 

Routledge, P. in press. Acting in the Network: ANT and the Politics of 
Generating Associations. Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 

Cmnbers, A, Routledge, P. and Nativel, C. (2008), "The Entangled 
Geographies of Global Justice Networks", Progress in Human Geography, 
voh32, no.2. pp. 183-202. View full text >> 

Routledge, P. 2007. Protesting and empowering: alternative responses to 
global forces, in Douglas, I., Huggett, R., and Perkins, C. (eds) 
Companion Encyclopaedia of Geography: From Local to Global Oxon: 
Routledge. pp. 927-940. 

Routledge, P., Curnbers, A. and Nativel, C. (2007) "Grassrooting Network 
Imaginaries: Relationality, Power, and Mutual Solidarity in Global 
Justice Networks", Envirotwaent and Platming A, 39(11) pp.2575-2592. 

O’Tuathail, G, Dalby, S and Routledge, P. 2006. The Geopolitics Reader 
second edition. London: Routledge 

Routledge, P; Cumbers, A. and iX,-at~vel, C. 2006. Entangled Logics and 
Grassroots Imaginaries of Global Justice Networks. Environmental 
Politics, v.15 (5), 839-859 

Routledge, P 2005 Grassrooting the Imagina~: Acting within the 
Convergence. Ephemera, v.5, (4), 615-628. 

Routledge, P. 2005 Reflections on the G8 : An interview ~vith General 
U~est of the Clandestine Insurgent Rebel Clown Arm?- (CIRCA). ACME: An 
Internationa 1 E-Journal for Critical Geography, v.3 (2), 112-120 

Cumbers, A. and Routledge, P. 2004. Alternative Geographical 
Imaginations: Introduction. Antipode v36 (5), 818-828. 

Routledge, P. 2004. Convergence of Commons: Process geographies of 
People’s Global Action. The Commoner, 8, Autumn/Winter, 

Routledge, P. 2003 Anti-Geopolitics in J. Agnew, K. Mitchell, & G Toal 
(eds). A Companion to Political Geography (Black,veil), 236-248 

Routledge, P. 2003. Convergence Space: process geographies ofgrassroots 
globalisation networks Transactions of the Institute of British 
Geographers 28 (3), 333-349 

Routledge, P. 2003. River of Resistance: Critical Collaboration and the 

Dilemmas of Power and Ethics Ethics, Place and Enviromnent v 6 (1), 66-73 

Routledge, P. 2003. Voices of the Dammed: discursive resistance amidst 
erasure in the Narmada Valley, India. Political Geography 22 (3), 243-270 

Routledge, P. 2002. Resisting and reshaping destrucuve development: 
social movements and globalising networks in Johnston, R.J., Taylor, 
P J, & Watts, M J (eds) 2002. Geographies of Global Change. 
(Blackwel[), 310 -327. 

Routledge, P. 2002. Travelling East as Walter Kurtz: Identity, 

Perlf~rmance and Collaboration in Goa, India Environment and Planning D: 

Society and Space, 20, 477-498 

Pablo Kala, 2001 ]n the Spaces of Erasure: globalisation, resistance 
and Narmada river’ Economic and Political Weekly, v36 (22), 1991-2002. 

Routledge, P 2001. Selling the Rain, Resisting the Sale: Resistant 
Identities and the Conflict over Tourism in Goa. Social and Cultural 
Geography v. 2 (2), 221- 240 

Routledge, P. 2001. Within the River: Collaboration and Methodology The 
Geographical Review v. 91 ( 1 &2), 113-120 

Routledge, P. 2000. Consmning Goa; Tourist Sites as Dispensable Space’ 
Economic and Political Weekly v. 35 (30), 2647-2656. 

Recent research grants 

Curnbers, A. and Routledge, P. 2004-2005 The politics of convergence 



space in Global Justice Net*vorks, £80,635 ([gSRC 000230528). 

Teaching responsibilities 

I have developed and taught Honours degree courses on the Cultural 
Politics of I)evelopment in India; Cultural (i eography (co-taught); 
Geographies of Resistance; and Geopolitics of the Global Economy 
(co-taught). I also team-teach on Honours courses on Geographic Thought, 
Research Techniques, and on the second year undergraduate courses 
Localisation- Globalisation and Envirormrental Geographies. At 
post-graduate level I team-teach on the Department’s Masters in Research 
(MRes) degree in Space, Polity and Power. I also supervise Master’s 
degree and Pl-tD students. I am cttrrently the Level2 Geography Course Tutor. 

BP, IF~ INTRO TO TEED¢IINA BROHI: 

My name is Tel-retina Brohi and I am an International Studies undergraduate 
student at the City College of New York. I contacted Professor Ballard 
and he suggested that I mention ray research to you. 

I am writing to you to inquire about viable opporttmities in research 
facilities and academic institutions such as yours in which I could 
conduct water research in South Africa. I have been conducting ongoing 
research on water privatization for the past txvo years. I’ve had 
experience conducting extensive research abroad before, reading and 
writing about the Big Three water multinationals and their international 
proliferation while living and stu@ing in Paris. 

My interest stems from the multi-faceted role water plays in today’s 
political, social and economic arena. For ray next research project, I am 
interested in the efforts originating from within Durban to provide 
water to its inhabitants, particularly in post-apartheid South Africa. 
Specifically, I am interested in the country’s move towards private 
provision as part of its neoliberal economic development agenda, as 
South Africa aims to portray the image of a just and democratic society 
in the international arena, and the grassroots level resistance that is 
organized against it. 

I am currently in New York but I ~vill be spending my summer in South 
Africa (pending fimding), collecting data. I ~vould highly appreciate if 
you could provide me with some guidance as to how I can most efficiently 
carl~- out my research. I am interested in an?- community-based 
organizations, research facilities, non-profit organizations or academic 
institutions which may be able to provide me with assistance 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

US Called "Bloodthirsty,"Olympic Ceremonies & Questions, The Prince arid I, 
July 6th, 2011 - by: Danny 

Thursday: ANC Youth League President and firebrand Julius ivlalema spoke 
at a union-led rally outside the US embassy in Pretoria yesterday 
denouncing US policy in Libya as "bloodthirsty-" and demanding an African 
solution to an African problem. 
"We want to ask a simple question to the imperialists: Are you not tired 
of seeing blood ever?" year? You bloodthirsty imperialists. 
fivery year you are bombing this or that nation because of your 
thirstiness :[’or blood We should all agree that South Africa should not 
have voted for the tUN) resolution." 
’]?he US embassy refused to send a representative to receive their 
demands. Malema added: "They (the US) can’t think. They don’t l,mow politics. 
News On A Pole: Whats Shaking Where I Am? 
DURBAN: In South Africa, news headlines are displayed on posters that 
line the streets on poles and trees to entice you to pick up the paper 
This morning, one poster announced a major event: the coming of the 
World Wrestling Federation to perfi~rm at a local tennis stadium 
There is a lot of wrestling going on here. Politicians are wrestling 
with each other and the media for position and visibility The large 
surfing community in Durban that sits on South Afi-ica’s East Coast on 
the Indian Ocean, and has been compared to Miami Beach, is having its 
own wrestling match in a big competition with the waves. 
There’s a big bridal ]’air coming, and, up at the Umversity of Kwaz~lu 
Natal used to be just the Umversity of Natal when the British and the 
Afrikaners ran ~t an activist professor named Patrick Bond conducts a 
seminar critiquing neo liberalism, lambasts western development 
strategies and point out the many contradictions between what the ANC 
government says and does 
Among his better-known book is Elite Transition that showed how a black 
elite displaced a white elite but, despite its rhetoric, still operates 
in a way that benefits them more than people that elected 
I showed part of my film Plunder The Crirne of Our Time to his class of 
grad students from South Africa and the region who seemed to appreciate 
it. Bond probably wouldn’t last long in an American university with his 
left leaning teaching that is as itfformed as it is provocative. There 
even some foreign students in the class. I got a vel?~ friendly 
reception. He is very popular. Born in Northern Ireland, he grew up in 
the US and has been here since 1989. 



THE OL ~_~2~PICS .ARE HERE 
Speaking of foreigners, the town is inundated with them because the 
International Olympic Committee is having its first nreeting in sub 
Saharan Africa in 123 years. (They met in Cairo 85 years ago.) 
Delegations froru spolts federation are here front all over the world, 
along with top politicians, royalty, the international sports media, 
sponsors and various celebrities. I learned that Hem?~ Kissinger is an 
advisor but he didn’t show because I was told he is not welh I didn’t 
see anyone froru the US Olympic Conwnittee. 
"~,\~en he does show up for these events, he usually falls asleep," one 
nutrketing maven told me. 
So I couldn’t heckle him, drats. 

The Prince and I 
Eat your heart out: who I did see, shruooze, and shake hands with but 
Monaco’s Prince Albert and his new bride Charlene, a fomaer South 
AIicican swimming star. They were just married in a media extravaganza 
this past weekend and then jetted off to this meeting. She was 
constantly being compared to an earlier Princess, Grace Kelly. Ve~z sweet. 
I had met The Prince years earlier at the Monaco Media Forum I used to 
work ~vith his cousin, a French countess named Allbina who runs the FXB 
Foundation (fxb org) that works with AIDS orphans and does other good 
works in the third ~vorld When I mentioned her name, he became a lot 
warmer, introduced me to his Princess, and was quite chatty. 
The meeting of what they call the Olympic Movement has as its main 
business selecting which or three cities, Munich Germany, Annecy France 
or t~ongChang in SoutJa Korea will get the 2018 Olympic games One 
insider said that Munich is favored because its bid was the bes~done by 
some American company for a pretty price although this is the third time 
the Koreans are bidding The?- brought a huge delegation with them to 
cheer on their efforts A lot will turn on ~vhich city is the most 
organized and well funded to pull it off. The bidding is a big deal, 
taking months and costing millions 
The Mail&Guardian explains ho~v the countries pitch: 
"South Korea’s President Lee 2vlyung-bak is in the east coast city to back 
the bid and the Asians are now hoping to bring the sport to their 
country for the first time, ~vhile at the same time help take winter 
sport to a new frontier the continent has only twice hosted the games 
before which have both been in Japan. 
"At the heart of Pyeongchang’s bid for the 2018 Winter Games is the 
desire to help the Olympic Mi~vement and winter sport expand to new 
regions of the world," chairperson and CEO of their bid, Yang Ho Cho said. 
"We call this simple yet powerful vision, ’New Horizons’ Here at the 
International Olympic Committee session in Durban, we are seeing the 
spirit of’New tlorizons’ come alive 
"We believe this is an important moment for us, for our country, for 
Asia and for the Olympic Movement." 

I.A~II4 BREAKING NI4\VS: South Korea ~vas chosen[[[[ 
The Ceremonies 
I was invited to what was billed as the Opening Ceremonies by Sam 
Ramsany who spent years insuring that apartheid South Africa would be 
boycotted by the Olympics and other international sporting events As an 
activist and 1UN employee, he was relentless in organizing the ultimately 
successful sports fight backed by the South African poet Dennis Brutus 
and many others. Not only did he prevail, but he is now a respected 
member of the Executive Committee of the IOC and, the Chairman of its 
meeting here in Durban. In the sports world, its like Mandela going from 
prison to the presidency. 
The opemng ceremony had two parts: the :first were speeches by pols and 
by the head of the Committee, and South Africa’s President Jacob Zuma 
who was pretty smooth. H was just back from Moscow trying to pressure 
NATO to stop bombing Tripoli and start talking. NAT() didn’t want to hear 
it and rejected the initiative backed by the African Union. The Olympics 
say they exist to pro[note peace but there is no peace. 
As usual, the yak, yak went on a tad too long. But it was worth sittit~g 
ttnough because next on the program was a cultural progranr that was 
incredibly entertaining, inspiring, and well-produced. There were 
fantastic performances by a variety of singers, Zulu, Indian and ballet 
dancers, opera people, a local orchestra as well as the Grammy Award 
winners Ladysruith Black Mambazo. \Vhat a fusion[ Talk about cultural 
diversity. 
The?" also spared no expense in top of the line catering. The champagne 
was flowing. The dishes were divine. The IOC takes good care of its 
guests and itself. At the sarue tirue, there is soruething to be said for 
nations competing on the playing field, not the battle field. It is a 
great way to teach the world about itself although too much of US TV 
coverage just focuses on a few competitions in ~vhich Americans excel and 
stars are nrade like Swmwrfing. 
The TV comruentators seem to have little interest stimulating interest in 
the rest of the ~vorld. I still remember their gloating ~vhen our "Dream 
Team" of ix.~BA all stars trounced an anrateur squad front Angola which had 
only t~vo basketball COUltS in the country. 
It is sad and amazing how out nredia machine can somehow erase the world 
fiom a world event, except for the openit~g ceremony where the voice over 
explanations are usually pathetic. 
There was also a sit~ging of the Olympic anthenr: 

Olympian Flame Irrmaoltal 
Whose Beacon lights our s way 



Emblaze our hearts with the fires of hope 
On this momentous day 

¯ Olympic Light Burn On and On 
O’er seas and mountains and plains 
Unite, Inspire Bring honor’ 
To these ascending games 
WHO PR~)FITS? 
There is a page in the Program with the Iogos of Olympic Parmers which 
is really who the games benefit the most: 
Coca Cola 
Acer 
ATos Origin 
Dow 

McDonalds 
Omega 
Panasonic 
P&G 
Samsung 
VISA 

ONGOING ISSUES 
Of course there was no discussion at the opening ceremonies of the 
issues that the Olympics raise for economic development and about their 
social impact¯ Many countries lose money staging the games with the 
public ultimately paying the bills¯ Their leaders buy into the hype and 
love the momentaly glory and TV coverage but they don’t pay the piper or 
the immense debt that pays for it all, and leads counties in financial 
trouble¯ In many cities, poor people are driven out of their homes to 
make way for new- competitions they can’t even afford to attend, and 
becomes victims of. This happened in Atlanta, among other cities¯ 

\rV~4~_T THEY DO DISCUSS 
President Jacques Rogge layed it out: "Protecting the integrity of sport 
is a priori~ for IOC We are continuing our efforts in the fight against 
doping and are ensuring a level playing field for the athletes ~vho 
compet in the tree Olympic spirit, impartial judging and refereeing 
remain a cornerstone for the competition. And we must protect sport from 
increased risks caused by illegal and irregular betting" 

ABUSE IN THE BELOVF]D COUN~I’RY 
I wish I could report all is ~vell in South Africa. These items come from 
the very useful Pamazuka ne~vs service 
SOUTH AFRICA: FOOTAGE R E’~AL S ABUSE IN KIMBERLEY PRISON 
South Africa’s the Mail&Guardian newspaper has obtained access to 
surveillance footage taken inside the Kimberley Prison, showing 
beatings and the humiliation of prisoners at the hands of warders 
Visit their Youtube page to view the footage. 

SOUTH AFRICA: PROTESTOR BEATEN" TO DEATH 
http ://’~vw~v.ioh co.za/capeargu s/we-saw-our-friend-die- 1.1056750 
The man who died after being beaten by police at a selwice delivery 
protest in Ficksburg was trying to help an elderly- man when he ~vas 
attacked¯ The brutal beating and shooting of Ficksburg resident 
Andries Tatane, 33, was screened to millions of South Africans last 
night on SABC News¯ The footage showed police officers cornering him 
during the protests in the Free State, and then several police 
officers beating him ~vith batons¯ 

SOI.YIII AI:[~ICA: SABC F()O’]"AGE SHOWS BEATING OF PROTESTOIUa> 

This 12~otage from the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) 
posted to http:i/wvav.~/outube.com shows the beating of a protestor 
during a protest in Vicksburg in the eastern Free State 

Your comments welcome. Write: Dissector@mediachannel.org 

See the whole Post / ~ 

My SA News, Your Letters 

July 3rd, 2011 - by: Danny 

Latest Report from South Africa and Your Letters 
South Africa is an attractive media destination with newsmaking events, 
international conferences and even an annual horse race called ~the 
July" that draws 50,000 members of the business and government elite 
along with the huddled masses and fashionistas to watch the horses run 
ala the Kentucky Derby and be seen in all their finery 
Also in town here in Durban is a meeting of the International Olympic 
Committee which will vote on what cities will get the 2018 Winter Games¯ 
The sleazy and infamous Sepp Blather of the World Cup will be here along 
with none other than Henry Kissinger who is an advisor, I am sure 12~r a 
princely sum. 
Henry the K is not just a dottering icon; he has a company, a 
corporation (Kissinger And Associates) making millions offering 
strategic advice to companies and countries. A friend was with him 
recently at a conference in China where he is still adored for his role 
in the Nixon visit that broke the country’s isolation¯ At the event, he 
was placed in a chair on the stage as the guest of honor where he 
promptly dozed off. 
Speaking of Princes, Prince Albeit of Monaco will be coming with his 



newly married South African wife, the former Olympic swimmer, the very 
blonde Charlene Wittstock, his new Grace Kelly I actually met his 
heirless Highness during a visit to the Monaco Media Forum some years back. 
I have been hanging out with the hoi-paloi, On Friday night, Videovision 
had me along to their annual dinner that featured music by three locally 
grown young black tenors who blew everyone’s minds. They also sang a few 
songs with another musician guest, Yvonne Chaka Chaka, a pop star of 
great prominence 
At the event, I meet a sensiuve and articulate local dentist, Dr. Adam 
Mahomed, who has just released a wonderful and moving book written with 
his late wife Nooriehan. Called Joul~iley into the Unknown, it chronicles 
a tragic car crash that took the lives of their ttnee children and how 
he and his wife coped. Each write powerfully and personally about their 
feelings, their grief, the pressures on their marriage, and what got 
them through, 
They have a website at: journeyintotheunknown.co.za. In his dedication 
to me Dr Mahomed writes, "Life is not a dress rehearsal. LI\~ IT NOW." 
He told me that many people who have lost children turn to him for 
advice in their painful moments of loss aand mourning. 

21 YEARS AFTER "FREEDOM:" SOUTH AFRICA’S CANCER OF CORRUPTION AND 
’ CULTL~,.E OF CONCEALMEix~’ 

By Danny- Schechter 
Editor, Mediachatmeh org 

DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA: Twen~ one years after Nelson Mandela walked free, 
corruption has become the issue du jour in South Africa. 

Even president Jacob Zuma who narrowly slithered out of a corruption 
trial before his election is blasting corruption in the ratfi(s of the 
African National Congress which came to power as the rnnrally superior 
alternative to an apartheid regime that shamelessly used the wealth it 
controlled to benefit Afrikaners and deprive the black majority of services 

"Let’s make a plan," were the code ~vords members of the all white 
National Party. used to scheme ways of stealing state resources to 
benefit themselves, a cozy reality overshadowed by the vicious racial 
policies that outraged the world 

As the ANC prepared to win power democratically, there was concern among 
leaders that a deprived black majority, might feel it was "their turn" 
and thus, their right to cash in on their political victory. Some of 
their leaders would soon be adopting the deceptive language of making 
"plans" as well. 

On election day in 1994, while millions were at the polls, I sat in the 
empty. ANC Headquarters board room, in a building once owned by Shell 

Oil, and inter~dewed the late Joe Slovo, an ANC leader, a lead 
negotiator and former head of the movement’s military wing, who worried 
even then about the dangers of his comrades seeking to profit personally. 

"If we are seduced by the fleshpots," he told me fbr the fihn, Countdown 
to Freedom, that I was making on the election, "we will be finished." 

Fast fbrward to 2011, in the post Mandela and IVlbeki era, and Slovo’s 
fears are now an aclcnowledged problem turning into a crisis that is 
splitting the ANC into factions and adding tensions to its long term 
alliance with the COSATU unions and the Connnnnist Party. 

While the ANC’s Youth League is demanding nationalization, its leaders 
like Julius "J~iu" Malema have reportedly been on the take, profiting 
from what Archbishop Desmond Tutu called "the gra~?" train" While they 
play the blame game seeking nationalization of the mines, youth 
unemployment skyrockets with youth leaders not making that a priority 

COSATU’s chieJ; Zwelinzima Vavi, has been speaking out against a 
"predatory state on its way to becoming a banana Republic" tte denounces 
those who use the "levers o:[’the state" to enrich themselves with high 
salaries, :[’ancy cars and juicy government tenders/contracts that has led 
them to be ridiculed as "tenderpreneurs " 

In several high profile cases, top ANC leaders moved smoothly from 
politics to the private sector without flinching an eye. They took care 
of their needs and their comrade cronies. Upward class mobility. 
displaced racial justice as their key concern. A leader of the mine 
workers in the fight against apartheid now runs McDonalds Others became 
(~;O’s of conglomerates and investment groups 

While in&vidual corruption is pewasive with a former National Police 
Chief found guilty of having been in business with a Mafioso gangster, 
and fom~er ANC Defense Minister m~plicated in a multi-billion dollar 
arms deal with lots of illegal cotnn~issions and payoffs that have yet to 
be prosecuted, there are deeper institutional issues that are even more 
worrying because of what South Africa’s great writer Njabulo S. Ndebele 
calls a "culture of concealment," the antithesis of transparency and 
accountability. 

"The desire for and its concomitant culture or concealment are now- 



spreading throughout the bo@ pulitic, partly thruugh proposed 
cuncealment legislation, partly through a militarized and brutal police 
furce, partly thruugh the patrunage uf cadre deployment, partly through 
the willingness of the voter to keep huping, and partly through official 
self-righteousness in which truth is equated with government pronouncement." 

Mamphela Ramphele, a black puwer acuvist in her youth turned respected 
academic and World Bank uff~cial, fears that "South Af~cica’s young 
democracy is much mure vulnerable and at greater risk than established 
Middle Eastern countries." She blames the failure to transforru South 
Africa’s educational system that has "left our young people at the mercy 
of those promising quick fixes." 

The youth culture here--s in other countries---showcases affluunt life 
styles and blatant materialisru that lead raany to take corrupt and 
criminal short cuts to finance fancy and unsustainable life styles. 

Inequality has deepened. Johannesburg’s Sunday Times reports, "Despite 
being one of the poorest regions in the world, the n~nnber of 
super-wealthy individuals in Africa grew faster in 2010 than in any 
other region." An official at the Daimler auto company told rue that more 
Mercedes are sold in South Africa than Germany. 

Egging all of this on are several big scandals in which the governruent 
is directly implicated as a key player barely- etfforcing cotfflict of 
interest rules. 

¯ The Black Empowerraent scares through which YVhite-run companies co-opt a 
few- blacks that get shares to advance their own agendas in the name of a 
phony racial balance and reparations. ~;~’nile some in the new" black raiddle 
and upper class benefit, inequality is blatant. This has led to great 
cynicism and encourages greed. Money, not morality, is the driver in ANC 
sanctioned race to get rich quick. 

°Big spectacles like the World Cup, subsidized by South Africa’s tax 
payers, made for a big part?- that left the countly with a huge debt that 
has requires cutbacks in public services. The soccer body FIFA called 
the World Cup in South Africa their most profitable ever, but they are 
the ones who got the most along ;vith the local companies they favored. 
The games benefited corporate marketers with FIFA keeping TV rights 
money and paying no taxes The press mostly covered the games, not the 
insidious wheeling and dealing behind it. TV stations refused to show a 

critical docutnentar,v. 

° The biggest scandal, bigger than the corrupt arms deal, and ~Oilgate" 

in which funds from oil sales were siphoned into ANC party coffers, is 
happening now with the construction of two multi-billion dollar coal 
fire plants that ;vill not only increase pollution but benefit the ANC 
directly through a supposedly independent investment trust partnering 
with Hitachi of Japan. 

South Africa, which gave up its Israeli supplied nuclear weapons in the 
apartheid days is also now planning a huge new- nuclear power plunt, 
despite Fukushima and the risks According to the Financial Mail, the 
leading business magazine, there are already "rutnors of corruption and 
cronyism." 

Of course, corruption is rife in other countries too, some born of 
rew~lutiuns like China whuse President recently sounded like Jacub Zuma 
in denouncing crimes by officials. [n China, the?" shuut many corrupt 
bureaucrats; in South Africa, they are largely ignored if nut rewarded. 
In fact, anti-curruption pulice units and public prusecutors have been 
sidelined. 

The US certainly can’t lecture Suuth Africa. I made a film, Plunder The 
Crime of Our Time, shuwing huw, uur :financial crisis is sparked by Wal[ 
Street crime in which U.S. banksters illegally transferred more wealth 
tu themselves than the kleptucrats here cuuld even conceive The US nuw 
has more high net worth individuals than any other cuuntry. 

I never imagined that the "new" South Africa, a cuuntry that [, and su 
many millions aruund the world fuught fur, wuuld succumb so quickly to 
deep and blatant corruption Much of it had its urigins in the private 
sector’s "helping"/bribing w, illing politicians 

Its painful fur me to write abuut this because I have been a believer in 
South Af~cica’s putential as a "Rainbow Nation" that has a lut to teach 
the w, urld It has impruved the lut uf millions even as puverty remains 
pervasive. There are great people here who sacrificed for their freedum 
and still struggle Jk~r the values and gunls the?" believe in 

’]?he?" knuw, right from wrung. 

An indictment of the corrupt few" should not take out eyes off a majority 
that is conscious of where they- have been and work hard to sutN’ive and 
prosper if possible. 

At the same time, they too, are being put in jeopardy by what veteran 
journalist Allister Sparks calls "a cot~cupt game of greed." If it is not 
combated, he walTiS, "it will be all dowM~ill for the promising new South 
Africa." 



The faith in the prornises of Nelson Mandela for a "better life for all" 
is running up against an avaricious and secretive clique in a parb" that 
operates like a "family" in the Costa Nostra sense, putting its own 
interests ahead of the public interest. The line between party and 
govermnent is often blurred. 

Mandela hinrself spoke to this shameful situation, "The symptoms of out 
spiritual rnalaise are only too fhmiliar. They include the extent of 
corruption in both the public and private sector where office and 
positions of responsibilib" are treated as opportunities for 
self-enrichment .. We have learned now that even those people with whom 
we fought the struggle against apartheid’s corrupt can themselves become 
corrupted." 

In South Afiica, sorne activists have put their own twist on the slogan, 
"A Luta Continua" (The struggle continues) used by the liberation 
movement in neighboring Mozambique. The?- say here, "The Looting continues" 

At least in South Africa, leaders and the press recognize the problem 
and speak out. Perhaps that’s something that politicians and financial 
leaders in the West, especially the United States, can emulate 

Media take note. 

News Dissector Danny Schechter also wrote The Crime Of Our Time 
(Disinfo, 2010), a expose on financial crime Continents to 
dissector@mediachannel org 

The International Socialist Organisation lISa] Zimbabwe wishes to update 
all progressive cadres, socialists, revolutionaries arid democrats who 
have been in solidari~ with us since the unjust February 19th 2011 
arrest, detention and torture of ISO comrades, student leaders and human 
rights activists that the case of State v Munyaradzi Gwisai and 6 Others 
goes to court on the 18th of July 2011 The trial will take place at the 
Rotten Row magistrates Court Regional Court 18 in Harare, Zimbab~ve at 
0830hrs. 

Our National Coordinating Committee comrades Munyaradzi Gwisai, Tafadzwa 
Choto and Tatenda Mombeyarara will be standing trial together with trade 
unionist Edison Chahma, debt rights activist and ex-ISO comrade 
Hopewell Gumbo and student leader Welcome Zimuto 

We fully understand that the evil alliance between the state and the 
entire capitalist establishment should be resisted by all means. We are 
together in the struggle. Furthermore, the capitalist regimes of the 
world realize that their time is up and they have decided to give their 
last kicks, be it in Yemen, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, UK, 
Tunisia, Egypt, and Swamland and even here in Zimbabwe where our 
comrades are facing similar charges :[’or defending democracy and freedom 
of expression. 

Your solidari~ messages condemning our arrests were important in 
increasing the political cost on ZANU PF for keeping us detained. You 
indeed fought for onr freedom They can beat us, kill us and detain us. 
But the?’ will not survive the revulsion of the intrinsic contradictions 
of capitalism that we are exposing. Workers will always stand up and 
revolt. We won’t stand by while rampant corruptinn and crass materialism 
disable both government and private sector. We will shout at the top of 
our voices when we detect abuse of power and political intolerance. 
Egypt and Tunisia are lessons for the poor and an opener to another 
Russia 1917. tIowever the workers and the oppressed masses of the present 
world if united can easily make capitalism history as well as mm all 
past revolts into tea-drinking sessions. Jambanja Ndizvo! 

As revolutionary socialists we remain cormnitted to the resolve and 
cormnitment that there is only one solution to capitalism. That solution 
is a revolution. 

Fire the last tirne !! 

Please sent nressages of solidarib" to iso. zim@grnail, cam, 
solidarity@freetherm~ow.com, editor.socialistworker@gnraihconr OR visit 
the websites ,~vw.fieethenmow.corn, www.isozim.blogspot.com OR out 
facebook page International Socialist Organisation (ISO) Zimbabwe. 

MOKE ACTION 

You can also put pressure on the ruthless, counter-progressive Fascist 
State rnachinery of Zinrbabwe by calling the following nutnbcrs: 

’.’ Ministry of Justice +263 4 734920/24 

’.’ Attorney General +263 4 774586/7;772987/8;772992 

’.’ Mff~istry of Home Affairs +263 4 703641/3 E-mail: rnoha@gv~.co.m~ 

? 0lice of the President & cabinet +263 4 707091/7 



Smash Capitalism[ Viva Socialism[ 

Sulidari~" Furever 

National Cuurdinatmg Comanittee (NCC) 

*** 

ANC eThekwini regional secretapy shot dead 

Sapa, The Times, 12 July-, 2011 

ANC eThekwini regional secretatT Sbu Sibiya was shot dead at his home in 
Inanda, Durban, says KwaZulu-Natal police. 

Brigadier Phindile Radcbe said Sibiya, 40, was shot in his driveway at 
10PM on Monday. He had just returned from his office in Durban. 

"He was shot in the head and in his upper shoulder. His family heard the 
shots and ran into the driveway. The suspects by that time fled. He died 
as his family managed to get to his side," said Radebe. 

Police were not sure how many people were involved in the shooting. 

A political violence task team would investigate the incident to 
determine whetl-lcr the murder was politically related, Radebe said. 

"We don’t kmow the motive, but cannot rule out that it rrlight be 
politically- related." 

No arrests have been made, she said. 

Another ANC official, councillor Wiseman Mshibe, was shot dead in March 
this year. 

At the time, Sibiya told media that Mshibe’s death was not politically 
motivated. He said it was not related to the 2011 local government 
elections. 

The July/August 2011 edition of Amandla is out. 

Available in 80 book stores nationwide. 

Subscribe: send email to feroza@aidc.org.za or call Feroza on 021 447 2525. 

Visit ~v,a~v amandla org.za 

Contribute: write to brian@amandla org.za 

Contents of the July/August 2011 edition: 

1. Cover theme - Working for poverty: the myth of high wages in South Africa 

Editorial - 
Why we need a living wage campaign 

3. Letters - 
Letters tu the editor 

4. News briefs - 
News briefs 

5Q&A- 
Q & A with Tony Ehrenreich 

Working for poverty’ cover theme 
6. Wurking for puverty 

7. Rubertsun Abattuir slaver?" of 
a special type 
8. Screwing the wurkers with 
inflatiun reports 
9. A sulidarib" frame :[’or wage bargaining 
10. A mudest proposal 

Local electiuns 
11 Beneath the fi-oth: an analysis of the local 
electiuns and why the ANC must go left 

Envirunmental feature 
12. Nuke the nukes 

13. ’Correct’ the homophobes 
14. Apartheid intolerence: the expulsion of Na’eem Jeenah 
15. No shelter from the housing crisis: business won’t deliver 

International 
16. Greece rises: hundreds of thousands of Indignds walk out to wage war 



against their neoliberal persecutors 
17 Wal-Mart for Dummies 

Aftica 
18. Egypt: contra-revolutionary threats 
19 Good news in the Ivory Coast? 
20. Uprisings in Burkina Faso 

Arts & Culture 
21. Elite verbiage 
22. Interview with Black Noise (Emile XY? and Tanswell Jansen) 

Reviews 
23. Book reviews 
24. Film reviews 

Obituary 
25. Rappin’ revolution the poet of the dispossessed: Remembering Gil 
Scott-Heron 

Political Economy of Media Transformation in South Africa (Anthony 
Olorurmisola, Keyan G. Tomaselli) 

Title: Political Economy of Media Transformation in South Africa 
Editor(s): Anthony Olorunnisola and Keyan G. Tomaselli 
Publish Date: Februa~ 2011 Pages: 314 Format: Paper isbn : 
978-1-57273-991-8 

This volume is the first book-length examination of the political 
economy of media transformation in South Africa. By locating South 
Africa within continental and global cuntexts of changes and with 
theoretical incisiveness and praxis-oriented understanding, authors 
depict a media system at the forefront of transition both in terms of 
shifting representations of race and class and in terms of ownership and 
readership changes. Chapters explain the idea and emergence of black 
economic empowerment and its adoption by the media industry as ~vell as 
the ~vay in which black labor unions took ownership of South Africa’s 
biggest companies 

Topical issues include the controversial flux of identity’, vagaries of 
regulations, changes to state-owned enterprises and to print, broadcast 
media, and telecommunications corporations. A unique component of this 
book that is also hitherto untreated by others is treatment of the 
pivotal role of leading advertisers both in the way they they challenged 
racial stereoty’ping and helped forge changes in media depiction of 
racial groups. This book is an authoritative reference available to 
scholars of media, business, sociology, political economy, and African 
studies who desire more than a linear presentation of issues pertinent 
to media transfornaation in South Africa shortly before the end of and 
after apartheid. 

Contents: Political Economy, Representation, and Transformation in South 
Africa, Anthony A Olorunnisola, Keyan G Tomaselli, and Ruth 
Teer-TomaselIi A Continenta[ Perspective on the Trans]2~rmation of South 
Africa’s Media and Communicatinn Policies, Anthony A Olorunnisola and 
George W Lugalambi. Political Economy of Racial Stereotyping ~n 
Advertising, Alexander Robert tIolt Structural Processes of Reform as an 
Influence on Advertising, Alexander Robert ttolt Identification in 

Transformation: An Overview of Media Discourses, Herman Wasserman 
Transforming State-Owned Enterprises in the Global Age: Lessons from 
Broadcasting and Telecommunicatinns in South Africa, Rmh 
Teer-Tomaselli. Political Economy of the Transformation and 
(ilobalization of South Al~cican Media 1994-1997, Keyan G. Tomaselli. 
Economic Analysis of Black [~mpowerment in the Media Industry 1994-1999 
Unpacking Black Economic Empowerment: The Case of New Africa Investments 
Limited, Iain ]~;vans, Ayesha Mal[ and Narushka MoodIey The Structure of 
Content: The Political Economy of Die Burger Western cape, 2004-2005, 
GabriOl J. Botma. Political Economy of Media Transformation in South 
Africa and the Next Frontier, Anthony A. Olomnnisola and Keyan G. 
Tomaselli. About the Authors Author Index. Subject Index. 

Cedric Sissing 
Adams Booksellers 
341 West Street Durban 
4001 South Africa 
Ph : 031 319 4350 (direct line) 
Ph : 031 319 4300 (switchboard) 
Fax : (031) 304-7308 
cell/mobile : 082-8~-2702 

cedric@adamsbooks, co. za 

Where’s Dennis Brutus? He despised the way Ramsamy played politics, and 



wuuld have led us tu the frunt of the I(2(2 today with ’Voetsek currupt 

IOC’ signs.) 

could still bid [’or Olympics’ 

July42011 at 12:41pm 

INLSA 

SAM Ramsamy South Africa’s Executive member of the international Olympic 
Commitee (IOC) outside the Dttrban ICC ahead of the big IOC meeting next 
week Picture: DOCTOR NGCOBO 

Suren Naidoo & Sapa-AP 

Buoyed by Sports Minister Fikile Mbalula’s remarks that South Afiica 
should bid for the 2020 Surmner Olympic Games, South African executive 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) board member Sara Ramsamy is hoping 
that the cabinet will reverse its earlier decision not to throw- its hat 
into the ring. 

"I will not be surprised if the goverl~ent is persuaded to go for a 
bid," Ramsamy said in an exclusive intelwiew with The Mercury before the 
123rd IOC Session, which starts in Durban today-. 

He said officially under IOC rules, the country could not announce a bid 
because it was the host of the IOC Session. 

"Considering the IOC Session taking place in Dttrban and with the world’s 
top sports administrators and corporate sponsors coraing to the city-, 
strategically xve knew- it xvould give IOC members a first-hand perspective 
of the kind of infrastructure and envirol~ent we have in South Africa to 
host maoor sports events," said Ramsamy. 

"After the success of the World Cup, there was this sudden huge 
expectation internationally- that South Africa would now go for the 
Olympics The IOC Session was seen as the next big thing in our list of 
sporting achievements. The momentuln was created and when the government 
said it would not support a bid fbr 2020, we ~vere disappointed," he said. 

Durban 030711 A large Media presence at the Munich press conference, Pic 
Terry Hay~vood 

inlsa 

"Both the South Afi-ican Sports Confederation and Olympics Committee 
(Sascoc) and I accepted and understood the govermnent’s decision not to 
bid But I personally- also kne~v it would be a valuable lost opportunity. 
I believe that while the iron is hot, we need to strike and take 
advantage of this momentum It is a dream of mine to see the Olympics 
come to South Aiicica or Africa in my lifetime," he added 

"I believe that the government should revie~v its decision not to bid. 
The sports minister wants to take the matter up with the cabinet, but 
there are also other people lobbying, such as leaders in the tourism 
indust~ and IOC con~munity," said Ramsamy. 

The 73-year-uld IOC stalwart’s cumments cume in the wake of Mbalula’s 
saying last month that a 2020 Olympics bid was not ruled out. Sascuc 
president Gideun Sam alsu said at the time that the urganisation wuuld 
suppurt Mbalula in trying persuade the cabinet tu bid for the games 

"Suuth Africa might never el~joy the same pus~tion in 20 years tu cume, 
tu host such events. ! think we have tu du eveuthing in our power. 
there is an oppurtuni~ or an avenue to host a mega-event, let’s do 
that," said Mbalula 

He said that it was unfortunate that he had been in hospital when the 
cabinet had advised against a bid, causing Sascoc to abandon plans to 
bid tu bring the games to Afi-ica for the first time in 2020 

M-balula tuld representatives of South Africa’s tourism industpf that the 
bidding process fi~r 2020 was still "quite open", and his ministry hoped 
tu change the government’s mind befure the IOC’s September 1 deadline 
for cities tu announce their candidacy 

Durban 030711 A large Media presence at the Munich press curfference, Pic 
Terry Haywuod 

inlsa 

Durban had been seen as the favourite South African Olympic bid ci~" 
with its advanced plauning around the "King’s Park Sports Precinct" over 
the past decade. The new Moses Mabhida Stadium was designed to Olympic 
specifications, including space for an athletics track, according city 
officials. 

But in May, its dreams to bid for the Olympics were dashed when 
govert~’nent spokesman Jimmy Manyi said the cabinet had decided to 



"prioritise service delivery" over putting up a bid for the games. 

"rI1qe government decided that it was better for the country to 
consolidate the gains of last year’s World Cup for now and focus 
attention on the delivery of basic services Its decision was final. In 
terms of prioritising, the cabinet decided that the government’s five 
key priorities would be the focus, especially job creation," Manyi said. 

"! am hoping the government changes its mind," said Ramsamy, adding that 
he did not third: the announcement that South Africa was not bidding for 
the Olympics had "taken the gloss off the IOC Session" in Durban. "I do 
not agree in any way with some international media comment that South 
Africa’s decision not to bid has deflated enthusiasm around the IOC 
Session. 

"In fact, interest has increased and there is still a lot of 
speculation. I am certain that by- the end of the session, many IOC 
members will motivate for an Olympics to come here," he said. 

"South Africa was seen as a strong potential contender, especially after 
the success of the World Cup. Even I©C president Jacques Rogge and Fifa 
president Sepp Blatter have said they would support an African bid," 
said Ramsarr~y. 
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httl~ ://tribeofraoles.word~ress.com2 

In the interests of expanding the theoretical scope of debates 
around the themes xvork, production, and the common, the colloquium seeks 
to bring different positions and approaches to these issues into 
conversation. 

’Our provocation’ is a polemical statement to provoke responses 
in these debates 

Vie~v the prograrmne here 

If you would like to attend, please email us: 
tribeofmoles[at]gmaih corn 

Biopolitics. 

Franco Barchiesi has sent in some great stuff. See below. Negri The 
Labor of the Multitude and the Fabric of Biopolitics Virno The Soviets 
of the Multitude Tronti Struggles against Labor Lazzarato 
Reconstitution of the Social Lazzarato Capital Labor arid Capit.ql Life 
Fumagalli and Morini Life Theory of .. Read more 

Filed under SentIn 
Waterman’s Provocation 

In response to our provocation, Peter Waterman sent us his own Part of 
his message is below, follo~ved by links to the resources he sent for our 
discussion. (If you would like to submit response and thoughts, please 
send them along, or post them as comments) I have been smping, 
unsuccesfully, at DW ever .. Read more 

Filed under SemIn 
Final Programme 

10h30-11 h00 Welcome and introduction 
11h00-12h30 Panel 1 Precari-us? Franco 
Barchiesi, Eddie Webster, John Appolis            . Read more 

Filed under Colloquium 
The Common in Communism 

Over the next two weeks we will be putting up texts that participants 
might be interested in To Start, here is Micheal Hardt’s, The Common in 
(;owanunism. [If you would like us to add any material to the blog, just 

email it to us.] 

Filed under Colloquium 
Original still from Wi]liam Kentridge, Monument (1990) 
Work, Production and The Common: A Provocatinn 

Questions of decent work and employment have been central to the social 
antagonisms and political convulsions of postapartheid South Africa In 
the wake of the 2007 Polokwane conference, leadership changes and policy 
shifts in the ANC have focused on the failures of Thabo Mbeki’s agenda 
of economic libcralisation in making employment a foundation of rights, 
.. Read more 

Filed trader display 
On the Colloquium 

B ackground and Rationale As fulltime, permanent, waged fOlTllS of xvork 



have declined *vorldwide and in South Africa, debates about the 
centrality of waged labour to the needs of a ’decent’ society have 
proliferated As the regime of flexibility has come to de:fine the labour 
market and nature of work, the conditions of precarity and uncertainty,. 
R ead more 

Filed under Colloquium 
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To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Father and Son Split on Tactics in Murdoch Family Drama 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/!4/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~I Editorials i Op-~.~,, ~On T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

duly 14, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Father" a~d So~ Spl~t 

Tactics in Mm-doch Family 

Drama 

A family drama played out during 
the decision by Rupert Murdoch’s 
News Corporation to withdraw a bid 
for British Sky Broadcasting. 

~ " " Video: rimesC~st ~ Phone-Hscking 

Inquiry Opens 

~ GrapNc: Murdoch’s Empire 

~ l~mes [,~cs: Hac~n~ Scanda~ 

U:tH~ty Shelves ~,~lbitious Plan to Limit Carbon 
i.::., M.:, il f.~i:~ L...:,.%i.i. :r~d JOi .i b" i.::R©i.". 
The abandomnent of the United States’ most prominent plan to eaptnre carbon dioxide from an 
existing eoal-bnrning power plant hurts efforts to rein in emissions tied to global warming. 

Te~sions EscMate as Stakes Grow in Fiscal Clash 
::7:2:/:i ~!:.) 

Across Washington, officials were weighed down with a sense that they were hurtling toward a 
crisis, and the pressure was particularly intense on Republican leaders. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

CH RISTIAN LOPEZ, who eanght Det’ek detet"s 3,oooth hit and has been rewarded. 

Lia4ng Message 

Several outposts of 
Morse code blazed to life again, if 
only for a night, with the help of a 
group of enthusiasts bent on 
preserving what they call "the music 
of Morse," one key-tap at a time. 

OPINION 

Haute couture in Paris 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 
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Where Wo,dd " I..ook of the Momen[: Catherine, Duchess of CambrMge 
Hem inbYay 

every era, one city is ~ .... ] In 
designated as a magnet 
of creativity and 
energy. Which city is the dynamic center in Europe now? 

~ Post a Comment 

WORLD 

To Track M+l+tants, U+So Has System That Never Forgets a Face 

The American military and local authorities are recording identifying information of Iraqis and 
Afghans. 

Rebels Briefly Lose Control of~Nestern Libyan Town 

Forces loyal to Col. Mnammar el-Qaddafi c(mnterattacked aml briefly recaptured Qawalish bnt 
were beaten back. 

Egsffpt Pu~°ges Mubarak-Era Police Officers 

Egypt’s transitional military government annmmeed the early retirement of more than 6oo senior 
police officers Wednesday in an effort to molli~ thousands of protesters. 

For at Night Each Year~ the ~owaves B~zz ’++,qtb Morse Code 

Enthusiasts bent on preserving what they call "the mnsie of Morse" tap out a tribute by 
resurrecting an old radio station. 

Some Rural Lawmake~os Defy Power Eroslo~ 
::7 ~.’~.’i; a:..; r’Aito 
In states like Idaho, Virginia and Washington, legislatures have managed to maintain political 
power despite large population shifts to cities and suburbs. 

Obama Camp Says It Raised $47 MHllo~ for His 

The 886 million total breaks a record for a joint effort by a president and his party. 

o More ;3.53 News 

BUSINESS 

Amazon Takes (Tin CMifor~ia 

Amazon has an ambitious and far-reaching new agenda: it wants to rewrite tax policy for the 
Internet era. 

New Service Offers Music in Quantity, Not by Song 

Rather than selling individual tracks to be downloaded, Spotify, from Enrope, sells subscriptions to 
vast catalogs of music. 

DEALBOOK 

Borders ;+’aces I.iqtfidatlo~ After Takeover Bid’s Rejection 

Creditors rejected a bid by Borders’ preferred snitor, the Najafi Companies, leaving open the 
possibility that the bookseller may be forced into liquidation. 

S P 0 RTS 

A Bit of Scotland by the Sea in England 
f.:i c~ " h.: b." v ~U.R CL~:’R~..Y 
Royal St. George’s, the first English golf course to award the British Open’s Claret aug, was designed 
by Scots with Scotland in mind. 

~ Adve~ising For Luxury Automakers a New Marketin~ Frontier: Golf 

~Some 
Want the Open to Return to Po~rush 



Open-Wlnni~g Caddie Is Back, b~t Not ~V]tt~ His Champion 

The local eaddie Andy Sutton helped Ben Curtis win the Open the last time it was played at Royal 
St. George’s. But this year, Sutton will be caddying for another player. 

A Trade .&bo~lt Mo~ey, Not Ma*~powe~" 

The Mets sent Francisco Rodriguez and cash to the Brewers for two players to be determined to avoid 

having to pay him $~7.5 million next season. 

, MoFe Sports News 

ART~ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS: PART 2’ 
Childhood Vanlshlrig i~ Swirls of Smoke 

Childhood ends with tears and howls and swirls of smoke, the shoek of mm’tality and bittersweet 
smiles in the grave, deeply satisfying fired movie in the "Harry Potter" series. 

Freed Chicle,he Artist Accepts Job i~ Berl~*~ 

Ai Weiwei said Wednesday that he had agreed to beemne a visiting lecturer at Berlin University of 
the Arts in 2o12, but that he did not know whether China’s government would allow it. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
City- Ope~’a’s T~’o~fl)led V~slo*~ Quest 

New York City Opera’s plan to perform at sites around the city may be brave or foolish, but it spells 
the end of the company as we have known it. 

~C 
y Opea D ector Defends biew Season 

~Koch 
Thester’s ’Vacancy’ ~gn Beckons Top Dance Tro~Jses 

o More A~s News 

FASHION & STYLE 

The Do~tow~ Crowd Fi~ds a~ Uptown Pe~’ch 

Red Rooster, a new restaurant, and other spots are giving the meatpaeking district a run for its 
money. 

Model a~d Fro+at:Runner 

0sear Pistorius, the South ADiean sprinter and double amputee known as the Blade Runner, is the 
new nmdel for the advertising campaign for Thierry Mugler A~rMen Dagranee. 

S~N DEEP 
Fm~pkln Pie: Provocative or dust Tasty? 

Eau Flirt is but one player in a longstanding category of Dagranees marketed specifically as 
romantic attraetants. Some are all natural; others say they contain pheromones. All of them claim 
to make the wearer irresistible. 

More Fashion & Style 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Courts Step I~ 
Recent rulings to bloek enforcement of measures that restrict abortion rights and essential health 
rare are important victories for wmrten’s rights. 

EDITORIAL 

Drawdow*~ i~t Iraq 

Baghdad needs to deride quickly whether it wants a small American force to remain. 

EDITORIAL 

(}m~ Mayl~em Alo~g the Border 
The gun lobby is opposing a requirement to repm’t multiple sales of semiautomatic weapons along 
the border, but in faet more sueh gun controls are needed. 

EDITORIAL 

The F,E,C, Awakes 
A heartening ruling says candidates cannot solicit large-scale donations for the new Super PACs. 

Mere Opinion 



OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

’]?he ties that bind America and France are more important than most of us know. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

With Harry Potter, as with every other mass-market cultural phenomenon, we face a choice: Are 

we in, or our? 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Oppo,~i~g Pa~ty 

Confused about the position of Congressional Republicans on the economy? Good. You should be. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

~- ED ~NTRIB~OR 

The Rep~g~llca~ Case ~o~" Comp~o~nlse 

~II~e G.O.P. must embrace a budget deal and avoid a default on ~eriea’s debt. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On J uly 14, ~965, the American space probe Mariner 4 flew by .Mars, sending back photographs of 
the planet. 

¯ &e.,.’.e..’.l/{,j. ~. ~!~: ~ j~ L .~’.~ &~ 

You received this message because you signed up rer NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headl#~es rlewsietter. As a member of 

the TRUSIe privacy p~ogram, we are commiRed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

do-not-reply~causesmail.com on behalf of 

Nicolae Ci~pala <no-reply@causesmail.com> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 4:44 AM 

no- reply@causesmail.com 

Government, business, paxtner find or post tenders, investments, grm~ts on GPPD 

Find International Partner to business, government, media, nonprofit, church, sport, science, health, arts, travel etc. organizations on Partnerships Portal 
Global Partnerships Portal for Peace and Development 

-Business partnerships 

, resellers or franchisee, develop you business internationally too. 
-Government partnerships having tenders or are looking for international partners for peace, 

-Nonprofit 

partnerships, looking for grants, sponsors, volunteers or international projects and cooperation 
-Church partnerships 

looking for interfaith or international partners. 
-Culture, tlealth, Sport, Arts, education, travel, media etc organizations looking for international parmers. 

Everybo@ have a place on the portal 

Join it now: http:i/gppdnet blogspot.com 
Also the best on net place for investors, jobs, volunteers, internships, Scholarships, Tenders, sponsorships, investments, grants! 

Small steps to join : 
Welcome to Global Parmerships Portal for Peace and Development, the only business meeting place on the net for companies? and people! Gppd net 
To register at Partnerships Portal is very easy: 
Just push signup and fill out the form. 
The more information you provide about yourself more companies will contact you for partnerships. 
After you fill out the form you will receive an confirmation email just follow the instructions and activate you account. 
After Activation use our optimized search in our companies? database ans search By: 
Countries 
Sep~ices 

Or business sector 
We wish you a great fortune in parmerships, and we are pleased to help you at any time, whenever you contact us: 

To g~ve to or share Nicolae Cirpala’s Birthday Wish, follow the link below: 
http:i/wishescauses.con~,wishes/328663?bws emai[ to friends&m lac83f93 

You have received this email frora Causes. We like keeping in touch and 
letting you know about all the ways you can save the world but if you’re not 
interested, you can unsubscribe: http://www.causes.comiunsubscribe 

Address: Causes, 88 Kearny St, Suite 2100, San Francisco, CA 94108 United States 

Privacy Policy: http://www.causes.coru/privacv 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: interview 

Hi professor Sahle, 

My name is,      and I’m in your Afri    class. I ~vas wondering if I 
could interview you sometime next week for another class of mine. I have 
to intervie~v a faculty member about their experience with Undergraduate 
education. It’s six questions and probably will take 20 minutes at most. 
I would definitely appreciate it if you were able to do this interview 
Also I need to ask you few questions about the class/final so it ~vould be 
doubly beneficial for me 



From: writing center@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 2:00 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Writing Center summa~ lbr 

Dear Protl Sable, 

and I agreed we should send you a short summary of the 
conference we had today. 

came in to talk about her paper She ~vanted to discuss thesis, flow, and conveying her ideas clearly. We read over part of her paper’s Part 1 We talked about organization and 
reverse outlining, and        made many editing decisions. We also discussed and she ~vrote topic sentences for her paragraphs She left with a plan to visit the Davis reference desk for 
research help on Part 2 and ideas for revising and finishing Part 1. 

Writing Center Tutor 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: email tbr exam 

Hello Dr Sahle, 

this is the email you requested from me today in class to inform Travis 
Gore 

Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:47 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.uuc.edu> 

[asc tiaculty] Sierra Leone’s Refugee All Staxs (documentary) at Duke Gardeus - reii~eshmen’Ls provided, discussion m follow’. 

iefugee- all- stars.454.303.s.j pg 

*please distribute widely* 
Screen/Society presents.. 
Free and open to the general public! 

Thursday July 14th at 7pro at the Sarah P. Duke Gardens: 
’]7he Rights! Camera[ Action[ film series concludes with: 
Sierra Leone’s Refugee All Stars 
(Zach Niles and Banker White, 2005, 78 min, USA, in F.nglish, Cobr, DVD) 
-- Free drinks and popcorn provided Panel Discussion to followt 
[Refugee All Stars] 
The plight of the refugee in today’s war-torn world is captured in the 
African proverb, ’When two elephants are fighting, the grass will 
suffer.’ So it was in Sierra Leone from 1991-2002, where the government 
and various rebel factions carried out a brutal civil war in which the 
terror~zing of c~vilians by killing, mutilation, rape, and forced 
conscriptmn was common practice on all sides. The war sent hundreds of 
thousands of ordinary Sierra Leoneans fleeing to refugee camps in the 
neighboring West African nation of the Republic of Guinea. ’]Nat’s where 
the remarkable documentaW Sierra Leone’s Refugee All Stars begins. 

The Refugee All Stars came together to form a band while living in a 
refugee camp in Guinea. Many of their family and fi-iends were murdered 
in the war, leaving each of them with physical and emotional scars that 
may never heal Despite the unimaginable horrors of civil war, they were 
saved and brought hope and happiness to their fellow refugees through 
their music. 

The film chronicles the band over three years, froru Guinean refugee 
camps back to war-ravaged Sierra Leone, where they realize the dream of 
recording their first studio album. And so begins a nmsical phenonrenon 
that is nraking the world hear the voices of West Afidca’s refugees. 
Through their urfflinching spirit, their powerful stories of sur¢ival and 
their joyful nmsic the Refugee All Stars celebrate the best that is in 
all of us. As violent cordlicts nmltiply around the globe and the 
worldwide refugee crisis deepens, Sierra Leone’s Refugee All Stars is a 
humanizing ode to all the innocent sua~,’ivors of war whose brutal 
realities are often disnrissed by surface mass media sound bytes. 

* Filnnnaker’s Award for Social Change and Emerging Pictures 
Audience Award, 2006 

* Center for Documentary Studies Filrmnaker Award, 2006 
Panel Discussion to follow with: 

* Darren Mueller is currently a PhD student in the music departnrent 
at Duke University, where he researches and writes about jazz, musical 
performance, and live recordings. His work as a writer and researcher 
includes contributions to the Sensate, The Duke Perfurnrances blog, The 
Thread, and to the Nesuhi Eltegun Jazz Hall of Farue, housed at Jazz at 
Lincoln Center in New York City. He is also a jazz saxophonist and has 
appeared professionally all over North Carolina and the surrounding region. 

* Protl Laurent Dubois, a specialist in the history and culture of 
France and the Caribbean, is Marcello Lotti Professor of Romance Studies 
and History at Duke University and co-director, ~vith Deborah Jenson, of 
the Haiti laboratory of the Franklin Humanities Institute He is the 
author of Avengers of the New World (Harvard Umversity Press, 2004) and 
A Colony of Citizens: Revolution and Slave Emancipation in the French 
Caribbean, 1787-1804 (Umversity of North Carolina Press, 2004), which 
won four book prizes, including the Frederick Douglass Prize He 
recently received a Mellon New Directions Fellowship to study 
Ethnomusicology. 
Sponsored by the Archive for Human Rights & the Full Frame Archive in 
the Special Collections Library, the Duke Human Rights Center, the John 
Hope Franklin Humanities Institute, and the Program in the Arts of the 
Moving Image. 

For inf,armation about other Screen/Society film series and events, see: 
<http://ami.duke.edu~screens~ciety/schedu~e~‘~http://ami.duke.edu/screens~ciety/schedu~e 

All Screen/Society events are co-sponsored and co-presented by 
the Duke Umversity Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okaz~ki 

Exhibitions Programmer 



Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, RoomA121 

Duke Umversity, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708-0766 

][~maiI:<m ailto :hok azak(a) duk e edu> hokazak @duke. edu<mailto:hok azak(~duke.edu> 

Phone: 919-(;60-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web:<http :i/ami. duk e edu/screensocietv> http:i/ami.duke edu/screensocietv 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~ axsd: eunice@email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29489031-9518753.bdc06336c8228bT:g)846378ae5dc20e0@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday,. 4:18 PM 

Social Movemenls Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: MORE GRAD FUNDING CUTS 

Hello all, 
Seems to be concern that social science funding may be cut by our eminent Congresspeople. See email below for details and a letter to send to Rep. Price, 
Pavithra 
Geography 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2 3:49 PM 
To: Graduate Association of Geography Students 
Subject: [gags] MORE GRAD FUNDING CUTS 

First they came for the Fulbright-Hays. 
Then they came for the NSF... 

But I may be reading it wrong. Does it really look like Congress might now be considering reducing funding for the NSF’s Social, Behavioral, and Economic (SBE) directorate -- 
the one under which Geography and Spatial Sciences falls, thus the one under which we all apply...? 

AAG spelled out an action in a press release last week: 

http://www.a aq.org/cs/news detail?pressrelease.id =5:t7 

Here’s a letter the psychology community has drafted which has additional details. 

https://www.capwiz.com/fabbs/issues/alert/?alertid=5.t:t7052:t 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29489206-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045bti_t361b26fb57ti:7@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 5:55 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edw~; Mafia DeGuzman < 

Kleinma~, SheID’l <kleinm~m@emml.unc.edw~; Arturo Escobar < 

F~aon Ssanposium 

~earthlink.net>; Sable, Em~ice N <em~ice@email.unc.edu~; 

~gmail.com>; E~obar, Arturo ~aescobax@email.unc.edu> 

Hello Maria, ShelTyl, Kia, Eunice, Arturo 

[ hope you are doing well -- I am writing to tell you about a program here at the Stone Center this coming fall. I briefly mentioned this to you (Maria) last summer, but could not really get to 
work on it until May of this year. 

As you know this fall marks the 50th anniversary of the death of Fanon, and of the publication of the Wretched of the Earth. i’,/]y Center is planning a wmposium (day and a hall’) with a 
keynote by Mireille Fanon Mendes-France (his daughter) and presentations by scholars/activists or various tendencies-- We are asking Linda (;art?’ from Syracuse to respond to her 
presentation and to join in the discussion 

We begin with a screening of the Cheikh I~iemai :film Frantz Fanon: His Life, His Struggle, ttis Work on October 4, and then pick up on October 6 at 7 pm with the keynote. On the 7th 
(friday) we will pick up in the a]~ernoon with two panels: the first will focus on postcolonial Africa with 2 scholar activists: one from Eritrea ( Prof. Bereket Selassie, fnrmer rep of the EPLF to 
the UN and main author of Eritrean constitution), another from the Congo (Professor Geoges Nzongola-Nmlaja who writes on Marxism in Aii’ica and has published extensively on the 
process of colonialism, neo-colonialism and empire in the Congo and Africa (both confirmed). The third person is Fouzi Slisli from St. Cloud State who writes on Palestinian issues and who 
did a great piece on Fanon’s mistake in not considering the role of Islam in anti-colonial ideas (see his Islam: The Elephant in Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth, Critique: Critical Middle 
Eastern Studies; Spr. 2008, Vol. 17 Issue 1, p 97-108) 

As you can see I am trying to get a good regional/geographical and field of work mix in the presentations None of these folks are Fanon scholars as such, but I think they can provoke good 
interaction from a number of perspectives. I purposely left the morning open --- do you think there should be some additions here ? Is there something else we should consider --- the 
biggest problem is that this will be a football weekend so we have to be aware of those dynamics. 

I asked for support from other departments but the Center for African Studies is the onl?" one that responded ($250) - Most are concerned about budget cuts and rightly so. Hopefully the?" 
will be willing to publicize and help turn folks out. 

Please let me know what you think -- but as you think please think: close by; will do it for free; 

If you are interested in participating presentation-~vise ...... 

Hope you cant 

Regards 
Joseph 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sor~ia Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 
j fj ordan@emaihunc.edu 



fFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, July 15, 2011 3:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Behind Battle CATer Debt, a War Over Government 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/!5/todaysheadlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~erials i Op-~ i On this Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 15, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Behind Battle Over Deist, a 

Intense exchanges over the debt 
limit have made it dear that it is not 
so much a budget negotiation as a 
broader dash between the two 
pa~ies over the size and role of 
government. 

~ " " China Urges US. to Protect Creditors 

by Raisk~g Debt 

~ Subsidy F’rogr~ms Show Political 

Staying Power 

~ Minnesota Leaders Reach Deal to End 

State Shutdown 

~ Video: HmesCast i Debt Ceiling Strategies 

New }-Ierblc~de Suspected in ’£~’ee Deaths 

~Ilxe product, Imprelis, was hailed as environmentally fliendly but is now a suspect in thousands of 
fallen trees. 

No~md of Post-So~et Prote,~t: Claps and Beeps 

Street polities have lost their relevance in many former Soviet countries, as the political opposition 
has withered away. But innovative forms of protest are popping up. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I think there wil! be a lot of emodon. 1 think there wi!I be a !ot qf happ9 tears." 

SHERRY KLEIN HEITLEIt of State Supreme Court in Manhattan~ who has volm~teered to 

officiate on the first day when gay couples can wed in New York, 

BUSINESS 

h~fl~ence Battle 

Over Doddd:rank 
It has been almost a 
year since the passage of a major 
financial reform bill. Lobbyists are 
fighting a behind-the-scenes - and 
some say unequal -battle to 
determine how the law will affect 
banks. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

Anarchists a~d sts sn~ 
Tasseled Loafe~os Tassele 

Googie+ improves on Facebook 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Be,’:ome a virl:ual DJ. 

NetBx ups its i;rices by 60% 



suggests that a wing of 

the G.O.P. is willing to flirt with chaos. 

WORLD 

Les Hintom now of The Wall Street Journal is coming under scrutiny for what he did and did not 

know when he ran Rupert Murdoch’s British newspapers. 

Murdochs Now Say They ~VH1 Appear Before Parllame~t 

In an abrupt about-face, News Corporation said Thursday that Rupert Murdoch and his son James 
would testify- before a parliamentary panel, 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

In Shadow of Death, Ira q a nd U,S, Tiptoe Around a Des d~ne 

Iraq and the United States privately agree that American soldiers should stay beyond 2oxx; the 

trouble is in selling it to the citizens of both nations, 

More Worid Ne’,,’~,s >> 

New Faces, New Maps~ New Battles 

Politicians are using redistricting battles to advance their own agendas - ones that often have 

nothing to do with Latino representation. 

Deal Is Made for Ending Shutdown h~ Mh~nesota 

The governor of Minnesota and the state’s Republican lawmakers reached a deal on the budget, 
bringing what is expected to be a swift reopening of government services. 

Baboon Study Shows Benefits for Nice Ouys~ Who Finish 2nd 

Alpha males may hoht power and attract females, but a study of baboon troops in Kenya shows they 
also have very high levels of stress. 

~VMeo: Sette; Being a Beta 

BUSINESS 

Europe Looks for Hope in Bank Test 

The European Union hopes that the results of an examination of its financial institutions, to be 
announced Friday, will quell fears about the banks’ ability to provide loans. 

~ Europe DeiB~s Greece Meeting Atom Italy Turmo~ 

~ Italy to Adop~ Austerity Plan to Fend Off a Debt Cds~s 

Food Makers P~lsh Back on Ads for Children 

As pressure increases on the food industry to fight childhood obesity, a group of food makers 
suggested guidelines that are short of nutritional standards proposed by regulators. 

The Real ~Vimfie the Pooh Returns to the H~mdred Acre Wood 

After a decline in merchandise sales, Disney is returning to Winnie the Pooh’s hand-drawn look that 
was abandoned in 2oo7 for slick Pixar-style animation. 

S P 0 RTS 

Japanese Team Comes of Age, a~d Lifts a Country 

Japan will play in the final Sunday, carrying the hopes of a country still recovering fi’om a 
devastating earthquake and tsunami. 

V~qth Deal on Rookie V~rages, NoF,Lo Lockout Nears the End 



Negotiators for players and owners finally settled on a rookie wage system, paving the way for an 

end to the N.F.L. lockout. 

After prosecutors used information Judge Reggic Walton had ruled inadmissible, he called a 

mistrial in the perjury trial of the former pitcher Roger Clemens. 

ARTS 

THE HOT LIST 

A Si~g~e Pleast~e E~-e Summe~ Fades 

The New York Times arts critics share the single item at the top of their summer bucket list. What 

one thing -read that book, see that movie, watch that show -must you do this summer? 

~E] Post a Comment 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS: PART 2’ 

Childhood ends with tears and howls and swirls of smoke, the shock of mortality and bittersweet 

smiles in the grave, deeply satisfying final movie in the "Harry Potter" series. 

~E] Time ne Harry Potter 

Harry Potter fans lined up for the opening of "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2/’ 

marking the end of a ~3-year saga. 

o Mole Arts [’Jews 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW [ TABLOID’ 

~,~,ras It Love? The °}~{a~mcled Mo~’mon~ and Hi~ I(i~1~" Weekend 

"Tabloid" revisits the ease of the "Manacled Mormon," which offered good, dean, di~y fun. 

MOVIE REVIEW [ ’LIFE, ABOVE ALL’ 

Bin-alerted in a Ravaged S~mth Africa 

"Life, Above ~1" traces the tribulations of a reseat-old overburdened with responsibilities in a 

South Africa racked with AIDS. 

A Ho~,~e Tour For Cinephiies 

Manohla Dargis plans to take in the celebration of the centenary of the architect John Lautner, 
some of whose homes became movie sets. 

More Movies [’Jews 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Congress and the White House can no longer ignore the imminent threat to the econmny. 

EDITORIAL 

Mo~°e }~:o~°rors i~ l~’hm~bal 
With many questions unanswered in the Mumbai attacks, India is exercising admirable restraint. 

EDITORIAL 

I~-eland Couf~’onts the Vatican 
h’eland has made it a crime for church officials to fail to report chiht abuse to civil authorities. The 
Vatican has a valuable lesson to learn from the new law. 

EDITORIAL 
zMao~he~° Dirty V~:ate~° Act 
The House has approved a destructive bill that would strip federal oversight of state water quality 
standards. 



OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Get~h~g to 

Commentators seem shocked at Republican unreasonableness as a debt default looms, but it is the 
end result of a process that has lasted decades. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

f)eath a~d Budgets 

Much of the budget mess may stem fl’om a deep cultural antipathy toward recognizing our own 
mortality. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Year of Waste 

Israelis and Palestinians are lurching toward a September train wreck after a year of squandered 
opportunity. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Pe~tago~’s i,’i~a~ciai Drawdow~ 

Leon Panetta must cut the defense budget dramatically, but carefully. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Outlaws Make Better L~mches 

~II~e catalyst for a crackdown on food trucks in Manhattan was the recent explosion of high-end 
vendors in Midtown. 

o More Opink-’,n ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July ~5, ~9~8, the Second Battle of the Marne began during World War I. 

See This Frou[ Pa£e 

Buy This },’rout P~4e 

You received [his message because yell signed up [or NYTipaes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
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From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 5:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv"~ 

Sub.ie~-t: AFRI    Essay 

Attach: AFR1    Essay.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe! 

I have attached my essay! 

Thank you, 

UNC School of Education 

@live,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Research Paper.docx 

Thal~ You 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Dr Sahle, 
I’ve attached my paper along with my works cited page. 
Thanks, 

University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

@email.unc. edu 
~@gmail.com 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Saturday,            1 1:36 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Paper 

Analytical Essay on Ethiopia.docx; Works cited.docx 

Sorry, no~v they are attached. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
))email.unc. edu 

~gmail.com 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 12:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu > 

Suh.iect: 
Afri    paper 

Attach: afri    paper    .docx; afri    cover page.docx 

Dear Dr Sable, 

I hope all is well Attached is my submission of the term paper. Have a 

good weekend! 

Sincerely, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 12:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet~: - Term Essay AFRI 

Attach: AFRI    Term Essay.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my AFRI 

Thanks, 

Term Essay. 

http:/! .~live.une.edu 

Universi& of North Carolina at Chapel Hil!, Class of 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication - Public Rehttions sequence 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 1:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Research Paper 

Attach: AFRI paper.docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Here’s my research paper on Notes from the Hyena’s Belly. I’ll see you on Monday! 

Have a good weekend, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Saturday~            6:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Notes from the tteyenas Belly Term Paper... 

te~n paper.docx 

It is attached. Tb~ank you ~)~r your time~ and have a great night! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Class paper 

Hello, this is~                from our AFRI    class and I am emailing 
you asking if I could get an extention on our paper that is due tonight. I 
had about 8 1/2 pages done and my computer suddenly shut down and crashed 
I just got it to work again but now my whole paper is lost and sadly I 
can’t find it anywhere on my computer. It is also upsetting because the 
computer center at ITS can’t help me since the paper is permanently lost. 
I’m not asking for a really long extension just enough so that I can do the 
whole thing over again since I can’t finish 10 pages in 3 1/2 hours. Please 
and thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

final paper’.!!!! 

~£ri paper.docx 



From: ~-~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 8:58 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Afri Research Paper ( 

A~ach: ResearchPaper.docx 

,~@email.unc.edu> 

Dr. Sable, 

My research paper is attached! 

Thank you, 



From: @gmai|.com > 

Sent: Saturday, 9:25 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Subje~: A~    te~ paper 

Dr. Sable, 
I’ve had a huge emergency with my computer- it will not turn on at all. It had stopped charging yesterday and ITS won’t look at it because it is a dell that wasn’t issued through uric. I had 
about 7 pages of my paper saved on there and had only emailed the outline to myself. As I am carrently using my roommate’s laptop, I am tlying to redo it licom the outline I ha~’e and from 
what I remember. 1 thought I’d be able to finish retyping it by the deadline, but it is looking as though it will be tomov-ow before It will be finished. Im sorl5z for the inconvenience I have 
been haviixg hardware trouble with my computer but had no idea it would stop working altogether, l’m not sure of your policy on late work. I understand if you have to take points off, and if 

that is the case and there’s anything I can do to try to get extra credit between no~v and Tuesday to offset that, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFRI Paper 

Afri paper.docx 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re-T~ .... 

notes from the heyenas belly.docx 

My e-mail just sent you a blank document I believe ..I apologize and have 
re-attached the term paper again in hopes that it will pull up this time. 
Sorry! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 11:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Afri Tem~ Paper 

a£ri term paper.docx 

Here is my term paper have a good rest of the weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Research paper 

Global Development in Ethiopia.docx 

Here it is. 

Thanks, 



From: "_c}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 11:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: @email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Afri : Fin~J Paper 

Attach: Afri .Paper.FinaJ.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my final paper. I hope you are having a great weekend 

See you Monday, 

t@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFRI Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

In my- quick attempt to send you my final paper, I have somehow pulled tap my 
first version which I have been adding to, but I have lost some of my 
pages 

I think in my tired and weaw state, I have closed word without saving the 
most updated version. 

I had a huge STATS project along with this one and I just don’t know ~vhat I 
did. 

I typing from the point I have, but I don’t think I am going to be able to 
type fast enough to meet the 11:30 pm deadline. 

Will you please accept my paper after 11:30 without penalty? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Paper AFRI 

AFRICA    Notes from the Hyenas Belly docx 

DR. SaNe, 

I have attached my paper. 

Thank you, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 11:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: "term essay 

A~tach: Tem~ Essa.v Afri .docx 



From: ,@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Sunday, 12:06 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: paper 

Attach: a£ri paper.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I was having computer problems tonight due to just getting my computer back recently. I had to have my hard drive replaced and I do not have a school computer. With the 
hard drive being replaced, I did not have antivirus software and I had a a couple of problems contributing to this paper being late. This week has been one of the most 
stressful to say the least. However, I hope you do not choose to take offtoo many points. 

Thanks, 



From: "_c}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:13 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: bib 

Attach: bib O000000000[1].docx 

Please excuse this for being late. I just realized I didn’t send the 
bibliography I thought I attached it with my essay. I’ve been working hard 
on the paper and I don’t know why I didn’t attach it to the first email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, July 17, 2011 3:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Stain From Tabloids Rubs Offon a Cozy Scotland Yard 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/!7/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-f-~Z I onr~is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 17, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Stai~l From Tabloids Rubs 

Off o~ a Cozy Scotia nd Yard 

Testimony and new evidence 
indicate that Scotland Yard and 
News Intel~ational became so 
intertwined that they wound up 
sharing the goal of containing the 
phone-hacking investigation. 

Egypt Military MoYes to 

Ceme~t a M~se~flar Role 

Government 
i.::., f./.vii., i.. :; f.:i~9/. i~:ic?: 
Gronnd rules for drafting a 
eonstitntion are raising fears of 
broad mandate to intercede in 
polities. 

Charter School Battle Shifls to Affh~ent S~b~rbs 

Charters, normally thought of as a way to help poor areas, are being proposed in places that have 
good schools. 

* NYFimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"5’onw of thesejb~t"s aren’t r}ght for a long three. ~f you g~w! me a list of drags that I wouldn’t want to 

touch, this would be at the top." 

KAREN E. SI~ONE~ dit’eetor of the Northern New England Foison Cemer, on the effect of so-taXied 

bad~ salts, 

AUTOS 

Che~Ts for All 

EspeclaHy 

Dennis Albaugh of Ankeny, Iowa, 
has amassed what may be the 
definitive collection of open-top 
Chevrolets. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

We’re Spe,,t 
We are living through 
a tremendous bust. It 
isn’t simply a housing 
bust. It’s a fizzling of the great 
consumer bubble that was decades in the making. 

Do toning shoes work? 
ALSOIN HEALTH )> 

[he myth of the aiiergy-free do9 

Screening for a better medical student 

WORLD 

A Day of Apologles for the Murdochs, and of New Ques[ions for Calnero~ 

Penitence was the buzzword far beyond the London headquarters of Rupert Murdoeh’s British-based 
newspaper subsidiary, News International. 



In China, ethnic musicians walk a fine line: play it safe and they may lose their audience; go 
beyond prescribed limits and they may be barred frmn performing. 

~ Video: Fighting for Foik 

On the Rise in Tajildstan, Islam ~,rorrles an A~thor]tarlan Government 

Spooked by the specter of Islamic radicalism and the challenges posed by increasingly influential 
religious leaders, the Tajik authorities have been working fervently to curb religious expression. 

Mere Worid News 

An A]larming New SfimulanL Sold Legally in l~’Iany Staten 

New stimulant drugs that people are calling "bath salts" are alarming doctors, who say they have 
unusually dangerous and long-lasting efl’eets. 

Los A~tgeles Freeway Is Close~| and Life Goes On 

Interstate 4os, ~o miles of which are closed all weekend for a road-widening project, was a virtnM 
ghost town. 

~ 81ide Show: Interstate 405 Closed to 1raffle 

In Ce*~trai 1,1orlda~ a Cho~ous of ’Happy Trails~ to A~tthony~ Mitres the ’Happy’ 

Casey Anthony, acquitted of first-degree murder in the death of her 2-year-old daughter, Caylee, 
was released from the Orange County Jail on Sunday. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Law School Eco~omlcs: Ka-Chi~g! 

Despite fewer high-paying jobs, students continue to pour into law school. And the schools keep 
charging higher tuition and admitting more students. 

Arab Sp~i~g~ Start-Up S~m~mer? 

Egypt’s revolution has sent the economy into a tailspin, but an emerging class of young 
entrepreneurs hopes to make the country a technology hot spot. 

UNBOXED 

See~g Promise and Peril in Digital Records 

The standards set for digital health records will determine whether they provide better 
information, improve care and curb costs, or do more harm than good. 

S P 0 RTS 

A1Dby ~Arambach Stands ’:Fall for 

The 5-foot-ll striker for the U.S. women’s national team has proved adept at scoring crucial goals 
with her head. 

METS 11, PHILLIES 2 

Scott Hairston knocked in a career-high five runs, including a three-l~n homer, filling in for Carlos 

Beltran as the Mets ended their skid, 

~ Mistake, Then Dissster for PhiIHes m a Drubbing 

YANKEES 4, BLUE JAYS 1 

C.C. Sabathia won his seventh consecutive start, stifling the Blue J ays with a deadly slider during 
eight strong innings in the Yankees’ victory Saturday. 



~ Roundup: Down by 3-0 Ear:~, Red So:< ~reak Ou and Bed the Rays 

¯ 

ARTS 

dnstin Timberlake has morphed from a boy-band singer to a solo pop star to a lead actor in two 
major screen comedies this snmmer. 

~E~ Slide Show A Career in 

zM’e~a Opera, Mo~ofier Style 

After a failed attempt to bring his radical ideas to New York City Opera, with budget he found 
unacceptable, Gerard Mortier left for Madrid, where he is shaking things np. 

Lloyd ~gebber’s Latest C~oeatlom Breathing Space 

~amdrew Lloyd Webber has long been a hands-on theater creator and producer, but lately, after a 
battle w-ith cancer, he has been more content to let others interpret his work. 

o More A~s News 

~AGAZINE 

MAGAZINE PREVIEW 

M~ra~da ,J~dy is Totally NOt K~ddh~g 

She is the most honest, uninhibited filmmaker of our time. Or: She’s twee, precious and maddening. 
Discuss. Nicely. 

The All-Am e~-iea~ 

dohn Ker~y knows as well as anyone that diplomacy fails most of the time. But someone has to go to 
Islamabad. 

The }Vou ~ d-Be P~’~n ee of Po~¢-a u-P~’in ee 

While Wyelef dean plainly wants to do something for Haiti, there is also, it seems, much that he 
wants Haiti to do for him. 

Mere From the Macazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Te~’~’~’ism a~d tlhe Law 
The prosecution of a Somali national accused of supporting A1 Qaeda is now headed for trial in a 
federal court, where it belonged all ahmg. 

EDITORIAL 

Are They 
Rampant cheating by teachers in Atlanta’s schools hurts students and destroys trust. 

EDITORIAL 

A New T~’y at C~’b~g Ph~acy 

A new agreement between major Internet service providers and movie studios and record labels has 

some troubling elements. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 

The "VoA, "l’~es to Oe~ Beyo~l its Ct~lt~Pe of No 

In a small hospital wing in Canandaigua, N.Y., the V.A. is mending its reputation for 
unresponsiveness. 

E~ Audio and Photos: Returning Home From War 

[] Documents: Veterans in Crisis 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



An error by the government’s lawyers gives the Rocket a chance to walk. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Lawmakers~ Armed and Dangerot~s 

Did a lawmaker intentionally point her loaded .38o Ruger at a newspaper reporter, or was it just a 

misunderstanding? 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The C~ash of Generations 

In Ameriea and in Greece, the baby boomers may not be up to fixing the problem they have caused. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Our Broken Escalator 

The best antipoverty investment in the world - fl’om New York to Nigeria - is education. So why do 

we keep cutting it? 

~Arhy VVou|d Anyone M~ss War? 

The idea that a psychologically healthy person could miss war seems appalling. 

Patro|llng Cancer’s Borderlands 

Cancer control depends on success in scientific, political and social challenges. 

Drought= A Creeping Disaster 

Unlike earthquakes, hurricanes and other rapid-nmving weather, drought could become a 

pm~a~anent condition in some regions. 

Book~ and Other Fetish Objects 

As the raw material of history is digitized, some of the mystery is lost, 

GRAY MATTER 

The Critique of Pm’e Horror 

The cultm’al appetite for horror raises a curious question: why do so many of us enjoy- being 

disgusted and terrified? 

DOWNLOAD 

Oliver Sacks 

Oliver Sacks on what he’s reading, watching and collecting. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 17, 1975, an Apollo spaceship docked with a Soyuz spacecraft in orbit in the first 

superpower linkup of its kind. 

See This Front Page 
Buy Tihis Front Page 

You received this message because you si~ned tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscgbe ~ Change Yout E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: ~email.unc.edu; 

Sent: Sunday, 4:07 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Fwd: AFRI Paper 

A~tach: AFRI Paper.docx 

Whe~v! V~at a time, I am prayerful you received the first message below. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: AFRI Paper 
Date: Sat, 23:17:03 
From: ~,email.uaac.edu> 
To: Eunice N Sahle <eunice@emaihunc.edu> 

Dr. Sable, 

In my quick attempt to send you my final paper, I have somehow pulled up my 

first version which I have been adding to, but I have lost some of my 

pages. 

I think in my tired and weary state, I have closed word without saving the 
most updated version. 

I had a huge STATS project along with this one and I just don’t know what 
did 

I typing from the point I have, but I don’t think I am going to be able to 
type fast enough to meet the 11:30 pm deadline. 

Will you please accept my paper after 11:30 without penalty? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 4:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Congrats! -- and your honors thesis 

Dr. Sahle, 

It would be great to meet at some point at the begilming of August I will 
email you ~vhen I get back to North Carolina 

On Thu,           10:13:06 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Thanks for the update and I am delighted that you found material for a 
> thesis project. 
> 

> Is it possible to meet the :first week of August to discuss your thesis 
> project? In the meantime, start thinking about the questior~,s you might 
> address in the proj ect and what a prelimina~ ’table of contents’ might 
> look like 
> 

> Looking forward to woddng with you on what I think will be an excellent 
> project 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: .2))email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 6:15 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: Congrats! -- and your honors thesis 
> 

> Professor Sahle, 
> 

> 

> I hope all is well with you and that you are enioving your smlm~er so ~ar. 
> As you know this smnmer I’ve been in completin~ a historical 

> research prograru at In 
> my research so far, I’ve surprisingly come across a wealth of primmy and 
> secondary- source material that I think will contribute greatly- to my 
> proposed pa~er on 

I know that earlier in the smlm~er, I 
indicated 
> to you that I was no longer interested in pursuing an honor’s thesis on 
> that topic; however as I’ve increasingly fo~d material to support the 

component of my research, I’ve began to think that I can 
> feasibly- coruplete this project as an honor’s thesis. I realize that you 
> were willing to support me in this work as an independent study, but I 
> wonder if you were still interested in and able to potentially advise me 
> for this project as an honor’s thesis? I have communicated this renewed 
> desire to pursue an honor’s thesis with Kenneth Janken and pending your 
> response, I’d love to move forward with planning for this project. 
Please 
> let me know- what your thoughts are. I1" it is indeed too late to start, 
or 
> if you have other obligations, I corupletely understand and would still 
love 
> to ~vork on this as an independent study. Thanks Professor Sahle, and I 
> hope to hear from you soon[ 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Thu, 15:37:46 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> YVhile I was away and since my return, there has been communication 
about 
>> your proposed honor thesis. As you know I was away, thus I could not 
>> respond earlier. At any rate, following conversations with Professors 
>> Caldwell ap.d Janken, I write to let you know that if you’re still 



>> interested in pursuing an honor thesis project, I can be ~w~rk with you. 
>> Let me know your thoughts as soon as possible In terms of a 

> is the best case study. There is a lot of 
> material 
>> on the topic and it would be a great case to compare with the USA 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: @cmail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 12:40 PM 
>> To: SaNe, E~mice N 
>> Subject: Re: Congrats! 
>> 

>> Thank you Professor Sahle! 
>> 

>> I appreciate your congratulations[ I hope that you enjoyed your trip to 
>> South Africa and that the process of recovery from your j et lag is 
> speedy! 
>> 

>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sat, 09:47:38 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
>> <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>>> Dear 

>>> Congrats on being named a 
>>> 

>>> It is vecz good news and I am very proud of you I just heard the news 
>> and 
>>> I had to send a note even though I am in the midst of recovering from a 
>>> horrible jet lag 
>>> 

>>> Keep up the excellent work. 
>>> 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Dr. SaNe 
>> 



From: 
~gmail.eom> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:4l PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc .edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Term Essay 

Attach: .docx 

Sorry for the late entry Dr. Sable, it was the second paper I had to 
writ~ this weekend. [ ~vould have rather turn it in late and tly my best, 

than rush to turn it and reduce the quality of my paper. 



From: ~em~Jl.unc,edu 

Sent: Sunday, 10: l 1 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv’~ 

Subject: Afri Paper 

A~tach: Af6 Research Paper.doe 

Dear Pro~’essor SaNe, 
I am profoundly sorry that I am submitting my paper late. After IVfr 
Gore postponed my exam to Thursday, I was unable to read both novels 
and complete my paper in time. Again 1 apologize for my lateness, there 

is no excuse for irresponsibility’. 
Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 3:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Stain From Tabloids Rubs Offon a Cozy Scotland Yard 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/!7/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-2~A I onr~is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 18, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

5tai~ From ’I’ablo~ds Rubs                            ~ 

Off o~ ~ Cozy Seotl~ nd Yard 

Testimony and new evidence indicate that Scotland Yard and News International became so 
intertwined that they wound up sharing the goal of containing the phone-hacking investigation. 

The military council governing Egypt is moving to lay down ground rules for a new constitution 
that would potentially expand its authority indefinitely. 

Chatnters, normally thought of as a way to help poor areas, ave being proposed in places that have 
good schools. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~hL~ h~dlaba~oo sounds ~ ~I~ unrer~ to us." 
SHARON C[IEEN, o[’ Clovis, Calif., on the contentious ~aegotiations iu Washington over t’aising the 
debt ceiling. 

N.Y. / REGION 

Last S~ln~me; 

With plans to revitalize 

the Boardwalk next 

year, this summer is the last for 

seven longtime Coney Island 

businesses. 

OPINION 

Electronic Arts to buy PopCap 
Games 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

Wail Street novels unveiled CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Confi~ eme~t 

Solitary confinement 
has been transmuted 
from an occasional tool of discipline into a widespread form of preventive detention. 

Unsuccessfully curbing executive pay 

WORLD 

i.::,, ;,i: :’-’.’.~i N’..St: i 
tiealth care has is making enormous sty}des in Sierra Leone, the latest country in sub,Saharan 
Africa to waive hospital fees, partienlarly for ehihtren and pregnant women. 



zM~ ~,Merest and Scotland Yard Resignation Roll Britain 

Britain’s most highly ranked police official resigned, and Rebekah Brooks, the former chief 
executive of News International, was arrested. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Troubles That Mo~ey Ca~t Dispel 

The willingness of the News Corporation to spend millions in settlement costs to make problems go 
away provides a usefid window into its larger eulture. 

A quick, informal selection of voices from across the conntry this weekend fimnd eynicism about the 
state of negotiations in Washington and resignation about the partisan jousting. 

PoHt~cla~ts Car~’t Agree o*~ Debt? "Well, Neither Car~ Ecoaomists 

Lawmakers who think they ran solve the dispute over reducing debt by asking economists are out of 
lurk. Economists can’t agree, either. 

POLITICAL MEMO 

States’ Mort ey ~Woes Show No Fav~rltes 

At the National Governors Association meeting, state leaders talked of adjusting to the strong 
likelihood of less federal aid, considered the "new normal." 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Fast Traders~ in Spotlight, Battle Rules 

High-frequency trading firms, for years accused of hurting ordinary investors, are turning away 
from their normal secrecy in an attempt to buff their tarnished image. 

At Stores, Malting 5 for .95 a Bigger Draw Than ~ for 8~ 

With grocery shoppers more prier conscious, stores are offering larger quantities of items to entire 
them to buy more. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Pain Builds in Europe’s Sovereign Debt Risk 

The latest bank stress test revealed how exposed banks are to the govenament bonds of Greece, 
Portugal, Spain and Italy. 

S P 0 RTS 

JAPAN 2 (3), UNITED STATES 2 (1), PENALTY KICKS 

A Resille~t Team Soothes a Nation 

The United States twice went ahead, only to let the dapanese rome bark. In the shootout, the 
Americans missed their first three tries. 

~E] Post a Comment 

Holding Steady o~x Dreary Day, Clarke Captures His First Major 

DaITen Clarke of Northern Ireland fought off the winds as well as challenges from Phil Mickelson 
and Dustin aohnson to win his first major title at the British Open on Sunday. 

For FIFA Executives~ Luxury and Favors 

Despite a series of allegations of corruption, the 24-man executive committee of soccer’s governing 



body retains a cnltnre of favors and perks, if not outright bribery. 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEVV 
A Gentle Reminder of Paul McCa~tney’s Survival and 

At 69, Mr. McCartney showed in a two-and-a-half hour show at Yankee Stadimn that he is not 

saying goodbye, rather an enduring hello. 

Millions of M~Kgles P~°opel Potter Fihn at ]Box Office 
L:: i.::~.:©©iv:., i.:~:.i .iffl.: 
"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2," the last in this juggernaut series, sold a staggering 

$476 million in tickets this weekend. 

~E~ 
Re~Jer Photos ~ ~ Submit You;s ~ ~ Share Reviews or) Twitter 

~ln 
China, No Harry Potter Until RevolutionaW Epic Is a Hit 

~ Movie Review ~ ~ interactive T~rne~ine ~ ~ SHde Show 

MUSIC REVIEW 

In "Annie Get Yonr Gun" at Olimmerglass, the soprano Deborah Voigt brings dear 

sweetness and sassiness to the title role. 

~EDIA & ADVERTISING 

Sony, Like Old Hollywood~ Bahias on Familiar Faces 

Sony has emerged as perhaps the closest contemporary approximation of a classic studio: its movies 
change, bnt those who make them remain remarkably consistent. 

New Book Reco~mt,~ Ta~e of Israeli ~ent at Home i~ Hol~}~vood 

?a’non Milchan has been known for three decades as a movie producer. Now two authors tell of his 
other identity as an Israeli intelligence agent and arms trader. 

President of" HBO Spo~’ts Lea~ng AfIe~, 33 Year,~ 

Ross Oreenburg, who has run the division since 2ooo, denied reports that he was fired for losing 
Manny Pacquiao to Showtime. 

More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Vah~e of Medicaid 

A study of Oregon’s Medicaid program clearly demonstrates the health and financial benefits. 

EDITORIAL 

Not Befitthug a Democracy 
A worrying new law in Israel that bans boycotts against the state chips away at free speech and 
political rights. 

EDITORIAL 

}’e.t Another Political Game 

Republicans are refnsing to approve trade agreements unless the White House decouples them fi’om 

a hill to renew a worker assistanee program. 

EDITORIAL 

Rethhfld~g Ronkonkoma 
Plans are being made to redevelop an unlovely area near the Ronkonkoma train station and turn it 
into a cool destination. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Letting Bankers Walk 

The two principal arguments being made for letting the banks off easy don’t make much sense. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



The Rept~bi[ca*~ R~"treat 

The inability of the Republicans to make even symbolie concessions has tnrned a winning hand into 

a losing one. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

ON THIS DAY 

On ,hfly :7, :975, an Apollo spaeeship docked with a Soynz spacecraft in orbit in the first 

superpower linkup of its kind. 

Yoti :eceived this message becatise you signed tip for NYrimes corn’s loday’s Headlirles newsle~e: As a membe: of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protectin9 your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe ~ Change Your E-MailI Privacy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve£ise 



From: writing cente@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 9:57 AM 

To: 

Sub.iet-t: Writing Center summary 

Dear Protl Sable, 

and I agreed we should send you a short summaly of the 

conference we had today. 

wanted to go over her thesis, her organization and her transitions between ideas After reading her dra~ we discussed the clarity of her introductol¥ paragraph, including the 
thesis She decided to make it more specific. We also discussed how she would tie together parts 1 and 2 of the paper. Lastly, we spent some time on between paragraph transitions She 

brainstormed about how to ~vrite the most clear and effective transition sentences. 

Writing Center Tutor 



From: writing center@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Writing Center summary 

Dear Protl Sable, 

and I agreed we should send you a short summals’ of the 
conference we had today. 

wanted to talk about her paper with another person just to make sure her ideas about the topic were coherent and clear. As she talked, I asked her questions to help clarity’ her 
thinking. She left with a plan for revision for her current draft. 

Writing Center Tutor 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:25 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI    Paper 

Attach: a£fi paper.docx 

Hello, this is                 from class. I have sent you an email 
earlier explaining how I have had some difficulties dealing with my 
computer and the paper that was due on Saturday night. Sadly I lost it and 
had to do you all over again with short notice but I finally got it done 
again. I have attatched it to this email, and I hope that you still take 
it Thank you for your patience and I hope that I will not be penalized for 
my computer’s malfunction 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR ~xtpwilson@email.unc.edus, 

Monday, July 18, 2011 11:52 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

UNC-CH Reme@ Ticket 2084643 

Client Information 
eumce n sable, Location : 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Afi)liation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: eunice@email uric edu 
Short Description: Classroom Support 

Email Text : Hello, 
The let’t projector for that room is ~vorking no~v. I had to reset it (got cont)sed) 
Both projectors are operating fine I fixed that middle shade while I was over there also :). 
Have a nice day, 
Dennis 

3-5116 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@~emedy06.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 11:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Ticket 2084643 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 07/18/11. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Classroom support group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/surve¥ followup.pl?ticket 2084643 

*************** Surnmary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Dermis (dpwilson) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: eunice 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI ION[~;: (919) 966-5496 
I)EPARTMENT: african & afi-ican-amer studies 
TICKI~T NI~2V2[3[IR: 2084643 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Classroom Support 

[ef~ prqiector not coming on 

***************** End of Summary 

Contact the Classroom Hotline for your classroom needs 

hotline@rmc edu 919.962.6702 
Office: M-F 7:30 am - 5:00 pin 
Lilmted support: 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm 

http://hodine.unc.edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: F~n 2 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

I rea d your conxments on Exam 2 and my concern is that I ran out of time 
You can tell in my exam book ~vhere I hurriedly wrote at the end as to not 
loose all the points. Will the final be longer? I worry- that I will not 
be able to get tlxcough the final and exhibit what all my points. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 3:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Tabloid Sca~dal a Fresh Threat to Cameroffs Survival 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7/!9/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’#orld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 19, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Tabloid Scandal a Fresh 

Threat to Cameron’s 

Survival 

A reinvigorated Labour Party is 
posing a fl’esh challenge to the young 
government of Prime Minister David 
Cameron of Britain. 

Murdoch Aides Long Tried to Blun~ Scandal O~,er Hacking 

A small group of executives at News Corporation pursued strategies for years that had the effect of 
obscuring the extent of wrongdoing in Britain’s best-selling tabloid. 

Game Fixing Rattles Soccer Around ~orld 

Widespread allegations of game fixing, organized by criminal syndicates, threaten the integrity of 
the world’s most popular game. 

. NYTimes corrt Home Pao~e 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wenther is ~ke re~iso~ to w~lcfi a ~ewscast, Itt~ kb~g." 

GI,ENN BURNN~ chief meteovologis~ {bt’ WSB-TV in A~l;mta. 

HEALTH 

Swim mlng V~ith 

the Sharks 
At age 6L Diana Nyad 
will attempt to be the only woman to 
swim from Cuba to Key West, Fla., 
withont a shark cage. 



OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE I.~ I 

What Will the 

Debt Debate Mea~ 

For voters, this political 

standoff is a frnstratiug sideshow for 

what they really care about: jobs. 

What wou~d ’The Good Wife’ do? 
Also on NYTimes.com 

Would you eat Iionfish? 

GeEing a good night’s sleep 

WORLD 

Rudlatlo~-Taluted Beef Spreads Thro~gh 3apa~s Markets 

Contaminated meat, which officials attribute to cattle that ate hay stored outside and exposed to 

radiation~ has made its way to supermarkets and restaurants across Japan in recent weeks. 

Exiled Islamlsts Veatch Rebellion Unfold at Home 
i.::7 B?’U&i." Mi..?( iB?ii" Bi :~:. :.RIO 

Members of Libya’s most prominent Islamist gronp are largely watching the civil conflict fi’om 

exile, and officials are leery of the fighters’ former affiliation with A1 Qaeda. 

Eg)~pt Revamps Cabh~et as Protesters Seem to Lose Stean~ 

The interim military-led govermnent replaced ~4 of the 27 cabinet members in a concession to the 

protesters in Tahrir Square, drawing a mixed response. 

More World News 

,~ Weather Becomes Big Story, TV Forecasters Play the Hero 

Today’s television weather forecasters, increasingly called meteorologists, are going beyond simply 

telling people whether to carry an umbrella. 

~ Vir~eo: Tracking the Storm 

Philadelphia’s Cardinal, M~fid Scar~dal, is Said to Be Retiring 

Word of the Cardinal Justin Rigali’s retirement came as his archdiocese was grappling with 

evidence that officials had ignored sexual-abuse charges against priests. 

Cities Report Surge ~n Graffiti 

An upturn in graffiti has renewed debates about whether it signifies alienation in struggling areas 

or whether its glorification contributes to urban blight. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

24 Small Tow~s May Lose Air Service 

Delta Air Lines says half-full planes and the high cost of fuel are leading it to reduce service to rural 

America. 

Europe’s Eco~tomlc Powerhouse Drifts East 

The robust German economy is deploying money and management time outside the euro area. 

I,D,M, Reports Stroag Second-Quarter Ear~fir~gs 

Bolstered by its old-line computer hardware business, as well as growth in software and services, 

the technology giant reported an 8 percent increase in net income. 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 5, RAYS 4 

Ya~kees Rally Agai~st a Weary Rays Bullpe~ 

u:,. ~.5..;,i 

After an um’emarkable start by A. d. Burnett, the Yankees’ relievers held the fort for a lateqnning 

rally against the Rays. 

~Box Score [ ~m~ing b~ Bming 

~ Ro3qdup Boston’s B~g H~fiqg Return< lq Apother Win a~ Baltimore 

One Game of Rehab and Reyes Is Ready 

Jose Reyes went ~ for 3 for the Brooklyn Cyclones and said he expected to play Tuesday at Citi Field 

against the St. Louis Cardinals. 

MARLINS 4, METS 1 



The Marlins improved to ~5-9 under Jack McKeon, while the Mets dropped a game under .5oo. 

~8ox 
Score [ hming by inning 

~ Roundup: ~ndians Keep Division Lead Behind a Newfound 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Back to the ~9os, Tootling a Fh~te 

The Pitchfork Music Festival in Chicago featured 45 bands aud evidence of a flute infestation, 

~F] Slide Show i Relate~ Coverage in ArtsBeat 

New A|bums by NRBQ and Oren Ambarch] and Jim O’Rom’ke 

A refm’med NRBQ faces the challenge of expanding beyond the original, and Oren Ambarehi and 
,lira O’Rom’ke release "Indeed," an eleetvo-aem~stie instvnmental recording awfilable only on vinyl. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Supergods’ 

"Supergods," by Grant Morrison, is an impressionistic ovevview of eomie heroes and an attempt to 
rediscover the magieal essenee that inspired nearly 75 years’ worth of supevhevo storytelling. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

BCOKS ON SCIENCE 

"F|~e 3oy ofa Ntm Bath, a SntIgg|e~ a Bite of P~t~ 

"The Exultant Ark" is a serious examination of the subject of animal pleasnre, with surluising, 
flmny, touching, sad, heartwarming pictures by photographers from all over the world. 

RNDINGS 

Can a Playground Be Too Safe? 

Efforts to regulate playground equipment to prevent injuries may stunt emotional development, a 
new study suggests. 

Ready to Swim 1o3 MHes Wlth the Sharics 
i.::., LiZi.. f. 

Diana Nyad, 6~, aims to set a record by swimming across the shark-infested Straits of Florida in 60 
ho nrs. 

[] Slide Sh~w: Swimmin~ With the Sharks 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Signh~g Away the R~ght to Govern 
Republieau candidates are signiug pledges that undermine the basic principle of a democratic 
government. 

EDITORIAL 

The Syrian opposition is not giving up, but they will need more suppm’t from the international 
community. 

EDITORIAL 

Nobody Shotfld Be Foo|ed. It’s Protectionism. 
A ruling on Chinese exports should also serve as a warning to others about protectionism. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

(h~ Nautch, a Shfld~g 

A cautionary tale about life in Nauru, a place with hard ecological limits. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

L~fe After La~d 

Island nations that sink as sea levels rise should be able to retain their sovereignty. 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Tables .a~’e ’I’u~°ned on ~lt~’doeh 

Is this paybaek for a media empire that took glee in the misery of others? 

. More Oph~on >, 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 19, ~941, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill launched his "V for Victory" campaign 
in Europe. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This Front Page 

[eceived this message becaclse you signed clp for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette[ As a membe[ o~ 

the TRUSTe prwacy pregram, we are commi~ed te protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe ~ Change Your E-MailI Privacy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ AdveAise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

JAY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 6:41 AM 

deborah.rothman@aya.yale.edu; lawofficel0@juno.com; janekendall@me.com; jalderson48@gmail.com; 
jalderson@mindspring.com; taralynne@taralynnegroth.com; kimberly@kimberlykyser.com; 

kevin.rahimzadeh@eku.edu; Iogankendall@nc.rr.com; trey@levineandstewart.com; garfield@emji.net; 
mbernholz@starfishnet.com; redwood@nc.rr.com; dave.hart@nando.com; jeanlevineu@hotmail.com; 
mj@springbranchlandscapes.com; bruce@whealton.info; davidvadim@gmail.com; jackie@carrboro.com; 

jholl708@aol.com; mollydog803@aol.com; ssimmons@townofchapelhill.org; rmanley@me.com; McFee, Michael A 
<mcfee@email.unc.edu>; joeh@ncleg.net; maurahigh@mindspring.com; McTighe, Geoffrey N 
<mctighe@email.unc.edu>; jimward@nc.rr.com; jjearn@bellsouth.net; cmoran@nc.rr.com; 
vincentjkopp@gmail.com; bob.massengale@gmail.com; maggigrace@nc.rr.com; goodolgirl@visionet.org; 
wjhonson125@sprint.blackberry.com; patrick@proximate.org; linda.belans@duke.edu; bobepting@aol.com; 
amandabryan60@hotmail.com; constance224@aol.com; lynne.wentworth@nccourts.org; drrubinow@yahoo.com; 
gretchenay@nc.rr.com; Moore, 3eanette E <.]EMoore@unch.unc.edu>; latentwriter@frontier.com; 
ralph.h.earle@gmail.com; kpdavidson@gmail.com; sacrificialpoets@gmail.com; missusa69@hotmail.com; 
kandrews@ci.carrboro.nc.us; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; cbeacham0204@gmail.com; 

sneal@nc.rr.com; barryj@earthlink.net; drguiteras@mdvip.com; swspalt@att.net; skyemacleod@gmail.com; Beam, 
3effery <jeffbeam@email.unc.edu>; hartblood@gmail.com; smadry@mindspring.com; Griffiths, David M 
<griffiths@unc.edu>; art@jwfinearts.com; Hughes, Amanda M <hughesa@email.unc.edu>; jean@vikingtravel.com; 
chris.lutes@phoenixphysicians.com; reneeprice2010@gmail.com; annstewartl@mac.com; ptandy@chccs.k12.nc.us; 

sandcpeele@msn.com; ablythe@newsobserver.com; shawnwhoffman@bellsouth.net; amy@childcarenetworks.org; 
hooraybj@yahoo.com; rgarni@gmail.com; mikitime@when.com; Ellington, Richard <richard_ellington@unc.edu>; 

jgwick@mindspring.com; Ringwalt, Sharon S. <sharon.ringwalt@unc.edu>; jhuegerich@townofchapelhill.org; 
docaaron@juno.com; Brantley, Helen T <Helen_Brantley@med.unc.edu>; aharris@duke.edu; jenaethar@yahoo.com; 
elliek@ncleg.net; mark_chilton@hotmail.com; catdevine@mindspring.com; drbillcoleman@gmail.com; 
carolynholt@mac.com; nturnbough@rangeweb.net; bthigh@aol.com; compassionateacu@nc.rr.com; 
bnicholson@partners.org; dougstuber@aol.com; taylorbryan70@gmail.com; dmartin13@nc.rr.com; 
ggbclay@yahoo.com; baskin.cooper@gmail.com; jdcheesborough@gmail.com; sherryjnc@aol.com; 
d2gulick@earthlink.net 

Marion Hunt <mzahunt@gmail.com>; Mary Kemp <mkemp31899@aol.com>; Margaret Samuels 

< msamuels8@hotmail.com > 

PRESS RELEASE FOR CARRBORO POETRY ANTHOLOGY 

PSA Carrboro Poetry Anthology.doc; Index of poems.doc 

Below and attached is the town’s public service announcement about the publication and availability of the Carrboro lOOth Birthday Poetry Anthology. I have also attached in 
index to the poems, 

I hope you will consider purchasing one - I know you will enjoy it! 

Take care. 

Jay 

PSA 
Carrboro Recreation and Parks 
100 North Greensboro Street 
Carrboro NC 27510 
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT: NOT FOR PAID ADVERTISEMENT 

PRESS RELEASE FOR CARRBORO POETRY ANTHOLOGY 
th ¯ Carrboro announces the publication of the Carrboro 100 Btrthckty Poeto~Anthology. Edited by Jay B~an, the town’s poet lanreate, the Anthology contains 

poems by twenly-tbur poets who have read at Carrboro Day since 1996. In 2001 the Board of Alden~aen approved the official position of poet laureate, and the 

Anthology also contains poems by the current as well as four other poet laureates. The Carrboro Arts Committee sponsored the publication. 

As cited in Bryan’s forewor& the poems come from a diverse set of voices a doctor, therapis~t, publicist, painter, nurse, professo~; thlltime poets and writers, and 

others in forms fl~at range from blank to free verse to haila~ and poems following strict metrical principles. Poets include Daphne Athas, Grey B~wn, Jay Buan, 

Michael Chit~-ood, Jean Eamha:rdt, Alan Finkel, I~icky Gami, Maggi Grace, Luli Gray, Donna GulicL Patrick He~o~ Mau~a High, Ava~ Humph~eys, Cedar Koons, 

Hamilton Kuralt. Kate Lovelady, Thorpe Moeckel, G. Neal McTighe, Margaret Rabb, Todd S~aadvik, Willi~ Stott. Susan Spalt, C~ayton Wanders and Marly 

Youmans. 

B~an writes, "There are pleas, goodbyes, loving from afar; visits with the natural world of w-ater spiders, urban trees, and those who planted them, dogwoods, and the 

power of flooding creeks; the smell of honeysuckle and the silent flight of an owl. Where else w-ould you find a poem connecting the Andy Griffith Show with the poet’s 

love of Maine? Where else the haunting pafin of war and aching phantom pain of amputation? AIx~ve all, you ca~a feel the throbbing pulse of the human spirit: surviving, 

helping others, lost in the moment of individual and community lilE, celebrating the beauty of the world and the complexJb~ of relationships as litE makes its way." 

Ron Liberti, graphic artisan and screen printer, imagined, created and donated the book’s cover. 

The Anthology can be purchased in person at the Carrboro Recreation and Parks Department, 100 North Greensboro Street, Carrboro, N.C. 27150 during normal 

business hours, Monday thru Friday, 8:30-5:00 p.m. or by Mafil. Mailed in~brmation must include a check I~r the total purchase amount, number of copies and where 

to send the copies purchased. The total purchase price is $5.39, which includes tax. All checks should be written as payable to The Town of C~xrboro only. 





From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:47 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: a£ri    term paper 

Dr. Sahle, 
I hope you got my previous emaih I was unable to recover anything on my 
computer; it still will not turn on so i’ve been working to rewrite this 
research paper using the outline and bookmarked sources on my roommate’s 
computer. Im also in a financial class and have been rewriting reports for 
a hedge fund we’re ~vorking on which has been hindering progress on this 
paper I am so sorry for the inconvenience. 

Also, please let me know if you are holding extra office hours today or 
tomorrow; i have missed a couple classes recently due to the same problems 
with my computer and having to redo reports for my finance class I don’t 
ask for you to be able to go over all that I’ve missed seeing as other 
students likely have questions for the upcoming final, but if i could just 
get a little overview and try to work from there, I’d really appreciate it 

thank you, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:51 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Term paper 

Attach: afri term paper.doc 

Dr. Sahle 
I meant to attach this to the previous email, here’s my paper. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 1:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Dept. and Honor Court 

Hi Eunice, 
It was good to speak with you today. 
After receiving Agatha’s ernail, I looked up the News and Observer to find out what kind of coverage the dept. is having related to the 

case you’re interested: [ 

Best, 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@ernail.unc.edu 
http://www, u nc.ed u/depts/afriafa rn 

scandal. Here’s an article, in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Paper 

Afri    Term Essay.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:31 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Bipartisan Plan for Budget Deal Buoys President 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/07/20/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

Bipartisan Plan for Budget 
Deal Buoys President 
By JACKIE CALMES and JENNIFER 
STEINHAUER 

A group of senators made a new push to 
win backing for an ambitious deficit- 
reduction proposal that includes new 
revenues and deep spending cuts. 

’- In Debt Crisis, a Legislative Trick Up the 

Sleeve 

Murdochs Deny That They 
Knew of Illegal Acts 
By SARAH LYALL 

Rupert Murdoch insisted to British 
lamnakers that he had not ordered or 
hidden unethical practices. 

" DealBook Column: News Corporation Board 
Stands By as Scandal Widens 

:’ Video: Murdoch’s Testimony 

Panel Recommends Coverage 
for Contraception 
By ROBERT PEAR 

A medical advisory panel suggested all health plans cover birth control trader the new health care law. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I feel that people I trusted - I don’t know who, on what level - have let me down, and I think they have 

behaved disgracefully, and it’s for them to pay." 

RUPERT MURDOCH, denying personal responsibility for the phone hacking scandal that has racked his 

media empire. 

WORLD 

LENS BLOG 
~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

Western 
Photographer in 



Hama, Syria 
Photographer Moises Samm~ says that 
his trip into Syria with Anthony Shadid 
was one of the craziest things he’s done. 
And one of the most memorable. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES 
Trusting Families 
to Help 

Themselves 
By DAVID BORNSTEIN 

To give support to 
struggling families without prescribing 
solutions requires respect and 
discipline. 

The 2011 Emmy nominees 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Andrew Lloyd Webber and ’The Wizard of Oz’ 

California’s Proposition 8 trial, onstage 

nylimes,�o.m       ~ -. 

WORLD 

In Scarred Syria City, a Vision of a Life Free From Dictators 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

In the revolt against President Bashar al-Assad, Hama represents the competing visions of the protesters and 
the goverument: liberation or chaos. 

~ ~ Lens Blog I Slide Show: A Western Photographer in Hama, Syria 

Pakistan’s Military Plotted to Tilt U.S. Policy, F.B.I. Says 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and ERIC SCHMITT 

Pakistan’s military has spent millions in a covert effort to tilt American policy against India’s control of 
Kashmir, including flmneling campaign donations, the F.B.I. has claimed. 

Military Is Left Out of Draft for Egyptian Rule 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A committee’s decision to draft constitutional guidelines came amid a heated debate over the military’s 
current and future place in the Egyptian goverument. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Utah Liquor Laws, as Mixed Up as Some Drinks 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

The ever-changing liquor laws in Utah reflect a continuing balancing act between the interests of the 
Mormon Church and those of the hospitality industry. 

City in Rhode Island Asks Retirees to Sacrifice 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Under a plm~ called The Big Ask, officials from the city of Central Falls, wlfich is facing the possibility of 
bankruptcy, asked employees to give up a portion of their pensions. 

Arizona Officials, Fed Up With U.S. Efforts, Seek Donations to Build Border 

Fence 
By MARC LACEY 

Legislators open a new initiative in their long-running battle against illegal inmfigration. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

U.S. to Close 800 Computer Data Centers 
By STEVE LOHR 

Analysts estimate that thousands of jobs will be eliminated with the federal government’s plan to shut 40 
percent of its computer centers over the next four years. 



Strong Sales Help Extend Apple Streak 
By VERNE G. KOPYTOFF 

Strong sales in emerging markets and to business customers helped Apple extend its streak of stellar 
performmlee in the last quarter without introducing any major new products. 

:. Profit Rises at Yahoo, but Ad Sales Are Softer 

Google Looks for the Next Google 
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Google is playing venture capitalist in the hottest market for technology start-up companies in over a decade. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

With N.F.L. Deal in Sight, Each Side Can Claim Gains 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The N.F.L.’s proposed lo-year labor contract would ensure that the 16-game season starts on time, give 
owners a bigger portion of revenue and strictly limit off-season workouts and how much money rookies can 
make. 

METS 4, CARDINALS 2 
Reyes and Beltran Return to Lineup, Lifting Mets’ Spirits and Fortunes 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

Tile suddenly not-that-shorthanded Mets used a solid start from Dillon Gee - and a burst of energy from 
their shortstop - to defeat tile Cardinals. 

¯ " Box Score I Inning by Inning 

" Bats: Bobblehead Has Its Day, but Davis Needs Time 

RAYS 3, YANKEES 2 
No Reward for Colon in Yankees Loss to Rays 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Bartolo Colon allowed five hits and struck out nine in six and one-third innings, but the Rays scored twice in 
the seventh to win. 

¯ ’ Box Score I Inning by Inning 

-’ Bats: The Call Comes for Left-Hander Garrison 

:. Roundup: Twins Beat the Indians With 2 Runs in the Ninth 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
Giants on Tiptoe at a Los Angeles Museum 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

Tile newly refilrbished Dinosaur Hall at tile Natural History Musetun of Los Angeles Cotmty puts more 
emphasis on the dynamic process of discovery and interpretation rather than on the static, frozen moment of 
the diorama. 

" Slide Show 

Legal Drama Has a Change of Venue, From Cable to Satellite 
By MELENA RYZIK 

In a switch to satellite TV, "Damages" has to adjust to a potentially smaller audience mid different pacing. 

What Goes Best With Drama: Red, White or a Pint? 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Pub theaters remain a beloved part of the play-making tradition in England, especially London. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

$25 AND UNDER 
New York’s New Frozen Treats 
By LIGAYA MISHAN 



On the prowl for the icy treats of smnmer that pop up at street fairs and flea markets, on odd con~ers and in 

temporary storefronts. 

" Slide Show 

In the Lab With the Ice Cream Makers 
By JENNIFER A. KINGSON 

The makers of Dippin’ Dots, the super-cold beads of ice cream, are looking for other foods to flash-freeze as 
competing products become more widely available. 

THE CURIOUS COOK 
Iced Coffee and Tea: (Not) Taking the Heat 
By HAROLD McGEE 

Cold-brewed teas and coffees tend to contain less caffeine and less acid than their hot cotmterparts. And, of 
course, they taste different. 

~ Ask Harold McGee About Brewing Coffee and Tea 

¯ ..M..9.r..e....D..i..n.Ln.fl. & Wine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Europe at the Brink 
Time is framing out for Europe’s leaders to extricate Greece from its current unsustainable debt. 

EDITORIAL 
Blame Congress 
Congress has failed to enact climate change legislation that would have encouraged innovation. 

EDITORIAL 
Hurting Poor Students 
A new bill in Congress would allow taking money from schools that need it most. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Sizzle Factor for a Restless Climate 
By HEIDI CULLEN 

It’s time to face the fact that the weather isn’t what it used to be. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
From Gallipoli to Singapore 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The Murdoch empire pandered to the lowest common denonfinator, but its tactics turned out to be too low 
for a repulsed British public. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Can Greeks Become Germans? 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

The story of the econonfic crisis in Greece is a story about values. 

, Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 20, 1969, astronaut Neil Armstrong became the first man to walk on the moon. 

¯ See This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: AFAM Honors Thesis 

Dear Ennice, 

Below is my email exchange with Does her discussion of what she has planned for her honors thesis match your understanding? Do you feel comfortable directing it, 
especially the parts related to ’? Walter Rucker, our ne~v 18th- and 19th-century Afro-Americanist, could be a good addition. What do you think? 

In any event, let me know if you are still going to direct thesis If so, I’ll enroll her in the course 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-~merican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (~t?x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W Logan and the Dilemma of the African-±~,.merican Intellectual: 

http://wv, as,.umass eduiumpress/spr 97/ianken.html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/bonks/T-8059 him[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:03 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: AFAM Honors Thesis 

Professor Janken, 

I hope all is well with you and that you are enjoying your summer so far 
After contacting you earlier this summer about an honor’s thesis, I finally 
believe that I’ve secured all the components necessary to proceed. For 
most of the past month I’ve been consulting with Professor Eunice Sahle who 
has agreed to act as my mentor for this project This summer I’ve also 
been in           completing a historical research program at 

and through that research, I’ve 
surprisingly conre across a wealth of primal~ and secondal~ source material 
that I think will contribute greatly- to 

Please let me know what should be done to move 
forward from here. 

Best, 

On Mon, 16 May 2011 14:18:57 +0000, "Jar~ken, Kenneth R" 
<k~i anken(~cmail.m~c, edu> wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Professor Caldwell said I should expect you to contact me, so I’nr glad 
you 
> did. Because our Honors program is smaller than Histoiy’s we have a bit 
> more flexibility. You are several weeks behind schedule for Honors, but 
it 
> is nothing that cannot be nrade up fairly easily. BLrr YOU WILL HAVE TO 
ACT 
> QUIC~Y -- WITHIN THE i’~EXT WEEK OR SO. Here is what you need to know 
about 
> Honors in Atlco-American studies 
> 

> 1. You need to have an overall GPA of at least 3.2 
> 

> 2. You need to have an advisor who is willing and able to supervise your 
> thesis research and writing, and an Honors thesis topic in place by the 
end 
> of the Spring semester. You are late on this, but you should be able to 
> rectify it. Professor Hildebrand is on leave for a semester next 
academic 
> year, and he will not be able to supervise your thesis. Were you 
thinking 



> of asking either Professor Caldwell or Professor Sahle? If so, then go 
> ahead AND ASK T[tE ON[~ YOU CHOOSE TO CONTACT X/2[~ AND (2ON~’]Pd\/I T[tAT SHE W[LL 
> SUP[gRVISE YOUR tIONORS THESIS. ~[’you’d like to talk this nver with me, 
> please call me to set a t~me I’m available this week. 
> 

> 3. Once you have an advisor you must meet with her/him ASAP and develop 
an 
> acceptable topic AND a schedule of work that you will do on the topic 
over 
> the surmner. Often that means doing a lot of background reading to 
> familiarize yourself with the literature on your topic; it might also 
nrean 
> doing work to identi~" the priraary sources you will research for your 
> thesis. Whatever you and she decide, it will be your responsibility to 
> work independently over the summer so that when the fall semester begins 
> you will be able to start in right away and won’t have to cast about for 
a 
> topic. 
> 

> 4. ;\~en I have verified your GPA and have heard from your advisor that 
she 
> has agreed to super, rise your thesis, I’ll et~roll you in AFAM      For 
> bureaucratic reasons, I am the instructor of record for this course, but 
in 
> fact all of the acadenric wurk will be supel~’ised by your advisor. You 
and 
> your advisor xvill have to come to an agreement about how your work will 
be 
> supervised. ~2~nen I advise students pursuing Honors, I have find it 
useful 
> to meet every week for an hour or so to review progress, discuss 
> outstanding questions, and so forth; you and your advisor may find it 
> useful to arrange your work in a difihrent way, and that is entirely 
> appropriate. The important thing is that you have an agreement and stick 
> to it. 
> 

> 5. Frequently, but not always, you will also be enrolled in the senior 
> seminar (AFAM 398) in the fall semester, in which you will have to write 
a 
> research paper Students doing Honors are often able to dovetail their 
> Honors research ~vith the paper in the senior seminar. You should talk 
with 
> the instructor of the senior seminar about this 
> 

> I think this covers the maoor points. Please let me know if you have 
other 
> questions, and if you’d like to talk anything over ~vith me, call me to 
set 
> a time to meet As I said, I’m available much of this week. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Professor Janken 
> 

> 

> Kenneth R Janken 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 
> 

> Click on a link for information about my publications: 
> Ray ford W Logan and the Dilemma of the African-2,merican Intellectual: 

> http ://www umass, edu/umpress/spr 97/ianken.htm l 
> 

> Walter White, Mr NAACP: 
> http ://uncpr ess.unc edu/book s/T-8059.html 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~email unc edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 6:32 PM 
> To: Janken, Kenneth R 
> Subject: AFAM Honors Thesis 
> 

> 

> Eli Professor Janken, 
> 

> My name is and I’m a rising senior here at UNC. I’m a 
double 
> major in History and A[VAM and I’ve been speaking with professors Kia 
> Caldwell, Eunice Sahle and Reginald Hildebrand about the possibility of 
> doing an honors thesis in the AFAM departnrent. I visited the possibility 
> of doing one in the histotTi department, but decided against it after 
> concluding that my- interests xvould probably be best set~zed in the AFAM 
> department. I’m not exactly sure how- the process of doing an honors 
thesis 
> works for AFAM particularly, but Kia Cal&vell suggested I contact you 
about 



> finding out more. [ would greatly appreciate it if you could illuminate 
me 
> further to this process I know that there was an application period in 
> the history, department but I’m not sure ira similar period exists for 
> AFAM. Thanks and I look fopa, ard to hearing from you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 10:5 5 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Your graded paper - AFRI    (with attachment) 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I’m just letting you know that I have received nay paper! Thank you! 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:01 AiVl 
To: 
Subject: FW: Your graded paper - AFRI    (~vith attacl~ment) 

Dear 

Your paper ~vas not attached to the earlier email Hence this second attempt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Sah[e, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:32 AM 
To: 
Sublect: Your graded paper - AI,1Z[ 

Dear 

Attached is your graded paper for Afri . Please cunfirm receipt of the paper 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:44 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI    Essay 

Hi Dr Sahle! 

I have attached my essay[ 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Your graded paper - Atl-i 

Hi Dr Sable, 

This is just to confirm that I received my paper. See you tomorro~v’. 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:21 AM 
To: 
Subject: Your graded paper - Afi-i 

Deal- 

Attached is your graded paper. Please acknowledge receipt 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~)live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:13 PM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Cc: 
Sut~j ect: Research Paper 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

Here’s my research paper on Nutes frum the IIyena’s Belly I’ll see yuu on Monday! 

Have a goud weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;- 

Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded paper - Afii 

I have received the graded paper 

Thank you 

On Wed,           10:59:44 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Deal- 
> 

> Attached is your graded research paper Please acknowledge receipt of 
this 
> paper. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahie 
> 

> 

> From: ~))emai[. unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 9:12 PM 
> To: Sahie, Eunice N 
> Subject: Research Paper 
> 

> Thank You 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Sa~ Summer, Emmy Awards and more 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/2011072O/attimes htR-d 

[ii~ @Times - July 20, 2011 ] 

Taking a look at the hazards posed to ore" health in the ~ 
¯ ¯ 

summer months~ the questions are asked; Can a 
Playground Be "rue Safe? Do you know the menaces that lurk 
where you swim? What are the new rules fur sunsereen? Hnd 
these answers and more at N Yrimes.eomiSeienee and 
Ng~iimes~eomiHealth~ 

Emmy Award Nominees 

Don’t miss the excitement before for the Emmy Awards. 

Cheek out a slide sbow o{’ the nominatkms, Artsgeat 

covet’age and a complete hst of the 2oi1 prime time Emmy 

~ SLIDE SHO’W," Animals st 

Pie3 
The joy of a sun bath, a snuggle 

Don’t Miss o. NYTimes.cem 
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, Watch What You Tweet 

, Adapting "The Wizard of 
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Top 5 Viewed Features on NUIi ...... 

(Bet,~/ee~ July 1%Ju~y 19,201 i) 

1. Krugman: Getting to Crazy 

2. An Alarming New Stimulant, Legal in Many States 

S. Software Designer Reports Error iu Antbouy Trim 

4. t{arry Potter and [he Deathly HaI[ows: Pat’[ 2 

5~ Friedman: The Start-Up of 

and a bite of p-ato. 

~ INTERACTI[VE: Shopping 

fur Bottle Openers With Iaeoli & 
MeMlister 
The partners behind the Seattle 
product design fiI~n set out to 
find appealing tools for 
uncapping bottles. 

~ VIDEO: A Rose by Any 

Other gt’and 

When the labels are removed, 
it’s not so easy to guess which 
scents belong to which gender. 
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Another set of 
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spouses: the wives of Wall Street 
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From: ~email.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: Paper 

Dr Sahle, 
When will we receive our research paper grades back? 
Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@ernail.unc.edu> 

Sub.iet~: AFRI    Term Essay Grade 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if you had returned the grades for the term essa,/s yet. I thought you mentioned that we should have our grades back by Tuesday, and I still do not have 

mine. I do not want to rush you if you are not done grading them, but ~ just wanted to check to see if my grade was, perhaps, not sent~ 

Thanks, 



From: ~email.unc.edtr~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Sub,jet-t: AFRI 

Hello, I was ~vond~fing il’you graded on improvemertt in this class. For 
example, if I were to do a lot better on the final exam than the other 
exanas, would you take that into consideration for nay final grade? Thank 

you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 5:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

Afri Paper Grade 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering when to expect my grade for the research paper? 

Thank you, 

On 4:41 PM, "EUNICE N SaNe" <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear All, 
> 

> As I stated in class yesterday, there are students who did not take exam 2 based on considerations that are considered legitilnate by our UniversiF. 
> 

> This is an important re~ninder that an?, shm-ing ofinfom~ation concerning the exam is unethica~ and roll be considered a violation of the honor. 
> 

> It is vitaJ that the honor of our University be respected and your hard work in courses be protected by ensuring that no student ieceive unfair advantage. Let’s keep 

the Carolina spirit of hard work and integrity, in our class. 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Dr. SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 5:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

Paper Grade 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering when o should expect my paper grade? 

Thank you, 

On 4:41 PM, "EUNICE N SaNe" <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear All, 
> 

> As I stated in class yesterday, there are students who did not take exam 2 based on considerations that are considered legitilnate by our UniversiF. 
> 

> This is an important re~ninder that an?, shm-ing ofinfom~ation concerning the exam is unethica~ and roll be considered a violation of the honor. 
> 

> It is vitaJ that the honor of our University be respected and your hard work in courses be protected by ensuring that no student ieceive unfair advantage. Let’s keep 

the Carolina spirit of hard work and integrity, in our class. 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Dr. SaNe 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Attach: a£fi paper.docx 

Hello, this is                 from class. I was wondering if you could 
take a look at my essay before I turned it in Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded paper - Af6 

Dr Sahle, 
I have received nay graded essay. 
Thanks, 

On Thu,           00:49:37 +0000, "Sahle, Eumce N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Attached is your graded essay. Please acknowledge receipt 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> From: ~emaiI.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, 11:36 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Paper 
> 
> Sorry, now they are attached. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thankyou’. 

See you tomorrow, 

~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edt~> 

Re: Your graded research paper - Afri 

Ou Wed, at 10:15 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <em~ice(a)ema~l.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt. 

Sincereb; 
Dr. SaNe 

From: "())email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:57 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: Afri    Research Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

My research paper is attached! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Your graded research paper - Afri 

Dr. Sahle, 

I acknowledge that I received my graded paper. Thank you for your feedback 

Sincerely, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: Your graded research paper - Afri 

Dear 

Attached is your graded paper. Please ackno~vledge receipt. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~!live.unc edu] 
Sent: SaParday, 10:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI Paper 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@comcast.net 

Wednesday, 11:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded essay - 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for everything 

Sincerely, 

From: "Eunice N Sahle" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
To: @email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:16:58 PM 
Subject: Your graded essay - Afri 

Dear 

Attached is your graded essay for Afri 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Please acknowledge receipt. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 12:13 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice ~1 
Subject: Afri paper 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope all is well. Attached is my submission of the term paper. Have a 
good weekend! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 2:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded essay - Atii 

Got ik thanks. 

On Thu, at 1:03 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Attached is your essay. Please acknoMedge receipt. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 

From: ~)gm~l.com] 
Seut: Saturday, 11:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: paper 

my unc email: ~email.unc.edu<mailto: ~em~l.unc.edu> 



FI’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <ns~ime@email.ne~x?’orktimes.com> 

Thursday, July 21,2011 9:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Special Savings on the Sunday Times: Save 50% on delive~ + more 

Wel .... Back- Weekender Di ..... t- 50% Off- $3.75 Per Week- For 6 Months 

[~ Get 50% off for 6 Months 

Dear Former Subscriber, 

Say good morning to a great offer! As a returning 

subscriber, you get a special welcome-back deal- save 

50% for 6 full months on home delivery of the Sunday 

Times. You get: 

F,~i ..:’dl Digit:~ i ..:’,c~ ~i s!, which includes 

unlimited access to NYTimes.com and the 

NYTimes app for your smartphone and tablet* 

Early morning home delivery so you can relax 

and immerse yourself in unrivaled coverage of 

the latest news, the economy, business, style, 

culture and so much more 

Feature sections such as The New York 

Times Magazine, Book Review and Arts & 

Leisure. 

-- there’s no better way 

to save on Sunday home delivery of The New York Times. 

Welcome back! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inkanations International EIRL <inkanations@hotmail.com> 

Thursday, July 21, 2011 10:11 AM 

Study abroad program - ONLY PERU! - YEAR 2011 CENTENAR[O DE MACHU PICCHU 

http:i;bedg~.fscebook comibadgellOOOOO353844X06. }8 ~ L~. i{~4 

..... 9941855 p~l9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uucc.edu> 

Thursday, July 21,2011 1:41 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

FW: oppo(tunity for grad students to work with Chris Blattman 

Please see the lil~ below provided by Adrienne LeBas. If you have questions or are interested in the project, please contact Chris Blattman directly I do not have any additional information. 

BW 

Beth Elise ~Vhitaker, Ph.D. ] Associate Professor 
UNC Charlottei Department of Political Science 

9201 Universi~’ Ci~ Blvd. ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] Fax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc, edu 

.......... For~varded message .......... 
From: Adrienne LeBas < .~gmail.com<mailto: ~)gmail corn>> 
To: African Politics Conference Group <APCG@list uvm.edu<mailto:APCG@list uvm.edu>> 
Date: Mol~. 18 Jul 2011 17:39:27 
Subject: opportunity for undergrads / first year grad students (?) to work with Chris Blattman 

If an?- of you have bright young students who wish to gain field experience in Africa, please see the following from Chris Blattman: 

http://chrisblattman.corn~’2Oll/O7/12/work-with-me-in-liberia/?utm source feedbumer&utm medium feed&utm campaign Feed%3A+chrisblat~nan+%28Chris+Blattman%29 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: https:i/listswiscedu/u’?id 40299565.flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&[ apc~&o 16276182 

or send a blank email to leave-16276182~40299565 fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~glllail,eom> 

Thursday, 3:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: RE: Greetings 

Professor Sable, 

I am off of work tolrlorrow, so I can meet anytime. Does early afternoon work for you? I was thinking around lpm. 

Best, 

On 7:53 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <e~mice@em~Jd.~mc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Afri    Paper- 

AF Paper.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Afri    Paper- 

AF Paper.docx 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subjet’t: }leads up 

I just wanted to let you know that my paper isn’t showing up in my sent 
mail. So I was just asking if you could send me an email letting me know 
that you received the paper 



Fl~m" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomtz, Judifl~ <benowi~z@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 4:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

CCO Contract Return 

~unc.edu:~; @email.unc.edu>; 

Hi all, 

Please let me know when you’ II be returning your signed contract. I don’t believe I’ve heard back from you since emailing you on 

about this and earlier as well. We need to get the contracts in order to pay you on time this fall. 

Thanks! 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Boehner and Obama Nearing Deal on Cuts aJ~d Taxes 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7f22/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On ]his D, av 

~O~[ornize~dav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 22, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Boehner and Obama Nearing 

Deal o~ C~ts and Taxes 

Officials said that President Obama 
and the House speaker, John A. 
Boehner, were closing in on a 
package calling for as much as $3 

trillion in savings. 

~ Video: TimesCast I Close TO A Debt 

Deal 

}leads of Europe Back Broad 

Plan [o Rescue Greece 

~II~e rescue package of ~o9 billion 
euros, or $~57 billion, reduces 
Greece’s debt burden in a last-ditch 
effort to preserve the euro and stem a broader financial panic. 

~E] TimesCast Video: Greek Rescue Plan 

~ Interactb;e Timeline: European Debt Crisis 

Ex-Executlves Displ~te Testh~muy of Murdoch 
~;:< <: ;2.:i ::21 ::-::- 2>~i ,A.: 4AY..’:. J 
Two former executives of News International said they told James Nurdoeh of evidence in 2008 
that hacking at the company’s tabloid newspaper was more widespread. 

o NYlimes corn Home Pa,,’le >) 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wouldn ’t it be nice if gou could have a ’Moon Idol, ’just like ½met}can Idol?’ You take the top ~o 
eontesta~ts a~d pla9 their voices o;~ the Moon, record it a~d see who so~mds the besL " 
NAVEEN JAIN, an Internet billionaire and a founder of Noon Express. which hopes to make 
millions on various private projects on the Noon. 

Hot, aud Oe~i~g 

A wave of intense heat 
has enveloped most of the country 
with 4o states experiencing 
temperatures in the 9os and above. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

Danie~le Chiesi’s day in cour~ 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 



ROOM FOR DEBATE 
The bright spo[s in hedge! funds 

Tl~e Case Against For Zillow. a sir,,~i~,-i~,tl:~,! score 

Law School 
Should the standard .... J 
three-year law school 
model, followed by 
passage of the bar exam, be the only path to a legal career? 

WORLD 

Former Edlfror h~ Hacking Case, Formal ;[,i~g i~ Florlda~ Says He Will 

to 
~.::y :.R.rq A.! ~30.:vL 

Ores Miskiw, a former editor of The News of the World, said that he has ah’eady been talking to 
British police. 

LyricM Message for S~’ia~ Leader: ’Come o*~ Bashar, Leave’ 

"Come on Bashar, leave," is the reWain as Syrians revel in the delights of speaking and singing their 
minds. 

~The 
Leoe BIo~: Vioeo o~ a Syria;~ g’rotes{ An{hem 

Syrian Forces Crack Dow~ in Restive City ~,~,qth Raids a~d Gm~fire 

Security forces fired machine guns randomly and m~’ested scores of people in house-to-house raids 
in Homs, residents and activists said. 

More Worid News 

Soldiering On VV|~en the ,Job Is VVl~ite Hot 

As a heat wave moved east on Thursday, life around the country became an improvisation, 
particularly for those who toil in the heat each day, whether by choice or circumstance. 

~ A,’.ros~ the U.S: Kansas City I Boston i Atlanta I \Mashh~gton ] Chicago 

~Race to the Moon Heats Up for Private Firms 

Spurred by the $3o million Google Lunar X Prize, ~9 teams have signed up for a eompefition to 
become the first private venture to land on the Moon. 

Farm Thieves Target G~oapes, a~d Eve*~ Bees 

With strong harvests, and reduced erime-fighting budgets, thefts of farm products have risen in 
California’s rural areas. 

BUSINESS 

~M’ler a DeaR, O*~iy More Challe~ges 

So far so good was Wall Street’s reaction to Europe’s latest effort to relieve Greece’s debt burden, but 
the plan’s effect on the markets in the eoming days was unclear. 

DEALBOOK 

zMatit~oust H~trdles Seeri for Me~oger of Drug Be~teflt Ma*~agers 

~alysts see strong opposition to the $29.~ billion merger of Express Scripts and Medeo Health 
Solutions, which would leave the industry with just one other independent company, CVS 
Caremark. 

Government Sells Stake In ChryMer 

The sale, which gives Fiat majority control, leaves taxpayers $L3 billion short of recovering the 
$m.5 billion lent to the company as it slid into bankruptcy protection. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

N.F.I,o Ow~aers V~te f~r Tentative Labor Deal 

N.F.L. owners ratified a m-year proposal that will end the four-month-long lockout next 
Wednesday, with one big condition: the players have to re-form their union and approve the deal 
themselves. 



Andy Schleck Charges in Tour; Voeck|er Holds Lead 

Andy Sehleck of Luxembourg tried to wrest control of the Tour de France with a daring ride 

Thursday, but Thomas Voeckler of France would not yield his overall lead. 

RAYS 2, YANKEES 1 

Rays Fiud Extra O~ll~ce of Offelt~se to Escape P[tc]~l~g 

Offense was in short supply as C. C. Sabathia stifled the Rays with his slider, and James Shields 

humbled the Yankees with his changeup in the finale of their fouPgame series. 

~A Chan~e at t~e fo~ Has deter FoHowin~ Gardner in t~e Yanks’ Lineup 

ART$ 

L~c~a~ Freud~ Figurative Painter ~Arho Redefined Po~rait~re~ l[s Dead at 88 

Mr. Frend, a grandson of Sigmund Freud, was called "the greatest living realist painter" by one art 

critic in the late ~98os. 

St~owh~g Off Eclectic Tastes 

~.h: ..,:,~<i ,: ~,:©i Ti..R 
Marcelo D2 will kiek off Brasil Snmmerfest in New York, which foeuses on some underappreciated 

genres and less familiar names from Brazil. 

ART REVIEW 

~Vhe~ Repression VCas a M~se 

The New Museum takes a welcome turn to the snbstantive with an exhibition of art fcom and about 

Russia and the former Soviet bloe. 

~SHde Show: ’Ost~lgi~’ 

¯ More Airs News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CAPTAIN AMERICA’ 
He.% Brooklyn, ~Azhere~d Yot~ Get Those Muscles? 

"Captain America," like its nnapologetically corny hero, is propelled by nnpretentions and plueky 
ingenuity. 

Vamphoes Meet Aute~rs at Fa~ Fest 

~.h: i.::~<OOiV:.. 
The "Twilight" phenomenon showed no signs of abating at Comie~on International in San Diego, 

where a studio presentation drew hundreds of ravenous 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’FRIENDS V’,,qTH BENEFITS’ 

It’s ,J~st Sex, V~%~re ,J~st Frleads, Yo~ K~ow tile Rules, Etc,~ 

Will Oluek’s "Fciends With Benefits," starring Mila Kunis aml Justin Timberlake, is a romantic 

eomedy about romantic eomedy. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

After the Space S|~ttle 

NASA may have closed one era in America’s human space flight program, but the arguments for 

hold and inspiring missions still hold. 

EDITORIAL 

To Cap~ or Not 

To promote innovation and competition, limits on broadband usage should be monitored carefully. 

EDITORIAL 

Anot|~er Victory for I olifical M[achi~es 

The Internal Revenue Service should continue its investigation on gift donations made by political 

partisan groups. 

More Opinion 



OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Voters should pay close attention to how Representative Miehele Baehmann deals with her 

migraines. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Lesse~° Dep~’esslo~ 

Even if Washington and Brussels succeed in avoiding immediate financial catastrophe, the deals 

being made will surely make the broader economic slump worse. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Grand Ba~kgah~ Lives~ 

Even thongh the coming compromise to rednee the federal debt won’t please everyone, we all need 

to embrace it. The other options are worse. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

Roger Cohen i~ off today. 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 22, 1934, a man identified as bank robber John Dillinger was shot to death by federal 
agents in Chicago. 

See ’£hJs Front }’age 
gny ’Fh[s Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up fer NY]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privscy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsnge Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~glnail,com> 

Friday, 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

Fwd: RE: RE: Greelings 

Sounds great. Ill plan on being there at 1230. 

Best, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "SaNe, Ennice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date:           10:08 AM 

Subject: RE: RE: Greetings 

To: ’ (~glnail.coln> 

Dear 

How about 12.30pm at Jack Sprat? 

Let me know. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

From: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 3:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: RE: Greetings 

Professor SaNe, 

I am off of work tomorrow, so I can meet aaaytime. Does early altemoon work tbr yon? I was thinking aacound lpm. 

Best, 

On 7:53 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~?emafil.unc.edu<mailto: eunice~?emafil.unc.edu>> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, July 24, 2011 3:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Oslo Suspect Wrote of Fear of Islam and Plan for War 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7f24/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Artis ] Maqazine i Editorials I ()P-.<-~-; I On-rhis Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 24, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Oslo Suspect "W~’ote of Fear 

The man charged with the attacks in 
Oslo that killed at least 92 people left 
behind a detailed manifesto calling 
for a Christian war to defend Europe 
against the threat of Muslim 
domination, officials said. 

Lawmaker’s Renew Push to Reach Deal on C~l[tlng Deficit 

Hoping to reassure markets, Congressional leaders raced to reach a new deficit-reduction deal that 
Speaker John A. Boehner said could cut $3 trillion to $4 trillion in spending over ~o years. 

~ FiveThir[yEight: Urlravo;aNe Ratings Near Reco;d Highs 

Fo~’me~" City Schools Chief Emerges as Mm’doch Ally 

Joel I. Klein, who joined the News Corporation this year, had opposed a probe into hacking. Now he 
is leading it. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"What? Yon ’re going to u~ork for Rupert Murdoeh?" 

DAVID GERGEN a frowner adviser for Bill Clinton~ reacting to Joel L Klein’s job choice after 

leaving his post as New York schools chancellor. 

FASHION & STYLE 

Street I Bh:m Chip 
Blue has taken the 
spotlight, from the 
intense hnes o[ hydrangeas in 
gardens and markets, to the shades 
that the fashion world contributes. 

OPINION 

OPINION 

Question 

of conflict in American 
families. It doesn’t have to be. 

Old John Goodman oall you.’? 
ALSO IN ARTS )> 

Are 18 to 34-year-oids too young to be nostalgic? 

What mares Rihanna cool? 



WORLD 

For Campe~os, ishtnd Tu~oned into Fatal Trap 

Hundreds of young people, gathered at a camp for liberal elites, were trapped on the island of Utoya 
as a gnnman, identified by police as Anders Behring Breivik, stalked them. 

No~’way Attacks Put Spotlight o~ Rise of R~ght4Vh~g Sentiment h~ E~rope 

Across Europe, opposition to Muslim ilmnigrants, globalization, the power of the European Union 
and the drive toward multiculturalism has proven a potent political force. 

~ Time’s Topics: Anders Behring Brc, ivik [ Norv;ay 

Paldstan Spies on Its 1)~spora, Spreading Fear 

American officials say a campaign by ISI, the Pakistani spy agency~ aims to exert influence over 
lawmakers, stifle dialogue critical of Pakistan’s military and blunt the influence of India. 

More World News 

Interest and Scientific Advances Lead to Prog~*ess on Contraceptive fo~* Men 

Male contraceptives are attracting growing interest from scientists, who believe they hold promise 
for being safe, effective and, also important, reversible. 

After Devastating Floods, Debate Ove~* M~ss[oa of th e M~ssour~ Rolls On 

Record flooding has accentuated a battle between those who advocate shipping and others who favor 
recreation. 

Gunman I(dlls Self and 5 Others at Texas Idnk 

A man attending a birthday party at a North Texas roller rink opened fire after an apparent family 
spat. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Rise of Consumer Credit h~ Chile and Brazil Leads to Big Debts and Lender 

Abuses 

The rise of consumer credit in two of South America’s strongest eeom)mies has brought growth, but 
also problems with predatory praetiees. 

China to \Vail Street: ’£he Side-Door Shuffle 

With some deft financial maneuvers, a number of Chinese businesses have gone public in the 
United States without some usual hurdles. 

Is Hulu Boxed 

Hulu has helped to fi’ee television fi’om the tyranny of the TV set, but questions about how to make 
money off online content pose a challenge to the Web site’s future and eventual buyer. 

SPORTS 

Kel Igawa: The Lost Yankee 

Acquired for $46 million with the hope that he could be a rotation stalwart, Kei Igawa lasted 16 
games with the Yankees before being banished to the minors. 

~ Slide Show [ [] Pos a Covrnen 

Cade~ Eva~as Set to %%q~ F~rst Tour de Fra~ce 

Evans overcame a 57-second defter in the final time trial putting him in position to become the 
first Australian to win the race. 



~ Opinion: A Doping.Free [our de France? 

Players Com~nilttee Expected to Ratify N,FoL. Labor Agreeme~l~ on 

The lockout would only end after the full union votes in favor of the collective bargaining 
agreement, althongh the doors of N.F.L. facilities could open eonditionally before then. 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

Ms. Winehouse, the B~tish singer who found worldwide fame with a sassy, hip-hop-inflected take on 
retro soul, became a tabloid fixture because of addiction problems. 

AN APPRAISAL 

For ~Vi~mhollse, Life Was M[essler Thai1 ~t~sic 

Under better eirenmstanees, Amy Winehouse’s "Back to Black" would have been a foundation for a 
maturing catalog. Now, it remains a warning she could not heed. 

At the Theater, Yol~ Can Feel the Colmection 

Plays in London this summer have startling moments in which they connect with us in ways that 
feel almost embarrassingly intimate. 

* Mo~e A~ts News 

MAGAZINE 

Yemen olt tlle Brink of Hell 

If Ali Abdullah Saleh and his generals believe they can defeat protesters, they are taking an 
enormous risk. 

~A;here Do Dwaef-Eatlng Carp Come From? 

Tam Adams ditched a career in mathematics to build an ingenious, eve>evolving computer game. 

After nearly drowning, Cullen aones set his mind to eonqnering the water. 

o More From the Maaazine ~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

111 the D.~ke of Fuk~shlma 
Nuclear power regulators can learn fi’om the accident at aapan’s Fukushima plant and take the 
necessary steps to ensure safety. 

EDITORIAL 

One Step Forwa rd, More to Ta ke 
The ban on gays serving in the military will soon be repealed, but same-sex couples are still waiting 
for their equal rights. 

EDITORIAL 

Herman C.ai~Fs 1Bigotry 
Herman Cain stands out in the field of Republican presidential candidates by using religious bigotry 
to gain political traction. 

More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Taxing junk food and making healthy food more affordable would save millions of lives and billions 
of dollars in health care costs. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tlle Em:l of Awe 

The stirring sound of mythologies cracking, on both sides of the h{sh Sea. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Forget about Iran. These days, the most dangerous threat to national security comes Dom our own 



elected officials, 

ON THIS DAY 

Dnri~ a visit to the Soviet U~om Viee President R~chard M. Nixo~ ~ot ~nto a discussion at a 

exhibition with Soviet leader Nikita Khrushehev that was dubbed the "kitchen debate." 

¯ See Th~s Frol~ Page 
¯ Buy Th~s Fro~ Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up fer N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headli:~es newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Ma!~age Sdbsc~iptiorls I Urlsclbscribe I Cha!~ge Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:51 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: Paper 

Attach: a£fi paper.docx 

Here is my paper. Thank you so much for giving me an extention 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Altha Cmvey <cravey@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 11:51 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <e~mice@email.unc.edu>; Gokariksel, Pervin Banu <ba~ug@email.unc.edu-~; Garcia, David F <dag@ad.unc.edu>; 

Maxtin, Nina <ninam@email.unc.edu> 

defense 

Hello Eunice, Banu, David, and Nina: 

See you tomorrow in Saunde~ Hall -- Thanks for meeting during the 

summer for               defense. This is above and beyond 

the call of duty a~d I appreciate it! 

Let me know if you have any questions tbr me. Thanks, 

Altha 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Hello Ms Sahle, 

I’m        and I’m a           at U~-’~’C. I’ve been t~’ing to add your class 
for the fall but it says that I need the department consent. Would you know 
how i would go about getting it? 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, July 25, 2011 3:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Rival Debt Plm~s Being As~mbled by Party, Leaders 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O7f25/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 
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TOP NEWS 

Assembled by Pa~Cy Lea ders 

House Speaker John A. Boehner and 
Senator ttarry Reid were preparing 
separate backup plans to valse the 
debt ceiling after leaders were 
unable to end a standoff over the 
bridget. 

~!£1er Long WMt, 5ame-Se~ Co~iples Marry in New York 

Hundreds of couples began marrying on Sunday in a new milestone for gay rights. 

~ Video: I Now Pronounce You .. 

Live: City Room and T’,vi[[er I ~ Post a Comment 

New LoyMiies and Old Fellds Collide ~ii 

Syria is awash in stories of solidarity, but older forces - geography, class and, in particular, religious 
sect - can also tear it apart. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~ DURANIL 68, moments agter marrying his part~xer, Dayle Shield, 

Only ff~r a Few 

A growing nnmbev of Ameriean 
Indians from tribes scattered across 
coastal regions of Washington State 
and British Columbia have climbed 
into traditionally designed cedar 
canoes and traveled for mot’e than 
two or three weeks every summer. 

OPINION 

Can sociaI media cost you a job? 
ALSO IN TECH >~ 

^ T’,dll:e! is stiii whisJing 

Should your phone be your GPS? 



ROOM FOR DEBATE 

sh,,nk~ you °trust 
Calorie Comets? 
Is there a better way 
than calorie eounts to 
Faise awareness abou~ 

nutrition, ov should the government stop worrying about what people order? 

WORLD 

Killings h]~ Norway Spotlight .&~t]-Masl]m Thought h~ ILS. 

The man accused of the killing spree in Norway was deeply influenced by anti-Muslim bloggers and 

right-wing activists in the U.S., lacing his ~,5oo:page manifesto with quotations from them. 

Amid Tears~ Fllckerlng Candies and Flowers~ a Shaken Norway Mourns 

Sunday was a day of remembrance and self-examination for Norway as a memorial was held for the 

9a people killed in two recent attacks. 

~ Times Topics: Anders Behring Breivik ] Norway 

Oslo Suspect Cultivated Paralld Life to Disguise ’~Ia~ffyrdom Operation’ 

When Anders Behring Breivik, the suspect, was not plotting mass murder, he was busy playing 
video games and blogging, listening to Enro pop and watching episodes of "~’ue Blood." 

Lawmakers Renew Push for Deal on Cutting Deficit 

Hoping to reassure markets, Congvessiomd leaders raced to reaeh a new defieit-reduetion deal that 
Speaker aohn A. Boehner said emdd ent $3 trillion to $4 trillion. 

~ Investors Scramble to Prepare for the Unthinkable 

PORT GAMBLE S’KLALLAM RESERVATION JOURNAL 

A Northwest dourney hy Canoe to Recounect With the Old Ways 

For the 2ard summer in a vow, a series of eanoe journeys is bringing Ameriean Indian tribes in the 
Northwest together for traditional daneing, singing and celebration. 

~Shde 
Show: A ’Canoe Fam~iyi if Only for a Few Weeks 

At loo~ StH1 Keephtg Time as the Leader ofthe Band 
L:: i.;A.¢L 
Lionel Ferbos, one of the oldest performing musicians in New Orleans, celebrated his birthday on 
the stage where he has performed every Saturday night for decades. 

BUSINESS 

Vg[th Washinglon at Impasse, Worry Over Inveslor 

With the debt limit talks at a stalemate, Wall Street and Washington have turned their attention to 
a critical question: How long will investors give them? 

Greek Ba ilo~t Negotiator Predicts Sore e B e~ efits for B a 

~II~e finance industw’s lead negotiator on debt relief for Greece said the deal reached last week would 
help assuage fears about the health of European banks. 

Europe’s Troubled Economies Join the Rescue Team 

Italy and Spain are major guarantors, but they may be next in line for aid if Europe’s debt crisis 
deepens. 

S P 0 RT$ 

Pla}4ug Games Out of Place 

A basketball game scheduled to be played on an aircraft ean’ier is the latest example of a trend in 

sports event management. 

Galea Asslstant’s Loyalty May ]Be Key for Doctor 

Mary Anne Catahmo will be sentenced Monday in United States District Conrt. Hey trove of detailed 
patient information should help authm’ities determine which athletes received drugs and 



treatment. 

N.F.L, Locktmt Keeps RooIde Free Agents hi Limbo 

Chase Beeler was an all-American center in 2ore, but went undrafted - and when training camp 
finally starts, the time he might have spent meeting coaches and learning plays will be lost. 

o More Spor~s News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE WINTER’S TALE’ 

The Cool b’e~°oclty of a Ki~g lnflamed by 3ea~ousy 
~.::y c~ P:J. E,:i h.:~ H..RWOOL 

The Royal Shakespeare Company’s production of "The Winter’s Tale" strikes a fi’esh note of 

immediaey. 

~SHde Show 

Pue*oto I~eo i~t History~ D~aglned and Real 

Esmeralda Santiago’s latest work is a sweeping historical novel set on a plantation in her native 
Puerto Rico. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Maste*’ing Self-l~tvent~on "l’he~ an(l Now 

Theophilns London, the young rapper, has a new album out that is surprisingly strong for someone 
who’s been making marginal music for years. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

With Fan at the Helm~ Marvel Barely Steers IIs Heroes Io the Screen 

Kevin Feige, president of Marvel Studios and a comics enthusiast, has been on a box office tear over 
the last few years. 

I~ Mo~e of Mine Rescue% Produce~" Looks to His Roots 

The producer Mike Medavoy has drawn on his boyhood in Chile to tell the story of the gg trapped 
miners from there. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Scandal Spli~ters a Family B~sh~ess 

The phone hacking scandal could threaten Rupert Murdoeh’s plans of succession and his family’s 
control over News Corporation. 

More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The new Consumer Financial Protection Burean will need strong snpport from the White Honse in 
order to tackle ePdeial issues. 

EDITORIAL 

Enabling China 
There needs to be enforceable standards of ethical behavior when American companies work with 
authoritarian governments. 

EDITORIAL 
~Why ~Won’t They Say? 
Enfi~ree a New York City law reqniring Crisis Pregnancy Centers to disclose what services they offer 
and what they don’t. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

More Than Kin~ and Less Than Kind 

The Mnrdoch hacking scandal, as explained by Shakespeare. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

lVless~ng ~A;ith Med~caPe 

It’s aetnally good that the "Grand Bargain" is apparently dead, because what President Obama 
offered to the Republicans was a very bad deal for Ameriea. 



~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

What does the right-wing ideology of the Norwegian man charged with mass murder mean for 

European polities~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 25, 1956, the Italian liner Andrea Doria eollided with the Swedish ship Stockholm off the 

New England coast, claiming the lives of 51 people. 
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TOP NEWS 

Parties Head to Showdown as 
Obama Warns of a ’Crisis’ 
By CARL HULSE and JACKIE CALMES 

President Obama urged "a balanced 
approach" that would include higher tax 
revenues as well as cuts. Speaker John 
A. Boehner accused Mr. Obama of 
asking for "a blank cheek." 

" ~ Video: President Obama’s Address 

(MSN BC.com) 

¯ . Shares Down Moderately on U.S. Debt Talks 

Recession Study Finds 
Hispanics Hit the Hardest 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

The study with data collected by the 
Census Bureau fom~d that the median 
wealth of Hispanic households fell by 66 
percent from 2005 to 2009. 

Little Lambs, Not the Sheep, 
Get Early Lessons in the Rodeo Life 
By SARAH MASLIN NIR 

Playing make-believe rodeo with sheep has begun to move from rural horseplay to becoming a sport with its 
ouaa gear and championships. 

-’ Slide Show: Tiny Fists Hold Tight 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I never thought my life would become a cop f!lm." 

SEEMONA SUMASAR, who prosecutors said was framed by a former boyfriend. 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Tiny 

Fists Hold Tight 
Mutton busting, a kind of 
rodeo with children 



riding sheep, used to be the stuff or back 
corrals and halflime entertainment. But 
it is attracting a wider, more suburban 
audience and beeonfing a real 
competition. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
How Cuts Will 
Change the Black 
Middle Class 
What will the shrinking 
the public sector mean 
for the eeononfie prospects of Afriean- 
3anericmas? 

Michele Bachmann’s beliefs 
:: ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Fighting for folk 

Driven by drought 

nylimes,�om ..... 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Unsettling Wariness in Norway, Where Police Are Rarely Armed 
By MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 

After Friday’s deadly attacks in Norway, questions are growing about whether the police are equipped to deal 
with violent crime. 

¯ Norway Suspect Denies Guilt and Suggests He Did Not Act Alone 

¯ " Norwegian Killer’s Father: ’He Should Have Taken His Own Life’ 

Murdoch Newspaper Veterans Portray a Fully Engaged Boss 
By SARAH LYALL and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Rupert Murdoch may have seemed detached at the British hacking hearings, but he has never been a distant 
boss, especially from his newspapers. 

Tribes Watch and Wait After Karzai Brother’s Killing 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

The death of Ahmed Wali Karzai, the half brother of President Hanfid Karzai of Afghanistan, put Kandahar’s 
spoils up for grabs, and the tribal elite are calculating their next move. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Federal Auditors Will Soon Review Health Insurance Rates in ao States 
By ROBERT PEAR 

As of Sept. 1, the Obmna adnfinistration will begin to review health insurance rates in states where it says 
regulation of prenfiums for personal and snmll business insurance is inadequate. 

Guns at Mexican Crime Scenes Linked to U.S. Sting 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

New details about a gm~-trafficking sth~g investigation will be offered in a report by Congressional 
investigators. 

Helicopters Jam the Skies Above Los Angeles 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Helicopters for media, traffic, tours, paparazzi mad fihn crews, corporations and private citizens compete for 
space over the city. 

" Slide Show: Helicopters Fill the Airspace Over Los Angeles 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Manufactured Goods Lead Surge in Indian Exports 
By VIKAS BAJAJ 



High-value products like industrial machinery, automobiles and car parts are leading the way in an 
escalation of exports. 

The Help-Wanted Sign Comes With a Frustrating Asterisk 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Many employers consider or strongly prefer only people who are employed or recently laid off. 

ON THE ROAD 
A Bonanza for Airlines as Taxes End 
By JOE SHARKEY 

As various federal taxes expired, most airlines lifted prices by an amount equal to the cttstomer’s savings. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

As the Lockout Ends, the Scrambling Begins 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

With a new labor deal, attention has turned to putting together teams "at a pace like we’ve never seen 
before." 

¯ . Video: TimesCast I N.F.L. Lockout Ends 

Highlights of the Agreement 

Jets Are Facing Turnover at Some Key Positions 
By KEN BELSON 

With the lockout over and players reporting to teams starting Tuesday for physicals and meetings, the Jets 
are grappling with how many of their a6 unrestricted free agents to re-sign. 

For Giants, Many Free Agents and Little Cap Room to Spare 
By MIKE TANIER 

The Giants mttst decide which veteran free agents to sign while also freeing salary cap space. 

¯ ..M_o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

A Mystical Tale, From Tee to Green 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

After years of development, Michael Murphy’s "Golf in the Kingdom" has been turned into a fihn by the 
director Susan Streiffeld and the producer Mindy Affrhne. 

THEATER REVIEW I’A DOLL’S HOUSE’ 
A Nora Who Could Text All Her Discontents 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Lily Rabe and Josh Hamilton play a contemporary Nora and Torvald Hehner in the Williamstown Theater 
Festival production of"A Doll’s House." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

You Pursue a Wall Street Cabal¯ Or Do You? 
By SETH SCHIESEL 

In "Red Cloud Rising: The Fifth Wall," participants must separate fact from fiction as they scour Lower 
Manhattan for dues to a feared force in hatemational commerce. 

¯ ’ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Evolution Right Under Our Noses 
By CARL ZIMMER 

A small but growing number of field biologists study urbma evolution - the biological changes that cities 
bring to the wildlife that inhabits them. 

BASICS 



A Forbidding Kingdom of Snow Leopards 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

A wealth of snow leopard images has helped estimate population nmnbers, identify individuals and track 
nfigrations. 

:’ More Basics Columns >> 

ON VIEW 
It’s Fashionable to Take a Trip to Another Universe 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

Multiple universes are all the rage these days, and the new fihn "Another Earth" explores those crisscrossing 
worlds. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Republican Wreckage 
The latest actions by House Republicans push the nation to the brink of ruinous default. 

EDITORIAL 
Norway’s Horror 
The murder of innocents puts a spotlight on fl~e disturbing and growing trend of intolerance for Muslims 
and other immigrmats across Europe. 

EDITORIAL 
One Way to Help the Jobless 
The last thing 3anerica’s job-seekers need are policies that require them to have a job in order to get a job. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Step Toward Trust With China 
By MIKE MULLEN 

We don’t have to give away secrets to make our intentions clear, just open up a little. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
This Is Considered Punishment? 
By JOE NOCERA 

Wells Fargo gets a wrist slap from the Federal Reserve, and the federal goverument still won’t prosecute 
financial wrongdoers. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Congress In the Lead 
By DAVID BROOKS 

After the dream of a Grm~d Bargain officially died, the Old Guard in Waslfington has taken the reins and 
President Obama has faltered. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 26, 1947, President Trmnma signed the National Security Act, creating the Department of Defense, 

the National Security Council, the Central Intelligence Agency and the Joint Clfiefs of Staff. 

¯ See This Front Pa__gg~ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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Tuesday, July 26, 2011 9:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Orfline Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00164996] for Eunice Sahle has been recewed 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20114 INTS 560 001 
R Perspectives on Health and Human Rights Sofia Gruskin, Michael A. Grodin, Sphen P. Marks and George J. Annas 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number. 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, fbeH amy@emai[.unc.edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store unc.edu 
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Subject: 

UNC Student Stores ~studentstore@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 9:15 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00164993] for Eunice Sahle has been recewed 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20114 AFR1600 001 
R HIV and AI~)S: Beyond Epidemilogy Ezekiel Kalipeni and Susan Craddock 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number. 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, fbeH amy@emai[.unc.edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store unc.edu 
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Subject: Afri    grade 

Hello Ms Sahle, 

After reviewing my grade, i would like to request a breakdown of my 
scores on exams and papers in which resulted in a D+ for my grade I 
definitely believe i worked harder than the grade reflects. 

Thank you, 
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TOP NEWS 

h~ Both Itouses; FoNi~’ing 

Support for RivM PJ~ls 

House Republicans and Senate 
Democrats gained support within 
party ranks for their separate plans 
to resolve a debt crisis, but the 
momentum seemed to be pushing 
both sides further from a 
compromise. 

Brlth G,O,Po Unity at Risk, 

Boehner Tries To~lgher Style 

With the nation’s eeonmnie standing 
and his own political future at risk, 
Speaker of the House John A. 
Boehner jettisoned his usual laissez- 
faire approach on Wednesday. 

Shift in Europe Seen in Debate on Immigrants 

Political leaders fear such tragedies could drive changes in public opinion as far-right parties react. 

, NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’The ke9 ~o a good peach is a ho~ ~dght, What r~kes it miserable fi~r humans ~nakes it pe~;fi~ct for 

SVII,I, MCGEIIEE, ;~ Georgia peai;h grm~ er. 

GILCPHIC: 

Comp~ rln g 

DeficlbRed~letion 

Plans 
A running comparison of some of the 
major proposals or ideas that have 
been released in the debt ceiling 
debate. 

OPINION 

C~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

To keep students from 

forgetting over the 

summer what they’ve learned, we should improve summer school. 

Examining all things male 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >~ 

Istu, r~bul on the ups~,:,ing 

Evolution of the hotel mini bar 

WORLD 

Norway’s Premier Vows to Keep an Open Society 

Prime Minister dens Stoltenberg conceded that his country had fllndamentally changed and said 
that security would be increased. 



Yoking S~r~ivor,~ Fi~d Their Faith in Norway% System Is Eve~ Stronger 

Youth politics has long been robust and active - a tradition survivors of the Utoya attack have 

vowed to continue. 

Before a Diplomatic Showdown, a Budget Crls~s 

Economic woes are mixed with a diplomatic crisis as Palestinians start a statehood push. 

Peach R~valry Becomes +War Between the Tastes 
i.::,~ ?rib 

While Sonth Carolina has long produced more of the fruit, Georgians say victory comes down to a 
matter of taste. 

Slide Shew: Peach R;a ,Iv 

LIFE OUT THERE 

’It’s AHve.* It’s AHveV Maybe Right Heee on EaCh 

Chemists and biologists are trying to generate the Frankensteinian spark that will jump the gap 
separating the inanimate and the animate. 

"Walte~" R(~ed Hospi~ai Holds Closh~g Ceremony 

Patients from the Washington hospital, which opened in 19o9, will be moved to facilities in 
Maryland and Virginia. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Investors, \~orrled About Debt "l’aH~s, Look for Havens 

Investors are seeking alternatives to United States qYeasury bonds as worries escalate that 
lawmakers will fail to rein in the deficit and raise the federal debt limit in the coming days. 

~ Credit A~eqc~ Tells Coqgress a De[ault is Unlikely 

’I’reasu~T to Weigh Which 131Hs to Pay 

~II~e Treasury Department is preparing to determine who is left empty-handed if the debt debate in 
Washington stops the government from borrowing more money. 

~Q 
and A. on the Debt C:eiHng 

~ Times Topic. National Debt 

Study of Medical Device Rtfles is Attacked, Unseen 

A report that could propose a tougher approval process prompted an extraordinary campaign by 
the industry. 

SPORTS 

Snm met Hoops in New Y~ u’k Cil5 

The games at Barueh College in New York are jazzed by a wise-cracking commentator who bestows 
nicknames on players, some of whom are N.B.A. players. 

Beltran All but Gone to the Giants 

The Mets would send Carh)s BeRran to San Francisco for a top prospect, most likely Zaek Wheeler, a 
right-handed pitcher taken in the first round of the 2oo9 draR. 

~ Pest ~ Comment 

Hers 8 Reds 2: Beltran’s Replacement Hits Homer 

~Dea; 
to Sell ~ $200 Million Stake in the Mets ;s Needy Done 

~ 
Bats: ]he Beltran Years, ~y the Numbers 

MARINERS 9, YANKEES 2 

V~qth 1, Hits~. Mariners End 1, -Game Skid 



Ichiro Suzuki was 4 for 5 and the Mariners pounded out 17 hits while Felix Hernandez, the reigning 

American League Cy Young Award winner, pitched seven strong innings. 

o More Spor~s News ~> 

ARTS 

EXHIBITION REVIBN 

The ~,~or]~d as 2a~er]~a Dreamed It 

"~II~e Great _~eriean Hall of Wonders" exhibition at the Smithsonian American Art Museum in is a 

curiosity cabinet shaped by the American innovations in the 19th eentuW. 

~ Slide Show: ’The Great American Hall o[ Wonders’ 

Rock Chro*ficle I~spi~’es Battle Over Its I,egacy 

A plan to revive Creem magazine, the irreverent and sardonic rock publication frmn the ~97os, is 
bogged dmvn in financial and legal problems. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~Books About Joseph Heller’ 

’l~-o books about aoseph Heller, by his daughter, E~ea Heller ("Yossarian Slept Here") and ’Ik’aey 
Daugherty ("Oust One Catch"). 

Mere Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Dress Codex in New Yo~’k Ch~bs~" W’ill This Get Me I*~? 

If clubs tm’n you away at the door, maybe your shirt or shoes are to blame. 

Amy Winehouse created musie that made others take notice, and looks that gave even bad girls 
pause. 

~ Slide Show: Bad Gir;s Betore Amy ~Mnehouse 

SKIN DEEP 

Someot~e Jt~st Like Me Said~. ’Bray It~ 

A Web site sells nothing but offers advice on what to buy from frequent reviewers, 

More Fashion & Style 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

**~me~’iea s Credib~li~- [s at R~sk 
The cost of fecklessness in Congress should be clear to everyone. The markets and the vest of the 
world are worded. We all should be. 

EDITORIAL 

The slash-and-bm’n budget games of House Republicans have cost the F.A.A. its operational 
authority. 

EDITORIAL 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo can follow Gov. Chris Christie’s lead and support chronically ill residents by 

reconsidering the legalization of medical marijuana. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Path From Poet~°y to Dr~dge*°y 

President Obama is having to govern under limits, but he surely )’earns to move past them. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama a~d I-I~s 

i look at the polities that sm’rounded the passage of the Emancipation Proelamation seems more 
relevant today than ever. 



Nicholas D. /4r:stoHs oN today 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Justice? Ve~gea~me? You Need Both 

In Norway, a 215ear prison term doesn’t seem long enough to avenge the deaths of 76 people. 

More Opinion >, 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 28, 1914, Austria-Hungary declared war oll Serbia. World War I began as declarations of 

war by other European nations quickly followed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shuttou@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 10:53 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Thurs. news + Campus Legislative Update Today 

Legislative Update Today on Campus 
SEANC Districts 19 and 25 and SEANC HQ are holding a legislative update today in room 1120 Bondurant Hall from 11:45 to 1:45. Pizza is being provided. The update is about 
20 minutes long and repeated. Stop in at your convenience, grab a slice or two, get the news, ask questions, and voice your concerns. 

Layoffs, closures loom at UNC 

http~//www.news~bserver.c~m/2~1~/~7/28/~374~76/~ay~ffs-c~sures-~m-at-unc.htm~ 

[Jonathan WeiMr is Director of Undergraduate Studies in the Global Studies Department] 
The debate about debts and deficits is a fraud 
http://www.indyweek.com/indyweek/the-debate-a bout-debts-and-deficits-is-a -fraud/Content?oid =2620631 

Virginia workers at IKEA’s only U.S. plant joining union 

http: //www~news~bserver.c~m/2~ ~ ~t/~7 /28/I373977 /virginla-w~rkers-at-lkeas-~n~y~htm~ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SETU Local 2008 

<www.seanc25.org> 
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TOP NEWS 

I-~ous(~ Puts Off Debt Vote as                          ~ 

Press by Boeh~mr Fails 

G.O.P. leaders in the House said that there will be no vote on the debt ceiling bill Thursday night, 
an indication that H ouse Speaker John A. B oehner remains short of the votes neeessaD- to pass his 
bill. 

Carmakers Back Strict New Ru~es for Gas Mileage 
f-b" i.::iL. ’dL:’.’.,3.: 

While the ca]" imlustry once argned against even minimal increases in government fuel rules, a 
rise to 54.5 miles per gallon by 2o25 is being meekly aeeepted. 

Japanese~ i~l Shoriage~ "Wili~ngly Ration 

Since the nuclear disaster in Fukushima, Japan has been pnshed to greater lengths to conserve 
electricity, even as it tries to revive its economy. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The.q’re neting ~ike 6-.~]e~r-o~ds prett~ much on both sides." 

CARO LYN ~qAITE, a librarian from Dedham, Mass., on the debate in Congt’ess over raising the 

debt ceiling. 

Family Trade 
Sam Ferlo follows his 
dream of becoming a 
down -like his father begore him - 

with the traveling youth circus 
called Circus Smirkus. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES 
I 

Treating         I 

the 

Cayuse, Not t~e Cause, 
Not the / IHn ess ~ 

A group is training 
young vohmteers to treat the social factors, like poor nutrition and housing, that make patients 
sick. 

Dunkin’ Brands sweet debut 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

Wiil big banks breakup? 

A mixed reception for Pandora 

WORLD 

I~ Barh~g Facts of Traln Crash, Blogs Erode China Censorship 

China’s major ’lNvitter4ike mieroblogs posted an astounding 26 million messages on the crash, a 
potent amalgam of contempt, suspicion and shoe-leather j ournalism. 

New Haekllig Case Outrages Br~tM~ 

News emerged that Scotland Yard had added to the list of probable victims a woman whose 85ear- 
old daughter was murdered by a sex offender in uooo. 

BAGHDADJOURNAL 



Despite the political crackdown in Syria, many Iraqis still eonsider it to be a better, safer place than 

their own country, and they are traveling there in great numbers. 

More World News 

THIS LAND 

AY~m~g Clo~q Follows ~y~ a Father’s Giant Footsteps 

At 14, Sam Ferlo is spending the summer as a clown in a traveling youth eircus, putting his father’s 

lessons to good use. 

Soldier Held Amid Claim of Terror Plot at Fort Hood 

The police said they found a military uniform with Fort Hood patches, a pistol, shotgun shells and 

an article on "how to make a bomb in your kitchen" in the suspect’s nmtel room, 

Judge Dismisses Athdsts’ Suit Against Texas Gove~uo~vs P~-ayer Rally 

A federal judge rules against a national group of atheists, saying that invitations to attend the Aug. 
6 event were "requests, not commands." 

BUSINESS 

ECONOMIC MEMO 

A Recovery That Repeats Its Pah~fuI Precedet~ts 

Like reeovm~es from other recessions that stemmed from financial crises, this one seems doomed to 
be slow and painful. 

DEALBOOK 

Debt CeHh~g Impasse Rattles ShortZFe~*m C~-edlt Markets 

Big banks and companies have withdrawn $37.s billion Dom money market funds that invest in 

~’easm’y debt, underscoring how institutions are rethinking their view of ~’easury notes. 

Judge’s Rulh~g in Madoff Case Could Reduce Mouey for 

The ruling could pare billions of dollars Dom the sum that may ultimately be recovered for victims 
of Bm~ard L. Madofl’s Ponzi scheme. 

~ Actlons of Madoff Victims’ lrustee Will Be Reviewed 

S P O RTS 

GENDER GAMES 

Long Fights fo~, SpoFts Equity, Eve~ ~Nith a Law 

While a college or university in violation of Title IX risks losing its federal funds, that penalty has 
never been used, and there are no examples of eases being referred to the justice department. 

UoSo SocceR* Has Resta~ as Bradley Is D~smlssed 
i.::: EE 
Bob Bradley was 4a-~S-m since ~oo7, including a defeat of top-ranked Spain at the 2oo9 
Confederations Cnp. 

~ Post a Comment 

~ Vecsey: U.S Soccer’s Home a~d the World’s New Destination 

The Trials of Team Afgha*fistal1 
i.::: O:.::.P i D’I ~.;i.";.;i.i ?’ 
The Afghan national basketball team has a eoach, although actually holding a full practice can 
reqnire cross-country flights. 



The 17th-eentury Dutch painter Frans Hals is the focus of a small exhibition at the Met. 

~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEWI ’THE INTERRUPTERS’ 

Confro~th~g a P]lag~_~e of%~o|ence 
i.::y L!.:,.IOI .:, 

"The Interrupters/’ a documentary by Steve James, takes a look at a gutsy, activist component of 

the Chicago Project for Violence Prevention. 

~ Exclusive Clip: "[he Interrupters’ 

THE TV WATCH 

A Madam’s New ConsoPts 

Celebrity career resuscitation takes the form of a reality special, "Heidi Fleiss: Prostitutes to 

Parrots/’ on Animal Planet Snnday. 

MOVIES 

MOMIE REVIEW I ’COV~3OYS & ALIENS’ 

Extraterrestrhds La~d at the O,K, Corral 

In "Cowboys & ~diens," Daniel Craig rides into the New Mexico Territory and wrangles 

extraterrestrials that look like cousins of the monsters from the "Alien" films. 

MOVIE REVIDN I "THE FUTURE’ 

Is Tl~at All[ Tl~ere Is? Milking L~fe for More 

The fears and frustrations that shadow us on our awkward trip through the life cycle often feel 

enm~nous, and "The Future" elevates them to something metaphysical and wondrous. 

Court Ruling Says Marvel Holds R~gh{s, Not a~ Artist 

The Walt Disney Company won a ease over copyright ownership brought by the heirs of aaek Kirby, 

a eo-ereator of Fantastie Four and the X-Men. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

He|cling Pakista~ to Accordant 

The blank-check days are over, but the United States still needs to find a way to work with Pakistan. 

EDITORIAL 

Detro~t~ the Un~on and ~provh~g ’£hnes 
Detroit’s automakers would not have rebounded without concessions by the union. It’s time for them 
to start giving back to their workers, 

EDITORIAL 

No Exc~sing the AoTA<, or Congress 

The poorly executed sting operation that let weapons slip across the border into Mexico shows the 

need for more gun control. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-CHART 

States of Cow,filet: :~q Update 

Data from 2009, 2OlO and 2Oll show that spring was a frustrating season in the combat zones. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The C.e~tr~st Cop-O~t 

Placing blame equally on Democrats and Republicans for the stalemate over the debt crisis only 

encourages more bad behavior. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Useless St~dk~s, Real i-iar~ 
~;:: C:,’.i. ffi. i. Gi T 

Pharmaeeutical marketing efforts, doubling as researeh studies, should be subjeet to government 

oversight. 



ON THIS DAY 

Britain’s Prince Charles man’ied Lad), Diana Spencer at St. Paul’s Cathedral in London. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 4:22 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AliJcan Studies Colloquium 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Hi there! How are you? My name is          and I am currently getting my                                           . I was fortunate enough to receive a 

for the coming academic year in order to continue studying Kiswahili. In addition to the language classes, the FLAS program requires that I take an 
"Area Studies" class which just means the course must have at leas~t 30% African content. There me no classes mthin the school of public health that fit ruth my 

interests and schedule and I came across AFRI    I was hoping you could tell me a bit about the course, what types of books we roll be reading, who tents to take 
the class. I have a minor in African Studies and have spent time in both Ghana and Kenya. 

If it is easier I would also be more than happy to come meet with you to diseuss the class and if it will be a good fit tbr me. Thank you so much tbr your assistance and 

have a lovely weekend. 

Best, 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Saturday, Jnly 30, 2011 3:26 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update 29 July: Ecuador, oil, tinance, water meters, Khadija, students, Xolobeni, Durban struggles, World Bunk’s SA, Afric~m poli-econ, 

Zim, MoJawi, Senega], IP, Lungi 

a nnimmo on the delta at yasuni workshop.jpg; a route from Quito to Yasuni.pdI) a yasuni laguna entry border.jpg; a yasuni laguna trees.jpg; 

a Yasuni Nueva Roc~£uerte.jpg; a Yasuni trip overnight bus.jpg; a yasuni vultures.jpg; a Yasuni with oil spots.jpg; Bond Ecuador 
international financial slides July 2011 .pdf; Bond intemationa] finance paper Quito July 2011.pdf; Dear Mandela (AbM film).jpg; map of 

MpumaJanga KZN fossil fuels.pdf, Martinez-Alier money-vaJuation-in-a-forensic-context-21-7-2011 .docx; SDCEA Climate Change 

Booklet Cover.pdf; SDCEA Climate Change Booklet.pdf; Sea Cow Lake Durban a.jpg; Sea Cow Lake map.png; WRC Water 

Management Devices literature review & scan of technologies i~m SA aal.docx; Zim Managing Transition Seminar.pdf; Zim Nationals and 
SA deadline.doc; a Oilwatch delegation in the Yasuni 26 July 2011 :ipg; a Oilwatch general as~mbly 2.jpg; a laguna yasuni~pg; a Napo 

River flare next to yasani.jpg 

Hola companer@s, 

* Leaving Latin America in a few rninutes, it’s great to share some veW 
brief thoughts about the Ecuadoran Arnazon. I’ll do so in more detail on 
Tuesday- at a seminar at CCS (below) and in the Mercur£ newspaper colunm, 
but a few pics attached give a taste of the Oilwatch crowd I joined 
(more than 40 from all over the world) to explore the gorgeous Yasuni 
Park lagoons under threat ofoil exploration. You can see from the pics 
that ~ve had great seminars the ~vhole way, plus innovative transport 
arrangements. For instance, someone told the guys running the fast boats 
tap the Napo River from Neuva Rocaforte to Coca (.pdf map) to ’leave the 
oil in the soil’ so we ran out of petrol on the way home a couple of 
days ago. And an all-night bus ride that 25 of us took in a tiny kombi 
on Sunday ~vas extended thanks to a wrong turn that left us near the 
Colombia border in the heart of Texaco’s oil hell (for which a few 
months ago they were fined $19 bn, but don’t count on their parent 
Chevron paying out). Still, good humour prevailed amidst the tragedies 
of ecological and social destruction and there’s no group I’d rather 
fight alongside than Accion Ecologica whose leading ecofeminists Ivoune 
Yanez, Esperanza Martinez and Elizabeth Braza cotbunded Oibvatch fiReen 
years ago with Nnimmo Bassey (pic) from the Niger Delta. Also on the 
trip from SA was Siziwe Khanyile Iicom groundWork, and we thought about 
how- Durban would look with big offshore platforms (and oil spills) 
courtesy of a wicked Burmese ~zcoon who - as you see in the attached map 
of fossil fads in KZN and Mpumalanga - ~vould extend SA’s 
Minerals-Energy Complex out to sea. The South Durban Communi~z 
Enviroun~ental Alliance is crucial to the resistance, and they have just 
completed a fantastic overview of various oil, climate and democracy 
problems in Durban (attached). Do come along on Tuesday for a much 
better slide and video show; I may also do a skype-cast version. 

* For intellectual assistance in sorting out damage associated with oil 
and the political implications for environmental justice movements like 
Accion Ecologica, it’s always great to turn to Joan Martinez-Alier l?om 
Autonomous University in Barcelona, one of their advisors. He has a new 
paper on valuing nature, a topic of intense controversy, attached 

* Ecuador is known [’or international financial bravery especially ~n 
defaulting on Odious Debt, so I did an update for one of their research 
institutes about the crumbling global ’financial architecture’ 
(attached). I also did a presentation to the conference of Oilwatch and 
Rosa Luxemburg and the slides are here: 
http :/Tccs.ukzm ac.za~flles/Bond%20Quito%2021%20 Ju1’¢%202011 .pdf 

* Water meters are in some cases highly devious, if disguised as 
tricklers, prepayment meters and ’water management devices’. I’ll be the 
Water Research Commission’s (;ape Town research seminar on August 4 
discussing these in part because the?’ were so destructive in Soweto 
where the Phiri lawsuit was based, and failed. Attached is the WRC 
team’s first cut at this issue. 

* Some articles are emerging from our circuits: 
- Khadija’s demolition job of the Kimberley Process for whitewashing 
blood diamonds (just below) 
- a Kenyan student of mine, Nduta, on phone tech in Kenya: 
h ttp ://www. theafricareport, c omJarc hives2/business/5167300-kenya-po verW’-eradi c ati on-g o e s-hi-tec h-with-m-pesa, html 

- another student, from the DRC, Isaiah: 
http ://xw/w. congovision.comdcnglish/news/mutombo badienzele.html 

* Speaking of Kimberley, there are lots of other poxverful civ sac 
critiques of mining, including this weekend on BBC by our collaborator 
Ben Cashdan (beloxv). And the Xolobeni anti-mining struggle is back up 
and r~mning after a Black Economic Enricl-m~ent-minded bureaucrat decided 
to go quite militant about titanium there, a couple of hours south of 
Durban. Our friends Zinegugu and John will continue helping the 
community resist (below). 

* Dttrban social protest is in full swing, eh. The Durban Univ of 



Technology had a full-tledged student protest and closure last week. 
Today was a march of the fisherfolk organised by the South Durban 
Cotmnunity and Environmental Alliance, and there’s also a superb film by 
UKZN student Sjoerd van Grootheest making the circuits about their 
struggle (below). 

* Another struggle that flared very loudly last week, with the shooting 
of a security guard doing electricity disconnections, was in Sea Cow 
Lake near the intersection of the N3 and [nanda Rd (maps attached) 
Usually such shootings occur the other way around. A similar struggle is 
underway in Philippi, CT (below). 

* The debate over Abahlali baseMjondolo’s court case rages on, with 
several former CCS associates chiming in, below. A powerful movie about 
AbM, ’Dear Mandela’ (attached), was made recently by Dara Kell and Chris 
Nizzo from NYC (they are also preparing David Har,~ey’s new Volmne 2 of 
Kapital lectures on video). 

* Still in Durban, a long-standing debate on wastewater recycling is in 
the open, with the distraction of privatisation/cormnercialisation added 
to the mix (below). 

* The World Bank is back with its bunk l~owledge-production. Last week 
some slides on the SA economy were released (I haven’t yet found a 
formal report online), and not a mention there of the vast vast recent 
increase in foreign debt and only a subtle note about the cm~ent 
account deficit. More of their propaganda is below, just so you krmw 
they don’t give up the dogma. As far as I can tell, they make the same 
error in productivi~" measurement as did the SA Reserve Bar, k, more 
details about which at http:i/www.aidc.or~.za (researched by Dick Forslund). 

* A new netwurk of African political economists is forming (below-). 

* Zimbabweans are still going through rough times and tomorro~v there’s a 
workshop at UKZN (attached) about the situation inside the country; 
while the day at’ter tomorrow is the deadline for registration: 
inappropriate as the letter (attached) from civ soc groups insists. 

* Mala~vi and Senegal are sites where WB austeri~z has been imposed for a 
long time, hand in hand with autocratic rule But protests over the last 
week have shaken the power structure in both sites (below) Keep an eye 
on http://,~vwpambazakaorg for the latest, e.g some pieces way below 

* Intellectual property theft is Washington’s way of describing the 
dissemination of knowledge, as a HalN’al-d computer ~vhiz learned to his 
regret. Copyleft advocates had better step up the pressu 

* Possibly the finest video I’ve seen on anti-austerity protest was ust 
posted, here, drawing on Greece but making some other leaps in an 
autonomist manner: 
http://wwwvoutube.corc2watch?v aE3R1Bq’)rYC~v&t?ature plaverembedded 

* But another site of struggle is Portugal, so way way below do find the 
invitation from leading global-justice scholar Boa de Sousa Santos to 
apply (before 31 Aug) for attractive posts in his unit. 

* And don’t forget dear Lungi’s baby shower on Monday at lunchtime, viva 
viva[ 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

The (;entre for C~vil Society at the University of KwaZu[u-Natal presents: 

CCS Seminar: "Lessons for Durban fi-om Ecuador’s ’leave the oil in the 
soil’ eco/indigenous movement" 
Presenter: Patrick Bond 
[)ate: Tuesday 2 August 2011 
Time 12:30-14:00 
Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 
"Leave the Oil in the Soil!" has become one of the main campaigning 
slogans linking local and global activism, and linking energy justice to 
climate justice. The Ecuadoran Amazon has become the main battleground 
on two fronts: reparations for oil damages ($19 billion owed by Texaco 
after a February 2011 court judgment); and hal~ing oil extraction l?om 
the Yasuni National Park The logic of non-exploimtinn of oil is 
applicable to Durban in four ways: the ofl~hore exploration being 
undertaken by a Burmese tycoon; the ongoing degradation of South [)urban 
because of oil refining; the doubling of the Durban-Johannesburg oil 
pipeline (and suspicious tripling of construction costs); and the Durban 
COP17 climate sun~mit. The Oilwatch netwurk stitches together a variety 
of arguments against oil, and with many new sites in Africa discovering 
petroleun~ reser,~es, civil society advocacy will become more important so 
as to avoid yet more Resource Curses and contributions to climate change. 

In late July, CCS director Patrick Bond spent a week in Ecuador courtesy 



of’the groups Oilwatch, Accinn Ecologica and the Rosa Luxemburg 
Foundation. tie is author of the forthcoming book Politics of Climate 
Justice: Paralysis Above, Movement Below. 

Stt~k2K[b~; CRITS K]N//BER]~,EY PROCESS 

"Blood diamond" regulation system broken 

The recent regulatory approval of Zimbabwean diamonds for sale reveals 
deep flaws in the system. 

Khadija Sharifc Last Modified: 25 Ju12011 10:02 

China, now the world’s fastest-growing dianmnd nrarket, has allowed the 
sale of diamonds from the Marange fields in Zimbabwe [EPA] 

The recent approval of Zimbabwean diamonds rained fiom the $800bn Marange 
fields by the Kimberley Process (KP) chair, the DRC’s Mathieu Yamba 
Lapfa Lanrbang, has prompted a global "human rights" outcry with KS° 
nrenrbers such as Canada, the EU, and the US clainring there xvas "no 
consensus". 

Meanwhile, other countries like China (the xvorld’s fastest growing 
dianrond consumer market), and India (which cuts and polishes 11 of 12 
stones) have all given the green light to Zimbabwe, removing any 
potential problems of surplus minerals flora Marange, xvhich has been 
described by Zimbabwean Finance Minister Tendai Biti as "the biggest 
find of alluvial diamonds in the history of mar~ind". 

With potential revenues pegged at $1-1.7bn annually, the support of 
neighbottring governments like South Africa, another nrajor diamond 
producer, and "host" country to 3 million Zimbabwean political and 
economic "refugees", is not surprising Nor is the potential KP rupture 
being shaped as a battle between politically "interfering" Western 
nations and cash-starved developing nations. 

That Zimbabwe’s diamonds are mined under the direct surveillance of the 
country’s vicious military and controlled by brutal lifetime dictator 
Robert Mugabe is not in question Since the discovery of Marange’s 
diamonds in 2006, the military has largely supervised mining; mass 
looting by political, corporate and military elites has occurred, 
accompanied by violent displacement and human rights violations; 
companies based in secret jurisdictions such as iVlauritius and Hong Kong 
have been granted "due diligence" approval; and there exists complete 
opacity over volumes extracted, exported and sold 

But to what extent does the vehement opposition stem from political 
objections to a nation controlled by the blatantly anti-Western iVlugabe? 
More broadly, was the KP system - propagating that less than one per 
cent of global diamonds constitute "blood" minerals - built fk~r the 
purposes of eliminating corporate and state-sanctioned exploitation, or 
normalising and sanitising it? 

Governments given a free pass 

Arguably the best thing about the much-lauded and oft-applauded KP 
system, an international initiative created and backed by governments, 
multinationals, and civil society organisauons to diminish the trade in 
conflict or "blood" diamonds, is that the KP’s very definition of blood 
diamonds, by default, excludes the world’s primary agents of "conflict": 
governments. It also excludes the private mining corporations that 
partner with the governments in developing countries to extract the 
diamonds. 

By default, the KP’s definition excludes Zimbabwe as a "conflict" agent. 

According to the KP, "Conflict diamonds means rough diamonds used by 
rebel movements or their allies to :finance cor~[lict aimed at undermining 
legitimate governments" 

This definition, spurred by the investigative research of two NG Os, 
Global Witness and Partnership Africa Canada, was largely structured 
around two cases: Angola’s brutal oppositinn movement UNITA under Jonas 
Savimbi, which used resources as "portable wealth" to fuel the 27-year 
conflict with the MPLA government; and Sierra Leone’s civil 
war-for-resources, facilitated and backed by neighbouring Liberian 
warlord Charles Taylor Both cases, which saw violent exploitation o:[" 
alluvial diamond fields, were identified as rebel movements striving to 
undermine the governments of Angola and Sierra Leone through the control 
of key mines. 

Marginalised were the key roles that governnrents played in initiating 
and sustaining both conflicts: as nmch as 70 per cent of Taylor’s 
official xvar-chest, which financed the rebel nrovement in Sierra Leone, 
was supplied by major Western multinationals, with the assistance and 
blessing of the US government. 

This was done via Liberia’s l~Xalitirae "tax haven" registry, which 
operates fiom the US state of Virginia, just outside of Washington. The 



registry, l,mown as the MSCR, peddles Liberia’s flag (i.e corporate 
registration) for a small fee ($713), in exchange for z~ero tax and a 
host of other secrecy services. Liberia, through its US base, hosts over 
11 per cent of global maritime trade and represents one of the world’s 
top two ":flags of convenience" @’OC). 

During a lawsuit brought before the US Supreme Court, it was stated, 
"Taylor’s oversight of LISCR is so tight he acts in effect as one of 
LISCR’s senior partners, and is intimately involved in all aspects of 
nranagement, personal assigtwrlents [and] distribution of funds, salaries 
and foreign offices....Taylor received a substantial piece of LISCR’s 
revenue~p to one-third." 

No nrattcr. "LISCR has always cooperated with, and received support from, 
the US State Departnmnt," stated key- LISCR figure Yoram Cohen. 

Meanwhile, the US’ political, financial and military support for 
Angola’s Savimbi - described by US President Ronald Reagan as a "freedonr 
fighter" (though a US diplomat countered that he was "pure evil") - was 
not only in partnership with South Africa’s apartheid regime, which also 
financed Savimbi as well as militalT strikes on the Mt)LA government, but 
continued long after the MPLA was globally recognised as Angola’s 
legitimate ruling party. The three decade-long conflict, which resulted 
in the deaths of 330,000 children from 1980 to 1988 and cost $30bn 
during the same period, was directly fueled by Angola’s vast dianrond 
wealth. The landmark Fowler Report (2000) claimed that I~i~iX~ITA could 
easily- wash diamonds through official channels. 

De Beers funds African conflicts 

While the KP definition of"conflict" diamonds makes no mention of 
state-sanctioned hmnan rights violations and conflict waged by 
"legitimate" governments - in both cases, the US governnrent played a key 
role undermining legitimate governments - so too does it elide the role 
of corporations, chiefly De Beers, ~vhich controls 70 per cent of the 
rough diamond market, in facilitating and sustaining the conflict as buyers 

Between 1992 and 1993 alone, De Beers was known to have purchased 
between $300-500m in diamonds from UE,2TA. The Fowler Report claimed that 
in 1999, around the time Global Witness began drawing attention to the 
subject, De Beers ceased purchasing diamonds directly from Savimbi 
(labeled by the AU as an "agent of apartheid South Africa") or via 
potential third parties. The combination of a democratic South Aiicica 
and the loss of De Beers’ direct support destroyed UNITA’s political and 
financial foundation. 

Savimbi hilnself ~vould be killed soon after, in the same year that the 
Kimberley Process certification system was formally adopted 

For their part, African governments, including many tinpot regimes, are 
all too happy with the KP systeln primarily- requiring self-regulation on 
the part of governments. The deliberate silnplification of "conflict" 
resources as non-state, apolitical, and marginal to the global 
architecture intentionally- locates it against a specific backdrop 
delinked iicom the forces of supply- and demand-side corruption. 

Life in Angola under the helm of lifetime dictator Dos Santos, for 
instance, is militaristic, brutal and grossly corrupt As soon as the 
billions from diamonds and oil, which constitute 99 per cent of exports, 
are generated, a significant portion is looted. 

Yet the KP’s narrow definition of conflict diamonds, and the system of 
compliance, enables the regime to "self-regulate" what constitutes the 
taking and spilling of "blood", be it an economic, political, or 
physical conflict. It also enables corporate buyers, such as De Beers, 
and the company’s main Africa rival, the Lev Leviev Group, also 
connected to the (;IF, to purchase diamonds produced under Angola’s 
dictatorship, with a clean and clear KPCS certificate. 

R esource-rich Namibia, overflowing with diamonds and ruled by a single 
party, SWAPO, since liberation, is corrupt, underdeveloped and 
anti-democratic Botswana, too, billed as a shining democracy, has been 
controlled by one political party :[’or more than four decades, and shares 
the same characteristics with Namibia. 

For the KPCS system, coming into effect in 2003, a forced peace is no 
different from a democracy. 

But while the KP system compliments the undermining of democracy and 
widespread looting in African nations by allocating the right of 
identification to regimes, the marginalisation of Zimbabwe is perceived 
as motivated by decisions unrelated to human rights violations. 
Moreover, the KP system does not cven explicitly articulate a human 
rights provision, preferring to focus on, and protect, the rights of 
governnmnts. 

But not all govermnents are equal. 

Though the US, for instance, switched sides from Savimbi to Dos Santos 
with apparent ease, the MPLA government - one of China’s largest oil 
suppliers, also partnered xvith a private Chinese entity - the China 



International Fund (CW), mining diamonds in Zimbabwe, does not seem to 
have forgotten the ~Western" tendency to undermine "legitimate" 
governments for "political" reasons. Nor, perhaps, has the AN(; ruling 
party in South Afi~ica, described by" the US, the apartheid government’s 
primary backer, as "terrorists" 

Both remember all too well that human rights have nothing to do ~vith 
foreign policy, especially when it comes to resources 

Proponents vigorously state that, since the 1990s, "blood" diamonds have 
decreased frora 15 per cent to just 1 per cent, informed by the KP’s 
clainr that 99.8 per cent of production is rained in rriember countries, 
establishing - in theory at least - compliance on the part of 
dianrond-producing and -trading nations. This includes countries like 
Angola, Naruibia, Botswana, the DRC and South Africa, contributing the 
bulk of Africa’s global exports, estimated at 65 per cent of global 
rough diamonds. 

The diamond industry, via the World Diamond Council - of which diamond 
giant De Beers was a founding munrber - collaborated with the NGOs 
driving the issue (as ~vell as the l~- and governruents globally) to 
develop and introduce the certification procedure of rough diamonds, 
governing the trade, kno~vn as the Kinrberley Process Certification System 
(KPCS). In 2002, 52 govertwnents adopted and ratified the KPCS which 
quickly entered into force. 

How the system works 

So long as a regime - whether producing diamonds, or trading in it - 
holds "sovereign" state power (and is not classified as a pariah by 
systemically important goverl~ents such as the US - think Iran), that 
regime qualifies as a participating member. 

Participating governments agree to oversight of the diamond trade ;vithin 
their borders through "internal controls" such as tamper-resistant 
containers, collecting and maintaining official production, import and 
export data, and running importing and exporting authorities. 

Palticipants must ensure that diamond containers are accompanied by KP 
certificates stating, "The rough diamonds in this shipment have been 
handled in accordance with the provisions of the Kimberley Process 
Certification Scheme for rough diamonds". 

In addition to the nalTo;v definition, the KP has no independent 
mandatoly’ scrutiny and is therefore governed by the very corporate and 
political forces that stand to benefit most from looted resources 

De Beers, the company that opaquely controls about 70 per cent of the 
world’s rough diamond supply, is largely based in Africa and has 
partnered with many African goverrm~ents such as South Africa, Botswana, 
Namibia and Angola. De Beers seized the initiative as a means of 
distancing the company’s diamonds, which adorn engagement rings, from 
association with the images of druggeda~p child-soldiers trained to use 
pangas or bush knives to hack off the arms and legs of terrorised people. 

Manufacturing demand 
For starters, ;vhile people may want diamonds, nobody actually needs 
diamonds. ~I1nis much was achnitted by the advertising firm NW Ayers, 
retained by De Beers, who created perhaps the world’s most potent luxury 
goods slogan: ~Diamonds Are Forever". According to Ayers, "We are 
dealing with a problem in mass psychology We seek to .. strengthen the 
tradition of the diamond engagement ring - to make it a psychological 
necessity". 

But the biggest secret of all is that diamonds are quite plentiful, and 
to manufacture value, "price stabilib’" is crucial for maintaining 
market value through artificial scarcib’. 

Russia’s 90 per cent state-owned enti~, Alrosa, supplies 25 per cent of 
the world’s rough diamond market. Said ~mdrei Polyakov of Ahosa, ~If 
you don’t support the price, a diamond becomes a mere piece of carbon." 
To this end, Russia’s state-owned stockpiling agency, Ookhran, is 
allocated an annual budget to vault millions of gem qualib" carats each 
month In 2009, over 3m carats were stockpiled monthly In 2010, the 
agency was allocated a budget of $1 bn 

But you’d be mistaken in thinking that the diamond industry giants are 
rivals to one another Rather, they are collaborators coordinating on 
crucial issues. Ahosa, created in 1992, is the collective product of 
the Soviet Union state-owned diamond industy, and has a long history 
with De Beers. 

Fast forward to 2002, ~vhen new contracts were negotiated providing De 
B eers with $3.8bn in diamonds over a period of five years. But EU 
anti-trust laws - fearing the cunmlative global po~ver - 95 per cent, 
struck the conrpanies, citing monopolistic behaviour. Similarly, the US 
has cracked do~vn on De Beers for nronopolistic behaviour. 

Zimbabwe’s $800bn Marange diamond fields may collapse the market if not 
soon brought within official channels. Supa _’vlandiwanzira, a 
representative of Zinrbabwe’s Diamond Consortium, stated that "~ve have 



the potential to destroy the whole industry" by flooding the markets. 
This was echoed by Zimbabwean Mines Minister ()bert Mpofu, who catalysed 
a "walkout" by NGOs like PAC from the KP in June when he stated that 
diamonds would be sold with or without KP certification. 

So, while for Western govermnents Zimbabwe presents a political problem, 
for the diamond industry (and diamond-producing nations) Zimbabwe 
presents a dangerous economic crisis in the making. 

Zirababxve may yet receive KP approvah Or it ultimately may not. But 
whatever the case, Zimbabwe is not the crisis facing the KP, but the 
product of its own itmate fault lines. 

Khadija Sharife is a jottrnalist and visiting scholar at the Center for 
Civil Society (CCS) based in South Africa, and a contributor to the Tax 
Justice Network. She is the Southern Africa correspondent for The Africa 
Report magazine, assistant editor of the Harvard "World Poverty and 
Human Rights" journal and author of "Tax Us If You Can Africa". 

BEN CASHDAN FILM ON ?vfl2xr2NG IN AFRICA 

BBC World Debate this weekend: Does Mining benefit Africa? 

by Ben Cashdan on Thttrsday, July 28, 2011 at 8:56am 

According to the African Union, Africa holds two fifths of the world’s 
uranium and gold, three quarters of the world’s platinum and 90% of the 
world’s diamonds. And prices of most of these commodities are soaring on 
world markets. Yet most Africans still live in poverty. Last year the LEg 
repotted that 35 of the world’s poorest co~xtries are in Africa. So what 
explains the failure to use Africa’s riches to uplift the continents 
citizens? Could it be that mineral resources in Africa are a curse? 
Watch the BBC World Debate from Lusaka, Zambia with host Redi Tlhabi and 
panelists including Zambia’s Finance Minister, top executives from two 
multinational mining companies and Clare Short, former UK secretary of 
state for International Development and now the chair of the Extractive 
Industries Transparency Initiative in Norway. 

Broadcast Times on BBC World Ne~vs (DSTV Chamael 107) 

LOCAL TIMES IN" SOUTH AFRICA 

Saturday 30th Aaly: 11 : 10am (09:10 GMT) and 23.10pm (21 : 10 GMT). 

Sunday 31st Aa]y 04:10am (02:10 GMT) and 17:10pm (15:10pm GMT) 

Controversial titanium project ’going ahead’ 
July 20 2011 at 05:00am 

Ingi Salgado, Business Report 

Australian junior mining group Mineral Commodities (MRC), whose licence 
for the controversial Xolobeni mineral sands project was revoked in May, 
still hopes to mine titanium on the Wild Coast ~vith ~ts empo~vennent 
partner Xolobeni Empowerment Company (Xo]co). 

MRC representative Andrew Lashbrnok said a firm, whose name he would not 
disclose, had been contracted by MR(; to prnvide back-office services in 
South Africa :[’or an undisclosed sum 

Lashbrook could not say if the mining house would meet an August 15 
dead]ine to submit docmnentation to secure enviroumental approval for 
the project, south of Port Edward in the Eastern Cape 

In a letter dated May 17, Mineral Resources Minister Susan Shabangu 
revoked the licence :[’or the Kwanyana block of’the Xolobeni project, 
which her department had in 2008 given to MRC subsidiary Transworld 
Energ3, and Minerals (TEM), in which Xolco holds 26 percent 

Shabangu gave the ]icensee 90 days to address a 2008 departmental 
direcuve, calling on TEM to submit a water reticulation plan, and p]ans 
for environmental impact assessment, management and rehabilitation. 
Documentation was sought on the "structure and ~w)rking agreement" of 
Xolco’s representative trusts and community benefits 

Xotco +w+s established in 2003 by ANC leader Zamile Qunya and tav,5,er Max 
Boqwana The pair resigned after media enquiries at the end of 2006, and 
reconstituted Xolco +vith Qunya’s yotmger brother, Zamokwakhe Qunya, 
their neighbour Mavis Denge, school principal Zwelinzima Mgingi, and 
former employees of the no+v deftmct Amadiba Adventures Zeka Mnyamana and 
Cbis Ngcwele, as directors. The ArnaDiba Crisis Committee, set up to 
fight the mining project, disputes Xolco’s representivity. 

A 2007 Human Rights Commission (HRC) report said "only a few- are likely 
to benefit from the proposed mining". It found the shareholding 
arrangement had not been shared with the cotrmmnity. The HRC also accused 



Zamile Qunya and Boqwana of covering their tracks by resigning as 
directors while co-opting commum~ members as directors and opening a 
new bank account "so as to prevent new directors from scrutinising past 
financial records". 

Qunya said he and Boqwana were initially the sole directors so as not to 
raise expectations. Boqwana said Xolco had no individual shareholders 
but was represented by community trusts. He did not identi(y them. 

Sampson Gampe, a veteran of the Panda Revolt in the early 1960s, said: 
"It was said Xolco was made for us. That’s a lie." He said the corcanunit~- 
would tell "whatever company that comes here, if any does, that we don’t 
want mining. There are things we want: hotels and tourists and health 
facilities like hospitals." 

But Qunya said: "I must assme you, there will be a mine at Xolobeni, 
because the minerals are there." 

Statement for ircanediate release. 

Complaints lodged with Public Protector and Cape Law Socieb" on Xolobeni 
Mining Rights award. 

Social worker Jotm Clarke calls for probes into alleged conflicts of 
interest of former Director General of Minerals Advocate Sandile 
Nogxina, and iraproper conduct of attorney Maxwell Boqwana. 

21st July 2011 

I have lodged two complaints with relevant authorities against key role 
players in the decade-long controversy over the Xolobeni mineral sands 
venture on the Pondoland Wild Coast. 

They have been lodged in my professional capaci~ as a social worker who 
has been working with Traditional Leaders and residents from the 
Amadiba Tribal Administrative Area to assist them in realising, within 
their particular context, the purpose of the South African Constitution 
as stated in the Preamble, and to exercise their constitutional rights 
as defined in the Bill of Rights. 

The Public Protector, Advocate Thuli Madonsela, has received a 
complaint, against former Director General of the Depaltment of Mineral 
Resources Advocate Sandile Nogxina, in the form of a sworn affidavit 
alleging the following; 

* That Advocate Nogxina apparently failed to declare a conflict of 
interests in awarding the mining rights. He is from the area and 
apparently has commercial proper~z investments in Port Edward nearby 
which he appears to have acquired prior to his decision to award mining 
rights for the Xolobeni Mineral Sands to TF~\{ (P~) Ltd, the wholly owned 
subsidialy of Australian venture capital mining company MRC Ltd and 
their BEE equity paltner Xolobeni F~mpowerment Company (P~z) Ltd, (Xolco). 

* That he apparently offered financial gratifications to 
influential con~munity leaders in an attempt to influence local residents 
who were opposed to the mining to "change people’s minds". 

* That he apparently intimidated my clients into retracting 
in[‘ormation they" had supplied to me and other writers who were 
investigating the matter 

In a separate but related complaint, ! have lodged a sworn affidavit 
with the Cape Law Society reporting on what ! contend is improper 
conduct by attorney Maxwell Boqwana. Mr Boqwana established the 
Xolobeni Empowerment Company (Pry) Ltd, (Xolco) and is the attorney of 
record for the company. My affidavit argues that he acted improperly as 
an attorney by allegedly’; 

* Condoning the use of material incentives, manipulative tactics 
and potentially harmful inducements by his clients and business partners 
to obtain the manipulated consent of local residents :[’or the mining venture; 

* Attempting to deter the residents from using my professional 
social work services by attempting to pr¢iudice them against me, and 
thereby potentially exacerbated their relative disadvantage and 
vulnerability, and preventing me lkom doing my job. 

* Failing to check documentation for legal compliance, submitted 
by his clients to the Department of Mineral Resources in support of 
their mining rights application, which claimed the free and informed 
consent of some 3000 local residents for the raining venture. The list 
of names included many deceased residents, names of leading members of 
the Amadiba Crisis Conm~ittee who had lodged an objection to the mining 
rights, and signatures that were clearly- forged. 

Both complaints have been acknowledged. 

Backgro~md 



For the past five years the Amadiba residents have been subjected to 
on-go~ng con:flict arising from the actions of the mining rights 
applicants. [n February 2007 I engaged the South Afi-ican Human Rights 
Commission whose ~ntep~’entions helped assist me to channel the conflict 
so as to avoid the possibility of violence After the mining rights 
were awarded by Adw~cate Nogxina in July 2008, the Legal Resources 
(;entre lodged objections on behalf of local residents. In September 
2008 the mining rights were suspended pending review. 

It has taken nearly three years for the Department of Mineral Resources 
to complete its internal review process, and it was only under threat of 
an investigation by the Public Protector, that the _’vSnister of Mineral 
Resources Susan Shabangu announced her decision. She revoked the raining 
rights, but allowed a 90 day- period for the applicants to potentially 
revive them by instructing them to submit further irtfom~ation on various 
envirol~ental concerns, expressed by National and Provincial 
envirotmaental authorities. Tr~e deadline for this expires on 15th August 
2011. 

However ever since Xolco’s fraudulent submission of names came to light 
in August 2009, individuals who had previously been supportive of the 
mining came forward and confided with me about their experiences with 
Xolco founders Max Boqwana and Zamile Qunya. The rough outline of 
manipulation and deceit, which I had encountered in the early stages of 
my involvement, gained clearer definition and content. When the 
Minister’s decision to revoke the mining rights was atmounced on 6th 
June 2011 other people who had been supportive of the mining venture 
came forward with compelling evidence that it was not only the interests 
of the mining rights applicants that were riding on the approval of the 
mining venture. I received information indicating that Advocate Nogxina 
himself had been actively promoting the venture for personal interest, 
instead of supporting both the local residents and the applicants’ right 
to administrative justice by remaining impmtial. 

I have video recordings of individuals relating their experiences which 
I shall make available in confidence to the Public Protector and the 
Disciplina~ Committee of the Cape Law Socie~z respectively. The 
interests of those persons who have come forward with disclosures must 
however remain paramount and for obvious reasons their identities ~vill 
not be publically disclosed by me. Once the PuNic Protector and Cape 
Law Socie~ have assumed due responsibility for investigating the 
allegations against Advocate Nogxina and Attorney Boqwana respectively, 
it shall be up to them to decide how to ensure no further harm comes to 
my clients as a result of their courageous actions 

Accordingly I have urged both authorities to give top priority in 
responding to the respective complaints so that my clients can achieve 
final closure as soon as possible 

While the complaint to the Law Socie~z is important for the sake of the 
reputation of the legal profession, the complaint to the Public 
Protector is of concern to all South Africans who cherish the values and 
principles enslzrined in the Constitution I believe a tremendous 
opportunity now exists for these values and principles to be upheld. 

The media has played a crucial role in enabling local residents to 
actualise their right of freedom of expression and access to 
information, and in uncovering the truth. The greater truth to now be 
revealed is an extraordinary narrative of empowerment, which bears 
testimony to the famous line by Martin Luther King Jur 

"~I1ne arc of the moral universe bends slowly. But ultimately it bends 

toward Justice". 

I look forward to engaging with a]l people who wish to hasten the slow 
bend of the arc, so that the Traditional Leaders and residents of the 
Amadiba community, who have shown extraordinary courage, vision and 
resilience in their long walk to economic freedom, can now wofl~ out what 
this means, for themselves without exploitation and harmful inter:terence 
from outsiders 

John G I Clarke B.SocSc (Social Work); B SocSc (hans) (Religious Studies). 

Practice number 10-12111 

Member of the South Afi~ican Association of Social Workers in Pr~w~te 
Practice 

Tel: ~ 27 83 608 0944: Fax 0866842405 

Emai[: johngic@i~’rica.com 

Post: P.O.Box 2408, Pinegowrie, 2123 

DUT closes cit~- campuses 
July 22 2011 at 09:39am 

INLSA 



Kyle Venktess 

Durban University of Technology campuses in Durban have been closed for 
lectures after protesting students disrupted lectures and intimidated 
stalK" and students yesterday in a dispute over fees and cafeteria food 

While lectures were disrupted at the Steve Biko and ML Sultan campuses, 
the other campuses City, Ritson and Brickfield were also closed 

At the Steve Biko campus, students had toppled bins and littered the 
campus with empty polystyrene containers and cans. 

Student representative council president )¢Kanafuthi Ngwabe said the 
protests were over various issues concerning financial aid. 

DUT spokesman Alan Khan said lectures would be suspended today, but he 
was confident they would resume by Monday. 

"The university expects that all staffwill remain at their work 

stations," Kahn said. 

"We have taken the decision, in the interests of safety and security, to 
suspend academic classes in Durban," he said. 

Khan said the university was investigating allegations concerning the 
food sel~zed at the Steve Biko campus. 

Ngwabe said: "First-year students are not being given financial aid and 
because of this some of students are not able to register for their 
second semester. Others catmot register for financial aid even though 
they- are elegible." 

Ngwabe said that students had raised complaints about one of the food 
service providers on the Steve Biko campus which he claimed was making 
students ill 

KWAZLrLU NATAL SUBSISTENCE FISHEPJvlEN 

Essop Mohamed: 0314048780 BLUFF 4036 
Max Magnussen: 031-3373406 KWAZLrLU 
NATAL 
BOl~p~¥ Adams: 0834998139 SOUTH 
AFRICA 

Join the KZN Subsistence Fishermen, who will be protesting on Friday the 
29 .Italy 2011 

The protest is due to Transnet and metro rail, stopping the 
train to the West Station 

The EThekwini and Metro Police stopping fishermen from fishing 
offthe beachfront piers and the beach 

And the Immvelo Wildlife harassing and arresting the fishermen. 

Venue: Botha’s statue, opposite Christian Centre bottom of West Warwick 
Avenue 
Time: 08530 
Date: 29 July 2011 
Contact for more information: 
K.Sewsunker: 0787330641 
Wahab: 0824303177 
Desmond D’Sa: 0839826939 
Emaik sdcea3@mail.ngo.za/sdcea05@mail ngo.za 

From: Sjoerd van Grootheest [mailto:sioerdrs(@hotmaikcom] 
Sent: 13 July 2011 10:32 AM 
To: desmond d’Sa 
Sutzject: Please forward 

To all those concerned with the exclusion of fishermen from the Durban 
shores, 

Over the last year I followed a group of beachfront fishermen - some of 
you perhaps - and recorded on camera several events in the fishermen’s 
struggle to re-open the beackfront piers. As you all know, the struggle 
continues. Nevertheless I completed a documentary, which has become an 
ode to Durban’s fishermen. To our delight, the documentary has been 
selected by the Durban ]memational Film Festival. 

I hereby *wmld like to invite you all to be present at the screening 
(free of charge). 

Documentary title: The Bay of PletW 
Venue: The Royal Hotel (267 Anton Lembede St/Smith St) 
Date: 23/07/2011 
Tirne: 13.00 

It is a corabined screening. Another short documentary xvill be shown 
first. "The Bay of Plenty" should start around 13.35 but be there on 



time, 12.45h the latest I would suggest First come first serve and 
the venue only holds 70 people. 

I hope to see you all there and then 

Sjoerd "Stewart" van Grootheest 

*** 

Guard killed in illegal connections row 
July 21 2011 at 12:58pm 
By Ai’~EL ISA KUBHEK,2a. 

Reuters 
The battle between the eThekwini Municipality and those with illegal 
electricity cotmections has turned deadly after a security guard hired 
to protect city workers ~vas killed. 

Wiseman Mthombeni, 38, of Hammarsdale, had been an employee of Thathe 
Security- Services for only two raonths ~vhen he was gm~ned down at an 
informal settleruent in Maynard Road in Sea Cow Lake, Dttrban. 

eThekwini Municipality department of electricity head, Sandile 
Maphttmulo, said the problem had sno~vballed over the years and residents 
who had illegal connections were becoruing ruore violent towards ruunicipal 
workers tasked with disconnecting these connections. Residents living 
near infom~al settlements connected illegally to their network were also 
being aff,ected, with some complaining of daily electricity cuts. 

Aff;ected areas include Sydenham (Candover Road), Kenne@ Road, Reselwoir 
Hills and Foreman Road (Clare Estate). 

Maphumulo said people living in informal settlements need to understand 
that it was wrong for them to steal this ser~,ice from residents ~vho were 
paying fbr it. 

"People living in shacks need this (electricity), which is why we have 
been engaging with the Department of Energy Affairs, trying to get them 
(informal settlements) electrified," he said. 

Maphumulo said Energy Affairs, through its National Electrification 
Advisory Committee (ik~AC), ~vas formulating a policy for tJ~e 
electrification of infolrnal settlements. 

"We ~vill electrify these areas subject to compliance with this policy," 
he said 

Maphumulo said the i’~NAC ~vould meet in August to discuss the policy 

He said that until a formal decision was taken, the issue of illegal 
connections would be a daily headache for the city 

"I ~vish the law- becomes tougher on those connecting illegally because 
the?- are causing all these problems," he said 

Maphumulo said the city had about 400 informal settlements and about 2 
700 households hying in each of these settlements 

~ [~ven if we do decide to electrify informal settlements, how long will 
it take to electrif~y all of them and which one do we start with. The 
challenge is bigger than people think," he said. 

For ratepayers like Anjini Bhudar, who lives in Sydenham, daily 
electricity cuts, which began in March, have aff’ected the way they live. 
She said she and her neighbours experience outages between 6.30pm and 10am. 

~Our greatest problem is that the municipality wants to put the blame on 
the shackdwellers, but the responsibility’ is theirs Their job is to 
supply electricity and the :[’act that someone is interfering with our 
network should not be my burden to carry," she said. 

She said six o:[’her neighbours were also aff’ected 

Vaneshree Govender, who byes in Foreman Road, Clare Estate, said they 
had an understanding with residents :[’ram the nearby informal settlement 
and disconnected the illegal connections themselves 

"There is no conflict, the?" (the shackdwellers) understand that what 
they are doing is wrong. We are not :fighting with them, we are fighting 
the municipality and the)’ understand that," she said. 

She said removing the illegal connections and engaging with the 
shackdwellers had helped with constant power cuts. 

She said despite the connnunication between those who have and the have 
nots, the situation was still tense. 

"Now we expect the city to look beyond policy and paper .. they- have to 
look at what is happening on the ground," she said. -Daily News 



ABAt]LALI BASE MJON’DOLO 

On 7/20/11, Mandisi <africaparticipatop)~society@gmaihcom wrote: 
Hiendrich 

In your paper entitled ’between the halo and the panga’, you wrote that 
interviewed six people "who had direct knowledge and experience of the 
violence" (p. 24), and one of the people you interviewed was a prosecution 
witness, according to you. 

In your paper, Ayanda claims that ’wanya tsotsi’ xvanted to fight with people 
after the dance and that tl-ley have even killed people before. Sizwe claims 
that people in the coramnnity were tu~happy with how the Safety Conmxittee "had 
been carr~’ing on". Situate was later stabbed in the chest by people he says 
were "Xhosas". Victor says that "it all started with wanya tsotsi. I heard 
rmnours that the community were ang13~ with the wanya tsotsi who had attacked 
some guys in the corrm~tmity. The wanya tsotsi and abahlali are together" 

(p.26). Dumezweli, who was assaulted and stabbed that night, claims that his 
attackers were ’abahlali’. The person who you call X is quoted as saying 
that " I recognize the men wl-lo xvere stabbing X. I gave the statement to the 
police" (p. 27). F claims that he was slapped by a guy from the Safety 
Committee; and "after that I heard noises for the rest of the night as they 
hit other people" (p. 28). 

The Kennedy 12, who are part of the Abahlali, were accused of murder, 
attempted murder, atoned robbelT, public violence and damage to property. 

However, magistrate Sharon Marks dismissed all of the charges against the 
the Kenne@ 12. "She labelled the state’s witnesses "belligerent", 
"nnreliable" and "dishonest". Magistrate Marks found that, while she had no 
doubt that violence had taken place in the Kennedy Road informal settlement 
in late September 2009, there was no evidence that the Abahlali activists 
had been responsible She expressed disquiet that police identity parade 
witnesses had been coached to point out members of an Imfene dance group 
closely associated with Abahlali rather than anyone ;vho had been seen 
perpetrating any of the violence." 

This is not "just an outcome", this is a victolT~’ against corrupt cops who 
are prepared to do whatever it takes to put innocent people in jail simply 
because they do not like their politics We celebrate the same way that 
activists around the world celebrated when Oeronimo ji Jaga was released 
from jail after 27 years. We celebrate in the same spirit that activists 
celebrated when the Chicago seven were found not guilty of conspiracy 

It’s a shame that someone who considers himself ’left’ doesn’t celebrate 
with us today 

Make no mistake we are well aware that people died that night---and that’s 
not what we are celebrating! Hence Jackie Dugard said after the verdict: 
"We now call upon the police to launch a full and propel- investigation into 
the attacks on Abahlali and to bring the real perpetrators of the violence 
to justice." 

Bishop Michael Vorster added that: "We will need to ask the question who 
was truly responsible for the attack and ;vhy?" 

However you argue that "The role of this organization, its security arm, the 
wanya tstotsi, or its leaders was not considered by the court. The 
magistrate confined herself to narrow issues of fact relating to the conduct 
of the accused on the night and how the?’ were identified." 

Abahlali *vere accused of murder, attempted murder, anned robbery, public 
violence and damage to property and the?" were acquitted of all these 
charges. What issues would you like the court to explore? Do you have 
evidence to show that abahlali attacked, assaulted and killed people? What 
exactly are you claiming tliendrich? The courts found the witnesses that you 
intep¢iewed for your paper to be ’unreliable’, ’dishonest’ and that they 
were coached to identify abahlali by the police. Perhaps it’s time you 
considered revisiting your paper? 

Interestingly in your paper you write that "I was disappointed that a fair 
proportion, although by no means all, of what I have learned converges with 
the story of events put out by the ruling part?’." 

Well, that story was :found to be a sham in the court of law That story 
crumbled under serious scrutiny. 

}tow are rational people to take what you write seriously---on the academic 
and polemic level? Let’s stick to the facts. The people you interviewed were 
shown to be ’dishonest’ and nnreliable by the courts. And now you xvant 
rational people to take your paper that is based on the same lies seriously’.’ 
This is not a rhetorical question; I sincerely want to know. 

Mandisi 

........ Original Message ........ 



Sutziect: Re: [Debate] Kerme@ 12 acquitted - magistrate apparently 
says evidence against them was ’suspicious’ 
[)ate: r,[hu, 21 Ju12011 15:12:49 ~0200 
From: Hemrich Bohmke <bohmke@gmail.com 
Reply-To: Debate is a listser~e that attempts to promote information 
and analyses of interest to the independent left in South and Southern 
Africa <debatedist@fahamu org 
To: Mandisi <africapamcipatousociety@gmaiLcom 
CC: debate-list@ fahamu.org 

Hi Mandisi Majavu 

Thank you for your questions. I am tuing to stay- focused on my 
overall point that the acadernic fabrications about Abahlali are the 
problem and not Abahlali itseli~ 

However the issues are interlinked and so I obtained a transcript of 
the evidence so that I can better address your specific concerns about 
rny work. 

Unfort~xately, no-one has a copy of the full judgment yet. It is still 
being transcribed. Given the histoq- of spin, you will forgive me for 
not relying on excerpts from the judgment on Abahlali’s website or 
referred to by its academics (the *other Abahlali 12"). 

Don’t get me wrong. From what I’ve read, I’m sure the magistrate did 
make adverse credibili~ findings against certain state witnesses. 

Some of them xvere woeful. And the ID parade was a sharnbles, to say 
the least. Moreover, the accused had one of the best criminal 
advocates money can buy, JirmW Howse, who tied genuine but 
unsophisticated witnesses up in knots. 

Mandisi will be sad to hear though that things get worse and worse for 
Abahlali the deeper you dig into this court case not better. 

First, it probably was an Abahlali wanya tsotsi group that killed the 
two deceased. I will justii}’ this big claim later with reference to 
Abahlali’s own version of events I thil~ neutral readers will agree 
that this inference, no matter how- disturbing, is a likely one. 

Second, reading the evidence, it is striking ho~v totally different a 
picture of life in Kennedy Road is sketched to the one developed in 
Abahlali propaganda all these years. 

The general picture of cross-cultural unity and ubuntu in the 
settlement under the leadership of Abahlali sketched by the *academic 
Abahlali 12* is replaced by a truly horrible scene of a general and 
simmering ethnic jealousy and hate. This is not what I say or state 
witnesses say but what Abahlali people say, by the way. 

Abahlali’s own lawyer says his clients told him that "it was well 
known that there was a general feeling among the Zulu people that the 
Xhosa and Pondos were not welcome because they interfered with the job 
market". He further stated: "there is a big issue with employment at 
Durban Solid Waste and that the Zulu people carmot tolerate the Xhosas 
getting jobs there" 

Funny how this was missed in all those journal articles. 

The nan-ative proposed by the Abahlali supporters (aRer the initial 
press release) was that it was attacked because it was raising a voice 
against the ANC, and that it was a group from outside Kenne~dy Road 
that attacked and killed people in Kerme@ Road, an area with 
pretty-much undivided Abahlali loyalty, give or take a few criminals 
and shebeen owners 

The narrative ! presented located the origin of the violence in ethnic 
/ resource conflicts internal to Kennedy Road, and that the victims of 
the attack identified Abahlali’s wanya tsotsi as being unreasonable 
and oppressive, thus the conflict had an intra-settlement nature. 

When Abahlali and its members had their day in court, the?’ pretty much 
abandoned the official Abahlali narrative of ANC hit-squads that got 
so many academics all over the world worked up into signing petitions. 

They ended up confirming the reasons for the conflict that came up in 
my research. If the largely Xhosa-speaking Abahlali crowd were driven 
from the settlement, it was by their :fellow Zulu-speaking community 
members, resentful about j obs and cross about the policing of 
Abahlali’s wanya tsotsi. 

Although the accused did not testify, I could find not one question to 
an?" of the witnesses about the presence of an outside ANC hit-squad 
breaking doxvn Abahlali shacks or attacking Abahlali members. If this 
was to be their version, the rules of evidence demand that such 
questions ~vould have been put to witnesses. V~nen Jirmny Howse raised 
the issue of the destruction of Abahlali leaders properb’, he 
characterised it as an etl-mic thing and out of cotmnunity anger at the 
ways of the wanya tsotsi. Nothing more than that. 



Returning to Mandisi’s question about the magistrate’s assessment of 
the testimony of the state witnesses, we will have to wait :[’or the 
full judgment so that we can see which witnesses the Magistrate found 
to be dishonest or belligerent and why. 

We also do not know which witness’ evidence she found to be 
’u~eliable’ or why. The excerpts of the judgment celebrated by the 
*academic Abahlali 12" look impressive but do not g~ve a :gull picture. 

Let me explain why these questions are important in being able to 
properly address (1 .) Mandisi’s claim of organizational vindication 
for Abahlali and, (2.) Mandisi’s accusation that the witnesses I spoke 
to were all liars. 

The assessnrent ’umeliable’ is used in a technical sense when weighing 
evidence. It is not the same as saying a witness is lying. The 
assessment that evidence is ’ut~reliable’ usually indicates that a 
witness’ identification evidence was not secure, relating to how long 
ago the event occurred, whether it was dark, ho~v fast things were 
nroving, how ~vell the witness knew- the accused before, whether they 
were terrified, fleeing with their backs turned, etc. 

Identification evidence played a big role in this case, given the 
nature of the crinres that took place on that September night. 

Mandisi nrentions a man called Cibane. This Cibane spoke to me and he 
also became a state witness. Let me use his testimony as an example 
then. I’ve read it and I would be a little surprised if the 
magistrate found him, specifically, to be a lying witness, coached by 
the police at the ID parade and part of some fianre-up as Mandisi’s 
mail suggests. 

First, Cibane never went to an ID parade. He didn’t have money to get 
there from the falrnS. He was thus part?- to none of the mischief that 
happened there. 

Second, his terrible spear and panga wounds, which he got on the 
night, were obvious to see. In fact al’ter he related how he was 
attacked, stabbed, and beaten on the night in question, Jimmy Ho;vse 
admitted: "And look, just to reassure, Mr Cibane, no one is disputing 
that you were assaulted nor that you have injuries". 

The issue with Cibane ;vas that he had identified the "wrong people", 
in other words his evidence about who stabbed him was uaareliable. 

Why? 

It ~vas typical Hollywood COultroom drama with Cibane. A slick city 
la~-er dancing around a 50 year old, old-school, rural man, with an 
interpreter struggling to keep tip in the middle. 

I paraphrase. I notice you have bad eyesight, Mr Cibane Yes. It 
was dark on the night in question? Yes Had you met your assailants 
before the night in question? No The only time you had to observe 
them then ~vas while they were attacking you? Yes The nearest source 
of light ~vas 30 m away at the school? No, there was some light tlcom 
the verandah. But other ~vitnesses say- that the nearest bright light 
was fi-om the school. Yes. I put it to you then that you can not be 
sure you saw the accused clearly .... 

The climax was when ~t was suggested to Cibane that if one of the 
assailants was an albino, Cibane should have mentioned this fact to 
the police in the statement they tnok from him after he came out of 
hospital And at this moment interpretation from isiZulu to English 
became quite key. Cibane is asked, why did he not volunteer this 
in]2)rmation to the police, that an isishawa had beaten him. At which 
Cibani, bristles and says he felt saying things like that would be 
derogatory and demeaning But why not say an albino attacked you? 
Cibani gets cross and Howse pushes his advantage Why did he not 
identi~ one of his assailants as an albino. Come now ~ Cibane. 

Cibane said he did not talk about people like this, using words like 
this. Cibane’s demeanour sours further, tie is not going to take this 
crap 

So, I’d be surprised if Cibane was 12~und to be a lying witness but I 
would not be surprised if Cibane were fi~und to be a ’belligerent’ one 

I would not be surprised if Cibane’s evidence about what he saw was 
fi~und to be unreliable The lighting was dim etc. For better or for 
worse, this is how evidence is assessed and cases decided. 

Does this mean Cibane is lying? No. But the weight of his evidence 
is too low to be used to convict someone. Sonretimes it may even seem 
unfair or artificial, but that is how the legal system works. 

Better that a few guilty nren go fiee, than a single innocent one is 
deprived of his liberty. 

[As an aside, it would not have helped Cibane’s ’reliability’ as a 
witness had he said one of his attackers was an albino person. Other 



witnesses who were assaulted in other parts of the settlement did use 
this identifier in their police statements to describe one of the 
accused. But, under the clever cross-examination of Hawse, these 
witnesses were forced to admit that there was one other albino besides 
that particular accused in Kenned?, Road and that, in the mayhem, it 
could possibly be that the light-skinned person they" saw flitting 
through the darkness, was the other albino person] 

I only talk about Cibane in some detail because Mandisi has suggested, 
in that kind of slap-dash way the *academic Abahlali 12 * tend to deal 
with facts, that I must account for the fact that Cibane was fouad to 
be a lying witness. I don’t think he will be. Or be ashamed that he 
was one of the people who informed my research. Not at all. 

Cibane was stabbed and assaulted by- a group of men. He did not do it 
to himself. His evidence about who did it to him, in that flurry of 
movement, at night, long ago, was not accepted for established legal 
reasons. The two people he accused were therefore acquitted of 
assaulting hint. 

But sonre group of people did assault him to within an inch of his 
life. Who could they be? 

There are two options here. Many guilb" people, justly, get off 
because the person identifying thenr did not have a proper opportunity 
to observe them. It could be a case of this. Or else, Cibane did not 
see clearly enough who stabbed him and the real assailants are still 
out there. 

At the time I interviewed witnesses like Cibani, none of them were 
state witnesses. The one who indicated that he was, I stopped 
interviewing. I have no insight into the prosecutor’s final witness 
list, why he called some witnesses and not others. The case might 
have taken another turn had the police been more thorough, instead of 
fixing upon the i~nfene dancers. I tvill read tvith interest what the 
magistrate has to say about the testimony of any of the other people I 
spoke to. Not all of them were even called as witnesses. 

Bear in mind though, that in my paper, I passed no judgment on the 
truthfulness of what people like Cibani told me I simply’ recorded 
the other side of the stoW. And, as I will show, belotv, I do not 
think that that other side has been discredited by the acquittal at 
all. 

I never interviewed the state witness who so dramatically changed her 
evidence on the stand. She will definitely be tbund to be a lying 
witness But lying about what? 

Initially-, Ms. B identified some of the accused as being part of the 
murder of one of the men. Her first day in court ended. The next day 
she came to court saying she ’wanted to withdraw the complaint’ The 
magistrate said that she could not do so and should resume her 
testimony. Reluctant and scared, she then took the stand and said she 
had lied the day before and that the hands of the accused were clean. 

She exonerated them all, her statement to police was a lie, she only 
saw the deceased being chased by some men but did not know who. 

The magistrate cleared the court and she was asked in camera to 
explain the change in her attitude. Was she scared. Yes. Why? She 
had been threatened’? Had Abahlali people threatened her’? She would 
not say ttad other Kennedy Road people threatened her? She would not 
say. She was not safe. She lived there. 

What is a magistrate to make of a witness like this? She was clearly 
lying at some point Either on day" one or day two of her evidence. 

Who or what had made her lie, she would not say 

Before moving onto why AbahlMi supporters were the most likely people 
to have committed the murders, let us move to Mandisi’s contention 
that AbahlMi as an organization were on trial and were acquitted. 

’]?his is quite a stirring and emotional point to make. It will read 
well in a pamphlet or press statement, but it is plainly inaccurate. 

Twelve individuals were on trial. Although, they" were associated with 
Abahlali, and political and ethnic rivalry was certainly’ part of the 
backdrop to the case, the evidence had to do only’ with the conduct of 
these 12 guy’s. It is quite a leap of logic to suggest that the 
acquittal of the 12 dancers means that it is out of the question that 
any other Abahlali supporters, not yet identified, were part of the 
Mpondo-speaking mob ~vho killed the non-Abahlali, Zulu-speaking guys 
that day. 

Remember, when it came to the evidence of the actual murders, the key 
witnesses were in their graves. The murder victims had no opportuni~ 
to tell the court what happened to them, who killed them. 

Right. Let’s proceed: on what basis do I suggest that Abahlali people 
could have been involved in the murder of Mthokozisi and Ndumiso. I 



will answer that excellent question below. 

But beJ2~re I do so, here is a challenge [’or all those celebrating the 
acquittal of the 12 as a vindication for the entire Abahlali. On what 
basis do *you* say that no other member of Abahlali, not identified as 
yet, was im’olved in the killing? 

You must answer this if you wish to slip between celebrating the 
acquittal of 12 individuals and celebrating the rectitude of an entire 
organization. And we need more than just your subjective feelings and 
prior investment in the group. 

I would suggest that, to a neutral observer, there are no objective 
grounds to allow- such a slip of celebration between the acquittal of 
individuals and the acquittal of the organization as a whole for its 
conduct on the night. 

The best way to demonstrate this is with reference to *Abahlali’s own 
version * of what happened in the settlement. 

I am going to show- how Abahlali’s own story in fact fortifies the idea 
that some Abahlali members and supporters (but not the acquitted 12) 
could well have been responsible for the killing: 

This version is: 

1. violence broke out between Xhosa and Zulu speakers on the night 
(Jirmny Howse’s submissions, various Abahlali press statements). 

2. The Abahlali leadership in Kennedy Rd at the time and certainly the 
wanya tsotsi were mainly Xhosa-speaking. The ANC-Zulu mob that 
attacked Abahlali, singled Abahlali out on etl-mic grounds that night. 

(Abahlali press statements). Even Zikode was singled out for siding 
wifla ’the Xhosas’ (Abahlali press statements). 

3. Abahlali members under attack struck back against the Zulu mob, 
albeit in self-defense 

The exact quote from an Abahlali statement after the violence is: 
"Some are saying that five people are dead. Many people are also very 
seriously inured As far as we know two of the attackers were killed 
when people managed to take their bush knives off them This was self 
defense. [my emphasis]". 

A Bishop Rubin Philip press statement makes the same claim: "It seems 
that some among the militia that launched the attack on the elected 
leadership of the settlement may also be among the dead" 

So there was an early admission that Abahlali members had struck back 
and killed 

4. In fact, only two people were killed, Nthokozisi and Nondumiso. No 
Abahlali people were killed (everyone now agrees) 

5. Nthokozisi and Nondumiso were Zulu-speaking, non-Abahlali members 
(everyone now- agrees) 

If we put these agreed facts together, something quite striking 
emerges Nthokozisi and N0ndumiso were most probably those two people 
whom Abahlali admitted to killing, albeit in self-defense 

But here is the rub. What the court case process has revealed is that 
the deceased were not killed with pangas in hand, while busy 
assaulting Abahlali people at the Community tla[1, but in or just 
outside their shacks at 3 in the morning. 

So, while acquitting the specific 12 accused for lack of evidence, the 
court case has put paid to the general Abahlali self-det’ense claim 

Whomever did the killing of the two Zulu-Speaking, non-Abahlali men - 
were the aggressors, full-stop. 

So, the court case is anything but a vindication for Abahlali and its 
wanya tsotsi? Indeed, only two of the 12 accused were wanya tsotsi 
members, Jimmy Howse admitted in court. There are a whole bunch of 
other wanya tsotisi members 

That is why I am not celebrating. Logic and maW unanswered questions 
prevents it. 

Mandisi’s examples of Geronimo and the Chicago 7 do not hold OJ 
Simpson would be a better case to cite and maybe Wouter Basson. 

I am, of course, concerned that 12 individuals were wrongly accused. 

The defense said 10 of them were just imfene dancers, associated with 
Abahlali, coming back from a competition, who were wrongly rounded up. 

(Although I do notice how these dancers have graduated to being 
claimed as full-blown ’activists’ now). But I am equally concerned 



about Abahlali’s shattered self-defense claims. 

Anyway, Mandisi, thank you for your close attention to my paper 

Without it, I would not have gone to the trouble in getting the court 

transcripts and finding the many interesting things [ have. Keep the 

questions coming. 

Lastly, so that my earlier paper, Between the Halo and the Panga, does 
not suffer from fttrther selective quotation, I take the liber~ of 
indicating below-, for any who are interested, what the exact 
conclusions were that I drew at the end of that paper back in 2010, 
before the court case properly began. 

Regards 

Fron~ "Between the Halo and the Panga" 

"On ’what exactly happened’, I am content to put my name to a list of 
discursive probabilities based on the information available at this 
stage. I put it no higher than that. The following seems safe to 
say: 

The structural violence unleashed against the poor in general and 
those without proper houses in particular in South Africa is immense. 

Living cheek by jowl in circumstances of severe material despair is a 
situation in which violence can thrive. 

The community of Kennedy Road has, however, taken laudable steps to 
regulate themselves and improve their condition such as through the 
Kennedy Road Development Committee. 

Man?, of these eli’,arts to organize have been subjected to repeated 
repression over the years by police and government. 

Abahlali has a particular, changing vision of ho;v to improve 
conditions of shackdwellers and has mostly acted in good faith to 
achieve its aims 

Abahlali’s mass activism since 2006 has however waned while its 
leadership has increasingly pursued institutional remedies in the 
courts, in negotiations with the municipality and in an effective mass 
media campaign involving the maintenance of a website, attendance at 
workshops, international travel and conferences in which its 
leadership core feature prominently. 

Abahlali’s political standpoints are heavily mediated by a group of 
academic supporters, in particular those maintaining its ;vebsite. 

~’aile it ;vas and is an organization with a significant following in 
Kennedy Road, Abahlali are not and never were as deeply entrenched or 
popular in Kennedy Road as they have been represented to be. It is 
unthinkable, on their version, that 30 40 people could have 
prevented their re-establi shment in K enn edy Road where the?, are as 
beloved and entrenched as the?, claim. 

Neither are Abahlali as unpopular in Kennedy Road as statements by 
the ANC have tried to portray them. ~I1qe Safety and Security Committee 
probably also did eNoy semi-official sanction by the local Sydenham 
police as Abahlali claim they did. To portray them as a routinely 
criminal outfit imposing a curfew that few people in Kennedy Road 
supported is not accurate 

Members of Abahlali and the Kennedy Road Development Committee are 
uNk~rtunately not always, as one nf their academics tries to proclaim, 
"rational people engaged in a deeply ethical pro~ect that, ultimately, 
holds the promise of a broader redemption, via a humanising movement". 

’]?he organization and its affiliates are powerfully intersected by a 
host of interests other than the ones officially proclaimed as 
constituting their essence such as ethnicity, resource allocation, and 
the arrogation of power 

There is evidence that Abahlali and the KRDC have increasingly 
succumbed to the iron law of oligarchy especially as the?" entered a 
period of organizational quiescence from 2007 onwards. On the other 
hand, greater contestation and later absorption of the semi-formally 
recognized crime-fighting organ, the Safety and Securi~" Cormnittee, 
also occurred during this period. 

The Safe~" and Secttrity Committee has dispensed violence in support 
of their claims to authori~" and influence in the settlement. 

Mthokozisi and Ndumiso were not Abahlali members, never xvere, nor 
were they outside ANC attackers, but in all probabili~ ordinary 
coramunity- members residing in Kennedy Road and "killed for nothing". 



The deceased were probably killed by Xhosa-speaking Abahlali/Kennedy 
Road Development Corcanittee ruembers or supporters on the night in 
question. 

It is not per se strange that Safety and Security Corumittee ruembers 
have been arrested on suspicion of cormnitting criminal acts. **This 
is not to say that there was cause to arrest the specific Safety and 
Security Committee members who were arrested. Their specific defense 
will corae out in court** (emphasis added). 

It is strange that no-one has been arrested for the counter-criminal 
acts of b~trning down Abahlali leaders’ homes as one would have 
expected at least some of those to have been apprehended. This does 
not translate into saying, as Abahlali would have it, that their 
members were entirely the victims on the night. Far from it. 

It is probable that Mpondo people and Abahlali members ~vere also 
attacked on the night in question and had crimes committed against 
them by a ’mob’. 

The homes of Abahlali leaders were probably burnt down by a mob 
chanting anti-Abahlali slogans at some stage. The question that 
remains is: how- popular was this mob and who brought it into being? 
Were murk)’ ANC or murk)’ Abahlali deeds the spark that lit the flame? 
Was it the sort of mob that operated as a hit squad or was it a 
con~munity rising against perceptions of Abahlali and Safety and 
Security Committee ill treatment. 

On the available evidence, at least some Abahlali members within the 
Safety Committee assaulted community members on 26 September 2009 
without self-defense being a valid justification. 

The immediate spark to the Safety and Security Committee’s use of 
violence is still ve~ unclear. There is consensus that some of the 
violence they used involved ’protecting’ an Abahlali youth event in 
the evening Abahlali suggest the Safety Committee’s violence (which 
they concede resulted in death) was in self-defense. There is reason 
to doubt this, given where and how- the only people to have died on the 
night ~vere killed, according to the statements of Thembani and Zemele 

After the youth camp confromation, there was, according to six 
eyewitnesses, a later spate of Safety Committee violence in the early 
hours of the morning (at around 03h30 on 27 September 2009) in 
reaction to the community’s summoning of the police to complain about 
them and declaring an intention to depose them. 

There are people traumatized and displaced from Kennedy Road by 
Abahlali and its Safety and Security Committee’s conduct on the night 
~n question. There are people traumatized and displaced from Kennedy 
Road by the conduct of an anti-Abahlali group on the night in question 
too. 

The ANC has almost certainly taken advantage of the absence of 
Abahlali in the settlement to entrench and broaden its own support 

This does not though seem to include kicking all Mpondos or Abahlali 
supporters out of Kenne@ Road, of whom a substantial number remain 

http ://sacsis.or~ za/site/article/7151?frommailing I 

Notes on the Underside of South African Democracy 

Richard Pithouse - The reality- on the ground in shack settlements in 
South Africa is that people can be openly driven froru their horues by 
political parties on the basis of their political affiliation without 
consequence. 

SOUTH AFRIC’A: HAL~4LA ABAHLALI BASEMJONDOLO! 
A victory for one is a victory for all! 
Unemployed People’s Movement 
Follo~ving the acquittal on all charges of 12 yom~g men arrested after 
perforating a dance at an Abahlali baseMiondolo Heritage Day, the 
Unemployed People’s Movement has issued a statement saluting the 
’witnesses for the prosecution that had the courage to tell the truth 
in the court’ and celebrating a victory for ’the struggle of the 
working class and the poor in South At~ica.’ 
http :/iwww.pambazuka. org/en/category/advocacy/7 5091 

CONGRATI~LATIONS TO AB.4HLALI BASEMJONDOLO 
Mandela Park Backyarders 
Mandela Park Backyarders ~vould like to congratulate Abahlali 
Basemiondolo for striking back against the government to free their 
coturades. Struggling for justice has proved to be packed with 
obstacles put before us by those we put in power through ballot paper. 
http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/7 5088 



KENNEDY ROAD 12 ACQUITTED[ 
Press statement 
Democratic Left Front 
The Democratic Le[’t Front (DLF) salutes the 12 members of Abahla[i 
baseMjondolo (AbM) who from Kerme@ Road in eTh&wini who were 
acquitted of all charges of murder. 
http : // www pambazuk a. or~/en/cate~org/advocac~/’/7 5066 

CEM{[3[~TING ~[ItE ACQI_7[TTAL O[V THE ’KENN’£~;]-)Y 12’ 
Bishop Michael Vorster 
Today- we celebrate a victo13~ as all twelve men of the Kennedy 12 were 
acquitted of all charges against them and released in the Durban 
Magistrates Court. We celebrate as these fathers, brothers and sons 
are able to finally reunite with their l:amilies and friends whose pain 
and sufl;ering we can only iraagine. This is a victolT for the truth and 
a victoty~ for the poor indeed a xvonderful gift on the birthday of 
Nelson Mandela! 
http://www.panrbazuka.or~.ienicategot~,~iadvocac¥i75065 

KENNEDY 12 ACQUITTED ON ALL CHARGES 
Richard Pithouse 
The Kennedy 12 have been acquitted on all charges. No defence was led 
as no case was made against any of the 12 by the prosecution. Hoxvever, 
clear evidence of a police frame-up did unrerge and the only two 
credible witnesses (an ANC leader and a police officer) both testified 
to the correctness of the Abahlali account of what happened back in 
September 2009. A great day. 

More details to corae. Now- we celebrate. 

HALALA FOR THE KENNEDY 12 
Desmond D’ Sa 
We see this as a great day for the 12, their fanrilies, their nrovement 
and the struggle of the poor in South Africa. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/7 5067 

Plan to recycle sewage ~vater grows in urgency 
July 21 2011 at 02:31pm 

Bron,a)’n Fotu-ie 
IF THERE had not been good rain, eThek~vini would already have been on 
water rations, says water and sanitation head Neil Macleod. 

Appealing to councillors to support the adoption of private-puNic 
partnerships to ensure sewage ~vater was recycled into drinking water and 
the remaining sludge into fertiliser and electricity, he said the 
municipality- ~vas determined to make good use of Durban’s effluent waste 

Addressing yesterday’s sitting of the human settlements and 
il~fl-astl-ucttu-e con~mittee, Macleod asked the councillors to approve 
partner-ship projects for two potable ~vater plants at the Northern and 
KwaMashu Wastewater Treatment Works, and for the operation of the 
Fluidised Bed Reactor at K~vaMashu. 

In his report about the direct reuse of wastewater, Macleod said the 
sites were chosen because they were in the north of the city, where 
growth in demand for potable water would be the greatest. 

He repeated his concern over the "serious water problem" facing some 
parts of the city’, saying that reusing water was the only opuon 

"If there had not been a lot of rain, we would be on rations.. We are now 
in crisis, this is the only option." 

However, because the projects would incorporate more sophisticated 
treatment technolog3~ and systems, as well as trained and knowledgeable 
operations and maintenance stall; the report says the operators should 
have as much autonomy in the operations, purchasing and managing spares, 
emergency repairs, and enhancements as possible. Macleod said the Water 
and Sanitation Unit was not suited to operating sophisticated treatment 
technology of such complexity. 

"In addition, the estimated capital costs of the two proposed treatment 
plants is around R 1.2 billion (excluding the costs of essential works at 
the two wastewater treatment plants) which the council would find 
diff~c ulty funding." 

However, despite Macleod’s insistence that the project be urgently 
approved, the committee decided to hold back until confirmation of 
approval from the Water A[’fairs and Forestu I)epartment was received, 
and councillors had visited sites in Beaufort West and Namibia xvhere 
similar projects xvere operating successfully. Nevertheless, the matter 
would be treated xvith mgency. 

Macleod’s desalination report, xvhich was rejected by the previous hunxan 
settlements committee earlier this year, xvould also be considered by- the 
new cormnittee. 

His Fluidised Bed Reactor proposal, however, was approved by the committee. 



In his report, he said authority was needed for the city to initiate and 
manage a transaction in which the council would enter into a long-term 
agreement with a private party to operate the existing reactor, install 
turbines to be powered by waste heat and the biogas from existing 
digesters, and to operate the turbines to gunerate electricity. 

The system had cost the municipality R25m, but only 10 percent of its 
capacity was used because the city did not have the correct expertise. 

Macleod said he xvanted to appoint an external contractor to nranage the 
operation for 15-20 years. 

Philippi electricity protest rages on 
July 22 2011 at 01:26pm 
By JANIS KINN~AR 

INLSA 
Residents flee police officers during a third day of protests in the 
Slyahlala intbrmal settlement in Philippi The protests centre on 
residents efJibrts to have the area supplied with electricity. 

Residents of a Philippi informal settlement and police have clashed 
again as protests over electricity supply entered their third day. 

Three police Nyalas cordoned off the corner of Ne~v Eisleben and 
Sheffield roads yesterday when protests, which started on Tuesday, 
flared up again in Siyahlala. 

Residents set containers on fire and used them to block off sections of 
Sheffield Road, while teenagers and children lined the road, armed with 
rocks, watching for police. 

Standing at a trench made by residents who had dug up a section of road, 
Tumeka Xoyana, 29, said they had no option but to protest because the 
area had been ~vithout electricity for more than 10 years. "We have to 
steal electricity because the government doesn’t want to give it to us," 
said Xoyana. 

Ezile Cele, 24, said police had fired rubber bullets and tear gas at 
them: "Why can’t they give us a valid reason why we can’t get electricity?" 

She said residents were angered that the area had been "skipped" while 
neighbouring areas had received electricity 

Residents had made "countless" requests to their Ward 34 councillor and 
the municipality [’or electricity, she said 

’]7he councillor had told residents they would not receive supp]y because 
of the il]ega] connections in the area. 

Provincial police spokesman Lieutenant Colonel Andrd Traut said that on 
two occasions during the protest, SAPS members had been duty-bound to 
take action against riotous crowds and gas cartridges were discharged. 

Nobody had been inj wed and no an-ests had been made, and police would 
remain in the area to monitor the situation. 

City spokeswoman Kylie Hatton said the settlement was in a road reserve 
and that it was council policy not to create electrical networks in rund 
reserves ’"]’he city is, however, investigating various options, but I 
carmot provide details before everything has been investigated," she said 

janis.kim~ear@inl.co.za - Cape Argus 

http://web.~v~rldbat~.urg/~vVBSITE/EXTERNAL/C~Ex~IES/AFRICAEXT/S~UTHAFRICAEXTN/~ ,c~ntentMDK:22965689~m~nupK:5~3484~pagePK:2865~66~pi~K:2865~79~theSite~K:36 

KEY FLNDINGS 
South Africa’s l~xedium-term growth prospects point to a 

strungthening recovery. GDP growth is projected to be 3.5 percent in 
2011, 4.1 percent in 2012, and 4.4 percent in 2013. The long-term 
potential groxvth rate under the current policy envirot~’nent is estimated 
at 3.5 percent. 

With strengthened recovery the focus shifts back to the challenge 
of raising growth to 6 to 7 percent and making it much more inclusive to 
tackle extremely high uneraployment. Modest investnrunt rates despite 
attractive returns and low savings despite favorable demographics are 
irapor tant inrpedinrents. 

Relatively low private investment despite high rates of return 
inrplies that the real problem might be on account of deeper structural 
impediments, in particular: high industrial concentration; issues with 
skills development; uncertainty generated by industrial relations; and, 
loxv savings. 

° Visible improvements in the national savings rate will depend most 



of all on: tackling the high unemployment rate; ensuring a 
productivity-led increase in GDP growth; and, fiscal consolidation, as 
envisaged by National Treasury. 

A sub-optimal economic equilibrium of]ow rates of savings and 
investment, low employment intensi~ of productinn and slow productivity 
growth has emerged, undermining the quest for inclusive growth. A 
stimulus to any one of’three elements can generate a virtuous cycle of 
faster capital accumulation, more job creation and greater technological 
advancement. 

The situation calls for bold and creative thinking for securing 
broad-based growth. Integration of the advanced and less-developed 
economies within South Africa, and ruore effective integration with the 
global economy, using ’Factory Southern Africa’ as a platform, hold 
considerable potential in this regard. 

WORLD BANK 

As South Africa’s Economic Recovery Strengthens, Policy Focus Shifts 
Back to Faster Inclusive Growth 
Press Release No:2012/028iAFR 

Higher Rates of Investment and Savings Essential to Meeting the Challenge 

Joham~esburg, July 20, 2011 South Africa’s strengthening recovery, 
with growth projected at 3.5 percent in 2011, is placing the spotlight 
back on the critical long-term challenge of tackling high ~memployment 
rates, which, in turn, requires i~aster, more inclusive growth. Raising 
the investment and savings rates is crucial to achieving these important 
national objectives, says a new World Bank report released today. 

"The World Bank is pleased to lau~ch a new, biannual series of economic 
reports the South Africa Economic Update" said Ruth Kagia, World Bank 
Cou~try Director for South Africa. "This genre of economic reports 
constitutes an important aspect of the World Bank’s analytical program 
in a number of large middle-income countries. We oiler this first issue 
with a view- to contributing to the national debate on a consequential 
topic and help shape informed policy decisions for sustainable economic 
recovery in South Africa." 

The report finds that a sub-optimal economic equilibrium triggered by 
low rates of savings and investment, lo~v employment- intensi~z 
production, and slow productivity growth is making difficult the 
achievement of inclusive growth It argues that a stimulus to any of 
these elements can unleash a virtuous cycle marked by faster capital 
accumulation, job creation, and technological advancement. 

"Our results show- South Africa as being an attractive place for 
business, which has not translated into investment and growth 
con~rnensurately," said Sandeep Mahajan and Fernando Im, World Bank 
economists and co-authors of the report "Modest investment rates in 
South Africa despite attractive returns and low savings rates despite 
favorable demographics are important impediments that need to be 
resolved to achieve the full potential." 

The report calls for bold and creative thinking to secure broad-based 
growth and cautions that quick fixes will not produce the dramatic 
results required. It urges better integratinn of South Africa’s 
advanced and less-developed economy that is characterized by 
spatially-separated townships and informal settlements, home to the bulk 
of unemployed people. It calls for a big push on public transport and 
programs to enhance the technical skills of youth and it calls for 
nnprowng the access to finance of small enterprises and rural and 
township residents. 

The report also calls for "smarter regional integration" that 
capitalizes on South Al?ica’s comparative advantages, particularly its 
two surplus endowments in natural resources and a large pool of 
unemployed labor The report argues that dynamic and nimble "regional 
production supply chains are needed, backed by a greater push to attract 
foreign direct investment. 

In Pretoria: Sarwat IJussain (shussain@worldbank.org, 127 12 742 3124) 

Mmenyane Seoposengwe (mseoposengwe@worldbank.org, tel: 073 888 4598) 

In Washington: Francois Gouahinga, (202)473-0696, fgouahinga@worldbank org 

African Association for Proraoting Political Economy (AAPPE) 
Association Africaine d’Economie Politique (AAEP), in French 
Launch Meeting Report 
The African Association for Proruoting Political Economy (AAPPE) was 
launched on the 13th of July, 2011, in Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) during 
the conference <~ Dynamiques de crnissance au sein de I’UEMOA ~ (12-14 of 



July 2011), organised by the West African Economic and Monetary Uniun, 
WAEMU The conference gathered together over one hundred Africanist 
researchers and uffered an unprecedented opportunity" fur taking this 
initiative. [n the :first instance, administrative support will be 
provided by the <~ Econumic Analysis and Research ~ wing ufthe Strategic 
Planning Unit uf the WAEMU Cummissiun, although it remains entirely 
independent of the latter. 

AAPPE aims at the construction, consolidatiun, renewal and prumution of 
economic analyses by virtue of pluralistic methodological and 
theoretical foundations, being open across different schools of economic 
thought and to inter-disciplinary collaboration with other social and 
human sciences. It seeks to recapture the spirit of tile traditional 
project of classical political ecotlomy in straddling what are now- the 
separate disciplines constituting social science. Such an intellectual 
endeavour has today largely been thwarted by tile unduly narrow-, 
technical focus of mainstream ecotlomics, and its COl~esponding 
pretensions of emulating tile natural sciences. This has rendered it 
generally unsuitable for providing the relevant discourse and knowledge 
required for the understanding of capitalist and developing economies, 
especially- those of Africa. More specifically, after thirty years of 
stluctural adjustment, it is imperative to re-establish more critical 
and constructive approaches to the ecotlomic and social progress of the 
African continent. 

Contact to register interest in ~PPE: Kako NUBUKPO 
Chef du P61e <~ Analyse Economique et Recherche ~ de la Conm~ission de 
I’UEMOA. 

e-mail: knubttkpo@uemoa.int 

Malawi protesters clash with police 
2011-07-20 15:29 
http:/’/www.news24.co1~Africa/News/Malawi-protester s-c la sh-~vith-police-20110720 

Blan~zre - Protesters in Malawi went on the rampage on Wednesday after a 
court injunction stopped them protesting the economic and democratic 
crisis in the country. 

The situation is very bad here," Malawi Human rights commission 
spokesperson Mike Chipalasa told AFP. 

"There have been running battles bet~veen the police and demonstrators," 
he said. 

After police fired tear gas a mob vented its anger by btu-ning down three 
houses rented by police officers at Ntchesi township in Lilongwe near 
the city centre and torching two government vehicles, he added 

"People are angry The situation is tense," he said, saying about 400 
people had gathered to stage the demonstrations. 

An eyewitness told AFP that in the administrative capital Lilong~ve, a 
group had also ransacked a shop belonging to lawmaker Adams Vinandi of 
the ruling Democratic Progress Party-. 

The unrest came aRer Malawi’s high court issued an injunction stupping 
two gruups from staging rival demunstrations. 

A coalition of’more than 80 rights gruups had organised natiunwide 
prutest marches fur Wednesday 

They wanted tu protest what they say are moves by the Malawi’s President 
Bingu wa Mutharika to roll back hard-fought democratic gains made since 
the first demucratic polls in 1994 remuved dictator Kamuzu Banda frum power. 

Mutharika’s pulicies 

But a group calling itself‘ "Cuncerned Citizens" had planned a 
counter-demonstratiun in support of the government. 

In the end, the court has banned both demonstrations 

It issued its urder un the grounds that it f,eared "pussible disruptions 
and undesirable incidents", lawyer Mathews Chidzunde tuld AFP, who said 
he had obtained the inj unction un behalf of, a "concerned citi zen" 

Chidzunde was speaking from the administrative capital Lilongwe, where 
the main anti-government demo was to have been staged. 

But the protesters had already gathered in the ci)- centre when they 
were told about the injunction, and when police tried to disperse them 
they went on the rampage in tile Ntchesi township. 

Mutharika’s policies have included a ban on publications deemed 
"contrary to the public interest". He has also imposed a requirement for 
activists seeking to hold protests to make a deposit of about $15 000 
with police, intended as a safeguard against rioting and property- damage. 



-SAPA 

March ]l~r Economic Justice 
(The Zigubu Protest) 

We, Members of Civil Society, Froth Comanunities, Professional 
Associations, Academia, Consumers, Transporters, Passengers and Workers, 
hereby irfform all upstanding Malawians and well wishers that peaceful 
demonstrations will occur in all the regions of the country on 20th July 
2011. 

These deruonstrations have been organized as part of our constitutional 
right ($38) in order to express profound concern regarding the seemingly 
unending tsunami of econoruic and denrocratic crises currently- facing 
Malawi due to a prevalent trend of economic mismanagenrent and democratic 
regression being advanced by the current administration as manifcsted by 
chronic shortages of foreign exchange and fuel that threaten to cripple 
our economy and drive our country into an irretrievable downslide and 
the continuous stream of draconian (unconstitutional) legislation, i.e. 
The Police Act, $46 of the Penal Code, the Ir~iunction Bill to narue but a 
few-, that threaten our hard won human rights araidst rapidly- shrinking 
political space and intolerance for alternate views. 

We emphasise that this is NOT driven by any partisan political agenda 
being advanced by parties in opposition, nor are there any "Gay Rights" 
or "Same Sex" influences being exerted by outside interests. There are 
no ruassive campaign funds froru Donors, every tambala is from Malawians 
who are fed up with the status quo and who are deruanding positive change 
sooner rather than later[ 
This is envisaged as the first step towards a grand finale featuring a 
national wide nrass demonstration on 17th August 2011. 

The Theme of the Demonstrations is: Uniting For Resistance Against 
Economic Mismanagement and Democratic Regression; "A Better Malawi Is 
Possible" 

The broad outline of the Demonstration routing plans is as follows:- 
Southern Region 
Starting point: - from the Clock Tower in Blantyre thence to the 
Blantyre District Commissioner’s Office to dehver a petition to the DC 
and ending at the gates of Sanjika Palace where another petition ~vould 
be delivered for the attention of the State President 

We are calling all Mala~vians tlcom Ndirande, Chilomoni, Chilobwe, Bangwe, 
Zingwangwa, Machinjiri, Mbayani, Chileka, Lunzu and all other areas to 
join the demonstration on 20th July. 

Central Region 
Starting Point: - From Con~munity Centre Ground through Old Town then via 
Kasungu Highway onto the Ci~ Centre 

We are calling all Malawians from Area 25, Ka~vale, Biwi, Mchesi, 
Chitsapo, Area 23, 33, 49, 39, Bunda, Likuni, Mugona and all areas to 
join the demonstration on 20th July. 

Northern Region 
Starting Point: - From Katoto Ground through Town on to the City 
Assembly Office. 

We are calling on all Malawians from Zolo Zolo, Katawa, Chiwanja, 
Mzilawayingwe, Chasefu and all other Areas to join the demonstration on 
20th July. 

Colour: - We are appealing to all Malawians to put on anything RE[) (T 
shirts, caps, armbands, shirts, wristbands, shoes, etc) on 20th July no 
matter where you are or what you’re doing on the day even if you 
cannot join the demonstration. ~for some obscure reason!) All 
demonstrators will be required to wear bright red regalia and, if 
possible, carry an empty’ jerry (gallon) can (chigubu) 

If, indeed, you can’t join us due to rank, status or profession; i.e a 
Chief }ixecutive Officer, Managing Director, Policeman, Army Officer, 
Civil Servant etc, please release your house servants/gardener on the day. 

Note: This is a peaceful demonstration and we fepcently appeal to all 
Malawians to be DISCIPLIN’ED during the demonstrations Let us show that 
we are peaceful and constructive Citizens notwithstanding any oppressive 
tactics that may be used against us. 

This ~s a rare opportum~ to make a real difference by standing up to 
be heard and counted on 20th July. 

COME ONE - COME ALL! 

In solidarity 
Viva Democracy! 
Viva Struggle for Justice & Freedonr! 



will smoke you out", Malawi president ~wims protesters 

REUTER S ] BLANTlrRE/[~I[A)NGWE - Ju122 2011 14:17 

Seven Malawians killed in anti-govermnent riots this week were buried in 
a mass grave on Friday as President Bingu wa Mutharika threatened to 
stamp out any further protests against his rule. 

At least 18 people have been killed and 200 arrested in unprecedented 
protests against Mutharika, with soldiers firing hve ammunition and 
tear gas to disperse crowds calling for an end to what they say- is 
autocratic rule. 

Mutharika, a former World Barn economist first elected in 2004 who 
critics say is ruining the country’s rueagre economy, said he was running 
out of patience with the protesters. 

"If you go back to the streets, I will snmke you out. Enough is enough," 
he said at a police graduation ceremony in Zonrba, Malawi’s fnnner capital. 

"Have the denmnstrations brought the much-sought a~er fuel and forex?" 

Shops were closed and troops patrolled streets in nrajor urban areas 
although the police and nrilitalT presence in southern conm~ercial centre 
Blantyre has been reduced and vehicles were returning to roads and ruany 
citizens plarmed to attend fnnerals for those killed in the clashes. 

Colby Mkupa, a civil ser,~ant, waiting for hours in a queue for petrol in 
Lilong~ve called for Mutharika to go before elections planned for 2014. 

"He will destroy this country. This bunch of doctors, they’ve conrpletely 
failed," he said. 

The United States and Britain condenmed violence by Malawi authorities 
and their crackdown on private radio stations trying to report on the 
violence. 

"In light of continued rioting and rumors of retaliation, we urge 
restraint from both sides," the U.S. embassy in Pretoria said in a 
statement. 

Protesters have given an Aug. 16 deadline to Mutharika to meet them and 
discuss their demands, promising a bigger rallies if he fails to meet 
theh- call. 

Such tanrest is almost ul~eal-d of in Malawi, ruled for decades after 
independence in 1964 by the iron-fisted Hastings Banda, and echoes 
popular uprisings that have engulfed north Africa and the Middle East 
over the last seven months. 

Health ministry spokesman Henry Chimbali confirmed 10 deaths m the 
nolthern cities of Karonga and Mzuzaa, where protesters ang~z at chronic 
fuel shortages and Mutharika’s rule ransacked his Democratic Progressive 
Palty (DPP) offices on Wednesday. 

Eight others died in the capital, Lilongwe, and Blantyre. 

The crackdown in the former British colony is likely to intensify public 
anger against Mutharika, and could destroy his alrea@ troubled 
relationship with donors who keep his government afloat. 

Mutharika has presided over six years of high-paced but aid-funded 
growth, and the sheen came off earlier this year when he became 
embroiled in a diplomatic row with Britain, Malawi’s biggest donor, over 
a leaked embassy cable that referred to him as "autocratic and 
intolerant of criticism". 

The cable led to the expulsion of Britain’s ambassador to Lilongwe, and 
~n response, Britain expelled Malawi’s representative in London and 
suspended aid worth $550 million over the next four years. 

The freeze has left a yawning hole in the budget of a country that has 
relied on handouts for 40 percent of its revenues, and intensified a 
foreign currency shortage that is threatening the kwacha’s peg at 150 to 
the dollar 

http://www.newsda’¢.co zw/article/2011-07-22-i-wJll-smoke-y ou-out-malaw>president-warns-pro testers 

MALAWI’S UPRISING : DEMOCRACY, DEBATE AN[) LEADERSHIP 
Steve Sharra 
Following a day of protest on 20 July and a violent government 
crackdown that left 20 dead, Steve Sharra reflects on the lack of 
debate in Malawi. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~/category/features/75 243 

?v~_LA\VI’S UNDELIVERED PROMISE 

Ndumba Kamwanyah 



In April of this year, Malawian president Bingu wa Mutharika delivered 
his state of the nation address, entitled ’A Promise Delivered’. Well, 
from what is currently happening in the country (which some observers 
liken to the ongoing uprising in the Arab world), nothing there 
remotely resembles a proraise delivered. As far as I can make out, 
things in Malawi look more like a promise undelivered to me. Now 19 
people have reportedly been killed by the police in an attempt to 
squash the anti-government protests. 

Here is the deal: unleashing soldiers and police on a peaceful 
citizens’ denmnstration protesting against econoruic misraanageraent is 
not delivering a proraise. Signing a bill into law that bans any 
publication deemed not to be in the public interest (including a law 
that makes it impossible for individuals to obtain a court injunctiun 
and seek judicial redress against the government) catmot be termed as 
a promise delivered. Nor can postponing the local govermnent elections 
mean a promise dehvered. 

Stifling academic freedom as with the detention of Dr. Blessings 
Chinsinga because he discussed the Arab uprising during a political 
science lecture is not a promise delivered Currently four Chancellor 
College lecturers, including Dr Chinsinga and Dr Jessie 
Kabwila-Kapasula, have been fired under mysterious circunastances And 
neither is lavish spending to promote your otvn book (as the president 
did in January0 a promise delivered. 

Expelling the British High Commissioner from Malawi for a leaked 
embassy cable that referred to you as ’autocratic and intolerant of 
criticism’ is not delivering a promise In response, the l~rK (the 
largest aid donor to Malawi) decided to go on the offensive by 
expelling the Malawian representative, and froze all netv aid, the 
country’s main life support as 40 per cent of Malawi’s budget comes 
from international aid. The outcomes: fuel and energy shortages, 
severe foreign exchange (forex) shortages, and depreciation of 
Malawi’s local currency, the kwacha. 

But the big picture is that wa iVlutharika’s behaviour and his response 
to citizens’ demands for more democracy are similar to how- dictators 
behave tvhen their reign is threatened They try by any’ means to stifle 
criticism through state violence, using the soldiers and police at 
their disposal 

But also the behavinr also tells the true but sad story of this 
relatively" peace:[’u[ southern African country’. For decades Malawi has 
seen leaders/rulers who treated the country as a private company for 
personal gains The first postcohmial president, Dr Kamuzu Banda 
(Ngwazi, the great lion, or Mkango wapfuko [aMalaw, the lion of 
Malawi, as he preferred to be called) turned Malawian citizens into 
subjects, and the country, into Kamuzu Banda’s Malawi, [nc Kamuzu’s 
successor, Professor Bakili Muluzi was accused of dictatorial 
tendencies, including imposing Mutharika on the people. There is no 
love left between Bakili and Mutharika now, but if there is anything 
Mutharika learned li*om his predecessor it is how to impose his will on 
the Malawian people. Apparently’, he is also now plotting to pave a 
political path for his own brother, Professor Arthur Peter Mutharika 
(yes another pro:[’essor! ) to be Malawi’s next president 

The bottom line: despite the presidential rhetoric, promises of 
economic and social development, reduction of poverty, and promotmn 
of peace have not been delivered to the citizens of Malawi. 

July 22 2011 at 12:06am 

Senegalese President Abdoulaye Wade has been in power for more than a 
decade - something protesters are not happy about. 

Dakar - Senegal banned political rallies in the centre of the capital 
Dakar on Thursday-, two days before a planned protest against President 
Abdoulaye Wade seeking a new term in 2012 elections. 

The move forced organisers of the march to reschedule it to a location 
outside the cuntre of town, where they had been planning to 
demonstrate close to Wade’s presidential palace. 

A pro-Wade rally- is due to take place in a separate suburb of the 
sprawling coastal capital. 

The Interior Ministry said the ban ~vas needed un grounds of security. 

It comes days after Wade vowed that authorities would deal firruly w-ith 
any repeat of protests last month which raised fears of unrest in the 
usually peaceful West African state. 

"It show-s attitudes in the government are harduning toxvards anti- 
government protests," said one Dakar-based diplomat. 

Wade, 85, has said he will stand for another seven-year term despite 
widespread concerns over his age and assertions by opponents that he 



is constitmional[y barred fi~om a third term. 

Wade backed do~vn on planned reJ2~rms to electoral rules, including a 
clause giving wctory to an?’ candidate with over 25 percent of the 
w~te, after June 23 street protests that sparked violent clashes 
between police and rioters in Dakar. 

While the protest movement is not on the scale of the Arab Spring 
uprisings that ousted rulers in Tunisia and Egypt, its success last 
month has emboldened Wade’s opponents. 

"For the sake of cahning the political situation and avoiding violence 
we have agreed to change the venue of our demonstration," Alioune Tine 
of rights group RADDHO said after march organisers met to discuss 
their response to the ban. 

Wade’s supporters say they airn to muster 500 000 people for their 
march, outnumbering the protesters. 

Senegal’s Constitutional Council has until Janua~ to rule on whether 
Wade has the right to bid for a new- term. 

Analysts see little chance of Senegal falling prey to the sarne kind of 
entrenched civil cotfflict which hit IVOl?, Coast afler a disputed 
election, but fear its usual calm could be disrupted. 

"If the Council validates his candidacy, it is clear that Senegal will 

be in for sorne trouble, there will be some ver~" violent 
demonstrations," said Mamadou Diouf, a Senegalese national who is 
professor of African studies at Colurnbia Universi~ in New York. - 
Reuters 

Senegal: ~Vhat interpretation can be made of the happenings in June? 
Sidy Diop 

The events which recently shook Senegal sho~v that the political system 
of the country is in crisis Through massive street demonstrations, 
the population prevented the parliament from adopting a law, and a few 
days later, violunt protests expressed the great dissatisfa ction 
created by the energy policy. It should not be doubted that this is an 
unprecedented occurrence which calls for reflection in order to 
determine the true meaning of the happenings and perhaps draw lessons 
which are essential to hatch the institutional evolution that measures 
up to the ne~v expectations displayed by the people 

http://www.pambazuka org/fr/category/features/75154 

PAMBAZUF, L~ NE~¥VS 196: SEiX~G.4L: N~IJg, z CHALLENGES FOLLO’O,,Tb,’G 23 JUNE~ PROTESTS 

SEiN~EGAL: 23 JI~xrF;~ YVAS A RED LETFER DAY 
Demba Moussa Demb616 
23 June will always be remembered as a disgrace fbr President Wade and 
his clan. But it ~vill be etched in gold in the political histol3,- of 
independent Senegal. 23 Jtme 2011 will fbrever remain a day of glory 
for the Senegalese people, who showed that power ultimately resides 
with them. 23 June is also a shining testimony to the courage, 
determination and self-sacrifice of Senegalese youth. 

http://www.pambazuka.or~/l?/cate~o~,/feat uresi74590 

SEN’f~IG~,L: A PEOPLE’S VICT()RY AND A RI~PUBLIC ON rFs [~EET 
Mamadou Diallo 
On 23 June, the Senegalese people demonstrated en masse against the 
phnned vote in par[iamem to modify the constitution in order to 
facilitate the re-election of Wade and ensure that his son would be 
his successor But mass protests scuppered the plans of the president, 
his government and parliament. According to Mamadou Diallo, the people 
prevented a dangerous development 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/l?/cate~o~,/feat uresi74585 

STOP ABI)OU[.AYE WADE bTK()M SEEKING A THIRD MANDATE 

Amy Nlang 

On 23 June 2011, the Senegalese people scored a significant victory 

against the despotic will of President Abdoulaye Wade from reforming 

the constitution yet again to usurp MI powers. This appeM is to 

organise opposition to a third mandate lbr Wade who has Mrea@ 

declared himself a candidate, in viohtion of the constitution. 

http: //www.pambazuka or~/fricate~ory/features/74586 

AN AFRICAN RESPONSE TO ’THERE IS NO ALTERNATIVE’ 

Revolutions frorn Tunis to Ouagadougou 

Guy- Marius Sagna 

For the past three decades, neoliberalism has insisted that ’there is 
no alternative’ to serni-colonialisrn and the diktats of the ]MF and 



World Bank. But, writes Senegal’s Guy Marius Sagna, our people ’have 

enough common sense to understand that things have to change’ 

http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv /features/75 240 

Harvard’s Aaron Swartz indicted on MIT hacking charges 

Supporters claim ’digital Robin ttood’ has done no more than ’checking 
too man?, books out of the library’ 

Richard Adams in Washington 
° guardian.co.uk, Thutsday 21 July 2011 20.35 BST 

Aaron Swartz, a programmer and fellow at Harvard University’s Safra 
Centre for Ethics faces criminal charges for his marathon downloading 
spree. Photograph: Getty Images 
A self-styled digital Robin Hood downloaded more than 4 million academic 
articles before being tracked doxvn by US authorities in a case that 
promises to become a cause c~14bre for data use and freedom of itfformation. 

A grand jury in Massachusetts has indicted Aaron Swartz, a 24-year-old 
progranmxer and fellow at Harvard University’s Safra Centre for Ethics, 
on charges of wire and computer fraud for his marathon downloading spree. 

The indictment also alleges that Swartz caused damage of at least $5,000 
(£3,000) to computers and unlawfully obtained information over more than 
three nronths while he was copying the huge cache of articles fiom the 
database of Jstor, the giant US-based online academic repository. 

Starting with a standard Acer laptop, Swartz began by using anonymous 
log-ins on the network of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) in September 2010. As the size of his downloads began to alarm MIT 
and Jstor staffthey kept trying to block Swartz’s access only for the 
24-year-old to evade their attempts using simple techniques to disguise 
his log ins and mask his computer. 

In desperation, Jstor eventually blocked the entire MIT network from 
access to its vast database for several days in October 2010 cutting 
off one of the world’s premier research universities from the millions 
of scientific journals and academic articles Jstor holds 

But even then, the talented coder is alleged to have bypassed them 
completely by entering a restricted network interface room on MIT’s 
campus and wiring his equipment directly to its network 

According to the indictment, at one point Swartz’s downloads ;vere 
bringing down some of Jstor’s servers: "This was more than 100 times the 
nutnber of downloads dut-ing the same period by all the legitimate MIT 
Jstor users combined 

If convicted Swartz faces maximum jail terms of 35 years and possible 
fines of up to $1m Swartz appeared in court on Wednesday and was 

released on bail of $100,000 

Harvard University said it had placed Swartz on leave for the remainder 
of his fellowship. 

Swartz is a well-known digital acuvist, the founder of online group 
Demand Progress and for being a brilliant programmer ttis arrest set off 
a war of metaphors between the federal authorities and his supporters 
over what it is exactly that Swartz planned to do with the trnve of 4.Sm 
articles 

The indictment :filed in the US district court in Massachusetts said: 
"Swartz intended to distribute a significant portion of Jstor’s archive 
of digitised journal articles through one of more filesharing sites." 

US attorney Carmen Ortiz said: "Stealing is stealing, whether you use a 
computer command or a crowbar, and whether you take documents, data or 
dollars. It is equally harmful to the victim whether you sell what you 
have stolen or g~ve it away" 

Swartz’s defenders correctly reply that copying files especially from 
publicly available research databases cannot be equated with stealing. 

"It’s like trying to put someone in jail for allegedly checking too maW 
books out of the library," said David Segal, the executive director of 
Demand Progress, in a statement after Swartz was charged. 

According to Demand Progress, MIT has already reached a settlement with 
Swart7, while Jstor said: "We secured from ,N~ir Swartz the content that 
was taken, and received cortfirmation that the content xvas not and would 
not be used, copied, transferred, or distributed." 

That has left some observers puzzled as to xvhy the federal prosecutors 
have gone ahead with the case, especially as Jstor the most obvious 
victim in the affair publicly ammunced: "Out interest was in securing 
the content. Once this was achieved, we had no interest in this becoming 
an ongoing legal matter." 



The other mystery is what Swartz may have been planning to do with the 
huge cache of PDF documents 

In 2009, S~w~r tz attracted the attention of the FBI after he legally 
downloaded about 20m pages of court documents :[’rom the federal judiciary 
and distributed them free across the intemet. 

Demand Progress launched an online petition backing Swartz and received 
more than 40,000 messages of support 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Urgent request for help 
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 17:53:17 +0100 
From: Boaventura de Sousa Santos <bsantos@ces.uc.pt> 

To: pbond@maihngo.za 

Dear Patrick, 

I hope you are well. I am starting a new and very ambitious research 
project. I attach a brief description. I am now- in the process of 
recruiting post-doctoral fello~vs (2) and of offering grants to PhD 
students (3). I am attaching the public announcement. Language is no 
barrier. 

Since South Africa is one of my priorities in this project, I want to 
recruit young South African social scientists that feel challenged by 
the project, who would like to work with me and my colleagues at CES and 
are ready to settle in Coimbra for a few years. I would appreciate if 
you would help me in finding good candidates. 

Since the deadline is short, please, forward this message to ~vhom you 
may consider a good candidate. Should you or any candidates have some 
queries, please don’t hesitate in contacting me. 
I thank you in advance for your precious help. 

Warm regards, 
Boa 

BOA’~’ENTURA DR SOUSA SAik~OS 
***** Entre Janeiro e Julho (Between Jan. and July) 
Centre de Estudos Sociais 
Colegio de S. Jeronimo 
Apartado 3087 
3001-401 COExABRA, PORTUGAL 
Tel : Trab./Office (351 - 239) 855582 
Fax (351 - 239) 855589 
Casa/Home: (351 - 239) 827618 
EIVIAIL: bsantos@ces uc pt 
ww~v.bo aventuradesou sasantos.pt 
www.ces uc pt 

ALICE 
Strange Mirrors, Unsuspected Lessons 
Leading Europe to a New Way of Sharing the World Experiences 
Who is ALICE? 
AMCE: Leading Europe to a New Way of Sharing the World Experiences is a 
research project conducted by Professor Boaventura de Sousa Santos and 
funded by an Advanced Grant of the European Research Council (ERC). 
This is one of the most prestigious and competitive international 
financial awards for scientific excellence in research. The project, 
with a global budget of 24 million Euros, was initiated in July 2011 
and will continue for the next :five years. 
The research o:[" ALICE will be developed by an international and 
interdisciplinary team composed of 12 researchers, with further 
collaboration o:[" several associate and guest researchers. The team will 
proceed by articulating ways of knowing and conceptions of social 
transformation on a global scale. The research activity will be carried 

out within the institutional framework of the Centre Jk~r Social Studies, 
Associate Laboratory, o:[’the University o:[" Coimbra, Portugal 
(wvav.ces.uc.pt). 
What is the goal of AMCE? 
AMCE aims at rethinking conventional knowledge by taldng into account 
the Epistemologies of the South, as put J2~rward by Boaventura de Sousa 
Santos, and by developing new theoretical and political paradigms o:[" 
social transformation. 
Europe and the Global North as a whole are haunted by a :feeling o:[" 
intellectual and political exhaustion which translates itself into the 
inability to face, in an innovative maimer, the challenges of social, 
envirot~mental, intergenerational, cultural and historical justice posed 
to the world in the first decades of the 21 st Century. In contrast, the 
non-European world, i.e. the Global South, with its in~’nense diversity, 
is today a wide field of economic, social, cultural and political 
innovation. 
Can Europe learn, as xvell as benefit, from the world’s innovative 
experiences? After more than five centuries "teaching" the world, has 
Europe lost the ability to learn from the non-European world? Could new 



forms of knowledge and experience sharing, beyond those characterizing 
capitalist and colonial domination, be possible? 
ALICE focuses on the idea that it is possible to give a positive reply 
to these questions Social, political and institutional trans]k~rmation 
in Europe can substantially benefit from the innovations taking place in 
countries and regions with which Europe is increasingly interdependent 
’]?his is, however, a demanding commitment which requires availability 
toward mutual knowledge, intercultural understanding, and a search 
political and ideological convergences, respecting identity and 
celebrating divcrsity. 
\Vhat are the premises of ALICE? 
ALICE is based on the following key ideas: 
- the understanding of the world by fat exceeds the European 
understanding of the world; 
- the world’s diversity is itffinite and no general theots~ is capable of 
grasping it; the alternative to general theolN is intercultural translation; 
- the world does not lack alternatives; what is missing is an 
alternative way of thinking of alternatives. 
What are the thematic areas of ALICE? 
ALICE aims to develop new theoretical and social transformation 
paradigms for contemporalN societies. The research will give special 
attention to four main, interconnected thematic areas, designed as 
crucial dimensions for social transformation: 
a) Democratizing democracy concerns the study of new forms of"high 
intensity democracy", that is to say, articulations between different 
forms of democratic decision in a perspective of demodiversity. 
b) Transformative constitutionalism, interculmrality and State reform 
concerns the stu@ of experimental and post-colonial constitutionalism, 
breaking with the assmnptions of unity, uniformity and homogeneity of 
the modern State. 
c) Other economies concerns the study of new forms of non-capitalist 
economic organization, in the perspective of a pktral economy. 

d) Human rights and other granm~ars of h~nnan dignity concerns the study 
of rights and duties in an intercultural perspective, overcoming the 
false debate between umversalism and cultural relativism. 

The themes of ALICE aim to create new- ideas and experiences, capable of 
contributing to European and global dialogues and debates, sho~ving their 
relevance to face today’s aspirations and uncertainties, thus 
contributing to~vards a provision of new intellectual and political 
resources. 
Where ~vill ALICE be? 
The research activity will be developed, in an articulate manner, in 
countries presenting relevant experiences to the study within the four 
abovementioned thematic areas: South Atlcica, Bohvia, Brazil, Ecuador 
and India. This ~vill not prevent inclusion of other conntries and 
experiences which may contribute to the objectives of ALICE. The results 
of the prRiect will be specifically compared to the debates and 
proposals recently produced, within the project’s four thematic areas, 
in France, Italy, United Kingdom and Portugal. 
How to reach ALICE? 
alice@ces.uc pt 

The Centre for Social Studies (CES) 
competition to two Post-Doctoral Grants within the scope of the project 
Unsuspected Lessons: Leading Eur 
European Research Council (269807), under the supervision of Boavemura 
de Sousa Santos, in the 
following terms: 
a. Prc~ject Descripuon: 
The project’s goal is to develop new theoretical and s 
exchange of experiences and knowledge sets. More specifically, it aims 
at researching to what extent 
Europe can learn from the non 
transformative constitutionalism; interculturality and State reform; 
human rights (the right to health in 
particular) and other grammars of human dignity These :Four areas are 
interconnected and are conceived 
as crucial dimensions for social change 
The research activity will develop, in an articulate way, in countries 
presenting relevant experiences to the 
study of the mentioned areas, namely: Bohvia, Brazil, Ecuador, India 
and South Africa. The relevance will be 
specifically tested in the ~2~1 lowing European countries 
b. Scientific Area: Social and/or ttuman Sciences. 
c. Thematic description of the 2 open posiuons 
’]?he applicants are expected to have experience on the critical analysis 
of the social, historical and political 
processes in India, Brazil and/or South Africa and the context of 
relationships between global North and 
South. The applicants are also expected to possess a broad knowledge 
about the project’s thematic areas, 
participate in research networks dealing with th 
developed by Boaventura de Sousa Santos, namely epistemologies of the 
South, ecology of kno~vledge and 
intercultural translation. 
d. Requirements and prefcrential admission criteria, with the cot~espon 
1. PhD or legal equivalent in the field of Social Sciences, Political 



Sciences and/or Economics (20%); 
POST-DOCTORAL (i RA~NTPS 

Associate Laboratory of the University of Coimbra, has an open 
Europe to a new way of sharing the world experiences 
social change paradigms based on the transnational 
non-European world, in four main areas: democratizing democracy; 
ty countries: France, Italy, United Kingdom and Portugal 
: ocesses these topics and be familiar with the theoretical proposals 
ALICE - Strange Mirrors, 
ope experiences", funded by the 
ocial : ese corresponding weighting: 
2. Professional and research experience in two or more of the project’s 
thematic areas (20%); 
3. Knowledge about the social, historical a 
4. Interest in developing a post 
5. Proficiency in English (15%). 
The additional knowledge about other regions (Ecu 
e. Working plan: 
The main activity performed by the selected researchers consist on 
supporting the implementation of the 
project’s scientific tasks, namely conducting case studies, as well as 
supporting a 
the project’s general goals. 
f. Legislation and applicable regulations 
Law No. 40/2004, of August 18 
Qualification of H~tman Resources 2011, and Regulations 
g. Work place: 
The tasks will be performed at the facilities of the Centre for Social 
Studies or other location necessalN to 
implement tile working plan, under the scientific supervision of tile 
Principal Inv 
h. Duration of the fellowship 
The fellowship will last 12 months, starting on October 1 
for equal or different time periods, until tile end of the project, 
depending on the good performance of th 
developed activities, defined in its working plan, and on the Principal 
Investigator’s assent. 
i. Monthly maintenance stipend: 
The monthly stipend ~vill be 1,750 Euro. The payment of the Voluntary 
Social Insurance and the Personal 
Accident Insurance is added to this amount. 
j Selection methods: 
The applicants ~vill be selected based on a curricular evaluation In 
case of similar curricular evaluations, the 
best selected applicants will be evaluated through an Interview, 
conducted in English, meant to assess 
applicant’s integration prospects with the project and hi/her motivation 
in pursuing studies relating to the 
project’s thematic areas. 
and political processes in India, Brazil and/or South Africa (30%); 
post-doctoral project within the scope of the project’s thematic areas 
(15%); 
Ecuador and Bolivia) of the project will be considered. 
regulations: 
th (Research Fellow Statute), FCT’s Regulations for Advanced Training and 
for Fellowships at the Centre for Social Studies 
l~llo~vship: 
st, 2011 The fellowship contract may be extended, 
ed nd ador any activity associated with 
Investigator. 
the 
the 
k. Composition of the Selection Panel 
- Boaventura de Sousa Santos (President) 
- Maria Paula Meneses (permanent member 
- Jos~ Manuel Mendes (permanent member) 
h Results publication/notification 
’]?he competition final results will be published in a list posted at the 
Centre for Social Studies facilities and 
the selected applicant will be notified through e 
applicants through e-mail. 
m. Deadline for applications 
August 31th, 2011 
n. Application presentauon: 
Applications must include a letter of intent/motivation, wr~tren in 
English, as well as the fi~llowing 
documentation: detailed Curriculum Vitae, copies of the certificates of 
eligibility and of other relevant 
documents, as well as recently published scientific papers and/or books 
’]?he applications must be delivered, in person, at the (;entre :For Social 
Studies duri 
sent by postal mail, with the expedition date stamp until the last day 
of the curnpetition, to tile following 
address: 
Reference: CES-BPD/21i2011 
Att. Prof. Doutor Boaventura de Sousa Santos 
Centro de Estudos Sociais 
Col4gio de S. Jerdnimo, Apaltado 3087 
3001-401 Coirnbra 
Portugal 
CES promotes equal opportunities. 



Panel: 
member) 
notification: 
e-mail. The competition results will be sent to the remaining 
applications: 
ation: rdnimo, tition during the competition, or 

The Centre for Social Studies (CES) 
Coirnbra, has an open corapetition to three Research Fellowships, aiming 
to achieve PhD 
degrees, within the scope of the project" 
Lessons: Leading Europe to a new- way of sharing the world experiences 
the European Research Council (269807), under the supelwision of 
Boaventura de Sousa 
Santos, in the follo~ving terms: 
a. Prqiect Description: 
The project’s goal is to develop new theoretical and social change 
paradigms based on the 
transnational exchange of experiences and knowledge sets. More 
specifically-, it aims at 
researching to what extent Europe can learn from the non 
areas: democratizing democracy; transformative constitutionalism; 
inter culturali~ and 
State reform; human rights (the right to health in particular) and other 
grarmnars of h~tman 
dignity. These four areas are intercotmected and are conceived as 
crucial dimensions for 
social change. 
The research actMty will develop, in an articulate way, in countries 
presenting relevant 
experiences to the study of the mentioned areas, namely: BolMa, 
Brazil, Ecuador, India 
and South Africa The relevance will be specifically tested i 
countries: France, Italy, United Kingdom and Portugal 
b. Scientific Area: Social and/or Human Sciences. 
c Thematic description of the 
The applicants are expected to have experience on the critical analysis 
of the s 
historical and political processes in India, Brazil, Bolivia, Ecuador 
and/or South Africa and 
the context of relationships between global North and South. The 
applicants are also 
expected to possess a broad knowledge about the project’s thematic are 
research networks dealing with these topics and be familiar with the 
theoretical proposals 
RESFARCH FELLOWSHIPS 
Associate Laborato~z 

ALICE - Strange iVhrrors 
s non-European world, in four main 
ratizing in the following European 
: 3 open positions 

of the University of 
Mirrors, Unsuspected 
experiences", funded by 
n social, 
areas, participate in 
developed by Boaventura de Sousa Santos, namely epistemologies of the 
South, ecology 
of knowledge and intercultural translation. 
d. Requirements and 
weighting: 
1. Master’s degree or legal equivalent in the field of Social Sciences, 
Pohtical Sciences 
and/or Economics (20%); 
2. Professional and research experience in one or more of the project’s t 
(2O%); 
3. Knowledge about the social, historical and political processes in 
India, Brazil, Bolivia, 
Ecuador and/or South Africa (30%); 
4. Interest in developing a PhD 
areas (15%); 
5. Proficiency in English (15%) 
The additional lcnowledge on other topics of the project will be considered 
e Working plan: 
The main acuvity performed by the selected researchers consist on 
supporting the 
implementation of the project’s scientific tasks, n 
supporting any activity associated *vith the project’s general goals. 
f Legislation and applicable regulations 
Law No 40/2004, of August 18 
Advanced Training and Qualification of Human Resources 2011, and 
Regulations for 
Fellowships at the Centre for Social Studies. 
g. Work place: 
The tasks will be performed at the facilities of the Centre for Social 
Studies or other 
location necessalT to implement the working plan, 
Principal Investigator. 
preferential admission criteria, with the corresponding 



prc~iect at CES, within the scope of the project’s thematic 
namely conducting case studies, as well as 
regulations: 
18th (Research Fellow Statute), FCT’s Regulations for 
under the scientific supervision of the 
thematic areas 
amely 
h. I)uration of the fellowship 
The fellowship will last 12 months, starting on October 1 
may be extended, for equal or different time periods, until the end o 
depending on the good performance of the developed activities, defined 
in its working 
plan, and on the Principal Investigator’s assent. 
i. Monthly maintenance stipend: 
The monthly stipend will be 1,250 Euro. The payment of the Voluntary Socia 
and the Personal Accident Insurance is added to this amount. 
j. Selection methods 
The applicants will be selected based on a curricular evaluation. In 
case of similar 
curricular evaluations, the best selected applicants will be evaluated 
throug 
Interview, conducted in English, meant to assess the applicant’s 
integration prospects 
with the project and hi/her motivation in pursuing studies 
thematic areas. 
k. Composition of the Selection Panel 
- Boaventura de Sousa Santo 
- Maria Paula Meneses (permanent member) 
- Joss Manuel Mendes (permanent member) 
1. Results publicatiol’Vnotification 
The competition final results will be published in a list posted at the 
Centre for Social 
Studies facilities and the selected 
results will be sent to the remaining applicants through e 
m Deadline for applications 
August 15th, 2011 
fello~vship: 
1 st, 2011. The fellowship contract 
methods: 
related 
Panel: 
Santos (President) 
notification: 
applicant will be notified through e 
e-mail. 
applications: 
, of the project, 
Social Insurance 
through an 
to the project’s 
e-mail. The competition 
n. Application presentation: 
Applications must include a letter of intent/motivation, 
following documentation: detailed CtuTiculum Vitae, copies of the 
certificates of eligibility, 
and of other relevant documents, as well as recently published 
scientific papers and/or 
books. 
The applications must be sent b 
as by postal mail, with the expedition date stamp until the last day of 
the compeution, to 
the following address: 
Reference: CES-BI/I 7/2011 
Art Prof Doutor Boaventura de Sousa Santos 
Centre de Estudos Socials 
Col4gio de S. Jerdnimo, Apartado 3087 
3001-401 Counbra 
Portugal 
CES promotes equal opportumties 
written in English, as well as the 
by e-mail to alice@ces.uc pt, during the competition, as well 
/utor , 
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TOP NEWS 

Amid New Talks, Some 
Optimism on Debt Crisis 
By CARL HULSE 

The Senate delayed a crucial vote on the 
Democratic debt ceiling bill tmtil I p.m. 
Stmday mnid growing indications that a 
compromise is in the works that will 
avert a federal default on Tuesday. 

Rightward Tilt Leaves Obama 

With Party Rift 
By JACKIE CALMES 

In differing with liberals, the president 
risks alienating a key constituency as the 
2012 election nears. 

In Flood Zone, but 
Astonished by High Water 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

Residents of Dakota Dunes, S.D., 
question whether the programs 
designed to safeguard people from floods actually encourage them to take unnecessary chances. 

~ Slide Show: Rivers and Risks in South Dakota 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We are all human. God created us from one dirt. Why can we not marry each other, or love each other?" 

HALIMA MOHAMMEDI, an Afghan teenager whose love for another teenager, Raft Mohammed, set off a 

riot by flouting their village’s tradition of arranged marriages. 

"What we wouM ask is t! hat the government should kill both of them." 

KHER MOHAMMED, her father. 

U,S, 

FEATURE: The Debt 
Crisis - What 



Should Congress Do? 
What do you tlfink Congress should do: .... 
raise tax revenues, cut programs or just : 
increase the debt ceiling? 

OPINION 

Opinion 
Why Voters Tune 
Out Democrats 
By STANLEY B. 
GREENBERG 

A polling company 
executive finds that voters like the 
Democrats’ ideas but don’t trust that 
they will carry them out. 

Homes for $1.495 million 
:: ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

It’s all about class 

What you get for ... $429,000 

nytimes,�om ..... 

WORLD 

Afghans Rage at Young Lovers 
By JACK HEALY 

A romance between two teenagers that flouted donfinant traditions of arranged marriages and close fanfily 
scrutiny aroused rage. 

NATO Strikes at Libyan State TV 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

NATO forces sought to silence the clfief propaganda instrument of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi overnight, 
although state television renmined on the air Saturday. 

Gunmen Attack Sinai Gas Pipeline 
By HEBA AFIFY and KAREEM FAHIM 

The attackers used rocket-propelled grenades but caused little damage to the line, wlfich had been shut doma 
after a previous attack. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Behind an Anti-Shariah Push 
By ANDREA ELLIOTT 

Arotmd the country, efforts are afoot to restrict courts from considering Shariah or other foreign laws when 
nmking decisions. While the campaign appears spontaneous, it is not. 

". ~ Video Feature: Islamic Law and American Courts 

Farmers Oppose G.O.P. Bill on Immigration 
By JESSE McKINLEY and JULIA PRESTON 

A bill would make farmers check new ]aires with E-Verify, a database devised to ferret out illegal inmfigrants. 

Nation Calls Capital Mad, and It Agrees 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

The mood in the nation’s capital was described variously as one of doom, disgust mad disbelief. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

ESSAY 
Coming Soon: ’Invasion of the Walking Debt’ 
By CHARLES DUHIGG 

Pmaericans hold a certaha optinfism in the face of loonfing catastrophe, wheflaer meteors, zombies, space 
aliens or credit rating downgrades. 



Can Microsoft Make You ’Bing’? 
By STEVE LOHR 

To take on Google, Microsoft is spending billions to make its search engine the intelligent "decision engine." 

’: Graphic: How Different Are Google and Bing? 

SOAPBOX 
The Video Store, Reinvented by Necessity 
By NICOLE LAPORTE 

The spread of video giants like Nefflix and Redbox has compelled brick-and-mortar video stores to retlfink 
their business models, adding services mad tapping into new revenue sources. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

For Uganda Little Leaguers, Exhilaration and Then Heartbreak 
By PAUL POST 

The denial of visas was a sad end to an inspirational story of a fledgling program for poor children who 
hoped to test their skills against the best teams in the world. 

-’ No Little League World Series for Ugandan Team 

Osi Umenyiora Shows Up but Is Still Unhappy 
By JORGE CASTILLO 

Osi Umenyiora did not attend the first walkthrough of Giants training camp, and although he reported for 
duty prior to the evening’s practice, the players took the field without him. 

" For the Giants, Two-a-Days Give Way to One-an-Evenings 

With Tannenbaum, Jets Show Audacity From the Top Down 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Despite nfissing out on the shutdown conaerback Nnamdi Asomugha, who chose the Eagles, general 
manager Mike Tannenbaum’s aggressive style has trmasformed the Jets. 

~ A Flurry of Moves Transforms the Eagles 

,’ Asomugha Rejects Jets; Picks Eagles 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Opportunity on Madison 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

The Metropolitan Musemn nfight be expected to do the obvious when it takes over the Whitney’s building, 
filling it with modelaa art. But that would be a nfistake. 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Flops on Broadway? Fix Them Overseas 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Shows including "Slu:ek the Musical" and "Legally Blonde" have found success in Europe after bombing on 
Broadway. 

" Ben Brantley’s London Theater Journal 

Babies to Heroes: A Field Guide to Big-Screen Men 
By A. O. SCOTT and MANOHLA DARGIS 

The male archetypes populating contemporary Hollywood offer clues about what the men of our dreams look 
like, or at least what moviemakers are trying to sell us. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Life on the Line 
By ANDREW RICE 

As a vicious drug war rages on the other side of the Mexican border, E1 Paso is prospering. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Border Crossers 



Stinger: James O’Keefe’s Greatest Hits 
By ZEV CHAFETS 

James O’Keefe is out to get the liberal establislmaent, one embarrassing video at a time. 

A Mild-Mannered Maniac 
By A.O. SCOTT 

Serious movies have as many rules and lazy conventions as smnmer blockbusters. But in a brilliant, prolific 
career, Raoul Ruiz has eluded them all. 
’- ~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’Mysteries of Lisbon’ 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Meanwhile, Back in the Economy 
The economy is in trouble and Washington seems determined to make matters worse. 

EDITORIAL 
They Risked Their Lives 
Displaced Iraqis, who risked their lives on Mnerica’s behalf, should not be abandoned by Washington. 

EDITORIAL 
One Way to Guarantee More Trouble 
A study done on the disciplinary actions of students in Texas should prompt all states to re-exanfine their 
policies. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Taxes, and a Dangerous Purity 
By FRANK BRUNI 

To Grover Norquist, Washington is an indiscrinfinate glutton, and extra taxes are like excess calories, sure to 
bloat the Beast. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Tempest in a Tea Party 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

How do you follow the leader when there is none to be fotmd? 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Bring Back Poppy 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

George H.W. Bush, who may be our most tmderrated president, believed in the kind of balanced 
conservatism that is lacking in today’s politics. 

, Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 31, 1964, the Mnerican space probe Ranger 7 transnfitted pictures of the moon’s surface. 

¯ See This Front Pa_9~ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:.a.g.e_ 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama and Leade*os Reach 

Debt Deal 

Congressional leaders of both parties 

and President Obama had a 

fl’amework for a deal to present to 

their caucuses, moving closer to a 

measure that could pass both 

chambers. 

From Spending to Cuts, 

While the Economy Stalls 

The outline of a deal would complete an about-face in the government’s role from post-recession 
spending to cuts. 

WASHINGTON MEMO 

in World’s Eyes, Much Damage Is Already Done 

~Ilxe United States may have saved its credit rating, but world leaders say its reputation may have 

faltered. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Theft k~!~!p tall¢ing about ar~ed gangs, but there ~s om~ arrm!d ga~g it~ this couatr~, and it is th~ 5~rian 
government ~tse~:" 
~,,L HANDER, spokesman for the American Embassy in Damascus, on the violent crackdown 
against activists by Syrian government forces. 

ARTS 

~ SLID~ SHOW: 

°She’s Got the 

At Lincoln Center on 

Saturday atiernoon "She’s Got the 

Power!" presented a four-hour 

marathon of girl-group songs Dom 

the 196os, 

~ Music Review 

OPINION 

aped: O~r 

~ 

Unbalanced 

The debt crisis shows 

why constitutional balance must be restored. 

The auteur vso the committee 
ALSO IN TECH >) 

Can technology prevent a child’s death’? 

Facebook’s facial recognition featm-e 

WORLD 



A growing number of Japanese residents have invested in dosimeters to measure radiation levels 
near their homes as the government fumbles its reaction to the widespread contamination. 

Syrians S~rlke Restive Cities i~ Fierce Raids 

Scenes of bloodshed in several eities around Syria reveal the government’s new resolve to crack 
down on dissent. 

~ 
The kede: Video of th~ Raids 

Benghazi Clash Exposes Cracks in Rehel Ranlcs 

An eight-hour battle overnight and Sunday morning raised fl’esh questions about divisions, distrust 
and deception. 

More World News 

Progress H~ts Snag: Tiny Chips Use Outsize Power 

Experts say crowding more transistors onto chips requires too much power and causes overheating. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Af{er Protracted F~ght, Both S~des Emerge Bruised 
B:< J 2i:F :.:2k 2.:’:" 
A full victory lap was not expected - or, perhaps, desmwed - by those on either side of the debate, 
which has consumed the capital, unnerved the financial markets and infuriated Americans. 

Congress Must Trim Deflelt to A~old Broader Cuts 

The deal would cut into education and Medicare if Congress does not enact legislation by the end of 
the year, 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Uncertalu~ Driving Treasury Bill Fluctuatlous 

In a financial market not usually known fro" excitement, stability has been replaced with concern, 
retleeted in falling prices for short-term offerings. 

:+M Jazeera English ~rlves on N.Y, Cable 
f.h: ~.::# .:, .i :.:~ L~ E 
The Qatar-based A1 aazeera has struggled to seeure American outlets for its Englishqangnage TV 
news channel. 

Ticket Sales Start-Up Aims at Smaller Box Offlees 

Using a ticket system it created, Eventbrite has entered the multibillion<tollar ticketing industry 
and set its sights on events below Ticketmaster’s radar. 

SPORTS 

ON PAR 

Excltlug New Sources of +2on~radlctory Advice 

Many of the golf tips found in instructional videos come down to this: if smnething feels natural, 
forget it. 

~E] Post a Comment 

Giauts’ Johu Mars Mess the Go-To Player in Te~se Negotlatlo~s 

John Mara’s key role in negotiating the N.F.L’s new labor agreement earned him new respect 
around the league. 

Bwant Says He’s ()pe~+ to Pla?+ng in Europe 

Perhaps more than any other American-born N.B.A. player, Bryant fits into the European sports 
world seamlessly. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

DANCE REVIBN 
Into the Pool, Slmvly but With Feeling 



Eiko & Koma’s perfomlance piece "Water" made use of that element at the Lincoln Center Out of 

Doors festival. 

"Magic Trip: Ken Kesey’s Search for a Kool Place," a film by Mex Gibney and Alison Ellwood, 
reconstructs footage of Kesey’s 1964 cross-country bus trip. 

MEDIA & ADVERTiSiNG 

Charging a Prenfium for Movies; at a Cost 

High-priced tickets and premiums for 3-D are rewarding shareholders bnt may be driving away 

moviegoers. 

Br~ngh~g Comfort Food to Prh~t Fans 

A new food magazine co-created by the owner of Momofuku breaks many of the conventions of 
magazine journalism and is even a pleasure to hold. 

ADVERTISING 

Fla~mth~g Lathm CllchSs h~ Effort to Defuse Them 

A new ad campaign for the New York International Latino Film Festival makes fun of stereotypes to 
attract attendees while drawing attention to the problem. 

More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

To Escape Chaos~ a Terrible Dea~ 
Democrats won almost nothing they wanted except avoiding default. 

EDITORIAL 

Gov. Cuomo% S~bw~y System 
In New York, millions of eommuters a day depend on a governor who calls himself a "ear glly." 

EDITORIAL 

It’s Getth~g Better 
There has been a welcome string of developments promoting fairness for gay men and lesbians. 

. Mere Opkflon ;~ 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

O~r IS~bal~eed Democracy 

However it ends, the debt crisis has already shown how dysfunctional the relationship between 
Congress and the president has become - and why constitutional balance must be restored. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Presldel~t 

Extortion over the debt ceiling wins, and the country loses. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Dinfinlshed President 

Real leaders don’t just play the angles. 

~ Columnist Page ] BIo~ 

o Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On August 1, 1936, lOO,OOO saluted Adolf Hitler on his entrance at the opening of the Berlin 
Olympics. 
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TOP NEWS 

Somalis Waste Away as 
Insurgents Block Escape 
From Famine 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The Shabab Islamist insurgent group is 
setting up a camp where it is 
imprisoning displaced and starving 
Somalis who were trying to escape 
Shabab territory. 

" Photographs: Amid Famine, Dangers Hinder 

Aid to Somalia 

:’ Off Media Radar, Famine Garners Few 
Donations 

ABUSED AND USED 
Reaping Millions From 
Medicaid in Nonprofit Care 
for Disabled 
By RUSS BUETTNER 

NewYork spends $10 billion a year 
eating for the developmentally disabled, 
more than half of which goes to private providers, with little oversight on their spending. 

Pearls, Finer but Still Cheap, Flow From China 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Chinese companies are using new techniques that help make pearls cheaper, throwing the industry into 
turmoil. 

-’ Slide Show: Freshwater Pearls, Made in China 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 would like to say this bill solves our problems. It doesn’t. It is a solid f!rst step." 

JEB HENNARLING, Republican Representative of Texas, on the budget agreement. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Behind the Scenes 
of the Debt Bill 



Battle 
Republicans and Democrats alike spent 
the day in intense debate, ending the 
evening with a House vote to raise the 
debt linfit. 

OPINION 

Op-Ed: Putting an 
Antebellum Myth 
to Rest 
By TERA W. HUNTER 

Myths about stable slave 
fanfilies are a reflection of 
deliberate amnesia. 

That’s not trash, that’s dinner 
Also on NYTimes.com 

A bad girl with a touch of genius 

The master’s as the new bachelor’s 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

Syrian Forces Renew Strike on Restive City of Hama 
By NADA BAKRI 

Security forces assaulted the city for a second day as the government continued its campaign to crush a 
popular uprising. 

Egyptian Forces Roust Tahrir Square Sit-In 
By HEBA AFIFY and NADIM AUDI 

Hundreds of Egyptian troops and security police officers forcibly cleared a three-week-old sit-in in Cairo’s 
central Tahrir Square on Monday. 

Israel Kills Two Palestinians as Raid in West Bank Refugee Camp Goes Awry 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Troops killed the two Palestinians after raiding several houses and being set upon by stone-throwing 
residents. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Forty Years Later, a Tip With Potential in a Famous Case 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE and CHARLIE SAVAGE 

"D.B. Cooper," who in 1971 demanded $200,000 and a parachute, then jmnped out of a plane mad into 
legend, has never been found. Could that be about to change? 

House Passes Deal to Avert Debt Crisis 
By CARL HULSE 

In a vote of 269-161, the House passed a landinark compronfise, drawing a solid majority of Republicmas and 
about half the Democrats. 

.. ~i Howthe House Voted 

,. ~ Text of the Bill 

. Bucks: When Compound Interest Is Crushing 

¯ . Economix: Could This Deal Raise Deficits? 

’- Times Topics: Debt Ceiling 

Giffords Returns, as Does Unity, Briefly 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and JEFF ZELENY 

Representative Gabrielle Giffords returned for the first time since an assassination attempt. 

BUSINESS 



Focus Turns Back to Fed on Economy 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Political divisions in Congress have all but immobilized the levers of fiscal policy, raising pressure on the 
Federal Reserve to address the nation’s eeononfie lethargy. 

:. Relief Rally Vanishes After New Data 

Small City, Big Debt Problems 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and KATIE ZEZIMA 

Retired employees of Central Falls, R.I., face sharp benefit cuts, but bondholders appear to be tmscathed. 

India’s Widening Iron Ore Scandal Hurts Stocks 
By VIKAS BAJAJ 

In the wake of a govenunent report on corruption, shares of nfining companies have lost value, including the 
flagship of one of India’s richest men. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Lou Gehrig Treasure Trove 
By PETER APPLEBOME 

A failed romance in 193o or so has resulted in m~ auction house sale of the Yankee legend’s memorabilia. 

YANKEES 3, WHITE SOX 2 
Sabathia Leaves No Doubt in a Rotation Still in Flux 
By SAM BORDEN 

The Yankees ace C. C. Sabathia eanaed his major-league-leading 16th victory, with Phil Hughes and Ivan 
Nova to follow this week as they vie for a final starting spot. 

’- Box Score I Inning by Inning 

Roundup: Video Review Helps Indians Slip Past Red Sox 

MARLINS 7, METS 3 
Mets Begin Key Stretch With a Step Back 
By ANDREW KEH 

Lucas Duda’s two-rtm homer with two outs in the bottom of the ninth tied the score, but a Florida grand 
slam in the loth doomed flae Mets. 

¯ Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Arts Outposts Stung by Cuts in State Aid 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

State grants, a pillar of finm~cing for small arts groups, have dried up. 

¯ . Shrinking State Budgets: How Much for the Arts? 

A Bare Market Lasts One Morning 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Dozens of participants stripped naked for the performance art piece "Ocularpation: Wall Street" on Monday. 
Several were arrested. 

-’ ~ Video 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Ambitions as Deep as Their Pockets 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

A group of rich daredevils, including James Cameron, Richard Branson and Eric E. Sclnnidt, are h~vesting in 
submersibles to explore the ocean’s deepest spot. 

REMARKABLE CREATURES 
Call of the Thylacine: Protect the Wild 



By SEAN B. CARROLL 

In an Australian journey, a painting of an extinct nmrsupial was a renfinder of how fragile species are. 

" ~ Video: The Search for the Thylacine 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Particle Accelerators Full of Spin and Fury, Signifying Something 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

Trying to keep up with particle physics after a year of rmnors and lfints of what could be big discoveries is 
difficult unless you have a scorecard. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Cruel Isolation 
A California prison protest spotlighted widespread use of torturous solitary confh~ement. 

EDITORIAL 
India and Pakistan, Talking 
With a relationship as combustible as that between India and Pakistan, it’s progress just to get the two sides 
in a room. Last week’s meeting is to be celebrated. 

EDITORIAL 
Pork? That? What Do You Mean? 
The House Republican freshmen are rich in hypocrisy as they qtfietly push hometown projects that are worth 
billions, while vowing to slash the federal budget. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Putting an Antebellum Myth to Rest 
By TERA W. HUNTER 

The resurrection of myths about stable slave fanfilies is not a harnfless gaffe, but a reflection of a deliberate 
anmesia. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Tea Party’s War on America 
By JOE NOCERA 

We’ve got a deal on the debt ceiling, all right. One that will reduce the national deficit and wreck the 
econonly. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

As We Seek Nature, We Wall It Out 
By DIANE ACKERMAN 

We fill our homes with flowers and pets and fear the guests with fangs who stop by. 

David Brooks is off today. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 2, 1923, the 29th president of the United States, Warren G. Harding, died in San Francisco. Calvin 

Coolidge took the oath of office as President of the United States. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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Online Course Requisi’don 

Your online requisition [WCR00165129] for Eunice Sahle ha s been received 

The f,allowing adoption(s) were submitted: 

20114 AFR1600 001 
R King Leopold’s Ghost : A StolT of Greed, Terror, and Heroism in Colonial Aiicica Adam Hochschild 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number. 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, fbeH amy@emaii.unc.edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store unc.edu 
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Online Course Requisition 
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20114 AFR1600 001 
R Zuma’s Own Goal: Losing South Africa’s ’War on Poverty’ Brij Maharaj, Ashwin Desai and Patrick Bond 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number. 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 
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TOP NEWS 

F~*aetlo~ls Battle 

President Obama took a final shot at 
his Republican opposition for what he 
called a manufactured, and 
avoidable, crisis. 

~D 
How Congress Voted: House I 

Spending Cuts Seen as Step, 

Not as 

At the end of the Io-year period covered by the debt deal, the federal debt will be much larger than 
today. 

As Chicago’s DeMg~ated Hero, Slugge~" Strikes O~t 

Expected to hit his usual 4o home runs, Adam Dunn is compiling historically bad statistics in his 
first season with the White Sox. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’ff47ten u~e plo]t Mm atj~rst b~se, he doesn’t hit either." 

OZZIE (;-UILLEN, manager of the Chicago White Sox, on Adam Ounn. who has sm_~ggled as the 

team’s highly paid designated hitter. 

~ SLIDE SItO~V: 

~ 

Teenager SHps 

Through Mental 

Healtl~ System 
Pericles Clergeau, a young man with 
a violent past, was shuttled fi’om 
place to place and ended up killing a 
homeless shelter employee in 
Massachusetts 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Sho.~d 
dove~-nments Buy 

Gold? ...... ] 
Gold is no longer a 
currency, but eentral banks and investors alike are hoarding it. 

Washington’s rogue eJephants 
ALSO IN OPINION *> 

Not O.K at the O.K. Corral 

Irradiation and the "ick factor" 

WORLD 



Cuban, s Set for Big Change: lRight to Buy Homes 

Cuba is phmning to legalize the sale and pnrehase of property, and some predict that it eould 
prodnee broad changes in soeiety. 

~[:] 
Photographs: Cuba to L*galize Pdvate Dopert~ 

Greeth~g the Untblnkable: Mubarak on Trial 

As Cairo prepares for Wednesday’s public trial of former President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt, the 
moment has marked a shift in Arab history that many still cannot believe has happened. 

~ Video" Times ::ast ] ~aubarak To Stand Tdal 

~ E~baor~r~a~ Decautions Taken [or Mubara~ Trial 

Kill~ ~g of Get, era I Vexes Rebels in I3 bya 
::7 ?:,.’:,R t !.:i 

Relatives and members of Gen. Abdul Fattah Younes’s tribe wm~ed of dire consequences if rebel 
leaders did not move quickly to find his killers. 

More World News 

Teenager’s Path a~d a K~llh’~g P~t Spotlight o~ Me~tal Care 

Pericles Clergeau was shuttled through various Massachusetts agencies that were supposed to help 
him. 

Stalemate ha Senate Leaves 4,000 Out of~Vork at 

The partial agency shutdown is likely to continue through Labor Day and relies on airport safety 
inspectors to keep working without pay. 

Markets Evoke Mere or~es of Mexico 

At the flea market in Madera, Calif., Mexican-Indian farm workers can find food, entertainment 
and community. 

BUSINESS 

AAA Rating Is a Rarity in Business 
f.h: 7i,2 
Hanging over the debt ceiling talks has been the threat of the United States losing its ~ eredit 
rating, but in corporate America, the top status long ago became an anachronism. 

~Debt 
Bill is S~gned, ~ndin~ a Fractious Battle 

~ Graphic: For Big Companies, L~ttle Allure in Afv~ Ratings 

Asla*l Markets T*lmble on Jitters Over Debt ~Noes 

Several leading indexes in Asia fell as mneh as ~ percent and the price of gold shot np on eoneerns 
about the debt problems in the United States and Em’ope. 

~ ;lgodd Marke[s Staggered by Weak Consume~ Data 

\Vorrles l~se Over Spain and Italy Debt 

Investors are returning their attention to the debt woes in Europe, and they do not like what they 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 6, WHITE SOX 0 

Needing to Show Somethh~g, Hughes Oives Yankees Six Scoreless 

The right-hander pitched six shntont innings, and Mark Teixeira set a major league record by 
homering from both sides of the plate for the ruth time in his eareer. 

~Box 
Score [ inning b~ Inning 

~ Bats: Gardner Makes it Hard to TaKe Him Out 



MARLINS 4, METS 3 

Santana Setback and Blown Lead Create Bad Doub|eheader for the Mets 

aohan Santana had a setback in his rehabilitation before the Mets tossed away another game in the 
late innings. 

~ Roundup: Home Run ~n the Rain Boosts Detroit 

A Career S~stahaed by Unwaverh~g Faith 

For 62 years, Florida Marlins Manager Jack McKeon has attended Mass before every game, no 
matter what city he is in. 

o Mere S#erts News 

ART$ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Stm~mer BI]zzard at Gllmmerglass 

A new one-act opera, "A Blizzard on Marblehead Neck," directed by Francesca Zambello, has its 
premiere at the Glimmerglass Festival. 

~ Slide Show: Four Operas at Giimmerg;ass 

(’.it)’ Opera to Lose Music Dh°ec~or 

New York City Opera is eliminating the position of music director, currently held by George 
Manahan. 

o Mere Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

WINES OF THE TIMES 

’I’hhfld*~g Inside the Box 

The wine snob’s worst nightmare, boxed wine has made strides in the past five years. The panel 
reeently tasted 2o reds and whites Dora produeers who were striving for quality. 

V~;a~tt Fresher Produce? Leave Dirt Behhtd 

~II~e word hydroponic has long been associated with a lack of flavor, but state-of-the art operations, 
like Gotham Greens in Brooklyn, have won converts among some chefs. 

A Chef Finds HeMh~g in Food 

After he was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis, the chef Seamus Mullen, whose restaurant 
Tertulia opens this month, discovered that food offered physical relief. 

Mere DininFl & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

I-]~ding Behind the B~tdget Ac~t 
The mechanics of the bill that President Obama signed allows lawmakers to ew~de responsibility for 
the damage that could result. 

EDITORIAL 

Airlines and Carbon 
The European plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions makes sense. 

EDITORIAL 
Politics and Prayer 
The Fourth Circuit deserves eredit for nnderseoring an essential bmmdary between ehureh and 
state. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Str~ke That Bt~sted Unions 

Ronald Reagan’s confrontation with the air traffic controllers’ union undm~fined the bargaining 

power of ~neriean workers. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The New Hama 

The struggle today across the Arab world is between the "I will make you afraid" leadership and the 



"We are not afraid anymore" citizens. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

V~ash~n;~ot~ Cha~t~ Saw Massacre 

Playing now in D.C.: The scariest sequel yet to "Invasion of the Body Snatchers." 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 3, 1958, the nuclear-powered subma]~ne Nautilus became the first vessel to cross the 

North Pole underwater. 

* See ’Ibis F’~’ont Page 
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Register Now: 4th Am~ual Cont~rence 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 
Out of the Past, Into the Future. 

Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

November 3-5, 2011 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel .Washington, D.C. 

The 2011 conference will feature: 

¯ Keynote address by H. E. Barham Salih, Prime Minister of the Kurdistan Region. ** 

¯ Featured presentations by top policymakers and scholars. 

¯ RoundtaNe discussions on "Turkey as a Democratic Ally under the AKF~’ and "The 

Saddam Tapes, 1978-2001: The Inner Workings of a Tyrant’s Regime." 

¯ Panels with the lastest academic research on "The Egyptian Feminist Movement," 

"Museveni in Uganda," "The Hidden Imam and Khomeini’s Revolution," "Civil War in 

Libya," and many more in Middle Eastern and African studies, and related disciplines. 

¯ Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

¯ Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

¯ * invited 

To see the full list of papers to be presented, click here. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 30, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 30, $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASME~A here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info~,asmeascholars.or,q. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r,q 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vtimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 12:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, Debt Ceiling Debate, Alexander McQueen and more 

Debt Ceiii~g Debate                                      [i~1 

Did the Tea Party win? The debt deal was shaped~ but not 
dictated, by conservative freshmen in the House~ 
Contributors weigh in from every angle, wiflx perspectives 
including ~Challenging the G.O.Pi’, "We Are: the Mainstream~, 
Wuters Will Unders[and" mxd "Denmeracy Can Be Messy". Read 
more and join the conversation at nytimes.cum/roomfordebate. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0g03/a mes 1 Y 

~Aexander McQueen                                ~ 
The Metropolitan Musemn of ~M’t’s Alexander MeQueen 

retrospective is coming to a dose this week, with H~e 

museum eelebratiBg the oeeasio~ by staying open ~atev than 

ever be[ore, Cheek out photos of the e~hibit, a revi ew of the show 

and e~;plore highlights ofAle~;amlev McQueen cow, rage, 

¯ Google’s B it e for Pa~ents 

¯ Tbiok of Wine, ]nside the 

¯ Sex, Lies and Data Miniog 

¯ Got Briefs? T~is Run’s for 

¯ When They Play ~’omem IVs Not ,lus~ an Act 

Top 5 Viewed Features 
(Between July 27 - August 2) 

L Kvagman: The I residen[ Sarrenders 
~, ~’ugman: The Centrist Cop-Out 

3, Loog Batt{e (m Debt Emli~g ~s Se~ate Set [’ov Final Vote 

4, Obama aod Leaders Reach Debt Deal 

5. The Diminished President 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Recipes for 

Summer Fruit 
Three dozen ways to use peaches, 
berries and more, including pies 
and etaimbles, cold sonps and 
refreshing drinks. 

~ INTEI/ACTI[VE: O.K. to 

Go Dance Crazy 
OK Go is premiering their latest 
video "All Is Not Lost," which 
includes an interactive HTML5 
version. 

~ VIDEO: A Smartphone 

Showdown 

Blackberry or iPhone? Your 

phone says something about 

you. Sam Grobart and Andrew 

Ross Sorkin swap phones, leading 

to a larger-than-expected 

transformation. 

Join the 
Conversation - 
DeaIBook 

A potential new 
reality show says 
it is making progress toward 
becoming, well, a reality. Share 
your thoughts. 

Profit f~om insights aimed at 

C~nnect wi,h TimesLimLed 
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for iPhone 
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From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, August 3, 2011 8:48 PM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: Third Am~uaJ Achebe Colloquium on Aliica 

The thin annu~l Achebe Colloquium on Africa will be held at Brown University, Providence, Rhode Islan& USA from 3-4 December; 2011. 

The themes of the conference will include: The Arab Sp~qn,g: Challenges to Democratization artd Natio~ Building, Da~.Tfitr: Toward ~stainable peace, and 

Somhem Sudan: Obstacles facing the world, s zten, est nation. On Day two the conference continues with a focus on China and its presence in Africa, Zimbabwe 

and its tethering democracy and Literature and the power of the written word. 

The Achebe Colloquium roll bring together officials from African governments, the United Nations, US govermnent, the European Union, members of African civil 

socie~, international human rights organizations, elections monitoring groups, writers and opinion leaders, and research and policy institutions to deliberate on the 
imtx~rtance of sus~ining Affica~l s fragile democracies. 

Please save the date. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ndaka Otiono Ph.D. 

Post Doctoral Fellow 

And Senior Research Assistant to the David and Marianna Fisher Universi~ Professor 

Professor Chinua Achebe 

Brown Universib’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 3:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Jockeying Anew in Congress in Next Budget Fight Phase 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/og/o4/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~I Editorials i Op-~ ~On T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 4, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Jockeying A~mw h~ C,o~gress                           ~ 

in Next Budget F~ght Phase 

Congressional leaders have two weeks to name panel members to the "supereommittee" that is 
supposed to recommend at least $1.5 trillion of additional deficit-reduction measures. 

Casting Aside ~Vor[d Criticism, Syria InYades Town 

Syria ordered its military to storm through the city of Hama after three days of shelling. 

~ Video: rimesCast I Syrian Tanks Storm Hama 

At Mubarak Trial Stark Im age of Humbled Power 

Egypt’s ousted president, Hosni Mubat’ak, denied charges of corruption and complicity in killing 
protesters. 

~ Video: [imesCast I Mubarak [o Stand Trial 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

HONNI MUBARAK, the for’met president o[’ Egypt, iu eonrt on charges of corruption and 

comp{ieity in the killing of protesters, 

FASHION & STYLE 

Fashion Camp 
Young women forgo 
fresh air and campfires 
to create their own designs at 
Fashion Camp. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE Io~ I 
Ca n New York 

I{ival SHico~ 

VMley? 
What would it take for 
New York City to become home to the 
next Facebook or Apple? 

Dressing like a superhero 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE x 

Adven[ures in virfl:age 

C:apitalizhxj on tile cold.-brew obsession 

WORLD 

Mubarak Spectaele Captivates the Middle Eats[ 
f.::: Ric?: 
Millions of viewers, h’om the shops of Amman and ,lerusalem to the hovels of impoverished Yemen, 
were mesmerized by the live broadcasts beamed from a Cairo courtroom. 

Libya AHylng W~ith IMamlsts, Qaddatl So~ Says 

Seif al-Islam el-Qaddafi said that he was forging a secret alliance to drive out the liberal-minded 



I.ibyan rebels. 

,iideo: Inter, dew With Seif al-lslarn eI-Qaddafi 

Sec*lrity Couacll I{eb*lke of Syria E~ds Prolo~ged Deadlock 

rIlle Security Council has issued its first denunciation of the violence in Syria since the uprising 
began. 

o More World News 

Donald E. Wfldmon’s American Family Association is thrusting itself into presidential politics by 
putting on Oov. Rick Perry’s prayer rally in Texas this weekend. 

DRILLING DOWN 

A Tah~ted VVater ~,~Te]], al~(| Concerl~ There IVIay Be ~Vlore 

Industry executives as well as regulators have said that fracking has never contaminated 

underground drinking water. But there is at least one docmnented case. 

Even Marked Up, I,ux~ry Goods Fly Off Shelves 

While retailers selling to average Americans are holding near fire sales, a recovery at the top is 
helping high-end retailers to sell out of their most expensive items. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

Large Baulks in Europe Struggle V~th Weak Bonds 

Investors fear that banks’ vulnerability in Italy and Spain mean Europe’s bid to control its debt has 
come up short. 

Japau Moves to V~eaken the Yen 

The government intervened in the foreign exchange markets on Thursday to push down the value 

of the yen and the Bank of Japan expanded its asset-buying program as a way to ease monetary 

policy. 

For Strong and V~eak, Debt Pressures Ra~le Europe 
~.::,, ~.~.:: .*~.r.,:.Bv,:,’-i 
With the dollar withering under the United States debt trouble, the Swiss fl’anc is as good as gold - a 
sitnation the Swiss National Bank moved to stifle. 

~U.S 
Stocks M~nage to Eke Out a G~in 

~ Video: Looking for Rationa~tf ~n Bond Markets 

S P 0 

The V~oods Watch Turns Into Rubbernecklug 

Ending a three-month layoff, Tiger Woods will return to eompetitive golf Thursday, beginning the 
latest in a series of comebacks since 2009. 

~ Battling Longer Odds, but Still Court~ng Fans 

Alex I{odrlg*lez to Be Asked About Poker Games 

f.h: MX ~ P:,L.L :3 ’:.,{ ~ H’/ .: " 

A magazine report linked the Yankees’ third baseman to high-stakes poker games with Hollywood 
eelebrities. 

YANKEES 18, WHITE SOX 7 

Ya1~kees R~se Above Burnett’s Shortcomh~gs to Ront ~Vtfite Sox 

Derek deter had five hits and Curtis Granderson had five runs batted in, but A. & Burnett could not 

last hmg emmgh to get the win. 

~ Final: Yaqkees vs White Sox I Irming b~ Inning 

¯ Mere Spolls News 



ART~ 

TH E ART OF SU M M ER 

The V~ords V~% IL~ve By 

A day of wandering the semantic landscape of Manhattan with an eye out for everyday words: the 

langnage of street signs and menns, MetroCards and T-shirts. 

DANCE REVIEVV 

Nat~we Paints Backdrop for C~ty Ballet’s Stars 

New York City Ballet’s touring ensemble made its debut in Vail, Colo., with old and new works like 

Jerome Robbins’s "Dances at a Gathering" and Christopher Wheeldon’s "Polyphonia." 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Showcasing tl~e V~ola ~n Updated lYlo~,art 

Opening night of Mostly Mozart played it safe at Ave~Lv Fisher Hall, which was adapted into a more 

intimate4eeling place, with the orehestra performing on a platform extended well into the 

auditorium. 

Mote Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

St~mmer at Camp Cot~t~re 

At Fashion Camp, a trip to Bameys is research, not a shopping trip. 

~ Slide Show 

After their White ttouse dinner appearance, Miehaele Salahi and her husband, Tareq, are working 

to draw all the attention they can get. 

Summer is the season for maintaining onds buzz if you’re a cast member of "The Real Housewives of 

More Fashion & SbAe ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

VVho VVH1 Help the Syrians? 

Tougher sanctions, and a united fi’ont, are the only hope of ending the killing in Syria that has 

taken thousands of lives. 

EDITORIAL 

After months of holding the reanthorization of the F,A.A, hostage, the Republicans have left town. 

EDITORIAL 

A Precede~t for Press Freedom 

In rejecting the government’s exaggerated claim of necessity, the judge respected the public’s strong 

interest in robust investigative reporting. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Immigrant Identifies~ Preserved i~ Vinegar? 

Immigrants’ pickle carts as an assimilationist battleground. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Seekh]g Balat~ce o~ the Mideast 

If you think Congress is obst~tctionist on the debt ceiling, look at the Middle East. But there’s hope, 

~ Cokimnist Page [ BIoG 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

’though men have dominated the headlines in politics, women in movies, music and sports have 

had a season worth savoring. 

~ More Oph~on ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 4, 1914, Britain declared war on Germany while the United States proclaimed its 

neutrality. 

About This E-191aii 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for Nhqimes cem~s Today’s Headlirles newslette[ As a rnembe[ o~ 

the ~RL;SFe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Menage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-MailI Privscy Poiicy i Contsct i Advertise 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:19 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Updates on Application 

Professor Sable, 

I hope this message finds you in good spirits. 

I jnst wanted to send you a quick update on the progress of my         Application. I followed np with Professor Rugumamu at Professor Nyang’oro’s 

recommendation. Rugumamn wrote me back this week to tell me that he is currently on safari, but was excited to see my interest in working with him, and that he 

be getting back 1*~ me this weekend. I think this is a very promising avenue, given that I have met him belbre, and really enjoyed his guest lecture ruth our cla~ss. 

I also contacted Deborah Bryceson, the Scottish scholar whose book you recommended to me while we were in Tanzania, about nay proposal. I was seeking her 

commentaxy on how relevant my proposal would be to the academic discourse and literature. She gave me some strong words of encouragement, which certaJmly 

boosted my interest in developing the proposal that I discussed with you at Jack Sprat. Now, I an~ really interested in getting in touch with Prof Rugamamu (and 

potentially others) to get his full opinion on the scope of the project. 

I was also interested in contacting Professor Shao, but his e-mail isn’t listed on the UDSM website. Do you happen to have it anywhere in your inventow? I think Shao 

would be a great prospective partner since he moderated our human rights conference discussion (IfI remember correctly), and I think that would solidify- the nature of 

the partnership for the American reviewers of my application. In any case, I mn especially interested in soliciting input about my research proposal from a variety of 

Tanzanian scholars to assure that the project’s scope and plan are indeed relevant to Tm~zania’s academic discourse. 

Thank you once again for all of your support, mad believing in nay abilities. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 8:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

[Consilience] Issue VII Call for Submissions 

])eat’ Professor Sable, 

My tmme is Viglmesh SubramanyatL at~d [ ant Editor- 

D~’e~oprm~tt~. Consilie~ce is a g~obaL sh~denbvum 
otfline .jour~ta~ based at Columbia Umversity m the 
C~ty of New York. It is dedi~:ated to promoting 
it~terdis~:ip]mary dialogue ot~ sustainable 
developmenL a~d is the first student4otmded 
academi~: jout’t~a~ of its kited. 

The call for submissio~s ean be viewed o~t ore’ website 

Given yore" expressed it~terest in sustainable 
de~,elopme~t, our Editorial Board invites you and 
student~ that )ou may know, both undergraduate 
;rod gradtmte, to (:ontHbute to Cot~silienee. I 
end:outage yot~ to for> ard at~d shave this emai] with 

I ~eleome you to visit ot~r website to vie~ our first 
five issues. If you have any questions regarding the 
submissio~ts process or (;ot~siliet~ce, please do ~tot 
hesitate to eot~taet me at ZS.g.g~.£~3~.r~.b.{~.,£O.~ or 

wot’kit~g close[) with you throughout the submission 

Vighnesh Subvantanyat~ 

Editor-In:Chief 

The Editorial Board is based at Cohtmbia Umversity 
in the (;it) of Ne~* York 

i::i::i::i::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 10:37 PM 

apcg@lists.wisc.edu 

The Next APCG Newsletter 

Dear Colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out at in the middle of September (after APSA). Please forward any news that you might have to mbnelson@wesleyan.edu. This might include new 
publications, news about grants, new jobs, member career changes, announcements for conferences, etc. 

I am also interested in any photos or images you may have that illustrate your work and/or field experiences 

The deadline for sending material is September 9th 

Best, 

Mike 
http://www.africanpoliticsgroup or~/ne~vsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 
Assistant Professor, Department of Government 
Chair, African Studies Cluster 
Wesleyan University 
860685.3023 
mbnelson @wes [eyan.edu 

http:i/www.michaeInelson info 
http://africa blo~s.wesl eyan. edu/ 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: https:i/listswiscedu/u’?id 40299565.flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&[ apc~&o 16362920 

or send a blank email to leave-16362920~40299565 fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Friday, August 5, 2011 2:46 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

[Jpda’te, 5 Augus~t: Seminaxs, Kyle Thiennann, climate, Mabhida, electricity, sanitation, protests, Zim, Shell, Egypt, IMF, Jozi Book Fair, 
attachments, ANComlption 

Jozi Book Fair programme.pdf; Jozi Book Fair.pdf; Pra]~ v Shivji July 2011 .pdf, Shi~ji nationalism and pana£ricm~ism June 2011.pdf; 

Bellamy Foster Magdoff what mi environmentalist needs to know capitalism ch 3.pdl:, Chase-Dulm Continuities o~d trmisfolmations.docx; 

Climate 5 Aug.docx 

Hi comyades, 

* tIappy Women’s Day on Tuesday[ Yikes we have failed to do appropriate 

programming, and news that follows features a gaggle of guys, sorry 

’bout that 

* Today if you’re near tIoward College please join us for a couple of 
seminars: CCS Visiting Scholar Paul Routledge on global climate justice 
(with a Bangladesh case study) at CCS and before that, in room E141, 
Sjoerd van Grootheest on the Durban fisherfolk fight for space. 
Interestingly, one of the fisherlf~lks’ enemies turned out to be a 
section of civil society that should, under ideal conditions, been their 
strongest allies: suffers. But in a divide-and-conquer maneuver, city 
officials used the latter (generally- blue-eyed blonde-haired lads who 
use the beach for free) to smash the latter (generally darker-skinned 
and fee-paying). Fortunately lest you get the wrong idea about these 
terrific nature-loving athletes, one of their finest, Kyle Thiermatm, a 
professional surfer frora Santa Cruz, is with us this week to film a 
critique of nuclear power. You can see his short fihns at 
http://www.surfingforchange.com, and hopefully we can schedule a seminar 
with him as he finishes his valuable fihning of eco-socially conscious 
surfers. We also have some great seminars lined up for the end of 
August, including Palestinian leader Mustapha Barghouti. 

* My oil-in-the-soil Durban-Ecuador seminar paper, published (brief 
version) in The Mcrcur£ and on ezines, with lots of nice pics and 
graphs, is here: http:i/ccs.ukzn.ac.zaidefault.asp?2,68,3,2367 

* News from the climate front includes some boring reports about the 
COP17 official preps and internecine battles, and the exciting Million 
Climate Jobs initiative (attached .doc file), plus a renewed attack on 
World Bank meddling in climate finance. 

* Irresponsible sporting is exemplified by Danny Jordaan who last week 
confessed his own irrational exuberance and also said "officials should 
have engaged in ruore careful planning," speci~-ing Durban management as 
Fifa dupes. Durban’s chief dupe is the city manager, who said (true to 
fonn), "I aru happy. We made the right decisions." Read it and weep, 
below. Today’s news has the Sharks biting Sutclif~E, but he doesn’t seem 
to notice 

* Coverage of the new power struggles over electricity continues to 
disappoint. In the Durban battles in Sea Co~v Lake and Chatsworth, the 
reportage - especially headline below - misses the broader point. This 
war has many fronts, many tactics, but the municipality’s agenda of 
depriving selwices is relentless. Seems like the old 1994 World Bank 
plan for SA’s poors - to lower ampage to 20 from the standard 60 - is 
being incrementally attempted by neoliberal Durban bureaucrats. But 
they’ve chosen a veW tough ’hood for this experiment, to push the power 
level to 40 amperes. Of course there will be resistance, and once again 
it looks like Chatsworth residents are taking their double-movement 
seriously, ripping offthe doors and getting private electricians in for 
the sake of conm~oning electricity. And they appear to be ~vinning on the 
technology, if not price of power. While all residential consumers pay 
the vast bills for two new climate-insensitive coal-fired power plants 
and the biggest mining/metals firms in the world still get the world’s 
cheapest electricity for smelting up the coast at Richard’s Bay, the 
logical demand, ultimately, is recourse to the state for increased 
cross-subsidisation and then the headline ’Ratepayers foot rewiring 
bills’ ~vould become ’BHP Billiton finally pays its fair share’ 
Chatsworth led this fight-back against water disconnections in 1999, and 
was the site of the origins of SA’s new- urban social movements, as 
described in http://monthlyreview.or~/press/books/pb0505i 

* ~I1nere’s more below on the [)urban water innnvations that may ultimately 
see people collecting their urine for recycling, plus the dignity debate 
over Urine Diversion toilets In CT yesterday we had some excellent 
debates on these points in relation to the Water Management Devices 
(such a good acronym!) that Durban taught CT and other cities to use and 
abuse Some of the private sector innovations really represent an arms 
race. It was sad to see [)urban disconnecting water to ~nner-city 
residents who are victims of state fraud (a Department of tIousing scare 
takeover of a s]umlord’s property) on Tuesday, too though I can’t get 
the Mercury article on it online. 

* And lots of protest news from the communities and shopfloors, too much 



to summari 

* Zimbabweans are still struggling no~v that the squeeze by Home Affairs 
will be tightened Shepherd is doing some research now on Zimbabweans 
being chased away li*om infi~rma[ trading opportumties as one example. 

* Good news :[’rom the Niger Delta, *vhere Shell is being nailed for 
hundreds of mil lions o:[" dollars for its messiness. And in Eg3~pt, the 
Mubarak trial and refusal to bolToxv fiom the IMF are encottraging 
(below). And the new Nd]v boss, Christine Lagarde, will be investigated 
for abuse of authority, i.e. crony capitalism. 

* Attached are some interesting new papers, one by Chris Chase-Dunn on 
global politics, as well as a debate about Pan Africanism and race 
involving Issa Shivji and Kwesi Prah. Also a chapter of a book by John 
Bellam¥-Foster and Fred Magdoff: "What Every Envirot~mentalist Needs 
to Knoxv about Capitalism." 

* On the weekend in Jobttrg, our allies in Khanya College hold the Jozi 
Book Fair, with evers" issue under the sun (see attached). (I’ll be there 
Monday talking up climate justice politics so if you’re neat the Africa 
Museum at Market Theatre, do drop in.) 

* Finally, news of African National Congress corruption overflows, way 
way below. How tragic. Apparently there is a risk to the UKZN Chancellor 
and KZN Premier now too. Yuck. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

h ttp : /iwww. ukzn. ac.za/ccs 

Translocal Climate Justice Solidarities 

Presenter: Paul Routledge 
Date: Friday 5 August 2011 
Time: 12:30-14:00 
Ver~ue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, ~’vffgB Tower, Howard College 

Topic: 
This paper ~vill argue that climate justice irivolves firstly, 
antagonistic framing of climate politics, secondly the tbrmation of 
pre-figurative logics of political activity, especially in relation to 
cormnuning, al’~d thirdly, the creation of solidarities bet~veen differently 
located struggles The paper will consider the experiences of the 
Bangladesh Krishok Federation (Landless people’s movement) in order to 
raise questions concerning the forging of sustainable translocal climate 
justice solidarities 

Paul Routledge is a Reader in Human Geography at the School of 
Geographical and Earth Sciences at the University- of Glasgow His 
research interests include climate Justice, climate change; global 
justice networks; social movements; activism and geopolitics. He is 
c o-editor (with Gearoid O Tuathail and Simon Dalby) of The Geopolitics 
Reader (Routledge, 2006), and co-author (with Andrew Cmnbers) of Global 
Justice Networks: geographies of transnational solidarib" (MUP, 2009). 

CCMS Research Seminar: Screening of DIFF film The Bay of Plenty; and 
Resistance and Representation: On the Organization of Protest by 
Subsistence Fishermen during the World Cup 2010 

The (;entre for Communication, Media and Society (CCMS) 

Week]y Research Seminar 

[)ate: Friday 5 August 2011 

Time: 930am - 11.15am 

Venue: El41 

This seminar is hosting a presentation and screening by CCMS student 
Sjoerd van Grootheest, see below for titles and abstracts/synopsis. All 
are Welcome to attend. 

1) The Bay of Plenty 

Director: Sjoerd van Grootheest 

Length: 52mins 

Year: 2011 

SYNOPSIS 

The beachfront in Durban, South Africa has been an iraportant fishing 



site for decades In advance of the World Cup 2010, the piers were 
closed to the general public and fishermen for rennvation. After the 
upgrades were finished, the public was allowed back onto the piers: the 
fishermen, many of them reliant on fishing for their income, were not. 
This film follows Durban beach[’ront fishermen in their efl2~rts to resist 
their banning from a public space 

2) Sjoerd Van Grootheest (CCMS) 

Resistance and Representation: On the Organization of Protest by 
Subsistence Fishermen during the World Cup 2010. (Chapter 5: The 
Formation of a Courlter-Public). 

ABSTRACT 

This chapter discusses ray research population of the Durban beachfront 
fishermen in the context of the formation a counter-public (Warner, 
2002). A degree of internal heterogenei~ amongst the beachfront 
fishermen in Durban is attended to. A variety of class positions, and 
racial and religious identities is irthabited. Moreover, a variety of 
discursive strands in which the fisherraen explained their categorical 
exclusion, is identified. I argue that the internal diversity posed a 
challenge to the leadership of the KZNSFF (KwaZulu-Natal Subsistence 
Fishermen’s Forum). The leadership aimed to position the fishermen as a 
strong and honrogenous counter-public that aimed to utilise a coherent 
oppositional discourse in the public sphere, thereby effectively 
negotiating their exclusion and ultimately participating in a larger 
project of cultural nreaning construction. In Cultural Studies f~ashion, 
this chapter attends to the internal relations of po~ver amongst the 
fishermen and discusses how these unequal relations are of influence in 
the construction of an oppositional discourse and the formation of the 
fishermen into a counter-public. 

Stadium shortfall is minimal, says Sutcliffe 

August 1 2011 at 12:51pm 
Mercury 
new stadium1 

INLSA 

Moses Mabhida Stadium, Durban. 

Colleen Dardagan 

DLrRBAN has no regrets over the decision to build the R3.1-billion Moses 
Mabhida stadium, despite 2010 World Cup boss Dalmy Jordaan’s reported 
apolo~z to host cities last ;veek. 

Jordaan was quoted by The New Age newspaper on Friday saying he 
apologised and "admitted not enough thought had gone into planning of 
the stadiums to ensure they would be financially viable." 

Texting in response to The Mercury’s request to confirm the report, he 
said: "No. I am in Brazil at the moment" 

However, eThekwini municipal manager Michael Sutcli:[’fe said he was 

surprised by the reported apology. 

~lt’s to() late to be crying about that now We (Durban) went into the 
prolect with our eyes wide open. ! am happy We made the right decisions." 

The report said Jordaan’s apology came amid an ongoing tug of war for 
events between the Sharks rugby :Franchise and the city, which Sutcliffe 
dubbed as "nonsense". 

The Cape Times reported last week that Cape Town’s stadinm would cost 
ratepayers R567 million this year, with an estimated income of R12m 
eThekwini city treasurer Krish Kumar said Moses Mabhida would cost about 
R 80.9m in operating costs, with an income of about R55 8m million :[’or 
the 2010/11 financial year. 

"The shortfall is minimal for a stadium of that size It’s early days 
yet and I am excited about what we will be doing in the future," said 
Sutcliffe. He confirmed Fifa had paid about R55m between 2008 and 2010 
for use of the stadium, but criticised Fifa and the World Cup local 
organising committee for driving up costs at the facilities. 

South Africa admits ’white elephant’ fears 

Page last updated at 17:54 GMT, Friday-, 29 July 2011 18:54 IrK 

By Moharcaned Allie 
BBC Sport, Cape Town Cape Town’s stadiunr The especially-constructed 
stadium in Cape Town has hosted just eight football matches since the 
2010 World Cup ended 



Danny Jordaan has admitted that ol!ficials could have done more to ensure 
the financial viability of six newly-built 2010 World Cup stadiums. 

The 2010 World Cup organlsing committee was speaking as attentions turn 
to the 2014 World (;up with Brazil hosting the quali~’ing draw on Saturday. 

Jordaan says officials should have engaged in more carefal planning 

"We did not think it through and engage all the stakeholders, large and 
small," Jordaan told a corderence in Cape Toxvn. 

Many of the nexvly-built stadimns, particularly those in Durban, Cape 
Town and Nelspmit, have l:aced major challenges in secming regular 
events to offset the high maintenance costs. 

The magnificent Cape Town Stadittm, which was built at a cost of some 
US$600m, has only been used for eight football matches since it hosted 
the World Cup semi-final txvelve months ago. 

Even as is the stadium that hosted the World Cup final - Soccer City" in 
Johannesburg - is struggling to maintain its costs. 

It doesn’t do much to acknoxvledge that they should have planned more 
carefully after the damage has been done 

Martin Jansen, director of a trade union-based media production group 
Workers World 

In his address to a Sports & Events Tourism conference, Jordaan added 
that the economic expectations of South Africans for the event were 
umealistically high. 

"We should have done more planning like this 10 years ago," he added, 
referring to the two-day conference. 

Ton?, Ehrenreich, the ANC’s leader in the Cape Town city- council, said he 
welcomed Jordaan’s admission but said it would make no difference as 
several people and organisations, including Fifa, had already ;valked 
away ~vith hefty bonuses. 

"It’s good that there is an ackno;vledgement about the ulmecessar,v 
expense on stadiums that the?’ are struggling to use," he told BBC Sport 

"But like the (multibillion dollar) arms deal, huge sums of money that 
could have been used to alleviate the plight of the poor have already 
been spent and cannot be recovered. 

"The authorities need to look at developing financial models to make the 
stadiunas financially viable and accessible to ordinals- people so that it 
could be used more frequently 

"And it wouktn’t help anyone if the stadiums were to be demolished," 
Ehrenreich added, in response to some local fears. 

Grant Pascoe, the Cape To~vn City Council’s Mayoral Con~mittee member for 
Tourism, Events and Marketing, labelled Jordaan’s admission a ’huge and 
brave’ statement 

"It puts many things into perspective, particularly the kind of pressure 
that govermnent and cities were placed under," he said. 

"In hindsight, Mr Jordaan is probably correct by saying that more 
thought should have gone into the planning and financial viability" up 
front to make the hosting more affordable to the country’s ratepayers. 

"We’re quite positive that there will be enough events to make the 

stadium viable. 

"Over the next few months there will be regular events so that the 
stadium will be utilised more frequently" 

Pascoe revealed that the city’s authorities have appointed a business 
analyst to provide a viable :financial model for the Cape Town Stadium 

"Rugby and soccer are central to our planning and at the end of this 
month, we will have another round of negotiations with the rugby 
authorities," he told BBC Sport. 

"Rugby is in our sights as is one of the Premier Soccer League clubs to 
become anchor tenants." 

The 2010 World Cup was the first to take place on African soil, with 
South Africa overcoming widespread pre-tournament fears to stage a 
successful championships. 

Sharks xvin Kings Park battle 

August 4 2011 at 05:41pm 
_N~¢I King’s Park0 



AP 

Kings Park Stadium will remain the home ground of the Sharks 

Brom~’n Fo~trie 

WITH confirmation that the Sharks rugby franchise will not move to the 
Moses Mabhida Stadiuru, the pressure now shifts to the eThekwini 
municipality to ensure that the R3.1 -billion facility does not beconae 
another loss-making venture, swallo~ving millions of rand in operating 
costs annually. 

MUrlicipal nranager Michael Sutclifl;e cotffirmed yesterday that the city 
had accepting the KZN Rugby Union’s decision to remain at Kings Park, 
across the road from the new- facility. 

And although hopes had been high that the Sharks would move and generate 
more revenue for Moses Mabhida, Sutclilt’e does not believe that the 
franchise’s decision ;vould have a negative impact on the stadium 

City treasurer Krish Kumar recently said that the Moses Mabhida Stadium 
would cost about R809 million annually to operate, ;vhile it had 
generated income of about R55.8m for the 2010/11 financial year. At that 
time, Sutcliffe had said that the shortfall ;vas "minimal for a stadium 
of that size". 

Opposition parties disagree, however, saying that unless the city found 
ilmovatlve ;vays to market the stadium and generate income, it would be 
~the biggest mistake" the city had made and be a continued burden to 
ratepayers. 
NM Moses0~l 

What they turned down., the Moses Mabhida Stadium 

INLSA 

The Sharks’ decision to stay put ends protracted negotiations bet;veen 
the t;vo parties which had started even before the stadium ;vas completed 

KZN’RU CEO Brian van Zyl had maintained that the Sharks would remain at 
Kings Park until a suitable offer was made by the city 

He said the Sharks were debt-fi-ee at their current stadium, and a 
transfer to Moses Mabhida would require significant financial 
compensation Yesterday he said there had been no developments with 
regards to the move and that the status qua remained. 

Sutclift’e said the city had accepted that the Sharks would remain at 
Kings Park 

~We have always indicated to the Sharks and KZNRU that we would be happy 
to accommo&lte them at the Moses Mabhida Stadium, sut~ject to it being 
financially viable from both parties’ points of view. [n the end, it is 
their decision though 

"For now the?" have decided to stay put and ~ve have accepted that. If 
the?, decide to engage with us again, that would be fine." 

Sutcliffe added, however, that none of the matters raised by the Sharks 
outside of the city paying them to move across the road were 

in surmo untable". 

"Moses Mabhida is a modern stadium designed with excellent sight lines, 
great flexibility to convert and build things like suites to accormnodate 
demand, and it satisfies the highest safety, health, catering, parking 
and viewing standards." 

He also believed the stadium could operate successfully without the Sharks. 

"We always had two models we worked with: one including ShalksiKZiNX4U and 
one ~vithout theru coming over.. The present model is working ve~ well and 
we have been corcarlended from throughout the country and even 
internationally for the management of the stadium the many events held 

there, far ruore than else~vhere, and the economic and environmental 
innovations ~ve have introduced." 

Opposition palties believe the development is a huge loss for the Moses 
Mabhida Stadium and would place the burden of its running costs on to 
ratepayers. 

DA caucus leader Tex Collins said the city should have done more to get 
the Sharks to make the move and that ~vhile the stadium was "wonderful", 
"~vell run" and had put Durban on the map, he did not believe it would 
nrake a profit. He said the negotiations with the Sharks had been fraught 
with problems because the city- had insisted on the team moving on its terms. 

"Trle Sharks are arguably the best rugby franchise in the co~mtly, so 
surely when you have a team as good as that, and one which is making the 
kind of profits they are, you would do evel)’thing to get them there?" 



’]?he Minority Front’s Patrick Pi[lay agreed, saying the party stood by 
its belief that the decision to build a new stadium instead of 
rennvating Kings Park had been wrong 

"It was the biggest mistake the city has made, because of the costs to 

run it." 

But Sutc[iffe said that the money the Sharks could have generated for 
the stadium was "hypothetical". Ills aim was to ensure the stadium 
contributed to the city. 

"My- objective is not to make a profit, but to make sure of the economic, 
social and enviromnental sustainability of the city., tW aim is to reduce 
that deficit to a figure of about zero." 

He said events at the Moses Mabhida Stadium had led to people spending 
money on accon~nodation and food in the city, and that more people were 
using the stadimn, even if cycling around it and supporting businesses 
in the vicinity. 

"We are trying to ensure that people in the city are living healthier 
lives, that there is increased tourism, and people are enjoying their 
stadium.. 

"I’m vcis, proud of what ~ve have achieved there." 

Sunday Tribune 
’We are being deprived’ 

July 31 2011 at 04:12pm 

By _NIYANTA SINGH 

po~ver hikes july 31 

REUTERS 

EThekwini ratepayers are losing R120 million a year to illegal 
electricity connections and cable theft and the municipality has 
admitted it’s losing a "war" with shack dwellers who steal council 
cables and hotwire power connections. 

This week, the city all but conceded it was being held to ransom by 
hundreds of shack dwellers hying on the fringes of Reselwoir Hills. In 
a desperate bid to restore po;ver to frustrated ratepaying households in 
the area, the council backed offthe fight with shack dwellers and let 
them reconnect illegally. 

The city’s head of electricity, Sandile Maphumulo, says the incident is 
not isolated. 

On Friday, shack dwellers tl~rew rocks and packets of faeces at council 
contractors and security guards who had disconnected illegal connections 
and confiscated stolen cables in Reservoir Hills 

The windscreen of a security vehicle ;vas shattered and guards fled. Last 
week, security guard Wiseman Mthombeni was shot dead in nearby Sea Cow 
Lake in a row over illegal connections 

Sydenham police officers and Public Order Police Unit ol!5cers arrived 
at the Shaunon [)rive settlement on Friday after security officers were 
chased away 

By Saturday afternoon, about 200 households in the area had been without 
electricity ~k~r 42 hours. 

Electricity was restored :For an hour, then went off again. 

After an emergency meeting on Friday night, called by ward councillor 
Themba Mtshali, municipal representatives and residents (rate-payers and 
informal) it was agreed the council would turn a blind eye to illegal 
connections and not enter the shack settlement to disconnect 

On Saturday Vincent Zondi of the eThekwini electricity department said 
of Shannon ]-)rive: "While we seek a solution, we will allow the illegal 
connections and the guards will not enter to take the cab]es." 

On Friday, shack residents chanted ~no power :[’or one, no power for all" 
before they sabotaged the main electricity cable to Shannon Drive, 
pulling the plug on the 200 households. A shack dweller told the 
Tribune: "We need the electricity to carry on living. We do not feel 
safe without it and because so many of us are unemployed we have no 
choice but to steal it." 

Maphumulo said on Friday- teams were sent to repair the cables, but the 
job was made difficult by angry shack dwellers. 

"We do try to fix the problem, but we are met with a great level of 
difficulty because people start to fight with the teams there to assist 
legal, paying customers. We send our teams with security- and not just 
light security," he said. 



"Whenever we remove illegal connections, they just reconnect; they- just 
cut the legal power cables. They shoot at o~tr people. It’s not just a 
problem or challenge. The corcarlnnity has declared war on us. The 
electricity- depaltment can only rely on law enforcement agencies to 

assist us," he said. 

His colleague, Deena Govender, the mnnicipali~"s manager for corrm~ercial 
engineering and marketing, said cable and electricity theR accounted 
for a two to three percent loss in the municipality’s atmual turnover or 
R120 rrfillion a year. 

Govender said the rrlunicipalit3,- battled to balance the needs of paying 
residents with appeasing shack dwellers. He said the municipali~" was 
"t~trning a blind eye" to illegal connections. 

DA caucus leader Tex Collins said ignoring illegal connections was 
~ludicrous". 

~They can fly a kite if they think that I ~vill pay my electrici~z bill 
now. Why should normal residents continue to pay while those who don’t 
and threaten violence get away with it? They should be locked up 

~y should these illegal residents be given carte blanche to ru~ this 
city into bankruptcy? It’s total anarchy What next will we be buying 
them cars?" said Collins. 

Minori~ Front caucus leader Patrick Pillay said it was wrong to allow 
illegal connections because it gave people false hope 

A ratepayer in Shannon Drive, who did not ~vant to be named for fear of 
reprisals from shack dwellers, said residents were fed up and scared. 
"How much more must we put up ~vith? We pay- our rates and for our 
electricity; yet we are being deprived. We are very vulnerable. All we 
ask is for an nninterrupted supply of electricity." 

Said another: "It is not fair for us to put up with this because the 
municipality cannot get its act together. It is their problem and the?- 
must not hide behind meetings, by-laws and red tape" 

Mtshali said although it was unfair for residents to be deprived of 
services they paid ~2~r, he disagreed with the municipal delivery of 
basic services. "Their processes are fraught with bureaucracy. That 
makes life unbearable for the have-nots. But something must be done, and 
we will engage the municipality," he said. - Sunday Tribune 

R20m a month to replace stolen cable 

July 31 2011 at 01:32pm 
By NIYANTA SINGH and YUSU[~" ()MAR 
copper theft july 31 

Chris Collingridge 

A joint operation inw)lving Eskom, Transnet, the SAPS and City Power led 
to the recovery of copper wire from a scrapyard dealer in Joburg on 
Friday The owner was arrested. 

South African utility’ providers are having to cough up more than R20 
million a month to replace stolen copper and cables while local metal 
dealers amass a fortune from copper exports fetching more than R350m a 
month. 

The police are tl~eatening to take a hard line, having identified copper 
theft as a priority crirue in the province. A special task team has been 
set up to deal with the matter. 

The South African Chamber of Comruerce and h~dustry (Sacci) revealed 
shocking statistics in its latest Copper Theft Barometer. 

From January to April this year copper theft reached an all-time high, 
with utility- providers Telkoru, Eskom and Transnet having to fork out 
more than R20m a ruonth to replace stolen cable. 

Sacci CEO Neren Rau said, however, there was a decrease in copper theft 
in May, with the replacemunt spend averaging R15.3m. 

Copper scrap export, he said, continued to rise, with the industry 
netting more than R350m in March this year the highest recorded level 
in 18 months. Copper fetches about R67 000 a ton on the international 
market. 

In Durban, taxpayers have had to fork out ruore than R9m over a 
five-month period to replace stolen copper cables, while slick Oauteng 
syndicates rip and rob K~vaZulu-Natal of electricity cables in outlying 
areas. 

Some of those who steal cables have no qualms, saying they need them for 
illegal electricity connections. 



At the heart of the problem lie two issues the increasing demand for 
electrici~ by indigent people and the alluring amounts paid for scrap 
metal 

Hundreds of tons of scrap metal, including stolen copper cables and 
pipes, are shipped out of Durban harbour to Eastern countries, where 
there is a substantial demand. 

A Durban scrap dealer said ~vhile he earned about R60 to R70 a kilo of 
copper sold on the international market, he paid locals R40 to R50 a 
kilo forcopper, h~ a month some dealers exported about 15 containers, 
each weighing 25 tons. 

However, the South African government has at its disposal technology 
that will enable it to more effectively identit}g stolen metals, thereby 
curbing the growing problem of cable theft. 

For 0.03 cents a metre, cables can be embedded with a microdot that will 
make metals easily identifiable and prove ownership. While the microdot 
system was first proposed to the govermnent in 2009, nothing has yet 
been done about it. 

Thabo Mi~fokeng, eThekwim municipality spokesman, said between September 
2010 and February 2011, the municipally" had incurred more than Rgm 
expenditure related to network theft 

He said in addition to employing rusk teams, the municipality had also 
employed technology to combat unauthorised entry to the substations. 
These units are being targeted for the copper conductors 

Mofokeng said 64 substations had been identified as hotspots and had 
pepper gas systems installed In addition, alarms on overhead lines have 
also been installed in a bid to curb the problem. 

SAPS Brigadier Aaron Robert Harry, provincial head of visible policing, 
said they were taking a tough stand and would not hesitate to prosecute 
offenders. He said cable theft was brazen, with suspects not hesitating 
to steal whenever the?" had an opportunity. 

Harry said in the past week, ~n two separate incidents, police had 
recovered one and a half tons of stolen cane at a scrap dealer in 
Isipingo (who has not yet appeared in court) and two containers of 
Telkom and Eskom cables destined for the export market at Durban harbour 

Police are still investigating the origins of the two containers. 

Two people were found guilty- in the Pictermaritzburg Magistrate’s Court 
of copper theft and have been sentenced to 12 and 11 years respectively. 
They had stolen the cables ftom a municipal store. 

"We mean business and are treating this as a priority- crime. We want 
every resident who sees this to report it to us. We want dodgy scrapyard 
dealers to know that we are coming after them," said Harry. 

Zandile Ngubane, 27, an area committee representative of a Durban 
informal settlement, said the theft of cables would continue until 
itffom~al settlers could be provided with electricity-. 

"We want electricity. The govertwaent promised us electricity and they 
cannot even give us pre-paid meters. How are we expected to live? The 
people who steal cables are scared, but they try their luck. It’s the 
only way to get it. And we won’t stop until we get electricity-. 

"\7~ny should we buy cables or pay for electricit’y? We can’t afford food, 
so how are xve expected to pay for cables and electricity? The goverun~ent 
nmst give us what they pronrised, otherxvise xve will carry on," she said. 

Cornelius Vermaak, Eskom’s securi~ and distribution manager for the 
eastern region, said cable theft syndicates ftom Oauteng preyed on 
overhead cables in Newcastle, Mooi River and Estcourt, and underground 
cables in Mandeni and Ho;vick, while the theft of transforn~ers was 
prevalent in Greytown and its surrounding rural areas. 

Nancy Strachan, CEO of the Recycling Association of South Africa, said 
the recycling industry could play a vital role in effectively- reducing 
copper and aluminium theft in South Africa. 

"iVlerely being alerted timeousl?- of which materials have been stolen and 

where the?- have been stolen from will enable the dealers to refiase the 
purchase of these goods, and thereby prevent them from being sold in the 
market. If an item cannot be resold, it loses its value, even to the 
criminals," she said. 

Strachan said scrapyard dealers, however, had unfairly been blamed for 
creating a market for copper. 

"The scrap metal recycling sector has worked actively on preventing and 
reducing the problem of cable theft in South Africa, but this does not 
seem to be supported by those that are affected most 



~Saying that scrap metal dealers are responsible :[’or cable thefi, 
directly or indirectly, is like saying that car dealers, new and 
second-hand, are responsible :[’or hijackings and car thefts," said Strachan. 

She said the industry was regulated and legitimate dealers had to comply 
with criteria set down by the association when accepting scrap metal 

Graeme Campbell, owner of North Coast Scrap Metals, said as a registered 
company, the?" only purchased copper and scrap metal if a person produced 
their identity document. 

Bernard Maguire, executive member of the Metal Recycling Association, 
said while copper theft was not a new phenomenon, the industry needed 
further regulations in place to corabat crime. 

niyanta.singh@inl.co.za - Sunday Tribnne 
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Ratepayers foot rewiring bills 
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Savatri Chet)- from Chatsworth shows one of the electrici~" box that was 
not properly connected and is not covered. 19/07/2011 

Nompnn~elelo Magwaza 

nompnn~elelo.magwaza@inl.co.za 

FOUR years ago, the eThek~vini municipality ~vas told that there were 
"serious irregularities" m an R11-million electrical rewh-mg prqiect 
for Chatsworth council fiats, but the project continued and now millions 
more must be spent to rectii},’ the problem. 

The rewiring was done as palt of a major upgrade of Chatsworth council 
flats by the city’s housing department, and as a precursor to 
introducing prepaid metering 

As part of the upgrade, the municipality had also undertaken to paint 
the flats and provide ne~v plumbing 

The iVlercur,v has learnt that the municipality- has now advertised a tender 
for almost R5m to fix problems it had been warned about during the 2007 
re~viring proj ect. 

The new tender would include upgrading the power supply from 40 amps to 
60, and replacing 6mm conductor cable with 16mm cable, said a source who 
would not be named. 

Before the 2007 project, the flats operated on "hazardous" voltage a 
high current of 60 amps passing through a narrow 6mm cable 

The 2007 tender document for the project said that the replacement of 
the electrical wires was urgent because there had not been any 
maintenance of the wires in years and cables were in a dilapidated state 

"The distribution boards were rus~, had holes and no covers. The 
insulation of the conductors was old and brittle, with a high risk of 
short circuiting, which was a fire hazard. In some of the units there 
was no earth leakage unit installed in the distribution boards, which 
could result in shock," the document said. 

NCO Electrical was the sole contractor on the pro3ect, which took two 
years to complete. However, tenants of:t"tats in Westcliff, Bayview and 
Crossmoor have dubbed the project a "downgrade". 

They complained that after the rewiring project, their electricity 
supply had been reduced from 60 amps to 40 

The lower supply made it impossible to use more than one appliance at a 
time and caused power outages. 

Over the past few years, residents say the?" have had to hire private 
electricians to fix several problems that have arisen since the upgrade 

Sheila Ramowther said she could not use her kettle and stove at the same 
time. 

"I have to unplug either of the appliances. I cannot use them at the 
same time because the power is limited." 

Ramowther said she was often shocked by her appliances and had had to 
repair her fiat’s xviring several times since the project. 

When The Mercm?~ visited the fiats, the steel doors designed to protect 
the meter rooms had been removed or stood wide open. Residents said the 



doors had been left open or been removed because people needed access to 
the main switch several times a day. 

Community activist Orlean Naidoo, of the Westcliff Concerned Residents 

group, said she received several calls a day l?om people complaining 

about their power tr~pping 

"This has been a long war with the municipality Some people have 
resormd to fixing their electricity through private electricians. 

"The main problem is the power supply, which has been lowered from 60 
amps to 40 araps," said Naidoo. 

She said the municipality had become aware of the problems before the 
rewiring had been completed. 

Correspondence between municipal officials that The Mercury has seen 
indicates that officials of the revenue protection department became 
aware of the problem and raised their concerns with the housing department. 

Naidoo said she xvas aware that the city was in the process of fixing the 
power supply so that people could use the electricity to its full capacity. 

NCO Electrical owner Nadaraj Perumal said he had xvarned the city about 
the 60- amp supply passing through a 6nmx cable, and had been instructed 
to loxver the supply to 40 amps because of financial constraints. 

"The 40 amps is the correct supply to pass through a 6mm cable, but it 
is too low for consumers." 

He said a 40-amp supply would run a fexv stove plates and a geyser one 
stove plate used about 10 amps. A 60-amp supply could run a fridge, 
geyser, four plates on a stove and a microwave oven, he said. 

Thabo Mofokeng, a municipal spokesman, denied that the city had issued a 
new tender and said that circuit breakers in the council flats were 
being upgraded ticom 40 amps to 60 amps. 

"Complaints were received from tenants by the housing department and 
appropriate action was taken to resolve such complaints." 

South Africa: Harvesting Nutrients That Are Flushed Away 

Julie Frederikse 

28 June 2011 

Durban It might seem unusual for a waste utility to be concerned with 
the goal of ending world hunger, but that’s part of the mission of the 
Water and Sanitation department in South Africa’s second largest city of 
Durban. AllAfrica’s Julie Frederikse spoke with Nell MacLeod, who heads 
this department for the municipality known by its Zulu name, eThekwini. 

"Intensive agriculture requires fertilizers, whose main component is 
phosphorus, yet where does our phosphorus go after it goes into crops 
and is digested?" said eThekwini Municipality Water and Sanitation 
director Nell MacLeod. "Into a toilet. And then it goes into a treatment 
works, then into a r~ver, and it gets washed into the sea." 

With an estimated 30 percent of household *w~ter used to flush Durbun’s 
toilets - water which the city’ has paid to pump and purify - MacLeod 
sees flushing toilets as unsustainable technology. Like much of Africa, 
South Africa is water-scarce, with water restrictions expected soon for 
this city of 3.7 million, whose population is swelling by some 150,000 
people per year. 

MacLeod sees salvation in an alternative toilet that uses no water at 
all. Called the Urine Diverting (UD) toilet, it separates urine from 
faeces so that nutrients can be recovered and returned to the earth 
Nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus - aka N2PK 5:3:1 - is an excellent 
fertilizer for growing vegetables. 

The Urine Diverting (UD) toilet 

Africa’s busiest port city started installing UD toilets in 2003 Some 
70,000 are now in use in all its outlying areas. One of the largest dry 
toilet schemes in the world, eThekwini municipality’s effort is seen as 
offering a potentially replicable and sustainable sanitation model for 
m umcipalities elsewhere in Africa. 

Backed by a four-year U.S. $3-million grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation, the city- of Durban has started to harvest the urine from its 
UD toilets. Nutrients are being extracted with tectmical assistance from 
the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology (Eawag). 

"Now we’re doing the research to see hoxv we can turn the collection of 
urine into a business," MacLeod explained. The city has found 
entreprenettrs who are prepared to remove the urine for processing. 
Efforts are underway to take small businesses to scale, as job creation 



is desperately needed in this city where about 40 percent of the 
population earns less than $2 a day 

Other areas that Durban’s sanitation prolect aims to research include 
finding ways to recycle sewage water, to grow algae in treated water and 
to use the biodegradable contents of waste to generate energy "Then we 
solve our three problems," concludes MacLeod "We have sustainable 
water, agriculture and energy You see how waste is the key to a 
sustainable future for developing countries? So treat it as a valuable 
thing, and not soraething nasty." 

Overcoming the nasty part remains a challenge. AllAfrica spoke to some 
residents of the infurnral settlements that are honre to an estimated 
900,000 people in eThekwini municipality to find out their views on du 
toilets. 

Agnes Mthethwa, 37, a donrestic worker, had not heard about plans to 
build dry toilets from the ward councilor xvho represents her area. She 
uses a pit latrine outside the shack where she lives in Bester Camp, 
near the mainly Indian and African township of Phoenix, and says the 
municipality doesn’t care enough about people in the irformal settlements. 

Zwelibabanzi Ntombela, 42, was also unaware of the new- sanitation plans. 

"I haven’t heard about chy toilets, but it doesn’t sound like they would 
be suitable for people like us," she said. "Maybe it’s something for 
people in rural areas." Now- that he found a training position with the 
city’s transport department, he has installed a flushing toilet in his 
house in Inanda Newtoxvn toxvnship, on the outskirts of Durban. 

Community leader Thembinkosi Qumbela, 45, uses cormnunal ablutions and 
toilets in the Mayville shack settlement where he lives, just a few 
kilonreters from the city centre. For him: "Toilets are not about saving 
water - they’re about the dignity of people living in informal settlements." 

Water and Sanitation head McLeod kno~vs that these are the kinds of 
attitudes that eThekwini municipality will have to overcome. That’s why 
his department’s outreach goal is "how to make &y toilets sex?-". 

"The flushing toilet wa s invented in 1860, for Queen Victoria, and ~ve 
use practically the same toilets today," says MacLeod. "If I gave you a 
cellphone that was made in 1980, you’d say, ’I don’t want that thing, I 
want a Blackberry, or a Nokia or a smartphone,’ because the technolo~z 
has advanced So I want you to see a flushing toilet like the cellphune 
of 1980: clumsy, wasteful, not very, clever." 

"I actually said to Bill Gates: ’Bill, ~vhen you have a dU toilet in 
your $100-million dollar house, then I will have succeeded.’ I can say, 
’Even Bill Gates has a dry toilet in his house - it’s the toilet of the 
future’." 

Redirecting sewage into city’s taps 

August 5 2011 at 12:00am 
ND Water Gurus 

Professor Chris Buckley (right), head of the Pollution Research Group at 
the Umversity of KwaZulu-Natal, and senior research fellow at the 
group, Chris Brouckaert, on new age toilets. 

Greg I)ardagan 

Water, waer, evewwhere; Nor a drop to drink. The immortal lines from 
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner by the 18th century poet Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge could be relevant for a :future Durban 

Whereas Coleridge echoes the cry of sailors aboard a becalmed ship with 
oceans of water around them but none of it potable, Durban’s lament 
would be about the abundance of water in our rivers and dams but so 
polluted we can’t drink it 

However, there are forces at work to an-est the tide and make polluted 
water crystal clear among them the Pollution Research Group (PRG) at 
the Umversity of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), which already has many 
sanitation successes under its belt. 

The forecast of PRG head Professor Chris Buckley is that recycled sewage 
water will be running through our taps within the next five years., and 
it will be safe to drink. 

"It’s what’s happening in drought-ravaged Beaufort West right now and 
Windhoek in Namibia has been doing it for decades. There’s no reason for 
us not to have a sinrilar situation here. Critical is the need to develop 
a fail-safe system there’s very- little room for error. Hence the need 
for intensive research," said Buckley. 

The PRG, a self-funded contract research group within the Department of 
Chemical Engineering at UKZN, researches the recycling of water and the 
recovery of chemicals, with the focus now being on urban and industrial 



water management 

Special attention is being given to urine diversion toilets, community 
ablution blocks and anaerobic (oxygen-free) baffled reactors (improved 
septic tanks). 

Sixty-two-year old Buckley is the ideal man to lead the PRG his career 
has been involved with finding the most effective use of water through 
research, education and development. 

Born in the LZ4, his family emigrated to South Africa and settled in 
Durban when he was about four. Through school he developed a love for 
the sciences, gaining a Durban Corporation bursal?~-loan in 1966 to stu@ 
chemical engineering at the then University of Natal. 

That started a 45-year journey through the university, progressing from 
being a student to an internationally renowned researcher in water 
sanitation speaking at high level-forums worldwide every year. 

Reinvent the toilet 

"The bursars" gave me exposure to water and wastewater issues in Durban. 
From tW early- years I had an interest in water, filtration and 
separation and furthered that through funding from the Water 
ResearchCommission, which continues to fund the group to this day," said 
Buckley. 

The group’s most recent success was to be one of only eight institutions 
worldwide chosen through the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to reinvent 
the toilet. 

"Last year the Gates Foundation sent out a challenge to develop new-age 
loos. PRG put in a proposal and included as our partners all the people 
we have ~vorked with in establishing our knowledge, including eThekwini 
Water and Sanitation, the Water Research Commission, Partners in 
Development, F~nvirosan, Hering SA Engineering and Energy Engineering 
International 

"Our proposal was based on a concept to deal with or manage the excreta 
from community ablution blocks that eThekwini has set up in ilfformal 
settlements which host about a million people. 

"The challenge is how to manage the waste when the ablution blocks are a 
long way from the sewers. 

~The terms of the Gates Foundation challenge included that the system 
would not be connected to any outside electrici~ or water supply- and 
that it should produce drinking ~vater, salts and fertiliser . something 
like a space station toilet where you recycle evewthing and use the 
energy fi~om the excreta to po~ver the system although for the initial 
round, more relaxed constraints have been allowed." 

The PRG has received R24 million through the Gates Fou~dation for its 
research, which it is conducting with the aim of creating a winning 
design to present when all eight institutions get together in the US 
next year to showcase their models 

Buckley said Bill Gates and his team ~vere invited to Durban by the head 
of eThekwini Water and Sanitation, Ned Macleod, in December 2009 to 
support and learn more about water, sanitation and hygiene intervenuons 

Urine diversion 

The visit involved a tour to on-site sanitation initiatives in Durban, 
which has about 30 000 ventilated improved pit latrines and 75 000 urine 
diversion toilets The PRG has been researching biotransformation 
mechanisms in pit latrines and urine diversion toilets for the past five 
years. 

Through the foresight of Macleod, the PRG and the eThekwini Municipality 
have joined forces to engage in research on improving water supply and 
sanitation services Two current prctiects co-funded by the SA Water 
Research Commission relate to reducing the filling rate of pit toilets 
and the entrenchment of biosolids. The group also collaborates with the 
London School of ttygiene and Tropical Medicine Research and EAWAG in 
Switzerland 

Buck ley said that in terms of PRG successes, two issues were significant. 

~Over the years we have worked to change perceptions about waste water 
being a resource and we are now seeing this happen, with the concept 
being included in policies and projects Also, the closed loop recycling 
of water, chemicals and energy, which was a dream when we started in the 
1970s, is now a reality it is happening." 

On the issue of clean water, Buckley said in the past there had been a 
reliance on natural processes in the supply dams to cover for any 
mistakes in the treatment process. 

But increasingly this was not working and the closer the reuse loop was, 
the greater the effbtt and attention to ensure a fail-safe purification 



process and have back-up plans. 

In :future research, the PRG would aim to strengthen relationships with 
supporters such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the eThekwini 
Municipality, Umgeni Water and the Water Research Commission in 
increased efJk~r ts to provide water and sanitation to the 2.6 billion 
people worldwide who have to do without those essential services. 

SOUTH AFRICAN SOCIAL PROTEST NEWS 

9 people in court for torching hall 
IOL News 29 July 2011 

Nine people xvould appear in the )¢~abatho Magistrate’s Court un Friday 
after they- allegedly set fire to a conmxunity hall in Logagcng, near 
Mahikeng, North West police said. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sabata Mokgwabune said the hall xvas set alight during 
a speech by mayor Nomtsama Lenah Miga on Thursday afternoon. 

Miga was addressing residents about government housing and access to water. 

The five men and four women xvere arrested on Friday morning after police 
allegedly linked them to the fire. 

They faced charges of public violence and arson. Sapa 
www.iohco.za 

Solidarity" begins with strike in coal sector: 
Coal bosses receive increases of up to 93% 
Moira-Marie Kloppers (Solidarity’) 29 July- 2011 

Executive of Yicers who received up to 93% increases and employers who do 
not put their ~vords regarding skills retention into action, has 
compelled it to issue a strike certificate to employers in the coal 
sector of the Chamber of Mines, Solidarity, said earlier this week. 

This follo~vs after wage negotiations in the sector reached a stalemate 
on Friday-. Employers in the coal sector made a final ~vage offer of 8,5% 
increase for categoQz 4 employees and a 7% increase for employees on 
other job levels. All the trade uinons rejected this wage offer and 
Solidarity’s members who work in the coal sector ~vent on strike ficom 
midnight on Sunday to sho~v their dismay with various aspects regarding 
this year’s wage negotiations. 

According to Dirk Hermam~, Deputy General Secreta~z of Solidarity-, Sipho 
Nkosi, CEO of E~’cxaro’s total salaly’ package increased with 93,3% between 
2009 and 2010 while his basic salary, increased with more than 29%. 
Moreover, the company’s net operating profit in the coal division 
increased with 41,2% over the same period. 
www. solidaritysa co.za 

Demolitiun sparks protests in Dunoon 
Natasha Prince 29 July 2011 

Dunoon residents burn furniture after the City of Cape Town dismantled a 
neighbour s extension he had built on his premises 

Dunoon residents took to the streets to burn tyres and furniture to vent 
their fury at the City of (;ape Town [’or dismantling a structure erected 
in a backyard in the area. 

Yesterday Alex Dlamini watched as about 100 of his neighbours sang and 
toyi-toyied outside his home in West Beach Four, Dunoon, where they 
burnt piles of litter, broken furniture and tyres. 

Dlamini’s brick house is between the Itando Yamahlubi herbalist home and 
Dr Moshaba’s Spaza Shop on Usasazo Street 

This week he tried to add a wood and iron structure to the front of the 
house, but it was dismantled twice in three days by the city because it 
was on city-owned land. 

"~I1qey (the city) are telling me this is not my land, but evep)~body’s 
doing it," Dlamini said. 

City" spokeswoman Kylie Hatton confirmed that the anti-land invasion unit 
had demolished Dlamini’s structure twice 

"In terms of council policy, he is not allowed to construct on that 
land," she said. 

Dlamini, who believes a jealous neighbour tipped off authorities, said 
he could not understand why the city did not approach others who had 
extended their homes because "everybo@ around here is doing it". 

Yesterday police XVele called in to monitor the crowd, which had cordoned 
offthe area with bright orange Eskom tape with the words "Danger, 
Gevaar" printed on it. 



Dlamini first built the structure on Tuesday-. 

He said he had spent about R4 000 building it. That day he was told by 
cit~- officials that the structure was "illegal" because it had been 
built on council property. 

Dlamini said that on Wednesday, while discussing the matter with his 
local councillor, the anti-land invasion ~it ruoved in and dismantled 
the structure. 

With the help of sorue residents he rebuilt it on Wednesday evening. 

However, on Thmsday morning the unit returned and dismantled his 
structure again. 

"All I want to do is extend my’ home like eveuune else," Dlamini said 

The community then protested by blocking off the road. 
nata sha. prince@inl c o za - Pretoria News 
www.iohco.za 

Innocent man survives mob justice 
Vincent Lali 29 July 2011 

This victim of mob justice says he is lucky to be alive and able to tell 
his StOly’. 

Mabuti ;Vylbagh, 28, was discharged from Tygerberg Hospital on Wednesday 
after 60 mense attacked him with hammers, stones, sjamboks and other 
dangerous objects. 

Speaking from his bed in Section 14, Bloekombos, he struggles to move 

He says the beating from hell came after eight people accused him and a 
friend of being thieves. 

"They accused me of robbing a tvoman and said they were going to teach me 
a lesson I said I was iunocent, but they’ shouted at me, dragged me to 
the Bloekombos taxi rank and beat me until I lost consciousness," he says. 

"We went down on our knees and begged them to leave us alone, but it was 
impossible to reason with them. We could smell alcohol on their breath" 

tie says the mugging victim even came and told the mob that they had the 
wrong people. But the mob ignored her and continued. 

"~Ihey bound my legs and hands up like a sheep headed for a 
slaughterhouse. They tied a wire around my penis. I thought I was going 
to die," he says. The angry attackers eventually’ left him to die in the 
street. 

Now, 10 days later, he says he has been left with painful ki&aey damage. 

Kraaifontein Police spokesperson Captain Gehard Niemand says: "Each and 
everyone involved in the attack will ]’ace the full might of the law" 

This article was published on pl 0 of the Daily Voice 
w~v.iol.co.za 

"It is the begirming of the end if demands are not met" says NUM 

NUM 27 July 2011 

Over 200 000 ready to join the strike and gold would be unsafe haven, 
the glitter of gold and diamonds would be things of the past, warns NErM 

The National Union of NSneworkers (NE~¢I) cautions the South African 
mining industry to speedily resolve the current wage disputes in the 
coal, diaruond and gold mining sectors and warns that should they fail to 
do so, that will raark the beginning of their end. 

The ix,~2,/i notes the arrogance displayed by diamond giant De Beers and 
Harmony Gold in particular and warns that their pride will go before 
their fall and that the glitter of both gold and diamonds will diminish 
with their arrogance. 

De Beers recorded record sales in the first six raonths to end Jane of 3, 
8 billion US Dollars with their production of 15,5 raillion carats yet 
they are big-ruouthed and refuse to budge on a 15% wage increment. "We 
will make them move. The NUM moved mountains before, De Beers is a 
little fish in a vel5, large pond" says Peter Bailey, the i’~P s Chief 
Negotiator at De Beers Consolidated Mines. 

The ix,~i notes De Beers’s nuisances of "taking a stand against wage 
increments" and vows to take a serious stand too that is likely to 
crumble and cut to size the company. The NErM is determined and serious 
with its demands and would not allow any company to ruake silly jokes out 
of serious matters. 

On gold, there will be a total shut down of the entire gold mining 
industry tomorrow for it is inconceivable how the industry could want to 



give workers an increment of 7% when the gold price is at record high of 
around 1650 US Dollars and when Executives are raking on average R16 
million per year. 

Meanwhile, meetings have been scheduled between the NI_TM and the Chamber 
of Mines for tomorrow on the coal sector whilst there is none scheduled 
for gold and diamonds. The strike in the diamond sector entered its 
seventh day today whilst the coal sector strike is in its fourth day. 
Members of the NUM are protesting outside the workplaces in the various 
coal and diamond mines across the country. 

Lesiba Seshoka- (NIj~I National Spokesman) 082 803 6719 
beginof thes~’pe highlighting 082 803 6719 
end of the slcypehighlighting 

Durban ANC halts sit-in 
Gugu Mbonarabi (IOL News) 26 July 2011 

UNLIKE their counterparts in Pietermaritzburg, a group of Durban 
members hoping to stage a sit-in at the party’s provincial offices 
yesterday were unceremoniously turfed out by police. 

Both groups had been protesting against the park’s controversial 
candidates’ list process for the May 18 elections. However, while the 
Pietem~aritzbmg group occupied the palty’s regional offices for a month 
before being evicted, the Durban supporters, xvho are believed to be from 
Amaoti, Inanda and Waterloo, never got into the Stalxvart Simelane 
(Stanger) Street offices. They" had gone to the ANC offices to voice 
their dissatisfaction over the slow process in resolving their 
complaints regarding the lists. 

Clad in ANC T-shirts and blowing w~vuzelas, the group xvas eraaged by the 
presence of police officers blocking the main cntrance to the offices. 

"These are ANC offices, so why are you blocking us? We are members of 
the ANC; ~ve want to solve things here," one member of the group shouted 

After a brief stand-off, the group dispersed as ofticers arrested some 
of them 

As they’ were being bundled into a police van, one shouted: "You have not 
seen the last of us, we will be back We want Jacob Zuma!" 

Metro police Senior Superintendent Eugene Msomi said 16 people were 
arrested on public violence charges. 

Just after the May elections, Waterloo residents protested against the 
election of ward councillor iVLxolisi Ndzimbomvu by burning tyres and 
intimidating people on their way to work and school. 

They’ also set his home alight, saying they wanted an independent 
candidate to represent the ward. 

ANC provincial deputy chairman Willies Mchunu said he believed the 
protest had been planned by people the ANC met last week 

"They want us to deal with issues related to the list process; it ;vould 
be a different stocz if it was a new issue," he said 

Mchunu said leaders told the group last week that issues linked to the 
list process were being handled by the ANC’s post-election task team, 
headed by Home Aflhirs Minister Nkosa~ma Dlamini-Zuma. 

The team had been established by ANC president Jacob Zuma and would 
probe irregularities in the appointment of councillors and mayors in 
ANC-run municipalities. 

AN(; spokesman Brian Sokutu said the team was dealing with many 
complaints and it was "fair for it to be given a bit of time". 

The Pietermaritzburg activists had been calling for the reginnal 
executive committee to be disbanded for "gatekeeping" ANC membership, 
and ]2~r appointing themselves to senior positions in municipalities 
www themercury.co.~ 

NUM declares a dispute with Exarro Coal 

NIJM 26 July" 2011 

The National Union of MJneworkers (NUM) has this afternoon declared a 
wage dispute with Exarro Coal and its operations outside the Chamber of 
Mines The NUM demands a wage increment of 14% or a minimum of R5500 
whichever is greater and Exarro Coal offers an increment of 7%. The 
operations involved in the dispute are those not affiliated to the 
Chamber of Mines which includes Grootgeluk, Tshikondeni, Leeuwpan and 
Inyanda. The NUM further demands that the company should equalize its 
wages and conditions of sel~’ice with tl-mse operations affiliated to the 
Chamber of Mines. "Our demands are reasonable and achicvable and it is 
up to the company to deliver" says Eddie Majadibodu, the ix~rJ~i’s Chief 
Negotiator at Exarro Coal. The NUM further demands that Exarro should 
increase its housing allowance from R2000 to R2500 per month. The 
dispute declared remains an internal dispute as per the NL2~I’s agreement 



with Exarro Coal. 

Eddie Majadibodu (bUM Negotiator at Exarro Coal)- 082 809 3227 

begin of the skype highlighting 082 809 3227 

end of the skype highlighting 

Lesiba Seshoka- (NUM National Spokesman)- 082 803 6719 
begin of the skype highlighting 082 803 6719 
end of the skype highlighting 

Strike GROWS as NL2~4 selwes notice on Gold producers 
XrUM 26 July 2011 

The current strikes in both the coal and diarnond sectors involving 155 
000 r~ineworkers will on Thttrsday grow bigger as over 250 000 inure miners 
from the gold sector j oin the strike. The National Union of Minexvorkers 
has this morning selwed notice to the gold mining companies such as 
Anglogold Ashanti, Harmony Gold, Goldfields and Rand Uranium notifying 
them of the impending massive industrial action that would befall them 
on Thursday. The NUM is deterrnined to force the companies to lend an ear 
to its wage demands. It is totally regrettable that that the tmion has 
to opt for this last resort of a strike action as the companies are 
reluctant to make pay moves in spite of gold being a pseudo-currency and 
a save haven for investors. With gold selling at 1650 US Dollars, the 
strike is likely to shatter the drearus of the arrogant industry bosses 
who refuse to award workers what is due to thern in order to pocket it 
for themselves. The strike at De Beers has today entered its foulth day 
and continues. 

Meanwhile talks between the _NL~4 and the Chamber of Mines are ongoing at 
the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CC_’vLa_) to try 
and resolve the coal strike. The collieries are generally feeling the 
pinch and have begun asking for mercy from the tmlikely quarters, the 
workers. Should today’s talks falter, the N1~I xvill consolidate and 
strengthen its arm over the mining industry- to ensure zero production. 
The National Union of blineworkers appeals to the employers to accede to 
the demands of its poor workforce. The bUM remains committed to a 
peaceful resolution to the strikes. 

Lesiba Seshoka- (bUM National Spokesman)- 082 803 6719 
beginof theskTpe highlighting 082 803 6719 
end of the s~zpehighlighting 
NATIONAL U2NION OF \ff>TEWORKERS 

COSATU Limpopo condenms violent attack on striking workers 
COSATU Limpopo media statement for in,mediate release 26th July 2011 

COSATU Limpopo Province condemns the violent attack by members of the 
South Aficican Police Services on striking workers at De Beers 
Consolidated brines operations at Venetia Mine as witnessed yesterday, 
25th July 2011 , where fbur peacefM strikers were shot with robber 
bullets and had to be taken to the clinic at Alldays for treatment. 

We fully support their demand fbr a 14% wage increment, and instead of 
using police brutality, the employer should accede to these reasonable 
demand now, or else they- ~vill face the consequences 

While we celebrate the victories score ixTL,~4SA in its sector, the 10% wage 
increment and the major victory against hbour brokers, we also call on 
the employers in the petroleum and energT sector where our affiliate 
CEPPAWU is waging a revolutionary attack on capital, and government in 
the PSSBC where public sector unions are engaged in negotiations, that 
these employers must accede to the progressive demands of our unions 

The COSATU Provincial Secretary joined the Venetia Mine strikers today, 
at 2h00. 

Comradely, Dan Sebabi, Provincial Secretary 

200 000 more workers to join strike 
NUM 26 July 2011 

Over 200 000 more workers from the gold sector will this *veek join the 
strike action by 150 000 coal and 5000 diamond workers after the 

Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) issued a 
certificate of non-resolution to the dispute this evening. The whole day 
conciliation came to an abrupt end when the parties could not reach an 
agreement over the 14% demand by the National Union of )¢rineworkers 

The companies responded as folloxvs: Anglogold Ashanti and Goldfields 
offered the lowest paid workers an increment of 9%, the rniddle 
categories 8,5% and the highest categories 8%. Harmony and Rand Uranium 
responded only by 8,5% for the lowest, 8% for the middle and 7% for the 
highest categories. 

Lesiba Seshoka (National Spokesman) - 082 803 6719 
beginof theslcype highlighting 082 803 6719 
end of the slcypehighlighting 

Support the Tafelsig occupiers! 



Join them at the ttigh Court ttearing[ 

On 13-14 May about 5000 Tafelsig backyarders, desperate for decent 
housing, took a brave step by occupying land in the Swartklip and 
Kapteinsklip areas. The SAPS and the Metro police met this peaceful 
occupation with full force and drove most of the occupiers off the land; 
most but not all of them. Dozens managed to retain occupation and have 
continued to do so for 75 days 

They are the ones who have SUlwived rain, cold and wind and the daily 
harassnrent of the police. Their structures and other possessions have 
been confiscated and a majority have been forced to live and sleep in 
the open for over two raonths now. But their spirit of defiance remains 
strong and they are determined not to be moved. 

The cowardly DA administration of the City of Cape Town has applied to 
the High Court, seeking to evict our occupying heroes of the housing 
struggle. 

We call on all communities struggling for housing to register your 
support for the Tafelsig occupiers. Make posters that voice your demands 
for decent housing and bring them along to the court 

High Court, Keerom Street, Cape Town, 
on Wednesday- morning 27 July 2011. 

No to evictions[ An injury_ to one, is an injury to all[ 
One united struggle for decent housing! 

N.B. This leaflet will serve as a free 
train ticket to and from Cape Town. 

Issued by the Steering Coramittee of the Housing Assembly 
For any queries, please call 0732794165 beginof theskype highlighting 

0732794165 end of theskypehighlighting (Mhlobo) 

Thousands of workers li~om mines j oin strike 
Robert Brand and Jana Marais, Business Day, Johalmesburg, 25 July 2011 

WORKERS at coal miners Anglo American, Xstrata and E,’cxaro Resources 
started a strike over pay last night. 

"It has started," National Union of Mineworkers @,XYM) spokesman Lesiba 
Seshoka said. "We expect about 150000 to take part" from the ix,Z2vl and 
from Solidarity. 

About 30000 workers may participate in the action, Frans Barker, lead 
negotiator on behalf of the coal producers, said last ~veek 

The strike began at 6pm, with the start of the night shift. 

The NUM, SA’s biggest umon, wants a 14% pay increase, while coal 
producers are offering 7%, and 8,5% to entry-level employees. Almual 
consumer inflation was at 5% last month, the highest in 15 months. 

In a separate strike about to stretch into its third week, Cepp~vawu, the 
union that represents about 70000 fuel, paper and chemical workers, said 
talks with employers had deadlocked. Cepp~vawu on Friday lowered its pay 
demand to a 9,5% increase from 13%. Employers have offered 8% 

Workers at diamond mining giant De Beers began a strike on Friday, 
seeking 15% wage increases. De Beers is offering 7,5% and a one- off 
payment of R2500 

Employers over the past two years had struck wage deals at an average of 
8%, a sur~,ey said, with firms seeing the above-inflation settlements as 
a necessary cost of doing business in SA ’]?hey have also slashed jobs 
over the period to make up fi~r higher persormel costs 

’]?he Richards Bay Coal Terminal the largest in Africa, shipping 63- 
million tons a year, including to power plants in Europe and India 
had 2,99-million tons of stockpiles at the end of last month. 

Eskom, the largest domestic coal buyer, had "relatively high" stocks, 
Mr Barker said last week. 2mglo and Exxaro are the largest suppliers of 
the fuel to the state-owned utility, producer of 95% of SA’s electricity. 

A 2008 power shortage that shut the country’s largest mines :[’or about 
five days was caused partly by a lack of coal. Nl~YM-affiliated workers at 
Eskom, which burns about 120- million tons of coal a year, last week 
rejected a 5,5% pay oiler. 

Optimum Coal, Kangra Coal and Delmas Coal workers are also striking. 
With Reuters 
http ://www.businessda~/.co.za/articles/Content.aspx?id 149101 

SA braces for massive coal strike 
Mail & Guardian 25 July 2011 

About 150 000 South African coal workers seeking 14% wage increases plan 
to walk off the job from S~mday in a strike that could dent exports and 



hurt pnwer supplies in Africa’s largest ecnnnmy. 

Hundreds nf thousands of uniun workers have downed tnols in recent 
weeks, or are threatening to do so, seeking raises dunble nr triple the 
5% inflatiun rate m the mid-year bargaining sessinn knnwn lncally as 
"strike seasnn". 

Lesiba Seshoka, spokesperson for the powerful National Union of 
Mineworkers (NUM), said employers have offered between 7% to 8.5% No 
talks were in prospect over what would be one of the largest work 
stoppages in this strike season. 

"The strike will hit hard the stockpiles at Eskom, which are at their 
loxvest ever," Seshoka told Reuters. 

Eskom relies on coal for most of its electricity production and usually 
has about five to six xveeks’ supply- available. 

The Chamber of Mines is negotiating on behalf of several coal miners, 
including Anglo Thmrnal Coal SA, Exxaro, Optimttm Coal and Xstrata Coal. 

Eskom, battling a power crunch that threatens the energy-intensive 
mining sector, is facing strike threats from NUM xvorkers at the state 
utility seeking 16% wage increases. 

Employers over the past two years have struck wage deals averaging about 
8%, a suxvcy said, with many firms seeing the above-itfflation 
settlements as a necessary cost of doing business in South Afiica. They 
have also slashed jobs over the period to make up for the higher 
personnel costs. 

Strikes typically last a few weeks, slowing production but not causing 
any major harm to the economy. 
Economic worries 
Economists have said wage settlements well above inflation hurt the 
country’s competitiveness and long-term outlook by driving up the costs 
for a labour force already more expensive than those in other emerging 
markets and far less efficient 

Other worries for the economy are strikes that stretch into late August, 
work stoppages that cause Eskom to cut power, or a work stoppage in the 
platinum sector, with South Aticica being the world’ biggest producer of 
the precious metal used in jewels- and catalytic converters for cars 

Eskom has faced pressure to give in to workers from the African National 
Congress, which is allied ~vith organised labour and wants to placate its 
millions of voters 

Eskom plans steep increases in electricity, prices to pay for much-needed 
new po~ver stations, adding to inflationary pressure and taking more 
money out of middle class paychecks 

A 2008 power crunch forced mines and smelters to shut for days and 
deterred new mining and manufacturing investment. 

In a separate strike about to stretch into its third week, the union 
that represents about 70 000 fuel, paper and chemical workers said talks 
with employers are deadlocked. The CEPPWAWU union on Friday lowered its 
pay demand to a 9.5% increase from 13%. Employers have of[’ered 8%. 

South African workers at global diamond mining giant De Beers began a 
strike on Friday, seeking 15% wage increases De Beers is offering 7.5% 
and a nne-offpayment of R2 500. -Reuters 
mg co.za/article 

DUT suspends classes agmn 
IOL News 25 July 201 ] 

The Durban University of Technology (DUT) un Munday halted all academic 
programmes due to violent student prntests, the second time in as many 
weeks. 

"We have had to close all Durban campuses," I)UT spokesman Alan Khan said 

On Monday snme students destroyed university property and disrupted 
lectures 

"Cunsidering the risk to the 23 000 students who are not involved in the 

protest and the safety of staff, ~ve could not risk the safety of the 

wider umversity cnmmunity," he said. 

Attempts to end the protests had not been successful 

On Saturday the Student Representative Council met acting deputy 
director-general of higher education, Kirti Menon, to determine xvhy the 
goverl~ent could not provide extra financial aid for Bachelor of 
Technology studunts. 

"Students also used the opportunity to table their grievances and 
demands to govermnent," said Khan. 



According to DUT vice chancellor Professor 2darned Bawa, the government 
did not provide funding for B Tech studies, but only for education and 
nursing. 

Students further wanted the institution to provide branded condoms and 
sanitary towels to student hostels The university has said this would 
be costly and unsustainable. 

The Durban campuses would remain closed until further notice Sapa 
www.iohco.za 

Mineworkers march in Carletonville 
NUM 22 July- 2011 

Thousands of munrbers belonging to the National Union of Mineworkers 
(NU)~r) will tomorrow morning march in Carletonville to hand a munrorandum 
of demands to representatives of the raining industly, the Department of 
Labour and the Department of Mineral Resources over lack of safety in 
the mines. The union will also send a strong message of warning to the 
nrining industry to accede to the dunrands presented in the current wage 
negotiations. The march is in terms of the NUM resolution of having 
provincial marches to demand safety in the mines which will culminate in 
a national day of nrourning in October when the industry will come to 
total a halt. The National Union of Mineworkers is outraged by the 
fatality figures in the raining industry and will do everything possible 
within the law- to nrake the mining industry account for its actions and 
inactions. The details of the march are as follows: 

Time: 10H00 

March from OBERHOLZER to the Carletonville Civic Centre 

For further itfformation, please contact: 

Bokang Lethala (Nr~rM Regional Chair on Health and Safe,z)- 082 062 9211 
beginof theslcy~ pe highlighting 082 062 9211 
end of the slcypehighlighting 

Lesiba Seshoka- (xyr~rM National Spokesman)- 082 803 6719 
beginof theslcy~ pe highlighting 082 803 6719 
end of the slcypehighlighting 

R104m price tag for power plant strikes 
Craig Dodds 22 July 2011 

Violent protests at the Medupi and Kusile power plant construction sites 
in IVlay caused damage to the tune of R104 million and 221 667 lost "man 
days". 

PuNic Enterprises Minister Malusi Gigaba said in a written 
parliamental5’ reply on Thursday that workers at the Kusile site had set 
on fire t;vo large mobile cranes, the west wing of the Kusile Civil Works 
office block, seven of J~hces and 11 contractor vehicles. 

The?’ had also stoned vehicles and looted offices and stores. Plant and 
building damage was estimated at R100m, covered by insurance. 

At Medupi, an office, a bus and two cars were torched and three cars 
overturned, causing estimated damage of R4m, also covered by ~nsurance. 

In both cases, the cost of labour downtime could not yet be established, 
but construction is on a tight schedule as power utility Eskom struggles 
to keep pace with rising demand :For electricity, warning that supply 
will be tight until Medupi comes online at the end of next year 

It is expected to be fally operational only by the last quarter of 2015, 
while Kusile’s first unit is due to kick in at the en d of 2014. 

Gigaba said the protests would not affect these deadlines being met 

The trouble began in early May when more than 2 000 workers at Kusile 
protested in sympathy with employees locked in a wage dispute with Eskom 
subsidiapf Roshcon, while at Medupi, 500 employees of construction firm 
Murray & Roberts and subcontractor Hitachi protested against the hiring 
of fi~reign welders. 

Both prc~iects were halted and then progressively restarted from mid-May 

In total, 13 people were arrested in connection with the protests and 
charged with arson and public vinlence. 

Murray & Roberts and Hitachi made returning workers sign agreements 
amounting to final written warnings, according to the Engineering News 
website. 

Eskonr, nreanwhile, has told Parliamunt it will continue to rely- on 
foreign welders to complete the projects as it can’t train locals fast 
enough to meet the requirement. 

Although it was training 100 welders a year, it needed as many as 1 500 
highly skilled welders until 2015. 



In October, the DA submitted a legislative proposal to Parliament that 
would make unions liable for damage resulting from the illegal actions 
of their members during strikes. 

Unions have rejected the idea as an attenrpt to undermine their right to 
strike. - The Star 
ww~v.iol.co.za 

Philippi electricity protest rages on 
JANIS KINNE.%R 22 July 2011 

Residents flee police officers during a third day of protests in the 
Siyahlala informal settlenrent in Philippi. The protests centre on 
residents eflbrts to have the area supplied with electricity. 

Residents of a Philippi intbrmal settlement and police have clashed 
again as protests over electricity supply entered their third day 

Three police Nyalas cordoned off the corner of New Eisleben and 
Sheffield roads yesterday when protests, which started on Tuesday, 
flared up again in Siyahlala 

Residents set containers on fire and used them to block off sections of 
Sheffield Road, while teenagers and children lined the road, armed with 
rocks, watching for police 

Standing at a trench made by residents ~vho had dug up a section of rnad, 
Tumeka Xoyana, 29, said they had no option but to protest because the 
area had been without electricity- for more than 10 years. "We have to 
steal electricity because the government doesn’t ~vant to give it to us," 
said Xoyana. 

Ezile Cele, 24, said police had fired robber bullets and tear gas at 
them: "Why can’t they- give us a valid reason why we can’t get electricity?" 

She said residents were angered that the area had been "skipped" while 
neighbouring areas had received electricity. 

Residents had made "countless" requests to their Ward 34 councillor and 
the municipality" for electricity’, she said. 

The councillor had told residents they would not receive supply" because 
of the illegal connections in the area 

Provincial police spokesman Lieutenant Colonel Andr~ Traut said that on 
two occasmns during the protest, SAPS members had been duty-bound 
take action against riotous crowds and gas cartridges were discharged. 

Nobo@ had been ir~iured and no arrests had been made, and police would 
remain in the area to monitor the situation. 

City" spokeswoman Kylie Hatton said the settlement was in a road reserve 
and that it was council policy not to create electrical networks in road 
reserves. "The city is, however, investigating various options, but I 
cannot provide details before everything has been investigated," she said. 
janis.kinnear@inl co./~ - (;ape Argus 

More sectors want to down tools 
Mail & Guardian 22 July 2011 

The economy will lose more working hours if planned strikes by hundreds 
of thousands of workers in the coal and diamond sector go ahead. 
Industrial action in the public service and gold sectors is also looming. 

The strike in the petrolemn industry that has drained fuel supply is 
entering its second week and nretal-workers have just ended their 
two-xveek strike after enrployers increased their wage offer to 10%. 

The National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), the largest and most powerful 
trade union within Cosatu, has atmounced its intention to strike against 
the world’s biggest diamond producer, De Beers, and several companies in 
the coal industly. 

Meanwhile, four public sector unions affiliated to Cosatu convened a 
high-level meeting on July 21 to decide whether or not to strike, after 
the government tabled its last offer of a 6.8% wage increase for about 
1.3-nrillion public sel~’ants. The unions are denranding 8%. 
mg.co.za 

COSATU to protest at CTICC if Zille addresses the International 

Education Conference on Friday 22nd July 2011 

Cosatu 21 July 2011 

COSATU Western Cape believes it is entirely inappropriate for Premier 

Zille to address the Conference on Education, as this conference is 
about building an education systenr that appreciates educators and 
appreciates that all learners need the best opportunities. Prenrier Zille 
is m~suitable to address the Conference because of the follo~ving 
positions that she holds 



DUT closes city campuses 
Kyle Venktess 22 July 2011 

Durban Universi~ of Technology campuses in Durban have been closed for 
lectures after protesting students disrupted lectures and intimidated 
staff and students yesterday in a dispute over fees and cafeteria food. 

While lectures were disrupted at the Steve Biko and NIL Sultan campuses, 
the other campuses Ci~, Ritson andBrickfield were also closed. 

At the Steve Biko campus, students had toppled bins and littered the 
campus with empty polystyrene containers and cans. 

Student representative council president IVKanafuthi Ngwabe said the 
protests were over various issues concerning financial aid 

DUT spokesman Alan Khan said lectures would be suspended today, but he 
wa s confident they would resume by Monday 

"The university expects that all staffwill remain at their work 

stations," Kahn said. 

"We have taken the decision, in the interests of safeb" and securi~, to 
suspend academic classes in Durban," he said. 

Khan said the university was investigating allegations concerning the 
food ser~ed at the Steve Biko campus. 

Ngwabe said: "First-year students are not being given financial aid and 
because of this some of students are not able to register for their 
second semester. Others cannot register for financial aid even though 
the?" are elegible " 

Ngwabe said that students had raised complaints about one of the food 
service providers on the Steve Biko campus which he claimed was making 
students ill 

DUT classes on hold 

IOL News 21 July 2011 

The Durban University of Technology on Thursday suspended al [ its 
academic programmes following the disruption of classes by protesting 
students 

"We have suspended the academic programme fi~llowing the student 
protests," said university’s spokesman Alan Khan. 

The decision was taken after non striking students and staff were 
intimidated, classes disrupted at Steve Biko and ML Sultan campuses on 
Thursday. 

"We have taken the decision, in the interests of safety- and security," 
he said. 

The students are demanding the institution provide branded condoms and 
sanitary towels to each student room but the universi~" says this ~vill 
be costly and unsustainable. 

Students were also demanding financial aid for Bachelor of Tectmology 
students. 

According to DUT vice chancellor, Professor Ahtned Bawa, government does 
not provide funding for B.Tech studies except in the cases of education 
and nursing. Sapa 
www.iol.co.za 

Guard killed in illegal connections row 
IOL News 21 July 2011 

The battle between the eThekwini Municipality- and those with illegal 
electrici~ connections has turned deadly after a security guard was killed. 

The battle bet;veen the eThekwini Municipality and those ;vith illegal 
electrici~z connections has turned deadly after a security guard hired 
to protect city workers was killed 

Wiseman Mthombeni, 38, of Harmnarsdale, had been an employee of Thathe 
Security Services tbr only two months when he was gummed do;vn at an 
int;armal settlement in Maynard Road in Sea Cow Lake, Durban. 

eThekwini Mnnicipality department of electricity head, Sandile 
Maphnmulo, said the problem had snowballed over the years and residents 
who had illegal COlmections were becoming more violent towards mnnicipal 
workers tasked with disconnecting these connections Residents living 
near informal settlements connected illegally to their network were also 
being affected, with some complaining of daily electricity cuts 

Ait’ected areas include Sydenham (Candover Road), Kelme@ Road, Reservoir 

Hills and Foreman Road (Clare Estate) 



Maphumulo said people living in inlbrmal settlements need to understand 
that it was wrong for them to steal this set, rice from residents who were 
paying :[’or it. 

~People living in shacks need this (electricity), which is why we have 
been engaging with the Department of Energy Affairs, trying to get them 
(irfformal settlements) electrified," he said. 

Maphumulo said Energy Affairs, through its National Electrification 
Advisory Cormnittee (NEAC), was formulating a policy for ff~e 
electrification of irKormal settlements. 

"We will electfif¥ these areas subject to compliance with this policy-," 
he said. 

Maphumulo said the iX~EAC would meet in August to discuss the policy. 

He said that uritil a formal decision xvas taken, the issue of illegal 
connections would be a daily headache for the city. 

"I wish the laxv becomes tougher on those connecting illegally because 
they are causing all these problems," he said. 

Maphumulo said the city had about 400 irtfomxal settlements and about 2 
700 households living in each of these settlenrents. 

"Even ifxve do decide to electrify itfformal settlements, hoxv long will 
it take to electrify all of them and which one do we start with. The 
challenge is bigger than people think," he said. 

For ratepayers like Anjini Bhudar, who lives in Sydetfnam, daily 
electricity" cuts, which began in March, have affected the way they live. 
She said she and her neighbours experience outages between 6.30pm and 10am. 

"Our greatest problem is that the municipality wal"~ts to put the blame on 
the shackdwellers, but the responsibility is theirs. Their job is to 
supply electricity and the fact that someone is interfering with our 
network should not be my- burden to carry," she said. 

She said six of her neighbours were also affected. 

Vaneshree Govender, who lives in Foreman Road, Clare Estate, said they 
had an understanding with residents from the nearby informal settlement 
and disconnected the illegal COlmections themselves. 

"There is no conflict, they (the shackdwellers) understand that ~vhat 
they- are doing is wrong. We are not fighting with them, ~ve are fighting 
the mtmicipality and they understand that," she said 

She said removing the illegal connections and engaging with the 
shackd~vellers had helped ~vith constant power cuts 

She said despite the communication between those who have and the have 
nots, the situation was still tense. 

"No~v we expect the city- to look beyond policy and paper, they- have to 
look at what is happening on the ground," she said. -Daily News 
www iol co.za 

NUM prepares to strike the collieries 

NUM21 July 2011 

The National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) reached a stalemate in its talks 
with the Chamber of Manes representing the collieries at the Commission 
for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) The NUM was awarded 
a certificate of non-resolution by the CCMA which paves the way for a 
strike action by almost 150 000 miners. 

The iXX2vl put forward a demand of 14% w-ith the Chanrbcr of Mines responding 
with 8,5 for the lower categories and 7% for the higher categories. 
Headline inflation has this afternoon been confirmed to be at 5% xvhilst 
food and fuel inflation had soared. Electricity price increases has been 
as hefty as 31%. "We are very disappointed by the Chamber of Mines and 
its affiliates. We do not need a strike action but through their 
actions, they are forcing us to" says Frans Baleni, the N1~I General 
Secretary and Chief Negotiator at the Chamber of Mines. 

Meanwhile, talks between the XTL2~I and the Chamber of Mines’s gold 
employers xvill resume on Monday. 

Frans Baleni- (NUM General Secretary)- 082 375 6443 
beginof theskTy’pe highlighting 082 375 6443 
end of the s~zpehighlighting 

Lesiba Seshoka (NUM Spokesman)- 082 803 6719 
begin of the skype highlighting 082 803 6719 
end of the skype highlighting 

Coal workers dig in, prepare for ’powerful strike’ 
Mail & Guardian 21 July 210112 



Workers in the coal sector will embark on a strike following failed wage 
negotiations, the National Union of Mineworkers (NIZM) said on Wednesday 

"We have deadlocked. We have received a strike certificate and we are 
going on strike," spokesperson Lesiba Seshoka said. 

On Thursday, the union would give employers 48-hours notice of the 
strike and would discuss the date of the strike with its 150 000 members 
in the coal sector, he said. 

"We will definitely serve notice tonrot~ow [Thursday], there is no 
question about it," said Seshoka. 

Seshoka said the talks deadlocked after employers offered a final wage 
increase of 7%. The union was demanding 14%. 

"We cannot accept that. We have totally r~iected it because that is not 
according to our mandate," he said. 

The only way to increase the wage ofl;er was to have a "powerful strike". 

"A powerful strike is a strike that lasts nrore than a week. It must take 
man?, weeks for a strike to work with as much rrletnbelS as possible." 

The NI~I, the United Association of South Africa (Uasa) and Solidarity, 
rejected an offer by- the Chamber of Mines last Monday. 

It was not known if Uasa and Solidarity also intend striking. 

The Chamber represents Anglo Thermal Coal SA, Delmas Coal, Exxaro, 
Kangra Coal, Optimum Coal and Xstrata Coal. 

The negotiations are being nrediated by the Commission for Conciliation, 

Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA). 

In a statement, Chamber spokesperson Jabu iVlaphalala confirmed the deadlock. 

He said the coal mining companies had tabled a final offer of an 85% 
increase for entry-level employees and 7% for other employees. 

Delmas Coal had offered 7.5% for entry-level workers and 6% for the 
rest, he said. 

"The wage offer should be seen in conjunction with other offers already 
made, which include medical incapacity and medical aid contributions as 
well as the living out allowance," Maphalala said. 

Frans Barker, a negotiator for the coal mining companies, said the 
unions had jointly submitted more than 50 demands 

"However, they declared a dispute after only t~vo negotiating sessions 
and deadlocked after a single meeting under the auspices of the CCMA. 

"The negotiations were thus not given a fair chance to succeed," he said. 

The companies were "deeply disappointed" at the "untimely declaration" 
of deadlock 

"The companies have also clearly indicated to the unions that they were 
more than willing to continue to engage on the man?’ demands in an 
attempt to reach settl em ent, however the unions rqj ected this," B arker said 

Strike spreads to diamond sector 
Meanwhile, workers at diamond giant De Beers said on Wednesday the?" 
would go on strike this week 

Unions and employers across South Africa are locked in mid-year wage 
bargaining, known as "strike season", and many labour groups are seeking 
increases well above the country’s 4.6% inflation rate. 

NUM wants a 15% rise in wages, while De Beers, 45% owned by mining :firm 
Anglo American, h as offered 7.5% and a on e-off payment of R2 500 

Unions said they would strike li*om Friday. 

"The offers are totally unacceptable to us. We totally reject these," 
said Peter Bailey, Nl_Y[\/rs chief negotiator at De Beers 

Since 2008, miners, factory workers, and steel workers have won pay 
rises averaging more than 10% a year, making themselves more expensive 
than other emerging market workforces 

Dry pumps 
State-owned utility Eskom has said it has enough coal in stock to last 
41 days. 

The African National Congress, in a governing 
alliance with the the Congress of South African Trade Unions and the 
South African Comnmnist Party, is loathe to put pressure on workers, 
fearing it could antagonise its long-standing union allies xvho have 
supplied it with millions of votes. 



In a separate dispute, tens of thousands of fuel sector workers have 
been striking for 10 days, delaying deliveries to filling stations and 
sparking panic buying in Johannesburg. 

The small but ilffluential Solidari~ union, which represents skilled 
workers at state-owned PetroSA and petrochemicals group Sasol, said it 
suspended its participation in the fuel strike and its members would 
return to work by Thursday. 

"Evety~one’s interests will be best served by ending the strike and 
resuming negotiations in all earnest," the union said, adding that 
Solidari~" was likely to return to talks with employers before the 
weekend to reach a deal. 

Mxolisi Ratsibe, chairperson of the National Petroleum Employers’ 
Association, an industl)’ body, ~vas hopeful 

"We are optimistic the end is in sight," he said. 

Police escorts are allowing some delivery tracks to get through picket 
lines, although scores of filling stations around Johannesburg have mn 
out offueh - Sapa, Reuters 
mg.co.za 

SAMWU still consulting its membership on Wage Negotiations 
SAS/fi~U PRF~SS STATEMENT 20 July 2011 

The South African Municipal Workers Union is at this moment in time, 
still busy consulting its membership nationwide, in relation to the 
current wage negotiations ;vithin the local government sector and water 
sector. Consultations will continue till the end of this week. 

After the consultation process is concluded, a Special National 
Executive Committee meeting will be convened before the end of next 
week, to consolidate our position ahead of the next round of wage 
negotiations. 

For fm-ther conm~ent, contact SAIVlEVU’s General Secretary Mthandeki Nhlapo 
on 0725369756 begin of theskype highlighting 0725369756 
end o1~ the skype highlighting or 021 697 1152 

begin of the skype highlighting 021 697 1152 
end o1~ the skype highlighting. 

Issued by; 
Tah~r Sema. 
South A[’rican Municipal Workers’ Union of COSATU. 
National Media and Publicity Ofgicer. 
tahir sema@samwu org.za 
O:t?fce: 011-331 0333 begin of the skype highlighting 
011-331 0333 end of2the skype highlighting. 
(;ell: 0829403403 begin of the skype highlighting 

end o1~ the slcype highlighting 
0829403403 

Also visit SAN~P~rl.J’s website; www samwu org.za 

Limpopo anti-corruption march postponed 
Cosatu 20 July 2011 

COSATU Limpopo province today, 19th July 2011, convened its campaigns 
committee meeting to assess the state of readiness of the a:t?fliates to 
engage effectively and meaningfully in the planned anti-corruptinn march 
scheduled for 22nd July 2011, to the premier’ s office, SAPS, SARS and SALGA. 

After careful consideration, the meeting realised that the majority of 
the affiliates were not ready and have not yet received the necessaty~ 
resources and not enough mobilization work has been carried out. 

Based on the above reasons, the meeting resolved to postpone the 
anti-corruption march to a date not later than in the coming four weeks. 

We would therefore want to assure our menthership, the tripartite 
alliance and tile MDM structures, and the people of Limpopo that the 
march will definitely take place on a later date and that the COSATU 
mandate on all tile issues remains intact. 

For more ilffom~atinn contact: COSATU Limpopo Provincial Secretary_, Cde. 
Dan Sebabi, on 082 779 2421 begin of theslc},pellighlighting 
082 779 2421 end of theskypehighlighting 
Pet email 
DAN SEBABI 
PROVINC’IAL SECRETARY 

Workers to strike at De Beers Consolidated Mines 
_NrUM 20 July 2011 

The National Union of Mineworkers (i’~rM) has this afternoon served strike 
notice to diamond giant De Beers Consolidated Mines. This comes after 
the parties failed to reach a wage settlement through the Commission for 
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) this morning. The CCMA 
issued a certificate of non-resolution to the dispute giving the NL~’~I 



leeway for a strike action that is set to shut down the company’s 
operations. The NUM demands a wage increment of 15% and De Beers offers 
7,5%. "The offers are totally unacceptable to us Last year we settled 
at between 9,5% and 10%, now we are told 7,5% plus an ex gratia once 
payment of R2500. We totally reject these" says Peter Bailey, the NUM’s 
Chief Negotiator at De Beers Consolidated Mrnes. 

The National Union of Mineworkers is disappointed by De Beers’s bad 
faith negotiations at a time when headline inflation is at 4,6% and 
Eskom has raised its fees by 31%. Food and fuel inflation ha’,~e 
skyrocketed and the bulk of the workforce walk to work on empty 
stomachs. The NLrM appeals to the company to reconsider its position and 
avoid the crippling mass action. The 48 hour strike notice means the 
strike will officially begin this Friday. 

Peter Bailey (NUM Chief Negotiator at De Beers)- 082 883 7902 
beginof thes~’pe highlighting 082 883 7902 
end of the slcypehighlighting 

Lesiba Seshoka (NL2~I Spokesman)- 082 803 6719 
beginof thes~’pe highlighting 082 803 6719 
end of the slcypehighlighting 

Fuel industry meets unions in bid to end strike 
Mail & Guardian 18 July 2011 

Employers in South Africa’s oil industry will meet with unions on Monday 
in a bid to end a week-long strike that has leR hundreds of fuel pumps 
dry and may- cost Africa’s biggest economy billions of rand in lost output. 

Tens of thousands of workers in the fuel sector began walking off the 
job on Monday-, delaying deliveries and sparking panic buying at sel~’ice 
stations in Gauteng. 

The industrial action intensified on Monday after a small but 
influential union joined other labour groups alrea@ on strike 

Fuel industly employers include BP, Royal Dutch Shell, petrochemicals 
group Sasol, state-owned energy group PetroSA, Chevron and Total 

Sasol said the strike was affecting production at its Secunda synthetic 
fuels plant. 

"In the interest of safety’, sections of the east side of the S asol 
Secunda plant are being run at lower production rates than normal," 
Sasol said. 

"These reduced production rates will impact on some fuel and chemical 
production. Sasol is doing everything in its power to continue to supply 
products to its customers using the available resources." 

The company added that it remained optimistic that the parties will do 
everything possible to resolve the impasse. 

Sasol shares were trading 1.64% lower at R353 85 as of 9.45am C, MT, 
compared with a 0.74% fall in the Top-40 Index. 

The Fuel Retailers’ Association said it was still collecting information 
as to how many service stations in Gauteng had mn out of fuel by Monday 

Economists said the fuel strike may cost South Afi-ica billinns of rand 
and affect its image as an investment destination due to frequent 
walk-outs in labour-intensive sectors such as mining, fuel and steel 
production 

The government called for a spee@ resolution to the fuel strike to 
avoid a crisis which could spread to all sectors of the economy 

Many dehveries were hampered by intimidation from striking workers at 
depots, producers said 

Unions and employers are locked in their mid-year bargaining session 
known as "strike season", with many labour groups seeking wage increases 
that far exceed inflation. 

Companies from other sectors affected by strikes include paper makers 

Mondi and Sappi. - Reuters 

rag.co za 

Metalworkers end strike as fuel walkout widens 
Mail & Guardian 17 July 2011 

Tens of thousands of workers ended a two-week pay- strike in the South 
African steel and engineering sector on Sunday- while petroleum workers 
plan to widen a week-long walkout that left hundreds of the nation’s 
fuel pumps diy, union leaders said. 

Steel workers accepted a 10% wage rise from the employers’ body, the 
Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa. The 
National Union of Metalwurkers of South Africa had initially demanded a 



13% increase while SEWSA’s original offer was a 7% rise. 

"Workers will therefore return to work in the next 48 hours starting on 

Monday," Numsa spokesperson Castro Ngobese said in a statement. 

Meanwhile, the pay strike in the domestic petroleum sector is expected 
to widen from Monday after trade union Solidarity said on Sunday its 
mostly skilled members at petrochemical group Sasol would join the 
industrial action that left hundreds of fuel pumps dry. 

"It is expected their plants xvill conre to a standstill as almost all of 
the technical and strategic posts at these plants are filled by 
Solidarib" members," the union said in a statement. 

South African unions and cmployers are locked in their mid-year 
bargaining session known as "strike season", with ruany labour groups 
seeking wage increases that far exceed inflation. 

Production losses in the steel sector are expected to be substantial 
although top makers of ruetal ArcelorMittal South Africa and Evraz 
Highveld Steel & Vanadium were not affected as they negotiate directly 
with their enrployees. 

The 10% increment is above the imq_ation rate of around 7% and raises 

worries about inflation and interest rates outlook in Africa’s biggest 
economy-. 

About 70 000 workers, led by- the Chemical, Energy, Paper, Printing, Wood 
and Allied Workers’ Union (CEPPWAYVU), in the fuel industry have been on 
strike since Monday demanding a 13% ~vage increases, above the 4% to 7% 
offcred by enrployers. 

Solidarity members at Sasol ~vill join CEPPWAYVU froru Monday in a strike 
that has delayed fi~el deliveries and sparked panic-buying at sel~ice 
stations 

"One of the reasons why the strike has become so drawn out is because 
Solidari~ members are still keeping production going at plants," said 
Dirk Hermann, Solidari~is depu~z general secretal3z. 

"Paradoxically, the sooner Solidari~z joins the strike, the sooner it 
will be over." - Reuters 
mg.co za 

Concern at move on illegal Zimbabweans 
KHATHLFSHE~LO Mr~rLAUDZI 
Published: 2011/08/02 06:49:33 AM 

LAWYERS for Human Rights said yesterday that it was concerned children 
and other vulnerable groups would be caught up in the approaching 
deportation of undocumented Zimbabweans. 

This came as the Department of Home Afihirs annou~ced that this month 
would be allo;ved as a grace period for all Zimbabweans to regularise 
their stay in SA. 

Head of the refugee and migrant rights programme at the rights body, 
Kaajal Ramjathan Keogh, said the start of deportations next month would 
open all Zimbabweans to abuse and harassment A large number of 
applicants would still have not have received their permits 

"It will be extremely &mgerous for all Zimbabweans with permits or 
without permits in September because once the police take charge in the 
deportation process they harass any Zimbabwean that the?" come across," 
Ms Ramjathan said. 

The department said yesterday that it had met its deadline of assessing 
all 275762 applications for work, stu@ and business permits received 
from undocumented Zimbabweans after the government created a special 
dispensation fi~r them. 

However, it was still facing logistical challenges in getting 
outstanding applicants to have their fingerprints taken, home aft’airs said. 

"Zimbabweans will be treated like any other nationali~ who are deported 
when fi~und without proper documentatinn," said head of port control, 
Jacob Mamabolo. "From September onwards any Zimbabwean without proper 
documentation will be arrested and deported but there will . be no mass 
deportation 

"We are currently deporting illegal irmnigrants. It is only Zimbabweans 
that are not being deported at the moment but after the grace period 
irrespective of ~vhere you corue frora, if you don’t have proper doc~tments 
you will be arrested and depolted." 

The advocacy group Zimbabwe Exiles FOl~lrri said it was concerned that a 
nun~ber of Zimbabweans would be deported because many were still 
undocmnented. 



"We are extremely scared that the political system of Zimbabwe is 
getting worse and Zimbabweans who will be deported will be targets of 
the Zimbabwean government since they are seen as opponents of the ruling 
(Zanu PF) party’," spokesman Eddy Matsangaise said. 

http ://www. guardian.co.uk/environm ent/201 l/aug/03/shell-liabih~’-oil-spills-nigerm 
Shell accepts liability J2~r two oil spills in Nigeria 

Oil giant faces a bill of h~dreds of millions of dollars following 
class action suit brought on behalf of conwnunities in Bodo, 
OgonilandWednesday 3 August 2011 11.07 BST 

The irapact of an oil spill near lkarama, Bayelsa State, Niger Delta 

The impact of an oil spill near Ikarama in the Niger delta. Photograph: 

Amnesty International 

Shell faces a bill of hrmdreds of millions of dollars after accepting 
full liability- for two massive oil spills that devastated a Nigerian 
communi~ of 69,000 people and may take at least 20 years to clean up. 

Experts who studied video fi~otage of the spills at Bodo in Ogoniland say 
they could together be as large as the 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster in 
Alaska, when 10m gallons of oil destroyed the remote coastline. 

Until now-, Shell has claimed that less than 40,000 gallons were spilt in 
Nigeria. 

Papers seen by the Guardian show that following a class action suit in 
London over the past four months, the company has accepted 
responsibili~ for the 2008 double rupture of the Bodo-Bonny trans-Niger 
pipeline that pumps 120,000 barrels of oil a day though the cormnunity. 

Ogoniland is a small region of the Niger d elta ~vhich threw out Shell in 
1994 for its pollution but then sa~v eight of its leaders, including the 
writer Ken Saro-Wiwa, executed by the government. 

The crude oil that gushed unchecked from the two Bodo spills, which 
occurred within months of each other, in 2008 has clearly- devastated the 
20 sq km network of creeks and inlets on which Bodo and as many as 30 
other smaller settlements depend for food, water and fuel. 

No attempt has been made to clean up the oil, ~vhich has collected on the 
creek sides, washes in and out on the tides and has seeped deep into the 
water table and farmland. 

According to the cormnumties in Bodo, in two years the company has only 
offered £3,500 together with 50 bags of rice, 50 bags of beans and a few 
cartons of sugar, tomatoes and groundnut oil The offers were rejected 
as "insulting, provocative and beggarly’" by the chieIis of Bodo, but 
later accepted on legal advice. 

Shell’s acceptance of full liability for the spills follows a class 
action suit bought on behalf of con~munities by London la~v finn Leigh Day 
and Co, which represented the Ivory Coast con~munity that suffered health 
damage following the dumping of toxic waste by a ship leased to 
multinahonal oil company Trafigura in 2006. 

Many other impoverished communities in the delta are now expected to 
seek damages for oil pollution against Shell in the British courts On 
average, there are three oil spills a day by Shell and other companies 
working in the delta Shell consistently" blames the spills on local 
youths who, they argue, sabotage their network of pipelines 

"The news that Shell has accepted liability in Britain will be greeted 
with joy in the delta The British courts may now be inundated with 
legitimate complaints," said Patrick Naagbartonm, coordinator [’or the 
Centre of Environment and Human Rights in Port Harcourt. 

Later this week the company will be heavily implicated by the UN for the 
environmental disaster in the Niger delta which has seen more than 7,000 
oil spills in the low lying swamps and farmland since 1989. Shell first 
discovered oil in the Niger delta in 1956. According to Amnes~" 
International, more than 13m barrels of oil have been spilt in the 
delta, twice as much as by BP in last year’s Gulf of Mexico spill. 

The UN Environment Programane (I~YNEP) report, funded by Shell, will be 
presented to president Goodluck Jonathan on Thursday and is expected to 
be released on Friday’ in London. 

UNEP’s report, the first peer-reviewed scientific study of more than 60 
spills, is expected to say- that oil pollution in Ogoniland is much worse 
than previously believed, having sunk deep into the water table. Many 
spills have not been cleared up since 1970 and the effects on the local 
economy, health and development have been severe. The report will not 
apportion blame for individual spills. 

International oil spill assessment experts who have seen the Bodo spill 
believe that it could cost the company more than $100m to clean up 
properly and restore the devastated mangrove fi~rests that used to line 



the creeks and rivers but which have been killed by the oil. 

Proceedings against Royal Dutch Shell and Shell petroleum development 
company (SPDC) Nigeria began in the high court on 6 April 2011. Last 
week Shell Nigeria said: "SPDC accepts responsibility under the Oil 
Pipelines Act for the two oil spills both of which were due to equipment 
failure. SPDC acknowledges that it is liable to pay compensation - to 
those who are entitled to receive such compensation" 

* guardian, co.uk © Guardian News attd Media Limited 2011 

Robert Fisk: Once untouchable, the old despot and his sons faced the 
wrath of the nation they- had terrorised 

This was a moment when a countly proved not only that its revolution was 
real, but that its victims were real 

Thursday, 4 August 2011 
Hosni Mubarak is seen on a huge TV screen outside the Police Military 
Academy in Cairo, as the former Egyptian president enters the cottrtroom 
on a hospital bed 

AP 

Hosni Mubarak is seen on a huge TV screen outside the Police Military 
Academy in Cairo, as the former Egyptian president enters the cottrtroom 
on a hospital bed 

Just when the Arab dictators desperately need to drink the secure, cool 
waters of an Arab stammer, along came the Eg3~ptians yesterday to poison 
the ~vell. Deep into its depths, those dictators could see a flickering 
enmeshed face, fragile, fingers playing over its nose and mouth, the ann 
of a man on a stretcher raised to prevent the light getting too close 
but for just a few brief’moments with the same old arrogant eyes 
Then the heax2z black mike appeared in the man’s left hand. "I aln here, 
your honour," said a chillingly strong voice "I have not committed any 
such crimes" 

Yes, the Eg?yptians really did put their wretched, ancient dictator on 
trial yesterday, along with his effete, sullen sons both dressed in 
white as if heading for yet another stammer teunis party,, an illusiun 
broken only by the green Koran under Alaa Mubarak’s arm An 
encouragement to his dessicated, 83-year-old father, Hosni? Or an insult 
to the dead? 

The lavqzers screamed their clients’ pain; of torture, of snipers, of the 
murder of Eg3~pt’s own people in the January-February uprising, of the 
brutality of the security forces, of corruption on a Mafia scale. And to 
whom else did these terrible charges apply? We thought about Damascus, 
of course And Tripoli. And the Bahraini capital of Manama. And of Rabat 
and Armnan and Algiers and Riyadh... 

And across the vast, arid wastelands of the Arab despots, the government 
televisions continued to show game shows and cooking classes and 
domestic dramas and fi-iendly crowds, all of whom loved their presidents 
and kings and potentates, who could never could they? be accused of 
these awful crimes Outside Egypt itsell; the only hve cnverage of the 
trial was broadcast by post-revolutionary Tunisia and that nemesis of 
the Mubarak regime and of the United States and of Israel: the 
Hezbollah’s AI-Manar television 

"Are you Mi)hamed Hosni Sayed Mubarak?" asked Judge Ahmed Refaat. Or 
Bachar al-Assad? Or Muammar Gaddafi? Or His Majesty, King Hamad? Or even 
His Highness King Abdullah, Guardian of the Three Holy Places in a place 
called Saudi Arabia? 

For history Arab hi story and western history and world history will 
place the scenes in the Egyptian Police Academy yesterday in whole 
chapters, footnoted and referenced, the moment when a country proved not 
only that its rew)lution was real, but that its victims were real, its 
dictators’ corruption detailed down to the last Egyptian pound and the 
last fake company title, its people’s suffering forensically described. 

Despite its flaws, this was not summary justice, the kind so beloved of 
the Assad family and the Gaddafi family or, indeed, the Mubarak family. 
The Caliph had been brought low and the "Arab Spring" (ever a dodgy 
rtem right now, with the butchery in Syria and the trumpery" of the 
Libyan war) revived. Even when the helicopter bringing the old boy to 
justice appeared in the pale, hot skies over the desert, we shook our 
heads for just a moment. All true. 

Can the itffection yet be stopped, the poisoned waters cleansed? The 
Egyptians didn’t think so. If this was a "bon-bun", a toffee or txvo to 
hun~our the masses from Egypt’s Supreme Milital3, Conmtand which had 
promised this trial all along to the yawning scepticism of the Arab 
world it promised by close of play to be a much more serious affair. 



Defence and prosecuting lawyers shrieked their demands, Mubarak’s men to 
draw out the trial for weeks, months, years, for thousands more pages of 
evidence (5,000 against Mubarak alone), :[’or subpoenas of all the other 
men around the sundered president. 

The names of all kinds of intriguing personalities in the state security 
apparatus, the "Security Directorate" of Cairo, of the "Police Security’" 
of Giza of generals Ali-Shadli and Ali Magi and Maher Mohamed and 
Mustafa Tawfiq and Brigadier Reza Masir, along with generals Hassan 
Hassan and Fouad Tavcfiq and Yahyia al-Iraqi, Abdul-Aziz Salen~ Brigadier 
Rifaat Radwan and Brigadier Hani Neguid and Lieutenant Colonel Ahmed 
Attallah, Colonel Aynran al-Saidi crept into the proceedings, all 
itmocent to a raan of course, but hitherto part of the secret state whose 
work was always anonyruous, institutions which lived in gentle darkness. 

And then the lawyers for "civil rights claimants" the la~Ters for the 
farailies of the dead and wounded shouted out the names of the victims. 
They walked and were shot down again in the streets of Cairo and 
Alexandria and Giza, real people who died in astonishment and pain as 
Mubarak’s thugs took aim at them. There vcere also, I have to say, sonre 
dark moments. 

For outside the COUlt, minutes before the start of proceedings, I found 
lawyers like Marudouh al-Taf, who said that he had been cleared to 
represent cM1 victims by the Ministry of Justice but who had seen with 
his own eyes, he said, hove his name on the court list had just been 
deleted by the Ministry of Interior. 

There was the father of Hossam Fathi Mohanred Ibrahim, "nrartyr at Sehir 
Square in Alexandria", 18 years old but younger, in a red pullover in 
the picture his father held in his hand. "V~ny can’t he be represented by 
his lawyer in this court?" he asked me. No wonder the first questions 
shouted at Judge Refaat came from the raen and women representing the 
civilian dead and wounded "Why are there more lawTers representing the 
defendants in this court than there are representing the victims?" a 
female la’aTer demanded to kno~v. Good point. 

Poor old ex-interior minister Habib al-Adli, blue-suited and ignored by 
Gamal and Alaa ~ubal-ak who sometimes appeared to be deliberately 
standing in the way of the Egyptian cameras so that their father was 
censored from the frame hovered on his side of the cage to receive yet 
more charges of corruption and violence. He has alrea@ recmved a 
sentence of 12 years and, in his drab blue uniform a contrast to the 
virginal white of the Mubaraks (Hosni kept clutching a white sheet 
around his throat) appeared a pathetic figure behind the iron bars and 
wire mesh of the court prison cage. Long ago, I asked him for an 
interview to discuss his business affairs and was told I would be 
arrested if I asked again 

"I deny evelTthing," declared Alaa "I deny all the charges," announced 
Gamal. There was even a demand to subpoena Field Marshal Mohamed 
Tantawi, the military ruler of present-day Egypt (and old pal of 
Mubarak) to court. Now this was surely taking things too far. From 
Damascus and Amman and Rabat and Manama and Riyadh, of course, there was 
silence And, strange to say, not a word from Washington, whose old chum 
Hosni now faces (in theor,v) a death sentence Perhaps Foggy Bottom also 
has its poisoned wells. 

The accused.. 

1. Hosni Mubarak 

The former president is accused of conspiring in the premeditated murder 
and the attempted murder of protesters. Accused of corruption in 
accepting gifts to facilitate a land deal, and in relation to a 
natural-gas export deal 

2 Gamal Mubarak 

A senior party’ figure with an eye on the presidency, Gamal is charged 
along with his father with land-deal corruption It is claimed they 
accepted five villas worth $7m from a businessman and in return 
sweetened a real-estate deal in the resort of Sharm el-Sheflch. 

3. AlaaMubarak 

Better liked by the public and said to have attempted to moderate his 
brother Gamal’s instincts, Alaa is also included in the corruption charge. 

4 tIabib al-Adly 

Hosni Mubarak’s security chief and former interior minister, he is also 
included in the accusations of murder and atterupted nrurder during the 
Egyptian uprising. 

Six other scnior policeman face the sarue charges. 

http://ww~v.bloombcrg, con,Jnewsi2011-08-01/irnf-s -harsh-legacy-blocks-middle-east-loans-after-egvpt-u-tttrn.html 



IMF ’Harsh’ Legacy May Block Mideast Loans After Egypt’s $3 Billion U-Turn 

By Alaa Shahine and Sandrine Rastello - Aug 2, 2011 1:10 PM GMT40200 

Enlarge image Eg3,ptmn Finance Minister Samir Radwan 

Samir Radwan, Eg3,pt’s finance minister. Photographer: N~cholas 
Kamm/AFP/Getty Images 

Egypt turned down International Monetal~/Fund loans that would have 
helped the economy because the lender ~vas seen as tainted by concessions 
demanded of past borrowers, former Finance Minister Samir Radwan said. 

"People are still affected by the past, when the IMF used to impose 
harsh conditions," said Radwan, who axed a $3 billion accord with the 
IMF in Jane within three weeks of negotiating it. He was replaced in a 
July 17 reshuJ%le aimed at placating protesters demanding faster change 
after the toppling of former President Hosni Mubarak, who is due in 
court tomorrow on corruption charges. 

The IMF loan ~vas ofi;ered with few strings attached and was vetoed by 
Egypt’s intcrim military rulers after a "damaging" media campaign, even 
though the North African country needed the cash, Radwan said in a 
telephone intel~’ie~v on July 27. The reversal shows how- hard it may be 
fi~r the LMF to shake offthe legacy of past policies, even after 
admitting mistakes. 

The fund endorsed economic programs under Mubarak that deepened Egypt’s 
income inequality and helped fuel this year’s uprising, protest leaders 
say. Tunisia, too, has yet to take up the fund’s ofi;er for help after 
the revolt against President Zine E1 Abidine Ben All, whose policies the 
IMF also praised. 

~Egypt’s rejection of the IMF taught the Fund that it has a serious 
image problem that needs immediate attention if it wants to play a 
crucial role in ne;v democratic regimes of the Middle East." Bessma 
Momani, a professor at the University of Waterloo in Canada and author 
of a 2005 study of Egy-pt’s relations ;vith the IKff?, said by e-mail. 
One Size Fits 

Mistrust of the Washington-based lender has spread since the 1997 Asian 
crisis Economists such as Nobel laureate Paul Kmgman say the IX’K" 
helped worsen a recession by dictating a one-size-fits-all policy of 
higher interest rates and lo;ver government spending -- ;vhen developed 
nations facing slumps typically do the opposite 

Radwan argued that IX’K" terms were reasonable and Egy-pt -- whose economy 
shrank at an aunual rate of 4.2 percent in the first quarter while 
yields on its dollar bonds surged -- needed the money to "get out of the 
bottleneck by raising public investments" 

~ The military council said it doesn’t want to burden the democratically 
elected government with debt," he said, adding that he didn’t agree 
because "we are alrea@ indebted." 

From the start, Ra&van’s overtures to the IMF ;vere greeted with 
suspicion by E~zpt’s media and political activists 

’What’s the Catch?’ 

"What’s the catch?" television talk-show host Yousri Fouda asked Radwan 
in April when he returned from initial talks in Washington. "The fund’s 
loan is against democracy," colunmist Wael Gamal wrote in Al Shorouk 
daily on June 12. 

"For years we have been told that this is the IMF doctrine: cut budget 
deficits, reduce spending and liberalize markets," Wael Khalil, an 
organizer of the protests that ousted Mubarak in FebruaD’, said in a 
telephone interview. 

Under the management of Dominique S trauss-Kahn and the pressure of the 
financial crisis, the fund has loosened up. 

It agreed in 2009 to set fewer conditions :For funding, and place less 
emphasis on structural changes such as overhauls of banking or tax 
systems. It’s paying more attention to unemployment and social aJih~irs, 
said Christine Lagarde, who took over as managing director last month. 

"We cannot only be driven by the hope to reduce fiscal deficits," she 
said on July 6. 
Shield the Poor 

The IMF in recent years has recognized that the policies it advocated in 
the 1990s in countries such as Korea and Indonesia ~veren’t always 
appropriate and may have alienated recipient countries. Recent 
fund-backed programs, including in Greece and Pakistan, have sought to 
shield the poorest from the impact of budget cuts. The fund also sought 
to improve its image in the Middle East, holding roundtable discussions 
last year with students across the region. Strauss-Kahn attended one in 
Jordan. 



The fund has reviewed its approach, said Masood Ahmed, its director for 
the Middle East and Central Asia. [~ven before this year’s revolts, it 
had "begun to fi~cus more explicitly on policies that ensure that the 
benefits of economic growth are shared more broadly, and on protecung 
the most xa21nerable members of society," he said by e-mail 
Tunisia Not Borrowing 

Still, it’s struggling to find customers in the region. Tunisia needs at 
least $1 billion in additional financing this year, central bank 
Governor Mustapha Kamel Nabli said in June. Like Egypt, the count15~ is 
seeking to stabilize its economy amid political turmoil, and it’s 
borrowing from the World Bank, the European Investmerlt Bank and the 
African Development Bank. Yet Nabli said last week that Tunisia won’t be 
seeking IMF loans. 

Egyptian activists recall the praise for "prudent macroeconomic 
policies" under Mubarak in a March 2010 I_ME report. By cutting debt and 
attracting irlvestmerlt from companies such as Vodafone Group Plc (VOD), 
Egypt boosted growth to about 7 percent a year by 2008, yet the numbers 
masked youth unemployment rates above 20 percent. 

A sense that Egypt’s new rulers were going back to business as usual 
fueled anger at the IMF accord, Khalil said. "Nobo@ felt that the 
government was serious about reviewing past policies," he said. "The 
first thing they did was go to the IMF." 

Countries that shunned IMF loans in the past were often seeking to 
escape spending discipline. Egypt is doing the opposite - tightening 
its belt in order to do without IMF nroney. 
Investments Scrapped 

The IMF backed a proposed budget deficit of 11 percent this year to 
finance higher public investraents and wages. When the goverun~ent 
rejected the loans, it cut that target to 8.6 percent, trimming some of 
the spending plans. 

As a result, ~there isn’t enough stimulus spending to compensate for 
weak investment," said Mohamed Abu Basha, an economist at EFG-Hermes 
Holding SAE in Cairo. Growth may slow to 1 6 percent this year from an 
estimated 26 percent the previous 12 months, according to a Bloomberg 
survey. 

Nor are funds cheaper elsewhere. Qatar offered a loan at 7.5 percent, 
before agreeing to reduce that to 4.5 percent, Radwan said. The I2vIF 
would have charged 2.5 percent, he said. Egypt sold 3 billion Egyptian 
pounds ($504 million) of three-year bonds yesterday to yield 13.35 percent 

Khalil said that after succeeded in ousting Mubarak and pressuring the 
generals to prosecute him, Eg?-ptians won’t tolerate a repeat of the 
economic failures of the past. 

~We will be much more difficult to satisfy’," he said. 

To contact the reporters on this sto~: Alaa Shahine in Dubai at 
asalha@bloomberg net; Sandrine Rastello in Washington at 
srastello@bloomberg.net. 

To contact the editor responsible for this sto~z: Louis Meixler at 
Imeixler@bloomberg net; Christopher Wellisz at cwellisz@bloomberg.net. 

Court to investigate Lagarde for abuse of authority 
A French court armounced Thursday that it will investigate IJVr[~" chief 
Christine Lagarde over alleged abuse of authority when she was France’s 
finance minister in 2008 Lagarde has consistently denied the charges. 
By News Wires (text) 

AFP -A French court on Thurs&~y ordered an investigation into new IMF 
chief Christine Lagarde’s role in a much-criticized $400 million 
arbitration deal in favor of a controversial tycoon. Lagarde was 
France’s finance minister when magnate Bernard Tapie won a 
Syndicabe contentCHRISTINE LAGARDE IN PROFILE 

settlement in 2008 with a French state-o~vned bank over the mishandled 
sale of sportswear maker Adidas in the 1990s. 

Lagarde took over as managing director of the International Monetap)~ 
Fund last month after her predecessor, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, quit to 
face charges he tried to rape a New York hotel maid. 

A commission at France’s Court of Justice of the Republic decided 
Thursday that an investigation should be launched into Lagarde’s role in 
the arbitration deal. It is a special court that convenes rarely and 
only to handle cases involving government ministers. A senior prosecutor 
had requested an investigation in May, saying he suspected Lagarde 
overstepped her authority in allowing the arbitration to go forward. 

Gerard Palisse, the head of the cormnission, armounced the decision to 
reporters. 



Lagarde’s la~’er, Yves Repiquet, said she is not worried about the 
investigation and even welcomes it. ~ We’ll get to the bottom of things. 
There will no longer be the least doubt, ~ he told reporters after 
speaking with her by phone. 

The possibility of a French investigation dogged Lagarde even before she 
was appointed to head the 

Critics have said the case shouldn’t have gone to a private arbitration 
authori)- because it involved a state-owned bank, Credit Lyonnais, and 
that Lagarde should have questioned the independence of one of the 
arbitration panel’s judges. 

It will likely- take months before the investigation is completed and a 
decision is made on whether to send the case to the special court for a 
trial. 

YVhile Lagarde was finance minister, she won praise for her role in 
international negotiations during the global financial crisis and 
Europe’s debt troubles. 

After the legal troubles her predecessor Strauss-Katm faced, Lagarde’s 
IMF contract says she is (~ expected to observe the highest standards of 
ethical conduct 7> and ~ shall strive to avoid even the appearance of 
improprie~ in your conduct. >> Strauss-Kahn’s contract did not include 
such language. 

Hawks reveal Arras deal bombshell 
NKL~LULEKO NCANA, SI]3USISO NGALWA and CA~HUS KGOSANA 131 July, 2011 
02:113 Comments 
Gripen jet fighter over the Union Buildings. File picture. 
Image by: http://w~vw gripen.colrd 
The Hawks have taken the first step towards re-opening the 
multibillion-rand arms deal probe - which could expose those ~vho took 
bribes to prosecution 

The head of the Directorate for Priority, Crime Investigations, Anwar 
Dramat, wrote to the Standing Committee on Public Accounts (Scopa) on 
Wednesday informing it of the Ha~vks’ intention to speak to European 
investigators to establish whether or not criminal charges should be 
brought against any South Africans. 

The Hawks controversially dropped the probe into the arms deal in 
September last year, arguing that prospects of successful prosecutions 
were slim. 

In a letter to Scopa chairman Themba Godi, Dramat says the Ha~vks are 
following up on last month’s admission by Swedish defence group Saab 
that its folrner British partner, BAE Systems, paid R24-million in bribes 
to secure a South African contract for 26 JAS Gripen fighter jets. All 
told, BAE systems spent Rl-billion on what it called "commissions" in 
the arms deal. 

Dramat writes : "I have already instructed two officials, to approach 
the relevant authorities in both Sweden (National Anti-Corruption Unit) 
and the L,T,I (Serious Fraud Office) Subject to approval by these 
authorities, (we) will assess the available information with a view to 
determine whether there is information which points to crimeis in South 
Africa .. whether it could be converted into relevant evidence by means 
of formal mutual legal assistance processes. It is also important to 
determine from the mentioned authorities what their investigations have 
revealed and whether the inJk~rmation obtained by them can be shared with 
the (Hawks)" 

He could not predict how long the investigation might take 

Godi con:firmed receiving Dramat’s letter, saying: "It’s a brave and 
correct decision ... unless j ustice is being done and is seen as being 
done on this matter, it’s going to continue to cast a cold shadow over 
the political landscape of the country." 

DA spokesman on defence David Maynier welcomed the development, saying: 
"The Hawks have effectively re-opened the investigation into the arms deal." 

Despite several attempts, the Presidency yesterday failed to comment on 
the development. 

Investigations by the UK Serious Fraud Office into BAE’s dealings 
revealed that the arms manufacturer’s R 1-billion in "commissions" in the 
South African deal dated back to 1992. 

They claimed that among the beneficiaries xvas FTNSA Consulting, a 
company linked to former First National Bank chairman Basil Hersov. 

Businessman Fana Hlongxvane, a one-time adviser of former minister of 
defence Joe Modise, allegedly received handsome "corrmrissions" amounting 
to millions from BAE. Hlongwane also worked as a consultant for the arms 
manufacturer. 



News of the ttawks’ move came as a court battle continued in the ttigh 
Court in Pretoria over the financial dealings of prominent South 
Africans - including some connected to the arms deal -via Ansbacher Bank. 

The Sunday Times can reveal that senior ANC national executive committee 
member and former spy boss Billy Masetlha met former FirstRand CEO Paul 
Harris in 2009 to try to broker an out-of-court settlement in a 
10-year-old case involving FirstRand and the International Tax Law 
Institute (ITLI). 

ITLI founder, international tax gum Bart)~ Spitz, wants FirstRand to 
open Ansbacher’s books on about 500 of its prestigious clients, 
including Hersov. If this happens, South Africa could find out how- much 
and whether senior ANC leaders received payments related to the arras deal. 

The meeting, facilitated by- former Denel CEO John Lamola, was held at 
the Saxon Hotel in Johannesburg in May 2009, a few xveeks after President 
Jacob Zuma was sworn into o~tTice. 

Masetlha confirmed that he had held meetings with both parties in the 
dispute, but claimed he was acting as a "concerned citizen", not on the 
ANC’s bel-lal£ He said the case could have economic implications for the 
country. 

"Both sides were interested in my intervention to say ... what should 
they do in order to avoid a fallout which might ... in our interest as a 
country ... create a hell of a lot of problems for all of us. 

"I am not scared of the arras deal. That dirty linen is neither here nor 
there. I must say now, as a member of the ANC NEC, that I arrl not scared 
of anything on that thing because we are going to shock you in terms of 
hoxv we are going to deal with it," said Masetlha, without elaborating. 
However, he did note that the palty wanted to avoid having the matter 
reach court. 

Spitz contradicted Masetlha, saying the ITLI had drafted the proposed 
settlement "with the approval of the ANC", and the ruling part?,’ had 
requested the settlement be kept confidential. 

"This ~vas requested by the ANC, which obviously has its reasons for 
wanting it," he said 

Spitz added that the information sought from FirstRand was of interest 
to a "vast number of other persons and agencies, political, financial 
and corporate, both in South .aA’rica and abroad". 

The Sunday Times has seen the proposed settlement document, which 
Masetlha signed in his capacity as "political head of the ANC Policy 
Institute" 

In it, Masetlha undertook to "personally ensure the destruction of all 
the confidential information held by the ITLI and/or its privs~- parties 
... and will fulther, to the extent possible, ensure that no 
confidential information is retained in an?’ location open to the public, 
but not under their control" 

But Harris, in a letter to Lamola, rejected this proposal, saying: "This 
is a vely’ complex case and an?’ involvement of outside parties other than 
our lawyers is not the proper process" 

FirstRand spokesman Sam Moss confirmed the meeting between Harris and 
Masetlha 

Menzi Simelane achnlts ’riffs’ 
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* NPA defends Willie Hofmeyr NPA defends Willie Hofmeyr 
* Radebe to meet Simelane, tIofmeyr over graft claims Radebe to meet 
Simelane, tIofineyr over graft claims 

But Menzi Simelane denies personal vendetta against corruption-buster 
Willie Hofmeyr 

National Prosecuting Authority boss Menzi Simelane has ackno*vledged that 
there are ":fundamental differences" in his organisation, even as he 
sought to paper over the cracks. 

In an awkward interview with the Sunday Times attended also by a visibly 
strained Asset Forfeiture Unit head, Willie Hofmeyr, Simelane denied a 
personal vendetta against Hofrrleyr. 

But he conceded that there were major disagreements over the way in 
which Hofrrleyr’s crirne-busting unit operated. 



"I’ve never had tensions with Willie .. (but) there are issues where 
there are fundamental differences within the NPA management around a 
policy direction and policy issues," he said. 

A meeting with Minister of Justice Jeff Radebe, com’ened to manage the 
public outcry sparked by a Sunday Times report exposing tensions between 
Simelane and Hofmeyr, appeared to have resolved nothing. 

Key remaining flashpoints include Simelane’s decision to: 

* Strip KwaZulu-Natal AFU head Knorx Molelle of his poxvers over his 
handling of the politically charged Intaka COlTuption case; 
* Refer complaints against Hoflneyr by- billionaire Dave King to police, 
rather than handle them internally; and 
* Overrule the AFU last March and drop a freezing order on £437594 held 
by arms deal bribery suspect Fana Hlongxvane, effectively shelving the 
arras deal investigation in South Africa. 

In the Hlongwane case, Simelane said this week that the AFU under 
Hofraeyr took steps "with which I disagree, that I have a different view- on". 

Hofmeyr responded : "I don’t think we agreed with the reasons for 
abandoning (the preservation order), but that was a decision for 
(Simelane) to take." 

Hofraeyr also disagreed with Simelane’s reasoning in acting against 
Molelle, regarded as one of Hofmcyr’s star asset-chasers. 

Simelane tmceremoniously bounced Molelle off the Intaka case and 
stripped him of powers to appear in comt after instructing internal 
investigators to probe Molelle’s "suspicious" conduct. 

The iXrpA boss corKirmed that he had acted against Molelle for striking a 
deal of which Simelane did not approve with Gaston Savoi, the Uruguayan 
businessman accused of paying bribes to politicians. 

Molelle’s team ~vas widely praised for seizing Savoi’s assets worth 
R180-million, including R12-million in a Swiss bank account. 

Savoi is accused of bribing politicians to approve inflated hospital 
equipment deals worth over R200-million. 

In February, iVlolelle confirmed a deal in cotut giving Savoi two weeks’ 
grace to disclose hidden assets in rettu-n for the state dropping its 
application to revoke bail. 

Molelle was reportedly forced to make the deal because an 
"administrative" error on the charge sheet could have resulted in the 
case being struck from the roll. This was confirmed by two NPA sources 
close to the case. 

Simelane disagreed "The AFU can’t do that. The prosecutors didn’t ~vant 
to give an inch. Tactically, I dich~’t like (Molelle’s decision)" He 
said he wouldn’t rule out taking fm-ther disciplinary action against 
Molelle 

But Hofmeyr did not share Simelane’s misgivings or his interpretation of 
the law "There is a grey area. We need to get more legal advice." 

Asked if he thought Simelane was victimising him to get a Ho fmeyr, 
Molelle said: "I don’t want to pre-empt the outcome of internal 
processes. We welcome any investigation, provided the purpose is to get 
to the truth." 

On the King matter, Hofmeyr was part of the team prosecuting the 
billionaire on 322 charges, including tax evasion and fraud. King 
lobbied Simelane, accusing Hofmeyr of an abuse of power 

When Hofmeyr suggested that independent senior counsel investigate 
King’s complaint, Simelane opted to refer the case to the police instead 

"How will it look if there’s this complaint against any one of us, and 
we handle it internally ourselves or get private people to manage it, 
whether they’re from the bar or whatever? So I said, ’It’s a criminal 
case, then it should go to the police,’" said Simelane. 

Hofmeyr disagreed. "I’ve always said there should be a credible outside 
panel to deal with these things King was :free to lay a charge and he 
never did." 
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[Colun~nists] ’Amigos’ case to expose hidden world of politics and business 

The COlTuption trial of Uruguayan billionaire Gaston Savoi and his 



co-accused in the "Amigos" case is about far more than a businessman 
allegedly paying off public servants and politici ans in return for 
lucrative state tenders 

When the case against Saw~i and his thus fiar 16 co-accused finally 
gets under way in the KwaZulu-Natal High Court next month, it will 
provide a unique insight into the hidden world of how South Africa’s 
political parties are funded by the business sector. 

It will, in its own way, tell the stolN of the dangerous dance between 
those who run the country and those who, behind the scenes, lobby them 
and fill the political purses. 

Savoi, Northern Cape ANC chairperson and econotnic affairs MEC Jol-m Block 
and other senior provincial officials are also facing similar charges of 
corruption, money laundering and fraud to the tune of R112 million in 
Kimberley. 

Savoi’s Intaka Holdings’ operations in Limpopo are also being probed by 
the Hawks. 

The bulk of the tender corruption cases before South Africa’s courts 
have been about cash flowing into the pockets of public servants in 
return for illegal preferential deals. 

This case, which sees Savoi charged for donating R1 million to the ANC 
in return for a R44 million contract to supply water purifiers, is very 
different. 

This is about cash being given to the governing party’s KwaZulu-Natal 
structures, allegedly in return for the tender. 

It is also one of the rare cases in which the accused include not only 
business people and civil servants, but leaders of the ANC, its 
functionaries outside government and its "friends" in the la~v fraternity. 

The accused in the case, along with Savoi, are former K~vaZulu-Natal 
treasu~9’ head Sipho Shabalala and his wife, Ntombi; advocate Sandile 
Kuboni; two former health department director-generals, Busi Nyembezi 
and Yoliswa IVlbele; and the head of Rowmoor Imzestments, Lindelihle 
Mkhwanazi. 

IVlkhwanazi is the former boyfriend of KwaZulu-Natal Speaker and former 
health MEC Peggy. Nkonyeni, who, along with economic development lvlEC Mike 
Mabuyakhulu, has been added to the list of accused. 

There are also several corporate accused: Intaka, Rowmoor, and a company 
owned by Sipho and Ntombi Shabalala called Blue Sereni~z havestments 

Hawks officials are preparing to s~voop on several A5,-C officials involved 

in that end of the transaction, ~vith the entire cast of accused 
appearing in court again on August 1, when a consolidated charge sheet 
will be served 

According to the "draft charge sheet" issued last year, Savoi took 
Shabalala and other government officials on a trip to Brazil in 2004 to 
view his company’s water purification units, called Watakas 

Shabalala allegedly secured an inflated quote from Intaka ~2~r R44 
million and pushed a process of the provincial cabinet bypassing tender 
procedures. 

The money was secured from the province’s poverty alleviation fund at 
the instigation of then economic affairs and finance MEC Dr Zweli 
Mkhize, Shabalala’s boss, with the authorisation ~2~r the prc~iect signed 
off by Mkhize and Mabuyakhulu. 

Mkhize, now the KwaZulu-Natal premier and ANC chairperson, has not been 
charged, but is expected to be called as a state witness. 

Savoi was also punted by Mkhize, in a letter to Mabuyakhulu in 2005, as 
a potential investor in the province as Intaka had undertaken to open a 
manufacturing plant there. 

In return, Savoi paid R1 million to the ANC, allegedly laundered by 
Ntombi Shabalala, Kuboni and Mkhwanazi through their company accounts 
before making its way into the ANC’s coffers 

Intaka was paid the R44 million by the province in 2007. 

Outside court, both Mkhize and Savoi have corzfirmed a R1 million 
"donation" to the AN(;, but have denied any corruption. 

Who pays the piper remains a closely guarded secret among political 
parties. Their opposition to legislation forcing disclosure about who 
backs whom is, ironically, one of the few issues on which the parties 
competing for the electorate’s votes are agreed. 

Current legislation, including the Electoral Act of 1998 and the Public 
Funding of Represented Political Parties Act of 1997, says nothing on 
private funding of parties. As a result, donations are never publicly 



disclosed. 

A 2004 challenge in the Cape High Court to :force the AN(;, DA, IFP and 
African Christian Democratic Party to open their books to public 
scrutiny by the Institute for Democracy in SA (Idasa) was opposed by all 
four. 

Idasa withdrew the case after the parties undertook to draft legislation 
on the matter, rather than leaving it to the courts, but the matter 
remains unregulated. 

Whatever happens in the Savoi case will present a unique view of how 
money flows in South Africa’s political world and hoxv businesses move 
cash to the politicians. 

The case is important in other ways. The alleged corruption took place 
during 2005, at a time when South Africa and KwaZulu-Natal, in 
particular was on fire over the rape and corruption cases against then 
ANC and South Africa’s deputy president Jacob Zuma. 

The ANC in KwaZulu-Natal was the first of its structures to corrle to his 
defence, xvith court appearances and govertwnent events being turned into 
pro-Zuma rallies and shows of strength. This all cost money lots of it. 

Frenzied fundraising was taking place around the province and the rest 
of the country to put together a war chest for both Zuma’s defence and 
his nascent presidential campaign inside and outside the ANC. 

The Savoi transactions may or may not have fed into this campaign fund, 
but they- certainly took place in the context of the political upheaval 
at a time when actMsts and business people were lining up to pledge 
cash to what was seen as a "cause", palticularly in KwaZulu-Natah 

The case will also shoxv how- the regional power blocs that make up the 
ANC today- secure their money from the private sector and how business 
interests and those of the political elite cross over It will also show 
how the business dealings of the top dogs in the civil service even if 
the?’ are done through spouses work. 

The case also has great political significance for the ANC in 
KwaZulu-Natal Mkhize is set to give evidence against two of his fellow 
provincial ANC leaders and cabinet members in the form of Mabuyakhulu 
and Nkonyeni at a time when tensions are escalating over the succession 
race both nationally and in the province. 

The governing part?- in the province is awa sh with mmours and distrust 
over the case, with Nkonyeni and Mabuyakhulu’s backers clauning it is 
aimed at taking them out of the elective process ahead of the ANC’s 
provincial conference next year as part of a programme to end Zuma’s bid 
for a second term. 

All three were part of the ANC leadership which, from 2005, publicly 
drove the Zuma Tsunami Now the?’ will take on the roles of accused and 
state ;vitness in what promises to be a brutal trial. 

How the ANC manages the fallout from them becoming protagonists in court 
when so much is at stake politically will speak volumes about the nature 
of the party in the province and what holds it together. 

- Cit?’Press 
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Controversial National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) boss Menza Simelane 
has stripped the head of the Asset Forfeiture Unit in KwaZulu-Natal, 
Knorx Molelle, of all his powers, leaving him in limbo and unable to 
lead his successful team 

Simelane has accused MoleIle of "defeating the ends of justice" in 
relation to a high-profile multunillion-rand tender corruption case that 
invotves Uruguayan businessman Oaston Savoi and senior ANC politicians 
Mike Mabuyakhulu and Peggy Nkonyeni. 

Willie Hofmeyr, head of both the asset forfeiture and special 
investigating units, is apparently fighting to get Molelle’s powers 
reinstated. At the same time, he is trying to defend himself against 
what concerned colleagues call the "trun~ped-up" charges recently 
levelled against him. 

The highly regarded Molelle remains in his job but is being prevented 
froru leading his team. An advocate, his work also involves overseeing 
complex litigation as po~verful criminals resist govermnent attempts to 
seize the proceeds flowing from their crimes. 



The attacks on Hofmeyr and Molelle corae in the wake of attempts earlier 
this nmnth to smear the reputation of the public protector, Thuli 
Madonsela, who was reported to be facing alTest for fraud and corruption 
over her business dealings. 

Hailed for her bravery in exposing corruption, Madonsela was about to 
hold a press conference to reveal her findings on the police lease 
scandal in Durban xvhen news broke of her irmninent at*est. The resulting 
cortfusion was cleared up only after Justice Minister Jeff Radebe 
inter~,~ened and said that Madonsela had not broken any laws when her 
company rendered ser,~ices to the justice department. 

Hofraeyr is scheduled to meet Radebe and Simelane on July 29 to discuss 
why Molelle has come under fire and try to get his poxvers reinstated. 
Hofmcyr declined to conmxent. 

Asked why Molelle had been stripped of all his powers, Simelane’s 
spokesperson, Mthunzi Mhaga, declined to explain. "This is an internal 
matter that is under consideration and ~ve are not at liberty to discuss 
it in the media," he said. 

He denied that Simelane wanted to shut down the Asset Forfeiture Unit 
and said there had never been any plans to do so. 

COiXTINUE~S BELOW 

M?aaga also denied that Simelane had told investigators to "find 
something" on Hofmeyr and Molelle that could lead to their arrests. 

"This is not true as the national director of public prosecutions never 
had any communications with the investigators in both matters. It is not 
his style to intelfere with investigations as he respects the work of 
law enforcement" 

’The unbridled attack’ 
NPA sources who spoke to the Mail & Guardian about what they see as 
Simelane’s "unbridled attack" on the unit complained that their phones 
were bugged. 

Molelle -- who is regarded as a close ally of Hofmeyr -- and his team 
achieved international recognition for the way they tackled the [ntaka 
corruption case involving top AN(; leaders 

They obtained restraining orders to freeze assets belonging to Savoi 
worth R180-million. Savoi owns lntaka and is accused of bribing senior 
ANC politicians to approve inflated government tenders for 
water-purification plants worth millions ofrands. They also 
successfully traced R12-million in cash that Savoi had put in a Swiss 
bank account 

Molelle declined to con’anent about his frustrating predicament other than 
to say: "It is not a bad idea to be investigated, as hmg as the 
~ntention is to get to the truth. I cannot say anything :further." 

The Asset Forfeiture Unit’s internal integrity management unit conducted 
an invesugation into Molelle, who is yet to be shown a copy He also 
has not faced any internal disciplinary hearing or criminal charges. 

Concerned NPA officials said they considered the action taken against 
him to be "very disappointing". 

Simelane’s accusation against Molelle is believed to have arisen after 
the state failed in its bid to rew)ke Savoi’s R200 000 bail in February,, 
leading to it having to reach a settlement with his legal team. 

During the bail case, the state prosecution team admitted an 
"administrative error" when it stated on the charge sheet that Savoi was 
out on warning, not on bail. The state failed to inform the magistrate 
that there were two related Savoi cases, one heard in Cape Town and the 
other in Pietermaritzbttrg, and two sets of bail conditions. 

As a result, Pietermaritzburg regional court magistrate Chris van Vuttrcn 
said that, under the circmnstances, the court could not hear the 
application to revoke Savoi’s bail. The state team then reached a 
settlement agreement whereby Savoi was given two xveeks to disclose his 
assets. 

The negotiator 
Simelane has taken a keen intcrest in the case and during bail hearings 
involving Northern Cape provincial ANC leader Jotm Block and Savoi in 
the Kimberley magistrates’ court, he donned his robes and unexpectedly 
prosecuted the case himself-- despite his lack of court experience. 

He allegedly felt that the settlement agreement was too favourable for 
Savoi, iXT°A sources said, but because of the state’s blunder in court 
there had been no choice but to renegotiate. 

"If the bail conditions had not been renegotiated, the matter could have 
been struck off the roll and we would have had egg on our face," said an 
NPA source. 



Although the Asset Forfeiture Unit regards itself as an integral part of 
the NPA and not as "an island", its members cannot understand why 
Simelane would be "out to get" them, especially considering their good 
track record. The unit has won international recognition for the way it 
has implemented its mandate. 

"There is no doubt that Simelane is trying to compromise the Asset 
Forfeiture Unit, but we caunot understand why he would want it to go 

under," said an NrPA source "lVhy break something when it is working?" 

The high-stakes Intaka case, one of the biggest fraud and corruption 
cases ever in the country, resumes in Pietermaritzburg next week 

KwaZulu-Natal Premier Zweli Mkhize has been drawn into the scandal 
because he signed two documents that led to the provincial government 
spending R44-million on the Intaka water-purification plants At the 
time he was the provincial minister of finance and economic development 
and therefore the accounting officer, but he has not been charged and is 
expected to appear as a state witness 

The state will allege in court that the purification plants were bought 
from Savoi’s company without being put to tender. 

Senior sources in the NPA claim that Simelane’s interference in the case 
has led to unnecessary delays in the execution of arrest warrants for 
Mabuyakhulu and Nkonyeni, senior AN(; leaders in KwaZulu-Natal 

Their attorneys were inl2~rmed that the?" were about to be arrested after 
the charge sheet had already been drawn up, said NPA sources 

But Simelane stepped in to delay the process, which M-haga said would 
"enable the prosecuting team to prepare the relevant charge sheet". 

Through Mhaga, Simelane declined to respond to allegations that he was 
mistaken about the fact that the charge sheet was not prepared 

"We are not commenting on this matter at this stage, until the matter is 
properly ventilated [sic] before a court of law," he said 

Mabuyakhulu is the KwaZulu-Natal minister for economic development and 
tourism, and Nkonyeni is the speaker of the provincial legislature It 
is expected that they could be arrested next week. 

Knives out :[’or Willie Hofineyr 

2011-07-31 

SA’s top prosecutors are in a fight to the death over the future of 
corruption-buster Willie Hofmcyr, who heads the Asset Forfeiture Unit 
and the Special Investigating Unit. 

The Sunday Times can reveal that new corruption claims have been 
levelled at Hofmeyr and top NPA officials thought to be close to hint. 

~XrPA officials in various provinces claim the charges ;vere stage-managed 

by XTPA boss Menzi Sinrelane. 

The Sunday Times has established that Sinrelane: 

Referred new- corruption clainrs by billionaire Dave King against Hofmcyr 
to police; 
Launched a probe into AFU KwaZulu-Natal head Kxmrx Molelle, a key 
Hofineyr subordinate chasing assets in the high-profile Intaka fraud case; 
Appointed inexperienced prosecutors to the Intaka fraud case, involving 
ANC politicians Jol-m Block, Mike Mabuyaldurlu and Peggy Nkonyeni; and 
Delayed the execution of arrest warrants in the case, infuriating Hawks 
investigators. 
"They want to close us down - the whole Asset Forfeiture L-nit," said a 
senior prosecution staffer, speaking on condition of anonymity. 

"We’re f*** 
*d, just like the DSO (the Scorpions)," added another. 

Prosecutors fear that the AFU’s actions angered senior politicians, 
especially in K;vaZulu-Natah 

However, Simelane told the Sunday Times he was "not aware" of widespread 
ul~happiness in his ranks, ;vhile \iinister of Justice Jeff Radebe said 
there was no crisis in the institution. 

"I am not aware of any tensions bet;veen (Simelane) and any of his 
members of staff., it is my considered view- that the NPA is on course, 
both iicom its strategic positioning, as ;vell as operationally," said Radebe. 

While political leaders refuse to acknowledge any- problem, senior staff, 
including Hofmeyr, are battling for survivah 

This week, King COl~firmed he had laid criminal charges of corruption 



against tlofrneyr last year after making representations to Simelane. 

The N2PA last year torpedoed a plea deal in which King, :first arrested in 
2002 on 322 charges of tax evasion, would have paid R630-million to 
settle the case, rather than the R2.3-billion the state claimed 

But, as part of the plea negotiations, the state’s prosecutors asked 
King to withdraw a number of complaints he’d lodged against them at the 
Bar Council - something King saw as an "improper" request, which had 
been suppolted by Hofmeyr. 

This xveek, Hofmeyr told the Sunday- Times: "If I had believed that I had 
done anything wrong, I would have offered to resign my position or asked 
to be placed on suspension. 

"However, I strongly believed that there was no substance in the 
complaint and was reinforced in my view by an opinion from a senior 
counsel." 

Though Hofineyr believed a panel of senior lawyers should have probed 
King’s claims, Simelane’s office instead referred the case to the police. 

On Friday, Simelane said this was because "the NPA has no mandate to 
investigate such complaints". 

However, this comes on the heels of further charges of corruption laid 
against Hofmeyr by one of his staff, a Nehawu member, in May. According 
to these charges, Hofmeyr irmproperly authorised R3-million in additional 
spending as part of a R14-million upgrade of the SIU offices, and that 
the SIU irregularly contributed money to the Anti-Corruption Task Team. 

Hofmeyr said he was "astonished that the Nchawu member has laid a 
criminal charge about the SIU’s involvement in the Anti-Corruption Task 
Team, given Nehawu’s own strong stance against corruption". 

Several senior NPA officials told the Sm~day Times that the "poisonous" 
enviromnent in the institution was tearing it apalt. 

"Nobod,v knows who’ll be next," said a senior prosecutor this week. 
"There is an atmos-phere of paranoia right now" 

A number of senior prosecutors have quit since Simelane’s appointment, 
while many of those remaining describe how he interfered in several 
high-profile cases, giving orders on how specific cases should be 
handled, and removing prosecutors on a whim. 

Asked about this, Simelane said he had "authority to make inputs, like 
an,,, other person working on cases, and give guidance where necessary". 

However, three sources close to the Intaka investigation told the Sunday 
Times that Simelane personally intervened to delay the execution of 
arrest warrants for KZN speaker Nkonyeni and economic development MEC 
Mabuyakhulu for their alleged role in the Intaka corruption case. 

Intaka is o~vned by Gaston Savoi, the Uruguayan businessman accused of 
bribing senior ANC politicians to approve fraudulently inflated 
government tenders worth hundreds of millions of rands 

Though the warrants were finally signed on July 4, Simelane admitted 
that he then "requested the police to hold back the execution of the 
warrants ... to enable the prosecuting team to prepare the relevant 
charge sheet" 

Neither Mabwakhulu nor Nkoweni have been arrested. 

Prosecutors say that Simdane also appointed a junior prosecutor - who 
has no :fraud experience and only ever handled murder and robbery cases - 
to handle the complex corruptinn trial. 

Asked about this, Simelane said: "We have full cor~fidence in all 
prosecutors assigned to deal with the Intaka case", adding that all 
prosecutors were appointed by the regional official 

At the same time, Molelle, seen as one of Hofmeyr’s loyal lieutenants, 
is being investigated internally, al ong with several of his stafl; over 
what officials say are trumped-up charges 

NPA spokesman Mthunzi Mhaga confirmed the NPA’s probe into Molelle, but 
said he could not divulge details. Molelle declined to comment. 

The Sunday Times has learnt the charges relate to Molelle’s decision to 
abandon an application to revoke bail for Savoi. 

Simelane has taken a keen interest in this case, xvhich has implicated 
senior politicians, including Block, KwaZulu-Natal premier Zweli Mld-tize 
and suspended Ithala Bank boss Sipho Shabalala. 

"It’s blatantly obvious he’s out to nail Willie - and that nailing Knorx 
is part of this whole shebang," said an NPA staffer. 

The unprecedented pressme on Hofineyr comes day-s after public protector 



Thuli Madunsela reportedly faced "arrest" over spurious corruptiun 
claims while prubing dodgy pulice lease deals sanctiuned by pulice 
cowanissiuner General Bheki Cele. tithe S]IJ assisted in Mandonsela’s 
investigation 

’Nu immunity’ for Z*veli Mkhize 

Rob Rose, Stephan Hofstatter and Mzilikazi wa Afrika I 31 July, 2011 02:11 

Claims that KwaZulu-Natal’s premier will escape prosecution in the 
rrmltimillion-rand Intaka fraud by testifying for the state have been 
denied by National Prosecuting Authority boss Menzi Simelane. 

Premier Zweli Mkhize is the highest-raffled official implicated in the 
tenders-for-kickbacks scandal involving Uruguayan businessman Gaston 
Savoi and water-pttrification plants. 

Mkhize said in numerous interview-s that he would be a "xvitness" for the 
state, iraplying he had cut a deal to testify - becoming xvhat is known as 
a "section 204" witness. 

He also said that, after being interviewed by the Hawks last year, he 
had had no further cormnunication frora the crime-busting unit, "which 
set~es as a notice that the state intends to call me as a state witness". 

However, Simelane said "we have noted" claims that 2vflchize would be a 
state xvitness, but said it was not true. "There is no section 204 
witness in that case," he said, which confirms _’vNhize has not yet got 
indenmity. 

The premier’s spokesman denied Mkhize had "spoken about being a state 
witness in this case" 

Meanwhile KZN speaker Peggy Nkonyeni and provincial tourism \4E~C Mike 
Mabuyakhulu are set to be arrested tomorrow, after warrants were 
mysteriously held back for several weeks. 

Malema’s secret fund 
2011-07-24 10:00 
Share EmailPrint 

Adriaan Basson and Piet Rampedi 

A secret family trust of which ANC Youth League leader Julius Malema is 
the sole trustee may explain how he has been bankrolling his lavish 
lifestyle 

The Ratanung Family Trust, named after Malema’s five-year-old son, was 
registered at the Office of the Master of the High Court in Pretoria on 
May 13 2008, five weeks after he was elected president of the youth league 

City Press can further reveal that the trust owns a 3.5 hectare 
smallholding uutside Pulokwane, bought for R900 000 in cash in June last 
year No bond was registered on the smallholding, which is part of the 
farm Palmieffontein. 

Two independent, well-placed sources with knuwledge of Malema’s 
financial dealings told City Press that the trust was a vehicle used by 
the youth leader and his benefactors tu fund his lifestyle. "Thousands 
of rands" are depusited into the accuunt un a regular basis, they say 

Said one source: "Frequent deposits are being made fi-om different banks, 
especially in Limpupu." 

The uther suurce, a seasuned businessman whu moves in Malema’s circle uf 
friends and associates, told City Press he depusited R200 000 intu the 
trust’s bank account after Malema facilitated a guvernment tender for 
his benefit. 

Accurding to him, there are at least 20 other business peuple who du the 
same 

He said Malema sent him the number of the bank account via SMS. ARer 
depositing the money, Malema allegedly thanked him alsu via an SMS. 

Malema denied that the trust was being used to launder illicit :Funds, 
but declined to dix~ulge its purpuse ur bank balance. 

Malema yesterday failed in his attempt to gag City Press from publishing 
details about his alleged use of the trust as a slush fund for corrupt 
payments. Malema’s legal team denied that their cliunt was involved in 
criminal activity. 

Viwe Notshe SC, Malema’s advocate, told the South Oauteng High Court 
that his client did not deny receiving money into the trust, but denied 



that these payments were bribes. 
"tte says (the payments) are contribufions for this cause and that cause" 

Apart from denying that the trust was used for receiving bribes, Malema 
refused to answer any of City Press’ questions 

Judge Colin Lamont slammed Malema :[’or this, saying it was in his power 
to set the record straight if the trust was clean. 

"The applicant (Malema) dealt very superficially xvith fairly detailed 
allegations made (by Ci~" Press), allegations he could understand. He 
could have dealt with them in more detail," Lamont said. 

The folloxving questions remain unanswered: 
Why did he register the trust? 
What is he using the trust for? 
Who are the beneficiaries of the trust? 
How extensively is the tl"dst used in his business and private dealings? 
Why" has he never publicly disclosed the existence of the trust when 

questioned about his wealth’.’ 
>> When he says he is poor and the police won’t find millions in "tW 
account", does he also refer to the Ratanang Family Trust’s account? 
>> Has the trust declared income or assets to the SA Revenue Selwice? 
>> Does he use the trust to fund his lifcs)-le? 
>> Is it true that contractors, individuals and politicians deposit money 
into the trust, as alleged by City" Press’ sources, in exchange for 
securing tenders, political protection or their political agendas? 

Malema this week larnbasted the media for enquiring into his mysteriously" 
acquired wealth, saying his money was nobody’s business. 

This came after reports that he is rebuilding and upgrading his 
R3.6?million Sandown house, and installing an underground burner in the 
event of his securi)- being threatened. 

Malema has persistently claimed he is poor and doesn’t have millions in 
the bank when questioned about his wealth. 

Queries escalated after City Press revealed his link to govermnent 
tenders in Limpopo last year 

In an interview ~vith the Mail & Guardian in March last year, Malema said 
he lived on "hand-mats" most of the time. 

He dared the police to "go to my account and find millions. They must 
take those millions and put them into institutions that can help 
children of the poor." 

Until now, the only public acknowledgment of the trust was at an October 
2009 ftmction in Malema’s hometown, Seshego, at which the newly built 
Seshego Baptist Church was unveiled. 

It was reported after the event that Malema himself ftmded the building 
of the church in honour of his late mother, Mahlodi, who was a member 

President Jacob Zuma and Limpopo Premier Cassel Mathale attended the 
ftmction, at which Zuma made his controversial remark that Malema would 
be a future ANC president 

A small bronze plate fixed to the church reveals it *w~s built by the 
Ratanang Family Trust. 

Although his salap)~ li*om the AN(; has never been publicly confirmed, it 
is mmoured to be about R50 000 a month. 

According to records from the deed’s oJTice, Malema’s trust bought a 
portion of the Palmieffontein farm near the Silicon Smelters last June. 
It was registered three months later. 

At least three of Malema’s neighbours at Palmietfontein said they knew 

he owned the plot They said they had seen him at least three times at 

the farmhouse, which had been vacant for 10 months. 

Said one man: "Personally, I have seen him two or three times. He just 
comes, *w~lks around the proper~ to see whether it is still fine and 
then leaves Nobody stays here." 

Another plot o*vner, who said he was looking forward to living side by 
side with the youth leader, said: "The place has been vacant for 10 
months The previous owner left. The house has always been like this. No 
renovations have been done" 

A land claim was registered against the Palmieffontein farm by the 
Ga-Mothapo community in 1995. In Septernber 2009, the claim xvas extended 
to include, among others, the portion Malema now owns. 

Meanwhile, Malema yesterday told thousands of villagers in Tshikondeni, 
Venda, that: "They can write their nonsense, we don’t care about them. 
They can say whatever they say about us, xve don’t care." 

- Ci)-Press 



Have the Cele generals told all? 
2011-07-24 10:00 
Share EmailPrint 

Fikile-Ntsikelelo Moya 

[Colunmists] PuNic Protector Thuli Madonsela’s report on the dodgy 
deal that would have seen more than R1.7 billion going towards rent for 
office buildings, reveals the soft underbelly of our public sel~ice that 
has been covered in various media. 

This paper has, along with many other commentators, argued that Minister 
of Public Works Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde and police chief Bheki Cele 
should be fired for their involvement in the wrongdoing relating to the 
dodgy deal. 

Asking for the political scalps of these individuals seems a cosmetic 
change to a fundamental fla~v. 

The public protector found "it was evident throughout the investigation 
that a number of the officials intel~’iewed expressed their 
resel~ations with the process followed by the SAPS to procure the 
lease. However, the?’ were reluctant to raise their concerns with their 
superiors due the culture of the SAPS, in terms of which instructions 
are followed and not questioned." 

This is problematic The generals in charge of procurement in the SAPS 
did as they were told, even though they knew it ~vas illegal because the 
culture is one of not questioning authority. 

If the generals did not know or did not care that section 199(6) of the 
Constitution specifically says "no member of any- security sel~ice may 
obey a manifestly illegal order", how can we trust that those who ~vork 
under these senior officials know that the ~vord of the general is not 
always final? 

Do lieutenant generals Hamilton Hlela, Matthews Siw~ndla and Stefanus 
Terblanche suggest that the?" wuuld have, for argumem’s sake, mowed 
duwn drug dealers had the?’ received such an urder from Cele? 

If the generals are tu be believed, then we have a structural prublem 
that cannot be cured by the remuval of Cele. If the culture described by 
Madonsela persists, then nuthing will stup thuse whu have replaced the 
three generals whu have now quit ftom duing the same the next time 
their new pulice chief asks them to cummit anuther illegal act. 

If the subtext is that Cele put so much pressure on these goud men tu 
see nu way uut other than quitting their jubs ur taking early 
retirement, then he must accuunt for a possible charge uf constructive 
dismissal. 

But to get there, we need tu hear from the police generals what they say 

Ce[e had on them and what they did to try to l~ee themselves from this hold. 

The public wurks department’s directur-general, Slviwe Dongwana, is a 
fine example of what I am asking for frum the generals. 

Dongwana meticuluus[y recurded his opposition tu what he thuughr was an 
illegal stance by his bosses. 

His heroic erfurt tu defend the taxpayer, even when faced with political 
power and rank, resulted in Mahlangu-Nkabinde suspending him ~n 
December last year on charges "related to, but not restricted to, 
insubordination, dereliction of duty, failure to discharge official 
duties and bringing the department into disrepute". 

The three SAPS generals remain some kind of modern-day heroes when, in 
their own version, they merely did as they were told. Something doesn’t 
smell right. 

Just like the police, the public sector is awash with deployed cadres. 

If the procurement officers at the SAPS blatantly ignored the law 
because they- respected rank, or were afraid of the power and influence 
of their politically- connected boss, nothing will stop any govelnment 
functionalT frora using the same line xvhen the public protector comes 
demanding answers for conduct. 

It is insufficient to sack the big boss if the structure is such that it 
allows for a boss to break the law and also allows for that boss to 
simply quit as a result. 

Cele must still account for his xvrongs. But must others get away xvith 
their wrongs just because they are lucky to be charged alongside a man 
who is hated more than they are? 

Justice is not served when we selectively prosecute and do so on the 
basis of who has a better public relations network. 



- Ciey-Press 
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TOP NEWS 

S.& P. Cuts U.S. Debt Rating 
for First Time 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and ERIC DASH 

Standard & Poor’s removed the United 
States government from its list of risk- 
free borrowers on Friday night, 
dropping the rating to AA+ on concerns 
about rising federal debt. 

" DealBook: S.&P.’s Rationale for Downgrading 

the U .S. 

THE CHAMPIONS 
Ex-Lawmaker Still a Friend of 

Hospitals 
By ERIC LIPTON 

Former Representative Earl Pomeroy’s 
partnership with an aide helps him 
avoid restrictions on lobbying after 
leaving Congress. 

. Graphic: The 11 lth Congress and the Lobby 

¯ . Document: A Fast Trip Through Washington’s 

Revolving Door 

U.S. Posts Stronger Job Growth in July 
By MOTOKO RICH 

The U.S. added 117,ooo jobs last month, the strongest figure since April, but it may still not be high enough 
to relieve fears of a renewed recession. 
," Economix: Government Jobs Down I Seasonal Adjustments 

¯ " ~.~ Video: July Jobs Report 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Who can we count on when our society is threatened? If we can’t depend on them, who can we depend 

on?" 

JIM LETrEN, the United States atton~ey for Louisiana’s Easten~ District, after the conviction of five 

current and former New Orleans police officers in the shooting of six tmarmed civilians after Hurricane 

Katrina. 
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~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Returning Home 

Again 
A new memorial will 
reflect on an era when 
3apmaese-Panericans 
were exiled from their homes and 
incarcerated by the United States 
government because of their etlmicity. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
THREAD 
Is Less Defense the 

Best Offense? 
By CLAY RISEN 

Can the nation live wifl~ a 
smaller defense budget? Does it even 
need to? 
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How chocolate can help your workout 
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WORLD 

In Tunisian Town of Arab Spring Martyr, Disillusionment Seeps In 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

The govelaunent has moved slowly to address one of the revolution’s central complaints - youth 
maemplo3anent - especially in the towns where the uprising began. 

Broadcasting Hama Ruins, Syria Says It Has Ended Revolt 
By NADA BAKRI and ANTHONY SHADID 

State media acknowledged for the first time Friday the seriousness of the destruction in the besieged city, as 
Syrians elsewhere took to the streets. 

Libya Rebuffs Qaddafi Son on Alliance With Radical Islamists 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A govenunent spokesman said Seif al-Islmn el-Qaddafi was speaking only for hhnself when he vowed to form 
an alliance with Islmnists among the rebels challenging his father. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Officers Guilty of Shooting Six in New Orleans 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Two people were killed in the shootings, which happened on Danziger Bridge in New Orleans while the city’s 
streets were still flooded. 

Texas Rally Renews Debate Over the Boundaries of Perry’s Faith 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Critics say that Rick Perry’s Christian-themed prayer service on Saturday will be the latest instance in which 
the Texas governor is muddying the lines between church and state. 
" Video: The Caucus I Rick Perry’s Day of Prayer 

A Wall to Remember an Era’s First Exiles 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Residents of Bainbridge Island, Wash., the first place the govelaunent forced out Japanese-American 
residents during World War II, will gather Saturday to dedicate a memorial. 

’- Slide Show: Returning Home Again 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Volatile Wall Street Ends the Day Mixed 



By GRAHAM BOWLEY and CHRISTINE HAUSER 

Markets gyrated amid mixed views of the jobs report and fears that the United States and Europe were not 
doing enough to revive their econonfies. 

¯ . Video: Market Reaction 

Graphic: Bad Days and Weeks 

DEALBOOK 

Wild Market Quiets the Buzz for I.P.O.’s 
By EVELYN M. RUSLI and MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

A small nmnber of companies have already scaled back or canceled their initial stock offerings because of 
volatile nmrket conditions. 

Group of 7 Will Meet to Address Debt Issue 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

As European leaders on Friday tried to cahn debt fears, Italy’s prime nfinister said finance nfinisters from 
the Group of 7 industrial nations would meet "within days." 

’- Italy Faces Tough Road With 1% Growth and Staggering Debt 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 3, RED SOX 2 
Yankees’ Winning Streak Reaches Boston and Leads to First Place 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

By winning their eighth game in a row, the Yankees supplanted the Red Sox atop the standings in the 
Americm~ League East. 

-’ Box Score I Inning by Inning 

Bats: Series Against Red Sox Has the Yankees Thinking Pitching, Including Nova 

. Roundup: Replacement Closer Helps Cardinals Hold Off Marlins 

BRAVES 4, METS 1 
Showing Little Fight, Mets Fall Against Braves 
By ANDREW KEH 

In the first game of a vital series agaiust the Atlanta Braves, the Mets showed little drive or mnbition agaiust 
the wild-card leaders. 
’ Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ . Bats: Johan Santana Not Yet Ready to Give Up on Return 

Terms of Loan From Baseball Ease Dodgers’ Fear of Seizure 

ANALYSIS 
N.F.L. Falls Short of a Leap on H.G.H. 
By JULIET MACUR 

Some antidoping experts say tl~at the true effectiveness and legitimacy of the league’s H.G.H. program will 
be known only when the league and the players’ union reveal the details. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Chalky Chorus of Specters Who Dance and Crush 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Ivan Fischer directs a "staged concert" of"Don Giovanni" as part of the Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoh~ 
Center. 

ARTSBEAT BLOG 
London Theater Journal: A Pig That Would Make a Playwright Proud 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"Betty Blue Eyes," the musical at tl~e Ivor Novello Theater based on tl~e 1984 fihn "A Private Function," 
captures the the writer Alan Bennett’s sensibility in its portrayal of the age of austerity in postwar Britain. 

ARTS & LEISURE 
It Ain’t Necessarily ’Porgy’ 
By PATRICK HEALY 



Diane Paulus, who had success with "Hair," is working on a version of "Porgy and Bess" that she hopes will 
be more palatable to modela~ Broadway audiences. 

" Original Times Review of ’Porgy and Bess’ (PDF) Oct. 11,1935 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Slovene Rhapsody 
By SETH SHERWOOD 

Taking in the Italo-Slavic cultural mash-up on the coast of Slovenia. 

¯ . ~:~ Slide Show 

36 Hours in San Sebastifin, Spain 
By INGRID K. WILLIAMS 

This city on the sea with lauded local cuisine can now also boast a spruced-up promenade, a renovated 
musemn and a fortheonfing culinary school. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
How to Beat the High Costs of Dialing Abroad 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

A few tricks can save you htmdreds of dollars in phone bills on your next trip abroad. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Political Roots in U.S. Economic Crisis 
By nearly every recent measure - growth, consumer spending, manufacturing, house prices and stock prices - 
the American economy is struggling. 

EDITORIAL 
No Better in Europe 
The nmrkets showed Europe’s leaders that their last debt relief plan was not enough. They also need to face 
up to the euro zone’s deeper problems. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Mubarak on Trial 
How Hosni Mubarak’s trial is handled will tell a lot about what Egypt is to become. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How to Respond to Rick Perry and ’The Response’ 
By PAUL HORWITZ 

The Constitution allows the Texas governor to stake his political future on a public prayer service. But it also 
allows the rest of us to answer back. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Tea Party, Take Two 
By JOE NOCERA 

After some strong criticism about a previous colunm, some reflection mad a pronfise for going forward. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Decade of Lost Children 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

One of the greatest casualties of the great recession may well be an entire generation. 

-’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 6, 1945, the United States dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, that instantly killed an 

estinmted 66,000 people in the first use of a nuclear weapon in warfare. 
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P.S. on Call for Reviewers--SWB 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Dear Colleagues: 

I am truly amazed by the outpouring of interest in reviewing manuscripts for Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social 
Sciences (SWB). We will add the names of the volunteers to the reviewer list. A quick reminder to other interested parties: Please send your 
responses directly to SWB: 
submissions@societieswithoutbo rde rs.org 

I apologize for any confusion. In effect, I was forced to send the original call from my University of Mississippi account because the journal’s e- 
mail account cannot post items on the lists of the Human Rights Section, SSF, and the SSF Think Tank. 

In any event, allow me to write on behalf of the other editors, Keri lyall Smith and David Brunsma, in thanking you for supporting the journal. 

Best regards, 

Mark Frezzo, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Mississippi http:iiwww=olemiss.eduideptsisoc anth/SOCiFacultyifrezzo.html 
Secretary-Treasurer, Human Rights Section, American Sociological Association http:/iwww.asanet.orgisectionsihumanrights.cfm 
Vice President of Public Relations, Sociologists without Borders http:!!www.sociologistswithoutborders.org! 
Co-Editor, Societies Without Borders http:!!societieswithoutborders.or,q! 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/?xg source=msg mes network 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Honor Court lbr AFRI ? 

Good afternoon, 

I was in your AFRI    class this suramer, and was just notified by the 
Honor Court that I may have violated the honor code. I’m assuming that it 
was in your class because that is the only class I took this sun~aer. I 
have never intentionally cheated and am actually really confused and 
ner~ous about the whole process. I’ve never even dealt ~vith anything of 
this sort before and was therefore wondering what the violation reported 
was and if it was, in fact, in your class 

Thank you for your time and I hope you are having a good surmner, 
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TOP NEWS 

Slock~ Suffer Sharpest Drop 

Stocks fell sharply Monday as 
investors, already worried about the 
economy, worked out the 
downgrade’s implications. Bank 
stocks, in particular, were 
hammered. 

A ~,~ave of Worry Threaten s 

to Build o~ itself 

When businesses and households think conditions are too tumultuous for expansion, they pull back, 
which can make things even worse. 

Japan HeJd N~elear Data, ;[,eaa~ng Evacuees i~ Peril 

Residents of a town in the nuclear disaster zone expressed fury that unpublished radiation forecasts 
could have prevented them from harm. 

. NYTimes corl Borne Page 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Evergbo@ gets into this hangdog demeanor with respect to economic expectations~ People sit on their 

wallets becanse the!libel like ever!tthin9 is going to get worse, ~nd things get worse because people 

sitting on their waIh, ts." 

PAUL ~UDICINA~ chairman ofA. T. Kearney, a tonsuring firm> on the nation’s economic 

concerns. 

MOVIES 

~ vm~o; Crmes’ 

A. O. Scott looks back at 
Robert Altman’s 
irreverent film about an army 
hospital near the front lines in the 
Korean War. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

for More O|d Men? 
The life span gap 
between men and 
WOnleU is uarrowing. 

What will society be like with more 
meu living longer? 

Street 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Smartphone showdown 

WORLD 

ICJotlng Vqlde~ls in London o~l 3r(l Night 



Rioting and looting spread to at least eight at’eas and broke out for the first time in another big city. 

,ddeo: Lor’don Riots Continue 

B~oltaln Urges Zi~nbabwe to Examh~e Diamond ~Tortn~°e Camp’ Repo~°t 

The request follows a BBC report that Zimbabwean secm6ty forces are beating and raping prisoners 
at two camps in the lucrative Marange diamond fields in the east of the country. 

MILITARY MEMO 

In Baghdad, Closing a 5-Star Retreat 

At the doint Visitors Bureau, the Iraq war’s version of Kick’s Caf0, ambiance lingers but days are 

numbered. 

More World News 

SIDEBAR 

Witness i,’eels Betrayed as UoS, Plans to 1)ivKte Family 

Edmond Demiraj’s wife lind son face deportation to Albania, even though a mobster who shot Mr. 
Demiraj awaits. 

For-Proflt College Group S~ed as U.S. Lays Out V¢ide lVra~d 

The government filed a multibillion<tollar fi’aud suit against Education Management Corporation, 
backing claims that it violated the law by paying recruiters based on how many students it 
enrolled. 

Hopeflfls Sing Out From zU’ar as Broadway Scouts Go 

The advent of YouTube, Skype, Faeebook, Flip cameras and widely available video equipment has 
given technology a greater role in theater casting. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Fed’s Elusive Prescriptions for an Erratic AHment 

The Federal Reserve is back in the spotlight, and whether it is ready to plunge into uncharted 
waters is in question. 

Behind S.&P2s Dowiag~oade~ a Co~nmittee That Acts i*~ Private 

Despite the great interest in the agency’s decision, it has remained tight-lipped on what happened 
in their delfl)evations. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Austerity Plan Might Not ~ork for Spah~ and italy 

Some economists warn that forcing fm’ther cuts could push their teetering economies over the edge. 

S P 0 RTS 

METS 9, PADRES 8 

1)o~ Two Players, and Four Runs, Mets Rally to 

The Mets began their day by announcing the latest batch of grim injury news only to end it, hours 
later, with the exuberance of a victorious dogpile out near second base. 

In Bostou, Rivera Revisits a Nemesis 

Marco Sentaro, who hit a game-ending homey off Maviano ~vera in ~oo7, started a Boston rally 
against Rivera on Sunday night. 

~ Roundup: Ortiz Torments twins, as He Often Has Smce Leaving lIhem, and Red So>: Win Again 

~M’ler World Cup "l’h~°ills~ Players Retn~°n to Unstable ~;olnell~s League 

The World Cup bolstered interest in women’s soccer, but history suggests sustaining a fully 
professional women’s league in the United States will be difficult. 



ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Jazz’s Present Gets Its Cl~a~ce at Newport 

The festival missed some chances to explore contimfity and connections, but the crowd seemed to 

enjoy the traditiom 

Pubi[shh~g Gives [-Ii~ts of Revival Data Show 
i.::., ..ii. i:. i.::...’:..M.r+. 

BookStats, a large survey conducted by two major trade gronps, revealed that sales of e2oooks and 
juvenile and adult fiction have helped the publishing indnstry expand. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Vghere Musicians Bask in the Luxury of "Ifme 

The Marlboro Music School and Festival in Vermont is eelebrating its 6oth anniversary this year. 

o More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

A Brief Dry Spell for the U,S,S, Mobil[or 

~II~e technology that changed naval warfare started with a five-sentence ad in ~86~, and resulted 
in the U.S.S. Monitor less than six months later. 

Groups Call fl~r Scle~fists to Engage the Body Politic 

Researchers are trained to avoid the hurly-burly of polities. Several groups are trying to change 
that. 

An Eco~omlst for Nature Calculates tl~e Need for More Protection 

Gretchen Daily is one of the pioneers in the growing worldwide effort to protect the environment by 
quantifying the value of "natural capital" 

° Mole Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Past Time for a New .&genda 
The dm’mant eeonmny calls for President Obama to shift his attention fl’om enrbing the debt to job 
growth. 

EDITORIAL 

The ~,~ab S~ates a~d Syria 
Arab monarchies, repressive themselves, finally speak out on Syrian crackdowns. 

EDITORIAL 

A Necessary Condition tk~r Arctic Drill~*~g 
President Obama should insist that Shell meet basic safeguards before it receives final permits to 
begin punehing holes in the ocean floor offAlaska. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Games the Nazis Ii layed 

"Hitler’s Olympics" offer a eautionary tale for tmtay’s Games. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Evolutlo~s Gold Standard 
f.::: .:i~:.? . 
Why we humans seem to want for little bnt are craving nonstop. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

V~lfile the Markets Swoon 

Stone thoughts on the downgrade of American debt by Standard & Poor’s. 

~ Columnist Page 



ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 9, 1945, the United States exploded a nuclear device over Nagasaki, Japan, instantly 

killing an estimated 39,000 people. The explosion came three days after the atmnic bombing of 

Hiroshima. 
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From: ~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Honor Cour~t tbr AFRI 9 

Well that is somewhat settling. I ~vas so confused as to why/how I would 
have violated the honor code in ?’our class. Thank you for the advice and 
for responding so promptly. 

hope you are having a fantastic rest of the summer, 

On Tue, 19:05:47 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" <eumce@email.uaac.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> It was not in my class 
> 

> May be it is for a previous semester or for a non-academic infraction. 

Perhaps you should contact the honor court to find out what is going on. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

}"r;~ :~email~unc~du] 
Sent: Monday, 2:29 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Honor Cowt for AFRI    ? 

Good aRernoon, 

I was in yow AFRI    class this s~mer, and was just notified by the 
Honor Cou~ that I may have violated the honor code. I’m ass~ing that 

was in your class because that is the only class I took this s~mer. I 
have never intentionally cheated and am actually real [y confused and 
ne~ous about the whole process. I’ve never even dealt with anything of 
this sort before and was there~2~re wondering what the violation reported 
was and if it was, in ~act, in yow class 

Thank you for your time and I hope you are having a good su~m~er, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Its Forecast Dim, Fed Vows to Keep Rates Near Zero 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/og/!O/todaysheadlines/index.htmi 
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August 10, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Its Forecast Dhm Fed VOws 

to Keep Rates Near Zero 

The Federal Reselwe’s hope is that a 
showman’s gesture will spur 
investment and risk4aking. 

Error Disclosure Rule 

Test Can Tell Fetal Sex at 7 

~Veek% Study Says 

A blood test is not regulated in the United States but is routinely used in Europe to assess gender- 
linked disorders. 

~E] Post a Comment 

io Year’s and a D~agnosls Late~% 9/:~ 1 Demons Hmmt Thousands 

At least ~o,ooo people in New York have post-tramnatie stress disorder, and while many were 
emergency responders, others were passive witnesses. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s ~s close to an ~mcondidonal commitment as 9ou can get out gf a central ba~*ken 
VIN~3ENT Ro REINHART, a former Federal Reserve official, on the agency’s unusual promise to 
tmld short-term interest rates near zero through at least the middle of 

So~thbo~d 

Border Checks 
Marc Lacey looks at 
how new federal guidelines are 
snaring many illegal immigrants 
trying to go back home to Mexico. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

\~orth it? 
Miehele Baehmann is 
pushing an expensive 
bridge for her district. 
Democrats support it too. Should it be built? 

Breaking up is the thing to do 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

Deutsche Bank executive puts up a fight 

S&R’s downgrade surprised McGraw-Hiil 

WORLD 



On Its Ow~, Europe Backs ~:eb Prh’acy Figh[s 

Spain is the latest country to champion a eause for Internet privacy by ordering Google to stop 
indexing certain information about its citizens. 

~ I-lacker to Oemo;lst;ate ’Weak’ Mobile inter;let Secu;ity 

Cameron Deploy,s xo,ooo More Officers lo I-Liois 

Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain said Parliament would be recalled and police nmnbers 
would double. 

~ Video: Riots Soread B: ~rita~n 

Unusual Sm~mmr of Political Calm Is Enjoyed by a Disported Region 

The Kashmir Valley is enjoying an unexpected season of tranquility after talks between India and 
Pakistan resmned this year in earnest. 

More World News 

Mexico-Bound Immigrants Face Scrutiny at Border 

Obama administration efforts to reduce the flow of guns and drug money to Mexico have made 
leaving the country harder. 

Republicans Hold On to }Visconsin Senate After Recall Vote 

Democrats took 2 seats in Tuesday’s recall votes, but Republicans won the last of six contests and 
kept their majority in the state’s Senate. 

Hea~T Trucks to Be Snbject to New Rules for Mileage 

The rules are similar to "light duty" fuel economy regulations for ears and sport utility vehieles. 

BUSINESS 

Technology investors Turn ~:ary on Ventures 

A "Madoff effeet" and the smarting memory of the dot-corn bust have combined to produce a newly 
cautious elass of limited partners. 

After" Day of Turn t:~.lt, Dow Closes Up 43 o Points 

Stocks fluctuated wildly after an announcement by the Fed, first shedding the day’s gains, then 
rising sharply as the market headed toward its dose. 

~ DeslSook: F~r~a;~c~a~ Stocks Bounce BacR 

~ Asian Markets R~se on Fed News 2.28 AM ET 

~A 
Test for Obsma’s View or s Oqe-Term F’res~dency 

Central Batik Props Up Spain and Italy~ for Now 

Mter succeeding in pushing down the interest rates on Spanish and Italian government debt, the 
European Central Bank still needs to convince investors that it has the stamina to withstand 
turmoil. 

SPORTS 

METS 5, PADRES 4 

Rag-tag l~’ie~ts Be~mfit From Late-Innil~g l~’iaglc 

~Ik’ailing by two i~ns entering the eighth inning, the Mets scored three runs to win for the second 
straight night in their last at-bat. 

~Box 
Score I ~;ming b~ Jarring 

~ Ro~qdup Rays’ SMel Js Shu~s Ou~ Roya~s for I-lis Eighth Complete Game 

The Kid From Q~mens Comes Home 



For a kid who grew up watching the Mets at Shea Stadium and playing ball at Queens fields like 

Little Bay Park, Mike Baxter’s Mets debut Monday night was as exciting as he could have imagined, 

ANGELS 6, YANKEES 4 

A~gels Tag H]ve~’a ,~nd G~’a~de~’son, Ha~d~g Y,~ ~ ks They’d ~t~’~ght Lo~s 

Mariano Rivera gave up two runs in the ninth and Curtis Granderson got caught in a rundown to 

end the game in a surprising fashion. 

, MoFe Sports News 

ARTS 

Voice of th e ~,~Zo~q~[~ gilman to Be Poet La~ ~’e~ te 

Philip Levine, whose poems capture the industrial heartland~ is to be the next United States poet 

laureate. 

~An App~ ss of P ~ p ev ne [ A Scdection of Poc’ms 

MUSIC REVlBN 

Two ~s~c]ans at O~e ~v~th the Basics 

The Kills, a band made up of the singer Alison Mosshart and the guitarist Jamie Hinee, played loud, 

stripped-down rock at Terminal 5 on Monday night. 

ARTS & LEISURE 

~-O T~t,~ns Sha~’e the Seat of Power 

"Watch the Throne" is the first team-up of Jay-Z and Kanye West, who are not given to sharing the 

spotlight. 

Mere Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

Redefi~[~g the Hot Dog, a Ca~t at 

The street-corner dominance of the classic New York dirty-water hot dog is quietly, slowly slipping 

’Pass the Ketchup’ Could Br]~g Surprises 

Some chefs are challenging the hegemony of the syrupy blast of American ketchup, turning to 

traditional recipes that skip the tomatoes altogether. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW 

Boulud Sud 

Daniel Boulud’s terrific new restaurant takes diners on a cruise of Mediterranean flavors. 

~r~ Slide Show on Diner’s Jeurnal IE] Pest ~ Comment 

More Dining1 & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Half-l~,’leasu~’es F~’o~ the Fed 

The Federal Reserve has tools at its disposal to hell) the weak eeonomy aml spur demand and hiring, 

bnt they are going unnsed. 

EDITORIAL 

Se~g Sha~’eholders a~d Democracy 

The Supreme Court’s reasoning in allowing unlimited campaign spending by corporations 

provin~ to be wrong, The S.E.C. should step in with new rules on campaign donations. 

EDITORIAL 

T~n~ely Help fo~" the Port Autho~*]ty 

The Port Authority’s proposed late and toll increases may have come as a surprise, bnt the 

anthority has a challenging agenda and needs hell). 



OP-ED 

C:P- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A ~%lass Orave~ 7o Y~ars La~er 

A writer visits the Bessarabian site where his grandfather was killed in a Holocaust massaere. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~]tl~ho~der ~r~ Chief 

President Obama has turned out to be the odd case of a pragmatis~ who can’t learn from his 

mistakes and adapt. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNiST 

The 1)ay Our Leaders ,Got Unstt~ck 

Want to know what it might sonnd like if President Obama and the leadership in Congress actnally 

stood up and said they were solving problems? 

ON THIS DAY 

Snspec[ in ’Son of Sam’ Mnrders Arrested in Yonl,:,ers; Police Say .44 Caliber Weapon Is Recovered 

See This Front Page 
Buy This Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 2:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, ttealth Quiz, Pro Football mad more 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues corn/ads/el!a ads/e@ pomo/20 " 0810/a mes 1 Y 

[~ @35 ..... August 10, 2011 

Healtl~ Quiz 

~ 

~X~~ 

How much do you know about recent health news? Read 
articles on Amy Wineho~se and the perils of alcohol 
withdrawa], yoga as physical therapy, the health benefits of 
ehoeo]ate, the prob]em with serving sizes and more from across 
nytimes.com/health and then take the quiz. 

Pro Football                                           ~ 
N.F.L~ executives had many additioual months to plan 
their free-agent strategy. Check o~t how some of their 
moves played out~ stay up-to-date with ~he preseason scoreboard 
amt dou’t miss al~ things Pro Football on nytimes~comisports and 
The FiKh Down. 

Don’t Miss or, NYTimes.cem 

¯ Scouting for TMent Online 

¯ FaI~ Fashion Preview: Cozy Coatuve 

¯ t Im~ a Tt’ip to :;tam’el and Soud~ America 

¯ Consm~ers Get a Break o~ Gas Prices 

¯ ~’h n Di ring Becomes a Role to Pie) 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on N’gli ...... 

(Beb/~ee~ August 3, 2011 - August 9, 201 !) 

1. What Happened to Obama’s 
2. [@~gmam Credibility, Chutzpah and Debt 

S. Stocks Slump in First Tradiug Da3 Since Downgrade 

4. Krugm;m: The Wrong Worries 

5~ Stocks P1m~ge ou Fears of Global 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Rioting in 

Tottimham 
A small anti-police 
demonstration in a north 
London neighborhood spiraled 
into looting and violent clashes 
that leR 26 police officers 
injured and led to 55 arrests, 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: Has 

Sc~dpture Become dust Another 
Pretty Face? 
We seem to prefer the 
multicolored distractions of 
illusionism on flat surfaces, 
whether filmed, digital or 
painted on canvas, to traditional 
European examples of sculpture. 

~ V~DEO~ Living With 

Joe Holt, a computer consultant 
and entrepreneur who has a 
diagnosis of schizophrenia, 
describes how he’s learned to 
manage the voices in his head, 

Join the 
Conversation - 
Ristretto 

On the Rocks 
Oliver Strand 
shm’es a cold-brew 
coffee method. 

tips or try the 
recipe. 

~ Jok~ t~e Converse Jon* > 

Start you~ day w~th Today’s 
Headlines, a free e-mail 



Foliow T Magazine an         I i-,~i I 

Twitter. 

Get an inside guide to the 
final days of summer.         I i-,~i I 

Download Ti~e Scoop App 
~er iPhone 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Thursday. Angust 11,2011 2:52 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, August I 1 : Orlean’s trage@, Lungi’s deliver, Agenda, climate, Mustath Barghouti, Veolia, Kennedy Rd, assassinations, regional 

&mocmcy, Swaziland, London 

kennedytrialvol2revised.pdf; Kyle and Thando in Cato Manor.jpg; Mottiax Naidoo Khulnalo women water sanitation Agenda.pdf; SDCEA 

Climate Change Booklet Cover.pdf; SDCEA Clilnate Chm~ge Booklet.pdf; CCS Wolpe Lecture Bmghouti.pdf; Durl~an Maputo York Univ 

CCS Mondlane 2011 Workshop Agenda.doc; eating from one pot booklaunch at Ike’s.jpg; kennedytrialvollrevised.pdf; UK riot map.jpg; 

Climate 11 Aug.docx 

Hi comrades, 

* All at CCS and SDS are utterly numbed by the murder of our dear 
comrade Orlean Naidoo’s son Kevin on Monday night, victim of a robbep£. 
’]7he culprits are in jail It is just unimaginable to think of losing 
someone so close like this, and to contemplate the grief of Orlean’s 
daughter-m-law and 10-month old grandson The funeral is scheduled ]2~r 
tomorrow at noon at Lotus Primac£ in Westcliff, Chatsworth, and we’ll 
have transportation there available from CCS (arrange today with Helen: 
031 260 3195 please). I have just learned that Orlean and the Westcliff 
Flatdwellers have buried 11 of their activists and friends since the 
last ceremony I attended there, for Cl~tristine Manqele, in June. We all 
ache in solidari~" with Orlean and her i~amily and corrmrurfi~’, no ~vords 
suffice to express the sorrow. 

* I was going to send off happier news and delayed. But there is some: 
Lungi is due for delivery of her third child tomurrow. Orlean’s 
coauthored article with Shauna and MamaDudu about feminist 
water/sanitation organizing in Chats~vorth and at Inanda Dam was just 
published in Agenda journal, and is attached. And our visitor from the 
California surfing scene, Kyle Thiem~ann, has been working hard with 
CCS’s Thando Manzi in Cato Manor, and though it’ll be some weeks before 
http:/iwww.surfingforchange.com carries the fihn about nuclear energy, 
one of Kyle’s camera-dudes, Bevan Langley, did some still shots (e.g. 
attached) ~vhich are posted on his blog, so have a look: 
http ://~wzw.bevanlan~lev. com/surfin~-for-chan~ ei 

* On the climate from, there’s a crucial Durban CJ meeting on Saturday 
afternoon, 1-3pro, at Diakonia, which is just after the Right 2 Know 
meeting @-noon). The compelling, contentious presentation on the 
climate justice movement by our visiting scholar Paul Routledge last 
Friday is now posted at http://ccs ukm~.ac ran/default asp?l 1,61~3,2366 . 
and t~vo ~veeks from yesterday we’ll have a chance to hear Greenpeace 
International leader Kumi Naidoo at the UKZN Business School (see below). 

* Today’s climate file (.doc attached) has: 
- a report on the anti-fracking protest in CT on Monday; 
- a review of the likelihood of a proper deal being done at the COP 17 
(poor chance of agreements on Kyoto #2 and on comprehensive emissions 
agreement, but fair chance of operationalizing the Green Climate Fund 
yet might that do more harm than good?!); 
- some bravado by Environment Minister Edna Molewa and International 
Relations Minister Maite Nkoana-Mashabane about saving Kyoto; 
- some sleazy back-room dealing between Pretoria and the World Bank to 
make SA ’market-ready’ for climate financing; and 
- several Creamer’s News pieces on SA capital’s climate agenda and 
greenwa shing. 

* I have nearly finished co-editing the Capitalism Nature Socialism 
special issue on this central COP17 topic of climate financing, by the 
way, and ~ve’re very happy to have some ~vorld-leading material from 
Khadija, Ashwin, Goolam Vahed, SDCEA (attached climate pamphlet), Larry 
Lolmnann, Yash Tandon and Oscar Reyes. 

* Another climate project focusing on water involves Simphiwe and 
MamaDudu from CCS, the York Universib’ Facul~ of Environmental Studies, 
colleagues from Nairobi and Maputo, the South Durban Community 
Enviroumental Alliance (Lushendrie Naidu) and Umphilo waManzi (Mary 
Galvin) The sponsor is the International Development Research Centre 
Since last August, it’s been going at the level of background research 
and next week we’ll be moving between Anstey’s Backpackers 
(www.ansteysbeach.co za), Inanda Dam with MamaDudu and a Toxic Tour of 
South Durban (Tuesday), and then Maputo (Wed-Sunday). Our itinerary is 
attached Should be excellent, so let me know if you want to tap into 
any of the Durban activities It is very likely that on August 26 we’ll 
have a seminar and report-back with Kenyan water/climate researcher 
Steven Otieno, and Canadian Beth Lorimer. The others working with us 
are Alex Todd, old CCS friends Wahu Kaara and Kiama Kaara, and York’s 
Ellie Perkins, as well as many new ones: Sheila Muhoro, Sadique Bilal, 
Elijah Ndegwa, Liz Kylla, Eugenia Flora Rosa Cossa, Elias Sere Mimjate, 
Saquina Filimone Mucavele, Fernando Pondeca, Nilza Matavel, Francisca 
Salzar Caetano, Ester Pedro Uamba, Evans Kituyi 

* On August 25, we will have one of Palestine’s leading political 



figures providing the Wolpe Lecture: Mustafa Barghouti. The attached 
announcement (and below in ascii) has all the information about Dr 
Barghnuti, an extraordinary man. rI1qe context is crucial, [’or a major 
debate is brewing about whether it makes sense :[’or the Palestinian 
Authnrity elites (with their near-zero popular street cred) to accept a 
Banmstan-style national prolect under Israel’s ongoing Occupation. As 
our friends in the Boycott National Committee put it, "BNC calls upon 
people of conscience and international solidarity groups to proceed with 
building a nrass BDS movement in the US and elsewhere in the world’s nrost 
powerful countries before and aRer September." The BNC report is way 
below, and is followed by inspiring news of BDS against Veolia plus a 
reminder that this nasty- French company is here in Durban, having 
privatized South D~ban municipal wastewater recycling. Hmmru. And then 
there’s the curious case of Zionist anti-neoliberals in tents appearing 
very much like anti-austeri~" protesters in so many other lands though 
this lot wouldn’t blink about serving in the Occupation Arnry, according 
to Jeff Halper. Maybe more protest will clear their ruinds, and ruaybe 
this little dit~ will help: 
http :/ithelede.blogs .nvtimes. conri2011/08/08/no-protest s-in-israel-video-mocks-netanvahu/?re~world 

* Please conre to the L.W2ZN Action Group on Palestine meeting at 12:20pm 
today at the tables outside Shepstone 15. 

* And tonight at ]ke’s Books, there’s a launch of Sarah Motsoetse’s book 
on KZN women’s mutual aid; see advert attached, and see you there. 

* Violence continues to doruinate news from some of the D~trban townships, 
not only Chatsworth (where an opposition politician, Gundu Makhanya from 
the National Freedom Par~ was allegedly assassinated by Inkatha) but in 
Kenne@ Road, where Mlanruli Bango was shot in the course of electrici~ 
disconnections on August 6. There is more ruaterial available now online 
froru the Ketmedy Road 12 trial, attached, and a coramcntary by Nigel 

Gibson, below. 

* Violence at Home Affairs because of utter chaos is a major problem in 
Joburg, as a report shows And there’s more violence thanks to 
de-democratisation in several SADC countries: Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Madagascar, Malawi, Swaziland and Zimbabwe And SA subimperialism 
in relation to Swaziland was revealed by the M&G last week. Lots to 
digest, belo~v, but it seems like it’s business as usual with Pretoria in 
bed with tyrants, ~vhich makes the ANC Youth League’s critique of Ian 
Khama’s invitation to Africom all the more internally contradictory 

* But given the instu-rections of alienated youth in London and several 
other cities (map), it is crucial to get some antidotes, eg. from Tariq 
Ali (below) and Democracy Now!: 
http:/i~vww.democracvnow.org/2Oll/8/lO/over 1 000 arrested in uk 

* With all this, I haven’t had time to really dig into the latest 
installment in the world financial crisis (though I had an interesting 
debate about it with a bank economist on last night’s John Perlman 
KhayaFiVl show in Joburg). But what an amazing mess, with overlapping and 
interlocking crises now- buffeting the US, the European periphery (soon 
to include France!), and perhaps even China. Buy gold!! (Or join a 
revolution on a corner near you...) 

Yours in sorrow about lots of awful things, but hope too. 

Patrick 

The Harold Wolpe Lecture at the UKZN Centre for Civil Society presents: 

Mustafa Barghouti 
Will Palestine be free? 

Thursday 25 August, 5-7pro 

VfiNUE: Howard College Auditoriurr~ UKZN 

Barghouti is a medical doctor, trained in the former Soviet Union and 
Jerusalem, with a Stanford University management degree, tie cofounded 

the Union of Palestinian Medical Relief Cowanittees; the ttealth, 
Development, Information and Policy Institute; and the Palestinian 
National Initiative Repeatedly jailed and tortured by Israel, he 
promotes non-violent resistance against the occupation. He was the 
second leading candidate in the election :[‘or Palestinian Authori~" 
president after Yasser Arafat’s death, receiving 20% of the vote, and in 
2007 served as Minister of Information. The Fatah (West Bank) and Hamas 
((ia~) factions recently allied and next month the Palestinian Authori~ 
will propose formal statehood at the United Nations. In the context of 
the Arab Spring popular uprisings, Barghouti will address the regional 
and global power balance, and options for solidari~" to advance genuine 
libcration. 

(with support from the Afro-Middle East Centre, Rosa Luxemb~trg 
Foundation and National Lottery) 

CCS transpolt contact: 
031 260 3195 or 



poonenh@uk 7n. ac za 

Public Lecture on 

’]?he Role of South African ttigher Education in Greening the Revolution 
presented by 

Dr Kumi Naidoo 
Executive Director - Greenpeace International 
Date Wednesday, 24 August 2011 
Time 12:30 - 14:00 
Venue Graduate School of Business Auditorium 
Westville Campus, Urliversi~" of KwaZulu-Natal 
plp 
RSVP : Pamela Adants 

Email: Events@ukzn.ac.za 

Dr Kmni Naidoo is the Executive Director of Oreenpeace International. Irl 
addition to leading the organisation to critical carupaign victories and 
augmenting its influence in international political negotiations, Naidoo 
has been responsible for promoting considerable growth and activity by 
Oreenpeace in the Global South. He has also been influential in 
fostering further cooperation between Oreenpeace and many diverse parts 
of civil society- in the fight to avert catastrophic climate change and 
promote envirotwnental justice. 

Born in South Africa, Naidoo became involved in the country’s liberation 
struggle at the age of 15 and as a result of his anti-apartheid 
activities, was expelled from high school. He was very involved in 
neighbourhood organisation, youth xvork in his corcarlunity, and mass 
mobilizations against the apartheid regirue. In 1986, Naidoo was 
arrested, charged with violating the state of emergency regulations and 
was forced underground for almost a year before fleeing to exile in 
England. During this time he was a Rhodes Scholar at OxA’ord where he 
later earned a doctorate in political sociology. 

After Nelson Mandela’s release in 1990, Naidoo returned to South Africa 
to work on the legalization of the African National Congress. During the 
democratic elections in 1994 he directed the training of all electora 1 
staff in the country and was one of the official spokespersons of the 
Independent Electoral Cormnission 

Naidoo was the founding executive director of the South African National 
NGO Coalition (SANGOCO), an umbrella body for the South .~l-ican NGO 
communi~z. Moved by the fact that South Africa has one of the highest 
rates of violence against women, he also served as convener of the 
National Men’s March against Violence on Women and Children in 1997. 

From 1998 to 2008, Naidoo was the SecretalT General of CIVICUS: World 
Alliance for Citizen Participation, which is dedicated to strengthening 
citizen action and civil socie~z throughout the world. He ;vas the 
founding Chair of the Global Call to Action against Povel~z (GCAP) and 
continues to serge in the role of global ambassador Naidoo has also 
served as a board member of the Association for Women’s Rights in 
Development (AWID), the ;vorld’s largest gender justice network. 

In 2003 he was appointed by the former Secretary General of the United 
Nations to the [~minent Persons Panel on 1UN Civil Society Relations and 
currently serves as Chair of the civil society alliance ’(ilobal Campaign 
for Climate Action’ (G(;(;A), of which Greenpeace is a founding member 
Kumi Naidoo became Executive Director of Oreenpeace International on 

November 15, 2009. 

NFP leaders on hitlist, says party 2011-08-08 20:06 

[)urban The National Freedom Party claimed on Monday there was a 
hitlist which had the names of top NFP leaders on it, after two part?’ 
leaders were shot dead in separate incidents. 

Thintabantu Mthembu was shot in KwaNgenetsheni near Vryheid and Gundu 
Makhawa was shot just outside his home in Chatsworth, outside Durban, 
NFP spokesperson Zanele Cele said. 

She said the attack on the two was fuelled by ~violence talks" :from 
leaders of a certain political parD’. 

"According to information we received from some intelligence sources, 
Mthembu was on top of a circulating hitlist which has names of top 
leaders in the Zululand District. 

"iX~FP suffered a double blow this past Sunday following the m~der of two 

leaders," said Cele. 

Makhanya was also an NFP leader in the eThekwini Municipality. Mthembu 

was senior NFP ruember and traditional headman, she said. 

-SAPA 



Daily News 

Kennedy Road: teen hurt 

August 8 2011 at 04:00pro 

INLSA 
Nomonde Bango cares for her son Mlamuli. He xvas shot three times with 
rubber bullets &tring a protest at the Kennedy Road itfformal settlement 
on Saturday. Mlaruuli xvas not part of the protest and was returning horue 
after going to a shop in the area. 

KA_MCILLA PILLAY 
Mlamuli Bango was at the wrong place, at the ~vrong time. The 16-year-old 
was coming back Iicom a shop when he was shot with robber bullets during 
a clash between residents and security guards at the Kennedy Road 
intbrmal settlement on Saturday 

"I heard gunshots and that there was some problem with the people and 
illegal electricity connections," said the Grade 8 Lakehaven SecondaQz 
School pupil. 

He was then hit three times, once on his arm and t~vice on his back 

Security guards and some residents at the Kennedy Road informal 
settlement have clashed in the past as the municipality looks to 
disconnect illegal electricity connections and deal with cable theft. 

A month ago, a man was shot on the chin with a rubber bullet when guards 
raided the settlement. 

Illegal connections and cable theft cost ratepayers R120 million a year. 

Mlamuli spent Saturday night in Addington Hospital and was discharged 
yesterday. 

"The doctors said that I must come back ifI feel an?- pain," he said. 

"I’m scared now I wish I could live somewhere else," said Bango 

His mother, Nomonde, said that she was worried about her children 
walking the streets. 

~What if this happens again? 
what if he is killed the next tnne?" she asked. 

Nozuko Hulushe, Bango’s aunt, who witnessed the incident, said she saw 
members of a private security company raiding dwellings and removing 
cables that had been used to illegally connect electricity. 

"Members of the community got angpf because we need the electricity ~t 
~s a basic need that has not been provided by the municipality," she said 

Police spokesman, Lieutenant Colonel Vincent Mdunge, said police had 
received a report that a 16-year-old boy had been shot with rubber bullets. 

"Some of the private security guards were assaulted. There was gunfire 
that came from within the settlement," he said. 

President of Abahlali baseMjondolo, the shack dwellers’ movement, Sbu 
Zikode, said police needed to :find out who was responsible ~2~r shooting 
Mlamuli. 

"This is the reali~ of the war that the eThekwini Mnnicipality and the 
governruent of South Africa is xvaging on the poor of this conntly day 
after day," he said. 

"~,\~o was responsible for the shooting: the guards or the community?" he 
asked. 

Mdunge said there were no Metro police officers or SAPS members on the 
scene. 

eThekwini Municipality department of electricity head, Sandile 
Maphumulo, said his department was aware that people living in shacks 
needed electricity but said cormnittees were meeting to discuss how- they 
would go about doing this later this ruonth. 

"The challenge is bigger than people think," he said at the time. 

The cormnunity was still tense after a secttrity guard tasked with 
protecting city workers was killed last month. 

kamcilla.pillay@inl, co. za 

East Coast Radio 



Teenager shot during protests in DBN 

07 August 2011 - 12:34 

Author: Noma Bolani 

KwaZulu-Natal police are investigating a case of attempted murder after 
a 16-year-old boy was shot and wounded during a raid at the Kenne@ Road 
informal settlement in Durban. 

It is alleged that a private security company - hired by eThekwini 
Mnnicipali)- - was conducting raids in the settlement to disconnect 
illegal electrici~ connections yesterday. 

It is believed clashes broke out between the guards and members of the 
cormnuni~’. 

Shack dwellers’ association, Abahlali Basemjondolo, alleges guards 
recklessly shot at the boy xvho was not part of the residents’ protest. 

They" say the teenager had been walking to the local tuck-shop at the time. 

KZN police spokesperson Vincent Md~xge says it is still unclear who 
fired at the boy. 

"There have not been any arrests at this stage and it’s still unclear as 
to who fired the shot. It appears that it was fired frorrl a pellet gun; 
whether it xvas fired by the securi~ [guards] or whetl-ler it was 
crossfire from the community - that’s the subject xve are cttrrently 
investigating." 

eThekwini Municipali~ Shoots Sixteen Year Old Boy- in Kenne@ Road 
Submitted by Abahlali3 on Sat, 2011-08-06 09:08. Abal-llali baseKennedy 
armed disconnections I electricity i Kenne@ Road i police 
Update: 5:03 pm A second boy of a similar age ~vas also shot. He has 
also been admitted to hospital. 

6 August 2011 
Abahlali baseKennedy Statement 
Sixteen Old Boy, the Son of Witness X, Shot by the State in Kenne@ Road 
This morning the eThekwmi Mnnicipality launched another armed raid on 
the Kennedy Road shack settlement to tr,v and disconnect the people from 
electricity As usual there was resistance, nnarmed resistance, to this 
attack from the Mnnicipality. The Mtmicipality-’s security guards 
responded by firing live ammnnition at the protesters. 

State v Limpaphi and 11 Others (’Kenned?- 12’) 
criminal trial - Abahlali baseMjondolo - Kenne@ 12 - Durban Regional Court 
SERI, together with Tmdie Nicholls Attorneys in Durban, provides legal 
representation to 12 activists brought to trial on spurious charges in 
the Durban Regional Court. On 27 and 28 September 2009, armed attacks 
took place on Abahlali baseMjondolo (AbM) members residing in Kenne@ 
Road Informal Settlement, where a number of members ~vere evicted from 
the settlement by an armed gal’~g, with police complicity,. 

In the aftermath, 12 members of AbM were brought to trim on charges 
ranging from public violence to murder in what was a highly politicised 
trial with little to no evidence supplied by the state. 

On 18 July’ 2011, the trial eventually concluded with all 12 members 
being acquitted of all charges The charges were based on evidence which 
now appears almost certainly to have been manufactured Magistrate 
Sharon Marks dismissed all of the charges against the activists after 
she labelled the state’s witnesses "belligerent", "unreliable" and 
"dishonest" Magistrate Marks found that, while she had no doubt that 
violence had taken place in the Kerme@ Road settlement in late 
September 2009, there was no evidence that the AbM activists had been 
responsible She expressed disquiet that police identity parade 
witnesses had been coached to point out members of an Imfene dance group 
closely associated with AbM rather than anyone who had been seen 
perpetrating any of the violence. 

* Read SERI’s media release here 

* Read Abahlali baseMjondolo’s press release here. 

* Volume 1 of the trial transcript (29 November 2010) here. 

* Volume 2 of the trial transcript (1 December 2010) here. 

Kenne@ Road 12 Freed on Mandela Day-: Spurious Charges Seen as 
Politically Motivated 

By Nigel C. Gibson 

Monday, August 08, 2011 



Abahlali baseMiondolo is the largest poor people’s raovement to have 
emerged in post-apartheid South Africa. The movement has confronted 
considerable repression at the hands of the state since its formation in 
2005. This repression came to a head on the night of September 27th 2009 
when an arnred mob, self-identifying as ANt~ supporters many of who ~vere 
intoxicated, massed in the Kennedy Road settlement, launching an assault 
on its inhabitants. They franred their attack in etl’mic terms, declaring 
Abahlali, a multi-racial and nmlti-ethnic organisation, to be a ’Pondo 
organisation’. 

The mob descended on the Cormnuni)- Hall where Abahlali youth were 
holding an all-night camp..amd later the nmb attacked individual homes 
looking for Abahlali nrembers and saying openly that they were going to 
deal xvith the movement’s president and vice-president. The police xvere 
called; but they did nothing, turning a blind eye. The violence 
continued into the next day leaving two people dead Up to a thousand 
people ~vere driven out of the settlement. Clearly the police had their 
orders. At the provincial level the criminalization of Abahlali was 
alrea@ occurring and it seemed far from coincidental that the coup at 
Keune@ had been planned and went to the top of the provincial 
government as retaliation tbr the movement’s successful challenge to the 
province’s Shams Act; a challenge that was ~von in the constitutional 
court just a few- days after the attack. [i] At the local level, Abahlali 
was violently purged from Kenne@ Road. Democracy was replaced by ANC 
patronage; staying in the settlement required publicly demonstrating 
allegiance to the ANC. For months after the attack the homes of Abahlali 
members were brazenly looted and destroyed. 

Abahlali, with the support of many others, called for an independent 
con~mission of inquir.v that would examine all aspects of the violence. 
But the ANC instead set up a ’task team’ that treated Abahlali as an 
illegitimate and criminal organisation and the police arrested 12 of its 
members on a range of charges relating to the attack including murder. 

Almost two years later the magistrate, Sharon Marks, threw- out the whole 
case saying that the charges against the 12 were baseless She described 
the state’s witnesses as ’dishonest’, but it was on their apparent 
evidence that five of the 12 accused had been denied bail for a year and 
suffered in the notoriously brutal Westville prison Abahlali knew they 
had been set up and they knew the twelve were innucent; but a 
pulitically mutivated campaign aided by paid and unpaid hacks for the 
pruvincial state and its pulitical patronage machine launched a majur 
dismformatiun campaign aimed at discrediting Abahlali. 

Most of the time the left in Suuth Africa dues very little to effect 
change ur promote the rights of thuse living ~n astuunding poverty’, 
seventeen years after Nelsun Mandela’s histuric election. But what is 
shocking is when leftists who are suppused to have a theuretical 
understanding of pulitics, uncritically support the state’s 
criminalizatiun uf a grassruots pulitical muvement of poor people, and 
give credence tu the lies perpetuated by local pulitical entrepreneurs 
and the pulice. When the Bishop of KwaZulu-Natal, Rubin Philip and the 
distinguished historian Jeff Guy, among uthers, called 12~r an 
independent inquiry intu what had happened at Kenne~dy Road, they were 
accused in the Durban press uf supporting the murder uf innocents. It 
meant that a real investigation intu the violent attack un Abahlali 
could be brushed aside while the perpetraturs ufthe violence went li*ee 
and the real circumstances of the deaths of the two men went unexamined. 

While the authoritarian edge uf the left had sentenced Abahlali in the 
court of public opinion, the state was not able to present any credible 
evidence against any ufthe accused at the trail The state could nut 
find a single reliable witness tu testil}’ against the accused. And 
Witness X, who had pointed out the accused in an identity- parade, said 
in court that she was only- pointing out people who had been part of an 
irrffenre dance group and that three statements written down at the police 
station against the accused were false. She added that she had actually 
seen three other men involved in the stabbings and would be prepared to 
testiS" against them if they were charged. [ii] 

The magistrate concluded that the witnesses against the 12 xvere 
belligerent and contradictory, and she voiced concern that they had been 
coached. So the Kennedy Road 12 were freed, but they had been robbed of 
two years of their lives, as xvell as their homes and livelihoods. It is 
clear that we need an independent enquilT to tmcover the troth of what 
happened. 

Much of the time, criminal acts against the poor are not even prosecuted 
or at the very least is delayed. And on the other hand, the time and 
nroney needed to prove means that often the courts are stacked against 
poor people. In the case of the Kenne@ 12, without the support of 
Church organizations, human rights and other grass roots organizations 
as ~vell as academics around the ~vorld, justice would have been denied. 
The Kenne@ 12 were represented in court by the Socio-Economic Rights 
Institute (SERI) whose executive director, Jackie Dugard, said after the 
verdict that ’It has been clear for sonre time that the Kennedy Road 
accused were charged not because they had done anything wrong, but 
because they were associated with Abahlali’. She went on to say that the 
verdict was not only ’a complete vindication of Abahlali’ but ’raises 
worQ¢ing questions about police complicity- in attempts to repress 



Abahlali’s legitimate and lawfal activities on behalf of poor and 
vulnerable people living in informal settlements across South Al~ica’. 

The case was thrown out on Mandela day 2011. The day commemorates 
Mandela’s sacrifice and struggle and what he called his ’long walk for 
freedom’. But in post-Apartheid South Africa, political repression 
continues ’We will be celebrating our daily Mandela day,’ said Abahlali 
who don’t need to be taught about the class nature of the state: ’This 
is what the state can do It can take you out of your home, away from 
your work and lock you up in a place .. where you are regularly" beaten. 
It can do this to you with no evidence against you and with no apology- .. 
we don’t er~ioy the so-called "freedom" that we are always being told to 
celebrate’. This, Abahlali continued is ’the lie of our democracy, the 
democracy that ser~,,es the interest of the few, while the maj ori~ of us 
live in deep poverty.’ 

Conditions at Kennedy Road have deteriorated and the ANC promises about 
’development’ remain unmet. Against the attacks on those who resist 
repression Abahlali remains defiant, ’we will beat you in the streets 
and in the courts.’ Reminiscent of the wonderful poem by Shelley-, ’the 
mask of anarchy’, they" conclude, ’we are many and have proven to the 
world that we have the courage to stand together and to face repression 
and lies .. our Movement will move forward without any, fear of any, 
thuggel5, from any politician. We will continue to be together and to 
find courage in our unit~-’. 

Nigel C. Gibson is a visiting research fellow at the School of 
Development Studies, University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa and 
author of Fanonian Practices in South Africa: From Steve Biko to 
Abahlali baseMiondolo. 

[i]. See Nigel Gibson and R~i Patel, "Democracy’s everyday death: South 
Africa’s quiet coup," http://w~wz.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/feat~u:esi59322. 

[ii] A full transcript of t2ae trial is available at 
http://www.seri-sa.org/indexphp?option comcontent&view article&id 85:state-v-lunpaphi-and-11-others-kenned¥-12&catid 19&Itemid 41 

Home affairs shrugs off’fatal’ stampede 
KATHLEF~N CHAYK©WSKI J©HANNE~SBURG, S©I_,~FH AFRICA - Aug 05 2011 12:56 

Two migrants were allegedly killed and several injured at a refugee 
centre in Pretoria earlier this week during a stampede, according to 
witnesses 

But police and home affairs officials deny a stampede took place or that 
anyone was killed or hurt. Witnesses at the Marabastad centre on Monday 
said they saw a woman and child being trampled as people in the queue 
flooded towards the centre ~vhen the gates opened that morning They 
claimed that the two died in the crush. 

"There was no stampede and no one died," said home affairs department 
spokesperson Manusha Pillai, adding: "If anyone died, it’s not home 
affairs’ fault." 

The Mail & Guardian was told of the stampede by La~’ers for Human Rights 
spokesperson Kaajal Ramjathan-Keogh and the director of the Zimbabwe 
Exiles Forum, Gabriel Shumba, who had heard about it fi-om people in the 
queue. 

There was apparently another stampede three weeks ago at the same 
centre, highlighting the growing desperation of refugees. Home affairs 
confirmed the incident in early July’, saying 14 people were injured, 
four whom were hospitalised. 

Ramjathan-Keogh said the stampede was a direct consequence of the 
closing of the Crown Mines centre, the only’ one in Johannesburg 
Businesses filed a court complaint that shut Crown Mines’ doors in May. 
Migrants normally serviced in Johannesburg must now go to Pretoria 

A Zimbabwean who did not want to be named told the M&G he saw the stampede 

"I saw a mother and child trampled," he said "There was a big, big 
crowd, about 6 000 There’s no procedure, it’s totally orderless." 

Police tried to manage the queues, Shumba said, but ultimately they 
scared the migrants, who thought they were trying to chase and arrest them. 

At least three police were present, the Zimbabwean witness said, adding 
that a home affairs o:t?Scial came to the site in a police car and made 
an announcement to the crowd by megaphone. 

"After the stampede, I left," he said. "Conditions there are inhumane." 

Demand at centres is growing as migrants try to obtain refugee status 
before the close of the Zimbabwe Documentation Project, a special-permit 
initiative expected to end in one to two months’ time. 

Some fear that mass depoltations will follow the deadline. For most 



Zimbabweans, refugee status represents the last chance of acquiring 
legal status, according to Braam tIanekom, director of People Against 
Suffering, Oppression and Poverty (Passop). 

(iauteng police spokesperson Colonel Lungelo Dlamini said he knew nothing 
about the stampede, which did not concern the police because "a stampede 
is not a crime". 

The Zimbabwean *vho wimessed the incident was waiting to renew his 
refugee status, xvhich he has to do every six months to avoid deportation 
or a fine of R1 000 for a late rcnewah 

He said there were about 35 queues outside the offices, with women, men 
and mothers with child~ren separating themselves into different lines. 

A Passop report in May on Cape Town’s refugee centre said that in a 
period of two xveeks more than 1 600 people were turned axvay. The reasons 
included a lack of supplies at the centre, employees not turning up for 
work, applicants without visas and queues being too long. 

There was also a shortage of toilets. The Pretoria centre had six filthy 
portable toilets inside its gates, too few for 6 000 people, according 
to the Zimbabwean. In addition, there xvas no drinking water, no shade 
and no comfortable places to sleep. 

"No one has time to travel to get food," he said. "You don’t come there 
for food, you want your freedom." 

Shmnba said it was critical to open another centre and that priority in 
queues should be given to the disabled and women with children. 

Other refugee centres, such as those in Cape Town and D~ban, could also 
be closed because of complaints from neighbouring businesses. 

But homes affairs deputy director general Jackson McKay said no other 
centres ~vould be opened and the department would close existing centres 
if the courts ordered it to. 

An amendlnent to the Irmnigration Act is currently before Parliament which 
will provide for jail sentences of up to four years for undocumented 
migrants and those caught aiding or employing them. 

Swaziland loan a ’handout from a sugar dad@’ 
S.axM SOLE & LL~NGILE DUBE JOHAiN2"qESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA - Aug 05 2011 00:00 

President Jacob Zuma and the African National Congress (ANC) appear to 
be conflicted over personal and business ties in relation to the 
controversial R2.4-billion bailout offered to Swaziland’s King Ms~vati 
III, which was announced this week. 

It is ~vell known that the AB.’C’s investment vehicle, Chancellor House 
Holdings (CHH), holds a 75% stake in the Maloma Collie~9’, an antl~racite 
mine in the poverty-stricken countlT. 

A Chancellor House-led consortium paid a reported R25-million f,ar the 
stake, which was purchased from Xstrata in May 2010. 

Now the Mail & Guardian has established that: 

The other 25% is held not by the Swazi government but by Tibiyo Taka 
Ngwane, the billion-rand trust that is efl’ectively controlled personally 
by Mswati. 

Sibusisiwe Mngomezulu, described in correspondence about the Maloma deal 
as the "finance and business development executive" of Chancellor ttouse, 
is the brother of one of Mswati’s wives, Sibonelo Mngomezulu. Sibusisiwe 
previously also sepCed as a director of Tibiyo Insurance Brokers, a 
subsidiapf of the trust 

Company registrauon records show that Sibusisiwe is a director of two 
other South Ali*ican companies with Bongani Mahlalela, the ANC’s chief 
financial officer. 

Internal documents on the purchase of the Maloma mine, which also 
inw)lved Nehawu Investment Company, show that Chancellor House was the 
enu~ with influence in the kingdom. A dra]~ agreement records that 
Chancellor House will ensure Tibiyo Taka Ngwane is "agreeable to the 
propositions put to them" Key to the success of the mine is the 
expansion of mining rights to adjacent areas, which will extend its life. 

According to the document, Chancellor House is also committed "to 
identify other assets in Swaziland, in particular, to use best efforts 
in ensuring that once the St Phillips asset is acquired it shall be 
contributed into the Consortiun~ in order to offset CHH’s part of the 
debt". St Phillips is understood to be another mining property. 

The mining royalty, set at 3%, flows to Tibiyo Taka Ngwane. 

The Maloma transaction had a nun~ber of odd features. The mine, which 



supplies anthracite to Xstrata’s ferrochrome operations and Richards Bay 
Minerals, appeared to be making losses The seller, Xstrata, disclosed 
Maloma had an assessed tax loss of R198-million and a 
"non-interest-bearing loan account liability" to Xstrata of R192-millinn 

Despite this, it appears the buyers were talking of raising loans that 
wildly overvalued the purchase One document states: "The parties . have 
to raise the amount of R500-million or such other amount as represents 
the fair enterprise value of the target corapany." 

ANC treasurer general Mathews Phosa has also sel~’ed as a special adviser 
to the Sxvazi government on the country’s 2vSllennium Project. This is 
highly controversial, given that its centrepiece was the construction of 
the Sikhupe International Airport, xvhich critics say Swaziland does not 
need and cannot afford. 

As for Zmna’s Swazi connections, in 2002 he was officially engaged to 
Sebentile Dlamini, one of Mswati’s nieces. He paid a part of the lobola, 
the negotiations for which were handled by KwaZulu-Natal Premier Zweli 
2vfld-~ize, who was the provincial health minister at the time. Zuma was 
reportedly introduced to Sebentile by his former financial adviser, 
Schabir Shaik. 

Sebentile is a daughter of the late Swazi prince Phiwokwakhe Dlamini, 
who sel~’ed as both health and labour minister and sat on Mswati’s panel 
of advisers. He died in Janua13~ 2004 in Durban. 

Sour engagement 
The engagement seems to have been soured politically by Shaik’s arrest 
and trial, although the Swazi press reported that Sebentile was 
distressed when Zttma married again in 2008 and 2010 despite her long 
ungagement to him. 

Zulna was in and out of Swazilund in the 1980s, when the couaatry was a 
key frontline state. His mentor, Moses Mabhida, ~vas close to Mswati’s 
father, Sobhuza And, during his rape trial senior Swazi prince 
Ntfanasibili Dlamini spoke out publicly in support of him. 

More broadly, there are close ties between the Swazi royal family and 
the Zulu monarchy, to ~vhich Zuma is now close Princess Mantfombi, 
Mswati’s sister, is Zulu king Goodwill Zwelithini’s first wife. 

The negotiations arouaad South Africa’s loan to Swaziland have been 
conducted in great secrecy, with direct talks between Zuma and Mswati 
playing a central role 

Presidential spokesperson Mac Maharaj has repeatedly referred questions 
about the meeting to South Africa’s international relations department, 
which, in turn, has referred reporters to Maharao. 

The department of treasulT and finance failed to respond to specific 
questions about whether Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan was involved in 
or consulted about such meetings. Mswati announced on Tuesday that the 
loan had been concluded, clearly catching Gordhan by surprise. He ~vas 
forced to convene a press conference to explain the terms of the 
R2 4-billion package 

Strikingly, there are limited requirements for democratic reforms 
attached to the loan, something Swazi activists have been demanding 
because Mswati is effecuvely still an absolute monarch. 

Swamland Solidarity Network spokesperson Lucky Lukhele slammed Zuma, 
saying: "He has decided to postpone the democratisation of Swaziland 

This is not a bailout, it is a handout from a sugar dad@" 

And you, Roux? 

Controversial property tycoon Rotcx Shabangu, who first claimed and then 
denied a relationship with Zuma, emerged as a significant player in 
Swaziland in 2009. In October that year the Swazi Observer, which is 
owned by Tibyo Taka Ngwane, announced that Shabangu’s consortium would 
invest R1.5-billion in a shopping and office park development in the 
capital, Mbabane. 

It later emerged that Shabangu would be given three pieces of 
state-owned land :[’or the development; in exchange he would construct a 
new" office building for the municipality 

Shabangu also emerged that year as the buyer of 50% of Swaziland’s 
dormant Dvokolwako diamond mine, in which Mswati’s trust holds the 
remaining 50% This set off a flurry of effurts by Swaziland to secure 
the Kimberley Process certification for Swazi diamonds, which was 
granted earlier this year. 

Meanwhile, this xveek Maharaj moved to distance Zmna from Shabangu in the 
wake of darm~ing reports by the public protector on the police leases 
that Shabangu’s company concluded xvith the public works department. 

In a statemunt Maharaj refet~ced to the "urban legend" that Zunxa removed 
Geoff Doidge as public works rainister in October last year and appointed 



Gwen Mah]angu-Nn,<abinde to replace him "Jk~r the sole purpose of getting 
her to approve the leases, which Doidge had apparently dodged". 

"This is all based on a rumour that Roux Shabangu, owner of the 
buildings, is supposedly a friend of the president The rumours are 
without foundation .. The president barely knows Shabangu and an?’ 
statement to the contrary is false. 

"There is also no link between the release of Doidge and the appointment 
of Mahlangu-iNqxabinde to the public works portfolio." 

Meanwhile, Shabangu also has an indirect connection with Phosa, who is a 
director of the controversial LagoonBay Lifestyle Estate project near 
George. On his xvebsite Shabangu claims the LagoortBay development as one 
of his proj ects. 

While the ANC had controlled the Western Cape, the provincial governnrent 
did its best to push through approval for the project, despite 
significant envirot~’nental concerns and opposition. 

The decision xvas rcversed whcn the Democratic Alliance took over and the 
project is still in limbo. 

Sxvaziland to cut salaries despite SA loan 
MBABANE, SYVAZILAND - Aug 07 2011 20:07 

Swaziland’s governn~ent will go ahead with planned sala13~ cuts of civil 
set’,~ants despite receiving a $355-nrillion bailout loan from South 
Africa, a document obtained by Agence France-Presse on Sunday- revealed. 

The docnn~ent xvhich details salary cuts as part of the government 
austerity- measures to trim down the country’s bloated ~vage bill was 
tabled in parliament on Thursday and distributed to unions for their 
consideration. 

All selwants will be affected including the police and prison warders 
which were previously excluded from the cuts -- only the army is 
exempted from the move 

"The lowest paid government employees will have their salaries cut by 
2.5% while the highest paid will have their salaries slashed by 10%," 
according to the salacz conversion table proposal document 

Last week hundreds of union members took to the streets in cities and 
towns around Swaziland to protest against government moves to cut civil 
servants’ salaries amid a deepening financial crisis 

Serious 
A similar move in April resulted in mass protests being violently put 
down by security- forces 

"The categol~- classified as RSP2 (Royal S~vaziland Police) has 3 278 
officers and it runs up to 10 notches Under RSP2, government intends 
saving about 1.1-million lilangeni per month and these are just junior 
police officers and that will add up to 12.6-million lilangeni per 
annum," read the document. 

However after police were informed they were also going to be affected 
by the salary cuts they have threatened to revive a union and go on strike 

"We are currently having meetings all over the country to recruit people 
.. I cannot rule out a boycott of work or an outright strike. This is 
serious to us. If the?" cut our salaries how will we survive. I can 
assure you, we will no longer be used by government to beat up unionists 
and harass them and get salapf cuts as appreciation," a police officer 
-- who asked to be identified only as Dlamini -- said. 

A police union existed two years ago but a court dissolved it instead 
police association was formed. 

Democratic reforms 
Swazaland -- which is ruled by Africa’s last absolute Monarchy King 
Mswati III -- has been on a brink of economic collapse after a 60% drop 
last year in revenues from a regional customs union, its main source of 
income 

The conntry’s has been given a R2.4-billion ($355-million) loan by South 
Africa which requires Mswati to open "dialogue" on political reforms in 
the tiny landlocked kingdom. 

However, Sxvazi activists criticised the bail out, saying the deal offers 
no guarantees that the king will follow through on denrocratic reforms. 

Cash-strapped Swaziland university closed 
MBANANE, SWAZILAND - Aug 09 2011 07:11 



Swaziland’s cash-strapped university failed to re-open for the new 
academic year on Monday, officials said, adding it would remain closed 
indefinitely. 

"Tire registration process is suspended, and tire commencement of the 
first semester lectures is postponed ... to a date yet to be 
determined," University of Swaziland registrar Sipho Vilakati said in a 
stateruent. 

The leader of tire student representative council Pasika Dlamini said 
most students did not show up for classes after the announcement. 

"We were told that tire university won’t be opened on Monday-, because 
there is no ruoncy," said Dlaruini. 

The government this year only- offered to sponsor around 300 students, 
down from 1 200 in previous years. 

Swaziland is reeling from a 60% drop last year in revenues from a 
regional customs union, its main source of income. 

The tiny southern African kingdom led by King Mswati III was thrown a 
lifeline last week when South Africa handed it a $355-million bailout 
loan. -- AFP 

Southern Africa ’sees erosion of democracy’ 
2011-08-10 13:43 

Johannesburg - Southern Africa is facing an "erosion of democracy" 
caused in palt by a failure of regional leaders to live up to their own 
agreements on the rule of law, civil society groups warned on Wednesday 

The 15-nation Southern African Development Commumty (SADC) is faced 
with a grooving number of regional "problem cases" and must enforce its 
own commitments on human rights and democracy at a summit next week in 
Angola, said a coalition of religious groups, unions and non-profit 
organisations. 

"We note with deep concern the deteriorating political situation in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Madagascar, Ma[awi, Swaziland and 
Zimbabwe," Malcolm Damon, head of the Fellowship of Christian Councils 
in Southern Africa, told journalists in Johannesburg. 

He said all five countries were plagued by "continued harassment and 
killings of human rights defenders, denial of citizens’ right to 
participate in the political process, violence.., as well as increasing 
human insecurity." 

He called fi~r "urgent attention" from the region’s heads of state. 

SADC leaders have been struggling for almost three years to resolve the 
crisis in Zimbabwe touched off by violent and disputed elections in 
2008, which led to the creation of an uneasy power-sharing government 
between long-time President Robert Mugabe and his rival Morgan Tsvangirm 

They have also failed so far to resolve the stand-off in Madagascar 
sparked by former president Marc Ravalomanana’s military-backed ouster 
in 2009, as well as persistent violence, mass rape, hunger and disease 
in the conflict-plagued Democratic Republic of Congo. 

Lack of progress 

The regional bloc’s August 17-18 surmnit in Luanda will also be faced 
with new melt-downs in Malawi - where security forces violently put down 
a wave of anti-governruent protests last month, leaving 19 dead - and 
Swaziland, which has seen raounting protests against King Mswati III, 
Africa’s last absolute monarch. 

Damon criticised a "lack of progress" in tire SADC’s mediation effbrts, 
and called on leadcrs to "review the SADC corfflict resolution mechanisms 
to make theru more effective." 

The head of tire SADC Council of Non-Goveriwnental Organisations, a 
coalition of non-profit groups, also criticised regional leaders for 
failing to enforce their own policies on protecting democracy in the region. 

"We need to develop a mechanism that will ensure that SADC eifforces its 
policies to manage these kinds of issues," Boichoko Ditlhake said. 

"Some member states are always choosing when to be part of SADC and when 
not to comply, hiding behind the concept of sovereignty." 

- AFP 

BNC Reiterates its Position on "September" 
http://w~vwbdsm~vement.net/2~/bnc-reiterates-its-p~siti~n-~n-september-7794?utm source feedburner&utm medium feed&utm campaign Feed%3A+bdsmovement+% 



28Pa[estinian ~BDS~ National÷ Cotmnittee%29 

Posted on August 8, 2011 by Palestinian BDS National Committee 
In the midst of the debate on Palestinian diplomatic initiatives aimed 
at securing membership of "Palestine" in the United Nations, many 
legitimate questions on strategies and tactics have arisen among people 
of conscience around the world who support freedom, justice and equality’ 
for the Palestinian people As in the struggle against apartheid in 
South Africa, Palestine solidarity groups and activists are convinced, 
as we are, that only concerted, effective, and sustained forms of 
solidarity, especially- in the form of boycott, divestment and sanctions 
(BDS), can hold Israel accountable to its obligations under 
international law and lead to the realization of comprehensive 
Palestinian rights. 

The Palestinian BDS National Conmfittee (BNC), the largest Palestinian 
civil society coalition, reiterates and further explicates below the 
main principles which have informed its position on this matter, as 
expressed in our statement issued on June 1,2011. 

(1) Self" Determination 
The most fundamental, inalienable right of the people of Palestine is 
the right to self determination. Ending the occupation is one pillar in 
exercising that right. The right to self-detemfination, which in the 
case of Palestinians is represented by the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO), is corrmmnly defined as the right of"all peoples .. 
fieely to determine, without external interference, their political 
status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural 
development."[ 1 ] It is a right held by all Palestinians, irrespective of 
their current location, by virtue of international law and the 
principles of popular sovereignty and democracy. All Palestinians, 
including the refugees in the shatat (diaspora) and Palestinian citizens 
oflsrael, have a right to participate in and be represented by in the 
UN and elsewhere a democratic PLO that determines the political status 
and pursues the economic, social and cultural development of the entire 
Palestinian people. 

At a minimum, exercising the right to self detelrnination by all 
Palestinians entails: 
1. Ending Israel’s occupation and colonization of all Arab lands 
occupied in 1967; 
2. Honoring the right of Palestinian citizens of Israel to fifll equality 
by ending the Israeli system of legalized and institutionalized racial 
discrimination (which conforms to the Lqx- definition of apartheid); and 
3. Respecting and enabling the implementation of the UN-sanctioned right 
of Palestinian refugees to return to their homes and lands from which 
they were expelled 

(2) PLO 

Until the Palestinian people exercises its right to self determinatiun, 

the PLO remains the sole legitimate representative that represents all 

Palestinians in the UN and in other international, regional and 

multinational fbrums. No alternative will be accepted by the great 

majority of the Palestinian people. 

(3) Complicity and Accountability 
States that have recognized the Palestinian right to statehood are even 
more obliged to end their complicity in maintaining, covering up or even 
strengthening Israel’s regime of occupation, colonialism and apartheid 
against the Palestinian people. States that offer recognition of 
Palestinian statehood and continue business as usual withIsraelare 
beyond hypocritical; the?’ betray their own basic legal and political 
obligations to endIsrael’s grave and persistent violations of 
international law and Palestinian rights. 

[Excerpts from a June 2011 statement issued by the BDS National 
Committee (BNC), the largest coalition in Palestinian civil society] 
Before and After September: The Struggle :[’or Palestinian Rights Must 
Intensify 
This September will ma~k the 20th anniversary of the start of the 
Israeli-Palestinian "peace process" that is widely recognized as a total 
failure, by any objective standard. This sham process has served as a 
cover for Israel’s intensive colonization of Palestinian lands, 
continued denial of Pal estinian basic rights, and gradual ethnic 
cleansing of Palestinians, while simultaneously giving a false 
unpression of peacemaking. In this conte×t, the BNC welcomes the 
recognitinn of a great majority of states around the world that the 
Palestinian right to statehood and freedom from Israeli occupation are 
long overdue and should no longer to be held hostage to fanatically 
biased US "diplomacy" in defense of Israeli expansiomsm. However, 
recognitinn of Palestinian statehood is clearly insufficient, on its 
own, in bringing about a real end to IsraeFs occupation and colonial 
rule. Neither xvill it end Israel’s decades-old system of legalized 
racial discrimination, which fits the LZq definition of apartheid, or 
allow- the millions of Palestinian refugees to return to their homes of 
origin from which they were violently uprooted and exiled. 

Diplomatic recognition must result in protection of the inalienable 
right to self-determination of the entire Palestinian people represented 
by a democratized and inclusive PL© that represents not just 
Palestinians under occupation, but also the exiled refugees, the 



malority of the Palestinian people, as well as the discriminated 
citizens of Israeh For it to go beyond symbolism, this recognition must 
be a prelude to effective and sustained sanctions against Israel aimed 
at bringing about its full compliance with its obligations under 
international law. As shown in the struggle to end apartheid in South 
Africa, as well as in the current straggles ]2~r freedom andlusuce in 
the Arab region, world governments do not turn against a patently 
illegal and immoral regime of oppressinn simply on ethical grounds; 
economic interests and hegemomc power @namics are far weightier in 
their considerations. In i~act, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu’s militant and war-mongering speech before the US Congress, 
coupled with US President Barack Obama’s latest humiliating submission 
to Israel’s will, shows beyond doubt that anyone still holding on to the 
hope that Washington is able or willing to contribute to building a just 
peace in our region is delusional. 

The key lesson learned from South Ahica is that, in order for world 
governments to end their complicity with Israel’s grave and persistent 
violations of human rights and international law, they must be compelled 
to do so through mass, well organized grassrnots pressure by social 
moveraents and other components of civil society. In this context,BDS has 
provun to be the most potent and promising strategy of international 
solidarity- with the Palestinian people in our struggle for self 
determination, freedom, justice and equality. 

In light of the above, and inspired by the will and the power of the 
people which have given rise to the Arab spring, the BNC calls upon 
people of conscience and international solidarity groups to proceed with 
building a mass BDS movement in the US and elsewhere in the world’s most 
powerful countries before and aRer September. Only such a mass movement 
can ens~tre that whatever diplomatic recognition that transpires at the 
UN in September on Palestinian statehood will advance the rights of the 
Palestinian people and raise the price of Israel’s occupation, 
colonialism and apartheid by- further isolating it and those complicit in 
its crimes A mass solidarity movement that cari hold elected officials, 
especially in the US, accountable to the people, rather than to a 
Zionist lobby serving Israel’s colonial and belligerent agenda that 
directly conflicts with the interests of the peoples in these countries, 
is the only hope for a comprehensive and sustainable peace based on justice. 

[ 1] Declaration of Principles of International La~v Concerning Friundly 
Relations and Co-operation Among States in Accordance ~vith the Charter 
of the United Nations: l_,2",! General Assembly Resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 
October 1970 

Company targeted by boycott campaign announces losses 
Ma’an PuNished today- 17:16 

BETHLF~HFM -- A French multinational company at the center of a global 
boycott campaign announced ma~or financial losses on Thursday, a 
statement from Palestinian civil society groups said Monday. 

The boycott, divestment and sanctions campaign targets international 
companies ~vith lilts to illegal Israeli settlements. 

"Veolia is paying the price ~2~r its involvement in Israel’s policies of 
occupation and apartheid against the Palestiinun people," said Jamal 
Jumaa, coordinator of the Stop the Wal l campaign. 

"The company has been losing contracts left, right and center, to the 
tune of billions of dollars. No matter how large, no corporation can 
absorb such huge and sustained finnncial losses." 

"This is bound to trigger loud discontent among Veolia’s shareholders, 
eventually leading to a stern demand :[’or an immediate end to the 
company’s complicity in illegal Israeli prnjects." 

Veolia announced ’l’hursday that it would scale back its operations in 
several countries after a surprising first-half net loss of C67 2 
million, The Wall Street Journal reported. 

It also suffered a set back on Wednesday after a local council in London 
failed to select the company 12~r a contract which it had previously 
acquired The contract would have been worth approximately £300 million 
over 15 years. 

Activists had written to and met with councilors, detailing Veolia’s 
involvement in the illegal Israeli occupation, Palestinian solidarity 
groups said. 

"Veolia’s loss of this contract, following its failure in a mm~ber of 
significant bids in Britain and internationally, is a clear sign that 
Veolia is paying a high price for its coraplicity in Israel’s occupation 
and violations of international la~v," Sarah Colborne, director of 
Palestine Solidarity Campaign said in a statemunt. 

Veolia has been a major target of the boycott, divestment and sanctions 
campaign due to its involvement with scveral Israeli projects that 



vinlate international law, including the light rail prc~iect linking 
illegal Israeli settlements in occupied Palestinian territory with 
Jerusalem 

’]?he news of Veolia’s financial losses comes shortly after Israeli 
agricultural exporter Agrexco, another target of the boycott campaign, 
announced that it faced a bankruptcy hearing in a Tel Aviv court 

Like Veolia, Agrexco managers also attributed their losses to mafl~ets 
and other financial factors, deliberately omitting any mention of the 
evident impact of the boycott, the Palestinian Boycott Divestment and 
Sanctions national cormnittee said. 

http :i/w~wz.maannews.netieng/ViewDetails. aspx? K) 411665 

Wissam Nassar 
/ 
Maan Images 
BDS victot)~: Veolia loses yet another contract in the UK 
Submitted by nora on Thu, 08/04/2011 - 01:42 
"Veolia is paying a high price for its complicity in Israel’s occupation 
and violations of international law-," stated a press release frora the 
UK-based Palestine Solidarity Campaign (PSC) on Wednesday, aker the 
French urban systerus corporation lost yet another contract this time in 
Ealing, London. The contract is worth £300 trfillion ($490 million USD) in 
total over 15 years, and "is even more significant given the fact that 
Veolia had the previous parks maintenance contract," PSC added. 

The decision to bmnp Veolia from Ealing’s contract was made after 
British activists met with city councillors and co~xcil officials and 
provided details about Veolia’s ongoing complicity with the Israeli 
govemxent’s light rail project in Jerusalem, xvhich aims to connect West 
Jerusalem with illegal settlements in the occupied West Bank 

Several months ago, Veolia lost a major garbage collection contract 
else~vhere in London, and in March, PSC reported that a contract was 
awarded to an alternate company after sustained pressure on city 
officials by local BDS activists to cancel Veolia’s bid Veolia also 
lost a contract in Richmond in FebruaJ3~, Edinburgh in December 2010, and 
Sandwell in 2009. 

PSC’s press release from 3 August reads in fiall: 
In another victor9’ for Palestinian rights, Ealing Council in London has 
failed to select Veolia for a comprehensive tender for its domestic 
refiase, street cleaning and parks maintenance contract. The contract is 
worth approx £300m in total over 15 years and one of Ealing Council’s 
largest single contracts. This is even more significant given the fact 
that Veolia had the previous parks maintenance contract. 

Veolia remains involved in the building and future operation of a 
light-rail tram~vay linking Israel’s illegal settlements with West 
Jerusalem, facilitating Israel’s ’grave breaches’ of the Fourth Geneva 
Convention. Veolia Transport Israel also runs two bus services serving 
the same function as the tramway: supporting and consolidating illegal 
settlements and tying them more closely into Israel. 

Sarah Colborne, PSC Director, said: "Veolia’s loss of this contract, 
following its failure in a number of significant bids in Britain and 
internationally, is a clear sign that Veolia is paying a high price for 
its complicity in Israel’s occupation and violations of international 
law West London PSC, together with other groups and individuals 
supporting Palestinian rights, wrote and met councillors from across the 
political spectrum and council officials, and submitted detailed factual 
and legal analysis. Veolia must realise that until it pulls out of all 
its activities serving Israel’s illegal settlements, it will continue 
to be a target :[’or the movement :[’or boycott, divestment and sanctions 
(BDS). Through BDS, those con-anitted to peace and justice are sending a 
message we don’t buy into Israel’s violations of Palestinian rights." 
1. In April 2010 the UN Human Rights Council declared the tramway and 
its operation to be illegal (A/[IRC/RES/I 3/7 of 14 April 2010). ’]’he 
resolution was passed 44 to 1, with the UK, France and all the IiU 
members of the Council voting in favour The operation of the tramway is 
precisely what Veolia has a contract to do 

2. Veolia is trying to sell its shares in the tramway But the deal 
would involve Veolia Transport Israel in providing technical assistance 
in rurming the tramway for 5 years. 

3. Through its subsidiary ’]TMM, Veolia Transport Israel has also been 
operating the Tovlan landfill site in the occupied Jordan Valley for 
many years, supporting Israel’s illegal settlements in the West Bank by 
taking their refuse. There has also been a report of Tovlan receiving 
refuse from Israel itself, the occupier dmnping its rubbish on the 
occupied. Veolia says that it is selling Tovlan to a local buyer and may 
have already done so, but far from ending Veolia’s complicity, the deal 
will compound it, for the intended sale is to Massu’a, the nearby 
illegal Israeli settlement. Moreover Veolia will continue its 
involveruent by providing the settlement with advice concerning Tovlan. 



THE fifth estate: Dead in the Water 
France> Printer Version 

Broadcast March 31, 2004 

FRANCE: REVOLT EX- THE BIRTHPLACE OF WATER PRIVATIZATION 

Privatized water has been well established in France since the days of 
Napoleon. By the time then U.K. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and 
U.S. President Ronald Reagan began calling for more privatization, three 
large companies already supplied xvater to more than half of the French 
population. 

The business of water started with the realization that there was nmney 
to be made delivering it to places where people needed it the most - 
homes and factories. 

Antoine Fr~rot works for one of the largest ;vater companies in the 
world He says his company has much experience to offer their clients 
around the world. 

Suez and Veolia Envirolmement (fbrmerly Vivendi Envtrounement) are 
France’s largest water companies. 

Suez’ roots in the water business go back to 1822. It now- has more than 
125 million customers around the world. 

Veolia provides ;vater and wastewater services to more than 110 million 
people around nearly 100 countries. During the nineties, their revenue 
from water more than doubled to $12 billion a year. 

Veolia director, Antoine Fr4rot: We have 150 years experience. We are 
working for between 6 and 7,000 cities in the world and we get a lot of 
experience. We could propose a lot of best practices in ;vater or waste 
management to evelT city- in the ;vorld (read an interview with Antoine 
Frerot online) 

Both companies are global empires with resources that can over;vhelm most 
of the municipalities they do business with. 

THE X~f[Ct]EL INTIMIDATION 
Jacques Michel is a former reginnal director of Lyonnaise des Eaux 
(Suez) He retired in 1990 at the age of 60 Building on his experience 
negotiating water contracts at Suez, in 1990 he started his own 
consultant firm called Assistance et Contr61e des Service Public (ACSP). 
Its business was to advise cities on their private water and sewage 
treatment contracts with a view to getting them a better deal }]is 
intention was to show that cities were being overcharged. 

NOT[i: Informatinn in this section comes from the court record of 
criminal charges against the perpetrators The documents include the 
judgments of the original court proceedings as well as those of’the 
appeal courts as well as transcripts of testimony. 

Jacques Michel, a former Suez manager started a consulting business 
working with his former clients 

In the early 90s, Mrchel began advising municipalities in the region of 
the Var. This is the reginn along the Mediterranean that includes Nice, 
Cannes, St. Tropez, Toulon and the commune of St. Ma×ime Ifis study of 
their water agreements revealed extensive overcharging of as much as 72 
per cent 

Most of the waterworks in this area were/are controlled by a company 
called SA Compagnie des Eattx et de l’ozone, an affiliate of Compagnie 
Generald des Eaux (CGE), later called Vivendi and now- Veolia. The 
regional director was a man named R~gis Calmels. 

DIRTY DEALINGS IN FRANCE 
In July 1994, arsonists attempted to burn down Michel’s home in B~ziers, 
France. While he and his wife were away, the arsonists poured gasoline 
under the side door of his home. The fire roared up an interior 
stairwell and, were it not for an alert neighbor who called the fire 
department, the entire house would have been destroyed. 

Jacques Michel: My family was very afraid because we had young 
grandchildren at the time. 

Arsonists poured gasoline under the door of Michel’s home in B~ziers. 

Cahnels decided in the spring of 1994 that Michel’s activities were 
becoming prejudicial to his company or, as one witness later said, were 
"getting in the xvay". A fellow water executive, Louis Cutmac referred 
him to Bernard Cayron, who was the manager of a Paris-based company 
called la Socidtd Export Trading Services. This company specialized in 
selling "special equipment" (weapons) to the French ministries of 
defence, the interior and justice and also off;ered secttrity services. 
Cayron, a milita13~ veteran, had previously done some contract work for 
Cunnac and Vivendi that involved surveillance and screening for bugs. 



In July 1994, Calmels met with Cunnac and Cayron at the H6tel St. James 
in central Paris where they discussed, as court judgments later 
concluded, a plan to intimidate Michel into closing down his company. 

CAUGIIT IN TItE T[b%]N STATION 
Their plans began to unravel on Sept. 1, 1994. On that day, the French 
police anti-gang squad received information from a source that two men 
planned to commit a robbery that af’temoon. Police set up surveillance 
and :[’ollowed the men to the Gare de Lyon where they arrested Herv6 
Jaubert, who had retired in 1993 as a French army captain, and St6phane 
Pomraicr, also an array veteran. 

The two men were carrying txvo bags containing xvigs, gloves, handcuffs, a 
roll of tape, a sawed-off shotgun, a 9ram pistol, shotgun shells, brass 
knuckles, sunglasses, a tl"dncheon or blackjack, snroke and tear gas 
grenades. They also carried 19,000 francs in bills of 500 francs and two 
train tickets to B4ziers. 

A search of Jaubert’s flat turned up a loaded Snrith and Wesson 357 
revolver plus 50 cartridges, a Mossbert 12-gage shotgun, a Remington 
pump action shotgun ~vith shells and 2 two-~vay radios. 

Under intel¢ogation, Jaubert eventually told police that he was on is 
way to B4ziers to intimidate Jacques Michel on behalf of a client whose 
name he clainred not to know-. He said that he had been contracted in July 
1994 by his former employer Cayron to conduct surveillance and 
intimidate 2~{ichel. His payment would be 40,000 francs cash. He clainred 
he hired Ponwnier to help him because he is a big intirnidating guy. 
Pormnier confirmed Jaubert’s story. 

When Michel was told about the intimidation plot, he said he did not 
know- why anybody would want to threaten him. Police asked hint ~vhat he 
did for a living. He told them about his work as an adviser to cities in 
the Var on their watcr contracts. He said that he had discovered 
"overbilling" by the ;vater company. 

Police an-ested Cayron who originally denied an?- knowledge of Michel 
But eventually he admitted that Cunnac had asked him to investigate 
Michel He claimed that on his own initiative he hired Jaubert to 
investigate Michel as a business favor to CGE He said the two thugs had 
carried out surveillance on Michel’s home in July or August and that he 
had ;vritten a report about this, ;vhich he mailed to Cunnac. He claimed 
that that marked the end of the affair and he paid Jaubert out of his 
own pocket XVhatever Jaubert and Pommier ;vere up to on Sept. 1, 1994, 
was at their o;vn initiative 

CALMELS IlVlPLICATED IN THE PLOT 
Phone records showed telephone calls between Cayron and Cahnels. 

Calmels admitted that he had met Michel during contract renegotiations 
with the city of Sainte Maxime in the Vat. He even visited Michel’s home 
to give him doctunents. Initially, he claimed he never heard of Cayron or 
his company and never intended to investigate Michel, never mind 
intimidate him 

Then he changed his story He admitted he had called Cunnac to ask him 
if he knew anybody ;vho could investigate Michel. Cunnac gave him 
Cayron’s number. He said however, that he was never able to contact him 
tie admitted he ~toyed" with the idea of investigating Michel’s 
lifestyle. But he claimed he never followed through. 

Cunnac said he had been contacted by Calmels about finding somebody to 
investigate Michel. He had told him that Cunnac was worried about the 
role Michel was playing in audits that were being performed in the Vat 
region on water contracts and that Michel was "getting in the way". 
Cunnac stated that there was a plan to intimidate Michel hatched by 
Calmels, Cayron and Jaubert. He said the plan was :first discussed at a 
meeting at the Hotel St. James Albany in Paris in July, 1994. tte said 
he, Calmels and Cayron took part in the meeting and agreed to pay Cayron 
100,000 francs cash tie denied receiving a report from Cayron and noted 
that if there was a report it would have been sent to Calmels because he 
ordered the operation 

Cunnac later changed his story sfter meeting with the deputy’ director 
general of(;(iE the number two man in the company. Cunnac claimed 
Calmels was not at the hotel meeting. But the judgment goes on to say 
that this change has no credibility because Cunnac and Cayron had 
frequently discussed the "Projet Michel" together and there would be no 
point in meeting at the hotel unless Calmels was present. 

CttT’dR(i ES LAID A(IA]NST WA2[I~R EXI~CI.YI~[VE 

Police charged Cayron and Cahnels in 1994 with consoriing with crtminals 

intent on committing crimes, to wit, the mtmridation and extortion of 

Micheh 

Vivendi (Veolia) quickly shipped Calmels offto the Philippines. He is 
noxv wurking in Indonesia for Vivendi (Veolia). 

Both men were convicted at trial, fined and sentenced to two years in jail. 

The convictions were appealed. Both nren lost and the appeals court 



nnposed harsher sentences of three years in j all and increased the fines 

They appealed two more times and their convictions were upheld. 

But Calmels was not present at the final appeal. So he was given a new 
hearing This time he was declared not guilty owing to the fact that 
Cunnac had changed his story about the Hotel St. James Albany meeting. 
This, the court ruled, created enough doubt to reverse his conviction. 

He is still working for Vivendi (Veolia) in Indonesia. 

The conviction of Cayron was upheld. 

Jaubert and Porumier were both found guilty and sentenced to two years in 
prison. 

Police have never discovered who tried to bulTl down Michel’s horue. 

Michel continues to advise cities on their water contracts and his 
business is thriving. 

Vivendi sued Michel claiming he libeled the corupany in a report which 
described water companies as ’mafia-like’. 

VIVENDr S LAWSI~TP AGAIN’ST ?,~g(2HEL 

In 1996, Vivendi’s affiliate SA Corapagnie des Eaux ct de L’Ozone sued 
Michel for 2 million francs claiming he libeled the company in an audit 
report on water contracts at Port Vendre in the district of CSte 
Vem~eille. Michel wrote in his report that the "city should not allow a 
mafia-like exercise of power by companies no matter how great their 
political or financial powers." The Vivendi company took offence to the 
reference to the mafia. 

Michel ~von the case in a judgment delivered in March 1999. The judges 
noted that his statement reflected current public opinion in France 
about the water companies and also reflected Michel’s own experience 
having been the victim of a crime perpetrated by a director of the ;vater 
company that was suing him. 

In cities around France, the revolt against powerful water companies is 
gro;ving. The protest is rooted in several proven cases of corruption and 
illegally elevated water rates. 

The city of Grenoble took back its water utility ;vhen it discovered that 
Suez was overcharging customers. 

GRENOBLE: O\~RCHARGING CUSTOMERS 
The city of Grenoble ran one of the country’s best public water 
utilities for a hundred years. That was until 1989 when the French water 
company Suez made Grenoble’s mayor, Alain Carignon, an offer he couldn’t 
refuse. In exchange for contracting out the city’s water network, Suez 
helped finance Carignon’s mayoral election campaign For his part in the 
deal, Carignon went to jail. 

In 1999, a court concluded that Suez had fraudulently overcharged its 
customers in Grenoble for years to recover the cost of the takeover. 
Raymond Avrillier led a citizens’ protest against the private water deal. 

Raymond Avrillier: What happened at the time of the privatizatinn in 
1989 is what happens in all the French-style prlw~fizations when public 
utilities are out-sourced, in French cities and foreign ones. There’s a 
huge increase ~n prices. 

Grenoble took back its water utility’ in 1999 Their water fees dropped 
dramatically and are now among the lowest in France 

TOULOUSE: HIDD][*;N TAXES 
In Toulouse, artist Anne Bouzinac is using Jacques Michel’s advice to 
fight for the return of that city’s water utility to public ownership. 
She is president of the local "Eau Secours" a network of anti-water 
privauzation groups around the country. 

Artist Anne Bouzinac was angry when she ~2~und out that she was paying 
too much for water - and why 

’]?he operation of Toulouse’s water utility was handed over to G 4n4rale 
des Eatcx (Veolia) in 1990. In September 2003 Eau Secours, along with 
individual customers, filed complaints with the Tribunal Achniinstrative 
de Toulouse claiming that the company was overcharging. ~Ihe plaintifl~ 
said the upfront fee the company paid for the concession was being 
clawed back as an illegal, hidden tax on the water customers. 

Anne Bouzinac: Our goal here in Toulouse is the return to a public 
ser,~ice. Because you have to realize the official figures sho~v that the 
cost of a publicly owned set’,,ice is, on average, t~venty per cent lower 
than a contracted out selwice 
CASTILE: QUESTIONABLE ACC OI~71TNG 
In Castre, a small city- east of Toulouse, there is another citizens’ 
protest movement over water rates. Their complaint is a corrm~on one - 
questionable accounting that results in what thcy consider price 
gouging. Castre’s water was privatized in 1991 through a 30-year 



concession to Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux. 

Stories of overpricing are causing ordinary citizens to reconsider 
private water. 

After a tribunal concluded that Castre’s water rates were illegally 
high, Castre mayor Pascal Bugis and his council voted to cancel its 
contract with Suez in June 2003 The transfer back to the city is set to 
happen in spring 2004 There is still a debate over whether Suez should 
repay- the users for the money it overcharged them. 

This citizen and protest organizer explains. "We’ve seen the company’s 
methods and we don’t want it to stay here and continue to do what it’s 
doing, while it more or less hides its practices. We would prefer a 
return to a public setwice." 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [water justice] new- article: Paris an example of how Local 
Authorities can regain control of water management 
Date: Thu, 26 Aug 2010 09:51:50 +0200 
From: satoko@tni.org <satoko@tni.org> 

To: wateriustice@tni.org 

Dear friends, 

Anne Le Strat (Deputy Mayor of Paris and President of the Eau de Paris, 
the city’s new- public water company) has contributed a chapter to the 
upcoming French edition of the Reclaiming Public Water book. The 
chapter, titled "Paris an example of how Local Authorities can regain 
control of water management", is now online in English, Spanish and French. 

Many of you know that the water set, rices of Paris ~vas remnnicipalised in 
Januaw 2010. The operations of the private companies (Suez and Veolia) 
were transfolrned into a single public operator, Eau de Paris. In her 
article Le Strat argues that public management has significant 
advantages, such transparency and reinvestment of surpluses While she 
notes it is too soon to evaluate comprehensively the remunicipalisation, 
she concludes that the advantages of public management are alrea@ 
visible: the big cost savings achieved through the reform is fully 
reinvested in improving the ~vater services. According to Le Strat, 
’these initial profits are an estimated 35 million euros per almum, if 
not more’. Eau de Paris is also actively engaged in domestic arid 
international co-operation, such as public-public partnerships 

I would like to thank Anne Le Strat for her marvelous contribution. I 
have no doubt that her article will be empowering reading for water 
justice activists around the world The chapter(written in French, 
translated into English and Spanish) is online here: 

English: 
http ://w~vw.tni or~/article/paris-local-authorities-regain-control-water-mana~ement 

French: 

http://www.tni.~r~/sites/www.tni or~/fi~es/Paris%20Chapter%20bY%2~Anne%2~Le%2~Strat%20FR finahpdf 

The French edition of the Reclaiming Public Water book has been put 
together with the support of France Libert~s and Ritimo, Paris based NGO 
http://www ritimo.or~) and will be published in the fall by aditions 
Charles Laopold Mayer this autumn. 

The French translation has given us an opportnmty to review the 
original English edition of the bnnk. The concluding chapter "Empowering 
Public Water Way Forward", the result of a collective discussion among 
the authors, remains unchanged and remarkably relevant despite the :give 
years that have passed since it was written. However, there have of 
course been very significant developments over the past years, a number 
of which could not have been predicted. So we have written new foreword 
to provide snapshots of some of these major trends. 

http:i/~vw tni.or~/sites/www tni. orderlies/New%20 foreword%2012~r%20French%20edition%202010pdf 

In solidarity, 
Satoko Kishimoto 

Transnational Institute, Amsterdam 

VEOLIA YVATER in Dtaban 
Address 33 Willowfield Cres 
Neighbourhood Durban 
City Springfield Park 



The Durban Water Recycling Project 

South Africa’s first private water recycling plant 

History 

There has always been a concern in South Africa in general, and Durban 
in particular, of the increased demands on South Africa’s limited water 
resources. Durban treats in the region of 450 million litres of 
wastewater daily, and in this context, the Council’s eThekwini Water 
Services (EWS) con~’nenced an investigation into the recycling of treated 
wastewater. In 1993 EWS developed a reclamation process for the 
production of high qualiry reclaimed water and tested it at laboratory 
and pilot scales in 1994 and 1995. It was envisaged that Mondi Paper, 
situated in the southern part of Durban adjacent the Southern Wastewater 
Treatment Works (SWTW), who had previously approached EWS, ~vould be the 
major customer for the reclaimed ~vater. 

Despite the proven technical success of treating the wastewater, the 
economic feasibility was in doubt EWS then approached the Rand Merchant 
Bal~b: in 1997 to assess the project. RSAB produced a report which 
indicated that, provided certain guarantees were obtained, the project 
was economically feasible. The costs, technical complexiry and the risks 
associated with the project lead EWS to recommend to the Council that it 
would be in the Council’s best interests to consider a Public Private 
Partnership (PPP). 

In 1999, after a formal tender process, ~)ul-bal’~ Water Recycling (Pry) Ltd 
was awarded a 20-year concession contract tbr the production of high 
qualitT reclaimed water. Construction commenced in 2000 and was 
completed in 14 months. The R74m construction phase included upgrading 
the activated sludge process from 50 to 77 ml per day, the construction 
of the tertiary plant, tying in with pre-existing and decommissioned 
assets, relhrbisl~nent of the SWTW high-level storage tank and the 
insta llation of the reclaimed water reticulation system 

Cormnissioning of the Plant 

Located in the south of Durban in the grounds of the eThekwini Water 
Set, rices’ SWTW, the plant was commissioned in May 2001. Officially 
opened by the Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry, Ronnie Kasrils, 
the R74m sewage-to-clean-water recycling plant will treat 47.5 million 
litres of domestic and industrial wastewater tn a near potable standard 
[’or sale to industrial customers for direct use in their processes. 
Understandably the saving of treated potable water in of great benefit 
to Durban 

Lower Tarill~ 

A considerable benefit to industries is the lower tariffwhen compared 
to the normal tariffpaid by industries :[’or potable water The two 
largest customers so far are the Mondi Paper Mill in Merebank and the 
Sapref Refinery, owned by Shell and BP. ’]’he first private 
water-recycling project in South Africa, this plant is the culmination 
of a 20-year Build Own Operate and Transfer (BOOT) contract awarded to 
treat 10% of the ciry’s wastewater V~vendi Water is the major 
stakeholder in Durban Water Recycling and its parmers are Zetachem, 
Khulani Holdings, Umgeni Water and Mambeni Europe. Some of the key 
elements [’or the success of the project is ETW’s vision in iniuat~ng 
the project, Vivendi’s abili~ to provide finance and to implement 
~nnovative, tailor-made technical solutions and Mi)ndi’s endorsement of 
the project, by committing its enure paper production at its Merebank 
Mill to recycled water. 

Dr raking Water 

The plant will free up sufficient drirtking water for approximately 300 
000 people. "This contract has borne many advantages to the city. Apart 
fiom the financial investrnent and world-class technology, we will be 
recycling effluent. This in turn reduces the demand for potable water, 
and reduces the quantity of effluent we put back into the environnrent. 
Industry will reduce its costs by accessing less expensive water and it 
will also free-up water to extend services to the impoverished," said 
Neil Macleod, Head: Water and Sanitation. 

Technical Aspect 

Veolia has installed a highly specialised xvater treatrnent process, 
specifically tailored to meet the exacting water quality requirements of 
D\VR’s main client, Mondi Paper. Mondi Paper uses the recycled water 
directly for the production of fine paper which is extremely sensitive 
to process water quality and its impact on xvater brightness. The 
recycled water specification includes 22 parameters that are measured in 
the South African water standard (SABS 241:1999). The production of 
potable quality recycled water to a guaranteed standard continuously and 
reliably, from domestic and industrial xvastexvater, is a showcase for 
water process technology and process engineering 



http://www, zetachem c o. za/dwrb~round html 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Project tlistory 

The Durban Water Recycling Works is located to the south of Durban ~n 
the grounds of the city’s Southern Wastewater Treatnrent Works (SWTW), 
where prinrary treated wastewater is discharged to the Indian Ocean via a 
nrarine outfall pipeline. 

In the early 1990’s, the staff of the municipal utility, eThekwini Water 
Sel~’ices (formerly Dttrban Metro Water Services) carried out planning for 
the future augmentation of the capacity of the southern marine outfall 
pipeline. The estinrated capital costs for duplicating the pipeline were 
prohibitive, and alternatives had to be investigated to prevent large 
increases in the costs of wastewater disposal in the greater Durban area. 

At that time Mondi Paper approached eThekwini Water Set~zices (EWS) to 
investigate the possibility of increasing Mondi’s off take of 8 M1id of 
low- grade reclaimed xvater to a substantially larger volume of high 
quality reclaimed water. 

In 1993, EYVS staff began work on a technical pre-fcasibility study into 
the production of high quality reclainred water at SWTW. A reclamation 
process was developed and xvas tested at laboratory and pilot scales in 
1994 and 1995. The early process development work resulted in a tcrtiary 
treatment process consisting of chenrical phosphate removal, sand 
filtration, ozonation, granular activated carbon adsorption and 
chlorination. The pilot trials xvere successful in proving that high 
quality reclaimed water, meeting Mondi Paper’s exacting standards, could 
be reliably produced from the wastewater entering SWTW (McCarley, 1996). 

Primarily to alleviate the capacity- limitations of the marine outfall 
pipeline and with a view- to a possible water reclamation prqject in the 
future, EWS constructed a 50 M1id primary and secondary treatment plant 
at SWTW in 1996 The secondary plant consisted of an activated sludge 
reactor with 3 clarifiers and produced a General Standard effluent 
suitable for shoreline discharge. 

Despite the proven technical feasibility of the reclamation prqj ect, the 
economic feasibility remained in doubt until 1997, when EYVS tasked Rand 
Merchant Bank to assess the project. The economic assessment was positive. 

The costs, technical complexity and the operational risks associated 
with the proposed tertiary water treatment plant ;vere considered to be 
beyond the normal functions of EWS. It was therefore decided that a 
project for the tertiary water treatment works would best be implemented 
as a PuNic Private Partnership (PPP) 

In 1998, EWS invited proposals worldwide to pre-qualify prospective 
tenderers for a 20-year concession contract to finance, design, 
construct and operate the tertiary ;vater treatment plant. This ;vas 
follo;ved by a formal bidding phase. The preferred bidder was the Vivendi 
Water Systems led consortium, Durban Water Recycling (Pty) Ltd and 
after protracted negotiations, the contract was awarded in December 1999 
(Fischer, 2001) 

2.2 The Consortium 

[)urban Water Recycling (Pry) Ltd. (])WR) holds the concession agreement 
with EWS. ~I1qe DWR shareholders are: 

* Vlvendi Water Systems 
* Khulani Water Limited 
* Marubeni Europe 
* Umgeni Water 

# Zetachem 

2.3 Contractual Arrangements 

DWR is the key contractual entity and holds the 20 year concession 
contract with EWS, the 20 year consumer contracts with Mondi Paper and 
Sapref and the 20 recycling plant operating contract with Vlvendi Water 
Systems. 

’]?he diagram below depicts a graphic representation of these contractual 
arrangements. 

2.4 Investment and Funding 

Funding for the project was provided entirely by the private sector. D~i~gZ 
shareholder equity and loans from Societe Oenerale, Natexis, the French 
government, Rand Mcrchant Bank and the Developruent Batik of South Africa 
provided the necessary capital. The investment funds provided for the 
construction of the tertiary plant at a cost of R 74 ruillion as xvell as 
the purchase of the EWS assets used for the project. 



2.5 [~nvironmental Impact Assessment 

Before the construction phase started Bohlweki Enviroranemal (Pty) Ltd 
conducted an enviroranental impact assessment (EIA), in accordance with 
the EIA regulations of South Africa’s Environmental Conservation Act, to 
evaluate potential environmental impacts (biophysical and social) 
associated with the project 

The site of the tertiaW treatment plant falls *vithin the [)urban South 
Industrial basin, a highly contested area in terms of development and 
the environment, and surro~xded by very environmentally conscious 
coramtmities. The EIA process was therefore required to be that much more 
sensitive, intensive and thorough in the context of the highly 
politicised and environmentally aware conmxunity. 

The ELk fotmd that there were no significant negative impacts resulting 
from the project that could be regarded as fatal flaws. Indeed, the 
project xvas characterised as being environmentally positive and was 
viewed as such by the greater community. 

(Kuck et al, 2002) 

The envirorm~ental achievements of the project are detailed later in this 
paper. 

2.6 Construction 

Construction on the tertiary plant started in 2000. The construction 
phase included upgrading the activated sludge process from 50 M1/d to 77 
M1/d, the construction of the 47.5 M1/d tertiary plant, tying in with 
pre-existing and decommissioned municipal assets, refurbishment of the 
SWTW high level storage tat~ and the installation of the reclaimed xvater 
reticulation system. 

Construction ~vas finished ahead of schedule and the plant began wet 
commissioning in April 2001. Full water production began in May 2001. 

5 PROJECT ACH]EVENNNTS 

This prqi ect embodies many special achievements, each of which helps to 
make the project unique. 

5.1 Sustainable Development of Water Resources 

At operational capacity- (47 5 \£/d) the reclamation plant will meet 7% 
of the city’s current potable ~vater demand and will reduce the city’s 
treated ~vastewater output by 10% 

The potable water that was previously drawn by industrial consumers is 
available for redistribution to previously disadvantaged, peri-urban 
con~munities without the need to invest in major bulk water supply and 
treatment infi’astructure. If utilised in EWS’s innovative water supply 
schemes to the urban poor the volume of potable ~vater saved on a daily 
basis can be used to extend water supply to up to 220 000 households in 
the greater Durban area 

The ~vater catchn~ent available to the city is at the limit of its 
resource capacity and increased bulk water supply to the city can only 
be undertaken by means of extremely expensive inter- catchment transfer 
schemes. Thus the project serves to significantly protect and ensure the 
sustainable development of the existing available water resources of the 
city 

South Africa is a water stressed nation and the project contributes 
significantly to the preservation of natural water resources In 
addition, the project is the first of its type in South Africa and may 
be regarded as a model for this type of approach to water resource 
management in South Africa as well as the continent as a whole. 

5.2 Enviror~nental Pollution Load ]’,/]~nimisation 

EWS treats 470 ]k,fl/d ofwastewater. ()fthis w~lume, approximately 200 
Mlid is discharged to sea as screened and degritted wastewater 

The reclamation prolect reduces the city’s total treated wastewater 
discharge by 10% and reduces the partially treated load on the marine 
enviroranem by up to 24% (v/v). 

5.3 Technical Innovation 

In&vidually the water treatment steps employed in the Durban Water 
Recycling process are relatively standard water industry technologies. 
In combination, however, the treatment steps create a highly specialised 
process, tailored specifically to meet the exacting xvater quality 
requirements of D’A’~’s main client, Mondi Paper. 

The treatment of raw wastewater frora both domestic and industrial 
sources to a potable standard, xvithin the financial pressures of the 
business environment, is a significant technical achievement. 

The operational risk taken by Durban Water Recycling (Pty) Ltd tbaough 



Vivendi Water Systems, the plant’s designer, builder and operator, is 
significant ~,’nilst the process may superficially appear to be 
conventional, the production of potable quality’ recycled water, to a 
guaranteed standard continuously and reliably, from domestic and 
industrial wastewater, is a showcase :[’or water process technology and 
process engineering. 

Further technical achievements of the project include: 

5.3.1 Compact and Economical Design: 

The footprint area of the works is extremely small for a plant of this 
capacity, complexity and sophistication. This reduced land take allowed 
the plant to be constructed on vacant land within Southern Wastewater 
Treatment Works, thereby limiting the impact on sturounding land uses. 

5.3.2 Fast track construction and timeous completion: 

Despite the enormous complexity and cotffined working area, the R18 
million civil engineering construction contract for the reinforced 
concrete structures and various pipelines took only 10 months frora 
instructions to proceed with the detailed designs and drawings to the 
completion of the Works. 

5.3.3 Extensive re-use of existing itffrastmcture: 

The proj ect made extensive use of pre-existing, decommissioned municipal 
assets, including intra-process storage tanks and reservoirs, thus 
embedding the concept of reuse, reworking and environmental management 
deeper within the project. 

5.3.4 Waste minimisation 

In the 9 month period since commissioning the volume of waste streams 
from the plant have been reduced by 70% from the flows anticipated 
contractually and by the plant’s designers This significant 
enviromnental achievement was made possible by innovative internal 
recycling of waste streams. 

5.4 Partnerships 

A significant aspect of the project has been the innovative 
institutional arrangements for the management and execution of the proj ect 

This 20-year concession project is the first PPP (PuNic Private 
Partnership) of its kind in South Africa. Without donht the project 
could not have been considered without the synergies brought to it by 
DWR and EWS 

Within the South African context, the project broke new grotmd in its 
approach to managing and implementing water projects and may be regarded 
as a model for future Public Private Parmerships in South Africa, and 
possibly elsewhere. 

The acceptance of PPP’s and the involvement of the private sector in 
business opportunities for the provision of water services in South 
Africa is enhanced by the success of the Durban Water Recycling Project. 

5.5 Economics 

The project’s considerable achievements are all the more remarkable when 
the economic environment is considered: 

For ][~;WS, the project has the following significant economic implications: 

* delayed capital investment for increased marine omfall pipeline 
capacity; 
* delayed capital investment Jk~r future bulk potable water supply 
in[’rastructure; 
* no capital investment J2~r the construction of the recycling plant; 
* creation o:[’a long term revenue stream from a le,~" raised on the 
production of recycled water; 
* consequent reduced cost of water services to Durban’s ciuzens 

For DWR, the prcliect, as an investment opportumty, is financially 
attractive and sustainable in the long term. 

For Mondi Paper and Saprefthe project has the following significant 
economic implications: 

* 44% reduction in water tariff (2001) representing a signi:t]cant cost 
saving in Mondi’s paper production; 
* he likelihood that the price of recycled water will escalate at a 
lower rate than potable water, given the current water environment in 
Durban; 
* significantly- enhanced drought water supply security. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The Durban Water Recycling Project demonstrates that innovative 
approaches to water resottrce management, environmental management, 



wastewater treatment technology and institutional an~angements can yield 
exceptional results The success of the project is based on innovation, 
thinking beyond the traditional approaches and the search for the 
winning formula [’or all participants 

The project demonstrates a true partnership between the public and 
private sectors and the success of the partnership lies in the 
mobilisation of the inherent strengths of both sectors. As a model for 
Public Private Partnerships the project is unprecedented in South Afi-ica. 

The project also changes the wastewater industry in South Africa. Sewage 
can no longer be regarded simply as a waste product, but must now be 
viewed as a potential resource with significant inherent value. The 
tecl~mlogy is available to unlock this potential. 

This project demonstrates the economic potential of wastewater but what 
about the water resource potential? The tectmology and the management of 
the technology are proven. The step fiom industrial reuse to potable 
reuse is a small one. The Cib" of Windhoek in Namibia has taken this 
step and the Durban Water Recycling Proi ect show-s that with careful 
management South Africa has the potential to do the same. 

Surcarler 2011 Social Protest in Israel: Possibilities and Challenges 
Tuesday, 02 August 2011 17:16 Sergio Yatmi, Alternative Irlformation 
Center (AIC) 

Sergio Yahrli presents a comprehensive analysis of the social protests 
rocking Israel this sun,her. 

A sign at a protest camp in Israel, saying "the market is free, we are 
slaves" (photo: Sergio Yatmi, Alternative Information Center) 

Stanley Fischer, Governor of the Central Bank, reduces Israel’s social 
problems to t;aur m~ti or phenomena: housing, cost of living, taxes and the 
government’s (in)ability to provide services demanded by the public. The 
Ministry of Finance maintains that the social demands of the protesters 
would cost some NIS 60 billion Media analysts and data published by 
both Israel’s Central Bank and the Ministry of Finance indicate that 
state coffers could positively respond. 

But the thousands of people camping out in the country’s squares and the 
hundreds of thousands who took to the streets on Saturday, July 30 are 
demanding a fundamental change in national priorities, the elimination 
of Israel’s neo-liberal policies and the restoration of the welfare 
state. Or, as the demonstrators themselves shouted: "revolution" 

Israel’s government lacks the political ~vill to solve the problems 
highlighted by these protest, yet attempts to manipulate the protests 
and use them to deepen its neoliberal project. 

In a Jerusalem press conference on 1 August, Stanley Fischer declared 
that the solution to the housing shortage would include the creation of 
committees to bypass the existing planning processes, the approval of 
construction and a reformation of Israel’s real estate market Between 
the lines: Fischer wants to hold large construction and contracting 
companies to fewer ecological and social constraints whilst 
simultaneously accelerating the privatisation of state lands 

Today, 93% of Israel’s state lands are lands belonging to Palestinian 
refugees, and are thus protected by international guarantees issued by 
the United Nations since 1950. 

Similarly, Prime Minister Netanyahu is promoting the opening of the 
dairy market to imports in response to the high cost of food and the 
privatisation of public services. 

From the ranks of the social protest itself, however, comes a more 
radical suggestion: reduce the defence budget. On 31 July, during the 
monthly review with the Knesset’s Committee on Foreign Affairs and 
Defence, Chief of Staff General Benny Gantz, referred to this proposal. 
General Gantz said that "we must take into account the period in which 
we are, in which threats are most significant, and we cannot compromise 
our ability to act. In this there can be no compromise." He was 
referring to the demand of the Palestine Liberation Organizntion @LO) 
that the UN recognize an independent Palestinian state. According to 
Gantz, a Palestinian non-violent protest movement is set to erupt in 
September "in conflict against the wall or against the settlements." He 
added that now the army is acquiring weapons to respond to a mass 
Palestinian mobilisation and developing intelligence networks in order 
to prevent such a movement 

At a meeting of the Likud faction in the Knesset, which took place on 1 
August, Prime Minister cahned the concerns of his Chief of Staff: 
"Despite the protest, cutting the defence budget. Is not on the 
government’s agenda. " 

The thousands of people who have occupied public space in the cities of 
Israel are not a homogeneous group and have no recognised leadership. 
They- reject Israel’s neoliberal regime, the privatisation of public 



services and the intimate relationship between capital and government. 
Beyond this, protesters do not agree on anything. 

The protest has no national leadership. No one protest camp represents 
another. Within the camps themselves, there exists a consensual address 
to address problems and concerns. An?’ group of activists can make 
decisions like any other group, and the practice of conducting meetings 
in which decisions are made by consensus has yet to be introduced 
However, the protest has established a space that serves as a re:terence 
for the local and international press. This space is on the Rothschild 
Boulevard in Tel Aviv. 

While media activists are camped out in the Rothschild Boulevard, this 
does not mean that other protesters are being represented by them. The 
media focus is here not only because the first group of protesters sent 
up camp on Rothschild Boulevard, but also as Israel’s mainstream media 
and politicians prefer to understand the protest movement as that of the 
middle class, even though most protesters are public housing tenants, 
single mothers, Jewish irrmrigrants from Asia and Africa and migrant workers. 

This middle class biased perspective rendered it easier for the Tel Aviv 
Municipality to try and forcibly evict the protesters camped out in 
South Tel Aviv’s Lewinsky park. The protesters here are not from 
Israel’s imaginary middle class, but residents of one of the city’s 
poorest neighbourhoods, including numerous migrant labourers. 
Significantly-, the atmosphere prevailing in the social movement camped 
out in the Rothschild Boulevard and its solidarity marches convinced the 
m~icipality to desist from its eviction attempts. 

The amorphous nature of this protest movement prevents it frora being 
exploited by groups that have traditionally negotiated social protest in 
Israel, above all by the General Federation of Workers in Israel 
(Histradut), which is the majority union and possessor of the sole right 
to negotiate with the government and employers. 

In an interview- with Israel Army Radio, Histadrut Secretal~- General Ofer 
Eini, acknowledged that the union does not lead this social struggle, 
but stated outright that if the purpose of protesters is to overtl~row 
the Netanyahu government, the Histradut would not participate "We are a 
democratic country, we are not Eg~ pt or Syria," said Eini. 

Eini was upset primarily by the grassroots demand that any and all 
meetings with the government be transparent to the public. The National 
Union of University Students also spoke against this demand Molly 
Itzik, President of the National Union of University Students, told the 
press that they would be "responsible adults at the time of dialogue 
with the govermnent." Members of the Student Union have said that the 
Rothschild encampment has been infiltrated by "anarchist elements that 
impractically- raise the demands." 

The leaders of the Student Union hope that the new academic year will 
open with a tangible victow it can present in the student elections. 
Ofer Eini knows that the public demand for greater transparency in 
negotiations ~vith employers and the government is a danger. In March 
this year the Histradut faced a wave of protests by social workers ~vho 
were unwilling to accept the agreement negotiated by the organisation of 
workers in goverl~ment and business after some three ~veeks of strike. 

The main danger facing the Histadrm is not the Israeli government or 
employers, but the radical labour organisations Power to the Workers 
(Koach Laovdim) and Maan. These organisations are relatively new to the 
field of industrial relations and act to :gorge trade unions that 
h orizontal ly represent th e interes ts of work ers, whilst th e ttistadrut 
are an organization which collaborates with both the government and 
employers. 

Israeli President Shimon Peres intervened in the crisis on 1 August in 
order to 1511 gaps in the protest movement and convince the group of 
Rothschild Boulevard to jettison the demands for transparency in 
contacts with the government. The situation is fluid, however, and even 
if this group would agree to enter ~mo negotiations with the 
government, an alternative protest movement leadership could decide not 
to accept the dictates of the union bureaucracy and to r~iect the 
interests of the National Union of Students. 

The issue that everyone considers and yet hobo@ discusses relates to 
the Palestinians. Protest movement activists fear that the Palestinian 
~ssue ~s or will be used by the government as a weapon against them 
ttowever, in all public presentations, speakers point out that Jews and 
Arabs are partners in this struggle fight, although no one is willing to 
define the immediate, practical meaning of this statement 

Activists are also aware of the possibility that the government could 
choose a militaty~ provocation to deflect pressure and attention. This 
could be expressed in an assault on Lebanon and the occupied Palestinian 
territolN. There are numerous protesters who believe that the killing of 
two Palestinians in Qalandiya on the night of 31 July- 3 1 was a 
provocation conducted for this purpose. In response to public pressure, 
Netanyahu stated that this killing was solely- in response to military 
demands. 



Barring exceptional developments, the groups will continue to fight 
together until late summer. But the division between Rothschild 
Boulevard and those camps situated on the social periphery, where people 
have no other options, will be exposed in September, when children 
return to school and the middle class will end their holiday rebellion. 
Those who will remain are those lacking all other alternauves. However, 
the smnmer of 2011 will be a watershed of’before’ and ’after’ for 
Israel’s social movements. 

Translated to English by the Alternative Information Cunter (AIC). 

Will the tent protests break out of the neoliberal-Zionist-security box? 
by JeffHalper on August 7, 2011 
Like 45 Rctweet 8 

The demonstrations curruntly roiling Israel constitute a grassroots 
challenge to Israel’s neo-liberal regime. Begirming as an uprising of 
the middle classes especially- young people who have trouble finding 
affordable housing it has spread to the working class, the poor and 
the Arab cor~wnunities as well, though not the religious as yet. Many of 
the working sectors have joined the tl~ee-week protest: doctors, single 
mothers, parents demanding free education, taxi drivers upset with the 

price of petrol, even the police. The Histadmt, Israel’s general 
trade federation, and many municipalities have joined as ~vell. Last 
night’s protests brought some 320,000 people into the streets 

The big argument is whether it should be "political" or not. I attended 
the demonstration last Saturday night, and while the main slogan ~vas "We 
demand social justice," (although chants of "Mubarak, Assad, Netanyahu" 
could also be heard), it was clear that most of those attending wanted 
the movement to remain "non-political," rooted squarely in the 
mainstream consensus. Its thrust is anti-neo-liberal, though not framed 
in those exact words. Instead, issues are still defined in more narrow, 
technical ways: affordable housing, affordable education, etc. This may 
be an effective beginning strategy, since it does bring in the wider 
public. Many of those support the protests, the taxi drivers for 
example, tend to vote for Netanyahu’s Likud. The politics of it all are 
just under the surface. "BIN [Netanyahu] go home" is all over the 
place, from posters to lealIets to chants. 

(Actually, there is an ~m~nence grise behind Netanyahu for whom these 
are by no means the first mass protests. Stanley Fischer, the Governor 
of the Bank of Israel, figures prominently in Naomi Klein’s bunk The 
Shock Doctrine. J"rom 1990-2005, Fischer, one of 2/iilton Friechnan’s 
"Chicago Boys," served as the Chief Economist of the World Bank, First 
Deputy Managing Director of the IMF, a member of the Washington-based 
financial advisory bo~dy, the Group of Thirty and President of Citigroup 
International, the world’s largest financial services network which 
handles, among other things, "global wealth management." According to 
Klein, it was Fischer at the IMF who urged Yeltmn to "move fast" and 
sell off as many public companies and resources as possible, leading 
directly to the economic take-over of the Oligarchs and their allies, 
the Russian Mafia; "Mafia Capitalism" it was called tie also oversaw the 
"structural ac[iustments" of Indonesia, ’]2aailand and South Korea in 1997, 
where 24 million lost their jobs and the middle classes were devastated. 
In 20(i5 Fischer was appointed G overnor of the Bank of Israel by Ariel 
Sharon; Netanyahu was appointed the Finance Minister.) 
There are those of us from the left who are trying to push the protests 
~nto a more political direction, though we are sensitive to the 1"act 
that a gradual process of political consciousness-rinsing has to occur. 
In our statements and in discussions we have in the tent cities around 
the country we try to put the finger on neo-liberalism as a fm~damental 
cause of inequality in Israeli society-; neo-liberalism as the dominant 
government ideology, as its overarching set of policies, as a system and 
not merely a disjointed collectiun of policies from which one can pick 
and choose. We also link the issue of social equality- and allocation of 
resources to the Occupation and Israel’s massive military budget ($16 
billion, or $2,300 per person, the highest ratio of defense spending to 
GDP among the industrialized couuntries). 

This is being resisted, especially by the Tel Aviv Students’ Union that 

has taken on some of the amorphous leadership So far there is a 
conscious effort by the majority of protesters and organizers to exclude 
the Occupation from the discussion and to keep the protests 
"non-political." Israel flags fly galore and every rally ends with the 
national anthem ("A Je~vish soul still yearns/To be a free people in our 
land/The Land of Zion and Jerusalem") Ironically, it is the settlers 
who are pushing the protest into taking a stand on the Occupation At 
first they opposed the protests, arguing that the movement is only a 
guise to ~veaken Netanyahu in anticipation of the Palestinians’ call for 
statehood at the l~,~," in September. But last week the extremely right-wing 
and racist settler youth set tip tents at the protest site in Tel Aviv 
(under the slogan "Tel Aviv is Jewish") to push the idea that the 
solution to the housing crisis is to build massively in the Occupied 

Territories. In the meantime, 42 Knesset members of the right have 
sent a letter to Netanyahu urging him to solve the housing problem by 
building massively in the West Bank. 



So two questions remain open. First, will the protests stop when they" 
hit the glass ceiling of really confronting the neo-liberal system, 
including the Occupation? Can social justice be attained for all, 
structurally as well as ideologically, as long as Jews claim privileged 
rights over Palestinians and other citizens of Israel all the while 
keeping millions of Palestinian non-citizens living under occupation or 
stuck in refugee camps? Are the protesters capable of genuinely calling 
into question the fundamental premises of the system and its policies? 
The reality is that the vast majority of protesters serve in the army 
and are, genuinely and sincerely, part of the consensus. At the tent 
city- in Tel Aviv I encountered a seven-year veteran of the IDF who tried 
to convince me that Che Gucvara (pictured on a poster with an X across 
his face) could not be a role model for revolution because he was 
violent. My interlocutor, who saw himself as liberal and enlightened, 
simply could not grasp the connection between serving in the Israeli 
atrny which falls trader the rubric of the national "consensus" and 
his non-violent beliefs. Without a will to finally break out of the 
Zionist Box, the protesters might get half-way, perhaps to a return to 
some form of a welfare state. But true inclusion, full equality and 
genuine dunrocracy will evade them 

The other question is: where can this movement go? After Ehud Barak & 
Co. finally dismantled the Labor Party, which twent-v-five years ago had 
alrea@ gone neo-liberal, Israel lacks a major social democratic party-. 
(Meretz doesn’t even cotmt at this stage.) Dov Khenin of the Community 
Party is perhaps the clearest and most respected voice against 
neo-liberalism in the Knesset and is vel~/popular among the protesters 
(he is one of the few Knesset raerabers even allowed in the tent city-). 
But his party, which is iduntified almost exclusively with the Arab 
corcanunity, catmot serve as that vehicle. A very real and interesting 
possibility is that Al?~e Deri, an ultra-orthodox Mizrahi fotmder of Shas 
with great credibility even anrong the secular middle classes, will found 
such a party. As of now, howcver, the protests have no vehicle for 
grounding their raovement. This, of course, is the Establishment’s hope: 
that the uprising will just die once a fe~v demands are accepted, others 
doomed to interminable committees and sunnner vacation ends. 

Still, there’s potential here. Some of the discussions are becoming 
political (the tent city in Tel Av~v includes a 1948 tent) and it 
remains to be seen what ~vill happen as the govermnent stonewalls and 
pushes back This is an uprising worth tbllowing Not an Arab Spring 
perhaps, but a promising Israeli Summer Not a true revolution, but a 
return to a welfare state that is nonetheless structurally 
discriminatoD-. A process of consciousness-raising has begtm amongst 
mainstream Jewish Israelis who for generations have been locked in "The 
Box" of conformist thinking. Process, flux, potential are still the 
order of the day One test of how far the protests can go will come in 
September when the Palestinians of the Occupied Territories initiate 
massive protests around the UN vote. YVhat will happen if the tent 
protests survive and develop into September? Will they- link up with 
their Palestinian countelToarts? Will we in the critical left, who are 
engaged in both movements, be able act as a bridge between them? Imagine 
a mass march ticom Tel Aviv to Ramallah and back’. Now that’s ~vhen 
paradigms get smashed and possibilities of an entirely new social, 
political and economic order open up Let’s wait and see what September 
brings. 

Jeff Halper is the Director of the Israeli Committee Against House 
Demolitions (ICAHD). 

England riots: Fightback under way, says PM 
Comments (1707) 

][)avid Cameron said every action would be taken to restore order, with 
conungency plans for water cannon to be aw~ilable at 24 hours’ notice. 

On Tuesday night, unrest spread to cities including Manchester, Salford, 
L~verpool, Nottingham and Birmingham 

Three men aged 21, 30 and 31 died when they were hit by a car in Birmingham 

Haroon Jahan, Shahzad All, and Abdul Musavir were taken to hospital but 
died from their iNuries. 

Mr Cameron said the deaths were "truly dreadful" and offered his 
condolences to the men’s families 

The men, from the Asian Muslim community, were mn over and killed as 
they protected property. 

Ladywood Mt~ Shabana Mahmood has appealed for calm, telling a cormntmity 
meeting it was iraportant people did not take matters into their own hands. 

Earlier, Mr Cameron said police had the legal backing to use any tactics 
necessary to bring the rioting across England under control, including 
using baton rounds. 

Speaking after a meeting of the governmunt’s Cobra emergency corrmrittee, 
he said: "This continued violence is simply not acceptable, and it will 



be stupped. 

"We will not put up with this in our cuuntry We will nut alluw a 
culture of fear tu exist un uur streets." 
But president of the Assuciation of Chiet’Pulice Officers (Acpo), Sir 
Hugh Orde, ruled out using water cannun or baton rounds fur nuw, saying 
the tactics were nut suited to the current unrest 

"Water cannun are used to deal with :fixed cruwds to buy distance," he said. 

"The evidence.., is sho~ving vein clearly- these are fast-moving crowds, 
where water cannon would not be appropriate." 
Continue reading the ruain stoty, 
Analysis 
Jon Brain BBC News, Highhrtry Comer _Magistrates’ Court 
Sat in the dock in a blue tracksuit top, the 11-year-old boy was barely 
big enough to see over the wooden ledge into the main body of the co~trtroom. 

But, according to the prosecution, the child had been among the hundreds 
arrested in connection withe the rioting in London over the past few nights. 

He was the youngest to appear at Highbury on Wednesday, and admitted 
taking a wastepaper basket from a branch of Deber~hams in Romford, which 
was looted by rioters. 

Others brought before magistrates included a man who works in a primary 
school, a student and a convicted drug dealer. Nearly all will be 
suntunced at cro~vn courts which have the powers to impose tougher punalties. 

The 11-year-old is due at a youth court at the end of the month. Despite 
his tender age, he spent last night in a police cell. He’s been told to 
observe a curfew between 18:00 and 06:00 until his fate is decided. 

¯ Analysis: Coults run all night 
He added that baton rounds would only- be deployed when his officers’ 
lives were under serious threat. 

Meanwhile, Home Secretary Theresa May told the BBC she had ordered all 
police forces in England and Wales to mobilise special constables, 
cancel leave and adopt a "tough, robust approach". 

Six forces have requested assistance for Wednesday evening, according to 
Acpo, which is co-ordinating resources in England and Wales 

They are Avon and Somerset, Gloucestershire, Greater Manchester Police, 
the Metropolitan Police, Nottinghamshire, and West Midlands. 

Earlier, IVLr Cameron said: "We have seen the worst of Britain, but I also 
believe we have seen some of the best of Britain - the million people 
who have signed up on Facebook to support the police, coming together in 
the clean-up operations. 

"There are pockets of our society that are not just broken, but are 
frankly sick 

"It is a complete lack of responsibility in parts of our society, people 
allowed to feel the world owes them something, that their rights 
outweigh their responsibilities and their actions do not have 
cunsequences. Well, they do have consequences" 
’]?he ?,/let Pulice has made 805 arrests and charged 251 peuple in connection 
with violence in the capital, and Mr Camerun said more wuuld follow as 
CCTV evidence was examined 

In Londun, three courts will stay open all night un Wednesday tu deal 
with some uf the scores uf people facing mainly disurder and burglary 
charges after :tour nights uf rioting. 

In other developments: 
¯ A 32-year-uld man is being questiuned un suspicion of murder after 
three men are run over and killed in Birmingham 
¯ Up tu 250 ufficers are sent frum Scotland tu help culleagues in the 
Midlands and North of England deal with rioting and disorder 
¯ Canning Circus pulice statiun in central Nottingham was firebumbed by 
a male gang un Tuesday evening. Nuttinghamshire Pulice say 90 peuple 
were arrested 
¯ The Met says 16,000 Ufflcers are available in Lundun un Wednesday 
night, and advises peuple to avoid travel tu the areas affected by the 
disurder 
¯ The government launches a website with advice tu the public on huw to 
cope with the unrest 
¯ A 26-year-uld man found shot in a car in Croydon, amid rioting in the 
south London tuwn, dies in huspital 
¯ h~ Liverpool, Merseyside Police arrest 50 people in relation to 
disorder in the city 
Mr Carueron said anyone convicted of violunt disorder would be sent to 
prison. 

London mayor Boris Johnson urged the governmunt to reconsider its 
"pretty frail" plans to cut police numbers, saying the arguraent had been 
"substantially ~veakened" by the riots. 



But the Hume Office said the reductiuns in the police budget were 
manageable. 

At a press curfference, Greater Manchester Pulice’s Assistant Chief 
Constable Garry Shewan said he had seen "the must sickening scenes" uf 
his career, and said the furce had been overwhelmed 

Cuminue reading the main stury 
Furces requesting help on Wed night 
¯ Avon and Somerset 
° Gloucestershire 

¯ Greater Manchester Police 
° Metropolitan Police 

¯ Nottinghamshire 
° West Midlands 

Source: Acpo 
Sorne 113 people have been arrested so far over the trouble in Manchester 
and Salford, where hundreds of youths looted shops and set fire to cars 
and buildings. 

He said the force was "absolutely intent" on bringing the rioters to 
justice and his officers were already studying CCTV. 

"Hundreds and hundreds of people, we have your iraage, we have your face, 
we have your acts of wanton criminali~" on film. We are coraing for you, 
frorn today and no rnatter how long it takes, we will arrest those people 
responsible," he said. 

In the West Midlands, 163 people had been arrested by Wednesday morning, 
and police chiefs say at the height of the disorder it was at a rate of 
about one person per minute. 

Chief Constable Chris Sims said it was "another very difficult night" in 
Birmingharn and across the region, with gangs of up to 40 people and 
"limited disorder" in West Bromwich and Wolverhampton 

The riots first flared on Saturday after a peacefi~l protest in Tottenham 
over the fatal shooting of Mark Duggan, 29, by police 

Charity cuts contributed to riots, says Batmanghelidjh 
Finance I Gareth Jones I 9 Aug 2011 

Topics: Statutor,v funding 

Youth services ;vere "at breaking point" even befbre cuts to their 
funding and were unable to provide the support needed to prevent this 
week’s riots, according to Camila Batmanghelidjh. 

Speaking to civilsocietT.co.uk, the fbunder of youth charities the 
Place2Be and Kids Company (pictured) said young people need to feel as 
if they "belong somewhere" where positive behaviour matters. 

"If organisations that kids can belong to have been diminished through 
the cuts and there’s no secure base or a healthy group for kids to 
belong to then they’ve got nothing to lose 

"The services ;vere at breaking point anyho;v, and to be honest with you, 
most of’them didn’t have sul!ficient resources tu deal wi~h these ~’pes 
of’kids in the :first place 

~Lots of the yuuth pruvisiuns had become very dangerous because they 

were tuG understaffed and the kids’ destructive and savage behaviuur set 

the agenda. 

~The cuunter-actiun cumlng frum these agencies cuuldn’t be strong enuugh 
because it was tug under-resuurced." 

She added that the government shuuld lay duwn a visiun 
disenfranchised yuung people which shuuld be wide-ranging but should 
include additional resuurces charities. 

In une example, Haringey Council in nurth Lundon reportedly shut duwn 
eight of its 13 youth centres in respunse to funding cuns[raints. 

Tariq All on British riots: Why here and now? 
Tuesday, August 9, 2011 
By Tariq All, Lundun 

A man stands in frun uf riut police in Tuttenham Phutu from A IJazeera.net. 

Why is it that the sarne areas always erupt first, whatever the cause? 
Pure accident’.’ Might it have something to do with race and class and 
institutionalised poverty and the sheer grimness of evelTday life? 
The coalition politicians (including nexv New Labour, xvho might well sign 
up to a national governrnent if the recession continues apace) with their 
petrified ideologies can’t say that because all three parties are 
equally- responsible for the crisis. 



They made the mess. 

’]?hey privilege the wealthy They let it be known that judges and 
magistrates should set an example by giving putative sentences to 
protesters ]2)und with peashooters 

’]?hey never seriously question why no policeman is ever prosecuted :For 
the 1000-plus deaths in custo~dy since 1990. 

Whatever the party, whatever the skin colo~ of the MP, they spout the 
sarue cliches. 

Yes, we krmw violence on the streets in London is bad. Yes, we know that 
looting shops is wrong. 

But why is it happening now? Why didn’t it happen last year? 
Because grievances build up over time, because when the systeru wills the 
death of a young black citizen frora a deprived con~nunity, it 
simultaneously, if subconsciously, wills the response. 

And it might get worse if the politicians and the business elite, with 
the support of the tame state television and Murdoch networks, fail to 
deal with the economy-, and punish the poor and the less well-offfor 
governruent policies they have been promoting for more than three decades. 

Deh~tmanising the "eneray", at home or abroad, creating fear and 
imprisotwnent without trial catmot ~vork for ever. 

Were there a serious political opposition party in this country it would 
be arguing for dismantling the shaky scaffolding of the neoliberal 
system before it crmnbles and hurts even more people. 

Throughout E~trope, the distinguishing features that once separated 
centre-left from centre-right, conset’,,atives from social democrats, have 
disappeared 

The sameness of official politics dispossesses the less privileged 
segments of the electorate, the majority. 

The young unemployed or semi-employed blacks in Tottel~am al"~d Hackney, 
Enfield and Brixton know full well that the system is stacked against them. 

The politicians’ braying has no real impact on most people, let alone 
those lighting the fires in the streets. The fires will be put out. 

There will be some pathetic inquire or other to asceltain why Mark 
Duggan was shot dead, regrets will be expressed, there will be flowers 
from the police at the funeral. 

The arrested protesters will be punished and everyone will heave a sigh 
of relief and move on till it happens again. 

http://mapsgoo~le.couk/maps/ms?msid 207192798388318292131.0004aa01af6748773eSfT&msa 0&ll 51.558503%2C-0.055275&spn 0 114195%2C0.298691 
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Tottenham 
Saturday 6 August 
Enfield 
Police are called to High Street EnfieId ~fter reports shop windows are 
being smashed A police vehicle is damaged 18:28 Sunday 7 August 
Chingford Mount 
Three officers ~ge inured al~er being hit by a vehicle in Chingll~rd 
Mo~t, Waltham Forest. ’lNe officers had been making a~ests aRer a shop 
was looted.Sunday 7 August 
Brixton 
Up to 200 youths looted shops and charged police in Coldharbour Lane and 
the High Street, Sunday 8 August 
O~gord Cffcus 

Fifty youths gathered in Oxford Circus, central London, and threw 
objects at shops: Sunday 7 August 
Walthamstow 
More than 30 youths vandalised and looted shops: S~day 7 August 
Waltham Forest 
Gangs of youths attack officers and shops are targeted. Sunday 7 August 
Ponder’s End 
A Tesco store in Ponders End xvas attacked and items stolen: Sunday 7 August 
Chelsea 
Sunday- 7 August 



Islington 
A police vehicle windscreen was smashed during a disturbance in 
Islington: Sunday 7 August 
Hackney 
Monday 8 August 2011 

http:i/wwwviceIand.com/wpi2011/08ith e-battle-of-mare-str eet/ 

Peckham 
Vehicles set on fire, Monday 8 August 
Lewisham 
Vehicles set on fire and shops looted BBC News Channel 20:48 Men 8 Aug 
Camberwell 
Looters/rioters moments ago causing chaos along the Walworth road, 
Camberwell- Monday 8 August 
https :/;’twitter.con~Jpsythor/status/ l O0631547 5 59940096 

Deptford 
Reports of Deptford violence. Daily- Telegraph reporting fires. 19:40 Men 
8 August 
Bh~ingham 
"Several premises attacked in centre" (West Midlands Police) Source: BBC 
News http:i/birminghanmots2011 .tmnblr.cor~ 20:06 Monday 8 Aug 

Croydon 
Swarms of youths in hoods and masks are confronting the police from 
every junction to London Road. Bricks, bottles and sticks were thrown at 
the police line, who are armed with batons and riot shields... 

East Ham 
Looting reported 20:02 BBC News Chaunel; Men 8 Aug 
IKord 
Mike Gapes, MP: Gang of copycat thug outsiders have gone on rampage in 
Ilford High Rd and Ilford Lane. 
http://twitter.con’V#!iMikeGapes/status/lO0649736155049986 20:55 Men 8 Aug 

Tooting 
Vandals shattered the front windows of Ladbrokes, in Franciscan Road, 
Tooting, and nearby CEX, in Mitcham Road 
http://www.yourlocalguardian.couk/news/local/wandsworthnews/9184042 Tooting stores tar 

Streatham 
A group of about 15 masked men broke into a shop at around 230am and 
stole almost £1000 of goods, including laptops and new phones. Looters 
also targeted a nearby off-licence S G Food and News - ... 

Clapham Junction 
100 to 200 people involved in a riot in Lavender Hill. Slcy News reporter 
21:15 Men 8 Aug Chris Rogers, BBC News Charmel 21:46 Men 8 Aug Debenhams 
apparently one of the targets 21:52 
WalwortJ~ Road, Camberwell 
Reported looting on Twitter 21:38 Men 8 Aug 
Colliers Wood 
Multiple reports of shops on fire and looters at Tandem Centre 
https://twitter. COl~’nandos official/status/100616881517510656 
https://twitter.com/tanvth iones/status/100668916451385345 

Corporation St, Birmingham 
Channel 4 News has spoken to one eyewitness, Omar Siddique, who was 
leaving work at 8pm, he said trouble was "brewing". "There must have 
been 20 police vans and 100 uniformed officers on Corporatinn S.. 

Three Sisters pub, Seven Sisters 
At five lane junction outside the Three Sisters pub a police car just 
tried to drive down a road blocked by a gang of youths The windscreen 
was smashed and pelted with bricks before the driver manage... 

Woolwich 
Riot also in Woohvich Town (;entre, police car on fire, the bus I took 
home had rocks thrown at it and a window was smashed. See pics here: 
http://lockerz.comYsi127849623 http://lockerz.com/s/127839338... 

Loughborough Junction 
Sam Francis is in Loughborough Junction Brixton, where he witnessed 30 
youths, faces covered, being chased into the station by two police 
officers Police vans and cars were also in pursuit, and block... 

Barking 
"Thugs in Hackney, East London, smashed up shop fronts and hurled 
missiles at riot cops Similar scenes broke out in Lewisham, Barking and 
Peckham, where buildings went up in flames with firemen initi.. 

Wood Green 
Car fires, looters, http://xvwaa~.biggreenbookshop.comiblog/info ll.html 
Sun 7 Aug 

Netting Hill 
Multiple reports on Twitter 
https://twitter.corr~fioms/status/100686636127490048 
https:/itwitter.com,’ellichernar~xal’~,’statusil O0685703658221569 
https:/;’twitter.com/matinastevis/statusi100685275000352769 ... 



Dalston 
Bus set on fire. "We’ve detoured to I)alston where a bus was set on fire 
in shacklewell lane earlier. ’]’he single deck bus is now cordoned off and 
there doesn’t seem to be much damage, but the incident .. 

Camden 
BBCLondonNews: Camden High Street, Chalk Farm Road now closed with 
reported rioting. 
https://twitter.con~,bbclondonnews/status/100684903242416128 23:17 Mon 8 Aug 

Ealing Broadway 
Ealing Broadway now closed with reported rioting. 
https:i/twitter.com/bbclondonnews/status/100690778782838785 23:21 Mort 8 
Aug Rioting is taking place in Ealing, west London, where the windows of 
a Te... 

Camden Town 
Electric Ballroom in Camden has just been smashed up. 
https:i/twitter.com/camdcnpubcrawl/status/100684602988953600 23:34 Mon 8 Aug 

BrorNey 
Unconfirmed reports of Primark and other stores on fire. Stations 

closed. @bbclondonnexvs: Bromley High St is closed with repotrs of 
rioting, according to London Buses. 23:47 Mon 8 Aug 
Isle of Dogs 
Fire on Spindrift Avenue, Isle of Dogs 
htms:/;’twitter.com/rvanO uk/statusi100700804410908672 
htt~s :~,’twitter. com/sazsmoistatus/ l O07 00646 369542144 
httr~s:/Ttwitter.cong~eterraalvtm/statusilO070060371766... 

Roman Road 
Looters break into Zee Co. 
https://twitter.com]rebeccaklein 1 I/status/100702915487989760 
https://twitter.corr~saratnainev4/statusi100669609321037824 
https://twitter.com/crai~4589/status/100702418567831 

Harringay Arena 
Looting and attempted robber?- 
http://~vw~v.harringa¥~n~ine c~n~/forum/t~pics/mic~night-~ting-at-arena-1ast-night 
00:00 Monday 8 August 

St John’s Hill, Clapham 
"Police have arrived at St John’s Hill in Clapham and rapidly brought 
the area under control." http://thewestlondoner.;vordpress.com/23:54 Mort 
8 Aug 

Surrey Quays 
2337: Looters are being chased down by police in Surrey Quays. 
http://thewestlondonerwordpress.com/23:37 Mon 8 Aug 

Fulham Broadway 
"Cars have been torched in Fulham Broadway." 
http:/i;vww.telearaph.co ukdne;vs/uknews/crime/8687177/London-riots-live.hm~l 
00:01 Tue 9 Aug 
East Dulwich 
Tom ~rhitehead, the Daily Telegraph’s Home Affairs editor, reports a 
group of around 30 hooded and masked youths have targeted East Dubvich, 
smashing windows at a pubm, pharmacy and convinience store .... 

Telegraph reporter Emily Gosden says shop windows have been broken and 
piles of mibbish set alight in Balham, South London. 23:05 Mon 8 August 
Old Kent Road 
’]?he BBC reports looting on the Old Kent Road and Tower Bridge areas of 
London, with Barclays Bank, Tesco, Argos and Curry’s targetted by youths 
on bikes http://www.tele~raph.co.uk/news/uknewsicrime/8... 

South Woodford 
Jeweller and bank broken into 
https://twitter.com/iackamos /status/100706676012883969 00:15 Tue 9 Aug 
Romford 
Debenhams attacked. 
https://twitter com/lewisoutten/status/100707567063416832 contains a 
video. 00:24 Tue 9 Aug 
Essex Road 
I’ve just returned fi-om Hackney riots and was ambushed just off Essex 
Road and had my bike snatched by a group of six masked teenagers waiting 
on Ecclesbourne Road who were shouting "take the bike, ta.. 

Hurst St 
Robbed 
http://binninghamriots2011 tmnblr.con~,post/8664167356/iust-when-things-seemed-to-be-cahnmg-down-dlbenm 
00:24 Tue 9 Aug 

Holyhead Road 
Reports that a police station, said to be the Holyhead Road one in 
Handsworth has been set ablaze and that this is a picture of it. Things 
appear to be escalating around the imminent area. http :iibirm... 

Carming Town 
Riot in camping town earlier, I got some pictures. Went from one end of 



barking road to the other http://twitpic.com/photos/Oeor~edecat 
https://twitter com/georgedecat/statusi100712064787558400 00:39 ... 

Waltham Cross 
Rioters have smashed their w~U into a jeweller’s and two police cars 
have been &imaged after violence seen in London spread to Hertfordshire. 
Hertfordshire’s police say they received several calls fro... 

B lackheath 
Blackheath been got. Designer clothes shop Rogue smashed up 

http ://yfr og. com,’gzeiltcli 
https://twitter.comiiosscrowles~istatus/100713252450861057 00:44 Tue 9 Aug 

Lee 

Twitter reports: A Wetherspoons in Lee has been targetted in a "mass 
mugging." Police were rung but did not pick up. 
http:/iv~vw.telegraph.co.uk/ncws&krlews/crimei8687177/L ondon-riots-live.hm’ll 
00:46 T... 

Toxteth 
http:/ivfrog.corrFh75i~,~gfi Granada Reports 00:49 Tue 9 Aug 

Harlesden 
Workers at Best Buy on Harlesden High Street fought off attempts to 
enter their shop from a gang of around 20 thieves, alleged to be aged 
13-26, carto~ing bits of wood from nearby shop fronts and stole... 

Portobello Road 
Patrick Wetergreen, a BBC IT technician, tells us he saw looters on 
Portabello Road, which is near his west London home. He says several car 
windows on the street were smashed, a moped was on fire and... 

Peckham High Street 
BBC London says there is criminal activiO" on the A202 Peckham High 
Street, ~vhich is blocked near Rye Lane - with shops being smashed and 
buses attacked http://www.bbcco.uk/news/uk-14449675 18:16 M 

Bethnal Green Road 
Road riot late afternoon, Monday 8 
Aughttp://www.youtubecom/~vatch?v 9OM85NQ5PYfeature youtube 
Peckham 
Just watching a group of teenagers ransack Iceland in Peckham. They’re 
ruaming in and out with armfuls of food and drink. Not a policeman in 
sight. Someone on the street is yelling "make sure you get .. 

Enfield Lock 
http://gfrog com/mdi5gz There are reports of a fire at the Sony 

warehouse in Enfield, north London. 
http://www.bbcco.uk/news/uk-14449675 00:54 Tue 9 Aug This is reported 
erroneously as "Waltham Abbey. 

Ealing Broa&vay 
Tesco Express looted S1U~ News 01:20 Tue 9 Aug 
Camberwell Green 
Witness David Francis reports rioting in Camber~vell Green, South London 
He says he was punched in the face by "what felt like ve~z reals pearls 
wrapped around a masked rioters’ fist" http://www tele... 

The unlikely social network fuelling the Tottenham riots 
7 08 2011 

Saturday the 6 August 2011 and the streets of Tottenham are set ablaze 
by rioting. 

As many people will recall, it isn’t the first time this has happened 
On 6 October 1985 a notorious riot occurred on the Broadwater Farm 
Estate that led to the m urder of PC Keith Blakelock. 

On both occasions the disturbances were triggered by deaths caused by 
police. In the first instance it was that of Cynthia Jarrett, an ~’,frican 
Caribbean woman who died during a police search of her home. ~Ilais latest 
incident was sparked by the shooting of Mark Duggan, a 29 year old man 
killed during an alleged gunfight with police on ’]2aursday 

As I write this in the early hours of Sunday morning, the disturbance is 
ongoing and it is not yet clear how serious an incident this will become. 

In recent public disturbances such as the Student protests, commentary 
has focused on the role that social networks such as Twitter and 
Facebook have played in the planning of demonstrations and coordination 
of protesters. By contrast in this riot it appears the social network of 
choice is one provided by none other than BlackBerry. 

Blackberry’s have been produced by Research In Motion (RLM) since 1999. 
They were originally associated w-ith busy office executives ~vho needed 
to access their emails on the move, but in recent years the?" have become 
increasingly popular within youth and urban cultures. I have to admit 
that I found this puzzling. It took my far cooler 17 year old nephew to 
explain that the main reason for their popularity- is due to BBM 



BlackBerry Messenger 

BBM as it is known, is an instant messenger system that has become 
popular for three main reasons: it’s fast (naturally), it’s virtually 
free, and unlike Twitter or Facebook, it’s private. 

Blackberry recognized the appeal of their products to the urban market 
and has had a long association with Jay-z in the States. In the UK, they 
recently hosted a ’secret gig’ in Shoreditch Town Hall :Featuring Tinie 
Tempah, Wretch 32 and Devlin. 

So what has all this got to do ~vith tire riots in Tottenham? 
Well, it appears that BBM messages have been circulating since 
Thursday’s shooting of Duggan by the police. These have fuelled the 
anger of the youths that have taken to the streets. BBM was also tire 
channel used to spread tire word that the riot had started, and from what 
I can tell on Twitter, it appears to be the means by which 
communications continue to be shared. 

The key point here is that although these messages are spreading 
virally, by being shared via BBM they have been less visible to the 
outside world, making them harder to track. 

I arn not a security- intelligence expert so I don’t know the extent to 
which the police are able to monitor the BBM net~vork, but Canadian 
police officers have previously coraplained that criminals prefer using 
Blackberry Messenger because it is harder to wiretap. 

As we have seen throughout tire world this year, when angts, young people 
utilize social networks to corrwnunicate and coordinate publically or 
privately, the results can be explosive. 

Photo Credits: LEON ix,~EALiAFPiOetty hnages via Flickr 

BlackBer~ maker assists London riot police 
By Nicole Kobie on Aug 9, 2011 7:29 AM (7 hours ago) 
Filed uaader Security 

inShare 
Comment Now 
Messaging service used to communicate violence hotspots, say reports. 

BlackBero, maker RIM has raised eyebro;vs with a statement saying it was 
helping police following repolts rioters used its messaging system to 
communicate. 

Riots across London over the past t;vo days were sparked after police 
allegedly shot a man during an arrest attempt. 

The BlackBerls’ Messenger (BBM) service was popular among teenagers in 
Britain, with a recent report by Ofcom saying BlackBerry handsets were 
most common among younger users 

Ne;vs reports claimed rioters and looters used BBM to alert others ;vhere 
to go, but it was unclear exactly how many BlackBerrys, other handsets 
or social networks were actually being used. 

R;M posted two lines on Twitter, saying it was working with police 
regarding the riots. 

"We feel for those impacted by this weekend’s riots in London," it said. 
"We have engaged with the authorities to assist in any way’ we can." 
Asked for additional comment, RIM only added that it normally" works with 
police "As in all markets around the world where BlackBerry is 
available, we cooperate with local telecommunications operators, law 
enforcement and regulatory officials. 

"Similar to other technology providers in the UK we comply with The 
R egulation of Investigatopf Powers Act and cooperate fully with the Home 
Office and I~YK police forces." 
If under court order, any firm can be required to hand over data, but 
it’s unclear why" RIM felt the need to annotmce it, or if the police had 
requested assistance. 

RIM has said it had no plans to shut down the BBM service. 

Twitter incitement 
Meanwhile, the Metropolitan Police has warned it will target 
social-networking users who "incite" violence. 

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Stephen Kawmagh said messages posted on 
Twitter had been "really inflawanatory" and "inaccurate", according to a 
report in The Independent. 

Kavanagh said tire police would "absolutely" arrest anyone inciting 
violence via tire social-networking site. 

"That investigation is already under way and that is exactly- the sort of 
thing we are looking at," he said. 



Middle class to take looting lessons 
08-08-11 
THOUSANDS of middle class people worried about job security have signed 
up for a two week course in looting. 

The hole could be bigger, but there is some nice, neat work around the edges 
With the economy plunging once more into the abyss, middle income 
professionals keen to maintain their standard of living are now learning 
hoxv to smash a really- big window, grab a Dualit toaster and rtm like luck. 

Stephen Malley, senior retail analyst at Donnelly-McPartlin, said: 
"Britain needs to loot its way out of recession. We could continue to 
dick about xvith spending cuts and taxation, but xvhy bother when xve can 
all just go apeshit in a John Lewis’.’" 

Meanwhile, after a record breaking weekend of liberating small and 
medium-sized electronic goods across north London, the capital’s leading 
looters have found their expertise in high demand. 

Martin Bishop, a 19 year-old who specialises in microwaves, said: "rm 
starting classes next week in a b~ned out Currys. 

"For the first lesson we’ll just be handling breeze blocks, passing them 
ro~xd the class, so eveiTone can get a feel for them. 

"The following week everyone will get their own practice xvindoxv to smash 
and then I’ll show- them how to get inside the shop xvithout gouging 
themselves in the groin." 

He added: "It’s all about quick decisions. This is isn’t Curq-s on a 
Saturday afternoon, this is Currys at one o’clock on a Sunday raorning 
with 15 rozzers outside, all of whom are tremendously keen to luck you up. 

"You have to go in there having memorised exactly what you want. Also - 
and this is something that middle class ~vomen al~vays forget - you have 
to be able to cany’ it." 

But Jane Thompson, a landscape architect from Finsbury Park, said she 
was forming a local co-operative so that busy ~vorking mothers can get 
together early in the morning to have coffee and loot ve~- large appliances. 

She added: "We’ll take it in turns to choose something heft?,’. I’d like a 
Smeg fridge, but some weeks it might be a dishwasher or a piano 

"Why should a global depression stop my children from learning the piano 
when there’s a perfectly- nice one just sitting there? 

"Would you like to see my sledge hammer? It’s Javanese." 
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TOP NEWS 

Fi~laneia~ Tlirmoll Evokes 

Comparison to ~oo8 CHsls 

Stocks are plummeting. The 
economy is slowing. Politicians seek 

turmoil a repeat of the financial 
crisis of 2oo87 

Suppo~°t foe Assad 

As Syria, led by President Bashar al- 
Assad, continues its relentless assault 
on the uprising, its isolation is increasing as eraeks form in the leadership. 

UoSo Relies on Coni~°acto~°s in Sonlai~a Conflict 

The American fight against extremists is being outsoureed out of relnetanee to send troops back into 
a country they hastily exited nearly two decades ago. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRIME MINISTER DAVID CAMERON, OU H~e viols in gritainr 

Republlleans Head 

to Iowa 
Republican presidential 
hopefitls are descending on Iowa for 
their second major debate on 
Thursday in Ames. 
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or 
With government 
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account of Govm~or Hugl~ L. Carey’s 
tenm’e, when politicians pulled together across party lines, is instructive. 
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WORLD 

Growing Concern Over France’s Top Credit Rating Spreads Market Anxiety 

Shares of French financial institutions were hammered on mounting fears that France’s own 
sterling credit rating could be cut because of the European debt crisis. 

Some in Germany ~A’~ant Greece to Temporarily Exit the Euro Zone 

Many in Germany are saying Greece, and perhaps Portugal and Italy~ should stop using the euro 
until they get their financial houses in order. 

U~der a~ Economic Glare, the Ilallans z~e Perplexed 
f;:: i..L :.:.:J.:L i A PO’¢:bL T f.::: 

Conscious that their country’s pnblic finances have hmg been on shaky ground, Italians are 
bewildered by how quickly Italy has been targeted as the latest weak link in the enro zone. 

Subsidies a~d Snsp~do~ 

A federal lawsnit brought by civil rights groups accnses the city of Lancaster, Calif., of harassing 
Latino and black residents who use Section 8 vom:hers to help pay rent. 

Panel Seeks Stiffer R~fles {’or Drilli~g o{’Gas W’e|ls 

~am Energy Department subcommittee has called for better tracking and more careful disposal of 

waste, among other measures. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
In ~%qsconsh~, a Big RecM1 Push Comes Up Short 

~Bvo Republican senators lost their jobs, but the party still controls the legislature and the 
governor’s office. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Ir~ UoSo S~ress Tests~ a Tool to Oa uge C, oatagloa h~ E~rope 

As European debt fears mount again, the question is whether the data truly reflects all the risks to 
American banks. 

Shares Suffer &gMn i~ a Blow to Mm’ket Confidence 

Investors appeared to pay closer attention to the Fed’s grim assessment of the prospects for the 
economic recovery and job growth. 

~ Vi~!eo: TimesCast [ U.S Stocks Drop 

~ Stocks in Asis SHde, but Go~d Continues Ciimb ! 1:07 PM EDT 

DEALBOOK 

Hedge Fm~ds Oct U~ffami|iar Taste o{. I,oMng 

With the stock market shedding billions of dollars in value and uncertainty in Europe stoking fear, 
some funds are watching their returns sink by double digits. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

At the P.G.Ao Championship, the Pros P~ay V¢ith the Pros 

The P.G.A. Championship sets aside ~o spots in the field of 156 for win’king everyday golf pros, who 
usually spend their time giving lessons or working in the pro shops at local courses. 

~A 
PGA. Course is Made to Take the Heat 

No Shortage of Intrigue at Last Major 

Tigers Woods will be continuing his comeback and a group of golfers will attempt to complete the so- 
called Chubby Slam. 



YANKEES 9, ANGELS 3 

A night after being picked off for the game-ending out, Curtis Granderson hit two home fans in the 

Yankees’ victory over the Los Angeles Angels. 

o Mo~e Sports News ;~ 

ARTS 

THEART OF SUMMER 

Tl~e Co~t~’ap~mtal Som~ds of G~’~dlock 

A tone poem of gridlock - car horns, screeching brakes, revving motorcycles - plays daily in SoHo 

near the entrance to the Holland Tunnel. 

ART REVIEW’ 

~Vhe~ Eant Met VVest Unde~+ tim B~ddlm’~ Gaze 

A show at Asia Society is devoted to the splendors of the ancient Buddhist civilization of Gandhara, 

which flourished in northern Pakistan. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’RUSSIAN DOLLS’ 

Lef~ the Volga, Kept tl~e V~lgaP 

"Russian Dolls," starting Thursday on Lifetime, seeks a Russian ~migr~ version of reality in Brighton 

Beach, Brooklyn. 

More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Literary Lions, by Their" 

The daughters of the literary luminaries Joseph Heller, A. J. Ayer and William Styron have their 

own tales to tell - about their fathers. 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

Des]g~e~" Loses Bid to P~’oteet S]g~atm,e Shoes 

A court refused to grant a preliminary injunction requested by Christian Louboutin against Yves 

Saint Laurent alleging trademark infringement on shoes that featured red soles suspiciously 

similar to fl~ose of Louboutin. 

FRONT ROW 

Sm-fa~e to A~r Comes to New York 

The Paris-based creative group continues its mission of multitasking. 

More Fashion & Style >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~Vlm~’e VCH1 G~-o~-tl~ Come 
Developing eountries ean help spur eeonomie growth, but the big burden falls on the industrialized 
nations. 

EDITORIAL 

\~sco~si~s ~Va~°~H~g to U~fio~-B~sters 

In recall elections, Republicans in Wisconsin paid a price for their anti-union law, even if Democrats 

had hoped for more. 

EDITORIAL 

Sex Education, Lo~g Overdue 

Sex education will be required for all students in public middle and high schools, to help New York 

City teenagers avoid diseases and pregnancy. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Stop t!si~g Chimps as Gulrma Pigs 
i.:y RO:.:COE G. .:.:,R TL :.T 

Experiments involving great apes do not make sense seientifieally, financially or ethically. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

It.ethel’s Last i"u~d-Ralse~° 

In a grim summer, the story of a 9-yea r-old girl who teaches us adults about maturity truly renews 



out’ faith in hnmanity. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

M~tt’s "V~n ~sh ~ng Act 

Romney’s de faeto campaign strategy so far has been to keep a low profile. Bnt to beat Obama, he is 

going to have ~o show up. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 11, 1965, deadly rioting and looting broke ont in the pt’edominantly black Watts section of 

Los Angeles. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <infe@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 6:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

MA in International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin and Dubrovnik, [ram October 1 lth, 2011) 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
On behalf of the Institute fer Cultural Diplomacy, ] am writing to bring to your attention our new Masters Program in Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations. W~ are 

currently accepting applications for enrollments to the Fall Semester 2011 in Berlin, and would be grateful if you couM share this announcement by fo~arding the information 
below 1o anyone you think may be interested in apply#N. 

The ~nstitute for Cultural Diplomacy, in Cooperation with Dubrovn~k ~nternadonal University 

(,Berlin and DubrovNk, Octeber 11th. 2011) 
(~Jcd-academ~.oEq); ApNication Form> 
On behalf o~ the #~st~tu~e for Cultura~ Diplomacy I wouM ~ike ~o thank you in advance for you~ cooperation in sharing the news of our pmg~am. ~ you have any ~u~her questions 
regarding the MA program or our institution, please do not hesitate to contast us at: info@cultumMiplomacy.org 
W~th warm regards and gratitude, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for CuRura~ Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3~d F~oor/Hochhaus) 

Ku#arstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 0049.(0)302360-76811 
www.culturaldiplomacy.or9 
info~culturaldiplomacy.or~ 

......... Please fo~a~ the announcement found ~low ...... Thank you .......... 

The institute for Cultural Diplomacy #~ Cooperation with Dubrow~ik Inter~ational U~#versi~ 

(Bedin and DubrovNk, Octobe~ 11th, 2011) 
6~Jcd-academy.org) Application Form> 
The Institute for Cultural D~plomacy and Dubrovn~k International University (D~U) are pleased to announce the graduate Master of A~s p~ogmm in International Relations and 
Cultural D~plomacy. Offered by D~U ~n padne~sNp with the ICD, the program will combine the tradNonal academic components o~ ~ntema~ional relations 
the ~o~e of soft power and culturN d~plomacy ~n contemporary gbba~ affairs. 
Tl~e Degree 
WM~e the study of polNca~ science has been a cherished tradition of academia, the developments outlined above demand the ~denfificatioa of eafire~y new theories and 
models. An unde~tanding of the chN~enges faced by the contempora~, wodd requkes an interdisc~plina~, approach; h~ternational Re~at~ons and DiNomacy should not be 
understood any as disciplines of PolNca~ Science or Political Theory, but Nso be ~nterpreted from the perspective of ml and culture, economics, ~aw, and other soc~al 
sciences, 
Further information about the program curriculum is ~ound under: [)~Ri[[~t:_£#J~#_[#_[#j#]£E~#_£g_:9£gZ#_£#_~AE~glcontenVadicledmaincd/MA Cultural 
The Online Degree 
In order to provide access to this MA degree to those applicants who are not aMe to trave~ to Bedin and Dubrovn~k for the MA degree (such as professionals or diplomats w~th 
full t~me jobs) we have developed an on~h~e ve~ion of the MA in International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy. TMs degree would fo~low the same structure and curriculum 
the on-Mte Masters Degree offered through the two institutions; howeve~ would be completely adm#~istered online and ogered to those who couM not phys~cNly come to Berlin 
or Dubrovnik. This program, ~ke the on-s~te program, w~ be facilitated in English. For more ~nfermation about this on~ne degree, p~ease contaot us 

academy@culturaldiplomacy.or~ 
Admiss#o~s 
DIU and the ICD do not consider any one e~ement of an application e~clusively. Rather, our admissions panel considers academic acMevement as we~l as personal qualNes 
such as alrength of character, motivation and the ability and willingness to take on new academic challenges. Additional factors, such as essays, letters of recommendation, 
and ~ntepAews are Nso a vital pa~ of the admissions process. Our ahn is to attract students from a variety of backgrounds and countries that w~ll foster a unique and diveme 
learNng env#onment. 
Further information ~s feund under: 

http://~.cuffuraldiplomacy.or~/academy/index.php?en ma admisMons 
For further information please contact us under 

~.cu~t u rald~plomacy.or~ 
The ~nstitute for Cultural D~plomacy ~s an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental orgaNzation with headqua~e~ ~n Bedin, Germany. The goal of the ICD ~s to promote 
g~oba~ peace and staM~ty by strengtheNng and supposing intercultural relations at a~ levels. Over the past decade the ~CD has grown to become one of Europe’s ~argest 
independent cultural exchange o~ganizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among individuals of a~ cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
acress the wodd. 
Please address any add~fiona~ queries to academy@culturaldi#omacy.or~ 
W~th warm regards and gratitude, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd FbodHochhaus) 
Kurfarstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-i0719 

Phone: 0049.(0)30 2360-7650 
Fax: 00.49 (0)30.2360-76811 
www.culturald 
info@culturaldiplornacg or9 
Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - cHck here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - ¢~i¢k here 
Become a member of the ~CD and he~p create a str~9 Cu~tm’a~ D~p~macy community- click here 
This e--mail contair~s p[iviJeged and confidentiai information k]tended only 

fo[ the use of the individual or enti~ named above if the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that shy 
review, dissemina[ion, copying or forwardk]g of this e-mail is str~c[iy 
prohibited, if you have received this e-mail in er[or, please repiy to the 
sender of such and delete the e-maii in its entire~. -thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 11:27 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Kindness of Strangers 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Dear Friends, 

The peoples of the Horn of Africa are fleeing to Kenya. This is the worst famine in 60 years, and is the consequence of global warming - 
yes, the same global warming that will affect us all. A child is dying every six minutes. Let us be honest here: the U.S. has only focused 
on the "war on terror," not the famine, not the children who are dying. It’s Kenya, not the US, that is stepping up to the plate. 

I hope you will contribute to SSF and ALL contributions from Saturday, August 13th to Saturday, August 20th will be sent 
to UNICEF for the Somalia Fund. 

Thanks, 

Judith Blau 

President, SSF 

Visit Sociologists without borders = Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universityreaders.com~ 

Sunday, August 14, 2011 7:10 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Attending the upcoming ASA meeting? 

Professor Sable, 

Ahead office upcoming Americma Sociological Association (ASA) Annual Meeting, I was hoping to chat with you about our online library, of content flint makes it 

to create more relevant and alt’ordable course materials. 

You can browse thousands of readings in sociology, race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, criminal justice, and more from Duke University Press, LFB Scholarly PuNishing, 

Paradigm Publishers, LeIt Coast Press, RAND, Routledge, University of CNcago Press, and others. 

See what’s available at http:i/libmry.universityreaders.com/?d social~iences. 

When would be the best time to reach you? I would be more thma happy to help you navigate the libra .ly or guide you to content that may fit your course. 

By the way, many of our punisher pa:rtners axe exhibiting at ASA next week in Las Vegas, so be sure to stop by their booth if you’re also attending! 

Vey best, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 

Acquisitions Editor 

University Readers, Inc. 

3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 i San Diego, CA 92121 

marissa.delfierro@universitvreaders.com i ph. 800.200.3908 x543 

www.universityreaders.com www.universityreaders.com/cognella 

This is a commercial message, a~ld University Readers is an entirely independent company. If you do not wish to receive emails from University Readers, please click 

the link below. 

http://w~a~-.universityreadels.conv’opt out.php?gnid df092cf3-e9ce-7102-4a03-4595a6c81a19 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: After Iowa, Republicans Face a New I,andscape 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/og/!5/todaysheadlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On lh~s D~V 

~o~ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 15, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

z~ter Iowa~ Republlca~s Face 

a New I,a~dscape 

With Tim Pawlenty out of the fight, a three-way race began taking shape to find a nominee who can 
emerge as the strongest challenger to President Obama. 

THE CHAMPIONS 

A Bushiessman il~ Col~gress Helps His District and Him~eJf 

Representative Darrell Issa’s private and business lives often overlap, with at least some of his 

government actions helping make him richer. 

Sm u,~<4Hng in North Sinai Surges as the Police Vanish 

As law enforcement retui~s elsewhere in Egypt six months after the ouster of President Hosni 
Mubarak, there is still almost no sign of the police in Bedouin<lominated North Sinai. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

That person ~o longer has tt~e abilit~ to, It~ not like the ba~k peOp~ wt~o sit in #~dr q[fices are 9oi~9 to 

come out h~re and pick figs~" 

KELLY CALLAHAN, o[’ Atlanta, who pieks food in the yards of empty homes iu [oveelosure. 

Urban Foraging in 

Atlanta 

Kelly Callahan scours 

for fruits and vegetables in the yards 

of hey neighborhood’s vacant 

properties. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I I 
o 1 he 

T]~e Social I ....... Social [ 
ECOIlO1;q~CN Of ~ Econom 
Facebook Birthday" ics of a 

Why the social network 
is the best thing that’s ever happened 
to birthdays. 

Cooking classes, live on 
Google+ 
ALSO IN TECH >~ 

Fiickr helps identify London looters 

Apple vies for most valuable company 

WORLD 

Syrian Nax~-Joi~s Attack on Key Rebelllo~s Port C~ty 

At least ~5 people were killed in Latakia, activists and residents said, as the government escalated 
its attempt to repress dissent. 

UoSo Aides Belleve China Examined SteMth Copter 

Officials believe Pakistan let Chinese engineers photograph the remains of a helicopter used in the 
Osama bin Laden raid that was equipped with classified technology. 



Asian Ma,okets Rebo~md ~M’le*o Turmoil 

Stoek markets in Asia notched up solid gains on Monday as investors paused for brea~h aRer the 
wild swings of the past week. 

~ panes Economy Smnals Rebound From Earthquake 

Some nrban foragers have turned their focus to the produee ready to be picked at abandoned or 
foreclosed homes. 

~ Slide Show: Urban Fcra~ing in Atlanta 

Stage Rig,ging Falls at h~dla*~a Fair; at Least 5 Dead 

During a storm at the state fair, scaffolding fell on a crowd awaiting a performance by the band 
Sugarland. 

~ Video groin Reu{ers 

Rage 

The allegations that a priest took indecent photographs of young girls are recent, and his bishop has 
aeknowledged knowing about them for months before informing the police. 

BUSINESS 

Setlbac~cs May Push Europe I~tto a New 

Flagging output, a sovereign debt maelstrom and market tumult have people wondering if Europe 
ran sustain its recovery. 

~ lerms of Spectrum Auction in Greece Rankle Operators 

As Ne~wo~0ks Speed Up, Data H~ts a 

Cellphone plans that let people gobble up unlimited data are disappearing as new data-heavy 
services catch on. 

]MIa~.ket Ills Gh’e CNBC a Bom~ce 
::713R .::.?; s~::5 ~ 5:. 
CNBC - not its smaller rivals - seems to be gaining the most from interest in the downgrade of the 
United States debt rating and concern over European banks. 

S P O RTS 

ON GOLF 

Tom" Rookie VV~th Vete~-a~’s Resolve 

Keegan Bradley made a five-stroke comeback in three holes in his first appearance in a major, then 
won the P.G.A. Championship in a playoff. 

Rookie P~’evails 

Bradley, 25, had two late birdies to tie a faltering aason Dufner, and then defeated him in a three- 
hole playoff. 

Preparing Tr~athletes for the Chaos of Ope~ Water 

Officials at USA Triathlon said safety measures were being "discussed and evaluated" after last 
week’s deaths in the Hudson River. 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Affable Country Odes to Irrespo~slhHity 

on Saturday Kenny Chesney played the New Meadowlands Stadim~, making for the biggest 
country show in the area in years. 

MUSIC REVIBN 
Love Beats Scie~ce h~ a Spoof hy lVlenottl 



Gian Carlo Menottfs "Last Savage," which fizzled in 1964, is back, in Santa Fe, N.M., in a season 

including Berg’s "Wozzeck." 

o Mole Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Comedy Podcast Inside News Corp, Feasts on a Sca~dal 

No one from within the News Corporation, where The Bugle podcast nestles, has tried to ruin their 
fun, say one of the show’s writers and its producer~ 

Source Sought for False Story on French Bank 

The French are asking who the sout’ee was for an at’tMe that caused a sell-off in Soci6t6 G6n6rale 

’I]n~e Warner Cable is Sa~d to Acquire M~dwest Cable Operator 

In ~Iime Warner Cable’s biggest acquisition since ~oo6, it has reached a deal for Insight 
Communications, a person with knowledge of the deal said. 

o More Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Johs ~3~genda, Ar~yone? 
Without more jobs, both the economy and the federal budget will deteriorate further. It is past time 

for President Obama to send a jobs plan to Congress that has popular appeal. 

EDITORIAL 

Th e V¢~ den ~ ~g Dra g~et 

The Obama administration clings to a bad immigration program despite state and local eomplaints. 

EDITORIAL 

Gov, Brownhack’s Selective Budget ~Vorr~es 
In a foolhardy indulgence of partisan ideology, Oov. Sam Brownback of Kansas is returning a 

federal grant that would have made his state a leader in technology development for the new 

federal health care law. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Stop Coddlh~g the S~per-Rich 

We mega-rich should not continue to get extraordinary tax breaks while most Americans struggle 
to make ends meet. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Texas Umnlracle 

Rick Perry will likely campaign on claims of an economic miracle in Texas, but the miracle is a 

myth. 

~ Celumnist Page j BIo~3 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Chris C.hrlst~e’s Cne 

Yes, Republicans can do better than a Romney-Perry slugfest (with Michelle gachmann as spoiler). 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 15, 1947, India and Pakistan became independent after some 200 years of British rule. 

" ~.~£ .’.[~.~ ~ ..K~’.9.~L .~.~ ~ 

About Thie E=rv~aH 

You ~eceived this message because yea signed up for N~qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette~ As ~ membe~ o~ 

the YRUSTe prwacy program, we are commi~ed te protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pla~z, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 12:45 PM 

Fall 2011 Tech Room <fall2011 @list~rv.unc.edu> 

[thl12011] Welcome back FaJ12011 Faculty and Instructors 

Hello all, 

Welcome back everyone! I have created this listserv from the classroom scheduling data for the Fall 2011 term in order to communicate better with you all, the 

faculty and instructors who are using technology enhanced classrooms during the fall semester. (If you are on this listserv by mistake, please let me know) 

Please contact the Classroom Hotline office via phone or website (962.6702 or http:!!hotline.unc.edu ) to schedule a technology demonstration of any room that 

you are scheduled to teach in during the semester. Our demos usually take ~15 minutes and can save you valuable class time once the semester begins. 

We completed life-cycle work and upgrades in the following rooms over the summer: 

Murphey 116: new microphone system, new control equipment 

Stone Center 103: new projectors 

Dey Hall (201, 202, 203, 204, 206, 208, 210, 402, 404): new podiums and control equipment 

We appreciate your support and feedback - please let me know if you have any questions about the technology found in the classrooms. 

Thank you and happy semester start up, 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http://hotline.unc.edu 

919.962.1450 (v) 

(c) 
919.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

gina@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Google’s Big Bet on the Mobile Future 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/og/!6/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This [.?~y 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 16, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 

Goog~e~s B~g Bet on the 

Mobille Futm’e 

Google made a $m.5 billion bet on 
Monday that its future lies in mobile 
computing, and moved aggressively 
to take on its arch rival Apple in the 
mobile market. 

Threat Resurges in Deadliest 

Day of Year f~_~r iraq 

A series of attacks sent the message 

to Iraq and the United States that 

after tens of thousands of lives lost 

and hundreds of billions of dollars 

spent, insurgents remain a threat. 

I~ Texa,n doh.~ Boo,n, Crediting a Leader, or Luck 

Some economists and skeptics of Gov. Rick PenT of Texas said the flourishing oil and gas indust~T - 
not his political leadership - had kept the state afloat. 

, NYTimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"@~r forees are s~pposed to have the iatelIigeace capabilities to prevent these hjpes of breaches. ~he ~act 
is, the ins~rgents have acted like our securi~ forces don’t e~mn e~st." 
NHAWN MOHAMMED TAHA, a K~rdish member of Iraq’s Parliament on a nationwide wave of 
deadly attacks. 

Road ~Warrlor, 

Oba~a Heads to 

On a three~ay bus tour of Illinois, 
Iowa and Minnesota, President 
Obama tries to underscore his 
commitment to solving the nation’s 
economic woes. 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Will B~.~l~’s Legacy [ 
Hurl Perry? 

For better or worse, 
Pe]Ty echoes Bush in 
many ways. Could that 
cost him swing voters? 

Cooking classes, Hive on 
Google+ 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Fiicl<r helps identify Lonciorl Iool:e!s 

Apple vies R)r most valuable company 

WORLD 



T~rkey "Warns Syrh~ to Stop Crackdow~ 

In the latest semantic exercise in diplomatie ambiguity, Turkey’s foreign minister warned Syria 
that unspecified steps would be taken if it refnsed to end its craekdown. 

Protest Over Chemical Plant Shows Growing Pressare o~ Chh~a From Citizen,s 

After a large protest in a major city on Sunday, China’s craving for rigid order appears increasingly 
ephemeral. 

~ 
..... C a v - S’¢ Clos~ CLmrnical Plant A~er Protests 
~ hm Mo e~ ~ ~tly to 

A~stralian Man Arrested i*~ Fake Bomb Case 

A 5o-year-old man was captured at his ex-wife’s home in the United States and charged with 
breaking into an Australian home and chaining a fake bomb to a teenager’s neck, the F.B.I. said. 

More World News 

Fair Officials Defe~d Moves Before Deadly Storm Str~ck 

The executive director of the Indiana State Fair said officials were walking toward the stage to tell 

the crowd to evacuate to avoid an arriving storm when a stage collapsed, killing five. 

O~a ~Wide Florida Roads, Running for Dear Life 
£::: UZL ~.. 

The Orlando-Vdssimmee region was first out of 5~ in the rankings of most dangerous pedestrian 
regions, with more than 550 pedestrians killed from ~ooo to ~oo9. 

¥1rtual and ~Mofificlai, b~t 58,000 VCant Course 

Two leading experts on artifieial intelligence at Stanford University will teach a free online conrse 
this fall, and tens of thousands of students from around the world have already enrolled. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK COLUMN 

Is Google "l’urnhlg Into a Mobile Phone Company? No~ It Says 

Google is positioning its deal for Motorola Mobility as an oppm’tunity to buy a portfolio of 1%ooo 
patents, but some analysts believe otherwise. 

DEALBOOK 

In the ~,~orld or" V~qreless, It’s All About Patents 

Google had to acquire a signifieant intellectual property portfolio to stay afloat in today’s "patent 
arms raee." 

Google’s Coup Shifts Mobile ,Ml~a~ces 

Despite reassurances frmn Google that it will x-an Android as an open platform, stone fear former 
partners will become rivals. 

~ Graphic The Stoat,phone Landscape 

o More Business News 

S P O RTS 

ON BASEBALL 

A Pro~d Mome~t in a D~scredlted Era 

dim Thome became the eighth player to hit 6oo career homers, but nnlike some of his power- 
hitting eontemporaries was never linked to steroids. 

METS 5, PADRES 4 
Mets S~ap Losi~tg Streak VC[th ~Vh~ Over Padres 

Two of the Mets’ young players combined to drive in the team’s first fore’ runs, and the Mets beat the 
Padres in San Diego. 

YANKEES 7, ROYALS 4 
Good Enongh to \’Vh~: B~rnell E~(Is Ang~st S’Md 

The right-hander, with offensive support from Derek deter, won for the first time in 14 starts as a 
Yankee in August. 

~ Bats: After Making Successful Return to Lineup, Posada Now Hopes He Can Stay 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

C~oser to H~ ~b’a~s and t~’urt~er Away From H~r Past 

At Roseland Ballroom, in the first of four concerts there this week, Beyonee gave fans a mix of her 

old hits; songs from her latest album, "4"; and a bit of comic relief. 

~ Popcast Jon Caraman~ca on Beyonc+ and ’4’ 

Record Industry Braces for Artists~ Battles Over Song Rights 

A little-noted provision in copyright law of the midq9?os allows artists to regain control of their 
work after 35 years. 

NEVV MUSIC 

The Dude N~ngs 

New albums include "Jeff Bridges," from the actor turned singer; "Dirty Draws, Vol. 3" from Levon 
Thomas; and a tribute to the British singer John Martyn, "Johnny Boy Would Love This." 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Cancer’s Secrets Come into Sharper Focus 

Recent discoveries in cell biology have complicated the basic principles of the last decade of cancer 
research. 

~E]~, Jeo P~ctu e m < n~ 

Grizzlies Ret~lrm Wlth Strings 

Along the Rocky Nountain Front, the grizzly bear population has been thriving, and expanding its 
range to human habitats. 

BOOKS ON SCIENCE 

Shorelh~es, Sa~dy o~° Othe~°w]se, That May Not Last 

Four coastal scientists have come to the aid of the beach curious with a comprehensive, readable 
guide to the physical features of many kinds of beaches and the threats they face. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Clear Case for the Gas Tax 
Without the tax, the already stressed highway system would crumble and the economy would 
suffer further. 

EDITORIAL 

A Race to 

As the Republican presidential field narrows, its anti-Washington sentiment becomes even harsher. 

EDITORIAL 

z~’~ Ind~s~ry ~n Need of Acco~ntabiHty 
A federal lawsuit, charging the nation’s seeond4argest for-profit college company of fraud, puts the 
industry on notice against its unscrupulous conduct. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

The 1)hanto~n l~le~aee 

Phantom states field m~ies, hold elections, and run economies, yet they inhabit a foggy space 
between de facto statehood and international legitimacy. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~¢rhat Is Business Waiting For? 

Our current government isn’t going to create jobs, so it’s up to business to do it. 

= " " Columnist Pa~3e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Eme~’ak| Cities 

New urban recycling efforts turn wastelands into lush and lively parklands. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Aug. 16, 1977, singer Elvis Presley died at Graceland Mansion in Memphis, Term., at age 42. 

~out Thie E~IV~ai~ 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines nevvsle~er. ,’ks a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~e protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve£ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

JAY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 6:12 AM 

deborah.rothman@aya.yale.edu; lawofficel0@juno.com; janekendall@me.com; jalderson48@gmail.com; 
jalderson@mindspring.com; taralynne@taralynnegroth.com; kimberly@kimberlykyser.com; ptandy@gmail.com; 
kevin.rahimzadeh@eku.edu; Iogankendall@nc.rr.com; trey@levineandstewart.com; garfield@emil.net; 
mbernholz@starfishnet.com; malkeklam@gmail.com; redwood@nc.rr.com; dave.hart@nando.com; 
jeanlevineu@hotmail.com; mj@springbranchlandscapes.com; bruce@whealton.info; davidvadim@gmail.com; 
jackie@carrboro.com; jholl708@aol.com; mollydog803@aol.com; ssimmons@townofchapelhill.org; 
rmanley@me.com~ McFee, Michael A <mcfee@email.unc.edu>; joeh@ndeg.net; maurahigh@mindspring.com; 
NcTighe, Geoffrey N <mctighe@email.unc.edu>; jimward@nc.rr.com; jjearn@bellsouth.net; cmoran@nc.rr.com; 
vincentjkopp@gmail.com; bob.massengale@gmail.com; maggigrace@nc.rr.com; goodolgirl@visionet.org; 
wjhonson125@sprint.blackberry.com; patrick@proximate.org; linda.belans@duke.edu; bobepting@aol.com; 
amandabryan60@hotmail.com; constance224@aol.com; lynne.wentworth@nccourts.org; drrubinow@yahoo.com; 
gretchenay@nc.rr.com; Moore, ,]eanette E <JEMoore@unch.unc.edu>; latentwriter@frontier.com; 
ralph.h.earle@gmail.com; kpdavidson@gmail.com; sacrificialpoets@gmail.com; missusa69@hotmail.com; 
kandrews@ci.carrboro.nc.us; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; cbeacham0204@gmail.com; 
sneal@nc.rr.com; barryj@earthlink.net; drguiteras@mdvip.com; swspalt@att.net; skyemacleod@gmail.com; Beam, 
.]effery <jeffbeam@email.unc.edu>; hartblood@gmail.com; smadry@mindspring.com; Griffiths, David N 
<griffiths@unc.edu>; art@jwfinearts.com; Hughes, Amanda M <hughesa@email.unc.edu>; jean@vikingtravel.com; 
chris.lutes@phoenixphysicians.com; reneeprice2010@gmail.com; annstewartl@mac.com; ptandy@chccs.k12.nc.us; 
sandcpeele@msn.com; ablythe@newsobserver.com; shawnwhoffman@bellsouth.net; amy@childcarenetworks.org; 
hooraybj@yahoo.com; rgarni@gmail.com; mikitime@when.com; Ellington, Richard <richard_ellington@unc.edu>; 
jgwick@mindspring.com; Ringwalt, Sharon S. <sharon.ringwalt@unc.edu>; jhuegerich@townofchapelhill.org; 
docaaron@juno.com; Brantley, Helen T <Helen_Brantley@med.unc.edu>; aharris@duke.edu; jenaethar@yahoo.com; 
elliek@ncleg.net; mark_chilton@hotmail.com; agroby@chccs.kl2.nc.us; catdevine@mindspring.com; 
drbillcoleman@gmail.com; carolynholt@mac.com; nturnbough@rangeweb.net; bthigh@aol.com; 
compassionateacu@nc.rr.com; bnicholson@partners.org; dougstuber@aol.com; taylorbryan70@gmail.com; 
dmartin13@nc.rr.com; ggbclay@yahoo.com; baskin.cooper@gmail.com; jdcheesborough@gmail.com; 
sherryjnc@aol.com; agalvin@chccs.k12,nc.us; d2gulick@earthlink.net 

PSA announcing Carrboro Poets Council formation 

PRESS RELEASE ABOUT POETS COUNCIL,doc 

I hope all of you are having a great summer. 
Below is the Public Service Announcement about the formation of the Carrboro Poets Council. Thank you for your interest in and support of poetry in Carrboro and elsewhere! 
If you are interested in serving, there is a link to the application in the PSA. 
Take care. 
Jay 

PSA 
Carrboro Recreation and Parks 

100 North Greensboro Street 

Carrboro NC 27510 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT: NOT FOR PAID ADVERTISEMENT 

PRESS [<[{LEAS[{ ABOI_IF PO}iTS COUNCIJ_, 
The Town of Carrboro announces the formation of the Poets Council, a sub-committee of the Carrboro Arts Committee Up to ten people can be appointed to the Council The town’s poet 
laureates will serve during their term The Council wil] meet at the convenience of its members. 
The Council is charged with the orgamzauon, promotion, and coordination of poetry events, including but not limited to poetry wriung in Carrboro Schools, youth poetry contests, Carrboro 
Day readings, and events involving the poet laureate 
Carrboro residents interested in applying [’or the Council wi]l need to complete a brief application form which can be found on the town’s web site at 
http://www townofcarrboro.or~/AdvBoardsiArt/default htm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Angust 16, 2011 8:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Eumce, 

No problem. I will work with Ai-Ling on these files. 

I hope everything goes well with your family! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 5:08 PM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Dear Jessica, 

Is it possible to send the :files via the I)ropbox that Ai-Ling has provided on my behalJ’? 

I will deal with the readings on HIV/AIDS so no worries. 

Many thanks Jessica for all your help. 
Eunice 

I am trying to catching on all matters including AFRI101. 

From: l,ibra~ Resep~’es Reading 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 4:56 PM 
To: Sahle, Bunice N 
Cc: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

HeHo, 

It looks like our Outlook email client is blocking all the files Jessa sent. Our IT technician just told me that the zip files are automatically blocked by the campus mail systems, and there may 
not be a workaround :( 

Is there another format the files can be sent? Another thing we’ve done in the past is through I)ropbox (http://wwwdropboxcom/). 

So sorry for the bad news! 
Ai-Ling 

Undergraduate Library Reselves 

R.B. House Undergraduate Library, CB# 3942 reserve reading@~mc.edu 

919.962.1054 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 3:47 PM 
To: Chang, Ai-Ling; Chang, Ai-Ling; Library Reser~,,es Reading 
Subject: FW: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 
Importance: High 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 12:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Final batch~ This should be all of the readings that I have. Please let me know- if you’re missing anything. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 11:24 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Sulliect: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Jessa, 

Ai-Ling has been very helpihl’. 

Kindly send the pdfs and I ~vill forward them to her for E-Reselwe placement. 



Thanks. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 8:29 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: CC© AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

HiEtmice, 

Yes, I would contact Ai-Ling to get these materials removed. I xvould recormnend copying reserve reading@unc.edu on your e-mail, just in case Ai-Ling is presently unavailable. 

E-reserves actually only has a 2-3 day processing tinre, so if you have the PDFs available, I think it would be very feasible to have them available before classes start. I’ll go ahead and 
remove the Joseph Mensah chapter front the course site. 

Let me kmow what you decide to do, and I will alter the directions for students on the course site for fall; for example, I’ll change "Available on Sakai" to "Available on e-reserves." As you 
know, e-reserves will renexv your readings from semester to semester, so I think it will be a more manageable way of organizing the course readings (in addition to complying with all Fair use 
rights and copyright law). 

Thanks again for helping us get this in line! It’s much appreciated. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Fri&y, July- 29, 2011 8:11 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 
Importance: High 

Dear Jessa, 

I have reviewed the material and here is my take. 

1)E-Reserves: Yes, the list needs to be cleaned up Here are the only two readings that need to remain there: 

Rodney, Walter 
Mamd ani, Mahmood 

Do I need to get in touch Ai-Ling Chang to have these removed? 

2) Fair use: I have reviewed the material and they comply with the Fair Use provisions. The only reading I will remove from the course outline is Joseph Mensah’s chapter For the ne~v 
additions, I will turn them to pd£s next week when I return from Canada 

How- long do you think the Library, will take to place the material on E-reserve? NIy feeling is that g~ven that ~ve only have 3 weeks before school starts, I might as well place the material on 
Blackboard for this semester and send to E-reserve for next year. What do you think? 

Thanks so much Jessa for all your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: ~I1qursday, July 28, 2011 12:06 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: (2(20 AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Eunice, 

W e’ve recently been evaluating the use of articles in our courses in regards to fair use. There are a number of articles/readings that are currently being posted on Blackboard for AFRI 101, 
and we need to be assured that the?’ fall under the Universi~’s fair use policy 

I can therefore extract the documents that the course had posted on Blackboard (and send them to you), but I cannot repost them in Sakai. If you yourself*vish to post any of the articles on 
Sakai, we ask that you look over this fair use worksheet (http://www.northcarolina.edu/leaal/sm/copyriahtownership/Primer Fair Use Worksheet 042209.pdf) and make sure that the article 
(s) quali~ under fair use. If you do decide that some of the articles qualify for fair use, and you plan to post them to Sakai, please send me an e-mail to that effect so I can keep it in my 
records. ! know some of the articles are authored by you, so I’m sure you can determine fair use for those rather quickly. 

The alternative and my recommendation, ho*vever, is to get these articles on e-reserves. I know that AFRI 101 does have and utilize e-reserves, but currently there is only one document on 
e-reserves being used in the course (Rodney reading). You can contact Ai-Ling (;hang (ailingc@email.unc.edu<mailto:ailingc@email.unc edu>), the Reserves Supervisor, to help assist you 
get these readings on e-reserves. Here’s the e-reserves site with the appropriate :forms: http://wwwlib.unc.edu/reserves/forms.html. Just let me know if you need me to extract the 
articles/readings out of Blackboard for you in order to subnrit the files to e-reserves. I do not have access, hoxvcver, to the electronic files for the new articles/readings you added in your Fall 
2011 revisions. The attached Word docunrent is a list of the cm*ent articles/readings used for the course that are being put directly on Blackboard (and have the question of fair use). 

Also, the CCO AFRI 101 e-reselwes site does alrea@ have a large number of documents on it, so it can probably be cleaned out an&or replaced with the current documents for the course 
that need to be on there. It does cost the library money to renew- these resources every semester, so if they’re not being utilized, they could definitely be a cost saver by being removed. I’ve 
attached a screenshot to this e-mail so you can see the CUlwent articles on e-reserves for the course. 

Thanks for working with us in getting this cleaned up, Eunice. We find it velT important to get all of these issues squared away for our fall courses. Please let me know if you have any 



questions or concerns. Thanks again! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
’]?he Friday Center for Continuing Education Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 
jessa@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group (USA) <academic@penguin.com> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 10:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

True Wealfl~ Exmninatiou Cow 

New in Paperback: 

True Wealth 
How and Why Millions of Americans A~e Creating 
a TimeoRich, Ecologically Light, SmMl-Scale, 

Hig h-,q, atisfaction Economy 

By Juliet B. Schor 

in this groundbreaking statement about work, 
time, and ecological decline, the Boston College 
professor suggests a radical change in how we 
think about consumer goods, value, and ways to 
live. 

::N:: TrueWealth bookshot 

Based on recent developments in economic theoty, 
social analysis, and ecological design as well as 
evidence from the cutting-edge people and places 
putting these ideas into practice, Tree Wealth is a road 
map for the next two decades. Economist Schor 
shares examples of urban farmers, DIY renovators, and others working outside the conventional 
market to illuminate the path away from the work-and-spend cycle and toward a new world rich 
in time, ct~ativity, information, and community. 

Published in hardcover as Plenitude. 

"Juliet Schor has been the most perceptive and prescient writer on economics this 
country has had for the last two decades. Here she ~ooks forward once again, clearing 
a path through the w~eckage of our economic co~[apse towards sometMng more 
du~able and maybe even more fun."----Bill McKibben, author el Deep E);’onomy 

documented and timely inversion of conventional economic logic."-----Paul Hawken, 
m~th,, r el Blessed ~ntest 

"Read this book~ It may change your life and help to save the ptanet."-----~.~t~;w;n A. 

Marglin, HaP~ard Universit,! 

Penguin ¯ 272 pp. ¯ 978=0-14-311942.6 ¯ $t6,00 

For related titles, please view our Business & Management catalog 
at http:llus.pen~:luin~roup.comlsuNectcatalo~s 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penguinspeakersbureau.com 
or email speakersbureau~us.pen~tuin~lroup.com. 



True Wealth 

Penguin Group USA 
375 Hudson St. 

New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

may text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receixTe one additional e-mail mes~ge continning your removal. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 1:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2105135 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 08/16/11. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short sua~ey that will provide feedback on ?’our experience with the OASIS Academic Computing Experts group 

ht tp://www, uric. edu/ar-bin/sur~ev follo~w~p pl?ticket=2105135 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRF~SSED BY: James (ajmchale) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST 5,2kME~: eunice 
LAST NA’vIE: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: eunice@email.u.nc.edu 
PHONE: 294-9544 
DEPAR’ISVK~NT: african & african-amer studies 
’KICKET NUMBER: 2105135 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Passwurd Reset 

She cannut login tu her local accuunt un her laptup 
***************** End uf Summary ***************** 

Ifyuu have additional questiuns ur cotranents, please contact 

Rub Nuel 

(919) 843-7071 

rob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Ati’i101 readings - SaNe 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

We manage to download all the readings from Jessa at the Friday Center, and the 3 pdfs from your research assistant. Would you happen to have a current syllabus with the relevant 
citations for these readings on hand? 

Best, 
Ai-Lmg 

Undergraduate LibraW Reserves 
R.B. House Undergraduate Libraly, CB# 3942 
reservereading@unc edu 
919962.1054 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday 4:01 PM 
To: Chang, Ai-Ling; Chang, Ai-Ling; Librar,v Resel~zes Reading 
Subject: t’~&7: Afri101 readings - SahIe 

Dear Ai-Ling, 

Here the readings. 

Thanks 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 10:15 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N; 
Sut~iect: 

~gmail.com 

* Aids, tfistoW and Struggles pdf<http:i/skydrive.livecon’dredir.aspx?cid b161d78ae3043366&pa~e self&resid B161D78AE3043366[ 

ll2&t’vpe 3&Bpub SDX.Docs&Bsrc Docmail&parid B161D78AE3043366%21111&authkey oJ356JikTCQ%24> 

* Mapping the aids pandemic.pdf <http://skydr~ve.hve.com/redir aspx?cid b161d78ae3043366&pa~e self&resid B161D78AE3043366[ 

ll3&t’vpe 3&Bpub SDX.Docs&Bsrc Docmail&parid B161D78AE3043366%21111&authkey oJ356JikTCQ%24> 

* Perceptions and Misperceptions.pdf<http://skydrlve.live.comJredirasp×?cid b161d78ae3043366&pa~e se[f&resid B161D78AE3043366[ 

ll4&t’vpe 3&Bpub SDX.Docs&Bsrc Docmail&parid B161D78AE3043366%21111&authkey oJ356JikTCQ%24> 

DownloadaH <http://skydrivelive.com/redir.aspx%id b161d78ae3043366&page downloadaszip&resid B161I)78AE3043366! 
l ll&type 6&Bpub SDX.Docs&Bsrc Docmail&authkey oJ356JikTCQ%24> 
Nathan shared 3 online files<http://slc~’drive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid b161d78ae3043366&page browse&resid B161D78AE3043366[ 
11 l&type 6&Bpub SDX.Docs&Bsrc Docmail&autl-tkey oJ356JikTCQ%24> with you and they’re saved on SkyDrive. These files will be available until 11/10/2011. To viexv these files, just 
click the links above. 
Share your own online docs with Hotmail<http:i/g.live.comi9xvc9en-us/f docs> [http://gfx2.hotmail.congmail/xv4?pr04/ltriFooterLogo.png] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 12:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Rain check plea~? - Study abroad duties’ call 

No problem, Eunice. See you next week. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:19 AM 
To: Nzungola-Ntalaja, Georges 
SubJect: Rain check please? - Stu@ abroad duties’ call 

Dear Georges, 

Greetings. I have been asked to submit a weekly schedule and a summary uf field site visits fur the summer prugram that I will be uffering at UKZN in May I have to submit these by 
tomorruw so that they can be attached tu other documents that I have prepared in the last four munths in anticipatiun ufthe Study Abruad Board review suun. Thus, the next 24 huurs have 
becume very tight from my end 

I am deeply to write and ask 12~r a rain check on our planned lunch. Kindly let’s touch base next week tu arrange a new lunch - my treat - appulntment. 

Thanks for your understanding. Stud?, Abroad prugrams are interesting, but in the planning stages they are very stressful and increasingly there are more and mure demands un the content 
and uthers issues linked to new programs. 

With kind regards and apolugies 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Congrats! -- and your honors thesis 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I was unable to make it back to Chapel Hill by the first week of August, 
but if you have any spare time this week or early next week to see what 
I’ve been ~vorking on, I’d love to meet ~vith you and show- you 

Best, 

On Thu,           10:13:06 +0000, "Sahle, Eumce N" 
<eunice@email unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Thanks [’or the update and I am delighted that you ~2~und material :[’or a 
> thesis project. 
> 

> Is it possible to meet the first week of August to discuss your thesis 
> project? In the meantime, start thinking about the question/s you might 
> address in the prc~ject and what a preliminary ’table of contents’ might 
> look like. 
> 

> Looking forward to working with you on what I think will be an excellent 
> project. 
> 

> Best wishes, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: ~email unc edu] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, 6:15 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: Congratst -- and your honors thesis 
> 

> Professor Sahle, 
> 

> 

> I hope all is well with you and that you are eniovin~ your surcaner so far. 
> As you know this sun~mer 

> ray research so far, I’ve surprisingly come across a wealth of primary and 
> secondary source material that I thirtk will contribute greatly to my 
> proposed paper 

I know that earlier in the surmner, I 
indicated 
> to you that I was no longer interested in pursuing an honor’s thesis on 
> that topic; however as I’ve increasingly found material to support the 
>                  component of my research, I’ve begun to think that I can 
> feasibly complete this project as an honor’s thesis. I realize that you 
> were willing to support me in this work as an independent study, but I 
> wonder if you were still interested in and able to potentially advise me 
> for this project as an honor’s thesis? I have communicated this renewed 
> desire to pursue an honor’s thesis with Kenneth Janken and pending your 
> response, I’d love to move forward with planning for this project. 
Please 
> let me know what your thoughts are. If it is indeed too late to start, 
or 
> if you have other obligations, I completely understand and ~vould still 
love 
> to work on this as an independent study Thanks Professor Sable, and I 
> hope to hear from you soon[ 
> 

> Best, 

> 

> 

> On Thu, 15:37:46 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email unc edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> ~Vhile I was away and since my return, there has been communication 
about 



>> your proposed honor thesis As you kno~v I was away, thus I could not 

>> respond earlier At any rate, ]k~llowing conversations with Professors 

>> Caldwel[ and Janken, I write to let you know that if you’re still 

>> interested in pursuing an honor thesis prnject, ] can be work with you 

>> Let me know your thoughts as soon as possible. In terms of a 

comparative 

>> stud,v on 

>: ’]?here is a lot of 

> material 

>> on the topic and it ~vould be a great case to corapare with the USA. 

>> 

>> Best wishes, 

>> Dr. Sahle 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: ~,email.unc.edn] 

>> Sent: Wednesday-, 12:40 PM 

>> To: Sable, Eanice N 

>> Subject: Re: Cot~grats{ 

>> 

>> Thank you Professor Sahle{ 

>> 

>> I appreciate your congratulations{ I hope that you enjoyed your trip to 

>> South Africa and that the process of recovery from your jet lag is 

> speedy{ 

>> 

>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 

>> On Sat, 09:47:38 +0000, "Sahle, Eanice 

>> <eunice@email uric edu> 

>> wrote: 

>>> Dear 

>>> 

>>> Congrats on being 

>>> It is verb, good news and I am very proud of you. I just heard the news 

>> and 

>>> I had to send a note even though I am in the midst of recovering from a 

>>> horrible jet lag. 

>>> 

>>> Keep up the excellent work 

>>> Best ;vishes, 

>> 

>> "The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 

>> significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

>> perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

>>-Manning Marab]e 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 

"][’he historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
s~gnificance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Inquiry Eyes S.&P. Ratings of Mortgages 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/og/!g/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~I Editorials i Op-~.~,, ~On T 5 s Day 

~O~[ornize~dav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 18, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

UoSo Inqui~oy Eyes 

Ra fi ngs of Mo~¢gages 

The Justice Department is 
investigating whether Standard & 
Poor’s rated mortgage securities 
improperly leading up to the 
financial crisis. 

Islamls~ Threat VVit|~ Qaeda 

Link Grows in Nigeria 

A shadowy Islamist insurgency that 
has haunted northern Nigeria 
appears to be branching out and 
collaborating with AI Qaeda’s 
affiliates. 

Insurgency Strengthens 

BasMng EoP,A° Is New Theme in G,O,Po Race 

Republican presidential hopefuls are portraying the Environmental Proteetion Agency as a symbol 
of a heavy-handed regulatory agenda that they say is strangling the economy. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wi!’re tmji~ag to get the sckool ge~r started w~tkout thi~kiag ¢~bout ol[ the hod st~: " 

AR~ANA DUDLEY, a senior in Joplin,, Mo,, where the schooI year started Wednesday in 

classrooms rushed into t’eadiness alley a deadly tornado in May. 

School and 

~Vho~e Ci~" Cheers 
Classes began on schedule but in 
makeshiR spaces around Joplin, Mo., 
as the city continues to recover fi’om 
the May 22 storm that killed ~6o. 

~ Re~a~e6 Article 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I TOWNIES 

,, 
Mroth e~"s Dresses Mother’s 

How stoop sales taught, 
one Brooklynite to let 
go. 

More than sun and surf 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >~ 

All the pie in Portland 

]a~oos made to fade away 

WORLD 

Deal %ronid Free Indian Activist and AHow P~*otests 

An aide said that Anna Hazare accepted an offer to limit an}’ hnnger strike amt mass demonstration 



to 15 days. 

~ideo: [imesCast i New Delhi Protests 

C, ooperatlo~ Is Emphasized as ~k~e~ Opens ’I’al~ ~ Ch~a 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. an~ved in China and began talks with Vice President Xi 3inping 

of China that will focus on the global economy, trade and currency. 

Syrian President Bashar aL&ssad has told U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon that military and 
police operations against pro-democracy protesters have stopped, the United Nations said. 

o More World News 

Jopli~ ;Defies Odds~ 3~st by Openh~g Schools 

Joplin, Mo, has raced to regain its footing since a tornado killed 16o people and displaced thousands 
more three months ago. 

LIFE OUT THERE 
O~Te~’h~g F~mds, U.S. Agency Dreams of Sendlng H~na~s to Sta~’s 

Darpa, the government agency that helped invent the Internet, is studying what it would take to 
send humans to another star. 

Fore~g~r Students in M++ork ~+fisa Program Stage ¼:alkout at Pla~t 

The group said a sm+amer program that was supposed to be a cultural exchange had instead turned 
them into underpaid labor. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Co~w~ R~fli~g Offers Path to C.halle~ge 

Opponents of Dodd-Frank are looking to pursue legal battles aker a federal court struck down an 

S.E.C, rule that would have made it easier for shareholders to nominate company directors. 

S.EoC. F~les Were Illegally Destroyed,~ Lawyer Says 

A lawyer at the Securities and Exchange Commission said that thousands of documents involving 
inquiries into Bernard L. Madoff and other matters were destroyed. 

Cuts in Health Ca~°e May Underr~fine l+k~le i~t Labo*° Markel 

Government spending cuts will be working their way through health services, but some believe 
this is no more than a lull in a sector that has been a jobs engine. 

S P 0 RTS 

ROYALS 5, YANKEES 4 

Fr~strated Ya;~k~ Lose by O~e Ru~ a~}+t They’re Pretty S~Pe ~rhlch O~e 

~ex Rodriguez will rejoin the Yankees in Minneapolis on Thursday, a day after their ninth-inning 

rally came up short against the Royals. 

~Bo>: Score [ inning by ~nning 

~ Bats: Sabath~a Goes for a History Lesson 

METS 7, PADRES 3 
Nlets’ Gee Co~rtrlbutes Solid EffovL and Gets Help I+’ro~}~ Ofl’ense 

The Mets’ rookie right-hander had been slumping, but he looked confident while earning his nth 
victory of the season. 

"lh*-o Stars a~d Two Early Exits Before Ope~ 

Saying her surgically-repaired foot is swollen, Serena Williams withdrew from the Western & 
Southern Open, where No. 1 Caroline Wozniacki lost to a wild card. 



~ Serena W~lliams Adds F~tness to Her Game, and Wins Keep Coming 

¯ h[~.~ [.9..# p.~ ~.~t~..~.g:~!.#.. Z~ 

ARTS 

THEARTOFSUMMER 

Watching high-level restaurant chefs and their assistants perform kitchen choreography is a 
gratifying form of dinner theater, says the theater critic Charles Isherwood. 

As the Gavels Fell: 24o Years at Old Bailey 

Digital tabulation methods allow historians to tabulate trials from 1764 to 1913 at the Old Bailey 
in London. 

FASHION & STYLE 

Pt~shlng the ]golmdar~es of Black Style 

From Reeonstrnetion to the Harlem Renaissance to hip-hop, fashion has been a source of dignity 
black Anmrican men. Now, two 225ear-olds ave expanding what it means to be a stylish and black. 

Ca~ition: Vgomeii Playing 

The group Mice at Play seeks to bring events and fmx mltings into the lives of busy New York 

FRONT ROW 

Teeh l~’ioguls i,ind a Fashion Chalnploli in Ashton Kuteher 

The actor helped the editors of Details with their online version and also helped them see that teeh 
moguls maybe aren’t so nerdy after all. 

More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

\Wrong ~M~swe~’s h~ B~°italn 
David Cameron’s simplistic moralizing about the riots in Britain will only further divide the 
country. 

EDITORIAL 

Severe budget cuts and increased caseloads are gutting tlle effectiveness of the state court systems. 

EDITORIAL 

A Deal to Gel Cheape~o a~td Safer D~ougs 

Federal regulators and the generic drug industry are working on a welcome agreement that would 

speed the approval of generic drugs in this country and increase inspections of foreign plants. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Shell’s plan to drill four exploratory oil wells off Alaska could invite disaster in the event of a spill. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Heroes, Ul~tll They°re Arrived 

It’s the undeclared candidates who always look best. Just consider the emTent Republican 
presidential primary contest. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

AJll My Old Ham~ts 

After my mother passed away, going home to say goodbye made me remember a few ghosts and a 
rare brand of polities, too. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 18, 1963, James Meredith became the first black to graduate from the University of 



Mississippi. 

¯ See This Frm~t Page 
¯ Buy This F~’ont Page 

You ~eceived this message because you sl~ned tip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headli~les newsleLRe~ As a member of 

the TRUSTs privacy program, we are coml’ni~ed to protecting your plivacy 

M~rla~le Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Ch~rl~e Yout E-Mail I Privacy Poiicy i Con "tat,’_ i Advertise 



From: ~liveamc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Subje~’t: Thesis Meeting 

Hi Professor Sahie, 

i was unable to hake it back tc Ci,~apel Hill by the fi~s~ week of Aug~s%~ 

but if you have any spare ~ime ~his week or early p~ext week to see wha~ 

i’ve been working on, i~d love to meet w~i’~ you aped show you~ 

Best, 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: a£rica 

Hi! \~z name is                and i am a rising second year student 
~nd I am really eager to take an Alicica    class! Iwas 

wondering what day your class ~vould be and time and also when i tried to 
register it said that I need department consent to enroll? do you know how 
i ~vould go about that? thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}live a~nc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Thesis Meeting 

That sounds perfect’. I’ll see you next week’. 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:33 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting 

Dear i 

Thanks for the update 

We can meet on Thursday next week at 3.30pm in Battle Hall, Room 302 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:14 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis Meeting 

Hi Professor SahIe, 

I was unable tu make it back to Chapel Hill by the :first week uf August, 
but ifyuu have any spare time this week ur early next week to see what 
I’ve been working on, I’d [uve to meet with yuu and show yuu. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

] ~gmail.com> 

Friday, ?:30 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd:         : Counter-cartographies workshop course 

Hi all’. 

A few of us organized a series of mapping workshops with social justice organizations this spring. It was a neat space of teaching and learning together thiongh making 

maps, breaking down barriers between theo~/practice and qt~antitative/qualitative, and a great opportuni~ to bring together grad students, undergrads and communi~ 

We’re expanding these sessions into a self-organizing independent study course this fall in counter-cartography & mapping lbr social jus¢ice. Open to grad students and 

undergrads, the course would be a balance of time spent working in project teams and coming together for discussions, brainstom~ing and skill-sharing. We could also 

build in ~me readings in counter-cartography and PPGIS if tblks are interested. 

Projects would come out of our interests and involvements; they could be GIS-based or non-GIS based. This spring, with UNC-NOW and the Durhan~ Coalition for 

Urban Justice we mostly focused on property ownership, the dynmnics of neighborhood change and genlrification, m~d oral history mapping but I can think of local 

socidl movements that would be interested anMhing from electoral ~napping to LULC change to ecosystem mapping. 

The class will probably meet weekly for roughly 3 honrs. Participants are responsible for arranging whatever credit they’d like through independent study. 

If you’re interested in taking past, please join us for an initial organizational meeting this Wednesday, 

Undergraduate Libraxy. 

from 10 AM - Noon in Room 202 of the 

For more information or questions, ema~l ,?b~emaJl. unc.edu 

* -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank etnail to leave-29693129-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, August 20, 2011 3:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Qaddati’s Hold in Tripoli in Doubt as Rebels Advance 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/ogf20/todayshegdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~A j On This r.)a~, 

D~brnize~@ctav’~ j:]~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 20, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Qaddafi’s Hold in Tripoli in 

Doubt as Rebels Advance 

Col. Muammar el4~adddi’s hold on 
his Tripoli stronghold shows signs of 
slipping as residents said they 
believed his flight or ouster could be 
imminent. 

UoSo Scram~oling to Ease 

Sl~orfrage of ~,~tM Medicine 

Officials are rushing to find remedies 
for critical shortages of drugs to treat 
a nmnber of life-threatening 
illnesses, including bacterial 
infection and several forms of 

Deal Frees ’VVest Memphis 

Three’ ill 

Three men convicted of killing three 8-yea>old boys in a ~99g murder ease were freed from jail on 
Friday. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tm fl*st tired. Tlds h¢~s beret gobag o~Lfar ~8 !tears." 
DNd~IIEN ECIROLS, who was freed from death row Friday as one of the "West Memphis Three," who 
were released after an mmsual plea deal m the 199,3 killings of three boys in West Memphis, Ark~ 

TRAVEL 

36 Hours ~ I,ower 
Manhattan 
With the exception of 
those seeking a night of club- 
hopping, travelers hardly need 
venture north of Canal Street for a 
complete New York weekend. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR           ~ Flying? 
Flying?                  hlc;easi 

Increasingly for I    ngly for 

the Birds 

~ 
Airport security - the 
good, the bad and the ugly. 

Marinated zucchini snarl 
ALSOIN HEALTH >> 

Are cru~ches worth the effort? 

[he sandwich gets a makeover 

WORLD 

A Long Peace Is Ttirea[ened in Israel Attack 

An Israeli strike aimed at militants killed three Egyptian officers, raising tensions the day after 
attacks near the border that killed eight Israelis. 



~blo 
US trip for Students From Gaza, Hamas Says 

Syria Said to Fire on Protest h~ Del~ianee of Global Reb*~ke 

Syrian rights aetivists said security forces killed at least ~8 people during the first protest sinee 
President Bashar al-Assad said military operations against demonstrators had ended, 

Detective in Pho~te Hacldng h~q~firy is P~a.resied 

A Scotland Yard detective was arrested on Thursday "on suspicion of misconduct in a public office 
relating to an unauthorized disclosure of infm~mation." 

o More World News 

1~ Cal~fo~’nia, V~efims’ Families F~ght for tim Dead 

Parole hearings take on new urgency for victims’ families as California copes with prison 
overcrowding. 

]f Pl~o~es R~ng~ Obama ls Here~ "V~zlt]] Cell Power 

Spotty cellular service magically improves on Martha’s Vineyard when President Obama and his 
family arrive for what has become a yearly August vacation. 

For Preslden{ at P~ay~ Fami|y Oufi~gs~. Golf and Lots of Advise~-s 

On Martha’s Vineyard, the Obama family vacation includes daily eounterterrorism updates, 
economic briefings and the occasional golf game. 

BUSINESS 

Regulatm’s, consumer advocates and soap mannfaeturers are locked in a battle over triclosan, the 
aetive ingredient in antibacterial soaps like Dial Complete. 

!ks PCs ~,*ga~m~ Companies Look to Tab|ets 

Computer makers are expected to ship only about 4 percent more PCs this year than last year, 
while tablets are flying off store shelves. 

In a Race to Out-Rave~ 5-Star V~,~eb Re~{ews Go for ~5 

A thriving industry is buying and selling rapturous reviews on the Web, and academies and 
businesses are looking for ways to fen’et out the fakes. 

~ Graphic: Is That Review a Fake? 

S P 0 RTS 

YANKEES 8, TVVlNS 1 
H~s P~aee i~ tJ~m Rotat~o~ Secure, Hughes S}~ows ~q~y He Deserves It 

Phil Hughes gave up two hits in seven and two4hird innings and Russell Matin homered twice for 
the Yankees. 

~gox Score I ~nning by 

~ Roundup Clemens Prosecutors Request a New 

METS 6, BREWERS 1 

I~or Mets, More Walti*~g and Nothing to Show for It 

A long rain delay, a 6-~ loss to Milwaukee and no timetable for aose Reyes’s return. 

~Box Score I tuning b~ inning 

,I~dge Hi~tlng at Trial ~ Case of }~ets Owners 

United States District audge aed S. Rakoff may be trying to encourage a settlement of a $1 billion 
lawsuit against Fred Wilpon and Saul Katz. 

o More SpoRs News 



ARTS 

DANCE REVIB/V 

A R~mp Through the Barn 

The Mark MmTis Dance Group is presenting a triple bill - ’Renard," "Festival Dance" and "Socrates" - 
as part of the Mostly Mozart festival in the Rose Theater at aazz at Lincoln Centen 

The leadership of the financially struggling American Folk Art Museum are considering whether to 
shut dmvn the museum and donate its collections to another institution. 

A WORD WITH: SUSANA BACA 

Music, Activism and the Peruvla~ Cabinet 

Susana Baea, recently named as Peru’s minister of culture, has never been a member of the elite in 
the country, where racial and class divisions run deep. 

TRaVeL 

Lost i~ the Odyssey 
i’.;7 MAT" 

Inspired by Odyssens, who took ~o years to get to Ithaca from the coast of ~rkey, an H-day 
journey of epic beauty, hospitality and Dustrating ferry sehednles. 

~ Slide Show 

36 Hours in Downtow~t 

The finaneial district is bnstling~ Chinatown is as enticing as ever, and TriBeCa is bnrsting with 
new restaurants and bars - visitors hardly need venture north of Canal Street fi~r a complete New 
York weekend. 

~E] Video: 3~.:; Seconds in Lower Manhattan I Slide Shove 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

C, row(l-Sm~rch~g for Travel Advice 

Sizing up three new travel sites that use social media for targeted trip reeommendations. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Study h~ dudlclal Dysfm~cfim~ 
Lavish judicial campaign spending and lax rules are undermining Wisconsin’s top court. 

EDITORIAL 

The White tIouse has just taken a large step toward a more sensible and lawful policy on illegal 
immigration. 

EDITORIAL 

Questions o~ a Bank l~,Ierger 
It was ~ght to ask the Federal Reserve to do more due diligence on Capital One’s proposed purchase 
of 1NG Direct. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The ~,aZrong DCay to He~p Veterans 

Giving veterans a quick diagnosis of post-tramnatie stress disorder may seem compassionate, but it 
can actually be harmful. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama hi the Valley 

America needs the eleetrifyingly charismatic candidate Baraek Obama once was, not the eerily 
inhuman robot of a president that he has become. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

9i~’s VCh~te Elephar~t 

That fancy office building at ground zero is going to soak commuters for decades and decades. 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 20, 1968, the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact nations invaded Czechoslovakia to 

c~’ush the "Prague Spring" liberalization drive of Alexander Dubcek’s regime. 

See This },’co,it Page 

Yeb received this message b~cause you signed up [er N~mes.com’s Today’s I-ieadl~es news)e~ter. As a mem~r of 

the TRUS]e privacy pcogram, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubscr~be [ Change You~ E-Magi ] Rr~vacy Ro~icy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, August 21,2011 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: ttea~T Fighting Reported in Tripoli; Rebels Encircle City 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/ogf21/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-.2~J I onr~is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 21, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

lHea~T Fighting Reposed in 

Trlpoll; Rehe|s Encircle 

Rebel leaders in Tunis and eastern 
Libya eharaeterized it as the 
beginning of a new uprising in the 
eapital as Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s 
hold in I/bya seemed to slip. 

~The 
Lade: Battle Begins for Lhe Libyan 

Capital 

Country’s Rap 

Perry Mines Texas System to 

Over three terms in office, Gov. Rick Pen’y has doled out state aid to his most generous supporters 
and their businesses. 

Britain repels illegal immigrants through an enfoveement system partly run by private 
eontraetors, but it has legitimized treating foreigners as seapegoats. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

It’s lhe rea~itff qf iL 

STEVE NARKINIAN, bead football coach at the Uuivet’sity of Washington, discussing the reeent 

wave of 

S P 0 RTS 

A (lay in the life of 
North America’s top trainer: hot 
walking, hand hohting and a heart- 
thumping vietm’y. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

PreMdenL, 
What leaders in fields 
other than polities would do if they ran the country. 

ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

The no-surprises move 

What you get for $965,000 



WORLD 

Natlo+xs Race to Deft~se Crisis Between Eg~’pt a+xd Israel 

Diplomats scrambled to smooth relations between the two countries, and the Israeli government 

issued a rare statement of regret for the killing of three Egyptian security officers. 

Casualties on Both Sides as Israel and Gaza Trade Fire 

Palestinian militants fired rockets deep inside Israeli territory, and Israel strnck a sqnad firing 

Migrators in United .~°ab Emlrates Get Stuck h~ Web of Deb~ 

Many workers in the United Arab Emirates have spent beyond their means, and staggering losses 
and jail terms have followed. 

o More World News 

Laser Adva~ces in Nuclear Fuel St~r Terror Fear 

General Electric’s success with a half-century-old idea for enriching nuclear fuel more easily, using 
lasers, has critics worried that rogue states might use the method to make bomb fuel. 

As Far,hers’ Markets Go Malnstrean~, Sonde Fear a Gh~t 

Farmers in some pockets of the country say the number of fa~ners’ markets has outstripped 
demand. 

N~ns, a ~Dylng Breed~~ Fade From Leadership Roles at Catholic Hospitals 

The gradual transition fl’om religious to lay leadership, which has been changing the face of 

Catholic health care for decades, is now nearly complete. 

BUSINESS 

In Silicon Valley~ the Night Is Still Young 

Even as memories of the dot-corn bust rustle in the background, Silicon Valley is still thriving and 
generally optimistic. 

DEALBOOK 

Star Analysts Are Back (No Autographs~ Please) 

The market’s gyrations notwithstanding, Internet stock analysts are again in style. 

Verlzo~ V~;orkers Plan to E~d Strlke~ Agreeing to Re~4ve Talks Toward a 

Co~tract 

Union officials said the company signaled a greater commitment to bargaining, but the discussions 
may still be lengthy. 

S P 0 RTS 

College Football’s Ugly Season, Fachag Scandals of Every Stripe 

A University of Miami booster’s allegations of prostitutes and lavish gifts to players adds to an off- 

season in which at least ~o major institutions faced investigations or penalties. 

TVVlNS 9, YANKEES 4 
B~rneVt Leaves Early in Anger~ and Oh’ardi Heatedly l)efe~ds Him 

In his worst outing of the season, and perhaps his worst as a Yankee, A2. Bumett surrendered seven 
runs on a combination of five hits~ three walks and two wild pitches. 

BRB/~ERS 11, METS 9 

]~l:ets Closers Past a~d Prese~xt Don’t Come Thro~gh 

Francisco Rodriguez gave up the go-ahead runs in the eighth inning~ but the Brewers scratched out 
a victory in the ninth against Jason Isringhausen and Manny Acosta. 



~ Roundup Cardinals Plunge Deeper W~th Another Loss to Cubs 

ARTS 

A GI~ F~om the Mus+cal Gods 

Charisma is that special gift that can’t be learned, that we recognize even if we can’t explain it. 

ARTS & LEISURE 

Together Again for the Fh-st "F~me 

"Mirror ~’affie," the new album by Stephen Malkmus and the dicks, is the band’s first effort 
prodneed by Beck Hansen, a k a Beck. 

It Flappe*~ed O~m Night at the Cheetah 

A night that changed everything for Latin music was eaptnred in the 1971 film "Our Latin Thing 
(Nuestra Cosa)," being released as a remastered DVD and CD set. 

* More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Dollar-Store Economy 

The ubiquitous dollar store is the American dream writ small. 

Do ~*~m Suffe.l" From Dec~sloll Fatigue? 

~II~e very act of making decisions depletes our ability to make them well. So how do we navigate a 
world of en~ess choice? 

~The 
6th Floor: More Thoughts About Decision Fatigue 

RRST 

What SVmlld Hilllary cllhltoll Have Done? 

If Hillary were president, we would still be in this mess. 

More From the Maqazine >~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

S~lrely They Car~ Read a Spreadsheet 
The economy is in profound trouble and is in desperate need of business leaders to promote sound 
ideas for both growth and deficit reduction. 

EDITORIAL 

A lot more needs to be done to reduce the risks of hydraulic fracturing before natural gas drilling 
can gain public confidence. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr, Demhoaj’s N ~gbtmare 
Unless the Supreme Court decides otherwise, the family of an illegal immigrant who once agreed to 
testify- against a gangster will be deported to Albania, where danger waits. 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

h~ Defel~se of Secrecy 

Wendy Wasserstein - one of the most public artists of her time - kept basic facts about her life secret, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Of Dystop~as ~(1 Alphas 

Why can’t the president who promised revolution set the Washington schedule rather than bow to 
it? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

3ews h~ a ~,4, hlsper 



Jewish identity is an intricate subject and quest, on either side of the pond. 

~ columnist Page 

* More Opinion ~> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 21, 1959, President Eisenhower signed an executive order proclaiming Hawaii the 5oth 

state of the union. 

You received this message because you signed up ~or NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. As a member of 

the 7RUSTe pdvacy program; we are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kkagencies@vsnl.com on behalf of 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996(~vsnl net> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 12:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indi~ Books - On African Studies/EP 8438 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (EP): 8438 

Here are tdaree newly-added publications on African Studies which could be 
of interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 20 Sep 2011"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAII. with no additinnal charges . 

1. Adversity to Advantage : ’]’he Saga of People of Indian Origin in South 
Africa / Editors: Anand Singh, Ravindra K. Jain and Shobhita Jain. 1 st ed 
Delhi, Kamla-Raj Enterprises. 2010. xvi, 179 p. ills. (partly col.). 
maps. 25 cm. (Journal of Social Sciences Special Volume - No 11). 
List Price: $ 85.30 Your IS-ice: $ 76.80 
ISBN: 81852(~562 KK-92131 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:,!/wwwkka~enciescom/indexphp?p sr&Uc 1357924921312468013> 

2. Citizen Leadership : Deepening Democratic Accountability’ in India, 
Brazil and South Africa / Editors: Vikas Jha, Bhavita Vaishnava and Kaustuv 
Kanti Bandyopadhyay 1st ed. New Delhi, Academic Foundation. 2011. 278 
p 24 cm. 
In association with Society for Participatory Research in Asia (PRIA), 
New" Delhi 
List Price: $5500 Your Price: $49.50 
ISBN: 9788171888672     KK-94213 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.kkagencies.com/index.php?p sr&Uc 1357924942132468013> 

3. A Fire that Blazed in the Ocean : Gandhi and the Poems of Sa~agraha in 
South Africa, 1909-1911 / Introduced and Translated by Pro£ Surendra Bhana 
and Neeliraa Shnkla-Bhatt. 1 st ed. Ncw Delhi, Promilla & Co., 
Publishers. 2011. 213 p. ills. 23 cm. 
ListPrice: $46.20 Yo~Price: $41.50 
ISBN: 9789380188133     KK-92874 
For more details kindly- visit the link 
<http:/;’www.kkagcncies.corrdindex.php?p sr&Uc 1357924928742468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions raay straight raise their purchase orders third our 
sites, e-raail, fax or post and pay- routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thru our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favo~tring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our coraprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.cora>, 
<w~’.kkagencies.co.in> & <wa~w.GetIndiatff3ooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-mails: kkagencies@vsnhcom, mfo@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: www kkagencies.co in, www.kkagencies.com 

www. GetIndianB ooks c om 
More sites: www.kkagencies co.irdsitemap 
Phone: (~0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 



If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Unsubscribe ~ Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 8:21 PM 

@gmail.com; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; Pier, David ~<tpie@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N 

<etmice@emaikunc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu>; tshield@emaJl.unc.edu 

"Welcome Back" reception for i:aculty 

"Welcome Back" reception for faculty’ 

Save the Date! ’]7he IAtl will host our annual Welcome Back reception, open to all faculty in the College, Thursday, August 25, fi-om 4-6 pm RSVPs are not required. Join us for conversation 
and libation as we kick offthe new school year and the Institute’s 25th Anniversary! 

http://iah.unc edu~,calen dariau~reception2011 

IAH Site Administrator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Grade Breakdown 

Hello, 

If you recall 3[ requested a grade breakdown of last semesters final grade~ I would like to meet with you still to see what grades led to my final grade, rd like to see the actual 
paper and test as well. 

I can meet anytime after noon on monday or friday. I can do between noon and 2:30 on wednesday as well. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:05 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Hello from 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are doing well, its been a while since we laser chatted. I’ve been thi,~:ing of setting up a time to meet up with you and get your advice about graduate school 

and post-undergrad. I recently got a part-time job in Raleigh, so I am free after 4pm mofft weekdays and I am also available on the weekends. My current schedule is a 

bit busier=                     ~ but perhaps we can set up a meeting for sometime in early September? Let me know what your schedule looks like and I hope we 

can meet up soon. Thanks for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,               1:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edt~~ 

RE: Dr. SaNe - Afii - Important: AFRI 

This is 

Thanks! 

For Afri my first choice of grot~p is group six mad then grot~fl five. 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday,              7:37 AM 
Subject; Dr. SaNe - Afri, - Impor~ant: AFRI 

Dem All, 

Greetings and welcome to Afri    The course outline is posted to Blackboard. 

Ple&se bring the course outline to class this afternoon. There will be no paper format course outlines circulated in class because of ongoing budgetao~ constraints at our 

university. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 1:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Group pret~rences 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

My group preferences are: 

1. *#3 
2. #4 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Study of the Middle East mad Africa <info=asmeascholars.org@mai173.us2.mcsv.net~ 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 1:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REGISTER NOW: 4th Annual Conference 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 
Out of the Past, Into the Future. 

Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

November 3-5, 2011 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel .Washington, D.C. 

The 2011 conference will feature: 

¯ Keynote address by H. E. Barham Salih, Prime Minister of the Kurdistan Region. ** 

¯ Featured presentations by top policymakers and scholars. 

¯ RoundtaNe discussions on Turkey as a Democratic Ally under the AKP and The 

Saddam Tapes, 1978-2001: The Inner Workings of a Tyrant’s Regime. 

¯ Panels with the lastest academic research on "The Egyptian Feminist Movement," 

"Museveni in Uganda," "The Hidden Imam and Khomeini’s Revolution," "Civil War in 

Libya," and many more in Middle Eastern and African studies, and related disciplines. 

¯ Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

¯ Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

¯ * invited 

To see the full list of papers to be presented, click here. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 30, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 30, $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASME~A here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info~,asmeascholars.or,q. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r,q 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2011 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Afri    Presentation Topic Preferences 

Dr. Eunice SaMe, 

First Choice: 

Week 16: HIV/AIDS and the political economy of international developlnent 

Dec. 7: Group 6:# 

Second Choice: 

Week 13: Mappin~ the political Economy of HIV/AIDS: Presentations (Group 1 & 2) 

Nov. 17: Group #2 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel ttill c/o 

Department of History 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: a£ri group choices 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
I’m emailing you with my top two choices for the group presentations. They are listed below: 

choice: group 2 
2nd choice: group 4 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI : Group Presentation Choices 

Greetings Dr. SaNe, 
Listed below are my choices for the group presentations. 
:I. Nov. 17th Group#2 
2.Nov. 22nd Group #3 
3. Nov. 29th Group #4- 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Group presentation choices 

Children, health and human rights 
2)Human rights, health and development 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:29 PM 
Subject: INTS ~lackboard: INTS 

Dear All, 

Please note that the INTS course outline is available on Blackboard. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

group pre~ntation interesks 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

My name is          and I am enrolled in your INTS    course. Today in class you mentioned emailing you the group presentation ideas that we are interested in. I would 
be interested in doing L) Understanding and Responding to Violence and 2.) Children, health, and human rights. 

Thank you so much! I am really looking forward for this semester! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Presentation Topic Preferences 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

My name is and I am in your INTS class section    . The following are my topic preferences for our group presentations: 

1) Global Health 

2) Business Ethics 

3) Poverty 

Looking forward to your class this semester! 

Thanks’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

:t. Group 5: Understanding and Responding to Violence 
2. Group 3: Children, Health and Human Rights 
3. Group 6: Mobilizing for Health and Human Rights 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 

BA Global Studies 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: 1NTS 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I spoke with you after class today about taking that last available 
spot. thanks for adding me! My PID is and my onyen is 
that helps. 



From: ’@emaila~nc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: INTS 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
My choices for the group presentations are: 

1 ) Emerging Teclmologies 
2) The human right to health 
3) Understanding and responding to violence 

Thank you! 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Subjet’t: hats : group preferences 

Dr. Sahle, 
Below are my three group preferences for the presentations. I apologize for not sending this from my UNC email, but everytime I open it to send a 

message it shuts down. 
1. Group # 3: Children, health and human rights 
2. Group #1: Human rights, health and development 
3. Group #5: Understanding and responding to violence 

Best, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: 1NTS Student Follow Up 

Hello Professor SaNe! 
My name is , I spoke to you after class today about having some MAC computer troubles. I will go to IT and figure out what the problem is, but in the meantime I 
would really appreciate a hard copy of the syllabus if you don’t mind! 
In terms of group preferences (it was really difficult to order these!), my first choice is Group 5, Understanding and Responding to Violence and my second choice is Group 4, 
The Human Right to Health. If neither of those work out, I’d be happy to present in Group 6, Mobilizing for Health and HR. 
Thank you, 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: 1NTS 

Dr. Sahle, 

My choices for the presentations are: 
1. Children, health & human rights 
2. Understanding and responding to violence 
3. Development 

Also, how do we access the James readings? 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Group Presentation 

Good morni!g! 
I’m I would like to sign up for the group presentation. 
My choices are group #4, #5 and #6 I find them all very interesting, but maybe my first choice would be #5, "Understanding and Responding to Violence" 
Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Presentation Topic Pret~rences 

Dr. Sable, 

Oops! Sorry about that! I am interested in presenting on the following topics: 

1 ) Understanding and responding to violence (Group 5) 
2) Human rights, health and development (Group 1 ) 
3) Emerging technologies (Group 2) 

Thank you’. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Presentation Topic Preferences 

Dear 

The groups are on Global issues - Case Stu@ 4 - global health. Please revie~v the course outline and pick a group from 1-6¯ 

Luuking furward tu hearing l?um yuu 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~)live uric. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:05 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Presentation Topic Preferences 

Hi Dr Sahle, 

My name ~s and I am in yuur INTS class sectiun 

1) Global Health 

2) Business Ethics 

3) Puverty 

Luoking furward to your class this semester[ 
Thanks! 

¯ ~I]ae fulluwing are my tupic preferences fur our gruup presentatiuns: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail,com> 

Tuesday, 9:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Group Project Subject Choices 

Dr. Sahle, 

These are my top three choices for the group project: 

1 ) #1 Human rights, health and development 
2) #4 The human right to health 
3) #3 Children, health and human rights 

I’m really looking forward this class because the subject material is just absolutely fascinating to me. I’m interested in doing international human 
rights law so this class is a pretty perfect fit for me! 

Thanks, 

UNC 

Global Studies Major/Spanish Minor 



From: ~gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Subje~’t: EXITS Group Choices 

Professor SaNe, 

My top choices for group work for the semester are 

1) Parl 1 

2) Part 4 

3) Part 3 

Thanks so much and I will see you in class on Thu ’rsday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Qaddafi Defiant After Rebel Takeover 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................  oday,sHeadiines ........................................................................ 
~lle N’t’~0 ~rk ~’i~¢.~ August 24, 2011 
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TOP NEWS 

Qaddafi Defiant After Rebel 
Takeover 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Fighting continued, with Col. Muammar 
el-Qaddafi nowhere in sight. 

Strauss-Kahn Drama Ends 
With Short Final Scene 
By JOHN ELIGON 

A judge’s dismissal of the sexual assault 
ease against Dominique Strauss-Kahn 
brought some measure of legal 
vindication to lfim after his stunning 
arrest. 

’: Allies of Strauss-Kahn Express Relief, but His 

Role in France Remains Unclear 

’. About New York: With False Tale, Case 
Crumbles 

’: ~ Recommendation for Dismissal 

License Access in New Mexico 
Is Heated Issue 
By MARC LACEY 

The state’s new governor, Susmaa Martinez, said New Mexico’s loose driver’s license law had led illegal 
immigrants to commit fraud. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"At the time of the indictment, all available evidence satisfied us that the complainant was reliable. But the 

evidence gathered in outpost-indictment investigation severely undermined her reliability as a witness in 

this ease, to the point where we are no longer able to credit her version of events beyond a reasonable 

doubt." 

JOAN ILLUZZI-ORBON, the lead prosecutor in the sexual-assault ease against Dominique Strauss-Kahn. 

WORLD 

~ GRAPHIC: ~.~:: ..... ~W~ 

Qaddafi’s Family 



As Libyan rebels closed in on Tripoli, 
they claimed to have captured three of 
Col. Muammar cl-Qaddafi’s sons. A look 
at the rest of the beleaguered leader’s 
fanfily tree. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Do We Spend Too 

Much on 
Education? 
Given that lfigh school 
and college are no longer 
a ticket to nfiddle-class life, does our 
society devote too much time mad 
money to education? 

Stephen Colbert isn’t kidding 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Welcome to the Right Coast 

On Wall St., a big split on outlook 

nytimes, com            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Libyans Rejoice in a Castle Filled With Guns and the Trappings of Power 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

After a pitcl~ed six-hour battle at Bab al-Aziziya, Col. Muamn~ar el-Qaddafi’s residence and a military 
barracks, hmadreds of people rushed in to savor the moment. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Waves of Disinformation and Confusion Swamp the Truth in Libya 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and ROD NORDLAND 

In Libya, with so many competing factions and overlapping agendas, trutlfful information is often difficult to 
come by. 

Pakistan’s Bitter, Little-Known Ethnic Rebellion 
By CAR LOTTA GAL L 

Brahumdagh Bugti is a leader of the embattled Balucl~ minority, whose violent struggle with Pakistan has 
gone mostly unnoticed by the world. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Above All Else, Eastern Quake Rattles Nerves 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

A 5.8 earthquake sent tremors from the nation’s capital to New York City mad New England, but with few 
reports of dmnage. 

’: Slide Show: Quake Strikes East Coast 

¯ Map of Damage Reports From the Virginia Quake 

¯ " Out West, Eye Rolls and Jeers for East 

Hurricane Irene Strengthens as It Moves Toward U.S. 
By DON VAN NATTA Jr. 

The Bahamas will bear the brunt of the storm over the next several days before it is expected to veer toward 
the Carolinas, forecasters said. 

In Yellowstone, Killing One Kind of Trout to Save Another 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Scientists are implanting radio transnfitters in lake trout, an invasive species in Yellowstone National Park, 
to learu where flaey spawn and destroy eggs before they hatch. 
~ ~ Slide Show: Tracking Trout 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Markets Will Look for Hints in Bernanke’s Words 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

When Ben Ben~m~ke, the Federal Reserve chairman, speaks at an annual gathering on Friday, markets will 
be searelfing for m~ything that indicates whether more stimulus is on the way. 

Oil Reserves Sidestep U.S. Vessels 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

In its hurry to transport millions of barrels of oil from federal stockpiles to stabilize world oil prices earlier 
this summer, the Obama adininistration has repeatedly bypassed federal law. 

Moody’s Cuts Japan’s Rating One Notch, Citing Its Giant Debt 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

The credit ratings agency Moody’s trimmed Japan’s rating to its fourth-highest level, in line with a 
downgrade by Standard & Poor’s in January. 

" Asian Stocks Lose Early Gains 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

The Faded Voice of Sports Calls Past 
By BARRY BEARAK 

Because of ilh~ess and age, words no longer cascade from Dom Valentino, a former sports annotmcer who 
once called games for the Yankees, Islanders and Nets, among other teams. 

Tennessee’s Summitt Reveals Dementia Diagnosis 
By LYNN ZINSER 

Pat Smnmitt, the Tennessee women’s basketball coach, said she hoped to manage flae disease and planned to 
coach in the coming season. 

ATHLETICS 6, YANKEES 5 
Rodrignez Sits Out, and Yankees Come Up Short 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

X-rays were negative on Alex Rodriguez’s thumb, but that would be the day’s positive news for the Yankees, 
whose offense got started way too late in a loss to Oakland. 
-’ Box Score I Inning by Inning 

:. Roundup: Tigers Beat the Rays, but Not by Much 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Up, Up and Away 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Useful connections and passion for a house led to a sherbet-colored abode like the one in the movie "Up," in 
Herriman, Utah. 

’. ~.’;.~ Slide Show 

Jewish Museum Picks Director From Art World 
By KATE TAYLOR 

The Jewish Museum has chosen Claudia Gould, director of the Institute of Contemporary Art at the 
University of Pennsylvania, as its new director, replacing Joan Rosenbaum, who is retiring. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

New Nordic Cuisine Draws Disciples 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

A culinary movement that is both macient and modern has washed through the world’s top kitchens. 

" Slide Show 

A Roadie With a Whisk 
By JEFF GORDINIER 



The Zac Broma Band travels with its ouaa chef, Rusty Hanfiin, to help feed fans in eat-and-greets that are 
tmexpeetedly elegant and agrarian-centered. 

" Slide Show 

RESTAURANT REVIEW 
Roberta’s 
By SAM SIFTON 

What began as a pizzeria in Bushwick, Brooklyn, is now one of the more extraordinary restaurm~ts in the 
United States. 

" ~ Slide Show on Diner’s Journal 

, The Scoop App: Download for More Dining Recommendations 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Addressing the Justice Gap 
The poor need representation in court and thousands of law school graduates need work. This shameftfl state 
of affairs is unnecessary. 

EDITORIAL 
The Strauss-Kahn Case 
Disnfissing the charges against Donfinique Strauss-Kahn was the right call, but there is a legitinmte concern 
that the decision nmy discourage rape victims from confing forward in the future. 

EDITORIAL 
They’re in the Back Room 
New Yorkers were pronfised a real independent conmfission that would draw political districts in a 
nonpartisan faslfion. What happened? 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Pledge to End Fraternity Hazing 
By DAVID J. SKORTON 

It’s time for fraternities and sororities to end pledging nationally; Con~ell students can help lead the way. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama, Tiger, Golf and Politics 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

From the plans for a "Grand Bargain" going nowhere to a bus tour falling flat, this is what happens when a 
natural loses his swing. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Libya’s Bloody Road to Freedom 
By AZZA KAMEL MAGHUR 

The yotmg men of a Tripoli neighborhood went into the streets, intent on achieving freedom or martyrdom. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 24, 1992, Hurricane Pmdrew smashed into Florida, causing record damage; 55 deaths in Florida, 
Louisiana and the Balaamas were blamed on the storm. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:02 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: INTS 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

My top choices for group presentations are as follows: 

:t. Children, health, and human rights 
2. Mobilizing for health and human rights 
3. Understanding and responding to violence 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:19 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: 1NTS Group Choices 

’I’hm~c you for conecting tne! Top three choices axe- 

1 
4 

3 

Thanks so much! 

On Wed, 

Dear 

at 10:07 AM, SaNe, Eunice N < eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The group presentations are on Global issues - Case Study 4 - global health. Please review the course outline and pick a group from 1-6. 

Looking fom-ard to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 

From: (~gmaal.com ] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:59 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 1NTS    Group Choices 

Professor Sahle, 

My top choices tbr group work tbr the semester are 

1 ) Part 1 

2) Part 4 

3) Part 3 

Thanks so ~nuch m~d I roll see you in class on Thursday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Postings problems 

paste from word.jpg 

Hi Eunice, 

On the Lesson 1 page, in the discussion forum section, we’ve been adding a graphic to help prevent this coding from happening. It’s a problem that occurs ~vhen students copy and paste 
their discussion responses from Microsok Word. Pasting from Microsoft Word directly to Sakai can result in strange formatting codes. This can be avoided by using the "Paste from Word" 
button (see the attached graphic). Students should use this if copying/pasting from Word! 

Hope that helps! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SahIe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
SubJect: Postings problems 

10:52 AM 

[)ear Jessa, 

Hope you are well 

I am having trouble with entries [’or Lesson 1 from and When I click to read them all that appears is the following (and it goes on on: 

!--[ifgte mso 9]><xml> <w:Word])ocument> <w:View>Normal</w:View> <w:Zoom>0</w:Zoom> <w:Track~Moves/> <w:TrackFormatting/> <w:bMactuationKerning/> 
<w:VaIidateAgainstSchemas/> <w:SaveI:tXMLInvalid>false</w:SavelfX~/fLInvalid> <w:IgnoreMixedContent>false</w:[gnoreMixedContent> 
<w:AlwaysShowPlaceholderText>:[’alse</w:AlwaysShowPlaceholderText> <w:DoNotPromoteQF/> <w:Lid~IhemeOther>EN-US</w:LidThemeOther> 
<w:Lid~IhemeAsian>KO</w:LidThemeAsian> <w:LidThemeComple×Script>X-NONE</w:LidThemeComplexScript> <w:CompatibiIity> <w:BreakWrappedTables/> <w:SnapToGridInCell/> 
<w:WrapTextWithPunct/> <w:UseAsianBreakRules/> <w:DontGrowAutofit/> <w:SphtPgBreakAndParaMark/> < w:DontVertAlignCellWithSp/> 
<w:DontBreakConstrainedForcedTables/> <w:DontVertAlignlnTxbx/> <w:Wordl 1 KerningPairs/> <w:Cached(2olBaIance/> <w:UseFF.Layout/> <iw:Compatibility> 
< w: BrowserLevel>Microso:[’t InternetE×pk~rer4<iw:BrowserLevel> < 

Thartks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:25 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Afri    Gronp presentations: AFRI 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
Group #J. or #3 would be my preference if those are still avalibale. 
Thanks! 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              10:03 AM 
Subject: Afri : Group presentations: AFRI 

Deax All, 

While most of you have sent yonr choices tbr the presentations in November, some axe still outstanding. I need to finalize the roster tbr the group pre~ntations today. 

Conseqnently, if you have not sent your 2 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincerely~ 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: 1NTS    - Group presentations: INTS 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

My 3 choices for the group presentations are emerging technologies, 
the human right to health, or children, health and human rights. 

Hope you’re having a good day, 

On Wed, at 10:01 AM. EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 
Dear All, 

While most of you I have sent your choices for the presentations in 
November, some are still outstanding. I need to finalize the roster for the 
group presentations today Consequently, if you have not sent your 3 
choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Re: 1NTS 

Thank you. 

See you tomorrow~ 

On Wed, at 10:13 AM, SaNe, Ennice N <eunice(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thin,ks for your note. 

Jmnes’ reading: go the UNC’s librau website, click on search for his book once it appe~xs you will just need to follow the instructions. 

Since~el); 
Dr. SaNe 

From: (~:gmail.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: 1NTS 

Dr. Sahle, 

My choices for the presentalions are: 

1. Children,, health & human rights 

2. Understanding and responding to violence 

3. Development 

Also, how do we access the Ja~nes readings? 

Best, 

Sent from Iny iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, 12:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Group Preference 

Hello Dr. Sdtfle here are my group preferences: 

1 ) Mobilizing for health m~d human rights 

2) The hnmm~ fight to health 

3) Hutnan rights, health and development 



From: ~email.tmc,edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:54 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: New Paper 

Attach: New Papeflntro.docx 

H~ 

I worked out an ne~v introduction for our        piece that, after 500 
words, led me pretty much back to the article in the Black Studies Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Presentation Choices 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here are my top three choices for the presentation topic: 

-Human Rights, Health and Development 
-Emerging Technologies 
-Mobilizing for Health and Human Rights 

I apologize for not getting these to you sooner. 

Thanks, 



From: @email.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: New Paper 

A~tach: New Paper.docx 

This is the whole paper I hope you get it this time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Grade Breakdown 

Tuesday and Thursdays don’t work with me 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:44 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Grade Breakdown 

Dear 

You can meet me to discuss your grades and read comments on your final exam and your 2nd attempt on the research paper on Tuesday or Thursday next ~veek at 3.30pm in my office (Battle 
Hall 302). 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:08 PM 
To: Sahle, ]b;unice N 
Subject: Grade Breakdown 

Hello, 

If you recall I requested a grade breakdown of last semesters :final grade. I would like to meet with you still to see what grades led to my :final grade. I’d like to see the actual paper and test as 
well 

I can meet anytime after noon on monday or friday I can do between noon and 2:30 on wednesday as well. 

Best, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Postings problems 

No problem, Eunice! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: Postings problems 

ll:13AM 

Dear Jessa, 

Thanks so much! 

You are excellent ;vith this stufI; thus if it is OK with you I would be verb, grateful if sent an email to the class with details about this matter. 

Malay thanks for your help 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:01 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: RE: Postings problems 

Hi Eunice, 

On the Lesson 1 page, in the discussion forum section, we’ve been adding a graphic to help prevent this coding from happening. It’s a problem that occurs when students copy and paste 
their discussion responses from Microsoft Word. Pasting from Microsoft Word directly to Sakai can result in strange formatting codes. This can be avoided by using the "Paste from Word" 
button (see the attached graphic). Students should use this if copying/pasting from Word! 

Hope that helps! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Bliss, Jessa 

SubJect: Postings problems 

1 0:52 AM 

Dear Jessa, 

Hope you are well. 

I am having trouble with entries for Lesson 1 from and YVhen I click to read them all that appears is the following (and it goes on on: 

t--[ifgte mso 9]><xml> <w:WordDoc~tmcnt> <w:View>Normal</~v:View> <w:Zoora>0</~v:Zoom> <w:TraclcMoves/> <w:TrackFormatting/> <w:PunctuationKerning/> 
<~v:ValidateAgainstSchemas/> <w: SaveIfXML Lnvalid>false</w: Save]I22"~lLInvalid> <w:IgnoreMixedContent->I:alse</~v:IgnoreMixedContent> 
<w:AhYaysShowPlaceholderText>false</w:AlwaysShowPlaceholdcrText> <w:DoNotPromoteQF/.> <w:LidThcmeOther>EN-US<iw:LidTheraeOthcr> 
<w:LidThemeAsian>KO</w:LidThemeAsian> <w:LidTheraeComplexScript>X-NOiN~E</w:LidTheraeComplexScript.> <w:Compatibilit’y> <w:BreakWrappedTables/> <w:SnapToGridInCell/> 
<w:¥VrapTextWittff)unct/> <w:UseAsianBreakRules/> <~v:DontGrowAutofit/> <w: SplitPgBreakAndI)araMark/> <w:DontVettAlignCellWithSp/> 
<w:DontBreakConstrainedForcedTables/> <w:DontVertAlignInTxbx/> <~v:Wordl 1KerningPairs/> <w:CachedColBalance/> <~v:UseFELayout/> <iw:Compatibilit’y> 
<w:BrowserL evel>MicrosoftInternetExplorcr4<iw:Bro~vscrL evel> < 

Thartks for your help. 



From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:07 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: a£ri 

Hi Dr SaNe, 

It’s nice to be back~ how’s your beginning of the year going? 

So I’ve been rearranging my schedule, and I’ve found room to take Afri Wonld it be a good class for me? If so, could you send me the reading assignment so that 

I can t~ to be prepared for class on Thursday if it isn’t on blackboard. I just registered for it, so it hasn’t shown up yet if it is on blackboard or sakai. 

Also, when is a good time to meet so I can bring you your books? and I have some ideas to float by yon. 

See you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Afri,    Gronp presentations: AFRI 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

My first choice is group four and my second choice is group three. Thanks. 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              10:03 AM 
Subject: Afri    Group presentations: AFRI 

Dear All, 

While most of you have sent yonr choices tbr the presentations in November, some axe still outstanding. I need to finaJize the roster tbr the group pre~ntations today. 

Consequently, if you have not sent your 2 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma]l.com> 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: 1NTS    - Group presentations: INTS 

Dr. Sahle, 

Apologies for the late email. IVly choices for the presentations are: 

1. Human rights, health, m~d development 

2. Understanding and responding to violence 

3. The human fight to health 

Thank you’. 

On Wed, at 10:01 AM, EUNICE N Sable <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dem All, 

While most of you I have sent your choices for the presentations in November, some are still outstaa~ding. I need to finaJize the ros~er for the group presentations 

today. Consequently. if you have not sent your 3 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 2:28 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: 1NTS - Group presentations: INTS 

Hello Professor Sahle! 

I am sorry about the late response, I have been having solne computer issues. I would love to do... 

1. Human Rights, Health, and Development 

2. The Human Right to Healfl~ 

Thank you so much! I am really excited about taking this course! 

On Wed, at 10:01 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

De~x All, 

While most of you I have sent your choices for the presentations in November, some are still outstaaading. I need to fina]ize the ros~ter for the group p~esentations 

today. Consequentb5 if you have not sent your 3 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincereb; 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Aid    Group presentations: AFRI 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Choices: 
I, Group 5 

2. Group 6 

thanks 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              10:03 AM 
Subject: Afri : Group presentations: AFRI 

De~c All, 

While mos~t of you have seut your choices for the preseutations iu November, some ~xe s~till outs~nding. I ueed to fin~Jize the roster for the group preseutations today. 

Consequently, if you have not sent your 2 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincereb; 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Re: 1NTS    - Group presentations: INTS 

Hi Dr. Salfle, 

Sor~ for the lateness, my preferences are: 

Preference 1: #5 Understanding and responding to violence 

Preference 2:#3 Children, health and human rights 

Pret~rence 3:#2 Emerging technologies. 

Thanks so much! 

On Wed, at 10:01 AM, EUNICE N Sable <eunice~em~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dem All, 

While most of you I have sent your choices for the presentations in November, some are still outstanding. I need to finalize the roffter for the group presentations 

today. Consequently. if you have not sent your 3 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at ChaNl Hill 

(~gmail.com 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: afri 

Hi Dr SaNe, 
I think rll enjoy the class. I like Group # 4 and (houp #6 best, but any would be aJright. 
Unfortunately I have class from 12-2 on Monday but I can do an~ime before or after. Or if that doesn’t work. I’m free by 3:30 on Tuesday. Let me know what works 
for you; rm looking forward to it’. 
See you tomorrow in class, 

Ou Wed, at 3:00 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email xmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back. 

The course outline is on Blackboard. I think the course is relevant, but review the outliue - attached - and see. If you decide to take the class, send me your choices 
(2) of group presentations topics as soon as you can. I plamfing to wrap up organizing the presentation roster by early tomorrow. 

How about meeting for lunch at 12.00pm on Monday at the Carolina Inn Cafe? In addition to other matters, I would like to discuss two jobs that I ki~ow you are 
quaJified for in the coming months : #l(a short one for 3 or so weeks late August-Mid-September) that I will fund and #2 a Research Assistant position funded by a 
small gram that I was awarded wheu I was invited to beome a Faculty Fellow at UNC’s Center tbr Urban and Regioual Studies in the Spring. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

From: ~gma~l.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:06 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: afri 

Hi Dr Sahle, 
It’s uice to be back, bow’s your beginning of the year going? 

So I’ve been rearra~ging my sche&de, a~d I’ve found room to take Ati-i Would it be a good class tbr me? If so, could you send me the reading assignment so 

that I can try to be prepaaced for class on Thursday if it isn’t on blackIx)ard. I just registered for it, so it hasn’t shown up yet if it is on blackboard or sakai. 

Also, wheu is a good time to meet so I can bring you your books? and I have some ideas to float by you. 

See you soon, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behaJf of 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: INTS    - Group presentations: INTS 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I apologize for the delay. My 3 choices for the group project are 

1 ) The human right to hearth 

2) Mobitizing for hearth and human rights 

3) Children, hearth, and human rights 

Thanks, 

On Wed, at 10:01 AM, EUNICE N SaNe <~eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dea~ All, 

While most of you I have sent your choices for the presentations in November, some are still outstanding. I need to finalize the roster tbr the group presentations 

today. Consequently, if you have not sent your 3 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Since~eb; 
Dr. SaNe 



F~m: "@live.unc,edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

Subject: S~tlabus 

Hello Professor SaNe: 

I am a first-year Ph.D. student in Mass Communication, and I am interested in taking either AFRI    or INTS 
I just have a couple of questions. Are these courses focused 

on research, and would I be able to complete a scholarly paper and!or proposal on an open topic? Also, can you email me the syllabi for these courses? 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: 1NTS    - Group presentations: INTS 

Hello Dr. Sable 

I choose the Sexual and Reproductive Health and rights to health group, the 
Understanding and responding to violence group, and the Human rights, 
health and development group 

On Wed,            10:01 : 17 -0400 (EDT), EUNICE N SaNe 
<eunice@email uric edu> ~vrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> While most of you I have sent your choices for the presentations in 
> November, some are still outstanding. I need to finalize the roster for 
the 
> group presentations today Consequently, if you have not sent your 3 
> choices, please do so as soon as possible. 
> 

> It was good to meet al[ of you yesterday. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr. Sahle 



From: @email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:56 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Questions about this week’s assignment 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

From: 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I was just wondering about our posts in the discussion board. It says we have to respond to our classmates’ posts, but how many do we need? Also, M~at are the 

"Further Questions" due on Friday a~d where can they be lbund? 

Thank~ 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this message click 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

/(~live x~nc.edu~ 

Thursday.               1:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Thesis Meeting 

Rro£essor 

As ~ was preparing for or meeting on Thursday, I realized t~at I ka~,~e a c~ass from 3:30p te 4:45p in 
the Stone Center. Can we meet at a different time either Thursday o~ Friday. I am free on Thursday’ 

before ll:00am aRd after 1:45p b~ntil 3:30p. Or we cob~ld meet ~’riday any time before li:0@am and 

after 12:@@po Let me know w~at wo~rks for you! Looking forward to ou~ mee~iRg~. 

~3est, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 3:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Jobs Steps Down at Apple, Saying He Can’t Meet Duties 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ .To.d.ay.is...H.eadi.i.nes ........................................................................ 
~llc N’~0 ~rk ~%~,~¢~ August 25, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.CmU__S__t..Omm. i .z..e. __T_Omd..a. X2.S. _H...e_a_d. ! Ln_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Jobs Steps Down at Apple, 
Saying He Can’t Meet Duties 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

Steven P. Jobs, who has cancer, made 
Apple one of the world’s most valuable 
compmfies. Timothy D. Cook will take 
over as chief executive. 

" ~ Resignation Letter 

¯ Interactive Timeline: Apple’s Years With and 

Without Jobs 

¯ . ,~_ Post a Comment 

In New Jersey, Rules Are 
Changed on Witness IDs 
By BENJAMIN WEISER 

A ruling to make it easier for defendants 
to challenge eyewitness evidence eotfld 
have an impact nationwide. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
After Arab Revolts, Reigns of 

Uncertainty 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Libya’s complexities echo in the revolts in Bahrain, Syria and, most of all, Yemen, suggesting that the 
prolonged transition to a new order may prove as tmnultuous as Egypt’s revolution was stirring. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Study after study revealed a troubling lack of reliability in eyewitness identifications." 

CHIEF JUSTICE STUART J. RABNER~ of the New Jersey Supreme Court, on new rules that will make it 

easier for defendants to challenge eyewitness identifications in crinfinal cases. 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: While 
You Were Out: 
Apple’s Years With 



and Without Steve Jobs 
Sam Grobart reviews Steven P. dobs’s 
time at Apple, and what effect 
departures have had on the company 
and its products. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
America’s 
Sweatshop 

Diplomacy 
By JENNIFER GORDON 

The student guest worker 
program should not be used as a way to 
obtain laborers at below-market rates. 

Baby’s got bass 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

:: Take the shirt off his back 

Behind the scenes of "Bossy Pants" 

nytimes,�o.m 

WORLD 

Russian Rocket Set for Space Falls in Woods 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and KENNETH CHANG 

Pieces of an tmmmmed slfip bound for the International Space Station fell in Siberia amid an explosion. 

BERLIN JOURNAL 
Germany’s Capital Burns Bright, and Without Explanation 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

A spate of car bumings, 364 this year, is perplexing and worrying city authorities mad residents. 

China Faces Obstacles in Bid to Rebalance Its Economy 
By EDWARD WONG 

Leaders are finding it difficult to steer Clfina away from growth flaat relies largely on infrastructure, 
construction and export manufacturing, economists mad finmaeial analysts say. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

New Numbers, and Geography, for Gay Couples 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

2010 cex~stls figures showed how far same-sex couples have dispersed, moving from traditional enclaves to 
farther-firing areas of the eotmtry. 

-. Graphic: Same-Sex Couples Since 1990 

Online Enterprises Gain Foothold as Path to a College Degree 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

Some recent entrants into the field of online education offer grounds for both concern mad hope. 

. Western Governors University: Weekly Prompts From a Mentor 

¯ . Straighterline: A Way to Speed the Pace 

, University of the People: Open Courses, Nearly Free 

~ Learning Counts: Receiving Credit for Job Experience 

, A Short-Lived Test, Even With Coaching 

Hurricane Irene Gains Strength as It Batters the Bahamas 
By SHAN NAN BOWEN and TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

A Category 3 hurricane may veer into North Carolina’s beaches on Saturday. So far, however, a relaxed mood 
prevails, as mmay hang on to the last bits of their smnmer. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Without Its Master of Design, Apple Will Face Many Challenges 
By STEVE LOHR 

No immediate changes to Apple products will be discelafible with Mr. Jobs’s departure, but questions may 
arise in the future. 
" Times Topics: Steven P. Jobs I Timothy D. Cook 

. Bits: Twitter Reactions to Jobs Stepping Down 

U.S. May Back Refinance Plan for Mortgages 
By SHAILA DEWAN and LOUISE STORY 

The Obama adininistration is considering a program to let millions of homeowners refinance at today’s rates. 

¯ . Graphic: Billions in Home Loans 

Chasing Rare Earths, Foreign Companies Expand in China 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

China mines 94 percent of rare earth minerals. As it tightens supplies mad raises taxes, some companies are 
finding it more cost-effective to move production there. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ATHLETICS 6, YANKEES 4 
Unlikely Power From A’s Sends Yankees to Second Consecutive Loss 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Crisp homered in the top of the first, then hit a thtmderous three-run home rtm off Rafael Soriano in fl~e 
aoth inning to lead the Oakland Athletics to a stunning victory at Yankee Stadium. 

¯ ’ Box Score I Inning by Inning 

:’ Roundup: Padres’ Bell Is Claimed by Giants 

Former Oriole Flanagan Found Dead 
By SARAH MASLIN NIR 

Mike Flanagan, who won 167 games over 18 seasons with Baltimore and the Toronto Blue Jays, was 59. 

METS 7, PHILLIES 4 
Parnell Earns a Long-Awaited Save 
By ANDREW KEH 

The reliever made the most of his chance, as did Nick Evmas, who hit a home run during the Mets’ victory. 

," Box Score I Inning by Inning 

, Phillies’ Turf Becomes the Mets’ No-Fans Land 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THE ART OF SUMMER 

Around the Corner, Inadvertent Galleries 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

New York has an abundance of inadvertent not-quite-art available for viewing, if you are open to it. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Idols, Voices and Others Take a Crack at Post-TV Careers 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Singers from the TV shows "American Idol," "The Voice" and "Platinum Hit" are performing arotmd New 
York, and some are better than others. 

o ~’~ Slide Show 

ARTSBEAT 
Musicians Mourn Nick Ashford at His Own Bar 
By JAMES C. MCKINLEY JR. 

At the Sugar Bar, founded by Nick Ashford, the singer and songwriter who died Monday, and his wife, 
Valerie Simpson, musicians hailed the couple’s influence on their careers and lives. 

° An Appraisal: Love With Staying Power 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

The Five Things You Need for Fall 
By CATHY HORYN 

From a circle of fashion insiders, investment tips for the confing season. 

~’ Slide Show 

Look Back in Envy: The ’7os Take the Runway 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

Fall fashion looks celebrate a storied generation of unregenerate party animals. 

:’ Slide Show 

FINE POINTS 
Fall’s Furry, Feathery Heels 
By SUSAN JOY 

What do you combhae with fantastical shoes? Be ladylike, or wear simple jeans and a T-shirt. 

’: Slide Show 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Perry’s Cash Machine 
Gov. Rick Perry wants a smaller Washington but has enlarged Texas government to his political benefit. 

EDITORIAL 
Release Shane Bauer and Joshua Fattal 
Iran has c3afically manipulated the case of two 3anerican hikers, Shane Bauer and Joshua Fattal, for its own 
political ends. They should be freed immediately. 

EDITORIAL 
Why Is That a Secret? 
A former czar of classified infornmtion has filed a complaint about the prosecution of a whistle-blower and 
the needless classification of docmnents that contain no secrets. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Unsavory Culinary Elitism 
By FRANK BRUNI 

A food fight between the celebrity chefs Anthony Bourdain and Paula Deen is ugly but revealing. 

:. Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
How to Fix Our Math Education 
By SOL GARFUNKEL and DAVID MUMFORD 

The current curriculum is not a good way to prepare a vast majority of lfigh school students for life. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
When Libya Grew Wings 
By KHALED DARWISH 

A rebel fighter in Tripoli recom~ts the battle against Qaddafi loyalists. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 25, 1944, Paris was liberated by Allied forces after four years of Nazi occupation. 

¯ See This Front Pa__a.~ 



¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. August 25, 2011 6:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Your fihn request lbr 2011-08-25 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2011-08-24 through 2011-08-26 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Africa [videocassette]: 

Please note that the film(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the ivIRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 08-25-2011 06:07 am 
...... ivlail generated at Aug 25.2011 06:08:12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com~ 

Thursday. 6:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

congrats on ur book 

looks extremely interesling, i hope i can get it in lebanon... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 6:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Adding your class 

Good Morning Professor Sable, 

My name is             aud I am a Junior and I wanted to ask you if them was still room on your class INTS    roster to be added. I would ask you this 
personally, but because of some complications I will not be at school till late todw or tomom~w. So if them is aw way I could get into your class I would like to know. 
Thank you veU much for your lime! 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Thursday.               8:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Assignment for today 

Good mornin!! ! 
I am      , the                      in INTS 
I am doing my best to keep up with the assiglmaents, but I am a slow- reader since English is not nay first language. I don’t think I will finish reading today’s chapter by tl~,e time we have class. 

I hope it’s not a problem, and that it will get better with the time 

Thank you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday. 9:13 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Afri : Gronp presentations: AFRI 

Greetings, 

All of the topics are of interest to me so if this email has been sent too late, that is ok. 
My first choice is Group 2, second choice is Group 5. 

Thanks, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              10:03 AM 
Subject: Afri    Group presentations: AFRI 

Dear All, 

While most of you have sent yonr choices tbr the presentations in November, some axe still outstanding. I need to finaJize the roster tbr the group pre~ntations today. 

Consequently, if you have not sent your 2 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:58 AIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Timeline and Requirements lbr Graduate Students in AFRI 

AFR timeline.xlsx 

Dr. SaNe, 
Hi there! I hope you are doing well today. I have attached a tentative timeline for the semester. Please let me know if you think this is reasonable!feasible. 

Also the grading scale we talked about was as follows: 

Participation: 25% 
Paper #1 30% 
Annotated Bibliography for #~. 7.5% 
Paper #2 30% 
Annotated Bibliography for #2 7.5% 

Total 100% 

I also wanted to let you know I need to miss class on both Tuesday and Thursday next week due to a three day retreat for the 
that I am a part of. Obviously, I hate to miss so much class and would be happy 

to make up the work somehow. 

Thank you and I will see you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Thesis Meeting 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I don’t know if you’ve gotten my previous emails, but I’m unable to make it to your office today at 3:30pm because I have class at that time, until 4:45p. It would be wonderful 
if you had sometime tomorrow to take a look at what I’ve been working on. I only have one class at :t:t:OOam so the entire day I am available to meet. Let me know if you have 
time tomorrow. If I don’t hear from you, I’ll simply email you the rough table of contents and some fleshed out ideas I have for the direction of my thesis. If you have any 
questions, you can absolutely email me and hopefully we will be able to meet soon! 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma]l.com> 

Thursday, 3:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Slides from class 

Professor SaNe, 

This is a reminder email to post the slides from INTS 

Thanks! 

today. 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday               3:17 PM 

SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Today’s Slides Reminder 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Could you p~ease post the John Locke slides, The Second Treatise of Government slides, the Enlightenment thought slides and the 17th-lPth Century 

Slides? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday 4:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Africa~ Studies Major 

Hello! My name is           and I’ve been writing around the Afri department trying to find someone I could talk to about possibly majoring in Afri studies. I am currently a 
BS psych major, and an African studies minor, however, I love the subject so much and have developed a passion for it! I would really love to double major, but wasn’t sure if 
this would be possible, or who to really talk to about it. I tried looking for an adviser in the department and didn’t know who to contact. Someone emailed me back and told me 
to contact you! I was wondering if we could meet and discus this, or if you had any suggestions for me. Currently I have taken Afri and am in Afam 
Thank you for taking time to read this letter and have a wonderful day!! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Group Presentation Choices 

here are my top choices: 

:I. Emerging technologies 

2. Human rights, health and development 

3. Understanding and responding to violence 

thanks for the extra info today! 



From: @email.unc.edn 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: late enrollment 

5:00 PM 

To: Instructor Role 

F~om: 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

I would tirst like to say that I am very excited to be in this class! However, I am emailing you to ask for an extension tbr this weeks discussion posts. I enrolled in the 

class yesterday and my sal;ai was not thnctioning nntil this afternoon. Plea~ email me back, I plma to be on schedule with five responses by this eveNng. 

Thank you, 

This forw~xded ~nessage was sent via The UniversiW of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFR 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday. 11:04 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Hi Dr. Shale, 

I just enrolled in your AFR3 

Thanks, 

online course. I just wanted to introduce myself and inquire about any assignments I may have missed. Please let me know. 

@live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:04 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

~gmail.com 

New Add AFRI 

Good Afternoon, 

I have just received notification from the registrar that I have been eraoiled in AFRI     I just wanted to send you an e-mail mad find out if you conld let me l, mow 

what I’ve missed so thr and what I should get started on ASAP. I’m going to pick up my books at the bookstore after work today. 

So far I can’t view the coarse under sakaA or blackboard, but I’m guessing "that may taJ~e a little while. 

Have a wonderful day! 



From: ~email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Friday, 2:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Afri    Paper and Final 

Hi Professor, 

I just wanted to let you know that I completed my final exam on 
and I emailed my term paper to you prior to taking my final. Please let me 
know if there’s anything else you need from me, and thank you so much again 
for the extension[ 



From: ?}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: New Student in 1NTS -URGENT 

Hello Professor Sahle, my name is            and I have just enrolled into your INTS    class. Since I have alrea@ missed the first two classes due to my late e~ollment, I am emailing 
you to see ~vhat I have missed, and how I can be caught tap 

Thank you for your time, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Frida>               4:24 PM 

Ma]~mood Mamdm~i’s reading - Week 2: AFRI 

Dear Afri Scholars, 

Kindly note that pages 12-13 of Mamdm~i’s reading is available in the folder titled ’Week Readings’ below the rest of the chapter. 

All the best for the weekend. 

Dr. SaNe 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AFRI    online 

Dr. Sahle, 

I just added your AFRI    online class last night, and I was just added to the Sakai site minutes ago. I noticed that there were discussion posts due this past week that I was obviously 
unable to do Is it possible Ibr me to have an extension on these posts? 

Thanks for ,�-our help, 

@live.unc edu 



From: ~:email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 5:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: groups 

Professor 

I am interested in group in group 6 (#1) group4(#2) and group 5(#3) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edu;, 

Friday 1 l:lO PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello Ms. SaNe, 

I would really like to enroll your AFRI 

Sincerely, 

class, but it says i need the department consent. Could you help me please? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinma~a <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, Angust 27, 2011 2:10 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Fwd: WomenNC 2012 CSW Fellowship Opportunities for North Carolina University/College Students 

2012 Application.pdf; Cover Letter.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:WomenNC 2012 CSW Fellowship Opportunities for North Carolina Universib;’College Students 

Date:Sat, 27 Aug 2011 13:30:44 -0400 

From:Hershtield, Jomme L <hershfld~,%emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC:csw(~bwomennc.org <csw(~bwomennc.org~, (~bnc.rr.com : ~nc.n:.com~ 

I am writing to let you know about a wonderful opportunity for your students. For the third year in a row, Women NC is offering scholarships for a select number of 

university and college students attending school in Orange, Durham, Wake, Chatham, Guilford, and Alamance counties. The scholarships will provide funding for 6- 

8 students to give a presentation at the United Nations’ 2012 CSW meeting in New York. The priority theme of the 56th CSW Meeting in 2012 is "the empowerment 

of rural women and their role in poverty and hunger eradication, development and current challenges." Please let interested and qualified students know about 

this opportunity. 

WomenNC is a local organization that was founded in Raleigh and is committed to empowering women in North Carolina by engaging them with the UN 

Commission on the Status of Women (CSW). One of the goals of WomenNC is to educate women about the importance of the Convention on the Elimination of All 

Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) treaty. CEDAW’s primary tenet is the universal equal treatment of women. 

The monetary value of this scholarship is $2300.00. This scholarship will cover most of the expenses including airfare, accommodation, food, and other fees 

involved. The student will be responsible for covering 16 per cent of the cost of the travel expenses which is $368.00. The deadline to submit this application is 

October 9, 2011 at 11:59 pm. 

Please see the attached cover letter and application for further information. If you have any questions, please contact Violet RhinehartPink at 

~nc.rr.com or Anita Sivakumar at csw@womennc.org. Students may also consult WomenNC’s website for more information: http:i/womennc.org/ 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Hershfield 

Professor and Chair 

Dept. of Women’s Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-3908 

You axe currently subscribed to sej-mino~ &s: kleimnan~email.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu:’u?id 31539207~3250b850ege2d2c8feaa5aefllT0ae87&n T&I sei-minors&o~9751393 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ4 to leave-29751393-31539207.3250b850e9e2d2c8feaa5aef1170ae87@lislserv.unc.edu 

<ul > 

-qi> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej- facNty as: <a hle~"mailto:etmice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edn~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br~ 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-29751403-3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29751403- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<a> 



From: @gmail,com> 

Sent: Satarda) 6:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr’~ 

Subject: CCO AFRI 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

My name is               and I was just enrolled into the online course AFRI    I am ve~51 excited to get started learning about Africa. I was wondering if there 

were any emails that I missed by not being enrolled on the firs~t week of class’? I want to make st~re I have an equal opportunity- to contribute my knowledge and 

opinion~ with my classmates. I ,see that an assignment was already due; will I still be given credit for submitling it. I mn rushing to read the firs~t chapter s~ I will not be 

behind. 1 was also wondering if there was a s-y-llabus anywhere on Sakai? If there is I cannot find it, but I am quite hopeless when it comes to Sakai at times. I am ,so 

grateful ![br thi s oplyortunity to learn and correct my misconceptions about Ati-ica. I look tbrward to a great semester with you!I 

Veu Respectti~lly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, August 28, 2011 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Damage and Flooding Scar Atlantic Seaboard 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Damage and Flooding Scar 
Atlantic Seaboard 
By KIM SEVERSON, DAN BARRY and 
CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

A weakened but still ferocious 
Hurricane Irene began its gradual, 
destructive move up the East Coast, 
contributing to the deaths of at least 
nine people. 

. New York City Shuts Down Amid Flooding 
Fears 

Gilded Traces of the Lives 
Qaddafis Led 
By ANTHONY SHADID and KAREEM FAHIM 

The mansions, farms and seaside villas 
of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi and lfis 
fanfily are revealing the details of lives 
lived far removed from the people. 

. Photographs: Gilded Remnants of Qaddafi’s 

Life 

Lines Blur Between Candidates and PACs With Unlimited Cash 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

A Supreme Court ruling paved the way for supporters to raise unlinfited cash for presidential contenders. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Qaddaf! was not living like a rich man, I admit that. But his sons, all the people in his tribe, and all the 

[amilies around him lived good, and they lived good for 4o years." 
MALIK EL-BAKOURI, a Tripoli doctor driving through Qaddafi fanfily property. 

U,S, 

~ INTERACTIVE MAP: 
Hurricane 
Tracker: Irene 
Follow Hurricane Irene’s 
progress in real time, 



with data from the National Weather 
Service. 

OPINION 

UP-ART I A MONTH OF... 
,.#-’4 INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: Sunday 
Matinee Movies 
In the final chapter of the 
series, Leanne Shapton 
sketches frames from her black and 
white movie rentals. 

’: Previous Chapters in This Series 
Libya’s bloody road to freedom 
ALSO IN OPINION ~ 

A pledge to end fraternity hazing 

Do we spend too much on education? 

nytim.es.com ~ OPil NilOiN 

WORLD 

Rebel Government Struggles to Restore Water and Power in Tripoli 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM FAHIM 

Rebel leaders have said they believe the legitimacy of their provisional goverument may turn on their ability 
to provide basic services and security. 

Libya’s Interim Leadership Releases Its Members’ Names 
By ROD NORDLAND 

The Transitional National Comacil released the nmnes of all members and pronfised to increase its roster to 
provide representation to newly liberated parts of Libya. 

Few Treatment Options for Afghans as Drug Use Rises 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

Drug use and the paucity of treatment options have taken a heavy toll in Afghanistan, where there were 
about 900,000 drug users in 2OLO, according to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. 

¯ " Photographs: Trapped in a Narcotic Haze 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Challenges in Predicting the Intensity of Storms 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Forecasting is far better at estimating where a stonn will go than its intensity, since it can be very difficult to 
get information from the heart of a hurricane. 

With Katrina in Mind, Obama Administration Says It’s Ready for Irene 
By ERIC LIPTON 

The Obanm adininistration nmde a public display Saturday of the range of its efforts to nmke sure state and 
local officials had whatever help they needed to prepare for Hurricane Irene. 

New Friends Fight Off Cabin Fever at a Hotel Turned Shelter 
By KIM SEVERSON 

A comnaunity bona of disaster fonned mnong people riding out Hurricane Irene in Swansboro, N.C. 

BUSINESS 

Ingredients of Shady Origins, Posing as Supplements 
By NATASHA SINGER 

Drugs marketed in the guise of supplements may contain dangerous amphetanfines, s)aathetic steroids, 
laxatives and other prohibited compotmds. 



The Changing Face of the Burning Man Festival 
By JESSICA BRUDER 

As an annual counterculture arts festival in the Nevada desert gears up for its opening, debates about the 
orgmfization’s transition to a nonprofit are simmering. 

I.M.F. Chief Chastises Policymakers 
By JACK EWING 

Christine Lagarde, the head of the Intenmtional Monetary Ftmd, said that the world’s leading economies 
were in a "dangerous new phase" and called on governments to do more. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

As Losses Pile Up, Burnett Keeps Hope 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

A. J. Bumett is searching for answers anfid a 9-11 season. For now, he remains in the rotation. 

" Tejada Is Turning Heads and He’s Making Plays 

¯ . Roundup: Verlander Is the First to Win 20 

’: ~ Graphic: Home Runs, Both Far and Often 

Braves’ Backbone Is Their Bullpen 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The falling E.R.A.’s of Braves’ top relievers are lifting their hopes that they can handle the Phillies if they 
meet in the playoffs. 

’ Roundup: California Tops Montana and Will Face Japan for Little League Title 

¯ . With Hendry Gone, the Next Step Is Clear 

Nadal Enters Open in Djokovic’s Shadow 
By GREG BISHOP 

Rafael Nadal goes into the United States Open ranked second in the world, but he does so in a field where his 
rival Novak Djokovie is tmquestionably the dominmat power. 

:’ Four in a Row for Wozniacki 

’. With Williams Sisters as Model, Prospect Tries to Find Her Way 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Chicano Pioneers 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

"Asco: Elite of the Obscure, a Retrospective, 1972-1987" at the Los Angeles County Music of Art will 
showcase the work of a collective that once derided the establishment. 

Summer Cinema Worth Debating 
By A.O. SCOTT 

This summer, three movies, "The Tree of Life," "The Future" and "The Help," have provoked strong and 
interesting schisms mnong critics mad also among people who actually buy tickets. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Films to Love and Hate 

" Jessica Chastain, a Star Not Quite Overnight 

Their Soft and Not-So-Rowdy Ways 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Young country singers like Luke Bryan, Eric Church and Rochaey Atkins are making Nashville hat-agnostic, 
and the slfift is a stand-in for the continuing war for eotmtry’s masetfline center. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Fierce Intimacy of Tennis Rivalries 
By GERALD MARZORATI 

Why they’re the most intense in all of sports. 



" ~:~.~ OIIQe onow: ~noy aamDerg i--’lays iVlCr_nroe, ~gassl, ~org ano IVlore 

¯ ~ Video: Behind-the-Scenes, Andy Samberg Prepares for His Matchups 

In Egypt, the Lure of Leaving 
By NEGAR AZIMI 

In post-Mubarak Egypt, the big decision is whether to face an tmcertain future at home or abroad. 

Does America Need Manufacturing? 
By JON GERTNER 

Amid the working-class ruins of Michigan, the Obama achninistration is pursuing what amounts to a stealth 
industrial policy. 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
For the Cash of the Game 
Scandals in big-time college football call for tough and expensive penalties. 

EDITORIAL 
Dr. King’s Dreams 
The Martin Luther King Jr. National Memorial comn]emorates Dr. King’s fight for equality and econonfic 
justice for all Americaus. 

EDITORIAL 
Penetrating the Gibberish 
The Obanm achninistration has proposed welcome new rules that would nmke it a lot easier for consumers to 
compare one health insurance policy with another before signing up. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Fall This Summer 
By FRANK BRUNI 

For 3anericans, it’s been a mean season, with lessons in linfits and hmnility. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Darth Vader Vents 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

When you have a delusion that you’re Captain America, it’s easier to let yourself do things that hurt America. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Did We Drop the Ball on Unemployment? 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

In small-town Oregon, it’s easy to spot the cotmtrys most pressing problem. 
¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

In 1963, 200,000 people participated in a peaceful civil rights rally in Washington, D.C., where Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr. delivered his "I Have a Dream" speech in front of the Lincoln Memorial. 
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¯ ..B...u..y. This Front ..P.Lag.e_ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday 5:58 PM 

Nuremberg and current exaJnple of’Univer~lity Principle’: 1NTS 

Dear INTS Scholars: 

The ’universality principle’ is one of the concepts di~ussed by Stephen James in one our readings for Tuesday. In preparation for the first 5-10 minutes of seminar, go 

to the International Criminal Court’s (ICC) website and draw on examples that demonstrate its application in recent decades. For my own reseaacch, I have been 

following developments pertaining to ’the Ocampo Six’ since 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: ~,email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, [ 7:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: 1NTS    presentation 

Hi Dr Sahle, 

Sorry I’m so late in getting to you about this! It was a busy first week 
and it kind of slipped my mind, but my preferences for the final group 
presentations are Group 4, 3, and 6. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Honors Thesis Resea~cch 

Professor SaNe, 

Hi, my name is and I am a student in your INTS    course. 

I’d love to have a better understanding of indigenous rights and international human rights in general (which is why I am taking your class and why I am fascinated by it!) If 
there are any articles or insights that you could provide me, I would greatly appreciate it! 

Thank you so much for your time! 

~email.unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday 10:32 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv’~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Hello Professor Sa~hle, 

My name is                 ’ and I just entered into the class as of today. I just wanted to let you know that I will be posting my information for 
the first week of classes by tonight. I am really looking forward to the class and getting started, I just have to catch up. I hope you are having a great 

Monday morning. 

Thanks, 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:17 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: 1NTS 

Dr. SaNe, 

Sor~ to always be emaJling you about how to find the reading, but I’m unclear about the Donnelly reading. It’s not listed on our required books. I searched the UNC 

catalog and there are no copies left at the libra~ and there isn’t an electronic version. The other option would be to look at a google book preview, but there are pages 

missing for both chapter 2 (for Tuesday) m~d chapter 3 (for Thursday). 

Let me know what I should do. 

Besk 

On Wed, at 12:47 PM, ~(~tna~l.cotn> wrote: 
Thank vou. 

See you toInolTOW. 

On Wed, at 10:13 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks tbr your note. 

James’ reading: go the UNC’s library website, click on search for his book once it appem5 you will just need to follow the instructions. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 

From: ,%gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: INT~ 

Dr. Sable, 

My choices for the presentations are: 

1. Chil&en, hea]tla & human rights 

2. Unders~nding and responding to violence 

3. Development 

Also, how do we access the James readings? 

Best, 

Sent fi~m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Monda> 11:49 AM 

INTS A very important update on the exam policy tbr our seminar: INTS 

Dear INTS 

Facul~ members have been ins~tructed that under no circumstance - nnless the Provos~t makes tke decision - will a final examination reqnirement for all undergraduate 
courses (even npper level seminars like ours which accommodate both nndergmduates and graduate students) be excepted. 

How does this affect 1NTS    Wefl, what this means is that I will push our exam 3 (covering weeks 6- 12) to the date our class is schednled to have a final exam in 
It is still early enough, m we can deal with this chm~ge. 

I roll be updating the course outline to reflect tlais change. 

Sincerely~ 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

AliJ, Important update on exam requirements tbr all classes: AFR 

Dear Afri    ~cholars, 

FaculU members have been infftructed that under no circumstance - unless the Provofft makes tim decision - will the final examination requirement for all undergraduate 
courses (even in the context of upper level seminars like ours which accommodate both undergraduates m~d graduate students) be excepted. 

How does this affect Afri    ’ Well, what this means is that I will push our exam 2 (covering weeks 5- 12) to the date our class is scheduled to have a final exam in 
It is still early enough, m we can deal with this chm~ge. 

I roll be updating the course outline to reflect tlais change. 

Sincerely~ 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Atii - hnportant update on exam requirements tbr all classes: AFRI 

In other words there are just two regular exams and no final, correct? 

On Mon,_            11:58:16 -0400 (EDT), EUNICE N SaNe 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear AIic Scholars, 
> 
> Faculty members have been instructed that under no circumstance - unless 
> the Provost makes the decision - will the final examination requirement 
for 
> all undergraduate courses (even in the context of upper level seminars 
ltke 
> ours which accommodate both undergraduates and graduate students) be 
> excepted. 
> 

> tIuw dues this affect Afri ~ Well, what this means is that I will push 
uur 
> exam 2 (covering weeks 5- 12) tu the date our class is scheduled to have 
a 
> final exam in It is still early enuugh, so we can deal with 
this 
> change. 
> 

> I will be updating the cuurse uutline tu reflect this change. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr Sahle. 



From: #live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:27 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: AFRI blackboard problems 

Professor Sahle, 
I’m in your AFR online class and haven’t been able to find the class on blackboard yet. I know we need to answer the weekly questions in the discussion forum by tomorrow 

night at midnight, so I was wondering how I should go about doing that, or at least how I should go about getting my blackboard set up correctly. Please let me know if you can 

point me in the right direction. Thanks! 

Looking forward to your class this semester. Best, 

~@live~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SIVI3,VG UNC <socialmovements@gmail.com~ 

Monday, August 29, 2011 12:45 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu>- 

[smwg01] 1 st SMWG events with Puerto Pdcan Scholar Activists, Sept 6-7 

Please join us for the first Social Movement Working Group events of the year! 

Tuesday Sept 6, 5:30-7pm, 
"The struggle to democratize one of the last colonies in the Caribbean: A conversation with Puerto Rican activists". 

Mariolga Reyes Cruz, Critical Ethnographer and Community Psychologist 

Fedex GEC, 4003. 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Wednesday Sept 7, 12:30-2pm 
Report back from "Collaborative Investigations in Times of Crisis" Encuentro held at Oniversidad della Tierra Chiapas, Mexico 

Following the presentation we can firm up plans for upcoming SMWG events. 

Alumni 313, UNC Chapel Hill 

Wednesday 6:30-8:30 
Food Sovereignty Movements in Times of Crisis: Puerto Rico, North Carolina and beyond. 

Local Activists will speak with Mariolga Reyes Cruz and ]uanMa Pag~in Teitelbamn 

Vimala’s Curryblossom Caf~ 

http://curryblossom.com/ 

431 W. Franklin St, Chapel Hill, 

Mariolga Reyes Cruz is an independent Puerto Rican scholar-activist interested in the micro-politics of reproduction and contestation of social inequality. She 
obtained her bachelors degree in Psychology from the University of Puerto Rico in Rio Piedras and her doctorate in Clinical/Community Psychology and 

Qualitative Inquiry from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Since 2005, she has worked as an acad emic researcher and adjunct professor at the 
University of Puerto Rico. Her initial gTaduate work examined racial and ethnic identity among Puerto Rican women in New York City. Later she engaged in 

education organizing efforts with marginalized and racialized communities in the United States and Puerto Rico attending to ho~v colonial mentalities are enacted 
and challenged. Her book Mexican Immigrant Parents Advocating for School Re~brm, published in 2008, is based on her 4-yearlong critical ethnography 

documenting the struggle for quality public education spearheaded by Mexican undocumented families in a U.S. Midwestern town. She has published solo and co- 
authored autoethnographic essays looking at the intersections between race, migration and marginalization (Mis muertos estOn conmigo [My dead are with me]: 

An autoethnographic text on racialization, identity and memory; Transgressive borders: A performative diaspora in three movements). Other works examine 
coloniality and resistance within the academia (What ifl just cite Graciela? Working tuwards decolonizing knowledge through a critical ethnagraphy; (De) 

colonizing culture in Community Psychology: Reflections¢bom Critical Social Science). She was part of the organizing committee for the first Puerto Rico Social 
Forum and the Public Education Forum. She has collaborated with Prensa Comunitaria, Todo Puerto Rico por Puerto Rico Coalition, and Proyecto Enlace and G-8 
del Car~o Martin Pe6a. She was also active during the 2010 University of Puerto Rico student strike and formed with other colleagues a faculty action committee 
(Profesoresias por una Universidad Detnocrgtica de Excelencia). Currently, Mariolga is an International Civil Society Fellow at the Kettering Foundation, in Ohio, 

U.S. and is part of the RETOS network within the Social Movements and 21st Century Cultural-Political Transformations Consortium. 

][uanMa Pag~in Teitelbaum is a neojibaro (or "new peasant"), an independent filmmaker who emigrated from the city to the mountains to engage in sustainable 
and organic agriculture aiming to live in harmony with nature and hulnanity. He has a bachelors degree in Film Interdisciplinary Studies fl’om the University of 

Puerto Rico in R[o Piedras and a master’s degree in Caribbean Cultural Studies from the State University of New York at Buffalo. His master’s project was a 
doculnentary on food security in Puerto Rico [gAlimento o Cemento?J. Working in this project convinced him that to make a contribution to solving food security 

and food sovereignty problems in Puerto Rico he had to begin farming. He has been farming in Utuado, Puerto Rico, for the last two years. In his most recent 
project, he returns to his film and digital tools to document the new" movement of agroecological and organic farmers in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean, while 

promoting an intercambio de saberes ("knowledge sharing") among experienced and new farmers (see www.neojibaro.org). He is also Secretary of the 20-year 
old Organizaci6n BoricuO de Agricultura Eco-OrgOnica, an organization that supports local sustainable and organic farming in Puerto Rico. 

¯ -- You aye curreutly subscribed to 

smwg01 as: e~mice@email.unc.edu To unsubscfibe send a bla~k email to leuve-29761757-4140465.0c3d4556662F6045bfd361626[b57fc7(~lisise~n;.m~c~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Education in Atiica interest 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

This is I was e~olled in your 
(Afr: ) class last fall I really enjoyed the 

material oi the class and your perspectives. After spending this 
summer in Ghana I am more convinced that I would like to pursue my 
interest in education policy and practice in Africa. I wanted to reach 
out to you about insights or connections you might have in this field 
If you are available sometime in the coming weeks I would love to meet 
with you to ask for you input and advice on ~vhat to learn, ~vho to 
connect with, and what to think about as I approach looking for jobs 
and applying to schools. Thank you’. 

Sincerely-, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               2:25 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] References on the Tunisian RevolutiorgArab Spring 

Hello SMWGers, 

I am helping a student put together a reading list on on the recent 
Tunisian revolution in specific, and the Arab Spring in general. If 
anyone knows of any articles or sources on the subject, could you please 

forward them to me?       @email.unc.edu> 

I’ve reviewed a ntnnber of the recent social movement journals, but have 

only found forthcoming articles on the subject and nothing published 
yet. I’m sure there have to be some sources already on-line. 

Thanks much, 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email unc edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave_29762658_4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.tmc.edu 



From: ~yal~oo.com> 

Sent: Monday, 2:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: regis~ation 

Hello Instructor SaNe. I am           and I have just been added to class today. I am in the process of final)~ing my ~egistration and setting up user accounts. I am 

looldng foward to the semester and am ready to work. Please infom~ me of any assignments that have been tnissed or of any preparation that I need pertaining to the 
time that has gone by. Thm~k you very much. I am eager to begin our journey together. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Absence 

Greetings Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well. I will not be in attendance at AFRI 
my notes from a peer. 
Please let me know if any further information is needed from me. 
Thanks, 

AFRI 

tomorrow, I will read the readings ahead of class and receive 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday-, 10:27 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Hi Dr. Shale, 

I was having problems with Sakai when I enrolled late last week but the site seems to work great on my computer now. I just finished the first assignment and I will make 
sure that all other assignments from here on out are turned in on time. 

Thanks, 

}’i~il :¢a~live.nnc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: INTS 

Hi Professor Sahle- 

I hope that you are doing well. 

Unfortunately, I was unable to take care of my financial aid situation last week. I am still waiting to hear back, as I had a missing item which I did not know about until about 
week before school started. Nonetheless, until the situation is taken care of, I can no officially register for classes. I was hoping that you could send me a copy of the syllabus 
and readings until then. Provided that the dean gives me permission to register late, I will be able to enroll in your class. 

Once again, I hope that all remains well and I look forvcard to taking your class this semester. 

Kind regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, Angust 30, 2011 9:35 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Jnne 2011 Witness tbr Peace Delegation Report on Surviving/Retbrming US-Mexican Policy - S unday. 9/11 

PLEASE POST - for more information please contact Sharon Mujica at smuiica~e~na~l.unc.edu 

SURVIVINGfllE FORMING US-MEXIC~~ POLICY 

On June 11, 2011 19 delegates ranging in age from 18 to 73 from over 10 US States participated in the joim 

Witness for Peace/Chicle Language Institute MIGRATION IN MEXICO: ROOTS, REALITIES AND 
RESISTENCE delegation to Oaxaca, Mexico. The delegates viewed both the realities of desperate conditions 

and ~me positive tactics of economic survival that axe working tbr communities. The trip was organized by local 

community members, Sharon M@ca and Jane Stein and the the briefings mad travels of this national delegation 

were planned by Tony Macias and other Witness for Peace staff’in Oaxaca. 

On Sunday, September 11 at 5pm at the Chapel Hill Church of the Reconciliation ~nany of the North Ca~rolina 

delegates roll be in Chapel Hill to present their findings mad give ideas for a more humane economic and immigration policy. A discussion will follow 

the presentation. Please join us to share this briefing and exchange of ideas. Witness for Peace trips seek to equip both travelers a~ld their audiences 

to press for sensible and humane economic and immigralion policy. 

REPORT ON MIGRATION IN MEXICO: ROOTS, REALITIES AND RESISTANCE 

5:00pro 

Church of the Reconciliation 

110 N. Elliott Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Free and Open to the Public - for more information call 919 933-0398 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday~ 9:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Thesis Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

9:00am on Friday morning works perfectly. I’ll see you then. 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Mondm, 5:53 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting 

Dear 

I will be on campus on Friday Is it possible to meet at 9 00am? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Fron ~llve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:53 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: Thesis Meeting 

Eli Prufessur Sahle, 

I dun’t l~uw if you’ve gotten my previous emails, but I’m unable tu make it to your uflfce tuday at 3:30pm because I have class at that time, until 4:45p It would be wonderful if you had 
sometime tomorruw to take a louk at what I’ve been wurking on. I only have une class at 11:00am su the entire day I am available to meet. Let me know ifyuu have time tumurruw If I don’t 
hear from you, I’ll simply email yuu the ruugh table of contents and sume fleshed uut ideas I have fur the directiun uf my thesis Ifyuu have any questiuns, yuu can absulutely email me and 
hupefully we will be able to meet soun! 

Best, 



From: ’@email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday 9:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: class 

Good Morning Professor, 

I am writing to let you know that I cannot attend class today, 
unfortunately. 
I have to be at my apartment to let the time warner cable people in to 
setup my intemet. 
I have been waiting for almost t~vo ~veeks and If I try to reschedule they 
will push me back another week. 
What ends tap happening is they give you a time frame, say 12-4, in which 
they will come to do the install I tried to ask them if they could come 
after 2 but they wouldnt work with me I am sorry to do this as I really 
enjoy your class and I hate missing classes this early into the semester - 
but I do need the internet setup in my apartment and I cannont wait another 
week. 
Sorry again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:06 AM 

1NTS: : Dr. Sable - Sick: 1NTS 

Dear Scholaacs, 

since yesterday and thought that I would be very stoic and continue ruth our discnssions today. I even come to campus where I 

conlinne to suffer. 

At any rate, given the developments on my health front, it is ruth deep regret I write to say that for the sake of eveubo@’s health, I will cancel our seminar today 

resume our interrogation of the his’tory of human rights on Thursday. Use class time to review your readings tier this week. For those whose immune sys~tems are strong 

- you have been warned though...- t}el free 1,~ come to my office during our class time and my scheduled office hours to ask any questions you might have on the 

seminar. I will be here drinking lots of water and others that the doctor has ordered. 

Here is our proceed then: 

Thursday’s agenda: 

1) Cover the material we were scheduled to cover today. 

2) I will move the material for the Thursday to next Tnesday to ensure that we cover everything we need to as far as the histou of human rights is concerned. 

My deep apologies. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:09 AM 

Dr. Sable - Sick: AFRI 

Dear Afri~ ~cholars, 

and thought that I would be veu stoic and continue with our discnssions today. I even come to campus where I 

conlinne to sull~r. 

At any rate, given the developments on my health front, it is ruth deep regret I write to say that for the sake of eveubo@’s health, I will cancel our seminar today 

resume our discussion on Thur~ay. Use class time to review your readings tbr this week. For those whose immune systems are strong - you have been warned 

though...- t~el free to come to my office during our class time and my scheduled office hours to ask a~y questions you might have on the ~minar. I will be here drinking 

lots of water a~d others things that the doctor has ordered. 

Here is how we proceed: 

Thursday’s agenda: 

Cover the material we were scheduled to cover today and Thursday. 

My deep apologies. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com~ 

Tuesday~ 10:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Re: 1NTS    :Dr. SaNe - Sick: 1NTS 

Dr. SaNe, 

Best, 

I had one earlier this year and be avoiding your office as to prevem getting another. 

O11 Tue, 

Dear Scholars, 

at 10:05 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

conlilme to stifler. 

and thought that I would be vely fftoic and contiime with our discussions today. I even come to cmnpus where I 

At any rate, given the developments on my health front, it is with deep regret I write to say that for the sa]ce of everybody’s health, I will cancel our setninar today 

and resnme our interrogation of the histo~ of human rights on Thnrsday. Use class time to review your readings for this week. For those whose immune systems are 

strong - you have been warned thongh...- feel free to come to my office during our class time and my scheduled office hours to ask any questions you might have on 

the seminar. I roll be here drinking lots of water and others that the doctor has ordered. 

tlere is our proceed then: 

Thursday’s agenda: 

1 ) Cover the material we were scheduled to cover today. 

2) I will move the materia] for the Thursday to ne~ Tuesday to ensure that we cover eve~yhing we need to as far as the histow of human rights is concerned. 

My deep apologies. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 12:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: 1NTS: : Dr. Sahle - Sick: INTS: 

Sorry to hear you aren’t feeling well, Dr. Sahle. 

Be well soon! 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [eunice@email.unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 10:05 AM 
Subject: INTS : Dr. SaNe - Sick: INT5 

Dear Scholaxs, 

continue to suffer. 

and thought that I would be very. s~toic and continue with our discussions today. I even come to campus where I 

At any rate, given the developmems on my health front, it is with deep regret I write to say that tbr the sake of eve~bo@’s health, I will cancel our seminar today and 

resume our interrogation of the his~to~" of human rights on Thursday. U~ class time to review your readings lbr this week. For those who~ immune systems axe strong 

- you have been warned though...- feel ti~ee to come to my office during our class time and my scheduled office hours to ask any questions you might have on the 

selninar. I will be here drinking lots of water and others that the doctor has ordered. 

Here is our proceed then: 

Thursday’s agenda: 

1) Cover the material we were scheduled to cover today-. 

2) I will move the materia] for the Thursday to next Tuesday to ensure that we cover eveD~thing we need to as far as the history of human rights is concerned. 

My deep apologies. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ JonatAm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 2:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Important question 

Dear Eunice, I need to ask you something regarding an urgent matter. Plese contact me as soon as possible (preferably today Tuesday) --- at the Dean’s office, 962- 

1165 or via my cel phone, Thank you, Jonathan 

.Jonathan t-tartlyn 

The University of North Carolina 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Globa~ Prograrns, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~ NC 27599.-3100 USA 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: At~can Studies Major 

He?". I appreciate the response, I have a class at that time though, so if you have an?- other time that would be great, but if not I can wait!! Have a great day! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Sunday 3:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Atlcican Studies Major 

Dear 

We cari meet on Tuesday I will be ha my office between 330pm and 4.30pm. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~llve. unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:12 PM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Subject: African Studies Major 

Hello! 2{y name is              and I’ve been writing around the Afri department trying to find someone I could talk to about possibly m~ioring in Afri studies I am currently a BS psych 
major, and an African studies minor, however, I love the subject so much and have developed a passion for it! I would really love to double major, but wasn’t sure if this would be possible, 
or who to really talk to about it I tried looking [’or an adviser in the department and didn’t know who to contact Someone emailed me back and told me to contact you! I was wondering if we 
could meet and discus this, or if you had any suggesuons for me. Currently I have taken Affi and am in Afam ’]’hank you for taking time to read this letter and have a 
wonderful day!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 10:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

tx~st tbr tue~a5 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is             and I am in your Afri    online class. I just finished typing my very, very detailed post (1000 words) for tonight’s homework, but as I clicked 
submit it instantly logged me out and all my work was gone. I promise you I had it done, and I had explained and analyzed every part of the reading in my post. I am asking 
you to please please please grant me an extension for this post until tomorrow. I have a ton of other reading to do for my other classes, and I don’t think I will be able to get it 
all done tonight. If you allow me to do this I will absolutely have this post and the 5 response posts done, and submitted by tomorrow evening. Please please grant me this 
extension; I swear I had it done, and I have absolutely NO idea what just happened to my computer. 

Thank vou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 3:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Hurricane Cost Seen as Ranking Among Top Ten 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................. T.od.ay;is...H.ea.dli.nes ........................................................................ 
~llcN’t’~ ~rk ~tl~.~ August 31, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.& I Business I ..s.~_o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I p..Lnj.n.~t.~...w.j.n...e. I Editorials I ..O.p=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.h.!.s....D...a.~ 

.C...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e....T..o...d..a.~X..H...e..a..d..lLn..e...s. I r .S...e..a..r..c..h., 

TOP NEWS 

Hurricane Cost Seen as 
Ranking Among Top Ten 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

HuiTicane Irene will most likely prove to 
be one of the lo costliest catastrophes in 
the nation’s history. 

Tripoli Divided as Rebels 
Jostle to Fill Power Vacuum 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and ROD 
NORDLAND 

A week after rebels stormed Col. 
Muammar el-Qaddafi’s former 
stronghold, much remained divided into 
fiefs, each controlled by quasi- 
independent brigades. 

Bullying Law Puts New Jersey 
Schools on Spot 
By WINNIE HU 

The Anti-Btfllying Bill of Rights, 
considered the toughest legislation against bullying in the nation, was propelled by public outcry over the 
suicide of a Rutgers University freslmaan last year. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Anything is better than the conditions we are in now." 

BERNIER NOEL, a Haitian eager to return home from the Donfinican Republic, where good will toward 

earthquake refugees is fading. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Battle Over Prayer 
in Veterans’ 
Funerals 
This summer, a lawsuit 
filed against the 
Department of Veterans Affairs has 



turned the national cemetery in 
Houston into a battleground over the 
role of prayer in veterans’ burials. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Should Parents 
Marry for the 
Kids? 
Maybe marriage 
contributes to a stable 
enviromnent. Or maybe it’s just that 
couples in stable enviromnents tend to 
get married. 

Inspired by Odysseus 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Badlands and dinosaurs 

Step by step, hut by hut in Colorado 

nylimes,�om ~ TR:AViEL 

WORLD 

Qaddafi Forces Given Deadline to Surrender 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Emboldened by their advances and acceptance abroad, rebels gave Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s forces four 
days. 

As Refugees From Haiti Linger, Dominicans’ Good Will Fades 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

As the post-quake good will between the Dominicm~ Republic and Haiti has ebbed, Dominicans want quake 
refugees and recent economic migrants to go. 

Yemen, Amid Political Turmoil, Is Embracing a Holiday 
By LAURA KASINOF 

As Id al-Fitr begins, Yemenis hope their comnfitment to faith and tradition can overcome a looming 
tmeertainty and fear. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Federal Austerity Changes Disaster Relief 
By CARL HULSE 

Congressional Republicmas say that federal aid after a disaster shotfld be offset by cutting other programs. 

Town Draws Together in the Midst of Losses 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Residents have loved Willianasville, Vt., for its quietude, and now, for the mmay ways it is trying to right itself 
even before the Federal Emergency Management Agency arrives. 

Brave, Foolhardy and Just Unlucky: The Lives Lost in a Storm’s Watery Fury 
By N. R. KLEINFIELD 

The stories of some of the approximately 40 people who died during Hurricane Irene. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Charities See Smaller Wall Street Donations 
By BEN PROTESS and KEVIN ROUSE 

While the financial industry has slowly returned from crisis, nonprofits that depend on its gifts are still 
hurting. 

Exxon Reaches Arctic Oil Deal With Russians 



By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Exxon Mobil struck an agreement to explore for oil in a Russian sector of the Arctic Ocean that is opening for 
drilling in a deal that could grow to $500 billion over time. 

Fed Divisions Led to a Compromise on Interest Rates 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Debate over aid for the economy ended with the current low-interest-rate conmfitment, according to 
nfinutes from Aug. 9. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Straight-Set Wins and Shrugs From Nadal and Serena Williams 
By KAREN GROUSE 

Armed with a big serve and a sizzling forehand, Golubev, the 98th-ranked player in the world, gave Nadal all 
the topspin he could handle before falling, 6-3, 7-6 (1), 7-5. 

:’ More Refined Game From Serena Williams 

:. Slide Show: U.S. Open Replay: Day 2 

Gulbis Forgoes Partying Well for Playing Well 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Ernests Gulbis, a Latvian cast in the image of international playboy, has improved lfis discipline. 

Casting a Long Shadow 
By GREG BISHOP 

A strong summer is helping John Isner move past his most memorable win. 

,’ David Ferrer Makes Up for Height With Speed 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Heroes Take Flight, Again 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

In rebooting all its continuing series, including Justice League and Action Confics, DC Confics will revise or 
jettison decades of continuity in its heroes’ lives. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Rapper Returns, With Punch Lines but Little Soul 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Lil Wa)aae cma still toss off a neat double entendre, but nminly this is hhn at his laziest, or most uninterested. 

A Tribute to Jackson Riles Fans and Family 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

A Michael Jackson benefit concert planned for Wales in October has drawn heated criticism, and the 
Jackson estate has refused to give its blessing. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

WINES OF THE TIMES 
Alsatian Rieslings Return to Form 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

The panel tasted rieslings from Alsace, finding wines flaat were dry, taut, complex and at times majestic. 

¯ ’ Pairings: Spaghetti With Crab Meat, Cherry Tomatoes and Arugula 

RESTAURANT REVIEW 

456 Shanghai Cuisine 
By SAM SIFTON 

A Chinatown restaurant of the old school and new generation, a taste of the past mad present combined. 

" ~ Slide Show on Diner’s Journal I ~ Post a Comment 

¯ . The Scoop App: Download for More Dining Recommendations 



SUMMER ESSENTIALS 
Do I Dare Grill a Peach? 
By LIGAYA MISHAN 

Discovering the juicy simplicity of a fresh peach at 28, and never looking back. 

¯ ..M..9.r..e....D..i..n.[.n..cj" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The New Resentment of the Poor 
Several top Republicans wm~t to raise taxes on the poor and working class. But the problem is how many 
Ameriemas are poor, not how much they pay in taxes. 

EDITORIAL 
Christine Lagarde’s Tough Message 
The I.M.F. leader tells the truth about the damage done by austerity policies and pleads for bolder economic 
steps to prevent a loonfing double-dip recession. 

EDITORIAL 
Safety Report on Vaccines 
A govelaunent report has fotmd that adverse effects from vaccinations are very rare. Parents should take 
comfort in the eonelusious about vaccine safety. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
High Above the Hog 
By MARK ESSIG 

Shooting feral pigs from helicopters won’t work, but some rational steps shotfld be taken to help control the 
wild hog population. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
What Price Life? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Should those whose job it is to prepare for the worst be punished because the worst dicha’t happen? 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Tight Budget? Look to the ’Cloud’ 
By VIVEK KUNDRA 

The United States cannot afford to be left behind in the cloud computing revolution. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 3a, a997, Britain’s Princess Diana died in a ear crash in Paris at age 36. 
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Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Augnst 31, 2011 7:18 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 31 Aug: climate protesL SA political turmoil, ’low-carbon Durban’, 1/2 book, Satyagraha 

CJ Durban protest at US consulate.pdf; Climate news 31 Aug.docx; Devenish protest news bulletin.docx; Durb~ CJ welcome flier Augufft 

28 2011 .pdf; Durban street art.doc:< Gandhi Satyagraha in SA.pdf; SA politics and protest 31 august.docx; Bond politics of climate justice 

first haJf rough dr~ 31 August 2011.docx 

Hi comyades, 

* ttey a great seminar is on tomorrow, by Tehrnina Brohi on ser~dce 
protests (see below). I’m doing an all-weekend workshop in Newcastle on 
interstate power relations and on Monday a talk in London on climate 
(below). More seminars are being scheduled for 7-9 September, too. 

* Sorry, this Update is very climate-hea,Q’. But so much is happening on 
the political, economic and social fronts, including a shakeup of ANC 
generational power politics. No wonder Zuma and Motlanthe have 
skiddadled out of the country In addition to the apparent fall of the 
young tyrant at the bottom of Africa (Cosam is even after Malema on 
home turf in Limpopo), the oldest one at the top was overthrown by 
rebels and NATO. All is confusion and not even a new batch of WikiLeaks 
many emanating from the Durban consulate of the US government helps. 
Some of it is about how ANC rule resembles that of the apartheid regime 
based on the September 2009 attack in Kennedy Road, and there are lots 
more pieces about that, attached. Luckily, Khad~ia Sharife has a good 
political overview she just wrote for Al~cica Report, and she promises 
more like this next week And John Devenish’s list of SA protests and 
int’l news is attached as a separate file. 

* Back to climate.., and we hope you can join us at the US Consulate at 
303 Pixley Kaseme (formerly West) St, because a vet5’ very reliable 
mmour has it that Hillary Clinton will pitch up for a debate at 4:15pm, 
so join us! :-) See attached fliers.., and here’s a nice note about the 
solidarity with all the White House arrests from 350.org hq: 
> On Mon, Aug 29, 2011 at 3:04 PM, Bill McKibben 
<bill.mckibben@gmail. c un~> wrote: 
> Patrick, just a note of deep thaaks. A hundred more people getting 
arrested today-, mostly older people, faith leaders. Hence, scared. It 
means the world to them to hear of your support from the other end of 
the earth. 

* Along with two lawyers supplied by probono.org, I met a police 
intelligence colonel this mol~ning to explore aspects of civil 
disobedience in the Satyagraha tradition. Here’s Gandhi’s own 
(politically complex) perspective in his own words, attached (a 1928 
tract). I have a good sense that we will see a rising militancy and 
interest in blockades and other arrest-oriented actions, so having a 
line of cormnunication is quite important. The colonel (a raiddle-aged 
white woman) is sympatico - as I guess any mediun~-level intelligent 
agent would be in these circumstances. We’re still dealing with good 
cop, while the townships seem to get only bad cops. 

* Attached is the latest analysis about White House climate arrests, 
some State Department babble about impolting Canadian tarsands: "whether 
or not this pipeline would be built, there would be continued 
development of the oil sands, and there would be other methods for 
transporting that crude oil to refineries, and those would include such 
things as barges or tankers or rail., the sense is we have that this 
oil sands is going to be developed and therefore, there’s not going to 
be any dramatic change in greenhouse gas from this pipeline, or if the 
pipeline was to go forward or without the pipeline, because the oil 
sands will continue to be developed and there are alternatives to 
pipelines to moving that fuel or potential crude arouaad" 

* More climate news in the attached doc file The hot local story is 
"Durban on a pathway towards a low-carbon city’" (hah - my critique is 
below-, a short version of which was in The Mercury yesterday). From 
local to national government, there is also a greenwash underway, with a 
pretend "We support Kyoto Protocol extension" narrative from SA, Brazil, 
India and China The BASIC manifesto from Sunday is attached. But the 
harsh reality, it appears, is that the only desired Kyoto extension is 
of carbon trading, not binding emissions cuts. That’s increasingly clear 
from EU disclosures. Both ministers Trevor Manuel and Maite 
Nkoana-Mashabane are active; here’s Manuel’s latest non-sequitur: 
"Manuel says SA 2vlUST not abandon its labour-intensive industries in its 
climate change mitigation and adaptation strategy." And this: Manuel 
wants $2 billion@ear climate debt to be paid to SA - not the other way 
around 

* The first half of my book Politics of Climate Justice (attached) is 
ready for comments, but make it fast if you have some, thanks! 

* A couple of bits of local news, attached and way below. Street artists 
are being arrested and need our attention and support (attached). And 



remember the oil tanker N~I’ Phoenix that ran aground? - background/pics 
here: 
http://ccs.ukzn.ac za/default asp? 11,61,3,2365. Update: "It failed to 
comply with almost every international standard and should not have even 
been allowed to set sail from Nigeria However, he revealed that cases 
like this had appeared to become a pattern as the economic climate 
su£fered" . and there’s also a threat from mining capital: "It’s not 
just the valuable prawn and fish nursery. If mining went ahead, it could 
affect the marine ecology of the entire North Coast." 

* Finally, here’s a ncw journal on public interest litigation witl-i sorue 
familiar progressive names: 

http ://www. wits.ac.za/academi c/cln~/lawisouthafricaniournaloahmnami~hts/13 54 5/ 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

CCS Seminar: Contention in response to neoliberal policies in 
post-apartheid South Africa: The case of basic selwices delivery in Durban 

Speaker: Tehmina Brohi 

Date: Thursday 1 Septeraber 2011 

Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 

Time: 12:30-14:00 

Topic: 
The end of apartheid in South Africa was contemporaneous to the roll-out 
phase of neo-liberalism in the international arena. As the ef~bcts of 
market-oriented policies began to be felt by poorer cormnunities, 
citizens throughout Durban began to mobilize and organize against lack 
of basic selwices. Keeping in mind Durban’s international reputation as 
one of the best urban water and sanitation systems in Africa, it then 
becomes crucial to examine the disconnect between the image and the 
reality. The presentation will provide a brief ovel~’iew of the water 
policies implemented by the Durban mnnicipali~ in an effort to promote 
improved access to water selwices The research focuses on how’ citizens 
began to see participatory democratic mechanisms in post-apartheid South 
Africa as tools to organize and mobilize against the government’s 
inability to deliver on promises of access to basic utilities as a 
result of neo-liberal policies Questions are raised about whether legal 
venues of protest have indeed been more efficient tbr achieving 
significant gains. Theories of political opportunity structure, 
mobilization theories and framework theories are employed to gain a 
better understanding of South African social movements. 

Tehmina Brohi is an undergraduate student at the City College of Ne~v 
York. She is studying International Studies with a concentration in 
Development Studies She has previously conducted research on water 
privatization and the rise of the French water multi-nationals while 
studying abroad in Paris. Tehmina is currently a visiting scholar at CCS 
conducting research for her bachelor thesis. 

http:i/www.wdm org.uk/events/climute-iniustice-and-role-world-bank 
Climate inj ustice and the role of the World Bank 

Monday 5 September, 7pro 

WDM ofl]ce, 66 O:t?]ey Road, London, SW9 0LS 

At the UN COP17 climate summit in Durban, South Africa in December, the 
World Bank will be pushing for control of climate funds, with the 
support of the UK government Come and hear from Patrick Bond from the 
(;entre for Civil Society at the University of KwaZulu-Nata[, Durban, who 
with Climate Justice Now! will help host an alternative to what they 
call the "Conference of Polluters" Patrick will review" the sordid 
history of the World Bank in South Afi-ica, including last year’s $375 
billion loan for the world’s fourth largest coal-fired power plant. ’l’his 
will also be an opportunity to talk about ideas for resisting the UK’s 
support of the World Bank as the insutution responsible for climate 
finance. 

Patrick Bond teaches political economy and eco-social policy, directs 
the (;entre for Civil Society and is involved in research with social and 
labour movements on economic j ustice, climate, energy and water. His 
forthcoming bnnk is "]’he Politics of Climate Justice: Paralysis above, 
moverucnt below-.’ 

Click the cover page for the Assaf book: 
http:/i,~,vw.assaf.orp~.za/2011/08/durban-on-a-pathwav-towards-a-1ow-carbon-cit~i#more-4981 

http :/ilit/<s. org. a~’node/2469 
As COP17 approaches: Dirty Durban’s manual for climate greenwashing 



D~ban’s irtfamous Bisasar Road dump: Africa’s largest "Clean Developraent 
Mechanism" is one of the world’s primary cases of carbon-trading 
environrucntal racisru. 

By Patrick Bond 

August 29, 2011 Links International Jo~trnal of Socialist Renewal -- 
Will the host city- for the November-December world climate summit, 
COP17, clean up its act? The August 23 launch of a major Academy of 
Science of South .4frica (Assaf) report, Towards a Low Carbon Cit3,: Focus 
on Durban ofl;ers an early chance to test whether new municipal leaders 
are cliruate greenwashers, attempting to disguise high-carbon economic 
policies with pleasing rhetoric, as did their predecessors. 

Will D~trban *iayor Janres Nxmnalo and a new ci~ manager, still to be 
named, instead get serious about the threat we face and that major 
industries pose as a result ofruna;vay greenhouse gas emissions? We 
needn’t rehearse concerns about future rising sea levels, extreme 
storms, flooding that will ovela~’helm dirty Durban’s decrepit storm-water 
drainage system, landslides on our hilly- terrain, droughts that draw- new 
~climate reti~gees" from the region into a xenophobic populace, the 
disruption of food chains and other coming disasters. 

However, what might be termed South Africa’s "mitigation denialism" 
remains a notable problem Not only did plalming minister Trevor iVlanuel 
announce last week that he expects the global North to pay South Africa 
up to $2 billion a year through the Green Climate Fund he co-chairs 
when in realit3’ it is South Africa that owes a vast climate debt to 
Africa given our world-leading rate of CO2iODP/person but Assaf seeks 
to persuade politicians that Durban can "entrench its reputation as SA’s 
leading ci~z in terms of climate change actions" [sic]. 

Missing in analysis: Durban’s worsening carbon habit 

This is ptu-e hot air, because Assafs 262-page stu@ shies away from 
critical mention of high-carbon Durban’s unprecedented public subsidies 
on long-distance air transport, shipping, fossil-fuel infrastructtu-e, 
high;vay extension and international tourism. 

For example, the stu@ tells us nothing about the $35 billion that "back 
of port" planners have in mind ~2~r South Durban: displacing residents of 
the 140-year-old Clairwood neighbourhood to allow more expansion of the 
vast harbour (and its ships’ dir~ bunker fuel), a new highway leading 
to more container terminals and superto×~c petrochemical facilities 
(including doubling oil flows through a new pipeline to Joharmesburg via 
black neighbourhoods), expanding the automotive industry, and digging a 
huge new harbor on the old airport site Not a mention. 

Assaf says nothing about the damage done by building the $1.2 billion 
King Shaka International Airport way too early and way too far north of 
the city, nor aside from a throwaway reference in the governance 
chapter about the mostly emp~ $430 million Moses Mabhida Stadium 
built for the 2010 World Cup, next door to an existing world-class rugby 
stadium that should have been used. Durban was nearly rewarded with a 
climate-destabilising 2020 Olympics bid before the South African cabinet 
had a rare commonsense moment in June and withdrew from the compeution. 

All these mega-investments certainly make Durban "SA’s leading city in 
terms of climate change actions" but opposite the way Assaf claims. 

In a failure of analytical nerve, the Assaf scientists appear too 
intimidated to discuss these expensive mistakes in polite company, much 
less argue [’or a detox-rehab of Durban’s carbon-addicted corporates 
Yet it makes no sense to aw)id the harsh reality of fast-rising 
eruissions in sectors that nrake our cit3" exceptionally vulnerable when 
carbon taxes do finally kick in, given hoxv far Durban is located from 
the world’s main markets and given adverse implications for tourisnr. 

At one point, b~ied in a dry table, are the narues of Durban’s biggest 
emitters measured by consumption of municipal electricity: the Mondi 
paper mill, Sapref and Engen oil refineries, Toyota, Frame Textiles and 
the Gateway and Pavillion shopping nralls. But the cit3,’s biggest 
contributor to climate change via the national grid’s coal-fired poxver 
plants is a deadly nranganese sruelter, completely forgotten in Assaf’s 
study even though Assore’s nrost recent annual report concedes, 
"Electricity consumption is the ruajor contributor to Assmang’s corporate 
carbon footprint and reflects energy sourced frora Eskonr grid supply-, 
particularly by the Cato Ridge Works." 

Nor in Assaf’s chapter on "The national context" do we learn that South 
Africa is building the world’s third- and fourth-largest coal-fired 
poxver plants, Eskoru’s Kusile and Medupi, with a $3.75 billion loan frora 
the World Bank in spite of fierce opposition front civil societ3,. 

Not nrentioned either are apartheid-era special pricing agreements that 
give BHP Billiton and Anglo American Corporation the world’s cheapest 
electricity- ($0.02/kiloWatt hour), about 1/Sth what ordinary households 
pay. Nor is there a word about the millions of poor South Afiicans 
discounected from electricity., unable to absorb the 130 per cent price 
hike Eskom has imposed since 2008 so as to pay for the coal-fired 



generators. 

These gaping holes are too wide for even Durban’s most skilled 
greenwashers like municipal climate adaptation manager Debra Roberts 
to hide, and to her credit, joking that "You want to get me fired for 
publicly agreeing with you", she did just that when at the International 
Convention (;entre launch I drew attention to these 
white-el ephants-in-the-room 

Assaf chief executive Roseanne Diab replied that the city’s main 
mitigation focus should be Durban’s anarchic truck-freight transport 
mess, which she claimed can be tackled by air-quality regulation. That 
might be the case if South Africa had the USA’s Clean Air Act, which 
considers greet~house gases to be pollutants something the South 
African Air Quality Act doesn’t. And it might also help if the 
municipality had an effective air pollution monitoring unit, but in 
March it was stripped of most of its staffby the city ruanager and is 
no~v considered a joke. 

And here in South Africa’s petrocheruical alT~lpit, florrl where I write, we 
South Durban residents continue to be the main victims, including 
Settlers Primary School with its 52 per cent astkuna rate, the world’s 
highest. I spent an hour last Friday night (August 26) out on 
Clairwood’s Houghton Road, where local residents’ association secretary 
Mervvn Reddy led 100 people blockading Consolidated Transport for 
letting truck drivers race like Michael Sch~tmacher through the 
neighbourhood. After 10 deaths caused by maniac truckers, who can blame 
this corumunity for rising up. 

Durban chases the carbon trade 

What Red@ knows, but Assaf doesn’t say, is that the so~trces of 
climate-ttneatening CO2 emissions are also responsible for much more 
irrmrediate socio-ecological destruction. For example, Assaf 
enthusiastically promotes landfill methane gas-to-electricity conversion 
at Durban’s infamous Bisasar Road dtunp without observing (as do most 
academic articles) that Africa’s largest ~Clean Development Mechanism" 
is actually one of the world’s primary cases of carbon-trading 
environmental racism, worthy of a front-page article in the Washington 
Post in 2005 on the day the Kyoto Protocol took effect. 

Placed in a black neighbourhood during apartheid, Bisasar Road 
Africa’s largest landl’ill should have been closed ~vhen Nelson Mandela 
came to po~ver, as African National Congress pamphlets in the 1994 
election promised the community it would be But thanks in part to World 
Bank encouragement, Bisasar became the leading pilot for carbon trading 
and still pollutes the area to this day, with no prospect for closure 
before it frlls up around 2020. A sister landfill in nolthern Durban, La 
Mercy, also had a methane-electricity project funded by the World Bank, 
but Assaf concedes that it failed to properly extract the gas 

In its enthusiasm for such financing, the Assaf stu@ also forgets that 
the COP17 will witness the demise of Kyoto, the treaty that mandates 
these kinds of carbon-trade investments in places like Durban The end 
of the only binding multilateral climate treaty is mainly due to 
Washington’s intransigence, and it is heartening to those of us in 
Durban that hundreds of people have been arrested at the White House 
over the last t~vo ~veeks, demanding US rejection of filthy Canadian tar 
sands oil. In solidarity, [)urban climate justice activists will 
demonstrate at the US Consulate just west of City ttall on Wednesday 
during afternoon rush hour. 

Blithely, Assaf scientists recommend "innovative market-based financing 
mechanisms" such as "the voluntary carbon market" while downplaying 
the emissions-trading fi~aud, corruption, speculation and collapse now 
rife across the world. As even a February 2011 report by the US 
Government Accounting Office revealed, for such w~luntary market offsets 
to be considered genmne requires proof of"additiona[ity", but this "is 
difficult because it involves determining what emissions would have been 
without the incentives provided by the olivet program Studies suggest 
that existing programs have awarded offsets that were not additional." 

As for measuring CO2 in the voluntary emissions markets, "it is 
challenging to estimate the amount of carbon stored and to manage the 
risk that carbon may later be released by, for example, fires or changes 
in land management" And verification of ofl~ets is a challenge because 
"project developers and offset buyers may have few incentives to report 
iNk~rmation accurately or to investigate o:[’l~et quality’". 

Climate-smart Durban? 

Regrettably, Assaf believes in a few other "false solutions" to the 
climate crisis, such as biofuels (Durban is a sugarcane centre) and 
c o-incineration of tyres in cement kilns. Interestingly, the GAO has 
just released a report corff’irruing analysis by progressive scientists in 
the ETC Group that the "cliruate engineering" technologies of choice 
geo-engineering, nanotectmology, biofuels and synthetic biology are 
"currently imruature, many with potentially negative consequences.. 
Climate engineering technologies do not now offer a viable response to 
global climate change." 



In another disturbing development, Assaf’s emphasis on residents’ 
behavioural change risks a blame-the-victim mentality: Jk~r example, 
discouraging flush toilets for poor people so as to avoid increased 
electricity use at the sewage works Adds Diab, ~We must encourage 
people to stop using their cars and start using public transport" yet 
she is silent about how city officials let a crony-capitalist firm, 
Remain Alton, privatise and wreck our municipal bus system. 

Not a total write-of]; Assaf’s report at least encourages [)urban to 
"produce local, buy local" at a time of inane cm~ency-induced trading 
patterns that have little to do with rational comparative advantages 
between competing economies. The report condemns suburban sprawl and 
much post-apartheid planning, while endorsing the "polluter pays" 
principle, which, if ever irnplemented, would radically- iraprove the 
city’s environment. All obvious enough, but what hope for iraplementation 
given our rulers’ pro-pollution bias? 

"Clm~ate smart", according to Roberts, means a city’s "low-carbon, green 
economy provides oppoltunities for both climate change mitigation and 
adaptation and fosters a new form of urban development that ensures 
ecological integrity and human well being". 

Precisely. But if Diab is correct that "poor public awareness" is a 
major barrier to addressing the most serious crisis humanity has ever 
faced, Assaf scientists now contribute to that very problem with their 
bland, blind greenwashing of climate-dumb Durban. 

[Patrick Bond directs the I~,2ZN Centre for Civil Society and is author of 
the forthcoming book Politics of Climate Justice (University of 
KwaZulu-Natald Press).] 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 4:24:37 PM 
Scuttle plan for grounded tanker 

August 30 2011 at 03:24pm 

Bromvyn Fourie 

The tanker Phoenix, which ran aground on the rocks at Sheffield Beach 
and has attracted crowds of curious bystanders since July 26, is 
destined for a watery grave. 

It will disappear belotv the waves by- the end of the week. Maritime 
officials are preparing to refloat it, then tow it almost 80km out to 
sea before sinking it. 

The South Atlcican Maritime Safety Authority (Samsa) plans to involve the 
South African National Defence Force in the scuttling effort, which 
could see the vessel used as target practice in order to sink it, 
possibly as deep as 2 000m. 

The operation, which included clearing the ship of fuels and other 
environmentally dangerous substances, has already cost about $4.25 
million (R29.8m) This excludes the direct costs incurred by Samsa arid 
the legal costs to trace the vessel’s owners. The overall cost will only 
be known once the Phoenix has been successfully- scuttled. 

Yesterday, Sobantu Tilayi, the executive head at Samsa’s (;entre for 

Shipping Services, said the Phoenix was initially’ to have been re:floated 

today 

However, the tide and swells which, combined, have to be enough to take 
it of f the rocks, are only" expected to be at optimum levels towards the 
end of the week. 

Once it is off the rocks, the 125m steel vessel wifl be pulled, in an 
almost upright position (because of flooding in the engine room), about 
781cm out to sea, south-east of Durban 

The nearest marine protected area will be Aliwal Shoal However, this is 
Samsa’s best-case scenario as the vessel could sink before it reaches 
this point as it will take on water while being towed. If this happens, 
the Department of Environmental Affairs has indicated three other points 
closer to shore at which the vessel can be safely sunk. 

Captain Saroor Ali, Samsa’s regional manager for the east coast, said 
the Phoenix would be pulled very slowly’, at about two or three nautical 
miles an hour, to prevent it flooding too quickly or breaking up. 

A skeleton crew will be on board during the transportation, but in the 
event of severe flooding, the crew will be urgently disembarked. The 
trip from Sheffield Beach to the Phoenix’s final resting spot should 
take about 24 hours. 

If efforts to refloat the Phoenix are not successful, maritime officials 
will "go back to the drawing board" and see where more money can be 
obtained for further operations. 

"Even if we can move her 100m then we could just leave her there and 



wait for the waves to break her up aJrer 10 years She poses no danger 
to the environment but would just have to be an ugly neighbour " 

He also explained that the Phoenix had been in an "appalling" condition 
when it ran into trouble off East London at the beginning of July. It 
failed to comply with almost every international standard and should not 
have even been allowed to set sail li’om Nigerm. 

However, he revealed that cases like this had appeared to become a 
pattern as the economic climate suffered, adding that there were many 
more like it in South African watcrs in the winter seasons. 

The diffcrence with the Phocnix was that it was in view of the public 
and had been brought to its attention. 
Although there had been offers to buy the vessel and sell it for scrap, 
Samsa decided to sink it as the costs for a potential buyer to keep it 
afloat while cutting it up for scrap would outweigh the metal’s value. 

KZN coast mining fears 

August 29 2011 at 04:25pm 

INLSA 

Tony Carnie 

tony.carnie@inl.co, za 

THE FLrFURE of the marine ecology of the entire northern K~vaZulu-Natal 

coast could be placed in jeopardy by plans to scour the sea for heavy 
minerals and gemstones, say critics of the proposed venture. 

The latest Zululand application for mine prospecting, for the mouth of 
the Tugela River, has triggered alarm bells about the safe~z of a rich 
fish and prawn nurseD, ground 

The application has raised fears that the discovew of mineral deposits 
could lead to huge undersea trenches and opencast mining operations, 
disrupting a unique, complex sea food chain linked to the marine ecology 
of the entire northern KZN coast 

The application to prospect in a block almost 50km long and 22km wide 
has been lodged by Fast Pace Trade and Invest 58 (P~z) Ltd. 

According to geologist 1an Basson from the Western Cape, he and 
Universi~ of KwaZulu-Natal geology lecturer Ran Lrken, Durban geologist 
Damian Smith and black empowerment mining sel~’ices group Siyakhula Sonke 
Corporation are shareholders, ;vith 25 percent each 

S~yakhula’s chief executive is former Anglo Platinum transformation head 
Fred Arendse and the business development director is Champ Tekiso, a 
fomaer assistant manager at PwC. Siyakhula also has interests in Redpath 
Mining and Sekg;va Mining Services. 

Apart from gems such as garnet, the company is looking f;ar hea~2z 
minerals such as rutile, ihnenite, zircon and iron ore, which are also 
mined nearby by Richards Bay Minerals and E,’cxaro. 

If mining went ahead, it would be the first underwater mining venture 
for hea,~" minerals off the South African coast, although similar mining 
~s done of f the Australian and South American coasts. 

’]?he company does not have any record or experience in o:[’I~hore mining, 
although some of its members have done e×tens~ve geological research and 
prospecting work for companies such as Richards Bay Minerals. ’]?he?" have 
also been involved in exploration or research at the Rossing uranium 
mine in Namibia, and gold and diamond mining in Tanzania and Botswana 

’]?he application is restricted to prospecting rather than mining, but if 
large quantities of heavy minerals or gemstones were found, this could 
trigger a major controversy about the short-term benefits of mining as 
opposed to the long-term health and productivity o:[" a nationally 
important marine environment 

Rudy van der Elst, director of the Oceanographic Research Institute ~n 
Durban, said the prospect of undersea mining on the Tugela Banks was o:[" 
"maJor concern". 

"It’s not just the valuable prawn and fish nurser),. If mining went 
ahead, it could a:ffect the marine ecology of the entire North Coast." 

Environmental consultants acting :[’or Fast Pace advertised the 
application t~vo weeks ago and ~vant written feedback before Thursday. 

Van der Elst said the institute had asked for the company’s 
environmental management plan, but had not seen it yet. 

"We have indicated that the notice period is too short. You can’t have 
such a tight schedule, particularly when we have not been provided with 
adequate irfformation to comment properly." 



Van der Elst said he xvas unaware of similar ventures off South Africa. 

Depending on the methods, mining could stir up clouds of sand and 
sediments that could have serious effects on the marine environment. 

Bianca McKelvey, conservation manager of the Wildlife and Envirot~’nent 
Society, noted that the Tugela was araong the country’s biggest rivers 
and deposited vast quantities of sand, sediment and food nutrients into 
the sea. 

The mud@ envirot~ment was an ideal nttrset?~ for prawns and other creatures. 

"Research shows that it is also a nursery for a larger group of species 
which go all the way up to Mozambique and beyond. 

"In a worst-case scenario you could end up with trenches and an opencast 
mine underwater, the removal of large volumes of sand could.. ~vipe out 
prawn fishing" 

Basson, also principal director of Tect Geological Consulting in 
Somerset West, said these fears were "premattu-e and alarmist". 

He said only 3 percent of prospected areas were eventually mined globally. 

Prospecting would involve desktop studies and the collection of sediment 
samples and low-energT, seismic tests Mining would be "largely benign". 

"It is pretty much what RBM and Exxaro are doing on shore. It is not as 
if there are coral reefs It is basically an underwater dtme field. 

Asked if Fast Pace was acting or planning to act for a large mining 
company, Basson said: "We have not really thought that far ahead." 

A Companies and Intellectual Properties Connnission data search suggests 
that Basson and Smith are the only two directors of the company 

http://www.wits ac.za/academic/clm/lawisouthafricaniournalonhumanri~hts/13545/ 
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From: ~@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~: Alii 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
My name is and I am currently a senior at UNC-Chapel Hill. I was very interested in your Afri    online class and when I attempted to register for it, I 
discovered I was past the deadline. I contacted the Friday Center and they informed me that I could still register for the class with permission from the instructor. Is there any 
way possible that I could still register for your Afri    class? 
Thank you so much for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VMI Center for Leadership and Ethics <VMICenterforLeadershipandEthics@vmi.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 3:56 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Invitation: U.S. and China in Africa 3 & 4 November 2011 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

On behalf of the Center for Leadership and Ethics at the Virginia Military Institute, I would like to extend an invitation for you 

to participate in a conference that will investigate the common interests of the U.S. and China in Sub-Saharan Africa. By 

putting Africa in the middle of the equation, we will ask the urgent question, "What does Africa need from the U.S. and 

China?" 

"The Eagle and the Dragon: Stability and Economic Development in Sub-Sabra-ran Africa," a two-da.v conference in November, 

aims to answer this question by rejecting the purely dichotomous choice of either competition or cooperation between the U.S. 

and China. Experts from Africa, China and the U.S. will discuss and debate topics about Africa including: sustNnable 

development, war ~d peace, strategic interests, and diplomatic relations. The conference agenda follows, but I would like to 

highlight two of our k~note spewers: 

* AmbassadorJohnnie Carson, Assistant Secretly of State for African Affairs, U.S. Department of State 

* Ambassador Jendavi E. fi~r~er~ Ph.D., Distinguished Public Service Professor, Director of the Center for InternationN 

Poli%v and Innovation, Carnegie Mellon University. 

Lexington, Virginia, is a beautiful college town in the Shenando~a Va11%v, a three-hour drive from Washington, DC. The ~ea is 

filled with scenic and historic treasures, and other opportunities, from the Virginia Horse Center to local viney~ds, ~tisans, 

antiques, and dining. Attend the conference, stEv for the ~veekend, and enjoy all that Lexington has to offer. For more 

information or to register on-line, please visit ~_1~_~2_~:_~_~_~A. The early registration rate expires on Friday, 16 September. 

With best wishes from the Institute, 

S. J. Rabern 

Captain, U.S. Navy (Retired) 

Director, Center for Leadership ~d Ethics 

Virginia Milit~y Institute 

Lexington, VA 24450 

The Eagle & the D~gon in Af~ca: ~abi~ity and Economic D~e~opment in Sub-Saha~n Af~ca 

Virginia Mfiitmy Institute .- Center for Leadership and Ethics 

Lexington, Virginia 

Th~sday, 3 N~mber 

] :00 pm      Ope~g S~io~ 

* W~com~g Remarks - GEN J. H. Binford Peay III, U.S. Army (~et.), VMI Superintendent 

* Ke~ote - Amba~ador Jenda~ E. ~azer, Ph.D., Distinguished Public Service Professor ~d Director, 

Center for International Policy and Innovation, Carnegie Mellon University 

2:25 pm Africa’s Intere~: Nat the U.S. and Ch~a mean for Africa’s D~o~ent 
* K~vesi Aning, Ph. D., Kofi Ann~ International Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAI~C) in Accra, Ghana 

* Soft Adelaja, Ph. D., Professor, L~d Poli%v, Director of the Land Policy Institute, Michigan State 

Universiky 

4:00 pm U.S. and C~e Inter~t ~ Africa: Competitors or Co~aborators? 

C~ir: C~rl~ Ho~, Set,or Fellow, H~on lr~ute 

Raymond Gilpin, Ph. D., Associate Vice President, SustNnable Economies Centers of Innovation, United 

States Institute of Peace 

Howard S~born, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Internation~ Studies and Political Science, VMI 

5:30 pm Rece~tio~ - F~ti~ of S~b-Saha~a~ m~sic 
7:30 pm Keynote Remarks (TBA) 

Friday, 4 November 

9:00 ~ U.S. A~proach~ ~o S~sta~able D~opme~ i~ Africa 
Chair: Paul Hebe~, Ph. D., Winner of the VMI Jonathan M. Daniels Humanita~an Award, 2011 

Christopher LaMoniea, Ph. D., Associate ~ofessor of Comparatiw Polities at the U. ~. Coast Guard 

Academy 

LTC N~xey ~-Louis, U.~. Army, U~AF~ICOM MilitaW ~epresentative to U~AI~ 

10:00 ~ Wa~ & Peace ~ 
Chair: Ambassador Louis d. Nitro, dr. (Netired), Former U.S. Amb~sador to Chad 

* Reuben Brigety, Ph. D., Deputy Assistant Secretly, Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration, U.S. 

Department of State 

COL dames Hentz, Ph. D., Pro%ssor and Chair, Depm’tment of international Studies, Virginia 

lnatitute 

11:00 ~n C~ and U.S. Strategic R~tionsNN win Africa 

* I~ T~qor, Ph.D., Professor, School of International Relations, Universi~ of St. Andrews, U.K. 

* COL Tom Sheperd, USA, Director of African Studies, National Security & Strate~,, U.S. Army War College 

] 2:00 prn Keynote SpeWer - Ambassador dohnnie C~son, Assistant Secretm’y of State Nr Africm~ Affairs, State 

Department 



] :~0 p~ U.S. and China in Africa: Advancing the Diplomatic Agenda 

* J. Peter Pham, Ph. D., Director, Michael S. Ansar~ Af~’~ca Cen~er, Atlantic Council 
~ David Shinn, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor, Elliott School of Internation~ Aff~rs, George Washington 

U niversi~ 

2:45 pm Ch~e Approaches to Sustai~ble D~¢~opment ~ Africa 
Chair: Yoon Jung Park, Ph.D., Senfo~ Research Associate, ~hodes Unfv~rsity 

* Deborah BrAutig~, Ph. D., author of The Dragon’s Gi~: ~e Rea! Story of China in A~ca 

* Joseph Riley, Jefferson Scholar, University of Virginia, Class of 2013 

4:30 pm      Militm)~ Parade -. VMI Corps of Cadets 
Agenda as of 31 Augzts~ 2011 

~w.vmi. e~u[ africa 
(~you do not wish to receive any more information about "The Eagle and the Dragon in A~ca" conference, please utksubsc~be 

here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday               6:22 plVl 

Social Mtovements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [smwg01] Ref~erences on the Tunisian Revolution/Arab Spring 

http:!!www.jadaliyya .com/pages/index/2486!new-texts-out- now~a mes-gelvin-the- modern- middle-e 

From: _ _ @hotmaiLcom] 
Sent: Monday, 7:54- PM 
To: Social Movements Working Group 
Subject-" RE: [smwg0:t] References on the Tunisian Revolution/Arab Spring 

’][’here were two axticles in the New Left Review this yem -- one by Perry Anderson (insightful) and another more recently by Kees van der Pijl (not sure how 

insightful). ’][’here axe a whole bunch of m’ficles on the Arab Spring in the online Jada2tiyya. 

> Date: 14:25:08 -0400 

> From ~@email.anc.edu 

> To: smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu 
> Subject: [smwg01] References on the Tunisiaaa Revolulio~/Arab Spring 
> 

> Hello SMWGers, 
> 

> I am helping a student put together a reading list on on the recent 

> Tunisian revolution in specific, and the Arab Spring in general If 

> anyone knows of any articles or sources on the subject, conld yon please 

> forward them to me?        @email.unc.edu> 

> I’ve reviewed a number of the recent social movement joumal~ but have 

> only found forthcoming articles on the subject and nothing published 

> yet. I’m sure there have to be some sources already on-line. 
> 

> Thanks much, 

> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as:       @hotmail.com To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29762658- 
8121562.e8a49f080tgb09354164346912c80are@i~stserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: t(~emafil.unc.edu To unsub~ribe send a blank email to leave-29765369-10231413.t2f515ea2el 8adb2d3593400b7464a8c,~listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-297835:t:t-4:t40465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd36:tb26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edtv-- 

Thursday, September 1,2011 9:37 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Job opening: Open Rank Position in Latin American Studies at B ucknell University (Lemsburg, PA) 

This looks like a great opportunity for our doctoral s~dents who roll be defending this year. For more information on this job opening, please contact Professor 

Wilshusen at pmlshus@bucknell.edu 

Dear Natalie and Robin: 

I am writing to make yon aware of an open rank position in Latin American Studies at Bucknell University- (Lewisburg, PA). The announcement has been sent to a 
range of venues including LASA mad the Chronicle ofttigher Education but I was hoping yon might assist us in gethng the word out to as rode an audience as possible. 

In particular, please share this with your advanced or recently graduated doctoral students a~s well as more senior colleagues who may not be scanning the job ads. 

I very mnch appreciate your snpport and wonld be hapw to answer questions that you may have. 

The job ad is included with this message. 

All the bes~t, 

Pemr 

Peter R. Wilshusen, Ph.D. 
David and Patricia Ekedahl Professor of Environmental Studies 
Environmental Studies Program 
Co-Director Latin American Studies Program 
Affiliate Faculty Member, Dept. of Geography 
B ucknell Universi~ 
Lewisburg, PA 17937 

Tel. (570) 577-1951 

Web: http:/iwww.tRc s~k~bucknell.edw pwilshus 

Buckndl Universi~, 

Assistant/AssodateiFull Professor of Latin American Studies 

Latin American StudK~ Program 

Buclmell University’s Latin American Studies Progra~ invites applications ibr a fnll-time, tenure track position in Latin American Studies to begin Augus~t 2012. PhD at 
time of appointment is prefened. Please note that this is an open rank position: both junior and senior candidates will be seriously considered and those with sufficient 
experience mw be considered for hire with tenure pending approval of departmental and universi~ committees. The successfnl candidate will be a Latin Americanist 
with interests in interdisciplinaly work in the Arts and Humanities and/or the SociaJ~ Sciences, a commitment to undergraduate teaching, potential for excellent scholarly 
or artistic work in Latin American Studies, research and/or teaching experience in Latin America, and fluenw in Spanish and/or Pormgnese. 

This position is open to any discipline and field of specialization mthin Latin American Studies. If all other criteria are equal, particular consideration ,sill be given to 

candidates who evidence a specialization in one or more of the following: Brazil, Afro-Latin American cultures, indigenous cultures, social movements, sub-regional 

studies, intellectual or religious currents, and art history or artistic movements. 

Applications mnst be made online at: www.bucknell.edu’jobs. Online applications require a cover letter, CV, a teaching portfolio (including teaching philosophy, sa3nple 
syllabi, and course evaluations), a research porlXblio (including a statement on "the caMidate’s scholm-ly agenda and one writing sample), and three letters of ret}rence. 
More detafiled guidelines on submissions can be tbund at the Jobs at Bucknell website listed above. Review of applications will begin on October 15, 2011 and will 
continue until the position is filled. 

Bucknell Universi .ty values a divmse college com,nuni~ and is committed to excellence through diversi~ in its faculty, staff’., and s~dents. As an Equal 
Oppormnity-/Affilraative Action Employer, Buckndl University especially welcomes applications from women, minori~ candidates, and membem of underrepresented 
groups. For additional i~ffolraafion on Bncknell Univemity-, see wvx~v.bucknell.edu. 

Peter R. Wilshusen, Ph.D. 
David and Patricia Ekedahl Prot~ssor of Environmental Studies 
Environmental Studies Progra~ 
Co-Director Latin American Studies Program 
Affiliate Facul~ Member, Dept. of Geography 
Buckmell Universi~ 
Lewisburg, PA 17837 



Tel. (570) 577-1951 
Web: http:/iwww.tZac st~l~bucl;nell .edu, pwil shus 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Plalz, Giua B <gin~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 1,2011 10:53 AM 

Fall 2011 Tech Room <fall2011 @list~rv.unc.edu> 

[thl12011 ] Technology Tips to help YOU and the instructors M~o teach Mter you! 

Hi all, 

Here at the Classroom Hotline (the folks at the other end of that great red phone!), we have received a lot of calls during these first few weeks of school regarding 

a few items: 

1) "1 just walked in to start my class and the system is "on" but nothing is responding"- this usually is the case when the prior instructor has left the room "on" 

but has manually turned things off (the projector for example). A simple "room reset" usually resolves the issues but the call could be avoided in most 

cases if everyone RESET the ROOM as you are leaving. There is a lIED reset button in the upper left hand corner of the touch panel. Go ahead and push it! 

The instructor after you will be glad you did. 

2) Wireless mice -those pesky creatures! Have you ever walked into a room and the mouse was dead, lifeless and just no fun? Well you could help bring 

them back to life with a small gesture. Simply remember to place the mouse back on the charger before you leave your room. Along with that "Room 

Reset" and you will make others so happy. 

3) Those projector lamps cost how much?!? Yes, they are very pricey. And by Resetting the ROOM when you leave your class, especially for those who teach 

into the early evening, can save us lamp life and money. 

Thanks for listening and helping out everyone who uses the classrooms! 

gina 

Gina Platz 

iTS Oassroom Hotline Manager 

http:!ihotline.unc~edu 

919.962.1450 (v) 

c) 
919.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

gina@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSai~ Jean <jdesaix@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 1,2011 11:09 AM 

Fall 2011 Tech Room <fall2011 @list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE:[fa]12011] Technology Tips to help YOU and the instructors who teach after you! 

You folks at the other end of the red phone are doing a fantastic job! I’ve had to pick up that red phone every day in that weird room, 71.03 Stone Center, and 

someone has helped me through the issue every time, 

Jean DeSa P,< 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Senior Lecturer’ ~n 

Director Hea~th Professions Advising O~ce 

Depar~:ment of Nology Coker H~fl~ 

University of North Car.:?~r~a at: Ch~pe~ Hi~l, NC 27599-3280 

Work Phone: 919-.962-I068 Home Photo 

FAX919-.962-162S emaH jdess~x@emaiLunc~edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

F~m= Platz, Gina B [mailto:gina@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 20Ii 10:53 AN 
To= Fall 2015 Tech Room 
Subject; [fall20$i] Technology Tips to help YOU and the instructors who teach a~er you[ 

Here at the Classroom Hotline (the folks at the other end of that great red phone!), we have received a lot of calls during these first few weeks of school regarding 

a few items: 

1) "1 just walked in to start my class and the system is "on" but nothing is responding"- this usually ~s the case when the prior instructor has left the room "on" 

but has manually turned things off (the projector for example). A simple "room reset" usually resolves the issues but the call could be avoided in most 

cases if everyone RESET the ROOM as you are leaving. There is a RED reset button in the upper left hand corner of the touch panel. Go ahead and push 

The instructor after you will be glad you did. 

2) Wireless mice -those pesky creatures! Have you ever walked into a room and the mouse was dead, lifeless and just no fun? Well you could help bring 

them back to life with a small gesture. Simply remember to place the mouse back on the charger before you leave your room. Along with that "Room 

Reset" and you will make others so happy. 

3) Those projector lamps cost how much?]? Yes, they are very pricey. And by Resetting the ROOM when you leave your class, especially for those who teach 

into the early evening, can save us lamp life and money. 

Thanks for listening and helping out everyone who uses the classroom!! 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

919.962.1450 (v) 

9~9.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Is Set to Sue a Dozen Big Banks Over Mortgages 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................  roday,sHeadiines ........................................................................... 
~llc N’~’~= ~rk ~’%~ September 2, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. Is Set to Sue a Dozen Big 
Banks Over Mortgages 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The federal agency that oversees Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac is expected to sue 
Bank of America, Goldinan Sachs mad 
others, accusing them of failures in 
vetting mortgages during file housing 
bubble. 

Report Finds Naval Blockade 

by Israel Legal but Faults 

Raid 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and ETHAN 
BRONNER 

A United Nations review fotmd that 
Israel’s naval blockade of Gaza was 
appropriate, but the way commandos 
boarded a flotilla trying to break the 
blockade was excessive. 

:. ~ Document: U.N. Report 

In Libya, Former Enemy Is Recast in Role of Ally 
By ROD NORDLAND 

Abdel Hakim Bell~aj, in charge of the nfilitary conmfittee responsible for keeping order in Tripoli, says he 
was tortured by C.I.A. agents in his former life as enfir of the Libyan Islanfie Fighting Group. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"That will give me an identity. It will show that I am a human being, that I am alive, that I live on this 

planet. It will prove I am an Indian." 

MOHAMMED JALIL, a rickshaw puller in New Delhi, registering by computer into the world’s largest 

biometric data base, designed to keep official track of India’s L2 billion citizens. 

SPORTS 

~ VIDEO: Speed 
and Spin: Nadal’s 



Lethal Forehand 
Rafael Nadal’s forehand is a rare 
combination of speed and tremendous 
topspin, making it one of the most lethal 
weapons in tennis. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Purists Gone Wild 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

The same American 
character trait that led to 
Prohibition is, 
tmfortunately, still present today. 

¯ . Comment 

What Steve Jobs is not 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

The Ford & Zipcar partnership 

Help with hurricane insurance claims 

nytintes,�om            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Rebels Yank Open Gates of Infamous Libyan Prison, Seeking Clues to a 

Massacre 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Hundreds of men freed from Abu Salim last week escaped Libya’s darkest corner, where for decades 
thousands of people disappeared, for years or forever. 

Syrian Official in Hama Resigns to Protest Bloodshed 
By NADA BAKRI 

The attorney general of Hama resigned, detailing torture cases and killings by the govelaunent. He is the 
highest-level official to quit over a brutal crackdown by President Bashar al-Assad. 

" Video: Syria’s Crackdown Is Exposed 

Deadline for Libyan Loyalists to Surrender Is Extended 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and RICK GLADSTONE 

Libyan rebels gave the fugitive leader more time to SUiTender, as Col. Mumnmar el-Qaddafi raged at lffs 
enenffes in two new audio broadcasts. 

". Son Denies Rebels’ Claim That Qaddafi Is Cornered 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

For the Governor of Vermont, a Crash Course in Disaster Management 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Gov. Peter Shunflin of Vermont, a state unaccustomed to disasters, faces a complicated and costly recovery 
effort that could well be the defining issue of his governorship. 

" Different Leaders, Different Approaches 

Relief in Vermont Towns as Crews Make Inroads 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Crude roads that cm~ be traversed by all-terrain and four-wheel-drive vehicles have finally allowed aid, 
supplies mad repair crews to reach towns isolated by tiffs week’s flooding. 

SONOMA COUNTY JOURNAL 
Gravenstein Apples Struggle to Survive in Sonoma County 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

The Gravenstein, the jewel of a once-flariving apple industry, is in danger largely because of another Sononm 
product: wine. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



T-Mobile May Suffer if AT&T Deal Fails 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

Should the Justice Department’s lawsuit kill the proposed merger of AT&T and T-Mobile USA, some m~alysts 
say it could harm T-Mobile, its competitiveness sapped by months of limbo. 

:. DealBook: Taking On a Veteran Antitrust Judge in the AT&T Fight 

. DealBook: Justice Dept.’s Key Officials in Pursuing the AT&T Lawsuit 

Banks Push Greek Bailout Plan 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Banks are doing their part to push through a second bailout for Greece, but the deal is shaping up to be 
better for them than for the Greeks. 

o ~;;, European Debt Crisis Tracker 

:. Spain Debt Sale Precedes Vote on Balanced Budget Amendment 

China Benefits as U.S. Solar Industry Withers 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Some American, Japanese and European solar compmfies still have a technological edge over Clfinese rivals, 
but seldom a cost advantage, analysts say. 

¯ " Solar Firm Aided by Federal Loans Shuts Doors 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Hockey Players’ Deaths Pose a Tragic Riddle 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Three N.H.L. players have been found dead since May, stirring debate over the role of fighting in hockey. 

His Father’s Name, His Own Success 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Skip Holtz, whose South Florida team opens the season at Notre Dame on Saturday, has forged his own 
coaching career. 

~ Roundup: Ohio State Bars Three Players 

Giants Pluck Cornerback From His Living Room 
By SAM BORDEN 

With constant turnover in football, bringing in so-called street free agents is a critical part of maintaining a 
tealll’s roster. 

Jets and Eagles Hit by Quarterback Injuries 

’- N.F.L. Roundup: Titans’ Johnson Ends Holdout 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Helping the Modern Get Over Itself 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The Musetun of Modern Art has revised flae Painting and Sculpture galleries in its permanent collection, 
presenting new acquisitions and some interesting juxtapositions. 

-’ Art Review 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE GERSHWINS’ PORGY AND BESS’ 
Excavations on Catfish Row 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Audra McDonald’s portrait of Bess combines the skills of a great actress and a great singer in a new version 
of the Gershwins’ classic opera that opened in Cambridge, Mass. 

° Related Article I ~ Video 

:’ Stephen Sondheim Takes Issue With Plan for Revamped ’Porgy and Bess’ 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’We the Animals’ 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Justin Torres writes the kind of sensitive, carefully wrought autobiographical first novel that may soon be 
extinct from the mainstream publishing world. 



¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’I’M GLAD MY MOTHER IS ALIVE’ 
The Aftershoeks of an Adoption Long Ago, Felt by Everyone Involved 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

’Tm Glad My Mother Is Alive," directed by the father-son team of Claude and Nathan Miller, focuses on the 
psychological profile of a boy who finds the woman who gave him up for adoption. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’LOVE CRIME’ 
A Sly Corporate Dance That Turns Into a Duel 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Alain Comeau’s "Love Crime" works as a devilish satire on power and eros in the executive suite. 
" ~ Exclusive Clip: ’Love Crime’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’A GOOD OLD FASHIONED ORGY’ 
A Bunch of Friends Who Want to Party Like It’s a979 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In "A Good Old Fashioned Orgy," a collection of Manhattan professionals decide to have one. 

-’ The Theme Parties That Inspired an Orgy 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Oh, Grow Up 
The latest food fight in Washington (over a presidential speech on creating jobs and fixing the economy, no 
less) was downright appalling. 

EDITORIAL 
Protecting Innovation and Competition 
The Justice Department is right in trying to stop AT&T from buying T-Mobile. The merger poses a clear 
anticompetitive threat. 

EDITORIAL 
A Vital Liberty 
In an important decision, a federal appeals court affirmed that the First Amendment protects the right to 
videotape the activities of police officers in public. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Eric and Irene 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Representative Eric Cantor, the House majority leader, wants any aid for Hurricane Irene victims to be offset 
by cuts in oflaer spending. He had other ideas in 2oo4 when Gaston hit his state. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Vigorous Virtues 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Republican orthodoxy on cutting goverument falls short of addressing the country’s structural, social and 
educational deficiencies. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Argentina’s Turnaround Tango 
By IAN MOUNT 

President Obama and Congress should look to Argentina’s economic turnaround for inspiration. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 2, 1945, Japan formally surrendered in ceremonies aboard the USS Missouri, ending World War II. 
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From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 10:39 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

Subject: AFRI    Online- Quick Question 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was just wondering where to find the "Further Question by Dr. SaNe" section needed for today’s post. I cannot find out where they are. 

Thanks, 



From: ~live.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Atii Online 

Dr. SaNe! 

Thank you, i’m sorry I did not post them correctly! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu reunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 9:03 AM 
Subject-" Afri: Online 

To: 
From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear 

Hope you are well. 

Kindly re-post your entries for week 1-2 following the instructions below. Please note there will be no penaJty. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 

On ’ 11:17 AM at l l:17 AM, Bliss, Jessica (]fgiroux) wrote: 

AFRI students, 

Pas~ting from Microsoft Word directly to Sakai can result in s’tra~ge formatting codes. ’][’his can be avoided by using the "Paste from Word" button, shown in the 

attached image. 

Please be sure to use this option if you are copying and pasting your messages and thrum responses from Microsoft Word. This will avoid clutter and improve 

readibili~ on the Sakai forums. 

Thank you for your cooperation’. 

Jessa Bliss 

The Friday Center 

[pastel?ore wordjpg] 

This forwaacded ,nessage was sent via The University of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this message click 



From: @email.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 

Subje~’t: Joining Cla~ss 

~:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

From: 

Dear Professor Eunice Sable, 

My name is                  m~d I was added to the class on Monday but my access to SaJaai did not show until yesterday, I have read up on the lessons so tier and 

I am yew excited to be "taking this class. I just wanted to introduce myself and maI:e sure there was nothing else "that I was missing. Look tbr~vard to a great semester! 

Thank~ 

This forwaacded ,nessage was sent via The Universit~ of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFI; 

site. To reply to this message click 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Saturday, 11:14 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Alternative ONce ttours Beti~re Exam? 

Hello Professor, 

I hope you are well’. My name is, ~ I mn a student in your INTS ~ lecture. I first want to say I am truly enjoying your class so fox and the complexity of the 

readings. I read on the syllabus that your once hours are listed as being between 3:30 and 4:30pm on Tuesdays and Thursdays, unfortunately I have another class 

during that time. I was wondering if you were available at any’ other time this week before our exam on Thursday in order for me to ask any lingering questions I may 

have? Tuesday between 1 lam and 12pro and after 5pm, Wednesday at 3pm, Wednesday at 5pm, and Thur at 9am or 12pro are all times that work for me but of 
course I would work around your schedule if you have any other availabili~ outside of your once hours. 

Thank you for your time’. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Interest in Education in Affca 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

This is , I was enrolled in your 
(Afli    ) class last INk I really enjoyed the 

material d the class and your perspectives, After spending this 
summer in Ghana I am more convinced that I would like to pursue my 
interest in education policy and practice in AIrica. I wanted to reach 
out to you about insights or connections you might have in this field. 
If you are available sometime in the coming weeks I would love to meet 
with you to ask for you input and advice on what to learn, who to 
connect with, and what to think about as I approach looking for jobs 
and applying to schools. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Subjet’t: FW: Afri    online course 

Dr. Shale, 

Please view the email below. 

I was not correctly enrolled in your course and the Friday Center has deactivated my access to Sakai right now, that is why I was not able to respond to your question Friday. 

have to send them a form and they will properly "re-enroll" me in the course first thing Tuesday morning. I am able to remain in the class, I just wanted to give you a heads 
up. 

Thanks, 

l:rom; Cashion, Jody W [jody_cashion@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, I.:42 PM 
To; 
1~c-" Buell, Agatha 
Subject; Afri    online course 

Please contact me at the Friday Center about your Afri     course. It appears that someone other than a member of our staff at 
the Friday Center enrolled you in this course. We maintain controlled enrolhnent in the online courses so I need to get you 
enrolled correctly’. Persons not in this department are not supposed to enroll any student in the sections designated for online 
courses. I will have to drop you from this course if you do not submit a request to enroll to the Friday Center,. Please feel free to 
contact me if you need assistance. Your access to this class has been suspended until you are correctly enrolled, 

Jody cashlon 

student se~vlces Assistant 

~a~ollna Courses OnLine 

F~iday Cente~ fo~ ~ontlnui~g Education 

>honeg~9~g 62-~3o4 

~od~_eashlon@unc.edu 

I ii~il Description 

~ 
~escription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday, 

Chaper 2.pdf 

@hotmail.com> 

1:13 PM 

~@hotmail.com>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Monday, September 5, 2011 1:16 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Our Next Newsletter 

Dem Colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out soon’. Please forward any news that you might have to mbnelson~wesleym~.edu. This might include new publications, news 

about grants, new jobs, member career changes, annonncements for conferences, etc. 

I am also interested in any photos or images you may have that illufftrate yonr work ancL’or field experiences. 

The deadline for sending materi’,fl is September 9th. 

Best. 

Mike 

http://africmapolitic s~roup.org/index.phpinews~’newsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860,685,3023 

mbnelson@wesleyan edu 

http://www michaelnelson,info 

http:/;africa, blogs,wesleyan,edu/ 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaice@emaAl.unc.edu. 

To nnsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 16569829 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-16569829-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 3:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Europeans Talk of Sharp Change in Fiscal Affairs 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
September 6, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..Oj?=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Europeans Talk of Sharp 

Change in Fiscal Affairs 
By LOUISE STORY and MATTHEW 
SALTMARSH 

While many of the ideas have yet to hit 
official agendas, officials say there has 
been a substantial step-up in planning 
for a closer Europema fiscal relationship. 

Leak Offers Look at Efforts by 

U.S. to Spy on Israel 
By SCOTT SHANE 

New details have emerged in the ease of 
an F.B.I. translator who was sentenced 
last year to 9o months in prison for 
leaking classified information to a 
blogger. 

Life in Syria’s Capital 

Remains Barely Touched by 

Rebellion 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

While protests against the govenmmnt of Bashar al-Assad break out across Syria, many Damascenes insist 
on another reality. 

¯ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We can’t sit idly by and let parents think that only the quality charter schools can educate poor kids well. 

If you see something good, why not try to replicate it?" 
TERRY GRIER, Houston’s schools superintendent. 

U,S, 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 
Deadly Wildfires 
Burn Through 
Texas 
High winds spurred 



flames that have consmned houses and 
killed a mother mad her clfild. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Rick Perry’s Plan: 
Sao,ooo for a B.A. 
Will a college degree that 
costs S2,5oo a year be 
worth the paper it’s 
printed on? 

A show through high-tech 
glasses 
Also on NYTimes.com 

Busting bacteria with coriander 

Who are the two greatest U.S. Open champions? 

WORLD 

Syria Allows Red Cross Officials to Visit Prison 
By NADA BAKRI 

Syria opened its main prison in Damascus on Monday to a delegation from the International Conmfittee of 
the Red Cross for the first time since the uprising started in nfid-March. 

Optimism in Libya on Talks With Remaining Loyalists 
By ROD NORDLAND 

Rebel negotiators have resmned talks with loyalist holdouts in the desert town of Bani Walid in an effort to 
persuade them to surrender peacefully before a Sept. lO deadline set by the interim govelam~ent. 

British Panel to Examine Libya Rendition Reports 
By JOHN F. BURNS and ALAN COWELL 

The panel said on Monday it would probe new allegations that have surfaced in docmnents found in Tripoli 
relating to the extent of cooperation between Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s Libya and the British MI-6 spy 
agency. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THE CHAMPIONS 
A Congresswoman’s Cause Is Often Her Husband’s Gain 
By ERIC LIPTON 

In chmnpioning kichaey care, Representative Shelley Berkley of Nevada has often taken actions that have 
benefited the business interests of her husband, a doctor. 

." Documents: A Husband and Wife Team 

Troubled Schools Try Mimicking the Charters 
By SAM DILLON 

In a first, 20 public schools in Houston are adopting the proven teclmiques of charter schools to see if they 
can help raise achievement. 

At Yosemite, a8 Reminders of Dangers of the Outdoors 
By JESSE McKINLEY and IAN LOVETT 

Since the beginning of the year, 18 people have died at Yosenfite National Park, an unforttmate increase from 
recent years and a cause for alalan for the park’s rangers. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Closed, Says Google, but Shops’ Signs Say Open 
By DAVID SEGAL 

In recent months, many perfectly healthy businesses across the cotmtry have expired accordh~g to Google 
Places, and fixing the error has often been difficult. 

European Bankers Urge Leaders to Move Quickly on Debt Crisis 
By LIZ ALDERMAN AND JAMES KANTER 

Jean-Claude Trichet, Mario Draghi and oflaers gave waruings at a forum that focused on the world economy 
three years after the collapse of Lelmaan. 

’ Stock Markets in Asia Resume Their Slide 

¯ . German Court Ruling Could Complicate Euro Zone Decisions 

Hybrid in a Trade Squeeze 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

A debate over consmner subsidies and technology sharing is shaping up as a crucial test case. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Tsonga Sweeps Past Fish, the Top American Seed 
By KAREN CROUSE 

On the Open’s second Monday, Mardy Fish, the No. 8 seed, got caught in a maelstrom of Jo-Wilfried 
Tsonga’s power and nature’s bluster, losing 6-4, 6-7 (5), 3-6, 6-4, 6-2. 

Blown Around, but Not Down 
By LYNN ZlNSER 

On a blustery day at the Open, Serena Williams swept past Aria Ivanovic and Novak Djokovic topped 
Alexandr Dolgopolov. 

’ ~ Point/Counterpoint: Fantasy U.S. Open Tournament 

Facing Danger to Aid Daughter 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Paula Liverpool worked a second job as a bartender at a strip club to help her daughter, Sachia Vickery, 16, 

continue to play tennis. 

¯ ’ Where Manners Go Missing 9:06 PM ET 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Hiding Up in Telluride, Silver on Screens 
By A. O. SCOTT 

A look back at the just-concluded 38th edition of the biggest little fihn festival. 

A Bounty of Documentaries at Toronto Festival 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

In Iris new fihn, "Into the Abyss," Werner Herzog dissects the murder of a woman in Texas and the execution 
of the man convicted in the ease. 

THE TV WATCH 
Not Walking Alone, Telethon Takes Steps Without Lewis 
By ALESSAN DRA STAR LEY 

The Muscular Dystrophy Association’s mmual national fund-raiser struck a different tone wiflaout its star 
M.C. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Sound, the Way the Brain Prefers to Hear It 
By GUY GUGLIOTTA 

In designing the next great audio system, researchers are invoking the science of psychoacoustics. 



A Hero’s Legend and a Stolen Skull Rustle Up a DNA Drama 
By CHRISTINE KENNEALLY 

DNA tests confirm that a skeleton dug up in a prison graveyard is that of Ned Kelly, 19th-century outlaw and 
folk hero, scientists say. But the search for his skull continues. 

Bike Crash Wiped Details; GPS Data Filled Them In 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

For a reporter injured in a cycling accident, the worst consequence was a 2o-nfinute hole in his memory. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Clock Is Ticking 
At this point, we are skeptical that the Obama achninistration has a comprehensive strategy to help build up 
a government that Afghans wotfld be willing to fight for. 

EDITORIAL 
How Many Leaves on the Tree of Life? 
A recent study concludes that there are about 8.7 nfillion species on Earth, but that may be just the half of it. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Time to Revive Home Ec 
By HELEN ZOE VEIT 

We remember the stereotypes about home econonfics, while forgetting the movement’s crucial lessons on 
healthy eating and cooking. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Last Moderate 
By JOE NOCERA 

Representative Jim Cooper, a Blue Dog Democrat from the Nashville area, remembers the day when 
Congress still worked. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Where the Jobs Aren’t 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Green innovation is a worthy enterprise, but it won’t create the jobs we need. 

’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 6, a9oa, President William B. McKinley was shot and mortally wounded by anarchist Leon Czolgosz 

at the Pma-3aneriean Exposition in Buffalo, N.Y. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 3:40 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

upcoming events co-sponsored by CLACS at Duke - mark your calendars 

All events listed below are free arrd open to the public. We hope to see you there! 

Friday, September 9, 2011 
5:00 - 6:30 pm 
at the FHI Garage, C105, 1st floor, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse on the Duke campus 

"}taiti: History Embedded in Amber - Opening Reception with Artist Edouard Duval-CarriO" 
A celebration of the installation of "Haiti: History Embedded in Amber" with artist Edouard Duval-CarriO. 
He will speak briefly about the piece, and there will be music by renowned Haitian singer Erol Josu~, along with Caribbean food and drink. 
Sponsored by the tIaiti Lab/Franklin tlumanities Institute at Duke. Co-sponsored by the Center for Latin American and Caribbean 
Studies at Duke. 

For more information about the event, go to http:!!www~fhi, duke,edu/event~!haiti-history-embedded-amber-opening 
For directions to the Smith Warehouse, go to http://www.fhi.duke.edu/about/smith--w’arehouse 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 
12:00 1:00 pm 
ttoom 240 Franklin Center at Duke, 2204 Er~vin t{oad, Durham 
"Bolivar Bird: Simon Bolivar’s journey in the United States (1807)." 
A talk by Miguel Chirinos, historian and collector, and organizer of the exhibition "Bolivar Blvd" which is on display at the Fredric 
Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke East Campus. This is the first talk in this year’s Wednesdays at the Center series. A light lunch 
~vill be ser’~Ted. Co-sponsored by Latino/a Studies in the Global South and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, both at 
Duke. 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 

6:30 pm 

Room 139 Social Sciences Building, Duke ~Ves1 Campus 

"On the Edge of Reason: Border Dynamics and the Spread of Violence" 

a "talk by Macrina Cardenas Alarcon 

Macrinas Cardenas Alarcon was formerly "the Mexico Solidarity Network’s Legislative Coordinator in DC. She has sent the past five years aiding deportees and doing 

grassroots organizing in Tijumaa ruth La Casa del Migrm~te. 

Presented by the Mexico Solidarib~ Net-a, ork. 

Sponsored by Romm~ce Studies, Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the Wo~nen’s Center, BorderWorks, m~d the Center for Latin American and Caribbem~ Studies, 

all at Duke. 

For more information contact icliffbr(5)duke.edu 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 

4:00 - 6:00 pm 

at Perkins Library Gothic Reading Room, Duke West Cmnpus. 
"Ariel Dorfhaa~: Feeding on the Dreams" 

Chilem~ Americ~ novelist, playwright, essayist, journalist, and human rights activisl Ariel Dorfman reads from and discusses his new memoir, "Feeding on Dreams: 

Confessions of an Unrepentant Exile." Dorfman is the Walter Hines Page Professor of Literature m~d Latin American Studies at Duke. Reception oa~d book signing to 

follow. Books will be available for purchase. 

Sponsored by the Duke University- Libraries, with co-sponsorship from the Duke Universi~ Center for International Studies (DUCIS) and the Duke Center for Latin 

American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS). 

For more information, contact Aaron ~,Vel[x~rn 919-660-5816 

Natalie Nartman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

phone 919-68i-3983; fax 9i9-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 4:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBnlletin: 10 Years of Global Photography 

about Summer awards for international experiences of all kinds! 

Join us for a monthly social hour for international and American students, 

scholars, faculty, staff and families. Chat about resources, opportunities and 

resources to offer. September’s host is The Center for Global Initiatives. 



Come to the Student Union Gallery to see a retrospective of past 

years’ global photo contest entries and CGI calendar designs since 

2005. The gallery is also part of the Chapel Hill Carrboro 2nd Friday 

Art Walk 

Tha~sday Se~t~,raber "15 

Can’t make it to the International 

Coffee Hour? Stop by the Pit during 

lunch for sweets, treats, and to get 

the scoop on our Summer 

international travel awards and 

upcoming events. We’ll be joined by a number of our global 

programs like Carolina for Kibera, Scholars Latino Initiative, and 

Carolina Navigators as well as all the UNC Area Studies Centers. 

Taste food and drinks from different world areas, and learn more 

about all the resources and events hosted at the FedEx Global 

Education Center 

[~[~£]~’_ to be a Scholars’ Lat~r~o ~n~t~at~ve Mer~to~" 

Through one-on-one mentoring with UNC students and college prep 

classes, The Scholars’ Latino Initiative increases college access for 

Latino high school students at multiple sites in the state. You can 

AWARDS+ 
FELLOWSHIPS 

OTHER 
OPPORTUNITII!£8 

Carolina k:~Ic bat Photo Competitio~t Now 

Open to all students, faculty, alumni and staff of the University of Noah 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

GrT~d }>r~ze: Nikon Coolpix Digital Camera 

Seco~ P~ace: Glacier Blue Osprey Shoulder Bag from REI 

Third P~7~ce: $40 gi~ card to Wolf Camera 

Winning and selected photos will be exhibited in the UNC FedEx 

Global Education Center January through February 2012. Some 

winning photos will also be selected for inclusion in Center for Global 

Initiatives annual Calendar! 

Apply b Beceme a Peaceck Fe~bw to effect 

Carolina for Kibera, a pa~icipatory development NGO, co-founded by 

a UNC undergraduate student in 2001, operates in the Kibera slum 

of Nairobi, Kenya to improve the health, social, and economic outlook 

of the community. 

Save the Date~ Saturday November 5 
V~SUAUZ~NG HUMAN R~GHTS CONFERENCE 
Join us for an inteR4ewwith Dick Gordon’s The Story and a variety of 

panels showcasing current UNC-CH student work bringing the visual 

and pedorming a~s together with critical global issues 

See pedormances by £~oet~c Po~’~ra}ts ~ a ~Revok~}o~ ar~ 

}-~osts, video by 9~ea~x~ £~ts and work in progress grappling with the 

issue of human trafficking Join us for the day-long free conference 

with collaborative a~ making, discuss and more! 

GLOBAL EVENTS + ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Se:ffen:~er }’-8 7:30 PM, Memoda~ Hall [~ckets: 919843 3333 
On~ of the world’s leading orchestras, with UNC-CH pianist Stefan Litwin. 

Sue~os Arne~ic~anosi Amerksan D~eams: 

Reception Thursday September 8 7:00 PM 

Exhibit through October 15 FedEx Global Education Center 

Enjoy remarks by the a~ist, live music and traditional food! 

The Ce~’~t~tut~on and H~V#~D~.~: The Persor~a~ a~~d the Pe~t~ca~ 
Edw~r~ Came~o~~ .... Justice, Cer~st~:utbna~ Coud: 
Friday September 9 8:30- 9:30 AM ’ 

~lS~ a~o~n~o~m~t~o~ au~n~, U~C-C~ 
Edwin Cameron is a noted human rights activist and a sitting justice on South Africa’s Constitutional 

CouP. During apartheid, he was a leading human rights lawyer. President Mandela appointed him a judge 

in 1994. He was a powedul critic of President Mbeki’s AIDS-denialist policies and wrote a prize-winning 

memoir, Witness to AIDS, which has been published in five countries around the world. 



September 9-10 8:00 PM Gerrard Hall 

Carolina Performing Arts Process Series.                 ~ii 

Undergraduate Will Mclnerney and the Sacrificial Poets will 

present multi-media and spoken-word performance highlights 

from their summer interviews with grassroots leaders in Egypt 

and Tunisia. FMI will.mcinerney@gmail.com 

9--I 1 Te~ Ye~rs Lat~r: The h~~pact on M~.~slims ~t Hem~ a~d Abscond 
Keynote Speaker: Arif Alikhan 

September 12, 2011 UNC-CH 

FedEx Global Education Center 5:00 PM - 8:30 PM 

2012 C~BER B~.~s~’~ess La~’~gu~g~-~ Co~ffe~e~~ce Ca~ Fo~ Proposals 
Deadline: November 1. 2011 

Conference: March 21-23, 2012 University of Noah Carolina CIBER in Chapel Hill 

The theme for this year’s conference is Buitding Bridges from Business Languages to Business 

Communities and calls for an exchange of ideas on how foreign language educators can best assess 

and meet the current and future linguistic and cross-cultural needs of professionals operating in diverse 

and global environments. 

This message ’,,’,’as sent to eunice@emaii unc edu from: 

B.~!v:~i Tighe :: 301 Pi~isbor-o Street Su}l:e 3002 i C~-]~ 1~! 48 ~ Chapel H~II NC 27599 

Share this message with others: ~ del.icio.us ~ Digg ~ reddit ~ Facebook ~ StumbleUpon 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Plan Would Keep Small Force in Iraq Past Deadline 
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TOP NEWS 

Plan Would Keep Small Force 
in Iraq Past Deadline 
By ERIC SCHMITT and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

A recommendation from Defense 
Secretary Leon E. Panetta to keep troops 
in Iraq beyond 2Oll would break a 
longstanding pledge by President 
Obanm. 

’: Iraq Army Bus Is Ambushed 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
In Euro Zone, Banking Fear 
Feeds on Itself 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. and NELSON D. 
SCHWARTZ 

Questions continue to motmt about the 
ability of Europe’s banks to ride out the 
debt crisis, as some are having a harder 
time securing lomas needed for daily 
operations. 

Afghan Army Attracts Few 

Where Fear Reigns 
By RAY RIVERA 

The small nmnber of southern Pashttms in the Afghan Army reflects an abiding fear of the Talibma, or 
s)anpathy for them, and doubts about the government. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq.&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re O.K. unless something - anything at all - goes wrong." 
RACHEL HAIFLEY, a mother of two yotmg sons in Lansing, Mich., who works part-time and is facing a 

cut in state aid. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Wildfires Continue 
to Burn in Texas 
Firefighters sought to use 



slowing winds to tlaeir advantage as they 
battled blazes tlmt have already chewed 
up tens of thousmads of rain-parched 
acres in central Texas. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Can the Middle 
Class Be Rebuilt? 
Should the govenament 
strive to create nfiddle- 
paying jobs? If that is a 
lost battle, what is the altenmtive path 
to recovery? 

WORLD 

Elusive Line Defines Lives in Israel and the West Bank 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

A boundary created by tlae 1948 Arab-Israeli War was officially eradicated by a subsequent war in 1967, yet it 
retains a powerful, if ghostly, influence. 

o Interactive Feature: Challenges in Defining an Israeli-Palestinian Border 

Afghan Jails Accused of Torture; NATO Limits Transfers 
By RAY RIVERA 

NATO has temporarily stopped transferring detainees to some Afghma jails after allegations of torture and 
abuse tmeovered in a report to be published soon. 

LA COURNEUVE JOURNAL 
Razing a Neighborhood and a Social Engineering Idea 
By SCOTT SAYARE 

France is hoping tlaat new architecture and new tlaeories about how best to house tlae poor will solve tlae 
problems in a hard-luck Paris suburb. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Families Feel Sharp Edge of State Budget Cuts 
By MONICA DAVEY 

In many states, restrictions are being placed on programs like unemplo3anent benefits and cash assistance, 
leaving a growing number of low-income fanfilies in worse financial trouble. 

Slowing Winds Give Firefighters a Chance in Texas 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

The most destructive wildfire in Texas history continued to bulaa, having destroyed about 550 homes near 
the town of Bastrop and killed two people. 

¯ Slide Show: Wildfires Continue to Burn in Texas 

¯ " Video: TimesCast I Wildfires Rage Across Texas 

Sacrifices and Restrictions as Central Texas Town Copes With Drought 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

In parched Llano, Tex., a kind of World War II-era rationing spirit has become a way of life. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Yahoo Board Fires Chief Executive 
By VERNE G. KOPYTOFF and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 



The firing of Carol A. Bartz ended a rocky two-year tenure in which she tried to revitalize the company. 

Enlisted in the World of Airborne Spying 
By CHRISTOPHER DREW 

The military has been snapping up used luxury aircraft to fulfill its need for more surveillance planes. 

DEALBOOK 
Shake-Up at Bank of America 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The bank named co-chief operating officers and mmounced the departure of two finance veterans, including 
Sallie Krawcheck. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Reyes Has Something to Chase: The Mets’ First Batting Crown 
By ANDREW KEH 

Heading into Tuesday’s game, Jose Reyes was hitting .332, three points behind the National League leader, 
Ryan Braun of the Milwaukee Brewers. 

, Mets 7, Marlins 4 (11 Innings): Mets Make Most of Chances 

Baseball Roundup: Tigers’ Rout Widens Gap Over Indians 

ANALYSIS 
Injury-Plagued Giants Turn to Rookies 
By SAM BORDEN 

Jonafl~an Goffbecame the latest Gim~ts player to sustain a season-ending injury with a tom right A.C.L. 

" N.F.L. Roundup: Jaguars Cut Garrard and Save $9 Million 

A Jets Rookie From the Roads of Hutto, Tex. 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Some people who once associated the Kerley name with its place in Hutto, Tex., history, now associate the 
town with 3eremy Kerley, a rookie for the 3ets. 

’: Slide Show: Small-Town Star in New York 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

New Injury and New Questions for Met’s Maestro 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

James Levine, the music director of the Metropolitan Opera, who has been plagued with health problems, 
has been forced to withdraw from the Met’s fall season after injuring his back. 

’Sleep No More,’ but Move Nonstop 
By GIA KOURLAS 

Maxine Doyle, the choreographer and co-director of this production, calls it "a theater show with a dance 
eompmay in the nfiddle." 

o Theater Review: ’Sleep No More’ 

-’ Slide Show I ~ Interactive Feature 

Classic Score by Bernstein Is Remade 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The New York Philharmonic will perform a recreated score of "West Side Story" at Avery Fisher Hall on 
Wechaesday mad Thursday evenings. 

" ~ Taking the Score From ’West Side Story’ 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

The Melting Pot Just Got a Whole Lot Richer 
By GLENN COLLINS 

New York City is witnessing a surprisingly robust invasion of new restaurm~ts from abroad. 



’- Ollae onow 

RESTAURANT REVIEW 
Craft 
By SAM SIFTON 

Tom Colicchio’s American restaurant in the Gramercy district is a luxury experience that has endured since 
its 2OOl opening. 
.. ~.4~.~ Slide Show on Diner’s Journal I -~- Post a Comment 

’- The Scoop App: Download for More Dining Recommendations 

THE POUR 
Restaurant Bottles From the Bottom Up 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

The 10 best wine lists in NewYork if you’re seeking bottles that are $50 and trader. 

" ~ Post a Comment on Diner’s Journal: What Wine Lists Have the Best Values? 

¯ 
..M...o..r..e....D..Ln.Ln..g" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
In the Land of Denial 
Republican presidential contenders who regard global warnfing as a hoax do not offer the leadership that the 
nation needs to address clinmte change. 

EDITORIAL 
Amazon’s Tax Dodge 
Amazon.corn is trying to take advantage of California’s dysfimctional politics in order to avoid collecting 
sales taxes. 

EDITORIAL 
Haiti’s Needless Cholera Deaths 
The United States and allies need to work with the Haitian Health Ministry to wage a more aggressive effort 
to contain the cholera outbreak. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Freeze Public Wages 
By BARRY BLUESTONE 

Some conservative, yet "refreshingly liberal," steps for the federal government to embrace. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Not More of the Same 
By JOHN B. TAYLOR 

The debt-linfit cure spending-control agreement reached this smmner is a natural starting place for a new 
eeononfie strategy. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Invest in Workers 
By LAWRENCE F. KATZ 

Bold action by the federal govenunent is needed to start a jobs recovery. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 7, 194o, the German air force begma its blitz on London during World War II. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:a.g~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Study of the Middle East m~d Africa <info=asmeascholars.org@maJl126.us2.rsgsv.net> 

~Vednesday, September 7, 2011 10:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REGISTER NOW: 4th Annual Conference 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 
Out of the Past, Into the Future. 

Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

November 3-5, 2011 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel .Washington, D.C. 

The 2011 conference will feature: 

¯ Keynote address by H. E. Barham Salih, Prime Minister of the Kurdistan Region. ** 

¯ Featured presentations by top policymakers and scholars. 

¯ RoundtaNe discussions on Turkey as a Democratic Ally under the AKP and The 

Saddam Tapes, 1978-2001: The Inner Workings of a Tyrant’s Regime. 

¯ Panels with the lastest academic research on "The Egyptian Feminist Movement," 

"Museveni in Uganda," "The Hidden Imam and Khomeini’s Revolution," "Civil War in 

Libya," and many more in Middle Eastern and African studies, and related disciplines. 

¯ Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

¯ Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

¯ * invited 

To see the full list of papers to be presented, click here. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 30, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 30, $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASME~A here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info~,asmeascholars.or,q. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r,q 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2011 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 12:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, Personalized News, Experimental Projects and more 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0907/a mes 1 Y 

l ~:i: @Ti ..... September 7, 2011 j 

Recommendations 

~ 

ilXiI 

Now there is another layer of persona]izatien on 
NYFimes.com with the Reemnmendations feature. The 
personahzed Reemnmendations dashboard gives an overview of 
your NYTimes~eum reading history, including the number uf 
articles read in the past munth, lists of most-read sections and 
topics and links to recent reading. 

Log in and visit nytimes,eom/recommendations, 

We"ed ight ttoaunouncethe]aunehofbeta62o, a 
new Web site dew,ted to experime~ta[ projects ct’eated by 
New Yot’k Times staff, The site is lam~ehed with a ba~dfu[ o[’ eoo[ 
beta pro jeers -- a~ HTML5 erossword puzzle app, a ereatiw~ 
aggregafio~ of user eomme~ts that fot’eshadows ma~y or the new 
social featnres that will be awdlable on NYTimes.eom [atet’ this 
year, and a fasei~ating ~ews map highlighting the rieh tt’ow~ of 
eo~te~t in The Times archive. 

Don’t Niss o. NYTimes.cem 

* Hugh Laurie S~ngs fl~e Blues 
~ A Tough Act to Fo[Iow 

* Find Jesus Daily on Facebeok 

, Tbe Housewives Regt’oup, With Om~ Widow 

, A Look at U~ique Colleefious 

Top 8 Viewed Features on 
(Bet,~/een August 3!. 20! 1 - Sept. 6, 2011) 

*. In E-Marl Age, Postal Set, ice Struggles to Avoid a Default 

2. [~’~gman: The Fatal Distraction 

3 Dow t One n Done? 

4. The New Resentment of the t DOt 

5~ Recent College Graduates Wait for Their Real Careers to Begin 

~ SLIDE 

Ri;ca ptm’ing the Mood o[’ the 

I97Os 

The ’7os have been revisited 
time and again in l~tore reeent 
deeades, but not with the 
convietion demonstrated on the 
runways of late. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: 

SchoolBook 
Introducing an innovative and 
interactive place for data, news 
and conversation about schools 
in New York City. Participation 
is eneonraged. 

~ VgDEO: Crea[mg Racket 

Speed 
Here is a look at how all the 
body’s segments intricately 
combine to produce tremendous 
racket-head speed. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation - Room 
for Debate 

Will a college 
degree that costs 
$2,5oo a year be 
worth the paper 
it’s printed on? 

~ Join the Conversation 

Receive special offers fror~ 
Broadway and beyond. 



Follow Straight Sets for       ~ 
real-time US. O~.-e. n 
updates 

Download the NYTimes 

app for iPad and enjoy 

St’~,le~ T Magazine, Sporb 

and [ravel sections for 

free tt~reugh September 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Kloes <kloes@bard.edn> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Call for Applications: International t tumaJ~ Rights Exchange -- Deadline: October 15, 2011 

Dear Colleague: 

May we ask for your help in sharing information on the International Human Rights Exchange (IHRE) program in Johannesburg, South Africa with students who may be 
interested? Our application deadline for the Spring 2012 semester is October 18, 20’11. We thank you in advance for your assistance. Please find a brief description below. 

International Human Rights Exchange 
Johannesburg, South Africa 

The International Human Rights Exchange (IHRE) is the world’s only full-semester, multidisciplinary program in human rights for undergraduate students. The program is 
based at the University of the Witwatersrand in Joahnnesburg, South Africa and is a joint venture with Bard College. Each semester students and faculty from Africa and North 
America come together to participate in a deep and multifaceted intellectual engagement in human rights. In addition to a required core course, students choose from 12 or 
more electives exploring human rights from the perspective of a variety of academic disciplines. 

IHRE also opens up possibilities for substantive participation in human rights work. Students enrolled in the Engagement with Human Rights course intern with an NGO 

working on contemporary rights in post-apartheid South Africa. Students also explore human rights challenges in rural South Africa through a Community Human Rights 
Workshop, visit the Apartheid Museum and other relevant sites, and attend guest lectures from human rights experts from South Africa and around the world. 

Application Deadlines 

October tSth Spring Semester 

March 1st Fall Semester 

For more information on the International Human Rights Exchange: http://vwwv.ihre.org 

Best wishes, 

Jennifer Kloes 
Director of Recruitment / International Program Manager 
Institute for International Liberal Education 
Bard College 

Tel: (845) 758-7081 
E-mail: kloes~,bard.edu 

To opt eut of future program announcements: Contact Preferences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 8:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2131955 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 09/08/11. A sumrnary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a sholt starve?’ that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS phone support group. 

http://www.unc edu/ar-bin/survey fullowup.pl?ticket 2131955 

*************** Surnmary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Zachaly (zharknes) 

STATUS: Successfully Resolved 

FIRST NAME: eumce 

LAST NAME: sahle 

LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 

EMA~L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 

PIIONE: (919) 966-5496 

I)EPARTMENT: african & african-amer studies 

TICKY~T NUX/;[3ER: 2131955 

SttORT DESCRIPTION: Netwurking 

***************** End ofSummary***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t ~I2 
http :,’,’help unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~; 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:24 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

The Newsletter Deadline has amved 

Dem Colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out soon’. Please forward any news that you might have to mbnelson~wesleym~.edu. This might include new publications, news 

about grants, new jobs, member career changes, annonncements for conferences, etc. 

I am also interested in any photos or images you may have that illuslrate yonr work ancL’or field experiences. 

The deadline for sending m ateriai is September 9th. I hope to have the newsletter compiled and delivered by the end of next ~,eek. 

Best. 

Mike 

http://africmapolitic s~roup.org/index.phpinews~’newsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson(~,wesleyan edu 

http://www michaelnelson.info 

http: llafrica.blogls, wesleyan, edul 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice~b~em~Jl.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscr~bec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?id~299565.~]8b558a~cd~89c~k~76e7dc~Db22e&n T&I apcg&o 16599140 

(It may be necessaly to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~d to leave-16599140-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 3:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Patient Data Posted Online in Maj or Breach of Privacy 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
September 9, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.~.-..E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Patient Data Posted Online in 
Major Breach of Privacy 
By KEVIN SACK 

A breach involving a Califonfia hospital 
led to the public posting of medical 
records for 20,000 emergency room 
patients on a eonmaereial Web site for 
nearly a year. 

, Bits: Senator Introduces Online Security Bill 

Omitting Clergy at 9/~ 
Ceremony Prompts Protest 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

Ten years after the Sept. 11 attacks, any 
consensus that existed about the 
appropriate role of religion in public 
ceremonies marking a naonumental 
Ameriema tramna has fallen apart. 

A Bipartisan Move to Tackle Benefits Programs 
By JACKIE CALMES and ROBERT PEAR 

Republicans and Democrats are no longer fighting over whether to tackle the popular entitlement progrmns - 
Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security - but how to do it. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The question is whether, in the face of an ongoing national crisis, we can stop the politieal circus and 

actually do something to help the economy." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, speaking to Congress. 

U,S, 

Ten years after the 
attacks of Sept. 11, 2OOl, 
a special report on the 
decade’s costs and 
consequences, measured in thousands 



of lives, trillions of dollars and cotmtless 
challenges to the hmnan spirit. 

OPINION 

MY OP-ED MOMENT 
~ VIDEO: Tom 

Brokaw: 
’Unknowable 
Future’ 
A decade after 9/11, Tom 
Brokaw reflects on his Op-Ed published 
on September 28, 2OOl. Do we still need the Patriot Act? 

ALSO IN OPINION >> 

The judicial legacy of 9/1 1 

The only America they’ve ever known 

nytim.es.¢om OPl NilOiN 

WORLD 

Europe Steers Into a Zone of Uncertainty 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

With markets still volatile and politicians only marginally closer to a solution of the euro’s troubles, the 
future for the euro zone remains tmeertain at best. 

’: Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

In Shift, Iran’s President Calls for End to Syrian Crackdown 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

In a surprising tuna, President Mahmoud Almaadinejad of Iran is calling for Syria to exad its crackdown on 
antigovemment protesters. 

Libyan Transitional Council Prepares to Move Its Capital to Tripoli 
By ROD NORDLAND 

While most members of the rebels’ Executive Committee have come to Tripoli, the chairman spends 
relatively little time in any part of Libya. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Obama Challenges Congress on Job Plan 
By MARK LANDLER 

President Obama challenged lawmakers in a blunt address to enact a sweeping package of tax cuts and new 
spending designed to revive the stagnant job market. 

" Obama’s Speech: [~ Text I ~ Video 

’: Slide Show: Obama Presents Jobs Plan 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Plan’s Focus on Social Security Taxes Reflects Its Modest Ambitions 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The centerpiece of President Obama’s job-creation plma, a proposal to furtlaer reduce Social Security taxes, is 
emblematic of its modest reach. 

Despite Talk of Taming Partisanship, a Show of It for President’s Remarks 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Democrats hooted and clapped at Mr. Obama’s remarks about taxes, entitlement programs and teachers, 
and Republicans led the charge when flae talk turned to veterans and regulations. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



Fannie and Freddie Near Settlement With Regulators 
By BEN PROTESS and AZAM AHMED 

A proposed agreement with the S.E.C. wotfld end m~ investigation over whether Fannie Mac and Freddie 
Mac adequately disclosed flaeir exposure to risky subprime loans. 

Feasting on Paperwork 
By ERIC DASH 

A year after Congress passed the broadest financial overhatfl since the Great Depression, the Dodd-Frank Act 
has spawned a host of new businesses to help Wall Street comply. 

Fed Chief Describes Consumers as Too Bleak 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

"Even taking into account the many financial pressures that they face, households seem exceptionally 
cautious," said Ben S. Bernanke, the Federal Reserve chainnan. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

PACKERS 42, SAINTS 34 
Packers Start Game and Season Strong 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The Packers used a breathlessly fast tempo to build an early lead on the Saints, showcasing the precision of 
Aaron Rodgers’s passes and the wealth of weapous at his disposal. 

’ Super Bowl Winners Give Warm Welcome to Rookies 

For High School Team, a Loss That Goes Beyond Any Game 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The Mainlined Regional High School football team in New Jersey is preparing for its season opener while 
dealing with the deaths of four players. 

Clouds Part, Revealing Close Quarters and Short Fuses 
By GREG BISHOP 

While U.S. Open fans have been treated to a packed schedule of elite temfis matches, tournament officials 
remain under siege from tmhappy players. 

-’ Shifting the Schedule, Paying a Price 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
After Conquest, Subtle Emblems of Protest 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

All seems calm at the Met in the show called "The Art of Dissent in 17th-Century China: Masterpieces of 
Ming Loyalist Art from the Chih Lo Lou Collection." 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CONTAGION’ 
A Nightmare Pox on Your Civilized World 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Contagion," Steven Soderbergh’s smart, spooky thriller about contemporary plagues, is a paranoid freakout 
for the antigovenament, Tea Party age. 

" A Virus Movie Determined to Get Real 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Showcasing Sound in a New Space 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Montreal S)anphony Orchestra finally has a new home, an inviting place of just 2,1oo seats with walls of 
overlapping curved panels and three tiers of balconies made from textured Cmaadian beech wood. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WARRIOR’ 



A Tale of Jacob, Esau and Muscles 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Gavin O’Connor’s "Warrior" follows two estranged brothers who are separately preparing for a nfixed martial 
arts toun~mnent. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE BLACK POWER MIXTAPE 1967-1975’ 
A Tumultuous Time, Captured by Outsiders 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"The Black Power Mixtape 1967-1975" is a fascinating collection of images and interviews by Swedish 
television journalists who traveled to the United States to chronicle the era. 

’. Power to the People, but Quietly 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF NICOLAE CEAUSESCU’ 
Popular Ascendance to Grim Downfall 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Pmdrei Ujica’s docmnentary "The Autobiography of Nicolae Ceausescu" is a cinenmtie tour de force that 
tracks the rise, reign and grim fall of that executed Romanian dictator. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Jobs Speech 
Am aggressive president, at last, challenges the defeat-everything Congress to do something to reignite the 

econonly. 

EDITORIAL 
Lost in the Fog 
The Republican candidates are offering no ideas on job creation, just ideological noise. 

EDITORIAL 
Damage From Brain Stents 
A controlled study proved that the stents were dangerous. This is just the kind of research the health care 
refolans seek to promote. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Lingering Injustice of Attica 
By HEATHER ANN THOMPSON 

The uprising 40 years ago is barely mentioned in textbooks, but is one of the most important rebellions in 
our history. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Setting Their Hair on Fire 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

President Obama, with a significantly bolder and better plan thm~ expected, tries to get action on 
tmen~plo)anent. 
, Columnist Page I Slog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Stimulus for Skeptics 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The president was feisty Thursday night. His jobs plan has potential. 

" Columnist Page I Slog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 9, 1976, Conmatmist Chinese leader Mao Tse-ttmg died in Beijhag at age 82. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@mmedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Ticket 2132137 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 09/09/11. A SUlnma~- 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a sholt starve?’ that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS phone support group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/surve¥ followup.pl?ticket 2132137 

*************** Surnmary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Dame1 (chiv) 
STATUS: Solution Offered 
FIRST NAME: emaice 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 6716 winding arch drive durham, nc 27713 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI JONE: NONE 
I)EPAR7%{[~I’: 
TICKET NI.2V213 [IR: 2132137 
StIORT DESCRIP~[ION: Blackboard 

he cannot see her geog814 course in Blackboard 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t IEI2 
http :,’,’help unc.edu 



Fron|: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

GrantSource Library <gs@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 12:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Give Your Research a VOICE - Reseaxch Comm~mications Workshop 

Dem; Dr. Saaale~ 
You have an opportunity to t~ke a hands-on wor~hop on communicating your researchto a broad audience, whether it be funders, policy mmkers, or the public. 
As one of UNC-Chapel Hill’s imtiatives to promote engaged scholarly activities taking place on campus, the workshop is being sponsored by the Office of the Vice 

Chm~cellor of Research, Center for Faculty Excellence, and NC TraCS. 
Workshop instructors will be Tom l,inden, M.D., director of UNC’s Medical and Science Journalism Program and Helen Chickering, NBC health and science 
correspondent. Pa(dcipants will learn how to craft and present short but powerfifl messages about their work. Attendees will also meet and have an opportunity to talk with 

a panel ofrese~xchers who have benefited professionally from efforts to engage a broad audience in their reseaxch. 

The workshop will be held on: 
Friday, September 30, 2011 
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Morning refreshments and lunch provided 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Mtfltipurpose Room 
Registration is limited. To register please go to: Give Your R esearch a VOICE: Crafting a compellin~ message that works tbr yonr career. 

Click ~t~ ~,~ for flyer witb agenda. 

If you have any questions, please comae’t: lrNCvoice201 l(a!~n~dl.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 1:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times Special Issue: The 9/11 Decade 

The Reckoning 
The Reckoning, a special commemorative section, takes 
look at America and the world a decade after 9ill~ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 090.q,/a mes 1 Y 

l ~:i: @Ti ..... September 9, 2011 j 

Features help us to remember the day and include a photo 
album of the World "lh’ade Center’s life and violent death, New 
Yorker’s deseriptiuns of the lilust harrowing day in the city’s 
history and a reflection by former Times executive editor Bill 
Keller. 

The years since the tragedy are also examined with a reflection 
by the brother of a Pentagon victim about his family’s decade- 
long journey, a portrait of American N~slims who came of age in 
the last decade and a graphic illustrating what the oust of war 
has been to the United States. 

Visit TheReckoni~g ~rmor n sh~reyourthoughts. 

Tom Brekaw: Into an Unknowable F~ture 
Cohen: Imagining 9/~ 

Lessons Ma3be ],earm~’d From 

Douthat: It’s StflI the 9/~:t Era 
The Only America Thefve Ever l~own 

Also on NYTimes.com 

:to Years L;~ter: A Bond Yorged in Tragedy 
9/~’s Pai~ Through the Prism of TV 
The 9/~ Tapes: The Storyin the Air 
Bill Cmminghan~’s 9/~, Fashion Week Photos 
White House S[resses Vigilance ;rod Remembrance 

~ SLIDE SHO’W: Atop ~ 

World Trade Center 
In ,hfly, The New York Times 
Magazine assigned Damon 
Winter to spend five days with 
the ironwm’kers who are 
rebuilding Manhattan’s skyline 
atop ~ Wot’ld Trade Center’. 

~ INTERACTIVE: Portraits 

of Grief 
A decade after the Sept. 11 
attacks, The New York Times 
revisited families to learn how 
they have coped, changed and 
carried on since that (lay. Here 
ave their stories. 

~ V]IDEO: Denis Le;~t’y 

The actor Denis Leary talks 
about Sept. H. 

~ INTERACTIVE: Where 

Show us where you were on 

Sept. H. 

Join the 
Conversation - The 
Reckoning 
Looki~g 

Back .~iI 

at t|~e Decade 
Has the last m 
years changed 
your outlook about 



America’s place in 

the world? 

ABOUT THIS E+~,~A~L 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marketin9 depeltment, You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s @Times newsletter, 

Manage .q.ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~snge Yolir E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Cempar~y I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.coR-~ 620 Eighth Ak, enue New York. NY !0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Saturday, September 10, 2011 1:11 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Issue of Societies without Borders 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Dear SSF Think Tank Colleagues: 

My co-editors (David Brunsma and Keri Iyall Smith) and I are pleased to announce the arrival of the latest issue of Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the 
Social Sciences (SWB)--a double-blind, peer-reviewed online journal devoted to interdisciplinary explorations of human rights. To read the Special Issue on "Human 
Rights Education, Service-Learning, and Civic Engagement" (SWB, Volume 6, Issue 2, 2011), please visit the following url: societieswithoutborders.org/ 

The online format allows readers to comment on the articles~ We encourage you to use this feature. We would like to establish an open-ended dialogue on human rights 
education. 

I have included the Table of Contents in this message~ 

--Mark Frezzo 

Societies Without Borders 
Human Rights and the Social Sciences 

Volume 6, Issue 2 

Special Issue on Human Rights Education, 
Service-Learning, and Civic Engagement 

Edited by David L. Brunsma, Keri E. Iyall Smith, and Mark Frezzo 
Book Review Editor, Tugrul Keskin 

Editorial Assistant, John C. Pruitt 

THE EDITORS 
Introduction to the Special Issue ...................................... 1-2 
Articles 

MARK FREZZO, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
Sociology and Human Rights Education: Beyond the Three 
Generations? ........................................................... 3-22 
SYLVANNA M. FALC(~N & MICHELLE M. JACOB, 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ & 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 
Human Rights Pedagogies in the Classroom: Social Justice, US 
Indigenous Communities and CSL Projects ....................... 23-50 
KATHERINE O’DONNELL, HARTW~CK COLLEGE 
Feminist Social Justice Work: Moving Toward Solidarity .......... 51-67 

DEMOND MILLER, JASON RIVERA & CHRISTOPHER GONZALEZ, ROWAN UNIVERSITY & RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY-CAMDEN 
The Deliberative School Approach to Human Rights ............ 68-91 
Notes From the Field 

LINDSAY PADILLA, UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
Implementing Human Rights Education in Service-Learning 
Courses ............................................................... 92-108 

JUDITH BLAU & MANUEL RAFAEL GALLEGOS LERMA, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-CHAPEL HILL 

After All, Where Do Human Rights Begin? The Case of Two Small 

Cities in North Carolina .......................................... 109-119 

J. STEVEN PICOU, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH ALABAMA 

Sociology and Human Rights: Building Professional Association 

Capital for Improving the Human Condition .................. 120-122 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/.~g source=msg mes network 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, September 10, 2011 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Employers Say Jobs Plan Won’t Lead to Hiring Spur 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Employers Say Jobs Plan 
Won’t Lead to Hiring Spur 
By MOTOKO RICH 

The dismal economy is the main reason 
ninny companies aren’t hiring, and few 
executives tlfink President Obanm’s plan 
will change that. 

¯ " Obama Calls for ’Action Nov~ on Jobs Plan 

-’ Video: TimesCast I Reaction to Obama’s Jobs 

Plan 

Pipeline Spills Put 
Safeguards Under Scrutiny 
By DAN FROSCH and JANET ROBERTS 

An analysis shows that the Pipeline and 
Hazardous Materials Safety 
Adnfinistration is chronically short of 
inspectors mad struggling to safeguard a 
transport network laced with risks. 

’ Graphic: Two Decades of Spills 

Desperate Guatemalans Embrace an ’Iron Fist’ 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Guatemalans are demanding a strong nfilitary to attack the drug cartels head-on - and Sunday’s presidential 
election could be a tunfing point. 

" Photographs: Crime Is Focus of Guatemala Election 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This will be our last funeral." 
JERRY BINGHAM, whose 31-year-old son Mark was a passenger on United Airlines Flight 93 when it 

crashed in Pennsylvania on Sept. ~, 2ooL on fl~e planned burial of mfidentified renmins. 

U,S, 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: A 

Burial for Victims 
of Flight 93 



The fanfilies of 40 passengers and crew 
members who lost their lives on Flight 

93 have struggled to purchase the land 
and raise the money to naemorialize 
their loved ones in Shanksville, Pa. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
THREAD 
They Messed With 
Texas 
By PETER CATAPANO 

When m~ audience 
cheered Rick Perry for Texas’ 234 
executions in a decade, it touched a 
national nerve. 

A rare look at Johnny Cash 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

A model who is changing food and fashion 

Manly bags for the weekend warrior 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

As an Enemy Retreats, Clans Carve Up Somalia 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

As the Shabab militmat Islanfist group has been pushed back, the central govenmaent has been too weak to 
fill flae power vacuum. 

¯ Slide Show: Clans Battle for Control as Shabab Loses Ground 

¯ " Graphic: Somalia: A Country Broken Into Pieces 

Protest of Thousands in Cairo Turns Violent 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and HEBA AFIFY 

Demonstrators tore down a protective wall around the Israeli Embassy, wlfile others defaced the 
headquarters of the Egyptima Interior Ministry. 

Qaddafi Strongholds Are Attacked 
By ROD NORDLAND 

Libyan rebels attacked Bani Walid mad Surt a day before their deadline for those cities’ surrender. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Hearing Rumors of a Plot, Cities Make Their Security Forces Seen 
By ERIC SCHMITT and SCOTT SHANE 

Reports of a suspected bomb plot led Washington and New York to elevate their security efforts further. 

" American in Paris Gets a Stern Security Lesson 

¯ " Many New Yorkers Will Avoid Commemorating 

At a 9/aa Site, a ’Last Funeral’ 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Fanfilies will gather in Shanksville, Pa., for a less public memorial to victims of Sept. 11, including a burial of 
renmins in a cemetery at the crash site. 

Photographs: A Burial for Victims of Flight 93 

ON RELIGION 
A Boy’s Bar Mitzvah Lessons Bridge a Cultural Chasm 
By SAMUEL G. FREEDMAN 

Ten years after the Sept. 11 attacks, a partnerslfip between an Arab-American man and a Jewish boy studying 
for lfis bar nfitzvah stands as an example that ethnic and religious chasms caaa be breached. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



A Setback for the Euro Zone 
By JACK EWING AND NICHOLAS KULISH 

The departure of dfirgen Stark, described as the European Central Bank’s chief economist, brought the 
discord over the response to Europe’s sovereign debt crisis into full view. 

Europe Is Urged to Take Bolder Action on Debt 
By klZ ALDERMAN 

Treasury Secretary Timotlay F. Geitlmer warued tlaat headwinds from Europe’s deepening debt crisis risked 
exacerbating problems in the United States. 

. I.M.F. Chief Urges Bold Action to Steady Global Economy 

Stronger Cautions Backed on Bone Drugs for Women 
By DUFF WILSON 

The F.D.A. is expected to issue a revised label in November for bone-building drugs like Fosamax, Actonel 
and Boniva. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Embracing the Game, Preparing for Reality 
By JOE DRAPE 

At Army, football is taken seriously, but military service always comes first for tlae Black Knights. 

-’ Slide Show: Teamwork on the Hudson 

:’ The Quad: Games to Watch on Saturday 

Roddick Exits With an Empty Tank 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Rafael Nadal dominates Andy Roddick in a tlaree-set victory setting up a semifinal matchup witla Andy 
Murray, who beat John Isner. 

" Sliding, Once Reserved for Clay, Is a Hit on Hardcourts 

Titan of Tennis vs. Next Big Thing 
By LYNN ZINSER 

Caroline Wozniacki, who is ranked No. 1 but has not won a major title, will meet Serena Williams, who has 
won a3 major championships, in the U.S. Open semifinals. 

~ Sports of the Times: Embracing Serena 

Shifting the Schedule, Paying a Price 

, Clouds Part, Revealing Close Quarters and Short Fuses 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Three Ways to Look Back, None Easy 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Very different exlfibitions at the School of Visual Arts, the International Center of Photography and MoMA 
PSa together forua an tmexpeetedly illuminating progression. 

" ~ Slide Show I ~ Video: Artists Reflect on 9/1 1 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Trinity Church Calls; Composers Respond 
By STEVE SMITH 

Trinity Church, tied to the World Trade Center attacks by its proximity, presented concerts on Sept. 7 by the 
Trinity Youth Chorus and on Sept. 8 by the Clfiara Quartet. 

Magazine Covers on a Topic Known All Too Well 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

Magazine editors try to make their covers about the loth mmiversary of the Sept. 11 attacks distinctive but in 
good taste. 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

Snooki Slept Here¯ So Did I. 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

There’s the reality TV version of "Jersey Shore" and then there’s life without the quotation marks - quiet 
beaches, breezy porches and yes, beer and bikinis. 

-’ ~’~ Slide Show 

36 Hours in Bern, Switzerland 
By TIM NEVILLE 

One of the most relaxed European capitals, Ben~ is also one of the most beautiful, with arcades and fotmtains 
framed by leafy hills. 

" ~ Slide Show 

IN TRANSIT BLOG 
Just Me and My Shadow, Pedaling Toward Chicago 
By BRUCE WEBER 

The author is in Minnesota, having good luck with the weather; and some answers to commonly asked 
questions. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A New Start for Libya 
In the post-Qaddafi era, there are encouraging sigus of progress amid datmting challenges for the cotmtrys 
new leaders. 

EDITORIAL 
The Enlightened Rich Want to Be Taxed 
Some of the world’s wealthiest people recognize that flae burden of the economic downturn cannot be borne 
entirely by the poor and middle class. 

EDITORIAL 
They Want to Re-up 
It is moving to see the idealism of gay veterans who were ousted from the nfilitary but want to re-enlist when 
"don’t ask, don’t tell" ends. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Life Is a Game of Doubles 
By NIC BROWN 

We may prefer watching the drama of singles tennis, but we identify more closely with doubles players. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mr. Banker, Can You Spare a Dime? 
By JOE NOCERA 

Small businesses need credit more than tax breaks in tlfis dire economy. Three years ago, the taxpayers 
saved the banks. It’s time for the breaks to retuna the favor. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
And the Good News Is ... 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Who says there was only depressing news in the headlines this week? You clearly haven’t been paying 
attention! 

Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. lO, 1919, NewYork City welcomed home Gen. Jolm J. Pershing and 25,000 soldiers who had served 
in the United States 1st Division during World War I. 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Rich Tax Breaks Bolster Makers of Video Games 
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TOP NEWS 

Rich Tax Breaks Bolster 

Makers of Video Games 
By DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 

A collection of tax deductions, write-offs 
and credits makes video game 
development one of the most highly 
subsidized businesses in the United 
States, a tax professor says. 

Beyond Cairo, Israel Sensing 
a Wider Siege 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Israel is grappling with a radically 
transformed Middle East where it 
believes its options are limited and poor. 

Hit Hard by 9/aa, a Piece of 

Queens Struggles to Let Go 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The terrorist attacks scythed through 
generations of firefighters and Wall 
Street traders in the largely Irish-Catholic neighborhoods on the Roekaway peninsula. Also, the 
neighborhood’s Muslim bagel man; and the connection between the 9/11 families and wounded American 
soldiers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’m caught off guard more often than I would like today, that it’s still such a powerful shock. That whole 

surrealness, it just hits you again - like, did that really happen? " 

ELLEN MORAN, whose brother John, a NewYork City firefighter, was killed on Sept. 11, 2ool. 

U,S, 

THE RECKONING 
~ VIDEO: The World Trade Center As It Was 

From building plans m~d archival images, we reconstruct the twin towers the way they stood 
before the attacks. 

OPINION 



~ MY OP-ED MOMENT 

9/aa: A Decade Later 
For the tenth anniversary of 9/aa, Op-Ed contributors reflect on what they wrote after the attacks. 

WORLD 

After Attack on Embassy, Egypt Vows a Tougher Stance on Protests 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A mob attack on the Israeli Embassy in Cairo has raised concerns about whether Egypt’s transitional 
government can maintain law and order. 

." New Fears Over Arab-Israeli Relations 3:33 PM ET 

Facing Resistance, Rebel Assault on Key Qaddafi Loyalists’ Stronghold Slows 
By ROD NORDLAND 

A rebel push to take the loyalist holdout of Bani Walid stalled on Saturday after encountering resistance from 
the defenders. 

Yemen Forces Are Said to Be at Taken City 
By LAURA KASINOF 

Local news reports said the armed forces had entered Zinjibar, which has been trader the control of Islanfic 
militmats since late May. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Court Case Asks if ’Big Brother’ Is Spelled GPS 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

In November, the Supreme Court will hear argmnents on a case about GPS surveillance that had some 
judges alluding to Orwell’s "a984." 

In Shanksville, Thousands Gather to Honor Flight 93 Victims 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

In Shmaksville, Pa., a new marble wall of names was dedicated at the site where passengers and crew who 
fought back against terrorists died. 

. Document: Biographies of the Passengers and Crew of Flight 93 

United Flight Attendants Gather to Mourn 5 Colleagues 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

A group stood in uniform near their friends’ inscriptions on the Wall of Nmnes in Shanksville, Pa., to pray 
and renfinisee. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

On Campus, It’s One Big Commercial 
By NATASHA SINGER 

Compmfies are marketing themselves on college campuses as never before, often employing students 
themselves to take the messages to their peers. 

" ~ Slide Show I ~ Video: The Commercial Campus 

Is Manufacturing Falling Off the Radar? 
By LOUIS UCHITELLE 

As companies move production overseas and as other industries grow faster, manufacturing is accomating 
for a snmller share of the economy. And the nation has no distinct plma for the sector’s future. 

California Lawmakers Give Amazon Tax Reprieve 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

Califonfia lawmakers overwhehningly approved a compronfise bill giving Amazon.corn a one-year reprieve 
from having to collect a sales tax from its customers in the state. 

¯ More Business News 



SPORTS 

In a Show of Power, a Joyful Williams Storms Into the Final 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Serena Williams, a three-time champion, radiated joy Saturday night after advancing to her first Open final 
since 2oo8 with a 6-2, 6-4 victory against top-seeded Caroline Wozniaeki. 

, Slide Show: Photo Replay: U.S. Open Semifinals 

Djokovic Rallies From Two-Set Deficit to Beat Federer 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Novak Djokovic dug himself out of a two-set deficit to reach the final against Rafael Nadal. 

, In Small Setting, Stosur Brings End to Unseeded German’s Strong Run 

¯ ’ In Season’s Long March, Every Step Can Be Painful 

For Sanchez, a Season to Become a Presence, Not Merely Present 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

As Mark Sanchez enters his third season as the Jets’ quarterback, he will be expected to become more of a 
leading asset on offense. 

, N.F.L. Roundup: Vikings Reward Peterson With Long-Term Contract 

Week 1 N.F.L. Matchups 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

No More Desk Potatoes? 
By BILL CARTER 

The late-night television landscape is undergoing what nmy be a long-term shift complicated by changing 
viewing habits, the rise of social media and the high cost of production. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

Hands-On Brand Name Composer For a Ballet 
By JON PARELES 

Patti MeCartney and Peter Martins’s new ballet, "Ocean’s Kingdom," will have its debut at City Ballet later 
this month. 

Juggling a Comedy Series About Juggling Life’s Tasks 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

In NBC’s new series "Up All Night," Maya Rudolph plays the childless boss of a new mother trying to balance 
her job and her life at home. In her own life, Ms. Rudolph balances her career with her husband and three 
children. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

My Unfinished 9/aa Business 
By BILL KELLER 

hard look at why I wanted war. 
~ Share Your Thoughts: The War Abroad 

A Free-for-All on a Decade of War 
By SCOTT MALCOMSON 

From the Times Magazine, a post-9/ll debate on what has been lean~ed and where our conclusions nfight 
take us. 

" ~ Share Your Thoughts: The War Abroad 

Behind the Scenes With the Creator of ’Downton Abbey’ 
By ALEX WITCH EL 

Julian Fellowes’s upstairs-downstairs period drmna is a hit in Eng]m]d. Who knew American audiences 
wotfld be enamored of the old class system, too? 



EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Loss and Hope 
As a nation, we can work to retrieve the compassion that surged after 9/11. 

¯ Editorial Timeline: The Aftermath of 9/1 1 

EDITORIAL 
Europe’s Fiscal Fantasies 
There is no time to waste. A debt and banking meltdown in Europe this fall could fracture fl~e euro and drag 
the world into renewed recession. 

EDITORIAL 

No Job, No Insurance, No Health Care 
Millions of Americans who have lost their jobs have lost their health insurance too. Congress needs to help 
them tmtil major health reforms take effect. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OPINION 
And Hate Begat Hate 
By AHMED RASHID 

The wave of anti-Americanisna is rising in both Afghanistan and Pakistan, even among ninny who once 
achnired the United States. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Sleeping Barry Awakes 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Welcome to Opposite Day in Waslfington: The president is fierce and the House Republicans are 
eompronfising. 

¯ " Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Getting Back to a Grand Bargain 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

President Obama made the first step with lfis jobs speech. Will Republicans respond ha kind? 

:’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 11, 2OOl, suicide hijackers crashed two airliners into the World Trade Center in New York, causing 

the 11o-story twin towers to collapse. 3aaother hijacked airliner hit the Pentagon mad a fourth crashed in a 

field in Pennsylvania. 
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TOP NEWS 

On 9/11, Vows of 
Remembrance 
By ROBERT D. McFADDEN 

Thousm]ds gathered to mark the loth 
anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist 
attacks that changed a city and a nation. 

Investors Brace as Europe 
Crisis Flares Up Again 
By LIZ ALDERMAN and NELSON D. 
SCHWARTZ 

Fresh doubts about the health of French 
banks, which hold billions of euros’ 
worth of Greek bonds, have investors 
bracing for more market turmoil this 
week. 

Market Swings Are Becoming 
New Standard 
By LOUISE STORY and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Recent stock fluctuations have caused 
experts to ask whether there are new forces at work in the market that make trading permanently more 
erratic. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They never found him. This is kind of where we think is his resting place." 

STACY COOKE, whose father, Capt. David T. Wooley of Ladder Company 4, is one of those named at the 

Sept. 11 memorial in Lower Manhattan. 

MAGAZINE 

LOOK 
~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: Ten 
Years’ Time: 
Images from a 
Post-9/11 World 



Photographic lfighlights from a decade’s 
worth of the magazine’s post-9/11 
coverage. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE     ~:~ ............... ~:~ 
STONE 
Meaningful Lives 
By TODD MAY .... :::::::::::::::::::::::: 

What are the qualities ........................ 
that make for a life flaat ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
matters? 

WORLD 

In Russian Leadership Battle, Medvedev Hints He Lacks Fire 
By ELLEN BARRY 

President Dmitri A. Medvedev’s decision to stick to the script at a political forum signaled that he was not 
prepared to fight for his job. 

Secret Bid to Arm Qaddafi Sheds Light on Tensions in China Government 
By MICHAEL WINES 

The offer, discovered by a Canadian journalist in documents tossed into a Tripoli trash heap, flouted a 
United Nations embargo on weapons sales to flae Qaddafi government. 

One of Qaddafi’s Sons Flees to Niger as New Leaders Focus on Next Steps 
By ANNE BARNARD and ADAM NOSSITER 

The Transitional National Cotmcil annotmced steps toward restarting the economy and bringing the cotmtry 
trader its full control as former leading figures, including Saadi el-Qaddafi, fled from Libya. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Connecting With Lost Loved Ones, if Only by the Tips of Fingers 
By ANEMONA HARTOCOLLIS 

The newly built Sept. 11 memorial opened to victims’ families on Sunday. Most of the families pronounced it 
beautiful. 

Slide Show: Remembering Lost Loved Ones 

," In Pennsylvania, a Wall of Names 

Bush and Obama, Shoulder to Shoulder 
By MARK LANDLER and ERIC SCHMITT 

The president defined by his response to Sept. 11 stood alongside the one who has tried to take America 
beyond the lingering, complicated legacy of that day. 

At Pentagon, No Words Will Fill Void 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Fanfilies of the 184 people who died in the attack remembered the moment. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Bank Chief Has Big Job to Reassure Stockholders 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

Brian T. Mo3afihan, chief of Bank of America, must offer a bold plan or face the ire of already frustrated 
investors. 



Renewed Worries About Europe Shake Asian Markets 
By BETTINA WASSEN ER 

Stock markets in the Asia-Pacific region begm~ the week with sharp falls, as finn export data released by 
China did little to reverse a global flight from equities. 

Anderson Cooper Seeks to Show His Daytime Side 
By BILL CARTER 

While traditionalists may see a risk to his reputation, 3mderson Cooper’s daytime talk show is his effort as 
one of the great hopes to inherit the audience Oprah Winfrey left behind. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

JETS 27, COWBOYS 24 
Slow Start but Fast Finish as Jets Beat Cowboys 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Nick Folk made a 5o-yard field goal with 27 seconds left to help the Jets win their season opener against the 
Cowboys. 

-’ Biggest Carry for Greene: The Jets’ Offensive Load 

’. Slide Show: Jets-Cowboys Replay, Sept. 11 

REDSKINS 28, GIANTS 14 
Giants, Needing Some Early Wins, Stumble in Opener 
By SAM BORDEN 

Despite leading twice early, the Giants were overwhehned by the Redskins in the second half in a deflating 
beginning to a season in which a strong start had seemed like a necessity. 

’ N.F.L. Roundup: Ravens Batter Roethlisberger and the Steelers 

Stosur Captures the Title After a Williams Outburst 
By KAREN CROUSE 

For the second time in three years, Serena Williams’s menacing behavior toward an official at Arthur Ashe 
Stadium overshadowed her opponent’s brilliance. 

" Slide Show: U.S. Open Replay: Women’s Final 

¯ ..M...o..r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A Journey of Heroism That Led to the Towers 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

The opera "Heart of a Soldier," composed by Christopher Theofanidis, with a libretto by Donna Di Novelli, 
faces the challenge of transfornfing life into art. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
New York Exhales With Mahler’s ’Resurrection,’ Symphonic Salve 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The free performance, "A Concert for New York" from the New York Philhannonic, was intended to help 
New Yorkers reflect, heal and persevere. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Celebration of Bach, as a Counterpoise to Painful Memories 
By JAMES R. OESTREICH 

The emotive and spiritual power of Bach’s nmsic at Trinity Church helped to offset the incomprehensible 
horror of the Sept. 11 attacks. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Sony Slate a Big Bet on Dramas 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Sony Pictures is betting that its dramas for adults will score well with critics at the Toronto Fihn Festival, 



often an accurate indicator of Golden Globe or Oscar winners. 

LINK BY LINK 
On Wikipedia, Echoes of 9/11 ’Edit Wars’ 
By NOAM COHEN 

Wikipedia, created in the year the Sept. 11 attacks took place, was profom~dly shaped by those events. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
News Trends Tilt Toward Niche Sites 
By DAVID CARR 

As news surges on the Web, news gim~ts are being outmaneuvered by smaller sites that have passionate 
audiences mad sharply focused information. 

¯ More Media & AdvertisincL News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Palestinian Statehood 
The only way to avert a United Nations vote on Palestinian membership is to offer a better solution. 

EDITORIAL 
Cheering On the Death Machine 
Voters should have serious doubts about a presidential candidate who denies the possibility of error in death 
penalty cases. 

EDITORIAL 
Justice for Women Veterans 
The obstacles faced by women in the nfilitary who are sexually assaulted are many and need to be addressed 
by the Pentagon and Veterans Affairs. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Real Threat of ’Contagion’ 
ByW. IAN LIPKIN 

Scenes of pandenfic in the movie "Contagion" as a cautionary tale about infectious disease. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
An Impeccable Disaster 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The moralizers, who hate the idea of letting nations off the hook for alleged fiscal sins, are sending the euro 
over the edge. 
-. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The President’s Do-Over 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The first-tenn agenda that should have been. 

’- Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. a2, a977, South African black student leader Steven Biko died while in police custody, triggering an 

international outcry. 

¯ See This Front ..P.:.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 2:30 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

first meeting of Working Group on Environment in Latin America (WGELA) today 

The Duke-UNC Working Group on the Enviromaaent in Latin ~vnerica (WGELA) 
announces its first meeting of the semester. 

Monday, September 12, 2011 (Today) 
5:30pm 
Levine Science Research Center Room A156 
Duke Umversi~z West Campus 
click here http:/imaps.oit.duke.edu/building/36 for a map 

Dimaer will be sel-,zed. 

Anyone interested in ~vorking on issues related to the environment in 
Latin America is welcome to participate. 
For more information, contact June Reyes at june.reyes@duke edu 

Sorry for the late notice - I just received this information a few 
minutes ago 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Umversity 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 1:28 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 13 Sept: climate newffevents, seminars (Bracking today), SA economy, Sw~iland, Middle East, 9/11, bx~oklaunches, publish-and- 
perish 

IMF SA Article IV 2011 .pdf; Mangcn booldaunch 15 Sept.git:, Sithembiso Bhengu Workplace orders ~ad worker struggles in 

posmpartheid SA 1.pdf; climate 12 sept.docx 

H~ 

* Starting quickly’ with climate news (the attached doc), we had a good 
protest at the US Consulate and then a CJ activists meeting last Friday 
and notes from Si;dwe are attached, along with notes from a phone 
conference of CJ national chapters. The next big Durban dates are, 
potentially, 21-22 Sept :[’or a national CJ meeting, 21-23 Sept for 
international climate strategy with People’s I)ialogue, a 21 Sept 
Wenavorth meeting on climate and electricity, a 23-25 Sept Democratic 
Lefl Front event on climate at UKZN, a 24 Sept event at UKZN for 
flatdweHers linking service delivery and climate mobilizations, and 
then some other interesting side events such as 100,000 poets at the 
Green tlub on 24 Sept and a Right2Know movie by John Pilger on 23 Sept. 
spent Saturday" morning with the flatdwellers movement in Diakonia, and 
they have an impressive agenda so it will be good to see whether and how 
climate fiks, as part of CCS’s training sessions sponsored by Rosa 
Luxemburg Stiftung These are the various meetings that I think may be 
interwoven so stay" tuned 

* Also in clinrate news are armouncements about an international climate 
jobs conference and Via Campesina events in Durban in early Dec. The 
Green Climate Ftmd’s Geneva meeting is dissected by Third World Network. 
There’s a report on Jacob Ztmra burnbling into climate politics, and on 
the dreadful petrol pipeline explosion in Nairobi. And in the US, a 
different kind of pipeline explosion against Obama continues with a 
great essay by Ashley Dawson. Still so inspiring to think of 1250 
arrests at the White House, so let’s see where that excellent corcanitment 
no~v goes, and takes global CJ activism. Oh great, the C17 just annotmced 
the website for overall coordination of People’s Space and the Global 
Day of Action: http:i/www.cl7.org.za/ 

* Do join us for visiting scholar Sarah Bracking’s very exciting 
seminar today where she rips apart neoliberal nature, i.e. the attempt 
to coramodi~ everything under (and including) the sun; I sent her paper 
out on 8 Sept in the last Update. On Wednesday Sithurnbiso Bhengu’s PhD 
work on the Dur~lop Tire worker mobilisations is the subject of an SDS 
seminar (see his paper, attached). Then on Friday we have Solani Ngubane 
discussing what’s gone so badly ~vrong with academic publishing in South 
Africa (announcement below). Last week I sent over but forgot to remark 
upon the degeneration in our crowd’s publish-or-perish mentali~ 
driven by- publish for profit and so ~vay way below, let me resend the 
colurnn by David Colquhour~ and add a George Monbiot rift against the 
scientific journal industry, while not forgetting Chomskw’s advice to us 
(sent out last week): "As for the responsibility of intellectuals, there 
does not seem to me to be much to say beyond some simple truths 
Intellectuals are typically privileged~erely an observation about usage 
of the term. Privilege yields opportunity, and opportunity confers 
responsibilities. An individual then has choices." 

* I’m starting to blog occasionally’ at http:/itriplecrisis.comi wifl~ 
leading post-Keynesian and heterodox economists, so after I did a trial 
on North Africa a fe;v months ago, here’s the next one, belo;v. A version 
is today’s Mercury column, as well. It’s about capital flight and dra;vs 
on Moeletsi Mbeki and the IblF’s new analysis of SA (attached). From 
9-10am today Fll take the debate about SA economic policy to the SAIh~ 
progranwne http://w~,;v.sabccoza/wps/portaliSABCiSABCRADIO# (I think 
there’s a way to listen live on internet at SAIhQ. My opponent is one 
of the most brazen neolibs in the economics discipline, Dawie Roodt. One 
of the most tragic processes is SA’s soaring foreign debt (up from $80 
bn two years ago to $104 bn today) and outflo;v of profits thanks to 
exchange control liberalisation. Until reading that IMF report (excerpt 
below- my alticle) I hadn’t quite realised how generously Pravin Gordhan 
has treated rich people and big capital, dramatically increasing the 
amount of apartheid loot they can cart oil’. And to think, that fellow 
taught me Maoist revolutionary theory in the Phoenix Gandhi settlement 
in 1984, damn 

* And the rich are really- making big bucks, led by Shoprite’s chief 
e×ecuuve Whitey Basson with R627 mn ($90 ran) last year including 
salary, perks and options Revolting, as is the rest of the Rich List, 
including the previously unheard of Ivan Olasenberg, worth at least $10 
bn via cowanodities dealer Glencore (below). At least we have Cosatu 
fighting hard on the economic front; see articles below for some 
upliftlnent. Or read George Magnus, the Union Bank of Switzerland’s 
economic analyst, [’or a critique of ’capitalism’ in yesterday’s 
Financial Times, drawing out themes we know so well of overaccumulation, 
stagnation, rising inequality and pathetic public policy. 



* There are several articles on Swaziland democracy struggle, below, as 
well as a report on our last Wolpe Lecture by Mustafa Barghouti - in 
ve~ very rare UKZN coverage of CCS events, 
http://enewsletter.ukzn.ac.za/Sto~.aspx?id 587 -plus a sweet story of 
socio-economic protest in Israel by Uri Avnery (making some links to the 
Occupation, albeit insu.t’ficient). And three articles on 9/11: Chomslcy, 
Paul Street and Alexander Cockbum, the latter demolishing conspiracy 
theories. 

* There are two coming booklaunches I hope to see you at, both at Ike’s 
Books: Xolela Mangcu on scholarship and archives (attached .jpg advert) 
and a fantastic environment book describing groundWork’s traditions: 
Toxic Futures: South Africa in the Crises of Energy, Environment and 
Capital by David Hallowes. The launch will be held on Mi~nday, 19 
September, 530 for 600 pm, at Ike’s Books & Collectables, 48a Florida 
Road, Durban. Please RSVP to Cedric Sissing cedric@adamsbooks.co.za or 
082 873 2702. With the always gcnerous co-owner Julian May anno~mcing 
his resignation from L~N to go to UWC - a temble loss for I~PKZN but 
hopefully an opportunity for Julian to avoid the unpleasantries of 
soul-sappingly irrational administrators - we will have to double our 
support for Ike’s. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

CCS Seminar: How do investors value the environment? Why a pile of 
stones is not a house 

Speaker: Sarah Bracking 
Date: Tuesday 13 September 2011 
Venue: CCS Seminar Room, 602, 6th Floor, M’TB Tower, Howard College 
Time: 12:30-14:00 

Topic: 
There has been a recent growth in the scope of foreign investraent in 
Africa, and the consequent greater financialisation of resource-based 
economies. Some of this investment has been speculative and based on 
perceived high value ’futures’ in biodiversity, bio-fuels and land, 
carbon capture or finite minerals. However, the financialisation of the 
various economic sectors which extract wealth from Nature includes older 
markets in agribusiness, agriculture, mining and infrastructure, and 
these are the principle subject here. This article explores how 
financial net~vorks in Africa (and tax havens) link natural assets to 
international private equity’ funds, and donor development finance, 
ser~dng as a political technology~ over the future of non-human 
resources. To do this, it reviews how ’impact investing’ or 
’developmental’ private equity’ funds build in concern for the 
’environment’ into their investment decision-making. The argument here 
is at three levels: 1) that private equity currently employs a thin, 
partial, and pseudo mathematical method of assessing environmental 
impact and worth; 2) that environmental and developmental impact 
’science’ is a performative political technology which adds legitimacy 
to the authority of financiers, but does little or nothing of benefit to 
the ’envirormaent’; and finally, that 3) private equity has lead to the 
financialisation of the non-human world through a power relationship 
which favours financiers This is facilitated by the wider dissembling 
of sovereignty and national economic space in the global economy over 
the last 30 years, the growth of secrecy jurisdictions, the consequent 
making of spaces of exception from law and regulation, which together 
challenge the future of democratic management of environmental 
resources. Thus this paper asserts financialisation as a political 
relationship, which (de)values the non-human world The Jubilee South 
network, the Climate Justice movement, Tax Justice, Counter Balance, 
Cornerhouse, the Bretton Woods Project (UK) and many other civil society 
groups have been concerned about how to rearrange international finance 
and investment in the interests of people traditionally oppressed by the 
global economic system. What can they add to policy debates, and what 
can the?’ learn from theories of’neoliberalised nature’? Should 
activists engage with the authority’ nfthe ’expert’ on environmental 
impact assessments, or reject outright efforts to produce finuncialised 
’concern’ for the environment? 

Speaker: 
Dr Sarah Bracking attended first York University’ in the I~YK (BA Hons 
Politics), then Leeds University, (MA ]mernational Resources and 
Development; Phi) on Business and the State in Zimbabwe 1991-7), and then 
worked as a Researcher at the Centre for Democratisation Studies at 
Leeds University, principally on the International ID]~;A State of 
Democracy Project She then moved to the University nf Munchester where 
she is currently a Senior Lecturer in Politics and Development at the 
Institute for Development Policy & Management. Sarah teaches Politics 
an d Development and the Political Economy of Development, particularly 
with regard to southern African states. She is editor of Corruption and 
Development (Palgrave, 2007) and author of Money and Power (Pluto, 2009) 
which is about development finance institutions and the finuncialisation 
of power as ’aid’ Sarah is also a member of the Democratic Audit of the 
UK, the InternationaMDEA state of democracy network, the Review of 
African Political Economy Editorial Board and the Britain Zimbabwe 



Society. She has also worked with the Zimbabwe Coalitino on Debt and 
Development on debt write-off; Counter Balance on reform of the European 
Investment Bank; A4ID in their training programme; and most recently 
with Norad on reform of European development finance institutions (DFIs) 
and tax haven use and Norwegian Church Aid on how DJ~’Is represent their 
developmental impact Sarah is currently working on a book on the 
financialisation of power. 

SDS SE)~KNARS: 

Labour Struggles at a Dtmlop Factot?, - Sthembiso Bhengu 14 September 
Conceptions of the Middle Class: A Review - Richard Ballard 21 

September 
The Contradictions of Local Government - Gillian Hart 28 September 
Diagnostic Report (NPC) - Khulekani Mathe 12 October 
Trade in Southern Africa - Robert Kirk 19 or 26 October (to be 

corffirmed) 
Tenement Cities: From 19th Century Berlin to 21 st Century Nairobi - 

Marie Huchzernreycr 02 Novernber 

CCS Seminar: Challenges facing scholarly publishers in South .adrica: 
Towards a turnaround strategy or tilting at windnrills 

Speaker: SolaniNgobeni 

Date: Friday 16 Septernber 2011 

Venue: CCS Seminar Roonr, 602, 6th Floor, MTB Tower, Howard College 

Time: 12:30-14:00 

Topic: 
The seminar presentation will examine the impact of neoliberalism on the 
politics and practices of scholarly publishing in South Africa It will 
further seek to investigate the relationship bet;veun the dominant 
economic mode, and the production and dissemination of scholarly ideas 
in South Africa. It ;vill use historical materialism to critique global 
neoliberalism and examine the generation of ideas from other contexts 
such as the US and LrK It will also examine the gains and losses in 
South Africa’s current orientation to publishing as influenced by market 
forces within the SA academic environment The ol~jective is to 
understand the politics and practice of scholarly publishing within the 
university presses; including considerations behind the choice to 
publish or not to publish certain titles and the impact of lack of 
financial support from the parent university on the university press 

Speaker Bio: 
Mr Solani Ngobeni is the Director of Publications at the Africa 
Institute of South Africa (AISA) where he is responsible for publishing 
scholarly books, monographs, conference proceedings, occasional papers 
as well as the peer-revie;ved arid Department of Higher Education and 
Training accredited journal Africa Insight. He is also a Research 
Associate in the Department of Languages and Literature in the Facul~ 
of Arts at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University where he is 
currently pursuing a DPhil in the Department of Political Sciences tie 
holds a Masters degree in publishing from the University of the 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg ]n 2007 he was named South Africa’s 
International Young Publisher of the Year under the auspices of the 
British Council. Solani is a published author and has presented papers 
at both local and international cont’erences. He is the editor of a 
recently published book titled Scholarly Publishing in Africa: 
Opportunities and impediments, Africa Institute, 2010 tIis research 
interests include the politics of race in knowledge production, the 
state of research and scholarly publishing in Africa in general and 
South Al~ica in particular and issues around book distribution in Africa 

South Al~ica’s coming fight over capital flight 

By Patrick Bond 

http ://triplecrisis.com/ 

At a time South African trade unions are under fierce attack fi-om big 
business for winning above-inflation wage increases through strikes and 
for opposing both informal labor outsourcing and a state-subsidized 
sub-minimum wage fi~r youth, the sibling of :Former president Thabo Mbeki 
is helping restore balance. 

According to businessman-intellectual Moeletsi Mbeki, speaking last week 
to the ~vhite-donrinated opposition party, "Big corrlpanies taking their 
capital out of South Africa are a bigger threat to economic freedom than 
African National Congress Youth League president Julius Malema." (The 
latter, a tycoon through crony deals, recently achieved notoriety for 
advocating the nationalization of mines.) 



It is a ripe time for such in-your-face challenges to orthodo×y here, 
given the post-apartheid elites’ hostility to exchange controls 

South Africa suffers stagnation, 35 percent unemployment and the highest 
Gini coet’ficient measuring income inequa[i~" of any large country. ARer 
generalized overproduction during late apartheid followed by 
deindustrialization and financialization, the 2000s commodi~ boom 
including the soaring gold price failed to generate jobs or 
recirculate profits. SA’s real estate price rise was fo~tr tinres that of 
the U.S. from 1997-2008 and then collapsed by 15 percent, while 
once-vibrant consumer spending is hampered by overindebtedness. SA 
banks’ ’impaired credit’ list now has 8.5 raillion victims (up froru 6 
million in 2007), representing nearly half of all SA borrowers. That 
figure includes many of the 1.3 nrillion people who lost j obs in the 
2009-10 downturn and haven’t got them back. 

The ovet’,~alued currency (the Rand) and iruminent arrival of 
iraport-maniacs from Walmalt make nratters worse. Asked about that 
retailing behemoth, Moeletsi Mbeki questioned the neoliberal agenda that 
his brother decisively implemented: "In South ~adrica we think we will 
just open the doors and everything will be hunky dory. Of course it won’t." 

The doors sw~mg open not only to East Asian consumer iraports but also 
the other way: to rich South Africans and the county’s largest firras, 
which were allowed to leave with apartheid-era loot. Mbeki complained 
that there ~vas never "an explanation for why corapanies had been allowed 
to list in London. On what basis did they allo~v them to go, to ruove 
their priruar~" listing? Why did they approve it? What did they get out of 
it?" 

Tough questions, especially because the outflow of profits, dividends 
and interest payments to Anglo American, DeBeers, Old Mutual and Liber~ 
Life insurance, SABMiller beer, Mondi paper, h~vestec bank, Didada IT 
and BHP Billiton mining has raised the current accou~t deficit to 7 
percent in 2009, leading The Economist to rank SA as the most ris~z of 
17 peer economies Although the deficit then fell, SA’s foreign debt has 
soared to cover payment outflows: from $25 billion inherited by Nelson 
Mandela from apartheid to more than $100 billion this year 

How to exit the crisis? The International Monetal3z Fund’s annual Article 
4 Consultation http://www.irm~orgiextemalinp/sec/pn/2011/pnl 1115htm 
was released late last month, and simply reiterated conventional banker 
wisdom. In meetings with SA Treasul3z officials, IMF "Staff recommended 
stronger fiscal consolidation beyond the current fiscal year than 
currently being considered" as well as ~policies to moderate real wage 
growth." The ]2vIF praised the SA Reserve Bank’s "prudent" policies 
"together with a flexible exchange rate" which allegedly "helped dampen 
the adverse efl~cts of those global cycles." In reality, SA’s volatile 
currency crashed by 15 percent or more five times since 1994, thanks to 
30 separate relaxations of exchange controls. 

But if you dare suggest merely a "small tax on inflows to try to curtail 
iN’lows or at least change their composition," IMF staff point out 
~significant drawbacks": "it likely would raise the government’s 
financing costs. Second, even if this were to help engender nominal rand 
depreciation, absent ;vage restraint it is unlikely this would enhance 
competitiveness" 

The rebuttal is easy: eschew competitiveness and impose exchange 
controls on outflows of capita[ to address capita[ :flight, and then 
systematically lower interest rates because amongst the 50 largest 
economies, SA’s are second highest only to Greece. In the process, 
manage the appropriate decline in the rand’s value. But to boost 
effective demand and internal linkages, assist workers return to at 
[east the wage/profit share the?, had won by the end of apartheid: 54/46, 
compared to just 43/57 today 

Imposition of capital controls would be a first step away from perpetual 
economic crisis. Given IMF conservatism (after raised hopes of a 
conversion to exchange contrnls earlier this year 
http ://triplecrisis.con’~,the-imfs-welcome-rethink-on -capital-centre[s/), 
it is to Mbeki’s credit that he has tabled capital flight as both a 
moral and economic challenge, and it is now up to civil socie~" to more 
forcefully demand solutions. 

Moeletsi X/;beki is right that capita[ flight is a far worse threat to SA 
than anyone realises. Buried in an obscure IMF report - 
http://www.im~qorg/external/np/sec/pni2011/pnl 1115.htm - is this list of 
gifts from Gordhan) 

Liberalization of Capital Controls on Residents 

October 2009 The authorities (i) raised the lil;etime limit on 
individuals investment offshore to R4 million front R2 million per year 
and (ii) the single discretiona~ allowance to R750,000 from R500,000. 

March 2010 Authorized Dealers were allowed to acquire direct and 
indirect foreign exposure up to a macropmdential limit of 25 per cent 
of their total liabilities, excluding total shareholder’s equip’. 



October 2010 Authorities (i) elinrinated the 10 percent levv on the 
capital that South Africans could transfer upon eraigratinn, (ii) raised 
the liruit on individuals investment offshore to R4 nrillion per year front 
R4 million in a lifetime, (iii) and raised the single discretional?~ 
allowance to R1 ruillion from R750,000. 

December 2010 Limits that resident institutional investors can invest 
offshore were raised by- 5 percentage points, and now range frora 25 to 35 
percent depending on the type of institutional investor. 

January 2011 Authorities allowed qualifying international headquarter 
companies, subj ect to approved registration with the Financial 
Smveillance Department of the South African Reselve Batik, to raise and 
deploy capital offshore without exchange control approval. 

03 September, 2011 21:39 

B REik~)AN PEACOCK 

Rich List: Shoprite boss sets record setting pay levels 

One would think that Shoprite CEO "¢~q~itey Basson, who took home a 
ja;v-dropping R627 53-million in salaD,, perks and options last year, is 
setting a record as SA’s highest earning CEO in any one year that ;vill 
stand for years to come. 

Shoprite CEO Whitey Basson 

" CEO’s windfall largely includes share options at his company 

Articles 

Earnings ability is in the stars 

But it is not as uncommon as one would think for CEOs to walk away ;vith 
massive packages in any one year. 

In 2008, BHP Billiton’s Chip Goo@ear made R411.6-million 

Nevertheless, Basson puts last year’s highest earner Pine Pienaar, who 
made over R63-million, to shame. 

Basson’s windfall largely includes share options in the company he runs. 

Ranked 28th on the Rich List with a fortune of over R 1-billinn, Basson 
took home a basic salap), of R25.35-million, with additional benefits of 
R7 68-million. In 2008 his total remuneration was R16.64-million and in 
2009 D,24.13-million In exercising share optinns worth R594.5-million, 
his 2010 income represented an inflation-beating 2501% increase 

None of the 10 highest-paid executives in this year’s rankings gained 
their place as a result of termination or sign-on benefits. The richest 
executives were all firmly holding the reins However, more than 20 of 
the top 100 highest-paid executives of 2()10 are no longer in their 
positinns today, making a mockery out of claims by many companies that 
they need to pay excessive salaries, and dish out huge share options, to 
retain top skills. 

BHP Billiton CEO Marius Kloppers, the second-highest-paid executive, 
received a basic salap), of R 14.88-million, with ben elits of 
R6 44-million and a performance bonus of R17.01-millinn His total 
remuneration aruounted to R77.53-ruillion, taking into account a 
R39.19-million gain in shares. This was a 43% rise on his earnings from 
2009. 

Third-placed Bernard Kantor, Investec’s MD, brought home R56.69-million 
in 2010. With a basic salary of only- R4.14-million, the balance was made 
up by benefits ofR499000, plus a performance bonus of R25.2-ruillion and 
gains on shares of R26.81-n~llion. 

The list of executives in the top 20 who achieved the largest increases 
over their 2009 remuneration is not smprisingly headed by Basson’s 
2501% leap, but he ~vasn’t alone in his ability to cope with the petrol 
price hike. 

Gold Reef Resorts’s Steven Joffe received a temfination bonus after 
opting to leave the casino group following its merger with Tsogo Sun and 
his pay rose by 358% to R26.51-raillion. This included a R19.5-million 
rate,veil gift. Other luck~ Gold Reef executives who left were Christian 
Neuberger, Jarrod Friednran and Tapson Sadiki, who got farewell gifts 
ranging from R6.9-rrfillion to R11.5-rmllion. 

MTN’s Phuthurua Nhleko, in his last full-year at the helru, received a 
R51.81-million, thanks to a performance bonus and gains on shares. 

Executives smarting after pay- "cuts" ;vere Sasol’s head Pat Davies - in 
29th overall position after a 32% decrease to R20.57-million - and 
Richemont SA director Norbert Platt is 8th highest after a 27% drop in 



his earnings to R42.34-million Richemont’s CEO Johann Rupert’s pay was 

also down 24% to R31 15-millinn. Rupert gives his salary away to charity. 

Despite 39 of the top 100 earners presiding over an earnings decline 
during the last year, 87 of them earned a performance bonus. ’l’hey 
included Telkom’s former CEO Reuben September, who was awarded R2.3-million. 

Since 2010, 20% of the 100 highest-paid directors have jumped ship 

Late in 2009 Basson tmloaded R249.23-million in shares, and exercised 
the option to acquire 10million shares worth R600-nrillion, for the price 
of R65.1-million. 

Meet South Africa’s new Richest Man 

South African born Ivan Glasenberg, the CEO of Glencore, is about to 
become South Africa’s richest nran and the second richest in Africa, 
knocking Nicky Oppenheimer to third place, when the corapany lists later 
this nronth. 

Ivan Glasenberg 

The pricing of Glencore’s public offer yesterday implies the corc~odities 
trading conrpany would have a market value of $61 billion or R403.8 billion. 

This nreans that Glasenberg’s stake in the conrpany, which is mmoured to 
be as much as 15%, would be wolth $9.5 billion or 62.9 Rbillion at 
yesterday’s exchange rate. 

Should the value of this stake, which is just one of Glasenberg’s 
assets, be conrpared to the wealth of the billionaires on the S~mday 
Times Rich List, which is based on publicly available itfformation and 
only includes disclosed shareholdings in JSE-listed companies, 
Glasenberg ~vould be South Africa’s richest man by far. 

According to the Sunday- Times Rich List 2010, Ladian steel magnate 
Laskhmi Mittal, who bought what is now Arcelor\fittal SA in 2001, led the 
pack for the sixth consecutive year with a famine of R21.5 billion. 
This only reflects the value of his holding in ArcelorMittal SA, and not 
the international ArcelorMittal Group. 

In second place, and the richest South African, was mining executive 
Patrice Motsepe, who is worth R199 billion through his stake in Aticican 
Rainbow Minerals (ARM) and Sanlam. This excludes, however, the value of 
his other investments. 

De Beers chairman Nicky Oppenheimer was ranked third on this year’s Rich 
List, based on his 2.5% stake in Anglo American, which was founded by 
his grandfather Ernest in 1917 

The listing of Glencore will also make Glasenberg one of ~AA’rica’s 
richest men. Placed against the net ~vorth of individuals making the 
Forbes Rich List, Glasenberg ~vould become the fiRh South African on its 
list of 1,250 dollar billionaires 

He would be ranked at 93 along with Malaysian telecoms ty-coon Ananda 
Krishnan and Russian fertilizer baron Dmitry Rybolovlev. 

On Forbes list of African billionaires, he would knock Oppenheimer 
the second spot to take a place behind Nigerian Aliko Dangote. Dangote 
has a net worth of $13.8 billion while Oppenheim er and family have a net 
worth of $7 billion 

Other South Africans on the list include Johann Rupert and family with a 
net worth of $4.8 billion, Motsepe at $33 billion and Christoffel Wiese 
at $1 6 billion. 

When Glencore publishes its full flotation prospectus later on 
Wednesday, it is also expected to show that another two South Africans 
have become paper billionaires. 

Steven Blumgart, the co-ordinator of Glencore’s alumina and aluminium 
division, and Stuart Cutler, co-director of ferroalloys, nickel and 
cobalt, are seen as holding substantial stakes in the company - enough 
to make them rand billionaires 

Glencore has made its senior management promise not to sell their shares 
fi~r at least five years after the public offering, which is set to take 
place later this month 

Olasenberg, in the meantime, has pledged not to sell a single share till 
he steps down as chief executive. For the 54-year old, who took up tile 
seat of CEO in 2002, tile stock nrarket listing converts his stake into 
c~rency. Glasenbcrg who joined Glencore in 1984 has worked for Glencore 
for 27 years, Glasenberg, initially in the coal department in South 
Africa and Australia. 

A fiercely- private man, Glasenberg has been ttnust into the limelight by 
the proposed listing on the London and Hang Kong bourses. 



In fact the company’s listing is one of London’s largest ever with 
Glencore set to be the first company in 25 years and only the third ever 
to enter the FTSE 100 index on the day of listing. Glencore’s equi~ 
makes it slightly bigger than Anglo American and puts it arrlong the 
world’s top-five commodities groups, which also include BHP Billiton, 
Rio Tinto and Vale. The listing also puts the publici~’-shy company 
under the spotlight after 54 years as a private company. 

Like Goldman Sachs, the corrlpany has an a~tra of rdrsery, perhaps in part 
due to its beginnings. 

Glencore was founded by Marc Rich, an American oil trader accused of 
breaking sanctions against han and later pardoned by US president Bill 
Clinton. Rich was bought out by Glasenberg and other managers about 17 
years ago. 

According to Australian daily, The Australian, the other part of the 
Glencore aura is speculation about how much its top traders are paid - 
the top traders are believed to earn at least ~vhat their counterparts at 
Goldman earn, if not more 

Last year, Glencore’s directors and top managers split £90 million, tJae 
newspaper said 

But as the newspaper pointed out, the traders’ salaries and bonuses will 
be dwarfed by the float payout. It ~vill give the 485 partners who own 
Glencore shares on average $103 million each. 

Cosatu threatens to bring SA to a halt 

Vusi Xaba, Sowetan, 9 September 2011 

WORKPLACE operations will grind to a halt on October 15 when Cosatu 
holds a national strike to intensiI}’ its campaigns calling for urgent 
government action on labour brokers, the Gauteng e-tolling system and 
the acid water crisis. 

The battle is on. We want to tackle these issues. The battle against 
labour brokers is on. We want a total ban on labour brokers 

The labour federation’s general secretary, ZweIinzima Vavi, told 
delegates at the Food and Allied Workers Union (Fawu) national congress 
in Johannesburg yester&iy that Cosatu would not support any "political 
agenda" that was not based on principles. 

This is seen as a veiled threat to the ruling ANC as it prepares for the 
2012 Mangaung elective conference 

"The battle is on," Vavi said. "We want to tackle these issues. The 
battle against labour brokers is on. We want a tota[ ban on labour brokers." 

Vavi said Cosatu, backed by its two million members, would fight against 
the tolling of roads in Gauteng 

"They say e-tolling is a model for the country. If we do not stop them 
in Gauteng, they will be rolled thrnughout the count~ The principle is 
simple. We want efficient public transport that wil[ free us from the 
mobile coffins" 

Vavi said the federation would also fight against the reported possible 
scarcity of water by 2017 

He said underground water, contardrnated by acid mine intoxicants, making 
it unsafe to use, was caused by a reluctance to act against raining 
bosses who made billions of rands from mining and neglected to 
rehabilitate the mines after the operations. 

Financial Times, Sept. 12 2011 

Markets are reacting to crisis of capitalism 

By George Magnus 

Financial markets have had a torrid sttrmner of breaking news about 
slowing global growth, fears over a new western economic contraction and 
the unresolved bond market and banking crisis in the eurozone. 

But these sources of angst have triggered turbulence before, and will 
continue to do so. Out economic predicament is not a temporalN or 
traditional condition. 

Put simply, the economic model that drove the long boom from the 1980s 
to 2008, has broken down. 

Considering the scale of the bust, and the system malfunctions in 
advanced economies that have been exposed, I ~vould argue that the 



2008/09 financial crisis has bequeathed a once-in-a-generation crisis of 
capitalism, the footprints of which can be found in widespread 
challenges to the political order, and not just in developed economies 

Markets may actually have twigged this, with equity indices w~latile but 
unable to attain pre-crisis peaks, and bond markets turning very 
Japanese But it is not fashionable to say so, not least in policy circles 

Recognition would be a good start and it was refreshing that the new 
head of the International Monetary Fund, Christine Lagarde, recuntly 
called for co-ordinated macro policies to support economic growth and 
the mandatory and substantial recapitalisation of European banks. But 
this clarion call is not being heeded. 

It is a crisis of capitalism because our economic nrodel and policy 
settings cannot produce sustainable growth, adequate income formation or 
employment creation. We have lost the housing, financial Sel~’ices and 
credit creation growth drivers and been left with excessive levels of 
personal and government debt to unwind, a @sfunctional financial 
system, and weak labour markets. 

The capacity to produce and sell goods and services has outstripped that 
of consumers to borrow and spend. Without credit and jobs, other fault 
lines have been exposed, including the long stagnation of real wages and 
extremes of inequali~. It is truly a crisis of aggregate demand. 

The latest US unrployment data, for example, showed that the level of 
employment in the US is no higher than it was in 2004. The proportion of 
the population aged over 16 in work is the sanre as in the 1950s. 

Nominal gross donrestic product is stagnant and levels of real GDP and 
personal inconre (excluding govertm~ent transfers) have stalled just below 
their peaks in early 2008. New housing construction and automobile sales 
are 75 per cent and 30 per cent, respectively, below their 2006 peaks. 

What to do? With governments embracing austerity, voluntarily or under 
the IMF, and with seemingly irreconcilable divisions over policy in the 
eurozone, the focus has returned to monetary policy the one straw at 
which markets can clutch. 

The European Central Bank is committed to backstopping the Italian and 
Spanish bond markets, the UK Monetary Policy Committee may be shifting 
towards another round of quantitative easing (QE) and currency 
intelwentions by the S~viss and Japanese central banks are just printing 
money by another name 

Now-, after the US employment figures, the Federal Resel~’e will most 
likely announce new- measures follo~ving the September FOMC meeting. These 
could include asset purchases and operations to lower long term bond 
yields relative to short-dated securities. 

While these f;arms of QE can liquef) financial sector balance sheets and 
possibly push investors to take risk they will not do much fbr the 
lending and spending that dr~ves aggregate demand Major governments 
have to re-engage with economic growth. 

The litmus test of policy should be its relevance to employment creation 
and the embracing of fiscal, lending, investment and infrastructure 
initiatives, as well as measures to facilitate household deleveraging. 

With a more nuanced fiscal stance, there is then scope for central banks 
to suspend inflation targets in deference to stable money GDP growth. 

Sadly, these are ideas whose political time has not yet arrived 
Immediately ahead, we shall see if President Barack Obama’s modest but 
appropriate $450bn jobs plan, much of which extends existing programmes, 
will be enacted by a hitherto hostile Congress. 

Meantime, global markets have some anomalies to iron out, that may 
demonstrate or undermine this crisis perspective Just over 16 barrels 
of oil can be bought with an ounce of gold, compared to a 50-year range 
between 9 and 30 with an average of 15 

(laid is not overvalued on this basis. The weathervane of global growth, 
the Australian dollar, is as strong as that of the flight-to-safety 
represented by the Swiss franc, even after last week’s policy shift by 
the Swiss National Bank. One of these is irrational. 

The eurozone’s existential and default-centric problems have not 
prevented the euro ftom breaking out of a tight trading range against 
the US dollar. This is bizarre. 

George Magnus is senior econotnic adviser, UBS and author of Uprising: 
will emerging markets shape or shake the world econotw? 

The struggle for a democratic Swaziland continues 

Zingiswa Losi, COSATU 2nd Depub" President, 10 September 2011 



We have just returned from Swaziland, where I was part of a COSATU 
delegation that was invited to j oin in a number of legal protest actions 
that have made up the Global Week of Action on Swaziland and organised 
by the Swaziland Democracy Campaign. 

The SDC works as the campaigmng arm of the Swaza[and United Democratic 
Front, which is an inclusive and representauve bo@ comprising trade 
unions, faith based organisations, students and civil society 
organisations. 

Along with other COSATU comrades, we were honoured to have been invited 
by our trade union friends in Swaziland. International wurker solidarity 
is a fundamental guiding principle of COSATU and to be able to join 
hands with our comrades, to give them moral and urganisational support, 
was a vet?~ humbling and endearing experience. 

This second Global Week of Action will require careful evaluation over 
the next few days, and we will be exchanging views with our Swazi 
counterparts about how to maintain the momentum and ensure that 
Swaziland does not fall off the agenda. ~J~at we can say, is that this 
week has seen an unprecedented degree of mobilisation both in Swaziland 
and in many other parts of the world. 

Working through the international trade union networks associated with 

the International Curffederation of Trade Unions in Africa (ITUC-Africa) 
there have been ruore than twenty ruobilisations taking place in different 
African countries this week, and no less than 12 chapters of the SDC 
have been formed as a result. There are also protests taking place in 
five European capitals, and in Canada and the US. This is a wonderful 
show of international worker solidarity. 

In Swaziland itself, literally tens of thousands of w-orkers, students, 
members of the legal fraternity, women’s groups, church congregations 
and unemployed people have taken to the streets in numbers that have not 
been seen for decades We do not want to fall into the trap of 
exaggerating the numbers who ~vere mobilised because that does a 
disservice to those ~vho participated, but to be able to gather more than 
four thousand people in both Manzini and Mbabane is an astonishing 
achievement, and especially so when one considers the brutal state 
repression that ~vas used on protesters and COSATU comrades last year, 
and is part of eveu~’day lil? tbr Swazi democracy activists. 

What ~vas also remarkable about this Global Week of Action was the 
breadth and depth of the mobilisations. In rural areas, where loyalty 
towards the Royal Regime is presumed to be at its highest, the democracy 
movement was able to make really significant in roads. Thousands of yew 
poor people, man?’ of ~vhom had been bullied and silenced by the regime 
tl~rough a combination of impoverishn~ent, and the corrupting im~iuence of 
the Tinkhundla system, greeted the democracy movement with open alT11s, 
and have laid bare the Regimes claims that the?’ have substantial support 
in the rural communities. 

In the urban areas, the @namic combination of workers, students, faith 
based and civil society organisations was able to mobilise to such an 
extent that the?- actually paralysed the repressive forces of the state 
Despite the state mobilising road blocks, and putting ~vater cannon, 
atoned personal carriers, tear gas appliances and of course thousands of 
uniformed officers on the streets, they were unable to quell the 
enthusiasm of the protest marchers, or indeed stop them from marching 
through all of the streets unhindered. The reaction from ordinary people 
is also noteworthy. Literally hundreds spontaneously joined the marches, 
and many gave ]2~od and drinks to the protesters. [During the first two 
days not a single arrest took place of a protester! 

The fact that the banned liberation movement PUDEMO, who we are very 
happy to share this platform with, was able to make public statements, 
and its Youth Wing Swayoco extensively and openly organise, is 
indicative of the growth of the democracy movement, and this was all met 
with great enthusiasm by people on the ground. The speech given by 
PUDEMO President Mario Masuku in Manzini was one of the highlights of 
our visit, and we are proud to have been a part of this protest. 

On Monday and Tuesday, the repressive apparatus of the Royal Regime was 
clearly frustrated at not being able to unleash its firepower on the 
masses who had gathered They were clearly constrained by a number of 
factors. 

Firstly the size of the mobilisations themselves, and the confidence of 
those on the streets. Secondly, because the eyes of the world have been 
turned towards Swaziland after being cited by the ILO, the UN and a huge 
range international Human Rights Organisations ~2~r the brutality it used 
agamst protesters last year. 

Thirdly, it is clear that the regime did not want to draw attention to 
its repressive character so as not to irmperil the R2.4bn bailout that 
has been facilitated by the South African Govertm~ent. 

However, as soon as the mobilisations moved to the rural areas, the cold 
and malicious character of the regime once again surfaced. In Siteki, 
where more than a thousand mainly poor people gathered on Wednesday to 
express their support for the democracy campaign, the police instructed 



the organisers that the visitors from COSATU would not be able to speak, 
and that they posed a threat to national security, The organisers said 
that they *vere there to greet the crowd and to give solidarity 
greetings, but the police then said that i:[" COSATU speakers took the 
platform they would be arrested. 

When this was made known to the protesters they insisted on the right to 
hear the COSATU comrades, and also on the right to associate and 
organise a peaceful protest When I took the platform the security 
set~zices went berserk. They physically attacked individuals, the?" used 
live ammm~ition and rubber bullets and tear gas in an attempt to 
disperse the gathering and arrest the COSATU corurades, including mysel£ 

Ifrny President Cormade Jacob Zmna had been present I am sure it would 
have reminded him of the days when peaceful LPDF rallies and meetings 
were attacked by apartheid forces. If an example was ever needed to 
expose the repressiv-e character of tl-lis regime, this was it! The 
security, officers were indiscriminate in using their batons, and in 
punching and kicking xvhoever was in their path. It was clear that the 
frustrations of not being able to attack protesters in Manzini and 
)¢fbabane were now being settled. 

The attacks were justified in the state controlled media, who had said 
that COSATU xvas ’invading’ Swaziland! What nonsense! COSATU was 
responding to the invitation of our Swazi trade union coturades, in the 
most honourable tradition of international worker solidaritty. There was 
no hidden agenda, no plots to topple the monarchy, or to do anything 
other than to say to our friends in the democracy movement, that you are 
not alone. An injuu to one, is an injury to all, regardless of wl-lere 
the borders of ottr countries have been drawn. 

Eventually I and Comrade Zanele were bundled into a police vehicle and 
taken to Oshoek Border and deported. We shall be rrlaking a written 
statement to be submitted to the ILO and the UN Human Rights Committee 
and our own Government about what we ~vitnessed and about how we were 
treated. There was absolutely no reason for the security- forces to 
behave in this manner, and they must be exposed The world needs to know 
what Swazi democrats have to face every day- of their perilous lives 

This brings us to the bailout issue, and we want to make it absolutely 
clear that we did not meet a single person in Swaziland ~vho said that 
the bailout was welcome. On the contrary, everyone ~ve met, both inside 
and outside of the democracy movement, said that the bailout will 
actually make matters ~vorse. 

For a start, it reinforces the austerity measures that are favoured by 
the E’dlv and World Bank who are calling for a 50% retrenchment of public 
sector workers, and not I might add the security, cluster 

Secondly, it provides a breathing space for the regime, who have 
corruptly mismanaged the resources of Swaziland for decades to accrue 
vast amounts of personal wealth, including the $200m personally OWl’~ed by 
the King. Thirdly it does not address the need for democratisation in 
any serious maimer, but rather talks vaguely about the need for 
’confidence building’, and we ask, whose confidence? The repressive 
regime, or the democratic movement? Finally, this loan will not be 
repaid, despite claims that it will come Iicom future SACU revenues The 
Swazi economy is in a deep systemic crisis. Tinkering ~vith the current 
account will do nothing to relieve the plight of the poor, or stop the 
King and his sycophants from stealing for their ridiculous and opulent 
lifestyles. 

That is why we are calling upon the ANC Government to think again about 
the bailout, and to disassociate themselves from this murderous regime. 
The bailout needs to be linked unambiguously to measures that lead to a 
democratisation of Swaziland and must include the immediate unbanning of 
political parties, the freeing of all political prisoners, and for the 
right of exiles to return. There must be an end to the repressive 
activities of the state, as we witnessed, and their must be a total 
review of decades old legislation that al lows any act of defiance to be 
labelled as a terrorist act. 

That is why there are Five protests in Provinces today from 12.00 - 
2.00pro outside all the branches of the ResepCe Bank, to draw attention 
to the bankruptcy of the Bailout, and the regime it will support. ’]Nat 
is why the SDC Chapter in (;ape Town mounted their successful picket 
outside Parliament on Tuesday this week 

We therefore call upon the ANC Goverrwnent to think again about the 
support they intend to give to Swaziland, and instead talk to our real 
allies in the struggle for a democratic Swaziland, those very forces who 
were attacked and vilified this week by the regime Our Government must 
engage not with the tyrants, but xvith the liberators. Anytl-ling less will 
not do. 

For our part, as COSATU and the Swaziland Democracy Campaign, we are 
coramitted to building fulther the campaign in support of our comrades 
and friends in Swaziland. We have a range of activities planned for the 
next period including a global solidarity,- cortference of all of ottr 
chapters and supporters. We are intending to escalate the campaign for 
comprehensive sanctions, including a sports and cultural boycott, and 



measures to expose all of those, whether in Swaziland or South Africa or 
elsewhere who are investing in the Swazi economy and becoming wealthy at 
the expense of human rights. We are planning for further mobilisations, 
including suppomng campaigns to free those languishing in Mswati’s 
dreadful prisons, and of course, we will seek to engage our own 
government, and those of SADC and the AU to encourage them to see 
Swaziland Jk~r what it is, Africa’s last absolute monarchy, that is a 
blight on our beautiful continent, and that must be democratised. 

The days of the Royal Elite Regime are numbered; the people of Swaziland 
must and shall govern themselves. Long live tire Swazi Democracy 
Movement. We all look forward to returning to Swaziland to be with our 
friends and corurades in a peaceful democratic Swaziland. 

Long live the Democratic Forces of Swaziland! 

Take the struggle to tire cornfort of the Swazi royal family 

Mario Masuku,PL~EMO president, 12 September 2011 

Over the past few- day-s, the mass of the people of Swaziland; workers, 
students, women, rural and landless masses, churches and other 
faith-based organisations, social movements, NGOs and the rest of civil 
society networks have confronted tire tinkhundla system on a scale 
unheard of before. 

This week alone has seen an unprecedented of between 30 000-40 000 
people fill the streets of our country in demand for freedom. This must 
be the beginning of intensified action. As we regroup and organise for 
April next year and tire 3rd Global week in September 2012, let us 
mobilise even more. Let us build the profile of the Global Week to reach 
an unprecedented 100 cities around the ~vorld. Let our allies across the 
world build more chapters of the Swaziland Democracy- Campaign-SDC to 
intensi~ the global offensive 

In resolute action, ~ve have literally rendered the whole count~z 
ungovernable and tinkhundla system unworkable We have demonstrated that 
our desire to destroy the system of royal oppression and build the 
foundations of a ne~v and democratic society, as comprehensively 
articulated by our political programme, The Road Map to a new and 
democratic Swaziland, is real. As we have al~vays said, the unity of all 
progressive forces is a prerequisite for our freedom. Let us build more 
unit?’ in action. Let us build more disciplined unit?- and cohesion within 
our ranks And let us build an unstoppable tsunami for freedom 

The time has come to take the struggle to the comfort of the royal 
family and its friends, both national and international The royal 
family cannot be at peace while we in the schools, townships, 
workplaces, institutions of learning and rural communities face naked 
brutality and the whole country- is in flames They must not be allowed 
to relax while we suffer. They must not be allo~ved to enjoy a good life 
when our children can’t go to school They must not have the luxuay’ of 
stealing our money and siphon it out of the country We must use every 
means at our disposal to make their life difficult The?’ must not 
receive any bailouts until they commit to a process for democratisation 

Linked to that is the reali~ that the regime and its generals have 
resorted to martial law and full-scale repression against all forces for 
democracy, with PI.YD]~;MO and its auxiliaries as the prime targets, in an 
attempt to cow us into submission. We refuse to be intimidated and are 
daily getting more confident that the system is on its knees and we must 
make the final leap now 

By using all forms of struggle, occupying all frontiers of the 
revolution and closing all spaces internationally, we have thrown the 
tinkhundla regime into permanent disarray. It is for that reason that 
the people of Swaziland are now boldly declaring that the issue is not 
whether tinkhundla system will die or not, but the announcement of the 
funeral date is the issue. From the intensive care unit (ICU) tinkhundla 
has gone straight to the mortuary and that is why we can no longer 
afford to delay its funeral. It is for that reason that we proclaim that 
today, the closing day of the Global week of actinn, must be a clear 
statement to all doubting Thomas’s that tinkhundla is no more and that 
the people are ready for power. We call on all our international l~iends 
to join us in this last mile to freedom. 

We also send special greetings and salutations to all our comrades who 
shall be on the streets today throughout South Africa, having started 
with the well organised march in Cape Town to the national parliament of 
South Africa and those in other parts of the world organised ~n more 
than 23 cities across tire world. We can feel your presence here with us 
and are further inspired to act and sacrifice more for our cause. The 
COSATU-led delegation and the humiliation and abuse it suffered in the 
hands of the brutal security forces are in our hearts at all times. By 
physically brutalising the COSATU leadership, the regime has shown that 
it has no respect even for tire people who sought to assist in the 
current crisis. The regime has demonstrated for all to see that it is 
brutal, undemocratic, intolerant and arrogant. We hope tire world have 
seen what this regime is capable of. It does not understand peaceful 



activity. It does not understand tolerance all it knows is violence and 
more unprovoked violence. 

We salute Swazis staying outside of the country for organising and 
joining activities as part of the Global Week. In particular, we salute 
the Swazi Diapora Forum for organising a very successful event on 
Thursday in Joharmesburg. We salute the solidari~ activities undertaken 
by ITUC and WFTU affiliates during the Week and we are also happy that 
the WFTU will be hosting an international solidari~" conference on 
Swaziland in Strasbourg, France on 12-14 September. 

We further take this opportunity to salnte the mass of the people of 
Swaziland, particularly the coordinators of this highly successful 
Global week of action, the S~vaziland Democracy Campaign (SDC) undcr the 
leadership of the SUDF and the SCCCO. You have done us all proud and we 
shall always rally behind your proven coordination efforts in order to 
maximise the uni~- of our people. PUDEMO salutes its members who came in 
their numbers throughout the country to be part of the protest actions. 
The regime has failed to kill the people’s nmvement. The people have 
unbanned PL’DEMO. We salnte the leaders of our trade union movement for 
cohesion and decisiveness. We salute the students and the youth. Build 
unity! 

As the people’s liberation movement we will be at the forefront until 
freedom comes. 

The national Momentum towards democracy is on courser 

The time is now-! PLPDEMO calls on the people to render the country 
ungovcrnable and make titfld-~undla umvorkable! The people of Swaziland 
want democracy, freedom and they want it noxv[ 

PUDEMO leaders brutalised by Swazi police 

Skhunthuzo Phakathi, PLrDEMO General Secreta~’, 9 September 2011 

S enior leaders of PU~3EMO and trade unions were brutally beaten up by 
police on the last day of the global }veek of action. 

The protest was held in the capital and according to organisers was 
attended by more than 7000 people. The government had earlier on tried 
to interdict the protest but lost in court. 

The problem started when the protesters were to be addressed by the 
President of PUDEMO, Mario Masuku The police tried to stop the 
president from speaking and the protesters defended the leadership. 
Police then without any provocation started beating up eve~-one in their 
work. Sulprisingly police allowed the other political parties to address 
the march. The attack here is against PLrDEiVIO. 

This is uncalled for. Nonetheless PUDEMO salutes our people for coming 
out in their numbers to close the Global Week at a high note This has 
mobilised our people even more. The }vorkers and students are even more 
determined to carQz on with the activities and our members will continue 
to organise for more radical action. 

Speaking from hospital, the national Organising Secretray of PUDEMO 
Wander Mkhonza, who is also Deputy General Secretary of the Processing 
Union, condemned the brutality’ and said that the police pounced on them 
without provocation inuring scores of people These include many 
minewo~kers fi*om the quarry union. 

http:i/enewsletter.ukzn.ac.za/Sto~ aspx?id 587 
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A CA[.L FOR SOI,]DARITY TO fiND A "N’[{W APARTIIEID" 

Palestinian political activist and medical doctor Dr Mustafa Barghouti 
dehvered a series of public lectures at South African universities and 
other institutions during August. His visit was hosted by the 
Afro-Middle East (;entre (AMI{C) as well as the Palestine Solidari~" Campaign. 

During his presentation on the ttoward College campus on August 25 hosted 

by the Centre [’or Civil Society’s Wolpe Lecture series Barghouti argued 

that the impact of Israel’s occupation of Palestine since 1948 has not 

been adequately recorded. People across the globe need to recognise the 

terrible acts that are taking place. 

He showed a film containing footage of the extreme treatracnt that 
Palestinians are enduring, describing them as "apartheid acts". 

Barghouti also presented a mapped timeline that illustrated land 
dispossession from 1948 to 2005. The timeline showed that, xvhile in 1948 
Palestine and Israel owned 45 percent and 55 percent of the land 
respectively, by 2005 Palestine owned less than 18 percent of the land 
on the West Bank and in the Oaza Strip. Further illegal settlements are 



continually expanding on the West Bank. 

’They built military settlements on Palestine land, and built walls 
three times higher than those of the Berlin Wall to separate and divide 

our cities We are not allowed services, including access to roads and 
highways in cities like Jerusalem. We pay extremely high taxes in 
comparison to lsraelis, and are very limited [in terms of] electricity" 
and water consumption and supply This is apartheid in a very extreme 
way,’ said Barghouti 

Slides presented at the seminar showed Israel’s ’apartheid wall’ rtmning 
through neighbourhoods, separating families, and denying Palestinian 
cities basic services, including medical care. 

Even though a few thousand Israeli settlers have withdrawn from the Gaza 
Strip, ’Gaza is not free. Thirty people have been killed, and 1 000 
others severely- injured in the past week, and 25 000 houses have been 
demolished. There was a United Nations Report by South African judge 
Richard Goldstone about the conflict that described illegal war crimes 
carried out by- Israel. This report xvas later denied due to Israeli 
pressure on the author. ~2~rlat xve are experiencing is more than apartheid. 
It is a combination of ethnic cleansing and severe discrimination,’ said 
Barghouti. 

He added: ’Hoxv can we then continue to negotiate with Israel when they 
continue to build settlements and walls around us during the 20 years of 
useless negotiations? Until it becomes too costly for Israel to do this, 
they will not stop killing us and taking ottr land’. He said that the 
non-violent ways to raise the costs include mass marches of ordinalT 
Palestinians to the border areas, which occurred in May to cormnemorate 
the "Nakba" disaster of Israel’s original occupation, and the Boycott 
Disinvestrrlent Sanctions campaign that worked so xvell to pressure South 
Africa’s white government twent’y-five years ago. Israel is already 
feeling the heat from sanctions, including the University of 
Johannesburg’s Senate decision in March to end a research agreement ~vith 
an Israeli umversi~z because of the latter’s role in perpetuating 
oppression. 

Barghnuti explained that Palestinians want democracy, and they want to 
choose their o~vn government, without pressure from Israel He called for 
South Africans to remember their political history and to stand in 
solidarity with Palestine. 

’South Africa could not have able to overcome apartheid if the world had 
not umted against the apartheid govermnent with sanctions. We are only 
asking for the same support. Our straggle alone for a non-violent 
solution cannot end this injustice We need help and ask for you to join 
us in solidarity-,’ Barghouti said 
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Daphne and Itmk Israel’s New Protest Movement by URI A~FERY 

IT SOUNDS like the title of a romantic movie "Daphne, Itzik and a 11 the 
Others". 

It starts off with a li*iendship between two youngsters, he in his early 
thirties, she in her mid twenties. Then they quarrel He leaves. She 
remains. 

The audience knows exactly what it wants: it wants the two to reunite, 
kiss, mal~, and walk arm-in-arm into the sunrise, to the accompaniment 
of a soft melody. 

As for the actors, they are perfect They both play themselves 
Hollywood’s Central Casting couldn’t have done better. 

She is an attractive young woman, wearing a man’s hat for easy 
recognition. He is the Israeli young male, vaguely handsome, easily 
recognizable by his nose 

THE STORY starts with Daphne Leer, an editor of short :films, &mghter of 
a composer, unable to rent an apartment in Tel Aviv. She is fed up. She 
announces on Facebook that she is going to live in a tent on Rothschild 
Boulevard and asks if anyone will join her. 

Some do. Then n’lore. Then even more. In no time, there are more than a 
hundred tents on the avenue, one of the oldest in town, a quiet 
residential neighborhood. Other tent cities spring up all aro~xd the 
cotmtly. A mass movement has come into being. Last Saturday, 350 
thousand people demonstrated in Tel Aviv, 450 tl-lousand throughout the 
country. That would be sorrlethn~g like 18 rrlillion in the US, or three 
million in Gcmxany. 

Some time after the whole thing started, the Israeli National Student 



Union, lead by its chairman, ltzik Shmuli, joined the protest. Daphne 

and Itzik were seen as the leaders, together with some others, notably 

Stav Shafflr, also easily recognizable with her flaming red hair (Stav 

means autumn.) 

The media loved them. They embraced them with a fervor never seen 
before ]n a way that was quite remafl~able, since all the media are 
owned by the very same "tycoons" against whom the protesters are 
railing. The explanation may be that the average working journalist 
belongs to the same social group as Dapl-me and the other protesters 
young middle-class naen and women who work hard and still do not naake 
enough to "finish the month". 

Also, tile media need the "rating": the public wanted to see and hear the 
protests. No one could afford to ignore it, not even a tycoon eager for 
profit. 

THREE WEEKS ago, tile first signs of a split started to appear. After 
first treating the protest with disdain, Binyanain Netanyahu saw- the 
danger and did what he (and politicians like him) always do: he 
appointed a commission to propose "reforms". He neither pronaised to 
irr@ement its recormnendations, nor did he allow the corcnaission to break 
the bounds of the two-year state budget already enacted by the Knesset. 

For some, this was just a mancuver to gain tinae and let the protest 
nmvement lose its momentunl. Others pointed to the fact that the 
commission is headed by an independent, 61 year old professor in good 
standing, Manuel Trajtenberg (a German name written in the Spanish way) 
who could be expected to do his best within the linaits dictated to him. 
Netanyahu himsell; something bet~veen a pious Reaganite and a devout 
Thatcherite, promised to change his economic views altogether. 

That’s how- the split started Daphne, Stay and most of the others 
refused to cooperate ~vith the commission. Itzik embraced it and met with 
its members. Daphne was not satisfied with the limited reform likely to 
emanate tlcom the commission, Itzik was ready to accept what was achievable. 

Actually, the controversy ~vas not inevitable. Daphne and her colleagues 
could do what Zionists have always done with immense success: at every 
stage, take what you can get and move on to get more 

But the split is much more than a disagreement over tactics It reflects 
a basic difJ%rence of ~vorld view, strate~/and style 

DAPH5,~ IS anti-establishment She is not doing this for slight changes 
within the existing system Though she was born into the heart of the 
establishment, Jerusalem’s sedate Rehavia neighborhood, she wants to 
overthrow it and to create something completely new 

Itzik ~vants to work within the establishment. He talks about the "New 
Israeli", but it is not at all clear what is ne~v about him 

Just before the huge demonstration, a terrible fact was disclosed: 
Daphne had not served in the army. When it emerged that the reason was 
her suffering from epilepsy, something even more terrible was dug out: 
when she was 17 years old, she had signed a petition of high school 
pupils condenming the occupation and refusing to serve in the occupied 
territories, or even to serve altogether. (Obviously, these disclosures 
must have come from the files of the Shin Bet Security service, or from 
one of the neo-fascist "research" centers financed by far-right Jewish 
billionaires in the US.) Itzik, of course, had done his duty. 

The fact that the masses joined the protest in spite of these 
disclosures shows that the old militaristic language has lost its 
luster Daphne and her fi~llowers stand fi~r a different discourse. 

Some believe that it is basically a gender clash: male versus female 
Daphne’s style is soft, inclusive, affirmative, reaching out to all 
parts of socieW. Itzik’s style is much more exclusive. Daphne and Stay 
never say "F’, always preferring "we". Itzik uses "I" freely. He raised 
quite a few eyebrows when he said at the demonstration: "You are all 
partners in MY struggle.." 

The protest movement is heavily influenced by women. Women founded it, 
women are its main spokespersons Does this change its texture? 

(I had an argmnent about this with a feminist friend. She insisted that 
there is no basic difference between the genders, that the existing 
diffcrence is created by culture. Boys and girls are educated to follow 
different role models from age zero. I believe that there is a basic 
biological difference, going back to the primates and before. Nature 
intended the female to bear and rear children, while the male had to 
fight and hunt for food. But in the end it comes to the same: the modern 
human being has the abili~ to shape him/herself, so we can design our 
culture according to our will.) 



DAPHNE SEEMS to have no ego, no political ambitions. Almost evecybody 
believes that Itzik, on the other hand, has his eyes set on a seat in 
the Knesset using his new-found public stature in order to join the 
Labor (or any other) Party, if he catmot win the leadership of the 
protest movement and turn it into a party in his image. 

The latter seems unlikely. At the huge demonstration, his speech was 
well received. But it was undoubtedly Daphne who really touched the 
heart of the masses. Itzik spoke to the head, Dapl-me to the heart. 

Something very strange or perhaps not so strange happened to the 
media on this occasion. All three major TV stations covered the event 
live and at length. Itzik’s speech was carried in its entirety by all 
three But in the middle of Daplme’s speech, as if on orders from above, 
a 11 three stations cut off her voice and started broadcasting "comments" 
by the same tired old gang of goverun~ent spokesmen, "analysts" and 
~ experts" 

From then on, almost all the media overplayed Itzik and underplayed 
Daphne. The tycoons, it seems, have taken over again. 

FROM THE start, the leaders of the protest insisted that the movement is 
not "political", neither "left" nor "right" It is solely concerned ~vith 
social justice, solidarity- and ~velfare, not with affairs of state like 
peace, occupation and such. 

How long can this stance be maintained? 

This week, General Fyal Eisenberg, commander of the home front (one of 
the four geographical cormnands of the army) made a speech in which he 
forecast a "general war, a total war" between Israel and an ~Islamized" 
Arab world. In this war, weapons of mass destruction would be employed. 

Military and political leaders immediately downplayed this speech, 
saying that no such danger existed for the near future But the 
implications were clear: the need to expend huge sums to equip all of 
Israel with "Iron Dome" anti-missile defenses, expend huge sums to buy 
submarines [’or our nuclear arm (only partly paid for by the Germans), 
and expend even more huge sums for buying the latest American stealth 
fighters Billions and billions of dollars on top of the existing huge 
military budget 

Israel is becoming more and more isolated Just before stepping down, 
the US Defense Secretary, Robert Gates, warned that Netanyahu is 
~endangering Israel". ’]’he Pa[estinian application to the UN for 
recognition of the State of Palestine may lead to a severe crisis; the 
conflict with Turkey is becoming more dangerous by the day; in Egypt and 
other awakening Arab countries, anti-Israeli sentiments are reaching new 
heights. 

(;an one really pretend that all this does not affect the chances of 
creaung a welfare state? That the momentum of the protest movement can 
be maintained and increased under these darkening clouds? 

THE NEXT stage will arrive with the recommendations of the Trajtenberg 
commission in a few weeks. 

Will they enable Itzik to celebrate and call the whole thing of P? Will 
they- confirm Dapl-me’s prediction by offering only crumbs from the table 
around xvhich the politicians and tycoons are feasting? Will they 
extinguish this historic movement or give it new life? 

How will this movie go on? .a2a, there we have to wait and see. We 
wouldn’t disclose the end, would we? Asstm~ing we knew it. 

Uri Avnery is an Israeli writer and peace activist with Gush Shalom. 
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Looking back on 9/11 a decade later 

by Noam Choms~" 

Le Monde diplomatique (September 06 2011 ) 

We are approaching the tenth armiversary of the horrendous atrocities of 
September 11 2001, which, it is conmxonly held, changed the world. On May 
1 st, the presumed raastermind of the crime, Osama bin Laden, was 
assassinated in Pakistan by a team of elite US conmxandos, Na’,-~" SEALs, 
after he was captured, unarmed and undefended, in Operation Oeronimo 



A number of analysts have observed that although bin Laden was finally 
killed, he won some major successes in his war against the US "He 
repeatedly asserted that the only way to drive the US from the Muslim 
world and defeat its satraps was by drawing Americans into a series of 
small but expensive wars that would ultimately bankrupt them", Eric 
Margolis writes. "’Bleeding the US", in his words "The United States, 
first under George W Bush and then Barack Obama, rushed right into bin 
Laden’s trap .. Grotesquely overblown military outlays and debt 
addiction .. may be the most pernicious legacy of the man who thought 
he could defeat the United States" - particularly when the debt is being 
cynically exploited by the far right, with the collusion of the Democrat 
establishment, to undem~ine what remains of social programs, public 
education, unions, and, in general, remaining barriers to corporate 
tyranny. 

That Washington was bent on fulfilling bin Laden’s fer,~ent wishes was 
evident at once. As discussed in my- book 9-11, written shortly after 
those attacks occurred, anyone with knowledge of the region could 
recognize "that a massive assault on a Muslim population would be the 
answer to the prayers of bin Laden and his associates, and would lead 
the US and its allies into a ’diabolical trap’, as the French foreign 
minister put it". 

The senior CLa_ analyst responsible for tracking Osama bin Laden from 
1996, Michael Scheuer, wrote shortly after that "bin Laden has been 
precise in telling America the reasons he is waging war on us. [He] is 
out to drastically alter US and Western policies toward the Islamic 
world", and largely succeeded: "US forces and policies are completing 
the radicalization of the Islamic world, something Osama bin Laden has 
been trying to do with substantial but incomplete success since the 
early 1990s. As a result, I think it is fair to conclude that the United 
States of America remains bin Laden’s only indispensable ally." And 
arguably remains so, even after his death. 

The first 9/11 

Was there an alternative? There is every likelihood that the Jihadi 
movement, much of it highly critical of bin Laden, could have been split 
and undermined after 9/11. The "crime against humanity", as it ~vas 
rightly called, could have been approached as a crime, ~vith an 
international operation to apprehend the likely suspects That was 
recognized at the time, but no such idea was even considered 

In 9-11, I quoted Robert Fisk’s conclusion that the "horrendous crime" 
of 9/11 was committed ~vith "wickedness and awesome cruelty-", an accurate 
judgment It is useful to bear in mind that the crimes could have been 
even worse. Suppose, for example, that the attack had gone as far as 
bombing the White House, killing the president, imposing a brutal 
military dictatorship that killed thousands and tortured tens of 
thousands while establishing an international terror center that helped 
impose similar torture-and-terror states elsewhere and carried out an 
international assassination campaign; and as an extra fillip, brought in 
a team of economists - call them "the Kandahar boys" - ~vho quickly drove 
the economy into one of the worst depressions in its history That, 
plainly, would have been a lot worse than 9/11. 

Unfortunately, it is not a thought experiment It happened. The only 
inaccuracy in this brief account is that the numbers should be 
multiplied by 25 to yield per capita equivalents, the approprmte 
measure. I am, of course, referring to what in Latin America is often 
called "the first 9/11 ": September 11 1973, when the US succeeded in its 
intensive efforts to overthrow the democratic government of Salvador 
Allende in Chile with a military coup that placed General Pinochet’s 
brutal regime in office. The goal, in the words of the Nix on 
administration, was to kill the "virus" that might encourage all those 
"foreigners [who] are out to screw us" to take over their own resources 
and in other ways to pursue an intolerable policy of independent 
development In the background was the conclusinn of the National 
Security Council that, if the US could not control Latin 2.merica, it 
could not expect "to achieve a successful order elsewhere in the world" 

The first 9/11, unlike the second, did not change the world. It was 
"nothing of very great consequence", as Henry Kissinger assured his boss 
a few days later 

These events of little consequence were not limited to the military coup 
that destroyed Chilean democracy and set in motion the horror story that 
followed. The first 9/11 was just one act in a drama which began in 
1962, when John F Kenne~dy shifted the mission of the Latin 2.merican 
military from "hemispheric defense" - an anachronistic holdover from 
World War Two - to "internal security", a concept with a chilling 
~nterpretation in US-dominated Latin American circles 

In the recently published Cambridge University History of the Cold War 
(2010), Latin .~erican scholar John Coatsworth xvrites that from that 
time to "the Soviet collapse in 1990, the nmnbcrs of political 
prisoners, torture victims, and executions of non-violent political 
dissenters in Latin America vastly- exceeded those in the Soviet Union 
and its East European satellites", including many religious martyrs and 
mass slaughter as well, always supported or initiated in Washington. The 
last major violent act was the brutal murder of six leading Latin 



American intellectuals, Jesuit priests, a few days after the Berlin Wall 
felh The perpetrators were an elite Salvadorean battalion, which had 
already left a shocking trail of blood, fresh from renewed training at 
the IFK School of Special Warfare, acting on direct orders of the high 
cowanand of the US client state 

The consequences of this hemispheric plague still, of course, reverberate. 

From kidnapping and torture to assassination 

All of this, and much more like it, is dismissed as of little 
consequence, and forgotten. Those whose mission is to rule the world 
er~ioy a more corafotting picture, articulated well enough in the current 
issue of the prestigious (and valuable)journal of the Royal Institute 
of International Affairs in London. The lead article discusses "the 
visionary international order" of the "second half of the twentieth 
century" marked by "the universalization of an American vision of 
corcanercial prosperity". There is something to that account, but it does 
not quite convey the perception of those at the wrong end of the guns. 

The same is true of the assassination of Osama bin Laden, which brings 
to an end at least a phase in the "war on terror" re-declared by 
President George W Bush on the second 9/11. Let us turn to a few 
thoughts on that event and its significance. 

On May 01 2011, Osama bin Laden was killed in his virtually unprotected 
compour~d by- a raiding mission of 79 Navy SEALs, who entered Pakistan by 
helicopter. ARer many lurid stories were provided by tire government and 
withdrawn, official reports made it increasingly- clear that the 
operation was a planned assassination, multiply violating elementary 
norms of international law, beginning with the invasion itsel£ 

There appears to have been no attempt to apprehend the unarmed victim, 
as presumably could have been done by 79 commandos facing no opposition 
- except, they report, iicom his wife, also unaimed, whom they shot in 
self-defense when she "lunged" at them, according to the White House 

A plausible reconstruction of the events is provided by veteran Middle 
East correspondent Yochi Dreazen and colleagues in the Atlantic 
Dreazen, formerly the military correspondent for the Wall Street 
Journal, is senior correspondent for the National Journal Group covering 
military affairs and national securi~ According to their 
investigation, White House planning appears not to have considered the 
option of capturing bin Laden alive: "The administration had made clear 
to the military’s clandestine Joint Special Operations Command that it 
wanted bin Laden dead, according to a senior US official with knowledge 
of the discussions A high-ranking military officer briefed on the 
assault said the SEALs knew their mission was not to take him alive." 

The authors add: "For many at the Pentagon and the Central Intelligence 
Agency who had spent nearly a decade hunting bin Laden, killing the 
militant was a necessary and justified act of vengeance". Furthermore, 
"capturing bin Laden alive would have also presented the a&ninistration 
with an array of nettlesome legal arid political challenges". Better, 
then, to assassinate him, dumping his bo@ into the sea ~vithout the 
autopsy considered essential after a killing - an act that predictably 
provoked both anger and skepticism in much of the Muslim world 

As the Atlantic inquiry observes, "The decision to kill bin Laden 
outright was the clearest illustration to date of a little-noticed 
aspect of the Obama administration’s counterterror policy The Bush 
administration captured thousands of suspected militants and sent them 
to detenfion camps in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Guantanamo Bay. The Obama 
administration, by contrast, has focused on eliminating individual 
terrorists rather than attempting to take them alive." That is one 
significant difference between Bush and Obama The authors quote former 
West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, who "told German TV that the US 
raid was ’quite clearly a violation of international law’ and that bin 
Laden should have been detained and put on trial", contrasting Schmidt 
with US Attorney G eneral Eric Holder, who "defen ded th e decision to ki II 
bin Laden although he didn’t pose an immediate threat to the Navy SEALs, 
telling a House panel, that the assault had been ’lawful, legitimate 
and appropriate in ever?" way’ " 

The disposal of the body without autopsy was also criticized by allies 
The highly regarded British barrister Geoffrey Robertson, who supported 
the intervention and opposed the execution largely on pragmatic grounds, 
nevertheless described Obama’s claim that "justice was done" as an 
"absurdity" that should have been obvious to a former professor of 
constitutional law. Pakistan law "requires a colonial inquest on violent 
death, and international human rights law insists that the ’right to 
life’ mandates an inquiry whenever violent death occurs from gnvemment 
or police action. The US is therefore under a duty to hold an inquiry 
that will satisfy the world as to the true circun~stances of this killing." 

Robertson usefully reminds us that "lilt was not always thus. When the 
time came to consider the fate of men much more steeped in wickedness 
than ©sama bin Laden - the Nazi leadership - the British govertwnent 
wanted them hanged within six hours of capture. President Truman 
demurred, citing the conclusion of Justice Robert Jackson that sunwnary 
execution ’would not sit easily- on the American conscience or be 



remembered by our children with pride ... the only course is to 
determine the innocence or guilt of the accused after a hearing as 
dispassionate as the times will permit and upon a record that will leave 
our reasons and motives clear’ ". 

Eric Margolis comments that "Washington has never made public the 
evidence of its claim that Osama bin Laden was behind the 9/11 attacks", 
presumably one reason why "polls show that fully a third of American 
respondents believe that the US government and/or Israel were behind 
9/11 ", while in the Muslim world skepticism is much higher. "An open 
trial in the US or at the Hague would have exposed these claims to the 
light of day", he continues, a practical reason why Washington should 
have followed the law. 

In societies that profess some respect for law, suspects are apprehended 
and brought to fair trial. I stress "suspects". In Jane 2002, FBI head 
Robert Mueller, in what the Washington Post described as "among his most 
detailed public cor~m~ents on the origins of the attacks", could say only 
that "investigators believe the idea of the September 11 attacks on the 
World Trade Center and Pentagon came from al Qaeda leaders in 
Afghanistan, the actual plotting was done in Germany, and the financing 
came through the United Arab Emirates from sources in Afghanistan". 

What the FBI believed and thought in June 2002 they- didn’t know eight 
months earlier, when Washington dismissed tentative ofl;ers by the 
Taliban (how serious, we do not know) to permit a trial of bin Laden if 
they- were presented with evidence. Thus, it is not true, as President 
Obama claimed in his White House statement after bin Laden’s death, that 
"[w]e quickly- learned that the 9/11 attacks were carried out by al-Qaeda". 

There has never been any reason to doubt what the FBI believed in 
mid-2002, but that leaves us far from the proof of guilt required in 
civilized societies - and whatever the evidence raight be, it does not 
warrant murdering a suspect who could, it seems, have been easily 
apprehended and brought to trial. Much the same is tree of evidence 
provided since Thus, the 9/11 Commission provided extensive 
circumstantial evidence of bin Laden’s role in 9/11, based primarily on 
what it had been told about confessions by prisoners in Guantanamo It 
is doubtful that much of that would hold up in an independent court, 
considering the ways confessions were elicited. But in an?’ event, the 
conclusions of a congressionally authorized investigation, however 
convincing one finds them, plainly fall short of a sentence by a 
credible court, which is what shifts the category of the accused from 
suspect to convicted. 

There is much talk of bin Laden’s "confession", but that was a boast, 
not a conl~ssion, with as much credibili~ as my- "confession" that I won 
the Boston marathon. The boast tells us a lot about his character, but 
nothing about his responsibility for what he regarded as a great 
achievement, for which he wanted to take credit. 

Again, all of this is, transparently, quite independent of one’s 
judgments about his responsibility, which seemed clear immediately, even 
before the FBI inquiry, and still does. 

Crimes of aggression 

It is worth adding that bin Laden’s responsibility was recognized in 
much of the Muslim world, and condemned One significant example is the 
distinguished Lebanese cleric Sheikh Fadlal[ah, greatly respected by 
ttizbollah and Shia groups generally, outside Lebanon as well tie had 
some experience with assassinations tie had been targeted for 
assassination: by a truck bomb outside a mosque, in a CIA-organized 
operauon in 1985. He escaped, but eigh~ others were killed, mostly 
women and girls as the?’ left the mosque - one nf those innumerable 
crimes that do not enter the annals of ten-or because nfthe fallacy of 
"wrong agency". Sheikh Fadlallah sharply condemned the 9/11 attacks. 

One of the leading specialists on th e Jih adi movement, Fawaz Gerges, 
suggests that the movement might have been split at that time had the US 
exploited the opportunity instead of mobilizing the movement, 
particularly by the attack on ]raq, a great boon to bin Laden, which led 
to a sharp increase in terror, as intelligence agencies had anticipated. 
At the Chi[cot hearings investigating the background to the invasion of 
Iraq, for example, the former head of Britain’s domestic intelligence 
agency MI5 testified that both British and US intelligence were aware 
that Saddnm posed no serious threat, that the invasion was likely to 
~ncrease terror, and that the invasions of [raq and Afghanistan had 
radicalized parts of a generation of Muslims who saw the military 
actions as an "attack on Islam". As is often the case, security was not 
a high priority for state action 

It might be instructive to ask ourselves how we would be reacting if 
Iraqi commandos had landed at George W Bush’s compound, assassinated 
him, and dumped his bo@ in the Atlantic (a~er proper burial rites, of 
course). Uncontroversially, he was not a "suspect" but the "decider" who 
gave the orders to invade Iraq - that is, to conm~it the "supreme 
international crime differing only from other war crimes in that it 
contains within itself the accumulated evil of the whole" for which Nazi 
criminals were hanged: the hundreds of thousands of deaths, millions of 
refugees, destruction of much of the country and its national heritage, 



and the murderous sectarian conflict that has now spread to the rest of 
the region. Equally uncontroversially, these crimes wistly exceed 
anything attributed to bin Laden 

To say that all of this is uncontroversial, as it is, is not to imply 
that it is not denied The existence of flat earthers does not change 
the fact that, uncontroversially, the earth is not flat. Similarly, it 
is uncontroversial that Stalin and Hitler were responsible 
hon-endous crimes, though loyalists deny it. All of this should, again, 
be too obvious for COlrm~ent, and would be, except in an atmosphere of 
hysteria so extreme that it blocks rational thought. 

Similarly, it is uncontroversial that Bush and associates did corcurlit the 
"supreme international crime" - the crime of aggression. That crime was 
defined clearly enough by- Justice Robert Jackson, Chief of Counsel for 
the United States at Nuremberg. An "aggressor", Jackson proposed to the 
Tribunal in his opening statement, is a state that is the first to 
corcurlit such actions as "[i]nvasion of its arumd forces, with or without 
a declaration of ~var, of the territory" of another State .." No one, even 
the rrlost extreme supporter of the aggression, denies that Bush and 
associates did just that. 

We might also do well to recall Jackson’s eloquent words at Nuremberg on 
the principle of universali~: "If certain acts in violation of treaties 
are crimes, they are crimes whether the United States does them or 
whether Germany does them, and we are not prepared to lay down a rule of 
criminal conduct against others which we would not be willing to have 
invoked against us". 

It is also clear that aunounced intentions are irrelevant, even if they 
are truly believed. Internal records reveal that Japanese fascists 
apparently did believe that, by ravaging China, they were laboring to 
turn it into an "earthly paradise". And although it may be difficult to 
imagine, it is conceivable that Bush and company believed they" ~vere 
protecting the world from destruction by Saddam’s nuclear weapons. All 
ilTelevant, though ardent loyalists on all sides may try, to convince 
themselves otherwise. 

We are left with two choices: either Bush and associates are guilty of 
the "supreme international crime" including all the evils that follo;v, 
or else we declare that the Nuremberg proceedings were a farce and the 
allies ;vere guilty of judicial murder 

The imperial mentahty and 9/11 

A few days before the bin Laden assassination, ©rlando Bosch died 
peaceli~lly in Florida, where he resided along ;vith his accomplice Luis 
Posada Carriles and many other associates in international terrorism. 
After he was accused of dozens of terrorist crimes by the FBI, Bosch was 
granted a presidential pardon by Bush I over the objections of the 
Justice Depaltment, which found the conclusion "inescapable that it 
would be pre:judicial to the public interest for the United States to 
provide a safe haven for Bosch". The coincidence of these deaths at once 
calls to mind the Bush II doctrine - "alrea@.. a de facto rule of 
international relations", according to the noted Harvard international 
relations specialist Graham Allison - ;vhich revokes "the sovereignty, of 
states that provide sanctuary to terrorists". 

Allison refers to the pronouncement of Bush II, directed at the Taliban, 
that "those who harbor terrorists are as guilty as the terrorists 
themselves" Such states, therefore, have lost their sovereignty and are 
fit targets for bombing and terror - for example, the state that 
harbored Bosch and his associate When Bush issued this new "de facto 
rule of international relations", no one seemed to notice that he was 
calling for invasion and destruction of the US and the murder of its 
criminal presidents. 

None of this is problematic, of course, if we reject Justice Jackson’s 
principle of universality, and adopt instead the principle that the US 
is self-immunized against international law and conventions - as, in 
fact, the government has frequently made very" clear. 

It is also worth thinking about the name given to the bin Laden 
operation: Operation Oeronimo The imperial mentality is so profound 
that few seem able to perceive that the White House is glorifying bin 
Laden by calling him "Geronimo" - the Apache Indian chie:[’who led the 
courageous resistance to the invaders of Apache lands 

The casual choice of the name is reminiscent of the ease with which we 
name our murder weapons after victims of our crimes: Apache, Blackhawk. 
We might react differently if the Lcftwaffe had called its fighter 
planes "Jew" and "Gypsy" 

The examples mentioned would fall under the category" of "American 
exceptionalism", were it not for the fact that easy suppression of one’s 
own crimes is virtually ubiquitous among powerful states, at least those 
that are not defeated and forced to acknowledge reality. 

Perhaps the assassination was perceived by the administration as an "act 
of vengeance", as Robertson concludes. And perhaps the rejection of the 
legal option of a trial reflects a difference between the moral culture 



of 1945 and today, as he suggests. Whatever the motive was, it could 
hardly have been security’. As in the case o:[‘ the "supreme international 
crime" in Iraq, the bin Laden assassination is another illustration of 
the important fact that security is oflen not a high priority for state 
action, contrary to received doctrine. 

This article was first published in TomDispatch, 6 september 2011. 

Noam Chomsky- is Institute Professor emeritus in the MIT Departmerlt of 
Linguistics and Philosophy. He is the author of numerous bestselling 
political works, including 9-11: Was There an Alternative? (Seven 
Stories Press), an updated version of his classic account, just being 
published this week with a rrlajor new- essay - ftom which this post was 
adapted - considering the ten years since the 9/11 attacks. More by Noam 
Chomsky- at http://mondediplo.com/ Noam-Chomsky . 
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ver Forget Their Crimes, Always Deny Ours 
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We are Good 

"We must never forget." So proclaims a solemn parade of United States 
politicians, pundits, and propagandists preparing for an orgy of 
narcissistic national self-righteousness, self-pi)- and patriotisrrl to 
mark the ten-year anniversary of 9/11/2001. 

"We must never forget" the terrible bright September day a decade ago 
when a great, democratic, and benevolent nation tvas attacked by evil 
people who hated our "freedom." 

We "must never forget" how we were so unjustly assaulted and how- tve 
vowed to defend our country and its noble values with a bold and just 
military, response to Evil. 

We "must never forget" because we must al~vays be on guard to defend our 
exceptional nation and its inspiring beliefs and institutions, its 
excellent "free market" economy’ and other virtues that make us the 
greatest nation of all time "the beacon to the world of hotv life 
should be," as Senator Kay Bailey- Hutchinson (R-TX) described the US. 
in a speech in support of Congress authorizing George W. Bush to invade 
Iraq. 

We "must never forget" how splendid we are As Bill Clintun’s Secreta~- 
of State Madeline Albright once explained, "the United States is 
good. We try to do our best everywhere." 

Of course, in properly appreciating that goodness, good Americans are 
expected to dutifully forget the United States’ long record of 
inflicting massive military mayhem on officially designated enemies and 
defenseless civilians abroad Right thinking citizens understand without 
asking that crimes are committed by evil others, never by noble 
">~anerica." Bad things are done by "them," never by" "us." "They" have 
malevolent intent but "we" are good, driven by gracious and gallant 
goals and ideals. The only victims worthy of acknowledgement and 
compassion are those assaulted by "our" officially designa ted enemies 
The larger number murdered and maimed by us and/or our clients and 
allies (e.g., Palestinians killed and suffering under U S.-sponsored 
Israeli occupation and apartheid and dissidents murdered and muzzled by 
U.S client states like Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Columbia, and Honduras) 
do not merit sympathy or consideration They do not exist. 

So Much to Fail to Remember 

There is so much we must fail to remember, compared to the only two 
times the U.S. has been assaulted on its own soil - during the War of 
1812 (by the British Empire) and (al Qaeda) on September 11,2001 (I 
exempt Pearl Harbor since it took place on Hawaii, stolen from its 
native inhabitants forty :[’our years prior to the Japanese attack) We 
are expected to loyally overlook: the United States’ savage racist 
elimination of native peoples’ and civilizations from "frontier" 
territory claimed by white settlers (celebrated in Theodore Roosevelt’s 
multi-volume Winning of the West as a great ":[‘eat of power" over 
dangerous "savages" that furthered the I)arwinian "spread of 
English-speaking people over the world’s waste spaces"); the militaly~ 
theft of much of the American Southwest and California ftom Mexico 
during the 1846-1848 _Mexican War (the first in which a U.S. array invaded 
another countly and occupied its capital); the U.S. butchering of 
600,000 Filipino natives (labeled &ldq uo;niggers," "Apaches," and 
"barbarians" by their "’turkey-shooting" executioners) between 1899 and 
1902 (4,300 Americans were lost); the bloody U.S.- re-impositiun of de 
facto slavelT and colonial rule on Haiti during and after World War One 
(justified by "the Negro race’s" inherent unsuitabilib" for democracy, 



according to Woodrow Wilson’s Secretary of State Woodrow Wilson); the 
m ass-murderous U.S. atom-bombing of ttiroshima and Nagasaki, j ustified by 
Washington as necessary to defeat Japan when the White House and high 
American military command l,mew very well that Japan was exhausted and 
seeking surrender. 

~From the end of World War Two through the present," John Pilger noted 
in 2007, the US. [gmpire caused "the extinction and suffering of 
countless human beings. The United States attempted to nverthrow fil~ 
governments, many of them democracies, and to crush thirty popular 
movements fighting tyrannical regimes. In the process, twenty-five 
countries were bombed, causing the loss of several million lives and the 
despair of millions more" None of this is to be rernernbered even 
registered (see below) by good Americans. 

The officially non-existent victims of American benevolence since 1945 
include: 

?3 raillion mostly peasant Indochinese (chiefly Vietnamese, Cambodians, 
and Laotians) killed in a massive, multi-pronged U.S. assault between 
1962 and 1975 (58,000 U.S. soldiers died in this one-sided attack, 
encouraging U.S. president Jinm~y Carter to clairn that "the destruction 
was mutual" during the so-called Vietnam War). 

’.’ Hundreds of thousands of Latin Americans killed and l~xairned by 
authoritarian governruents (including "Third World fascist" regimes in 
Brazil, Chile, Argentina, Paraguay-, Honduxas, Guatemala, E1 Salvador, 
and Nicaragua) and pararnilitaries funded, suppolted, and equipped by the 
U.S. 

’.’ 300 Iranian civilian air passengers (including 90 children) bloxvn out 
of the sky (on Iranian Air Flight 655) by the U.S. Navy in Iranian air 
space frnrn Iranian territorial waters by the U.S. warship Vincennes on 
July- 3, 1988. (The commander of the Vincennes William C. Rogers III was 
subsequently re~varded with a Combat Action ribbon and the prestigious 
Legion of Merit "for exceptionally meritorious conduct" Scott Lus tig, 
the U.S. air-warfare coordinator who directed the attack received the 
Navy Commendation Medal. The medal citation noted his ability to 
"quickly and precisely complete the firing procedure" The U.S. later 
settled the incident for $61 1 million in the International Court of 
Justice). 

? More than 125.000 million Iraqis killed, mostly from bombing, so that 
the U.S. could punish the renegade behavior of its former client Saddam 
Hussein in the so-called Persian Gulf War of 1991 an operation that 
cost the lives of less than 200 U.S troops. (The bo@ count included 
many thousands of surrendered troops slaughtered ~vhile in full retreat 
from Kuwait on the infamous "Highway of Death" in the night of Februa~ 
26-27, 1991, A reporter described the highway scene as " a blazing 
Hell" and "a gruesorne testalnent," noting that "To the east and ~vest 
across the sand lay the bodies of those fleeing"). 

? More than 1 million Iraqis killed by a U.S-imposed weapon of mass 
destruction called "economic sanctions" between 1991 and March 2003. 

? iVlore than 2 million Iraqis, Afghans, Pakistanis, Yemenis and other 
predolninantly iVlusliln and Arab people killed in crnnmal U.S. wars of 
occupation, revenge, and petroleuln-control since 9/11/2011. 

Price is Worth it" 

Last May on the Public Broadcasting System’s "News Hour," Madeline 
Albright applauded the death of the former U.S. client Osama bin Laden. 
The j ust-murdered bin Laden had ~killed not only Americans but a lot of 
other people," Albright noted. The PBS anchor inter~dewing Albright 
appeared to find nothing remarkable about that comment. It was a telling 
non-reaction A reasonably civilized news culture would have been 
shocked by righteous expressions of concern [’or innocent victims from a 
person (Albright)who as Secretap)~ of State said the following to CBS 
News about the killing of more than half a million Iraqi children by the 
U.S.-led sanctinns: "this is a very hard choice, but the price we 
think the price is worth it ." 

Beneath that statement lay a deeply racist and imperial mindset that 
"prices" the lives of Arab children as no greater than those of insects 
when compared to the need to advance the inherently noble global 
objectives of America the inherently excellent nation that, Albright 
once claimed, "stands taller and sees farther" than all the rest Seven 
years after Albright uttered her noxious judgment on national 
television, the Pentagon’s computer program :[’or estimating civilian 
deaths likely to result from the invasion of lraq in March of 2003 used 
an interesting term to designate the ordinap)~ Iraqis to be killed: 
"bug-splat." 

"Vghy Didn’t We Attack Sxveden?" 

One does not exonerate the rnass-nmrderer bin Laden by ackamwledging the 
wisdom of a corrm~ent he made after 9/11. If al-Qaeda’s goal xvas not to 
punish the U.S. for its in~pcrial role in the oil-rich Middle East but 
rather to express hatred for Western freedom and democracy, bin Laden 
asked, then "why didn’t we attack Sweden?" Like many other Western 



Europeans, after all, Scandinavians enjoy more freedom and democracy 
than do the corporate-managed residents of the U.S., where policy and 
socie~ are savagely subordinated to "the unelected dictatorship of 
money" and politics remain "the shadow cast on society by big business" 
(John Dewey) in a nation where the top 1 percent owns more than 40 
percent of the wealth (along with a I arger share of the elected 
officials) and bottom 40 percent owns essentially nothing (0.3 percent 

of ~anerican net worth). 

Imperial Revenge 

Man), U.S. military personnel in the 21st century have described their 
actions in the _’vfiddle East and Southwest Asia as "revenge for 9/11" a 
coramon motivational therae in the preparation of 21 st centuxy U.S. 
imperial gendarmes to kill "Hajis." American troops, officers, 
intelligence operatives, and pilots have for a decade now been 
encouraged to take out their hatred for bin Laden and _’vfusliras more 
generally on innocent men, women, and children across the Middle East 
and Southwest Asia. 

The American petro-imperial revenge raachine reached its gory apex, 
perhaps, in April of 2004. That’s when the U.S. Marines responded to the 
killing of four American (Blackwatcr) mercenaries in the Iraqi cit’y of 
Fallujah with a quasi-genocidal assault that included the bombing 
(including hyper-lethal cluster-bombing), mortaring, napalming, gassing, 
and shooting of civilians, the destruction of hospitals and clinics, and 
the targeting of arabulances. U.S. snipers boasted of killing "anyone 
they could get in their site." This assault alone considerably out-did 
al Qaeda’s 9/11 death count. 

Blowing Up Afghan Children v. Scaring New Yorkers 

Another one of many episodes in the long record of wanton U.S. imperial 
violence since 9/11 took place in May of 2009. That’s when U. S. 
air-strikes killed more than 140 civilians in Bola Boluk, a village in 
western Afghanistan’s Farah Province. Ninety-three of the dead villagers 
tom apart by U.S. explosives ;vere children Ir~st 22 ;vere males 18 years 
or older. As the New- York Times reported: 

"In a phone call played on a loudspeaker on Wednesday to outraged 
members of the Afghan Parliament, the governor of Farah Province, Rohul 
Amin, said that as man)’ as 130 civilians had been killed, according to a 
legislator, Mohammad Naim Farahi . " 

" ¯ The governor said that the villagers have brought two tractor 
trailers full of pieces of human bodies to his office to prove the 
casualties that had occurred,’ Mr. Farahi said" 

" ’Everyone at the governor’s office was crying, watching that shocking 
scene’ Mr. Farahi said he had talked to someone he knew- personally who 
had counted 113 bodies being buried, including those of many ;vomen and 
children. Later, more bodies ;vere pulled from the rubble and some 
victims ;vho had been taken to the hospital died, he said." 

U.S. President Barack Obama and his Secretary of St.qte Hillary Clinton 
refused to apologize for the mass aerial destluctinn of Afghan children 
By contrast, Obama had just offered a full presidential apolog3, to Ne;v 
York City and fired a ~¢~ite House official after that official scared 
New Yorkers with an ill-advised Air Force One photo-shoot flyover of 
Manhattan. ’]’he flight had briefly reminded people below of 9/11 

Frightening New Yorkers called for a full presidential apology and the 
discharge of a White ttouse staffer. B lowing up 93 Al~han children did 
not elicit an apology. Nobo~dy was fired or disciplined 

No Apologies 

Here at least Obama stayed true to one of his campaign statements. 
During his rock-star visit to adoring crowds in Berlin in the summer of 
2008, CN’N’s (;an@ Crowley asked the next president if ¯¯there’s anything 
that’s happened in the past 7 1/2 years that the U S needs to apologize 
for in terms of foreign policy" Obama responded bluntly: ¯¯No, I don’t 
believe in the ILS. apologizing. I think the war in Iraq was a 
mistake.. But, hindsight is 20/20, and I’m much more interested in looking 
forward rather than looking backwards. & hellip;The U.S," Obama made 
sure to ad, ¯¯remains overwhelmingly a force of good in the world." 

’]?rue to his comment to Crowley, Obama refused (during a June 2009 White 
House visit by Chile’s president Michele Bachelet) to consider an 
official U.S. apology for the United States’ central role in Latin 
America’s Nine Eleven the September 11, 1973 coup that overthrew 
Chile’s democratically elected government and installed the 
mass-murderous fascist dictatorship ofAugusto Pinochet Obama justified 
his refusal with the claim that "I’m interested in going forward, not 
looking backxvard," the same langu age he used to rationalize not 
investigating and prosecuting the George Bush II administration’s war 
and hmnan rights crimes. For good measure, Obama added that ¯¯the United 
States has been an enormous force for good in the world" even if"there 
have been times where we’ve made mistakes." Under Obama as under U.S. 
presidents since Reagan, the YVhite House and Pentagon continue to refuse 
to apologize for Iranian Flight 655. 



Even V~nile it Was Happening It Never Happened 

Of course, Latin America’s 9/11 never really- happened as far as the 
dominant U.S. political and intellectual culture is concerned. I 
nrisspoke when I wrote (above) that "good Americans are expected to 
forget" (,the United States’ long history of murder abroad). The deeper 
truth is that we are not supposed to ever register any parts of that 
record in the first place. You have to kmow that something occurred in 
the first place to forget it. But in the U.S, and indeed across nruch of 
the West, the record of ongoi ng U.S. criminality is airbrushed out front 
official history and the mass culture even as it occurs. It is 
instantaneously tossed down George Orwell’s "memory hole." As Harold 
Pinter noted in his acceptance of the 2005 Nobel Prize in Literature, 
dominant Western cultural authorities behave as if past U.S. imperial 
violence did not exist. Even while it was happening," Pinter added, "it 
never happened. It didn’t matter It was of no interest" 

If anyone cares, this is how the Nazis dealt with Germany’s imperial 
crimes: as if they’d never happened. A relentless propa ganda c ampaign 
claiming (among other things) that poor, persecuted German?’ had done 
nothing to produce its Versailles victim-hood and to provoke hostility 
and attack from outside helped ti~el Adolph Hitler’s rise to power and 
his scheme to achieve the global hegemony that fell to the American 
Superpower during and after World War II 
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CounterPunch Diary 

The 9/11 Conspiracists: Vindicated After All These Years? 

by ALEXANDER COCKBURN 

W e’re homing in on the tenth anniversary of the des tructinn of the Wall 
Street Trade Towers and the attack on the Pentagon One in seven 
Americans and one in four among those aged 16-24, (so a recent poll 
cowanissioned by the BBC tells us) believe that there was a vast 
conspiracy ~n which the U.S. government was inw)lved. But across those 
ten years have the charges that it was an "inside job" a favored 
phrase of the self-styled "trtuhers" received any serious buttress? 

The answer is no. 

Did the Trade Towers fall because they were badly built as a consequence 
of corruption, incompetence, regulatory evasions by the Port AuthoriW, 
and because the?" were struck by huge planes loaded with jet fuel No, 
shout the conspiracists, they "pancaked" because Dick Cheney’s 
agents scores of them methodically planted demolition charges in the 
preceding days inserting the explosives in the relevant floors of three 
vast buildings, (moving day after day araong the unsuspecting office 
workers), then on 9/11 activating the detonators. It was a conspiracy of 
thousands, all of whom party to mass murde>have held their tongues ever 
since. 

What has been the goal of the 9/11 conspiracists? The?" ask questions, 
yes, but they- never answer them. They never put forward an overall 
scenario of the alleged conspiracy. They say- that’s not up to them. So 
who is it up to? Whom do they expect to answer their questions? \Vhen 
answers are put forxvard, they are dismissed as fabrications or the?" 
simply rebound xvith another question. Like most cultic persuasions they 
excitedly invoke important converts to their faith and the "1500 
architects and engineers in the USA" who say the NIST official report is 
not thorough and needs another investigation. It’s a tiny proportion of 
the overall members of their profession. At least 80 per cent of 
faculty economists in the US believe stoutly in long-discredited 
theories that have blighted the lives of millions around the world for 
decades. Their numbers don’t equate with intelligence, let along 
conclusive analysis. 

The 9/11 conspiracists seize on coincidences and force them into 
sequences they deem to be logical and significant. Their treatment of 
eye~vitness testinmny and forensic evidence is whimsical. Apparent 
anomalies that seem to nourish their theories are brandished excitedly; 
testimony that undermines their theories like witnesses of a large plane 



hitting the Pentagon is dismissed. 

Many conspiracists say it wasn’t a plane but a missile. (Other 
conspiracists denounce the "no plane" Pentagon as wacko.) Eye-witnesses 
of a large plane hitting the Pentagon are contemptuously brushed 
aside.There are some photos of the impact of the "object" i.e. the 
Boeing 757, flight 77 that seem to show the sort of hole a missile 
might make. Ergo, 757 didn’t hit the Pentagon. It WAS a missile. It 
wasn’t smoke in some photographs obsc~tring a larger rupture in the 

fortified Pentagon wall.On this last matter, Chuck Spilmey, now retired 
after years of brilliant government sel-,zice exposing the Pentagon’s 
budgetary outrages, tells me that "there ARE pictures taken of the 757 
plane hitting Pentagon the?, were taken by the surveillance cameras at 
Pentagon’s heliport, which was right next to impact point. I have seen 
them both stills and moving pictures I just missed seeing it 
personally, but the driver of the van I just got out of in South Parking 
saw it so closely that he could see the terrified faces of passengers in 
windows I knew two people who were on the plane. One was ]D’d by dental 
remains found in the Pentagon" 

In fact hundreds of people saw the plane people who know the 
difl’erence between a plane and a cruise missile. ~I1qe wreckage of the 
plane was hauled out from the site Why does the obvious have to be 
proved’? Would those who were wounded or who lost :Friends and colleagues 
that day assist in the cover up of a missile strike? Why risk using a 
missile, when you had a plane in the air and ’- to take one bizarre 
construct of the conspiracists had successfully crashed (by remote 
control!) two into much more difficult targets the Trade Towers? 

’]?his doesn’t raze the conspiracists They’re immune to any reality 
check. Spinney "worked for the government" They switched the dental 
records The Boeing 757 was flown to Nebraska for a rendez-vous with 
President Bush, who shot the passengers, burned the bodies on the tarmac 
and gave Spinney’s friend’s teeth to Dick Cheney to drop through a hole 
in his trousers amid the debris in the Pentagon. 

Of course there are conspiracies The allegations that Saddam Hussein 
had WMD amounted to just such a one. I think there is strong evidence 
that FDR did have knowledge that a Japanese naval force in the north 
Pacific was going to launch an attack on Pearl Harbor. It’s quite 
possible Roosevelt thought it would be a relatively mild assault and 
thought it would be the final green light to get the US into the war 

It’s entirely plausible to assume that the FBI, US military 
intelligence, and the CIA, as has just been rather convincingly 
claimed again in the latter instance had penetrated the A1 Qaeda team 
planning the 9/11 attacks; intelligence reports piled up in various 
Washington b~treaucracies pointing to the impending onslaught and even 

the maimer in which it might be carried out The history of intelligence 
operations is profuse with example of successful intelligence 
collection, but also fatal slowness to act on the intelligence, along 
with eagerness not to compromise the security and future usefulness of 
the informant, who has to prove his own credentials by even pressing for 
prompt action by the plotters. Sometime an undercover agent will 
actually propose an action, either to deflect efforts away from some 
graver threat, or to put the plotters in a position where they can be 
caught red-handed. 

There is not the slightest need to postulate pre-placed explosive 
charges to explain why the to;vers collapsed at near free fall speeds. As 
Pierre Sprey, a former plane and weapons designer ~vho knows a great deal 
about explosions, told me: 

"1. Any demolitions expelt concocting a plan to hit a tall building with 
an airplane and then use pre-placed explosives to U~x,’DETECTABLY ensure 
the collapse of the building would never place the explosives 20, 30 and 
60 floors below- the impact point. Obviously, he ;vould put the explosives 
on one or more floors as close as possible to the planned impact level 

"2. It is inconceivable that our demolitions expert ;vould time his 
surreptitious explosions to occur HOURS after the aircraft impact. He 
couldn’t possibly be absolutely certain that the impact fires ;vould even 
last an hour. Quite the opposite: to mask the booster explosions, he’d 
time them to follow right on the heels of the impact. 

"3. To ensure collapse of a major building requires very siz;tble 
demolition charges, charges that are large enough to do a lot more than 
emit the "pufl~ of smoke" cited as evidence [’or the explosives 
hypothesis. I’ve seen both live and filmed explosive building 
demolitions. Each explosion is accompanied by a very visible shower of 
heavy rubble and a dense cloud of smoke and dust. Just that fact alone 
makes the explosives hypothesis untenable; no demolitions expert in the 
world would be willing to promise his client that he could bring down a 
tall building with explosions guaranteed to be indistinguishable from 
the effects of an aircr~t’t impact." 

Herman Soifer, a retired structural engineer, summarized the collapse of 
Buildings 1 and 2 succinctly, in a letter to me, remarking that since he 
had ~2~llowed the plans and engineering of the Towers during construction 
he was able to explain the collapses to his wife a few hours after the 



buildings went down. 

"rlhe towers ~vere basically tubes, essentially hollow. Tubes can be very 
el!ficient structures, strong and economical. The Trade Center tubes 
effectively resisted vertical loads, wind loads and vibrations and could 
probably have done very well against earthquakes However, the 
relatively thin skin of the hol low tube must be braced at intervals to 
prevent local buckling of the skin under various possible loads, 
otherwise the tube itself can go out of shape and lose its strength. 

"For their interior bracing, the thin-walled tubes of the Trade Center 
to~vers depended prirnarily on the interior floors being tied to the outer 
wall shells. These floor beam structures were basically open web j oists, 
adequate for the floor loads norrnally to be expected. These j oist ends 
rested on steel angle clips attached to the outer walls. 

"As the floors at the level of airplane impact caught fire, the open ~veb 
joists, which could not be expected to resist such fires, softened under 
the heat, sagged and pulled a~vay from their attactm~ents to the walls. 
Their ~veight and the loads they were carrying, caused them to drop onto 
the next lower floor, which was then carl~/ing double loads also becoming 
exposed to the heat. Then that floor collapsed, and so it went. But as 
the floors dropped, they no longer served as bracing for the thin-walled 

main tubes. This loss of bracing permitted the walls to buckle out;vard 
in successive sections and thus the house of cards effect." 

High grade steel can bend disastrously under extreme heat The types of 
steel used in the WTC Towers (plain carbon, and vanadium) lose steel 
lose half their strength when heated to about 570 C, and even more as 
temperatures rise, as the?- did in WTC 1 and 2, to 1100 C 

The conspiracists’ last card is the collapse of WTC building number 7 
some hours after the morning attacks. But here again, as with the other 
two buildings, the explanations offered by the US government’s National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) are more than adequate. 
Collapse was caused by the rupturing of the building’s metal framework 
due to the thermal expansion of its floor beams, which were heated by 
uncontrolled fires because the ;vater main that supplied the building’s 
fire suppressmn system had been cut by the collapse of WTC 1. 

’]?he NIST team said that the smallest blast event capable of crippling 
the critical colunm would have produced a ’sound level of 130 to 140 
decibels at a distance of half a mile,’ yet no noise this loud was 
reported by witnesses or recorded on videos Sound at 130 to 140 
decibels is about as loud as humans can tolerate, beyond this power one 
is really encountering a blast wave, a jump in pressure that delivers 
sensible ~2~rce. Examples of loud sounds and their efl’ects include: a jet 
engine at 100 meters (110-140 dB), hearing damage due to short term 
exposure, for example front row at a rock concert (120 dB), threshold of 
pain (130 dB), a rifle being fired at 1 meter (140 d[3). 

As discussed in Wayne Barrett and I)an Collin’s excellent book Grand 

Illusinn, about Rudy Giuliani and 9/11, helicopter pilots radined 

warnings nine minutes before the final collapse that the South Tower 

might well go down and, repeatedly, as much as 25 minutes before the 

North To~ver’s fall. 

What Barrett and Collins brilliantly showed are the actual con-upt 
conspiracies on Giuliani’s watch: the favoritism to Motorola which 
saddled the firemen with radios that didn’t work; the ability of the 
Port Authori~ to skimp on :[ire protection, the mayor’s catastrophic 
failure in the years belk~re 9/11/2001 to organize an e[’fectlve unified 
emergency command that would have meant that cops and firemen could have 
corcanunicated; that many firemen wouldn’t have unnecessarily entered the 
Towers; that people in the Towers wouldn’t have been told by 911 
emergency operators to stay- in place; and that firemen could have heard 
the helicopter warnings and the final Mayday messages that prompted most 
of the NYPD rnen to flee the Towers. 

That’s the real political world, in which Giuliani and others have never 
been held accountable. The conspiracists disdained the real world 
because they wanted to promote Bush, Cheney and the Neo-Cons to an 
elevated status as the Arch Demons of American history, instead of being 
just one more team running the American empire, a team of rnore than 
usual stupidity and incompetence (characteristics I personally favor in 
imperial leaders). Actually, what Bush and Cheney never demonstrated was 
the slightest degree of cornpetence to pull anything like this ofl’. They 
couldn’t even manufacture weapons of mass destruction after US troops 
had invaded Iraq, and when any box labeled "W_’vID" would have been happily 
photographed by the embedded U.S. press as conclusive testimony. 
Arch-demon Cheney and his retinue of neo-cons couldn’t even contrive a 
provocation s~ffficient to justiJ~- his aim of waging war on Iran or 
giving Israel the green light to do so. Each day he gnashed his teeth 
as Bush, Condoleezza Rice and the Joint Chiefs of Staff foiled his 
machinations. 

At least what Obama may have done is remind the left at least those 
not forever besotted that Bush and Cheney are not that much difl’erent 
from the politicians and overlords of U. S. foreign policy who preceded 
them or followed them 



9/11 conspiracism, perhaps at last somewhat on the wane, penetrated deep 
into the American left It has also been widespread on the libertarian 
and populist right, but that is scarcely surprising, since the American 
populist right instinctively mistrusts government to a far greater 
degree than the left, and matches conspiracies to its demon of 
preference, whether the Internal Revenue Service, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, Black Helicopters or the Jews and now Muslims. 

These days a dwindling number of leftists learn their political economy 
Iron,. Marx. Into the theoretical and strategic void has crept a diffuse, 
peripatic conspiracist view of the world that tends to locate ruling 
class devilry not in the crises of capital accumulation, or the falling 
rate of profit, or inter-imperial competition, but in locale (the 
Bohemian Grove, Bilderberg, Ditchley, Davos) or supposedly "rogue" 
agencies, with the CIA still at the head of the list. The 9/11 
"conspiracy", or "inside job", is the Sun~ma of all this foolislmess. 

One trips over a fundamental idiocy of the 9/11 conspiracists in the 
first paragraph of the opening page of the book by one of their high 
priests, David Ray Griflin, The New Pearl Harbor. "In many respects," 
Grifl~n writes, "the strongest evidence provided by critics of the 
official account involves the events of 9/11 itself In light of standard 
procedures for dealing with hijacked airplanes not one of these planes 

should have reached its target, let alone all three of there"The 
operative word here is "should". A central characteristic of the 
conspiracists is that they- have a devout, albeit preposterous belief in 
American efficiency. Many of them start with the racist 
premise frequently- voiced in as many words in their writings that 
"Arabs in caves" weren’t capable of the mission. They believe that 
military systems should work they way Pentagon press flacks and 
aerospace salesmen say- they should work. They believe that at 8.14 ara, 
when AA flight 11 switched off its radio and transponder, an FAA flight 
controller should have called the National Military Cormnand center and 
NORAD. They believe, citing reverently (this is high priest Griffin, who 

has written no less than ten books on 9/11) "the US Air Force’s own 
website," that an F-15 could have intercepted ~a~ flight 11 "by 8.24, and 
certainly no later than 8.30."They appear to have read no military 
history, ~vhich is too bad because if they did they’d k:aow that minutely 
planned operations let alone by-the-book responses to an unprecedented 
emergency scre~v up with monotonous regularity, by reason of stupidity, 
co~vardice, venality and all the other failings, not excepting sudden 
changes in the weather. 

History is generous with such examples According to the minutely 
prepared plans of the Strategic Air Command, an impending Soviet attack 
would have prompted the missile siloes in North Dakota to open, and the 
ICBMs to arc towards Moscow and kindred targets. The four test launches 
actually attempted all failed, whereupon the SAC gave up testing. Was it 
badly designed equipment, human incompetence, defense contractor 
venality or conspiracy? 

Did the April 24, 1980 effort to rescue the hostages in the US embassy 
in Teheran fail because a sandstorm disabled three of the eight 
helicopters, or because the helicopters were poorly made, or because of 
agents of William Case?- and the Republican National Cormnittee poured 

sugar into their gas tanks in yet another conspiracy?Have the US 
rail ltal~z ’ S varying attempts to explai n why F- 15 s di dn’ t intercept and 
shoot down the hijacked planes stemmed from absolutely predictable 
attempts to cover up the usual screw-ups, or because of conspiracy? Is 
Mr Cohen in his little store at the end of the block hiking his prices 
because he wants to make a buck, or because his rent just went up or 
because the Jews want to take over the world? Bebel said anti-Semitism 
is the socialism of the fools. 

The conspiracy virus is an old strand. The Russians couldn’t possibly 
build an A bomb without Conm~ie traitors in the U.S.. The Russians are 
too dumb. Hitler couldn’t have been defeated by the Red Army marching 
across Eastern Europe and half Germany. Traitors let it happen. JFK 
couldn’t have been shot by Oswald it had to be the CIA. ILFK couldn’t 
have been shot by Sirha~it had to be the CIA. There are no end to 
examples seeking to prove that Russians, Arabs, Viet Cong, Japanese, etc 
etc couldn’t possibly- match the brilliance and canning of secret cabals 
of ~vhite Christians. 

Michael Ncumann, a philosopher, and CounterPunch contributor, at the 
University of Trent, in Ontario, remarked in a note to me: 

"I think the problem of conspiracy nuttery has got ~vorse, and is palt of 
a general trend. There really were serious questions about the Kennedy 
assassination, an ~musual number of them, and it wasn’t too crazy to 
come to the wrong conclusion. There wasn’t a single serious question 
about 9-11. The main engine of the 9-11 conspiracy cult is nothing 
political; it’s the death of any conception of evidence. 

"This probably comes Iron‘‘ the decline of Western power Deep down, 
almost everyone, across the political spectrum, is locked in a bigotry 
which can only attribute that decline to some irrational or supernatural 
power The result is the ascendency of magic over common sense, let 
alone reason" 



Yet some have discovered a silver lining in the 9/11 conspiracism. A 
politically sophisticated leftist in Washington, DC, wrote to me, 
agreeing with my ridiculing of the "inside job" scenarios, but adding, 
"To me the most interesting thing (in the US) is how many people are 
willing to believe that Bush either masterminded it [the 9/11 attacks] 
or knew in advance and let it happen. If that number or anything close 
to that is true, that’s a huge base of people that are more than deeply 
cynical about their elected officials. That would be the real news story 
that the media is missing, and it’s a big one." 

"I’m not sure I see the silver lining about cynicism re government," I 
answered. "People used to say the same thing about the JFK conspiracy 
buffs and disbelief in the Warren Conmtission. Actually, it seems to 
demobilize people from useful political activity. If the alleged 
perpetrators are so efficiently devilish in their plots, all resistance 
is futile. 9/11 conspiracism stemmed from despair and political 
irffantilism. There’s no worthwhile energy to transfer from such kookery. 
It’s like saying some lunatic shouting to himself on a street corner has 
the capacity to be a great orator. 

Anyone who ever looked at the JFK assassination will know that there are 
endless anomalies and loose ends. Eyewitness testimony is conflicting, 
forensic evidence possibly misconstrued, mishandled or just missing. But 
in my view, the Warren Conmtission, as confirmed in almost all essentials 
by the House Committee on Assassinations in the late 1970s, had it right 
and Oswald fired the fatal shots from the Schoolbook Depository. The 
evidentiary chain for his guilt is persuasive, and the cuntulative 
scenarios of the conspiracists entirely- unconvincing. But of course as 
the years roll by, and even though no death bed confession has ever 
buttressed those vast, CIA-related scenarios the conspiracists keep on 
toiling away, their obsessions as unflagging as ever. 

Richard Aldrich’s book on British intelligence, The Hidden Hand (2002), 
describes how- a report for the Pentagon on declassification reconmtended 
that "interesting declassified material" such as informatiun about the 
JFK assassination "could be released and even posted on the Internet, as 
a ’diversion,’" and used to "reduce the uwestrained public appetite for 
’secrets’ by providing good faith distraction material". Aldrich adds, 
"It" investigative journalists and contemporary historians ~vere absorbed 
with the vexatious, but rather tired, debates over the grassy knoll, 
the?- ~vould not be busy probing into areas where they were un~velcome." 

The conspiracists have combined to produce a huge distraction, just as 
Dauny Sheehan did with his Complaint, that mesmerized and distracted 
much of the Nicaraguan Solidarity Movement in the 1980s, and which 
finally collapsed in a Florida COultroom almost as quickly as the To~vers 

There are plenty’ of real conspiracies in America. Why make tap fake ones? 

(This essay is drawn from my contribution to CounterPunch’s CounterPunch 
Special Report: Debunking the Myths of9/11, where Manuel Garcia Jr, 
physicist and engineer, presented his three reports, undertaken for 
CounterPunch and where JoAlm Wypijewski wrote her essay "Conversations 
at Ground Zero" after a day spent with people at the site) 

Publish-or-perish: Peer review and the corruption of science 

Pressure on scientists to publish has led to a situation where any 
paper, however bad, can now be printed in a journal that claims to be 
peer-reviewed 

David Colquhoun 

guardian.co uk, Mi)nday 5 September 2011 13.59 BST 

Peer review is the process that decides whether your work gets published 
in an academic journal. It doesn’t wofl~ ve~ well any more, mainly as a 
result of the enormous number of papers that are being published (an 
estimated 1.3 million papers in 23,750 journals in 2006) There simply 
aren’t enough competent people to do the job. The overwhelming effect of 
the huge (and unpaid) el!tort that is put into reviewing papers is to 
maintain a status hierarchy of journals. Any paper, however bad, can now 
get published in a journal that claims to be peer-reviewed. 

The blame :[’or this sad situation lies with the people who have imposed a 
p ublish-or-peri sh culture, nam ely research funders an d senior people in 
universities To have "written" 800 papers is regarded as something to 
boast about rather than being rather shameful. University PR departments 
encourage exaggerated claims, and hard-pressed authors go along with them. 

Not long ago, Imperial College’s medicine depaltment were told that 
their "productivity" target for publications was to "publish three 
papers per annunt including one in a prestigious journal with an impact 
factor of at least five." The effect of instructions like that is to 
reduce the quality of science and to demoralise the victims of this sort 
of mismanagement. 

The only people who benefit from the intense pressure to publish are 
those in the publishing industry. Hardly a day passes without a new 



journal starting My email inbox is full of invitations to publish in a 
weird variety of journals They’ll take just about anything. ’]’he U S 
National Library of Medicine indexes 39 journals that deal with 
alternative medicine. They are all "peer-reviewed", but rarely publish 
anything worth reading The peer review :for a j ournal on homeopathy is, 
presumably, done largely by other believers in magic. If that were not 
the case, these j ournals wou]d soon vanish 

But it isn’t only quack journals that have failures in peer review ]n 
June, the British Journal of General Practice published a paper, 
"Acupuncture for ’frequent attenders’ with medically unexplained 
symptoms: a randomised controlled trial (CACTUS stu@)". It has lots of 
numbers, but the result is very easy to see. All you have to do is look 
at their Figure. 

A figure accompanying an acupuncture research paper. "Outcome data 
over 52 weeks (acupuncture group received acupuncture ~veeks 0 26, 
control group received acupuncture weeks 26 52)". Image: BJGP 

It’s obvious at a glance that acupuncture has at best a tiny and erratic 
effect on any of the outcomes that were measured. The results are indeed 
quite interesting because they show- that acupuncture doesn’t even have a 
perceptible placebo effect. But this is not ~vhat the authors said. Their 
conclusion was: "The addition of 12 sessions of five-element acupuncture 
to usual care resulted in iraproved health status and wellbeing that was 
sustained for 12 months." 

How on earth did the group, led by Charlotte Paterson at the Peninsula 
College of Medicine and Dentistry at Exeter University, manage to reach 
a conclusion like that? Well, perhaps they were people ~vho are conm~itted 
to acupuncture and it is common enough for advocates of alternative 
medicine to ignore evidence, even their own. But the real question is 
how- conclusions like these came to be published in a respectable medical 
journal that is widely read by OPs. To make matters ~vorse, the journal 
issued a press release that quotes its editor, Professor Roger Jones DM, 
FRCP, FRCGP, E~edSci. 

"Although there are countless reports of the benefits of acupuncture 
a range of medical problems, there have been yew few well-conducted, 
randomised contrnlled trials. Charlotte Paterson’s work considerably 
strengthens the evidence base for using acupuncture to help patients ;vho 
are trnubled by symptoms that we find difficult both to diagnose and to 
treat." 

The tabloid press had a field day on the basis of the press release. The 
Daily Mail, for example, reported: "Millions of patients with 
’unexplained symptoms’ could benefit li’om acupuncture on the NHS, it is 
claimed" But there were howls of outrage in the blogosphere, and some 
choice comments on Twitter. In these days of the citizen journalist, 
mistakes are soon spotted. 

Two munths later, the journal published 10 letters that pointed out the 
problems with the paper. Those problems are so vel%’ obvious you’d 
imagine that the journal would apologise for a failure of the peer 
review process, and lbr a press release that misled the public. Anyone 
can make a mistake, but there was no public apolo~z and no corrected 
press release. 

(Char]otte Paterson and Roger Jones respond to the author’s criticisms 
below.) 

So what can be done about scientific publishing? The only service the 
publishers provide is to arrange for reviews and to print the journals. 
And for this they charge an exorbitant fee, a racket George Monbiot 
rightly calls "pure rentier capitalism". 

There is an alternative: publish your paper yourself on the web and open 
the comments This sort of post-publication review would reduce costs 
enormously, and the results would be open ~2~r anyone to read without 
paying It would also destroy the hegemony of half a dozen high-status 
journals Evep),one wants to publish in Nature, because it’s seen as a 
passport to promotion and funding. ~I1ne Nature Publishing Group has 
cashed in by starting dozens of other journals with Nature in the title 

There is just one problem with self-publication and post-publication 
review. In 2006 Nature magazine tried it and it wasn’t popular Midst 
people who were asked didn’t want to take part, and, more unportant, 
most people who were invited to comment declined to do so. The probable 
reason is the exceedingly competitive nature of research in many fields. 
A junior person might be terrified to criticise a semor person, and 
senior researchers might similarly be terrified of criticising each 
other, in case the person criticised was reviewing their next grant. 
Nevertheless, I suspect this sort of system has to come and there are 
things that could be done to ameliorate the problems. 

First, it ~vould be essential to allow anonymous conmaents. Most reviewers 
are anonymous at present, so why not online? Second, the vast flood of 
papers that make the present system impossible should be stemmed. I’d 
suggest scientists should limit themselves to an average of t~vo original 
papers a year. They should also be limited to holding one research grant 
at a time. Anyone who thought their work necessitated more than this 



would have to be scmtinised very carefully It’s well kno*vn that small 
research groups give better value than big ones, so that should be the rule. 

With far fewer papers being published, reviewers, grant committees and 
promotion committees might be able to read the papers, not just count 
them A report of a parliamentary select committee on peer review concluded: 

"We there:tore have concerns about the use of journal Impact Factor as a 
proxy measure for the quality of individual articles. While we have been 
assttred by research funders that they do not use this as a proxy- measure 
for the quality of research or of individual articles, representatives 
of research institutions have suggested that publication in a 
high-impact journal is still an important consideration when assessing 
individuals for career progression." 

These politicians show more sense than academics and research furlders. 
My own university’s pronrotion form still says "Candidates may wish to 
provide irrlpact factors, citation rates or other bibliometric 
irfformation, where appropriate." Most candidates xvould interpret that as 
an instruction to do so. 

These proposals all depend on research being honest, but cases of 
outright fraud do happen. In Andrew Wakefield’s case, the fraud lirtked 
autism with the MMR vaccine, causing the deaths of children front 
measles, and we owe a lot to Brian Deer, the journalist who exposed it. 

Deer has recently backed a proposal frorrl the House of Conwnons Science 
and Technology select committee that an official regulator should be 
appointed to police science. I don’t thirtk this could work. Is the 
regulator going to repeat experinrents, or even check original data, to 
make sure all is well? In all probability, a regulator would soon 
degenerate into yet another box-ticking quango, and end up, like the 
Quality Assurance Agency, doing more harm than good. The way to irnprove 
honest?, is to renrove official incentives to dishonesty. 

By and large, the problem does not arise from outright fraud, which is 
rare It arises from official pressure to publish when you have nothing 
to say. 

David Colquhoun is professor of pharmacology at University College 
London. He blogs at DC’s Improbable Science 
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How did academic publishers acquire these feudal powers? 

By George Monbiot. Published in the Guardian 30th August 2011 

Who are the most ruthless capitalists in the Western world? Whose 
monopolistic practices makes WalMart look like a corner shop and Rupert 
Murdoch look like a socialist? You won’t guess the answer in a month of 
Sundays While there are plenty of candidates, my vote goes not to the 
banks, the oil companies or the health insurers, but wait for it to 
academic publishers. Theirs might sound like a fusty’ and insignificant 
sector. It is anything but Of all corporate scams, the racket they run 
is most urgently in need o17 referral to the competition authorities. 

Everyone claims to agree that people should be encouraged to understand 
science and other academic research. Without current knowledge, we 
cannot make coherent democratic decisions. But the publishers have 
slapped a padlock and a Keep Out sign on the gates. 

You might resent Murdoch’s paywall policy, in which he charges £1 for 24 
hours of access to the Times and Sunday Times. But at least in that 
period you can read and download as many articles as you like. Reading a 
single article published by one of Elsevier’s journals will cost you 
$31.50(1 ) Springer charges Eur34 95(2), Wiley-Blackwell, $42(3) Read 
ten and you pay ten times. And the journals retain perpetual copyright. 
You want to read a letter printed in 1981 ? That’ll be $31.50(4). 

()f course, you could go into the library (if it still exists). But they 
too have been hit by cosmic fees. The average cost of an annual 
subscription to a chemistry journal is $3,792(5). Some journals cost 
$10,000 a year or more to stock. ’lEe most expensive I’ve seen, 
Elsevier’s Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, is $20,930(6). ’]?hough academic 
libraries have been frantically- cutting subscriptions to make ends meet, 
journals now- consume 65% of their budgets(7), which means they have had 
to reduce the nttmber of books they buy. Journal fees account for a 
significant conrponent of universities’ costs, which are being passed to 
their students. 

Murdoch pays his journalists and editors, and his companies generate 
much of the content they use. But the acadenric publishers get their 
articles, their peer reviewing @etting by other researchers) and even 



much of their editing for :tree. ’l’he material the?" publish *wis 
commissioned and funded not by them but by us, through government 
research grants and academic stipends. But to see it, we must pay again, 
and through the nose. 

The returns are astronomical: in the past financial year, for example, 
Elsevier’s operating-profit margin was 36% (£724m on revenues of £2 
billion)(8) They result from a stranglehold on the market. Elsevier, 
Springer and Wiley, who have bought up many of their competitors, now 
publish 42% of journal articles@). 

More importantly, universities are locked into buying their products. 
Academic papers are published in only one place, and they- have to be 
read by researchers trying to keep up with their subject. Demand is 
inelastic and competition non-existent, because different journals can’t 
publish the same material. In many cases the publishers oblige the 
libraries to buy a large package of journals, xvhether or not they xvant 
them all. Perhaps it’s not surprising that one of the biggest crooks 
ever to have preyed upon the people of this country Robert Maxwell 
made much of his money through academic publishing. 

The publishers claim that they have to charge these fees as a result of 
the costs of production and distribution, and that they add value (in 
Springer’s words) because they "develop journal brands and maintain and 
improve the digital irffrastructure which has revolutionized scientific 
coramunication in the past 15 years."(10) But an analysis by- Deutsche 
Barf~ reaches different conclusions. "We believe the publisher adds 
relatively little value to the publishing process .. if the process 
really were as complex, costly and value-added as the publishers protest 
that it is, 40% margins wouldn’t be available."(11 ) Far from assisting 
the dissemination of research, the big publishers impede it, as their 
long turnaround times can delay the release of findings by a year or 
more(12). 

What ~ve see here is pure rentier capitalism: monopolising a public 
resource then charging exorbitant fees to use it. Another term for it is 
economic parasitism To obtain the knowledge for which we have alread,v 
paid, we must surrender our feu to the lairds of learning. 

It’s bad enough for academics, it’s worse for the laity I refer readers 
to peer-reviewed papers, on the principle that claims should be followed 
to their sources. The readers tell me that they can’t afford to judge 
for themselves whether or not I have represented the research fairly. 
Independent researchers who try to inform themselves about important 
scientific issues have to fork out thousands(12). This is a tax on 
education, a stifling of the public mind. It appears to contravene the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which says that "ever,vone has the 
right ticeely to. share in scientific advancement and its benefits "(13) 

Open-access publishing, despite its promise, and some excellent 
resources such as the Public LibraQz of Science and the physics database 
arxlv.org, has failed to displace the monopolists. In 1998 the 
Economist, surveying the opportunities offered by electronic publishing, 
predicted that "the days of 40% profit margins may soon be as dead as 
Robert iVlaxwell."(14) But in 2010 Elsevier’s operating profit margins 
were the same (36%) as they ~vere in 1998(15). 

The reason is that the big publishers have rounded up the journals with 
the highest academic impact factors, in which publication is essential 
for researchers trying to secure grants and advance their careers(16). 
You can start reading open-access journals, but you can’t stop reading 
the closed ones. 

(iovemment bodies, with a few exceptions, have failed to confront them 
The National Institutes of ttealth in the US oblige anyone taking their 
grants to put their papers in an open-access archive(17) But Research 
Councils UK, whose statement on public access is a masterpiece of 
meaningless wat’fle, relies on "the assumption that publishers will 
maintain the spirit of their current policies."(l 8) You bet the?’ will 

In the short-term, governments should refer the academic publishers to 
their competition watchdogs, and insist that all papers arising from 
publicly-funded research are placed in a fi-ee public database(19). In 
the longer term, the?’ should work with researchers to cut out the 
middleman altogether, creating, along the lines proposed by Bjom 
Brembs, a single global archive of academic literature and data(20) 
Peer-review would be overseen by an independent body It could be funded 
by the librap), budgets which are currently being diverted into the hands 
of privateers. 

The knowledge monopoly is as unwarranted and anachronistic as the Corn 
Laws Let’s throw offthese parasitic overlords and liberate the 
research which belongs to us. 

ww~v.monbiot.com 
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H.W. Wilson’s Core Collections 
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Senior High School Core Collection 
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October 2011 . 1 volume ¯ 1,500 pages ¯ 7"x10" 

Sup#emei~ts - AnnuN Paperbacks 
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H.W. Wilson’s 

Senior High School Core Collection 

A Four-Volume, Four-Year Collection Development Program 

H.W. Wilson’s Senior High School Core Collection (lath Edition) is an ongoing program to 

identify the best, most current material available to your library. It includes a main, library- 

bound guide to over 8,000 books plus review sources and other professional aids for 

librarians and school media specialists. Plus three subsequent, annual supplements to 

identify new and important work. 

r 
The Collection is a selective list of fiction and non-fiction books recommended for grades 9 

through 12. It includes analytical entries for parts of books, a list of recommended 

periodicals for high school libraries, and a list of recommended electronic resources. Titles are 

selected by librarians, editors, advisors, and nominators-all of them experts in services to 

adolescents and young adults. 
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Available Now - GLOBAL STUDIES: India and South Asia, 10/e 

THIS IS AN AUTO-GENERATED N~SSAGE, PLEASE DO NOT R~PI.Y TO THIS t4ESSAGE, 

If you need further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

You can dlso write to: t rivacy, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW. Suite 200. Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Colnp~xties Corporate t m ac5 

t olicy for more inibnnalion or contact privac? @~ncgraw-hill.com. 
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Today’s Headlines 
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September 14, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Soari~g Poverty Casts                                ~ 

Spotlight on °Lost Decade’ 

Census numbers show new signs of distress among the middle class, as median incomes fell last year 
to levels last seen in ~997. 

U.S. Embassy and NATO Headquarters Attacked in Kabul 

Insurgents launched a complex assault against the United States Embassy and a nearby NATO 
base, raising new questions about Kabul’s security. 

~FI Photographs 

i " " Video: ]Ialibal~ Attacks ~n Kabul 

UoSo Scrambles to Avei~ Palestinlan Vote at 

The Obama administration is still seeking a compromise that would avoid a eonfrontation over 
Palestinian statehood at the United Nations next week. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

Actions by Stales 

to Req~ re the 

HPV ~cclna[~on 
Actions by states to require 
vaccination against HPV. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
The 

The Glass-Half- Gla~- 

F~fll Departi~lent Half..Full 

The good news is ~e 

bad news could be - and 

has been - a lot worse. 

Films to love an~t hate 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Wi~ich rlev,; TV shows will be canceied? 

WORLD 

American Military Team Visits Libya to Assess Risks of Reopenh~g UoS. 

Embassy 

Four American military personnel are in the Libyan capital to determine what security measures 
are necessary to reopen the United States embassy, a Pentagon spokesman said on ’lMesday. 



U.N. Accuses Yemen of Using Deadly Force ~n Protests 

The report by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights urged immediate 
international action to alleviate a humanitarian crisis and to prevent the country from falling into 
further chaos. 

Arab League Asked to Act on Syria 
::2 :::ill 

A petition submitted to the Arab League demands that it suspend Syria as a member until that 
nation halts its crackdown on demonstrators who are demanding democratic change. 

Mere Worid News 

For Idaho a~d the I~aterneL Life i~ the Slow Lane 
i.::: i~b:,T i,M,i N :. ,2 

Idaho had the slowest download speeds in the eount~T earlier this year for residential customers - a 
"dismal" average of 3a8 kilobytes per second, a eompany’s stndy found. 

~b use of Xanax Leads a CHnIc to Halt S*~pply 

Citing concern over overdoses, doetors at Seven Counties Serviees in Louisville have stopped writing 
prescriptions for the anti-anxiety drng Xanax. 

North Carolina Voters to Decide o~ Same-Sex Marriage 

North Carolina has taken a big step toward losing its status as the last state in the Southeast 
without a constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage. 

~ Post ~ Comment 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Demand at Target for Fashion I,i~e Crashes ~reb Site 

In an unusual fumble, Target was unprepared for shoppers’ hunger for the limited-edition Missoni 
for Target line. 

~ Post a Comment 

~-om Europ% ]M{ounti~g Pressm’e Over Greece’s Debt 

With diplomatic and market pressure rising, leaders of France, Germany and Greece are set to talk 
Wednesday. 

Asian Markets Dip Fn~her A~er Moody~s Do~grades Fre~ch 

Moody’s lowered its ratings for Soei0t0 G0n0rale and Cvb, dit Agrieole, highlighting the escalating 
worries about the Em’opean banking system and renewing jitters in the global financial markets. 

S P O RTS 

YANKEES 3, MARINERS 2 

Mariano Riveva earned the 6ooth save of his career, finishing off a well-pitched victory by the 
Yankees that included a strong start by A.a. Burnett. 

~Box 
Score I ;nning by inning 

~ Vacation Cut Short by Chance to He~9 Yanks in the Stretch 

RED SOX 18, BLUE JAYS 6 
In Milestone Victory for ~,rakefleld, Red Sox Ease a Collective 

Tim Wakefield earned his ~ooth career win in an ~8-6 pounding of Toronto that ended Boston’s five- 
game skid and provided some more breathing room in the wild-card race. 

I~ tl~e Belly of the East 

The two best American League East teams of the early ~99os, the Blne days and the Orioles, met in 
a weekend series with better days on their mind. 

ART$ 

Still Uneartl~ing Discoveries in de Koo~aing’s Brusl~ Strokes 



In organizing the first Willem de Kooning retrospective in three decades, curators went on an art 

history treasure hunt. 

Return ofthe i~an V~;ho rL;sed to Rock 

Nick Lowe, who wrote musical hits for many other performers, has released a new CD. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

At Monk Co~npefifioa~ a Sou~d Worth Retur~fing To 

While emulating the late Thelonious Monk is not a requirement of the international piano 

competition that bears his name, his trademark dissonance was on display. 

o More A~ts News 

DINING & WINE 

DE GUSTIBUS 

A plea for a tool whose time has come. 

After its glitzy reopening in 2oo9, Graydon Carter’s Monkey Bar is looking for a new life once more - 

this time at the hands of veterans from the Breslin, Craft, Clover Club and the Modern. 

A Free,oh Feast From a Political Pot 

A deputy in the National Assembly of France asked her colleagues to contribute a favorite recipe 

fl’om their regions for a cookbook promoting French gastronomy. 

More Dining1 & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Good Jobs Progran~ 

President Obama proposed a sensible package of tax increases to pay fl)r a much needed job-creation 

initiative. 

EDITORIAL 

The Cost of I~acfion 

The latest poverty figures shiny the high cost of the recession and why putting Americans back to 

work must be the top priority. 

EDITORIAL 

No Justice for A~a Po[itkovskaya 

Five years later, the failure to find the killers of the journalist is a reminder of the weakness of 

Rttssia’s democracy aud the corruption of its political system. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The reach of government extends even iuto the pristine wilderness we seek mtt to get away from it 

all. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Memoirs of a Geisha 

A political Sc~heherazade, Jackie Kennedy spins mesmerizing, and often unsparing, tales of life with 

J.F.K. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Is It V~ e~rd Enough Yet, 

A look at the chatter behind the recent attacks on the science of climate change, 

~ Columnist Page 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 14, ~959, the Soviet space probe Luna 2 became the first man-made object to reach the 

moon as it crashed onto the lunar surface. 



See Th~s Fro~t Page 

Buy Th~s Fro~ Page 

About This E-t~laH 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage Sdbsc~iptiorls ~ Unsubscdbe ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Pdvacy Policy ~ Contsct ~ Advertise 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2136118 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 09/14/11. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a sholt starve?’ that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS phone support group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/surve¥ followup.pl?ticket 2136118 

*************** Surnmary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Derek (dleveret) 
STATUS: RefelTal Provided 
FIRST NAME: eumce 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI ION[~;: (919) 966-5496 
I)EPARTMENT: african & afidcan-amer studies 
TICKY~T NUX/;[3[IR: 2136118 
SHORT DESCR[P~IION: tiardware 

problem with uric ]aptop power cord 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t ~{I2 
http :,’,’help unc.edu 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:50 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

"Revolution! The AtlaJatic World Retxm~" exhibit preview at Duke with curator Richard Rabinowilz 

"Revolution! The Atlantic World Reborn" 

A Preview with curator Richard Rabinowitz 

Tuesday, September 20th, 3-5 p.m. 

Haiti Laboratory, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse 

Richard Rabinowitz, the President of American History Workshop and a leading public historian, will introduce us to the new exhibit "Revolutions!" which opens in 

November at the New York Historical Society. The exhibit, developed with a scholar’s committee that includes Duke faculty Vincent Brown and Laurent Dubois, 

explores the intertwined histories of the French, American and Haitian revolutions. Rabinowitz’s previous exhibits include the celebrated exhibits on "Slavery in 

New York" as well as a wide range of other projects. 

The event will take place in the Haiti Laboratory, Bay 4 of the Smith Warehouse. All are welcome. For more information contact laurent.dubois@duke.edu. 

The event is co-sponsored by the Center for French and Francophone Studies and the Haiti Laboratory. 
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@Times: Fall TV, The Men’s Issue and more 
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ii’~’iI @Times-September 14, 2011 ] 

Which show will be the breakout hit of the year? Is Fox’s 
"I’erra N ova" this season’s "Lost"? Will NBUs "Prime 
Suspect," a remake of a British series, find success on this side of 
the Atlantic and is "Ringer," starring Sarah Miehelle Gellar, the 
second coming of "Buffy"? In an interactive feature, weigh in on 
which of the new fall shows will succeed, and which might be 
canceled. 

’IF 1~Iagazh~e 
The Men’s Issue celebra[es the slats o[ Manchester Uni[ed, 
pas~ and prese~L I~side, the actor Jason Lee c[ea~s 
Nile Rodgers recalls his childhood and ba~ds from ~he gon~aroo 
music [’estiwtl dress up in the seasoffs strongest (and loudest) 
pieces. Along the way, a family of surfer onttaws, the actt’ess 
Emilia Clarke a~d tee~age mnsicia~ King Krn]e. Find this and 
more o~ nytimes.eomitmagazi~e. 

Don’t Niss or~ NYTimes.cem 

* Greens Frittata With Mozzarella and Proseiutto 

* A Pttsh-gtttton Hemingway Soundtraek 

, Ooogle to Offer More Privacy for Owners of Wi-Fi Reuters 

, The ~’t of Living Well 

, Yon Can See Spring Coming 

Top 5 Viewed Featu 
(Be~,~Jeen Sept Z, 201 i - Sept¯ 13, 201 !) 

1. Interactive: The 9/11 Tapes -T~e Story in the Air 
2, [~’~gman: Setting Their Hair on Fire 
g. Krugman: An Impeccable Disaster 

4. Ft’iendman: The Whole Truth and Nothing But 

5~ Democrats Fret A]o~d Over Obama’s Chances 

~ SLIDE SHOTV." The Jersey 

Slmre 
Where reality television meets 
reality. 

~ INTEI/ACTI[VE: 

aacqneline Kennedy Speaks 
In newly released tapes, former 
First Lady aaequeline Kennedy 
delivers tart commentary on 
former presidents, heads of state 
and her husband’s aides, among 
others. 

~ VIDEO~ Daniel Liheskind: 

’From the Ashes’ 
The architect Daniel Libeskind 
reflects on his Op-Ed from anne 
23, 2005, about his embattled 
master plan for rebuilding 
ground zero. 

Join the 
Conversation - Room 
for Debate 

No fraud is I : I 
involved, but the [ I 

money from new 
investors to pay 
earlier investors. How is it 
different from a Ponzi scheme? 

most exclusive hotel, air[in~. 

packages. 

Fol~ow T Magazine on 

Fwi~er. 



Downloed the NYTimes 

app for iPad and enjoy 
St’~,le~ T Magazine. Sporb 

and [ravel sections for 

free through September 

ABOUT THIS E-MA~L 

@Times comes to yell from the NYTimes corn marketin9 depeltment, You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s ~2Times nevfsletter, 

Msna~e .q.ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~snge Yolir E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.coR-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "fork. NY !0018 
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Sent: 
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j2planetearfl~ <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 6:13 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - Fall Discount ti~r PBS Environmental Series 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. 

Back to School Special -- Enjoy a 25% Discount off All Programs. 
"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 

Library Journal 
Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobi/izinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episode online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e-mail screensco            ,pe.com with your request. 

I|| 
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Today’s Headlines 
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TOP NEWS 

Islanfists~ Growing Sway 

P~ises Qnestions for Libya 

Long repressed by Col. Muammar el- 
Qaddafi, Islamists are now emerging 
as the best-organized politieal faction 
in the eonntry, with influence 
beyond their numbers. 

~ French and Britisil Leaders to Visit 

Libya 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Seeing R~pple in 01ew~s~ V~te 

Republicans are hoping to seize on 

unhappiness among some Jewish 

voters over the president’s treatment 

of Israel, 

~G OP Sees Bellwether in Two Democratic Defests 

J~st Elected to Congress, and Already Talking of Staying 

Bob Turner, who was to be sworn in as a 7o-year-old Congressional fi’eshman on Thursday, said he 
planned to fight to remain in Washington. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"?he trend in ~m~form design is more tou, ard making eos~imesjbr superheroes than 
atMetes." 
PAUL LU~, of the Web site Uni-Wateh .corn, on college teams~ 

S P O RTS 

Sl~ow~ng q’l~e~r 

Colors 
College football teams 
aeross the country are wearing new, 
and sometimes garish, uniforms to 
inevea se the visibility of both the 
university and the apparel 
manufacturer. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A writer chronicles his 
daring escape over the 
border to Vietnam. 

Your femininity is show~ng 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

You can see spring conning 



WORLD 

Pa~estinla~s Say a UoNo Gamble on Statehood Is "~’Vorth the Risks 

It is far from clear what will come of the Palestinians’ bid to have the United Nations recognize their 
territory as a state, But the effort is engaging a deeply cynical public. 

Clashes in So*~ther*~ Yeme*~ Underscore Natlo~’s Turmoil 

Fierce clashes ove{rtight between government forces and Islamist militants in southern Yemen 
killed ~4 people, inclnding 12 militants, Yemeni officials said Wednesday. 

Syria : U.S. E~voy Mo~lrns Activist 

The American ambassador, Robert S. Ford attended a gathering to mourn the killing of Ghayath 
Mattar, a human rights advocate, activists said Wednesday. 

o More World News 

Immigration Advocates Sp~it Over ArD, ona Boycott 

While some protestors remain steadfast in condemning Arizona for its immigration laws, others are 
encouraging visitors, hoping they will push for change. Many supporters are unsure what to do. 

Report Fh~ds Improved Performance by Hospitals 

The leading accreditation board listed the medical centers most diligent in following protocols to 
treat certain conditions, and the best-regarded hospitals in America were mostly not on it. 

Investigators said the cause of the explosion aboard the Deepwater Horizon d~lling rig was a failure 
of the cement at the base of the ~8,ooo-foot-deep well. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Groupon Back on Track for Its I.PoOo 

Mter a postponement to resolve an S.E.C. issne, the online coupon company hopes to go public as 
soon as October. 

Germa~y a~d Irra,~ce Back Greece on Austerity Effort 

The leaders of France and Germany said they wmfld support Greece’s role as a central part of the 
enro zone. 

A~stere Italy? Cheek the Traffic 

A jobs-for-votes system entrenched at all levels of ltalian polities may hinder the country’s efforts to 
cut its deficit and reassure the markets. 

SPORTS 

~q~ks’ Closer Also Serves as Men,tot a~d Com~se~or 

In direct confrontations and quiet conversations, Ma~{ano Rivera tries to pull the best out of his 
teammates. 

~ Post a Comment 

MARINERS 2, YANKEES 1, 12 INNINGS 
Ya~kees Fall to Marh~ers ~ l:ath, Keeph~g R~vera From No. 6ol 

~ unproductive game for the Yankees’ hitters eliminated a chance for Mariano ~vera to tie 
’lYevor Hoffman as the alMime saves leader. 

~Box 
Score I ~;ming b~ Jarring 

There’s a~ E~e~t~g Clash o~ the Field. Oh, That’s the Uniform. 

Football uniforms that can be described as fashion fm~vard, or garish, can increase the visibility of 
both the university and the apparel manufacturer. 



~ Slide Show: Showin~ 1heir Colors 

¯ ~.~ [.%~ P.~ ~.~..~.g~!.14. Z~ 

ARTS 

DANCE REv’IEW 

A Bold and ~eroclo~s Swirl 

"Swan Lake" opened the New York City Ballet’s new season, and Peter Martins makes it different if 

not always good. 

BaryMmlkov Breaks O~lt His Russian For ’|In Paris’ 
~-h: i..L.:J ? . 

Mikhail Baryshnikov is perfl~rming in "In Paris," a stark, experimental theatrical adaptation o~ a 

194o short stol7 by Ivan Bnnin, the first Russian to win the Nobel Prize in Literatnre. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~’F|~ e Rogue’ 

3oe MeOinniss searches for "the real Sarah Palin" by moving in next door to her. 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REv’IEW 

Grabbed by Their Lape|s 

Reviews of the spring 2012 collections by Michael Kors, Narciso Rodriguez, Oscar de la Renta, 

Sophie Theallet and Theyskens’ Theory. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Fashio~ V~’eek’s Split Personality 

On the Friday and Saturday of Fashion Week, when the schedule is crowded by downtown youth, 
the parties are, too. 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC I FAST FASHION 

To V~’it and Long Memories, Anna 

Ms. Sui rarely fails to put a smile on your face with her whimsical prints and girly dresses, and her 

show Wednesday night was no exception. And although fashion has a short memory, she does not. 

More Fashion & ~btj~ ;> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Israel and New ~rk s Ninth District 

No political win, or loss, here alters the fact that a peace deal is in Israel’s best interest. 

EDITORIAL 
U~constitutiona~ 1: oHcing 
The austiee Department calls for Puerto Rico to reform its lawless police force, citing rampant 
corruption and constitutional violations. 

EDITORIAL 

Bleak News on Health 
Nearly one million more Americans went without health insurance in 2o2o. The distressing news 
is further evidence of the need for government safety net programs and the health care reforms. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sewi~g Her "Way Out of Poverty 

In Kenya, a former prostitute’s dressmaking business bought her ehihtren a better home and an 
edneation, showing how empowering women ean lift families ont of poverty. 

~-ED COLUMNI~ 

Tl~e Bacl~mann Chronicles 

After a few thousand darts, Michele Bachmann may have hit a bnll’s-eye: Riek Perry and that ttPV 
vaecine. 

~ Go~ummst Pa~e 



CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Poor Mode~so Ser~o~s~y, 
~.:y ::, ":..i {. i..Y M :.:..,.R 13 

Despite Fashion Week’s glamour, models don’t receive benefits, have little control over work 

conditions and never know when the next job is coming. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 15, 1963, four black girls were killed when a bomb went off during Sunday services at a 

Baptist church in Birmingham, Alabama, in the deadliest act of the civil rights era. 

See Th~s Front Page 
Buy Th{s Front Page 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@l~medy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Ticket 2137468 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 09/15/11. A summa~- 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short smwey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS hardware & drop off support group. 

http://www.unc edu/ar-bin/survey follo,aqap.pl?ticket=2137468 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Cameron (cclinard) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: emaice 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 6716 winding arch drive durham, nc 27713 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI tONE: 919-966-5496 
DHPAR7%{ENT: 
TICKIiT NIOE/I[3[IR: 2137468 

SttORT DESCRIPTION: ttardware 

Client’s power charger is not ~w)rking 
***************** Hnd of Sutnlllary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t IEILP 
http : /iheb unc.edu 

Interested in backing up your data automatically consistently, and securely? ITS is now offering data backup services via Iron Mountain. See http://help.unc.edu/5662 for more 
information. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info=asmeascholm~.o~g@mai145.usl .rsgsv.net~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REGISTER NOW: 4th Annual Conference 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 
Out of the Past, Into the Future. 

Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

November 3-5, 2011 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel .Washington, D.C. 

The 2011 conference will feature: 

¯ Keynote address by H. E. Barham Salih, Prime Minister of the Kurdistan Region. ** 

¯ Featured presentations by top policymakers and scholars. 

¯ RoundtaNe discussions on Turkey as a Democratic Ally under the AKP and The 

Saddam Tapes, 1978-2001: The Inner Workings of a Tyrant’s Regime. 

¯ Panels with the lastest academic research on "The Egyptian Feminist Movement," 

"Museveni in Uganda," "The Hidden Imam and Khomeini’s Revolution," "Civil War in 

Libya," and many more in Middle Eastern and African studies, and related disciplines. 

¯ Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

¯ Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

¯ * invited 

Find the tentative schedule here. To see the full list of papers to be presented, click 

here. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 30, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 30, $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.or~l. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 



www.as meascholars.o rq 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2011 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list J update subscription preferences J view email in browser 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 2:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2137968 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 09/15/11. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Classroom support group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/surve¥ followup.pl?ticket 2137968 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Abigail (wmegard) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: eunice 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI ION~;: (919) 966-5496 
I)EPARTMENT: african & afi-ican-amer studies 
TICKY~T NI~YV2[3[IR: 2137968 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Classroom Support 

Client needed assistance displaying a Lenovo laptop ontu the prujectiun screen. 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

Contact the Classruom Hutline fur your classroum needs 
hutline@unc edu 919.962.6702 
Oifice: M-F 7:30 am - 5:00 pin 
Lilmted suppurt: 5:00 pm tu 10:00 pm 

http://hotline.unc.edu 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: White House Weighs Limits of Terror Fight 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i OP-~-~,, i On lNs Day 

C,M~tomize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

September 16, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

\Vhlte Itouse Weighs Limits 

of Tea*rot Fight 

At issue is how much latitude the 
United States has to kill militants in 
Yemen and Somalia, a question that 
could define the limits of the war 
against M Qaeda and its allies. 

Supply Cash to Em*ope 

A coordinated effort to provide an 
infusion of United States dollars to 
European banks -the first such show 
of force in a year - lifted global 
markets. 

DEALBOOK 

A~-re~t of UBS Trader ’Rattles Banks in Enrope 

A rogue trading ease at UBS, with its $2 billion in losses, has raised questions about the oversight of 

banks in Europe. 

~ Comment 
::: Post a Comment 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This plrm~ brok~ ~’h~ rMe," 

NARA NEAOER, a planetary expet’t at [he Massaehusi;tts Ius[ituti; of Ti;c:hnology~ on thi; diseovi;ry 

of a p]ane~ orbiting ~wo stays. 

ARTS 

Henfingway the 

:~I~ se~m~goer 
When in New York, 

Ernest Hemingway was as likely to 
visit the Metropolitan Museum as 
Toots Shov’s. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES Where I 
V~q~e~e All D.rork Is Aii Work 
Created Eq~M 

Is~[ In this time of high 
unemployment, time 
banks, which let people exchange skills and services, are more valuable than ever, 

Fashion crashes 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Ti~e perils of chasing Buffi;tt 

Madison Avenue says I-4a! Ha! Halk~weerf! 



WORLD 

Bahrain Boils U~der the Lid of Repress~o~ 

Bahrain has become the cornerstone of a counterrevolution to stanch change in the Middle East, 
but many fear the violence will beget more violence. 

Steel Tycoon ~+qth Lhakn to a Mubarak Is Sente~ced 

Ahmed Ezz, given a lo-year sentence for corruption, personified to many Egyptians the political 
and economic venality that enriched the well-connected few under former President Hosni 
M nbarak. 

Cameron of Britain a~d Sarkozy of Fra~ce Visit Lib.~ 

Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain and President Nicolas Sarkozy of France were the first 

world leaders to travel to the Libyan capital in the post-Qaddafi era. 

* More Worid News 

Post-Gru*~ge~ Seattle Rock,s 0~ 

’l~-enty years after the release of Nirvana’s "Nevermind," a new exhibition, a film and a tribute 
concert planned for the anniversary make it clear how different things are in Seattle. 

~ Video: 20 Years of Seattle Sound 

~ lute:active Quiz: Test Your Grunae Knowledge 

Deportation Program Sows MistrusL U,S, Is Told 

A federal program aimed at deporting "the worst" illegal immigrants has eroded public trust by 
making conflicting statements about its pml)oses, a task force found. 

~ Kansas C[ty~ an Arts Ce~ter Makes a Debut 

The opening of the Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts on Friday will defy a trend as arts 
organizations across the nation wrestle with cuts in grants and declines in ticket sales. 

Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

China Consolidates Grip o~a Rare Earths 

By closing or nationalizing dozens of the producers of rare earth metals, which are used in energy- 
efficient bulbs, China is crimping the global supply. 

DEALBOOK 

Delta O~ae Deskn Are Big lVloneymakers 

The $2 billion trading loss that has rocked the Swiss banking giant UBS has also east a spotlight 
relafively unknown but increasingly profitable corner of Wall Street - Delta One desks. 

Metal Hips Falling FasL Report Says 

A British registry found that all-metal artificial hips failed at a significantly higher rate than those 
made fi’om other materials. 

S P 0 RTS 

Marlnov~ch Breaks Family Mold 

Mikhail Marinovich was groomed from infancy to be a football player, jnst like his half brother, 
Todd, but he chose Syracuse, not U.S.C. ’]?he two teams meet Saturday. 

LS.U 19, MISSISSIPPI STATE 6 

No Straiager to Suspens% L,S,U, Outduels Mississippi State 

No. 3 L.S.U.’s victory at No. 25 Mississippi State played out in a familiar mosaic of sputtering 
offense, burnt timeouts and critical penalties. 

H~lls Al+ve V~Sth So~md of Huck|eberr[es 

In 1994, with major leaguers on strike, stone aging Yankees players and retired major leaguers 
played an exhibition in Austria. Video of the trip was not available until recently. 



ARTS 

ARTSBEAT BLOG 

The TV 3Natch: An ~A~ for Effort on Emmy N~ght 

In the spi~t of rewarding the effort exerted in the pm’suit of good television, the c~tic Alessandra 

Stanley picks her favorites to win Emmy Awards on Sunday night. 

ART REVIEW 

Unfl~rHng a Life of Creatlve Ex~beranee 

"De Kooning: A Retrospectives" opening on Sunday at the Museum of Modern Art, pays long overdue 

attention to this Abstract Expressionist artist, and pays in full. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Shmdng It AH in Toronto 

The Toronto film festival has the latest technology and a wide range of films. 

Mote Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIB~/]’DRIVE’ 

F~sten ~’m~r Seat Belt~ th~ Che~ I~ TaMng OfT 

"Drive," directed by Nicolas Winding Refn, is about an unnamed virtuoso driver, played by Ryan 

Gosling, and his Chevy Impala getaway car. 

MOMIE REVIEW ] ’STRAW DOGS’ 

~:::.. .::. : 

Rod gufie’s remake of Sam Peckinpah’s "Straw Dogs" moves the stmT from England to Mississippi. 

MOVIE REVIB~/]’RESTLESS’ 

She’s Dying Graceft~iy, ~’~d it’s ~lllng I-Ih~ 

Gus Van Sant’s "Restless" stars Mia Wasikowska as a saintly dying girl spending her last days with a 

depressing, angry young man. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

B~partlsanshlp of the ~Nrong Kind 
It’s not just Republicans who are opposing President Obama’s jobs program. Americans need 

Democrats to step up now. 

EDITORIAL 

Stand or Fall Togetlmr 

To save the euro, Europe’s leaders need to put up more cash and let go of old ideas. 

EDITORIAL 

~ anderi~g to the Lhm Lobby 

New Florida legislation to ban all local government gun control laws should raise a question for 

voters: Did we elect legislators to protect the gun lobby or to represent Floridians? 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Maldng Tyra nts Do Thne 

Human rights prosecutions lead to more just societies over time. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~’ee to !Die 

Compassion is out of fashion among the G.O.P.’s base. 



~ 
Page I Blog I ..... 

Columnist 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The P~anning Fallacy 
i.::,, L AVii." 

The historical pattern of financial crises has been nniversally acknowledged and nniversally 

ignored. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 16, 1974, President Ford annonnced a conditional amnesty program for Vietnam War 

deserters and draft ewlders. 
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APCG Newsletter 

APCG Newsletter 27.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached our newsletter 

Best, 

Mike 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email unc.edu. 
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Saturday, September 17, 2011 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
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Today’s Headlines 
September 17, 2011 
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World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I ..O..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

TOP NEWS 

Palestinians Set Bid for U.N. 
Seat, Clashing With U.S. 
By ETHAN BRONNER and ISABEL 
KERSHNER 

The Palestinian president, Mahmoud 
Abbas, said he would seek membership 
for a state of Palestine from the United 
Nations Security Comaeil next week. 

’- Video: Palestinian Statehood Vote 

Advice on Debt? Europe 
Suggests U.S. Can Keep It 
By STEPHEN CASTLE and LOUISE STORY 

Treasury Secretary Timothy F. Geithner 
warned that failure to act could leave the 
fate of Europe to outsiders. 

" Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt 

Crisis 

’: News Analysis: Will a Powerful Bank Act the 

Part? 

Support for Obama Slips; 
Unease on 2012 Candidates 
By JEFFZELENY and MEGAN THEE-BRENAN 

President Obama’s support is eroding among elements of lfis base, and Republicans have not coalesced 
around a emadidate, a NewYork Times/CBS News poll found. 

" Documents: Full Results 

, How the Poll Was Conducted 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We need a state, a seat at the United Nations." 
MAHMOUD ABBAS, the Palestinian president. 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
South Side 
Odyssey 



The University of Chicago’s football 
team has had a complicated history. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
THREAD 
Let’s Talk About 

Death 
By PETER CATAPANO 

A lot of time was spent 
this week discussing whom it was O.K. 
to kill - or perhaps just let die. Plan your trip to Panama 

ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

The best of Brazil 

Explore Ecuador 

nytitnes, com 

WORLD 

Libya Counts More Martyrs Than Bodies 
By ROD NORDLAND 

The death toll from the Libyan uprising has become a politically delicate issue, with some new government 
officials refusing to release hard statistics on casualties. 

~ U.N. Takes Steps to Assist Libya’s Transitional Leaders 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
A Man of God and Technology, Trying to Steady Libya 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Aref Nayed, a Muslim theologian who has also run a technology company, is the Transitional National 
Council’s coordinator for the stabilization of Libya. 

After Generations of Making Do, Yemenis Take Their New Hardships in Stride 
By LAURA KASINOF 

Yemen’s deterioration would seem to have outpaced its political paralysis, but Yemenis have learned to fend 
for themselves for generations, and people adapt. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

2 Are Dead and Dozens Injured in Crash of Vintage Plane at Show 
By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS 

A World War II-era plane plmaged into the stmads at an air show, killing at least two people, injuring more 
than 5o spectators and leaving a scene strema with body parts. 

" Slide Show: Plane Crash in Reno 

Digital Age Drives Rally to Keep a Georgia Inmate From Execution 
By ElM SEVERSON 

As Troy Davis faces his fourth execution date, the machine attempting to save him has become so intense 
that it rivals campaigns in the most celebrated death row eases in recent history. 

o Expert’s Testimony on Race Led to Stay of Execution in Texas 

Obama Adviser Discusses Using Military on Terrorists 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

In a conference at Harvard, John O. Brennan sought to clarify the administration’s policies on 
eounterterrorism and the rule of law. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

U.A.W. Reaches Tentative Agreement With G.M. 



By NICK BUNKLEY 

The United Automobile Workers and General Motors said late Friday that they had reached a tentative 
agreement on a contract. 

DEALBOOK 
UBS Faces Questions on Oversight After a Trader Lost $2 Billion 
By SUSANNE CRAIG, BEN PROTESS and MATTHEW SALTMARSH 

British regulators want to know why the Swiss bank failed to detect the huge losses that a trader was piling 
up. 

A Dash of Cold Water 
By ANDREW MARTIN and ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

The modest sales of cold-water laundry detergents suggest that skeptical consmners are more concela~ed 
about getting the clothes clean than being green. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Where Football and Higher Education Do Mix 
By BARRY BEARAK 

Football at academically rigorous University of Chicago, which was abandoned from 1939 to 1969 for being 
an "infenaal nuisance," is thriving again, in its own measured terms. 

" Slide Show: South Side Odyssey 

The Quad: Games to Watch on Saturday 

Syracuse and Pitt in Talks With A.C.C. 
By PETE THAMEL 

The discussions show how the creeping trend toward 16-team super conferences - which has concen~ed so 
many college athletics officials - appears to be inching closer to reality. 

. Amid Talk of Expansion, No. 1 Oklahoma Pulls Attention to Its Play 

Quick as a Cat, a Coach and His Message Find Fame on the Internet 
By JULIET MACUR 

A video of Coastal Carolina’s David Bennett explaining how his team needed to be more like "dawgs" has 
gone viral. 

-. ~ video: Coach David Bennett’s News Conference (YouTube.com) 

:. Quarterback’s Impressive Delivery Catches the Eye of Big Ten Coaches 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Drop of Opera in a Downpour of Pop 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Pmdrea Bocelli’s free Central Park concert brought out thousands, even with rain, for a pop-culture 
extravaganza that diminished the presence of the New York Plfilhannonie. 

AWORD WITH: MERRILL BROCKWAY 
’Dance in America’ for a New Generation 
By JULIE BLOOM 

Merrill Brockway discusses his decision to donate his archive of tapes from the "Dance in America" program 
to the National Dance Institute of New Mexico. 

Unusual Benefactor Finances Book Tour 
By JULIE BUSMAN 

Le)anah Gbowee, a relatively unknown author of a memoir, "Mighty Be Our Powers," describing her life as a 
peace activist in war-torn Liberia, has an unexpected sponsor for her book tour. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 



Suriname, South America’s Hidden Treasure 
By SIMON ROMERO 

A place out of time where Asia, Africa and the Netherlands meet, the languages dazzle and rivers lead to new 
frontiers. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

36 Hours in Quito, Ecuador 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

With its rich ctfltural traditions and an arclfitectural heritage that spans the centuries, Quito is more than 
just a stop on the way to the Gal~pagos. 

" ~ Slide Show I ~’~’~ Video: 36 Seconds in Quito 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
W’here the Bargains Are 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

If you’re looking for five-star service at three-star prices, consider Latin ~Mnerica for your next vacation. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Borderline Ridiculous 
The Republican presidential candidates get inmfigration wrong, supporting a sealed border rather than 
sensible reform. 

EDITORIAL 
Tehran’s Alnbitions 
A report from the International Atonfic Energy Agency expresses deep concern about Irma’s nuclear related 
activities. The U.S. mad its allies should push for tougher smactious. 

EDITORIAL 
Stay of Execution 
Dumae Buck’s execution was halted because race was a factor in Iris sentencing. His case is proof again that 
the death penalty is arbitrary mad diserinfinatory. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Learning From Hammarskjold 
By BRIAN URQUHART 

Dag Hmnmarskjold’s resolute international leaderslfip has never been equaled. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For Jobs, It’s War 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The United States is not poised to fight the global battles for good jobs. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Killing Jobs and Making Us Sick 
By JOE NOCERA 

The Republicans’ refusal to properly fund the new food safety law is an absurd example of politicians hurt 
the economy. 

’. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 17, 1862, Union forces hurled back a Confederate invasion of Marylmad in the Civil War battle of 

Pmtietam. With 23,1oo killed, wotmded or captured, it renmins the bloodiest day in U.S. nfilitary history. 
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TOP NEWS 

Palestinians Set Bid for U.N. 
Seat, Clashing With U.S. 
By ETHAN BRONNER and ISABEL 
KERSHNER 

The Palestinian president, Mahmoud 
Abbas, said he would seek membership 
for a state of Palestine from the United 
Nations Security Comaeil next week. 

’- Video: Palestinian Statehood Vote 

Advice on Debt? Europe 
Suggests U.S. Can Keep It 
By STEPHEN CASTLE and LOUISE STORY 

Treasury Secretary Timothy F. Geithner 
warned that failure to act could leave the 
fate of Europe to outsiders. 

" Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt 

Crisis 

’: News Analysis: Will a Powerful Bank Act the 

Part? 

U.A.W. Reaches Tentative 
Agreement With G.M. 
By NICK BUNKLEY 

The United Automobile Workers and General Motors said late Friday that they had reached a tentative 
agreement on a contract. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We need a state, a seat at the United Nations." 
MAHMOUD ABBAS, the Palestinian president. 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
South Side 
Odyssey 
The University of 
Chicago’s football team 
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THREAD 
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Death 
By PETER CATAPANO 

A lot of time was spent 
this week discussing whom it was O.K. 
to kill - or perhaps just let die. 
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WORLD 

Libya Counts More Martyrs Than Bodies 
By ROD NORDLAND 

The death toll from the Libyan uprising has become a politically delicate issue, with some new government 
officials refusing to release hard statistics on casualties. 

~ U.N. Takes Steps to Assist Libya’s Transitional Leaders 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
A Man of God and Technology, Trying to Steady Libya 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Aref Nayed, a Muslim theologian who has also run a technology company, is the Transitional National 
Council’s coordinator for the stabilization of Libya. 

After Generations of Making Do, Yemenis Take Their New Hardships in Stride 
By LAURA KASINOF 

Yemen’s deterioration would seem to have outpaced its political paralysis, but Yemenis have learned to fend 
for themselves for generations, and people adapt. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

3 Are Dead and Dozens Injured in Crash of Vintage Plane at Show 
By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS 

A World War II-era plane pltmged into the stmads at an air show, killing at least two people, injuring more 
than 5o spectators and leaving a scene strema with body parts. 

" Slide Show: Plane Crash in Reno 

On Day Devoted to Constitution, a Fight Over It 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

The struggle over Constitution Day is yet another proxy in the fight over the proper role of govenunent. 

¯ . A Circuitous Route to a Celebration 

Digital Age Drives Rally to Keep a Georgia Inmate From Execution 
By ElM SEVERSON 

As Troy Davis faces his fourth execution date, the machine attempting to save lfim has become so intense 
that it rivals campaigns in the most celebrated death row eases in recent history. 

-’ Expert’s Testimony on Race Led to Stay of Execution in Texas 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Columbia Professor Is Linked to Insider Trading Case 



By DUFF WILSON 

Dr. Andrew S. Bomback, a kichaey expert, gave tmpublished information to a hedge fund, prompting 
Massachusetts to regulate interactions between experts and traders. 

DEALBOOK 
UBS Faces Questions on Oversight After a Trader Lost $2 Billion 
By SUSANNE CRAIG, BEN PROTESS and MATTHEW SALTMARSH 

British regulators want to know why the Swiss bank failed to detect the huge losses that a trader was piling 
up. 

A Dash of Cold Water 
By ANDREW MARTIN and ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

The modest sales of cold-water laundry detergents suggest that skeptical consmners are more concela~ed 
about getting the clothes clean than being green. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Where Football and Higher Education Do Mix 
By BARRY BEARAK 

Football at academically rigorous University of Chicago, which was abandoned from 1939 to 1969 for being 
an "infenaal nuisance," is thriving again, in its own measured terms. 

" Slide Show: South Side Odyssey 

The Quad: Games to Watch on Saturday 

Syracuse and Pitt in Talks With A.C.C. 
By PETE THAMEL 

The discussions show how the creeping trend toward 16-team super conferences - which has concen~ed so 
many college athletics officials - appears to be inching closer to reality. 

. Amid Talk of Expansion, No. 1 Oklahoma Pulls Attention to Its Play 

Quick as a Cat, a Coach and His Message Find Fame on the Internet 
By JULIET MACUR 

A video of Coastal Carolina’s David Bennett explaining how his team needed to be more like "dawgs" has 
gone viral. 

-. ~ video: Coach David Bennett’s News Conference (YouTube.com) 

:. Quarterback’s Impressive Delivery Catches the Eye of Big Ten Coaches 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Drop of Opera in a Downpour of Pop 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Pmdrea Bocelli’s free Central Park concert brought out thousands, even with rain, for a pop-culture 
extravaganza that diminished the presence of the New York Plfilhannonie. 

AWORD WITH: MERRILL BROCKWAY 
’Dance in America’ for a New Generation 
By JULIE BLOOM 

Merrill Brockway discusses his decision to donate his archive of tapes from the "Dance in America" program 
to the National Dance Institute of New Mexico. 

Unusual Benefactor Finances Book Tour 
By JULIE BUSMAN 

Le)anah Gbowee, a relatively unknown author of a memoir, "Mighty Be Our Powers," describing her life as a 
peace activist in war-torn Liberia, has an unexpected sponsor for her book tour. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 



Suriname, South America’s Hidden Treasure 
By SIMON ROMERO 

A place out of time where Asia, Africa and the Netherlands meet, the languages dazzle and rivers lead to new 
frontiers. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

36 Hours in Quito, Ecuador 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

With its rich ctfltural traditions and an arclfitectural heritage that spans the centuries, Quito is more than 
just a stop on the way to the Gal~pagos. 

" ~ Slide Show I ~’~’~ Video: 36 Seconds in Quito 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
W’here the Bargains Are 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

If you’re looking for five-star service at three-star prices, consider Latin ~Mnerica for your next vacation. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Borderline Ridiculous 
The Republican presidential candidates get inmfigration wrong, supporting a sealed border rather than 
sensible reform. 

EDITORIAL 
Tehran’s Alnbitions 
A report from the International Atonfic Energy Agency expresses deep concern about Irma’s nuclear related 
activities. The U.S. mad its allies should push for tougher smactious. 

EDITORIAL 
Stay of Execution 
Dumae Buck’s execution was halted because race was a factor in Iris sentencing. His case is proof again that 
the death penalty is arbitrary mad diserinfinatory. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Learning From Hammarskjold 
By BRIAN URQUHART 

Dag Hmnmarskjold’s resolute international leaderslfip has never been equaled. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For Jobs, It’s War 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The United States is not poised to fight the global battles for good jobs. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Killing Jobs and Making Us Sick 
By JOE NOCERA 

The Republicans’ refusal to properly fund the new food safety law is an absurd example of politicians hurt 
the economy. 

’. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 17, 1862, Union forces hurled back a Confederate invasion of Marylmad in the Civil War battle of 

Pmtietam. With 23,1oo killed, wotmded or captured, it renmins the bloodiest day in U.S. nfilitary history. 
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To: 
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The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <infe@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 10:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

MA in International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin and Dubrovnik, [ram October 1 lth, 2011) 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
On behalf of the Institute fer Cultural Diplomacy, ] am writing to bring to your attention our new Masters Program in Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations. W~ are 

currently accepting applications for enrollments to the Fall Semester 2011 in Berlin, and would be grateful if you couM share this announcement by fo~arding the information 
below 1o anyone you think may be interested in apply#N. 

The ~nstitute for Cultural Diplomacy, in Cooperation with Dubrovn~k ~nternadonal University 

(,Berlin and DubrovNk, Octeber 11th. 2011) 

(~Jcd-master~rogram~oL~); A~Nication Form> 
On behalf o~ the #~st~tu~e for Cultura~ Diplomacy I wouM ~ike ~o thank you in advance for you~ cooperation in sharing the news of our pmg~am. ~ you have any ~u~her questions 
regarding the MA program or our institution, please do not hesitate to contast us at: info@cultumMiplomacy.org 
W~th warm regards and gratitude, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for CuRura~ Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3~d F~oor/Hochhaus) 

Ku#arstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 0049.(0)302360-76811 
www.culturaldiplomacy.or9 
info~culturaldiplomacy.or~ 

......... Please fo~a~ the announcement found ~low ...... Thank you .......... 

The institute for Cultural Diplomacy #~ Cooperation with Dubrow~ik Inter~ational U~#versi~ 

(Bedin and DubrovNk, Octobe~ 11th, 2011) 

6~Jcd-masterprogram.or~) Application Form> 
The Institute for Cultural D~plomacy and Dubrovn~k International University (D~U) are pleased to announce the graduate Master of A~s p~ogmm in International Relations and 
Cultural D~plomacy. Offered by D~U ~n padne~sNp with the ICD, the program will combine the tradNonal academic components o~ ~ntema~ional relations 
the ~o~e of soft power and culturN d~plomacy ~n contemporary gbba~ affairs. 
Tl~e Degree 
WM~e the study of polNca~ science has been a cherished tradition of academia, the developments outlined above demand the ~denfificatioa of eafire~y new theories and 
models. An unde~tanding of the chN~enges faced by the contempora~, wodd requkes an interdisc~plina~, approach; h~ternational Re~at~ons and DiNomacy should not be 
understood any as disciplines of PolNca~ Science or Political Theory, but Nso be ~nterpreted from the perspective of ml and culture, economics, ~aw, and other soc~al 
sciences, 
Further information about the program curriculum is ~ound under: [)~Ri[[~t:_£#J~#_[#_[#j#]£E~#_£g_:9£gZ#_£#_~AE~glcontenVadicledmaincd/MA Cultural 
The Online Degree 
In order to provide access to this MA degree to those applicants who are not aMe to trave~ to Bedin and Dubrovn~k for the MA degree (such as professionals or diplomats w~th 
full time jobs) we have developed an online ve~ion of the MA h~ ~ntemafional Relations and Cultural Diplomacy. This degree would follow the same structure and curriculum 
the on-Mte Masters Degree offered through the two institutions; howeve~ would be completely adm#~istered online and ogered to those who couM not phys~cNly come to Berlin 
or Dubrovnik. This program, ~ke the on-s~te program, w~ be facilitated in English. For more ~nfermation about this on~ne degree, p~ease contaot us 

academy@culturaldiplomacy.or~ 
Admiss#o~s 
DIU and the ICD do not consider any one e~ement of an application e~clusively. Rather, our admissions panel considers academic acMevement as we~l as personal qualNes 
such as alrength of character, motivation and the ability and willingness to take on new academic challenges. Additional factors, such as essays, letters of recommendation, 
and ~ntepAews are Nso a vital pa~ of the admissions process. Our ahn is to attract students from a variety of backgrounds and countries that w~ll foster a unique and diveme 
learNng env#onment. 
Further information ~s feund under: 

http://~.cuffuraldiplomacy.or~/academy/index.php?en ma admisMons 
For further information please contact us under 

~.cu~t u rald~plomacy.or~ 
The ~nstitute for Cultural D~plomacy ~s an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental orgaNzation with headqua~e~ ~n Bedin, Germany. The goal of the ICD ~s to promote 
g~oba~ peace and staM~ty by strengtheNng and supposing intercultural relations at a~ levels. Over the past decade the ~CD has grown to become one of Europe’s ~argest 
independent cultural exchange o~ganizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among individuals of a~ cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
acress the wodd. 
Please address any add~fiona~ queries to academy@culturaldi#omacy.or~ 
W~th warm regards and gratitude, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd FbodHochhaus) 
Kurfarstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-i0719 

Phone: 0049.(0)30 2360-7650 
Fax: 00.49 (0)30.2360-76811 
www.culturald 
info@culturaldiplornacg or9 
Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - cHck here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - ¢~i¢k here 
Become a member of the ~CD and he~p create a str~9 Cu~tm’a~ D~p~macy community- click here 
This e--mail contair~s p[iviJeged and confidentiai information k]tended only 

fo[ the use of the individual or enti~ named above if the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that shy 
review, dissemina[ion, copying or forwardk]g of this e-mail is str~c[iy 
prohibited, if you have received this e-mail in er[or, please repiy to the 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Tax Plan V~:onld ~%sk 
More ~f MiHionalres 

President Obama will seek a new 

minimum tax rate to ensure that 

people making more than $~ million 

a year pay at least the same 

percentage of their earnings as 

middle4neome taxpayers, 

administration officials said. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

TmnuI~ of Arab Spr~ng 
Prornpts Worries in 

Washington is weighing new 

challenges and worst-case scenarios 

arising out of the Arab Spring. 

Antlst~c and See "ldng a Place ~n an Adult ~,~or~d 

Justin Canha, a young artist with autism, prepares for life as an independent adult through the 

help of a transition program. Links to special features inelmting short video conversations, his 

artwork and animation can be found throughout the article. 

~ Video: The Practice Round 

~ S~de Show: TraqMtiond~g to Adulthood with Autism 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

Praet~ce Ronnd 

A year with Justin 

Canha, a young man 

with autism who is part of an new 

transition program to ready him for 

an independent life as an adult. 

OPINION 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ten.an 

We have had several 
Texas presidents, but 
none so deeply, intensely Texas as Rick Perry would be. 



~ Columnist Page 

WORLD 

Falestlnlans See U.N. Bid as Theh" Most ~able Option 

Nabil Shaath, a senior Palestiuian official, said the decision to apply for membership was the most 

viable of the only options possible. 

Health Officials at Risk as Indla*s Graft Thl’ives 

The health infrastructure of Uttar Pradesh, India’s most populous state, is abysmal and plagued by 

corruption and a lack of oversight by the central government. 

Auti-Qaddafi Forces Capture, Then Lose~ Last Redoubts 

Attacks by former rebels in Bani Walid and Surt often begin with bravado and bluster, and end 

with a disorderly and sometinles humiliating retreat. 

SpectatoR*s’ Deaths Highlight Risks of 

In RenD, Nev., the National Transportation Safety Board hopes to determine what eansed a vintage 

plane to crash, killing at least nine people and maiming dozens. 

~ Photographs 

A Molher’s VCar on Ge~°rns al Fast-Food Pla}4ands 

Swab samples collected by Erin M. Carr~Jordan leon1 dozens of restaurant playgrounds have 

revealed the widespread presence of an array of pathogens. 

Chlcago*s Mayo~° Challenges Teachers Union 

Mayor Rahm Emanuel has encouraged teachers to buck their own union by offering bonuses to 

work longer hours. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

The Gnggenheim Connection 

As painted by the authm’ities, a case involving people accused of posing as representatives of the 

Guggenheim family is a tabloid monument to financial fakery. 

Oene~’al Motor’s Is Said to Offe~. Bonuses and Reopened Plant 

The United Auto Workers union also presmwed health care and pensions and improved profit- 

sharing for roughly 48,ooo members who work at G.M. 

Meetings on European Debt Crisis End in Debate, but Little Progress 

European offieials ended a two-day meeting in Poland without making any substantial deeisions on 

~e status of a proposed second rmmd of aid to Greece. 

~ 
S~ide Show: A~ Across Europe, a Long Summer of Discontent 

~ 
Interactive Feature: 1racking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

~ 
Adwce on Debt? Europe Suggests U.S. Can Keep It 

~ 
Greek PM Cancels U.S [rip as Debt Crisis Deepens 

S P 0 RTS 

OKLAHOMA 23, FLORIDA STATE 13 

Ok|ahoma Fends Off Ambitious Florida State 

Kenny Stills caught a 375ard touchdown pass to break a tie for top-ranked Oklahoma midway 
through the fourth quarter. 

MIAMI 24, OHIO STATE 6 



El~glb~l]ty All &aide, Hnrrlcanes Pre~’MI 

Two storied programs in trouble played a slog of a game that pointed out how far they have fallen. 

Mayweather Takes a Head Butt, Theu Takes Out Orris, in the Fourth Round 

After taking a headbutt from opponent Victor Ortiz, Floyd Mayweather Jr. landed a devastating 
right, knocking Ortiz to the canvas, where he would remain for several minutes. 

o Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

The Bouuty of Solit~de 

"Metals," Leslie Feist’s album that is to be released Oct. 4, ignores all the glossy, computerized, 
impersonal pop of the 21st century. It’s made for intimacy, not for mass-market broadcast. 

Tl~e Nar~e Might Escape, No[ 

The faces, bodies and performances of character actors can linger in your memory even if yo[1 can’t 
quite recall their names. 

1Iris season is bounteous with familiar characters from other chapters of dramatic literature, who 
were last seen in the vicinity only a decade or so ago and are being given fresh life by new 
interpreters. 

o More A~s News 

MAGAZINE 

~rl~at if the Secret to St~ccess Is FMlnre? 

Why our children’s success - and happiness - may depend less on perfect performance than on 
learning how to deal with failure. 

Nly Fam~Iy’s Experiment in Extreme Scl~oo~iug 

What happens when you take three American kids and throw them in a classroom 5,ooo miles 
from home where they can’t speak the language? 

Can Antlocl~ College Return From the Dead AgMn? 

Next month’s rebirth of the most liberal o[ liberal arts colleges comes at an nnsettled moment in 
higher education. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Leadership Cr~sls 
Americans don’t know how much they agree with the president. It is up Mr. Obama to show them. 

EDITORIAL 

Go~,er~or I? erry s Vacci~e TriI~ ulatlons 

Gov. Rick Perry’s ties to Merck should raise questions, but he made the right public health choice 

when he issued an executive order to vaccinate young girls against strains of HPV. 

EDITORIAL 

Runaway Speudlug ou V~ar Coutractors 
A report by a Congressional study commission cites a host of problems with private war contractors 
win’king in Iraq and Afghanistan. Washington should heed its warnings. 

More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e ~td’ltliction of Comfort 

If you think the American government has problems, take a look at Italy. 



~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Egghead and B|ockl~eads 

Why do Republicans want to be the Stupid Party? 

~ Golumnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

IsPad: Ad~-ift at Sea A|one 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s strategy doesn’t give America anything to work with. 

~ Columnist Page 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 18, 1947, the National Security Act, which unified the Army, Navy and newly formed 

.~r Force, went into effect. 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Plan to Cut Deficit 
Will Trim Spending by $3 
Trillion 
By HELENE COOPER 

The plan is President Obama’s opening 
salvo in sweeping negotiations on deficit 
reduction to be taken up by a joint 
House-Senate eonmfittee over the next 
two months. 

". The Caucus: G.O.P. Voices Express 
Disapproval of Obama 

~’ The Caucus: Campaign Redux as Obama 
Pushes for Taxes on Rich 

, Fed Runs Risk of Doing Less Than Investors 
Expect 

Retiree Benefits for the 
Military Could Face Cuts 
By JAMES DAO and MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

A push in Congress to reduce the debt 
and the possibility that the Pentagon 

To investors who want to 
iretire comfo ably. 
~f you have a $iSO0i00O :po~foI::io; 
download ~l~:e guide, by Forbes cotum:n, ist 

: :. and mon W manager Ken F~t~er ~ fim~ It ~ ........... 
ca::lled =Thel 5@i n u~te Reti*ement Plan:~ 
EVenff yo~u ~have somethir~g: etse ir~ p~ace 
r~#~h~ ~o~; R s#l~ makes sense t~ r~qu.est 
yo~ur guide! 

nfight have to begin trinmfing core programs have suddenly made retiree benefits vuhaerable. 
" ~’~ The Cost of Military Pensions 

Protesters Shot, Starting Battle in Yemen Capital 
By LAURA KASINOF 

Pm attack by security forces set offbattles between army defectors and forces loyal to the government in the 
capital’s worst day of violence since March. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’ve got to put everything on the table." 

LEON E. PANETTA, Secretary of Defense, acknowledging that he was looking at proposals to rein in 

nfilitary pension costs. 

ARTS 



the Red Carpet at the Emmys 
The 63rd Primetime Emmy Awards 
were held Sunday night in Los Mageles. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Little Inflation Can Be a 
Dangerous Thing 
By PAUL A. VOLCKER 

If in desperation we turn to deliberately 
seeking inflation to solve real problems 
we would soon find that a little inflation 
doesn’t work. Then the instinct will be to 
do more and more. 

The men of Manchester United 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Really big bands 

A royal clan of surfer outlaws 
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WORLD 

China and India Making Inroads in Biotech Drugs 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

With the United Nations set to meet on the urgency of diseases, brand-nmne makers and the Obama 
achninistration are fighting potential sales of cheaper medicines to poorer countries. 

Turkey Predicts Alliance With Egypt as Regional Anchors 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Turkey’s foreign nfinister offered his vision of a new order for the Arab world, where the country’s former 
allies in Syria mad Israel fall into deeper isolation. 

Strauss-Kahn Concedes ’Error’ in Sexual Encounter With Maid 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and M~iA de la BAUME 

In Iris first interview since his May 14 arrest on charges of attempted rape, Donfinique Strauss-Kahn was 
maeomfortable, intermittently angry and sounded bitter. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Paint Creek, the Town Perry Left Behind 
By DEBORAH SONTAG 

The tight-knit and traditionally Democratic conmatmity of Paint Creek no longer wholeheartedly embraces 
Rick Perry, even as it anchors Iris origin story. 

Flight Data Recovered in Crash at Air Race 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

A memory card could reveal important details about conditions in the plane’s engine and other flight 
variables like velocity, altitude and location that caused the crash in Reno, Nev. 

," Spectators’ Deaths Highlight Risks of Popular Aerial Racing 

Responding Before a Call Is Needed 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Under a pilot program aimed at heading off 911 calls and trips to the hospital, some parmnedics visit 
chronically ill patients at their homes to cheek flaeir vital signs and medications. 

BUSINESS 

Scrutinizing Google’s Reign 
By STEVE LOHR and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Google’s slogan may be don’t be evil, but a growing chorus of antitrust regulators in the United States and 
Europe want to know if the company has lived up to that creed. 



Greeks Discuss Drastic Moves to Receive Aid 
By JACK EWING and NIKI KITSANTONIS 

Greek leaders struggled to agree to budget reductions that wotfld satisfy foreign lenders’ demands even as 
they tried to stave off mounting resistance to those cuts at home. 

Fed Runs Risk of Doing Less Than Investors Expect 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The Federal Reserve is trader pressure from investors to act to encourage growth mad from Republican 
presidential candidates and others to refrain from acting. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A British Soccer Team? What’s That? Say Scots, Welsh and Irish 
By JERI~ LONGMAN and SARAH LYALL 

Britain’s soccer team at the Ol3anpics may be composed largely, or even entirely, of English players, as 
Scotland, Wales and Northeru Ireland have refused to sanction the idea of a national reran. 

JETS 32, JAGUARS 3 
Dominant Defense Propels Jets Over Jaguars 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Jets harassed Jaguars quarterback Luke McCown into four interceptions in a 32-3 victory. 
" Game Summary I Play-by-Play 

~ Slide Show: Jets Replay: Sept. 18 

, The Fifth Down: Can Jets’ Defense Keep This Up? 

, N.F.L. Roundup: Atlanta Rallies, Knocking Out Vick in His Return 

PATRIOTS 35, CHARGERS 21 
Brady and Patriots Make the Most of the Chargers’ Mistakes 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

As the Chargers stumbled to m~other loss, the Patriots looked strong and well rotmded, with an offense and 
defense that have complemented each other to force opponents to wither. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

’Modern Family’ Takes Home Five Emmys 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The Emmy Awards telecast on Sunday night ended the same way it did last year, with "Modern Fanfily" and 
"Mad Men" being named the best comedy and drmna, respectively, on television. 

THE TV WATCH 
Veiled Apologies and Few Surprises 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

At the Emmy Awards on Sunday night, it was a night that was streanflined to avoid controversy or criticism. 
:’ Slide Shows: ~,~’~ Winners I ~--;’~ Red Carpet 

’. Nominees and Winners I More Coverage in ArtsBeat 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
New Crop of Sitcom Women Can Dish It Like the Big Boys 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Three new sitcoms - "2 Broke Girls," "New Girl" and "Wlfitney" - deliver humor in the tradition of Roseanne 
Barr, Tina Fey mad Traeey Ulhnan. 

:. Six Actresses Not in Need of TV Work 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

In E-Books, Publishers Have Rivals: News Sites 
By JULIE BUSMAN and JEREMYW. PETERS 



Swiftly and at little cost, newspapers, magazines and sites like The Huffington Post are publishing their oua~ 
version of e-books. 

As an MSNBC Host, Sharpton Is a Hybrid Like No Other 
By ALAN FEUER 

In lfis 6 p.m. news show on MSNBC, A1 Sharpton will be both a maker and a deliverer of the news. 

A Channel Woos the Man With Spare Cash for Toys 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Velocity, the cable channel replacing Discovery’s low-rated HD Theater channel, believes men nmking 
$15o,ooo or more are m~derserved in today’s television landscape. 

¯ More Media & Advertising. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Packing Heat Everywhere 
?m outrageous proposal in Congress takes aim at state laws fl~at linfit the carrying of concealed weapons. 
President Obama should threaten to veto tlfis measure. 

EDITORIAL 
No Room for Tolerance 
A New Jersey town’s decision to block a proposal to btfild a mosque raises questions of religious bias. 

EDITORIAL 
An Open Court 
The Reporters Conmfittee for Freedom of the Press rightly urges fl~e Supreme Court to allow public access to 
all court documents, unless it is necessary to seal them. 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Fill in the Blanks 
By BILL KELLER 

Why does Obama let lfis critics define him? 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Bleeding Cure 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Austerity is inflicting vast pain now, mad killing our future, too. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How to Stop the Drop in Verbal Scores 
By E. D. HIRSCH Jr. 

A decline in reading and writing scores on the SAT demonstrate that current reform strategies focused on 
testing and improving teacher quality are not enough. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 19, 1881, the 2oth president of the United States, James A. Garfield, died of wounds inflicted by an 

assassin. 

¯ See This Front Pa_o~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 19 Sept: CCS events, pha~si Secrecy Bill, putrid Pretoria politics, climate, economic mess, Zim tria], US activists, WaJlerstein, 

Afi’ica fl~ling, Angola, Lesotho 

Hallowes booklaunch.jpg; Clilnate debate between Joseph Green and Tord Bjork.docx; Kati, Tresor m~d a 350 org Durban i:actory.jpg; CT 

Seciecy Bill protest 17 Sept.jpg; Right2Know vigil 16 Sept 2011 .jpg; Climate 19 Sept.doc 

* Lots and lots going on in CCS ol!5ces and just below us in LI -L3 this 
week and weekend: 
- CCS’s Executive Committee is meeting tomorrow morning; 
- from Wed-Fri the A[DC ’People’s Dialogue’ is at Anstey’s Beach (with 
fabulous visitors from across the world), but then arr~ving at UKZN 
Memorial Tower Building at 1:30pm on Friday (programme and invitation 
belo~v); 
- on Thurs-Fri the national meeting of C]imate Justice Now! South Africa 
will be in the CCS seminar room (all welcome if you support C J); 
- on Friday after 2pm through Sunday lunchtime, the beginning of a broad 
national consultation called by the Democratic Left Front will take 
place at UKZN (all welcome, L3), and CCS will host a showing of John 
Pilger’s latest film on media with Right2Know in the MTB courtyard that 
evemng; 
- on Saturday, the new alliance of Durban’s poor and working-class 
flat-dwellers (see report below by Des) will meet and on Saturday 
afternoon combine with the other meeting for a plenary session; and 
- on Saturday there’s also the "100,000 poets for change" session at the 
Green Hub near Blue Lagood, sponsored by the Centre for Creative Alts. 

* More about these latter events is coming and stay tuned at 
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za ... So with all this, I’ll hold the next batch of 
detailed seminar news (Trevor Ngwane on social protest on 30/9, Fidelis 
Allen on Niger Delta eco-social activism on 11/10 and Shailja Patel on 
Kenya violence and the International Criminal Court on 18/10) ur~til next 
week. But attached is the announcement of the Wolpe Lecture with Jol~m 
Saul and Trcvor, and there’ll also be news about the Million Climate 
Jobs campaign coming up next week, so stay tuned. And other visits and 
seruinars by Chris Tilly, Marie Kenne@ and Peter Waterman are also being 
scheduled for early October. 

* What excellent springtime socio-political sensibilities are on display 
in Durban[ Last Friday’s Right2Know protest against the Secrecy Act at 
the Zttma ruansion "King’s House" had a good vibe, still with the 15 
people under the Gatherings Act limit (see pic attached), and we’ll be 
doing a vigil there again tonight after David Hallowes’ "Toxic Futures" 
bookla~ch at Ike’s Books (a great UKZN Press publication so do join us 

see advert attached). As Nurusa has just reported in a crit of the 
Secrecy Bill, the four key problems are: it does not include a public 
defense ovemde; it does not sufficiently protect whistle-blowers; it 
does not define national security- narrowly enough; it could throw a veil 
of secrecy- over corruption. Apparently- there is chaos in ANC 
parliamentary ranks ~vith a more enlightened faction from progressive and 
liberal traditions lined up against what some might call the party’s 
dogmatic nationalists and Stalinists. But probably the embarrassment 
a ssociated with so man?- revelations as documented below- - will prove 
the decisive factor, as Rounie Kasrils explained the political process 
Last Thursday’s CCA seminar got good local press coverage (below) And 
strong march ~vas held in CT on Saturday - 
https:/ipicasaweb.google.cona/116528296092082507937/Ri~ht2KnowMarchSeptember 172011 # 
- and there’s more about the Right2Know activism below. 

* Self-inflicted embarrassment is heaping high on our leaders The last 
few days of news stories provide a foretaste of weird and wonderful 
world climate surmnit hosting politics starting in about ten weeks. 
Usually the zaniness is at the municipal scale (and yeah, the salaries 
of SutcliflE and others are revealed in an article), but belo~v, find 
reports on national figures: 
- First ~ve have the pathetic statement from Pretoria regarding Earthlife 
Africa’s charges that with Eskom sitting on the COP17 negotiations team, 
SA’s delegation will sabotage the emissions cuts required to save the 
planet, which is pertEctly obvious and borne out by past experience, 
especially in Copenhagen. 
- Then we have the minister ~vho will chair the COP, Maite 
Nkoana-Mashabane, playing an amamng game with her handbag in Oslo last 
week, costing SA $30,000 - not to mention the CO2 - by hiring a private 
flight so as to avoid the metal detectors 
- Then there’s SA president Jacob Zuma, who was just forced to appoint a 
commission of inquiry into arms deal corruption, in which he is 
blatantly implicated. The ruling party is split because of the rise of a 
conservative nationalist populism epitomized by Julius Malema but which 
draws upon the anger of widespread socio-economic j ustice, and still 
riven with corruption, as the arms deal revelations will continue to show 
- Then we have the police chief making threatening statements about 
repressing social protests. 



- Then we have the intelligence chief- whose wife was convicted of drug 
smuggling - engaging with his three top officials in another round of 
spy-versus-spy, for which SA is already so well known 
- Then there’s the President’s nephew, Khulubuse, engaged in massive 
ecodestruction in the Johannesburg region via the Aurora mining house he 
helped bring down, and the President’s two delegations of wives at this 
week’s UN Summit in New" York where Zuma co-chairs a UN cowanission on 
sustainability of all things. 

* Cliruate advocacy will step up this weekend when all these events 
converge especially if sorne of the social events work, including fihns 
and "Moving Planet" work on 24,’9, along with the 350.org global team. On 
Saturday the CCS seminar room became a vibrant factory producing lovely 
homemade teeshirts and headbands and one generation-justice climate 
activist in the rnaking (wee Kati pic). The cliruate news attached 
(climate 19 sept.doc) begins with these amazing Metalworkers who have a 
new set of demands for publicly owned and corumunity controlled renewable 
energy. Then there’s GAIA’s call for Trevor Manuel to turn offthe 
funding tap to incinerators and landfill methane a topic near and dear 
to our heart given Sajida Khan’s anti-Bisasar campaign. Of course Durban 
is already highlighting this Clean Development Mechanism as a success, 
give their disdain for the critique of envirol~ental racism Sajida 
developed there. And because the last mayor has his finger in the 
s o-called waste-energy" incineration pie there. Thembelihle comrades are 
combining climate with the struggle for electricity with the campaign 
against xenophobia so iruportant given climate refugee inflows and 
Trcvur Ngwane will be repotting on this to us next Friday, but what a 
great Saturday they- have planned there. Mandi Smallhorne’s report on 
adaptation is helpful. There are renewed threats of cheap electricity to 
Mbeki cronies and a sruelter at Coega, argh. There are reports on the 
cotffusing character of the Big Solar industry, with big problerns with 
financial rnodels and courageous Chinese anti-pollution activists. 
There’s also news on the fight against the World Bap2; within the Green 
Climate Fund, with lots of organizations putting out a call for a Day of 
Action in early December. A superb chronology of climate injustice 
politics has been recorded by Koni Benson of ILRIG, our CT sister 
institute that early- next month will hold a ma~or 
Globalization/Enviromnent school. And ActionAid has some great new 
research out about why soil carbon markets in Africa are another bogus 
False Solution. Finally, the idea that natural gas is somehow- less a 
pollutant than coal or oil is disproved in the case of licacking shale 
gas, and an equally dangerous idea Carbon Capture and Storage (with 
unfortunate acronym) is also debunked in the attached file. And 
another file has a heavy debate on class and radical environmental 
politics in the CJ and mainstream enviro movements, by Joseph Green and 
Tord ~iork. 

* The economy is as stagnant as Moses Mabhida Stadium’s clientele, it 
seems (below-) Capital flight is worsening, even more jobs are being 
lost and yet the authorities are in status qua mode A top construction 
firm, Murray & Roberts ("Muggers & Robbers"), reveals the rot. \ly piece 
on the need to halt outflow of capital - 
http://triplecrisis cam/south-africa s-coming-fight-over-capital-fli~ht/#more-4059 
- is echoing around. More info on that topic next week. 

* Moving further afield, to Zimbabwe, there’s the trial - once "treason" 
now- "inciting public violence" - on of our aspirant student Hopewell 
Gumbo and five others; the wife of Munya Gwisai has an update below. 

* With IDes D’Sa speaking to a Grassroots Global Justice convenuon in 
North Carolina last Saturday (see below), I listened in to great 
rhetoric that suggests the US has a terrific movement in the making, bit 
by bit. Hopet’ully we see the GGJ delegation grow for Durban, they" 
certainly liked IDes’ rrn-adical invitation. 

* Immanuel Wallerstein just reviewed the sorry state of social 
democracy, below, and there’s a very fine article by Toby Moorsom trying 
to deromanticise - in comradely fashion - the ’Africa rising’ theme I 
often refer to in comparing sub-Saharan protests to North African 
democratic revolutions. And two more such protests have come to my 
attention, in Lesotho and Angoh. Go team! (where??) 

* CCS’s phihnthropy project released an interesting new report 
Chttp://ccs ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?5,57 ) by Anne Murenha and 
Siphamandla Chili on the limits of mutual aid m the case of Maphumulo 
in rural KZN: "the culture of helping and g~ving is declining for a 
variety of reasons. ’]’he conclusion that poor people are generally 
selfless and wifl put their individual concerns aside in order to 
satis[~y other people’s needs was not fully or unambiguously supported in 
this study." 

* I have a couple of talks in this maelstrom: at Anstey’s on Wednesday 
morning on climate-crisis capitalism; and at Wentworth civic hall with 
SDCEA on the climate link to soaring electricity prices on Wednesday at 
6:30pm. Also at the 100,000 poets I’ll steal Dennis Brutus’ "Gull" to 
rernember his contribution to our political-ecological consciousness. 
Join us! 

Patrick 
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Subject: People’s Dialogue 21 - 23 September 2011 
Date: Mon, 19 Sep2011 07:15:40+0200 
From: Brian Ashley- <brian@amandla.org.za> 
To: Mercia Andrews <mercia@tcoe.org.za>, Feroza Phillips 
<ferozaphillips@gmail.com>, Kh~mji <khunji@tcoe.org.za>, Patrick Bond 
<pbond@mail.ngo. za> 
CC: Fredson Guilengue <fguilengue@gmail.com>, mosesshaha@esaff.org, 
ezirmnpofu@gmail, corn, muni anu@rnfu, org, tendaimurisa @gmail. c om, 
boa.rr~onjane@grr~ail.com, Moema Miranda <moema@ibase.br>, Bobby Peek 
<bobby@grom~dwork.org.za>, carlos a torres <carlost.toronto@gmail.com>, 
Athish Kirun <copac2@icon.co.za>, Andrew Bermie <bem~ieand@gmail.com>, 
dorah@gendercc.net, rmisttTi@oxfam.org.uk, Kevin Roussel 
<kevinr@oxfam.org.au>, nacpil Lidy <lnacpil@gmail.corrl>, 
nancykachingwe@ahoo.co.uk, thabo@afra.org.za, Siviwe Madoda 
<sIvi~ve@tcoe.org.za>, Des D’sa <sdcea3@mail.ngo za>, Roy Chett5’ 
<roychetty@connect.co.za>, Ayanda Kota <ayandakota@webmail co.za>, Susan 
Rensburg <rensensusan@gmail corn>, Zama Timbela <timbelaz@gmail.com>, 

David Fig <davidfig@iafrica.com>, Muna Lakhani <muaaa@iafrica corn> 

Dear Comrades and Friends 

We are looking forward to your participation at the People’s Dialogue 
workshop taking place in Durban from Wednesday 21 to Friday 23 September 
2011. We will be hosted at the Ansteys Beach accommodation See below for 
details and for links to pics The ~veather is mild, sea water ~vama so it 
is a good idea to bring some light clothes a pullover or jacket and a 
swin~aing costume 

Please find attached the concept and progran~ae for the ~vorkshop It 
would be great if you can bring posters, banners, T shirts etc to share 
and display. Those traveling into Durban by air will be picked up by the 
shuttle and taken to our accommodation and the venue of the workshop 

Should you need an?- assistance or further information feel free to 
contact the following people 

Mercia Andrews mercia@tcoe.org za mobile # +27 82 3683429 

KhuNi khunji@tcoe.org za mobile �� 

Feroz~t Phillips ferozaphillips@gmail corn mobile # +27 836572312 

Patrick Bond pbond@mail.ngo.za mobile # +27 834251401 

Brian Ashley brian@amandla org.za mobile # + 27 823683429 

Confronting the climate crisis as part of the broader crisis of Civilisation 
Cop 17 and beyond: what is at stake? 

The People’s Dialogue a network of Southern African and Latin American 
organisations is hosting a strategy discussion with popular civil 
society organisations with the view of sharpening our strategic response 
to the climate crisis as part of an overall response to the deepening 
crisis of civilisation. 
Our starting point sees the financial crisis that broke out in 2008 as a 
symptom of a much wider crisis of the global system Not only does it 
represent a crisis of the neoliberal model but a deeper crisis of the 
over-productivist, endless-growth, financial-speculative model which 
puts humanity and the planet at great risk. In this regard we are 
confronted by a simple but stark really’, namely, that an economic 
system based on unlimited growth contradicts a limited planet. 

The Uinted Nations Conference on Sustainable Development, (launched at 
the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio De Janeiro), the United Nations [~’ramework 
Convention on Climate Change and a host of multilateral processes were 
established to arrest the global environmental crisis Almost twenty 
years on, hundreds of Summits and meetings later and thousands of pages 
of resolutions, declarations and protocols, the situation is worse. The 
UNFCCC’s Conference of the Parties and the discussions in preparation 
for Rio + 20 are in danger of a dramatic shift away from regulating and 
placing limits on the market. On the contrary, powerful transnational 
corporations and international business councils, increasingly 
over-represented in inter-state multilateral negotiations, press for the 
"marketisation" i.e. dramatic expansion of the commercialisation and 
corcarlodification of the natural environmental and life Sel~’ices. 
We are made to believe that the vets~ processes that have brought us to 
the crisis extreme marketisation - can somehow overcome the crisis. 

The state of negotiations in the build up to COP 17 and the Rio + 20 
Conferences suggest that the powerful countries that dominate and 
detem~ine the outcomes of tl-lese processes will fail to do the minimum to 
prevent the planet from rtmaway climate change and ecological disaster. 
They- are t~ning their backs against reaching and implementing a legally 
binding agreement of deep emission cuts and raising finances to 
facilitate mitigation and adaptation strategies of developing countries. 
If the Kyoto Protocol were to be buried at COP 17 which is quite 
likely what will be the fut~e of multilateralism’.’ 
In this context it is vital that we as popular movements begin to define 
a sharper and more realistic strategy" for dealing with the climate 
crisis and the broader crisis of civilisation. In this regard we have to 
examine various mobilisation, campaigning and resistance strategies for 
effective change. 
We are two minutes to midnight and the clock is ticking. 



The People’s Dialogue workshop provides movements with the opportunity, 
to deepen their understanding of the overall crisis of civilisation and 
the climate crisis more specifically. 

Participants will be able to gain a greater understanding of the state 
of play in relation to COP 17 and Rio Plus 20 negotiations. 

Participants will share their strategies towards addressing the climate 
crisis and the broader civilisation crisis and learn from each other on 
effective advocacy strategies that address the underlying po~ver relations. 

Draft Prograrrane 

Day 1 Wednesday 21 September 2011 
900- 1000 Welcome and introductions; 
Introducing the programme for the workshop 
10.00 12.00 The politics of climate change: from Copenhagen to 
Durban: ~aat is at stake at COP 17 Panel inputs: Patrick Bond Rashmi 

Mistri, Dorah Lebelo, 
12.00 13.30 Climate crisis as part of broader crisis of 
c~vilisation Carlos Torres, Moema Miranda, Brian 
13.00 14.30 Lunch 
14.30 15.30 Impact of the crisis and the popular response of our 
movements Commissions 
15.30 1600 Tea 
16.00 17.00 Reports and discussion 
17.00 1930 Toxic tour and Communi~" meeung 

Day 2 Thursday 22 September 2011 

8.30 930 Reflections on Day 1 

9-30 - 11.00 Green Economy, productivism, SMART agriculture and ~ts 

alternative: David Fig, Muna Lakhani, Marcela Olivera 

11.00 1130 Tea 

11.30 12.30 Resisting marketisation: what are our alternatives 

Cotmnissions 

12.30 14.00 Lunch 

14.00 1530 Building a people’s agenda: 

Cochabamba, (217, Brazilian Civil Society Facilitating Committee for the 

Rio k20; Presentations and plenary discussinn 

15.30 16.00 Tea 

16.00 17.30 Campaigns and popular initiauves to address climate 

and the broader c~vilisation crisis Inputs from movements 

Via Campesina, Climate Jobs, Rural Women’s Assembly, 

Day 3 Diday 23 September 2011 
8.30- 9.30 Reflections 
9.30 10.30 Developing a Road Map towards COP 17, Rio + 20 and 
beyond 
10.30 11.30 Developing a Road Map towards COP 17, Rio + 20 and 
beyond Commissions 
11.30 12.00 Reports and closure 
23 Sept 25 Sept International Strategy seminar University of KZN 
Dttrban 

FLAT DWELLERS 

........ Griginal Message ........ 
Sul~iect: UPDATE ON FLAMINGO COURT CASE 
Date: Fri, 16 Sep 2011 13:43:03 +0200 
From: DesmondD’Sa-SDCEACo-ordinator <sdcea3@mail.ngo.za> 

To: ’C’5~ril Mwandla’ <cyril.mwandla@diakonia.org.za>, ’Kudzai 
Taruona’ <kudzai.taruona@diakonia.org.za>, 
<zelda44@cellc.blackberu.com>, <taraara.fegen@gmail.cor~x>, ’Vee’ 
<vee@gibbsanddold.co.za>, <vanessa@ion.co.za>, 
<rarnhhadursingm@telkomsa.net>, <pbond@mail.ngo.za>, ’Bobby Peek’ 
<bobby@groundwork.org.za>, ’Loretta Green [ MTN - Mount Edgecornhe ]’ 
<Green L@mtn co.za>, <georgT. @mweb co.za>, <jabulndalose@ahoo corn>, 
<hr@cim co.za> 

Dear Friends 

The court was packed by a wave of white ’T’ Shirts written on them was 
POOR FLAT D’O~LERS iVIOVEMENT ’ .There ~vas no seating or standing room at 
the Durban High Courts ’ D’ court 

The different senior counsels who licequent these courts daily were 
shocked when the?’ arrived to see a disciplined bunch of people across 
race ,creed and colour standing and occupying the limited number of 
benches. 
The judge seeing the over crowed court room with white ’T’ shirts 
realised immediately who the people were .The case has been postponed 
until next Thursday [22nd September] and the ball is in our court to 
provide the reformation ~vhat FLAMINGO Court residents want the court to 
do with their case. 

We are given the opportunity to get rid of corruption We will have to 
work ve~z hard to ensure we get the infom~ation to the Legal resource 



(;entre to hand te our PRO BONO senior Counseh 

Next Meeting 18Th September at 12.00pro Flamingo Court. 
18’Ft]~ September at 3.00pro DIAKON’[A Council O:[" 

Churches [Dennis Hurley tIALL ] 

’]?hanks 

Desmond 
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Journalists & activists calls for cancellation of secrecy bill 
Graerue Raubenheimer i 3 Hour(s) Ago 

&nbsp; 
Hundreds ofj outnalists & activists on Saturday marched on Parliament 
demanding that the controversial Protection of Information Bill be scrapped. 

The Right to Know Campaign is intensifying its protest before the bill 
goes before the National Assembly next week. 

Democratic Alliance (DAy leader Helen Zille & the Mail & Guardian editor 
Nic Dawes participated in the march. 

Activist Zackie Achmat said its important that every South African 
stands up against the bill. 

"Its important that evely’ person in the country act legally and that we 
live in a democracy Oppose the government’s attempts to muscle our 
communi~," Achmat said¯ 

(Edited by Tshepiso Moche) 

Citizens also at risk from secrecy bill 
September 16 2011 at 12:53pm 

INLSA 
Lungi Langa 
THE PASSING of the Protection of State Information Bill will not only 
affect the way journalists work, but could also m[’ringe on citizens’ 
rights to information, says Professor Anton Harber. 
Speaking during a seminar on the bill held at the Universi~ of 
KwaZulu-Natal’s ttoward College yesterday, the Wits University journalism 
professor said journalists should educate people about how the bill 
would aff’ect the dissemination o:[’information to them¯ 
He said the media had done well in opposing the bill, but still needed 
to help the public understand that it was not only a threat to journalists 
"It is not just a battle for journalists and the media to do their job; 
it is a battle for citizens to be empowered by information and be able 
to assert their rights and aspirations. It is not just a battle :[’or 
freedom of speech, but a fight to ensure our democracy is an open, 
participative and collaborative one, rather than a top-down 
authoritarian one," he said 
The controversial bill is set to go before the National Assembly and 
then the National Council nf Provinces before being sent to President 
Jacob Zuma to be signed into law 
The chairwoman, UKZN’s Professor Ruth Teer-Tomaselli, said the existence 
of the bill was not the greatest problem, but the lack of clarity about 
its effect 
~[t is still unclear how the bill is going to g[‘fect us," she said 
She said there was no clear relation between infringements and penalties 
in the bill¯ 
The bill would empower the government to classii~- state irff’orruation and 
jail those who revealed such irff’orruation. Disclosing information deerued 
harmful to national interests would c all~- j ail terms of tl’uee to 25 
years, without the option of a fine¯ 
Critics of the bill say it is unconstitutional because it fails to 
include a public interest defence clause¯ 
Teer-Toruaselli said the bill had been toned down since its introduction, 
but the proposed media tribunal, which had been put on hold, still posed 
a huge threat. 



Prithiraj Dullay, of the Right2Know campaign, said it was understandable 
for there to be secrecy on issues dealing with state security, but the 
bill would go beyond that 

South Africa Responds to Statement By Earthlife Africa On South Africa’s 
Delegation to the United Nations Framework Convention On Climate Change 
Cop 17 
By Allafrica 16/09/2011 15:22:00 

South African Govertm~ent (Pretoria) 
16 September 2011 

press release 
The South African government would like to express disappointment at a 
statement issued by Earthlife Africa Jhb questioning the composition of 
the South African delegation to thel 7th Conference of the Parties 
(COP17) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC) in Durban later this year. 
The policy governing the composition of the South African delegation for 
all LrN climate change meetings and Cotffcrences of Parties is constituted 
with representatives of government, business, civil society, labom and 
South African Local Government Association (local govertm~ent) 
representatives and also includes representatives with specific skills, 
particularly from the South African scientific community. 
It must be noted that once a part of the South African delegation, 
representatives from sectors other than government also operate under 
strict code of conduct and discipline. 
This policy that draws on expertise from across society in general was 
agreed to in 2004 at the National Cormnittee on Climate Change to enable 
the South African delegation to include vets~ best capacity in the co~mtly. 
Since then, there have been members of the delegation drawri from a wide 
range of sectors like academic, business and the non governmental 
organisations con~munities. It is crucial to also add that at the COP 
itself, our delegation has also included parliamentarians and local 
government representatives. 
Furthermore, in order to broaden access to negotiations by civil 
society, it has been a practice - finance permitting- for government to 
pay fbr trade union, youth and women organisations. 
The basis of the inclusion is that all of these in&viduals represent 
the South Afi~ica government, not their respective organisations, and are 
bound by the cou~try position. The view of government is that the 
current team has been of benefit to the South Africa negotiating position. 

Thousands join Earthlife protesters in march on Eskom 
JOHAix,ZNESBI_NG, SOUTH AFRICA - Sep 16 2011 18:11 

About 1 500 people marched to the Eskom and BHP Billington offices in 
Johannesburg on Friday morning to protest against the way in which the 
companies affected the environment 

The march was organised by Earthlife Africa Johalmesburg ahead of the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (Cop17) 
conference, which takes place in Durban in November 

Earthlife Africa spokesperson Tristan Taylor said it wanted Eskom to 
w~luntarily step down from South Africa’s negotiating panel at the CoplT. 

Eskom is a member of South Africa’s official negotiating team on climate 
change. 

"It doesn’t make sense to have the main polluters sitting on that panel 
and saying the?’ will sotve those problems" 

He said Earthlife Africa wanbed BHP Billington to reveal how much it 
paid for electricity bought from Eskom. 

"We need Nersa [the National Energy Regulator of South Ali~ica] to 
release that information to us." 

The protesters first went to the offices of BHP Billington, where the?’ 
were addressed by Reverend Gift Moerane of the South Afi-ican Council of 
Churches. 

"We have failed the people of the world by not reminding them that God 
said the world and all resources in it belong to Him" 

He said the Earth’s resources were meant to sustain life and not to kill it. 

The protesters did not hand over memorandums of grievances to the 
companies, but shouted their demands over loud-hailers. 

The?" accused Eskom of being greedy, and accused it of being responsible 
for the birth of defom~ed babies. 

Eatthlife Africa said it would protest at the Cop17 conference in 



November if Bskom was still part of the negotiating panel. 

"We do not want Eskom negotiating or speaking on our behalf at Cop 17," 
said Taylor. 

The South African delegation for all UN climate change meetings includes 
representatives of the government, business, civil society, labour and 
the South African Local Government Association, the department of 
environmental affairs said on Friday afternoon. 

Spokesperson Albie Modise said the panel also had representatives from 
the South African science con~’nunity. 

"All of these individuals represent the South African governn~ent, not 
their respective organisations," he said. -- Sapa 

Tirneslive.co.za 

Handbag drama minister should repay money: DA 
Sapa116 September, 2011 14:14 

Minister’s refusal to have handbag scanned cost R235,000 Minister’s 
refusal to have handbag scanned cost R235,000 

A minister, whose handbag drama in Norway cost South African taxpayers 
more than R200,000, should pay- back the money out of her own pocket, the 
DA said on Friday. 

"Yet again ordinary South Africans have had to foot the bill for the 
vanity and excesses of those who are meant to be public servants," 
Democratic Alliance spokeswoman Lindixve Mazibuko said. 

"Government ministers should be subject to the same security regulations 
as ever?, other airline passenger, and there should be no provision that 
allows members of t2ae executive to bill the public for their superiority 
complexes" 

International Relations Minister Maite Nkoana-Mashabane refiased to have 
her handbag passed through an x-ray scanner at an airport in Oslo this 
month, the Mail & Guardian reported. She was there on a state visit. 

As a result of the handbag drama, she missed her scheduled commercial 
flight to her next diplomatic engagement in Bulgaria. 

A private charter executive jet, which cost R235,343, was then hired to 
transport her. It was unclear ;vhat she was carrying in her handbag and 
why she was keen to avoid security, screening 

Her department said the Vienna Convention exempted diplomats from 
luggage searches at airports, and the minister -- as the countly’s top 
diplomat -- was right to stand her ground 

"[There was nothing in her handbag] which could not be disclosed. This 
matter was not about the contents of the luggage. It’s a matter of 
principle," spokesman Clayson iVlonyela told the publication. 

The DA said Nkoana-Mashabane should also reimburse her department :[’or 
the cost of the flight she missed 

"It is time for members of our government to understand that they are 
not more important than the citizens they serve," Mazibuko said in a 
statement. 

"The handbag incident underscores just how out of touch this government 
is with the economic realities of the majority of South Africans." 

Business Day 
Minister ’lacked judgment’ in scanner li*acas at Oslo airport 
An international relations expert says international relations and 
c o-operation minister should have used "better j udgment" when she 
allegedly refused airport security in Oslo to scan her hand luggage 
LOT[SO LA~ ENI 
Published: 2011/09/19 07:01:19 AM 
INTERNATIONAL Relations and Co-operation Minister Maite Nkoana-Mashabane 
should have used "better judgment" when she allegedly refused airpo~ 
security in Oslo to scan her hand luggage, an international relations 
expe~ said yesterday. 
Ms ~oana-Mashabane is under fire to account Jk~r R235000 of taxpayers’ 
money she allegedly used to charter an aircrak to Bulgaria recently 
after her refusal to have her handbag searched by airport sec~ity. This 
resulted in her missing her flight to the capital, Sofia, for which she 
had a first-class ticket. 
The Democratic Alliance (DA) yesterday repeated its call on Ms 
~oana-Mashabane to pay back the money. 
Ms ~oana-Mashabane cited the Vienna Convention as grounds not to 
undergo routine airport securi)- checks. The convention is an 
international protocol that accords holders of diplomatic passports 



certain privileges. The minister travels on a diplomatic passport. 
Article 36 states: "The personal baggage of a diplomatic agent shall be 
exempt from inspecuon, unless there are serious grounds for presuming 
that it contains articles not covered by the exemptions. " 
At the time she was accompanying President Jacob Zuma on a two-day state 
v~sit. 
"All diplomats enjoy innnunity, but the trouble is with September 11 in 
the US and the recent attacks in Oslo, the security guards could have 
been more apprehensive, hence the request to search her," said Tom 
Wheeler of the South African Institute of International Affairs. 
"The minister didn’t break the law by refusing to be searched but she 
should have made a better judgment call by- agreeing to the search. 
Unfortunately in this case she didn’t make a good judgement call," he said. 
DA spokeswoman Lindiwe Mazibako has accused Ms Nkoana-Mashabane of 
breaching aviation securi~" and said the Vienna Convention did not 
exempt the luggage of diplomatic officials from preflight X-ray 
scanning. "In fact, according to the provisions of aunex 17 of the 
International Civil Aviatiun Organisation on Aviation Security, 
diplomats and their personal baggage must always be subiect to routine 
pre-boarding screening as it applies to civil aviation security," Ms 
Mazibuko said. 
Spokesman for international relations Clayson Monyela yesterday rejected 
claims that the minister had breached aviation security. 
"The DA is at best ignorant about diplomatic protocol and at wurst do 
not know- what the Vienna Convention is all about." 
Oslo’s airport security- had since apologised to Ms Nkoana- Mashabane for 
the "undiplomatic" incident, he said. 
But Ms Mazibuko said the key- question was why the minister had refused 
to put her handbag through the scanner. "Was she trying to hide 
something’.’ According to reports, she didn’t just refuse. She kicked up a 
fuss that was clearly audible to other passengers boarding the flight. 
"We may never know what was in the minister’s handbag. But we can recoup 
the public money that was spent on the private j et ," she said. With Sapa 

Daily Maverick 
Arms deal commission: ~Vhen in doubt, refer to rule No 1 - don’t bet 
against Zuma 

We do live in truly astonishing times. Driving around the Malema 
disciplinary hearings venue, I nearly went off the road when I heard the 
"breaking news" that President Jacob Zuma was appointing a commission of 
inquiw into the arms deal. It was one of those moments when, if you 
know the newsreader personally, you want to ring them up and demand to 
kno~v if it was a joke. Or a mistake of some kind. Of course it wasn’t 
Whether it could be a mistake for Zun~a is another matter. On first 
blush, it’s important to remember that if there’s one thing that Malema 
will tell you, ~t’s that Zuma doesn’t move until he kno~vs what the final 
outcome will be Or unless he has to. By STEPH~N GROOTES. 
It seems the main reason is because the deadline for the Presidency to 
submit sworn affidavits in response to Terry Crawford-Bro~vne’s 
application to the Constitutional Court was drawing near In those 
documents, senior officials, perhaps even National Prosecuting Authority 
head Menzi Simelane, would have to explain why they did not ~vunt to 
investigate the deal. And once that process was in motion, a final 
judgment could see various judges setting the terms of reference for the 
connnissiun Of course Zuma would not want that It could be, well, 
highly inconvenient. Hence the desire to control the process himself by 
setting up his own commission 
There will also be fingers pointed at the Limpopo ANC Youth League who 
called ]k~r an investigauon into the arms deal. But Zuma wouldn’t be 
keen to be seen jumping to Julius’s beat. 
We will know more when Zuma takes more action. When he appoints a person 
to chair it, more reasons for this decision will become apparent, and 
when the terms of reference are made public, we may begin to understand 
what’s really going to happen. But in the strange, murky world of the 
AN(;, this connnission suddenly has the power to knock Malema offthe 
front page. We’ve said be~k~re that Hawks boss Anwar Dramat could 
suddenly become very important, because he was ~nvestigating Malema and 
the arms deal Thus he would have very real power over Malema AN’[) awone 
with something to hide in the deal The person who chairs this 
commission will have the same power 
The short political answer to the question "why now" is that it suits 
Zuma to have it now. The Constitutional Court issue to one side for a 
moment, it could also be because holding such a commission will get a 
few enemies offhis back The League, sure, Crawford-Browne and the 
oppos~tion parties don’t really matter to him politically There is one 
other person. Thabo Mbeki. Yip, we’re back to this. The one person who 
was never really fingered in the arms deal, but who was present most of 
the time. 
In 2004, I was a young, slightly scruffier reporter when I was 
dispatched to KwaZulu-Natal for the Shaik trial. It was celtainly an 
interesting introduction to the planet that is our politics. It lasted 
for eight months, and finished with a wonderfully cinematic climax in 
mid-2005. Two weeks later, the phrase "relieved of his duties" entered 
our political lexicon. It was a case with many mysteries, some have been 

solved since, sornn have not. 
But one of the more enduring recalls in ray mind involved the former head 
of Parliament’s Standing Cotnn~ittee on Public Accounts (SCOPA), Gavin 
Woods. Woods was an IFP MP, grey-haired, with crutches; he was swam in 



and told a very strange story. It involved a letter that was sent to him 
in 2001 It was long and sarcastic He said it was the strangest letter 
he’d ever received from a fellow parliamentarian Scopa had made 
findings about issues in the deal, and seemed to want to continue to 
~nvestigate it. At the same time, Mbeki had decided to exclude Judge 
Willem Heath’s Special Investigations Unit (which had the power to 
cancel government contracts) from investigations into the deal. It was 
literally on the same day that Mbeki made that decision that this letter 
arrived. 
Signed by then Deputy- President Jacob Zuma. 
As I said, it was long and sarcastic. After a long period of 
questiuning, eventually the reason came out. The letter xvasn’t written 
by Zun~a. It was written by Mheki. We’ve never really- gotten to the 
bottom of why a letter written by Mbeki xvas signed by Zuma, especially 
when it was about something so crucial. Mheki couldn’t really order Zuma 
to sign it the Cunstitution doesn’t work like that. Perhaps some deal 
was struck because by then, Mbeki must have knoxvn that Zuma was getting 
into trouble himself on this issue. Maybe there was an attempt to 
obfuscate blame, to make the trail messier. 
The extent of the corruption in the arras deal cannot really be 
overestimated. It was the single event that more than anything else led 
to the loss of innocence for the ANC. It seemed to entrap everyone in 
its web. 
Zuma was trapped because, as ANC chair at the time (in a strange 
historical footnote, he was the national chairman of the ANC and the 
party’s provincial leader, but only deployed as an MEC), he was 
considered hugely powerful. And thus was charmed by Schabir Shaik. (The 
MEC appointment was essentially to keep him in KZN so that he could 
continue to make peace with the IFP, something we should all be grateful 
for. Even if he paid them back in the end by basically clutching the 
province away frorrl the ]FP, probably forever.) 
In essence, Shaik was allowed to advertise himself as Zuma’s man. Zttma, 
twice, intervuned with other business leaders to get Shaik contracts, 
the retainer paid to Zuma was, as Judge Hilary Squires put it, "an 
investment in political connectivity," It was corruption pure and 
simple, and we all lcaow ho~v the National Prosecuting Authori~z was then 
nobbled to drop the charges against Zuma 
Things have changed since the time of the arms deal. Zuma is now 
President, and thus perhaps the person with the most to lose with an?- 
further investigation. Shaik is on "medical parole", his brother is the 
head of the Secret Service, Mbeki is a folrner President with a hatred 
for Nato and Heath runs a forensic investigations company and once 
worked for Zuma. Really, you can’t make this stuff up. And JeffRadebe, 
who was in Cabinet when the arms deal contracts were signed, was in 
Cabinet all through the iVlbeki years, and is there still, as justice 
minister. He has been asked by Zuma to take the "necessary steps to 
implement this decision". 
Depending on how you see the politics, and the situation with the legal 
application to compel Zuma to hold this commission, this act by the 
President could look like the move of a very confident man. Someone who 
really is consolidating his power, dealing with his enemies, getting rid 
of any albatrosses. Or it could be the act of someone driven to it 
against his will but in control of the process. Either way, don’t 
forget the golden rule of South African politics Don’t bet against 
Jacob Zuma. DM 

Police promise ’robust’ response to violent protests 
16 September 2011 

Police commissioner General Bheki Cele has given an assurance that any 
future violent protests un South African streets will be met with 
"robust policing" 

Addressing a meeting of the SA National Editors’ Forum (Saner) in (2ape 
Town, Cele pleaded with media to help educate the public that violence 
during protests was criminal. 

"[\/{y special plea to you (the media) is please take a stand and tell 
South Africa that those who wreak havoc on our streets during public 
protests will, henceforth, be treated like criminals and not 
protesters," Cele said 

"For my part I can assure you that an?" :future violent protests on the 
streets of our country, will be met with what the UK Prime Minister David 
Cameron famously referred to as ’robust policing’" Cele did not 
elaborate on the meaning of the word "robust". 

He, however, referred to his emg’ of"the outpouring of support" that 
the British media directed at members of the Metropolitan police during 
the recent riots in London. 

"There I saw media practitioners who were firmly and unapologetically on 

the side of law and order," Cele said. 

"I saw media practitioners who did not hesitate to tell protesters that 
their right to protest does not equal the right to victimise others and 
cormnit criminal acts with irapunity." 

The cormnissioner said he had been at Luthuli House in Johatmesburg two 



weeks ago when rioters caused havoc on the streets during the ANC Youth 
League’s disciplinary hearings 
"I commend the police on how they handled it there in spite of the 
provocation they were subjected to." - Sapa 

Independent on-line 

Zuma backs Cwele in spy wars 
September 18 2011 at 09:28am 
By George Matlala and Mofl;et Mofokcng 

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS 
President Jacob Zuma. Photo: Dumisani Sibeko 
President Jacob Zmna was given an ultimatum to choose between his three 
top spies and their boss, Minister of State Security Siyabonga Cwele 
and he chose Cwele. 
The Sunday Independent learnt this week that Zuma has decided to sever 
ties with the country’s foremost intelligence officers a move likely 
to unleash turbulence within the National Intelligence Agency (NL~k) and 
the foreign wing Secret Service. 
Two independent sources said this week that while Zuma had decided to 
cut ties with the spies, he had left it to Cwele to figure out how it 
should be managed. One of two independent sources claimed NIA boss 
Gibson Njunje ttuew in the towel this week when he realised that Zuma 
was "sitting the battle out". 
The source said: "Chief (Njenje) left on Tuesday and returned to the 
Eastern Cape for a break. After he gave us hope that he would fight it 
to the end, he decided to throw in the towel when he realised Zuma was 
sitting out the battle. My- view is that he feels betrayed that he was 
part of the top three that went to see Zuma at the Union Buildings to 
complain about Cwele and now that matters are coming to a head, Zuma’s 
inaction means he sides with Cwele . " 
Njenje and his foreign counterpart Moe Shaik and State Security 
director-general Jeff Maqetuka visited Zuma to raise concerns about 
Cwele, including that there were political operations on senior ANC 
members that ran against instructions that Zuma gave them on their 
appointments 
Zuma, buoyed by his victor?- at the ANC elective conference in Polokwane 
in December 2007, said it was important that the credibility of the 
intelligence services be restored by ensuring that the?’ were not 
involved in intra-party politics. Cwele, on Zuma’s instructions, 
restructured the intelligence services, creating one super-structure 
headed by Maqetuka. 
The second source said: "The source of confusion is this: after telling 
the DGs to mn a professional service and the DGs complaining to you 
that there are tendencies being introduced that run counter to what you 
instructed them to do, the?- expect you as head of state to come to their 
defence. So Zuma’s siding ~vith Cwele, for them, is telling and very 
devastating. But they are not prepared to do the dirty tricks" 
Njenje could not be reached for comment. 
Zuma’s spokesman Mac Maharaj referred all queries on the matter to 
C~vele’s office. 
Brian Dube, the spokesman for Cwele, said: "We note the distortions and 
speculation that are rife in the media. We will not be drawn to a debate 
on these. Internal agency matters will not be run through the media and 
as we have indicated, the minister will issue a statement at the 
appropriate time." 
AN(; spokesman Jackson Mthembu declined to comment because the matter had 
not come to any of the ruling party’s structures. 
"We have never discussed those issues in the ANC. I speak on what we 
have discussed. How do I measure whether we are concerned or not when 
the matter has not come before the structures I sit in the national 
working committee and the national e×ecuuve committee?" 
The Sunday Independent also understands suspended Crime Intelligence 
boss Richard Mdluli appears to have contributed to the deterioration of 
the relationship between Cwele and his intelligence chiefs 
It appears the decline in the relationship between the senior spooks and 
the minister could also be traced as far back as last November. 
In a top secret letter Mdluli wrote to Zurna, dated November 11, 2010, 
the embattled crime intelligence boss claimed there were senior members 
in his outfit who intercepted Cwele’s wife, Shery[. 
The Sunday Independent reported in May that Deputy President Kgalema 
Motlanthe and Cwele were briefed by a group of intelligence chiefs led 
by former National Intelligence Co-ordinating Committee co-ordinator 
Silumko Sokupa in 2009 that Sheryl was being investigated for drag dealing. 
This was while Motlanthe was caretaker president 
The most senior before Mdluli’s arrival was Mulangi Mphego, who 
allegedly leaked the Zuma tapes that let the president off the hunk 
before the 2009 election but was removed from Crime Intelligence as part 
of a post-Polokwane purge. 
Without mentioning names, Mdluli said the same officers were working 
with other "state agencies" to listen to his cellphone conversations as 
part of a plot to discredit and prevent him becoming the crime 
intelligence chie£ But the investigations into Mdluli predates the 
arrival of Maqetuka, Shaik and Nienje at The Farm, the NIA headquarters. 

- Sunday Indepundent 



(;all :[’or probe into use of spooks fi~r political agendas 
CAPE T©~VN, SOU~Tfl AI:RICA - Sep 18 2011 15:03 

The Democratic Alliance (DA) will ask the Inspector General of 
Intelligence to investigate whether President Jacob Zuma approved the 
use of spooks to monitor the activities of his political opponents 

"I will be writing to the Inspector General of Intelligence, Faith 
Radebe, to request that she investigate the possible involvement of the 
president in the abuse of the state security apparatus," DA 
parliamentalN leader Athol Trollip said in a statement on Sunday. 

This followed a request he had made to Radebe last week, asking her to 
investigate repolted abuse of the intelligence sel~’ices to fight 
factional battles within the African National Congress. 

Since then, reports have indicated that the Minister of State Securi)- 
Siyabonga Cwele wanted State Securi~" Agency head Gibson Njenje to place 
ANC politicians opposed to Ztana under surveillance. 

"Minister Cwele reportedly issued his request to Mr Njenje following a 
’threat analysis’ in the ministty’s Political Stabili)- Assessment Report." 

Cwele’s decision to use the intelligence services for par _t-y-political 
purposes raised a number of questions. 

"Did President Zuma himself order Minister Cwele to use the state 
intelligence apparatus to monitor his political opponents? If not, on 
whose orders was _’vfinister Cwele acting?" Trollip asked. 

It was highly unlikely that Cwele would have made this decision without 
the president, or other senior ANC leaders, knowing about it. 

"The role of the president must .. be thoroughly interrogated. The 
Inspector General must ensure that the integrity of the state 
intelligence apparatus is protected and not merely used as a weapon in 
the arsenal of a celtain political faction," he said. 

Trollip wanted the investigation to centre on what he called the 
improper provision of security services, primarily the protection 
reportedly given to Sheryl C~vele during her trafficking trial, the use 
of intelligence services ~vith the purpose of fighting internal battles 
within the ANC and the reported "feeding of state securi~ information 
to the ANC Youth League" 

He said the "crisis" should be seen against the backdrop of government’s 
"failure to act on the recormnendations of the 2008 Matthew’s Report 
which emphasised the importance of reforming South Africa’s intelligence 
services". 

"Such recommendations are even more pertinent g~ven current fears about 
the impact of the Protection of Information Bill on the hegemony of the 
intelligence sel-cices", he said -- Sapa 

By SAPA, 2011/09/16 
SA spy boss divorces drug tral!hcker wife 
State Securi~ Minister Siyabonga Cwele has been divorced from Sheryl 
Cwele for the past three weeks, the Daily News reported on Thursday. 

Gallo Images 
The Durban afternoon daily reported the divorce was flnalised in the 
Pietermaritzburg tIigh Court on August 23. 
This came some four months after Sheryl Cwele was convicted in the 
Pietermaritzburg High Court of dealing, or conspiring to deal, in drugs. 
Citing court papers, the newspaper reported the two, who had four 
children, had been living apart since 2000. ’]’he?, were married in 1985. 
Sheryl Cwele was out on R 100 000 bail, pending the appeal against her 
convicuon 
On May 5, Judge Pier Koen convicted her and Nigerian Frank Nabolisa of 
working together to recruit two women to work as agents to transport 
drags from South ~aanerica 
Cwele, who was employed as the Hibiscus Coast Municipality’s director of 
health services, was sentenced to 12 years imprisonment 

First w~ves ~n travel battle 

2011-09-18 10:00 

Man@ Rossouw in New York 
Another item has been added to President Jacob Zuma’s busy schedule for 
his trip to New York a fight between his "young wives". 

For the first time, Zun~a will take two first ladies on an official trip 
to the United States to attend the IYN’s General Assembly meeting this week. 

According to those involved in the arrangeruents, Ztana is being 



accompanied by his wife Thubeka Madiba and Bungi Ngema-Zuma, his 
fiancee, whu qualifies as an ol!ficial spuuse. 

Ngema had accompanied him on several intematiunal trips, and sources 
cluse tu the situation say Madiba "organised her own thing" in order to 
visit the Big Apple 

She is suppused to receive an award for her wurk with cancer patients 

According to the source, there is discord in the presidential first 
wives’ club about international trips. 

A source said: "It is the young ones fighting. MaKhumalo (Zuma’s first 
wife) will not get involved in these things. 

"But the young ones always want to be there, and this one (Madiba) 
probably said: ’Come what may, this trip I’m going.’ IfZuma is unable 
to manage his wives, how can he manage this country?" 

But the arrangement is causing a diplomatic nightmare. 

The two first ladies will need to sleep in separate hotels and have 
separate entourages because of different engagements. 

"It is a question of resources. This time is already very- busy, now we 
have this on top of it as well," said an official involved in al~angements. 

Zuma is due to attend a banquet held by US President Barack Obama and it 
is unclear which of the first ladies will accompany him. 

Madiba is also due to ring a bell at Nasdaq to mark the stalt of trading 
at the same time Zuma rings the bell at the New York Stock Exchange, an 
arrangement that sent diplomats in New York into a flat spin. 
- City Press 

CityPress 

The rape of Aurora 
2011-09-18 10:00 

What was once Shaft 6 is now a haphazard pile of rubble Picture: HERMAN 
VERWEY 

Pad@ Harper 

It’s really difficult not to be outraged when you see what has been done 
to the Aurora Empowerment Systems’ Grootvlei and Orkney mines 

What were once productive gold mines employing more than 5 000 workers 
between them have been systematically raped during the two-year period 
in which Aurora headed by President Jacob Zuma’s nephe*v, Khulubuse, 
and his high-profile partners had control of their assets to the tune 
of R420 milliun. 

At Grootvlei, entire shafts have been stripped of their steel casings, 
head gear and every other saleable asset. The mine now resembles some 
kind of terri~ing, post-apocalyptic wasteland. 

What was once Shaft 6 is nuw a haphazard pile of rubble aruund a gaping, 
401)m-deep, 10m by 6m hole in the earth an ugly and dangeruus reminder 
of the voracious appetite ufthe plunderers 

Seven operatiunal shafts were torn apart and sold J2~r the steel and 
machinery they cuntained Half-a-century-old productive equipment was 
rendered useless for nuthing more than its weight at a scrap yard 

The shafts are now flouded, with uninns and experts believing that only 
three of them can be salvaged at a massive cost in the unlikely 
event that a buyer can still be ]2~und 

Outside the shaft, a handful uf scavengers are digging trenches, hunting 
for any scraps of cable ur metal too insignificant to have been taken 
when the mines were louted from 2009 tu August last year and 
January to April this year. 

The mine infi-astrucmre was nut the unly thing looted from Orkney and 
Grootvlei. 

More than 480kg of guld, valued at about R122 million, *wis suld to Rand 
Refinery But the money never made it back to the Pamudzi liquidaturs, 
whuse task is to recover R420 milliun [’or the company’s creditors, among 
them the workers who have not been paid their salaries since 2009. 

At Orkney, which has been bought by- China African Precious Metals fi~r 
R 150 million and a promise of about R550 million to rebuild the 
infrastructure, the situation is not nearly as dire. 

Key equipment has been removed but the shafts are salvageable, with 
assessors last week estimating the cost of getting the first shafts 
working at about R35 million. 



The inrproved gold price is also helping. Mine manager Garth Ellis 
believes that "other parts of the nrine are 
now viable". 

There are maintenance teams on site attempting to fix what is 
repairable, while a group of five workers is responsible for trying to 
extract gold front waste using a manual process that renders about 50g of 
gold per ton 
of rock. 

The new Orkney owner, Elias Khumalo, whose empowem~ent conrpany is part 
of China African Precious Metals, along with Chinese backer SSC Mandarin 
Group, also believes that their investraent will pay off in the long terra. 

But he acknowledges that while the deal is aimed at making nroney, it is 
in part a humanitarian act aimed at erasing the "embarrassment" caused 
to the president, to whom he is close, by the Aurora debacle 

Khumalo says: "This is a business deal ~vhich I believe can turn a 
profit, but ~ve had to intel-,zene People’s lives are at stake, as well as 
our government’s reputation. Something had to be done." 

What went wrong at the Aurora mines and who ~vill be held responsible for 
their rape is the subject of an in-camera inquiry at the office of the 
Master of the North Gauteng High Court 

It was called by the Master, Lester Basson, after one of the 
liquidators, Enver Motala, was removed for hiding his criminal record 
and giving Aurora a secret loan of R3 million while arguing for flaem to 
be given an extension. 

Aurora had promised R600 million for the Pamodm assets, but repeatedly 
failed to come up with the money and was kicked out earlier this year. 

The inquiry will probe whether this was simply a bad business deal or a 
plalmed criminal operation aimed at illegally harvesting the mines’ assets 

Khulubuse Zuma and fellow directors Zondwa Mandela, grandson of Nelson 
Mandela; I~chael Hulley, President Zuma’s la~vyer during his corruption 
and rape trials; and ’]2aulani Ngubane have all denied responsibili~ for 
the theft and sale of the assets. 

’]?hey argue that the bid failed after a Malaysian backer reneged on the 
promised funding. 

Khulubuse Zuma and Ngubane were scheduled to give evidence last week but 
failed to do so, while Motala has himself been subpoenaed to appear 
later this month to explain his actions in securing an extension :for a 
company that he was clandestinely lending money to. 

Workers, uinons and managers have all already given evidence and the 
inquiry should be wrapped up by December. 

But unionists, among them Solidarity deputy general secretary Gideon du 
Plessis, believe a more cynical and sinister mouve was at play. 

"[everything points towards there not having been any ~nterest in mining 
here," says Du Plessis. 

"We believe that people should face criminal charges for what was done" 

- City Press 

Zuma’s arms deal bombshell 
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In a development that may see an artW of political skeletons clattering 
into the open President Jacob Zuma is to appoint a conm~ission of inquiry 
to investigate allegations of wrongdoing in the Strategic Defence 
Procurement Packages, popularly known as the arms deal. 

The move represents a st~ning vindication for anti-corruption 
campaigner Terry Crawford-Browne, who has spunt the past decade and all 
of his own money in a series of legal bids to have the contracts cancelled. 

Crawford-Browne’s most recent court application formed the backdrop to 
the president’s decision, it appears. 

In a surprise announcement on Thursday the presidency noted: "In 2009, 
legal proceedings were instituted in the Western Cape High Court asking 
the court to direct the president to appoint an independent judicial 
cornmission of inquiry into allegations of wrongdoing or to require him 
to reconsider his refusal to do so. 



"It later transpired that the Western (;ape High Cuurt was the wrung 
forum to hear the matter. An application was then bruught in the 
Constitutional Cuurt. ’]"he matter is set duwn fur hearing un November 17 
2011 

"President Zm:na assumed office when the matter was already pending in 
the courts of law. He had previously taken a view that since the matter 
was the subject of litigation in a cuurt uf law, he should allow the 
legal process to take its cuurse. 

"However, he has since taken into account the various developments 
around this matter and also the fact that closure on this subject will 
be in the public interest." 

The key dcvelopraent appears to have been govel~ment’s growing suspicion 
that it could lose the case. 

The day- of the announcement, Thursday, was the same day- Zuma’s la~-y-ers 
were due to file affidavits dealing with the substance of the corruption 
allegations detailed by Crawford-Browne in his legal papers, advocate 
Paul Hoff).nan, who was appearing for Crav~ord-Browne, told the M&G. 

"I suspect their own legal team told them they had a difficult case to 
answer -- and that recent events, such as disclosures in Sweden, made it 
more so. 

Perhaps the?" decided strategically that it would be preferable not to go 
on oath," he said. 

In their initial legal response to Crawford-Browne’s demand the 
president’s la~-y-ers declined to deal with the corruption allegations in 
any detail. 

Instead, the strategy ~vas to argue that the application should be 
dismissed on technical legal grounds. 

In May, just as the case ~vas about to be argued, the president’s la~vyers 
asked the Constitutional Court for more time. 

They ~vanted to deal with the substantive claims made by Crawford-Browne 
and backed by additional evidence from Richard Young, a defence 
contractor who has also battled to have the corruption allegations 
properly investigated 

The government was given until July 28, and a further extension tmtil 
September 15. 

The president will soon almounce the terms of reference and the 
composition of the con~missiun, including the time frames 

Craw-ford-Bro~vne told the M&G he wanted no part of any puppet inquiry or 
sweetheart cormnission 

"We are calling for something modelled after the TRC, with five retired 
judges and with the authority to grant indemni~z if people offer full 
disclosure -- but also with the po~ver to cancel the contracts and 
recover money," he said. 

The cost of the arms deal, which was signed in 1999, is estimated to 
have been in the region of R60-billion. 

It included the purchase o:[" frigate warships, submarines, helicopters, 
jet fighters and trainers -- but the cust cruwded out uther defence 
spending and left little uver for uperational expenses 

The prumised industrial ufJ%ets -- or cuunter-trade tu which the arms 
sellers committed themselves, appear to have been largely illusury. 

Mure custly, perhaps, has been more than a decade uf institutional 
damage incurred by investigatiuns and attempts tu sweep the allegatmns 
under the carpet, notably via the destruction of the Scurpiuns. 

Professor G avin Wouds, whu heads the anti-corruptiun unit at 
Stellenbosch University and who was im’ulved in the initial attempts by 
Parliament’s standing cummittee on public accounts (Scopa) tu probe the 
arms cuntracts, welcumed the commission;s creation 

Wuods eventually resigned fi-om Parliament after sustained pulitical 
interference in Scupa’s wurk. 

SA public ’~wis never brought the truth’ 

"Its increasingly evident that the first investigation ~vas comprumised. 

The South African public was never brought the truth," Woods said. 

"I can only hope that the commission comprises people who will get to 
the bottom of the matter." 

He said the timing of the probe coincided with developments in 
investigations by British, German and Swedish authorities that suggested 
corruption had taken place. 



Current Scopa chair Themba Godi said: "I must say it came totally out of 
the blue; I had no whiff of it I have always maintained that unless we 
probe this thoroughly and justice is seen to be done, [the arms deal] 
will continue to cast a cold shadow over the political [andsca 
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analysis 

President Jacob Zuma’s surprise announcement of a probe into the arras 
deal could provide proof that Thabo Mbeki is indeed on the political 
comeback trail - and presents a real and present danger to Zuma’s fate 
post-2012. 

If anyone stands to be negatively affected by a thorough investigation 
into the arras deal, it’s Mbeki. Not only ~vould his possible role in the 
deal be under scrutiny - so, too, would his handling of the deal while 
President of the ruling party and the Republic. 

But why ~vould anyone want to embarrass the former President, ~vho was 
frog-marched out of office and has been reduced to a round of obscure 
speaking engagements of late - and publicly seems quite content to 
dabble in lo;v-level continental peacekeeping? 

Picture this: 

You’re Jacob Zuma and, as President of the ANC, you’re consistently 
under fire for your indecisiveness and your lack of leadership 
Increasingly, formations within the ANC are questioning your ability to 
lead and are looking for an alternative national leader - someone who 
will not only lead differently, but someone the?- have a hold on. 
No matter how- you look at it, the only real alternative presidential 
candidate is your deputy, Kgalema Motlanthe - a man with ~vhom you have 
little personal chemistry, and even less personal trust. 
Some of the key forces aligned against you - Cosatu and the ANC Youth 
League, in particular - are increasingly calling for Motlanthe to be 
elected president at your elective conference in Mangaung next year. 

So where does that leave you? 

Your fallback position is to accept that Motlanthe may indeed be the 
next President, and to position yourself as moving into more of a senior 
statesman role - as chairman of the ANC, perhaps? 

You can, after all, redefine the role of the chairman, adopt a more 
hands-on approach to managing government and - even it means a reversion 
to the "two centres of power" which hamstrung government under Mbeki - 
you can ensure that Luthuli House has sufficient control over the Union 
Buildings 

That way, you can retain a hand on the organisation and over key 
positions in government, through your newly-established performance 
momtoring unit in Luthuli House 

You can also, conveniently, influence an?’ possible scrutiny of what you 
or your children got up to while you were President, and have a degree 
of immunity li’om criticism whenever someone ponders over what you did 
during your time on top 

Enter the ANC Youth League: the 12~rmation that made you in Polok~vane, 
but also increasingly reminds you that it can break you too Its leaders 
undermine you in public. Its elected representatives belittle you and 
heckle you at their own conference It shows no respect for you, your 
office or your leadership style 

After months of watching and waiting, you opt to put its leadership on 
trial It’s a bit of a make-or-break situation, but you construct an 
elaborate disciplinary process that is designed publicly to put the 
ANCYL leadership in its place - but organisationally is also intended to 
derail its new presidential campaign. You tie it down in process, you 
suck the guts out of its ability to urganise, while at the same time 
reasserting yourself as The Big Man in the ANC. 

But there’s a new show coming back to town. 

The ANC Youth League remains focused on Motlanthe as your replacement, 
but introduces a stop-gap candidate to take up the role of ANC chairman: 



Thabo Mbeki - your ultimate nemesis and the man who evicted you from the 
centre of power in the first place 

It’s a known fact within the AN(; leadership that Zuma has no time for 
Mbeki - not only because of the what X/ibeki did to Zuma while he was 
president of the AN(;, but because of what he represents: an elitist, 
intellectual cadre of ANC leaders who look down on, possibly even sneer 
at, the peasants from KwaZulu-Natal. 

The dislike runs deep. V~nen Mbeki recently launched his own trust, for 
example, along the lines of the Nelson Mandela Trust, there was frantic 
sc~trtying within the ANC to try to prevent a fom~al endorsement of Mbeki 
frora Mandela. Mandela was successfully dissuaded from speaking at the 
Mbeki Trust latmch, but the Z~tma camp even tried to block the elder 
statesman’s corapromise - a video message of support. They- failed, but it 
demonstrates the extent to which the Zuma group is not only threatened 
by Mbeki, but determined to keep him on the outside. 

All of which creates a natmal ally for the Youth League. I doubt if 
Julius Malema has ever read British writer George Orwell’s "Aniraal Fame" 
but I have no doubt that he’s familiar with one of the key maxims: that 
your enemy’s enemy is your friend. 

So if you want to get to Z~tma, and you want to block his chances of 
"retiring" into the post of ANC chaim~an, wheel in his ultimate nemesis: 
Thabo Mbeki. As chaim~an of the African National Congress. 

The first shot was fired in June, when Julius Malema suddenly embraced 
)~fbeki as "the best leader the ANC has ever produced". 

"There are those who hated him with a passion but forgot that )~fbeki, 
during his leadership, had produced a two-thirds majorib- during 
elections," Malema reminded us all. "Those who hate Mbeki are j ealous of 
his achievements. He was the most educated and clever." 

The Mbeki-Malema bromance was consolidated a fe;v weeks later when 
several weekend newspapers slipped into the public domain the fact that 
Mbeki was the Youth League’s new- candidate for ANC chairman. 

The ANCYL never cormnented on the matter, nor did Mbeki. Within the 
movement, however, it’s common knowledge that the Youth League is 
actively courting the former President, and considers him as their 
candidate for chairman. 

The?’ have requested meetings with him but have yet to secure face time 

But they- clearly want him on their slate - ;vhich ;vould, if successful, 
effectively close the door on a Zuma chairmanship and have a dramatic 
effect on the makea~p of the ANC’s top six, post-Mangaung. 

Does it sound like the ultimate conspiracy theocz? Maybe it is. But it 
may help to answer the question: why- an arms deal investigation no;v? 

After all, who would come under the most intense scrutiny during a real 
investigation if not Thabo IVlbeki? 

Consistently-, allegations have been made that Mbeki benefited from the 
deal, through the use of ofi~hore trusts These allegations would 
obviously have to be probed in any decent arms deal investigation, and 
would put a series of question marks nver X/ibeki’s head at a time when 
ANC structures are debating who should lead the movement 

But that’s j ust one side of the coin. The other is the multitude of 
questions that would be asked about Mbeki’s conduct post-arms deal, as 
Presi dent of the Republic. His handling of the vario us commissions, 
investigations and parliamentap), processes would be rehashed, 
scrutinised and questioned by a proper enquiry - putting additional 
question marks over his head 

Zuma’s position, on the other hand, would be fragile - but defensible. 

And it would point squarely back at Mbeki. 

Zuma’s defence, according to lawyers close to the process in the 
pre-Polokwane phase of South Ali*ican politics, was that whatever he did 
was done in his capacity’ as deputy president of the ANC. And, as we all 
know, he was deputy to one man: Thabo Mbeki. In short: "Thabo made me do 
it". 

Of course, this may all be conjecture. The President may well be 
committed to a proper investigation which uncovers exactly what 
happened, how it happened and who took the key decisions And the right 
heads may roll. 

It may be, as some media have speculated, that Zuma decided an 
investigation was the best way to head off Terly~ Crawford-Broxvne’s 
Constitutional Court application. 

It may be an attempt to pre-empt some pretty difficult questions from 
foreign governments, xvhich seem to remain conwnitted to exposing 
corruption and kickbacks from their oxvn arms industries. 
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Or it may be that it suits Zuma to shine a light on other people’s 
corruption right now so that we all forget about his friend 
Shabangu’s ability- to find buildings which would rnake great police 
headquarters. 

We’ll only- really know once the commission’s terms of reference is 
ammunced, once the make-up of the cotr~ission is declared and once our 
learned fiicnds get down to wurk. 

But given that the ANC itself may have been one of the key- beneficiaries 
of the arms deal, according to many who have examined it, it’s highly 
unlikely that the investigation is going to end up pointing fingers 
solely at an amorphous ruling palty. 

It’s rnuch more likely- to point a large, danming finger at the man who 
was in charge at the time: TM. T-boss. The Chief. 

iMaverick is South Africa’s first daily tablet newspaper and includes 
coverage from the Daily Maverick and Free African Media. To subscribe, 
go to: ~wa~.irnaverick.co.za 
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Arms deal: so many questions Arms deal: so many questions 

At the time of writing, the terms of reference, scope and composition of 
the inquiry, were yet to be finalised 

Zuma would be well advised to go all the way by setting broad telrnS of 
reference, which must include the identification of people who must be 
prosecuted, and appointing a senior judicial officer to head the probe 

Anything less than a full investigation will achieve the opposite of 
closure. Such an inquiry would merely rake over the coals, igniting new" 
controversy and causing the nation further pain 

’]?he questions which this commission must answer are quite simple. They 
could be boiled down to: 

Were the best interests of the country served in terms o]!cost and 
effectiveness by the procurement choices made by the government? 
Was the arms deal procurement process sutzject to the levels of 
transparency and accountability which our democracy demands’? 
Were bribes paid? By whom and to whom? 
Were any members of the executive compromised in their decision-making? 
Did any monies paid by arms companies find their way into the coffers of 
political parties or businesses set up or part-owned by officials of 
political parties? 
Were previous investigations into the deal conducted without undue 
interference by the executive, as has been repeatedly alleged? 
Did the purchase decisions represent a wise and proportionate spending 
choice, given the competing demands on resources for the dehvery of 
basic services’? 

’]?here can be no stepping back from these questions, especially 
considering developments abroad. 

Several European countries have begun formal legal proceedings around 
the arms deal, and a great deal of detailed information concerning the 
involverncnt of South Africans in bribery is likely to emerge. 

This country cannot be seen to be sitting on its hands as it becomes the 
subject of a global scandah 

We must be seen to be as deterrnined to root out corruption and to bring 
accountability- to bear as these other parties are. 



The Department of Defence has begun a fresh defcnce review process which 
already appears problematic. The appointment of Tony Yengeni, one of the 
few arrested and prosecuted around the prcvious arms deal, is an act of 
breathtaking arrogance by an establishment that believes it is above the 
law. This inquits~ needs to change that belief once and for all. 

Arrus deal probe ’aims to control’ 
September 17 2011 at 01:09pm 
By Mariarme Merten and Michelle Pietersen 
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’We desel-,ze truth on arms deal’ 
The con~mission of inquiry- into the multi-billion rand alT11s deal, 
announced by President Jacob Zuma on the eve of an ANC national 
executive committee (B,~C) meeting, did not find its way on to the 
oflhcial agenda of the meeting. 
This means the only ~vay to discuss ~vhat has been described by some party 
insiders as a bold move to assert leadership by Zuma would be to raise 
it from the floor or if the president briefed the NEC. 
By late yesterday the matter had not been raised from the floor. 
However, Thursday’s announcement of the commission of inquiry’ into the 
arms deal remained a talking point among the opposition and cormnentators 
and in ANC circles. 
The costs of the deal stand at over R60 billion today when finance costs 
are included. 
One insider said yesterday some viewed the move by Zuma as a way to 
pre-empt disgruntled party members releasing information on the arms 
deal as the 2012 Mangaung elective conference approaches. 
"As much as you know what information is in the public eye, we also know 
that ANC leaders are sitting on information and will release it at the 
right time. In this way Zuma controls the information and (the ~vork) of 
the commission of inquiry may be prolonged for years," said the insider. 
Several sources said yesterday the success of what the Presidency 
painted as an attempt "in the public interest" to put to bed ongoing 
allegations would depend on the commission’s terms of reference, ~ts 
powers to get people to talk, to subpoena and to cross-examine witnesses. 
One of the interpretations of the move after 15 years of stonewalling 
anti-arms deal campaigner Terry Crawford-Browne’s efforts for an 
official inqmry ~s an attempt to control irfformation, particularly as 
Zuma himself faced corruption charges ahead of the 2007 Polokwane ANC 

national conference. 
These were later thrown out of court. 
Since the end of June, ~nvestigations in Sweden and Germany seem to 
indicate evidence of tens of millions of rands in bribes being paid. - 
Weekend Argus 

City managers rolling in cash 
Timeslive co.za 

SIPItO MASONDO ] 19 September, 2011 00:057 Con~nents 

The managers of six of South Africa’s metropolitan cities are coining it 
big time, earning salaries well in excess of their political bosses, 
MPs, ?,/lt~;Cs and, in some cases, even more than premiers, ministers and 
their deputies. 

With an annual package of R2.3-million, City of Johannesburg’s ruunicipal 
manager, Mavela Dlamini, earns even more than deputy president Kgalerua 
Motlanthe, Speaker of the National Assembly Max Sisulu and newly 
appointed Chief Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng, who each pocket R2.2-million. 
The 2011 Local Govemraent Budgets and Expenditure Review released by 
Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan in Cape Town last week rcveals that city 
managers are aruong the top earners in the public sel~,’ice. 
Dlarrm~i - whose five-year contract ends next week - is the highest-paid 
municipal manager. 
Dlamini receives this handsome salary- despite the city’s billing systems 
having descended into chaos, causing the municipality to fail to collect 
hundreds of millions of rands in rates and taxes due to it. 
President Jacob Zuma last ruonth accepted a 5% pay increase for public 
office bearers, as recorcanended by the Independent Conwnission for the 
Remuneration of I~blic Office Bearers. 
The only public official earuing more than Dlamini is Zun~a himself, who 
rakes in just under R2.5-million atmually. 
Next after Dlamini is eThekwini city manager Mike Sutcliffe, who takes 
home an annual package of R2.1-ruillion. Cabinet ministers and their 
deputies earn annual packages of R 1.9-million and R1.5-million respectively. 
Ekurhuleni city manager Khaya Ngema takes home R 1.8-million. His City of 
Cape Town counterpart, Acl~nat Ebrahim, rakes in R1.7-million, which is 
equivalent to salaries earued by premiers. 
Fom~er acting Tshwane city manager Oupa Nkoane earned R1.5-million, an 
aunual salary’ equivalent to those of deputy ministers 
Of the six metros, acting manager of the Nelson Mandela B ay Municipality 



in Port Elizabeth, Elias Ntoba, is the lowest paid, earning R1 4-million 
a year. His salary is, however, still far more than the R843 000 MPs are 
paid 
MECs earn just over a Rl-million a year, while metro mayors earn between 
R 800000 and Rl-million. 
Local government expert and director of the University of Cape Town’s 
law clinic, Nice Steytler, said the hefiy salaries were justified 
"They are the CEOs of the municipality, their job is to oversee proper 
accounting systems and service deliver,),. 
"They have to make sure the system xvorks," Steytler said. 
"On the one hand, they have the politicians breathing down their necks 
and the legal framework to deal with. On the other hand communities 
expect delivery. It’s a very tough job." 

(Once again, Mike Sutclifi;e’s initial denialism is quickly and 
decisively rebutted by reality: "Sutcliffe says the figures being 
"bandied around" for the stadium are nonsense." They just put up prices 
for the s~" car to R50, and to walk up the steps costs RS0. Damn.) 

Moses Mabhida stadimn loses raillions 
KHL~LEY,2~_NI MAZIBUKO I 15 Sepbon’lbel, 2011 01:27 

The iconic Moses Mabhida stadittm in Durban continues to drain eThekwini 
Mur~icipality’s finances Pictme: TEBOGO LETSIE 

Durban’s multibillion-rand Moses Mabhida stadittm continues to run at a 
loss, but the eThekxvini municipality insists it will never become a 
white elephant. 

The municipality’s 2010-2011 financial statement show-s that raore than 
R92-million is needed to operate the R3.1-billion stadium, but only 
R72-million revenue was generated. 

City treasurer Krish Kun~ar yesterday admitted the 2010 World Cup stadiun~ 
had not made a profit since it was built He said a grant from the 
Treasury and ticket sales generated during the Fifa World Cup helped the 
stadium to cover some of its operating costs. 

Kumar said the stadium’s attractions - including the slcy car, 
bungee-jumping facility and restaurants - would prevent it from becoming 
a white elephant 

"The stadium’s attractions continue to be extremely popular, ;vith more 
than 10000 visitors a month. Non-bowl events, such as conferences and 
private parties, have generated more than R10-million this year, and the 
s~z car has generated over R5-milliun," he said 

He said, apart from hosting concerts and shows, revenue was also 
generated through corporate advertising and rent from retail stores. 

Kumar admitted the city had failed to bring on board any sports team to 
use the venue as their home ground, but hastened to say there were 
long-term goals to stage knockout soccer tournaments and concerts. 

"The operator is pursuing matches to supplement the AmaZulu Football 
Club schedule, particularly big matches involving Kaizer Chiefs and 
Orlando Pirates and local derbies," Kumar said. 

Also on the cards is a special motor show in June next year. 

Last month the KwaZulu-Natal Rugby Union said the Sharks rugby fi-anchise 
would remain at King’s Park, dashing the city’s hopes of generating more 
revenue from the move to Moses Mabhida stadium 

DA caucus leader Tex Collins yesterday called on the city to reopen 
negotiations with the Sharks. 

"They need to engage the Sharks again. But over and above that, they 
need to extensively market the stadium or it would become a white 
elephant. ’]?he sky car will never generate the kind of revenue needed to 
run the stadium. The city needs to get some sort of entertainment on a 
regular basis because AmaZulu will certainly not do it Otherwise we are 
faced with a big problem," he said - Additional reporting by Canaan 
Mdletshe 

Key sectors again shed thousands ofj obs amid signs of uneven recovery 
Manufacturing, and other sectors of the economy targeted in the 
government’s New Growth Path policy to increase employment in SA, shed 
the raost jobs last month 
ALIS TAK~ ANDERSON 
Published: 2011/09/13 06:40:31 AM 
MAiX~I~TACTURING, and other sectors of the economy targeted in the 
government’s New Growth Path policy- to increase employment in SA, shed 
the most jobs last month, according to the Adcorp Eraployment index. 
The mining sector lost the second-most jobs, and construction the third 
most. 
The Adcorp index is corapiled and released t:nonthly, unlike Statistics 



SA’s quarterly Labour Survey which provides pointers every three months. 
Employment fell 2,1% year on year, the fimrth month in a row that it 
fell, Adcorp said yesterday Of the month’s losses, manufacturing shed 
19,9%, constructinn 16% and mining 9,3% 
Brait economist Colen Oarrow said sectors more involving consumers 
registered positive rates of growth, with retail employment up 3,7% and 
the financial sector up 3% Overall, 49306 jobs were destroyed last month. 
SA has now lost 989239 permanent jobs since the beginning of the 2008-09 
recessmn This includes 100087 jobs lost since the economy began to 
recover in the post-recession period. 
Public sector employment grew by 6,2% last raonth. In the New Growth Path 
document, the government committed itself to filling all its vacancies 
this year. 
Adcorp economist Loane Sharp said, given other job losses throughout the 
year, the public sector accounted for all formal job creation in SA in 
the year so far. 
On a net basis, the private sector had not created employment this year. 
"Although there were recent job gains in retail and the financial 
ser,~ices, jobs ~vere lost in ruanufacturing, minit~g and else~vhere," he said. 
However, he saw one positive force for job creation in SA. "Job creation 
in the it~fom~al sector has been explosive. The sector employed 16917 
additional people in August. I thirtk lessons can be learned from this; 
we need to relax our labo~tr la~vs," Mr Sharp said. 
Irdonnal-sector eruployment, characterised by employers who do not pay 
taxes or coraply with labour la~vs, represented 6,2-million workers or 
37,2% of all people employed in SA. 
Since 2000, informal-sector employment has grown froru 3,4- million, an 
increase of 182%. 
The job casualties in manufacturing and ruining were in line with the 
poor recent perforruances of those sectors. 
Manufacturing output contracted 6% and mining output 5,1% year on year 
in July. Strikes were blamed, but economists remain concerned that 
these key- production sectors not only produced fewer j obs, but were also 
not creating an environment to retain staff. 
NLr Garrow said industries such as mining and manufacturing were likely 
to struggle in the long term. "Broadly, the supply sectors will continue 
battling, and while the?- do, it ;vill be difficult to create the type of 
jobs needed to promote our gross domestic product" 
The financial and retail sectors, which are not targets of the New 
Growth Path plan, gre;v the most jobs last month. "The sectors that shed 
the most jobs were exactly those in which the New- Growth Path intends 
creating them.. Construction also shed jobs, disappointing since 
infrastructure development is the bedrock on which the Ne~v Growth Path 
is premised," \@ Oarro;v said 
Adcorp said it had found that temporary work bore a close relationship 
to the economy’s ut~derlying health and may be considered a leading 
indicator of permanent employment conditions 
"Permanent jobs, which are beset by legal and regulatoly’ problems, are 
an unreliable indicator of business activity," Adcorp said. 
Last month the capacity utilisation of temporary staff the number of 
hours actually worked in relation to the available hours per temporary 
job dropped to 74,6%. "This was a decline of 8,1°,/o at an aunual rate, 
the worst decline in four months," Adcorp said. 
Compared ;vith a year ago, the number of temporary workers increased 4,5% 
last month, but their average monthly working hours l~ll 20,6%. 
Overall, capacity utilisation of temporaly’ workers dropped 9% last month 
compared with a year ago and by 24,1% compared with the peak in April. 
"This suggests that employment conditions remain exceedingly weak and 
conunues to suggest that the prospect of an improvement in permanent 
jobs, which tend to lag behind temporary jobs, is a hmg way off," 
Adcorp said. 
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Consumer con:[idence hits two-year low 
CONSUMI*;R con:[i dence plunged in the third quarter of this year, 
suggesting the spending that drove the post-recession recovery has lost 
most of its momentum 
ALISTAIR ANDERSON 
Published: 2011/09/13 07:11:09 AM 
CONS1UMER confidence plunged in the third quarter of this year, 

suggesting the spending that drove the post-recession recovery has lost 
most of its momentum. 
The FNB-BER consumer confidence index dropped by seven index points, 
from 11 in the second quarter of this year to four in the third quarter, 
a two-year low, according to data released yesterday. 
"Consumers are very uncertain and worried and appear to have been 
spending very consep~’atively," Nedbank economist Nicky Weimar said 
yesterday 
"We do need concrete retail sales figures to get an idea of the actual 
amount of spending that has happened recently but the point is that, 
(given) uncertain and struggling global and domestic economies, 
consumers are holding back." 
The consumer confidence index combines the results of three questions 
asked of 2500 urban adults last month. Respondents gave their views on 
the expected performance of the economy, the expected financial 
situation of their households and the appropriateness of ruaking current 
purchases of big items such as furniture, electronic equipment and other 
appliances. 
The expected economic performance subindex dropped 15 index points, from 
17 to t~vo, its biggest decline since the middle of the global financial 
crisis in the second quarter of 2008. 



Absa Capital economist Jeffrey Schultz said it was key that confidence 
in the consumption side of the economy remained in positive territory, 
even if the third-quarter figure marked the index’s lowest point since 
the third quarter of 2009. 
]k/Is Schultz said the fall in confidence was "not surprising given the 
realisation in global markets that the strength of economic recovery, 
both globally and domestically, was perhaps never as healthy as many 
thought it to be". He said this presented the "largest drag" on the 
index, as seen in the expected economic performance subindex 
The index figures pointed to "a somewhat softer start to the second half 
for the consmnption side of the economy which has, up to now, been 
leading SA’s gross domestic product (GDP) growth trajectol?~". 
The expenditure-side GDP figures in today’s Reserve Bank quarterly 
bulletin were "likely to show a still somewhat depressed fixed 
investment climate and some moderation in household consumption 
spending", _’vir Schultz said. 
Looking at the current state of SA’s ecunomy overall, and why growth 
prospects were soft for the rest of the year, Ms Weimar said the 
productiun side remained weak due to internal problems such as "massive, 
regular strikes" and external problcms, including a loss of strength in 
SA’s exports, as the rand had been consistently strong. 
"SA is struggling to compete globally-," she said. 
High a&ninistered prices including electricib" and petrol costs had also 
put pressure on consumers. 
Added to these stresses were "overly high wage settlements in various 
industries". 
"Until the end of July, things are looking bad. Mining and manufacturing 
output should stay poor and the consumption side of the economy (will 
be) bridled. 
"This post-recession recovery has been very slow and 2011 has become a 
year of tremendous uncertain~’, even over job creation," she said. 
On what to do to improve SA’s economy, Ms Weimar suggested the national 
debate return to the basics and leave behind radical issues such as 
nationalising SA’s mines. 
"We need to get basics right. It is very- clear that there has been a 
breakdown between business and labour," she said 
"There needs to be a common understanding about creating a competitive 
envirolzment. If we build the iniicastructure we could use it as a cushion 
against the tough economic times the world is in now" 
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Outflows hit rand, dim hopes of rate cut 

September 19 2011 at 05:00am 
By F~thel Hazelhurst 

The past fetv weeks have seen large outftows of foreign portfolio ftmds 
after net inflows for most of the year The reversal came as fears about 
euro zone sovereign debt sent international investors into safer bets, 
like US treastuy’ bonds 

Leon \~zburgh, a strategist at Citi, said nearly R14 billion left South 
Africa in the first hall!of this month R6.3bn due to equity" sales and 
R7.7bn from bonds The pace of outflows accelerated last week and, in 
the 10 days to September 15, R15.Sbn flowed out. 

Net portfolio investment, in the year to date, :tell fi-om R35 4bn to 
R25.5bn in a matter of days. This compares with cumulative portfolio 
investment of nearly R56bn at the end of the second quarter, according 
to the Reserve Bank’s quarterly bulletin 

Bulelwa Boqwana, the acting chief director of communications at the 
National Treasury, said "on the 13th (of September) we saw non-residents 
selling about R7.5bn worth of South African bonds". 

However, Boqwana said auctions of the government’s fixed-interest bonds 
remained well supported in recent weeks 

The JSE all share index ended Friday at 31 051.35 points, l?om 31 005 

points on August 31 

The rand’s performance was more closely correlated to non-resident fund 
movements. The currency, which was bid just on the right side of R7 a 
dollar at month-end, ended last week much weaker at R7.4178. As the rand 
weakens, inflation pressures rise and the case for cutting interest 
rates, to support economic growth, loses ground. 

The big event this week, on the domestic front, is the Reset’,~e Bank 
tnonetm)~ policy corrmrittee (MPC) meeting that starts tomorrow and ends on 
Thursday when governur Gill Marcus announces the decision. The baak’s 
repo rate has been at a 30-year low of 5.5 percent since November. There 
is little expectation in the market of a rate move this week. 

Standard Bank said on Friday that rates in the moncy market were pricing 
in a cut in the first half of next year. 



Econoraists, however, are divided on whether the next move will be up or 
down. Citi’s South Africa economist, Jean Francois Mercier, expected the 
Resel-v’e Batik "to implicitly- leave the door open for a possible cut were 
the econotnic and financial situation, globally and locally to 
deteriorate fmther". 

The central bank’s dilerrm~a is that growth has slowed dramatically while 
irfflatinn is on the rise. In the second quarter, groxvth in gross 
domestic product fell to 1.3 percent from 4.5 percent in the first..amd 
consumer inflation has risen from 3.2 percent in September last year to 
5.3 percent in July. The MPC has forecast it will breach the ceiling of 
the bank’s 3 percent to 6 percent target range by the end of the year. 

Data on formal sector employment is due tomorrow. 

If the figures are poor, the balance of opinion may- swing to a cut 
Changes to the MPC inflation forecast on Thursday will provide a clue to 
the bank’s actions at the following MPC meetings in November and January. 

Ne;vs, late on Thursday, that the European Central Bank and the central 
banks of the US, Japan, Switzerland and the L~ were planning 
co-ordinated action, to inject dollar liquidity into financial markets, 
restored some stability towards the end of last week. 

But sentiment remains on a knife edge as Greece’s problems are 
unresolved The best case scenario remains "controlled" default, mooted 
by Oelmany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel Sovereign debt risks are stalling 
growth in the region. 

IVI&O 

R230-millinn to ;vl-eck a building company 

LISA STE’~2N" - Sep 09 2011 16:40 

Construction group IVIurray & Robelts (M&R) recorded a massive 
R1 735-billion loss for the financial year due to losses on projects, 
including the Oautrain, and possible penalties for collusion over World 
Cup stadium projects 

M&R’s share price has collapsed frum about R10 400 before the gluba[ 
financial meltduwn tu R26.50 this week. Chief execuuve Brian Bruce and 
chief financial ufftcer Roger Rees earned a cumbined R230-million 
between 2007 and 2009 

M&R is une of several cunstructiun companies that have applied to the 
Competition Commissiun for leniency in respect of bid-rigging over the 
stadiums. M&R is being investigated fi)r several offences, including its 
Greenpoint stadi um cuntract 

’]?he ]fines are still to be determined but, because M&R applied for 
lenien cy, the amuunt will be significantly lower than the maximum 10% of 
annual turnuver that can be impused in these cases. 

Executive pay is in the spuflight worldwide and rising concerns uver 
ecunumic inequality’ have led billionaire investur Warren Buffet to 
suggest higher taxes for the super-rich At home, Standard Bank chief 
executive Jacku Maree has said he is dunating 10% of his after-tax 
tncome tu educatiunal prqiects for the underprivileged. 

An analysis by an anunymuus authur, "Muggers and Rubbers -- Collusion -- 
Executive Pay -- Dodger Accuunting", has been circulated to news media 
and tu M&R The writer claims that respunsibility %r the loss uf almust 
R2-billinn lies wtth Bruce and Rees. 

They both retired at the end of June this year, but it is not knoxvn what 
packages they received. The writer suggests that they were effectively 
pushed out of the company and paid to retire. 

Brace, who has read the document, said: "It’s a pretty ranting letter. I 
don’t know what to cormnent on. It’s a rely one-sided view." 

Out of context 
Brace said he could not imagine what sort of person would sit down for 
hours to write such a letter. He did not know- who the writer was but did 
not think it was someone in the company. 
COi’~7iX~[JE S BELOW 

"Everything was taken totally out of context .. Everybo@, including 
myself, has put a lot of effort into the corapany and it’s just 
unfortunate this [the loss] is what has happened." 

Rees could not be reached %r conmxent. 

Ed Jardim, group comraunications executive at M&R, said an ~xhappy 
employee had drafted the letter. He said the company believed that parts 
of it defamed M&R and that former executives were being criticised for 
issues unrelated to the organisation. 

Jardim did not dispute the factual soundness of the letter’s contents 



"We did not say that the issues related to Murray & Roberts raised in 
the letter are inaccurate. [But] these issues are written in a s~le 
that suits the opinions/views of the writer -- they" are one-sided. These 
views only’ disclose limited informatinn on the issues and do not tell 
the :full story" 

Preliminary :financial results released in August showed losses of 
Rl.15-billion from M&R’s invotvement with the Gautrain and a provision 
for fines for collusion. 2mother R580-million is budgeted for completion 
of a marine project in Australia, R160-nrilliun went towards a write-off 
of legacy debtors in the _’vSddle East and R710-million was lost in 
write-downs in assets and trading losses for discontinued operations. 

The "Muggers and Robbers" docunrent notes that Bruce’s runruneration in 
2007 was R99-nrillion, making him the cotmt~-’s highest paid executive 
that year. He was awarded R47.8-million in 2008 and R9.5 -milliun in 
2009. Rees earned R60.9-milliun in 2007, R6.75-milliun in 2008 and 
R6.45-trfillion in 2009. 

Jardim couldn’t provide details of possible exit packages for Brace and 
Rees. "[They] were remunerated in terms of their employment cuntracts 
with Murray & Roberts. Details of their packages will be disclosed in 
the 2011 annual integrated report." 

The anonynrous writer claimed collusion had been embedded in the M&R 
group for man?, years and "at least for the majori~ of the period under 
Bruce’s and Rees’s leadership". 

The Competition Corrmrission has investigated five difi;erent cases of 
alleged collusion involving M&R. The company first applied for leniency 
on behalf of its subsidiary, Rocla, in 2007. 

The commission said in February that, regarding World Cup stadiun~ 
projects, most of the leniencies were granted to M&R and two other groups 

It is not known how- many applications for leniency M&R submitted, but a 
tot~nl of 65 bid-rigging cases in the construction industry are under 
investigation. 

Jardim said that, to date, the group had received leniency in all 
matters except one. "We were a 42% shareholder in a company called 
National Scrap Metal. NSM received a penalty of R17.7-milliun." 

He said the group was still reviewing the matter and discussions ~vere 
under way with the commission. 

Oupa Bodibe, manager of advocacy and stakeholder relations at the 
commission, said it ~vas not possible at this stage to release 
information uncovered by the cormnissiun relating to bid-rigging over the 
World Cup stadiums "We are in the process ofverit)ing the information 
with the companies and will in due course make a public announcement in 
respect of the nun~ber of firms that have applied for settlement and 
leniency, the projects that are implicated and the way forward" 

Report queries risk-management strategies 
In 2010, Murray & Roberts Marine was awarded a subcontract to design and 
construct a material off loading facility in Australia. But only after 
the 2011 interim results, was it disclosed that a R580-million loss was 
experienced on a short-term contract due Jk~r completion only" next year. 

"lit] begs the question as to the risk-management policies and 
procedures in the organisatinn," stated an anonymous document titled 
"Muggers and Robbers", circulated to the media and the company. 

M&R has acknowledged that it was a loss-making contract spurred on by 
late site access, logistics and quarantine, scope growth and weather 
conditions 

The writer of the document said management seemed incapable of 
forecasting the losses of their discontinued operations. A write-down in 
assets worth R330-million and trading losses of R380-million promp~d 
questinns, the document said. "One has to query the logic in continuing 
to trade a business and make a R380-million loss, unless of course the 
losses were already made in prior years and the bad news just bubbled to 
the surface once [top executives] Bruce and Rees had left" 

The document also strongly criticised the decision to provide 
R164-million against legacy debtors in the Middle East when stakeholders 
were assured last year of M&R’s confidence that it would retrieve the money. 

Given the large loss, the writer questions whether last year’s results 
should be restated. 

Group coum~unications executive Ed Jardim said the unexpected losses did 
not mean the 2010 financial year accounts were incot~cect. "The accounts 
were audited and approved based un the available information at the 
time. The 2011 financial statements reflect certain unusual charges and 
inrpainnents." Therefore, he said the 2010 accounts did not have to be 
restated. 



An M&R press release said that managing risk effectively was at the 
heart of the group’s sustainability. "The setbacks during the year on 
certain major projects have necessitated a renewed focus on identifying 
and evaluating risk within the group. An increase in staffing of the 
legal and cormnercial teams is in progress, the group’s bespoke 
opportunity management system is being upgraded and iraproved project 
processes and systems are being inrplemented." 

M&R said that while future revenue flows were anticipated, the funding 
required to coraplete the Gautrain and Australian materials offloading 
facility over the next six months was likely to place the group in a net 
debt position again by December 31 2011. 

........ OriginalMessage ........ Subject: Re: Munya and the 5 
other activists trial in Zimbabwe has started Date: 
Mort, 19 Sep 2011 06:56:47 +0200 From: Shant2aa Bloemen 
<sbloemen@unice£ org> 

9/19/2011 5:55 AM. Shantha Bloemen wrote: 

Dear friends 

Thanks for your continued support of Munya and the other 5 activists who 
were arrested in February and charged with treason after holding a 
meeting and viewing videos from the uprising in Egypt. It has been a 
rather cra~z year for all of us but the continued support and attention 
has made a big difference in our lives. We are hoping now for a speedy 
conclusion 

The trial finally started on Wednesday last week with charges being now 
for threatening to incite public violence rather than subversion or 
treason. It still faces a jail sentence of 10 years The case is being 
heard by a regional magistrate after it had been postponed on numerous 
occasions as magistrates dismissed themselves as the?- had actually been 
Munya’s students. 

The trial was adjourned to Tuesday 20 September 2011. On Thursday, the 
defense lawyer was caught up in the supreme Court and could not make it 
in time while the state council had other commitments in the afternoon 
Meanwhile the state has unveiled the remaining three witnesses, who are 
Jonathan Shoko, Superintendent Ngirishi and ]VI~. Justin, who are all 
alleged to be police officers. The first wimess in the case was the 
46th suspect who was arrested who was the paid state witness who had 
sneaked into the meeting 

We are positive the case was lead to a dismissal but this is Zimbabwe so 
nothing is certain. We hope it will conclude by the end of this week 
I will keep you posted 

We are also posting updates on the following facebook 
site:http://www.facebook corral!! &roups/178601402184959/or group called 
calling fi~r the release of the Zimbabwean activists. 

Here are a few of the latest local media clips: 

http ://dailynews co zw/inde× php/news/34-news/4317-drama-a s-~wisai-triaI-opens.htm[ 
http://~vw news24.c~n‘~‘Aftica/Zimbabwe/Zimbabwe-activists-den~-plottin~-pr~tests-20~9~4#. 

In addition, if you are looking for background information on the 
crisis, the most comprehensive source of essays, perspectives and 
irfformation has just been produced by Open Society for Southern Africa 
who dedicated the latest issue of Open Space to Zimbabwe. Here is the 
link. http://www, osisa, org/openspace/zimbabwe-cr ossr oads 

Please do not hesitate to get in touch by email or phone if you need 
more specific irdormation. 

Sadly, cven if the case is dismissed, this is not the end of the 
stluggle for a better fairer and more democratic Zimbab~ve, so grateful 
for your support for Munya as well as the many others who continue to 
face human rights abuses for fighting for a better country 

Thartks again for all your support. 

Kind regards, Shantha 

Building Grassroots Lntcrnationalism! First GGJ Congress Opens in North 
Carolina 
Posted on August 23 

We are BACK! Delayed but not deterred by Humcane hene, the GGJ 
Congress opens today in Raleigh. 

We are excited to welcome 130 raembers and local, national and 
international allies to the First GGJ Congress! Hosted by Black Workers 
for Justice, the Congress is being held under the banner: "Deepen Our 

Roots, Broaden Our Base, Build Grassroots Internationalism[" 



The Congress is less of a singular event than the culmination of a 
process that began after the 2rid US Social Forum in Detroit After 
helping achieve a 2nd successful US Social Forum, GC, J continued on its 
path of participating in international social movement convergences to 
build the climate j u stice movement, and of playing influential roles in 
the Social Movement Assembly and World Social Forum processes at the WSF 
in Dakar this past February. 

Meanwhile, GGJ was also undertaking an intensive effort to sharpen its 
work for greater political impact. After 3 years of trying to cover 
essentially eve~z critical area of global justice work, GC, J’s most 
active members realized that the alliance was spread too thin. 
Additionally, the escalating crises of economy, ecology and empire had 
created new urgency for us to develop integrated work that can generate 
impact at the intersections of these crises. 

Throughout the spring and summer, coordinating committee members, stall\ 
and GGJ working groups held face to face meetings and consultas with 
membership to develop proposals for this integrated work. The final 
proposal is an exciting multi-issue initiative that ~vould allow GGJ 
members to help fill critical gaps in the climate justice and 
anti-militarization movements at a national level, fueled by both local 
and international level convergences and co[lecuve action 

At the Congress we will be affirming the proposed multi-issue initiative 
and will be developing plans to broaden the engagement of our member 
base in our work Plans will include local to national action plans for 
the 1000 Durbans: International Day of Action coinciding with the UN 
Climate Talks in Durban, South Afi~ica on December 3rd. 

The Congress was made possible by the hard work of the Black Workers for 
Justice local organizing cowanittee and GGJ’s dedicated coordinating 
cowanittee and staff. ’l’he Congress’ distinguished delegates include 
representatives from 30 GGJ member groups, 25 national allies, and 3 
international allies from the World March of Women - Brain[, the 
ttemispheric Social Alliance and the Mexican Action Network against Free 
Trade RMALC - Mexico, and The Federation of Organizations for Social and 
Educational Assistance FASE - Brazil 

We will be sharing a post-Congress report with all of you as soon as 
possible. Stay tuned for the announcement of our exciting new 
initiative and for ways for each of you to get involved! 

Commentary No. 313, September 15, 2011 
"The Social-Democratic Illusion" 

Social-democracy had its apogee in the period 1945 to the late 1960s. At 
that time, it represented an ideology and a movement that stood for the 
use of state resources to ensure some redistribution to the majority of 
the population in various concrete ways: expansion of educational and 
health facilities; guarantees of lifelong income levels by programs to 
support the needs of the non-"wage-employed" groups, particularly 
children and seniors; and programs to minimize unemployment. 
Social-democracy promised an ever-better future for future generations, 
a sort of permanent rising level of national and family incomes. This 
was called the welfare state. It ~vas an ideology that reflected the view 
that capitalism could be "reforu~ed" and acquire a more human face. 

The Social-Democrats were most powerful in western Europe, Great 
Britain, Australia and New Zealand, Canada, and the United States (~vhere 
they were called New Deal Democrats) - in short, in the wealthy 
countries of the world-system, those that constituted what might be 
called the pan-E~tropean world. They were so successful that their 
right-of-center opponents also endorsed the concept of the welfare 
state, tlying merely to reduce its costs and extent. In the rest of the 
world, the states tried to j~unp onto this ban&vagon by projects of 
national "development." 

Social-democracy ;vas a highly successful program during this period. It 
was sustained by two realities of the times: the incredible expansion of 
the world-economy, which created the resources that made the 
redistribution possible; and United States hegemony in the world-system, 
which ensured the relative stability of the world-system, and especially 
the absence of serious violence within this wealthy zone. 

This rosy picture did not last. The two realities came to an end The 
world-economy stopped expanding and entered into a long stagnation, in 
which we are still living; and the Uinted States began its long, if 
slo;v, decline as a hegemonic power Both new realities have accelerated 
considerably in the t;venty-first century 

The new- era begilming in the 1970s saw the end of the world centrist 
consensus on the virtues of the ;velfare state and state-managed 
"development." It was replaced by a new, more rightwing ideology, called 
variously neo-liberalism or the Washington Consensus, which preached the 
merits of reliance on markets rather than on goverl~ments This program 
was said to be based on a supposedly new- reality of "globalization" to 
which "there ~vas no alternative." 



Implementing neo-liberal programs seemed to maintain rising levels of 
"growth" on stock markets but at the same time led to rising worldwide 
levels of indebtedness, unemployment, and louver real income levels for 
the vast majority of the world’s populations. Nonetheless, the parties 
that had been the mainstays of the left-of-center social-democratic 
programs moved steadily to the right, eschewing or playing down support 
for the welfare state and accepting that the role of reformist 
governments had to be reduced considerably. 

While the negative effects on the majority of the populations were :felt 
even within the wealthy pan-European world, the?’ were felt even more 
acutely in the rest of the world What were their governments to do? 
’]?hey began to take advantage of the relative economic and geopolitical 
decline of the United States (and more widely of the pan-European world) 
by focusing on their own national "development." They used the power of 
their state apparatuses and their overall lower costs of production to 
become "emerging" nations. The more "leR" their verbiage and even their 
political commitment, the more they were determined to "develop." 

Will this work for them as it had once worked for the pan-[european world 
in the post-1945 period? It is far from obvious that it can, despite the 
remarkable "growth" rates of some of these countries -particularly, the 
s o-called BRICs (Braml, Russia, India, China) - in the last five to ten 
years. For there are some serious differences between the current state 
of the world-system and that of the immediate post-1945 period. 

One, the real cost levels of production, despite neoliberal efli~rts to 
reduce them, are in fact now considerably higher than they were in the 
post-1945 period, and tl~eaten the real possibilities of capital 
accumulation. This makes capitalism as a system less attractive to 
capitalists, the most perceptive of whom are searching for alternative 
ways to secure their privileges. 

Two, the ability- of the emerging nations to increase in the short run 
their acquisition of wealth has put a great strain on the availability 
of resources to provide their needs. It therefore has created an 
ever-growing race for land acquisition, watcr, food, and energy 
resources, which is not only leading to fierce struggles but is in turn 
also reducing the worldwide ability- of capitalists to accumulate capital. 

Three, the enormous expansion of capitalist production has created at 
last a serious strain on the world’s ecology, such that the world has 
entered into a climate crisis, whose consequences threaten the quality 
of life throughout the world. It has also fostered a movement for 
reconsidering fundamentally the virtues of "growth" and "development" as 
economic objectives. This growing demand for a different 
"civilizational" perspective is what is being called in Latin ~erica 

the movement for "buen vivir" (a liveable world). 

Four, the demands of subordinate groups for a real degree of 
participation in the decision-making processes of the world has come to 
be directed not only at "capitalists" but also at the "left" governments 
that are promoting national "development." 

Fifth, the combination of all these factors, plus the visible decline of 
the erstwhile hegemonic power, has created a climate of constant and 
radical fluctuations in both the ~vorld-economy and the geopolitical 
situation, which has had the result of paralyzing both the world’s 
entrepreneurs and the world’s governments. The degree of uncertain~z - 
not only long-term but also the ve~z short-telrn - has escalated 
markedly, and with it the real level of violence 

The social-democratic solution has become an illusion. The question is 
what will replace it for the vast majority of the world’s populations 

Copyright by Immanuel Wallerstein, distributed by Agence Global 

Is Africa rising or flailing? 
Toby Moorsom 
2011-09-14, Issue 547 
http ://pamba zaka or~ienicategorvifeatures/76251 

In the wake of sustained social um-est in man?’ parts of Africa this 
year, Toby Moorsom considers the extent to which the continent might be 
said to be ’rising or flailing’. 

Firoze Manji has rightly argued that the desires :for political change 
being expressed in North Africa and the Maddle East are shared 
throughout the rest of the African continent. While the north has been 
in the spotlight in the international media, large demonstrations have 
seriously challenged governments in countries like Swaziland, Gabon, 
Cameroon, I~iibouti, Senegal, Kenya, Burkina Faso and more It would 
appear then that the Western media is largely ignoring those expressions 
in the countries south of the Sahara, in part because they do not seem 
to hold the same strategic importance on the geopolitical stage. 
Moreover, in the media-lhelled imaginations of those in the more 
a]t]uent parts of the world, perceptions of southern portions of the 
continent continue to hold racist tones that differentiate them from the 



predominantly Muslim north. 

It is true there are important similarities between the underlying 
causes of the struggles in sub-Saharan African countries and in those of 
North Africa specifically Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt. Yet there are 
also very important differences. My worp)~ is that voluntarist attitudes 
toward the movements in countries south of the Sahara overestimate their 
potential to replicate the democratic movements there. Overstating the 
similarities within and between these societies can prevent us from 
understanding the rather difl;erent tasks that need to take place to 
support significant social change. These differences will ultimately 
detemfine the internationalist strategies of solidarity we take in 
trying to advance a rrlovement against the absurdly unequal global 
dispensation of wealth and power, and how we position ourselves to 
address the catastrophic consequences global capitalism is causing to 
people, our planet and the health and prosperity of future generations 
wherever the?, reside. 

HOW THE COMPARISON FITS 

Bringing attention to the struggles of those battling dictatorial 
regimes and living conditions in sub-Saharan Africa helps further 
highlight the fact these nrovements are not nrerely struggles for liberal 
democratic rights, as important as those are. In fact, the reason it has 
been so difficult to find the political basis of unity in nrost of these 
uprisings when they emerged in January is partly- because they were, 
quite simply, responses to rrlaterial deprivation. They- are rrlovements that 
arrive out of the desperation imposed upon people by rrlore than 30 years 
of Friedman-inspired neoliberal econorrlic policies. \~nat they are beyond 
this varies. 

Egypt, in spite of its historical particularities, has many econotnic 
similarities with the rest of Africa. Its massive trade deficit is 
perhaps the clearest nreasure of the neocolonial relationship it has been 
pushed into by the wealthy countries that politically dominate 
international financial institutions. In 2010, Egypt exported US $23.5 
billion, but imported US$48.8 billion. It did this while paying growing 
loans to the rich countries. Its internal lending rate in 2010 averaged 
11 8 per cent For most farmers or small business it was closer to 20. 
Such a relationship calmot hold. Like many countries in Africa, 
Egyptians are buying consumer goods worth twice what the?’ produce and 
paying back loans used in the 1960s to start businesses that are now 
being sold back to international corporations befbre they- have even been 
paid for The rich countries get to feel good about their Live Aid and 
MakePovertyHistory campaigns, but the?, are still taking more than is 
returned In this way Egypt is typically 21st century ’African’. 

The most recent World Bank trade brief published a year befbre the 
uprising in E~zpt gave a glowing assessment of the Mubarak goverl~ment’s 
compliance with the World Bank’s demands. It states, for example, that: 
’The changes it implemented, such as eliminating minimum capital 
requirements, also led to Egypt being ranked as the ninth top reformer 
for 2008/09, after having been ranked the tenth top reformer the year 
before.’ European and US leaders later tried to distance themselves from 
Egypt’s domestic politics, suggesting the regime ~vas not ’reforming’ 
fast enough. Yet the obvious reality is that the Mubarak government was 
actually doing everything the US and EU told them to in economic terms 
Internal assessments of its economic pelformance over the previous 
decade by the International Finance Corporation, World Bank and IMF 
(International Mi)netary Fund) are quite sickening in light of what we 
now so clearly know about the experiences of the majority of people in 
the country who were suffering. If they complained or organised 
opposition, the?’ would be tortured into submission in jails filled with 
political prisoners 
(lnweb90.worldbank. orgioed/oeddoclib nsl)...i$file/egypt cae.pdf). 

Like most other Afi-ican countries, Egypt was also facing massive 
urbanisation and urban poverty resulting from neoliberal policies that 
sent rural economies into crisis by eliminating marketing systems and 
agricultural support. As Hichame Safieddine 

(http://w~vw unionbook.or~/profiles/blo~s/the-bullet-hicham-safieddine) 
notes: ’In Egypt, close to 40 per cent o:[’Egyptians are estimated to 
live under the poverty line. Uneven urban sprawl has left close to 9 
million living m the slmns of Cairo alone.’ And the circumstances may 
be worse than available data reveals. 

Research by Sarah Sabry 
(http://eau.sagepub.com/content/22/2/523.full.pdg~htmb suggests urban 
poverty rates in Cairo have been seriously underestimated, especially 
when one considers issues of housing, health, water and sanitation and 
the ways resources are differentially accessed, even within families. 
Egypt, like virtually every African country, spends more on debt 
set~zicing payments than it spends on healthcare. As with other African 
countries, the Egyptian government had no capacity to act on needs of 
the poor, if they gave a darnn, because neoliberal ’developrrlent’ allows 
for no plauning. The rrlarket is supposed to address all these issues so 
the only role for politicians, according to the theory, is to remove all 
functions of the state except for policing of course. So faced with 
the real challenges being experienced by so nrany nrillions, the only 
sovereignty the Mubarak regime had was its means of repression which 
the?" managed to extend beyond the horrendous methods taught by US troops 



and CIA handbooks 
(http:/ienwikipediaor~/wiki/U.S. Army and CIA interrogation manuals: 
http://www.saloncom/news/feature/2OlO/O3/O9/waterboardin~ for dummies: 
http://wWw.washin~t~np~st.com/wp-d.‘/n/content/artic~e/2~8/~3/~8/AR2~8~3~8~3~4 htm1) 

When Mubarak was thrown out, there ~w~s a [arge [ist of bills in process 
that were drafted to appease interests of the US and ]i~reign capital 
(including more than 900 Canadian companies [isted there) These were 
things like public-pr~w~te partnerships and anti-inflationary measures. 
As a result of this sort of globalisation the Econoraist Intelligence 
Unit could note in 2010 that ’Egypt’s exports have quadrupled to $16 
billion and ov-erall trade is approaching $60 billion. A modest but 
interesting American initiative, designed to encourage regional 
integration and known as "Qualifying Industrial Zones," has provided 
some help as well.’ The ’Qualifying Industrial Zones’ referred to are in 
fact the places where resistance first emerged as people fought to 
create unions not under the grip of the state. They were created to 
bypass unions and yet ironically helped establish peoples breaking point 
of what kind of indigni~" they were willing to accept. 

The fact that Egypt was being praised as an economic success in the 
months before Mubarak’s depart~e reveals how thoroughly out of touch 
leadership and institutions of the Washington Consensus are with 
realities of the majority of the world. It also reveals the utter 
bankruptcy of the ideology so fcl~’ently pursued in the interests of a 
class of global billionaires. 

This is not hugely different than the experiences in other parts of the 
continent. Uganda, for example, has been a special client of the US and 
the World Bank. Since the early 1990s the US were quickly able to cosy 
up to the once-Marxist rebel who overthrew the brutal and incorapliant 
regime of Milton Obote and Idi A~nin. Ethiopia too does the United 
States’s dirt7- work in Somalia. Meanwhile, virtually every other African 
cotmtry has seen levels of inequality grow while local production 
declines and more imports flood their markets Foreign companies (often 
South African) buy their communications systems, mines, seed companies, 
millers, clothing manufacturers, soap producers and anything else 
imaginable This is neocolonialism par excellence. 

YET THEY DIFFER: THE NORTH HAS BEEN A STRONGER Aix,~FI-COLONIAL FORCE 

It is also true that the history of North Africa cannot be separated 
from that of the rest of the continent Ancient Egyptian and Nubian 
Empires tvere intimately linked to the histories of Bantu peoples further 
South. The Islamic empire was also rooted in Africa while a highly 
decentralised relationship existed with the Maghreb, in which local 
variants of Sufi Islam have taken syncretic forms within pre-existing 
religious thought A number of significant empires such as the Malian, 
Songhay and Ohanaian also linked people across the Sahara for many 
centuries before Europeans were able to gain any’ strategic strength over 
the territory. For these and other reasons Illeni Centime Zeleke is 
correct in suggesting we more careihlly scmtinise the ways terms like 
’Arab’ and ’African’ are mobilised in news reports and popular discourse 
(http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/features/71735). 

While North African history is intimately- tied with sub-Saharan 
societies, there are also significant divergences Most importantly, 
Islam served to provide societies in the north a ntunber of protections 
against the slave trade and co[onialism. Longstanding connections to the 
rest of the Islamic world a[so enable them to maintain systems of 
education that wou[d be torn apart in the majority of societies further 
south throughout the colonia[ experience Additiona[ly, the southern and 
eastern portions of the continent saw massive movements of their 
populations in the centuries before independence This was the case ll~r 
a variety of reasons The continent saw a rea[ignment of power away from 
Eastern-based trade via the Islamic empires (roughly defined), toward an 
Atlantic world, which simu[taneously extracted huge pomons of [abour, 
setting off new dynamics of warfare Incursions from the south Migned 
with internal @namics to cause a series of migrations and wars that 
advanced upward as far as the Congo Basin. 

Meanwhile, :[’or reasons not entire[y understood, there were exodus from 
kingdoms in areas of present-day Angola and the DRC (democratic R epub[ic 
of Congo), whi[st the Portuguese began hammering the eastern Islamic 
cities (that did not have in-land Islamic societies to protect them). 
These ~dynamic populations were then :fixed into colonial administrative 
apparatuses that gave life to new notions of ethnicity whi[e 
simu[taneously severing old forms of cooperation between peop[es and 
destroying pre-existing systems of production and accumulation 
Concurrently, a racial project increasingly constructed differences 
among people that were not previously very" significant in determining 
relationships between the North and South of the Sahara. These processes 
contributed to the creation of significant differences between 
contemporary societies of varying parts of Africa. 

The point is not that the north was completely immtme from these 
patterns but, with variation armong them, northern societies nevertheless 
fared much better than those in the south. There are a number of 
consequences of this. First, it was generally very difficult for 
significant settler populations to establish themselves. Secondly, 
racial projects were not as successful in establishing a deep sense of 



inferiurity amung Africans in the Nurth, the West and the tturn, relative 
to Eurupeans. It also meant that lucal merchant classes (uffen directly 
aligned with religious authurity) maintained significant levels ufpuwer 
uriginally accumulated through trans-Saharan trade. These classes 
compelled colonial forces tu broker with them tu some degree as the 
culunists did with ’chiefs’ further suuth. In these ways, the 
experiences with Islam were very different than places in the suuth 
where Christian evangelical prujects were so powerful in defining the 
terms of public life. Partly fur these reasuns, Nurth African cuuntries 
managed to also make greater gains in dcveloping industrialised 
economies with a corresponding industrial working class. To some degree 
this was, of course, a factor of simply being closer to Europe, with 
France and, to a lesser extent Italy, integrating administration of 
occupations directly into their national state structure, alongside 
attempts of cultural unification. 

In E~’pt, unions were largely- tamed by- state control from above, 
bringing the unions into the arsenal of labour discipline with the 
Egyptian Trade Union Federation. Yet since as early as 1990, the state 
labour regime slowly began eroding as workers looked elsewhere for 
protection. This was certainly evident in the formation of the Centre 
for Trade Union and Workers’ Sel~,’ices (CTUWS). They" also started 
building independent trade tmions and participated in hundreds of 
illegal strikes, leading to the formation of independent trade unions 
and, eventually, the establishment of an independent trade union 
federation. This process was rooted in the civil service as much as in 
the industrial unions, and the pressure has continued to grow in the 
post-Tahrir days. See, for example, 
httl~:/iwww.e~v~tworkersolidaritv.or~/ and 
http:i/~’~’w.socialistalternative.or~h~ews/articlell.php?id 1521 

NEOLIBEP~4LISM RESTED ON AN EG’~?TIAN AXIS 

Since World War II the most significant diffhrences between sub-Saharan 
Africa and the north especially Egypt have been geopoliticah 
British government docun~ents show that plans fbr colonial withdrawal 
were intimately tied to the creation of Israel, ~vhich has in turn 
allowed Israeli settlers to continually’ push far beyond the needs of the 
true metropoles which were Anglo-American. This was a 
counter-revolutionaw base before independence was even granted. Egypt, 
until Anwar Sadat, was a frontline in a much larger battle against the 
’Third World’, as V~jay Prashad defines it. It is this battle that 
ultimately threw back an?- progress that was made in achieving greater 
equality in the post-colonial era (as imperfect and sholt-lived as that 

was). It also, however, coincided with the solidification of an intense 
puppet regime w~th Mubarak. In order for him to implement policy that 
wa s against the interests of the overwhehning maj ority in the Arab 
world, his regime had to be dictatorial. The battle in Egypt is not only’ 
against the economic prograrmne of neoliberalism, but that programme is 
so obviously centred on an absolutely vulgar proj ect of ongoing 
occupation. This is why the US did not give up on him as easily as they 
would have with any other tin-pot dictator 

In fact, up until January of 2011 the position of the US and the EU ;vas 
that the northern countries needed to be held down by dictators of the 
good kind, while support for those despots further south has been more 
fickle. It was the US, Israel and their other client, Saudi Arabia, ;vho 
required the dictatorial role to maintain their grip on the gates of the 
Palestinian prison in Gaza and the Suez. This dictatorship did not, 
huwever, manage to break down all aspects uf Nasser’s anti/post-culonial 
state, which included significant adwmcement in levels of educatiun. 
Thus, Mubarak found himself implementing neoliberal policies that cut 
the number o:[’jubs available as a demugraphic glut of educated students 
entered working age. 

TIlE SOUTtt SU},IVERS D[},IvE[Z[iN~[I.Y AND RESPONDS DI}:[.~ERfENT[.Y 

AIthuugh it is pol iti caIly unpopular to divide the cuntinent uf Africa, 
in this ana]ysis, there are important reasuns to do su. Since the 
financia] crisis uf 2008 there has been ungoing specu]ation in 
cummudities, including the rise in futures markets for staple fuods, 
which has coincided with processes of’land-grabbing’ and further social 
dislucation of the pourest in Africa. This has been met with a surge uf 
protest muvements in sub-Saharan countries that bears some resemblance 
to those taking place in Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt. The increases in 
fuod prices are uf course just one cumponent the last in a series of 
attacks against the pour uver the last 20 years ur inure: educatiun and 
healthcare have been gutted, basic infrastructure is crumbling, unions 
have been smashed, wages are down, transport costs continually rise 
while peupIe are forced tu travel in despicably unsafe vehicles that 
take them home tu intermittent electricity and water services they" 
nevertheless pay ever-larger portiuns uf their incume fur. 

The conditions of the majority in sub-Saharan Africa unfortunately 
render them politically volatile. Val?,ing theories in social sciences 
have tried to cadiZ" the resulting political structures; ’politics of 
the belly-’, ’politics of spoils’, ’prebendalism’ and the like. They all 
are attempting to codify_ forms of semi-feudal arrangements in which 
labour and the necessities of life are not corapletely commodified. 
Labour and life are of course not completely cormnodified in any" palt of 
the world. Everywhere, capitalism is built upon pre-existing systems of 



oppression even as it smashes the bonds between humans and nature, 
humans and each other, in creating the wage relation These pre-existing 
systems of oppression these’traditions’ arereinvented as 
capitalism expands ever outward into new places. However, in many parts 
of Africa, so few manage to actually break into the wage relationship 
As a result ’non-capitalist’ relations tend to be more intense than in 
the centres of capitalist accumulation. 

In current-day Uganda, where demonstrators increasingly challenge the 
US-suppurted pet~" dictatorship of Yoweri Museveni, it is estimated that 
80 per cent of youth are unemployed (Aflica Report, no. 29, April 2011 ). 
Official unemployment rates in most of Africa are of course notoriously 
difficult to establish, if there are even attempts to collect them. Yet 
World Bank statistics show that in Chad, 94 per cent of those employed 
can be described as being in ’~ralnerable employment, ~paid ~araily or 
own account employment’. In Senegal it is 84 per cent. Zambia, which 
benefits from a large raining sector, coraes in at 65 per cent. 

Then there are the dramatic differences in quali~ of life and public 
health indicators. According to those established in the Millennium 
Development Goals, only 5 per cent of people in Benin and Niger have 
access to ’improved sanitation sel~’ices’. It is 4 per cent in Ethiopia 
(although Britain’s Johnny Walker just acquired one of its main 
breweries. They may- not have clean water; they can at least have beer!). 
9 per cent in the Congo and Burundi have ’improved sanitation’. In Chad, 
sadly, it is only 3 per cent. According to World Bank statistics, Chad 
has to be about one of the worst places in the world to live if one 
actually wants to stay alive. The only places with worse overall crude 
death rates are the Central African Republic, Guinea-Bissau (with its 
drug-smuggling port of Europe-bound cocaine) and Afghanistan. In 
comparison, 59 per cent of Peruvians and 81 per cent of Guatemalans 
enjoy these basic necessities. For Chadians, therefore, working as a 
mercenary for Gaddafi was a reasonable option. It~ Botswana, which was so 
recently billed as a ’miracle’ economy thanks to its mining industry, 
almost 25 per cent have HIV. 

This is, unfortunately, not Africa rising, it is Africa flailing Africa 
is flailing amidst the repercussions of neoliberal economic policies and 
a resulting process of accumulation through dispossession. The 
inequalities emerging in African countries are as or more staggering 
than they are in all other parts of the world subjected to neoliberal 
economic policies. The difl~rence is that Atlcicans barely extracted any 
of the benefits of capitalism, in the ~vays that working class people in 
other parts of the world were able to. They received at most a decade 
and a half of post-independence in which they could go on a spending 
spree and build the infrastructure their societies had been 
systematically deprived of through the colonial years Some, such as 
South Africa, never had that opportunity as neoliberalism was brought in 
simultaneously ~vith the end of apartheid and formal independence 

The new elite in sub-Saharan Africa is extremely brazen in their 
conspicuous consumption, but the more difficult question to answer is 
whether they will actually have ant’ capacity to make investments in 
industries that could absorb some of the extraordinary levels of the 
unemployed. So far it does not seem to be the case as wealth tends to be 
coming from those who have quickly gotten into cell-phone communications 

supporting technologies manufactured elsewhere and luxury hotels and 
transport, while most other industries are being increasingly dominated 
by external players. As Patrick Bond has repeatedly noted, their 
productive capacities are proving to be as pathetic as Fanon predicted 
the?" would be. Many members of ~his new elite are often ~2~rmer activists 
from the independence struggle Today they make a mockery of the 
struggle as they sport the latest models of luxury cars with the spoils 
of contracts for state sep~ices, their investments in mining companies 
in Zimbabwe and their seats on corporate boards of directors 

The unemployed, on the other hand, are both illiterate and globally 
aware they see displays of ~he wealth emanating from o~her par~s of 
the world and quite rightfa[ly desire some of it Yet almost all of them 
have been victim of multiple tragedies. Many have lost parents, 
siblings, extended family and friends to HIV, where it has been 
prevalent (yet where it is not, malaria, @sentery and innumerable 
treatable diseases do nearly as well) Those now at a working age were 
the firs~ victims of cms in education, who los~ out when fees were 
suddenly introduced ~2~r school systems that were incapable of 
ma~maimng standards. Umversities were Ned dry, hospitals, clinics, 
veterinary care and marketing systems were dismantled and :good subsidies 
eliminated, some water and electricity services have been partially 
privatised, but most systems are still floundering because of the 
enormous investments needed to simply revive what a[rea~dy exists. 
Meanwhile, peri-urban slums continue to be built in flood zones and 
areas without basic sanitation, let alone clean water. 

In this context, poor people participate in some of the most ~pleasant 
political processes. The?" have not built an analysis of the global 
economy through processes of battling employers and the state in the way 
that many Egyptian workers have. A1 Jazeera coverage has praised 
Senegal’s ’Y En A Marre’ (’Enough!’) movement, but nobody talks about 
the fact that when they dernnnstrate, large demonstrations also take 
place in support of the hideously kleptocratic ruling par~’. Things are 
not quite as they are reported in the Tehran Tirnns 



(http:i/www tehrantimes.comJindex php/wor 1d/721 -senegal s-wade-s ta~ es-mass-rally-J2~r-re-election-bid), 
but pro-Wade rallies in early 2011 did pull out thousands while 
comparable numbers demonstrated for Y En A Marre. Those at rallies in 
support of the ruling party are not simply Wade’s stooges, like those 
who attempted to break into Tahrir Square numerous times with vicious 
force but were repelled by heroic rock-throwing youth. 

In Senegal, as in Zambia and many other parts of the continent, the 
poorest demonstrate in support of the ruling parties as often as they 
demonstrate against them. This is a complex phenomenon that cannot be 
explained in simple, jargonistic political science terms, but it often 
has very nasty consequences. These are, for example, the homophobes in 
Malawi. In Zambia, grassroots politics most often amotmt to party 
’cadres’ (unemployed youth) beating each other up and at times 
terrorising local members of the conwnunity. Newspapers weekly have 
images of people whose faces have been bloodied in ridiculous battles as 
the poor fight about insults made toxvard their respective leaders. Their 
leaders, such as Michael Sata of Zambia’s Patriotic Front, mobilise 
homophobic, misogynist and xenophobic nationalisms that make mockeries 
of history and invoke religious fundamentalisms fuelled by- US-funded 
evangelical church doctrine. The fear, of course, is that in some 
instances these forms of politics meet up xvith voting blocks that 
correspond to territorial claims of ethnicity. In Kenya, in 2008, this 
resulted in poor people killing each other as the country divided for 
their presidential candidates. This kind of mobilisation is so much 
easier and more rapid than the great work the Bunge La Mwananchi 
movement undertakes, pulling out smaller nmnbers to a cause that is much 
more capable of halting ongoing colonialism. 

These coraprador leaders join the World Bank and international NGOs in 
appropriating the language of the left. This language was once used in 
former liberation struggles but today it is utterly discotmected from 
their original meanings. Lay- people can wax on about ’empowerment’ and 
’gender’ without being able to actually contextualise it in relation to 
structures of political and economic power The B2vf’vV-driving wives of 
politicians head up women’s organisatiuns while invoking the most 
vacuous feminist politics that simply ask citizens for votes for women. 
Five African countries actually have more women in government than 
Canada R~vanda, Angola, Buruaadi, Uganda and South Africa and yet it 
has not altered neocolonial relations. Rather than focusing on the 
tyranny of debt-sel-,zicing relationships, Africans have picked up on the 
distracting and undemocratic language of ’governance’ pushed on them by 
the IFIs. Such language doesn’t even function within the narro~v confines 
it was intended for, in part because it conflicts with the ideology of 
neoliberalism 

Carlos Oya at SOAS (School of Oriental and African Studies) has been 
undeltaking research on civil sel~’ice reform that reveals a variety of 
ne~v means of fleecing the public within the frameworks provided by the 
I2vIF, World Bank and other donors. The language of privatisation, 
outsourcing and public~rivate partnerships has enabled civil servants 
to set up consultancies and companies that mn parallel to government, 
receiving outsourcing contracts for inflated prices. It is a new version 
of the very same thing that the neoliberals disliked about former 
parastatal enterprises graft, but it has simply been given a new name 

Ultimately, Firoze Manji is correct to say that ’there is, in effect, a 
bankruptcy of ideas’ on how to move forward in struggles against 
neoliberalism in Africa There is not only a bankruptcy of ideas, but 
the social 12~rces do not seem to be there to :fight for them In the 
first anti-colonial struggles key intellectuals shunned material 
prosperity’ within the colonial economy and took on the slow task of 
anti-colonial popular education They rode bicycles between villages and 
stayed in the houses of the poor In the best instances they developed 
organic connections with the struggles of the poorest while promoting a 
politics of self-emancipation in the mariner promoted by people like 
Frantz Fanon and Amilcar Cabrah Spontaneity and mass action played a 
vital role in many instances, but there was also a political philosophy 

however imperfect to tap into. Today few intellectuals of this sort 
exist Committed academics are absorbed in trying to keep umversiues 
functioning while others spend their time doing work for international 
organisations and NGOs. Others have [el~ to work in the US, Europe and 
elsewhere often with the reasonable desire to support their families 
on the continent. Regardless of the motivations, the result is that the 
educated classes have largely abandoned the struggles for independence 
and social jusuce. 

For these reasons, if social forces in much of Africa are going to fight 
for a better world the?’ will absolutely have to link up with those 
struggles elsewhere and especially those in Egypt and Tunisia Not 
only do Eg3~ptian activists need to continue to fight internally, the?’ 
will have to develop an internationalism that looks south The recent 
massacres of dark-skinned people by Libyan rebels show how disastrous 
anti-African sentiment by lighter skiuned ’Arabs’ can be. African social 
movements like Kenya’s B~xge la Mwananchi xvill also have to navigate the 
competing demands of continuing their impressive grassroots activism in 
challenging circumstances ~xder principles of self-reliance while also 
finding xvays to link up xvith international struggles that can find xvays 
of supporting them without undermining their autonomy. The point is, we 
cannot expect the same kind of dramatic surges in the south anytime 
soon. Unfortunately, it will take a lot more work and a lot more 



thinking about ho~v to build a new and potent internationalism. (See 
Kimari and Rasmussen’s excellent piece here: 
http ://www2. carleton, caiafricanstudies/research/nok okoivolume-1/) 

http://~lobalvoicesonline or~/2011/09/04/angola-video s-of-r epr essed-y outh-pro test-in-luanda/ 
On Saturday, September 3, 2011 a group of around 200 young people 
assembled in Luanda, Angola to protest lack of freedom and the 32-year 
reign of President Jos4 Eduardo dos Santos. According to ~vitnesses, the 
protest ended with police beating a nmnber of protesters. 
A video call to protest, uploaded on September 1, featured bold, 
personalized calls to protest by a number of the protest’s organizers, 
many of whom are hiphop artists. The tagline of the video "32 anos 4 
muito" means simply "32 years is a lot." 
Early Saturday morning, word spread on Facebook that one of the men in 
the video, Pandita Nero, had been "disappeared" by police prior to the 
protest. He later spoke to the press saying he had been dropped in an 
abandoned field and told he had "72 ho~s to live". 
Protesters are attempting to organize in spite of these effective forms 
of intimidation. This video of yesterday’s gathering in Independence 
Square, taken from a car show-s how scared even citizen journalists are 
to document events as they occur. 
Another video surfaced of a young man apparently injured and on the 
ground, with arc~ious onlookers shouting criticism to police in the 
distance. It is entitled "Police Brutality, Sagrada Familia, Luanda". 
Previous protests 
This protest follows one convened in March 2011 via the internet but 
undone by rrlaneuvers by the ruling par t?,, and another in May. 
The May protest in Independence Square was well captured on video, with 
speakers criticizing the President for corruption and for his control 
over oil resources. 
The May protest brought together an animated crowd, filrrled here doing a 
"Down with the Mt~LA’’ dance. 
This protest ;vas later broken up by aggressive police measures, as this 
video shows police corralling protesters, arresting some and shoving 
people off of Independence Square, as well as threatening the cameraman 

Written by Janet Gunter 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [: Lesotho Update 

Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2011 15:50:13 +0200 

From: Bongani Masuku <bongani@cosatu org.za> 

I have recieved a few requests f,ar an update on Lesotho after my initial 
report on the happenings in Lesotho in August 
Below is a summar,v of events based on the information I have This is a 
follo;v on on the last report I made which I have included below for 
continuity I have done my best to verify information, ;vhich has been 
sourced primarily from Shaw Lebakae and Daniel IVlariasune, trade 
unionists in Lesotho. 

Update 

On Friday 19 August Daniel Mariasane and the head of the Taxi 
Association were released from police custo~dy. ’l’hey were informed that 
charges would be brought against them on Monday As yet no charges have 
been brought against them, but the?" have been told that an investigation 
is still underway and charges may follow. 

On Monday 22 August, the coalition of NGOs and trade unions had a 
peaceful march now referred to as the Freedom March, with no incidents 
of violence or repression. The march is described as the biggest ever 
seen in Lesotho, so big that organisers are struggling to quantil~’ how 
many attended by both Daniel and Shaw say that there were probably 
30,000 The march was covered by South Afi-ican news services and 
appeared on the evening news in South Afi-ica. 

In the days following the march, significant progress has been made The 
unions and NG O coallition recieved a letter from the Prime Manister 
promising to address their concerns. On Thursday 8 September, the 
coalition met with the Prime M~nister and relevant minsters, where the?’ 
discussed demands of the coalition. ’]?he Prime Minister instructed his 
ministers to meet with relevant organisations in the coalition to 
discuss the demands raised and to report back as soon as possible. 
Relevant issues of labor will be discussed with the ,Vtinister of Labour 
and representatives of trade unions and reported to the Prime Minister. 
The Prime Minister was to be informed if there were any problems with 
the discussions. 

Also around the same time, the Principal Secretary of Labour told one 
unionist that they have contracted an ILO expert to deal will the issue 
of restructuring the minimum wage in the textile sector, what is meant 
by this is the amount of the minimttm wage and how it is derived xvill be 
considered. The ILO expert is expected will look into the issue of wage 



erosion I have not asked the ILO to confirm if they have been consulted 
to source an expert. 

Organised labour have met with Lesotho Textile Exporters Association, a 
bo@ representative of majori~ of employers. They that have offered 7% 
increase to workers, union initial demands were 172% increase. There is 
an in principle agreement would discuss the restructuring of the minimum 
wages (amount) under te guidance of the Minister of I,abour, Ministry of 
Trade and the ILO expert. The wage offer has been taken to workers who 
are not happy with 7% and mandated the unions to accept no less thsn 10%. 

Whilst the wage increase means little to workers, as wages are already 
so low that the increment represents vet$~ little improvement, unions are 
particularly keen to make progress with the association on the 
willingness of employers to restructure wage negotiations. The Lesotho 
unions would like to do away with the minimum wages board and replace 
this ~vith a bargaining council. Currently wages are negotiated under the 
wage board bilaterally between unions and employers, changing to this 
system in 2003, but unions say that employers stick to their ofi;er, 
which is usually below CPI and are not willing to negotiate fmther. 
Also the unions do not have the right to resort to industrial action for 
negotiations carried out under the wage board, thus they have no 
bargaining power. As a result there has been a steady decline in real 
wages which have not kept up with itfflation. 

The establishment of a bargaining council is a central straggle for the 
unions.The unions believe that central bargaining at a bargaining 
council will allow them to make better gains, advance wages toward a 
decent wage and also address non wage issues in a manner that ensures 
worker rights, including the right to strike, thus enabling worker power 
in collective bargaining. 

My initial report: 18 August 

Dear All 

I am sharing ~vith you what I have Ii~und out today from three unionists 
in Lesotho on the situation in Lesotho This report is based mainly on 
my discussion ~vith Sha~v Lebekae I have also spoken with Daniel 
Maraisane that is currently being held by police and Stephen, a FAWU 
trade unionist. 
In July, unions and employers met at the wage board to dicsuss wage 
increases Ii~r garment and textile ~vorkers in Lesotho. A recent stu@ 
showed that real ~vages had declined over the past 5 years. Also minium 
wages for garment and textile workers, currently at R778/month (Euro 74) 
from trimmers and R960/munfl~ (Euro 91.40) for machinists is below- the 
general minimum wage in Lesotho. The galrnent and textile unions in 
Lesotho collectively demanded a living wage ~vhich they calculated to be 
a modest R2 020/month (Euro 192.40) 
Wage negotiations deadlocked and the unions appealed to the Ministry of 
Labour to inte~-~ene. At the time the Labour Ministly was unhappy with 
public criticism raised by the union, accusing the union of not 
Ii~llowing protocol with regard to the maturer that they were raising 
issues. Amidst these tensions between the unions and the labour 
ministly, two meetings were held with the involvement of the Minister of 
Trade to discuss the wage negotiation deadlock The Ministers held 
seperate meetings with employers 
Nothing was achieved in these meetings and the unions were refered back 
to the wage board The unions decided to ~vithhold their participation at 
the wage board as the?" were not prepared to legitimise an unnegotiated 
wage settlement. 
At the end of July a worker rally was held where unions spoke of the 
difficulties the?" were having to secure a hying wage for workers. A 
minimum wages are set though a wage board and not through collective 
bargaimng, workers are et’fectlvely denied the legal right to strike 
nationally on wage issues. At the rally, the taxi association offered 
solidarity to workers, saying that the?’ were prepared to withhold taxi 
services for three days in support of wage demands. 
[[’his allowed the unions to call a stay away in support of their wage 
demands but meant that workers would be able to argue not having 
transport to work as a legitimate reason for being absent. 
On Monday 15 August the three day stay away began. No street actions 
were organised but people hying close to the industrial area were 
gathering in the streets, more out of curiosity than anything else 
[[’here was hea,©’ police presence and police used water cannons to 
disperse people, people responded by throwing stones. Police pursued the 
fleeing crowd firing hve ammunition indiscrimantely at people. 
Five unionists were arrested, Samuel Mokhele and Thapelo Bohloko of 
Factop), Workers Union FAWU, Monare Potlokoane and Rathakane ’Mei of 
National Union of Textile Workers NUTEX and Tseo[e Ramaliehe of Lesotho 
Clothing and Allied Wofl~ers Union LECA~J. 
On Tuesday morning, the five unionists, who were assulted while in 
custody, were taken to court and it was found that there was 
insufficient evidence to bring a case against them so they were released. 
Unionists went to visit the five people that had been shot the day 
before, two are workers and three residents in the area. Shaw- did not 
know of an?" deaths but said that one had been reported on the radio but 
as yet was unconfirmed. 

The unions with other groups that had come together to form a coalition 
to raise issues of concern more broadly during these three day-s, had 



applied for a permit from the police for a processinn to be held on 
Wednesday They were told in the afternoon that the permit was being 
withheld based on security concerns. 
On Wednesday morning at 5am, Daniel Maraisane, a LECAWU unionist was 
picked up by the police and unionists were unable to contact him ]2)r the 
rest of the day The Head of the taxi association was also picked up. 

The coalition took the issue of the police withholding a permit for the 
procession to court. The matter was delayed until the afternoon and then 
postposed until 5pm with a court ruling at after 6pro in the evening, the 
court found that the procession would be legal, there was no reason to 
prevent the procession from taking place and ordered the police to 
approve an application for Monday. 
Today, Thursday, the coalition is busy preparing for the procession on 
Monday beginning with resubmitting documentation for the police permit. 
Daniel and the head of the taxi association are being held at the police 
offices, they are detained but not arrested. This may be a ploy to use 
the maximum tirne under law for detaining, before using the maximum legal 
time for arrest without charge. Daniel did not expect to go to court 
this afternoon but was expecting to meet with his lawyer at 2pro. 
Tomorrow we will know exactly what is the tactic being employed as the 
48 hour detention period will expire. 
Further, find attached documentation from the Lesotho unions on wage 
demands and negotiations. 
In solidarity 
Aisha Bahadur 
on behalf of the International Metal Workers Federation 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Draws New Hard Line 
on Long-Term Debt 
Reduction 
By JACKIE CALMES 

President Obama insisted that any long- 
term debt-reduction plan must not 
shave future Medicare benefits without 
also raising taxes on the wealtlfiest 
taxpayers and corporations. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Greece Nears the Precipice, 
Raising Fear 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Economists are beginning to wonder 
whether a default or a more radical debt 
restructuring might be no worse for 
Greece than the miserable path it is 
currently on. 

’. ~ Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

New Fields May Propel Americas to Top of Oil Companies’ Lists 
By SIMON ROMERO 

New fields in the Americas are an emergh]g prize in the global energy market, with Westen] oil companies 
looking to exploit untapped reserves in a part of the world with greater political stability. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s certainly not a budget-deficit look." 

MARIAN MCEVOY, former editor in chief of House Beautiful and Elle D~cor, on Mayor Michael R. 

Bloomberg’s tom~ houses. 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Austin City Limits 
Festival 
The aoth instalhnent of 
the three-day music 



festival happened in the city’s Zilker 
Park last weekend. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Do Taxes Narrow 
the Wealth Gap? 
Obama wants to tax fl~e 
rich. Republicans say he’s 
promoting class warfare. 
What’s the role of tax policy in bridging 
a wealth gap? The volume stays up 

ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Front row at the collections 

Where fashion gazes at itself 

nylintes,�om 

WORLD 

Clashes Erupt for and Day in Yemeni Capital, as Troops Fight Defectors 
By LAURA KASlNOF 

Fierce fighting spilled into a second day on Monday as government security forces battled soldiers who have 
joined anti-govenm~ent protesters. 

¯ Video: Protesters Killed in Yemen 

¯ " The Lede: Scenes of Extreme Violence 

Hundreds of Civilians Flee the Struggle Over a Qaddafi Stronghold 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Those leaving the coastal city of Surt, Col. Mumnmar el-Qaddafi’s birthplace, said there was no water or 
electricity and little food. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
U.S. Is Quietly Getting Ready for Syria Without Assad 
By HELENE COOPER 

The Obama achninistration is trying to avoid a repeat of what happened in Iraq, where the United States was 
not fillly prepared for the aftermath of a leader’s fall. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In Small Towns, Gossip Moves to the Web, and Turns Vicious 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

As more people share gossip over the Intela~et rather than over coffee and eggs, anonymous, and startlingly 
negative, posts have provoked fights, divorce and worse. 

Out and Proud to Serve 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

At 12:Ol a.m. Tuesday, 1st Lt. Josh Seefried, who fom~ded an m~dercover group of 4,ooo gay, lesbian, 
bisexual and transgender active-duty service members, dropped his pseudonym. 

Sentence for Terrorist Is Too Short, Court Rules 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

In giving Jose Padilla, a man convicted of terrorism conspiracy charges, a tenn of 17 years, a judge veered 
too far from federal guidelines, a higher court says. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Worry About a New Wave of Layoffs 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 



America’s workers are worried about job security as the economy slips perilously dose to a second recession. 

Tax Plan to Turn Old Buildings ’Green’ Finds Favor 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

Businesses are planning to use a new tax arrangement to provide financing for energy efficiency upgrades 
with no upfront cost. 

4 Insurers Will Supply Health Data 
By REED ABELSON 

Aetna, Hmnana, Kaiser Permanente and the UnitedHealth Group will supply information about patients’ 
dahns to a nonprofit group. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Colleges Run to (Pay)daylight 
By PETE THAMEL 

Realignment could result in four 16-reran conferences made up of the most pronfinent and marketable 
football programs. The cost of being on the outside of the new deals could be nfillions of dollars. 

" Defections Won’t Sabotage Big East, Top Official Says 

GIANTS 28, RAMS 16 
Giants’ Margin of Victory Can’t Conceal Concerns 
By SAM BORDEN 

Eli Manning threw two toud~down passes and linebacker Micl~ael Boley scored on a 65-yard fmnble retula~ 
for the Giants. 

, Slide Show: Giants Replay: Sept. 19 

" Giants Hope Stokley Can Be the Playmaker They Need on Third Down 

-’ Philadelphia Frets as Eagles Take Their Time With Vick 

. Roundup: Falcon Fined for Hard Hit but Escapes a Suspension 

YANKEES 6, TWINS 4 
Rivera Gets His Record 602nd Save in Classic 1-2-3 Fashion 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

Mariano Rivera retired the Twins in order to pass Trevor Hoffinan and become baseball’s career saves leader 
with 602. 

:. Slide Show: Tops in the Ninth 

. Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ . Magazine Profile: Rivera I ~’~ Video Graphic: How Rivera Dominates Hitters 

Roundup: Offensive Outburst Allows Red Sox to Salvage Split 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
It’s Not Easy to Be a Goddess’s Boy Toy 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

William Christie’s acdaimed production of Lully’s opera "Atys" returns to the Brooklyn Academy of Music. 

" ~.~ Slide Show 

MacArthur Foundation Selects 22 ’Geniuses’ 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

The 22 recipients of the $500,000 "genitts awards" selected by the John D. mad Catherine T. MacArthur 
Fotmdation represent a broad swath of achievement in the arts and sciences. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
As Folk Art Museum Teeters, a Huge Loss Looms 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The Panerican Folk Art Musemn is threatening to dissolve, and disperse its outsider art collection to other 
musemns. That would be a huge nfistake. 

¯ More Arts News 



SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE I RICHARD DAWKINS 
A Knack for Bashing Orthodoxy 
By MICHAEL POWELL 

The Oxford don, a liberal atheist who is arguably the world’s most influential evolutionary biologist, 
continues to tuna the prevailing view of evolution and natural selection on its head. 

" ~ Video: Interview With Richard Dawkins I Exulting in Science’s Mysteries 

How Far Will Dolphins Go to Relate to Humans? 
By ERIK OLSEN 

A marine mammal behaviorist hopes someday to begin real-time two-way communication, in which 
dolphins take the initiative to interact with hmnans. 

." ~ Video: The Wild Dolphin Project 

Feathers Trapped in Amber Reveal a More Colorful Dinosaur Age 
By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD 

Paleontologists in Canada lmve found 7o-nfillion-year-old amber preserving 11 specimens showing a wide 
diversity of feather types and pigments in the Mesozoic Era. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Call for Fairness 
President Obama is right to challenge Congress to balance the federal deficit by increasing taxes on those 
who can afford to pay more. 

EDITORIAL 
Building a Safer Haiti 
United Nations forces need to stay on while Haiti builds a competent, nonpolitical police force. 

EDITORIAL 
Fewer Teenagers in Lockups 
While it is welcoming news that incarceration rates for juvenile offenders have declined, more reforms are 
needed. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Our Hidden Government Benefits 
By SUZANNE METTLER 

The threat to democracy today is not the size of government but rather the hidden fonn that so much of its 
growth has taken. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama Rejects Obamaism 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The president cannot transcend himself. It’s back to politics as usual. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
No Extra Credit 
By JOE NOCERA 

The real problem isn’t taxes or the deficit. It’s the lack of lending. 

. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 20, 1973, Billie Jean King defeated Bobby Riggs in straight sets 6-4, 6-3, 6-3 in a $1oo,ooo winner- 
take-all tennis match. 
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Author Talk: Ariel Dorfinan in Perkins Library, Oct. 5 

dorflna~ flyer.jpg 

Author Talk: Ariel Dorfman, Oct. 5 

When: Wednesday, October 5, 4:00 PM 

Where: Gothic Reading Room, Perkins Library 

Chilean-American novelist, playwright, essayist, journalist, and human rights activist Ariel Dorfman will read from his new memoir, Feeding on Dreams: 

Confessions of an Unrepentant Exile (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2011). This is the sequel to his award-winning book, Heading South, Looking North, which was the 

basis for the documentaryA Promise to the Dead, short-listed for the Oscars in 2009. 

Dorfman is one of the world’s most politically engaged contemporary authors. Once a member of Salvador Allende’s administration in Chile, he went into exile 

when Augusta Pinochet seized power in 1973. Since then, his writings have often examined human rights abuses, the impact of totalitarian governments and 

ideology on individuals, and the experience of life in exile. 

About the Author 

Ariel Dorfman holds the Walter Hines Page Chair of Literature and Latin American Studies at Duke University. His books, written both in Spanish and English, have 

been translated into more than 40 languages. Among his plays, which have been staged in over 100 countries, isDeath and the Maiden, which will be revived on 

London’s West End with Thandie Newton in the title role. His new play, Purgatorio, will have its Spanish-language premiere in Madrid this fall starring Viggo 

Mortensen. For more information, k~_!~!__t___h__!_s__L~_q___e___b___s_!_t_9.. 

Reception to follow. Copies of the book will be available for sale. This event is free and open to the public. 

Sponsored by Duke University Libraries, the Center for International Studies the Duke Human Rights Center, and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean 

Studies. 

For more information, contact: 

Aaron Welborn 

Director of Communications 

Duke University Libraries 

William R. Perkins Library 

Box 90193 

Duke University 

Durham, NC 27708 

ph: 919-660-5816 

fax: 919-660-5923 

library.duke~edu 

facebook.comidukelibra ries 
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IPG Presents New African & African American Studies Titles 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

A~i"~r~ica~s & AF~r’~ica~s Ame~r’~ica~s St~u::dii~es 

"To teach is to learn mTice." -Joseph Jouberk French moralist and 
~:i!ili~ _(:;:[2_,’_~4.d__£~_!£_[~£~a 

essayist. IPG is excited to present the lares1 Afiican & African 

American Studies content for ?,our consideration. Complement next 

semestets conrse material with the follomng books. Click on the 

covers below or visit ~¥w.ipgtx~ok.com for more information. 

Mugabe and 

theWhite 

African 

They’re Burning 
Churches 

Sweet 

Thunder 

Mugabe and the They’re Burning the Churches Sweet Thunder 

White African Patrick Noonan Wil Haygood 

Ben Freeth List Price: $ 20.95 List Price: $18.95 

List Price: $14.95 
}~ill Working %:: ..... KeepOn 

While Black Pushing 
~i Prison of 
...... Culture 

Prison of Culture: 
Beyond Black Like Me 

John Griffin 

List Price: $16.95 

Working While Black 
Michelle Johnson 

List Price: $14.95 

Keep On Pushin( 
Denise Sullivan 

List Price: $16.95 

R .... ing 

Regina 

The Sixteenth 

Round 

The Meaning of 

Freedom 

The 

Assassination 

of Fred 

Hampton 

Rescuing Regina The Sixteenth Round The Meaning of The Assassination of 
Josephe Flynn Rubin Carter Freedom Fred Hampton 

List Price: $ 26.95 List Price: $16.95 Angela Davis Jeffrey Haas 

List Price: $14.95 List Price: $16.95 

vcww.facebook.com/ipgbook 

vww~.twitter.com/ip.q booknews 
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CGI eBnllelin: Fulbrights liar PhD Students, Photo Contest Almost 

Open to all students, faculty, alumni and staff of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

~2eaed Pd~.e: Nikon Coolpix Digital Camera 

Se¢or~ Pla¢~,: Glacier Blue Osprey Shoulder Bag from REI 

Thir~ ~ace: $40 gift card to Wolf Camera 

Winning and selected photos will be exhibited in the UNC FedEx Global Education Center January 

through February 2012 Some winning photos will also be selected for inclusion in Center for Global 

Initiatives annual Calendar! 

OUR EVENTS+RESOURCES 
Fulb@~hl:--Hays DDRA Irffe Se, ssior~s 

The Fulbright-Ha~s Doctoral Disse~ation Research Abroa6 Program 

(DDNA) suppo~s Ph.D can6i6ates who wish to engage in full-time 

6issertation research aBroa6 in mo6ern foreign languages an6 area 

stu6ies. Best practices an6 techniques for assembling a competitive 

proposal will be presente6. C@l recommen6s that intereste6 

candidates review ~3£~R¢~ e~@b~tit}; req~eme~s a~4 the FAQ before 

attending. 

Cer~ter for £tcbN 
i 0 Years of G~obN Photography 

Come to the Student Union Gallery to see a retrospective of past 

years’ global photo contest entries and CGI calendar designs since 

2005. 

~ntematior~a~ Ceffee Hour 

Join us for a monthly social hour for 

international and American students, 

scholars, faculty, staff and families. Chat 

about resources, oppo~unities and 

challenges on campus. Each month is 

hosted by a different office with excellent resources to offer. October’s 

host is The Graduate School and Preparing International Teaching 

Assistants Program. 

Ap@v ~:o Beceme a Peaceck Fellow to effect 

Carolina for Kibera, a pa~icipatory development NGO, co-founded by 

a UNC undergraduate student in 2001, operates in the Kibera slum 

of Nairobi, Kenya to improve the health, social, and economic outlook 

of the community. 

Save the Date~ Saturday November 5 
V~SUAUZ~NG HUMAN FdGHTS CONF:ERENCE~ 
Join us for an intea4ewwith Dick Gordon’s The Story and a variety of 

panels showcasing current UNC-CH student work bringing the visual 

and performing a~s together with critical global issues 

Pests, video by 9~ea~x~ A~ts and work in progress grappling with the 

issue of human trafficking Join us for the day-long free conference 

AWARDS+ 
FF.~LLOWSHIPS 

OTHER 
OPPORTU NITIr,~:S 

GLOBAL EVENTS + ANNOUNCEMENTS 



Learn about APPLES Global Course Guanajuato, a Spring Global Studies/Anthropology course that 

examines Latin American immigrant perspectives. Students will research and work with immigrants in 

receiving communities in North Carolina and spend spring break in immigrants’ home communities in 

Guanajuato, Mexico. St~der~tt~ r~.~t ~p~)ly for t~. eo~t~e by Octeb~ ~t~, 201I. Contact Hannah Gill at 

hgill@email.unc edu for more information 

G~oba~ ~71us~c Show 

The Global Music ~ ~onthly radio program in collaboration with WXYC and The Area Studies 

Centers that intersperses world regional music with dialogue shared by relevant expeR guests scholars 

7~d ~,~us~h~ O}v~}~at}o~s Listen to [~#L~_#_[[¢#L~b_~. of the Global Music show. 

Dr Bereket Selassie, of the African and Afro-American Studies Depa~ment at UNC-Chapel Hill, will 

present a talk based on his new book Wounded Nadon. How a Once Promising Eritrea Was Betrayed and 

Its Future Compromised. This talk is pa~ of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social 

Processes This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. Each 

month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing research and discussing contemporary issues in 

Africa. Light dinner is se~ed. Open to all area faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free 

Please Contact: Amelia DeFosset damelia@email unc.edu for more information. 

DEA~f ~Duke East As~a ~fexus) CA~ tbr Submissions 

DEAN (Duke East Asia Nexus), a student organization at Duke University, welcomes current and former 

students from from fellow institutions to submit papers and a~icles on East Asian affairs to be published 

in an en~ff~e and a hardcopy journal offered every semester. 

Send submissions to duke.nexus@gmail.com. 

UNC School of Journalism students have debuted a )2~Ji~. following a ten day-long foreign reposing 

assignment in collaboration with students at the Tecnol6gico de Monterrey. The 

details the daily lives of citizens in Mexico City and is a "reframing" of the common po~rayal of Mexico as 

violent and unstable by mainstream media. 
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TOP NEWS 

Assassination Deals Blow to 
Peace Process in Afghanistan 
By ALISSA J. RUBIN 

A suicide bomber’s attack on 
Burhanuddin Rabbani, a former 
president and the leader of 
Afghanistan’s High Peace Commil, may 
prove devastating to talks with the 
Taliban. 

’ Video: TimesCast I Afghan Peace Chief Killed 

¯ . Times Topics: Burhanuddin Rabbani I 

Afghanistan 

House Republicans Discover 
a Growing Bond With 
Netanyahu 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and STEVEN LEE 
MYERS 

The relationslfip between Israel and the 
Republican Party has complicated President Obanm’s efforts to avert a confrontation over the Palestinian bid 
for memberslfip at the United Nations. 

Marines Hit the Ground Running in Seeking Recruits at Gay Center 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

With "don’t ask, don’t tell" over, a gay conmaunity center in Tulsa, Okla., asked the nfilitary to send 
recruiters, and the Marines agreed to do so. 

" Pentagon Leaders Commend End of ’Don’t Ask’ Policy 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s your business and you don’t have to share it. But you’re also free to be at the mall with your 

girl~end. " 

MASTER SGT. ANTHONY HENRY, telling a potential recruit what it nfight be like to serve in the 

Marines while living openly as a lesbian. 

DINING & WINE 

~’~ SLIDE SHOW: TV 



Chefs Through the Years 
A survey of chefs who have taught 
Americm~s to cook, from James Beard 
and Julia Child to the current 
generation of Food Network stars. 

¯ " Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Why Is the U.S. 
Losing the Green 
Race? 
Americm~s pride 
themselves on being 
global leaders in innovation. So why is 
the nation lagging behind China and 
Germm~y on renewable energy? 

Brainy grad students in love 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

These celebrities feel the hate 

Return of the man who used to rock 

WORLD 

Obama Praises Libya’s Post-Qaddafi Leaders at U.N. 
By HELENE COOPER and NElL MacFARQUHAR 

President Obama met Libya’s transitional leader for the first time and extolled what he called the Libyan 
people’s sueeessflfl struggle to depose Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi. 

Qaddafi Calls New Libya Government a Propped-Up ’Charade’ 
By KAREEM FAHIM and RICK GLADSTONE 

Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi denomaced the insurgents who toppled him as they were welcomed at the United 
Nations General Assembly. 

Mortars Fall on Yemeni Capital as Battles Continue 
By LAURA KASINOF 

Violence in recent days, with more than 50 people killed, has constituted the worst outbreak in Sana since 
the beginning of the uprising in Yemen. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Political Shift in California Trips Brown 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Gov. Jerry Brown said he fomad dealing with Republicans in Sacramento far harder than it had been in his 
previous term. 

". Interview Excerpts: A Change in Statehouse Politics 

Amorous Squid Seeks Partner: Any Sex Will Do 
By JAMES GORMAN 

A squid that lives a solitary life in the dark waters of the Pacific Ocean is the latest addition to the hm~dreds 
of species that are known to engage in same-sex sex. 

Nickel Sales Just the Tonic for a Soda Fountain’s Revival 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

Five-cent colas, coffee mad ice cream for sale at Ava Drug, a phalanacy in Missouri, have been taking older 
generations back to the ’5os while drawing in a new crowd. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Banker’s Secret Wealth 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. and RAPHAEL MINDER 

As a global debate intensifies over heavier taxes on the rich, the fanfily of Enfilio Botin, a powerful Spanish 
banker, is trying to explain a Swiss bank aeeotmt that went undeclared for decades. 



A Tax Others Embrace, U.S. Opposes 
By DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 

Conservatives strongly oppose President Obmna’s call for a tax on millionaires, but there are signs that 
Ameriem~s may be more open to the idea, which is popular in Europe. 

S.E.C. Hid Its Lawyer’s MadoffTies 
By LOUISE STORY and GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

A contlict-of-interest case involving David M. Becker, the former general counsel of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, is being referred to the Department of Justice for a possible criminal investigation. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Baseball’s Bronze Age 
By MIKE TIERNEY 

Statues, though hardly a new phenomenon at baseball stadimns, are now popping all over the com~try. Some 
7o former players have been inmaortalized, several this season. 
, Slide Show: Outside Baseball Stadiums, a Solid Lineup 

YANKEES 5, RAYS 0 
A.L. Race Rages, but Yankees Stay Above It 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

Behind another superb performance by the rookie Ivan Nova, the Yankees hung a key loss on the Tampa Bay 
Rays, who had dosed to two games behind the Red Sox in the wild card race. 

" Box Score I Inning by Inning 

" Orioles 7, Red Sox 5: Red Sox Exude That Old-Time Sinking Feeling 

CARDINALS 11, METS 6 
Rested Mets Can’t Cool Off Cardinals 
By ANDREW KEH 

After their series win in Atlanta helped the Cardinals crawl within striking distance of the wild card-leading 
Braves, the Mets took a pmnmeling in St. Louis on Tuesday night. 

¯ ’ Box Score I Inning by Inning 

Brewers Inch Closer To Spot in the Playoffs 

¯ More S orts News 

ARTS 

American Is to Join the Bolshoi Ballet 
By ALASTAIR MACAULAY and DANIEL J. WAKIN 

David Hallberg, a principal dancer with American Ballet Theater, is beconfing the first American star to 
enlist permanently with the fabled Bolshoi Ballet of Moscow. 

Big Man of the Big Top Bids It Adieu 
By GLENN COLLINS 

Barry Lubin, a cloma who has played Grandnm in the Big Apple Circus for about a quarter-century, is 
running off to perform in Europe. 

’. Slide Show: Clowning Around 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Art at the Food Cart and in the Park 
By GIA KOURLAS 

The multidisciplinary festival Crossing the Line, organized by the French Institute Alliance Franqaise, roams 
around Manhattan, from indoor stages to a food cart to Central Park. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Throwing Out the Recipe for Daytime TV 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

The debut next week of ABC’s "The Chew," a daily talk show, illustrates an insatiable hunger for food 



progranmfing in just about every time slot. 

Slide Show: TV Chefs Through the Years 

After His Brother’s Killing, a Chef Turns to Israeli Food 
By JOAN NATHAN 

Through his Philadelphia restaurant, Zahav, flae chef Michael Solomonov shares the world of the brother he 
lost in the Israeli Army. 

" Slide Show: Recipes for Rosh Hashana 

, ~ What Are You Cooking for Rosh Hashana? 

At Madison Square Garden, it’s Hey, Getcher Lobster Roll 
By GLENN COLLINS 

The arena is maveiling an upgraded carte du j our, with concessions by Pmdrew Carmellini, Jean-Oeorges 
Vongeriehten and others. 

¯ ..M..9.r..e....D..i..n.[.n..cj" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Grievous Wrong 
The case of Troy Davis, who is hours from his scheduled execution, is further proof of the barbarity of the 
death penalty. 

EDITORIAL 
Turkey’s Leadership 
To be a role model, Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan needs to weigh his words more carefully. 

EDITORIAL 
Ways to Prevent Cheating 
The steps taken recently by the Board of Regents would reduce opportmfities for cheating in New York 
schools and would boost public confidence as well. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
How to Weaken the Power of Foreign Oil 
By ROBERT C. McFARLANE and R. JAMES WOOLSEY 

Competition is essential to the Panericm~ way of life, and it should extend to our fuel market. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Re-election Tango 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Bill shows Barry how to dance with adoring women. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Are We Going to Roll Up Our Sleeves or Limp On? 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

Our country faces a big choice right now. We cma either have a hard decade or a bad century. 

¯ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 21, 1938, a hurricane struck parts of New York and New England, causing widespread damage mad 

clahning more than 600 lives. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a~g.e_ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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~ SLIDE SHO%V~" On the Red 

Carpet at the Emmys 

The 63rd Primetime Emmy 

Awards were held Sunday night 

in Los Angeles. 

~ INTEIL&CTIVE: Seven 

Eras of Willem de Keening 
A new exhibition at the Museum 
of Modem Art includes about 
2oo paintings, drawings and 
sculptures created by Willem de 
Keening. 

~ VIDEO: The Wiht Dolphin 

Pro.leer 
For 25 years, Denise Herzing has 
returned to the same place in 
the Bahamas to study a group of 
wild dolphins. 
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TOP NEWS 

Fed Will Shift Debt Holdings 
to Lift Growth 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The Federal Reserve is shifting $400 
billion from short- to long-term 
Treasury securities to push interest rates 

down and encourage companies to 

borrow and spend. 

" Economix Blog: Pressuring the Fed Can 

Backfire 

¯ . Asian Markets Fall After Fed’s Move 10:58 PM 

ET 

’E D W A R D T U F T }E 
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P R. E S E N T ~I N G D ATA 

A N D 1 N F O R H AT I O N 

Obama Rebuffed as 
Palestinians Pursue U.N. Seat 
By HELENE COOPER and STEVEN LEE 
MYERS 

Pm extraordinary tableau at the United 
Nations underscored that the United 
States may have to share, or even cede, 

its decades-long role as the arclfitect of 
Middle East peacemaking. 

:. France Breaks With Obama on Palestinian Statehood Issue 

MAN IN THE NEWS 

Taking a Stand, and Shedding Arafat’s Shadow 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and ETHAN BRONNER 

Will this moment of unparalleled prestige for President Mahmoud Abbas, the Palestinian leader, produce 
concrete restflts or a new and more dm~gerous set of risks? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The markets are blackmailing us, and the circumstances are humiliating us." 

EVANGELOS VENIZELOS, finance minister of Greece, telling Parliament that austerity measures wotfld 

continue in order to appease the finm~cial markets. 

GRAPHIC: 



Measuring the Recession’s 
Toll 
Which states had the largest change in 
poverty rates and median household 
incomes from 2007 to 2010. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Peace Now, or 
Never 
By EHUD OLMERT 

This is the last chance for 
the two-state solution. 
Israel’s leaders must focus on nmking 
tough decisions, not their political 
survival. 

The cult of physicality 
:: ALSO IN STYLE >> 

YOU can see spring coming 

Your femininity is showing 

nytimes,�o.m 

WORLD 

Obama Says Palestinians Are Using Wrong Forum 
By HELENE COOPER 

Negotiations, not the United Nations, offer the best path to statehood, President Obama told the General 
Assembly. 

. ~ Text of President Obama’s Speech 

8 Months After First Protests, Yemen Enters Dangerous New Phase 
By LAURA KASINOF and ROBERT F. WORTH 

A cease-fire late Tuesday appeared to have sharply reduced fighting in Yemen’s war-torn capital, but 
explosions and heavy gtmfire could still be heard. 

NATO Extends Libya Bombing Campaign 
By KAREEM FAHIM and RICK GLADSTONE 

With loyalists of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi still entrenched in a number of places, NATO said it was 
authorizing m~ extension of its bombing operations. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Davis Is Executed in Georgia 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The execution of Troy Davis, 42, occurred at 11:o8 p.m., when the United States Supreme Court refused to 
grant a stay after four hours of deliberation. 

~ Georgia Pardons Board Denies Clemency for Death Row Inmate 

, Photographs: Drama at a Georgia Prison 

Young Adults Make Gains in Health Insurance Coverage 
By KEVIN SACK 

Young adults, long the group most likely to be mfinsured, are gaining health coverage faster than expected 
since the 2OlO health law began allowing parents to cover them as dependents on fanfily policies. 

Data Show County’s Pain as Economy Plummeted 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

According to an analysis of census figures, the poverty rate in Greenwood, S.C., more than doubled to 24 
percent from 2007 to 2OLO, the largest increase in the nation. 

’- Graphic: Measuring the Recession’s Toll 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Ouster of Hewlett-Packard C.E.O. Is Expected 
By QUENTIN HARDY and NICK WINGFIELD 

Directors were said to be considering Meg Whitman, the former chief of eBay, to succeed L6o Apotheker. 

’: Whitman at H.P.? The Idea Distresses the Tech World 8:47 PM ET 

COMMON SENSE 
Voting to Hire a Chief Without Meeting Him 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Hewlett-Packard’s trouble with its clfief executive lies with its board of directors, which is rife with 
animosities, suspicion, distrust and personal ambition. 

Del Monte Fresh Produce Resists Safety Regulations 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Del Monte Fresh Produce has accused federal and state regulators of bullying and overreaching in a case 
involving eontanfinated melons. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 4, RAYS 2 
Doubts Gone, Yankees Take Title in East 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees, who were widely projected to finish behind the Red Sox, won two more gmnes with late rallies 
to capture the American League East rifle. 
¯ . First Game: Box Score I Inning by Inning 

" Second Game: Box Score I Inning by Inning 

~ Orioles 6, Red Sox 4: Even Beckett Cannot Put a Halt to the Red Sox’ Slide, as Orioles Rally Late 

. In the A.L., Look Out for the Angels 

Mets Dream About Next Year and Alterations to Citi Field 
By ANDREW KEH 

The front office is talking about nmking the park more friendly to hitters. The Mets’ hitters sound happy 
about that. 

Box Score I Inning by Inning 

.~ Bats: Draw Your Own Citi Field Blueprints 

PGA Finale Sends Players Back to Math Class 
By MIKE TIERNEY 

Chez Reavie is among a field of 30 golfers playing in simultmaeous events the week: the Tour Championship 
and the FedEx Cup. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Maestro’s Injury Ignites Game of Musical Chairs 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

James Levine’s accident this month mad his replacement as conductor at the Metropolitan Opera have jolted 
musicians from Vienna to San Francisco. 
-’ [~ Filling in for the Substitute Conductor 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
An Eloquence in Groping for Words 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Two plays in NewYork speak of Sept. 11 haltingly, and that’s their point. 

¯ . ArtsBeat: A Hip-Hop Playlist That Helped Inspire a Play 

ARTS & LEISURE 
And Now a Word From the Director 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

When Lars von Trier said he was a Nazi, he was on the brink of getting the best reviews of his career for 
"Melancholia," which is eonfing to the New York Fihn Festival. 

’ Lars von Trier Says Actually, He Isn’t Sorry I Profile: Kirsten Dunst 

" Movie Review:’ Year’ 



¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC 
Gucci’s New Deco: Hard Going 
By CATHY HORYN 

Tom Ford left such an indelible mark at Gucci that when he showed fringed leather skirts and sexy peasant 
tops in London this week, a few guests were surprised, and naturally thought of his Gueei years. 

FASHION REVIEW 
Well-Grounded Ambitions in London 
By CATHY HORYN 

The fashion designers Christopher Kane and Thomas Tait employ precise points of view to avoid the 
occupational pull toward excess. 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC 
In London, Burberry Mixes Artisanal Details With High Tech 
By CATHY HORYN 

The designer Christopher Bailey’s idea tlfis season was to give Burberry’s trenches and bags an artisanal 
dimension, with crochet, beading and latticed leather on collars and sleeves. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Taxes, the Deficit and the Economy 
President Obama’s tax proposals are fair and based on sound economics. 

EDITORIAL 
Free Speech on the Sidewalk 
A federal appeals court in California upholds the right of day laborers to gather and speak freely in public as 
they look for work. 

EDITORIAL 
The Return of the Elwha River 
The dismantling of two huge hydroelectric dams to restore ancient sahnon rtms is a reminder of the good 
that Washington can do in bipartism~ collaboration. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
What Would Willow the Cat Do? 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Congress sure has been busy since it raised the debt ceiling. Lots to talk about there. But, first, how about 
that eat from Colorado being found in New York? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Few Words With Iran’s President 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

An interview with President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad of Iran includes some testy moments and an tmusual 
olive branch. 

Related Video 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
For-Profit Colleges, Vulnerable G.I.’s 
By HOLLISTER K. PETRAEUS 

The desire for learning among service members and veterans is too often exploited by mascrupulous schools. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 22, 18152, President Abraham Lincoln issued the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, declaring 

all slaves in rebel states should be free as of 3an. 1, 1863. 
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***REGISTER NOW*** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 

Out of the Past, Into the Future: 
Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

November 3-5, 2011 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel .Washington, D.C. 

The 2011 conference will feature: 
¯ Keynote address by H. E. Barbara Salih, Prime Minister of the Kurdistan Region. ** 

¯ Featured presentations by top policymakers and scholars. 

¯ RoundtaNe discussions on Turkey as a Democratic Ally under the AKP and The 

Saddam Tapes, 1978-2001: The Inner Workings of a Tyrant’s Regime. 
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"Museveni in Uganda," "The Hidden Imam and Khomeini’s Revolution," "Civil War in 
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¯ * invited 
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TOP NEWS 

Pakistan’s Spy Agency Is Tied 
to Attack on U.S. Embassy 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and JANE PERLEZ 

Pakistan’s intelligence agency aided 
insurgents who attacked the embassy in 
Kabul last week, said A&n. Mike 
Mullen, the departing chairman of the 
3oint Chiefs of Staff. 

In Rush to Assist Solyndra, 
U.S. Missed Warning Signs 
By ERIC LIPTON and JOHN M. BRODER 

Industry analysts and government 
auditors say the adnfinistration failed to 
take note of trouble already evident in 
the solar energy marketplace. 

, Document: Blinding Officials to a Solar Energy 

Company’s Condition 

’: Republicans Attack on Handling of Stimulus 

Money and Green Jobs 

. First Solar Says It Won’t Meet U.S. Loan 

Guarantee Deadline 

Old Saturn Plant Could Get a Second Chance 
By NICK BUNKLEY and BILL VLASIC 

General Motors and the United Automobile Workers union agreed to bring jobs back to a plant in Tennessee. 

-’ U.A.W. Shelves Chrysler Talks and Turns to Ford 

¯ ..N.XZLm...e..s.:.c...o...m....H...o_m...e..Ea.~t.e...,.: 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If it is true, then we truly haven’t understood anything about anything." 

ALVARO DE RUJULA~ a theorist at CERN, the European Center for Nuclear Research, on a report that 

physicists plan to report that they have detected subatonfic particles nmving faster than the speed of light. 

~i SLIDE SHOW: 
Republicans 
Debate in Orlando 



The Republican candidates gathered at 
the Orange Cotmty Convention Center 
in Orlando, Fla., for a debate on 
Thursday night. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES 
For Many, a Life- 

Saving Drug Out of 

Reach 
By MAIA SZALAVITZ 

Deaths by overdose could 
be cut drmnatieally if Naloxone were 
available over the counter mad placed in 
every first aid kit. 

Breeding innovation in India 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

Hewlett-Packard weighs deal options 

Moody’s cuts ratings on three big banks 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

Harsh Words From Turkey About Israel, and From Iran About United States 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey enmnerated a long list of grievances with Israel, and Iran’s 
president delivered an anti-Western tirade. 

¯ Obama Rebuffed as Palestinians Pursue U.N. Seat 

UNITED NATIONS JOURNAL 
The Arab Spring Finds Itself Upstaged by a New Season 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Tensions in the Palestinian-Israeli dispute have largely overshadowed the year of Arab uprisings at the 
General Assembly. 
~ ~ Interactive: Challenges in Defining an Israeli-Palestinian Border 

Haiti Leader Is Opposed to Reduction of U.N. Force 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

President Michel Martelly said he "wotfld not even tlfink of reducing" the nmnber of peacekeepers because 
Haiti renmined trustable. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Jewish Votes, Some of Them in Play 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

A new Gallup poll shows Jewish voters continue to be far more enthusiastic about President Obama than 
other 3anerieaus. 

AVENTURA, FLA. 
Only Palms Are Swaying 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Outside supermarkets mad restaurants, inside bookstores and candy shops, Jewish voters in tlfis affluent yet 
diverse Jewish community in north Mianfi said they planned to mostly stay flae course. 

BALA CYNWYD, PA. 
Fears Gnaw at Liberalism 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Local Jewish leaders say most of the more than 200,000 Jews who live in greater Plfiladelplfia remain 
Democrats and are ahnost sure to support Mr. Obanm in 2012. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Meg Whitman Is Named Hewlett-Packard Chief 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

The company said its strategy to transform its business was sotmd, but it needed new leadership to carry it 
out. 

:. DealBook: In Whitman, H.P. Gains a Prolific Deal Maker 

. Common Sense: Voting to Hire a Chief Without Meeting Him 

Facebook as Tastemaker 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA and BEN SISARIO 

Facebook is where you go to see what your friends are up to. Now it wants to be a force that shapes what you 
watch, hear, read and buy. 

o Facebook Announces Media Partnerships at Conference 

More Offices Let Workers Choose Their Own Devices 
By VERNE G. KOPYTOFF 

In the consumerization of I.T., fewer companies are dictating which smartphones, tablets and other 
electronics must be used by their employees. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

From Cruise Control, a Shift to Panic Mode in Boston and Atlanta 
By KEN BELSON 

If the Red Sox and the Braves continue their late-season descents, this September could produce two historic 
collapses. 
’. ~ Graphic: Closing the Gaps 

" ~ Graphic: Wheezing Into October 

Suit Throws Open Window Into Mets Owners’ Holdings and History 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR and KEN BELSON 

Fred Wilpon mad Saul Katz’s other business interests had remained largely out of view until the trustee 
representing the viethns of the Madoff fraud sued the two men. 

" Partner Says Inquiries Into Madoff Stirred Relief 

METS 8, CARDINALS 6 
Dealing a Blow to the Cardinals, the Mets Storm Back Late to Prevail 
By ANDREW KEH 

A six-rtm ninth inning lifted the Mets to an 8-6 victory in St. Louis. The Cardinals lost ground in the wild- 
card race. 
. Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MONEYBALL’ 
Throwing a Digital-Age Curveball 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Brad Pitt plays Billy Beane, the baseball executive who challenged traditions of the game, in "Moneyball." 

:’ Profile: Billy Beane 

. Sony Slate a Big Bet on Dramas 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Smart Choices but Less Risk In Gilbert’s Third Opener 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The New York Philharmonic opened its third season trader Alan Gilbert with the soprano Deborah Voigt, 
who sang works by Wagner, Barber and Strauss. 

ART REVIEW 
Ingenuity Is a Thing With Feathers 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Hats: An Anthology by Stephen Jones" at the Bard Graduate Center offers a wide-ranging overview of hats, 
from an ancient Egyptima fez to Babe Ruth’s cap to the eccentric creations of modern milliners. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WEEKEND’ 
A Morning After That Turns Into a Dance of Discovery 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Weekend," directed by Andrew Haigh, is one of those rare fihns that address the complex entanglements of 
love mad sex honestly. 

" ~ The Director Andrew Haigh on ’Weekend’ 

:. Romance and Reflection, Hand in Hand 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MACHINE GUN PREACHER’ 

Good Works With a Bad Attitude 
By A. O. SCOTT 

A former drug dealer, Sam Childers maderwent a religious conversion. But it may be that, in movie terms, 
Mr. Childers’s story is too true to be good. 

:’ ~_a~ Interview: Gerard Butler 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’PEARL JAM TWENTY’ 
A Sound Reverberating Far Beyond Seattle 
By ANDY WEBSTER 

Cameron Crowe’s documentary about the broad Pearl dmn honors its two-decade career. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Palestinians’ Bid 
President Obama was right to stand with Israel. Now he has to push for a bold and fair deal. 

EDITORIAL 
The Fed Defies the G.O.P. 
Chairuaan Beruanke showed courage facing doma powerful Republicans. Left to them, the economy would be 
far worse off that it is even now. 

EDITORIAL 
Way of the Wolf in Wyoming 
Wolves have made a remarkable comeback, thanks to federal protections. But a bad deal with Wyoming 
leaves their survival at stake yet again. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Social Contract 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

With shrieks of "class warfare" going back and forth in Washington, a closer look at the data shows just what 
class warfare looks like. 
:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Amateur Ideal 
By DAVID BROOKS 

People seem to do best when they have to wrestle between comnaercialism and values. So, no, let’s not pay 
college athletes. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Bullying as True Drama 
By DANAH BOYD and ALICE MARWlCK 

Adults need to pay attention to the language of youth if they want antibullying interventions to succeed. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 23, 1952, Republican vice-presidential candidate Richard M. Nixon went on television to deliver 

what came to be known as the ""Checkers" speech as he denied allegations of improper cmnpaign financing. 
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TOP NEWS 

Palestinians Request U.N. 
Status; Powers Press for 
Talks 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and STEVEN LEE 
MYERS 

After the Palestinim~ Authority asked for 
full membership, intenmtional powers 
reached a timetable they hoped would 
restart Israeli-Palesfinim~ talks. 
". ~ Graphic: Steps in the Palestinian Bid for 

U.N. Membership 

U.S. Pushes Europe to Act 
With Force on Debt Crisis 
By MARK LANDLER and BINYAMIN 
APPELBAUM 

President Obama is lobbying Germany 
and France to take coordinated 
measures to prevent Greece’s woes from 
engulfing its neighbors. 

.. With a 3oint Statement, the keadin9 
Economies Try to Reassure World Markets 

. Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

Obama Turns Some Powers of Education Back to States 
By SAM DILLON 

With his declaration that he would waive the most contentious provisions of the Bush-era No Child Left 
Behind law, President Obama rerouted a decade of federal influence. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It is a moment of truth, and my people are wailing to hear the answer of the world." 

MAHMOUD ABBAS, the Palestinian leader, in a speech formally requesting full United Nations 

membership for his as yet tmdefined country 
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One Roof 
One afternoon with the 12 members of 
the Lee fanfily - the grandfather, his 
children, their spouses and their 
children - in their shared Chinatown 
building. 

’- Related Article I ~I~ Slide Show 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
THREAD 
Don’t Ask 
By PETER CATAPANO 

Rick Santormn’s reply to 
a gay soldier at the 
Republican debate 
brought G.O.P. supporters down to 
earth. 

TV chefs through the years 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE >> 

Recipes for Rosh Hashanah 

Share your tailgate recipes 
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WORLD 

Palestinians Rally in West Bank for Abbas Speech; Clashes Reported 
By ISABEL KERSHNER and ETHAN BRONNER 

Thousands massed in cities in the West Bank on Friday to watch President Mahmoud Abbas formally 
announce the Palestinians’ request for full membership in the United Nations. 

Amid Statehood Bid, Tensions Simmer in West Bank 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

The question Palestinian and Israeli security forces are facing is whether the relative quiet of the past few 
years is nearing an end. 

Accused of Fighting for Qaddafi, a Libyan Town’s Residents Face Reprisals 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

More than a month ago, as Qaddafi forces retreated from their town, virtually all of Tawerga’s estimated 
3o,ooo residents fled the city, fearing wrath from their neighbors in Misurata. 

," Slide Show: Fleeing Home, With the Promise of Safety Uncertain 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Midwest Farmers Are on Alert Against Pig Thieves 
By MONICA DAVEY 

A rash of thefts has law enforcement officials stmnped. Among other challenges, the nfissing hogs are 
diffietflt to single out. "They all look alike," said a sheriff. 

’Parent Trigger’ Law to Reform Schools Faces Challenges 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Parents at more than a dozen schools in California are hoping to take advantage of a trigger law, demanding 
that flaeir schools radically improve. 

Solyndra Officials Take Fifth at House Hearing 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

A panel is exanfining how the solar company failed after getting $528 nfillion in government loans. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In Time of Scrimping, Fun Stuff Is Still Selling 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD and ANDREW MARTIN 

Consmners have been splurging on indtflgences while paring many humdrmn household expenses, 
according to industry data for the last year. 



A Tryout Program for the Unemployed 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

A tryout initiative with marginal success has leaders in Washington tlfinking it should be expanded 
nationally to help put people back to work. 

Amid Warning Signs, Hints That Europeans May Step Up Action 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and JACK EWING 

More evidence piled up of an economic slowdoma in Europe and a worsenhag cash shortage for banks. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

When Storms Rush In, a Waiting Game Begins 
By MIKE TANIER 

Several N.C.A.A. football gmnes have been delayed this season. Officials are cognizant of the dangers posed 
by severe storms. 

A Big a2 Rivalry Game That Could Be No More 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

The growing rivalry between No. 7 Oklahoma State and No. 8 Texas A&M will most likely be uprooted mnid 
the Big 12 drama, making Saturday’s game perhaps the last meeting between the teams. 

¯ . Big 12 Exploring Options 

Coach’s Mission: Selling Temple in a Pro Sports Town 
By MARK VIERA 

After inheriting a rising progrmn from A1 Golden, Coach Steve Addazio has made the branding and 
promotion of Temple football in Plfiladelphia a top priority. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

A ’God’ With Baton vs. the Met’s Mortal Needs 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Peter Gelb, flae general manager of the Metropolitan Opera, is in a sticky situation when it comes to the 
ailing James Levine, the ensemble’s music director. 

DANCE REVIEW 
Pop God Dives Into World of Ballet 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

The New York City Ballet’s gala on Thursday introduced Patti McCartney’s "Ocean’s Kingdom" at the David 
Koch H. Theater. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
Data as Art, as Science, as a Reason for Being 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

’Think," the interactive exhibition sponsored by I.B.M. at Lincoln Center, celebrates the company’s 
centennial as well as promotes its focus on information collection and analysis. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

The Castles of Moravia 
By EVAN RAIL 

In a con~er of the Czech Republic, nobles left a profusion of chateaus, palaces and follies. 

. ~.~ Slide Show 

36 Hours in Perugia, Italy 
By INGRID K. WILLIAMS 

Perugia, in the central Italim~ region of Umbria, is an enchanting lfilltop city with a compact historic center 
that is a rambling maze of medieval streets. 

o ~ Slide Show 



PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Try a Private Jet, at Public Prices 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Though it’s still not cheap, the cost of flying in a private jet may rival the price of first- and business-class 
tickets - and even, occasionally, coach. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Latest Ugly Truth About Pakistan 
Washington needs to use all of its leverage to get Islamabad to cut its ties to the extrenfists. 

EDITORIAL 
State of the Republican Field 
Logic and understanding are left behind in the latest presidential debate. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Ridiculous Standoff 
The standoff that is threatening a government shutdown this time is over money to refill the nation’s disaster 
emergency ftmd. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
How Do You Say ’Economic Security’? 
By THEODORE R. MARMOR and JERRY k. MASHAW 

Where politicians once drew on the language of people, fanfily and shared social concena, they now deploy 
the cold technical idiom of budgetary aeeotmting. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
It Takes a Village 
By CHARLES BLOW 

A nurturing environment for the poor in West Harlem is helping to build more productive citizens. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Perry’s Bad Night 
By GAlL COLLINS 

It was impossible to watch this week’s Republican debate without realizing that Rick Perry is not presidential 
timber, or even presidential polyurethane. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 24, a996, the United States and the world’s other major nuclear powers signed a treaty to end all 
testing and development of nuclear weapons. 
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TOP NEWS 

Putin Once More Moves to 
Assume Top Job in Russia 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The current president, Dnfitri A. 
Medvedev, will take Vladinfir V. Putin’s 
place as prime nfinister after 
presidential elections in March, which 
Mr. Putin is assured of winning. 

Small Donors Are Slow to 
Return to the Obama Fold 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

The frustration and disillusionment that 
have dragged down Mr. Obama’s 
approval ratings have crept into the 
ranks of Mr. Obama’s vamated small- 
donor army. 

A Brutal Afghan Clan 
Bedevils the U.S. 
By MARK MAZZETTI, SCOTT SHANE and 
ALISSA J. RUBIN 

The members of the Haqqani network are the Sopranos of the Afghanistan war, and officials are losing faith 
that maything can be done to stop them. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They decided between themselves who will hoM which job. It’s like a swap in chess - my bishop for your 

rook. " 

IVAN V. CHAIKIN, a Russian musing on President Dnfitri A. Medvedev’s decision to step aside so that 

Vladinfir V. Putin could become president again. 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Getting 

By, U.S.A. 
Warroad, Minn., is 
donfinated by the factory 
of Marvin Windows & 



Doors. The company has refused to lay 
off workers since the economic crisis 
began. Now it is getting ready for a 
worsening economy. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

One Dark Night in 
My Neighborhood 
By JAMI ATTENBERG 

On a familiar street, on a 
night like any other, 
something strange happened. 

WORLD 

Economic Reforms Likely to Continue Under Putin 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Russia has already embarked on reforms under President Dmitri A. Medvedev to diversify away from oil 
dependence and foster a high-technology sector. 

Russians See Shift in Power as Business as Usual 
By SETH MYDANS 

Both Muscovites and people in surrom~ding villages seemed to share a fatalism about Vladimir V. Putin’s 
planned return to the presidency. 

Violence Surges in Yemen Despite Call for Cease-Fire 
By LAURA KASINOF 

A day after President Ali Abdtfllah Saleh retun~ed to Yemen, his forces escalated attacks on the opposition, 
leaving more than 4o people dead in the capital. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Stalking the Biggest Star in Hollywood: Its Sign 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

More are finding their way to fl~e Hollywood lm~dinark. Annoyed residents respond: We want to be alone. 

In Arizona, Complaints That an Accent Can Hinder a Teacher’s Career 
By MARC LACEY 

A federal investigation of possible civil rights violations prompted the state to call off its accent police. 

Vermont Town Shaken by a Co-op Killing 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

A shooting death in Brattleboro, a magnet for artists, hippies mad healers, was unusual enough. But murder 
in the member-owned grocery store was beyond reckoning. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Europe Seeks to Ratchet Up Effort on Debt 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

Under global pressure, European leaders are working to intensify their response to the Continent’s debt 
problems. 

Mme. Lagarde Goes to Washington 
By LIE ALDERMAN 



Christine Lagarde, the former French finance nfinister, has become independent since taking over as chief of 
the Interuational Monetary Fund, which met Saturday in Washington, D.C. 

Worried Greeks Fear Collapse of Middle Class Welfare State 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

While European leaders hold abstract talks about a potential Greek default, the country’s nfiddle class is 
contending with raised taxes and cuts to salaries and pensions. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

After Cancer, an Ex-Prodigy Was Undrafted but Unbowed 
By SAM BORDEN 

The Giants rookie free-agent linebacker Mark Herzlich battled cancer mad then doubts about his ability to 
play in the N.F.L. 

’. Old-School Cornerbacks Have Taught a New Generation 

N.F.L. Sees Signs That Players Think Before They Hit 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

N.F.L. officials said that defenders seem to be passing up jarring and dangerous hits in favor of the safer 
lower hits to the body. 

YANKEES 9, RED SOX 1 
Yankees Kick Red Sox When They Are Down 
By BILL FINLEY 

The Yankees got six shutout innings from Freddy Garcia, and Jesus Montero homered mad drove in four runs 
as they sent Boston to its 17th loss in 22 games. 
’- Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ Bats: Maris Honored at Yankee Stadium 

¯ " Creeping Up on Red Sox, Rays Run Past Toronto 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

A ’God’ With Baton vs. the Met’s Mortal Needs 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Peter Gelb, flae general manager of the Metropolitan Opera, is in a sticky situation when it comes to the 
ailing dames Levine, the ensemble’s music director. 

DANCE REVIEW 
Pop God Dives Into World of Ballet 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

The New York City Ballet’s gala on Thursday introduced Paul McCartney’s "Ocean’s Kingdom" at the David 
Koch H. Theater. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
Data as Art, as Science, as a Reason for Being 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

’Think," the interactive exhibition sponsored by I.B.M. at Lincoln Center, celebrates the company’s 
centennial as well as promotes its focus on information collection and analysis. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Surreal Ruins of Qaddafi’s Never-Never Land 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

Panong the dead and the smoldering earth, Libyans struggle to escape their country’s twisted history. 

Billy Beane of ’Moneyball’ Has Given Up on His Own Hollywood Ending 
By ADAM STERNBERGH 

If there’s ever a sequel to the movie, it probably won’t have anything to do with baseball. 



The War on Insider Trading: Market-Beaters Beware 
By ROGER LOWENSTEIN 

In the crackdown on insider trading, the mnbiguity of the law is an asset - and anyone who consistently beats 
the market is a suspect. 

¯ ..M...o.r..#_F..r..o..~..t..h...e._~..a..gazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Solyndra ’Panic’ 
One solar company’s failure should not deter robust public investments in clean energy. 

EDITORIAL 
President Obama’s Medicare Proposals 
Obama’s Medicare plan is a good starting point that can be modified in either direction: increase savings or 
protect vulnerable beneficiaries. 

EDITORIAL 
Tampering With the Electoral College 
Pennsylvania Republicans propose chm~ging the state’s voting system for partisan advantage. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OPINION 
A Son Returns to the Agony of Somalia 
By K’NAAN 

I hoped to help shine the light of celebrity into the darkness of Somalia, nay starving homeland. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Fed Up With the Author of ’Fed Up!’? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Mitt Ronmey shows the real value of inauthenticity. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Justice After Troy Davis 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Abolishing the death penalty won’t fix the crinfinal justice system. 

¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 25, 1957, with 300 United States Army troops standing guard, nine black clfildren were escorted to 
Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas, days after unruly wlfite crowds had forced them to withdraw. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mentoring Institute <IVlENTOR-L@unm.edu> on behalf of 

The Mentoring Institute <mentor@tmm.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 3:25 AM 

MENTOR- L@LIST.UNM.EDU 

[MENTOR-L] 2011 Mentoring Conference: Registration Deadline Approaching - September 30 

2011 TentativeAgenda.pdf 

Please, forward to facul~’, s~dents and siaff with research interest in mentoring... 

\ghen: October 26-28, 2011 

\Vhere: University of New Mexico, Student Union Building, Main Campus, Albuquerque, NM 

Registration Deadline: September 30, 2011 

The Mentoring Institute would like to e:~end you a cordial invitation to attend the 2011 Mentoring Conference. ’][’he throne for this year’s conference is ’°Leazning Across 

Disciplines." The conference roll tbcus on uniting mentoring scholars and practitioners from around the world to build a collaborative network of ideas and support. ’][’he 

hope is to extend mentoring across university disciplines and encourage the es~tablishment of mentoring progrmns in all fields of s~dy. 

At tkis year’s conference, the keynote speaker will be David Clutterbuck, co-founder of the European Mentoring and Coaching Council. He has advanced the field of 

mentoring extensively in Europe, publishing move than 50 books and hundreds of articles addressing innovative mentoring, management, and coaching themes. 

We invite you to join us for the pre-confemnce workshops on "Developing Elt}ctive Mentoring ProgmJns" and "Mentoring Best Practices in Higher Education", plenaD~ 

sessions, mad morn than 100 pmscntations addressing mentoring best practices related to this year’s theme. Please, tind attached the cont~mnce agenda and t}el free to 

share this intbrmation with people that might be interested in attending. 

For information and registration, visit our cont~mnce web page at: http:/Tmentor.~mm. 
Tuition Remission Available tbr UNM Faculty and Staf£ 

We look forward to seeing you during the conference. 

Regmds 

The Mentoring Institute 

To opt-out fico~n tiffs ~nailing list, please visit: ht&:.4~menior, unto. edu/conf&,~’e.nce.&nsu bscribe.php 
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Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares SECC Reminder 

2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Reminder 

UNC-Chapel Hill once again rises to the challenge: in the first week of the 2011 campaign, 357 employees donated over $124,000! Thank you to evelyone who has 

participated so far. Your contributiolL no matter its size, goes towards a brighter future and improved conditions for our commtmi~l locally, state-rode, nationaJly, and 

even globally. Evely- dollar makes a difference! All UNC-Chapel Hill employees are invited to complete their annnaJ pledge to one or more SECC charities. If you have 

not done so already; please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaign efforts. 

This year. tbr the first lime, you can maJ~e your donation online an easy, convenient, and secure way to support yonr thvorite charity. You can search the 2011 

charities by logging into the Carolina Cares ePledge website and clicking the "Browse Charity LisZt’’ located on the left-hand column. We’re certain you’ll find a 

participating charity or canse that is meaningful to you. In addition to online giving, paper tbrms are available for a]l thcnlF and s~taJtl If you have questions regarding the 

pledge process or have not received a tbrm, please contact your Division Leader. 

*Please note that if you submitted a paper pledge, there is a three-week lag time in processing, which means you roll continue to receive ePledge emails until your folm 

is processed. We apologize for any inconvenience. 

Important Information: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, yon must complete a paper form 

and submit your fom~ and contribution to your temn captain. If yon rash to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now!" link below and 

follow the instructions to enter in your personal user ID and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you access the website, please enter your personal use,’ ID and password as instructed below: 

User ~D: Your Onyen 

Password: The first tn, o letters of your last name + your birth date (in the format mmddy)Ty) + an exclamation point. 

For example, if your last name is "Taylor" and your birth date is 01/05/1981, your password would be: ta01051981! 

This process is velN easy. ’][’he five s~teps should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a fast and efiEctive way to make your gift to SECC 

cha:rities, and we hope you will too! 

If yon are unable to log on to the website, please contact Alan Taylor at alantaylo@ncsecc.olg. 
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TOP NEWS 

HeMth Insmoers P~sh 

Premiums SharpJy Higher 

The cost of health insm’anee this year rose more steeply than in previous years, outstripping wages 
and adding uncertainty about the pace of growing costs. 

Fearing Change, Many Christians in Syria Back A~sad 

With chaos growing, many Syrian Christians said they feared a change of power could deprive 
them of the semblance of protection the Assad family has provided. 

As Scor~ for Vote Grows, P*°otests Surge .4a.ound Globe 

Protesters armmd the world have something in common: wariness, even contempt, toward 
traditional politicians and the democratic political process they preside over. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

VIDEO: A{e{eP ....... 

Caregiver 
April Mareum has 
joined a community of spouses, 
parents and partners who drop most 
everything in their lives to care for 
injured loved ones returning 
war. 

~ Relsted Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

E_,pa~,d the U~e of 
Food Stamps? 
Should restrictions on 
using the benefits at 
fast food restaurants be 
loosened? 

3~ Hours in Ouito, Ecuador 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >~ 

Panama’s isolated marine presen,’e 
÷ 

WORLD 

Europe’s Oil Embargo Leaves Syria U~-gently Seeking New Customers 

The tightening grip of a European embargo has severely impeded Syrian oil sales, a vital source of 
earnings for the Damascus regime. 

~M~ti-Qaddafi }.’ighlte~os Edge Closer to ’I’aki~tg S*~rt 



Fighters for lJbya’s new government claimed to have seized a port in Col. Mnammar el-Qaddafi’s 

tribal hometown, Surt. 

As ’l’housa~tds Leave Libya~ a*~d Jobs~ Niger Feels impact 

Thousands of Nigeriens who have fled Libya are now destitute, hungry and dependent on a 
government that admits it cannot help them. 

o More World News 

Looking After the Soldier, Back Home at~d Damaged 

The physical and emotional injuries suffered by those who served in Afghanistan and Iraq take a 
painful toll on spouses, parents and other family members. 

Even Those Cleared of Crimes Ca~ Stay o~ F.BAJs D/arch List 

A not-guilty verdict or dropped charges may not always be enough to get someone off the list, files 

Repo~ Details }Vide Abtise i~ Los A~geles Jall System 

Inmates are beaten and wrongly accused of crimes, according to a report by the Southern Califm’nia 
A.C.L.U. 

BUSINESS 

For Hackers~ the Next Lock to Pick 
i.::.. .5. A U. C:’.’.i?i ".~IILM. 
Although attaeks are few at the moment, software developers say it’s only a matter of time befm’e 
computer haekevs follow the money to cellphones. 

Dealhs F~oom Ca~talo~tpe Listerla R~se 

At least ~3 people, most of them elderly, have died after eating cantaloupe contaminated with 
listeria in the deadliest outbreak of food-borne illness in the United States in more than a decade. 

~F D.A. LiRs Restrictions on Melons 

Greek Vote Approves a Despised ProperD-Tax 

The German Parliament will vote on Thm’sday on a bill to bolster the main European bailout fund. 

~ Eurepe Nears Bailout Accord That May Be inadequate 

Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

RED SOX 8, ORIOLES 7 
Lightni~g Strikes fo~" Red Sox a~d Rays 

A little late-season magic helped both Boston and Tampa Bay, and they enter the final day of the 
regular season tied for the A.L. wild ear& 

RAYS 5, YANKEES 3 
~Nith Yankees Lookh~g Ahead, the Rays Keep Pace 

The Yankees were nearly at flfll strength in a game that meant little to them, but a lot to Tampa as 
it fights for a playoff berth with one game to go. 

~Bo>: 
Score [ inning by inning 

~ Bats: Girardi Flips Cano and rei:<eira in Yankees Lineup 

PHILLIES 7, BRAVES 1 
Braves Stumblh~g as Two Vetera~as Strtkggle ~A;ith Shm~p at~d Injt~sy 

Derek Lowe allowed a home run to the second batter he fared and Chipper aones went o fro’ 3 with a 
walk as Atlanta lost for the ruth time in 17 games. 

~Box 
Score [ inning by Inning 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

The soprano :~na Netreb~o permuted t~e pmfishin~ title role in Donizetfi’s "~na Bolena" to open 

the Metropolitan Opera’s season, 

MUSIC REVIBN 

T}~ey~ve Arrlved, Like Old Time~ 

Foe Fighters, led by the energetic Dave Grohl, reflected their audience’s pm’est enthusiasms at an 

Izod Center concert on Monday. 

ARTSBEAT 

Dylan Pailltings Draw 

’1The freewheeling artistic style of Bob Dylan is once again stirring debate -this time over an 

exhibition of Mr. Dylan’s paintings at the Gagosian Gallery in Manhattan. 

DINING & WINE 

By using chicken skin for its texture and flavor in all sorts of dishes, chefs are legitimizing what 

used to be a guilty pleasure. 

Josh Beckerman, who calls himself "the foodie magician," has mystified hundreds of New York 

diners with his sleights of hand at their tables. 

UNITED TASTES 

Food s of Thclr Homelan d, Now Mai~ streamed 

In St. Louis, Bosnian immigrants negotiate a balance between conserving the ways of their 

homeland, and assimilating. 

More Dinin,q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
(?~over~fing by Cr~sls 
A standoff over the financing of FEMA may have been averted, but the next threat of a government 
shutdown is coming in seven weeks. 

EDITORIAL 

A wise federal ruling rejects an attack on a central element of the Voting Rights Act. 

EDITORIAL 
A Lifeline for Refugees 
Federal benefits will expire on Friday for thousamts of elderly and disabled refugees who did not 
become citizens. The benefits shmdd be extended. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

’Fhi~ V~Zar Can Still Be V~;ou 

After I shared a thousand cups of tea with Afghans, it was dear to me that they have the will to 

win, with or withmlt ns. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Decoding the God Complex 

Dr. Jerome Groopman may look like God, as Stephen Colbert noted, bnt he and his wife, Dr. Pamela 



Hatntzband, avoid the God complex. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

2 for 2, or 2 for I? 

The breakdown in the Middle East peaee process really does have us back at Square 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 28, 1924, two United States Army planes landed in Seattle, Washington, having 

completed the first round-the-world flight in 175 days. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Fi’ont Page 

Yoti ieceived this roesssge becatise yo~ signed up for NYrJmes corn’s ]oday’s Headliqes ~ews~e~e[ As 8 member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program; we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvacy 

Manage Subscrip[io~s ] U~subscdbe [ Change You~ E-Mail ] Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Adver[~se 
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September 2011 training newsletter 

September 2011 training newsletter 

In this edition: 

ISO 14155 - a conversation with an expert 

Long term linguistic teams save money and increase quality 

ForeiqnExchanqe in RAPS Focus maqazine 

Upcom!ng events 

Autumn means company meeting time here at ForeignExchange. Every year we convene in Colorado for a couple of days 
to plan, celebrate, meet new people and renew friendships. This year, 80 of us drove up to the ski town of Winter Park to 
catch our breath (literally) and reflect on the past year and look ahead to 2012. We also invited a few clients to join us so 
we could share honest feedback and ideas about what ForeignExchange is doing right and where we can improve. All 
cited pressure to "do more with less" and they told us that ForeignExchange’s educational programs helped them do that. 
That’s the kind of feedback we like to hear. 

These company meetings are not easy to pull off, especially with our growing company and dispersed office locations. But 
as a company, we have made the commitment to continue meeting annually because the value of the camaraderie and 
collective ideas rejuvenates us, motivates us and prepares us for the year ahead. We’re entering Q3 of 2011 with 
renewed resolve and will carry good momentum into 2012. 

There’s a lot of good stuff going on at ForeignExchange, as evidenced by this month’s newsletter, which brings you an 
interview with a clinical and regulatory expert, a case study about linguistic teams and an article that we had published in 
a prestigious industry journal. Oh, and we’ve got some great educational events upcoming. Enjoy the newsletter and, as 
always, don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

ISO 14155 - a conversation with an expert 

ISO 14155 is an international standard designed to guide companies as they fulfill the many different regulatory 
requirements for international clinical trials. First issued in 2003, this 2011 update has attempted to unify many different 
standards for global clinical trials including requirements of the Global Harmonization Task Force, the International 
Conference on Harmonization Good Clinical Practice documents and some guidance information from the FDA. The goal 
of this work is to ensure clinical trial data generated anywhere in the world meets certain minimum standards. With over 
65 pages of detailed requirements, ISO 14155:2011 now contains four administrative sections, three project management 
sections, two responsibilities sections and six annexes. Ensuring your systems are compliant with every component of this 
global standard is complicated work. 

We recently sat down with Joy Frestedt and Pamela Wolff from Frestedt Incorporated, an FX Certified Partner, to talk 
about their work and the ins and outs of ISO 14155 and how it’s impacting medical companies. Check out the video 
below. 

http;//b!o.q, fxt ra ns. co m/2011/09/conversation-abo ut-iso- 14155-are. html 

Joy Frestedt also presented an audio conference on the topic of ISO 14155 and you can listen to it here: 

http://www.fxconferences.com/GIo bal-ClinicaI-Trials-ISO-14155-2011 -Complian ce-Are-You r-Qu ality-Systems-U p-to-Date- 
P583.as#x 

Long term linguistic teams save money and increase quality 



One of ForeignExchange’s clients, a 12 billion dollar musculoskeletal health leader, has exacting requirements for subject 
matter expertise and writing style. Their project work is ongoing and demands consistency in translation to avoid 
confusion and damage to brand but has very aggressive timelines due to product release deadlines. There was a strong 
need for lower costs without a sacrifice to quality. Through the establishment of long term linguistic teams and support 
materials, we were able to save money while increasing quality and consistency in the translations. 

We’ve prepared a case study describing how we were able to implement this process for our client. Download it here to 
read more: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/Iong-term-linguistic-tea ms-save-money-and-in crease-quality/ 

ForeignExchange in RAPS Focus magazine 

The Regulatory Affairs Professional Society (RAPS) publishes a monthly magazine for its members covering topics 
relevant to international drug and device approvals. They recently asked us to write an article discussing the issues 
surrounding the important topic of validating medical translations. 

ForeignExchange’s Vice President of Quality, Sonia Monahan, authored the article, which is titled, "Perils of Translation 
Quality Validation in International Labeling" and you can download a PDF of the article here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/foreiqn exch ange-in-raps-focus-ma ~qazine/ 

Sonia is also presenting an audio conference on the related topic of in-country review and how you can eliminate it 
without sacrificing translation quality. Click here for details: 

h tt p://www, fxco n fe re n ces. co m/H ow-to- Minim ize-o r-Eli m in ate-In-co u ntry-Revi ews-With o ut-S a c rifi c i n q-T ra n s latio n- Q u a lity- 
P726.aspx 

Upcoming events 

We have a lot of educational events coming up in October and November. 

On October 19th in Minneapolis, we’re hosting a networking breakfast event, "First, Do No Harm: Basics of Human 
Factors Engineering and Usability Testing," presented by FX Certified Partner, Maria Shepherd. Sign up to attend here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/first-do-n o-harm-mn/ 

(On October 1 lth, Maria is also presenting an audio conference on a similar topic for those who can’t see her in person: 
http://www.fxconferences.com/H FE- 101 -New-FDA-Dralt-Guidance-on-Human-Factors-En.qineerin,q-and-Usability-Testin,q- 
P578.aspx.) 

On October 21st in San Diego, we’re hosting a networking breakfast event, "Get Smart: Strategic Portfolio Management," 
presented by Andrew Hunter and Noel Sobleman, both of Kalypso. Sign up to attend here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/get-smart-strategic-portfolio-management/ 

On November 2nd, in Bridgewater, New Jersey, we’re presenting, "Risk Management 2012: A Macro Look at Next Year’s 
Trends and Challenges" by John Kamp from the Coalition for Healthcare Communication and Ilyssa Levins of the Center 
for Communication Compliance. Sign up here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/risk-management-2012-a-macro-look-at-next-¥ears-trends-and-challenqes-nj 

All breakfast events are complimentary and breakfast is provided but space is limited. If you need more information or 
have suggestions for future events, drop us a note at education@fxtrans.com. 

If you would like to read our August newsletter please click here: http://info.fxtrans.com/auqust-2011-newsletter 

This newsletter brought to you by ForeignExchange Translations - the leader in training translations, 
copyright 2011 

For more white papers visit: http://www, fxtrans, com/resources/Whitepapers, aspx 



To unsubscribe eunice@email, unc. edu please click here 
Or mail: 
ForeignExchange Translations 

1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 
Newton, MA 02465 USA 

www. ~trans. corn 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Linkedln, YouTube, and our B!og 
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October 3 opening of"I Have No Right to Be Silent" exhibit at Duke UniversiU 

Meyerexhibit j pg 

"I Have No Pight To Be Silent": an exhibit on the human rights legacy of Rabbi Marshall T. Meyer opens at Duke University 

Contact: Patrick Stawski, Human Right Archivist, patrick.stawski~duke.edu, 919-660-5823. 

Durham, NC "I have no right to be silent in the thce ofinj ustice!" Rabbi Maxshall T. Meyer .said in a sermon delivered at his alma mater, Dartmouth Universi~, in 

1991. "I cannot dare to hide in my garden when people scream in pain! Nor can you, whether you are conservative or liberal, rightist or leftist or centrist.... That’s one 

of the reasons to be an activi st." 

An ordinaa-y A*nefican whose extxaordina~ convictions, faith, and impetuous personality impelled him to become a leading hmnan rights activis~t during Argentina’s 

Dirty War (1976-1983), ~£ter his death in 1993 Meyer lef[ not only a legacy of faith and teachings to his s~dents and congregations, but also a compelling tnodel of 

how a person of faith can embrace activism as a central paint of their religious life. 

That legacy is on display in a powerful new exhibit that opens at Duke UniversiD’ on October 3. Based on materials culled from Meyer’s personal papers, housed in 

Duke’s Special Collections Library, the exhibit consists of 12 stunning banners, each appro~mately 3ft rode by 6 feet tall. The design incorporates materials culled from 

the Meyer archives, including intimate family photos, moving letters from prisoners, original art work internal government memos, and mxe human rights publications. 

The t~xt was prepared by Katharine French Fuller, a graduate student in Duke’s HistoD’ Department, uader the supervision of Patrick Stawski, Duke’s ttuman Rights 

Archivist. The design was executed by Pan~ Chastain and James Jm’vis of Pare Chastain Design. 

Along with faith leaders like the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Rabbi Abraham Joshua tteschel, who marched with King in Selma, Meyer was an early human rights 

leader who has inspired many stadents ~ld fellow activists. 

"Whenever I spe~k to faith communities about human rights and their place in faith traditions, these are in5, three modern touchstones," said Robin Kir~ program 

director of the Duke Human Rights Center. 

The exhibit has been on display at the Olganization of American States in Washington DC as well as B’nai Jeshumn and the Jemsh Theological Seminaly, both in New 

York City and places where Meyer studied or worked. Wherever the exhibit has traveled it has inspired not only an admiration of Meyer’s work but also communiF 

dialogue about faith, activism and human rights. 

"The Maxshall Meyer papers are a perfect candidate Ibr a traveling exhibit. Not only is Marshall’s work and legacy incredibly compelling but we were also tbrtanate 

enough that he left behind a rich documentaxy legacy which his thmily had the li~resight to preserve in parinersNp with Duke University Libraries," said Patrick Stawski, 

Duke’s Human Righks Archivis~t. 

The exhibit opens on October 3 with a 5:30 pm ceremony at the Goodson Chapel at the Duke Divinity School. The ceremony will include comments by Marshdtl’s son 

and social activist, Gabriel Meyer, as well as a performance of sacred Ladino music by the Jewish Chorale of the Triangle. Among the singers is Meyer s nephew, Pro£ 
Eric Meyers, Bernice & Morton Lemer Professor of Center for Jewish Stadies and Religion and the Director of the Center for Jewish Studies. A reception will follow 

outside the Goodson Chapel. 

The exhibit is funded by the generosiD’ of an anonymous donor and is a co-project of the Duke Human Rights Archive at Duke UniversiiT Libraries, The Duke Human 

Rights Center, and the Duke Center for Jewish Studies. 

The exhibit will be on display in the Divinity School’s York Room through December 18th. An on-line version of the exhibit is available at 

http:/iexhibits.libra~w.duke .edu/exhibi ks/show/ihavenofi gh~besileut. 

For more information on the exhibit please visit: http:#libro~.duke.edw’specialcollections/human-ri~hts/. See also the attached flyer. 

Natai i ~" Ha rtma~ 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke U~ J ve rs i ty 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 
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The Justice Ca~ade in human rights prosecutions: ground-breaking book wins WOLA-Duke human rights award 

Justicecascade- 1 .jpg 

The Justice Cascade in human rights prosecutions: ground-breaking book wins WOLA-Duke human rights award 

Contact: Colin Smith, WOLA 202-797-2171, csmith@wola.org 

Patrick Stawski, Duke University Libraries, 9:19-660-5823, patrick.stawski@duke.edu 

Durham, NC -Around the world, former government and security force officials accused of human rights crimes are facing prosecutions in unprecedented 

numbers. In Chile, for example, the number of court cases has sharply increased and now involve the highest ranks of the security forces. Prosecutions have also 

expanded beyond deaths and disappearances to torture and forced exile. 

For scholar Kathryn Sikkink, Chile is part of what she calls "the justice cascade," a very new development in world politics. "Only 30 years ago, it was virtually 

unheard of, almost unimaginable, for a national or international tribunal to hold state officials criminally accountable for human rights violations," Sikkink notes. 

Sikkink’s ground-breaking book, The Justice Cascade: How Human Rights Prosecutions are changing world politics (W.W. Norton), won the Washington Office on 

Latin America (WOLA)-Duke University Human Rights Book Award for 20:11. This year’s panel of judges called The Justice Cascade "compelling" and "eye-opening," 

recognizing it for its important contribution to the field of human rights, Latin American studies and accountability. 

On November 2 at 5:00pro Sikkink will read from The Justice Cascade in the Rare Book Room of Duke University’s Perkins Library and receive a ~1,000 cash award. 

The event is open to the public. A reception will follow and books will be available for purchase. 

The Justice Cascade opens with a look at Sikkink’s own experience living in Uruguay during its brutal military dictatorship in the :1970s, when few could imagine 

officers ever being held accountable. She explores the political effects of this change in accountability, emphasizing the need to ensure that prosecutions have 

their intended impact of long-term justice and respect for human rights. 

The chair of the WOLA/Duke Book Award judges committee, Leonor Blum, a professor of History and Political Science at Notre Dame of Maryland University, said 

Sikkink’s work "shows not only the progress made in bringing human rights violators to justice, but also how such progress can impact subsequent governments 

and even neighboring countries." 

Fellowjudge Holly Ackerman praised Sikkink for her excellent application of comparative political theory and detailed case studies, while keeping the book 

inviting and understandable. Fellowjudge Roger Atwood calls it "an important book that will help the reading public understand an issue that we see every day in 

the news." 

Sikkink is a Regents Professor and the McKnight Presidential Chair in Political Science at the University of Minnesota. She has a Ph.D. in political science from 

Columbia University. Her publications include Mixed Signals: U.S. Human Rights Policy and Latin America, Activists Beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in 

International Politics (co-authored with Margaret Keck and awarded the Grawemeyer Award for Ideas for improving World Order, and the ISA Chadwick Alger 

Award for Best Book in the area of International Organizations); and The Power of Human Rights: International Norms and Domestic Change (co-edited with 

Thomas Risse and Stephen Ropp). 

Sikkink will also appear in Washington, D.C. for a panel discussion on human rights tribunals and justice. A group of experts from WOLA will join Sikkink for a trip to 

the Southern Cone focused on issues of justice. 

Started in 2008, the WOLA-Duke Human Rights Book Award is a joint venture of Duke University and WOLA, a leading advocacy organization based in Washington, 

DC. The award honors the best current, non-fiction book published in English on human rights, democracy, and social justice in contemporary Latin America. The 

books are evaluated by a panel of expert judges drawn from academia, journalism, and public policy circles. 

This year’s judges included: 

Holly Ackerman, Librarian for Latin America and Iberia, Duke University 

Roger Atwood, Journalist, Author, and Former Communications Director, WOLA 

Leonor Blum, WOLA Board Member and Associate Professor, History and Political Science, Notre Dame of Maryland University 

Robin Kirk, Program Director, Duke Human Rights Center, Duke University 

Juan Mendez, U N Special Rapporteur on Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

Previous WOLA-Duke Human Rights Book Award recipients include: Victoria Bruce and Karin Hayes, with Jorge Enrique Botero for Hostage Nation: Colombia’s 

Guerrilla Army and Amerlca’s Failed War on Drugs in 2010; Ambassador Heraldo Mufioz for The Dictator’s Shadow: Life Under Augusto Pinochet in 2009; and 

Francisco Goldman for The Art of Political Murder: Who Killed the Bishop? in 2008. 

Natalie Harts’an 

Associate Director 

Center fo~ Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Du~e University 

phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 
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molnmj@durhamtech.edu; Jorge Mart <jmari@uni~,.ncsu.edtp; Penelope Simpson <ptsimpso@ncsu.edu-~; Cuevas, Marco 

<mcuevas@NCCU.EDU>; Hank Okazald <hokazak@duke.edu>; Jeanine Costa JLCOSTA ~LCOSTA@uncg.edu>; 

manchen@guilford.edu; eliaso@guilford.edu; procha@elcentro.org; Bocelli-Hemmidez, Rosalie <Rosalie.Bocelli- 

Hernandez@durhmnnc.gov>; l~xaubet@glno~l.coln; Pdeflcohl Muniz, Beatfiz S < rielkohl@email.unc.edu>; ’rodrigo dorfmml’ 

<rodrigo 1999@gmo~l.com> 

2011 NC Latin American Film Fes~tival pre- fes~tival and communi3~ events start nero week 

NCLAFF COIVKINITY EVENTS PRESS RELEASE.pdf 

The 2011 Latin American Film Festival is coming! This yeax we are celebrating the tEstival’s 25th armiversaxy. 

We are presenting some pre- festival mad community events during the month of October, leading up to the "In~n" fihn festiw1 which is scheduled for November 6-19. 

There will also be two related ~xt exhibits at Duke that will mn from Novelnber 2, 2011 - Janua~ 11, 2012. 

Below I will lifft the October scree~fings - please mark them on your calendars. Please also see the attached press release for more details on each of the October 

screenings, some of which will have the film directors present and others will include musical and dance performances. We look forward to seeing you there! 

October 3, 4:30 pm 

Leaving La Floresta (NC Premiere - directors will be present) 

Room A156 Levine Science Research Center, Duke University campus 
Special collaboration with l~-C-Duke Working Group on the Envirorwaent in Latin America and UNC-Duke Working Group on War and Peace in the Americas 

October 4, 6:00 pm 

Leavin~ La Floresta (directors will be present) 

Room 112 Hanes Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill campus 
Special collaboration with Advocates for tluman Rights at UNC and the UNC-Duke Working Group on War and Peace in the Americas 

October 7, 7:00 pm 

The Virgin Appears in La Maldita Vecindad (directors will be present) 

together with performances by Aztec Dance Group, Matlachine Dance Collective, and Carlota Santana Flamenco-Vivo 

Holton Career & Resource Center. 401 North Driver Street, Durham 
Special collaboration with Durham Parks & Recreation 

October 21, 7:00 pm 

Latino 7>aditions: Three Short Films by Rodrigo DorJ)nan (director will be present) 

together with performances by Takiri Dance Studio, Chilean Cueca, and the music group "Los Morales" 

Holton Career & Resource Center, 401 North Driver Street, Durham 
Special collaboration with Durham Parks & Recreation 

Natalie Harts’an 

Associate Director 

Center fo~ Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 
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September 29, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

N~p~oerne Cou~ot Is Askt~d to 

R~|e o~ Health C~re 

The unexpectedly quick 
development makes it all but certain 
that the court will soon agree to hear 
one or more eases involving the 
Obama administration’s health care 
overhaul. 

Companies Use Immigration 

Crackdown to Tm’li a Profit 

Private security companies have 
turned the detention of unwanted 
immigrants into a multinational 
industry with a history of abuse. 

A Hijacke~°, a Lo~lgtlrne Fugilive and, Now, a Prisoner 

George Wright, a convicted murderer who was among a group of hijackers who got away with 
million in 1972, was finally taken into custody in Portugal on Monday. 

~F] Mar): George Wright’s Fou: Decades at L~:ge 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Paqe >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’"[b l~:o.se who cnl~ ~s s~i~c~s, 

BANG ,IAE-~’ON, who ferrets out b~wbt’eakers m Soutt~ Korea for a rew~rd. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK: FALL 2011 
SPECIAL SECT~O~ 
For Deals~ V~ all 

St~,eet Goes East 
Wall Street is 
venturing into far- 
flung markets, while deal makers 
overseas are competing with the 
United States. 

~Go 
to Special Section 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Banldng R~les 

’Anti=Ame~ican~°? 

Will new international 

banking rules hurt American banks’ competitiveness? 

Moonlighting o~ Broadway 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

[he fall season in ~heater 

Brooke Shields irl "Ti~e Addu, ms Farrfiiy" 

WORLD 

Quiet foi° Yeaios, Ilalla~l Chilecli Blasts t~eha~oe of the Natlo~l’s Political Ei[te 

The Catholie Church is issuing its strongest reprimands yet of Italy’s ruling class, deploring 



"behavior that not only goes connter to public decorum but is intrinsically sad and hollow." 

Help V~:anted: Busybodies VC[th Cameras 

More South Koreans are joining the growing ranks of camera-toting bounty hunters, secretly 
videotaping fellow citizens breaking the law and collecting the rewards. 

THE LEDE BLOG 

Stop the Cor~sp~ra~y ’I’heo~es, ~M Qaeda Tells irar~a~ Leader 

Al Qaeda lashed out at President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in the latest issue of its Englishqanguage 
magazine for claiming the United States - and not the terrorist group - was responsible for the Sept. 
11 attacks. 

~ TimesOsst i AI Qaeda and Ahmadinejad 

o More World News 

States P~ttlng Hopes in ~Bottoms Up’ to Help the Bottom 

With cities across the country facing their fifth straight year of declining revenues, raising money 
from people who enjoy a cocktail is becoming an increasingly attractive option. 

A Pipe~i~m Dix,~des A~ong Old Lines: Jobs Verse,s the 

Hearings over a $7 billion Canadian oil pipeline have pitched supporters who crave jobs against 

critics who fear a spill would be an environmental disaster. 

Alabama V~ins in Ruling on Its Immigration Law 

A federal judge’s deeision leaves Alabama with the strictest immigration law in the country. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

A Start-Up Takes 0~ Procter & Gamble Ove~" a Name 

The consumer products company claims that customers will confuse Willa, a fledgling line of skin 
care products for young girls, with Wella, its hair care line. 

Amazon’s Tablet Leads to Its Store 

At $~99, the color Kindle Fire is less than half the pdee of the Apple iPad. 

Reebok to Pay Settlement Over Health Claims 

The Federal Trade Cmnmission said the sportswear maker agreed to pay $25 million to settle 
allegations of unfounded claims about the health benefits of two lines of shoes. 

S P 0 RTS 

RAYS 8, YANKEES 7, 12 INNINGS 
Rays Cap Ul~likely Jot~r~ley to Playoffs }Vith ImpPobable }Vil~ 

Tampa Bay put the exclamation point on the Red SoY collapse, as Evan Longoria hit a walk-off 
home run in the bottom of the ruth to win the A.L. wild eard, moments after goston fell to the 
Orioles. 

ORIOLES 4, RED SOX 3 
O~e Out Away~ Red Sox Lose to Seal SeptembeP Meltdown 



With the Red Sex one out away from victory, closer Jonathan Papelbon surrendered three straight 

hits as Boston lost to complete a historic collapse. 

~ P.,ox Score I inning by inning 

PHILLIES 4, BRAVES 3, 13 INNINGS 

Atlanta handed the National League wild card to the Cardinals with its fifth straight defeat. 

, Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

Beljing Gallery P~lts a Foc~ts on Gl~obM ~armh~g 
%. iE’/,:.&i?r~ 

A photography exhibition in Beijing presents stark images as evidence of climate change, including 
pictures of coal mining, considered one factor in global warming. 

Modernist Landmark BeMnd a Court Ba~:tle 

A New York City court case pits preservationists against each other over how much the 
Manufacturers Hanover Trust building, a city landmark, should be allowed to change. 

Q&A 

The Architect 3ea~me Gang o~ ~Vhmh~g a MacArth~r Fe~lowMfip 

She coaxes lyricism out of rigor in many of her designs, including the 82-story tower called Aqua, 
which seems to flutter with the winds that gust off Lake Michigan. 

More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

Reviews of the Dries Van Noten and Rochas spring 2012 shows. 

A~ U~l[kely Hot SpoL After GMI[ano 

As Paris Fashion Week gets under way, crowds at La Perle are swelling with aspiring members of 

the fashion set and now its share of curiosity seekers. 

T MAGAZINE 

The Daily Shoe [ Dries "~m Noten 

T plucks the best shoes right off the rm~way, Today’s pick: a sandal that wraps around the ankle and 
ties with a bow at the top. 

More Fashion & Style >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Ki~ling the Recovery 
A global fixation on austerity is exactly the wrong course to reignite the economy. 

EDITORIAL 

Preslde~t Ptrth~ Redux 
The decision by Vladimir Putin to once again l~ln for president of Russia is bad news for his country 
and everyone else, 

EDITORIAL 

The federal and state governments should get rid of mandatory minimum sentences and the 
injustices they produce. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 
The Not-So-Gree~ Mou~talns 

A wind tnrbine project in Vermont will set an ominous precedent by ripping a[)art a healthy, intact 
ecosystem in the guise of doing something about climate change. 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Happy Tidi~gs From the 

Good news, people! The government will be functioning in Oetober. Congress paid the bills for seven 

more weeks. And did you hear? Willow the eat is baek~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

J~st Look at V~q~at You D~d~ 

Donations from Times readers have supported a girls’ school run by a yonng Kenyan man and a 

yonng American woman. And, yes, this is also a love story. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 29, ~957, the New York Giants played their last game at the Polo Grounds, losing to the 
Pittsburgh Pirates 9-~. The Giants moved to San Francisco for the next season. 
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In the spring of 1989, Chinese workers and students captured global attention 

as they occupied Tiananmen Square, demanded political change, and were 

tragically suppressed by the Chinese army. Months later, East German civilians 

rose up nonviolently, brought down the Berlin Wall, and dismantled their 

regime. Although both movements used tactics of civil resistance, their 

outcomes were different. Why? In Nonviolent Revolutions, Sharon Erickson 

Nepstad examines these and other uprisings in Panama, Chile, Kenya, and the 

Philippines. 

Taking a comparative approach that includes both successful and failed cases 

of nonviolent resistance, Nepstad analyzes the effects of movements’ strategies 

along with the counter-strategies regimes developed to retain power She 

shows that a significant influence on revolutionary outcomes is security force 

defections, and explores the reasons why soldiers defect or remain loyal and 

the conditions that increase the likelihood of mutiny. She then examines the 

impact of international sanctions, finding that they can at times harm 

movements by generating new allies for authoritarian leaders or by shifting the 

locus of power from local civil resisters to international actors. Nonviolent 

Revolutions offers essential insights into the challenges that civil resisters face 

and elucidates why some of these movements failed. With a recent surge of 

popular uprisings across the Middle East, this book provides a valuable new 

understanding of the dynamics and potency of civil resistance and nonviolent 

revolt. 

"Using six cases of nonviolent revolutions, Sharon Nepstad uncontroversially, 

but importantly, shows that mass grievances and elite divisions played an 

important role in supporting the three successful cases; controversially, and 

just as importantly, international intervention did not. As American leaders are 

engaged in intervening in the Middle Eastern revolutions of 2011, decision- 

makers as well as scholars will want to weigh carefully the results of Nepstad’s 

analyses." 

--Sidney Tarrow, Professor of Government and Sociology, Cornell University, 

and author of Power in Movement 

Sharoa Eri~kao~ Ne#etad is Professor of Sociology at the University of New 

Mexico. She is the author of Convictions o~ the Soul (CUP 2004) and Religion 
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Outstanding Book Award from the American Sociological Association’s section 

on Peace, War, and Social Conflict. 
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British Cohmial Ideals in the Caribbean and India" 

Martin Wiener, Rice University 
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at the National Humanities" Center 

7 T, ~ Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 

M~tin J. Wiener is the MaW Gibbs Jones Professor of His~o~ at Rice Universi~ where his research and teaching focus on the his~tory of crimina] justice and the British 

Empire. His publications on these topics include Men of Blood. Violence, ~anliness and Criminal Justice in Victorian England (2004), which won the NACBS 

Albion Book Prize; An lz)npire on Trial: Race, Murder and Justice under British Rule, 1870-1930 (2008); as well as English Culture and the Decline of the 

Industrial Spirit, 1850-197~0 (1981), which won the Robert Livingston Schuyler Prize of the American Historical Association for the best book on British history 

published that year. Wiener served as president of the North American Conference on British Studies from 2001 to 2003. This year he is the Birkelund Fellow at the 

National Humanities Center. 

Wiener’s talk will draw on his current work on the role of liberal idea~s in the history of the British Empire. Specifically, he will explore how these ideas were 
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TOP NEWS 

Activists in Arab World Vie to 
Define Islamic State 
By ANTHONY SHADID and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

Many Islanfic political activists say 
struggles between puritanical and liberal 
Islanfists may now be more important 
than tlaeir battles against secularists. 

" Video: Yimeseast I Post-lslamism and 

Elections 

Banks to Make Customers 
Pay Fee for Using Debit Cards 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD and BEN 
PROTESS 

Banks are imposing new charges on 
their customers to make up for the 
revenue they expect to lose because of a 
cap on what they can charge merchants 
for debit-card transactions. 

P R E S E N T i N :G D ATA 
A N D il N F O R Hi AT I :O N 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
In European Crisis, Experts See Little Hope for a Quick Fix 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY and LIZ ALDERMAN 

In tlae best case, a bailout of troubled banks and goveruments could keep tlae financial system from 
experiencing a major shock, though easing the huge debt could take years. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The real struggle of the future will be about who is capable of fulfilling the desires of a devout publie. It’s 
going to be about who is Islamist and who is more Islamist, rather than about the secularists and the 

Islamists. " 

AZZAM TAMIMI, a scholar of Islanfic political tlaought. 

U,S, 

~ INTERACTIVE 
GRAPHIC: The Keys 
to Victory 



States like Colorado and Virginia may be 
the Democrats’ must-win states. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES 
Making Change 
Happen, on a 

Deadline 
By TINA ROSENBERG 

Rapid Results, a strategy 
designed for corporations, is helping 
eonmaunities in Africa set goals mad 
solve problems in aoo days or less. 

"Footloose" is back 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

An interview with Gerard Butler 

Generation X in a time capsule 

nl~thnes,¢o.m MOVliES 

WORLD 

Bahrain Court Hands Down Harsh Sentences to Doctors and Protesters 
By J. DAVID GOODMAN 

A protester was sentenced to death in Bahrain, and medical workers who treated protesters this spring were 
given terms of between 5 and a5 years. 

U.S. Senate Delegation Offers Praise and Caution to Libya’s New Leaders 
By KAREEM FAHIM and RICK GLADSTONE 

Four Republican senators visited Tripoli on Thursday, the most prominent official American delegation to 
the Libyan capital since the fall of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s regime. 

Pro-Assad Protest Temporarily Traps U.S. Ambassador 
By NADA BAKRI 

Protesters in Syria trapped Robert S. Ford, an American diplomat who is ma outspoken critic of President 
Bashar al-Assad, for 9o minutes tmtil security forces dispersed the crowd. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Fatal Accident Puts Focus on Deportation Program 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

A death that the police say involved an illegal immigrant driving drm~k has stirred outrage in Massachusetts. 

Prisoner Protest Restarts in California 
By ERICA GOODE 

Corrections officials said that they would discipline inmates who participated in a renewed htmger strike to 
protest conditions in California’s lfighest-seeurity prisons. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Some Common Ground for Legal Adversaries on Health Care 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The federal govenm~ent and 26 states are heading into the Supreme Court disputing the memos of the health 
care law, not so much the ends. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Outsize Severance Continues for Executives, Even After Failed Tenures 
By ERIC DASH 

Eye-popping severance packages thrive in spite of the measures put in place in the wake of the financial 
crisis to crack down on excessive pay. 

. Graphic: Recent Executive Severance Packages 



Cash-Short, U.S. Weighs Asset Sales 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The Wlfite House figures that selling spare land, buildings and airwaves could raise up to $22 billion over the 
next decade. 

Germany Approves Bailout Expansion, Leaving Slovakia as Main Hurdle 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

With a bailout fmad expmasion measure passing easily through the Germma Parlimnent, the front in the 
European debt crisis is now shifting to the tiny impoverished nation of Slovakia. 
. ~ Approving the Bailout Plan: Three Months, 17 Votes 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Night of Twists and Collapses 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Baseball’s six-month schedule came down to a frantic four-game scramble on the final night of the regular 
season. 

’: Lowly Orioles Took the Spoiler Role to New Heights 

,’ Francona Not at Fault for Swoon, Epstein Says 

, Alderson Takes a Look Ahead, and a Look Back 

Main Concern for Aces: Batters, Not Each Other 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

A pitchers’ duel between C.C. Sabathia and Justin Verlander is shaping up in Game 1 of the American League 
division series. 

Bats: Baseball Announces Times for First Four Days of Playoffs 

BATS 
Strong Second Half Lands Tigers at Yankees’ Door 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Since July 16 the Tigers have gone 46-22, surging to the American League Central title with a deep roster 
that features more thma Justin Verlander and Miguel Cabrera. 

’- Yankees to Use Posada at Designated Hitter 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

Cult Hits, Carnage and Even Chaplin 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

This year’s New York Fihn Festival at Lincoln Center has grown, with more fihns and new theaters. 

" ~ Exclusive Clip: ’Carnage’ 

ART REVIEW 
Putting Names to the Greats of Indian Art 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

" ’Wonder of the Age’: Master Painters of India, 11oo-19oo," at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, focttses on 
identifying 4o artists of transcendent works. 

:’ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’TAKE SHELTER’ 
A Splintering Psyche or Omens of Disaster? 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Take Shelter" is a quiet, relentless exploration of the latent (and not so latent) terrors that bedevil 
contemporary American life. 

-’ ~ Jeff Nichols on ’Take Shelter’ 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’50/50’ 



The Healing Powers of a Friendship When Life’s Complications Strike 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In "5o/5o," when Joseph Gordon-Levitt’s character receives a diagnosis of cancer, his pal, played by Seth 
Rogen, is there with support and leavening hmnor. 

:’ Q. and A.: Seth Rogen 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MARGARET’ 
A Teenager and a Poem in the Post-9/aa World 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Kenneth Lonergan’s "Margaret" follows the title character, played by Anna Paquin, using a poem by Gerard 
Manley Hopkins, "Spring and Fall." 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MY JOY’ 
A Tale of Russia Haunted by Ghosts and the Living Dead 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"My Joy," directed by Sergei Loznitsa, creates an air of dread that instantly settles around a young truck 
driver. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
An Icy Political Vision 
A newly energized President Obama is taking on the callous values of the Republicm~ Party. 

EDITORIAL 
More of the Same Won’t Save Europe 
Even with Germany contributing more, the euro-zone bailout fund is still too small. Over this week, the big 
picture has actually gotten much worse. 

EDITORIAL 
The Dismal Ruling in Alabama 
A federal judge upheld most of Alabama’s new immigration law, the nation’s harshest, arming the state to 
find and ptmish illegal immigrants. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Behind the Wheel, Moving Up 
By SIDDHARTHA DEB 

For India’s middle class, cars are the emblem of economic aspiration. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Limits of Empathy 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The ability to identify with other people is an important prerequisite for moral behavior, but it’s not the only 
one. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Phony Fear Factor 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Despite what Republican presidential candidates are saying, regulation and taxes are not responsible for 
America’s weak job growth. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 30, 1938, British, French, German and Italian leaders agreed at a meeting in Munich that Nazi 



Germmay would be allowed to annex Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenlmad. 
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TOP NEWS 

Two-Year Manhunt Led to 
Awlaki Death 
By MARK MAZZETTI, ERIC SCHMITT and 
ROBERT F. WORTH 

Mawar al-Awlaki, a leader in A1 Qaeda’s 
outpost in Yemen, did not leave much of 
a trail, frustrating the American and 
Yemeni officials pursuing him. 

, Times Topics: Anwar aI-Awlaki 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Judging a Long, Deadly 

Reach 
By SCOTT SHANE 

Some civil libertarians have questioned 
how the government eotfld take an 
Mneriem~ citizen’s life based on murky 
intelligence and without an 
investigation or trial. 

TEMPERATURE RISING 
The Threats to a Crucial 
Canopy 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

Trees, natural carbon sponges, help keep heat-trapping carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere. But insect and 
hmnan threats are taking a heavy toll on them. 

" Slide Show: Attacks on a Protective Canopy 

’: Previous Articles in the Series 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"What’s tricky here is that many people don’t accept that this is a war. I don’t think there has ever been a 

case quite like this." 

ROBERT M. CHESNEY, a professor at the University of Texas who specializes in national security law on 

the killing of Mawar al-Awlaki. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO, The 



Forest for the Trees 
In Arizona, trees are cut down to save 

forests from nmssive fires and to combat 
clinmte change. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR ..: 

You Love Your 
iPhone. Literally¯ . : ...... 
By MARTIN LINDSTROM 

Neuroscience suggests 
that Apple’s smartphone 
activates the part of the brain associated 
with feelings of love and compassion.     : 

Attraction is skin deep 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Don’t forget the clothes! 

Snowstorms arrive and the power fails 
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WORLD 

Yemenis Say They Have Bigger Problems Than A1 Qaeda 
By LAURA KASINOF 

Most Yemenis had only a faint sense of why the United States considered Anwar al-Awlaki a highly 
significant target. If anything, Yemenis thought his death would only increase their woes. 

Drone Victim Went From American Middle Class to Waging a Media War for A1 

Qaeda 
By RUBBLE BROWN and KIM SEVERSON 

Samir Khan left his comfortable life in Charlotte, N.C., for Yemen, started a magazine for jihadists and 
continued to dodge govermnent and civilian efforts to stop lfis self-described "media jihad." 

Fighting Erupts on Somalia’s Border With Kenya 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Shabab militants tried to take back territory from militias allied with the Somali govenm~ent and were 
breaking up camps set up for famine victims. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THIS LAND 

The Money May Be Lacking, but a Library Refuses to Go Quietly 
By DAN BARRY 

As Central Falls, R.I., fought bankruptcy, a state-appointed receiver closed the library. But residents decided 
it was something they couldn’t do without. 

BELIEFS 

Traditional Meal Ending Holy Days Becomes an Event 
By MARK OPPENHEIMER 

In recent years, breaking the fast after Yom Kippur has become part of the Jewish social calendar. 

Gains Made in Equality of Incomes in Downturn 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

The disparity between men’s and women’s wages shrank, but only because men ean~ed less, according to a 
study of Census Bureau data. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Remedy Is Elusive as Metallic Hips Fail at a Fast Rate 
By BARRY MEIER 

As greater numbers of a popular hip implant are beginning to fail, doctors and patients are grappling with 



how to detect and repair the potential damage. 

The Money Is Gone, but the Winery and a Woman’s Resolve Remain 
By GERALDINE FABRIKANT 

Patricia Kluge, once one of the nation’s wealthiest divorcees, lost her forttme in a risky winery venture in 
Virginia. But she didn’t lose her resolve to make it succeed. 

The Political Pulpit 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

This weekend, htmdreds of ministers will speak up for presidential candidates they favor, flouting a law that 
prohibits tax-exempt organizations from campaigning on political issues. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Yanks Pick Up Where They Left Off: In Weather Delay 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

After having 22 games affected by weather this season, the Yankees opened the postseason with a gmne that 
was suspended because of heavy rain. 
, ~ post a Comment 

RAYS 9, RANGERS 0 
Rays Continue Their Run With Rout of Rangers 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

Nothing is slowing dotal Tampa Bay. Behind a rookie pitcher, tile Rays blasted tile Rangers to take a lead in 
the division series. 

," Box Score I Inning by Inning 

Owner Goes All In on the Brewers 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Lured by tile chance to buy a small percentage of tile small-market Brewers, Mark Attanasio ended up with 
controlling interest and an idea of how to be a contender. 

" Bats: Arizona Made Serious Gains Under Gibson 

Bats: Cardinals Plan to Lean on Ace Who Got Them In 

, Arizona Coach Baylor Is Hospitalized After Fainting 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’PROHIBITION’ 
Bellying Up to the Time When America Went Dry 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Ken Burns and Lynn Novick tackle tile story of Prohibition and its repeal hi his latest PBS docmnentary, 
starting on Sunday. 

" A Steady Presence Out of the Limelight I~ Slide Show 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’CATCHING HELL’ 
A Chicago Cautionary Tale: Fan Is Still Short for Fanatic 
By MIKE HALE 

Alex Gibney’s "Catching Hell" recounts what happened to a Chicago Cubs fan after he tried to catch a foul 
ball at Wrigley Field in 2oo3. 

, ArtsBeat: Alex Gibney on ’Catching Hell’ 

So Far, Sales for New DC Comics Are Super 
By GEORGE GENE GUSTINES and ADAM W. KEPLER 

The first month of refurbished comics has produced strong restflts for many of the titles. 

¯ . Not All Superheroes Are Equal (At Least the Second Time Around) 

TRAVEL 



Cucina dell’Arte: High-End Dining in Italy 
By FRANK BRUNI 

A quest for a different kind of eating in Italy, one that swaps the simple plate of pasta for art on a plate: 
maeeheroni souffi6, urchin risotto and caviar-and-chocolate for dessert. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

EXPLORER 
Unforgettable Foods, from Austrian Apricots to Parisian Butter 
European correspondents share their most treasured ctflinary discoveries. 

," ~ Slide Show 

" ~ Share Your European Culinary Discoveries 

36 Hours in Krakow, Poland 
By INGRID K. WILLIAMS 

Offbeat galleries and shiny new restaurants are sprouting up in Poland’s rejuvenated second city. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Improving No Child Left Behind 
Flexibility is needed, but so is more accountability from teachers and principals. 

EDITORIAL 
America’s Man in Damascus 
The United States ambassador in Damascus is courageously standing up for democracy. Why won’t Senate 
Republieaus eonfilan him? 

EDITORIAL 
The Supreme Court and Health Care Reform 
We are certain that health care refonn is in the country’s interest. If the Supreme Court takes on the issue, it 
must not let polities influence its decision. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Hippies and Hipsters Exhale 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Occupy Wall Street, which seems to be picking up steam, should find some political heroes and issues to 
champion before it gets written off as a street festival. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Curse of the Mitt 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Mitt Ronmey has been knocking over one challenger after another in the G.O.P. presidential race. Is he 
responsible for the collapse of the Red Sox, too? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Nuremberg Scripts 
By JOE NOCERA 

Exactly 65 years ago, the Greatest Generation put the Nazis on trial. And Harold Burson reported on it. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On October 1, 1961, Roger Marls of the New York Yankees lilt his 61st home rtm of the season, breaking Babe 

Ruth’s record of 6o set in 1927. 
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TOP NEWS 

I(~ey Syrian C~t)~ "l’ak~es On the 

To~e ofa C~x41 VVa~" 
Across the political speetrum, 
residents of ttoms, Syria, speak of a 
recent shift, fi’om a largely peaeeflfl 
uprising to a struggle that has made 
the city violent, fearful and 
determined. 

THE LONG RUN 

SeeMng Taxes~ 

The Romney administration scoured 
the tax code for more loopholes, 
extracting hundreds of millions of 
corporate dollars to help close budget 
gaps in Massachusetts. 

DOCTORS INC. 

Calling tl~e Nurse ’I)oetol’,~ a Title PhyMcians Oppose 

As nurses, pharmacists and others seek degrees beyond B.S.’s and M.S.’s, physicians fear 

encroachment on their turf. 

Comment 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

our ~eek a~d the.q’re sa~fi~g, ’Yo~ ’l~ get @ ~her~ I sa.q get up. ’" 

NHIRLEYA~IGUNT, an E;~st Tex;~s resideut [;~meutiug that less than ~o percent of S3.~ b~l]ion in 

federM aid has beeu delivered ~o vieth~s of Hm’vicaue Ike, whieh struck in 2oo8. 

MAGAZINE 

Matter That 

Families Eat 

Together? 
A photo gallery of 
American families at the dinner 
table. 

OPINION 

EXPCXSURES 

~ SLIDE SHOW." 

Th~ }-Iea~ol ofthe 

X-rays of art objects from the & Paul 
Getty Museum eonneet the 
eontemporary viewer to the art 
impulse at the core of the ancient works. 

"Fiction mined my family" 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Ciashin(j over a landmark 

Dickens the man, foibles and all 

WORLD 



Strike Reflects U.S. Shift to Dro~es in Ter~0o~° Fight 

Huge eosts and uncmntain outcomes in two wars have led the United States to embrace drones, like 
those used in the strike that killed Anwar al-Awlaki, in the fight against terrorism. 

Ye.me~ Notes Its Ow~ Role ~ [LS, Attack o~ 

A government spokesman said that the United States should show more appreciation to Yemen’s 
embattled president for his assistance in finding Anwar al-Awlaki. 

As the DCest Celebrates a Cle~ic’s Deatl~, the ]M{ideast Shr~gs 

In a region transfixed by the drama of its revolts and revolutions, the voice of the American-born 
Anwar al-Awlaki has had almost no resonance. 

More Worid News 

Long-Secret Fa~Iot~t Sl~elter ~,~as a CoM ~Nar Camelot 

Few even know it exists, but some people believe a bunker built for President aohn F. Kennedy could 
put Peanut Island, Fla., on the map. 

Exte~tdlng the Miseries From a Storm 

Three years after the damage Dom Hurricane lke, affected Texas homeowners are angry at a state 
buveaueraey that has paid out less than lO percent of the ,$3.1 billion in federal aid it has received. 

I~ New ’I’erm~ Supreme Co~trt Shifts 1,’ocus to Crime a~¢| First ,Mnendment 

As the court returns to the bench on Monday, it faces a docket with fewer big civil eases and a 
possible challenge to the health care overhaul. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Co*~po~ Sites Are a Great Deal~ ]gttt Not .Mways to Mercha~ts 

Some entrepreneurs question the usefulness of pitting customers seeking deals against merchants 
hoping for loyalty. 

On the Road to Detrolt~s Big Pile~p 
A G.M.-Fovd merger? That’s how desperate Detroit’s auto industry was in the summer of ~oo8, 
according to "Once Upon a Car," a new book by Bill Vlasie. 

Profits, b~t No Joy, for 

Merrill Lynch was a weight when it first collapsed into the arms of Bank of America in 2oo8. Now 
the tables have turned. 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 9, TIGERS 3 

Cano Powers Ya~kees as Nova Q~fiets 

Robinson Cano drove in six of New York’s nine runs as the Yankees jumped out to a ~-o lead over the 
Detroit Tigers in the American League division series. 

~Box 
Score I ~;ming b~ tarring 

Slide Show ~1 I Post a Comment 

Voice of°Yankees D~’aws High Ratings a~d 

aohn Sterling can be mocked for his home run calls and stock phrases, but he is also revered by fans 
and celebrated for his quirkiness. 

~ Sterling on YouTube: The Good and the Bad 

RANGERS 8, RAYS 6 

Ra~ge~°s Shake Their F~mk, Then Fe~d Off a Charge 

Trailing by 3-o, Texas’s offense finally awakened and scored five runs in the fourth inning en route 
to an 8~ victory that tied the series at one victory apiece. 

, Mo~e Sports News 

ARTS 



A retrospective of the work of artist Manrizio Cattelan will be dangling, by rope, at the Gnggenheim 
museum starting Nov. 4. 

They’re, Like, A’we,~ome Ope~’a ~Sh~ge~,,~ 

~Ilte three baby-faced Italian teenagers of I1 Volo are trying to build their North American audience 
by going on tour. 

You r ~orst Nightm a re? Not .&~ym 

With "The Human Centipede ~ (Full Sequence)," the Dutch filmmaker Tom Six adds segments to the 
first movie, a horror film about people surgically attached to one another. 

~ Artsgeat ~nterview Tom Six 

More Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

}Vhat Is the Food arid D~’ink Issue? 

Everything you wanted to know about food (but didn’t know whom to ask). 

The Food & Drink Issue: Hea~th 
Questions regarding food and health, including the safety of packaged greens and how to get kids to 
eat fruit as dessert, answered. 

Food & Drink Issue," Policy 
Is there an abundant potential food source that we haven’t developed a taste for yet? 

o More From the Maqazlne x 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

If Republicans reject tax increases, they invite across-the-board cuts that will affect programs they 
support, starting with military spending. 

EDITORIAL 

Ten years after the 9/11 attacks, the F.B.I.’s terrorism watch list is still seriously flawed. 

EDITORIAL 

President Obama is rightly proposing to prohibit all 2.6 million career federal workers from 
accepting gifts Dom lobbyists. 

More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tile Rotund am.l the Oval 

Chris Christie should not face a weigh-in for the presidency. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Coope~’atlo~ in E~ 

~Ilte most Catholic Supreme Court in history celebrates one of Washington’s most intriguing rituals, 

an annual merger of church and state. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

M~sslng the Populist Morne~t 

From Palin to PerLw, the G.O.P.’s outsider candidates keep disappointing. 

~ Columnis~ Page [ Biog 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 2, 1967, Thurgood Marshall was swon~ in as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, 
becoming the first black to serve on the high court. 
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TOP NEWS 

New State Rules Raising 
Hurdles at Voting Booth 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Republicans say they want to prevent 
voter fraud, but some groups say they 
worry that the new restrictions may 
discourage people from going to vote. 

In Debt Talks, Divide on 
What Tax Breaks Are Worth 

Keeping 
By RON NIXON and ERIC LICHTBLAU 

Talk of cutting tax breaks to raise money 
and reduce the debt has become a 
mantra in Washington, but it threatens 
a favorite political tool of lamnakers on 
both sides of the aisle. 

IMMIGRATION UPENDED I THE YO-YO 
EFFECT 
Crossing Over, and Over 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Migrant shelters along the Mexican border are filled with seasoned crossers: older men and women, often 
deportees, braving ever-greater risks to get back to their fmnilies in the United States - the country they 
consider home. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2z 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s less traffic, but traffic that’s there is more threatening." 

DAVID JIMAREZ, a Border Patrol agent, on the flow of illegal inmfigrants from Mexico. 

WORLD 

IMMIGRATION UPENDED 
~ PHOTOGRAPHS: In 

Crossing the 
Border, the Risks 
Are More Grave 
Veteran Mexican border 



crossers present an enormous challenge 
to Panerican polic3anakers, because they 
continue to head north despite 
deterrents more severe than at any time 
in recent history. Older men and 
women, often deportees, brave ever- 
greater risks to get back to their families 
in the United States. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Foreclosures Are Killing Us 
By CRAIG E. POLLACK and JULIA F. LYNCH 

The mortgage crisis is not just a 
metaphorical epidemic, but a bona fide 
public health issue. 

Amazon introduces its tablet 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Tiny cameras, big tricks 

For hackers, the next lock to pick 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

Americans Raid Byways of Haqqani Insurgents in Afghanistan 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

The Pentagon plans to pull most forces from Afghanistan by 2o14. As they try to prepare for that exit, 
3aneriema milts are focusing on the Haqqani insurgent network. 

~ Photographs: Americans Move Against Haqqani Network in Afghanistan 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Toil and Trouble Over the Caldron That Is Greece 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and STEPHEN CASTLE 

k bailout deal is just one of the economic challenges facing the European Union as it works to contain any 
damage. 

Greeks Move to Slash State Jobs for 30,000 
By NIKI KITSANTONIS 

The Greek govenunent also finalized a draft budget for 2012 and conceded that it would miss a deficit- 
reduction target. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Now Earthbound, After Years of Fighting Wind and Fire 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

For 38 years, Dale Longanecker has parachuted into Westena wildfires, but at age 57 and after 896 jmnps, he 
is being forced to retire. 

Incentives for Advanced Work Let Pupils and Teachers Cash In 
By SAM DILLON 

Pm initiative’s success is refueling a debate over whether cash bonuses can coax improved performance from 
teachers and students. 

ON EDUCATION 
A State Grooms Its Best Students to Be Good Teachers 
By MICHAEL WINERIP 

John Willimns III of Durham, N.C., is an exmnple of the state’s success in taking its best students and 
turning them into public school teachers. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A U.S.-Backed Geothermal Plant in Nevada Struggles 
By ERIC LIPTON and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 



Like Solyndra, the now-famous California solar company, Nevada Geothelanal Power is facing financial 
trouble after encountering problems at its only operating plant. 

DEALBOOK 
Others Go, but Buffett Stays on Side of President 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and BEN PROTESS 

While many on Wall Street are withholding support from President Obama for now, Warren E. Buffett has 
agreed to headline two fmad-raisers. 

Animated Fruit With Ambition 
By BROOKS BARNES 

The "Annoying Orange" has embarked on flae road to television, a path littered wifla the carcasses of other 
Internet standouts. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

TIGERS 5, YANKEES 3 

Rain Returns; Offense Doesn’t 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Robinson Cano grounded out to end the game with the potential tying runs on base. The aces C. C. Sabatlfia 
and Justin Verlander start in Game 3 on Monday. 

¯ ’ Box Score I Play-by-Play I ~ Post a Comment 

Catcher Keeps Scherzer on Target 

RAVENS 34, JETS 17 
Ravens Drive the Jets Into the Turf 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Mark Sanchez lost three fmnbles and threw an interception, resulting in 24 Baltimore points. 

" Box Score 

’. This Time, the Other Team Rallies Late as the Bengals Thwart the Bills 

GIANTS 31, CARDINALS 27 
A Victory for the Taking, Almost Left on the Ground 
By SAM BORDEN 

The talk after the Giants’ comeback victory centered on Victor Cruz’s actions after his 19-yard catch that set 
up the winning pass. 

" Box Score 

’: N.F.L. Roundup: Packers Move to 4-0 and Discover Lions Are Already There 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Rapping in the Rain, All Smiles 
By JON CARAMANICA 

After their summer concert in Central Park was canceled because of a storm, the Black Eyed Peas tried again, 
and this time rapped cheerfully in the rain. 

The Songs of ’Glee’ Give Way to Terror 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

The creators of the lilt series are looking for further success with their new show, "American Horror Story." 

’: ArtsBeat: Q. & A. With Ryan Murphy and Brad Falchuk 

THE TV WATCH 
Daytime’s Talking Heads Are Now Eating, Too 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

"The Chew," on ABC, hopes to capitalize on the success of "The View" but with an emphasis on food. 

¯ More Arts News 
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MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
NPR Names ’Sesame Street’ Executive as Its Leader 
By BRIAN STELTER 

In Iris role as chief executive of the nonprofit Sesmne Workshop, Gary E. IO~ell oversaw the production of 
"Sesame Street" and other children’s media. 

New Service for Authors Seeking to Self-Publish E-Books 
By JULIE BUSMAN 

The Perseus Books Group is starting Argo Navis for e-publishers, offering the authors an unusual 7o percent 
cut of the revenue. 

DEALBOOK 
Clear Channel Names Pittman as Its New Chief 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED and BEN SISARIO 

Robert W. Pittman, the chairman of Clear Channel’s media and entertainment business, will also replace 
Mark Mays as executive ehailanan. 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Broader G.I. Bill 
As the V.A. expands benefits to cover job training, it needs to ensure that for-profit schools are not just 
cashing in, but actually educating veterans. 

EDITORIAL 
Say No to the Keystone XL 
There are better ways to create jobs, without endangering the environment by constructing a tar sands oil 
pipeline. 

EDITORIAL 
Ruling for Open Courts 
A judge is right that fl~e public deserves access to the videotape of a civil trial about Califolafia’s ban on same- 
sex marriage. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The University of Wherever 
By BILL KELLER 

Can technology provide an elite education for the masses? 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Holding China to Account 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Legislation that would threaten sanctious against currency manipulators won’t solve our econonfic problems 

on its own, but it can contribute to a solution. 
¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Open Up High Court to Cameras 
By KENNETH W. STARR 

The benefits of increased access and trausparency are many, and democracy’s first principles strongly 
support the people’s right to know how their govelaunent works. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 3, 199o, West Gelanany and East Germany ended 45 years of postwar division, declaring the creation 



of a new unified country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, October 3, 2011 2:58 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Counter Culture CoffEe Tasting tomorrow (Oct. 4)1 Working Group for Environment in Latin America 

From: June Reyes <june.reyes@duke.edu > 

Greetings’. Please join us tomorrow for: 

Coffee Tasting with Counter Culture 

Tuesday, October 4th at 6:00pm - 7:00pm in Blue Express (across from Love Auditorium in the LSRC - Levine Science Research Center, Duke 

Campus) 

We will be investigating "the role coffee plays in the environment in Latin America. The event will feature a talk from Kim 

Bullock, head of Sustainability and Producer Relations li)r Counter Culture CoffEe, on "the process of how your thvorite bea~ goes from small organic thnns in Latin 

America k) your cup in NC. After the talk, Kim will lead us in a "cotl[Ee cupping" (picture a rune tasting but for coffee and without any spitting) where you roll get the 
opportunity to compme the arolnas and flavors of coffee from around the world. 

Check Counter Culture Coffee out at their website: 

http://wu~,.counterculturecoffee.com/ 

Thanks. We look forward to seeing yon tomorrow. 
Best, 

WGELA Team 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, October 3, 2011 4:55 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Call Ibr papers - Queer in Puerto Rico... Colloquium "Del Otro Ldo," to be held at the UPR-MayagOez from February 18 through March 

1st 2012 

convocatoria 2011-12.pdf; call for proposals 2011-12.pdf 

Date:Men, 03 Oct 2011 16:16:41 -0400 

From:Isabel Margarita Rios Torres <vocesquecuentm~gmail.com> 

Hola a todxs, 

El comit6 organizador de la cuada edici6n del Coloquio Del Otto La’o a celebrarse en la UPR-Mayag0ez a celebrarse de128 de [ebrero al 

1 re de matzo de 2012 les agradecer~ inmensamente clue consideren someter propuestas para el mismo y que distribuyan tanto come sea 
posiNe las convocatorias en espafiol y en ingl6s. La fecha limite para someter propuestas es el 3’1 de octubre de 201’~. Gracias! 

Hi everyone, 

The organizePs of the feutth edition of the Colloquium "Del Otto La’o," to be held at the UPR-MayagiJez from February 18 through March 1st 

2012, will immensely appreciate your help in spreading the word about the event by fon~varding the attached CFPs (Spanish and English 
versions) and also, of course, the submission e[ your own proposals. The deadline for submission is October 3t, 201 t. Thank you! 

Isabel M. Rios-Torres 

Romance Studie~ PhD student 

Duke Universib~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, October 3, 2011 5:01 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Jolm~n <mjolmson@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Meet 2011-12 NHC Fellows, Thursday, October 6th, at 5:00 pm 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordiallv invited 

to a Partg on the Patio 
to welcome 2011-12 Fellows 

following the fall’s opening lecture 
Thursday, October 6, 2011 -- 5:00 p.m. 

Martin 14~iener, Rice University 

"A Semi-Exclusionary Empire? British Colonial Ideals 
in the Caribbean and India" 

Martin J. Wiener is the Mary Gibbs Jones Professor of Histo~ at Rice University where his research and teaching focus on the history of 
criminal justice and the British Empire. This year he is the Birkelund Fellow at the National t lumanities Center. 
Wiener’s talk will draw on his current work on the role of liberal ideas in the history of the British Empire. Specifically, he will explore how 
these ideas were simul{aneously used ~o protee{ the privileged position of whi{e planters in one part of the Empire--Trinidad--and ~o advance 
the position of colonized people in another part--Bengal. 

70 reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66L ext. ~28, or m~ohnson@naUonaIhumanitiescenter.or~ 

Nalional Humanilies Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research 7~iangle Park, NC 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kkagencies@vsnl.com on behalf of 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996(~vsnl net> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 1:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books Update - --.Africa/10L 11B 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

--Africa/10L 11B 

Here are some titles on the area/s of your specialisation added to our 
database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 31 Oct 2011"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin while ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

2011 

Chinua Achebe : 2/ioulded and Shaped Literary Identi~ of Africa /Dr. Neeta 

Pandey. 1st ed Delhi, Authorspress 2011 xvi, 136 p ills. maps. 23 cm. 

List Price: $ 3460 Your Price: $ 31.20 

ISBN: 9788172735685 KK-89522 

Others 

1. Apartheid and Indian South Africans / T. (i Ramamurthy. New Delhi, 
Reliance Publishing ttouse. 1995. 
List Price: $ 26.90 Your Price: $ 24.20 
ISBN: 8185972877 KK-91dg)0 

2. Islam without Fear : Eg~pt and the New lslamists / Raymond William 

Baker 1 st ed. Karachi, Royal Book Company. 2004. 

List Price: $4230 Your Price: $38.10 

ISBN: 9694073073 KK-91758 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase ordcrs thru our 
sites, e-mail, ~ax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders third out site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per yo~tr convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be bro~vsed at <w~vw.kkagencies.com>, 
<wv~v.kkagencies.co.in> & <~w¢w.GetIndiartBooks.cora>. 

We at KK are dedicated to raaking your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-raails: kkagencies@snl.com, irffo@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: w~,;v.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www GetIndial~B ooks.c om 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 
Phone: (-0091/11)25465925 Fax: (,+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net in> ;vith "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we ;vill remove you 



from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 
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TOP NEWS 

Foreign Aid Set to Take a Hit 

in U.S. Budget Crisis 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Panericm~ efforts to wield "smart power" 
amid natural disasters and political 
upheaval would be hurt as lawmakers 
propose slashing funding for the State 
Department. 

" Graphic: U.S. Foreign Aid Since 1977 

Contraceptive Used in Africa 
May Double Risk of H.I.V. 
By PAM BELLUCK 

A new study suggests that an injectable, 
hormonal contraceptive popular wifla 
Afriema women has biological properties 
that may make women and men more 
vulnerable to H.I.V. infection. 

:’ Global Update: H.I.V.: Quick Follow-Up 
Testing Increases Rate Seeking Antiretroviral 
Treatment 

One of 3 Chosen for Nobel in Medicine Died Days Ago 
By LAWRENCE K. ALTMAN and NICHOLAS WADE 

The Nobel Prize committee said it would stick with its decision to award a Nobel in medicine to Dr. Ralph M. 
Steinman for advances in immtmology, even though he died on Friday. 

:. Ralph M. Steinman, a Nobel Recipient for Research on Immunology, Dies at 68 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq.&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"All she could say was thank you." 

MARIA DEL GROSSO, a lawyer for 3ananda IO~ox, whose murder conviction was overturned in Italy. 

U,S, 

~ INTERACTIVE: U.S. : 

Foreign Aid Since 
1977                i~~;~ 



national debt, Congress has proposed 
cutting financing for the State 
Department and its related aid agencies. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Are Oil Pipelines 
Safer Now? 
The Keystone XL project 
would create jobs from 
Montana to Texas. But 
what scientific and enviromnental issues 
should be considered first? Keeping speculation alive 

ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

The foodie magician 

After war, from wife to caregiver 

nylimes,�om ..... 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Amanda Knox Freed After Appeal in Italian Court 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

An appeals court overturned the homicide convictions of the Americm~ Anmnda IO~ox and a co-defendant 
and ordered them freed, ending a sensational trial. 

¯ Video and Translation of Knox’s Statement 

¯ " Knox’s Supporters in Boston Cheer Ruling I Photos 

, Video: TimesCast I Amanda Knox Decision 

Interim Tunisian Leader With Ties to Old Ruler Defends a Gradual Path 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Tunisia’s transitional prime minister, Beji Caid Essebsi, who has a record of pressing for change from within, 
says freedom cannot be granted all at once. 

Universities in Scotland to Charge Other Britons 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

Scots and other European students will have virtually free university education in Scotland, but students 
from the rest of Britain will have to pay up to $a4,ooo a year. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

After Ruling, Hispanics Flee an Alabama Town 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

On the same day that a federal judge upheld most provisions of a strict imnfigration-enforcement law in 
Alabama, frightened Hispanies began moving out of Albertville in the northelaa part of the state. 

. Immigration Upended: Crossing Over, and Over 

TransCanada Pipeline Foes See U.S. Bias in E-Mails 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

E-mails released Monday show a sometimes collaborative relationship between lobbyists for the company 
building the pipeline and officials in the State Department. 

~ ~ Documents via foe.org 

Anti-Wall Street Protests Spreading to Cities Large and Small 
By ERIK ECKHOLM and TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Demonstrations similar to the one that began in Lower Manhattan last month are popping up across the 
country, aided by social media and fueled by mager at financial institutions. 

" Slide Show: Wall Street Protests Spread 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Before Latest Phone Debut, Apple Has Harsher Competition 
By NICKWINGFIELD and JENNAWORTHAM 

Despite all the hoopla surrounding the Apple announcement, more people buy smartphones running 
Google’s Android operating system than buy Apple phones. 

Fannie Mae Knew Early of Abuses, Report Says 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Fannie Mae, the mortgage finance giant, learued as early as 2003 of extensive foreclosure abuses, but did 
little to correct the practices, according to a new report. 

Yahoo Has a Crowd, Wants a Voice 
By VERNE G. KOPYTOFF 

Yahoo built its huge audience for news largely by aggregating articles from other sources, but the company is 
now pushing for more original material. 

’. Media Decoder: ABC News and Yahoo News Announce Content Deal 

¯ . DealBook: Questions Arise Over Yahoo’s Value as Buyers Weigh Bids 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

TIGERS 5, YANKEES 4 
Season Starting to Slip Away 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Justin Verlander was donfinant enough for the Tigers while C.C. Sabatlfia struggled in the matchup of aces 
that was washed out in Game 1. Game 4 of the best-of-five division series is Tuesday. 

¯ " Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ ’ Always Starting, Or Ending, Something 

Confident Burnett Puts Uneven Year Behind Him 
By PAT BORZI 

The suspension of Game 1 upset the Ym~kees’ pitchh~g plans and compelled them to turu to the erratic A. d. 
Buruett. 

" Tigers’ Verlander Rides His Fastball Past the Yankees 

RANGERS 4, RAYS 3 
Momentum Swings Against the Rays 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Texas took a two-games-to-one lead over Tmnpa Bay in their Mnerican League division series, and can close 
out the series on Tuesday afternoon. 

" Box Score I Inning by Inning 

, Gibson Has One Game to Put End to Two Slumps 

, Postseason Pressure a Pleasure to La Russa 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Free-Form Festival, Wide Open to Outsiders 
By BEN RATLIFF 

At the MI Tomorrow’s Parties musical festival, some long-lost bands reformed for a series of concerts in 
Asbury Park, N.J. 

’. ~ Slide Show 

NEW MUSIC 
New Albums by Dum Dum Girls and the Bangles 
By JON CARAMANICA 

"Only in Dreams," by Dmn Dmn Girls; the self-titled debut by Veronica Falls; and "Sweetheart of the Stm" by 
the Bangles. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’DREAMS OF FLYING DREAMS OF FALLING’ 
At a Dinner, Exotic Fare and Foul Play 



By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Admn Rapp’s new play is a tediously outlandish dark comedy about the beastliness of the rich in our 
tanfished gilded age. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Can Answers to Evolution Be Found in Slime? 
By CARL ZIMMER 

In a study of slime molds, scientists are leanfing more how they cooperate, which ties into some of the 
deepest questions in evolution. 

o ~ Slide Show: Beauty and the Blob 

BASICS 
The Pathological Altruist Gives Till Someone Hurts 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

Scientists say that ostensibly generous behavior, taken to extremes, can become unhelpful, tmproductive and 
even destructive. 

Trial Over Earthquake in Italy Puts Focus on Probability and Panic 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

The trial of six seismologists and a government official has focused attention on a vexing problem in 
earthquake-prone region: how to effectively eommmfieate the risk of potential disaster. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Alabama’s Shame 
A harsh new law in Alabama spreads fear and pmfishes the vulnerable and makes the state the cotmtrys 
most hostile territory for immigrants. 

EDITORIAL 
Your Soaring Insurance Premiums 
Don’t blame health care reform, which offers the best hope for restraint. Look to increased medical care costs 
and higher profits for insurance companies. 

EDITORIAL 
Justice in Pakistan 
A court sent a glimmer of hope after finding Malik Mumtaz Qadri guilty of killing Sahnan Taseer, a 
courageous and outspoken governor of Punjab Province. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Cronyism Behind a Pipeline for Crude 
By BILL McKIBBEN 

Even as the State Department was supposedly carrying out a neutral evaluation of a pipeline’s environmental 
impact, lobbyists were undermining the process. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
In Defense of Romney 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Mitt Romney does not fit the exciting mold Republicm~s think they want, but he may be just what the times 
require. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Twisting Route Back to Romney 
By FRANK BRUNI 

On the far side of Super Tuesday, the Republicm~ candidate will most likely be the very politician on whom 



the party establishment placed its bets from the start. 

-’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 4, 1957, the Space Age began as the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, the first man-nmde satellite, 

into orbit. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 
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TOP NEWS 

Opt~ng O ut of Race~ Che~stle 

Says, ’Now Is Not My Time’ 

Ending a late flnrry of indecision, 
Gov. Chris Christie o[ New Jersey 
announced on ~esday that he had 
deeided not to seek the presideney. 

Begins for Heal 

In Eilrope, Signs of 2rid 

Recession With V~ide Reach 

"We are the epicenter of this global 
crisis," dean-Claude Triehet, the president of the European Central Bank, said on Tuesday at the 
European Parliament. 

A Court Fight and a 1’~rdess Battle Over an Image 

The battle to shape the image of an ~eriean being tried for homicide in Italy began soon agter 
Amanda Knox’s arrest and was waged by both sides. 

~As 
Amanda Knox Heads Home, the Debate Is Just Getting Started 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’iN~w J~rs~j~ wfie~ker ~]ou ~i~’~ i~ or nol, 9oa’re .s~(~k with m~," 

GOV, CHRIS CHRiSTiE, ~unouncing he wonld not join the RepnMiean pvesidentia~ 

BUSINESS 

b’EATURE : ~’ha [~s 

Yore* Economic 

How do you feel about your job 
status, the future of the economy 
and the prospects for the next 
generation? Readers are sharing 
their expectations. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION [~ The 
The Boys of ~ar    : : B~,ys of 

Men weren’t the only 

ones being killed on 

Civil War battlefields - 

thousands of boys fought and died alongside them. 

Food stamps for fast food? 
ALSO IN OPINION >> 

Decoding the Goci comple:< 



~E[] SHde Shc~¢: Far Fronq Home 

WORLD 

Insurgents in Afghanistan use tactics like controlling the hours of cellphone use, in addition to 
selected attacks and some new flexibility on matters like education. 

Back to School h~ Libya, and Struggling to Adjust 

Weeks after rebels took over Libya’s capital, schools there are struggling with politically divided 
student bodies, attendance problems and outdated textbooks. 

Fach~g Backlash~ Syria Revokes V~reek-Old Ban o~ Imports of Consumer Goods 

A decision in Sylia to ban imports of consumer goods sent prices soaring and provoked outrage 
among a business elite that has until now backed the leadership of President Bashar al-Assad. 

Hiring Localy for Farm Work Is No Cure-All 
i.::,, -" ~:K 

Many American [armers are finding that the more they try to do somethinI eoncrete to address 
immigration and joblessness, the worse off they find themselves. 

Puerto ICgco Prodded to Get Tough oa Police 

After deeades of publie mistrust, steps are being taken to emnbat dysfnnetion outlined in a austice 
Department report. 

~ Justice Oepa;tment Investigation Report 

J~lry Sought for Nigerhm Held h]~ Bid to Bomb Jet 

~II~e defendant was captured on a plane bound for Detroit frmn Amsterdam in 2oo9 and accused of 
trying to ignite a bomb hidden in his underwear. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Baulks in Europe Face Huge Losses From Greece 

While bankers have been rehletant to acknowledge that hundreds of billions of euros of Greek debt is 
worth far less than its faee value, they are slowly aeeepting the grim reality. 

~l~te 
t eFe~ture Tr kln~ur ~ Eebt 

IPhone Gets Its Upgrade~ ~Ml Under the Hood 

Although the new phone is virtually indistinguishable from its predecessor on the outside, the 
company says the iPhone 4S is packed with better technical innards, including a more advanced 
camera. 

Hope Rish~g, Stores Hire for Holidays 

Many major retailers plan to hire more workers during the lucrative holiday season, a reflection of 
statistics that show consumers just keep shopping despite the troubled economy. 

Mere Bush~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

YANKEES 10, TIGERS 1 

Une~pected Bonus 



A. J. Burnett delivered the strong start few expected, and the Yankees beat the Tigers, lo-1, to force 

a deciding Game 5 in their A.L. division selves. 

~ox 
Score I inning by inning 

~ Jeter Is Missing Somethir~g 

~ln 
Detroit, Young Gets New [.ease in the Plsyoffs 

~Ke 
iy the Tigers’ Mr Fixdt, ~hows his Versstility 

Gene Monahan, the team’s trainer for 39 years and the man who memorializes baseballs used for 

Yankees achievements, will become a Nasear volunteer. 

DIAMONDBACKS 8, BREVVERS 1 

The Diamondbacks made the Brewers pay for walking their cleanup hitter, and they cut their 

series deficit to 2-~. 

~Box Score [ inninq by 

o Mote Sports News 

ARTS 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

::7 Y..’.qiF~ iz :dF:i~ 

’1~o advice classics - Dale Ca~egie’s "How to Win Friends and Influence People" and "E~ly Post’s 

Etiquette" - have been updated for the era of Facebook and Google Plus. 

~ Translations From the Masters 

~ E~ce~pt: ’How to W~n FHends and ~n~uence People ~n the D~g~tal Age’ 

~ E~ce~pt: ’Emily Post’s ~fiquette. 18th Er~ition’ 

Los A~geles Orchest~’a to Lead Youth Effort 

The Los Angeles Philharmonic, under leadership of the music director Gustavo Dudamel, is setting 

up a training program based on E1 Sistema, the Venezuelan-based movement that weds music 

teaching and social work. 

TELEVISION REVIEW [’AMERICAN HORROR STORY’ 

Tl~ey Said ]t Had Good Bo*~es 

"Ame~dean HmTor StruT" on FX, from a pair of "Glee" writers and producers, brings a love of excess 

to the lives of a family moving into a haunted house. 

o More A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

Cheese," A Confing-of-Age Sto[T 

Is affinage the fine art of ripening cheese, or is it a simple marketing ploy? 

Cheese 

Two D~0ect~ons for Moroccan C~fis~ne 

Paula WolferL an American writer, and Mourad Lahlou, a chef fl’om Casablanea who cooks in San 
Franciseo, have both written new Moroccan eookbooks -from diametrieally opposed perspectives. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW’,/ 

To Spa~n, by \~ay of tt~.’~ ~Vorld 

Tertuha, the ehef Seamus MuHen’s gastropub in the West Village, sees its roots in northern Spain, 

and its success in a euisine that is equal parts pork and seafood, garlic and smoked paprika. 



~E[] Slide Show on Diner’s Journal i [] Post a Comment 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The V~,ong "Way to Deal V~’~th Clfiaa 

A Senate bill to punish countries that manipulate their cmTencies is a bad idea. If Beijing retaliates, 

it could damage the American economy further. 

EDITORIAL 

Gov, Pe~’ry~s Rock 

The name of a Texas hunting camp leased by the Perry family is a reminder that casual bigotry is 

still far too common in this country. 

EDITORIAL 

A l)readft~l M~ssed l)eadI[~e 

A capital punishment case in Alabama is rife with constitutional defects and should leave no doubt 

why the death penalty should be abolished. 

More Opinien >> 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

VgH1 Copy~’~ght 5fifl~ Hollywood? 

The Supreme Com’t should conclude that Congress went too far in altering the copyright system. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ma~ ~n the M~rror 

Now that the big man has dashed their big hopes, some lovelorn Republicans will have to start 

speed-dating. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

No Ch~’~sfie, No Ba~kga~ 

The prospeets [or a Grand Bargain just dimmed. There’s a reason people are elamm~ng for a 

maveriek candidate. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oetober 5, ~947, in the first televised White Honse address, President Truman asked Americans 

to refrain from eating meat on Tuesdays and poultry on Thnrsdays to help stockpile grain for 

starving people in Em’ope. 

See ’Fh~s ],’ro~,t Page 
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Food and Drink 

~ 

ilXiI 

This Food and Drink Issue of the magazine - the fourth 
anm~al - is full of questions~ Should I be atYaid of 
calorie sugar substib~tes? Is there a fish I can eat guiR-free? 
What’s the single best way to make coffee? Why does it matter 
that families eat tugether? Find these answers and more at 
nytimes.cumimagazine~ 

Tile Design Isst~e 
The fail issue of T Design goes all over the map, visiting 
au ~St h--centut’y f;mtasy in Chie;~go, ;~ eoutempor;~t’y 
arb-fi~led aerie in Manhattan, a superna~ura~ lighting 
iustaHation in Munich and an off4he-grid vacation spot 
Uruguay. It also recalls a chronicler of California Modet’n 
at’cbiteetut’e, a youug Londou desiguev who performs alchemy 
on nnlikely materials and much more~ 

¯ ’The Rogue’ 
¯ Call It Yore" Online [)r[~eCs L~eense 
¯ Fast Forward. but Just to the ~98os 
¯ Can Answers to Evob~tion Be Found in Slime? 
¯ You Love Your iPhoBe. Li~eval[). 

Top ~ Viewed ~eatures 
(Between Sept. 2& 20!1 - Oct. 4, 2011) 

L Amanda l~tox Freed A[ter Appea~ in Italian 

2. Two-Year Manhunt Led to Killing of Aw]aki m Yemen 

3. When the Nurse W~nts to Be Called ’Doctor 

4. Amazon’s ’F;~hleL Kindle t:ire, Undercuts iPad’s Price 

5. Stuck in Be& at Hospital’s Expense 

~ St,IDE .qHO’W; Honti;s for 

$529,ooo 
A V~ctoHa~ ~ear £hfladelph~a, a 
house in Chattahoochee Itills, 
Ga., and a loR in a former 
industrial building in Chicago. 

~ iNTEI~CT~VE: Wtxat~s 

X~our Economic Outlook? 
How do you feel about your job 
status, the future of the 
economy and the prospects for 
the next generation? Readers are 
sharing their expectations. 

~V~DEO:A Night at the 

Comedy (;Iuh 
Despite India’s notorious cultural 
conservatism, stand up comedy 
is flowering in nightclubs and 
restaurants. 

down the 
Conversation - 
DeaBook 

Madoff 

An examination of 
the decision to limit how far 
back the Madoff trustee can go in 
clawing back money from the 
New York Mets’ owners. 

~ Joie the Com, ersat~o~ >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 9:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2011-10-11 

Your reser~ation request for Taking root [videorecording] from 2011-10-10 through 2011-10-12 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Taking root [videorecording]: 65-DVD12079 c. 1 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 10-06-2011 09:19 am 
...... Mail generated at Oct.06 2011 09:10:26 
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Westview Press <examcopies@perseusbooks.com> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 12:51 PM 
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Revolntions and Revolutionary Movement~ Fourth Edition, by James DeFronzo 

Dear Prot~ssor SaNe: 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 
www.wes~ewpress.com 

This is a commercial mes~ge. 

,,~ 

Weslview Press proudly presents our latest title for Sociology, Histou, and Politic~l Science com~es: Revolutions and RevolutionaD- 

Movement~, Fourth EdifioIL by ,lames DeFronzo. (ISBN: 978-0-8133-4480-5) 

With crucial insights and indispensable information concerning modern-day Ix~lifical upheavals, Revolutions and Revoltitionarv 

Movements provides a representative cross section of the most significant revolutions of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. This 

Iburth edition is revised and ulxtated with special ti~cus on Islamic fundamentalism and Islamic revolutionary movements and a new chapter 

on flae Latin American democratic revolntions of the past decade. 

Order Your FREE Exam Copy Today! 

Look for ore: pos~rcard in your mail to learn more about Revolutions and Revolutionary Mow’ments. Visit ww~,.west~k~wpress.com 

to order a free exam coW. (Click on the "Request Exam Cop?"’ and mention SOURCE CODE W882 Mmn placing your order.) 

Sincerely, 

Westview Press 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming your removal. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

JAY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 6:50 AM 

jaybryan7@msn.com 

West End Poetry Festival schedule for October 15, 2011, 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 

image001.jpg; WEPF DINNER MENU.doc; WEPF Schedule Final.docx 

Hello Everyone- 
Please help spread the word about the 6th annual West End Poetry Festival whose mission is to promote established and aspiring writers and performers 
from across the state and all poetic forms. Feel free to post the information on your social media sites and send to friends. 
Sponsored by the Town of Carrboro, it is free and according to Kim Andrews, coordinator extraordinaire for the Town of Carrboro, will feature some of the 
Southeast’s most talented poets while celebrating many exciting styles. 
I hope to see you there! 
Jay 
West End Poets Festival 
October 15, 2011 
11am-llpm 

~i poetryposter2.jpg 
Carrboro century Center ...... 
Final Schedule 
11:00-11:15- Maria Nuffez-Pouzols 
11:20-11:35- Chris Slydel 
11:40-11:55- Guillermo Parra 
12:00-12:15- Alice Osborn 
12:20-12:35 Joseph Fletcher 

12:40-12:55- Ricky Garni 
1:00-1:15- Malaika King Albrecht 
1:20-1:35- J. Peter Moore 
1:40-1:55- Jodi Barnes 
25 Minute Break 
2:20-2:35- Dianne Timblin 
2:4-0-2:55- David Need 
3:00-3:15- Hassan Melehy 
3:20-3:35- Magdalena ZurawskiI 
3:4-0-3:55- Allison Curseen 
4-:00-4-: 15- Jay Bryan 
4-:20-4-:35- Grey Brown 
4-:4-0-4-:55- Maura High 

5:00-5:15- Tyler Johnson 
5:20-5:35- Susan Spalt 
6:00-7:15 Poets" Social with Special Guest the East Cackalacky Band 

Southern BBQ Dinner will be provided 
Carrboro Century Hall 

7:25-7:40- Joanna Catherine Scott 
7:4-5-8:00- Chris Vitiello 
8:05-8:20- Laura Jaramillo 
8:25-8:4-0- Patrick Herron 
8:45-9:00- Brian Howe 
Sacrificial Poets will host a youth slam at 9:15pro in conjunction with the festival. Open for ages 13-19:3 rounds with 3:30 time limit per poem, The winner will earn a spot 
in the 2012 Sacrificial Poets Grand Slam Finals. Top three poets will also receive prizes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, October 7, 2011 10:52 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Witness for Peace Speakers Event on the ett~cts of the war on drags on hnman righks on Colombia 

Jolm Hen~ Gonzalez flier ERUUF[1 ].doc 

Attached is a flier ruth details on the event. 

As a part of Witness for Peace Southeast’s Colombian Speaker’s Tour, John Henry Gonzdlez Duque will present a lecture concerning the efJ~.cts of the war 

on dnggs on human rights in Colombia. John Hen~ is a Colombian-born human rights organizer who works with indigenous communities in the Cauca 
region of his native country. He is the co-Jbunder of lhe Small Scale Fa,Tners Movement, which works to promole ~w¢stainable economies in Colombia. John 

tIenry will speak about his personal experiences fightingJbr human rights. The event will be held in the Sanctuary of Eno River Unitarian Univemalist 

Fellowship m Durham on Monday, October 10tk at 7: 00. Donations are welcome!! 

Here is some information on Witness for Peace: 

Wimess for Peace is a politically independent, nationwide grassroots organization of people committed to nonviolence and led by faith and conscience. 

WFP’s mission is to av,pport peace, justice and sustainable economies in the Americas by changing UIS. policies and corporate practices which contribute to 

poveriy and oppression in Latin America and the Caribbeatt. 

For more i~fformation contact: 
Emily Zucchino 

Associate Director Witness tbr Peace Southeast 

828.301.9566 
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TOP NEWS 

Adding Jobs, but Not Many, 
U.S. Economy Seems to Idle 
By MOTOKO RICH 

Americm~ employers added lO3,OOO 
jobs in September, the Labor 
Department said Friday, indicating that 
the economy is at least not weakening. 
The jobless rate held steady at 9.1 
percent. 

" Wall Street Falls Slightly After Jobs Report 

¯ . Economix Blog: Back to School, With Fewer 
Teachers I City Hall Woes 

E-Mail Shows Senior Energy 
Official Pushed Solyndra 
Loan 
By ERIC LIPTON and JOHN M. BRODER 

A senior Energy Department official 
inquired frequently about the progress 
of the loan even though his wife’s law 
finn represented the company and he 
pronfised to recuse himself. 

In G.O.P. Race, Foreign Policy Is a Footnote 
By HELENE COOPER and ASHLEY PARKER 

So far, the Republican presidential cmadidates have been prone to occasional bltmders when delving into 
foreign policy - that is, when they have had anyflfing to say about the topic at all. 

’. In Foreign Policy Speech, Romney Calls for an ’American Century’ 

¯ _N _Y.3jm.e.. ~.~.c_o_ .m.._H_o.m ~...P._a.g,..~; 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 was quite positive about the advent of the euro. Now, I’m not so sure." 

SEBASTIAN PETIC, 18, of Slovakia, which is skeptical about Europe’s debt bailout. 

MULTIMEDIA 

~ VIDEO: Living on 

Wall Street 



Since the protests started, the 

neighborhood of Wall Street has 

changed, and some residents are fed up. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
THREAD 
The Occupy Wall 
Street Quiz 
By PETER CATAPANO 

After weeks of silence, 
politicians finally took sides on the Wall 
Street protests. 

How does rattlesnake taste? 
Also on NYTimes.com 

Can a dinner party be stress-free? 

Why does it matter that families eat together? 

nytin~es,�o.m 

WORLD 

ao Years Into Afghan War, a Thunderous Duel 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Coordinated strikes on outposts near the Pakistan border, timed apparently to mark the loth anniversary of 
the start of the Afghan war, caused minimal damage, officers said. 

Slovaks Love and Hate Euro; Bailout May Lie in Between 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Bailouts for Greece and other European countries have touched a nerve in Slovakia, which is threatening to 
derail a rescue plan. 

" Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

Among 3 Women Awarded Nobel Peace Prize, a Nod to the Arab Spring 
By LAURA KASINOF and ROBERT F. WORTH 

When Tawakkol Karman was awarded the prize, she became a standard-bearer for the Arab Spring mad for 
the role of women across the Middle East. 

Arab Activists Celebrate Yemeni’s Nobel Prize 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Panel’s Advice on Prostate Test Sets Up Battle 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

A finding that a blood test to screen for prostate cancer does not save lives, but results in needless medical 
procedures, is being contested. 

" Insurers Review Whether to Still Pay for Routine Screening 

, Insurers Review Payment for Routine Screening 

Pipeline Review Is Faced With Question of Conflict 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL and DAN FROSCH 

The State Department assigned an importm~t environmental impact study of the proposed Keystone XL 
pipeline to a company with financial ties to the pipeline operator. 

U.S. Attorneys in California Set Crackdown on Marijuana 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Prosecutors said they would concentrate on large, for-profit operations that use the medical law as a cover 
for large-scale drug operations, with marijuana being sent across state lines. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

YOUR MONEY 



Checking Account Wars, Behind the Scenes 
By RUN LIEBER 

As the battle is joined over fees, the big banks want to make you pay, and the most aggressive of the little 
institutions want to pay you. 

:. Bucks Blog: PerkStreet, Kasasa and the War Over Your Checking Account 

. ~ Post a Comment 

Where Post Office Is the Town’s Heart, Fears of Closings 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The deficit-plagued Postal Service has warued 3,700 communities, most rural, tl~at it may shutter tl~e post 
offices that many residents rely on to pick up their mail and keep up with area news. 

-’ Times Topic: Postal Service 

Scan-to-Buy Gets a Trial on Television 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

In an experiment, tlae shopping network HSN will use data squares sinfilar to bar codes on its high-definition 
channel, a code some retailers see as potentially lucrative. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

CARDINALS 1, PHILLIES 0 
Carpenter Finishes Off the Phillies 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The Cardinals, who led tl~e National League in rtms scored, won tl~e fifth game of tl~eir division series on 
Friday because tlMr ouaa ace, Chris Carpenter, beat the Phillies at tlaeir ouaa game. 

~ ~ Post a Comment 

, Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ " Slide Show: Cardinals Beat Phillies in Game Five 

BREWERS 3, DIAMONDBACKS 2 
Brewers Advance by Beating Diamondbacks in aoth Inning 
By PAT BORZI 

Milwaukee blew a lead in tlae nintla, but won in extra innings to advance to its first league championship 
series in 29 years. 

." Box Score I Inning by Inning 

" Slide Show: Brewers Beat Diamondbacks in Game Five 

Yanks’ Rodriguez Insists He Is Up to the Challenge 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees owe Alex Rodriguez $143 million for tl~e next six seasons, after which he will be 41, and he 
rejected any notion that his performance is in decline. 

" Bats: What’s the Safer Signing, Sabathia or Reyes? 

, Tigers-Yankees Game 5 Draws High Rating 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

How Do You Move a 34o-Ton Artwork? Very Carefully 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

A 34o-ton boulder will take a very slow road to be part of an outdoor installation at tlae Los Mageles County 
Musemn of Art. 
:’ ~ Slide Show: A Boulder’s Journey From Here to There 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
A Body, Blood and Computers: Just Like TV 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

"CSI: The Experience," a new exhibition at Discovery Times Square, lets you step into tlae shoes of Grissom, 
Willows and the other forensic celebrities of tlae "CSI" TV franchise. 

:’ Slide Show: ’CSI: The Experience’ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Game to Make Zynga Nervous 



By SETH SCHIESEL 

Success in the Sims Social, on Facebook, derives not from luck or skill, but from social interaction. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Lost in Paris 
By MATT GROSS 

In a city so well known and loved, where does discovery lie? In the thrill of the new, yes, but also in the 
surprise of memories waiting at every corner. 

" Slide Show: Rediscovering Paris I Go to the Getting Lost Series 

FOOTSTEPS 
Poetry Made Me Do It: My Trip to the Hebrides 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

A chance encom~ter with Don Paterson’s poem, "Luing" sends a writer to the Scottish island that inspired the 
verse. 

¯ . Video: A Reading From the Scottish Poet Don Paterson 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
After the Storm, Fall Foliage Deals 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Leaf peepers in the Northeast will find that most stonn-dmnaged roads have been repaired, and hotels are 
open and offering deals. 

, In Transit: Leaf Peeping? There’s an App for That 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
More Bleak Job Numbers 
Fears of a double-dip recession may have been cahned, but it is becoming increasingly impossible to mado 
the damage from years of high maemplo3anent. 

EDITORIAL 
In Search of ... 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo needs to choose dynamic, independent managers for the M.T.A. and the Port Authority. 

EDITORIAL 

Senator Paul, Lift the Hold 
Senator Rand Paul of Kentucky is letting innocent refugees suffer by blocking life-saving benefits for them 
after two Iraqi men were arrested in lfis state. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Ten Years In, Afghan Myths Live On 
By BENJAMIN D. HOPKINS and MAGNUS MARSDEN 

The current American strategy of handing over "ownership" of the Afghm~ war rests on obtaining local "buy 
In, but this has failed before. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Wall Street Weeks 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Occupy Wall Street has got a great system going. The silence of people raising their hands and wiggling their 
fingers. Could this be used at the next G.O.P. debate? 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Desperately Seeking Someone 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 



Republicans thought the presidential election of 2012 would be a cakewalk. But, so far, the G.O.P. candidates 
look to be all icing and no substance. 

, Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 8, 1982, all labor organizations in Poland, including Solidarity, were banned. 
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TOP NEWS 

Legal Case to Kill a Citizen 

A secret memo offers a glimpse into 
the legal debate that led to the 
Obama administration’s decision to 
kill Anwar al-Awlaki, an American 
citizen, in Yemen. 

Clamping Do~ on Rapid 

Trades ~u Stock Market 

Regulators are weighing rules to rein 
in high-speed, computerized trading, 
and Europe, Canada and the United 
States are considering fees aimed at 
limiting trading volume. 

For Romuey, Social Issues Pose New Test 

Mitt Romney is again being forced to explain his Mormon faith and his stance on social issues to his 
party’s base. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The hem’t doesn ’t kidnap yo~, it does~ ’t hide yo~, it does~ ’t hart gong it does~ ’t lie ~o you a!l q{’yo~r l~fe, 

Lo~;e is something else." 

VICTORIA ~ONTENEGRO, of ArgeBtiBa OB the eoloae[ who raised her’ after tortut’ing and killing 

her parents. 

N,Y. / REGION 

Fighting in New 

York 
A group of Pakistani 
immigrants in New York are 
preserving a traditional South Asian 
sport. 

OPiNiON 

Movement Needs 

The demonstrations 

against inequality need a symbol, a 

visual identity. 

"The Walkin9 Dead°° around 
work 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Another late bloomer at NBC 

Rebi.,’th for soap operas, and a career 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Corni~g Soo~: The Droue 

The hazard on the horizon is the politieal and legal challenge posed when another eountry follows 
the American example of using pilotless aircraft. 



~%me~’s ;Leader Says He’ll ’Reject P**wer,’ as Foes Cast Doubt 

Not for the first time, President All Abdullah Saleh made vague comments on Saturday indicating 
that he was willing to leave office. 

Da~ghter of ’DirD- }Vary’ Raised by Man Deho Kil~ed Her Parents 

A trial could finally prove that top military rulers in Argentina engaged in a systematic plan to 
steal babies from perceived enemies of the government, 

More Worid News 

California Begins Moving Prison Inmates 

In what could be a far-reaching change, the state is shifting inmates to county jails and probation 
officers. 

GRADING THE DIGITAL SCHOOL 

Inflating tl~e Software Report Card 

Debate continues to rage over the effectiveness of technology in leal~ing, and how best to measure 
it. But it is difficult to tell that from technology companies’ promotional materials. 

Protest Spurs Onlhte D~alogue on inequity 

The Occupy Wall Street movement has evolved into a conversation spreading aeross the eonntry on 
social media platforms. 

BUSINESS 

Grilled Chicken; Thai Temperamental Star 
i.::., f..~.’...i..: 
Tabletop directors are commercial artists whose goal is to make mundane foods look so irresistible 
that people want to eat the TV. 

~ Vir~eo: Steamy Sceqes of Pasta 

Poker Inc, to Uncle Sam: Shut Up and Deal 

Legalizing and regulating poker on the Intm~et could bring billions of dollars to government coffers, 
supporters say. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

So~y Is Said to Buy b’iln~ 14rights to ,Jobs Biography 

Sony Pictures Entertainment has concluded a deal to buy film rights to the authorized biography 
"Steve Jobs," fi’om Walter lsaaeson, according to a person who was briefed on the deal. 

Mote Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

BATS 
A Lo~g "l’ime i~ the B’iaM~g~ a Brewers-Cardlnals Rematch 

They sqoared off in the ~982 World Series, won by St. Louis. Now they will meet in the National 
Leagne Championship Series. 

z~l Davis, the ControverMal and Combative Raiders Owner, D~es at 8a 

First as a roach, and then as an owner and managing general partner of the Oakland Raiders, Mr. 
Davis became the symbol of the Danehise. 

~The 
FiSh Down: ~hat They’re Sayin~ About AI Davis 

~The Fifth Down: Fans Raise a Glass to AI Davis 

Irab~ Got ;Lost on the Road Back 

The Japanese pitcher Hideki Irabu, who committed suicide in July, always harbored a dream of 
returning to the majors. 



¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE 

As "The Walking Dead" prepares to begin its second season, it is also t~ing to shake off the bm’dens 

and scrutiny that eame with its suceess. 

Inside K~owledge for A~I Yo~ O~tslders 
~:::.....’:. : 
Films like "Moneyball," "The Ides of March," "Contagion" and "Margin Call" cater to moviegoers’ 
appetite for exclusive, "inside baseball" information. 

~E:] 
Trailers. Moqeybaii I The Mes of March ~ CorRag~on 

St~]l Playing Someone’s F~erce 

Rachel Griffiths, fm~erly of "Six Feet Under" and "Brothers & Sisters," will make her Broadway 
debut in "Other Dese~ Cities." 

o More A~s News 

MAGAZINE 

Taken by Ph’ates 

One couple’s 388-day ordeal - and their unlikely saviors. 

~E] 
Taken by Pirates, illustrated 

Spalding Gray~s Tortured Sotd 

As his diary reveals, the man who would say anything didn’t tell us everything, 

Can Cancer Ever Be Ignored? 

The bitter fight over prostate sereening - and why it might be better not to know. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Protesters Again st V~ra~I Street 
The protesters’ message is about an economy that is not working for most Americans. The problem 
is that no one in Washington has been listening. 

EDITORIAL 

F~ture of the Guff 

Fines from the BP oil spill shouht be used for hmg-promised environmental restoration. 

EDITORIAL 
T|~e Glass Ceiling 
Unless the legal profession figures out ways to retain more women, it will continue to lose talented 
lawyers. 

o More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

How Oarbo Learned to Stand on Her Head 

~ller yoga? William Broad’s new book nerve-raekingly reports: "Yoga can kill and maim, or save 
your life and make you feel like a god." 

C a; - Pane 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Up From Ugliness 

How Steve Jobs made the future seem beautiful again. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

\~ere Have Yo~ Oone~ ,Joe DiB’iagglo? 

Mourning Steve Jobs and hoping some of his leadership traits rub off. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 9, 1967, Latin American guerrilla leader Che Guewlra was exeeuted in Bolivia while 

attempting to ineite revolution. 
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TOP NEWS 

Recession Officially Over, 
U.S. Incomes Kept Falling 
By ROBERT PEAR 

In a grim sign of the enduring nature of 
the economic slmnp, a new report shows 
that despite some improvement in the 
economy, household incomes have 
lagged. 

’- Graphic: Declining Household Income 

Church Protests in Cairo 
Turn Deadly 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

In the worst violence since February, at 
least 24 people were killed Stmday when 
a protest by Christian Egyptians 
escalated into rioting against nfilitary 
rule. 

:’ Photographs: Coptic Christians Clash with 

Police in Cairo 

ENDANGERED DRAGON 
As Its Economy Sprints Ahead, China’s People Are Left Behind 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

China’s current economic system favors state-rm~ banks and companies over wage earners, who are largely 
denied the benefits of the nation’s remarkable growth. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2z 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 try not to dwell on it, except that once in a while I say, O.K., I’m not going to make that joke, I’m not 

going to go for that chortle. Or if I have to choose between two subjects, I won’t choose the boring one." 

CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS, on continuing to write while being treated for an advanced stage of 

esophageal cancer. 

SLIDE SHOW: A 



Farmer’s Market With the 
Tastes of Home 
At the Saturday farmer’s market in City 
Heights, a major portal for refugees, 
Khadija Musmne, a Somali, arranges her 
freshly picked pumpkin leaves mad 
lablab beans mnid a United Nations of 
produce, including water spinach grown 
by a Cambodian refugee and amaranth, 
a grain harvested by Sarah Salie, who 
fled rebels in Liberia. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
What Happened to 
the American 
Work Ethic? 
Millions of people are 
looking for jobs, but 
aren’t jumping to be seasonal falan 
laborers. Why is that? 

What you get for ... $1.25 
million 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

What you get for ... $599,000 

What you get for ... $280,000 

WORLD 

After New Pledge to Leave, Signs of Yemeni President’s Resolve to Linger 
By LAURA KASlNOF 

New signs that the embattled president, Ali Abdullah Saleh, is not leaving m~ytime soon. 

Fighters Enter City Once Home to Qaddafi 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

The transitional govenunent’s forces said they had captured significant buildings in Surt, but were delaying 
an assault on the main square to give residents time to flee. 

Syria Demands That Nations Reject Opposition Council and Protect Its 
Embassies 
By NADA BAKRI 

Syria warned foreign comatries on Stmday not to recognize a newly formed opposition group, the Syrian 
National Cotmeil, and threatened to take "strict measures" against any country that does. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Scientists’ Analysis Disputes F.B.I. Closing of Anthrax Case 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD and SCOTT SHANE 

A paper raises the prospect that the expert identified by the F.B.I. as the perpetrator who sent anthrax 
through the mail had help in obtaining lfis germ weapons or conceivably was innocent. 

When the Uprooted Put Down Roots 
By PATRICIA LEIGH BROWN 

Refugee agriculture, an entrepreneurial movement spreading across the United States, provides income for 
the falaners as well as a taste of home for immigrants. 

’ Graphic: Refugee Farm Projects 

. Slide Show: A Farmer’s Market With the Tastes of Home 

THE CAUCUS 
In Washington, Everyone Seems Mad at Teammates 
By JOHN HARWOOD 

Among Democrats mad Republicans alike, there is the sort of locker-room backbiting that occurs when 
Yankee and Red Sox seasons end in ignominy. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Victory Lap for Fox and Hannity 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The cable news channel, given little chmace of succeeding in 1996, is celebrating its anniversary this month 
with a national tour. 

Germany and France Say Deal Near to Recapitalize Banks 
By LIZ ALDERMAN and JUDY DEMPSEY 

Leaders of the two countries promised more coordination of economic policies, but declined to provide 
specifies on how the bank reeapitalization would work, or how much money they would commit. 

’ ~ Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

Free Texts Pose Threat to Carriers 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

New ways to bypass charges for text messages could take a big bite out of wireless carriers’ profits. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

PATRIOTS 30, JETS 21 
Jets Stagger Against Patriots, Losing 3rd Straight 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Jets pulled close, but their defense could not contain BenJarvus Green-Ellis and Tom Brady. 

" Jets-Patriots Play-by-Play 

¯ Slide Show: Jets Replay: Week 5 

¯ " ~ Post a Comment 

SEAHAWKS 36, GIANTS 25 
Giants Get Signals Crossed and Win Streak Snapped 
By SAM BORDEN 

After delivering fourth-quarter daggers each of the past two weeks, the Giants were the ones victimized 
Stmday, rallying late only to fall in dramatic fashion against the Seahawks. 

¯ " Seahawks-Giants Play-by-Play 

¯ " N.F.L. Roundup: In Latest Big Victory, Bills Take Everything That Vick Gives Them 

¯ ’ ~ Post a Comment 

BREWERS 9, CARDINALS 6 
Bats Replace Brickbats as Brewers Rally 
By ANDREW KEH 

Milwaukee fell behind twice in the first four innings but hit three home rtms mad scored six runs in the fifth 
to emerge with a victory over St. Louis in Gmne I of the N.L. Championship Series. 

¯ " Box Score I Inning by Inning 

Preparation by Pitcher Is Fiction; Postponement of Game 2 of the A.L.C.S. Is Real 

¯ ..M...o..r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

A Voice, Still Vibrant, Reflects on Mortality 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

In most respects Christopher Hitchens is undiminished, preferring to see himself as living with cancer, not 
dying from it. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Film Fest Gleams Mysterious This Year 
By A. O. SCOTT 

The 49th New York Fihn Festival is fostering a sense of spontaneity, with a mystery sneak preview of an as- 
yet-unannotmeed fihn. 

¯ ArtsBeat: More on the New York Film Festival 

THEATER REVIEW I’MAN AND BOY’ 
The Art of Wreaking Havoc With Other People’s Money 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

The main raison d’Stre of the Broadway revival of Terence Rattigan’s "Man and Boy" is the occasion it gives 
Frank Langella to explore the pathology of power. 
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¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
’Tavis Smiley’ on Poverty Tour 
By BRIAN STELTER 

This week the "Tavis Smiley" show on PBS will report on the host’s 11-state tour to focus attention on poverty 
in the United States. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
A Protest’s Ink-Stained Fingers 
By DAVID CARR 

Even in an environment preoccupied with digital media, a newspaper has gained traction as a tool of protest 
at the Occupy Wall Street rallies. 

¯ More Media & Advertisinc$ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Myth of Voter Fraud 
New restrictions on voting are really intended to keep people who vote Democratic from the polls, 
particularly the yotmg, the poor, the elderly, and minorities. 

EDITORIAL 
A Deal for the Deals 
Expanding trade agreements with South Korea, Colombia and Panama and helping displaced workers are 
both good for the country. 

EDITORIAL 
No Right to Bear Assault Weapons 
The ruling by fl~e Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia to ban possession of assault weapons was 
careful and convincing. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
No More Adventures in Wonderland 
By MARIA TATAR 

Children today get an unprecedented dose of adult reality in their books, sometimes without the redemptive 
beauty, cathartic hmnor and healing magic of an earlier time. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Is the Tea Party Over? 
By BILL KELLER 

For the auswer, watch Rick Perry. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Panic of the Plutocrats 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

A look at why there is so much hysteria over the Wall Street protests. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Oct. lO, 1973, Vice President Spiro T. Agnew pleaded no contest to one count of federal income tax 
evasion and resigned his office. 
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TOP NEWS 

U.N. Finds ’Systematic’ 
Torture in Afghanistan 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

A United Nations report provides a 
devastating picture of abuses eonmfitted 
by arms of the Afghmfistan govenmaent 
as foreign forces there are moving to 
wind down their presence. 

Sanctions Pose Growing 
Threat to Syria’s Assad 
By NADA BAKRI 

More than the popular protests, 
Western sanetious have threatened 
President Bashar al-Assad’s 
government, which relies on its 
eeononfie successes as a source of its 
legitimacy. 

Protests Offer Help, and Risk, 
for Democrats 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

Leading Democratic figures are embracing the spread of the anti-Wall Street protests as a way to align 
disenchanted Americans with their party. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If I had a simple answer, I would have been spreading it around the world." 

CHRISTOPHER A. SlMS~ a winner of the Nobel in econonfic science, when asked if lfis research has led 
to any conclusion on policies. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
When the Catch 
Disappears 
Shrimpers on the Gulf 
Coast say this year’s 
season is a bad one, if not 



the worst in memory. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

You Have to Gamble on Your 
Health 
By H. GILBERT WELCH 

Is screening for prostate cancer and 
breast cancer worth it? No matter what 
the task force recommends, there is no 
easy mlswer. 

Kanye West, designer (yawn) 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Getting kicked out of your own party 

The merry-go-round of the fashion world 

nytimes,�om STYiLE 

WORLD 

NATO Commander Says Resilience of Qaddafi Loyalists Is Surprising 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

A general overseeing the Libyan air campaign said the loyalists were taking advantage of the urban setting in 
Surt and Bani Walid that prevents heavy NATO airstrikes. 

Fighters Enter City Once Home to Qaddafi 

Copts Denounce Egyptian Government Over Killings 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Egypt’s Coptic Church issued a harsh dentmciation of the goverument, referring to "problems that occur 
repeatedly and go tmpmfished." 

’. Video: Timesgast I Mistrust of Egypt’s Military 

Anti-Qaddafi Fighters Face Stiff Resistance in Surt 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Qaddafi loyalists still control miles of territory inside Surt, the hometown of the deposed leader Col. 
Muammar el-Qaddafi. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

States Adding Drug Test as Hurdle for Welfare 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

Advocates for the poor say the policies single out and vilify the victims of the recession. Proponents say the 
policies ensure that tax dollars are not being nfisttsed. 

ASKED AND ANSWERED 
At One College, a Fight Over Required Drug Tests 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Linn State Technical College is the first public college in the country to institute a mandatory drug test, 
according to the A.C.LU., which sued and has won a temporary injunction. 

Gulf Shrimp Are Scarce This Season; Answers, Too 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Fishermen in Louisiana say the harvest could be the worst in memory. Neither they nor researchers are sure 
why. 

, Slide Show: When the Catch Disappears 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

MEDIA DECODER BLOC 



The Quick Demise of Qwikster 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Netflix declared that it had moved too fast when it tried to spin off the old-fashioned DVD service into a new 
compm~y. 

Japan Courts the Money in Reactors 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Japm~ese industrial conglomerates, with the cooperation of the government in Tokyo, are renewh~g their 
pursuit of nmltibillion-dollar nuclear projects, particularly in snmller countries. 

Regulators to Set Forth Volcker Rule 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The rules, part of the Dodd-Frank law, are intended to linfit the ability of breaks with government guarantees 
and Fed borrowing privileges to take outsize risks. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

N.B.A. Cancels First 2 Weeks of Play 
By HOWARD BECK 

N.B.A. Conmfissioner David Steru canceled the first two weeks of the season Monday night, saying the sides 
were "very far apart on virtually all issues." 

RANGERS 7, TIGERS 3 
Game-Ending Slam Gives Rangers Room to Breathe 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

Nelson Cruz hit a grand siren in the bottom of fl~e llth to give the Rangers a two-game lead in the American 
League Championship Series. 

. Box Score I Inning by Inning 

CARDINALS 12, BREWERS 3 
Pujols Pounds Out His Frustration in Game 2 
By ANDREW KEH 

Albert Pujols ahnost single-handedly dismantled the Brewers in Game 2 of the N.L.C.S., collecting four 
extra-base hits and driving in five runs to lead the Cardinals to a m-3 victory. 

" Box Score I Inning by Inning 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 
New York’s Public Architecture Gets a Face-Lift 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

In a shift from a time when the city hired only the lowest bidders for projects, dozens of new city buildings 
have been designed by gifted architects. 

" ~:’~ Slide Show 

Countdown at City Center, as Reopening Approaches 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

The center, nearing the end of the renovation and restoration of its neo-Moorish btfilding on West 55th 
Street, seeks to raise its profile in the city’s cultural life. 

DANCE REVIEW 
A Goodbye, Understated but Riveting in Its Duets 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

Charles Askegard gave his final perforuaance with New York City Ballet on Sunday. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 
An Innovator Shapes an Empire 



By DENISE GRADY 

As a physician, scientist and businesswoman, Dr. Susma Desmond-Helhnann hopes to raise the University of 
Califoruia, Sma Francisco, to an even lfigher plane. 

" ~ Video: Susan Desmond-Hellmann I Previous Articles in the Series >> 

Silver Treasure, Worth $18 Million, Found in North Atlantic 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

The latest generation of robots, lights, cmneras and claws can withstand the deep sea’s cruslfing pressures 
and has opened up a new world of shipwreck recovery. 

FINDINGS 
Envy May Bear Fruit, but It Also Has an Aftertaste 
By JOHN TIERNEY 

New experiments show an upside to coveting - along with one new reason to have a comnaandment against 
it. 

¯ . More Findings Columns 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Chipping Away at Gridlock 
A blow for progress in the Senate was struck when Democrats voted to prolfibit one of the many tactics that 
keep the chamber tied up in partisan arguments. 

EDITORIAL 
Enabling Mr. Assad 
Instead of denotmcing the killing in Syria, Russia and C]fina have ensured it will continue after using their 
United Nations Security Council veto. 

EDITORIAL 
Questioning Prostate Cancer Tests 
The waruing that the P.S.A. test may cause men more harm than good is information that can guide patients 
and doctors to make better decisions. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Naked in Massachusetts 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Labels like elitist and sexist are too easy to attach to complicated candidates. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Milquetoast Radicals 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The Occupy Wall Street movement is playing small ball with false equivalencies. 

¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
This Time, It Really Is Different 
By JOE NOCERA 

A sobering analysis of our cotmtry’s deep economic problems deserves some attention. 

,’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. aa, a968, Apollo 7, the first manned Apollo mission, was launched with astronauts Wally Schirra, 

Donn Fulton Eisele and R. Walter Cunningham aboard. 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Accuses Iranians of 
Plotting to Kill Saudi Envoy 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and SCOTT SHANE 

Federal authorities said they have foiled 
a plot by men linked to the Iranian 
government to kill tim Saudi 
ambassador to the United States and to 
bomb Saudi and Israeli Embassies. 

’ ~ Documents: Indictments in Alleged 

Assassination Plot 

¯ ’ More From the Justice Dept. (justice.gov) 

-’ Odd Twist for Elite Unit Guiding Iran’s Proxy 

Wars 

Israel and Hamas Agree to 
Swap Prisoners for Soldier 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Israel and Hamas have reached a 
tentative agreement on a proposal to 
exchange Palestinian prisoners for Gilad 
Shalit, an Israeli soldier who has been 
held since 2oo6. 

’ Video: Swapping Prisoners for a Soldier 

¯ . Israel’s West Bank General Warns Against Radicals 

Doubts Raised on Donations to Comptroller 
By RAYMOND HERNANDEZ and DAVID W. CHEN 

The canvassing of nearly lOO homes and workplaces of donors that were listed on John C. Liu’s campaign 
finance reports has raised questions about the source and legitimacy of some donations. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The idea that they would attempt to go to a Mexican drug cartel to solicit murder-for-hire to kill the Saudi 

ambassador, nobody could make that up, right?" 

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON, the secretary of state, on a reported plot by Iranian officials. 

WORLD 



~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: The 33 

Chilean Miners, Then and 
Now 
A year after their harrowing rescue from 
the San Jos6 nfine near Copiap6, Chile, 
the 33 nfiners are a varied lot. Some 
have returned to nfining, some face 
mmmplo3anent and continued 
psychological fallout. None have found 
fame and fortune. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Finally Making 
Sense on Wall 
Street 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Whether the issue is Wall 
Street or food, it’s activism that will lead 
to change. 
.. I~ Comment 

A few bad ideas 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Forecasters’ look has been half-empty 

The complicated "Buffett Rule" 

nytintes,�om            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Slovakia Rejects Euro Bailout 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and STEPHEN CASTLE 

Slovakia’s Parliament rejected taking part in a crucial euro rescue fund on Tuesday, dealing a sharp blow to 
the effort to shore up confidence ha the euro zone’s financial stability. 

:’ Markets Mixed a Day After Big Rally 

:. Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

¯ . As Greece Avoids a Default, Recapitalization Plans Emerge for European Banks 9:29 PM ET 

Myanmar Frees Prominent Dissident; More Political Prisoners Expected to 
Follow 
By SETH MYDANS 

State-run media in Myannmr said 6,300 prisoners would be released, and a new human rights body urged 
the country’s president to free what it called "prisoners of conscience." 

Former Ulwaine Premier Is Jailed for 7 Years 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The sentence was the maximmn demanded by prosecutors on charges that Yulia V. Tymoshenko had harmed 
Ukraine’s interests as prime nfinister. 
¯ ’ Video: Timesgast 

:’ Memo From Kiev: For Ukrainian Leader, Disparate Paths to Cross 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Response of the Police Is Expanding With Protests 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Newcomers to the anti-Wall Street protests and new police tactics for dealing with the growing 
demonstrations are combining to pose fresh risks of more confrontations for both. 

. Slide Show: New Protesters Bring New Agendas 

¯ . More Than 100 People Arrested in Boston Protest 

Facing Cuts, a City Repeals Its Domestic Violence Law 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

Three arms of government in Topeka, Kansas have been at an impasse over who should be responsible for - 
and pay for - prosecuting people accused of nfisdemeanor eases of domestic violence. 

Video, a New Tool for the Police, Poses New Legal Issues, Too 
By ERICA GOODE 

Hundreds of law enforcement agencies are trying out body-motmted video cmneras, but their effect is 
tmeertain. 



¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

STATE OF THE ART 
New iPhone Conceals Sheer Magic 
By DAVID POGUE 

The iPhone 4S is loaded with dazzlers: faster speed, a cmnera that takes crisper shots, global reach and 
transformative voice recognition. 

:. Photos: The iPhone 48 Camera 

Strike Adds to Labor Problems for India’s Largest Auto Company 
By VIKAS BAJAJ and SRUTHI GOTTIPATI 

Relations between workers and management at Maruti Suzuki’s plant in Manesar, and at other Indian 
automotive companies, have been nmrred by a series of strikes and lockouts tlfis year. 

Senate Jabs China Over Its Currency 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

The bill would require the Commerce Department to impose tough tariffs on certain Chinese goods in the 
event that Clfina was improperly valuing its currency to gain an econonfic advantage. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Owners Sacrificing Games (or Season?) in Bid to Balance N.B.A. 
By HOWARD BECK 

N.B.A. owners and players are locked in a labor dispute that is both philosoplfical and financial. 

TIGERS 5, RANGERS 2 
Tigers Spring to Life Despite Their Aches 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Bruised and broken and facing a daunting deficit in the American League Championship Series, the Detroit 
Tigers stormed back for their first victory in three games. 
. Box Score I Inning by Inning 

" Injuries Are Starting to Take a Toll on the Tigers 

Tigers’ Martinez Say He Will Play in Game 4 

Braun and Pujols Star in Batting Practice Series 
By ANDREW KEH 

The big sluggers for the Milwaukee Brewers and St. Louis Cardinals have been donfinating the N.L.C.S. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 
Wasteland of Mutants and Thugs 
By SETH SCHIESEL 

Expectations were lfigh for id Software’s long-awaited new game, the postapocalyptic shooter Rage. But 
while the console version is a technical feat, its PC version is a disappointment. 

Museum Welcomes Dispute Over Work 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Was "Christ Carrying the Cross" looted by the Nazis? The Brogma Musemn hopes donors will be intrigued. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Bringing Russian Soul to Tchaikovsky’s Symphonies 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Valery Gergiev conducted the Mariinsky Orchestra in a series dedicated to Tchaikovsky at Carnegie Hall. 

¯ More Arts News 



DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I PER SE 
A Critic Selects a Last Meal 
By SAM SIFTON 

Per Se, in the Time Warner Center, is the best restaurant in NewYork City. 

THE POUR 
Deep Lakes, Icy Climate, Great Wine 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

The Finger Lakes, a region once known only for growing concord grapes for juice, is now making rieslings 
and some reds that can compete with the world’s best. 

Want to Get Fat on Wall Street? Try Protesting 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

A makeshift kitchen at Zuccotti Park has fed thousands of Occupy Wall Street protesters each day, 
developing a cuisine that is free-fonn, eclectic, improvisatory mad contradictory. 

¯ More Dininc$ & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Justifying the Killing of an American 
The government’s legal memo on Anwar al-Awlaki’s death is a step, but not enough for a momentous 
decision to kill one of its own citizens. 

EDITORIAL 
A Prize and a Challenge 
The Nobel committee delivered a challenge to politicians who are driven more by ideology than by 
consideration of the real-world consequences of their actions. 

EDITORIAL 
Court Reform for Teenage Offenders 
A proposal by New York’s chief judge to transfer teenagers who commit minor crimes into the family court, 
instead of prosecuting them as adults, is long overdue. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Laid Flat by Layaway 
By LOUIS HYMAN 

Reviving the Christnms layaway plma is not in the best interest of the consmner. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Prospero’s Tempestuous Family 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

If Shakespeare had an iPad, the poignm~t, prickly history of its magical inventor would have made the perfect 
family drama for the Bard. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Something’s Happening Here 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

What’s belfind all the social protests erupting from Tmfisia to Wall Street? Some call it The Great Disruption. 
Others call it The Big Slfift. You decide. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 12, 187o, Gen. Robert E. Lee died in Lexington, Va., at age 63. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <oxfordpmmotion@oup.com> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 10:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Now Available for Your Courses (Request Exam Cow) 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see graphics, please click here. 

Religion and the Global 

Politics of Human Rights 

Religion and the Global Politics of 
Human Rights 
Edited by Thomas Banchoff and Robert Wuthnow 

ISBN: 9780195343380 

Paperback, April 2011,338 pp. 

List Price: 

i.’~i Request Free Examination Copy 

The first major survey of the 

religious politics of human 

rights, 

Brings together leading 

specialists from various 

disciplines, 

Focuses on timely, hot-button 

issues. 

Are human rights universal or the product of specific cultures? Is democracy a 

necessary condition for the achievement of human rights in practice? And when, 

if ever, is it legitimate for external actors to impose their understandings of 

human rights upon particular countries? In the contemporary context of 

globalization, these questions have a salient religious dimension. Religion 

intersects with global human rights agendas in multiple ways, including: 

whether "universal" human rights are in fact an imposition of Christian 

understandings; whether democracy, the "rule of the people," is compatible with 

God’s law; and whether international efforts to enforce human rights including 

religious freedom amount to an illicit imperialism. This book brings together 

leading specialists across disciplines for the first major survey of the religious 

politics of human rights across the world’s major regions, political systems, and 

faith traditions. The authors take a bottom-up approach and focus particularly on 

hot-button issues like human rights in Islam, Falun Gong in China, and religion 

in the former Soviet Union. Each essay examines the interaction of human 

rights and religion in practice and the challenges they pose for national and 

international policymakers 

Review: 
"For three decades, scholars have shown that religion and human rights need 

each other, The volume opens an important new chapter of scholarship by 

illustrating precisely how religion and human rights interact today, Judiciously 

edited and strikingly original, the volume combines case studies of local 

communities with broad surveys of major religions and regions of the world that 

illustrate the complex and diverse controversies that remain, especially over 

women’s rights, religious freedom, and the rights to life and bodily integrity," 

--John Witte, Jr,, Jonas Robitscher Professor of Law, Emory University 

Thomas Banehoff is Director of the Berkley Center for Religion, Peace, and 

World Affairs at Georgetown University 

Robert Wuthnow is Andlinger Professor of Sociology and Director of the Center 

for the Study of Religion at Princeton University 

Explore Oxford Scholarship Online 



i.~.i Oxford Scholarship 

Online 

Oxford Scholarship Online is the ultimate research resource, providing access 

to close to 5,000 peer-reviewed titles across 18 disciplines¯ The 

NODLII_E represents the diversity of Oxford’s religion and theology lists, and the 

subjects covered are of interest to both scholars and students alike¯ In addition 

to major recent titles, the module also includes classic works of enduring 

influence¯ The list includes titles by David Brown, Henry Chadwick, Owen 

Chadwick, Mary Douglas, Michael Fishbane, Steven Heine, Philip Jenkins, 

Gerald O’Collins, Jerome Murphy O’Connor and Mark Sedwick 

Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online is available at your institution. 

%i Email 
.{.~’.~£&&~.~. a~ £{}.~.~[!~..~,~I}.~A~.<L~.~. fro~ Oxford U~ivers~y Press, 

Oxford University Press will never sell, rent, or trade your email address to other companies To unsubscribe or update your subscription 

preferences, please follow the links above¯ 

This is a commercial message¯ 

If you would prefer not to ~eceive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-n~l 

You will receive one additional e-mafil message co~Nm~ing your remowl. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 12:57 PM 
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[~iii @Times - October 12, 2011 ] 

Hey, l*~Vo Critic 

~ 

ilXlI 

lqnd out what’s next for The Times’s restaurant critic. 

Sam Sittom Read his last review of N.Y.C2s Per Se, hear 
why he thinks it is the best restaurant in New York and get a 
behind the scenes glimpse into the kitchen. Also, see how the 
stars fell throughout his ti! me as critic and find all of Sam 
Siffun’s restaurant reviews on nytimes.eumidining. 

Apple iPimne                                          ~ 
Read David Pogue’s review of the new Apple iPhone 4S, 
see photos taken wi~h the camera and uateh a video 
e~;plaini~g the new featm’es. Find mtt how Tim Cook is ~hinking 
differenfl) and more on nyfimes.comitechnology. 

Don’t NJss o. N’~gimes.com 

¯ N.B.A. Caocets Fit’st :z We<ks of Pla) 
¯ Repubhcans Debate in New H;m~pshire 
¯ The New }ork Fihn Festiv;d 
¯ Are Voters LooMng for a~ Isolationist~ 
¯ India I~k: Notes on the World’s Largest Deomcraey 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on N’rli ...... 

(Be~,neen Oct. 5~ 2011 - Oct ~1, 20~’ ) 

~. Steve Jobs of Apple Dies at 56 

2. [G’~gman: Panic of the Plutocrats 

’3 W h Tim Rt nning Sho ’ ~ Stev ,Job Managed His Far’ewe[Is 

4. Steve Job’s Patents 

5~ Krngman: Co~fl’o~ti~g the Malefactors 

~ St,IDE SHO’W." A Tribute 

[o Michael Jac],:son 
At a tribnte concert in Wales on 
Satnrday, Michael Jackson’s 
music thnmped amt cracked, his 
fans screamed on one and 
conflict and controversy bnbbled 
nnabated. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: "r~e 3J~ 

Chilean Miners, Then and N ow 
A year after their harrowing 
rescue from the San aos0 mine 
near Copiap6, Chile, the 33 
miners are a varied lot. Some 
have returned to mining, some 
face unemployment and 
continued psychological fallont. 
None have found fame and 
fortnne. 

::~:: 

~ V~DEO 36 Seeouds in 

Quito, Ecuador 
A snapshot of QNto’s rich mix of 
architectural heritage and 
cultural traditions. 

Join the 
Conversation - 
Education 

Stt~tterer 

~ 

Speaks Up h~ 

C~ass; His 

ProI~sor Says 

Keep Qule[ 
At the County College of Morris 
in New Jersey, a history teacher 
showed little patience with 
Philip Garber Jr. when he raised 
his hand. 

~ Join the Conversatbn ~> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lindsay Gregory <lindsayg@fxconferences.com> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 5:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Audio Conf- *3 Steps to Successful Translation Management 

In an effort to provide a value-added service to our customers and partners, FX Conferences is pleased to invite you to an upcoming 
audio conference. If you think that somebody else at your company would be interested, please feel free to pass on this email. 

*3 Steps to Successful Translation Management 

Featured Speaker: Andres Heuberger, ForeignExchange Translations 

Available Dates: 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 
2:00pm to 3:00pm Eastern Time 

Friday, October 14, 2011 
l:00pm to 2:00pm Eastern Time 

You can register for the dates listed above or purchase a recording of this audio conference at: 
http://www.fxconferences.com!Product2.aspx?ProductId=755&Categor~Id= 1 

Audio conference highlights: 

Translators have been around since the time of the Babylonians, yet the translation industry is still relatively new. Yellow Pages 
translation bureaus are a dime a dozen, but more and more companies are looking for a true partner that can help them effectively 
manage the translation process. 

This audio conference gives you the skills to evaluate different vendors, service delivery methods and quality. It also enables you to 
put in place a process to document, measure, audit and improve your overall translation activities. 

This audio conference covers: 

- How to get a grip on translation costs 
- An introduction to translation quality metrics 
- How to improve cross-functional communications 
- How to set up a Request for Proposal and organize a translation vendor search 
- Best practices for managing the translation effort 

About the speaker: 

Andres Heuberger is the president and founder of medical translation specialist ForeignExchange Translations. Andres has been 
involved in the translation industry since 1991. 

He regularly writes for European Medical Device Manufacturer, IVD Technology, MX, Medical Design Online, and Software 
Business. Andres serves on the editorial board for the translation industry publication MultiLingual Computing & Technology. He is 
also a frequent speaker at industry conferences including Localization World, the Society of Technical Communications, and the 
American Society for Quality. 

You can register for the dates listed above or purchase a recording of this audio conference at: 
http://www.fxconferences.com!Product2.aspx?ProductId=755&CategoryId= 1 

If you have any questions about this event, please send an email to acsupport@fxtrans.com 

Regards, 

FX Conferences 
1001 Watertown Street 

Newton, MA 02465 



(To opt out, send an email to unsubscribe@fxtrans.com?subject=eunice@email.unc.edu, and you will be removed from our audio 
conference email list) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 10:20 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares SECC Reminder 

2011 Carolin a Cares, Carolina Shares Week Five Rem inder 

In the past four weeks, 10.74% of UNC-Chapel Hill employees have a]ready joined the 2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign efforts: 1,282 employee 

dono~ have made contributions totaling over $375,000’. Thank you to everyone who has participated so far. Your contribution, no matter its size, goes towards a 
brighter future and improved conditions tbr our community locally, state-wide, nationa]ly, and even globally. Fxeo~ dollar maJ~es a differenc!! If you have not done so 

already, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable c~unpaign ettbrks. You can search the 2011 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below - 

we’re certain you’ll find a participating chayi~ or cause that is meaningful to you. 

All UNC-Chapel Hill employees are invited to co~nplete their annua] pledge to one or more SECC charities. This year, for the firs~t time, you can make your donation 

online mi easy, convenient, a~ld secure way to support your favorite charity. New search options are available on the website that will make it even easier to find the 

cha~ of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms are available for all facul~ and staft~ If you have questions regarding the pledge process or have not 

received a form, please contact your Division Leader. 

~Pllease note fliat if you submitted a paper pledge, fl,ere is a three-week lag thne in processing, which means you will coufim,e to receive ePled~e en,9ils 

uutil your tbrm is processed. We apologize lbr any incom~enieuce. 

hupor*mlt Inform ation: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper tbrm 

and submit your tbrm ~md contribution to your team captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now!" link below and 

tbllow the instructions to enter in your personal user ID and password. 

GIVE NOW! m~en you .ccess the website, please enter you," personal user ID and password as instructed below: 

User II): Your Onyen 

Password: The first two letters of your last name + yore’ birth date (in the format mmddyy~) + mi exclamation point. 

For example, if your last name is "Taylor" and your bi(th date is 01/05/1981, your password would be: ta01051981! 

Tnls process is veo~ easy. The five ffteps should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a fast and eltEctive way to make your gift to SECC 

charities, m,d we hope you will too! 

If you are unable to log on to the website, please contact Alan Taylor at alantaylo@ncsecc.o~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 11:15 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares SECC Reminder 

2011 Carolin a Cares, Carolina Shares Week Five Rem inder 

In the past four weeks, 10.74% of UNC-Chapel Hill employees have a]ready joined the 2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign efforts: 1,282 employee 

dono~ have made contributions totaling over $375,000’. Thank you to everyone who has participated so far. Your contribution, no matter its size, goes towards a 
brighter future and improved conditions tbr our community locally, state-wide, nationa]ly, and even globally. Fxeo~ dollar maJ~es a differenc!! If you have not done so 

already, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable c~unpaign ettbrks. You can search the 2011 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below - 

we’re certain you’ll find a participating chayi~ or cause that is meaningful to you. 

All UNC-Chapel Hill employees are invited to co~nplete their annua] pledge to one or more SECC charities. This year, for the firs~t time, you can make your donation 

online mi easy, convenient, a~ld secure way to support your favorite charity. New search options are available on the website that will make it even easier to find the 

cha~ of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms are available for all facul~ and staft~ If you have questions regarding the pledge process or have not 

received a form, please contact your Division Leader. 

~Pllease note fliat if you submitted a paper pledge, fl,ere is a three-week lag thne in processing, which means you will coufim,e to receive ePled~e en,9ils 

uutil your tbrm is processed. We apologize lbr any incom~enieuce. 

hupor*mlt Inform ation: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper tbrm 

and submit your tbrm ~md contribution to your team captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now!" link below and 

tbllow the instructions to enter in your personal user ID and password. 

GIVE NOW! m~en you .ccess the website, please enter you," personal user ID and password as instructed below: 

User II): Your Onyen 

Password: The first two letters of your last name + yore’ birth date (in the format mmddyy~) + mi exclamation point. 

For example, if your last name is "Taylor" and your bi(th date is 01/05/1981, your password would be: ta01051981! 

Tnls process is veo~ easy. The five ffteps should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a fast and eltEctive way to make your gift to SECC 

charities, m,d we hope you will too! 

If you are unable to log on to the website, please contact Alan Taylor at alantaylo@ncsecc.o~. 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Says Facts Support 
Accusation of Iranian Plot 
By HELENE COOPER 

President Obama will push for what he 
calls the "toughest sanctions" to pinfish 
Iranian officials whom he accused of 
complicity in a suspected plot to kill the 
Saudi ambassador to the United States. 

Unlikely Turn for a Suspect in a Terror Plot 

,’ Iran Sees Terror Plot Accusation as Diversion 

From Wall Street Protests 

DEALBOOK 
Hedge Fund Founder Gets ~- 
Year Term in Insider Case 
By PETER LATTMAN 

The punishment for Raj Rajaratnam, the 
former chief of the Galleon Group, 
though less than the government 
sought, was the longest prison sentence 
ever for insider trading. 

-’ Video: Insider Trading Sentencing 

. ~?;; Insider Trading at Galleon 

¯ . Times Topics: Raj Rajaratnam 

¯ . ~ Post a Comment 

Auto Bailout Done, Obama Looks for Payback 
By JEFF ZELENY and MONICA DAVEY 

President Obama has returned to Michigan again and again to argue that his decision to bail out two of the 
Big Three automakers helped workers across the industrial Midwest. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"His crimes reflect a virus in our business culture that needs to be eradicated." 
RICHARD J. HOLINELL, a Federal District Court judge, sentencing Raj Rajaratnam for insider trading. 

AUTOS 



Special Section: Cars 
Automakers are meeting tougher 
mileage standards while still offering 
high performance and comfort. 

. Automakers Aim to Meet Mileage Standards 
Without Big Sacrifices 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Cold Pizza from 

Herm Cain 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Herman Cain’s 9-9-9 tax 
plan is a truly terrible 
idea. 

Making goods cheaper in the 
U.S.A. 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Putting boxed wine to the taste test 

Moving jobs back to the United States 

nl tim.es, om iBUS NESS 

WORLD 

Strauss-Kahn Is Not Charged in French Case 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and MA’I’A de la BAUME 

For the second time this year, Dominique Strauss-Kahn escaped criminal charges of attempted rape, despite 
what prosecutors in France said was evidence of sexual assault. 

Squeezed Out in India, Students Turn to U.S. 
By NIDA NAJAR 

The number of Indian students studying in the United States is surging as competition for admission to top 
Indian institutions has made that goal nearly tmattainable. 

KAMPALA JOURNAL 
Discontent Simmers in a Market as Uganda’s Economy Staggers 
By JOSH KRON 

Anger vented in fl~e Kiseka market in Uganda reflects the frustrations over soaring commodity prices, 
corruption and waste that are fueling protests inspired by the Arab Spring. 

~ Slide Show: Economic Malaise in Uganda 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Eating Disorders a New Front in Insurance Fight 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

People with eating disorders like anorexia are fighting insurers to pay for stays in residential treatment 
centers, an issue that is being considered by an appeals court in Califoruia. 

Looking to Save Money, More Places Decide to Stop Fluoridating the Water 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

A growing nmnber of cities and towns are chooshag to stop adding fluoride to their water, driven by tight 
budgets and inconclusive findings on its benefits. 

Builders of Corn Mazes Hope to Lose Visitors, and One Actually Did 
By DOUGLAS QUENQUA 

Modern corn mazes are complex systems, but they are meant to be challenging, not panic-inducing, 
according to maze builders, and getting out should never require a police escort. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Friday Night Blight 



By BILL CARTER 

Friday is, after Saturday, the loneliest night of the week in the television business, particularly for networks 
that appeal to yotmger viewers. 

In Cooling China, Loan Sharks Come Knocking 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

A growing nmnber of entrepreneurs ha China, tmable to make payments to illegal lenders, have gone into 
hiding to avoid physical harm or fmnily dishonor. 

’. Inflation in China Eases, but Food Prices Up Sharply 11:38 PM ET 

Google Posts Strong Earnings and Exceeds Expectations 
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Google’s core business, search advertising, seems so far to have weathered the economic doldrmns that have 
hurt other sites and publications relying on ads. 

" Media Decoder Bloc: Google Said to Be Planning an MP3 Store 3:04 PM ET 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

BREWERS 4, CARDINALS 2 
Brewers Outlast Cardinals’ Pitching to Even Series 
By ANDREW KEH 

Ryan Braun drove in the pivotal rtm in the fifth inning after Cardinals Manager Tony La Russa had turned to 
his bullpen. 

" Box Score I Inning by Inning 

" After Year of Tinkering, Cardinals’ Bullpen Takes Shape, Just in Time 

¯ ’ Behind a Baseball Rivalry, a Battle of Beer Companies 

TIGERS 7, RANGERS 5 
Grit and Homers Carry Tigers Past Rangers 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Detroit lilt four home runs, including two by Dehnon Yotmg, and Justin Verlander pitched into the seventh 
inning to help the Tigers avoid elimination. 

" Box Score I Inning by Inning 

Tailgating Crowd’s Unlikely Roar: Ahoy! 
By GREG BISHOP 

The University of Washington’s fans can travel to games by boat, adding a nautical touch to pregame revelry. 

, Slide Show: Huskies’ Tailgating Crowd Sets Sail 

¯ ..M...o..r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
The Other Father of Cubism 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

A show at Acquavella Galleries puts a welcome spotlight on Picasso’s onetime friend Georges Braque. 

" ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE MOUNTAINTOP’ 
April 3, a968. Lorraine Motel¯ Evening¯ 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"The Mountaintop," with Samuel L. Jackson as the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., takes place the day 
before Dr. King was assassinated in the motel where he spent his last night. 

A Muse Rekindles That Old Magic 
By REBECCA MILZOFF 

Suzanne Farrell, one of the foremost interpreters of Balanchine’s work, is back in New York with her own 
ballet company. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE SKIN I LIVE IN’ 
A Beautiful Prisoner Lost in Almod6var’s Labyrinth 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

An obsessive plastic surgeon keeps a beautiful yotmg woman imprisoned in his home in this hybrid of 
thriller, melodrama and horror fihn. 

’ ~ Video: Pedro Almod6var’s ’Skin’ 

" ~ Slide Show: The Formula of Melodrama 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’FOOTLOOSE’ 
Forget All That StuffAbout Dirty, Dancing Is Downright Dangerous 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Craig Brewer’s remake of the 1984 movie "Footloose" stars Julianne Hough, the newcomer Kenny Wonnald 
and Dennis Quaid. 

¯ . A Remake For a New Generation 

Trailer: ’Footloose’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE BIG YEAR’ 

Obsessed Men in Pursuit of Friends With Feathers 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In the new comedy "The Big Year," Steve Martin, Jack Black and Owen Wilson play men driven by passion 
and compelled to compete. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Banks Falter 
JPMorgm~ Chase’s weak earnings report suggests results from its peers could be worse. That gloomy outlook 
reflects the economy and the failures of the banks themselves. 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Failing Army 
The killing of two dozen tmarmed Coptic Christian protesters by the military on Sunday is contributing to 
the country’s growing instability. 

EDITORIAL 
Consumers’ Right to Sue 
In CompuCredit v. Greenwood, the Supreme Court should rule that a statute explicitly creating a right to sue 
trumps a contract allowing only arbitration. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
America the Overcommitted 
By JEREMI SURI 

To succeed in foreign policy, Aanerica must set three clear priorities and pull back everywhere else. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Thing Itself 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The rebuilding of grotmd zero offers a lesson in how to marry monumental vision with pragmatic know-how. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Rabbit-Hole Economics 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Tuesday’s Republican debate opened the door on a fantasy world where nothing looks or behaves the way it 
does in real life. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 14, 1964, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize. 

¯ See This Front..P.:.a.g.e.. 
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From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:10 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: The Final Exa~n 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
I meant to ask you about this yesterday after class, but I forgot. I know for AFRI    you originally said we didn’t have an exam then because of the department you are now 
going to have to give us one. The problem is I am getting married in December and there are a lot of wedding things going on that week that I had already committed to 
attend (especially because I am the bride I kind of have to go to showers and things). So I was wondering if there is any way that I could take the final early, maybe December 

9th, the first day of exams. I certainly will not talk to anyone in the class about the exam and I will be gone afterwards anyway because I’m graduating. I know this is a lot 
more work for you because you have to write the exam earlier than you would have had to, but I thought by maybe giving you notice so far in advance it might make it easier. 
Thank you so much for considering this, it would be a huge help. I hope you have a wonderful weekend! 
Siecerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edus> 

Friday, 9:57 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 (-a~listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Decolonizing Feminisms - 

Please join us for two important events: 
Thursday           2011.5:30-7:30 pro, a public lecture with Dr. Yaderkys Espinosa, a Latin American tEminist t’rom the Dominican Republic, at the forefront of 

important proces~s of rethinking tEminism m~d activism on fl~e continent. Her talk, "The politica’q and theoretical challenges of Latin-American feminisms in the 

present", will be in Spa~sh with English tramslation. 
Friday           2011.9:30-4:30, a public workshop entitled "Decolonizing Feminisms: Maps and Genealogies from Latin America and Beyond." 

Dr. Espinosa is pm~t of autonomot~s and lesbian movements in Latin America; she is a coordinator of the project "Colonialidad, dependencia y rupmras epistemoldgicas 

en los feminismos lalinoamericanos" in The Unive~si~ of Buenos Aires, A~gentina. Dr. Espinosa is aJso the coordinator of Gmpo Latinoamericano de Esmdios, 

Formacirn y Accidn Feminis~ (GLEFAS). 

[ ii"~iI image.png ] 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30083047-4140465.0c3d45566621iS045btkt361b26fb57ti:7~ istserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@cnlturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

The London InternafionaJ Human Rights Congress 2011 - "Immigration & Integration in an Age of Austerity: Challenges and 
Opportunities" (London, November 22nd - 25th, 2011) 

Cal~ for Applications 

"Immigration & Integration in an Age of Austerity: Challenges and Opportunities" 

(London, November 22rid - 25th, 2011) 

Dear Professors, Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf el the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I am writing to bring [o your attention the following major program hosted by us in partnership with other leading organizations. 

The program will bring together governmental and diplomatic officials, civ~ society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, students and 

scholars and other ~nterested stakehoMem frem across the wedd for a program of lectures, werkshops, group discussions and cultural excum~ons featuring ~ead~ng figures 
from the fie~ds of politics, civi~ society, academia, and the med~a. 
We are currently accepting applications for ~he event and ~ wou~d be gta~e~u~ if you could share this announcement by forwarding the ~nfotmafion below to anyone you think 
may be ~nterested in attending. 
Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharhN the news of our upcoming events. 
If you do not wish to receive emai~s from the ICD in future, please send us an email to ~#IQ_@_£#JI#$#_[~J£~Q_t#_e#N:Arfl h~dicating tMs. 
W~h warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (laD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3r~ FloodHochhaus) 
Kuffarstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-107!9 
Phone: 0049(0)302360-7680 
www.culturaldiplomacy.orfl 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

......... Please fotwamJ the announcement found below ...... Thank you 

"Immigration & Integration in an Age of Austerity: Challenges and Opportunities" 

(London, November 22nd - 251h, 2011) 
vcww.lihrc.org 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is currently accepting applications for the event outlined above, which will take place in London during November 2011. The program will 
[)ring together governmental and diplomatic officials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, students and scholars and other 
interested stakeholders flora across the wedd for a program of lectures, workshops, greup discussions and cultural excursions featuring leading figures from the fields of 
politics, civil society, academia, and the media. 

"Immigration & Integration in an Age of Austerity: Challenges and Opportunities" 
(Lendon, November 22nd - 25th, 2011) 
www.lihrc.orq 
The London International Human Rights Congress is an international Conletence held annually by the ICD and other leading organizations in a dilferen~ global capital city. The 
aim of the confetence this year is to reflect on the operation and application of Human Rights with particular fecus on hnmigration and Integration. The program wi]] consist of 
lectures, seminars, debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from international politics & diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector. 

Since the signing of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, the dignity and respect afforded to the protection of Human Rights across the Globe has faced an 
unprecedented amount of challenges. In our Globalised and Multicultural world rights relating to Immigration and Integration are those which are both most important in terms 
el international Relations, arid those most at risk. It is during times like ~hese that the International Human Rights framework is ~ested in a way like never before. Raising new 
questions such as how far should National Financial or Economic failings be allewed to influence the Universality of access to fundamental rights? The London International 
Human Rights Congress will discuss the challenges and opportunities which arise in the quest to protect Human Rights in the 21st Century. 
Conference Participants >> 
The conference is open to applications from diplomatic and political representatives, civil society practitioners, young professionals, students and scholars, private sector 
figures, journalists, and other interested .stakehok]em in international relations from across the world. 

To apply please visit: 

http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.ql.qphdindex.php?en bihrc-2011 application-form 

The hrstitute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-prefit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in i3erlin, Germany. The geal ef the ICD is to promete 

global peace and stability by strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that Iacilitate interaction among individuals of all cultural, academic, arid professional backgrounds, from 
across the world. 

Previous Events 
Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include ~he International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin, May 1 lth-15th 2011 - ~:i_c_’__d_: 
intemationalsymposium.org), which hosted The Hon. Lucinda Creighton - Minister of European Aftaim of Ireland; The Hon. Michael Chertoff - Former United States 
Secretary of Homeland Security: The Hon. Rexhep Meidani - Former President of Albania: The Hon. Senator Tim Hutchinson - Former United States Senator from 
Arkansas; The Hon. Judge Theodor Meron - Former President of ~he International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia; The Hon. Yasar Yakis - Former Foreign 
Minister of Turkey 
In Match 2011 the ICD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress 2011 (Berlin, March 9th - 12th 2011 --- ~wwv.biec.de ), which hosted The Hon. Nahas Angula - 
Prime minister of Namibia; The Hon. Jean-Paul Adam - Foreign Minister of the Republic of Seychelles: The Hon. Alberto Jose Guevara Obregon - Minister of Finance of 
Nicaragua; The Hon. AI imam AI Sadig AI Mahdi - Former Pdme minister of Sudan; The Hon. Akua Sena Dansua - Minister for Toudsm of Ghana; and The 
Edmund Bartlett o Minister of Tourism of Jamaica. 
Please address any additional queries to info@culturaldiplomacy.or9 
VVe look forward to seeing you in London. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Fioor/Hochhaus) 



Kurf’~rstendamm 207-8 Beriin, Germany- I07i9 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2:560-7680 

Fax: 0049.(0)302360-76811 
.v__~_v__~_v__~._c___u_[t__u_ L~ [_d_ j P_ j__o__m__ ~_c__y_~ _o__r~q 

info@cultureldiplomacy.or9 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - click here 

Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the leD on Twitter - click here 
Become a member of the ~CD and he~ ~;reate a etron~ ~.~u~tara~ Dipfomaey ~;ommunity - click here 

This e-mail cen~ins privileged arid confiden[iai infermation intended only 

for the use of the individual or e~tiby named above, if the ~eader of this 

e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 

~oi routing i~ to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or lot’,�’aiding of ~his e--mail is strictly 

p~ohibited if you have received this e-mail it., erro~, please reply to the 

sender of such end deiete the e-mail in i~ entirety. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 10:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: External for a doctoral thesis? 

Hi Eunice: 

I now have the word from the Chair of Graduate Studies in the Political Studies department to invite you to serve as the External Examiner for Marcel Nelson’s Ph D thesis, on the 

FTAA negotiations from a neo-Gramscian perspective. This is not an ’official’ invite (paper work from the various offices to follow), but it is ’licensed’, and once confirmed between 

you and me (as supervisor), the formal materials will follow. 

We’re looking at a narrow window of dates, preferably Jan 17 or 18, likely in the afternoon. Would it be possible for you to keep these two dates open for a visit to Kingston? 

We have all too slim resources in these neoliberal times, but we can offer you 51200 for your costs, including travel and accommodation. This includes 5500 from the University, 

and 5700 from my research account. I hope this will be satisfactory but do let me know. 

Meantime, Marcel and I are meeting today to go over the final edits. Thanks soooo much for this! And it will be great to see you in January! 

Abbie 

Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 

Head of Department of Gender Studies 

Professor of Political Studies 

Mackintosh-Corry Hall, Rm. D-506 

Queen’s University 

Kingston, Ontario 

Canada K7L 3N6 

TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 

E-mail: bakana @queensu.ca 

From: Abigail Bakan <j           @gmail.com> 

Date: Fri, 14 Oct 201:1 10:02:53 -0400 

To: Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca> 

Subject: Fwd: External for a doctoral thesis? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Abbie Bakan < @gmail.com> 

Date: Fri, Sep 16, 2011 at 8:20 PM 

Subject: Fwd: External for a doctoral thesis? 

To: bakana <bakana@queensu.ca> 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Date: Thursday, September 15, 2011 

Subject: External for a doctoral thesis? 

To: Abigail Bakan <           @~mail.com> 

Of course anything for you wonderful colleague ! 

How about an early January date or 2nd week of December? I may be in Durban for a conference the first week of December hence this suggestion. 

In solidarity and in haste, Eunice 

From: Abigail Bakan [           @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:24 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: External for a doctoral thesis? 

Hi Eunice: 

I have an excellent PhD student, Marcel Nelson, who has just completed a revised draft (the penultimate draft) of his dissertation, on the topic of the decline of the FTAA 

negotiations as a moment of a crisis of authority associated with US hegemony in Latin America. This is an informal note, to see if you would be willing to serve as external 

examiner, and come to Kingston for the exam. 

There is no date set, but we are likely looking at around the first week in December (with the aim of tying this up before the end of term). If the date is a challenge, let me know 



and we could accommodate. Marcel has used your ’world orders’ book and I think you would really like this thesis. If: this is an option, there are funds for travel and accommodation 

(up to a measly amount -- 5500) which would cover costs only (l’m sorry there is no honourarium !). BUT...you and I could get a bit of a visit (yeah!!)... Do you th nk this might work? 

Best and soon, 

Abbie 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <~bakana@queensu.ca> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 10:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: External tbr a doctora~ thesis? 

Excellent. They like a window of two days, can we put 18 as preference, 
and 17 or 19 as an alternative, ?’our choice? 

Abbie 

On 11-10-14 10:20 AM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Dear Abbie, 
> 
>No problem. The 18th would work Iicom this end. 
> 

>Cheers, 
>Eunice 
> 

> 

>From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu ca] 
>Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 10:11 AiVl 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>SubJect: FW: External for a doctoral thesis? 
> 

>Hi Eunice: 
> 

>I now have the word from the Chair of Graduate Studies in the Political 
>Studies department to invite you to serve as the External Examiner :[’or 
>Marcel Nelson’s Ph D thesis, on the FTAA negotiations from a 
>neo-Gramscian perspective. This is not an ’oi%icial’ invite (paper work 
>from the various oi%ices to follow), but it is ’licensed’, and once 
>confirmed between you and me (as supervisor), the fonna[ materials will 
>follo~v. 
> 

>We’re looking at a narrow window of dates, pre[‘erably Jan 17 or 18, 
>likely in the afternoon Would it be possible for you to keep these two 
>dates open for a visit to Kingston? 
> 

>We have all too slim resources in these neoliberal times, but we can 
>offer you $1200 [’or your costs, including travel and accommodation. This 
>includes $500 from the Universi~’, and $700 from my research account I 
>hope this will be satisfactory but do let me know 
> 

>Meantime, Marcel and I are meeting today to go over the final edits. 
>Thanks soooo much for thist And it will be great to see you in Januaryt 
> 

>Abbie 
> 

>Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 
>Head of Departraent of Gender Studies 
>Professor of Political Studies 
>Mackintosh-Corly Hall, Rm. D-506 
>Queen’s University 
>Kingston, Ontario 
>Canada K7L 3N6 
> 

>TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 
>E-mail: bakana@queensu, ca 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>From: Abigail Bakan 
><a            ~gmail.com<mailto:            ~&gmail.com>> 
>Date: Fri, 14 Oct 2011 10:02:53 -(3400 
>To: Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca<mailto:bakana(g~caueensu.ca>> 
>Subject: Fwd: External for a doctoral thesis? 
> 

> 

> 

Fot~a~arded message .......... 
>From: Abbie Baka~ }gmail.com 
>Date: Fri, Sep 16, 2011 at 8:20 PM 
>Subject: F~vd: External for a doctoral thesis? 
>To: bakana <bakana@queensu ca<mailto:bakana@queensu.ca>> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

For~varded message .......... 

>From: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Date: Thursday, September 15, 2011 
>Subject: External for a doctoral thesis? 
>To: Abigail Bakan <           @gmail.com<mailto: 

?~gmail.com>> 

@gmail corn>> 



> 

> 

> 

>Of course anything for you wonderful colleague[ 
> 

>How about an early January date or 2rid week of I)ecember? ! may be in 
>Durban for a conference the first week of December hence this suggestion. 
> 
>In solidarity and in haste, Eunice 
> 
>Froru: Abigail Bakan 
>[          ~gmail.coru<mailto           (~gruail.com>] 
>Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:24 AM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Subject: External for a doctoral thesis? 
> 

>Hi Eanice: 
> 

>I have an excellent Pl-tD student, Marcel Nelson, who has just completed a 
>revised draft (the penultiruate draft) of his dissertation, on the topic 
>of the decline of the FTAA negotiations as a moruent of a crisis of 
>authority associated with US hegeruony in Latin Aruerica. This is an 
>irtformal note, to see if you would be willing to serve as external 
>examiner, and come to Kingston for the cxaru. 
> 

>There is no date set, but we are likely- looking at around the first week 
>in December (with the aim of ~ing this up before the end of term). If 
>the date is a challenge, let me kmow and we could accormnodate. Marcel has 
>used yo~tr ’world orders’ book and I thirtk you would really like this 
>thesis. If this is an option, there are f~mds for travel and 
>acconm~odation (up to a measly amo~mt -- $500) which would cover costs 
>only (rra sorry there is no honourarium!). BUT~you and I could get a bit 
>of a visit (yeah! !)~ Do you thirtk this might work? 
> 

>Best and soon, 
> 

>Abbie 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Anth 

Thank you so much for your help. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:52 AM 
To: 
Cc: Jal~ken, Keemeth 
Sulzject: RE: Anth 

Dear 

Professor Kenneth Janken is no;v the Director of Undergraduate Studies in the Department of Aticican and Afro-Arnerican Studies. Please get in touch with him. I have copied him to this 
email 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

From: [ @live.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:20 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: 2ruth 

Dear Prufessur Sable, 
I emailed you a few weeks ago in regards to the duality ufmy 

as an Afri course. Thank you fur your time. 
Sincerely, 

cuurse 1 *w~s hoping we cuuld set up a tnne tu meet to discuss the pussibility uf cruss listing this course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Reminder - Exam 2 and additional extended ol]ice hours for the exam: INTS 

Hi Dr SaNe, 
Do we need to know Pogge Chapter 4? It is not in the exam outline but is in the syllabus. 
Rec~ards, 

From-" EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              6:40 AM 
Subject; Reminder - Exam 2 and additional extended office hours for the exam: INTS 

Dea~ All, 

Study guide: 

As I indicated in m~ email over the weekend, please note a study guide for F~-;am is available on Blackboard under a tblder tiffed, 1NTS 

The required materials are the lectures and readings linked to the highlighted themes. 

Addilional extended office hours for file exam: Friday 9.00ran- 11.00am. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 

-Exam 2(, 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~live.unc.edu> 
Friday,               1:03 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Decolonizing Feminisms - October 

Please join us for two important events: 

Thursday.                 ;:30-7:30 pm, a public lecture with Dr. Yuderk~ls Espinos& a Latin American feminist farm the Dominican Republic, at the forefi~om of 

important processes of rethinking feminism and activism on the continent. Her talk, "The political and theoretical challenges of Latin-~kme~ican femhtisrns in the 
present", will be in Spanish with English translation. 

Friday                 ,9:30-4:30, a public workshop entitled "Decolon~ing Feminisms: Maps and Genealogies ti~m Latin America and Beyond." 

Dr. Espinosa is part of autonomous and lesbian movements in Latin America; she is a coordinator of the project "Colonialidad, dependencia y rupturas epistemoltgicas 

en los feminismos latinoamericanos" in The Universi~ of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Dr. Espino~ is aJso the coordinator of Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudios, 

Fom~acidn y Accidn Feminis~ (GLEFAS). 

[ i:~i image.png 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg0:[ as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30087627-4:[40465,0c3d4556662f6045bfd36:[b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <’bakan@queensu.ca> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 1:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: External tbr a doctora~ thesis? 

Excellent Jan 18 or 19. More details to follo~v’. 

Abbie 

On 11-10-14 10:31 AM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 

> 

>19th as alternative would be great Abbie 
> 

>Cheers, 
>Eumce 
> 

>From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu ca] 
>Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 10:26 AM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Subject: Re: External for a doctoral thesis? 
> 

>Excellent. The?- like a window of two days, can we put 18 as preference, 
>and 17 or 19 as an alternative, your choice? 
> 

>Abbie 
> 

>On 11-10-14 10:20 AM. "Sah[e, Eunice N" <eunice@emai[.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>>Dear Abbie, 
>> 

>>N0 problem The 18th would work from this end. 
>> 

>>Cheers, 
>>Eunice 
>> 

>> 

>>From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu ca] 
>>Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 10:11 AM 
>>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>>Subject: t’~&~: External for a doctoral thesis? 
>> 
>>Ill Eunice: 
>> 

>>I now have the word from the Chair of Graduate Studies in the Political 
>>Studies department to invite you to serve as the External Examiner for 
>>Marcel Nelson’s Ph D thesis, on the FTAA negotiations from a 
>>neo-Gramscian perspective. ’]’his is not an ’official’ invite (paper work 
>>front the various offices to follow), but it is ’licensed’, and once 
>>confirraed between you and me (as super, dsor), the formal materials will 
>>follow. 
>> 

>>We’re looking at a narrow window of dates, preferably Jan 17 or 18, 
>>likely in the afternoon. Would it be possible for you to keep these two 
>>dates open for a visit to Kingston? 
>> 

>>We have all too slim resources in these neoliberal times, but we can 
>>offer you $1200 for your costs, including travel and accormnodation. This 
>>includes $500 from the L-niversit-v, and $700 front my research account. I 
>>hope this will be satisfactolN but do let nre know-. 
>> 

>>Meantime, Marcel and I are meeting today to go over the final edits. 
>>Thanks soooo much for this! And it will be great to see you in JanualNt 
>> 

>>Abbie 
>> 

>>Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 
>>Head of Department of Gender Studies 
>>Professor of Political Studies 
>>Mackintosh-Cony Hall, Rm. D-506 
>>Queen’s Universi~" 
>>Kingston, Ontario 
>>Canada K7L 3N6 
>> 

>>TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 
>~--E-mail: bakana@queensu.ca 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>From: Abigail Bakan 
>>           @gmail com<mailto:~          @gmail.com>> 
>>Date: Fri, 14 Oct 2011 10:02:53 -0400 
>>To: Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca<mailto:bakana@queensu.ca>> 
>>Subject: Fwd: External for a doctoral thesis? 



Forwarded message .......... 

>>From: Abbie Bakan < ~gmail com<mailto: 

>>Date: Fri, Sep 16, 2011 at 8:20 PM 

>>Subject: Fwd: External for a doctoral thesis? 

>>To: bakana <bakana@queensu.ca<mailto:bakana@queensu ca>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Forwarded message .......... 

>>From: Sahle, Eunice N 

>>Date: Thursday, September 15, 2011 

>>Subject: External for a doctoral thesis’.’ 

>>To: Abigail Bakan < @gmaihcom<mailto:~ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Of course anything for you wonderful colleague! 
>> 

>>How about an early January date or 2nd week of December? I may be in 

>>Durban for a confcrence the first week of December hence this suggestion. 
>> 

>>In solidarity- and in haste, Eunice 
>> 

>>From: Abigail Bakan 

>>[          @gmaih com<mailto:          (~maih corn>] 

>>Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:24 AM 

>>To: Sahle, Eunice N 

>>Subject: External for a doctoral thesis’.’ 
>> 

>>Hi Eanice: 
>> 

>>I have an excellent PhD student, Marcel Nelson, who has just completed a 

>>revised draft (the penultimate draft) of his disseltation, on the topic 

>>of the decline of the FTAA negotiations as a moment of a crisis of 

>>authori~ associated with US hegemony in Latin America. This is an 

>>informal note, to see if you would be ~villing to serve as external 

>>examiner, and come to Kingston for the exam 

>> 

>>There is no date set, but ~ve are likely looking at around the first week 

>>in December (with the aim of tying this up before the end of term). If 

>>the date is a challenge, let me kno~v and we could accommodate Marcel has 

>>used your ’world orders’ book and I think you ~vould really like this 

>>thesis If this is an option, there are funds for travel and 

>>accommodation (up to a measly amount -- $500) which would cover costs 

>>only (I’m sorry there is no honourarium!). BUT you and I could get a bit 

>>of a visit @eah!!) Do you think this might work? 

>> 

>>Best and soon, 
>> 

>>Abbie 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

~)gmai].com >> 

~gmaih corn>> 



Flom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Ws]l Street Journs] Education Department <education@wsj.com> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 1:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

T~ out The Journal - for Free 

For a limited time, we a re offering you a ~[~@.~.~.~.~..~!:i~.!..~.."~!3~..~D.g.!:[~.~3~.. 
You’ll receive the print Journal every weekday, plus unlimited access to the 
Online Journal. 
The Wall Street Journal now provides more politics coverage than ever, 
making it an ideal complement to your Political Science textbook. Plus, our 
Education program makes it easy for you to integrate our content into your 
curriculum. 
With the Journal-in-Education program, you’ll: 

Save time with our faculty-developed tools and integration ideas. 

Engage students and promote debate with The Journal’s reliable 

coverage of U.S. and World events. 

Keep courses fresh with a daily supply of new material and 

information. 

When your students subscribe, they’ll receive The Journal in print, online and 
via smartphone. Plus, students pay the lowest rate - 75% off regular 
rates! 

~ out The Jo~Jrt~al for free for 4 weeks and see for yourself how The 
Journal will provide you and your students with relevant, real-world content 
for your classes. 

The Wall Street Journal Education Department 
200 Burnett Road 

Chicopee, MA 0:~020 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages farm this sender, please 

click on the tbllowing e-mail link mad send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here IS, .............................................. 

You roll receive one additions] eqnail ~nessage confirming your remove]. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Smdies@emaikunc.edu 

Friday, October 14, 2011 3:52 PM 

For CIAS l~acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] 1~2S Am~ouncement 

In order to support PCS, I am organizing a fundraiser. The Furlow Fund is a UNC org that provides financial support for PCS, creating a sustainable way to have Palestinian 

healthcare providers care for Palestinian children.. I hope you can attend this event and also was wondering if you could share the link with your students and others in the 

community who you think might be interested in joining us~ Details of the event can be found and tickets can be purchased online at: 

~.t.t..p.~:.~L~.~m.~.u.~c...aJL~.~J~.a.~t.~t~..~m~..f~:tc..:.~..r~L~L~. 

It will be on October 17th at 6 pm at the FedEx Atrium. Tickets are .~10 when purchased online prior to event day, 520 when purchased online or at the door on event day. We will 

be having live music, a Mediterranean food buffet, and a silent auction. We hope that it will be a lot of fun and also raise a lot of money to treat kids in Palestine with craniofacial 

anomalies. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @gm~il.com> 

Friday, 5:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Chapter-with more mignolo 

African Literature as Border Thinldng.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I cm out most of the Quijano and developed Mignolo a little move (not too much though, I started to add mo~e of the complefities in the Latin American context that he 

develops, but it seemed irrelevant and like a bit of a distraction), but its at least more pw~minently centered. I also added a couple endnotes ofbio and a Petals of Blood 

plot summ~w. 

Let me know what you think. 

Have a great weekend, and break. Oh and thanks ibr inviting me to the talk last night, it w~s veD’ educational ibr me. 

Best, 

Oh, also, we haven’t talked about this much recently, but just wanted to let you know that I’m still worldng on the master bib for the urban citizenship project, is it 

alright ifI get that to you by Thursday morning? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday,                8:11 PM 

New Mes~ge Posted to The University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill by. 

Location: AFRI101.990.FA11 > Forums > AFPd 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 8 > Dr. Sable - Lesson 8 - Commem 

Author: ~ 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 8 - Comment 

Message Posted On: Fri      20:11:09 EDT 

Get plenty of rest, drink lots offluids,~J~d get well soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, October 15, 2011 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Egypt’s Military Expands Power, Raising Alarms 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ......................................................................... 
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TOP NEWS 

Egypt’s Military Expands 
Power, Raising Alarms 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A growing nmnber of lawyers and 
activists are questioning the willingness 
of the Egyptian nfilitary to ultinmtely 
subnfit to civilian authority. 

Bishop Indicted; Charge Is 
Failing to Report Abuse 
ByA. G. SULZBERGER and LAURIE 
GOODSTEIN 

The indictment of Robert Finn is fl~e 
first of a Romma Catholic bishop in the 
25 years since the scandal over sexual 
abuse by priests first became public in 
the United States. 

¯ . Times Topics: Catholic Church Sex Abuse 

Cases 

For Perry, Lobbyist Is a Take- 
No-Prisoners Ally 
By JAY ROOT, ROSS RAMSEY and JIM RUTENBERG 

Within a few square blocks around the Texas Capitol, Mike Tourney is respected and feared for lfis keen 
intellect, tough political tactics mad relationship with Rick Perry. 

’- Perry Promises Increased Drilling and Decreased Regulation 

More on Rick Perry From The Texas Tribune 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecL&~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We will keep the power until we have a president." 

MAJ. GEN. MAHMOUD HEGAZY, of Egypt, speaking of the nfilitary. 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Bill 

Cunningham I 



The erogenous zone of present-day 
fashion is the shoe. Guests put some of 
the amazing variety in the spotlight at 
the recent New York and Paris shows. 

OPINION 

Should Insurers 
Pay for Eating 

Disorders? 
Residential programs’ 
effectiveness is in doubt. 
Their steep price is not. 

~ _~. Post a Comment 
New iPhone conceals sheer 
magic 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Photos taken with the new iPhone 

Siri, can you hear me? 

WORLD 

Citizens’ Testing Finds ao Hot Spots Around Tokyo 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Radiation from tlae Fukuslfima Daiichi nuclear power plant may have spread to places where Japan’s 
government hasn’t even thought to look. 

British Defense Minister Resigns 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

Liana Fox resigned on Friday after days of searing headlines about revelations tlaat he had given a close 
friend extensive access to his official activities. 

Armed U.S. Advisers to Help Fight African Renegade Group 
By THOM SHANKER and RICK GLADSTONE 

President Obama said tlae deplo3anent to Africa was meant to help regional forces combat tlae Lord’s 
Resistance Army, which has terrorized villagers in at least four eotmtries. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Gas Boom Aids Pennsylvania, but Some Worry Over the Risk 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

A "gas rush" is revitalizing parts of rural Pennsylvania. But it has had ill effects - on drinking water, roads 
and housing - and prompted worries about the long term. 

Tackling High Infant Mortality Rates Among Blacks 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Nationally, black babies are twice as likely as white infants to die before age 1. In Pittsburgh, where tlae racial 
disparity is even sharper, health officials face mmay hurdles. 

-’ Graphic: Racial Disparities in Infant Mortality 

Police Clear Camp of Offshoot Demonstrators in Denver 
By DAN FROSCH and KIRK JOHNSON 

At a Colorado offshoot of tim Occupy Wall Street movement, tim police met little resistance, tlaough two 
dozen arrests were made. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In Private, Wall St. Bankers Dismiss Protesters as Unsophisticated 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ and ERIC DASH 



As the demonstrations grow, the different worldviews of bankers show the wide chasms that have opened 
over who is to blame for econonffc nmlaise. 

None of the Above 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

The most important docmnent for detelanining financial aid for college is a folan that recognizes only 
heterosexual nmrriage. 

, ~ Post a Comment 

" Graphic: Same-Sex Parents and Paying for College 

G-2O Seeks Broader Solution for Europe Debt Crisis 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

Finance nffnisters meeting in Paris faced new hurdles after ratings agencies issued warnings about European 
banks. 

,’ DealBook: A Call for a Write-Down on Irish Debt 

, ~ Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

CARDINALS 7, BREWERS 1 
Cardinals Don’t Waste Off Night by Brewers 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Cardinals took a 3-2 series lead after the Brewers botmced and bobbled the baseball around the 
diamond. 

". Box Score I Inning by Inning 

’: Brewers’ Hairston Haunts La Russa, His Father’s Favorite Manager 

In Year aa as a Tiger, Finding Life After Toledo 
By JOANNE C. GERSTNER 

Brandon Inge did not quit when he was sent to the nffnors; now he is hitting .333 in the postseason. 

Bats: Both Sides Say They Don’t Feel the Pressure 

¯ On Baseball: Riding a Horse as Far as He’ll Go 

Unflinching Underdog Working on an Upset 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Heidelberg heads into its annual meeting with Mount Union, wlffch has won lO national titles in the past 17 
years, with tmusual optinffsm. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Reckless in Seduction, if Not Onstage 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Michael Grandage, in his Metropolitan Opera debut, gave a tastefully safe staging of "Don Giovanni" after 
losing his lead, the Polish baritone Mariusz Kwieeien, to injury. 

. ArtsBeat: Mariusz Kwiecien Set to Return to Met Stage 

Greece’s Big Debt Drama Is a Muse for Its Artists 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

While Greece is grappling with its past and is increasingly tmcertain about its future, the present is a 
wonderful moment of inspiration for the eotmtry’s artists. 

o ~ Slide Show 

THE TV WATCH 
Among the Lectures, a Bit of Shtick 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Rosie O’Donnell’s new talk show, wlffch begma tiffs week on OWN, sticks out on the network because it is 
colorftfl and spontm~eous. 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

Of Parties, Prose and Football 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

In Oxford, Miss., where Fatflkner wrote and Archie Manning played, visitors can walk among legends, and 
eat fabulously while doing so. 

" Slide Show: Faulkner’s Ole Miss 

36 Hours in Quebec City 
By NOAH ROSENBERG 

One of the oldest cities in North America, Quebec City, with its revitalized parks and gleaming ctfltural 
centers, has emerged from the long shadow of its popular neighbor, Montreal. 

" Video: 36 Seconds in Quebec City I Slide Show 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Fine-Tuning Your Flight Search 
By SUSAN STELLIN 

Web sites are moving away from the one-size-fits-all approach to booking a flight. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Britain’s Self-Inflicted Misery 
Deficit reduction based on fiscal austerity has led to a flat-lining economy in Britain. It is the wrong strategy 
for Britain, and for the United States. 

EDITORIAL 

G.O.P. vs. the Environment 
House Republicans keep pomading at the nation’s bedrock protections, even including basic clean air mad 
clean water laws. 

EDITORIAL 
Selective Prosecution in Ukraine 
The jail sentence imposed on Yulia Tyanoshenko, the former prime minister of Ukraine, reeks of Soviet-style 
political revenge. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A New Pakistan Policy: Containment 
By BRUCE O. RIEDEL 

It is time for the United States to move to a policy of containment in Pakistma, which will mean a more 
hostile relationslfip. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Bleakness of the Bullied 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Bullying isn’t just a harnfless game, it can be a deadly one, and we need to be renfinded of that eoustantly. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Here’s the Herminator 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Readers, readers everywhere. At this week’s meeting of the Presidential Primary Book Club, we are 
discussing "Tlfis Is Hennma Cain!" 

, Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 15, 1964, it was announced that Soviet leader Nikita S. Khrushchev had been removed from office. 
He was succeeded as premier by Alexei N. Kosygin and as Communist Party secretary by Leonid I. Brezhnev. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_02~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 15, 2011 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-15-11 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Postero, Nancy Grey. 
Now ~ve are citizens : indigenous po 
CALL NO: F2230 2.G72 P67 2007 
BARCODE: 00026110976 
Davis Library DUE: 10-18-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER S~flYDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

F~x~ n 2 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I had written to you previously about the exam. rm getting really afraid because I don’t know which day I’ll be taking the exam. I’m trying to prepare as much as possible. I 
know I won’t be able to do the exam on Nonday. One of my classes may now be scheduled to meet at 4:30 rather than 5 at Duke so in order to watch a speaker, meaning I 
will have to leave a little earlier. Do you know if I can take the exam on Wednesday? I know you said you were busy on Wednesday to proctor the exam. Could I possibly take it 
after Fall Break? rm just getting a little worried because a definite day hasn’t been chosen. I understand how busy you may be. 

Thank you for everything! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ?}live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Exa~n 2 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I understand that both days may be very hectic and I’m sorry for pestering you with emails, rll just go ahead and take the exam on Tuesday with the rest of the class. I guess 
that makes more sense. I felt bad after sending you that long email. I’m sorry! I was freaking out a little. I might as well just go ahead and have three exams on Tuesday. I 
was just afraid to take it on Tuesday because of how much I had to do. Is that ok? 

Thank you! 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: Exam 2 

9:25 AN 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I had written to you previously about the exam. rm getting really afraid because I don’t know which day rll be taking the exam. I’m trying to prepare as much as possible. I 
know I won’t be able to do the exam on Nonday. One of my classes may now be scheduled to meet at 4:30 rather than 5 at Duke so in order to watch a speaker, meaning I 
will have to leave a little earlier. Do you know if I can take the exam on Wednesday? I know you said you were busy on Wednesday to proctor the exam. Could I possibly take it 
after Fall Break? rm just getting a little worried because a definite day hasn’t been chosen. I understand how busy you may be. 

Thank you for everything! 



From: < ?}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:13 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: RE: Exam 2 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I just saw this email about me taking the exam on Monday Thank you so much for responding’. I really appreciate it. I’m really sony for sending you that email earlier where I was extremely 
worried, rll come by to your office on Monday and take the exam. Disregard the other email. 

Thank you so much for everything’. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:54 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Fxam 2 

Dear 

Your make-up exam 2 is now scheduled for Monday 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

at 11 00am-12.30pm. As per university rules, bring the Official Examination book to my oftice 

From: [ @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:25 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: Exam 2 

tIi Professor Sahle, 

I had written to you previously about the exam. I’m getting really afraid because I don’t know which day I’ll be taking the exam I’m trying to prepare as much as possible. I know I won’t be 
able to do the exam on Monday One of my classes may now be scheduled to meet at 4:30 rather than 5 at Duke so in order to watch a speaker, meaning I will have to leave a little earlier. Do 
you know if I can take the exam on Wednesday? I know you said you were busy on Wednesday to proctor the exam Could I possibly take it after Fall Break? I’m just getting a little worried 
because a definite day hasn’t been chosen. I understand how bus?" you may be 

Thank you ~2~r everything! 



From: < ~email.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Saturday, 10:33 AM 

To: 

Subject: this week: GEOG 

’][’he amount if reading this week is tnore than I had intended. You may drop the Grossbe~g chapter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Monday - Extended office hours: 1NTS 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

3[ was wondering what the format of the exam would be. For example, how many questions and whether it’ll be entirely short answer. 3[ feel like you may have said that it is 
entirely short answer and there will be no essays but 3[ wasn’t sure. 

Thank you! 3[ hope you’re doing well. 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday,               5:02 PM 
Subject= Monday - Extended office hours: INTS 

Deax All, 

This is to confirm that I will hold additional extended office hours on Monday. Here axe flae details: 

9.30am-12.00pm, Room 302 Battle Hall. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Monday - Extended office hours: 1NTS 

Hi Professor, 

Sorry, I had another question. As I was going over Wettstein’s readings (which were extremely long!), I was wondering exactly how you would test us on his views because I 
feel like he is asking more questions than answering questions. Will you be asking us exactly what he is asking? 

Thank you! 

From-" 

Sent: Sunday, 8:25 PM 
To-" EUNICE N Sahle 
Subject-" RE: Monday - Extended office hours: INnS 

Hi Professor Sable, 

I was wondering what the format of the exam would be. For example, how many questions and whether it’ll be entirely short answer. I feel like you may have said that it is 
entirely short answer and there will be no essays but I wasn’t sure. 

Thank you! I hope you’re doing well. 

From-" EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,               5:02 PM 
Subject: Monday - Extended office hours: INTS 

Dear All, 

TNs is to confirm that I roll hold additional extended office hours on Monday. Here are the details: 

9.30am-12.00pm, Room 302 Battle Hall. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:40 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North C~xolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI .FA > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 8 - Comment 

Message Posted On: Sun      22:40:20 EDT 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 8 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 8 - Commem 

Hope you’re feeling better!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:05 PM 

SaNle, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

RE: Monday - Extended ott~ce hours: 1NTS: 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I plan on visiting during your office hours soon and would love to meet with you in the morning but am out of town and can’t get back until late tomorrow 

afternoon. Until I am able to sit down with you, I wonder if you can give me any advice on preparing for the exams? 

I feel that I am able to grasp all of the concepts I have read about but I struggle to cover and retain all of the reading. I have met with a study group and 

found that helpful but was very unsatisfied with my first exam grade and still feel that I have a long way to go before I reach my full potential for this class. 

Any advice at all would be greatly appreciated! 

Thanks so much! 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,               5:02 PM 
Subject: Monday - Extended office hours: INIS 

Dealt All, 

This is to coniinn that I will hold additional extended office hours on Monday. Here aace the details: 

9.30am-12.00pm, Room 302 Battle Hall. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: < @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 1:04 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: F~am 1 return 1NTS 

Hk this is        from INTS    i believe i lb~got to retrieve mYfirst exam; is them at~y wW that y°u c°uld bring it t° y°nr °ffice h°urs in the re°ruing s° that 1 cm~ 

pick it up’? i nnders~and if you can’t, since I should have been reviewing it before this point anyway .... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 3:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Tensions Flare as G.I.’s Take Fire Out of Pakistan 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines October 17, 2Oll 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ 

~M#~ornize~ctav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Te~Mons P’la~’e as G,i,’s Take                           ~ 

Hre Out of Pakistan 

An increase in rocket fire into Mghanistan fi’om Pakistani territory has fed suspicion and 
resentment among American troops. 

Big Cash Edge Powers Obama in Dei’ve for ’~2 

President Obama has spent as much as the Republicans have raised thus far. 

~r] The 2012 M,aney Race: Compare the Presidential Candidates 

V~h-eless Users VVill Get Alei-is on Excess Use 
i.::., f.i.w/.f.L/’:’/Y/.T 
Wireless carders have been losing good will with nsers bitter abont the sometimes exorbitant 
charges resulting fi’om ovetaise of what has become a eonsnmer staple -the eellphone. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s ~ot e~ou.qh crime now. Bat i~ comes and goes, a~d @e.~’re a~w~gs goi~g to be #nuckleheads 

s~eMh~g phones." 

ROgERT WESTON, a Bvon>; man who finds "fillers" to aceompany the snspeet in po[iee lineups, on 

a slowdown in demamL 

Dedlcatkm of the 

A dedication ceremony, which ended 
with a speech by President Obama, 
took the audience back through 48 
years of history, to 1963 and a 
defining moment for the civil rights 
movement, when Dr. King led the 
Mareh on Washington and gave his "I 
tiave a Dream" speech on the steps of 
the Lincoln Memorial. 

OPINION 

RCXDIVl FOR DEBATE 
Fewer Babies, for 

As Enropean, Chinese 
and American women 
have fewer children, is 
the global economy endangered? Or is this easing the bnrden on a crowded planet? 

As nimble on court as 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Wreaking havoc with other people’s money 

WORLD 

Iseae~ Releases Names of 477 PHso~ees to Be Deeed i~ T~-ade 

lsrael released the names of the first Palestinian prisoners whom it will exchange for a soldier held 
by Hamas. Most have been convicted of manslaughter, attempted murder or intentionally causing 
death. 



i.::,, ":..i :.’v :. ,i 

Franqois Hollande, a lawyer and eareer politieian, defeated the [)arty leader. The ineumbent, 
President Nicolas Sarkozy, has yet to announee his candidaey. 

Kenya’s military stormed into Somalia on Sunday, sending hundreds of troops to battle the Shabab 
militant group. 

More VVorld News 

Pleas Unheeded as Shlde~ts’ U,S, Jobs Som’ed 

A group of exchange students sponsored by the State Department spent thousands of dollars to 
experience life in the United States, but what they got were arduous shifts in a factory and no help 
when they complained. 

A Dedicatio~ 1o Ki~g~ and tl~e "~ork Yet to Do 

The Martin Luther ~ng ar. memorial - a four-acre tract along the Tidal Basin that is anchored by 
an imposing granite statue of Dr. ~ng -is the result of more than two decades of work. 

~ Review: A Mirror of Greatness g;urred (Aug. 25) 

~ S~de Show: Dedicatb3n of the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial 

In Kansas City Chm-ches, T~ptoe]ng A~-onnd t|~e Latest Scandal 
~.::: ::’ :7: ’M. ..:.:!,. .:,i..i,: 

With news of eharges against Bishop Robert Finn and the diocese still fresh, priests sh~uggled on 
whether to broach the snbject, and how, in their sermons. 

BUSINESS 

i.:7 i.}A’¢ .: ’:.. # :. IF i.L D 
Amazon.eom, the online retailer, has long competed with bookstores; now it is starting to make 
deals with authors, bypassing the traditional publisher. 

Bal~ere{l, I~M Phxs Hopes on Next Wave of Devices 

Starting Tuesday, the company will hold its annual conference for software developers, to persuade 
them to build apps for new BlaekBen’ys and PlayBook tablets. 

DEALBOOK 

K~nder Morga~ to Buy El Paso for 82L ~ B~llh)n 

~nder Morgan said it would take over the E1 Paso CmDoration and become the nation’s biggest 
player in transporting oil and natural gas. 

More Busil~eSs News 

S P 0 RTS 

CARDINALS 12, BREWERS 6 

Cardinals Shag ’l’he~° "vVay Irrto "vVo~old Se~oles 

Game 6 of the National League series proved a manager’s delight, with 6 home runs in the first 
three innings, as St. Louis’ deeper relief propelled them past Milwaukee. 

~gox 
Score [ inning by inning 

~ Looking to Bury a Memory From 1999 

After Off-Season Rancor, Yoking Is Leadi~g Ra~gers Agai~ 

Michael Young, the longest-tenm’ed member of the Texas Rangers, set an example by adapting to 
his new role this season. 

}Vhe]do~ I~dy 500 %q~mer, Dies After 

Dan Wheldon died after his ear burst into flames in a wreck that involved ~4 others at the Las 
Vegas Indy 3oo. 

~The 
i.ede: Video of De~rJiy Race C~r Crash 

~ Post a Comment 

o Mo~e Sports News 



ARTS 

~When Appl~*~g the Pabst VVas Sp~,ead[ng the News 

.~q exhibition to open at the New-York Historical Soeiety on Nov. ~ delves into American taste in 

art during a crucial period from the ~83os through the 186os. 

EXHIBITION REv’IBN 

F’h~dh~ Avehh~mdes ~n the Shadows 

~ ancient volume of Archimedes, at one point used as a prayer book, is restored and on view at the 

Waiters Art Museum. 

DANCE REVIEW 

In the choreographer Sally Silvers’s "Prize Every Time" at Roulette in Brooklyn, performers had 3o 

minutes to create something and enact it. 

Mete Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

From Br~ta~n~ ItL~ Lego|a~d 

The Merlin Entertainments Group has six new or coming United States attraetions, sending a 

message to North America: We are eoming after you. 

R(~p*~bllcan Debates ~e a I-lot Ticket o~ TV 

~.h: U:~,: .:, ,~ :.:~ L ~ 7 
The early debates for the Republican [)residential nomination are garnering almost twiee as many" 

viewers as in 2007. 

Citigroup expected to sell the music company for $4 billion. But with fewer banks willing to finance 

bids, offers are said to be substantially less. 

o More Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Elizabeth Wam.er~’s Appeal 
By defending the government and the middle class, the leading Democratic candidate for a Senate 

seat in Massachusetts, is energizing voters. 

EDITORIAL 

A Sens~ble Path h~ 

Gov. Jerry Brown took a stand for immigrants’ rights and humane, sensible government when he 

signed several new bills into law. 

EDITORIAL 

U~reaso~able Strlp-Searches 
Unless there is a reason for suspicion, the Constitution requires that jails do searches in less 

intrusive ways. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Good News~ No, Reall)4 

Glimmers from the rest of the world. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Losh~g Their Immunity 

How dare the protesters criticize Wall Street? 

~ Coiumni;t Pat3e [ Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Hol[~-ood Dishonors the Bard 

A new movie mounts a troubling campaign to debunk Shakespeare. 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 17, 1931, mobster AI Capone was convicted of income tax evasion and sentenced to 11 years 
in prison. He was released in 1939. 



YOU received ~his message because you signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s I-{e~d~i~es newsletter. As ~ member of 

~he TRUSTe pdvacy program; we are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 9:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 

CB# 3942, R B. House Libra13z 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

10-17-11 09:23AM 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 

Taking root [videorecording] 
O VERDUE Media Resources Cent 00038123440 ....................... $9.00 

Global capitalism and the moral imperative / [videocassette] 
OVERDUE \ledia Resources Cent 00023428694 ....................... $9.00 

TOTALS18 00 

EUNK;E N SA[ tLE 
~,d~’RICAN & AFRICAN-~%/;ER STUDIES 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:ldg) 



From: < ~(}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subje~’t: RE: The Final F~xaan 

Dr. Sahle, 
I actually had to schedule an important doctor’s appointment for that Thursday anyway, so in my petition I focus on that need. Below- is my letter. 

Dear Dr Sahle, 
I am asking if I could please take my final exam ibr AFRI earl?-. It is currently scheduled for 12:00pm on Thursday, , but I have an important doctor’s appointment with my 
doctor in my home to;vn at 1:30pm that same day. Because I live three and a half hours from Chapel Hill there is no ;vay I can take the final and make the appointment. It is an important 
appointment that it would be vel5’ difficult to move so I am asking if I can please change the exam. 

I am a senior graduating on              and also getting married in Taking all of this into account I was wondering if it would be possible to move the final to Friday, 
I can assure you that this petition is only because of medical reasons and scheduling issues, I absolutely will not discuss the exam with any of my classmates Please let me 

know your decision as soon as possible. Thank you so much for working with me. 

Sincerely 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 10:56 Abl 
To: 
Sut~ject: Rt¢: The Final F.xam 

Dear 

l wil[ need to petition the (;hair on your behalf. Actually it is not the Department’s role, it ~s a campus wide rule that we were reminded of in the early part of the semester 

If you could write a letter addressed to me e×pIaining your circumstances that would be helplhl as l prepare the peution. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: Friday, 9:10 AM 
To: Sahle. Eunice N 
Subject: ~Ilne Final Exam 

Dear Professor Sable, 
I lneant to ask you about this yesterday after class, but I ]2~rgot. I know ]2~r AFRI you originally said we didn’t have an exam then because of the department you are now going to have 
to give us one. The problem is I am getung married in          and there are a lot of wedding things going on that week that I had already committed to attend (especially because I am the 
bride I kind of have to go to showers and things). So ! was wondering if there is any way that I could take the :final earl?’, maybe i the first day of exams I certainly wil[ not talk 
to anyone in the class about the exam and I wil[ be gone afierwards awway because rm graduating. I know this is a lot more work for you because you have to write the exam earlier than 
you would have had to, but I thought by maybe giving you notice so lhr in advance it might make it easier. Thank you so much ~2~r considering this, it would be a huge help. I hope you 
have a wonderful weekend! 
Siecerely 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VMI Center for Leadership and Ethics <VMICenterforLeadershipandEthics@vmi.edu~ 

Monday, October 17, 2011 1 : 16 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

LeadersNp - VMI Center for Leadership and Ethics - 5 & 6 March 2012 

Dear Colleague, 

On behalf of the Virginia Military Institute, I invite you to participate in a conference that will provide teachers, students, and administrators with the 
information and tools we need to tackle a critical issue in high schools and on college campuse& 

"Lying, Cheating & Honor in America’s High Schools, Colleges, and Universities," the second biennial Virginia Military Institute Leadership Conference, will 
take place on 5 & 6 March 2012. 

As I am sure you know cheating in America’s classrooms has become an epidemic. Researchers estimate that 60% of high students cheated on a test in 
the past year and one-third plagiarized from the internet. A great deal of research indicates there is no "cheater profile" and that students cheat for a variety 
of reasons. A combination of teacher and student behaviors has been shown to reduce the incidence of cheating. And, unless the students take ownership 
and become involved, the likelihood of curbing the problem is limited. 

Among the topics that will be discussed in depth at the conference are: 

¯ Why do students cheat? When does it begin? 
° How does toleration by parents and other students affect the problem? 
° How does technology affect student behavior with regard to cheating? 
. What is the role of Honor Codes and how can they be strengthened? 
¯ What tools do faculty and staff need to make student honor a priority? 
° How can honor be promoted across America’s high schools and universities? 

Keynote speakers, include: 

¯ David Callahan, author, The Cheating Culture 
. James B. Stewart, author, Tangled Webs: How False Statements are Undermining America and Den of Thieves 
. 2010 U.S. Army Medal of Honor Winner, Salvatore Giunta 

The Virginia Military Institute is located in Lexington, Virginia, a beautiful college town in the Shenandoah Valley, a three-hour drive from Washington, DC. 
The area is filled with scenic and historic treasures. 

For more information or to register on-line, please visit .w..~v..~.m...j~.e.~.d.~.u../.~.e...a...d...e...r..s...h.~[p..~.~.~.n.~f..e..r..e.~.n.~.c.~.e... 

With best wishes from the Institute, 

S.J. Rabern, Ph.D. 
US Navy (Retired) 
Director, VMI Center for Leadership and Ethics 
www.vmi.edu!cle 

If you do not wish to receive any more information about the VMI Leadership Conference, please unsubscribe here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ivea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Meeting and AFAM Department 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I inset wanted to follow up with you this week to see if yon were perhaps available Wednesday morning at 9:00a to meet and go over developmems ruth my thesis. If 

yon cannot because of fall break or other obligations, I can send yon the written work I’ve begun and we cma discuss it in person after break. Again I apologize for the 

hectic day I had on Friday which caused me to miss onr scheduled meeting. 

I al~ wanted get your feedback on some initiatives other students and I have begun regarding the AFAM depextment. If you have a moment in the next couple of days, 

I hope it’s okay ifI stop by. 

Best, 

Class of 
History a~d African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve ,rything that has substantive 
signific~lce and to resist the temptation of imposing our own lattei~ day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Mmming Marable 



From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Subje~’t: RE: The Final ExaJn 

Dr. Sahle, 
I’m sorlT but I don’t kno~v who the chair of the department is now, who am I supposed to send the petition to? 
Thanks 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: The Final Exam 

I:04PM 

Dear 

Send the letter pertaining the petition without the introductory paragraph. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: RE: r,[]ae Final Exam 

12:52 PM 

Dr. Sable, 
I actually had to schedule an important doctor’s appointment :[’or that Thursday anyway, so in my petitinn I focus on that need Below is my letter. 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I am asking if I could please take my final exam fi~r AFRI early. It is currently scheduled for 12:00pm on Thursday, but I have an important doctor’s appointment with my 
doctor in my home town at 1:30pro that same day. Because I hve three and a half hours from Chapel Hill there is no way I can take the final and make the appointment It is an important 
appointment that it would be very difficult to move so I am asking if I can please change the exam. 

I am a senior graduating on              and also getting married in          . Taking all of this into account I was wondering if it would be possible to move the final to Friday, 
I can assure you that this petition is only because of medical reasons and scheduling issues, I absolutely will not discuss the exam with any of my classmates. Please let me 

know your decision as soon as possible. Thank you so much for working with me. 

Sincerely 

From: Sahle, F.unice N 
Sent: Friday, 10:56 AM 
To: 
SubJect: RE: rI1qe Final Exam 

Dear i 

I will need to petition the Chair on your behalf. Actually- it is not the Department’s l~dle, it is a campus wide Pdle that we were reminded of in the early palt of the semester. 

If you could write a letter addressed to me explaining your circumstances that would be helpful as I prepare the petition. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Froth: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: The Final Exam 

9:10 AM 

Dear Professor Sable, 
I meant to ask you about this yesterday after class, but I forgot. I know for AFRI, you originally said we didn’t have an exam then because of the departrrlent you are now going to have 
to give us one. The problem is I am getting rrlamed in l         and there are a lot of wedding things going on that week that I had already conwnitted to attend (especially- because I am the 
bride I kind of have to go to showers and things). So I was xvondering if there is any xvay that I could take the final early-, maybe             , the first day of exams. I certainly will not talk 
to anyone in the class about the exam and I will be gone afterwards anyway because rm graduating. I know this is a lot more work for you because you have to write the exam earlier than 
you would have had to, but I thought by maybe giving you notice so far in advance it might make it easier. Thank you so much for considering this, it would be a huge help. I hope you 
have a ~vonderful ~veekend! 
Siecerels, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @livea~nc.edu> 

Monday, 8:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Meeting a~d AFAM Depaxtment 

actually have class then If you will not be in your office on Wednesday, I guess ~ve can meet after the break. 

Class of 
Histo~ and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preser~e evewthing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 
-Manning Marable 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihuaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:53 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting and AFAM Department 

Dear 

I will be in my office tolllorrow at 9.30am 

Elope to see you then. 
Dr. Sahle 

From [ @[ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:49 PM 
To: Sahle, Euince N 
Subject: Meeting and AFAM Department 

tIi Professor Sahle, 

I just wanted to follow up with you this week to see if you were perhaps available Wednesday morning at 9:00a to meet and go over developments with my thesis. If you cannot because of 
fall break or other obligations, I can send you the written work I’ve begun and we can discuss it in person after break Again I apologize for the hectic day I had on Friday which caused me 
to miss our scheduled meeting 

I also wanted get your feedback on some initiatives other students and I have begun regarding the AFAM department ~[’you have a moment in the next couple of days, I hope it’s okay if I 
stop by. 

Best, 

Class of 
History and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve evewthing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of iraposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Monday, 8:47 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 8 - Comment 
Message Posted On: Mon      20:47:06 EDT 

Dr. Sahle- 

Thanks tbr meeting with me last week! I really hope you get well soon! 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 8 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 8 - Commem 



From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Subje~’t: RE: The Final ExaJn 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I am asking if I could please take my final exam for AFRI early¯ It is currently scheduled for 12:00pm on Thursday, , but I have an important doctor’s appointment with my 
doctor in my home town at 1:30pm that same day. Because I hve tl~ree and a half hours from Chapel Hill there is no way I can take the final and make the appointment It is an important 
appointment that it would be ver,v difficult to move so I am asking if I can please change the exam. 

I am a senior graduating on               and also getting married in          . Taking all of this into account I was wondering if it ~vould be possible to move the final to Friday, 
¯ I can assure you that this petition is only because of medical reasons and scheduling issues, I absolutely will not discuss the exam ~vith an?- of my classmates. Please let me 

know- your decision as soon as possible. Thal~ you so much for working with me. 

Sincerely 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: The Final Exam 

8:47 PM 

Dear 

Just send it to me and then I will move :[’orward. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: Monday, 8:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Euince N 
SubJect: RE: ~I1qe Final Exam 

Dr. Sable, 
I’m sorry but I don’t know who the chair of the department is now, who am I supposed to send the petition to? 
Thanks 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:04 PM 
To: 
SubJect: RE: ~I1qe Final Exam 

Dear 

Send the letter pertaining the petition without the introductoiT paragraph. 

Sincerely 

Dr. Sahle 

Froln: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: RE: The Final Exam 

12:52 PM 

Dr. Sable, 
I actually had to schedule an impoltant doctor’s appointment for that Thttrsday anyway, so in ray petition I focus on that need. Beloxv is my letter¯ 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I am asking if I could please take 1W final exam for AFRI early¯ It is currently scheduled for 12:00pro on Thursday, , but I have an important doctor’s appointment with my 
doctor in my home town at 1:30pro that same day. Because I live ttuee and a half hours fiom Chapel Hill there is no way I can take the final and make the appointment. It is an important 
appointrnent that it would be very difficult to move so I am asking if I can please change the exam. 

I am a senior graduating on              and also getting married in Taking all of this into account I xvas wondering if it would be possible to move the final to Ffida¥ 
¯ I can assure you that this petition is only because of medical reasons and scheduling issues, I absolutely xvill not discuss the exam with any ofrny classmates. Please let me 

know- your decision as soon as possible¯ Thank you so much for working xvith me. 

Sincerely 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: The Final Exam 

10:56 AM 

Dear 

I will need to petition the Chair on your behalf. Actually it is not the Department’s role, it is a campus ~vide rule that we were reminded of in the early part of the semester. 



If you could write a letter addressed to me explaining your circumstances that would be helpful as I prepare the petition. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Fruml 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: The Final Exam 

9:10 AM 

[)ear Professor SaNe, 
I meant to ask you abuut this yesterday after class, but I :forgot I know :[’or AFRI you uriginally said we didn’t have an exam then because of the department you are nuw going tu have 
to g~ve us une. ’]’he prublem is ! am getting married in i         and there are a [ut ufwedding things going on that week that ! had alrea~dy committed to attend (especially because I am the 
bride I kind uf have to go to showers and things) So I was wundering if there is any way that I cuuld take the final early, maybe             , the first day of exams. I certainly will nut talk 
to anyune in the class abuut the exam and I will be gune afterwards anyway because I’m graduating I know this is a lut more work for you because yuu have tu write the exam earlier than 
yuu would have had tu, but I thuught by maybe giving you nutice su far in advance it might make it easier Thank yuu su much :[‘or cunsidering this, it would be a huge help I hope yuu 
have a wunderful weekend[ 
Siecerely 



From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:10 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Co: < ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: and :’s Group Project mtg. 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
Just sending you the short description of what and I discussed at our meeting for our group project. We met today instead of during class time tomorrow. 

We discussed some general trends that we noticed in the readings we were assigned; now the plan is to look more thoroughly at the readings and each find a few specific 

questions, points of disagreement, points of weakness in the argument, or things that are confusing and we need more background in, etc.. We are then going to meet when 
we get back from break and discuss what we came up with, compile our points and come up with some focus that we want to do more research on. Then we’ll move on from 
there. 

I hope this is what you were wanting from us. 

Thanks, 
and 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<, ~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Monday - Extended office hours: 1NTS 

Thank you, Dr. Sahle! I am feeling much better prepared for this exam. I have taken your advice and I so appreciate your encouragement! 

Sincerely, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: IVlonday, 6:59 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Monday -Extended office hours: INTS 

Dear 

I am glad to hear that you have meet ~vith a study group and you are feeling comfortable ~vith the material. 

Here are suggestions: 

1) Make sure you can articulate in your own words, the concepts from the readings by Sen, Pogge, Miller and others thinkers we have encountered. 
2) Review the lecture notes and other issues we discussed to see what I stressed in class. 
3)Write mock questions and try and answer them between now and the exam. This ~vill help yo internalize the material 

Hope this helps. On reaching yuur putential in the seminar, yuu taking the right steps by reading the material and also I am ver,f pleased with yuur participation in the class in the last few 
weeks. 

Keep up the goud work and muve forward believing that yuu’re ve~ capable of achieving the gunls yuu set [’or yuurself in the seminar[ 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: [ @live unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:04 PM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: RE: Monday - Extended office hours: ]NTS 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

plan on visiting during yuur Ufflce hours suon and wuuld love tu meet with you in the murning but am out uf town and can’t get back until late tumorruw afternoon Until I am able to sit 
duwn with you, I wunder if you can give me any advice un preparing :[’or the exams? 

I feel that I am able tu grasp all of the cuncepts I have read about but I struggle to cover and retain all uf the reading. I have met with a stu@ gruup and found that helpful but was very 
unsatisfied with my first exam grade and still feel that I have a long way to go be[ore ! reach my full potential for this class Any advice at all would be greatly appreciated! 

Thanks so much[ 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [etmice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday-,                 5:02 PM 
Subject: Monday - Extended office hours: INTS 

Dear All, 

This is to confirm that I will hold additional extended office hours on Monday. Here are the details: 

9.30am-12.00pro, Room 302 Battle Hall. 

Sincerely-, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S. Debated Cyberwarfare in Attack Plan on Libya 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... ¯ Toda.y.is...H.eadi.i.nes ......................................................................... 
~11~ ~’~’~ ~rk ~m~ October 18, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. Debated Cyberwarfare in 
Attack Plan on Libya 
By ERIC SCHMITT and THOM SHANKER 

Obama achninistration officials decided 
to use airstrikes to disrupt and disable 
the Qaddafi government in March, but 
only after a new kind of warfare was 
discussed. 

Massachusetts Tries to Rein 
in Its Health Cost 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH and KEVIN SACK 

After passing a landmark health bill, 
Massachusetts is now looking to become 
the first state to radically change the 
way health care providers are paid. 

Countless Grievances, One 
Thread: We’re Angry 
By MARC LACEY 

The Occupy protests across the country 
are marked by each city’s stew of circumstances mad grievances, but the protesters seem united in feeling 
that the system is stacked against them. 

" Slide Show: Occupy (Fill in the Blank) 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Peace activists, indigenous rights activists, immigrant activists - they’re all here. It may sound different to 

you but it’s all the same. We’re all stepping up and saying something ’s wrong." 

LIZ HOURICAN, a protester in Phoenix. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Occupy (Fill in the 
Blank) 
Occupy protests around 
the U.S. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
~ VIDEO: Stop the 
Keystone XL 
Robert Redford urges 
President Obama to 
oppose flae Keystone XL 
pipeline, wlfieh would deliver crude oil 
from Canada to refineries on flae Gulf 
Coast of Texas. 

Beauty as imperative 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Eco meets the economy 

The campus as runway 

rtytim:es,�o.m 

WORLD 

Israel and Palestinians Prepare to Swap Prisoners 
By STEPHEN FARRELL and ETHAN BRONNER 

Each side prepared Monday for the handover that will exad five years in captivity for one Israeli soldier, Gilad 
Shalit, and htmdreds of the Palestinians who have been held for much longer. 

American Held in Egypt as Israeli Spy Could Be Freed 
By ETHAN BRONNER and DAN BILEFSKY 

Ilan Grapel, an American law student from Queens, is expected to be released in the confing days in 
exchange for scores of Egyptians held in Israel. 

Somali Militants Threaten Kenya Over Cross-Border Troops 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The Kenyan nfilitary sent htmdreds of soldiers into Somalia over the weekend, mad the Shabab nfilitant 
group vowed to attack Kenya in retaliation. 

" Video: TimesCast I Kenya’s Military In Somalia 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Amish Renegades Are Accused in Bizarre Attacks on Their Peers 
By ERIK ECKHOLM and DANIEL LOVERING 

A splinter group has been blamed for hunfiliating other Amish by forcibly cutting their beards, shocking the 
insular community. 

G.O.P. Freshman’s Fiscal Message Clashes With His Finances 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and STEVEN YACCINO 

Representative Joe Walsh’s outspokenness and lfis financial troubles have annoyed House Republican 
leaders as they try to maintain seats in hard-fought districts. 

Eminent Domain Fight Has a Canadian Twist 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN and DAN FROSCH 

A Canadima company has drama criticism for threatening to take property from landomaers in the United 
States for a pipelhae that has not been approved. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Farmers Facing Loss of Subsidy May Get New One 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Farnfing is a very healthy business, spurring calls to end its large govermnent safety net. But some 



lawmakers wm~t to create a new program instead. 

DEALBOOK 
Banks Start to Make More Loans 
By ERIC DASH and BEN PROTESS 

Lending nmnbers suggest that while the economy remains fragile, the confidence of consmners and 
businesses nmy be more resilient thm~ experts had believed. 

Warming Revives Dream of Sea Route in Russian Arctic 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

As global wanning melts the polar ice sheet, shipping, fishing and nfining interests are looking to take 
advantage of flae newly accessible Arctic Ocean. 

’. Graphic: The Northeast Passage Opens Up 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

JETS 24, DOLPHINS 6 
Against a Winless Team, a Win Is a Win 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Mark Sanchez passed for 2Ol yards and Darrelle Revis retun]ed an interception lOO yards for a score as the 
Jets won for the first time in a month. 

" Box Score 

:’ Revis Dominates Matchup and Spoils Dolphins’ Plan 

Worries Circled Las Vegas Track Before a Pileup 
By JERRY GANNETT 

On Sunday, the mix of a fast track packed wifl~ drivers with nfillions of dollars on the line led to one of Indy 
ear’s worst crashes and the death of driver Dan Wheldon. 

," Video: TimesCast I Racetrack Safety 

Back Home, Known for a Tragedy, Not Successes 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

Dan Wheldon, who died Sunday at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway, was a star in IndyCar Racing who drew 
little attention in his native Britain. 

ARTS 

It Wasn’t a Wreck, Not Really 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Months after "Cars 2" drew many thmnbs down, its director, John Lasseter, discusses the criticism. 

’: Movie Review: ’Cars 2’ 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY OF STEVE JOBS’ 
Moral Issues Behind iPhone and Its Makers 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Mike Daisey delves into the lives of the workers in China, and the grim conditions there, as he raises 
questions about our support of products nmde in such conditions. 

, Interview: Mike Daisey 

After a Killing, Trying to Heal Through Theater 
By LARRY ROHTER 

The Freedom Theater students of Juliano Mer Khanfis, who was assassinated this year on the West Bank, are 
bringing an adaptation in Arabic of Samuel Beckett’s "Waiting for Godot" to the Miller Theater. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Not Such a Stretch to Reach for the Stars 
By KENNETH CHANG 



At a s)anposium on the government’s lOO-Year Starship Study, thoughts of traveling the cosmos were rooted 
in what’s possible. 

BOOKS ON SCIENCE 
Antarctic Odyssey, Through the Eyes of a Polar Pioneer 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Photographs of Robert Falcon Scott’s M~tarctic expedition of 191o-13, taken by Scott himself and recently 
discovered, have just been published. 

-’ ~ Photographs: Captain Scott’s Lost Photographs 

A CONVERSATION WITH JACK W. SZOSTAK 
From Telomeres to the Origins of Life 
By CLAUDIA DREIFUS 

After his work on telomeres, which won a Nobel Prize in 2009, Dr. Szostak took up a new challenge: 
tmderstanding the origins of life. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Republicans and Foreign Policy 
After a silence from the Republican presidential candidates on national security, they are now offering 
largely bad analysis and worse solutions. 

EDITORIAL 
Who Mailed the Anthrax Letters? 
New research raises doubts that investigators fotmd the perpetrator. Congress should conmfission an 
independent assessment to be sure there are no culprits still at large. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Test of Marriage Equality 
The Senate Judiciary Conmfittee took a step toward equality by planning a vote on whether to repeal the 
federal law that bars recognition of same-sex nmrdages. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
The Evangelical Rejection of Reason 
By KARL W. GIBERSON and RANDALL J. STEPHENS 

Evangelical Christianity need not be defined by the simplistic theology, cultural isolationism and stubbona 
anti-intellectualisna that most of the Republican candidates have embraced. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
We Can All Become Job Creators 
By JOE NOCERA 

Howard Schultz is back with Big Idea No. 2. With the help of Starbucks, we the people can do what 
government and the banks won’t: make loans to snmll businesses. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Dinner and Derangement 
By FRANK BRUNI 

At Romera New York, a new restaurant in Chelsea, blazers are optional, but straitjackets would be a fine 
idea. 

Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 18, 1968, the United States Olympic Conmfittee suspended two black atlfletes, Tonmfie Snfith and 



John Carlos, for giving a "black power" salute as a protest during a victory ceremony in Mexico City. 

¯ See This Front Pay~ 
¯ Bu3~ This Front Pag~ 
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From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Oltice Hours 

Good morning Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well. What are your office hours for today, 

Best, 

B.A. African Studies, Class of 

...3:30pm-4:30pm? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

arrow <arrow@inet- direct.com > 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 11:03 AM 

arrow <arrow@inet- direct.corn> 

"Freedom Rider encourages activism, non-violence" Quad-Cities (IL) Times 10-15-11 

4e9a06378423e.preview-300.j pg 

htt p://m.qctimes.com/mobile/a rticle 7c8aSb40-f77b-lleO-9192-O01 cc4c03286.ht ml 

Freedom Rider encourages activism, non-violence 

Jennifer DeWitt I Posted: Saturday, October 15, 2011 5:10 pm 

Fifty years al~ter a young, black college student put her lit~ on "the line in the name of civil rights, she thinks there is still much work to be done to ensure equality Ii~r all. 

Diane Nash was a s~tudent at Fisk University in Tennessee when she joined the Freedom Riders in 1961 and helped organize a second wave of riders, keeping the 

movement alive, tter etti~rts came after the ~rst group of Freedom Riders was violently beaten and had their bns burned in Alabama. 

She brought her life-long messages of determination, nonviolence and activism to the Quad-Cities for two appearances Saturday. 

"One of my tasks was to recruit more Freedom Riders. IfI had not been successful in keeping the Freedo~n Riders going, I knew they (other Freedo~n Riders) would 

be angry at me," she said in her soft-spoken voice dufing a morning event hoffted by WQPT-TV. 

Nash told the crowd at the Marlin Luther King Jr. CommuniF Center in Rock Island that the young college students knew they might face jail, violence or even death, 

but that the movement must continue. Nash was chosen as the member to stay behind to coolvlinate the Freedom Ride. "The real heroes were the people on that bus," 

she said. 

Nash, who continues to be an advocate for social j ustice, was the guest speaker Saturday morning as WQPT presented a segment of the documentary "Freedom 

Riders," which the public television station first aired in May. She also was the keynote speaker Saturday night at the 75th Illinois NAACP Convention banquet at the i 

wireless Center, Moline. 

The ,norning event drew about 150 people - black and white, young and old - who all sat in silence as they watched a 40-minute version of the ~,o-hour documentmy. 

The documental" roll run its e~Nrety on WQI~I" at 7 pro. Tuesday. 

Nask who is featured prominently in the movie, described the film as "excellent" and "historically accurate." 

"There are many books and films (on the Freedom Ride) that I carmot say that about. I urge you to see the whole thing," she said. 

Although the movie took the audience back to a dilt~rent era when civil fights were being fought tbr on public buses and at lanch counters. Nash said the lessons of 

nonviolence still have a place in today’s world. 

When 9/11 happened "and we all felt what it was like to be attacked," she said she hoped it would cause the nation to become less violent. She criticized how the 

federal government’s response in dealing with Afghanistan, Libya and Iraq is more violence. 

What the Freedom Riders learned was "nonviolence works, and it’s one of the few things that worksY she added. 

She also applauded the nonviolent approach of the recent protests against Wall Street and corporate greed, as well as the movement itsel£ 

"There aze so many issues fight now in this country - racism being one of them," she said. "If you have the opportunity to become involved in a social movemenL "mJ~e 

advantage." 

During a queNon-and-answer session, Janice Guidry of Rock Island thanked Nash for being an inspiration m her. Guidry was in ninth grade at an all-black girls school 
in the Deep South when the Freedom Rides occuned. 

"You were one of my role models," she said, explaining how she and her classmates would ride the public buses and eat at the lunch counters to do their own part to 

fight segregation in New Orleans. "I do want to thank you." 

Nash graciously reminded the group that there "many thousands who took part in the movement that we will never know the names of." 

Kelly Steffen and her two daughters, Kathleen, 14, and Rebecca, 10, traveled two hours from Shellsburg in eastern Iowa for the chance to hear Nash in person. "At 

such a yomg age, she was willing to taJ~e a huge risk to be treated as a human being," said Stelt}n, who plans to share the experience with her history students at 

Vinton-Shellsburg High School. 

"I tell my students I have a bucket list of people I want to meet. Michael Jordan is at the top, but Diane Nash was next on the list," Stett}n added. 

When Nash was asked how she found the strength to keep going, she said, "Segregation was so deeply humiliating that you had to choose to endure segregation or 



decide to fight it. Every time I obeyed a ~gregation law, I t~lt I was agreeing that I was too inferior to use the t?ont door or to be in a public area." 

"We changed ourselves from people who could be segregated to people who could not be segregated," she said. The group otten asked them~lves if the movement 

"attracted extraordinary people or did it attract ordinal people a~d bring out extraordinary qualities in them?" she said. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Studyofthe Middle E&st m~dAfrica<info asmeascholars.org@maJl121.us2.rsgsv.net~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 12:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DON’T FORGET: Register Now: 4th Annual Cont~rence 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 

Out of the Past, Into the Future: 
Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

November 3-5, 2011 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel .Washington, D.C. 

The 2011 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by H.E. Barham Salih, Prime Minister of the Kurdistan Region. 

Remarks by H.E. Ali Suleiman Aujali, Ambassador of Libya 

Roundtable discussions with leading experts on Turkey under the AKP: Can 

Liberalism and Islamism Co-Exist?; The Saddam Tapes, 1978-2001: The Inner 

Workings of a Tyrant’s Regime; Syria’s Freedom Revolution: The Struggle for a 

Post-Assad Future. 

Panels with the lastest academic research on "The Egyptian Feminist Movement," 

"Islamic Anti-Semitism and the Arab-Zionist Conflict," "Museveni in Uganda," "The 

Hidden Imam and Khomeini’s Revolution," and many more in Middle Eastern and 

African studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 



Find the tentative schedule here. See the full list of papers to be presented, click 

here. 

Reg istration fees: 
Full/Associate Members: $75, Log in here. 

Student Members: $50. Log in here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,asmeascholars.orq. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r¢~ 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2011 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www asmeascholars.org 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<, @live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

intl-duncplas@duke, du <intl-duncplas@duke.edu> 

PBS airs LOST IN DETENTION tonight 

Please circulate 

Tonight, PBS’s hard hitting expose, "Lost in Detention" premieres and you do NOT want to lniss it. Click here to check your local listings’. 

Award-winning joumalis~t, Maria Hinojosa, investigates the dev~staling consequences of our country’s failed immigration system, inclnding the private prison system 

where immigrants ~xe held under inhumane conditions for profit. 

The shocking footage in this documentary has the power to change how people understand the immigration crisis, ~rting with fl~e highly criticized S- 

COMM program (also referred to as "Secure Communities"). That’s why we need to make sure eye,one watches tonight--this documentaD, will show a side of 

immigration in this country you have never seen beIbre. 

Click here to check your local listinoms. 

"Lost in Detention" is coming at a crilical moment in the debate. Today, thousands of Presente.org members and our allies are pal~ticipating in a day of action to 

demand an end to S- COMM in cities fiom Afla~lta to San Francisco. Tonight, tens of thousands of us will join in by watching this critical documentary. 

Click below for more information and to find yonr local listing. 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbl~/pages/frontlineilost-n-detention/ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 4:07 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

[Fwd: TOMORROW at 4:15 pm, Duke East Campus, Friedl Bldg. Room 225 Lecture on "Voodoo, Culture & Healing"] 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:TOMORROW at 4:15 pm, East Campns, Friedl Bldg. Room 225 Lecture on "Voodoo, Culture & Healing" 

Date:Tue, 18 Oct2011 19:54:11 +0000 

From:Bernice Patterson <bemice.patterson(~duke.edt~> 
To:aaas- l:acults,(a)dnke.edu <a~as- facul~(i~duke.edu>, aaas-secondaries@dnke.edu ~aaas-secondaries(a~dnke.edu-" 

Evans lecture Oct 19 2011.jpg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <announcements@updates.sagepub.com> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 5:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Social Chauge instructors, help your students make seuse of a complex world iu transition 

Request your complimentary review copy today at sagepub.com 

[rouble ¢~ewing? [ry the web version. Mobile user’? lry the mobile version 

in his Fifth Edition of Development and Social Chan~e: A G~obal 
~.~[~,.~;~!~, author Philip McMichael examines the project of globalizafion 
and its instabilities (climate, energy, food, financial crises) through the lens of 
development and its origins in the colonial project. The book continues to help 
students make sense of a complex world in transition and explains how 
globalization became part of public discourse= 

Filled with case studies, this text makes the intricacies of globalization 
concrete, meaningful, and clear for students and moves them away from 
simple social evolutionary views, encouraging them to connect social change, 
development policies, global inequalities and social movements. Students are 
challenged to see themselves as global citizens whose consumption 
decisions have real social and ecological implications. 

New Topics in the Fifth Edition: 

Developmental impacts of the rise of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, 

China and South Africa) 

Structural adjustment and new inequalities come to the global North 

’De-growth’ philosophies 

The re-centering of agriculture in light of the food, energy and climate 

crises 

More... 

Key Features: 

A world-historical perspective that situates globalization in the 

declining fortunes of the postwar development project, and considers 
current global limits and possibilities 

A political perspective that views development and globalization as 

discursive practices managed by historic elite groupings, as 
mechanisms of power and world ordering 

An ecological perspective drawing attention to the environmental 

consequences of development and attempts to reintegrate social life in 
ecological cycles 

More... 

Let us help you make the transition to this 
text as smooth as possible! 

Find your SAGE representative 

Email: inlo@sa,qepub.com 

~ Reejuest 

[~ Book Cover 

Development and Social 

Change 

A Global Perspective, Fifth 

Edition 

Authors: 

~h!!!~r~ McJ~,!!ct~!, Cornell 

University 

Paperback: $57,95 

ISBN: 978-1-4129-9207-7 

November 2011, 384 pages 

r-~ Share 

[~ Share 

Access free online 
sample copies of 
these related 
journals 

,Journal of 

Contemporary 
Ethno~r~V 

Cover 

Browse our current ca~alog~, 

8iend 
Email alerts Safeiist us Feedback 

Or.qanization & 

X Cover 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:08 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] t~f: Seminax on Mexico-US Migration and Reproductive Justice 

Seininar on Mexico-US Migration and Reproductive Justice 

FRIDAY 

3-5 pro. Room 1005 FedEx Building 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Interested in Latina/o Health? Reproductive Rights and Justice? Transnafional Migration? 

We invite you to join the newly formed Working Group on Reproductive Justice mad Migration. Our aim is to increase awareness of student~ facul~, members and the 

academic community at laxge atx~ut issues related to migration and reproductive justice in the Americas. Come participate in our first ~minar thcilitated by Dr. Krista 

Perreira. Come shaxe your perspectives grom the fields of public policy, urban plmming, public hea]fll, sociology a~d more! I ,ight refreshments roll be served. 

RSVP to receive the readings to student coordinator                    ~)live.unc.edu (recom~nended, but feel free to just show up! ) 

This event is sponsored by the Duke-UNC Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. For further information visit the working group web page at 

http://w~v~vv.uncdukeconsorfium.olWworldng groups.httnl 

MSWiMSPH Candidate 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-30115612-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 7:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: Tickets going thst tbr Visualizing Human Rights & CFK Fellowships OPEN 

.................................................................................................................................................... ~ ISU;--~LI~..ING HUMi\N RIGHT,’:~ Tickets Gom,(~ Fast~ 

Join The UNC Center for Global Initiatives for the Visualizing 

Human Rights Conference - Saturday November 

The free, all-day event features Dick Gordon’s The Story 

inte~iewing a Libyan-American political prisoner; spoken word 

pe~ormances by Poetic ~-~or~ra~ts of a R~,,’o~t~on including 

members of Sacrificial Poets; a~A~ork and talks by community and 

student a~ists; discussion with a Tunisian youth activist; West African music and dance with Senegalese 

musician D~al~ C~ssokh~; and lunch from Vm~a s Cmryb~osson: 

Come as you are and join us for all or pa~ of the day. ~~c~ets are free, but you must RSVP! 

Questions? Email 

Ce~t~ficate h-~ ~ntemationa~ Development 

Graduate students, step outside the U.S. perspective on development. Study interdisciplinary approaches 

and engage in peer learning through the Spring workshop. Visit the site and contact Dr. Niklaus Steiner to 

get sta~ed. 



OUR EVENTS+RESOURCES 
Global ~ilusic Show: City ef So~nd -- 
the U~ban 

Hosted by ~he Center For Global Initiatives, featuring 

winner of ~he Peacock Reach Fellowship 

This show explores the sonic ca~ography of Dakar, Senegal: a 

booming West African metropolis with a global reputation for its 

musical talent and contemporary style. As she deploys a series of 

Dakaroise pop hits, unreleased hip-hop demos and her own field 

recordings, UNC Cultural Studies PhD. student All Colleen Neff 

maps the thriving musical life of cosmopolitan West Africa. 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio      .~.~ 
program in collaboration with WXYC and The ...... 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialogue shared by 

relevant expe~ guests scholars from UNC 

Chapel Hill. 

Listen to past b~’oa~J¢~s~s of the Global Music 

show 

cha~s{1e on t~e G~’ound ~’~ K~be~a 

The Carolina for Kibera Fellowship allows UNC-CH undergraduate 

and graduate students to apply their skills and talents while engaging 

in grassroots pa~icipatory development in Nairobi, Kenya. The 

yearlong fellowship begins in the spring semester with orientation, 

campus activity involvement and project formulation with CFK staff. In 

the summer, fellows travel to Nairobi, Kenya and spend a minimum 

of eight weeks implementing their project in Kibera. They will 

complete their project and help tell the story of Kibera on campus 

upon return to UNC. ~sSesd the ~:u~ Description ,~PPL ~ NOW 

AWARD $4- 
FELLOWSHIPS 

OTHER 
OPPORTU~’~ITII£8 

Join us for a monthly social hour for 

international and American students, 
scholars, faculty, staff and families Chat ...................................................................................................... 

about resources, oppo~unities and 

challengesoncampus Each monthis 

hosted by a different office with excellent resources to offer. October’s 

host is The Writing Center 

G~oba~ Updates fi’om ~*~c ~td ~ ~ew 
The                highlights world languages and 

resources for educators. Language is much more than grammar and 

pronunciation; it is a gateway into another world of understanding, 

exchange, and ideas. 

GLOBAL EVENTS + ANNOUNCEMENTS 

~ever~y.~. $~ver is a Professor in the Depa~ment of Sociology at the Johns Hopldns University. Her 

research focuses on problems of development, labor, social conflict and war, using comparative and 

world-historical methods of analysis Her work recasts a variety of issues in a broad spatial and temporal 

framework in order to identify patterns of recurrence, evolution and "true novelty" in contemporary 

processes of globalization. She is author of Forces of Labor. Workers’ Movements and Gfobalizadon 

since !870 which won several awards, including the 2005 D~t~y~u~shed S.sho~ar~v F’ubiicat~.’)~ ,~ward 

Exh~Mt: "The C~v~ R~q~~ts S-t[t,L~b~/@’~ca~~ Ame~,~at~ G~ 

The exhibit features photos, ca~oons and political posters that tell an intriguing story of how 

American and German history became inte~4ned in the struggle for civil rights. The exhibition was 

curated by Maria Hoehn, Professor of History at Vassar College and Dr Matin Klimke, Research Fellow at 

the German Historical Institute in Washington, D.C. This project expands the boundaries of the African 

American Freedom Struggle beyond the US. and depicts African American GIs as active paRicipants in 

the victory over Nazism, the democratization of Germany a~er V~ll, and in the advancement of civil rights 

in their own country and beyond. For details, visit })_~££ii_~}niahav~essl:onecl:r.u~vs edtdG~ ~%20E~tfib~tion. 

For more on the exhibition, visit 

This exhibition is co-sponsored by the Center for European Studies. 

Re¢~stratlon l~as opened tot "Afdca: The New Bus~ness Frontier’s" a 
Busk-~ess Ac~ess B()~’de~s 

hosted by MBA Leadership Fellows of UNC’s Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

The summit will feature: 

- Kickoff public address-Thursday, Nov. 3, 5:30 pm, Kenan Center 

- Workshop on doing business in African markets, Friday, Nov 4, 8:30 am-4 p.m., The Friday Center 

The workshop is designed for anyone interested in entering and competing in African markets. It will 

feature leading Africa business expels discussing critical tactical topics 

GET DETAILS AND REGISTER AT ’,.:~#w.;:{~ n ~fins~il:u~e unc.edui[-}A[-}A~=ca 



$10 Students (any school) 

$20 Early-bird for Professionals through Friday, Oct. 14 

$30 Professionals after Oct 14 

CO-SPONSORS 

UNC Center for International Business Education and Research 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Africa Business Alliance 

.!~_~.~_~_~.0_~!__._C:_0_~ ~._f~_!_~._-,.t__~_~i!~b!__;?:~_,._~__&_!~_]~_~.:J:~__~t~_j_. 
~,~odd View Comm!~r~iW Colte,~l~’ Global ~,ducation sw~posi!~m 

The Symposium explores America’s global role since September 11, 2001 and howthis significant event 

continues to shape worldwide perspectives in 21st century geopolitics and global education. 

Topics include: Integrating international content, context, and connections into your course; Conflict and 

peace in key world regions; Global health and human rights; Refugees in the Carolinas~ The environment 

and conflict. The program is designed for instructors and administrators of all disciplines, providing 

current information and unique strategies for helping students learn about the world. 1.5 Professional 

Development Contact Hours offered. 

Oe~: Registration is $175 per person. A Team of 4 is $600 (save $100). A Team is comprised of 4 or 

more individuals from a college. Only $150 for each additional Team member.Cost for out-of-state 

educators is $275 per person. 

It’s free, open to the public, and meant for undergrads, professionals, and anyone thinking of going to grad 

school to fu~her their social impact career At the fair, you can meet representatives from 50 schools that 

offer degrees in social work, public health, public administration, international affairs, information science, 

and lots more. Hosted by the University of Noah Carolina, Chapel Hill, School of Social Work, 

Be,/in iighe == 30i PiSsboro Sti-eet Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i ¢;~<~=: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 

~1anage Yo~ S~bscdp~io~ 

View thi ...... ge in the iContact C ...... ity: E] Vi ......... ge [] C ........ t on thi ....... ge E~] Recei .... RSS 

Share this message with others: [] del.icio.us [] Digg [] reddit [] Facebook [] StumbleUpon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PBS Envirolmaental Series - Buy 3 Episodes, Get 3 Free 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. 

Special Offer- Good Until Thanksgiving 
E~uy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 
E~uy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 
State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e-mail screensco                   with your request. 

ii"~ JTPE/PBS .~iI JTPE on Facebook ~iii JTPE or, Twitter .~iI JTPE on YouTube 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Paragraph 

Paragraph group p~eseumtion.docx 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Here is the paragraph our group wrote about our meeting yesterday. Have a nice Fall Break! 

Sincerely, 

African Studies & Psychology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
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Movie Reviews                                      [i~]      ~N~ 

As the season’s newest films hit the box office, don’t miss~ ¯ ¯ 

what the critics are saying o~ nytimes.cum/movies. 

(lxeek out the reviews of Geurge Clooney in "D~e Ides of March.’ 

Steve Martin i~ "the Big Year,’ the remake uf ’Footioae’ and 

)mtunio Ba~deras a~d Elena AI ~aya in ’The Skin I Live Ira’ 

T 1~Iagazine                                                ~ 
The winter fashion issue starts with a profile of the 
musician and photographer Patti Smith~ Inside, the 
actress Kit’s~eu Dm~s~ opeus up, the Arctic Monkeys show life on 
H~e t’oad aud ttenry Louis Gates 3r. discusses black eu[tut’e in 
Amet’iea. Also t’ead, Suzy Menkes on why old clothes omw~ 
museum tickets, an article that e>:pl[ ores if acupuncture can get 
~id of wrinkles and a look at the two women that inspit’ed an 
ieo~ie New Yot’k sculpture. 

~ SLIDE .NHOTV." Obao?,a 

t{o]ds State Dinuev 
President Obama and the first 
lady, Miehelle Obama, held a 
state dinner at the White House 
for President Lee Myung-bak and 

¯ Au ’8os Scau{[;][ Comes to a Quiet Eud 
¯ Broccoli Pesto 
¯ Is the Brain Good at What It Does? 
¯ Fuel for the City That Never Sleeps 
¯ A Wedding and an Unwelcome Guest 

Top 8 V~ewed Features o,~Y-n ......... 
(Berwee n Oct 12, 20 ! 1 - Oct. 18, 201 !) 

~. iPhone 4S Conceals Sheer ~1agie 

2. Notes From a Dragon Morn 

3, Krugman: ~’;]1] Street I,oses Its hmmmity 

4. Friedmmx: There’s Something Itappmxing Het’e 

5. Krugman: Rabbit-Hole Economies 

the first lady, Kim Yoon-ok, of 

South Korea. 

~ INTERACTIVE: A Guide 

to Pofitieal Donatiuns 
You play the donor: a guide to 
spending $u5 to $1o million to 
influence elections after the 
emergence of Super PACs. 

~ VIDEO: ’rite Fvng;tl 

Traveler - Tom’ing the South 
For the last leg of his lg week 
trip, the New York Times Frugal 
Traveler Seth Kugel hopped on a 
train and made his way through 
Alabama, Georgia and 
Washington, D,C. 

Join the 
Conversation - Room 
for Debate 

More Prone~:o ] " ] 

~D’H’D’°’~ I I 
Whether you call ] ] 
it hypochondria or ~ 
American exceptionalism, the 
nmnbers are plain: Americans 
lead the world in diagnoses of 
mental health problems. Share 
your thoughts. 

~ Jok~ t~e Corwe~sation >> 

Follow @NYlimes       ~ 



See which nyt~mes cam     ~ 
features readers are i~qest 

e-mailing. 

same of ti~e world’s finest 

travel providers. 
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TOP NEWS 

Citigroup to Pay Millions to 
Close Fraud Complaint 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The company agreed to settle a civil 
complaint by the S.E.C. that it had 
defrauded buyers in a $1 billion 
portfolio of mortgage-related 
investments. 
" ~ Graphic: Tracking Financial Crisis Cases 

Two Republicans Share 
History of Bad Blood 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and JEFF ZELENY 

The clash between Mitt Ronmey and 
Rick Perry at the Republicm~ debate in 
Las Vegas grew out of longstanding bad 
feeling between them. 

Police Kill Dozens of Animals 
Freed on Ohio Reserve 
By GREG BISHOP and TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

The release, and tl]en deatl] or capture, of exotic mfinm]s set off tense watches, frantic searches mid a news 
media tumult. 
¯ . The Lede: Deputies Hunt Animals on the Loose 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"These killings were senseless. It was nonsense. It was crazy." 

SHERIFF MATr LUTZ, who led the shooting of dozens of mfinmls, including lions, tigers and wolves, who 

were freed from a compound near Zanesville, Ohio. 

HOME & GARDEN 

~ SLIDE SHOW: The Paint 

Whisperer at Home 
Eve Ashcraft, an architectural color 
consultant, likes to paint, and repaint, 
her East Village apartment. 



’- r~ela[ea ~r[icle 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Engagement as the 
New Activism 
By LINDA GREENHOUSE 

Conservatives are lining 
up not to denounce 
iudieial activism, but to embrace it. 

Stick it to me 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

A psycho rock opera 

Tongue twisters in their native tongues 

nytimes.com 

WORLD 

Soldier’s Family Led Campaign for His Release 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

The fanfily of Gilad Shalit spearheaded a five-year campaign to lobby for their son’s release, helping to build 
overwhehning support in Israel for a deal with Hamas. 

o Times Topic: Gilad Shalit 

On the Day After, Moving Ahead and Looking Back 
By STEPHEN FARRELL 

Yehya Sinwar is the most senior of the Hamas members freed into Gaza ha exchange for Gilad Shalit, and he 
came home to a world he could not possibly have imagined. 

Frenchwoman Abducted in Kenya Dies 
By SCOTT SAYARE 

Marie Dedieu, a disabled Frenchwonmn kidimpped by Somali gunmen in Kenya this month, has died in 
captivity, the French government annotmced Wedi~esday. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

DRILLING DOWN 
Rush to Drill for Natural Gas Creates Conflicts With Mortgages 
By IAN URBINA 

Worried about property values, and landowners signing drilling leases without clearance, lenders are trying 
to reinforce restrictions. 

" ~ Documents: Mortgages and Gas Leases 

¯ . Drilling Down Series 

Warning by States as Tax Revenues Fail to Rebound 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Despite belt-tightening budgets, m~certainty still reigns in states like Washington, Califonfia, New York and 
New 3ersey. 

U.S. Benefits for Retirees to Rise 3.6% Next Year 
By ROBERT PEAR 

A cost-of-living increase, the first in three years, will raise the average monthly pa3anent to $1,229. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Listeria Outbreak Traced to Cantaloupe Packing Shed 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 



The outbreak, the deadliest incident of foodborne ilh~ess in the last 25 years, grew out of tmsmfitary 
conditions at a Colorado farm, investigators found. 

U.S. Solar Panel Makers Say China Violated Trade Rules 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

A trade case seeks huge tariffs mad accuses Chinese makers of using government subsidies to sell panels for 
less than the cost of nmking them. 

. Six Companies Stay Anonymous in Solar Case 

Investment Banking’s Uncertain Future at UBS 
By JULIA WERDIGIER 

UBS is trying to shrink its investment bm~king business enough to satisfy investors and Swiss regulators 
without disrupting its other operations. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

CARDINALS 3, RANGERS 2 
Cards Maneuver Their Way to a Win 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

With five relievers and a clutch pinch-hit by Allen Craig, the Cardinals took a 1-o lead in the World Series. 
." Box Score I Inning by Inning 

Left-Handed Specialists in the Series Are Strikingly Similar 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The forttmes of the baseball season have brought two veteran left-handers together in the World Series. 

. It’s Football Weather, but Series Teams Will Adjust 

An Ordinary Football Game, Then a Player Dies 
By JORGE CASTILLO 

Despite efforts to improve safety, brains - especially those of teens - remain vulnerable, and routine 
collisions can kill. 

¯ ..M..9.r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

For Artists and Performers, Britain Puts Out an Unwelcome Mat 
By SARAH LYALL 

Many non-European artists and musicians are turned away from Britain because of new and often 
contradictory visa regulations. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Old Shows, New Faces, Big Risks 
By MIKE HALE 

Five of network TV’s most established shows have undergone major cast changes since last season, spurred 
by contract disputes, growing movie careers and creative crises. 

’- ~ New Stars: ’CSI’ I ’House’ I ’Law & Order: SVU’ 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

The Road to Hell, Paved With Telemarketers 
By JANET MASLIN 

"Danmed" is a book full of tastelessly hilarious gallows hmnor about a teenage girl in hell. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Here Come the (Stylish) Grooms 
By CATHY HORYN and BRUCE PASK 

With same-sex marriage legal in an increasing nmnber of states, the fashion industry is considering what a 
wedding with two grooms should look like. 

Curbside at School, a Red Carpet 



By VC:RONIQUE HYLAND 

A mom dropping off her clfild in Prada filr and boots is far more common these days. 

CRITICAL SHOPPER I MARIMEKKO 
An Outspoken Elder, Very Now 
By JON CARAMANICA 

At 60, the brand has opened a new flagship store on lower Fifth Avenue. 

¯ More Fashion & St_S.__W._L~__~le >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
It’s What They Asked For 
The pain from Alabama’s harsh new anti-immigration law isn’t felt just by the undocmnented. Native 
Alabamm~s are paying a high price as well. 

EDITORIAL 
Not Their Job 
President Obama’s jobs com~cil shouldn’t be advocating for special interests by asking Congress to end 
safeguards of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. 

EDITORIAL 
Playing Politics With Women’s Lives 
House Republicans approved an egregious measure last week that would shrink access to abortion to the 
point of endangering women’s lives. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Meet Me at the Plaza 
By JEROLD S. KAYDEN 

A 5o-year-old bargain between the city and private developers gave New York hmadreds of potentially useful 
spaces, but it dearly needs revising. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
In Bleak ’7os, Salvo of Protest 
By KIM PHILLIPS-FEIN 

Occupy Wall Street has a local precedent: the sit-ins mad "occupations" that followed New York City’s deep 
budget cuts in a975 and a976. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mitt and Begonia-gate 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Wasn’t this week’s debate great? Rick Perry took his jabs in complete sentences mad now we know all about 
Mitt Ronmey and the illegal lmadseapers! 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 20, a973, in the so-called Saturday Night Massacre, President Nixon abolished the office of special 

Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox, accepted the resignation of Attorney General Elliot L. Richardson and 

fired Deputy Attonmy General William B. Ruekelshaus. 

¯ See This Front ..P.:.a.g.e_ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:.a.g.e., 
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You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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Sent: 
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Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 
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inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

[Fwd: **REMINDER** Screening of"The Sugar Babies" **TODAY**] 

Documentary Screening:/The Sugar Babies/ 

/ A Haiti Lab event/ 

Date: *TODAY*, October 20, 2011, 5:30 pm 8:00 pm 

Location: FHI Garage - C105, Bay 4, 1st Floor, Smith Warehouse, Duke campus 

Please join us for a screening of/The Sugar Babies: The Plight of the 
Children of Agricultural Workers in the Sugar Industry of the Dominican 
Republic,/a documentary by Amy Serrano and narrated by author Edwidge 
Danticat Professor Jacques Pierre, linguist and affiliated faculty, of 
the Haiti Lab, is hosting the screening. Light refresl~nents and pizza 
will be served before the film 

/The Sugar Babies/examines the moral price of sugar ~resent and 
pasb from the perspective of the conditions surrounding the children of 
sugar cane cutters of Haitian ancestry in the I)ominican R epublic, and 
the continued denial of their basic human rights. While exposing those 
who profit from human trafficking and exploitation, the feature length 
documentary film also explores the lives of those who hve in 
circumstances that can only be considered modern day slavery. Composed 
of field testimonies and hidden camera footage, the film also features 
intel~iews with Haiti’s Ambassador to the United States, Ambassador 
Raymond Joseph, the U.S. Department of States’ Ambassador John Miller 
from the Office of }Iuman Trafficking, renowned anthropologist and sugar 
historian Sidney iVhntz, Carol Pier from Human Rights Watch, as well as a 
number of other experts and concerned activists. 

Professor Pierre was born in Cap-Ilaitien, Haiti. He studied Haitian 
Creole and French Applied Linguistics at the State University of Haiti. 
He is currently a Visiting Lecturer in French, tlaitlan Creole and 
Culture in the Department of Romance Studies at Duke University and Core 

Affiliated Facul~" in the tlaiti Lab. 

Beth M Perry 
Program Coordinator 
John Hope Franklin Humanities Institute 

Duke Univer si~ 
(919) 668-2401 
beth.m.perlN@duke.edu 

Box 90403 
Smith Warehouse, Bays 4& 5, 1st Floor 
114 S. Buchanan Blvd. 
Durharrl, NC 27708-0403 

http:i/fhi, duke.edu 
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TOP NEWS 

Violent End to an Era as 
Qaddafi Dies in Libya 
By KAREEM FAHIM, ANTHONY SHADID and 
RICK GLADSTON E 

Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi was killed 
Thursday as fighters battling the 
vestiges of lfis fallen regime took control 
of his hometoma of Surt after a 
prolonged struggle, the interim 
goverument said. 

After Making Capture in Pipe, 

Displaying the Trophies of 

War 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Fighters from Misurata were the first to 
find Colonel Qaddafi and kept as 
souvenirs his last prized possessions. 

Dictator’s Demise Turns 

Focus on Challenges of 

Transition 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The exhilaration prompted by Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s capture was quickly tempered by images of his 
corpse, a renfinder of the many still-maresolved conflicts that the Arab Spring has also unleashed. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq.~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We have been waiting for this moment for a long time. Muammar Qaddaf! has been killed." 

MAHMOUD JIBRIL, the prime nfiuister of the Transitional National Commil, Libya’s interim 

goverument. 

WORLD 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Muammar el- 
Qaddafi: 42 Years 
as the Face of 



Libya 
The 27-year-old junior officer who led a 
bloodless coup that deposed Libya’s 
monarch in 1969 becmne a powerful 
dictator who styled himself a desert 
nomad philosopher. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES 
The Power of 

Positive Coaching 
By DAVID BORNSTEIN 

A group called Positive 
Coaching Alliance is 
training thousands of coaches and 
parents to change the culture of youth 
sports for the better. 

A charity hug from The Edge 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

The specialized art of the appraisal 

What to ask a prospective wealth manager 

nytimes,�om            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

U.S. Officials Deliver Warning in Pakistan Over Extremists 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said the United States would act unilaterally if necessary to attack 
extrenfist groups that use Pakistan as a haven to kill 3anericaus. 

Separatists Halt Violence to Advance Basque Goals 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

After nearly half a century of violence, the separatist group ETA declared a unilateral end to its campaign of 
bombings and shootings in Europe. 

Six Years After a Debilitating Stroke, Sharon Remains Responsive, His Son Says 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Details of Ariel Sharon’s health and status have been closely guarded by the family, but Iris son, Gilad, agreed 
to discuss the matter as he prepares to publicize a biography of his father. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

More Women in Senate, but Seats Are at Risk 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

More female incmnbents thm~ ever are up for re-election in the Senate, but if Democrats have a bad year, 
women could, too. 

F.B.I. Scrutinized for Amassing Data on American Communities 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The F.B.I. says agents are analyzh~g potential threats within their areas of respousibility, and not using 
factors like race or religion as sole rationales for investigation. 

Preserve Owner Was Bitten by Big Cat, Authorities Say 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Terry Thompson, of Zanesville, Ohio, killed himself and then was apparently bitten, officials said Thursday. 
The wotmd was "eousistent with a tiger bite," the sheriff said. 

’: Police Kill Dozens of Animals Freed on Ohio Reserve 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Jobs Tried Exotic Treatments to Combat Cancer, Book Says 
By STEVE LOHR 

A 63o-page biography on Steve Jobs also includes previously unknown details about lfis romantic life, his 
marriage, his relationship with his sister and his business dealings. 



Wal-Mart Cuts Some Health Care Benefits 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE and REED ABELSON 

Citing rising costs, Wal-Mart is substantially rolling back coverage for part-time workers mad significantly 
raising prenfimns for many full-time staff. 

Negative Exposure for Kodak 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

The company, suffering from the decline of fihn photography, is pressing an inkjet printer line that risks 
being a lurch "from one buggy wlfip business to maother." 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

RANGERS 2, CARDINALS 1 
Similar Script, Different Ending 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Rangers rallied to score both runs in the top of the ninth off of the Cardinals’ bullpen to win Gmne 2 and 
even the series. 

:’ Box Score I Inning by Inning 

An Incubator of Baseball Talent 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Hill, a neighborhood seven miles from downtown St. Louis, is where Yogi Berra mad Joe Garagiola 
lean~ed to play baseball. 

From Foe to Friend for Cards’ Berkman 
By ANDREW KEH 

It took fewer than lO games wifla the Cardinals for Lance Berkman, a folaner division rival in Houston, to 
become a respected figure in their clubhouse. 

¯ ’ Craig Keeps Making Pinch-Hits Look Easy 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Blending Hip-Hop and Heraldry 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Rashaad Newsome mixes African-American culture with old-school art. 

." ~ Video: ’Swag the Mix Tape’ 

ART REVIEW 
Pop Rides the News Cycle 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

Two aspects of Andy Warhol’s art are on display in unalike but complementary shows in Washington. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’RELATIVELY SPEAKING’ 
Each Family, Tortured in Its Own Way 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

One-acts by Etlmn Coen, Elaine May m~d Woody Allen make up "Relatively Speaking" m~d chmmel the once- 
popular genre of old-fashioned boulevard comedies. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MARGIN CALL’ 
Number Crunching at the Apocalypse 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Margin Call," directed m~d written by J. C. Clmndor, does a great deal to hmnmfize the culprits - m~d 
beneficiaries - of the 2008 financial crisis. 

. Wall Street, With Calm, Not Hysteria 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MARTHA MARCY MAY MARLENE’ 



Woman Escapes a Cult but Not Her Own Past 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "Martha Marcy May Marlene," the debut feature fihn by Scan Durkin, Elizabeth Olsen plays a character 
trying to negotiate incompatible versions of herself. 

:’ ~ Antaomy of a Scene 

. Profile Article: Elizabeth Olsen 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’LE HAVRE’ 
Finding Solace, Oceans From Home 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Instead of focusing on life’s harshness in "Le Havre," Aki Kaurismaki renfinds us of its modest charms and 
fleeting beauties. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Colonel Qaddafi’s End 
Libyans must resist reprisals and channel their passion into building a free mad productive country. If not, 
they risk even more chaos and suffering. 

EDITORIAL 
The Arctic and the Lessons of the Gulf 
Before the Interior Department gives Shell the go ahead to drill in the Arctic Ocean, it must ensure that all 
the safeguards are in place. 

EDITORIAL 
Accountability in Missouri 
Prosecutors showed the courage that Cafl~olic leaders lacked when Bishop Robert Finn was indicted for 
failing to report a priest suspected of child abuse. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Our Amish, Ourselves 
By JOE MACKALL 

Many Anaericans will continue to see the Anfish as a backward cult, but many more will persist in 
mythologizing them, seeing in them what they need to see. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Party of Pollution 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Weakening environmental regulations, part of the G.O.P. jobs plan, would do little to create jobs mad would 
make us both poorer and sieker. 
, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Who You Are 
By DAVID BROOKS 

As Daniel Kahneman’s next book comes out, let’s reflect on the pioneers who explored the flawed terrain of 
our cognitive faculties. 

." Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 21, 1879, Thomas Edison invented a workable electric light at lfis laboratory in Menlo Park, N.J. 

¯ See This Front Pa__o2~ 
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New bx~ok is a comprehensive guide to ou-the-ground orga~’~izing 

A comprehensive guide for on-the-ground organizing 

cover 

ideal for courses in: 
[~ Political Science 
r] Sociology 

~ American Studies 

Read an excerpt 

Table of contents 

Playbook for Progressives: 16 Qualities of the Successful Organizer 
Eric Mann 

Paperback I 978-0-8070-0323-7 1232 pgs 

$15.00 I EXAM COPY PR1CE: $3.00 

An organizing manifesto for the twenty-first century, Playbook for Progressives is a comprehensive guide 
articulates pragmatically what is required in the often mystifying and rarely explained on-the-ground practice 
of organizing. Here, Eric Mann distills lessons he learned from over forty years as an organizer, as well as 
from other organizers within the civil rights, labor, LGBT, economic justice, and environmental movements. 

In part one of the book, Mann devotes a chapter to each of the twelve activist roles including the Foot 

Soldier, the recruiter, the strategist, and the agitator. The second part of the the book focuses on the 

sixteen qualities of the successful organizer including joining an organization whose strategy and tactics he 
believes in, being a good investigator, and having a strong work ethic. 

Playbook for Progressives provides a "what can we do to change the world?" end to units and courses on 
social change and community organizing. 

Praise for Playbook for Progressives 

"Based on concrete examples of organizers who transformed their countries, communities, and workplaces, 
Playbook for Progressives is a beacon that effectively illustrates the techniques and skills of transformative 
community organizing.."~Melvin H. King, emeritus faculty, MIT; author of Chain of Change; and founder of 
the South End Technology Center 

"Eric Mann is a bridge builder, a gifted organizer who unites Blacks, Latinos, Asians, and whites in the fight 
for social justice and change. Playbook for Progressives is the Rules for Radicals for the twenty-first 
century."--Rodolfo AcuSa, author of Occupied America: A History of Chicanos 

"We desperately need change. We need to reclaim and rebuild real democracy. The skills of organizing that 
Eric Mann shares in Playbook for Progressives are the life blood of democracy, human rights, social and 
economic justice, and planetary survival."--Vandana Shiva, author of Soil Not Oil and Earth Democracy 

About the author 

Eric Mann is director of the Los Angeles-based LabodCommunity Strategy Center and cofounder of the 
Bus Riders Union. He is the author of six books and has worked extensively with many organizations, 
including the Congress of Racial Equality, Students for a Democratic Society, and the United Auto 
Workers. 

~ w~w.beacon.org I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. Beacon Press is distributed by Random House Publishing Services. 
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Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

New fi’om Duke University Press 

Dear Eunice SaNe, 

Duke Universi~ Press is pleased to announce the publication 

The Wax Machines: 

Young Men and Violence in Sierre Leone 

Danny t Ioflinan 

"This is a strikingly original accom~t of a West African warscape, here translated into memorable prose and sophisticated theory. As ,nuch a zone of labor and 
extraction as of wac-maldng, this landscape of fluid and fungible identities forces us to think of Sierre Leone and Liberia, provoked by Danny Hoffman, as a laboratory. 
ofthefuture. Thisbfilliantbookwillbewidelyreadanddebated." Charles Piot anthor of Nostalgia Jbr the Future: 14~est AJ?ica afier the Cold ~Var 

In The ~Var:~Iachines, Danny Hoffman considers how young men in West Africa are made available for violent labor on battlefields and in diamond mines, rubber 

plantations, and other tmregulated industries. Based on his ethnographic research ruth militia groups in Sierra Leone and Liberia during those countries’ recent civil 

wacs. Hot’man traces the path of young fighters who moved from innovative, grassroots community-defense organizations in Sierra Leone during the mid- 1990s into a 

large pool of mercenau labor. 

The Cultures and Practices (g’Violence 
2011. 320 pages, 51 photographs/978-0-8223-5077-4, paper $24.95 

For more information and to view the table of contents, please visit our website. 

Violence in a Time of Liberation: 

Murder and Ethnici~" at a Sonth African Gold Mine, 1994 
Donald L. Donhan 

With photographs by Santu Mofokeng 

"Taking off from a single episode, Donald L. Donham provides readers with a rich account that makes an important point: ethnic identification is often more the 

consequence of violence than the cause. Since people involved may, in retrospect, interpet an event using ethnic categories, unders~tanding the complexi~ of the 

processes leading up to violence requires peeling back layers of backward prqiecfion and a reconstruction of the flow of events, tasks Donham performs here with 

sensitivi .ty and insight." Frederick Cooper, author of Colonialism in Queslion: Theory, Knowledge, [tia’lo~ 

2011. 256 pages, 50 photographs / 978-0-8223-4863-5, paper $22.95 

For more inibnnation and to view the table of contents, please visit our website. 

Also Available fiom Duke UniversiF Press 

Living with Bad Surroundings: 
War, Histou, and Everyday Moments in Northern Uganda 

Sverker Finnstr6m 
2008.304 pages, 10 illustrations / 978-0-8223-4191-8, paper $24.95 

If you wish to opt- out of future mailings, please contact 

Books Marketing 

Duke Universib" Press 

905 West Main Street, Suite 18B 

Durham, NC 27701 

Sincereb; 
Lee Willoughby- Harris 

Associate Marketing Manager 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 



Click here for e-n~l 

You will receive one addi’6onal e-maid message confirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:46 PM 

Alii, Groups and next week: AFRI 

Dem All, 

I am sony’ for violating your Fall Break human rights. You can ignore this entail until Monda3 .... 

G~oups: 

Kindly send me a paragraph of your group project’s discussion that was scheduled for Tuesday 

Next week: 
(The required readings and updated course that includes group presentation liszt is available on Blackboard) 

Tuesday: 

1) 30 minutes - wrap up discussions on land and the current debate on new imperial competition in ANca. 

2) 45 minutes: Introduction to the migration-development nexus debate. 

Thursday: 
Diasporas (Somali and Ghana) and Remittances 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, October 21, 2011 1:07 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

SSRC Drugs, SecutiU and Democracy Fellowship Program 

The Drugs, Security anti Democracy (DSD) fellowship pt’ogram supports research on organized 
crime, drug policy, issues of gove~Ttanee, and associated topics across the social sciences and related 
disciplines. The fellowship seeks to develop a concentration of researchers who are interested in 
poliey-relewmt outcomes and membet’ship in a global interdisciplinary network. 
The online application is now available at http://www.ssrex~rg/fe~lowships Idsd--fel~owshipi. 
Applications are due ,~anuary ~o, 

FELLOWSHIP RESEARCH AGENDA 
DSD-funded research must address the relationship among at least two of the following three 
themes: 

1. Drugs -- Potential topics include, but are not limited to, international and regional drug 
policy, drug trafficking, organized crime, drug production, and impact on communities, 
including youth delinquency and gangs. 

2. Security-- Potential topics include, but are not limited to, issues of traditional and non- 
traditional security, public safety, the pluralization of security actors, the role of law 
enforcement, the accountability of police forces, fonual and informal strategies to increase 
security, violence, instability, immigration, and border security. 

3. Democracy-- Potential topics include, but are not limited to, issues of governance, state 
responses to organized violence, civil society networks and how they mobilize against 
organized crime and drugs, the framing of incentives to develop appropriate policies, 
freedom of the press, impunity, eon’uption, and the relationship between state and non-state 
actors. 

Examples of possible research topics that address the relationship among two of the three themes 
include: substance control in border regions, violence and electoral campaigns, human rights and 
security policy, and media and violence and global drug flows. 
The program encourages interdisciplinary projects and those that address transnational and trans- 
regional issnes. 

ELIGIBILITY 
The DSD program features two competitions: 

Dissertation Fellowship -- This competition is open to PhD candidates worldwide who 
have an approved dissertation prospectus by ~luly ~, 2o12, but have not completed writing 
for final submission. 
Research Fellowship -- Applications are accepted from PhD recipients worldwide who 
have completed their PhD within seven years of the application deadline and from 
researchers in Latin America or the Caribbean without a PhD but with a master’s or the 
terminal degree in their field or equivalent professional experience. Applications from 
researchers in professions outside of academia are welcome. 

For both competitions, applications are encouraged from citizens and residents of Latin America 

and the Caribbean. 
For more information, please visit the program website at ~-~--t-t--p--:~./-5~y~-w--~&~-r~-e-"9~-r~"‘-~-p---rp-£-~2a-~-~-~2~-d--s--~ or 

contact: 

Jessiea Mack 

Tel. 718-517-3656 

dsd@ssre or~ 

http: iiwww, ss rc. or~/pr,3grams/ds d 

@ DSDFellowship 

The DSD program is funded bg the Open Society 

Foundations The program is a partnership 

between OSP; the SSRC, and Universidad de los 

Andes in Bogot(b Colombia. 

Social Science Research Council 
One Pierrepont Plaza, ~sth Floor 

Brooklyn, NY 1121o 

Unsubseribe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, October 22, 2011 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Troops to Leave Iraq by Year’s End, Obanm Says 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~orts i Art__s ] Travel j Editorials i Op- .BJ i On YNs Day 

C,~[omize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 22, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

UoS, Troops to Leave Iraq by 

~%a*’% End, Ohama 

President Obama announced the end 
of a nine-year military engagement, 
aRer failing to reach a deal with the 
Iraqi government on military 
trainers in Iraq. 

~ 
interactive: U.& Forces in h~q and 

~ Video: TimesCast I U.S. WN~d[awal 

Dea~[tl of Qaddafi Re&~ives Opposltloii in Syria 

The Syrian National Council, trying to emulate the success of Libya’s opposition leadership, has 
closed ranks in the most concerted attempt yet to forge an alternative to President Bashar al-Assad. 

~ Times Topic: Mjsjie East Protests (2g10-i 1] 

Fox a~d Telem~mdo %q~ UoS+ Rights to World Cups 

For a record amount of about $~ billion, the deal slmws the soaring growth of soccer in the United 
States. 

~E] post a Comment 

(~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

WORLD 

GNAPHIC: Amen’lean 

Forces in i~’aq and 

Afgi~an ~ st~ n 
Interactive chart of ~eriean troops 
in Iraq and Agghanistan since 2ooL 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 
A poet recites his poem 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

36 secoRds in Cape May 

No.,’th Korea’s first cruise 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
THREAD                     :..: 

Battle of the 

Bo~te~ 

While Republicans 
talked tough on immigration, a report shows that the Obama administration has deported a record 
number of illegal immigrants. 



WORLD 

Despite Difficult Talks~ U,S, and Iraq Had Expected Some America~a Troops ~o 

Stay 

~aeriean officials blamed a misreading of Iraqi polities for the hilure of negotiations on extending 

~e presence of ~’oops. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Seeing Lhnlts of *New° ~Nar 

Even as Washington put a European mask of command on the operation, the United States remains 

the backbone of any NATO offensive. 

UoSo and U,N, Demand Details Ft’om I3byan Leadet’s o~ How Qaddafi Died 

Euphoria in Libya over the death of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi was tempered on Friday by frictions 

and confhsion over where and when to bury the former strongman. 

~ Video: TimesC3st ] WstcMng Qadd811 Footsge 

More World News 

Wall St° P~’otest Isn’t Like ()re’s, Tea Party Says 

Where Occupy Wall Street and the Tea Party differ is in where they place the blame. 

Cries of Anti-Semitism, but Not at Zuccotfi Pa~*k 

The Occupy Wall Street protests have increasingly been criticized for flashes of anti-Semitism. But 

the protests have also, on occasion, had a distinctly 6ewish flavor. 

Puerto Rico~s Pla~ fo~* Gas Pipeline Has Many C~qtics 

Officials say a proposed natural gas pipeline is c~cial to reducing energy costs and reviving the 

economy. But opponents say the environmental impact will be too great. 

~ Sllde Show: Puerto Rico’s Proposed Via Verde PipeliRe 

BUSINESS 

Out From Behind the Counter 

Trying to build a large health care role for itself, the Walgreen Company is giving its pharmacists 

more time and opportunity to counsel patients in the aisles. 

At A~m*lal Meeting~ Murdoeh Spa*°s With h~vestors 

Rupert Murdoeh apologized for the unethical practices at the emnpany’s British newspaper unit and 

defended the company’s leadership. 

~ Dealgoo~ Recap of News Corp’s Shareholders Meetk~g 

S P 0 RTS 

From Walden Pond 1to the Olymples, Swhnme~ Thrives hi Open V~fatel° 

Alex Meyer, who will compete in the 1d-kilometer event at the 2012 London Games, credits his 

mind as much as his body for his ~6se to the top of open-water swimming. 

Epsteh~ Resigns From Red Sox to Joh~ C~lbs 

Theo Epstein, who had a year left on his contract with the Red Sox, is joining the Cubs as president 
of baseball operations. 

Double-Play Duo Delves Ra~gers in the Field and Atop the Lhmup 

In three seasons together, shortstop Elvis Andrus and second baseman Ian ~nsler have come to 

move almost in tandem, as if connected by a rope. 

~ Rangers Slowly Making a Name for Themselves 

~ S;ide Show: World Sedes Game 2 

o Mole Sports News 



ARTS 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Steve 

Walter Isaaeson’s biography of Steve aobs is a dear, elegant and concise book of record. 

’Fhe Man V¢|~o Took lVIode~-n~ty To Clfina 

Ezra F. Vogel has written a major biography of Deng Xiaoping, Mao’s vice premier, who set China 
on its path of reform, but also authorized the use of force in Tiananmen Square in ~989 ¯ 

~.ArtsBeat: 
Ezra F Vogel on Deng Xlaoping 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

’[’he E~eha~ted Forest~ ~ Stmshi~e a~d Shadow 

~-o new TV series - ABC’s "Once Upon a Time" and NBC’s "G~" - are explicitly inspired by the 
Brothers Grimm and the folklore they collected. 

More Airs News 

TRAVEL 

The end of a cross-country trip brings relief, but also a touch of sadness. It’s one less adventure 
ahead. 

36 Ho~rs in A|bt~qt~erque 

With new hotels, a revived downtown, and miles of bike trails, New Mexico’s largest city has come 
into its own. 

~ S~de Show ~ V~deo 

CULTURED TRAMELER 

New Vistas fl~r Bt~rmese Artists 

Myanmar artists are emerging from deeades of isolation bronght on by a military government and 
international sanctions. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~iH Mrs. Merke~ ~ake Up in Time? 
If Europe’s leaders do not come up with a more robust plan, the judgment of global stock and credit 
markets is likely to be harsh and swift. 

EDITORIAL 

End Dalte fo~ I~oaq 
President Obama’s announcement that the last American soldier would leave Iraq by year’s end 
signals a welcome end to the war. 

EDITORIAL 

Gover~or Cnomo’s Choices 
We hope Governor Cuomo is finally taking interest in the challenges facing the M.T.A. and the Port 
Authority. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Rtumh~g Ou~ of Ba~dwldth 

We need to change the process for allocating wireless spectrum and get it in the hands of those who 
can use it to generate eeonmnie growth. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Occ~py-apMooza St*’ikcs a Chord 

If Occupy Wall Street were a rock band, then Nirvana would come closest to representing its passion 
and angst. 



It’s that season again! No, not Halloween or fall foliage. But the season for college visits. 

~ Columnist Page 

, More Opinion ~> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 22, 1962, President John F. Kennedy announced an air and naval blockade of Cuba, 
following the discovery of Soviet missile bases on the island. 

You received ~his message because you signed up ~or NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. As a member of 
tile TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 22,2011 12:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Faculty and Staff Appreciation 

Dear UNC Faculty/Staff, 

You can now purchase tickets for the Wake Forest Football game for $10 dollars each, 
and receive the same number of tickets for the exhibition Men’s Basketball game against 
UNC-Pembroke for free! 

Don’t miss your chance to cheer on the football team during Homecoming, and get an 
early look at the preseason #1 ranked Men’s Basketball team! 

To take advantage of this great deal, ~.,,’.,.i:=.!~,,’.,!:~....=:!.!~...":~.!~. 

Or go to ~,.~._r.h__e_._e_[_b_!_u_._e__,_c_.o__..m_. and click on the "Ticket Center" in the upper right hand 
corner. Click on the promotions link on the left hand side and input the followingpromotion: 
FB11-FAN 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~.!~[~.}, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: webli.:;I,.:~t.~,’f#_._..unc*a.~=i~c ,~,:~u 













Abmeldung yon diesem Newsletter: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Your graded paper - AFRI 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for your detailed feedback. I agree and will definitely work on these points to strengthen nay next essay. 

I hope you’re feeling much better! 

Thank you again, and have a great day! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 8:30 PM 
To 
Subject: Your graded paper - AFR 

Dear 

Greetings. Attached is your graded research paper ~vith comments. 

Please acknowledge receipt of the graded paper by 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Importance: 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

12:50:51 PM 

;+ONYEN @ unc,directory.lists,no.email.invaid 

Undeliverable: Term Paper -Urgent 

RE: Term Paper -Urgent 

High 

;+ONYEN @ unc.directory.lists.no.email.invalid 

RE: Term Paper -Urgent 

12:50:50 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

littles+ONYEN@unc.directory.lists.no.email.invalid 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:51 AM 

ON’r~N@unc.directory.list s.no.email .invalid 

RE: Term Paper -Ulgent 

Deal 

Greelings. 

For several days now I have tried to open up your paper so that I can grade it, but with no luck. 

The technical experts I have advised to me to ask you to re-submit the paper in word fonnat directly to nay email. Please send the paper as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 

From      ~ ON YEN@unc.directory.lists.no.email.inwlid      I ON YEN@unc.directory.lists.no.email.invalid] 
Sent: Samrday~ 5:18 PM 

Subject: Term Paper 

To: Sanie, Eunice 

From: 

tti Dr. Sable, i have enclosed my corrected Term paper as ala attachment. I snbmitted it on Mort before i noticed there was a~ extension until today and being that i’ve 

already submitted it roll not allow me to do it ago~n. 

Thanks in advance, 

paper.wps<https://sakai.unc .edu/access/content/attachme~W’293b0be6-9d3 c-42a8-995a-3409eb61411 b/Message s/777f4cba- 15 b0-44a6-aa0d- 

45a8c 1 c84d02/paper.wps~ 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universit’~’ of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Messages from the "AFRI             ’ site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages tbr this site: AFRl <https:i/sakaA.unc.edtlportalisitei293b0be6-9d3c-42a8-995a-3409eb61411 bipage/886dd38d-Nt2- 

4537-bt~e-ded473496a84>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arturo Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 23, 2011 3:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Atiicm~ feminist at UNC 

Dear Eunice, I will be able to come to t2ae hmch, I would appreciate 
receivin~ a reminder a day or so before, 
ok?        and I will also be able to make it for droner on Nov 
4th. That’s all for now-, I will writ more after Wed, ok? 

un abrazo, 

arturo 

On 10/23/2011 12:40 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Comrade, 
> 

> The African Studies Center has asked me to invite colleagues of mine for a lunch with the wonderful African feminist SybAa Tamale on Monday Nov 14 at the Carolina Ilm at 11.30am- 
1.00pm. I think you ~vould enjoy her insights on all sorts of issues. She is the comrades that Firoze Manji and Molly Kane mentioned during their visit to UNC in the Spring. Let me know if 
you can join me and 4 other colleagues for the lunch 
> 
> She will also be giving a m~ior public lecture on her new grounding break work on African Sexualities. Here are the details (if you have time, kindly circulate the information below to folks 
that might be interested: 
> 

> 

> Pro~ Sylvia Tamale 
> Contextualimng Homophobia in Africa 
> Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
> Fedex Global Education (;enter, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, UNC-C[I 
> Dr. Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere University in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makerere Unwersity, a Masters from 
Harvard Law School and a PhD in Sociology and Feminist Studies from the University of Mannesota Dr. Tamale founded and serves as coordinator of the Law, Gender& Se×uali~ Research 
ProJect, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere University. During her visit to UNC, Dr Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new 
book African SexuaIities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, power, masculinities, and femininities. ’]’his event is being held ~n 
collaboration with Pambazuka Press. 
> 

> 

> In solidari~, 
> Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                8:04 PM 

This week - INTS 

Dem All, 

Hope you had a good break. 

Agenda for this week: 

Debating global Ix>verD~’ mad the readings that are not in your texts (Pogge and Kuper) are posted to Blackboard under ’Week 10’. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Today’s Headlines: Tunisim~s Vote in a Milestone of Arab Change 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines Oct°her 24’ 2°11 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World [ U.S~ ] Business I Sports i Artis ] Media & Advertisin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On lhis DSV 

C,M~tomize T~dav’~ j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

"lMnlsla~ts Vote in a                                   ~ 

Millions of ~nisians stood in lines to vote for an assembly to draR a new constitution, expressing 
confidence that their small country could now lead the way to democracy. 

European Leaders Deal Directly ~itb Debt Dilemma 

Leaders hope the seriousness of their effort to solve the problems of Greek debt, weakened banks and 
a bailout fllnd in need of reinforcement will ease the markets when they open Monday. 

Panetta~s Pentagon.~ B,~itl~ont the Blank Check 

Leon E. Panetta, the new defense secretary, must balanee military cuts against a spectrum of 
natiomd seeurity threats. 

~L 
cn E Panetta, m Ris Own gVords 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

AMIN GANIIOU~A, a ~tnisian, o~ election, s for a~ ;~ssembl) ~b;~t will dr~[t ;~ constitution amt 

ARTS 

I~lside CM,J 
A look at some of the 
acts that were part of 
the 3~st CMJ Music Marathon. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

To the extent that size matters at all 
for job growth, it’s really about new 
companies that will start small and, 
if they survive, perhaps grow large. 

Show and tell: iPhone 4S 
ALSO IN VIDEO 

Blocks fo! ti~e digital age 

A cure for the radio inciustry? 

WORLD 

Revolution ~,;on~ TOP Lib.~n Official Vows a New and More Pious State 

The leader of Libya’s transitional government declared to thonsands of revelers that Libya’s 
revolution had ended, setting the eonntvy on the path to elections. 

MAN IN THE NEWS 

Potential New Sandl Crown P~olnc~ Seen as Ha~’d-Lin~ but Pragiliatic 

Prince Nayef bin Abdul Aziz, a veteran Sandi interior minister, is expected to be elevated to heir to 
the erown this week after the death of Prince Snltan. 



UoSo to Susltai~ Millta~T Power i*~ the Paeifie, Pa~etta Says 

Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta tried to reassure countries concerned about China’s assertiveness 

that the United States would remain "a Pacific power." 

o More World News 

::7 ’:" ’~ ::i iq3::ii i i:. 

A new government study raises questions about whether horses have been helped by a federal 
policy that led to the closure of slaughterhouses for horses. 

A Hearing Aid That Cuts Out All the ClaVer 

As hearing loops are installed in stores, banks, museums, subway stations and other public spaces, 

people who have felt excluded are suddenly back in the conversation. 

~VelbKnow~t Felo~ Still Draws a C~oowd~ b*~t Lo~fisla~ta Has Moved On 
~.::’. .:.~..!Pf.:~..LL ~::bf.d..~.~~ ’:A:? 
People in Louisiana still come out to cheer for Edwin Edwards, the dryly humm’ous, 
unapologetieally corrupt former governor, but they are electing a different sort of politiciam 

BUSINESS 

In a Gloomy Eco*~omy, T’V Sitcoms zM~e MaMng a Comeback 

After years of dramas and reality shows, television’s pendulum appears to be swinging toward the 
laugh track. 

Investors WSfit }Va~qly tk~r Em-ope Bm~k Rescue 
B:< ::2RK2::’)A.?3 q ::::" ::: ::?./::21 "-.: :’! F~’; i 
Investors fear that the bank rescue plan being negotiated by European officials will not be large 
enough to solve the problems stemming from the sovereign debt crisis. 

DEALBOOK 

Japz*aese Bankers at Heart of O|~p~s Fee InquhT 
::27 B::S~’ V’Rg ::223<2 
The F.B.I. is investigating a $687 million payout by Olympus, which the Japanese company has 
described as a fee for advice on the takeover of a British emnpany. 

Mete Busil~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

RANGERS 4, CARDINALS 0 

No Ro~t, 0J~st a~ Even Se~°ies 

Derek Holland pitched into the ninth inning as Texas tied the World Series at two games apiece with 
a shutout. 

For the Dallas Symphony Orchestra, the trick is performing in concert and sneaking peeks at the 
World Series action. 

JETS 27, CHARGERS 21 

Jets Revive Their" Offense and Their Attitude 

Mark Sanehez threw for 173 yards and 3 touchdowns, all to Plaxieo Burress, in the Jets’ victory 

over the Chargers. 

Mere Sperts News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Ghrt of Bands, Atom a Fog of B|aPing Som~d 
f.::: ..." .~ 9.M.U..~..’:.. 
This year’s CMJ included many acts that fully deserved the attention they clamored for, but there 
was also a sense of inertia. 

~1~ Slide Show. Ipsi .te CMJ [ More Cove;age ,~ 

Quesfio*fing Prb~’aey PPoteetlons il~ Resea~’eh 



As federal officials plan to overhaul the rules that regulate research involving hmnan subjects, 

critics warn that the revisions could seal off publicly available information. 

Broadway Debut A~ter a lSfe of Opera 

The mezzo-soprano Rosalind Elias made her Broadway debut at 82 in the cun’ent revival of "Follies." 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Coverage of the exeeution of the Georgia inmate Troy Davis and the Occupy Wall Street protests has 
drawn attention to "Democracy Now!," a ~5-year-old nonprofit newscast. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

~A;hy Not Occupy Newsrooms? 

Media companies offer their own prime examples of the bonus excess that is driving the protests at 

Occnpy Wall Street. 

ADVERTISING 

Eeo~omy Casts Shadow on A~vePt[se~’s~ Fo~’tm~ 

At the Association of National Advertisers’ conference, there was relief that the worst has not 

happened but worry abont sluggish growth and high unemployment. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

%~rhat K~d of" OoveP~ment?~ 

A federal court compounds the F.B.I.’s wrongful acts by dismissing suits in the Whitey Bulger case. 

EDITORIAL 

The state unveiled the country’s first statewide cap-and-trade system to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions and combat climate change. 

EDITORIAL 

Two Cheers fur the MalaP~a Vaccine 

A vaccine to protect children against malaria has shown promising results in a clinical trial. But 

there are big hurdles still to surmount. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Se~e~ B~iHor~ 

Can humanity handle the unprecedented rise in population? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The H[ole h~ E~Pope*s Bucket 

It’s looking snore and snore as if the cure system is doomed as one rescue plan after another falls flat 

and a vicious circle takes hold. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

EDITORIAL 

No Hoi~day 

A tax holiday would be a windfall for major corporations at the expense of everyone else, and it 

would raise the deficit. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 24, 1945, the United Nations charter took effect. 

See This Freer Page 
Buy This F~’ont Page 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a membe~ of 

the TRUST~ Ddvacy program; w~ are committed to protecting yodr privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr[be [ Change Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy [ Con~ct [ Advertise 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 7:16 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.anc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email .unc.edu> 

RE: Dept. intellectual project statement 

I regret and apologize for being very late to our meeting today (if I make it at all) because of discussion groups for my section of AFAM 101. I agree with Waiter’s 
recommendations for revisions. My major concern is that in my view the last sentence of the second paragraph is unattainable unless we have a very soft and mushy definition 
of "competence." It troubles me that our major could be a mile wide and an inch deep. If that is a problem, could we remedy it by offering, or requiring, more focused 
concentrations within the major, giving students both a broad perspective and actual competence is a more tightly defined area or theme? Is the thematic approach approach 
in itself the solution? In any event, competency in Africa, North America and the rest of the disaspora is a lot expect from 10 courses. Have a good meeting and I will catch up 
with you as soon I can. -Reg 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:09 PM 

To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter ¢ 

Subject: Dept. intellectual project statement 

Dear Colleagues, 

Here is the departmem statement in the current Undergraduate Bulletin: 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies is an interdisciplina~ program leading to the bachelor of arts degree. It is administered through the 

College of Arts and Sciences. Prospective majors should contact the department. 

The current goal of African and AI~o-American studies at UNC Chapel Hill is to give specific mad precise attention to the histories, culture~ and cultural 

linkages of the peoples of AtiJca and their descendants in the New World. Although students must concentrate in either AIiJcan or AI~o-American studies, all 

majors must gmn competence in both areas and thereby come to understand the cultural and historical continuities and contrasts between Ati-ica and the African 

New World. 

The purpose of the African studies concentration is to develop an anab~ical approach to contemporau Africa. Courses stress the impo(tance of traditional 

values and institutions to the definition of modem African socie~~, and they stress the historic range of commercial and political relationships with Europe and the 

New World. The purpose of the concentration in Afro-American s~dies is to develop a broad knowledge of the history and culture of the peoples of African 

descent in the Americas and the significant social, political, economic, and humanistic issues they face. 

Can we discuss this at our ne~ meeting on Monday? What alterations should we make? There is some urgency to this, as I have a November 15 deadline for 

submitling revisions for the next bulletin. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kelmeth R. Janken 

Professor of AIi-o- American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefican Studies 

109 BaSle Hall, CB# 3395 

UNve~3i~ of No~ Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Ra~ord W. Logan and the Dilemma of the ~ican-:~efican ~tellectual: 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beacon Press Academic <bpexam@beacon.org> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 8:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
New book examines how 5 pivotal lawsuits have altered LGBT history 

How five pivotal lawsuits have altered LGBT history 

cover 

Ideal for courses in: 
Sexuality and the 

Law 
Law and Society 

Undergraduate 
Courses in 
Constitutional Law 
History of Social 

Movements 
Undergraduate 

Courses in Sexuality 
Studies 

Read an exce[pt 
Table of contents 

From the Closet to the Courtroom: Five LGBT Rights Lawsuits That Have 
Changed Our Nation 
Carlos A. Ball 

Part of the Queer Ideas series--a unique series addressing pivotal issues within the LGBT 
movement--edited by Michael Bronski 

Paperback I 978-0-8070-0153-0 I 296 pgs 
$18.00 I EXAM COPY PRICE: $3.00 

From the Closet to the Courtroom explores how five pivotal lawsuits have altered LGBT history. 
Beginning each case narrative at the center--with the litigants and their lawyers--law professor Carlos 
Ball follows the stories behind each crucial lawsuit. He traces the parties from their communities to the 
courtroom, while deftly weaving in rich sociohistorical context and analyzing the lasting legal and political 
impact of each judicial outcome. In this richly layered and multifaceted account, Ball vividly documents 
how these judicial victories have significantly altered LGBT lives today in ways that were unimaginable 
only a generation ago. 

From the Closet to the Courtroom features behind-the-scenes accounts of: 

¯ Braschi v. Stahl Associates (1989): the first case to rule that it is possible for two men in an 
intimate relationship to constitute a family. 

¯ Nabozny v. Podlesny (1996): a jury in rural Wisconsin concludes that a gay student’s 
constitutional rights were violated as a result of the anti-gay harassment he suffered at his school. 

¯ Romer v. Evans (1996): the U.S. Supreme Court holds that the government violates the 
Constitution when it prohibits gay people from seeking anti-discrimination protection. 

¯ Baehr v. Lewin (1993): the Hawaii Supreme Court becomes the first court to question the 
constitutionality of denying marriage to same-sex couples. 

¯ Lawrence v. Texas (2003): the U.S. Supreme Court holds that the government cannot criminalize 

the intimate relationships of gay people. 

Praise for From the Closet to the Courtroom 

"This should become a basic text for college LGBT studies courses and can be read with profit by all 
students of LGBT law, but it is also aimed at a more general audience and is recommendable to non- 
specialists as well." --Lesbian/Gay Law Notes 

"We owe Carlos Ball a debt for his uniquely illuminating account of gay rights litigation. He is a balladeer 
of the hitherto unsung heroes who litigated the major gay rights cases as well as a legal expert who is 
instinctively alert to law’s reasons and contingencies. Perhaps only Ball could have given us a book on 
this topic that so delights and instructs." --Kenji Yoshino, Chief Justice Earl Warren Professor of 
Constitutional Law, New York University School of Law 

"A prolific author and eminent legal scholar, Carlos Ball deftly and accessibly tells the rich and fascinating 
stories about the clients and lawyers whose cases have transformed LGBT life in the United States. 
Timely and deeply relevant, From the Closet to the Courtroom is a powerful testament to the role our 
lawyers and courts can play in creating social change."-- Nancy D. Polikoff, Professor of Law, 
Washington College of Law, and author of Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage 

"A timely chronicle of how key legal battles reflect and raise the visibility of sexual minorities and compel 
society to take seriously their claims to equal citizenship. By revealing the people and stories behind 
some of the most far-reaching court cases in the history of the LGBT rights struggle, it brings alive the 
impact of litigation." --Nathaniel Frank, senior research fellow at the Palm Center, University of 



California-Santa Barbara, and author of Unfriendly Fire: How the Gay Ban Undermines the Military and 
Weakens America 

About the author 

Carlos A. Ball is professor of law at the Rutgers University School of Law (Newark). He has written 
extensively on LGBT rights issues, is the author of The Morafity of Gay Rights, and has received a 
Dukeminier Award from UCLA’s Williams Institute for excellence in sexual orientation and the law 
scholarship. 

o Examination Copies of From thec!oset to theCouRroom are available fr0m __R__a__n__d__o___m____H__o__u__s__e_ _A___c__a__d__e__m__[£ _R__e__s__o__,j_r_£_e__s_; Exam copies are 00 ~/0 off for pape~ba0ks ~h0se list 
p~!~eis$2o, o o 0r more Fe r~ 0 re! ~or~at i ono ~ o Fder!~ g e~am oep!e ~; pie a semis it the Random N o u ~e AcademicRes0 U toes w ebsite E~am ¢o pies ~aY be 0 Fd e 
wit b ac redit ~ar d:~ ~ ~ ay a lS0 SU b~itye u rreq ue st i~ ~[it! ~go~ C~llege!e~e the ad ~tati~ 9t be Ba ~ea ~d !S BN0~t he title; oe u rse ~a ~e: a ~ d e~l:)eot ode mr e!!~ent R!eas 
ma ~e~B e~k ~0 hey ~ide rs ~ne C ash) paya blot0 R a u d 0 ~ He USe; !U C Req Ue St S e n oe!!egelett e rhead s h0U !d b~Seatt 0: ~ a Bd~ ~ H0 use A~ad e ~ic M a [keting: ~ 

~-~ www.beacon.or(j I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. Beacon Press is distributed by Random House Publishin(J Services. 

This is a commercial mesage. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

maJae - up exaJn 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had a great Fall Break! I was wondering if I should come to your office to take the exam or if it should be during class. What will be best for you? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Mid-term (urgent) 

Hi Eumce, 

I’ve changed the midterm dates on the course schedule, the lesson pages, and in the exam settings on Sakai. Please let me know if evewthing looks in order. 

Hope you had a nice weekend as well, and hope you’re feeling better! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 8:00 ~vl 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: Mid-term (urgent) 
Importance: High 

Dear Jessa, 

Greetings and I hupe yuu had a great weekend. 

I write tu kindly request that you change the dates for the mid-term exam which is scheduled for this week in light uf the delay in returning the research papers                     I have 
graded and returned most of the research papers and I should be done with the remaining 3 this morning. Nunetheless, I think it is goud to g~ve students a bit mure time tu review cumments 
on their papers 

Here are the new dates: (I will send an email later to students explaining the change): 

Available Nuv. 2 at 6.00am - Nuv. 4 by 3 0()pro. 

Thanks su much 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Vi~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday 9:17 AM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Decol onizing Femirfism s - This Thursday aa~d Fri day 

decolonizing- fe~nmism-poster-emodl[l ]~ipg 

Please join us for ~,o imoortant events: 
Thursda3                ,5:30-7:30 pro, a public lec~re with Dr. Yuder~’s Espinos& a Latin American femimst from ~e Domi~can Republic, at ~e forefront of 

impo~ant proces~s of ~thi~ng femimsm and activism on the continent. Her talk "The poetical ~d theoreficM chaBen~es of Lafin-~efican fem~sms M the 

present", roll [~ in SpaNsh with English ~slafion. 

Frida3                 9:30-4:30, a public workshop entitled "Decolon~ing Feminisms: Maps and Genealogies from Latin ~lefica and Beyond." 
Dr. Espinosa is N~ of autonomous and lesNm~ movements in Latin America; she is a coo~tinator of the project "Colonialidack dependencia y ruptures epis~moldgic~s 

en los t~miNsmos latinoameficanos" in The Umve~ity of Buenos Aires, A~enfina. Dr. Espino~ is aaso the coorNnator of Gmpo I ,atinoameficano de Estudios, 

Fonnacidn y Accidn Feminism (GLEFAS). 

¯ -- Yon are cuirently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30143880-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: make- up exa~n 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I’m sorry for the confusion! That is what I meant! I’ll see you soon’. 

From: Sable, Eunice N I eunice~d)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday ~ :32 AM 
To: 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: make-up exam 

Dear 

The Umversi~z regulations requires that I proctor make-up exams. As indicated in previous commumcation, the exam will be today at 11.00pm You will need to come to my office by 10.50am 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

From ~c)~live unc.edu] 

Sent: Monda5 ~ :16 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: make-up exam 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had a great Fall Break! I was wondering ifI should come to your ol!fice to take the exam or if it should be during class. What will be best for you? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday l 1:29 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Correction to Decolonizing Feminisms aJmouncement (Thnr~tay/Friday) 

decolonizing- fe~ninism- poster- em~l[1 ]~ipg 

Please jo~ us [or two hnport~t events: 
Thursda~                 5:30-7:30 pro, a public lecture with Dr. Yuderkys Espinos~ a Latin Amefica~ l~mims~ l}om the Dominican Republic, at the tbret?ont 
ol’im~mnt processes ofretN~ing t~minism and activism on ~e continent. Her talk "The poli~cN ~d theoretie~ challenges o~ Latin-Ame~c~ [em~sms in 
the present", will ~ in S~ish wi~ English ~x~slation. Reception to [Bllow. 
Friday                 9:00-2:00, a public workshop entitled "Decolon~ing Feminisms: Maps and Genealogies from Latin ~efica and Beyond." 
Dr. Espinosa is pa~ of autonomous and lesbia~ move~nents in Latin America; she is a coordinator of the project "Colonialidad, dependencia y mp~ras 
epis~emol6gicas en los feminismos la~noamericanos" in The Umversi~ of Buenos Nres, ~entina. Dr. Espinosa is also the coordinator of ~ Latinoa~nericano de 
Es~dio~ Fo~aci6n y Accidn geminis~ (GLEFAS). 

¯ -- You are cnrrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: emaice~b~emaAl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30145288-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57ti:7(a~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Monday, October 24, 2011 11:45 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Lecture this week, hosted by Duke’s CAAAR, Wed. 10/26 at 4:15, Duke East Campus, Friedl Bldg. 225 

ii~iI S. Quintana 0ct26 2011.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded paper - Afri 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for your comments I really appreciate you meeting with me about the paper, your comments helped a lot 

@live.unc edu 

, at 7:22 ~a~M. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings 

Attached is your graded research paper with comments 

Please acknowledge receipt of the paper and the comments by Tuesda5 

Sincerely, 
Dr Sahle 

docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter Rucker @gmail.com> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 12:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <k~janken@email.unc.edu:~; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu:~ 

Curricular Telnplate: Major and Minor 

Dear Colleagues, 

In response to the items ~ve discussed during today’s curriculum meeting, I 
include below a tentative and very emb~’onic curriculum template for the 
major/nnnor in Afri & At’am. 

The ivlaj or 
11 course, 33 hour major for both Afri and At’am/Diaspora concentrations as 
follows: 

Con~mon Core for AFRI & AFAM Majors (4 courses, 12 hours) 
Afri 101 : Introduction to African Studies (Intro & Gateway) 
Afam 101 : Introduction to Aiicican American & Diaspora Studies (57ew, revamped 
Intro & Gateway; we should take the current Afam 102 uff the buoks) 
Afri/Afam 3XX: Readings in African & Ali’ican Diaspora Studies (tu give 
students expusure, via reading buok-length selections (or buok chapters), to 
Du Buis, Fanon, Cesaire, Giuvanni, and maW other writers and thinkers) 
Afri/Afam 474: Issues in African & Diaspora Studies (New, revamped Seminar 
to serve as a new Capstone cuurse) 

Cuncentration: Afri (7 cuurse, 21 hours) 
One regional seminar: 520, 521,522, ur 524 
One AFAM course at the 400-1evel or above 
Five AFR! courses 

Concentratiun: Afam/Diaspura (7 courses, 21 huurs) 
Afam 598 (raise 398 to the 500-level tu parallel the AFRI requirement to 
take one 500-level regiunal seminar) 
One AFRI course at the 400-level ur above 
Five AFAMTDiaspora cuurses 

We shuuld think about an acruss-the-board maximum alluwance of one 
non-crusslisted cuurse from a select range of cuurse uptions (that we wuuld 
list) that maj urs cuuld take towards the cumpletiun uf a degree I dun’t see 
how it could hurt to let majors take une course in English, Women’s Studies, 
History, etc. if the topic and course content are relevant to uur 
department I’ve always thuught that intellectual isulation fur 
African/African American Studies departments can be a bit dangerous.. 

We can encourage, but not require, all majors-AFRI and AFAM-to take an 
African language to fulfill the foreign language requirement. 

The Minor 
5 course, 15 ho~tr minor for both Afri and Afam/Diaspora concentrations as 
follo~vs: 

Coii’anon Core for Afri & AF.a&~I Minors (3 courses, 9 hours) 
.aX’li 101 
Afam 101 
AfriiAt’am 3XX 

Minor: Afri 
Two AFRI courses 

Minor: Afam 
Two AFAM courses 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Euince N [mailto:emxice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 21,2011 10:23 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Rucker, Waiter C 
Subject: Atid416 - Monday meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am Ibllowing up on a conversation I had ;vith Kenneth earlier in the week 
pertaining the Afrl416 seminar. As I mentioned to him, since 2005 I have 
encountered unnecessalT problems from teaching the seminar These problems 
emerge from the following: 

1 ) Labeling of the seminar: Unfortunately, a theme in the seminar ’social 
justice movements’ was used as the title when the former manager put the 
seminar in the University system. Because of title, lots of students come 
to the seminar expecting it focus socially on social movements and not 
intellectual debates concerning human rights and closely linked topics of 
citizenship and justice in Africa. At any rate, I would be grateful if the 



title was changed to reflect core intellectual questions that it focuses on 
and these are: Human Rights, Citizenship and Justice 

2) Prerequisite: ~fril01 - this should have been mandatory from the 
beginning, but urffortunately my request in the original proposal was ignored 
and having taken Afril01 was reduced to a recommendation. The result of 
this has been my teaching 2 courses in, a development that resulted in 
frustration for students who have taken Afri101 

Hopefully we can discuss this issues on Monday and move forward with the 
changes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Urgent: Your re,arch paper (Al~i - email with attachment 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have received the paper with comments and grade in gradebook 

On another note, I had a quick question about the upcoming midterm You noted that the questions will come from lessons 3-9--does this mean that the "short answer" questions will 
resemble those that we have seen in the discussion boards thus far? I am just trying to sort evelTthing out as I continue my studying 

Thank you, 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday 12:08 PM 
To: 
Sulzlect: RE: Ul-ger~t: Your research paper (Afri ) - email with attachment 

Here is the email with the attaclmaent 

From: Sahie, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 12:07 PM 
To 
Subject: Urgent: Your research paper (Afr 

Dear 

Greetings 

Attached is your graded research paper with comments 

Please acknowledge receipt of the paper and comments by Tuesday 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 1:46 PM 

Walter Rucker @gmail.com>; Sable, Eanice N <eurfice@email.unc.edtv~; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edn>; 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Curricul~x Template: Major and Minor 

I thil~ Walter’s template is a very good approach to revamping our major requirements I look forward to our discussion in two weeks, but I am prepared to support almost all of it as is. Did 
we come to a conclusion about whether to require a research seminar or a methods course? And AF.A2M majors with an interest in serious investigation of the non-English speaking 
diaspora should also know that Portuguese, French, Spanish, and Arabic are useful languages and pert?ctly acceptable for the major. The major requirements should also explicitly 
encourage and facilitate study abroad. -Reg 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: YValter Rucker [.mailto: :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 12:28 PM 
To: Sahle, Eumce N; Jal~en, Kenneth R; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Curricular Template: Major and Minor 

Dear Colleagues, 

In response tu the items we discussed during today’s curriculum meeting, I include beluw a tentative and very embryonic curriculum template for the majur/minor in Afri & Afam 

’]7he Maj ur 

11 cuurse, 33 hour major fur buth Afri and Afam/Diaspura concentratiuns as 

folk)ws: 

Connnon (;ore for AFRI & AFAM Majurs (4 courses, 12 hours) Afri 101 : Intruductiun to African Studies ([ntro & Gateway) Afam 101 : Intruductiun to African American & Diaspora Studies 
(New, revamped Intru & (iateway; we shuuld take the current Afam 102 offthe bnnks) Ali’i/Afam 3XX: Readings in African & Ali’ican Diaspora Studies (tu give students expusure, via 
reading buuk-length selectiuns (or buok chapters), tu Du Buis, Fanun, Cesaire, Giuvanni, and many other writers and thinkers) Afri/Afam 474: Issues in Ali’ican & Diaspora Studies (New, 
revamped Seminar tu sewe as a new Capstune course) 

Cuncentratiun: Afri (7 course, 21 hours) One regional seminar: 520, 521,522, or 524 One AFAM cuurse at the 400-level or abuve Five AFRI courses 

Cuncentratinn: Afam/Diaspora (7 cuurses, 21 huurs) Afam 598 (raise 398 to the 500-1eve[ to parallel the AFRI requirement tu take one 500-level regiunal seminar) One AFRI course at the 400- 
level ur abuve Five AFAM/Diaspura cuurses 

We shuuld think about an acruss-the-buard maximum allowance uf une non-crosslisted cuurse frum a select range of cuurse optinns (that we wuuld 
list) that m~jors could take tuwards the completion of a degree. I don’t see how it cuuld hurt tu let majurs take one cuurse in English, Wumen’s Studies, History, etc. if the topic and cuurse 
content are relevant to uur department I’ve always thuught that intellectual isulation fur African/African American Studies departments can be a bit dangerous.. 

We can encuurage, but not require, all majurs--AFRI and AFAM--to take an African language to fulfill the fureign language requirement. 

The Minor 
5 course, 15 huur minur fur buth Afri and AfamiDiaspura cuncentratiuns as 
folk)ws: 

Common Core for Afri & AFAM Minors (3 courses, 9 hours) Afri 101 Afam 101 AfriiAfam 3XX 

Minor: Afri 
Two AFRI courses 

Minor: Afam 
Two AFAM courses 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Em~ice N [mailto:eanice(&email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 21,2011 10:23 AM 
To: Janken, Kermeth R; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Rucker, Waltcr C 
Subject: Afri416 - Monday meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am following up on a conversation I had with Kenneth earlier in the xveek 
pertaining the Afri416 serainar. As I mentioned to him, since 2005 I have 
encountered utmecessary problems from teaching the seminar. These problems 
emerge from the following: 

1 ) Labeling of the seminar: Unfortunately, a theme in flae seminar ’social 
justice movements’ was used as the title when the former manager put the 
seminar in the University system. Because of title, lots of students come 
to the seminar expecting it focus socially on social movements and not 
intellectual debates concerning human rights and closely linked topics of 
citizenship and justice in Africa. At any rate, I would be grateful if the 
title was changed to reflect core intellectual questions that it focuses on 
and these are: Human Rights, Citizenship and Justice 

2) Prerequisite: At~cil01 - this should have been mandatory from the 
begilming, but unfortunately my request in the original proposal was ignored 
and having taken Afril01 ~vas reduced to a recommendation. The result of 
this has been my teaching 2 courses in, a development that resulted in 
frustration for students ~vho have taken At~ci101 



Hopefully we can discuss this issues on Monday and move J2~rward with the 
changes. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded essay - Aiii 

Got the paper, thank you’. 

On Mon, at 6:22 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Attached is your graded research paper ruth comments. 

Please acknowledge receipt of the paper with comments by Tuesday 

Sincereb; 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

{(}email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

~hotmail.com 

RE: Af~ Groups and next week: AFRI 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
Below is a paragraph summarizing our discussion about group project, please let me know if you would like me to include any further information. 
Sincerely 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :t2:45 PM 
Subject: Aft Groups and next week: AFRI, 

Dear All, 

I am tarry tbr violating your Fall Break huma~ rights. You can ignore this emaJl until Mon&y... 

Groups: 

Kindly send me a paragraph of your group project’s discussion that was scheduled for Tuesday 

Next week: 

(The required readings and up&ted course that includes group presentation liszt is available on Blackboard) 

Tuesday: 

1 ) 30 minutes - wrap up discussions on land and the current debate on new imperial competition in Africa. 

2) 45 Ininutes: Introduction to the ,nigration-develop,nent nexus debate. 

’I’hu~-sday: 

Diasporas (Somali and Ghana) and Remittances 

Sincemb; 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ennice@email.nnc.edu 

Monday, 4:19 PM 

Upcoming exam - ImFx~rtant 

To: AFRI 

From: Eunice SaNe 

3roup 

Dear All, 

Greetings and I hope you had a good breaJa. 

In light of the FaJ~l break, I have made a change to the date of the exmn so as to give you more time to study for "the exam. Thus, please note that the exam will be 
available to Blackboard next week (rather than this week). The change to the exam date has already been noted in the schedule of class - see ’Tests and Quizzes’. In 

order to faciliate the preparation for the exam, I will also post a study guide this week. 

Sincerely~ 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR] 
this link m access Mesmges Ibr this site: AFRI 

site, To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 8:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Your graded paper - Afri 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was really disappointed to see that I had gotten such a low grade on the 
research paper because I spent a really long time ~vorking on it, and I 
thought I had ended tap with a pret~z good response. 

One thing I immediately realized ~vas a reason for so much confusion 
between us ~vas that I used the wrong citation for the novel I 
accidentally cited you and his piece on Hegel and not the novel citation. 
That ~vas why you couldn’t understand ~vhy I was citing pages like p. 130 
when that page doesn’t exist in your article. I read A Grain of ~Vheat in 
detail and basically feel like I read it multiple times, and I’m not sure 
if the citation mess up is ~vhy you commented that I did not engage with 
the required reading or not, but I thought my essay was significantly 
related to Ngugi’s novel I also feel like I used the required articles of 
Anderson, Frantz, and Rodney throughout as I cited each of them multiple 
times. 

I sincerely apologize for the citation error - I finished in early hours 
of the morning and I am sorry for not catching the mistake when 
proofreading. If I had not made the citation mistake would the paper have 
seemed like a more relative and legitimate answer to the prompt? 

I do not mean come off like I am arguing or questioning the grade by any 
means - I am honestly just discouraged because ! felt like I put in more 
ef~2~r t than usual and was pleased with the outcome when I turned it in. 
Regardless, I’m sorry for turning in such a poor paper and will try to do 
better on the next assignment. 

Best, 

On 7:40 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Dear 
> 

>Greetings 
> 

>Attached is your graded research paper with comments 
> 

>Please acknowledge receipt of the paper and comments by Wednesday 

> 

>Sincerely, 
>Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Gaddhafi’s death 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you’re having a good evening! I mean to ask this to you earlier today but I was so focused on the exam, it slipped off my mind. I wanted to ask your opinion surrounding 
Gaddhafi’s death, or really how he died. I remember watching the video and feeling sympathetic toward the man. It’s weird, I know. Watching the video, ljust saw a helpless 
man begging for his life, pleading to the people who were beating him. I understand how much he’s done to the citizens of his nation however I just felt that the way he died 
was inhumane to an extent. To be honest, I really don’t know how I feel about the way he died which is why I wanted to hear your opinion. I feel that his death doesn’t really 
mark the end of what he had started in Libya. What do you think? I felt that this topic was somewhat similar to human rights. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October24 2011 10:11 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fihn request 

Hello, 

Kindly reserve the follo~ving film for my Afri600 seminar: 

"Taking Root: ’]7he vision of Wangari Maathai" - 65-DVD12079 

Viewing date: Thursday October 25, 2011. 

Thanks 

Eunice 

[3r. F:anice SaNe 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Monday, 10:25 PM 

New Mes~ge Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI Discussion Forums > Lesson 9 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 9 - Questions for fu(ther reflection 

Author: 

Message T~tle: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 9 - Questions for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Mon      22:24:33 EDT 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Monday, 10:27 PM 

New Mes~ge Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI Discussion Forums > Lesson 9 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 9 - Questions for fu(ther reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 9 - Questions for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Mon      .22:26:56 EDT 

* Sorry for the previous formatting* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Monday, 11:39 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFR] > Forums > AFRI Discussion Forums > Lesson 9 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 9 - Questions for further reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 9 - Ques~tions fi~r fi~rther reflection 

Message Posted On: Mon      23:39:05 EDT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Tuesda.~ 12:57 AM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI ~’- Forums > AFRI Discussion Forums > Lesson 9 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 9 - Questions for further reflection 

Author 

Message Title: Re: Dr. SaNe - Lesson 9 - Questions for fi~rther reflection 

Message Posted On: Tue      00:56:56 EDT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S. Agencies Infiltrating Drug Cartels Across Mexico 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
October 25, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..Q#.=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. Agencies Infiltrating 
Drug Cartels Across Mexico 
By GINGER THOMPSON 

Networks of informants have helped 
capture or kill about two dozen high and 
nfidlevel drug traffickers, and 
sometimes given Americm~ agents 
access to the top cartel leaders. 

, Times Topic: Mexican Drug Trafficking 

Moderate Islamist Party 
Heads Toward Victory in 
Tunisia 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Ennahda began talks to form a unity 
government with a coalition of liberals 
in a rare alliance that party leaders 
hailed as a model for other Arab 
countries. 
¯ " Video: TimesCast I Moderate Islamist Victory 

Lectern Gone, Romney Finds More Success 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and ASHLEY PARKER 

Mitt Ronmey has shed much of the operational mad psychological baggage that weighed down his maiden 
campaign. 

" Video: The Caucus I Mitt Romney Then and Now 

, Romney, Once a Critic, Hedges on Flat-Tax Plans 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The whole political class is just getting the memo that Ozzie and Harriet don’t live here anymore." 
EDWARD HILL, a dean at Cleveland State University, on new issues like poverty confronting the suburbs. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

New Image for 
Suburbs 



Facing increasing poverty rates, 
suburbma communities must re-evaluate 
their identities and how they serve their 
populations. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I ........................................................... 
BORDERLINES 
In Praise of 

Borders 
By FRANK JACOBS 

A new series explores the 
mysteries that maps and borders can 
hide - and reveal. 

WORLD 

In Libya, Massacre Site Is Cleaned Up, Not Investigated 
By KAREEM FAHIM and ADAM NOSSITER 

Throughout the conflict, the country’s interim leaders have shown themselves to be tmwilling or incapable of 
looking into accusations of atrocities by their fighters, including an apparent recent nmssaere. 

Before Qaddafi’s Death, U.S. Debated His Future 
By MARK LANDLER 

A Wlfite House meeting was convened last week to tackle the issue of what to do if the Libyan leader were 
captured alive. 

U.S. Ambassador to Syria Leaves Damascus Amid Threats to Safety 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Robert S. Ford left the cotmtry after receiving "credible threats against lfis personal safety," embassy officials 
said. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Outside Cleveland, Snapshots of Poverty’s Surge in the Suburbs 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

The poor population in America’s suburbs rose 53 percent last decade, double the 26 percent increase in 
dries, confronting communities with tmaeeustomed challenges. 

" Graphic: Poverty in the Suburbs 

," Slide Show: A New Image for Suburbs 

Drilling in Fast-Growing Areas Ushers in New Era of Tension 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

The still-emerging boom is bringing energy exploration to communities with no experience dealing with it 
and areas that were once, in rosier times, earmarked for other uses. 

Expansion of Mortgage Program Is Limited in Scope 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

A White House effort could reduce the monthly payments of up to one nil]lion homeowners, but analysts 
said it wouldi]’t heal the housing nmrket. 

~ New Rules for Underwater Borrowers I ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In Cautious Times, Banks Flooded With Cash 
By ERIC DASH and NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 



With fewer attractive lending and investment options, it is harder for banks to make a healthy profit from 
the enormous amotmt in deposits. 

" Graphic: Banks Are Swimming in Cash 10:21 PM ET 

How Netflix Lost 800,000 Members, and Good Will 
By NICKWINGFIELD and BRIAN STELTER 

Reed Hastings, the chief executive, talks about the missteps that cost subscribers and sent the stock 
plunging. 

The Divergent Fortunes of Saab and Volvo 
By DAVID JOLLY 

Cut loose by U.S. owners, Saab became an entrepreneur’s long-odds dream, while Volvo tlarived. 

" Slide Show: Tale of Two Swedish Carmakers 3:10 PM ET 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

RANGERS 4, CARDINALS 2 
One Swing, One Throw, One Win Away 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Mike Napoli provided two key plays as the Rmagers moved one win from their first World Series title with a 
victory over the St. Louis Cardinals ha Game 5. 

’. Box Score I Inning by Inning 

La Russa Was Due to Dial Wrong Bullpen Numbers 
By ANDREW KEH 

St. Louis Cardhaals Manager Tony La Russa used four relievers in Game 5 of the World Series to establish a 
postseason record of 65, but his maneuvers failed to prevent a loss. 

Modest Farmer, Managing Mogul 
By DAN FOST 

Lindy Hinkehnan has won two of the last flaree titles in a lucrative fantasy baseball contest, giving lfim 
earnings of more than $300,000. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Playing the New Bjork Album, and Playing Along, With Apps 
By SETH SCHIESEL 

The app-laden version of Bjork’s new release, "Biophilia," lets listeners maniptflate the music. 

Best Friends, in Fantasy and Reality 
By SETH SCHIESEL 

The most important moment at the BlizzCon convention was not in games of StarCraft II or the closing 
concert by the Foo Fighters; it came from the fans themselves. 

’- ~’~ Slide Show 

TV Struggles to Bring War Zones to Americans 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Television has lagged behind fihn in showing the battlefields of Iraq mad Afghanistan. The latest offering, 
"Bomb Patrol: Afghanistan," begins on Tuesday night on flae G4 cable chmmel. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Loving the Chambered Nautilus to Death 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

Rising demand for its lustrous shell may exad up eradicating an aninml that grows slowly and needs 15 years 
or more to reach sexual maturity, scientists say. 

Next for Newport Preservation: Gilded-Age Beeches 



By CORNELIA DEAN 

Signature trees planted more or less all at once about 12o years ago are aging all at once now. 

Particles Faster Than the Speed of Light? Not So Fast, Some Say 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

Neutrinos are aclfieving a sort of pop culture fame. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
On the Road to Relief 
New refinancing rules could help nfillions of homeowners, but more is still needed. 

EDITORIAL 
While Veterans Wait 
The Veterans Affairs Department has to do a lot more to meet urgent mental health needs. 

EDITORIAL 
One Win for the Forests 
When the "roadless rule" was upheld in court last week, the environment and its allies got a big victory for a 
change. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Fighter Fallacy 
By DAVID BROOKS 

President Obama’s current campaign strategy totally nfisreads the country. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Have Glock, Will Travel 
By FRANK BRUNI 

A proposed bill gaining the support of hypocritical Republicans would force states to honor the permissive 
gun-control regulations from the South and West. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Biographer’s Dilemma 
By JOE NOCERA 

In lfis biography of Steve Jobs, Walter Isaacson had difficulty getting the critical and historical distance he 
needed to take his subject’s true measure. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 25, 1971, the United Nations General Assembly voted to adinit mainland China and expel Taiwma. 

¯ See This Front Pa__a2 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 6:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Your tihn request lbr 2011-10-27 

Your reser~ation request for Taking root [videorecording] from 2011-10-26 through 2011-10-28 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

St aff Notes: 
Taking root [videorecording]: 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 

Other arrangements must be made in advance~ and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 10-25-2011 06:56 am 
...... Mail generated at Oct.25 2011 06:10:31 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:18 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] FW: Iudependent Study Students 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday~ 11:09 
To: hartly@unc.edu 
Subject: FW: Independent Study Students 

From: Lee, Marqaret Carol 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:02 AM 

To: hartln@unc.edu 
C¢: Huber, Evelyne H; Gil, Karen M; Thorp, Holden; corefac3787@litserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Independent Study Students 

Dear Dean Hartlyn: 
During our several meetings you told me you were committed to restoring the integrity of our department. I just downloaded from the intemet a list of all faculty members and 
the independent students they have had. According to the records we went over, sinc~     I have had only had 4 independent students, none of whom were male athletes. In 
fact, three of the fours students had two classes with me prior to doing an independent study and one had one classs with me. Accoridng to the information given by the UNC 
to the News and Observer on            I had 6 male athletes as independent study students and a total of .t:t independent students          . Not only is this false 
information, but I feel that it challenges my integrity as a professor. I would very much like to see this information changed and republished. 
Regrads, 
Margaret 

You are currently subscribed to aJ2riaI~m as: eunice~emai].unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http://lists.unc.ed~/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriati~m&o 30153800 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a blank emaAl to leave- 30153800- 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 11:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunlce N <eumce@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Atii!    Groups and next week: AFRI 

Dear Professor SaMe, 

Unfortunately I did not meet with my partner for this discussion project last week, I am so sorry already!! I was unsure who is and then on the roster listed 

on bh~ckboard ~ d~d not see her msme. However, f ~sm pianning on startff~g off preparing for my present~tion by readh~g the required readk~gs and then seek~g 

which areas ~ can expand upon for a deeper ana~ys~s of how I-flViA~DS affects deveiopmenL (~ am the 6th group on how HIVA~DS and the pofit~ca~ economy of 

development). ~ am so so sorry agah~ for tNs m~d for not emai]~ng you earHer~ WouM you ]~ke me to do the readh~gs for (my presentation day) and then 

have a brief meeting with you? [i~m so sorry again. 

See you in an hour, 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [mailLo:euNce@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               L2:46 PM 
S,,bject: Afri, - Groups and next week: AFR] 

Deo~ All, 

I mn s~ny for violating your Fall Break human rights. You can ignore this email until Monday... 

Groups: 

Kindly send me a paragraph of your group project’s discussion that was sche&ded tbr Tuesday 

Next week: 

(The required readings and updated course that includes group presentation list is available on Blackboard) 

Tuesday: 

1) 30 minutes - wrap up discussions on land and the cunent debate on new imperial competition in Africa. 

2) 45 minutes: Introduction to the migration-development nexus debate. 

Thursday: 

Diasporas (Somali and Ghana) a~d Remittances 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

rve developed a 

Sincerelv. 

@live.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday 11:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

¯ Thankyou for your understanding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:56 AM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu-~; Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Holden <holden thorp@unc.edu-~; 

~Ji~ia£am@list se rv. unc .edu 

[affiai:axn] FW: Independent Study Students 

Dean Hartlyn, 
My mistake, the information has been listed as having 13, not :1:1, independent study students between 
ML 

and Summer , when I only had 4. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:1:02 AM 

To: hartln@unc.edu 
Co: Huber, Evelyne H; Gil, Karen M; Thorp, Holden; corefac3787@litserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Independent Study Students 

Dear Dean Hartlyn: 
During our several meetings you told me you were committed to restoring the integrity of our department. I just downloaded from the internet a list of all faculty members and 
the independent students they have had. According to the records we went over, sinc~     I have had only had 4 independent students, none of whom were male athletes. In 
fact, three of the fours students had two classes with me prior to doing an independent study and one had one classs with me. Accoridng to the information given by the UNC 
to the News and Observer on            I had 6 male athletes as independent study students and a total of :1:1 independent student~           Not only is this false 
information, but I feel that it chailenges my integrity as a professor. I would very much like to see this information changed and republished. 
Regrads, 
Margaret 
=== 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscdbe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30154121 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30154121-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Grade breakdown 

Dr. Sahle, 

I never got a reply tlcom the last email I sent you a while ago. I understand you must be busy, and it may be hard to get a time to meet with you. Although I would still rather see the grades 
from last semester, I will accept a simple email with my grade breakdown. I’m under the understanding the the University requires professors to provide their students with major grades 
leading to there final grades, and I’ve still only received the grade of the midterm 

Best, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 1:08 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~iohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Scott-Orr <lorr@nationalhumanitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 

<kadipietro@nationa]lmmanitiescenter.o~g> 

Lecture on British Women’s Activism in Ealy 20th C Europe -- Thursday, November 3rd, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"From Social Work to Global Actixdsm 

in Britain, 1918-194o" 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 -- 5:OO p.m. 
Ellen Ross, Ramapo College of New Jersey 

jpg 

Etten Ross is professor of history and women’s studies at Ramapo Cortege where her research has focused on the contributions of women in tote nineteenth- and earty 

twentieth-century Britain. Her extensive writings on these subjects include the votumes Love and Toit: Adotherhood in Outcast London, 1870- f918 (1993) and Slum 

Journeys: Lady Explorers "In Darl<est London" (2007). She witt be working on her current book [ength project, Atissionaries, Social Workers and ’Valiant Warrior Queens’: 

From Sodal Service to Global A~tivism in Britain, 1914-1950, as a Rockefetter Foundation Fettow this year at the Nationat Humanities Center. 

Professor Ross’s tatk witt focus on the interwar period in Britain when significant numbers of phitanthropic women "repacka~ed" traditionat femate voluntary activity. 

Most, whether votunteer or sataried, had been sociat workers of some kind workin~ in poverty areas. But in response to four decades of European viotence significant 

numbers were recruited to work on an internationat scare. They provided housin~ and medicat care to war refugees, hetped atteviate post-Wortd War I famines (the 

traditionat soup kitchen on a ~i~antic scare), supported the threatened Spanish Repubtic in the 1930s, and rescued Jews and Sociatists fteein~ from Nazi Germany or its 

approachin~ armies. In the process they created new kinds of internationat aid and advocacy organizations, now catted NGO’s, the first of which was Save the Chitdren 

(1922). 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

To reserve space, please follow this .I_i3_![:c_, or respond 

to Martha Johnson (0~0) .q40-o66~, ext. ~28, or miohnson@nagonalhumanitiescenter.ora_ 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sew-all <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 2:13 PM 

List for Afi-ican Studies events <asc events@listserv.unc.edu> 

[aseevents] Upcoming Events in African Studies 

Please join us for these events: 

Death and Displacelnent in Sudan: 
Evidence of Continuing State-Led Genocide 

Dr. dolm Hagan 
Tuesday, October 25, 2011, Talk, 6 PM; Reception, 7 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-CH 
Dr. John Hagan is the John D. MacArthur Professor at Northwestern University, and Co-Director of the Center on Law & Globalization, which is a p~nership 

bet~veen the America~ Bar Foundation mad the University of Illinois College of Law. His ta]k, "Death mad Displacement in Sudan: Evidence of Continuing State-Led 

Genocide" will be tbllowed by the opening reception of the exhibit, "Toward Greater Awareness: Darfur mad American Activism, Sculptural Exhibition of Works by 

Mitch Lewis." Flee. Please Contact: Laura Griest lauragriest,@,unc.edu for ~nore information. 

These Are Our Children 

Thursday, Nove~nber 3, 2011, 7:00-8:30 pm 

T ate-Turner-Kurault Auditorinm 

These Are Our Children is a one-hour documentary film directed by Joalme Hershfield that reveals how the devasqLating elt~cts of poverly, HIV/AIDs, and violence on 

Kenym~ children are successfully being reduced through loca] grassroots interventions. This event is sponsored by the Department of Women’s Studies, the Afiican 

Studies Center, and the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. Free Please Contact: Joanne Hershfield                          ~bellsouth.net for more information. 

Making Good Americans in Africa 

Travd, Cdebrity and the Costs of Humanitarianism 

A Talk wifli Kath~3ai Mathers 
Wednesday, November 9, 2011, 7:00PM 

EedEx Global Education Center, 3024, UNC-CH 

When Americans tell stories about travel to Africa, the continent and Africa~s axe often reduced to backdrops to all American journey of self-discoveU. This produces 
the peculiar humanitaianism of Americans in Africa that is increasingly flamed by celebriU travel stories m~d by the abiliU of everyday Americans to consume in order 

to do good. Dr. Kathryn Mathers is a visiting Assistant Professor in the Department of Cultural Anthropology at Duke UniversiU. Her recent book, Travel, 

Humanitariani,srn, andBecoming Ame~qcan in AJ?ica uses observations of American travelers to southern Afiica to ask: why is Africa so important to Americans? 

Her work continues to explore the ways that identities individual, corporate, political are forn~ed and shaped through cross-cultura] encounters. This discussion is 
hosted by UNC Global and the African Studies Center in conjunction with the art exhibition Towards Greater Awareness: Da@~r ~mdAmerican Aclivi~srn on 

display in the FedEx Global Education Center October 20, 2011 through December 17, 2011. Free. Please Contact: Laura Griest laaragriest~unc.edu tbr more 

information. 

S ~acey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coor@inator 

Africa~ S~Nld~’s Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewai 1 @ bmail . u~K:. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Afri paper - Graded ruth comments 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

I have received my email; thank you! 

Sincerely, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday 9:11 AM 
To: 
Subject: AI?i paper - Graded with comments 

Dear 

Hope you are well. 

Please find your graded research paper Kindly acknowledge receipt via email tl~rough Sakai for easy reference. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sakaLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI Discussion Forums > Lesson 9 > Dr. Sahle - Lessou 9 - Questious for fu(ther reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sable - Lesson 9 - Questions for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Tue       18:02:29 EDT 

I am terribly ~rry this is coming in late, I’ve been battling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

[,ate forum post 

Hi Dr Sahle, 

I’ve not been feeling well today and have been working on getting through the readings but I don’t think I’m going to be able to submit my forum post by tonight. I think I need to go to bed 
early and get sleep, but I will have it submitted by tomorrow night at the latest. 

Thank you for understanding. 

@live-.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday 10:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

reminder ti3r tx~sting slides 

just a heolthy reminder to upload tile slide from today on the neolibeml model and explanation for economic crises mid development 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Your graded essay - Aft 

Received Thank you. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturda,v 7:53 
To: 
Subject: Your graded essay - 

Dear 

Attached is your graded Afr: research paper with comments. 

Please acknowledge receipt of the graded paper by Tuesda? 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Friendly Reminder 

Good evening Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well. I am writing to send you a friendly reminder about the exam excuse note. I will need the letter emailed to Dean Dawson by noon on Thurs., 

, because I will be meeting with her to discuss my exam conflicts. During this meeting she will review my professor’s letters in her consideration of giving me an exam 

excuse. 
Your support is greatly appreciated and valued, especially due to your busy schedule. 

Best, 

B.A. African Studies, Class of 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: Friendly Reminder 

11:17 PM 

Good evening Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well. I am writing to send you a friendly reminder about the exam excuse note and the MLK Scholarship nomination form. I will be meeting with 
Dean Dawson on Thurs.,     , to discuss my exam conflicts and she will be reviewing my professor’s letters then. 
The MLK Scholarship nomination form is due on Non,     , by 5 pro. 

Your support is greatly appreciated and valued, especially due to your busy schedule. 
See you Tuesday. 

Best, 

B.A. African Studies, Class of 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: Exam Excuse 

12:29 AM 

Greetings Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well. I spoke with an academic advisor, Ms. Chloe Russell, about needing an exam excuse, and she advised me to get a written statement from 
you stating that you will allow me to take my exam at a different time. Ms. Russell said that I would then be able to take your statement of approval to the Dean for an exam 
excuse. 

The issue is that the exam for AFRI    is scheduled for Thurs.                   at 8 am. I have been chosen to participate in the 
Winter Leadership Fellows Program for Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. The program will be from Wednesday,         until Sunday, 

. I will be departing from North Carolina for on Tues. 
The Winter     Leadership Fellows Program is designed to prepare undergraduate sorority members for global leadership. The program 
will provide a week of intensive theoretical and pragmatic leadership training. It will develop a cadre of responsible undergraduate members 
of the sorority for key leadership roles in the public and private sectors. The program serves to enhance and supplement the recruitment of a 
diverse group of African-American women. Corporations and organizations will be able to select from a cadre of college trained women who 
are endowed with leadership skills and a commitment to community service. 
I would greatly appreciate it if you could write a letter on my behalf, allowing me to take my exam at a different time to get an exam excuse from Dean Alice Dawson. I would 
be more than happy, if needed, to meet with you during your office hours this week to discuss alternative final exam date(s). Your assistance with this matter is greatly 
appreciated and valued. 

Best, 

B.A. African Studies, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 3:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiMmc.edu~~ 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Is Set to Charge Major Executive in Trading Case 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis 

C,~tomize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 26, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 

U.S. Is Set to Charge Major 

Executive in Trading Case 

Rajat K. Gupta, the most prmninent 
executive ensnared in an aggressive 
insider trading investigation and a 
former director o[ Goldman Sachs, is 
expected to snrrender to authorities. 

~ Post a Comment 

New Poll I~f~ds a Deep 

Distr~st of Gover~me~t 

With Election Day jnst over a year 
away, a deep sense of economic 
anxiety and doubt abont the futnre hangs over the nation. 

Panel Endorses HPV Vaccine for Boys of ~ 

The vaccine will protect against cancers that can result frmn sexual activity, a federal advisory 
committee said. 

, NYFimes.com Home Paqe >> 

!~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

game of who whys rather thau what ~ bestjbr the people." 

PAULETTE DELGADILLO, an interior decorator [rmn Tempe, Aviz., rest~onding to a poll. 

Dehatlng the LegM 

Start of L~fe 
A constitutional 
amendment facing voters in 
Mississippi would declare a fertilized 
human egg to be a legal person, 
effectively branding abortion and 
some fmm~s of birth control as 
murder. 

OPINION 

Freud on the case 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Each family, tortured in its own way 

Do you knowwhat I mean? Probabiy not 

ROOM FOR DEBATE    I I ...... ] Fc: = : 1 
Obama, the 
Homeowner’s I 
Helper ~ r Ena|)ler’~ 
will the new federal 
mortgage rules aid homeowners facing foreeh}snre or encourage bmrowers to live beyond their 
means? 



WORLD 

China Takes a Loss to Get Ahead in the Business of Fresh V~ater 

The Chinese government hopes to become a force in yet another environment-related industry: 

supplying the world with desalinated water. 

Papers From Iraqi Archive Reveal Conspiratorial Min d-Set of Hu ssdn 

Tcanscripts and documents depict Saddam Hussein as a leader who harbored grand ambitions for 
his country but was prone to epic miscalculations. 

Haitlaias ’rraiia for a Fut*~re V~fith a Military 
f.h: b:, ,iL,,.:. . ..:. :’.’..:i 

President Michel Martelly is pressing forward with a phm to reconstitute the ttaitian military to 
supplement the weak national pofiee. 

¯ More World News 

Top Ear,acts Doubled Share of Nat[on*s Income~ Study F~ads 

A new report from the Congressional Budget Office is likely to figure prominently in the escalating 
political fight over the economy. 

G~aphir.: The New Gi~ded Age 

~As 
the Data Show, There’s a Reason the Wall Street Protesters Chose New Yo~k 

THE LEDE BLOG 

Police Fire Tear (.;as at Protesters in OaMa~d, CaliL 

Police used tear gas on protesters at the Oeeupy Oakhmd movement on Tuesday, after clearing 
protesters from an area near city hall earlier in the day. 

~E] Post a Comment 

Pnsb for ’Perso*~hood’ ~Mne~dment Represents New Tack in ~ortlo*~ Fight 

A constitutional amendment facing voters in Mississippi would declare a fertilized human egg to be 
a legal person, effectively branding abortion and some forms of birth control as murder. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Vent*~re Capitalists P*~t Money on EaM~g Medical Device Rnles 

As Congress considers reauthorizing a law that sets the fees for medical device makers, venture 
capitalists are emerging as an influential ally of emnpanies eager for a quicker regulatory process. 

LB,Mo Names Virgln~a Rometty as New Chief Exec~tlve 

The selection of Ms. Rometty, a senior vice president at I.B.M., will make her one of the highest- 
profile women executives in corporate America. 

DEALBOOK 

Goldman Sachs, aPMorgan Chase and Morgan Stanley are among Wall Street investment firms 
vying to manage the sovereign wealth fired being established by oil-rich Nigeria. 

S P 0 RTS 

A Leading Pioneer 

On Thanksgiving, Dr. aulia Chase-Brand, 69, plans to run a race in Manchester, Conn., where 5o 
years ago she and two other women ran in an act of civil disobedience. 

Baseball’s Game of Telephone 

Monday night’s bullpen debacle by the Cardinals has pnt a new spotlight on baseball’s reliance on 
landlines. 

One Day 2keger Disaster~ Manager Explains Himself 

Tony La Russa’s reputation for managerial genius took a hit on Monday. On Tuesday, the Cardinals’ 
manager elaborated on what went wrong in Game 5. 



¯ More Spolts News 

ART$ 

The Rea~ Sca~oe is Not BeD~g Scary 
::7 ~::R b(’: ii:::i ,:::iS 

With big profits at stake and a public that is ever harder to frighten, Universal Orlando spends all 
year working on its Halloween Horror Nights. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~I ~arrt My MTV~ 

"I Want My MTV," by Craig Marks and ]Rob Tannenbaum, chronicles the rise and fall of_America’s 

first music video channel. 

~E] post a Comrnen~ 

Is It Art, Science or a Test of Peop|e? 

I1~e Carsten H611er exhibition that opens on Wednesday at the New Musemn takes the idea of 
"visitor experience" to new heights. 

o More A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

Why do we find tiny-size sweets enchanting if they are inherently less satisfying? 

FEEDME 

lVlozza~,eila as Medlmn aml lVluse 

Nancy Silverton, the eomwner of the popular Los Angeles restaurants Osteria Mozza and Pizzeria 
Mozza, has a new cookbook. 

The restaurant Emilio’s Ballato on East Houston Street is a de facto dining room for famous people, 
especially musicians. 

More Dinin,q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

How to Fix the ~V~re]ess Market 
Wireless companies should provide customers with transparent p~icing and mm’e choices. And the 
F.C.C. must establish regulations with bite. 

EDITORIAL 

A Foolish T~me to Cut Housing 
States and cities need more federal help to protect vulnerable citizens and curb homelessness. 
Congress should fully finance important housing programs. 

EDITORIAL 

So l~’~cll~ for S~al[| (}over~me~t 

House Republicans are trying to override state laws on who is allowed to carry concealed and loaded 

weapons. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

It’s Consumer Spe~di~g~ Stupid 

Consumer debt and government spending are what really drive eeonomie growth, not private 
investment. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Limits of Magical ThlnM~g 

Steve Jobs created what Shakespeare ealled "the brightest heaven of invention." But his life sounded 
like the darkest hell of wfiatility. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Barack K~ss~ger Obama 

Why President Obama has been more sm:eessful at implementing George W. Bush’s antiterrorism 



policy than his owu foreign policy. 

o MereO~[nion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 26, 1994~ Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and Prime Minister Abdel Salam Majali of 

Jordan signed a peace treaty in a ceremony attended by President Clinton. 

See :[1:is Front Page 

Buy ~I’his F~’ont Pa~e 

received this message because you signed tip for NYFimes corn’s loday’s Headlines newsle~e~ As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed to protectin9 your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe ~ Change Your E-MailI Privacy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve£ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Heaton <j ason.heaton@fxtrans.com> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 7:46 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

October 2011 training newsletter 

October 2011 training newsletter 

In this edition: 

Everything you wanted to know about Translation Memory 

Training linguists pays dividends in increased quality 
Life Sciences Roundtable a success 

Upcom!ng events 

In a tough global economy, "working smarte¢’ is a key theme at most companies. We’re seeing our clients implement new 
processes that maximize efficiency and they expect us to innovate ways to do the same when it comes to translations. 
"Working smarter" is a theme of this month’s newsletter as well, in which we discuss how technology can be leveraged to 
lower costs and increase consistency and how good, solid, human training can lead to better quality and less rework. After 
all, future success belongs not to the strongest or largest companies but to those that adapt the best. 

Enjoy the newsletter and, as always, don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

Everything you wanted to know about Translation Memory 

To many people, Translation Memory is misunderstood - a black box that magically translates sentences into any 
language. Clients often confuse TM with MT (Machine Translation) and assume that there is little or no human 
involvement in its use. Of course, these are myths and the reality is, TM is just a tool that aids professional linguists in 
their work. Like any tool, if it not maintained or used properly, it will not work properly. But in capable hands, and as part of 
a robust process, TM can help lower costs, save time and increase consistency which makes everyone happy. 

To help you better understand what Translation Memory and how it works, ForeignExchange’s own Rocio Abelleira put 
together an instructional video. Check out the video here: 

http://blog.fxtrans.co m/2011/10/everyth ing-you-wanted-to-know-abo ut. html 

Training linguists pays dividends in increased quality 

One of our clients, a large Colorado-based medical device company produces practical fluid-delivery solutions for both the 
pharmacy and nursing environments. ForeignExchange translates labeling and software for them in up to 20 languages. 
Although this client was providing reference materials for their products to aid in the translation of their software and 
labeling, the products are extremely complex. Linguists would frequently come back with questions about how a device 
works or how best to word a phrase to impart the intended meaning. During in-country review, multiple rounds of edits 
meant expanded timelines and increased cost. Clearly, a better solution was needed. 

We’ve prepared a case study describing how we were able to implement this process for our client. Download it here to 
read more: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/ed ucating-translators-on-products-improves-quality-and-shortens-timelines/ 

Life Sciences Roundtable a success 

The Life Sciences Roundtable at the Localization World conference in Santa Clara earlier this month was a resounding 
success, with more attendees than ever before as well as an excellent ratio of client/vendor participation. What made this 
roundtable particularly interesting what that the presentation ranged a number of topics that really explored all aspects of 



the medical translation arena. 

For instance, ForeignExchange’s Jason Arnsparger co-presented with Jennifer Smiley from medical device company, 
CaridianBCT, on best practices for content management system (CMS) and translation management system (TMS) 
implementations. 

The presentation was called "10 ½ Tips for a Successful CMS Implementation", and included lessons learned from the 
CMS/TMS implementation at CaridianBCT, as well as ForeignExchange’s experiences with our clients. The presentation 
started by emphasizing the importance of developing a solid underlying process, identifying pain points and assessing if a 
CMS/TMS is the right solution. 

Jason and Jennifer went on to cover topics such as building a business case, process mapping, tool selection, system 
configuration, user adoption, ROI, and the importance of thinking global when making key decisions. The presentation 
was very well received by the audience and led to a lively discussion. Attendees were able to leave the roundtable with 
practical and concrete information to support them if and when they choose to go down the CMS/TMS path. 

The one and a half days of roundtable were concluded once again with a commitment from all parties to continue the 
dialogue during these roundtables and possibly via a forum, so that as a group we can all participate in streamlining the 
work and making better products for our respective clients. In the end everyone agreed, no matter what topics they had 
come to discuss, quality is the key in medical translation and all of us are taking the responsibility seriously. 

If you’d like to talk to Jason about implementing a Content Management System, drop him an e-mail at 
iamspar.qer@fxtra ns.com. 

Upcoming events 

We have some great audio conferences and educational events coming up in November. 

On November 1st, Dr. Andrew Marr, manager director of Marr Consultancy Ltd. is presenting an audio conference 
entitled, "Complying with EMA’s New Mandatory Requirements for Medicinal Product Information (EVMPD)." More 
information here: 

http://www, fxco n fe re n ces.co m/Co m plying-with-E MAs-N ew-M a n d ato H-Require me nts-fo r-M ed i cin a I-Prod u ct-Info rmatio n- 
EVMPD-P736.aspx 

On November 8th, Erik Vollebregt, founding partner of Axon, will be presenting on a timely and important topic, "EU 
Guidance on Stand-Alone Software Under the Medical Devices Directive."Find out more here: 

h ttp://www, fxco n fe re n ces.co m/EU-G u i d a n ce-o n-Sta n d-AIo n e-Softwa re-U nd e r-th e-M e dica I-Devices-Directive-P757. as px 

And there’s still time to register for our November 2nd event, "Risk Management 2012: A Macro Look at Next Year’s 
Trends and Challenges," in Bridgewater, New Jersey. Our speakers are John Kamp from the Coalition for Healthcare 
Communication and Ilyssa Levins of the Center for Communication Compliance. The event is complimentary and 
breakfast is provided but space is filling up. Sign up here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/risk-mana.qement-2012-a-macro-look-at-next-years-trends-and-challenfles-ni 

If you would like to read our September newsletter please click here: http://info.fxtrans.com/september-newsletter 

This newsletter brought to you by ForeignExchange Translations - the leader in training translations. 
copyright 2011 

For more white papers visit: http://www.fxtrans.com/resources/Whitepapers.aspx 

To unsubscribe eunice@email, unc. edu please click here 
Or mail: 
ForeignExchange Translations 

1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 
Newton, MA 02465 USA 



www._~trans, corn 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Linkedln, YouTube, and our B!og 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc,edu~ 

Wednesday 9:10 AM 

isa-grad@listerv.unc.edu; sph masters oncaanpus@list~rv.unc.edu; mch201 l@listserv.unc.edu; intUduncplas@duke.edu; sowoso- 

unc@googlegroups.com 

~g~nail.co~n; ~live.unc.edu:> 

Reminder: Seminar on Me:rico-US Migration and Reproductive Justice 

Seminar on Mexico-US Migration and Reproductive Justice 

FRIDAY 

3-5 pro. Room 1005 Global FedEx Building 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Interested in Latina!o Health? Reproductive Rights and Justice? Transnational Migration? 

We invite you to join the newly formed Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration. Our aim is to increase awareness of students, faculty members and the 
academic community at large about issues related to migration and reproductive justice in the Americas. Come participate in our first seminar facilitated by Dr. Krista Perreira. 
Come share your perspectives from the fields of public policy, urban planning, public health, sociology and more! Light refreshments will be served. 

RSVP to receive the readings to student coordinator @live.unc.edu (recommended, but feel free to just show up!) 

This event is sponsored by the Duke-UNC Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. For further information visit the working group web page at 
http://www, uncd u keconsortium.orq!workinq qroups.html 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 12:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Opirfion Expansion, Wealth Matters and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " ! 026/a mes 1 Y 

[~iii @Times - October 26, 2011 ] 

Ophfion 

~ 

ilXlI 

Cheek out the new expanded Opinion Pages with more 
contributors, content, video and enhanced discussion 
features building upon the new Sunday Review section. There is 
a lot more to come, on nytimes.com/opinion. 

Wealth 1~Iatte~’s                                          ~ 
Don’t miss Wealth Matters. a eolmnn looking at strategies 
that the wealthy use to manage not only their money 
but their overall well-being. "lt~e column explores securities 
fraud, using an inheritance to teach problem chitdven a [esson. 
~nrning to tile insnrance instead of bonds and much move. 

¯ MorM Issnes Behind iPbone ;rod Its Makers 
¯ Surviving ;m hmnigra[ion Audit 
¯ ])rugs to ~i t’eat A. D. H. D. Re;~eb the Preschool Set 
¯ Stick It ’£o Me 
¯ ’I Wast My 

Top 5 V~ewed Features o,~v-r~ 
(Between Oct 19, 20! I - Oct. 25,201 !) 

~, ViolenL End to an Er;~ as Qaddafi Dies in 
m Jobs Tried Exotic Treatments to Combat Cancer, Book Says 

3. Don’t B{ink’. The HaTat’ds of Confidence 

4. Apple’s Lower Prices ~’e All Part of the Pbm 

5. A Siheon Valley School That Doesn’t Compute 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Muammar 

el-Qaddafi 
The ~7-year-old junior offieer 
who led a bloodless eonp that 
deposed Libya’s monarch in 

1969 became a powerfifl 
dictator who styled himself a 
desert nomad philosopher. 

During Wartime 
After more than 3o years of 
war, Afghanistan’s special 
tragedy - its wonder - is that the 
obstinate violence no longer 
represents an assanlt on daily 

~ VIDEO: Chevy Tt~rns lOG 

A look back as Chevrolet hits the 
century mark. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation - T 
Magazine 

Spooky      ~ 

Sketches 
T challenges lO 
designers to turn 
everyday objects 
into killer 
Halloween costumes. Comment 
on yore’ favorite. 

~ Jo~n the Com, ersat~on ~> 

Follow @N~knes on         ~ 
Twitter. 

See wNch nyt~mes corn       ~ 
features ~eaders a~e most 
e-ma~l~n9 



Discover the iates~ 

N’{limes.com videos, 

photos and interective 

features. 

ABOUT THiS E-MAIL 

@.Times comes to you flom the NYTimes corn marketin9 depeltment, You received this message because you signed up 

br N’¢Times,corn’s @Tinles newsleb’-er 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:43 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Decolonizing Feminisms (Thursday/Friday) 

decololfizing- fe~ninism- poster- em~l[1 ]~ipg 

Please join us for two hnportant events: 
Thursday                 5:30-7:30 pm, a pnblic lecture with Dr. Yuderl~’s Espinosa, a Latin American feminist from the Dominican Republic, at the forefront of 

important processes of rethinking feminism and activism on the continent. Her talk, "The political and theoretical challenges of Latin-~Mnerican feminisms in the 

present", will be in Spanish with English translation. Reception to follow. 
Frida)                 9:00-2:00, a public workshop entitled "Decolonizing Feminisms: Maps and Genealogies fa)m Latin America and Beyond." 

Dr. Espinosa is part of autonomous aM lesbian movements in Latin America; she is a coordinator of the project "Colonialidad. dependencia y rupturas epistemoldgica~s 

en los tEmiNsmos latinoamericanos" in The University of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Dr. Espinosa is a]so the coordinator of Gmpo Latinoamericano de Esmdios, 

Fonnacidn y Accidn Feminista (GLEFAS). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 4:21 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares SECC Reminder 

2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Week Six Reminder 

In the past six weeks, 14.07% of UNC-Chapel Hill employees have already joined the 2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares cmnpaign ettbrts: 1,679 employee 
donors have made contributions totaling over $495,000! We need your help to reach the University- goal of 25% participation as we move closer to the end of the 

campaign. Your contribution, no matter its size, goes towards a brighter future and improved conditions for our community locally, state- rode, nationaJly, and even 

globally. Every dollar makes a differenc!! If you have not done so already, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaAgn efforts. You can 

search the 2011 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below - we’re certaAn you’ll find a participating charity or cause that is meaningful to you. 

All UNC-Chapel Hill employees are invited to complete their annual pledge to one or more SECC charities. This year, for the first time, you can make your donation 

online an easy, convenient, and secure way to support your thvorite charity. New search options are available on the website that will maJ~e it even easier to find the 

cha~ty of your choice. In addition to .Nine giving, paper tbm~s are available tbr all thculty and s’taIt~ If you have questions regarding the pledge process or have not 
received a form, please contact your Division Leader. 

¯ ~Please note that if you submitted a paper pledge, there is a *hree-week lag time in pr~cessing, which means you will c~mtinue to receive ePled~e em ails 

until your form ~s processed. We apMo#ze ltbr any inconvenience. 

hnpor*ant hffo~ati~n: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check~ you must complete a paper fom~ 

and submit your fom~ and contribution to your temn captain. If you rash to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now!" link below and 

follow the instructions to enter in your personal user ID and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you access the website, please enter your personal user ID and password as instructed below: 

User ID: Your Onyen 

Password: The first tn, o letters of your last name + your birth date (in the format mmddy)Ty) + an exclamation point. 

For example, if your laser name is "Taylor" and your birth date is 01/05/1981, your password would be: ta01051981! 

This process is velN easy. The five s~teps should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a fast and effective way to make your gift to SECC 

chm-ities, a~ld we hope you will too! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 5:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Aliican Studies Advisor 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

My name is     and I am a senior at UNC. I declared an African Studies Minor with my academic advisor, but the African Studies website suggests I also meet with my 
advisor within the department. 

Should I set an appointment? 

So far, I have taken the following courses: 
-ANTH 
-AFRI 
-AFRI 
-AFRI 

and I plan to take AFRI    next semester to fulfill my minor requirements. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 5:16 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares SECC Reminder 

2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Week Six Reminder 

In the past six weeks, 14.07% of UNC-Chapel Hill employees have already joined the 2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares cmnpaign ettbrts: 1,679 employee 
donors have made contributions totaling over $495,000! We need your help to reach the University- goal of 25% participation as we move closer to the end of the 

campaign. Your contribution, no matter its size, goes towards a brighter future and improved conditions for our community locally, state- rode, nationaJly, and even 

globally. Every dollar makes a differenc!! If you have not done so already, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaAgn efforts. You can 

search the 2011 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below - we’re certaAn you’ll find a participating charity or cause that is meaningful to you. 

All UNC-Chapel Hill employees are invited to complete their annual pledge to one or more SECC charities. This year, for the first time, you can make your donation 

online an easy, convenient, and secure way to support your thvorite charity. New search options are available on the website that will maJ~e it even easier to find the 

cha~ty of your choice. In addition to .Nine giving, paper tbm~s are available tbr all thculty and s’taIt~ If you have questions regarding the pledge process or have not 
received a form, please contact your Division Leader. 

¯ ~Please note that if you submitted a paper pledge, there is a *hree-week lag time in pr~cessing, which means you will c~mtinue to receive ePled~e em ails 

until your form ~s processed. We apMo#ze ltbr any inconvenience. 

hnpor*ant hffo~ati~n: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check~ you must complete a paper fom~ 

and submit your fom~ and contribution to your temn captain. If you rash to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now!" link below and 

follow the instructions to enter in your personal user ID and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you access the website, please enter your personal user ID and password as instructed below: 

User ID: Your Onyen 

Password: The first tn, o letters of your last name + your birth date (in the format mmddy)Ty) + an exclamation point. 

For example, if your laser name is "Taylor" and your birth date is 01/05/1981, your password would be: ta01051981! 

This process is velN easy. The five s~teps should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a fast and effective way to make your gift to SECC 

chm-ities, a~ld we hope you will too! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Europe Agrees to Basics of Plan to Resolve Euro Crisis 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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~llc N’t’~ ~rk ~’i~*~ October 27, 2011 
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TOP NEWS 

Europe Agrees to Basics of 
Plan to Resolve Euro Crisis 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and STEPHEN 
CASTLE 

European leaders made significant 
progress in resolving the euro zone 
financial crisis, obtaining an agreement 
from banks to take a 5o percent loss on 
the value of their Greek debt. 

’ ~;; Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

". Video: German Lawmakers Back Merkel 

Facing Hardship, Jobless Still 
Say They Have Hope 
By MICHAEL COOPER and ALLISON KOPICKI 

A New York Times/CBS News poll fotmd 
that despite enduring hardships and 
pessinfism about the economy, 
tmemployed Mnerieans were optinfistie 
about landing a job. 
" ~ Graphic: Unemployment’s Toll on 

Americans 

¯ Video: TimesCast I Economic Poll 

Black Support for Obama Is Steady and Strong 
By HELENE COOPER 

Democrats say heavy turnout among African-Mnerican voters remains a challenge for 2012. 

,, Graphic: Changes in Black Voter Turnout 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 don’t blame Obama. I don’t blame him at all." 

ABDUL MALIK, an unemployed grading and landscape worker who says he will vote for President Obama 
again. 

MAGAZINE 

~k~ VIDEO FEATURE: 

The Controversial 



Cartoons of Pi San 
Controversial animations from the 
Chinese blogger Pi San. 

’: Related Article 

OPINION 

Home Is Where 

the Jamba Juice Is 
By KATIE J.M. BAKER 

In the first report from 
Los Pmgeles for the 
Townies series, a native of Eneino 
wonders why the suburb tried to 
pretend to be something it wasn’t. 

Kirsten Dunst going on 30 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE 

"Finding Your Roots" 

Spring’s best trends 

nytiraes, com 

WORLD 

China Reins in Entertainment and Blogging 
By SHARON LAFRANIERE, MICHAEL WINES and EDWARD WONG 

Communist leaders in China are proposing new linfits on media and Internet freedoms that include some of 
the most restrictive naeasures in years. 

Kenyan Motives in Somalia Predate Recent Abductions 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The Kenyan government revealed that its foray against Islanfist nfilitants was not simply a response to a 
wave of kich~appings, as previously claimed. 

Defectors Claim Attack That Killed Syria Soldiers 
By NADA BAKRI 

A force of Syrian army defectors claimed responsibility for an attack on Wednesday in central Syria that 
killed a nfilitary officer and eight soldiers. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Some Cities Begin Cracking Down on ’Occupy’ Protests 
By JESSE McKINLEY and ABBY GOODNOUGH 

After weeks of cautiously accepting the teenfing, rotmd-the-clock demonstrations spawned by Occupy Wall 
Street, several stressed-out cities have come to the end of their patience. 

¯ . Video: TimesCast I Occupy Protests 

Slide Show: For Occupy Protesters and Police, Frustrations Mount 

THIS LAND 
For This Menace, Only One Thing to Do: Ready, Aim, Fireworks! 
By DAN BARRY 

Terre Haute, had., shares a problem with Auburn, N.Y., and Lancaster, Pa.: Crows. Lots and lots of crows. 

, Slide Show: The Crow Patrol 

Lawyer Opposing Health Law Is Familiar Face to the Justices 
By KEVIN SACK 

Paul D. Clement, who has appeared before the Supreme Court 49 times, for the government and against, is 
likely to add one more ease - the challenge to the health care overhaul law. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
A Stunning Fall From Grace for a Star Executive 



By PETER LATTMAN 

Criminal charges against Rajat K. Gupta, a fonner Goldinan Sachs director, are a sharp reversal in his up-by- 
the-bootstraps tale. 

" DealBook: Insider Inquiry Goes Beyond Wall Street 

" DealBook: The Challenges of Prosecuting Rajat Gupta 

, ~ Interactive: Insider Trading at Galleon 

,. I~ Post a Comment 

Madoff’s Wife Says Couple Tried Suicide 
By DIANA B. HENRIQUES 

Ruth Madoff said in an interview that she and Bernard L. Madoff attempted suicide two weeks after the 
Ponzi scheme was exposed in 2008. 

DEALBOOK 
Europe’s Debt Threatens MF Global, and Corzine 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

Other American financial finns have worried over Europe’s debt, but MF Global, run by Jon Corzine, is 
showing signs of facing a rill panic. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

The Only St. Louis Pitcher’s Name That La Russa Got Right 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Cardinals’ bullpen miscommunication that marked Game 5 tripped over simpler names like Motte and 
L)am but not, amazingly enough, Rzepez)aaski. 

BATS 
Game 6 Postponed Because of Inclement Weather 
By PAT BORZI 

The Rangers, who have a 3-2 series lead, can clinch the title on Thursday night in St. Louis, with a possible 
Game 7 set for Friday night there. 

Seeking Reward, Giants Cornerback Found Risk Instead 
By SAM BORDEN 

This time it was different when Giants cornerback Terrell Thomas injured his knee. This time it nfight have 
cost him tens of nfillions of dollars. 

, N.F.L. Roundup: Rams’ Bradford Looks Doubtful for at Least Another Week 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

The Look of Love 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

For eight months, the Louvre allowed Nan Goldin to wm~der about taking photographs of artworks in which 
she found echoes of her own. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Delayed by Injury, Giovanni Still Arrives 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Mariusz Kwiecien, around whom the Met’s "Don Giovanni" was based, played the title role two weeks after 
surgery for a helafiated disc. 

-’ Baritone Returns to Fighting Trim for Met ’Don Giovanni’ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
With Bloomberg Leading the Band, City Center Reopens 
By JAMES R. OESTREICH 

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg on Tuesday took up a baton for the gala reopening of the resplendent New 
York City Center after a $57 nfillion renovation. 

o Music Review: Dido’s Lament Streams Forth From a Burly Man 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

To Be Young, Hip and Mormon 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

With its new ’Tin a Molanon" ad campaign, the Molanon Church is seeking a more fashionable face. But 
some of what’s deemed cool these days -beards, scruffy clothes, tattoos - raises eyebrows. 

For Children’s Sake, Taking to the Streets 
By HELAINE OLEN 

At the Occupy Wall Street protest, children are beconfing an increasing presence as parents try to seize a 
"teachable moment." 

FRONT ROW 
Finally, the Web at Hand 
By ERIC WILSON 

The first issue of Style.corn/Print, a magazine developed by the fashion news Web site Style.corn, will lilt 
newsstands next week. 

¯ More Fashion & St_S_W._L~_~le >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Wrong Fix for No Child Left Behind 
The revised No Child Left Behind law would allow states to ignore educational failure. 

EDITORIAL 
New York’s Redistricting Charade 
New York’s redistricting issues should be resolved by serving the public’s interest instead of party majorities 
and incmnbents. 

EDITORIAL 
More Questions About Mammograms 
Considering that only a small portion of women with breast cancer benefited from mammography in a new 
analysis, all women now face a difficult choice about the screening. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Dictators Get the Deaths They Deserve 
By SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE 

The death of a tyrmat is always political, and reflects the character of his power. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Crony Capitalism Comes Home 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Occupy Wall Street has found traction because the U.S. is now guilty of what it’s accused others of practicing: 
crony capitalism. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

EDITORIAL 

So Much for the Nativists 
The flurry of visa-related bills making the rounds on Capitol Hill offers further proof that the cotmtry cannot 
live without immigrant labor. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 27, 19o4, the first rapid transit subway, the IRT, opened in New York City. 



¯ See This Front Pa_gg¢_ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East aud Africa <info~smeascholm~.o~g@mail124.us2.mcsv.net~ 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 11:34 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FINAL REMINDER: Register Now: 4th Am~ual Cont~reuce 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 

Out of the Past, Into the Future: 
Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

November 3-5, 2011 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel .Washington, D.C. 

The 2011 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by H.E. Barham Salih, Prime Minister of the Kurdistan Region. 

Remarks by H.E. Ali Suleiman Aujali, Ambassador of Libya 

Roundtable discussions with leading experts on Turkey under the AKP: Can 

Liberalism and Islamism Co-Exist?; The Saddam Tapes, 1978-2001: The Inner 

Workings of a Tyrant’s Regime; Syria’s Freedom Revolution: The Struggle for a 

Post-Assad Future. 

Panels with the lastest academic research on "The Egyptian Feminist Movement," 

"Why aI-Qaeda is Winning," "Museveni in Uganda," "The Hidden Imam and 

Khomeini’s Revolution," "State Formation in the Horn of Africa," and many more in 

Middle Eastern and African studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 



Find the tentative schedule here. See the full list of papers to be presented, click 

here. 

Reg istration fees: 
Full/Associate Members: $75, Log in here. 

Student Members: $50. Log in here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,asmeascholars.orq. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r¢~ 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2011 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www asmeascholars.org 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~@live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday                12:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

T’m so sorPl about this. T am keeping up with the assignments and doing 

outside work to prepare for the group presentation. I will get any and all notes from a classmate. 

As I mentioned in my last email, I have a doctor’s note for this illness. 

Thank you, 

[@live.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 1:38 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

25th North Carolina Latin American Film Festival Anniversary Celebration: Nov 6 at UNC 

Dear friends, 

You are invited to the 25th Latin American Film Festival Anniversary Celebration starting at 4:00pro on Sundae/, November 6, 2011 at the Fedex Global Education 

Center on the UNC campus. The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina and Duke University will host a panel 

discussion with local filmmakers Rodrigo Dorfman, Charlie Thompson, Altha Cravey and Penny Simpson as well as look back at 25 years of Latin American film in 

North Carolina. A reception will follow. 

For information about the 2011 Latin American Film Festival screenings, exhibits, and panel discussions that will be going on throughout the Triangle and 

Greensboro areas please visit: http:iilatinfilrnfestivalnc.com. This year the festival will feature a series focused on one of the most pressing contemporary 

challenges facing the region: narco-trafficking and the related themes of violence, corruption, in/justice, and migration. Our goal is to create discussion and 

understanding of this sensitive issue while examining how Latin Americans are responding. 

Founded in 1986, the North Carolina Latin American Film Festival celebrates the power and artistry of Latin America’s film and audiovisual production. Its mission is 

to provide a space in North Carolina for Latin American images, sounds, and stories to reach a wider audience. From documentaries that depicted the darkest 

moments of Latin American history during the rise of dictatorships, to feature films that portrayed the intimacies, complexities and rhythms of everyday life, our 

audiences have been exposed to a wide range of critical and responsible narratives of the region. 

To view the over 600 titles in the Consortium’s film collection visit: ~h~t~t~p~[L‘~/~!~s~a~-~u~c~e~d~u~j~f~!!~m~-~[!~b~r~a~r~_. 

Please RSVP by November I to riefkohl@email.unc.edu. We hope you will join us on November 6. 

Beatriz and Natalie 
geatriz Riefkohl Mufiiz 

Associate Director 

Institute for the Study of the Americas 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Natalie Hartman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Thursday, 2:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Grade breakdown 

Dr. Sahle, 

Monday at 11 am should ~vork just fine for me. Thanks for accomodating me I appreciate it. I shouldn’t take up but a fe~v minutes of your time. 

Best, 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Sulziect: RE: Grade breakdown 
Sent: ~            6:37 AM 

Dear 

Here are possible times for a meeting next week and the agenda will be to discuss your performance in Afri 

Monday: 9.00am-12 00pm. 
Tuesday: 3.30-5 00pm. 
Thursday: 3.30-5.00pm 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

in the Spring of 

Frur 3),live unc edu ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                 12:06 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutziect: Grade breakduwn 

Dr. Sable, 

I never got a reply from the last email I sent yuu a while agu. I understand you must be bus)’, and it may be hard tu get a time to meet with yuu Although I wuuld still rather see the grades 
frum last semester, I will accept a simple email with in)’ grade breakduwn rm under the understanding the the Umversity requires professors tu provide their students with major grades 
leading tu there final grades, and I’ve still only received the grade of the midterm. 

Best, 

Sent ffum mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent ffum mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Weekly Forum 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are well. 

I am a little better 
now and I will submit my assignment this evening. If you need a doctor’s note I can either scan it or print it and give it to you in person. 

Please let me know what you would like. 

Thanks so much, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <infe@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 4:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

The ICD Annual Academic Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2011 (Berlin, December 15th - 18th, 2011 ) 

"Cal~ for Applications" 
(ICD Conferences, November 2011 --- January 2012) 

Dear Professors, Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I am writing to bring to your attention the following major programs (outlined below) hosted by us in padnership with other 
leading organizations. The Programs will bring together governmental and diplomatic officials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young 
professionals, students and schNats, and other interested stakeholders from across ~he world for a program of lectures, workshops, panel and group discussions and social 
and cultutal activities featuring leading figures from the fields of politics, academia, civil society, media, and business. 
We are currently accepting applications for these events and I would be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding the information below to anyone you think 
may be interested in attending. 

"Immigration &Integration in an Age of Austerity: Challenges and Opportunities" 

(London, November 22nd - 25th, 2011) 

w~vJihrc.org 

"Crisis, Conflict, and Culture: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy in the European Project" 

(Brussels, December 6th - 9th, 2011) 
www.eu-c ult u raldip!omacy-conference.otg 

"Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations: New Actors, New Initiatives, New Targets" 

(Berlin, December 15th = lath, 2011) 
vwvw.icd -a ca d emv ,o r_q 

Development Initiatives, Trade Relations and Interregional Cultural Exchange in the European African Alliance 

wvw~.ex perience=africa .o~! 
Thank you for your atlention and for your cooperation in sharing the ne~’~; of our upcoming events. If you do not wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us 
an email to info@culturaldiplomacy.or~ indicating this. 
Wi~h warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (leD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Fioor/Hoct:haus) 
KurfQrstendamni 207-8 Berlin, Germany-i0719 
Phone: 0049(0)302360-7680 
www.c ultu ra Idiplo m acy.o r.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

......... Please forward the announcement found below ...... Thank you .......... 

’°Ca~l for Applications" 
(ICD Conferences, November 2011 - January 2012) 

Dear Sirl Madam, 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is currently accepting applications for the events outlined below, all of which will take place from November 2011 --- January 2012. The 
Programs will bring together governmental and diplomatic officials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, students and 
scholars, and other interested stakeholders from across the world for a program of lectures, workshops, panel and group discussions and social and cultural activities 
featuring leading figures from the fields of politics, the arts, academia, media, and business. 

"Immigration &Integration in an Age of Austerity: Challenges and Opportunities" 

(London, November 22nd - 25th, 2011) 
www.lihrc.or~q 
The London International Human Rights Congress is an international Conletence held annually by the ICD and other leading organizations in a dilferen~ global capital city. The 
aim of the confetence this year is to reflect on the operation and application of Human Rights with padicular focus on hnmigration and Integration. 
Since the signing of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in I948, the dignity and respect afforded to the protection of Human Rights across the Globe has faced an 
unprecedented arnoun~ of challenges. In our GlobNised and Multicul~ural world rights relating to hnmigration and Integration are ~hose which are bo~h most important in ~erms 
ol International Relations, and those most at risk. It is during times like ~hese that the International Human Rights framework is ~ested in a way like never before. Raising new 
questions such as how far should National Financial or Economic failings be allowed to influence the Universality of access to fundamental rights? The London International 
Human Rights Congress will discuss the challenges and opporlunities which arise in the quest to protect Human Rights in the 21st Century. 
To apply please visit: 

http:/l~vw.culturaktiplomacy.org/gphr/index.php?en bihrc-2011 application-form 

"Faith, Globalization and Interrellgious Dialogue" 

(Berlin, November 281h = December 02nd, 2011) 
www.icd-academy.org 
ICD Academy Sessions are weeklong programs that explore the role of cultural diplomacy in contemporary international relations. Each program features lectures, seminars 

and workshops lead by experls from the fields of international politics, diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector. During their time in Berlin participants will 
also have the opportunity to take part in cultural and social activities and to visit institutions such as the German Foreign Office, the German ParliamenL ~he Berlin City Hall, 
cultural institutions and Berlin-based embassies. 
To apply please visit: 
[!1!p~//wvw~.cu~tura~di#--]£E!:a-~£y-:~-r-~-/-:a-~c--:a-~d---e--~y-/--[[~-d---e-~x--~-h-#--Z-e-~[L~-a-~c--:a-~d---e--~y--s--e--E![!1~-a--r--s- 

"Crisis, Conflict, and Culture: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy in the European Project" 

(Brussels, December 6th - 9th, 20I 1) 
~_:_e___u_: _o_’__u_! Lu_ !1~_! Ld_l I_)_[ QL ! )__a__o_’y_:_C__Q_0_[_e__[_e__[ !__c_#<_Q f9. 
The EU & Cultu[al Diplomacy Conference is the first of a series of three conferences dedicated to enhancing awareness and undo[standing of international governing 



institutions and their role in promoting cultural diplomacy across the world. The conference, focused on the European Union, is an international conference organized by the 
ICD and other leading organizations in the home base of the EU--B[l~ssels, Belgium. 
The goal of this year’s conference is to facilitate exploration of the unique challenges currently facing Europe fi~m the debt crisis, to crippling mi~tarf engagements to the 
debate over increased political and economic union-----funneled through a thorough undet~tanding of the hJstor~ca~ and theoretical foundations of the "European 
To apply please visit: 

"Cultural Diplomacy and Interna#onal Rela#ons: New Actors, New Ini#a#ves, New Target" 

(Berlin, December 15th - lath, 2011) 

The "[CD Annual Academic Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2011" ~s the conc[uding conference of the ]nstitute’s Cu[tura] D~p]omac,/year. Taking place Jn Berlin, the aim of 
the conference is to review, debate and eva[uate the year in terms of Cultural Diplomacy. 
Th~s end of year academic conference wilt bring together scholars, politicians, d~plomats, activists and young tenders to discuss Cultural D~plornacy within International 
Relations. Ranging [rorn broad topics of d~scussion to specific areas of Cultural D~pbmacy, the annual conference will provide a w~de and detailed analysis o[ Cultural 
Diplomacy for 2011. 
To apply p[ease visit: 

Development initiatives, Trade Relations and Interregional Cultural Exchange in the European African Alliance 

(Berlin, Januan] 10th - 13th, 2012) 
~_~__e__x_ p_ #_r_j_e__[)_c__&-_’_a__f_[j_c_ #_~__o_!~g 
The "European African Alliance Conference 2012" is the fit~.~t of four conferences held during January specifically on the continent of Africa. This conference will focus on the 
relationship between Europe and Africa in the context of development, trade, security and cultural exchange with the view to explore and evaluate Africa’s role in the globalised 
world and the field of Cultural Diplomacy. 
Africa’s relationship with Europe and European h~stihdions has developed significantly over the last decade maMng the European African Alliance an interesting and relevant 
topic for discussion today. The program will consist of lectures, seminat~.~, debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures fi~m international politics & 
diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector. 
This conference will focus on and analyze economic issues such as migration and employment, political issues such as the use and alfec[ of institutions, democracy and 
international relations and security and trade issues. 
To Apply please visit: 

~CD Young Leaders Forums: 

~.~cdwlf.or# 

Development Initia#ves, Trade Rela#ons and Interregional Cultural Exchange in ~e European African Alliance 
(Weeklon9 Seminar, Bedin, Janizary 91h - 15th, 2012) 
~v.~cd-africa .orfl 
**PaRic~pan~ ot the foRhcomh~9 CDA weeklong seminar w~ll take par i~ the h~ternationsl Confere~ce "The Europes~ African Alliance Co~fere~ce 2012 (Berlin, January 10th - 13th, 2012) 

~.cu~t u raldiplomacy.org 
The ~nstitute for Cu~turaJ D~plomacy is an ~ntemational, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headqua~ers in 8er~n, Gen~any. The goal of the ICD is to promote 
g~oba~ peace and stability by strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at a~ leve~s. Over the past decade the ~CD has grown to become one of E[~rope’s ~arges[ 
independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among ~ndividuals of a~ cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
across the world. 

Previous Events 
Previous events he~d by the Institute for Cultur8~ Diplomacy ~nclude the Internat~ona~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin, May 1 lth-15th 2011 - ~.~cd- 
intemationalsymposium.or#), which hosted The Non. Lucinda C[eighton - Minister of European Affai~ of ~reland; The Hon. Michae~ Chertoff - Former United States 
Secretary of Homeland Sec[~rity; The Hon. Rexhep ~eJdani - Former President of Albania; The Hon. Senator Tim Hutchinson = Former United States Senator ~rorn 
Arkansas; The Hon. Judge Theodor Meron ~ Former President of the International Cr~m~na~ Tr~buna~ for the Former Yugoslavia; The Hon. Yasar Yakis = Former Foreign 
Minister of Turkey 
In March 20I 1 the ~CD hosted the Berlin international Economics Congress 2011 (Berlin, March 9th - 12th 2011 - ~.biec.de ), which hosted The Hon. Nahas Angu~a - 
Pdme minister o~ Namibia; The Hon. Jean~auJ Adam - Foreign Minister of ~he Republic of Seychelles; The Hon= A~berto Jose Guevara Obregon - Minister of Finance of 
Nicaragua; The Hon. Ai imam AI Sadig A i ~ahdi = Former Prime minister of Sudan; The Non. Akua Sena Dansua = Minister for Toudsm of Ghana; and The Non. 
Edmund Bartlett - Minister of Tourism of Jamaica. 
P~ease address any add~tiona~ q[~edes 1o JE[A@_£#_[~#_[#_[#~JA[A#£Y:_£[9 
We look fop~ard to hear from you soon. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku datum Karree (3rd Fioor/Hochhaus) 
Ku~fQrstendsmm 207-8 8edin, Germs~y-!0719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00 49.(0)30 2360-76811 
www.culturaldiplomacy or~ 
info@culturaldiplomacy org 
Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook = click here 
Keep up=to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter = c~ick here 
Become ~ member of the ~CD and ~e~p cremate a stropg Cultured D~p~om~cy community - click here 
This e-mail conf~ins privileged and confidentis~ inbrmstion intended only 
for the use of the individual or entity named above. ~f th~ tender of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or fon~’srding of this e-mail is strictly 
p~oh~b~ed if you have received th~s e- rnai~ ~n erro~ please rep~y ~o the 
sender of such and deiete the e-mai~ in ~ entireb] Thank you. 
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TOP NEWS 

Companies from NATO countries 
hope that gratitude for assistance in 
the Libyan rebellion will be a factor 
in awarding contracts. 

China Is Asked for 

Ii~vestment il~ Em’o Rescue 

Beijing is expected to demand major 
concessions in any deal, which would 
be its biggest opportunity to flex its 
financial muscle in the West. 

Many fi’eshmen in Congress now support bite-size policy changes rather than a total overhaul, in 
an effort to redefine the party’s increasingly anti-immigration image. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 ara b’o~¢bled by the &!nmnization ~[ inmdgra~i ts, legal ar illegal, i~i our parlg. We’ve got a counb’y that 
was b~ilt an m~migrrm~s and mm~Nral~on, a~M we’ve kind oj’~ost sight ~ lhat." 
REPRESEN~i AT~VE gLAKE FARENTItO LD, Republican of Texas, on stdfting at[itt~des 
immigratiom 

ARTS 

~AUDIO & 
~ F .... 

PHOTO,N= Tile 
tohfl h~d e 

Bo~shol Theatee <1~ < 

Reopens 
Mter six years of renovation and 
reconstruction, the Bolshoi Theater 
in Moscow reopened. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE         [% 
THREAD ....... 

For many analysts, the 

success of Hmraan Cain 

defies logic. Could it be that he is not 

aetnally a pofitieian? 

A welcome Win(lows Phone 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Cashing in on your hit YouTube video 

Eight noteworthy apps for children 

WORLD 

Greek Anger on Debt Agreement Is Focused EspeciMly on Germany 

Many Greeks fear a loss of sovereignty and resent the monitoring of the economy that will continue 
for years. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 



A G~°eek Politician ~Who Pttshed Back &gainsl Perks 
i.::: :.: .~z.:..iR:. .:.:J. i..’. 
Colleagues did not immediately embrace the ideas of Hara Kefalidou, but others praised her 
boldness. 

B~’itlsh Monarchy Sc~’aps Rt~le of Male S~mcesslon h~ New Step to 

Moder~ izatlo~ 

The ~6 eonntries that recognize the British monarch as head of state have abolished male 
precedence in the order of succession. 

I~t F~orida Battle~ Casino Cash vso Disney Image 
~.::: U:LL E ,:.U.,’.R~..Z 

The state’s need for inereased revenues puts it at odds with its most powerful company, Disney, 
which opposes a mukibiHion-dollar plan for gambling resorts. 

Ha~od Tilnes for Gay Retireme~t [-Iave*~s 

Many gay retirement communities around the country, once hailed as havens for the aging 
Stonewall generation, have either failed to open or fallen on hard times. 

College .&ppllcatlo~ Essay as Haiku? Eor Some, 500 Words Are~’t 

After four years without a word-count limit, the Common Application has imposed one. But 
students say they don’t know what it will mean -longer essays will make it through, but might be 
judged harshly. 

~ Interect ve Fe#ture 500 Words About the Common A;;plication 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Cigareltes Are E~llsted to Test ~a/ays of 

Scientists have been studying the effects of lower-nicotine test cigarettes on smokers in an attempt 
to get them to quit. 

COMMON SENSE 

A Spotlight Now Shh~es o~ Italy 

It is up to Silvio Berluseoni to keep Italy fl’om becoming another Greece and plunging the wm’ld into 
an even more devastating financial crisis. 

Selli~g Pieces of Law F~rms to ]~vestors 

Major retailers in England have begun offering legal serviees in their stores and online, a practice 
that may soon be permitted in the United States. 

S P 0 RTS 

CARDINALS 6, RANGERS 2 

All the ~ray Back~ the Cardinals V~q~ the World Ser~es 

The Cardinals, who made the postseason with the fewest wins, 9o, of any playoff team, won their 
~th World Series title by beating the Rangers in a series that went all seven games. 

~ 
Post a Comment [ Read 

~Box 
Score I ;nning by ~nmng 

ON BASEBALL 

For DeV¢itt a~d Sellg~ the Game of a 

Two men with decades in baseball, Bud Selig, the game’s commissioner, and Bill DeWitt, the St. 
Louis Cardinals owner, celebrated the most thrilling contest of their lives. 

Dark Days for a Team Adr~ 

The Dolphins’ improbable defeat against the Broneos and Tim Tebow was a revealing signpost in the 
middle of another lost season in Miami. 

ARTS 

Joy h~ Rt~ss~a as a Syr~boi of the ¢M~ts Reopens 

As Rnssia’s elite took part in the Bolshoi Theater’s opening gala, hundreds waited ontside on a cold, 
miserable night for a glimpse of "Swan Lake" on two large screens. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 



Live From Moscow: It’s Friday Night at the BolshoL Friday Morning in New 

The Bolshoi Theater celebrated its reopening in Moscow after a huge renovation, with a program 
seen in an H D broadcast at a theater on the Upper East Side of Manhattan. 

MUSIC REVIBN 

Dragon, Dwa r£s a~d Demigod: It Mu~t Be ~Va~ er 

Robert Lepage’s produaion of Wagner’s "Siegfried" opened Thursday night at the Metropolitan Opera 

with strong singing, remarkable playing and a creaky set, 

Mote Arts News 

TRAVEL 

While its food and sceneu¢ command devotion, the country’s catacombs, skulls and castles offer a 
tantalizing glimpse into its violent past. 

~ Slide Show: Exploring Italy’s Macabre Past 

36 Hours in Cape Towu 

With urban revival eontinning in parts of the eity after the 2ore World Cup, Cape Town is still a 
place where natnre dazzles, and history lingers. 

PRACTICAL TRAMELER 

Airlh~es’ Holiday Tidings 
i.::’, ?.!i:. ii.’.LL’." ~ iX’:.~’:.i? ;.": 

An overview of what to expeet at the airport, and some new options to help awfid long lines and 
luggage fees. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Cot~rt and the Next Presldet~t 
The makeup of the Supreme Court is an important issue in the presidential race, and it is not being 
truly addressed. 

EDITORIAL 

For Their Ow~ Good 
The case fro" vaccinating boy-s, as well as girls, against a sexually transmitted virus associated with 
several cancers is getting stronger. 

EDITORIAL 

The facts in Pennsylvania’s death penalty eases shiny an abysmal failure of justice and a convincing 
argument to end the barbaric punishment. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 
West Virghfia’s Palace of Gold 

For a child of Indian immigrants, the death of the Hare l@ishna leader Swami Bhaktipada brings 
back memories. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

/~erlca’s Exp~odlng Pipe Dream 

Numbers don’t lie. The United States gets low scores in a new report on social justice. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

What the Cost*m~es Reveal 

A New Ym’k "foreclosure mill" law firm edebrates Halloween by me&lug those who lose their 
homes. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 29, 1929, stoek priees eollapsed on the New York Stoek Exchange amid panic selling. 
Thousamts of investors were wiped ont. 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo is Pla~lni~lg Buildup in 

G~llf After- Ii’aq Exit 

The Pentagon is drawing np plans to 
reposition forees ae.ross a 
strategieally critical and politieally 
tnmnltnous region. 

Nearly Two Mi|lion Lose 

Powe~ as Snow Coats Region 

A rare early storm bearing ferocious 
winds knocked out power for nearly 
two million customers in the 
Northeast and threatened to topple 
October snowfall records. 

~ 8iide 8how: Snow Comes Eady to East 

Coast 

ix ~Mlierlcans Killed as I~last Hits Bus in zM’ghaillstan 

A Taliban snieide ear bomber attaeked an armored shuttle bus in the single deadliest assanlt on 
Americans in Kabul since the war began. 

I~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wi! ’re bee~* told sb*ee oi*r cM[dhoods, ’Po~itms is b~d, dora ’t get i~a to po[}t}es.’ B~t the point 

somebody has to clerm it up. We <x~ ’t./ust scold people." 

PARTtlO NAG~ on a new aetiv[sm among the middle class m India. 

N.Y. / REGION 

G R_&Pl[l[i C: V~:he*oe 

the One Percent 

Fit il~ tl~e 

Hierarc~y of Income 
Chart of the hierarchy of income in 
the United States. 

OPINION 

AU~Ol ~OWLOA~ 
~ AUDIO: A 

Seh~lmal~ 
Ariel Sehulman, the direetor of the 
box office smash Paranormal g, takes 
more qnestions. 

Look who’s trashirN "Jersey 
Shore" now 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

"South Pa~k" goes Broadway 

A Rew "SlaepiRg Beauty" 

WORLD 



IN DIA’S WAY 

Protests Awaken a Goliath +u Ind+a 

Recent anticorruption protests have stirred India’s middle class, which has benefited most from 
growth, but remained disengaged fl’om the political system: 

i ~~~ 

H~utlng at an End to a Curb on Polygamy~. Interim Libyan Leader Stirs Anger 
f.h: ::. f. ;. :i 

In a speech, Mnstafa Abdel~Ialil declared that a Qaddafi-eva law in Libya that plaeed restrietions on 
multiple marriages, whieh is a tenet of Islamie law, ov Shariah, would be done away with. 

For Kurds in Turkey, a Country’s Coi~fllct Rends Families 

Many Kurds feel caught between a guerrilla movement fighting for minority rights and local 
autonomy and a Turkish government that says it wants peace, but fears earring up the country. 

o More World News 

In Colorado~ a Power Struggle ~rith the Power Company 

Facing an attempt to replace it with a municipally owned utility in Boulder, the energy company 
Xeel says it is better equipped to ramp up renewable energy. 

Denver Pollee Move Into Occupy Protest Encampment 

Police arrested protesters after a standoff that ended in a skirmish with pepper spray and reports of 
rubber bullets. 

Comedian is Serious, Mostly, as Candidate 
i.::., LiZi.. f. 

Steve Berke, calling himself a member of the After Party, promotes his candidacy with videos in 
which he smokes marijuana, eaw~rts with models and downs w~dka shots. 

BUSINESS 

~Vhat*s Lllck Got to Do ~,qth It? 

Bill Gates and other hugely sueeessful entrepreneurs may have had good fortlme in their lives, but 
they knew how to turn those lucky breaks into life-changing events. 

Can Super Marlo Save lhe Day for Europe? 

Mario Draghi will take the reins of the European Central Bank on Tuesday, moving into the 
erosswinds of the region’s financial storm. 

China Reshuffles Top Leadership at Financia~ Reg~[ators 

Several of those leadership changes, which were announced Satm’day, come at a time of strong 
economic growth in China but continuing worries about inflation and lending. 

S P 0 RTS 

Day After Day~ Her Voice Takes Listeners to the Stars 

Sandy Wood, fro" ~o years the host of "StarDate," is heard by some ~.~ million daily listeners on 304 
radio stations around the United States. 

NASA Is Considering Fue~ Depots in the Skies 

If NASA can refuel spaceeraft in orbit, it might be able to accelerate [flans to send astronauts to 
distant destinations. 

German Satellite on Its Way Back to Earth 

A retired satellite is hurtling toward Earth, and pieces of it could crash as early as Friday, the 
German Aerospace Center said. 

, Me~e Spears News 

ARTS 

::2".:’ 2.:H2’ VOG::21 
"The History of the World in lOO Objects," from the British Museum, was an intriguing and popular 
BBC radio sm~es and is now a book that will be available here on Monday. 

~ Slide Show 



ARTS & LEISURE 

Powerhouses of Rock~ Unite: LouTalllca 

Lou Reed and Metallica are thrilled about their collaboration, "Lulu," inspired by two plays by 

Frank Wedekind; what remains to be seen is how fans will react. 

Skimming the Ice~ Strings Attached 

L:: ..:i A ~:M.I.: 

The Phantom lamb Company’s "69°S.,’’ a sophistieated lmppet show in which puppeteers are on 

stilts, ()pens at the Brooklyn Academy of Music’s Next Wave Festival this week. 

MAGAZINE 

How Ready ~°e V~;e for Bioterrorism? 

Ten years after anthrax attacks, biodefense is busted. 

~AT}her¢ an h~ter~¢t ,)’o}l~e ],~ Not 3u,~t a ,)’o}l~e 

In China, it’s a form of defiance - and the government is not amused. 

Lynda Barry ~Vil! Make Ym~ Believe h~ Yourself 

A renegade cartoonist discovers her inner creativity guru. 

o More From the Maqazlne )~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The B~oated Nnclear Weapons B*~dget 

The United States can save billions of dollars on its nuclear weapons program without 

compromising security. 

EDITORIAL 

Fa|]~r~g Crime~ ’Feeru ing 

Republican senators have sabotaged the National Criminal Justice Commission Act, which would 

be an essential step toward major criminal justice reform. 

EDITORIAL 

Graclas, Pero No Graclas 
There may be a few explanations as to why some Republican presidential candidates are boycotting 

a debate on Univision. 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pizzas and Pessimism 

The disconnect between the seriousness of our angst and the silliness of our politics defies belief. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~hat Ta~ Dollars Ca~¢t Buy 

Soaking the rich can’t fix a broken government. 

~ Columnist Page ~ Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Did Yml Hear the One About the Bs~kers? 

While the world watched the demise of Qaddafi, some unsettling news fl’om Wall Street helped 

explain why all those protests are resonating. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

Mere Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 30, 1974, Muhammad Ali knocked out George Foreman in the eighth round of a 15-round 

bout in Kinshasa, Zaire, to regain his world heavyweight title. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terweil <os~tem-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 4:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Invitations, etc 

Hello Dear Eunice 

Thanks for these invites I should be able to make both’. (though I have to check something about the 14th). 

Thanks so much and see you Thursday’. 

best,m 
On Oct 30, 2011, at 6:57 AM, Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

> 

> Dear Michal, 
> 
> Yes, we still need to make time for our long proposed coffee, lunch or dinner.. It has been an extremely busy and intense period from this end, hence the lack of follow-up on this 
outstanding matter. At any rate here are t~vo invitations. 
> 

> 1) Nov. 4 
> 

> I would be delighted if you joined me and a few conn-ades at a celebratory dinner in memory of the late Dr. Maathai the founder of the Green Belt Movement in Kenya who died recently 
The celebration will be at my home. 
> Here are details: 
> 

> Date: Nov 4 
> T~ne: 7.00pm 
> Location: 
> Dinner menu: Indian vegetarian and chicken dishes. 
> What to bring: a song, poem or any piece of writing by a woman that in 
> your opinion embodies Wangari’s liberatory spirit. 
> 

> 

> 2) Nov. 14 
> 

> On behalf of the African Studies Center, I am organizing a lunch for a few colleagues in honor of the upcoming visit to UNC by the African feminist Dr Slyvia Tamale, who has just 
published a ground breaking work on African sexualities The lunch will be at the Carolina Inn at 12.00pro. Below is the information of her public lecture on Nov 15 You can pass on the 
details of the talk to folks who might be interested. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dr. Sylvia Tamale 
> Conte×tualizing ttomophobia in Afidca 
> Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM 
> Fedex Global Education Centcr, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, U2X-C-CH 
> Dr. Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere University in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makercre University, a Masters from 
Harvard Law School and a PhD in Sociology- and Feminist Studies from the Universi~" of Minnesota. Dr. Tamale founded and serves as coordinator of the La~v, Gender & Sexuality Research 
Project, and was also instrmnental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere University. During her visit to UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new 
book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, power, masculinities, and fcmininities. This event is being held in 
collaboration with Pamba~aka Press. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Michal Osterweil, PhD 

Global Studies 

osterwei@elnail.nnc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper F~xtension Request 

Good morning Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email reaches you well. I am writing to request a paper extension on my behalf for the research paper on the Congo. I am speaking very frankly and honestly, when 

outlining my paper right now and I do not want to rush with the process of turning a paper in that is not of my or your standard of my intellectual ability. I would not feel it 
respectful in the least to submit a paper to you that I know is not quality, and waste the valuable time you spend critically and constructively critiquing papers. With this being 
said, I’d like to request a deadline extension for my paper, I cannot speak on behalf of the rest of the class. I understand if you reduce the percentage of my paper due to an 

extension, but it is always worth the risk for me to submit quality work to my professors. 
I’d also like to inquire if a document on the guidelines of the research paper is in the "Course Documents" section of Blackboard? I looked this weekend for it, but I could not 
find it...l only have the preliminary paper guidelines that you gave us in class. 
Your support/understanding with this paper extension request is greatly appreciated and valued, and please know that I am working tirelessly to complete and submit quality 
work. 
Best, 

B.A. African Studies, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 8:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Atii~ - Research paper: AFRI 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
Thank you for the extension, this is very helpful, I felt a little rushed on the paper and I want to have the time to do a good job. 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 6:38 AM 
S,,bject; Aft . Research paper: AFRI 

Dem All, 

G~eetings. 

This is in response to requests for extension on the research paper assignment. To fair to tlae whole class, please note that you have until Nov. 12 to submit your paper. 
Further, plea~ refer to Blackboard for furl~her suggestions on guidelines on "this assignment. 

Feel ficee m submit your paper beIbre the 12 if you tinish it. 

For ~ny records, please acknowledge receipt of this email to Tuesday 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 31,2011 10:45 AM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- facul~] Talk: Iraqi Women between Dictatorship, Sanctions, War and Occupation 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [wmst] Iraqi Women between Dictatorship, Sanctions, War and Occnpat~on 

Date:Mon, 31 Oct 2011 09:58:27 -0400 
From:Ely~ Crys~mJl       ~bmindspring.com> 

Reply-To:The wrest mailing list <wmst~list~rv.m~c.edu> 

To:The wmsl mailing liszt <wms@)listserv.unc.edu> 

"iraqi Womee between Dictatorship, Sanctioes, War aed Occaipation" 
29 November 201I 

5:00-7:00 pm 

Hyde Hall, UNC t~stituLe for Arts and 

Profess;or Nadje a~-A~i o[ Uniw?rs~tv o[ London presents ’qraqi Women between Ok:tatorsho, Sanctions, War and 

Occups[[on." Based on in--dep[h ~ntetv~ews w~[h ~rsqi women ~n the diaspora (IJS, UK, Jordan) as wel~ as women 

#~s~de Iraq, the tall< wH] provide a NstoHca~ context [o [he current situation of women under occupation and poHtica~ 

transition. It w[H not only address women’s deterioration of ~ega~ rights, the increase h~ gender-based v~olence, m~d the 

h~pact of ~s~m~ist militias and ideologies, but w~l] also d~scuss women’s pol~tica~ mobilization m~d resistm~ce to both the 

occupation ~md increasing [slam~t encroachment. 

PsrL o[: the Gender, War and Culture Series, co-sponsored by: Carolina Center for the Study of the M~ddle East and Muslim Civilizations, Duke-UNC Consortiun? for 

MEddle-East Studies, U NC Center for European Studies, UNC Curriculum o[: Peace, War and Defense, UNC DepsrLmenL o[: Women’s Studies, UNC ]nsL[tuLe for ~rts 

and Humanities and Triangle h~st~tute for Security Studies. 

For more information, olease contact Or. Sarah Shields (yshields@email.unc.edq) 

Ge~det; Wa’~ ~d Cultare Series 
Com,eners: UNC Series on "Gender, Po]itics and Culture [n Europe and Beyond" and "Research T~iaug/e Se~ic:~ on 

Co~sponsa~rs: C’a~t~lina Center lbr the Study ofthe Middle :East and Muslim Ci~,[~[zali )r~,~. DUKt:-UNC Cousor[ium £~r Midd]e-East Studies. UNC Ccuter iBr 

European Studies, UNC Curr[cuhm~ ofPeace, War and Dclbnse, UNC I)cpa~tment of’Women’s Studies, ! rNC Iustitutc fbr A~ts and Humamties and T~ang]e Institute 

Ibr SecuHb" Studies 

Tuesday~ 29 November 2011 

5:00 - 7:00 pm 

UNC Institme fbr A~s and Hum~mities, Hyde 

Iraqi Women between I)icu~[ors~ip, Sauctions. War aud ()cc~patiou ~- Based on m-depth h~te~views wifl~ Iraqi womer~ h~ the diasF)ra (US~ UK, Jordau) as wall as 

mobilization arid ~vsismnce to both fl~e occupation and increasi~N ]skamJst cucroachmenL Becm~ 1l is impossible to ~mdcrsUmd Ne complexity of women and gender 

~he historicN dm,elopment in the last decMes as a backch~p again~f the ct~rTe~g situation of occ~pNion g~d r,:.si~t~mce: ~[~o impact of the initial]), secular modernist s~d(: 

pi@ect of Sad&m~ t ]us~h~’s regime, the mi[i~mzatio~ of socieb’ dining the Irm~.-Iraq war (I980-88), ~he Gulf Crisis & G-ulf War (1990.-199I ), and fl~e s~bseqt~em 

economic sanc~ons reg[me (1990-2003 ). 

Wed[~esd~}. 30 November 20i i 
4:00 - 6:00 pm 

Graduate Workshop: 

(}en&q War and Nal~on in ~he Middle Eas~ 

wi~h NADJE At-zM .1 ( Umversity ofLo~d~:~n) 

The Reading Seminar ~s ope~ tbr grM~Ne stt~dents c~d advanced undergraduate students. A ~vg~tmtio~ ~s required. 

Please ~gi~ter mint 25 No~ ember 20I 1~ 

The numk~r ofparticipams is ]muted. Fh~ come first ser~ ed. 

Se[~d an emai[ l~: ~mehoe(&emNl.unc.edu 
Atk~r Nc confirm~tJon pardcipards wi]] [:e~. ~hc readit~g tba~ will be 

t:or n~ore mfom~atio[~ ~:e: http://~x~vw.unc.edu/gpc/ 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej- facul’t.5~ as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@ema~l.unc.e&~">eunice@email.~mc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a bref "mailto:leave-30191162-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30191162- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Africa Research & Contacts 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

I spoke with you after class on Thursday about nay plan to                                            and was hoping to you could still send me the reformation of the people you 
mentioned in our conversation I would also like to set up a time to speak more and hear about your research. 

See you tomolTow. 
Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday 12:39 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

hello 

letter.docx 

See attached letter - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Update on the mid-term 

Hi Eumce, 

Okay, everything for the midterm looks good to go! I had to republish the exam with the updated dates/hours, but that’s all You have to edit the "published assessment" for the changes to 
show up. Go to the Tests & Quizzes section and scroll down to the "Published Assessments" area to preview the updated Midterm The only question I had was if any of the questions 
should be marked "short essay" that aren’t already Let me know if anything needs updating. Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 1:26 PM 
To: 
Subject: Update on the mid-telrn 

Dear 

Hope you are well on this very cold day 

At any rate, I have edited the exam on Sakai in an efl2~rt of bringing ~t up to date. I have previewed it and everything seems fine Nonetheless, I would be grateful if you checked everything 
to ensure that I did not mess up the settings, etc in the process. 

Many thanks for your help 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Conversations with the Deans 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

My name is           and I am a                                               My classmate 
. and I would first and foremost like to thank you and your colleagues for all that you do. We have thoroughly enjoyed our         in this 

department and we have, thanks to many of you, learned to critically analyze and engage with the issues that have affected and still do affect African-Americans, Africans, and 
others across the diaspora. 

We recently met with Dean Karen Gil and Dean Jonathan Hartlyn to discuss the recent happenings within our beloved department. Our goals were simple: to gain a 

better understanding of the situation, to show them that students were invested in the department, to express our interest in being a part of the process, and to pitch an event 
idea that we had. The meeting went well and they both agreed to participate in the event that we have now entitled "Conversations with the Deans". They, alongside Interim 
Chair Evelyne Huber and members of the executive committee, will provide an overview of the review process, current developments, and any next steps that have been 
decided upon. Following the overview they will take questions from the audience. 

We would like to cordially invite you to attend Conversations with the Deans. It will be held on Thursday, at 4:00 p.m. in Graham Memorial 039. Much 
of the frustration that we have heard has stemmed from individuals not having a clear understanding of what is going on and this is our attempt at addressing it. Our hope is 
that this event will be informative and beneficial to all students, faculty, administrators, and members of the general public that are present. We, as majors, stand with you and 
with this department and your attendance would be greatly appreciated. 
Please feel free to invite your students and other members of the community. 
Thank you for your time and we hope to see you there. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Urgent: Your research paper 

paper.wps 

Hi Dr Sahle sorry for the late response i just opened my email and i have attatched the file. Thanks 

From: SahIe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 8:53 AM 
To 
Subject: Urgent: Your research paper (Afri 

Dear 

Greetings 

For several days now I have tried to open up your paper so that I can grade it, but with no luck. 

The technica[ experts I have advised to me to ask you to re-submit the paper in word format directly to my email Please send the paper as soon as possible 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Readings tbr this week. 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering which readings we are going over tomorrow? I have gone over most of them, but they are not the ones listed on the syllabus for tomorrow. 

I hope you had a nice weekend! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Corzine-Led Firm Is Said to Be Eyed on Missing Money 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................. Toda y,sHeadiines .......................................................................... 
~1)¢ N’t’~, ~rk ~t~.~ November 1, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.., I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ..S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d.. I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 
Corzine-Led Firm Is Said to 
Be Eyed on Missing Money 
By BEN PROTESS, MICHAEL J. DE LA 
MERCED and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Regulators have discovered that 
hm~dreds of millions of dollars in 
customer money have gone missing 
from MF Global, the brokerage firm run 
by Jon S. Corzine. 

" DealBook Column: It’s Lonely Without the 

Goldman Net 

Cain Confronts Claim From 
’9os of Sexual Harassment 
By JIM RUTENBERG and MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

Herman Cain maintained that he had 
been falsely accused while elfief of the 
National Restaurant Association. 

. The Caucus: Cain, Denying Harassment 
Charges, Sees a ’Witch Hunt’ 

" A Financial Question 

:’ Charges May Reshape G.O.P. Campaign 

’. FiveThirtyEight: Media Distrust May Shield Cain 

Syria Accused of Kidnapping 4 in Lebanon 
By NADA BAKRI 

Lebanon’s police have accused Syria of orchestrating the abductions of Syrian dissidents in Lebanon, which 
has become a haven for them during the mitigoverument uprising. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Boarding can be like driving behind a slow-moving truck that you can’t overtake." 

MARK DUPONT, vice president for airport planning at American Airlines. 

SCIENCE 



Gazzaniga 
Am interview with the neuroscientist and 
professor of psychology known for his 
studies, and stories, about the brain’s 
split personality. 

¯ " Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
STONE 
An Interview With 
A.C. Grayling 
By TYLER KRUPP and 
RACHEL STUART 

The philosopher 
discusses the challenges of creating 
meaning in our lives. 

Thespecializedartofthe 
appraisal 

: ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Take advantage of tax breaks now 

What to ask a prospective wealth manager 

at~times.~om iBUS~NESS 

WORLD 

Raucous Trial Is a Test of Haiti’s Legal System 
By WALT BOGDANICH and DEBORAH SONTAG 

For all its quirks, the trial of 13 police officers on charges of murder, attempted murder or other crimes 
stemming from a prison massacre last year is remarkable given Haiti’s history. 

. Slide Show: In Haiti, a Step Toward the Rule of Law 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
For Pakistan, Deep Ties to Militant Network May Trump U.S. Pressure 
By PIR ZUBAIR SHAH and CARLOTTA GALL 

Haqqani nfilitants move about freely in Pakistan, indicating a degree of protection from the nfilitary and 
intelligence service that makes it mflikely 3aneriean eoneenas will be addressed. 

’ Video: TimesCast ] U.S. Seeks Pakistan’s Help 

Afghan Leader Offers Belated Condolences for U.S. Deaths 
By ROD NORDLAND 

President Hamid Karzai moved quickly to make amends for not mentioning, at first, NATO personnel killed 
by a suicide bomber. 

o Trial Opens in Court-Martial of Soldier Tied to Afghan Killings 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Dissenting, or Seeking Shelter? Homeless Stake a Claim at Protests 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

From Los 3mgeles to Wall Street, homeless men and women have joined the protesters in large numbers, 
and divisions have arisen across the eotmtry about how much, if at all, to embrace them. 

" Court Lets Nashville Protesters Stay 

76 Arrested as Officials Break Up Mexico-to-Arizona Drug-Smuggling Ring 
By MARC LACEY 

Scores of people are charged with smuggling vast qumatities of marijuana and other drugs across the 
Mexican border into the United States. 

Hay Shortage Compounds Woe in Drought-Stricken Texas 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

The worst one-year drought in state history has more than doubled hay prices, forcing many ranchers to sell 
or even abandon all of their earle and horses because they cannot afford to feed them. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Time Warner Trims Its Excesses 
By AMY CHOZICK 

Time Waiaaer wants to cut back its overhead, including office space, so that it can continue investing in its 
shows, movies and joulaaalism. 

Most Annoying Airline Delays Might Just Be in the Boarding 
By JAD MOUAWAD 

Boarding times at airports have doubled since the 197os, prompting airlines to try all kinds of elaborate 
tricks to get passengers in speedily and leave the gate on time. 

:’ Interactive Feature: A New Variation in Boarding an Airplane 

Report Says New York Fed Didn’t Cut Deals on A.I.G. 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

In paying the full amounts A.I.G. owed financial companies, the New York Fed disregarded the expectations 
of senior Fed officials in Washington. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Yanks Keep Sabathia, Giving Ace Extra Year 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees avoided a potential pitclfing calanfity when their ace pitcher C. C. Sabathia agreed to the 
extension just hours before the deadline for lfim to opt out of lfis current deal. 

It’s Official: Mets’ Citi Field to Shrink 
By ANDREW KEH 

The walls will be lowered and fences moved ha an attempt to make it easier to hit home rm~s. 

Cardinals’ La Russa Retires on Top 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Three days after the Cardinals won the World Series, Tony La Russa retired with 2,728 victories, third most 
alnong lnanagers. 

:’ Slide Show: The Many Faces of Tony ka Russa 

¯ Mor_~9_~_S~S orts News 

ARTS 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Blue Nights’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

Joan Didion’s "Blue Nights" is a loving portrait of her deceased daughter and a conflicted effort to grapple 
with her grief through words. 

For a Basso Profundo, a New Literary Tune 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

For Alan Hollinghurst, a chronicler of moden~ gay life, his new historical novel, "The Stranger’s Child," is a 
bit of a departure. 

~ Sunday Book Review: ’The Stranger’s Child’ 

THEATER REVIEW I ’LOVE’S LABOR’S LOST’ 
O, That Rowdy Passage From Celibate to Celebrate 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Karin Coonrod’s rowdy production of "Love’s Labor’s Lost," is a streamlined interpretation of Shakespeare’s 
early comedy about men trying to do without women - and failing. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 



Decoding the Brain’s Cacophony 
By BENEDICT CAREY 

Michael S. Gazzaniga, after a long career at the top of lfis field, is spelling out a cautionary tale about the uses 
of neuroseienee in society. 

:’ ~ Video: A Life in Science I Previous Articles in the Series >> 

BASICS 

’A Toad-Eat-Toad World,’ and Other Tales of Animal Cannibals 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

3afimal cannibalism used to be eousidered accidental or pathological, but scientists now realize that it can 
sometimes make good evolutionary sense. 

A Tumor Is No Clearer in Hindsight 
By DENISE GRADY 

Steve Jobs’s decision to delay an operation to remove a tumor may not have been as ill cousidered as it 
seems at first blush. 

’ ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Tales From the Supercommittee 
It is three weeks to deadline, and the deficit-cutting panel isn’t close to an agreement. Democrats are willing 
to cut, but Republicans won’t give an inch on taxes. 

EDITORIAL 
The Ticket-Fixing Scandal 
The investigation adds to the public cynicism about the New York City Police Department. Officers need to 
live by the laws they are supposed to enforce. 

EDITORIAL 
Punishing Poverty 
Being poor is not a crime. Yet some states and cities are inflicting ptmitive measures on people who seek 
govelaunent assistance. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Israel and the Apartheid Slander 
By RICHARD J. GOLDSTONE 

There is too much separation between Arabs and Jews in Israel, but it is not apartheid, which eushrines 
separation as an ideal. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Wrong Inequality 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The most troubling problems that leave many Americaus at a disadvantage have gotten lost in the debate 
over the top 1 percent of ealaaers vs. the bottom 99 percent. 

, Columnist Page [ Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Race, Religion and Same-Sex Marriage 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The quest to legalize same-sex marriage has met particular resistance from African-Americaus. 

. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Nov. 1, 1952, the United States exploded the first hydrogen bomb, in a test at Eniwetok in the Marshall 

Islands. 

¯ See This Front Pagg. 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front Pag.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:56 AM 

intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Working group meeting #3: Troubled Lives of Words 

Deal all, 

Our working group (Troubled Lives of Words) will be meeting again this Friday,            in room 305 in the Languages Building, on Duke’s campus. For more 

information and to access the readings for the session, you can go to https://sites.google.com/siteitroubledlivesofwords!home. 

Thanks! 

PhD Candidate, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:02 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI    Syllabus 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am interested in taking your course, AFRI 
Department. I am also pursuing a. 

Thank you. 

Warmly, 

this Spring¯ I am a 
¯ I was wondering if you would be willing to share the syllabus for this course? 



Sent: 

To: 

Caldwe]l, Kia L <]dcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:06 PM 

Aft’o-Latin Arnet~iean Worldng Group (afro--latinarneriean@listserv.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu; Layla Brown 

Em~iee N <euniee@email.m~c.edu>; Soc’ial Movements Working Group <smwgol@]istservmnc.edu> 

FW: Tonight ±~ro-Colornhian Women on PBS at lopm ET 

~¢me.eom>; Sahle, 

From: "Vanessa Kritzer, Latin America Working Group" <vkritzer@lawg.org> 
Sender: emal@mail.democracyinaction .org 

Date: Tue, 10:35:51 -0400 (EDT) 
To: < @yahoo.com> 

ReplyTo: vkfilzer@lawg.org 
Subject: Tonight Afro-Colombian Women on PBS at 10pm ET 

~i Latin American Working Group 

Hey Kia, 

Great news! Two of the women leaders of the At’ro- 

Colombian eomnmnity La Toma, which we have 

told you about in )j.~)~}. and ~.~.~L~.L2~.~:~:~}, will be 

featm’ed on a program called 

P<*a~¢ on PBS tonight at lopm ETI 

Please help us spread the word about this show and 

watch it TONIGHT, Tuesday, 

, at lopm ETo 

Although this set~es has coveted the struggles of 

women in conflict zones all over the world, tonight’s 

episode will %eus solely on women in Colomhia. 

This episode, called },I#!t!..}i~:I{g.~:..}}:I~L:.3.E~L.{,i.C~3tg., follows two Afro-Colombian women, 

~;~.!~!!~!~!!.’..{~i..’.4.g~.{E~!:~!.!i and !:~}.k!.’..{~i.-’.4.;~, {k!:~!?.{~: from the community ~{::{!f~{);~:~.!.{!: in Colombia’s 

Pacific southwest region. Despite threats fl’om multinational eotl)orations and 

paramilitaries interested in the natural resources beneath thdr aneesh’al ten, tortes, these 

brave women have led a movement to keep thousands of families in their homes and on 

their lands. 

As you may remember, LAWG and out’ partners have done ~E~:!j~;!};{~} to s upport this 

eommunib~ in the past, but it’s amazing to have such a national plaffom~ to share their 

stoW. We hope you’ll use this grcat tool as a way to get mot*~ of your fliends and family 

involved in our work to support peace and hunmn righgs in Colombia. 

If you can, please forward this email on and encourage everyone you Know to 

watch tonight, Tuesday,                 , at lopm ET. If you’re into social 

networldng, here’s a sample post for Facehook: 

In Colombia, civil strife has internally displaced 5 million people. Tonoht at ~ opm ET on 

PBS, Women, War & Peace tells the story qf two ea4,raordinary A.fro-Colombian women 

leading a land-rights movement in Colombia’s gold--rich mountains, where armed 

paramilitaries threaten to tqn’oot thousands.from their homes. 

Or if you’re on twitter, ~37.!i~ what we’re saying: 

In Colombia, civil strife has displaced 5 million people, learn more *onight @l opm ETon 

@ PBS during @ I $~om en WarPcaee. ~{~3:~;,.:,(!~!J:~?.~:~:~r~j,:~:~!?.!~i{~[:L 

And if you’re watching at mpm ET tonight, join the eonvemation on tu{tter by using the 

hashtag #W WPlive. 

I have had the honor of meeting both of these incredible women and ?~ii;}J.!.i.’-’.{;~ the 

eonununity of La Toma. So, I am ttu~lled that their story will reach homes across the 



n ation tonight. I hope you’ll join us in spreading the word and watching this exciting 

program at lopm ET on PBS! 

Best, 

Vanessa Kt~tzer !.~’~.~3!i~i Colombia Program Associate 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwc]l, Kia L <]dcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1, 2oll 12:o8 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwgol@listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwgol] Aft’o-Colombian Women on PBS Tonight at lopm ET 

Frorm "Vanessa Kritzer, Latin America Worldng Group" <vkritzer@lawg.org> 

Sender: emal@mail.democracyinaction.org 

Date: Tue, 1 Nov 2011 10:35:51 -0400 (EDT) 

To: <         @yahoo.com> 

ReplyTo: vkri~er@lawg.o~ 

Subject: Tonight Ath~-Colombian Women on PBS at 10pm ET 

.~.i Latin American Working Group 

ttey Kia, 

Great news! Two of the women leaders of the Aft’o- 

Colombian community La Toma, which we have 

told you shout in _~@2g~_ and ~c~% ~ ale~:~, will be 

fcatnred on a program called 

P~a<~s~ on PBS touigbt at lopm ET! 

Please help us spread the word about this show and 

watch it TONIGHT, Tuesday, November 

1st, at lopm ET. 

Although this series has covered the struggles of 

women in conflict zones all over the world, tonight’s 

episode will focus solely on wotnen in Colombia, 

This episode, called The 1 ~k~.a ~’~ ,4~*~ Li~d~Lg, %llows ~o Aft’o-Colombian women, 

{7~.~2~?.~B£i£.{7~.~:0.{~z~h and ~:I{11~.~£1£.?>:}.1~.LE~£~ from the community !x~.2~?.[~?.~ in C4ombia’s 

Pacific southwest re,on. Despite threats from multinational eoq)orafions and 

paramilitaries interested in the natural resources beneath thdr anees~’al tet~toNes, these 

brave women have led a movement to keep thousands of Nmilies in their homes and on 

thdr lands. 

As you may remember, 1.4WO and our pa~q_ners have done i~s~.{}.~?).}5. "to support this 

community in the past, but it’s amazing to have such a national platform to share their 

story. We h ope you’ll use this gt~at tool as a way to get more of your friends and family 

involved in our work "to support peace and human rights in Colombia. 

If you can, please forward this emall on and encourage everyone you know to 

watch tonight, Tuesday, November ~st, at lopnl ET. If you’re into social 

networking, here’s a sample post for Facebook: 

In Colombia, civil strij> has internally displaced 5 million people. 7bnight at 1 opm ET on 

PBS, Women, ~14~r & Peace tells the story of two extraordinary Aji’o-Coh)mbiau women 

lea~gng a land-rights movement in Colombia’s gold-rich mountains, where armed 

paramilitaries threaten to uproot thousands fi’om their homes. {K~;?.~,t~.:.~Z:t~:~:.~?.~:d~J~;?~:~?Y~ 

Or if you’re on twitter, !7~:~}.{~£~: what we’re saying: 

In O)Iombia, civil str{f!’~ has disidaced 5 million people. Learn more tonight @’~ opm ET on 

@ PBS during @ Women WarPeaee. ~=~3~.!.t.~I~9.:t!~!~:.~?L~.L~t!~{~:PJ~L 

And if you’re watching at lopm ET tonight, join fl~e convmsafion on twitter by using the 

hashtag #WWPlive. 

I have had the honor of meeting both of these incredible women and visiting the 

community ofLa Toma. So, I am thrilled that their story will reach homes across the 



nation tonight. I hope you’ll join us in spreading lira word and watching this exciting 

proga:am at lopm ET on PBS! 

Best, 

Vanessa Kritzer, I,A~G Colombia Program ~ssoeiate 

¯ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: To unsubscribe send a blm~k email to : :i :: : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Exam - am~ouncement 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Just to make sure that I am correct, you are putting the exam on Sakai tomorrow morning and it will be due on Friday by midnight? 

Please let me know if this is correct. 

Thanks, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, 7:05 PM 
Subject-" Exam - announcement 

To: AFRI Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dealt All, 

Greetings. 

There axe additional suggestions on the upcoming exam under ’A~mouncements’. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 

This tbrwaxded message was sere via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "AFRI 

this link to access Mes~ges liar this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this mes~ge click 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:56 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Exam this week 

Hi Hunice, 

I’m not quite sure I know what you mean? This is what I kno~v about the exam after setting it up per your instructions. I think it ~vould be better coming from you (students seemed to get 
confused last time when I sent out an e-mail, not knowing whether it was legitimate since it wasn’t coming tlcom the instructor). Let me know if any of the iN’,armation below is incorrect, and 
I’ll correct it on the exam instructions. 

The midterm exam will be available at 6 am tomorrow,              in the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai. It will become unavailable at 3 pm on Friday,             Students have three 
hours to complete the exam from the time they begin. They should frequently save their responses as not to lose their work Questions will be dra~vn from Lessons 3 9. The exam will consist 
of short answer questions and a longer essay 

hope that helps, but please let me know- if you need further information or have an?- changes to the exam! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday 
To 
Subject: F.xam this ~ve& 
Importance: tligh 

3:47 PM 

Dear 

Hope you are well and thanks for helping me with the exam yesterday 

There seems to be confusion abuut the modalities uf the exam this week I wuuld very grateful if you sent an email that explains the technicalities of it and then I can send to students. You 
can also send it directing tu them if that is easier. 

Many thanks for your help! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@gmail.com; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtr> 

RE: Connecting you with 

I would be happy to meet you and discuss options of going abroad. I would encourage you to attend a panel discussion I will be a part of on Friday at the Campus Y I have copied the 
information for you belo~v. If you are able to come to that perhaps we can meet afterward for some coffee to talk about what you are interested in doing? 

Let me kno~v if that ~vorks for you. 

Best, 

Join us for: 
Lessons from the Field: A Conversation with Former Peace Corp Volunteers 

Four J2~rmer international volunteers describe their experiences The 
pros, the cons and why or why not they would recommend Peace 
Corp and other alternatives to students seeking to make a dierence 

12:30pm Anne Queen Lounge, Campus Y. 

This is the second in our series: Ethics and Challenges in Global Service Work. 

DOING WORK ABROAD IS ET[tICA[.LY C[tALLENGING, NO MATTER HOW 
GOOD OUR IN~ENTIONS. This speaker series features a &verse grnup of 
people people with first-hand experience grappling with the ethics of doing 
service work abroad 

For all those interested in discussing, debating, engaging and learning 
more about the challenges and possibilities of globally-oriented 
service work, please join us. Flyer attached 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.mxc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:01 AM 
To: 
Cc: @gmail. corn; B arbara Anderson 
Subject: Cotmecting you w-ith 

Dear 

I write to introduce you to                 who is a student of mine in 
out research. Further, based on her studies at UNC 

She is thinking of 

Because ofyo~ experiences and ongoing intellectual work, I think that a discussion with you xvould be great for her hence this note. I hope the two of you can carW the conversation 
fol~’ard. 

I am also copying this email to ray colleague Professor Barbara Anderson (thar~ks) who is the Associate Director of At)ican Studies Centre. You can make a appointment to discuss 
your interests with her in the coraing weeks. 

MaW thanks 

Sincerely-, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am a I am very interested in taking AFRI    next semester. 

I was wondering how often you teach this class. Is it offered every Spring? 

I was also wondering if it would be possible for you to send me some more details about what you cover in this class. If you have a previous syllabus which you could send me, 
that would be really helpful. 

Thank you very much for your help, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Readings tbr this week. 

I apologize if I am being very dense on this, but I seem to still be having issues with the readings I downloaded the syllabus on blackboard, but it still has these readings: 

Week 11: Irmnigration, and xenophobia: South AfTica 

: Readings: 
Jonathan Crush, ’Migrations Past’, in McDonald, David A. On Borders : Perspectives on International Migration in Southern Africa. Ontario: Southern Af’rican Magration Project ; 2000 
Belinda Dobson, ’Women on the Move’, in McDonald, David A. On Borders : Perspectives on International Migration in Southern Africa. Ontario: Southern African Migration Project ; 
2000. 

Readings 
David A McDonald and Lephophotho Mashike and Celia Golden, ’The Lives and Times of Af’rican Magrants and Immigrants in Post-Apartheid South Africa’, in McDonald, David A On 
Borders : Perspectives on International Migration in Southern Africa Ontario: Southern African Migration PrRiect ; 2000. 
David A. McDonald, "Shades of xenophobia: in-migrants and immigrants in Mizamoyethu, Cape Town’, in Crush, J S, and David A McDonald. Transnationalism and New African 
Irmnigration to South Africa. [Kingston, Ont]: Southern AfTican Migration Project and Canadian Association of African Studies, 2002. 

However in the week 11 folder contains: 

Rahel Kunz’s reading-.pdLf (1.392 Mb) 
Katharian Goethe and Felicitas Hillmann’s reading 
’]7on van Naerssen’s reading 
Oliver Bakewell’s reading pdf (1.959 Mb) 

Again, I apologize if I am looking at the wrong things. I am assuming we will talk about the Kunz and the Bakewe[1 on Thursday? Thank you! 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Bunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:44 AM 
To: 
Sub3ect: RE: Readings for this week 

Dea~ 

Thanks for your note. 

I have sent a note to the class reminding everyone our agenda 12)r today. 

Best wishes and see you soon. 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, 12:30 Af~l 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Readings for this week. 

Dr. Sable, 

I was wondering which readings we are going over tomorrow’.’ I have gone over most of them, but the?" are not the ones listed on the syllabus for tomorrow. 

I hope you had a nice weekend! 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu-- 

Tuesday, November 1, 2011 8:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

Here are my numbers. Feel free to call at an?- time. I am known to be a 
"bit too positive" about being Chair LarD, really is more realistic 
But, I believe in transformation through teh institutions .... 

Best, 
John 

(mobile) 
(home) 

On 10/31/2011 3:57 PM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 

Dear John, 

Thanks for the discusion. It ;vas veW helpful. Kindly let me have your phone# just in case given the conjuncture 

On another note, will you and you wife make it to the dimaer this Friday Nov. 4 in celebration of Wangari Maathai’s life? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Dr. Juhn Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of Intematiunal Studies 
Chair, Department of (3 eography 
University uf North Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main oflfce) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:34 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Today scminats - Ati-i    AFRI 

Greetings Dr. SaNe, 

I am interested in having a feminist focused tone in the second part of my research paper. On the rubric, you mentioned circulating a paper by a feminist working within the 
colonial of power framework. Could you please bring this paper to class on Thursday, , so I can use it as a reference in my paper? 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:42 AM 
Subject: Today seminar’s - Afri 

Dear All, 

Greetings. 

Agenda for today: 

We st~:rted our discussion of the interlinked themes of Migration, Diaspora and Development on Thursday rather than Tuesday last week - as it is indicated on our 

schedule - becansc upon our return from Fall Break we focuscd on finisNng the filming on the Green Belt Movement and discussing issues emerging fiom it. 

As I mentioned in class laser week, we move forward ruth our discussion of issues pertaining to Migration, Diaspora and Development today ruth a focus on the 

following readings: 

Cindy ttorst, ~The Role of Remitta~ces in the Transnational Livelihood Strategies of Somalis’, in Naerssen, A. L., Ernst Spaan, and E. B. Zoomers. Global Migration 

and Development. New York: Rontledge, 2008. 

John A. Arthur, °Remittance Flows: Sending Money Holne and Shm-ing the Migration Dividend’, in John A. Arthur, (thur, John A. The African Diaspora in the United 

States and Europe :’][’he Ghanaian Experience. AldershoL England ;: Ashgate, 2008. 

’][’on van Naerssen, ’We Are Bridging Cultures and Countries: Migrant Org~dzations and Development Cooperation in the Netherlands’, in Naerssen, A. L., Ernst 
Spaan, and E. B. Zoomers. Global Migration and Development. New York: Routledge, 2008. 

Katharina Goethe and Felicitas Hillmann. ’The Diaspora Option as a Tool Toward Development? The Highly Qualified Ghanaian Diaspora in Berlin and Hamburg’, in 

Naerssen, A. L., Ernst Spaan, and E. B. Zoomers. Global Migration and Development. New York: Routledge, 2008. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Greek Revolt on Bailout Vote May Oust Prime Minister 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Greek Revolt on Bailout Vote 
May Oust Prime Minister 
By RACHEL DONADIO and NIKI 
KITSANTON IS 

An emergency cabinet meeting called by 
Prime Minister George Papandreou 
ended with the cabinet supporting him 
and endorsing a referendum on the 
bailout. 

’. Graphic: Challenges Facing Leaders in the 
European Debt Crisis 

¯ ’ Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt 

Crisis 

Cain Accuser Got a Year’s 
Salary in Severance Pay 
By JIM RUTENBERG, JEFF ZELENY and MIKE 
MclNTIRE 

The National Restaurant Association 
gave $35,000 in severance pay to a 
female staff member in the late a99os 
after an encounter with Herman Cain, 
people with knowledge of the payment said on Tuesday. 

DEALBOOK 
In Corzine Comeback, Big Risks and Steep Fall 
By PETER LATTMAN and NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The fall of MF Global, and the discovery that hundreds of nfillions of dollars were nfissing from the firm’s 
customer aeeotmts, have east a dark cloud over Jon S. Corzine’s legacy. 

-’ DealBook: Federal Inquiry of MF Global Escalates 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This deal, like all the others, is a life sentence of austerity for Greeks. We need to reclaim our country." 

ANdS TSlROGIANNlS, who recently lost his job at a funfiture workshop, speaking about Greek resistance 

to austerity measures. 

U,S, 

SLIDE SHOW: 



Civility on the Brink 
Scholars of Southern culture see 
nmnners on the decline, eroded by 
modern life and its complexities. 

:. Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Will Greece 
Destroy the Euro 
Zone? 
The collapse of the 
Papandreou government 
may undo European efforts to 
restructure debt and hold the union 
together. 

A little makeup goes a long way 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

That man smells familiar 

A cosmetics brand deepens its coverage 

uytim.es.com STYLE 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Austerity Faces Test as Greeks Question Their Ties to Euro 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

The euro crisis has finally touched real politics, with the Greeks now questioning whether their conmfitment 
to Europe and its currency nmtters more than control over their own future. 

In Libya, Fighting May Outlast the Revolution 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Abandoning a pledge to give up their weapons, some nfilitia leaders say they want to preserve their 
autonomy. 

China Seeks $2.4 Million in Taxes From Dissident 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Ai Weiwei, the dissident artist whose secret detention earlier this year stirred an international outcry, has 
been given two weeks to pay $2.4 nfillion ha back taxes and penalties, he said. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Last Bastion of Civility, the South, Sees Manners Decline 
By KIM SEVERSON 

"Yes, sir"? "No, ma’am"? More and more Southerners are skipping such niceties. 3aad ladies, if you wmat that 
seat, you had better go grab it. 

" Slide Show: Civility on the Brink 

Drug Terms Reduced, Freeing Prisoners 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

More than 1,800 prisoners are eligible for release trader new sentencing rules for cocaine-related crimes that 
came into effect on Tuesday. 

Special Election in Iowa Will, G.O.P. Hopes, Cement Grip on Power 
By A.G. SULZBERGER 

Iowa Democrats have been able to block conservative legislation in the State Senate, but that could end next 
week if Republicans win a special election. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In Retreat, Bank of America Cancels Debit Card Fee 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

The decision came after three competitors said they were backing away from their plans to levy sinfilar 



charges. 

:’ Bucks: Is the Web Amplifying Consumers’ Voices? 

Whispers of Return to Drachma Grow Louder in Greek Crisis 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

A vocal nfinority in Greece that has long called for a retun~ to the drachma nfight find itself with a growing 
group of listeners. 

U.S. Judge Bars a Suit for Victims of Madoff 
By DIANA B. HENRIQUES 

The judge ruled that the trustee, Irving H. Picard, did not have the legal right to pursue $20 billion in 
combined dmnage claims against 3PMorgan Chase & Company and UBS. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON FOOTBALL 
Talking Trash, Just to Be Heard 
By MIKE TANIER 

Some fonner N.F.L. players tun~ed analysts spout criticism, even of former teanmmtes, as if they were paid 
by the snap judgment. 

A Likely Favorite’s Long-Shot Story 
By CLAIRE NOVAK 

Without the trainer Charles Dickey, Flat Out, who is among the likely favorites for the $5 nfillion Breeders’ 
Cup Classic, would have probably been retired by now. 

As Miles Add Up, So Do the Unforgettable Moments 
By DAVE UNGRADY 

In 42 years, the New York City Marathon has produced runner collisions, a prerace protest and even a dust 
cloud that obscured the top men as they neared the finish. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
Empty Times Square Is Fantasy; The Stranger Stuff Is Science 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

With the physicist Brian Greene as host, "The Fabric of the Cosmos" on PBS looks at the latest scientific 
developments in understanding the universe and time. 

Artists File Lawsuits, Seeking Royalties 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Class-action lawsuits have been brought by artists, including Chuck Close and Laddie John Dill, against 
Sotheby’s, Christie’s and eBay for failure to pay royalties. 

Marriage May End; Wedding Went On 
By BRIAN STELTER 

In the hours following Kim Kardashian’s filing for divorce, executives at E! confronted a tough progranmfing 
issue: should they pull repeats of the wedding? 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

The Lost Art of Buying From a Butcher 
By FLORENCE FABRICANT 

A new wave of butcher shops has opened. To nmke the most of them, a basic understanding of the cuts of 
meat helps. 

¯ Interactive Feature: Know Your Cuts 

Adam Gopnik on the Days of Great French Dining 
By JEFF GORDINIER 



The New Yorker writer, and possibly America’s most devoted public Frm~cophile, celebrates the archetypal 
French dinner in his new book. 

$25 AND UNDER 
Airy Macarons That Rise Above the Rest 
By LIGAYA MISHAN 

In a tasting of 209 macarons from 26 confectioners across New York, only eight had the perfect mix of 
crumble, cloud and cream. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D.i.n.i..n.q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Corzine’s Big Bet 
The bankruptcy filing by the brokerage firm raises some troubling questions about the finm~cial system and 
its vulnerability. 

EDITORIAL 
Under ’Color of Federal Law’ 
The Supreme Court should allow a federal prisoner who is nfistreated to sue the federal agents who 
nfistreated him. 

EDITORIAL 
Vital Drugs in Short Supply 
President Obama has taken reasonable steps to address the issue, but Congress could be more aggressive by 
passing long-stalled legislation. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How to Prop Up the Euro 
By STEVEN RATTNER 

European leaders have focused on treating the s)anptoms of what ails the common currency, rather than the 
disease itself. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Cain Not Able 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Herman Cain’s media narrative: from "is he legitimate 2" to "will this ruin his legitimacy?" 

o Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Long List of Suckers 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

A refresher on the history of "The Great Game" - the struggle for supremacy in Central Asia - shows that no 
one ever wins for long. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 2, 1976, folaner Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter defeated Republican incmnbent Gerald R. Ford, 

beconfing flae first U.S. president from the Deep South since the Civil War. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.,.~.e. 

About This E-Mail 



You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 7:05 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBnlletin: Crossing Borders Film Screening, Spring International Courses and Fellowships, VHR "this Saturday’. 

"Crossing Boi~ders" Film Sc~eeninq and Panel Discussion 

"Crossing Borders" is a 70 minute documentary that follows four Moroccan and four American university 

students as they travel together through Morocco and, in the process of discovering "The Other," discover 

themselves. With group travels and frank discussions, the students confront the complex implications of 

the supposed "clash of civilizations" between Islam and the West. Panel discussion led by UNC students 

who have recently returned from Morocco will follow the screening. 

Co-sponsors include. Duke-UNC Consortium for Middle East Studies, Carolina Center for the Study of the 

Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, Center for Globa! Initiatives/Carolina Navigators, and Mefibee 

Global Education Consulting 

OUR EVENTS+RESOURCES 

Y~ckets A~most Gone~ 

Join The UNC Center for 

Global Initiatives for the 

Visualizing Human Rights 

Conference - Saturday, 

November 5! 

The free, all-day event features 

Dick Gordon’s The Story inte~iewing a Libyan-American political 

prisoner; spoken word performances by Poetic [-~oiir~ts o~ 

~,/e!~£~n including members of Sacrificial Poets; a~’ork and talks 

by community and student a~ists; discussion with a Tunisian youth 

activist; West African music and dance with Senegalese musician 

AWARDS+ 
I::ELLOWSHIPS 



Come as you are and join us for all or part of the day. Tickets are free, 

but you must RSVP! 

Questions? Email ,ibr~unc edu 

Ca~x,q[~~a fl)l" Kibera International Developme~-tl: 

The Carolina for Kibera Fellowship allows UNC-CH undergraduate 

and graduate students to apply their skills and talents while engaging 

in grassroots participatory development in Nairobi, Kenya The 

yearlong fellowship begins in the spring semester with orientation, 

campus activity involvement and project formulation with CFK staff In 

the summer, fellows travel to Nairobi, Kenya and spend a minimum 

of eight weeks implementing their project in Kibera They will 

complete their project and help tell the story of Kibera on campus 

upon return to UNC Re~-,’d 1he ~:uii D~ sodpdi;n AP."-"LY NOW 

.......................................................................... Leam~p~t 

This 3-credit experiential learning course combines guest speakers, 

discussion, and hands-on learning to build intercultural 

communication, leadership and multimedia skills, while investigating 

current and effective methods of teaching international education to K- 

12 students across North Carolina. Use your experiences abroad 

and/or knowledge of global issues to develop virtual and in-person 

classroom presentations, culture kits, VoiceThreads, short films, and 

other materials. Work with local international education organizations 

Ideal for visiting international students and returning study abroad 

students. 

International Coffee Houl 

Join us for a monthly social hour for 

international and American students, 

scholars, faculty, staff and families Chat 

about resources, opportunities and 

challenges on campus Each month is 

hosted by a different office with excellent resources to offer. October’s 

host is The Writing Center 

Hosted by T,~e Center for Stavic, Eurasian, & East European Studies 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio 

program in collaboration with WXYC and The 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialogue shared by 

relevant expert guests scholars from UNC 

Chapel Hill 

Listen to £_L~A_f__L~_£o__LL_d_L.’f¢~_2 of the Global Music 

OTHER 

OPPORTUNITII!£8 

show. 

GLOBAL EVENTS + ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Presented by t~e Duke Center for/ntert~t~ona/ 

Edward Girardet, journalist and author of the recently-published book "Killing the Cranes: A Repo~er’s 

Journey Through Three Decades of War in Afghanistan," will speak on his experiences reposing from 

Afghanistan and will discuss the role of media in addressing ongoing humanitarian situations. Gi~rdet 

has been reposing on turmoil in Afghanistan since 1979. For more information about Edward Girardet, 

please visit: vA~,’w che~ses(jree~-~ com~autho~siedwa~d @rattier. 

Lesso~-~s flora ~.he F~ek£ Cem~e[sa~e~-~s w~th Peace ~.~e~p Voh~~tee~s 

Four former international volunteers describe their experiences. The pros, the cons and why orwhy not 

they would recommend Peace Corp and other alternatives to students seeking to make a dierence 

This is the second in our series: Ethics and Challenges in Global SeRdce Work. 

DOING WORK ABROAD IS ETHICALLY CHALLENGING, NO MATTER HOW GOOD OUR INTENTIONS. 

This speaker series features a diverse group of people people with first-hand experience grappling with 

the ethics of doing seP~ice work abroad. For all those interested in discussing, debating, engaging and 

learning more about the challenges and possibilities of globally-oriented se~ice work, please join us. 

Pr/£~ ef< ~ U~2vers~ty ~d Wuft.s L/n/t, em~y 



Representatives from leading graduate programs in international affairs will discuss academic programs, 

admission requirements, financial aid, and career opportunities for students who wish to undertake 

advanced study in the field 

For additional information, contact the Office of Admissions at The Johns Hopkins University, Paul H Nitze 

The final speaker of the fall semester series, bestselling author Alexandra Fuller, will discuss growing up 

in war-torn central Africa. Alexandra Fuller is the bestselling author of Don>t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight 

(Random, 2003), Scribbling the Cat (Penguin, 2005) and four books of non-fiction Born in England and 

raised in Africa, Fuller grew up in Rhodesia during the destructive civil war of the 1970s. She has 

published numerous a~icles on the history and politics of conflict in Zimbabwe. Her most recent book 

Coc~ai! Hour Under the ~ree of Forgetfulness (Penguin, 2011 ) captures the passions that embody living 

in Africa. 

Co-sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences, UNC G!oba~ and the Center for Global Initiatives. 

~o G~obal .- Get Yo~r Passporl:. 

Take advantage of this easy one-stop shopping, on-campus oppo~unity to apply for or renew your US. 

passpo~!! Officials from the U.S. Depa~ment of State will be on hand for ~o days to accept passpo~ 

applications (available at the event), and students, faculty, staff and their families are invited to aRend. You 

can have passpo~ photos taken at the event for $7 by UNC One Card, or before the event at the UNC One 

Ca:d Gff~ce. You are encou~ged to get your photos before the event to avoid waiting. Be s~l~e to ~s~t the 

.................................................................................................................................................... Sophemoles and g~n~ors .- Want to ~eam b teach wdt~nq? Interested ~n 
pee~ t~onn{~. En~o~ ~n EN~L 402 th~s spnn{~, 
In tEe~}s~ 4~2: h’~vest~£~a~}o~}s h’~ Acad~lx~ W~t}r~£L you will learn the theo~ and p~ctice of teaching 

writing one-to-one Upon course completion, students may apply to tutor in the Writing Center 

Questions? Contact Dr. Vicki Behrens at v~ck~@unc edu. 

Be,/in Tigil~ i 301 Pili:sbo[o Sti-e~t S~;ita 3002 i C[~ 5145 i Chaoal Hiii N::: 2}’~99 

View thi ...... ge in the iContact C ..... ity: B Vi ........ ge ~ C ..... ton thismessage ~ 

Share thi ....... ge with oth .... ~ del.Jci .... ~ Digg ~ reddit ~ Facebook ~ StumbJeUpon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 8:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Nov. 4 

Thanks Eunice’. This sounds lovely The reason I hesitated when you told me is because I’m supposed to leave town on Friday afternoon, but I’ll keep this in mind if anything changes. 

Mambo freshi! 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Drcector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 
*************************************************** 

ConfidentialiW Nutice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sule use uf the intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ 
irfformatiun. Any unauthurized review, use, disclusure, ur distribution is 
prohibited Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy al[ copies ufthe origina[ message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, Nuvember 01,2011 3:53 PM 
Tu: Vargas, Rudney Juaquin 
Sut~iect: Nov. 4 
Importance: tligh 

Dear Rudney, 

Here is the ui%icial invitation: 

Please juin me and a fe~v other comrades at a celebratu~ dirmer in memory ufthe late Dr Maathai the founder ufthe Green Belt Movement in Kenya ~vho died recently. ’]7he celebration will 
be at my hume. 
Here are details: 

[)ate: NOv. 4 
Tin~e: 7.00pro 
Location Dinner menu: Indian vegetarian and chicken dishes. 
What to bring: a song, poem or any piece of writing by a woman that in your opinion embodies Wangari’s liberatory spirit. 

Mambo freshi and hope to see you then. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 11:47 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
New Groups on the Tank 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Comrades = 

Please note on the front page of the Tank that new groups have been created that we hope will stimulate global discussion, 
conversations, and debate. You all are welcome to start groups (with images) or discussions (at the top of the front page). You may 
upload videos and photos. 

In solidarity, Judith Blau 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 1 : 18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

@Times: Top 5, Arts & Entertainment Guide, Holiday Movies and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:I/www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/2011 ! 102/attimes hbyd 

bet 2, 2011 ] 

Arts & Entertainment G~fide                           [. I       ¯ ¯ 
Don~t miss the launch of the Arts & Entertainment Ouide~~             ~N~ 
an interactive guide tu notewurthy e~lt~ral events. 
Featuring a selection uf events vetted by critics and journalists, 
you can easily sort by date, event type and ~eighborhuod. Each 
list of events ca~ be further sorted by criteria hke Critics’ Pieks~ 
fi’ee aud last chance. Check it out on nytimes~eom/eveuts. 

Holiday Movies 
Don’t miss the special Holiday Movies section featuring 
the latest work from S~even Spie]herg and Charlize 
Thevon, breakthrough performa~aees a~d more about this 
seasoffs new films. Find all of this and more on 
uytim es.eom / movies. 

¯ Marathon Weather’ Has gee~ Ta[ken to Extremes 

¯ Advertising Companies Fret ()vet’ a Digital Talent Gap 
¯ Before Kim Kardashian and Kris t{ tmtpht’ies 
¯ Oe~iug Out of Debt? It’s Child’s Play 
¯ GIRter for Grow~a-Ups 

Top 5 V~ewed Features o,~v-r~ ......... 
(Between Oct 26, 20! 1 - Nov. i, 201 i) 

~. A Sis{et"s Eulogy for Steve Jobs 

2. Nocera: What the Costmxes Reveal 

3. Vote on Greek Bailout May Further ~’eaken Papa~dreou 

4. U.S. Phms [ ost-[raq ’Fro~ p Inct’ease in t ersian Guff 

5. Friedmam Did You Hear the One About the Bankers? 

~ SJLIDE SHO’W; Post Of[ices 

in a Digital World 
Postal services in Germany and 
other European nations have 
reinvented themselves over the 
past deeade. The United States 
Postal Service, facing 
insolvency, is now hmking 
toward Europe [’or new operating 
models. 

~ iNTEI/ACTIVE: Ruth 

Madoff 

Hear excerpts from an interview 

with Ruth Madoff recorded by 

The Times’s Diana B. Henriques 

on suicide, visiting prison and 

mm’e. 

~ VgDEO: Bill Cunningham 

I Tricked Out 
Two weeks ago, more than 
loo,ooo young people got an 
early start on Halloween at 
ComieCon at the davits Center. 

Join the 
Conversation - Room 
for Debate 

Politicians say 
their religion 
guides them, so it’s 
fair to ask: What 
exactly would a Christian 
platform look like? 

[] ,Join the Conversatio:~ >> 

Follow @NY[imes on 

Twi~er.                      ~ 



ll~e Bcoop offers lists of 

Download i.t~e app. 

Start your day with 

Today’s Headlines, 

ABOUT THIS E-MA~L 

@Times comes to yell ffom the NYTimes corn marketin9 department, You received this message because you signed up 

for N~(Times,com’s @Tinles rlewsle~ter 

Manage .q.ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~snge Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New YorR Times Company I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.coR-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "Fork, bJY !0018 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:26 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exam this week 

No problem, Eunice! I actually didn’t receive the e-mail ~,you probably addressed it just to students?), but hopefully everything has gone smoothly with the exam today. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Exam this week 

8:18 AM 

Dear 

Thanks and no worries. I have sent a note, although Sakai solt of generates some strange characters in the section where I am reminding students of the Honor Code! 
I am sure you noticed this in the email. Apologies. 

Best wishes and thanks for all you do for my class 
Eunice 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Exam this week 

3:56 PM 

Hi [~unice, 

I’m not quite sure I know ~vhat you mean? This is what I know about the exam after setting it up per your instructions. I think it would be better coming from you (students seemed to get 
confused last time when I sent out an e-mail, not knowing whether it was legitimate since it wasn’t coming from the instructor). Let me know if any of the m[’ormation below is incorrect, and 
I’ll correct it on the exam instructions. 

The midtenn exam will be available at 6 am tomorrow,              in the Tesks & Quizzes section of Sakai. It will become unavailable at 3 pm on Friday,             Students have three 
hours to complete the exam fi-om the time the?’ begin. They should frequently save their responses as not to lose their work Questions will be drawn from Lessons 3 9. The exam will consist 
of short answer questions and a longer essay 

I hope that helps, but please let me kno~v if you need further information or have any changes to the exam! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: Exam this ~ve& 
Importance: High 

3:47 PM 

Dear 

Hope you are well and thanks for helping me with the exam yesterday. 

There seems to be cotffusion about the modalities of the exam this week. I would very grateful if you sent an email that explains the technicalities of it and then I can send to students. You 
can also send it directing to them if that is easier. 

Many thanks for your helpt 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Reminder - Exam infftructions (Importa~t) 

paste from word.jpg 

Hi Eunice, 

I’m actually not positive who exactly the "AFRI             Group" e-mail goes to. I’m going to submit a help ticket for curiosity’s sake and see (I’ll keep you posted). I would recommend 
using the "All Participants" selection in the future, which will ensure your messages go to all students, tech support, and coordinators in the class (and you ~vill probably get the e-mail too) 

The reason for the odd coding is that "Paste from Word" issue If you’re copying and pasting information from a Web site or from Word, use the "Paste from Word" or "Paste as Plain text" 
option in the message box of Sakai (see attached image). It gets rid of all that extra code. 

Would you like me to forward your message onto students again? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sah[e, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:32 PM 

To: 
Subject: FW: Reminder - Exam instructions (Importan0 

Hi 

See the forward as promised. 
Eunice 

From: ecmice@emaiLunc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                    8:06 AM 
Subject: Reminder -Exam instructions (hnportant) 

To: AFRI FA Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear All, 

Here is a reminder of the modalities of the exaru that is scheduled for this week: 

Time-line (as indicated in the course schedule): 

Please note that once you log-in to write yurtr exam you camxot log-out. You have one chance to write the exam, thus make sure you do not log-out of the exaru site. 

This is a closed-book exam. It will be available at 6 am on              in the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai. It xvill become unavailable at 3 pm on Friday, 
ttnee hours to complete the exam from the time they begin. They should frequently save their responses as not to lose their work. 

Students have 

Exam Questions (as indicated in the course schedule) 

The exam will consist of short answer questions and a longer essay. 

Honor Code: The UNC Chapel Hill’s Honor Code is in effect in our class. Any violations of the Honor Code will be taken very_ seriously. Here is a reminder of Honor Code: 
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UNC’s ttonor Code 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill has had a student-administered honor system and j udicial system for over 100 years The system is the responsibility of students and is 
regulated and governed by them, but :[’acuity share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult 
with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, 
contains all policies and procedures peltaining to the student honor system. Your full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

PLEDGE (for this exam sign the pleadge at the end of the last question): The lnstrttment of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign apledge on all your work for this seminar. ("On 
my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment."). 

For fulther irKormation on UNC’ s Honor Code, pleas e review the following webpage:http ://honor. unc. edu/index, php ? 
option corn content&view article&id 106:honors-fllabus&catid 43:facult~content&Itemid 148<https:i/outlook.unc.edu/owa/redir.aspx? 



C 0e2eSac3d4ad4c7badc6ec9d9c4360d6&l.IRL http%3a%21~52fhonor uric edu%2finde×.php%3]k~ption%3dcom content%2~view%3darticle%26id%3d106%3ahonors~/qlabus%26catid% 

3 d43%3a facults’content%26[temid%3 d148 > 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

This J2~rwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Messages from the "AFR!              site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AFRI            <https://sakai.unc.edu/portalisitei293b0be6-9d3c-42aS-995a-3409eb6141 lb/page/886dd38d-bff2-4537-bf6e-ded473496a84>. 



From: ~(}unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: 

1:47 PM 

Reminder - Exam instructions (ImportaJat) 

To: Student Role; Tech Suppo(t Role; SaNe, Eunice 

F~om: 

To: AFRI    Students 

F~om: Eunice Sable 

Dear All, 

Here is a reminder of the modali’6es of the exam that is scheduled for this week: 

Thne-line (as indicated in the course schedule): 

Please note that once you log in to write your exmn you cannot log out. You have one chance to write the exam, thus make sure you do not log out of the exam site. 

This is a closed- book exam. It will be available at 6 am on             in the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai. It roll become unavailable at 3 pm on Friday, 

. You have three hours to complete the exam from the time you begin. You should frequently save their responses as not to lose their work. 

Exam Questions (as indicated in the course schedule): 

The exam will consist of short answer questions and a longer essay. 

ttonor Code: The IYNC Chapel Hill’s Honor Code is in effect in our class. Any violations of the Honor Code will be ta]~en very seriously, ttere is a reminder of ttonor 

Code: 

The UniversiU of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-adminis~tered honor system and judicial systmn for over 100 yeaxs. The system is the responsibiliU of 

students m~d is regulated ~md governed by thmn, but faculU share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibili~" under the honor code, please bring 
them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, 

the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress. contains all policies and p~ocedures pertaining to the student honor system. Your full participation and observmace of 

the honor code is expected. 

PLEDGE (tbr this exam sign the pleadge at the end of the last question): The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a pledge on aJ, l your 

work tbr this seminar. ("On nay honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on thi s assignment."). 

For further information on UNC’s Honor Code, please review the following webpage: http://honor.unc.edt~ 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 
this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com- 

Wednesday, 1:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Tuesday- 1NTS 

Dr. SaNe-- 

What readings should we focus on for tomorrow? 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:15 PM. ELriX2CE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Scholars, 

See folder - Week 11- for details on Tuesday. 

Sincerely, 
Dr Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 3:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

5:00 pm today at Duke - Reading by Kath~n Sikkmk, winner of2011 WOLA/Duke Book Award 

November 02, 2011 
5:00 pm 

Reading by Kathryn Silddnk, winner of 2011 WOLA/Duke Book award 

Today at 5:00 pm in the Rare Books Room, Perkins Library, Duke West Campus. 

Reading by Kathryn Sikkink (Political Science, U of Minne~ta) [’tom her ground- breaking book 

"The Justice Cascade: ttow Human Rights Prosecutions aye changing world politics" (W.W. Norton) 

Winner of the 2011 WOLA-Duke book award. 

For more inibnnation, contact patrick.stawski,@~duke.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evite <info@mailva.evite.com > 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 7:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Event Reminder 

Erda~ & Banu wan~.ed to remind you tha~. Banffs Turning Tenure! is coming up on 11/05/2011 at 5:30 PM. 

Your current reply: Maybe 

View This Invitation 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b audersou@uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 8:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: For Barbara and Rob - ofliciaJ invitation 

So, ~ve are so looking for~vard to the evening What shall we bring? 
Wine? Something else? your sister in solidarity (as my sister would 
write), Barbara 

On 10/18/2011 3:06 PM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
Dear Barbara and Rob, 

Just to be proper here we go.. 

I would be delighted if the two of you joined me and others at a celebrato~ dinner in memo~z of the late Dr. Maathai the founder of the Green Belt Movement in Kenya. The celebration 
will be at my home 

Here are details: 

Date: Nov 4 
Time: 7.00pm 
Location: 
Dinner menu: Indian vegetarian and chicken dishes. 
"¢,qaat to bring: a song, poem or any piece of ~vriting by a woman that in 
your opinion embodies Wangari’s liberatol~’ spirit. 

With warm regards, 
Eunice 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 [i~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib .unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Your tihn request for 2011-11-04 

Your reservation request for The corporation [videorecording] from 2011-11-03 through 2011-11-07 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
The corporation [videorecording]: 65-DVD2578 c. 1 pt. l&2 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ;vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request for The corporation [videorecording] from 2011-11-03 flarough 2011-11-07 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation. 

StaffNotes: 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(? 
If you have any questions you can contac~ us ,da email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

’]?his automated email was sent at 11-(B-2011 09:40 am 
...... Mail generated at Nov.03.2011 09:11:27 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

term paper 

Dr. SaNe, 
I was wondering if you ever received my response to your comments on my term paper. I know you are very busy and am not trying to rush you by any means, but am just curious if 

you ever received my email. Please let me know. 

Thanks and have a great weekend, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:32 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Africom: AFRI 

Here is the link about Africom: 

http:#~v.africom.miliAfricomFAQs.asp 

(this is the faq page which is where it is easiest to see what they’re actually about) 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subject: Office Hours 

Dr. SaNe, 

I am going to be on campus in 10 minutes and would like to stop by your office hours. Will you still be in the office ifI come by as your office hours axe endiug? I don’t 
want to keep you waiting. 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Inspire Your Students ruth Journey to Planet Earth 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. 

Special Offer- Through December 
E~uy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 
E~uy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 
State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e-mail screensco                   with your request. 

ii"~ JTPE/PBS .~iI JTPE on Facebook ~iii JTPE or, Twitter .~iI JTPE on YouTube 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karl DaNgren               @gmail.com~ 

Friday, November 4, 2011 7:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Today 

Yes, will you be in your office? 

On Nov 4, 2011, at 6:22 AM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kari, 

Hope you are well. 

Is it possible to meet at 10.00am this morning? 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday,                 9:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Reminder - E~Jn instructions (Important) 

Hi Dr. Sahle~ 
I’m really solD" but I just realized I totally forgot to sign my pledge at the end of the last question on my exam. 

Here it is: "On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment." 

about that! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 10:30 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Next Thnrsday: Mining a~d Free Trade in Colombia with Senator Jorge Robledo 

Flier Robledo.docx 

Please distribute widely and apologies for double posting 

The Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, the UNC-Duke Consortium, 

ISA and the GPSF 

"Mining and Free Trade in Colombia" 

Public lecture by 

Colombian Senator and opposition leader Jorge Robledo. 

Reception to follow 

Date: Thursday 

Place: Global Education Center {Fedex Building), Room :iLO05 

Time: 5:30 - 7:30 pm 

Parking available after 5:00 

Jorge Enrique Robledo is a Colombian senator from the "Polo Democrfitico Alternatii)~Alternative Democratic Pole). He is recognized for being one of 

the most critical opposition leaders to the former governments of Alvaro Uribe and the current administration of Juan Manuel Santos. His well known 

debates in the Senate have been critical of neoliberalism and Free Trade Agreements, focusing on issues of energy, agriculture, mining, environment, 

urban development and housing. 

Robledo was a fuli-time professor at the Universidad Nacional de Colombia, at Manizales for 26 years where he was awarded the highest university honor: 

the Orden Gerardo Molina. Robiedo has published more than a dozen books; four of them on neoliberaiism and free trade. He is a permanent contributor 

to La Patria and El Nuevo D.ra, and occasional collaborator in od~er Colombian newspapers. 

His debates and articies can be found {in Spanish) here: http:/iwww.moir.org.co/-Jorge-Enrique-Robledo-.html 

¯ -- You are cnrrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: ennice(?~)email.unc.e&~ To unsubscribe send a blmak email to leave-30227238-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fl:~57t-~:7({glistserv’.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmaa <kleinman@email.unc.edu7 

Friday, November 4, 2011 10:45 AM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculb~] Fwd: IAAR PUBLIC POLICY FORUM (juvenile crim. justice system) 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:IAAR PUBLIC POLICY FORUM 

Date:Fri, 4 Nov 2011 14:21:19 +0000 
From:Hildebrand, Reginald F <Mdebra@email.unc.edtv~ 

To:          ?b~nc.rr.com           (a)nc.rr.com> 

THE CRISIS IN THE JUVENILE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

A Public Policy Forum 
of the 

INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 
Participants include: 

-The Honorable Judge Macia Morey, Chief District Court, Durham 
- Mr. Mike Rieder, Deputy Secretary, NC Department of Juvenile Justice 
-Ms. Brandy Bynum, Director of Policy, NC Action for Children 
-Attorney Wendy Green, Incarcerated Youth Project 

-Prof. Tamar Birkhead, UNC Law School, Scholar of Juvenile Justice 
-State Senator Floyd McKissick, Durham 

-Prof. and Attorney Geeta Kapur, represents indigent children in court 
-Attorney Erwin Byrd, Legal Aid, represents children expelled from school 

UNC SCHOOL OF LAW, ROOM 5042 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 9TH 

7PM 

<ul> 

You are urged to attend 

<li> =- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

sej =faculty. as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "malto:leave-30227372- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30227372- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a7 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Reminder - Exam instmclJons (Importa~t) 

On my- honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment 

(I forgot to sign the pledge at the end before I logged out) 

From: j essa@unc edu [iessa@unc edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,                    1:47 PM 
Sulziect: Reminder - Exam instructions (Important) 

To: Student Role; Tech Support Role; Sahle, Eunice 

From: Jessica Bliss 

To: AFRI Students 
From: Eunice Sable 

Dear All, 

Here is a reminder of the modalities of the exam that is scheduled for this week: 

Time-line (as indicated in the course schedule): 

Please note that once you log in to write your exam you cannot log out. You have one chance to write the exam, thus make sure you do not log out of the exam site. 

This is a closed-book exam It will be available at 6 am on              in the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai It will become unavailable at 3 pm on Friday,            You have three 
hours to complete the exam from the time you begin. You should frequently save their responses as not to lose their work. 

Exam Questions (as indicated in the course schedule): 
The exam will consist of short answer questions and a longer essay. 

Honor (;ode: The UNC Chapel Hill’s Honor (;ode is in effect in our class Any violations of the Honor Code will be taken vep)~ seriously. Here is a reminder of Honor Code: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill has had a student-administered honor system and j udicia[ system for over 100 years The system is the responsibility of students and is 
regulated and governed by them, but facul~" share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibili~" under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult 
with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, 
contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system Your full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

PLEDGE (for this exam sign the pleadge at the end of the last question): ’]’he Instrument of Student Judicial Governance reqmres that you sign a pledge on all your work for this seminar. 
("On my honor, I have neither g~ven nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment."). 

For further information on UNC’s Honor Code, please review the following webpage: http://honor unc.edui 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI        FA    site. To reply- to this message click this lira: to access 
Messages for this site: AFRI       FA https://sakai.unc.edu/portalisitei293b0be6-9d3c-42aS-995a-3409eb6141 lb/pagc/886dd38d-bf12-4537-bf6e-ded473496a84>. 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Midterm Submission 

3:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

F~om: 

Dear Professor Sable, 

Al?ter taJ~ing the midterm I submitted it, this was at 2:45 and it would not allow the process to go through. I "tried again multiple times mad eventually it said that the 

request could not be processed since it was 3:00. Is there anything I cm~ do to fix this? 

This forwaxded ~nessage was sent via The University of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       F__~A 

FA ’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: ~email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Friday 3:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: notes 

Attach: 814 territo~ notes.doc 

Hi Eunice, 
I got a head start on the readings for Monday and have already finished my half of the articles. Here is the document that I have written up as far as key points. 
The articles that I have seem to flow together pretty well Elden’s 2010 piece discusses the historical significance of the word territory, as well as its emergence as a political 
technology of modernit,/. Crampton’s piece is a nice addition to this, as he discusses the role of calculation as a method for bounding, justifying, and constructing territory. 
Antonsich seems to take exception to the fact that Elden situates territory as a modern conception, as he posits that territorial practices have existed prior to the rise of the 
term "territory." Elden counters by saying that to understand historical terms by current standards is to misconstrue their contextual meaning. 
Looking forward to talking more about this. 

Best, 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 

Subject: Mid-tem~ test submission 

3:23 PM 

To: Inslructor Role 

From: 

Dear Professor, 

while completing my mid-term exam my laptop froze around 245 and it was not until 305 after I rebooted my computer that I had access to the test again. I am ~nding 

this email because I am not sure If my exam was submitted or not since fl~e due time was at 300. Please let me know if you hm, e received my exam, and if not what my 

options are going tbrwaJcd. Thanks tbr your cooperation, I really appreciate it. 

Sincerely~ 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       .FA 

FA site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Friday, November 4, 2011 3:45 PM 

Murap <m urap@unc.edu> 

Perelmuter, Rosa <rpperelm@ema~l.unc.edu> 

MURAl? Summer 2012 Facul~ Fellowship 

MUILAAr2012Facul~Announcement- final[1 ].doc; MURAPStudentAnnouncement.doc 

Dear Colleagues: 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications from UNC-Chapel Hill facul~ in the social sciences, humanities and :fine arts who would like to 
participate in our ten-week summer research program (May 28-August 1,2012) and serve as mentors to two students with matching academic interests. ]X42JRAP seeks to prepare students 
from racially and ethnically diverse backgrounds, or those with a proven commitment to diversi~’, for graduate study and academic careers in the fields mentioned above. 

The twenty undergraduate students (rising juniors or senmrs) from colleges and umversities all over the nation who are selected to the program will work closely with ten faculty mentors 
who will guide them closely in their rigorous research experience 

Attached you will find more detailed information about the application process ~2~r facul~ fellowships, which carry an $8000 stipend, and a description of duties and responsibilities. THE 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR FACULTY FELLOWSt]~IPS IS JAN’UARY 20, 2012 Additionally, we have enclosed a recruitment announcement to distribute to potential student 
applicants and colleagues at Carolina and nationally We hope you use them to ensure that we have candidates in your specific areas of interest (student applications are due no later than 
Febmapf 3, 2012). 

Further details about the MURAP program can be found on our website: http://www.unc.edu/depts/murap/index.htm[. If you have additional questions, please contact Ms Elizabeth Moore, 
Program Coordinator, (murap@unc.edu) or Pro£ Rosa Perelrnutcr, Program Director, (rpperelra@email.unc.edu). 

Cordially, 

Rosa Perelnmtcr, 

and Elizabeth Moore 

Elizabeth Moore, Program Coordinator 
Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) 
The Unb,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
150 South Road, 305C 
Campus Box 3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 
murap@unc, edu 
919-962-6811 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterweil <os~tervvei@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 6:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Invitations, etc 

Dear Eunice 

might be a few minutes late, man?’ apologies! I didn’t have a phone number to call! 

hugs,m 
On Oct 30, 2011, at 4:54 PM. Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

> 

> Great Michah Note though that the Maathai celebration is Friday Nov 4. 
> 

> Cheers, 
> Eunice 
> 

> From: Michal Osterweil [osterwei@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 30, 2011 4:31 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Invitations, etc 
> 

> Hello Dear Eunice 
> 

> Thanks for these invites I should be able to make both! (though I have to check something about the 14th). 
> 

> Thanks so much and see you Thursday! 
> 

> best,m 
> On Oct 30, 2011, at 6:57 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Dear Michal, 
>> 

>> Yes, we still need to make time for our long proposed coffee, lunch or dirmer...It has been an extremely busy and intense period from this end, hence the lack of~2~llow-up on this 
outstanding matter. At any rate here are two invitations. 
>> 

>> 1 ) Nov 4 
>> 

>> I would be delighted if you joined me and a few comrades at a celebratory dirmer in memory of the late Dr Maathai the founder of the Green Belt Movement in Kenya who died recently. 
The celebration will be at my home. 
>> tIere are details: 
>> 
>> Date: Nov’. 4 
>> Time: 7.00pro 
>> Location: 
>> Dinner menu: Indian vegetarian and chicken dishes 
>> What to bring: a song, poem or any piece of writing by a woman that in 
>> your opinion embodies Wangari’s liberatory spirit. 
>> 

>> 

>> 2) Nov. 14 
>> 

>> On behalf of the African Studies Center, I am organizing a ltmch for a few colleagues in honor of the upcoming visit to LrNC by the African feminist Dr. Slyvia Tamale, who has just 
punished a ground breaking xvork on African sexualities. The lunch will be at the Carolina Itm at 12.00pro. Beloxv is the information of her public lecture on Nov-. 15. You can pass on the 
details of the talk to folks who might be interested. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Syhda Tamale 
>> Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 
>> Tuesday-, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
>> Fedex Global Education Center, Nclson Mandela Auditorittm, UNC-C~I 
>> Dr. Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and fomxer Dean of Law at Makerere Universi~ in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law- from Makerere University, a Masters 
from Hai~zard Law School and a PhD in Sociology and Feminist Studies frora the University of Minnesota. Dr. Tamale fo~xded and ser,~es as coordinator of the Law, Gender & Sexuality 
Research Project, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere University. Dttring her visit to UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her 
groundbreaking new book African Sexualities: A Reader, xvhich examines At~ican sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, poxver, masculinities, and femininities. This 
event is being held in collaboration with Pambazuka Press. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> Michal Ostelaveil, PhD 
> Global Studies 

> osterwei@emaihunc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

Michal Osterweil, PhD 



Global Studies 
o sterwei@em ail .uric. edu 



From: ?}email.unc,edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 

Subject: Re: Midterm Submission 

9:50 PM 

To SaNe, Eunice 

F~om: 

-Professor Sable, 
I did save lny exam but not the completed version, and I cannot access the saved part of the exam that I did. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Messages from the "AFR][ 

this link to access Messages tbr this site: AFRI       F~A 

.FA site. To reply to this message click 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 

Subject: Midtenn 

9:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

From:, 

Professor Sahle, 

So my midtenn is now under the returned assesments olthough it does not have all the essay paxts that I completed unless I cannot view this. Let me know what s~teps I 

need to take ! 

Thank~ 

This forwarded ~nessage was sent via The University of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR1 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       F~A 

.FA ’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, November 5, 2011 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Greek Leader Survives Vote, Bolstering Deal on Europe Debt 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................. Toda),sHeadlines ........................................................................... 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I y..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..p.=.E...d. I On This Day 

TOP NEWS 

Greek Leader Survives Vote, 
Bolstering Deal on Europe 
Debt 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

Prime Minister George Papandreou 
survived a crucial confidence vote in 
Parliament and pledged to form a unity 
government with a broader consensus, 
regardless of whether he would lead it. 

". ~’~ Tracking the Debt Crisis 

Interactive Timeline: European Debt Crisis 

Lawmakers Aim to Stop 
Defense Cuts if Debt Panel 
Fails 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and ROBERT 
PEAR 

Pessimism is mounting about whether a 
committee in Congress can come up 
with a deal to avoid triggering automatic 
cuts. 

Cain Accuser Tells of Pattern, Lawyer Attests 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR, JIM RUTENBERG and JEFFZELENY 

Multiple incidents of"inappropriate behaviors and unwanted advmaces" led to a formal complaint, a 
woman’s lawyer said. 

, ~ Post a Comment 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re doing O.K., even if we’re not doing great. The odds of a double-dip recession are lower, at least." 

AUGUSTINE FAUCHER, director of macroeconomics at Moody’s Analytics, on the economy. 

~:~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Finding a Middle 
Ground for the 



Gray Wolf 
The dynanfic between ranchers and 
conservationists over the rebounding 
gray wolf population has begun to 
change. 

¯ " Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-DOCS 

~Focus~ 
By JEFF SCHER 
The fihnnmker Jeff Scher 

presents an abstract 

celebration of the New 

York City Marathon. 

Capitalizing on your children 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

A master’s skill, or just luck? 

This time, uncertainty took a huge toll 

nytimes,�om            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Brazil’s Long Shadow Vexes Some Neighbors 
By SIMON ROMERO 

As Brazil projects its growing econonfic power via large development projects across Latin America, it is 
being met with wariness and protesters decrying "inaperialism." 

~ Slide Show: Brazil’s Rising Influence Meets Resistance 

The Privileges of China’s Elite Include Purified Air 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Although Beijing has been slow to address its poor air quality, the upper ranks of the Communist Party have 
been protecting themselves from the pollution with high-end air purifiers. 

Italy Agrees to Allow I.M.F. to Monitor Its Progress on Debt 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

Acceding to pressure from European leaders, Italy will allow the International Monetary Ftmd to look over 
Rome’s shoulder to ensure it is carrying out a $75 billion dollar austerity package. 

’- Market Anxiety Grows Over Italy 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Storm Has Vermont Scrambling to Find Beds for Mentally Ill 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

A casualty of flooding from Tropical Storm Irene, the century-old Vermont State Hospital has been closed 
since eight feet of water forced out 5a residents on Aug. 28. 

After Years of Conflict, a New Dynamic in Wolf Country 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

A fourth-generation Montana rancher, Dem~ B. Peterson, says, "The wolf is here to stay now, and my feeling 
is that those people who wmat it here should share the costs." 

, Slide Show: Finding a Middle Ground for the Gray Wolf 

Life Sentence for Possession of Child Pornography Spurs Debate Over Severity 
By ERICA GOODE 

A 26-year-old man in Florida likely received a harsher sentence - life without parole - than if he had actually 
molested a child. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

GRADING THE DIGITAL SCHOOL 
Silicon Valley Wows Educators, and Woos Them 



By MATT RICHTEL 

Tile demand for technology in classrooms has inspired companies like Apple to court educators through 
zealous marketing, sometimes inviting criticism. 

Taming Unruly Wind Power 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

After experiencing energy excesses that could have caused blackouts, utilities in the Northwest asked 
eonsmners to participate in a program in which they store surplus electricity at home. 

U.S. Adds a Modest 80,000 Jobs; Rate Drops to 9% 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

The American tmemplo3anent rate dipped to 9 percent, but the improvement, slightly less than what 
eeononfists had expected, was seen as mediocre. 

, Stevenson on Politics: Early Economic Projections Could Haunt Obama in 2012 

~ Economix: The Lasting Financial Impact of a Layoff 

. Anxious Over Jobs and Europe, Wall St. Falls for Week 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

L.S.U. Star Toughened at New Orleans School 
By PETE THAMEL 

Tyrann Mathieu was molded at St. Augustine, where the graduates take just as much pride in the wooden 
paddies once used for discipline as they do in the successful sports teams. 

-’ Postcard From L.S.U.: N.F.L. Bloodlines Infuse the Tigers With Talent 

Essay: A University’s Emphasis 

Alabama Quarterback Has the Arm to Win It 
By RAY GLIER 

Despite Coach Nick Saban’s mandate of not losing games with careless plays, Alabama nfight need A d 
McCarron to take some chmlces and make plays Saturday night against L.S.U. 

" Postcard From Alabama: Playing for the Stones, Rooting for the Tide 

Essay: Victories, Not Symbolism 

Along the Route, Neighborhood Snapshots of New York’s Progression 
By C.J. HUGHES 

To rtm the course of the New York City Marathon today is to appreciate just how different the city has 
become. 

" Slide Show: A Changing Course 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
The Colors and Sounds of Scriabin 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Georgian-born pianist Eteri Andjaparidze performed works from Alexander Scriabin at file Baryshnikov 
Arts Center. 

CIRCUS REVIEW 
Rodent in a Roadster and Other Spectacles in a One-Ring Realm 
By LAUREL GRAEBER 

The Big Apple Circus’s "Dream Big" has no lions or tigers, but a capybara and a crested porcupine, along 
with horses and hmnans, deliver ample awe, suspense and anlusement. 

~ .~)’,~ Slide Show 

ARTSBEAT 
An American Dancer Makes a Leap to the Russian Stage 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Pal 3anerican dmlcer, David Hallberg, 29, has arrived in Moscow and is ready to begin lfis career at the 
Bolshoi as Albrecht in "Giselle." 
~ ~,~ Audio & Photos: Bolshoi Theater Reopens 



¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Are We There Yet? When Families Fly. 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Flyh~g is no ftm for anyone. With children in tow, you’re in an episode of "Survivor" at 36,000 feet. Some 
expert tips on how to manage the readiness. 

¯ ’ In Transit Blog: What Makes an Airline Family Friendly? You Tell Us 

36 Hours in Brasilia 
By SETH KUGEL 

Brazil’s capital is drawing visitors to its Niemeyer-designed buildings, samba hot spots, first-rate restaurants 
and awe-inspiring stmsets. 

" Slide Show: 36 Hours in Brasilia 

, Frugal Traveler: VVV Bugs and Waterfalls in Piren6polis, Brazil 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
A Boarding Pass on Your Screen 
By SUSAN STELLIN 

Has the era of paperless boarding on smartphones finally arrived? 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Prime Minister and the Sunnis 
Mass arrests of Baath Party members based on dubious claims of a coup plot are fueling renewed sectarian 
tensions in Iraq. 

EDITORIAL 
Edging Toward Equality 
The need for repeal of the unjust Defense of Marriage Act has long been clear, and more recent examples 
should give a Senate committee motivation to act. 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Brewer’s Power Grab 
When the goven~or of Arizona led fellow Republicans to oust the chairwoman of the legislative redistricting 
commission, reform for fairer elections was blatantly undermined. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Aging of Spanish Democracy 
By JONATHAN BLITZER 

In Spain, the members of the political class show that their parties have not aged well. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Don’t Call Herman a Monster 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Helanan Cain isn’t a regular candidate, and tlfis isn’t a regular race. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Best Perk in Politics 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Gov. Rick Perry is getting a lot of grief over the free flights in private jets he’s received. But who could blmne 
him? We’re talking the envy of all rich-people perks! 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 5, 1968, Republican Richard M. Nixon won the presidency, defeating Vice President Hubert H. 

Humphrey and third-party candidate George C. Wallace. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_Ag~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro - ~universityreaders.com~ 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 7:13 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

Looking to update your co urse material s? 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I hope yon are well! Since the winter/spring term isn’t too far away, I wanted to explore your interest in customizing yonr conrse materials. 

We make it as easy as possible to create a course pack. You pick the contem and we provide copyright clearance, print and digital forlrrats, and distribnte dilectly to 

yonr students or work with a campns bookstore. 

We also oiler an online library of content ti-om leading publishers and can help you find more affordable readings Ii~r your course. Would you like to start with a quick 

phone call or a complimenta~ estimate? 

Please let Ine kmow a convenient time to chat and the besqt number to reach you, and I will look fol-vvard to hearing from you! In the meantime, I’d be hapw to send you 

an hffoKit if you’d like. 

Vey best, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 

Acquisitions Editor 

University Readers, Inc. 
3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 i San Diego, CA 92121 

@universitvreaders.com i ph. 800.200.3908 x543 

www.universityreaders.com www.universityreaders.com/cognella 

This is a commercial message, and University Readers is an entirely independent company. If you do not rash to receive e,na~ls from us~ please click the link below. 

http:i/w~.~-.universityreade~.con~/opt out.php?guid df092cf3-e9ce-7102-4a03-4595a6cSla19 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 12:38 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
CfP: "Social Science without Borders: Looking Back, Looking Forward" 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences 

Special Issue on "Social Science without Borders: Looking Back, Looking Forward" 

The editors of Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences (SWB)--a double-blind, peer-reviewed, open-source electronic journal devoted to 
cutting-edge research on human rights and public goods--invite authors to submit manuscripts for a special issue on "Social Science without Borders: Looking Back, 
Looking Forward." 

The special issue seeks papers, commentaries, notes from the field, as well as poetic, visual, and other expressions devoted to critically commemorating 2012, when 

Sociologos Sin Fronteras/Sociologists Without Borders (SSF) enters its second decade of work with scholars, students, activists, and community members in SSF 
chapters around the world. 

SWB, the flagship journal of SSF, and SSF itself, with all of its chapters, has been deeply involved in the human rights revolution in the social sciences, particularly 
sociology. SSF is at the forefront of this epistemological revolution. We feel that it is now time to report on the successes and challenges of SSF’s endeavors over the 
}ast decade and to project and predict what efforts should be made in the future. 

Any and all inquiries into the work of SSF around the world, the building of a social science without borders, and the institutionalization of a human rights-oriented social 
science are welcome. Some questions for consideration include: 

History and evolution of SSF 

Meanings of a "social science without borders" 

How to undertake social science without borders in the different aspects of our work 

Promises and perils of a "social science without borders" 

History and evolution of SWB 

Founding and growth of the ISA Thematic Group on Human Rights and Global Justice 

Founding and growth of the ASA Section on Human Rights 

Challenges associated with interdisciplinary studies of human rights 

Implications of the Human Rights Program of the American Association for the Advancement of Human Rights 

Founded in 2001, SSF is a transnational association of sociologists committed to the following principles: that all people have equal rights to political freedoms and legal 
protections, to socioeconomic security, to self-determination, and to their personality. That is, old or young, regardless of where they live, their faith, and whether they 
are male or female, gay or straight, and regardless of their skin color they have the same universal rights, including their rights to their own particular cultures. SSF also 
promotes an understanding that collective goods, including a sustainable environment, cannot be privatize& 

The deadline for submissions is February 15, 2012. 

Inquiries may be sent to David L. Brunsma at brunsmad@vt.edu<mailto:brunsmad@vt.edu>. 

For SWBsubmission guidelines: s~cietieswith~utb~rders.~rg/submissi~ns/<http://s~detieswith~utb~rders.~rq/submissi~ns/>; 

Please submit manuscripts as e-mail attachments submissions@sodetieswithoutborders.org 

Submissions will be subject to the regular review process of SWB. 

--David Brunsma, Keri Iyall Smith, and Mark Frezzo, co-editors 

Dr. David L. Brunsma 
Professor of Sociology 
Department of Sociology 
Virginia Tech 
560 McBryde Hall (0:[37) 
Blacksburg, VA 2406:[ 
brunsmad@vt.edu 
(formerly at the University of Missouri) 
Co-Editor of Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences 
(http://societieswithoutborders.org!) 
Chair, Section of Racial and Ethnic Minorities, American Sociological Association 
(http://www2.asa net.org/sectionremD 
Race and Ethnicity Section Editor, Sociology Compass 



(hit : www.blackwell-com ass.corn subect sociolo section home?section=soco°race 
Treasurer, Sociologists Without Borders (~tswithoutborders.or and ~ 

(573) 355-0599 [cell] 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: ~.or .~ source=ms rues network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.~AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 3:33 plVl 

jaybryan7@msn.com 

reading on Friday, November 11, 7:30 p.m. at the Mluseum Store 

Friends! 

On Friday, November 11, from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., there will be a reading of poems by Stephanie Levine, Grey Brown and myself at the Museum Store at 100 East Franklin 
Street. 

Here is a link to a web page about Stephanie - httl)://stel)hanielevin.com/?paqe id=24, and a link to Grey Brown’s web page - httl~://www.clreybrown~ooetry.com/. 
Hope you might be able to come! 
Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 3:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Greek Leaders Reach Deal to Form a New Government 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Greek Leaders Reach Deal to 
Form a New Government 
By RACHEL DONADIO and NIKI 
KITSANTON IS 

Prime Minister George Papandreou and 
his chief rival agreed to create a new 
goverument, trader a new prime 
nfinister, appearing to break a deadlock 
that had paralyzed Greece. 

CULTURE AND CONTROL 
Pushing China’s Limits on 
Web, if Not on Paper 
By EDWARD WONG 

Murong Xuecun, a popular Chinese 
novelist, often runs afoul of censors, 
which has pushed him to become a vocal 
critic of censorship in Clfina and driven 
him to publish on the Interuet. 

. Video: Word Crimes 

WORKING FOR LESS 
A Hidden Toll as States Shift to Contract Workers 
By MOTOKO RICH 

A Michigan plan to replace state employees at a veterans’ facility with contract workers highlights the 
diffietflty of outsoureing in the face of strained budgets. 

. Previous Article in the Series: Detroit Sets Its Future on a Foundation of Two-Tier Wages 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Now, after I have published a few books, I can clearly feel the impact of censorship when I write. For 

example, I’ll think of a sentence, and then realize that it will for sure get deleted. Then I won’t even write it 

down." 

MURONG XUECUN, a novelist in Clfina. 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 

Deaths Put Focus 



on Pastor’s Advocacy of 
Spanking 
Scrutiny of a book written by a 
Tennessee preacher mad his wife 
advocating physical discipline of 
children intensified after the death of a 
third clfild, all allegedly at the hands of 
parents who kept the book in their 
homes. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
We Found Oil! Is 
That Good? 
New ways to extract off 
and natural gas could buy 
the U.S. some time to 
develop renewable energy. Or they could 
keep us addicted to dirty fuels. 

Baby boom on TV 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

WORLD 

Fall for dance 

Stephen King’s latest book 

nytim,es, com        -. 

Normal Life on Pause, and a Sense of Simmering Rage 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

As politicim~s in Greece veer from crisis to crisis, the econonfic stress is taking a toll on ordinary life. 

For Markets in Europe, the Focus of Fear Moves to Italy 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Efforts to solve a growing sovereign debt crisis have failed to quell market tmease, and uncertah~ty in Greece 
points to continued volatility this week. 

’. Interactive Timeline: European Debt Crisis 

An Excerpt from ’Leave Me Alone: A Novel of Chengdu’ 
Murong Xuecun, a popular Chinese novelist, often rtms afoul of censors, which has pushed him to become a 
vocal critic of censorslfip in China and driven him to publish on the Interact. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Preaching Virtue of Spanking, Even as Deaths Fuel Debate 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Three clfildren have died in recent years, allegedly at the hands of parents who had a child-rearing book by 
the preacher Michael Pearl, who advocates physical pmfishment. 

-’ Photographs: Deaths Put Focus on Pastor’s Advocacy of Spanking 

National Study Finds Widespread Sexual Harassment of Students in Grades 7 to 
12 
By JENNY ANDERSON 

Panong girls who responded to the survey, 56 percent reported being harassed in the last school year, versus 

40 percent of boys. 

JACKSON JOURNAL 
In the Shadow of Grand Resorts, a Town Hill Struggles 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Small ski lfills and their communities, like Snow King in Jackson, Wyo., are facing changed times and 
econonfic stress. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

NBC Struggles for Its Footing 
By BILL CARTER and BRIAN STELTER 



While the other networks have generated new hits, NBC has not. The network’s new leadership has made 
dear to its staff that rebuilding will take time mad great patience. 

Thailand Flooding Cripples Hard-Drive Suppliers 
By THOMAS FULLER 

The flooding has revealed to the world the scale of Thailmad’s industrialization and the extent to which two 
global industries, computers and cars, rely on components nmde here. 

Disney and YouTube Make a Video Deal 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Both of the companies are betting that a new partnership will help them sunnomat separate but equally 
worrisome hurdles. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GIANTS 24, PATRIOTS 20 
In Echo of’o8, Giants Beat Patriots 
By SAM BORDEN 

In a rematch of Super Bowl XLII, Eli Manning led the Giants on another late game-winning drive and the 
Patriots walked off, four years later, stunned again. 

." Box Score 

¯ " N.F.L. Roundup: Ravens Stun Steelers With Final Pass 

JETS 27, BILLS 11 
Jets Meet One Challenge, and Then Fortify for Another 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Jets muted their celebration after m~ impressive victory in Buffalo in preparation for next week’s game 
against the Patriots. 

." Box Score 

26.2 Miles to Be Faster at 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

Lauren Fleshman, a two-time national track champion, decided to race the New York City Marathon as 
preparation for her effort to rtm the 5,000 meters at the 2012 O1)anpies. 

ARTS 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’My Long Trip Home’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

In "My Long Trip Home" Mark Whitaker tells his story of growing up in a biracial fanfily, focusing on lfis 
troubled and combative black father. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Real People, Fake Tans, True-ish Stories 
By MIKE HALE 

"The Only Way Is Essex," the most talked-about (and reviled) British television show of the last year, has 
nmde its 3anerican prenfiere not on television but online at Hulu.com. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’QUEEN OF THE MIST’ 
Obsessed With Taking the Plunge 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Michael John LaClfiusa’s "Queen of the Mist" is a musical portrait of the obsessive Anna Edson Taylor, who 
made her name in 19Ol by going over Niagara Falls in a barrel. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Accolades for Rooney, a Doubter of Accolades 
By BILL CARTER 



Following his death tiffs weekend, Andy Rooney’s name has been linked with some of the great 
writer/curmudgeons of 3aneriean culture. 

" Andy Rooney, a Cranky Voice of CBS, Dies at 92 

’NewsHour’ Changes Raise Questions at PBS 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

The progrmn, which is losing its political editor and its managing editor of digital news, has also heard 
grumblings about its new rotating roster of anchors. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Delicate Dance of Daytime 
By DAVID CARR 

?mderson Cooper’s biggest challenge in his new talk show is embracing the vulgarity of daytime talk without 
hurting the rest of his career. 

¯ More Media & Advertising. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Can They Police Themselves? 
A series of scandals and crimes should leave no doubt that NewYork neec[s a strong, independent agency to 
investigate serious complaints about the city’s police. 

EDITORIAL 
Gun Walking the Mexican Border 
The government tracking operations that have allowed assault weapons to cross the border to Mexican drug 
cartels were hnproper and foollmrdy. 

EDITORIAL 
Jamaica Bay’s Delights 
Mayor Bloomberg and the interior secretary annotmced good news: a pledge to improve the park’s lO,OOO 
acres of open space, wetlands and waterways. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Dark Side of the ’Green’ City 
By ANDREW ROSS 

If urban policy makers focus only on those who can afford carbon-reducing technologies, the movement for 
sustainability may end up exacerbating climate change. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Here Comes the Sun 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Will our political system delay the energy trm~sformation now wiflffn reach? 
, Columnist Page I Blog 

EDITORIAL 
The Next Fight Over Jobs 
Republicans will probably try to block an extension of expiring jobless benefits, which are the first line of 
defense against further weakening of the economy. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 7, 1917, Russia’s Bolshevik Revolution took place as forces led by Vladinffr Ilyich Lenin overthrew 

the provisional govenament of Alexander Kereusky. 

¯ See This Front..P.:.a.g.e.. 
¯ ..B...q.y, This Front .P..:.a.g.e., 
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TOP NEWS 

Syria k]nleashes Assa ult to                           ~ 

Take an IJ~bowed City 

The government has launched an assault to retake Horns, in possibly one of the most violent 
episodes in the uprising. 

VVoman Accuses Cain of Groplug~ He Deules Cl~arge 

Sharon Bialek stepped forward on Monday, pntting a face and a name for the first time to 
aeeusations of sexnal harassment against Herman Cain. 

~ Comment 
i .... :..:: 

Post a Comment 

Doctor is Guilty in Michael Jaclcson’s Death 

Dr. Conrad Muvvay was convicted fro’ administering the drug that helped kill the pop star in June 

2009. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ANNA RUSSO, a sa[at’ii;d ,a or]~:ev in Rome, on politicians’ promises amid the di;b~ crisis. 

SCIENCE 

Science, Skin a~ld 

Ink 
Photographs of science 
tattoos fi’om the hook "Science Ink," 
by Carl Zimmer. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
~] Who 

\~ho Gets to VoW:e? 

Millions of Americans 
won’t be voting next 
year, and it’s not 
because they don’t want to. 

What Christian Lacroix did next 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Street styie: Chunky necklaces 

[he high-tech home office 

WORLD 

In Turmoil, Greece and Italy Deepeu Euro Crisis 

The prospect of a new transitional government in Greece and signs that Silvio Berluseoni’s hold on 
power in Italy was weakening did little to reassure investors. 

A Greek Political Scion Uudone by Ecououfics 

By most aeemmts, George A. Papandreou, who has eommitted to stepping down as prime minister, 
laeked the political drive that marked his father and grandfather. 

Slow Pace of Greek TalEs Raises Fears z~out Italy 

Prime Minister George A. Papandreou and his chief rival agreed to create a new government, under 
a new prime minister, but no lineup has yet been announced. 



7ideo: Greece’s Blew Government 

A Seasoned Combatant of Tornadoes Now Finds the Earth Is Mo~ing~ Too 

Oklahoma has been experiencing numerous earthquakes in recent years, most too small to feel, but 
residents certainly felt the two most recent ones. 

Keystone XL P~peihm Declslo~l to Be investigated 

Improper pressure and conflicts of interest have been alleged in the projecL which would carry oil 
from Canadian tar sands to Oklahoma and the Gulf Coast. 

U.S. Clears Art Pr~ject by Chr~sto in Colorado 

A $5o million art projeeL "Over the River," will suspend nearly six miles of fabric panels along a 42- 
mile stretch of the Arkansas River. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Promises Made, a~d Remade, by Fh+ms in S+E+C. Fra~d Cases 

An analysis of enforcement aetions fom~d at least 51 eases in which 19 Wall Street firms were 
accused of breaking antifraud laws they had agreed never to breach. 

Interest Rates on Italian Bonds Pushed to New Levels 

Bond rates are being driven to levels that earlier forced Greeee~ Ireland and Portugal to seek 
bailouts. 

~Day 
of Modest Gains Des,oite Debt Wordes 7:38 PM ET 

~ Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

Government of France Proposes Austerity Cuts 

The Freneh prime minister, Frangois Fillon, introduced ~9 billion enros’ worth of budget cuts and 
warned that bankrnptcy was "no longer an abstract word." 

S P 0 RTS 

doe Fraz[er~ Ex-Hea~.~-elght Champ~ Dies at 67 

Frazier, the former heavyweight ehampion, had an epie rivalry with Mnhammad All that inclmted 
the Thrilla in Manila, regarded as one of the greatest fights in boxing history. 

AN APPRAISAL 

A Champion Who ~Won InsMe the R~ng and Out 
i.::y ..u:",.:E 

For all the deserved accolades for Muhammad Ali~ Dave Anderson says that 3oe Frazier was the 
better fighter. And the better man, 

State Offichds Blast Penn State i~l Sandusky Case 
~.h: PL~ L 

The offieials said the university employees put colmtless more children at risk of being abnsed by 
3erry Sandusky. 

~Two 
Per, n State Officials Stepping Dovcn 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Pleasures of Life in the Slow Lane 
~.::., ~...~..’~ .:..~. ~.:: ".,~...~r. ~...v:.~" 

3anette Sadik-Khan, transportation commissioner for New York City, leads a two-wheeled tour of 

the city’s controversial bike lanes. 



~.ArtsBeBt: 
After the Splat, a Critic Gets Back on His B~ke 

Slide Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

*Back to 3A;ork~ 

The subtext of Bill Clinton’s new book is that he wants to help sell Obama policies that have not been 
persuasively sold to the American people. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’GODSPELL’ 

A Visio. of Splrltt~a~ity Rett~rns to Broadway 

The Broadway reviwfi of "Godspell"is fike being trapped in a snmmer camp tee room with a bnnch 
of kids who have been a little too reckless with the Red Bull. 

Mote Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

For a Dab)’ Okapi, Don~t P~sh Too Hard 

A skittish species, related to the giraffe, is bred in captivity with a mix of patience, genetic know- 

how and romantic savoir-faire. 

RNDINGS 

A Too| to Qtfit Smoking Has Some Unlikely Critics 

The resnlts of a stmly of "e-cigarettes" are encore’aging, lint a coalition of government officials am| 

antismoking gronps are warning about their dangers and trying to ban their sale. 

Spotted Horses in Cave Ar~ \¥ere~’t J ust a I~Igment~ DNA Shows 

DNA addresses the question of whether the cave artists of ancient France were realists or 

abstractionists. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Starh~g Hrto the B~dget~s Abyss 

With the deficit-cutting panel close to a deadlock, Republicans now want to undo it. But walking 

away would be a blow to Washington’s financial credibility. 

EDITORIAL 

Bad Theory, Bad ]Leglsiatio~ 

Evidence shows that environmental and health rules can help create new jobs. 

EDITORIAL 

The F,IL),Ao Ups its N~m~bers 
The approval of 3,5 new drugs, a near-record, is good news. But the agency now needs to vigilantly 

monitor how these drugs affect patients. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

E~d Bom~ses for Ba~kers 

Any person who takes risks that might lead to a government bailout - that is, any employee of a 

bank - should be paid no more than a civil servant. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Molester Next Door 

The predator to watch out for is less likely to don a trench coat and lurk behind a bush than to be 

someone who works closely with kids. 

~ Columnist Pa t2,e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Serio~s One 

Mitt Romney’s commitment to tackling entitlement reform demonstrates his awareness of the 

issues that need to define the 2ore presidential election. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On November 8,196o, Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy defeated Vice President Richard M. 

Nixon for the presidency. 
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SECOLAS/UF Annual Conference, March 29-31,2012: Save the Date, Call tbr Papers (Dec 1) 

Call for Papers SECOLAS 2012.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Date:Mon, 07 Nov 2011 22:03:31 ÷0000 
From:BROVv2q,RICHMOND F <rlbrown(a}LATAM.UFL.EDU:- 

Greetings Latin Americanists! 

write to invite you to take part in the Center for Latin American Studies’ 61stAnnual Conference, which will take place on the UF campus in Gainesville, 
FL, March 29-31, 2012. The conference will also serve as the 59th annual meeting of the Southeastern Council of Latin American Studies 
(SECOLAS). Founded in 1954, SECOLAS (along with RMCLAS) is the oldest regional organization of Latin Americanist scholars in the US. It predates 
LASA by more than a decade. UF faculty members were among the founders of SECOLAS and UF has twice before hosted the SECOLAS meeting, once 
in the 1950s and once in the 1960s. 

The meeting will provide an opportunity to converse with Latin Americanists in diverse fields from throughout the southeastern US, as well as many others 
from around the country and from Latin America. 

I hope you will consider presenting a paper or organizing a panel for the meeting. The deadline for paper and panel submissions is December 1. 

The theme for the conference is "The Struggle for Democracy in Latin America" and featured speakers and panels will be devoted to the theme. 
Nevertheless, papers and panels devoted to any topics related to Latin America, the Caribbean, and Latinoia studies are welcome. There is room for 
approximately 45 panels at the meeting. 

Presenters must be or become SECOLAS members. Membership dues are quite reasonable ($40 for faculty and $28 for students and international faculty) 
and provide a year’s subscription to the peer-reviewed and internationally indexed journal, The Latin Amedcanist, published by Wiley-Blackwell, as well as 
the opportunity for consideration for SECOLAS book, article and graduate student prizes. 

For more information about SECOLAS, see the following: 

http:i/wwwmtsu.eduisecolas/index.shtml 

Even if you do not or cannot present a paper at the meeting, I hope you will be able to join us. 

There will be three featured speakers at the meeting: 

Professor Joseph Foweraker of Oxford University (who will be serving as the Center’s Bacardi Eminent Visiting Scholar in spring 2012), Professor Paul 
Drake, University of California at San Diego, and Professor Deborah Yashar of Princeton University. 

The on-line registration site is now functional and can be accessed at the following: 
http:/iconferences.dce.ufl.edu/SSPisection.aspx?s= 1400035234 
Registration fees for US-based faculty will be $60. Registration fees for students, K-12 teachers, and faculty traveling from Latin America will be $25. The 
registration fee includes the opening reception on Thursday (at the Harn), the Friday luncheon, and the Gran Baile on Friday evening, as well as coffee 
breaks. In addition, banquet tickets for the Friday evening awards banquet will be $30 for faculty and $15 for students, K-12 teachers, and faculty traveling 
from Latin America. 

Meanwhile, below you will find the Call for Papers (deadline December 

"The Struggle for Democracy in Latin Amedca" 
Mamh 29-31, 2012 
University of Flodda 

Gainesville, FL 

The 61st Annual Conference of the University of Flodda’s Center for Latin Amedcan Studies will serve as the 59th Annual Meeting of SECOLAS, and will 
take place on the UF campus in Gainesville, Florida, Thursday, March 29 to Saturday, March 31, 2012. Featured speakers will address the conference 
theme. Papers and panels that address the theme (broadly conceived) are also encouraged but not required. Panel proposals are preferred but individual 
paper proposals will also be accepted. Papers are invited from faculty members, independent scholars and graduate students. 

th 2012 marks the 200 anniversary of the C~diz Constitution that made Spain and its embattled empire a constitutional monarchy and the 100th anniversary 
of the S~enz Pefia electoral law that brought universal adult male suffrage to Argentina, two key steps along Latin Amedca ’s tortuous road toward 
constitutional democracy. Although Latin Amedca expedenced what Paul Drake has called a "tsunami of democracies" from the 1970s to the 2000s, 

much remains to be done to strengthen and secure governments "of, by and for the people" throughout the region. Even more is required if one considers 
social cultural economic and environmental aspects of democracy along with the political and institutional. 
Finally, as Latin AmeMcan aspirations for democracy have not been confined to south of the Rio Grande/Bravo, la lucha for democracy by Latin Amedcans 
and Latina/os in the United States also medts serious attention. Thus we invite panels and papers on Chicano/a and U.S. (Afro)Latino/a struggles for 
democracy. Papers and panels that address social and political movements as well as artistic and literary work are encouraged. 
Proposal Submission Deadline: December 1, 2011. Send proposals, including a 250-word abstract for each panel and/or paper and a brief CV (no more 
than 2 pages) for all panelists, to the most appropdate program chair: 
History and Social Sdences 
Tiffany Sippial 
Department of History 



Aubum University 
tatOOO4@auburn.edu 
Literature and Humanities 
Tace Hedrick 
English and Women’s Studies 
University of Florida 

tace@ufl.edu 

Local Arrangements: 
Richmond F. Brown, Ph.D. 
Associate Director for Academic Programs 
Center for Latin American Studies 
University of Florida 

_~__r__o___w___n___@J a tam. ufl. e du 
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2011 NC Latin American Film Festival continues tonight at Durham Tech 

2011 NC Latin American Film Festival - U~finished Visions 
25YEARSI 1986-2011 
In November 2011, the ]qOlfll Carolina Latin American Film Festival nlalks its 25th anniversary. Founded in 1986, the North Carolina Latin American Filru Festival celebrates the power and 

artistW of Latin America’s fihn and audiovisual production. Its mission is to provide a space in Nolth Carolina for Latin American images, sounds, and stories to reach a wider audience. From 

documentaries that depicted the darkest moments of Latin American histoly during the rise of dictatorships, to feature fihns that portrayed the intimacies, complexities and rhythms of 

everyday life, our audiences have been exposed to a ~vide range of critical and responsible narratives of the region. This year the festival ~vill feature a series focused on one of the most 

pressing contempora~ challenges facing the region: narco-trafficking and the related themes of violence, COl~uption, in~iustice, migration, and envirolmaental degradation The festival will 

look at the hemispheric context of these realities using films, documentaries, alt exhibits, oral histories, panel discussions, lectures, and open forums, ~vith a special focus on Mexico Our 

goal is to create discussion and understanding of this sensitive issue while examining how Latin Americans are responding. 

For complete festival information, including directions to venues, go to htlp://lalinfilmfes~ivalnc.com/ 

Tuesday, November 8 

7:00 pm 

ERC Auditoriam~, Din-ham Technical Comtmmity College, Din-ham 

Living Juarez: Collateral Damage in Mexico’s Drug War 
Chiapas Media Prqject (Mexico, 2010) 25 lnin. 

In Decernber 2006, chtrirtg his first week in office, Mexican PI esidell~ Felipe Calderdn declared war on ~dte chatg caI~els. Since then close to 50,000 people have died in Mexico as a result of the "War on Drugs". 

Cd. JuN-ez, across ~tle border from E1 Paso, Texas, is now considered the deadliest airy in ~tle world, where close to 7,000 people have died since March 2008. There are now all estimated 10,000 security fbrces 

patrolling the streets of Ju~rez where the violence continues to escalale. Living ~uarez tells lhe stoly of ~dte real victims in Calderrn’s Dinlg Wai: reg~dar people j ust lrying to survive in a aily oven~an by 

senseless violence, and comtption. The nalghbolhood of Villas de SalvNcar is oiganized and speaking oul against tile arbitrary and liequertt abuses thai are committed by ~tle armed forces against civilians and 

pa~¢icularly the yoath in Cd. Ju~rez. 

and 

Senorita Extraviada / YlLssing Young Woman 
dir. Loredes PoI~illo (Mexico 2001) 70 rain. 

M~ssing Young Woman tells tile stoiT of tile hundreds of kidnapped, raped and nmrdered young wonlen of Ju~u-ez, Mexico The nmrders first came to light in 1993 and young wornen continue to "disappear" to 

this day (2005) without any hope of bringing the perpetrators to justice. Who are these wornen from all walks of life and why are they getting nmrdered so brutally? The documentary moves like the unsolved 

mystery it is, and tile fihnrnaker poetically investigates tile circumstances of the murders artd the hon-oL fear and courage of tile f~amilies whose chiRh-en have been taken Yet it is also tile stoiy of a city of the 

futm-e; it is the stou of tile underbelly of our global economy 

Wednesday, November 9 

6:30 pnl 

Nelson Mandela Auditoriuln, FedEx Global Education Center, University of Nol*h Carolina, Chapel Hill 

l~Tll th e Real Terrorist Please Stand Up ? 
dir Stuff Lmlda~u (Cuba, 2011 ) 80 mtil 

Note: Director will be present. 

Award-winning director Smtl Landau embarks on an in-depth exploration of Miami-Havana politics through tile sto~y of the Cuban Five, a group of spies sent by tile Castro government to infiltrate right-wing 

terrorist organizations in Miami. When the spies turned over evidence of US-based te~a-orism to the FBI, they themselves were an-ested, tried, and convicted in Florida courts while file confessed anti-Castro 

terrorists live freely in Florida 

Wednesday, November 9 

7:00 pill 

Jan-ell Lectan-e Hall in Jackson Library, Universily of North Carolina, Greensboro 

W~te Land 

dir. Lucy Walker, Karen Harley (Brazil, 2010) 100 rain. 

Art uplif’dng fea’~me documentaly highlighting lhe ~ansfomtafive power of art and the beauty of the hmnan spirit. Top-selling conternporaly artist Vik Muniz takes us on an emotional j oamey flOln Jmdiln 

Grarnacho, lhe world’s largest landfill on ’dte outskirts of Rio de Janeiro, to the halghts of international ai~ stardom. Vik collaborates wdth the brilliant catadores, pickers of recyclable materials, tree 

Shakespearean charac~ers who live and work in the garbage, quoting Machiavelli and showdng us how to recycle oreselves. 

and 

Ill, a das Flores 
diI. Jorge Fm-tado (Biazil, 1990) 13 rnin. 

The ironic, heai~brealdng and acid "saga" of a spoiled tolna~o: li-om ’dte plantation of a "Nisei" (Brazilian wi~h Japanese origins); to a supeiTnarket; to a cons~trner’s kitchen to become sauce fbr pork ineat; to ~tle 

garbage can since it is spoiled for cons~trnption; to a garbage track flora where it lands in a garbage dmnp in "Ilha das Flores"; to lhe selection of nulriment for pigs by the employees of a pigs breeder; to become 

food fbr poor Brazilian people. 



F’or complete festival hiformation, including directions to venues, go to htt-p:iilatirdilmfestivahic.coini 
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TOP NEWS 

UoNo Ageiicy Says iran Data 

Points to A-Bomb Work 

International weapons inspectors say 
a trove of new evidence makes a 
"credible" ease that Iran has been 
developing a nuclear weapon. 

Cain Speaks Out to Deny 

Charges; xnd Voice Heard 

Moments after a woman spoke 
publicly for the first time about 
being harassed by Herman Cain, the 
candidate held a news conference to 
again deny the charges. 

Pe~m State Said to Be Planning Paterno Exit Amid ScandM 

doe Patm~o’s tenure as coach of the Penn State football team will soon be over in the wake of a sex- 
abuse scandal that has implicated university officials, according to people briefed on the matter, 

. NYTimes corrt Nome Paqe ,’~ 

~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

ItEN2RAN CAIN, a candidate for the Repub]iean presidential ~ominatiom 

BUSINESS 

YOUR MON~ SPEO,AL 
SECTION: WHICH WAY 
HOM E? 

’i Should Have 

Known Be~er’ 
A financial planner 
recounts how he and his family fell 
victim to the housing boom and bust 
and how they survived the ordeal. 

OPiNiON 

Jay-Z has the right approach 
ALSO IN SPORTS >> 

NewYork City Marathon repiay 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Who Believes Herman Cain? 

The poll results concerning the allegations against Mr. Cain are as eonfltsing as they 
are revealing. How should we interpret them? 

J 

He[mar 

WORLD 



Eu~’opea~ Debt Crisis as Berh|sco~fi’s Lasi Sta~d 

Silvio Berlusconi’s offer to step aside came after a hmrfiliating vote in Parliament and a demand by 

a key ally that he resign for the sake of the country. 

Ja~nes Murdoch to Face Mo~°e Q*~estioni~g by Lawmakers 

Evidence has mounted that top News International executives knew phone hacking was pervasive, 

casting doubts on James Murdoch’s previous testimony. 

H~ Ove~’heard Comments, Sark~*zy Calls Neta*~yahu a ~Liar~ 

President Nicolas Sarkozy of France told President Obama last week that he could no longer bear 

Benjamin Netanyahu, the prime minister of Israel, according to journalists who heard the private 

o More World News 

Ah" Force officials Discipli~ed Over Ha*~dli~g of Huma~ Remai*~s 

Three were disciplined fro" "gross mismanagement," including the loss of slain service members’ 

body parts. 

Mississippi Voters R+:iect A+~ti=Abortion Measure 

Republican-backed measures across the country took a hit, including a Mississippi initiative known 

as the "pcrsonhood" amendment. 

Ohio Turns Back a Law Limiting Unions~ Rigl~ts 

Voters in Ohio delivered their verdict on a centerpiece of the conservative legislative agenda. 

BUSINESS 

Occ~py i~oveme~t Inspires U~io~s to Embrace Bold Tactics 

Labor leaders, who were cautious at firsL have embraced the Occupy movement, an(] protesters 

have joined their picket lines across the nation. 

Oove~’m~ent Com~ti~g Sheep? Now, Only i~ Its D~’eams 

The Agriculture Department is eliminating dozens of reports on product inventories, including 

those for catfish, hops and trout, ala~ming the farmers who depend on the figures. 

Political Ad Spe~dH~g Spm’s Local TV Mergers 

The election cycle of ~om is expected to be very lucrative fro" some stations, which will also benefit 
fi’om charging cable and satellite distributors for the rights to retransmit their signals. 

S P 0 RTS 

Pater~o; the King of Pen~sylYanla~ Until Now 

Joe Paterno preached and stood for integrity, family and principle. Nmv, it’s unclear how his 
accomplishments might be diminished. 

Qt~estlo~ts on Sa~adt~sky ~Moe ~vV~oapped h~ a 2005 Myste~T 

The district attorney who looked into the sex-abuse ease against Jerry Sandnsky in ~998 went 

missing in 2oo5 and has been declared dead. 

NoB,A. U~fion Sig~als a Shift That May E~d the Lockout 

For the first time, players said they could accept the owners’ proposal for a 5o-5o split of revenues - 

if there were concessions. 

Mere Speris News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIBN I ’J EDGAR’ 

Fi~di~g the I-~uma~ity h~ the }.’,BA,’s Feared E~force~" 



"J. Edgar" is less the story of the public face of the F.B.I. than it is a look at the private man. 

dulie Taymm’, who was fired as director of "Spider-Man: ’l~rn Off the Dark," is suing the producers 

fro" royalties. 

~ Document. JuiCe Taymor’s ’SpMer-Man’ LawsuR 

THEATER R EVlEVq I ’VENUS IN FUR’ 

Struggling Act~°ess \Vho \V~e~ds Script aad \Vhlp 
i.::...2i p:.i .i...:i i:.:~ 

"Venus in Fur," David Ives’s sexy comedy, has opened on Broadway with tt ugh Daney and Nina 

Arianda, who is giving the first must-see performance of the Broadway season. 

o Mere Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

To Raise Cash, Resta~ra~lts ’I’u~o~l to the Crowd 

Spurned by investors and banks, restaurateurs are asking the public to help finance their dreams. 

A GOOD APPETITE 

For ~tter Stuffing and Phi, Get Craeldng 

Nuts that you shell yourself are sweeter, ridder and mellower than their pre-shelled peers. 

WINES OF THE TIMES 

~Yhms for ’I’ha~ksg~vh~g Dhmer 

"Ilm panel tasted wines for the Thanksgiving banquet, choosing five reds and five whites for a meal 

with shifting colors, textures, weights and aromas. 

° More Dininq & ~Nh~e >~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Letting the Banks Off Easy 

A settlement in the works would not hold banks accountable for mortgage abuses. State attorneys 

general should keep fighting for a better deal. 

EDITORIAL 

Sy~qa and the Arab [,ea~m 

Arab states must press harder for international sanctions to force President Bashar al-Assad out. 

EDITORIAL 

Penn State’s C~llpab~llty 

A grand jury report suggests that university officials received many warning signs involving a 

former assistant football coach and did very little about it. 

° Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tl’o~fl)le Beside the 

The Occupy Oakland protesters, many of them white out-ofCtowners, have left the city’s residents 

unsure of who really has their best interests at heart, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Persom~l Fmfl at Penn State 

Like the Roman Catholic Church hierarchy, the Penn State hierarchy appears to have covered up 

pedophile crimes to protect its brand. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Two Peas h~ a Pod 

~II~e protest movements in India and the United States, the world’s two biggest democracies, sure 

have a lot in emmnon. 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Nov. 9, 1965, the great Northeast blackout oecurred as several states and [)arts of Canada were 

hit by a series of power failures lasting up to 13 1/2 honrs. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 1:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Thanksgiving Cooking, The Neediest Cases and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " ! 109/a mes 1 Y 

Thanksgiving Cooking 

ber 9, 2011 ] 

The Thanksgiving Help Line is now open. Submit your 
questions to the Dining staff, who will be answering 
questions on cooking, drinking, entertaining or any other 
holiday hurdle. ~adso find recipes for a Vegetarian Thanksgiving, 
try a few new side dishes, learn how to make the perfect pie crust 
or watch a video on carving the turkey. Find all of this and more 
on the special ’Phanksgiving Cooking Times Topics page. 

’l[’he Neediest Cases 
The Neediest Cases Fuud celebrates 
anniversary [his year. Follow up ~Y]th bem~fieJaFies Of the 

proving her resilience ever sioce a highway acek[eot aud a boy 
battling for survival agaius[ Wegem~r’s granu[omatosis. 
Additional stories am] donation options can be fontal on 
nyti rues.co mi ~ eediest, 

Don’t Miss o. N"KYirr~es.com 

* One Ban],: Dominates Headlines (Take a Wild Guess) 
~ Are We There Yet? When Families Fly 

* NBC Straggles for Its Footing 
~ End Bonuses for Ba~kers 

, The New Neu List 

Top ~ Wewed Featu res ~ ~rr~ ...... 
(Be~,~¢ee~ Nov 2. 2011 - Nov. g~ 2011) 

L Why Science Majors Change Their Minds (it’s Just So Darn 

Hard) 
xt. Krugman: O[igarehy~ American Sty[e 

3. Krngr*tan: Here (otnea Solar Energy 

4. The Once and Futm’e Way to Run 

5~ Deaths Put Focus o~ Pastor’s Advocacy of Spa~aki~g 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." The ],ife of 

a Bo>:ing Great 
Joe Fvazier, the former 
heavyweight champion, had an 
epic riwdry with Muhammad 
All that included the Thrilla in 
Manila, regarded as one of the 
greatest fights in boxing history. 

~ INTEI/ACTIVE: Six 

Before the first open house, it is 
often a wise idea for sellers to 
renovate. That can be as 
extensive as a full gut job, or as 
limited as painting cabinets and 
replacing appliances. 

~ VIDEO; A Lesson in Serf 

Joao Silva, a photographer for 

The New York Times who lost 

both legs in Afghanistan, 

discusses his recovery and 

competes in the handcycle 

competition of the New York 

Marathon. 

Join the 
Conversatio~ - Well 

Feeling the    ] ....... 

Some experts 
think ailments like 
reflux may originate not just in 
the stomach but also in foods 
headed there. Share your 
thonghts. 

~ Jo~n the Conversation ~ 



Follow @N~Times on 

lwi~er                      ~ 

The Scoop offers lis~s of 

our critics’ fsvorite            F~ 

restaurents, bars, events 
and experiences 
Download the app 

Start your day with 

Today’s Headlines. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 1:31 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

November 18 at Duke: Djembe/Afro-Cuban Ensemble concert ruth guest artist Kimati Dinizulu 

Dj embe poster 11-18.pdf 

Friday, November 18 
8 pro, Page Auditorium, Duke University 

Djembe and Afro-Cuban Ensembles Bradley Simmons, director 

Guest Artist: Kimati Dinizulu 

Kimati Dini~.flu grew up m a musical family and has made over 30 trips to Atiica, wh~fc be uow lives part of the year. He has studied with Gbanaian and Haitian master 

drammers and has per~k~rmed wi~l~ a~tists such as Toni Morris(m. Alvin Ailey, Sonny Rollins~ Harry Bela~k~nte~ Wynlon .M~rsalis ~md others. 

See attached flyer for more i~fformation. 

Uree admission, lnfo: 919-660-3333 or music.duke.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Euro Fears Spread to Italy as the Debt Crisis Deepens 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~ ion T ~ s Day 

C,g~tomize Todav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

November lO, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Euro Fears Spread to Italy as 

tl~e Debt Crisis Deepe~s 

Italy, the euro zone’s third-largest 
economy, struggled to find a new 
government as anxious investors 
drove Italian bond rates above 7 
percent and the markets tumbled 
worldwide. 

Paterno Is Finisl~ed at Penn 

State, and President [s O~t 

In the wake of a sexual abuse 
scandal, Coach doe Paterno was fired and the university president Graham B. Sportier was removed 
Wednesday night. 

~ In[erac[ive Time,me: The Once-King of Penn State 

~Oops~ and a Lo~g, Sad Pause at Debate "~Vhen Perry Can’t Get to 

~ek Perry’s failure to name a third federal agency he would eliminate was the most memorable 
moment of the debate, with little mention of the sexual harassment accusations against Herman 
Cain. 

~ Video: The Caucus I Debate Wrath-Up 

~ Highiights From the Republican Presidential Debate 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I~ds is a tragedg. It is one of the great sorrows q#m9 I{~’e~ With the benefit of hindsight, 1 wish I had 

,IOE PATEI~O, resigning as football coach at Penn State in the wake of a sexual abuse scandal 
involving one of his former assistants. 

Honoril~g Erlfie 

Pyle~ Homelown 

Hero and tl~e 

Grm~ts’ Bard 
~-o years ago, the state of Indiana 
cut off funds to a museum in Dana, 
Ind., that honors Ernie Pyle, the 
aeelaimed war eot’t’espondent. A 
loeal group is now managing the site, 
whieh still has a lot to offer. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 



Contrarlan Contr~ri 

Liberals and 
conservatives defied 
conventional wisdom this week and did the right thing. 

WORLD 

No Interim Government as Greek Disarray Goes On 

Hours after reports that a respected economist would be Greece’s new prime minister, negotiations 

seemed to be plunged into confusion on Wednesday. 

Ahead of Vote, Egypt’s Parties and Skeptlcls~n Are Growh~g 

The question shadowing Egypt’s parliamentary elections is whether a robust enough Parliament 

will emerge to challenge the military’s 6o-year grip on power. 

R~lssla~ls Fight to Save Mars Probe ~er Mishap 

If space engineers cannot save it, the probe, which is loaded with toxic fuel, could re-enter the 
atmosphere within days or weeks. 

o More World News 

Parl~ Chief Blocked Plan fiw Gra~d Ca~D~:*n B~ttle Ba~ 

don da~vis, the top federal parks official, tabled the project after conversations with Coca-Cola, a 

major donor to the National Park Foundation. 

Panel Is at In~passe~ hut Oba~na Sees No Reason to Step In 

For administration officials, the prospect of failure by a special Congressional committee on debt 
reduction reinforces the decision for President Obama to keep his distance. 

THIS LAND 
Sonde Artifacts Are Gone~ hut Not Pride i~ a ~a,~ar Correspondent ~Who ..Mattered 

A museum in Dana, a tiny Indiana town, struggles to honor the memory of Ernie Pyle~ a peerless 
World War II eorrespondenL as budgets are cut and attendance lags. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

Google°s Chief~Vorks to Trim a Bloated Ship 

Larry Page returned to the helm of Google to find it bloated, unwieldy and hard to move quickly, 
He’s working to change all that. 

Asian Markets Sh~k as Investors Flee Stocks 

The global stock sell-off continued in Asia on Thursday, with most major indexes dropping 2 percent 
or more on fears that the European debt crisis was reaching the point of no retm~a. 

Trade "War h~ Solar Takes Shape 

Chinese solar panel mannfacturers, which had virtually no presence in the American market three 
years ago, now hold more than half of it. 

o More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

~ Asplr~ng Coach h~ the Middle of a Scandal 

Mike McQueary, the graduate assistant who reported seeing 3erry Sandusky molesting a young 
boy, had aspirations of one day becoming a head coach, maybe even at Penn State. 

N.B.Ao Negotlatio~s Resu~ne, VVith Possible Breal~hrough 

N.B.A. players and owners resumed labor negotiations Wednesday with a compromise on the table 

that could lead to a resolution of the four-month lockout. 

Foc~s o~ a Star at~d a System 



Yu Darvish, the star pitcher from Japan, could be coming to the major leagues, if he and an M.L.B. 

team are willing to wade through the frequently tricky posting process. 

o More Sp0r~s News ~> 

ARTS 

HolD~vood Plans Big Bi~ge for Christmas 

The pileup of offerings between Dec. 21 and Christmas Day includes six nmvies from five studios, 
with a total production and marketing cost approaching $1 billion. 

Oscar Show Replaces Key Player After F~aror 

Brian Grazer will produce next year’s Oscar show, after the sudden departures of the ceremony’s co- 

producer, Brett Ratner, and its host, Eddie Murphy. 

Separath~g Royal Myth From Fact 
~.::: ,.:i A ~:M.I.: Mc,.: b:,T i 

Robert K. Massie, the biographer who became famous for the vivid "Nicholas and Alexandria" more 
than 40 years ago, has come out with a new book about Catherine the Great. 

¯ More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLI= 

How R}~m Raddo~ Became the 8"~oo~ooo-a-Night DJ ICmowa as Kaskade 

A 4G-year-old recreational snowboarder who neither drinks nor does drugs is one of the biggest stars 

on the global club scene. 

A Fashion Designer’s Second Act 

The former designer of Dior Homme now takes portraits of up-and-coming artists. 

~ Slide Show 

Boot Camps Vie to Make You Sweat 

Boot camps, an evergreen, military-inflected concept, are still popular, and recruits are hotly 

sought after. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

]~ack to Commm~ Se~se at ~he Polls 

In state after state, the extreme agenda of Republican lawmakers was rejected. Weary voters 

dragged them back toward the center. 

EDITORIAL 

The Truth About h-au 
A new report from the International Atomic Energy Agency leaves little doubt about Tehran~s 
nuclear ambitions. 

EDITORIAL 
Takh~g Ahn at Interpret Rules 
Voiding regulations that protect open, competitive broadband would be harmful to a major channel 
of communications. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Our HighZFech Health-Care Future 

The United States should commit to a "moon shot" for a consumer health revolution, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

One 14-year-old Vietnamese girl, who wakes each day at 3 a.m. before setting off on a 9G-minute 



bicycle ride to school, could teach AmeJicans a lot. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Guess what, peop]e2 I~’s time for another Republiean presiden~al debate~ It’s so wonde~u[ to get to 

hang out with Mitt and Newt and the gecko. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. lO, 1982, the newly finished Vietnam Veterans Memorial was opened to its first visitors in 

Washington, D.C. 

* Sei; This Front Page 
, Buy This Front Page 

About Thi~ 

YOU received this message because you signed up fer N’f]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 10:23 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; tE-residents@duke.edu; clacs-council@dnke.edu 

NC Latin American Film Festival continues tonight at NC Central 

2011 NC Latin American Film Festival - Unfinis*hed Visions 
25YEARSI 1986-2011 

In November 2011, the North Carolina Latin American Film Festival marks its 25th anniversary. Founded in 1986, ~he North Carolina Latin American Film Fesuval celebrates the power and 

artistry of Latin America’s film and audiovisual production. Its mission is to provide a space in North Carolina for Latin American images, sounds, and stories to reach a wider audience From 
documentaries that depicted the darkest moments of Latin American history &tring the rise of dictatorships, to feature films that portrayed the intimacies, coraplexities and rhytl-tms of 
everyday life, our audiences have been exposed to a wide range of critical and responsible narratives of the region. This year the festival will feature a series focused on one of the most 
pressing contemporary challenges facing the region: narco-trafficking and the related themes of violence, corruption, irdjustice, migration, and environmental degradation. The festival will 
look at the hemispheric context of these realities using films, docmnentaries, art exhibits, oral histories, panel discussions, lectures, and open foPdms, with a special focus on Mexico. Our 
goal is to create discussion and understanding of this sensitive issue while examining how Latin Americans are responding. 

For complete t~stival inlbnnation, inclnding directions to venues, go to http:/ilatintilmfes~ivalnc.co~W 

Thursday, November 10 
7:00 pm 
University Theater, Farrison-Newton Commtmications Building 
NC Central University, Durham 
(corner of Fayetteville St and Lawson St) 
NOTE CIL~NGE OF LOUATION 

The Promise of Music 
dir: Enrique Sanchez Lansch (Venezuela, 2008) 70 min. 

Whenever the Sim6n Bolivar Youth Orchefftra of Venezuela and its charismatic conductor Gustavo Dudamel perfomL they receive a highly enthusiastic welcome from 
audiences and critics alike. Atiust twenW- si, Dudmnel has already been Musical Director of the youth orchestra for eiglit yeasts a~d is acknowledged as one of the 
most inmortant conductors of his generaiion. However, this is notihst the story of some prodiD-. Dudamel himself describes mnsic as a "s~cial life- saver". The Bolivar 
Youth Orches~tra owes its existence to the musician, econo,nist an{t politician ~osd Antoliio A15reu. He started E1 Sistema in 1975 with the vision of ofl’ering children 
living in pove!.W., a new.perspective on life t.hrm~gh m.u_..si.c...There are now aronnd 30 p.rqfessio~.al orchestras, 125 yguth o~rqhestras, a.bgut. 15,000 music teach¢.rs .an~d a 
qumnter ota million pupils recelv~ng musmal training. Children as young as two years old are ottered music lessons tree otchmge and the Instruments axe prowded tree 
of charge. Of coarse, children are not given one-to-one-lessons but are immediately integrated into an orchestra, since motivatIon, mutual respect and joint eflbrts 
towards communal success are at the heart of this project. 

Live performance by the Venezuelan Cultural Association of the Triangle. 
Introduction by Katie Wyatt, Director KidzNotes of Durham. 

Friday, November 11 
7:00 pm 
Bryan Auditorium, Frar~: Family Science Center 
Guilford College, Greensboro 

Los Que Se Quedan / Those tVho Remain 
dir: Juan CMos Rulfo a~d Carlos Hagerman (Mexico, 2009) 90 min. 

Mexico is now the world’s largest exporter of its people, xvith up to half a million people each year crossing the US-Mexico border in search of work. The toll this explosion in emigration has 
taken is particularly evident in central Mexico and in southern states like Chiapas and Yucatan, where entire cities and towns have been depleted. Half of the population of the state of 
Zacatecas, for example, now lives in the United States. Vghat happens to the families that stay behind? This is a film about the families that are left behind xvhen their loved ones leave home 
in search of a better life abroad. S#anish with English subtitles. 

Saturday, November 12 NOTE CHANGE OF DATE 
6:30pm 
Campus Cinema, Witherspoon Student Center 
NC State Universi~’, Raleigh 

El Infierno / Narco 
dir. Luis Estrada (Mexico, 2010) 1,15 nffn. 

Beqanffn Garcia, Benny, is depol~ed from tile United States. Back home and against a bleak picrore, Belmy gets involved in the narco business, in which he has for tile first time in his life, a spectacular rise 

surrounded hy money, women, violence and fml. But vety soon he’ll discover that ctdirdnal life does not always keeps his promises Epic black comedy about the world of Mafia and organized ciqane, HELL 

helps us to understand what evewbody is asking: What is happening in Mexico today? St)anish wit}~ ~glisl~ subtitles. (7ontai~s graphic viole~ee. 

Saturday, November 12 

6:30 pill 

Richard White Auditorium, East Campus 

Duke University, Durham 

El Velador / Night l~Vatchman (Main feature) 

dir. Natalia Almada (Mexico, 2011 ) 72 min. 

From &isk to dawn EL VELADOR accomparties Marlin, the guardian angel whonl, night after nigtlt, watches over the extravagant mmlsoleums of Mexico’s tnost notorious Drag Lords. In the lahyrinth of the 
cemetelT, tiffs filnl about violence without violence reminds us how, in the rmanoil of Mexico’s bloodiest conflict since tile Revolution, ordinary life pei~ists and qnietly defies the dead £’panish ~+’ilh t~nglish 



Preceded by 

Student Action with Farmworkers short documentary films (45 iron.) 
includi~g 
Los Pineros, dir. Robyn Levine (USA, 2011) 
Echando la mano: JX/orkin~ with and for Family, dir. Nandi~ti Kltmar, Katie Cox SJctrader, Abigail Bissette (USA, 2011) 

Cosecha Countdown: US Farmwork by the Numbers, presented by M~richel M@a 

Sunday, N~vember 13 
6:30pm 
Love Auditorium, Levine Science Research Center 
Duke University, Durham 

Children of the Amazon 
dir. Denise Zmekhol (Brazil, 2007) 72 ram. 

Through capfiwting photos and intelwdews,CT~ildren cftheAmazon tells the sto~2~ of straggle and hope to protect the world’s largest tropical rainf~rest and its itfllabitants The fihn follows Brazilian filrnmaker 
Denise Zmeldtol as site ~ravels a modem highway deep into the Amazon in search of the indigenous Sumi and Negarote cttildren she photographed fifteen years ago. Pa~ road movie, pa~ time ~a-avel, her 
j oumey tells the sto~T of what happened to life in the largest forest on earth when a road was built straight t[n-ough its he~rt. Zmekhol’s cinematic j oma~ey combines intimate inte~ciews with her personal and 
poetic meditation on enviro~m~ental devastation~ resistance, and renewal The result is a unique vision of the Amazon raJnforest told, in part, by the indigenous peopl e who experienced first contact with the 
modern world less th~n t’oi~ years ago. 

For complete t~stival infonnation, including directions to venues, go to http://’latintilmfes~ivalnc.co~W 
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Sent: 
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inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Mm-sha]l T. Meyer digital collection at Duke Universi ,ty Librazies 

Duke UniversiU Libiazies a~nounces the publication of the Marshall T. Meyer digital collection (avafilable at http:i/librals~.duke.edu/diaitalcollections~mevermazshalF ) 

which documents the human rights activism of the Rabbi Marshall T. Meyer in 1970’s and 1980’s Argentina. The digital collection is a subset of the Marshall T. Meyer 

papers held at Duke University’s David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library. 

Marshall Meyer was an activist rabbi who expounded a politically engaged Conservative Judaism. After being ordained rabbi in 1958, Meyer and his mfe moved to 

Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1959, where they were to stay until 1984. Meyer led the reinvigoration ofArgentinds Jemsh community m~d lived and fought through the 

political upheavals aM turmoil of the 1970s a~d 1980s, openly speaking out against the humm~ rights abuses perpetrated under the rule of the military junta, and visiting 

and attempting to secure the release of prisoners who were unlawfully incarcerated. After the return of democracy to Argentina in 1983, Argentine President Raul 

Altbnsin recruited Meyer to serve on the National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons (CONADEP in Spanish), which led a nationa] investigation m 

establish the extent of the abuses suffered under the military j tmta. 

Meyer returned to the United States in 1984 a~d took over the helm of congregation B’nafi Jeslmrun, reviving the decaying New York City wnagogue and transfomfing 

it into a @namic center ibr JudaJ, sm in the United States. Meyer advocated for inter-religious dialogue mid peace eflbrts, the plight of ~narginalized groups mthin the 

United States, agaJ, nst human rights abuses in Central Atnerica (El Salvador~ Nicaragua,, and Guatemala), and for peace and respect for huma~ rights in Israel and 

Palestine. 

The items in the Marshall T. Meyer digital collection focus on his work in Argentina on behalf of human rights. Out of a total of over 64 linear feet of material in the 
Marshall T. Meyer papers, approximately 8 linear feet of paper documents were identified as particularly prescient for human rights histoU and reseamh. These were 
digit~ed a~d individually cataloged and resulted in a digital collection of 1,025 items including correspondence, project files, subject files, publications, mad other 
documents. The web tx~rta] allows researchers to access individual documents via subject, document type, date, language, mad titles. Fuutre enhancementa to the 
collection will include addition of aacchival de~riptions and access and the addition ofa/v material. 

’][’he Maxshall T. Meyer digita2l collection is complimented by two other digital initiatives: the Fondo Marshall Meyer 

(http://wvwv.memoriaabierta.orq.adbases/opac/fondos/mevedindex.html) produced by Memoria Abierta and the on-line exhibit "1 Have No Right to E~e Silent, The Human 

Ri.qD:s LegaW of ~:he Rabbi Marshall T. Meyer" ( http://exhibitsJibrary.duke.edu/exhibits/show/ihavenori.qhttobesilent ) produced by The Duke Huma~ Ri.qD:s Archive in 
partnership with the Drake Human Ri.qhts Ce~ter anal the Ce~rter for Jewish Sttadies at Duke, 

For more information, contact Patrick Stawski (patrick.stawski@duke.edu). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Friday, November 11,2011 9:36 AM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

The Next APCG Newsletter: Invitation tbr submissions 

Dem colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out at in the middle of December. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website form: http://aYricanpoliticsgmup.o~/index.php/submit-news/ 

2. Forward any news that you might have to mbnel~n@wesleya~.edu. 

Relevam news items might include new pnblication~ news about grants, new jobs, member caJceer changes, mmouncemeuts tbr conferences, etc. I am al~ interested 

in any photos or images you may have that illustrate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email and due to the space limitations of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

The deadline for sending ~naterial is Wednesday, November 30. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://afficanpolitic sgmup.or~index.php/news/newsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 

http:!!~,-ww.michaelnelson.info 

http: !/africa.blofls. wesleyan, edu/ 

You ~e currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~em~Jl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https:i/lists.wisc.edu/u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 16981876 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave- 16981876-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e~b~lists.wisc.edu 
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inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

NC Latin American Film Festival continues tonight and through weekend at Guiltbrd College and Duke University 

2011 NC Latin American Film Festival - Unfinis*hed Visions 
25YEARSI 1986-2011 

In November 2011, the North Carolina Latin American Film Fesuval marks its 25th anniversary. Founded in 1986, ~he North Carolina La~in American Film Fesuval celebrates the power and 

artistry of Latin America’s film and audiovisual production. Its mission is to provide a space in North Carolina for Latin American images, sounds, and stories to reach a wider audience From 

documentaries that depicted the darkest moments of Latin American history &tring the rise of dictatorships, to feature films that portrayed the intimacies, coraplexities and rhytbns of 

everyday life, our audiences have been exposed to a wide range of critical and responsible narratives of the region. This year the festival will feature a series focused on one of the most 

pressing contempora1T challenges facing the region: narco-trafficking and the related themes of violence, corruption, irdjustice, migration, and environmental degradation. The festival will 

look at the hemispheric context of these realities using films, docmnentaries, art exhibits, oral histories, panel discussions, lectures, and open foPdms, with a special focus on Mexico. Our 

goal is to create discussion and understanding of this sensitive issue while examining how Latin Americans are responding. 

For complete t~stival inlbnnation, including directions to venues, go to http:/ilatintilmfes~ivalnc.co~W 

Friday, November 11 

7:00 pm 

Bwan Auditorium, Frank Family Science Center 

Guilford College, Greensboro 

Los Que Se Quedan / Those tVho Remain 
dir: Juan Carlos Rtdfo and Carlos Hagerman (Mexico, 2009) 90 rain. 

Mexico is now the world’s largest exporter of its people, xvith up to half a million people each year crossing the US-Mexico border in search of work. The toll this explosion in emigration has 
taken is particularly evident in central Mexico and in southern states like Chiapas and Yucatan, where entire cities and towns have been depleted. Half of the population of the state of 
Zacatecas, for example, now- lives in the United States. V~nat happens to the families that stay behind? This is a film about the families that are left behind xvhen their loved ones leave home 
in search of a better life abroad. S#anish with English subtitles. 

Saturday, November 12 NOTE CHANGE OF DATE 
6:30pm 
Campus Cinema, Witherspoon Student Center 
NC State University, Raleigh 

El Infierno / Narco 
dir. Luis Estrada (Mexico, 2010) 1,15 nffn. 

BeN amin Garcia, Benny, i s deported f2otn the United States. Back hotne and against a bleak picla~-e, Benny gets involved in the narco business, in which he has for the first time in his li fe, a spectactflar rise 

surrounded by money, women, violence and fml. But ve1T soon he’ll discover that ctdirdnal life does not always keeps his promises Epic black comedy about the world of Mafia and organized ci4,Ine, HELL 

helps us to understand what eve1Tbo@ is asking: What is happer6ng in Mexico today? Spanish wit}l English subtitles. Contains graphic viole~ee, nudity and strong language. 

Saturday, November 12 

6:30 pill 

Richard White Auditorium, East Campus 

Duke University, Durham 

El Velador / Pc~ght l~7atchman (Main feature) 

dir. Natalia Almada (Mexico, 2011 ) 72 min. 

Frorn dusk to dawn EL VELADOR accolnpanies Martin, tile guardian angel Mlorn, itight al’~er night, wa’mhes over the extravagmlt mausoleums of Mexico’s inost notorious Drug Lords. In the labyrinth of 
cemete1T, tiffs filnl about violence without violence renlinds us how, in the >annoil of Mexico’s bloodiest conflict since tile Revolution, ordina1T life persists and qnietly defies the dead Stmnish wilh English 

Preceded by 
Student Action with Farmworkers short documentary films (45 rain.) 
including 
Los Pineros, dir. Robyn Levine (USA, 2011) 
Echando la mano: Workin~ with and for Family, dir. Nandini KronaL Katie Cox Shlader, Abigail Bissette (USA, 2011) 

Cosecha Countdown: US Farmworh by the Namhers, presented by Marichel Me:iia 

Sunday, November 13 
6:30pm 
Love Auditorium, Levine Science Research Center 
Duke University, Durham 

Children of the Amazon 
dir. Denise Zmekhol (t3razil, 2007) 72 ram. 

Through captivating photos and inteixiews,CT*ildren cflheAmazon tells the sto1T of stl~lggle and hope to protect the world’s lalgest tropical rainforest and its irdlabitants The fihn follows Bramlian filrnlnaker 
Denise Zmekhol as she ~ravels a inodem highway deep into tile Amazon in search of the indigenous Smqti and Negmote dtildien she photographed fifteen years ago. Pm’~ road movie, pai~ time h-avd, her 
j oumey tells tile sto1T of what happened to life in the largest forest on earth when a road was built straight tin-ough its heart. Zmekhol’s ainematic j onnley colnbines intimate intelwiews with her personal and 
poetic ineditation oil enviroi~rnen~al devastation, resistance, and renewal. The result is a mtique vision of’die Amazon minlbrest told, in pint, by tile indigenous people who expm{enced first contact with ’die 
inodern world less than t’oi%~ years ago. 

For complete festival i,ffonnation~ including directions to venues, go to http://latinfilmfest]valnc.co,r~/ 
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Nov 16 talk at Duke, "US Colonization in the Virgin Islands" 

From:Beth M Perry. <beth.m.perry~duke.edu~ 

*Please distribute to students, faculty, and other interested parties.* 

Wednesdays at the Center -Wednesday, Nov 16, 12:00 to 1:00 PM, at Room 240, John Hope Franklin Center (2204 Erwin Road, on the 

corner of Erwin and Trent) 
Gertrude Gonzalez de Allen, "US Colonization in the Virgin Islands" 

Please join us on Wednesday, November 16, 2011, for a talk by Gertrude Gonzalez de Allen, "US Colonization in The US Virgin Islands." 

Dr. Gonzalez de Allen is an Associate Professor of Philosophy and Chair of the Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies at Spelman 
College. For the 2011 - 2012 academic year, Dr. Gonzalez de Allen is an HBCU (Historically Black Colleges & Universities) Mellon Faculty Fellow 
at the Franklin Humanities Institute at Duke, where she is working on a monograph that examines how colonization affects and is affected by 
modern subjectivities in the US Virgin Islands. Previously, Dr. Gonzalez de Allen’s article, "Of ’Captive’ ’Bodies,’ Hidden ’Flesh,’ and Colonization," 
was included in the landmark anthology, Existence in Black: An Anthology of Black Existential Philosophy. 

This event is co-sponsored by the Franklin Humanities Institute at Duke. 

Beth H Perry 

Pzogram Coordinator 

dohn Hope Franklin Humanities Institute 

Duke Nniversity 

(919) 668-2401 

beth.m.pezry@duke.edu 

Box 90403 

Smith Warehouse, Bays 4& 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durham, NC 27708-@4@3 

5, 1st Floor 

http:iiihi.duke.edu 
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TOP NEWS 

A Gold Rush of Subsidies in 
the Search for Clean Energy 
By ERIC LIPTON and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Renewable energy has received 
exceptional help from the government, 
mostly as part of the 2009 stimulus bill. 
That is ending, but some say it has been 
mlneeessary. 
, ~] Graphic: Stacking Clean Energy Subsidies 

-. ~ Projects With Department of Energy Loan 

Guarantees (pdf) 

Europe’s Woes Pose New 
Peril to U.S. Growth 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

United States policy makers are wanting 
that continued financial tumult in 
Europe could hurt exports and further 
erode American eonsmner confidence. 

, Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt 

Crisis 

’: Timeline: European Debt Crisis 

On Campus, a Law Enforcement System to Itself 
By NINA BERNSTEIN 

The Penn State scandal is emblematic of a parallel judicial universe favoring athletes that exists at many 
colleges and mfiversities. 

" The Quad: Nebraska Concerned About Safety of Its Fans 

’: Penn State Puts McQueary on Leave 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’re gone from being dead in June to being asked who will be in my cabinet. I think that’s real progress." 
NE~WT GINGRICH, the former House speaker. 

WORLD 

~: MULTIMEDIA 
:: :""’" 



FEATURE: Brands Lost in 
Translation 
When Western products are 
transliterated into Clfinese, the results 
can range from poetic to the 
metaphysical. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Cain’s Paine 
By SOPHIA ROSENFELD 

Who knew that all you 
need to be president of 
the United States is a 
modicmn of common sense? 

Face Time: Leoni 
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WORLD 

Italy and Greece Act With More Force on the Debt Crisis 
By GAlA PIANIGIANI and NIKI KITSANTONIS 

The Italian Senate approved a package of austerity measures, mad in Athens, leaders of a new three-party 
coalition completed details of a unity govermnent. 

~ Stocks Jump As the Crisis In Europe Eases a Bit 

Helicopter Crash Kills a Leader in Mexico’s Drug Fight 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Francisco Blake Mora, the interior minister, and seven others died in a crash that could signal a severe blow 
to Mexico’s battle against a drug-and-crime scourge. 

Report Gives New Details of Chaos at Stricken Plant 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

A new report by American nuclear experts offers a timeline of an evolving disaster in March at a damaged 
3apmaese nuclear plant. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Power Broker Savors a Victory in San Francisco 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Rose Pak, a savvy networker among San Francisco’s Chinese voters, is said to have played a prime role in 
electing the city’s first Clfinese-3aneriean mayor. 

Allies Have Doubts About Protesters in Wisconsin 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Thousands of demonstrators swarmed Wisconsin’s Capitol last winter, opposing cuts to collective bargaining 
rights and workers’ benefits. A handful are still there. 

In Georgia, Some Vote to Stay Dry on Sundays 
By ROBBIE BROWN 

A vote on Sunday alcohol sales showed a sharp divide between rural commmfities and the rest of the state. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Batteries in Electric Cars Examined After Chevy Volt Fire 
By NICK BUNKLEY 

Federal regulators said they were looking at lithimn-ion batteries used in electric cars after a Chevrolet Volt 
that had madergone a crash test caught fire. 



EMI Is Sold for $4.1 Billion in Combined Deals, Consolidating the Music 
Industry 
By BEN SISARIO 

EMI’s recorded music operations will be sold to Universal for $1.9 billion and its publishing business will go 
to a group led by Sony for $2.2 billion. 

Future Farmers Look Ahead 
By MOTOKO RICH 

The Future Farmers of America, which prepares students for viable careers, has gone beyond its roots in 
agriculture, adding fields like genetics and logistics. 

-’ Slide Show: Future Farmers of America Convention 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Kidnapped Ballplayer Ramos Found Alive in Venezuela 
By SIMON ROMERO 

Wilson Ramos, a catcher for the Washington Nationals who was abducted two days ago, was found alive in 
nearby mountains by Venezuelan security forces in an airborne operation. 

Ultimate Fighting Dips a Toe Into the Mainstream 
By BARRY BEARAK 

The Ultimate Fighting Championslfip, criticized for its brutal nature, will appear for the first time on 
network television with a title fight on Saturday on Fox. 

’: Slide Show: No Holds Barred 

Penn State Officials, Including Paterno, Could Face Civil Lawsuits 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Trial lawyers witl~ experience in sexual abuse cases say tl~e monetaIT damages could be extensive, and Penn 
State officials, including former coach doe Pateruo, eotfld be sued. 

" Penn State Has Exemption From Disclosure Law 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Bringing the War Home 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

The emphasis of tl~e new Musemn of tl~e Great War in Meaux, France, is less on tl~e battles titan on evoking 
the atmosphere of the war and its time. 

" ~ Slide Show 

Spinning Webs, Then Chasing Sugarplums 
By REBECCA MILZOFF 

The former choreographer for "Spider-Man: Turn Off tl~e Dark" is in Shanghai working on "Nutcracker 
Magic." 

City Opera’s Growth Plan Is Dependent on Donors 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The struggling New York City Opera will mostly rely on donated income for many years to come, even if it 
increases its number of full productions, according to ma interual strategy. 

TRAVEL 

A CARIBBEAN WITHOUT THE CROWDS 
Bequia: Getting Away From the Getaways 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

Island life here is tl~e way it used to be: no high rises, no wristbands, no hassles. 

." Slide Show: Touring Bequia 



PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Sun and Sand on Your Agenda? It’s Time to Book 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Travelers shotfld act quickly to get the best prices for winter holidays. 

14 Ways to Ditch the Crowds 
There are ways off the tourist track in the Caribbean, from obscure islm~ds to boutique getaways. 

’: Slide Show: Off the Beaten Path 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Tennessee’s Push to Transform Schools 
State lawmakers and education officials must resist backsliding on rigorous teacher evaluations. 

EDITORIAL 
The Right Move on Keystone XL 
President Obama was right to return to the drawing board and delay making a decision on the a,7oo-mile oil 
pipeline. 

EDITORIAL 
Affirmation of Health Care Reform 
A prominent conservative judge endorsed the constitutionality of the law. If fl~e Supreme Court takes up the 
issue, it should do the same. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Arms and the Corrupt Man 
By ANDREW FEINSTEIN 

The arms trade is a form of legalized bribery - and a major source of global corruption. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Friend With Benefits 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Government programs are the only safety nets many poor and struggling Americans have. They make a 
difference. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Guess What It’s Time For! 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Don’t worry, people. You won’t have to go through the whole weekend without another Republican 
presidential debate. And, guess what! Newt is up! 

¯ . Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. a2, ~942, the World War II naval Battle of Guadalcanal began. The Americans eventually won a 

major victory over the Japanese. 

¯ See This Front..P.:.a.g.e.. 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:.a.g.e.. 
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inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Duke Creole Course Announcement 

Please circulate widely and encourage your students to enroll. The courses are open to students from UNC, NCCU, NCSU and other Triangle universities. 

Duke UniversiD’ is one of the only U.S. universities to offer a fifll slate of courses in Haitian Creole language and culture- -Creole 1, 2, and 63--taught by Creole linguis~t 

and translator Jacques Pierre. Duke Students can take Creole to fulfill the Foreign Language requirement. Graduate Students can apply for FLAS funding to study 

Creole. There are 10 million Creole speakers in Haiti and an estinmted 2 million Creole speakers in the United States, as well as large Creole-sNaking populations in 

Canada. France, and other Caribbean locations including the Bahamas. Creole-language services and documents are needed in a varieU of sectors in such major urban 

areas aa Boston, New York, Miami, and L.A. Creole is the only his~torical language of the African diaspora available for tbreign language study. 

Creole is excellent preparation for future employment in the fields of health, government, development, and also Caribbean history, francophone literature, and other 

humanities fields. Students who axe studying Creole are priorifized tbr Duke Engage in Haiti. tteritage speakers of Creole who have not had timnal training in Creole 
writing, reading, and culture are welcome in the Creole courses and may take them for FL credit. 

Creole is also an excellent language to co,nple,nent stady of French (--a minori~ language in Haiti) or Spanish (the language of Haki’s neighbor, the Dominican 
Republic, with a large Haitian population). 

Students ale encouraged to complement their Creole studies with related research and other forms of participation in the Frm~klin Humanities Institute Haiti Humanities 
latx~ratory, co-directed by Lanrent Dubois and Deborah Jenson. Creole students are welcome to enroll in RS100s (the Haiti Lab tutorial course, also available for 
French or Spanish FL credit) or. if they are working on Haiti Lab health-related projects, in Global Health 195. Creole students at Duke have worked on a Law 
School project on ttaifian legal retbrm, a collaborative publication on cholera in Emerging lnJbctious Disease< a perm~mently instaJled aft work with ttmtian artist 
Edouard Dural- Carrid, and other exciting opportm~ities. 

Scheduling options tbr Creole 1 and 2 are still being considered in relation to students’ needs for the spring semester, please contact Jacques.pierre,~,duke.edu and 
Deborah.jenson,@~duke.edu with any questions. 

Please see the news stories, student profiles, and videos below as you consider taking Creole to fulfill the FL requirement at Duke! 

http:i/today.duke.edu/2011/09/creole 

htm://ondemand.duke.edu/listinp_/tag/creole/ 

"Like" the Haiti Lab Facebook page and see the profile of Creole students like Laurent Zalla! 

http://thi .duke .e&gblog/student- profile - lauren- zalla 
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NC Latin American Film Festival continues this week 

2011 NC Latin American Film Festival - Unfinis*hed Visions 
25YEARSI 1986-2011 

In November 2011, the North Carolina Latin American Film Festival marks its 25th anniversary. Founded in 1986, the North Carolina Latin American Film Festival celebrates the power and 

artistry of Latin America’s film and audiovisual production. Its mission is to provide a space in North Carolina for Latin American images, sounds, and stories to reach a wider audience From 

documentaries that depicted the darkest raoments of Latin American history &tring the rise of dictatorships, to feature films that portrayed the intimacies, coraplexities and rhytl-tms of 

everyday life, our audiences have been exposed to a wide range of critical and responsible narratives of the regiun. This year the festival will feature a series focused on one of the most 

pressing contemporary challenges facing the region: narco-trafficking and the related themes of violence, corruption, irdjustice, migration, and environmental degradation. The festival will 

look at the hemispheric context of these realities using films, docmnentaries, art exhibits, oral histories, panel discussiuns, lectures, and open foPdms, with a special focus on Mexico. Our 

goal is to create discussion and understanding of this sensitive issue while examining how Latin Americans are responding. 

For complete t~stival inlbnnation, including directions to venues, go to http:/ilatintilmfes~ivalnc.co~W 

Tuesday, November 15 

7:00 pm 

Michaux School of Education Auditorium, NC Central UniversiU, Durham 

Candombe: tambores en libertad / Candombe: Freedom Dngms 

Dir: Carlos Paez Vilaro (Uruguay, 2006) 70 min. 

CandombO is a documentary that reflects the lifestyle of an Afro-U mgnayan cttltm-e present in Montevideo, Capital Of Upaguay. Tlffs culture wich comes from African slaves that were brought to the coast of 
the Rio de la Pla~a, lives now in art envirotm~ent of pelmanent music and dance. 

Wednesday, November 16 
7:00 pm 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Presunto Call, able/Presumed Guilty 
Dir: Roberto Hemandez (Mexico, 2010)90 min. 

hnagine being picked up off the street, told you have committed a murder you kno*v nothing about and then finding yourself sentenced to 20 years in jail. In December 2005 this happened to 
Tofio Zitfiiga in Mexico City and, like thousands of other innocent people, he was ~vrongfully imprisoned. ~,[he award-winning Presumed Guilt?" is the story of two young lawyers and their 
struggle to :free Ztifiiga. With no background in film, Roberto Hemfindez and Layda Negrete set about recording the injustices they were witnessing, enlisting acclaimed director Geoffrey 
Smith (The F.nglish Surgeon, POV 2009) to tell this dramatic story Special F.vent to follow: Telecnnl;erence and Q&A with director Robertn IIernfindez and producer Layda Negrete. 
Intrnduction and moderation by Guillermn Trejn, Political Science, Duke University. 

Wednesday, November 16 
7:00 pm 

Jarrell Lecture Hall, Jackson Library, UNC-Greensboro 

Tropa de Elite/Elite Squad 

Dir: Jose Padilla (Brazil, 2008), 115 min. 

In 1997, before the visit of the Pope to Rio de Janalro, Captain Nasaltnento f:otn BOPE (Special Police Operation Battalion) is ,assigned to eliminate the risks of the &atg dealers in a dangerous shml nero- where 
the Pope in’~ends to stay. Neto and Matias join Captain Nascimento’s Militmy Police lbrce expecting to become honest policernen and figh’~ the criminals; they o~dy see conniption. Note: contains graphic 
violence and strong language. 

Thursday, November 17 
7:00 pm 

The Carolina Theatre, Cinema 1, Durham 

Retratos en un mar de mentiras /Portraits in a Sea of Lies 

Dir: Carlos Gaviria (Colombia, 2010) 90 min. 

A pair of cousins living in the outskirts of one all?’ in Colotnbia represents "the children of displacement." They decide to travel to their hometown to try to recover the land taken from them when they were 
yourtger. Tiffs road fihn poi~rays art aspec~ of’dte long lasting internal conflict in Colombia in which l:actions of illegal forces (lel]ist guerrillas and righ’~ wing paramilitaries) lbughl for control of temtofies to 
mdtivate, produce and smuggle &nlgs and weapons Portraits in a Sea of Lies won the Best Nan-ative Featm-e in the Cine de las Am&icas Fihn Festival (2010). Note: contains graphic violence, nudi~ and strong 
langamge. 

AND 

Shoveling Water 
V~ itness Ior Peace (Colombia-USA, 2009) 27 min. 

A journey to the heart o[’coca country in Colombia ~vhere U.S. tax dollars have financed chemical spraying of the Amazon for the past decade and a half. The film :features the hves 

peasant communities amidst this open front of the War on Drugs 

Thursday, November 17 
7:00 pm 

Bryan Auditorium, Frank Family Science Center, Guiltbrd College, Greensboro 

Espiral / Spiral 



Dir: Jorge Perez Solano (Mexico, 2008) 99 min. 

Sanflago is back in the village he left nearly twen .ry years before He was in love with Diamantina but he was poor and her ~amily did not let them ma~. So he went to the Noah looking %r money and a beR~- 

life. When he comes back yea~ later, Diamanfina is pregnant fi-om another man who agreed with her Father to ki&mp h~- Disempowered and not abl e to recondle N s past mid present, Santiago leaves Ns village 

again. Jorge Perez Solano recogmzes he has grown m~d~ the influence of Enfflio Fem~tde~ L ~fis B~nel and the mm~ist movement. He even wanted to make a lribn’~e to E~nilio F~tandez and the ac~ess of the 

fi~nous movie Pueblerina, Columba Dominguez, who plays the role of Paloma in Espiml. This screening is co-sponsored by the Mexican Consulate in Raleigh, NC. 

Friday, Novem bet 18 
6:30 pm (NOTE TIME) 

Campus Cinema, ~Vitherspoon Student Center, NC State UniversiD-, Raleigh 

A tiro depiedra/A Stone’s Throw Away 

Dir: Sebastian Hiriart (Mexico, 2011) 118 rain. 

Jacinto is a goat-herder in a part of Mexico that looks quite desolate and ti~hospitable There aren’t many other people around. His life seeals qnite boring and lonely. The bells the goats wear do make a nice 

musical clang but that’s hardly exciring. Somefimes, while looking after the goats, Jacinto fi~lls into a reverie where he is straggling through a pine forest that’s deep in snow he looks exhausted, like he’s on his 

last legs. But then he finds a large wooden box buried in ~dte snow a h-eas me chest, maybe? When he finds a keychain in the shape of a bum san-ounded by lrees, stamped with ~dte name of a town in ©regon, 

he takes it as "a sign" tha~ he should go there, and ~dmt’s just whal he does, ~hough not withon~ many ~nils and trib~flations. ©n the way, some people help him, and some people take advantage of him - that’s 

the way real life is, for many of us. Jacinto sm-vives lta-ongh a combination of good harm-e, stubbo~xmess and stoicism. His jmflng cttin seems like lhe physical manifestation of lhat stubbo~xmess. The director 

will be present. 

Note: Friday Novenrber 18th is NCSU Homecoming. Hillsborough Street will be closed for the parade. Please use these alternative directions: 
Front D~trharrb’Chapel Hill on I"40: take the Wade Ave exit, follow Wade Ave. ~mtil the Raleigh Beltline (1 440). Get on 1 "440 south and continue until the Western Blvd. exit. Get on Western 
Blvd. east towards NC State UniversitT. Exit Western Blvd. on Dan Allen Dr. and follow- Dan Allen ~mtil Cates Ave. Withcrspoon Theater is on the corner of Dan Allen and Cates. Park along 
Cates Ave., behind Carmichael Gyranasimn, or further away at the Cates Ave. parking deck. 

From the East of Raleigh on 1-40: take the S. Saunders St. exit (70-401) north. Continue north on 70-401 until Western Blvd. Take Western Blvd. west to~vards NCSU, then take Dan Allen Dr 
and tbllow same directions as above. 

Map of the Witherspoon area of campus: http:/i~vw~v.ncsu.edu/campusmapicentral.htm 

Friday, Novem bet 18 
7:00 pm 

ERC Auditorium, Durham Technical Communi~ College, Durham 

Animus Perdidas / Lost Souls 

Dir: Monika Navarro (USA- Mexico, 2010) 60 min. 

In 1999, P, vo brothers were deported fi-om the U S. to Mexico. Wittfin two weeks one of the brothers overdosed on heroin in a see@ Tijuana hotel room, ]fls body m~claimed for P, vo months in a mass grave. 

Raised in the U.S since chil dhood and military vets, these men were deported fi-om the only country they knew, and had sworn to protect, to forge new lives in Mexico Fihnmaker Monika Navan-o draws on 

her ~amily’s expetJ ence to explore national idenfi~ and ties, the lives of immigrants and what happens after deportees are sent to a homeland they don’t consider home. LOST S©ULS (ANIMAS PERDIDAS) 

travels fi-om idyllic Southern California, where the fihnmaker’s Mexican-Ameflcan ~amily has lived for more than fore- decades, to Guadal~i ara, tile birthplace of her uncles, and the border towns of Mexico, 

piecing together tile h-agic events that led to her m~cles’ deportations Her surviving mlcle has lived in Mexico now for six years and shatggl es eveW day to s~trvive lntet-d ewing ~amily membm,s, and weaving 

toge~dter tzdnffly photographs, letters, and veritb footage, art epic story emerges about an rimnigran~ Pdmily wi~dt a dark tffstory of abuse, addicrion and resilience. Wha~ happens when a l:amily confi-on~s its past, 

and how they have sm-vived, despite the constraints imposed by and acwoss the U.S. border are the focus of tiffs compelling and emotional documentary. 

Saturday, Nuvembcr 19 
12:30 pm (NOTE TIME) 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sin Nombre / fVithout a Name 

Dir: CaQ" Fukunaga (Mexico- USA, 2009) 106 min. 

Sin Nombre feattu-es Honduran teenage- Sayra (Paniina Gaitan) who is &-earning of a brighter futtu-e. Upon retmiring with the l:ather she hasn’t seen in yem-s, Sayra seizes the opporttmily to finally make her 

dreams a realit3~. Her f:ather has a new fatnily in the United States, and he’s prepamlg to travel with her uncle to Mexico, where they will then cross the border to fi-eedom. Meamviflle, in Mexico, Tapachula 

teen Casper, aka Willy (Edgar Flores), has gotte~ caught up with the notorious Mara Salvatpacha street gang He’s just delivered a new recruit to the Maras in the form of desperate 12-yem--old Smiley 

(Kristyan Fen-m-), and though the yotmgstca-’s iniflation proves particularly rough, she adapts to gang life rather quickly. As involved as Casper is with the Mara, he does his best to keep his relationship with 

girlffie~d Martha Marlene (Diana Garcia) a secret fi-~m the gang. Just as Martha encotmters ro!!tess Mm-a leader Lil’ Mago (Te~och HuzZa Mejia) and suffers a grim t:ate at the hands of tile gang, Sa}a-a and her 

relatives an-ive at tile Tapachtda train yards mid prepare to ~xtsh a U. S-botmd fi-cight train with a horde of other riranigrants. Rather than at~empring to gain access to the cm-s, Saym and the rest of tile 

immigrants decide to ride atop the train Little do they realize that their lives are now in danger, because I_ffP Mago has rectafited Casper and Smiley to rob the immigrants as they make their way to the United 

States When da’~ comes and I_ffP Mago makes his move, Casper finally decides to stand up to tile Pyrannical gang leader. Now, as the train winds though the Mexican com~ttTside, Sayra’s only hope of 

surviving the j o~m~ey and making her way to a new beginning is to align herself with Casper and ~ace off against the most feared gangster in Tapachula. Note: contains graphic violence, nudi .ty and strong 

lm~gnage 

Special event to follow at 2:30 pro: Roundtable on marginal youth in Durham. Testimonials, the school debate, law enforcement, the local/global dimension of the drug trade. (Go to the festival 

web site and click on "Academic Events" for more details about the Roundtable.) 

AND 

4:00 pm (NOTE TIME) 

Seed Spirits: the Otomi of Carolina del Notre 
Dir: Altha Cmvey mad Elva Bishop (Durham, 2011) 30 min. 

The documentary, WORLD PREMIERE, presents the indigenous diaspora of Otomi (Hnahnu peoples) in Dttrham, while poltraing their lives in San Pablito, Mexico. The Otomi are the 5th 
largest Indigenous population in Mexico, and like most other indigenous peoples, live in poverty and marginalization. Is corrmron to find mostly women and children in their traditional lands 
(central altiplano of Mexico), xvhile men had migrated to cities and the US. Durham has seen an increase of this corrmrtmi~" in the past 10 years. With thenr their language, traditions (fabric 
and paper making), and now families are coming with them. The Directors will be present. 

For complete festival hiformation, including directions to venues, go to http:iilatirdilmfestivahic.coini 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Journey to Plmaet Earth - Tha~ksgiving Discount for Educators 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. 

Special Offer- Through December 
E~uy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 
E~uy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 
State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e-mail screensco                   with your request. 

ii"~ JTPE/PBS .~iI JTPE on Facebook ~iii JTPE or, Twitter .~iI JTPE on YouTube 
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TOP NEWS 

Beyond Se~zlng Patios, New 

Patios to 

The question is whether the Occupy Wall Street movement will die without a place to occupy. 

THE ATHLETE’S PAIN 
Hip Proce<hlee Oeows Polm|ar Despite Do~lbt 

It’s one of the most popular operations in sports medicine, but some researchers wonder if hip 
impingement or bone shaving surgery actually helps. 

Spared in D.rar, Libya’s OH F|ow Is Surging Back 

The interim government predicts output will be back to preeonfliet levels by June. International 
analysts are not as optimistic. 

~ Iraqi Cabinet Approves Royal Dutch Shell’s Natural Gas Contract 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"lnac#on was not an option," 

MAYOR NICHAEL K, BLOO~IBERG. on deciding to break up Occupy Wall Street’s two-month 

encampment in Zuccotti Park, 

N.Y. / REGION 

Protesters Ret~rn 

to Zuccottl Park 
New York City on 
Tuesday reopened the park in Lower 
Manhattan where the Occupy Wall 
Street movement was born. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"r|~e Broccoli "rest 

The Constitntion 

supports the mandate 

to bny health 

insuranee. 

Trying to redefine beauty 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

C:iarling in 1:he quest for 

Can a fragrance attract romance? 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

As UoSo Looks to AMa, it Sees Chhta Everywhere 
f.::: i.,:’N j."..i .7:..0 .i :r~d j.r.:...ii.. :..:.. Mi..’:.. 
President Obama will arrive in Australia on Wednesday to announce plans to use Darwin as a new 
center of military operations in Asia, as it seeks to reassert itself in the region and grapple with 
China’s rise. 

MEMO FROM GERMANY 
S~ccess and Advice Cast a Gia~t as a Villah~, Not a Model, }n E~rope 

Germany’s continued prosperity has helped fuel anger in countries like Greece and Spain against 



what is increasingly viewed as harsh domination of Europe’s economic tales. 

~Sgn of Broad Contagion in Europe as Growth Slows 

rlharkey threatened economic penalties as the opposition courted support from the Arab League and 
Russia. 

o More World News 

Protesters around the country said they hoped the raid on Occupy Wall Street would energize the 

movement, but otherwise believed it would have little impact on their own sites. 

M~ddle-Class Areas Shr~nk as Income Gap Grows, New Report Finds 

Over the past four decades, rising income inequality has leR larger patches of afl]uence and 
poverty. 

Arizonans Vie to Claim Cross-Cultural Fried Food 

The savory chimichanga has drawn such a following that residents want to nominate it as the 
state’s official food. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Apple Appoints New Chairman and Elects Disney’s Chlefto Board 

A longtime member of the board, Pa’thur D. Levinson, will become its leader. Apple also named 
Robert A. Iger, the chief executive of Disney, as a director. 

F.HoA. Audit Sees Possible Bailout Need 

A report says a further decline in the housing market could drain resmwes, but the Federal Honsing 
Administration’s head sees little eanse for concern. 

Retailers See a Split in Behax4or of Shoppers 

October retail sales exceeded analysts’ expectations, as affluent shoppers looked to the stock market 
and poor ones watched gas prices. 

SPORTS 

In Sand~skT’s Birthplace, the Man They 

If there are answers to the enigmatic puzzle that is aerry Sandusky, they lie well beneath the 
surface in Washington, Pa., where he was born. 

~ Patemo Passed On Home to His Wife for $! 

DUKE 74, MICHIGAN STATE 69 

A Special Day at the Of~ce as KrzyzewsM Sets a Record 

Mike ~’zyzewski recorded the 9o3rd coaching victory of his career, which made him the 
winningest coach in men’s Division 1 college basketball. 

Ohio State 8! Flori Ja 74: Bu,ord LearJs OMo State to Win Over F~orida 

~ Syracuse 98, Albapy 7,1: Joseph Sco;es 19 as No 5 Syracuse Beats Albany 

In Attempt to Force Talks, N.BoA. Players File Anfitrnst 

tilde lawsuit demands an end to what the players contend is an illegal boycott of the workforee and 
seeks monetary damages for lost wages. 



~ Basketball in Doubt, ]’V ]ries to Fill a Gap 

ARTS 

Novelist Fights the Tide by Ope~fing a Bookstore 

Nashville’s reading faithfill have fonnd a savior in Ann Patchett, the best-selling author, whose 

Parnassus Books will open Wednesday. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Ree~°~Hth~g the Inkier NHlltary Hero h~ 

~.::,, ":..~..~ ! ’:.,c~ 

Military shooter games remain popular by allowing men the ehanee to play soldier in a faneififl, 

safe way. 

MOVIE REVIEW [ THE DESCENDANTS’ 

For One i~an, Hawaii Is a La~d of Problems 

In "The Descendants," George Clooney plays the seion of an old Hawaii fi~mily with many troubles 

on his hands. 

DINING & WINE 

CITY I~TCHEN 

V~Zhat Are Some Easy Side Dishes That ~A;II[ Break ~p the Monoto~D# 

Side dishes that add interest to the otherwise relatively bland (and unrelentingly rich) 

Thanksgiving table. 

\Vhat Ca~ I Drhtk at "I’ha~tksglvh~g Besides Whte? 

Cider, cocktails, beer and other alternatives to wine that you can serve at the feast. 

A GOOD APPETITE 

Vghat Can i Prepare Before the Actual Day of’I’ha*fl~sgivlng? 

The more you can do ahead, the happier you’ll be on the big day. 

~Have a [hanksglving Question or Cooking Conundrum? The Help Line Is Open 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Washington must press the army to stop meddling and commit to a fl’ee and fair vote, which is 

scheduled to begin in a few weeks. 

EDITORIAL 

Another Pla~ for Tax Cuts 

Republieans on the deficit reduction supercommittee need to get down to the real business of raising 

revennes, which is the only way to tackle the deficit. 

EDITORIAL 

Latest I)[rty V~ater B[H 

’]?he Republicans won’t give up on their misguided attempts to subvert the Clean Water Act. 

Democrats in the Senate must block the latest effort. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

\a!ho’s the Declde~°? 

From India to Europe to the United States, it’s hard to find real leaders these days. 

EDITORIAL 

The Mayor Co~f*oo*~ts the Protesters 

A legally justifiable move by the city to clear Zuceotti Park in Lower Manhattan may still prove 

hard for the mayor to manage. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Stop the Great Fh-ewaH of America 



Legislation meant to protect intellectual property threatens to inflict collateral damage on 

democratic discourse and dissent. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 16, 1933, the United States and the Soviet Union established diplomatic relations. 

President Roosevelt sent a telegram to Soviet leader Maxim Litvinov, expressing hope that United 

States.Soviet relations would "forever remain normal and friendly." 

See "i~lis Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 
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The Collection 

~ 

ilXlI 

The Collection creates a new way for tablet readers to 
experience The "rimes’s fashion and style coverage. With 
an elegant, immersive and highly vis~al ~ser interface, this app 
is a one-stop destination for all things fashion fl’om across The 
Times. The Collection builds on exclusive coverage from Styles, T 
Magazine and The International Herald Tribune and adds 
updates fl’om The Times’s fashion blogs. "lt~c Collection is fi’ee to 
download and all content will be free thro~gh Dee~ 3~, ~ou. 
Download The Collection from the i’lkmcs store today. 

Children’s Books 

The Childreo’s Books Special Seetioo features ne~ books 

abont grandparents, New Yor~k City traditions ~nd books 

~bout holiday songs. Don’t miss these featm’es, the best 

fl[usH’ated books of 2oll and mueh nmrc o~ nytimes.eomibooks. 

DOn’t ~iss on NY?imes.com 

¯ The Newly Expanded Bits 

¯ A Master o[’ Mass Flirtation 

+ A World of Alternatives That Goes Beyond Stocks and Bonds 

+ PuLting Yoor Hair in New t{ands 

¯ Losing Weight is Easy as Pie 

Top 5 Viewed Features on 
(get¢;ee~ Nov 9, 2011 - Nov. !5, 20!1) 

~. At GoGgle X, a Top-Secret Lab Dreaming Up the Futare 

2. Dowd: Personal Foal at Penn State 

3. Doe~m~ent: Grand d~ry Report on Jerry Sandusky 

4. Brooks: The Inequality Map 

5. Kct[gman: Legends of the Fail 

~ SLIDE SHO’W.¯ New York 

Police Cteac Zuccotti Park 

The New York Police 

Department moved in early 

~esday and cleared Zneeotti 

Park of Occupy Wall Street 

)rotesters. 

~ INTEIL&c’r~VE: The New 

York Times Comedy Challenge 

We’ve asked select perfm~ers 

here for the New York Comedy 

Festival to share their best dean 

joke. (Hey, this is a family Web 

site.) Who killed? 

::.g.:: 

~ VIDEO: Restoring Gtm 

Rights 1o 

Every year, thousands of felons 

across the country have their 

gun rights reinstated, often with 

little or no review. 

Join the 
Conversat~o~ - 
Campa~#~ Tracks 

U.S. on the 

Track’? 

Three quarters of 

the population agrees that we’re 

headed the wrong way, bnt they 

don’t agree about why. 

~ ,Join the Conversatio~ >> 
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NC Latin American Film Festival continues tonight iu Chapel Hill and Greeusboro 

2011 NC Latin American Film Festival - Unfinis*hed Visions 
25YEARSI 1986-2011 

In November 2011, the North Carolina Latin American Film Festival marks its 25th anniversary. Founded in 1986, the North Carolina Latin American Film Fesuval celebrates the power and 

artistry of Latin America’s film and audiovisual production. Its mission is to provide a space in North Carolina for Latin American images, sounds, and stories to reach a wider audience From 

documentaries that depicted the darkest moments of Latin American history &tring the rise of dictatorships, to feature films that portrayed the intimacies, coraplexities and rhytbns of 

everyday life, our audiences have been exposed to a wide range of critical and responsible narratives of the region. This year the festival will feature a series focused on one of the most 

pressing contemporary challenges facing the region: narco-trafficking and the related themes of violence, corruption, irdjustice, migration, and environmental degradation. The festival will 

look at the hemispheric context of these realities using films, docmnentaries, art exhibits, oral histories, panel discussions, lectures, and open foPdms, with a special focus on Mexico. Our 

goal is to create discussion and understanding of this sensitive issue while examining how Latin Americans are responding. 

For complete t~stival inlbnnation, iucluding directions to venues, go to http:/ilatmtilmfesqfivalnc.colW 

Wednesday, November 16 
7:00 pm 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Presunto ~lp_able / t resumed Guilty 
Dir: Roberto tternandez (Mexico, 2010) 90 min. 

Imagine being picked up off the street, told you have corrmdtted a murder you knoxv nothing about and then finding yourself sentenced to 20 years in jail. In December 2005 this happened to 
Tofio Zfifiiga in Mexico City and, like thousands of other innocent people, he was xvrongfully imprisoned. 2T~e award-winning Presumed Guilty is the story of two young lawyers and their 
struggle to free Zfifiiga. With no background in film, Robcrto Hernfindez and Layda Negrete set about recording the injustices they were xvitnessing, enlisting acclaimed director Geoffrey 
Smith (The English Surgeon, POV 2009) to tell this dramatic story. Special Event to follnw: Tdeconference and Q&A with director Roberto Hern,fndez and prnducer Layda Negrete. 
Introductinn and moderation by Guillermo Trejo, Political Science, Duke University. 

Wednesday, November 16 
7:00 pm 

Jarrell Lecture Hall, Jackson LibraD~, UNC-Gmensboro 

Tropa de Elite/Elite Squad 

Dir: Jose Padilla (Broil, 2008), 115 min. 

In 1997, before lhe visit of tile Pope to Rio de Jmieiro, Captain Nascimenlo lioln BOPE (Special Police Operation Battalion) is assigned to eliminate the risks of’dte &atg dealers in a dangerous slmn near where 
the Pope intends to stay. Nero and Matias join Captain Nascimento’s Military Police force expecting to become honest policemen and fight the crinlinals; they ollly see coiruption. Note: contains graphic 
violence and strong language. 

Thursday, November 17 
7:00 pm 

The Carolina Theatre, Cinema 1, Durham 

Retratos en un mar de mentiras / Portrait~ in a Sea of Lies 

Dir: Carlos Gaviria (Colombia, 2010) 90 min. 

A pair of cousins living in file outsldrts of one cily in Cololnbia represents "the chil&en of" displacement" They decide to ~avel to flteir hometown to try" to recovm- file lmtd taken from them when ’dtey were 
yom~gcn- This road film portrays an aspect of the long lasting internal conflict in Colombia in which factions of illegal forces (leftist guerrillas and fight wing paranlilitaries) fought for conlrol of territories to 
cnltivale, ploduce and slnuggle dmgs artd weapons. Portraits in a Sea of Lies won lhe Best Nala-afive Feahtle in the Cine de las Ain~ricas Fihn Festival (2010). Note: contains grapt6 c violence, nudity and strong 
langnage 

AND 

Shovelin~ Water 

Witness f6rt eace (Colombia-USA, 2009) 27 min. 

A j ourney to the heart of coca country in Colombia where U.S. tax dollars have financed cheruical spraying of the Amazon for the past decade and a hale The film features the lives of 

peasant communities amidst this open front of the War on Drugs. 

Thursday, November 17 
7:00 pm 
BD~an Auditorium, Frmak Family Science Center, Guilford College, Greensboro 

Espiral / Spiral 

Dir: Jorge Pemz Solano (Me~co, 2008) 99 min. 

Santiago is back in the village he left nearly twen .ry years before He was in love with Diamanfina but he was poor and her Panlily did not let them tnarry. So he went to the Nodh looking for money and a better 

life. When he comes back years later, Diammlfina is pregnant fi-om another man who agreed with her father to td dnap her Disetnpowered and not abl e to reconcile his past and present, Santiago leaves his village 

again. Jorge Perez Solano recognizes he has grown under the influence of Emilio Fernandez, Luis Bufind and the nmra]ist Itlovement. He even wanted to make a h{bnte to Etnilio Fernandez and tile ach-ess of the 

fianlous movie Pueblerina, Cohtmba Dominguez, who plays the role of Paloma in Espiral. This screening is co-sponsored by the Mexican Consulate in Raleigh, NC. 

Friday, Novem ber 18 
6:30 pm (NOTE TIME) 



Campus Cinema, Witherspoon Student Center, NC State University, Raleigh 

,4 tiro de piedra / A Stone’s Tl~re~v Away 

Dir: Sebastian Hiriart (Mexico, 2011) 118 min. 

Jacinto is a goa~-herder in a part of Mexico 1hat looks qaite desolate and i~rlospitable. There aren’t many other people around. His life seerns qalte boring and lonely. The bells the goa~s wear do make a ~ice 

musical dang but thal’s hardly exalting. Sometimes, while looldng after rile goa~s, Jacinto IMls inlo a ~evefie where he is slruggling lhi-ongh a pine forest lhat’s deep in snow he looks e:dlausted, like he’s on his 

last legs. But rllerl he finds a lmge wooden box buried in the snow a treasm-e chest, maybe? When he finds a keychain in the shape of a barn s~mounded by ~ees, stamped wirll the name of a town in Oregon, 

he takes it a.s "a sign" that he sho~dd go there, and thal’s just what he does, though not without many lrials and tfibalations. On tile way, some people help him, and some people take advan~age of him - that’s 

the way real life is, for many of us. Jacin~o smovives thi-ough a combination of good nahtle, stubbo~aless and stoicism. His jutting chin seems like the physical manil%station of tha~ s~nbbo~aless. The director 

will be present. 

ZJ o tc~ : Friday November 18th is NCSU Homecoming. Hillsborough Street ~vill be closed for the parade. Please use these alternative directions: 

From Durham/Chapel Hill on 1-40: take the Wade Ave exit, follow Wade Ave until the Raleigh Beltline (1 2~40). Get on 1 ~40 south and continue until the Western Blvd exit. Get on Western 
Blvd. east towards NC State University. Exit Western Blvd. on Dan Allen Dr and follow Dan Alien until Cates Ave. Witherspoon Theater is on the comer of Dan Allen and Cafes. Park along 
Cates Ave., behind Carmichael Gymnasium, or further a~vay at the Cates Ave. parking deck 

From the East of Raleigh on 1-40: take the S. Saunders St exit (70-401) north. Continue nolth on 70-401 until Western Blvd. Take Western Blvd. west towards NCSU, then take Dan Allen Dr. 
and follow same directions as above 

Map of the Witherspoon area of campus: http://w~vw ncsu edu/campus map/central htm 

Friday, Novelnber 18 
7:00 pm 

ERC Auditorium, Durham Teclmical Community College, Durham 

Animas Perdidit~ / Lost Sou~ 

Dir: Monika Navarro (USA- Mexico, 2010) 60 min. 

In 1999, two broth~-s were depoi~ed ffoin tile U.S. to Mexico. Wirlrn two weeks one of the brothers overdosed on heroin in a see@ Tijuana hotel room, iris bo@ ~anclairned for two moldhs in a inass grave. 

Raised in the U.S. since childhood and ruilitaly vets, these men were depoi~ed fi-om tile only counhy riley knew, and had sworn to protect, to forge new lives in Mexico. Fihrmvaker Monika Navalro draws oil 

her Family’s experience to explore national identi~y and ties, tile lives of immigrants and wha~ happens afler deportees are sen1 to a homeland they don’t consider home. LOST SOULS (ANIMAS PERDIDAS) 

ti-avels li-om idyllic Sourllem CNifoi~fia, where tile filrnmaker’s Mexican-Ameficml Family has lived for more rllan lbai decades, to Guadalaj ara, ~tle bii~hplace of her ~mcles, and the border towns of Mexico, 

piecing togerller ~tle tlagic events tha~ led to her ~allcles’ depoi,tations. Her sai-~iving uncle has lived in Mexico now lbr six years and straggles evely day to smsdve. Inteiadewing Family members, and weaving 

together fhirfily photographs, le’~ters, and verit4 fbotage, an epic story elnerges about an imlrfigrant Faltfily with a dark history of abuse, addiction and resilience. What happens when a Family conflonts its past, 

and how they have smovived, despite the constraints ilnposed by and aca-oss the U.S. border are ~tle fbcus of this compelling and emotionN documentaly. 

Saturday, November 19 
12:30 pm (NOTE TIME) 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sin Nombre / Without a Name 

Dir: Cary Fuktmaga (Mexico-USA, 2009) 106 rain. 

Sin Nombre fea~-es Hon&iI-an teenager Sayra (Paulhia Galtan) who is ch-eathillg of a brighter fu~-e. Upon relmifing with the Father she hasn’t seell in years, Sayra seizes the opportlmi~ to finally make her 

dreams a reali .ty. Her Father has a new Family in the United States, and he’s preparing to h-avel with her ~lllde to Mexico, where they will then cross the border to fi-eedom Meanwhile, in Mexi co, Tapachula 

teen Casper, aka Willy (Edgar Flores), has gotten caught up with the notorious Mara Salvatmcha sh-eet gang. He’s just delivered a new recruit to the Maras in the foml of desperate 12-year-old Smiley 

(l~istyan Fe~a-er), alld though the yolmgster’s inifi ation proves partic~flarly rough, she adapts to gang life rather qhickly As involved as Casper is with the Mare, he does his best to keep his relationship with 

girl fiJ end Martha Marlene (Diana Garcia) a secret from the gang. Just as Martha encotmters ruthless Mara leader Lil’ Mago (Tenoch Huerta Mejla) and suffers a grim Fate at the hands of the gang, Sayra and her 

relatives arrive at the Tapachlfl a train yards aJld prepare to rash a U S.-bolmd fralght train with a horde of other immigrants Rather than atiempfing to gain access to the cars, Sayra and the rest of the 

immigrants deci de to ride atop the train, l_,itile do they realize that their lives are now in danger, becmlse Lil’ Mago has recruited Casper and Smiley to rob the iirmligrants as they make their way to the United 

States. When da’m~ comes aJld Lil’ Mago makes his move, Casper finally decides to stand up to the lyrarmical gang leader Now, as the train winds though the Mexicall countl)-side, Sayra’s only hope of 

slm:iving the j Om~ley and malting her way to a new begriming is to align herself with Casper and Face off against the most feared gangster in Tapachul a. Note: contains graphic vi olence, nudity aJld strong 
langa~age. 

Special event to follow at 2:30 pro: Roundtable on marginal youth in Durham. Testimonials, the school debate, law enforcement, the local/global dimension of the drug trade. (Go to the festival 

web site and click on "Academic Events" for more details about the Roundtable.) 

AND 

4:00 pm (NOTE TIME) 

Seed Spirits: the Otomi of Carolina del Norte 

Dir: Altha Cmvey and Elva Bishop (Durham, 2011 ) 30 min. 

The documentary, WORLD PREMIERE, presents the indigenous diaspora of Otomi (Hnahnu peoples) in Durham, while portraing their lives in San Pablito, Mexico. The Otomi are the 5th 
largest Indigenous population in Mexico, and like most other indigenous peoples, live in poverty and marginalization Is common to find mostly women and children in their traditional lands 
(central altiplano of Mexico), while men had migrated to cities and the US. Durham has seen an increase of this communi~ in the past 10 years. With them their language, traditions (fabric 
and paper making), and now families are coming with them. The Directors will be present. 

For complete festival intbrmation, including directions to venues, go to http:iilathff’dmfestivalnc.comi 
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TOP NEWS 

A U.S. Marine Base for 
Australia Irritates China 
By JACKIE CALMES 

President Obama said the move to base 
2,5oo Marines in Australia is not 
intended to isolate China, but it is an 
mmfistakable sign that the United States 
has grom~ more wary of its intentions. 

Fund-Raiser for Liu Is 
Accused of Role in Illegal 
Donations 
By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM, DAVID W. CHEN 
and BENJAMIN WEISER 

Xing Wu Pan was arrested on charges 
that he helped illegally funnel thousm~ds 
of dollars into a campaign account 
belonging to the New York City 
comptroller, John C. Liu. 

U.S. to Review Cases Seeking 
Deportations 
By JULIA PRESTON 

The Department of Homeland Security is making changes that are aimed at speeding up deportations of 
convicted erinfinals and halting those of many illegal immigrmats with no erinfinal record. 

" Times Topic: Immigration and Emigration 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I don’t really have much of a choice. I don’t have the means to move out." 

HOLLIS ROMANELLI, on nmving back in wifl~ her parents. 

DINING & WINE 

Thanksgiving Help 

Line 
What are your holiday 
questions and 
conundrmns? Ask us, and 



the Dining desk will offer its wisdom on 
Thanksgiving food, drink and 
entertaining. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE ~:~ ............... ~:~ 
STONE :::::::%: 

A President’s 
Religion 
By GARY GUTTING ....................... :::::::::::::::::::::: 

Should voters reject Mitt 

Ronmey, or any other presidential 
eandidate, on the basis of their religious 
beliefs? 

WORLD 

U.S. Hones Warnings to Egypt as Military Stalls Transition 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

The Obama achninistration has expressed conceru that the failure to move to civilian control could 
madermine the defining revolt of the Arab Spring. 

Karzai Details Vision for Long-Term Partnership With U.S. 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

President Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan said he would insist on conditions in exchange for an American 
presence on military bases beyond 2oa4. 

Opposition May Rejoin Political System in Myanmar 
By THOMAS FULLER 

Participation by the party of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi would be a milestone for a comatry that appears to be 
emerging from years of dictatorship and oppression. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

After Bullet Hits White House, a Manhunt and Arrest 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and MARK LANDLER 

Authorities arrested a 21-year-old Idaho man suspected of shooting at the White House on Friday, and the 
Secret Service said at least one bullet had indeed struck the building. 

" Graphic: Shots Fired at the White House 

In Alabama, Calls for Revamping Immigration Law 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Lawmakers say they are willing to consider key changes to Alabama’s immigration law, which appears to 
make proof of citizenship or legal residency a requirement for garbage pickup and dog licenses. 

Mayor Urges Detroit to Accept Drastic Action to Fix Finances 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Mayor Dave Bing said without major concessions from unions, the privatizing of some city services and 
layoffs, Detroit would rtm out of money by early next year. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

As New Graduates Return to Nest, Economy Also Feels the Pain 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Young Americans who can afford to move out have decided to wait until getting on more solid footing, and 
their prudence is depriving the economy of a lot of potential activity. 



The Smokers’ Surcharge 
By REED ABELSON 

Some companies are starting to penalize employees who smoke or are obese by raishag their health insurance 
costs. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Widening Split in Europe on the Virtue of Austerity 
By LIZ ALDERMAN and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Countries that have backed Germany’s call for fiscal discipline elsewhere are realizing austerity could make it 
harder for them to pay down their own debts. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Inquiry Grew Into Concerns of a Cover-Up 
By JO BECKER 

Law enforcement officials wound up looking into the question of a Penn State cover-up ha the Sandusky case. 

’: Sandusky Accuser Would Testify of Severe Sexual Assault, Lawyer Says 

The Same Tough Call? Well, Not Quite 
By PETER MAY and VIVIAN YEE 

As Yale quarterback Patrick Witt weighed a Rhodes scholarship against playing Harvard, several articles 
portrayed Coach Tom Williams as a Rhodes finalist. Now, he says he was not. 

Jets Head to Denver With Memories of a Season-Altering victory 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

At 5-4 and with a wild-card berth still very much a possibility, the Jets face the Broncos on Thursday night 
seeking a moment that can jmnp-start them as much as one play did in 2OLO. 

. N.F.L. Roundup: A Hall of Famer Discloses That He Has Parkinson’s Disease 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Imagining Housing for Today 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Bromx Park East, a single-room occupancy residence, opens new possibilities for housing stock in New York. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

The Shoah Foundation Widens Scope 
By IAN LOVETT 

The USC Shoah Foundation Institute for Visual History and Education is now gathering testimonies from 
survivors of other genocides beside the Holocaust, like Cambodia’s and Rwmada’s. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Two Performa 11 Duets, Distinct Yet Conversant in Their Shared Themes 
By CLAUDIA LA ROCCO 

Jack Ferver’s "Me, Michelle" and Trajal Harrell’s "Antigone Jr.," both part of the Performa 11 biennial, are 
tmrelated shows that nevertheless converse with each other. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

A Marriage of Economic Convenience 
By ERIC WILSON 

The Versace for H&M collection shows that the retailer-designer ration remains attractive to both parties. 

:’ Q. and A. With Donatella Versace on H&M Collection 

. Slide Show 

The 3 P.M. Brunch With the 4 A.M. Vibe 
By BEN DETRICK 



Clubby New York restaurm~ts have transformed brtmch into orgies of overindulgence, with blaring music, 
go-go dancers and huge bar tabs. 

" Slide Show 

SCENE CITY 
A Night for Art, Fashion and Film 
By BEE-SHYUAN CHANG 

The director Pedro Ahnod0var, surrounded by friends mad adnfirers, had a glittering night at the Museum of 
Modern Art. 

Slide Show 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Europe’s Contagion 
The debt crisis is no longer just a problem for Greece or Italy but is spreading through the entire euro zone. 

EDITORIAL 
The Killing in Syria Goes On 
The Arab League gave President Bashar al-Assad an ultimatmn if the violence doesn’t end. It needs to follow 
through. 

EDITORIAL 
Open the Records at Penn State 
The public’s right to know how the university dealt with allegations of sexual abuse has been severely 
restricted by state law. The State Legislature should remedy the situation immediately. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
More Money Can Beat Big Money 
By LAWRENCE LESSIG 

A public funding system would stop the influence of big money in politics. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Face of Modern Slavery 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

When 6-year-olds are sold to be tortured and raped, it’s time for a 21st-century abolitionist movement to end 
hmnan trafficking. 

" Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Something to Shoot For 
By GAlL COLLINS 

This week the ever-unpopular House passed a bill that requires states with strict gun laws to honor weaker 
ones from other states. What’s a few concealed weapons between friends? 

~ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 17, 1973, President Nixon told an Associated Press managing editors meeting in Orlmado, Fla., that 

"people have got to know whether or not their president is a crook. Well, I’m not a crook." 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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NC Latin American Film Festival continues tonight iu Durham and Crreenstx~ro 

*2011 ix,-C Latin American Film Festival - **/Unfinished Visions/** 

*25YEARSI1986-2011* 

In November 2011, the North Carolina Latin American Fihn Festival marks 
its 25~’th auniversary. Founded in 1986, the North Carolina Latin 
American Film Festival celebrates the power and artistry of Latin 
America’s film and audiovisual production Its mission is to provide a 
space in North Carolina for Latin American images, sounds, and stories 
to reach a ~vider audience. From documentaries that depicted the darkest 
moments of Latin American history during the rise of dictatorships, to 
feature films that portrayed the intimacies, complexities alrd rhythms of 
everyday lit?, our audiences have been exposed to a ~vide range of 
critical and responsible narratives of the region. This year the 
festival ~vill feature a series focused on one of the most pressing 
contemporary challenges facing the region: narco-traft)cking and the 
related themes of violence, corruption, in~iustice, migration, alrd 
environmental degradation. The festival will look at the hemispheric 
context of these realities using films, documentaries, art exhibits, 
oral histories, panel discussions, lectures, and open forums, with a 
special focus on Me×ico Our goal is to create discussinn and 
understanding of this sensitive issue while examining how Latin 
Americans are responding. 

For complete festival information, including directions to venues, go to 
http:i/latinfilm festivalnc.con~, 

**Thursday, November 1 7* 

7:00 pm 

’]7he Carolina Theatre, Cinema 1, Durham 

*/Retratos en un mar de mentiras / Portraits in a Sea of Lies/* 
Dir: Carlos Gaviria (Colombia, 2010) 90 ram. 

A pair of cousins hying in the outskirts of one city in Colombia 
represents "the children of displacement." They decide to travel to 
their hometown to try to recover the [and taken l?om them when the?" were 
younger. This road film portrays an aspect of the long lasting internal 
conflict in Colombia in which factions of illegal forces (leftist 
guerrillas and right wing paramilitaries) fought for control of 
territories to cultivate, produce and smuggle drugs and weapons. 
Portraits in a Sea of Lies won the Best Narrative Feature in the Cine de 
las Am&icas Film Festival (2010). Note: contains graphic violence, 
nudity and strong language. 

AND 
/* 

*//*Shoveling Water*/ 
Witness for Peace (Colombia-USA, 2009) 27 rain. 

A journey to the heart of coca country in Colombia where U.S. tax 
dollars have financed chemical spraying of the Amazon for the past 
decade and a half. The film features the lives of peasant cormnunities 
amidst this open front of the War on Drugs. 

Thursday, November 17" 
7:00pm 
Bryan Auditorium, Frank Family Science Center, Guilford College, Greensboro 

/*Espiral / Spiral*/ 
Dir: Jurge Perez Solano (Mexico, 2008) 99 min. 

Santiago is back in the village he left nearly twent5’ years before He 
was in love ~vith Diamantina but he was poor and her family did not let 
them marry. So he ~vent to the North looking for money and a better life. 
When he comes back years later, Diamantina is pregnant from another man 
who agreed ~vith her father to kidnap her Disempo~vered and not able to 
reconcile his past and present, Santiago leaves his village again. Jorge 
Perez Solano recognizes he has grown under the influence of Emilio 
Fernandez, Luis Bufiuel and the muralist movement He even wanted to make 
a tribute to Emilio Fernandez and the actress of the famous movie 
/Pueblerina/, Columba Dominguez, who plays the role of Paloma in 
Espiral *This screening is co-sponsored by the Mexican Consulate in 
Raleigh, NC * 



*Friday, November 18" 
6:30 pm (NOTE TIME) 
Campus Cinema, Witherspoon Student Center, NC State University, Raleigh 

/*A tiro de piedra / A Stone’s Throw- Away*i 
Dir: Sebastian Hiriart (Mexico, 2011) 118 min 

Jacinto is a guat-herder in a part uf Mexico that [uoks quite desolate 
and inhospitable, rI1nere aren’t maW other peuple around. His life seems 
quite boring and lonely’. The bells the goats wear du make a nice musical 
clang but that’s hardly exciting. Sumetimes, while louking after the 
goats, Jacinto falls intu a reverie where he is struggling through a 
pine forest that’s deep in snow he [uoks exhausted, like he’s on his 
last legs. But then he finds a large wuoden box buried in the snow a 
treasure chest, maybe? When he finds a keychain in the shape of a barn 
surruunded by trees, stamped with the name of a town in Oregun, he takes 
it as "a sign" that he should gu there, and that’s just what he does, 
thuugh not without many trials and tribulations. On the way’, some people 
help him, and some people take advantage of him - that’s the way real 
life is, for many of us. Jacintu sur~,ives through a combinatiun ufgoud 
nature, stubbumness and stoicism His j utting chin seems like the 
physical manifestation of that stubbornness. *The directur will be present. 

**Note:* Friday November 18th is NCSU Homecoming. Hillsborough Street 
will be clused ~7~r the parade. Please use these alternative directiuns: 
From I)urham/Chapel Hill on [~40: take the Wade Ave exit, ]~llow Wade 
Ave. until the Raleigh Beltline (1-440) Get on 1-440 south and continue 
until the Western Blvd. exit. Get on Western Blvd. east towards NC State 
University. ]~;xit Western Bird un Dan Alien Dr. and ~2~llow Dan Allen 
until Cares Ave. Witherspuon Theater is on the corner of Dan Alien and 
Cares Park a[ung Cares Ave., behind Carmichael Gymnasium, or further 
away at the Cates Ave. parking deck. 

From the East of Raleigh on 1-40: take the S. Saunders St. exit 
(70~401) north. Continue north on 70~401 until Western Blvd. Take 
Western Blvd. west towards NC~SU, then take Dan Allen Dr. and follow same 
directions as above. 

Map of the Witherspoon area of campus: 
http://www.ncsu.edu/campus map/central.htm 

*Friday-, November 18" 
7:00pm 
ERC Auditorium, Durham Tectmical Commtmity College, Durharu 

/*Animas Perdidas / Lost Souls*/ 
Dir: Monika Navarro (USA- Mexico, 2010) 60 rr~. 

In 1999, two brothers were deported froru the U.S. to Mexico. Within two 
weeks one of the brothers overdosed on heroin in a seedy Tijuana hotel 
room, his body tmclairued for two raonths in a mass grave. Raised in the 
U.S. since childhood and military vets, these men were deported from the 
only countly they knew-, and had sworn to protect, to forge new lives in 
Mexico. Fil~m~aker MonNa Navarro draws on her family’s experience to 
explore national identi~" and ties, the lives of inm~igrants and what 
happens after deportees are sent to a homeland they don’t consider home. 
LOST SOU~S (AiX~’~IAS PERD1DAS) travels from idyllic Southern California, 
where the fihnmaker’s Mexican-American family has lived for more than 
four decades, to Guadalajara, the birthplace of her uncles, and the 
border towns of Mexico, piecing together the tragic events that led to 
her uncles’ deportations Her SUlN’iving uncle has lived in Mexico now 
for six years and struggles every day- to SUl~’ive Interviewing family 
members, and weaving together family photographs, letters, and verit~ 
footage, an epic story emerges about an immigrant family with a dark 
history of abuse, addiction and resilience. "fl~at happens when a family 
confronts its past, and hotv they have survived, despite the constraints 
imposed by and across the U.S. border are the focus of this compelling 
and emotional documentary 

*Saturday, November 19" 
12:30 pm (NOTE TIME) 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 
/* 

Sin Nombre / Without a Name*/ 
Dir: Cary Fukunaga (Mexico-USA, 2009) 106 mm. 

Sin Nombre features Honduran teenager Sayra (Paulina Gaitan) who is 
dreaming of a brighter future. Upon reuniting with the father she hasn’t 
seen in years, Sayra seizes the opportuni~ to finally- make her dreams a 
reality. Her father has a new family in the United States, and he’s 
preparing to travel with her uncle to Mexicu, where they" will then cross 
the border tu freedom Meanwhile, in Mexicu, Tapachula teen Casper, aka 
Willy (Edgar F[ores), has gotten caught up with the notorious Mara 
Sa[vatrucha street gang tle’s just delivered a new recruit tu the Maras 
in the furm of desperate 12-year-old Smiley (Kristyan Ferret), and 



though the youngster’s initiauon proves particularly rough, she adapts 
to gang life rather quickly. As involved as Casper is with the Mara, he 
does his best to keep his relationship with girlfriend Martha Marlene 
(Diana (Jarcia) a secret from the gang. Just as Martha encounters 
ruthless Mara leader Li[’ Mago (Tenoch Huerta Mejla) and suffers a grim 
fate at the hands of the gang, Sayra and her relatives arrive at the 
Tapachula train yards and prepare to rush a U.S.-bound freight train 
with a horde of other immigrants. Rather than attempting to gmn access 
to the cars, Sayra and the rest of the immigrants decide to ride atop 
the train. Little do they realize that their lives are now in danger, 
because Lil’ Mago has recruited Casper and Smiley to rob the immigrants 
as they make their way to the United States. When dawn coraes and Lil’ 
Mago makes his move, Casper finally decides to stand up to the 
tyrannical gang leader. Now, as the train winds though the Mexican 
countryside, Sayra’s only hope of surviving the journey and making her 
way to a new begitming is to align herself with Casper and face off 
against the nrost feared gangster in Tapachula. Note: contains graphic 
violence, nudity- and strong language. 

*Special event to follow at 2:30 pm: Roundtable on marginal youth in 
Durham. Testimonials, the school debate, law enforcement, the 
local/global dimension of the drag trade. (Go to the festival web site 

and click on "Academic Events" for more details about the Roundtable.)* 

AND 

4:00 pm (NOTE TIME) 
/* 

Seed Spirits: the Otonri of Carolina del Norte*/ 
Dir: Altha Cravey and Elva Bishop (Durham, 2011) 30 rain. 

The docmnentary, WORLD PREMIERE, presents the indigenous diaspora of 
Otomi (Hnahnu peoples) in Durhanr, while portraing their lives in San 
Pablito, Mexico. The Otomi are the 5th largest Indigenous population in 
Mexico, and like most other indigenous peoples, live in poverty and 
marginalization. Is common to fred mostly women and children in their 
traditional lands (central altiplano of Mexico), while men had migrated 
to cities and the US. Durham has seen an increase of this community in 
the past 10 years. With them their language, traditions (fabric and 
paper making), and now families are coming ~vith them *The Directors 
will be present.* 

*For complete t?stival information, including directions to venues, go 
to http ://latinfilmfestivalnc corn/* 
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Specia] events today and tomorrow: Civilian Victim~adon and Non-Violent Experiences in the Drug Wars 

TOI~REA ICAZA FLIER.pdf 

Please plan to join us (and encourage your students to attend as well) for the following special events organized in conjunction with the NC Latin American Film Festival: 

Thursday, November 17 
4:00 pm 

Room 217 Perkins Library 
Duke University West Campus 

Civilian Victimization and Non-Violent Experiences in the Drug Wars (Mexico), Part 1 
Introduction by Professor GUILLERMO TREJO (Political Science, Duke) 

Guest speaker Mr. EMILIO ALVAREZ ICAZA, co-founder and leader of the Mexican Movement "Paz con Justicia y Dignidad" 
(this is the movement that is organizing the marches across Mexico) 

Additional comments by SANDRA LEY (PhD candidate, Political Science, Duke) 

Friday, November 18 
3:00 pm 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Civilian Victimization and Non-Violent Experiences in the Drug Wars (Mexico), Part 2 
Introduction by Professor Deborah Weissman (Law School, UNC-CH) 

Guest speaker JUDITH TORREA, blogger, journalist and author of Juarez a la Sombra (Juarez Under the Shadow of Drug Trafficking) 
"New Media Reporting from Ciudad Juarez" 

Guest speaker SEBASTIAN HIRIART, filmmaker 
"Documenting the Mexican Movement ’Paz con Justicia y Dignidad’" 

Free and open to the public. 

Both events are organized by the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at UNC-CH and Duke. Co-sponsored by the Kenan Institute for Ethics, the Duke 
Human Rights Center, and the Duke Center for International Studies. 

See attached flier for more information. 
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TOP NEWS 

European Rift on Bank’s Role 
in Debt Relief 
By JACK EWING and NICHOLAS KULISH 

The financial stability of Europe has 
come duma to one institution, the 
European Central Bank, which is trader 
heavy pressure to rescue the euro. 

" Task Force Urges Greece to Improve Tax 

Collection 9:26 PM ET 

¯ Euro Debt Worries Shift to Spain and France 

Utility Reform Eluding Japan 
After Nuclear Plant Disaster 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI and MARTIN 
FACKLER 

By weakening Tokyo Electric, reformers 
hope to break the linchpin of the 
collusion between business and 
goverument that keeps the eomatry 
nfired in stagnation. 

Group in U.S. Hoped for Big Payday in Offer to Help Qaddafi 
By SCOTT SHANE and PENN BULLOCK 

Confidential docmnents show how a colorful partnership of Americans saw lucrative possibilities in the 
power struggle that would end Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s erratic reign. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re not secretive. And we’re not scared of what people think of us. If you don’t recognize the problem, 

you can’t solve the problem. If nobody tells you you have spinach in your teeth, how wouM you know?" 

STEPHEN B. ALLEN, who is in charge of a campaign by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to 

change public perceptions of Mormous. 

ARTS 

~ VIDEO: From 
Elephants to 
Bishops 
Discovered in Scotland 



more than 8oo years ago, the Lewis 

chess set, featured in "HaiTy Potter and 

the Sorcerer’s Stone," is now on display 

at the Cloisters. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Disenfranchise No 

More 
By RICHARD L. HASEN 

Congress needs to act to 
protect nfinority voting 
fights. 

WORLD 

Armed Groups Are on Rise in Syria, as Are Civil War Fears 
By NADA BAKRI 

Recent attacks by Syrian Army defectors suggest a growing boldi~ess in the face of a deadly crackdown by the 
government of President Bashar A1-Assad. 

Clinton Set to Visit Myanmar as Obama Cites Progress 
By THOMAS FULLER 

The first visit by a secretary of state in 50 years is the most significant sign of a changing relationship 
between the United States and Myamnar. 

CAIRO JOURNAL 
Nude Blogger Riles Egyptians of All Stripes 
By LIAM STACK and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Aliaa Magda Ehnahdy had to expect outrage from conservative Muslims when she posted nude photographs 

of herself online. But liberals have been critical, too. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Mormons’ Ad Campaign May Play Out on the ’aa Campaign Trail 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

The n~ultimillion dollar campaign features the personal stories of members who defy stereotyping. 

’. Video Feature: ’I’m a Mormon’ Advertising Campaign 

A Day of Protests as Occupy Movement Marks Two-Month Milestone 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Demonstrations took place from New York to Los Angeles as the protesters in the Occupy movement clogged 
streets and took aim at banks as part of a national "day of action." 

In Gunshots, a Trail of Threats Is Reported 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Authorities charged Oscar Ranfiro Ortega-Hernandez with trying to assassinate President Obama, saying he 
told friends Mr. Obama was "the Antichrist." 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Billions Lost by Olympus May Be Tied to Criminals 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Japm~ese officials say at least $4.9 billion is tmaccounted for at Olympus and are looking into whether much 
of it went to companies with links to organized crime. 



DEALBOOK 
MF Global Is Said to Have Used Customer Cash Improperly 
By AZAM AHMED and BEN PROTESS 

MF Global borrowed against customer funds without putting up collateral, a serious violation of Wall Street 
rules, said people briefed on mi investigation into the firm’s collapse. 

" DealBook: An Ill-Fated Firm Is Ready to Move On 

Low Expectations, and Trepidation, Over Meeting a Debt Deadline 
By SHAILA DEWAN and JULIE CRESWELL 

The special Congressional committee is tmlikely to strike a deal on debt reduction by Wednesday, leavh~g 
investors, business leaders and eonsmners bracing for another blow to a fragile recovery. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

BRONCOS 17, JETS 13 
In the End, the Jets Can’t Stop Tebow 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Jets and their playoff hopes took a tremendous hit against flae Broncos and Tim Tebow, who drove 
Denver 95 yards and scored the team’s winning touchdown with 58 seconds remaining. 

" Slide Show: Jets Replay, Week 11 

:’ The Fifth Down: Another Poor Showing by Sanchez 

Jets Defender Improves With Help From Revis 

Syracuse’s Boeheim Stands By Assistant Accused of Abuse 
By PETE THAMEL 

Coach Jim Boeheim defended the associate head basketball coach Beruie Fine, who was placed on 
achninistrative leave after ESPN reported that he molested a team ball boy in the 198os. 

Columbia Band Penalized for Unsportsmanlike Lyrics 
By LYNN ZINSER 

Changing the words to a verse of the university fight song to ridicule the 0-9 football team during a 62-41 
loss to Colaaell got the Columbia band banned from Saturday’s game against Brown. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Medieval Foes With Whimsy 
By KEN JOHNSON 

"The Game of Kings: Medieval Ivory Chessmen From the Isle of Lewis," the famous cache of pieces 
beautifully carved from walrus tusks by maonymous artisans, are on view at the Cloisters. 

, Video: From Elephants to Bishops 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE TWILIGHT SAGA: BREAKING DAWN - PART I’ 
Edward, You May Now Bite the Bride 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Robert Pattinson and Kristen Stewart star in Bill Condon’s melodrama - the first of a two-part adaptation of 
the series’ last book. 
¯ " Kristen Stewart, Reluctant Star 

¯ ’ Robert Pattinson, Heartthrob Vampire 

:’ What Will Bella Wear? 

ART REVIEW 
This Gay American Life, in Code or in Your Face 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in American Portraiture," at the Brooklyn Musemn, is billed as the first 
major museum exhibition of its kind. 

:’ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE DESCENDANTS’ 

For One Man, Hawaii Is a Land of Problems 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "The Descendm~ts," George Clooney plays the scion of an old Hawaii family with many troubles on his 
hands. 

’ Slide Show: Alexander Payne 

¯ . ’Descendants’ Director Sees Life Go Forward 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’EAMES: THE ARCHITECT AND THE PAINTER’ 
At the Altar of Design, When Self-Expression Met Mass Production 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Eames: The Arclfitect and the Painter" covers the lives of a couple whose approach to product design was in 
its way as influential as that of Steve Jobs. 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Wocka, Wocka, Wocka! Muppet Antics Resume 
By BROOKS BARNES 

With a new Muppet (Walter) and a new movie, Disney is looking to "The Muppets" to revive the franchise. 
But can they resonate in the Pixar era? 

’- ~’~ Slide Show: New Muppet, New Movie 

,, ArtsBeat: Puppets on Film at BAM 

," Review: ’The Muppet Movie’ (1979) 

¯ ’ On Composing for Kermit the Frog 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
John Liu’s Credibility 
The New York City comptroller needs to shut down his fund-raising operation and open up his books as 
required by city law. 

EDITORIAL 
Politics and Clean Air 
The evidence is growing that President Obmna’s misguided decision to reject stricter national standards for 
smog was mainly political. 

EDITORIAL 
Exceptional Court Coverage 
C-Span shotfld be allowed to televise the oral arguments of the lanchnark case challenging the health care 
law. It’s too important. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

At Penn State; a Bitter Reckoning 
By MICHAEL BERUBE 

There is a sense in which the Paternos’ acadenfic legacy makes the Penn State scandal more complicated, 
insofar as their reputation for acadenfic integrity was well ealaaed. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Technocratic Nightmare 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The European Union is m~ attempt to build an economic and legal superstructure without a linguistic, 
cultural, historic and civic base. No wonder it’s in crisis. 
-. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Failure Is Good 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 



The supercommittee is supposed to reach an agreement on budget cuts by Wednesday. Barring a miracle, it 
will fail to do so. But, in this ease, that is good news! 
, Columnist Page I Bloc 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 18, 1976, Spain’s parliament approved a bill to establish a democracy after 37 years of dictatorship. 

¯ See This Front..P..’.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_k~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, November 18, 2011 8:37 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

NC Latin American Film Festival continues tonight in Raleigh (ruth film director Sebastian Hiriart) a~ct Durham 

2011 NC Latin American Film Festival - Unfinis*hed Visions 
25YEARSI 1986-2011 

In November 2011, the North Carolina Latin American Film Festival marks its 25th anniversary. Founded in 1986, the North Carolina Latin American Film Festival celebrates the power and 

artistry of Latin America’s film and audiovisual production. Its mission is to provide a space in North Carolina for Latin American iraages, sounds, and stories to reach a wider audience. From 

documentaries that depicted the darkest moments of Latin American history during the rise of dictatorships, to feature films that portrayed the intimacies, coraplexities and rhytktms of 

everyday life, our audiences have been exposed to a wide range of critical and responsible narratives of the region. This year the festival will feature a series focused on one of the most 

pressing conteruporaty challenges facing the region: narco-trafficking and the related themes of violence, corruption, irdjustice, migration, and environmental degradation. The festival will 

look at the hemispheric context of these realities using filrus, docmnentaries, art exhibits, oral histories, panel discussions, lectures, and open fot~dms, with a special focus on Mexico. Our 

goal is to create discussion and understanding of this sensitive issue while examining how Latin Americans are responding. 

For complete t~stival ilffonnation, including directions to venues, go to http:/ilatintilmfes~ivalnc.com/ 

Friday, November 18 
6:30 pm (NOTE TIME) 

Campus Cinema, Witherstx)on Student Center, NC State University, Raleigh 

A tiro depiedra/A Stone’s Throw Away 

Dir: Sebaslian Hiriart (Mexico, 2011) 118 min. 

Jacinto is a goat-herder in a part of Mexico that looks quite desolate and inhospitable. ~fllei-e aren’t nlany other people around His life seems quite boring and lonely The bells t!le goats wear do inake a ulce 

musical clang but that’s hardly exalting. Sonlefilnes, while looking after the goats, Jacinto ~alls into a reverie where he is sti~aggling thi-ough a pine forest that’s d eep in snow he looks exhausted, like he’s on his 

last legs. But ttl~l he finds a large wooden box buried in t!le snow a treasm-e chest, maybe? When he finds a keychain in the shape of a barn SUla-ounded by trees, stamped with t!le name of a town in Oregon, 

he takes it as "a sign" that he should go there, and that’s just what he does, though not without many tidals and tribulafions. ©n the way, sonle people help him, and some people take advantage of him - that’s 

the way real life is, for many of us. Jacinto s~trvives thiough a combination of good nature, stubbormless and stoicism His jutting chin seems like t!re physical maulfestation of that stubbormless. The director 

will be present. 

Nnte: Friday November 18th is NC SU Homecoming Hillsborough Street will be closed for the parade. Please use these alternative directions: 
From Durhal~’Chapel Hill on I~0: take the Wade Ave exit, follow Wade Ave. until the Raleigh Beltline (1 440). Get on 1 ~440 south and continue until the Western Blvd. exit. Get on Western 
Blvd. east towards NC State University. Exit Western Blvd on Dan Alien Dr. and f,allow Dan Allen until Cates Ave. Witherspoon Theater is on the comer of Dan Allen and Cates. Park along 
Cares Ave, behind Carmichael Gymnasium, or further away at the Cares Ave parking deck. 

From the East of Raleigh on 1-40: take the S. Saunders St. exit (70-401) north. Continue north on 70~401 until Western Blvd. Take Western Blvd. west towards NCSU, then take I)an Allen Dr 
and follow same directions as above. 

Map of the Witherspoon area of campus: http:i/www.ncsu.edu/campus map/centrakhtm 

Friday, November 18 
7:00 pm 

ERC Auditorium, Durhaan Technical Community College, Durham 

Animas Perdidas / Lost Souls" 

Dir: Monika Navarro (USA- Mexico, 2010) 60 min. 

In 1999, ~wo brothers were deported from ~tle U.S. to Mexico. Within two weeks one of the brothers overdosed on heroin in a seedy Tij aana hotel room, his body unclaimed for ~wo inonths in a mass grave. 

Raised in ~dte U.S. since ctuldhood and nlilitary vets, ~dtese men were deported flom the ouly COUlmy they ~tew, and had swam to protect, to forge new lives in Mexico. Filltmlaker Monika Navai~o dlaws on 

her l:amily’s experience to explore national identity and ties, ~tle lives of immigrants and what happens after depo~’~ees are sent to a homeland ~tley don’t consider home. LOST SOULS (ANIMAS PERDIDAS) 

travels from idyllic Southern California, where the fihnmaker’s Mexican-Ameldcml f:arnily h~ lived for nlore than four decades, to Guadalaj ara, tile bil~hplace of her uncles, and the border towns of Mexico, 

piecing together tile tragic events that led to her uncles’ deportations. Her smadving uncle has lived in Mexico now- for six years and straggles evelaf day to sm~’ive, hltei~iewing ~atnily menlbei-~, and weaving 

together family photographs, letters, and vefit~ footage, ml epic stoly emerges about an immigrant l:anlily with a dark histoly of abuse, addicfion and resilience What happens when a ’~Oaluly confronts its past, 

and how- they hove mtrvived, despite the constraints imposed by and across the U.S. border are tile focus of this compelling and emotional doculnentalaf 

Saturday, November 19 
12:30 pm (NOTE TIME) 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sin Nombre / IVithout a Name 

Dir: Cary Fukunaga (Mexico-USA, 2009) 106 rain. 

Sin Nonlbre featm-es Honduran teenager Saym (Pmflina GNtan) who is dreanling of a brighter fntm-e. Upon reuniting with the ~ather she hasn’t seen in years, Sayra seizes tile opportuuliy to finally nlake her 

dreams a reality. Her ~ather has a new fi~lnily in the Uulted States, and he’s preparing to travel with her mlcl e to Mexico, where they will then cross the border to freedotn. Meanwhile, in Mexico, Tapachnla 

teen Casper, aka Willy (Edgar Flares), has gotten canght up with tile notorious Mara Salvatmcha street gang He’s just delivered a new recruit to the Maras in the fo~ra of desperate 12-year-old Smiley 

(Kiq, styan Fen-er), and though the youngster’s iNtiation proves parlicularly rough, she adapts to gang life rather qNckly. As involved as Casper is with the Mara, he does his best to keep his relafionship with 

girlfriend Marlha Marlene (Diana Garcia) a secret fronl the gang. Just as Marlha encomlters ruthless Mara leader LiP Mago (Tenoch Huerta Mejia) and suffers a gtim fi~te at the hands of the gong, Sayra and her 

relatives arrive at ~tle Tapachtfla train yards and prepare to rash a U. S.-boand fi eight ~i-ain with a horde of other ilurulgran~s. P.a~her than attempting to gain access to ~dte cals, Sayla and the rest of lhe 

immigrmtts decide to iide a~op the tlain. Little do they realize thal their lives me now in danger, because LiP Mago has recintited Casper and Smiley to rob the immigralr~s as lhey make their way to the United 

States. When dawn colnes and LiP Mago makes his inove, Casper finally decides to stand ap to the ~yi-mmical gang leader. Now, as the train winds though the Mexican comttlyside, Sayra’s only hope of 

s reviving lhe j o~trney and malting her way to a new beginulng is to Nigh herself with Casper and l:ace off against the most f~aied gangster in Tepachula. Note: contains graphic violence, audibly and strong 

language 

Special event to fallacy at 2:30 pm: Roundtable on marginal youth in Durham. Testimonials, the school debate, la~v enforcement, the local/global dimension of the drug trade. (Go to the festival 

web site and click on "Acadelnic Events" for lnore details about the Roundtable.) 



AND 

4:00 pm (NOTE TIME) 

Seed Spirits: the Otomi of Carolina del Notre 

Dir: Altha Cmvey and Elva Bishop (Durham, 2011) 30 min. 

The documentaD’, WORLD PREMIERE, presents the indigenous diaspora of Otomi (Hllahnu peoples) in Durham, while portraing their lives in San Pablito, Mexico. The Otomi are the 5th 
largest Indigenous population in Mexico, and like most other indigenous peoples, hve in poverty and marginalization. Is common to find mostly women and children in their traditional lands 
(central altiplano of Mexico), while men had migrated to cities and the US Durham has seen an increase of this community in the past 10 years. With them their language, traditions (fabric 
and paper making), and no;v families are coming with them. The Directors will be present. 

For complete festival inforlnation, including directions to venues, go to http://latinfihnfestivalnc.com/ 
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Special event with Judith Torrea mad Sebastian Hiriart today at UNC-Chapel Hill: Civilian Victim~ation aJad Non-Violent F~xperiences in the 
Drug W~rs 

TOI~REA ICAZA FLIER.pdf 

Please plan to join us (and encourage your students to attend as well) for the following special events organized in conjunction with the NC Latin American Film Festival: 

Friday, November 18 
3:00 pm 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Civilian Victimization and Non-Violent Experiences in the Drug Wars (Mexico), Part 2 
Introduction by Professor Deborah Weissman (Law School, UNC-CH) 

Guest speaker JUDITH TORREA, blogger, journalist and author of Juarez a la Sombra (Juarez Under the Shadow of Drug Trafficking) 

"New Media Reporting from Ciudad Juarez" 

Guest speaker SEBASTIAN HIRIART, filmmaker 

"Documenting the Mexican Movement ’Paz con Justicia y Dignidad’" 

Free and open to the public. 

Organized by the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at UNC-CH and Duke. Co-sponsored by the Kenan Institute for Ethics, the Duke Human Rights 

Center, and the Duke Center for International Studies. 

See attached flier for more information. 
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Tomorrow (11/19): Special events at UNC-Chapel Hill on closing day ofNC Lalin American Film Festival 

Please join us tomorrow afternoon for films, a roundtable discussion, 
and a free music concert and reception 

*Saturday, November 19" 
* 12:30 pm* film screening 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 
/* 

Sin Nombre / Without a Name*/ 
Dir: CaiN Fukunaga (Mexico-USA, 2009) 106 min 

Sin Nombre features Honduran teenager Sayra (Paulina Gaitan) ~vho is 
dreaming of a brighter future Upon reuinting with the father she hasn’t 
seen in years, Sayra seizes the opportunity’ to finally make her dreams a 
reality Her father has a new family in the United States, and he’s 
preparing to travel with her uncle to Mexico, ~vhere they will then cross 
the border to freedom. Meamvhile, in Mexico, Tapachula teen Casper, aka 
Willy (Edgar Flores), has gotten caught up ~vith the notorious Mara 
Salvatrucha street gang. He’s just delivered a ne~v recruit to the Maras 
in the form of desperate 12-year-old Smiley (Kristyan Ferrer), and 
though the yuungster’s initiatmn pruves particularly rough, she adapts 
to gang life rather quickly. As involved as Casper is with the Mara, he 
dues his best tu keep his relatiunship with girlfriend Martha Marlene 
(Diana Garcia) a secret from the gang. Just as Martha encounters 
ruthless Mara leader LiF Mago (Tenoch Huerta Mejla) and suffers a grim 
fate at the hands ufthe gang, Sayra and her relatives arrive at the 
Tapachula train yards and prepare to rush a U.S.-bound freight train 
with a horde of other immigrants. Rather than attempting tu gain access 
tu the cars, Sayra and the rest of the immigrants decide to ride atop 
the train Little du they realize that their lives are nuw in danger, 
because LiF Mago has recruited Casper and Smiley to rob the in~nigrants 
as they make their way tu the United States. When dawn cumes and Li[’ 
Mago makes his move, Casper finally decides to stand up to the 
tyrannical gang leader. Nuw, as the train winds though the Mexican 
countryside, Sayra’s only hupe uf surviving the journey and making her 
way to a new beginning is tu align herself with Casper and face off 
against the most feared gangster in Tapachula. Nute: cuntains graphic 
viulence, nudity and strong language 

*2:30 pm* 
Nelson Mandela Auditurium, Fed[~x Gluba[ Education (;enter, UNC-Chapel tli[1 

/*Ruundtable discussiun: **LOCAL YOUT[t RESPONSES AND PEDAGOGICAI~ 
STRATEGIES TO THE DRUG YV~QRS*/ 

* Marginal youth in Durham and NC: Silvio A. Balcazar, Youth Program 
Coordinator, E1 Vinculo Hispano. Siler City & Jose Tol~es, Youth 
Program, E1 Centro Hispano, Carrboro. 

* Testimonials: Leo Williams, Director Art Program, Southel.n High 
School and foru~er Gang merabers in Durham will share their experience. 

* The school debate: Eduardo Perez (Psychologist) Family 
Facilitator, EastWay Elementary School & 2vfiguel Chirinos, former 
Counselor and Hispanic Liaison, Durham Public Schools. 

* Law etfforceraent: Timothy L. Sloan, Special Agent, U.S. Dcpartraent 
of Justice. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, 
and MALS student, Duke University. 

*4:00 pin *film screening 
Nelson _’vfandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 
/* 

*//*Seed Spirits: the Otomi of Carolina del Norte*/ 
Dir: Altha Cravey and E1va Bishop (Durham, 2011) 30 rain. 

The documentary, WORLD PREMIERE, presents the indigenous diaspora of 
Otomi (Hnalmu peoples) in Durham, while portraing their lives in San 
Pablito, Mexico. The Otomi are the 5th largest Indigenous population in 
Mexico, and like most other indigenous peoples, live in poverty and 
marginalization. Is common to fred mostly women and children in their 
traditional lands (central altiplano of Mexico), while men had migrated 
to cities and the US. Durham has seen an increase of this community in 
the past 10 years. With them their language, traditions (fabric and 
paper making), and now families are coining ~vith them *The Directors 
will be present.* 

*5:00 pm* Concert and reception 



Fedt~;x G lobal Education (;enter Atrium, UNC-Chapel Hill 

*/*/Artist Studio Project ]n Collaboration With:/* The Consulate General 
of Mexico in Raleigh and The NC Latin Film Festival are proud to present 
/The Ilan Bar-L~vi Trio/ 
featuring I[an Bar-Lgvi, Shelly Tzarafi and ][~;miliano Coronel 
The Free Concert will close out the 25th NC Latin Film Festival 
For more information, go to 
http : //sites.google. com/site/22ndfilmfestivalnc/home/special-ev ents-1 

All events are free and open to the public. We hope to see you there! 
/**//* 
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TOP NEWS 

V~olent Protests i~l Egypt Pit 

Thousands Against Police 

An outpouring on the streets of Cairo 
on Saturday was the strongest 
rebuke yet against attempts by 
Egypt’s military to grant itself 

~ Pnotog ~Jhs 
~ ..... i c[ag : ~olice and ~rotesters 

THE NEXT WAR 
Costly ~*drcr~ft S~ggests Cuts 

~Von~t Be Easy 

The Osprey has survived after 
repeated safety problems during 
testing, years o[ delays, ballooning costs and tough questions abont the aireragt’s ntility. 

Sectarian Strife in Ci~- Bodes Ill| for All of Syrla 

In the ethnically diverse city of Homs, violence between Alawite and Sunni is rife, offering a 
chilling vision of Syria’s possible future. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The futularmmtaI issue is theft law schools are produehtg people who are trot ec~pab~e ~fbeing 

couttselors. 7he9 are ~owyers it~ the settse tha~ lhe~[ home ~ow degrees, but theg nre~ ’t rec~dg ~o be ~ 

provider qf sert,ices." 

JEFF REY ~q, (’ARR, the general emmsel of FMC Technologies, a Houston company that makes 

drilling equipment. 

T MAGAZINE 

From Utah to Ukraine, 
the Winter Travel 
edition of T sets out on a 
quest for adventure. 

OPINION 

G~-ART 

~ OP-ART : 

Visions of 

Tha~ksglvlng 
Some inventive ideas for the holiday. 

WORLD 

Libyan Fighters Catch Qaddafi’s Last Fugitive Son 

The capture of Self M-Islam el-Qaddafi set off nationwide celebrations but also exposed a potential 



struggle between former-t’ebel faetions over his handling. 

Ohama and Asian Leaders Confront Ctfina~s Premier 
i.::y./.CKi:. C~:,i. 

Prime Minister Wen Jiabao of China was by turns "grouchy" and constructive as he responded to 
concerns about his country’s claims in the South China Sea, an Ammican official said. 

.&fgha~ Co~mcll St~pports I<arza~ o~ UoSo Troop Prese~ce 

The grand council of Afghan delegates chose to support the president’s vision for negotiating a 

strategic agreement that could keep a long-term American military presence. 

More World News 

Deficit Pa~el Faces a Ri~ Over ~rho Onght to Pay 

The second-ranking Senate Republican declared Saturday that the wm’k of a special Congressional 
committee on deficit reduction was all but over. 

In Nevada, a City Hal~ Is a Reminder of Flush Days 

Officials in North Las Vegas, which has teetered on the brink of insolvency, have begun moving 
into an expensive new building that once seemed like a good idea. 

Democrats Urge Obama to Protect Coiitraceptive Coverage in Health Plains 
i.:y R©Ld..i.ii .:.:,.. 
Roman Catholic bishops, charities, schools and universities are seeking a broad exemption for 
employers who ob.jeet to covering ft’ee birth control for women for moral and religious reasons. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Vghat They Don’t Teach Law Students: Lawyerh~g 

Law schools have long emphasized the theoretical over the usefitl, leaving law firms fairly resigned 
to training their hires how to actually practice law. 

Redefining the Union Boss 

In this "We are the 99 percent" moment, when corporate profits are up and wages flat, a handful of 
women are challenging the old, mostly male world of union bosses. 

Mobile Deals Set to Lure Shoppers Stuck in Line 

Aggressive promotions by online merchants are creating a frenzy among traditional retailers, who 
count the Friday after Thanksgiving as the busiest shopping day of the year. 

o Mo[e EusJr~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

Krls Jenklns’s View of Life in the N¯FoL, Trenches 

Kris aenkins played in the N.F.L. for Carolina and the ,lets. He is now dealing with the aftermath 
and the ravages of football, the game he still loves. 

Oregon and Oldahoma kaoe Stunned 

The shakeup in the top m eontinned, as Oregon lost to U.S.C. on a missed field goal and Oklahoma 
lost to Baylor on a last-second touehdmvn. 

PENN STATE 20, OHIO STATE 14 

in Ba~tle of the Beleaguered, The Nit~any Lions Prevail 

u:., . .-.. ..:H.. 

Stephfon Green’s early touchdown run sparked the Nittany Lions, who stayed on top of the Big Ten’s 

Leaders Division. 

~ R~gers Triumphs ~o Move Into Sha;e o~he Big Eas~ Lead 

~Penn State Faculty Seeks Inquiry 

ARTS 

Drake Pnshes Rap Toward the Gothic 

On "Take Care," his second album, Drake explores moodier emotional ten’ain in a range of styles. 



Sior.~t~ook Ballerina’s T~oue-Life Adventu~oe 

The pictm’e book "A VeL’v Yonng Dancer" influenced a generation of girls in 1976. But its 
protagonist’s later life wasn’t all slippers and stages. 

Film Is Dead? ~Nhat Else Is New? 

"Movies aren’t what they used to be" is a frequent refrain these days. But while that statement is 

true in technical terms, it doesn’t mean there aren’t any good films out there. 

More A~,s News 

MAGAZINE 

Heaveli ~s a P~ace Called Elizabeth X~Zarren 

The jilted left has found a new object of its affection. 

Teachillg G, ood Sex 

Introducing pleasure to the peril of sex education. 

L; .i.:::,’. :. ii.:WOi. 

In Amwell Township, Pa., the dividing line is between those who are getting rich and those who are 
paying the price. 

~ V~deo: Frackin~ in One [own 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

1)reslden~ Obama in Asia 
Dealing with a rising China requires a deft hand and a willingness to push hack when Beijing 
oversteps. 

EDITORIAL 

A P~sh for Online p~olvacy 
Congress should act on the F.T.C.’s recommendation to establish a system that would allow 
consumers to effectively opt out of all tracking of their online activities. 

EDITORIAL 

T|~e Case of ~he DistPacted I)riYe~¯ 
A California appellate court ruled, rightly, that a ban on hand-held phones while driving also 
applies when drivers are stopped at a red light. 

o More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

GRAY MATTER 

Sorry~ Strivers: Talent -.’vlatte*°s 

Popular research says lo,ooo hours of practice is the key to success. Not so fast. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Let’s stop putting the burden of education improvements just on teachers. Parents play a huge role 
in classroom success. 

OPINIONATOR 

No Turkeys i-ieloe 
~.::., ?.:.:,..- i : 
It’s easy to find signs of hope in the people and organizations who’ve been prodding American food 
back on a natural, sustainable, beautififl track. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 20, 1945, 24 Nazi leaders went on trial before an international war crimes tribunal in 

Nuremberg, Germany. 

See :[’[:is Front Page 
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TOP NEWS 

Lawmake~os Trade Blame as                          ~ 

Deficit TMks Cr~tmble 

With a bipartisan panel on the verge of failing to reach a compromise on a way to lower the federal 
defteR, the focus shifted to the automatic cuts that would go into effect in 2ol3. 

City Bomb Plot Suspect Is Called Fan of Qaeda Cleric 

dose Pimentel, who had been under surveillance, was arrested in Washington Heights after coming 
close to completing an explosive device, the police said. 

Facing Calls 1o Give Up Power’, Eg?1Ot’s Millia~°y Battles Crowds 
i.::., L /.’...ii." i. . 

Egypt’s military {’tilers struggled to eontain an explosion of protests demanding their ouster, as 
demonstrators again pnshed seeurity forces ont of Tahrir Sqnare and new clashes broke out 
elsewhere. 

~ Video: In Cairo Violence, a Different Kind of Protest 

~ Photographs: Second Day of Clashes in Egypt 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~h~ worM, and 

dOHN NLOSAN, the chief exeeutiw~ of Cathay Paeifie Airways, on inereasingly luxut’ious serviees 

lit’st 

D~olven to Get Into 

College 
Nathaly Lopera has 
excelled at Newton North High, a 
school with enormous resources, in 
part by figuring out whom to ask for 
help. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE I How 
Csn We 

tr:~re’~’ent Millta~,y Prevent 

Why do so many 
veterans and service members kill 
themselves? 

Oprah Winfrey’s Oscar 
ALSO IN ARTS: 

fhe best children’s books 

Neh~,wor[hy culi:u!a[ even[s in N.YC & beyend 

WORLD 

Facing Calls to Give Up P~wer, Eg.)20t°s 

Egypt’s military rulers straggled to contain an explosion of protests demanding their ouster, as 



demonstrators again pushed seenrity forces out of Tahrir Square and new clashes broke out 

elsewhere. 

"Video: In "Cairo Violence, a Different Kind of Protest 

~ Photographs: Second Day of Clashes in Egypt 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

l:~alanclng U.S. Policy on an Ally H~ Transition 

The latest clashes in Cairo were a reminder that the United States must square support [’or 
democratic change, a desire [’or stability and wariness of Islamists in Egypt. 

New Phase fo+° Syria h~ Attacks on Capital 

Insurgents fired rocket-propelled grenades at the offices of the ruling Baath Party in Damascus on 
Sunday in a highly symbofic strike. 

o Mere World News 

::7 !%11 ’:,:’! ",&it:’~ i; 

’]?he suspect in the White House shooting comes from Idaho, a state with a history of right-w-ing 
extremism, but he was not part of those movements, acquaintances said. 

CaJlfor~ia U~fiverslty Puts Officers ~VJho Used Pepper Sp~’ay o~ Leave 

The University of California, Davis, placed two officers on leave after videos of their encounter with 
protesters were widely distributed over the Intenlet. 

Loudly Protesting Park E~{ctlon, if Not Outside Mayor’s ~hldow as Plam~ed 

occupy Wall Street demonstrators hoped to stage a daylong protest outside the home of Mayor 
Michael R. Bloomberg, but they were not allowed on his street. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

Stocks, So Far Resille~L Face a ~,%*ek of Challenges 

The prospective failure of the deficit panel in Congress and bond auctions by fiscally shaky 
European governments could be a drag on markets. 

TaMng First-Class Coddling 2~ove and 

Airlines have engaged in a global battle for the snperweaRhy, offering amenities on international 
flights once fimnd only on corporate jets. 

Protest: Puts Cove~0age ht Spotllght 

Occupy Wall Street has become something of an ideological litmus test, spawning accusations of 
media bias frmn the left and the right. 

SPORTS 

EAGLES 17, GIANTS 10 
Ghmts D~°op Bail h~ Comeback Bid 

Philadelphia’s backup quarterback, Vinee Young, threw three interceptions, but he also fired the 
decisive touchdown pass in the fourth quarter. 

~ g’os~ a Comment 

RAVENS 31, BENGALS 24 

Up-a~d-1_)ow~ Rave~s Reasser~ Themselves a~ Home 

Baltimore relied on Ray Riee and its rushing attaek to beat the Bengals and regain a share of the 

A.F.C. North lead. 

GALAXY 1, DYNAMO 0 

dahL~y "~�,fln Title hi ~Vha.t l~lay }{aV(~ Bee*~ Bec~am’s M.L,S. Fhtale 

With David Beekham, Landon Donovan and Robbie Keane providing firepower as well as star power, 

the Galaxy thoronghly dominated the Dynamo to win the M.L.S. Cnp. 



~E] Post a comment 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A~ts Ce~ter Ref’~ects a New I)aw~ o~ t]~e |Pra~,r~e 

The visually striking Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts is a new locus of cultm’e in Kansas 

City, Mo. 

How a Banaila Tycoo~i Lured Bolshol Stars to His Theater 

Vladimir Kekhman, a Russian tycoon, has lured away two of the Bolshoi Ballet’s biggest stars to his 
theater in St. Petersbnrg. 

Orchestra Keeps Up i-hint to F[I~ Its Top Job 

M least six people have turned down an offer from the New Ym’k Philharmonic to become its top 
executive or said they weren’t interested in the job. 

Mere A~ts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Trolling Overseas for TV 

Media companies have discovered that formats, or the concepts behind a reality TV or game show, 
travel well and are very cheap to make. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

For a M[ovelne*lt, ~ Q~*estlon: ~Vl~at Now? 

Without a physical anchor, a movement’s way forward is unclear. But its impact may have 
already been made. 

ADVERTISING 

Redefi~ing P~fl)lie R~[afio~s in the ~ge of Soe[M 

Public relations has changed from "trying to manage the message an entity was sharing with its 

different audiences" to "facilitating the ongoing conversation in an always-on world." 

o More Media & Adve~tisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

C.e~rtral Breakers: Stop D[thering. Do Somettfi~go 

II~e right thing to do right now is for the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank to engage 
in further monetary stimulus. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Torture’s Future 

President Obama banned torture, but has he done enough to prevent its resumption if he loses the 
election? 

EDITORIAL 

Gov. Brewer’s Overreach 
An Arizona court rejects a brazen attempt to protect gerrymandering. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How C|~ina Can Defeat America 

For China to replace America as the preeminent global power, it will have to win hearts and minds 
at home and abroad. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bor~g Cruel Romantics 

Understanding the architects of the European disaster. 

~ Columnist Pat3e I ~log 

EDITORIAL 

Its problems are profmmd, but beware of anyone promising ~Niek fixes. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 21, 1964, New York’s Verrazano Narrows Bridge opened. 

See This Front Page 

B~v ~I’his Front P;]ge 

You received this message becc.use you sl~ned tip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Hec.dlines newsleLRer As c. member of 
the FRUSTe privacy progrc.m, we c.re committed to protecting Four pl-ivacy 

t,/lanage Subecdptic.ns I Unsubscribe I Ct~ange Vc, ur E-MailI Privc.cy Pc.iicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Monday, November 21, 2011 9:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Joining & Participating 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Don’t sit in the back row, watching the world go by. I hope you jump into a discussion or a group, add your views, and even engage 
controversy. 

Yours, 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/?xg source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, ] l: 52 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] The t~ilure of the nation, Altbnso Munem, December 2 (12:30) 

Apologies for double postings. 

Please join us for this important event: 
The failure of the nation 
Talk by Alfonso Munera 

12:30 - 2:00 p.m. 

FedEx Global Education Center, room 2008-2010. 

’~rhe failure of the nation: critical race perspectives on independence." 

Alfonso Mfinera, Professor of History, Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, and Associate Provost for Research at the Universidad de Cartagena, 
Colombia. 
Mfinera is the founder of the College of Social Sciences, Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, and Associate Provost for Research at the Universidad de 
Cartagena. For the last sixteen years, he has directed the International Seminar on Caribbean Studies. He authored El fracaso de la naci6n: regi6n, clase y raza en el Caribe 

Colombiano: :t7:t7 -:I8:t0 (:I.998), and Fronteras imaginadas: La construccidn de las razas y de la geografia en el siglo XIX colombiano (2005"). His works have transformed the 
understanding of the Caribbean as part of the Colombian nation. He organized the II International Conference on Caribbean Studies (ICCS), "The Many Caribbeans and the 
Bicentennial of the Continental Spanish American Independence Movements,"Cartagena, March 2010. 

An event of the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, co-sponsored by Duke University, ISA and the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies UNC- 
DUKE. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwgO1 as: emaice(tbemail.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30333520-4140465.0c3d4556662tBO45bti_t361b26fl)57fc7(a;listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

@live.unc.edu) 

Alfonso Munera 12/2/11 12:30 pm UNC GEC 

The failure of the nation 

Talk by Alfonso Munera 

December 2, 12:30- 2:00 p.m. 

FedEx Global Education Center, room 2008-2010. 

"El fracaso de la naci6n / The failure of the nation: critical race perspectives on independeC/ce. 

Alfonso MQnera, Professor of History, Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, and Associate Provost for Research at the Universidad de 

Cartagena, Colombia. 

Mt~nera is the founder of the College of Social Sciences, Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, and Associate Provost for Research at the 

Universidad de Cartagena. For the last sixteen years, he has directed the International Seminar on Caribbean Studies. He authored El fracaso de la naci6n: regi6n, 

clase y raza en el Caribe Colombiano: 1717 -1810 (1998), and Fronteras imaginadas: La construcci6n de las razas y de la geografia en el siglo XlX colombiano (2005). 

His works have transformed the understanding of the Caribbean as part of the Colombian nation. He organized the II International Conference on Caribbean 

Studies (ICCS), "The Many Caribbeans and the Bicentennial of the Continental Spanish American Independence Movements," Cartagena, March 2010. 

An event of the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, co-sponsored by Duke University, ISA and the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean 

Studies UNC-DUKE. 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tue~tay Crroups - 1NTS 

Dr. Sahle, 

Our group is a bit concerned on two fronts. One, a group member            has not responded to us and we do not this this person is in our class anymore. Also, if you 
plan to lecture Tuesday are you still planning for both group i and 2 to present following your lecture? 3ust wanted to make sure. I think we are prepared to give the 
presentation and we have done well to organize our thoughts. 

Thanks, 
See you tomorrow, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, 6:37 PM 
Subject-" Tuesday - INTS 

Greetings from DC, 

Please note that the Poku reading is avaJlable on Blackbomd. For those who have submitted their responses to Group 1 readings, there will be no penalty, in submitting 

yonr response to this piece by Tnesday. It took a while to get the rights to use. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: @live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Monday, 1:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Paper 

Attach: paper.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

At-~ached is my papers on 

Best, 

I’ll see you tomorrow in class! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Response Papers 

I just wanted to make sure that the papers were supposed to be 600 words each before I sent them in. Is that correct? 

@email,unc,edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Perspectives on Health 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

completely understand that you need ?’our cop?’. I will tW borrowing a friend’s copy in class. Thank you again! 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Perspectives on Health 

Dear 

Thallus f,ar your email. 

Unfortunately, I only have one copy of the required text and I need it for teaching and grading purposes in my classes. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:16 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Perspectives on Health 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are having a fabulous weekend! 

was wondering if I could borrow your copy of Perspectives on Health I could not buy the book earlier this semester because I was having some trouble affording it. I’m really sorw! Would 
it be all right if I borrowed your copy of the book in order to complete the assigmnents ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 2:05 PM 

@gmail.com) 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

dropping Affi 

AP00053682.docx 

Deannie Holt is supposed to be submitting the drop form. Please follow up to be sure it is processed. 

See attached 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

C.AM~U$ F, OX 

RE: change in enrollment - 

Dear 

-- Fall 

This letter is to inform you that we have received your request below. The request has been approved 

and submitted to the University Registrar. 

XXX drop withdraw cancel the Carolina Courses Online course(s) listed above. 

Refunds 

Information about withdrawal credit dates can be found at the web site below. 
http : //www. unc. edu/finance/f d/ c/ sa/ docs/ 

*DROP: To drop a course assumes you have other courses on your schedule for the current term. For a full 
refund for the course, you must drop by the deadline listed below- Last day to drop one your courses from 
your schedule and receive a refund. 

**WITHDRAWAL : dropping all of your courses once classes have begun (INCLUDING IF YOU ONLY 
HAVE 1 COURSE). You may be eligible for a prorated refund, depending on the date of withdrawal. The 
prorated refund is over a period of nine weeks for fall or spring semester. Summer withdrawal prorated 
refund is on a shortened schedule. 

***CANCEL is dropping all of your courses before classes begin. It is, in effect, the same as not having a 
registration at all. No entry is made on your permanent record and 100 percent of your prepaid tuition and fees is 
refunded. 

Calendar and Deadlines for Carolina Courses Online: 

Last day to cancel your registration 

Courses begin; Late registration begins; prorated charges for withdrawal start 

Last day to add a course 

Holiday - Labor Day 

Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a refund - 5 PM. You 

must have other courses on your schedule. (Note: dropping ALL courses requires a 

withdrawal from the semester and follows a different prorated refund policy.) 

Last day for degree undergraduates to drop a course. 

Fall Recess 

Last day to withdraw from the entire semester for any prorated refund 

Thanksgiving recess 

Last day to withdraw - no tuition credit; Last day of classes 

Student Services ¯ Telephone: (800) 862-5669 ¯ Fax (919) 962-5549 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Armro Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:42 PM 

@gmml .com>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu> 

coloniality at laqe? 

this is what Walter write recently. There are several 
narratives about what 
Moderni~i(de)coloniality is/has been, and this is very much Walter’s, 
and perhaps too centered on "authors" for my taste, but it’s veW useful. 
He does not include one of the most important trends for me at present, 
decolonial feminism, but ahnost of all of the lit on this is in Spanish, 
save for a piece by Maria Lugones, which it’s I am sure cited by Walter 

This is "more than you ever wanted to know about coloniality", probably, 
but take a quick look for Walter’s reflection on coloniality beyond 

the ~vnericas.. I am sure it’s there somewhere... I am copying Eunice 
so she kno~vs about his source 

h ttp ://w~vw o xfor db i b 1 i o g r ap hi e s on 1 in e. c o m/vi ew/d o c u m ent/ob o- 9780199766581/oh o- 9780199766581- 0017 xml ? r skev ~-2AF cM&r e su 1~ 861 &q 
<http://v‘~vw~xf~rdbib~i~raphies~n~inec~m/view/d~cument/~b~-978~99766581/~b~-978~99766581-~17xm~?rskev~.2AFcM&resu~t 861&q > 



From: @greencorps.org> 

Sent: Monday, 6:16 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Job opportunity for students 

AttacJ~: Green Corps Job Description.doc 

Hello Proiessor! 

My name is             and I just graduated last May and am no~v a field organizer for Green Corps, the field school for environmental organimng 
Deciding to do Green Corps has been one of the best decisions I have ever made and I want other students to know about the opportunities that this unique job has to oiler. 
I am contacting you today because our program is now accepting applications for next year’s class We are trying to spread the word at UNC and I would vel~- much appreciate it if you 
could send the attached job description to your students, especially if you have graduating seniors in any of your classes. 
If you are able to do this please let me know! 

Thanks, 

Green Corps Orgamzer 



Green Corps Field School for Environmental Organizing 

Green Corps is looking for college graduates who are ready to take on the biggest 
environmental challenges of our day. 

In Green Corps’ year-long paid program, you’ll get intensive training in the skills you’ll 
need to make a difference in the world. You’ll get hands-on experience fighting to 
solve urgent environmental problems -- global warming, deforestation, water pollution 
and many others -- with groups such as Sierra Club and Greenpeace. And, when you 
graduate from Green Corps, we’ll help you find a career with one of the nation’s 
leading environmental and social change groups. 

For more information, read below- or visit our web site: www.greencorps.org 

In your year with Green Corps: 

You’ll get great training with some &the most experienced organizers in the field: 
Green Corps organizers take part in trainings with leading figures in the environmental 
and social change movements: people such as Adam Ruben, political director of 
MoveOn.org, and Bill McKibben, author and organizer of the "Step It Up" rallies for 

climate action. 

You’ll get amazing experience working on environmental issues across the country: 
Green Corps sends organizers to jumpstart campaigns for groups such as Rainforest 
Action Network, Sierra Club, Greenpeace and Environment America in San Francisco, 
Chicago, Boston and dozens of other places in between. 

You’ll have a real impact on some of the biggest environmental problems we’re facing 
today: Green Corps organizers have built the campaigns that helped keep the Arctic safe 
from drilling, that led to new laws that support clean, renewable energy, that convinced 
major corporations to stop dumping in onr oceans and much, much more. 

You’ll even get paid: Green Corps Organizers earn a salary of $23,750. Organizers also 
have a chance to opt into our health care program with a pre-tax monthly salary deferral. 
We offer paid sick days and holidays, two weeks paid vacation and a student loan 
repayment program for those who qualify. 

And when you graduate from the program, you’ll be ready for what comes next: Green 
Corps will help connect you to environmental and progressive groups that are looking for 
full-time staff to build their organizations and help them create social change and protect 

our environment. 

In the next few months, we’ll invite 3 5 college graduates to j oin Green Corps in 
We’re looking for people who are serious about saving the planet, people who 

have taken initiative on their campus or community, and people who are willing to roll up 
their sleeves and work for change over the long haul. 



If you think you’re one of those people, visit http:/iwww.greencorps.orgiapply to 
submit your application to j oin the class of Green Corps’ Field School for 
Environmental Organizing. 

Green Corps’ year-long program begins in            with Introductory Classroom 
Training in Boston, and continues with field placements in multiple locations across the 
U.S. Candidates must be willing to relocate. 

For more information, visit www.greencorps.org or contact 
Organizer, at     @greencorps.org or 

, Green Corps 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:59 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: CCO AFRI 

Dr. SaNe, 
I was wondering if you ever received my response to your comments on my term paper. I know you are very busy and am not trying to rush you by any means, but am just curious if 

you ever received my emafl. Please let me know. 

Thanks and have a great Thanksgiving, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@gmail.com> 

Monday, 7:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Class presentations tomorrow? 

Hi Dr Sable, 

Quick question: for class Tuesday, are we having one presentation or t~vo? In other ~vords, what readings and write taps should be completed? 
I’m a bit confused over our schedule since dr Tamale’s talk 

Thanks and congrats again on your big news! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Monday, 7:39 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Hi Protbssor Sable! 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

How are you? I hope your semester is going well. A little birdie (whose name rhymes with       ) tells me that you have been appointed the new chair of the 

AFRIiAFAM department. Congratulations! I was reaJly excited to hear the news. They could not have chosen a better person. In addition to your brilliance, you are a 

great mentor. The students and faculty both ale extremely luck?’ to have you representing the department. And I know the majors and minors are veD, grateful for the 

way the search ended. I’ll be excited to hear about fl~e new sorts of things the department will undertake under your leadership. Congratulations, again! 

Allthe bes~ 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, 
B.A., African and Afro-American Studies 

@gmail.com I Cell: 

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us."-Ralph Waldo Emerson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@email.unc.edu>; Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@email.unc.edu> 

contidenfial 

one of the students I know ~vell (and so does Eunice 
Eunice) told me today that she is 
thinking about organizing an alternative commencement. It seems the NY 
mayor 
(Bloomberg) has been invited to be the speaker, was having a meet 
today ~vith some 
friends to discuss the idea. I believe they will ask the Chancellor 
first to reconsider 
Bloomberg, but if not they’ll go ahead with the alt. commencement idea. 

I think the alt. commencement sho~vs good vision and sense of histo~z. 
I wonder, though, whether the students engaged in the eff,art should 
think about any potential fallout.. Let me know what your thoughts are 
on this (and of course pls let’s keep this confidential, that is, don’t 
tell anybod,v 
else for now, although at some point it might make sense 
to issue a support statement, esp. if the student group requests it). 

Michal, I told if she wants to come to our class next week and 
present the idea 
briefly she"s welcome, the?’ want to have a good group of students working 
on it. 

un abrazo, 
arturo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

R. Porter < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, November 21,2011 8:20 PM 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene rainey@unc.edu> 

SaNe, E~mice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Buell, Agatha <abuell@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Part-time Classroom Studies - Fall 2012 

Arlene, 

I am looking forwaixt to teaching for Part-Time Classes in the Fall of 2012, and AFAM 280: Blacks in NC would be fine with me. But would it be the best course for 

my paxt-time s~adents, ,several of whom have already taken that very course? These part-time s~dents will wm~t something else, paxticularly given that many are trying 

to either major or minor in AFAM/AFRI, and they are eager to make progress towaxds that goal. 

My suggested alternative: Why not AFAM 252: Blacks in the West? I last taught it for Part-Time Ctudies in Fall of 2007 ( to aJ~ overwhehningly positive reception, 

judging t~m the student evaluations.) Few of the current crop of students have taken 252, given that I haven’t taught it in several years. In addition, new students will be 

attracted to 252 because, uNike quite a few AFAM courses, it meets the U.S. diversity requirement. 

AFAM 280 would be easiest tbr me, because I teach it all of the time. So I’m more than happy to stick with that class if you want me to, But I sincerely believe that 

252 would be ~nuch, much better tbr the part-time students. 

In case you want to know more about 252, it is a most interesting course that looks at the black experience in the western U.S.--and western Canada, too, at least 

when I teach the class. In time, it ranges fio~n the exploration of Estavanico in the 1520s and 1530s, all the way up to the late 20th century. 

What do you think’? 

Robert 

On Mon, Nov 21,2011 at 9:06 AM, Rainey, Arlene <axlene mine,~’(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Robert: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepaxed a tentative list of evening courses to be olt~red during fall 2012. We would 

like to offer AFAM 280. I would appreciate hearing ti~om you no later than December 30 so that we can tbrwa~cd our list to the University Registra~c’s Office for 
inclusion in the fall Directory of Classes. 

As I understand it, the cunent fftipend that we Inust match is If this is incorrect, please let Ine know. 

As always, thank you for your assisIance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have fi~rther questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Cl¢~ssroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587 Fax: 919-962-5549 Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

ww~-.ffida,~-center.unc.edu/cWcs 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terweil <os~tem-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:13 PM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Driscoll, Mask W <mdriscol@email.unc.edu> 

Re: confidential 

Hola ! 

Yes there have been some meetings about this announced at OCCUPY Ch-- I think it is absolutely neessary to oppose Bloomberg as the Commencement speaker... And it woudl be AN 
AWESO2vIE story if the chancellor tvithdrew his name, but also a good idea to do something oppposed if not’. of course she can come to class! 

is this December or May cormnencement? 

m 

On . at 8:15 PM, aescobar wrote: 

one of the students I know well (and so does F.unice, Eunice) told me today that she is 
thinking about organizing an alternative comanencement. It seems the NY mayor 
(Bloomberg) has been invited to be the speaker      was having a meet today with some 
friends to discuss the idea I believe they will ask the Chancellor first to reconsider 
Bloomberg, but if not they’ll go ahead with the alt commencement idea. 

I think the alt commencement shows good vision and sense of history. 
I wonder, though, whether the students engaged in the effort should 
think about any potential fallout. Let me know what your thoughts are 
on this (and of course pls. let’s keep this confidential, that is, don’t tell anybody 
else for now, although at some point it might make sense 
to issue a support statement, esp if the student group requests it). 

Michal, I told     if she wants to come to our class next week and present the idea 
briefly she"s welcome, they want to have a good group of students working 
on it. 

un flbrflzo, 
arturo 

Michal Osterweil, Phi) 

Global Studies 

o stelwei@ eraail.~mc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Monday, 9:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

last minute questions about response papers 

Hello Professor SaNe, I strongly apologize for e-~nafiling you last minute rega:rding tliis assig~m~ent we have had for some ti~ne now but I mn finding that as I ani finalizing 

my papers I still feel unsure about some of the requirelnents. For example, one question I have is are we supposed to reference every reading lis~ted under the group’s 
presentation topic in the syllabus in our paper? I am finding that referencing 6 different authors in a short response is a little difficult and cma sound a bit chopw in my 

writing. Or are we simply supposed to reference the bigger ideas and concepts found within the reading and focus on what we found the mofft compelling and 

important? Also, again I am sony to ask you this and please feel free to say no, I know we got our first deadline for the response paper pushed back to tomorrow but 

is there any chance I could send you the second response paper after class tomorrow? Perhaps get it to you tomorrow evening say before 7pm? I just want to figure 

out these questions betbre I move tbrward so that I can give a more proi~ssional finished product but if you would rather have both papers tomorrow before class I 

completely undersIand! 

Thanks m~d sorry tbr the long e-maJ~l! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:55 PM 

Osterweil, Micha] -a~sterwei@emaikunc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Driscoll, Mm-k W <mdriscol@email.unc.edu> 

Re: confidential 

I believe it’s the May graduation .... 

arturo 

On 9:12 PM. IWhchal Osterweil wrote: 
> Hola! 
> 

> Yes there have been some meetings about this am~ounced at OCCUPY Ch-- I think it is absolutely neessary to oppose Bloomberg as the Commencement speaker... And it woudl be AN 
AWESOME stoW if the chancellor withdrew his name, but also a good idea to do something oppposed if no!! of course she can come to class! 
> 

> is this December or May commencement? 

> On at 8:15 PM. aescobar wrote: 
> 
>> one of the students I know well (and so does Eunice, Eunice) told me today that she is 
>> thinking about organizing an alternative commencement. It seems the NY mayor 
>> (Bloomberg) has been invited to be the speaker      was having a meet today with some 
>> friends to discuss the idea. I believe they will ask the Chancellor :first to reconsider 
>> Bloomberg, but if not they’ll go ahead with the alt commencement idea. 
>> 

>> ! think the alt. commencement shows good vision and sense of history. 
>> I wonder, though, whether the students engaged in the effort should 
>> think about any potential fallout.. Let me l,mow what your thoughts are 
>> on this (and of course pls. let’s keep this confidential, that is, don’t tell anybody 
>> else ]2~r now, although at some point it might make sense 
>> to ~ssue a support statement, esp. if the student group requests it). 

>> Michal, I told     if she wants to come to our class next week and present the idea 
>> briefly she"s welcome, they want to have a good group of students working 

> Michal Ostel~’eil, PhD 
> Global Studies 

> osterxvei@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

@email.unc.edtr> 

Two reviews for class to,nolrow 

ANcle Review 1 .doc~ Article Review 2.docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
Attached are the two article reviews for class tomorrow. I will see you then! 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 

obitua~ 

1:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

F~om: 

obituaD~ 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pre~ntation Essays 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I am sorry to be emailing you this late into the night but I am having some trouble right now. Because I had trouble affording the book "Perspective on Health and Human 
Rights" early in the semester, I did not buy it and was waiting to see when I could afford it and I still cannot. I tried to borrow the book from someone in the class however 
everyone was busy working with it. T also tried going to the library to get the book but it was not available. Could I have an extension on these two assignments? I know I was 
given a lot of time to work on them but I have been having a lot of trouble trying to attain the book. I enjoy the material in this class and really wish to do well! I am working 
hard to exceed in this class. 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:46 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Co: @live.unc.e&t> 

Subject: Response 3 

Attach: Afri    response paper 3.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

I have attached my reading response 3. I did a similar outline to my first two; I hope I was on the right track! 

See you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Egypt’s Cabinet Offers to Resign as Protests Rage 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ i o.day;,.s...H.eadiin.es ............................................................................ 
~11¢ N’~0 ~rk ~"~im¢~ November 22, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Egypt’s Cabinet Offers to 
Resign as Protests Rage 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

After three days of increasingly violent 
demonstrations, Egypt’s interim civilian 
government subnfitted its resignation to 
the country’s ruling nfilitary council. 

, Photographs: Clashes in Egypt 

Informer’s Role in Terror 
Case Is Said to Have Deterred 
F.B.I. 
By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM and JOSEPH 
GOLDSTEIN 

A source indicates that federal officials 
were concerned the confidential source 
that led to the arrest of Jose Pimentel 
may have played too active a role. 

Wa:nt to become a better i~westor? 

:::::2:::::::::::: 

::i n M~rkets Ne~er Forget (But 
People Do~:. ~egend8£f money 

ma~nage~r and bestse~l::ing a~thor 

::Ken F~sf~er shows how investors~ 

c:)~,~:y th:a::, can ::b~, Learn ::how to 

b~in re~u.c~in:£~ errors you might 

repeNed:~y make, 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

For Defter Panel, Failure 
Cuts Two Ways 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and ANNIE LOWREY 

A sharp reduction in mmual federal deficits, larger titan anyt]~ng contemplated by the special pane], could 
resu]t from the latest Congressional failure to agree on a plan. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"When you remove just some of the barriers, people do what people do: help their families." 

JOE GARCIA, a former chairman of the Mianfi Democratic Party, on chm~ges in the relationship between 
Cubing-Americans m~d Cuba. 

HEALTH 

~3~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: The Long 
Haul 
Between sitting all day, 
eating fast food m~d 



sleeping poorly, truckers have major 
challenges when it comes to staying 
healthy. Here, five truckers speak about 
what they are doing to try to drop few 
pounds and get fit. 

, Related Article: A Hard Turn: Steering Away 
From Bad Diets 

OPINION 

OP-DOCS 
’The Umbrella 
Man’ 
By ERROL MORRIS 

On the 48th anniversary 
of the assassination of 
President 3ohn F. Kennedy, Errol 
Morris takes a critical look at the one 
man seen standing trader an open black 
mnbrella at the site. 

"Hugh Jackman: Back on 
Broadway" 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

3 guys grow up one night 

A vision of spirituality returns to Broadway 

nytimes, tom T H EA.TiE R 

WORLD 

Bahrain Is Nervously Awaiting Report on Its Forgotten Revolt 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Bahrain’s king asked for an investigation of the country’s protests and crackdown, a complicated task with 
the goal of promoting healing mad charting a way forward. 

. Slide Show: Bahrain’s Forgotten Revolt 

Libya Tries to Build Army That Can March Straight and Defang Militias 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

The country has never had a truly professional national army, and the struggling interim government’s effort 
to build one may be its most difficult and importmat task. 

Opposition Meeting With British Highlights Syria’s Isolation 
By SEBNEM ARSU 

Opponents of President Bashar al-Assad’s regime gained further support as a violent crackdown continued 
in Syria and gtmmen attacked a bus full of Turkish pilgrims. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Pull of Family Reshapes U.S.-Cuban Relations 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Taking advantage of looser restrictions, younger Cuban-Americans who still have strong family ties to the 
island have been visiting and sending money with regularity. 

California’s Campus Movements Dig In Their Heels 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

The Occupy movement, on California college campuses, at least, is transforming itself into a student-led 
crusade agahast increases in tuition. 

Police Suspect Mother in 5-Year-Old’s Disappearance in Phoenix Suburb 
By MARC LACEY and SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ 

Police said that Jhessye Shockley, last reported seen in Glendale, Ariz., last month, was presumed dead. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Blow to Pinstripe Aspirations 
By KEVIN ROOSE 

The struggling financial industry is laying off workers, and those beginning their careers are bearing the 



brunt of the job cuts and the inevitable loss of status. 

Separating You and Me? 4.74 Degrees 
By JOHN MARKOFF and SOMINI SENGUPTA 

Scientists at Facebook and the University of Milan reported on Monday that the average number of 
acquaintances separating any two people in the world is not six but 4.74. 

As Layoffs Rise, Stock Buybacks Consume Cash 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

As the nation seeks ways to create jobs, critics say many big companies are squandering resources on share 
repurchases at the expense of investhag in future growth. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Mariners’ Dutch Outfielder Killed; Brother Is Suspect 
By ANDREW KEH 

The police, responding to a call, found the Netherlands native bleeding at a home in Rotterdam, and his 
brother has been arrested in the ease. 

, Red Sox Put Valentine’s Strategy to Test 

Rich in Success, Rooted in Secrecy 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A 

The adinhfistration of Graham B. Spanier, the former president of Penn State, was marked by broad 
successes but also jealous protection of the tmiversity’s reputation. 

~ Arizona’s Coach to Be Rodriguez 

Crosby Returns to Form, and the N.H.L. Exhales 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Sidiaey Crosby, who had not played since Jan. 5 because of a concussion, had two goals and two assists 
against the Islanders on Monday. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

NEW MUSIC 
Rihanna’s ’Talk That Talk’ Synth-Perfect for an Earlier Time 
By JON CARAMANICA, BEN RATLIFF and NATE CHINEN 

The sixth studio album from Rihanna, the most consistent pop star of the last five years, places her squarely 
at the center of that genre: making dance music of R&B and pop. 

-. ArtsBeat: Women Rule at American Music Awards 

¯ . YouTube: Rihanna’s ’We Found Love’ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
In Dance, Borrowing Is a Tradition 
By ALASTAIR MACAO LAY 

A new Beyonc6 video appears to lift dance sequences from work by the choreographer Anne Teresa De 
Keersmaeker. Is there anything wrong with that? 

A Symphony of Floorboards, Pipes and Stairs 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

"The Music Box," an art project in New Orleans, is the prelude to a bigger effort, "Dithyrambalina," that 
would create a house that doubles as a collection of musical instruments. 

" ~.~ Slide Show 

SCIENCE TIMES 

A Hard Turn: Better Health on the Highway 
By ABBY ELLIN 

Beset by insurmace costs mad desperate to make sure that drivers pass health tests, trucking companies and 



industry groups are working to persuade them to chm~ge their habits. 

:’ ~;;, The Long Haul: Truckers Make Time for Health 

~. ~_ Post a Comment 

FINDINGS 
A Serving of Gratitude May Save the Day 
By JOHN TIERNEY 

A new series of experiments and studies shows, for the first time, that the feeling of gratitude is linked to 
lower rates of aggression. 

A Rare Isotope Helps Track an Ancient Water Source 
By FELICITY BARRINGER 

Krypton 81 allows researchers to reach back a nfillion years to study one of the world’s oldest aquifers. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Supercommittee Collapses 
The failure of the Republicans to raise taxes on the rich ends hope for a deal to lower the federal debt. The 
consequences of this failure are serious. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Tax Write-Off Now, Charity Later 
By RAY D. MADOFF 

Donors to certain charitable funds receive the tax deduction as soon as they make their contribution, but 
their money is allowed to languish for decades or even centuries. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Republicans Are Endangering National Security 
By WILLIAM S. COHEN 

My fellow Republicans’ antitax position threatens our national security. Their decision will trigger cuts in 
defense spending on a calanfitous scale. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Doesn’t No Mean No? 
By JOE NOCERA 

The F.D.A. says Avastin doesn’t work for breast cancer patients. So why is Medicare still paying for it? 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Two Moons 
By DAVID BROOKS 

We have entered m~ era of being goven~ed by minority parties, with mh~ority mentalities and defense 
mechanisms. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Decline and Fall 
By ROGER COHEN 

Gloom has settled on the world. Even the French are no longer sure their culture is superior. 

. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 22, 1963, President John F. Kennedy was assassinated while riding in a motorcade in Dallas. 

Suspected gumnan Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested. Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson was SWOlaa in as the 



36th president of the United States. 

¯ See This Front Pa2~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pag~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"_(}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Paper and Reading response 3 

Group 3 Reading response.docx; .docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
Here’s my paper and reading response. 

See you in clas~ 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:23 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI Response Paper 

Attach: AFRI R3.docx 

Morning Professor SaNe, 

Attached is the Response Paper for Group #3. 



From: ~gma~l.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:25 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Response Paper 1 

Attach: INTS.responsepaperl docx 

My first response paper is attached. 

Thank you so much for your swift responses to my questions and your understanding Professor SaNe, it is strongly appreciated! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <ae~obaJc@email.unc.edu>; Osterweil, Michal <oslerwei@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: confidenti~J 

A and NL 

Lauren Leve and I have already off~red to go to the alternative graduation in our robes. That seems like the least we can do to protest Bloomberg 

Mark 

From: aescobar [aescobar(~,ad unc.edu] 
Sent: ~Ionday, 9:54 PM 
To: Ostelaveil, IVhchal 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N; Driscoll, Mark W 
Su~iect: Re: confidential 

I believe it’s the May graduation .... 

arturo 

On 9:12 PM. Micha[ Osterwei[ wrote: 
> Hola! 
> 

> Yes there have been some meetings about this announced at OCCUPY Ch-- I think it is absolutely neessary to oppose Bloomberg as the Commencement speaker ... And it woudl be AN 
AWESOME story if the chancellor withdrew his name, but also a good idea to do something oppposed if no!! o:[" course she can come to classt 
> 

> is this December or May commencement? 
> 

> On , at 8:15 PM. aescobar wrote: 
> 
>> , one of the students I know well (and so does Eunice, Eunice) told me today that she is 
>~ thinking about organizing an alternative commencement. It seems the NY mayor 
>> (Bloomberg) has been invited to be the speaker      was having a meet today with some 
>~ friends to discuss the idea. I believe they will ask the Chancellor :first to reconsider 
>> Bloomberg, but if not they’ll go ahead with the alt commencement idea. 
>> 

>> I think the alt. commencement shows good vision and sense of history. 
>> I wonder, though, whether the students engaged in the effort should 
>> think about any potential fallout... Let me know what your thoughts are 
>> on this (and of course pls. let’s keep this confidential, that is, don’t tell anybo@ 
>> else for now, although at some point it might make sense 
>> to issue a support statement, esp. if the student group requests it). 
>> 

>> Michal, I told if she wants to come to our class next week and present the idea 
>> briefly she"s welcome, they want to have a good group of students working 
>> on it. 
>> 

>> tm abrazo, 
>> arturo 
> Michal Ostel~’eil, Ptff) 
> Global Studies 

> osterwei@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:51 AM 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdri~ol@email.unc.edu> 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@emaJl.unc.edu>; Osterweil, Michal <os~terwei@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: confidential 

Good strategy too.. 

arturo 

On 9:26 AM. Driscoll, Mark W wrote: 
> A and M, 
> Lauren Leve and I have already offered to go to the alternative graduation in our robes. That seems like the least we can do to protest Bloomberg 
> Mark 
> 

> From: aescobar [aescobar~!ad.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, 9:54 PM 
> To: Osterweil, MJchal 
> Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Driscoll, Mark W 
> Subject: Re: confidential 
> 

> I believe it’s the May graduation .... 
> 

> arturo 
> 

> On 9:12 PM, MJchal Osterweil wrote: 
>> Hola! 
>> 

>> Yes there have been some meetings about this announced at OCCUPY Ch-- I think it is absolutely neessary to oppose Bloomberg as the Commencement speaker... And it woudl be AN 
AWESOME story if the chancellor withdrew his name, but also a good idea to do something oppposed if no!! of course she can come to class! 
>> 

>> is this December or May commencement? 
>> 

>> 

>> On , at 8:15 PM, aescobar wrote: 
>> 

>>> one of the students I l~ow well (and so does Eunice, Eunice) told me today that she is 
>>> thinking about organizang an alternative commencement. It seems the NY mayor 
>>> (Bloomberg) has been invited to be the speaker,      was having a meet today- with some 
>>> friends to discuss the idea. I believe they will ask the Chancellor first to reconsider 
>>> Bloomberg, but if not they’ll go ahead with the alt. conwnencement idea. 

>>> I think the alt. commencement shows good vision and sense of history. 
>>> I wonder, though, whether the students engaged in the effort should 
>>> think about any potential fallout... Let me know what your thoughts are 
>>> on this (and of course pls. let’s keep this cotffidential, that is, don’t tell anybody 
>>> else for now, although at some point it might make sense 
>>> to issue a support statement, esp. if the student group requests it). 

>>> Michal, I told     if she wants to corae to our class next week and present the idea 
>>> briefly she"s welcome, they- want to have a good group of students working 
>>> on it. 

>>> un abrazo, 
>>> ar tmo 
>> Michal Osterweil, PloD 
>> Global Studies 
>> ostel~vei@eraail.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene raJney@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:06 AM 

R. Porter < @gmaJl.com> 

SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Buell, Agatha <abuell@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Pml-time Classroom Studies - Fall 2012 

Hi Robert-- 
Thank you very much for your feedback; it is always vahJed~ As much as would love to meet every requirement for every student, the advisors think it best to offer 
courses that meet the needs of all students, whether they are brand new or continuing. We have severa~ new students who are admitted each fa~L spring and 
summer and we a~so ~l<e ~:o provide those students with ~ chance to t~ke some courses that ~vou~d fu~[~l~ thek requkements. S~nce you s~:ated that 280 wou~d be 
e~;s[er i~nd you wouldn’t mind tei~cMng this c[i~ss, we would I~ke to st~ck with of[er~ng AFAIg,~ 280 for next: fall I don’t think we’ll have any problems fi[[ing this 
course. 

Best, 
Arlene 

Arlene G. Ra~ney 
Student Services Manager 
Part-time Classroom Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chape] H~I 
The WNiam and ~da Friday Center for COnt~[?tl~[?g Education 

CB #1.020, The ~:ddav Center 
Chapel ~-~[~, NC 27599.-].020 
Phone: 919--%6-3587 Fax: 919-.962-5549 Tol[--Free: 1--8g~?-862--5669 

www.fridagcenter.u nc.eduic[)]cs 
F~m: R. Porter [mailto:          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 8:20 PN 
Te: Rainey, Arlene 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Re: Part-time Classroom Studies - Fall 20~2 
Arlene, 
I am lookn~g fogvaN to teacNng for Part-Time Classes in the Fall of 2012, and AF~ 280: Blacks in NC would be fine with me. But would it be the ~st cour~ for 
my ~-time s~dents, ~veral of whom have already ~ken that ve~- course? These N~-time s~dents will want sometNng el~, pa~icularly givan that m~y am ~ing 
to either major or minor in AFAMi~RI, and they am eager to make progress towards that goal. 

My suggested alternative: Why not AFAM 252: Blacks in the West? I l~t taught it Ibr Part-Time Ctudies in Fall of 2007 ( to an overwhelmingly positive reception, 
judging Ibm the student evalua~ons.) Few of the cu~em crop of studems have taken 252, given that I haven’t taught it in several yeaB. In additio~ new students will be 
attracted to 252 because, unlike quite a I~w AFAM courses, it meets the U.S. diversity requirement. 
AF~ 280 would be easiest for me, becau~ I teach it all of the time. So I’m ~nore than happy ~ stick with that class if you want me to, But I sincerely believe that 

252 would be ~nuch, much ~er tbr the N~-time s~dents. 
In case you want to ~ow more a~ut 252, it is a most interesting course that looks at the black experience in the western U.S.--and western Canada, too, at least 
when I teach the class. In time, it ranges fiom the exploration of Es~vamco in the 1520s and 1530s, all the way up to the late 20th cen~7. 
What do you tNnk? 

Robe~ 

On Mon, Nov 21,2011 at 9:06 AM, Rainey, Arlene <arlene mine~i~unc.e&~> wrote: 

Dear Robert: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that tilne agadn. Pa(t-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during fall 2012. We would like 

to offer AFAM 280. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than December 30 so that we can forward our list to the UniversiF Registrar’s Office for inclusion in 

the fall DirectoD~ of Classes. 

As I understand it, the cur~nt stipend that we must match is . If this is incorrect, please let me know. 

As always, thank you tbr your assi stance mad etti)rks on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene G. RaJney 
Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday- Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587 Fax: 919-962-5549 Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

w~’.fii daycenter, unc.ed~cp/cs 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subject: 1NTS Group 1 Response Paper 

A~ach: ints groupl paper.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
Here is my response paper to the articles for Group l’s presentation this afternoon. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                  10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~ 

Resp~mse Paper # 1 

Response Paper #1 .docx 

Professor Sable, 

Attached is my response paper on "Human Rights, Health and Development.". I kmow that you asked us to send them from our unc school email accounts, but every 

time I open my’ Heelmail to send an email it shuts down my computer and ITS has yet to figure out how to fix it, so I have to use my gmail account to send. I hope tkis 

is not too much of a problem. 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:10 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Paper 2 

Attach: Paper 2.docx 

Hi Dr SaNe, 
Please find attached my second response paper. 
Regards, 

From-" EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, 6:37 PM 
Subject; Tuesday - INTS 

Greetings fa)m DC, 

Please note that the Poku reading is available on Blackboard. For those who have submitted their responses to Group 1 readings, there will be no penalty in submitting 

your response to this piece by Tuesday. It took a while to get the rights to use. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:13 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv’~ 

Subject: Thank you 

Professor SaNe, 

I apologize, but I do not think I will be able to submit my two papers before 2 today I have fallen behind on nay work and am j ust stalting to catch up. I just thought I would let you kmow so 

3ou don’t wonder why you didn’t get them 

See you in class. 
Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gma~l.com> 

Tuesday, 11 : 18 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Response for Group #2 

Response 1 .docx 

Document is attached, thanks s~ much! 

Also loved reading about you in the DTH this morning’. 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: ~gmail.com:~ 

Subject: Reading Responses 

Attach: Reading Responses-Afri .docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Here are my reading responses tbr groups one, two, m3d three. ’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com > 

Tuesday,                  12:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

response 

Response.docx 

Response from, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~roup #3 response paper 

group #3 response.docx 

it is attached 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 12:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Response papers for groups 1 and 2 

Group 1 H1L health mad development.docx; Group 2 cloning response paper.docx 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

I have attached my response papers for groups 1 m~d 2. Let me know if you need anything else! 

UNC-Ctt ¯ Global Studies & SpaJ~ish 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gma]l.com> 

Tuesday, 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Response Paper for Gronp 2 

response 1 .docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here is my response paper for "Emerging Technologies". Thanks for your direction yesterday! 

Best, 

University of North C:~rolina :~t Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: response # 1 a~d #2 

A~tach: INTS    response 1 and 2.doc 

Hey Professor SaNe! I have attached both responses to this email. Let me know if you have any trouble opening the document. 

Have a great Thanksgiving break! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

:.pdf 

@live.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Interesting Article; Reading Responses 1 & 2 

INTS    Reading Responses.doc 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’ve attached my two reading responses. I did not see any place on blackboard to post them so I hope it’s alright that I’ve emailed them to you for a timestamp’s sake. 

http://www.politico.com/news/stories/:tI:t:t/68839.html 
Also, I wanted to link you this relevant article, "A New Chapter in Iraq." The article begins with a caption that reads, "American companies should seize the growing 
opportunities in Iraq," and ends with an affirmation that "Americans and Iraqis prosper together". It tries to spin Iraqi development as an economic benefit for not only oil 
companies, but for Americans in any sector. It even compares it to China and India, as if it was at the same rank of newly industrializing country as well, and paints a 
competitive picture for Iraqi business. I found it really interesting to see an article like this on the day we will be discussing the human right to development, as this article 
focuses purely on economic gains (and not even necessarily for the Iraqis) and is void of any human rights based approach. Especially interesting is that the article writer is the 
deputy sec of state for management and resources, so it shows a first person perspective of international development through a state executive. I thought you might find this 
intriguing. 

Thankyou, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Group 1 Essay and Group 2 presentation 

HR&TECHNOLOGY.pptx; Health and development docx 

Thanks, 
Enjoy your holiday, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: R}:.: Tuesday Groups -]]x’F~ :]NTS      .FALL 

Dear 

Thanks ]2~r your notet is no longer in INT~ 

I just met with Group 1. Given the nature of the material and 2 presentation in one day, I think it is not productive to lecture No worries though, we will ]find a way as a class to discuss the 
remaining material from Wettstein as we prepare ]2~r the ]final exam before the end of the semester 

If your group wants to drop by my office to discuss your presentation, feel :tree to do so for I am in my office (Battle Hall, 302) until 3 30pm. 

Best wishes and looking forward to your presentation. 

Dr. Sahle 

Froru: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eumce N 
Subject: RE: Tuesday Groups - INTS:    INTS .FALL 

Dr. Sahle, 

Our group is a bit concerned on two fronts. One, a group member has not responded to us and we do not this this person is in out class anymure. Also, if you plan to lecture 
Tuesday are you still planning for both group I and 2 to present following your lecture’? Just ~vanted to make sure. I think we are prepared to give the presentation and we have done well to 
organize our thoughts. 

Thanks, 
See you tomorrow, 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [ounice@email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday-, 6:37 P)¢I 
Subject: Tuesday - INTS 

Greetings froru DC, 

Please note that the Poku reading is available on Blackboard. For those who have submitted their responses to Group 1 readings, there will be no penal~z in submitting your response to this 
piece by Tuesday. It took a while to get the rights to use 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Pre~ntation Essays 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Firstly, I’d like to apologize for not completing the assignment. I understand that I had all semester to obtain the book but I had trouble affording the book and borrowing the 
book from others. In the beginning of the semester, I had bought all of the books for this class except for "Perspective on Health and Human Rights". In fact, I also bought the 
Wettstein book and didn’t realize it was online until you announced it in class. I really did make an effort to obtain the book and am continuing to do so. I just need a little more 

time which is why I asked for an extension on this assignment. I am really trying to do well in this class and I studied very hard for the second exam to improve from the first 
exam, as you can see from the major jump in scores between both exams. I came to class prepared for the presentation but left because I talked with you about how 
unethical it would be if I stayed. 

Thank you so much for everything! I understand that you were busy all day with meetings. 

Please let me know what I can do for this assignment and for my grade in this class. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: Presentation Essays 

1:42 AM 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I am sorry to be emailing you this late into the night but I am having some trouble right now. Because I had trouble affording the book "Perspective on Health and Human 
Rights" early in the semester, I did not buy it and was waiting to see when I could afford it and I still cannot. I tried to borrow the book from someone in the class however 
everyone was busy working with it. I also tried going to the library to get the book but it was not available. Could I have an extension on these two assignments? I know I was 
given a lot of time to work on them but I have been having a lot of trouble trying to attain the book. I enjoy the material in this class and really wish to do well! I am working 
hard to exceed in this class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter Mignolo <’ ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 5:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Nov. 4 - Celebrating the life and legacies of Nobel and Dr. Wangari Maathai 

I am sorry Eunice that is couldn’t attend this one. I do not even remember where i was on that 

date but i have been traveling since Oct 5th, 2011. Do not erase my nmne of your lisL and thanks again. W 

On Sat, Oct 29, 2011 at 7:16 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear WalteL 

Greetings a~d I hope you are well. 

I would be delighted if you a~d your significant other joint me and a few comrades - some of them you know - at a celebrator dinner in memoD’ of the late Dr. 
Maathai the founder of the Green Belt Move~nent in Kenya who died recently. The celebration will be at my ho~ne. 

Here axe details: 

Date: Nov. 4 
Time: 7.00pm 

Location: 

Dinner menu: Indian vegetarim~ and chicken dishes. 

What to bring: a song, poem or any piece of writing by a woman that in 

your opinion emtx~dies Wanga~i’s liberatory spirit. 

With kind regards, 

Eunice 



From: ~gma~l.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Response Paper 2 

Attach: INTSresponse2 .docx 

attached! 

Thank yot~ and have a wonderful holiday Professor. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday,                  8:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Paper Sumission 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached you will find my paper. I hope you enjoy reading it! 

Happy Holidays, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

R. Porter < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 8:58 PM 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene rainey@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Buell, Agatha <abuell@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Part-time Classroom Studies - Fall 2012 

Then 280 is fine with me, Arlene, and I presume at the usual lime (Tues 6-9PM) Robert 

On Tue, Nov 22, 2011 at 10:06 AM, Rainey, Arlene <~arlene raJney~tmc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Robe~t - 

rha~?k you w_~ry much for" your feedback; it is a~way~; valued As much as woukt ~.:?ve to meet ew?ry requirement for ew~ry s[:udent, the ad~isofs thk~ ~t best to 

offer tout’sea that meet Lhe needs of sl~ sLudeRts, whether they are brand new or continu~ng~ We have severa~ new 

and summer and we also I~ke to provMe those students w~th ~ chance to t~ke some courses that wou~d fulfill their requirements. Since you stated that 280 

wou~d be eas~er and you wouldn’t mind teacNng th~s class, we would ~ke to st~ck with offering AFAM 280 for next fa~L ~ don’t think we’H have ~ny proNems 

fiilk~g thb course. 

Best, 

~rlene 

~Hene G. Ra~ney 

Student Services Manager 

Psr’t--tir~?e C~assroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel HN 

The WNiam and ~da FrMay Center for Continuing Education 

C5 #:],020, The Friday Center 

Chapel H~], NC 

Phone: 919-966-3587 r:ax: 919-962-5549 To~--Free: 1-8~-862-5669 

www.frMaycenter.unc.edu/cpics 

F~m~ R. Porter [mailto: 
Sent~ Monday, November 21, 201~ 8:20 PN 
T~ Rainey, Arlene 
¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Buell, Agatha 
Subjeet~ Re: Parbtime Classroom Studies - ~all 2012 

Arlene, 

I am loo~ng fox.vaN to teacNng tbr P~-Time Classes in the F~J] of 2012, and AF~ 280: Blac~ in NC would be fine with me. But would it be the ~st course 

for ~ny pad-time students, sever~] of whom have Mready ~en that veE course? These pint-time s~dents will want sometNng el~, ~Ncularly gNen ~at many a~e 

t~ing to either major or minor in ~i~RI, and they are eager to make progress towards that 

My suggested alternative: Why not AFAM 252: Blacks in the West? I last taught it for Pa~-Time Cradles in FMI of 2007 ( to an ove~-helmingly posi~ve reception, 

jud~in~ tom the s~dent eval~tions.) Few of the cnrrent crop of s~dents have ~ken 252, given that I haven’t ~ught k in several ye~s. In addition, new smdenB will 

be attracted to 252 because, unlike quite a few AFAM conBes, it meets the U.S. diveBity requimmenl. 

AFAM 2g0 would be easiest ~)r me, because I teach it all of the time. So I’m mob thaB happy ~) stick with that class if you waB[ me k), Bat I sincerely believe that 

252 would be much, much be~er tbr the pa~-fime students. 

In case you want to b~ow mo~ a~tu 252, it is a most interesting course that looks at the black experience in the western U.S.--and western Canada, too, at least 

when I teach the class. In time, it ranges from th~ exploration of EstavaNco in the ] 520s a~d ] 530s, all the way up to the ]ate 20th centuD~, 

What do you tNnk? 

Robe~ 

On Mort, Nov 21,2011 at 9:06 ~, Rainey, Arlene <a~lene miney(a)nnc.edu> wrote: 



Dear Robert: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s "that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepa~’ed a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during tial12012. We would 

like to ol~r AFAM 280. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than December 30 so that we can forward our list to the Universi~ Registrar’s Ofl]ce tbr 

inclusion in the ~:all Directo~T of Classes. 

As I understand it, the cmrent stipend that we must match is If this is incorreck please let me know. 

As always, thank you for your assis~nce and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. R~ney 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing E&~cation 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587 Fax: 919-962-5549 Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

www.l~idavcenter.unc.edtr’cpics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:50 AM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 
Message Posted On: Wed 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 13 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 



THE 0 NIVE P.SITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CIIAPEL iIILL 

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 

FedEx GLOBAL EDOCATION CENTER 

CAMPUS BOX 3130 

CIIAPEL IIILL, NC 27599-313~ 

T 919,962-7002 

F 919.962-2262 

studyabroad.unc, edu 

November 22, 2011 

AGREEMENT TO SERVE AS RESIDENT DIRECTOR (RD)i INSTRUCTOR 

THE UNC STUDY ABROAD CIVIL SOCIETY AND DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA 

1. APPOINTMENT EFFECTIVE DATE 

Subj ect to the terms of this Agreement, the UNC-Chapel Hill (UNC) Study Abroad 

Office hereby appoints you on a temporary basis as the Resident Director for UNC’s 
Study Abroad Civil Society and Development in South Africa summer program. This 

appointment is effective immediately upon signature by you demonstrating your 

agreement to the terms and conditions described below. 

2. WORK AVAILABILITY 

TRAVEL AND PROGRAM DATES 

The Program is scheduled from May 14, 2012 to June 30, 2012. As the RD 

you agree to arrive in Durban, South Africa with the Program Participants and 
return to the U.S. with the Program Participants at the conclusion of the 

Program/be available for the entirety of the Program. 

PRE-DEPARTURE ACTIVITIES 

The RD is expected to assist the SAO with student recruitment and selection 

and program planning as needed and attend the Program’s pre-departure 

orientation session. 

SUPERVISION, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 
a. SUPERVISION 

The RD reports to the Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs 
Director of the SAO. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

i. Teaching two UNC courses: INTS 405: Comparative political economy 

of development for 3 credits; and, AFRI 416: Human rights and social 
justice movements in contemporary Africa for 3 credits. You will 

submit final grades for your courses to the SAO by August 1, 2012 



ii. Responding to emergencies, which means you may have to accompany a 
Program Participant (or Participants) to the emergency room or to the 
doctor when the nature of the illness warrants. 

iii. Serving as an after-hours emergency contact person for Program 
Participants. To this end, you will be given a Program-owned cellular 
phone that you must keep with you at all times during your time abroad as 
described in Section 2.b., above. During this time period, Program 
Participants, Parents and the SAO Programs Director must be able to reach 
you in the event of an emergency. You and the Latin America, Africa and 
the Middle East Programs Director can then coordinate a response, or pass 
information along to appropriate individuals as needed. 

iv. Accompanying Program Participants on all overnight excursions and out- 
of-class activities 

v. Handling on-site administration for the program: this includes, but is not 
limited to: overseeing student well-being and participation, managing the 
on-site program budget as directed by the Region Programs Director, and 
communicating with the Region Programs Director and relevant program 
staff as needed to ensure the smooth running of the program 

vi. Keeping a brief written narrative of the Program (3-5 pages) that will be 
given to the SAO, to assist in program evaluation, at the conclusion of the 
Program. 

NON-DISCRIMINATION 
You agree to comply with the University’s Policy Statement on Non- 
Discrimination and its Policy on Prohibited Harassment and Discrimination 
while serving as the RD. 

FREE T1ME 
Importantly, because of the intensity of the program, you must be available at any time in 
case of emergencies. Consequently, you must remain in the same city as the Program at 
all times unless written approval in advance is given by the Region Programs Director. 

SAO-PROVIDED ITEMS 
a. HOUSING 

The SAO will provide housing to you at the same location as the Program 
Participants. You will be expected to comply with the rules and regulations of the 
residence. You will assist students with communications with the manager of the 
residence as needed. 

AIR FARE AND MEDICAL INSURANCE 

The SAO will provide you with roundtrip airfare from RDU, and medical insurance 

for the duration of the Program. 

c. COMPENSATION 



In addition, you will be paid a stipend of US for the program. 

END OF APPOINTMENT 
Your appointment is expected to end on June 30, 2012, consistent with the time frame for 
the activities described in Section 2 above. If the Study Abroad Office has to cancel the 
program (e.g., because of lack of applicants or insecure political situation in host 
country), this appointment will no longer be in effect. In the event SAO terminates 
before the Program starts, no compensation will be given, but the SAO will make efforts 
to reschedule the Program for a later term. In the event SAO terminates after the Program 
commences, (a) you will be paid on a pro rata basis based the number of days the 
Program has already completed and (b) if you are then located in South Africa, you will 
be provided transportation back to RDU. 

ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This Agreement contains the entire understandings of the parties with respect to the 

subject matter herein, and supersedes all previous agreements (oral and written), 
negotiations and discussions. 

Signatures: 

Robert Miles, Associate Dean: Study Abroad and International Exchanges 
UNC-CH Study Abroad 

date 

Eunice Sahle, Professor date 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: Midtem~ 

9:09 AM 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

Hi, 
I still haven’t gotten a grade back for my midtem~ exam and it says I have a 0/20 and I just wanted to make sure that there wasn’t a problem with that’. Let me know, 

and thanks so much! 

This forwaxded ~nessage was sent via The University of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this message click 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: 5paper 

Attach: paper.docx 

my paper is attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:46 PM 

New Message Posted to The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 
Message Posted On: Wed 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 13 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 23, 2011 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, Bits, Gift Subscriptions a~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:I/www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/2011 ! 123/attimes html 

[ii.~ 
N .... ber 23, 2011 @Times- 

Bits                                                         ~ 
Bits~ our premier technology site has just expanded~ 
Bringing you more breaking news. trends and insights 
yo~ need to make the best4nformed decisions. Recent features 
include analysis uf the 4.74 degrees separating an?, twu peop]e in 
the digitM age, EBafs pla~s for H~mch and the likelihood uf 
venb~re eapitMists to be white men. Cheek it e~t all day, every 
day on nytimes.eem/bits. 

Gift Subscriptions 
S~arl:ing this week~ The New Yor],: Times is offering 
digi~a~ gift: subscriptions to N~imes.cem aud t~blet and 
smav~phone apps. Subscriptions are avMlab[e 
weeks and start at 83o. Order 

Don’t Niss on m’rin,escom 

BHngisg the Tasting Room to the Living Room 
The Perfect Stocking S[t~f[et’: A (;hocolate Lady Gaga Shoe 

Grmq)on’s I.P.CI. Pop, Now Deflated 

A Serving of Gratitude May Save the Day 
* ’M3 Week W{th Mariiyn’: Glamorous Sex Goddess, Longing to Be 

Human 

Top 8 Viewed Features o~, NW~ ............ 
(Between Nov. 16,201! -Nov 22, 2011)) 

*. Teaching Good Sex 

2. Kvugmam Failure Is Good 

3. Friedman: How About goiter Parents? 

4. Near Poor- Not Qmte m Poverty, b~tt Still Struggling 

5. MF G]obM T[&tstee Says Short{M] Could E>;ceed $~.a Billion 

~ St,IDE .NHO’W." New 

Muppet, New Movie 

Walter, the latest addition to the 

Muppets family, stars in "The 

Muppets." 

~ INTEIL&CTIVE: The 

Weekly Health Quiz 
In the news: seasonal affeetive 
disorder, migraines and teen 
sex. Test your knowledge of this 
week’s health news. 

~ V]DEO: Op Doc: The 

Umbrella Man 
On the 48th anniversary of the 
assassination of President John 
F. Kennedy, Errol Mort’is 
explores the story behind the one 
man seen standing under an 
open black umbrella at the site. 

Join the 
Conversation 

’I’hanksg~’vh~g " 

What are your 
Thanksgiving 
conundrums? Ask 
the Dining desk for 
advice. 

[] Join the Conversation 

Foliow @NYTimes on         ~ 
Twitter 

The Coliection crestes a 

new way ~or [abler 
readers to experience ]he 

limes’s fashion and st!lie 

coverage. 



Star~ your day w tl           ~ 

Today’s Headlines 

ABOUT THB E~~AIL 

@Times comes ,:o you from ~he N’~Times corn marketing departmenL You received this message because you sJgne~ up 

for NY[~mes corn’s @Times newsle~er. 

Manage Subscriptions j Unsubscdbe j C~ange Your E-Mai~ j Privacy Policy ~ Advertiae ~ Con~ac~ 

The Ne,,v York T~mes Company I Copyr~gh~ 2011 I NYT~mes corn 820 Eighth Ave~ue New York, NY 10018 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:43 PM 

- a morn systematic response to question..: AFRI 

Dem All, 

For a complete answer to and others’ question pertaining to last week see blow: 

http://college.unc.edu/news- m~d- media/news- archive/ /esahle 

Wishing you "the best for the break. 
Dr. Sahle 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI    Class on TR? 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

My name is              and I am a                                         as well as a senior here at UN¢~ I’m contacting you because I was hoping I could 
take three minutes to give a presentation to your AFRT    class about educational inequity and Teach For America’s mission~ 

Teach For America is working to end educational inequity by recruiting outstanding college graduates, from all majors, to teach for two years in low-income communities. Only 
one in ten children growing up in poverty will graduate from college~ With your help, we can continue to increase this awareness amongst UNC’s top college graduates so that 
all children have an even playing field in life, no matter what zip code they are raised in. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or if/when I can come speak to your class. You can contact me at @live.unc.edu. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:41 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 
Message Posted On: Wed 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 13 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:45 AM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 
Message Posted On: Thu 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 13 > Dr. Sahle - Lessou 13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:07 AM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 
Message Posted On: Thu 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 13 > Dr. Sahle - Lessou 13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, November 24, 2011 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Chaos Builds in the Streets of Cairo as a Truce Fails 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 
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TOP NEWS 

Chaos Builds in the Streets of 
Cairo as a Truce Fails 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

The outskirts of TalMr Square plm~ged 
into chaos after attempts by Egypt’s 
nfilitary, religious clerics and doctors 
failed to stanch a fifth day of fighting. 

, Photographs: Clashes in Egypt 

Yemen’s Leader Agrees to 

End 3-Decade Rule 
By KAREEM FAHIM and LAURA KASINOF 

If the agreement holds up, President Ali 
Abdullah Saleh would be the fourth 
leader forced from power this year by 
popular uprisings flint have shaken the 
Middle East and North Africa. 
’. ~.~ Photographs 

Weak Bond Sale Tests 
Germany’s Stature in Crisis 
By JACK EWING AND STEPHEN CASTLE 

An auction of German government bonds met slack demand, suggesting that investors are beginning to 
question whether there are any havens left in Europe. 

-’ Stocks Fall on Renewed Concerns 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I just sit there and hum and sing and talk to my friend Willie. We get through it together." 

BRENDA FARMER, about working on the bagging line at an Arkm~sas Butterball plant, where lO~ raw 

turkeys slide by each nfinute. 

WORLD 

~ INTERACTIVE: 

Arab World 
Uprisings: A 
Country-by- 
Country Look 



The convulsions of the Arab Spring find 
new life as a new wave of protests rock 
Egypt, and Yemen’s leader agrees to step 
dowi1. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Enduring 

Thanksgiving 
By WILL BOAST 

A modem-day pilgrim’s 
arduous journey to the 
Thanksgiving table. 

WORLD 

Torture Used on Protesters in Bahrain, Report Says 
By NADA BAKRI 

Security forces in Bahrain used excessive force in a sweeping crackdown early this year, an independent 
commission found. 

Pakistan Quickly Names New Envoy to U.S. 
By SALMAN MASOOD and MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

Sherry Relnnan was named to replace the Pakistani ambassador, Husain Haqqani, who resigned Tuesday in 
the wake of accusations that he had sought 3aneriean help to rein in the powerful Pakistani military. 

James Murdoch Has Quit British Newspaper Boards 
By JOHN F. BURNS and RAVI SOMAIYA 

James Murdoch has stepped dom~ as director of two subsidiaries that publish Murdoch-owned newspapers 
in Britain, the company said Wech~esday. 

.- News Corp. Inquiry Starts in Australia 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In This Town, Turkey Picks Up Bill for Dinner 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Workers at a Butterball plant in northwest Arkansas and at another factory nearby help produce about a 
third of the 43 million turkeys the nation will eat on Thanksgiving. 

Medical Marijuana Industry Is Unnerved by U.S. Crackdown 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

The medical marijuana industry has become big business in California, but its operators are nervous in the 
face of stepped-up federal government efforts to shut it down. 

" Slide Show: Medical Marijuana in a Legal Limbo 

7 in Renegade Amish Group Charged With Assaults 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

The leader of a renegade Amish group and six others in eastern Ohio were charged with hate crimes for a 
series of beard-and- hair-cutting assaults against Amish men and women. 

BUSINESS 

Opening Day for Shoppers Shows Divide 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

When stores open for Black Friday sales late Thursday night, the differences between how affluent mad more 



ordinary Americm~s shop in the m~certain economy will be on unusually vivid display. 

Retailers Push Fed for Yet Lower Debit Fees 
By EDWARD WYATT 

Trade groups representing retailers, convenience stores and grocers filed a lawsuit against the Federal 
Reserve, asserting that m~ additional variable fee violates the law. 

A Question of Fairness 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Fair Trade USA, a leading advocate of the movement, said it wotfld make far-reaclfing chmages in the 
products that get its seal of approval. Critics accused it of watering down standards. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Secrets of a Great Spiral: The Grip and the Release 
By SAM BORDEN 

Even quarterbacks can’t agree on the best way to throw a football. 

AMERICAN SAMOA 2, TONGA 1 
For American Samoa, a Win Ignites a World Cup Dream 
By JAMES MONTAGUE 

Panericma Samoa had lost all 30 international men’s soccer matches it had played, outscored by 229-12, 
before defeating Tonga, 2-1, in a prequalifying nmtch for the 2014 World Cup. 

THE FIFTH DOWN 
How the Day Will Play Out: Butterfat, Nickelback and Fantasy Quarterbacks 
By MIKE TANIER 

Three N.F.L. games are just part of the Thanksgiving Day festivities. 

:’ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Standing by Their New Musical, Fingers Crossed 
By PATRICK HEALY 

The composer Frmak Wildhona has not exactly been the critics’ favorite, but his backers believe things will be 
different with his new show, "Bonnie & Clyde." 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
Kicking Off an Animated Holiday Season 
By MIKE HALE 

When we collapse on the couch after Thanksgiving dinner, there will be no fewer than five new, mostly 
holiday-flaemed cartoons taking over our televisions. 

Still Images Promoting Moving Pictures 
By DAVE KEHR 

"The Birth of Promotion: Inventing Fihn Publicity in the Silent-Fihn Era," at the NewYork Public Library, 
exanfines how studios attracted movie audiences. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Children of the Hyphens, the Next Generation 
By REBECCA TUHUS-DUBROW 

People with hyphenated sun, ames face quandaries when giving their own children a last name: some follow 
tradition, and some get creative. 

FRONT ROW 
Heel Height Times Tweets? 
By ERIC WILSON 

In a promotion, I.B.M. mmounced that its computer analysis of"billions of social media posts" pointed to a 



domaward trend in heels. 

T MAGAZINE 
Gifts Upon Gifts 
By JANE HERMAN 

This holiday season, it’s all about the company these gifts keep, their context, the complete package. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.y!.e..2>. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Poor, the Near Poor and You 
One in three Americans lives in poverty or close to it. If the country does not change direction, more 
Panericmas will be struggling. 

EDITORIAL 
An Earlier November in the New World 
Life for the early settlers was bare, but they somehow mm~aged to see in America a "most hopeful place." 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Unfinished Revolution 
The army’s stubborn efforts to hold on to power are the biggest threat to stability in Egypt. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Counting Really Small Blessings 
By GAlL COLLINS 

This year, don’t forget to give thanks for the Republican presidential debates. Seriously, they have given us so 
many truly interesting TV naoments. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Are We Getting Nicer? 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Behind the headlines, war is declining and hmnanity is beeonfing less violent, less racist and less sexist. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How to End the Black Friday Madness 
By ROBERT H. FRANK 

The start time for post-Thanksgiving sales is part of a retail arms race. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 24, 1963, Jack Ruby shot and mortally wounded Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused assassin of 

President Kennedy. 

¯ See This Front .P..:.a~e., 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter Rucker < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 24, 2011 9:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Important 

Dear Eunice, 

Is it possible to have a brief talk over the coming ~veekend (anytime between 
Sat and Sun.)? I just have a handful of questions for you 

My number is Thanks in advance 

Best, 

Walter 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:22 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Important 
Importance: High 

[)ear Walter, 

Kindly call me at 

Thanks. 
Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, November 25, 2011 3:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s Headlines: Egypt Military and Protesters Dig In lbr a Long Standoff 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i OP-~-~,, i On ll~is Day 

C,M~omize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Novetnber 25, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Eg?q)t Military a~td Protesters 

D~g I~ for a ;[,o~g Standoff 

As clashes halted, Egypt’s military 
rulers vowed to forge ahead with 
parliamentary elections on Monday 
despite a week of violence that is 
certain to tarnish the vote. 

NOW AR RIVI NG 

In N(~w "i%~rk~ Me~eans Lag 

in Education 

Mexicans, the fastest-growing major immigrant group in the city, have the highest dropout rate: 
about 4~ percent of Mexicans ages 16 to 19 have dropped out of school. 

Broadway Hits Make Most of Premium Pricing 

Hit shows like "Hugh dackman: Back on Broadway" and "The Book of Mormon" use the supply-and- 
demand strategy of dynamic pricing to raise ticket prices for the best seats. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The fat Iadlt hash ’t started sing#Lq yet, b~t she’s holding the mike and the band is abrupt to play." 
C~IG MO~’~’E’r’r, an analyst at the investment research firm Sanford C. Bcrnstcin, on the 
unraveling of the proposed merger of eellpho~e giants ATaT and T-Mobile USA~ 

WORLD 

~ sEIl)~: show: Iraq’s War Widows Find I,ittle Comfort 

Iraq faces a gender imbalance as deeades of eonfliet have left an estimated one million 
widows. Many hope, against the odds, to marry again. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Looking Beyond Election I)ay 

Can we wrest something good out of the polities of a lost economic decade? 

Looking 

B%,ond 

~ lection 

WORLD 

African Union Force Makes Strides Inside Somalia 

The efforts of its troops have put the ~friean Union in the driver’s seat of an intensifying 
international effort to wipe out Somalia’s Shabab militants, onee and for all. 



Egypt Orders 3 -4anerlcan Students h’~eleased, and Journalist Is A,ssaulted ~n 

Detenfio~ 

A court ordered the release of three students arrested during protests in Tahrir Square, and an 
Egyptian-American ~ournalist said that she was beaten and sexually assaulted. 

While the diplomatic wheels turned, violence eontinued unabated throughout the country, whieh 
has appeared in recent weeks to be sliding inexorably into civil war. 

i.:7 R©L:i..i.ii v:-.:....- 
Thanks to the deficit panel, paying benefieiaries money to buy private coverage has gained 
bipartisan backing. 

Legal Ba~ie Ig*fi~es Over Jesus Statue in Mo*~tana 

~am atheist group argues that a statue of aesus at the Whitefish Mountain Resort violates the 

separation of church and state because it is on federal land. 

STATEHOUSE JOURNAL 

Idiosyncrasy Rtms Deep in the Soli of \qyomi~tg 

~II~e state of Wyoming’s windblown, rural grain mixes mind-your-turn-business emvboy 
libertarianism and fiscal penny-pinching. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Eriday’s Deals May Not Be the Best 

For many products, the lmvest prices tend to come at other times of the year, despite all the ads that 
suggest otherwise. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
In Debt Crlsls~ a Silver ghfing for Germany 

Since ~oo9, Germany and a handful of other countries have benefited significantly fi’om cheaper 
borrowing as investors diverted cash Dom riskier assets. 

German Leader Rules O~t Rapid Action on the Euro 

Chancellor Angela Merkel repeated her opposition to bonds from euro zone countries and an 
expansion of the European Central Bank’s role as quick responses to the sovereign debt crisis. 

SPORTS 

A~q{a~sas Emerges as U~al~kely Conte~ader 

Arkansas has won seven straight games heading into Friday’s SEC matehup against unbeaten and 
No. ~-ranked Louisiana State in Baton Rouge. 

PACKERS 27, LIONS 15 
Packers Stay Pert~ect as I,~on Is Tossed 

The defending Super Bmvl champion Packers extended their winning streak to 17 games because 
their star, Aaron Rodgers, kept his cool and the Lions’ best player, Ndamukong Suh, did not. 

COWBOYS 20, DOLPHINS 19 
Cowboys Edge Dolphins a~d Ihtt Pressure o~ Gia~ts 

Dan Bailey’s 28-yard field goal as time expired pushed the Cmvboys (7-4) atop the division 
standings. 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

MOV’IE REV’IEW I ’THE ARTIST 

Spa*’kllng, Swoonh*g a~rl Suff~r~ 
~:::.." ;:. ~ 

"31]e Artist" is a touching and mostly silent movie with a musical soundtraek about an aging film 

idol, a peppy young actress and the passing of the silent-movie era. 

THEATER REEZlEVV’RICHARD I1’ 

A ~ng~s Ver~e I,’M]L~ to Pre~e~ H~s Dec~h~e 

Sean McNall, a fm~er Hamlet for the Pearl Theater Company, steps into the shoes of Shakespeare’s 

king in this production frmn the same company. 

MOVIE REVIEW] ’CRAZY VV1SDOM’ 

The docmnentary "Crazy Wisdom" is about the life of Chogyam Trungpa, a Tibetan who was 

instrmnental in bringing Buddhism to the West. 

More Airs News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVlEVV ]’HUGO’ 

I~venti*~g a \VorkL 3~s~ LHee Clockwo*~k 

Martin Scorsese’s 3-D film adaptation of the children’s novel "The Invention of Hugo Cabret" is also a 

homage to early einema. 

~ Siid~ Show: Behins ~he Scenes of ’Hugo’ 

MOVIE REVIEVV ] ’A DANGEROUS METHOD’ 

"Famh~g Unr~fly De~ires and InviMMe Mo~ster~ 

David Cronenberg’s "Dangerous Method" traces the shifting relationships among Carl Jung; his 

mentor, Sigmund Freud; and Jung’s patient, Sabina Spielrein. 

.. 

Still images Promofi~g Mov]ng Pictures 

"The Birth of Promotion: Inventing Fihn Publicity in the Silent-Film Era," at the New York Public 
Library, examines how studios attracted movie audiences. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Solyndra Mess 

A Republican inquiry into the failure of the solar company yields questions about due diligence but 

no serious answers on energy. 

EDITORIAL 

Battling Over Bh’tl~ Co~trol 

The White House should not wobble on requiring fi’ee contraeeptive eoverage in health insuranee 

phms. 

EDITORIAL 

Overha~dh*g the Posl~ Office for the 21st Cent~ry 

Congress should deliver some creative compromise and help the Postal Service profitably reform. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why We Spend, Why They Save 

Europeans save more than we do. What can we learn from them? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Life Repo~,~ 

After a few thousand readers over 70 wrote in with personal histories, here are some of the lessons 

they shared. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 
~,aZe Are the 99.9% 



The 99 percent slogan is great, but it actually aims too low. A big chunk of the top 1 percent’s gains 

have gone to an even smaller group, the top o.1 percent. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 25, 1986, the Iran-Contra affair erupted as President Reagan and Attorney General Edwin 

Meese revealed that profits from secret arms sales to Iran had been diverted to Nicaraguan rebels. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for NY]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to p~etecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change You~ E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday, 9:33 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North C~xolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 
Message Posted On: Fri 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 13 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 13 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

A!- Bulushi, Yousuf <yousuf@emoJl.unc.edu; > 

Saturday, November 26, 2011 3:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Course Syllabus 

Southern Africa Syllabus.docx 

Hi Eunic e, 

I hope you’ve had a good thanksgiving I’m attaching my planned syllabus [’or the Southern Africa course to this emaih 

See }rou soon, 

Yousuf 



Southern Africa: Urban Governance and Social Movements 
Instructor: Yousuf AI-Bulushi 

Email: yousuf@unc.edu 
Office: 

Office Hours: 

Course Description: 
This course will explore the region of Southern Africa as it has developed over the last 50 
years. We will begin with an overview of the legacy of anti-colonial struggles in the 
region and the experiments with socialism and other forms of liberation government. 
From there we will quickly jump into the global era, and examine the theme of 
globalization from the perspective &the southern half &the African continent. After 
setting Southern Africa in a global context, we will delve into two specific themes that 
will guide the rest of our study: urban governance and social movements. The class will 
thus be focused on cities and the challenges facing Southern African urban areas in terms 

of resources, struggles over space, service provision and conflict across class, race and 
gender lines. Some of the questions we will explore include: do the traditional theories of 
globalization still hold true in an African context? Does the theory of world cities apply 
in places like Johannesburg? What does it mean to continue the struggle of the poor in an 
era when your own "liberation government" is in charge? How is race being reconfigured 
in a global setting within the Southern African context? 

Course Reqnirements: 
Course requirements are divided into five specific areas. First, you will be given a 
geography quiz of the region after two weeks of the course--this will be worth 5% of 
your overall grade. Second, you will be expected to complete the readings in a timely 
manner and to come prepared to participate in class discussion every day. You will asked 

to participate voluntarily in class discussion and at times will be called on directly to 
voice your opinion. Thus, keeping zip with the readings is crucial. This participation will 
constitute 20% of your grade. Third, you will be asked to present on a class reading once 
or twice during the semester. This will entail providing: first and foremost, a summaw of 
the key points addressed in the author’s text, secondly, a summary of how the reading 
relates to other texts in the course, and finally, an appraisal of the reading from your own 
perspective with follow-up questions for discussion. Fourth, you will be asked to write a 
paper of 6-7 pages in length addressing one &the course topics in greater depth. Finally, 

you will have a final exam on the assigned exam day for this course. 

Assignments: 
Southern Africa Geography quiz: 5% 
General class participation: 20% 
Presentation(s) on course readings: 25% 

Paper: 25% 
Final Exam: 25% 

{PAGE } 



Required Texts: 
John Saul (2005) The Next Liberation Struggle: (’apita#sm, Socia#sm and Democracy in 

Southern Africa 
Garth Myers (2011) dfrican Cities: Alternative Visions of Urban Theory & Practice 

James Ferguson (2006) Global Shadows: Afi’ica in the Neoliberal World Order 

Introduction: Southern Africa after the Anti-Colonial Struggles 

Jan 10: Course Ove~-v’iew and Introduction 

Jan 12: John Saul 7he Next Liberation Struggle 

"Liberation, and After" 11-14 
"Sub-Saharan African in Global Capitalism (with Colin Leys)" 17-31 

Jan 17: John Saul The Next Liberation Struggle 

"The Failure of African Socialisms and Their Future" 32-53 
"Liberal vs. Popular Democracy in Sub-Saharan Africa" 54-86 

Jan 19: John Saul The Next Liberation Struggle [Mozambique & Namibia] 

"Peace & Reconciliation, Authoritarianism & ’African Socialism’" 87-93 
"On War and Peace in Africa: The Mozambican Case" 94-106 
"Lubango and After: ’Forgotten History’ as Politics in Contemporary 
Namibia (with Colin Leys)" 107-128 

Jan 24: John Saul The Next Libet~tion Struggle [Zimbabwe, Tanzania & Malawi] 
"Mugabe, Gramsci, and Zimbabwe at Twenty-Five (with Richard 

Saunders)" 129-145 
"Julius Nyerere’s Socialism: Learning from Tanzania" 146-166 

Eunice Sahle "State, World Order and Development: Malawi" 59-75 in World 

Orders, Development and 7’ran@)rmation (2010) 
**Quiz: Geography of Southern Africa** 

Theoretical framings of the Metropolis and the Global Conjuncture: Thinking 
Commonwealth from Southern Africa 

Jan 26:4.1 "A Brief History of a Failed Coup d’Etat" 203-2118 
4.2 "After U.S. Hegemony" 219-233 

Jan 31:4.3 "Genealogy of Rebellion" 234-248 
4.4 "De Co~pore 2: Metropolis" 249-262 

The Persistence of Race: The World as Ghetto 

Feb 2: Howard Winant and Gay Seidman, The World is a Ghetto: Race and Democracy 
Since WWII, Ch. 8 "South Africa: When the System has Fallen" 177-218 

{PAGE } 



Feb 7: David Theo Goldberg, The Threat of Race: Rqlqections on Racial Neo#bera#sm, 
Ch. 7 "On Racial South Africanization’, pp 245-326 

Urban and Rural Struggles over Space 

Feb 9: Dale McKinley and Ahmed Veriava, "Arresting Dissent: State Repression and 
Post-Apartheid Social Movements" 2005 

Feb 14: Richard Pithouse, (2006) "The Promised Land and the University of AbM" 102- 
142 

Feb 16: Richard Pithouse, (2009) "In the Forbidden Quarters: Shacks in Durban till the 
End of apartheid," pp 1-40 

Feb 21l: Anne-Mafia Makhulu, (2010) "The Dialectics of Toil: Reflections on the Politics 
of Space after Apartheid" pp 551-580 

Feb 23: St&an Kipfer "The Times and Spaces of (De-)Colonization: Fanon’s 
Countercolonialism, Then and Now," pp 93-104 
Mabogo Percy Moore, "Fanon and the Land Question in Postapartheid South 
Africa," pp 173-186 
Mahmood Mamdani, "Linking the Urban and the Rural," 285-302 in Citizen and 

Subject (1996) 

Thinking Johannesburg 

Feb 28: Achille Mbembe and Sarah Nuttal, Johannesburg: The Elusive 

Metropo#s, "Introduction" pp 1-33 
Zethu Matebeni, (2011) "TRACKS: researching sexualities walking about the city 

of Johannesburg" in AJ~ican Sexua#ties pp 50-57 
* *Film Showing: Jerusalema* * 

March 1: Achille Mbembe Johannesburg: "The Elusive Metropolis, "Aesthetics of 
Superfluity" pp 37-67 
Abdoumaliq Simone "People as Infrastructure" 68-90 

March 13: Martin Murray Taming the Disorderly City: The Spatial Landscape of 

Johannesburg after Apartheid, "Social Justice and the Rights to the City" 15-38 
"The Spatial Dynamics of Real Estate Capitalism" 125-153 

March 15: Martin Murray Taming the Disorderly City 

"Disposable People at the Peri-Urban Fringe" 90-124 

{PAGE } 



Precarity and Surplus Populations 

March 20: John Saul "Proletariat and Precariat: Non-Transformative Global Capitalism 
and the African Case," pp 1-20 
Barchiesi Precarious Liberation, "Redeeming Labor: From the Racial State to 
National Liberation" pp 27-62 

March 22: Barchiesi Precarious Liberation, "Like a Branch on a Rotten Tree: 
Recovering Agency after Wage Labor," 209-248 

March 27: Mike Davis Planet of Slums "The Urban Climacteric" 11-20 
"A Surplus Humanity?" 174-198 

March 29: Anton Harber, Diepsloot (2011) "Prologue" 1-6 

"No community has experienced development like this" 27-62 

The Global Shadows of the African City 

April 3: James Ferguson Global Shadows "Global Shadow-s: Africa and the World" 1-24 
"Globalizing Africa? Observations from an Inconvenient Continent" 25-49 
**Paper Due** 

April 5: Garth Myers African Cities "Introduction" 1-20 
"What if the Postmetropolis is Lusaka?" 21-42 

April 10: Ferguson "Paradoxes of Sovereignty and Independence: ’Real’ and ’Pseudo-’ 
Independent Nation States and the Depoliticization of Poverty" 50-68 
"Demoralizing Economies: African Socialism, Scientific Capitalism, and the 
Moral Politics of Structural Adjustment" 69-88 

April 12: Myers "Postcolonial Cities" 43-69 
"(I)n(f)ormal Cities" 70-103 

April 17: Ferguson "Transnational Topographies of Power: Beyond ’the State’ and ’Civil 
Society’ in the Study of African Politics" 89-1112 

"Of Mimicry and Membership: Africans and the ’New World Order’" 155-175 

April 19: Myers "Governing African Cities" 104-137 
"Conclusion: 191-198 

April 24: Ferguson "Decomposing Modernity: History and Hierarchy after Development" 

176-193 
"Governing Extraction: New- Spatializations of Order and Disorder in Neoliberal 

Africa" 194-210 

{PAGE } 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subjet’t: Crroup 3 Readiags 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

hope you had a happy Thanksgiving! 

Is the "Children Confronting HIV/AIDS" reading the only one we’re supposed to respond to for Tuesday’s lecture? On the syllabus them are readings for 

under the heading. Is this just to give us a head start on the group 4 readings? 

Thanks’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AI- Bulushi, Yousuf <yousuf@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 26, 2011 4:22 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Course Syllabus 

Thanks for this feedback--I’ll make the updates and send you an updated version shortly. For the books, I’ll go by the textbook store and see if they still can order books on iVlonday, and if 
not, make alternative an-angements. 

Thanks again, 
Yousuf 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2011 4:17 PM 

To: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 

Sutzject: RE: Course Syllabus 

;)ear Yousu~ 

Thanks. 

Looks good but need additions: 

1 ) Date of final exam (you can get that from the UNC’s Exam Calender :[’or this year). 
2) Statement on Plagiarism - UNC website. 
3) Statement on Students with Disabilities - UNC Website. 
4)Your attendance policy. 
5) Technology in the classroom policy. 
6) A statement at the end of the syllabus indicating that the schedule is open to change as the course evolves 
7) Where to purchase the books. Indicate where other readings will be posted (E-Reserve is excellent). 

If! think of something else I *vill let you know. 

Cheers, 

Eunice 

From: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Sent: Satmda¥ November 26 2011 3:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Comse Syllabus 

Hi E~xice, 

I hope you’ve had a good thanksgiving. I’m attaching ray plamxed syllabus for the Southern Africa course to this email. 

See you soon, 

Yousuf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 6:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Discussion Forum (Grade up to Lesson 10)- Afri 

Dr. SaNe! 

Thank you for giving me a chance to improve my grade. That really means a lot to me. Thank you! 

On Sat, at 4:01 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings and hope you are well. 

Here is your grade for the Discussion Forum up to Lesson 11: 

A fair effort in these lessons. I am giving you a chance to improve your grade by allowing you to resIx~nd to my ’questions for reflection’ fl~at I have posted to various 

Lessons. You have until the last day of class to do so. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely. 

Dr. SaNe 

Global Studies - Korean Minor 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Class of 

~live.une.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:02 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI    Discussion Forums > Lesson 2 > Dr. Sable: Lesson 2 - Question for further reflections 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle: Lesson 2 - Question for further reflections 

Message Posted On: Sat 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:29 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sahle - Week 3 commem and ques~tion for furt21er reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. SaNe - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sat 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:49 AM 

New Mes~ge Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI Discussion Forums > Lesson 4 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson Four (question for further reflection) 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. SaNe - Lesson Four (question for filrther reflection) 

Message Posted On: Sun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

AI- Bulushi, Yousuf <yousuf@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 27, 2011 3:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

RE: Course Syllabus - description 

Southern Africa Syllabus.docx 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for these additional and very helpful suggestions. I’ve incorporated them as well as the ones you sent yesterday, and have added a week on the global and ordinaW cities literature 
in geography. 

I’m re-attaching the syllabus here. 

Yousuf 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, November 27, 201 ] 9:33 AM 
To: A1-Bulushi, Yousu[" 
Sulzject: Course Syllabus - description 

[)ear Yousug 

tIope you are *veil. There should be no problem ordering books. 

I reviewed the course outline again and below is an edited description I think it is good to signal right away that the course is about urban governance and social movements and then 
follow with the rest This will distinguish the course from political science/political courses offered in the Department. ! also think that it would be a good idea - given that this is a 500 level 
class and also your training - to have a week development to debates in geography concerning cities and social movements. It will an excellent way to introduce students to the field of 
geography. 

Course Description: 

The class focuses on cities and the challenges facing Southern African urban areas in terms of resources, struggles over space, service provision and conflict across class, race and gender 
lines in the context ofa globalizing world political and economic system. Some of the questions we will explore include: do the traditional theories of globalization still hold true in an Aflican 
context’.’ Does the theory" of world cities apply in places like Johannesburg? What does it mean to continue the struggle of the poor in an era when your own "liberation government" is in 
charge’.’ How is race being reconfigured in a global setting xvithin the Southern African context’.’ 

In order to ground our discussions historically-, the first part of the cottrse will explore the region of Southern Africa as it has developed over fl~e last 50 years. We will begin with an 
overview of the legacy of anti-colonial stluggles in the region and the experiraents with socialism and other fom~s of liberation fi~rms of governance. From there we xvill fi~cus on the 
contemporaly era and examine the theme of globalization frora the perspective of the southern half of the African continent. After setting Southern Africa in a global context, we will delve 
into two specific themes that will guide the rest of our study: urban governance and social movements. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2011 4:21 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Course Syllabus 

Thartks for this feedback--I’ll make the updates and send you an updated version shortly. For the books, I’ll go by the textbook store and see if they still can order books on Monday, and if 
not, make alternative arrangements. 

Thanks again, 
Yousuf 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Subject: RE: Course Syllabus 

Dear YousuI; 

Thanks 

Looks good but need additions: 

1 ) Date of final exam ~-ou can get that from the L~NC’s Exam Calender for this year) 
2) Statement on Plagiarism - UNC ~vebsite. 
3) Statement on Students with Disabilities - UNC Website. 
4)Your attendance policy. 
5) Technology in the classroom policy 
6) A statement at the end of the syllabus indicating that the schedule is open to change as the course evolves 
7) ;Vhere to purchase the books Indicate where other readings will be posted (E-Reser~,e is excellent). 

If I think of something else I will let you know 



Cheers, 

Eunice 

From: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2011 3:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Comse Syllabus 

Hi Eanice, 

hope you’ve had a good thanksgiving. I’m attaching ray planned syllabus for the Southern Africa course to this email. 

See you soon, 

Yousuf 



AFRI 520 Southern Africa: Urban Governance and Social Movements 
Instructor: Yousuf A1-Bulushi 

Email: yousuf@unc.edu 
Office: 

Office Hours: 
Course Description: 
The class focuses on cities and the challenges facing Southern African urban areas in 
terms of resources, struggles over space, service provision and conflict across class, race 
and gender lines in the context of a globalizing world political and economic 
system. Some of the questions we will explore include: do the traditional theories of 
globalization still hold true in an African context? Does the theory of world cities apply 
in places like Johannesburg? What does it mean to continue the struggle of the poor in an 
era when your own "liberation government" is in charge? How is race being reconfigured 
in a global setting within the Southern African context? 

In order to ground our discussions historically, the first part of the course will explore the 
region of Southern Africa as it has developed over the last 50 years. We will begin with 
an overview of the legacy of anti-colonial struggles in the region and the experiments 
~vith socialism and other forms of liberation forms of governance. From there we will 
focus on the contemporary era and examine the theme of globalization from the 
perspective of the southern half of the African continent. After setting Southern Africa in 
a global context, we will delve into two specific themes that will guide the rest of our 
study: urban governance and social movements. 

Course Requirements: 
Course requirements are divided into five specific areas. First, you ~vill be given a 
geography quiz of the region after two weeks of the course--this will be worth 5% of 
your overall grade. Second, you will be expected to complete the readings in a timely 
manner and to come prepared to participate in class discussion every day. You will asked 
to participate voluntarily in class discussion and at times will be called on directly to 
voice your opinion. Thus, keeping up with the readings is crucial. This participation will 
constitute 20% &your grade. Third, you will be asked to present on a class reading once 
or twice during the semester. This will entail providing: first and foremost, a summary of 
the key points addressed in the author’s text, secondly, a summary of how the reading 
relates to other texts in the course, and finally, an appraisal of the reading from your own 
perspective with follow-up questions for discussion. Fourth, you will be asked to write a 
paper of 6-7 pages in length addressing one of the course topics in greater depth. Finally, 

you will have a final exam on the assigned exam day for this course. 

Assignments: 
Southern Africa Geography quiz: 5% -- Tuesday January 24 
General class participation: 20% 
Presentation(s) on course readings: 25% 
Paper: 25% -- Due in class Tuesday April 3 
Final Exam: 25% -- Tuesday May 1 @ 12pm 
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Reqnired Texts: (to be purchased at the campus textbook store) 
John Saul (2005) The Next Liberation Struggle: (’apitalism, Socialism and Democracy in 

Southern Africa 
Garth Myers (2011) African Cities: Alternative Visions of Urban Theory & Practice 

James Ferguson (2006) Global Shadows: Africa in the Neoliberal Worm Order 

**All other readings will be available as pdf’ s on the sakai course website** 

Introduction: Southern Africa after the Anti-Colonial Struggles 

Jan 10: Course Overview and Introduction 

Jan 12: John Saul The Next Liberation Struggle 

"Liberation, and After" 1-14 
"Sub-Saharan African in Global Capitalism (with Colin Leys)" 17-31 

Jan 17: John Saul The Next Liberation Struggle 

"The Failure of African Socialisms and Their Future" 32-53 
"Liberal vs. Popular Democracy in Sub-Saharan Africa" 54-86 

Jan 19: John Saul 7he Next Liberation Struggle [Mozambique & Namibia] 

"Peace & Reconciliation, Authoritarianism & ’African Socialism’" 87-93 
"On War and Peace in Africa: The Mozambican Case" 94-106 
"Lubango and After: ’Forgotten History’ as Politics in Contemporary 
Namibia (with Colin Leys)" 107-128 

Jan 24: John Saul lhe Next Liberation Struggle [Zimbabwe, Tanzania & Malawi] 
"Mugabe, Gramsci, and Zimbabwe at Twenty-Five (with Richard 

Saunders)" 129-145 
"Julius Nyerere’ s Socialism: Learning from Tanzania" 146-166 

Eunice Sahle "State, World Order and Development: Malawi" 59-75 in Worm 
Orders, Development and Transformation (2010) 

**Quiz: Geography of Southern Africa** 

Theoretical framings of the Metropolis and the Global Conjuncture: Thinking 
Commonwealth from Southern Africa 

Jan 26:4.1 "A Brief History of a Failed Coup d’Etat" 203-2118 
4.2 "After U.S. Hegemony" 219-233 

Jan 31:4.3 "Genealogy of Rebellion" 234-248 
4.4 "De Co,pore 2: Metropolis" 249-262 
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The Persistence of Race: The World as Ghetto 

Feb 2: Howard Winant and Gay Seidman, The World is a Ghetto: Race and Democracy 
Since !4a4/-II, Ch. 8 "South Africa: When the System has Fallen" 177-218 

Feb 7: David Theo Goldberg, ]he Threat of Race: Reflections on Racial Neoliberalism, 

Ch. 7 "On Racial South Africanization", pp 245-326 

Urban Struggles over Space 

Feb 9: Dale McKinley and Ahmed Veriava, "Arresting Dissent: State Repression and 
Post-Apartheid Social Movements" 2005 

Feb 14: Pithouse, (2006) "The Promised Land and the University of AbM" 102-142 

Feb 16: Richard Pithouse, (2009) "In the Forbidden Quarters: Shacks in Durban till the 
End of apartheid," pp 1-40 

Feb 21: Anne-Mafia Makhulu, (2010) "The Dialectics of Toil: Reflections on the Politics 
of Space after Apartheid" pp 551-580 

Feb 23: Stefan Kipfer "The Times and Spaces of (De-)Colonization: Fanon’s 
Countercolonialism, Then and Now," pp 93-104 
Mabogo Percy Moore, "Fanon and the Land Question in Postapartheid South 
Africa," pp 173-186 
Mahmood Mamdani, "Linking the Urban and the Rural," 285-302 in Citizen and 

Subject (1996) 

Global Cities and Ordinary Johannesburg 

Feb 28: Ed Soja (2000) Postmetropo#s "Metropolis in Crisis" 95-116 
"Postfordist Industrial Metropolis" 156-188 
**Film Showing: Jerusalema** 

March 1 : Jennifer Robinson, (2006) Ordinary Cities "Introduction: post-coloniali sing 
urban studies" pp 1-12 
Ch. 4 "World Cities, or a ~vorld of ordinary cities?" pp. 93-115 

March 13: Achille Mbembe and Sarah Nuttal, Johannesburg: The Elusive 
A4etropofis, "Introduction" pp 1-33 
Zethu Matebeni, (2011) "TRACKS: researching sexualities walking about the city 

of Johannesburg" in African Sexua#ties, edited by Sylvia Tamale, pp 50-57 

March 15: Martin Murray Taming the Disorderly City: ~e Spatial Landscape of 

Johannesburg after Apartheid, "Social Justice and the Rights to the City" 15-38 
"The Spatial Dynamics of Real Estate Capitalism" 125-153 
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Precarity and Surplus Populations 

March 20: John Saul "Proletariat and Precariat: Non-Transformative Global Capitalism 
and the African Case," pp 1-20 
Franco Barchiesi Precarious Liberation, "Redeeming Labor: From the Racial 
State to National Liberation" pp 27-62 

March 22: Barchiesi Precarious Liberation, "Like a Branch on a Rotten Tree: 
Recovering Agency after Wage Labor," 209-248 

March 27: Mike Davis Planet of Slums "The Urban Climacteric" 11-20 
"A Surplus Humanity?" 174-198 

March 29: Anton Harber, Diepsloot (2011) "Prologue" 1-6 

"No community has experienced development like this" 27-62 

The Global Shadows of the African City 

April 3: James Ferguson Global Shadows "Global Shadows: Africa and the World" 1-24 
"Globalizing Africa? Observations from an Inconvenient Continent" 25-49 
**Paper Due** 

April 5: Garth Myers African Cities "Introduction" 1-20 
"What if the Postmetropoli s is Lusaka?" 21-42 

April 10: Ferguson "Paradoxes of Sovereignty and Independence: ’Real’ and ’Pseudo-’ 
Independent Nation States and the Depoliticization of Poverty" 50-68 
"Demoralizing Economies: African Socialism, Scientific Capitalism, and the 
Moral Politics of Structural Adjustment" 69-88 

April 12: Myers "Postcolonial Cities" 43-69 

"(I)n(f)ormal Cities" 70-103 

April 17: Ferguson "Transnational Topographies of Power: Beyond ’the State’ and ’Civil 
Society’ in the Study of African Politics" 89-112 
"Of Mimicry and Membership: Africans and the ’New World Order’" 155-1175 

April 19: Myers "Governing African Cities" 104-137 

"Conclusion: 191-198 

April 24: Ferguson "Decomposing Modernity: History and Hierarchy after Development" 
176-193 
"Governing Extraction: New Spatializations of Order and Disorder in Neoliberal 
Africa" 194-210 

May 1: FINAL EXAM @ 12pm 
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Attendance Policy: 
Students are required to attend all classes. More than 2 unexcused absences will result in 

a half-grade deduction to your final course grade per additional absence. 

A Brief Note on Plagiarism: 
All students are required to read and abide by the Code of Student Academic Integrity. 
Violations of the Code of Student Academic Integrity-, including plagiarism, will result in 
disciplinary- action as provided in the Code. Definitions and examples of plagiarism are 

set forth in the Code. The Code is available from the Dean of Students Office or online 
at: http :iiv,~7.1egal.uncc. eduipoliciesips- 105.html 

Potential Syllabus Changes: 
The standards and requirements set forth in this syllabus may be modified at any time by 
the course instructor. Notice of such changes will be by announcement in class [or by 
written or email notice] or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website. 

Technology in the Classroom Policy: 
The use of cell phones, smart phones, or other mobile communication devices is 
disruptive, and is therefore prohibited during class. Except in emergencies, those using 
such devices must leave the classroom for the remainder of the class period. In-class 
note-taking must be conducted by hand, the old-fashioned style. Only those students 
with special needs will be allowed to use a computer for note-taking, and must discuss 
their needs with the instructor during the first week of class. This is for your benefit, as it 
is simply impossible to avoid the inevitable distraction to yourself and your classmates of 
going on Facebook or ESPN during class time if you have your computer sitting in front 
of you. 

Students with disabilities: 
Students in this course seeking accommodations to disabilities must first consult with the 
Office of Disability Services and follow the instructions of that office for obtaining 
accommodations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Third Restx~nse Paper and Meeting 

.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I’ve attached my third response paper. I wonder if we could meet to discuss it tomorrow morning. 

Thanks: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Pre~ntation Essays 

Hi Dr Sable, 

Thank you so much for understanding! I just got back from Thanksgiving break and had the book ordered in advance. It was on my doorstep once I arrived. I will make sure to have the 
assignments to you as soon as possible! 

Thank you! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice(~emaihuaac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:02 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Presentation Essays 

Dear 

Please submit the responses for today as soon as possible 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 2:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Presentation Essays 

tIi Professor Sahle, 

Firstly, I’d like to apologize ~2~r not completing the assignment. I understand that I had all semester to obtain the book but I had trouble afl2~rding the book and borrowing the book from 
others. In the beginning of the semester, I had bought all of the books for this class except for "Perspective on Health and Human Rights" In fact, I also bought the Wettstein book and 
didn’t realize it was online until you announced it in class I really did make an efii~rt to obtain the book and am continuing to do so I just need a little more time which is why I asked for an 
extension on this assigmnent. I am really trying to do well in this class and I studied very hard for the second exam to ~mprove from the first exam, as you can see from the major jump in 
scores between both exams. I came to class prepared ~l~r the presentation but left because I talked with you about how unethical it would be if I stayed 

Thank you so much ~2~r everything! I understand that you were busy all day with meetings 

Please let me know what I can do for this assignment and for my grade in this class. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:42 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

Subj ect: ]- resentation Essays 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I am sorry- to be emailing you this late into the night but I ara having some trouble right now. Because I had trouble affording the book "Perspective on Health and Hmnan Rights" early in 
the semester, I did not buy it and was waiting to see when I could afford it and I still cannot. I tried to borrow the book frora someone in the class however everyone was busy working with 
it. I also tried going to the library to get the book but it was not available. Could I have an extension on these two assigrwacnts? I know I ~vas given a lot of time to work on thera but I have 
been having a lot of trouble trying to attain the book. I enjoy the material in this class and really wish to do well! I ara working hard to exceed in this class. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AI- Bulushi, Yousuf <yousuf~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 27, 2011 7:16 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Course Syllabus - description 

Sounds good, thanks Eunice! 

-Yousuf 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, November 27, 2011 4:11 PM 
To: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Subject: RE: Course Syllabus - description 

Dear YousuI; 

Thanks so much It looks excellent. I moved the policies to the first page. 

The only thing that remains is an indication of your office # and ~veekly office hours. I will be in touch soon once I secure office space for you so that you can include it on the course 
outline for your office hours UNC’s policy on office hours is 3 a week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Al-Bulushi, Yousuf 

Sent: Sunday, November ~7, ~011 3:18 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Course Syllabus - descriptiun 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks fur these additional and very helpful suggestions I’ve incorpurated them as well as the unes you sent yesterday, and have added a week on the global and ordinaW cities literature 
~n geugraphy. 

rm re-attaching the syl labus here. 

Yousuf 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, November 27, 2011 9:33 AM 
To: AI-Bulushi, Yuusuf 
Subj ect: Cuurse Syllabus - description 

Dear Yousuf, 

Hope you are welh There should be no problem ordering books. 

I reviewed the course outline again and below is an edited description. I thitf~ it is good to signal right away that the course is about urban governance and social movements and then 
follow w-ith the rest. This will distinguish the course from political science/political courses offered in the Depaltment. I also think that it would be a good idea - given that this is a 500 level 
class and also your training - to have a week development to debates in geography concerning cities and social raovements. It will an excellent way to introduce students to the field of 
geography. 

Course Description: 

The class focuses on cities and the challenges facing Southern African urban areas in terms of resources, struggles over space, service provision and conflict across class, race and gender 
lines in the context ofa globalizing ~vorld political and economic system. Some of the questions we ~vill explore include: do the traditional theories of globalization still hold true in an African 
context? Does the theory of world cities apply in places like Johannesburg? What does it mean to continue the struggle of the poor in an era when your o~vn "liberation government" is in 
charge? How is race being recurffigured in a global setting w-ithin the Southern African context? 

In order to ground our discussions historically, the first part of the course will explore the region of Southern Africa as it has developed over the last 50 years. We will begin with an 
ovelwiew of the legacy of anti-colonial struggles in the region and the experiments with socialism and other forms of liberation forms of governance. From there we will focus on the 
contempurary era and examine the theme of globalization from the perspective of the southern half of the Afiican continent. After setting Southern Africa in a global context, ~ve will delve 
into t~vo specific themes that ~vill guide the rest of our stu@: urban governance and social movements. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2011 4:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Course Syllabus 

Thanks for this feedback--I’ll make the updates and send you an updated version shortly. For the books, I’ll go by the textbook store and see if they still can order books on Monday, and if 
not, make alternative an-angements. 

Thanks again, 



Yousuf 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: AI-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Subject: IrE: Course Syllabus 

Dear Yousuf, 

Thanks. 

Looks good but need additions: 

1 ) Date of final exaru (you can get ff~at from the L2qC’s Exarn Calender for this year). 
2) Statement on Plagiarism - UNC wcbsite. 
3) Statement on Students with Disabilities - UNC Website. 
4)Your attendance policy. 
5) Technology in the classrooru policy. 
6) A statement at the end of the syllabus indicating that the schedule is open to change as the course evolves 
7) V~nere to purchase the books. Indicate where other readings will be posted (E-Reserve is excellent). 

If I think of sornething else I will let you know. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

Frorn: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Sent: Saturday-, Novernbcr 26, 2011 3:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Course Syllabus 

Hi Em~ice, 

I hope you’ve had a good thanksgiving. I’m attaching my plam~ed syllabus for the Southern Africa course to this email. 

See you soon, 
Yousuf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(} gmail .com> 

Sunday, 10:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you had a nice break and were able to get some rest. 

To follow up, when will it be possible for the 

They are ve~’ excited to begin a working relationship ruth you. 

See you in class on Tuesday (when I get to be the prot~ssor!) 

All the best, 

to meet with yon this week? 



From: ~}live amc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 1:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Thesis Meeting and Interview 

Hi Professor Sahle~ 

I hope you had an enjoyable break! I wanted to email you to see if you were available some time this week for one of my colleagnes from the      and I, to come by 

yonr oltice and meet with "~lou briefly to iuterview you for a feature on the       website. Professor Hildebrand would like ns to feature a piece about your new 

appointment as chair and £ve would like to snpplement that piece with some biographical information. I have a pretty open schedule on Monday, Wednesday and 

Friday and my Tuesdays and Thnrsdays around 2:00p are pretty~ open as well. Bnt let me know what times work best for you and we’ll certainly be able accommodate 

your schedule. 

Also, I have more written work on my thesis that I’d like to go over with you, so would Friday at 9:00am be the best time to meet with you again to review what I 

have? If you are available beti~re then, that would be great as well. 

I look forward to hearing fiom you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:32 AM 

1NTS - This week: INTS 

Dem All, 

Hope you had a groat Thanlcsgiving brea!! 

Hem is the agenda for this week: 

Tuesday, 

1) A comment on the final exam. 

2) Group # 3: Children, health and human rights ~ 

Daniel Taacantola and Sofia Grusldn, ~ Children Coiffronfing HIV/,tdDS: Charting the Confluence of Rights and Health ~, in Gmskin, Sofia let all. 

Sexual and Reproduction Health 
Bonnie Shepherd, ~ The ~ Double Discourse ~ On Sexual and Reproductive Rights in Latin America: The Chasm Between Public Poliw and Private Actions 
Gruskin, Sofia [et all. 

Barbaza Klugman, ~; Sexual Rights in Southern Afi-ica: A Beijing Discourse or a Strategic Necessity? ~], in in Crruskin, Sofia [et 

Alicia Ely Yamin and Detx~rah P. Maine, I~ Maternal Morro]iF as a Human Rights Issue: Measuring Compliance with Intemationnl Treaty Obligations [1, in in Gruskin, 
Sofia [et all. 

Thmsday: Dec. 1 : Group #4: The lmman right to health ~ 

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, ~General Comment No. 14: The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health (Article 12 of the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) ~, in in Gruskin, Sofia [et all. 

George J. Anna, ~ The Right to Health and the Nevimpine case in South Africa[~, in Gmskin, Sofia [et 

Mary Ann Tortes, The Hmnan Right "to Health, National Courts, and Access to HIViAIDS Treatment: A Case Study from Venezuelm 1, in Gruskin, Sofia [et all. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Presentation Essay 1 

presentationl .docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Here is the first essay. I will have the second essay sent to you later today. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 28, 2011 9:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Patrick 

Con~rade, pls. send me Patrick Bond’s email address? 

armro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Monday, November 28, 2011 12:05 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Film Screening at Duke: Black in Latin America - Haiti & "the Dominican Republic: An Island Divided 

Please distribute to students, faculty, and other interested parties.* 

Black in Latin America - Haiti & the Dominican Republic: An Island Divided 
Date: Thursday, December 1,2011 - 5:30pm - 7:30pm 

Location: FHI Garage - C105, 1st Floor, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse 

A ttaiti Lab Event. 

Plea~se join us for a screening of Black in Latin America - tlaiti & the Dominican Republic: An IslandDivided a documentary narrated by scholar Henry Louis 

Gates, Jr, the Alphonse Fletcher University Professor at Harvard University, as well as director of the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute lbr Atiican and African American 

Reseaacch. Professor Jacques Pierre, linguist and affiliated t:aculty of the Haiti Lab, is hosting the screening. Light refreshments and pizza will be served. The screening 

will be tbllowed by a Q & A session by Haiti Lab co-directors Professors Laurent Dubois and Deborah Jenson. 

Haiti & the Dominican Republic: An ls/andDivided is an episode in a lmger documenm~ in which Gates explores the black diaspora in Latin America and the 
Caribbean. This episode covers the social construction of race on the island that the nations Haiti and the Dominican RepuNic share. It also e~mines the origins of 

Haiti as the first black republic, and relations between Haiti and the Dominican Republic. 

This is the second screening in a film series being has’ted by Professor Jacques Pierre. 

Jacques Pierre 

Laurent Dutx~is 

Deborah Jenson 

Project(s): 

Haiti Lab 

Beth M Perry 

Program Coordinator 

John Hope ~’ranklin Humanities Institute 

Duke U~ J ve rs i ty 
(919) 668-2401 
beth.m.merry@duke.edu 

Box 90403 

Smith Warehouse, Bays 4& 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0403 

5, 1st Floor 

http://fhi.duke.edu 



FI~III: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 28, 2011 12:32 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Job tx~sling al U of Georgia 

Latin American & Caribbean Studies Institute 

The University of Georgia invites nominations and applications for the position of Director of the Latin American and Caribbean Studies Institute 

(www.lacsi.uga.edu). This position reports to the Dean of the Franklin College of Arts and Sciences. The Director coordinates and promotes Latin 

American and Caribbean scholarship across academic units and colleges, and works with department heads and deans to develop course offerings, 

academic exchanges, and research programs. The Director has primary budgetary responsibilities for the program, directly supervises a core group 

of faculty and staff, and oversees LACSI -related activities of more than 75 affiliated faculty members at UGA and approximately 5o students in its 

undergraduate major and undergraduate/graduate certificate programs. IACSI is also the administrative home of the newly established NSEP 

Portuguese Flagship program. 

We are seeking a committed, experienced Latin Americanist who will provide intellectual and administrative leadership to a dynamic and expanding 

institute. Candidates should hold a PhD. and possess a strong academic record in an area related to Latin American Studies that merits tenured 

appointment at the associate or full professor level, in their field of expertise. Native or near-native fluency in Spanish and/or Portuguese is an 

expectation for this position. Relevant administrative experience, especially at universities holding Title VI National Resource Center status, is 

preferred. Candidates should have a demonstrated record of working co]laboratively with others, fostering interdisciplinary initiatives, promoting 

outreach and service programs, teaching undergraduate and graduate students, developing grant proposals, securing external funding, and 

facilitating fundraising initiatives. This position is scheduled to begin in the Fall 2o12 semester. Send cover letter, curriculum vitae, and three 

reference letters to: Robert It. Moser, Interim Director, rmoserCWuga.edu. Electronic submissions are preferred. Review of applications will begin on 

January 15, 2012 and will continue until the vacancy is filled. 

Georgia is well known for its quality of life and diversity of outdoor and urban activities (~’wogeorgla.gov). The University of Georgia ( 

www.uga.edu ) is a land/sea grant institution located 70 miles northeast of Atlanta ( www.viMtathensgaocon~ ). 

The University of Georgia is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. The Franklin College of Arts & Sciences, its many units, and the 

University of Georgia are committed to increasing the diversity of its faculty and students, and sustaining a work and learning environment that is 

inclusive. Women, minorities and people with disabilities are encouraged to apply. Faculty members are expected to support the college’s goals of 

creating and sustaining a diverse and inclusive learning environment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~lime s.com> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 1:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Gilt Guide and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/201 

[ii.~ @Times - N .... ber 28, 2011 

Books 
Our 2on Books Holiday Gift Guide features a list of the ¯ ¯ 

lOG Notable Books of 2o11. this year’s picks for children, 
a selection of books sm’e to inspire art lovers, coffee table books for 
those yo~ really like and nmeh more. Find the Books Gift Guide 
and all of tl~e others on nytimes~e em/giffguide~ 

Electronics                                            ~ 
Don~t miss the 2oll Electronics Gift Guide~ The guide 
contains a~dio, laptop~ photography~ television and teeh 
tra re[ gear tips from The Times’s editors and writers. Check out 

~ SLIDE SHO’W," Gifts for the 

tlhe E[ectrouies Gift Guide and the many other guide! s on 

n3tim s omigi gui~e 

T Magazine on Gifts 

¯ The Compii~’te Paoli:age 
¯ (}iris Upon Gifts: Applying Wisdom to Gift Giving 
¯ Gifts Upon Gifts Upon Gifts: Starting With ;m [ndnlgenee 
¯ Gaga’s Vivid Gifts 
¯ Samura~ Shopper: The *% So{ution 

Top $ Viewed G~ft Guides 
(Be~,~een Nov 21,201 ; = Nov. 27. 201 ~) 

L Ten Gift Ideas for the Frugal ’Ik’aveler 
2. 25 Home and Decorating Gifts for Under 825 

3. DVDs. From Fresh Offerings to Old Fa~ orites 

4. t{ome and Decorating Gifts for $25o and Over 

5~ Gothic Fantasy, Hard-Boiled Crime and Zombies 

Compact Trawder 
Fitting everything into one 
compact bag - whether it is a 
carry-on or a lightweight 
suitcase -is more important 
than ever. 

~ INTEI~_&CTIVE: Florence 

Fabrieant’s Pick of New Products 
Gifts for eating, drinking, 
cooking and reading. 

~ V[DEO: Bill Cunningham 

] Tinted Town 
The fashion statements are 
varied, but sleeveless fur jackets 
are the hit of the season. 

~Ilxe New York Times is offering 
digital gift subscriptions to 
NYTimes.eom and tablet and 
smm~tphone apps. Subscriptions 
are available for 12 weeks or :26 
weeks and start at $~o. This 
price reflects our Cyber Monday 
Special and is available today 
only. 



ABOUT "THIS E+ ~,’~AI L 

@Times comes to you flom the NYTimes corn melketing depeltment. You received this messa<~e because you signed up 

For N~(Times.cem’s @Times rlewsle~ter 

Manage .q.ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~sn~qe Yolir E-Mail I privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The ~gew Yoll~ Times Cempa~-~y I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.col~-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "fork, bJY ! 0018 

,% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 28, 2011 1:16 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Sunday 12/4 Las Posadas holiday celebration at CHICLE 

Las Posadas.pdf 

CHICLE Language Institute will hold a ~zpical Mexican posada celebration 
on Suaaday December 4 at 4:00 pm. 

The afternoon ~vill consist of the telling of the Posada tradition, the 
teaching and singing of the posada song, a few refreshments and the 
breaking of the tra ditional pinata. 

This event is free and open to the public, but reservations are 
required Call 919-933-0398 or email chicle@chi-cle.com for reservations 

See attached flyer for more information. 

CHICLE Language Institute 
101 East Weaver Street, 3rd floor, Suite G-1 
Carrboro, NC 27510 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 28, 2011 1:18 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Dec. 2 Duke Haiti Lab event, "Unveiling the Colonial System" Roundtable with Bongie, Casimir, Daut, Hector, and Nesbitt 

Vastey image.pdf; Attached Message Part 

Unveiling the Colonial System: 

A Roundtable on the Baron de Vastey 

and Critical Race Studies in the Haitian Independence 

3-5 pm Friday December 2nd 

FHI Garage, Smith Warehouse, Duke campus 

Reception to Follow 

CHRIS BONGIE*JEAN CASIMIR*]~kRLENE DAUT* 

CARY HECTOR*NICK NESBITT 

For more information, contact deborah.ienson@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 1:49 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumanitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumm~itie~enter.o~>; Lesley Scott- 

On" <lorr@nationalhumanitie scenter.org> 

"Resemehing and Writing 19th C African A~nerican Biography" - Thurs., Dec. 8, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Researching and Writing Nineteenth-Century African-American 
Biography" 

Thursday, December 8, 2Oll -- 5:00 p.m. 
Ezra Greenspan, Southern Methodist University 

i~i Greenspan.JPG 

Ezra Greenspan, the Edmund and Louise Kahn Chair in Humanities and Professor of English at Southern Methodist University, is a literao’ and cultural historian who 

studies the histoD~ of print culture in its various manifestations in the United States, both its central activities (writing, reading, printing, and publishing) and its inslitutions 

(such as libraries, bookstores, and schools). Long engaged with the work of Walt Whitman, he also has an active scholarly interest in the culture of letters of nineteenth- 
centuw Afl-ican Americans and is currently working on a comprehensive literal biography of the ver~file nineteenth-centuD~ AtiJcan-American writer, William Wells 

Brown. Among his many publications are volumes on llZalt ~Tlimum and tile American Reader (1990); George Palmer Pumam: Representative American 

Publisher (2000); "Song (¢’3Jyse[/". A Sourcebook and Critical Edition (2005); and ~13lliam ~¥ells Brown: A Reader (2008). Greenspan is also the co-editor of 

the journal Book Histoly. This year he is the JoM Hope Franklin Fellow at the National Humm~ifies Center. 

His talk will provide an account of the practical and theoretical challenges of recreating the lives of nineteenth-centu~ African Americans. It draws on his extensive 

fieldwork in tracking the wide-ranging African-American writer William Wells Brown across the United States and Great Britain as well as through their archives. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

To reserve space, please.[bllow this link, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66L ext. ~28, or mjohnson(a~,nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National Hnmanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}livea~nc.edup 

Monday, 2:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Thesis Meeting a~d IAAR Interview 

Professor Sable, 

Friday at 2:00pm is great for the IAAR intel-ciew. My only class on Wednesday is at 11:00am so could we potentially meet at an?’ other time on Wednesday to go over thesis material? 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:24 PM 
To: 
Sut~iect: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Interview 

[)ear 

Thanks for your note 

Thesis: 

How about Wednesday at 11.00am? 

IAAR: 

Would Friday at 2.00pm work? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frnm: _ _ ~llve.unc~edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:58 AM 
To: Sahle, fiunice N 
SubJect: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Interview 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had an enioyable break! I ~vanted to email you to see if you ~vere available some time this week for one of my colleagues front the La.AR and I, to come by your office and nreet 
with you briefly to intet’,dew you for a feature on the IAAR’s website. Professor Hildebrand ~vould like us to feature a piece about your new appointment as chair and we would like to 
supplement that piece with some biographical inforruation. I have a pretty open schedule on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and my Tuesdays and Thursdays around 2:00p are pret~ 
open as well. But let me know- what times work best for you and we’ll certainly be able accormnodate yo~uc schedule. 

Also, I have nrore written ~vork on my thesis that I’d like to go over ~vith you, so would Friday at 9:00am be the best tinre to nreet with you again to review what I have? If you are available 
before then, that would be great as well. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 
RE: Thesis Meeting a~d IAAR Interview 

Would you actually be available to meet for the IAAR interview on Friday at 3:00pm? One of my colleagues has an obligation at 2:00pm. Although, if you can’t meet at 3:00pm, I would still 
be available to intelwiew you on my own. 

Sent: iVlonday, 2:43 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Intervie~v 

Professor Sahle, 

Friday at 2:00pm is great :[’or the [2~i.R interview. My only class on Wednesday is at 11:00am so could we potentially meet at any other time on Wednesday to go over thesis material? 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice(a),email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday/, 2:24 PM 
To: 
Sutzject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Interview 

[)ear 

Thanks for your note 

Thesis: 

How about Wednesday at 11.00am? 

IAAR: 

Would Friday at 2.00pro work? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.~xc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:58 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis _Meeting and IAAR Intelwiexv 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had an enioyable break! I xvanted to email you to see if you xvere available some time this week for one of my colleagues from the La_AR and I, to come by your office and meet 
with you briefly to intet’,qew you for a feature on the IAAR’s website. Professor Hildebrand xvould like us to feature a piece about your new appointment as chair and we would like to 
supplement that piece with some biographical information I have a pretty- open schedule on iVlonday, Wednesday and Friday and my Tuesdays and Thursdays around 2:00p are pretty 
open as welh But let me know what times work best for you and we’ll certainly be able accommodate your schedule 

Also, I have more ;vritten work on my thesis that I’d like to go over with you, so would Friday at 9:00am be the best time to meet with you again to review what I have? If you are available 
before thel’~, that would be great as ;vell. 

I look for~vard to hearing from you soon, 





From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Response 3 

Attach: INTS    Group 3.docx 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Atl:ached are my responses for the Group 3 readings, 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

interesting on campus event 

Hey, Professor SaNe! 

I hope that you had a great         _ holiday. I am emailing you to inquire about a possible extra credit event opportunity. This Thursday there will be an interactive 
exploration of the International Crin~inal Court and the Quest for Justice (concerning the question of "can we stop genocide?") held by a POLl    class . 

). As I was unable to attend the last extra credit event due to illness, I was wondering if it would be possible for me to attend this event and complete a 
write-up in order to receive extra credit. Please let me know what you think of this idea! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 5:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

UNC vs. Evansville Faculty and Staff Discount 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~[~i:~i, find your 

seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: 2t~-]..’.).!~.~.¢.~#]]=.:]£~[!:.=:[[]~::~[..’,’.~!. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:03 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subjet’t: RE: Hallo 

Thanks Dr. Sahle! I really appreciate the note!! 

Best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: Hello 

Dear 

I just ~vanted to write and let you Pmow that I enjoyed reading your mid-tem~ exam. 

It ~w~s very guud. Keep up the goud work[ 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Third Respon~ Paper m~d Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

So sor~z it’s taken me so long to get back to you! I have been having technical difficul~z with my email/internet today. Unfortuaaately I have class tomorrow morning so I won’t be able to 
attend office hours I wonder if you’d be willing to skim over my paper and email me to let me know if I need to change anything I understand if you don’t have time as I kno~v this is last 
minute now. 

Hope you had a pleasant Thanksgiving break! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:09 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Third Response Paper and Meeting 

Dear 

I ;vill be in my office between 12.00pm-12.20pm I have meetings most of today 

On Tuesday I will be in oftice at 9.00am if you wish to drop by then instead of today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live uric. edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:37 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Third Response Paper and Meeting 

Hi Dr Sahle, 

I’ve attached my third response paper. I wonder if we could meet to discuss it tomorrow morning. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reading Restx~nse--Group #4 

afri    response #4.docx 

Greetings Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well. Attached is my reading response for group #4. 

Best, 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  10:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Article Review 

Article Review 3.docx 

Dear Dr. Sable, 
I hope you had a good 
Sincerely 

Attached s my article review for tomorrow, I’ll see you then. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Group #3 Response Paper 

INTS    Group #3 Response Paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here’s my response paper for group #3! 



Call 

Eunice, 

Notre Dame. Montmartre. The Louvre. The Eiffel Tower Mack: 

~ ; Co}}~ge Study 1ours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmafil.com> 

Tuesday, 10:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Response Paper 3: Reproductive ttealth 

INTSresponse3 docx 

attached :) 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.ed~c" 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:07 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: INTS Response 4 

Atlach: [NTS Group 4.docx 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my response to the readings for Group 4% presentation which will take place on 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:23 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Children, Health and Humm~ Rights 

children, heaJth and huln~l fights.docx 

I have attached my response paper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}gmail.com > 

Tuesday, 11:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Response paper Group #3 

group 3.docx 

Thank you ,so much! 



From: (@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:44 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Suh.ie~’t: INTS group project 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
Hope you had a relaxing break! I definitely dropped the ball and was late on getting back to my group about presenting on Thursday, and they told me they’ve pretty much split 
the work up between them...and I feel like it would be unfair for me to latch on and finish up what they haven’t done at this point. Would it be okay for me to join group 5 next 
Tuesday since they only have 2 people? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:52 AM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Part-time Classrooln Studies - Fall 2012 

Hi Robert, 

In order to keep your appointment pretty much the same as now, you would need to teach a total of three courses with the Friday Center in 20:1.2-:13 and four 

courses with the department in 20:].2-~ 3. The spedfic courses are not currently spedfied ~n your appointment for 20:].2-~ 3. ~t seems very early to be talking about 

~:his~ 

Pleurae be sure to d~scuss with Eurdce and Arlene ~n Janui~ry so that a plan is worked out weII ~n ad~ance. ~f you will be ~:eaching fewer courses for the [:ridav Center 

~ wou~d need to know that ~n March 2012 or so. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha 

B~si~ess 

Dep~u’[ment of }~ublic Policy 

217 Al~emelJ]y }{~II. ()B ~/3435 

Department el’ Ali’ican & ~:o-~aer~can Studies 

109 Baltic Hal~, CB ~3395 
U ni versity ol NoN~ Carolina 

C~a~)e~ Hill NC 2?599 

p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5924 

F~m~ Rainey, Arlene 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 22, 201~ ~0:06 AN 
Te~ R. Po~er 
~¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Buell, Agatha 
Subject~ RE: Part-time Classroom Studies - Pall 2012 

t-Ii Robert - 

Thank you very much for your feedback; ~t is aIways vaIued. As much as woufd ~ove to meet every requirement for every student, [he advisors think it best to offer 

courses [hat meet the needs of afl studen[s, whether [hey are brand new or continuk~g. We have severaI new students who are admi[ted each fN~, spr~ng and 

summer and we Nso ]~l<e to provide those students with a chance to take some courses that would fu]fil~ their requirements. S~nce you stated that 280 wou~d be 

eas~er and you wouldn’t mind teaching th~s class, we would I~ke to st~ck with offering AFAM 280 for next fall I don’t think weql ha~e any proMems fiNng this 

Best, 

Arlene 

Ar]ene G. 

Studer~t Servk:es Manager 

Part-~:ime Classroom Studies 

The Univers~ty of North Carolina at Chape~ 

The WiI~iam and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 9 ].9-966..:~587 }tax: 919-962-.5549 Toll-Free: 

F~m~ R. Porter [mailto:          @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, November 21, 20~1 8:20 PN 
Te~ Rainey, Arlene 
~¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Buell, Agatha 
Subject~ Re: Part-time Classroom Studies - Pall 2012 

Arlene, 

I am looking [brwa~] to te~hing tbr Pazt-Time Classes in the Fail of2012, and AFAM 280: Blacks in NC would be tine with me. But would it be die ~st cour~ tbr 

my ~-time students, ~veml of whom have already ~2en flint veo, course? These ~d-time students will want sometNng el~, pa~icularly given d]at many am ~ing 

to either major or minor in AFN/~’RI, and they m~ eager to make progress towmds that goal. 

My suggested alternative: Why not AFAM 252: Blacks in the West? I l~t taught it for Pad-Time C~dies in Fail of 2007 ( to an ove~-helmingly positive reception, 

judging from the s~dent evaluations.) Few of the cmTent crop of s~dents have ~ken 252, given that I haven’t ~ught it in several yeaB. In additioa new s~dents will be 

a~mcted to 252 because, uNike quite a few AFAM courses, it meets the U.S. diversi~ requirement. 

AF~ 280 would be easiest for me, becau~ I teach it all of the time. So I’m more than happy to stick with that class if you want me to, But I sincerely believe that 

252 would be much, much beEer for the Nd-time s~dents. 

In case ~gu want to ~ow more aleut 252, it is a most interesting course that looks at the black experience in the western U.S.--and western Canada, too, at least 

when I teach the class. In time, k ranges from the exploration of Estavanico in t~e 1520s and ] 530s, all the way up to the late 20th centuo~. 

What do you tNnk? 

Robert 

On Mon, Nov 21,2011 at 9:06 AM, Rainey, Arlene <mlene Iaine~:(_a2_unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Robe(t: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time agafin. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during fall 2012. We would like 

to offer AFAM 280. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than December 30 so that we can fo~-ard our list to the University Registrar’s Office for inclusion in 



the t~11 Directory of Classes. 

As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match is If this is incorrect, please let me know. 

As always, thank yon for your assis~nce and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 
Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of NorlJ~ Carolina at Chapel ttill 

The William and Ida Friday Center tbr Continning Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587 Fax: 919-962-5549 Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 .................................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gma~l.com> 

Tuesday, 12:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Response Group 3 

Respouse group 3.docx 

Attached! Thank you vely much and see you in class later. I hope you had a gleat            * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com > 

Tuesday,                 12:35 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

response 

Response.docx 

response. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Presentation Essay 3 

presentation3.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are having a great day! Bundle up because it is chilly outside! 

Attached to the email is my essay for presentation 3. 

Thank you again for the extension on the first two assignments. I’m glad I am back on track! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~ 

Subje~’t: INTS Group 3 response 

Attacl~: INTS group 3 response.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
Here’s my response to the readings for Group 3’s presentation. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gma]l.com> 

Tuesday, 1:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Group 3 Response paper 

response for group 3.docx 

Here’s my response paper’. 

Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Reading Restx~nse 

Attach: INTS    Group Response .doc 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
I’ve attached my reading response for today. Let me know if you’d like me to print it out as is for Thursday if you’d like a hard copy. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Response Paper 

Repsonse Paper for group 3.docx; Response Papers - Emerging Technologies.doc 

Prof. SaNe, 

here is my response for today’s (group 3’s) presentation, as well as the electronic copy of my response paper from last Tuesday. I apologize for not getting that to you sooner, 
I know I handed you the hard copy, but I should have sent the email copy of it sooner. 

Thanks, see you in a couple minutes! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:50 PM 

To: Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: 1NTS - GROUP 3 PAPER 

Attach: Sexual Rights docx 

GROUP3 

ESSAY 

2nd submission, 3rd group, I’ve done I presentation, this is the 2nd of 2 essays 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:32 AM 
S,,bject; INTS - This week: INTS 

Dea~ All, 

Hope you had a great 

Here is the agenda for this week: 

Tuesday, 

1 ) A comment on the final exam. 

2) Group # 3: Children, health and human rights 

Daniel Tarantola and Sofia Gruskin, ’"Children Confronting HIV/AIDS: Charting the Confluence of Rights and Health’; in Grusldn, Sofia [et al]. 

Sexual and Reproduction tlealth 

Bonnie Shepherd, ’SFhe "Double Discourse" On Sexual and Reproductive Rights in Latin America: The Chasm Bet~veen Public Policy and Private Actions", in Graskin, 

Sotia [et all. 

Barbaxa Klugman, "Sexual Rights in Southern Africa: A Beijing Discourse or a Strategic Necessi~?", in in Gmskin, Sofia [let 

Alicia Ely Yamin and Deborah P. Maine, "Maternal Mo~ta]ity as a Human Rights Issue: Measuring Compliance ruth Intematioua] Trea~ Obligations", in in Crmskin, 

Sofia [et al]. 

Thursday: : Group #4: The human right to health 

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, "Genera] Comment No. 14: The Right to the tlighest Attainable Standard of Health (Article 12 of the International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights)", in in Gmskin, Sofia [et 

George J. Anna. ’~Fhe Right to Health mad the Nevirapine case in South Aliica". in Gmskin, Sofia [et al]. 

Mary Ann Tones, The Human Right to Health, National Courts, and Access to HIViAIDS T~eatment: A Case Study from Venezuela", in Gmskin, Sofia let all. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sabre 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

sex rights response 

sexrights response.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Very interesting arlicle on HIV in America~ South 

Hello Dr. Sahle I saw this today on CNN and it discusses stigma and HIV response in the South in the U.S. a~d I though it was relevant to our discussion today bm 

wasift sure how to send it to the class listserv 

ht~://~vw.cnn.com/ ihealth/iacksonville - hiv- florida/index.html?hpt hp cl 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Group 4 paper 

Group 4 paper.docx 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Here is my response paper for Group 4. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edup 

Tuesday, 11:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Thesis Meeting a~d IAAR Interview 

Ok, 2:00pm on Friday works And since I have class at 11:00a on Wedaaesday, ~vould you like to meet for the thesis at 9am on Friday? 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Intervie~v 

Dear 

Unfortunatley, 300pm is taken up by an international conference call 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:43 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Inter~,iew 

Would you actually be available to meet J2~r the IAAR interview on Friday at 3:00pm? One of my colleagues has an obligation at 2:00pm. Although, if you can’t meet at 3:00pm, I would still 
be available to interview you on my own. 

Froth: 

Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Intet’,dew 

Professor Sahle, 

Friday at 2:00pm is great for the I~R intern, dew. My only- class on Wednesday is at 11:00am so could we potentially meet at any other time on Wednesday to go over thesis material? 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monda,v, 2:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Intervie~v 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

Thesis: 

How about Wednesday at 11.00am? 



IAAR: 

Would I~’riday at 2.00pm work? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.~xc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:58 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Intel~’iexv 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had an enioyable break! I xvanted to email you to see if you xvere available some time this week for one of my colleagues front the La.AR and I, to come by your office and nreet 
with you briefly to intet’,,iew you for a feature on the IAAR’s website. Professor Hildebrand xvould like us to feature a piece about your new appointment as chair and we would like to 
supplement that piece with some biographical inforruation. I have a prett7- open schedule on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and my Tuesdays and Thursdays around 2:00p are pret~ 
open as well. But let me know- what times work best for you and we’ll certainly be able accormnodate yottr schedule. 

Also, I have nrore written xvork on my thesis that I’d like to go over xvith you, so would Friday at 9:00am be the best tinre to nreet with you again to review what I have? If you are available 
before then, that would be great as well. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon, 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:00 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: RE: AFRI    Response Paper 

A~tacl~: a£fi R4.docx 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Although [ was unable to attend class today, 
attached is my response paper for Group 4. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kkagencies@vsnl.com on behalf of 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996(~vsnl net> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 12:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Indian Books Update - --.Afi~ica/11C11J 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

--Afl-ica/11C 11J 

Here are some titles on the area/s of your specialisation added to our 
database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 20 Dec 2011"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin while ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

Others 

1. Alien Mysteries in Sri Lanka and Egypt /Mihinduk~lasunya Susantha 
Fernando. 1 st ed Dist V!iitha Yapa Publications, Colombo,. 1997 567 
p. 22 cm 
List Price: $103.90 YourPrice: $93.50 
ISBN: 9559631829 KK-93192 

2. ~I]ae Black Land History and Civilization of Ancient Egypt / Pro£ Merlin 
Peris. Colombo, Godage International Publishers. 2001. 144 p. 
List Price: $ 3850 Your Price: $ 34.60 
ISBN: 9552048680 KK-94946 

3. Development and L~velihoods in Southern Africa / Pier A. 
Erasmus. Delhi, Kamla-Raj Enterprises. 1999. 70 p. 24 cm (Special 
Issue of Journal of Social Sciences - No. 4). 
List Price: $ 6500 Your Price: $ 58.50 

KK-92976 

4 The ][~;gyptian Exiles in Ceylon (Sri Lanka), 1883-1901 / Arthur C. 
Dep. 2nd ed. Colombo, Arabi Pasha Centenary Celebrations and Praveena 
Press. 2011. 
List Price: $ 30.80 Your Price: $ 27.70 
ISBN: 9789550556007     KK-95810 

5. Encyclopaedia of Land, People and Culture of the World / Bharat 
Chaudhary. Resel~’ed ed. Jaipur, A B D Publishers. 2011.22 cm. 

List Price: $ 381.00 (7-vol. Set) Your Price: $ 342.90 (7-voh Set) 
ISBN: 9788183763479 (Set) KK-96126 

6. Englebrecht : The South African Prisoner V~rr~o Governed Yala/Wijeysinghe 
Beligalla. Rattmapura, Rarua Agencies. 2009. 153 p. 17 cm. 
List Price: $ 25.00 Your Price: $ 22.50 
ISBN: 9789558247013     KK-97790 

7. From Dutch South Africa to Rcpulqic of South Africa, 1652-1994 : The 
Story of Three and a Half Centuries of \~2~ite Imperialisru / Daleep 
Singh. Ncw Delhi, Allied Pulqishers Ltd. 2010. xiv, 386 p. 
ListPrice: $55.00 YourPrice: $49.50 

KK-93465 

8. Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Sustainable Development : Relevance for 
Africa / Errunanuel K. Boon and Luc Hens. Delhi, Karula-R~i 
Enterprises. 2007. 264 p. 24 cm. (Special Volume of Tribes and Tribals - 
No. 1). 
List Price: $ 8530 Your Price: $ 76.80 
ISBN: 8185264449 KK-92945 

9. Liberation Lite : The Roots of Recolonization in Southern Africa / John 
S Saul. 1st ed Gurgaon, Three Essays Collective 2011 viii, 136 p. 22 cm 

ListPrice: $20.00 (Ubd) YourPrice: $18.00 (L~od.) 
ISBN: 9788188789634 KK-92419 

10 Narrative of a Journey Overland from England by the Continent of 
Europe, Egypt, and the Red Sea to India, including a Residence there, and 
Voyage Home in the Years 1825 to 1828 / Colonel El~vood. Reprint ed. New 
Delhi, Asian Educational Services. 22 cm 
In Collaboration with Nationa 1 Archives of India 
List Price: $100.00 (2-vol. Set) Your Price: $ 9000 (2-voh Set) 
ISBN: 8120620488 (Set) KK-94904 

Prices indicated are in US dollars 



Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post arid pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thin our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars @n~ouring <KK.A(IENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencles corn>, 
<www.kkagencies.co.in> & <v, as, w.(ietIndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R MJttal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H-12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi-I 10015 / India 
fSmails: kkagencies@vsnhcom, m[’o@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: www.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www G etIndianBooks.com 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 
Phone: ~+ 0091/11)25465925 Fax: ~ 0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you frora 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmo~l.com> 

Wednesday,                  1:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

INTS 

HR & Development.docx; HR & Teclmology.docx; The Huma~ Right to Health.docx 

Dr. Sahle, 

Attached am my first three paper responses (including Thursday’s). 

I atx)logize [br turning in the first two late. I ~xas completely overwhelmed before break, but spent the ex~xa days off catching up. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 3:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtF~ 

Today’s Headlines: Line Grows Long tbr Free Meals at U.S. Schools 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis 

C,~omize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

November 3o, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Line G~oows Long for F~oe(~                            ~ 

Meals at U.S, Schools 

Millions of students are receiving Dee or low-cost meals for the first time as their parents have lost 
jobs or homes in the economic crisis. 

Gingelch Gave Push to Clients, Not Just Ideas 

Newt Gingrieh is adamant that he is not a lobbyist, but in the eight years since he started his 
health care eonsultaney, he has made millions of dollars while helping companies promote their 
services. 

~ Giqgrich Wields History, Seeking to Add Chapter 

In Myauma~% Gove~nmeut Reforms Win Over Some Skeptics 

Seeretary of State Hillavy Rodham Clinton will arrive on Wednesday as a show of support for 
Myanmar’s transformation to nascent democracy. 

~U.S 
Motives in Myanmar Are on China’s Radar 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

Di~r~ died, it was s~ch good.f~n." 
PAUL ~ICMULLAN, a fom~er editor at The News of the Wot’[d, describing tab]ok[ journalism 
technkp~es a~ a Loudou inquiry on media ethics. 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VmEO: Demarcheller in the St~ldio 

Cathy tioryn interviews the celebrated fashion photographer Patriek Demarehelier 
on his book "Dior Contm’e." 

~ RelateJ Articie 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES 

i.::., i .R:, F,.’gY.lf.52R": 

Most social enterprises struggle to snrvive, so it helps to donate to programs that 

make the most of the charitable dollars they reeeive. 

iXi Giving .......   h;g;L 

WORLD 

B*oltlsh inquiey is Told Hacldng Is Worthy Tool 

A fmraer features editor for the shuttered News of the World told lawmakers that the Mnrdoeh 
media empire’s praetiees were not only defensible but also important in pursnit of the truth. 

Iranian Proteste~-s Attack British Embassy 

In an assault Britain called "utterly unacceptable," lranian protesters entered the British Embassy 
on ’lNesday, chanting "death to England," pulling down a flag and ransacking offices. 

~ F’hotogrsphs [ Video: TimesOast 



I~t Protest Over N~XTO Strike, Pakistan V~;ill S’ldp ,a~fghan Confere~tce 

Afghan officials had been urging Pakistan to attend the conference where more than 5o eonntries 
are showcasing the international commitment to Afghanistan’s security. 

¯ Mole World News 

As ~Water Levels Drop, Texas Drought Reveals Secrets of the Deep 

As lake levels drop, objects long submerged are being revealed, attracting the attention of 
historians, anthropologists, criminal investigators and, in one ease, NASA. 

I~ Congress, Role Reversal Over Federal Payroll Tax Cut 

Democrats are leading the charge to extend a tax break, with many Republicans demanding that 
the cut be paid for if it is extended at all. 

Jackso~’s Doctor Is Sentenced to Four Years 

Dr. Conrad Murray received the maximum sentence he was facing after being convicted of 
involuntary manslaughter in the death of Michael Jackson. 

Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

~Rati~gs Firms Misread Sig~s of Greek 

C~4ties say Moody’s Investors Se~wiee and other ratings ageneies missed signs of trouble in Greeee, 
now the center of the crisis in the euro zone. 

~ DealBook: Nomura Cuts Its Exposure to Euro Debt 

DEALBOOK 

In Bankrt~ptcy, a Bid to Cut Costs at American A]rli~aes 

American Airlines’ parent company is following a strategy that the rest of the industry already 
chose: file for bankruptcy protection to shed debt, cut labor costs and find a way back to 
profitability. 

Group Predicts 2g% Gain in Carmaking Jobs by 2015 

The Center for Automotive Research expects that carmakers and their snppliers will add about 
167,ooo jobs in the next four years. 

S P 0 RTS 

YMe~ine is Chose*~ to l~’la,~age Red Sox 

It has been nine years since Bobby Valentine last managed in major league baseball, but the 
rivalry with the Yankees is about to get another jolt. 

College Athletes Move Conc~sslons into the Co~w~room 

A class-action suit filed in Illinois claims the N.C.A.A. has been negligent regarding awareness and 
treatment of brain injuries to athletes. 

RANGERS 4, PENGUINS 3 

Rangers Hold Off Crosby and Pengui*~s 

~II~e Rangers exploded for four goals in the second period and held off the Pittsburgh Penguins for 
their ninth victory in n games. 

o Mere Sperts News 

ARTS 

M~ami, C~ty. of S~m and Beaches, Is Now About A~t 

Since Art Basel made Miami Beach its American home, it has infused Miami’s booming 
contemporary-art scene with an unmistakable swagger. 

~ 
Photo Slide Show: Miami=s Maturing Art Scene 

TH E TV WATCH 
Raising a Teenager? X, Vhat’s Not to Hate? 



In "I Hate My Teenage Daughter," on Fox, Jaime Pressly and Katie Finneran are two Texas mothers 

trying their best. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

With The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword, for the Wii, Nintendo has released an old-school game for 

old-school players. 

More A~,s News 

DINING & WINE 

In new cookbooks, star chefs like Marie Batali and Ferran Adri~ step into the home kitchen. 

UNITED TASTES 

Under various hems de pore -like Pig Wings -ham shanks are being served at restam’ants and bars 
across the country. 

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE 

The Yea ~’°s Notable Cookbooks 

The Dining staff highlights some favorites 

More DininD1 & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The only way to restore market eonfidenee is with a real baihmt fired financed in Europe. 

EDITORIAL 

Georgia has subverted the constitutional ban on the death penalty for the mentally retarded. 1Iris 
is more evidence for ending capital punishment. 

EDITORIAL 

Some Tbot~gl~ts for the sl~oppi~g Seaso~ 
Big banks may have canceled plans for new debit card fees, but problems for customers are far from 
over. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

How to Free Co~g~-ess’s Mit~d 

Members of Congress need to change their minds about compromise, or voters will need to change 
the members of Congress. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

l~ly l~’Ian Newt 

If former Speaker Newt Gingrieh broke Washington, is he the perfect one to fix it? 

Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"Fl~e At*ab Awake~fit~g at~d lsrael 

The greatest threat to Israel right now might be the temptation to do nothing at all. 

~ Columnist Page 

. Mole Opinion ;~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov, 30, 1995, President Clinton became the first U,S, chief executive to visit Northern Ireland, 

See This Freest Page 
Buy This Front Page 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTimes comIs Today’s Headlines newsletter As a member of 

tile TRUSTe prNacy prograrn; we are comraitted to protecting your privacy. 





From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Paper 3 

A~tach: Paper 3.docx 

Hi Dr SaNe, 
Please find attached my third response paper. 
Regards, 

From; EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:21 AM 
Subject: 6 weeks - - Study Abroad Program (Durban, South Africa) - led by Dr. SaNe: INTS 

Dear Scholars, 

If you still registered as a s~tudent at our University next Summer, I encourage you to apply liar the above-cited program that I will direct in Durban, South Africa. One 

of the ~minaJcs will be on human rights a~ct social movements. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 12:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, Op-Docs, The Carpetbagger and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:I/www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/2011 ! 130/attimes hby~i 

[ii.~ @Times-N 
.... ber30,2011 1 

Op-Doc 
[ i~’~ [ " " 

Op-Does is a fopam for short, opinionated doenmentaries,~ iNi 

produced with creative latitude by independent 
filmmakers and artists~ In the series academy-award winning 
fihnmaker Errol Morris explores the John F. Kennedy 
assassination, the N ew York City Marathon is celebrated and the 
Nixon campaign is revisited. ~:heck out all of the videos on 
nytimes.comiopdoes or even submit yonr own. 

Electronics                                            ~ 
Me[ena R3zikisv ~rg i eonth re( c rp t ~ th news 
and the nonsense of awards season. The Carpetbagger’ 
will take a look at {ilms and the people who make and star in 
~hem. business ~t’em]s, technical breaMhroughs and iutet’esting 
moves by the mogu[s. Go behind the scenes at The Gotham 
Awards, see who has been nominated for a Spirit Awat’d and t’ead 
a[l abmtt the Oscar eontt’ovevsies. See all this and more on 

~ SLIDE SHO’W," Pit3 the 

Bulldog? 
The shot’t, brutish life of the 
bulldog is putting the fl~ture of 
the breed at risk. 

uytim es.com ith eearpetba gger. 

¯ Photoshopped or Not? A Too] to Te[] 
¯ The Muppet~ Reviewed 
¯ Exploring New Frontiers in Salad 
¯ Sam Ailed, Teenage Decorator 
¯ S aring~ B~ hess The Romancevs, theRea]ity 

Top 8 V~ewed Features o,~¥-r~ ......... 
(Between Nov. 23,201! - Nov 29, 201 i) 

¯ . Krngma~: We Are the 99.9% 

2. A Family’s Billions, Artfully Sheltered 

3. The Future of the Obatlla Coalitiou 

4. Can the Btfl[dog Be Saved? -NYTimes.eom 

5. Krugman: Things to Tax 

~ ][NTEIL&CTIVE: Holiday 

Gift Guide 2o~ 
Beautiful, unusual and cheerful 
home and decorating gifts for 
every budget, as well as 
suggestions for books, 

electronics, DVDs and more. 

~ VIDEO: ’rite Case of Juan 

Rivers 
DNA analysis has helped 
exonerate dozens of people who 
had confessed to violent crimes. 
But against Juan River& 
prosecutors used new and novel 
theories to explain away the 
scientific evidence. 

The New York Times is offering 
digital gift subscriptions to 
NYTimes.eom and tablet and 
smartphone apps. Subscriptions 
are available for 12 weeks or 26 
weeks and start at $30. 



ABOUT TH~B 

@Times comes to yell from the NYTimes.corr~ marketing depa~tme!~t You received ~his messa#e because you signed up 

For N’¢Times.com’s @Times rlewsle~ter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New Yor~r, NY !0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:41 PM 

intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Working group meeting #4: Troubled Lives of Words 

Deal all, 

Our working group (Troubled Lives of Words) will be meeting again this Friday, in room 3024 in the FedEx Building, on the UNC campus. For more 

information and to access the readings for the session, you can go to https~//s!tes.goog!e~com/site/troubled!!vesofwords/home. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Fanon book 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

Sorry for not returning your book sooner 
I am unable to travel home and return in time 
At the latest I will have it returned by tomorrow 
at 10:30am 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:22 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fanon book 

Dear 

I would be very grateIi~l if you dropped the Fanon book in Battle Hall 109 (main office) today hopefully by 4 15pm This would be very helpful. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesda~v, 

@email.unc.edu~ 

3:16 PM 

Response Notes tbr Group 4: AFRI 

Afri    P2q 4.docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
Sony I din’t turn in the notes before class yesterday. I though we were not going to get to group four. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:23 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.mac.edu> 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Invitation to Lecture ruth Spike Lee 

Greetings, 

I hope that this email finds you well! My name is        and I am the                          of the Carolina Union 
Activities Board (CUAB). On behalf of CUAB I would like to cordially invite you to the lecture that we will be hosting next week 

with filmmaker Spike Lee. This lecture will take place next Tuesday, at 6pm in the evening in Memorial 
Hall. We would like to offer you to complimentary tickets for you and a guest to attend what is sure to be an educational, 
entertaining, and insightful event. 

If you are available and would like to attend the lecture please RSVP by replying to this email with your name and whether 
you will need one or two tickets. If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me with those as well. 

We are very fortunate to be able to bring high caliber, influential, and enlightening speakers to our campus. I hope that you 
will be able to join me as we continue this tradition of excellence! Thank you in advance and I look forward to hearing from 
you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~live.unc,edu:" 

Wednesday,                  6:51 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @lislserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] M~ hera s talk has been cmaceled 

Scheduled talk by Alfonso Munera on 
:12:30 pm at the UNC-CH Fed Ex Global Education Center has been canceled. 

o -- You are cunently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~?email.unc.edt~ To unsubscribe send a blmak email to leave-30384652-41404650~listscr~Wncedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Reading Response--Group #5 

afri    response #5.docx 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email reaches you well Attached is my reading response for group #5. 

See you tomol~cOW. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Bunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:20 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Reading Response-Group #4 

Thanks 

See you class 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:42 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Reading Response-Group ,,~ 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email reaches you well. Attached is my reading response for group 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}livea~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Thesis Meeting a~d IAAR Interview 

Yes, that will be perfect. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:49 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Intervie~v 

Dear 

Thanks for your emaih 

I have meetings most of Friday morning. Thus, can we discuss the thesis following the interview on Friday? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Fromi @[ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:59 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Interview 

Ok, 2:00pro on Friday works. And since I have class at 11:00a on Wednesd~u, would you like to meet for the thesis at 9am on Friday? 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Interview 

Dear 

Unfortunatley, 3.00pro is taken up by an international conference call. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:43 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Inter, dew 

Would you actually be available to meet for the IAAR inter, dew on Friday at 3:00pm? One of tW colleagues has an obligation at 2:00pm. Although, if you can’t meet at 3:00pm, I ~vould still 
be available to intelwiew you on tW own. 

From: i 



Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Interview 

Professor SaNe, 

Friday at 2:00pro is great for the IAAR interview. My only class on Wednesday is at 11:00am so could we potentially meet at any other time on Wednesday to go over thesis material? 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihanc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Intet’,~iew 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

Thesis: 

How about Wednesday at 11.00am? 

IAAR: 

Would Friday at 2.00pm work? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~llve.u~c.edu ] 
Sent: Monday, 1:58 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis Meeting and IAAR Interview- 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had ari enjoyable break’. I wanted to email you to see if you were available some time this week for one of my colleagues from the IAAR and I, to come by your office and meet 
with you briefly to interview you for a feature on the L~_AR’s website. Professor Hildebrand would like us to feature a piece about your new appointment as chair and we would like to 
supplement that piece with some biographical information. I have a pretty open schedule on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and my Tuesdays and Thursdays around 2:00p are pretty 
open as welh But let me know what times work best for you and we’ll celtainly be able accommodate your schedule. 

Also, I have more written work on my thesis that I’d like to go over with you, so ~vould Friday at 9:00am be the best time to meet with you again to revie~v what I have? If you are available 
before then, that would be great as welh 

I look forward to hearing from you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Response Paper 

the human right to heedth.docx 

My response paper is attached! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live,ttnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

wf’6ng assignment 

INTS #4.doc 

Sounds good, I will send you the event surnmaly by the end of the weekend’. Also, I have attached to this email my writing assigmnent #4. Please let me know if you have any trouble 
accessing the document. 

Thanks! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesda’~’, 1 : 16 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: interesting on campus event 

Dear 

Yes. Send me a summary of the event and highlight how it links to our Seminar. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:55 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: interesting on campus event 

Hey, Prol~ssor Sahle! 

I hope that you had a great             holiday. I am emailing you to inquire about a possible extra credit event opportunity. This Thursday there will be an interactive exploration of the 
International Criminal Court and the Quest for Justice (concerning the question of "can we stop genocide’?") held by a POLl    class                                   . As I was unable 
to attend the last extra credit event due to illness, I was wondering if’it would be possible :for me to attend this event and complete a write-up in order to receive extra credit. Please let me 
know what you think of this idea[ 

’]7hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFRI/AFAM Independent Studies 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I heard that a new attendance policy was passed recently. However, it has come to my attention that new restrictions have been put into place. Are any professors taking on 
students with independent study projects in Spring ? Is there anyway for students interested in independent study to view the new official policy, especially because the 
deadline for such projects is quickly approaching? 

Thank you, 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, December 1,2011 7:31 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: 2012 Calendars, CFK Case Study 

Request your CGI 20~12 Calendar! 
We at the UNC Center for ®lobal Initiatives are proud to announce our free 2012 calendar. This year~s 

calendar features visualizations for a variety of robust global collaborations on campus, as well as 

stunning photography from our annual Carolina Global Photo Contest. 

If you’d like to receive a free copy, please click the link below and enter your current mailing address. In an 

effort to keep mailing costs down, we’re asking that you opt-in to receive a calendar, even if you received 

one in years past. Qualttities a~’e t}m}ted, so ~?~ske y*~,t~" ~’eq~ests s~o~! 



CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
"M~lI:idisciplir~a~’y AcI:ie~-~: A Case SI:~dy 
Carolina for K~bera~s Approach to Commu~~ty 
De~ e~opment 

Addressing pove~y and social inequality is one of the most impo~ant 

issues we face today and one of the defining problems of our 

generation. Join us as we examine Carolina for Kibera in the greater 

faculty, staff and families Chat about 

resources, opportunities and challenges on campus Each month is 

hosted by a different office with excellent resources to offer This 

month’s host is The Office of Postdoctoral Affairs 

UPDATE: CGI Grad~tate Fundi~q t~’~fe Session 

~Date, time, and location have changed~ 

Come ieam about the f~nding available from the Center for Global 

Initiatives to suppo~ globally-focused Ph.D. work. This session will 

cover the ~r~ D;sse~at on ]r~’,.e~ &~,~ard as well as the innovative two- 

year Peacock ~¢EACH 

Masters-level students interested in funding should attend the 

AWARDS+ 
FELLOWSHIP8 

Join us for a monthly social hour for ........................................................................................................................................... 

international and American students, scholars, 

~i~ ~5~ ~ 8 ~rs##cti~ 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Proposal Deadline: December 5, 2011 

Conference April 19, 2012 Research Hall, The School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution (S-CAR) at 

George Mason University 

This Spring, The Campus Y Incubator will provide key organizational 

resources to 3 winning teams of students seeking to build and 

accelerate their innovative social ventures, including physical space 

and equipment as well as legal, tax, communications, and other 

expe~ advice. The Social Innovation Incubator suppo~s the 

Innovate@Carolina Roadmap, UNC’s plan to help Carolina become 

a world leader in launching university-born ideas for the good of 

society 

For more information and to download the application, please visit 

the Campus Y’s website at http:~/csmbus-y u~:c edu/ 

Fe~e~lr~ Lan~l~a~e arid A~ea S~:~d~es ~FLAS) 
~’~fo Session 

If you are interested in applying for a FLAS Fellowship, CGI highly 

recommends attending this funding information session. Fellowship 

eligibility guidelines and requirements will be presented along with 

tips on ways to make applications more competitive. There will be a 

question and answer period following the session. 

Before a~ending, please rev ew the ~___~_~_~]~#. 

lntemat~o~~al Ceffee Hour 

Carolina for Kibera project members of all backgrounds. Students, 

volunteers, researchers, and professionals. The UNC School of Law, 

School of Public Health, School of Social Work, Business School, and 

Nursing School will all be represented as we discuss utilizing 

different forms of resources to create broad social equality in the 21st A ~ww~#~ ~ i ~i<e~ ~y 

Century. 



C~:P: SERSASiS~.!!AN Al}ica~~ Studies Spain9 20t 2 Co~tere~ce 
Proposal Deadline: December 16,2011 

February 3-4, African Studies Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

La~-~{~a{~e Flagship Fellowships 
Application Deadline: January 12, 2012 

The Language Flagship Fellowship is an award for up to ~o-years for graduate students to suppo~ their 

intensive language study at Flagship institutions in the U.S. and overseas in Arabic, Chinese, Korean, and 

Persian 

Boren Fellowship Application Deadline: January 31, 2012 

Boren Scholarship Application Deadline: February 9, 2012" (or earlier on-campus deadline) 

Boren Scholars and Fellows study less commonly taught languages, including but not limited to Arabic, 

Chinese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, and Swahili. Undergraduate students can receive up to $20,000 

for an academic year’s study abroad and graduate students up to $30,000 for language study and 

international research In exchange for funding, recipients commit to working in the federal government for 

a minimum of one year. 

J 

Be,/in Tighe == 30i PiSsboro Sti-eet Suite 3002 i C8, 5145 i ¢;~<~=: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 

~1anage Yo~ S~bscdp~io~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: AFRI, AFAM Independent Studies 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m sorry, to bother you here, but I cannot seem to find my copy of the approved independent study contract/regulations Can you attach it to an email and send it to me? 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (l?x) 

Click on a link for infomaation about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http://wwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/ianken html 

Walter White, N/h-. NAACP: 
http:/iuncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 8:18 AM 
To 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: A[~’R I/AFAM Independent Studies 

Dear 

Thanks for yuur email. 

Kindly get in tuuch with Professor Kenneth Janken whu is the Director :[’or Undergraduate Studies for the Department uf African and Afru-American Studies. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~(~live.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:42 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI/AFAM Independent Studies 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I heard that a new attendance policy was passed recently. However, it has corae to my attention that new restrictions have been put into place. Are any professors taking on students with 
independent study projects in Spring Is there anyway for students interested in independent study to view the new official policy, especially because the deadline for such projects is 
quickly approaching’.’ 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <infe@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 8:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

ICD Annual Flagship Event - The ICD Annual Academic Cont~rence on CulturaJ Diplomacy 2011 (Berlin, December 15th - 18th, 2011 ) 

Annual Flagship Event 

(Last Call for Applications) 

Dear Professors, Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf ol the institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I am wdting to bring to your attention our annual flagship event (outlined below) hosted by us in padnetship with other leading 
organizations. We are curtently accepting applications for this event and I would be grateful if you could share this announcement by folwarding the infermation below to 
anyone you think may be interested in attending. 

"Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations: New Actors, New initiatives, New Targets" 

(Berlin, December ~ 5th - t Sth, 20t ~) 
._w_L_w~__&u_!!_u_L~_~__r_r_~_c_’Z:_c_o__n_[_e_Le_Z!_q_e_,_o__r~ 

The "ICD Annual Academic Conference on Cultural Diplomac,,, 2011" is the concluding conference of the Institute’s Cultural Diplomacy year. Taking place in Berlin, the aim of 
the conference is to review in detail, debate and evaluate the year in terms of Cultural Diplomacy. 

This end of year academic conference will bring together scholars, politicians, diplomats, activists and young professionals to discuss Cultural Diplomacy within International 

Relations. Ranging from broad topics of discussion to specific areas of Cultural Diplomacy, the annual conference will ptovide a wide and detailed analysis of Cultural 
Diplomacy for 2011. 

In the post-9/11 world, Cultural Diplomac,,, and ’soft power’ tools have taken precedence in many state foreign policies. ’Soft Power’ is fa.~t becoming the international political 
currency and the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is paving the way for greater discussion and action. This conference will focus on and analyze Cultural Diplomacy and it’s 
relationships with International Relations, Institutions and Global Governance, Civil Society, the Private Sector and Religion. 

Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the ne~’~; of our upcoming events. If you do not wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us 
an email to info~!cultura!dNIomac~.oLcl indicating this. 

With wannest tegards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FiooffHochhaus) 
Kurf’Jrstendamm 207-8 Beriin, Gerrnany- I07i9 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2:~60- 7680 

www.culturaldiplomacy org 
info@culturaldiplomacy org 

......... Please fo~yard the announcement found below ...... Thank you .......... 

"Last Call for Applications" 

"Cultural Diplomacy and international Relations: New Actors, New Initiatives, New Targets" 

(Berlin, December 15th = lath, 2011) 
w~v.culturaldLolornacy-confe~ence.otic~ 

Dear Siri Madam, 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is currently accepting applications for our annual flagship event, which will take place in Berlin, from December 15th - lath, 2011. The 
event will bring together governmental and diplomatic officials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, .~tudents and 
scholars, and other interested stakeholders from across the world for a program of lectures, workshops, panel and group discussions and social and cultural activities 
featuring leading figures from the fields of politics, the ads, academia, media, and business. 

The ’ICD Annual Academic Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2011" is the concluding conference of the Institute’s Cultural Diplomacy year. Taking place in Berlin, the aim of 
the conlerence is to review in detail, debate and evaluate the year in terms ol Cultural Diplomacy. 

This end of year academic conference will [)ring together scholars, politicians, diplomats, activists and young professionals to discuss Cultural Diplomacy within International 
Relations. Ranging from broad topics of discussion to specific areas of Cultural Diplomacy, the annual conference will provide a wide and detailed analysis of Cultural 
Diplomacy for 2011. 

In the post-9/11 world, Cultural Diplomacy and ’soft power’ tools have taken precedence in many state foreign policies. ’Soft Power’ is fast becoming the international political 
currency and the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is paving the way for greate~ discussion and action~ This conlerence will focus on and analyze Cultu~N Diplomacy and it’s 
relationships wi~h International Relations, Institutions and Global Governance, Civil Society, the Pdvate Sec~o~ and Religion. 

Conference Participants (more) >> 

The conference is open to applications from governmental and diplomatic officials, civil society practitioners, young professionals, students and scholars, private sector 
representatives, journalists, and other interested stakeholders from across the world. 



To apply please visit: 

http:llwvw~.culturaldiplomacy.org/academy/index,php?en aaccd-2011 application-form 

Conference Speakers Lmore~ >> 

The speakers during the conference will include reading figures and expe~ls from ~ntemafiona~ politics, academia, the diplomatic community, civil society and the private 
sector, from across the woHd. These speakers w~ ~ndude a number of ~ndividue~s from the ICD Advisor" Board. 

Speakers for the Conference include: 

Yves Letemqe - Primeminster of Belgium 

Theodoros Pangalos o Deputy Prime Minister of Greece 

Dr. Erkki Tuomioja o Foreign Minister ef Finland 

Dr. Erhard Busek- Former Vice-Chancellor of Austria 

The Hon. Dr. AIfredo Palacio - Former President of Ecuador 

Philip Dodd - BBC Broadcaster, Writer and Editor 

The Hon. Rexhep Meidani - Former President of Albania 

The Hon, Yasar Yakis - Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

The Hon. Dr, Zvonirnir Paul Separovic - Former Minister ol Justice of Croatia 

Dr. Fawaz A, Gorges - Director of the Middle East Centre, London School of Economics 

The Hon. Selmo Cikotir; - Minister ol Deferrse ol Bosnia and Herzegovina 

www.cult u raldip!o[nacy.org 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, notofor-prefit, nonogovernmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany. The goal of the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability by strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that Iacilitate interaction among individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
across the wodd. 

P~’ev,~o&~,,~ EveRt$ 
Previous events held by the Institute fer Cultural Diplomacy include the International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin, May 1 lth-15th 2011 --- ~,vw.icd- 
intemationalsymposium.or,q), which hosted The Non. Lucinda Creighton - Minister of European Affairs of Ireland; The Hon. Michael Chertoff - Former United States 
Secretary of Homeland Security; The Hon. Rexhep Meidani - Former President of Albania; The Hon. Senator Tim Hutchinson - Former United States Senator Irom 
Arkansas; The Hon. Judge Theodor Moron - Fomqer President of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia; The Hon. Yasar Yakis - Former Foreign 
Minister of Turkey 

In March 2011 the ICD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress 2011 (Berlin, March 9[h - 12th 2011 - vw’,~,v.biec.de ), which hosted The Hon. Nahas Angu~a - 
Prime minister of Namibia; The Hon. Jean-Paul Adam o Foreign Minister of the Republic of Seychelles; The Non. Alberto Jose Guevara Obregon - Minister of Finance of 
Nicaragua; The Hon. AI hna~n A~ Sadig A I Mahdi - Former Prime minister of Sudan; The Non. Akua Sena Dansua - Minister for Tourism of Ghana; and The Non. 
Edmund IBart[ett - Minister of Tourism of Jamaica. 

Please address any additional queries to info@culturaldiplomacv.org 

We look forward to hear from you soon. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3id Fioor/Hochhaus) 
KurfOrstendamm 207-8 Beriil’,’, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2:360-7680 

Fax: 00 49.(0)30 2360-76811 

www.culturaldiplomacy.org 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - click here 

Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - click here 

Become a member of ~he ~CD and he~p creatre a s~rom~} Cu~tora~ Bip~omacy communitry- eliel~ here 

Tb, is e-mail con~ins priviieged and confidential infom~ation intended only 

Poi the use of the individual or erl[i[y narned above i~ [i~e reader of ~his 

e-mail is r,,ot the ir,,tended recipient or the employee or agent responsibie 

for routing it to ti~e intended recipient, you ere hereby notified tb, at any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwarding of tb, is e-mail is strictly 
proi~ibited, if you i~ave received finis e.-rnail in erior, please reply to [he 

sender of such and delete the e-mail in its entirety. Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

,@gm~il.com> 

Thursday, 10:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

~emad.unc.edu> 

#5 Reading Response 

Group 5 reading response.docx 

Good morning Dr. SaNe, 
Here is my reading response for today. 
See you in clas~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Review #5 

Article Review 4.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 
Here is my review for today. Thanks! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 11:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

reading response number 5 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Here is my 5th reading response. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, December 1,2011 11:43 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Monday Dec 5 at Duke: Chris Vail/Rural Mexico: The People, the Laird, and the Music 

CHRIS VAIL / Rural Mexico: The People, the Land, and the Music 

Monday, December 5, 3-4:30 p,m, / Mary Duke Biddle Rare Book Room, Perkins Library (West Campus), Duke University, 411 Chapel Drive, Durham, North Carolina 

Description: 

http://images.skeml.com/client id 4469Nai1400w.jpg 

Veracruz, Mexico. Photograph by Chris Vail. 

A visiting artist at the Center for Documentary Studies, Chris Vail has been a documentary and news photographer for more than 30 years. He is currently documenting cultural regions 

of Mexico as defined by various forms of son, a genre of traditional Mexican music. 

This work began while on assignment for the Los Angeles Times doing a photo-essay on Son Jarocho music in the state of Veracruz. Vail’s research revealed a rich world of traditional 

music where the different genres of Mexican son vary by geographic location and historical influences. In the succeeding years Vail spent many months and logged thousands of miles 

speaking with musicians and photographing rural Mexico in the context of its music In some areas, such as southern Veracruz, these traditions are flourishing; in others, like the Tierra 

Caliente, many of the great musicians have died since this project began, and Vail’s photographs are a final record of what was once a vital music scene. 

Vail covered Latin America and the Caribbean as a news photographer in the 1980s and again in 2002-2005. During that time, his photographic work regularly appeared in leading 

newspapers and magazines worldwide. In 1990-91, he worked for Reuters Espana (Madrid, Spain) as a photographer and editor. 

He co-edited Nicaragua.A Decade of Revofution (Norton, 1991), a photographic history of the Sandinista years featuring the work of 47 photographers. He taught photography at San 

Francisco State University and received an Artist in Residence grant from the California Arts Council. 

This fall, Vail began work on a pilot project, Rhythms of Change: North Carolina’s M8sica Latina, documenting the Latin music scene in North Carolina. The project is part of a residency 

at the Center for Documentary Studies; the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation provided the initial funding. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Subject: Group 4 paper 

Attach: ints: I group4paper.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
Here is my response paper to the articles for Group 4. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 12:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Respouse Paper #4 

Paper #4.docx 

Professor Sahle, 
Attached is my response paper for the Thursday 

Best, 

Presentation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

’@hotmail.com > 
Thursday,               L :[2:32 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

response 

Response.docx 

response 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 

@email.unc.edu~-- 

12:48 PM 

Response Notes 4: AFRI, .001 .FALLI 

RN5.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmafil.com> 

Thursday, 1:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Group 4 Respouse Paper 

response to group 4.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here is my response paper for group #4. 

Thanks! 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, 1:3 l PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunic@email.~mc .edtr"~ 

Sub.jet’t: AFRI    Resp~mse Paper #5 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

Attached is the Response Paper for Group #5. 

Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subject: 1NTS Group 4 Response 

Attach: docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
attached is group 4 response 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: 1NTS - group 4 response 

Attach: G4 INTS .docx 

RESPONSE PAPER ATTACHED 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, . 7:32 AM 
Sul~ject: INTS - This week: INTS .001.FALL 

Dea~ All, 

ttope you had a great Thanksgiving break! 

Here is the agenda for this week: 

Tuesday, 

1) A comment on the final extort. 

2) Group # 3: Childrer~ health and human fights 

Daniel Taxantola and Sofia Gruskin, °°Children Confron6ng HIV/’AIDS: Char6ng the ConLluence of Rights and Health", in Cm~skin, Sofia [et 

Sexual and Reproducfion Health 

Bo~mie Shepherd, ’°The ’°Double Discourse" On Sexual and Reproductive Rights in Latin America: The Chasm Between Public Policy and Private Ac6ons", in Crruskin, 

Sofia [let all. 

Barba:ra Klugman, "Sexual Rights in Southern Afi-ica: A Beijing Discourse or a Strategic Necessity?", in in Grusldr~ Sofia [et 

Alicia Ely Yamin and Deborah P. Maine, "Maternal MortaliU as a Human Rights Issue: Measuring Compliance ruth International TreaD- Obligations", in in Gmskin, 

Sofia [et all. 

Thursday: Dec. 1: Group #4: The human fight to health 

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, °’General Comment No. 14: The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health (Article 12 of the Internatioual 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultaral Rights)", in in Gruskin, Sofia [et 

George J. Anna, ’°The Right to Health and the Nevirapine case in South Africa", in Grusldn, Sofia [let all]. 

Ma~ Ann Tortes, The Human Right to Health, National Courts, and Access to HIV/AIDS Treatment: A Case Sin@ from Venezuela", in Gruskin, Sofia [et all. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

presentation espy 4 

presentation4.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are having a fantastic day! 

Attached is my essay for presentation 4. 

Thank you! 



From: ~gma~l.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Response Paper 4 

A~tach: INTSresponse4 .docx 

Attached, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: RE: AFRI    Response Paper #5 

Attach: a£d~ R5.docx 

Sorry, I forgot the attachment! 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 1:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: AFRI Response Paper #5 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

Attached is the Response Paper for Group #5. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

t@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday 1:55 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Response Paper for Group #4 

Response to Group 4.docx 

Prof. Sahle, 

here is my response paper for group #4’s presentation. 

thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gm~fil.com> 

Thursday, 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Group 4 Response 

Response Group 4.docx 

Attached, thauk you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 2:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Essay for Presentations 

capabilities essay.docx 



Leadership and Generalship in the Civil War 

The fourth signature conference of the Virginia Civil War 

Sesquicentennial, hosted by The Center for Leadership and Ethics, will 



bring together noted historians to discuss leadership and generalship in 
the Civil War. Registrants from 12 different states and every corner of 
Virginia have helped take registration to capacity. Visit the 
Sesquicentennial website to jump on the waiting list! A DVD and book 
chronicling the conference will be available in early 2013. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:09 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Mtg Friday 

Hi Dr Sable 
Just checking in about the meeting tomorrow The group should be small so we can do jack sprat if that is still ok? If it’s possible, can we move the meeting to 4? If not, no problem, 

someone will just be a little late. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 9:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Mtg Friday 

No problem Dr Sahle. 
Rest up and get ~vell[ 

Let me know if you wake up feeling all better, but take care of yourself first It is not critical that the meeting happen tomorrow. 

Best, 
Kari 

, at 8:52 PJ~ "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear 
> 
> Thanks so much for this note. 
> 

> Can we touch base tomorrow morning? I rushed home late this at’ternoon - I only woke to finish up a letter of 

recommendation that needs to be out - and I 1 need to see how I feel in the morning. 
> 

> Anyway, let’s check in about 900am and see how we go from there 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> From: @gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 8:09 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Mtg Friday 
> 

> Hi Dr SahIe 
> Just checking in about the meeting tomorrow. The group should be small so we can do jack sprat if that is still ok? If it’s possible, can we move the meeting to 4? If not, no problem, 
someone will just be a little late 
> Thanks, 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, ): 19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

RE: On Tomom~w 

That will be no problem. I’ll see you in the morning. 

I hope you feel better 

From: Sable, Eunice N [ eunice~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:12 PM 
To: 
Sub.~ect: On Tomorrow 

[)ear 

Greetings and I hope you are well 

I am not feeling well, thus in light of our planned meetings, let’s touch base tomorrow morning about 9 00am to see how things are. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: ,~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday 10:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: reading response 5 

Attacl~: Afri    response 5.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

I have attached reading response five. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

group # 4 response paper 

group #4 response.docx 

its attached 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 12:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

[Consilience] Issue VIII Call tbr S ubmissions 

])eat’ Profess~ r Sahle, 

Givet~ your expressed interest it: sustainable 
development, our Editorial Board im ires you at~d 
stude~ts [hal you may k~o~v, both undergraduate 
m~d graduate, to cut,tribute" to Conailet~ee. I 
e~tcom’ag~" you to forward and ahare ~his email ~vith 
your colleagues, as well as ct~rret~t arm p;~st s[udents. 

articles must De submitte,:t by i~a~uary 
may be submi[ted on]me ~ia our web interface at 

call for aubmissiot~s can be viewed o~t ore’ website 

issues. [t you have at~y questiot~s regarding the 

working closely w[th you throughout the subm[ssiot~ 
process. 

Vighues:h 

Editorial Boat’{t is based at (o{umbia U~:{versity 
h City of New York 

:::orislller:c~: I ! 005 [.~:mer i--I .,11 2920 Bro .’d’,,vay i New ’Fork, New ’Fork 10027 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.t~nc.edu> 

Friday, 1:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: On Tomorrow 

Oh, okay, I understand no~v. rll look out for an email Ii~om you then. 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday. 10:34 PM 
To: 
Sul~iect:° RE: On Tomorrow 

Dear 

I meant I would touch base by at least 9.00am. I am sorry %r any confusion. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~!live.unc.edu] 
Sent: rflnursday, 9:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: On Tomorrow 

That will be no problem I’ll see you in the morning. 

I hope you feel better 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice(~email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:12 PM 
To: 1 
Subject: On Tomorrow 

Dear 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I am not feeling well, thus in light of ore planned meetings, let’s touch base tomorrow- morning about 9.00am to see how things are. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Onvmanibe, Richard C AUTHOR: Fatton, Robert 
A critique of revolutionary humanis Black consciousness in South Africa 
CALL NO: JC273.F36 058 1983 CALL NO: DT763.6 .F37 1986 
BARCODE: 00002472504 BARCODE: 00003333949 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DLrE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: Muflhabi, Mokgethi B. O AUTHOR: Bulhan, Hussein Abdilahi. 

’]’he theury and practice of black re Frantz Fanon and the psychulugy of 

CALL NO: D~[763.6 M67 1984 CA]L NO: CT2628.F35 B85 1985 

BARCODE: 00002855896 BAD.CODE: 00003186901 

Davis Library I)UE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRIC~N-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Gendzier, Irene L. AUTHOR: Biko, Steve, 
Frantz Fanon: a critical study Steve Biko : Black consciousness in 
CALL NO: CT2628.F35 G46 c.2 C~&LL NO: K2795 c.2 
BARCODE: 00008162882 BAR(2ODE: 10001035568 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: AUTflOR: B/ku, Steve, 
TITLE: Fr~mtzFan(m. TITLE: IwritewhatIlike 
CALL NO: CT2628.F35 F7 CALL NO: I)T763 B48 1978 
BARCODE: 00001026277 BARCODE: 10001383290 
Davis Librapf DUE: 11-27-11     Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Tully, James,       AUTHOR: Nou~ven, Henri J. M 
Strange multiplicity : constitution TITLE: The path of freedom 
CALL NO: JF1061 .T85 1995 CALL NO: BT825 .N686 1995 
BARCODE: 00012781064 BAR(2ODE: 00012553569 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: Gordon, Lewis R      AUTflOR: 
Fanon and the crisis ofEnropean ma The fact of blackness : Frantz Fano 
CAL[~ NO: B1029.F354 G67 1995 CALL NO: CT2628 F35 F33 1996 
BARCODE: 00011477412 BA[ZCODE: 00012670077 
Davis Librapf DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:15 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:               AUTHOR: Turner, Lou. 
TITLE: When prayer makes news Frantz Fanon, Soweto & American Bla 
CALL NO: DT763 ¥V46 1986 CALL NO: CT2628.F35 T87 1986 
BARCODE: 00003751586 BARCODE: 00004554707 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DLrE: 11-27-11 

AUT[IOR:                AL’~ IOR: Meer, Fatima. 

Theories of race and ethnic re[atlo TI[[LE: Black-woman-worker 

CA]L NO: HT1521 T47 1986 CALL NO: HD6057.5. $6 M44 1990 

BARCODE: 00003778889 BA[£CODE: 00006668705 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:13 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Libmly- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu;~ 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. Renew at: t_~ttps://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:               AU~fHOR: Walvin, Jalnes. 
Rethinking Fanon : the conti~’mmg d TITLE: The slave trade 
CALL NO: JC273.F36 R47 1999 c.2 CALL NO: HT1161 .W35 1999 c 2 

BARCODE: 00017155891 BARCODE: 00009980194 

Davis Libraly D1JE: 11-27-11 Davis Libra,, DUE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: HaIisi, C. R D.,     AI/fHOR: Sassoon, Anne Showstack. 
Black pohtical thought in the mak~ Gramsci and contemporary politics : 

CALL NO: DT1928 .H35 1999 CALL NO: JC265.G68 $26 2000 

BARCODE: 00017233520 BARCODE: 00017735131 

Davis Librap£ I)U]_{: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: l 1-27- l l 

EUNICE N S AtlLE 
AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER STUDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:18 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

UNCCH UniversiU LibrmTr- <circadmin@aftoMib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <em~ice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departmetat 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items a~e overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AL,THOR:               AUTHOR: Bol~nett, Alastatr, 
Theories of race and racism : a rea TITLE: A~ti-racism 
CALL NO: HT1521 T473 2000 CALL NO: HT1523 B(>4 2000 

BARCODE: 00017434634 BARe:ODE: 00018155390 

Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DLrE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: Walvin, James.       AUTttOR: Morgan, Kenneth 
Making ~he Black Athmtic : Eriram Slavery, A~lantic trade and the Bri 
CAIL NO: HT1161 .W355 2000    CAL[~ NO: IgI’1161 Md7 2000 

BARCODE: 00018148808 BARCODE: 0001904(>471 

Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BA’I ~E 

1:19 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Libmw Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulatm~ Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Hoflinan, John,      AUTHOR: 
Gender and sovereignty : feminism, Victims, perpetrators or actors? : 
CALL NO: JC327 G417 2001 CALL NO: JC328.6 V54 2001 

BARCODE: 00019126704 BARCODE: 00019945614 

Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

AIFII IOR: AUTtlOR: 

Gender, peace and conflict Antonio Gramsci : critical assessme 

CAIL NO: JZ6405.W66 G46 2001    CALL NO: JC265 .A57 2002 v.4 
BARCODE: 00019726432 BARCODI{: 00020171831 

Davis Librapf DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~f1IDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Biko, Steve,        AL~HOR: iVloane, Geraldine, 
TITLE: The essential Steve Biko Gender and colonialism : a psycholo 
CALL ix,-O: DT1949 B55 A3 1997    CALL NO: HQ1122 .M62 1999 
BARCODE: 00015247305 BAR(2ODE: 00016731020 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DLrE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: Mi~rtin, James,       AUWIIOR: 

Gramsci’s political analysis : a cr Rethinking Fanon : the continuing d 

CALL NO: JC265.G68 M37 1998 CALL NO: JC273 F36 R47 1999 

BARCODE: 00015694269 BARCOD}{: 00009998416 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Rist, Gilbert,      AUTHOR: Gibson, Nlgel C 
The histo~¢ of development : from w Fanon : the postcolonial imaginatio 
CALL NO: HD78 .R5713 2002 CALL NO: CT2628.F35 G53 2003 
BARCODE: 00021918515 BAR(2ODE: 00022439737 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

AIFII IOR: AUTHOR: 
Slavery across time and space : stu Feminist postcolonial theop)~ : a re 

CALL NO: IF,[’1155 $624 2002 C2,LL NO: HQ1150 [~’456 2003 
BARCODE: 00022270711 BA[ZCODE: 00022721618 
Davis Librapf DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:22 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Libraty <circadmin@ai~n.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 201 l 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Cl~,apel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfo/ 
AUTHOR: Desai, Ashwin.       ALrrHOR: Winant. Howard. 
The poors of Chatsworth : race, cla The new politics of race : globalis 
CALL NO: DT2405 D886 C47 2000 CALL NO: HT1521 .W586 2004 
BARCODE: 00019996514 BARCODE: 00024242017 

Davis Library DUE: 11-27oll Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

AlYfI IOR:              AUTHOR: 

The feminist standpoint theory read (Un)thinking citizenship : feminist 

CALL NO: HQ1190.1;46313 2004 CALL NO: HQ1236.5 $612768 2005 

BARCODE: 00023106844 BARCODE: 00024858076 

Da~’is Librap£ DUE: l 1-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN’[CE N SAtILE 

AFKICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:23 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:                Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges, 
Philosophers on race : critical ess The Congo ticom Leopold to Kabila : 
CALL NO: HT1523 P48 2002 CALL NO: DT658 .N96 2002 
BARCODE: 00020800180 BAR(2ODE: 00020969819 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DLrE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: Nouwen, Henri J M.    AIYIItOR: 

A cp), [’or mercy : prayers from the Marxism, modernity and postcolonial 

CALL NO: BV245 N699 2002 CALL NO: PN98.C6 M37 2002 

BARCODE: 00020866699 BARCODE: 00021632486 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:21 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Voices of protest : social movement TITLE: Contesting citizenship 
CALL NO: HNS01 A8 V63 2006 CALL NO: JV7590 .C6663 2008 
BARCODE: 00026540878 BARCIODE: 00032124610 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: Peterson, Charles    AUTHOR: 

Dubois, Fannn, Cabral : the margins Constructing demncratic governance 

CALl. NO: E18597.[)73 P48 2007    CAI.L NO: JL966 .C677 2008 

BARCODE: 00028069660 BARCODE: 00031851470 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:26 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AL~HOR: Bordn, Atilio.       AUTHOR: Haskm, Jeamae M, 
Empire and imperialism : a critical The tragic st~nte offlae Congo : fro 
CALL NO: JC359 .B6713 2005 CALL NO: DT658 .H34 2005 
BARCODE: 00024991109 BARCODE: 00025727615 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DErE: 11-27-11 

AUT[IOR: Beriss, David.       AU~Tf JOR: 

Black skins, French voices : Caribb Challenging hegemony : social movem 

CALL NO: DC34.5 A46 B47 2004    CALL NO: HN801.A8 C533 2006 

BARCODE: 00024327024 BAD.CODE: 00025685866 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:24 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:               ALvFHOR: MuaTay, Christina, 
Contested citizenship : irmmgration Building representative democracy 
CALL NO: JV7590 .C666 2005 CALL NO: JQ1981 .M87 2002 
BARCODE: 00025688943 BARCODE: 00026265611 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DLrE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: Hassim, Shireen.      AUTHOR: 

Women’s organizations and democracy Globalization, violent conflict and 

CAL[~ NO: tIQ1236.5.$6 H37 2006 CA]L NO: JC328.65.IM8 G56 2006 
BARCODE: 00026498dg)6 BARCODE: 00026725410 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:25 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AU~FHOR: Rabaka, Reiland,      ALrTHOR: Malls, Charles W. 
Against epistemic apartheid : W.E.B Radical flaeolT, Caribbean reali~’ : 
CALL NO: E185 97.D73 R322 2010 CALL NO: HN242.Z9 $615 2010 
BARCODE: 00036004983 BARCODE: 00038006861 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DLrE: 11-27-11 

AI[FII IOR: 

Fanon and the decolonization of phi 

CALL NO: B1029.F354 F36 2010 

B~kRCOI)E: 00034806238 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Glover, Karen S,    AUTHOR: 
Racial profiling : research, racism Reframing contemporaU Aiicica : pol 
CALL NO: HV7936 R3 G56 2009    CALL NO: JQ1875 .R428 2010 
BARCODE: 00033811527 BAR(2ODE: 00035921119 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR: Neild, Rachel.      AUTHOR: 
Ethnic profiling in the European Un Re-imagining the social in South Af 
CAL[~ NO: HV7936.R3 N45 2009 CALL NO: HN801 .AS R45 2009 
BARCODE: 00033701129 BARCODE: 00035932688 
Davis Librapf DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:28 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-02-11 05:00AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Goodale, Mark       AU’I’HOR: 
Dilermnas of modernity : Bolivian en Rights and legal empowerment in era 
CALL NO: KHC315 G66 2009 CALL NO: K1960 R54 2008 
BARCODE: 00032319223 BARCODE: 00033158261 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DLriff: 11-27-11 

AUTHOR:               AIFII IOR: Nel; Jorge 

Feminism and war : confronting US i ~I]ae democratic challenge : rethinki 

CA]L NO: JZ6405.W66 F45 2008    CALL NO: JC423 .N44 2009 

BARCODE: 00032307254 BARCODE: 00033679412 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 11-27-11 Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~I~[YDII4S 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:27 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary J. Wills <MJWills@usad£gov> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 8:37 AM 

Lucas, William Ernest <welucas@email.nnc.edu-~; Baxbara Anderson <b anderson@nnc.edu-~; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 

<nsteiner@nnc.edu-~ 

Bentley, Margaret E <pbentley@unc.edu>; Sa~hle, Eunice N <eunice@etnail.unc.edu> 

RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

All--Thank you all [:or taking the tirne to consider ways we might collaborate. For Barbara: I look forward to discussing possibilities after the beginning of the year. 

Thanks again. 

From: Lucas, William Ernest [mailto:welucas@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2022 9:36 plvl 
Te: Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Mary 3. Wills 
Cc: Bentley, Margaret E; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 
Let me loop in Ambassador Wills for further discussion of her possible trip here. Thanks, Niklaus, for bringing this group together. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2021 20:32 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Cc: Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Dear Bill: 

Is this time sensitive? I will be traveling quite a bit between now and the beginning of the semester, but the African Studies Center would be glad to be of support 

with this after the beginning of the year. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 12/1/2011 9:05 AM, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

Sorry to be slow on this. Thanks for alerting me to this opportunity. I’m cc: three relevant people: Barbara is with the African Studies Center, 

Eunice is with the African and African-American Dept, and Peggy is with global public health. All three are very well connected to all things 

African at UNC. Might you three be able to organize some kind of brown bag/info session for her? 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
university of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: 
_h__t_t_p_2!_c_~_Lu_n__~:_e___d_~. I _h__tt_p_:~t_f_a__~_e___b__Q__o__k_:__c__o__m_!_u___n__c__c_~[ I .h__~p__~ttt_:~L~_r_:_c_._o___m_!_u__n___c__c_.~[ 

Description: Description: http:,/cgi.unc.edu/images/migration- 

horizontal jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:ilamzn.com!O.~15772990 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 4:57 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Niklaus - Over the Thanksgiving break, I met with a State Department colleague who is seconded to the USADF. This Foundation makes grants to community projects in Africa, 
specifically targeted on areas that larger programs (e.g., USAID, IBRD) miss. My colleague Ambassador Mary Jo Wills (bio attached) is seeking to raise awareness of this little- 
known Foundation with a view to developing partnerships to achieve progress. Given your greater familiarity with UNC entities, can you advise me who!where Mary .~o could 
call on, if she visited the campus in the coming weeks/months? I had thought of Carolina for Kibera, School of Public Health, and/or perhaps CGI. But you probably have other 
ideas, thanks for your help, Bill 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Thursday, November 24, 2011 12:51 AM 
To: Mary 3. Wills 
Subject: RE: Bio 

Mary Jo - Thanks for the bio. Pleasure catching up with you and getting a better understanding of USADF. rll have to ask around a bit to locate the best places to plug you into. 
But rll be back in touch. Meanwhile, here’s my bio. Please share with Lloyd. Happy Thanksgiving, Bill 

From: Mary 3. Wills [M3Wj]ls@usadf.qov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:09 PM 

To: Lucas, William Ernest; @yahoo.corn 
Subject: Bio 

Bill, 

It was a pleasure to meet with you and discuss ways we might collaborate. Attached is my Bio as we discussed. Best wishes for a happy holiday. MJ 

Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

Special Advisor 

United States African Development Foundation 

Tel: 202-233-8817 

Fax: (202)673-3810 



Web: www.usadf.gov 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Centez 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 

b ande son@unc.edu 

http : //af rica. unc. edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Friday, December 2, 2011 9:34 AM 

apcg@list%msc.edu 

APCG Newsletter Deadline is Today! 

Dear colleagues, 

This is a reminder that he deadline for submissions is today 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Byron Nelson 
Assistant Professor, Department of Government 
Chair, African Studies Cluster 
Wesleyan University 
860685.3023 
mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 

http://www.michaelnelson info 
http://africa blo~s.weslevan, edu/ 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: https:i/listswiscedu/uTid 40299565.flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&[ apc~&o 17168652 

or send a blank email to leave-17168652~40299565 fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, December 2, 2011 11:52 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

REMINDER: TODAY at 3:00 p.m. at Duke, "Unveiling the Colonial System" Roundtable ruth Bongie, Casimir, Daut, Hector, aM Nesbitt 

at FHI Garage 

Vastey ilnage.pdf 

Unveiling the Colonial System: 

A Roundtable on the Baron de Vastey 

and Critical Race Studies in the Haitian Independence 

3:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m. Friday December 2ud 

FHI Ga~:age (S~nith Warehouse, across frown Duke East Campus), Reception to Follow 

CHRIS BONGIE*JEAN CASIMIR*Mk&RLENE DAUT* 

CARY HECTOR*NICK NESBITT 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

t@live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Group 5 paper 

Group 5 paper.docx 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my response paper for group 5. Thank you! 

Best, 

African Stu~lies & Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveatnc,edu> 

Friday, 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: On Tomorrow 

That is no problem 8:30a on Monday will be fine for both discussions. 

Feel better, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihu~ac.edu] 
Sent: Friday, i 8:20 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: On Tomorrow 

Dear 

discuss the thesis and for the lntep¢iew. 

Have a good weekend 

Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 1:06 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: On Tomorrow 

Oh, okay, I understand now. I’ll look out for an email from you then. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice(~email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:34 PM 
To: } 
Subject: RE: On Tomol~ow 

I meant I would touch base by at least 9.00am. I ara sorcy for any confusion. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.anc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: On Tomorrow 

That will be no problem. I’ll see you in the morning. 

I hope you feel better. 

Consequently, I am wondering if we can meet on Monday at 8.30am to 



From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: On Tomorrow 

Dear 

Greetings and I hope you are well 

I am not feeling well, thus in light of ore planned meetings, let’s touch base tomorrow- morning about 9.00am to see how things are. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~]ive.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Reading tbr political economy of AIDS pre~ntation 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I am so sorry to interrupt the beginning of your weekend with more questions, but for my presentation on Tuesday, the syllabus lists this reading: 

Nana K. Poku, ’Confronting AIDS with Debt: Africa’s Silent Crisis’ in Poku, Nana, and Alan Whiteside. The Political Economy of AIDS in Africo. Aldershot, Hants, 

England ;: Ashgate, c2004. 

I was unable to find it on blackboard and the actual book it comes from is unfortunately checked out of library. I was just wondering if there was anyway that you 

could upload it to black board, if you think that I could find similar information by other sources I would be happy to do that as well. 

Thank you!!! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, December 2, 2011 3:22 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jijordan@emaikunc.edu> 

Daynali Flores <       ~gmail.com:~; Fouzi Slisli <fslisli@stcloudstate.edw~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Nzongola- 
Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Beieket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Jeffiey Ogb~x <jeffrey.ogbar@uconn.edu>; 

Reves, Alvmo Andres <~2lvo~roar@email.unc.edU>; Linda E. Ca~" <lcmV@syr.edt~-; mireille f~on-mend~s france 

<           @aol.com> 

Papers, Photos and DVD 

Hello All; I hope this note finds each of you well and in good spirits. ’]7his is a link to a site with photographs from the Symposium: http:i,’~alle~.me.con~,wvalalucha#100247 When you get 
to the site enter the username:               and password: 
You should be able to download from the site if you wish Clarissa is sending out the dvd’s on Mi~nday. If you intend to upload any video to any site please let us know ahead of time The 
releases you signed for us only covers the Stone Center’s posting of the Symposium sessions on our Vimeo site 

At this point we have not received the written drafts of your presentati ons (except for Fouzi and ?,/hreille) for submission ]2~r the special issue of African American Review. Please send me 
your drafts no later than 30 December so Daynali and I can present the editors with a credible schedule for completion of editing on our end. We will submit all of our work as a single 
package and will be obsep~ing these basic guidelines as printed on the African American Review site (http:/iaar.slu.edu/submissions.html): 

Submission Guidelines 

Authors must submit all manuscripts electronically- via Manuscript FastTrack, which is located at http ://aar.expressacademic. org.    Please prepare manuscripts in accordance ~vith the 
most recent edition of the MLA Style Manual, which requires the use of       intratextual documentation and mandates the inclusion of a Works Cited list at the manuscript’s end. 
Manuscripts that do not follow- MLA style are subject to itlm~ediate rqiection. Also, manuscripts that are not paginated will be rejected. 

Critical essays should be no fe~ver than 6,000 words, and no more than 8,500 words, excluding Notes and Works Cited. 
Please Note: AAR does not consider previously published works or simultaneous submissions. 

We continue to receive requests for the dvd of the event as well as congratulatory comments from folks who attended and frora those who wanted to come but could not get here. Thanks 
again for all of the hard work you invested in this project. Hopefully you will have a few moments to chill over the holidays. 

With Regards 
Joseph 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962 -~;v.)01 
j fj ordan@emaihunc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mulima, Sinamenye A <~smutima@emailamc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 3:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Dear Professor Sahle: 

I wanted to make an appointment with you to discuss a situation that might be a concern in the Fall 2012 with respect to the Swahili classes. 

I forgot my cell phone at home and therefore cannot call you. 

Have a wonderful weekend. 

Alphonse Mutima 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, December 2, 2011 5:49 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Reminder: Proposals for February 2012 UNC-Duke Consortium ContErence clue in one week 

Call for Proposals 2012 UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Spring Conference - February 17-18, 2012 

Kn~w~edge as C~a~ge in Latin America a~u]l ~he Car~bbea~ 

Submission Deadline: December 9, 2011 

The UNC - Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to invite you to participate and/or no~ninate graduate students to the 

8th armual Consortium Conference to take place on February 17-18, 2012 at Duke University, John Hope Franklin Center and UNC- Chapel Hill, FedEx 

Global Education Center. 

This year the conference will be dedicated to the varieties of epistemologies by which the possibility- of change past and present insim~ated itself in the 

popular imagination in Latin America and the Caribbean. Attention roll be gNen principally to the politics of knoMedge in shaping of popular sensiNlities 

through aesthetic production~ncluding poetry, the plastic arts, music, dance, and literary forms hifftorical knoMedge, ideological formulations, and 

political theo~; among others, as phenomena shaped both within national and trans- national settings. 

The topic is not restrictive, but inclusive. We invite submissions liar panels and/or shi~rt pre~ntations by individual~ pairs, collectives, or working groups 

related to the main conference theme. Panel proposals are strongly encouraged. 

Please submit your proposal electronically no later than Friday, December 9, 2011 to Natalie Ha(tman at nih(~duke.edu and Beatriz Riefkohl Mufiiz 

at rie~kohl~email.unc.edu (please use as subject: 2012 Consortiarn Conference). Your proposal should include a title and a brief (250 word) description 

of the topic to be addressed, as well as name(s) and affiliations) of the participant(s). Attachments in Microsoft WoN are preferred, but if you send the 

information in the body of an e-mail message, be sum that your formatting includes international characters. 

The conference welcomes also multimedia presentations, exhibitions, film screenings, and performances by participants. 

For more inli~rmation, contact njh@duke.edu or rieIkohl(a)email.unc.edu. 

Beatriz RielkoN Mufiiz 

Associate Director 

Institute for the Study of the Americas 

Uulversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street (comer of McCauley and Pittsboro) 

Campus Box 3205 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3205 

919-966-1484 (main) 

919-962-2418 (direct) 

919-962-0398 (fax) 

http://isa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, December 3,2011 3:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Jobless Rate Dips to Lowest Level in More Than 2 Years 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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C,~s[onlize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Deeember 3, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Jobless Rate Dips to Lowest 

Level in More Tha~ 2 Years 

In the midst of global economic 
turmoil, the American 
unemployment rate unexpectedly 
dropped last month to 8.6 percent, 
and the nation’s employers added 

U.S. Urges Creativity by 

Colleges to Gai~ Diversity 

Guidelines fl’om the Obama administration focus on the wiggle romn in court rulings on affirmative 
action, suggesting the use of admissions criteria that are often proxies for race. 

Center of Pem~ State Scandal, Sandusl~- Tells His Own Story- 

In an extensive interview, Jerry Sandusky, the former assistant football coach, insisted that he had 
never sexually abused any child. 

(~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1 do~ ’t want to worl~ at ~ place that s~ys 1 can’t think." 
BKYAN GONZALEZ, who says he was fired by the Border Patrol after questioning the war on 
drugs~ 

SCIENCE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 

Michael Benson~s 

Planetary 

Landscapes 
A multimedia artist digitally 
processes raw image data from deep 
space missions to create large-format 
landscapes that sometimes resemble 
places on Earth. 

OPINION 

Sex therapy as ~linner theater 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"Spider-Man" turns on the cash 

Standing by their new musical, fingers crossed 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

St~mble! Don t 

Bet o]~ It 

I remain staunchly 
optimistic that China will eoutinue to be the world’s greatest machine fro" economic expansion. 



WORLD 

Merkel seeks Swift Action on ~Nha~ May Be Long Job to Save ~he Euro 

Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany on Friday ruled out a rapid solution to the debt crisis as she 
sought stronger fiscal cooperation across the euro zone. 

After American Jewish Outcry, Israel Ends Ad Campalg~ Aimed at Expatriates 

An effort to appeal to Israeli patriotism struck a sore’ note with American Jews. 

Syrians Say They 2~re Feelh~g the Grip of Sa*~ctlo~ts 

Measures by Turkey, the Arab League and others are already unraveling the most significant 
change of President Bashar al-Assad’s tenure: linking Syria to the global economy. 

Mere World News 

Police Officers Fiord Thai Dissent on Drttg Laws May Come "With a Price 

Law enforcement agents on the front lines of the drug war sometimes begin to have second thoughts 
about drug policies. Problems can a~se when they speak about them. 

Taking the They House Movement Thfier 

Glenn Orassi is not sure whether the 84-square-foot home he built is shelter in the old-fashioned 
sense, or a work of art. 

Programs That Tie Ftmds to Effecfive~mss Are at Risk 

As a Honse proposal threatens to cut financing, policy experts worry about the fnture of initiatives 
to make government dollars go fnrther and work better. 

BUSINESS 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

~Arith Verlzo~’s 83.6 Billlot~ Spectrtm~ Deal Cable at~d ~qre[ess Inch Closer 

The purchase by Verizon Wireless of speetrmn licenses Dom Comeast, Time Warner Cable and 
Bright House Netwm’ks points to a day when television, broadband, home phone and eellphone 
service appear on a single monthly bill. 

Once o~t Top~ ~terica~t Now Figh[s to Keep Up 

Other airlines have found ways to remain profitable, but American, with fewer hubs and an aging 
fleet, has not. 

YOUR MONEY 

A Credit Score That Tracks Yo*~ More Closely 

The new measure inelndes data well beyond the seope of the big three credit bureans, like you, rent 
payments and track record on child support ov alimony payments. 

~E] Post a Comment 

S P 0 RTS 

The Educafio~t of a Quarterback 

Aaron Rodgers recalls his three years of watehing fihn and leading the Packers’ scout team as 
eHtieal to his sneeess. 

the Fifth Down: A Remarkable Season by Any Measure 

By I-~alsing Roof, Marlins Hope Interesl "1,Vill Follow 

Rebranded with a new logo, a new manager and a new stadium, the Marlins appear willing to 
increase payroll. 

New Jersey High School Plays for Title, Mimes 9 P~ayers 

Controversy sun’ounds the suspension of the nine players who are accused of beating two students 
from another high school after an earlier confrontation at a house party. 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 



Possible Fo~-.’.gi~g of Moder~ Art Is Hwesfigated 

Federal authorities are said to be investigating whether paintings and drawings, sold for years by 
some of New York’s elite art dealers as the work of Modm~ist masters, are forgeries. 

DANCE REVIEW 

.& TPibute o~ ~,Vo~qd AIDS Day~ ~qth ~oves From the St~’eet a~d the Clubs 

At City Center on Thursday, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater performed the premiere of 

"Home," by Rennie Harris. 

ART REVIEW 

A~’t Fair; Bus~ness Ove~" Aefi~sm 

This year’s Art Basel Miami Beach focused more on deal making than on big questions. 

More Airs News 

TRaVeL 

My I3fe in Hotels 

Growing up, I knew them as places of romance and intrigue. Now they are islands of cosseted repose, 
where life’s clutter is kept at bay and strangers know what I like to drink. 

~Six 
Ways to Master Yot~r Stay ~ 5 Hotels That Get 5 Stars 

P~CTICAL T~VELER 

To ease the way for harried travelers, hotels are adding services, Dom wardrobe storage to airport 
concierges. 

The city, now one of the safest in Mexico, is an architectural jewel, with one of the country’s largest 
historic centers outside Mexico City. 

More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Bee~ 1)ow~ So Lo~g -o 
The jobs report for November offers little reassnranee abont the weakened economy. 

EDITORIAL 

V~;hHe ~Iba~y Vacat;.o~s 
New York State lawmakers have a lot of unfinished business that needs to be done right now. 

EDITORIAL 

The T~’ue Costs of P~qvacy H~vaslo~ 
The government is trying to limit the force of the Privacy Act, which wmfid allow agencies to aet 
improperly with impunity. 

, More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

(2pIED COLUMNIST 

Newt’s }~;aP 011 Pool° 

i.::: C~ .:. ~:M.~.: .! 

Oingrieh says pore’ ehildren do not have working parents as role models. He couldn’t be more wrong. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~, ~ually Ed treated 

Who knew that these days the little red schoolhouse is somewhere in the ether. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

As the headlines out of Syracuse attest, the lack of morals in college sports goes well beyond one 
school. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 3, 1984, more than 4,000 people died after a cloud of gas eseaped from a pesticide plant 
operated by a Union Carbide subskliary in Bhopal, India. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.uuc.edu> 

Saturday,                 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

group meetiug on Monday 

:@email.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I hope you’re having a relaxing weekend! 

and I met this weekend to go over what we would like to do for our presentation. We talked about our understandings for reading and felt very comfortable 
with three out of the four readings, We had some trouble with the last reading by Stephen Marks (Economic Sanctions as Human Rights Violations). We think we may have a 
good understanding of it but we want to talk with you about it before presenting on Tuesday. Could we possibly meet with you at 11:00 on Nonday to go over our ideas for the 

presentation? 

Thank you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Reading Ii~r political economy of AIDS presentation 

Professor Sable, 

Thank you so much. I really do appreciate that! It is perfectly fine about the delay I hope you are feeling better or at least get to sleep a bit more than usual this weekend’. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:41 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Reading for political economy of AIDS presentation 
Importance: High 

Dear 

No problem. I have not been feeling well today hence the delay in responding to your email. 

The reading is available on Blackboard. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Reading for political economy of AIDS presentation 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am so sorry to interrupt the beginning of your weekend with more questions, but for my presentation on Tuesday, the syllabus lists this reading: 

Nana K Poku, ’Confronting AIDS with Debt: Africa’s Silent Crisis’ in Poku, Nana, and Alan Whiteside. The Political Economy of AIDS in Ali’ica. Aldershot, IIants, England ;: Ashgate, 
c2004. 

I was unable to find it on blackboard and the actual book it comes from is unfortunately checked out of library. I was j ust wondering if there was anyway that you could upload it to black 
board, if you think that I could find similar m[’ormation by other sources I would be happy to do that as well 

Thank your t ! 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 5:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: @li~Te.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Reading response 4 

Attach: Afri    response 4.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

I have attached reading response four; I am finally caught up! 

For my presentation, has contacted me but has not been incredibly responsive to emails, so I am preparing like I am presenting alone, but she might 

be there as well. 

I hope you feel better soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, December 4, 2011 3:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: D.E.A. Launders Mexican Profits of Drug Cartels 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................. Toda y,sHeadiines .......................................................................... 
~1)~ N’~ ~rk ~m~.~ December 4, 2011 
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World I .%.& I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..a.~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O...R....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

D.E.A. Launders Mexican 
Profits of Drug Cartels 
By GINGER THOMPSON 

Undercover agents have laundered 
millions in drug proceeds because it 
helps them identify how cartels move 
money, where they keep it and who their 
leaders are. 

’: Police Officers Find That Dissent on Drug 
Laws May Come With a Price 

A Defiant Herman Cain 
Suspends His Bid for 
Presidency 
By SUSAN SAULNY 

The Republican candidate, whose 
campaign unraveled after allegations of 
sexual harassment and a long-term 
affair, said he would still advocate his 
tax and foreign policy plmas. 

, Gingrich Leads Latest Iowa Poll 

¯ Romney Tries to Show His Strength in N.H. 

¯ . I1~ Post a Comment 

THE CHAMPIONS 
As Gas Riches Remake Plains, Lawmaker Shares in Bounty 
By ERIC LIPTON 

Representative Dan Boren of Oklahoma is a champion in Waslfington of ma industry that is experiencing a 
historic boom but also increasing scrutiny. 
¯ " Slide Show I Documents I Graphic 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’m at peace with my God. I’m at peace with my wife, and she is at peace with me." 

HERMAN CAIN, annotmeing that he was suspending his Republican presidential campaign amid 

accusations of sexual impropriety. 

SPORTS 



~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: An 

Enforcer’s Story 
Derek Boogaard fought his way to center 
ice as one of the N.H.L’s most feared 
fighters. But the role exposed him to 
repeated head traumas. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

0 P-ART 
Riot Gear’s 
Evolution 
By CHI BIRMINGHAM and 
ALEX S. VITALE 

Technological advances, 
training innovations and ehm~ging 
attitudes toward the right to assemble 
have all shaped the way the police 
handle the challenges of large 
demonstrations. 

News Analysis: When the Police Go Military 

Opening the doors of Dior 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

WORLD 

Violence, language and Twitter 

Living with schizophrenic delusions 

nytimes, co.m VliDEO 

Egypt’s Vote Puts Emphasis on Split Over Religious Rule 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The Muslim Brotherhood’s new clout is phmging it into an Islamist-against-Islamist debate over religion’s 
role in a promised democracy. 

Leaders Look to I.M.F., Again, as Euro Crisis Lingers 
By ANNIE LOWREY and STEVEN ERLANGER 

European Union leaders have already turned to the International Monetary Fund to assist Ireland, Greece 
and Portugal, and the fund may be asked to assist further. 

, Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

A New Hotel, Where the Stay Used to Be Mandatory 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Basra Gateway is one of the fledgling efforts by Iraqi companies to make good conmaercial use of htmdreds of 
recently abandoned American military bases. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Some Cities Object to Being Carved Up by Redistricting 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Mayors in urban areas complain that when flaeir Congressional districts are broken up and combined with 
rural areas, fewer voices are left to vigorously push metropolitan agendas. 

’ Graphic: Salt Lake County’s New Dividing Lines 

Amid Historic Homes, New England Moves to Preserve a Modern Heritage 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Along with the traditional "First Period" homes characteristic of the region, preservationists are seeking to 
protect examples of pioneering moderuist architecture. 

Plaintiffs’ Lawyers in a Bitter Dispute Over Fees in Gulf Oil Spill Cases 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

A request by the plaintiffs’ steering committee for a 6 percent share of settlements yet to be paid angers 
individual lawyers who call it a money grab. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



Modest Bonus Year on Wall St., but Stock Could Yield Fortunes 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

Financial firms are preparing to dole out huge anaotmts of stock at depressed prices, the value of wlfich could 
rise substmatially in a few years. 

:. ~_ Post a Comment 

Selling Old-Style Books by Their Gilded Covers 
By JULIE BUSMAN 

As more readers switch to e-books, publishers are releasing print books with design elements emphasizing 
the physical beauty of the old-faslfioned hard copy. 

Battle of the Bands (and Egos) for the Rock Hall of Fame 
By JANET MORRISSEY 

Selection to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame can be a boon for a musician’s career. But the lobbying for votes 
can become intense. 

-’ Interactive Quiz: Rock Music 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Boy Learns to Brawl 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Over six months, The Times exanfined the life and death of hockey player Derek Boogaard. The first article of 
a three-part series revisits his clfildhood and his progression from boy to brawler. 

". Slide Shows: Growing Up in Melfort ] Prince George ] Life in Juniors 

OKLAHOMA STATE 44, OKLAHOMA 10 
Oklahoma State Makes Its Case, Point by Point 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

The Cowboys added fire to the debate on whether they are worthy of crashing the expected Bow1 
Championslfip Series final with a thrashing of Oklahonm in the Big 12 championship game. 

. Southern Mississippi 29, Houston 28: Houston Is Handed First Loss, and All Is Lost 

L.S.U. 42, GEORGIA 10 
L.S.U. Moves a Step Closer to Perfection 
By RAY GLIER 

After a slow start, the m~beaten Tigers retun~ed to form in a convincing win, reserving a spot in the Bowl 
Championslfip Series title game. 

’ East Roundup: Cincinnati Gets Title Share but B.C.S. Bid Is Doubtful 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Treasuring Urban Oases 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Alexander Garvin, an arclfitect mad urban planner, has spent the better part of the last half-century thinking 
about New York City’s public spaces. 

’- ~ Slide Show: Walking New York’s Public Spaces 

A Second Arrival for ’Once’ 
By PATRICK HEALY 

The stars of the fihn "Once" and those of the stage musical discuss what is sinfilar - and what is not - about 
the two versions. 

Q. AND A. 
Ailey’s Torch Bearer Honors Another of His Inspirations 
By GIA KOURLAS 

The choreographer Paul Taylor is collaborating with the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s artistic 
director, Robert Battle, on a staging of Mr. Taylor’s "Arden Court." 

¯ More Arts News 



MAGAZINE 

Building a Better Mitt Romney-Bot 
By ROBERT DRAPER 

His camp doesn’t need to turn their guy into someone you’d have a beer with. They just need to eliminate the 
bugs in the machine. 

A Drug That Wakes the Near Dead 
By JENEEN INTERLANDI 

A surprising drug has brought a kind of consciousness to patients once considered vegetative - and changed 
the debate over pulling the plug. 

:’ Video: Ambien’s Power to Awaken 

Marathon Swimmer Diana Nyad Takes On the Demons of the Sea 
By ELIZABETH WElL 

Why the 62-year-old can’t stay out of the water. Despite the jellyfish. 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
What About Premium Support? 
It is too early to talk about scrapping traditional Medicare. But serious analysis and testing of premimn 
support are worth pursuing. 

EDITORIAL 
Britain’s Failed Experiment, Repeated 
Prime Minister David Cameron’s insistence on tougher austerity is an irresponsible course that is unlikely to 
lead to recovery anytime soon. 

EDITORIAL 
Voting Rights and Texas 
A federal court was doing its job when it replaced Texas’s redistricting map with a fairer one. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Out of Africa and Into Iowa 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

For Newt Gingrich, the fotmding fathers were anticolonial patriots. The president, on the other hand, is an 
antieolonial socialist. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
This Is a Big Deal 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

A legacy deal for Obama on gas nfileage will make a significant contribution to 3anerica’s energy, 
enviromnental, health and national security agendas. 

¯ " Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Girls That Say You Care 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Happy Holidays, humanitarians! Here’s a giving guide with some trader-the-radar organizations doing 
interesting and noble things to make a difference. 

." Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. 4, 1945, the Senate approved U.S. participation in the United Nations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

1NTS 

Paper 4.docx; Paper 5.docx 

Hi Dr SaNe, 
Please find attached my fourth and fifth response papers. 
Regards, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:37 PM 
Subject: Tuesday - INTS    INTS FALL; 

Greetings ti~)m DC, 

Please note that the Poku reading is available ou Blacktx)ard. For those who have submitted their respouses to Group 1 readiugs, there will be no peuaYty in submitting 
your response to this piece by Tuesday. It took a while to get the rights to use. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Sunday, 1:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Reading Restx~nse--Group #6 

afri    response #6.docx 

Good afternoon Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email reaches you well Attached is my reading response for group #6. 

See you tomolTow. 

Best, 

BA. African Studies, (;lass uf 

Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:55 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Reading Response--Group 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email reaches you well. Attached is ray reading response for group #5. 

See you tomorrow. 

Best, 

B.A. African Studies, Class of 
University of North Carolina at Chaise1 Hill 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, 8:20 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Reading Response--Group a4 

Thanks 

See you class. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:42 PM 
To: Sable, Eumce N 
Subject: Reading Response--Group #4 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email reaches you well Attached is my reading response for group #4. 

Best, 



BA. Al~;ican Studies, (;lass of 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu7 

Sunday, 5:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

atiJ Group #5 word response 

group #5 response.docx 

its attached 



From: ~gmail,eom> 

Sent: Sunday, 5:57 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Subject: Grades 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind posting onr current grades for Ints 

grades. 

Thankyon’~ 

on blackboard? It would help my ease of mind a lot to know my current s~tus ruth 

UNC-CH ¯ Global Sttldies & Spas~ish 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: On Monday -4.00pm? 

Hi Dr Sable, 

Tomorrow at 4 sounds perfect! We’ll see you then[ 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:48 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: On Monday -4.00pm? 

Dear 

Something urgent has come and I am wondering if I can meet your Group at about 4.00pm. 

Please let me know 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: SahIe, Eunice N 

Sent: Sunday, 1 ():35 ~M 

To: 

Co: 
Sutziec~: RE: group meeting on Monday 

[)ear 

Thanks. 

See you at 11 ()Oam. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:13 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: group meeting on Monday 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you’re having a relaxing weekend! 

and I met this weekend to go over what xve would like to do for out presentation. We talked about our ut~derstandings for reading and felt velT comfortable with three out 
of the four readings. V~ e had sorne trouble with the last reading by Stephen Marks (Economic Sanctions as Human Rights \ iolations). We think we may hax e a good utxderstanding of it but 
we want to talk with you about it before presenting on Tuesday. Could xve possibly meet with you at 11:00 on Monday to go over our ideas for the presentation? 

Thank you! 



From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 12:28 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Re: Today 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are feeling better. 

Af[er talking to the gronp, I think we will just wait until next semester to meet, if that is alright with you. This time of the semester il’s just becoming impossible to get 

people together. 

But there will probably be quite a few of the gronp at the reception tomorrow evening. 

See you then, 

On Fri, at 11:14 AM, Sable, Eunice N <e~mice@emaJd.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I was to send this at 9.00am 

Can we meet sometime next week? Monday would work fine for me. 

Best wisbes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail 

Monday, 2:08 Alvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Group #5 Response Paper 

Group #5 Response Paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here is my response paper for group #5! 

Thanks, 

UNC-Ctt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}live a~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:23 AIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Thesis Meeling - On the way... 

Theis Chapter 1 .docx 

I apologize Professor sane, 

I missed my first bus, but I am on my way... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live~unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:39 AIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Thesis Meeting - On the way... 

That is no problem I wish you a speedy recovery in time for your reception this evening! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihuaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:33 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Meeting - On the way... 

Dear 

I am sorry, this I beg that we postpone our meeung today. Sorry for this late notice 

Best wishes and see ynu later 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~@[ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:23 AM 
Tn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis Meeting - On the way.. 

I apologize Professor Sahle, 

I missed my first bus, but I am on my way.. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, December 5, 2011 8:47 AM 

intl- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

TODAY (Dec 5) at Duke: Chris Vail/Rural Mexico: The People, the ][,and, aM the Music 

CHRIS VAIL / Rural Mexico: The People, the Land, and the Music 

Monday, December 5, 3-4:30 p.m. I Mary Duke giddle Rare Book Room, Perkins Library (West Campus), Duke University, 411 Chapel Drive, Durham, North Carolina 

.~i Description: 
http://images skemlcom/client id 4469Nail-400wjpg 

Veracruz, Mexico. Photograph by Chris Vail. 

A visiting artist at the Center for Documentary Studies, Chris Vail has been a documentary and news photographer for more than 30 years. He is currently documenting 

cultural regions of Mexico as defined by various forms of son, a genre of traditional Mexican music. 

This work began while on assignment for the Los Angeles 71imes doing a photo-essay on Son Jarocho music in the state of Veracruz. Vail’s research revealed a rich 

world of traditional music where the different genres of Mexican sen vary by geographic location and historical influences. In the succeeding years Vail spent many months 

and logged thousands of miles speaking with musicians and photographing rural Mexico in the context of its music. In some areas, such as southern Veracruz, these 

traditions are flourishing; in others, like the Tierra Caliente, many of the great musicians have died since this project began, and Vail’s photographs are a final record of 

what was once a vital music scene¯ 

Vail covered Latin America and the Caribbean as a news photographer in the 1980s and again in 2002-2005. During that time, his photographic work regularly appeared 

in leading newspapers and magazines worldwide. In 1990-91, he worked for Reuters Espana (Madrid, Spain) as a photographer and editor. 

He co-edited Nicaragua.A Decade of Revolution (Norton, 1991), a photographic history of the Sandinista years featuring the work of 47 photographers. He taught 

photography at San Francisco State University and received an Artist in Residence grant from the California Arts Council. 

This fall, Vail began work on a pilot project, Rhythms of Change: North Carolina’s M[isica Latina, documenting the Latin music scene in North Carolina. The project is part 

of a residency at the Center for Documentary Studies; the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation provided the initial funding. 



Vrolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoNe, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 5, 2011 9:43 AM 

SaNe, Eu aice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Welcome 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
Congratulations on being named chair of African and Afro-American Studies and welcome to the council of chairs. 
I have several good friends and colleagues in your department and hope that we can work together on collaborative 
ventures. We will have Dr. Kathy Perkins joining DDA in January and her area of research is African women, African 

women playwrights and African-Americans in the theatre. 
Best wishes to you and please feel free to call me for any reason. 
McKay 
ix,’!cKay (:oble ~79, 

949-843-.9813 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 10:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: 1NTS Group 5 Response 

A~tach: INTS    Group 5.docx 

Dear Professor Sable, 

Attached is my response to the readings for Group 5’s "Understanding and Responding to Violence." 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

;@liveamc,edu~ 

Monday, 4:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

writing assignment #5 

INTS #5.doc 

Hey, Professor SaNe! I hope that you had a lovely weekend. I have attached my writing assignment #5 to this email, and will be emailing you with my writing assignment #6 
soon. 

Thanks! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:24 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Congrats! 

Dr. Sahle- 

I just wanted to congratulate you on your new position as the Chair of the Department of African & Afro-American Studies’. That is exciting news and I l, mow that you 

will do a great job with the department! 

Take care, 

Wlive.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

writing assignment #6 

INTS #6.doc 

I have attached my writing assignment #6. Let me know if you have any problems opening the documents! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Review #6 

ANcle Review 5.docx 

Good evening Dr. SaNe, 
Attached is my article review for tomorrow’s class. Thank you! 
Sincerely 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Monday, 10:49 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Cm-olina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI FA > Forums > AFRI    Discussion Forums > Lesson 14 > Dr. Sable - Lesson 14 - Commem and question for reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 14 - Comment and question for reflection 

Message Posted On: Mon       22:49:13 EST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Atio- Americm~ Studies Depa(tment 

Professor SaNe, 

First, I want to say congratulations on your new chairwoman position in the African and Afro-American studies department. Considering our recent journey through scandal 
and struggle, I am glad that you have taken upon your back the life of our students (my peers) and our faculty - our department. 

My name is            (       and I organized the "Conversations with Deans" event last month) and I am a senior, double majoring in Political Science and AFAIVl. I 
wasn’t able to speak with you following the event because I had to run to work, but I did not want to miss the opportunity to thank you on this day, the day that we celebrate 
your appointment and the many wonderful scholars, both student and faculty, in our department. 

Hearing Professor Selassie, Professor Hildebrand, Professor Hartlyn,           and others, speak so highly and confidently in you moved me greatly. I sat thinking how had I 
missed the opportunity to take one of your classes. Needless to say, I sat and yet sit in deep regret. However, it is a great feeling to know and believe that the person selected 
to lead our department into a life of new chances and new beginnings has the support and encouragement from so many of the people that I respect as peers and admire as a 
student gives me great comfort. 

I say all of this to say, simply, thank you for sacrificing your time and dedicating your energies to our department. If there is anything that I can do to assist you and be of 
service to our department, please let me know. 

Warmest Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail,com> 

Monday, 11:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Response Paper #6 

Group #6 Response Paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here is my Response Paper #6. I tried really hard to make this one shorter. There’s just so many topics to cover with all of these response papers! 

Thank~ 

UNC-Ctt ¯ Global Studies & Spaa~ish 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Di )lomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 6:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

The 2012 International Conference on Cultural Diplomacy & the United Nations (New York, Februa~ 21st - 24th, 2012) 

"Cal~ for Applications" 
(ICD Conferences, January 2012 ---March 2012) 

Dear Professors, Friends and Colleagues, 

On behaff of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I am writing to bring to your attention the following major programs (eutlined below) hosted by us in padnership with other 
leading organizations. The Programs will bring together govermnental and diplomatic officials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young 
professionals, students and scholars, and other interested stakeholders from across ~he world for a program of lectures, workshops, panel and group discussions and social 
and cultural activities featuring leading figures from the fields of politics, academia, civil society, media, and business. 
We are currently accepting applications for these events and I would be grateful if you could share this announcement by fon,’varding the information below to anyone you think 
may be interested in attending. 

"Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in an Interdependent World: The Opportunities of Global Governance" 
(New York, Febraary 21st- 24th, 20!2) 

~wv.un-cultutaldiplomacy-conference.org 

"Culture as an Emotion: Using Art to Express and Create Social Awareness" 
(Berlin, February 16th o 19th, 2012) 
w~wv.icd-lanqua.qeofartandmusic.orq 

"Censorship and Freedom in Traditional and New Media: The Revolution of Media as a Tool of Freedom of Expression" 
(Rome, February 28~h - Mamh 2nd, 20t2) 

"Building Economic Bridges: Integrating Cultural Diplomacy into Nation Branding, Corporate Social Responsibility and Global Governance" 
(Berlin, March 7th- 11th, 20!2) 
~w.biec.de 

"Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations: New Actors, New Initiatives, New Targets" 
(Berlin, December t 5th = 18th, 201t) 
~wwv.culturaldipk)tT~acy-confeKence.o~ 

Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing ~he news el out upcoming events. If you do no~ wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us 
an email to info@cu]turaldiplomacy.org indicating this. 
With warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damrn Karree (3r~ Fioor/Hochhaus) 
KuffrJrstendamm 207-8 Beriin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)302360-7680 
www. c u Itu raid [ p_ [ _o_ _ _m_ _ _a_ £ ~ :_o__r_ fl 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

......... Please forward the announcement found below ...... Thank you .......... 

"Ca~l for Applications" 
(ICD Conferences, January 2012--- March 2012) 

Dear SirI Madam, 
The institute for CultutN Diplornacy is currently accepting applications for the events outlined below, a[[ of which will take place from November 2011 - January 2012. The 
Programs will bring together governmental and diplomatic elficials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, students and 
scholars, and other interested stakeholders from across the world fer a program of lectures, workshops, panel and group discussions and social and cultural activities 
featuring leading figures from the fields of politics, the arts, academia, media, and business. 

"Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in an Interdependent World: The Opportunities of Global Governance" 
(New York, February 21st- 24th, 2012) 

www.un-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
The "Conference on The United Nations and Cultural Diplomacy" is one of a three - part series of International Conferences held by the ICD on the issue of ’International 
Institutions and Global Governance: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy’. The aim of the conference this year is to reflect on the role of institutions such as the United Nations 

within the international aystem, on global governance as a whole in terms of key international issues and on how Cultural Diplomacy takes place. The program will consist of 
lectures, seminars, debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from international politics & diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector. 
In an age of international instability and disconten~ the United Nations marked a transition towards a more ’soft’ power based approach to international relations. Wi~h its 
specific aim to foster peace and cooperation agreements, the United Nations was the first institution to focus on relations between states and international understanding. 
Cultural Diplomacy is becoming increasingly important within international relations and The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy reflects the desire to expand on this work. 

This conference will IOcus on and analyze ’~Could Cultural Diplomacy represent a useful 1ool for fos[ering international cooperation wi[hin an institutional flamework and within 
the wider global government?" 
To apply please visit: 

"Culture as an Emotion: Using Art to Express and Create Social Awareness" 
(Berlin, February 16th - 19th, 2012) 

The conference on the topic of "Culture as an Emotion" is the second conference held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomac,~, on the topic of ’Aft’ as a tool for Cultural 
Diplomacy. The aim of the conference this year is to reflect on the role of art in creating social awareness and a sense of identity and how this can affect key international 
issues. Looking at the various forms art can take and how art and how it is used has developed, this conference will look at how art can be used as Cultural Diplomacy 
initiatives. The program will consist of lectures, seminars, debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures Item international politics & diplomacy, academia, 



civil society, and the private sector. 

As the international system has developed over the centuries so has individual expression and art has become a significant medium to voice opinion and facilitate change. 
Used as a way to reflect the values of society, as a way of voicing concern and as a form of protest, art is becoming increasingly significant as a tool for Cultural Diplomacy. 
This growing use of art is becoming increasingly important within international relations and The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy reflects the desire to expand on this work. 
To apply please visit: 

http://~w~w.culturaldiplornacy.org/acd/index.php?en Ioam-2012 application-form 

"Censorship and Freedom in Traditional and New Media: The Revolution of Media as a Tool of Freedom of Expression" 
(Rome, February 28th - March 2nd, 2012) 

~,~rww.rome-foru m.org 

The "Rome International Freedom of Expression Forum" is an annual conference on the issue of "Freedom of Expression". The aim of the conference this year is to reflect on 
the concepts of "Ireedom" and "censorship" and look at both past and potential challenges to realizing complete freedom of expression". Focusing on the role of the media, 
"The Rome International Freedom of Expression Forum" will evaluate the tools in which fleedom of expression can take place. The program will consist of lectures, seminars, 
debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from the media, international politics & diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector 

With the transition from the traditional bi-polar international structure towards a more multi-polar world understanding state perspectives, different cultures and dilferent 
traditions is important if the international system is to remain stable. The concept of "Freedom of Expression" is becoming more relevant as more states gain ~nfluence within 
the system as a whole. Looking at each state, ~t is c~ear that there ~s no one objective definition of the concept and recent worm events, such as the "Arab Spdag"and the 
"Occupy Wall St~e~’ movement, have higMighted the impodance of d~scussJng the significance of freedom of expression as a who~e. 
TMs conference aims to constructively approach these ~ssues and evaluate the role of technology, the d~sparities and trends ~r~ press freedom, democracy and censorship, 
and the role of social med~a. 
To apply please visit: 

"Building Economic Bridges: Integrating Cultural Diplomacy into Na#on Branding, Corporate Social Responsibility and Global Governance" 

(Ber n, March 7th - 11th, 2012) 

The 8odin Intemafiona~ Economics Congress 2012" ~s one of the worm ~ead~ng global conferences comMn~ng the fields of #~ternafiona~ Economics, Nat~on Branding and 
Internafiona~ Re~atkms w~th an ~nterdisciplinary and multinafiona~ program. The sonference wi~ take place over 5 days and will examine the ro~e of Cultura~ D~plomacy ~n the 
fie~ds of Corporate Socia~ Responsibility, Economic Bridges, G~oba~ Governance and Nation Branding with an interaafiona~ outlook. 
In today’s wodd, with the ~inancial crisis ravaging national economies, the impodance o~ reg~ona~ a~Hances, strategic pa[tne~hips and co-operations among countries is 
becoming increasingly relevant. Indeed, countries struggling with unemployment and debt have begun to turn to other nations and ~nternat~ona~ ~nstitufions for support. The 
congress wHI concentrate on current and emerging bus~ness oppo~unities in the market, created through economic bridges. 

With such prominence in today’s world, the international economic system is of the highest importance, the conference will examine relevant aspects of the international 
economic system and how Cultural Diplomacy can help to suppod interstate economic relationships. 

The five-day international congress will consist of lectures and seminars held by international politicians and various experts in the economic, academic and marketing fields 
as well as panel discussions, workshops, interactive sessions and social activities. 
To Apply please visit: 

http://www.culturaldip!omacy.oLc#cultL!ra!diplomacvandtheeconomy/index.#hp?en biec-2012 ap#lication-fo~ 

~.cu~tu rald~plomacy.org 
The ~nstitute for Cultural D~plomacy is an international, not-for-prdit, non-governmental organization with headqua~ers in Bedin, Germany. The goal d the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability by strengthening and supposing intercultural relations at a~ levels. Over the past decade the ~CD has grown to become one of Europe’s ~argest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among individuals of a~ cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
across the wodd. 

Previous Events 
P~evJous events held by the Institute for Cultu[a~ Diplomacy ~nc]ude the International Symposium on Cultural D~plomacy (Sedan, May 1 lth-15th 2011 - ~]cd- 
intemationalsymposium.org), which hosted The Hon. Lucinda Creighton - Minister of European Affairs of ~re~and; The Non. Michae~ Chertoff = Former United States 
Secreta~" of Homeland Security; The Hon. Rexhep Meidani - Former President of Albania; The Hon. Senator Tim Hutchinson - Former Unffed States Senator from 
Arkansas; The Hon. Judge Theodor Moron - Former President of the Intemafiona~ Cdm~na~ Tr~buna~ for the Former Yugoslavia; The Hon. Yasar Yak~s - Former Foreign 
Minister of Turkey. 
In March 2011 the ~CD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress 2011 (Bed~n, March 9th - 12th 20I 1 - v~,w.biec.de ), wMch hosted The Hon. Nahas Angu~a - 
Pdme m~n~ster of NamiMa; The Horn Jea~aul Adam - Foreign Minister of the RepuM~c of Seychelles; The Non. Alberto Jose Gueva~a Obregon - M~nister of Finance of 
Nicaragua; The Hon. AI #ham A~ $adig AI Mahdi - Former Prime minister of Sudan; The Hon. Akua Sena Dansua - Minister for Tourism of Ghana; and The 
Edmund Bartlett - Minister of Tourism of Jamaica. 
Please address any add~fiona~ quedes to ~nfo@culturald~plomacv.org 
We look forward ~o hear from you soon. 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd FbodHochhaus) 
Kurfarstendamrn 207-8 Beriin, Germany-i0719 
Phone: 0049.(0)30 2360=7680 
Fax: 00.49 (0)30.2360-76811 
www.culturald 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 
Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - click h~r~ 
Keep up-to=date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - click here 
Become a member of the fCD a~)d hefp create a strong Cuft~ra~ Diplomacy comm~)ity- click here 
This e--mail contair~s privileged and confidentiai information k]tended only 

for the use of the individual or enti~ Rained above if the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsibie 
for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwardk]g of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. ~f you have received this e-mail in error, please repiy to the 
sender of such aRd de~ete the e-mail in its entire~. -rhaRk you 
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TOP NEWS 

In Iowa, Gingrich Is Gaining 
Favor, New Poll Shows 
By JEFF ZELENY and MARJORIE CONNELLY 

Republican voters in Iowa view Newt 
Gingrieh as more prepared to be 
president thma Mitt Ronmey, a New 
York Times/CBS News Poll said. 
, Howthe Iowa Poll Was Conducted 

-’ Document: NewYork Times Poll on Iowa 
Voters 

, Video: Voices From the Iowa Poll 

Rare Attacks on Shiites Kill 
Scores in Afghanistan 
By ROD NORDLAND 

Bombers struck Slfiite religious 
observances on Tuesday, in the first 
such sectarian attacks since the fall of 
the Taliban. 

¯ Photographs: Bombings Kill Scores of Shiites 

in Afghanistan 

Obama Strikes Populist Chord With Speech on G.O.P. Turf 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

Infusing his speech with the type of language that has emerged in the Occupy protests, President Obama on 
Tuesday delivered his most pointed appeal yet for using taxes and regulations to level the econonfic playing 
field. 

Text of the Speech 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl_&~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We felt we ran a good course for 70 years. Fought a 9ood f!ght." 

HARRY R. KERR, a leader in the Pearl Harbor Survivors Association, on the decision to disband on Dee. 

31. 

SCIENCE 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: 
Predicting the 2012 



Future of Computing 
Readers are invited to make predictions 
and collaboratively edit this timeline on 
the future of computing. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
How to Help the 
Post Office 
No one likes the changes 
at the U.S. Postal Service. 
What should be done 
instead? 

"Spiderman: Turn Off the 
Dark" turns one 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

The new Oscar season 

36 seconds in St. Lucia 

nl~|im.es.¢om VliDEO 

WORLD 

Japan Split on Hope for Vast Radiation Cleanup 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Japm~ hopes the cleanup near the tsunami-ravaged FtLkushima Daiichi nuclear plant will allow the displaced 
to retuna home. 

. Cesium Found in Japanese Baby Formula 

¯ . Graphic: Voices of Fukushima’s Evacuees 

Graphic: Fukushima Plant Update 

Merkel’s Path: Brinkmanship for Debt Crisis 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany appears to have adopted a strategy aimed at remaking the euro zone 
in her comatry’s likeness. 

. Economix Blog: Sarkozy and Merkel’s Delicate Dance 

¯ . Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

U.S. to Aid Gay Rights Abroad, Obama and Clinton Say 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS and HELENE COOPER 

The adinhfistration vowed to combat efforts by other nations that crinfinalize homosexual conduct. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Pearl Harbor Still a Day for the Ages, but a Memory Almost Gone 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

After 7o years, Pearl Harbor survivors, aging and fewer in number, are giving up on major gatherings in the 
future. 

-’ Document: Gathering to Remember for the Last Time 

:’ Times Topic: Pearl Harbor 

Mine Owner Will Pay $209 Million in Blast That Killed 29 Workers 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

For the fanfilies of the nfiners killed in the accident, the settlement was justice denied. Many were hoping for 
criminal charges against the people who ran the company. 

Hearing May Be an Ex-Governor’s Last Stand 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Rod R. Blagojevich, the former Illinois govenaor, convicted of 18 felony corruption charges, is expected to 
testify at lfis sentencing heating. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

New European Bank Chief Takes a Bold Approach 
By JACK EWING 

As Mario Draghi prepares for a meeting of its policy comacil, analysts are predicting another cut in the bank’s 
benchmark interest rate. 

The Robin Hood Tax 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

The so-called Robin Hood tax - a tiny levy on trades in the financial markets that would take money from the 
banks and give it to the world’s poor - has attracted an array of influential champions. 

DEALBOOK 
J.C. Penney to Buy Stake in Martha Stewart Living 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED and STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

The giant deparhnent store chain plans to annomace on Wechaesday that it will pay about $38.5 nfillion for a 
16.6 percent stake in Martha Stewart’s company, according to people briefed on the matter. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Celebrated in Asia, Little Known in America 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Yani Tseng, 22, is the world’s No. 1 female golfer, a one-name celebrity in Taiwan. But in the United States, a 
nmjority of golfers are faint stars, outslfined by football, basketball and baseball players. 

Mets Deal Pagan Away and Overhaul Bullpen 
By ANDREW KEH 

General Manager Sandy Alderson signed the right-handers Jon Rauch and Frank Francisco, and dealt Angel 
Pagan to the Giants for Andres Torres and Ramon Ranfirez. 

-’ Bats: Good, Old Times for Valentine and Ventura 

:’ Bats: Yankees Still Searching for Rotation Help 

Johnson Becomes Face, and So Much More, of Bid for the Dodgers 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Magic Johnson, part of a group looking to purchase the team, would contribute an enonnous local profile, 
enthusiasm, nfillions of dollars and business experience. 

" Bats: New Details in Dodgers’ Sale 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Behind the Camera, but Still the Star 
By LARRY ROHTER 

Pmgelina Jolie’s directorial debut grew out of her interest in intenaational political issues. 

’: Carpetbagger: Red Carpet With Angelina Jolie 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’LONDON RIVER’ 
In Wake of Terror Attacks, Unlikely Bonds 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"London River," by Rachid Bouchareb, is set in the aflennath of the July 2005 London transit system 
bombings. 

Resisting Renaming Of Miami Museum 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

The planned name change of the Miami Art Musemn to the Jorge M. P~rez Art Museum of Miami-Dade 
County has offended some on the board. 



DINING & WINE 

SPIRITS OF THE TIMES 
From Scotland, Fog and Smoke and Mystery 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

The panel tasted 20 single malts from Islay, smoky whiskies that demand a sense of wonder. 

’: Recipe: Poached Fruit Flamb6 

With Rude Names, Wine Stops Minding Its Manners 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

A growing aru~y of budget-priced wines wifla names like Bitch and Fat Bastard have shoved their way into 
stores. 

Going the Distance to Make Craft Cocktails at Home 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

Making the recipes from a buzzed-about guide like "The PDT Cocktail Book" requires budgetary leeway and 
a liquor store that stocks obscure spirits. 

¯ More Dining_& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Obama in Osawatomie 
It was a relief to hear the president elevate the middle class above the markets. 

EDITORIAL 
The Wrong Fix 
The latest plan from Gernmny and France to secure the euro could nmke things worse and exacerbate 
Europe’s fm~damental problem: lack of growth. 

EDITORIAL 
Albany’s Tax Deal 
Gov. M~drew Cuomo’s new and supposedly fairer tax structure will brh~g in new revenue, but it will still leave 
the state with a gap of about $2 billion. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Reluctant Enemy 
By IAN W. TOLL 

The architect of the attack on Pearl Harbor had been against going to war with the United States at all. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Silence Is Golden 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

In an age of computer-generated images, green screens and 3-D glasses, sometimes silence speaks loudest. 

-’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Egypt, the Beginning or the End? 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

As the ballots are comated in the first round of free parliamentary elections since flae ouster of President 
Hosni Mubarak, questions keep coming up. 

o Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 7, 1941, Japanese warplanes attacked the home base of the U.S. Pacific fleet at Pearl Harbor in 

Hawaii, drawing the United States into World War II. More than 2,3oo Mnericans were killed. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearfl~ <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 9:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Holiday Sale - Journey to Planet Earth - PBS Environmental Series 

HOLIDAY S~dLE 

Deep Discounts on the 
Acclaimed PBS Envi~onraental genes 

dOU~EY TO P~ET ~RTH 

~IN~°o ugh December 

Buy 3 Episodes, Get 3 F~°ee ($45o) 

Buy 6 Episodes~ Get 6 Free (~85o) 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex 
environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12-episode DVD series 
that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the 
physical sciences and draw connections to politics, economics, sociology, 
and history. 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the 
environment. A must buy for media libraries. "- School Library Journal 

"Highly recommended for collections in ecology and environmental sciences. "- 
Journal of Academic Librarianship 

PREV, EW THE SERIES: [~i~ J2PE: Penguins ] 

~ Here’s a one-minute clip from the episode State of 

the Planet’s Oceans 

~ Here’s a one-minute clip from the episode Plan B: Mobiiizinq to Save 

Civilization 

~You can preview FULL Journey to Planet Earth episodes online. 

~lf you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, e-mail 
screenscope(~,screenscope.com. 

More Details About the Holiday Special 

Follow Journey to Planet Earth: 

Unsubscribe 
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TOP NEWS 

German Vision Prevails as 
Leaders Agree on Fiscal Pact 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and STEPHEN 
CASTLE 

Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany 
persuaded every current member of the 
European Union except Britain to 
endorse tighter regional oversight of 
government spending. 

. Gauging the Strength of a European Firewall 

¯ . ~ Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

’: Video: TimesCast I Euro Treaty to Take New 

Shape 

With Lobbying Blitz, For- 
Profit Colleges Diluted New 
Rules 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

A ferocious pushback led Education 
Department and White House officials 
to relax an effort to cut off the huge flow 
of federal financial aid to unfit educational progrmns. 

" Graphic: Top For-Profit College Spenders 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
Rousing Russia With a Phrase 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Aleksei Navalny has aroused Russians angry over what they say were fraudulent parliamentary elections, 
rebranding Vladinfir V. Putin’s United Russia party as "the party of swindlers and thieves." 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"What would an apology do for me? You don’t know what my kids were going to be. You don’t know what 

kids God was going to give me." 

NIAL RAMIREZ, who was sterilized under North Carolina’s eugenics program in the ~96os, when she was 

18. 

TRAVEL 



~’~ SLIDE SHOW: Vintage Skiing 
From Vermont to Colorado to New 
Mexico, a photo essay on skiing from 
another era. 

~’ Go to The Ski Issue from Travel 

OPINION 

Comedians in chief 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Harry Morgan, Colonel Potter on "M*A*S*H," dies at 96 

100 notable books of2011 

nytimes,�o.m .~TS 

WORLD 

94 People Die as Private Hospital in India Burns 
By LYDIA POLGREEN and HARI KUMAR 

A smoldering blaze in a plush 180-bed hospital in Kolkata, folanerly Calcutta, started in the basement early 
Friday and took more flaan a2 hours to subdue. 

~ ~ Slide Show I India Ink: ’What Can the Government Do?’ 

Congo Leader Is Declared Winner in Disputed Vote 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Many residents in the sprawling dilapidated capital of Kinshasa feared the outcome would stoke new spasms 
of political violence. 

Waiting to Leave, Last U.S. Troops in Iraq Stay Vigilant 
By JACK HEALY 

The American forces still in Iraq are continuing their patrols, scouring for explosives and trying to ensure 
that departing convoys leave safely. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Thousands Sterilized, a State Weighs Restitution 
By KIM SEVERSON 

A task force is calculating North Carolina’s obligation to the estimated 7,600 victims of its eugenics program 
from a933 to a977, many of them poor and tmedueated. 

-’ Document: View From the Inside 

THE LONG RUN 
Perry Survived Even as His Big Plan for Texas Failed 
By DEBORAH SONTAG 

A public-private trm~sit project tmveiled in 2002 was meant to be a centerpiece of Rick Perry’s governorslfip. 

Tracing a Mother’s Vagabond Path to Murder and Suicide in Texas 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Denied food stamps, Rachelle Grimmer, who had lived a wandering existence in recent months, took a 
hostage at gunpoint at a social services office before shooting her two children and herself. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Swatch, Supplier to Rivals, Now Aims to Cut Them Off 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

In January, Swatch, the Swiss timepiece maker, will cut back its sales of watch components to competitors, a 



move that is fanning resentment of Swatch’s clout and size in the industry. 

Latest Plan for Europe Fails to Wow Investors 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Investors said a new fiscal plan among the 17 European Union nations using fl~e euro would forestall a new 
crisis, but they worried that it did little to ease current or long-term problems. 

An A.T.V. With Extra Room, and Maybe More Risks, Too 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

The ability to carry passengers has sent the popularity of side-by-side off-road vehicles soaring, but despite 
roll bars and seat belts, safety concerns are rising. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

N.B.A. Reopens to Business as Unusual 
By HOWARD BECK 

As training camps opened and players began signing contracts, the main topic of discussion was David 
Stern’s decision to veto the trade that would have sent Chris Paul to the Lakers. 

" Trade Rejected, Lakers Begin on Subdued Note 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 

With Trade Voided, Score One for the Laker Haters 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The vetoing of the Chris Paul trade seemed to have more to do with the Lakers than the Hornets and did 
nothing but reinforce old conspiratorial notions that the N.B.A. is a rigged sport. 

." Stern Says Owners Did Not Influence Veto of Trade 

, I~ Post a Comment: Should the Trade Have Been Approved? 

Nearly a Knick, Chandler Will Fill a Big Need in the Team’s Middle 
By STEVE ADAMEK 

Tyson Chandler is on lfis way to NewYork in a deal that will give the I~hficks a major defensive boost while 
leaving flaem with a gaping hole at point guard. 

" Mavericks Open Camp With Many Missing Pieces 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Hip-Hop Universe, Expanding 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Three rap acts - G-Side, Cities Aviv and eXquire - showcased their differing styles at Brookl3a~’s Glasslands 
Gallery on Tuesday night. 

ARTSBEAT BLOG 
James Levine Withdraws From Conducting at the Met, Until at Least 2013 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Mr. Levine cancelled the last remaining dates on his schedule and wifl]drew from all productions he had 
planned to lead next season. 

A WORD WITH: JANE BIRKIN 
French Songwriter’s British Muse, 0nstage Again 
By MA’I’A DE LA BAUME 

Jane Birkin takes Serge Gainsbourg on the road with Nobu in honor of the 2oth anniversary of Gainsbourg’s 
death and the 4oth anniversary of the album "Melody Nelson." 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Reaching for the Sky in Utah 
By TIM NEVILLE 



For years the neglected cousin of more popular Utah resorts, the Canyons has been reborn as Canyons 
Resort, complete with a snow "beach" and a heated chairlift. 

" Slide Show: In Utah, the Canyons Resorts Gets a Facelift I In Transit: Share your #MyWipeOut story 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
How to Find Lift Tickets for Less 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

There are more options now, but tinting your purchase has become importzmt. 

36 Hours: Lake Placid, N.Y. 
By LIONEL BEEHNER 

Lake Placid has quietly been adding non-Olympic attractions, including farm-to-table restaurants, classier 
lodgings and a gleaming convention center. 

:’ Slide Show: 36 Hours: Lake Placid, N.Y. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Europe’s Latest Try 
We are not optimistic about Friday’s new fiscal pact. More discipline and coordination make sense, but first 
economies have to start growing. 

EDITORIAL 
Expanding the Fight Against AIDS 
The Obama adininistration and New York City have raised treatment goals. Progress in preventing infections 
has stagnated, so the push is clearly needed. 

EDITORIAL 
Rescue for the Gulf 
The federal government plans to reverse decades of mma-made degradation in the Gulf of Mexico. But the 
question is where will the big money come from. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Brutal Side of Hazing 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

We must end hazing, and the "conspiracy of silence" that shrouds the widespread practice in secrecy and 
shalne. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Ghosts of Boyfriends Past 
By GAlL COLLINS 

After a nominee for an ambassador’s post was grilled over a boyfriend she had lived with ahnost 2o years 
ago, it might be time to adopt a statute of lhnitations on this sort of thing. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

For 29 Dead Miners, No Justice 
By DAVID M. UHLMANN 

Despite its questionable practices, Massey Energy will not be criminally prosecuted for a mine explosion that 
killed 29 workers in West Virginia. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. lo, 1948, the U.N. General Assembly adopted its Universal Declaration on Human Rights. 
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TOP NEWS 

Rally Def?4~g Putln’s Party 

Draws Tens of Tho~sands 

Mass protests on the streets of 
Moscow forced the Kremlin to 
confront a level of public discontent 
that has not been seen in Russia since 
Vladimir V. Putin first became 
president. 

Ilace Reshaped~ R~va~s ’I’arge[ 

Three weeks before the Iowa caucuses, Newt Gingrieh took fire for most of the evening and seemed 
to relish his new role as the leading Republiean candidate in the field. 

Beyond Guantfinamo,, a D.reb of Prisons for Terrorism Imitates 

~ archipelago of federal prisons that stretehes aeross the eountry houses far more men convieted 
in terrorism eases than the shrunken population o[ the controversial prison in Cuba. 

~ Document: Behind Bars; Contemplating Aristotle and Islamic ~xtrenn~snn 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There isr/~ ~naeh ~h~ bottlers 

TAGG NOMNEY, Mitt Romney’s eldest SOB, describing his father. 

ARTS 

Keep "vVatehh~g 

the Skies 
The cityscapes of the 
photographer COdrie Delsaux are 
infiltrated by eharaeters from "Star 
Wars." 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

Tory Butch’s New York 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE x 



THE STRIP I BRIAN 
Di,’rl’t miss 1:he T :~-Ioliday issue 

MCFADDEN wh~,t 

FE~’fURE: Ol~er 

Your New Pet 

Bored with yore" old front-runners? Newt will be delivered to you straight from the ’9oM 

WORLD 

O~ Russla~ TV, a Straightforward Accom~t Is Startling 

Government television covered the protests much as they had occurred - to the surprise of many. 

As Money Flees Russla~ Tycoons Find Tough Times 

Capital flight has re-emerged in modern Russia - a sign of the problems facing the country’s business 
elite, and the economy itself. 

E~ro Crisis P~ts Germany a~d U,S, h~ ’ra¢tleai F~gbt 

At the heart of the clash over how best to manage the vast debt erisis is the question of how far 
governments must bend to the power of the markets. 

o More World News 

Q~ality of Air? Tbat*s as M~rky as Western Sky 

The question of how clean the air is in the American West is getting harder to answer, scientists 
say, with implications for public health, the environment and tourism. 

Regulators are considering restricting or shutting down cod fishing in the Gulf of Maine, raising 

fears for the future of an industD, that has sustained New England for centuries. 

Disillusioned Young lmmigrant Kills Himselfl Starting an Emotional Debate 

doaquin Luna dr. filled the pages of a notebook with goodbyes before he killed himsdf, but the young 
Mexican immigrant never fully explained why he took his own life. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

The Lasting Shadow of Bernie Madoff 
Lb" .:i~:,i" :’.’. g 

Three years after his arrest, the mastermind of Ponzi schemes still haunts his vietims, his family 
and himself. 

In E*~ro Era, Openh~g Bell ]Is a 2:30 A,M, Ala~°m 
i.::,, :. ~:i .: 

Traders who once woke up at dawn to get an edge are rising in the dead of night to buy and sell 
credit defanlt swaps from their bedrooms. 

SLIPSTREAM 

Put It on My Marquee; I J*~st ~Vatdmd ’Creepsbow 2’ 

A bill passed by the House would allow eonsumers to give one4ime blanket consent for a eompany to 
share their video viewing habits. 

Mete Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Brau~, NoL, MoV, Po, Is Said ~:o ’rest Positive 

Ryan Braun, the N.L. Most Valuable Player in ~o1~ and one of baseball’s brightest young stars, 
reportedly tested positive for a perfom~anee-enhaneing drug this fall. 

BaJor’s Oriffln }Vh~s Helsma~ 

Robert Griffin III edged out Stanford quarterback Andrew Luck to become the first winner of the 
most storied award in college sports in Baylor’s less4han-notable football history. 



Laker,s* Pursuit of Paul Fa~is Through Agah~ 

The trade talks ended when the Lakers refi~sed to meet the demands of the N.B.A., which owns the 

Hornets, on a return package for Chris Paul. 

ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE 

For his version of "The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo," the director David Fincher, a specialist in 

alienation, alters what is for many a text as sacred as the Harry Potter novels. 

~Film W~th the PBroken Embargo i Fi~cher’s Solution 

~E~] Rooney Mara: Touch of 

Noemi Rapace: lhe Girl Past the Dragon Tatte¢ 

ARTS & LEISURE 

Chub Kids Are Storming Music lVluseums 

New classical composers are finding a home in clubs. So what does that mean for traditional 

musical institutions? 

Emboldened Orchestras A~e Embracing the New 

Emboldened performers and orchestras are taking more chances on new music to the benefit of 
classical-music amtiences, who seem more cm’ious than ever. 

MAGAZINE 

Our Ow*~ Worst Enemies 

For screen villains, the black-and-white, "us versus them" era is over. Welcome to the uneasy age of 

us versus ourselves. 

~ Ir, te:active Festure: Touch of Evil 

Riffs: The Year ir~ 

"Drive," "Bridesmaids," Chaos Cinema, movies that weren’t movies, hilarious old-person makeup 

and the sundry objects that were hurled off the screen in 3-D. 

YOU ARE HERE 

The Dixie Ghostbusters 

Drinking beer, hanging out and taking on the ghosts of a South Carolina cotton gin. 

More From the Maoazine ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Pentagon the Cmmtry Ca~l Afford 
There is room to cut defense spemting, if it is done with prudence and innovation. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr, Gingrich s A~t~tack o~ ~the C.mlr ts 
Newt Gingrieh’s smear campaign on the justice system threatens the independence of judges and 

the Constitution. 

EDITORIAL 

Tebowhlg o~ the Gr~dlron, a~d Off 
The Denver Broncos’ Tim Tebow has started a Web sensation, with people recreating his post- 

touehdown posture and posting the pictures proudly online. 



SUNDAY REVIEW 

Ame~qcans: U~declded Al)out God? 

For some, the holiday season is a time to shake our heads over the sad state of onr national 
conversation abont God. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

F~re a~d Ice 

Will it be a blood match between one cam|idate whose bh)od [)oils over and another who is bloodless? 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tim Tebow’s Gospel or" Optimism 

The mile-high messiah has a gospel for us all, 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec:. H, ~941, Germany and Italy declared war on the United States; the U.S. responded in 

kind. 
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TOP NEWS 

Detainee in Iraq Poses a 
Dilemma as U.S. Exit Nears 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The Obama achninistration is wrestling 
with a decision about whether to tuna 
Ali Musa Daqduq over to the Iraqi 
goverument or to find a way to take him 
with the nfilitary as it withdraws. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Chronic Pain for the Euro 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and LIZ ALDERMAN 

With mounds of European debt due to 
be refinanced early next year, the crisis 
is far from over, and flaere are risks even 
in getting the Brussels deal ratified. 

. ~ Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt 

Crisis 

¯ ’ Euro Crisis Pits Germany and U.S. in Tactical 

Fight 

,’ In Euro Era, Opening Bell Is a 2:30 A.M. Alarm 

DEALBOOK 
A Romance With Risk That Brought On a Panic 
By AZAM AHMED, BEN PROTESS and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Jon Corzine’s $6.3 billion bet on European sovereign debt turned out to be profitable, but the fear it induced 
brought down MF Global. In flae meantime, the search is on for $1 billion in customer money that has gone 
nfissing. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is political, not economic. The coal miners came out because they were not paid. The people coming 

onto the streets of Moscow are very well off These are people protesting because they were humiliated. 

They were not asked. They were just told, ’Putin is coming back. ’" 

VIKTOR A. SHENDEROVICH, a political commentator on Echo of Moscow radio, on why a surprising 

number of Russians are demonstrating against the goverument. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~, SLIDE SHOW: The 



Egg is Back 
A talking egg returns as part of a 
popular Christmas display. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Class Matters. Why Won’t We 
Admit It? 
By HELEN F. LADD and EDWARD B. FISKE 

Federal education policy seems blind to 
the relationship between poverty and 
student performance. "A Christmas Story: The 

Musical!" 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"The Jazz Singe�’ is back 

Family friendly shows 

ny’lim.es, ¢o,m T H EA,TiE R 

WORLD 

Partner in British Coalition Criticizes Cameron’s Veto on Europe Treaty 
By SARAH LYALL 

The junior partner in the coalition govelaunent, whose party favors closer links to the Continent, said the 
veto put Britain in danger of being marginalized. 

A Stark Step Away From Europe 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

A move by David Cameron to protect the City of London tmderscores a growing distance between Britain and 
the European Union. 

Boosted by Putin, Russia’s Middle Class Turns on Him 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

A decade of growth under Vladinfir V. Putin, now Russia’s prime nfinister, has created a class of wealthy 
urban professionals who are not afraid to express their political frustration. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In Florida, Using Military Discipline to Help Veterans in Prison 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Officials have created separate dorms for veterans at five prisons in an effort to help ease their trmasition 
after their release and curb recidivism. 

Texas Elections Are in Limbo Over Redistricting Issue 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

With the Supreme Court entering a dispute over the district lines drama by state lawmakers and those 
created by a federal court, the status of upconfing elections is uncertain. 

Price Tag Hindering Congress in Struggle to Pass Year-End Legislation 
By ROBERT PEAR 

While ideology plays a role, the estimated $350 billion cost of items including a payroll tax break mad the 
extension of jobless benefits is a factor. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
European Banks Hunt for Ways to Raise Cash 
By MARK SCOTT 



As many of the Continent’s banks face increased financing costs and limited access to much-needed capital, 
they are selling assets and raising interest rates on customers in ma effort to bolster their balmaee sheets. 

Fed to Weigh Publishing a Forecast on Rates 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

When the Fed’s policy-making committee convenes on Tuesday, it will consider the idea of publislfing a 
regular forecast of its future decisions on interest rates. 

As Kindle Fire Faces Critics, Remedies Are Promised 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

Amazon does not say so, but the company is soon likely to release an improved version of the device, which 
is generating a lot of negative customer feedback. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GIANTS 37, COWBOYS 34 
Giants Ice Cowboys and Their Skid 
By SAM BORDEN 

The Giants snapped a four-gmne losing streak in the most dramatic of fashions, battling back against the 
Dallas Cowboys after trailing by a2 with just trader six minutes remaining. 

," N.F.L. Roundup: Brady Flashes Temper in Patriots’ Win 

¯ " Giants Replay: Week 14 I Box Score 

Cowboys Find Another Agonizing Way to Lose 2:46 AM ET 

JETS 37, CHIEFS 10 
Jets’ Offense Finds Daylight as Path to Playoffs Opens 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Mark Sanchez passed for 181 yards and 2 touchdowns, adding two nlore on tile ground, as the Jets 
embarrassed the Clfiefs. 

¯ ’ The Fifth Down: Jets Keeping Drive Alive 

:’ Jets Replay: Week 14 I Box Score 

Giants’ Cruz Already Has Reason to Dance 
By MARK VIERA 

Victor Cruz, a recently obscure player who celebrates touchdowns with a few salsa steps, needs 268 receiving 
yards to break Amani Toomer’s single-season frmaelfise record. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Athhilezar? Watch Your Fantasy World Language 
By AMY CHOZlCK 

Hollywood is driving demand for constructed languages, complete with grmmnatical rules, a written 
alphabet (hieroglyphics are acceptable) and enough vocabulary for basic conversations. 
’. Rosetta Throne: Learn to Speak Dothraki I ~ Excerpt: ’Game of Thrones’ 

A Family Affair as Old as Oedipus 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Incest, that deeply ingrained taboo, by chance has been a topic in three current HBO series. 

It’s Back, and Even More Disgusting 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The reality show "Fear Factor" returns to NBC on Monday night, and its producers have upped the mate for 
viewers who want "badder and grosser." 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
When Truth Survives Free Speech 



By DAVID CARR 

A defamation suit that seemed to be an example of a blogger being unfairly denied the protections of a 
journalist was actually sometlfing else entirely. 

ADVERTISING 
South Korean Agency Takes a New Tack on Transformation 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

A global agency that has had trouble gahfing traction in the United States is hoping to reintroduce itself with 
a renaming and a new top creative executive. 

~ News From the Advertising Industry 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
BuzzFeed Adds Politico Writer 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Ben Smith, one of the foremost writers at Politico, is being hired to help the Web site build a newbreed of 
social news organization. 

¯ More Media & Advertising. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Getting Gas Drilling Right 
New York State nmst decide how to reduce the risks and ensure tight controls of hydraulic fracturing. 

EDITORIAL 
The Unprofitable Skies 
Bankruptcy protection for troubled airlines is tmlikely to transform the industry into a profitable one. 

EDITORIAL 
Will Congress Ban Corruption in Its Midst? 
Congress would be wise to pass the Clean Up Govermnent Act of 2o11, Milch would strengthen bans on 
fraud and bribe-taking. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Good Newt 
By BILL KELLER 

At least on one issue - immigration - Newt Gingrich gets it. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Depression and Democracy 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

In Europe, much more than a shared currency hangs in the balance. 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Tim Tebow’s Gospel of Optimism 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The mile-high messiah has a gospel for us all. 

’: Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 12, 1963, Kenya gained its independence from Britain. 
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TOP NEWS 

Court to Weigh Arizona 
Statute on Immigration 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Obama adininistration challenged 
parts of the tough inmfigration law in 
court, saying it could not be reconciled 
with federal inmfigration policies. 

Premier’s Actions in Iraq 
Raise U.S. Concerns 
By JACK HEALY, TIM ARANGO and MICHAEL 
S. SCHMIDT 

Night raids mad mass arrests come as 
the United States prepares to leave Iraq, 
leading Western officials to question the 
country’s course under Prime Minister 
Nuri Kamal al-Maliki. 
¯ . Times Topic: Nuri Kamal aI-Maliki 

Russian Mogul Joins the Race 
Against Putin 
By ELLEN BARRY and ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Mikhail D. Prokhorov, a billionaire hadustrialist and owner of the New Jersey Nets, said he is seeking to fill a 
void in Russia’s opposition by challenging Vladinfir V. Putin for the presidency. 
¯ ’ Prokhorov’s Candidacy Doesn’t Faze the N.B.A. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s not just that these are big eases, but these are big eases that echo in the politieal arena. There is now a 
]udicial forum for airing these political disputes." 

NATHANIEL PERSILY, a professor of law and political science at Columbia, on Supreme Court cases that 

will address issues like inmfigration and redistricting. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: At 
School in 
Cyberspace 
Costly to taxpayers, do 



virtual schools get the job done? 

~’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Amazon’s Jungle 

Logic 
By RICHARD RUSSO 

Best-selling authors react 
to Amazon’s attack on 
independent booksellers. 

Daily Deals, sent right to your 
pocket 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Gifts for the photography lover 

Smartphones graduate to higher level 

WORLD 

Cameron Says His Veto on Europe Treaty Protects Britain 
By SARAH LYALL 

Prime Minister David Cmneron said that he had acted to protect Britain’s interests and that he had not 
consigned the cotmtry to Europe’s sidelines. 

, German Official Backs Tax Vetoed by Britain 

GAZIANTEP JOURNAL 
Turkish Border Businesses Miss the Syrian Neighbors 
By DAN BILEFSKY 

In a large industrial center, everyone from olive vendors to owners of large textile conglomerates says the 
shifting geopolitics are proving bad for business. 

Gambian Will Lead Prosecution in Hague 
By MARLISE SIMONS 

Fatou Bensouda was chosen to succeed her boss, Luis Moreno-Ocampo, as head of the International 
Criminal Court. 

¯ . Times Topic: International Criminal Court 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In California, Indian Tribes With Casino Money Cast Off Members 
By JAMES DAO 

Clan rivalries and political squabbles are often triggers for disenrolhnent, but critics say the biggest factor 
has been casino gambling. 

Profits and Questions at Online Charter Schools 
By STEPHANIE SAUL 

A look at the largest online school company’s operations raises serious questions about whether its schools - 
and frill-time online schools in general - are a good deal for children or taxpayers. 

~ Graphic: Lagging in Performance: Pennsylvania Online Schools 

Slide Show: At School in Cyberspace 

Iowa Evangelicals Split Over Caucus Endorsement 
By SUSAN SAULNY 

Conservative Christian voters cannot agree on which Republican presidential candidate to support, finding 
faults based on principle or eleetability. 

’. Video: The Evangelical Bloc in Iowa 

The Caucus: Gingrich Endorses ’Marriage Pledge’ 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

No Hit Toy to Brighten Retailers’ Christmas 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Without a hot toy, retailers are stocking less, leaning on classic items and possibly discounting less in the 
final days before Chrishnas. 

STOCKS & BONDS 
Rating Agency Warnings Bring Down the Markets 
By LIZ ALDERMAN and CHRISTINE HAUSER 

The market euphoria over last week’s deal by Europema leaders to shore up the euro currency union 
succmnbed to a darker mood Monday. 

DEALBOOK COLUMN 
Romney’s Run Puts a Spotlight on Private Equity 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN 

Mitt Ronmey’s experience at Bain Capital is being searched by his critics for ammmfition in the presidential 
campaign, mad by others for dues as to how he would perform as president. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

With N.B.A. Apparently Wanting More, the Clippers Halt Talks for Paul 
By MARK HEISLER 

A whirlwind of nonactivity Monday concluded with the Los 3mgeles Clippers breaking off a deal to acquire 
Chris Paul and the Orlando Magic affilaning their efforts to keep Dwight Howard. 

" Prokhorov’s Candidacy Doesn’t Faze the N.B.A. 

Sandusky Scheduled to Face Several of His Accusers 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

The former Penn State assistant, who has been charged with more than 50 comets of sexual abuse involving 
lO boys, has a prelinfinary hearing set for Tuesday. 

Cash-Poor Mets Given $40 Million Bank Loan 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and RICHARD SANDOMIR 

While efforts continue to bring in $200 nfillion by selling nfinority stakes, the team got a financial infusion 
for the second time in a year. 

¯ More SJ3orts News 

ARTS 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 
Time-Travel Tip for Constantinople: Pack Daggers 
By SETH SCHIESEL 

Revelations, part of the Assassin’s Creed series, is set in 16th-century Constantinople and within the nfind of 
a present-day character. 

Jazz Musicians Start a Pension Push 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

A musicians’ union is handing out leaflets at a jazz club as it begins a campaign to gain pension benefits and 
a nfininaum wage for jazz artists. 

NEW MUSIC 
Snoop Dogg and Wiz Khalifa’s Collaborative Album 
By JON CARAMANICA, NATE CHINEN and JON PARELES 

That Wiz Khalifa would find kinship with Snoop Dogg is no surprise, and their albmn, "Mac & Devin Go to 
High School," plays like the late hours of a fanfily remfion. 

¯ More Arts News 



SCIENCE TIMES 

Physicists Anxiously Await New Data on ’God Particle’ 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

Scientists are set to issue a progress report on Tuesday monfing on the search for the Higgs boson, which 
wotfld vindicate the modem theory of how elementary particles get mass. 

Amazing Race to the Bottom of the World 
By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD 

The looth anniversary of the race to the South Pole has prompted a fresh look back and new research. 

Add Quakes to Rumblings Over Gas Rush 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

A string of tremors in Ohio, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas has raised the notion that efforts to tmlock 
natural gas from shale rock are flae cause. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Targeting the Unemployed 
The latest Republican plan might extend the payroll tax cut and unemplo3anent benefits, but it would do so 
at the expense of vulnerable Americans. 

EDITORIAL 

Keystone Claptrap 
Republican lawmakers are spinning fantasies about the economic benefits and number of jobs created from 
an oil pipeline from Canada. 

EDITORIAL 

The Abu-Jamal Case 
The case is the latest evidence that Pennsylvania’s death penalty machinery is mmonstitutionally flawed and 
should be stopped. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Time, Distance and Clarity 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Revisiting the past with a renewed sense of appreciation. 
. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The British Euro Farce 
By ROGER COHEN 

The Tory Euro-sceptic’s ascendancy was reflected in Cameron’s veto of a Europe-bolstering treaty change to 

defend the euro. 
:. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 13, 1981, authorities in Poland imposed martial law in a crackdown on the Solidarity labor 
movement. Martial law formally ended in 1983. 
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Dear Colleagues, 

I am pleased to send you the December 2011 issue of the APCG Newsletter. Yon will soon be able to download the documem at: 
http://afidcanpoliticsgmup.orNindex.php/news/newsletters/. We also encourage you to share the newsletter with awone else who may be interested in receiving it. 

Newsletter Highlights: 
Page 4: Charles Piot runs the Best Book 2010 Award tbr NostalgiaJbr the Fmure: lYest AJ?ica after the Cold llZar. 

Page 5: Mireille RazatindraI:oto and Francois Roubaud win the Best Article 2010 Award tbr "Are International Databases on Corruption Reliable? A Comparison of 
Expert Opinion Surveys m~d Household Surveys in Sub- Sdtm, an Africa." 

Page 9: The deadline for submitting papers and panels to APSA is tomorrow! 

Page 10: We celebrated our 10th A~miversaW this year! 
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Mike, 
Your editor 
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TOP NEWS 

Shifting Tactics, Romney 
Attacks Surging Gingrich 
By JEFF ZELENY, MICHAEL BARBARO and 
ASHLEY PARKER 

Mitt Romney adinitted that he was 
bracing for a far rougher slog through 
the early Republiema nominating 
contests than he had envisioned. 

’- ~ Video InterviewI Interactive Graphic: 

Candidates on the Attack 

POLITICAL MEMO 
Congress Takes Up a Partisan 
Battle, Again, Over Spending 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

For the third time tiffs year, Congress is 
dancing on the edge of a precipice as it 
is locked in a partisan battle over fiscal 
nleasures. 

Village Revolts Over Inequities of Chinese Life 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

A long-rmming dispute between the local authorities m~d farmers in a soufl~ern Chinese tom~ exploded into 
open rebellion this week, residents said. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Zany is not what we need in a president." 

MITT ROMNEY, in an interview. 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

Team Rebuilds 
Yaroslavl Lokomotiv, an 
elite Russian hockey 
team, is trying to rebuild 
after many of its players, 
coaches and support staff were killed in 
a plane crash in September. 



" r~ela[ea ~rucle 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Texas Two-Step 
By ANN BEESON 

Securing voting rights is 
crucially important, but 
what Texans really need 
is revitalized civic engagement. 

Her Majesty’s sovereign 
d ress c risis 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

The activist inside us 

More nude models in remote clime 

nytin~es,�o.m ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

Junkyard Gives Up Secret Accounts of Massacre in Iraq 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

Hundreds of pages of interviews with Marines, once closely guarded as secrets of war, were meant to be 
destroyed as fl~e last Aanerican troops prepare to leave Iraq. 

~ Interactive Feature: Selected Testimony From the Haditha Investigation 

Somalia’s Insurgents Embrace Twitter as a Weapon 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

While the Shabab nfilitants are waging a traditional guerrilla war in Sonmlia, they are also using social media 
in a propaganda war wifla Kenya. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Japan May Declare Control of Reactors, Over Serious Doubts 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Many experts fear that the goverument is declaring victory at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant only to 
appease public anger and could deflect attention from remaining threats. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Omnibus Spending Bill Held Up as Congress Dickers Over Riders and 
Restrictions 
By ROBERT PEAR 

Lawmakers are trying to impose their policy preferences on the president by exercising the power of the 
purse. 

As Doctors Use More Devices, Potential for Distraction Grows 
By MATT RICHTEL 

In response to "distracted doctoring," some hospitals have begtm linfiting the use of computers, 
snmrtphones and other devices in critical settings, while schools have started renfinding medical students to 
focus on patients. 

Like Ivies, Berkeley Adds Aid to Draw Middle-Class Students 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

The University of Califoruia, Berkeley says fanfilies earuing up to $14o,ooo would be expected to pay no 
more than 15 percent of their annual income. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



China Imposes New Tariffs on U.S. Vehicles 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

The new duties, which apply mainly to sport utility vehicles and large cars, signal an escalation in trade 
hostilities. 

Lines Drawn on Antipiracy Bills 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The House and the Senate are looking to cut off oxygen for sites that offer free copies of entertainment by 
taking aim at search engines like Google and Yahoo that allow the pirates to function. 

. Sony and Warner Are Said to Sue Web Music Service 8:44 PM ET 

DEALBOOK 
MF Global’s Risk Officer Said to Lack Authority 
By BEN PROTESS and AZAM AHMED 

Michael Stocknmn was not allowed to weigh in on the broader implications that trades nfight have on the 
filan, including whether they nfight undernfine investor confidence. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Clippers Acquire Paul and Create a Rivalry 
By HOWARD BECK 

To acquire Chris Patti, Los Angeles is sending the Hola~ets four of its top assets: guard Eric Gordon, forward 
A1-Farouq ?aninu, center Chris Kaman and a 2012 first-romad draft pick. 

" Knicks Not Among Crawford’s Choices 

Knicks Not Among Crawford’s Choices 
By MARK VIERA 

Jamal Crawford can make considerably more with another team and that is what he has decided to do. 

¯ ’ Anthony’s Hurt Knee Further Unsettles Knicks 

With Latest Network Agreements, the N.F.L. Outdoes Even Itself 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Starting in 2o14, CBS, Fox and NBC will spend a combined average of about $3 billion a year - more than 50 
percent higher than their current deals. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

’Homeland’ Inches Tensely to Its Finale 
By BILL CARTER 

The creators of "Honaeland" face a common challenge: how to offer closure to viewers and keep them 
hanging on for more. 

" A World War II Soldier Enters the Post-lraq Age 

Gervais’s Silent Partner Talks and Gets Laughs for Himself 
By SARAH LYALL 

Stephen Merchant, a partner in writing with Ricky Gervais, takes on a solo stand-up comedy tour, and it’s 
eonfing to New York. 

ARTSBEAT 
Looted Dishes Used in Art Project Returned to Iraq 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Federal marshals took custody of a collection of Saddam Hussein’s dinner plates used by Creative Time, the 
scrappy NewYork public art organization, in order to retuna the dishes to Iraq. 

" ~ Video Report 

FASHION & STYLE 

SKIN DEEP 



Beauty by the Bite 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

A new batch of COslnetics are said to work by eating or drinking rather than applying to the skin. 

Custom Shirts, With a Shot on the Side 
By ERIC WILSON 

Ainsworth bar and Windsor Custoln, a by-appointlnent-only lnen’s clothing shop, conunand an air of 
exclusivity. 

’: Slide Show 

Building an Empire of Her Own 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

"I wmlt to be knoml as lne," Julia Restoin Roiffeld, Carine Roiffeld’s daughter, insists, "for what I can do on 
lily OWlI." 

". Slide Show 

¯ More Fashion & .S..ty.I..e...>?. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Holder Speaks Up for Voting Rights 
After a long silence, the attorney general pronfised to use the full weight of the Justice Departlnent to 
scrutinize Republican efforts to reduce turnout. 

:’ Campaign Stops: Texas Two-Step 

EDITORIAL 
Beyond the Raters 
Regulators have proposed a lnore objective systeln to deternfine the riskiness of the trading portfolios of the 
nation’s 3o biggest banks. 

EDITORIAL 
Illegal, Just Not on Capitol Hill 
House Republican leaders sidetracked a sensible and overdue bill to ball nlembers of Congress froln using 
inside inforlnation in stock trades. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Worker-Owners of America, Unite! 
By GAR ALPEROVITZ 

We lnay be lnoving toward a hybrid systeln solnewhere between capitalisln and socialisln, without mlyone 
even noticing. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mitt’s Zest for Zings 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Mitt Rolnney was in toual to raise solne calnpaign cash, and lie showed so lnuch confidence that lie got in a 
fewjabs at the eolnpetition. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Getting Detained and Gassed 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

There’s nothing like getting tear-gassed and detained in Bahrain to be renfinded that our close ally has a 
dark and repressive side. 

". Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ . Video: In Bahrain, Protests and Police Action 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. 15, 1916, the French defeated the Germans in the World War I Battle of Verdm~. 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo Marks E~d to 9-Year                             ~ 

War, Lea~ng an Uncertain 

Iraq 

Offieials eondneted a modest ceremony in Baghdad days before the last troops’ exit, whieh will end 
the United States’ most ambitious and bloodiest military campaign since Vietnam. 

Gi~grleh Push on HeMth Care Appears at Odds ~qth GoO,Po 
B:< P! F?:J’~::21’ ! ~;:(2: ~ ~7:’i L: :’::12 :Vc;.:IR::2 
As a candidate for president, Newt Gingrieh is criticizing some of the same health care programs 
that he supported as a consultant. 

As Sales Lag, Stores Sh~fff]e the Calendar 

The Saturday before Christmas is too crucial to retailers to be left in the hands of procrastinating 
shoppers, so many stores are having "Super Saturday" this weekend instead. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1 can feel how lraq has changed now, and how i~ is sad. A II af lraq is sacL " 
DALI, an Iraqi pop singer on her recent return to the eountry~ 

~ I:NTEt~CTtVE 

FEATURE: Reacl~ing 

th e Ea rs of Iowa 
In Iowa, the campaign 
is playing out on Simon Conway’s 
radio program on WttO, the most 
listened-to and widely broadcast 
news radio station in the state. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Abandoni~g Our 

Friends 

The Iraqis who loyally 
sewed ns are under threat. We must give them refuge. 

Charlize Theron in "Young 
Adult" 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Glenn Close as a man m "Albert Nobbs" 

Wi~at hu’ppens when rrlean girls grow up 

WORLD 

Statue Deepens ;D~sp~te Over DCartlme Sex,m! Slavery 

A statue was installed near the dapan embassy in Seoul to protest sexual slavery during World War 
I~. 

Italy’s Leader Offers Tax Increases, but No Deep Reforms 

Prime Minister Mario Monti’s difficulty in carrying out economic reforms could weaken the 
underpinnings of the accord reached in Brussels to address the euro zone’s troubles. 



On "|nV, Pt~ti~] Is Dismisslve of Critics Far and Near 

Prime Minister Vladimir V. Pntin of Russia on Thnrsday was trying to put things in order after 
weeks of mounting evidence that political discontent is rising in the country’s large cities. 

UoSo Finds Pervasive Bias Against Latlnos by Arizona Sheriff 
i.:7 i.;LM.iC i. AOi7: 
An investigation that lasted more than two years singled out Sheriff Joe M~paio as helping to 
nnrture his department’s "enltnre of bias." 

~ Document: Justice Department Findings in investigation of the Marlcopa County Sheriffs Office 

!ks I{om~ey Steps Ca~tlo~ts~y~ Gi~grlch Duels With Others 

The seven Republican eontenders met in Sionx City to spar with one another, and to eritique 
President Obama. 

~SHde 
Show: Republicans Debste in Sioux City 

Ca~aada Holds }][earh~gs o~t Suspected Virus i~t Sah~ton 
::7 ~.’~.’i; a:..; r’Ai{:5 .’ 
Canadian officials deny any cover-up of eases of infectious salmon anemia, a potentially lethal virus 
that conservationists have long feared could spread Dom fainted fish to wild salmon. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

American television subscribers pay, on average, about $1oo a year for sports programming -no 

matter how many games they watch. 

KJnder’s Major Bet on a Boom ~n Fracldng 

Kinder Morgan, the pipeline company, hopes its $21 billion acquisition of the E1 Paso Corporation 
will help it capitalize on once-in-a-generation boom in oil and gas drilling. 

The Race to Greener Bottles Could Be Long 

Despite dueling announcements claiming technological breakthroughs in all-plant bottles, neither 
Coke nor Pepsi is confident enough in the technology to offer a fi~Ta timetable. 

S P O RTS 

Look for the Glowing Eyes~. Then Watch Your Fingers 

In Mississippi’s alligator hunt, which began in 2oo5, hunters travel the Pearl or the Paseagoula 
~ivers nsing hooks, lines and the occasional shotgun. 

Years Later; Still \~altlr~g ~or a Seco~td Chance 

Jim Fassel, who took the Giants to the Snper Bowl in the 2ooo season, is the president, general 
manager and head coach of the Las Vegas I~oeomotives in the United Football League. 

Former NoB,A, Employee Says Sexna~ Harassment Co~tcer~ts \~ere ignored 

Warren GloveL who was fired as a security director in auly, claims that he repeatedly warned his 
superiors in the N.B.A.’s security department that women in the office were being sexually 
harassed. 

o More Spor~s News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

V~us i~slr~g l~’ro~ Her Pretty t’rlso~ 

Sanja Ivekovie’s a~ is the subject of a small but resonant retrospective at the Museum of Modern 
Art. 

ART REVIEW 
A Jewel[ B~_~x for Tra~sluce~t Treas~res 

The inaugural exhibition at the Friek’s new Portico Gallery presents 65 pieces of tableware, vases 
and small, figurative sculptures, dating mainly from ~71o to ~TaO. 

MUSEUM REVIBN 

Stand Ck~ar of the Ghosts 



The New York Transit Musemn in Brooklyn Heights is a museum of specimens, a natural history 
museum of the city’s public transportation. 

o More Arts [’Jews 

MOVIES 

Golden Globe nominations announced on Thursday did little to clear up the Oscar forecast, 

MOMIE REVI DA/[’CARNAGE’ 

Blood Spo~’t i~ a High-Rise 

In "Carnage," Roman Polanski’s spry adaptation of Yasmina Reza’s play, two couples show that 
beneath the surface of civilized behavior lurks animal impulses. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

~h~ Fables Sp~m h~ Japan 

"Castles in the Sky," a ~5-film retrospective of work by Hayao Miyazaki, Isao Takahata and other 

directors from Studio Ohibli, is screening at IFC Center. 

~ 8 de S~ow Posters of Stud o Ghibli 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

American troops, thankfully, are coming home, But, to build a stable democracy, Iraq will need 
help and goading for years to come, 

EDITORIAL 

Poli~ies Over P~i~clple 
President Obama has eared in to political pressure and will sign a dangerous bill that will make 
indefinite detention and military trials part of American law. 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 

R~ssell I-~oba~, 1,’athe~° of ’FPa~ces’ 

The "Frances" children’s books take us all the way to delight, using an easy-reader vocabulary. 

More Opinien >> 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Unstable, Divided La~d 

America’s misguided thinking since the 2oo3 invasion has created a pro-Iranian Iraqi government. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

G00,P0 Moneta~0y Madness 

When it comes to views on economies, Republicans have been consistent, dear and wrong. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 
By Cboosi~g 2~ms Ove~° Diplo~naey~ ~anerlea E~°rs h~ 

Mr. Obama is ehoosing a eostly instrument in deciding to expand Ameriea’s military commitment 
Asia. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 16, ~95o, President Truman proclaimed a national state of emergency in order to fight 
"Communist imperialism." 
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TOP NEWS 

Health Canoe Law ~,qll Let 

State,~ Ta ] ] or Benefits 

The Obama administration’s change 
will permit state-b y-state variations 
of benefits within broad categories. 

Month Extenslo~ of Payroll 

~II~e n2th Congress lurched toward 
the end of its tumultuous first session 
~’iday as the House passed a $~ 
trillion spending bill and sent it to 
the Senate for approval. 

~ Analysts Say Economic Recove~N 

Might Suffer if lax Break Is Allowed to Expire 

Milllo~ls F~°om Diamonds Go to Milgabe, Obseiwers Say 
i.::., j,,i .i Li. 
Tens of millions of dollars in diamond profits are said to be bypassing the treasury of Zimbabwe and 
ending up with President Robert Mugabe and his supporters. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It w~s ~n ttz~L[r~!~!z~r fi)r 3o/)oo to 4o/)oo .~#!~rs, ~ad ~ww tlu! free:~!r door fs open." 

I~&TEY No "~’AL’F F,R ANTIIONY, a scientist, on carboo tnoleeuies emerging from frozen lakes. 

WORLD 

~ INTERACTIVE ~] 

FEATURE: I,~a’~tl g 

II’aq 

As other American 

forces shipped out, a handful of units 

stayed behind to help wind up the 

bases, 

OPINION 

(3~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I~ght tu Orga~ize 

On dan. 1, American 
workers may lose their 
right to be represented by a union. 

The Golden Globe nominations 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

[he best albums of 2011 

Ti~e 10 bes[ bucks ,’If 2011 

WORLD 

In Debt Crlsi,~, Gulf Is Yaw~ing Betwee~ Italy and Its Politicians 

Italians have come to view their lawmakers as a pampered elite, sheltered fl’om the global economic 
turbulence. 

?roger at a possible land deal boiled over in Wukan, China, after a popular villager chosen to 



negotiate a solution (tied in police custody. 

A prominent journalist who covered abuses in Russia’s violence-plagued North Caucasus region was 
shot to death Thursday night as he left his newspaper offices. 

More World News 

TEMPERATURE RISING 

As Permafrost ’I’t~aws, Scientists Study lhe 

Experts worry that if the permafrost thaws in the Northern Hemisphere, huge amomlts of carbon 

will be released into the air, greatly intensifying global warming. 

Sii~e Show: Hanfin9 [or C~ues to Globa~ ¢ armin~ 

~ G~aphic: F~ozen Carbon 

~ Previous Ar~kAes ~n The< Sedes 

’Barefoot Ba~dll~ Gets Prlso~ for Steali~g From Neighbors 

Colton Harris-Moore, who fended for himself by stealing food from neighbors while growing up, then 
graduated to stealing planes, was sentenced to more than seven years in prison. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Despi[e Delay, the loo-’v%~att Idulb is o~ its VVay Out 

A rider on an omnibus spending bill prohibits the Energy Department from enforcing new 
efficiency standards on light bulbs. But the industry is unlikely to change course now. 

DEALBOOK 

U,S, S~fit Says Loa~ Giants~ Exec*~tives Misled Market 

Six former top executives at Fannie Mac and Freddie Mac are accused of not adequately disclosing 
the firms’ exposure to risky mortgages. 

A Boggle (sf Blackl~errys 

After Research in Motion announced a delay in its new BlackBerlT line and an intention to focus on 
promoting its existing phones, stocks fell to an eight-year low. 

SPORTS 

Pem~ State’s McQueary Tells Court ~%rhat He Saw 

The assistant coach Mike MeQueary testified that he witnessed Jerry Sandusky sexually assaulting 
a boy, and that he explicitly told ~oe Paterno and senior Penn State officials about it. 

Bonds Avoids Prison Time for Gi~4ng Evasive ’I’estimony 

Barry Bonds avoided a prison term on Friday when he was sentenced to 3o days’ house arrest and 
probation for providing evasive testimony to a federal grand jury eight years ago. 

Sca~dals Test tl~e N.CoA, A,~s Top Rules E~forcer 

,hflie Roe Lath ant] her staff of 55 are trying to investigate the well-known scandals that have 
rocked college sports this year. 

ARTS 

A Chi~ese Epic V~:ith Ma~y Back Stories 



The most expensive Chinese fihn ever made, "The Fh)wers of War," directed by Zhang Yimou and 

starring Christian Bale, is a drama set during the Nanjing Massacre. 

Nonprofit Co~pa~fies E~joy~g, \~elL Profits 

Substantial runs for shows like "Venus in Fur," "War Horse" and "Anything Goes" can mean fewer 
offerings for subscribers. 

Hearings Shed Light on Pollock Disp~te 

The Knoedler Oallely, being sued for $~7 million over a disputed Jackson Pollock painting, earlier 

refhnded $2 million to a client with similar concerns of authenticity about another work. 

o Mole Arts News 

TRAVEL 

A Catalan Christmas 

In Barcelona, there are no candy canes, tinsel or red-nosed reindeer. Instead, you’ll find a Royal 

Mailman and wise men on a ship. Not to mention a brisk swim in the Mediterranean. 

PRACTICAL TRAMELER 

Save yo~w Elite Flyer" Stat~s VCh~e Yo~ C.a~ 

On Jan. ~, miles that count toward elite status are reset on most airlines; here is what you need to 
know to top off your frequent flier account. 

The Austrian city abounds with tourists~ most searching for the sound of music - be it Mozart or the 
von Trapps - yet some of its best offerings are its Christmas markets and taverns. 

More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

[~eyo~d Durba~ 
Considering how far worht leaders are from making hard decisions to lower greenhouse gas 
emissions, big nations will have to do so even without binding agreements. 

EDITORIAL 

A~ ~,~gree~nent on Spending 
The cuts are significant, but appropriators did strip the 2012 spending bill of its worst ideology. 

EDITORIAL 

The hard right’s immigration hero in Arizona has been exposed as a disgrace to law enforcement. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~’;:: d:i .:’. ~:M’.’I.’: .! L’:LO~& 

Some recent snrveys seem to suggest that many Americans are in denial about the seriousness of 
the gap between the rieh and poor. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

An Early Holiday Hangover 

Have you been wondering what’s up with reproductive rights this holiday season? I thought so~ 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBLFI-OR 

I~dlan Point: The Next 

In weighing the extension of the operating licenses of the Indian Point nuclear plants, the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission should consider land contamination. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 17, 19o3, Orville and Wilbur Wright made the first successful man-powered airplane 

flight, near Kitty Hawk, N.C. 
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TOP NEWS 

Libya’s Civilian Toll From 
Strikes, Denied by NATO 
By C. J. CHIVERS and ERIC SCHMITT 

NATO airstrikes killed and wotmded 
dozens of eivilimas in Libya, but the 
alliance has largely refused to 
investigate the casualties. 

, Interactive: Errant NATO Airstrikes in Libya 

-’ Video: NATO Airstrikes I Photographs: The 

Civilian Toll 

For Senate Tax Cut Stopgap, 
Odds in House Are Uncertain 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

A two-month extension to the payroll- 
tax holiday - should it get through the 
House - adds to a series of 11th-hour 
Congressional deals that simply pushed 
the issues involved forward. 

’. Senate Roll Call 

¯ . Tax Bill Can Stall Oil Pipeline, Officials Say 

Economy Rules G.O.P. Message, but Iowa Differs 
By A.G. SULZBERGER 

This election cycle, there is another way in which Iowa does not represent the nation as a whole: it is too 
econonfically healthy. 

-’ Interactive Feature: State Jobless Rates, in Order of Primary Dates 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’m not necessarily convinced that they have great marketable skills. If you train someone to be a sniper, 

those are not necessarily skills that are transferable." 

RACHEL FELl)STEIN, associate director of a veterans services group in San Diego, on high 

tmemplo)anent among young war veterans. 

WORLD 

~<: INTERACTIVE: 

Errant NATO 



Airstrikes in Libya: a3 Cases 
Evidence from 13 cases in which NATO 
airstrikes in Libya killed civilians or did 
not hit their intended targets. 

OPINION 

THE STRIP I BRIAN 
MCFADDEN 
The Visible Apps of 

the Free Market 
Amazon’s retail- 
tmdercutting "price 
check" app has inspired other online 
compmfies. 

Lindsey Vonn’s highs and lows 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Women-only ski clinics 

How to find lift tickets for less 

ttytim.es, corn T RAViE L 

WORLD 

Leader Denies Use of Violence as Cairo Crackdown Persists 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Egypt’s nfilitary rulers escalated bloody clashes with street protesters, even as the prime nfinister denied that 
security forces were using any force. 

-’ Photographs 

’ ~ The Lede: Egyptian Soldiers Attack Protesters 

Large Bloc of Lawmakers Boycotts Iraqi Parliament 
By JACK HEALY and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

The boycott signaled fresh political dysflmction that threatens to unravel Iraq’s year-old govenfing coalition. 

Floods in Southern Philippines Leave Hundreds Dead 
By FLOYD WHALEY 

Flash floods triggered by a tropical storm sent water gushing into homes, killing more than 500 and 
surprising fanfilies who fled to rooftops. 

" ~ Video: Flash Floods Tear Through Philippines (Reuters) 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Gingrich Survives Glare to Exploit the Spotlight 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Abandoned by top aides, Newt Gingrich used the Republicma debates, and a good deal of luck, to climb back 
into the primary race. 

’- Interactive Feature: A New Favorite in the Republican Field 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Reframing the Debate Over Using Phones Behind the Wheel 
By MATT RICHTEL 

In an emotional call for states to ban all phone use by drivers, the chairwoman of fl~e National 
Transportation Safety Board compared the deadly habit to smoking. 

New England Asks: Who Has Fairest Lobster Trap Tree of All? 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

Along the northen~ New England Coast, festive monuments of engineering and local pride mark the 
Christmas season and guarantee bragging fights for the towns. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

As Wars End, Young Veterans Return to Scant Jobs 



By SHAILA DEWAN 

The unemplo)anent rate for veterans aged 20 to 24 has averaged 30 percent this year, in part because 
managers have difficulty translating nfilitary accomplishments to the civilian world. 

Rules to Stop Pupil and Teacher From Getting Too Social Online 
By JENNIFER PRESTON 

Guidelines braining conversations between teachers and students on Facebook and Twitter are meeting 
resistance because of the increasing importance of technology in the classroom. 

The Price to Play Its Way 
By DAVID SEGAL 

A law school in Tennessee reflects the problems many such schools face: meeting stringent, mad costly, 
Americm~ Bar Association rtfles, while also trying to be affordable to students. 

’- 1~ Ask the Reporter a Question 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Organized Chaos on the Jets’ Sidelines 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

During an N.F.L. gmne the sideline is the team’s nerve center, a hub of continuous activity, and as befitting a 
sport ruled by routine, nothing is left to chance. 

¯ " The Fifth Down: Week 15 Matchups: A Game of Toddler Chess 

-’ Fantasy Football: Favorable and Unfavorable Matchups I Toughest Picks 

~’ N.F.L. Roundup: Romo and Cowboys Rout Bucs and Edge Ahead of Giants 

Behind the Scenes, Haymon Is Shaking Up the Fight Game 
By GREG BISHOP 

A1 Ha)anon, a former music promoter, quickly became a force in boxing and, despite being unpopular with 

some in the business, his influence is clear. 

KNICKS 92, NETS 83 
Test Drive for Two Teams Still Tinkering 
By HOWARD BECK 

In a predictably ragged first game, the I~hficks held off the Nets and got a pleasant surprise in the play of 
rookie guard hnan Shumpert, who had a6 points in 25 nfinutes off the bench. 
:’ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

’ N.B.A. Roundup: Celtics’ Green Will Miss Season With an Aneurysm 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Complacency Butts Up Against Game Changers 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

Musemns in New York City offered some potent fare this year, and at least two musemns with national 
interest opened in 2oaa, but mmay gallery shows were dull, all about cash and caution. 

’: Slide Show 

Substance and Spectacle 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

As artworks get bigger and shinier, and spectacle grabs the spotlight at museum’s contemporary-art shows, 
substance is still venerated in the New York art world. 

". Slide Show 

From the Past, but Looking Forward 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

It has been a year in the theater for putting new and explosive life into classic vessels. 

’: Slide Show: Ben Brantley’s Top 10 of 2011 

¯ More Arts News 



MAGAZINE 

Now That the Factories Are Closed, It’s Tee Time in Benton Harbor, Mich¯ 
By JONATHAN MAHLER 

The strange second life of a Michigan factory tom~ that lost its factories. 

¯ . Slide Show: The Key Players in Benton Harbor’s Revival 

The Pakistanis Have a Point 
By BILL KELLER 

Sure, they can be infuriating, not to mention duplicitous, paranoid and self-pitying. But you try being a U.S. 
ally. 

One Hundred Artists Rolled Into One Man 
By SARA CORBETT 

In lfis obscure art exlfibition, Shea Hembrey takes on the role of lOO artists. And not one of them is any less 
real than another. 

’ ~ Slide Show: Shea Hembrey’s ’Artists’ 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Working With Medicare 
Medicare refonns could save hundreds of billions of dollars without scrapping the system. 

EDITORIAL 
Alabama’s Second Thoughts 
Alabama’s stance on its extremist hnmigration law is shifting from defiance to damage control, as Gov. 
Robert Bentley adinits that the law needs fixing. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 
Inside the Euro Zone, Bracing for Austerity 
By DAVID C. UNGER 

As Italy’s emergency economic plan heads toward approval, many residents are worried that fl~e biggest 
sacrifices will fall on the working and middle classes. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

Why Is the N.Y.P.D. After Me? 
By NICHOLAS K. PEART 

As a black man in my 2os, I’ve incorporated into my daily life the sense that I might be pushed against a wall 
or thrown to the ground by a police officer at any time. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Pungent Aroma of Paranoia 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Art reflecting life or life reflecting art? The exad of the Iraq war and Season 1 of "Homeland" have everyone on 
edge. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Repressing Democracy, With American Arms 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Should President Obama sell $53 million worth of arms to Bahrain when it continues to violently repress its 
citizens? 

Columnist Page I Blog 

Video: The Death of a Boy in Bahrain 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. a8, a957, the Shippingport Atomic Power Station in Pennsylvania, rite first civilizm nuclear facility to 

generate electricity ha the United States, went online. 
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TOP NEWS 

A Ruler Who Turned North 
Korea Into a Nuclear State 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

Kim Jong-il remained an unknowable 
figure but fostered perlmps the last 
personality cult in the Communist 
world. 
¯ " ~ A Visit to North Korea (September 2011) 

Extension of Tax Cut Stalls in 
House as G.O.P. Objects 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

The House Republican leader’s rejection 
of a short-term, bipartisan Senate 
measure to extend a payroll tax break 
set the stage for a bitter year-end 
Congressional collision. 

Buyout Profits Keep Flowing 
to Romney 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE, 
CHRISTOPHER DREWand JULIE CRESWELL 

Mitt Romney’s retirement deal with Bain Capital has been worth millions of dollars each year since 1999. 

. Graphic: Mitt Romney’s Lucrative Continuing Relationship 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt was extraordinary the degree to which everything ultimately revolved around this one man." 

TIMOTHY GARTON ASH, a historian, describing Vaclav Havel, the Czech writer and dissident whose 

eloquent dissections of Communist rule helped to destroy it. 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
’Asuka’ 
Ballet Hispanico gave the 
premiere of a work based 
on the singer Celia Cruz. 

¯ ’ Dance Review 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Don’t Tax the Rich¯ Tax 
Inequality Itself. 
By IAN AYRES and AARON S. EDLIN 

To keep inequality in check, tax the 
wealthiest a percent when flaeir income 
gets out of proportion with median 
inconle. 

The divas of weight loss 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Income and the top 1% 

The host’s risks at a holiday party 

nylimes.�om iBUS~NES:S 

WORLD 

Pakistani Crisis Prompts Leader to Race Home 
By ERIC SCHMITT and SALMAN MASOOD 

A tense showdown between Pakistan’s powerful army and its besieged civilian government brought 
President Asif Ali Zardari hurrying back from Dubai early on Monday. 

Last Convoy of American Troops Leaves Iraq 
By TIM ARANGO and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

The convoy’s departure came three days after the American militaiy folded its flag in a ceremony to celebrate 
the end of its nfission and marked the end of the nearly nine-year war. 

~ Interactive Feature: Iraq After the U.S. Military Withdrawal 

Israel Frees Palestinians in 2nd Stage of Exchange 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Some 550 Palestinian prisoners were released in the second half of a swap that freed one Israeli soldier, 
Gilad Shalit, who had been held by Hamas for more than five years. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Exonerated of Murder, Texan Seeks Inquiry on Prosecutor 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ and BRANDI GRISSOM 

Lawyers for Michael Morton, wrongfully convicted of lfis wife’s murder, want a hearing to deternfine 
whether the prosecutor deliberately withheld evidence that could have led to lfis acquittal. 

Many in U.S. Are Arrested by Age 23, Study Finds 
By ERICA GOODE 

Ahnost a third of the 23-year-olds who participated in the study reported having been arrested for an offense 
other than a nfinor traffic violation. 

LOMA LINDA JOURNAL 
Fast-Food Outlet Stirs Concerns in a Mecca of Healthy Living 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Residents are fretthag after the City Council of Loma Linda, Calif., known for healthy lifestyles and longevity, 
recently approved the city’s first McDonald’s outlet. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Making a List, and Taking It to the Pawnshop 
By ANDREW MARTIN and STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 



The TV series "Pam~ Stars" has drawn a more mainstream audience into the shops, but the search for prices 
even below those of the big-box retailers is bringing in more shoppers, too. 

The Queen of Cable TV 
By BILL CARTER 

Bonnie Hammer, chairwoman of NBCUniversal Cable Entertainment, oversees networks and cable channels 
that contribute dose to $2 billion in profits for the company. 

Instability a New Fear for Investors in Russia 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Investors fear short-term instability, despite having common ground with protesters seeking political 
reforms. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

EAGLES 45, JETS 19 
Bumbling Jets Cannot Contend With the Eagles 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Philadelphia matched the most points by an opponent in Rex Ryan’s tenure with the Jets, who are in a 
virtual tie with Cincinnati for the final wild-card spot. 

," Slide Show I Box Score 

" Even at 6-8, Eagles Keep Postseason Hopes Alive 

REDSKINS 23, GIANTS 10 
Back to Earth: Giants Go Flat, Imperiling Playoff Bid 
By SAM BORDEN 

Pmother late-season sleep in a critical first half left the Giants in an unenviable playoff position as they head 
into Saturday’s game against the Jets. 

." Slide Show I Box Score 

" Struggling to Catch Up, a Giants Rookie Defensive Back Is Finally Benched 

PATRIOTS 41, BRONCOS 23 
Tebow and Broncos Have No Comeback for Patriots 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

New England perhaps restored some order to the N.F.L. universe with a win over Denver that locked up the 
A.F.C. East for the Patriots (11-3). 

" Box Score 

ARTS 

THE TV WATCH 
Private Torment Trumps Terrorism 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Stmday’s finale of "Homelm~d," a post-Sept. 11 thriller on Showtime, ended with a jolt. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Forced Drama, Product Placement and Star Power 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Despite its many flaws, "The X Factor" has somehow arrived at this week’s three-contestm~t finale with two 
singers who have real star potential and a third who isn’t terrible. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Just Wait Until You See What’s on the Menu 
By STEVE SMITH 

Richard Jones’s imaginative 2007 production of Engelbert Hmnperdinck’s "Hansel and Gretel" retun~s to 
the Metropolitma Opera, retaining its wit and charm. 

¯ More Arts News 
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Channel’s Swift Rise Attracts Ads and Envy 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The History channel’s nmin attraction is reality television, and its success also attests to the success of 
doetunentary-style dramas and competitions featuring average people. 

For Election Year, MTV Drops ’Choose or Lose’ Slogan 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The shift to "Power of 12" is, ha part, a statement about the c3afical mood of many yotmg people, who turued 
out in high munbers to support Baraek Obama in 2008 but later felt they had lost anyway. 

More Low-Key Than His Predecessor, NBC Sports Chief Still Aims High 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Mark Lazarus is blending NBC Sports with its cable partners, Versus mad Golf Channel, among other 
Comeast sports properties. 

¯ More Media & Advertisinq. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Fraction of a Tax Cut 
A two-month payroll tax cut is not much of a stimulus. But if the House values economic recovery more than 
political tactics, it should pass this compromise. 

EDITORIAL 
Lessons of the Deepwater Horizon 
If industry want to keep drilling for oil, it needs to commit fully to improving safety mad preparechaess, as do 
regulators. 

EDITORIAL 
Help for Homeless Veterans 
The Department of Veterans Affairs is moving in the right direction, but it needs to expand the housing 
voucher program. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-CHART 
States of Conflict: A Final Update 
By IAN LIVINGSTON, MICHAEL E. O’HANLON and AMY UNIKEWICZ 

Data tracking the conflicts in Iraq, Afghanistan mad Pakistan. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Will China Break? 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

There’s a new danger spot in a world economy that really, really doesn’t need another one right now. 

~ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Self-Adoration Reaches Newt Heights 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Many politicians are full of themselves. Gingrich is overstuffed. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 19, 1984, Britain and China signed ma accord returuing Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty on July 1, 

1997. 
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December 2011 training newsletter 

December 2011 traininq newsletter 

In this edition: 

E-Labeling Medical Devices lbr the EU Market 

Readability is important (and difficult) when translating informed consent forrns 

Upcomin,g educational events 

Welcome to the final newsletter of 2011. While it was another challenging year, it was also a rewarding one. At ForeignExchange, we have a lot to look back on and be proud 
of. 

We opened two new offices in 2011, one in Cambridge, United Kingdom and one in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The diversity of our office locations shows the truly global nature 
of our business while also demonstrating how ForeignExchange is continuing to be "local." 

Continuing on the theme of being local, in 2011, we kicked off our "Learning Unplugged" educational program and held over a dozen events attended by hundreds of people. 
Topics were varied, from writing for translation to usability testing to software Iocalization. Feedback has been great and our slate of events for 2012 is filling up with some 
great educational offerings in even more locations around the world. 

Speaking of education, our audio conferences continued to be popular in 2011= We produced over 150 of these distance learning events that were attended by thousands. And 
there’s barely time to catch our breath: we’ve got 40 events already scheduled for 2012, with more being added weekly. 

Our VP of Quality penned a book this past summer and it’s quickly on its way to becoming a valued resource for tile industry. "The Insider’s Guide to Measured Translation 
Quality" has been so popular that we’re already planning a second edition to be printed in 2012. 

There was a lot to be proud of in 2011 and while it’s nice to acknowledge accomplishments, it’s even nicer to build on them and achieve mor~. 2012 will bring with it more 
challenges and we’re ready to meet them head on. But first, we’ll take a break and enjoy the holidays with friends and family. We’d like to take this opportunity to wish all our 
readers, clients and partners happy holidays and a Happy New Year. Thank you for your continued support. 

As always, enjoy the newsletter and, as always, don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

Complying with EMA’s New Mandatory Requirement for Medicinal Product Information 

The EudraVigilance Medicinal Products Dictionary (EVMPD) was developed by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) to aid pharmacovigilance activities in tile European 
Economic Area and was designed to support the collection, reporting, coding, and evaluation of both investigational and authorized medicinal product information in a 
standardized manner. On July 1,2001, as a step in implementing new pharmacovigilance legislation in the EU, the EMA published the format in which pharmaceutical 
companies will need to submit information on all of their drugs authorized or registered--by whatever authorization route--in the EU. Tile new format will go into effect on July 

2, 2012. 

Obviously, this new format and the related reporting requirements will impact all companies marketing pharmaceuticals in the EU. We’ve prepared a white paper in order to 
help companies prepare for the July 2, 2012 deadline. You can download it here: 

L l_t_ ! ~_;_/_/_ L n__[_o__:_f__x_ !_r_’_a__[ )A ,q__o_ E ),_/__c__o__r__l")~ ] y_[ 1_1 fl _--__v_~_j L h__-__e_ E )_a__§_--_[ )_e___v_~ ! [ )~ ~ #_~ A ! £ ~ :[ #_~ u ire me n t-fo r-m e d icin a l-p r o d u ct- in [0 rm a rio n/ 

E-Labeling Medical Devices for the EU Market 

Medical device labeling in the EU continues to pose a challenge for manufacturers, who must create compliant Instructions for Use in all required languages. The term "e- 
labeling" refers to innovative means for providing Instructions for Use in an electronic format for medical devices. Originally e-labeling focused on IVDs, since these are usually 
used by healthcar~ professionals in a clinical environment, however, tile latest proposed revisions to Directive 93/42/EEC and Directive 90/385/EEC introduce amendments 
pivotal for e-labeling for other devices. 

In order to set up an e-labeling system, companies must develop and implement internal controls and procedures that promote adherence to regulatory requirements including 
applicable statutes, laws, regulations and directives, e-labeling provides several advantages in managing regulatory compliance but also poses some challenges. We’re 
hosting an audio conference on January 10th that looks at some of the labeling-related compliance issues faced by medical device manufacturers and the advantages of using 
e-labeling to gain competitive advantage. Register to attend her~: 

http ://wv~v~fx c~nferences~c~m/eLabe~inq-Medica~-Devices-f~r-the-EU-Market-P59 7~aspx 

Readability is important (and difficult) when translating informed consent forms 

Informed consent forms (ICFs) are r~quired in all clinical trials which are approved by an independent Ethics Committee before practical use in the trials. However, how much 
the average patient actually understands of the information contained in an ICF is often uncertain - and that’s before it is translated into other languages. 

Most ICFs are too complex to understand by an average adult subject. One obvious solution is to reduce the complexity and increasing the ease of readability. This can be 
achieved by simple measures such as encouraging investigators to participate in the preparation of ICFs, gaining an enhanced understanding of the site specific requirements 
(culture, language and dialect, literacy rate, and so on), and, of course, improving the deficiencies in translation processes. 

The gold standard of back translation is one way to improve translations but fewer and fewer sponsors are able to justify the time and expense required to implement it. 

The best way to enhance understanding of translated ICFs is to make sure that they are written and translated to match the reading levels of the target patient population. 
Many Institutional Review Boards suggest that the reading level of an ICF should be no higher than an 8th grade level, as JHM IRB does here. That’s easier said than done, 
however. 

Keep reading on our blog: 



htt p://blog.fxt ra nS.CO~T~2011/12/readability-is-important-and-difficult.html 

Upcoming educational events 

We have some great educational offerings coming up in the coming weeks. 

On January 1 lth we’re bringing our popular networking br~aldast event, "First, Do No Harm: Basics of Human Factors Engineering and Usability Testing," to Santa Clara, 
California. The complimentary seminar will be presented by FX Certified Partner, Maria Shepherd. Seats are filling up already but you can still sign up to attend here: 
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Thinking about implementing a content management system? As the demand for technical, training, marketing documentation and product labeling increases, so too does the 
need to deliver this content more quickly and in more languages. To meet these requirements, many r~gulated companies are migrating towards structured authoring and 
content management systems that enable the re-use and re-purposing of existing content. On January 12th, ForeignExchange’s own Jason Amsparger discusses tips, 
challenges, best practices and lessons learned with CMS implementations. More information about this audio conference can be found here: 

h tt p ://w~,~.fx co n fe re n ces.co m/B e st-P ra ctices-for-S u ccessfully-I m pie m entin g-a-GIo b a I-Co nte nt-M a n a g e m ent-S y st e m-P 747.a s px 

If you would like to read our November newsletter please click here. http.?/infe.fxtrans.com/november-2011-newsletter 

Th~ news~tter brought ~ you by Fore~nExchange Transitions - ~e ~ader in tra~ing transla#ons. 
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For mote white papers visit: http://www.fxtrans.com/tesoumes/14,1#tepapem.aspx 

To unsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu please click here 

Or mail: 
FoteignExchange Translations 

1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 

Newton, MA 02465 USA 

www. l~t~’ans, corn 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Linkedln, YouTube, and our ~ 





Staff Sergeant Giunta is the first living recipient of the Medal 
of Honor for service in Iraq or Afghanistan and the first living 
service member to receive the award since the Vietnam War. 

The VVhite House said in an announcement: "His courage and 
leadership while under extreme enemy fire were integral to his 
platoon’s ability [to] defeat an enemy ambush and recover a 
fellow American paratrooper from enemy hands." 

~ by t3 January for the early rate. 

Special rates are available for students. Be sure to check back for a 

special offer for high school students. 

It starts with you! 

-Virginia Military Institute Center for Leadership & Ethics 
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TOP NEWS 

Mass March by Cairo "Women 

il~ Protest Over ~M~use by 

Soldiers 

The demonstration grew by the 
minute into an extraordinary 
expression of anger at the treatment 
of wmnen by the military police. 

~Yhe 
Lede ~log: VirJeo o[ Egyptian 

WomeR’s M~rch in Cairo 

Republicans iu House Reject 

Deal Extending Payroll Tax 

Cut 

The House vote also calls for 
establishing a negotiating committee 
so the two chambers can resolve 
their differences, but the Senate has left town for the year. 

THE LONG RUN 

For Gingrlch in Power; Pragmatism, Not Pmqty 

f.::: S~ i:. ~:’:’L ":.:.’: ":..T’.,Ei..~,:G 

Newt Gingrieh’s years as a House Republican leader created distrust among some conservatives 

who view him as too mneh of a pragmatist. 

~E] Previous APJcles in [h~s Sedes 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wome~ ~re bei~g bea~e~* rind tmmiliated i~ t~e same streeL~ ~here the!l ri,@ed their !ives.[br the 
re~olMior~ oM9 a feu~ shor~ mo~t~s ago." 
[IH, I~&~Y ~ODHAM C[JNTON, the seevetary of state, OB Egypt. 

MAGAZINE 

FEATURE; T~]le 

Lives Th ey I,oved 
Readers’ photographs of 
people dose to them who died this 
year. 

~ Submit a Photograph 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Ro[n~tey’s Three ....... ’s Thre~ 
Paths to ~’~ctory Paths to 

Does Mitt have all the 
bases covered to win 
the Republican nomination? 

A cheap, light and powerful 
Mptop 
Also on NYTimes.com 

All shook Lip? Try all boxed tip 

Gifts for the young ’un m yore- life 



WORLD 

UoSo General in 2~qhanlstan Says Troops May Stay Past 

Lt. Gem John R. Allen’s remarks amounted to the most emphatic signal to date that the United 

States military intended to secnre a presence in the country. 

North Korea*s Tears: A Blend of Cult, Culture and Coercio~ 

Scenes of mass hystm~a and grief among North Koreans appeared to be part of an official campaign 

to build support for Kim Jong-fl’s successor, his third son, l~m Jong-un. 

~SHde Show: An Outpoudpg o[ Grief 

~ Remembering Kim Jopg-Jl, the Sportsman 

Former Bishop Will Meet ~W]th Irish Abuse 

The church will arrange for victims of clerical sexual abuse in one diocese to meet with the bishop 

who was in charge when hundreds of abuse complaints were suppressed. 

More World News 

3 M]lllo~ Cm~ld Lose Jobless Pay h~ Impasse 

Unemployed Americans are becoming potential hostages to the stalemate over extending a 

reduction in payroll taxes. 

Seeh~g Terror Risk~ U,So Asks Journa|s to Cut Flu Study Facts 

The National Science Advisory Board for Biosecnrity has urged Science and Natnre to keep details 

out of reports that they intend to publish on a highly transmissible form of the bird flu. 

Two Earth-Size Planels ~oe D~scovered 

The discovery of Kepler 2oe and Kepler 2of may be an enconraging sign that planet hnnters would 

someday succeed in finding other Earth-like phmets. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

E-Mai~ Clues h~ "l’racM~g MF G~obal C,~kmt F~mds 

U:’, ~’.5.’.F. PRO "U.’:.,i’: ::’J ;’.Z,M’;" ;:’ ~ ~h, :’. U 

Federal anthorities have um’.overed e-mails that detail the transfers of money in the fi~’s last 

days, including transfers that contained cnstomer money, according to people close to the 

investigation. 

Loo]l~g to Streanfllne ?drport Sec*~r[ty Screenh~gs 

With global air traffic growing about 5 percent a year, industry executives and security experts say 
a fundamental rethinking of security checkpoints is inevitable. 

A F~ght to Make Banks More Prude~t 

Regulators want banks to finance their operations with more capital and less borrowed money, but 

that means less profits and lower bonuses. 

SPORTS 

$2o Million Can B~ty Q~laiiD" Time With Mr, Met 

The Mets have long-term upsides to offer potential investors, but for those still uncertain, the team’s 

owners have listed some less obvious perks included in a share of the ball club. 

Ohio State Receh,es One-Year Bowl Ban 
u:,, PL.TL. 

In response to the scandal involving players trading memorabilia for tattoos, Ohio State’s football 

program was given a one-year bowl ban and docked nine scholarships. 

[’~m dong-iL the Sportsma~l 

i.::: 7 i.. 

The late North Korean leader played a big role in his eountlT’s international sporting endeavors. 

also bowled a 300 the first time he ever played - according to state-run news media. 

Mere Sperts News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW [ THE ADVENTURES OF TINTIN’ 



Steven Spielberg’s "Adventnres of Tintin" brings to computerized life a boy of pluek, ingenuity and 
derring-do. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ALBERT NOBBS’ 
t~tndi~g a Safe Harbo~¯ in Ma|e Identity 

Glenn Close’s portrayal of Albm~ Nobbs, a woman disgnised as a man in lateq9 th-eentury Ireland, 
is both eharming and sad. 

MOMIE REVIEW I ’THE FLOWERS OF WAR’ 

In "The Flowers of War," the direetor Zhang Yimou revisits the ~937 Nanjing massaere in a story 

narrated by a convent student taking refuge in a church. 

~ ...... A C, , s Epm With Many 
~ 

hme e . Back Sto~ies 

DINING & WINE 

A Maeavorfi Dish Tough to U~seat 

No matter how Morn experimented for the holidays, a pasta dish was always a must-have. 

Grouper; ~V~th ~+d| the T~°inHnh~gs 

A holiday celebration unlike any eaten in the sharp cold of a Brooklyn winter. 

Please~ Mom~ One Mo~’e Time 

A wish for a mother’s good health includes a desire for another year of her gingersnaps. 

More Diniwt & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

lg, g~ffp ~s M~ita~oy Maslte~os 
As evidenced by the appalling images coming out of Cairo, the increasing violence by the security 
forces is threatening the nation’s revolution. 

EDITORIAL 

Pt~t~ing Paychecks at Risk 
House Republicans reject a two-month extension of the payroll tax cut and the continuation of 
unemployment benefits, endangering Americans’ income. 

EDITORIAL 

A state shmdd not be able to colleet rent for the nse of a riverbed if it did not do so for a century. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How Do Y+m Prove Y+m~re a~ 

What if members of Amm{ean Indian tribes were required to possess some level of fluency in their 
native language or pass a basle civies test? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sepa~*ation ofNe~-t a~d State 

With his numbers in Iowa sliding, does the ostentatiously Catholic Newt Gingrieh have a prayer? 

~ Columnist Page 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

The End~ for Now 

We should finally get some answers about the future for democracy in the Arab world now that U.S. 
troops have left Iraq. 

~ Columnist Page 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 21, 1988, a terrorist bomb exploded aboard a Pan Am Boeing 747 over Loekerbie, Scotland, 

killing 270 people. 
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Last Minute Holiday Gift Ideas 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on [!!~[~-i.], find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 
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Awards Season Ii~l      ~N~ 
Don’t miss the Awards Season coverage witt~ all of the ~ 

¯ ¯ 

news~ reviews and photos from the euntenders. 
Highlights include a slide show featuring 2o~ Golden Globe 
nominees, an i~terview with Steven Spie[berg and a video with 
a look at The New Oscar Season. Find these features and more un 
nytimes.cumiawards. 

Bucks                                               ~ 
Each weekday morning Bucks gathers consumer-focused 
at’tides so yon can quickly scan the news that could bit 
you in your wallet. Highlights include tips to save your e[i~e flier 
status while yon e;m, a guide ~o Christmas shopping at the pawu 
shop aud a look at benefR outs for ~l~e ah’eady retired. Don’t miss 
these daily updates amt move on nytimes.eomibueks. 

~ StADE SHO’W: The Rock 

’N’ Roll Photographer 
"Rooked" an exhibit of 
photographs by Miek Rook, can 
be seen at the W New York 

Don’t Niss o. NYTimes.com 

* Wesdi Mm’doeh’s "~,’]sh List 
* Ge~ High, Not Drunk? 

* Tm@l Wmnen, Candid Candidates 
, Wines of The Times: A Toast to Versatility 

, The Last-Miuute Gift That’s Sure to Please 

Top 8 ~ewed Featu 
(Be~,,/ee~ Dec 13,201 i - Dec. 20. 201 !) 

~. Christopher Ilitehens Is De;~d at 62 

a. Woman Burned Alive in Brookly~ Elevator 

S. Kim ao~g-i, North Korea~ Dictator, Dies 

4. Krngman: Will China 

5~ Krngman: G.O.P. Monetary Madness 

Downtown until late this month. 

~ INTEI/ACTIVE: The Lives 

They Loved 
We invited readers to contribute 
a photograph of someone dose to 
them who died this year. Here 
are some that illustrate a story 
from their lives. 

~ VIDEO: Interview With 

Mitt Romney 
The former Massachusetts 
governor sits down with The 
New York Times to discuss Newt 
Oingrieh’s challenges and the 
status of his own campaign. 

Join the 
Conversatio~ - Wel~ 

Acetamln- 

ophen and 

Astl~ m a 
Is acetaminophen 
belfind a sharp rise in asthma 
around the world over the past 
three decades? 
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TOP NEWS 

8 Facing Charges in Wake of 
Death of a Fellow G.I. 
By KIRK SEMPLE 

The American nfilitary said it had 
charged eight soldiers in Pvt. Danny 
Chen’s battalion in connection with his 
death in Afghanistan. 

European Bank in Strong 
Move to Loosen Credit 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ and DAVID JOLLY 

After long resisting the kind of force 
Waslfington used at the height of the 
financial crisis in 2oo8, Europe’s central 
bankers pumped nearly $64o billion 
into its banking system. 

SAVE OVER 30% 

Prime Minister Puts Power- 
Sharing at Risk in Iraq 
By TIM ARANGO 

Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki’s 
threat to abandon a year-old power-sharing government added to lfis fragile democracy’s turmoil just after 
the exit of American troops. 

" Interactive Feature: Their War at Home 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"India is moving from a caste-based to a class-based society, where if you have all the goodies in life and 

your bank account is booming, you are acceptable." 

CHANDRA BHAN PRASAD, an activist in the Dalit caste, also knoua~ as untouchables. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Projects Hit Hard 
by Slashed Grants 
Mayors around the 
country are asking, Why 
has Washington cut one 



of the main federal programs for cities 
by a quarter in the last couple of years? 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Looking for a Place to Die 
By THERESA BROWN 

The patient needed hospice care, but the 
system simply wouldia’t allow it tmless 
we were certain that she would die 
within six days. 

Yes, even sexting is off limits 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

China opens the stage curtains 

Without hype, playwriting thrives 

nytintes,�o.m TH EATiER 

WORLD 

Foes of Hungary’s Government Fear ’Demolition of Democracy’ 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

The ruling Fidesz party has used its two-tlfirds majority to redraw parliamentary districts in its favor and 
pack the eoustitutional court with supporters. 

Health Fears Over Suspect French Breast Implants Spread Abroad 
By M~iA de la BAUME and DAVID JOLLY 

Texas of thousands of women in at least a half-dozen cotmtries received the implants that were made with 
substandard silicone and that have been rupturing at unusually high rates. 

Freed From Jail, Russian Blogger Drives Anti-Kremlin Movement 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Aleksei Navalny moved quickly to promote a huge m~tigoverument protest against United Russia, the party 
of Prime Mhaister Vladimir V. Putin. 

, The Saturday Profile: Rousing Russia With a Phrase 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

For Democrats in Hawaii, Unease in an Oasis 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Democrats, who usually have it easy in Hawaii, are in a rough patch - and Republicans may win a Senate seat 
that has long been out of their reach. 

Obama Gets a Lift From Tax Battle With Republicans 
By JACKIE CALMES 

President Obama seemed to benefit from House Republicans’ handling of a standoff over payroll taxes, 
which drew criticism even from leading eouservatives. 

:’ Video: TimesCast I Political Standoff 

POLITICAL MEMO 
G.O.P. Hopefuls Finesse Fight on Payroll Tax 
By JEFF ZELENY 

Newt Gingrich and Mitt Ronmey did not seem eager to weigh in on the latest battle in Washington. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Signs Point to Economy’s Rise, but Experts See a False Dawn 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

In recent weeks, a broad range of data have beaten analysts’ expectations, but forecasters say the uptick is 



likely temporary and that growth will slow in the first half of 2012. 

Countrywide Will Settle a Bias Suit 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The Justice Department said Bank of America had agreed to a record fair-lending settlement over allegations 
of diserinfinatory practices by a mortgage subsidiary. 

Tsunami Reveals Durability of Nissan’s Leaf 
By NICK BUNKLEY 

The tsunami that Japan experienced this year tossed around some of Nissm~’s electric cars. But the batteries 
remained intact. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Racism Charges Put a Sport on Edge 
By JER¢: LONGMAN 

Crinfinal charges, suspensions and heavy fines against players represent an escalation in flae attempt to stem 
the persistent and widespread problem of racism in European soccer. 

THE QUAD 
Yale Coach Resigns After Rhodes Scholarship Claim 
By PETER MAY 

Tom Williams, the football coach at Yale, resigned Wediaesday after questions were raised about the integrity 
of his r6sum6 and biography. 

. ~_ Post a Comment 

. The Same Tough Call? Well, Not Quite (November 16,2011) 

Young Star Makes a Fancy First Impression 
By PAT BORZI 

Minnesota is hoping that Ricky Rubio, who wowed the crowd wifl~ clever passing in lfis exhibition debut, can 
bring excitement and victories to a team that hasn’t made the playoffs since 2oo4. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

The Armory’s Ambitions Expand to Match Its Hall 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The Park Avenue Armory takes another step to being a major arts institution with the appointment of an 
artistic director, Alex Poots. 

" ~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Social-Minded Hip-Hop Is Making a Comeback 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The rappers Common and Kendrick Lamar demonstrate that that message-driven hip-hop has begun to find 
a home again. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Tides of War’ 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

The biographer Stella Tillyard’s first novel, "Tides of War," set in Napoleonic times, numbers the Duke of 
Wellington in its east of characters. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

The 9 Lives of Carine Roitfeld 
By ERIC WILSON 

Since she left French Vogue, she has just gotten busier. 

¯ ’ Slide Show 



GLOBAL SHOPPER 
Helped by an 0bama Stimulus 
By ALEXANDRA JACOBS 

Ikram Goldmm~’s store carries clothes that are more intellectually provocative than flattering. 

TRADING UP 
A Christmas Scandal: A Glimpse of Stocking 
By DAVID COLMAN 

Men’s socks in bold colors mad patterns are an easy way to break out of the mold. 

. Slide Show 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Iraq’s Latest Battle 
Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki’s actions against his rivals is a dangerous threat to the stability of the 
democracy. 

EDITORIAL 
Toward Healthier Air 
The Obama achninistration approves an overdue measure to reduce emissions of mercury and other toxic 
pollutants despite industry pressure. 

EDITORIAL 
California’s Lethal Injections 
A ruling that the state’s process to revise the rules for lethal injection was invalid is further proof that the 
death penalty system is badly broken and in need of being shut down. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Housebound for the Holidays 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Real congressmen don’t vacation, not when there is important business to do for the people! 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A New Kim. A New Chance? 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

While contemplating North Korea’s future, let’s remember some of the failed Americma policies that brought 
us to this fearful place. 
~ Columnist Page I Bloc 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

What to Do, and Not Do, About North Korea 
By ROBERT L. GALLUCCI 

Waiting to see what develops in North Korea feels fanfiliar, and that’s what we should do: wait and see. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 22, 1864, during the Civil War, Union Gen. William T. Sherman sent a message to President Lincoha 
from Georgia, saying, "I beg to present you as a Christmas gift the city of Savannah." 
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TOP NEWS 

Clash Over Regional Power 
Spurs Iraq’s Sectarian Rift 
By JACK HEALY 

Years of anger and disenfranchisement 
are driving some largely Sunni 
provinces to try to wrest more autonomy 
from Iraq’s Shiite leaders. 

Justice Dept. Cites Race in 
Halting Law Over Voter ID 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The department said a new South 
Carolina law that would require voters 
to present photo identification would 
disproportionately suppress turnout 
among eligible nfinority voters. 

Looking Up, Detroit Faces a 
New Crisis 
By MONICA DAVEY 

A formal state review of Detroit’s books 
could lead to tim appointment of an outside emergency mmaager to take over the city’s finances. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 always tell the story about girls coming into the dance hall, walking past us and taking a turn with some 

other better-looking guys, and then at the end of the evening there’s old steady Eddie, who’s not flashy, but 

he’s the guy you know you want to take home to Morn and Dad." 

RICK SANTORUM, the Republican presidential cmadidate, on why voters in Iowa, who have not shown 

him much support, nfight tuna to him as caucuses approach. 

MAGAZINE 

~ INTERACTIVE ...... 

FEATURE: The Lives 
They Lived 
This year seemed to have 
more than its fair share of 
iconic deaths, but this is 



not a greatest-hits issue. Instead, we 
gravitated to those with an untold tale. 
Ira Glass of "This American Life" edits a 
special section devoted to ordinary 
people. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Next Russian 
Revolution? 
By ROBERT SERVICE 

Russians quietly watched 
the fall of Communism, 
but two decades later are making some 
noise. 

Tintin, boy reporter 
:: ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Bill Cunningham: Reds 

Tying a roast 

n1 limes,¢om VliDEO 

WORLD 

North Korea Warns South to Show ’Respect’ for Kim Jong-il 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Pyongyang calls the South’s decision to express sympathy for the North Korean people but not to send a 
delegation to Mr. Kim’s flmeral "an unbearable insult and mockery of our dignity." 

Young and Connected, ’Office Plankton’ Protesters Surprise Russia 
By ELLEN BARRY 

A critical mass of yotmg Russians decided this month that they had the power to alter the course of political 
events. 

A Kremlin Strategist Tries to Defuse Discontent and Undermine the Protesters’ 
Leaders 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

A chief political strategist tried to soothe the discontent of street protesters and said, "The system has 
already changed." 

~ At Presidency’s 1 lth Hour, Medvedev Proposes Systemic Change 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THE CHAMPIONS 
Mining Companies Back Friend’s Bid for Senate 
By ERIC LIPTON 

Representative Denny Rehberg of Montana has been an aggressive advocate for the coal and minerals 
mining industry, a big employer in Montmaa. 

~ ~ Documents: Rehberg and His Broad Push to Help the Mining Industry 

For Santorum in His Iowa Bid, Never That Moment in the Sun 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. 

Despite all but living in Iowa this fall, Rick Santormn has not been able to connect widely with voters as the 
Jan. 3 caucuses near. 

" Rick Perry Fails to Qualify for Virginia Primary Ballot 

CONGRESSIONAL MEMO 
Lessons Learned in Congress, or a Sign of Things to Come? 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Speaker Jolm A. Boehner slammed the door on lfis higlfly opinionated House conference on Thursday, but 
Republicans will have a chance to speak back to their speaker next month. 

" House G.O.P. Leaders Agree to Extension of Payroll Tax Cut 

’: News Analysis: A Victory Considerably Aided by the Other Side 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Logging In With a Touch or a Phrase (Anything but a Password) 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

Researchers are focusing on making passwords simpler, more secure, even automatic, like a device that can 
recognize your style of writing or keystroke. 

" Video: Biometric Passwords 

" Bits Blog: Finding the Unique in You to Build a Better Password 9:25 PM ET 

Bankruptcy Filing Raises Doubts About a Bond Repayment Pledge 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The era of thinking that mmficipal bonds were the safest thing after Treasuries might have ended with the 
bankruptcy filing of aefferson Comaty, Ala. 

On Jet Exteriors, a Parade of Vanilla 
By JAD MOUAWAD 

The colorful paint jobs on airplanes have gone the way of free meals and pillows. 

-’ Interactive Feature: Comparing Airline Livery 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Different Teams, Exclusive Club 
By BEN SHPIGEL and SAM BORDEN 

Mark Sanchez and Eli Manning, who arrived in NewYork five years apart as top draft picks with high 
profiles and intense scrutiny, have taken different approaches to being a quarterback. 

" The Fifth Down: Howthe Giants and Jets Match Up 

" ~’{ Christmas Eve Tale of the Tape: Rex Ryan and Tom Coughlin 

’: Jets: Bleeding Green I Giants: Dyed in Blue 

Crennel’s Career Gains New Life as Chiefs Cling to Slim Playoff Hope 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Romeo Crennel, interim head coach of the Chiefs, may end up leading the team long term, especially if flaey 
win their last two games. 

Record for Sacks Is Almost Within His Grasp 
By PAT BORZI 

Vikings defensive end Jared Allen needs five sacks in the next two games to tie Michael Strahan’s N.F.L. 
single-season record - 22 1/2, in 2001. 

’. N.F.L. Roundup: More Former Players Sue League Over Concussions 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
Types With Plenty of Character 
By DAVID W. DUNLAP 

The exhibition "Printing for Kingdom, Empire & Republic" at the Grolier Club celebrates French-made 
typefaces that changed the look of books. 

¯ ’ Slide Show: Historical Type 

Broadway Hits Gold in Buffalo 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Only 20 to 30 percent of Broadway shows ever turn a profit, but even the flops can make millions on the 
road. And few cities are as profitable as Buffalo, mainly because of Shea’s Perfonnh]g Arts Center. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Sexism Onstage, With a Twist 
By CLAUDIA LA ROCCO 

More female playwrights have come to Broadway, but at least one of them, Theresa Rebeck, seems to accept 
a glass ceiling in "Seminar." 

o ’Seminar’: Excerpt 



¯ The Life of ’Stick Fly’ 

¯ More Arts News >> 

TRAVEL 

Brussels: The Chocolate Trail 
By AMY M. THOMAS 

Exploring three centuries of chocolate history in three days. 

. Slide Show: Sampling the Chocolates of Brussels 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Apps to Keep Children Happy 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Twelve ftm apps and travel games to keep your children entertained during long trips. 

’: What Are the Best Kids Apps You’ve Used? 

36 Hours: Cambridge, Mass¯ 
By FREDA MOON 

This city of bookstores and coffeehouses, art-hottse cinemas and eclectic neighborhood bars barely skips a 
beat in winter. 

¯ . Slide Show: 36 Hours: Cambridge, Mass. 

Video: 36 Seconds in Cambridge, Mass. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Race to the Right 
By competing to be the "most conservative," the Republican candidates diminish their appeal to a broad 
electorate. 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Cuomo’s Next Big Task 
Gov. 3mdrew Cuomo’s top priority now should be a complete reform of New York’s campaign finance fm~d- 
raising system. 

EDITORIAL 
An All-American Misstep 
At least two advertisers have shamefully bowed to bigotry and pulled commercials for a reality series that 
follows five Muslim-American families. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Remember the Alamo 
By GAlL COLLINS 

What’s the last political lesson of 2Oll to be learned from Congress passing a two-month extension of a 
popular tax cut? 

, Columnist page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Big Lie 
By JOE NOCERA 

This is why the myth lives on that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac started the housing crisis. 

¯ " Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dee. 24, 1992, President Bush pardoned former Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger and five others in 
the Iran-Contra scandal. 
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TOP NEWS 

Vast Rally i~l Moscow Is a 

ChMle~ge to P~ltln°,~ Power 

Tens of thousands of people 
demonstrated in Moscow for the 
second time this month, a victory for 
activists seeking to forge a burst of 
energy into a lasting force against 
Vladimir V. Putin. 

UoSo Embraces Low-Key Plan 

as Turmoil in Iraq Deepell,~ 

President Obama says he has no 
intention of sending troops back to 
Iraq, even if the recent violence and 
political turmoil devolves into civil 

THE LONG RUN 
A~ Har~d, a Master% in Problem Sol~4~g 

Pragmatic, data-driven and hard-working -the person Mitt Romney was in the mid-7os in 
graduate school is the person he is now, his fm~er classmates say. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wi! w~l~ t~.q,e a dijf~ealt year. ]3~1 it w~l~ oe a~ #~lerestfng y~m~r. It u,i~l be oar year." 
BORIS AKUNIN, a novelist, addresshxg antigovernmen[ protesters in Moscow. 

BUSINESS 

~SLm~SHOW:A ~ Boom tk~r Bourbon 
Sales of bourbon are 
rising rapidb~, helped 
by premium small-batch and single- 
barrel prodnets and flavor infusions 
like honey, cherry and spiee. 

~ Related Article 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

FEATURE; 

The Yea~" 

Pietu~’es 
From Joplin, Mo., to the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street, it was a year of upheaval both natural 
and man-made. Text by Colum MeCann. 

6 Great gifts for photographers 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Last-minute gift that’s sure to please 

Gadgets to ou~ffit evecyone 

WORLD 

A Quake-Scarred Nation ’I’~oles a iqa~ral Road to 



Seeing an opportunity to fix the structural problems that have kept ttaiti stnck in poverty, 

planners are trying to revive the (;ountry’s desiceated, disused farmland. 

Italy Tries RaiM~tg 1the Social Stigma on Tax Evaders 

Tax authorities say Italy, which has a $2.5 trillion public debt, loses an estimated $15o billion a 
year in undeclared revenues. 

Royalists Step Up Campaign to Stifle Crltlc~sm of the Mo~archy i~ ThMland 

The government has intensified its crackdown on criticism of the Thai monarchy, prosecuting a 
record number of people charged with insulting the royal family. 

More Worid News 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Harsh Political Reality Slows Climate Studies Despite Extreme Year 

Facing political hostility and lacking adequate financing, scientists are struggling to report on the 

causes of a concentrated span of extreme weather in the United States. 

Ruling by 3ust~ce Depto Opens a Door on Online Gambling 

New York officials welcomed a legal opinion removing a big obstacle for states that want to sanction 
Internet gaming to help fix their budget deficits. 

Image Tarnished by Scandals, D, rashlngton Council Overhauls Etlfics Rules 
f.:7 i ii..o LMf.R’ 
The Washington city council passed an ethies overhanl package, including a new process for 
expelling members accused of wrongdoing, after a series of damaging aeensations. 

BUSINESS 

Bourbon’s AIl-~Canerican 

Sales of bourbon are rising, helped by premium smalMmteh and singled~arrel produets and flavor 
infnsions like honey, eherry and spiee. Now distillers are looking to extend their overseas reach. 

ESSAY 

Leadership Lessons From the Shacldelto~ Expedifio~t 

When his ship was stranded for two years, the polar explorer Ernest Shaekleton faced eompelling 
leadership deeisions that offer many lessons for the bnsiness struggles of today. 

Frar~ce ’I’~i(~com i~t Deal to Sell Swiss Mobile-Pho~te 

~I11e deal is the first major step in the chief executive’s plan to unload slow-growing European 
operations to focus on faster-growing markets. 

SPORTS 

GIANTS 29, JETS 14 
Stating Their Case arid Sile~clng ~ets 

~II~e aets saw the Giants as an obstacle to the playoffs and the Super Bowl, but Saturday’s gmne 
showed a much bigger impediment stands in their way: the aets themselves. 

~ Slide Show: Jets-Giants Replay: Week 16 [ Box Score 

~The 
F~fth Down: Playoff Picture Clear rot Giants. Complex fo; Jets 

ANALYSIS 

A Look at V~;ho’s o~ Top as the Season ~graps Up 

Saturday’s games set up several matehups that will decide who makes the playoffs or determine 
playo ff positioning. 

OFFTHE DRIBBLE 

Vghlch Teams V~fill Have the Stamh~a fo~ a 66-Game Sp~hrt? 

Mter a prolonged loekout, the N.B.A. returns on Christmas Day with what promises to be a 66- 
game regular-season sprint to the playoffs. 

ARTS 



DANCE 

Two years after Merce Cunningham’s death, his dance company will give its final performance on 

MOVIES 

Streep Dons "|’l~atcher’s Armor 

When offered the role of Margaret Thatcher in "The h’on Lady-," Meryl Streep explained, "To say, ’No, 

I’m not interested’ would just be ridicnlous. There is no other opportunity like it." 

~I4ore 3R [h C p tbacg ~, 

MOVIES 

New l)irector,~ F~esh Out BlackAmerlca, AH of It 

"Pariah," a movie about black lesbians, is part of a mini-movement of young black filmmakers 

telling stories that complicate assumptions about what "black film" can be. 

More Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

The Lives They L~ved 
The Lives They Lived is not a greatest-hits issue. Instead, we gravitated to those lives with an 
untold tale. 

Reality-TV Stars 

Mike Start, b. ~966, Jeff Conaway, b. ~95o, Ryan Dunn, b. ~977 and Russell Armstrong, b. ~963. 

Rutl~ Sto~e, bo ~915 

We have never had an effective means to discover the best poets among us, and Ruth never learned 
how to play the game. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Deportatlo~ V~itho~t Represe~tafio~ 

A new report reveals a severe shortage of competent legal assistance for tens of thousands of people 

held in immigration detention. 

EDITORIAL 

Ir~jusfice i~ :~’h~rder Cases 

A new study concludes that defendants with court-appointed lawyers often get inadequate counsel 

and are vulnerable to greater punishment. 

EDITORIAL 

AT&T’s decision to drop its bid for T-Mobile is a victory for consumers. But a look at recent 

agreements made by Verizon suggests the battle to defend competition in telecommunications is 

hardly over. 

More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sile~rt N~gbt? Not With Us 

What says Christmas to me is a chorns of voices, all talking at once. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

AV~ctorla~ Chrlst~nas 

Long before Newt Gingrich’s counterfactnal novels and Dickensian proposals, Dickens himself was 

brilliantly exploring "what ifs" and class inequities. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Cratchlt Tax Credit 

What a stressed-out room and dad really want for Christmas is some help. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 25, 1991, Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev went on TV to announce his resignation as 

the eighth and final leader of a Communist superpower that had already gone out of existence. 
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TOP NEWS 

\qeapo~s Sales to hoaq Move 

Ahead Despite 

Some fear that American weapons 
will strengthen Prime Minister Nuri 
Kamal al-Maliki’s apparent efforts to 
consolidate his power and estabfish 
Shiite domimmee. 

I~stead of ~Vork, Younger 

%romen Head to School 

Many young women are leaving the 
labor force to upgrade their skills, 
while their male counterparts are 
more likely to take whatever job 
they can find. 

B~shops Say Rules on Gay 

Parents Limit Freedom of Religion 

Roman Cathofie bishops see a fight over adoption rules in Illinois as part of an escalating campaign 
by the government to trample on their religious freedom. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’fin the ~m~m~ qf to~,er~nce, ~e’re ~o~ b~ing to~erated." 
BISHOP THOMAS J. PAPNOCKI, of the Diocese of Springfield, IlL, which is losing state eostracts 

~ SIJDE ,NHO’W: ..... : 

OMdand’s Mayor I I 
~,~Zrestles Wtth I I 
Occupy Movement 
The first woman and first Asian 
American mayor of Oakland, Calif., 
Jean Quan, has been criticized for 
her handling of the Occupy Oakland 
movement. 

~ Related Article 

What 

Think 

Vera Wang on ice 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE x 

Miss Lily’s variety show 

Perfec, t holiday p~lelies 

For most .justices, most of the time, the relationship between ideoh)gy and outcome is oblique. 

WORLD 

IN DIA’S WAY 



h~ O~m Slmm Misery, V~:ork~ Politics and Hope 

More than a warehouse for the poor, Dharavi, a Mumbai slum, eontains a hive of workshops with 
an annual economic output of more than ~6oo million. 

~ 
~e ho~    ttrgA~e d~r) O~a~ 

North Korea Declares Khn 3oug-~m as S~preme Leader 

’Fens of thousands of people rallied in Pyongyang one day after the funeral of Kim Jong-il to swear 
their allegiance to his son in a dynastic transfer of power. 

~k~ns 
B~o~: F~om North Korea. an A~tered Fun~ra~ Procession 

~Tbe 
Leoe BIo9: At Funeral of K~m Jong-il, U S.-Made Umos Stand Out 

~ North Korean Mourners Line Streets for Kim Jong-H’s Funeral 

U~llkely Agitator, an h~slder~ Speaks Out Against Electoral Fra~d h~ R*lssla 

~m influential member of United Russia is among those pushing the party to address fraud in recent 
parliamentary elections. 

More World News 

Oakland’s Reins Blis{er a Mayor Raised on Protest 

For Mayor d ean Quan, a longtime civil rights activist and former union organizer, the possibility of 
being undone by youthful demonstrators poses a painful paradox. 

Marchh~g Orders for Paul’s Volunteers: Do Shave, Don’t 3N~-eet 

Strict orders to young Iowa supporters: Look, dress, shave, sound and behave in a way that will not 
jeopardize Ron Paul’s chances. 

Rom~my Jabs at Paul, Bqm Strikes Iowa Chord 

Both candidates appear to have benefited from a decline in snpport for Newt Gingrich, who has been 
buffeted by negative advertisements from Mr. Paul and outside groups working on behalf of Mr. 
Romney. 

BUSINESS 

I~taly’s Lower Rules Ease Borrmvhlg bu~t Not Governhlg 

Financial market pressure on Italy eased temporarily, but the politieal pressure on Prime Minister 
Mario Monti to stimulate Italy’s economy remained high. 

~ Banks 8h>~/Cauticn, Leaving Traders dnce~ain 

ht Solar Power, hldla Begh~s Lh’h~g Up to Its Ow~ ~mlbltlo~ts 

Two years ago, India said it would drastieally increase its use of solar power by 2o~o. Many 
analysts said it couldn’t be done. Now they aren’t so sure. 

~ Lanterns Are a Ready Exampie of Solar Power’s F’otelltia~ 

Oil Prlees Predleted to Stay Above 8~too a Barrel Through Ne~t Year 

~amalysts say higher global demand and possible supply problems frmn Iran could keep the price for 
a barrel of oil in the triple digits. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

WARRIORS 92, KNICKS 78 
I~’allck¢ Stre~gths Va*fish~ am~l So Do Hopes of ~,~h~llh~g 

The Knieks, who were outseored 28-14 in the fourth quarter when they made just 5 of 19 shots, 
opened their West Coast trip with a lopsided defeat to the Warriors. 



~Box 
Score I Play-by-Play 

In his ~8 months in the N.B.A., aeremy Lin has been an unheralded prospeet, a hometown 
sensation and a serutinized ethnic symbol. Now he wants to show he can be a valuable player. 

~NS.A 
Roundup: Heat Remain Undefeated, Jus{ Bare~ 

Sched~lli*lg Partnership Li~tks Pat-12 and Big Ten 

Teams from the Pae-12 and Big ’Fen will soon begin to play one another extensively, essentially 
creating benefits of conference expansion without having to expand. 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

O~stage Memories 

tilde New York Times’s jazz and pop critics pick their favorite stage performances this year, 
including shows from Beyone&, Paul Motian and Paul Simon. 

Cuts i~ Grammys Draw Gr~m~b]~g but I,~ttIe Action 

The Grammy Awards cut nearly a third of awards categories in April - a decision hitting roots 
musicians the hardest - yet opposition to the move has not coalesced into one organized movement. 

Familiarity Breeds Hollywood Sequels 

So far, the to[} seven pietures at the domestic box-office have been sequels, as Hollywood eontinued a 
flight to financial safety. 

FASHION & STYLE 

The 75 Tlfit~gs New Yorkers Talked About iu ao*l 

The 75 things that New Yorkers talked abont in the last year range from Republican debate gaffes 
to royal anatomy, 

For Guys, a Great Fiord ~s Oflte*~ Multiplied 

Whether it’s a pair of Levi’s jeans or a casual shi~t with a perfect fit, some prominent New Yorkers 
have at least one item in their wardrobe that, for them, will never go out of fashion. 

Ready to Address the Ha~gover 

Racing to meet a need in the new year, several hangover remedies have made it to store shelves. 

o More Fashion & Sl~qe >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Texas ease in which a man was exonerated after serving nearly 25 years in prison demands 
accountability after a district attorney withheld evidence. 

EDITORIAL 

ka~other ~’ear for ~Veapous 
A year after the Tucson rampage, what happened to gun control? Sensible voters are demanding 
stronger protection from gun violence. 

EDITORIAL 
~Whose }Velf~,re? 
The LR.S. needs to crack down on the secret pofitical money flooding the 2ore campaign from 
partisan operatives claiming to be "social welfare" activists. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

F’eel Free to Ignore Iowa 

The first-in-the-nation caucuses are only a few days away! Frankly, people, it will be the first big 
nonevent of 2o12. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 



CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Ro~ Paul’s ~Norld 

A penchant for conspiracy theories has been a constant throughout his political career. 

EDITORIAL 

Albout Those G~ Cards 

Four out of five consumers bought gift cards this year, but they may be lost or forgotten in the back 

of a sock drawer. Cash, on the other hand, is remembered. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 29, 194o, during World War II, Germany began dropping incendiary bombs on London. 
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TOP NEWS 

Tax Benefits From Options 

as Windfall tk~r B~si~esses 

Companies that were granted stork 
options after the 2oo8 stork market 
collapse are benefiting from those 
awards too - in the fm~ of tax 
savings. 

In GoOoPo Field, Broad View 

of Presidential Power 

Prevails 

Even as they advocate for limited 
government, many of the 
Republican eandidates hold 
expansive views about the seope of 
the exeentive authority they would 
wieht if eleeted. 

~ Interac[we Feature: The Candidates on Executive Pcx’,’er 

¥Oters Examiillng Candidates, Ofteil to a Fanli 

~Ilxe traits and background of the Republican presidential hopefuls enter into the thinking of many 
voters in New Hampshire and Iowa. 

~ Republb:ans Campaign ~r~ Iowa 

, NYFinnes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

7[ do~*’t go oat le get gas at aight. [ doa’t r~a to any stores, I l&q to do ever]ttbing ~a the d~]ttime m~d to 

be buck b@~re Mghl f!~s." 

a UAN ITA KENNEDY, 65, of H ighland Park, Mich., ;~ rash-strapped city that ha~ turned off mary 

of its streetlights to sa~,e moeey. 

Rep~fl~llean 

Candlda~es 

Campaign in Iowa 
By all accounts, the 2o1’2 
presidential rare is supposed to hinge 
on the troubled American economy 
and the overriding anxiety of a 
restless electorate. However, voters 
have readily acknowledged that 
their derision will be driven as much 
by personal chemistry as politieal 
positions, as much by biography as 
poliey. 

OPINION 

Streep dons ThatcheCs armor 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Sequels ruled Hollywood in 201 ! 

A year of disappointment at the movie box office 



G°-CHART 

The Year in Qnestlons 

A quiz to test your memory of the memes like the stories that you find in the pages of 

The Times. 

WORLD 

Space Plan From China Broadens Challeuge to 

A five-year development timeline unveiled Thursday by the Chinese government could establish it 

as a major rival in space at a moment when the American program is in retreat. 

Egypt Raids Oft~ces of Nouprofits, 3 Backed by 

Security forces stormed ~7 offices of nonprofit gronps as part of an investigation that Egypt’s 

military rulers say will reveal foreign hands in the recent outbreak of protests. 

Disputed Voting Turns Ch*~rch~ a Kremlin Ally, into Its Critic 

After disputed elections, the Russian Orthodox Church, including Patriarch Kit611 I, has defended 

protests and could play a major role as the political and social crisis unfolds. 

More World News 

Darker Nights as Some Cities Turn Off the Lights 

Facing budgetary constraints, cities like Highland Park, in Michigan, have cut back streetlights, 

leaving residents, who are encouraged to turn on their porch lights, frustrated. 

Bitter hvist in Louisia~a Family’s Lo~g Drilling Fight 

The Broussards, a Cajun rancher’s heirs, claimed that Texaco contaminated their land. Then 

another Chevron subsidiary sued to condemn and take most of the disputed property. 

Sorrow for Fileue’s End Doesn’t Stop Bargain Hunt 

The country’s oldest discount retailer is closing, leaving behind a string of bankruptcies and 

marking Boston with a hole where the ehain’s flagship store used to be. 

BUSINESS 

Today’s Cable Ouy~ Upgraded and Better-Dressed 

As cable companies race to evolve, its front-line workers try to keel) up with new dress codes and 

ba(’~kgronnds in engineering and computer science. 

Letter That Led to Downfall of Hewlett Chief Surfaces 

~II~e June 2OlO letter that led to Mark V. Hurd’s downfall as the head of Hewlett-Packard paints a 

portrait of an executive who sought to impress a contract employee with his connections and 

wealth. 

Factory 0lobs Gain, but ~ages Retreat 

General Electric is adding jobs at its appliance factories in Louisville - even bringing some work 

back fi’om overseas - but the newcomers are earning less than longtime workers, 

S P 0 RTS 

For NoFA,.~ Concussion Suits May Be Test for Sport Itself 

More than a dozen suits say- that the N.F.L. and in some cases helmet manufacturers deliberately- 

concealed infm~nation about the neurological effects of repeated hits to the head. 

LAKERS 99, KNICKS 82 

Bryant Masterfldly Guides Lakers Past Knlcks 

Kobe Bryant had 28 points and 6 assists and made three passes that broke open the game in the 

fourth quarter against the Knicks, who have lost eight in a row to the Lakers. 

For Metta ~Arorld Peace, a New Name and Outlook 

Metta World Peace, the Lakers forward folmerly known as Ron Attest, has generally steered clear of 

fights, flagrant finds, technical fouls and controversy over the last several years. 



More Sports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION 

A Seco~d Chance for ~’~s Sea~o~ 

More than 7o television shows are making their debuts or having their season premieres in 

Januaw, among them "30 Rock" on NBC and the new show "Luck/’ with Dustin Hoffmam on HBO. 

RLM 

There are some odd trends - ’~he Woman in Black" and "The Men in Black 3/’ anyone? - and the 

story, till now untold, of "Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter." 

FOP MUSIC 

~vo of the coming )’ear’s more promising events take place next weekend: Winter Jazzfest and 
Globalfest. 

More Airs News 

MOVIES 

MOMIE RE%dEW [ THE IRON LAD’T 

"Iron Lady," about the former British prime minister Margaret Thatcher, is the story of a widow 

and a half:abandoned mother who happened to have been one of the most powerful women of the 

2oth century. 

~Streec, Dons Thatcher’s Armor 

~ Trailer: ’The Iron Lady’ 

MOVIE REVIEW [’A SEPARATION’ 

In "A Separation," Iran’s candidate for a foreignqanguage Oscar, a middle<lass Tehran couple’s 

disagreement over where and how to live leads to growing chaos. 

MOVIE REVIBN [’ANGELS CREST 

Gaby Dellal’s new film, "Angels Crest," depicts the pain of a small town and a young father after a 

tragedy. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

I~oan and the Strait 

Iran’s threat to block oil shipping by shutting the Strait of Hormuz is a sign of desperation and a 

reminder of its recklessness. 

EDITORIAL 

Gov, Chaf~ 1)ecI~nes 

Rhode Island rightly argues that the death penalty is abhorrent and ineffective, so we sympathize 

with his refusal to turn over a prisoner who could be executed. 

EDITORIAL 

The School L~mch Barometer 
Critics will complain about the cost of the federally financed school lunch program, but the real 
problem is that so many American children need this help. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBLq-OR 

gl~ould the %Vorld of Toys Be Oe~der-F~’ee? 

A new debate over nature, nurture, toys and sex fl’om the Lego people and their peers. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Goi~g Home 2kgai~ 

A blogger who is part of a eommunitarian conservative tradition decides to move home to his small- 



town FOOtS. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Once again, when politicians and policy makers decided to flmus on defieits, not jobs, they proved 

Keynes right about a slump being the wrong time for ansterity. 

~ Columnist Page ~ Blog 

ON THIS DAY 

On De(:. 30, 1972, the United States halted its heavy bombing of North Vietnam. 
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UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 30, 2011 9:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00175706] for Eunice Sahle has been received 

The f,allowing adoption(s) were submitted: 

20121 AFR1416 001 
R From Revolution to Rights in South Africa: Social Movements, NGOs and Popular Politics after Apaltheid Steven L. Robins 
R Human Rights NGOs in East Atlcica: Political alrd Normative Tensions Makau Mutua 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number 
Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summ~a-1 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, f0ellamy@email uric edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
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NCBS Confirmation 

Eunice Sahle 

Here is your login information for the All Academic, Inc. paper submission system: 

User Name: sontag45 
Password: 1969memoly$ 

This is an automatically generated email. Please do not respond 
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Subject: 

DONOT REPLY@allacademic .com 

Friday, December 30, 2011 5:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

NCB S Proposal S ubmi ssion Contirmation. 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

Thank you for submitting your proposal to NCBS. The title of your proposal is: 

Developmentalist Modernity and Production of Violent Spaces in Kenya 

This will serve as confirmation of our receipt of your NCBS 2012 presentation proposal. This letter is an acknowledgment of receipt of your proposal and not confirmation of acceptance of 
your proposal. 

A review- panel will review your proposal and notification of acceptance or rejection will be sent to you via email in December-January 2012. Please keep a copy of this confirmation for your 
records 

Thank you for your submission. 

Sincerely, 

NCB S 2012 Conference Staff 
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TOP NEWS 

Group’s Ads l¢~p at Gingrlch 
as Romney Stands Clear 

An advertising delnge against Newt 

Gingrieh by a gronp snpporting Mitt 

Romney shows how a eonrt ruling 

has created powerflfl ways 

outside money to inflnenee elections. 

~ Romney Says Re Expects to Be the 

G.O.P biominee 

As Spain Acts to Cut Deficit, RegionM Debts Add to Woe 

Announcing spending cuts and higher taxes to address a wide budget deficit, Spain admitted its 

finances were probably even worse because of reckless outlays by its autononmus regions. 

Organic Agriculture May Be Outgrowing Its Ideals 

Even as more Americans bny foods labeled organic, the produets are moving away fi’om a 

traditiomd emphasis on local growing and limited environmental strain. 

~ Video Plantinc 
.... .. the Beach ~ Slide Shaw 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

you beem~se theq do~’t km~w it ~ ym~. A~d it’s too gross to osk ~ny p~re~ts." 

STEPHANIE CISNERO~, a Denver-area high school junior, on a teat-chat program that provides 

a~aswet’s ~o young people’s qm~stions ahem sex~ part of s growing trend i~ on]im~ sex edm’.atiom 

SCIENCE 

Plantli~g the Beach 

American demand for 

year-round organic 

ti’uits and vegetables has incited a 

farming boom in the arid deserts of 

the Baja Peninsula in Mexico. 

~ Releted Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION ’a S~d, 
’A Sad, Fearful, Fea~ul, 

Itaglng Year’ I    ~gi~ng [ 

At the end of a terrible 

North and South expressed hope and ~ear for what will come in ~862. 

A resolution with no downside 
Also on NYTimes.com 

The fat trap 

The perfect hair of the dog 



WORLD 

DRILLING DOWN 

Hmat for Gas Hits Fragl]e Soil, and Smith Africans Fear 

A plan to drill for natm’al gas in tile Karoo region of South _~l~ca would use millions of gallons of 

water in a drought-stricken area. 

~ Prevk)us Articles in Th~s Sedes 

Egypt Vmvs to End Crack(|ow*~ on No~proflts 

Egypt’s military rulers privately signaled a retreat in a crackdown on organizations that promote 

democracy and human rights, senior American officials said. 

IN DIA’S WAY 

Many of hld~a’s Poor Turn to Private Schools 

Man)’ poor families have turned away from public education, but new government rules are seen 

as a threat to private institutions. 

o More World News 

Sex Education Gets Directly to Youths, xda Te~t 

Some health organizations and school districts are developing Web sites and text services to reach 

teenagers. 

As Crop Prices Soar~ Iowa Farms Add Acreage 

In the Midwest, the spike in farm earnings has encouraged fa~ners to put more land into 

prodnction, including parcels once deemed nnsuitable. 

Fach~g Coaseq~mnces of S~ccess in Bid to Save a Goose 
i.::., ~Li. Ci ":" 

A century of efforts to snstain snow geese ahmg their migratory paths may have sm’.eeeded a little 

too well. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

When h~vestors I-h~sh In, and OuL Together 

~Ille prices of financial assets, which in nomlal conditions move in unpredictable directions, are 

increasingly surging up or down in lockstep. 

~,4!all Street Ends Back~Vhere It Started 

’l/he S.&P. 500 was statistically unchanged for the year, while the Dow was up 5.5 percent. Major 

European and Asian indexes declined by double-digit percentages. 

OFF THE CHARTS 

The Year Gover~mm~ts Lost Theh" Credibility 

In 2o1~, European governments badly underestimated the debt crisis and the United States nearly 

defaulted and had its credit rating cut. 

S P 0 RTS 

LENS BLOG 

Lookh~g Back at the Year h~ Sports 

Here are the moments from 2012 that captured the majesty, magic and misery of sports. 

~20! 1 Scrapbook. Memories From the Year k~ Sports ~ ~ SHde Show 

2011 SCRAPBOOK 

Every day this week, reporters and editors for The Times will recall the people, teams and moments 

that made the past year memorable. 

A Jets Victory ~’ould Let the Sq~drmi~g Begi~ 

’]!he Jets’ playoff chances could be decided while they are on a jet, cut off from the Internet and 

cellphones. 



¯ Mere Spolts News 

ART$ 

THEATER 

Backstage Veterans+ Takh+g a Breath After Long Run~ 

Baeksta~e Yetera~s o~ "Billy glliot" am] "T~e Adda~s ~ami]~" reject ou an era o[ steady pa~e~eeks 

and consider what’s next. 

~ interactive Feature: A Home, Even if it Is Backstace 

MUSIC REVIEW I PHISH 

A 1Ba~d Tradition, Both Carried Oa aad Changed 

L:: ..." .~ PA~,h.. 

Phish continnes its praetiee of perfon~ing at Madison Square Garden at this time of year. 

This Is How lhe End Begins 

The overtm’e to Lars yon Tder’s "Melancholia" references the Marquis de Sade, "Hamlet," the Bible 
and more in its first eight minntes. 

~Tbe 
Wo:id-Ending Sounds o[ ’Meiancholia’ 

TRAVEL 

My \¢~eek at the ]nicest Lose~0 Fat Camp 

You can watch "The Biggest Loser" on television. Or you can live it, at a resort where guests are 
prodded and pnshed and left panting. 

~ Slide Show: A Working Vacation 

~ Photos: Workin~ Vacation 

36 Ho~rs: Tri~fidad 

Tcinidad is a place of unspoiled beaches, Creole culture and the Caribbean’s most electrifying night 
life. 

~ Slide Show: 38 Hours: Trinidad 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

Inside~° Trave~ Tips From Campaign Reporters 

Nothing instrnets in the art of efficient travel like following a campaigning presidential candidate. 

~ Chasing P:esidents in Blue Frye Boots 

* Mere Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Damage of 2o:t~ 
After Republicans took control of the House this year, they weakened many programs that 
Americans need. 

EDITORIAL 

The determination of the military conncil to hang on to power is the biggest threat to stability in 
the emmtry. 

EDITORIAL 

Big Coa~’s B~ddlng 
It shouldn’t take another disaster, like the Upper Big Branch explosion in 2ore, to make lawmakers 
take action to protect lives. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Srl La~:~d,:.a’s Ghosts of V~ar 

If Sri Lanka wants true reconciliation, the government must take responsibility for civilian deaths 
during the civil war. 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Here’s the End-of-the-Year Republican Presidential Primary Quiz. No peeking at the answers, 

people, until all questions have been answered~ 

~ Cokamnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The College Sports Cartel 

’Phe N.C.A.A. is a walking, talking antitrust violation. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 31, 1946, President Harry- S. Truman officially proclaimed the end of hostilities in World 
War II. 

¯ See This FroRt Pa~e 
¯ Buy This },>o~t Pa.k,e 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama to Turn ~L;p Attacks 

on Congress i~ Campaign 

The president will seek to show that 
he has taken unilateral actions on 
the economy in the face of the 
legislative stalemate with 
Republicans. 

F,D,A, Is Finding Attention 

Drugs ill Short Supply 

The Food and Drug Administration 
has received complaints about drug 
shortages for attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder, and has 
pointed a finger at the Drug 
Enforcement Administration. 

~E] Join the Discussion 

Over Pho~es and Greasy Pizza, a Battle for Iowa 

Far from candidates’ spotlights, hundreds of aides and volunteers are waging an unglamorous 
ground war unfolding with hidden intensity. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Lots of teachers leai~e the pr@ssion, but this has kept me bwested to st(~y. 1 know thelt *~alue me." 
TIFFANY .~OHNNON, a special-education teacher in Washington who received a $8 percent raise 
and bonuses totaling $30 ooo under a new incentive pay system. 

WORLD 

~rith the Censors 
Reality TV shows have 
become common on 
Chinese television but the sometimes 
racy and materialistic content has 
also attracted the attention of 
China’s censors. 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

INTERACTIVE    :": 

FEATURE: ~n 
I I 

}Vealhe~ Vane 
A heartlamt sampler of statistics is presented to reflect the Iowa eaueuses’ vital, sublime and (some 
might even be tempted to say) ridieulons role in the demoeratie process. 

Photographers without 
borders 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >~ 

2011: The best in men’s fashion 

2011: The best in women’s fashion 

WORLD 

CM~a TV Grows Racy, and Gets a Clmperon 



For decades, China’s Communist Party has pushed television networks here to embrace the market, 

but conservative cadres have grown increasingly fearful of the kinds of programs that court 

audiences. 

~ Mideo: A D~te With the Ccmsors ] Slide Show 

Orphans’ Defe~der ,Jostles Wlth A{ghan Corruption 

The director of Afghanistan’s orphanages is trying to improve their management but must confront 

pervasive corruption and political favoritism. 

In Tsunam~ Aftermath, ’Road to Future~ Unsettles a Village 

The tiny village of Babanakayama, 3apan, had phms to build a road to resettle on higher grmmd, 
but opposition has sidelined the projeet. 

Chlef J~tstice Defeads Peers’ Hearhtg Case on Health Law 
~.::: ,M.,,.:j,~ ff.,- .,:j : 

Comments by Chief Justice 3ohn O. Roberts 3r. amonnted to a vigorous defense of two of his 
eolleagnes on the Supreme Court, Justices Clarence Thomas and Elena Kagan. 

In Washington, Large Rewards in Teacher Pay 

In a new system to retain young talent, about 476 teachers received sizable bonuses this year, with 

235 of them getting unusually large pay raises. 

A Farewell to Cheetah, the Original or Otherwise 

To the 6o or so mourners who gathered in front of a chimpanzee’s Florida cage on Saturday, it didn’t 
matter whether he was the grinning sidekick of the "Tarzan" films. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

EGONOM IG VIEW 

I 5nst (~ot Here~ but I Kno~- Tro~lble V~rhel~ I See It 

Jobs. Europe. Housing. Health care. The writers of the Eeonomic View colnmn examine these amI 

other big issues of the new year~ and possfl)le ways to solve them. 

Your Recycled Resolufioas ka’e a Boost for Bt~shmss 

The self-improvement industry thrives on New Year’s resolutions gone awry. After all, if you don’t 
lose those pounds or stop smoking this year, you’ll probably try again in 2o~3. 

No Fireworks for E~lro as It Reaches the ~o-Year Mark 

A decade after the celebrated introduction of the European currency, the word "euro" in a headline 
is usually paired with the word "crisis." 

S P 0 RTS 

KNICKS 114, KINGS 92 

Stoudenfire Sits, but a Rookie s*ad a Vetera~ Stand Tall 

~II~e rookie aosh Harrellson had ~4 points and m rebounds in his first start, and Tyson Chandler, a 

defensive specialist, had 22 points and 7 rebounds. 

~Box 8core [ Play-by-Play 

~NS.A Roundup: }-I~s Suspension Over, 8ynum Shor~s Up Lak~rs 

From the Sideline to the Bottom Line 

A review of the contracts for more than 4o major college football coaches reveals a wide variety of 
salary increases, lucrative bonuses and desirable perks. 

~ Documents: Coaching Contracts of Miles and 8aban 

~ln 
Coaching Contracts, Deals Within the Deal 

~Bowl 
Roundup: Auburn Dominstes Virginia: Utah Whys 

Sanchez, Used to Stability~ May Soon Confront Uncertahlty 

Unless the ~ets overcome long odds Sunday to make the playoffs, Mark Sanehez could be forced to 
eonfl’ont significant changes. 



ARTS 

ART AN D DESIGN 

Beyond the legal questions in a copyright infringement lawsuit invoh’ing the artist Richard Prince, 

the case asks if the flow of creative expression, riding a tide of instantly accessible digital images, 

can be slowed. 

POP MUSIC 

The YeaP ~d~he~ Rock ,J~st Sptm Its ~q~ee~ 

This year may well be remembered as the most numbing ever for mainstream rock. 

CLASSICAL MUSIC 

Oeet~pyh~g the APts, a Seat at a Tbne 

Classical music, like other performing arts, has long depended on the ~ percent while also 
struggling to fight the perception - an unfair perception - that it is elitist and inaccessible. 

Mete Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Fat Trap 

In the battle to lose weight, and keep it off, our bodies are fighting against us. 

~E] 
3oin the Discussion [ [] Slide Show: A Day W~th the Brid~es 

Let’s Start Paying College Athletes 

[low to end the corrupt, contrived sentimentality of big-time college sports. 

Newt Gh~grieh~s Glo~oy Days 

’]?he candidate tries to keep his moment from slipping away. 

o More From the Maqazlne >~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~ Good as ]it ~’3ets? 
There is little in the latest growth spurt to signal an economic recovery going forward. Americans 
deserve better than an economy that merely muddles along. 

EDITORIAL 

%%;esteheste~"s 1)eseg~,egat~on Battle 

A New York county is still fighting the federal gove~ament’s effml.s to upend decades of housing 

discrimination. 

EDITORIAL 

A Tempest~ous YeaP 
Is there a connection between last year’s extreme weather and global warming? If the Republicans 
in Congress were less hostile to climate change research we might know. 

Mere Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

Among this year’s list of catchwords, "occupy" should be with us a while, but will "crankshaft" be on 
the tip of the tongue? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

She lVlade Me Rm~,~ 

Egos in disguise: "humble" men and the women who "shove" them. 

~ Cokamnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



Extreme positions on the campaign trail in Iowa do damage to the Republican Party. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 1, 1959, Fide] Castro led Cnban revolutionaries to victory over Fulgencio Batista. 
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TOP NEWS 

Romney Fights fo~" F~*°st- 

aust as eonfidenee had been rising 
mnong Mitt Romney and his aides 
that they could pull off a win in 
Imva, Rick Santorum emerged as the 
latest in a rotating east of surging 
alternatives. 

Austerity Reigns Over Em’o 

Zone as Crtsls Deepens 

Beleaguered European economies are 
braeed for a turbulent year, as 
widening defieits force more 
borrowing and added belt4ightening 
puts growth further out of reach. 

THE HARD ROAD BACKI UNSEEN INJURY 

Acting Out V~ar’s lnner V~ounds 

Matthew Pennington has learned to live with the physical wounds of war, but a role as a soldier in a 
movie is helping him cope with post-traumatie stress disorder. 

~ Video: Unseen Injury 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

market thai the,q wo~’t hesi~ale ~o do what i~ takes, g~’re 9o#qt str~igM inlo a waft wi~h lifts #b~d oj" 
po~iegt~ II~ sheer madr,~ss." 
CHARI,EN ~’PLONZ, a professor of eeosomics at the Graduate Insti[ute of Geneva, on the 
austerity measures ~aow being imposed by seveFal debt-taden Enropea~a eountHes. 

~ VI[DEO~" [Jnseen ..... 

After his third 
deployment, Sgt. 
Matthew Pennington, 28, returned 
to his home in Dexter, Me., where he 
is recovering from both physical and 
psychological traumas. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE on 
On Modern Time 
ii;:, ~i :i;Piii?. ~.i,:q’.,ii,.’iii{~:: Ma-leTimem 
Even in this frenetic 
age, we can experience 

our lives beyond the 
limitations of the calendar and the clock. 

Readying for casinos in Florida 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE 

Wi~at you get rat. $379,000 

Toois to find your dream home 



WORLD 

Vigorous efforts to get farmers to grow something else had results, but the crop is returning, and 
with it, the influence of the Taliban. 

Palestinian and Israeli negotiators will meet in Jordan on Tuesday in an effort to revive moribund 
peace talks, although none of the sides involved suggested any reason to view the meeting as a sign 
of significant progress. 

Police Inquiry Prompts New Spec~Iat~o~ on ~Arbo Leaked Climate~Change E- 

Mails 

The original e-mails, released in 2009, sowed doubts about scientists’ research and integrity, and 
galvanized skeptics of global warming. 

More World News 

Cars Set on Ffr% and Los Angeles Set o~ Edge 

On this holiday weekend, Los Angeles was dealing with a new plague, this time an arsonist (or 
arsonists) who in the course of three days firebombed at least 39 ears in the metropolitan area. 

In Iowa~ a Time to Vote, a~d~ for Many~ to Settle 

As the Iowa caucuses near, voters are preparing to choose their candidates. ~ust don’t ask them to 
sound happy about it. 

THE TV WATCH 

A Relentless O~-Scree~ Bkl to Sell Candidates in Iowa 

Campaign ads praise candidates, attack their rivals and have come with ever greater frequency as 

the caucuses approach. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

In Flop of H.Po TouchPad, an Object Lesson for the Tech Sector 

WebOS, the TouehPad tablet’s core software, was developed by Palm in about nine months, and 
fmrner employees said the software was deeply flawed because of the way it was built. 

PBS Takes On tl~e Premlmn Channels 

The success of the British drama "Downton Abbey" prompted the organization to change its 
programming and marketing tactics, and aim at viewers move attuned to HBO and Showtime. 

In SpeMdng for ’I’LCv tlxe Least Said ls Best 

Laurie Goldberg of the cable channel TLC has deftly handled a flurry of reality-show crises 
surrounding series like "All-American Muslim" and "Jon & Kate Plus 8." 

SPORTS 

GIANTS 31, COWBOYS 14 

Ola~ts Rout the Cowboys a~d %~,~h~ the N,FoC, East 

The Giants rushed to a 2~-o lead in the first half and hnng on to beat the Cowboys in a winner’-take- 

all dash for the division title and the last spot in the playoffs. 

~SHde Show ~ Box Score 

Sudde~t Health of Defe*~se Empowers the Pass 

With Osi Umenyiora returning from a sprained ankle, the Giants chased Tony Romo all around the 
field. 

~From 
City Park to StarJium: A Giant’s Unlikely Return 

DOLPHINS 19, JETS 17 
Jets~ Chalices E~d Early as Offe~se Fights itself 

Mark Sanchez threw three interceptions, and the Jets completed one of the most disappointing 
seasons in team histoD" with a loss to the Dolphins. 



Show i Box Score 

~ Holmes Ends His Season on Sideline 

Fii~h Down: ~]hat Are Jets’ Biggest Off-Season Needs? 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

ShhD B~belot From Shakespeare, Handel &: 

"The Enchanted Island/’ a pastiche incorporating elements fi’om Shakespeare and Baroque win’ks by 

Handel Vivaldi and others~ had its premiere Satm’day at the Metropolitan Opera. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

G~lbept P~xts H~s Sta~p o~ a Lively 

In conducting the New York Vhilham~onic on New Year’s Eve, Alan Gilbert made a point about 

works with a distinctly American style. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

William Gibson, the novelist who coined the term cyberspace, offers a collection of nonfiction pieces. 

More Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

In New York and E~sewhere~ D~sputes Over Television Fees Lead to a Few 

Blackouts 

Negotiations over fees paid by cable and satellite distributors to TV stations were largely successful, 
but in New York a dispute led to a blackout of the spots channel MSG. 

Movie-ticket sales this past weekend totaled $164 million, a 3 percent increase over the same period 
last year, with "Mission: Impossible - Ghost Protocol," starring Tom Cruise, topping the rankings. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

The Danger" of a~ Attack o~ P]~’acy O~lh~e 

Anfipiracy legislation before both chambers of Congress has bipartisan support, but online content 
providers are concerned it goes too far. ~Ihey are right to be alarmed. 

Mere Media & Advertising4 News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~,a/he~’e the Real Jobs 
The Keystone pipeline is bad energy policy and doesn’t do enongh for the economy. President Obama 
should argue for alternative fnel sources and clean energy jobs. 

EDITORIAL 

~Esse~tial Benetr’~ts~ and Health Reforn~ 
Flexibility on state requirements may lessen opposition, but a national standard where all 
Panericans enjoy the same benefits is still best. 

EDITORIAL 
St~g~ at[~,~ ~g Food Sta ~ ps 
The Bloomberg administration should drop the requirement that all applicants for food stamps be 
electronically fingerprinted, which leads too many New Yorkers to forgo help. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBLq-OR 

h~ China, the OPieva~ces Keep Coming 

Victims of corruption and injustice have no faith in the law, and yet they bring complaints, 
dreaming that an upright official will emerge to right their wrongs. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Nobody U~derstands Debt 



The obsession with deficit rednction is wrongheaded and ill-informed. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How Iraq Can Deflate Its 

h’aq must create new economic, security and political strnctures that weave Middle Eastern 

countries closer together while peacefully accommodating the region’s ethnic and religious 

diversity, 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 2, 19o5, Japanese Gen. Nogi received fcom Russian Gen. Stoessel at 9 o’clock P.M. a letter 

formally offering to surrender, ending the Russo-Japanese War. 

See This Front Page 
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TOP NEWS 

THE NEXT WAR                                                             ~ 

Fan etta to Oft’eP Strategy fop 

Cutth~g M~l~taP?- Budget 

Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta is set to present a strategy for $45o billion in cuts over the next 
~o years - and an outline of a carefully shrunk military. 

FPenefie Push as CmnpMgn in Imva Ends 

The Republican presidential candidates made a frenetic final push to woo Iowa’s fickle voters before 
the caucuses on Tuesday kick off the Republican nominating contest. 

KINSHASA JOURNAL 
For Congo Ch~ Idren, Food Today Me~s None Tomorrow 

In the Democratic Republic of Congo, the French term d~lestage is used to describe power cutoffs, 
but when applied to food shortages, it illustrates a stark reality. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Yes, sure, they askjbr food, b~¢t we dm~’t hm~e a~y. At Mght they will be wer~k. S~we, they comp~abi. 
But there is *mthb~g we cm~ do." 
G~IN~INE BER~OK. a police officer in the ~)emocratie Repub]ie of Congo who can afford to f~ed 
her children only ever), uther day~ 

MULTIMEDIA 

FOLITICS 

The Ejection 2o:~2 

iPhone App 
Get live election results 
from the Iowa caucuses 
on Tuesday night - plus 
news, opinion, polls and video 
around the clock. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR 

It Costs More, bnt 
Is It ~or[h MoPe? 

Before paying for an 

Medicare should demand evidence 
that it’s more effective than cheaper options. 

Ron PauL’s world 
ALSO IN OPINION *> 

Whose tea Pa~y is it? 

Do we hate the dch or don’t we? 

WORLD 

Chief of Arab Leag~le’s M~sslo~ 11~ SyPia Is Lightni~g Rod for Criticism 

Critics say Lt. Gem Muhammad Ahmed al-Dabi presided over the same kind of deadly- and heavy- 



handed tacties in Sudan that the Arab Leagne mission is seeking to curb in Syria. 

Opposition Protests Co~stitutlo~ in Hu~gary 

The demonstration - a day after the country’s new "majmStarian" Constitution took effect - marked 

the first time that opposition forces joined together to rally against a new constitution. 

In E~ro Zo~m’s Crisis, Technocrat h~ Paris VVorks Behi~d the Scenes 

As President Nicolas Sarkozy heads into a tough re-election fight, he is increasingly relying on 
Ramon Fernandez, a civil servant few people outside France have ever heard of. 

Mere World News 

Man Believed to Have Killed Park Ra~lger Is Fomld Dead 

Law enforcement officials said they found the body of a man suspected of shooting a ranger at 

Mount Rainier National Park on Sunday morning 

Los A~ageles Police Arrest S~spect in Car Arsons 

After another night of fires, officials said a man had been arrested in connection with the ease. 

Snow Site Lets Chicago See if Plows Are Really in a Rul 

ChicagoShovels.org will track the clearing of streets and encourage residents to pitch in after 
storms. 

* Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Although retail sales have remained relatively strong, high levels of consumer debt make it 
unlikely that rapid growth will help power economic expansion. 

A Gathering Storm Ox~r ’Right to Work’ i~ Indiana 

Indiana Republicans want to prohibit mandatory dues for private-sector workers~ and to spur other 
states’ efforts. 

Storehouses for Solar Energy Can Step In VChen the Sun Goes 

Two California companies are planning to deploy a new form of solar storage technology to power 
tens of thousands of households throughout a summer evening. 

S P 0 RTS 

ANALYSIS 

Co~ghlh~ Is Set i~ His ~Vays~ Because Tl~ey Work 

The Giants’ second-half swoons under Tom Coughlin have been well chronicled. Still, the coach 
weathered it all to lead the team to the N.F.C. East title. 

ANALYSIS 
l*~or ,Jets, Anger and Issues Linger 

Mter a disappointing season that ended in three straight losses, aets Coach Rex Ryan blamed 
himself for not realizing that players were not getting along. 

Citing Need for Chauge After Dismal Seaso~,~ Colts Part V~rays V~rlth Pollans 

With Peyton Manning’s absence laying bare the holes in the Colts’ roster, the owner, aim Irsay, fired 
the team president, Bill Polian, and his son Chris, the general manager. 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Grid at 2oo1 Lines That Shaped MauhaRan 

As "The Greatest Grid: The Master Plan of Manhattan, ~81~-2o1£’ at the Museum of the City of New 

York dcnmnstratcs, an ~SH map turned an island into a city that works and walks. 

’Glee~ Star Gets His Broadway 

Darren Criss has his Broadway opening on Tuesday night, the start of a three-week run in "How to 
Succeed in Bnsiness Without Really Trying." 



ARTSBEAT 

Theater TaIkback: Honorable Mention for the D~shonorably Umneutloned 

Ben Brantley discusses those who may have been overlooked in 2Oll theater reviews. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE I ERIC LANDER 

Power in Numbers 

Eric Lander, the head of the Broad Institute, went fl’om the most solitary of sciences (math) to 

forging collaborations on the leading edge of biology, a field he never formally studied. 

Literature professors, sociologists, theologians and others who have studied humans and their 

doings are joining a growing, but still undefined, field. 

Genome Sttidy Poi~ts to Adaptatlo~1 i~l Early 

Certain disease-causing variant genes became more common in African~&merieans after their 

ancestors reached American shores, scientists report. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Slush Fm~ds of Iowa 
New and unlimited reserves of cash from so-called independent groups are bankrolling a constant 

stream of negative political ads. 

EDITORIAL 

Irrationality h~ Deportatioi~ Law 

In a stinging opinion, the Supreme Court rebukes an arbitrary ruling by an immigration court. 

EDITORIAL 

Falling Behind 

A few states raised their minimmn wages on New Year’s Day. At a time of increasing inequality, 

the federal minimum needs a boost, too. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The largest slice of the Republican Party may have found a champion in ~ck Santorum. 

~ CoDmnist Page ] BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Central Falls S~ecess 
::7 .:0::5 
In one of Rhode lsland’s poorer cities, a reading experiment flourishes. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Mitt, the Paisley Tiger 

Mitt Romney likes to use the song "Eye of the Tiger" at his campaign events. But "Karma 

Chameleon" might be a better tune for him. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

Oil Jan. 3, ~959, President Eisenhower signed a proclamation admitting Alaska to the Union as the 

49th state. 
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Ticket 2204655 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 01/03/12. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a sholt starve?’ that will provide t?edback on your experience with the ITS phone support group. 
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Critics reflect on the most memorable creative works of 
the year. Don’t miss picks for strong showings at 
museums, classical music that took critics by smi?rise, old- 
fashioned movies in a N etflix Age~ highlights from a year of pop 
music and a look at the to~gh women that made television in 

What N ew Yorkers Talked About in 20 
It was a year in which the words "till death do ~s part" 
took on m~w~ ~i[e.-ehangi~g meaning [’(~r thousands of gay 
New Yovkers a~d signi{ieanfiy {ess for one overexposed 
Kardashian. ~n ao~, New Yovkevs talked about E~izabeth 
Taylor’s fina{ legaey. Aloe Baldwin’s 5ght with flight attendants, 
a public serwmt whose uame is on protesters’ lips and much 
more. Cheek m~t some of the eom petli~g conversatkms 

¯ T .~{agaziBe: The vomldl~p o[ out’ t’avodte stories of 2ol ] 
¯ Five Overlooked Movies Et’om 201:1 
¯ Sam Sif[on’s Top m New Restaurants of 2Oll 
¯ Look of The Moment 2o~: Catherine, D~ebess of Cambridge 
¯ Memories From the Year in SpoAs 

Top 5 Viewed Features of 201 { 
(Between Jae ~, 2011 - Dec. 3L 201 i) 

~. Tara Parker-Pope on Happy Marriages ... 

2. Stop Coddhng the Super-t~eh 

3 Penn S a e Said to Be Planning Paterno’s Exit 

4, Is Sug;~r Toxic? 

5. What Happened to Obama~s Passion? 

~ TOP’i~IEWED ,NLIDE 

SHO’W OF 2o~: Red Cat’pet 
the Oscars 
Simple and minimalist won out 
over the usual ruffles and 
phmging necklines on the Oscars 
red earpet. 

~TOP VIEWED 

INTEI~CTIVE OF 2o11: dapan, 
Before and Mter the Tsunami 
Move the slider to compare 
satellite images, taken by 
GeoEyeiEyeQ, from before and 
after the disaster. 

~TOP STNEAMED VIDEO 

OF =o~: Two Classics, One Car 
ARer six decades, Margaret 
Dunning still breezes down the 
road in her creamy 74o Packard 
roadster. 

Join the 
Conversat~o~ 
Notheflode 

Tha~ Cha~ged 

the Way 

Parent Now 
Stories ranged 
from the Tiger Mother to Jerry 
Sandusky. Share your thoughts. 

D Joh~ t~e Conversation 
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TOP NEWS 

Romney Takes a Victory Lap 
as Santorum Plays Catch-Up 
By JIM RUTENBERG and JEFF ZELENY 

Mitt Ronmey displayed his 
orgmfizational and financial muscle in 
New Hampslfire as Rick Smatorum’s 
campaign struggled to keep up with its 
new top-tier status. 

, Graphic: Outlook for Candidates in First 

Primaries 

Bucking Senate, Obama 
Appoints Consumer Chief 
By HELENE COOPER and JENNIFER 
STEINHAUER 

President Obama defied deep 
Republiean opposition to appoint 
Richard Cordray as director of a new 
eousmner protection agency and fill 
three labor board vacancies. 

Europe Takes Bold Step 

Toward a Ban on Iranian Oil 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

European countries agreed in principle to impose an embargo on Iran’s oil, diplomats said, their most 
aggressive move yet in the tense standoff with Iran over its nuclear program. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Do we think we can get more than an eight-vote margin here in New Hampshire?" 
MITT ROMNEY, joking to a crowd about his margin of victory in Iowa. 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: Taiwan’s 
Noisy Presidential 
Elections 
On January 14th, Taiwan 
heads to the polls. During 
the campaign, piggy 



banks have become a s3anbol of 
opposition to incumbent President Ma 
Ying-jeou. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

For G.O.P., 
One Party but 
Three 
Platforms 
Does Iowa’s three-way split indicate that 
the eventual nonffnee will disappoint 
most Republicans? Is tiffs ma opening 
for a tlffrd party? 

A "Glee" sensation makes his 
Broadway debut 
ALSO IN THEATER ~ 

Still hoping for Broadway 

Reflections on an era of steady paychecks 

ny|im.es, �orn T H EATiE R 

WORLD 

Charges Against Journalists Dim the Democratic Glow in Turkey 
By DAN BILEFSKY and SEBNEM ARSU 

While Washington and Europe praise Turkey as the model of Muslim democracy for the Arab world, human 
rights advocates say the govermnent is curbing press freedom. 

Work as Usual for U.S. Warship After Warning by Iran 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

The aircraft carrier Jolm C. Stennis supported ground troops in Afghanistan as scheduled after being wan~ed 
not to re-enter the Persian Gulf. 

Ties to China Linger as Issue as Taiwanese Prepare to Vote 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

When voters go to the polls next week, one issue underlies all others: whether tiffs vibrmatly democratic 
island shotfld speed, slow or halt its wary embrace of China. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Appointment Clears the Way for Consumer Agency to Act 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The appointment of Richard Cordray as director of the Consmner Financial Protection Bureau finally gives 
the agency the legal standing to supervise payday lenders, money trmasfer agencies, credit bureaus and debt 
collectors. 

Harder for Americans to Rise From Lower Rungs 
By JASON DePARLE 

Americmas enjoy less econonffe mobility than their peers in Canada and much of Western Europe in part 
because of the depth of poverty, fanffly background and the gaps between the rich and the rest. 

, Graphic: Comparing Economic Mobility 

Texas Prisoner Burials Are a Gentle Touch in a Punitive System 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

At a cemetery in Texas, murderers and other convicts whose bodies are maclaimed can be interred and, for a 
few moments, remembered. 

" Slide Show: The Rites of a Prison Cemetery 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Oil Price Would Skyrocket if Iran Closed the Strait of Hormuz 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Iran’s threat to blockade the Strait of Honnuz would have ma immediate impact, energy analysts say, with 
the price of oil potentially rising 50 percent within days. 

:. Work as Usual for U.S. Warship After Warning by Iran 

. In Bold Step, Europe Nears Embargo on Iran Oil 

Good Year for Autos, but a Test Waits in 
By BILL VLASIC 

The Detroit cannakers posted double-digit increases in sales for the year as December finished with a 
flourish. 

-’ Graphic: How the Auto Industry Fared 

Yahoo’s Renovator in Chief 
By STEVE LOHR 

Scott Thompson, PayPal’s president, will try to revamp Yahoo, the struggling online media compmay. He 
succeeds Carol Bartz, who was dismissed in September. 

" Yahoo Seeks to Freshen Its Brand at Sundance 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

BOBCATS 118, KNICKS 110 
Stoudemire and Shumpert Return, but Knicks Still Fall 
By HOWARD BECK 

IOficks guard Imma Shmnpert returned against Charlotte on Wediaesday after missing lO days, but left with a 
cramp in the fourth quarter as the IOaieks lost to the Bobcats. 

" Box Score I Play-by-Play 

’: N.B.A. Roundup: Magic Top Wizards as Howard Posts 20-20 

CELTICS 89, NETS 70 
Depleted Nets No Match Against Celtics 
By PETER MAY 

Patti Pierce scored 24 points against the Nets, who lost their sixth game in a row and were playing without 
Deron Williams, Kris Humphries and Brook Lopez. 
" Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Sculptured by Weights and a Strict Vegan Diet 
By MARY PILON 

Vegans make up only a sliver of the thousands of competitive bodybuilders in the United States, but they 
have been a steady presence since the 2ooos. 

:. Video: The Competitive Vegan Bodybuilder 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Seeking New York’s ’Other’ Opera Company 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

With City Opera ha a sorry financial state, it has fallen to a range of smaller compmfies to provide variety and 
intimacy as a complement to flae Met. 

" .~_’;’.~ Slide Show 

After Long Search, Philharmonic Names Top Executive 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Matthew VanBesien, a former orchestral musician, will return from Australia, where he is director of the 
Melbourne S3anphony Orchestra. 

A Newcomer Is Showing Her Comfort Among Stars 
By BRUCE WEBER 

In her Broadway debut, in "Stick Fly," Condola Rashad is demonstrating gifts that go far beyond her 
experience or her famous nmne. 
’- ~ Video: Condola Rashad on ’Stick Fly’ 



¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Mr. Zeitgeist 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

Tyler Brfil6, whose media empire is growing, is the one to ask if you want to know what’s The Next Big Thing. 

SCENE CITY 

In Iowa, the Drama Behind the Drama 
By ASHLEY PARKER and JEREMY W. PETERS 

The gatherings were filled with what passes for boldface names on the campaign trail: political constfltants, 
veteran newspaper reporters, well-coiffed TV anchors and newly minted bloggers. 

’: Slide Show 

Seeking the Next Red Carpet Knockout 
By NICOLE LAPORTE 

A bevy of young actresses is contending for the tmofficial title of most fashionable and memorable 
performmaee on a red carpet. 

". Slide Show 

¯ More Fashion & .S..ty.I..e..??. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Talking With the Taliban 
The Taliban’s offer for possible peace talks is worth pursuing, but the United States must set clear limits. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Cuomo’s New Year 
In Iris annual speech, the governor pointed out real progress made toward ending the "dysftmction" in 
government, but Albany still has a long way to go. 

EDITORIAL 
The Consumer Bureau Gets a Chief 
The appointment of Richard Cordray means the agency will have a strong pro-consumer leader and can now 
exercise its full powers. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Internet Access Is Not a Human Right 
ByVINTON G. CERF 

Technology is a means of enabling freedom, not an end in itself. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Waiting for Mitt the Moderate 
By NICHOLAS O. KRISTOF 

If Mitt Ronmey ends up winning the Republican presidential nomination, let’s hope that he reverts to the 
moderate pragmatist he was for most of his career. 

" Columnist Page [ Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The March of the Non-Mitts 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Can’t wait to see what the Republicans do next. New Hampshire is lovely this time of year. 

’- Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 5, 1914, Henry Ford, head of the Ford Motor Compmay, introduced a nfinimtun wage scale of $5 per 

day. 
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CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP AND ETHICS 

The Center for Leadership and Ethics is offering mini-grants to 100 public 

high schools in Virginia They are available on a first-come, first-ser’¢ed basis 

The mini-grant covers the cost of registration and lodging for two hotel rooms 

for one night, per school. It will also help defray the cost of transportation 

For more information, contact Derek Pinkham at ~i~’~. ’~rv~du or (540) 

464-7582. 
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TOP NEWS 

Political Role for Militants 
Worsens Fault Lines in Iraq 
By JACK HEALY and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

A move by Iraq’s government to 
welcome a deadly insurgent group into 
its political system is adding to sectarian 
tensions and eotfld tilt the nation’s 
center of gravity closer to Iran. 

’- Explosions Across Iraq Kill Dozens Amid 

Political Crisis 

POLITICAL MEMO 
0bama Testing 2-Tier 
Strategy for Re-election 
By HELENE COOPER 

From making a recess appointment to 
inserting itself into the Iowa caucuses, 
the Obama emnpaign is trying to tie his 
rivals to the tmpopular Congress. 

After Santorum Left Senate, 
Familiar Hands Reached Out 
By MIKE MclNTIRE and MICHAEL LUO 

When he lost his 2006 re-election bid, Rick Santormn built a lucrative career in the private sector based 
largely on income from businesses his work in Congress had benefited. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s not a good sign that Maliki is so keen to work with a group that has been responsible for the deaths of 

many Americans." 

MARISA COCHRANE SULLIVAN, director of the Institute for the Study of War in Washington, on 

efforts by Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki to include the militant group Asaib Ahl al-Haq in Iraqi 

polities. 

MAGAZINE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

Day With Stephen 
Colbert 



A suburban dad. A fictional television 
blowhard. 3rod now a political money 
launderer. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES 

In a Second 
Career, Working 

to Make a 

Difference 
By TINA ROSENBERG 

ReServe, a program that helps people 
over 55 find meaningful work, doesn’t 
pay much, but it has other benefits. 

The Producers Guild’s best 
films of 2011 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

What makes an Oscar-worthy performance? 

The sounds and trade secrets behind "War Horse" 

WORLD 

IMMIGRATION UPENDED 
Migrants’ New Paths Reshaping Latin America 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

In Mexico and Latin America, old nfigratory patterns are changing as nfigrants move to a wider range of 
cities and countries, creating regional challenges and opportunities. 

’: Previous Articles in This Series 

Prosecutors in Egypt Call for Mubarak to Be Hanged 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

In their closing argmnents at the trial of folaner President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt, prosecutors said he was 
tfltinmtely responsible for the killings of hundreds of peaceful protesters. 

In New Control Over Diamonds, Smugglers Pay in Mozambique 
By JOHN ELIGON 

Ever since President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe began to control the diamond nfines on the Mozambique 
border, the nearby towns have become shadows of what they once were. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Big Study Links Good Teachers to Lasting Gain 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

Effects on students’ lives beyond acadenfics, in areas as varied as teenage-pregnancy and adult eanfings, are 
cited. 

, Graphic: Benefits of Good Teachers 

Students of Online Schools Are Lagging 
By JENNY ANDERSON 

Far fewer of them are proving proficient on standardized tests compared with their peers in other privately 
nmnaged charter schools and in traditional public schools. 

In Act of Defiance, Democrat Stalls 0bama Choice for Court 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

Senator Robert Menendez of New Jersey, without explanation, is holding up President Obama’s nonfination 
of Patty Shwartz to the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 
Private Equity Firm Sees a Future in Flatware 
By KEVIN ROOSE 

Oneida’s new owner, Monomoy Capital Partners, is helping the 132-year-old cutlery company rise from the 
aflelanath of bmakruptcy, and expansion is now the goal. 

DEALBOOK 
MF Global Inquiry Turns to Its Primary Regulator 
By BEN PROTESS and AZAM AHMED 

Federal authorities investigating the collapse of MF Global have expanded their inquiry to include the CME 
Group, the operator of the nmin exchange where the firm conducted business. 

A Coal-Fired Plant That Is Eager for U.S. Rules 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

After investing $885 nfillion on retrofits, Constellation Energy in Maryland is frustrated by a court-ordered 
delay on tighter pollution rules. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

He Shoots¯ He Scores? 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

When Tim Howard, the American goalkeeper for the English club Everton, scored a goal Wednesday, he 
joined a long list of mostly accidental scorers in soccer and several other sports. 

Mr. Met Keeps His Head Up 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

These are dark times for Mets fans, but the team’s lovable mascot has never had a losing streak. 

, Slide Show: Step Right Up and Meet Mr. Met 

A Sportswriter’s Hall of Fame Tribute Is Out of Place to Some 
By ANDREW KEH 

The colunmist Bill Conlin’s pronfinent portrait in the Baseball Hall of Fame’s Scribes mad Mikemen exlfibit 
preceded accusations against lfim of child molesting. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS’ 
Still Hung Over From the ’9os 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN kEY 

The hedonistic women of the groundbreaking British comedy "Absolutely Fabulous" retuna in a series of 
2oth anniversary specials. 

Grand Galleries for National Treasures 
By CAROL VOGEL 

Renovated painting mad fmafiture galleries on the second floor of the American Wing will reopen at the 
Metropolitma Museum of Art on Jan. a6 in the third and final phase of a Saoo nfillion project. 

FRAME 
Serendipity as Urban Curator 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Crossing the Manhattma Bridge on the N or Q train gives riders access to one of the greatest cheap views in 
America, with the Statue of Liberty, the Brookl)aa Bridge and Lower Mmahattan. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

Singing Hindi in the Rain 
By RACHEL SALTZ 

"Raj Kapoor and the Golden Age of Indian Cinenm" at MoMa offers a selection of fihns by this great Indian 
actor and director. 



THE CARPETBAGGER 
When an Actress Prepares (No Eye Contact, Please) 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Rooney Mara, Meryl Streep and other actresses in this year’s crop of Oscar hopefuls sometimes went to 
extraordinary lengths to get, and stay, in character. 

" The Carpetbagger: Transforming a Body - and a Performance 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’NORWEGIAN WOOD’ 
Young Love as Divine, but a Perilous Insanity 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"Norwegian Wood," a fihn adaptation of Haruki Murakanfi’s novel about the obsessional aspects of youtlfful 
passion. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Leaner Pentagon 
President Obanm has put forward a generally pragnmtic vision for the 2ast century, while also addressing the 
nation’s deep fiscal problems. 

EDITORIAL 
Judicial Ethics and the Supreme Court 
Adopting a conduct code would clarify the rules that apply to the justices and greatly bolster public 
confidence in the court. 

EDITORIAL 
Donors, Secrecy and That Loophole 
The F.E.C. ended another abysnml year with its three Republican conmfissioners blocking an attempt to 
mmmsk secret donors. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Joan of Arc: Enduring Power 
By KATHRYN HARRISON 

Six htmdred years after her birth, Joan of Arc continues to captivate the imagination. Why? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bain, Barack and Jobs 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Mitt Ronmey says that President Obama has been a job destroyer, while he was a job-creating bttsinessman. 
But those claims border on dishonesty. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A New Social Agenda 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Rick Santormn’s ideas may need some massaging, but their roots offer an important seedbed for a new 21st- 
century philosophy of govermnent. 
. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 6, a9~9, the 26th president of the United States, Theodore Roosevelt, died in Oyster Bay, N.Y., at age 

60. 
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Neshi~ba: Why skill only Killen pro~cuted 

Neshoba: Why still only Killen prosecuted 

On January 6, 2005, Edgar Ray Killen was indicted and arrested on state charges in connection with the 1964 murders of civil rights workers James Chaney, Andrew 

Goodman, and Michael Schwemer. 

Four other people who faced federal conspiracy to deny civil rights or other charges in the 1960s related to the murders of the three civil rights workers in Neshoba County, 
Mississippi are still living. 

But only Edgar Ray "Preacher" Killen has finally faced state charges. 

Why only Killen? 

What about the others? 

Earl Akin - presently living, Waveland, MS 
Olen Burrage- presently living, Philadelphia, MS 
James Thomas "Pete" Harris -- presently living, Meridian, MS 
Jimmy Lee Townsend -- presently living, Philadelphia, MS 

Why only Killen prosecuted by Mississippi on state charges? 

Way back when: Today in history 
2005 - Ex-Klan leader arrested 

Former Ku Klux Klan leader Edgm Ray Killer~ 79, who had made a livelihood from fanning, operating a sawmill and preaching ~o a small congregation at Smyrna 

Baptist Church, was arrested in Philadelphia, Miss., on murder charges for the 1964 slayings of three voter registration volunteers. Killen, who had been tried on 

federal civil rights charges in 1967 by a ju~ that could not reach a verdict, was convicted of manslaughter and sentenced to 60 years in prison. The case had been 

dramatized in a 1988 movie "Mississippi Burning." 
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?subiectid=11&articleid=20120106 11 A2 CUTLIN877681 

1963 

Neshoba Murders 
bytheA r kansas Delta 

Case- A Chronology 
Truth and Justice Center 

December 30. The executive committee of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) meeting in Atlanta approves the following resolution: "Du#ng the 
Presidential election year of 1964, SNCC intends to obtait~ the t~ght for all citizens of Mississippi to vote, using as many people as necessary to obtain that end." 

1964 

January 21. Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) civil rights workers Michael and Rita Schwerner arrive in Meridian, Mississippi and begin working with Meridian native and 
civil rights activist James Chaney and others. 

Late January. Council of Federated Organizations (COFO), an umbrella organization of civil rights groups in Mississippi, announces Mississippi Summer Project. 

February 15. Founding meeting of the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi in Brookhaven, MS. 

Late Winter - Spring (February - June). Between February and June, civil rights workers James Chaney and Michael Schwerner make over thirty trips to Neshoba County 
to meet with Cornelius Steele of the Longdale community and other local civil rights pioneers. 

April. State-level Klan leadership makes decision to murder Michael Schwerner. 

Memorial Day, May 31. James Chaney and Michael Schwerner speak at Mt. Zion Church in the Longdale community. The congregation agrees to host a freedom school. 

June 14. Andrew Goodman and other Mississippi Summer Project volunteers attend training session in Oxford, Ohio. James Chaney and Michael Schwemer are also in 
attendance. 

Evening of June 16. Armed KKK members of the Lauderdale and Neshoba counties Klaverns assault leaders of Mr. Zion Church where a church business meeting is being 
held. The Klansmen think the meeting is a civil rights one and that Michael Schwerner might be there. Later that night Klan members return to Mt. Zion Church and burn it to 
the ground. 

June 20. James Chaney and Michael Schwerner accompanied by Andrew Goodman return to Meridian from the training session in Ohio. 



Father’s Day, June 21. Chaney, Goodman, and Schwerner drive to Longdale and the site of the burned church in Neshoba County. As they are beginning their return drive to 
Meridian, they are arrested by Neshoba County Deputy Sheriff and Klansman Cecil Ray Price. The three are taken to the Neshoba county jail in Philadelphia at about 4:00 
P.M They are denied their right to make phone calls, so no one knows where they are being held. When Movement activists trying to locate them call the jail they are falsely 
informed that the three men are not there. The three are released by Price at 10:30 that night. 

While the civil rights workers are in jail, Klansmen from Lauderdale and Neshoba counties assemble in Philadelphia and wait for the three civil rights workers to be released 
from jail. After the r~lease, Price, followed by the other Klansmen, stops the young men again after a high speed chase. The Klan lynch mob abducts the thr~e civil rights 
workers to an isolated area where they are shot. Their bodies are buried in an earthen dam on the property of wealthy landowner and businessman Olen Burrage. 

June 22. COFO informs the press of their disappearance and across the country Movement supporters demand that the Federal government investigate. A spokesman for the 
Goodman family tells the press: "The murder of the boys was the first interracial lynching in the history of the United States." 

June 22 -- August 3. The FBI tries to solve the case while Navy sailors search the swamps and rivers for the missing bodies. The number of FBI agents assigned to 
Mississippi is increased ten-fold, from 15 to 150, and for the first time an FBI office is established in the state. Three bodies of young Black men associated with the Freedom 
Movement are pulled from Mississippi rivers, as ar~ the bodies of five other Black men who are never identified, yet the FBI and the Federal government as a whole continue 

their refusal to protect Blacks trying to exercise their right to vote. FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover assures Mississippi’s white power structure that the FBI will give "No 
protection" to civil rights agitators. 

August 4. After learning the location of the bodies from an informant, the FBI unearths the bodies at the dam site. 

December 4. The FBI arrests 21 suspects on federsl conspiracy charges in connection with the murders of the three civil rights workers. The 19 men charged with conspiring 
to deprive the three young men of their constitutional rights are: 

Bernard Akin -- now deceased 
Jimmy Arledge -- now deceased 
Horace Doyle Barnette -- now deceased 
Travis Ma~yn Bamette -- now deceased 
Otha Neal Burkes -- now deceased 
Olen Burrage -- presently living, Philadelphia, MS 
James Thomas "Pete" Harris -- presently living, Meridian, MS 
Frank Hemdon -- now deceased 
James Edward Jordan -- now deceased 
Edgar Ray "Preacher" Killen -- presently living, imprisoned Mississippi Department of Corrections 
Billy Wayne Posey -- now deceased 
Neshoba County Deputy Sheriff Cecil Price -- now deceased 
Neshoba County Sheriff Lawrence Rainey -- now deceased 
Alton Wayne Roberts -- now deceased 
Jerry McGrew Sharpe -- now deceased 
Jimmy Snowden -- now deceased 
Jimmy Lee Townsend -- presently living, Philadelphia, MS 
Herman Tucker -- now deceased 
Oliver Warner -- now deceased 

Two men are arrested on charges of withholding knowledge of a felony: 

Earl Akin -- presently living, Waveland, MS 
Tommy Home -- now deceased 

December 10. At a preliminary hearing, U. S. Commissioner for the Southern District of Mississippi Esther Carter dismisses the charges. 

1965 

January t6. FBI arrests 18 men in connection with the Neshoba murders. Original defendants Earl Akin, Burkes, Home and Warner are not indicted. Philadelphia Patrolman 
Richard Willis -- now deceased -- is added as a suspect. 

1967 

February 28 A federal grand jury indicts a new group of 19 defendants: 

Bernard Akin -- now deceased 
Jimmy Arledge -- now deceased 
Former and future Neshoba County sheriff E. G. "Hop" Barnett -- now deceased 
Horace Doyle Barnette -- now deceased 

Travis Maryn Bamette -- now deceased 
Klan Imperial Wizard Sam Bowers- now deceased 
Olen Burrage -- presently living, Philadelphia, MS 
James Thomas "Pete" Harris -- presently living, Meridian,MS 
Frank Hemdon -- now deceased 
James Edward Jordan -- now deceased 
Edgar Ray "Preacher" Killen -- presently living, imprisoned Mississippi Department of Corrections 
Billy Wayne Posey -- now deceased 
Neshoba County Deputy Sheriff Cecil Price -- now deceased 
Neshoba County Sheriff Lawrence Rainey -- now deceased 
Alton Wayne Roberts -- now deceased 
Jerry McGrew Sharpe -- now deceased 
Jimmy Snowden -- now deceased 
Herman Tucker -now deceased 
Philadelphia Patrolman Richard Willis -- now deceased 

October 7. The federal trial of eighteen defendants on charges of conspiracy to deny civil rights in the murders of James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael Schwemer 
begins in Meridian, Mississippi. 



October 20. The jury convicts of conspiracy: 

Jimmy Arledge -- now deceased 
Horace Doyle Barnette -- now deceased 
Klan Imperial Wizard Sam Bowers- now deceased 
Billy Wayne Posey -- now deceased 
Neshoba County Deputy Sheriff Cecil Price -- now deceased 
Alton Wayne Roberts -- now deceased 
Jimmy Snowden -- now deceased 

The jury acquits: 

Bernard Akin -- now deceased 
Travis Maryn Bamette -- now deceased 
Olen Burrage -- presently living, Philadelphia, MS 
James Thomas "Pete" Harris -- presently living, Meridian, MS 
Frank Herndon -- now deceased 
Neshoba County Sheriff Lawrence Rainey -- now deceased 
Herman Tucker -- now deceased 
Philadelphia Patrolman Richard Willis -- now deceased 

Three men receive mistrials: 

Former and future Neshoba County sheriff E. G. "Hop" Barnette -- now deceased 
Edgar Ray "Preacher" Killen -- presently living, imprisoned Mississippi Department of Corrections 
Jerry McGrew Sharpe -- now deceased 

Bowers and Roberts receive 10-year sentences; Price and Posey, six years; Arledge, Snowden and Horace Doyle Barnette, three years. 

1970 

March 19. All the defendants have appealed their convictions, but the appeals have failed. On March 19, 1970, five and a half years after the murders of the civil rights 
workers, the seven convicted men enter federal custody. None would serve more than six years. 

1989 

Early 1989. Then Mississippi Special Assistant Attorney Generals John R. Henry and Jack B. Lacy Jr. conclude in a report to then Mississippi Attorney General Mike Moore 
that enough evidence exists to prosecute the Klansmen responsible for the Neshoba murders on state murder charges (as opposed to the Federal conspiracy charges). 

2001 

May 6. Former Neshoba County Deputy Sheriff Cecil Price, who had begun to cooperate with state authorities investigating the civil rights workers murders, dies of head 
injuries allegedly suffered in a fall. There are no reported witnesses to the alleged fall. 

2005 

January 6. A Mississippi state grand jury convened in Philadelphia hears evidence in regards to the Neshoba murders case. Available to the Mississippi Attorney General 
Jim Hood and 8th District Attorney Mark Duncan is ample and overwhelming evidence of multiple living suspects’ complicity in the murders. Hood and Duncan present 
evidence for less than one full day. They later report that they presented evidence on all living suspects. There are at least ten living suspects at the time= The grand jury 
returns the first -- and thus far only -- state indictment in the Neshoba murders case. Edgar Ray "Preacher" Killen is indicted on state murder charges. 

June 13. The trial of Edgar Ray "Preacher" Killen on three state charges of murder begins in Philadelphia, Mississippi at the Neshoba County courthouse. 

June 2t. Killen is convicted on three counts of the reduced state charge of manslaughter. 

2011 

August 4. Forty-seventh anniversary of the recovery of the bodies of civil rights workers James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael Schwemer passes and no one other 
than Edgar Ray Killen has faced state charges for the planned, coordinated, executed, and cover=up of the lynching. 

Epilogue 

The State of Mississippi and Neshoba County has yet to indict any additional suspects beyond Edgar Ray "Preacher" Killen, in spite of their being, in the words of the U.S. 
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals "ample, in fact, overwhelming" evidence against four other still living suspects in 2005 when only Killen was finally indicted on state charges. 
Given the evidence that was available against those four suspects, they should have been indicted on state charges in 2005. In fact, those four suspects, Killen, and at least 
two others should have been indicted on state charges from 1964 forward until the time of their deaths. 

The Fifth Circuit of the United States Court of Appeals ruled in 1959 that: 

There J s ampl~’--in fact, ov~’rwhelmirig--untainted evidence" that the def}ndants conspir}d tegether to have Price, a deputy 
sheriff, ai~i~st Schwernei~, Chaney, and Goodman, <kN ted States cJ tizens; that Price would held then :in oustedy until such time 
that when released, Price, Arledge, Barnette, Roberts, Snowden, Jordan and Posey could and would intercept them, assault and 
kill them; and that each was present at and participated in the murder of the three men and the disposal of their bodies by 
burial fifteer~ [eet b}neath the top of an earthen dam deep in th} weeds. 

.... Specifically, we find ample proof of conspiracy and each apDellant~s complicity in a calculated, cold-blooded and 

Four people who faced federal conspiracy to deny civil rights or other charges in the 1960s related to the murders of the three civil rights workers in Neshoba County, 
Mississippi are still living. 



But only Edgar Ray "Preacher" Killen has finally faced state charges. 

Why only Killen? 

What about the others? 

Earl Akin - presently living, Waveland, MS 
Olen Burrage- presently living, Philadelphia, MS 
James Thomas "Pete" Harris -- presently living, Meridian, MS 
Jimmy Lee Townsend -- presently living, Philadelphia, MS 

Why only Killen prosecuted by Mississippi on state charges? 

To provide information on the Neshoba murders case, or any of the fifty other known Mississippi civil rights murder cases, of which only four have had any prosecution by the 
State of Mississippi, or any civil rights murder case, please contact: 

Arkansas Delta Truth and lustice Center 
arrow@inet-direct.com 

(870) 972-9248 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Economy Gains Steam as 
200,000 Jobs Are Added 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

A robust job growth nmnber from the 
Labor Department came on the heels of 
a flurry of heartening economic news. 

. Market Response Tepid To U.S. Labor Report 

¯ . Economix: Economists Take Solace (but Only 

a Little) 

:’ Video: TimesCast I Unemployment Rate Falls 

Tweak in Rule to Ease a Path 
to Green Card 
By JULIA PRESTON 

Obama achninistration officials are 
proposing to correct a bureaucratic 
Catch-22 that separated families for as 
long as a decade. 

For Iranians Waylaid by 
Pirates, U.S. to the Rescue 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

In a high-seas operation mixing diplomacy, drama and Middle Easten~ politics, 3anerican sailors boarded 
the mother slfip of Somali pirates and freed 13 Iranian hostages who had been captive since November. 

." Slide Show: U.S. Navy Intercepts Pirate Attack 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"As a kid, I just wanted to be a parish priest, and to think that now the pope has named me a cardinal - 

that’s awesome." 
TIMOTHY NI. DOLAN, archbishop of New York, on his elevation to cardinal by Pope Benedict XVI. 

WORLD 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 

U.S. Navy 
Intercepts Pirate 
Attack 
The aircraft cartier dolm 



C. Stennis broke up a lfigh-seas pirate 
attack on a cargo ship in the Gulf of 
Oman, freeing a3 Iranian hostages who 
had been held captive by pirates for 
more than a month. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Why Islamism Is 

Winning            ~ 
By JOHN M. OWEN IV 

Rather than bringing 
power to secular 
revolutionaries, flae Arab Spring is 
producing flowers of a decidedly 
Islamist hue. 

"Biggest Loser" fat camp 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Top 10 travel articles of 2011 

Web sites for travel savings in 2012 
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WORLD 

Haitians Take Arduous Path to Brazil, and Jobs 
By SIMON ROMERO 

Gambling everytlfing, thousands of Haitians have made their way to small tow]as in the Brazilian Amazon 
over the past year in a desperate search for work. 

¯ Slide Show: Haitians in Brazil 

Bomb Kills Dozens in Damascus, Stoking Suspicions 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

An attack killed 26 people mad underlined the confilsion and complexity growing amid Syria’s protests. 

Pressed by U.S., Asian Countries Look for Ways to Reduce Purchases of Iranian 

Oil 
By KEITH BRADSHER and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Buying less Iranian oil would filrther tighten the economic vise on ma increasingly defiant nation that 
announced plans for a new rotmd of naval drills in the Strait of HolanUZ. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THE NEXT WAR 
A Shrinking Military Budget May Take Neighbors With It 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

Some warn that the effect of cuts on scientific innovation, mad the business it creates, is being overlooked. 

Michelle Obama and the Evolution of a First Lady 
By JODI KANTOR 

Mrs. Obama’s adjustment to the Wlfite House - including, at times, severe tension with her husband’s staff- 
illuminates some of President Obama’s central challenges. 

¯ " Slide Show 

Indiana Labor Measure Is Expected to Progress 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Republicans in the State Senate moved a "right to work" measure out of committee, and it is expected to pass 
next week. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Billionaire Lends Haiti a Hand 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

Denis O’Brien and his cellphone company, Digicel, are leading a business-centered approach to 



redevelopment of a disaster-prone nation. 

DEALBOOK 
Wall Street Is Bracing for Dismal 4th Quarter 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

Investors are about to find out just how bad last year was for the cotmtry’s biggest financial institutions, 
which were lilt by the European debt crisis mad new regulations. 

Labor Board Backs Workers on Joint Arbitration Cases 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The National Labor Relations Board concluded that a federal law affirnfing the right of workers to engage in 
concerted action trumps any agreement barring group claims. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

The Run and Bump 
By SAM BORDEN 

As touchdown celebrations have continued to evolve, many football players now engage in a not-so-new 
nfidair celebration move that so far has no name. 

:’ The Fifth Down: Victor Cruz Decides Not to Go ’Dancing’ 

’. Dance Review: A Salsa Dance That Isn’t as Stellar as the Score 

Giants Say Captains Earn Respect 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

The players said they could not envision losing control in the huddle, unlike the Jets, because of the respect 
earned by the Giants’ eaptaius; Eli Manning, Justin Tuck and Zak DeOssie. 

¯ ’ For a Team Called Soft, Falcons Run With Ferocity 

:’ The Fifth Down: Playoff Matchups [ Q. & A. 

Like Phillips, Texans’ Defense Steadies and Toughens 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

Barely a month removed from gallbladder surgery, Wade Phillips will be on hand this weekend to make the 
defensive calls in Houston’s first playoff game. 

." Steelers Assistant Sustains Burns in a House Fire 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’SUPER NIGHT SHOT’ 
Hey, You, Would You Mind Being in Our Movie? 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

In Gob Squad’s "Super Night Shot," part of the Under the Radar Festival at the Public Theater, passers-by 
are enlisted to appear in an instant fihn. 

" Slide Show: Super Night Shot 

Film About the Hunt for Bin Laden Leads to a Pentagon Investigation 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

A fihn has stirred up a dispute in Washington about the infolanation fl~at the fihnnmkers received from the 
Central Intelligence Agency and about the tinting of the movie’s release. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Forget War; Romance Is in the Air 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

"Downton Abbey," created by Julian Fellowes, begins its second season on Sunday. 

, PBS Shifts Tactics to Reach Wider Audience 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

The 45 Places to Go in 2012 



London, Havana, Lhasa mad, yes, even the final frontier. A year’s worth of reasons to pack your bags and take 
off. 

What Does Unesco Recognition Mean, Exactly? 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Independence Hall is a Unesco site, but not the White House. The Grand Canyon, yes. Niagara Falls, no. 
Inside the odd polities and big business of World Heritage sites. 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

19 Web Sites for Travel Savings in 2012 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Despite higher hotel prices and rising travel demand, there are plenty of online tools to help keep your 
vacation expenses in cheek. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
One Bad Energy Subsidy Expires 
Congress should end the subsidies to Big Oil and redeploy the money saved to support truly new energy 
technologies, like wind and solar power. 

EDITORIAL 
Waiting for Recovery 
The December employment report was m~ upbeat finish to 2o11. But without government support, even 
modest job gains cmmot be sustained. 

EDITORIAL 
A Common-Sense Immigration Move 
The 0bama achninistration annotmced that it would change a notorious process to avoid separating fanfilies 
when inmfigrants apply to become legal permanent residents. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The G.0.P.’s ’Black People’ Platform 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Big surprise. Some of the Republican presidential cm~didates are once again using race to pander to the 
right. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
It Takes a Santorurn 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Good news, people! For our latest meeting of the Presidential Primary Book Club, I read Rick Santorum’s "It 
Takes a Fanfily" so you won’t have to. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
N.C.A.A.’s ’Justice’ System 
By JOE NOCERA 

Due process in college athletics? Surely you jest. 

,’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 7, 1979, Vietnamese forces captured the Cambodima capital of Phnom Penh, overthrowing the 
Khmer Rouge goverument. 
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TOP NEWS 

I{o~nney Eh~des 

Att~ckg at Republican Debate 

A relaxed and serf-assured Mitt 
Romney sailed above the fray at a 
crucial debate as the other 
Republican presidential candidates 
competed to emerge as his most 
formidable opponent. 

The Caucus. ~oters’ Reactions 

Huntsman, O~t of" Options, 

Bets It All on New 

HampM~i~e 

He has seen glimmers of hope, but 
Jon M. Huntsman Jr. still must 
contend with Mitt Romney’s solid lead and a depleted campaign fund. For good or bad, this is Mr. 

Iadl in Strikes by U,S, Drones Aids Militants 

AI Qaeda and several Pakistani factions are exploiting a plunge in relations between the United 
States and Pakistan after an American airstrike killed two dozen Pakistani soldiers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The quesSo~ is, why shouldn ’t the con~pa~y pag f~r this tvai~d~g? Itts f~r theb" benq~iL " 
ROSS EISENBREY, ti~c vice president of ti~c liberal Economic Policy Institute, on state training 
programs that benefit employers. 

HEALTN 

Young, Obese and 

Drawn to Surgery 
The push toward 
operations like Lap-Band surgery on 
the young has brought some 
resistance from doctors who say it is 
too drasOe on patients whose bodies 
might still be developing. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

SLIDE SHOW           :~ 

~ SLIDE SItOW: 

T|~e Strip i By 

Brian McFadden 
How to make sure Congress never functions. 

Good year for autos 
ALSO IN BUSINESS 

Data indicates jeb market is strengthening 

WORLD 



I~oaq T~rns J~stlce into a Show, and Terror Confesslo~ts a Script 

Iraq’s security fm’ees have been parading detainees before television cameras and broadcasting 
their confessions to show how they are cracking down on terrorism. 

~outh Kovean Law Casts D¢ide Net, Sna~’ing Sath’~sts ]~ a Hm~t fo~" Spies 

South Korea’s National Security Law was enacted in 1948 to fight Communism, but critics say it 
has been used as a weapon against political dissent and free speech. 

Bold Lie T~r~as Run-In at Sea I~to D~’amat]c Rescale 

After their ship was taken hostage at gunpoint, Iranian fishermen survived six weeks by relying 
calm nerves, prayer, camaraderie and, in the end, duplicity. 

~The 
Lede Blog: Iranians React to gisherl~e~’s Rescue 

~Pho 
oqrap is: U S. NaW h~tercepts Pirate Attack 

More World News 

THIS LAND 
A Yea[" Late[’, ’The Eve~W Li~gePs 

Witnesses to the Tucson shooting that killed six people and gravely wounded 13 others mark the one 
year anniversary reflecting on what has changed -and what has not. 

&gents’ U~]on Stalls T~-ai~fing on Del)o~¢afio~ Rtfles 

Labor negotiations could slow a policy directing officials to focus on removing immigrants convicted 
of crimes. 

THE BIG PICTURE 

Yoking, Obese a~d i~ ,Sm,ge~,y 

The push toward operations like Lap-Band surgery on the young has brought some resistance from 
doctors who say it is too drastic on patients whose bodies might still be developing. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

The Fall of 

In many ways, Scan Quinn, once the richest man in Ireland, personified the nation’s boom. Now, he 
has come to personify its bust. 

Prhzate SectoP Gets Job Skills; Public Gets Bill 

Caterpillar is one of dozens of companies, many with growing profits and large cash reserves, that 
have come to expect states to pay for training for factory workers in return for creating jobs. 

~ Post a Comment 

f-:7 i~:f.t fi..f.P:.. 
Sarah Bloom Raskin, the Federal Reserve governor, said penalties must be imposed on banks that 
entered into an agreement with regulators on fixing problems in their mortgage servicing 
businesses. 

S P 0 RTS 

SAINTS 45, LIONS 28 

Sait~ts Sweep Past t|~e I.io~s,. Mostly by Goi~g Over Tl~em 

In the Saints’ 45-28 triumph, in which they set an N.F.L. playoff record with 626 yards and never 

punted the ball, even the defenses were offensive. 

TEXANS 31, BENGALS 10 
Sh~*uggh~g Off Their Ne~’ves~ Texans I)om]~ate ~ Their Playoff Debtlt 

Houston relied on a tough defense that had three interceptions and a sturdy running game Dom 
~’ian Foster, who rushed for 153 yards, to beat the Bengals in the A.F.C. wildmard game. 



~Box 
Score I Play-by-Play 

~Li~e 
Phillips, ]e×ans’ Defense Steadies aRd roughens 

Gia~}~ts’ Cr~z Takes It All the "Way 

Victor Crnz gives the Giants something they have rare]y had: a game-breaking deep-threat 
receiver. 

~Op 
Pro Football: Jersey G~ys, Giants G~ys 

~ Falcons’ Matt Ryan Doesn’t Want F’~a~off Rerun 

ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE 

Paved, but Still Alive 

We need to take parking lots more seriously, architecturally, and to think of them as public spaces, 
as part of the inDastrneture of our streets and sidewalks. 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Defined by a Smile and a Drawl 

The actor Timothy Olyphant has found a good fit in the reorient-day western series "Justified" on 
FX, based on stories by Elmore Leonard. 

MUSIC 

How About Some ~¢Iore New Stuft’? 

The New York Philharmonie’s programming under Alan Gilbert has been a little light on music by 
living composers. 

More Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

How Ma~Lv Stephen Co|hefts Are There? 

A suburban dad. A fictional television blowhard. And now a political money launderer. How one 
funny guy became three. 

On the Trail of at~ Inte~’conth~ental Killer 

How a gruesome discovery in Brooklyn led to an international hunt for a suspected serial killer. 

How Yoga Ca~ Vqreck Yo~tr Body 

Popped ribs, brain injuries, blinding pain. Are the healing rewards worth the risks? 

o More From the MaqaZll~e x 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~a~ Engh~eered Doomsday 
A lab-created bird flu virus needs to be destroyed, or better contained, and future research closely 
reviewed. 

EDITORIAL 

Sales and St~’ate~- 
The Obama administration gave away some of its leverage when it announced multibfllion-dollar 
arms sales deals with Iraq and Saudi Arabia. 

EDITORIAL 

Corrth~uh~g ~%ssaullt on 
Voters, unionized or not, should recognize the new "right to work" push for what it is: bad economies 
and cynical polities. 

More 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The G~’atH~g Santo~’~m~ 



In New Hampshire, Rick Santmn~m’s hot politics of aggrievement are competing with Mitt Romney’s 

cold politics of convenience. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Ca~H>a~ P~’~med of B~hes 

To hear the Republican candidates speak, you’d think Ronald Reagan was the last Republican 

president - and that he upheld the party’s current values. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Va~ch~g Elepha~t~ F|y 

When something extraordinary happens, like the uprising and subsequent truly free elections in 

Egypt, you just shut up and take notes. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 8, ~9~8, President Woodrow Wilson outlined his ~4 points for peace after World War I. 
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TOP NEWS 

GoO.Po Takes Sharp Edge 

Republican rivals lined up against 
Mitt Romney in a New Hampshire 
debate on Sunday, engaging him in 
some of the most pointed exchanges 
of the campaign. 

PAC Ads to Attack Romney 

as Predato~°y Capltal~st 

A super PAC plans to attack Mitt Romney’s work with the private equity firm Bain Capital, using 
clips frmn an anti-Romney film and money fi’om the casino mogul Sheldon Adelson. 

]ran T[’umpets Nuclea[" AbiHty at a Second Locatio~ 

~II~e imminent opening of an enrichment site confi’onts the United States and its allies with difficult 
choices about how far to go to limit Iran’s nuclear abilities. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 did~ ’t knaw wb~ .~ got rmJ pborm~c~st’s ~ice~s~ I’d p~t m~ ~ o~ tb~ Um~ ~ik~ o cop or ~ sandier." 
HO~ARD 3ACOBSON, a pharmacist on Long Isiand~ on a rash of deadly robberies there by 
g~mmen h~mti~g for ~arcetic painkillers. 

~ SLIDE St][O’~: 

Republican 

Debate, S~mday, 

~II~e Republican candidates met in 
New Hampshire for their second 
debate in as many days. 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

.~..::~I.~s t.th e ~s ~l~e u°s. Still a u s. Still 

’Land of 
~i’L.and 

Why some ambitious 
Americans emigrate, and how the 
U.S. eouht ensure that hard work 
pays off. 

What you get for ,,, $998,000 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

The remote-controlled house 

201 i: The year of the turndown 



WORLD 

As Greece’s economy plunges and unemployment rises~ many Greeks are fleeing to the countryside 
and looking to the nation’s rich agricultural past as a guide to the future. 

U.S. Agents Aided Mexican Drug Trafficker to Infiltrate His Cr~ufiual R~ug 

The infiltration was part of an effort to dismantle the criminal organizations wreaking havoc south 

of the border, according to newly obtained Mexican government documents. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

KarzaVs U|fimatuu~ Comp|icates UoS, Exlt Strategy 

The demand by President Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan that the Americans cede control of an 
M’ghan prison exposes a deep vein of mistPast. 

More Wodd News 

Subdued Remeu~brance of a Dark Day in Tucson 

Representative Gabfielle Oiffords led the Pledge of Allegiance at a candlelight vigil to commemorate 
the first anniversary of a shooting in Tucson that left 6 people dead. 

THIS LAND 

A Year Later~ ~The Eveut’ IAugers 

As Oared L. Loughner undergoes evaluation and Representative Oabrielle Giffords slowly recovers~ 
the eity of ~eson is trying to move past a mot’ning of echoing gunshots. 

]h~ New Ha~npshlre Newspaper~ Gingrlch Gets Coveted and Ferocious 

Supporter 

Newt Oingrich’s wooing of The New H ampshire Union Leader secured one of the most coveted 
endorsements of the presidential election. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

A Tech Show Loses C~out as Industry Shi~s 

Even though the Consumer Electronics Show is the world’s biggest technology convention, 
companies are seeking ways to introduce their products on their own. 

Ford Turns to the Midsize Car to Challeuge ,Japan 
i.::y ~.:ii. ~...i. 

The new Fusion sedan is one aspect of Ford’s all-out b~d to gain share in the competitive midsize ear 
segment dominated in recent decades by Japanese automakers. 

]Big Three Newscasl[s ~Moe Chaugh~g 1[he State of Phty 

Influenced by cable and the Internet, the network news divisions of ABC, CBS and NBC have shifted 
the focus to differentiating their nightly shows. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

BRONCOS 29, STEELERS 23, OVERTIME 

Quick Strike }"ron~ Tebow Helps ]Broncos Edge Steelers 

Tim Tebow conneeted with Demaryius Thomas on an 8G-yard touehdown pass on the first play of 

overtime to lift the Broneos past the favot’ed Steelers ~n their wild-cat’d game. 

~Box Score [ Fia~-by-Pla~ 

GIANTS 24, FALCONS 2 

2007 Reruu? Giants Take First Step 
~.h: :.:.:J,~ 
Four year’s ago, the Giants rode a late-season wave to an unlikely championship, and now - after 
beating Atlanta - they are three wins away from a title that would be even more of a surprise. 

~ Sfide 8how ~ Box Score [ P~ay-by-P~ay 

s,. ~ ~5 Is Concussion for Ross 

On 4th-aud-l~ Giants Defense Showed Its 

On two fom’th<lown plays in what Coach Tom Coughfin described as the shadow of the Giants’ goal 



posts, his team denied Atlanta. 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

C~et on ’I’V°? Hey, Smack ~le Again ~ 

"Caged" on MTV joins "Jersey Shore," "16 and Pregnant" and "Teen Morn 2" in illuminating youth 

subcultures. 

Oscar Rtde Will Ct~ll No~fict[on Conte~¢levs 

The ~tle would require a movie review Dom The New Ym’k Times or The Los Angeles Times to 
qualify- a doemnentary feature for the Academy Awards, according to a draft of the rule. 

Talks Break K}o~-~ at City Ope~’a 

New York City Opera declared a rehearsal lockout, and the unions said this could mean that the 
season will be canceled. 

o More A~s News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

M T Carney, an outsider hired to direct marketing for Walt Disney Studios, has never overcome her 
industry inexperience, and the company is now said to be seeking her replacement. 

South Sudan is only a few months old, and two members of its npstart press corps have already been 
briefly jailed. 

MEDIA DECODER 

t~’or CI~S ’I’l~is l~o~-~i~;g, Show-ti~e Has A~-i~’ed 
i.:? ~.::# .:, .i :.:~ i.~ E 
"CBS This Morning," whieh has its premiere on Monday, is all new, from its news anchors to the 
studio where it will be produced. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Two years after the earthquake, some progress has been made, but the Haitian govermnent badly 
needs a national strategy to do much more. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e Sack~tts a~(| tt~e (2iea~ \~at~.~r’ ~’kct 
An Idaho couple’s fight with the Environmental Protection Agency could undermine 
environmental controls. 

EDITORIAL 

Voters should not be fooled. The assault on women’s reproductive health is a central part of the 
Republican agenda. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why Hillary Clinton is the answer. Seriously. 

~ Columnist Page j Slog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

So where is that evidence that Mitt Romney or his party eares at all about equality of oppm’tunity? 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Haiti Ca~ Be Riel~ Agai~ 

Haiti shmfld look to the past, and the system of small farms and the decentralized eeonomy that 
once provided Haitians with dignity, autonomy and wealth. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 9, 1968, the Surveyor 7 space probe made a soft landing on the moon, marking the end of 
the American series of unmanned explorations of the lunar surface. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <infe@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, JanumT 9, 2012 6:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

The International Contbrence on Cultural Diplomacy & the UN (New York, Febma~ 21 st - 24th, 2012) 

"Cal~ for Applications" 
(ICD Conferences, January 2012 ---March 2012) 

Dear Professors, Friends and Colleagues, 

On behaff of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I am writing to bring to your attention the following major programs (outlined below) hosted by us in padnership with other 
leading organizations. 
The Programs will bring together governmental and diplomatic officials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, students and 
scholars, and other interested stakeholders from across the world for a program of lectures, workshops, panel and group discussions and social and cultural activities 
featuring leading figures from the fields of politics, academia, civil society, media, and business. 
We are currently accepting applications for these events and I would be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding the information below to anyone you think 
may be interested in Breading: 

"Cultural Diplomacy as a vehicle of Global Governance: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in the Future of the African Union" 
(London, February 7th - 10th, 2012) 

www.au-cult u raldiplomacv,or_q 

"Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in an Interdependent Wodd: The Opportunities of Global Governance" 
(New York, February 21st- 24th, 2012) 

w~v.un-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.or~ 

"Censorship and Freedom in Traditional and New Media: The Revolution of Media as a Tool of Freedom of Expression" 
(Rome, February 28th - March 2nd, 2012) 
~:[’__o_[_n__~z[_o__[_u__[_n__:Q_r_g 

"Building Economic Bridges: Integrating Cultural Diplomacy into Nation Branding, Corporate Social Responsibility and Global Governance" 

(Berlin, Mamh 7th --- 11th, 2012) 
www.biec.de 

~ y_[f_ :__c__Q__n_[__e_ [__e__n___c__e__&r_ g 
USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(New York City, February 21st - 26th, 2012) 
Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Bedin, March 05th - !Oth, 20!2) 
Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, March 19th - 24th, 20~2) 
Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming events. If you do not wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us 
an email to [L~_f__Q_@£_u_j_t__u__r_’_a_J__d_jp__[_Q_r__n_#__c_’y_:_o__[g indicating this. 

With warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
KU damm Karree (3rd Fioor/Hochhaus) 

KLnl,3rstendamm 207-8 Beriin, Germany-!0719 
Phone: 00.49(0)302360-7680 
www.c ultu raldiplo m ac¥.o r.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy org 

......... Please forward the announcement found below ...... Thank you .......... 

"Carl for AppLications" 
(ICD Conferences, January 2012 - March 2012) 

Dear Ski Madam, 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is currently accepting applications for the events outlined below, all of which will take place from November 20I 1 - January 2012. The 
Pregrams will bring together governmental and diplomatic olficials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, students and 
scholars, and other interested stakeholders frem across the wodd for a program of lectures, workshops, panel and group discussions and social and cultural activities 
featuring leading figutes from the fields d politics, the arts, academia, media, and business. 

"Cultural Diplomacy as a vehicle of Global Governence: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in the Future of of the African Union" 
(London, February 7th -10th, 2012) 

www.au-cult u raldip!omacy.org 
The African Union & Cultural Diplomacy Conference is the second of a series of four international conferences dedicated to enhancing awareness and understanding of 
international governing institutions. The conference is organized by the ICD and other leading organizations. 
Since the Cold War, the global power axis has shifted significantly, flom a bipolar world order into multiple poles of influence, rapid market liberalization and a considerable 
synelgy of global interdependence. This shift in power relations has not been unproblematic, especially for those countries that have been sidelined from the international 
decision-making processes. The African Union (AU) is therefore a prominent example of the necessity of collaboration in order to protect and promote individual interests in 
the current international setting. 

This conference will emphasize how cultural diplomacy can be used as an increasingly useful tool for building cooperation both regionally and globally, and explores avenues 
through which this new form of diplomacy can be used as a driving force to foster good governance, development and the promotion of human rights through the AU. 
To apply please visit: 

http://~vw.culturakJiplomacy.org/experienceafrica/index.php?en aucdc-2011 application-form 

"Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in an Interdependent World: The Opportunities of Global Governance" 
(New York, February 21s~- 24th, 2012) 

vww~.un-cul~u~fld!plomacy-con ference~org 



The "Conference on The United Nations and Cultural Diplomacy" is one of a three - part series of International Conferences held by the ICD on the issue of ’International 
Institutions and Global Governance: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy’. The aim of the conference this yea[ is to [effect on [he role ol institutions such as the United Nations 
within the international system, on global governance as a whole in terms of key international issues and on how Cufiural Diplomacy takes place. The program will consist of 
lectures, seminars, debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from international politics & diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector. 
In an age of international instability and discontent the United Nations marked a transition towards a more ’soft’ power based approach to international relations. With its 
specilic aim to foster peace and cooperation agreements, the United Nations was the first institution 1o focus on relations between states and international understanding. 
Cultural Diplomacy is becoming increasingly important within international relations and The institute for Cultural Diplomacy reflects the desire to expand on this work. 

This conference will focus on and analyze "Could Cultural Diplomacy represent a uselul tool for fostering international cooperation within an institutional Iramework and within 
the wider global government?" 
To apply please visit: 
http://www.cultursldi#lomacy.org/academy/indexj~h#?en aaccd-2011 ap#lication-form 

"Censorship and Freedom in Traditional and New Media: The Revolution of Media as a Tool of Freedom of Expression" 
(Rome, February 28th ---March 2nd, 2012) 

www.rome-forum.orq 

The "Rome International Freedom of Expression Forum" is an annual conference on the issue of "Freedom of Expression". The aim ol the conference this year is to reflect on 
the concepts of "freedom" and "censorship" and look at both past and potential challenges to realizing complete freedom of expression". Focusing on the role of the media, 
"The Rome International Freedom of Expression Forum" will evaluate the tools in which freedom of expression can take place. The program will consist of lectures, seminars, 
deba~es and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from the media, international politics & diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector 

With the transition from the traditional bi=polar international structure towards a more multi-polar world understanding state perspectives, different cultures and different 
traditions is important if the international system is to remain stable. The concept of "Freedom of Expression" is becoming more relevant as more states gain influence within 
the system as a whole. Looking a~ each state, it is clear that there is no one objective delinition ol the concept and recent world events, such as the "Arab Spring" and the 
"Occupy Wal! Stfe.e~’ movement, have higMighted the importance d discussing the significance of freedom of expression as a whole. 
This conference aims to constructively approach these issues and evaluate the role of technology, the disparities and trends in press freedom, democracy and censorship, 
and the role of social media. 
To apply please visit: 

http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/gphr/index.php?en rifef-2012 application-fon’n 

"Building Economic Bridges: Integrating Cultural Diplomacy into Nation Branding, Corporate Social Responsibility and Global Governance" 
(Berlin, March 7th - 11th, 2012) 
w~v.biec.de 
The Berlin International Economics Congress 2012" is one of the world leading global conferences combining the fields of h~ternational Economics, Nation Branding and 

International Relations with an interdisciplinary and multinational program. The conference will take place over 5 days and will examine the role of Cultural Diplomacy in the 
fields ol Corporate Social Responsibility, Economic Bridges, Global Governance and Nation Branding with an international outlook. 
In today’s world, with the financial crisis ravaging national economies, the importance of regional alliances, strategic partnerships and co-operations among countries is 
becoming increasingly relevant. Indeed, countries struggling with unemployment and debt have begun to turn to other nations and international institutions for support. The 
congress will concentrate on current and emerging business opportunities in the markeL created through economic bridges. 

With such prominence in today’s world, the international economic system is of the highest importance, the conference will examine relevant aspects of the international 
economic system and how Cultural Diplomacy can help to support interstate economic relationships. 

The five-day international congress will consist of lectures and seminars hem by international politicians and various experts in the economic, academic and marketing fields 
as well as panel discussions, workshops, interactive sessions and social activities. 
To Apply please visit: 

http:/Iw~v.culturaldiplomacy.orglculturaldiplornacyandtheeconomy/index.php?en biec-2012 applicatiomfon’n 

"Culture as an Emotion: Using Art to Express and Create Social Awareness" 

(Berlin, March 22 ’ ’ ---24th, 2012) 
www.icd-lang uageofarta ndmusic.org 
The conference on the ~opic ol "Culture as an Emotion" is ~he second conference held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy on the topic of ’Art’ as a tool for Cultural 
Diplomacy. The aim of the conference this year is to reflect on the role of art in creating social awareness and a sense of identity and how this can affect key international 
issues. Looking at the various ferms art can take and how art and how it is used has developed, this conference will look at how art can be used as Cultural Diplomacy 
initiatives. The program will consist of lectures, seminars, debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from international politics & diplomacy, academia, 
civil society, and the private sector. 

As the international system has developed over the centuries so has individual expression and art has become a significant medium to voice opinion and facilitate change. 
Used as a way to reflect the values of society, as a way of voicing concern and as a form of protest, art is becoming increasingly significant as a ~ool Ior Cultural Diplomacy. 
This growing use of art is becoming increasingly impodant within international relations and The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy reflects the desire to expand on this work. 
To apply please visit: 

http://www.culturaldip!omac~/.oLcb~acd/index.php?en !oam-2012 application-form 

vwvw.ylf-conference.org 
USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(New York City, FebruaO, 21st - 26th, 20t2) 
Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, Match 05th o lOth, 2012) 
Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, March 19th - 2#th, 20t2) 

wvw, Lcult u raldiplomacy.org 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, notofor-profit, nonogovernmental organization with headquarters in Ber~n, Germany. The goal of the ~CD is to promote 
g~oba~ peace and staM~ty by strengthening and supposing intercu~tursl relations at a~ leve~s. Over the past decade the ~CD has grown to become one of Europe’s ~argest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, host#~g programs that ~acil~tate interaction among ~ndividuals of a~ cultural academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
across the world. 

Previous Events 



Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include the International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin, May 1 lth-15th 2011 - www.icd- 
i£!_t__e__r_!La_!j__o_!)/a_Jb2_E)p___o_A[_u__r_!)_,_o__r_g.), which hosted The Hon. Lucinda Creighton - Minister of European Affairs ol heland; The Hon. Michael Chertoff - Former United States 
Secretary’ of Homeland Security; The Hon. Rexhep tVJeidani - Former President of Albania: The Hon. Senator Tim Hutchinson - Former United States Senator from 
Arkansas: The Hon. Judge Theodor Meron - Former President of the International Criminal Tribunal fer the Former Yugoslavia; The Hon. Yasar Vakis o Former Foreign 
Minister of Turkey. 
In Mamh 2011 the ICD hos[ed [he Berlin International Economics Congress 2011 (Berlin, March 9th - 12th 2011 - vvvvw.biec.de ), which hos[ed The Hon. Nahas Angula - 
Prime minister of Namibia; The Hon. Jean4~aul Adam - Foreign Minister of the Republic of Seychelles: The Hon. Alberto Jose Guevara Obregon o Mini.~ter of Finance of 
Nicaragua; The Hon. AI ~raara AI Sadig AI Mahdi - Former Prime minister of Sudan; The Hon. Akua Send Dansua - Minister for Tourism of Ghana; and The 
Ed~nund Bartlett - Minister of Tourism of Jamaica. 
Please address any additional queries to infe@cultu~aldiplomac’y.org 
We. look forward to hear from you soon. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3id Fioer/Hochhaus) 

Kulf~irstendamm 207-8 Berlil’,’, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49 (0)30.2360-7681 i 
www.culturaldiplomacy.orFt 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 
Join the ICD’s global network on Faeebook - click here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter = eliok here 
Becor~’~e ~ member of ~he ~CD and he~p ere~4re a e~roe,]~ ~’,.:u~tor~ £~ip~or~’~c2 eommunitry - click here 
This e-mail con~ins priviieged and confidential information intended only 
for the use of the individual or entity named above, if the reader of this 
e-mail is riot the intended recipient or [he employee or agent responsible 

for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwarding of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited if you have received this e-mail in error, please reply to the 
sender of such and delete [he e-mail in its erl[irety. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, JanuaD~ 9, 2012 3:22 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

University of Florida Assistant/Associate Director Posting - Application deadline: January 20 

........ Original Message ........ 

Date:Mon, 09 Jan 2012 19:51:16 +0000 
From:~Villiams, Philip J ~-piw~latam.ufl.edu> 

Assistant/Associate Director, Center for Latin American Studies, University of Florida 

The Center for Latin American Studies at the University of Florida is conducting a search for an Assistant/Associate Director for Administration. Primary 

responsibilities are to execute the programmatic activities of the Center in a professionally efficient and effective manner, in compliance with university, 

federal and foreign granting agency requirements. These duties include but are not restricted to grant and budget management, preparation of grant 

reports and applications, administrative management of the Center’s office, and supervision of Center staff. Additional responsibilities may include event 

planning, advising students, writing and editing a variety of materials, coordinating fellowship and grant competitions, and coordinating evaluation 

initiatives. 

Master’s degree in area relevant to Latin American Studies and two years of appropriate experience; or a bachelor’s degree in area relevant to Latin 

American Studies and four years of appropriate experience. The ideal candidate will have previous administrative experience in higher education, 

experience managing budgets and grants, strong written and verbal communication skills, some supervisory experience, and fluency in Spanish or 

Portuguese. Salary range is $46,500-65,000. To apply: httl~s://jobs.ufl.edu and refer to requisition #0809972. Application deadline: January 20, 2012. 

The UF Center for Latin American Studies is a nationally visible Title Vl-funded center with a range of language and area-studies programs related to Latin 

America, the Caribbean, and Latino Studies. The position reports directly to the Director of the Center for Latin American Studies. 

The University of Florida is an Equal Opportunity Institution. 

Philip J. Williams 

Director and Professor 

Center for Latin American Studies 

319 Grinter 

P.O. Box 115530 

University of Florida 

Gainesville, FL 32611-5530 

Tel: (352) 392-0375 

Fax: (352) 392-7682 

._h_t__t_p___:]_J____w____w____w__:J__a__t__a____m__:__u___f_[:__e___d___u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, Januao~ 9, 2012 4:54 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson qnjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.ovg>; Sarah Payne <spayne@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: "Americds Iutemationa] Civil War" at the Nationa] Hummfities Center, Thurs., Jmmary 12 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"America’s International Civil War" 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 -- 5:OO p.m. 
Don Doyle, University of South Carolina 

i.~.i Doyle JPG 

Don Doyle is the McCausland Professor of History at the Universi~ of South Carolina and director of AI~ENA, the Association for Reseaxch on Ethnicity and 

NationaJism in the A~nericas. His research and writing have focused on United States histou, the Civil War era, the A~nerican South, and nationalism in the Americas 

and Europe. Punong his recent publications are The South as’ an American P~)blem, co-edited with LaxD’ J. Griffin (1995); Faulkuer’s County: The Historical 

Roots" of Yoknapatawpha (2001); Nations’ Divided America, ltal>; and the Southern Question (2002); Nationalism in the New World co-edited with Marco 

Pamplona (2006); and Secession as’ an International Phenomenon, edited (2010). His essays on the American Civil War have appeared in the New I2)rk Times’ 

series "Disunion." At the Center this year, Doyle is working as the Archie K. Davis Fellow on America’s International Civil War. 

In his talk, D@e will tbcus not on the domestic militaxy conflict of blood aJ~d bullets fought between North and South but on the war of ink and ideas tbught overseas. 

As North mad South each tried to explain to the world what they were figMng tbr, tbreign observers interpreted the American conflict in their own terms. Liberals and 
conservative~ radicals mad monaxchists cane to view the "American question" as m~ epic battle bet~veen democratic self-goverumeut and aristocratic rule. In a contest 

of what we now caJl "public diplomacy," politicimas and diplomats, spies mad propagandists, joumaJists m~d intellectuals enlisted in a straggle to win public i:avor for both 

sides. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

To reserve space, please.[bllow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66L ext. ~28, or mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 10, 2012 8:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2210190 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 01/09/12. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short sua~ey that will provide feedback on ?’our experience with the OASIS Academic Computing Experts group 

ht tp://www, uric. edu / ar-bin/sur~ev follo~w~p pl?ticket=2210190 

*************** Sunmaary of Request *************** 

ADDRF~SSED BY: James (ajmchale) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST 5,2kME~: eunice 
LAST NA’vIE: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: eunice@email.unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 966-5496 
DEPAR’ISVK{NT: african & african-amer studies 
’KICKET NUMBER: 2210190 
SHOR;F DESCR]~PTION: Virus Removal 

Reimage slow old machine 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

If you have additional questions or cotranents, please contact 

Rob Noel 

(919) 843-7071 

rob@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <proquestmai199@proquest.com > 

Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 9:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edt> 

ProQuesl History Vault -- Access Critical Primary Source Content Now! 

Ni St atist ica I Collection s 

ProQuest History Vault, a new digital archive of primary source material, formerly from University 
Publications of America, has just announced an exciting partnership with the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). The result will deliver the most 
acclaimed record of the U.S. civil rights movement to researchers around the world, nearly 2 
million pages of internal memos, legal briefings, and more from their national, legal, and branch 
offices. 

Cited as the most heavily used collection in the Manuscript Division of the Library of Congress, it 
will be fully searchable to provide a first-hand view into crucial topics such as lynching, school 
desegregation, and discrimination in the military, the criminal justice system, employment, and 
housing. With a timeline that runs from 1909 to 1972, users can examine the realities of 
segregation in the early 20th century, chart victories such as the passage of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, then explore the late 1960s and 1970s as the Black 
Power Movement, urban riots, and the Vietnam War provided challenges for the NAACP. 

While the work to bring these vital documents into ProQuest History Vault is just commencing, 
you can explore its three debut modules with a full-access trial for your library! 

The Slack Freedom Struggle- Gain a unique, unfiltered view from the perspective of 

the men, women, and sometimes even children who waged one of the most inspiring 
social movements in American history (1.3 million pages, 2 modules) 

The Vietnam War - Trace U.S. foreign policy as well as events on the ground from the 

perspective of the State Department, the press, and the U.S. armed forces. (1.7 million 
pages) 

These am the first of morn than 25 modules of rich and varied content in a five-year plan that will 
create a full spectrum of archival material to complement coursework in areas such as African 
American studies, women’s studies, history, political science, and more. 

To begin your exploration of ProQuest History Vault with a complimentary trial, start 
here. 

~i www.proquest.com 

ProQuest 
789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sendel; please 

click on the ibllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receNe one additiona1 e-mail message confirming your removal. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Professor Sahle, 

T ~alked to you in class today about adding your AFRT, 

Thank you for adding me! 
Sincerely, 

class this semester, IVly name is, and my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 11:46 AM 

Hall, Peny A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: [corefac3287] learning outcome assessment 

AFRI    research paper.docx; AFRI    research paper.docx 

Dear Peru, 

Here are two of the Jk~ur best papers presented in my AFRI Central Africa) class last semester. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. kl 919 599 9839 

Fromi Pen3’ ItaH [hallpa@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sutzject: Re: [corefac3287] learning outcome assessment 

I think the request was meant for all 400 and 500 level comses. Thus, 
if you could get those electronic copies it would be helpful 

Happy New- Year 

Pelwy 

On 1/4/2012 11:46 AM, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges wrote: 
> Dear Perly, 
> 

> I did not teach an upper division seminar. If, however, you mean all upper division cottrses, I did teach AFRI (Central Africa), and I will have to ask two students to send me an 
electronic copy of their papers. In accordance xvith the Universi~’s Honor Code, I request hard copies of term papers with the student’s signed honor pledge, and I have returned all the 
papers to their authors. 
> 

> With my- best ~vishes for the New Year, 
> 

> Georges 
> 

> Georges Nzongola-Ntal~ia 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 
> 

> From: Pe~ Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, January, 04, 2012 11:19 AM 
> To: Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
> Cc: Sable, Ennice N 
> Subject: [corefac3287] learning outcome assessment 
> 

> Ken, Kia, Georges, Julius 
> 

> Dear Colleagues, 
> 
> Following up on Evelyne’s request from last week (copied below), we need 
> to receive two sample papers ficom the upper division seminars each of 
> you taught in the fall so Eunice and I can complete a learning 
> assessment report. As Evelyne indicated, ~ve have to scramble, and since 
> the report is expected this week, we need the papers today if possible. 
> 

> Thanks 
> Pel~y 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dear Colleagues, 
> 

> I hope you are all enjoying your break, and I apologize :[’or interrupting 
> it with a matter I should have taken up in the fall Each department is 
> required to perform an annual learning outcomes assessment for the 
> Dean’s Office Normally, the?" are done in the spring and handed in over 
> the summer I should have inquired in the fall whether this was done 
> for 2010-11, but failed to do so. Therefore, we have to scramble a bit now. 
> 



> Perry Hall wrote the report [’or 2008-09, and he offered to help again. 
> Our new chair is stepping right in and will work with Perry Thus, 
> could those of you who taught upper division seminars in the fail send 
> two research papers (graded or ungraded) to Perry and to Eunice as soon 
> as possible? The assessment will form part of the report, and the other 
> part will be a sumana~ of the work on curriculum review’. ! have asked 
> Kenneth [’or such a summary. 

> With many thanks, and all the best for a tlappy 2012, 

> Evelyne 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair, Department of Political Science 
> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> Campus Box 3265 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> 

> phone: 919-962-3041 
>fax: 919-962-0432 
> eruail: ehuber@unc.edu 

> -- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: hallpa@eruail.unc.edu. 
> To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>httr~:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272327.db958344e887d39687edT00eSdd4I~426&n T&I corefac3287&o 30543799. 
> or send a blartk eruail to 
> leave-30543799-43272327.db958344e887d39687ed700eSdd4f426@listserv.~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Warner ~ ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 1:12 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Books, Book, Book 

Dem Mwalimu - 

Happy’ 2012. 

Although I know that given your new responsibilities this is the worst possible time to ask this, but is there any way that you might be able to mail me the various 

development books that I loaned you sometime in the next week? I haven’t had a need for them since I lent them to you, but I was asked to give a guest lecture at Yale 

on the history of development in Attica tbr an engineering class on Appropriate Teclmology, and sorely need to brush up. If it is impossible, I understand, and roll work 

something else out. My address here is: 

In other news, I am staying busy with many projects. Amongst others, I am working with Tommie Shelby, who I think you remember, on sorting out the modalities of a 

co-edited book project on Africana political thought on international relations. We are moving very sloMy~ but I wanted to put it on your radar, as I would love to have 

you contribute a chapter - if you would be willing - sometime in the pseudo-distant fi~ture. This again is not an imminent request. Further~ if you have any colleagues 

whose names you might be able recommend as contributors, we’d be happy to research them for consideration. 

Finally,, has there been any movement on your edited book in which my chapter will allegedly appear? 

As always, I hope all is well, and please do let me me if know if there is ever any space for collaboration or any assistance I can offer. 

All best, 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Textbook lbr AFRI 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

I’m in your AFRI    class that took place this morning and wanted to ask you a question before buying my textbook. There are two versions of this book, one from     and 
one from     Do you know if there is a large difference between the two? For some reason the     version is much cheaper. Below are the links to each textbook. If you 
could let me know which you prefer that would be great. Thank you so much! 

8&tbm=shop&cid=10528055:~56080935458&sa=X&ei=hYEMT e AdLZtwfbSdTLBQ&ved=0CEAQ8wIwAA#ps-sellers 

8&tbm =shop&cid = 148280482072292670108~sa =X&ei=rlEIVlT6f0G9HAtgfkmbjiBQ&ved =0CFQQ8wIwAQ#ps-sellers 



From: @live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:25 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI    Grade 

Greetings Professor SaNe, 

I hope that all is well with your new duties! I am currently applying to jobs 
and wanted to know when my course grade for AFR[, will be finalized. 

Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Hey Prof. Sahle, 

I just am sending an email to remind you to add me to the AFRI 

~email.unc.edu 

. I hope you are having a good day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emailo~mc.edtr> 

Blackboard 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’m soreI to bother yon this early on in the semester, bnt I wanted to email you asking about the blackboard site for AFRI 
It is cnrrently not available to me on 

Blackb~m~k and I wonld like to be able to access our course site so I can complete onr assignment for Thursday. rm not sure if you have not yet made it available to 

us, or I cannot yet access it due to some en~or with Blackboaxd, but I thought I would be proactive and email yon earlier rather than later when it would be too late for 

ansChing to be done before class on Thursday if’it as an issue isolated to my account. 

Tha~k you, and I hope you have a great evening. 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

Political Science, Global Smdie~ Arabic 
]2he Hill: Chapel Hill Political Review 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFRI    Syllabus and Blackboard Access 

Good Morning Professor SaNe, 

I hope all is well with you. I was wondering when Blackboard would be accessible? I currently do not have access to the Blackboard site. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Request for short remarks 

~live.unc.edu 

Good Morning Professor SaNe, 
I hope this email finds you well. As a member of the UNC I am reaching out to you because we would love to have 
you make a few comments as the new chair of the AFAM/AFRI department during our Candlelight Vigil on Tuesday, at around 7:00 just before the lecture by 
Ambassador Andrew Young. The purpose of the candlelight vigil is to reflect on the legacy of Dr. King and reassert ourselves to his purpose and our own goals of uplift for our 
community as people of color. The night, which will begin at 6:00 will consist of a meet and greet with members of the community, followed by short musical and dance 
performances by student organizations on campus, concluding with our annual candlelight vigil. We would be truly honored to have you close out the event with just a few 
remarks. Thank you in advance for your consideration and please let me know if I can provide you with further information. 
Sincerely, 

Class of     Political Science and African-American Studies Major 
Public Policy Analysis Minor 

~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:53 AlVl 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Students to be Added to AFAM 

Dear Charlene, 

We can talk tomorrow, though 1 have class from 2-3:15 and won’t be back in the office unt~ about 3:30p. 

Both lydia and Perry have raised s~m~ar concerns. S~nce we used, for severa~ years, a sh~ar enrollment system at Ohio State (ConnectCaro~ina uses the 

"PeopleSoW’ enro~krlen~: admh~strat~ve system), ~ can definitiw~y l:el~ you that ~:here is ~o~:hmg that ca~ be do~e about stude~l:s adding a course that has o~er~ 

seats and that does not have registration restricl:h:ms (e.g., "by perm~ss~ot~ of instructor ordy/~ "For senior AFAM majors on~y," or "r4equked preparation, AFAM 

or    ,,. ~ndeed, no ~00-- or 2~-ieve~ course in the department (AFAM or AFRO has registration restrictions and there wouid be Httle w~sdom it~ ~mpos~ng any as, by 

definition, these are ~ntroductorvdevel courses and are open to students at a~l undergraduate ranks. You m~ght consMer proposh]g registration restrictions for 

to the curricol~Jm committee, but I’m not sure the proposal wotJ~d be approved. A~so, sh~ce    ~s that specialized and h~tens~ve, it m~ght fit better h~ the 

curdcuhJm as a :~00--or 400-1eve~ offering Only at ~:hat point could we real~y consider registration restrh::t~ons, ~)erhsps something Hke "by perm~sskm of the 

instructor" I will warn you that th~s 8p~lroach wH~ require a[~ e[~ornlous amou~lt of m~croma[~ageme~lt .:?[~ your ~)art dur~r~g the first week of ew~ry semester. 

Again, we can discuss additional details and enrollment strategies when we meet tomorrow. 

Best, 

Wa~ter 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:09 AM 
Te~ Rucker, Walter C 
Subjeet~ RE: StudenN ~ be Added to AFAN 
Dear Walter: On Tuesday, 1 met with my AFAN    class and I have about 7 studenN who want ~ add. I would like to ~lk with you ~n person before I submit some names 
because I have a %w concerns. Ny concern is that some studenN who did not a~end and appear in person are picking up this class up on line when someone drops. This does 
not seem Nit to me to the people who actually came ~ class and sat in the class for 3hours. ~erefore, how can we prevent students from adding the class on line without 
seeing me in person? I usually require students to meet w~th me to de~rmine their mNor, year, and commitment to the course because ~t is quite in~nsive. When students 
just randomly add on line they have no clue about the expectations and this does not seem Nit to those who a~ended and know what the course involves. Will discuss this 
further in person on ~ursday when I come over for my office hours from 2-5pm. Than~ for your assis~nce and I apologize for the inconvenience but this is a really impo~nt 
issue to me. See you on Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" FW: Students to be Added to AEAIVl 

Dear Travis, 

Please add these students to Dr. Regeste(s section of AFAM 

Best, 

Waiter 

F~m= Reges~r, Charlene B 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:08 PN 
Te~ Rucker, Walter C 
Subject~ StudenN to be Added to AFAN 
Dear Wa~ter: After meeting with my AFAN    class today, some l0 studenN did not a~end even though they are still enrolled. ~erefore, I derided ~ add only ~o students 
s~nce I assume that some of these students will drop. If possible can 7ou add the following: 

PID 
Than~ much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Wednesday, January ll, 2012 11:45 AlVl 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBnlletin: Welcome back’. Apply tbr Awards, Join us tbr Events’. 

UNC graduate students preparing to write a dissertation ~,~o~,x~sa~ rnay apply for awards of up to $4,000 

Apply Now for Faculty Curriculum Dews~topment Awards 

Faculty: Want to add global content to your current courses? Want to add comparative cases to your area- 

specific courses? Want to develop new courses with significant global content? 

CGI offers awards of up to $4,000 to support course development. This year, we are prioritizing courses 

that focus on Water, which is the 2012-13 pan-university theme. We are especially interested in 

supporting water-related courses in schoolsidepartments that currently lack such a focus 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
~plv fix a CGI 
}-’riorit’.,~ Dea~li~e; ~’l~eday ~ae~ary 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to Marketing and Event 

Planning Take on themed projects that connect to your interests and 

abilities. 

To apply, please send your resume and a cover le~er detailing which 

internship is the best fit for you and why you would be the ideal 

candidate to ~ _,~@ : ~ 

Opener’s{1 Receptier~ 20f2 

Celebrate the opening of this 

photography exhibit by having your ...... 

photo taken with silly disguises and 

props in front of the Great Sphinx of 

Giza, the Great Wall of China, a llama 

in Machu Picchu, and gnomes in the 

Swiss Alps. 

Winners of the c~hotoqrsphy ce~tast 

will be announced at the opening with prizes presented. And if you 

love to cook, you’re welcome to bring a dish to share - international or 

American, sweet or savory. Everyone will vote for the most delicious 

dish whose chef will win a $10 gi~ ceRificate to the Global Cup Cafe! 

Join us for a monthly social hour for 

international and American students, 

scholars, faculty, staff and families Chat 

about resources, oppo~unities and 

challenges on campus Each monthis 

hosted by a different office with excellent resources to offer. This 

month’s hosts are The Center for Global Initiatives and The Study 

Abroad Office. 

V~my Gk)ba~ Team Award ~nfe Sessbr~ 

Get the scoop on one of our most innovative, self-directed grant 

AWARDS+ 
F~T.LLOWSHIPS 



opportunities. This award is intended to support UNC Undergraduate 

and Master’s-level students in completing self-directed or designed 

group projects internationally during the summer. The award 

provides funding for travel as well as supplies needed to implement 

the project 

~ea~iee: ~leaday Jaa~ary 23 

P£gj£~!:G)Z~£~j)Z~!e is a 7 week""~~ 

summer teaching internship 

experience for UNC 

undergraduates in Mexico to help 

create viable economic and social 

oppo~unities. Students live with 

families and must speak Spanish. 

Hosted by The Carolina Asia Center 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio    %:: 
program in collaboration with WXYC and The 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses 

world regional music with dialogue shared 

by relevant expe~ guests scholars from UNC 

Chapel Hill. Listen to £~£_~£~. of the 

Global Music show. 

O~ 20t2 Cabnda~: Cor~nectk~r~s 
As a corollary to our print-edition Calendar, each month we will 

release multimedia content that provides context about that month’s 

featured program. 

Each of these pages will go live on the first of the month throughout 

2012 We encourage you to like us on 

[-:8o~ book or follow us on T,;,,/:i1:~ to be the ..... 

first to know about the new rich content 

If you haven’t received our print-edition 2012 

Calendar, we welcome you to stop by to 

pick one up in our offices in S~::ie :.~092 or 

or you can requ~st one b7 maii. We’ll mail 

you one as supply and budget allows. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Wednesday, danuary 11 12:00 

Room 4085, UNC School of Law 

The Genetics of !,he Peoples o~ Afiica and the Trartsa!,iarltic Afiican Diespora 
Registration opens January 15. Contact: sfdcsngenetics@uhc edu 

March 19-20, 2012 Friday Center, UNC- Chapel Hill 

SuppoSed in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

Davis Projects for Peece arid Hyat~ Rotary Public Service ~%~vards 
Applications Due January 16, 11:59 PM 

These Carolina Center for Public Se~ice awards support graduate and undergraduate students 

developing community-based projects during the summer of 2012. Learn more about the $10,000 Davis 

}-h e~ects for Paste A~,~erd or the $3,000 Rone~d W Hvett Rotary P~blic 

Apply: http:/iws~w u~:c eduiccc~s/portab’ Questions? contact ccps(~unc edu. 

~e,o~h~p D~a~nne: Sanu~rr Sl 
Scholarship Se~e: ~e~ru~ry g (or e~r~r on-c~mpu~ ~e~in~). 
Study loss commonly taught languages, including Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Po~uguese, Russian, 

Swahili and others. Recipients are awarded $20-30,000 and commit to working in the federal government 

fora minimum of one year. 

Submissions ~ue: ~ebruar~ ], 

Seeking submissions that explore the relationship be~’een human rights theory and practice and 

in te rn at io n a l d eve lo p m e n t. S u b m it to ~l]_t~}E{[~££=i2_~i:£~S_[L~E£ o r rdj -e (fil:o r@~pk~-.u m n o rg 

Be,~i!~, Tigi]e i 30! F’i11:.<~bo[o Streei Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i Chapel Hill. NC 27599 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live a~nc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Blackboard 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
My name is and I am in your AFRI    course. I have been watching Blackboard to see when your course would be posted in order to do the homework for 
tomorrow, but it is still not showing up on my profile. I just wanted to check and make sure that the course is not actually posted up yet in contast to my Blackboard having a 
glitch. Just let me know! Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@nUdme s.com> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 12:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, Year in Video, Where m go in 2012 and More 

The Year in Video                                     [:~1 
The Editors’ pick the top videos of 2o11~ Some videos that 
made the list are Nick Kristo£s return to Bahrain, a 
feature with the best performers from the year in film, Melissa 
ClarFs pizza frmn scratch and the series on Derek Boogaar& See 
these videos and many more on nytimes.eumivideo~ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 2011 !/a mes 1 Y 

Don’t miss the 45 places to go in 2012, London, Havana, 
Lhasa and, yes, even the final frontier, made the list. 
Nnd m~t where to go toundevstand the World. Start with China 
am] India -. and not just the cities -- w~Jtes Nicholas D. K~Jsto{’. 
Read abmtt where to go to shop -Saris in India, sweaters ba Peru 
;rod vintage i~ Los Angeles. A designer shares bey shoppi~ag 

~yti m es,eo mitr~ vel. 

+ At’tee geyone(~ Gives Birth, Other Patients Poorest 

+ Dm’~n~oad the Eleetim~ 2o:12 iPtmne App 
¯ Complete Coverage of the Detroit Auto Show 
¯ Awards Seasom ~zd the Nominees Sho~fid 

+ ~9 Web Sites [’or ~’ave[ Savings in 2oi2 

Top 5 Viewed Features o,~ 
(Between Jan 4, 2012-Jan. 10, 2012) 

~. Look of The M oment 2o~* ] Catherine, the Duchess 
Cambridge 

2, Navigating I,ove and Autism 

3, Age 52, and StiI1 Working the Streets 

4, *o Best Books of 2o*~ 
5. The Name Is Distinctive, But the Role Is Gene~qe 

~ St,IDE SHO’W," A Day With 

Stephen Co{bert 

Staff of 8o, cast of one. 

~ INTEI~-&CTIVE : The 

Republican Nomination: Going 
the Distance 
While the candidates’ 
performances in New 
Hampshire and the first 
Southern states will be key in 
maintaining momentum and 
raising money, the states offer 
relatively few delegates and a 
stretched-out primary calendar 
could mean months of battle for 
the nomination. 

~ VIDEO: ’rite C,E.S. 

Shows 

Thousands of companies come to 

Las Vegas each year for the 

Consumer Electronics Show, But 

it is becoming increasingly 

interesting to see who skips its. 

Join the 
Conversation : 
Television 

Mining Bill 

~ 

Cosby’s 

Golden Pa~t 
A TV critic offers 
five less-well- 
known vignettes as examples of 
what has made Bill Cosby so 
good on television for so long. 
Share your memories. 



The New York Times is offering 

digital gift subscriptions to 

NYTimes.com and tablet and 

smartphone apps. Subscriptions 

are available for 12 weeks or 26 

weeks and start at $30. 

ABOUT TH~B 

@ThT~eS comes to you from the NYTimes,com marke~in9 depal~ment You received ~his message becaclse you signed up 

for N~]imes,com’s @limes newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New YorK, NY 10018 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~- 

Wednesday,               2:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

F~-ztr a Credit 

Hello Dr. SaNe! 

I hope you’re do ng we L My name s 
and I am one of your students in your AFRI    course. You mentioned that we should all have access to the blackboard site, 

specifically the syllabus in order to complete the extra credit assignment. Will the site be up later today? Thank you so much and I look forward to tomorrows class! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI    Syllabus 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

rm registered for your AFRT    class, but Blackboard doesn’t have the class listed. Is there a way you could add me to the Blackboard course page or send me a copy of the 
syllabus? T’d like to do the extra credit assignment based on the syllabus. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 3:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Blackboard? 

Professor Sable, 

I am in your Afri    class and I haven’t seen your class colne up on blackboard yet. Because of this, I haven’t been able to begin the work you assigned for us to do 

by Thursday. I was just wondering. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Sub jet-t: AFRI    blackboard? 

Professor, 

I am enrolled in your Social Justice movement class that meets Tuesdays and Thursdays at 930. I believe that you said the syllabus and reading schedule would be available on 

blackboard so we could complete our assignments (reading through the syllabus and writing a 400 word response + the reading). 

I’m not sure if there is a glitch in the system or not, but my blackboard does not show your class, so I cannot access the syllabus or the reading schedule. 

I just wanted to notify you, 

Thank you, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wedne sday, 5:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Al]fi Syllabus 

Professor Sahale, 

I was hoping to start the assignment for tomorrow’s class but I can’t find the class site on blackboard to view the syllabus, Have you posted it yet? I am just checking to make 
sure I am not having any access issues, Thank you very much for your help and I look forward to class tomorrow, 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subject: AFRI course site 

Professor SaNe, 

I am registered for your AFRI    class, but it has not appeared on blackboard or sakai. On Tuesday, you gave us the assignment to summarize the course based on the 
syllabus. Since I have not been able to read through it, what do you advise I do? 

Thank you, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wedne sday, 6:5 8 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~: Alii 

Habari gani daktari SaNe, 

I have a question about Afri,    Out assignment was to write 400 words pertaining to what we believe this course is about after reading the syllabus, 3[ was wondering if you 
have put the syllabus on blackboard yet because it is not coming up when I log on? Asante sana~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Honors Thesis 

Hi~ 

I hope you had a great new year! I would love to meet with you soon about my honors thesis if that is possible! Let me know if there is any time that we can meet! 

Thank you, 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 7:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello Professor SaNe! 
I’m emailing you to let you know that my blackboard and sakai sites do not have your class added to them yet. I’m not sure if it’s just my account or everyone-- however I am 
formally enrolled in your class through Connect Carolina. Because of this, I am unable to access this weeks’ homework (the 400-600 word response to the syllabus, picking the 
topics for April and the chapter reading) and wanted to let you know prior to class tomorrow. I hope to be able to complete it for class! 
Have a good evening, 



F~m: 
~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wedne sday, g: 59 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv’~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI    blackboard 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

I emailed you on tuesday afternoon about getting enrolled into the Ai:RI    class. I am now enrolled in the class, but I still do not have access to the blackboard site. 
Therefore I cannot get the readings, the syllabus, or the class roster to find others on the class to get this information. Can you look into this and see if there is anything that 

can be done? 
Thanks so much and see you in class tomorrow! 

@email.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiL~mc.edtr’~ 

Subject: Syllabus Write-Up 

Attach: -affi ~1 .docx 

Hey Dr, SaNe, 
Here is my hw assignment. However, I couldnt find the course on blackboard so the assignment is strictly what I think/hope the course will include. See you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI    Syllabus Assignment 

Hello, 

I’m sure you’re aware by this point, but I was just writing to mention that the blackboard site isn’t active and I don’t have access to the syllabus, rve checked with two other 
students and they don’t have access either, so I guess we’ll just complete this assignment for Tuesday? SorPl to add another email to the stream you’ve probably received 
tonight. 

Respectfully, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc¯edu> 

Thursday, JanuaU 12, 2012 12:13 AM 

Update - Dr. Sahle, Room Change (Gardner 07 henceforth) etc: AFRI .SPRING2012 

Dear All, 

As fl~ose of who were in class yesterday know                   At any rate, by mid-afternoon 

¯ Today, I have tried to vest as much as I could in tke midst oftuing to fulfill my obligations such as posting our com~e outline, assig~maent 

for next little while, etc. 

So, yes                                                                          I am pla~ning to be in class tomom~w, a]though if my voice remains "the 

same we will engage with other aspects of our ~mina~; rather thma my having to give a thll lecture. 

Tha~aks tbr your patience and reminders. 

Please remember to send your 2 selections asap: Group presentations in April¯ 

Readings: 1 - Ishay (Blackboard) James (e-foimat available through UNC libraQ’) 

I am looking forward to our semester! 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Adversaries of Iran Said to Be Stepping Up Covert Actions 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Toda}y,sHeadlines ......................................................................... 
~11¢ N’t’~= ~rk ~¢~ January 12, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Adversaries of Iran Said to Be 

Stepping Up Covert Actions 
By SCOTT SHANE 

A campaign of bombings, 
assassinations, defections and 
eyberattaeks, which experts believe is 
mainly Israel’s work, seems meant to 
halt Iran’s progress toward a nuclear 
weapon. 

" ~ TimesCast: Iranian Nuclear Scientist Is 
Killed 

Religious Groups Given 
’Exception’ to Work Bias Law 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court found a "nfinisterial 
exception" to job diserinfination laws, 
saying religious groups must be free to 
choose leaders without government 
interference. 

’: Religious Groups Greet Ruling With Satisfaction 

Against Odds, Path Opens Up for U.S.-Taliban Talks 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS, MATTHEW ROSENBERG and ERIC SCHMITT 

The Taliban’s willingness to open a political office in Qatar represents a critical point in the United States’s 
attempt to negotiate an end to the Afghanistma war. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 definitely think in 2o12, what was good enough even five years ago, is no longer good enough." 

MICHAEL DUFFY, former director of NewYork City’s charter school office, on the city’s decision to shut a 

charter school in Queens. 

HOME & GARDEN 

~ SLIDE SHOW: The 

Dollar-Store Home 
Inside a cheerful 
apartment filled with 
objects that cost $1 a pop. 



OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Where Did They 
Get the Money For 
That? 
By SHEILA KRUMHOLZ 

We need to know who is 
funding super PACs before we cast our 
votes, not after. 

Marshmallows are having a 
moment 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Knitty gritty 

A fab foray into sex, beer and rock ’n’ roll 

nlttimes,¢om ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

New Study Ranks Countries on Security of Materials That Fuel Nuclear Arms 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

Australia takes first place, and the United States ties for 13th places with Belgium. Last place went to North 
Korea. 

China Balks as Geithner Presses for Iran Curbs 
By MICHAEL WINES 

Beijing again disnfissed an 3anerican plan for a cmnpaign against the Iranian nuclear program. 

Taiwan Vote Lures Back Expatriates in China 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

The growing political heft of the Taishang, the name given to Taiwanese in Clfina who have staked their 
livelihoods on its economy, has become a point of contention in a presidential race that has raised questions 
about embracing Beijing. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Economic Woes Loom Larger as G.O.P. Heads South 
By KIM SEVERSON 

As it enters South Carolina, the Republican presidential race is confing for the first time to a state that is 
struggling nfightily through the downturn. 

" Expensive and Bitter Media War Already Ignited 

’: The Caucus: Primary Race Moves to Economically Troubled States 

" ~’~ Graphic: The Outlook in South Carolina 

Survey Finds Rising Perception of Class Tension 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

Friction between the rich and poor is the greatest source of tension in 3anerican society, according to a new 
survey. 
¯ . ~ Graphic: Tensions Between the Rich and Poor 

Republican Rivals Batter Romney in South Carolina 
By JIM RUTENBERG and JEFF ZELENY 

Newt Gingrich and Gov. Rick Perry of Texas attacked Mitt Ronmey’s character, his business record and his 
past views on abortion. 

-’ Romney Says N.H. Results Show Attacks on Him Failed 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

A Blend of Politics and Pragmatism at the Auto Show 
By NICK BUNKLEY and BILL VLASIC 

Politicimas hoping to secure factory jobs for their states were among the visitors at the Detroit Auto Show’s 
preview week. 

DEALBOOK 
For Europe, Few Options in a Vicious Cycle of Debt 
By PETER EAVIS 

European Union countries will need to sell billions of dollars in bonds every week in 2012 to replace existing 
debt, and policymakers and investors are watching debt auctions for signs of weakness. 

If You’re Mad for ’Downton,’ Publishers Have Reading List 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

The popularity of all things "Downton Abbey" has 3anerican book marketers trying to ride a British 
aristocracy wave. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

New Assistant Reflects What Jets Want to Be 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The former Miami coach Tony Sparano figures to emphasize a power-running game for the Jets’ offense. 

¯ . On Pro Football: Jets’ Staff on Offense Is Shuffled 

For Giants, Memories of a Bad Trip That Wouldn’t End 
By SAM BORDEN 

The 2008 playoff victory at Green Bay was great, but last season the Giants were sotmdly beaten, then 
nmrooned by a blizzard. 

:. Packers Prepare Without Coordinator 

. Eight Men In: A Trip to Lambeau I Are Green Bay Fans the N.F.L.’s Classiest? 

Healthy Running Back Has Saints Recalling Title Run 
By GREG BISHOP 

For proof that the Saints are a different team depending on Pierre Thomas, who gained 121 yards from 
scrimmage against the Lions, look no further than the previous two seasons. 

o N.F.L. Roundup: Colts Hire General Manager to Map Future 

¯ More S orts News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Rap Cameos That Pack Some Electric Punches 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The new Rick Ross mixtape, "Rich Forever," features cameos by numerous artists, including Nas, Drake, 
Styles P, Pharrell, French Montmaa, 2 Chainz and Diddy. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
The Comedy Gatekeeper Who Makes Letterman Laugh 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Eddie Brill books comics for "Late Show With David Letterman." He also does stand-up and teaches comedy 
workshops. Is there a conflict of interest? 

Third Film on Killings Shows Toll of Time 
By MIKE HALE 

"Paradise Lost 3: Purgatory" is Joe Berlinger mad Bruce Sinofsky’s third fihn about the 1993 murders of three 
children in West Memphis, Ark. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 



Straight Talk: A New Breed of Fashion Bloggers 
By ALEXIS SWERDLOFF 

Five yotmg macho male bloggers are writing for a post-metrosexual world. 

Zoom In, Zumba Away 
By HENRY ALFORD 

Not captivated by other popular dances, the author takes to Zumba, a combination of [atin dance and cardio 
workout. 

FRONT ROW 
The Pre-Autumn Leaves Start Changing Color 
By ERIC WILSON 

In shows this week, the pre-fall collections seemed to focus on color blocking and a smattering of exotic furs. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Pakistan’s Besieged Government 
The civilian govenunent seems to be becoming more vulnerable by the day. A prolonged standoff with the 
military would be bad for Islamabad, and for Waslfington. 

EDITORIAL 
Slower Growth in Health Spending 
It’s too early to know whether the trend of slower growth will persist after the economy improves, but 
controlling spending will require refonns. 

EDITORIAL 
Romney’s Hard Line 
In allying himself with the anti-immigrant activist Kris Kobach, Mitt Ronmey has lurched toward the 
extremist right. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Next Immigration Challenge 
By DOWELL MYERS 

We must slfift from an immigration policy of keeping newcomers out to an immigrant policy of encouraging 
migrants mad their children to hategrate into our social fabric. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Primary Primer 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Don’t worry, people! With the South Carolina primary coming up next, here are the answers to the most 
important questions that are surely on your mind. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Value of Teachers 
By NICHOLAS O. KRISTOF 

A new study suggests a great teacher is worfl] hundreds of thousands of dollars in increased canting power to 
students. It’s time to overhaul our education policy. 

," Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 12, 1915, the United States House of Representatives rejected a proposal to give women the right to 

vote. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 12, 2012 6:52 AM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fihn request 

Hello, 

Kindly reserve the following film J2~r my INTS560 seminar: 

"Chronicle of a genocide foretold" 

Thursday, January 12, 2011. 

African and Afro-American Studies ~md 

Global Studies 

Thanks 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Thesis Outline 

Thesis Outline.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

I’ve constructed a preliminary outline that details what each chapter of my thesis is projected to be about, and the dates that I will have first and second draf[s 

completed. I’ve listed dates up through the middle of        but af[er that, I don’t know what s~rt of time-line I should expect to be working wifl~ so, if you have a 
moment, could we meet to talk about it? Let me know what you think. 

Also, it turns out that I have a class conflict for a necessary histo~ class on Tues and Thurs at 9:30a so unlbrtunately I cm~’t take AFRI    like I thought. 

Best, 

"The historim~’s task is to preserve everyfl~ing flaat has substantive 

significance and to resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subjects." 

- Maaming Mar’able 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <infe@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, Janua~ 12, 2012 7:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

MA Progra~n in International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin, tYom March 121h, 2012) 

Dear Sir;Madam, 
On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, ] am writing to bring to your attention our new Masters Program in Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations. W~ are 

currently accepting applications for enmNment to the Mamh Semester 2012 ~n gerNn, and would be grateful if you couM share this announcement by fo~ardhN the information 
below to anyone you think may be ~nterested in apply#N. 

The ~nsOtute for Cultural Diplomacy, in Coopera#on with Dubrovn~k ~nterna#onal University 

(aerl~n, from March 12th, 2012) 
~vJcd-masterprogram.org; Application Form> 
On behalf of the ~nstitute for Cultura~ Diplomacy I wou~d Nke to thank you in advance for your cooperation in sharing the ne~ of our program. ~f you have any fu~her questions 
regarding the MA program or our ~nstitut~on, please do not hesitate to contac~ us at: 
With warm regards and gratitude. 
RespectfuNy yours, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for cuRural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damrn Karree (3r~ Fioor/Hochhaus) 
KuffQrstendamm 207-8 ~eriin~ Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49.(0)302360-7680 
Fax: 00.49 (0)30.2360-7681 ! 
www.culturaldiplomacy.or~ 
info@cu~turaldip~omacy or~ 

......... Please fo~ard the announcement found ~low ...... Thank you .......... 

The Ms#tute for Cultural Diplomacy in Cooperation with Dubrevnik International University 

(Berlin, from Na~ch 12th, 2012) 
~Jcd-masterprogram.or~; Application Form> 

Deal Sir/Madam, 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy a£d Dubrovnik International University (D~U) are pleased ~o a£nounce the graduate Master of Arts program in I£temational Relations and 
Cultura~ Diplomacy. Offered by D~U ~n pa~nersNp with the ICD, the program w~ combine the tmdNonal academic components of ~ntemational relations w~th a new fecus on 
the ro~e of soft power and culturN diplomacy in contemporaq global affaim. 
The Degree 
~&,~Ne the study of poNticN sdence has been a cherished tradifio£ of academia, the developments outNned above demand the ~dentifica~io£ of e£t~rely pew ~heories a£d 
models. An understanding of the challenges faced by the contemporary wodd requites an inter(fisc~plinary approach; ~nternafiona~ Relations and Diplomacy should net be 
understood only as disciplines of PoNtica~ Science or Political Theos,, but a~so be interpreted from the perspective of a~ and culture, economics, law, and other social 
sciences. 
Further ~nformat~on about the program curriculum is found under: 

http://~.culturaldiplomacv.o~g/academy/content/atticles/maincd/MA Cultural Diplomacy Curriculum.pdf 
Admissions 
DIU and the ICD do not consider any one e~emen~ of an application exclusively. Rather, our admissions panel considers academic acNevemen~ as wen as personal qualities 
such as a~rength of character, motivation and the ability and wiN~ngness to take on new academic challenges. Addit~ona~ factors, such as essays, ~etters of recommendation, 
and inteHiews are Nso a vital pad of the admissions process. Our aim is to attract students from a variety of backgrounds and countries that will foster a unique and diveme 
learning environment. 
Further information is found under: 

http://~.cu~turaldiplomacv.o~g/academy/index.php?en ma admissions 

The Institute for Oullural Oiplomao7 is an iniemalional, not-for-profiL nomgovemmental organization with headquarters in Berlin> ~efma~7, the goal of the I00 
global £eao~ and stahilil7 h7 strengthening a~d sup£o~ing i~teroullufal rslalio~s at all levels. Ovsr the past decade the I00 has grow~ to heoom8 o~e of E~rope’s Iorgost 
independent cultural exokan#e orgsnizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction amon# individual~ of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from 
across the world. 
Pleas~ address 8~7 additional queries to aoademy@oullursIdi~lomaoT.org 

With warm [e#ards a£d 
£espeotfull77ours, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3r~ FloodHochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207-8 EerNn, Germany-i0719 
Phone: 0049.(0)30 2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49 (0)30.23~0-7~81 ! 
www.culturald 
info~cu~turaldip~omacy or~ 
Join the ICD’s global network on F~cebook - click here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - c~ick here 

This e--mail contains p[ivNeged and confidentiai information intended only 

for the use of the individual or enti~ named above if the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for touting it to the in[ende~ [ecipient, you ate hereby notifie~ that any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwarding of this e-mall is strictly 
prohibited, if you have received this e-mail in error, please repiy to the 
sender of such and delete the e-msii in i~ entirety. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:19 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Group Presentations 

Professor SaNe, 

I hope you are feeling better! 

My two preferences for group presentations are: 

] ) Group #2: Human rights and justice: Gender equality in East Africa and beyond 
2) Group #] : NGOS, Land rights-based justice, and indigenous identities (South Africa) 

Thank you! 

From= EUNICE N Sahle [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday,               12:12 AM 
Subject= Update - Dr. SaNe, Room Change (Gardner henceforth) etc: AFRI.      SPRING 

Dear All, 

As those of who were in class yesterday know, 

Today, I have tried to rest as much as I could in the midst of trying to fulfill ~ny obligalions such as posting our course outline, assignment 

for next little while, etc. 

So, yes                                                                     I am planning to be in class tomorrow, although if my voice remains the 

same we will engage with other aspects of our seminar rather than my having to give a full lecture. 

Thanks tbr your patience and reminders. 

Please remember to send your 2 selections asap: Crroup presentations in April. 

Readings: 1 - Ishay (Blackboard) James (e-folmat av~lable tblough UNC libr~Q’) 

I am looking forward to our semester! 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



From: ~live.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 8:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Dr. Sable, 
I am registered for the course but I have not taken AFRI 

Thank you, 

Sent via BlackBer~’ by AT&T 

because on connect carolina it says that this is only "recommended preparation." Will this be a problem? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 12, 2012 8:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Your tihn request for 2012-01-13 

Your reservation request for Chronicle of a genocide foretold [videocassette] from 2012-01-12 through 2012-01-16 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Chronicle of a genocide foretold [videocassette]: 65-V78(~4 c 1 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 01-12-2012 08:4~.) am 
...... Mail generated at Jan. 12.2012 08:01:25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:48 AM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Assigtm~ent & Group Selections 

Expectations.doc 

Hello Professor Sable, 

My assignment is attached, and my group selections are as follows. 

1 : Agents of Human Rights & Social Justice: State & Civil Society (local & traJ~snational) in East Afiica (Crroup 4) 

2: Human Rights & Justice: Gender EqualiD" in East Attica (Group 2) 

3: La~d rights-based justice & Indigenous identities (Group 1) 

Thmik you, and I’ll see you in class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 12, 2012 8:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-12-12 08:53AIM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges, 
The Congo from Leopold to Kabila : 
CALL NO: DT658 .N96 2002 
BARCODE: 00020969819 
Davis Library DUE: 01-25-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:15 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am a          student from              I emailed you a while ago about AFRI . and spoke to you at Sylvia Tamale’s talk. I was very interested in taking the class, 
but unfortunately it was full at that time so I could not register for it. 

A space in the class is now available. I am really interested in the topic of the class. I am planning on double majoring in Political Science and African Studies, and I spent last 
summer working for a women’s organization in Tanzania, so the class is very relevant to my interests. However, I was wondering if it is possible for you to send me a syllabus 
for the class? This would be really helpful and interesting for me to see. 

Thank you very much, and happy holidays. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edu;, 

Thursday, 11:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

2 Presentation Choices tbr AFRI 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
Here are my two preferences for class presentations. 

:t. Group #:t: NGOS, Land rights-based justice, and indigenous identities (South Africa) 
2. Group #3: Urban social movements and rights to the city: (South Africa) 

Thank you so much! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Thursday, 12:31 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Thesis Outline 

Professor Sahle, 

I have class from 3:30p-4:45p bnt I can come after. What do u think? I also have no class on Fridays so any time then would also work. 

Sent via BlackBeriy by AT&T 

From: "Sable, Eunice N" <emaice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 17:17:59 +0000 

To: ~gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Thesis Outline 

Dear 

Thanks for the update and welcome back. 

Can we meet today between 4pro and 5pm? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: I ~0mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:26 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis Outline 

ProtEssor Sahle, 

I’ve constructed a preliminmy outline that details what each chapter oflny thesis is projected to be about, and the dates that I will have first and second drafts 

completed. I’ve lis~ted chtes up through the middle of February but after that, I don’t know what so(t of time-line I should expect to be working with so, if you have a 

moment, could we meet to ta]k about it? Let me know what you think. 

Also, it turns out that I have a class conflict for a necessary histoly class on Tues and Thnrs at 9:30a so nnfortunately I can’t take AFRI like I thought. 

Best, 

"The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symtx~l of national greatness." 

- Marcus Garvey 



From: ~email.unc.edtt> 

Sent: Thursday’, 1:58 PM 

To: 

Subject: Afri Group Choices: AFRI. SPRING 

Professor SaNe, 

My top two choices lbr group presentations are Gender Equality- in East Africa and Beyond (Group #2)and NGO,, land-fights based justice, and indigenous identities 

in South Africa (Group # 1). Thank you! 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Afri    Group Prqiects 

Good afternoon Dr. SaNe, 
My first choice for the group project is Group #2: Human Rights and Justice:Gernder Equality in East Africa and Beyond. My second choice is Group #6: Human Rights, Justice 
and Corporate Social Responsibility: Nigeria, Petroleum and Multinational Corporations. Thank you and have a great weekend. Feel better! 



From: ?}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Afri Group Choices 

Professor Sahle, 

My top two choices for group presentations are Gender Equality in East Africa and Beyond (Group #2)and NGO’s, land-rights 

based justice, and indigenous identities in South Africa (Group #1). Thank you! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?>gmail.com on behalf of 
~live.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:10 PM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Group Preferences 

Professor Sable, 
My first group preference is Group #4: Agents of human fights and justice: State and Ci~41 society (local and transnational) in East Africa and my second 

group choice is Group #2: Human ~Jghts and justice: Gender equality in East Africa and beyoud 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 4:58 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Update - Dr. Sahle, Room Change (Gardner hencetbrth) etc: AFRI .SPRING 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I would like to be in either Group #3 or Group #5. Also, since I sent you my paragraph last night would you like me to re-do it now that we have the syllabus? Hope you’re 
feeling better! 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              12:12 AM 
Subject: Update - Dr. sane, Room Change (Gardner henceforth) etc: AFRI      .SPRING 

Dear All, 

As those of who were in class yesterday know: 

Today, I have tlied k) reset as much as I could in the midst of t~ing to fulfill my oNigations such as posting our course outline, assignment 

for next little while, etc. 

I am planning to be in class tomorrow, aJthough if my voice ~emains the 

same we will engage with other aspects of our semina~ rather thmi Iny having to give a full lecture. 

Thanks for your patience and reminders. 

Please remember to send your 2 selections asap: Choup presentations in April. 

Readings: 1 - Ishay (Blackboard) James (e-fommt available through UNC library) 

I mn looking forward to our semester! 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Thursday, 5:16 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Thesis Outline 

Ok that sounds great. I’ll see you then. 

Sent via BlackBelD" by AT&T 

From: "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.nnc.edu~ 
Date: Thu,            22:14:23 +0000 

To:         ~gmaJl.com<         @gmaJl.com> 

Subject: RE: Thesis Outline 

Dear 

How about meeting in my office (Battle Hall :t0:t) on Friday at about 3.00pro. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Thesis Outline 

Professor Sahle, 

I have class from 3:30p-4:45p bm I can come after. What do n think? I also have no class on Fridays so any time then wonld also work. 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

From: "Salde, Eunice N" <eunice@em~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 17:17:59 ÷ 0000 

To: ~@gmail.com> 

Subject: I~E: Thesis Outhne 

Dear 

Thanks for the update and welcome back. 

Can we meet today between 4pro and 5pro? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: I ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:26 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis Outline 

Professor Sahle, 

I’ve constructed a preliminary outline that details what each chapter of my thesis is projected to be about, and the dates that I will have first and second drafts 

completed. I’ve lis~ted dates up through the middle of Febcaaly but after that, I don’t know what sort of time-line I should expect to be working with so, if you have a 
moment, conld we meet to talk about it? Let me know what you think. 

Also, it turns out that I have a class conflict for a necessaly history class on Tues and Thurs at 9:30a so unfortunately I can’t take AFRI    like I thought. 

Best, 

"The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol of national greatness." 

- Marcus Gaiwey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

Monday, --MLK Day 

Dear Eunice, 

I almost forgot to mention that Monday, is M[.K daV and the university will be closed. We can have the Executive Committee meeting on Tuesdav, but I 

have classes from 1A.-12:1.5 and 2-3:15 (wRh office hours from 9a.-~.Oa). 

Best, 

Wa[~er 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 

Te= Rucker, Wa~ter C 
Subject: 19-20 

6:48 PM 

Dear Walter, 

Last September, I was asked to be an External Examiner for a Ph.D Candidate at Queen’s University in Canada and I agreed. Thus, I write to give you a heads up of the fact 
that I will be away between the 19-20.      will be standing in for me in my Afri seminar on Thursday. 

We will talk more about the modalities of those two days when we met on Monday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Group Presentation Preferences AFRI 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

My top choice for presentations is the 
identities. Thank you! 

class of Gender equality in East Africa. My second choice is the class of social movements, new modes of citizenship and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Presentation Groups 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I hope this message reaches you in good spirits. After reviewing the groups, I have listed the groups that I am interested in. 

1. Agents of human rights and justice: State and Civil society Oocal and transnational) in East Africa 

2, Human Rights, justice and Corporate Social Respousibility: Nigeria, Petroleum and Multinational Corporations 

Thank you, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is.for the sole use o.f the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

in.formation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. I‘f you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies o.f the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 3:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S. Sends Top Iranian Leader a Warning on Strait Threat 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Toda y,sHeadiines ......................................................................... 
~11¢ N’t’~l= ~rk %’~i~*~¢~ January 13, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. Sends Top Iranian 
Leader a Warning on Strait 
Threat 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER, ERIC SCHMITT 
and THOM SHANKER 

The achnhfistration has warned Iran’s 
supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei, that dosing the Strait of 
Honnuz is a "red line" that would 
provoke a response, officials said. 

Mayor Takes On Teachers’ 
Union in School Plans 
By DAVID W. CHEN and ANNA M. PHILLIPS 

In Iris State of the City address, the 
mayor hit a nerve by proposing a merit- 
pay system for teachers and not slaying 
away from other controversial education 
topics. 
, II~ City Room: What Is the State of Your Block? 

PACs’ Aid Allows Romney’s Rivals to Extend Race 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and JIM RUTENBERG 

"Super PACs" and changes in how delegates are awarded are helping keep the Republican field crowded. 

¯ ’ Evangelicals Hope South Carolina or Florida Winnows Republican Field 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m not thinking about anything now. My child is dead." 
NGADOK, a woman in South Sudan whose 6-year-old son was killed by members of a rival tribe. 

SPORTS 

~ VIDEO: An 
Unlikely 
Comeback 
After surviving a barn 
fire, Neville Bardos is 
now a top contender for 



the O1)anpics and a finalist for this 
year’s international Horse of the Year 
award. 

¯ . Related Article 

Slide Show 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
A Murder at 

Paradise 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

A tragedy renfinds us that 
rangers have to defend us 
as well as our national parks. 

Don’t forget: He acts, too 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

The critics make their Oscar choices 

The winner is ... wait! New rule! 

nytimes,�o.m             MOVliES 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Gulf Nations Aid U.S. Push to Choke Off Iran Oil Sales 
By MARK LANDLER and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Saudi Arabia and its Arab neighbors have said they will fill any gap in energy supplies for countries that yield 
to pressure from Washington to curtail purchases of Iranian crude. 

Burmese Government and Ethnic Rebel Group Sign Cease-Fire 
By SETH MYDANS 

The govenunent of Myanmar signed a cease-fire agreement on Thursday with ethnic Karen rebels who have 
been fighting for greater autonomy. 

Video Inflames a Delicate Moment for U.S. in Afghanistan 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY and MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

A video of four Marines urinating on dead Talibm~ fighters is likely to weaken the United States’ position 
both wifl~ the Taliban and with the Afghan president, Hanfid Karzai. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

LAURENS JOURNAL 
Uneasy Neighbors in a Southern Gothic Tale 
By KIM SEVERSON and ROBBIE BROWN 

A court ruling confirmed that the Rechaeck Shop, rma by a white supremacist, is in a building that belongs to 
a black Baptist pastor. 

Republicans Asked to Bash Obama, Not One Another 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Republican National Conmfittee leaders, meeting in New Orleans, implored fellow Republicm~s from around 
the country to mfite around a message aimed at President Obama, not one another. 

¯ Obama Raised $42 Million in Last Quarter, Far More Than G.O.P. Rivals 

U.S. Seeks Rollback of a Health Insurer’s ’Excessive’ Rate Increase 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The Obama achninistration ordered a health insurance company to rescind the rate increases it sought or 
justify its refusal to do so. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Inside the Fed in 2006: A Coming Crisis, and Banter 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

Top polic3anakers did not seriously consider the idea that problems in the housing market would bring a 



recession, newly released transcripts show. 

DEALBOOK 
Bloomberg Suffers, Too, in Collapse of MF Global 
By AZAM AHMED and BEN PROTESS 

The financial infolanation giant Bloomberg L.P. lost about 6oo subscriptions to its computer ternfinals - 
which trmaslates to nearly Sa nfillion in monthly revenue - after MF Global filed for bmakruptey. 

Greek Yogurt a Boon for New York State 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Sales of Greek yogurt are boonfing, and leading brands are expmading their operations, and the production 
jobs they entail, in the state. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Fire Survivor and a Possible Olympian: A Horse Named Neville 
By MARY PILON 

Neville Bardos, a 12-year-old horse who competes in eventing, has mmaaged a competitive comeback from 
severe injuries sustained in a fire. 

-’ Video: An Unlikely Comeback ] Slide Show: A Horse’s Journey From Fire 

Bratwurst, N.Y.C. 
By RYAN GOLDBERG 

The Kettle of Fish is a haven for displaced Green Bay fans, who gather at the bar weekly to watch their 
beloved Packers and feast on cheese and bratwurst. 

Packers’ Jennings Is Ready for Giants 
By ROB REISCHEL 

Greg Jennings, who was leading Green Bay in receptions when he injured his knee Dec. 11, says he’s in good 
shape for the team’s first playoff game. 

¯ ’ Packers Prepare Without Coordinator 

-’ For Giants, Memories of a Bad Trip That Wouldn’t End 

¯ More S orts News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Hirst, Globally Dotting His T 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

A show of Dmnien Hirst’s spot paintings is spread out over 11 Gagosian galleries in 8 cities on 3 continents. 
Parts of it are very bad, but parts are not bad at all. 

’- ~ Slide Show I Art World Star Doesn’t Change His Spots I ~:~ Slide Show I Art World Star Doesn’t Change His Spots 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE GERSHWINS’ PORGY AND BESS’ 
A New Storm’s Brewing Down on Catfish Row 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Audra McDonald brings thtmder to "The Gershwhas’ Porgy and Bess," a stripped-douaa version of the 
orighaal opera, at the Richard Rodgers Theater. 

’- Videos: ~ Videos: Suzan-Lori Parks on ’Porgy and Bess’ I The Road to Broadway I ~ Videos: Suzan-Lori Parks on ’Porgy and 

Bess’ I The Road to Broadway 

. ’Porgy’: No New Scene, Some Hard Feelings I It Ain’t Necessarily ’Porgy’ 

ART REVIEW 
Philadelphia Stories 
By KAREN ROSENBERG 

"Zoe Strauss: Ten Years," opening Saturday, is an engaging, parameter-expanding exhibition with works at 
the Plfiladelphia Museum of Art and on billboards around the city. 

’ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CONTRABAND’ 
Not Quite an Honest Day’s Work 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In "Contraband," Mark Walflberg has to smuggle in money from Panama, but the story is upstaged by the 
cinematography. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SING YOUR SONG’ 
Struggle and Song Define a Life 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The years and milestones whoosh by in "Sing Your Song," a documentary about Harry Belafonte’s big 
bountiful life as singer, actor and activist. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’JOYFUL NOISE’ 
Church Choir’s Dueling Divas Come Out Singin’ and Slingin’ 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In the movie musical "Joyful Noise" Queen Latifah and Dolly Parton fight for control of a church choir - and 
much else - as it prepares for a singing competition. 

," Gleeful Sounds From Memories of Childhood 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Dangerous Tension With Iran 
Tougher international sanctions have had some effect on Iran, but talks are also needed. 

EDITORIAL 
The Ministerial Exception 
The Supreme Court ruling that a teacher at a church-rtm school could not sue her employer for 
discrimination was unwise. 

EDITORIAL 
Back to the Robber Barons 
The Supreme Court did enough damage by freeing corporations to make mdimited donations to independent 
groups. Now Republicans want to lift the ban on direct donations to candidates? 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

For Priests’ Wives, a Word of Caution 
By SARA RITCHEY 

The status of the priest’s wife is perhaps even more strm~ge and tmsettling than that of her ordained Catholic 
husband. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
America Isn’t a Corporation 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

What’s with the notion that this country needs a successful businessmma as president? Making good 
economic policy isn’t at all like maximizing corporate profits. 

’- Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The C.E.O. in Politics 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Does Mitt Romney’s success in business tell us anything about whether he would be a successful president? 
. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 13, 199o, Douglas Wilder of Virginia becmne the nation’s first elected black governor as he took the 

oath of office in Rielnnond. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_o~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 8:48 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-13-12 08:48AIM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: Lefebvre, Hem-i, 
State, space, ~vorld : selected essa 

CALL NO: H61.15 L43 2009 
BARCODE: 00033763632 
Davis Library DUE: 01-26-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:16 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:27 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Meeting Times 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

The best time for me to meet would probably be on Wednesday at any time from 1:t to 2. Does that work for you? 

Thank you! 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Presentation topics 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am in AFRI 

Thank you, 

and I was wondering what the choices were for presentation topics, as I enrolled in the class late and therefore was not there on Tuesday. 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Group Preferences 

Hello Dr. SaNe! 

My preferences for the group presentations are I) Agents of human rights and justice: State and Civil society (local and transnational) in East Africa and 2) NGOs, Land rights- 
based justice, and indigenous identities. 

Thank you! Have a great weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter Rucker < ~gmaiLcom> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 10:41 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Linga]a Foreign Language Placement Exam 

Dear Kenneth, 

Based on my conversation with Eunice today, we do not see the logic in having a foreign language placement exam in I_ingala until further notice. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Pro~essor ~’~ Associo to Choir 

At~ic,~tl ~ A[ro~American Studies 

-UNC~Ch~pel I~11 
107 g~ttlo H~II 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Meeting Today- 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. 
Did you receive my docnments for the ? I was wondering if you were available to meet earlier today. My appointments were cancelled 

and I am on campus so I don’t have to meet at late as 5pm anymore. I only have a 3:30 appointment for today. I am avaialble to meet anytime before 3pm the earlier 

the better. Please let me know if this works for you. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 11:37 AM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@natioua]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnsou <mjohnson@natioua]humanitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nafionalhummfitie~enter.o~>; Lesley Scott- 

On" <lorr@nationalhumanitie scenter.org> 

Pianist Stuart Isacoffto Perform and Speak at the Nationa] Humanities Center, Friday, Janumy 20th 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a narrated performanee at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Classical-Jazz Connections" 

Friday, January 20, 9o12 - 4:oo p.m. 
Stuart Isacoff, Purchase College, SUNY 

stuart isacoff small.jpg ] 

A gifted pianist and music historian as well as comtx)ser and lecturer, Stua~ Isacoff has spoken and perlbnned exteusively across North America and Europe, includiug 

presentatious at New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art and Lincoln Center, as well as at tbstivals around the world. He has ala) been a regular contributor on music 

and art to the Wall Street Journal and teaches classes at the Purchase College Conservatory of Music (SUNY). Isacoffis the author of A Natural History of the 
Piano: The Instrument, the Music, the Musicians-P’rom Mozart to ~4odern Jazz and Everything in Between (2011 ), and of the highly acclaimed Temperament: 

How Music Became a BattlegroundJbr the Great~4inds of Westen, Civilization (2001 ). He is a winner of the prestigious ASCAP Deems Taylor Award for 

excellence in writing about music. He comes to the National Humanities Center as a Meymandi Distinguished Visitor. 

His presentation will utilize live piano perfonnaaace and recorded e~mples to demonstrate connections bemeen classic~J music and jazz, with a special focus on 

improvisation, once the province of classical masters such as Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and Chopin, and now the centerpiece of any jazz performance. The 

presentation roll examine musical techniques of ornamentation, melod~v, rhMhm and harmony to explore parallels between the music of J.S. Bach and Dave Brubeck, 

Frederic Chopin and Duke Ellington, Wolfgmag Mozart and Meade Lux Lems, and many others. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

~!b reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson ((~0) ;549-o66L ext. ~28, or miohnson@nationalhumani~escenter.or9 
National ttumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, N~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:43 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Update - Dr. Sahle, Room Change (Gardner henceIbrth) etc: AFRI, .SPRING 

Presentation group choices: 
1. Group #4: Agents of human rights and justice: State and Civil society (local and transnational) in East Africa 

2. Group #2: Human rights and justice: Gender equality in East Africa and beyond 

Best, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              12:12 AM 
Subject: Update - Dr. SaNe, Room Change (Gardner henceforth) etc: AFRI      .SPRING 

Dear All, 

As fl~ose of who were in class yesterday know, 

Today, I have tried to rest as much as I could in tl~e midst oftly-ing to fulfill my obligations such as posting our com~e outline, assignment 

for next little while, etc. 

I am pla~ning to be in class tomom~w, although if my voice remains "the 

same we will engage with other aspects of our ~minax rather thm~ my having to give a lull lecture. 

Tha~ks tbr your patience and reminders. 

Please remember to send your 2 selections asap: Group presentations in April. 

Readings: 1 - Ishay (Blackboard) James (e-folmat available tblough UNC librmy) 

I am looking forward to our semester! 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~tec~veil <os~tem-ei@email.unc,edu~ 

Friday, 12:04 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Popular Movements: A Panel 7pm part of MLK week 

This year, the Campus Y hosts a panel discussion titled "Popular Movements Today" as part of MLK Week (see all MLK Week events at 
http:!/www.unc.edu!diversity/mlkweek.htm). Prominent activists from within four contemporary movements will discuss how their movements relate to each other and how 
they relate to movements in Dr. King’s time. Come to learn about our generation’s role in the protests worldwide, or to hear what our panelists see as the future of popular 
movements. Bring your questions and your friends. 

Who: 

Richard IVluhammad, member of Occupy Wall Street Think Tank Working Group and Global Democracy Alliance Working Group. Mr. Muhammad has Occupied since 
two weeks after the movement began, besides spending the holidays in San Diego. He is also passionate about advocating for a green economy, sustainability, and energy 
efficiency. 

Robert Campbell, prominent local environmental justice activist. Reverend Campbell works with the Roger’s Road community, speaking out against the dump in the 
community and other environmental injustices. He was invited to the Obama Administration’s green energy table and has spoken to EPA and Department of Health and Human 
Services officials regarding the problems facing the Roger’s Road community. 

Loida Ginocchio-Silva, member of the NC DREAM Team, a grassroots organization composed of undocumented youth and their allies and dedicated to the creation of 

a sustainable, community-led immigrant rights movement in NC. Miss Silva inspired many with her speech at the Campus Y 150th Anniversary last year, and we are glad to 

welcome her back to UNC to participate in our panel. 

What: Popular Movements Today: A Panel Discussion 

Where: The Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Center 

When: Thursday, 7:00 PM 

Why: Because you love the Y, MLK Week, and hearing about popular movements! 

Movements and protests flooded world news in     From Tunisia to New York City, from Spain to Moscow, protestors worldwide took to the streets to fight for democracy, 
income equality, a voice for everyone, and social justice. Until this year, our generation focused on academics and preparation for future jobs; unlike our parents, we viewed 
entrepreneurship as an avenue for change, not the counterculture and Civil Rights protest of the 60s. Fueled by frustration with government and thirst for true democracy - 
government of the people, where everyone has a say - we woke up. Tunisia inspired Egypt; the Indignados of Spain inspired Occupy. Social media connected movements 
within themselves and to other movements around the globe. 

If you’re looking for ideas for questions, or some background reading, check out the TIME Magazine article that declares ’qhe Protester" as the person of the year: 

http: //www.time.c~m/tlme/specia~s/packaqes/artic~e/~’288~4~21~:~ 7 45-2:~2:t32-2:t~2373-1’~.htm~ 

Also, be sure to check out the other MLK Week events: http:!/www.unc.edu/diversity/mlkweek.htm. 



We look forward ~:o seeing you there 

¯ -- You eae culrentl5 subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eu~fice,@~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blaaak e~nail to leave-30638727-4140465.0c3d4556662f0045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:25 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Meeting Today - 

Sounds good. Thauks - see you then. 

On Fri, at 12:08 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Let’s meet at 3.00pro. T am in meetings until then. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ,~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, ll:J.3 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Neeting Today - 

Hi Dr. Sable, 
I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. 

Did you receive my documents for the ? I was wondering if you were available to meet earlier today. My appointments were cancelled 

and I am on campus so I don’t have to meet at late as 5pm anymore. I only have a 3:30 appointment for today. I am avaialble to meet an~ime before 3ptn the earlier 

the better. Please let me know if this works for you. 

Thanks~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, c/o 

School of Journalism & Mass Communicalion 

~gmml.com 

?b~email.unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com 

Sent: Friday, 4:48 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~: Re: Thesis Outline 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I inset wo~lt to let you know that I came by your office at 3:00p today and stayed until abont 3:35p. I apologize if there was a miscommunication. I’m free to meet next 

week some lime whenever you are available. 

Best, 

Sent via BlackBeny by AT&T 

From: "Salale, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu,           22:14:23 +0000 

To:         "_c~gmail.com<         @gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Thesis Outline 

Dear 

How about meeting in my office (Battle Hall 101) on Friday at about 3.00pm. 

Best wishes, 

From: Ngmail.com @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:30 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Thesis Outline 

ProtEssor Sahle, 

I have class from 3:30p-4:45p but I co~l come after. What do u think? I also have no class on Fridays so any time then would also work. 

Sent via BlackBe~D" by AT&T 

From: "SoNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.t]nc.edu.~ 
Date: Thn, 17:17:59 ÷0000 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: Thesis Onfline 

Dear 

Thanks for the update and welcome back. 

Can we meet today between 4pro and 5pro? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:26 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Thesis Outline 

Professor Sable, 

I’ve constructed a preliminary outline that details Moat each chapter of my flaesis is projected to be about, and floe dates that I will have first mad second dralts 

completed. I’ve listed dates up through the middle of Februa~ but alter float, I don’t know what sort of time-line I should expect to be working with so, if you have a 

moment, could we meet to talk about it? Let me know what you think. 

Also, it turns out that I have a class conflict for a necessary history, class on Tues and Thurs at 9:30a so unfo~nately I can’t take AFRI    like I thought. 

Best, 



"The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol of’national greatnessY 

- Marcus Garvey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 5:40 PM 

Sparks, Sherry <sherrysparks@unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Benowilz, Judith <benowi~@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Bm-bm-a Anderson <~a~derson@unc.edu> 

RE: CCO summer 2012 

Dear All, 

Thank you for your patience, Barbara Anderson is allowed to earn these funds as laid out below. This year, in June this will be as aft’Overload payment". In July it 

would be "Additional Duties~’, 

Dr. Walter Rucker will be ~:he contact for Afrk:an & Afro-Amerh::ar~ Studies for ques~:~ons regardk~g scheduling of CCO, 5umrner and Cord:ku.fing Ed from here 

fOFwa 

Best, 

Agatha 

Agama Buell 

Bus~ness OftJcer 

Depa~met*t of PuNic Policy 

217 .&bemeflV Hall, CB #3435 

Departmet~t of AfricaJ~ & A~?o-Americ~m Studies 

Un~versi~3, at" Nor{h Carolk~a 

ChapeI Hill, NC 27599 

p, 919.962.278g 
R 919,96ZSg24 

From= Spar~, Sherry 
Sent= Tuesdag, JanuaW 10, 2012 11:38 ~g 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Benowitz, Judith 
Subjett: N: COO summer 20~2 

Here was my h~sl:. Do you need me to as]~ R1 ~f we are stH~ g.Nng to pay half and half whh::h is ~ ca, 

Sherw 

F~m= Spar~, Sherry 
Sent= Tuesday, November 29, 20~1 3:12 PN 
Te~ Benowitz, Judith 
Su~jett~ RE: COO summer 2012 
Hi Agatha, 

Who is ~t we’re l:a~kh~g about, i[ you don’t rn~nd? C)ur ~)avments are the monthly paydays in June and July. It wouh~ be ?/i in june and ;~ in ~u]y, although Isst summer 

RJ made us pay [be first 3/4ths on June gOth and the remsinh~g 2~ ~n July. I do not have Ibis breakdown for this summer yet. 

What can I do [o help? 

Thanks 

Sherry 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 1:18 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Co: Sparks, Sherry 
Subject: RE: CCO summer 2012 

For fire1 you’ II need 10 o.sk Sherry Sparks, our’ poyr’oH coor’dirmro~, whom I’m copyir~9 on this reply. 

a~dith 

Pregrem Development Specialist 

Fridey Cen~er for (:on’HnLfin~ gduce~km 

University of North C~ro~iea ~t Chapel Hill 

100 7HdW Cente~ Drive 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 
Cg# 1020 

919-962-6302 

benowitz@emoil.unc.edu 

F~m: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 20~ ~:~5 PN 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: CCO summer 20~2 

Ni Judith, 

What ] actually need to know ~s the th~ing of the payments 0e, June or July) --. sorry that ] wasn’t dearer, 

Thanks! 

Ags ~:ha 

Agaha Buell 

Business O~l~cer 

Dep;~rmaenl of P~fl~lic Policy 



21 ? Abcmethy Hall, CB ~;3435 

] 09 Bafle Hal~, CB #3395 

University of No~h Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

p~ 919.962.2798 

~" 919.962.5924 

From: Benowi~, Judith 
Sent= Tuesday, November 29, 2011 1:08 PM 
To= Buell, Agatha 
S~bje~t= RE: CCO summer 2012 

H~ Agatha, 

For aH semesters the comp~ns~¢ion ~s the same depe~di~g on th~ rank. For 9~aduate stud~nts!TAs, the compe~s~io~ is For 

faculty/lectures 

Hope this helps, 

~udith 
~udi’th 

100 Friday Ce~¢er 

Chape~ Hill, t~(7 27599 

CB# 1020 

beno~itz@emai Lunc.edu 

h¢*p://fridwcenter.unc.edu 

~ep what is worth keepin~ and w~’H’~ t"h~ breath of kindr~e:~s, blow "the 

F~m= Buell, Agatha 
Sent= Tuesday, November 29, 201~ ~2:59 PM 
To= Benowitz, Judith 
8~bject= CCO summer 2012 

Hi Judith, 

Can you tell me the payment schedule for summer 2012 CCO instructors? We have someone who might be close to the maximum overload, depending on whether 

the payments are in FY12 or FY13. 

Thanks~ 

Agatha 

Agaflm Buell 

Business O~cer 

Depa~ent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of ~rica~ & .~ro-~nericm] Studies 

109 BaRle Hall, GB #3395 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina 
Chapel ~ill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



From: ~email.nnc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 7:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI    Response: Course Expectations 

Attach: AFRI Expectations.docx 

Hey Professor Sahle, 

Here is my response thal: you asked us to write about course expectations. I could’ve sworn that you said to email it to you by Friday, but you could’ve just been referring to the 
presentation preferences and I go~: confused. Hopefully I’m not too late! -lhanks, have a great: long weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 13, 2012 10:29 PM 

ttall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edtv~; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <l~janken@email.unc.edt~-; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

RE: New Executive Committee: Meeting next week 

Dear ~urlice, 

I have to be in Washington on Tuesday ~2~r some meetings, and have given my AFRI 523 class students a choice of one of three videocassettes to view at the UI, Media Resources Center. 
will be available [’or a meeting at any of three times indicated [’or Wednesday, January 18. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.. 

Fromi Pel~,IlaH [hallpa@emalI.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, January 13, 2012 8:25 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Cc: Rucker, Walter C; Caldwell, Kia L; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket H 

Subject: Re: New Executive Committee: Meeting next week 

Dear Eunice. 

Any of those times ~vork for me, though I prefer the ones on Tuesday 

On 1/13/2012 7:11 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> Hope this finds you well. 
> 

> I would like us to meet next week following a meeting I have with the Dean on Tuesday. The meeting will last 30 minutes at most and will be held in the Department’s corfference room. Here 
are possible days and times: 
> 

> Tuesday: 
> 3.30pra-4.00pra 
> 4.00pm-4.30pm 
> 4.30pm-5.00pm. 
> 

> Wednesday: 
> 9.00ara-9.30am 
> 9.30am-10.00am 
> 10.00am-10.30am 
> 

> Kindly let me l~ow which times and days work from your end. 

> Best wishes, 
> 
> Eunice 

> Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
> Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
> Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 109 Battle Hall 
> Chapel Hill 
> 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:29 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Fwd: [upcs online] Popular Movements: A Panel 7pm part of MLK week 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:[upcs online] Populaz Movements: A Panel 7pm part of MLK week 

Date:Fri, 23:22:32 -0500 

From: i~/gmail.com> 
Reply-To: ’~mail.com> 

To:UniversiU Plogmm in Cultural Studies <upcs online(~listsenT.unc.edu> 

This year, the Campus Y hosts a panel discussion ritled "Popular Movemems Today" as part of MLK Week (see all MLK Week events at 

http://www.unc.edu/diversit54mlkweek.htm). Prominent activists fiom within four contemporary movements will discuss how their movements relate to each other and 

how they relate to movements in Dr. King’s rime. Come to learn about our genemrion’s role in the protests worldwide, or to hear what our panelists see as the future of 

popular movements. Bring your questions and your friends. 

Who: 

Richard Muhammad, member of Occupy Wall Street Think Tank Working Group and Global Democracy Alliance Working Group. Mr. Muhammad has Occupied since 
two weeks after the movement began, besides spending the holidays in San Diego. He is also passionate about advocating for a green economy, sustainability, and energy 
efficiency. 

Robert Campbell, prominent local environmental justice activist. Reverend Campbell works with the Roger’s Road community, speaking out against the dump in the 
community and other environmental injustices. He was invited to the Obama Administration’s green energy table and has spoken to EPA and Department of Health and Human 
Services officials regarding the problems facing the Roger’s Road community. 

Loida Ginocchio-Silva, member of the NC DREAM Team, a grassroots organization composed of undocumented youth and their allies and dedicated to the creation of 

a sustainable, community-led immigrant rights movement in NC. Miss Silva inspired many with her speech at the Campus Y :~50th Anniversary last year, and we are glad to 

welcome her back to UNC to participate in our panel. 

What: Popular Movements Today: A Panel Discussion 

Where: The Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Center 

When: Thursday, 7:00 PM 

Why: Because you love the Y, MLK Week, and hearing about popular movements! 

Movements and protests flooded world news in    . From Tunisia to New York City, from Spain to Moscow, protestors worldwide took to the streets to fight for democracy, 
income equality, a voice for everyone, and social justice. Until this year, our generation focused on academics and preparation for future jobs; unlike our parents, we viewed 
entrepreneurship as an avenue for change, not the counterculture and Civil Rights protest of the 60s. Fueled by frustration with government and thirst for true democracy - 
government of the people, where everyone has a say - we woke up. Tunisia inspired Egypt; the Indignados of Spain inspired Occupy. Social media connected movements 
within themselves and to other movements around the globe. 

If you’re looking for ideas for questions, or some background reading, check out the TIME Magazine article that declares "The Protester" as the person of the year: 

http://www.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/O,28804,2101745 2102132 2102373-1,00.html 

Also, be sure to check out the other MLK Week events: http://www.unc.edu/diversity!mlkweek.htm. 



We look forward to seeing you there 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: ~)gmafil.com To unsubscribe send a blm~ email to leave-30638727-4334781 .c3363 ld046dd9e585ae63a0437eb24d2,@Jistserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

upcs online as: kleinma~emafil.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-30642080-197809.c361 bd97d24bdb69c605bb77beee597ff~listserv.unc.edu 

<]i> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

sej- facnl~ as: <a hre~"malto:eunice@emafil.unc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edw~ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

em~fil to <a l~-ef "mailto:leave- 30642091- 3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 30642091 - 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~.unc.edu<i~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- z-circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Januao~ 14 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Media Resources Center 

CB# 3942, R B. House Libra13z 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

01-14-12 05:01AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily These items may not be renewed. 

AUTHOR: 

Black gold [videorecording] 

CALL NO: 65-DVI)3514 c.2 

BARCODE: 00033030595 

Media Resourc DUE: 01-12-12 11:00PM 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & A}:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

32:5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Pre~ntation Topic 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I would like to present with group 2 if there is still an opening in that group. If not, I’m interested in participating in group 6 as well. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting with students 

OK, that will be fine. -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 8:15 PM 
To: @gmail.com 
Co: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Meeting with students 

Dear 

Hope this email finds you well and in good spirits. 

I would like to schedule a meeting with the students interested in forming a union or student organization for majors and minors in the Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies. As you can imagine, I have quite a busy schedule this semester. Nonetheless, I would like to meet with your group by the first week of February at the 
latest. In this spirit I suggest that in the next two weeks you consult your members and let me know when would be a good time to meet with your group during the first week 

of February. In the meantime, kindly let them know that they should feel free to contact me if they need to discuss matters pertaining to their studies. 

Although Professor Hildebrand is on a Research and Study Leave this semester, I am copying this email to him because I would be grateful if he joined us at the meeting in 
February. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
27599-3395 
North Carolina 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI 

Hi Prof. Sable, 
My name is and I am interested in taking your Afri    class this semester if possible. I was just mtbrmed yes~terday that I could not be enrolled tbr a 
public policy class that I need, so I need to take an Africa themed course for my Global Studies major. Could I enroll? Thank you and enjoy the weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January. 14, 2012 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Ideas Re: the Depa~ment 

Dear Eunice, 

I wanted to pass a few ideas along to you. These are not things that we have to act upon immediately. 

We should consider having a full-day Faculty Retreat a week before the beginning Fall 2012. During the retreat, we might want to invite representatives 

from the Center for Faculty Excellence, the Writing Center, and the Dean of Students to discuss their services. I could also do a demonstration of Sakai for 

the many faculty who apparently do not use it. We could have the representative from the Center for Faculty Excellence focus on the essential elements of 

a good course syllabus. Perhaps we could also invite someone from the Registrar’s Office to discuss the course enrollment system since some faculty have 

expressed difficulties understanding how things work. 

We might consider, at some point in the near future, a pilot program for teaching larger sections of AFAM 101 and AFRI 101. Instead of offering six sections 

of each course per term, rotated between all tenured, tenure-track and fixed-term faculty, we could offer one very large section of AFAM 101 and AFRI 

101--say 240 students in each course--with one faculty member from the department assisted by 2 or 3 TA’s from history or a similar unit (if we have 

sufficient money in the instructional budget). I would volunteer to teach that type of course as it would be much less work than teaching a 60 student 

section without support (and I’m very comfortable teaching large classes). In addition, it frees up three other faculty per term from having to teach a 60 

student section of a course--allowing more time for people to research/write during the academic year. The remaining two sections of AFAM 101 could be 

taught be fixed-term faculty. In this way, we can still offer the same number of seats in both AFAM 101 and AFRI 101 without using up so many faculty. We 

could also offer more 300-, 400-, and 500-1evel courses to better satisfy the needs of our majors and to redefine ourselves as something other than an 

enrollment-generating, service department. 

These ideas are embryonic and you should not feel compelled to consider them. Take care and I will see you on Tuesday. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter l~uc ker 

Associate Protessor ~ Associate Chair 

At~,ican ~ Alro~American Studies 

UNC~Chapel [hll 

107 g,~ttle H,~ll 

Ch~pel Hall, NC 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 4:52 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subject: AFRI    group ~lections 

My selections for group presentations: 

Group #2: Hnman rights aaadjustice: Gender equality in East Africa m~d beyond 

Group #6: Human Rights, jttstice and Corporate Social Responsibili~: Nigeria, Petrolenm and Multinational Corporations 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmfil.com on behalf of 

@live.une.edu> 

Saturday, 6:17 PM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

400 Words Assig~m~ent 

400 Word Afri .docx 

Professor Sahle, 
I have attached my 400 words for Afri 
Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:56 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Afri    Group Presentation Topics 

Professor Sable, 

Thank you for adding me to your AFRI    class this semester! After reading over the syllabus I am even more eager to diving into the material and finding what the 

semester holds. I apologize for taking so long to send you my group presentation topic preferences, I have been out of town all weekend and without intemet. They are 

as follows: 

1 st Choice: Group 1, NGOS, Land rights-based justice, and indigenous identities (South Africa) 

2nd Choice: Group 3, Urban social movements and rights to the city: (South Africa) 

3rd Choice: Group 5, Social movements, new modes ofcitizensNp a~d identities: (South Africa) 

As you can see, I’m mostly interested in South Africa as I traveled there a few )’ears ago mad am currently considering a year-long post-graduation internship with a non- 
profit in ei~daer SotN~ Africa or Swazilamd. 

Thank you! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherlyl Kleinman <kleinnmn@enmil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:31 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facnl~] Fwd: Cont~rence on Race, Class, Gender and Ethnicity at UNC School of Law - Please Forward 

CRCGE Description.pdf; CRCGE.docx 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [fsu secure] Conference on Race, Class, Gender and Ethnicity- at UNC School of Law - Please Forward 

Date:Fri, 21:26:05 +0000 

From: &live.unc.edu> 

I am the                 for this year’s Conference on Race, Class, Gender and Ethnicity at the Law School. The conference is taking place on            This year’s 
topic is "Waking Up from the American Dream: The Sober Reality of Class in America." We thought members of your student group might be interested. If you could forward 
this information to your members, I would appreciate it. I’ve pasted the description below and have also attached it along with the schedule for the conference. 

Registration is FREE for students. Registration and info available here: http://studentorcls.law.unc.edu/crc~le/conferences/2012/default.aspx 

Thanks in advance for your help! 

@live.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

Conference on Race, Class, Gender, and Ethnicity 

Waking-up from the American Dream: The Sober Reality of Class in the United States 

For generations, the myth of meritocracy and upward mobility has silenced critical 
voices opposed to the disparate distribution of wealth and power in the United States. The law 
contributes to this silence: class and wealth inequality finds little receptivity within the legal 
system. In this time of ever-growing economic uncertainty, an honest exploration of the 
phenomenon of class could not be more relevant. 

On Saturday,                  academics, community activists, practitioners, and 
students will come together for the U NC School of Law’s Annual Conference on Race, Class, Gender, and Ethnicity to contribute to the 
rejuvenation of a discussion of class and inequality. We hope to encourage a heterodox approach grounded in the intersection of an honest 
exploration of class and the realities of racial, feminist, ethnic, and queer identities and the law. It is our goal to break from the prevalent isolation of 
class identity within classic critical theory to create a narrative that has the potential to be truly inclusive, transformative, and galvanizing in broader 
communities. 

We will start at the heart of class construction, exploring the roots of class and its 
relation to both overlapping identities of oppression and normalizing discourse. Equipped with 
this de-centered and integrated view, we will deconstruct the hierarchies, institutions, and 
body of law that define the American landscape and the inequalities they perpetuate. Finally, 
we will delve into responses to these realities, transcending the commonplace legal discourse 
and laying the groundwork for a horizontal and inclusive narrative that aspires to collective 
vision. 

<ul> 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</nl> 
sej-faculty- as: <a hm~"mailto:etmice@ema~l.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edn~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a hreD"mailto:leave-30648475-3692316.SeddOfl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30648475- 



3692316.5eddOf12btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu~a:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday~ 8:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Course Overview Paper 

Course Overview Paper.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

At-~ached is my 400 word response to the syllabus. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 8:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

AFRl syllabus restx~nse and group choices 

Syllabus response.docx 

Hi Dr SaNe! 
Attached is my response to the syllabus. Also my #:t choice for group presentations is group 5, social movements, new modes of citizenship and identites. My second choice is 

group 3, urban social movements and rights to the city. 
Have a great MLI( day! 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               12::t2 AM 
Subject: Update - Dr. SaNe, Room Change (Gardner 07 henceforth) etc: AI:RI 

Dear All, 

I am planning to be in class tomorrow, although if my voice remains the 

same we will engage with other aspects of our seminar rather fl~an my having to give a full lecture. 

Thanks tbr yonr patience and reminders. 

Please remember to send your 2 selections asap: Crroup presentations in April. 

Readings: 1 - Ishay (Blackboard) James (e-follnat ava~lable through UNC libr~Q’) 

I am looking forward to our semester! 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFR    group preferences 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My preferences for the group presentations are group 2 and group 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday 9:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: A Drink For Tomorrow 

Dear Eunice, 

think the message below is intended for you, and not for me as acting director of the Aticican Studies Center 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: @live.uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:45 PM 
To: Nzongola-b,-talaia, Georges 
Cc 
Subject: A Drink For Tomorrow- 

My name is and I am publicly" chair ufA Drink Fur Tumorrow. I was wundering if you could du us a huge favur and send the message below uut to the UNC African Studies 
listsep~? 

We really appreciate it! 

Hey everyune! 

Just wanted tu let know that the student urganization called A Drink For Tumurrow will be holding an interest meeting Wednesday, at 6pro. We will meet onWilson Stairs 

A Drink For Tomorruw is a nun-prufit urganization that strives to combat the global water crisis thruugh raising awareness and funds for clean water projects in the developing world. Join 
us in giving up yuur drink today su that sumeone in a developing cuuntry has a clean drink of water ~2~r tomorruw! 

We are louking fur people who are passionate problem-sulvers who want to make a difference Cume learn abuut huw you can join a comnnittee, help us plan World Water Day events, and 
much inure[ 

Ifyuu have any questiuns, please e-mail me at tcalderu@live.unc.edu, :find us un Facebook (http:X/www.faceboul< cum/ADFT.UNC) and follow us un Twitter 
(http ://twitter. c on~,A Drink Fur TmrUNC)! 

’]7hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

group presentation selection affi 

Dr.Sahle- 
I added AFRI after the first day of class so I am not sure if I am supposed to e-mail you my top choices for group presentations directly or not. If I am supposed to post this 
somewhere else please just let me know and disregard the rest of this email. Otherwise my top choices are #4 Agents of Human Rights and Justice State and Civil Society and 
#2 Human Rights and Justice Gender Equality. 
See you Tuesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, Januao, 16, 2012 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Today’s tteadlines: Flexing Muscle, Baghdad Detains U.S. Contractors 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines Jalltlai~y" 16, 2012 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[ish~ ~ Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This 

~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Flexing Muscle, Baghdad 

DetMus U,$, Coutractors 

The crackdown comes amid other 
moves by the government to take 
over functions once performed by the 
United States military and to claim 
areas of the country it had 
controlled. 

As Reforms Flag iu Greece, 

Europe Aims to Limit 

Damage 

European officials say the task of 
negotiations with lenders is less to 
help Greece throngh its troubles 
than to avoid an uncontrolled 
default that could threaten the global financial system. 

Donors Gave as Santorum ~Noil Earmarks 

An examination of stone of the earmarks Rick Santorum got as a senator from Pennsylvania 
suggests that they paid off in the foi~ of campaign contributions. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"14~ hm~e to npp~y our ouv~ ruh!s t.~w." 
LA’F~F R,~NH ID, a senior adviser to Iraq’s presidenL, Ja[al T;dabani, on the recenL detentions of 
several hundred foreign contractors wot’king in ]raq, 

WORLD 

~ 
SLIDE 

On Board tlhe 

UoS,S, 3ohn C° 

An aircraft em’rier in the Arabian 
Sea allows figixter jets to reach 
landlocked Afghanistan. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
J ~ What 

\~hat the Rigt~t ....... the 
Gets Rigb~ Right 

Leading liberal I ~i~l,, 

thinkers reveal what 
they like about contemporary 

"Glee" star gets his Broadway 
turn 
ALSO IN THEATER ;> 

Violence, addicl:ing yet ugly 

Hey, you, woaid you mind beh~g in our movk~? 

WORLD 

Police Officers ~Moe Killed in i~ts~rgent Attacks in Iraq 

Insm’gents killed nine people in several attaeks in Ramadi, inelnding an assault on a poliee 
compound where an insurgent leader was being held. 



As F~°ench Vote Nears~ Sarkt~zy is Hau~ted by Grhn Ecormmy 

The reeent downgrade of French debt, thongh not nnexpected, adds to the challenges facing the 
incumbent, Nicolas Sarkozy, as he seeks re-election. 

In confronting the debt crisis, European leaders must not lose sight of the need to rebuild their 
economies by investing in technology or making labor markets more flexible, analysts say. 

More World News 

Governing" Who Took On U~ions May Face a Closely Watched Recall Electio~ 

The outcome of a movement to recall Coy. Scott Walker of Wisconsin could have meaning for other 
states trying to cut union costs and for the presidential election. 

THECAUCUS 

Hu~atsnaa~ Says He Will IL’WOp Bit| for GoOoP, Nomh~atlo~ 

Jon M. Huntsman 3r. told his advisers he intends to leave the Republican presidential race, a week 
before he had hoped to revive his campaign in the South Carolina primary. 

Multiplied |)y PACs, Ads OYerwhelm the Airwaves i~ S.C. 

Anyone near a television in South Carolina this weekend saw one of the most concentrated and 

expensive barrages of political advertising the state has experienced. 

BUSINESS 

Bills to Stop Web Pi+’acy Invite a P+*ot+*acted Battle 

The Obama administration’s statement of opposition to ant|piracy legislation let the technology 
industry claim a victory, but few in Silicon Valley or Hollywood consider the battle over. 

DEALBOOK 

In SHIeon VaHey.~ t]he Ripe Secret of New Mommy 

The start-up boom means there are nmre fi’eshly minted millionaires looking to manage their 
wealth. ~d Wall Street firms are happy to help, for a fee. 

Onlirm Sl~oppe~-s A~e Rootit~g fo~- tl~e Little Guy 

As online giants act more like big-box stores, smaller sites are positioning themselves as mom-and- 
pop alternatives. 

S P 0 RTS 

GIANTS 37, PACKERS 20 

Giants Knock Out tl~e Champs 

Eli Manning passed for aao yards and 3 touchdowns, as the Giants set up a meeting in San 

Francisco next Sunday with a Snper Bowl berth at stake. 

N.FC. Championship Matchup 

~E] post a Comment on the Fifth Down 

Somber Week fop I acke~*s, arid tl~e Defense Does Noil~i~g to Lift 

The Giants pnnished the Green Bay defense, whieh allowed more yards than ally N.F.L. team this 
season. 

RAVENS 20, TEXANS 13 

A ’I~’pica| Ravens Success: V¢itl~ Grit a~d V~qtho~t Fear 

Baltimore intercepted the rookie qnarterbaek T. 3. Yates three times and held Houston sem’dess 
after halftime to advanee to the A.F.C. ehampionship game against New England. 

A.FC Championship Matchup 

ART~ 

’The A~°tist’ arid ’The Desce~tda~tts Take Globes 



George Clooney also won for best actor in a motion picture drama for his role in "The Descendants." 

ART REVIEW 

The M[et Reimagines the American Story 

After a four-year renovation, the Metropolitan Musemn of Art reveals its smartly updated New 

American Wing Galleries for Paintings, Sculptnre and Decorative M’ts. 

MUSIC REVIBN 

Exploring a Range of Varlatlons on Six Strlngs~. a Body and a Neck 

The Alternative Guitar Festival at Roekwood Music Hall posited the instrument as inspiration. 

More Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Enquirer De+ign+ an App for 

The National Enquirer will introdm:e an iPad app next month that will have separate content from 

the print pnblieation and video aimed at younger readers. 

Embracing Cable’s Concept of Opening Night 
i.::., £:ii.i. 

Networks are considering introdncing initial episodes of their shows through outlets like YonTube 

before they have their premiere on their own schedules. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Holl)~+’ood Technlqnes at Play in Politics 

A docnmentary-s’tyle film relentlessly attacking Mitt Romney has unnerved some in Hollywood 

with its attention to 

More Media & Adver{isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

On the Trail of Mogtgage F~oaud 

President Obama should form a task force to investigate and pursue potential civil and criminal 

wrongdoing by institutions and people whose conduct had the greatest economic impact. 

EDITORIAL 

Section 5 a~d the Right to Vote 

The facts of three cases help explain why the section is crucial and why the justices must rnle in a 

way that preserves its shield against discrimination. 

EDITORIAL 

So,he Good News From Callfo~°nh~+s du~tlce System 

Gov. Jerry Brown wants to complete the transformation and phase out the three remaining state 

facilities that hold more serious offenders. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

King of AI~ Nations 

The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King 3r. was an international as well as an American icon. But his 
legacy was used to serve a range of purposes, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

How Fa res the Dream? 

Martin Luther King would see a nation that judges people by the size of their paychecks. 

~ Columnist Page [ Bio~ 

G~- ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Preve~t~ng a N~c|ear Iran~ Peacefl~l|y 

Israel need not choose between a nuclear Iran and war. A third alternative is a nuclear-Dee zone. 



o More Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 16, 1991, the White House announced the start of Operation Desert Storm to drive Iraqi 

forces out of Kuwait. 

About This E-~tlaii 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines ne’,~/slette[ As a rnembe[ o~ 

the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are cornmitted ~o protecting your privacy 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday 7:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: - Thesis Examination 

NOTESONTHEGUIDAN CEOFEXTERNALEXAMINERS .pdf; Sahle iUSA.pdf 

From: Rose M. Silva [thesis@queensu.ca] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:43 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Marcel Nelson - Thesis Examination 

To:    Dr. Eunice Sable, Global Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Rose Silva, Thesis Coordinator, School of Graduate Studies - Queen’s University 

Confidential Report Deadline: Thursday, 

ORALTHESIS EXAMINATION INFORMATION 

Student’s Name: 

Department: 

Degree: 

Thesis Title: 

~i~ ~ C326M a ~ Co~ ~H all 

Committee Members: 

Chair: 

Supervisor: 

Head/Delegate: 

Examiner: 

Examiner (Int/Ext.): 

External Examiner: 

J.I. McGill, MGMT 

A.B. Bakan, POLS 

G.G. Amyot, POLS 

S.M. Soederberg, POLS 

I.G. McKay, HIST 

Eunice SaNe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

REPORT DEADLINE:    Thursday, 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

(*Please observe the notes below before evaluating the thesis.) 

EVALUATION OF THESIS FOR: Marcel Nelson 

BY: Insert Your Name Here 

On the basis of the thesis submitted, should the oral examination be held and the candidate permitted to defend the thesis (type either YES or NO below)? 

Comments: 

*NOTES TO EXTERNAL EXAMINER 

Thank you for agreeing to be the External Examiner for our Ph.D. candidate ; upcoming oral thesis examination scheduled for Thursday, 

I have attached 2 electronic files to this email, which outline the oral examination procedures and particulars. The files have been prepared using Adobe Acrobat 

9.0 Professional. If you are unable to open and print the files, please let me know and I will send them in another format or by fax, if you provide the fax number. If 

I don’t hear from you, I will assume that all is well. 

To submit the report, you can either reply to this email, or return a hard copy version by fax, whichever you find most convenient. The originals can be given to the 

Chairperson on the day of the exam. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Rose Silva 

GENERAL REGULATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS 

COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS: Examiners and Supervisors are expected to provide comments for the benefit of the Chair. When the evaluation is negative, 

COMMENTS MUST BE PROVIDED. 

OUTCOME CATEGORIES: At the examination, examiners will be required to vote to place the thesis in one of the 3 outcome categories of Passed, Referred or 

Failed. 

EXAMINERS: Please complete the confidential report section above by replying to this email so it arrives ON or BEFORE Thursday, If the report is 

not submitted by the deadline stated, the examination may have to be cancelled. 

ATTENDANCE: Your presence is required at and for the duration of the examination. Any exceptions have to be arranged with and approved by the Graduate School 

prior to the examination. 

THESIS REQUIREMENTS: A thesis must be expressed in a satisfactory form consistent with the discipline concerned, and display a scholarly approach to the subject 

and a thorough knowledge of it. A critical review of previous work related to the subject should be given. 

A master’s thesis should demonstrate that the candidate is capable of original and independent work; that of a doctoral student must be original and of such value 

as to merit publication. 

EVALUATION OF THE THESIS: The thesis must be appraised in relation to the requirement for the candidate’s degree program. 

It is permissible to note corrections on your copy of the thesis. Comment and errata could also be listed separately, and criticisms should be substantiated. 

In the case of two or more negative reports, the Chair of the committee may convene the committee to examine the reports and decide on what action to take. 

Normally, however, the procedure outlined in General Regulation of the calendar of the School of Graduate Studies is followed: "Negative reports: If any two of 

the examiners’ reports recommend that the thesis oral not proceed, the candidate, the supervisor and the Head of Department should be consulted by the Chair of 

the Examining Committee to see if they wish to proceed with the oral defence. The onus is on the candidate to make the decision to proceed or not. If the 



candidate agrees that the oral be postponed, the Chair must convey to the candidate, through the supervisor, the nature of the revisions to the thesis that are 

advised, and the candidate has the right to present the revised thesis at a later date. At the subsequent submission of the thesis, the oral defence must be held." 

HELPFUL LINKS FOR EXTERNAL EXAMINERS: 

Campus Map: 

http://www,queensu.ca/resources/pdf/carnpusmap/QU map main.pdf 

Kingston: 

.b_~_t ~ZZ~_~_~_:_Lo__y_r! ~__m___:_k__t o_g__~_Lo__~ ~_&~ ~_g_~:_~__o_m__Z 
htt p:/!www.cityofkingston.ca/ma ps~asp 

B&B’s 

ht[p://www,hochelagainn,comi 

http:iiwww.rosemountinmcomi 



::’~:: Description: QL- 

F 4C 

Thesis Coordinator 
School of Graduate Studies, Gordon Hall, Rm 425 
Queen’s University 
Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6 

Phone: (613)533-6000 x77313 
Fax:: (613)533-6015 
E-maih thesis~queens~,ca Link For Stud._e__n___t__s___-____D___e_~L_r__e___e____C___o____m__p__!__e__t_!__o___n- 

Link For Facu!tv & Staff - Helping; Students Complete 

Thh~ .~! mail may contain con~iden~_ia] o! priviieg~!d ii~orr~atioR. Jf you ar~! not tile in~_ended r~!cipier!t, any ~urth.~!r use or disclo!~ure i!~ prohibited. It you received this m.~!!~sa~.~! in error, 

please notify me immedi~tt:ly by rcpJy em~il ;~r!d deit:te any copies of this rne..;sage. 



Dr. Eunice SaNe 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Global Studies 
CB# 3395, 106 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 U.S.A. 

Dear Dr. SaNe: 

Thank you for agreeing to be the External Examiner for our Ph.D. candidate, 
you have consented to do this for us. 

We are most grateful that 

A copy of the thesis has been forwarded to you by the depamnent. We value your opinion and request a written evaluation 
of the thesis. Please e-mail the electronic version of your report, so that it arrives in our office by the date given on the form 
(five working days before the defense). This report will be read aloud at the examination. Please provide a short report, no 
longer than one page, including a summary of your judgment of the thesis, an assessment of the significance of the student’s 
researclk and an indication of the line of questioning you may pursue at the examination. You may wish to provide the 
committee with a more detailed report at the examination. 

Queen’s University nominates our best doctoral students’ dissenatimzs for several annual prestigious prizes and 
competitions. If this student is selected for nomination, we may include tiffs pro-examination report :from you on the 
dissertation with the nomination maitcrials. If you strongly feel this dissert:ation and the work in it is exceptional and makes a 
valuable contribution to the research in the :field, please note that in your comments in this report. We ask that you do not 
reveal any portion of your report to the candidate or the supervisor(s) before the oral examination. You should 
address any concerns or questions directly to the School of Graduate Studies and not the candidate or the supervisor(s). 

In the event that this examination is cancelled due to two or more negative reports, and one of the negative reports is from 
you, your written comments will be distributed to the supervisor(s) and candidate. 

You will receive an honorarium of $100.00 for your services as an External Examiner. It is our understanding that you will 
be present at "the oral examination. You will be reimbursed for travelling expenses according to Queen’s Universitt: Travel 
Polic5: and I would ask that you seek the most reasonable and affordable means of travel and accommodation. Please go to 
the following link for the Travel Expense form to record your expenses, and fm~ard these forms and all original receipts 
directly to the School of Graduate Studies. For airfare reimbursement, the ticket is no longer sufficient. You must 
supply a receipt or invoice plus the ticket. 

Please have this letter in your possession when you travel to Canada. Your visit as external examiner falls under 
Section 6.1.14, regulation RI 9(1)(n) of the Canada Immigration Manual: 

"Eminent individuals’ who direct the studies and review the work done by scholars that are under their tutelage will on 

occasion enter Canada to review their scholars’ thesis and papers. This also includes foreign professors seeking entry to 

appraise/evaluate academic programs (including videos’) and who provide consultation strictly on academic matters. These 

fbreign professors" will be in possession of a letter of invitation j?om the universi&, consultant or academic examiner". 

Although we do not require a lengthy report, I realize that there is a substantial amount of work involved for you. Thank 
you again for your help to our student and us. 

Yours sincerely, 

~;::~:.~,~.::::~"-~::~:~;:,~.::~. ............... 

Brenda Brouwer, Ph.D. 
Vice-Provost and Dean of the School of Graduate Studies 

BB :rs 
c. Student File 

Political Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca> 

Monday, 12:55 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Queen’s University PhD Defence 

Hi Eunice: 

Not sure if you got this in the new year’s in-box crunch ! Sending again... 

Best a nd very soon! 

Abbie 

From: Abigail Bakan 

Date: Wed, /4:21:33 -0500 

To: "Sahle, Eunice N" 

Subject: FW: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hi Eunice: 

Happy new year! I hope January finds you and family well. 

I wanted to follow up about specific arrangements for your visit to Kingston. Please hang on to your travel and accommodation receipts, and we’ll work our payment when you 

arrive. However, as I’II be providing some of this through my research account, if you could send me your SIN number (do you have a Canadian number still?), and your mailing 

address, l’ll work on getting part of these funds moving. 

Also, let me know if you need any assistance in making your way to the campus on Thursday/       (though I know you are fluent in ’Kingston’!). I will be in my office, now in the 

Department of Gender Studies, M-C D506. You could leave your stuff here and make my office your home any time you are on campus. 

I think you mentioned earlier you were planning to return to Toronto on the morning train Friday AM. I’II be doing the same, but let me know which train you are planning to take 

and we can arrange to travel together and catch up! 

Finally, Thursday night -- can you come as my guest to a dinner with 

Thanks very much for your skillful assistance in this defence. 

Very soon, 

Abbie 

and colleagues? I hope so! l’m making a reservation so let me know... 

Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 

Head of Department of Gender Studies 

Professor of Political Studies 

Mackintosh-Corry Hall, Rm. D-506 

Queen’s University 

Kingston, Ontario 

Canada K7L 3N6 

TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 

E-mail: 

From: Micheline Boomhour <’~~:a> 

Date: Wed,           11:27:25 -0400 

To: Abigail Bakan <~.~!!~!~).~:,~!9.L{~.f~.S!:.f~>, Grant Amyot <~O~.t?.!:~.9.~!~.~!:.t~!>, Susanne Soederberg <soederber~<~tueen~u~ca> lan McKay <in~ckay(~magma 

Subject: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hello Again, 
Thank you for your participation in this we really do appreciate it. This has been an easy committee to bring together. The date that 

works for everyone is Thursday             at l:30pm. T have booked Room C 326 in Mackintosh Corry Hall. Once       submits 
his dissertation ~ will forward a copy to each of you. 
Kind regards, 
Micheline Boomhour 

Graduate Assistant 

Department of Political Studies 

Queen’s University 

Mackintosh Corry Hall, Room C321 

Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 

613-533-6000 x77452 

Email communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and is confidential If you are not an intended recipient or responsible 



for delivering the message to an intended recipient, any review, disclosure, conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly 

prohibited, as is the taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without authorization please notify me immediately 

by return eumail or otherwise and permanently delete the entire communication from any computer, disk drive, or other storage medium 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca> 

Monday 1:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Queen’s University PhD Defence ¯ 

Hi Eunice: 

Yes, I understand hectic! Welcome to 

Sure, send me your SSN and I’ll figure out next steps on the financial front._ 

It’s lovely that you are able to take the extra day in Kingston! I’ll be heading back on the early train to Toronto. Will you be in Toronto on Sat, or in Kingston on Thurs AM or Weds? 

I’m hopeful we can find a moment that will work in our collectively crazy schedules. 

Soon, 

A. 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <:~.!~.~?.!~.~.~!~.~.!!.:~!~.:~.~!~.> 

Date: Men, 18:29:33 +0000 

To: Abigail Bakan 

Subject: RE: Queen’s University PhD Defence ¯ 

Hi Abbie, 

Happy New Year to you too and your family! 

It has been a hectic first week of classes hence the delayed response. 

Would my Green Card or SSN work? Let me know. 

At any rate, here is my home address: 

Thursday dinner: Excellent idea and thanks for the invite. 

Friday: In the last few weeks, T decided to stay 1 extra day in Kingston to spend time with an old friend of mine from my U of Toronto days who is currently a faculty member 
at ¢~ueen’s medical school. So, I will be taking the return train on Saturday. Hopefully, we can arrange some time for a chat on Thursday or sometime on Friday before your 
departure. My friend will be at work most of Friday, thus I am free most of that day except between 9.00am-10.00am when I have a scheduled coffee meeting with David. 
Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Abigail Bakan [~.~!!~.~!~.~9.~,~] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:21 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: ¢~ueen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hi Eunice: 

Hapw new year! I hope Janua~~ finds you and fandly well. 

I wanted to follow np abont specific arrangements for yonr visit to Kingston. Please hang on to your travel and accommodation receipts, and we’ll work our payment 

when you arrive. However, as I’ll be providing some of this through my research account, if you could send me your SIN number (do you have a Canadian nnmber 

still’?), and your mailing address, I’ll work on getting part of these funds moving. 

Also, let me know if you need any assistance in making your way to the campus on Thursday       (though I know ~ou are tluent m Kings~ton ~). I will be in my 

oltice, now in the Department of Gender Studie~ M-C D506. Yon could leave yonr stuff here and make my office your home any time yon axe on campns. 

I think you men~6oned eaJclier you were plam~ing to return to Toronto on the morning tram Friday A~. I’ll be doing the ~me, but let me know which train you are 
planning to take and we can anange to trm el together and catch up~ 

Finally, Thursday night can you cotne as my guest to a dinner with and colleagues? I hope so! I’m making a reservation so let me know... 

Thanlcs very much for your skillfid assistance in this defence. 

Very soon, 



Abbie 

Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 

Head of Depal~tment of Gender Studies 

Professor of Political Studies 
Mackintosh-Colry HaJ1, Rm. D-506 

Queen’s Universib" 

Kingston, Ontario 

Canada K7L 3N6 

TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 
E-mail: 

From: Micheline Boomhour 

Date: Wed, 11:27:25 -0400 

To: Abigail Bakan <bakan~,,@ u~e ~u ca> Grant Amyot <a~,wo,~(r~ ,~e ~ ~ ca> Susanne ~.. ~ee~u.ca , a~~qsu.ca , Soederberg <~q.~.4~.ca>, lan McKay <~... a~m~.c~>, 

Subject: Queen’s University PhD Defence - Nelson 

Hello Again, 
Thank you for your participation in this we really do appreciate it. This has been an easy committee to bring together. The date that 

works for everyone is Thursday             at l:30pm. I have booked Room C 326 in Mackintosh Corry Hall. Once       submits 
his dissertation I will forward a copy to each of you. 
Kind regards, 
Micheline Boomhour 

Graduate Assistant 

Department of Political Studies 

Queen’s University 

Mackintosh Corry Hall, Room C321 

Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 

613-533-6000 x77452 

Email communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and is confidential. If you are not an intended recipient or responsible 

for delivering the message to an intended recipient, any review, disclosure, conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly 

prohibited, as is the taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication If you receive this communication in error or without authorization please notify me immediately 

by return e-mail or otherwise and permanently delete the entire communication from any computer, disk drive, or other storage medium. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:53 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: Save the date: Las Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo Documentary. Premiere, UNC 



Please visit our ..W__E__B_S_ ..112_.~ and ._F.A__C_._E_B__ .O__O_._K_ page for more information. 

¯ -- You are curreutly subscribed to 



smwg01 as: eunice(tbemail.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to lemTe-30651870-4140465.0c3d4556662t~045bti_t361b26tl)57fc7(a~listserv,unc.edu 



Fron~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca> 

Monday 2:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Queen’s University PhD Defence 

HI Eunice: 

Thanks for the plan...I am afraid I’m carless in Kingston, but I can arra nge a taxi for you if you let me know the time you’d like to be collected, and the exact address of the hotel? 

We can do the paperwork when you arrive_. 

Abbie 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" 

Date: Mort, :19:24:53 +0000 

To: Abigail Bakan 

Subject: RE: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hi Abbie, 

Given the public aspect of this mode of communication, I will the pass it on when I see or I can call you (kindly send me your number again). 

I will be in Kingston about J~0.00am Thursday- urgent meeting here, thus I have had to shift travel plans - so we could have coffee or lunch before the defense. T have sent 
you my via rail receipt and schedule via your other email. We can meet in your office and then decide where to go. And yes, it would be nice if someone picked me from the 
hotel (Four Points by Sheraton) for my travel to campus for I have not lived in Kingston since the :t990s. 

Thanks and see you soon. 

Eunice 

From: Abigail Bakan 
Sent: Monday, 1:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Queen’s University PhD Defence 

Hi Ennice: 

Yes, I nnderstand hectic! Welcome to 

Sure, ~nd me yonr SSN and I’ll tigure out next steps on the finm~cia] front... 

It’s lovely that yon a~e able to take the extra day in Kingston! I’ll be heading back on the early train to Toronto. Will you be in Toronto on Sat, or in Kingston on Thurs 

AM or Weds? I’m hopeful we can find a moment that roll work in onr collectively cr~y schedules. 

Soon, 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eut:k:e@,emaii.ur~c.edu> 

Date: Mon,           :18:29:33 +0000 

To: Abigail Bakan <!2~.!~.~).~).~.%!~?.~:~.~3> 

Subject: RE: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hi Abbie, 

Happy New Year to you too and your family! 

It has been a hectic first week of classes hence the delayed response. 

Would my Green Card or SSN work? Let me know. 

At any rate, here is my home address: 

Thursday dinner: Excellent idea and thanks for the invite. 

Friday: [n the last few weeks, [ decided to stay 1 extra day in Kingston to spend time with an old friend of mine from my U of Toronto days who is currently a faculty member 
at Queen’s medical school. So, I will be taking the return train on Saturday. Hopefully, we can arrange some time for a chat on Thursday or sometime on Friday before your 



departure. My friend will be at work most of Friday, thus I am free most of that day except between 9.00am-10.00am when I have a scheduled coffee meeting with David. 
Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Abigail Bakan 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hi Eunice: 

Happy new year! I hope Janua~y finds you and t:axnily well. 

I wanted to follow up about specific arrangements for your visit to Kingston. Please hang on to your travel and acco,nmodation receipts, and we’ll work our payment 

when you amve. However, as I’ll be providing some of this through my research accounL if you could send me your SIN number (do yon have a Canadian number 

still?), and your mailing address, I’ll work on getfing paxt of these funds moving. 

Also, let me l, mow if you need any assistance in making your way to the can~pns on                ’,though I know you are fluent in ’Kingston".). I roll be in my 

office, now in the Department of Gender Studies, M-C D506. You conld leave your stuff here and make my office your home any time you are on campus. 

I think you mentioned earlier you were planning to return to Toronto on the morning train Friday AM. I’ll be doing "the ~me, but let me know which train you are 

planning to "take and we can arrange to travel together and catch up’. 

Finally, Thursday night can you come as my guest to a dinner with 

Thanks veu much for your skillful assislance in this defence. 

Very soon, 

Abbie 

and colleagues? I hope so! I’m ~naking a reservation so let me know... 

Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 

Head of Department of Gender Studies 

Prot~ssor of Political Studies 
Mackintosh- Con7 Ha~l, Rtn. D- 506 

Queen’s Universi .ty 

Kingslor~ Onturio 

Canada K7L 3N6 

TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 
E-mail: 

From: Micheline Boomhour <~!i~...d..[?:~!~.~.~.!}.~!?.}.~=~.> 

Date: Wed            11:27:25 -0400 

To: Abigail gakan <~~ ..:a>, Grant Amyot <~~J c.a>, Susanne Soederberg <~..q~ ca>, lan McKay <~~ ca>, 

<eu~ice~3 e~’~aii .L~nc.edu> 

Subject: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hello Again, 
Thank you for your participation in this we really do appreciate it. This has been an easy committee to bring together. The date that 

works for everyone is Thursday             at l:30pm. I have booked Room C 326 in Mackintosh Corry Hall. Once       submits 
his dissertation I will forward a copy to each of you. 
Kind regards, 
Micheline Boomhour 
Graduate Assistant 
Department of Political Studies 
Queen’s University 
Mackintosh Corry Hall, Room C32:1 
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 
613-533-6000 x77452 

Email communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and is confidential. If you are not an intended recipient or responsible 

for delivering the message to an intended recipient, any review, disclosure, conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly 

prohibited, as is the taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without authorization please notify me immediately 

by return e-mail or otherwise and permanently delete the entire communication from any computer, disk drive, or other storage medium. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca> 

Monday 3:07 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Yes, my office! M-C D504. Save your receipts! 

A. 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" 

Date: Mon, 19:47:29 +0000 

To: Abigail Bakan 

Subject: RE: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

No worries Abbie. I can take a taxi to MCory. So, see you shortly after 10 on Thursday, right? 

Cheers, 
E 

From: Abigail Bakan 
Sent: Mtonday : 2:45 PM! 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

HI Eunice: 

Thanks for the plan... I am afia~d I’m carless in Kingston, but I can anange a taxi for you if you let me know the lime you’d like to be collected, and the exact address 

of the hotel? 

We can do the papen¥ork when you arrive... 

Abbie 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" 

Date: Mort, 19:24:53 +0000 

To: Abigail Bakan <bakan?,@,’tue !~n~; ~.(:a> 

Subject~ RE: Queen’s University PhD Defence 

Hi Abbie, 

Given the public aspect of this mode of communication, I will the pass it on when T see or I can call you (kindly send me your number again). 

I will be in Kingston about 10.00am Thursday- urgent meeting here, thus I have had to shift travel plans - so we could have coffee or lunch before the defense. I have sent 
you my via rail receipt and schedule via your other email. We can meet in your office and then decide where to go. And yes, it would be nice if someone picked me from the 
hotel (Four Points by Sheraton) for my travel to campus for I have not lived in Kingston since the 1990s. 

Thanks and see you soon. 

Eunice 

From: Abigail Bakan 
Sent: Mlonday, 1:42 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hi Eunice: 

Yes, I understand hectic’. Welcome to 

Sure, ~nd me your SSN m~d I’ll figure out next steps on the l~nanciaJ thmt... 

It’s lovely that you a~re able to take the extra day in Kingston! I’ll be heading back on the early train to Toronto. Will you be in Toronto on SaL or in Kingston on Thurs 

AM or Weds? I’m hopeful we ca= find a moment that roll work in our collectively crazy schedules. 

Soon, 

A. 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emaii,u~;c.edu> 

Date: Mon, 18:29:33 +0000 

To: Abigail Bakan <bakana~ueensu.ca> 



Subject: RE: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hi Abbie, 

Happy New Year to you too and your family! 

It has been a hectic first week of classes hence the delayed response. 

Would my Green Card or SSN work? Let me know. 

At any rate, here is my home address: 

Thursday dinner: Excellent idea and thanks for the invite. 

Friday: Tn the last few weeks, 1‘ decided to stay :t extra day in Kingston to spend time with an old friend of mine from my U of Toronto days who is currently a faculty member 
at Queen’s medical school. So, 1‘ will be taking the return train on Saturday. Hopefully, we can arrange some time for a chat on Thursday or sometime on Friday before your 
departure. My friend will be at work most of Friday, thus 1 am free most of that day except between 9.00am-10.00am when 1‘ have a scheduled coffee meeting with David. 
Looking fonNard to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Abigail Bakan 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:21 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; FVV: Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hi Eunice: 

Hapw new year! I hope January finds you and t?~nily well. 

I wanted to follow up about specific arrangements for your visit to Kingston. Please hang on to your travel and accommodation receipts, and we’ll work our payment 

when you arrive. However; as rll be providing some of this through my research account, if you could send me your SIN number (do you have a Canadian number 

still?), and your mailing address, I’ll work on getting pe~ of these funds moving. 

Also, let me know if you need any assistance in making your way to the cmnpus on Thursday       ~,thongh I know you are flnent in ’Kingston’!). I roll be in my 

office, now in the Department of Gender Studies. M-C D506. You could leave your stuff here and make my office your home any time you are on campus. 

I think you mentioned earlier you were plmming to return to Toronto on the morning train Friday AIVL I’ll be doing the same, but let me know which train you are 

planning 1‘o take and we can arrange to travel together and catch up! 

FinaJly, Thursday night can you come as my guest to a dinner with 

Thanks veo, ~nuch for your skillful assistance in this defence. 

Very soon, 

Abbie 

and colleagues? I hope so! I’m making a reservation so let me know... 

Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 

Head of Department of Gender Studies 

Professor of Political Studies 
Mackintosh-Corry HaJ1, Rm. D-506 

Quee~is University 

Kingston, Ontario 

Canada K7L 3N6 

’][’EL: 613-533-6000, x75030 

E-maik bakan~%queet~s~l ca 

From: Micheline Boomhour 
Date: Wed, :11:27:25 -0400 
To: Abigail gakan <~~L~,c~>, Grant Amyot <~~. su,~:a>, Susanne Soederberg <~.qs,4,c~>, lan McKay <imckk~v£b)rna~m~.c~..         i>, 

Subject: Queen’s University PhD Defence - Nelson 

Hello Again, 



Thank you for your participation in this we really do appreciate it. This has been an easy committee to bring together, The date that 

works for everyone is Thursday             at l:30pm. I have booked Room C 326 in Mackintosh Corry Hall. Once       submits 
his dissertation I will forward a copy to each of you. 
Kind regards, 
Micheline Boomhour 

Graduate Assistant 

Department of Political Studies 

Queen’s University 

Mackintosh Corry Hall, Room C321 

Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 

6:13-533-6000 x77452 

Email communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and is confidential If you are not an intended recipient or responsible 

for delivering the message to an intended recipient, any review, disclosure, conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly 

prohibited, as is the taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without authorization please notify me immediately 

by return e-mail or otherwise and permanently delete the entire communication from any computer, disk drive, or other storage medium 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3:11 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: AFRI 

Hi again Pro£ SaNe, 

I can attend class tomorrow and bring the form from advising for you to sign, ifI could still be enrolled. Let me know when you get the chance. 

Thanks, 

On Sat, at 2:30 PM, ~gmafil.com> wrote: 

Hi Prof. Sahle, 
My name is mad I am interested in taking your Afri class this semester if possible. I was just informed yesterday that I could not be enrolled for a 

public policy class that I need, so I need to take an Atiica themed course tbr my Global Studies major. Could I enroll? Thank you and enjoy the weekend, 

~live.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Monday-, 3:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Al~i Assigmnent 1 

Attach: Afii e~m credit.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my paper on what 1 believe the course is about. Thanks! 

Best. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pew Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;> 
Monday, JanuaD~ 16, 2012 4:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 
Hip Hop Forum 

Dear Eunice 

When I asked about discretional- funds, this is ~vhat I had in mind: 

My C-START student, made contact ~vith a 90s hip hop 
performer ~ ~vhile looking for a 
guest speaker ior his class (originally scheduled 1o 
apparently would come and talk for $2,000 plus expenses asked 
me whether the department had such money and I responded that we 
couldn’t spend that kind of money for someone to come just to speak for 
his class on        but that if we had time to develop a more 
extensive program, it might be a possibility. (I had in mind mr’ hip hop 
class’s forum, probably in mid. and also involving 
"beat-making" class in some way. by the way, thinks the fee 
might be a bit high, and that we might get him to come down) 

The idea is that we have tl~ree "knowledge-producing centers" focused on 
hip hop (with all our three classes), and this ~vould be a way to create 
synergy, and get exposure, among them 

What do you think? 

best 

Pelpf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday~ 5:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI Comments on cour~ outline 

Response to Course Outline.docx 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Please find attached my 400-words on what I expect to learn this semester and why I am interested in human rights. 

Best, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:36 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Reading 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have looked online for the Stephen A. James, Univers~lHumanRights: Origins’ ce/tdDevelopmcvtt reading and I have not been able to find it online. I have checked the 

online reserves and also searched for the book in e-books and the catalog. The book was listed in the catalog but it is checked out. Is there another place I should be 

searching for the te~ book? 

Thank~ 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjetA: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~" 

Monday,               6:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Assignment #1 

Assignment #1 .docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
Here is my Assignment #3. for AFP, i Thank you so much! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI , Assignment 

Attach: AFRI, extmcredit.docx 

Prof. SaNe, 

Here is my extra credit assignment and my group preference choices. I hope you had a great weekend! 

~.) Group 4 

2) Group 2 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday~ 10:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

syllabus assignment 

For my Ints    class with Professor Osterweil, 

Group presentations: 

First choice: Group 2: Human rights and justice: gender equality in East Africa and beyond 

Second choice: Group 4: Agents of human rights and justice: state and civil society (local and transnational) in East Africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 12:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI    Assignment 1 

Respouse to Course Outliue.docx 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 1:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Alii Assignement 

Attach: Afri docx 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
I have attached my assignement to this email. Thank you and have a great night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. to Force Drug Firms to Report Money Paid to Doctors 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... i o.day;.,.s..He.adiin.es ......................................................................... 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. to Force Drug Firms to 
Report Money Paid to 
Doctors 
By ROBERT PEAR 

To head off medical conflicts of interest, 
the companies would be required to 
disclose what they pay doctors for 
research, consulting, speaking, travel 
and entertaimnent. 

Romney Is Opponents’ Main 
Target in G.O.P. Debate 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

With five days remaining before the 
South Carolina prinmry, fl~e Republican 
challengers wasted little time firing 
pointed questions at Mitt Romney 
during Monday night’s debate in Myrtle 
Beach. 
¯ " ~ Slide Show 

-’ ~-’; Highlights and Fact-Checks From the 

Debate 

Iran Face-Off Testing Obama the Candidate 
By MARK LANDLER 

The president, trying to contain Iran’s nuclear ambitions, must balance choices that could harm either the 
eeononfie recovery or lfis image as a firm leader. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Patients want to know they are getting treatment based on medical evidence, not a lunch or a financial 

relationship." 

ALLAN J. COUKELL, a consmner advocate at the Pew Charitable Trusts, on a rule that would require 

drug companies to disclose pa)anents they make to doctors. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: An 

Education, Over 



the Border and Under the 
Radar 
Dozens of high school students cross 
from Tijuana, Mexico, into Southern 
Califoruia every day to attend American 
high schools. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Can a Few Years’ Data Reveal 
Bad Teachers? 
Better teachers lead to better test scores 
and better lives. But with only a few 
years’ data, can districts tell which 
teachers are good? 

100 years of L.L. Bean 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

The best of 2011 

Just one look: Stella McCartney 

n~times,~:o.m ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

Oversight of Cruise Lines at Issue After Disaster 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Questions about a captain’s mm~euvering of the Costa Concordia cruise ship off the coast of Italy are raising 
larger issues about how the cruise industry is regulated. 

~ ~ Photographs: Cruise Ship Accident in Italy I Graphic I ~ Photographs: Cruise Ship Accident in Italy I Graphic 

" ~ Video: Cruise Ship Runs Aground (Reuters) 

Taiwan Election Stirs Hopes Among Chinese for Democracy 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

After avidly following Taiwan’s presidential campaign online, many mainland Chinese expressed the desire 
to one day soon choose their own leaders. 

Liberia’s President Stresses Reconciliation in Second Inaugural Speech 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf began a second six-year telan calling for political reconciliation after a runoff 
election saw a boycott and street dashes. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Suspect in Killings of Homeless Men Has Family Link to Homelessness 
By IAN LOVETT 

Before a fourth killing in Orange County, Califoruia, an Iraq war veterma who was later arrested warned lfis 
homeless father to be careful. 

No Closure for Denver’s Beltway Loop 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

For decades, Golden, Colo., west of Denver, has refused to allow a stretch of a ring road through its small 
valley, arguing that it would shatter flae eommmfity. 

With Bill, Washington State Shifts Its Views on Marriage 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Some lawmakers who once opposed same-sex marriage are now sponsoring a bill that would make 
Waslfington the seventh state where same-sex couples are allowed to marry. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Learning to Be Lean 
By REED ABELSON 

Health insurers and employers must now pay to screen children for obesity and provide them with 



counseling. Experts say creating such programs will be a challenge. 

The Invisible Hand Behind Bonuses on Wall Street 
By KEVIN ROOSE 

Compensation consultants work in the shadows to help Wall Street banks and other financial institutions set 
bonuses and devise severance packages. 

Web Gang Operating in the Open 
By RIVA RICHMOND 

The Koobface gang, a Russian-based group, has grown wealthy by apparently spreading a computer WOlan on 
Faeebook and other social networks and cashing in on various schemes. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

New Breed of Tight End Is Unchecked So Far 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Venaon Davis of the 49ers and Rob Gronkowski of the Patriots may look like tight ends, but they rma and 
catch like wide receivers, presenting problems for opposing defenses. 

9 Years Later, Sorry Still Doesn’t Cut It 
By SAM BORDEN 

In the Giants’ last playoff game in Sm~ Francisco, in 2003, they gave away a 24-point lead and lost, 39-38, 
after a straining - and controversial - field-goal attempt. 

¯ ’ Giants Quickly Look Ahead to the N.F.C. Title Game 

Ravens Seek Offense Worthy of the Defense 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

To reach their first Super Bowl since the 2000 season, the Ravens cannot rely on defense alone, particularly 
against a Patriots temn flint has not lost since Nov. 6. 

¯ Mor_~g.~_S_pS orts News 

ARTS 

The Rich Are Different: They’re in 3-D 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Baz Ltflmnann’s "Great Gatsby" draws 3-D a step closer to maturity by bringing it into real-world drama. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’The Real Romney’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

Two reporters for The Boston Globe try to explain Mitt Ronmey by pulling together lots of details into a 
narrative that is absorbing and fair-nfinded. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Luisi Crosses Border To American Territory 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

This unusual program, plmmed by James Levine, featured Ren~e Fleming singing Mahler’s Rfickert-Lieder 
and three American opera arias by Hernnann and Barber. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

FINDINGS 
Climate Proposal Puts Practicality Ahead of Sacrifice 
By JOHN TIERNEY 

A proposal to slow global walaning would help people in poor countries now, instead of mainly benefiting 
their descendants. 

BOOKS ON SCIENCE 
Penguins, Hockey and Serious Stuff Too: Scott’s Polar Chronicles 
By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD 



On the centenary of Robert Falcon Scott’s arrival at the South Pole, a London publisher is issuing copies of 
the 12-volume South Pole Times, which captured the substance and spirit of his expeditions. 

When Breakthroughs Begin at Home 
By RITCHIE S. KING 

Hobbyists, dabbling in fields like genetics, are part of a movement called do-it-yourself biology, or DIYbio. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Taxes and Transparency 
Presidential candidates have generally released their tax records for ninny years now. Mitt Ronmey’s should 
not be top secret. 

EDITORIAL 

Convenient, but How Secure? 
Banks have gotten better at preventing online fraud, but criminals aren’t giving up. So financial institutions 
need to do a lot more to increase protections. 

EDITORIAL 
Counting Voters Fairly 
Other states should be encouraged by Maryland to adopt anti-gerrymandering laws that cotmt innmtes as 
residents in their home comn~tmities, not at location of their incarceration. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
South Carolina Diarist 
By DAVID BROOKS 

On a visit to South Carolina just days before the primary, getting a feel for what people on the scene are 
thinking about the candidates. 

, Columnist Page [ Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Keep It Simple 
By JOE NOCERA 

M~ influential critic says banking regulations are too complex, and she offers some solutions. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Embracing the Pretzel 
By FRANK BRUNI 

As Jon Htmtsmma exits the presidential race, he reverts back to familiar partisan hypocrisy. 

:’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 17, 1893, Hawaii’s monarchy was overtlu:own as a group of businessmen and sugar planters forced 

Queen Liliuokalani to abdicate. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Bu~ This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 3:46 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

greetings mad congratulations 

Greetings, congratulations and Happy New Year Dr. Sahle - it is your pupil 

I was curious as to when when I could borrow 15 (or more) minutes of your time. I would love to swing by your office or treat you to lunch, when your schedule 

permits. I’m sure you’re ve~ busy, so I will make myself available at your convenience. 

I’m teaching in the Music Department this semester and would like to di~uss teaching more classes in our Department. I’m als~ curious about the status of the potential 
graduate program. Also - I wmat to know how you’re doing! I never got the chance to speak to you at the Stone Center m~d would appreciate the opportuNty to be in 

your presence for a t~w minutes. 

Best, 

Professor / 919-697-7728 

UNC Chapel Hill / North Caroli~m Central University 

DO~LOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nne~ma/9th Wonder/PhonteiGeechi Suede 

&interviews with ?usetlove/Angela Davis/Herbie Hancock) 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesda? 4:34 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~: ~FR] Syllabus 

A~tach: AFl?dsyllabus.docx 

Attached is my syllabus review! 

Best regards, 

Ariel 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 7:19 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: reminder, and chapters 

Thmlks Dr. Sahle, 

I’d love to meet Monday-. I’m free before 11, then from 12-1, and after 3. 

let me know what works for you. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 6:38 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

No worries. You are not bothering, it is my ethical duty to support you and all my students, so no need for apologies. 

Thanks for the chapters. 

Can we meet next Monday, to touch base on a range of things? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
S~bject: reminder, and chapters 

@clmail.com] 
1:24 AM 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

Thanks for tile note about meeting with Afri/Afam studem union. We will be meeting oil Wednesday, mid will talk about possible dates to meet with you. 

With thanks a~d apologies Ii)r troubling you, 

Also, I realized that I never actually sent you the edited chapters, so I attached them to the email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

~unc.edu 

Re: applications update 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for your message. Great to hear that       is willing to help us to recruit students for this program. This week is already too 

hectic for me with hosting some visitors from Ecuador and the fair, but perhaps I can meet       at the fair on Friday. 

:The fair is from 11-4 at the Great Hall in the Student Union, just ask for me at the registration desk when you arrive and I will 

show you your spot to promote the South Africa program. Agreed? 

Thanks again and I look forward to meeting you. 

Best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Va~gas 

Latin ~i[erica, Africa and the M~ddle East P~ograms Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education ]enter 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of Norti"~ Carolina at Chapel H~ll 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599~313@ 

USA 

Tel~ ~ i %19 962 7@@2 Fax: { 1 919 962 2262 

Confidez~tiali~y Notice: This e-mail message, iz~cluding attachments, is for ~he sole Gse of ~he intended recipient(s) and ~[ay contain 

con£idenEial 

in£ormaEion. Any una~lthorized review, lise, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited. If you a~e not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sende~ by reply e-mail and desEroy all copies of the original nessage. 

From: "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 08:58:10-0500 

To: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvarRas@email.unc.edu> 

CC: ’      :@unc.edu" ~      @unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: applications update 

Dear Rodney, 

Hope this finds you well. 

and I met yesterday and we have started thinking strategically about recruiting students for the program. He will be at the Study Abroad Fair on and he will 
have items promoting Durban. Kindly send him information about the Fair. He will also be promoting the program in his class and in other spaces around campus. 

I also discussed the funding situation with him along the lines you highlighted last week. I told him that at this moment there is some funding for a stipend but no other funding 
given that the program is expensive.He is keen on helping us recruit more students. At any rate, you and Yousuf will have further discussion on funding so T will leave it. 

Thanks for your efforts in recruiting students for this program. We have a very small window of doing this, thus 1 really appreciate your help with this matter. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sparks, Sheru <shenl,sparks@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 9:02 AM 

Buell, Agatha <~abuell@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

Benowilz, Judith <benowi~@email.unc.edu-*; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema?d.unc.edu>; Kremer, Krisli <kristikreme@unc.edu> 

RE: CCO summer 2012 

Thanks Agatha. 

Can I just clarify? Dr. Walter Rucker will work with us regarding scheduling classes, will he also be my contact regarding payroll and employments of 

instructors!payments of same? Will he a~so be the one we send our forms to, for chah" S~gnatures? 

Thanks 

Sherry 

F~m= Buell, Agatha 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ ~3, 2052 5:~ PM 
To= Sparks, Sherry; Rucker, Walter C 
¢¢= Benowi~, Judith; SaNe, Eunice N; Barbara Anderson 
Subject; RE: CCO summer 20~2 

Dear 

Thank you for your ~at~ence. Barbara Anderson 

would be "AddRional Duties". 

Dr. Wal~er Rucker will be ~:he contact for African & ~fro-Amerk:an Studies for ques~:~ons regarding scheduling of CCO, Summer and Cont~nu~n~ Ed flom here 

forward. 

Best, 

Agatha 

A~ a~ha B~el~ 

Bus~ness Officer 

Depa~lme~t of [ uNic i: dicy 

217 Abemethy tlall, CB #3,435 

Departme~t of Affica~ & A~?o-Americ~m Studies 

~09 BaItle Ha~l. CB ~3395 

University of North 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

i~ 919,962.5824 

From= Spar~, Sherry 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To= Buell, Agatha 

C¢= Benowitz, Judith 
Subject= ~: CCO summer 2012 

Here was my h~d:. Do you need me to as~k RJ ~f we are st~l~ g.Nng to pay half and half whk:h is ea, 

Sherry 

F~ Spar~, Sherry 
Se~t~ Tuesday, November 29, 2~ 3:~2 PM 
T~ Benowitz, Judith 
~b~e~ RE: CCO summer 2~2 

Who is it we’~e tatkin~ abouL if you don’t rn~nd? Our payments are the monthly paydays in June and July. It wou~d be ~ in june and ]4 in ]u~y, although I~st summer 

RJ made us pay d~e first 3/4ths on June 30th and the ~em~in~n~ Y~ in ;uly~ I do not have d~is b:eakdown ~:or this summer yet. 

Wh~c~n I doto help~ 

Thanks 

Sherw 

F~ Benowi~, Judith 
Se~ Tuesday, November 29, 2~ ~:~8 PH 
T~i Buell, Agatha 
~= Spar~, Sherry 
~b~ee~ RE: CCO summer 20~2 

Agatha, 

Fo~ 1hal you~ ~ need ¢o ~sk Sher’rV Spa~ks~ our~ payr’oJl coor’d~rmlo~ whom Z% copyi~tg on th~s ~eply~ 

100 F~iday Ce~¢er br~ve 

CB# 1020 

h~!//fr!daycen¢er.unc.edu 

Keep wh~¢ ~ worCh keep~n9 and ,~iCh the breath of k nd ~es~ b ow the ,est 

from o bng~:e quot’e on frqendship by George 

F~m= Buell, Agatha 
Se~t~ Tuesday, November 29, 2011 l:15 PN 



To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: CCO summer 2012 

Hi Judith, 

What I actually need to know is the timing of the payments (ie, June or Julv) --. sorry that I wasn’t clearer, 

Thanks! 

Agatha Bud] 

Depa~tmen~ of P~fl)]k: Policy 

21 ? A/~emethy HaIL CB ¢ 34~5 

Department of Al?icat~ & Affo-:kmefican Studies 

109 Battle ttal[, CB 

U n~Yersi)~ of NoNa Carolina 
Cbape~ HilL, NC 27599 

~)~ 9I 9.962.278g 

[ 919.962.582,4 

F~m= Benowi~, Judith 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 29, 2011 1:08 PN 
T~ Buell, Agatha 
Su~jeet~ RE: COO summer 2012 

faculty/lectures 

Hope this helps, 

3udith 
Judith 

CB# 1020 

919-,962.-6302 

~eep ~h~t ~ ~orth ke~pm9 a~d with th~ breath of kindness, b~o~ th~ rest 

F~m= Buell, Agatha 
Sent= Tuesday, November 29, 2011 12:59 PM 
To= Benowitz, Judith 
Subject= CCO summer 2012 

Hi Judith, 

Can you tell me the payment schedule for summer 2012 CCO instructors? We have someone who might be close to the maximum overload, depending on whether 

the payments are in FYI2 or FY13. 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Agafl~a Buell 

Business O~cer 

Depa~ent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB ~3435 

Department of ~rica~ & ,~ro-Nnericm] Studies 

109 BaSle Hall, CB #3395 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday~ 9:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFRI - course expectations extra credit 

Course Expectations Extra Credit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm--~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 9:24 AM 

Sparks, Sherry <sherrysparks@unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Benowib:, Judith <benowi~@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Kremer, Kris~ti <kristikreme@unc.edu> 

RE: CCO summer 2012 

HI Sherry, 

Great questions! Dr, Rucker wN work with you on scheduling!which courses to offer!who to teach, For the time being I will continue to be your contact for 

payroll!overload forms/instructor payments~ 

Agatha 

Business 

Depa~men~ of P~flqic Policy 

217 Abemefl~y HN1, CB ~3435 

Deparlxnen~ 

109 Balde Hal~, CB #3395 

Un~versffy of NoNa Carolina 

Chapd Hill NC 27599 

F 919.962.2788 
[" 9~9.962 5824 

F~m: Spar~, Sherry 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anua~ 17, 2012 9:02 AN 
To: Buell, Agatha; Rucker, Walter C 

C¢: Benowi~, Judith; SaNe, Eunice N; Kremer, Kristi 
Subjeet: RE: COO summer 2012 

Thanks Agatha. 

Can I just darkly? Dr. Walter Rucker w~l~ work with us regarding scheduling classes, will he also be my contact regarding payroll m~d employments of 

instructors/payrnents o[ same? Will he a~so be the one we send our forms to [or chair S~gnatures? 

T h a r~ k s 

Sherry 

F~m= Buell, Agatha 
Sent~ ~riday, Janua~ 13, 2012 g:~ PN 
Te~ Sparks, Sherry; Rucker, Walter 

¢¢~ Benowi~, Judith; SaNe, Eunice N; Barbara Anderson 
~u~jeCt~ RE: CCO summer 20~2 

Dear 

Thar~k you [or your pa~:~er~ce. Barbara Anderson 

would be "Additional 

Dr. Walter Rucker will be the contac[ for A[:dcan & Afro--American Studies for questions regarding scheduling o[: COO, Summer and Continuing Ed from here 

[:orward. 

Best, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buel] 

Business 

Dep;~mnent o~" P~blic Policy 

217 Abemcthy Hall. CB ~3435 

Departmen~ of 

109 Battle Hulk CB #3395 

U ni versily of No~h Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

K 919.962.5824 

F~m= SparB, Sherry 
Sent= Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 11:38 AN 

T~= Buell, A~atha 
Ce= Benow~tz, Judith 
Subject= ~: CCO summer 2012 

Here was rny ~ast. Do you need rne to ask RJ if we are sfil~ going to pay half and ha~[: which is ea. 

Sherry 

F~= Spar~, Sherry 
$e~t= Tuesday, November 29, 20~ 3:~2 PN 
To= Benowitz, Judith 
Subject= RE: CCO summer 20~2 
Hi Agatha, 

Who is ~t we’re ta[MRg a~out, H: you don’t m~nd? Our paymeRts are the monthly paydays in June and July~ It wou~d be >~ in june and #£ ~R july, although last summer 

RJ made us pay the first 3i4ths on Jm~e BOth a~d Lhe remaink~g ]4 [r~ July. I do Rot have tNs ~reakdown for this summer yet. 

What can I do to 

T h a ~ k s 

Sh~-:~rry 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 1:18 PM 



To= Buell, Agatha 
Co= Sparks, Sherry 
Subject= RE: CCO summer 2012 

Judith 
~udi?h 

Pro~rn bevelopl’n~nt Speck~list 

FtidW d~snter for ~ontim~i~ L~ducatio~ 

100 Friday Cer~¢~ br~ve 

C~ 1020 

Kee~ ~hat ~ worth kecpm9 ~d with the breath of k~d~ess, Mow the rest 

F~; Buell, Agatha 
SeBtl Tuesday, November 29, 2011 1:15 PM 
To~ Benowitz, ;udith 
~b~e~t~ RE: CCO summer 2012 
Hi Judith 
What ~ ~ctuMIy need to know ~s the timing of the payments 0e. June or July} -- Sorry that ~ wasn’t clearer. 
Than k~ } 

A~atha 

Dcparm~n~ of Public Policy 

21, ~ "7 At en~ethv Hall, CB #(3435 

De{)a~ment of ADican & Affo-Amer{c;m Studies 

109 Ba*tle HaIL CB ~T395 

£.hapel ttdl, N( ,., >9, 

f. 9~9 962.5824 

F~ma Benowi~, Judith 
Sent= Tuesdag, November 29, 2011 1:08 PN 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject~ RE: CCO summer 20~2 

H~ Agatha, 
For a~ semesters the compensation ~s the same dependm9 on the rank, For 9r’odu~e studentsl’iAs, the compensarmn ~s For 

focu~tyiJect tn~es, it’s 

Hope this helps, 

~ u d it h 
~udith ~mowit"z 

Friday Ce~ter for Continu~n9 gducation 

Chape~ HiW, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

h~p://f~idwcenCe~.u~c.edu 

Ke~p what ~s worCh keeping and with the breath of k r~d ~¢~s b ow the "est 

from o ~ong~se qu~r~’e on frqendship by 6eorge 

F~m: Buell, Agatha 
Se.t: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 12:59 PM 
Te: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: CCO summer 2012 

Hi Judith, 

Can you tell me the payment schedule for summer 2012 CCO instructors7 We have someone who might be close to the maximum overload, depending on whether 

the payments are in FY12 or FY13. 

Thanks] 

Agatha 

Agaflm Buell 

Business O~cer 

Depaz~ent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy ~all, CB #3435 

Depmtment of ~ican & ~2o-:~erica~ S~dies 

]09 BaRle Hall, CB #3395 
Universib" of NoO]~ Cazolina 



ChapelHill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

~ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 10:22 AIM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu-% Spaxks, SherRy <sherrysparks@unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu-~ 

RE: CCO summer 2012 

Thanks, Agatho. We’w: made new mo, ilin9 Io, bels for br, I?ucker and :I711 be contacting him for the FGII course 

February. Z’ I~ also finalize Barbara’s CCO appointments to teach the CCO AFAM and AF~Z 

Cheers, 

~udith 

Program bew~lopme~t 

Ftqday C~ter’ for Continam9 

UNver~ity of North Carofi~ at Chape~ ~il~ 

100 Friday Cen~er brwe 

Chape~ ~4iH, F~C 27599 

CB# 

F~m~ Bue~, Agatha 
Sent~ Friday, Janua~ 13, 2012 5:~ PN 
To~ Sparks, Sherry; Rucker, Walter C 

¢e~ BenowJ~, Judith; SaNe, EunJce N; Barbara Anderson 
Subjeet~ RE: COO summer 2012 

Dear AlL 

Thank you ~:or your patience. Barbara ~nderson ~s allowed to earn these funds as ~aid out below. This year, ~n June this wilt be as an "Overload pa~ment’~ ~n July it 

would be "Additional Duties". 

Dr. Walter Rucker will be the contact for African & Afro-Americm~ Studie~ fo~ que~t~on~ regardin~ scheduH~ of CCO, Summe~ m~d Continuin~ Ed from here 

f.:)Fwa 

Best, 

Agatha 

AgaNa Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~tmer~ of P~fl?~k: l: olicy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departmer~ og A[iicat~ & ~l}’~-Amerk an 

] 09 B~tlle Hall, CB/~3395 

UnNersity of North Carol~r~a 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

t), 919.962.278g 

F~m: Spar~, Sherry 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anua~ ~0, 20~2 1~:38 AN 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Benowitz, 3odith 
Subject: ~: CCO summer 20~2 
Here was m,¢ last. Do you need me to ask RJ if we are still going to pay half and half which is 

Sherry 

F~m~ Spar~, Sherry 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 29, 2011 3:12 PM 
To~ Benowitz, Judith 
Subje~t~ RE: CCO summer 2012 
Hi Agatha 

Who is it we’re ta~kmg about, if you don’t rnk~d? Our ~avments are the monthly pavda~s in June and July. It wouM be ?/i in june and ~ m ~ub, although last ~umrner 

RJ made us ~aV t:he first 3i4ths on June 30th and the remainh~g ?~ m Julv. I do t~ot have [:his breakdowr~ ~or this ~;umrner yet. 

What can I do to hefp? 

Thanks 

Sherry 

F~m: Benowi~, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 l:18 PM 
T~: Buell, Agatha 
~e: Sparks, Sherry 
Subject: RE: CCO summer 2012 

Agatha, 

FoP that, you’ll need to ~sk Sherry Spa~ks, our pc~yroll coordinator, whom Z’m copym9 on th~s reply. 

~udith 

~udith 



100 FMd~y ~ent~r bMve 

O~ap~l Hill, b~ 27~99 

CB# 1020 

919~96~-6302 

b~no~i?z~ema~ Lunc.edu 

Keep ~hat ~ ~orth k~epm9 a~d ~i~h the breath of k~d~, b~o~ the r~st 

F~m~ Buell, Agatha 
S~t~ Tuesday, Novembe~ 29, 2011 1:15 PM 
T~ Benowitz, Judith 
$~bj~et~ RE: CCO summeF 2012 
Hi Judith, 

Wh~t ~ actuaHv need to know ~s the fimin8 of the payments 0e. June or July}-so~y that ~ wasn’t dearer. 

Thanks~ 

Agatha 

Agafl~a. Buell 

Depa~tm~Bt of Public PoUcy 

21, ~ "7 At en~e~hv HaU~ C B ~(3435 

Depa~tmeBt of African & Afi’o-Amedc;m Studies 

109 Battle HaE CB ~Y395 

tAapel tldl, NC ~., 

sl 9,9&,~,88 

f. 9~9 962.5824 

F~m: Benowi~, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 1:08 PN 
T~: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: CCO summer 2012 

H~ Agatha, 

For all seme~ers the compensation is the same dependtn9 on the rank. For 9roduflte studentsiTAs, the compensation 

Hope this helps. 

Progr{~m b~:velopment Specialist 

Friday Cente~ for Centi~LHn9 Education 
Un vers ty of Nert ~ Carolina ~t Chape~ Hil~ 

100 Friday Ce~ter br~ve 

Chape~ ~HI, NC 27599 

dB# 1020 

9~9..96~-.~oz 

h~p:/ / fridaycen¢er.unc.edu 

Keep what ~ ~or¢h keep~n9 and with the breath of k ~d ~e~ b o~ the "es¢ 

F~m] Buell, Agatha 
Sent; Tuesday, November 29, 201~ ~2:59 PN 
Te~ Benowitz, Judith 
Subjett: CCO summer 2012 

Hi Judith, 

Can you tell me the payment schedule for summer 2012 COO instructors? We have someone who might be close to the maximum overload, depending on whether 

the payments are in FY12 or FY13. 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Agafl~a Buell 

Business O~cer 

Depaz~ent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Depmtment of N~ican & ~?o-?~]erica~] S~dies 

]09 BaSle Hall, CB #3395 
Universib" of No~J] Carolina 

Chapel Itill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

fi 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 10:24 AM 

Benowi~, Judith <benowi~@email.uuc.edu>; Sparks, Sherry <sherrysparks@unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu-* 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.uuc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu-* 

RE: CCO summer 2012 

Thanks! 

Agafha Buel~ 

Busit~ess Ol’/,1 cer 

Dep~u’tme~t of Public Policy 

217 Abemcthy tIall, CB ~/3435 

Department of African & Afi’o.-Ame~icm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hail, CB #3395 

Chapel tIill, NC 27599 

p. 9[9.962.2788 

K 919.962.5824 

F~m= Benow[~, Judith 
Sent= Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 10:22 AN 
T~= Buell, ~gatha; Spar~, Sherry; Rucker, Walter C 

C1~ SaNe, Eun[ce N; Barbara ~nderson 
Subjett= RE: CCO summer 2012 

Cheers, 

,Tudith 

Friday Center for Confinu~ng Education 

Chapel btill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

919-962-6302 

benowitz@email.unc.edu 

h~p://f~id~yce~¢e~.unc.edu 

"A bit of fregr’a~ce tb~ys c~in~s t"o the bond tha¢ gives roses," 

--Chinese Proverb 

F~m= Buell, Agatha 
Sent= Friday, Janua~ 13, 20~2 5:~ PN 
Te~ Sparks, Sherry; Rucker, Walter C 
¢¢~ Benowi~, Judith; SaNe, Eunice N; Barbara Anderson 
Su~jett~ ~E: COO summer 2012 

De~r AlL 
7hank you for your p~t~ence. Barbara Anderson is a~lowed to earn these funds as ~a~d out below. TMs year, h~ June this w~l~ be as ~n "Overload p~gment". ~n July it 

would be "AddRional DLEt~es", 

Dr. Walter Rucker will be d~e contact for African & Afro-American Studies for questions regarding scheduling of CCO, Summer and Continuing Ed from here 

forward, 

Best, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Bus~ness OftScer 

Depa~tme~t of P~b][c Policy 

217 Abemeth), tlall, CB #3435 

Department of Affica~ & ,,U?o-Americ~m Studies 

~09 B~Itle tIa~l. CB/{3395 

University of North C~u’olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

i: 919,962.5824. 

F~m: Spar~, Sherry 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 11:38 AN 
To: Buell, Agatha 

¢¢: Benow[tz, Judith 
Subje¢t: ~: CCO summer 2012 

Here was my h~sl:. Do you need me to ask RJ ff we are stil~ g.Nng to pay half and haft whk:h ia ca, 

Sherry 

F~m: Spar~, Sherry 
Sent; Tuesday, November 29, 20~ 3:12 PN 

Te: Benow~tz, Judith 
Subject: RE: CCO summer 20~2 



Hi Agatha, 

Who is it we’re talking about, il:you don’t mind? Our payments are the monthly paydays in June and Jul% It wou~d be ~ in june and Y~ ~n july, although last summer 

RJ made us pay the first 3i4ths on June 30th and the remaink~g ]4 M July. I do not have th~s breakdown for this summer yet. 

What can ~ do to he~p? 

Thanks 

Sherry 

F~: Benowi~, Judith 
~emt: Tuesday, November 29, 20~ ~:~8 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
~= Spar~, Sherry 
S~bje~t= RE: CCO summer 20~2 

For thoL you~ ~ee~ to ~sk ~he~w ~pork~, ou~ ~oy~oH ~oo~motor, whom Z% ~opym9 on eh~ reply. 

~udith 

Program Devekwnent 5peck~list 

Chap~l Hill, ~qC 27599 

9~9-.962-6302 

h~tp://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

~eep wh~t ~s worth ke~pm9 ~nd wi~h th~ breath of k~adness, blow th~ rest 

~ Buell, Agatha 
SeBt~ Tuesday, November 29, 20ZZ Z:[5 PM 

T~ Benowitz, Judith 
S~bje~t~ RE: CCO summer 20Z2 

Hi Judith 

What ~ 8ctua~ly need to know B Lhe t~ming of the payments (~e, June or July)-sorry that ~ wasn’t dearer. 

Thanks~ 

Agatha 

Agafha 

Deparm~en~ of PuNic Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Depa[~men~ of Afrk:an & A[i’o,-Ame~iean Studies 

109 Battle HaIL CB ~T395 

C~*apel Hill, NC 2?599 

E 919~962,5824 

F~m= Benowi~, Judith 
Sent= Tuesday, November 29, 2011 1:08 PN 
T~= Buell, Agatha 
Subject= RE: CCO summer 2012 

For ~ ~erne~e~s the compensation ~s the s~me dependm9 on the rank, For 9traduCe studentsi’]~s, the compen~a~mn ~ For 

focu~ty!~ectures, 

Hope this Helps. 

~udiSh 

Program Developmen~ Spec~li~ 

Friday CenCer for Continum9 

Umversi~y of NotCh &rohna at Ch~pe~ NiH 

1.00 Fr~{t~y Ce~t"er Ddve 

Chape~ Mill, NC 27599 

Cg# 1020 

9i9.-962-.6302 

benowitz@em~Lunc.edu 

h~p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 
Keep wh~#’ ~ worth keep~n~ on{t wH’h the breoth of kmdn(~s~, bk~w the rest oway~ 

from a bnger quote on friendship by ~eor~e 

F~m: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 201i i2:59 PN 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
$~bje~t: CCO summer 2012 

Hi Judith, 
Can you tell me the payment schedule for summer 2012 CCO instructors? We have someone who might be close to the maximum overload, dependin8 on whether 

the payments are in FYI2 or FY13. 

Thanks] 

Asatha 



Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 
Depaxtment of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 
Department of Africaaa & At~o-.~anericam Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
Universil?l of Nor~2q Cm’olina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f; 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday 10:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Group Preferences 

I would like to be in Group i, but my second choice would be Group 3. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

IAAR Colloquium Series 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

How are you? I hope all is well, and congratulations again on becoming the Chair of the Department of African and African American Studies! 

I’m writing to you concerning this spring’s IAAR colloquium series. You signed up for all the meetings (Monday Tuesday       Monda~      , Thursday, 

and Monday,       from 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. The lunch meetings will take place on the afore-mentioned days from noon to 1:30 p.m. Could you please let 

me know as soon as possible if you wish to attend the lunch meetings on those particular days? 

Thank you very much! 

Best, 

Email: @unc.edu 

"I hope that you at this moment will think of yourself as a human being rather than as an American, Asian, European, African, or member of any particular country. These 

loyalties are secondary. If you and I find common ground as human beings, we will communicate on a basic level." The Dalai Lama 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graduate Assis~nt <gradpols@queensu.ca> 

Tuesday 11:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Queen’s University Thesis Defence 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

No problem I have changed the hotel booking to the 

Thanks 

Micheline 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 2:18 PM 
To: Graduate Assistant 
Subject: RE: Queen’s University Thesis Defence 

Dear Micheline, 

Hope this finds well. 

Because of an urgent meeting on Wednesday, T will be arriving in Kingston Thursday morning. Thus, kindly change my booking at the hotel from the : 

Many thanks and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Graduate Assistant [clradpols@queensu.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:02 Alvl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Queen’s University Thesis Defence 

Good Morning Professor Sahle, 

This is a just a friendly reminder that ; defence is scheduled for Thursday at l:30pm in Mac-toffy Hall C326. I have arranged 

If you require any more information please do let me know. 

Best regards, 

Micheline 

Graduate Assistant 

Political Studies 

Queen’s University 

613.533.6000 ext.77452 

gradpois@queensu.ca 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 1:41 PM 

Sable, Eunlce N <eunlce@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: greetings and congratulations 

’][’hat sounds wonderful. See you there at 12:15. 

Have a great week, 

On Tue, 

Dear 

Thanks for your note and Happy New Year! 

How about a meeting over coffee next Wednesday 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

at 6:23 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: @c~mail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 3:45 AN 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; greetings and congratulations 

at :t2.:t5pm at Jack Sprat? 

Greetings, congratulations and Happy New Year Dr. Sahle - it is your pupil 

I was curious as to when when I could borrow 15 (or more) minutes of your time. I would love to swing by your office or treat you to lunch, when your schedule 
pem~its. I’m sure you’re very busy, so I will make myself avaJlable at your convenience. 

I’m teaching in the Music Department this semester and would like to discuss teaching more classes in our Department. I’m also curious about the status of the 

potential graduate program. Also - I want to kmow how you’re doing! I never got the chance to speak to you at the Stone Center and would appreciate the 
optx~rtuni~ to be in your presence for a t~w minutes. 

Best, 

UNC Chapel Hill /North Carolina Central University, 

DOWNLOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nnenna/9th Wonder/Phonte/Geechi Suede 

&interviews with ?useflove/Angela Davis/Herbie Hancock) 

UNC Chapel Hill / North Carolina Central University 

DOWNLOAD FREEDOM sUrFE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nnem~a/9th WonderiPhonte/Geechi Sue& 

&interviews with ?useflove/Angela Davis/Herbie Hancock) 





From: @live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:47 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subje~: RE: AFRI    Grade 

Good afternoon Professor SaNe, 

I just wanted to follow-up on when a final grade for AFRI    will be posted on Connect Carolina. 
Soml to be a bother! I’m in the process of applying to programs!jobs so I was hoping that my 
transcript was updated before submitting applications. 

Best, 

From; 

Sent-" Tuesda) 
To-" SaMe, Eunice 
Subject; AFRI Grade 

1:25 PM 

Greetings Professor Sahle, 

I hope that all is well with your new duties! I am currently applying to jobs 
and wanted to know when my course grade for AFRI    will be finalized. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 2:55 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Mee’dng with AFAM Chair 

From: Rob Stephens             @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 1:58 PM 
To: James Farrar 
Co-" Hildebrand, Reginald F; robert campbell 
Subject-" Re: Meeting with AFAIVl Chair 

Are we "talking about Chapel Hill or Durha~n? 

Chapel Hill lunch is hard to swing as we’re leading up to HKonJ (Feb. 11) (T~Xing lunch has lost its meaning here until Feb 11). I’m cowing Min. Campbell, President 

of CHiCarrboro NAACP as well. I do believe it’s an ilnportant connection to make ~d the brmich would be well represented with Min. Campbell and Mr. Farrar, so 

it may be that going fora.ard would make sense. Thanks for helping to set this up Dr. Hildebrand! 

Rob 

On Tue, Jan 17, 2012 at 1:43 PM, James Farrar < @gmaJl.com> wrote: 
Hey Dr. Hildebrand, 

Both days work for me. I can mention it to Rev. Campbell also if you’d like. 
Blessings, 

On Tue, Jan 17, 2012 at 12:27 PM, Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Gentlemen, I know that this month is hectic with all that is going on in Raleigh and out of the Durham office. So, how about lunch on Wednesday Feb ist, or Monday, Feb 
6th? I know that any date while have to be tentative because of unfolding and unexpected events, but would lunch on either of those days seem feasible as of now? 
-Prof. H 

From: 3ames Farrar                 @qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3anuary 13, 2012 11:16 AN 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Re: Meeting with AFAN Chair 

Hello Dr. Hildebrand, 
Happy New Year! I hope ~1 is well with you. 

I’~n free eve@ay but Monday and Wednesday for the entire ~nonth. Jus~t let me know what day works for you and Dr. Sahle. I can also bring Rev. Campbell. 

I’In also looking fom’axd to Ineeting the new director of the Institute for Africmi American Research. 

Rob Stephens 

North Carolina NAACP State ContErence 

Office Mmaager 

919-682-4700 (o) 

@gln~Jl.com 

SAVE TIiE DATE! 
ttKon3 Peopie°s Assembly Coalitio~ 

"Histork Thousm~ds o~ Jones Street" 

Sa*urday, l;ebn~ary 11,2012 

RNeig~, NC 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, January. 17, 2012 2:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Meeting with AFAM Chair 

From: James Farrar I                _~gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 1:43 PM 
To; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

~gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Meeting with AFAM Chair 

Hey Dr. Hildebrand, 

Both days work for me. I can mention it to Rev. Cmnpbell also if you’d like. 

Blessings, 

James 

On Tue, Jan 17, 2012 at 12:27 PM, Hildebrand, Reginald F <Nldebra(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Gentlemen, T know that this month is hectic with all that is going on in Raleigh and out of the Durham office. So, how about lunch on Wednesday Feb Est, or Monday, Feb 
6th? I know that any date while have to be tentative because of unfolding and unexpected events, but would lunch on either of those days seem feasible as of now? 
-Prof. H 

From: 3ames Farrar                 ~qmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 3anuary 13, 2012 11:16 AM 
To; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject= Re: Meeting with AFAM Chair 

Hello Dr. Hildebrm~d, 
Happy New Year! I hope all is well with you. 
I’m fiee everydw but Monday and Wednesday for the entire month. Just let me know what day works for you and Dr. SaNe. I cm~ also bring Rev. Campbell. 
I’m also looking forwmd to meeting the new director of the Institute for African American Research. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:27 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Newbold, Jill <Jill_Newbold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Anna Child 

@gmail.com>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara_anderson@unc.edu>; Shay, Elizabeth [none] <eshay@unc.edu>; Cooke, 

Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Potential NC A&T Participant in February Shared Tables Food Symposium 

Dear George, 

It was good to see you at Friday’s luncheon meeting. 

In finalizing the globally-oriented program for the Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Local and Global Food <http:!!sharedtablessymp.wordpress.com!>--in which Eunice 

will participate!--I came across multiple NC A&T Department of Agribusiness, Applied Economics and Agriscience Education faculty members 

<http://www.ag.ncat.edu/research/faculty. mentors.html> with international experience in Ghana, Nigeria, Ethiopia, the former Czechoslovakia, and China. One might be 

suitable for the final spot on our afternoon panel examining tensions between food and fuel needs. 

Before I "cold call" them, Barbara suggested that I contact you and see if you have any contacts in the NC A&T School of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences and might help 

me focus my energies. 

We appreciate your Center’s support of the symposium. 

Best, 

Jacqueline 

3acqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 

Associate Director 

Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #5125 

3108 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees.unc,edu 
Twitter: @jmolich 

Linkedln: http: !/www.lin kedin.com/in/olich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon ~<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 5:0l PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maztha Johnsou <~iohnsou@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Scott-Orr <lorr@nationalhumanitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 

<kadipietro@nationo]lmmanitiescenter.otg> 

REMINDER: Pianist Stuart Isacoffto Perform and Speak at tile Naliona] Humanities Ceuter this Friday, Jmauaxy 20th 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordially invited to a narrated performance at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Classical-Jazz Connections" 

Friday, January ~o, ~o12 - 4:oo p.m. 
Stuart Isacoff, Purchase College, SUNY 

A gifted pianis~t and music historian as well as compeser and lecturer, Stuart I~coff has spoken and perfonned exteusively across North America and Europe, including 

presentatious at New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art and Lincoln Center, as well as at tbstivals around the world, tte has al~) been a regular contributor on music 

and art to the Wall Street Journal and teaches classes at the Purchase College Conservatory of Music (SUNY). Isacoffis the author of A Natural History of the 

Piano: The Instrument, the Music, the Musicians-P’rom Mozart to ~4odern Jazz and Everything in Between (20 l 1 ), and of the highly acclaimed Temperament: 

How Music Became a BattlegroundJbr the Great~4inds of Westenz Civilization (2001 ). He is a winner of the prestigious ASCAP Deems Taylor Award for 

excellence in writing about music. He comes to the National Hunlanities Center as a Meymandi Disq.inguished Visitor. 

His presentation will utilize live piano performance and recorded e~mples to demonstrate connections bemeen classica] music and jazz, with a special focus on 
improvisation, once the province of classical masters such as Back Mozart, Beethoven and Chopin~ aud now the centerpiece of any jazz performance. The 

presentation roll examine musical techniques of ornamentalion, melod~v, rh~Iml and harmony to explore para]lels between the music of J.S. Bach and Dave Brubeck, 

Frederic Chopin and Duke Ellington, Wolfgang Mozart and Meade Lux Lems, and many others. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

~lb reserve space, please)bllow this ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (9~0) :~40-o661, ext. ~28, or mjohnson@nationalhumanitieseenter.orq 
Nationa 1 tt~manities Cen ter 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
Research Trianffle Park, .NV 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesda5 5:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Consultation about SURF reseaxch 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
I dropped by your office today but I think you were in a meeting. Could I come by next Tuesday at 3.30? 

Best, 

Od: 
Odoslang-" :~5:08 
Do-" SaNe, Eunice 
Predmet-" Consultation about SURF research 

Hello Professor SaNe! 

I hope you are enjoying a restful winter break. Also, congratulations on being elected the Chair of the Department. 
Last semester after the dinner meeting at Prof. Anderson’s house and our short talk after Prof. Tamale’s lecture, I met with Prof. Weiler as you recommended to talk about the 
Global Studies. I have eventually switched to Global Studies, and am now double majoring with Sociology. Thank you for helping me with the decision. 

Toward the end of the semester I started considering applying for a SURF grant to do research in Africa next summer. I am thinking of looking at rural-urban migration in Dar 
es Salaam, and potentially making it a comparative study with Lusaka. I would like to consult my plans with a professor who has experience in the area and who could help me 
narrow down my focus since at this point it is still quite general. I came to think of you since I know you spent some time researching in Tanzania and are interested in urban 
issues. However, I understand that you might already have many other commitments. In that case, maybe you know another faculty member who I could talk to; I would 
greatly appreciate some guidance in making this a solid project. 
Thank you in advance! 

Best. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 5:50 PM 

Olich, Jacqueline M ~molich@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Newbold, Jill <JillNewbold@kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~; Anna Child 
Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edtt>; Shay, Elizabeth [none] <eshay@unc.edu>; Cooke, A~ny E 

<acooke@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Potentidl NC A&T Parficipmat in Febmaxy Shared Tables Food Symposium 

Thanks, Jacqueline, [’or this information Unfortunately, I don’t know anyone in the A&T School of Agriculture and l:.nvironmental Sciences 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tja 

Professor of African Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 
Tel.. q 1 919 599 9839 

Fromi Olich, Jacquehne M 

Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:26 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Newbold, Jill; Anna Child; Anderson, Barbara S; Shay, Elizabeth [none]; Cooke, Am?" E 
Subject: Potential NC A&T Participant in February Shared Tables Food Symposium 

Dear Geurge, 

It was good to see you at Friday’s luncheon meeting. 

In finalizing the globally-oriented program for the Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Local and Global Food <http ://sharedtabless~,~mp.wordpress. com;>~n which Eunice will 
participate! I came across ruultiple NC A&T Depaltment of Agribusiness, @plied Econoruics and Agriscience Education facul~ ruembers 
<http://www.ag.ncat.edu/research/faculty mentors.html> with international experience in Ghana, Nigeria, Ethiopia, the fom~er Czechoslovakia, and China. One might be suitable for the final 
spot on our aftel~noon panel examining tensions between food and fuel needs. 

Before I "cold call" them, Barbara suggested that I contact you and see if you have any contacts in the NC A&T School of Agriculture and Envirotwnental Sciences and might help me focus 
my energies. 

We appreciate your Center’s support of the symposiun~. 

Best, 
Jacqueline 

Jacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 
3108 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees.unc.edu 

Twitter: @molich 
LinkedIn: http ://www.lil~edin. con~/il~/olich 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesda5, 9:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: enrollment 

Hi Professor, 

Do you know yet whether I can enroll in your class? If not I need to try getting into one tomonow. I’d really like to take it if possible. 

Thanks, 

(~live.unc.e&~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesda5 

~email.unc.edu> 

12:39 AIVI 

Presentation Group choice: AFRI 

My first choice goes to #GROUP 2 

then Group 5 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:45 AIVI 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI group presentations 

Dr, Eunice, 

I think I sent an email to the whole class by accident (I was trying to email you through blackboard). 
But I was just emailing to let you know again that I like Group 2, that is my first choice. Then Group 5. 

Thank you, I hope you have a good night. 

I am sorry for the inconvenience, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Romney Shares Some Tax Data; Critics Pounce 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines .......................................................................... 
~11¢ N’t’~= ~rk %’~i~,~¢~ January 18, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.~_o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _D..Lnj.n.~t.~...w.j.n...e. I EditorialsI ..O.p=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.h.!.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

Romney Shares Some Tax 
Data; Critics Pounce 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE, DAVID 
KOCIENIEWSKI and ASHLEY PARKER 

Under renewed pressure to release his 
personal income tax returns, Mitt 
Romney said that he paid a tax rate 
approaching 15 percent. 

’- Since 1980s, the Kindest of Tax Cuts for the 
Rich 

. ~ Graphic: Effective Income Tax Rates 

Protest on Web Uses 
Shutdown to Take On Two 
Piracy Bills 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

With a Web-wide protest on Wech~esday 
that includes a shutdoma of Wikipedia, 
the legislative battle over two piracy bills 
has reached a political eonfing of age. 

¯ ’ Bits Blog: Wikipedia Blackout Lets In Some 
Light 1:40 AM ET 

,’ Google Plans to Protest SOPA on Its Home Page 

, Media Will Try to Fill the Void Left by Wikipedia 

¯ ’ ~:~ Video: Web Sites to Go Dark 

As States Weigh Online Gambling, Profit May Be Small 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Raising revenue remains the draw for most, but some wonder whetlaer profits from Intenaet play would 
make any significant differences to deficits. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is the first real test of the political strength of the Web, and regardless of how things go, they are no 

longer a pushover. The Web taking a stand against one of the most powerful lobbyers and seeming to get 

somewhere is definitely a first." 

TIM INU, a professor at Columbia Law School on the efforts by the technology industry to fight 

Congressional bills aimed at curbing online piracy. 



DINING & WINE 

~_~ VIDEO: In the 
Kitchen With 
Nathan Myhrvold 
Naflaan Myhrvold, the co- :i~i~!~i::i:! 
author of "Modernist 
Cuisine," visits Melissa 
Clark at her home, preparing his simple 
sous vide sahnon, gin-infused celery, 
seared steak and pressure-cooked 
butternut squash. 

’ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
For God So Loved 
the a Percent ... 
By KEVIN M. KRUSE 

The phrase "under God" 
was not conceived to 

Golden Globe winners 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Photos from the red carpet 

Business as usual for Ricky Gervais 

ttl~tim.es,~:ont MOVliES 

promote unity, but capitalism and conservatism. 

WORLD 

As European Union Beckons, Allure Fades for Wary Croatia 
By SUZANNE DALEY and STEPHEN CASTLE 

Croatians are set to vote on joining the organization, which has become nfired in a debt crisis that threatens 
its very essence in the decade since the eomatry first applied for membership. 

More Bodies Found on Ship, as Transcripts Reveal Rebuke to Captain 
By GAlA PIANIGIANI and ALAN COWELL 

Rescuers pulled five more bodies from the Costa Concordia as the Italian news media published transcripts 
of a tense sereamhag match between the coast guard and the captain. 

" Industry Weighs Effect of Ship Accident I The Lede: Audio of Calls to Captain 

Ship Salvage Workers Roll Up Their Sleeves 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

A Dutch marine salvage company is preparing to pmnp haft a nfillion gallons of fuel from the stricken Costa 
Coneordia cruise liner, the first step toward determining whether to save or scrap it. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Few Cities Have Regained Jobs They Lost, Report Finds 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

The nation’s mayors, both Democrats and Republicans, are exasperated as a study shows many areas have 
years to go tmtil emplo3anent recovers. 

" ~ Graphic: When Different Parts of the Country May Recover 

Affirmative-Action Foe Is Facing Allegations of Financial Misdeeds 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Ward Connerly is facing accusations from a former ally that he nfismanaged - and exploited for Iris own 
benefit - donations nmde by fellow conservatives. 

" ~ Document: Letter Accuses Affirmative-Action Opponent of Mismanaging Funds 

Los Angeles Mandates Use of Condoms for Sex Films 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

The law is the first of its kind in the country, advocates said, and cotfld have a significant impact on what 
some say is a Sa billion industry. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

In Tech, Starting Up by Failing 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

Entrepreneurs are finding that many investors will keep the money flowing even when an unsuccessful start- 
up decides to take an entirely new direction. 

DEALBOOK 
Another Bitter Divorce for Perelman 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

Ronald O. Perehnan’s marital breakups have been rich fodder for the gossip pages. Now a split with Donald 
G. Drapkin, an associate at MaeAndrews & Forbes, pronfises to be ahnost as acrimonious. 

DEALBOOK 
Citigroup Struggles in Weak Quarter 
By NELSON SCHWARTZ 

Citi shares fell more than 7 percent in the fourth quarter, and investors wasted little time in showing their 
disappointment. The capital nmrkets refit was especially weak. 

~ DealBook: Dodging Banking Woes, Wells Fargo Posts 20% Jump in Profit 

Rally Fades on Bank Profits 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

In Year of Hut, Hut, Hut, the 49ers Hit, Hit, Hit 
By GREG BISHOP 

In an N.F.L. season defined by offense, the physical, intinfidating defense of the San Francisco 49ers has 
boosted them into the playoffs for the first time since 2oo2. 

-’ Before Giants Go West, a Few Might Head Downtown 

:. Fifth Down: Should Whitner’s Hit Have Been Illegal? 

THE FIFTH DOWN 
Pining for Sideshow Rex and His Bickering Jets 
By MIKE TANIER 

The final weeks of the N.F.L. season are a circus, and Rex Ryan and the Jets are a first-class sideshow. What 
is a circus without a sideshow? 

:’ Colts Dismiss Caldwell as Shakeup Continues 

. N.F.L. Roundup: Higgins, Executive and Adviser to Owner, Is Leaving the Jets 

Mets Owners Can Look Forward to Trial During Spring Training 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

A ruling by a federal judge against the Madoff trustee makes it appear likely that a lawsuit seeking money 
from the omaers of the Mets will move to a jury trial. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CRAZY HORSE’ 
The Agony Behind an Erotic Club’s Ecstasy 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Frederick Wiseman’s docmnentary "Crazy Horse" is a behind-the-scenes look at how seriously the famous 
Paris erotic revue takes itself as an artistic endeavor. 

¯ " Zip! Looking Closely at a Strip Club 

-’ ~ Interview: Frederick Wiseman 

Technology Helps Sundance Films Capture the Moment 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Technology and a faster pace of fihnmaking may be partly behind the festival’s overriding stark image of a 
broken nation with broken people. 
" ~ Slide Show: Playing at Sundance 

’Spider-Man’ Producers Sue Taymor for Breach 
By PATRICK HEALY 



The producers of the Broadway musical marshaled a muscular comateroffensive in federal court against a 
lawsuit by the show’s former director. 

," ~ Interactive Feature: Producers’ Countersuit Against Julie Yaymor 

,. ~T, Interactive Feature: The Web of ’Spider-Man’ 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

A GOOD APPETITE 
Sorcerer’s Apprentice Hosts a Dinner 
By MELISSA CLARK 

How to bring the avant-garde recipes of "Modenfist Cuisine," the multivolmne cookbook co-authored by 
Nathan Myrhvold, to a home kitchen. 

" ~.~ Slide Show: ’Modernist’ Dishes for a Dinner Party 

Chef Has Diabetes, and Some Say ’I Told You So’ 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Paula Deen’s disclosure that she has Type 2 diabetes has added impetus to the debate on the national diet. 

’: Diner’s Journal: Which Paula Deen Recipe Tops Them All? 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I ROMERA 
A Feast for the Eyes, at Least 
By PETE WELLS 

To eat at Romera New York is to be told that you are in the presence of greatness, while your senses tell you 
that you are in the presence of okayness. 

¯ More Dining_& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Preaching Division in South Carolina 
Newt Gingrich and Rick Santormn eagerly took the low road in the Republican debate on Monday night by 
stirring up racial animosity. 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Cuomo’s Sound Budget 
The goven~or’s proposed budget offers smart ideas the state neec[s: more money for poor schools, curbs on 
public pensions and a push for teacher evaluations. 

EDITORIAL 
A Death Penalty Commutation 
The decision by the governor of Delaware to commute a sentence to life without parole meets the imperative 
of justice, hnposing the deafl~ penalty would have been grossly unjust. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Trust, but Verify 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Some recent news out of Egypt shows just how tough diplomacy is going to be going forward. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Hunting, Dear Sir? Delighted! 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

To the manner, and manor, bona in ma American version of Douaaton Abbey, Mitt and Poppy have a lot in 
common, warts and all. 

-’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



My So-Called Bipolar Life 
By JAMIE STIEHM 
Claire Danes’s character in "Homeland" isn’t just like me. She is me. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 18, 1912, English explorer Robert F. Scott and his expedition reached the South Pole, only to 
discover that Roald Amtmdsen had gotten there first. 

¯ See This Front Pa__02~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 
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Dr. Eunice SaNe 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Global Studies 
CB# 3395, 106 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 U.S.A. 

Dear Dr. SaNe: 

Thank you for agreeing to be the External Examiner for our Ph.D. candidate, 
you have consented to do this for us. 

, We are most grateful that 

A copy of the thesis has been forwarded to you by the depamnent. We value your opinion and request a written evaluation 
of the thesis. Please e-mail the electronic version of your report, so that it arrives in our office by the date given on the form 
(five working days before the defense). This report will be read aloud at the examination. Please provide a short report, no 
longer than one page, including a summary of your judgment of the thesis, an assessment of the significance of the student’s 
researclk and an indication of the line of questioning you may pursue at the examination. You may wish to provide the 
committee with a more detailed report at the examination. 

Queen’s University nominates our best doctoral students’ dissenatimzs for several annual prestigious prizes and 
competitions. If this student is selected for nomination, we may include tiffs pro-examination report :from you on the 
dissertation with the nomination matcrials. If you strongly feel this dissert:ation and the work in it is exceptional and makes a 
valuable contribution to the research in the :field, please note that in your comments in this report. We ask that you do not 
reveal any portion of your report to the candidate or the supervisor(s) before the oral examination. You should 
address any concerns or questions directly to the School of Graduate Studies and not the candidate or the supervisor(s). 

In the event that this examination is cancelled due to two or more negative reports, and one of the negative reports is from 
you, your written comments will be distributed to the supervisor(s) and candidate. 

You will receive an honorarium of $100.00 for your services as an External Examiner. It is our understanding that you will 
be present at "the oral examination. You will be reimbursed for travelling expenses according to Queen’s Universitt: Travel 
Polic5: and I would ask that you seek the most reasonable and affordable means of travel and accommodation. Please go to 
the following link for the Travel Expense form to record your expenses, and fm~ard these forms and all original receipts 
directly to the School of Graduate Studies. For airfare reimbursement, the ticket is no longer sufficient. You must 
supply a receipt or invoice plus the ticket. 

Please have this letter in your possession when you travel to Canada. Your visit as external examiner falls under 

Section 6.1.14, regulation RI 9(1)(n) of the Canada Immigration Manual: 

"Eminent individuals’ who direct the studies and review the work done by scholars that are under their tutelage will on 

occasion enter Canada to review their scholars’ thesis and papers. This also includes foreign professors seeking entry to 

appraise/evaluate academic programs (including videos) and who provide consultation strictly on academic matters. These 

Jbreign professors" will be in possession of a letter of invitation j?om the universi&, consultant or academic examiner". 

Although we do not require a lengthy report, I realize that there is a substantial amount of work involved for you. Thank 
you again for your help to our student and us. 

Yours sincerely, 

’~;::~:~,~.::::~"-~::~/:~;:,~.::~. ............... 

Brenda Brouwer, Ph.D. 
Vice-Provost and Dean of the School of Graduate Studies 

BB :rs 
c. Student File 

Political Studies 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:50 AIVI 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunlce@emml.unc.edu:~ 

Subjet~: AFRl 

Attach: M’ri    intro.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my assignment, and the two topics that I picked for a presentation. 

Urban social movements and rights to the city 

State and Civil society in East Africa 

Thank vou, 

Confidentiafity Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graduate Assis~nt <~gradpols@queensu.ca~ 

Wednesday 11:26 AIVI 

’Abigail Bakan’ <bakan@queensu.ca>; Grant Amyot <amyotg@queensu.ca>; soederberg@queensu.ca: imckay@magma.ca; 

jmcgill@business.queensu.ca; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

5mn16@queensu.ca; ’Barb Murphy’ <barb.murphy@queensu.c~> 

Thesis Defence - 

Good day, 

This is just a friendly reminder that will be defending his thesis tomorrow Thursday 

in Political Studies Room C326 Macintosh-Corry Hall. 

Thank you for your participation! 

Kind regards, 

Micheline 

Graduate Assistant 
Political Studies 
Queen’s University 
6:13.533.6000 ext.77452 
gradpois@queensu.ca 

at l:30pm. The defence will be held 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rose M. Silva <thesis@queensu.ca;> 

Wednesday, 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

jmcgill@business.queensu.ca 

RE: **Reminder** i ¯ Thesis E:~anination 

Great, thank you! 

rose 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 10:00 AM 
To: Rose M, Silva 
Cc: jmcgill@business.queensu.ca 
Subject: RE: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Dear Rose, 

I am much better (it is good to have my voice back although it is still weak) and returned to the office yesterday a£cernoon. I am finishing the report today and will send it along 
the lines you suggests. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Rose M. Silva [thesis@queensu.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday 9:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: j__m_c_g[!]_#~__b__u___s_!D__e__s__s__=~_u__e_, e nsu~ca 
Subject: **Reminder** Thesis Examination 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are feeling better. I just want to let you know that I am sending the student file/reports to the chair this morning. When you submit your detailed 

report, please "reply all" so that Dr. McGill (chair) receives your comments directly. 

Thank you. 

rose 

Frora: Rose N. Silva [mailto:thesis@queensu.ca] 
Sent:              4:44 PM 
To: ’eunice@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: - Thesis Examination 
Tmportance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

To:    Dr. Eunice Sahle, Global Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Rose Silva, Thesis Coordinator, School of Graduate Studies - Queen’s University 

Confidential Repor[ Deadline: Thursday 

ORALTHESIS EXAMINATION INFORMATION 

Student’s Name: 

Department: 

Degree: 

Thesis Title: 

Committee Members: 

Chair: 

Supervisor: 

Head/Delegate: 

Examiner: 

Examiner (Int!Ext.): 

External Examiner: 

J.I. McGill, MGMT 

A.B. Bakan, POLS 

G.G. Amyot, POLS 

S.M. Soederberg, POLS 

I.G. McKay, HIST 

Eunice SaNe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

REPORT DEADLINE:    Thursday, 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

(*Please observe the notes below before evaluating the thesis.) 

EVALUATION OF THESIS FOR: 

BY: insert Your Name Here 

On the basis of the thesis submitted, should the oral examination be held and the candidate permitted to defend the thesis (type either YES or NO below)? 

Comments: 

*NOTES TO EXTERNAL EXAMINER 

Thank you for agreeing to be the External Examiner for our Ph.D. candidate Marcel Nelson’s upcoming oral thesis examination scheduled for Thursday 



I have attached 2 electronic files to this email, which outline the oral examination procedures and particulars. The files have been prepared using Adobe Acrobat 

9.0 Professional. If you are unable to open and print the files, please let me know and I will send them in another format or by fax, if you provide the fax number. 

I don’t hear from you, I will assume that all is well. 

To submit the report, you can either reply to this email, or return a hard copy version by fax, whichever you find most convenient. The originals can be given to the 

Chairperson on the day of the exam. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Rose Silva 

GENERAL REGULATIONS AND iNSTRUCTiONS 

COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS: Examiners and Supervisors are expected to provide comments for the benefit of the Chair. When the evaluation is negative, 

COMMENTS MUST BE PROVIDED. 

OUTCOME CATEGORIES: At the examination, examiners will be required to vote to place the thesis in one of the 3 outcome categories of Passed, Referred or 

Failed. 

EXAMINERS: Please complete the confidential report section above by replying to this email so it arrives ON or BEFORE Thursday, If the report is 

not submitted by the deadline stated, the examination may have to be cancelled. 

ATTENDANCE: Your presence is required at and for the duration of the examination. Any exceptions have to be arranged with and approved by the Graduate School 

prior to the examination. 

THESIS REQUIREMENTS: A thesis must be expressed in a satisfactory form consistent with the discipline concerned, and display a scholarly approach to the subject 

and a thorough knowledge of it. A critical review of previous work related to the subject should be given. 

A master’s thesis should demonstrate that the candidate is capable of original and independent work; that of a doctoral student must be original and of such value 

as to merit publication. 

EVALUATION OF THE THESIS: The thesis must be appraised in relation to the requirement for the candidate’s degree program. 

it is permissible to note corrections on your copy of the thesis. Comment and errata could also be listed separately, and criticisms should be substantiated. 

In the case of two or more negative reports, the Chair of the committee may convene the committee to examine the reports and decide on what action to take. 

Normally, however, the procedure outlined in General Regulation of the calendar of the School of Graduate Studies is followed: "Negative reports: If any two of 

the examiners’ reports recommend that the thesis oral not proceed, the candidate, the supervisor and the Head of Department should be consulted by the Chair of 

the Examining Committee to see if they wish to proceed with the oral defence. The onus is on the candidate to make the decision to proceed or not. If the 

candidate agrees that the oral be postponed, the Chair must convey to the candidate, through the supervisor, the nature of the revisions to the thesis that are 

advised, and the candidate has the right to present the revised thesis at a later date. At the subsequent submission of the thesis, the oral defence must be held." 

HELPFUL LINKS FOR EXTERNAL EXAMINERS: 

Campus Map: 

.h..~t..~..7~.w..~.w..~.w..~:.c~.e.~e..~.s.~y:~c..~r..e.~.~.~y~r~-e.~s..L~-d.~f~c..~.m-~..~s-.m..~.Q..~u..-.m..~-.m..~!~m~n~g~ 
Kingston: 

http:i!www.tou rism.kingstonca na da~com! 

h t t p://www~cityo fkin~ston.ca/rna ps.asp 

B&B’s 

_h__Lt p__TZ__w____w____w__.___h___o__�__h___e_J_~ ~!__n__~_.__c___o___m__Z 
_h__t__t_~_:_LZ_w____w____w____._r_Q_~_e__~_o__~_O_t__LO_O_.__�__o__~L 



::’~:: Description: QL- 

F 4C 

Thesis Coordinator 
School of Graduate Studies, Gordon Hall, Rm 425 
Queen’s University 
Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6 

Phone: (613)533-6000 x77313 
Fax:: (613)533-6015 
E-mail: thesis~queens~,ca Link 

For Stud._e__n___t__s___-____D___e_g_r__e___e____C__g___m__p__Le__t_!__o___n- 

Link For Facu!tv & Staff - Helping; Students Complete 

Thi!~ .~! mail may contain con~iden~_ia] o! priviieg~!d ii~orr~atioR. Jf you ar~! not tile in~_ended r~!cipier!t, any ~urth.~!r use or disclo!~ure i!~ prohibited. It you received this m.~!!~sa~.~! in error, 

please notify me immedi~tt:ly by rcpJy em~il ;~r!d deit:te any copies of this rne..;sage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 12:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, Golden Globes, 2012 Election App and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://wwwnytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/20120118/attimes htR-~i 

.~:ii ¢Ti .... J .... ry 18, 2012 ] 

’[’he Golden Globe Awards till iNi 
Awards Season coverage is in full swing~ See the Golden ~ 

¯ ¯ 

Globe winners along with a flfll list of all the nominees. 
View fashions from the red carpet as well as Cathy Horyn’s 
favorites~ Follow The Carpetbagger fe r all of the news leading ~p 
to the Academy Awards. 

Stay up to date with the latest devetopments in the 2012 

presidential eleetiom Cheek out continuous updates on 

the candidates, primat’y results a~d debates. Leat’n omre about 

poh~ieal domttk~ns a~ad see how the caudida~es stack up on 

spedfic issues. And~ download the Election 2o12 iPhone app Rw a 

one~ stop des~iuation for potRieal news as it unfolds~ Nnd a~l of 

this aud more on uyfimes.eomipotities. 

~ SLIDE SHO’W: Hollywood’s 

Power S~yhs~s 
Game-changing dresses: A look 
at past season dresses that 
helped eement reputations and 

Don’t Miss on NYTimes.conl 

* The Rich Are Diltere~t: They’re in 3-.D 

, The 45 Places to Go in 2o12 

, Daily Aspirin [s Not for EYeryone, Study Soggests 

, Giants’ Loss to 49ors Still Stings 9 ~ears Later 

, Oeot’ge Lueas ~s Ready to Roll the Credits 

Top 8 ~ewed Featu 
(B@,~/een ,Jms. 11, 2012 - ,Jms. 17, 2012) 

1. Krugman: America Isn’t a Corporation 

2. Among the Wealthiest ~ PercenL Many Variations 

3. The Rise o[the New Oronp~bink 

4. We’t’e Eating Less Meat. Why? 

5~ Krugmam How Fares the Dream? 

jump-start careers. 

~ iNTEI/ACTIVE: "What 

Percent Are You? 
Enter your household income 
and see how you rank in 344 
zones across the country. 

~ V~DEO," Seared Frozen 

Steak 
Nathan Myhrvold, co-author of 
Modernist Cuisine, joins Melissa 
Clark, A Good Appetite 
columnist, in her Brooklyn 
kitchen where he prepares 
seared frozen steaks. 

Join the 
Conversation 

The self-crowned 
"Queen of 

Southern cuisine" 
has diabetes and 
Some Say ’I Told 
You So.’ What do you think? 

[] Join ti~e Conversation 

Follow @NYTinles on         ~ 
Twiffer. 

Receive special offers on     ~ 
Broadway end beyond 
with TicketWatch 

Download The Collection      ~ 
app for iPad 



ABOUT "THIS E+ ~,’~AI L 

@Times comes to you flom the NYTimes corn melketing depeltment. You received this messa<~e because you signed up 

For N~(Times.cem’s @Times rlewsle~ter 

Manage .q.ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~sn~qe Yolir E-Mail I privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The ~gew Yoll~ Times Cempa~-~y I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.col~-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "fork, bJY ! 0018 

,% 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday 1:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Hello Professor, 
My name is and I introduced myself to you yesterday after your 9:30 class, AFRI Yesterday was my first day in the class because I had some scheduling 
issues. I am not technically in the class yet because online registration has been closed. The Advising Office told me I needed to fill out a form from the African Studies Office, 
but the African Studies Office told me they had gotten mixed up. So the guy working at the African Studies Office took my name and information and told me he would speak to 
you later in the day about adding me to the class. 
Since I’m not in the class online I can’t access the course information on Blackboard, so I was wondering if you could send me a copy of the syllabus and perhaps and readings 
for tomorrow so I can get on track? Thank you so much for your time. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 1:39 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: ANTtt 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
I took an Anthropology course last semester and it was entitled Peoples of Africa. Unfortunately, it was not cross listed under Afri. I was hoping to use the course for my major 
and I was wondering that if I show you the syllabus, you could help me do so. Thank you for your time. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

RE: 2 students - Aft1 

Dear Eunice, 

They are being processed as I tvpe, I hope I did not overreach m,¢ authority regarding the message to the faculty about Tonisha, Since Travis reports to me and he 

supervises her, ~t made sense h:~r me ~:o send that erna~ ~bout her duties~desph:e the fact that ~:he ~ssue was not ostens~b~V about course m~nagement. 

Sah~ tr~vels~ 

Best, 

Wa~ter 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday, 

Gore, Travis 
Rucker, Waiter C 

Subjeet~ 2 studenN - Afri, 

2:15 PM 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly pass on information pertaining to the 2 students that need to be added to Afri, to Walter. I gave you their details earlier today when I was looking for Walter. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com~ 

Wednesday 4:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Research Conver~tion 

Dear Dr. Sahale, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is              and I am a prospective global studies honors thesis student working on the early stages of framing my 

research and topic. I am interested in researching the intersection of economic development and liberal democracy in (probably Sub-Saharan Eastern) Africa, 

essentially evaluating the validity and applicability of claims that authoritarianism is the best way to bring about economic development, which can then give way 

to democracy at a later time. I realize that this is entirely too broad a topic of research, and thus I am currently working on focusing and rephrasing the specifics, 

and would very much appreciate an opportunity to discuss this with you, if you are able to spare perhaps thirty minutes or so of your time in the next week or two. 

I realize that this is a busy time of year for everyone and I completely understand if you are not available at this time. If you have any suggestions for other 

individuals to contact about this, I would greatly appreciate any suggestions that you may have. Please let me know what times (if any) are most convenient for 

you. 

Best, 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 8:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Your tihn request for 2012-01-19 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2012-01-19 through 2012-01-19 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Africa [videocassette]: 65-V3086 c. 1 v.3 *Pick up by Yousuf 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 01-19-2012 08:39 am 
...... Mail generated at Jan. 19.2012 08:01:01 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rose M. Silva <thesis@queensu.ca;> 

Thursday 10:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

jmcgill@business.queensu.ca 

RE: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 

Thankyou! 

rose 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 5:06 AM 
To: Rose M. Silva 
Cc: jmcgill@business.queensu ca 

Subject: RE: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Dear Dr. McGill, 

Please find attached a report concerning thesis. 

Sincerely, 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D. 

From: Rose M. Silva [thesis@queensu.ca] 

Sent: Wednesday,. 9:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: imcqill@business.queensu.ca 
Subject: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are feeling better. I just want to let you know that I am sending the student file/reports to the chair this morning. When you submit your detailed 

report, please "reply all" so that Dr. McGill (chair) receives your comments directly. 

Thank you. 

rose 

From: Rose M. Silva hm___a_!ktg___:__t_[)__e__s_Ls__~_g_u___e___e_E_s__u_:__c__a] 

sent:              4:44 PM 
To: ’eunice~email,unc,edu’ 
Subject: - Thesis Examination 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

To:    Dr. Eunice SaMe, Global Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Rose Silva, Thesis Coordinator, School of Graduate Studies - Queen’s University 

Confidential Report Deadline: Thursday 

ORALTHESIS EXAMINATION INFORMATION 

Student’s Name: 

Department: 

Degree: 

Thesis Title: 

Committee Members: 

Chair: 

Supervisor: 

Head!Delegate: 

Examiner: 

Examiner (Int/Ext.): 

External Examiner: 

J.l. McGill, MGMT 

A.B. Bakan, POLS 

G.G. Amyot, POLS 

S.M. Soederberg, POLS 

I.G. McKay, HIST 

Eunice SaMe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

REPORT DEADLINE:    Thursday, 



CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

(~Please observe the notes below before evaluating the thesis.) 

EVALUATION OF THESIS FOR: Marcel Nelson 

BY: Insert Your Name Here 

On the basis of the thesis submitted, should the oral examination be held and the candidate permitted to defend the thesis (type either YES or NO below)? 

Comments: 

*NOTES TO EXTERNAL EXAMINER 

Thank you for agreeing to be the External Examiner for our Ph.D. candidate upcoming oral thesis examination scheduled for Thursday, 

I have attached 2 electronic files to this email, which outline the oral examination procedures and particulars. The files have been prepared using Adobe Acrobat 

9.0 Professional. If you are unable to open and print the files, please let me know and I will send them in another format or by fax, if you provide the fax number. If 

I don’t hear from you, I will assume that all is well. 

To submit the report, you can either reply to this email, or return a hard copy version by fax, whichever you find most convenient. The originals can be given to the 

Chairperson on the day of the exam. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Rose Silva 

GENERAL REGULATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS 

COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS: Examiners and Supervisors are expected to provide comments for the benefit of the Chair. When the evaluation is negative, 

COMMENTS MUST BE PROVIDED. 

OUTCOME CATEGORIES: At the examination, examiners will be required to vote to place the thesis in one of the 3 outcome categories of Passed, Referred or 

Failed. 

EXAMINERS: Please complete the confidential report section above by replying to this email so it arrives ON or BEFORE Thursday, If the report is 

not submitted by the deadline stated, the examination may have to be cancelled. 

ATTENDANCE: Your presence is required at and for the duration of the examination. Any exceptions have to be arranged with and approved by the Graduate School 

prior to the examination. 

THESIS REQUIREMENTS: A thesis must be expressed in a satisfactory form consistent with the discipline concerned, and display a scholarly approach to the subject 

and a thorough knowledge of it. A critical review of previous work related to the subject should be given. 

A master’s thesis should demonstrate that the candidate is capable of original and independent work; that of a doctoral student must be original and of such value 

as to merit publication. 

EVALUATION OF THE THESIS: The thesis must be appraised in relation to the requirement for the candidate’s degree program. 

It is permissible to note corrections on your copy of the thesis. Comment and errata could also be listed separately, and criticisms should be substantiated. 

In the case of two or more negative reports, the Chair of the committee may convene the committee to examine the reports and decide on what action to take. 

Normally, however, the procedure outlined in General Regulation of the calendar of the School of Graduate Studies is followed: "Negative reports: If any two of 

the examiners’ reports recommend that the thesis oral not proceed, the candidate, the supervisor and the Head of Department should be consulted by the Chair of 

the Examining Committee to see if they wish to proceed with the oral defence. The onus is on the candidate to make the decision to proceed or not. If the 

candidate agrees that the oral be postponed, the Chair must convey to the candidate, through the supervisor, the nature of the revisions to the thesis that are 

advised, and the candidate has the right to present the revised thesis at a later date. At the subsequent submission of the thesis, the oral defence must be held." 

HELPFUL LINKS FOR EXTERNAL EXAMINERS: 

Campus Map: 

http://www.queensu.ca!resources/pdf/campusmap/QU map main.pd[ 

Kingston: 

_h___t__t~_:_/_iwww.tou rism.kin~ston ca na d a.comi_ 

httP~i!www~cityofMngston.ca!maps~asp 

B&B’s 

htt P:iiwww.hochelagainn .corn/ 

http://www.rosemountinn.com/ 



::’~:: Description: QL- 

F 4C 

Thesis Coordinator 
School of Graduate Studies, Gordon Hall, Rm 425 
Queen’s University 
Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6 

Phone: (613)533-6000 x77313 
Fax:: (613)533-6015 
E-mail: thesis~queens~,ca Link 

For Stud._e__n___t__s___-____D___e_g_r__e___e____C__g___m__p__Le__t_!__o___n- 

Link For Facu!tv & Staff - Helping; Students Complete 

Thi!~ .~! mail may contain con~iden~_ia] o! priviieg~!d ii~orr~atioR. Jf you ar~! not tile in~_ended r~!cipier!t, any ~urth.~!r use or disclo!~ure i!~ prohibited. It you received this m.~!!~sa~.~! in error, 

please notify me immedi~tt:ly by rcpJy em~il ;~r!d deit:te any copies of this rne..;sage. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGill, Jeffrey I <jmcgill@business.queensu.ca;> 

Thursday 10:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(a)emaJl.unc.edu>; Ro~ M. Silva <thesis@queensu.ca> 

RE: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 

Received; thanks, See you this afternoon, 

J eff 

Jeff McGill 

Professor of Management Science 

and Operations Managernent 

Queen’s Schoo~ of 8usiness 

143 Un~on Street 

Kingston, On:ado Canada ~471_3N(5 

Phone: (613) 533-2357 

Ema~k jmcgHt@bush~ess,queensu.ca 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 5:06 AM 
To: Rose M, ~ilva 
Cc: McGill, Jeffrey I 
Subject: RE: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 
Sensitivity: Private 

Dear Dr. McGill, 

Please find attached a report concerning thesis. 

Sincerely, 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D. 

From: Rose M, Silw [fh~i~lnuP~n~u.Ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: j __m_ _c_ g [! [~__b_u___s_ Ln___e_s_s__= ~ _e_._e nsu~ca 
Subject: **Reminder** Thesis Examination 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are feeling better. I just want to let you know that I am sending the student file/reports to the chair this morning. When you submit your detailed 

report, please "reply all" so that Dr. McGill (chair) receives your comments directly. 

Thank you. 

rose 

From: Rose M. Silva [mailto:thesis@queensu.ca] 
Sent:              4:44 PM 
To: ’eunice~email.unc.edff 
Subject’, - Thesis Examination 
Tmportance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

To:    Dr. Eunice SaMe, Global Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Rose Silva, Thesis Coordinator, School of Graduate Studies - Queen’s University 

Confidential Report Deadline: Thursday, 

ORALTHESIS EXAMINATION INFORMATION 

Student’s Name: 

Department: 

Degree: 

Thesis Title: 

~i~ ~ ~3~ 6M ~ ~ Co~ ~H a!! 
committee Members: 

Chair: 

Supervisor: 

Head/Delegate: 

Examiner: 

Examiner (Int!Ext.): 

External Examiner: 

J.I. McGill, MGMT 

A.B. Bakan, POLS 

G.G. Amyot, POLS 

S.M. Soederberg, POLS 

I.G. McKay, HIST 

Eunice SaMe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

REPORT DEADLINE:    Thursday, 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

(*Please observe the notes below before evaluating the thesis.) 

EVALUATION OF THESIS FOR: 

BY: Insert Your Name Here 



On the basis of the thesis submitted, should the oral examination be held and the candidate permitted to defend the thesis (type either YES or NO below)? 

Comments: 

*NOTES TO EXTERNAL EXAMINER 

Thank you for agreeing to be the External Examiner for our Ph.D. candidate upcoming oral thesis examination scheduled for Thursday~ 

I have attached 2 electronic files to this email, which outline the oral examination procedures and particulars. The files have been prepared using Adobe Acrobat 

9.0 Professional. If you are unable to open and print the files, please let me know and I will send them in another format or by fax, if you provide the fax number. If 

I don’t hear from you, I will assume that all is well. 

To submit the report, you can either reply to this email, or return a hard copy version by fax, whichever you find most convenient. The originals can be given to the 

Chairperson on the day of the exam. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Rose Silva 

GENERAL REGULATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS 

COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS: Examiners and Supervisors are expected to provide comments for the benefit of the Chair. When the evaluation is negative, 

COMMENTS MUST BE PROVIDED. 

OUTCOME CATEGORIES: At the examination, examiners will be required to vote to place the thesis in one of the 3 outcome categories of Passed, Referred or 

Failed. 

EXAMINERS: Please complete the confidential report section above by replying to this email so it arrives ON or BEFORE Thursday, January 12, 2012. If the report is 

not submitted by the deadline stated, the examination may have to be cancelled. 

ATTENDANCE: Your presence is required at and for the duration of the examination. Any exceptions have to be arranged with and approved by the Graduate School 

prior to the examination. 

THESIS REQUIREMENTS: A thesis must be expressed in a satisfactory form consistent with the discipline concerned, and display a scholarly approach to the subject 

and a thorough knowledge of it. A critical review of previous work related to the subject should be givem 

A master’s thesis should demonstrate that the candidate is capable of original and independent work; that of a doctoral student must be original and of such value 

as to merit publication. 

EVALUATION OF THE THESIS: The thesis must be appraised in relation to the requirement for the candidate’s degree program. 

It is permissible to note corrections on your copy of the thesis. Comment and errata could also be listed separately, and criticisms should be substantiated. 

In the case of two or more negative reports, the Chair of the committee may convene the committee to examine the reports and decide on what action to take. 

Normally, however, the procedure outlined in General Regulation of the calendar of the School of Graduate Studies is followed: "Negative reports: If any two of 

the examiners’ reports recommend that the thesis oral not proceed, the candidate, the supervisor and the Head of Department should be consulted by the Chair of 

the Examining Committee to see if they wish to proceed with the oral defence. The onus is on the candidate to make the decision to proceed or not. If the 

candidate agrees that the oral be postponed, the Chair must convey to the candidate, through the supervisor, the nature of the revisions to the thesis that are 

advised, and the candidate has the right to present the revised thesis at a later date. At the subsequent submission of the thesis, the oral defence must be held." 

HELPFUL LINKS FOR EXTERNAL EXAMINERS: 

Campus Map: 

.h-t.t..p..~.w..~.w..~:.c~.u.~.e.~e..~n-s.~y:~c...a.~r..e.~s-~.~y~r~-e.~L~f~#~m~m~&y-m~-m~!~m~g~ 
Kingston: 

http:i!www.tou rism.kingstonca na da.com! 

htt p:/!www.cityofkingston.ca!ma ps.asp 

B&B’s 

http~//www:hoche!again n ,comi 



::’~:: Description: QL- 

F 4C 

Thesis Coordinator 
School of Graduate Studies, Gordon Hall, Rm 425 
Queen’s University 
Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6 

Phone: (613)533-6000 x77313 
Fax:: (613)533-6015 
E-mail: thesis~queens~,ca Link 

For Stud._e__n___t__s___-____D___e_g_r__e___e____C__g___m__p__Le__t_!__o___n- 

Link For Facu!tv & Staff - Helping; Students Complete 

Thi!~ .~! mail may contain con~iden~_ia] o! priviieg~!d ii~orr~atioR. Jf you ar~! not tile in~_ended r~!cipier!t, any ~urth.~!r use or disclo!~ure i!~ prohibited. It you received this m.~!!~sa~.~! in error, 

please notify me immedi~tt:ly by rcpJy em~il ;~r!d deit:te any copies of this rne..;sage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rose M. Silva <thesis@queensu.ca;, 

Thursday, 11:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: **Reminder*~ - Thesis Examination 

So hapw you made it safely. I hope you’re able to spend the night and relax a little. 

Noimalb; copies are not provided for the committee. Howevel; Dr. McGill is planning on providing copies. 

Best regards, 

rose :-) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent’, 10:26 AM 
To: Rose M. ~ilva 
Subject: RE: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Dear Rose, 

Finally made here a few minutes ago after flight delays and a long train ride from Toronto. 

A quick question: will we get copies of our reports, or should I make a copy before my arrival in Political Studies? 

Thanks for all your help and I am sorry the report was late. Unfortunately, I lost about 3 weeks of work because of illness. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rose M. Silva [thesis@queensu.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, I0:16 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: imcqill@business.queensu.ca 
Subject: RE: **Reminder** 

Thankyou! 

rose 

- Thesis Examination 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent’, 5:06 AN 
To: Rose M, Silva 
Cc: imcgi[l@business.queensu,ca 
Subject: RE: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Dear Dr. McGill, 

Please find attached a report concerning thesis. 

Sincerely, 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D. 

From: Rose M. Silva [thesis@queensu.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: jmcqiil@business.queensu.ca 
Subject: **Reminder** - Thesis Examination 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are feeling better. I just want to let you know that I am sending the student file/reports to the chair this morning. When you submit your detailed 

report, please "reply all" so that Dr. McGill (chair) receives your comments directly. 

Thank you. 

rose 

From: Rose M. Silva L_m___a_!JN_;_t_b_e__s_Ls__~_g_u___e___e_LLS__U_=_c__a_] 
Sent:              4:44 PM 

To: ’eunice@email.unc.edu’ 



Subject’, - Thesis Examination 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

To:    Dr. Eunice Sahle, Global Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Rose Silva, Thesis Coordinator, School of Graduate Studies - Queen’s University 

Confidential Report Deadline: Thursday 

ORALTHESIS EXAMINATION INFORMATION 

Student’s Name: 

Department: 

Degree: 

Thesis Title: 

Committee Members: 

Chair: 

Supervisor: 

Head!Delegate: 

Examiner: 

Examiner (Int/Ext.): 

External Examiner: 

JJ. McGill, MGMT 

A.B. Bakan, POLS 

G.G. Amyot, POLS 

S.M. Soederberg, POLS 

I.G. McKay, HIST 

Eunice SaMe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

REPORT DEADLINE:    Thursday, 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

(~Please observe the notes below before evaluating the thesis.) 

EVALUATION OF THESIS FOR 

BY: Insert Your Name Here 

On the basis of the thesis submitted, should the oral examination be held and the candidate permitted to defend the thesis (type either YES or NO below)? 

Comments: 

*NOTES TO EXTERNAL EXAMINER 

Thank you for agreeing to be the External Examiner for our Ph.D. candidate upcoming oral thesis examination scheduled for Thursday, 

I have attached 2 electronic files to this email, which outline the oral examination procedures and particulars. The files have been prepared using Adobe Acrobat 

9.0 Professional. If you are unable to open and print the files, please let me know and I will send them in another format or by fax, if you provide the fax number. If 

I don’t hear from you, I will assume that all is well. 

To submit the report, you can either reply to this email, or return a hard copy version by fax, whichever you find most convenient. The originals can be given to the 

Chairperson on the day of the exam. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Rose Silva 

GENERAL REGULATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS 

COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS: Examiners and Supervisors are expected to provide comments for the benefit of the Chair. When the evaluation is negative, 

COMMENTS MUST BE PROVIDED. 

OUTCOME CATEGORIES: At the examination, examiners will be required to vote to place the thesis in one of the 3 outcome categories of Passed, Referred or 

Failed. 

EXAMINERS: Please complete the confidential report section above by replying to this email so it arrives ON or BEFORE Thursday, If the report is 

not submitted by the deadline stated, the examination may have to be cancelled. 

ATTENDANCE: Your presence is required at and for the duration of the examinatiom Any exceptions have to be arranged with and approved by the Graduate School 

prior to the examinatiom 

THESIS REQUIREMENTS: A thesis must be expressed in a satisfactory form consistent with the discipline concerned, and display a scholarly approach to the subject 

and a thorough knowledge of it. A critical review of previous work related to the subject should be given. 

A master’s thesis should demonstrate that the candidate is capable of original and independent work; that of a doctoral student must be original and of such value 

as to merit publication. 

EVALUATION OF THE THESIS: The thesis must be appraised in relation to the requirement for the candidate’s degree program. 

It is permissible to note corrections on your copy of the thesis. Comment and errata could also be listed separately, and criticisms should be substantiated. 

In the case of two or more negative reports, the Chair of the committee may convene the committee to examine the reports and decide on what action to take. 

Normally, however, the procedure outlined in General Regulation of the calendar of the School of Graduate Studies is followed: "Negative reports: If any two of 

the examiners’ reports recommend that the thesis oral not proceed, the candidate, the supervisor and the Head of Department should be consulted by the Chair of 

the Examining Committee to see if they wish to proceed with the oral defence. The onus is on the candidate to make the decision to proceed or noL If the 

candidate agrees that the oral be postponed, the Chair must convey to the candidate, through the supervisor, the nature of the revisions to the thesis that are 

advised, and the candidate has the right to present the revised thesis at a later date. At the subsequent submission of the thesis, the oral defence must be held.~’ 

HELPFUL LINKS FOR EXTERNAL EXAMINERS: 

Campus Map: 

http://www.queensu.ca!resources/pdf/campusrnap/QU map main.pd[ 

Kingston: 

_h___t__t~_:_/_iwww.tou rism.kingston ca na d a.comi_ 

htt p:i!www.cityofkingston.ca!m a ps.asp 

B&B’s 

http:iiwww.hochelagainn.com/ 

ht[p://www.rosemountinn.com/ 



::’~:: Description: QL- 

F 4C 

Thesis Coordinator 
School of Graduate Studies, Gordon Hall, Rm 425 
Queen’s University 
Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6 

Phone: (613)533-6000 x77313 
Fax:: (613)533-6015 
E-mail: thesis~queens~,ca Link 

For Stud._e__n___t__s___-____D___e_g_r__e___e____C__g___m__p__Le__t_!__o___n- 

Link For Facu!tv & Staff - Helping; Students Complete 

Thi!~ .~! mail may contain con~iden~_ia] o! priviieg~!d ii~orr~atioR. Jf you ar~! not tile in~_ended r~!cipier!t, any ~urth.~!r use or disclo!~ure i!~ prohibited. It you received this m.~!!~sa~.~! in error, 

please notify me immedi~tt:ly by rcpJy em~il ;~r!d deit:te any copies of this rne..;sage. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hammadn@queensu.ca 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 11:23 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Are you in town? 

Please say you are! 

Home nmnber 

Cel] but somelimes does not work in the hospital 

once is 613-544-2631 ext 6797 or 4505 

I am in now in the office and do not have a clinic today. My once is facing the lake. I kmow you must be busy but if you have a break, I can come to see or sit with 

you anywhere you like. If you can make it tonight to our house it would be great! We know tomorrow belongs to us 

N~ik 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@e~nail.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, January, 16, 2012 3:07 pm 

Subject: This week - Queen’s 

To: "hammadn@queensu.ca" <hammadn@queensu.ca>, 

> Hi Nazik, 
> 

> Greetings and hope this finds you well. 

> I have blocked Friday at:temoon and evening, so hopefully this 

> works out given your busy sehedule. Because of urgent work here 

> I will arrive for ~ny o~ficial duties at Quee~fs on Thursday and 

> will be lied up m~lil Friday morning. 
> 

> Looking fo~-vvard to seeing you m~d Isis. I roll be living on 

> Saturday morning via a 6.40ran train. 

> In solidari~ and see you soon. 

> Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:44 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello 

Questions - .docx; - Submitted.docx 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday 11:58 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Qneen’s 

Questions (tin,J) - docx: I’hesis Repo(t - Submitted.docx 

see 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 2:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

PBS Envirnlmaental Series - Winter Sale - Journey ~ Plmaet Earth 

~rlNTER S.~dLE 

Deep Discounts on tl~e 
Acclaimed PBS Envir~nraental Series 

5OU~EY TO P~ET ~RTH 

Buy 3 Episodes, Get 3 F~°ee ($45o) 

Buy 6 Episodes~ Get 6 Free 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex 
environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12-episode DVD series 
that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the 
physical sciences and draw connections to politics, economics, sociology, 
and history. 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the 
environment. A must buy for media libraries. "- School Library Journal 

"Highly recommended for collections in ecology and environmental sciences. "- 
Journal of Academic Librarianship 

PREV, EW THE SERIES: [~i~ J2PE:Penguins] 

~ Here’s a one-minute clip from the episode State of 

the Planet’s Oceans 

~ Here’s a one-minute clip from the episode Plan B: Mobiiizinq to Save 

Civilization 

~You can preview FULL Journey to Planet Earth episodes online. 

~lf you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, e-mail 
screenscope(~,screenscope.com. 

More Details About the Winter Special 

Follow Journey to Planet Earth: 



Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 19, 2012 5:15 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Translator lbr upcoming speaker series needed! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Translator for upcoming speaker ,series needed! 

Date:Thu, 19 Jan 2012 16:56:08 -0500 
From:Cydney Justman <cydney.iustman~dnke.edu~ 

Hello all! 

I hope the new year/semester has been well so far for you! We are very much looking forward to our Health Without Borders series and are proud to present 
our wonderful speakers. We hope to see you there! 

However, we are also in need of some help! We are looking for someone who would be comfortable translating for Dr. Gonzales in his talk on transnational 
health systems in Mexico on Friday January 27th, at 12 PM, in Trent 040 on the Duke campus. 

Dr. Gonzales has expressed that he feels much more comfortable presenting in Spanish. Unfortunately, we will not be able to pay you for this service, as this 
series has been quite expensive to put on, but you certainly will be showered with appreciation! If there is anyone who could donate their time and energy to 
help make this event as effective and smooth as possible, it would make a world of differenc!! 

The talk will only be about an hour and Dr. Gonzales would be speaking, and then allowing you to translate intermittently. 

if you are interested, please email me, at: cydney.justman@duke.edu. 

look forward to seeing you all! And again, thank you! 

Cydney Justman 
MSc GH Candidate 
The Global Health institute 
Duke University 

Health Without Borders: a series of public conversations on migration, health, and human rights 
January 26th-27th 

2 days of events at UNC, Duke, and El Pueblo Inc. The schedule includes workshops, brown bag lunches, seminars, and film screenings with invited guests from 

Mexico’s National Institute of Public Health and local community organizations. For future updates visit http:;/www.uncdukeconsortium.org/working_groups.html. 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.; 

Thursday, January. 19, 2012 5:55 PM 

clacs-council@duke.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

Welcome Mellon Visiting Profes~r Alexa~dre Fortes - please join us fbr Februa~.. ~ 3 welcome reception 

The Duke Universi~ Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies is 
pleased to welcome our Spring 2012 Mellon Visiting Professor, Alexandre 
Fortes. 

Professor Fortes is a labor historian from Brazil ;vith a passion for 
social advocacy He received his Master’s degree and Ph.D. in History 
from the Unlversidade Estadual de Campinas in Sao Paulo. As part of his 
doctoral studies, Professor Fortes completed a fellowship at Duke 
University and became one of the early leaders of an emerging network, 
which evolved into a working group, of Brazilian researchers on social 
and labor history CulTently, he is a Professor of Contemporary History 
at the Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro, and prior to that 
he was the director of the Brazilian Workers Part), History Archives in 
Sao Paulo. He has also worked as an advisor and teacher at other 
institutions in Brazil 

While at Duke this semester he is teaching two courses, an undergraduate 
seminal- on "Latin America Left TulT~S" (team-taught ;vith John French) and 
a graduate seminar on "Modern Brazil." More infolrnation about Professor 
Fortes’ research and teaching can be found on the CLACS web site at 
http ://clac s aas.duke, edu/people/A]exandreFortes.php 
His office is Room 139 t;rauklin Center and he can be reached via e-mail 

at af6@duke edu 

Please join us on Friday, February 3, 4:30 - 6:00 pm in Room 130-132 
Franklin Center on the Duke campus, for a reception to welcome Professor 
Fortes and his family 

The Franklin Cenber is locabed at 2204 Erwin Road, Durham, NC 27705 
(corner of Erwin Road and Trent Drive). Note that after 4:00 pm free 
parking (without a permit) is available in the parking lot behind the 
Pickens Health Clinic, just across ’]’rent ])rive from the Franklin (;enter. 

For more information contact: 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate I)irector 
Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke University 
email njh@duke, edu 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:38 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: reminder 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

So just one last reminder that to,no,row (Friday) is the Oxford deadline, and with the time difference it has to be in before our 7pm. 
Thanks again for doing this for me. 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Lucas, William Ernest <weluc~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 12:22 AM 

Sackey Hams, Mamie <Mashie Itarris@med.unc.edtv~; Thomas, Jim <jim.fl~omas@unc.edw~; Bentley, Ma~aret E ~pbentley@unc.edu>; 

Barbaxa Ander~n ~b anderson@unc.edu>; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas ~nsleine@unc.edu>; MJWills@usad£gov 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~>; Florey, Francesca <ffiorey@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundalion 

UNC Colleagues - 

I’m pleased to report that Ambassador Wills has plans to travel to the area for appointments on February 13-14. She must do the rounds at Duke as well as UNC, so we have 
her for Monday, February 13. 

A total of six names have been mentioned as potential contacts for Ambassador Wills, and I’m prepared to set up a schedule that accommodates all, in one-hour meetings 
starting at 9:00 am. Please let me know 1) when on Monday you would be available to meet with the Ambassador, 2) whether you would be willing, in the interest of saving 
her shoe leather, to see her in the Global Education Center (otherwise, we’ll come to you), 3) if not, where your offices are located, and 4) whether it make sense to double-up 
on some of the appointments, seeing more than one person at a time. 

Niklaus had originally suggested a brown bag roundtable luncheon, and I’m open to that format as well, if that is preferred by the group. Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat in 
Residence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 10:25 AM 
To: Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; M.IWills@usadf.gov 
C¢: SaMe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Eli Bill, thanks for reaching out to us. 

Ambassador Wills -- we look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Warmly, 

Mamie. 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 7:03 PM 
To: Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; M.IWills@usadf.gov 
C¢: SaMe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 
Thanks for your interest, Jim. I look forward to meeting you sometime. Meanwhile, I will step out of the middle and let Ambassador Wills follow up with you and others. Please 
keep me in the loop, though, regards, Bill 

From: Thomas, Jim 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 10:59 AM 
To: Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; .[!_3___W___~_l_!_s__@__u___s__a__c_l__t[=g__q_v_ 
~¢: SaMe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
S~bject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

I would welcome the opportunity to explore whether the USADF could fund some activities within one or more of the ]4 African led organizations we work with, 

or for Africa Rising itself (the orsanization that furthers the work of the 14 by ~etworMn8 them). P~ease ~et me k~ow when Ambassador W~l~s is com~n8 to campus. 

A~so ~et me know if the ~:dp does no~: materialize so ~ can seek her out by phone or during one of my tr~ps ~:o DC. ~hanks. 

Jim 

F~= Bentley, Margaret E 
Sent= Friday, December 02, 20~ 9:~0 AM 

To= Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MSWills@usadf.gov 
¢¢= SaMe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie; Thomas, 3im; Bentley, Margaret E 
S~bject= RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

Hi._.two key people, 

faculty ~ Ep~d~miolo~y ~n the School of PuMic ~ea~th who has a small nSo that ~ks several nSos in East Africa called Africa R~s~n& Vm su~ he would Iov~ to meet 

wi~h Ambassador 

Best, Pe~sy Bentley 

F~= Lucas, William Ernest 
Se~t= Thursday, December 0~, 20~ 9:36 PM 

To= Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; N]Wills@usadf.gov 
~¢= Bentley, Margaret E; SaMe, Eunice N 
S~bject= RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
Let me loop in Ambassador Wills for further discussion of her possible trip here. Than~, Niklaus, for bringing this group ~gether. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 10:32 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
C¢: Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Dear Bill: 

Is this time sensitive? I will be traveling quite a bit between now and the beginning of the semester, but the African Studies Center would be glad to be of support 

with this after the beginning of the year. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 12/1/2011 9:05 AM, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas wrote: 

Hi Bill, 



Sorry to be slow on this. Thanks for alerting me to this opportunity. I’m cc: three relevant people: Barbara is with the African Studies Center, 

Eunice is with the African and African-American Dept, and Peggy is with global public health. All three are very well connected to all things 

African at UNC. Might you three be able to organize some kind of brown bag/info session for her? 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
http://c~i unc.edu I http:!/facebook.corn/uncc.qi I http:lltwitter.com/unccgi 

Description: Description: http://cgi unc.edu/images/migration- 

horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:!lamzn.com/0415772990 

From-" Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 201:~ 4-:57 PM 

To; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject; U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Niklaus - Over the Thanksgiving break, T met with a State Department colleague who is seconded to the USADF. This Foundation makes grants to community projects in Africa, 
specifically targeted on areas that larger programs (e.g., USA]CD, ][BRD) miss. Ply colleague Ambassador Mary 3o Wills (bio attached) is seeking to raise awareness of this little- 
known Foundation with a view to developing partnerships to achieve progress. Given your greater familiarity with UNC entities, can you advise me who/where Mary 3o could 
call on, if she visited the campus in the coming weeks!months? T had thought of Carolina for Kibera, School of Public Health, and!or perhaps CGI. But you probably have other 
ideas, thanks for your help, Bill 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Thursday, November 24-, 2011 12:51 AM 
To: Mary .1. Wills 
Subject; RE: Bio 

Mary Jo - Thanks for the bio. Pleasure catching up with you and getting a better understanding of USADF. I’II have to ask around a bit to locate the best places to plug you into. 
But TII be back in touch. Meanwhile, here’s my bio. Please share with Lloyd. Happy Thanksgiving, Bill 

From: Mary .1. Wills [M3Wills@usadf.gov] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:09 plVl 

To: Lucas, William Ernest; ~y__a_~_9__o_=c__o___n_! 
Subject: Bio 

Bill, 

it was a pleasure to meet with you and discuss ways we might collaborate. Attached is my Bio as we discussed. Best wishes for a happy holiday. MJ 

Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

Special Advisor 

United States African Development Foundation 

Tel: 

Fax: (202)673-3810 

Web: ~ ~ __w___.__u___s__a___d__f__. g __o__v_ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Africa~i SLudi~’s Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 3:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Today’s Headlines: Al~hanistan’s SoMiers Step Up Killings of Allied Forces 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

Werld I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~erials i Op-~ i On this Day 

~M~ornize~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

January 20, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

z~gha~fistan’s Soldiers Step 

Up Killings of Allied Forces 

Ill will and mistrust run deep among 

civilians and militaries on both sides, 

raising questions about what future 

role the United States and its allies 

can expect to play in Afghanistan. 

New Definition of Autism 

Will Exclude Many, St~ldy 

Suggesis 
i.::,, f.5..Ri..L,T ::Z U.r 

Changes to the way autism is 

diagnosed may make it harder for 

many people who wmfld no longer 

meet the criteria to get health, 

educational and social services, 

researchers say. 

~ Consults: Kxpert Q & A 

~ Graphic: Redefining Autism j mteractWe Feature: Patient Voices 

~ll~e Burmese military’s offensive against the Kachin in northern Myanmar is raising human rights 

concerns among American officials. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Paqe >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wi!’re ,so sc~red aow; w~! thb~k it’s ~ curse to be Kaehin." 
H PAKUM KA~, 50, who [s amoog thousands of ethoic Kach[n in Myanmar who have been 
displaced by fighting between gurmese military amt the Kachin Independence Army. 

WORLD 

~ v~DEo: Etlmlc 
~gar Reld~dled in 

Myanmar 

For years the Kachin 

Independence Army controlled 

Myanmar’s northern hills, which 

they call their ethnic homeland. 

Now the Burmese Army has pushed 

into the region, displacing 

thousands. 

OPINION 

Another bitter divorce for 
Perelman 
ALSO IN BUSINESS ;> 

In Tech, starting up by faiiing 

For Super Bawl XLVI, a bigger batch of first-time 



OPINIONATORI FIXES 

A Boost ~o1" tile :": ..... 
for the ...... 

S¢~O0~ 
Poore~ 

Efforts to send more of 
the world’s impoverished children to school are finding success. The next task is making sure they 

WORLD 

8 Guilty for P~*ison Massac~*e i~a Ra~*e Trial of Haiti’s Police 

The convieted police officers were among 14 tried for a iuison massacre that occnrred a week after 
the 2OlO earthqnake. 

Spain’s Ce~t~’al Gover~m~e~t to Rt~sl~ Aid to Fi~mn cially Ailing Region s 

A Sm billion effort to shore up the regional governments is part of a move to tighten controls over 
their spending. 

~vlnrdoch Settles Suits by Dozens of Victims of Hacking 

Rupert Murdoeh’s media empire agreed to pay victims of phone and e-mail hacking, and the 
victims’ lawyers said they saw evidence of a eovm~up by senior managers. 

More Wodd News 

Active=Duty Soldiers Take Tl~elr Own Lives at Record Rate 

One hundred sixty-four soldiers took their own lives in ~o11, and there was also a sha+:p increase in 
violent sex (:rimes by active-duty troops last year, according to Army officials. 

I~t Depo~otatlon Policy Test; 1 in 6 Offered Reprieve 

A eourt review in Denver focused on low-risk immigrants, allowing more than ~,ooo to stay 
without legal status. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

~VtD" Taxes ka°e~t~t as High as They Seem 
i.::y ..,.r.’...iD i. EG;,ii :...i. 

When Mitt Romney said that his federal tax rate was about 15 percent, many wrongly assnmed 

that their own rate was higher. 

~M ~ or Rot lr ey s Ta R e i ..... os ~ ~ ~,,’ ’ . x ,st (and Everyone Else’s) 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

New Normal o~ "Wail St~’eet: Smallee and RestPalned 

With finns like Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley reporting weak results, Wall Street’s 

moneymakers are doubfing they will ever get baek to their high-rolling ways. 

7 Cha*°ged as F,BoI. Closes a Top File-Sl~arh~g Site 
f.::: i.:: f. 5,1 
The federal authorities said Megaupload was an international enterprise based tin Internet piracy. 

Dodd Calls for Holl)avood and Silico~ Valley to Meet 

Christopher Dodd, the president of the Motion Picture Association of Ammiea, suggested the White 
House convene a meeting to discuss antipiraey. 

Mere Bush~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Gia~rts Receivers Put Try)st in Ma~ni~g 

Despite being criticized in the past for his stoic demeanor, Eli Manning’s quiet leadership approach 
is exactly what this season’s receivers for the Giants have needed to succeed. 

TI~e B~’ute Force BeI~ind tI~e 49ers 

After playing in just one playoff game in his first lO seasons, Justin Smith, an All-Pro defensive 



lineman, is enjoying leading the 49ers’ defense into the postseason. 

~.&s a 49er Cart Saw Alex Smith’s Confidence 

PENGUINS 4, RANGERS 1 

Pengmh~s Make Rangers Pay for Their Mistakes 

The Penguins were again without the injured Sidney Crosby, but his Pittsburgh teammates showed 
plenty of firepmver against the Rangers. 

~E] 
Box Score I Play-by-Play 

N.HL Roundup: in Late Burst Bruins Beat the Devils 

ARTS 

Symbiotic Bo~d for Stage a~d Screen Verslot~s 

With shows like "War Horse," "Reek of Ages" and "Chicago," Broadway has come to embrace film 
adaptations as good for bnsiness. 

As the popular television series "Downton Abbey" proves, stories of Americans mingling with 
members of the British aristoeraey titillate as much as they did when Edith Wharton wrote of 
them. Jan. 24 is the ~5oth anniversary of her birth. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’New York Diaries: 16o9 to :aoo9’ 

"New York Diaries: ~6o9 to ~oo9," edited by Teresa Carpenter, presents a portrait of the city as 
drawn by residents and visitors. 

o More A~s News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’HA"4NIR E’ 

Someo~e Done [-Ie*o Wrong, Hor*olble M~stake~ 

~.::’, .:, % ’:.Z?"~ 

"Haywire," directed by Steven Soderbergh and starring the mixed martial arts fighter Gina 

Carano, delights in its own action. 

~Gipa Ca;ano Goes From the Cage to the Screen 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’RED TAILS’ 
Pilots "Who 1,’ought to Soa~o Above Racls~n 

"Red Tails" is a whiz-bang action film about the Tuskegee Airmen, Aft’lean-American fighter pilots 
in Win’hi War II. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MISS BALA’ 

Beauty Quee~l ~Arith No Place to Hide 

Gerardo Naranjo’s "Miss Balai’ an art-house thriller, is based on the real story of a Mexiean beanty 

queen who beeame entangled with a drng cartel. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Morallzh~g~s High Cost 
Newt Gingrieh can’t escape the toxic combination of infidelity and sermonizing. He seeks 
forgiveness yet tries to tell Americans how to run their lives. 

EDITORIAL 
Syrla°s Risking Toll 
The Arab League must raise the pressure on President Bashar al-Assad and his cronies to stop the 
killing and make dear to them that their time has run out. 

EDITORIAL 

A l~’Iilesto~e it~ Fisheries ~5~a~ageme~t 
The limits set by the government on federally managed fish species will ensure that there will be 
fish, and fishing jobs, in the future. 

o More Opinion 



OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I,et~he*’}-, [~odesty a~| the Talm~d 

dewish law holds men responsible for controlling their licentious thoughts about women. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The V~’ealt~ 

Money didn’t make Mitt Romney. A legacy of persistence and dogged determination did. 

~ Cokimnist Page j Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

T~es at tJ~e Top 

As Mitt Romney dances around calls for him to release his tax returns, a question about U.S. tax 

policy comes up: Why do the rich bear a startlingly light tax burden? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 20, ~981, Iran released 52 Americans held hostage for 444 days, minutes after the 
presidency had passed from Jimmy Carter to Ronald Reagan. 

You received this message because you signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. As a member of 
~he TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to p[otec[lng your privacy. 

Manage SubscdptioRs ~ URsubscr~be ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bentley, Marga~t E <pbentley@nnc.edu~ 

Friday, Jannary 20, 2012 8:47 AIVI 

Luca~ William Ernest <weluca@email.unc.edu>; Sackey ttarris, Mamie <Mamie ttarri@med.unc.edu-~; Thomas, Jim 

<jim.thom&s@unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu~~; Steiner, Niklaus Andre&s <nsteine@unc.edn>; MJWills@usad£gov 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtc,; Horey, Francesca <ttlorey@email.unc.edu> 

RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundalion 

I have a visiting scholar that day, unfortunately. I would hope that Marnie and Jim could represent the health aft:airs side of campus, and Francesca FIorey i[: she is 

av~i~aMe, 

Peggy 

V~aPgaret (Peggy) Bent]Iey.~ PhD 

CaPia Sm:].t:h Charr~blee D:].st::~.ngu:Lshed Pr’o~essoP of G].oba]. Nut:P~t!:~_on 
Assoc£~vLe bean -Fop Global Health 

Assoc:[at:e D}_Pect:or’, Inst2tttd:e for’ G:[obal Hea:].t:h & In~ecti.ous D:i.seases 
UNC G211&ngs SchooZ of: Global PubZ&c HeaZth 

:124 Rosenau Ha:I:[ CB 7400 

Chapel H~11, North Car’ol£na 27599 

91.9-966-9575; 9~9-843-99{52; 9~9-966-35{54 

Rbent leg~unc ~ edu 

F~m~ Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent~ Friday, 3anua~ 20, 2012 12:22 AN 

To~ Sackey Harris, Namie; Thomas, 3im~ Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas~ NJWills@usadf.gov 

Ce~ SaNe, Eunice N; ~lorey, ~rancesca 

Subjeet~ RE: U.S. Africa Development Bundation 

UNC Colleagues - 

I’m pleased to report that Ambassador Wills has plans to travel to the area for appointments on February 13-14. She must do the rounds at Duke as well as UNC, so we have 
her for Monday, February 13. 

A total of six names have been mentioned as potential contacts for Ambassador Wills, and I’m prepared to set up a schedule that accommodates all, in one-hour meetings 
starting at 9:00 am. Please let me know 1) when on Monday you would be available to meet with the Ambassador, 2) whether you would be willing, in the interest of saving 
her shoe leather, to see her in the Global Education Center (otherwise, we’ll come to you), 3) if not, where your offices are located, and 4) whether it make sense to double-up 
on some of the appointments, seeing more than one person at a time. 

Niklaus had originally suggested a brown bag roundtable luncheon, and I’m open to that format as well, if that is preferred by the group, Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat in 
Residence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 10:25 AM 
To: Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.gov 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Hi Bill, Lhanks ]:or reaching out to us. 

Ambassador Wills -- we look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Warmly, 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 7:03 PM 
To: Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.gov 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Namie 
Subje¢t~ RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
Than~ for your interest, Jim. I look fo~ard to meeting you sometime. Meanwhile, I will step out of the middle and let Ambassador Wills follow up with you and others. Please 
keep me in the loop, though, regards, Bill 

From: Thomas, Jim 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 10:59 AM 
To: Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; [~_J___W__jJ_[_s__~__u___s__a__c_l__t~:g__o__v_. 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

I would welcome the opportunity to explore whether the USADF could fund some activities within one or more of the I4 African led organizations we work with, 

or for Aflica Rising itself (the organization that furthers the work of the ~.4 by netw.:~rk~ng them}, P~ease ~et me ~now when Ambassador WHYs is ¢:om~ng to campus. 

Abo ~et me know if the ~:dp does no~:matedaHze so ~ can seek her out by phone or during one of mytdps ~:o DC Thanks. 

Jim 

F~m= Bentley, Margaret E 

Sent= Friday, December 02, 2011 9:10 AN 

T~= Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; NJWills@usadf.gov 
~= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Namie; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E 

Subject= RE: U.S. Africa Development Bundation 

Hi._.two key people, gill would be Mamie Harris, who d~rects the Africa work for the Institute of G~oba~ Health & Infectious D~sease (k3HlD} and Jim Thomas, on 

[acul[:y ~n Epklemioh:~gy ~t~ the School of PuMic HeaM~ who has a small ngo that hnks several ngos in t?as~: Africa called Africa; R~s#~g, I’m sure he would love to meet 

with Ambassador Wills. 

Best, Peggy Bentley 

F~m= Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent; Thursday, December 0~, 20~ 9:36 PN 



To: Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; M3Wills@usadf.gov 
Cc: Bentley, Margaret E; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 
Let me loop in Ambassador Wills for further discussion of her possible trip here. Thanks, Niklaus, for bringing this group together~ 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 10:32 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Cc: Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Dear Bill: 

Is this time sensitive? I will be traveling quite a bit between now and the beginning of the semester, but the African Studies Center would be glad to be of support 

with this after the beginning of the year. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 12/1/2011 9:05 AM, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

Sorry to be slow on this. Thanks for alerting me to this opportunity. I’m cc: three relevant people: Barbara is with the African Studies Center, 

Eunice is with the African and African-American Dept, and Peggy is with global public health. All three are very well connected to all things 

African at UNC. Might you three be able to organize some kind of brown bag/info session for her? 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
h_t_t_p_!_c_~_Lu__n__~=_e___d__u_. I h_t_t_p_:LLf_a__~_e___b__o___o__k_=__c__o___m_/_u___n__c__c_~i I b_~p__:ttt_’_~L~_r_=_c_._o__m_L_u__n___c__c_.~i 

Description: Description: http:,/cgi.unc.edulimageslmigration- 

horizontal jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: _h__t_t_p_:L/_a___m_z___n_=_c__o_m_!_0___4__l___5_Z__7__2__~_9___0_ 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 4-:57 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 
Niklaus - Over the Thanksgiving break, 3[ met with a State Department colleague who is seconded to the USADF. This Foundation makes grants to community projects in Africa, 
specifically targeted on areas that larger programs (e.g., USATD, [BRD) miss. My colleague Ambassador Mary 3o Wills (bio attached) is seeking to raise awareness of this little- 
known Foundation with a view to developing partnerships to achieve progress. Given your greater familiarity with UNC entities, can you advise me who!where Mary 3o could 
call on, if she visited the campus in the coming weeks/months? 3[ had thought of Carolina for Kibera, School of Public Health, and/or perhaps CG[. But you probably have other 
ideas, thanks for your help, Bill 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Thursday, November 24-, 2011 12:51 AM 
To: Mary 3. Wills 
Subject: RE: Bio 

Mary 30 - Thanks for the bio. Pleasure catching up with you and getting a better understanding of USADF. TII have to ask around a bit to locate the best places to plug you into. 
But 1’II be back in touch. Meanwhile, here’s my bio. Please share with Lloyd. Happy Thanksgiving, Bill 

From: Mary 3. Wills [M3Wills@usadf.qov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:09 PM 

To: Lucas, William Ernest; @yahoo.corn 
Subject: Bio 

Bill, 

It was a pleasure to meet with you and discuss ways we might collaborate. Attached is my Bio as we discussed. Best wishes for a happy holiday. MJ 

Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

Special Advisor 

United States African Development Foundation 

Tel: 

Fax: (202)673-3810 

Web: www.usadf.gov 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Diredtor, African Studies Ce:H:er 
Lecturer, Department of African and Aizo-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of Nerth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-~406 office 
(919) 843-2102 Eax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Florey, Francesca <fflorey@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, Jannary 20, 2012 10:08 AM 

Bentley, Ma~aret E <pbentley@unc.edn>; I ~ucas, William Ernest <welucas@email.unc.edu>; Sackey ttarris, Mamie 

<Mamie ttarris@med.unc.edu>; Thomas, Jim <jim.thoma~s@unc.edu>; Barbaxa Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu-*; Steiner, Niklaus 

Andreas <nsteiner@unc.edu>; MJWills@nsadf.gov 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Happy to participate on Peggy’s behalf. 

Fra r~cesca 

Director, Office of Global Health 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

From: Bentley, Margaret E 
Se~t~ Friday, Janua~ 20, 2012 8:47 AN 
Te~ Lucas, William Ernest; Sackey Harris, Namie; ~omas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; NJWills@usadf.gov 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, ~rancesca 
Subjeet~ RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

~ have a v~s~t~ng scholar that day, unfortunately. ~ would hope that Mamie and J~m coLdd represent Lhe health a[:fairs s~de of campus, and Francesca F~orey ~f she is 

avsi~aMe. 

Peggy 

Nargar’et (Peggy) Senk~ey, PhD 

Ca r’].a ~mSt t~ Chamb].ee O2t s t 2ngu i.shed PPo~es sot’ of ~loba 1 Nut 

Assoc2ate Dean for’ Global ~ea~eh 

A55oc].ate D:Lr’ectoP, Inst::].tut:e ~oP Gl.oba]. Health & IrWect:[ous 

UNC G£~£ngs Schoo2 o~- ~lobai Pub22c ~ea~th 

].2~ Roset~au Ha].]. CB 

Chape~ H£32, NoP~h Caro3£na 27599 

9:{9-966-9575; 9:[9-843-9962; 9:[9-966-356~ 

pbent Zey(~unc. edu 

F~m: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 20, 2012 12:22 AN 

T~t Sackey Harris, Namie; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; NJWills@usadfigov 

¢e: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 

Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

UNC Colleagues - 

I’m pleased to report that Ambassador Wills has plans to travel to the area for appointments on February 13-14. She must do the rounds at Duke as well as UNC, so we have 
her for Monday, February 13. 

A total of six names have been mentioned as potential contacts for Ambassador Wills, and I’m prepared to set up a schedule that accommodates all, in one-hour meetings 
starting at 9:00 am. Please let me know 1) when on Monday you would be available to meet with the Ambassador, 2) whether you would be willing, in the interest of saving 

her shoe leather, to see her in the Global Education Center (otherwise, we’ll come to you), 3) if not, where your offices are located, and 4) whether it make sense to double-up 
on some of the appointments, seeing more than one person at a time. 

Niklaus had originally suggested a brown bag roundtable luncheon, and I’m open to that format as well, if that is preferred by the group. Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat in 
Residence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 10:25 AM 
To: Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, NiMaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.gov 
Ce: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Hi Bill, thanks for" reaching out to us. 

Ambassador Wills - we look forward Lo hearing from you soon. 

Warmly, 

Mamie, 

Froro: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 7:03 PN 

To: Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; NJWills@usadf.qov 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Namie 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
Than~ for your interesb Jim. I look fo~ard M meeting you sometime. Meanwhile, I will sMp out of the middle and let Ambassador Wills follow up with you and others. Please 
keep me in the loop, though, regards, Bill 

From: Thomas, Jim 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 10:59 AM 
To: Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; N_J__~!!!_s__@_u__s__a___d__f_:_g_9__v_ 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; FIorey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

I would welcome the opportunity to explore whether the USADF could fund some activities within one or more of the t4 African led organizations we work with, 

or" for Africa Rising itself (the organization ~:hat furl:hers the work of the 14 by ne~:working them). Pk~ase ~et me know when Ambassador Wills is cornmg to campus. 

A~so k~t rne know if the trip does not rnaterial~ze so ~ can seek her ou~: by ~hone or during one oF my ~:dps to DC, Thanks. 

Jim 



From: Bentley, Margaret E 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 9:10 AM 

To: Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas~ M3Wills.@. usadf.gov 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie~ Thomas, 3im; Bentley, Margaret E 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Hi._.two key people, Bill, would be ~,4amie Harris, who directs the Africa work for the Institute of Global Health & Infectious D~sease (k~HIO) and Jim Thomas, on 

facuky m Ep~derni.:togy m the Schoo~ of PuMic Heakh who has a small ngo that ~mks several ngos in ~}as~: Africa cal~ed Africa R~smg. ~’m sure he would love to meet 

with Ambassador Wi~s. 

Best, Peggy Bentley 

Fmm= Lucas, William Ernest 
Se~t: Thursday, December 0~, 20M 9:36 PM 

Tet Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; H~Wills@usadf.gov 
¢¢t Bentley, Margaret E; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
Let me loop in Ambassador Wills for further discussion of her possible trip here. Than~, Niklaus, for bringing this group ~gether. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 10:32 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Cc: Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Dear Bill: 

Is this time sensitive? I will be traveling quite a bit between now and the beginning of the semester, but the African Studies Center would be glad to be of support 

with this after the beginning of the year. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 12/1/2011 9:05 AM, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

Sorry to be slow on this. Thanks for alerting me to this opportunity. I’m cc: three relevant people: Barbara is with the African Studies Center, 

Eunice is with the African and African-American Dept, and Peggy is with global public health. All three are very well connected to all things 

African at UNC. Might you three be able to organize some kind of brown bag/info session for her? 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
h_t_t_p_:!_c_.g_L_u__n__~=_e___d__u_. I h_t_t_p_:LLf_a__~_e___b__o___o__k_=__c__o___m_/_u___n__c__c_~i I b_~p__:ttt_’_~L~_r_=_c_._o__m_L_u__n___c__c_.~i 

Description: Description: http:,/cgi.unc.edu/images/migration- 

horizontal jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:i/amzn.com!0415772990 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 ~:57 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Niklaus - Over the Thanksgiving break, ][ met with a State Department colleague who is seconded to the USADF. This Foundation makes grants to community projects in Africa, 
specifically targeted on areas that larger programs (e.g., USATD, [BRD) miss. My colleague Ambassador Mary 3o Wills (bio attached) is seeking to raise awareness of this little- 
known Foundation with a view to developing partnerships to achieve progress. Given your greater familiarity with UNC entities, can you advise me who!where Mary 3o could 
call on, if she visited the campus in the coming weeks/months? ][ had thought of Carolina for Kibera, School of Public Health, and/or perhaps CG[. But you probably have other 
ideas, thanks for your help, Bill 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Thursday, November 24, 2011 12:51 AM 
To: Mary 3. Wills 
Subject: RE: Bio 

Mary 30 - Thanks for the bio. Pleasure catching up with you and getting a better understanding of USADF. TII have to ask around a bit to locate the best places to plug you into. 
But 1’11 be back in touch. Meanwhile, here’s my bio. Please share with Lloyd. Happy Thanksgiving, Bill 

From: Mary 3. Wills [M3WjJls@usadf.qov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:09 PM 

To: Lucas, William Ernest; @yahoo.corn 
Subject: Bio 

Bill, 

It was a pleasure to meet with you and discuss ways we might collaborate. Attached is my Bio as we discussed. Best wishes for a happy holiday. MJ 

Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

Special Advisor 

United States African Development Foundation 

Tel: 

Fax: (202)673-3810 

Web: www.usadf.gov 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 



Associate Direct~oiE, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Ai~o-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 NedEx Gi~b~l 8duca~ion C~nter 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-/582 

(919) 962-i406 office 

(919) 8~3-2102 ~ax 

http : / iai~ica, unc ~ edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 20, 2012 1:33 PM 

Taylor, Geraldine <Ttaylo@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: approved saJary increase notice 

Dear’ Geraldine, 

Thank you for getting this through. It appears from the system that the first payment including this stipend will be made on 2/29/2012 (for work from :[/:[ ~, to 

2/29/20:t2). 

Dr. SaNe and ~ spoke and her ur~ders~:ar~d~ng b ~:hat an additional payment: for ~    w~ll be made as ~;umrner salary to cornpenaate ~or the full amount of work ~:h~s 

term, Can you p~ease confirm that th~s payment will be made and when ~t shouid be e’,<pected? 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Agama Buell 

Bus~ness Ofl3cer 

Depa~met*t of PuNic Policy 

217 .&bemegV Hall, CB #3435 

Departme~t of Africaa~ & A~?o-Americ~m Studies 

109 Batde HMI~ CB ~3395 

Un~versi~3, of North Carolk~a 

ChapeI Hill, NC 27599 

p, 919.962.278g 

R 919.962,5824 

From: Taylor, Geraldine 
Sent; Friday, 3anua~ 20, 20~2 7:27 AN 
To= Buell, Agatha 
Subject= approved sala~ increase notice 

Agatha, 

We have received notice that the salary increase for Eunice SaNe was approved by the BOG with the effective date of ~/~3/2022. I am submitting a salary/fte 

change action today. 

Thanks. 

Geraldine 

Geraldine Taylor 
CAS Business Operations 

CB# 3056, 04 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
Phone: 919.843.9689 
Remedy access: http://college.unc.edu/remedy 
E-mail: .qtaylor@email.u nc.ed u 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 3:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Mapping shaxed drive 

Hi Eunice and Walter, 
See below for links to the shared drive. Additionally you each have your own space on the server, which you may or may not be using no~v. In Public Policy we save evewthing on the 
server so that nothing gets lost ~vhen computers break down. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Of Jl)cer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

1~ 919.9625824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CII PTR [mailto:ajmchale(a)email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 1:57 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2223713 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
agatha @ buell, Location : department of public policy abernethy hall cb 3435 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: public policy 

Phone: (919) 962-2788 and Email: abuell@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Good morning They are both on AD, so they’re drive access is as follows. 

Eunice Sahl 

\~,ad.unc. edu~,c as\ african st udies\faculW\eunice 

Walter Rucker 

\~,ad.unc. edu\cas\a frican studi es\faculty~,wruck er 

and the shared space for both 

\’,ad.unc. edu\c as’,african studies\share 

Let me know how the mapping goes and if you have any trouble. Take care! 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 4:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Done 

Thmik you Dr. SaNe! I really appreciate it! 

Are you still able to meet on Monday? If so, I’m free before 11, from 12-1, and then a~ter 3:30. 

Stay Warm, 

On Fri,            at 4:06 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear     , 

Greetings from a ver~ cold day at Queen’s University where I am fulfilling my duties as an External Examiner. 

This is to confirm that I sent your letter to the University of Oxford. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kamoji ~Vachiira < @gmail.com~ 

Saturday, Januao~ 21, 2012 9:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Eunice Sahle~ 

We are home... 

@gmail .corn> 

Heri 2012 

You could call now ifu r not @ a mtng’. At home today and tomorrow pro. Let me know. Landline 

Cheers 

Kw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, January 22, 2012 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Gingrich Wins South Carolina Primal; Upending G.O.P. Race 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Maqszine i Editorials I ©P-~ I ©n This 

C,~#tomize T~day’# jj#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

January 22, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Gingeich \*gins 

Ca~:oilna Pl’imavy, Upending 

G.O.P. Race 

Newt Gingrieh’s showing brought to 
the fore questions about whether 
Mitt Romney, presumed the front- 
runner, could win over 
conservatives, Tea Party supporters 
and evangelical Christians. 

~ Candidates Speeches From South 
Carolina 

~Exit 
Poll Tells Story Behind Victory I 

~ Slide Show: South Carolina Primary 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

F~o~sh Do~lbts About 

Rei)ubllca~ Cow,test 

Repubfiean voters, after delivering three different winners in the first three stops in the 
nominating contest, are in no rush to settle on their nominee. 

~ Santorum, Optimistic, Plans Effort Nationwide 

Obama to Draw an Economic Line in State of the Union 

President Obama will use his election-year address to argue that it is the role of government to 
promote a prosperous and equitable society, setting a stark contrast between parties. 

~ 
Video: President Obama’s State of the Un~on Preview (You Tube} 

(~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They couId hire 3,ooo people m~ernight. What UiS~ plant can find 3,ooo people m,ernigM at*d convb*ee 
~hem to [i~e in dorms?" 
JENNIFER RIGONI, Apple’s wm’ldwide supply demand manager until 2o~o, on the advantages of 
using foreign plants. 

BUSINESS 

FEATURE: Wlle 

Apple’s iPhone is a 
model of American ingemfity, but 
most of its components are 
manufaetured somewhere else, 
leading to the deeline of other kinds 
of jobs. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

Predicting life expectancy 
ALSOIN HEALTH )> 

Ami;rica’.~; drinking bh~ge 

How exercise may keep Aizheimer’s at bay 



OPINION ..... [ 

Drones are blnrring the 
civilian and military roles in war and eirenmvenfing the eonstitntional mandate for authorizing 
it. 

WORLD 

Cl~vez Gets Bl~ster Back and Reclaims tl~e Spotlight 

After a year of cancer treatment and facing a tough re-election campaign, President Hugo Chfivez is 
trying to show he is still the dominant figure in Venezuelan polities. 

Islamlsts ~rin 70% of Seats in the Eg~’ptian Parliament 

An official tally shows the deep cultural conservatism of the Egyptian public. 

Syrian City; a Calm Tlaat Few Expect to Last 

Zabadani, known for fruit trees and summer tonrists, has also recently drawn attention as a 
snrprise stronghold for opponents of President Bashar al-Assad. 

TOM BSTON E JOURNAL 

Cleaning Up tl~e Old VVest tl~e Modern ~,~ay 

Tombstone, Ariz., has had a tough time keeping up with the trash created by the streams of tourists 
who come to see its shootonts, saloons and graveyards. 

I~ Texas; l~ck Perry Still Holds the Re,as 

Mr. Perry’s national defeat is not likely to have any long-term negative effect on his ability to 
govern the state, aeeording to several people from the Texas politieal world. 

Many Voters NIoved to G~gr~c}~ }Vitb Days, or ~t.loments, I,ef~ 

On one day in South Carolina, enthusiasm for Newt Gingrieh’s victory was apparent in individual 
voices heard across diffm~ng political regions in the state. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

THE IECONOMY 

How IJ,S, Lost Out o~ ilP~o~e "vVork 

Apple once bragged that its products were made in ~neriea. But it has since shifted its immense 

mannfaeturing work overseas, posing questions about what corporate .~eriea owes Americans. 

~ late;active Feature: The iPhone Economy 

As Price of Oil Soars, Users Sl~iver and Cross Their F~gers 

oil prices are expected to reach record levels this winter, but many users are unable to switch to 
natural gas or electricity, whose priers are going in the opposite direction. 

In a Romney Believer, Private Equlty~s Rinks and Rewards 

The merits of private equity firms, like Mm’e J. Leder’s Sun Capital, have come into question again 
because of Mitt Romney’s time at the firm Bain Capital. 

S P O RTS 

Paterno’s Co~dltio~ Ix Listed an Serious 

The fol~ner Penn State football coach was in the hospital because of complications from 
chemotherapy. 

Cougl~lln Goes by the Book, a~td Wilts 

With the Giants’ Tom Coughlin abont to eoaeh in his fom’th eonferenee championship game 
Snnday, it seems time to appraise him for more than his punetdiousness. 

Gro~kowsld Ear~ing Name fi~r Scores a~d Spikes 
i:M :~i/Ti/::t 
Patriots tight end Rob Gronkowski has scored g~ touchdowns in 34 games, including in the playoffs, 
and has become one of football’s celebrated spikers. 

~ Ravens for ~he Ages, Running Ou~ of Time 

Mere Sperts News 



ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE 

True to His Abstraction 

The artist Ellsworth Kelly, 88, continues to pro’sue color, line and shape in their pnrest forms. 

~E~] Slide Show 

Broa(|way’s ]Big Prlme~’llme Moment 

For Broadway veterans, nothing less than pride is on the line when "Smash," the pmne4ime soap 
about the making of a musical, opens on Feb. 6 on NBC. 

A Dancer }V|m Can Remember Tl~e Gia~ts 

Wendy Whelam a New York City Ballet principal dancer, is often down to earth. But when she talks 
about choreography, she enters another reahn 

o More A~s News 

MAGAZINE 

The Fast Life of Oscar PlstoHus 

The "fastest man on no legs" may be Olympic-bound. 

To know the future of Egypt, watch what happens to Mohamed Beltagy, the embattled hero of the 
revolution. 

George L~cas Is Ready to Roll the Credits 
i.::y :!. ~:".M, 
The filmmaker has one last mission: to prove that with "Red Tails," he ean still make the kind 
movie everyone will want to see. 

~ Slide Show: Hitmaker [Video: ’Red Tails’ Preview 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Newt Gingrieh took an extremist approach to the South Carolina primary, and the state’s 
Republicans followed. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e Affirmative ketio~ }V~a, Goes On 
The push by Republiean politieians and conservative .justices to eliminate efforts to ensure diversity 
on eampnses is sqnarely at odds with America’s racial history. 

EDITORIAL 

Htmgary’s gtirch ]Back~-ard 

Europe’s powers to nudge Hungary’s prime minister, Viktor Orban, back from authoritarianism are 

limited. But to its credit, it has begun wielding them. 

Mere Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Variations on a~ Exp~oslve Tl~erne 

An opera supplies a prism through which African-Americans have viewed their history. 

~ 
Vi leo "Porgy and Bess" 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Showtlme at the Apollo 

Cmlld 2o12 be a race between two powerful victims yearning to be lonely at the top? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



A Good Ca~d~date Is Hard to F~d 

In both parties, there is a long tradition of nnderwhelming nominees. 

~ Columnist Page j Biog 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 22, 5973, the Supreme Conrt handed down its Roe vs. Wade decision, which legalized 

abortion. 

See ’Fh~s Front Page 

gnv This Front Pa¢4e 

You received this message because yeu signed up fer N’f]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines news~e~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTe pdvscy p~ogram, we are comm~ed to p~otecting your pdvacy. 

Mat~age Sdbsc~ptions ] Unsc~bscdbe [ Chat~ge Your E-Magi ] Pdvacy Policy ~ Contsct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~gui wa goro < @googlemail.com> 

Sunday, January 22, 2012 8:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

catcNng up 

Boar Eun|ce, 

! hope that all is well, Best, 

Wangui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting this week 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
I would love to meet with you this week if there is a good time for you! I have breaks on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 11-2. Hope to see you soon! 
Thank you! 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:29 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Done 

Yes, I cm~ do 3:30 totnorrow. See you then. 

Best, 

On , at 9:06 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emafil.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear     , 

1. am back here but 1. have several meetings that i have to attend. 

So let me know if you’re available for a meeting at 3.30pm tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From; @clmail.coml 
Sent-" Friday, 4:59 PN 

To." SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Done 

Thank yon Dr. SaNe! I reaJly appreciate it’. 

Are you still able to meet on Monday? If so, I’m t?ee betbre 11, from 12-1, m~d then at~ter 3:30. 

Stay Warm, 

On Fri, at 4:06 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~)e~nafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear , 

Greetings from a ve~ cold day at Queen’s University where I am fulfilling my duties as an External Examiner. 

This is to confirm that I sent your letter to the University of Oxford. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:31 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[sn3wg01 ]        ethical dilemmas in international development models 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: 
To; 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 
9:44:53 AM EST 

@email.unc.edu>,                            @email.unc.edu>, 
@.qmail.com>, @.qmail.com>, 

@email.unc.edu>, @.qmail.com> 
ethical dilemmas in international development models 

Please circulate widely *aIx31ogies for cross posting* 

FINAL ethics . copy.jpg 



UNC School of Social Work 

Gillings School of Globa~l Public Health 

Depaxttnent of Maternal and C}fild Health 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-30696494-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7(h)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Janua~ 23, 2012 12:10 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

RE: Mapping shared drive 

Dear Agatha and Eunice, 

Perhaps ~ve should consult ~vith James directly. I’m fairly tech savvy, but I cannot get this ~vorking After I enter the network address in the "map net~vork drive" application, I get a dialogue 
box requesting username and password For some reason, the password I enter does not work (I’m assuming I would enter nay Onyen password). I used a network drive at Ohio State and 
they had step-by-step instructions there for faculty and staff to use Is there anything like that here? 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor & Associate Chair 
African & Afro-American Studies 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: t:riday, January 20, 2012 3:11 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Mapping shared drive 
Impor~nce: Low 

Hi Eunice and Waiter, 
See below :[’or links to the shared drive. Additiunally yuu each have yuur own space un the server, which yuu may ur may nut be using nuw. In Public Pulicy we save evewthing on the 
server su that nuthing gets lost when computers break down. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department uf Public Pulicy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department o17 African & Affu-American Studies 

109 Battle tlal[, CB #3395 

University ufNorth Carulina 
ChapelHi11, NC27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto: a jmc hal e (d~,,email. uric .edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 1:57 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2223713 
Importance: Low 

Client Irfformation 
agatha @ buell, Location : department of public policy abernethy hall cb 3435 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Depaltment: public policy 
Phone: (919) 962-2788 and Email: abuell@email.unc.edu Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Good moruing. The?" are both on ~4D, so they’re drive access is as follows. 

Eunice Sahl 

’,\a d.unc, edu\c as\african studies\faculty\eunice 

Walter Rucker 

’,\ad.unc. edu\cas’,african studies\faculty\wrucker 

and the shared space for both 

’,\a d.unc edu’,c as\african studies\share 

Let me know how the mapping goes and if you have an?’ trouble Take care’. 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Monday, Janua~ 23, 2012 12:24 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

BriaJ~ Herrera performs in UNC’s Solo Takes On 3 Festival: Feb. 3, 4, & 5 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Brian Herrera performs in UNC’s Solo Takes On 3 Festival: Feb. 3, 4, & 5 

Date:Mort, 23 Jan 2012 17:19:58 +0000 
From:Lucas, Ashley E <luc~,%))email.unc.edu> 

To:tmdisclo~d- recipients: ; 

PLEASE FORWARD--COME SEE BRIAN HERRERA IN THE FIRST TEATRO LATINA!O SERIES EVENT FOR 2012! 

For immediate use: Monday, Jan. 23, 2012 

’Solo Takes On 3’ features one-person performances 

"Solo Takes On 3: Story, Identity & Desire," a festival of one-person performances, will be presented Feb. 3-14 at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

The performances in rotating repertory are sponsored by the communication studies department in the College of Arts and Sciences. Single tickets are $5 for 

students and seniors, $10 for the public. A "solo pass," with admission to all performances, is $10 for students and seniors, $20 for the public. To purchase tickets, 

call (919) 962-1449. 

All performances are in Swain Hall, Studio 6, with the exception of "No One Hurts You More than S!Mother," which is in Hill Hall, Room 107. 

Performances include the following: 

¯      "1 Was the Voice of Democracy," by visiting artist and University of New Mexico professor Brian Herrera, is the humorous autobiographical tale of a young, 

gay New Mexican man facing the consequences of winning the national Voice of Democracy contest. Performances are 8 p.m. Feb. 3, 7 p.m. Feb. 4 and 2 p.m. Feb. 

5. 
° "Sketches of a Man" is an adaptation by graduate student Kashif Powell of the iconic work "Invisible Man" by Ralph Ellison. Performances are 5:30 p.m. Feb. 

9, 8:30 p.m. Feb. 11, 2 p.m. Feb. 12 and 5:30 p.m. Feb. 13. 

¯      "F to M To Octopus," by honors undergraduate student Sam Peterson, is an unexpected and surprising look at the process of changing gender. 

Performances are 9 p.m. Feb. 4, 8 p.m. Feb. 10 and 5 p.m. Feb. 12. 
° "No One Hurts You More Than S!Mother," by graduate student Shannon Wong Lerner, is a one-woman opera about our first love, our mother. Performances 

are 7 p.m. Feb. 11 and 5:30 p.m. Feb. 14. 

¯      "Stories are Lies (That We Tell to Get Other People to Like Us and Make Us Feel Better About Ourselves)" is a series of adaptations of 60 short stories in 70 

minutes, presented by the Performance Collective, a group of local artists and UNC faculty, students and staff. Performances are 8 p.m. Feb. 9. and 10 p.m. Feb. 11. 

Additional support for the festival is provided by Teatro Latino!a, the Carolina Latina!o Collaborative, the Latina!o Cultures Speakers Series, the Office of Diversity 

and Multicultural Affairs, assistant professor of dramatic art Ashley Lucas and the Honors Undergraduate Research Fund. 

Communication 
studies contact: Joseph Megel, artist-in-residence, (919) 843-7067, _n_ ! _e_ g_ _e_ !_ _ _@___ _ _ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ _. _ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u- 

College of Arts and Sciences contact: Kim Spurt, (919) 962-4093, .s_p___u_£r_k___@____e___m___a__[[:__u___n___c_:_e_d___u__ 

Ashley Lucas 
Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art 
Producing Artistic Director of UNC’s Teatro Latina/o Series 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Center for Dramatic Art, CB #3230 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 
Office fax: (919) 962-5791 
http:!/razor’wirewomen.wordpr’es ~.com! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

being added to AFRI 

Hello Professor, 

My name is                 and I’ve been trying to get into your AFRI    class. I tried to add the class after online registration closed so I went to advising and they 
directed me to the African Studies Office, who told me they need an email confirmation from you letting them know it’s ok to add me to the class. I went to both sessions last 
week so I am caught up on lectures, but I am still not added to the class on Blackboard so I have been unable to access the syllabus or readings. 
For your convenience here is the email for the Office of African studies: afam-web@unc.edu. 
Thank you and let me know if there’s anything else I need to do, see you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Monday, 1:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Meeting -Today @4.00pm? 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I can meet at 5:00p Is that too late for you? 
...... ©riginal Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Subject: Meeting -Today @4.00pm? 
Sent:             9:02 AM 

Dear 

Hope you are well and that your research continues to be interesting. 

At any rate, I have several meetings that I have to attend today, thus I am ~vondering if we could meet at 400pm instead of 200pm 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lncas, William Ernest <weluca~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 23, 2012 2:40 PM 

Sackey ttarris, Mamie <Mashie Harris@med.unc.edtr~; Bentley, Maxgaret E <pbentley@unc.edn>; Thomas, Jim <jim.thomas@unc.edu>; 

BarbaJca Ander~n <b anderson@unc.edn>; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteme@unc.e&~-, MJ~ dlsi@usadf.gov 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtc,; Horey, Francesca <ttlorey@email.unc.edu> 

2/13 hffonnation Session: U.S. Africa Development Foundation, with Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

All - Though I do not see a response from Jim Thomas, the consensus seems to favor a brown-bag roundtable lunch for the group to hear from Ambassador Wills and discuss 
potential opportunities. We’ll call it an Information Session, starting at 11:30 AM on Monday, February 13. I have reserved conference room #3009 in the Global Education 
Center until 1:00 PM. There will be plenty of seating at the table and against the wall, so please invite anyone not on distribution for this email who you think should attend the 
meeting. If anyone would like to request a separate, individual appointment with Ambassador Wills, please let me know by return email. Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat in 
Residence 

From= Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent= Friday, January 20, 2012 11:32 AM 
To= Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; M.lWills@usadf.gov 
Co= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject= RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Nikk~us’s sugg~-:~stkm for a round ~:able sounds great if most 

Mort Feb I3th works for me. ~f we opt for ~nd~vidual mee~ng I could certa~n~y meet Ambassador W~H h~ the Global Educa~on Center~ 

Mam~e 

MamR~ Sackey Hards 
Africa Programs D~ector 
UNC Msiffute ~er Global Health and ~n~ecfious D~seases 
Adjunc[ Aasis~an~ P~o~easor, Public 
G~]lings Schoo~ of Global Public HeNlh 
Roo~ 2144. Bio~nforma[ics B]dg 
Campus Box 3368 
Chapel H~ff, NC 27599 

Tel: (919) 843 8426 
msharris@med.unc.edu 

~mm= Bentley, Margaret E 
Se~t~ Friday, Janua~ 20, 20~2 8:47 AM 
To= Lucas, William Ernest; Sackey Harris, Mamie; ~omas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; M~Wills@usadf.gov 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
S~ject~ RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

~ have a v~sit~ng scholar that day, ~nfottunately. 

~vaHaMe. 

Peggy 

Nar~gaPet: (Peggy) ~ent:ley~ 

CaP~a Sm£th Cha~b~ee D£st£ngu£shed PPo-Fessof of G~oba~ 

A~oc£~v~e b£~ector~, ~ns~ute -For G~oba~ Hea3th & ~fec~ou~ D£seases 
UNC G:[ll~ngs Schoo]~. o~ Global. Pub]~.:b: Health 

~24 Rosenau ~a~ C~ 74~ 

9~9--9~-.9575g 9~9--843-.9962g 9~9--9~-.3564 

pbentley~unc.edu 

F~: Lucas, William Ernest 
~e~t~ Friday, Janua~ 20, 20~2 [2:22 
T~: Sackey Harris, Hamie; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Hargaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; .~]JJ~_@_~_~_[~_g~ 
~e: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
~ubjeet: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
UNC Colleagues - 

I’m pleased to report that Ambassador Wills has plans to travel to the area for appointments on February 13-14. She must do the rounds at Duke as well as UNC, so we have 
her for Monday, February 13. 

A total of six names have been mentioned as potential contacts for Ambassador Wills, and I’m prepared to set up a schedule that accommodates all, in one-hour meetings 
starting at 9:00 am. Please let me know 1) when on Monday you would be available to meet with the Ambassador, 2) whether you would be willing, in the interest of saving 
her shoe leather, to see her in the Global Education Center (otherwise, we’ll come to you), 3) if not, where your offices are located, and 4) whether it make sense to double-up 
on some of the appointments, seeing more than one person at a time. 

Niklaus had originally suggested a brown bag roundtable luncheon, and I’m open to that format as well, if that is preferred by the group. Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat in 
Residence 

From= Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 10:25 AM 
To= Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; __N___J_~!l!_s__@_u__s__a___d__f_=_gg__v_ 
Co= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject= RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Hi Bill, thanks for reaching out to 
Ambassador Wills -- w~-_~ look forward to hearing flom you soon. 



From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 7~03 PM 
To: Thomas, 3im; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Ste[ner, N[k[aus Andreas; M3W[lls@usadf.gov 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mam[e 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 
Thanks for your interest, .~im. T look forward to meeting you sometime. Meanwhile, T will step out of the middle and let Ambassador Wills follow up with you and others. Please 
keep me in the loop, though, regards, Bill 

From: Thomas, .~im 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 10:59 AM 
To: Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; M3VVills@usadf.gov 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

I would welcome the opportunity to explore whether the USADF could fund some activities within one or more o1: the i[4 African led or~arfizat~ons we work w~th, 

or for Africa R~s~n~ ~tse~f (the organization that ~:urthers the work of the ~4 by networkb~g them}. P~ease ~et me know when Ambassador W~l~s is com~n~ to campus. 

A~so ]et me know if the trip does not materialize so ~ can seek her out by phone or durh~g one of my trips to DC. Thanks. 

Jim 

~= Bentley, Margaret E 
Seat: Friday, December 02, 20~ 9:~0 AN 

Te= Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Ste[ner, Niklaus Andreas; N3Wills@usadf.qov 
~¢; SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Namie; Thomas, ~im; Bentley, Margaret E 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

Hi._.two key people, g~l[, would be Marnie Harrb, who d~rects the A[:rica work for the Instkute of Gbba~ Health & Infectious D~sease ([GHID) and Jim Thomas, on 

[:acuity k~ Ep~dernio[ogy ~n the School of Public Neatth who has a small ngo that [k~ks several ngos in East Africa called Africa Rb~ng. Ym sure he would love to meet 

with Ambassador 

Best, Peggy Bentley 

F~: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Thursday, December 0~, 20[[ 9:36 PM 

To: Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; ~JWills¢usadf.~ov 
¢¢: Bentley, Margaret E; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
Let me loop in Ambassador Wills for further discussion of her possible trip here. Than~, Niklaus, for bringing this group ~gether. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 10:32 AM 

Tot Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Co: Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Dear Bill: 

Is this time sensitive? I will be traveling quite a bit between now and the beginning of the semester, but the African Studies Center would be glad to be of support 

with this after the beginning of the year. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 12/1/2011 9:05 AM, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

Sorry to be slow on this. Thanks for alerting me to this opportunity. I’m cc: three relevant people: Barbara is with the African Studies Center, 

Eunice is with the African and African-American Dept, and Peggy is with global public health. All three are very well connected to all things 

African at UNC. Might you three be able to organize some kind of brown bag/info session for her? 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
university of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
http:I/c~li.urlc edu I http:flfacebook corn/unc:c~i I ht~p:/itwit~er corn/uncc:~i 

i.~.i Description: Description: http://cgi.unc edu/images/migration- 

horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://amzn com/0415772990 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 4:57 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 
Niklaus - Over the Thanksgiving break, ] met with a State Department colleague who is seconded to the USADF. This Foundation makes grants to community projects in Africa, 

specifically targeted on areas that larger programs (e.g., USA:[D, :[BRD) miss. [v~y colleague Ambassador Mary 3o Wills (bio attached) is seeking to raise awareness of this little- 
known Foundation with a view to developing partnerships to achieve progress. Given your greater familiarity with UNC entities, can you advise me who!where Mary 3o could 
call on, if she visited the campus in the coming weeks/months? ] had thought of Carolina for Kibera, School of Public Health, and/or perhaps CG]. But you probably have other 
ideas, thanks for your help, Bill 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Thursday, November 24, 2011 12:51 AM 
To: Mary J. Wills 
Subject: RE: Bio 



Mary Jo - Thanks for the bio. Pleasure catching up with you and getting a better understanding of USADF. I’II have to ask around a bit to locate the best places to plug you into. 
But I’II be back in touch. Meanwhile, here’s my bio. Please share with Lloyd. Happy Thanksgiving, Bill 

From: Mary 3. Wills [MJWills@usadf.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 20.ti 3:09 PM 

To: Lucas, William Ernest; .~y_a__!_~__o_9_~_c___o_!~ 
Subject: Bio 

Bill, 

It was a pleasure to meet with you and discuss ways we might collaborate. Attached is my Bio as we discussed. Best wishes for a happy holiday. MJ 

Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

Special Advisor 

United States African Development Foundation 

Tel: 

Fax: (202)673-3810 

Web: ._w____w____w___.__u__s___a___d__f__._~o___v__ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecture~, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

A~rican S%udies Cent~’~, CB#7582 

302’7 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chape] Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1~06 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b ande" son@ur±c, edu 

h t; t:p : //africa. uric. edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 2:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 
Call tbr proposals 

Hi Em~ice, 

Hope you had a nice trip al’~d are feeling better This is just a reminder for you to please send out the call for proposals when you have a moment (or you take a moment) So far I have only 
been able to secure $600 from IAH. 

Thanks and best, 

Margaret 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 1:55 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: [afriafam] Eunice - 19-20 JanualT 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is just a quick note letting you know that I will at Queen’s University between Jan. 19-20 l~alfilling my duties as an External Examiner. 

I can still be reached via email or phone ( ). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: leemc@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lisks.unc edu~,u?id 32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6f2e272c&n T&I afria[’am&o 30667734 or send a blank email to leave-30667734- 
32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6f2e272c@listsep¢ uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sackey Harris, Mantle <Mamie Harris@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, Janua~~ 23, 2012 2:49 PM 

Lucas, William Ernest <weluc&s@email.unc.edu-~; Bentley, Margaret E <pbentley@nnc.edu~; Thomas, Jim <jim.thoma@unc.edn>; 

BarbaJca Ander~n <b anderson@unc.edn>; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsterae@unc.e&~-, MJ~ fllsi@usadf.gov 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edus,; Florey, Francesca <itlorey@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2/13 Info:mation Session: U.S. Africa Development Fonndatio~ with Ambassador Ma_~y Jo Wills 

Thanks very much. I took forward to meeting Ambassador Witls at tha~. dine, 

Warmly, 

Mamie 

Mamie Saokey Hams 
Afdca Programs Dkector 
UNC hlat~kfle for GbbN Rea~[h and ~nfecfious D~seases 
Adjunct Assistant Proh~ssor, Publb Hea~th [.ea~le~h~p Program 
G~lings Schoo~ of GbbN Publb HeaN~ 
Room 2144, Bio~nformatics BMg 
Carnpus Box 3368 
Chapel H~, NC 27599 

Tel: @19) 843 8426 
msharris~med.unc.edu 

F~m= Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent= Monday, Janua~ 23, 2012 2:~ PN 
To= Sackey Harris, Namie; Bentley, Margaret E; Thomas, J~m; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, N~klaus Andreas; NJWJlls@usadf.gov 
6e= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject= 2/13 Information Session: U.S. Africa Development Foundation, with Ambassador Na~ Jo Wills 
All - Though I do not see a response from Jim ~omas, the consensus seems to Nvor a brown-bag roundNble lunch for the group ~ hear from Ambassador Wills and discuss 
potential oppo~unitJes. We’ll call it an Information Session, s~rting at 11:30 AN on Monday, Februa~ 13. I have rese~ed con%fence room #3009 in the Global Education 
Center unN 1:00 PN. ~ere will be plen~ of seating at the table and against the wa~, so please invite anyone not on distribution for tNs email who you think shouM a~end the 
meeting. If anyone would like to request a separate, individual appNntment with Ambassador Wills, please ~et me know by return email. Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat Jn 
ResMence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 11:32 AM 
To: Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.qov 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Niklaus’s suggestion fore round Lable sounds great i1: most people could do that. WiLh regards to my availabiliLy, for now anytime between l:l:g0am --.4:00pro on 

Mort Feb ISth works for me. If we opt for ~nd[vidual meeting I could certa~n~y meet Ambassador W~[I hs the G]oba] Education Center~ 

Marme 

Mam~e Sackey Herds 
Africa Programs D~tector 

UNC ~nst~lule for G~oba~ HeaN~ and ~nfect~ous D~seases 
Adjunct Assistant P~o~essor, Public Rea[th Leade~sMp P~ogram 

Gi~lin~s Schoo~ o[ Gbbaf Public HeN~h 
Room 2144, Bio~nformatics B~dg 
Campus Box 3368 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Tel: (919) 843 8426 
msharris@med.unc.edu 
http:ffglobalheNth.unc.edu 

F~m= Bentley, Margaret E 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 20, 20~2 8:47 AN 
To= Lucas, William Ernest; Sackey Harris, Namie; ~omas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; 
C¢= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject= RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
~ have a vis~t#~g scholar that day, unfortunately. ~ would hope that Mamie and .J~m (:ou~d represent the health affairs 

available. 

Peggy 

NaPgsret (Peggy) £ent&ey, PhD 

{laPin SmJ.th Chamblee DJ.st~.ngu~shed Pro-FessoP of G].oba]. 

Assoc£avke bean -~o~" Global Health 

Associate b£PectoF, ]nstitute foF Global Hea].th & ]nfectJ.ous D~.seases 
UNC G:[i[i[~tt~gs School. of 6[[oba]. Pub].:b:: Hea]_th 

:t24 Rosenau Hall {18 74ee 

Cha~e]. H:].].]., NoPth Car’o].:].na 27599 
9~9--955-,9575; 9t9--843-,9962; 9t9--955-,3564 

pbent ley(bunc, edu 

F~m= Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent-" Friday, Janua~ 20, 20~2 ~2:22 AN 
To= Sackey Harris, Namie; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; NJWills@usadf,qov 
~¢= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subje¢t; RE: U,S, Afflca Development Bundation 



UNC Colleagues - 

I’m pleased to report that Ambassador Wills has plans to travel to the area for appointments on February 13-14. She must do the rounds at Duke as well as UNC, so we have 
her for Monday, February 13. 

A total of six names have been mentioned as potential contacts for Ambassador Wills, and I’m prepared to set up a schedule that accommodates all, in one-hour meetings 
starting at 9:00 am. Please let me know 1) when on Monday you would be available to meet with the Ambassador, 2) whether you would be willing, in the interest of saving 
her shoe leather, to see her in the Global Education Center (otherwise, we’ll come to you), 3) if not, where your offices are located, and 4) whether it make sense to double-up 
on some of the appointments, seeing more than one person at a time. 

Niklaus had originally suggested a brown bag roundtable luncheon, and I’m open to that format as well, if that is preferred by the group. Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat in 
Residence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 10:25 AM 
To: Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, .Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; __N___3_~!!!_s__@_u__s__a___d__f_,_gg__v_ 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Hi Bill, thanks for reaching out to 

Ambassador Wills -- w~-:~ look forward to bearin~ from you soon. 

WarmJ% 

Mam~e~ 

E~= Lucas, William Ernest 
Seat; Tuesday, December 06, 2055 7:03 PN 
To= Thomas, ]im; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; N]Wllls@usadf.gov 
C~= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Namie 
$~bje~t= RE: U.S. Mrica Development ~undation 
Than~ for your in,rest, ]im. [ look fo~ard ~ meeting you sometime. Meanwhile, [ will step out of the middle and let Ambassador Wills follow up with you and others. Please 
keep me in the loop, though, regards, Bill 

From: Thomas, 3im 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 10:59 AM 
To: Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; M3Wills@usadf.gov 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

I would welcome the opportunity to explore whether the USADF could fund some activities within one or more of the I4 African ted organizations we work with, 

or for Africa R~s#~g ~tse~f (the or~arfization treat furd~ers the work of the ~4. by networMng them). P~ease ~et me know when Ambassador W~l~s is coming to campus. 

A~so ~et me know if the trip does not materialize so ~ can seek her out by phone or dudnsone of mytr~ps to DC. Thanks. 

Jim 

F~= Bentley, Nargaret E 
Seat= Friday, December 02, 205~ 9:$0 AN 

To= Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; NJWills@usadf.qov 
C¢= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Namie; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Nargaret E 
Sable�t= RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

Hi....Lwo key people, B~l~, would be Mamie Harris, who d~rects the Africa work for Lbe Institute o~: G~oba~ Health & Infectious D~sease (IGHID} and Jim Thomas, on 

faculty h~ Ep~demiofogy ~n the School of PuMic Health who has a smafl nfio that th~ks several nfios in East Africa called Africa R~s~nfi. I’m sure he would love to meet 

with Ambassador Wil~s. 

Best, Peggy Bentley 

~= Lucas, William Ernest 
Seat: Thursday, December 0~, 20~ 9:36 PN 

Te= Barbara Anderson; Stelner, Niklaus Andreas; N3Wills@usadf.qov 
C¢; Bentley, Nargaret E; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
Let me loop in Ambassador Wills for further discussion of her possible trip here. Than~, Niklaus, for bringing this group together. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, December 01, 2011 10:32 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
C¢: Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Dear Bill: 

Is this time sensitive? I will be traveling quite a bit between now and the beginning of the semester, but the African Studies Center would be glad to be of support 

with this after the beginning of the year. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 12/1/2011 9:05 AM, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

Sorry to be slow on this. Thanks for alerting me to this opportunity. I’m cc: three relevant people: Barbara is with the African Studies Center, 

Eunice is with the African and African-American Dept, and Peggy is with global public health. All three are very well connected to all things 

African at UNC. Might you three be able to organize some kind of brown bag/info session for her? 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St ate 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
http://c!~i unc.edu I http:i/fl~cebeok.cem/unc’ccii I h[tp:I/twi[ter.cemlunccqi 



Description: Description: http://cgi unc.edu/images/migration- 
horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:!lamzn.com/0415772990 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 20:M 4:57 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 
Niklaus - Over the Thanksgiving break, ][ met with a State Department colleague who is seconded to the USADF. This Foundation makes grants to community projects in Africa, 
specifically targeted on areas that larger programs (e.g., USA][D, ][BRD) miss. Ply colleague Ambassador Mary 3o Wills (bio attached) is seeking to raise awareness of this little- 
known Foundation with a view to developing partnerships to achieve progress. Given your greater familiarity with UNC entities, can you advise me who/where Mary 3o could 
call on, if she visited the campus in the coming weeks!months? I had thought of Carolina for Kibera, School of Public Health, and!or perhaps CGI. But you probably have other 
ideas, thanks for your help, Bill 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Thursday, November 24-, 2011 12:51 AM 
To: Mary .1. Wills 
Subject: RE: Bio 

Mary 30 - Thanks for the bio. Pleasure catching up with you and getting a better understanding of USADF. I’ll have to ask around a bit to locate the best places to plug you into. 
But :[’11 be back in touch. Meanwhile, here’s my bio. Please share with Lloyd. Happy Thanksgiving, Bill 

From: Mary 3. Wills [M3Wills@usadf.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:09 PM 

To: Lucas, William Ernest; ~_y__a___h__o___o_=c__o___n_~_. 
Subject: Bio 

Bill, 

It was a pleasure to meet with you and discuss ways we might collaborate. Attached is my Bio as we discussed. Best wishes for a happy holiday. MJ 

Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

Special Advisor 

United States African Development Foundation 

Tel: 

Fax: (202)673-3810 

Web: ~ ~ __w___.__u___s__a___d__f__. ~ __o__v_ 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africa~i SLudi~’s Center, CB#7582 

3@27 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 o~ic~" 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http: !!a~ r:~ca.;:~c 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Florey, Francesca <fflorey@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 23, 2012 3:46 PM 

Sackey Harris, Mamie <Mamie~tard@med.unc.edn>; Lucas, William Emes~ <welucas@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bentley, Margaret E 

<pbentley@unc.edu-~; Thomas, Jim <jim.thomas@unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu-~; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 

<ns~einer@unc.edu>; MJWills@nsadl~gov 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2/13 Information Session: U.S. Africa Development Foundation,. with Ambassador Masy Jo Wills 

Thank you as welt. I plan to be there as well. 

Regards, 

Francesca 

Francesca FIorey 

Director, Office of (-;k)bal Health 

U NC (~iH~ngs School of Globa~ Public I-teal~:h 

224 Rosenau Hall, C8 7400 

:1.35 D~uer Ddve 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-74~ 

www.sph.unc.edu/globalhealth 

p. 919-.~3-7723 

F~m= Sackey Harris, Namie 
Sent= Nonday, Janua~ 23, 20~2 2:49 PN 
To= Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Nargaret E; Thomas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; NJWills@usadf.gov 
Ce= SaNe, Eunice N; Rorey, Francesca 
Subject= RE: 2/13 Information Sessbn: U.S. Africa Development ~undatbn, with Ambassador Na~ Jo Wills 

Thanks very much. ~ook forward to meeting Ambassador WHYs at that time. 

Warmly, 

Marme 

MamR~ Sackey Hards 
Afdc;~ Programs D~ector 
UNC Msfitute ~Or Global Heaffh and ~n~ecfious D~seases 
Adjunc~ Assistant Pro~essor, Public HeN~h LeadersMp Program 

G~lin~s Schoo~ o~ Gk~baf Public 
Room 2144, Bio~ntormatics B~dg 
Campus Box 3368 
Chapel H~ff, NC 27599 

Tel: (919) 843 8426 
msharris@med.unc.edu 
h~t#:/Lq~oba~heNth.unc.edu 

~= Lucas, William Ernest 
Seat= Nonday, 3anua~ 23, 2052 2:~ PN 
To= Sackey Harris, Namie; Bentley, Nargaret E; Thomas, 3im; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; 
~¢= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
S~bject= 2/[3 [nformation Session: U.S. Africa Development Foundation, with Ambassador Na~ 3o Wi~s 
All - Though ~ do not see a response from 3im ~omas, the consensus seems to favor a brown-bag round.hie ~unch for the group ~ hear from Ambassador Wi~s and discuss 
po~ntial oppo~unities. We’ll call it an [nformation Session, s~rting at ~$:30 AN on Monday, Februa~ $3. ~ have resemed conference room #3009 in the Global Education 
Center until ~:00 PH. ~ere will be plen~ of seating at the table and against the wall, so please invite anyone not on distribution for this email who you think should a~end the 
meeting. [f anyone would ~ike to request a separate, individual appointment with Ambassador Wills, please let me know by return emaiL Best, Bi~ Lucas - DiNomat in 
Residence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 11:32 AM 
To: Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; __N___J_~!!!_s__@_u__s__a___d__f_=_gg__v_ 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

Niklaus’s suggestion for a round table sounds great if most people could do that. With regards to my availability, for now anytime between ].:[:30am ---4:00pro on 

Mort Feb "J.3th worlds for me, f[ we opt for ~ndividual meeting I could certa~[~y meet Ambassador W~II it~ the Gk)ba~ Educatb:)n Center. 

Mamie Sackey Hards 
Africa Progtams [Nrectot 
UNC hssfitute for G~oba~ HeaN~ and hsfecfious D~seases 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Public HeNth Leade~Np Program 
G~lings Schoo~ of G~obN Public IqeNth 
Room 2144, Bio~n~om~a~ics Btdg 
Campus Box 3368 
Chapel H~, NC 27599 

Tek (919) 843 8426 
msharris@med Amc.edu 
http:flglobalheNth.unc.edu 

F~= Bentley, Margaret E 
$eBt~ Friday, ]anua~ 20, 20~2 8:47 AM 
Te~ Lucas, William Ernest; Sackey Harris, Mamie; ~omas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; N]Wills@usadf4ov 
~¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
$~jeCt~ RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

~ have s v~s~t~R~ scholar that day~ unfortunately, ] would hope that Ma~T~ie aRd J~m could represent [he heslth s~:fsirs s~de of campus~ aRd Francesca F~orey ~f she is 



available, 

Pe~y 

~’4m"~ar’et (Pe~y) Beni:~Ley~ PhD 

Ass.:x::[at:e Dean ~or’ GlobaZ Hea].t:h 

Assoc,.ate D~.~ectoP~ ]:nstJ.tute l:oP Globai. Health & ]:nfect~ous 
{;N{: 6~.].].:~.n~s g.::hool of 6:].oba:[ Pubi~_c Hea:~.th 

Z24 Rosenau Hsll C~ 74.@@ 

Chape:[ H~ll, Nor"t:h CaPol~na 27599 

9~9-966--9575; 919-g43--9962; 919-966--3564 

pbentley~unc.edu 

~mm~ Lucas, William Ernest 
~eBt~ Friday, Janua~ 20, 20~2 12:22 AM 
T~ Sackey Harris, Mamie; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.gov 
~= SaMe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
S~bje~t~ RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
UNC Colleagues - 

T’m pleased to report that Ambassador Wills has plans to travel to the area for appointments on February 13-14. She must do the rounds at Duke as well as UNC, so we have 
her for Monday, February 13. 

A total of six names have been mentioned as potential contacts for Ambassador Wills, and T’m prepared to set up a schedule that accommodates all, in one-hour meetings 
starting at 9:00 am. Please let me know 1) when on Monday you would be available to meet with the Ambassador, 2) whether you would be willing, in the interest of saving 

her shoe leather, to see her in the Global Education Center (otherwise, we’ll come to you), 3) if not, where your offices are located, and 4) whether it make sense to double-up 
on some of the appointments, seeing more than one person at a time. 

Niklaus had originally suggested a brown bag roundtable luncheon, and T’m open to that format as well, if that is preferred by the group. Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat in 
Residence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 

Sent; Wednesday, December 07, 2011 10:25 AM 
To; Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, 3ira; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; M3Wills@usadf.gov 
(::¢; Sahle, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject; RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Hi Bill, thanks for reaching out ~o us. 

Ambassador Wills - we look hxward ~:o hearing from you soon 

Warmly, 

Mature, 

F~m: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 202~ 7:03 PM 
To: Thomas, 3im; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Bundation 
Thanks for your interest, Jim. I look fo~ard to meeting you sometime. Meanwhile, I will s~p out of the middle and let Ambassador Wills follow up with you and others. Please 
keep me in the loop, though, regards, Bill 

From; Thomas, 3im 
Sent; Tuesday, December 06, 2011 10:59 AM 
To; Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.gov 
C¢; Sahle, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Subject-" RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

I would welcome the opportunity to explore whether the USADF could fund some activities within one or more of the I4 African led or~arfizat~ons we work w~th, 

or for Africa R~s~ng ~tse~f (the organization that furthers the work of the ~4 by networkhsg them}. Hesse let me know when Ambassador WHb is coming to campus. 

Abo let me know if the tr~p does not materbl~ze so ] can seek her out by phone or durhsgone of mytdps to De. Thanks. 

.Jim 

E~= Bentley, Margaret E 
Se~t= Friday, December 02, 201~ 9:$0 AN 

Te= Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; N3Wills@usadf.qov 
6¢; SaMe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Namie; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E 
S~bject= RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 

Hi._.two key people, BHL would be Mamie Harris, who d~rects Lhe A~:rica work for the Instkute of Gbbaf Heslth & Infectious Dbease (~GHID) and Jim Thomss, on 

faculty h~ Ep~demiology h~ the School of Public Health who has a small ngo that ~h~ks several ngos in East Africa called Africa R~sh~g. Fm sure he would love to meet 

with Ambassador Wi~ls~ 

Best, Peggy Bendey 

~= Lucas, William Ernest 
$e~t~ Thursday, December 0~, 20~ 9:36 PM 

Te~ Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.qov 
6¢= Bentley, Margaret E; SaMe, Eunice N 
8~ject~ RE: U.S. Africa Development Bundation 
Let me loop in Ambassador Wills for further discussion of her possible trip here. Than~, Niklaus, for bringing this group together. 

Froth; Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, December 01, 2011 10:32 AM 

To; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
C¢; Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Dear Bill: 



Is this time sensitive? I will be traveling quite a bit between now and the beginning of the semester, but the African Studies Center would be glad to be of support 

with this after the beginning of the year. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 12/1/2011 9:05 AM, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

Sorry to be slow on this. Thanks for alerting me to this opportunity. Fm cc: three relevant people: Barbara is with the African Studies Center, 

Eunice is with the African and African-American Dept, and Peggy is with global public health. All three are very well connected to all things 

African at UNC. Might you three be able to organize some kind of brown bag/info session for her? 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
http://c!~i unc.edu I http://fl~cebeok.cem/unc’c~qi I h[tp:I/twi[ter.cemlunccqi 

Description: Description: http://cgi unc.edu/images/migration- 
horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:!lamzn.corn/0415772990 

From; Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent-" Monday, November 28, 2011 4:57 PM 

To; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject-" U~S~ Africa Development Foundation 
Niklaus - Over the Thanksgiving break, I met with a State Department colleague who is seconded to the USADF. This Foundation makes grants to community projects in Africa, 
specifically targeted on areas that larger programs (e.g., USAID, IBRD) miss. My colleague Ambassador Mary Jo Wills (bio attached) is seeking to raise awareness of this little- 
known Foundation with a view to developing partnerships to achieve progress. Given your greater familiarity with UNC entities, can you advise me who/where Mary 3o could 
call on, if she visited the campus in the coming weeks!months? I had thought of Carolina for Kibera, School of Public Health, and!or perhaps CGI. But you probably have other 
ideas, thanks for your help, Bill 

From-" Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent; Thursday, November 24, 2011 12:51 AM 
To-" Mary .1. Wills 
Subject; RE: Bio 

Mary 30 - Thanks for the bio. Pleasure catching up with you and getting a better understanding of USADF. 1’11 have to ask around a bit to locate the best places to plug you into. 
But I’ll be back in touch. Meanwhile, here’s my bio. Please share with Lloyd. Happy Thanksgiving, Bill 

From: Mary 3. Wills [M3Wills(@usadf.gov] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:09 PM 

To-" Lucas, William Ernest; i_~__a_[~_9__o_=c__o__~_! 
Subject: Bio 

Bill, 

It was a pleasure to meet with you and discuss ways we might collaborate. Attached is my Bio as we discussed. Best wishes for a happy holiday. MJ 

Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

Special Advisor 

United States African Development Foundation 

Tel: 

Fax: (202)673-3810 

Web: ~ ~ __w___.__u___s__a___d__f__. g __o__v_ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, Afzican Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africa~ Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 o~ce 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc.edu 

http:!!a~rica.unc.edu! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Lncas, William Ernest <weluc&~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD, 23, 2012 4:37 PM 

Florey, Francesca <fflorey@email.unc.edtv~; Sackey Harris, Mamie <Mamiet~arfis@med.unc.edu>; Bentley, Margaret E 

<pbenfley@unc.edw~; Thomas, Jim ~jim.thomas@unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edw~; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 

~nsteiner@unc.edu>; MJWills@nsad£gov 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: 2/13 Information Session: U.S. Africa Development Fonndatio~ with Ambassador Masy Jo Wills 

Thank you, I appreciate these RSVPs. 

From: Florey, Francesca 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2012 3:45 PM 
To: Sackey Harris, Mamie; Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; Thomas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.gov 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 2/13 Information Session: U.S. Africa Development Foundation, with Ambassador Mary .~o Wills 

Thank you as welt. I plan to be there as well. 

Regards, 

Francesca 

Francesca FIorey 

Director, Offic~-_~ of Gk)bal Health 

U NC GiH#~gs School of Globa~ Public HealLh 

~24 Rosenau Hall, C8 7400 

~35 Dauer Drive 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-74~ 

www.sph.unc.edu!~lobalhealth 

p. 919-.~3-7723 

Emm= Sackey Harris, Namie 
Seat; Monday, 3anua~ 23, 2052 2:49 PN 
To= Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; Thomas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.gov 
C~= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
$~bjeet= RE: 2/$3 Information Session: U.S. Mrica Development ~undation, with Ambassador Ma~ 3o Wills 
Thanks very much. ~ook forward to meeth~ Ambassador W~fs sL that time. 

Warmly, 

Mm~e 

MamR~ Sackey Hards 
Africa Programs D~[ector 
UNC Msfitute ~Or Global Heaffh and ~n~ecfious D~seases 
Adjunc~ Assistant Pfo~essor, Public H~a~h L.eadefsMp 

G~lin~s Schoo~ o~ Gkd)af Public H~a~h 
Room 2144, Bio~ntom~atics B~dg 
Campus Box 3368 
Chapel H~ff, NC 27599 

Tel: (919) 843 8426 
msharris@med.unc.edu 

~= Lucas, William Ernest 
Seat= Nonday, 3anua~ 23, 20~2 2:~ PN 
To= Sackey Harris, Namie; Bentley, Nargaret E; Thomas, 3im; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; 
C¢= SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
S~bject= 2/[3 [nformation Session: U.S. Africa Development Foundation, with Ambassador Na~ 3o Wi~s 
All - Though ~ do not see a response from 3im ~omas, the consensus seems to favor a brown-bag round,hie ~unch for the group to hear from Ambassador Wi~s and discuss 
po~ntial oppo~unities. We’ll call it an [nformation Session, s~rting at ~:30 AN on Monday, Februa~ ~3. ~ have resemed conference room #3009 in the Global Education 
Center until ~:00 PH. ~ere will be plen~ of seating at the table and against the wall, so please invite anyone not on distribution for this email who you think should a~end the 
meeting. [f anyone would ~ike to request a separate, individual appointment with Ambassador Wills, please let me know by return emaiL Best, 
Residence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 11:32 AM 
To: Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; NJW!!!s~@usadf, gov 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject: RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Niklaus’s suggestion for a round table sounds great if most people could do that. With regards to my availability, for now anytime between :l.:[:30am ---4:00pro on 

Mon Feb ].:.~t h worlds for me, iF we opt for ~nd~vidual [T~eeti]lg I could certa~[~y meet Ambassador W~H k~ the Gk)ba~ Educal:b:}]l Center. 
Mature 

Mamie Sackey Hards 
Africa Programs 
UNC hssfitute for G~oba~ Hea~th and hsfecfious D~seases 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Public Hea~th Leade~Mp Program 
G~tlings Schoof of Gk)ba~ Publk~ Heafth 

Room 2144, 
Campus Box 3368 
Chapel H~, NC 27599 

Tek (919) 843 8426 



msharris@med.unc.edu 

From: Bentley, Margaret E 

Sent-" Friday, .lanuary 20, 2012 8:47 AM 
To; Lucas, William Ernest; Sackey Harris, Mamie; Thomas, 3im; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; PL1W!!!s@usadf:gov 
Cc-" SaMe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject-" RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

I have a visiting scholar that day, unfortunately. I would hope that Mamie and .Jim could represent the health affairs side of campus, and Francesca FIorey ~f she is 

available. 

Peggy 

ff~argaPet: (Peggy) ~ent:]ey~ PhD 

Carla S~]]i~h Cha~b~ee Distinguished P~o-Fessor o£ G].oba]. 

A~oc£~v~e b£~ector, ~ns~ute -For G~oba~ Hea3th & ~fec~ou~ D£seases 

UNC G:[ll~ngs School. o~ Global. Pub].:~.c Health 

~24 Rosenau ~a~ C~ 74~ 

Cha~e]. Hi].].~ NoPth Ca~o].ina 
9~9--9~-.9575g 9~9--843-.9962g 9~9--9~-.3564 

pbentley~unc.edu 

F~: Lucas, William Ernest 
~e~t~ Friday, Janua~ 20, 20~2 [2:22 AN 
T~: Sackey Hards, Hamie; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Hargaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; HJWills@usadf.qov 
~e: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
~ubjeet: RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
UNC Colleagues - 

I’m pleased to report that Ambassador Wills has plans to travel to the area for appointments on February 13-14. She must do the rounds at Duke as well as UNC, so we have 
her for Monday, February 13. 

A total of six names have been mentioned as potential contacts for Ambassador Wills, and I’m prepared to set up a schedule that accommodates all, in one-hour meetings 
starting at 9:00 am. Please let me know 1) when on Monday you would be available to meet with the Ambassador, 2) whether you would be willing, in the interest of saving 
her shoe leather, to see her in the Global Education Center (otherwise, we’ll come to you), 3) if not, where your offices are located, and 4) whether it make sense to double-up 
on some of the appointments, seeing more than one person at a time. 

Niklaus had originally suggested a brown bag roundtable luncheon, and I’m open to that format as well, if that is preferred by the group. Best, Bill Lucas - Diplomat in 
Residence 

From: Sackey Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 10:25 AM 
To: Lucas, William Ernest; Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; __M___3_~!JJ_s__@_u__s__a___d__f_:_gg__v_ 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca 
Subject-" RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Hi Bill, thanks for reaching out to 

Ambassador Wills -- w~-_~ look forward to hearing flom you soon. 

Mature. 

F~= Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent; Tuesday, December 06, 20~ 7:03 PN 
To= Thomas, Jim; Bentley, Margaret E; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; HJW~lls@usadfigov 
C~= SaMe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Namie 
$~bjeet= RE: U.S. Africa Development ~undation 
Than~ for your in,rest, Jim. [ look fo~ard ~ meeting you sometime. Meanwhile, [ will step out of the middle and let Ambassador Wills follow up with you and others. Please 
keep me in the loop, though, regards, Bill 

From: Thomas, Jim 
~ent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 10:59 AM 
To-" Bentley, Margaret E; Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; MJWills@usadf.gov 
C¢: Sahle, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie 
$-bject; RE: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

I would welcorne the opportunity to explore whether the USADF could fund some activities within one or more of the I4 African ted organizations we work w~th, 

or for Africa R~s#~g ~tse~f (the orgarfization that furthers the work of the 14 by networMng them). Please let me know when Ambassador WHYs is coming to campus, 

A~so ~et me know if the trip does not materialize so ~ can seek her out by phone or dudngone of mytdps to DC. Thanks, 

Jim 

Fmm~ Ben~lw, Margaret E 
Se~t~ Friday, December 02, 20~ 9:~0 AM 

To~ Lucas, William Ernest; Barbara Anderson; Stelner, NJklaus Andreas; ~3Wills@usadf.qov 
~ SaNe, Eunice N; Florey, Francesca; Sackey Harris, Mamie; Thomas, ~im; BenUey, Margare~ E 
S~bje~t~ RE: U.S. Africa Developmen~ ~undation 

Hi....~wo key people, 

f~cuky ~n Epk~emiolo~y in ~he School of PuMic Health who ha~ a srn~fl n~o ~ha~ ~nks several n~os in Eas~ ~fdca c~lled ~fdca R~]n~. Ym sure he would love ~o mee~ 

with Ambassador 

F~ Lucas, William Ernest 
Se~t~ Thursday, December 0~, 20~ 9:36 PM 

T~ Barbara Anderson; S~einer, Niklaus Andreas; M3Wills~us~df.~ov 
~ Bentley, Margaret E; SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bje~t~ RE: U.S. Africa Development ~unda~ion 
Le~ me loop in Ambassador Wills for further discussion of her possible trip here. Than~, Niklaus, for bringing this group together. 



From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 10:32 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Co: Lucas, William Ernest; Bentley, Margaret E; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 

Dear Bill: 

Is this time sensitive? I will be traveling quite a bit between now and the beginning of the semester, but the African Studies Center would be glad to be of support 

with this after the beginning of the year. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 12/1/2011 9:05 AM, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

Sorry to be slow on this. Thanks for alerting me to this opportunity. I’m cc: three relevant people: Barbara is with the African Studies Center, 

Eunice is with the African and African-American Dept, and Peggy is with global public health. All three are very well connected to all things 

African at UNC. Might you three be able to organize some kind of brown bag/info session for her? 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: ÷1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
http://c!~i unc.edu I http://fl~cebeok.cem/unc’cqi I http:I/twitter.cemlunccqi 

Description: Description: http://cgi unc.edu/images/migration- 
horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:!lamzn.corn/0415772990 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 4:57 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: U.S. Africa Development Foundation 
Niklaus - Over the Thanksgiving break, T met with a State Department colleague who is seconded to the USADF. This Foundation makes grants to community projects in Africa, 
specifically targeted on areas that larger programs (e.g., USAID, IBRD) miss. My colleague Ambassador Mary Jo Wills (bio attached) is seeking to raise awareness of this little- 
known Foundation with a view to developing partnerships to achieve progress. Given your greater familiarity with UNC entities, can you advise me who/where Mary -1o could 
call on, if she visited the campus in the coming weeks!months? T had thought of Carolina for Kibera, School of Public Health, and!or perhaps CGI. But you probably have other 
ideas, thanks for your help, Bill 

From: Lucas, William Ernest 
Sent: Thursday, November 24, 2011 12:51 AM 
To: Mary .I. Wills 
Subject: RE: Bio 

Mary .1o - Thanks for the bio. Pleasure catching up with you and getting a better understanding of USADF. I’ll have to ask around a bit to locate the best places to plug you into. 
But I’ll be back in touch. Meanwhile, here’s my bio. Please share with Lloyd. Happy Thanksgiving, Bill 

From: Mary .1. Wills [M.1Wills~@usadf.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:09 PM 

To: Lucas, William Ernest; @~__a___h__o___o_=c__o___n_3. 
Subject: Bio 

Bill, 

it was a pleasure to meet with you and discuss ways we might collaborate. Attached is my Bio as we discussed. Best wishes for a happy holiday. MJ 

Ambassador Mary Jo Wills 

Special Advisor 

United States African Development Foundation 

Tel: 

Fax: (202)673-3810 

Web: ~ ~ __w___.__u___s__a___d__f__. g __o__v_ 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africa~ SLudge’s Center, CB#7582 

3@27 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 o~c~" 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http: !!a~ rlca.;:~c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

BSM member to meet with Dr. SaNe 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 
My name is and I am a junior public relations major here at Carolina. I am currently the secretary of the Black Student Movement (BSM) and am beginning to 
make preparations to hopefully become president of BSM for the         school year. 
As a member of the community BSM is involved in, I am contacting you to get on your calendar in the next few weeks so I can discuss the progress BSM has made thus far and 
what you would like to see BSM do for Carolina and the African and Afro-American studies department. 
I am free from :t2:30-2p on Mondays and Wednesdays, before 2p on Tuesdays and I have no classes on Thursdays and Fridays. Please let me know when you are best 
available. 
Thanks and I look forward to speaking with you. 

Public Relations I School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

University of North Carolina ’ 

http:/l .corn I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mandy Maas <mandymaas college@mcgmw-hill.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 4:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Place Your Order Today - TAKING SIDES: Clashing Views on Global Issues, 7/e 

THIS IS AN AUTO-GENERATE[) MESSAGE. PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE. 
yOU need Further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative 

or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscfibe, click here 

~You can aJso write to: Privacy, McCrraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Compmaies Corporate Privacy 

t olicy for more intbnnalion or contact privac? @~ncgraw-hill.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Black Histogr- Month Committee < 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 8:32 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Volunteer Oplx3rttmity ~br AFRI/AFAM Students 

’@gmail.com> 

Please infolm your classes offl~is amazing volunteer opportunity! 

Tim McMillan, Senior Afiicm~-American Studies department lecturer, will host a training for s~dents to be able to give Black & Blue tours. The Black & Blue tour 

explores the role of African-Americans on UNC’s campus from 1793 to the present. Once students are trained they will be able to give tours to other students, as well 

as visitors. This is a great way to fulfill Public Service Scholars hours! The training will take place Wednesday, January 25 at 4 p.m., beginning at the Unsung Fotmders 

Memorial. For morn information, e-mail              @gmail.com 

Thank 

Black Hifftoo~ Month Committee 

Black Student Movement 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:20 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

db48@duke.edu 

Seminar with Duke His~ou PhD c~didate 

The Research Triangle Seminar Series on the His[o~ of Military, War and Socieb’ 

invites you to attend 

Friday, 

4:00 - 6:00 pm - Duke University 
East Campus - Cart Building 114 Campus Drive - Room 229 

(Duke University) 

Life and Labor in the Bolivian Barracks: 

Sociability, Discipline, and the Reshaping of Inequalities 

This paper examines the experiences of Bolivian soldiers in the barracks during the 1910s and 1920s, narrating military service as a formative 
time during which young men formed friendships, learned literacy skills, and displayed their manliness and bravery. However, the transition from an 
army based on impressment, where brutality served as a motivator, to one based on patriotic service was neither smooth nor easy, especially 
given the pervasive authoritarianism and racism that characterized Bolivia’s diverse and divided society. The paper shows how the ideal of citizen- 
soldiers’ learning to respect, sec,,e, and defend their patria was often stymied by fiscal constraints and individual decision-making. Some 
conscripts thus received tattered uniforms, ate rotting food, and slept on the floor. They performed nonmartiN labors in fields and on roadways in 
addition to (and sometimes to the detriment of) preparing for war and conserving order. And, ignoring regulations, individual officers profited from 
conscripts’ labor, fraternized with subordinates, and brutally punished soldiers. Despite these conditions, ideas about soldiers’ honor and rights 
spread as military service slowly became entrenched in the lives of particular families and communities. This was not a one-sided process, 
however: Officers, administrators, politicians, conscripts, and communities constantly negotiated the terms of service in the courts, press, 
congressional chambers, and even the barracks, contesting not only particular punishments, labors, or living conditions but also the very purpose 
of conscription. 

is a Ph.D. candidate in Latin American History at Duke University. She is currently completing her dissertation entitled "Conscript Nation: Negotiating 

Authority arid Belonging in the Bolivian Barracks, 1900-1958," which analyzes the experience of obligatory military service and its profound effect on state formation, 
citizenship, arid indigenous identity in Bolivia. 

The seminar starts at 4:15 pro. Refreshments will be served before the seminar. 
A pre-cirsulated paper is available a week in advance a~ 
For more ~nforma~ion see ~he webs~ie: 

The ORGANIZERS of the "History of the Military, VVar and Society Seminar" in the academic year 
Co-sponsored by the Triangle Institute for Security Studies 

Dirk Bonker (Duke University) 
Karen Hagemann (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Susanna Michele Lee (NC State University) 

in cooperation with 

Friederike Bmehoefener (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Andrew Byers (Duke University) 
Joseph Glatthaar (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Richard Kohn (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Anna Krylova (Duke University) 
VVayne Lee (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Alex Roland (Duke University) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting Time TNs Week 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’m writing to find a time we can meet to discuss some of the readings we had for this week and last. Here are some times rm free: 

Wednesday ( ) :~0:00-:E[:30 
Thursday ( ) 2:30-3:30 
Friday ( ) :t0:30-:t:30 

If none of these work we can go into next week too. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Kloes <kloes@bard.edn> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Call for Applications: International t tumaJ~ Rights Exchange -- Deadline: March 1, 2012 

Dear Colleague: 

May we ask for your help in sharing information on the International Human Rights Exchange (IHRE) program in Johannesburg, South Africa wit[~ students who may be 
interested? Our upcoming application deadline for the Fall 2012 semester is March 1, 2012. We thank you in advance for your assistance. Please find a brief description 
below. 

International Human Rights Exchange 
Johannesburg, South Africa 

The International Human Rights Exchange (IHRE) is the world’s only full-semester, multidisciplinary program in human rights for undergraduate students. The program is 
based at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa and is a joint venture with Bard College. Each semester students and faculty from Africa and North 
America come together to participate in a deep and multifaceted intellectual engagement in human rights. In addition to a required core course, students choose from 12 or 
more electives exploring human rights from the perspective of a variety of academic disciplines. 

IHRE also opens up possibilities for substantive participation in human rights work. Students enrolled in the Engagement with Human Rights course intern with an NGO 
working on contemporary rights in post-apartheid South Africa. Students also explore human rights challenges in rural South Africa through a Community Human Rights 
Workshop, visit the Apartheid Museum and important cultural sites, and attend guest lectures by human rights experts from South Africa and around the world. 

Application Deadlines 

March t, 2012       Fall 2012 Semester 
October 15, 2012 Spring 2013 Semester 

Generous scholarships are available for students with financial nee& 

For more information: http://wvcw.ihre.or.q 

Best wishes, 

Jennifer KIoes 
Director of Recruitment / International Program Manager 
Institute for International Liberal Education 
Bard College 

Tel: (845) 758-7081 
E-maik kloes~bard.edu 

To opt out of future program announcements: Contact Preferences 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 24, 2012 11:37 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

reminder - tonight’s screening of Wetback 

Rights! Camera! Action!: Wetback 

Tuesday, January 24, 2o12 

Time: 7:oo PM 

Location: The Garage, Smith Warehouse Bay 4,114 S. Buchanan St. (map), Durham (near Duke East Campus) 

Contact information: Patrick Stawski, 919-66o-5823 or patriek.stawski(at)duke.edu 

Description: 

htt p://blogs.libra ry du ke.edu/ru 
ben stei n/files/2012/01/wet ba c 
k.jpg 

Join Rights! Camera! Action! and our special co-sponsor Student Action with Farmworkers (SAF) for a screening ofArturo Perez 

Torres’ ‘‘y.~.e~t~za...@~;-~[~.L~:--.I..~J~LL~.~.~1.~.~-.e.1~g:LL~)~2£~J~1c1~a-r~,, winner of the 2005 Full Frame Spectrum Award. This screening is part of a year-long celebration of ~t_Rd_e_t!t_ 

Action with Fa t’mwot’k ers’ 2, 0~ An n ive~ rsarv. 

Wetback follows undocumented migrant workers from their home in Nicaragua across Central America and Mexico to the U.S.-Mexiean border, meeting many 

other migrants along the way. They encounter gangs, vigilantes, corrupt law enforcement, physical danger, and safe havens in their attempt to be among the 10% 

of migrants who actually make it all the way into North America. The migrants, those who aid them, and those who turn them back all give their own perspectives 

on how this vast, illegal system trafficking in cheap labor and dreams actually functions, and what its terrible costs and perils are. 

Immediately following the screening join us for a panel discussion including North Carolina Rep. Paul Luebke (D), 2011 SAF Fellow Nandini Kumar, and SAF 

Advocacy and Organizing Director, Nadeen Bir. 

The film is 92 minutes, in Spanish and English with English subtitles. This event is free and open to the public, with free drinks and popcorn and free parking. 

Cosponsored by Student Action with Farmworkers. 

i"~i Description: 

http://blogs.library.duke.edu/rubenstein/files/2012/O 

l/St u dent-Action -with -Fa rmworkerssticker.. 

288x300 jpg 



About Rights! Camera! Action!: Featuring award-winning documentaries about human rights themes from Durham’s annual Full Frame Documentary Film 

Festival, the series explores issues ranging from the immigration and refugee rights to the justice system and the environment. All films featured in the series are 

archived at the Duke Library and are part of a rich and expanding collection of human rights materials. Co-sponsors include Duke Library’s Human Rights Archive, 

the Duke Human Rights Center, the Archive of Documentary Arts, the Franklin Humanities Institute and the Program in Arts of the Moving Image (AMI). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murphey- Brown, Rachael A <~rammphe@email.unc.edu.~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 1:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaib.mc.edu:~ 

Al]ri 416 

Eunice, 

Would you be willing to add a senior -whom I know is a very good student -to your AFRI 4:16 class? She’s been yanked around a lot this semester and is desperate 

for a 4th class. Any room in yours? 
rmb 

,~: o~ a’~:.]:.sb.i br;e~.i~! : https://apps2oasisunc.edu/advsched/app 

cid:image00~: ipg@01CC0 

97A.Sr~S8 14120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc. 

Tuesday, 3:36 PM 

Ecolo~ and Socia] Process in Afiica Seminar <africa@listserv.anc.edu> 

[africa] SERSASiSEAN conference 

Border Crossings, Migrations, and Inter~’entions 

Tbe Southeastern Regional Semina:r in African Studies (SERSAS) and the SouthEast Afi’icanist Nem, ork (SEAN) are pleased to announce a joint conference to be 

hosted by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Friday evening and Saturday, 
Fedex Global Education Center on the UNC Campus 

MEALS: The conference ~egistration fee of $20 for faculty and $10 for students will be payable at the conference and will cover ~nost food expenses. However, 

REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED. Please be sure to let us know if you roll join us for the Reception on Friday evening! Regis~alion 

Conference Sponsors: SERSAS; SEAN; UNC Afi-ican Studies Center; UNC Department of African and Afro-American Studies; University of Florida Center for 

Afidcan Studies; Carolina Seminars; and the US Department of Education. 

PROGRAM: 
Friday, 

Opening Reception, 6:00 PM, Fedex Globa] Education Center Atrium, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Saturday, 

Welco~ne, 8:30 AM 

Panel 1: Contestin~ and Controlling Contempora~~ Boiders 8:45 AM-10:15 AM, Room 1005 
Chair: Eunice Sable, UNC-Chapel Hill Email panel chair 
( 1 ) Timothy Camtichael College of Charleston R~flections on Patterns in Ethiopian A~ylum Applications (7999-201 !): What are Some of the Larger 

Implications for the ~S. andJbr Ethiopia? 

(2) Jolm Pickles University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Remapping the Border: Externalization, ~VIigration Routes ~lanagement, and the Global Approach to 

¯ [igration in North and WestAJ?ica 

(3) Beth Whitaker University of North Carolina, Charlotte Citizens vs. Foreigners: The Politics oflmmigration Control in Aj?ica 

Break, 10:15 AM- 10:30 AM 

Panel 2: Emerging Scholars Forum 10:30 AM- 12:15 PM, Room 1005 
Chair: Aran MacKinnon, Universi~ of West Georgia Email panel chair 

(1)                UNC-Chapel Hill Migration of aqverse fimmcial resources to commw~ities bordering Tarangire National Park in northern Tanzania 

(2) Jatin Dua Duke Univefsity Ihe work of Piracy: Rethinking Economies of Circulation andExchange along the East African Coast 

( 3 ) Anta Sane Howaxd University African Women’s Movements and the push.for Democracy and Good Govermmce: A Test of the Efficacy of~VIulticulmral 

Feminist 

(4) Laura West Virginia Tech Behind the Masks: Perception andBhwk Modernity in Liberia. 1904-1912 

Lunch, 12:15 PIVI 
Lunch Continues, and SERSAS Business Meeting, 12:30-1:30 PM, Room 1005 

Panel 3: Concurrent Panels 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM 

Panel 3A: South African Movements Moments, and Memories Room 1005 

Chair: Kenneth Wilburn. East Carolina University Email panel chair 

(1) Derek Catsmn University of Texas of the Permian Basin TiredFeet andEmpty Pockets: The Montgomeo/andAlexandra Bus Boycotts in Comparative 

P empective 

(2) Karen Flint Universi~ of North Carolina, Charlotte ~Iaking Cents of History: Adding Value to Oral History of the New South Aj?ica 
( 3 ) Poppy- F15~ Saint Anselm College Violence and Boundary ~14aking on South AJ?ica’s Eastern Cape Frontier, 1806-1857 

(4) John Edwin Mason University of Virginia The Black Problem: LiJb Magazine, Margaret Bourke-~[7~ite, and Apartheid South AJbica 

Panel 3B: Migration, Liberatior~ and the State Room 1009 

Chair: Joseph Njoroge, Abraham Ba]dwin College Elnail paaael chair 

(1) Abou Bamba Gettysburg College Whiteness, CoopOration, and the Production of Knowledge: The French in Ivory Coast, 1962-1984 
(2) Francis Musoni University of Kentucky Border Jumping and State Building in Zimbabwe and South AJ?ica, 1890s to 1920s 

(3) Nvaga Mwaniki, Western Carolina University- and Mnnene Mwaniki. UniversiF of Illinois at Urbana-ChampaAgn ’The Great Barrier Trench": Spatialization in 

Colonial Kenya 

(4) Ezekiel Walker University of Centra~ Florida Cocoa FarTnem, State AIarketing, andPolitics in SouthwesterTt Nigeria, 1950s-1960s 

Break, 3:30 PM-3:45 PM 

Panel 4: Migrator’ Peoples and Ideas 3:45 PM-5:30 PM, Room 1005 

Chair: Todd Leedy, University of Florida EmaJl pa~el chair 

(1) Abraham Goldman University of Florida Frontier settlement around aJbrest park in Ugan&~ and its implications: Frontier vs expulsion narratives in 

assessing the history, impacts of and optionsJbr protecled areas 

(2) Mannne Gueye Eas~t Caxolina University Home Matters: Ihe Lan,~mge of Migration Through Fatou Diome’s le ventre de l ’Atlantique 

(3) Babacar Mboup Va~dosta State University France andlts Former Colonies’ DilemmaJ?om Pasqua to GuOant: The Urgency of Border Monitoring and the 
Need to A ttract Professiomd immigrants 

(4) Ernes~to Silva and Negsa Figueroa Kennesaw State University immigration Issues across the Atlantic: Filmic Representatiw~s of Latin American andAfrican 

Immigration to Spain 

You are cunently subscribed to africa as: eunice(~email.nnc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http:#~ists.unc~edwu?id~2339823~6a9~b33~a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d~b23&n T&l africa&o 30707132 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-30707132-22339823.6a91 b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(a)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murphey- Brown, Rachael A <rammphe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu?~ 

Arid 

Eunice, 
Thank you so much for agreeing to add this student. Her name is 

Best, 

rmb 

and her PID is 

97A 3B58~470 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:06 PM 

intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Jose Maria-Rodriguez <jr152@duke.edu>; 

Working group meeting #5: Troubled Lives of Words 

@email.unc.edu> 

Deal all, 

Our working group (Troubled Lives of Words) will be meeting again this Friday,          , in room 305 in the Languages Building, on Duke’s campus. For more 

information and to access the readings for the session, you can go to https:!/sites.google.com!site/troubledlivesofwords/home. 

Thanks! 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Thesis Advi~r 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I just wanted to check in with you that you still are willing to be my honors thesis advisor. I need to turn in the information for my advisor (including a postal address) by 
tomorrow. I hope you are still interested! I am excited to work with you this semester! 
Thank you! 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com;~ 

Tuesday,               5:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

dropping a course-u~ent 

Hello Ms. SaNe, 

I am                   , and I just discovered that I do not need AFRI    to graduate (I thought I needed the extra hours). Unfortunately, the deadline to drop a 

classand get a refund for nay tuition, since I would be uuderloading, was yesterday. IfI am able to drop the class I would save $641.00. Is there any way that you 

could make an exception? I am somj to be a burdeu, but that is a lot of money that I could save. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:06 PM 

@gmail.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: dropping a class-urgent 

I am no longer chair of African and Afro-American Studies. The current 
chair is Professor Sahle 
Sincerely, 
E. Huber 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolin a 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc, edu 

On          5:43 PM,               wrote: 
Hello Ms Huber, 

I am , and I just discovered that I do not need 
AFRI to graduate (I thought I needed the extra hours). 
Unfortunately, the deadline to drop a class and get a refund ~2~r my 
tuition, since I would be underloading, was yesterday. If I am able to 
drop the class I would save $641.00. Is there any way that you could 
make an exception? I am sor~ to be a burden, but that is a lot of money 
that I could save. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gnmil.com> 

Tuesday, 10:50 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: On tomorrow 

4PM still works for me. See you then’. 

best, 

On Tue, at 8:22 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Hope you are well. 

I have to meet with the Dean tomorrow, during the time we had planned to meet. Thus, I am wondering if we could meet later in the day - 4.00pro. If this is not possible, 
let me know when you are available to meet next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:23 AN 
To: 
Subject-" RE: greetings and congratulations 

Dear 

Thanks for your note and Happy New Year! 

How about a meeting over coffee next Wednesday 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

at 12.15pm at Jack Sprat? 

From: @grnail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:45 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: greetings and congratulations 

Greetings, congratulations and Happy New Year Dr. Sahle - it is your pupil 

I was curious &s to when when I cotfld borrow 15 (or more) minutes of your time. I would love to swing by your office or treat you to lunch, when your schedule 

pemfits. I’m sure you’re ve~- busy, so I will make myself avaJlable at your convenience. 

I’m teaching in the Music Department this semester and would like to discuss teaching more classes in our Department. I’m also curious about the status of the 

potential graduate program. Also - I want to know how you’re doing! I never got the chance to speak to you at the Stone Center and would appreciate the 

optx~rtuni~ to be in your presence for a t~w minutes. 

Best, 

DOWNLOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 
i?~. ~.’,~,~i< I:t 



DOWNLOAD FREEDOM sUrFE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nnem~a/9th WonderiPhonte/Geechi Suede 

&inte~,~iews with ?usetlove/Angela Davis/Herbie Hancock) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livex~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr* 

Re~hedule? 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Shall we try to reschedule for this week or wait until 2:00p on Monday? I am free from 12:30p until 3:45p tomorrow. 

"The historian’s task is to presel~e everyfliing that has substoaative 

significance mad to resist the temptation ofilnposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Marming Mamble 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Thesis Advisor 

Thaes great! I will contact you next week! Do you have a postal address that I can turn in to Lara Markstein today? 

@ernail.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Advisor 

Dear 

Yes and let’s touch base early next week to arrange a meeting to discuss your thesis project. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis Advisor 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I just wanted to check in with you that you still are willing to be my honors thesis advisor. I need to turn in the information for my advisor (including a postal address) by 
tomorrow. I hope you are still interested! I am excited to work with you this semester! 
Thank you! 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Thesis Advisor 

Thank you! See you soon! 

@email.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:4:t AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Advisor 

Here we go: 

University of North Carolina, 
~.09 Battle Hall 
#3395 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis Advisor 

Thaes great! I will contact you next week! Do you have a postal address that I can turn in to Lara Markstein today? 

@email.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis Advisor 

Dear 

Yes and let’s touch base early next week to arrange a meeting to discuss your thesis project. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis Advisor 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I just wanted to check in with you that you still are willing to be my honors thesis advisor. I need to turn in the information for my advisor (including a postal address) by 
tomorrow. I hope you are still interested! I am excited to work with you this semester! 
Thank you! 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 10:14 AIVI 

reproductive-justice-and-migmtion@googlegroups.com; isa-grad@listerv.unc.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu; 

minoritycaucus@listserv.unc.edu; sowoso- unc@googlegroups.com 

ILEMINDER Health without Borders JAN 26-27 

Please Circulate Widely! *apologies for cross-posting* 

Health Without Borders: a series of public conversations on migration, health, and human rights 
January 26th-27th 

2 days of events at UNC, Duke, and El Pueblo Inc. The schedule includes workshops, brown bag lunches, seminars, and film screenings with invited guests from Mexico’s 
National Institute of Public Health and local community organizations. For future updates visit -h-~{~-r~--~!~:~-u-~n---c--d---u-~k---e-~£-~--[!~-~--r-!j~u--E!~£!~q/---w---~-~[-k-j~[!~Nr---~-~!p---s-~!~--r-!~!.~ 

PLEASE NOTE THERE WILL BE A RECEPTION WiTH TAMALES AND ATOLE FOLLOWING THE FILM SCREENING THURSDAY EVENING 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global. Studie ~@ email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 10:16 AM 

For CIAS l?acuIU <ciasfacuIty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciaslhculty] Carolina Photography F~xhibidon 

Dear Global Studies Faculty, 

Currently in the FedEx Global Education Center, the UNC Center for Global Initiatives~ Study Abroad and UNC Global are hosting the Carolina Global Photography 

Exhibition, which documents the international experiences of students, faculty, staff, and alumni. We are proud to see so many of our Global Studies students 

featured in the exhibition. If you happen to be passing through the GEC, we highly encourage you to take a moment and view the photographs--they are truly 

spectacular. 

The Global Studies students showcased include: 

On the first floor: 

with Throwing Fortune to the Wind from Qinghai Province, China. 

with Layers o,f Past and Present from Athens, Greece. 

with The Bridge to Home from Calhuitz, Guatemala. 

with The Floating Villagefrom Siem Reap, Cambodia. 

with The Woes o,f Water from Walibo Village, Uganda. 

with Surprise! From Cap-Haiten, Haiti. 

On the second,floor: 

with Companions from Udaipur, India. 

with Door to a Blue City from Chefchaouen, Morocco. 

with The Magica! Hour from Quito, Ecuador. 

On the third floor: 

with Bird’s Eye View from Kyoto, Japan. 

with While Feeding Goats from Cuchumatanes, Guatemala. 

with Village Child o,f Migrant Worker from Xiamen, China 

Best, 

Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Requirements -AFRI 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you’re doing well. 
Am you available on Friday morning? Can I come by your office to talk about Afri requirements? Also, the 

depth interview but overall I think it went well. 

Thanks, 

intelview went well - it was a really in- 

~gm~Jl.com 

~_!emo~l.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hurt, Chris~d <chris~tihur~unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:10 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly aJmouncement <cwc~nnounce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc almounce] Announcemenks and Upcoming Programs - Carolina Women’s Center 

Greetings, everyone- 

We hope you are all enjoying a great start to the semester and new year. Please read the following email for staffing updates and upcoming programming 

(including Gender Week) from the Carolina Women’s Center. 

January has brought a number of changes to the Carolina Women’s Center, as we welcomed new staff and students to our work. 

Christi Hurt is serving as the CWC’s Interim Director. Christi is a Carolina alumna, graduating in 1993 with a BA in History and in 1998 with a Master of Public 

Administration degree. She has been a lifelong advocate for women, with extensive experience in organizational development and leadership transitions. She has 

worked on the local, state, and national level in nonprofit organizations that advocate for an end to violence against women. For over nine years, she was with the 

Washington Coalition of Sexual Assault Programs in Olympia, Washington, serving as Acting Executive Director, Associate Director, and Member Services Director. 

She also has been the Interim Director and Administrative Services Coordinator for the Orange County Rape Crisis Center, on whose Advisory Board she now 

serves. 

Maggie Grant also joined the CWC this month, serving as the Interim Program Coordinator. Maggie graduated in May 2011 from William and Mary with a BA in 

American Studies and a minor in Sociology. She has done extensive community service focused on homeless, rural, low-income, and disadvantaged groups, and 

her experience as a Community Investment Intern with United Way has given her skills in program administration and evaluation. 

We are also delighted to welcome back i                              our media coordinator, and                             , who helps to manage our 

volunteers. We are fortunate to be working with a number of new students this semester as well -so please keep an eye out for our future student-driven 

activities! 

Please stop by to say hello and let us know how you’d like to be involved in the CWC’s work this spring. We’re looking forward to seeing you at the following 

events as we kick of this year’s Gender Week! 

Best, 

Christi 
******************************** 

Please join us for the following programs. We will distribute more information (including locations & times) later this week. 

Gender Week Kickoff Event 

Thursday 

Screening of MISS REPRESENTATION (2011, 90 min), in partnership with the Ackland Art Museum 

7:00 pm Ackland Film Forum at the Varsity Theater. 

MISS REPRESENTATION uncovers a glaring reality we live with every day but fail to see. Written and directed by Jennifer Siebel Newsom, the film exposes how 

mainstream media contribute to the under-representation of women in positions of power and influence in America. The film challenges the media’s limited and 

often disparaging portrayals of women and girls, which make it difficult for women to achieve leadership positions and for the average woman to feel powerful 

herself. MISS REPRESENTATION premiered at the 2011 Sundance Film Festival, and aired on OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network in October. 

http://www.missrepresentation.orgi 

Gender Week,              ’. Got Gender 2.0 

Visit www.cwcgenderweek.wordpress.com for more Gender Week details] 

- University Awards for the Advancement of Women and 

"An Evening with Sam Peterson" 
¯ - Chancellor’s Fireside Chat 
¯ - Brown Bag Film: "Juggling Gender"/"Still Juggling" and 

Sacrificial Poets Gender Slam 
° - CWC Open House 

We are looking forward to see you at our upcoming events -thank you! 

9:i%g4.:~.Sb20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}live a~nc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Reschedule? 

Sounds good! rll see you then. 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everyfliing that has substaaative 

significance mad to resist the temptation ofilnposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Mamble 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:21 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Reschedule? 

Dear 

I have a meeting at 4,00pro. But let’s touch base in the :t5 minutes you have before then. 

So see you at 3.45pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Ii: 13 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Reschedule? 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Shall we try. to reschedule for this week or wait until 2:00p on Monday? I am free from 12:30p until 3:45p tomo~Tow. 

"The historimfs task is to preserve eve .rything that has substaa~tive 

significa~lce and to resist the temptation of imposing our own lattei= day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leemid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 25, 2012 2:30 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu> 

Administrative Managers <asmgrs@listserv.unc.edu>; Rich, Betsy S <brich@nortlmazolina.edu> 

[asddd] FW: Oak Foundation Fellowship Program 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf of UNC General Administration to aft deans, directors and depa~trnent/curHc@um chairs ~n the Coi[ege of Arts and 
Sciences, w~th an ~nformation copy to administrative managers, Please share w~th post doctoral candidates and graduate students as appropriate. 

:ee :<~id (~]9) 

From: Betsy Rich [mail~:brich(Ono~hcarolhla.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 11:00 AM 
To= Gil, Karen H 
C¢= Carney, Bruce William; Rich, Betsy S 
Subject= Oak Foundation Fellowship Program 
Dr. 
Re: Oak Foundation Fellowship Program 
UNC General Admix~sga~on in pmlners~p with ~e Oak Foun&tion Lea~ing Di~}rences Programme is plea~d to announce the Oak Foundation Fellowship 
Program. I an asldng for your help in geRing t~s a~nouncement in the hands of depa~ment heads and graduate advisoB in the appropriate di~iplina~ areas. 
Funded by a ~vo-year grant, ~e Oak Foun&tion Fellowship in ~e Lea~ing Dif~}rences Program is m~ outs~nding oppo~b" for pst doctoral candidates and 
gmd~te s~dents who have recently completed their course of s~dy, or will complete their cour~ of s~dy by the end of the spring 2012 ~mester. Preferable areas of 
study include public admh~slm~o~tiW and s~&es oft~e ~ience ofle~n~,’neurobioloD’, educational ~licy, educational le~ership, ins~cflonal tecMology, 

cumculum and ins~ction, or related 
The pmgrmn will award one six-month fellowship begim]ing July 1, 2012 with an oppo~b~ for a six-month renewal for a to~] te~ not to exceed 12 months. The 
Fellow will work a ~ll-time schedule of 40 hours~week and will ~ ~id in mont~y increments of ~,458,’month. The fellowsl~p te~ will be sez~ed in the Oak 
Foundation Lea~ing Dilt~mnces Program circe in Chapel t till, NC. 
Applications will be accepted through March 30, 2012 tbr ~e ~rst l}llowship. Nnalists will ~ invited to in~wiew with officials lhm~ t~C Genera], A&ninis~ation and 

the Oak Foundation. 
The program announcement m~d application a,e available at fl~e tbllowing U~,: 

Thank you *br your assistance in dis~ibuting this mmouncement Plea~ contact Sarak Smith at 919-962-4557 or .~[~J~[~:g!~9*_~:¢[![!~g:_~O_~ if you have a~y questions 

about the Oak Foundation Fellowship Program. 

Smak Smi~ 
Director of Sponsored Programs 

E~C General Admi~stration 
9 i 0 Rdeigh Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 962-4557 - phone 
(919) g43-4942 - Pax 

- cell 

smsmithg~no~hcarolina.edu 

Betsy Rich 

Administrative Assistant to the Vice President for Research 

University of North Carolina 

General Administration - Spangler Center 

910 Raleigh Road, P.O. Box 2688 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515-2688 

Emaik brich @northcarolina.edu 

Telephone (919) 962-4623 

Fax: (919) 843-4942 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 4:54 PM 

Willia~ns, Rebecca B <rbwill@email.~mc.edu> 

Lassiter, Dome <dome@unc.edu>; Richaxds, Drama M -<tanna richards@unc.edu>; Taylor, Geraldiue <gtaylo@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, 

Eunice N <eunice@em~Jl.uuc.edu> 

RE: Margaret Lee - Leave - professional without pay I believe and not persond[. 

Hi Becky, 
Hmm, I’m not sure that I was aware of a difference. The EPAweb action has the request and approval (from within the department) attached. The department does not have 
funds that I am aware of to cover benefits, outside of the state budget, so I have a few questions. 

If this is in fact professional leave, could the department use part of the salary savings from this 
Account 

unpaid leave to cover the benefits? Could it still be charged to the State 

Tomorrow I will talk with the new Chair as well to get her sense on which type of leave this should be. 
Thanks for your help, 
Agatha 

From: Williams, Rebecca B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 10:35 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
C¢: Lassiter, Dorrie; Richards, Danna M; Taylor, Geraldine 
Subject: RE: Margaret Lee - Leave - professional without pay I believe and not personal. 

Agad~a, 

The leave form and paperwork for this leave stated it was a personal leave without pay which means we will not cover benefits, the employee must cover the cost~ 

Should this have been a professional leave without pay and the department is covering benefits? 

Thanks, 

Becky 

Fro~: Richards, Danna M 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 20~2 10:18 AM 

To: Williams, Rebecca B 
C¢: Lassiter, Dorrie 
Subject: Margaret Lee - Leave - professional without pay I believe and not personal. 

Hi, Becky, 

Would you help Dorrie and me fol                            In African & African American Studies is taking a leave without pay and we see notation of 

continued support for her health insurance, but her epa action is telling us Personal Leave which would not allow us to do the support. Can you please look at 

information and help us and advise.... Thank you for doing this for us. Danna 
Danna Richards 
Benefits Consultant 
Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 
UNC Chapel Hill 
direct: 919-843-8352 
fax: 919-962-6010 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 
contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 
the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 
addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 
result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 
the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 
that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 
reliance on the information transmitted. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 5:35 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

2012 Consortium Cont~rence - registralion deadline is Februa~. 3 

The 2012 Colaference of the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean 
Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill and Duke is scheduled for Februaly 17 - 18, 2012. 
The Friday, Febmaly 17 sessions will be held at the John Hope Franklin 
Center on the Duke campus. The Saturday, Febmaly 18 sessions will be 
held at the FedEx Global Education Center on the UNC campus. 

This year’s conference theme is "Knowledge as Change in Latin America 
and the Caribbean" and features panels, roundtables, fihn screenings, 
and a reception with live music on Friday. It will be an excellent 
opportunity to exchange ideas and learn Iicom the ~vork of faculty, 
students and other friends of the UNC-Duke Consortium. 

Visit the Conference page of the Consortium web page for links to the 
current draft of the conference program as ~vell as the registration 
page: http://www.uncdukeconsortium org/consortium conference.html 

Please note: The conference is free and open to the public, but all 
attendees (including panel participants) are required to pre-register. 
The pre-registration deadline is FebmaW 3, 2012. Go to 
https://docs~oo~le.com/spreadsheet/view~orm’?~2~rmkev, dFIRdlBEO DZnekR 2 M0hD,N¢3 dfNzNiWWc 6MA 
to register 

For more information or questions, contact mlr34@duke edu or 
Rjh@duke.edu or riefl~oh l@email.unc, edu 

We hope to see you there[ 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Umversity 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 7:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

At~iAlhm student ~mion 

Hi Dr Sable, 
The union met tonight and Wednesday 

Thanks, 
at 3:30, seems to be the best time to meet, if that works for you? 



ii~iI EF College Study Tours .~.i Want to Learn More? Call 800~73-2250 

::~i Win a freetrip 

Enter to Win 

View Our Brochure >> 

FREE International Orientation Tour in 
London, Paris or Madrid Learn More > 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 26, 2012 9:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Letters - RSA 

Thanks this will be submitted today. 

Best, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of AIicican & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.9622788 
£ 919962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 8:18 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Sut~ject: Letters - RSA 

Dear Agatha, 

Please find attached the letter (in pdf format) to Dean Karen Gil pertaining to R SAs requests: 

Thanks. Let me l~uw if you need anything else 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 26, 2012 5:24 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afi-iafaJn] Main office - Friday Ja~ua .ry 27 

Dear Colleagues, 

Travis has been 
Friday, January 27. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

this week and he needs some time off to rest. Thus, kindly note that the main office will only be opened between 9.00am-12.00pm tomorrow 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:t09 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
27599-3395 

You a~e currently subscribed to aliia~am as: eunice~!emai].unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edt~/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30723120 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-30723120-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Thursday, January. 26, 2012 9:20 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

The Fight lbr Civil Pdghts The Duke Portuguese Program invites the Fulbright stx~n~red NCCU Student Leadership Institute tbr a day of 
cultural exchange. 

The Fight for Civil Rights Tbe Duke Portuguese Program invites the Ftflbright 

sponsored NCCU Student Leadership Institute for a day of cnltural exchange. 

Tuesday, January 31 @ 12:00-1:00 Sac Sci 105 

Join Dean Carlton Wilson of the NCCU College of Liberal Arts and t~ven~, 

Fulbright students t?om Brazil paTticipalang in the NCCU Student Leadership 

Institute. This is an intensive four-week program to study U.S. government, 

labor ielations, immigration, and the s~mggle ibr civil rights. The students 

will dtso take p~:rt in a co~nmunity service project. This is an incredible 

opportunity for both the librtuguese Program and the Student Leadership 

Ins~itllte to exchange experience and reflections on Brazil and Alnerica. They 

will come to Bate-Papa Brazil for an informal conversation. Light ~efreshments 

will be provided. 

Contact: Prof. Magda Silva (mbcsilva(~duke.edu) 

About Fulbright Programs in Brazil: http://fulbright.state.gov/about.html 

For more in[bm~ation on the NCCU Studem Leadership Institute visit: 

http://~-.nccu.edu/newsiindex.cfm ?ID FDDF153C- D777- 3536-DB566AE2E6222F8D 

htizp://exch~lge s. slate .gov/academicexchange sistudents.html 

Contact: mbcsilva@duke.edu or 919-660-3128 

Officelhour’s: 02 L~mgu~ag~;s, Wed @ 4-5:00 PM & Thu @ :[:00-2:00 PM 

glo9: http://mbesilva.wordpress.com/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 7:06 AlVl 

Caktwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu~; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~; 
Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Rego~rding your voice ~no~l 

Dear All, 
Please read the voice mail set up instruction below for your telephone in case it has not been done For an?’ inquiries regarding this instruction, please let me kno~v so that I can follow tap 
with Telecon~munication Set, rices. 
Thank you! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto :lvlmllovd @unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:42 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subj ect: L~-C-CH Remedy Ticket 2228412 
Importance: Lo;v 

Client Information 

haeran r miller, Location : 216a abernethy hall cb# 3435 cb 3435 chapel hill, nc 27599-3115 usa 

Affiliation: spa, Department: public policy 

Phone: (919) 962~4854 and Email: hrmiller@email.unc.edu Short Description: Svc Req - Voicemail - Basic 

Email Text : Voice mail has been added to 962-2341, 962-2342, 962-2345 and 962-2347 and the User names are programmed. See set up instructions below Thanks 

Lynn Lloyd 
843-0170 

In order to receive voice mail messages, you must complete the mailbox set up process to initialize a mailbox The voice mail wstem automatically guides you via wstem prompts; however, 
you can also ~2~llow the steps outlined below Note that a mailbox must be established with ITS Communication Technologies before it is available for setup. Contact us for more information. 

From a Campus Centrex Phone: 
Call the voice mail access number, 2-6200 
(If dialing li’om a campus centrex number that is not the personal mailbox number, you will be prompted to press the # key and enter your 7-digit mailbox number) 

Enter the tempora~ security code : 
Change the temporary security code to a permanent security code, followed by a # sign 
’]?he petmanent securi~" code can be between 6 and 15 digits. 
Re-enter the permanent securlW code for confirmation. 
Record a name announcement. 
Record a new personal greeting. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Friday, Jannary 27, 2012 8:17 AIVI 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CGI eBnlletin: Summer Awaxd~ CFK Internships, and more 

Summe~~ FL~nding Oppoct~nities I~lfo Session 

Come learn about all of the opportunities this summer to do global work sponsored by the Center for 

Global Initiatives. Learn more about each: C\/Start Healti~ ~:eiiows~iip I~tems~iip A, ward \/imv. 



CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
,~l:>lV for Ca~x,qir~a For Kibe~a Inl:emships! 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to Communications & 

Multimedia work, Non-Profit Management, or Event Planning Take on 

themed projects that connect to your interests and abilities. To apply, 

please send your resume and a cover letter detailing which 

internship is the best fit for you and why you would be the ideal 

candidate to (:~iX,2unc.edu 

Carolina PASSPORT Open 

Submit poetry, photos and stories from your travels! 

Facility C~’dcuk.m~ Devebpmen~: 

CGI offers awards of up to $4,000 to suppo~ course development 

This year, we are prioritizing courses that focus on Water, which is 

the 2012-13 pan-university theme We are especially interested in 

supposing water-related courses in schools/depa~ments that 

currently lack such a focus. 

~te~nat~onal Coffee Hour 

Join us for a monthly social hour for 

international and American students, 

scholars, faculty, staff and families Chat 

........................................................................... about resources, oppo~unities and 

challenges on campus Each monthis 

hosted by a different office with excellent resources to offer This 

month’s hosts are The Graduate School and The Preparing 

International Teaching Assistants Program. 

Summer ~ntemsMps w~th Empower U ~2011 
V~mv Gbba~ Team Awa~d 

Interested in micro-finance, consulting or international development? 

Do you want to travel abroad to East Africa to work with hands-on 

projects that make an impact in real people’s lives? Do you want to 

collaborate with a team of UNC students and the local community to 

complete a community development project? 

Check out the internships offered by Empower U: Social Innovation 

for Women. Travel with four other UNC students to Uganda this 

summer to implement a project in the local community. The group 

will work together throughout the semester to prepare the project and 

to get ready for the realities of living abroad. 

Peacock REACH Fellowship 

V~mv Gk)bs~ Team Awa~d F~rst.-Stage 
i%@~cat~on Deadline 

Inspired by the adventures and pioneering spirit of UNC alumnus 

Peter McMillan ’81, the Vimy Award is given annually to one 

interdisciplinary team of students (Vimy Scholars) working 

collaboratively to pursue research or service projects outside the 

United States Made possible by the £~[~2/~L~)__~Z~£~2£~2L~£_£2_~££~, up to 

$12,000 is provided to fund a summer team project abroad. 

Our 20f2 Calendar: Co~’~nect~e~’~s 
Stop by to pick one up in our offices in Suite 3002 ef the Fed~:{x G~obs~ 

~Zd~cet~or~ Center at UNC or teeniest one by 

ma~. We’ll mail them as supply and budget ....... 

allows. 

Keep an eye on our site. Each month we 

will release multimedia content that 

provides context about that month’s 

CGI AWARDS+ 
FELLOWSHIPS 

featured program. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
up =c= G~eat Decisions-. INTS 393! 

Email e,,,a@unc edu with your name and PID (put Great Decisions:: INTS 393 in the subject line) 

Engage in the most relevant foreign policy challenges of the day. Eight high-profile speakers come to 

Carolina and speak on a different topic of global and national relevance- this year’s topics include Middle 

East Realignment, Indonesia, Energy Geopolitics, Exit from Iraq and Afghanistan, and Cybersecurity. 

Great Decisions is a one hour pass-fail class held on Tuesday nights, eight times each semester. 

G., dr~d to tmpro~,’~ He:<@-~ Ch:-~lleng~ Pdze 
Undergraduate and graduate student teams creating innovative health-related apps, tools, games, and 

other innovative products can win up to $18,000 in prizes. First prize is $10,000 and winners present their 

app during the plenary session of Health Datapalooza, the third Health Data Initiative Forum, June 5-6, 

Washington, D.C. 

h J 



~}e,A!; Tisile i 3~:}! Pifi:.~bo[o 8treei Sui[~ 3002 i C9} 5~,~5 i C?is~!~i Hiii. NC 27599 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry, Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 9:16 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Fwd: RE: Dept. self-assessment 2006 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: Dept. self-assessment 2006 

Date:Wed, 25 Jan 2012 22:04:07 -0500 
From:Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola~email.unc.edu> 

To:Hall, Perry A <ItALEPA(a)EMAILMNC.EDU> 

Thanks, Perry. I will read them Friday. 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of African Studies 

Department of African and Af<o-A’-erican Studies 

University of Nerth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle }{all, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
LiSA 

Tel.. + 

Fro’": Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 ]0:04 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Fwd: Dept. self-assessment 2006 

Geerges 

I am forwarding to you the self-assessment information that Kenneth and Eunice put together in 2006. I am also adding two docu 

Perry 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subjeot: Dept. self-assessment 2006 
Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 16:15:14 -0500 
Fro’": JanSen, Kenneth R <k<Jan~en@email.unc~edu><mailto:krjanken@email~unc.edu> 
Te: Hail, Perry A <HALi~PA@Eb%~iL.UNC.EDU><~ai]to:HALLPA@EHAiL.UNC.EDU> 

Dear Perry, 

I’m sorry it has taken me so long to send this to you.    The problem was that I didn’t write it down, and until today i remember 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor ef Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of Nerth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-i519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (lax) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:!!ve~,w.umass.edu!umpress/spr 97!janken.html 

http:!!uncpress.unc.eduibooks/T-8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edu/bookiP00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Kreuser <Sociology.skozxqporlcxbegdj@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 11:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Take 20% off Routledge Sociology Handbooks 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Routledge Handbooks are comprehensive texts designed to give readers a thorough grounding in a 
field of study-everything from first principles to cutting-edge original research. Now, for a limited time* 

you can get a 20~.ie discount on the Sociology Handbooks listed below on orders placed through 

www.routledge.com. Simply quote SOCHAND12 when prompted upon checkout. You can also 

recommend these titles to your library, by filling out our simple, pr~-set form. 

Scroll down for more details about these essential titles. You can also check out our full list of 
Handbooks here, which spans a wide range of fields and disciplines. 

*offer expires 4 March 2012 

Get 20% off these Sociology Handbooks 

Handbook of Human Rights                            ~ 
Edited by Thomas Cushman 

Place your Order I Recommend to Librarian 
Special Discount Price: £92,00 reg £115,00 

In mapping out the field of human rights for those studying and researching within both humanities 
and social science disciplines, the Handbook of Human Rights not only provides a solid foundation 
for the reader who wants to learn the basic parameters of the field, but also promotes new thinking 
and frameworks for the study of human rights in the twenty-first century. It comprises over sixty 
individual contributions from key figures around the world, which present traditional core history and 
topics, critical perspectives, human rights culture, and current practice. 

September 2011 I Hardback: 978-0-415-48023-9 

Routledge International Handbook of Contemporary Social 
and Political Theory 
Edited by Gerard Delanty and Stephen P. Turner 

Place your Order I Recommend to Librarian 
Special Discount Price: £108o00 reg £135.00 

The triangular relationship between the social, the political and the cultural has opened up social and 
political theory to new challenges. The social can no longer be reduced to the category of society, 
and the political extends beyond the traditional concerns of the nature of the state and political 
authority. This Handbookwill address a range of issues that have recently emerged from the 
disciplines of social and political theory, focusing on key themes as opposed to schools of thought 
or major theorists. 

March 2011 [ Hardback: 978-0-415-54825-0 

Routledge Handbook of Identity Studies 
Edited by Anthony Elliott 

Place your Order I Recommend to Librarian 
Special Discount Price: £108o00 reg £135.00 

The Routledge Handbook of Identity Studies offers an exceptionally clear overview of the analysis of 
identity in the social sciences, and in so doing seeks to develop a new agenda for identity-studies in 
the twenty-first century. The key theories of identity, ranging from classical accounts to postmodern, 
psychoanalytic and feminist approaches, are drawn together and critically appraised, and there are 
substantive sections looking at racial, ethnic, gendered, queer, consumerist, virtual and global 
identities. 



June 2011 I Hardback: 978-0-415-55558-6 

Handbook of Youth and Young Adulthood 

Edited by Andy Furlong 

Place your Order I Recommend to Librarian 
Special Discount Price: £24,80 reg £31.00 

Written by leading academics from several countries, this Handbook introduces up to date 
perspectives on a wide range of issues that affect and shape youth and young adulthood. It provides 
an authoritative and multi-disciplinary overview of a field of study that offers unique insight on social 
change in advanced societies. 

August 2009 I Paperback: 978-0-415-44-541-2 

The Routledge International Handbook of Globalization    ~ 
Studies 
Edited by Bryan Turner 

Place your Order I Recommend to Librarian 
Special Discount Price: £28.00 reg £35.00 

This book offers students clear and informed chapters on the history of globalization and key 
theories that have considered the causes and consequences of the globalization process. There are 
substantive sections looking at demographic, economic, technological, social and cultural changes 

in globalization. There is a strong emphasis on interdisciplinary approaches with essays covering 
sociology, demography, economics, politics, anthropology and history. 

July 2011 I Paperback: 978-0-415-68608-2 

Routledge Handbook of Deviant Behavior 
Edited by Clifton D. Bryant 

Place your Order I Recommend to Librarian 
Special Discount Price: £108.00 reg £135.00 

This book presents a comprehensive, integrative, and accessible overview of the contemporary body 
of knowledge in the field of social deviance in the twenty-first century. It addresses the full range of 
scholarly concerns within this area - including theoretical, methodological, and substantive issues - 
in over seventy original entries, written by an international mix of recognized scholars, and includes 
comparative and cross-cultural examples and discussions, relevant case studies and other 
pedagogical features. 

June 2011 I Hardback: 978-0-415=48274-5 

We hope you find these titles of interest. Thanks very much for your time. 

Best regards 

Joe Kreuser 
Marketing Assistant, Routledge Sociology 

http:/Itandf.ms.qfocuscom/qll lw]C66YFHJKah D91vw 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, Jannmy 27, 2012 3:20 PM 

LmnberL Michael C <mlmnber@ema~l.unc.edu> 

disconnected phone? 

Hey IVhke: 
I just tried and got a disconnected message. YVhat’s up? I was 
calling to follo~v up with you re Advisory Board and also to ask you to 
call Eunice just as soon as possible re some urgent HR matter. I think 
her land-line in the office is 9622341, and her cell is I’m 
offfor the weekend Take care. B 

p.s. got the message re conference--see you there. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://al~i ca.unc.edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Mike’s phone number 

Dear Eunice: 

Barbara or Stacey might have Mike’s cell phone. 

Good luck! 
Mamarame 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 3anuary 27, 20:12 2:36 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Mike’s phone number 

Dear Mamarame, 

Unfortunately the number you indicate below has been disconnected. 

At any rate, I will try to get hold of Mike via another means. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Seek, Mamarame 
Sent= Friday, January 27, 20:12 2:30 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Mike’s phone number 

Dea~ Eunice: 

Mike’s phone number is 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lambert Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 7:09 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lctx~y@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: [~£fiafam] Facul~l Se~sch Visits 

Thanks Lydia’. 

Michael Lambert, PhD. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Educatiun Center 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7582 

Frum: Boyd, Lydia (2 
Sent: Friday, JanuaW 27, 2012 6:12 PM 
To: Lambert, Michael C 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] Facul~ Search Visits 

Eli 
I have two sets (CV kLetter), one for and one for 

--Lydia 

Lydia Bwd, Phi) 
Assistant Professur 

Department of Al?ican and African American Studies 

109 Battle }{all, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc edu<mailto:lydia.boyd~unc.edu> 

Also, I fuund a third candidate’s CV and the zip file with all the letters ofrecolurnendatiun, tlope that helps. 

On Jan 27, 2012, at 5:33 PM, Lambert, Michael C wrote: 

Hi all, Did any- of you happen to download and keep copies of the resumes and application materials for the candidates for the Wolof position. If so please contact myself or Eunice as soon 
as possible. This is iraportant and time sensitive so I you happen to have them please reply. 

Thanks. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, .adrican Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Friday-, Febmapy- 11, 2011 4:10 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Mutima, Sinamenye A; Boyd, Lydia C; Mamarame Seck; Fhunsu, Donato; Gore, Travis; Nyang Oro, Julius E; _’vlc)~hllan, Tim 
Subject: Re: [afria~am] Faculty Search Visits 

Agatha, a couple of things that we will want to put on the schedule are: 

11:00 teaching demonstration 
12 lunch with interested faculty (Top of the Hill, I assume this will be covered and if so we can lure people in ;vith the offer of a free lunch) 
2-3. Meeting with search committee. (can we reserve the conference room for this?) 

The other things ;ve can put in are: 
A meeting with Julius, Chair 
A meeting ;vith Tim, Associate Chair 
Short Campus tour 
If this person will be doing the LAC we might see if 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Director of Undergraduate Studies for African Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

would like to meet them. 



On Feb 11,2011, at 11:24 AM. "Buell, Agatha" <abuell@email.unc.edu<mailto:abuell(@emaihunc.edu>> wrote: 

Dear All, 
We will be hosting a candidate for the Lectureship in Swahili next week. I apologize J2~r the late notice, but the plans were j ust finalized this morning. 

Please let me know if you would be interested and available to meet with her this coming Tuesday, February 15th between 9am and 5pm. Please tell me any/all times that you could be 
available so that I can fit everyone into the schedule. If you could get back to me by Monday morning, I would really appreciate it time is short! 

Her application materials are attached for your review as well. 

Thanks so much, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of PuNic Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f 919.962.5824 

You are cm~ently subscribed to afriafam as: <raailto:mlarabert@email.~mc.edu> mlamber@emaihunc.edu<mailto:mlambert@cmaihanc.edu>. 
To ~msubscribe click here: <http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361601.677474d266e6cfP517f9a5blb531814d&n T&I afriafam&o 28671199>http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
i~32361601.677474d2b6e6cf9517f9a5blb531814d&n T&I afriafam&o 28671199 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP.L if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to <mailto:leave-28671199-32361601.677474d2b6e6ciP517fga5blb531814d@listsel~’ uric edu> leave-28671199- 

32361601 677474d266e6ci~)517i~)a5b 1 b531814d@listserv.unc, edu<mailto:leave-28671199-32361601 677474d266e6c~)517f9a5b 1 b531814d@listserv.unc.edu> 
Resume. doc> 

Application Letter to UNC.docx> 
Writing Sample.doc> 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 12:44 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Subjet’t: Afri Gronp Presentations and Response 

A~ach: Afri    docx 

Dear Pro£ SaNe, 

Thank you again for allomng me to join your class. I mn really looking forwa~l to learning from you this semester’. 

Hem are my ranked choices tbr the Group Presentations: 

1. #5 Social Movements, New Modes of Citizenship m~d Identities (South Africa) 

2. #2 Hnman Rights and Justice: Gender Equality in East Africa and Beyond 

3. #1 Social Movement, Huma~ Rights and Jnstice 

4. #4 Agents of Human Rights m~d Justice: State m~d Civil S ocie~ 

5. #6 Human Rights, Justice and Co~t,,orate Social Responsibility 

6. #3 Urban Social Movements and Rights to the City 

Also, I have attached a coW of my extra credit response. Wonld you like a paper cow, as well? 

See you Tnesday, 

~gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
International Studies B,A., International Politics 
Class of 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Heaton <jason.heaton@fxtrans.com> 

Monday, JanuaD, 30, 2012 7:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

January 2012 training newsletter 

January 2012 training newsletter 

In this edition: 

._E___c__o___n___o_!~!_c____c___h__a__[[_e___n_fl_e___s____b__e__g___q_uestion, which markets to sup__port? 

Big in Japan 

Don’t ask us, ask our clients 

Upcomin,(l educational events 

What are your company’s New Year’s resolutions? Working smarter to save money and be more efficient? Save more lives by building better products and getting to market 
faster? If so, those sound a lot like our resolutions. We like to think that, in partnership with our clients, we’re playing a vital role in saving lives around the world with high 
quality translations that are done quickly so vital information is clearly delivered to patients, clinicians and regulators. 

2012 has gotten offto a busy start but this month we take one last look at 2011 in our annual Client Satisfaction Survey Report, which is discussed below. We’ll take what we 
learn from the survey to improve and move forward. Speaking of learning and moving forward, we’ve got some great educational offerings in the next few weeks. And if you have 
suggestions for other topics, as always, please get in touch. Happy New Year and enjoy this month’s newsletter. Thanks for reading. 

Economic challenges beg question, which markets to support? 

In our work with medical device and IVD companies, ForeignExchange’s team has noticed that more and mor~ of them are taking a careful look at which markets (and 
languages!) they support. 

In these companies’ efforts to reduce costs and gain efficiencies, smaller markets in particular, are on the "chopping block". For example, one device company, in particular, 
considered whether or not to continue supporting the Greek market. The regional manager mentioned that all the products the company ever sold in Greece would comfortably 
fit on a conference room table. They then compared this revenue to the hundreds of thousands of dollars spent on translating, packaging, shipping, and providing support for 
the Greek market, and the conclusion was both quick and easy: drop Greek translations. 

Keep reading on the blog: 

Big in Japan 

FomignExchange has a strong history in the translation of Japanese regulatory and clinical documentation. We have a strong team of qualified native-speaking Japanese 
linguists and a technical services staff that is experienced in the nuances of PAL-compliant documentation for both the medical device and pharmaceutical industries. We 
have not only expertly translated content for our clients but have also partnered with them on upstream process efficiencies to address the unique logistical, technical and 
cultural challenges faced when working within the framework of PMDA and with Japanese Marketing Authorization Holders. You can download a white paper that discusses 
some of these process improvements here: 

htt p:Hinfo.fxt ra ns.com&vorkinq-~vit h-ia pa n/ 

In addition to our work with clients, ForeignExchange was the only translation provider selected by the Regulatory Affairs Professional Society to translate its authoritative 
book, "Fundamentals of Japanese Regulatory Affairs" from Japanese into English. The book is the industry’s definitive guide for navigating product approvals in Japan as well 
as a textbook for regulatory professionals seeking certification credits. 

ForeignExchange’s expertise is not only seen in our translation work but also in the various conferences in which we’ve been invited to speak on Japan regulatory translations 
and articles our staff has published in respected industry trade journals such as RAPS Focus and Multilingual. To find out more about ForeignExchange’s Japanese 
capabilities, visit our Website (http://wvwv.fxtrans.com/Services/iapanese translation.aspx) or simply reply to this newsletter. 

Don’t ask us, ask our clients 

For the eleventh year in a row, clients of ForeignExchange Translations say they are very satisfied with the quality and service they have r~ceived, and an astonishing 96% 
say they would gladly recommend ForeignExchange to other companies looking for a translation and localization provider. 

Since the year 2000, ForeignExchange has conducted a comprehensive annual survey of its clients, to assist in determining the focus of its ongoing service improvement 
efforts. 

The 2011 survey results are now in, with an overall satisfaction rating of 5.27 out of 6. When comparing ForeignExchange to other translation and localization providers with 
whom they have worked, clients stated their belief that ForeignExchange is doing a better job in terms of quality, price, customer service and technical knowledge. 

The 2011 survey was sent to 408 clients who signed off on translation projects within the calendar year. 91 surveys were completed, for a response rate of 22%. You can 
download the summary report of the 2011 survey here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/css-2011-report 

Upcoming educational events 

We’ve got some great educational offerings in the next few weeks. 

Translations 101 

Translation is an arcane discipline, where state-of-the-art technology comes together with a very human process. Done well, medical translations can save lives by getting 



products to market faster with the vital information needed for safe, correct use. But it can be expensive and time-consuming and translation quality can be difficult to 
measure. Many people don’t know how it works and myths and misconceptions abound. 

On Februan/29th, we will be hosting a complimentary Learning Unplugged seminar on "Translation 101" in the Boston area. It will cover how translation works - the 
technology, the people and the process. It will explain what Translation Memory technology is and how it augments the human function. We’ll cover what makes a good 
medical translator, why editing is important and the nuances and pitfalls of localized document design and layout. Attendees will go away with not only a better understanding 
of how the translation process works but also with actionable takeaways that can help improve quality, shorten timelines and save money when working with their translation 
providers. 

The two-hour complimentary seminar will be held on February 29th. Location details remain to be confirmed but if you’re interested in attending, contact 
education@fxtrans.com to get more information or get added to the attendee list. 

Plain Language Authoring 

The Plain Writing Act of 2010 is the latest government effort to make complicated regulations easier to read and understand. "Plain language" refers to a method of authoring 
documentation in a straightforward, sensible, engaging and culturally appropriate manner. It makes the complicated easier to grasp. It tells readers what they need to know 
and nothing else. When done correctly, it ensures understanding and compliance and improves patient safety - and now it’s the law! What plain language is not, is the 
"dumbing down" of information. 

Kristina E. Anderson of EasyRead Writing LLC, will be presenting on this topic on February 1st and you can register to listen in here: 

h tt p ://www.fxconfe re n ces .com/I m p roving-Co m p lia n ce-a n d-Pat i e n t-S a fety-wit h-P lain-La n g u a ge-Aut h o rin g-P 803.a s px 

EMA Submission Compliance 

Translating product information documents in preparation for an EMA submission can be a frustrating, complex and lengthy process for both pharmaceutical companies and 
their translation providers. However, by establishing and maintaining communication from the start of the project, and by working together to establish realistic timelines and 
achievable milestones, many of the common headaches can be avoided. Our own Anabel Perez will be presenting on this topic on February 21st. Register here: 

http://w~w~fxc~nferences~c~m/Meeting-the-Linguistic~Requirements-for-EMA-Submissi~ns-P814.aspx 

If you would like to read our December newsletter please click here. http://infe.fxt~ans.com/december-2011-newsletter 

============================================================================================ 

Th~ news~#er brought ~ you by Fore~nExchange Transitions - ~e ~ader in tra~in~ transla#ons. 

copy~ght2011 

For mo[e white papers visit: http://www.fxtrans.cor~V[esources/H~i~epapers.aspx 

To unsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu please click here 

Or mail: 

Fotei#nExchan#e Translations 
1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 

Newton, MA 02465 USA 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Linkedln., YouTube, and our ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Aft-i, - Agenda Tuesday (Jan. 31 and Thursday (Feb. 2): AFRI SPRING 

Dr. SaNe, 

For the gronp projects I would like to be placed in either Group 4 ( Agents of Hnman Rights) or Gronp 6 ( Corporate and Social Responsibility). 

Thank yo~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promodon@perseusbooks.com> 

Monday, Januao, 30, 2012 1:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PNlo~phy of Huma~ Rights by David Boer~ma--a new text tbr Philosophy courses! 

Dear Prot~ssor Sable: 

Boulder, CO 80301 
www.wes~ewpress.com 

Westview P~ess proudly armounces the publication of a new book [’or your courses: _[~_h__i_!p_~p_p_h_y of tlmn~ ~g~: by David 

Boersema (ISBN 978-0-8133-4492-8). 
Phi/os’ophy ~fH~man Rig/~’: ~ heo~y a~dPractice offers fl~e conte~ and commen~y s~dents need to ~mders~nd challenging 

human right~ concepts. This cote te~ fi:~r com~es on hmn~ fights ~d polificN pNlosophy fea~ms a mfique hybrid ~brmat Chat 

pt~vides the consistency m~d accessiNli~~ ofa si~Nle-auChored te~a wNle also pre~nti~N fl~e diverse views of noted authorities in fl~eir 

OW~l words. 

Order Your F~E Ex~n Copy Today~ 

Visit www.wes~iewpress.com for more information, or to order your free exam copy. Complete the online exam coW order 

fo~ m order. (Mention source code $V965.) 

Sincerely, 

Wes~,iew Press 

A Me~nber of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

.This is a commercial mes~ge. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday 1:36 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting this Week 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
Please let me know if there is a good time this week for us to meet! I look forward to seeing you! 
Thank you, 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thesis Meeting 

Professor SaNe, 

Shall we still meet today at 3:30p? I’m very comfortable with the ideas we agreed I should pursue last week and I would really like to continue writing in those directions. I 
have been productive in that regard and don’t have much else new to discuss for the time being. I’ve been in a good writing groove the past 3 days so I can definitely come by 
your office at 3:30p if you would like for me to debrief you, but I could also continue writing and speak with you at the end of the week or next Monday...? 

Class of 
Histoiy and Africma-Americ~l Studies Major 

"The historima’s task is to preserve eve .ryt~hing that has substaa~tive 

signific~lce and to resist the temptation of imposing our own lattei~ day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Marable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 30, 2012 8:02 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Deal- Kia, 

I am sorry to inform you that I will not be able to attend both the Intellectual Dialogue and Institutional Linkages Committee meeting and the Happy Hour on Thursday, Feb 2 
I will have to leave the campus after my 2-3:15 pm class to go pick up our son at his 

school in Raleigh Hope to see you at the SERSAS Reception Friday evening and at the conference on Saturday. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor o17 African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.. ~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: AIM. - Agenda Tuesday       and Thursday : AFR SPR1NG 

Hello Professor, 
Sorry I’m doing this at the last minute but I would like to be in either Group I or 2, whichever one still needs an extra person! Thank you and see you tomorrow, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday,              i:09 PM 
Subject: Afri, - Agenda Tuesday                         : AFRI,      .SPRING 

Dear ScholaJcs, 

Updates and Agenda for next week. 

Updates: 

1 ) Group p~esenmtions in April: If you have not sent me your choices, please do so by Jan. 30 at the latest. IfI have not heard frown you by there, I will place you in 

any group. 

2) First week’s course outline assignment: For those who joined the seminar late, please complete this extra credit assignment by Feb. 2. 

3) Readings by James and Donnelly axe available on Blacktx~ard. 

Agenda: 

Tuesday: Lectme and discussion 

Readings: 

Stephen A. James, Chapter 1 "Universe] Human Rights: From the earliest days to 1939" - pay attention to human rights developments dum~g the interwar period. 

Stephen A. James, Chapter 2 "World War II and its Aftermath" 

Thur~ay: Lecture and claas di~ussion 

Readings: 

Jan. 31 and Feb. 2: Readings: 

Stephen A. James, Chapter 3 "The UN. Charter and the Universal Declmation of Human Rights" 

Jack Donnelly, Jack Donnelly, Jack Donnelly, Chapter 2 - °~l’he Universal declaration Model", in Jack Donnelly, Universa1 hranan rights in theory and practice (Ithaca: 
University Press, 2003)~ 

Stephen James, Chapter 4 "The 1966 Covenants" 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 31, 2012 7:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: ttello 

I)e~ Eunice and Walter, 

Kenneth 

and part of a DUS meeting. I can meet Wednes&~y either at 11 or between l -.2:30. 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afro- Amedc~t~ S~udies 

Dep~u’m~en~ of Al~cm~ and Afro- Amefic~m Studies 

109 Battle t ~alL Ct3~ 3395 

l 5~five~ity ofNorN C.aro~ina 

Chapd Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 

Click on a link ibr intbrnlati, m a~:~ut my puNica*ions: 
/ / / ht~p:/)~,u~:~rn ~s~:edu, umpm ~/spg 97cja~ken.html 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 

F~m~ SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 31, 2012 5:58 AN 

To= Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE: Hello 

Dear Walter, 

No problem. We can meet at 3.30pm if that works for Kenneth. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 5:51 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear [u[~ice and Ke[~neth, 

UnforttmateIv, f’ll be reading arid prepping for mV 2p c~as;s at that time. 15; it possible to meet today a~: 3:3(}~ or ot~ Wedr~es;day? 

Wa~Ler 

h [tp://a~aIa .......... &t/’people//walt ........... kor 

F~m; SaNe, EuNce N 
Sent: Tuesday, Oanua~ 31, 2012 4:11 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Kenneth and Walter, 

Is it possible to have a brief meeting about the CC at 1.00pm today to discuss the material Kenneth generated? 
One of the questions I have is the place of the African Language Program in the new curriculum in light of the college’s investment in a tenure-track position linked to this 
program. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
27599-3385 



Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martin, Doris L <dorism@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl. unc.edu>; Rivkin- Fish, Michele R <mrtish@unc.edu> 

~emaiL unc.edn> 

Re: Student Absence 

Dear Faculty, 

Please accept this email as notification that . PID was absent from classes on Monday, and will be absent from your classes today due 

to an emergency situation which occurred during the weekend. Realizing that you make the ultimate decision regarding class absences, to the extent that you are willing and 

able, we ask that you be considerate of       regarding any class work she may have missed. She should return to regular classes for the next class session. If you have any 

questions or concerns regarding this request, please contact Melinda Manning, Assistant Dean of Students manninq@emaiLunc.edu 919-966-4042. As always, thank you, in 

advance, for your consideration and assistance in this matter. 

Doris Lo Martin 

SASB North, 450 Ridge Road, 

Campus Box 5100 

9 19-962-B301~ phone 

TTY 711 [NC Relay~ 

dorism(~maiLnnc.edu 

F’RIVACY ",IOTICE Th se.ma m!!ssige includ v!g ~n~’ ai:tac~!mev!ts, s for l"e ~le u~ ¢~f ~itended rec p e~it’,s) ano may coni:aiv! :)ri,,’au~ a~ics pv~vief}ed "fovm~tiov~ ~n’~, LmaUt~iO[ zed review, LIS¢~. O sclossre or 

d~rb:~ton s:)ro~bi:ed Ifyou~fe notlheinter~(~ed[ecpef~t please cor~tacl the s~ender by reply e.ff~a ~nddes:roy~copes~oftheo[~lna~mes~ge. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~tecweil <os~tem-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 31, 2012 9:53 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Dinfimicas del movimiento t~minis~ta tx~gotano, Discussion of a new tx~ok 

Please join us for a discussion of a book by our very own Diana Marcela Gdmez Correal 

"Din~micas del movimiento feminista bogotano" 

Author: Diana Marcela Gdmez Correal 

Discussant: Diane Nelson 

Tuesday February 7, 2012.5:30-7:30 pm 

Fedex, room 4003 

Reception to follow 

"Din~micas del movimiento feminista bogotano: hisLorias de cuarto, saldn y calle. Historias de vida (1970-1991)." [Dynamics of 

the Feminist Movement of Bogota: Stories of the Bedroom, Living Room, and the Street. Stories of Life]. 

Diana G6mez is an anthropologist and historian from Universidad Nacional de Colombia. The book is the publication of her master 

thesis, and the product of her critical perspective as both academic and activist. G6mez is part of the feminist and the human rigl~ 

movement in Colombia. Currently she is a doctoral student in the Department of Anthropology at U NC, and a fellow of the Royster 

Society of Fellows. She is an active member of the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, the Social Movement 

Working Group and the ISA Graduate Forum at UNC. 

Diane Nelson is an Associate Professor of Cultural Anthropology at Duke University. Professor Nelson has worked in Guatemala 

for several years, and recently was a visiting professor at Universidad de los Andes, in Colombia. 

G6mez’ presentation will be in Spanish with simultaneous English translation. 

If you are interested in reading any of the book (in spanish), please email socialmovements@gmail.com and we will send you some 

readings! 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email .unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave- 30750712- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7@li stserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
TIHIE WILLIAM AND IDA ~RIDAY 

CENTER. FOR CONTINUING ~.,DUCATION 

January 

RE: IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION 

CAROLINA COURSES ONLINE 
AFAM Black Experience to 1865 -- Spring 

Dear 

This is a reminder that you are registered for this class and it appears on your schedule and transcript. 
However, your instructor has indicated that you are not participating in this online class. Nonpayment 

of tuition and nonparticipation in the class does not result in automatic withdrawal. There is no 
indication that you have dropped or withdrawn from this class. If you wish to drop or withdraw, please 

submit your request in writing to my email address, j ody_cashion@unc.edu. If you do not drop, a 
failing grade may result and be reflected on your transcript. 

As was stated in the information welcome letter confirming your enrollment: 

Stndents are expected to work continuously throughout the term, making deadlines for 
assignments and participating weekly in discussion forums. 

~DROP: To drop a course assumes you have other courses on your schedule for the current term. 

~WITHDRAWAL: dropping all of your courses once classes have begun (INCLUDING IF YOU ONLY HAVE 1 
COURSE). 

~z~CANCEL is dropping all of your courses before classes begin. It: is, in effect, the same as not having a registration 
at all. No entry is made on your permanent record and 100 percent of your prepaid tuition and :fees is refunded. 

If a tuition refund is due, the University Cashier will make the adjustment to your account. 

To return your textbooks for repurchase, contact Friday Center Books and Gifts, CB# 1020, The Friday Center, phone 919- 
962-2430. 

Jody Cashion, Student Services Assistant- j ody_cashion@unc.edu 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
stuserv@unc.edu ¯ Telephone: (919) 962-1134 ¯ FAX (919) 962-5549 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 31, 2012 11:55 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Haiti Legal Advocacy Project Cholera Event at Duke, Tonight. 7 pm 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [Franklin Humanities] Haiti Legal Advocacy Pl~ject Cholera Event, Tonight. 7 pm 

Date:Tue, 31 Jan 2012 16:33:18 +0000 

From:Hannah Jacobs <hannah.iacobs(~duke.edu~ 

To:FHI Events’News List <thi-evenk~-news(a)duke.edu> 

Annuuncement frum the Haiti Lab and Haiti Legal Advocacy 15"oject: 

Baseball in the Time of Cholera 

Bay 4, Smith Warehouse, FHI Garage, Buchanm~ Drive, Duke University; for directions and parldng, see http://~vw.flfi.duke.edu/about!smith-warehouse 

7:00 PM, Tuesday, Jalmary 31st 

Please join the Haiti Legal Advocacy Project, the Haiti Lab, and the Humma Rights Law Society at the Garage at the Haiti Lab, Smith Warehouse, Bay #4. Nicole 

Phillips, ml attorney at the Iustitute tbr Justice and Democracy in ttaiti and Deborah Jenson of Duke’s ttaiti Lab will present intbrmation on cholera in Haiti and a 

pending lawsuit against the United Nations by the IJDH to recover reparations for ttaitian victims of cholera. Ms. Phillips will also introduce a short tilm atx~ut a young 

boy’s experience ruth cholera follomng the 2010 earthquake called "Baseball in the Time of Cholera." Wine and hors d’oeuvres will be served. A $5 donation is 

requested at the door. For more intbrmation, contact Katie ttoffmam~ at katieclairehoflinmm~mail.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:05 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

South Africa 

flyer.docx 

Hello Comrade! 

As of today, is the only student that has submitted her application for the summer in Durban program. That is really 

discouraging! 

But, we still have a week to push students to apply, enclosed is a program flyer, feel free to print some and distribute in your class. Lori 

has been doing class visits and we sent the add in all the listservs that are available, not sure what else we can do. 

Thanks for all your help! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Va~gas 

Latin ~i~erica, Africa and the M~ddle East P~ograms Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education 3enter 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of Norti’~ Carolina at Chapel H~ll 

Ci’~ap el Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel~ ~ i %19 962 7@@2 Fax: { 1 919 962 2262 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AI- Bulushi, Yousuf <yousuf~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:39 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Hi Eunice, 

Yes, I can meet this week. Perhaps anytime Friday morning? T’m free all morning until ipm. 

I’ve announced it tvvice in class, and encouraged them to come to the fair as well.               said she was planning on applying. There was also a list of a few students 
whose emails I got at the fair that I left with Rodney so he could email them to follow up about the program. A few people expressed concern that they weren’t yet rising 
juniors, I told them to go ahead and apply anyway and that they might make an exception, or to contact you directly. One guy expressed concern about the 3.2 GPA minimum, I 
also told him to go ahead and apply and just see what happens, or to contact you directly. Rodney should have the short list of students who put their email down and 
expressed interest. 

rll also send the announcement you just sent me to the geography list-serve and ask Geography professors to advertise it in their classes, rll also try to get it circulated over 
the social movements list and ask people there to advertise it in their classes. And I’ll ask Kristen to share it with the BSM list-serve. Should I send just the attachment in the 
email, or do you have any info you want me to include in the actual email, or should I just cut and paste the attachment text into the body of the email? 

Best, 
Yousuf 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:29 PM 
To: yousuf@unc.edu 
Subject: Hello 

Hi Yousuf, 

How are you? Thanks for your work on Jan. :t9, 

Do you have time to touch base this week? 

In the meantime, if there is anything you can do to promote - see attached flyer - the Durban program that would be excellent. So far only one student has completed their 
application. Lori has been to classes but we have not see a shift. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Tuesday, January, 31, 2012 1:46 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Huma~ Security in a Borderless World--a new text tbr IR courses! 

Dear Prot~ssor SaNe: 

Boulder, CO 80301 
www.wes~ewpress.com 

Wes~view Press l:~ro~dly anno~mces the publication of a new tx~ok tbr yo~r courses: .I__l_t_l__~__n__N_t__~£__cRr__i__~2_[~_u_a__i_B_p__r_~_l_~!£~_}~r~ by 

Derek S. Reveron and Kathleen A. Mahoney-Norris (ISBN 978-0-8133-4485-0). 

TNs book moves beyond the state- centric I~:~cus of"national secufi~"’ to a more interdiK:iplina~y~ inclusive approach focu~d on 

"tmmea~ securi~,," addressing issues such as globalizatio~, climate change~ pandemic di~ases, endemic p~verty, vulnerable infommtion 

.~ystems, m~d much more. Packed with engaging, student-friendly resources ins is m~ essential text fi:~r today’s courts on securivy 

studies, foreign policy~ IR, and global issues. 

Order Your FREE Exam Copy Today! 

Visit ~,v,w,’.westviewpress.com for more inform ation~ or to order your fi’ee exam copy. Complete the online exam coW order 

tbrm to order. (Mention source code W967.) 

Sincerely, 

Westview Press 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

.This is a commercial mes~ge. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 31, 2012 2:06 PM 

clacs- council@duke.edn; tE-residents@duke.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Reminder: Friday February 3 welcome reception for Mellon Visiting ProtEster Alexandre Fortes 

Please join us this Friday, Febma~z 3, 4:30 - 6:00 pm to welcome 
Professor Alexandre Fortes, the Spring 2012 2vlellon Visiting Professor 
hosted by the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

The reception will be held in Room 130-132 Franklin Center on the Dnke 
campus. 
The Franklin Center is located at 2204 Erwin Road, Durham, NC 27705 
(comer of Erwin Road and Trent Drive). Note flaat aI’ter 4:00 pm free 
parking (without a permit) is available in the parking lot behind the 
Pickens Health Clinic, just across Trent Drive Ii’om the Franklin Center. 

About Alexandre Fortes: Professor Fortes is a labor historian ti’om 
Brazil with a passion for social advocacy. He received his Master’s 
degree and PhD. in Histo~z from the Universidade Estadual de Campinas 
in Sao Paulo As part of his doctoral studies, Professor Fortes 
completed a fellowship at Duke University and became one of the early 
leaders of an emerging network, which evolved into a working group, of 
Brazilian researchers on social and labor history. Currently, he is a 
Professor of Contempora~ History at the Universidade Federal Rural do 
Rio de Janeiro, and prior to that he was the director of the Brazilian 
Workers Part?’ Histop)~ Archives in Sao Paulo. He has also worked as an 
advisor and teacher at other institutions in Brazil. 

While at Duke this semester he is teaching two courses, an undergraduate 
seminar on "Latin 2,merica Left Turns" (team-taught with John French) and 
a graduate seminar on "Modern Brazil" More information about Professor 
Fortes’ research and teaching can be found on the CLACS web site at 
http://clacs.aas.duke edu/people/Ale×andreFortes php. 
His ol![ice is Room 139 Franklin Center and he can be reached via e-mail 

at af6@duke, edu 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate I)irector 
Center [’or Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Universi~" 
phone 919-681-3983; :tax 919-681-7966 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Tuesday, January. 31, 2012 3:05 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Reminder: Registration deadline is this Friday, February 3, tbr 2012 Consortium Con[Erence 

The 2012 Colaference of the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean 
Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill and Duke is scheduled for Februaly 17 - 18, 2012. 
The Friday, Feblqaa~’ 17 sessions will be held at the John Hope Franklin 
Center on the Duke campus. The Saturday, Febmaly 18 sessions will be 
held at the FedEx Global Education Center on the UNC campus. 

This year’s conference theme is "Knowledge as Change in Latin America 
and the Caribbean" and features panels, roundtables, fihn screenings, 
and a reception with live music on Friday. It will be an excellent 
opportunity to exchange ideas and learn Iicom the ~vork of faculty, 
students and other friends of the UNC-Duke Consortium. 

Visit the Conference page of the Consortium web page for links to the 
current draft of the conference program as well as the registrauon 
page: http:i/www.uncdukeconsortium orb/consortium conference.html 

Please note: The conference is fi-ee and open to the public, but all 
attendees (including panel participants) are required to pre-register. 
The pre-registration deadline is February 3, 2012. Go to 
https://docs~oo~le.com/spreadsheet/view~orm’?~2~rmkev, dFIRdlBEO DZnekR 2 M0hD,N¢3 dfNzNiWWc 6MA 
to register 

For more information or questions, contact mlr34@duke edu or 
njh@duke.edu or riefl~oh l@email.unc, edu 

We hope to see you there[ 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke University 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 8:44 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Dyna~nics of the Feminist Movement of Bogotfi 

Please join us for a discussion of a book by Diana Marcela Gdmez Correal: 

"Din~micas del movimiento feminista bogotano" 

Author: Diana Marcela Gdmez Correal 

Discussant: Diane Nelson 

Tuesday Februao/7, 2012.5:30-7:30 pm 

Fedex Global Education Center, room 4003 
UNC Campus 

Reception to follow 

"Din~micas del movimiento feminista bogotano: historias de cuarto, saldn y calle. Historias de vida (1970-1991)." [Dynamics of the 

Feminist Movement of Bogota: Stories of the Bedroom, Living Room, and the Street. Stories of Life]. 

Diana G6mez is an anthropologist and historian from Universidad Nacional de Colombia. The book is the publication of her master 

thesis, and the product of her critical perspective as both academic and activist. G6mez is part of the feminist and the human rigl~ 

movement in Colombia. Currently she is a doctoral student in the Department of Anthropology at U NC, and a fellow of the Royster 

Society of Fellows. She is an active member of the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, the Social Movement 

Working Group and the ISA Graduate Forum at UNC. 

Diane Nelson is an Associate Professor of Cultural Anthropology at Duke University. Professor Nelson has worked in Guatemala for 

several years, and recently was a visiting professor at Universidad de los Andes, in Colombia. 

G6mez’ presentation will be in Spanish with simultaneous English translation. 

If you are interested in reading any of the book (in spanish), please email socialmovements@gmail.com and we will send you some 

readings! 

















Abmeldung yon diesem Newsletter: 



From: "@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:15 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Listserv Request 

Good afternoon, 

I was wondering if you could please send this out to your department’s undergraduate seniors or undergrad majors/minors listserv, It would be greatly appreciated by the 

Yackety Yack, UNC’s yearbook, as we would like to include as many seniors as possible in this year’s book, 

Thank you, 

Work has already begun on the 2012 Yackety gack yearbook. The yearbook staff has made special arrangements to have Prestige Portraits Professional Photographers on 
campus for senier pertrait sessiens begiaai~g I~teadayl 

Sign up for your appointment online at photoappomtment.com. The school password is "UNC." 

There is ne charge fer tl~e sittiag. Each senior photographed will have an opportunity to choose from a selection of color proof. Your selected pose will appear in the 
yearbook, and you can order senior portraits for family and friends. 

Senior Portraits will be taken in the Union, Suite 2511 or 3509. Business attire is suggested. Classic styles in solid colors look best. 
If you are unable to sign up online, please call the photographer’s customer service at 800-426-9533 or email colleqeinfo@lifetouch,com, 

Don’t miss this opportunity to be featured in the yearbook. 

Other underclassmen are also welcome to get their photo taken free of charge, however, they will not be featured in the Yeckety Yack. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 2, 2012 4:00 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <mjohnson@nationa]humm~itie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nalionalhumaJfitie~enter.o~>; Lesley Scott- 

On <lorr@nationalhummfitie scenter.org> 

Anthropologist Richard Werbner at the Nationdl HumaJaities Center, Thurs., Feb. 16th 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Reflexive Intellectuals, Digital and Analog Devices, 12oo to 
2012" 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 -- 5:OO p.m. 
Richard Werbner, University of Manchester 

~i Werbner.JPG 

Richard Werbner’s talk will link his recem work with wisdom divine~ in Botswana to a great transformation. This is in modes of communication and ki~owledge about 

the hidden realities in people’s lives. With an eye to the impact of pre-modem Islamic practices, he will intl~oduce a new approach to the axt aad insight of healing 

consultations across Africa. 

Werbner is proiEs~r emeritus in Ati-ican anthropology, honoraD’ research protEssor in visual ambrolyology, and director of the IntemationaJ, Centre tbr ContemporaJoj 

Cultural Research at the University of Mm~chester where he has been since arriving as a Fulbright Scholar in 1959. He has held visiting appointments at universities 

around the world and has been conducting extensive fieldwork in soufl~em Aliica since 1960. Werbner has written extensively on this region, most recently in his 

books, Reasonable Radicals and Citizenship in Botswana: 1’he Public Anthropology of Kalanga Elites (2004) m~d Holy Hustlers, Schism andProphecy: 

Apostolic Reformation in Botswana (2011). In recent yems he has focused on the study of sdances, counseling and subjectivities in Botswana since the AIDS 

epidemic; products of tiffs work are his films, SOance R~flections with Richard Werbner (2004), Shade Seekers and The Mixer (2006), Encountering Eloyi 

(2008), and Holy Hustlers (2009). His films axe aw~lable on DVD from the Royal Anthropologica] Institute a~d online tl~ough Academic Video Online, Alexander 

Street Press. Werbner is currently working at the Center as the GlaxoSmithKline Fellow; his project is entitled Occult Subjectivities, PracticalRheto~#c: Divination 

and the Moral Imagination. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (0~0) 540-066L ext. ~28, or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National ttumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
Research Triangle Park, .N~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Research work 

Hi Eunice, 

If tomorrow morning doesn’t work for you to meet, rm on campus now and will be free the rest of the evening. I’ll also be free tomorrow afternoon between 3:30pro and 
5pro. 

Best, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesddy, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Research work 

7:47 PM 

Hi Eunice, 

OK. Does Friday morning anytime up until lpm work for you? 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               3:35 PM 

To:      ~unc.edu 
Subject: Research work 

Dear 

Kindly let us meet before the end of the week to discuss the possibility of you carrying out research work for me this semester. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Magee, Carol L <cmagee@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,               9:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Automatic reply: Diversity postdoc 

I am out of the office until 
with limited access to email. I will reply to your message as soon as possible thereafter. 

If you are in please contact~ with any concerns 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 10:35 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Last night ~md conviviality in fl~e future 

Thanks, Eunice. This sounds great. I also enjoyed the happy hour. It was nice to talk and relax. I’m glad I left a little early. We had to attend a performace for 

morning at 8::t5 :). Have a good weekend. 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9J.9-962-2345 
Fax: 9:t9-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
~afriafam.up, c.edu~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Last night and conviviality in the future 

class this 

Dear Colleagues, 

Many thanks for the wonderful conversations last night, including language and history lessons from Donato and Barbara respectively. Thanks to Kia for finding a nice space for 
conviviality. We look forward to more convivial moments in the future. On that score, we look forward to Barbara and Perry - key actors in the department’s social scene in the 
1990s- informing us of where to show up for another convivial evening either in March or April. 

Charlene ’the cultural coordinator’ in the 1980s conjuncture watch out...(I know you shaking your head and that is fine). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
27599-3395 
North Carolina 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: klcaldwe,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab71913a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o 30773908 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30773908-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65~listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 10:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Research work 

Hi Eunice, 

OK, rll come by your office at 4pm. See you then, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday 
To: 
Subject: RE: Research work 

9:02 AN 

Dear        , 

4.00pm would work from this end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Research work 

6:03 PM 

Hi Eunice, 

If tomorrow morning doesn’t work for you to meet, I’m on campus now and will be free the rest of the evening. I’ll also be free tomorrow afternoon between 3:30pm and 
5pm. 

Best, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Research work 

7:47 PM 

Hi Eunice, 

OK. Does Friday morning anytime up until 1pro work for you? 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               3:35 PM 

To:     @unc.edu 
Subject: Research work 

Dear 

Kindly let us meet before the end of the week to discuss the possibility of you carrying out research work for me this semester. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Radke, Jordan Travis <jtradke@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:05 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] Women’s Award Event on Monday 

OR behalf of The University of North CaroliRa a~ Chapel Hill, and t~’_e 

Offices of the Chancellor, the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost, 

and the Carolina Women’s Center, you are cordially invited to a 

reception honoring recipients cf the seventh annual Uniw~rsity Awards 

f~r the Advancement of Women.    The reception will ~e held ~n Moniay, 

at 3:30 p.mo in the AnRe Queen Facb~lty Commons in 

the Campus Y.    Chancellor Holden Thorp will present each recipient 

with a framed certificate and monetary award.    Please join the campus 

community in celebrating the contributions of these outstanding 

individuals : 

Facelty - Sherryl Kleinman, Professor of Sociology 

Staff -Bev Pearson Yuhasz, Campus Hea~th Services 

Student - , Peace, War a:~d Defense major 

Kf you plan to attend, please respond to the Office of University 

Events atuncevents@unc.edu by ~riday, The program will 

begin promptly at 3:30 p.m. Light refreshments will ~e servei. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul~ 
sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@ema£unc.e&t">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

email to ~a href "mailto:leave-30775107-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30775107- 

3692316.5edd0f12bib180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a:~ 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B < regester@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, 2:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Afa m 

From: Wally Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:59 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Afam 

Dear Professor Regester, 
As an Associate Director of the Academic Support Program for student-athletes at I~NC- Chapel Hill, I have been charged ~vith coordinating academic support for the university’s 
team It is my job to help our student-athletes navigate through the college system as successfully as possible Our goal is to provide guidance and support ~vhere necessary without creating 
dependency 
In order to evaluate properly our sel~’ices and determine ~vhere and when to pull back or push forward, we depend greatly on instructor feedback. Without information on class behavior (ie; 
attendance, effblt, participation), assignment grades, test grades, etc. it would be nearly impossible to determine what a particular student’s strengths and challenges may be and to make the 
proper adjustments throughout the semester. This request is different from the Earl?- Warning System here at the Carolina. 
There are many factors that can inhibit a student’s ability to progress successfully towards a degree, but if we can keep an open line of communication throughout the term, it is much more 
likely that the students we share in common will gain confidence and take ownership of their educational process throughout their collegmte experience 
It is my understanding tha~ you have the following students in your Afam    course this term: 

I would really appreciate it if you would offer any and as much feedback on their performance and current status as you see fit. They are pamcipating in our programs 
and have tutors to support with their efforts. Thank you in advance lbr your time and consideration. ! look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Sincerely, 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Studeut-AtNetes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (W) 

(c) 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 2:36 PM 

To: Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Test 

Hello Dr. S~Ne! 

I hope you’re enjoying the wonderful weather today! I was just wondering if there is anyway that I could take the test on Wednesday rather than Thursday? The UNC 

vs. Duke basketball game is on Wednesday night and I fortunately got a ticket to go to the game! Please let me know if that would be possible. Have a lovely 

weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 2:52 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maytha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumanifiesceater.olg>; Sm-ah Payne <spayne@nationalhumanifiescenter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 

<kadipietro@nationalhu~naniliescenter.org>; Lesley Scott-On--%rr(0)nationalhumanifiescenter.org> 

"Human Rights and the Humanities" March 15-16 at the National Humanities Center 

HR&H Am~ouncePoster LM Final.pdf 

"~’i Human Rights Logo Draft.JPG 

March 15 - 16~ 2012 
at the National Humanities Center 

Speakers: 
Keynote Address: Elaine Searry, Harvard University 

Elizabeth Anker, Cornell University 
Ian Baueom, Duke University 

karat Biletzki, Tel Aviv University 
Wire Bloekmans, Leiden University 

Eduardo Cadava, Princeton University 
James Dawes, Maealester College 

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Harvard University 
Eva Kalny, Leibniz University 

Thomas Laqueur, Universib~ of California, Berkeley 
Samuel Moyn, Columbia University 

Joseph Slaughter, Columbia University 
Domna Stanton, The Graduate Center, CUNY 

One of the most striking features of the contemporary world is the extraordinary variety of situations that are claimed to involve human rights 
issues. But do we know what human rights are? Can we describe the difference between human rights and other kinds of rights? Do we have 
an adequate understanding of rights, and of humans, as they are conceived in cultures around the world? 

The full range of issues surrounding human rights cannot be grasped by the language of statutes, treaties, declarations, or conventions; nor can 
human rights be reduced to on-the-ground negotiations. A more duraNe and productive understanding would require a reflective approach 
based on a thick description of historical, philosophical, and cultural thetors. Hurnmi Rights and the Humanities will seek to bring the vast 
resources of the humanities to bear on the understanding of this, one of the central issues of our times. 

Human Rights and the Humanities will seek to underscore the contribution of the humanities to an understanding of human rights and to 
stimulate and support fresh thinking on this subject by humanistic scholars 

A registacafion t}e of $35 ($15 tbr studen’~s with valid ID) provides entry k~ all sessions and meaJs. The keynote address by Elaine Scan3., on Thursday, March 15, is 

flee and open to the public. 

For further details or to register tbr the cont}rence, contact Martha Johnson at (919)549-0661 (x128) or n!iohn~n@nationaJhumanifie~enter.org or visit 

http://nationa~humanitiescenter.oiWnew~2012springevents.htm#conference 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Good afternoon Professor SaNe, 

As you have probably noticed, I have not been in class for the past several sessions. As the Dean mentioned in an e-mail, I am currently dealing with a personal emergency. 
Because of this I have fallen behind in all of my classes. I was wondering if we could set up a meeting so that I can explain what has been going on and we can discuss if it 
would be better for me to continue with the course or try and take it another time. Please let me know your availability. Thank you and have a wonderful day. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 4, 2012 4:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Re: ttello 

Deal Eunice, 

to call. 

Best rashes, 

Evelyne 

On 2/3/2012 10:10 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

So, I can call you any time to~nolrow or Monday. Please let me know when and at what number you would like me 

Dear Evelyne, 

Please, please no worries. We will touch base when 

Take good care. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Huber, Evelyne H 

Sent-" Friday, February 03, 2012 10:08 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Hello 

Dear Eunice, 

number work for most of the day? 

Best wishes, 
Evelyne 

I shall give you a call as ~)on as we get out m~d into a regular room. Will "that 

Seut from my iPad 

On Feb 3, 2012, at 9:59 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <etmice~email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Dear Evelyne, 

Hope you are well. 

Kindly call me at 962-2341 if you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Evelyne Nuber 

Horehead Aim~’ni Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department: of Politioa~ Sc~enoe 

University of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0~32 

emaii: ehuber@une.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universi~readers.com~ 

Sunday, February 5, 2012 7:10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Course materials at lower costs to students 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I hope this email finds you well and you are enjoying the st~xt of 2012! I am reaching out to see if you would be interested in exploring how you cm~ create a course 

pack using your choice of content at a low-cost to students. 

We make the process as easy as possible by providing an online libral3~ of conteut from leading publishers, as an optional resource to help you get started, m~d 
complimenta~ estimates ~ you cm~ ultimately conta~l the price of your materiMs. 

Please let me know the best day and time to reach you over the phone to see if this may be a good fit tbr your course. I’d also be happy to send you more infornmtion 

if you till out m~ Inii~Kit tbrm. 

Regards, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 

Acqtfisitions Editor 

Universi~- Readers, Inc. 

3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 i San Diego, CA 92121 

marissa.delfierro@universit ,’readers.com i ph. 800.200.3908 x543 

www.universityreaders.com www.universityreaders.com/cognella 

This is a commercial message, and University Readers is a~ entirely independent company. If you do not wish to receive emails from u~ please click the link below. 

http:/Twww.universityreaders.con~/opt out.php?guid df092ct3-e9ce-7102-4a03-4595a6c81a19 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Office Hora~ 

Professor Sable, 

I know you mentioned being in your office from 8-9am this week to discuss any questions ruth students regarding the midterm, but I wanted to email to verify. Will you 

be available at 8am on Tuesday? I have several questions I’d like to discuss with prior to the midterm to ensure I have a good grasp of the material. I would attend your 

regularly scheduled office hours, but I have class from 11-2 after your class. 

If you are not available at that time, I would appreciate being able to set up another time to meet with you. rm going through the readings again and I still have ~me 

questions regarding certain topics. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:04 PM 

F~xam 1 and schedule.: 

Dear Scholaacs, 

Please note that as I promised I have posted a study gnide for exam one. Further, in light of the exam I have shifted my office hours - see the study guide - so as to 

open up addilional opportunities for those who cannot make it to my office hours on Tuesday. 

Seminats schedule: 
Tuesday: As I indicated in class we roll wrap up outstanding material farm James and Donnelly. 

Thursday: exam. 

At the end of this week, we will be behind one class. However, we will catch up the following week. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan @gmaiLcom> 

Sunday, FebruaD~ 5, 2012 9:17 PM 

Tony Bogues <barrymore tx~gues@brown.edu-~; Hima~i Bannerji <himmfib@yorku.ca>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Sunera Thobani <sth@interchange.ubc.ca>; Dave Roediger -~<lroedige@illinois.edu>; Angela Pietrobon <           @gmail.com> 

Audrey Kobayashi <kobayasi@queensn.ca>; Mark Boyle --~Mark.G.Boyle@nnim.ie>; Robert J. C. Young <rjyl@nyu.edu>; Robert J. C. 

Young <mail@n.wdpoco.com>; Elizabeth Esch <eesch@barnmd.edu>; Sedefaratkoc <samtkoc@D~erson.ca>; Abigail Bakan 

<bakana@queensu.ca>; Ena Dua <edua@yorku.ca> 

Theorizing Anti-Racism collection 

Dear Tony, Himani, Eunice, Audrey, Mark, Robert, Sunera, Betsy, Dave, and Sedef: 

We are pleased to inform you that our edited collection, Theorizing Anti-Rocism: Rethinking Tensions Between Morxism ond 

Postcoloniol/Criticol Roce Theories, will be submitted to University of Toronto Press for peer review very shortly. We want to 

thank each of you for helping to write what we hope will be, collectively, an important contribution in advancing critical anti-racist 

scholarship. We also want to thank you for your patience and for sticking with the project. We learned, as editors, that this effort 

to advance a new, synthetic approach to theorizing ’race’ and racism was far more tricky than we had anticipated. But we are also 

very pleased with the product (see table of contents below), and are looking forward to the next steps towards publication. 

We anticipate reviewers’ comments on the volume to be in our hands around late May-early June. Please ensure that we can reach 

you by e-mail during that time, and designate some time during your busy schedules to reply to comments pertaining to your 

chapters. Also, optimistically anticipating a positive response, we’ll be asking for short bios at that time. 

As we move forward, we are pleased be supported by the able assistance of Angela Pietrobon, cc’d here by way of introduction. 

Angela is currently attending to final reference details and formatting, and will be following up regarding queries that might arise. 

As per the University of Toronto Press formatting instructions, we are using the Chicago author-date system, with endnotes and a 

bibliography. We appreciate your efforts to reply to any queries as soon as possible. 

Also....we have heard from some of you that you would be interested in reading the draft chapters of other authors in the 

collection. Please let us know if you would be OK with sharing your draft chapters with other authors, of course on the 

understanding thatthese are not for circulation or quotation. If so, we would be happy to circulate accordingly. 

Thanks again for being a part of the Theorizing Anti-Rocism collection, and the project -- in theory and practice -- that it entails. 

Best, 

Abbie and Ena 

Theorizing Anti-Racism: Rethinking Tensions Between Marxism and Postcolonial/Critical Race Theories 

Edited by Abigail B. Bakan and Enakshi Dua 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Audrey Kobayashi <kobayasi@queensu.ca> 

Sunday, FebruaD~ 5, 2012 10:24 PM 

Abigail BaJ~an <abigailbak~@gmail.com> 

Tony Bogues <barrymore bogues@brown.edu>; ttimani Bannerji <hima~fib@yorku.ca:~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Sunera Thobani <sth@interchange.ubc.ca:,; Dave Roediger <droedige@illinois.edu>; Angela Pietrobon             @gmail.com>; 

Mark Boyle <Mark.G.Boyle@imim.ie>; Robert J. C. Young <ljyl@nyu.edu>; Robert J. C. Young <mail@nyupoco.com>; Elizabeth Esch 

<eesch@barnard.edu>; Sedefaratkoc <saratkoc@Dlerson.ca>; Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca>; Ena Dua <edua@yorku.ca:, 

Re: Theorizing Anti-Racism collection 

Woohoo! Great work Ena and Abbie. And thank you for all your efforts. I have no problem with circulating papers. 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Audrey Kobayashi 

Dept of Geography 

Queelfs Universi~" 
Kingston ON Canada K7L 3N6 

613-533-3035 

kobavasi(db q ueensu.ca 

On 2012-02-05, at 9:16 PM, Abigail Bakan <abigailbakan(~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Tony, Himani, Eunice, Audrey, Mark, Robert, Sunera, Betsy, Dave, and Sedef: 

We are pleased to inform you that our edited collection, Theorizing Anti-Racism: Rethinking Tensions Between Marxism 

and Postcolonial/Critical Race Theories, will be submitted to University of Toronto Press for peer review very shortly. We 

want to thank each of you for helping to write what we hope will be, collectively, an important contribution in advancing 

critical anti-racist scholarship. We also want to thank you for your patience and for sticking with the project. We learned, 

as editors, that this effort to advance a new, synthetic approach to theorizing ’race’ and racism was far more tricky than 

we had anticipated. But we are also very pleased with the product (see table of contents below), and are looking forward 

to the next steps towards publication. 

We anticipate reviewers’ comments on the volume to be in our hands around late May-early June. Please ensure that we 

can reach you by e-mail during that time, and designate some time during your busy schedules to reply to comments 

pertaining to your chapters. Also, optimistically anticipating a positive response, we’ll be asking for short bios at that 

time. 

As we move forward, we are pleased be supported by the able assistance of Angela Pietrobon, cc’d here by way of 

introduction. Angela is currently attending to final reference details and formatting, and will be following up regarding 

queries that might arise. As per the University of Toronto Press formatting instructions, we are using the Chicago author- 

date system, with endnotes and a bibliography. We appreciate your efforts to reply to any queries as soon as possible. 

Also....we have heard from some of you that you would be interested in reading the draft chapters of other authors in 

the collection. Please let us know if you would be OK with sharing your draft chapters with other authors, of course on 

the understanding thatthese are not for circulation or quotation. If so, we would be happy to circulate accordingly. 

Thanks again for being a part of the Theorizing Anti-Racism collection, and the project -- in theory and practice -- that it 

entails. 

Best, 

Abbie and Ena 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:04 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

al"ri/a~hm student ~mion mtg? 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you had a nice weekend. 

I just wanted to check again about meeling ruth the studem union. Is wednesday at 3:30 going to be ok, or do you have another lime that works for you? 

Just let me know when you get a chance. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Insgute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, Februao, 6, 2012 6:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

ICD International Cont;erences & Exciting Oplcx~rttmi’d es in Cultural Diplomacy 2012 

ICD international Conferences & Opportunities in the Fielcl of Cultural Diplomacy 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to you now to bring to your attention a number of new excithg opportunities in the Field of Cultural Diplomacy 
(outlined below) as well as inlorrnation about our upcoming major pregrams (outlined below) hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. 

news releases, research scholarship opportunities, iob offers, cultural diplomacy bes~ practice competitions, invitations to participate in cultural diplomacy delegation trips, 

and more. 

To learn about these opportunities and to receive requhr news and updates please visit our official Facebook pa#e below: 
For the ICD Facebook Page please _C__![£__k____H___e_L_e_ or go 1o: ~=jp__d_~!?:__f_&c_’__e_!?__o__o_k_:__o_f(A 

(*To receive news and updates please click "Like" in our official organization profile above) 

iii:]::::]:]~ ii ~:::i::i::~ ii i i:::~i! ~.: ~i!.~.i :i::::i! :!i;: - Our upcoming events will bring together high profile governmental and diplomatic officials & VlPs, academics & scholars, civil society 

practitioners, private-sector representatives, journalists & media representatives, and young professionals & students frem across the world to discuss some of the most 
pressing issues facing our wodd today. 
We warmly encourage you to explore our upcoming conferences (see detailed information below) and would be grateful ilyou could forward the inli~rmafion ~o anyone you Ieel 
might be interested in participating, 

We. are currently acceptinq applications for the fellowinr4 events: 

(For the complete ICD Calendar 2012 chick here} 

¯ The International Conference on Cultural Diplomacy & the UN (New York & Washington D.C., February 21st --- 24th, 2012) www.un-culturaldiplomacy- 
£ g_r_!_f__e_ Le_ D_£ #_:g_r_ g 

¯ The Berlin International Freedom of Expression Forum (Berlin, February 28th - March 2nd, 2012) .v_’_~:_b___e__r_[!_n__-_f__o__r_~___m__:£_r_g. 

¯ The Berlin International Economics Congress 2012 (Berlin, March 7th - 10th, 2012) www.biec.de 

¯ The Power of Africa (Paris, March 13~h - 15th, 2012) vwwv.the-power-of-africa.orq 

¯ The Arts Diplomacy Festival 2012 (Berlin, March 22nd - 25th, 2012) www.icd-lanquageohrtandmusic.orcI 

¯ The Ankara Conference on Peacebuilding & Conflict Resolution (April 17th - 19~h, 2012) vwvw.ankara-conference.orq 

. The ICD Young Leaders Forums 2012 vwvw.ylf-conference.orq 

]ii:: ii! (:;:~i!’:.i :::i!’ r i:::i:?:.: ~!:i:: i:.ii:: i;ili;iiiii :::::::::::::::::::::: :.i .ii~:i:: }/ ::.ill,:: i;ii:::i:i! :!i;: ii):i:;:(;ii:)i !:.ill :.:: - The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) is the world’s leading 

center for the study of cultural diplomacy, offedn,~t educational opportunities ranging from week-long seminars for undergraduate students and interested prefessionals to 

master’s and doctoral programs for graduates pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, government and/or the private sector dedicated either wholly or in part to the field of 
cultural diplomacy. 

CCDS offers the following Opportunities: 

¯ Master of Arts Program in International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin, from March 12 ’, 2012) 

¯ PHD Program in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy (Berlin, frem June 18th, 2012) 
¯ MBA in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy (Berlin, Irem June 18th, 2012) 

,, E-Learning Courses in Cultural Diplomacy (frem June 2012) 

To apply to the above programs please visit: v,,evw.ccds-berlin.de 

Thank you very much for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing ~he news ol our upcoming events. If you do not wish to receive emaih frem ~he led in the future, 

please send us an email to info@culturaldiplomacy.orgt indicating this. 

With warmest regards. 

Yours, 
Mark Donfried 

Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
t<.u’darnrn Karree (3rd Roor/Hoct;haus) 
Kurferstendarnni 207-8 Beriin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 0049(0)302360-7680 
www:cultu raid[pro rn acy:o rq 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 6, 2012 9:50 AM 

Mctta]e, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Buell, Agatha <abuell@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Mapping she:red dm~e 

Dear Jalrles, 

Per your instructions, I am for~varding to you the mapping directions given to Eunice Sable and I from Agatha Buell last month. We tried clicking on the lilts and manually inputting the 
address into the "map network drive" dialogue box to no avail. 

Best, 

Walter 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha [mailto:abuell(~email unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 3:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Bunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
SubJect: Mapping shared drive 
Importance: Low 

Hi Eunice and Walter, 
See below ~2~r links to the shared drive. Additionally you each have your own space on the server, which you may or may not be using now In Public Policy we save everything on the 
server so that nothing gets lost when computers break down 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: UNC-C’H PTR [mailto :a imchale(~,emaih uric. edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 1:57 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2223713 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
agatha @ buell, Location : department of public policy abernethy hall cb 
3435 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Depaltment: public policy 
Phone: (919) 962-2788 and Email: abuell@emaihunc.edu Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Good morning. The?" are both on AD, so they’re drive access is as follows. 

Eunice Sahl 

’,\a d.unc, edu\c as\african studies\faculty\eunice 

Walter Rucker 

’,\ad.unc. edu\cas’,african studies\faculty\wrucker 

and the shared space for both 

’,\a d.unc edu’,c as\african studies\share 

Let me know how the mapping goes and if you have an?’ trouble Take care’. 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Februao~ 6, 2012 10:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dear Eunice, 

I just wanted to let you kno~v that I have                        so I won’t be able to make it into the office today I will tiN to catch you next the next time I am in, probably Tuesday or 
Wednesday. If the matter you wanted to discuss is urgent please feel free to call me at home 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 10:1 l AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Research Conver~tion 

Dear Professor Sahale, 

I hope this email finds you well m~d that you had a nice weekend. I emailed you a few weeks ago with regards to a potential meeting to discuss research which I am 

doing for my honors thesis. I have actually since chm~ged my thesis topic and I am now interested in researching the effectiveness of good governance conditionalities in 

regional trade agreements, likely with a specific look at ECOWAS and the Protocol on Democracy and Good Governance. I would ve~ much appreciate a chance to 

speak with you about ins topic sometime ins week if you are available tbr perhaps thirty minutes or so. I realize that this is a busy time of year for 

everyone and I completely understand if you are not available at this time. Please let me know what times would be most convenient for you. 

AdditionaJly, if there me any other facul~ members M~o you believe would have valuable input on this subject~ I would veu much appreciate m~y suggestions you ~night 

have. 

Thank you, 

Sarah 

University of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

~Rma]l.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@campusblueprint.com> 

Monday, 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Co~T9orate Personhood 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

My name is and I’m writing an axticle about corporate campaign spending for Campus BluePrint, a progressive s~adent public affairs magazine. My 

editor, was quite taken ruth you class and recommended that I email you ruth questions about this topic. If you have a minute or gvo could you briefly answer 

these questions? 

Should cortx~rate "persons" be entitled to tl~e same basic t?eedoms that individuals are? 

The t?eedom of individuals to form corporations is a necessary ~md important infftrument of commerce. Is this "right to incorporate" a thndamenta] one, or one 

granted by a government to fulfill a policy outcome by promoting cooperation in business? 

What are your thoughts on tl~e recent Citizens Unitedv./~’C decision? 

If you get tl~e chance to answer these questions, I would greatly appreciate. 

Thanl~s! 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Meeting 

Good afternoon Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well. It was AWESOME seeing you this weekend and I’m glad that you are transitioning into your new position well...I knew you would. I’d like to 
schedule a meeting with you to catch up and discuss some academic ventures that I am pursuing. I am usually free on MW from 12-1:30 pm and Fridays from 12 pm to 
whenever. I understand that you have a vePl busy schedule so I am definitely flexible to times!days that are conducive for you. 
I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:23 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Black Studies Summit at Northwestern 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, 1:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Black Studies Summit at Northwestern 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, 1:22 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Black Studies Summit at Northwestern 

Froro: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday :~:2:1 PM 
To: 
Subject: Black Studies Summit at Northwestern 

Please check out the following website for the black studies summit at Northwestern. 
www.northwestern.edu/newscenter/stories/       af-am-summit.html 



From: :@gmafil.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI    Exam 1 reschedule 

He?’ Pro£ Sable, 

I hope your ~veek has gotten off to a good start. I am emailing you to 
set tap a time to take the AFRI     ~xam since I will not be able to 
take it on Thursday I would prefer to take the test anytime during 
the day on Monda? I have to go home for the surge~z and will 
not be returning until the Alternative times are Tuesday 
anytime after 3:15 and any time on Wednesday the      I would prefer 
not to take it Wednesday the    I have had a nasty sinus infection 
the past few days; the infection coupled ~vith tlying to coordinate 
other issues with missing classes has left farther behind than I would 
like to be in my stud guide for the exam. However, If you would like 
for me to take the test before the     , I could take the test between 
9:30-11:30am. Thank you so much for being flexible ~vith me! I hope 
you have a good day[ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje¢~:: 

Salem Press <peter@www- salempress.ccsend.com> 

Monday, Februal3, 6, 2012 1:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

African American tiistory Monfl~ 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

i~ CelebrateAfrican American Histon/Month 

To recognize African American History Month, and contribute to the study of black history and literature, Salem Press is offering 

20% off all literary and historical reference devoted to black history and writers on all orders of these titles during February and 

March, 2012 

You can read short summaries of the titles listed below by clicking here. Or click the title of each reference for a full description 

of it 

LITERARY REFERENCE 

Critical Insights: Alice Walker 

September 2012 . 1 volume ¯ 300 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-42983-730-9 

List Price: $85, Sale Price: $68 

Critical Insights: Gwendolyn Brooks 

October 2009 . 1 volume ¯ 416 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-58765-632-3 

List Price: $85, Sale Price: $68 

Critical Insiqhts: I Know Why the Caqed Bird Sinqs 

October 2009 . 1 volume ¯ 296 pages. ISBN: 978-1-58765-624-8 

List Price: $85. Sale Price: $68 

Critical Insights: James Baldwin 

October 2010 . 1 volume ¯ 472 pages. ISBN: 978-1-58765-701-6 

List Price: $85. Sale Price: $68 

Critical Insights: Langston Hughes 

September 2012 . 1 volume ¯ 300 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-42983-724-8 

List Price: $85. Sale Price: $68 

Critical Insights: Toni Morrison 

September 2009 . 1 volume ¯ 352 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-58765-622-4 

List Price: $85 ¯ Sale Price: $68 

African American Culture (Quality Paperback) 

March 2012 . 1 volume ¯ 275 pages. ISEN: 978-!-42983-687-6 

List Price: $29.95. Sale Price: $2395 

African American Poets (Quality Paperback) 

September 201! ¯ 1 volume ¯ 250 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-42983-645-6 

List Price: $29.95 ¯ Sale Price: $2395 

Notable African American Writers 

April 2006 . 3 volumes ¯ 1,350 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-58765-272-1 

List Price: $217 ¯ Sale Price: $17360 

HISTORICAL REFERENCE 

Great Lives from Histoi~/: African Americans 

September 2011 . 5 volumes ¯ 1,760 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-58765-747-4 

List Price: $595 ¯ Sale Price: $476 

Milestone Documents in African American History 

June 2010 . 4 volumes ¯ 2100 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-935306-05-4 

List Price: $395 ¯ Sale Price: $316 

African American History 

August 2005 . 3 volumes ¯ 1,179 pages ¯ ISBN: 978-1-58785-239-4 

List Price: $217 ¯ Sale Price: $173.60 

SALEM PRESS 

Call Today for More Info: (800) 22!-!592 

Or Click Here for More Information Online 

SALEM PRESS - 2 University Plaza - Hackensack - NJ - 07601 

P.S. We hope this email is helpful & entertaining. However, if you do not wish to be included in announcements of this kind, 

we’ll remove you from our mailing list. Just click the "SafeUnsubscribe" link below and we’ll take you off our announcements list 

immediately (and permanently). 

This email was sent to eunice@email¯unc.edu by ptobey@salempress.com 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Salem Press I 2 University Plaza I Hackensack I NJ [ 07601 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <Announcements@news.sagepub.com--- 

Monday, Februaw 6, 2012 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.* 

Engage your students with Development m~d Social Change 

Request your complimentary review copies at sagepub.com today! 
Trouble viewing? Try the web version Mobile user? Try the mobile version. 

~ Email alerts 

~ Safelist us 

~ Feedback 

::~:~:;:: Share on your 
...... favorite site 

Development and Social Change: A G~obN Perspective, Fifth Edition 

.~’.[!).[[P..[}tI£Ni#.[!A#.[, Cornell University 

In his Fifth Edition, author Philip McMichael examines the project of 
globalization and its instabilities (climate, energy, food, financial 
crises) through the lens of development and its origins in the colonial 
project. The text continues to help students make sense of a 
complex world in transition and explains how globalization became 
part of public discourse. Filled with case studies, it makes the 
intricacies of globalization concrete, meaningful, and clear for 
students and moves them away from simple social evolutionary 
views, encouraging them to connect social change, development 
policies, global inequalities, and social movements. 

~ Request Review Copy 

.~.i Ciick heretoview 

online 

The new edition includes coverage of cutting-edge topics such 
as: 

Developmental impacts of the rise of the BRICS (Brazil, 

Russia, India, China and South Africa) 

Structural adjustment and new inequalities coming to the 

global North 

Degrowth philosophies 

The recentering of agriculture in light of the food, energy, and 

climate crises 

Land-grabbing and biofuels 

and more... ......................... 

Paperback: $58.00 
ISBN: 978-1-4129-9207-7 
@20!2, 408 pages 

~!.~.Q?~..~ r~RL~.~.£ ~ 

[~iI Compa nion Website Avaiia hie! ] 

"1 am highly impressed with the 

author’s breadth of knowledge And 

my students love this book." 

--Julie Guthman, 

University" of California, Santa Cruz 

~ Table of Contents 

~ Sample Chapters 

Back o Top 

Ways of Social Change: Making Sense of Modern Times 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~A[!!}..1~1.#.~#~4]{., University of VWoming 

This text is accessible and informative, acquainting students with the 
narratives of contemporary social change and teaching the critical 
thinking skills needed to make sense of the changing world of the 21st 
century. The book does not strive to answer the question, "Why does 
social change happen.~’ Rather, it examines five forces that are, and 
will continue to be, major drivers of social change: science and 
technology, social movements, corporate power, government actions, 

and war. Learn ............................. 

~ Table of Contents 

~ Sample Chapters 

~ Request Review Copy 

Paperback: $40.00 

ISBN: 978-1-4129-7987-0 



@20!2, 464 pages 

H~OA Compiisnce 

Back to Too 

Browse our 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live a~nc.edu;, 

Monday, 1 3:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Thumb Inj u~ 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
So, this weekend at a dance practice, I injured my right thumb quite seriously. I went to get it checked out this morning and luckily it is not broken! However, I have to wear a 
brace that does not allow me to write at all. I can type minimally (as seen bv the email) but not with any significant speed. As of now, I unfortunately do not know how long I 
will need to wear the brace, which may impede my ability to take the AFRI    exam on Thursday. I have a follow up appointment on Wednesday where I will find out more 
information, but could I speak to you briefly after class on Tuesday to talk about possible alternative options? I am so so sorry for the inconvenience! Just let me know your 
thoughts. Thank you and I hope you are having a wonderful day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: BSM member to meet with Dr. SaNe 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you for your response. I can only imagine how busy you are lately. I will follow up with Mr. Gore for a meeting time. 

Thanks again, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:32 PM 
To: 
Co: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: BSM member to meet with Dr. SaNe 

Dear 

Thanks so much for your email requesting a meeting with me. It has been an extremely busy period hence the delayed response from this end. Kindly get in touch with Travis 
Gore -see his email above - to arrange a time for a meeting next week. 

I look forward to our discussion. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:t09 Battle Hall 
27599-3395 
Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <proquestmai199@proquest.com > 

Monday, Februaw 6, 2012 4:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Black History Month free access to key databases 

ProQuestl 

Celebrate Black History Month with free trials of the new PmQuest History Vault 
Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century and other key ProQuest resources: ProQuest Historical 

NewspapersCI- Black Newspapers, Black Studies Center and Black Abolitionist Papers. 



ProQuest 



.~.i ProQuest2 

Black History Month is the ideal time to empower your students with reliable resources that tell the 
stories of African Americans and events that shaped history and continue to make a difference in 
our lives. 

ProQuest History VaultDs Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century documents one of the 
most inspiring social movements in American history. Take advantage of free access to these two 
modules now: 

Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century: Federal Government Records. 

Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century: Organizational Records and Personal 

Papers, Part 1. 

Access the modules for free now through February t3. 

The modules offer all levels of researchers the opportunity to study the 
most well-known and unheralded events. The collection spans from the 
founding of the National Association of Colored Women Ds Clubs in the 
last decade of the 19th Century to the riots that followed the verdict in 
the Rodney King police brutality case in the last decade of the 20th 

century. 

Find out about all of the ProQuest History Vault modules, such as 
NAACP Papers, Slavery and the Law, Southern Life and African 
American History, 1775D1915, Plantations Records, Part 1, and more. 
Plus, check out all of our History Vault webinars, LibGuides, and our 
blo~. And ask your librarian to request a longer free trial of ProQuest 
History Vault resources. 

More great resources that illuminate the Black experience: 

ProQuest Historical NewspapersE:]- Black NewspapersE:]These newspapers gave voice 
to the people, culture, politics, and issues in those communities that too often received little 
to no attention from other papers= They give students the complete story with nine titles that 
are full-image and cross-searchable with other ProQuest Historical Newspapers and with 

ProQuest’s Black Studies Center. Access it free now throuqh February 13. 

Black Studies CenterE]At its core is Schomburg Studies on the Black Experience[], a 



series of topical studies that help define the development of Black Studies as an academic 
field. The Black Studies Center gateway makes it cross-searchable with the historical 
backfiles of The Chicago Defender, as well as current scholarly journals from International 

Index to Black PeriodicalsE~]Full TexE], the Marshall Index, and the Black Literature Index. 
Plus, many add-on modules are also available. Access it free now throu h Februa 13. 

Black Abolitionist Papers D Provide faculty and students with authoritative international 

abolitionist works produced from 1830 to 1865. The collection’s 15,000 primary source 
materials authored by nearly 300 African Americans include hand-written letters, published 
speeches, editorials, articles, sermons, and essays from the U.S., Canada, England, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Jamaica, and Scotland. Access it free now through February 13~ 

Empower your students with free access today so they can continue to make a difference and ask 
your librarian to request a longer free trial of these resources from ProQuest. 

Be sure to also check out our additional diversib/databases: African American Biographical 
Database, African American Poetry, Twentieth-Century African American Poetry, and more. 

X:: ProQuest3 

ProQuest 789 E Eisenhower Pkv, o/., P.O Box 1346,/’ran Arbor, Michigan 48106-1346, USA 

This is a commercial message¯ 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday~ 4:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: application 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I’ve been looking over my application for the     and just wanted to ask if there is any more information that you needed to have to write a letter of intent? The application is 
due and I signed up to meet with a : peer advisor like you suggested, I would of course love to meet with you again before that date to go over the project 
proposal if you have time! 
Thank you for all your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gould Jeremy <jeremy~.gould@jyu.fi> 

Monday, Februaw 6, 2012 8:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Checking on tx~ssible dates for presentation 

Hi Eumce 

Thanks for the lovely weekend! 

Of the dates on offer, only March 1st is possible. I fly out on March 15th. 
I hope it’s convenient for you. 

Best, 
Jeremy 

Jeremy Gould 

Professor, Development & International Cooperation 

Dept of Social Sciences & Philosophy 

Box 35 

40014 University of Jyvgskylg 

o]Nce phone: ~358 (0)40-8054128 

sum tymes byten sum ~’mes bit 

-riddle?’ walker 

Fromi Sahle, b;unice N[eunlce@)emafl.unc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februapf 07, 2012 3:31 ~\I 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

[)ear Jeremy, 

Hope this finds you well. 

Would March 1, 15 or 16 work from your end? 

Kindly let me know 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Print http ://us.mg5.mai 1.yahoo.corn/nee/1 aunch?.rand=0kqe4er 1 uq34d 

Subject: [ALTA2012] Editorial Decision on Paper 

From: ALTA Secretariat (Nta@mailplus.wisc.edu) 

To: ’,~.yahoo.com; 

Date: Wednesday, December 7,2011 12:52 PM 

Dear Esther Mukewa Lsianza: 

Congratulations, your paper Monologic and Dialogic Interactions in a Second 
Language Classroom: The Case for Swahili has been accepted for presentation 
at The African Language Teachers Association (ALTA) Conference which is 
being held April 26-29, 2012 in Madison. 

Thank you, and we look forward to your participation at this conference. 

You will now" need to register for the conference by March 25th 2012 for 
your presentation to be included in the conference program. You should 
register via the ALTA Conference website here: 
http:/iacamedics.com/conferenceialtaiindex.phpialtaialta2012/sch edCon£iregistration 

Important information regarding conference registration: 

1. With your 2012 ALTA membership dues, your registration rates for the 
Conference will be reduced. Purchase your ALTA membership on the ALTA 
website. You will be issued a "Fee Code" which you will apply upon 
registration to get the discounted rates. Register your 2012 membership 
here: http ://www. altaonweb.org/membership 
Contact the ALTA Secretariat office for any technical support in this 
regard. Registrations after March 12, 2012 are at a higher fee. 

2. Registration fees are NON-REFUNDABLE. Please make sure that you can 
come to the conference before you register. 

3. You may pre-register and pay your registration fees using our secure 
PayPal service online. You do not have to be a PayPal member to use this 
service. You will need a credit or debit card. 

4. If you would rather send a check or money order for your registration 
fees, or your institution will send a check for your fees, these should be 
payable to "ALTA" and should be sent to: 

ALTA 
UW-Madison 
4231 Humanities Bldg. 
455 N. Park St. 
Madison, WI 53706 
USA 

1 of 3 2/6/2012 9:24 PM 



Print http ://us.mg5.mai 1.yahoo.com/neo/1 aunch?.rand=0kqe4er 1 uq34d 

5. The conference organizers will only be providing a projector and screen 
during the conference. Each presenter will be expected to have their own 
laptop for their presentation. If you have a Mac laptop, it is your 
responsibility to ensure that you have all the necessary adapters. Rented 
laptops are available at $150.00 per day. If you need speakers or have any 
other technology requests for your presentation, please send your request to 
adeika@wisc.edu before March 25th, 2012. Any technology requests after this 
date will not be accommodated. 

6. A preliminary draft of the conference program will be posted on the ALTA 
Conference website in the coming weeks. Your abstract will be available in 
the "Proceedings" portion of the conference website as of today. Also at the 
ALTA Conference website, you will find links and directions to the 
conference hotel including the option to make your hotel reservations online 
through the Madison Sheraton Hotel’s secure server. You will also find 
plenty of other pertinent conference information. 

Accommodation Support for 2012 ALTA Conference 

NCOLCTL and the NALRC will provide sponsorship/grants for accommodation to 
qualifying graduate students at the upcoming 2012 ALTA Annual Conference in 
Madison, WI, April 26-29, 2012. Awards will be granted for ACCOMMODATION 
ONLY to eligible students. 

Interested students should enclose the following in their application for 
Accommodation Support: 

1. An application letter stating need for such support. 
2. ACV 
3. A letter of support from their Language Coordinator or Language 
Director/Supervisor. 

Applications must be received by March 5th, 2012. Awardees will be informed 
by March 9th, 2012. Since awards for Accommodation Support are limited, they 
will be granted for accommodation on a first come, first served basis. Any 
applications received after the deadline will not be considered. 

Eligibility: 
¯ Graduate students who are presenting at the ALTA 2012 Conference. 
¯ Priority will be given to those who have never received such an award 
from 

NCOLCTL and the NALRC. 
¯ Accommodation grants will be awarded to ALTA members. 
If your ALTA membership is not current, you may register online at: 
http :iiv~vw.altaonweb. orgimembershipisenior-students-membership 
Please email application documents to: ncolctl@mailplus.wisc.edu or mail 
to: 

NCOLCTLiNALRC Grants 
UW-Madison 
4231 Humanities Building 

2 of 3 2/6/2012 9:24 PM 



Print http ://us.mg5.mai 1.yahoo.com/neo/1 aunch?.rand=0kqe4er 1 uq34d 

455 N. Park St 
Madison, WI 53706 

Contact the ALTA Secretariat offices with any questions. 

Finally, I would like to remind you to plan to attend a Pre-conference 
Workshop on April 26th, 20112 from 1:30 PM to 5:30 PM. There are 4 workshops 
to choose from this year and there is a registration fee of $50.00 for 
members and $150.00 for non members for each workshop. 

Kind Regards 

Nyasha Gwaza 
ALTA Secretariat 
African Language Teachers Association 
Phone 608-265-7905 
Fax 608-265-7904 
alt a@m ailplu s. wisc. edu 

16th Conference of the African Language Teachers Association (ALTA) 

3 of 3 2/6/2012 9:24 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

t ~gmail.com> 

Monday, l 1:46 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: al~at~m student union mtg? 

Great Dr. Sahle, 

I will see you Wednesda55 and I doubt we roll have more than 10 people, probably more like 5 will be able to make it, so Battle hall will be fine. 

Best, 

On Mon, at 8:35 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your kind reminder. 

On Eriday, I indicated to      that a 4.30pro on Wednesday would work. I have meetings until then. Sorry about the delay confirming this, but I have an important meeting 
on Wednesday afternoon and its modalities were just firmed up on l=riday. 

How many members of the Union will be at the meeting? If it is about :tO members we can meet in Battle Hall. Kindly let me know the # and confirm the time with the other 
members. 

Best wishes and see you on Wednesday. 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 8:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Summer Study Abroad Question 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am emailing you a quick question about the summer study abroad program you will be leading in South Africa this summer. 

I am a rising                                                              I just found out about the program and it seems absolutely amazing. I have been 
searching for internships in South Africa for the lastfew months, including at the Center for Civil Society. Unfortunately I haven’t taken a class with you before, but i have read 
pieces written by both you and Patrick Bond which I really liked, which is another huge appeal of the program. 

I was wondering if the deadline of this Thursday            . is strict, or whether you would consider a late application? I understand if it is too late, but it looks like a 
phenomenal program so I thought I should check. If it is too late to apply, I would appreciate any advice you may have for looking for challenging internships in South Africa or 
elsewhere in Sub-Saharan Africa this summer. 

Many thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: AtiJ 

Good afternoon Dr. Sahle, 

I am sending this e-mail to let you know that I have dropped your course. I did enjoy your teaching style as well as the course content, but due to a personal issue that am 
dealing with I have not been able to keep up with the course work. I have hopes of taking your class in future semesters. It has been a pleasure. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:t:29 AM 
Subject: Afri~ 

Dear Scholars, 

Now that you have a genera] introdncfion to the emergence of human righks, our Thursday meeting will tbcus on an examination of other imIyortant issues emerging ti~m 

the readings by Ishay and James. We are one reading behind our schedule, but we should catch by next week. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, Februa~ 7, 2012 1:52 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Global Projects Showcase, CFK Internships, Summer Funding 

Global Proiects Showcase 

Come enjoy a showcase of CGI-suppo~ed students’ research, experiences, and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more about 

what’s possible with the Center for Global Initiatives’ awards and fellowships and 

maybe even learn an adventuring tip or ~vo. Stay posted - we may have an alumni 

guest tell about the evolution from CGI award to successful global social 

entrepr se. 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U RC ES NEW C 
/~[~_~L~_~L_~_~!~_~?_~__~£L__~_~!~__~_~_~!?_~?_~[~_~_~ ................................................... 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to Communications & 

Multimedia work, Non-Profit Management, or Event Planning Take on 

themed projects that connect to your interests and abilities. To apply, 

please send your resume and a cover letter detailing which 

internship is the best fit for you and why you would be the ideal 

candidate to 

Face_it1-;4 C~rI’icLtlLtm Devetopmertt Awards 

CGI offers awards of up to $4,000 to suppo~ course development. 

This year, we are prioritizing courses that focus on Water, which is 

the 2012-13 pan-university theme. We are especially interested in 

supposing water-related courses in schools!depa~ments that 

currently lack such a focus. 



.......................................................................... International Coffee 

Join us for a monthly social hour for 

international and American students, scholars, 

facu ty, staff and ram es Chat about 

resources, oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus. Each month is hosted by a different office with excellent 

resources to offer. This month’s hosts are The Graduate School and 

The Preparing International Teaching Assistants Program. 

Want to travel this Summer? Want funding for your global project? 

Come learn about all of the oppo~unities this Summer to do global 

work sponsored by the Center for Global Initiatives Learn more about 

Shoutouts to awardees Mendy Feng, Marios Antoniou, Bryanna Foote, 

and Burcu Bozku~ for joining in to talk about their global work! 

Sum~T~e~ ~ntemsM s w~th Em ewe~ U 2011 

Vimy Gtoba~ Team Award 

Peacock REACH Fellowship Deadline 

Application Dea@ne 

~k, bs~ Musk: Show 

Hosted by The tnstitute ~or the Study of the Americas 

The Global Music Showis a monthly radio 

program in collaboration with WXYC and The 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses 

world regional music with dialogue shared 

by relevant expe~ guests scholars from UNC 

Chapel Hill. Listen to pas~ br<~a~tcasts of the 

Global Music show. 

Our 20f2 Cak, ndar: Cor~nect~e~’~s 
Stop by to pick one up in our offices in Suite 3002 of th{~ Fed~:{x Globs~ 

Educst~on C:e~ter at UHC or 

by m~E We’ll mail them as supply and ...... 

budget allows. 

Keep an eye on our site Each monthwe 

will release multimedia content that 

provides context about that month’s 

CGI AWARDS+ 
FELLOWSHIPS 

featured program 

~n~ i~te#~a~i~nai NeWiSh 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
G~eat Decisions Lect.~.~Ie: P- ron~otirlg Democ~acv t~,~th Ka~.hleen M. ~:::~ ....... ~" " 

The U.S. has had a history of advancing and supposing democracy around the world. What place does 

democracy promotion have in U.S. foreign policy today? With a choice of tools ranging from economic aid 

to military force, what are the appropriate yet effective methods that the U.S. should use to promote 

democracy? SuppoSed in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

8tree~.S~q~~s P~esen~s ACTS OF W~TNESS 

In honor of Tony Award-winning playwright Athol Fugard’s visit to UNC, StreetSigns presents "Acts of 

~ Witness," featuring Athol Fugard’s classic anti-apa~heid play "Blood Knot" in rotating with the rep 

Sacrificial Poets’ world premiere "Poetic Po~raits of a Revolution." Tickets are $10 - $20 and can be 

ordered at w,~%,~:8~rb4c~pt@£[~}/9:2[~2 or by calling 919.929.2787. Learn more about "Acts of Witness" at 

Cultures & L.anguaSes £c~-oss the Cu~-dcuh~m Conference 

The CLAC conference provides an oppo~unity for faculty, graduate instructors, and administrators to 



share expertise in building and managing programs and will address the practical issues related to 

developing successful pedagogical models for the use of world language and culture learning across the 

post-secondary curriculum. Plenary Topics and Speakers include UNC-Chapel Hill’s 

presenting CLAC i~ ,:~ 

Mr.-~tch Wor~dV~ew S~m~nars 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education, UNC at Chapel Hill 

Credits: 1.5 CEUsor15 professional development contact hours offered per seminar. For program and 

logistic information and to regsiter: 

J 

Be,/in righe == 30i PiSsboro Sti-eet Suite 3002 i C8 5145 i Cn~<~=: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 

~1anage Yo~ S~bscrip~io~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jatin Dua <jd90@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 5:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Thank yo u 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

It was great meeting ruth you at the SERSASiSEAN conference over the weekend and I really appreciated the opportuni~ to be part of the conference and yonr 

feedback on my presentation. I wanted to send you a quick note so you have my email address and look forward to staying in touch. 

Ve~ best, 

Jatin 



From: @live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday 7:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Oltice Hours 

Hey Dr. SaNe! 
Just so you know, rll be coming to your office tomorrow at 8! See you then! 



From: _ ~live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:52 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subje~: AFRI    Grade 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Just wanted to send a friendly reminder concerning the update of my final AFRI grade. 

Thanks in advance! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholm~.o~g@mail80.us2.rsgsv.net~ 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 8, 2012 10:48 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CALL FOR PAPERS: Annual Cont~rence 2012 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Hiddle East and Africa 

October ~-~3~ 20~2 
Key Bridge Narriott Hotel * Washington, D,C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2012 annual conference. 

Nembers flom any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered~ Abstracts on topics related 

to the Niddle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~] contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, aNliat~on). Tge ~ae ~ate far ~[e~osals i~ Tees~ay, Nay ~S, 20~2. Proposals 

should be sent to: i~f~@a~aea~ola~.or~. Completed papers are due by August 31, 

VIEW the list of paper’s presented at the 20’1 ’1 Annual ASMEA Conference. 

Referees and Di,~c~s.,~nt~ 

ASNEA Nembers interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e~mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles~ Send e-mail to: i~f~@a$~ea~h~la~.~r~. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or 

info@asmeascholars.org, 

Association for *:he Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.oro 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www,asmeascholars,org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PC Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copyri(Tht (C) 2012 ASMEA Al! rights reserved 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 12:27 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Film screening on Sunday 2/12 - Seed Spirits: The Otomi of Carolina del Notre 

February 72, 2012, 5:00 at CHICLE Language 

Carrboro NC~ 275t 0 

For more informat~on: 

Ca[[ 919 9S~..0398 or cheer w~bsite www.chVde.com 

Free and Open to the 

The do<umentary presents the indiseno=.as diaspo~a of Otorn~ (Hnahnu peop[es~ h~ Ou~harn, wh~le atso p~esent~n80tom~ l~ves $n San [sabl~t% Me, rico. ]he Otom[ 

a~e the ~th la~gest h-~d~enous population ~n ~ex~co, and ~ke most other ~nd~geno:.~s tx~oples. I~w~ ~n poverty and ~arS~r~at~zat~or~. "]’[~e r~a~’~ so~rce c ~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~l.un~.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

~email. unc.edu> 

Dear Drs. Nzongola-Ntalaja and Rucker: 

Thank you dearly for accepting to work with me. I reallv appreciate it. 

Best regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:05 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Protest against tuition increa~se : FRIDAY at 8a~n 

Protest massive tuition hikes in UNC Syfftem! 

Education is a right! 

8am: March tkom the Pit at UNC Chapel Hill’s ca~npns 

8:30am: Rally at tire Board of Governors meeting (910 Raleigh Rd, Chapel Hill, NC) 

On February. 10, tl~e Boaxd of Governors will be meeting at the UNC Genera] Administration building to vote on tuition and t~e increa~ses of np to 10% for UNC 

system schools. For graduate s~dents and other programs, those increases are even larger in many cases. Tuition increases of any amount will place an undue burden 

on students who are already straggling to pay tuition, will force us to take out more student loan debt, a~ld will close the dools to higher education for many young 

people, especially low income s~dents and students of color. 

The Board of Governors panders to corporate interests at the expense of students and workers. For example, David Powers is the Vice Presidem of State 

Government Relations at Reynolds American, a company known to overlook abnses of farmworkers on tobacco fields. 

Students have been shut out of the process and will no longer remain silent. 

We will also be joining with thonsands of people from across NC the following day, Saturday Feb 11, at 9:30am at Shaw University in Raleigh for Historic Thou~nds 

on Jones Street (HKonJ). We encourage folks to make plums to be out for HKonJ to continue to build the movement tbr jnstice. 

Facebook Event: https:i/www.i:acebook.coln/eventsi218546331563378i 

Website: eduius~dceallia:ace.ora 
Sign fl~e Petition Here: http://w~,.ipetitions.com/petition/ncsnstopfl~ehikes~ 

Twitter: @NCDefendEdu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

slnwg01 as: eunice~)elnail.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30814300-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(dblistserv.nnc.edn 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 5:41 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

db48@duke.edu; clacs- coancil@duke.edu 

Remiuder: This Friday Feb 10 Seminm ruth Duke History. PhD candidate Elizabeth Shesko 

The Research Triangle Seminar Series on the History of Military, War and Society 

invites you to attend 

Friday, 10 February 2012 

4:00 - 6:00 pm - Duke University 
East Campus - Cart Build#N 114 Campus Drive - Room 229 

Elizabeth Shesko (Duke University) 

Lifo and Labor in the Bolivian Barracks: 
Sociability, Discipline, and the Reshaping of Inequalities 

This paper examines the experiences of Bolivian soldiers in the barracks during the 1910s and 1920s, narrating military’ service as a 
formative time during which young men formed friendships, learned literacy skills, and displayed their manliness and bravery. However, 
the transition from an army based on impressment, where brutality served as a motivator, to one based on patriotic service was neither 
smooth nor easy, especially given the pervasive authoritarianism and racism that characterized Bolivia’s diverse and divided society. 
The paper shows how the ideal of citizen-soldiers’ learning to respect, serve, and defend their patria was often stymied by fiscal 
constraints and individual decision-making. Some conscripts thus received tattered uniforms, ate rotting food, and slept on the floor. 
They performed nonmartial labors in fields and on roadways in addition to (and sometimes to the detriment of) preparing for war and 
conserving order. And, ignoring regulations, individual officers profited from conscripts’ labor, fraternized with subordinates, and 
brutally punished soldiers. Despite these conditions, ideas about soldiers’ honor and rights spread as military service slowly became 
entrenched in the lives of particular families and communities. This was not a one-sided process, however: Officers, administrators, 
politicians, conscripts, and communities constantly negotiated the terms of service in the courts, press, congressional chambers, and 
even the barracks, contesting not only particular punishments, labors, or living conditions but also the very purpose of conscription. 

Elizabeth Shesko is a Ph.D. candidate in Latin American History at Duke University. She is currently completing her dissertation entitled "Conscript Nation: 
Negotiating Authority and Belonging in the Bolivian Barracks, 1900-1958," which analyzes the experience of obligatory, military service and its profound effec~ on 
state formation, citizenship, and indigenous identity in Bolivia. 

The seminar starts at 4:15 pro. Refreshments will be sewed before the seminar. 
A pre-circulated paper is available a week in advance at f[)ruehoe~emait.u~)c ~.~du 

For more information see the website: ~:iA,’~,^,,w.unc.edu/n’~hss.;, 

The ORGANIZERS of the "History ol the Military, War and Society Semina¢’ in the academic year 2011-12 are: 
Cosponsored by the Triangle Institute for Security Studies 

Dirk Bonker (Duke University) 
Karen Hagemann (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Susanna Michele Lee (NO State University) 

cooperation with 

Friederike Bruehoefener (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Andrew Byers (Duke University) 
Joseph Glatthaar (UNC a~ Chapel Hill) 
Richar~ Kohn (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Anna Krylova (Duke University) 
Wayne Lee (UNC at Chapel Hill) 
Alex Roland (Duke University) 



From: ~livea~nc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:57 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Exam 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
Thank you SO much again for being so understanding about my thumb injury and moving my exam. I went to the doctor yesterday and here is the verdict. She said that I 
would need to wear my brace and doing a care regimen until at least next Wednesday. By then, the doctor hopes that all of the swelling will have gone down and I would have 
mostly regained the use of my thumb. Taking that into consideration, is there any way I could write the exam sometime at the end of next week? Thank you so much again for 
your kindness and just let me know your thoughts. I hope you are having a wonderful day! 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, ; 11:12 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: meeting 

Hello Dr. SaNe! 

Since I cannot come to your office hours because it overlaps with my classes. Is there anyway I could meet you tomonow, Friday, at 9 or on Mouday before 11 ? 
Thank you so much! Have a great day’. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Automatic reply: Re: 

I will be attending the Transfer Project research workshop in Kenya and will have limited access to internet until Thursday evening 

For urgent matters regarding Undergraduate Studies please contact Professor Dan Gitterman or our student services manager, Maya Budihardjo. 

For urgent matters regarding Graduate Studies please contact Professor Gary Henry. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

appointment about Ta~ania 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

My name is 
Wednesdays after 3pm and before 10am. 

Have a wondertM day t 

[’ram ISSS has referred me to you to talk about Tanzania. I would love to set up an appointment to talk next week. I am available everyday except 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@liveamc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:25 PM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Real Silent Sam Movement Proposal 

Real Sileut Sam Proposal Fiuakdoc 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Thanks again for meeting ruth the union yesterday. I did want to shoot you an email ruth an attached copy of the Real Silent Sam Movement Proposal which we will 
deliver to the board of trustees next week. If you didn’t have a chance to look over the hard copy I left with you and Dr. Hildebrand yesterday evening, I hope you will 

get a chance to look over "this one. I understand your moNliU as an overt activist may be curtailed in your new icx)sition as chair, but I did want you to still be aware of 

what we are doing and know that we value your verbal support even if not in the i[brm of a fignature. Thanks so much Professor SaNe a~d I will see you tomorrow. 

Best, 

Class 

Histo~’ and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve evelything that has substantive 

significance and 1,~ resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subjects." 

- Maiming Marable 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Friday, February 10, 2012 10:06 AM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Diversity Incentive Fund Application 

dithpplication Pe~ry Hall.doc 

Dear Dr. Ne~vsom 

Please find attached our application ]br fanding fi-om the D~versity 
Incentive Fund It pertains to the forum "Hip Hop Generation S" that 
students in in?’ AFAM 356 (Histop)~ of tlip Hop) students will be organizing 
to take place on April 19, 2012 I be]ieve             (a former 
student of mine who is teaching a hip hop based class under my 
superwsion in conjunction with C-START) has spoken with you about this 
program The budget is attached. 

Thank you ]2~r your consideration 
Perry Hall 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxd, Monica L <mrichar&~}email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, February 10, 2012 12:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

What’s new in OUR 

Dr. Sahle, 

The Office for Undergraduate Research has a new associate director, Donna Bickford. Donna came to Carolina in 2006 as the director of the Carolina Women’s 

Center and joined OUR January 2012. Donna has a Ph.D. in English and she taught in Women’s Studies at the University of Rhode Island. We are excited about the 

contributions that Donna is already making to OUR and the Carolina research community. 

Upcoming deadlines and events: 

T Undergraduate Travel Awards: Applications due 15th of each month 

T Carolina Research Scholar: Transcript designation application due February 20 

T Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship: Applications due Feb. 23 

T Celebration of Undergraduate Research: Applications due March 11; Abstracts due March 25; event held April 16 

OUR launches two blogs! 

OUR Blog: 

Visit and comment on our Nog at R~£blogmebd~!~c:ed$!. Blogs are written by members of Carolina’s research community (i.e. undergrads, grads, postdocs, faculty 

and staff). The purpose of the blog is to encourage undergrads to get involved in research. If you have an interesting research experience that you would like to 

share that would be inspiring to and or involves undergraduates, please e-mail your 250-500 word blog entries to our@unc.edu with "OUR glog" in the subject line. 

This week’s guest blogger: speaks on her study o[ the impact of the H~gue Convention on h~ercountry Adoptions by United S~ates 

Citizens in Kenya. 

G RC@OU R blog: 

Visit and comment on the GRC b[og at grc.web.unc.edu. This b[og will contain posts from current and former Graduate Research Consultants and the faculW with 

whom they work. If you are or were a GRC, or are a faculW member who is now working or has worked with GRCs, we would love to share your experiences with 

the commuNty. E-mail your 250-500 word blog entries to Donna Bickford at dbickford@unc.edul This week’s guest blower: Dr. Miche[le Robinson, Department of 

American Studies, speaks on the topic of AMST392: Radical Communities in 20th Century U.S. Religious History with a GRC. 

Sta~ in touch: 

Visit the OUR website: 

Like the Office for Undergraduate Research on Facebook 

Follow us on Twitter: @unc ugrad rsch 

Comment on the OUR Blog: ourblog.web.unc.edu 

Comment on the GRC Blog: g_[~_:~:££~:_#_~_~. 

E-mail OUR: 

Encourage your friends and co~leagues to sign up for this listserv [ourinfo]~ 

Have a great weekend! 

Monica 



From: .,@live a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Subject: Thesis 

Professor SaNe, 

I feel like I lost a day of writing/editing this week due to being sick. In the spirit of turning in this draft as what I feel like is my best work thus far, can I give it to you 
tomorrow? All I need is one day. 

Class of 
History a~d African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .ryfiaing that has substantive 

significance m~d to resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latte~ day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- M~aming Marable 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Class Readings 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I hope this message finds you in good spirits. 3[ wanted to email you asking where I could find the readings for Tuesday’s class. I have looked on the library’s website and these 
readings are not yet available. 

Thank you, 

B.A. Political Science & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, 

r, Education Committee of Black Student Movement 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Friday, 2:51 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Thesis 

Yes. Monday? 

Sent via BlackBelD" by AT&T 

From: "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.nnc.edu~ 
Date: Fri, [4:50:13 -0500 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Dear 

That is fine. 

A meeting next week then? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :t:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis 

Professor SaNe, 

I feel like I lost a day of writing/editing this week due to being sick. In the spirit of turning in this draft as what I feel like is my best work thus far, can I give it to you 
tomorrow? All I need is one day. 

Class of 
Histo~ and Atiicaa~-Amefican Studies Major 

"The historiaa~’s task is to preserve everyfl~ing flaa’t has substantive 

significance and to resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Marming Mamble 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Reynolds--~asreynol@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, ;3:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Re: semester 

Eunice, for sure. 

How about 2.30pro on Tues? 

n 10:13 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Andy, 

Hope you are well. 

I would like to discuss an idea I have for our majors for the semester. Thus, let me know when can have a coffee chat in :tO:t Battle Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 
p!s: Our majors are the ’hegemonic bloc’ in my Afri this semester. 

Andrew Reynolds 

AssooJate Professor of Political SoJenoe 

Chair, Curriculum in Global Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

http://~eynoids.web.unc.edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:36 AM 

Upcoming week - Agenda: AFRI 

Dear Scholaacs, 

For a smooth transition to human rights and justice debates, I have shifted readings for next week. Here is our agenda: 

Week 6: Rights and justice 

Readings: 
(ebook- UNC libraries) Florian Wettstein, I]Defining Justice: A Rights-Based Perspective on Egali’m~-ian Justice ii, pp.44-72 

: Readings 

(ebook - Florimi Wettstein [] Globddzing Justice: exploring the Philosophical a~ld PoliticoJ Bounds of JusCAce [], pp. 72-100 

Atnartya Sen, [] Open and Closed hnpartiality [], in Andrew Kupe~; Global Responsibilities: Who Mufft Deliver on Human Rights? (New York and London: Routledge, 
2005). 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: ~@gmafil.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI Make up exam tomorrow 

He?’ Pro£ Sable, 

I am just emailing you to set a time for me to take the test 
tomorrow-. I would prefer to take it in the morning but I am free from 
8 am to 4 pm tomorrow. I hope you are having a good weekend[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 12, 2012 3:17 PM 

May, James W Jr <jmnes.may@unc.e&t>; Kennedy, Shannon <shannon.kennedy@unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <haztlyn@nnc.edu-~; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Bnck (Buck Goldstein@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu); Stewart, John F 

<j l;tewar@email.unc.e&t> 

Contact report for Wendell Alan McCain(AFAM and the MINOR) 

Contact Report for Wendell Alan McCain 

UNC ID: 

Preferred City/State: Chapel Hill, NC 

Prospect Manager: 

Contact Date: 02/07/2012 

Development Officer: HALL, I 

Activity Type: SV 

Dinner w/WM to solicit gift for A&S. WM wants to make gift to AFAM 

and the Minor. Asked for $50K to be split equally. Will do before June. 

Wendell’s business is doing well and he wants give back. He is going to try and come to the working group meeting in March as well as attend one of 

Buck’s classes. Wants to meet with the new AFAM chair to discuss departmental needs and to find ways the dept. can partner with the National Museum 

of African Art, where he is a board member. His father, Frank McCain is on the Board of Governors. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu> 

Sunday, FebruaD~ 12, 2012 3:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

FW: Contact report tbr Wendell Alan McCain(AFAM and the MINOR) 

This is a contact report. I apologize for not mentioning these at our lunch. It is just a message to let Fou know when I have spoken with a donor on behalf of the 

department. No action required on Four part. Let me know if Fou have questions. 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The UniversitF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From-" Hall, Ishna 
Sent-" Sunday, February 12, 2012 3:17 PM 
To; James W May; Shannon Kennedy; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Sahle, Eunice N; Goldstein, Buck (Buck_Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); John F Stewart 
Subject-" Contact report for Wendell Alan McCain(AFAM and the MINOR) 

Contact Report for Wendell Alan McCain 

UNC ID: 

Preferred City/State: Chapel Hill, NC 

Prospect Manager: 

Contact Date: 02/07/2012 

Development Officer: HALL, I 

Activity Type: SV 

Dinner w/WM to solicit gift for A&S. WM wants to make gift to AFAM 

and the Minor. Asked for $50K to be split equally. Will do before June. 

Wendell’s business is doing well and he wants give back. He is going to try and come to the working group meeting in March as well as attend one of 

Buck’s classes. Wants to meet with the new AFAM chair to discuss departmental needs and to find ways the dept. can partner with the National Museum 

of African Art, where he is a board member. His father, Frank McCain is on the Board of Governors. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 4:15 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Upcoming week - Agenda: AFRI 

Hello, 

I was just emailing to ask if you could give me ,some directions on how to find this book we’re reading for Tuesday. I went to UNC Libraries’ ebook search page 

entered the author and the title of the book in, but the only book that showed up was Multinational Corporations and Global Justice : Human Rights 

Obligations of a Quasi-Governmental Institution. Is this righr? 

On Sat, at 10:36 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Scholaacs, 

For a smooth tra~silion to human rights and justice debates, I have shifted readings for next week. Here is our agen&: 

Week 6: Rights and justice 

Readings: 

(ebook- UNC libraries) Florian Wettstein, ~Defining Jus~ce: A Rights-Based Perspective on Egalitarian Justice’, pp.44-72 

Readings 

(ebook - Floriaa~ Wetkstein °Globalizing Justice: exploring "the Philo~)phicaJ a~d PoliticaJ Bounds of Justice’, pp. 72-100 

A,nartya Sen, "Open and Closed hnpartiality", in Andrew Kuper, Globs] Responsibilities: Who Must Deliver on Hmnan Rights? (New York and London: 

Routledge, 2005). 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Sunday, FebruaD, 12, 2012 8:19 PM 

ttall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu>; May, James W Jr <jmnes.may@unc.edu>; Kennedy, Shannon <shmmon.kennedy@unc.edu>; Sable, 

Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck (Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Stewart, John F <jl;tewas@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

ILE: Contact report for Wendell Alan McCain(AFAM m~d the MINOR) 

Ishna, Excellent news, thanks! Jona[han 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of Nod:h Carolina at (;h~#)e~ H~H 

5emo~ Assocb~:e Dean [or ~;ocia] Sdences ~md 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Eeckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 31GO 

Chapel HU] NC 27599-3100 USA 

Em~;~l: hartlyn~gunc.edu 

()fiR:e: 919 962--1165 Fax: 919 9{52-.2408 

F~m~ Hall, Ishna 
Sent~ Sunday, Februa~ 12, 2012 3:17 PN 
T~ Nay, James W Jr; Kennedy, Shannon; Ha~lyn, Jonathan; SaNe, Eunice N; Goldstein, Buck (Buc~Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Stewa~, John 
Subjeet~ Contact report for Wendell Alan NcCain(A~AN and the MINOR) 

Contact Report for Wendell Alan McCain 

UNC ID: 

Preferred City/State: Chapel Hill, NC 

Prospect Manager: 

Contact Date: 02/07/2012 

Development Officer: HALL, I 

Activity Type: SV 

Dinner w! WM to solicit gift for A&S. WM wants to make gift to AFAM 

and the Minor. Asked for $50K to be split equally. Will do before June. 

Wendell’s business is doing well and he wants give back. He is going to try and come to the working group meeting in March as well as attend one of 

Buck’s classes. Wants to meet with the new AFAM chair to discuss departmental needs and to find ways the dept. can partner with the National Museum 

of African Art, where he is a board member. His father, Frank McCain is on the Board of Governors. 



From: ~gmafil,com> 

Sent: Monday, i 7:16 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subject: AFRI, Exam I 

I emailed you yesterday about setting up a time for me to t~.ke the 
exam I missed on thursday due to my wisdom teeth. I am fairly free 
today but have meeting and stu@ groups that I have tried to postpone 
scheduling for today tu3til now If you can email me a time by 8:30am 

that works best for you today between 9:30 ( due to traveling to 
campus) and 3:30 1 think we can still work it out. If not then I can 
take the test anytime on Wednesday between 8am and 3pm. I just need 
to know- a day ahead of time so I can plan my day- accordingly-. I can 
meet ~vith you at your office or one of you TAs at ~vhere ever is 
convenient for them, Thank you so much for ~vorking with me on this. I 

really appreciate it! 

@hve unc edu 



FFom; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edt~ 

Monday,                9:36 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows tnafiling list <curstZacultyl~llows@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[curst~ultyl~llows] Brown Bag Lunch Seminar Sponsored by Carolina Transportation Program & CURS 

CTP Brown Bag Flier.pdf 

Join ClaNS and CTP this Wednesday: from 12:30-1:30 in New East 101 for a Brown Bag presentation by PhD student Tab Combs: 

Impacts of Bus Rapid Transit Investment, Urban Form, and Vehicle Ownership: 

The case of Bogotfi, Colombia 

How has BRT investment influenced household-level vehicle ownership? Is the impact of access to BRT dependent upon urban form? In this talk, Tab presents findings from her 
dissertation research, in which she addresses these questions in the context of Bogotfi, Colombia and the Transmilenio BRT system. This research has implications for planners and policy- 

makers, and offers new insight into the connections between travel behavior and urban form. 

Check out the flyer attached tlope to see you then! 

Master’s Candidate, 

Department of City and Regional Planning 

University o~’North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



The Carolina Transportation Program and Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
presents in its Brown Bag series .... 

Impacts of Bus Rapid Transit Investment, 
Urban Form, and Vehicle Ownership: 

The case of Bogota, Colombia 

Wednesday * 12:30-1:30 * New East 101 

Photo Credit: 

How has BRT investment influenced household-level vehicle ownership? Is 
the impact of access to BRT dependent upon urban form? In this talk, I 

present findin~qs from my dissertation research, in which I 
address these questions in the context of Bo~aotO, Colombia and the 

Transmilenio BRT system. This research has implications for planners 
and policy-makers, and offers new insight into the connections between travel 

behavior and urban form. 



From: !@gmafil.com> 

Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Re: AFRI    Exam 1 

That pelfect! See you in class tuesday! 

On , at 7:44 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Ho~v about writing the exam on Wednesday from 8.00am-9 15am 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:16 .~vl 
To: SahIe, Eunice N 
Subject: AbaCI    Exam 1 

ProJ~ SaNe, 

I emailed you yesterday about setting up a time for me to take the 
exam I missed on thursday due to my wisdom teeth. I am fairly :tree 
today but have meeting and study groups that I have tried to postpone 
scheduling for today until now. If you can email me a time by 8:30am 
that works best for you today between 9:30 ( due to traveling to 
campus) and 3:30 1 think we can still work it out ]l’not then I can 
take the test anytime on Wednesday between 8am and 3pm. I just need 
to l,mow a day ahead of time so I can plan my day accordingly. I can 
meet with you at your office or one of you TAs at where ever is 
convenient for them, Thank you so much for working with me on this. I 
really appreciate it! 

@live.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <socialmovements@gnmil.com> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 1:26 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Reminder Ca~’olina Seminm" on the Theory and Politic s of Relationali ty, Meeti ng Tomorrow Feb 14 5 pm 

Carolina Seminar on the Theory and Politics of Relationali~, 

First orgatfizational meeting: Tuesday, February 14, 5:00-6:30 pm, 313 :Mumni Building. 

Conveners: Arturo Escobar and Michal Osterweil. 

We want to invite yon to pazticipate in a Carolina Seminar aJnred at exploring the recent emergence of the notion of ’relationality’ in a variety of scholarly fields and in 

social life. By ’relationality’ we mean, first and foremofft, those notions and ways of being in the world that go beyond the dualis~t divides (mind/bo@, selfTotber, 

nature/culture, humma/non-hmna& and others) on which much modem living is firmly anchored. 

The seminar akns to understand, and provisionally ~nap, the ways in which relationali .ty is fostering an emerging ontological-politicalfieM ruth the potential to reorient 
cultural and ,social practice towards the intersecting goals of ecological susIainabili;3.~, cultural pluralism, and social jnstice. We would like to explore the e~ent to this 

doma~n is indeed emelging from seemingly unconnected threads which could nevertheless be seen as enacting converging culmral-politicalproposals; these include 

scholarly trends in the human and social sciences (e.g., phenomenology-inspired approaches of cognition and embodiment, new materialisms, vitalism, process thought, 

theories of networks and assemblages, among others); theories of comple~F in the natural sciences; indigenons people’s and other social movements; ecological 

design; transition studie s; philosophi es of digi tal worlds; mad even some strands of spirituality, such as B uddhism. 

Our background assumptions are, themselve~ already elaborations of these trends, Ibr in~nce, the following: 1) that the contemporary environmenta] crisis is a crisis 

of the dualist ontology of Western modernity that became enslmned with the human/nature dualism; 2) that our contemporary paradox is that we are facing modem 

problems for which there are no longer ~*fficient modem solutions’. Displacing the centrali~" of dualifft ontologies and Caxtesian rationality in the cultuml-polhical 

field, while broadening the space for non-dualis~t ontologies and dltemative mtionalitie~ is a sine qua non for breaking away fi,om this predicament; 3) that soui~ces for 

non-dualist, relational ontologies e:dfft in both alternative traditions within the Wes~t and in the non-West. Outside the main purview of the Western world, the sources 

involve entire relational worlds, such as the non-dualist ontologies of so~ne indigenous, peasant, and minori .ty cultures. 

By collectively discussing these trends, we hope to begin to lay down the rudiment for an ontological approach to social transformation. This approach is inevitably 
political, with a final goal of contributing to a transition towmvls a pluriverse, that is, one in which the centrality- of the dominant forms of Euro-moderni~ is somewhat 
displaced. In this way; the seminar could be described in terms oftbe 

the political activation of relationality. 

In the seminar, we hope to identify the main trends (scholarly and social), authors, processes and questions. Our idea is to promote cmnpus and campus-conmatmity 
debates on the meaning and practice of relationaliF. 

PLEASE email social,nove,nents@gmail.com if you would like a cow of the concept paper/proposal for the seminar. 

Our First organizational meeting will be on Tuesday, February 14, 5:00-6:30 pro, 313 Alum~fi ~ding. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: socialmovements@gmaJd.com To unsnbscribe send a blank email to leave-30755188- 
5963127.6d907bi96ac832141 lb8e66471767a9d@listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@emml.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank etnail to leave-30850350-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subjet~: RE: Thesis 

Attach: So Far.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

These are the chapters I have so far. I have done a lot of reorganization/re-conceptualizing for some of these chapters so they are likely to 
change, but I think I’d like to go ahead and have you look at what I have so far in order to begin getting feedback on what sorts of ideas I 
should change, pursue, expound upon, etc. Dr. Jordan has been helpful as something of an unofficial second reader for me and he has 
encouraged some revisions. Will you confirm your receipt of this email? I know I’ve had trouble with attachments sometimes. 

Best, 

Class of 
Histou’ and Afi~ican-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve~3~thing that has substantive 

significance and to resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subjects." 

- Maiming Marable 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:50 PM 
To:i 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Dear 

That is fine. 

A meeting next week then? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: :@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis 

Professor Sahle, 

I feel like I lost a day of writing/editing this week due to being sick. In the spirit of turning in this draft as what I feel like is my best work thus far, can I give it to you 
tomorrow? All I need is one day. 

Class of 
History m~d Africaaa-Americ~ Studies Major 

"The historiaaa’s task is to preserve eve .rything that has substaa~tive 

significance and to resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latte~ day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, Februa~ 13, 2012 2:11 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <mjohnson@nationa]humm~itie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumaJfitie~enter.o~>; Lesley Scott- 

On <lorr@nationalhummfitie scenter.org> 

REMINDER: Lecture ruth Anthropologis~t Richmd Werbner this Thursday at tl~e National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Reflexive Intellectuals, Digital and Analog Devices, 12oo to 
2012" 

Thursday, February 16, 9012 -- 5:OO p.m. 
Richard Werbner, University of Manchester 

~i Werbner.JPG 

RichaM Werbner’s talk will link his recent work with wisdom diviners in Botswana to a great transformation. This is in modes of communication and hlowledge about 

the hidden realities in people’s lives. With an eye to the impact of pre-modem Islamic practices, he will inh~oduce a new approach to the axt aad insight of healing 

consultations across Africa. 

Werbner is prot~sa~r emeritus in Ati-ican anthropology, honoraD’ research prot~ssor in visual ambrolyology, and director of the IntemationaJ Centre tbr ContemporaJoj 

Cultural Research at the University of Ma~chester where he has been since arriving as a Fulbright Scholar in 1959. He has held visiting appointments at universities 

around the world and has been conducting extensive fieldwork in southern Afi~ca since 1960. Werbner has written extensively on this region, most recently in his 

books, Reasonable Radicals and Citizenship in Botswana: 1’he Public Anthropology of Kalanga Elites (2004) m~d Holy Hustlers, Schism andProphecy: 

Apostolic Reformation in Botswana (2011). In recent yems he has focused on the study of sdances, counseling and subjectivities in Botswana since the AIDS 

epidemic; products of this work are his films, SOance R~flections with Richard Werbner (2004), Shade Seekers and The Mixer (2006), Encountering Eloyi 

(2008), and Holy Hustlers (2009). His films axe aw~lable on DVD from the Royal Anthropologica] Institute a~d online thiough Academic Video Online, Alexander 

Street Press. Werbner is currently working at the Center as the GlaxoSmithKline Fellow; his project is entitled Occult Subjectivities, PracticalRheto~#c: Divination 

and the Moral Imagination. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (0~0) 540-066L ext. ~28, or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National ttumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
Research Triangle Park, .N~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Hobbs, Suzanne M <Suzanne_Hobbs@unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E 
<acooke@email.unc.edu>; Lorenzo Wilson <lgw@ncsu.edu> 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; @yahoo.com>; @email.unc.edu>; Andy Kennedy 

<akennedy@foodlogiq.com>; @unc.edu>; Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Dear colleagues~ 

You are such accomplished and engaged researchers and educators, we were unable to find a mutually agreeable time to talk. I propose we work asynchronously 

via e-mail. 

Big picture: Target a 12-15 minute presentation. Keep in mind that you roll be addressing an andience of approximately 100 individuals ruth a rode range of 

backgrounds. Expect generalists and experts. I anticipate that attendees roll be interested in leavening abont related research trends and challenges in your three distinct 

disciplines. Our ultimate goal is, as the ,symposium title indicates, to get people thinking about food andJbod studies in different ways and to talk with each 

other. Of course, we will not cover ever~thing. 

Symposivan structt~’ing: 

You axe welcome to join us for as much of the program~ning as your schedule a~lows. The day programming begins at 8:45 a.m. in UNC’s Hyde Hall on    . For 

lunc~ we will shift to the Morehead State Dining Room for a luncheon donated by Whole Foods and an address by Andrew Kennedy, President of FoodLogiQ 

entitled, "Does it Matter Where My Food Comes From?" ’ll~e evening reception and Tom PNlpott keynote will take place in the UNC FedEx Global Education 

Center, near the Carolina Inn. 

Panel structure and scheduling: 

Please plan to arrive by 10:00 a.m., if not earlier. The panel begins at 10:30 a.m. in UNC’s Hyde Hall <http://iah.anc.edtr/conVac~/directions>, immediately tbllowing a 

coffee break. We will have a nmnetag for each of you. 

I suggest that Amy start promptly at 10:30 p.m. and begin by brielly introducing everyone or, alternately, introducing berselfand the panel and asking each member of 

the panel to introduce herself or himself. 

I propose we maintain the order listed in the program: 10:30am-noon: Food Secnritv, Sustainable Food Systems & Global Chan~e Panel: 

Moderator: Amy Cooke, UNC Curriculnm for the Environment and Ecology 
Suzanne Hava]a Hobbs, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Eunice Sable, UNC Atiican and At?o-American Studies 

Lorenzo George Wilson, NC State University and USAID Horticulture Collaborative Research Support Program (CRSP) International Advisory Board 

As moderator, Amy is charged with keeping the trains running on time, drawing connectionswhen applicable, and l?acilitating discussion during the question and 
answerperiod. Her expertise in political and human ecology, natural resources, agriculture and food securi~ issues will be invaluable. 

Suzanne Havala Hobbs can speak about international and domestic food and nutrition policy. Emphasizing change over time might be helpful (for exan~ple, earlier 

today I enjoyed reading her background on the link between mahmtrition and national securi~ in the cunent UNC Gazette 

<http:i/ga.zette.unc.edu           advocating-healthier-school-lunches/>). Suzanne can help us link the domestic to the globaJ and the globaJ to the do~nestic. 

Snzanne can share observations drawn from work with European Commission Erasmns Mundus Europubhealth Programme, l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Santd 

PnNique (EHESP), Paris and Rennes, France and School of Health and RelatedResearch (ScHAAR), University of Sheffield, Sheffield, England. 

George expressed interest in talking about the following: Feed the Future, a U.S. governmentinitiative to help eradicate global hunger and achieve food secnrily; his 

involvement with the Hunger Summit; and the Horticulture Collaborative Research Support Program (CRSP) International Advisoo~ Board (IAB), charged with 

reducing poverty, improving nutrition and health, and improving sustamabilib~ and protitability through hoNculture. Additionally, I would like to see George address the 

tbllowing question: how can the horticultural science community help promote food securi~ and sustainable lbod systems? 

Eunice can address aspects of global change, human rights, and the political economy of agricultural ~anstbrmation. Should Eanice discuss implications of increasing 

tbod prices and the removal of govemmentsubsidies as well as agfculture, tbod and ongoing struggles for tbod sovereignty in Atiica, it will harken back to Kathryn 
DeMaster’s work covered in the morning panel. 

My questions to all of you (please "reply to all"): 

<!--[ff [supportL~sts]-->. <!--[endff]-->What are your technical needs? 

<!--[ff [supportL~sts]-->. <!--[endff]-->What three or four points would you like to be certain to cover in your presentation? (Of course, these can be 
ques~dons). 

< [-- [if [supportLists]-->. < !-- [end~f] -->Food securib~ is a sustainable developmer~t issue, connected to healtl~ through malnutrition, but also to sustainable 

economic development, envi~mment agriculture, and human rights. How should members oftbe audience fi~ame their discussions abont these issues? 

< !-- [if !supportLists]-->. < !-- [endif] -->The focus of    progrmnmingatUNCwillbegl~ba~V~ql~y~uexp~icitlyaddresscert~dnregi~ns~rg~ba~izati~n 

more broadly? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif] -->If you are comfortable doing so, please share your mobile number with the group. 

I look forward to an informative e-mail and then in-per~m conversation. 

Thank you once again for participaung in the Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies. Interest in and support for the tbod 

symposium has been overwhelming. We are fortunate to live and work where we do. 

Respectfully, 

Jacqueline 

Additional Information for Shared Tables:A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, ;Participants 
Parking: We have reserved a parking pass for each of yon at the Morehead lot in front of the Morehead Planetarium, on Franklin Street. (Also note that the 

Robertson Express Bus stops near Morehead and Hyde Hall). George, we will be able to reimburse you for your mileage; my colleague, Ms. KarlaNagy, will contact 

you regarding paperwork. 



Symposinn~ website: http:#sharedtablessytnp.wordpress.com/ 

Twitter: If you have s~dents who wanted to attend the symposium but were unable to do so, please encourage thetn to follow us on Twitter; @shaxedtablesssan 

be live tweeting fi~om UNC on    and Duke on     ~Ve will also use #sharedtablessymp 
Recording and photography: Donn Young roll be photographing the symposium. Photo releases will be sent to you. At UNC, only the PhilIx~tt keynote roll be 

recorded for furore classroom use. 

Media: The food symposium has generated significant regional media attention. I encourage all participants to have business cards. 

Contacting me: Note that my mobile number is             Do not hesitate to e-mail, call, or text ruth questions. 

Spe&,fl needs or dietary restrictions: Please let me know and we will accommodate you. 

3acqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5~25 
3~08 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees.unc.edu 
Twitter: @jmolich 

Linkedln: http://www.lin kedin.com/in/olich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hobbs, Suzanne M <Suzanne_Hobbs@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:17 AM 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Cool<e, Amy E 
<acooke@email.unc.edu>; Lorenzo Wilson <lgw@ncsu.edu> 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>;. 
¯ @email.unc.edu>; @yahoo.com>; @email.unc.edu>; Andy Kennedy 

<akennedy@foodlogiq.com>; @unc.edu>; Hobbs, Suzanne M <Suzanne_Hobbs@unc.edu> 

RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Dear 3acqueline, 

Many thanks for this detailed note. 

1 am happy to introduce myself. Sometimes that~s easier for the moderator and just as simple for the presenter. My cell number is 

3[ will not be using slides, so no AV needs. 

3[ plan to make some very brief remarks, not more than ten minutes. 3[ am so happy to be a part of this important panel, but as I emphasized to     when she invited me to 
participate, 3[ was not in a position this month to prepare a new presentation but would be happy to share a few observations concerning trends in food and nutrition policies in 
the US and globally and to field questions from the audience. The main points 3[’d like to convey include: 

* The shift to a global problem of overnutrition, with an obesity epidemic that now spans the world; 
* Our global, shared challenge of reconciling the natural tensions between private interests and the public good where food policy is concerned; 
~ Persistence and paradox of pockets of food insecurity both in the US and abroad. 

Hope this works. 

Look forward to seeing everybody soon. 

Sue 

From: Olich, Jacqueline M 
Sent; Monday, 9:23 PM 
To; Sahle, Eunice N; Hobbs, Suzanne M; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 

Subject; Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 
Olich, Jacqueline M 

Dear colleagues~ 

You are such accomplished and engaged researchers and educators, we were unable to find a mutually agreeable time to talk. I propose we work asynchronously 

via e-mail. 

Big picture: Target a 12-15 minute presentation. Keep in mind that you will be addressing an andience of approximately 100 individuals with a wide range of 

backgrounds. Expect generalists and experts. I anlicipate that attendees will be interested in learning about related research trends and challenges in your three distinct 
disciplines. Our ultimate goal is, as the ~ymposium title indicates, to get people thinking about f!~od an~food smdies in different ways and to talk with each 

other. Of court, we will not cover eve .rything. 

Symposivan structt~’ing: 

You are welcome to join us for as much ofthe programming as your schedule allows. The day p~ogramming begins at 8:45 a.m. in UNC’s Hyde Hall on For 

luncl~ we will shift to the Morehead State Dining Room for a luncheon donated by Whole Foods and an address by Andrew Kennedy, President of FoodLogiQ 

entitled, "Does it Matter Where My Food Comes From?" The evening reception and Tom Philpott keynote will take place in the UNC FedEx Global Education 

Center, near the Carolina Inn. 

Panel st~’ucture and scheduling: 
Please plan to arrive by 10:00 a.m., if not earlier. The panel begins at 10:30 a.m. in UNC’s Hyde Hall <http://iah.nnc.edw’contact~’directions>, immediately following a 

coffee b~eak. We will have a uaanetag tbr each of you. 

I sugges~t that Amy start promptly at 10:30 p.m. and begin by briefly inta~ducing everyone or, alternately, introducing herself and the panel and asking each member of 
the panel to introduce herself or himself. 

I propose we nrafintaJ~n the order listed in the program: 10:30am-noon: Food Security, Sustainable Food Systems & Global Change Panel: 

Moderator: Amy Cooke, UNC Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology 

Suzanne tlava]a Hobbs, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Eunice SaNe, UNC African and Afto-American Studies 
Lorenzo George Wilson~ NC State Universi~ and USAID Horticultu~e Collaborative Research Support Program (CRSP) International Adviso~y Board 

As moderator, Amy is cha~ged with keeping the trains running on time, drawing connectionswhen applicable, and ~:acilitating discussion during the ques~tion and 

answerpedod. Her expertise in political and human ecology, natural ~esources, agriculture and food securi~ issues will be invaluable. 

Suzanne Havala Hobbs can speak atx~ut international and domestic food a~ad nutrition policy. Emphasizing change over time might be helpful (for example, earlier 

today I enjoyed reading her background on the link between malnutrition and national securi~ in the current UNC Gazette 

<http:/igazette.unc.edt~          ’advocating-healthier-school-lnnches/>). Suzanne can help us link the domestic to the global and the global to the domestic. 

Suzanne can share observations drawn from work with European Commission Erasmus Mundus Eua~pubhealth Programme, l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Santd 

Publique (EHESP), Pa~s and Rennes, France and School of Health and RelatedResearch (ScHAAR), Universi~ of Sheltield, Sheffield, England. 

George expressed interest in talking about the tbllowing: Feed the Future, a U.S. governmentinitiative to help eradicate global hunger and achieve tbod security; his 

involvement with the Hunger Summit; and the Horticulture Collaborative Research Support Progran~ (CRSP) Interna~6oual Advisory Board (IAB). charged with 



reducing poverty, improving ntafition and health, and improving sustaJnabili~ and profitability through horticulture. Additionally, I weald like to see George address the 

tbllowing question: how can the horticultural ~ience community help promote food ~cufi~ and sustainable lbod systems? 

Eunice can address aspects of global change, human rights, and the political economy of agricultural ~anstbrmation. Should Eanice discuss implications of increasing 

tbod prices and the removal of govemmentsnbsidies as well as agriculture, tbod and ongoing struggles for tbod sovereignty in AtiJca, it will harken back m Kathryn 

DeMaster’s work covered in the morning panel. 

My questions to all of you (please "reply to all"): 

. What axe your technical needs? 

. What three or four points would you like to be certafin to cover in your presentation? (Of course, these can be questions). 
o l%od securi~~ is a sustainable development issue, connected to health through malnutrition, but also to sustainable economic development, environment, 

agricuItore, and human rights. How should members of the audience fi~ame their discussions atx~ut these issues? 

. The focus of     programming at UNC will be global. ~Vill you explicitly address certain regions or globalization more broadly? 

. If you are comfortable doing so, please share your mobile nnmber with the group. 
I look forward to an informative e-mail and then in-person conversation. 

Thank you once again 16r participating in the Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposinm on Global and Local Food Studies. Interes~t in and support tbr the food 

symposium has been overwhelming. We axe 16rtanate to live and work Mrere we do. 

Respectfully, 

Jacqueline 

Additional hffonnation tbr Shared Tables:A Triangle Symposimn on Global and Local Food Studies, Participants 
Parking: We have reserved a parking pass for each of yon at the Morehead lot in front of the Morehead Planetarium, on Franklin Street. (Also note that the 

Robertson Express Bus stops near Morehead and Hyde Hall). George, we will be able to reimburse you for your mileage; my colleague, Ms. Karla Nagy, will contact 

you regarding paperwork. 

Symposimn website: http://sharedtablessymp.wordpress.com/ 

T~Jtter: If you have s~dents who wanted to attend the symposium but were unable to do so, please encourage thetn to follow us on Twitter; @shaxedtablesssan will 

be live tweeting frown UNC on    and Duke on    . We will also use #sharedtablessymp 

Recording and photoN’aphy: Do~m Young will be photographing the ssanposium. Photo releases will be sent to yon. At UNC, only the Philpott keynote will be 

recorded for future classroom use. 

Media: The food symposium has generated significant regional media attention. I enconrage all participants to have business cards. 

Contacting me: Note that my mobile number is             Do not hesitate to e-mail, call, or te~ with ques~tions. 

Special needs or dietary restrictions: Please let me know and we will accommodate you. 

3acqueline N. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 
3108 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees,unc,edu 
Twitter: 

Linkedln: nrcp: llWWW.lin kedin.com/in/olich 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: meeting times 

Hello Dr. S~hle! 

As discussed earlier today. I am available to meet tomorrow morning anytime from 8AM until 9:45AM and on Friday anytime from 9:00AM until 11:45AM. 

Thanks! Have a great week! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 12:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: . fundraising contact 

Thanks! I will see if I can see her while I am there. 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franldin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 7:35 PM 
To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: FW:             . fundraising contact 

Dear Ishna, 

Hope you are well. 

Below is a message from Prof..]anken. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 6:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject:              fundraising contact 

Deal Eunice, 

from     , sony, I ca~lnot remember that representative’s name. Her email address is, 
Please tell your A&S contact to feel free to use my name. 

Kenneth 

was a high-achieving and engaged student who admires our departmem (and the Stone Centel; too). She is a fundraAser for a Inember of the 

!.~g__r_~L~_~i!:__c_~_r__n_.. Here telephone number is 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Aii~o- American Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Ai~o-America~ Stadies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abom my publications: 

http:/iw~,WuUmassuedu,’umpress/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/k’ooks,’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu:bool~P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edwbook/PO0723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 12:32 Plvl 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculb~] REAl. SILENT SAM - Performance 12:30 WEDNESDAY (Feb 15) 

in the Pit. 

From: ~ 2 ’,@gmaAl.com> 
To: S hevcyl Kleinman _< (a)nc.rr.com> 

Hi! Yes, there will be an event tomorrow at 12:30 pm in the Pit! Here is a link to the Facebook page: 

http://www.facebook.com/events/292330784162946/ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@emaAl.unc.e&¢’>eunice@email.~mc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a href "maiIto:leave-30860047-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30860047- 

3692316.5edd0f12bib180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@aban.org> 

Tuesday, 1:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

ABAN and AFAM 

Good afternoon, 

I am writing on behalf of a company called A Ban Against Neglect (ABAN) 

located here in Chapel Hill on Franklin Street but based originally out of Aecra, 

Ghana. I am currently a maiorin~ in Global Studies at UNC and am 
also an intern for ABANI On i from 6-8 we are holding a fundraising 

event for ABAN’s cause and selling ABAN’s products at 313 E Franklin St. ABAN 

is an organization working in efforts tocause two problems: environmental issues 

and extreme poverty in Ghana. Our company works with girls living on the streets 

of Ghana to make hand-wovenbags out of the plastic waste found on the streets of 
Aecra, the eapitaleity. We help each girl learn a trade, make a living, and secure a 
future while also creating a healthier environment. 

We would love it if some members of the Global Studies department came to 

this event. The products are amazing and the perfect gift friends, family, 
and acquaintances. 

We hope to see some of you there! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, February’ 14, 2012 4:14 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Karen Glynn <karen.glynn@duke.edtr~ 

Photographer Galy Monroe at Duke Libra~ Monday Feb 20 6:00 pin 

GaW Mollroe will present a retrospective of his photograph?- on Monday 
FebruaW 20, 6:00 pm, in t2ae Rare Book Room in Duke’s Perkins Libra~z. 
A reception ~vill follow. 

This is an opportunity to understand the broad scope and depth of his 
work from the 1970s to the present The photographs he will present 
from Florida, Haiti, Cuba, South America, Europe, Egypt, and hadia are 
drawn from an archive of roughly 25,000 exhibit prints. To date Duke’s 
library has acquired and digitized 100 photographs of Gary’s extensive 
documentation of Haiti from the early 1980s - 1990s. 

This event is free and open to the public 

For more information, contact karen.glynn@duke.edu 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Umversity 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 12:04 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

bib and thesis 

Durban SDCEA mid WestcliffFlats Bib.docx 

Dear Dr. Sable, 
I hope you axe well. 

Hele is what I’ve been working on for the Durban reseaxch. I’m not sure I found what you were really looking for ruth theories of’cultural powed of social movements, 

so let me know if you have s~me other direction in mind. 
Let me know what the plan is moving tbrward. If you want to meet, rm t~ee eve~ morning until 11 and then after 3:30. 

AI~, I need to ask if you axe willin.~/have the time to be a reader tier my thesis? I’m plmming on having the del~n~ be sometime axound the last week of Maxch. 

Also, j ust a reminder about the Sussex and SOAS ret~rences, when you get a chance. 

Thanks for everytNng, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 4:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The Center tbr Cultural Diplomacy Studies & Opportunities in the Field of Cultural Diplomacy 

- The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies - 
& Opportunities in the Field of Cultural Diplomacy 

Dear Sir;Madam, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to you now to bring to your attention a number of new exciting opportunities in the Field of Cultural Diplomacy 

(outlined below). 

wv~N.ccds-berlin.de 

(Fro n March 26th, Berlin) 

First, I would to inform you of Cultural Diplomacy S[udies Oppodunifies in the frame work of our Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies in Bedin (CCDS)= We are currently 
accepting applications for enrollment to the spring semesters, and woukJ be grateful if you could share this announcement by folwarding the information below to anyone you 
think may be interested in applying. 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) is the worldly; leading center for the study of cultural diplomacy, offering educational 
opportunities ranging from week-long seminars for undergraduate students and interested professionals to master’s and doctoral programs for graduates pursuing careers in 
academia, diplomacy, government and/or the private sector dedicated either wholly or in part to the field of cultural diplomacy. 

CCDS offers the followinq Opportunities: 

Master of Arts Program in International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin, from Mamh 12th, 2012) 

PHD Program in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy (Berlin, flora June 18th, 2012) 

MBA in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy (Berlin, from June 18th, 2012) 

E-Learning Courses in Cultural Diplomacy (from June 2012) 

To apply to the above programs please visit: v, ewv.ccds-berlin.de 

news releases, research scholarship opportunities, job offers, cultural diplomacy best practice competitions, invitations to participate in cultural diplomacy delegation trips, 
and more. 

To learn more about these opportunities and to receive regular news and updates please visit: v, evw.Opportunifies-in-Cultural- Diplomacy.or.q 

We also warmly encourage you to join and contribute to the development of the ICD Networks below: 

The ICD Official __O___r_g_anization Profile 
.,_&y_t ,_~ j_9__d__: _o_ R :_f_&c_ #__b__o___o__l_£ _o__r_q 

Please stay informed about the activities of the ICD and join our community by "Liking" our official organization profile, "Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD)", which you can 
access by following the link www.icd-o n-facebook.orq 

iii:]::::]:]~ ii ~:::i::i::~ ii i i:::~i! ~.: ~i!’.i :i::::i! :!i;: -- Our upcoming events will bring together high profile governmental and diplomatic officials & VlPs, academics & scholars, civil society 

practitioners, private-sector representatives, journalists & media representatives, and young professionals & students from across the world to discuss some of the most 
pressing issues facing our world today. 

We. warmly encourage you to explore our upcoming conferences (see detailed informatkm below) and would be grateful if you could R~rward the infi)rmation to anyone you feel 
might be interested in participating. 

We are currently accepting applications for the followinq events: 

(For the complete ICD Calendar 2012 c~ick here} 

The International Conference on Cultural Diplomacy & the UN (New York & Washington D.C.. February 21st --- 24th, 2012) ~wv.un-eulturaldiplomacy- 

conference.oLq 

The Berlin International Freedom of Expression Forum (Berlin, February 28th - March 2nd, 2012) ~:__b__e__r_!!_n__-__f__o_E_u___m__:_o__[fl 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 2012 (Berlin, March 7th -10th, 2012) v.._~L_,~_:_b_!_e_c_:..d_~ 

The Arts Diplomacy Festival 2012 (Berlin, March 22nd - 2oth, 2012) ~:!£_d__-_[_a___n_fl_u___a_g__e__o___f_a__~__a_!?__d___m___u___s_!_c__:_o__r_g. 

The Ankara Conference on Peacebuilding & Conflict Resolution (April 17~h - 19th, 2012) vwvw.ankara-conference.orq 

The Power of Africa (Paris, May 02nd -4th, 2012)~_t_!_~__e__-#__o___v_~_r_:__o_[_-_’_a__f_r_i_u_’__a_,_o__[9_ 



The ICD Young Leaders Forums 2012 ~:y_!_f~_o___£_f__e__r__ej?__c__e__:_o__r_g. 

On behalf of the h~stitute for Cultural Diplomacy I would like to thank you in advance for your cooperation in sharing the news of our program. If you have any further questions 
regarding [he MA program or our institution, please do not hesitate [o contact us at: ._a_##__d__&r_[_~y_@__c__u__[t__u__[_a__Ld__i_p__LqE~__a___c:y~__o__r_g. 

With warm regards and gratitude. 

Mark Donfried 

,.loin ~CD on Facebook = c~ic~, here 

Mark C. Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku datum Karree (3[d Fieor,’HochhaL=s) 
Ku#Qra~endamm 207-8 ~eriin, Germ~!~y- !0719 

Phone: 00.49 (0)30.2360-7680 

Fax: 00 49.~0)30 2360-76811 

www.culturaldiplomacy.or~ 
MA in Cultural Diplomacy- click here 

ICD Twitter Page -click here 
Bet:ot~e ;¢ =’~et~b~±r of t~le iC;’~ o-click here 

1-his e~mail contains priviieged and confidential information intended only 

~o[ the L=se of the individL=al or en~i~y !~amed :~bove i~ ~i~e reader of ~his 
e-ma~l ~s not the k~el~ded recipient or ~he employee or agent respol~sible 

fe[ reuting it to the ~nl~nded rec~p~e~t, yeu are I~ereby net~fied that any 

review, d~sseminatJon, copyb~9 or for,~,’ardin9 of th~s e-nqai~ Js stdctly 
pro#~ibite~. ~f yoc~ #~ave rece~ve~ t#~is e.-m:~l il~ error, p~e:~se rep~y to ~he 

sender or sL:ch ~d ~e~ete ~he e-m~ il~ ~t~ en~iret~ ~hal~k you 



From: ~gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:01 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: RE: AFRI    Exam 1 

The front door is the one on the franklin st side right’? ]’hat’s where i’m wailing. 

On 7:44 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

How about writing the exam on Wednesday from 8.00am-9.15am. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:16 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI     Exam 1 

Prof. Sahle, 

I emailed you yesterday about setting up a time for me to take the 
exam ~ missed on thursday                         [ am fairly free 
today but have meeting and study groups that [ have tried to postpone 
scheduling for today until now. If you can email me a time by 8:30am 
that works best for you today between 9:30 ( due to traveling to 
campus) and 3:30 ][ think we can still work it out. If not then ~ can 
take the test anytime on Wednesday between 8am and 3pm. ~ just need 
to know a day ahead of time so ~ can plan my day accordingly. I can 
meet with you at your office or one of you TAs at where ever is 
convenient for them, Thank you so much for working with me on this. ~ 
really appreciate it! 

@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weingarden, Ronit <ronitw@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 10:13 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ISSS and visa and permanent residency assistance at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Eunice, 

i do not believe so, since it is the funding cannot be guaranteed as per the form i received. It would also be an issue with his qualifications since he does not have 

any type of degree in foreign language and literature, linguistics, education etc... He didn’t even meet the PhD requirement since he had not obtained it at the 

time he was hired. 

Ronit 

Assistant Director & Advisor to Foreign Academic Staff 

International Student & Scholar Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 5240 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 25799-5240 

Phone: 919-962-5661 

Fax: 919-962-4282 

Email: ronitw@email.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 2:52 PM 
To: Weingarden, Ronit 
Co: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: ISSS and visa and permanent residency assistance at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Dear Ronit, 

Does this change Fall’s situation since it mentions fixed-term teaching faculty? 

Kindly let me know because of my upcoming discussion with him on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 2:47 PM 
To: Hughes, Jean C; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Bardsley, Janice B; SaNe, Eunice N; Gil, Karen M; Weingarden, Ronit 
Co: Carney, Bruce William; Dwayne Pinkney (dpinkney@unc.edu); Elizabeth Barnum ( @qmail.com); ’Narvis Green’ (narvis...green@unc.edu); Bishop, Bridget S. 
Subject: ISSS and visa and permanent residency assistance at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Colleagues 

I am pleased to report that the Provost has approved a permanent addition to the ISSS budget of $60,000./year to facilitate visa and permanem residency work for 

tenured/tenure-track and tixed-term teaching Faculty members at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

This will allow tbr the addition to ISSS ofa prot~ssional staB’person (IFTE) and a staff’assistant (0.5FTE). 

The increased prot~ssional and stalT capacity will allow ISSS to provide much needed visa and permanent residency assistance to our tenured/tenure-track and 

teaching fixed-term t~culty. 

With thanks, Ron 
Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Ctdef International Officer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Bnilding, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ~on shauss@unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 11:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJd.unc.edtr~; Hildebrand, ReginaJ~d F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Penn Conference Maxks Honorary Professorship for W.E.B. Du Bois ] Penn News 

Eunice and Reg, 
This seems to be relevant to the conference plans for next year. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UN-C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-;%2-2345 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

ldcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afriafam unc edu/ 

From: H-NET Discussion List for African American Studies [tI-AFRO-AM@II-N[~T.MSU EDU] on beha[[" ofAbdu[ Alkalunnt [mcworter@[LMNOIS EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 10:05 AM 
To: H-A[~’R~) -A M@H-NET.MSU .EDU 
Sutziect: Penn Conference Marks Honorary Professorship for W.E.B Du Bois i Penn News 

From: .9)gmail com 

http:i/www.upenn edu/pennnews/news/penn-c~nference-mark-h~n~rar~-emeritus-professorship-socio~o~-and-africana-studies-web-du-bois 

Penn Con[’erence Marks Honorary Professorship :[’or W.E.B Du Bois 

PHILAIg]b;LPHIA ~?? The posthumous recognition ofW E.B. Du Bois as 
Honorary Emeritus Professor of Sociology and Afi-icana Studies at the 
University of Pennsylvania will be celebrated at a Feb. 17 conference 

<http://www. sas upenn, edu/africana/dr-web-du-bois-honorary-emeritus-professorship-con ference-celebration-frida’g-februap/-17-2012> 
by the Department of Sociology and the Center for Africana Studies. The 
cotffcrence will coincide with the date the Penn Board of Trustees is 
scheduled to vote on the appointment. 

Du Bois was a sociologist and civil rights pioneer who came to Penn as 
an assistant lecturer in 1896 to study Philadelphia~??s Seventh Ward. 
Ttnee years later, he had xvritten two major books,/An 2unerican 
Dilennna: The Negro Problem and Modern Democracy/and/The Philadelphia 
Negro: A Social Study/. "A~ile xvorking as an assistant lecturer at Penn, 
Du Bois xvas not offered a professorial appointment. 

T~ufu Zuberi, <http:/isociologg.sas.upenn.edu/tukufu zuberi> professor 
and chair of Sociology, praised Du Bois as one of the most impoltant 
scholars and public intellectuals of his generation. 

"Dr. William Edward Bttrghardt Du Bois achieved the highest lcvels 
of sociological science, xvhile presenting a case for equality and 
justice that was accessible to everyone,~?’.’ Zuberi said. g??He xvas able 
to rise above the absurd limitations of his time. He drearued of a 
world where equality and justice ruled the day. With this appointment, 
Perm honors his vision at a time when it attempts to address his 
concerns.~? ? 

Du Boisg??/The Philadelphia Negro/was the first scientific 
sociological study of race. It focused on the social problems of 
Philadelphia~??s African-American cormnunity that stemmed ti*om racial 
marginalization, concluding with the author~??s suggestions for social 
reform. 

Du Bois left Penn tbr Atlanta University where he founded one of the 
country~??s earliest sociology departments. He }vas one of the founders 
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and 
has been widely recognized as the father of the pan-African movement 

The Feb. 17 conference is free and open to the public. Online 
registration is available at 
http:/i}vww.sas upenn.eduiduboisprofessorship. The conference }vill open 



at 10 a.m. and continue until 9 p.m. in the G17 auditorium of Claudia 

Cohen Hall. The entrance is on ground floor at the rear of building. 

More than 20 scholars from across the United States ~vill gather to 
present new research in the field of sociology in three panel 
discussions, g??/\Vho Was W.E.B. Du Bois?,g?? a??W.E B. Du Bois and 

Social Science~?? and ~??W.E B. Du Bois and Africana Studies// a??/ 

’]?he conference will include a tour of the art installation a??rI1ne 
Philadelphia Negro Reconsidereda?? by Terry Adkins 
<http://www.design.upenn.edu/people/adkins terry>, a professor of fine 
arts at Penn. The installation consists of 18 silk-screen prints on 
display in Room 100 of the Morgan Building. A musical tribute, ~??Art 
Songs in the Kingdom of Culture,a?? ~vill also be performed that evening 
by Penn music professor Outhrie Ramsey Jr. 

<htt p :i/www .upenn. edu/spotlight s/t eaching-and-rr~aking-music-colored-waiting-roora> 
in the Fisher-Bennett Recital Hall. 

The event is made possible through the support of Penn~??s Office of the 
Provost with contributions by the School of Arts and Sciences, the 
Center for Africana Studies, the Department of Sociology, the Annenberg 
School for Con~nunication and the Asian American Studies Program. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@listserv.ecu.edu> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 12:02 PM 

-L@listserv.ecu.edu 

Last Call to Vote: Graduate Student Paper Award 

Last Ca 11 to Vote! Details Belo~v. Deadline: Midnight, Friday, 17 Februaly 

Subject: i        Graduate Student Paper Award ($100 prize) 
Date: 10 Februaly 2012 

Dear 

Good afternoon If you attended our spring 2012 joint               Conference at D~,~’C-Chapel Hill, you paid a registration fee and became a member of You also received an 
exceptionally warm welcome from our hosts Furthermore, you heard some outstanding papers li’om faculty and graduate students. Your coordinators call upon those of you who attended 
the cont?rence to vote for your favorite presentation delivered by a graduate student. 
The candidates in alphabetical order are: 

(1) 1, U2x,-C-Chapel Hill, ’ 

(2) Jatin Dua, Duke University’, "The Work of Piracy: Rethinking Economies of Circulation and Exchange along the East African Coast" 

(3) Munene Mwaniki, UniversiD" of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, "’The Great Barrier Trench’: Spatializatlon in Colonial Kenya" 

(4) Anta Sane, tIoward UniversiD’, "African Women’s Movements and the Push for Democracy and Good Governance: A Test of the Efficacy of Multicultural Feminist Theory" 

(5) Laura West, Virginia Tech, "Behind the Masks: Perception and Black Modernity in Liberia, 1904-1912" 

Please vote by selecting one of the candidates above, then send your w~te to Ken Wilburn, Aran MacKinnon and Shannon Harris. Just copy the email addresses below and paste them into 
your address line (the "To:" line). 

wilburnk@ecu.edu; amackinn@westga edu; svharris@king.edu 

The deadline to w~te is midnight, Friday, 17 February. The winner will receive the distinction of the 
of our graduate students and of 

Ken Wilburn, East Carolina Umversity 

Aran MacKinnon, State University of West (ieorgia 

Shannon ttarris, King College 

Coordinators, 

Graduate Student Prize and an award of $100. Thanks so much for your support 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roufledge Education <maJl.skozxqqdevulo~Jl@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Sociology of Education, 2e 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Sociology of Education 
A Critical Reader, 2nd Edition 

Sociology of Education will stimulate your student’s thinking about the 

important roles that schools play in contemporary society and their ability 

to solve fundamental social, economic and political problems. 

The Second Edition: 

provides students with seven new readings from some of the best 

theorists and researchers 

includes comprehensive section introductions, questions for reflection 

and discussion, and suggested readings. 

Request a complimentary exam cop,,, for your Sociology & Social Policy or 

Sociology of Education course today. 

Read More 

If you require further details on this title or would like to 

learn about other textbooks in Education, please contact your 

Sales Specialist, Rob Kistler, 

To be removed from our email list please click here to unsubscfibe. 

Spread the Word! 

Edited by: 

Alan R. Sadovnik 

Taylor & Francis Group is the academic division of Informa plc. 
Taylor and Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited. 

Registered Office: Mortimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street, London W1T 3JH 

Registered in England under no. 314578 

Registered Country: UK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live a~nc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F.xam Make-Up 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
Thank you so much for being so understanding about my injury this week. I appreciate the concern and time to heal so very much. Like I said on Tuesday, I unfortunately still 
cannot write without a lot of pain. It is taking much longer to heal than I expected. I can type, however, and would love to be able to type the exam for you if possible. I believe 
you said that Friday morning would work for you to be able to take the exam. Would around :t0:30 or 10:45 work? Just let me know what you think or if another time would 
work best for you. Thanks and I hope you are having a wonderful day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

Hobbs, Suzanne M <Suzanne_Hobbs@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E 

<acooke@email.unc.edu>; Lorenzo Wilson <lgw@ncsu.edu> 

@ kenan-flagler.u nc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>;. 

@email.unc.edu>; @yahoo.com>; @email.unc.edu>; Andy Kennedy 

<a kennedy@foodlogiq.com>; @unc.edu> 

RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Dear panelists, 

This maybe our strongest panel. 

Sue, your plan sounds ideal--you are ideally suited to authoritatively cover the three points you suggest. 

Amy, if you briefly define food insecurity in your introductory comments then Sue can hit the ground running. Alternately, Sue can briefly define the term so all audience 
members are on the same page~ 

1‘ appreciate your time and expertise. 

Regards, 
3acqueline 

From." Hobbs, Suzanne M 
Sent; Tuesday, 10:17 AM 
To: Olich, Jacqueline M; Sahle, Eunice N; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 
Cc: Andy Kennedy; 
Subject: RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Hobbs, Suzanne M 

Dear ,]acqueline, 

Many thanks for this detailed note. 

1‘ am happy to introduce myself. Sometimes that’s easier for the moderator and just as simple for the presenter. My cell number ~s 

1‘ will not be using slides, so no AV needs. 

1 plan to make some very brief remarks, not more than ten minutes. 1‘ am so happy to be a part of this important panel, but as 1‘ emphasized to     when she invited me to 

participate, 1‘ was not in a position this month to prepare a new presentation but would be happy to share a few observations concerning trends in food and nutrition policies in 
the US and globally and to field questions from the audience. The main points 1‘’d like to convey include: 
* The shift to a global problem of overnutrition, with an obesity epidemic that now spans the world; 
* Our global, shared challenge of reconciling the natural tensions between private interests and the public good where food policy is concerned; 
~ Persistence and paradox of pockets of food insecurity both in the US and abroad. 

Hope this works. 

Look forward to seeing everybody soon. 

Sue 

From; Olich, .lacqueline M 
Sent; Monday, 9:23 PM 
To-" Sahle, Eunice N; Hobbs, Suzanne M; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 

C¢’, Andy Kennedy; 
Subject: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Olich, Jacqueline M 

Dear colleagues~ 

You are such accomplished and engaged researchers and educators, we were unable to find a mutually agreeable time to talk. I propose we work asynchronously 

via e-mail. 

Big picture: Target a 12-15 minute presentation. Keep in mind that you will be addressing an andience of approximately 100 individuals with a wide range of 

backgrounds. Expect generalists and experts. I anticipate that attendees will be interested in learning about related research trends and challenges in your three distinct 
disciplines. Our ultimate goal is, as the ~ymposium title indicates, to get people thinking about f!~od an~f!)od smdies in different ways and to talk with each 

other. Of court, we will not cover eve .rything. 

Symposivan structt~’ing: 
You are welcome to join us for as much ofthe programming as your schedule allows. The day p~ogramming begins at 8:45 a.m. in UNC’s Hyde Hall on    .For 

luncl~ we will shift to the Morehead State Dining Room for a luncheon donated by Whole Foods and an address by Andrew Kennedy, President of FoodLogiQ 

entitled, "Does it Matter Where My Food Comes From?" The evening receplion and Tom Philpott keynote will take place in the UNC FedEx Global Education 

Center, near the Carolina Inn. 

Panel structure and scheduling: 

Please plan to arrive by 10:00 a.m., if not earlier. The panel begins at 10:30 a.m. in UNC’s Hyde Hall <http://iah.nnc.edw’contact~’directions>, immediately following a 



coffee break. We will have a naanetag tbr each of you. 

I suggest that Amy start promptly at 10:30 p.m. and begin by briefly introducing every-one or, alternately, introducing herself and the panel and asking each member of 

the panel to introduce herself or himscltl 

I propose we maintain the order listed in tlae program: 10:30am-noon: Food Security, Sustainable Food Systems & Global Change Panel: 

Moderator: Amy Cooke, UNC Curriculum for tlae Environment mad Ecology 

Suzanne Hava]a Hobbs, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Eunice Sable, UNC African and Afro-America~ Studies 
Lorenzo George Wilsor~ NC State Universi~ and USAID Horticulture Collaborative Resemch Support Program (CRSP) International Adviso~y Bomrl 

As moderator, Amy is chmged with keeping the trains running on time, drawing connectionswhen applicable, and facilitating discussion during the ques~tion and 

answerperiod. Her expertise in political and humm~ ecology, natural resources, agriculture and food securi~ issues will be invaluable. 

Suzanne Havala Hobbs can speak about international and domestic food and nutrition policy. Emphasizing change over time might be helpful (for example, earlier 

today I enjoyed reading her backgrotmd on the link between malnutrition and national sccuri .ty in the current UNC Gazette 

<http:/igazette.unc.edu          ’advocating-healthier-school-lunches/>). Suzanne can help us link the domestic to the global and the global to the domestic. 

Suzanne can share observations drawn from work with European Commission Erasmus Mundus Eumpubhealth Programme, l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sant6 
Publiqne (EHESP), Paris and Rennes, France and School oftlealth and RelatedResea~-ch (ScHAAR), UniversiU of Sheltield, Sheffield, England. 

George expressed interest in talking about the tbllowing: Feed the Future, a U.S. governmentinitiative to help eradicate global hunger a~d achieve tbod security; his 

involvement with the ttunger Summit; and tlae Horticulture Collaborative Research Support Progra~n (CRSP) International Advisory Board (IAB). charged with 

reducing poverty, improving nutrition and health, and improving sustainabili~ a~d protitability tlm~ugh hoNculture. Additionally, I would like to see George address the 

following question: how can the horticultural science community help promote food security aaad sus~nable food systems? 

Eunice can address aspects of global change, lmman rights, and the political economy of agricultural tmnsforn~ation. Should Eunice discuss implications of increasing 

food prices and the removal of govemmentsubsidies as well as agriculture, food a~d ongoing struggles for food sovereignty in Africa, it will harken back to Kathryn 

DeMaster’s work covered in the morning panel. 

My questions to all of you (please "reply to all"): 

. What are your technical needs? 

. What three or four points would you like to be certain to cover in your presentation? (Of course, these can be questions). 

. Food sccuri~~ is a sustainable development issue, connected to health through malnutrition, but also to sustainable economic development, environment, 

agriculture, and lnmmn rigbls. How should members of the audience ti~ame tl~eir discussions about tlaese issnes? 

. The tbcus of    programming at UNC will be global. Will you explicitly address certain regions or globalization more broadly? 

. If you are comtbrtable doing so, please share your mobile number with the group. 

I look forward to an informative e-mail a~d then in-per~m conversation. 

Thaaak you once again for paNcil~tlng in the Shared Tables: A Triaaagle Symposium on Global aaad Local Food Studies. Interest in and support for the tbod 

symposium has been overwhelming. We m’e fortunate to live and work where we do. 

Respectfully, 

Jacqueline 

Additional Information for Shared Tables:A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, Participants 
Pat’king: We have reserved a parking pass for each of you at the Morehead lot in front of the Morehead Planetarium, on Franklin Street. (Also note that the 

Robertson Express Bus stops near Morehead and Hyde Hall). George, we will be able to reimburse you for your mileage; my colleague, Ms. KMaNagy, will contact 

you regarding paperwork. 

Symposium website: http:#sharedtablessytnp.wordpress.con’r/ 

Twitter: If you have s~dents who wanted to attend the symposium but were unable to do so, please encourage them to follow us on Twitter; @sharedtablessym will 

be live tweeting fi~om UNC on    and Duke on ~Ve will also use #sharedtablessymp 

Recording and photography: Donn Young will be photographing the symposium. Photo releases will be sent to you. At UNC, only the Philpott keynote will be 

recorded for future classroom use. 

Media: The tbod s?mposium has generated significant regional media attention. I encourage all paNcip~mts to have business ca~-ds. 

Contacting me: Note that my mobile number is            . Do not hesitate to e-mail, call, or text with questions. 

Special needs or dietary restrictions: Please let me know and we will accommodate you. 

3acqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 

3108 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees.unc.edu 
Twitter: 

Linkedln: httD://www.lin kedin,corn/in/olich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hobbs, Suzanne M <SuzanneHobbs@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:09 PM 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtvq Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edtvq 

Lorei~o Wilson <lgw@ncsu.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; ~)email.unc.edu>; 

@email.m~c.edu>; @ahoo.co,n>; @email.unc.edu>; And.v Kennedy 

<~akennedy@foodlogiq.coln>;                    _ @unc.edu> 

RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Suzanr’e Havaia Hobbs, D£PH 

CI i n~ oal AssocJ a ~e P~ }lessor 

Director, Doctoral Program in Neaith Leadership 

Research Feilow~ Cente~ ior Health Promotion and Disease Prevention 
Department of Health Policy and Management and Department of Nutrition 

CB #74~ ~ 
113 Rosenau 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 

University of North Carolina a~: Chap}l HiM 

Chapel Hill, Nor~:h Ca£olina 27599-7~11 
Voice 919-843-4621 

Fax 919-966-696i 

Email suzanne hobbs@)unc.edu 
Skype suzanne, havala.hobbs 

F~m: Oli~h, Ja~queline M 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:05 PM 
To= Hobbs, Suzanne M; SaNe, Eunice N; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 
Cc’. Andy Kennedy; 
Subject= RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 
Dear panelists, 
This maybe our strongest panel. 
Sue, your plan sounds ideal--you are ideally suited to authori~tively cover the three poin~ you suggest. 
Amy, if you briefly define food insecuri~ in your introducto~ commen~ then Sue can hit the ground running. Alternately, Sue can briefly define the term so all audience 
members are on the same page. 
I appreciate your time and expe~ise. 
Regards, 
3acqueline 

From: Hobbs, Suzanne M 
Sent: Tuesday, :tO: :t7 AM 
To: Olich, Jacqueline M; Sahle, Eunice N; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 
Cc: Andy Kennedy; 
Subject: RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

:Hobbs, Suzanne M 

Dear .]acqueline, 
Many thanks for this detailed note. 
I am happy to introduce myself. Sometimes that, s easier for the moderator and just as simple for the presenter. My cell number is 
I will not be using slides, so no AV needs. 
I plan to make some very brief remarks, not more than ten minutes. I am so happy to be a part of this important panel, but as I emphasized to when she invited me to 
participate, I was not in a position this month to prepare a new presentation but would be happy to share a few observations concerning trends in food and nutrition policies in 
the US and globally and to field questions from the audience. The main points I’d like to convey include: 
* The shift to a global problem of overnutrition, with an obesity epidemic that now spans the world; 
* Our global, shared challenge of reconciling the natural tensions between private interests and the public good where food policy is concerned; 
* Persistence and paradox of pockets of food insecurity both in the US and abroad. 
Hope this works. 
Look forward to seeing everybody soon. 
Sue 

From: Olich, Jacqueline M 
Sent: Monday, 9:23 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Hobbs, Suzanne M; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 
Cc: Andy Kennedy; 
Subject: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Olich, Jacqueline M 

Deaa" colleagues, 

You are such accomplished and engaged reseaJcchers and educators, we were unable to find a mutaally agreeable time to talk. I propose we work asynchronously via 

e-mail. 

Big picture: Target a 12-15 Ininute presentation. Keep in mind that you will be addressing an audience of approximately 100 individuals with a wide range of 

backgrounds. Expect generalists and expe(ts. I anticipate that attendees will be interested in le~:ming about related research trends and challenges in your three difftinct 

disciplines. Our ultimate goal is’, as the ~ymposium title indicates, to get people thinking aboutJbod andJbod studies in different ways and to talk with each 

other. Of course, we will not cover eve .rything. 

lunch, we will shift to the Morehead State Dining Room for a luncheon donated by Whole Foods and an address by Andrew Kennedy, Presidem of FoodLogiQ 



entitled, "Does it Matter Where My Food Comes From?" The evening reception and Tom PNlpott keynote will take place in the UNC FedEx Global Education 

Center, near the Carolina hm. 

Panel structure mid scheduling: 
Please plan to alrive by 10:00 a.m., if not eaxlier. The panel begins at 10:30 a.m. in UNC’s Hyde Hall <!).N£:.~:!i~.~.~:..q..n..c.‘~.e~d~t1!.c.‘~?..n..t.~.c...t.~..d.i.~..c..t.i.R.r1.U~, innnediately following a 
coffee break. We will have a nametag for each of you. 

I suggest that Amy staxt promptly at 10:30 p.m. mad begin by briefly introducing eve~one or, alternately, introducing herself and the panel and asking each member of 

the panel to introduce herself or himselt[ 

I propose we maintain the order listed in the program: 10:30am-noon: Food Securits~, Sustainable Food SYstems & GlobaJ Chan~e Panel: 

Moderator: Amy Cooke, UNC Curriculum ibr the Environment and Ecology 
Suzatme Havala Hobbs, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Eunice Sable, UNC African and Afro-American Studies 
Lorenzo George Wilsor~ NC State UniversiW and USAID Horticulture Collaborative Resemch Support Program (CRSP) International Adviso~y Bored 

As moderator, Amy is charged with keeping the trains running on time, dramng connectionswhen applicable, and facilitating discussion daring the quefftion and 

answerperiod. Her expertise in political and human ecology, natural resources, agriculture and food secnrity issues roll be invaluable. 

Suzarale Havala Hobbs can speak about international and domefftic food and nutrition policy. Emphasizing change over time might be helpfid (for example, earlier today 

I enjoyed reading her background on the link between malnutrition and national securi~ in the cnnent UNC Gazette <http://gazette.unc.edu           ’advocatin_% 
bealthier- ~hool-hmcbe,~’>). Suzanne can help us link the domestic to the global and the global to the domestic. S~mme can share observations drawn from work with 

European Commission Erasmus Mandus Europubhealth Programme, l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Santd Publique (EttESP), Paris and Rennes, France and School of 

ttealth and RelatedReseaxch (Sct tAAR), University of Sheffield, Sheffield, England. 

George expressed interest in talking about the tbllowing: Feed the Future, a U.S. governmentinitiative m help eradicate global hunger and achieve tbod security; his 

involvement witl~ the Hunger Summit; and the HoNculture Collaborative Research Support Progr~an (CRSP) International Adviso~y Boaxd (IAB), charged witl~ 

reducing povel~~, improving nutrition and he~2lth, and improving sus~Jnability aaad profitabiliU tbluugh horticulture. Additionally, I would like to see George address the 

following question: how can the horticultural science com~nuniU help promote tbod securiu and sustainable food systems? 

Eunice can address aspects of global change, human right~ and the political economy of agricultural transformation. Should Eunice discuss implications of increasing 

food prices and the removal of govemmentsubsidies as well as agricnlture, food and ongoing struggles for food sovereignty in Africa, it roll harken back to Katln3~n 

DeMaster’s work covered in the morning panel. 

My questions to all of you (please "reply to all"): 

. What are your technical needs? 

. What three or four points would you like to be certain to cover in your presentation? (Of course, these can be questions). 

agricuhure, and h~m-~an fights. How should members of the audience ti~ame their discussions about these issnes? 

. The focus of    programming at UNC will be global. Will you explicitly address certain regions or globalization more broadly? 

If you are comfortable doing so, please share your tnobile number with the group. 

I look forwaxd to an informative e-mail and then in-person conversation. 

Thaaak you once again for participating in the Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies. Interest in and support for the food ssanposium 

has been overwhelming. We are fortunate to live and work where we do. 

Respectfully, 

Jacqueline 

Additional Information for Shared Tables:A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, Participants 
Parking: We have reserved a parking pass Ibr each of you at the Morehead lot in front of the Morehead Planetarium, on Franklin Street. (Also note that the 

Robertson Exprcss Bus stops near Morehead and Hyde Hall). George, we will be able to reimburse you fi~r your mileage; my colleague, Ms. Ka~la Nagy, will comact 

you regarding paperwork. 

Symposium website: http:#sharedtablessymp.wordprcss.com,’ 

Twitter: If you have s~dents who wanted to attend the symposium but were unable to do so, please encourage them to follow us on Twitter; @sharedtablessym will 

be live meeting from UNC on    and Duke on    . We will also use #shaxedtablessymp 

Recording and photo~’aphy: Donn Young roll be photographing the symposium. Photo releases roll be sent to you. At UNC, only the Philpott keynote will be 

recorded tbr future classroom use. 

Media: The tbod symposium has generated signiticant regional media attention. I encourage all participants to have business cards. 

Contacting me: Note that my mobile number is             Do not hesitate to e-mail, call, or text ruth questions. 
Special needs or dietary restrictions: Please let me lmow and we roll accommodate you. 

Jacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
University of North Carolina aL Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 

3108 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees.unc.edu 

Twitter: @jrnNich 

LinkedIn: http://www.lin kedin,com/in/olich 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 3:51 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Reminder: [5NC-Duke Consortium Conference this weekend, Feb 17 - 18 

The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill and Duke 

is pleased to present its annual ConsoNuln Confeience 

Knowledge as Change in Latin America 

Friday February 17 and Saturday February 18 

Please note that all Friday sessions will be held at the Jolm Hope Franklin Center on the Duke campus, 
and all Sa~tllrday sessions will be held at the Fedex Global Education Center on the UNC campus. 

Go to http:i/www.uncdukecon~rtium.or~/conference/program.html to view the complete conference program. 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

Na ~ai i ~" Ha rtma~ 

Associate Director 

Center fo~ Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

phene 9~9-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

SURF proposal 

SURF proposal.docx 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

I have attached the first draft of my SURF proposal. T just wanted some feedback on my topic so that I can work on it this weekend! 

Thank you, 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill’ 
BA Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~, 7:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

rec tbllow up 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Is there any time you would like me to pick up the sheet tomorrow? I can come by at anytime between 12 and 3:30. 

Thank you again for the help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 9:25 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Seminar today- Urgent and office hours today: AFRI .SPR1NG: 

No womes, Prof. SaNe! I hope everything works am for you. 

Have a great weekend, 

On Thu, at 8:36 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice(~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Dear Scholars, 

I have an emergency at hand that I need to address in the next couple of hours. Thus, I deeply regret that I will have to cancel our seminar today. 

Kindly use class time to catch up with the readings including the upcoming ones for next week. If you have any question~ I will be in my offce later (2.00pm- 

5.00pm)in the day for oNce hours so feel free to drop by my offce. 

I will post your exam 1 grades to Blackboard by to~no~row. 

Once again~ my apologies. 

Best rashes, 
Dr. Sahle 

({bgtn~fil.com 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

International Studies B.A., International Politics 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 10:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Utopian, critical, progressive, global 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Comrades, 

The Tank is, above all else, a site for launching new ideas and engaging others to join in the conversation. Thanks to the couple of 
thousand of you who join in these wonderful conversations. Invite your colleagues, students, and friends to join. We are like Occupy 
without the physical constraints Occupy has. 

Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/?xq source=msq mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 11:54 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] WGELA-Sponsored Film Screening at UNC ] Sat. 

WGELA is excited to be sponsoring a panel at the     Conference of the Consoltium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill on Sat. Feb. 18 from 

2:00pm - 4:00pm. Denise Zmekhol, director of the incredible film ’Children of the Amazon’, will be showing her film and giving a short talk with Professor Rosemary Femholz 
from Sanford Public Policy School and Eduardo da Costa, a Sanford Policy School Master’s candidate. The panel will be held in Nelson Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx 
~_[_o__b__#J___E___d___u_£’_a_t__[_o__n____C____e__n__!_?o_[, comer of Pit~sboro & McCauley Streets, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC. 

The symposium itself will take place at Duke and UNC-Chapel Hill from Fri.       - Sat.       . If you can’t make it out to UNC you can check out the panels held at Duke 
on [he 17th a[ the John Hope Franklin Center. For more information read the program here:]~.!!~£~[!t~t~tqt~!L~!~?~!}~.~1f~!!~.~!?.~:.[!!~[Z.~!~.~%;~[~[~L~.~!~?~L£!~£.~[A!Z!~.!E~] 

If you plan on attending, don’t forget to register for the symposium here: hlt ~ "’~>n’ds ~readsheetiview[orm? 

Also, if you need a ride to UNC or are able to provide rides to others please sign up fer carpooling on our handy google doc here: ~r#t )~ le.c~m,% ?readsheeticcc’? 

Besos, 

WGELA 

* -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blo~nk etnail to leave-30875470-4140465.0c3d4556662f0045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: SURF proposal 

Hi, 

Friday at nine would be best for me! 

Thank you! 

Nemail.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill’ 
BA Global Studies 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday,              . :t2:30 PM 

S,,bject; RE: SURF proposal 

Dear 

Thanks. 

Feel free to drop by office this afternoon between 4.00pm-S.00pm to discuss your proposal. You can also do tomorrow morning (Friday before :t0.00am). 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 5:S9 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: SURF proposal 

Hey Professor Sahle, 

I have attached the first draft of my SURF proposal¯ I just wanted some feedback on my topic so that I can work on it this weekend! 

Thankyou, 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:03 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences va~dd@listserv.unc.edt~> 

Administrative Managers <asmgrs@listserv.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

[asddd] FW: Diversib" Awards, Call for Nominations by 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, 2:02 PM 
To: College Faculty 
C¢: Cookie Newsom 
Subject: FW: Diversity Awards, Call for Nominations by 
The enclosed message is being sent to all deans, directors, department!cLarriculum chairs and facu{ty ~n the Co{~ege, w~th an ~nformation copy to administrative 
~g~i~ Da 

UNC Diversity ~Awards 

The University D~versity Award recognizes significant contribution to the enhancement, support and/or furtherance of d~versity on the campus 

and in the community, The award ~s g~ven annualJy in each of the eight categories ~isted beJow, The University D~versity Awards committee 

invites nominations for the award beginning A~l nominations must be received by The awards w~ll be presented at 

a reception ~n the 

Individuals and units are eligible for the award every four years 
FacuJty 

Staff 

Undergraduate Student 

GraduateiProfessionaJ Student 

Student Organization 

Academic Unit 

Administrative Unit 

Community Member or Organization 

Recipients of the award will be honored at a reception in the spring. 

Demonstrated and sustained passion for the advancement of diversity 

Demonstrated and sustained contribution to the state of d~vers~ty at Carolina 

Demonstrated and sustained commitment to the advancement of some aspect of d~versity 

¯ Achievements ~n support of D~vers~ty Plan goals and/or demonstrated diversity ~mprovement efforts 

PLEASE NOTE: 

Th~ University Diversity Awards are intended for those who go above and beyond their assigned duties to promote diversity, therefore 

employees who have diversity education, management or compliance as their primary or secondary job responsibilities are not eligible for the 

award unless ~hey have made an extraordinary contribution beyond their employment 

To submit a nomination eJectron~ca~Jy, pJease go to: https:!iuncodam,qua~tr~cs,comiSE/TSZD=SV 

For further information please contact Dr. M. Cookie Newsom at newsom@email,~nc,ad~,t 

¯ --Undergraduate Student 
¯ -Graduate Student 

¯ Debra Watkins--Staff Member 

¯ Terry Rhodes--Faculty Member 

¯ Graig Meyer--Community Member 
¯ -Student Group 
¯ Chuck Stone Program for Diversity in Education and Media (School of 3ournalism and Mass Communication)--Academic Unit 
¯ Scholarships and Student Aid--Administrative Unit 

Cookie Newsom, chair 

, graduate student 

Queenie Byars, School of 3ournalism and Mass Communications 

Fred Clark, Scholarships and Student Aid 

Michael Highland, Scholarships and Student Aid 

undergraduate student 

,]an Paris, University Library 

¯ Tony Patterson, Carolina Union 



EEOiADA 

Carolina Latina/Latino Collaborative 

undergraduate student 



From: @live.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 4:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv"~ 

Subject: Re: Thesis 

I can meet any time tomolTow morning. Is 10am ok? 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Subject: Thesis 
Sent:             12:58 PM 

Dear 

I hope this finds you well. 

I would like to meet either later - 4.00pm - today (Thursday) or tomorro;v morning to discuss your thesis. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Bond < @gmail.com> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 12:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Re,arch Assistant - May-July 2012 

Good idea! There may be one or two. Can’t wait to welcome you, though I probably have to do a Sussex conference that gets me back the 17th of May. 

Travel well and I hope the semester ends well’. 

Cheers, 

Patrick 

On 2/16/2012 7:48 PM, SaNe, Ennice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I hope this note finds you well. 

I write to see if you could help me hire a Research Assistant - an upper level undergraduate student would work - to assist me in gathering primary documents 
at the following sites of my upcoming research in Durban: 

1) Durban City government 
2) SDCEA 
3) Westcliff Flats Residents Association 

I have a very tight research in Durban, thus I am trying to plan head. I arrive May 14 and leave July 1. I will be staying at the Durban Elephant. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: @live.unc.edu~; 

Sent: Friday, 8:19 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Lunch? 

Hi Etmice 
Would you have time for lunch today? 



From: ~live.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 10:15 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Subject: Re: Thetis 

I’ll be available all day, even until the late af’~emoon Let me know what tsme works for you. 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Subject: Thesis 
Sent:            12:58 PM 

Dear 

I hope this finds you well. 

I would like to meet either later - 4.00pro - today (Thursday) or tomorro~v morning to discuss your thesis. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 10:30 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

I The Root 

[Just wanted to make sure that you were aware of this article. -Reg] 

I The Root 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, i 10:32 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: RE: Lunch? 

Sure, sounds nice. 14 hrs? 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                 8:26 AM 

Sulziect: RE: Lunch? 

Hi 

How about coffee in nay office either in the morning or pm? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: g~live unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:19 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~i ect: Lunch? 

tIi Eunice 
Would you have time for lunch today? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 17, 2012 10:38 AM 

Willia~ns, Rebecca B <rbwill@email.~mc.edu> 

Taylor, Geraldine <~aylo@email.unc.edtr~; Spaxks, Sherry. <sherrysparks@~mc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Robert Porter 

Hi Becky, 

Thanks for talking with me yesterday about the problem with payment to Robert Porter. As requested, here is my understanding of what happened. This seems to 

me to be a technical error that went unnoticed until now, so I am requesting that we try to make an adjustment so that he can be fairly paid for the work that he is 

performing this year. My sense is that an adjustment to either his FTE or base salary would accomplish this. 

As per the attached email, when I reappointed Porter I increased his FTE to 0.92 so that he could teach a total of 7 courses, 4 for the department and 3 for 

Continuing Education (CE). It was not clear to me that I was also supposed to increase his base salary at that time as well, and in looking at the communication you 

thought that this wasn’t explained either. 

Now that we are in the second semester he has reach his overload limit, but he has not yet been fairly compensated for the courses that the dept, college, and CE 

agreed that he could teach. 

Porter taught 2 courses in the department and 2 courses for CE in the fall 20:1:1; in the spring he is teaching 2 courses for the department and :1 course for CE. He is 

paid       for each course. 

His current base salary includes payment for all of the department courses annually) plus from CE. In the fall he received Additional Duties and 

Overload payments totaling an additional from CE. For the spring, payment of the final is in process in EPAweb. 

The total that he should earn this year is The overload limit based on his current appointment is 

Thanks again for your help in trying to solve this. I really do appreciate it. 

I am out of the office at :l:lam today until Tuesday, but if this must be dealt with asap, after :llam, please call my cell phone at 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Aga~iha Buel~ 

B~si~ess 

Dep~u’tme~t of Public Policy 

217 Abemcthy tIall, CB ~/34.35 

Departme~t of Ali’ican & ~M~:o-:~aerican Studies 

109 Battle HaI~, CB #3395 

C~N~c~ Hill NC 27599 

p. 

K 919~962,5824 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu 

Friday, 11:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Thesis 

Ok, I’ll see u at lpm. 
...... ©riginal Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To:      @live uric edu 
Subject: RE: Thesis 
Sent:             10:33 AM 

Dear 

Let’s meet at 1.00pm 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~llve.uaac.edu @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ; 10:15 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Thesis 

I’ll be available all day, even until the late afternoon Let me know what time works for you. 

...... ©riginal Message ...... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

To: 

Subject: Thesis 

Sent:             12:58 PM 

Dear 

I hope this finds you well. 

I would like to meet either later - 4.00pro - today (Thursday) or tomorrow morning to discuss your thesis. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: ~livea~nc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subject: ExaJn 1 

Attach: Exaa~ 1.docx 

Here is my exam for you! Thank you so much again for being so helpful and understanding. I appreciate it so much. I hope you have a wonderful weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 12:11 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu> 

Administrative Managers <asmgr@listserv.unc.edu>; Bowler, Katie <kbowler@unc.edu-~ 

[asddd] FW: Global Travel Registry 

The enclosed message from Katie Bowler, Director ot: Global Relations, is being sent to all deans, directors and departrnent/curriculurn chairs in the College, with 

an information copy to administrative managers. 

Dear Colleagues 

I want to let you know about the new UNC Global Travel Registry. The registry has been developed in response to a need to be able to locate our students during 

an emergency. All students traveling abroad will be required to register their University-related trips in the online registry; faculty and staff may use it as well. It is 

available online at http://globaltravel.unc.edu. 

Below you will find a link to an announcement, plus the full content of it, so that you may share it with colleagues. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Bowler 

Director of Global Relations 

Sign up! UNC Global Travel Registry launches 

htt p://www.u nc:edu/ca mpus-updates/travel reg!stry 

Facnlty and students at UNC-Chapel Hill study, research and work a, otmd the world, sometimes in challenging locations or during unexpected crises. 

Now, members of the UNC community can use the UNC Global Travel Regist~?~ to provide intbrmation about trips abroad so that UNC can contact them and assist 

them as needed. 

The registry was created through a taskIbrce formed by the Office of the Provost. All studeuts traveling abroad will be required to register "their university-related trips 

in fl~e o~fline regislry. 

"Just since we began this process, we’ve needed to contact students in Me:rico, Haiti, Egypt m~d Japan," says Ron Strauss, executive associate provost and chief 

international ofifcer at UNC. "We want to be able to reach out quicldy in a crisis. This new registry roll make it more possible to maintain the safety and health of our 

global community." 

The data in the registry roll be secure and confidential. Entries roll not be saved after the student or facnlF member returns home. Access to the regishy information 

be shictly limited to the Oltice of the Provost and UNC Global. The registry went live in early Angust and is prepared to accept i~ffonnation abont travel to all places 

outside the U.S. 

The UNC Global Travel Registry captures identification a~d domestic contact intbnnation Ii~r tmveler~ information lbr a traveler’s emergency contact, travel dates and 

locations, and any specific local contact information Ii~r a particular destination. Travelers also are able to upload a personal image, if they wish. 

Stadents on formal universlt z-related travel, including stud?" abroad, exchange programs, internships, service programs and research projects must enter their travel 

information in the registry. Personal recreational travel may be registered, but is not required. Registration will be optional for faculF and staff; but is encouraged so that 

they also Inay receive utxtates and alerts while abroad. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(_}live a~nc.edu> 

Friday, 1:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Thesis (5.00pm instead... 

No worries, I will see you at 5p 

Class of 
History, and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preser~e eveczthing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 
-Manning Marable 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihuaac.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:02 PM 
To: 
Subjecti RE: Thesis (5 00pm instead... 

some thing has just come up. My apologies Let me know 

}tope to see you then. 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~!live.unc.edu @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: [~’riday, ; 11:51 ~\~i 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Thesis 

Ok, I’ll see u at lpm 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To:    . @live uric edu 
Subject: RE: Thesis 
Sent:             10:33 AM 

Dear 

Let’s meet at 1.00pm 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live unc edu I @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:15 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Thesis 

I’ll be available all day, even until the late afternoon. Let me kmow what time works for you. 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
To: 
Subject: Thesis 
Sent:             12:58 PM 

Dear 

I hope this finds you well. 

I ~vould like to meet either later - 4.00pro - today (Th~sday) or tomorrow morning to discuss your thesis. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Joseph Jordan <jl]ordan@email.unc.edus, 

Friday, Februal7 17, 2012 1:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv"~ 

Re: Calling 

Eunice -- I will head over to NHC for a symposium at 3-4 pin. After that I will be at 

office 

On Feb 17, 2012, at 12:58 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Do you’ve a number that I can reach on this afternoon? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n~,email u nc.ed u 

In any case I will return to campus by 5 pin at 843-2671 in my 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; 

axticle by Walter 

@gmail.com> 

Eunice,     , a month ago or so I belive I sent you te link to 
something like an encyclopedia ently on decolonial 
thinking by Waiter. I cannot find it, and a friend in Mexico wants 
it... I just ~vrote to alter as well, 
but I know he’s in Hong Kong, if by any chance you know what I am 
talking about and have it, 
pls send it to me again? 

best, 
arturo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; 

no need 

)@gmail.com> 

Friends, Walter responded, no need to look for my email, ok? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

SURF proposal, draft 2 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I worked on my proposal some more and I hope it reflects the suggestions you made Friday. I looked on the website and it doesn’t mention anything about a signature. This is 
what the website says about the letter of support: 

A letter of support from the l:acuit’~ i.~sear.:;h advisor who will oversee the research project. This letter should include your advisor’s assessment of the potential significance of 

your project as well as a review of your qualifications to carry out the project. The advisor’s letter must also include a statement noting if you need or do not need IRB 

approval. This statement is required in all letters of support. 

Faculty may send the letter of support via the student in a sealed envelope, mail the letter directly to OUR, or send letters via e-mail to 

Thank you! 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill’ 
BA Global Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 19, 2012 3:23 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Film screening: Det~nding Eden, Duke University, Friday, Feb. 24, 5pm 

DefendingEden.pdf 

Some colleagues will be screening part of their new documental, Defending Eden, this coming Friday at Duke. This is a part of an ongoing global efibrt to protect 

Ecuador’s Yasuni National Park and the Waorani people living there. Below and in the attached PDF is more information about the documentary. 

The tilm features the work of Clara Wirth, who graduated ti~om Duke a couple of yea]cs ago and has been working with the Woarani supported by a Fulbright. She’s 

working with the elders to create programmes to teach their grandkids something of traditional knowledge of the forest and its biodiversity. 

Where: Love Auditorium, Duke University 

When: Friday, Februa~ 24, 5-7pm 

"One tribe’s unique strategy to protect the most biologically rich place on each." 

June 2012, the prodi~ctJon crew of Prehensile Prodi~ctJons will follow five Waorani students as they race to document their ancestors’ knowledge before the last of their elders disappear. 
~;ith it, the students vvi]i build an encyc]opedia describing ti~-~ir way of ]ife and forest, and t~-~aci~ a globai audienc~-~ and future Waorani generations, the vah!e of ti~-~ir cultur~-~ and homeiand. 

Recording this information is especially critica] within the next i8 ie, onth~, because the Ec!~adurian governmen~ mu~,t reach a decision that ~Jli determine the fate of the most biuiogicaI]y 
diverse place on the planet, and the Waoranh who ar~-~ one ~f the iast remaining Amazonian tribes. Either ti~e g~vernment receive~, $300 million fl-om internati~mal donors, or they will begin 

1"o bring awareness to the issues theh- docurnentary will explore, producers Keith Iieyward and 3ermifer Berglund are holding screenings, workshops, and info sessions across the country 

before they retmn to the Ecuado~ian Amazon to complete the documentary. 

For more intbrmation, contact:-- 
Clinton N. Jenkins 
Principal Reseazch Scholar 
Department of Biology 
North Ca~roliua State Univemity 
Campus Box 7617 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
http://www4.ncsu,edu/. -cni enki2/index.html 
htm://westemmnazon.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 19, 2012 9:06 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com 

[a£ria£m~] Pierce- On orali~, African-American his~tory ~d celebrating Tim’s teaching 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim. I hope you enjoy 

the piece below written by one of our former majors (Pierce Freelon) currently teaching in the Music Department at UNC: 

http://www.thedurhamnews.com/2012/O2/19/2:~i254/find-a-gem-at-a-barber.html 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:[09 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You axe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.nnc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30898392 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30898392-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon < @gmail.com~ 

Monday, Februao~ 20, 2012 1:21 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Pierce- On orality, AtiJcaJ~-Americm~ history and celebra’dng Tim’s teacNng 

Thmiks for the shout out Dr. Sahle, I’~n flattered. I’m looking forward to following up ruth you soon. 

Best, 

On Sun, Feb 19, 2012 at 9:05 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim. I hope you 
enjoy the piece below written by one of our former majors (Pierce Freelon) currently teaching in the Music Department at UNC: 

http://www.thedurhamnews.com/2012/O2/i9/2i:t254/find-a-qem-at-a-barber.html 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:t09 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

Prot~ssor Pierce Freelon / 919-697-7728 

UNC Chapel ttill /North Carolina Central University 

DO~NLOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nnenna/9th Wonder/l?honteiGeechi Suede 

&interviews with ?useflove/,Amgela Davis/Herbie Hmicock) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 20, 2012 6:30 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com 

RE:[a~-ial~n] Pierce- On orality, Africa~-American history and celebrating Tim’s teaching 

Congratulations Tim and Pierce -- good work! 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 20:12 9:05 PM 
To: Department listserv 

~@gmail.com 
Subject; [afriafam] Pierce- On orality, African-American history and celebrating ]3m’s teaching 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim. I hope you enjoy 
the piece below written by one of our former majors (Pierce Freelon) currently teaching in the Music Department at UNC: 

http://www.thedurhamnews.com/20:t2/O2/:tg/21:t254/find-a-qem-at-a-barber.html 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You a~e currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: leemc@emaJd.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6t2e272c&~T&l MiJafam&o 30898392 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-30898392-32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a612e272c~)listserv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to afi’ia~am as: eunice~)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30901012 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30901012-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 20, 2012 6:30 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Departanent list~rv <M’riat?~n@list~rv.unc.edu-~ 

@gmail.com 

RE: Pierce- On orally1, African-American llis~to~ and celebrating Tim’s teaching 

Congratulations Tim and Pierce -- good work! 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 20:12 9:05 PM 
To: Department listserv 

@gmail.com 
Subject; [afriafam] Pierce- On orality, African-American history and celebrating ]3m’s teaching 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim. I hope you enjoy 
the piece below written by one of our former majors (Pierce Freelon) currently teaching in the Music Department at UNC: 

http://www.thedurhamnews.com/20:t2/O2/:tg/21:t254/find-a-qem-at-a-barber.html 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You a~e currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: leemc@emaJd.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6t2e272c&~T&l MiJafam&o 30898392 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-30898392-32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a612e272c~)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, Februao~ 20, 2012 8:47 AM 

JordmL Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu>; Daynali Flores < 

Your Espy 

~gmail.com> 

Hello -- I am writing because your Fanon essay is one of the remaining t~vo that we’ve yet to receive It is extremely important (to the project, and to me personally) that you send your essay 
to me by friday. As it stands we are unlikely to have an acceptable package without your contribution. If you have questions please let me know - you have my numbers 919-843-2671 m the 
office;             cell. And, of course you have emails for me and Daynali. 

We are both working on the papers ~ve currently have so please help us recover the lost time of the last 2 months 

In Struggle .. hterally 
Daynali and Joseph 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-;~)01 
j~iordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pew Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Monday,                9:12 AM 

Department listserv <~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Depax~anent list~rv <afria£am@lia~rv.m~c.edu>; 

Re: [a£fiafaJn] 

@gmail.com 

Kudos to 

Perry 

On 

one of our best students, and to Tim, who taught him well 

9:05 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim. I 
hope you enjoy the piece below written by one of our former majors             currently teaching in the 

http://www.thed u rha renews.corn/ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:t09 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to atiiaJhm as: haJlpa~a)email.m~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtgu?id 32361597.149a4tE4dcibe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&~T&l atfiafam&o 30899392 
(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30898392-32361597.149a4tE4dclbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu 

You axe curreutly subscribed to afi-ia~am as: eunice~!email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click hem: http://lists.unc.edw’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30901892 
(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30901892-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada~70a798d(~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Hi Etmice, 
My best times to meet this week ~vould be between 11:00 and 1:45 tomorro~v. 

Best, 
Kia 

usually have office hours from 11:00 to 12:30, but I could put a note on my door. 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ¢¢3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-2345 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

ldcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afriafam unc edu/ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 8:21 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomon-ow 

Dear Kia, 

I hope this finds you well. 

I am sorW to say that because of an urgent meeting this morning, I will have to postpone our dialogue meeting for another day this week I know you cannot meet on Wednesday but [ hope 
we can met by- this Friday. At any rate, kindly let me know what other day and time works for you this xveek. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, 11 : 10 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting tomorrow 

Eunice, 
Please let me kmow if you will still be able to ruake our rueeting at 11:15 toruorrow (Monday). I saw your note about needing to be in the Den’s office. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-Aruerican Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-2345 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http ://afria famunc.edu/ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:05 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc:       "@gmail.com 



Subject: [afria~am] 

][)ear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim I hope you enj oy the piece below 
written by one of our former majors               currently teaching in the                        : 

http://www thedurhamnews com/ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-Arnerican Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of At~ican and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu<mailto:klcaldwe@email uric edu>. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361596bPo5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f~)13a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o 30898392 

(It may be necessaw to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30898392-32361596 b~5d999979b5aa9f~457abTl~)13a5f65@listsel~’ unc edu<mailto:leave-30898392- 
32361596 bPo5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f~) 13a5f65@listser~ uric edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:23 AIVl 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com 

RE: [a~l~n] 

Tim and 

h ttp://a~aIa .......... &t/’people//walt ........... kor 

F~m; SaNe, EuNce N [ma~l~:euNce~ema[I.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:06 PN 
To= Depa~ment lisNe~ 

@gmail.com 
Subject: [afriafam] 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim. I hope you enjoy 
the piece below written by one of our former majors currently teaching in the 

http://www.thedurhamnews.com/: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You aze currently subscribed to affial~am as: wrucker@emaihmc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:i/lists, unc.eda,’u?id=44413101.049fgb847d2~331 b22265 l’a8d0c5 fl a5&n::::T&l =aft:i at’am&o=30898392 

(It may be necessa~ m cut mid paste file above URL if file line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-30898392-44413101.0491~)b847d21331 b22265f?~Sd0c5t] a5@listserv.unc.edu 

You aze currently subscribed to afriM:am as: ._e__tL_m___c__e__@__e_Ln_~i!_:_tLn__c_’_:_e_d__k[. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t__t_p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati~afam&o 30901989 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30901989-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listserv.uuc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:42 AM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com 

This is a beautiful stow about oral tradition, 
Oeorges 

and congratulations to you for this great discovery, and to Tim for having inspired it That’s what teaching is all about 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel t lill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]?el.. ~1 919 599 9839 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday 9:05 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc:       @gmail.com 
Subject: [afria fam] 

;)ear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim I hope you enj oy the piece below 
written by one of our former majors                currently teaching in the 

http ://www th edurhamnews c ore/ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-~nerican Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of At~ican and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You are cm~ently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.anc.edu<raailto:nzon~ola(~email.unc.edu>. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&I afriafara&o 30898392 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30898392-32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listser~ u~ac.edu<mailto:leave-30898392- 
32361604 9392b42cI3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv.uaac.edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc edu~’h?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30902157 or send a blank email to leave-30902157- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lauren E. Jackson <lej 13@duke.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 20, 2012 10:21 AM 

[brtes.alexaMre@duke.edu; c.f~ag@&~ke.edu; jd[~ench@duke.e&~; christopher.timmin@duke.edu; michael.connoHy@dnke.edu; 

jl410@dnke.edu; towe@econ.duke.edu; joseph.connors@duke.edn; buthe@duke.edn; IiIiana.paredes@dnke.edu; mbcsilva@duke.edu; 

vanes~.granado@fuqua.duke.edu;               ~gmail.com; slamm@duke.edu; infl-&mcpIas@duke.e&~; Riefl~ohl Mtm~, Beatriz S 

<riefkohl@eraail.unc.edu>; r.sikorsld@dnke.edu; pfeaver@dnke.edu; pfeaver@duke.edu; nechyba@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edn; 

fc-residents@dnke.edu; and~es.vergara@fuqna.duke.edn; christian.patlnowebb@fuqua.duke.edu; cinthya.garza@fuqna.duke.edn; 

leon~:rdo.lanes@fuqua.dnke.edu 

Antonio Arce <ama2@dnke.edu> 

An Evening With the An~bassador: Trade in the Punericas 

2ndposter.pdf 

Hello all, 

The Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies and Center for International Studies are excited to present our next tertufia this 

spring, featuring former Ambassador Patrick Duddy and Kevin Sullivan. Please help us spread the word and invite faculty and students to 

attend and participate in the discussion. 

An Evening With The Ambassador 
Trade in the Americas 

Ambassador Patrick Duddy 

Feb. 23, 2012 

4:30pm-6:00pm 

Faculty Hall, Fuqua School of Business 

With special guest Kevin Sullivan (Director of the Office of Economic Policy and Summit Coordination in the State Department’s Bureau 
of Western Hemisphere Affairs) 

*Appetizers and drinks provided 

This is the second in a three part "tertulia" (informal discussion) series with Ambassador Duddy. 

http://clacs.aas.duke.edu/program/evening with the ambassador.php 

Thank you, 

Lauren Jackson 

lauren.e.iackson@duke.edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:10 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Meet up on in Chapel ttill? 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope all is well! I am going to be in Chapel Hill in two weeks ~ ~ and was wondering if)on would be free to maybe grab coffee or meet up for a 

chat sometime on Friday,         maybe aronnd mid-morning? I would love to be able to see you and catch up on the past year. 

I’m currently working in DC ti)~ing to decide what to do the next couple of years - travel, work in DC, work abroad, grad school, etc. I always value yonr advice so I 

would love to be able to talk ruth you even if for a bit! 

Hope to hear back from you soon. Best, 

Ashley 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

International Studies, Political Science, Spanish for the Professions 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:20 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com 

RE: [o~-i~l~n] 

Congratulations Kim and 
Mamarame 

From: Nzongola-Ntala~a, Georges [nzongola@emaihunc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:42 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc:       ~gmail.com 
Subject: RE:[aIidafam] 

This is a beautiful stoW about oral tradition, 
Georges 

and congratulations to you for this great discovew, and to Tim ]2~r having inspired it. That’s what teaching is all about. 

Georges Nzongo[a-Ntal~tia 

Professor of African Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel.. ~ 1 919 599 9839 

Fromi Sahle, b;unice N[eunlce~),emafl.unc~edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:05 PM 
To:Department [istsep¢ 
Cc:       @gmail.com 
Subject: [afriafam] 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and insrmina to see them celebrating great teachers in our department such as Tim I hope you enj oy the piece below 
written by one of our former majors               currently teaching in the 

http:iAvwaa~.thedurhanmews.conV 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-2unerican Studies 
Associate Professor, Departraent of African and Afro-American Studies and Cmricuhm~ in Global Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to aiiciafam as: nzongola@emaihunc edu<mailto:nzongola@emaihunc.edu> 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists uric edu/u?id 323616(;,4 9392642cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&aa T&I afriafam&o 30898392 

(It may be necessalT~’ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eaVe-3~898392-3236~6~4.9392b42cf3~2~d674366e839be54cf6c@~istserv.unc.edu<mai~t~:~eave-3~898392- 
32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv.unc edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mseck@email uric edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:/71ists unc.edu/u?id=32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac~78~6c27b7d6&n=T&~=afriafam&~=3~9~2~57‘ or send a blank email to leave-3v90~157- 
32361635 a22e,47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6@listser~ uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc edu?a?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30903162 or send a blank email to leave-30903162- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 





F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RieikoN Muniz, Beatriz S <riefkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februau 20, 2012 1:50 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Nicaragua presentation; UNC campus; March 28 

FLyerlUNC-CH.pdf; FLyer Janll REV web.pdf; Nica Endorsements English 82011.doc 

Forwarded message. If you have questions please contact the or’iginaf organizers. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Nicaragna presentation; UNC campus; March 28 

Date:Thu, 16 Feb 2012 07:03:10 -0800 
From:Pamela Fitzpatrick 5 "~)em~ihlink,net > 

Reply-To:Pamela Fitzpatrick 5 "?~)em~ihlink,net > 
To:< perez(a)email,unc,edtp 

Dear Dr. Perez, 

HV partner, photogra~he~ Paul Dix, and i will be ~esenting on campus Wednesday evening Hatch 28th. We’re recently published th 

Euardo Galeano~s statement a~out "Nicaragua: Surviving tPe Legacy of NS Policy" 

"He:~e we have hhe t~acks iefh by the" ’Freedom Fighters.’ Presi~’nt Reagan sent them te Nicaragua te save 

Paul and I both worked against the US funding of the Contra War in the 80s, Paul as a photographer based in Nicaragua from 1985 

While in Nicaragua Paul photographed thousands of people. In 2001 he selected 100 fo~ follow lip and in 2002 we began returning 

We are especially hopeful that students will find the book helpful. 

Thank you fer your time, Pamela Fitzpatrick 

Pamela Fitzpatrick, Paul Dix 

"Nicaragua: Suzviving hhe L~’gacy of U.S. P}licy" 

~39.95 includes gzound shipping USA 

order belew: fKom web page eK P.O. Box 

www. NioaracRH~PhohoTestiMen~-cLrS 

Nicaragua Photo Testimony 

P.O. Box 948 

Eugene, OR 97440 

www. f aceboo,~, comiNica" aqua. Survivinq 

v i de o - h t t p : / !www. y)ut u bs. c om/wa top ? v X 9 0p 7 DXfwog 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gould Jeremy <jeremy~.gould@jyu.fi> 

Monday, Februa~ 20, 2012 2:21 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: March 1 talk 

gould talk blurb.docx 

Hi Eunice 

Thanks for the coffee and inspiring conversation last week. I hope I didn’t infect you! 

Enclosed please find the short blurb for my talk and my biodata. 

Kind regards, 
Jeremy 

Fromi Sahle, b;unice N[eunlce@)emall.unc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 8:39 PM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Sut~iect: March 1 talk 

[)ear Jeremy, 

Here a more details about your talk. 

Topic: "Law, politics and the paradoxes ofpostcolonial liberalism in Zambia". 

[)abe: March 1,2012 @3.30pm 

Location: GEC, 4th Floor 

I will send you a poster once I receive it from the committee involved in the Department’s Colloquium this semester. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Gould Jercmy [jcremy.j.gould@jyu.fi] 
Sent: Tuesday-, Febmal~/07, 2012 11:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Hi Eanice 

Thanks for this. The talk can be titled "Postcolonial jurisprudence or, Liberalism and political legality in an African postcolony" as in the blurb I sent you. Or, if this seems a bit daunting to 
the non-legal mainstream, an alternative version could be ’Law, politics and the paradoxes of postcolonial liberalism in Zambia.’ (if indeed that’s any- more accessible). 

Have a suuny weekt 
Jeremy 

Jeremy Gould 

Professor, Development & International Cooperation 

Dept of Social Sciences & Philosophy 

Box 35 

40014 University of Jyv~skyl~ 

office phone: +358 (0)40-805 4128 

private phone 

sum tymes byten sum tymes bit 
-riddley walker 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaly 07, 2012 4:29 A2vl 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Hi Jeremy, 

March 1 works I will be in touch wifla details about time and room number. 

Looking forward to the talk 



Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Gould Jeremy [jeremy.j gould@jyu fi] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 8:38 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Hi Eunice 

Thanks for the lovely weekendt 

Of the dates on offer, only March I st is possible. I fly out on March 15th 
I hope it’s convenient for you. 

Best, 
JererW 

Jeremy Gould 

Professor, Development & International Cooperation 

Dept of Social Sciences & Philosophy 

Box 35 

40014 University of Jyvtiskwlti 

office phone: +358 (0)40-805 4128 

private phone 

sum tymes byten sum )-mes bit 
-riddley xvalker 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.mxc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, FebruaW 07, 2012 3:31 A_’vi 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Dear Jcremy, 

Hope this finds you well. 

Would March 1, 15 or 16 work ticom your end? 

Kindly let me know 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gould Jeremy <jeremy~.gould@jyu.fi> 

Monday, Februa~ 20, 2012 2:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: March 1 talk 

Ok, noted. I will be more careful to keep questiomaable Zambian conceptual merchandise under ~vraps in future exchanges’. 
Thanks for editing the abstract; it is much more accessible like this 
And thanks, the cold passed quickly I’m sure I have your good spirits to thank for that’. 

Jeremy 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Febmaly 20, 2012 9:28 PM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: RE: March 1 t.nlk 

Hi Jeremy, 

hope you are feeling better It was good to dialogue with you although I am still recovering from the concept of merchandise as articulated by ?’our Zambian con’trades. 

Thanks for the blurb. It is excellent In terms of the flyer, I will not include the middle paragraph. So it will read as below: 

Law, politics and the paradoxes of postcolonial liberalism in Zambia 

The vestiges of colonial legality characterized by a paradoxical admixture of liberalism and executive exceptionalism live on in contemporary African law and the politics it li*ames. ’]7he 
modern constitution of Zambia, for example, retains crucial sections of the late colonial constitution of Northern Rhodesia (as Zambia was previously l,mown). Significantly, the power to 
declare a state of emergency the schmittian hallmark of sovereignD" -- that allowed the colonial Governor to fi-eeze legal constraints on his mandate was transferred intact to the 
postcolonial President. 

’]7his talk interrogates some of the continuities and ruptures binding postcolonial to colonial law in order to problematize the interconnection of presidentialism and liberalism in postcolonial 
African politics. The presentation examines the evidence and outcomes of two parallel ’abuse of public office’ trials of the late Frederick Chiluba, Zambia’s second president, in search of an 
understanding of postcohmial govermnent that resists the neoliberal jtcxtaposition of human rights against sovereignty. 

Jeremy Gould, an anthropologist by training, is professor of Development and International Cooperation at the University of Jyvaskyla (Finland) He has studied and published about 
Zambia :[’or 25 years He is currently completing a book with the working title ofPostcolonial jurisprudence Political legali~ and popular politics in Zambia’s ~Ihird Republic tlis recent 
publications also include an edited volume about the politics of aid, The New" Conditinnality (Zed 2005), to which he also contributed an essay on Tanzania’s first Poverty Reduction 
Strategy Paper. 

From: Gould Jeremy [ieremy j.gould, g)yu.fi] 
Sent: Monday, Febmapf 20, 2012 2:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: March 1 talk 

Hi Eunice 

Thanks for the coffee and inspiring conversation last week. I hope I didn’t infect you! 

Enclosed please find the short blurb for rrly talk and rrly biodata. 

Kind regards, 
Jeremy 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.mxc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, Febmaly 07, 2012 8:39 PM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: March 1 talk 

Dear Jeremy, 

Here a more details about your talk. 

Topic: "Law, politics and the paradoxes ofpostcolonial liberalism in Zambia". 

Date: March 1, 2012 @3.30pm 

Location: GEC, 4th Floor 

I will send you a poster once I receive it from the committee involved in the Department’s Colloquium this semester. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Gould Jeremy [jeremy j.gould@yu.fi] 
Sent: Tuesday, Febma~- 07, 2012 11:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 



Hi Eunice 

Thanks for this The talk can be titled "Postco[onial jurisprudence or, Liberalism and political legality in an Afiqcan postcolony" as in the blurb ! sent you Or, if this seems a bit daunting to 
the non-legal mainstream, an alternative version could be ’Law, politics and the paradoxes of postcolonial liberalism in Zambia.’ (if indeed that’s an?" more accessible) 

Have a sunny week! 
Jeremy 

Jeremy Gould 

Professor, Development & International Cooperation 

Dept of Social Sciences & Philosophy 

Box 35 

40014 University of Jyv~iskwl~i 

office phone: +358 (0)40-805 4128 

private phone 

sum tymes byten sum )-mes bit 
-riddlcy xvalker 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.mxc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, FebruaW 07, 2012 4:29 AM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Hi Jeremy, 

March 1 works. I will be in touch with details about time and room number. 

Looking forward to the talk. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Gould Jeremy [jeremy j.gould@yu.fi] 
Sent: Monday, FebmalT 06, 2012 8:38 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Hi Em~ice 

Thanks for the lovely weekend! 

Of the dates on offer, only March 1st is possible. I fly out on March 15th. 
I hope it’s convenient for you. 

Best, 
Jeremy 

Jeremy Gould 

Professor, Development & International Cooperation 

Dept of Social Sciences & Philosophy 

Bo× 35 

40014 University of Jyvgskylg 

office phone: ~358 (0)40-8054128 

private phone 

sum tymes byten sum ~’mes bit 

-riddle?’ walker 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February- 07, 2012 3:31 AM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Dear Jererrly, 

Hope this finds you xvell. 



Would March 1, 15 or 16 work :from your end? 

Kindly let me know 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:11 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: RE: proposal, dratt 2 

Attach: proposal.docx 

Sorry about that! It is now attached! 

~email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: proposal, draft 2 

Dear 

There is no attachment to the email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:43 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject:     proposal, draft 2 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I worked on my proposal some more and I hope it reflects the suggestions you made Friday. I looked on the website and it doesn’t mention anything about a signature. This is 
what the website says about the letter of support: 

A letter of support from the [#.¢#.i.£.?..E#.~#~!L¢[~..#£!:f.i~~ who will oversee the research project. This letter should include your advisor’s assessment of the potential significance of 

your project as well as a review of your qualifications to carry out the project. The advisor’s letter must also include a statement noting if you need or do not need IRB 

approval. This statement is required in all letters of support. 

Faculty may send the letter of support via the student in a sealed envelope, mail the letter directly to OUR, or send letters via e-mail to 

Thank you! 

~email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutim@email.unc.edtr~ 

Kisw~Nli Interes~t 

Dr. SaNe, 

My name is              I’m a          at UNC and am currently registered in Kiswahili    I completed my Language Requirements when I finished    however, I 
stuck with it because of my interest in acquiring knowledge of the language. I’m writing today out of curiosity about the possibilities of developing the first minor in Kiswahili at 
UNC. 

First, developing a minor in Kiswahili would make the language much more popular and would increase the interest among general UNC students. Its a shame that Kiswahili is 
thrown under the table as a "joke" of a language when in reality, its actually a very useful skill to acquire and there is a very small portion of US scholars who are developing 
the language. 

I’ve been looking through other language minors in the Undergraduate Bulletin. It seems that the majority of the language minors, especially the more exotic languages, 
require four courses. Three of the courses are language courses that must be more advanced than the Intermediate Level, which in Kiswahili could be considered 403. The 
fourth course is usually an area studies course. For Kiswahili, there are a wide variety of different courses that would be sufficient, including AFRI 262 0he Literature of 
Africa), 266 (Contemporary Africa: Issues in Health, Population, and the Environment), or 52:[ (East African Society and Environment). Some language minors that follow this 
pattern include Arabic, Modern Hebrew, Hindu-Urdu, Korean, Greek, and Latin. I believe that Kiswahili could easily fit into the same criterion as these minor given the available 
courses offered currently. 

Here is an example of a pathway for the Minor in Swahili: 
The undergraduate minor in Swahili consists of four courses. 
Three language courses beyond SWAH 403 (the first semester of Intermediate Kiswahili) chosen from 404, 405, 406, and 407. 
The other course must be chosen from among the following: AFRI 26:[, 262, 266, 35:[, 52:[ 

I believe that developing a minor in Kiswahili from UNC would attract a greater population of UNC students and even potential high schools seniors who are considering UNC as 
an option. 

I’m writing this email to test the waters; just to put the idea out there, r’m not well-informed of what the process would require in order to make this happen, so I wanted to 
hear your thoughts. I would be more than happy to write a more formal letter and I know of at least :[5 other Kiswahili students that are extremely interested in this idea and 
would be willing to write formal letters as well. 

Thanks for reading this email and I look forward to hearing your comments! 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SIVI3,VG UNC < @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, February, 21, 2012 8:59 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] "Towards an ontological vision of socM change: Other Worlds are REALLY possible", Tues Feb 28 

"Towalrls an ontological vision of social change: Other Worlds are REALLY possible" 

or Towaixls New Realpoliliks: The Alterglobalization movement and beyon& 

a presentation of work in progress by Michal Osterweil 

Tnes Feb 28, 5:10pm 

Room 2008 in the Fedex GEC 

(parking should be available staxting at 5pm in the parking garage.) 

[This "talk is paxt of the Carolina Seminar on Theory and Politics of Relationality, a seminar many SMWG members axe paxticipatmg in ] 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

slnwg01 as: eunice~)elno~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30911000-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(dblistserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 21, 2012 9:25 AIvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Stephens, John D <jdsteph@unc.edu-~ 

conference at the GEC 

Dear Eunice, 

I thought you and some Africanist colleagues might be interested in 
parts of the conference to be held this Thursday afternoon through 
Sunday at the GEC The conference ~vill bring together authors of essays 
for the Oxford Handbook of Transformations of the State. Here is the 
website: 
http ://transformationsofthe state, web. unc. edu/ 
The papers are password protected, and the password is 
The conference is open to anybody. 

I am sorry this in[’ormation comes so late It is part of the 
institutional collaboration between the (;enter for European Studies and 
the University of Bremen So, we were thinking predominantly in terms 
of Europeanist colleagues. John is about to send a notice to the other 
area studies centers as well. 

If you are li~ee on Friday night we would love to have you for dinner at 
our house with the other conference participants. 

With best wishes, 

EveIyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, I)epartment of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel t liI1, NC 27599-3~55 

phone: 919-962-3041 

Fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 



From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:27 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Afri    Absence 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

I won’t be in class this morning. I was in NYC for a co~fference over the weekend, and I think I 

I should be fully recovered and back in class on Thursday! 

¯ I am laying low this morning, but 

(dRmafil.com 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

International Studies B.A., International Politics 
Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 21, 2012 9:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PBS Envirolmaental Series - Buy 3 Episodes, Get 3 Free 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 2,500 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. 

Special Offer- Through March 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes for $99 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 
State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e-mail screensce            ,pe.com with your request. 

I:X JTF~E/PBS Nil JTPE on Facebook ~,.’; JTF~E on Twitter Xll JTPE on YouTube 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gould Jeremy <jeremy~.gould@jyu.fi> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 21, 2012 10:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

t~lk 

No, really, it ~vas a thoughtless, sexist remark and I apologize I hope you were not offended. 

Just so you don’t come away with an unduly disparaging impression of my Zambian colleagues, I would like to note that I have seen a remarkable shift in attitudes over the past decade. The 
outrageous rhetorical veneer of ’merchandise’ (and so on) persists among men to some extent, but at the depaltmental level (at least in Development Studies), women command, and receive, 
substantial collegial respect. Most of the recent recruits to teaching faculty have been young women with foreign degrees, which has made a huge difference in quality and atmosphere 
Decision-making is nominally still in male hands, but departmental policies are discussed democratically and openly among all faculty, which has also contributed to a the quality of the 
working milieu. 

I hope you will have the opportuni~z to see for yourself in the not-to-distant future 

Kind regards, 
Jeremy 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Febmaly 20, 2012 9:28 PM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: RE: March 1 t.nlk 

Hi Jeremy, 

I hupe you are feeling better It was good tu dialugue with yuu although I am still recovering from the concept of merchandise as articulated by your Zambian cumrades. 

Thanks for the blurb. It is excellent In terms of the flyer. I will nut include the middle paragraph. So it will read as below: 

Law, pulitics and the paradoxes of pustcolonial liberalism in Zambia 

The vestiges of colonial legality characterized by a paradoxical admixture of liberalism and executive exceptiunalism live un in cuntemporary African law and the pulitics it li*ames. ’]7he 
mudern constitution of Zambia, fur example, retains crucial sections of the late colonial constitution of Nurthern Rhodesia (as Zambia was previously l,muwn). Significantly, the power to 
declare a state of emergency the schmittian hallmark of sovereignD" -- that allowed the colonial Guvemur to fi-eeze legal cunstraints un his mandate was transferred intact tu the 
postcolonial President. 

’]7his talk interrugates some ufthe continuities and ruptures binding postcolonial to colunial law in order tu problematize the intercunnection of presidentialism and liberalism in postcolunial 
African politics. The presentatiun examines the evidence and outcomes uftwu parallel ’abuse uf public office’ trials ufthe late Frederick Chiluba, Zambia’s secund president, in search of an 
understanding of pustcuhmial government that resists the neoliberal jtcxtapusition of human rights against suvereignty. 

Jeremy Guuld, an anthrupologist by training, is professor of Development and International Cuoperatiun at the University of Jyvaskyla (Finland) He has studied and published about 
Zambia :[’or 25 years He is currently completing a bouk with the working title ofPostculonial j urisprudence Political legali~ and pupular politics in Zambia’s ~Ihird Republic tlis recent 
publications also include an edited vulume about the politics uf aid, The New" Conditinnality (Zed 2005), tu which he alsu contributed an essay on Tanzania’s first Poverty Reduction 
Strategy Paper. 

From: Gould Jeremy [ieremy j.gould, g)yu.fi] 
Sent: Munday, Febmapf 20, 2012 2:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: March 1 talk 

Hi E~xice 

Thartks for the coffee and inspiring conversation last week. I hope I didn’t infect you! 

Enclosed please find the short blurb for rrly talk and rrly biodata. 

Kind regards, 
Jeremy 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.mxc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, Febmaly 07, 2012 8:39 PM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: March 1 talk 

Dear Jcremy, 

Here a more details about your talk. 

Topic: "Law, politics and the paradoxes ofpostcolonial liberalism in Zambia". 

Date: March 1, 2012 @3.30pm 

Location: GEC, 4th Floor 

I will send you a poster once I receive it from the committee involved in the Department’s Colloquium this semester. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Gould Jeremy [jeremy j.gould@yu.fi] 



Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 11:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Hi Eunice 

Thanks for this The talk can be titled "Postcolonial jurisprudence or, Liberalism and political legality in an African postcolony" as in the blurb I sent you. Or, if this seems a bit daunting to 
the non-legal mainstream, an alternative version could be ’Law, politics and the paradoxes of postcolonial liberalism in Zambia.’ (if indeed that’s an?" more accessible) 

Have a sunrly week[ 
Jeremy 

Jeremy Gould 

Professor, Developruent & International Cooperation 

Dept of Social Sciences & Philosophy 

Box 35 

40014 University of Jyv~iskNl~i 

office phone: +358 (0)40-805 4128 

private phone 

sum tymes byten sum )-mes bit 
-riddlcy xvalker 

From: Sable, Eunice N [etmice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, FebrualT 07, 2012 4:29 AM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Hi Jeremy, 

March 1 works. I will be in touch with details about time and room number. 

Looking tbrward to the talk. 

Cheers, 
Etmice 

From: Gould Jeremy [jeremy j.gould@yu.fi] 
Sent: Monday, FebmalT 06, 2012 8:38 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Checking on possible dates for presentation 

Hi Em~ice 

Thanks for the lovely weekend! 

Of the dates on offer, only March 1st is possible. I :tly out on March 15th. 
I hope it’s convenient for you. 

Best, 
Jeremy 

Jeremy Gould 

Professor, Development & International Cooperation 

Dept of Social Sciences & Philosophy 

Bo× 35 

40014 University of Jyvgskylg 

office phone: ~358 (0)40-8054128 

private phone     . 

sum tymes byten sum ~’mes bit 
-riddley walker 

Froru: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@eruail.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February- 07, 2012 3:31 AM 
To: Gould Jeremy 
Subject: Checking on possible dates for presentation 



[)ear Jeremy, 

Hope this finds you ~vell. 

Would March 1, 15 or 16 ~w~rk :from your end? 

Kindly let me know 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: paxking 

eurlice 

im in chapel hill waiting for parking. I’~n next in line at the parking garage I’m just waiting for someone to leave. I don’t have a number for you or I would call. no 1 is 
answering the departmeN line but my number is 



From: ,@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:39 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Hi 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are doing well this semester. I am taking a lot of African Studies classes including       . the                         . We’ve been talking about 
neoliberalism and a lot of economic policies. I remember that you were able to explain these economic policies very well. I was wondering if I could come chat with you for a 
little bit during your office hours sometime to say hi and ask a few questions. If you’re too busy though, I completely understand. Thanks for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:57 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: 

Come enjoy a showcase of CGI-suppo~ed students’ research, experiences, and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more about 

what’s possible with the Center for Global Initiatives’ awards and fellowships and 

maybe even learn an adventuring tip or ~o. Stay posted - we may have an alumni 

guest tell about the evolution from CGI award to successful global social 

enterpr se. 

C G I EVE N TS + R ESO U RC ES 
CG~ 2012 Cak~’~da~ W~r~s Gok~ ~oca~ ADDY~ 

justThe wonCGI Gold2012 inCalendar:the local ConnectionsADDY Awards 

The ADDYs are the adve~ising industry’s 

largest and most representative 

competition, attracting over 50,000 entries 

in local ADDY competitions. The next 

round is the district level, we’ll let you 

know fwe make t fu~her 

The Landscape of Immigration Policy in NC 
with Dr Hannah Gill 

Over recent decades, the Southeast has become a new frontier for 

Latin American migration to and within the United States, and Noah 

Carolina has had one of the fastest growing Latino populations in the 

nation. Hannah Gill will offer a be~er understanding of our new Latino 

neighbors, their motivations for moving to Noah Carolina, and the 

larger historical and social forces behind demographic shifts. 

Presented by The Program in the Humanities & Human Values. FMI: 

962-1544 or human{~usc edu 

Hosted by The Institute for the Study of the Americas 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio 

program in collaboration with WXYC and The ¯ 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses 

world regional music with dialogue shared 

relevant expe~ guests scholars from UNC by 

Chapel Hill. Listen to ~aat b~oad~ta~ of the 

~,ob~ ~.,ic ,how 

Cafeteria U~?der~vaduate HeNth Fellowship 
Awa~d Deadline 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
.................................................................................................................................................... Now Ri~J#sNows k~sue online from [he ~ns[~tute for the Studv of Mumen Rk~hts 

Read about ISHR’s project in Sri Lanka, howthe Columbia community responded to the Occupy Wall 

Street movement, ISHR’s newly established Alliance for Historical Dialogue and Accountability program, 

human rights protection in Brazil and morel 



~4~tx~e~ial Halt 

This event is supported in part by the Center for Global Initiatives 

Kun Opera concert 

This is a rare oppo~unity for students and faculty at UNC to experience Kun opera, a centuries-old style of 

Chinese theatrical music - at its first live pe~ormance in the Triangle! The event is sponsored by UNC’s 

Pedormance Special Activity Fund and is free and open to the public, 

Gre{d~ Decisions Lecture: M~dd~e Eas~ Resi~qnment w~h ~3~sssam Hsddsd 

This event is supposed in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives, 

h-~cumn(~ Debt: F~c~udr~ De~h: ~spanese Fam~Is, 

This event is supposed in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives 

This event is supposed in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

This presentation by photo journalist Paul Dix and UNC Public Health Graduate Pare Fitzpatrick will feature 

breath-taking photos of Nicaragua, a discussion of US involvement during the Contra War, and stories of 

war survivors. This event is free and open to the public 

Be,A!; T}gile i 3G! F’ifi:sbo[o Sireei Suite 3002 i CS 5145 i Ch~}pel Hill. NC 27,<,99 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 11:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

@yahoo.cam 

Honor System Outreach Initative 

Professor Sahle, 

We are contacting you as part of a faculty outreach initiative by’ the Honor System. 

My name is and I am a member of the Honor Court and an minor. (who is copied on ths e-mail) is a member of the Attorney 

General Staff and an major. 

As a department chair, you probably have had signiticant experience with "the University’s Honor System already. However, you may still have particnlaJc questions, 

comments, or concerns that a brief meeting could help to address. 

As pext of this initiative, we wonld like the opportunity to have a 5 to 10 minnte dialogue with you tbcused on the thculty’s role in the Honor System. We would 

appreciate the opportunity to meet mfl~ yon one-on-one to go talk abont fl~is and give you ~me additional materials for distribution. If yon wonld prei~r, we are al~ 

ava~lable to give a more fomial presentation at a depaxtment meeting or we could attend a casual question/answer session that is optional for your colleagues. 

I undelst~xid your schedule is very, busy. However, I do think tills initiative could help increase awareness as well as give you and members of your depaxt~nent the 
opportunity to ask questions and voice concerns about tile system. Therefore, I hope you will consider this opportunity for s~dent-i:aculty dialogue about our Honor 

System. Please let me ~know how you would like to proceed. 
If you would like to meet ruth ns, please let me know of a few times that work for you in the upcoming weeks. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincereb; 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



From: 
@live.unc.edu:" 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:10 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Subject: AFRI    Grade 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I hope that all is well! Just wanted to send a friendly reminder concerning the update of my final AFRI,    grade. 

Thanks in advance! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Rebecca B <rbwill@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 9:21 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edtv~ 

Taylor, Geraldine <~aylor@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Spaxks, Sherry <sherrysparks@unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Robert Porter 

I have a solution and have entered an action to re[urn the FTE to his original FTE as of June 30 last year. Agatha, can you call rne when you are in the office 

tomorrow? 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, February ~7, 20~2 ~0:38 AN 
To= Williams, Rebecca B 
~c= Taybr, Geraldine; Sparks, Sher~; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Robe~ Po~er 
Hi Becky, 

Thanks for talking with me yesterday about the problem with payment to Robert Porter. As requested, here is my understanding of what happened. This seems to 

me to be a technical error that went unnoticed until now, so I am requesting that we try to make an adjustment so that he can be fairly paid for the work that he is 

performing this year. My sense is that an adjustment to either his FTE or base salary would accomplish this. 

As per the attached email, when I reappointed Porter I increased his FTE to 0.92 so that he could teach a total of 7 courses, 4 for the department and 3 for 

Continuing Education (CE). It was not clear to me that I was also supposed to increase his base salary at that time as well, and in looking at the communication you 

thought that this wasn’t explained either. 

Now that we are in the second semester he has reach his overload limit, but he has not yet been fairly compensated for the courses that the dept, college, and CE 

agreed that he could teach. 

Porter taught 2 courses in the department and 2 courses for CE in the fall 20~1; in the spring he is teaching 2 courses for the department and 

paid       for each course. 

His current base salary includes payment for all of the department courses annually) plus from CE. In the fall he received Additional Duties and 

Overload payments totaling an additional from CE. For the spring, payment of the final is in process in EPAweb. 

The total that he should earn this year is The overload limit based on his current appointment 

Thanks again for your help in trying to solve this. I really do appreciate 

I am out of the office at 2lam today until Tuesday, but if this must be dealt with asap, after ~lam, please call my cell phone at 

Thanks] 

Agatha 

Agatha {:~ucll 

Business 

Dep~me~ of P~fl-~ic Policy 

217 Abemefl~y HN1, CB ~3435 

Deparlxner~ og Agkicm~ & AlS’o-:~ner~can 

109 Bal~e Hal~, CB #3395 

L;n~versffy of NoNa Carolina 

Chape~ Hill NC 27599 

I)~ 919.9~2.2788 
[" 919.962.5924 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:36 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Honor Sys~tem Outreach Initafive 

Deas Eunice, 

I think we should invite :the Honor System rcprc~enta~;es l,) a ii~cully meeting, bt~t I t]fink we can hold often *his unlil the beginni~g of*he l?all ~mester. [ agree *hat we 

are two of them) k~ complek: d~eir won on re,forming Ne honor system. I can check o~ ~[ren d~dr won is ~’.hedu~ed k~ be do~e. Wtaen w~: do have fl~e smde~t 

mp~vse~3tati~’es conre prcse~a~ to us (~md             is a wo~a&~id smde~t o~3e of my tiavoritcs~) it wotdd k~ a good idea t£; also mvke Jon~than Sa~fls, Who 

Kenneth 

Kennetl~ R. Ja~ken 

Pro~i~ssor of Afire- A~nerican Studies 

Dep~utment of Atiican 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 

Click o~a a link R~r m~;~rmation 

h~://u~vw.um~s.edu/umpmss/spr 97/ianken.html 

htlp:, /uncpress.unc.edu, N~oks"T-8059.h~ml 

htlp:i/undpress.nd.ed~"boo~P00780 

htlp:i/undpress.nd.ed~’b( 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:49 AN 
Tot 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject= ~: Honor System Outreach Ini~tive 

Dear Kenneth, 

I value your input, thus kindly let me know if I should invite these folks to our Departments meeting in March or April. I know other Chairs I have done so, but I am wondering 
what your thoughts in the context of our department given all the other matters we have to address in the next 2 months. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ii:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢’,           ~yahoo.com 
Subject: Honor System Outreach Initative 

Professor Sahle, 
We are contacting you as pa~ ofa thculty outreach initiative by the Honor System. 

My name is and I am a member of the Honor Court and m~ minor. (who is copied on ths e-mail) is a member of the Attorney 

General Staffand m~ major. 

As a department chair, you probably have had sigNtica~t experience with the University’s Honor System already. However, you may still have particular questions. 

comlnents, or concerns that a brief meeting could help to address. 

As part of this initiative, we would like the opportunib" to have a 5 to 10 ~ninute dialogue with you focused on the faculb"s role in the Honor System. We would 

appreciate the opportunity to meet with you one-on-one to go talk about this and give you seine additional materials for distribution. If you would prefer, we a~re also 

available to give a more fomial presentation at a detmrtanent meeting or we could attend a casual question/answer session that is optional ibr ?’our colleagues. 

I understand your schedule is very. busy. However. I do think this initiative conld help increase awareness as well as give yon and members of your department the 

opIx~rtunity to ask questions and voice concerns about the system. Therefore, I hope yon will consider this oppormnib’ for student-faculty dialogue about our Honor 

System. Please let me know how you would like to proceed. 

If you would like to meet ruth ns, please let me know of a few times that work for you in the npcoming weeks. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

and 

Univelsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rontledge Education <mail.skozxqqdewykxye~k@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 12:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Sociology of Education, 2e 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Sociology of Education 
A Critical Reader, 2nd Edition 

Sociology of Education will stimulate your student’s thinking about the 

important roles that schools play in contemporary society and their ability 

to solve fundamental social, economic and political problems. 

The Second Edition: 

provides students with seven new readings from some of the best 

theorists and researchers 

includes comprehensive section introductions, questions for reflection 

and discussion, and suggested readings. 

Request a complimentary exam cop,,, for your Sociology & Social Policy or 

Sociology of Education course today. 

Read More 

If you require further details on this title or would like to 

learn about other textbooks in Education, please contact your 

Sales Specialist, Rob Kistler, 

To be removed from our email list please click here to unsubscfibe. 

Spread the Word! 

Edited by: 

Alan R. Sadovnik 

Taylor & Francis Group is the academic division of Informa plc. 
Taylor and Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited. 

Registered Office: Mortimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street, London W1T 3JH 

Registered in England under no. 314578 

Registered Country: UK 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edup- 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 5:00 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Mon, Feb 27 @ Noon / Duke Haiti Lab: Claire Payton, "The Haiti Memory Project: Oral History m~d the Digital Humanities as Post- 
Disaster Response" 

*** Please distribute widely *** 

Please join us at noon this coming Monday, February 27, in the Haiti Lab (Bay 4, Smith Warehouse at Duke) for a talk with NYU graduate student Claire Payton 

entitled, "The Haiti Memory Project: Oral History and the Digital Humanities as Post-Disaster Response." A light lunch will be provided. 

ii~iI Description: 
poster payton.srnall .jpg 

About the Haiti Memory Project: 

The Haiti Memory Project is the brainchild of Claire Antone Payton, a doctoral candidate in the Department of History and Institute of 
French Studies at NYU, where she focuses on Haitian history. 

Beginning in 2011, Payton partnered with the Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History at the University of Kentucky Libraries to house, 
preserve, digitize, and make available to the public a collection of oral narratives gathered from over 100 earthquake survivors. The Haiti 
Memory Project explores life in the Caribbean country before and after the ear~Lhquake. The project’s interviews offer }taitians the 
opportunity to tell their own stories of what has happened to their homeland. 

While almost all of the interaiews reference the ear~Lhquake, many of the accounts focus on life after the event, including life in refugee 
camps. Interviews range from 30 minutes to approximately two hours and reflect such topics as politics, culture, medicine, religion, and 
attitudes toward foreigners. 

Payton collected the interviews bet~veen June and December 2010. 

For additional information, please contact ebd4@duke.edu or visit the CFFS online at http:/, ~{ite&duke.e iu/cffs. 



From: ~live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1 5:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

Subje~’t: Final Proposa] 

Attach: proposal.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

This is my final draft because I won’t have time to edit it again tomorrow. I thought you’d like to see it! Also I wanted to check with you that you were still planning on sending 
in my letter of support tomorrow. 

Sorry again for all the emails! 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:23 PM 

Hobbs, Suzanne M <S~anne Hobbs@unc.edt~; Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lorenzo Wilson <lgw@ncsu.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; ~)em~Jl.unc.edu>; 

@ema£unc.edu>; @yahoo.co~n>; @email.unc.edu>; Andy Kennedy 

<akennedy@foodlogiq.coln>;                     @nnc.edu> 

RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Hello everyone, 

Sue, thanks for your information--1 appreciate it! My mobile number is 

Eunice and George, are you comfortable working without A/V equipment? If Suzanne won’t be using powerpoint, its probably best if none of us do. Help with cohesion. 

Does ]acqueline’s Nan of topics sound right to you Eunice? George? 

Amy 

Amy Cooke, PhD 
Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology 

CB 3275, UNC-CH 
office: 3:t6 Whitehead 
tel: 919-962-0622 

From-" Hobbs, Suzanne M 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:09 PM 
To: Olich, Jacqueline M; SaNe, Eunice N; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 
Co-" Andy Kennedy; 
Subject; RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

SOLEFtdS ~[ood. If Ar~l~" doesr{t fr~etl[iotl ~]:, I ~::~rt do So, Look fo~ward to see~n~ evervone~ 

Suz:~nn~ Havala Hohbs, DrPH 
Clinical Associate Professor 

Director, Doctoral Progsam in Neaith Leadership 

Research Fellow, Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention 
Department of Health Po] icy and HarH~gement and Departnent of Nt]tKi Ilion 
CB #7411 
113 Rosenau 
Gillings Schoe] of Global Public Health 
Unive:si[ty of North Carolina at Chap}l HiM 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-7411 
Voice 919-843-462~ 
Fax 919-966-6961 

Ema i i ~!~[~___)i[~_[~_@_}}~9l:~_~ 

Skype suzanne, havala.hobbs 

DrPH Program h~bmmtion 

F~m: Ol~ch, ]acquel~ne N 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:0~ PN 

T~: Hobbs, Suzanne M; SaNe, [uNce N; Cooke, Am7 [; korenzo W~lson 
Co: Andy Kennedy; 
Subject: RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 
Dear panelists, 
This maybe our strongest panel. 
Sue, your plan sounds ideal--you are ideally suited to authoriMtively cover the three poinN you suggest. 
Amy, if you briefly define food insecuriN in your introducM~ commenN then Sue can hit the ground running. AlternaMly, Sue can briefly define the Mrm so all audience 
members are on the same page. 
I appreciate your time and expe~ise. 
Regards, 
3acqueline 

From-" Hobbs, Suzanne M 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:17 AM 
To-" Olich, Jacqueline M; Sahle, Eunice N; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 
C¢: Andy Kennedy; 
S,,bject." RE: Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studie~, 

Hobbs, Suzanne M 

Dear ]acqueline, 
Many thanks for this detailed note. 
I am happy to introduce myself. Sometimes that’s easier for the moderator and just as simple for the presenter. My cell number is 
I will not be using slides, so no AV needs. 
I plan to make some very brief remarks, not more than ten minutes. I am so happy to be a part of this important panel, but as I emphasized to when she invited me to 
partidpate, I was not in a position this month to prepare a new presentation but would be happy to share a few observations concerning trends in food and nutrition policies in 
the US and globally and to field questions from the audience. The main points I’d like to convey include: 
* The shift to a global problem of overnutrition, with an obesity epidemic that now spans the world; 
* Our global, shared challenge of reconciling the natural tensions between private interests and the public good where food policy is concerned; 
* Persistence and paradox of pockets of food insecurity both in the US and abroad. 



Hope this works. 
Look forward to seeing everybody soon, 
Sue 

From: Olich, Jacqueline M 
Sent: Mlonday, 9:23 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Hobbs, Suzanne M; Cooke, Amy E; Lorenzo Wilson 
~:¢-" Andy Kennedy; 
Subject; Plan B, Conference Call, Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies, 

Olich, Jacqueline IVl 

Deaac colleagues, 

You are such accomplished and engaged reseaacchers and educators, we were unable to find a mutually agreeable time to talk. I propose we work asynchronously~ia 

e-mail. 

Big picture: Target a 12-15 minute presentation. Keep in mind that you will be addressing an audience of approximately 100 individuals with a wide range of 

backgrounds. F~xpect generalists and experts. I anticipate that attendees will be interested in learning about related research trends mad challenges in your three distinct 

diseiplines. Our ultimate goal is, as the ,symposium title indicates, to get people thinking aboutJbod andJbod stuaqes in aqf/~rent ways and to talk with each 

other. Of course, we will not cover everything. 

S.~nposium structuring: 

You are welcome to join us for as much of the programming as your schedule allows. The day progrmnming begins at 8:45 a.m. in UNC’s Hyde Hall on . For 

lunch, we will shift to the Morehead State Dining Room for a luncheon donated by Whole Foods and an address by Andrew Kermedy. President of FoodLogiQ 

entitled, "Does it Matter Where My Food Comes From?" The evening receplion and Tom Philpott keynote will take place in the UNC FedEx Global Education 

Center, near the Carolina hm. 

Panel structure and schedttling: 

Please plan to arrive by 10:00 am., if not emlier. The panel begins at 10:30 am. in UNC’s Hyde Hall @..t.t.p2~.(.i.’.a.!L..u..r1.c.~..e..d...u../..c~..r1.k3..c..t:!.d.jJ~9~i~?1~>, immediately follomng a 
coffee break. We will have a nametag for each of you. 

I suggest that Amy start promptly at 10:30 pro. and begin by briefly introducing everyone or, alternately, introducing herself and the panel mad asking each member of 

the panel to introduce herself or himself. 

I propose we maintain the order listed in the program: 10:30am-noon: Food Security\ Sustainable Food Systems & Global Chan~e Panel: 

Moderator: Atny Cooke, UNC Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology" 
Suzanne Havala Hobbs~ UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Eunice Sable, UNC African and Afro-American Studies 
Lorenzo George Wilson, NC State University and USAID Horticulture Collaborative Reseaxch Support Program (CRSI?) International Advisory Board 

As moderat,~r. Amy is charged with keeping the trains runNng on time, drawing connectionswhen applicable, and facilitating discussion during the question and 

answerperiod. Her expertise in political and human ecology, natural resources, agriculture and food securiF issues roll be invaluable. 

Suzanne Havala Hobbs can speak about international and domestic food and nutrition policy’. Emphasizing change over time might be helpful (for example, earlier today 

I enjoyed reading her background on the link between malnutrition and national security, in the current UNC Gazette <http:/,’gazette~unc.edw           advocating- 
healtlaier-sehool-lunche~>). Suzanne can help us link the domestic to the global and the global to the domestic. Sazanne can share obsenzations drawn t?om work with 

European Commission Erasmus Mundus Europubhealth Programme, l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sant6 Publique (EtIESP), Paris and Rennes, France and School of 

tlealth and RelatedResearch (ScHAAR), UniversiU of Shetfield, Sheffield, England. 

George expressed interest in talking about the following: Feed the Futare, a U.S. governmentinitiative to help eradicate global hanger and achieve food securi~; his 

involvement with the Hunger Summit; and the Horticulture Collaborative Research Suppo~t Program (CRSP) International Advisory, Bomd (IAB), charged with 

reducing poverty, improving ~mlrition and health, and improving susta~nabiliU and profitability, tl~cough horticulture. Additionally, I would like to see George address the 

following question: how can the hoNcultural science cotnnranity~ help protnote food security" and susta~nable food sys~tems? 

Eunice can address aspects of global change, human fights, and the political economy of agricultural transtb~mation. Should Eunice discuss implications of increasing 

food prices and the removal of govemmentsubsidies as well as agriculture, food and ongoing straggles for food sovereignU in Africa, it roll harken back to Kathryn 

DeMaster’s work covered in the morning panel. 

My questions to all of you (please "reply to all"): 
¯ What are your technical needs? 
¯ What three or tbur points would you like to be certain to cover in your presentation? (Of course, these can be questions). 

agriculture, and human fights. How should members of the audience frame their discussions about these issues? 
¯ The tbcus of programming at UNC will be global. Will you explicitly address certain regions or globaJization more broadly? 
¯ If you are comtb~table doing so, please share your mobile number with the group. 

I look fo~w-md to an informative e-~na~l and then in-person conversation. 

Thank you once again for participating in the Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Global and Local Food Studies. Interes~t in and suppo~t for the food symposimn 

has been overwhelming. We are fortunate to live and work where we do. 

Respectfidly. 

Jacqueline 

Additional Information for Shared Tables:A TrianNe Symposium on Global and Loc’,d Food Studies~ Participants 
Parking: We have reserved a parking pass ~br each of you at the Morehead lot in ~?ont of the Morehead Planetarium, on Franklin Street. (Also note that the 

Robertson Express Bus stops near Morehead and Hyde Hall). George, we will be able to reimburse you lbr your mileage; nay colleague, Ms. Karla Nagy, will contact 

you regarding paperwork. 

S)~nposium website: http:/,’sharedtablessvmp.wordpress.com/ 

Twitter: If you have s~a~dents who wanted to attend the symposium but were unable to do so, please encourage them to follow us on Twitter; @sharedtablessym will 

be live tweeting from UNC on    and Duke on     We will also use #sharedtablessymp 

Recording and photography: Donn Young will be photographing the wmposimn. Photo releases will be sent to you. At UNC, only the Philpott keynote will be 

recorded for future classroom use. 



Media: The tbod symposium has generated significant regiona] media attention. I encourage all participants to haYe business cards. 

Contacting me: Note that my mobile number is            . Do not hesitate to e-mail, call, or text with questions. 

Speci’,fl needs or dietary restrictions: Please let me know and we will accommodate you. 

3acqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 

3108 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 
Web: cseees,unc,edu 
Twitter: @jrnNich 

LinkedIn: http://www.lin kedin,com/in/olich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:34 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] Triangle AtiJc~m Americah Histow Colloquium Conference THIS WEEKEND - Defining Freedom in Ati-ican American His~tory 

m~d Culture 

Dear All: 
Many of our colleagues (in the dept. and across campus) will be involved with this conference. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:06 AM 
To: African American History Workshop 
Subject: [afam] TAAHC Conference THIS WEEKEND! Defining Freedom in African American History and Culture 

Dear colleagues, 

A reminder that the Triangle African American History Colloquium’s annual conference is here! The theme this year is "Defining Freedom in African American History and 
Culture," and all panels will take place on Friday and Saturday in Hyde Hall at UNC. Davarian Baldwin will deliver the keynote address, "’The Rising 33de of Color’: Forging 
Freedom in the Age of the New Negro," on Friday evening at 6 p.m. in the Pleasants Family Assembly Room of Wilson Library. A catered reception will precede the address at 
5:15 p.m. 

The list of panels and full schedule of events is posted on our website: http://taahc.web.unc.edu/conference/schedule/ 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The TAAHC Planninc~ Committee 
, Shannon Eaves, 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

afam as: <a hve~"mailto:klcaldwe@email.unc.edu">klcaldwe@email.unc.edu<a~.<br~ 

To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 5383358.599146dlalbeleddcc897d40478c04bf&~T&l afam&o 30931672 or send a blank email to <a 

h~e~"mailto:leave-30931672- 5383358.599146dl albe leddcc897d40478c04bf@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30931672- 

5383358.599146dl Mbe 1 eddcc897d40478c04bt@listserv.unc.edu</a> 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice~b~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriathm&o 30932024 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-30932024-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvard Uuiversi~ Press <hupApromo@harvard.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 1:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Harvard Explores New Scholarship in Black Histou 

Harvard Universib Press invites you to explore our collection of black 

histo~3 titles that range across history, law, music, and art. 

To Free a Family 

The JourBey ofk’lary Walker 

Sydr~ey Nathar~s 

"A~ c’~grossi~g a~td r~adab[e study.,, ihat fills a sigM:fica~t gap in 

the history of the period." 

Theresa McDevitL Libraui dou:’nad (starred review I 

X:: Africa 
...... Spesks, 

Amed~-~ 

,\frica Speaks, America Answers 

Modern Jazz in Reso - . ’ ’" 

Robin D,G. Kelley 

"A~ exquisitely r~ndcrcd accounl of the fives of Afi’ica~t and 

/~cican .aanerican musicians, fiaeir music, and their worlds.’" 

Pem~y M. V(m Esch~n 

An Atlantic ()dysssy in ~he Age of [’:ma~cipafion 

Rebecca J, Scolt and Jca~ ,X,I, ttdbrard 

"A sweeping tale of a thsci~mting family and the compIex histoW of 

the/\~ffican diaspora.’" 

Vanessa Bush, 

Accidental 
0~, 

The A¢cidenta! City 

Irapvovi!;ixtg Nc’x~, Orleans 

Lawrc~ace N. Powell 

"This rich struT., is ~he best history of early New Orleans ever 

writlcn." 

P;,d-,hshera" ~f@ekly (starred review) 

X:: The Land 2the La~d Was Ours 

A{:rican American Beaches fl’om Jbn Crow to ~he Sunbelt South 

?mdrew W~ Kaka’l 

’% pow~:Ful rc~MndcT of tb~ perMcious consiraMts that racism bus 

imposed on African .4anedcan Ieisure." 

W. Ffizhugh Bnmdage, amber of 2 ’/>_~ 5’,)utaern/)as’g 



~i Representin2 

...... the Race The Crea~io~ of tI~c Civil Rigl~ts Lawyc~ 

Ke~me, th W. Mack 

centuW audience." 

:Vernon Jordan 

;~] The Image of the 

...... Black in Western 

"[’he Image of the Black i~ Wester~ Art 

Edited by David Bindman and He*~ty Louis Gates, 

armchair histmi~ms will find ltte book to be a feast of 

iafo,mation and commentary...but it is the bread~taking 

collection of artwork that makes fl*e greatest impact2’ 

:P,.dffish~rs’ IS)’~ek/)" (si;~rred review) 

}~i~rvard U~ivcrsRy Press 

79 Garden SueeL Cambridge, MA 02138 USA 

contact hup@harvard edu i ] -800-405- ] 6 [9 (phone, US & Canada) 

HaPcard UnJversxty Press is committed to reducing the use o[’pq~er :[br n:.alerxais 1hal can 

sewe their p~rpose equaily weli in eiecrromc form This email is part of HLT~’s effort to protect 

Privacy m~d Uasubs~’ribe Notice 

As staled in 1he tlat~;ard Universit)’ Press Global Privacy Staten:,e~,t, Harvard Umversil?/Press 

honors its customers’ choices to receive ipXbrmation abo~t Hai-~ard Uni-~ ersirv Press 

prod~cts and services. Tn ~nsubscribe, or ifyo~ received this message in e:~or, please email 

hup premo~ ]’.atvard edu 

Th~s is a commercial message. 

..... Uniwrsi~y 
Press 

To send a coW of this message to your friend(s) click he~e 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 

(;lick hem for e-n~il 

You roll receive one addilional e-mail message coafimfing your mmova£ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 12:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fundraising Update a~d Following Up 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope all is well. I am following up on a few of the items we discussed in our first meeting. We would like to do the following on behalf of the department, pending 

your approval. 

Send an email solicitation to all AFAM/AFRI majors and a follow up direct mail piece. In these pieces we would feature student,              and it would 

describe what the department has meant to her and her success at Carolina. I have reached out to to discuss this, pending you’re okay with the plan. 

We would incur the cost of the mailing. 

Send an email solicitation to non-majors that took 2 or more courses in the department. In this piece we would like to feature               an economics 

alum, but someone who really loved his experience in the department. I also hope this will spur his commitment to the department. Pending your approval, I 

will reach out to        about this in the next few weeks. 

Please let me know your thoughts on these ideas. Also, have you had any luck on requesting those PIDS of students having taken 2 or more courses? If they could 

send the list with the number of courses those students took that would be great, if not we can still work it out. Lastly, please forward those congratulatory emails 

that were sent when you were named chair. 

Many thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Fundraising Update and Following Up 

Thanks for sending those emails along. When you have an opportunity, please let me know your thoughts on the email solicitation pieces and any progress on the 

PIDs. 

Have a great week! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Sunday, 12:01 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fundraising Update and Following Up 
Importance: High 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope all is well. I am following up on a few of the items we discussed in our first meeting. We would like to do the following on behalf of the department, pending 

your approval. 

Send an email solicitation to all AFAM/AFRI majors and a follow up direct mail piece. In these pieces we would feature student,              and it would 

describe what the department has meant to her and her success at Carolina. I have reached out te r to discuss this, pending you’re okay with the plan. 

We would incur the cost of the mailing. 

Send an email solicitation to non-majors that took 2 or more courses in the department. In this piece we would like to feature               an economics 

alum, but someone who really loved his experience in the department. I also hope this will spur his commitment to the department. Pending your approval, I 

will reach out to        about this in the next few weeks. 

Please let me know your thoughts on these ideas. Also, have you had any luck on requesting those PIDS of students having taken 2 or more courses? If they could 

send the list with the number of courses those students took that would be great, if not we can still work it out. Lastly, please forward those congratulatory emails 

that were sent when you were named chair. 

Many thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: "@ivea~nc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:51 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: RE: Hello 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Yes, let’s meet this week. I’ve tried to use this week to be as meticulous as possible in ;vriting my literature review, outlining my arguments. I’d like to share what I have Would Tuesday at 
5:00p be okay? 

Class c 
Histo~’ and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, i 7:57 PM 
To: 
Subject: Hellu 

[)ear 

I hope this finds ~vel[. 

Huw is the research and writing going? Let’s meet this week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Heaton <jason.heaton@fxtrans.com> 

Monday, Februao, 27, 2012 8:31 AIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Febma~ 2012 training newsletter 

February 2012 training newsletter 

In this edition: 

Portu#uese spe!!!n# reforms take effect in home country 

The human factor 

Partnerinq for content manaqement solutions 

Upcomin,q educational events 

Well, it’s the shortest month but it’s also a Leap Year, which only comes around once every four years. Do you know how the concept of Leap Year came about? Here’s a 
brief history lesson. 

As with many things, like candles, umbrellas and aqueducts, we have the ancient Romans to thank for our modern calendar. The names of the months bear witness: January, 
named for the god Janus and Mamh for the god Mars. In the early days of the Roman calendar, it followed a lunar cycle and there were ten months. This is why the months 

September ("seventh’) through December ("tenth’) are now strangely misnamed. ’When the solar calendar added months during the reign of Caesar Augustus, so too were 
months honoring the Caesar dynasty - Augustus and Julius. Naturally, those months then had to have the most days, 31, as well as October (Caesar Octavius). So while the 
calendar approximated the sun’s travel across the heavens, these imperially designated long months threw a spanner in the works. 

Similarly, the concept of Leap Year was the result of a political, or rather religious decree. Pope Gregory wanted to make sure that Easter fell as close to the spring equinox 
as possible every year so he determined that every fourth February should get an extra day to keep the calendar synchronized to the seasons. This "Gregorian" calendar 
compensates for the fact that our 365 year is six hours shorter than a solar year and thus "resets" it every four years. 

Enjoy this month’s newsletter and thanks for reading. 

eLabefing Medical Devices for the EU Market 

Medical device labeling in the EU continues to pose a challenge for manufacturers, who must create compliant Instructions for Use in all required languages. The term "e- 
labeling" refers to innovative means for providing Instructions for Use in an electronic format for medical devices. Originally e-labeling focused on IVDs, since these are usually 
used by healthcare professionals in a clinical environment, however, the latest proposed revisions to Directive 93/42/EEC and Directive 90/385/EEC introduce amendments 
pivotal for e-labeling for other devices. 

In order to set up an e-labeling system, companies must develop and implement internal controls and procedures that promote adherence to regulatory requirements including 
applicable statutes, laws, regulations and directives. E-labeling provides several advantages in managing regulatory compliance but also poses some challenges. 

We’ve prepared a white paper that discusses the challenges of EU e-labeling. In the paper, we look at some of the labeling-related compliance issues faced by medical device 
manufacturers and the advantages of using e-labeling to gain competitive advantage. Download it here: 

htt p://info.fxt ra ns.com/medical-devices-e-la belinq-for-t he-eu-ma rket/ 

Portuguese spelling reforms take effect in home country 

Portuguese is one of the most widely spoken languages in the world. It is also one of the fastest growing European languages, along with English and Spanish. With its 
humble origins in Portugal, Portuguese is now spoken in communities across Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas. 

Although some modern-day critics deride spelling rules as snobbery, every world language seeks to standardize its use while also trying to keep the language fresh and up-to- 
date. As part of the 1990 Orthographic Agreement, all Portuguese-speaking countries around the globe have adopted important changes in orthography. (We Nghlighted the 
ct~anges when Brazil adopted the new rules - check here for a refresher: http://blog.fxtrans.com/2OO9/O1/lanquaqe-fact-brazilian-portuguese.html) 

And so, on January 1,2012, the Portuguese language spelling reform came into effect in Portugal for all state organisms and entities in Portugal in accordance with the 
Council of Ministers decision on January 25,2011. 

For organizations that have large amounts of legacy texts to be converted, the free Lince language converter will come in handy. It allows for batch conversions in a number of 
formats. The Java-based tool is available at the Portal da Lingua Portuguesa: http://www.portaldalinguaportuguesa=org/%3Faction% 

3Dlince&usg=ALkJrhiOoC82rrckmeCCJrRe2Pv1L Ic7A 

Send me an e-mail if you need help figuring out how these changes affect your company’s translations. 

The human factor 

ForeignExchange Translations is now offering human factors engineering and usability testing services in cooperation with our Certified Partner, Data Decision Group. This 
partnership complements our company vision of saving lives, through the development of medical products that take into account human factors and usability, in addition to 
getting products to market more quickly and safely with accurate translated documentation. 

FDA and other global regulatory bodies are taking human factors requirements seriously. They’re requiring that the manufacturer perform a systematic process during product 
design, incorporating usability testing to determine how the end user will use the device, the environment in which it will be used, and the ongoing identification and mitigation 
of use-related hazards. Is your company complying? 

Hem are some of the human factors and usability testing services we provide: 
¯ Profile end users and their environments, recruit end users 



Train for your human factors engineering usability testing team 
Develop a plan for HFE usability testing 
Run usability testing end user interviews, analyze data and create documentation 

Help rationalize HFE & usability testing as an important component of the medical device product development life cycle 

Working with experts to better serve our device clients is one more reason why we confidently say we’re the leader in medical translations. 

Partnering for content management solutions 

ForeignExchange Translations is partnering with Vasont Systems to deliver complete multilingual content management solutions for the healthcare industry. Through a joint 
technology partnership agreement, the two companies will enable clients to implement automated global content management for medical information. The strategic alliance 
between Vasont and ForeignExchange provides healthcare organizations with a unified solution for the content lifecycle for more effective content development, content 
management, process management, technical translation management, and publishing strategies. 

This collaborative approach draws on the experience of both companies to deliver a comprehensive, automated multilingual content strategy that reduces cycle times and 
increases productivity for their mutual clients= Being the leader in medical translations does not mean we do everything alone and our partnership with Vasont is proof of that. 
Linking state-of-the-art technology with the best people and processes is the best way to serve our clients and our vision of saving lives. 

Are you looking at implementing a content management solution at your company? We can help you develop your process, workflows and best practices for content 
development and translation in the context of a CMS environmenL 

Upcoming educational events 

We’ve got some great educational offerings in the coming weeks. 

Translations 101- Boston and Minneapolis 

We will be hosting two complimentary Learning Unplugged seminars on ’q’ranslation 101" - one in the Boston area and one in Minneapolis. This two-hour complimentary 
seminar will cover how translation works - the technology, the people and the process. We will cover what Translation Memory technology is and how it augments the human 
function. We’ll cover what makes a good medical translator, why editing is important and the nuances and pitfalls of localized document design and layout. Attendees will go 
away with not only a better understanding of how the translation process works but also with actionable takeaways that can help improve quality, shorten timelines and save 
money when working with their translation providers. 

The Boston event will be held from 8:30 until 11am on February 29th at the Embassy Suites in Marlborough. You can sign up here: 

htt p://info.fxt ra ns.com/lu20120229-an-introduction4o4he-translation-process-ma/ 

The Minneapolis event will be on March 28th at our office in BIoomington= You can sign up here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/lu20120328-an-introduction4o4he-translation-process-mn/ 

Audio conferences 

Measuring and Improving the Readability of Medical Device User Information 

A concise, clearly written, readable user guide can mean the difference between a successful, happy customer and a frustrated, angry, or even endangered one. This 
February 28th audio conference approaches readability in medical-device documentation from two directions. First, our speaker explains how to achieve the reading level 
required by the FDA, providing attendees with the tools for measuring the reading level and adjusting it editorially. 

Second, she offers a variety of methods for increasing conciseness and simplicity in medical writing, which can be applied to any level of complexity to improve readability. 
The presentation also reviews graphical aspects that improve readability, such as the proper use of white space, leading, lists, and sidebars= Throughout the conference, the 
speaker uses specific examples from her own work and cites the relevant FDA guidance documents. 

Get more information and sign up here: 

http://vwvw.fxc~nferences.c~m/Measuring-and~mpr~ving-the-Readabi~ity-~f-Medical-Device~User-~nf~rmati~n~P817~aspx 

Writing Web Content That Works 

People come to websites for the content. They come to fulfill a need, to do a task, to get the answer to a question. Clear navigation, good design, and search engines that 
work are all critical, of course, but they are all there to support the content. Are you paying enough attention to the content on your website - both to what your messages are 
and to how you are presenting those messages? 

In this March 7th audio conference presentation, renowned speaker and author Ginny Redish teaches attendees to think about web content and web writing in new ways. 
Starting from the premise that every visit to your website is a conversation started by the site visitor, the presentation demonstrates for attendees why people skim and scan, 
provides a better understanding of when people do read online and when they don’t, and reviews a few basic best practices on how to write for the busy people who come to 
your website. 

Get more information and sign up here: 

htt p://wwv~.fxconferences.comNVritinq-Web-Content-That-Works-P828.aspx 

If you would like to read our January newsletter please click here: http://info.fxtrans.com/ianuary-2012-newsletter 

Th~ news~#er brought ~ you by Fore~nExchan#e Transitions - #~e ~ader in tra~ing transla#ons. 

copyfght2012 

To unsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu please click here 

Or mail: 
FoteignExchange Translations 

1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 

Newton, MA 02465 USA 



Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Linkedh~, YouTube, and our ~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

RE: Fundraising Update m~d Following Up 

Thanks Eunice, 

I can pull all AFAM and AFRI degree holders in my internal database. I don’t have access to students that have taken courses in the department, but did not major. 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 7:54 AP1 
To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: RE: Fundraising Update and Following Up 
Importance: High 

Dear Ishna, 

Thanks for the all the work you doing on behalf of the Department. The 2 ideas below are excellent. For no. 1, do you need PIDs for AFAM/AFRI maiors? 

1) ,Send an email solicitation to all AFAM/AFRI majors and a follow up direct mail piece. In these pieces we would feature student, and it would 

describe what the department has meant to her and her success at Carolina. I have reached out to, to discuss this, pending you’re okay with the plan. 

We would incur the cost of the mailing. 

2) Send an email solicitation to non-majors that took 2 or more courses in the department. In this piece we would like to feature                an economics 

alum, but someone who really loved his experience in the department. I also hope this will spur his commitment to the department. Pending your approval, I 

will reach out to        about this in the next few weeks’. 

I am working on the PIDs matter and I will give you an update by Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Monday, ] 8:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Fundraising Update mad Following Up 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 8:56 AM 
To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: RE: Fundraising Update and Following Up 

Dear Ishna, 

Thanks for the update. 

We are working on the non-majors matter and I should at least have a list for the period 2000-2011 shortly. I will keep you updated. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Monday, 8:51 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Fundraising Update and Following Up 

Thanks Eunice, 

I can pull all AFAM and AFRI degree holders in my internal database. I don’t have access to students that have taken courses in the department, but did not major. 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 7:54 AM 
To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: RE: Fundraising Update and Following Up 
Importance: High 

Dear [shna, 

Thanks for the all the work you doing on behalf of the Department. The 2 ideas below are excellent. For no. 1, do you need PIDs for AFAM/AFRI majors? 

1) ,Send an email solicitation to all AFAM/AFRI majors and a follow up direct mail piece. In these pieces we would feature student, and it would 

describe what the department has meant to her and her success at Carolina. I have reached out to ’ to discuss this, pending you’re okay with the plan. 

We would incur the cost of the mailing. 

2) Send an email solicitation to non-majors that took 2 or more courses in the department. In this piece we would like to feature               an economics 

alum, but someone who really loved his experience in the department. I also hope this will spur his commitment to the department. Pending your approval, I 

will reach out to about this in the next few weeks’. 

I am working on the PIDs matter and I will give you an update by Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:33 PM 

Brown, Niasha A. <nabrown@email.unc.edu>; 
<mtberger@email.unc.edu>; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ECHO Presentation 

Seminar Flyer CaldwelLpdf 

~email.unc.edu>; Berger, Michele T 

Dear All, 
I am sending the flyer for my presentation for the ECHO Program on March 30. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 929-962-2345 

Fax: 929-962-2694 

._k Lc__aJ__d___w___e_@__e_ m__a_[ Lu__n_ _c_:__e4 _u_ 

~;afriafam.unc.eduZ 

From: White, Brandolyn Shea 
Sent; Monday, Februap! 27, 2022 10:28 AM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject; RE: ECHO Presentation 

Hi Kia, 

Yes, we have a flyer for the seminar and I’ve attached it here. Please share within your depmtment as well 

The seminar is from lpm-2:lSpm, so you’ll have a full hour Lo present ~’1~ open with your ~ntroductkm. Usually, we saw~ the last few minutes Jar Q&A and 

discussion. However, you can feel free to welcome questions and commen[s throughout your 

A~so, we ~ike to ask presenters to send their presentations 1 day prior to the serTJnar. This allows us to preioad aRd make sure everytMng is working correctly, ~f 

you couJd plan to send by Wednesday, March 28~ then that wotfld be gre~t~ 

ff you have any additional questions, pJease let me know. Thanks Kh~ and b.:~kmg forward to meetk~g you 

Brandolyn 

Brandolyn White, MPH, C!-4~S 

Specia! Projects Manage; 

UNC ECHO Program 

Carofina Community Network Center to Reduce Cancer Health Disparities 

C8 # 743& 266 Ros~?nau Haft 

Chapel/-ti~, NC 2Z~99 

Phone: {919) M3-2755 
Emaik bswhite@emoH.unc.edu 

~ Caldwell, Kia L 
SeBt~ Friday, February 2~, 20~2 [[:47 AM 
Te~ White, Brandolyn Shea 
S~bject~ RE: ECHO Presen~tion 
Hi Brandolyn, 
[ was wondering how long my presentation for the ECHO seminar should be. Would you also please fo~ard me a copy of the flyer, if you have one? 

Thanks, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Prdessor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 BaSle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

h~p:!/affiaNmmnc~edu! 

From: White, Brandolyn Shea 
Sent; Thursday, January 29, 2022 12:24 PM 
Te; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject; RE: ECHO Presentation 

Thank you so much! Brandolvn 

Bra~,do!vn White, MPH, CHES 
Spec.~a! Proj~r.:ts Manoge~ 

UN(: L~(:f40 Pmgr~m 

Ca;ofina Community Network Center to Reduce Cancer Health Disparities 

CB # 7435, 265 Rosenau Haft 

[hep~l Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: {£Hg) 84:-]-2755 



~maih bswhite~9 erncfi/, unc~ edu 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, .lanuary 19, 2012 12:17 PH 
To: White, Brandol’./n Shea 
Subject: ECHO Presentation 
Dear Brandolyn, 
I am sending a photo for my ECHO presentation in Harch. 

Best, 
Kia Caldwell 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 91~9-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-269,~ 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam,unc,edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 2:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Wednesday, 2/29 

Dear Eunice, 

Since this is my last week, I don’t want to miss any hours working in the Battle Hall, but I shouldn’t neglect my health as well. Sorry about this and I will see you 

after the appointment. 

Thanks, 

Haeran 

Haeran Miller 

Acct. Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax. 919.962.5824 

Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

Tel. 919.966.1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon < ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, February 27, 2012 3:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Freelon teaching 

Good oftemoon Dr. Sahle, 

I just wanted to check in about teaching in the Fall. Do you have m~y word back from the Dean about budget or schedule? 

Best, 

Professor Pierce Freelon / 

[YNC Chapel Hill / North Carolina Central University 

DOWNLOAD FREEDOM sUrFE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nnem~a/9th WonderiPhonte/Geechi Sue& 

&inte~wiews with ?useflove/Angela Davis/Herbie Ha~cock) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

SIVI3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com~ 

Monday, February 27, 2012 10:35 PM 

Social Movemen’ts Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Reminder: [Politics of Relationa]i ,ty] "Towaxds an ontological vision of social change or anew Realpolitik," Tues Feb 28 

"Towalrls an ontological vision of social change: Other Worlds are REALLY possible" 

(or Towards New Realpolitiks: ’][’he AlterglobaJdzalion Inovement and beyond) 

Tues Feb 28, 5:00pm,Room 2008 in the Fedex GEC 

Join us for a presentation by Michal Os~te~a~-eil, contributing a work in progess as part of ongoing research in 

the Caxolina Seminar on Theoo~ and Polilics of Relationality. 

(We’ll start arom~d 5:10 to allow ti~lks to park: parking should be available starting at 5pm in the parking garage.) 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30964970-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b2611~57fc7~,~]istserv.nnc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon < @gmail.com~ 

Monday, February 27, 2012 11:36 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Freelon teaching 

Thanks for the speedy response. I’ll check back in next month. 

Best, 

On Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 5:02 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~,~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

I will have an answer sometimes in March. 

Hope all is well. 

Best wishes, 
DL Sable 

From: Pierce Freelon I       Ngmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 3:28 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Freelon teaching 

Good ~£temoon Dr. Sahle, 

I just wanted to check in about teaching in the Frill. Do you have ~ly word back from the Dean about budget or schedule’? 

Best, 

ProI~ssor Pierce Freelon/’ 

UNC Chapel Hill /North Carolina Central University 

DO~NLOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nnenna/9th Wonder/PhonteiGeechi Suede 

&interviews with %seflove/,Amgela Davis/Herbie Hmicock) 

Professor Pierce Freelon / 

UNC Chapel Hill / North Carolina Central UniversiU 

DOWNLOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 

(It. music by Nnenna/9th WonderiPhonte/Geechi Suede 

&interviews wifl~ ?u~flove/Angela Davis/Iterbie tta~cock) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 10:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Class Thursday March I st 

permission let.doc 

Dr. SaNe, 

I talked to you in class last week about me not being in class on Thursday, March :t. Attached is a permission letter from Patrick Davidson, the leading professor for the trip I 

will be going on. Please let me know if you have any questions or problems. 

Thank you for your time and teaching. 
Sincerely, 

UNC Chapel Hill School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

Class of : 



SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM 
& MASS COMMUNICATION 

T 9t 9,962o4o73 

Dear Professor, 

The bearer of this letter is enrolled in JOMC ’ 
, and the focal point of the class is an international multimedia project in 

the Galapa~os Islands, Mar 1-12. Regretfully, participation in this project will cause 
the student to miss class during this time. We respectfully ask you to allow this 
student excused absence(s) to participate in this rare opportunity. 

This student has been chosen for this project because they are among the most 
promising students in the Visual Communication secluence of JOMC. We will build a 
multimedia web site based on the award winning     JOMC project 
v,~,.livinggalapagos.org. The site will provide online coverage of the impact of 
civilization in the Galapagos Islands to a worldwide audience. 

Participating in this proj ect will give the students the opportunity to use the skills 
gained in their academic maj or and work with highly skilled professional editors on 
one of the most ambitious multimedia proj ects of its kind in the world. This allows 
the students real world international experience while building their portfolio and 
preparing them to enter the professional world after graduation. 

We regret that this may inconvenience you, but we respectfully ask that you excuse 
our student for this opportunity and allow him/her to make up missed material. Thank 
you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Davison 
Associate Professor of Visual Communication 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-4073 
pdavison@email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

Brow~ Niasha A. <nabrown@email.unc.edu>; 
<mtberger@email.unc.edu>; Boy& Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Date for ECHO Presentation 

CaldwellECHO March2012.pdf 

~email.unc.edu>; Berger, Michele T 

I am sending a new flyer with the correct date for my presentation. It will take place on March 30, instead of March 29. 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe~email.unc.edu 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 2:33 PM 
To: Brown, Niasha A.; Mathews, Allison; Berger, Michele T; Boyd, Lydia C 

Cc: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: ECHO Presentation 

Dear All, 
I am sending the flyer for my presentation for the ECHO Program on March 30. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-234-5 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@emaiL unc~edu 

From: White, Brandolyn Shea 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 I0:28 AM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: ECHO Presentation 

Hi Kia, 

Yes, we f~ave a flyer for tf~e seminar and Vve attached it here. ?lease share witf~in your department as well 

The seminar ~s from :~pm-2::~5pm, so youql have a fuji hour to present. ~’lJ open with your ~ntroduct~on. Usually, we save the ~ast few mh3utes for Q&A and 

disc~ssion. Howew~r, you can feel free to weicome questkms and comrnents througho~t your presentatkm, 

A~so, we ~i~e to ask presenters to send their presenl:at~ons ~. d~y prior to the sernim~r. Th~s allows us 

you could plan [o send ~y Wednesday, Mard~ 28, then ths[ would be grest~ 

~: you have any additional questions, p~ease let rne know. T~anks K~a and ~ook~ng forward to meeting 

Brandolyn 

Brendolyn White, MPH~ CHE5 

Spedoi Projed~ M~oger 

UNC ECHO Program 

Carofina Community Ne~wor~ Center ~o Reduce Ca~’~c’er Heo/th OispadHes 

CB # 74.3.% 266 Rosenau H~;fl 

Chat;el Hi/~ N(: 2759.9 

Phone: (gL~}) 843--2Z5.5 

~ff~il: b.swhi~e(~em~7~L 

~mm= Caldwell, Kia L 
Se~t~ Friday, February 24, 20~2 ~[:47 AM 
Te~ White, Brandolyn Shea 
S~bject~ RE: ECHO Presen~tion 
Hi Brandolyn, 
I was wondering how long my presentation for the ECHO seminar should be. Would you also please fo~ard me a copy of the flyer, if you have one? 

Than~, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 BaSle Hall 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http:!/afriafam.unc.edu! 

From-" White, Brandolyn Shea 
Sent-" Thursday, 3anuary 19, 2012 12:24 plvl 
To; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject-" RE: ECHO Presentation 

Thank you so much[ [.}randolyn 

Brondolyn White,, M,~H, CHES 

Specioi Projeds Manoger 

UNC ECHO Pn~grem 

C~ro/ino Community Network Center to R~duce Com:~r HeMth DLspeHtie.s 

Chapel H~/I, NC 27599 

Phone~: (919} 843-.2755 

~mafl: bswhite~ emefl, unc. edu 

F~: Caldwell, Kia L 
Bent: Thursday, ]anuary ~9, 20~2 12:~7 PM 
Te= White, Brandolyn Shea 
$~bject: ECHO Presen~tion 
Dear Brandolyn, 
I am sending a pho~ for my ECHO presen~tion in March. 

Best, 
Kia Caldwell 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Prdessor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 BaSle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9~9-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klca~dwe~emaiL unc~edu 
h~p://afriafam.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Wednesday, 2/29 

Th~nks for your understanding! 

Haeran 

From." SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 28, 2012 3:09 PM 
To-" Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Wednesday, 2/29 

No worries Haeran. Health first. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 2:52 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Wednesday, 2/29 

Dear Eunice, 

Since this is my last week, I don’t want to miss any hours working in the Battle Hall, but I shouldn’t neglect my health as well. Sorry about this and I will see you 

after the appointment. 

Thanks, 

Haeran 

Haerm~ Miller 

Acct. Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax. 919.962.5824 

Dept. of At~ica~ and Afro-Americma Studies 

Tel. 919.966.1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sackey ttarris, Mamie <Mamie Harris@med.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <i~ongol~email.unc.edu> 

Thank you tbr your service on the ASC FLAS Committee 

Hello to you all, 

Thank you so much for your help in choosing this year’s ASC FLAS 
Fellows. Your insightful comments, varied perspectives, and your hard 
work are very much appreciated! 

I checked with the other units and our Program Officer as we discussed, 
regarding funding the same student two years in a row, and ~vas told that 
this is fine. This is also COlafirmed in our Program Administration Manual. 

I wanted to send you all a summary list of our awardees. If this list 
does not reflect your understanding of the committee’s decisions, please 
let me know asap: For undergraduates, Fellows will be 

, Fellows will be 
For graduate students, Fellows will be 

First alternate 
will be Second alternate will be 

I know that serving on this committee is a great deal of work and 
eflf~rt, and I am very grateful to you. ’]’hank you again! 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewal[ 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies (;enter 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (15x) 
sewall@email.unc, edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Missing Thursday’s AFRI class 

galap permission let.doc 

Professor SaNe, 

I just wanted to remind you that I will be leaving the country on Thursday and therefore cannot come to AFRI    at 9:30. T’ve attached a permission letter sent by the 
professor in charge of this Galapagos Project. If you have any questions, he will be more than happy to answer them. 

I will come into your office hours before the test on Tuesday to discuss the lecture that I missed. 

Thanks for your understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Meeting 

Yes [ 

Shall I come to your office? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AM 
To:, 
Subject: Meeting 

Dear 

I hope this note finds you well. 

I am just writing to check if we are still meeting today at 2.00pro. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info asmeas~holars.org@mai138.us4.mandrillapp.com> 

~Vednesday, February 29, 2012 2:47 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CALL FOR PAPERS: Annual Cont~rence 2012 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Hiddle East and Africa 

October ~-~3~ 20~2 
Key Bridge Narriott Hotel * Washington, D,C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2012 annual conference. 

Nembers flom any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered~ Abstracts on topics related 

to the Niddle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~] contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, aNliat~on). Tge ~ae ~ate far ~[e~osals i~ Tees~ay, Nay ~S, 20~2. Proposals 

should be sent to: i~f~@a~aea~ola~.or~. Completed papers are due by August 31, 

VIEW the list of paper’s presented at the 20’1 ’1 Annual ASMEA Conference. 

Referees and 

ASNEA Nembers interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e-mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles~ Send e-mail to: 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or 

info@asmeascholars.org, 

Association for *:he Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.oro 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www,asmeascholars,org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PC Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copyri(Tht (C) 2012 ASMEA Al! rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DONOT REPLY@allacademic .com 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

NCBS Cont~rence program UPDATE 

Dear Eunice Sable, 
The NCBS Conference Program has been finalized. Please review- the calendar for your presentation as you will be pleased to note the following schedule changes: 

All 8am panels have been rescheduled to later in the day, with the exception of an 8am Town Hall meeting on Saturday, 3/10: Critical Edition of Books by African-American Authors Sent to 
the Paris 1900 Exposition. 

The student luncheon is nnw the only program scheduled on Friday, 3/9 at 12:20. 

Additionally, the plenaly session at 2:00 on Friday, 3/9: Manning Marable’s Malcolm X: A Life of Reinvention: A Critical Discussion is the only panel occurring in this time slot. 

We reiterate, please be sure to review the calendar schedule as several time revisions have occurred. 

Please contact the national office: info@ncbsonline org, if you are still searching for accommodations, we have a possible hotel, but need verified check-in numbers. 

If you are receiving this email more that1 once, we apologize for the redundancy. 

Thank you, 
NCBS Conference Conm~ittee 



From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:05 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: missed class 

Dr. Sahle, 

I thought I sent this email earlier in the week, but have not heard 
back £com you or f,aund it in my sent inbox on my email account. Last 
Wednesday          and unfortunately had the misfortune of hearing 
back £com the last medical school I was waiting on It was a 
misfortune because I did not get in and took it harder than I 
expected 

I am so sorry for 
missing class and I hope you can forgive me I am a little behind in 
the reading but should be caught tap by Friday. I am having to go back 
and read everything I read this weekend due to the fact I just did not 
process it I think that now I have had time to process the rejection 
and pull my self back together I should be back to my old sel£ Were 
you plamaing on having office hours Monday after spring break before 
the test? I have started constructing stud)- guides and would like to 
sit do~vn with you once I have finished them to make sure I am on the 
right track. 

’]?hanks so much, see you in class[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 11:33 AM 

Department listserv ¢~athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afdaI~m] My email is forwarding to Jackie 

Dear All, 
Any email that you send to me will now forward directly to Jackie. For future reference, my personal email is 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha 13ucll 
Business O~]]cer 
Dep~tmen~ of P~d-*~ic Policy 
217 Abemefl~y HM1, CB ~;3435 
Departmen~ of .kl?icat~ & Al?:o-zkmerica~ Studies 
109 Bai~le Hall, CB #3395 
L;niversJt-y of NoNa Carolina 
C[~ape~ Hill NO 27599 

I)~ 919.962.2788 
[" 919.962.%24 

pgmail.com. 

You a~e currently subscribed to affiaFam as: eunice@email.tmc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltp:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=:T&l =affiafam&o=:30985823 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.1:.e..-.:.3..Q~c.).~.8.~.5...8..2..~.-~3..2~3..~..~6..(.!..8.:..e~8~7..@..!~.-.3...2~3..~.~.~!.~?~i~i.~1~2u~:~1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 11:41 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [MiiaJ~hm] My email is li~rwa~ding to Jackie 

Thanks for everything, Agatha! All the best with your new endeavors. 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 929-962-2345 
Fax: 929-962-2694 
klcaldwe_~__email, u nc.edu 
~afriafam.unc.edu~ 

From: Buell, Agatha [abuell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 02, 2022 22:33 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] My email is forwarding to Jackie 

Dear All, 
Any email that you send to me will now forward directly to Jackie. For future reference, my personal email is 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Department of Public Polk:), 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB 1J3435 
Det~arm~ent of African & Afi’o.-Ame~iem~ Studie~,~ 
109 Battle Hall, CB ~3395 

Ct*apel tIill, NC 2?599 
p. 919.962.2788 
li 919.962.5924 

@gmail.com. 

You a~e currently subscribed to al~iafam as: kdcaldwc,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i,’lists.unc.edt~/u?id 32361596.bflz~5d999979b5aagf457abTN13a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o 30985823 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-30985823-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa91:457ab7tgl 3a5f65@lis[serv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(a)email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.m~c.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:al’riatiam&o=30985908 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lindsay (h~egory <lindsayg@fxconfereuces.com> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 11:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Audio Couf- *Keep Pace with Industry: Ulxtating Trmniug Content Dyuamically 

In an efiblt to provide a value-added service to our customers and partners, FX Conferences is pleased to invite you to an upcoming audio conference. If you think that somebody else at 
your company ;vould be interested, please feel Iicee to pass on this email. 

*Keep Pace ;vith Industry: Updating Training Content Dynamically 

David Glow, Business Critical Learning 

Available Dates: 

*Wednesday, March 7th, 2012 - 4pm EST 
*Friday, March 9th, 2012 - 2pm EST 

You can sign-up for this audio conference at: 

Audio conference highlights: 

Evel5’ organization is responsible for deploying and maintaining training in a timely maimer to keep pace with industl3Z Employees require support and information to perform, especially 
during times of rapid change. This is paramount in businesses operating in highly regulated enviroimaents such as healthcare and financial sel-,zices, where changes are not only rapid, but 
compliance is mandatory 

Many companies struggle in deploying new training resources or up&iting existing resources in a timely maimer. Most organizations use a development model that is not efficient, and often 
duplicates efforts. Common development models delay deployment time which leaves the workforce under prepared on required skills. 

This audio conference provides several practical approaches for organizations to employ a training system design to dynamically update content to keep pace with necessary business and 
industry changes. 

’]?his audio conference covers: 

*How to prioritize your training content for effective design 
*How to employ one of several dynamic content design methodologies 
*Why it is more about strategy than code 
*How intelligent design removes bottlenecks and enables multiple workflows to work in tandem 
*Working with stakeholders at all levels to determine the optimal approach 

Registration fee: US $249.00 per line 

If you have an?’ questions about this event, please send an email to acsupport@]~trans.com 

Regards, 

FX Conferences 
1001 Watertown Street 
Newton, MA 02465 

(To opt out, send an email to unsubscribe@fxtrans.com?subject eanice@email.unc.edu, and you will be rerimved from our audio conference email list) 

The preceding was an advertisement for FXConferences.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 11:41 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
global communications 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Comrades, 

How do I put this? I will be frank. We Americans have "lost our way." We have obscene levels of economic inequality. Besides that, we 
wage wars, have military bases everywhere, and impose our multinationals wherever we go. We SSF Americans welcome your 
criticisms. How do we join the civilized world? Of course, it is more complicated than [ imply, but [ hope to provoke discussions and 
forums. 

With my humble invitation. ,Judith Blau 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/.~q source=msq mes network 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI    Exam 2 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering if you would be willing to post a study guide for the second exam. Beb~een the syllabus and your recommendations in class yesterday I was a little confused 
about which readings would be on the exam. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, 3:10 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sackey Harris, Minnie <Mamie ttarris@med.tmc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@ema£unc.edu> 

Re: Chichewa workshop 

Dear 

Prof. Seck will respond to you about preparation for the workshop, but I wanted to touch base about the other issues. 

It appears that regi*_ration for the summer training program at the National African Language Re~uvce Center is already past, so it will not be lyossible for you to do 

that this year. For this, ~md other thoughtful reasons, the Department will not be able to offer a semesler-long class in Chichewa in as we had originaJly 

hoped. 

I had not anticipated how bureaucratically complex it would be to staxt-up this new lmaguage ofiEring. We axe very, grateful that you will be able to work with us again 

for the April Workshop, and I so appreciate your patience as we tlN to move forward with Chichewa, one step at a tilne. Minnie and Mamarm~e will be in touch with 

you about the workshop and supporting activities a~cound that. 

Warmest regards, Barbara 

On 8:37 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof Seck, 
I hope you are aware of the chichewa workshop schedule this year which will start early for 4 weeks. I just want to find out about your schedule and 
when we can meet to prepare on the content of what to be presented at this workshop? Your assistance last year was so helpfull, hope this year, we will just 
build on what was started. 

Secondly, I want to find out about the instructors training which I am supposed to attend this coming June. When and where exactly will this training take place? 
want to know it earlier if I will be attending t so that I decide wether to enroll for summer classes or not. 

Your guidance is highly appreciated. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Di:~>stor, African Studies Cente:~ 

Lecturer~ Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Cente~, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of Nor~h Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http ://africa. unc. edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu 

Friday, 3:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Dr. Sahle, 

I had to go to Sam’s today to get new tires for my car. Unfortunately the installation process is taking longer than I had anticipated. I don’t kno~v that I will be done and back in Chapel Hill 
before 6pm Could I just send you all on Tuesday ~vhen I project to be done? I apologize for the inconvenience. 

Sent via BlackBel-W by AT&T 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 3, 2012 5:42 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

~i]lac.coll! 

RE: Propels 

We are doing a school matinee on the 15th at 9a.m. You are certainly invited to join in on that performance. 

There are other performances currently scheduled at the art center on the 15th and 16th in the evenings (so the evenings at the center don’t seem possible on those two 
days), however 1 can check on other availabilities on those two days. 

Don’t forget that there would be room for you as well on the evening of the 19th. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:33 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

15th or 16th? 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:31 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Panels 

possible, yes. 
when are you looking at? Why don’t you continue this discussion with Elisabeth Lewis Corley. 

Off the top think $7 a person. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:29 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

I will try. On this core, would it be possible to organize a performance for majors (there about 100 and faculty - 21) in my department and how much would that cost? For 
reasons that I will explain later, this would be great! 

Warm regards, 
Eunice 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 3:03 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Panels 

You will be missed. Look forward to hearing from you and I sincerely hope you can attend one of the performances. 1"t is a most extraordinary play. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Office: 919-8~3-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Friday, Mlarch 02, 2012 4:4-9 PM 
To-" Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

It is with deep regret that I write to say that because of developments beyond my control, I will not be able to participant on the Fugard panels. I look forward to explaining 
these developments in the near future. 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From-" Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Sent-" Saturday, February 18, 2012 6:39 PM 
To; Sahle, Eunice N; Bonnie Gould 
Subject; Fugard panels 

Bonnie meet Eunice, Eunice meet Bonnie. 

Eunice, Bonnie is a good friend and colleague who is helping us with the coordination of the Fugard panels. She has an information packet for you and would like to get in 
touch. 

Best, 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 3, 2012 5:53 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

i]lac.coll! 

RE: Propels 

It would be very difficult to transfer our tech, video and lighting there, but not completely impossible. We’d have to do a much simplified version of the play. It would also also 
more expensive. I will double check that the art center is indeed busy both of those nights as well. 

Lees talk about this and see what might really be possible. 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Saturday, March 03, 2012 S:47 PM 

To= IVlegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Col               _~mac.com 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Thanks Joseph. Checking other possibilities in terms of space (any of the evenings that week ) sounds like a good idea. I could check with Joseph at the Stone Center if you 

think the Center would work. 

Best wishes and thanks. 
Eunice 

From= Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent= Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:41 PM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
~mac.com 

Subject: RE: Panels 

We are doing a school matinee on the 15th at 9a.m. You are certainly invited to join in on that performance. 

There are other performances currently scheduled at the art center on the 15th and 16th in the evenings (so the evenings at the center don’t seem possible on those two 
days), however I can check on other availabilities on those two days. 

Don’t forget that there would be room for you as well on the evening of the 19th. 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From= Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:33 PM 
To= Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject= RE: Panels 

15th or 16th? 

From= Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 

Sent= Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:31 PM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Panels 

possible, yes. 
when are you looking at? Why don’t you continue this discussion with Elisabeth Lewis Corley. 

Off the top think $7 a person. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 



From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, Mtarch 03, 2012 5:29 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

I will try. On this core, would it be possible to organize a performance for majors (there about 100 and faculty - 21) in my department and how much would that cost? For 
reasons that I will explain later, this would be great! 

Warm regards, 

Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, Mtarch 03, 2012 3:03 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Panels 

You will be missed. Look forward to hearing from you and T sincerely hope you can attend one of the performances. Tt is a most extraordinary play. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 4-:4-9 PM! 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

It is with deep regret that I write to say that because of developments beyond my control, T will not be able to participant on the Fugard panels. I look forward to explaining 
these developments in the near future. 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Sent: Saturday, February 18, 2012 6:39 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Bonnie Gould 
Subject: Fugard panels 

Bonnie meet Eunice, Eunice meet Bonnie. 

Eunice, Bonnie is a good friend and colleague who is helping us with the coordination of the Fugard panels. She has an information packet for you and would like to get in 

touch~ 

Best, 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 3, 2012 5:57 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

i]lac.coll! 

RE: Propels 

the 12- 14th are currently available at the arts center. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:47 PM 

To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
~mac.com 

Subject: RE: Panels 

Thanks Joseph. Checking other possibilities in terms of space (any of the evenings that week ) sounds like a good idea. I could check with Joseph at the Stone Center if you 

think the Center would work. 

Best wishes and thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:41 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Co:          ~mac.com 
Subject: RE: Panels 

We are doing a school matinee on the 15th at 9a.m. You are certainly invited to join in on that performance. 

There are other performances currently scheduled at the art center on the 15th and 16th in the evenings (so the evenings at the center don’t seem possible on those two 
days), however T can check on other availabilities on those two days. 

Don’t forget that there would be room for you as well on the evening of the 19th. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:33 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

15th or 16th? 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:31 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Panels 

possible, yes. 
when are you looking at? Why don’t you continue this discussion with Elisabeth Lewis Corley. 

Off the top think $7 a person. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:29 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 



Dear Joseph, 

T will try. On this core, would it be possible to organize a performance for majors (there about :tO0 and faculty - 2:t) in my department and how much would that cost? For 

reasons that I will explain later, this would be great! 

Warm regards, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent-" Saturday, March 03, 20:t2 3:03 PH 

To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Panels 

You will be missed. Look forward to hearing from you and I sincerely hope you can attend one of the performances~ It is a most extraordinary play. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:t9-84-3-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Friday, March 02, 20:t2 4:49 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject; Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

It is with deep regret that I write to say that because of developments beyond my control, T will not be able to participant on the Fugard panels. I look forward to explaining 
these developments in the near future~ 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From-" Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent; Saturday, February :tS, 20:t2 6:39 PM 

To; Sahle, Eunice N; Bonnie Gould 
Subject: Fugard panels 

Bonnie meet Eunice, Eunice meet Bonnie. 

Eunice, Bonnie is a good friend and colleague who is helping us with the coordination of the Fugard panels. She has an information packet for you and would like to get in 
touch. 

Best, 

Joseph 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:t9-84-3-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elisabeth Lewis Cofley < @mac.com> 

Saturday,, March 3, 2012 5:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv> 

Megd, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Panels 

Dear Eunice, 

Hope you are okay. And veW sony you cannot join us for the panels. 

We would love to figure out how to do the show tbr your majors and faculty but, as I’m sure you know, moving the show isn’t so easy, especially since we would have 
m move it back. I’m assuming March 19th is right out? 

We can easily do the show where it is tbr $7.00 a person but moving it .... It would depend on the space but there would be additional costs for personnel, 
transportation, tech. It gets complicated. Not to say’ we couldn’t do a low tech vemion and we will cmntainly tly. I’ll talk ~nore with Joseph tonight. 

All best, 

Elisabeth 

Elisabeth Lewis Corley 
@mac.corn 

919-542-5406 

(mobile) 

http:iiwww.streetsignscenter.org! 
https://www.facebook.com/streetsignscenter 

On Mar 3, 2012, at 5:47 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Thanks Joseph. Checking other possibilities in terms of space (any of the evenings that week ) sounds like a good idea. I could check with Joseph at the Stone 
Center if you think the Center would work. 

Best wishes and thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
@mac.corn 

Subject: RE: Panels 

We are doing a school matinee on the 15th at 9a.m. You are certainly invited to join in on that performance. 

There are other performances currently scheduled at the art center on the 15th and 16th in the evenings (so the evenings at the center don’t seem possible on 
those two days), however I can check on other availabilities on those two days. 

Don’t forget that there would be room for you as well on the evening of the 19th. 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-7067 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:33 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject-" RE: Panels 

15th or 16th? 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Panels 



possible, yes. 
when are you looking at? Why don’t you continue this discussion with Elisabeth Lewis Corley. 

Off the top think $7 a person. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From= Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:29 PM 
To= Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

T will try. On this core, would it be possible to organize a performance for majors (there about 100 and faculty - 21) in my department and how much would that 

cost? For reasons that I will explain later, this would be great! 

Warm regards, 
Eunice 

From= IVlegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 3:03 PM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Panels 

You will be missed. Look forward to hearing from you and I sincerely hope you can attend one of the performances. It is a most extraordinary play. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-7067 

From= Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Friday, March 02, 2012 4:49 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject= Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

It is with deep regret that I write to say that because of developments beyond my control, I will not be able to participant on the Fugard panels. I look forward to 
explaining these developments in the near future~ 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From= Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent= Saturday, February 18, 2012 6:39 PM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N; Bonnie Gould 
Subject= Fugard panels 

Bonnie meet Eunice, Eunice meet Bonnie. 

Eunice, Bonnie is a good friend and colleague who is helping us with the coordination of the Fugard panels. She has an information packet for you and would like 
to get in touch. 

Best, 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-84,3-7067 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 3, 2012 6:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

i]laC.COll! 

RE: Propels 

we’re checking with everyone including the center that we can make the 14th happen, we will get back to you tonight or tomorrow. 

Elisabeth (copied here) will come up with a price as well. THe $7 a piece was based upon the notion of a scheduled performance. We will get back to you, but it all looks 
~ossible. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:59 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

~mac.com 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Joseph, 

Wednesday the 14th would work! Kindly let me the times, cost and other modalities of making this possible. 

I cannot tell how wonderful this would if it works out! 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

Froro: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:56 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Co:               ~mac.com 
Subject: RE: Panels 

the 12- 14th are currently available at the arts center. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:47 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Co:               ~mac.com 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Thanks Joseph. Checking other possibilities in terms of space (any of the evenings that week ) sounds like a good idea. I could check with Joseph at the Stone Center if you 
think the Center would work. 

Best wishes and thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:41 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Co:          @mac.corn 
Subject: RE: Panels 

We are doing a school matinee on the 15th at 9a.m. You are certainly invited to join in on that performance. 

There are other performances currently scheduled at the art center on the 15th and 16th in the evenings (so the evenings at the center don’t seem possible on those two 
days), however I can check on other availabilities on those two days. 



Don’t forget that there would be room for you as well on the evening of the l°ath. 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:33 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

15th or 16th? 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:31 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Panels 

possible, yes. 
when are you looking at? Why don’t you continue this discussion with Elisabeth Lewis Corley. 

Off the top think $7 a person. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:29 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

I will try. On this core, would it be possible to organize a performance for majors (there about 100 and faculty - 21) in my department and how much would that cost? For 
reasons that I will explain later, this would be great! 

Warm regards, 
Eunice 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 3:03 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Panels 

You will be missed. Look forward to hearing from you and I sincerely hope you can attend one of the performances. It is a most extraordinary play. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 4:49 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Panels 

Dear Joseph, 

It is with deep regret that I write to say that because of developments beyond my control, I will not be able to participant on the Fugard panels. I look forward to explaining 
these developments in the near future. 

All the best, 
Eunice 



From: Megel, 3oseph Lawrence 

Sent: Saturday, February 18, 2012 6:39 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Bonnie Gould 
Subject: Fugard panels 

Bonnie meet Eunice, Eunice meet Bonnie. 

Eunice, Bonnie is a good friend and colleague who is helping us with the coordination of the Fugard panels. She has an information packet for you and would like to get in 
touch. 

Best, 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elisabeth Lewis Corley < @mac.corn> 

Saturday, March 3, 2012 7:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Panels 

Wednesday the 14th is not an option at the ArtsCenter. They roll check on tile 12th but we won’t lmow until Monday at the earliest. More soon! Youm, Elisabeth 

On Mar 3, 2012, at 5:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Joseph, 

Wednesday the 24-th would work! Kindly let me the times, cost and other modalities of making this possible. 

T cannot tell how wonderful this would if it works out! 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2022 5:56 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~mac.com 

Subject: RE: Panels 

the 22- 24th are currently available at the arts center. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 929-843-7067 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2022 5:47 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

~mac.com 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Thanks Joseph. Checking other possibilities in terms of space (any of the evenings that week ) sounds like a good idea. I could check with Joseph at the Stone 
Center if you think the Center would work, 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2022 5:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
@mac.corn 

Subject: RE: Panels 

We are doing a school matinee on the 25th at 9a.m. You are certainly invited to join in on that performance. 

There are other performances currently scheduled at the art center on the 25th and 26th in the evenings (so the evenings at the center don’t seem possible on 
those two days), however I can check on other availabilities on those two days. 

Don’t forget that there would be room for you as well on the evening of the 29th. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 929-843-7067 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:33 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

15th or 16th? 

Froro: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:31 PM 



To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-’ RE: Panels 

possible, yes. 
when are you looking at? Why don’t you continue this discussion with Elisabeth Lewis Corley. 

Off the top think $7 a person. 

jm 

.loseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84.3-7067 

Froth,, Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 5:29 PM 
To,, Megel, 3oseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Panels 

Dear 3oseph, 

I will try. On this core, would it be possible to organize a performance for majors (there about 100 and faculty - 21) in my department and how much would that 
cost? For reasons that T will explain later, this would be great! 

Warm regards, 
Eunice 

From-’ Megel, ~1oseph Lawrence 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 3:03 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-’ RE: Panels 

You will be missed. Look forward to hearing from you and I sincerely hope you can attend one of the performances. It is a most extraordinary play. 

jm 

.loseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-’ Friday, March 02, 2012 4:49 PM 
To: Hegel, 3oseph Lawrence 
Subject-’ Panels 

Dear 3oseph, 

]~t is with deep regret that ]~ write to say that because of developments beyond my control, I will not be able to partidpant on the Fugard panels. I look forward to 
explaining these developments in the near future~ 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From: Hegel, .1oseph Lawrence 
Sent-’ Saturday, February 18, 2012 6:39 PM 

To,, Sable, Eunice N; Bonnie Gould 
Subject,, Fugard panels 

Bonnie meet Eunice, Eunice meet Bonnie. 

Eunice, Bonnie is a good friend and colleague who is helping us with the coordination of the Fugard panels. She has an information packet for you and would like 
to get in touch. 

Best, 

3oseph 

.1oseph Hegel 



Artist in Residence 
Deparl:ment of Communication Studies 
Universi~ of Norl:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 9~.9-843-7067 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elisabeth Lewis Cofley < ~mac.com> 

Sunday, March 4, 2012 10:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Blood Knot 

We’re working on the possibility of the 12th but it is complicated. Joseph wanted to make sure you had considered the Inatinee on Sunday, March 11 at 3:00 p.m. For 

that we could do a group of a hundred or so for $7 a person. Is the Inatinee on the 1 lth possible? Or is it that it is Spring Break that makes that bad? We’re still 

working on the 12th and will let you know as soon as we know. Yours, Elisabeth 

Elisabeth Lewis Corley 
~mac.com 

919-542-5406 
(mobile) 

http:iiwww.streetsignscenter.org! 
https://www.facebook.com/streetsignscenter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elisabeth Lewis Cofley < @mac.com> 

Sunday, March 4, 2012 10:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Blood i<h~ot 

The night Athol Fug~xd is coming is March 20th. the Tuesday. That would be an ~:mazing night for you to be there but we roll be packed to the rafters. We can still do 

your group but we would need to do it soon as that show will sell out. Sad that we roll have such small audiences leading up to it and then sell out on the last night. 

March 19th would have been perfect. Heigh ho. If you want 100 seats on the 20th yon can have them but do let ns know soon? Would you be able to do $10 on the 

20th? There is a reception for Fugard following the perfom~ance. Yours, Elisabeth 

On Mar4, 2012, at 10:28 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Elizabeth, 

You are right re; Spring Break. 

May be the best thing is come during a scheduled show. Which other night that week or early following week - Monday would be the only day that work - can I 
bring majors and faculty members to a currently scheduled show? 

Best regards and with thanks, 
Eunice 

From; Elisabeth Lewis Corley I 

Sent-" Sunday, March 04, 2012 10:20 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject." Blood Knot 

@mac.com] 

We’re working on the possibility of the 12th bnt it is complicated. Joseph wanted to make sure you had considered the matinee on Sunday, March 11 at 

3:00 p.m. For that we conld do a group of a hundred or so for $7 a person. Is the matinee on the 1 lth possible? Or is it that it is Spring Break that 

makes that bad? We’re still working on the 12th and will let you know as soon as we know. Yonrs, Elisabeth 

Elisabeth Lewis Codey 
@mac.corn 

919-542-5406 
(mobile) 

http://www.streetsiqnscenter.orc!i 
https ://www.facebook.com/streetsiqnscenter 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elisabeth Lewis Cofley < @mac.corn> 

Sunday, March 4, 2012 10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Blood i<h~ot 

Yes! The 19th would be perfect and we could to that at $7.00, no problem! Would that mean you could rejoin the panel on the 19th? Exciting! Youis, Elisabeth 

On Mar4, 2012, at 10:44 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Elizabeth, 

Depending on how a development that emerged this week evolves, March 19th would be a possibility. Unfortunately I am hosting a Dean of Law from Buffalo on 
the 20th. 

So, let’s work with the 19th. Would it still be $7.00? 

Many thanks for all your efforts on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Elisabeth Lewis Corley I 

Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 10:39 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Blood Knot 

~mac.com] 

The night Athol Fugard is coming is Ma~cch 20th, the Tuesday. That would be an am~ing night for you to be there but we will be packed to the railers. 

We cm~ still do your group but we would need to do it soon as that show will sell out. Sad that we will have such small audiences leading up to it and then 

sell out on the last night. March 19th wo uld have been peri~ct. Heigh ho. If you want 100 seats on the 20th you can have them but do let us know soon? 

Would you be able to do $10 on the 20th? There is a reception for Fugard following "the performm~ce. Yours, Elisabeth 

On Mar4, 2012, at 10:28 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Elizabeth, 

You are right re; Spring Break. 

May be the best thing is come during a scheduled show. Which other night that week or early following week - Monday would be the only day that 
work - can I bring majors and faculty members to a currently scheduled show? 

Best regards and with thanks, 
EuNce 

From: Elisabeth Lewis Corley [ 
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 10:20 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Blood Knot 

@mac.corn] 

We’re working on the possibili~ of the 12th but it is complicated. Joseph wanted to make sure you had considered the matinee on Sunday, 

March 11 at 3:00 p.m. For that we could do a group of a hundred or so for $7 a person. Is the matinee on the 1 lth possible? Or is it that it 

is Spring Break that m~kes that lind? We’re still working on the 12th and roll let you know as soon as we know. Yours, Elisabeth 

Elisabeth Lewis Corley 
~mac.com 

919-542-5406 
(mobile) 

http://www.streetsignscenter.org/ 
https://www.facebook.comistreetsiqnscenter 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:12 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: Educating About Amendment 1 

FYI. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Maxine Eichner "c~gmail.com> 

Date: Sun,           at 8:19 PM 
Subject: All Hands on Deck: E&tcating About Amendment I ** PLEASE FORWARD BROADLY** 

To: flatt(a)em~Jl.unc.edu, ttolning Lau ~       ~y~hoo.com>, Barbara Fodders              i~yahoo.com>, Terri Phoenix 

Su~n White <: (~gmail.com>, "Posner, Beth Sheba" <bsp4927(a)email.unc.edu> 

Cc: ~mail.com>, ~amail.com> 

))gmail.com>, 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are faculty and staff at UNC who are concerned that the public is not adequately informed about the effects of Amendment One, which will be 
on the North Carolina ballot on May 8 of this year. We are not speaking on behalf of UNC, but individually, as educators. If passed, the Amendment 
would prohibit protections for a broad range of families. The Amendment would do far more than ban same-sex marriages, as North Carolina law 
currently doe& It would also ban civil unions, domestic partnerships, and the domestic partner insurance benefits currently provided to employees 
and their families by a number of municipalities. If interpreted broadly, it could also interfere with an even broader range of protections, including 
domestic violence protections, for all unmarried couples. 

Recent polls on this issue make it clear that if the vote were held today, this measure would pass soundly. (See 
http://www.protectncfami~ies.~r~/news/new-ppp-p~-~nds-~pp~siti~n-amendment-~ne-gr~wing.) Yet polling also shows that most North Carolina 
citizens favor some kind of relationship recognition for same-sex couples, either marriage or civil unions. They just don’t understand how broadly 
the Amendment’s prohibitions extend. Therefore, we are seeking ways to increase that education. We ask that you join us in helping educate 
members of the community and your campus. We also help that you will forward this email broadly to educators you know across 
the state. 

One place to start is to organize a program to educate your community about the effects of the Amendment. Programs both on and off campus are 
greatly needed to educate citizens in the coming weeks. We have developed some resources to make that job a little easier, any of which you are 
free to use and adapt. 

These include: 

¯ An agenda for a similar educational event on the agenda. 

¯ A script for a detailed 15-minute talk that, Maxine Eichner, a U NC law professor has presented, which lays out the legal effects of the 
Amendment, along with an accompanying PowerPoint presentation. (Alternatively, we have formed a speaker’s bureau of lawyers and law 
professors who would also be willing to speak to the Amendment’s legal effects at an organized program.) 

¯ A PowerPoint presentation prepared by Holning Lau, a UNC law professor, rebutting social science arguments that the proposed 
Amendment is good for N.C. families. 

¯ A set of guidelines to teach interested citizens how to talk to others about the Amendment. 

¯ One-page handouts for distribution: 

oA summary of the potential legal effects of the Amendment; 

o Action that citizens can take to help educate others about the Amendment 

oA summary by Victor Flatt, a UNC law professor, of the effects the Amendment could have on N.C. economic development 

° Campus postcards that set out the Amendment’s effects on the UNC community. 

detailed report on the legal effects of the Amendment written by UNC Law professors to give you greater grounding on these issues. 

If you’re interested in setting up a program, or doing other education on the Amendment, you can contact @gmail.com 
or                       _ @gmail.com for any or all of these resources, or with any questions. We very much hope that you will join us in 
helping to ~aise-aware-~ess about the effects that Amendment One will have on the state, our community, and our students, for many years to come. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Caye, Clinical Associate Professor, UNC School of Social Work 



Maxine Eichner, Professor of Law, UNC School of Law 

Barbara Fedders, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law, UNC School of Law 

Victor Flatt, Professor of Law, UNC School of Law 

Daniel Hudgins, CARES Senior Policy Analyst and Clinical Assistant Professor, UNC School of Social Work 

Holning Lau, Associate Professor of Law, UNC School of Law 

Terri Phoenix, Director, UNC LGBTQ Center 

Beth Posner, Adjunct Professor of Law, UNC School of Law 

Tanya Richmond, CARES Program Coordinator and Clinical Instructor, UNC School of Social Work 

Susan White, Marketing Writer and Academic Editor, UNC School of Social Work 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

sej- facul~ as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@emafil.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a l~-ef "mailto:leave- 31003766- 3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 31003766- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~.unc.edu<i~> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~yopp@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 5, 2012 7:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Snow- Monday 

Hi, Eunice, 
I will give you a call. See you soon. 

Jan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 5, 2012, at 7:24 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jan, 

Yes, let’s keep today’s time. The weather conditions look fine. 

The main door to Battle Hall will closed, thus kindly call me at 
open it for you. 

See you soon. 
Eunice 

(Cell) or my office number - 962-2341 once you get to the building so that I can 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 

Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 10:03 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Snow - Monday 

Hi, Em~ice, 

That would be fine. 

Do you want me to keep the time tomorrow in the event the snow i sfft too much of an impediment? 

Thank~ 
Jaaq 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Mar 4, 2012, at 8:12 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~,~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Jan, 

I hope this note finds you well. 

The weather folks are suggesting the possibility of snow tomorrow. Thus, I am wondering if it would be OK with you to postpone our meeting to 
Tuesday at 9.00am. Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 8:06 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting in the next week 

Hi, Eunice, 

I won’t be on campus Monday morning. Would noon Monday or 9 am Tuesday work for you? 

Thanks, 

Jan 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Mar 1, 2012, at 9:07 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Jan, 

Thanks for your note. 

How about meeting on Monday at 10.00am in Battle Hall 101? 

Best wishes, 



Eunice 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2012 3:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting in the next week 

I hope you are well. I am writing in hopes of finding a time in the next week that we could meet for about 30 minutes. 

I am out of the office Friday but will be on campus during spring break. 

Many thanks, 

Jan 

Jan Johnson Yopp 

Dean, Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919.962.8266 

Fax: 919.962.2752 

Walter Spearman Professor 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919.962.4083 

Fax: 919.962.0620 

iyopp@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 10:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Political Worlds of Women now available for courses 

Dear Prot~ssor Sable: 

This is a commercial mes~ge. 

West~dew Press proudly announces the publication of a new book for your cot~rses: Political Worlds of Women. by Mmy 

Hawkesworth (ISBN 978-0-8133-4495-9). 
Poli#cal ~rlds ofll~omen provi&s a comprehensive ove~iew of women’s ~lifical activism, compam~g formal and informal 

chamMs of ~wer l~m official ins~i~tions of state to grassroots mobilizations and Intemet campaigns. The book deeNns 

un&~mndings of national and global citizenship, presen~ the lb~i~ble challenges ~acing r~ia] and gen&r justice in the 

contemporaD~ world, and provi&s an essential resource for stu&nts and ~holaxs of women’s studies a~d gender politics. 

Order }2~ FREE Exam Copy T~flay~ 
Visit wes~iewpress.com for mo~;e inform ation~ o~; to order; your free exam copy. Complete fl~e online exam copy order 

foim m order. (Mention source code WI00.) 
I ,ook ibr our postcard in your mail m learn more, or visit ~s on the Web at ~i~iF_:~2£~i~£~i~2£~_~R~!. 

Sincerely, 

Wes~iew Press 
A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Bouldec CO 80301 

~w,wes~ewpress.coHl 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming your removal. 



Fi~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Monday, March 5, 2012 4:27 PM 

infl-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

SPECIAL SHOW AT FRANK GAI,LERY in Chapel Hil]L/Caribbean Mural Artists & Local Teens Build Community With Art 

From: "B. Michele Maynard" <bmichelemaynard@mac.com> 

C G : S T S 
THR©UG I 
" Before you can paint a mural, you need to know your history and the story behind this history." Hector Blanco 

Gallery hours: Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat 11 am - 6 pm; Thurs 11 am - 8 pro; Sun 1 pm - 5 pm; closed Mon 

Pictured below: Dominican mural artists painting with middle and high school students from Durham Public Schools 
at the Holton Community Center. Murals have also been completed in and planned for several locations in Durham 
schools and beyond. 

Building community through the arts-engaging,interactive,vibrant, expansive, and inclusive- this is the work of 

MARHMI, a collective artistic movement originating from "Las Hermanas Mirabal", a province in the Dominican 

Republic. Founded in 2009, after the development of one of the Caribbean’s largest muralist movements which 

resulted in over 360 large, inspiring murals throughout the province, approximately 200 artists came together under 

the leadership of Hector Blanco. Through their work, they attempt to break barriers and cross borders while striving 

to seek solutions which maximize the dignity and human potential found in society. 

In 2010 and 2011, the Consortium in Latin American Studies at UNC Chapel Hill and Duke University led a group of 

Durham Public School teachers and community college faculty on a study tour to the Dominican Republic. Teachers 

experienced first hand how murals are an exercise in building community and consciousness-raising. With funding 

from the Duke Center for Civic Engagement, Hector Blaneo was invited to work with teachers and students in 2010 

and in the summer of 2011, he came with an additional six artists**. Hector taught teachers and students, " Before 



you can paint a mural, you need to know your history and the story behind this history." 

With this understanding, students, together with their teachers, worked with a community center and local senior 
citizens to document their stories and the story of Durham, which was then honored in a mural painted within the 
community center. Additional stories and histories are honored and shared in murals painted at Hillside High School, 
Shepard Middle School, and are currently being developed for the Durham School of the Arts and Josephine Dobbs 
Early College High School. 

~ Dr. LeAnne Disla, Duke University Center for Latin Am erican and Caribbean Studies, 
founder and director of "Stories Through Murals" 
~ %ix artists: Maxim o Ceballos, Anthony Vasquez, Federico Velasquez, Carlos Veros, 
Ezequiel Soto, and Alberto Rodriquez 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 1134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: X 

CHANGE FORM 
Instructor Nomination and Teaching Assignments 

Second Session: 

School/Department: Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Campus Address: #3395 
Prepared by: Dr. Eunice Sahle, Associate Professor and Chair 

Department Number: 
Telephone: 919-962-2341 
Date Prepared: 

9 -month 
Base Salary" 

Summer 
Title and Full Name PID *Rank Salad Credit Hours (Example: 

From Professor Julius Nyang’ oro 
01 3.0 Afri 101 

To 
(Ph.D graduate student,                        21                               3.0          Afri 

From 

To 

From 

To 

From 

To 

Course Assignment 
SPAN 2, Sect l) 

*Use thc following 
RANKS only: 

Tenure track 

01 Professor 

02 Associate Professor 

03 Assistant Professor 

04 Instructor 

Fixed Term 
05 AW Rank 

(Full-time) 
(Part-time) 

Students 
21 Teaching Assistant 

(responsible for final grades) 
2 lp Graduate Assistant 
26 Undergraduate Assistant 

Visitors 
1V Professor 
2V Associate Professor 
3V Assistant Professor 
4V Instructor 

12 Month 
12 AW Title 



5V Fixed Term Lecturer 
Revised Jan 2006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Brown <cl~’is bmwn@mcgraw-Nll.com~ 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 11:11 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Crceetings [’tom McCrraw-Hill! ttow can I help? 

Hello from McGraw-Hill Higher Education! 

The summer and fall terms are approaching and I want to touch base and make sure you have everything you need. I know that it can be hard to even think 

about new texts or courses when you are in the middle of the semester. I also know that you are getting pressure to submit your adoptions to the bookstore as 

soon as possible. Remember, I am here to help in any way I can to ensure your textbook and supplement needs are met. 

If you have current or upcoming course needs to discuss and wish to examine texts, please feel free to contact me to let me know how I can assist you. I will 

gladly make textbook suggestions and send out appropriate desk copies for your review. I can get something into your hands very quickly. 
Please go to the link below and select your area of interest. If you would like to preview a text, please contact me as indicated below or order online at: 

www.mhhe.com. 

EBOOKS: www.mhhe.comiebooks 

OUR COMPLETE CATALOG: www.mhhe.com 

BUILD YOUR OWN BOOK: www.mcgrawhillcreate.com 

IF YOU NEED TECHNICAL SUPPORT, please contact the Customer Experience Group at :i-800-33:1-5094 and/or visit our self service website, 

www.mhhe.com!support. 

Lastly, and most importantly, please know that ~ appreciate your business. You have several publishers’ textbooks to choose from and I hope we have set 

McGraw-Hill apart with the service we have provided. 

Thank you for your time and interest! 

All the best, 

Chris 

Christopher l~rown 
Publisher’s Representative 

Humanities, Social Sciences and Languages 

chris brown@mcgraw-hill.corn 

~You can also write to: Privac5~ McChaw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Companies Corporate Privacy 

Policy for more information or contact privacv~mcgraw-hill.com. 

To unsubscfibe, click here 



SUMMER SCHOOL 

CB #3340, 1134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: X 

CHANGE FORM 
Instructor Nomination and Teaching Assignments 

Second Session: 

School/Department: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Department Number: 
Campus Address: #3395 Telephone: 919-962-2341 
Prepared by: Dr. Eunice Sahle, Associate Professor and Chair Date Prepared: 

9-month Summer Course Assignment 
Title and Full Name PID *Rank Base Salary" Salad Credit Hours (Example: SPAN 2, Sect 1) 

From Professor Julius Nyang’ oro                     01                                 3.0          Afri 101 

To (Ph.D graduate 
student, UNC’s Department of 21 3.0 Afri 
Geography) 

From 

To 

From 

To 

From 

To 

*Use the following Tenure track Fixed Term Students Visitors 12 Month 
RANKS only: 01 Professor 05 AwRanl~ 21 Teaching Assistant 1V Professor 12 AwTitle 

02 Associate Professor (Full-time) (responsible for final grades) 2V Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor (Part-time) 2 lp Graduate Assistant 3V Assistant Professor 
04 Instructor 26 Undergraduate Assistant 4V Instmctor 



5V Fixed Term Lecturer 
Revised Jan 2006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~lopp@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Oops.. 

Hi, Eunice, 
As long as you give scheduling the corrected PID, that will be fine. 

Let me know if you need my assistance with that. 

Jam 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 1:24 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <em~ice(a)email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jan, 

My apologies...there is a typo on 

Sorry. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

PID - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}livea~nc,edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI/AFAM Union Core Members Contact 

~email.unc.edu 

~live.unc,edu 

~live.unc.edu 
@gmail.com 

~live.unc.edu 

~emaJd .unc.edu 
~live.unc.edu 

g9~mail.com 
~)email. unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 
~ ~live,unc,edu 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Jason Warner <jasonwarner@faskarvard.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 6:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Chapel Hill 

Hi Mwalinm - 

Hopefiflly you’re doing well. 

I jus~t wanted to let you know that I am going to be in Chapel Hill this coming Fridw and I wanted to see if them might be a lime when I could drop by to sw hello for 
just a few minutes in the at~temoon. If you don’t happen to be on campus then, it’s no problem. 

All best, 
Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 9:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

New international relations texts for your courses 

Dear Professor Sable: 
Westview Press proudly mmounces three new editions for your international relations courses: 

New Edition 

The United Nations hi the 21st Century, Fourth Edition by Ka~en A. Mingst and Margaret 

P. Karns (ISBN 978-0-8133-4538-3) 
Forthcoming New Edition 
International Human R~,hts, Fourth Edition, by Jack Donnelly (ISBN 978-0-8133-4501-7) 

Forthcoming New Edition 

International Studies, Second Editio~L by Sheldon Anderson, Jeanne A. K. Hey, Mark Allen 

Peterson, and Stanley W. Toops (978-0-8133-4588-8) 

Order your FREE exam copy today! 

For more information on these and other internationa] relations books, visit our 

Re[ati~n~ [~cip~in~ [ ague. Complete the online exam copy order fom~ to order FREE exam 

copies. (Mention source code W985.) 

Look for our postcard in your mail to learn more, or visit us at w~vw.westvJewpress.com. 

Sincerely, 

Westview Press 

A Member of the Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

This is a commercidl message. 

,% 

If you would prei~r not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on fl~e tbllowing e-mail link and send a message wifl~ or without 

any text: 

Click here tbr e-~r~til .............................................. 

You will receive one addition~ e-ma~l message cortfinning your removal. 



2011-2012 Diversity Incen tire Fund Application 
Submit applications by email to Dr. M. Cookie Newsom at newsom@email.unc.edu. If you have any questions, please contact 

Dr. Newsom at (919) 962-6962. Please submit your application at least 30 days be.fore the funds are needed. 

Your Name: Perry Hall 

Category: Student X Faculty Staff 

Your Affiliation (Department, Organization, etc.): Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies 

Date of Submission Feb. 
8,2012 

Date of Event: April 

19, 2012 

Email: hallpa@email.unc.edu Telephone: 966-5496 Campus Address: 109 Battle Hall CB3395 

Name of Event: Forum: "Hip Hop GenerationS" 

Funding Amount Requested: $1981.10 

Purpose/Description of Proposed Event/Program: 
A forum/exhibit/performance entitled "Hip Hop GenerationS" (the "S" is deliberately capitalized to emphasize the 
plural) will take place on April 19, 2012 in which students in my Histo~7 of Hip Hop class will be primary 
organizers and participants. The forum will also engage two other "knowledge centers" dealing with the 
subject of Hip Hop within the University curriculum. One is being conducted by the Music Department and 
focuses on technical and creative aspects involved in creating hip hop beats. The other is offered within the 
rubric of C-START, in which a student leads a class that interrogates the political content of hip hop 
performances. The forum will also be open to the university and surrounding communities at large, so the 
event will potentially engage a large number of people. 

Most of the logistical work will be performed by students. The requested expenses all pertain to bringing a 
noted guest speaker -- Lord Jamar, of the Hip Hop group Brand Nubian -- around whom we can build a 

program. 

How does this event/program support the Core Diversity Values of the University? 
See www.unc.edu/diversity/diversityincentive/corevalues.html 
Hip Hop is a phenomenon that brings intense interests from an extraordinarily large range of groups, 
ethnicities, and constituencies, united mostly by youth. Events like this one offer settings that encourage the 
further development of common languages, orientations and reference frames that may provide the means 
and lessons by ~vhich they can bridge the gaps among them in the future they w-ill create. 

Name and contact information for budget manager who will receive funds: 

Haeran Miller 

Account number (SAFO or other university recognized account): 



Proposed Audience for Event/Program (indicate all that apply): Students X Faculty X Staff X Community X 

Please provide a budget illustrating how this funding will be used and any additional funding that will support this 

event/program (include source and amount): 

Honorarium $2,000 
Travel 273.60 
Lodging 80.00 
Meals 77.50 

Ground Transportation 50.00 
TOTAL $2,481.10 

Deot contribution 500.00 
REQUESTED 1,981.10 

For Diversity and Multicultural Affairs Use Only: 

Reviewed by: 

Request approved? ~--~ Yes 

Comments: 

[--] 

Amount: $ Terms of Funding:. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elisabeth Lewis Cofley < @mac.corn> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 10:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Blood Knot 

Dear Eunice, 

The tickets for the 20th are really going quickly. We are down to tinder 70 left to sell at this point. Susan Irons is holding 200 and may be rolling to share but may not. 

So it would be great to know whether the 19th is possible for your group? Please let us know when you can? 

Yours, 

Elisabeth 

Elisabeth Lewis Corley 

~mac.com 
919-542-5406 

(mobile) 

http://www.streetsignscenter.org/ 

https://www.facebook,com/streetsignscenter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Farrar < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 11:22 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hildebrand, ReginaJd F <hildebra@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: FW: Rev. Barber on campus at lpm and Rally at 5pm Fwd: Media Advisory: NC NAACP President to Hold News Coa[erence With 

Students on the Campus of UNC-Chapel Hill - Rally to Follow 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

I hope all is well with you. I know you all are on break but Rev. Cmnpbell and his group said they are 

free anvlime through Friday to meet. If you are available. 
Let me know if this works tbr you or if another time would be better tbr you all. 

Blessings, 

Jmnes 

On Wed, Feb 1, 2012 at 10:50 AM, Hildebrand, Reginald F < hildebm(~elnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

James, I did not know this was coming up today! I just got this email. Will you still be able to make lunch or should we postpone?? -Reg 

From: Rob Stephens             ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 9:34 AM 
Subject: Rev. Barber on campus at 1pro and Rally at 5pro Fwd: Media Advisory: NC NAACP President to Hold News Conference With 
Students on the Campus of UNC-Chapel Hill - Rally to Follow 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Rev. Dr. William 3. Barber, II ~gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Jan 31, 2012 at 8:15 PM 
Subject: Media Advisory: NC NAACP President to Hold News Conference With Students on the Cmnpus ofUNC-Chapel ttill - RaJly to Follow 

To:            @gmail.com 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



~":i NCNAACP he~der 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

January 31, 2012 

For More Information:     Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, II, President, 919-394-8137 

Mrs. Amina J. Turner, Executive Director, 919-682-4700 
For Media Assistance: Rob Stephens, Office Manager. 336-577-9335 

NC N_~CP President Travds to UNC-Chapd Hill to Meet \Vith Students and Hold 
News Conference to Discuss Tuition Hikes 

(DURHAM) - Rev. Dr. William J. B0aber, President of the North Carolina NAACP, will be in 
Chapel Hill on Wednesday to meet with UNC-Chapel Hill s~dents and siand with them during a 

news conference on the devastating tuition hikes proposed by the UNC Board of Governors. The 

news conference and meeth~g will take place at 1:00 pm on the steps of South Building on 

the campus of UNC-Chapd Itill on Wednesday, FebruaLT 1, 2012. 
Later that day, student groups, Rev. Curtis E. Gatewood, tfistoric Thousands on Jones Street 

(HKonJ) Coalition Coordinator for the NC NAACP, and other officials from tile State NAACP 
will hold a r’,flly called: "Protect Our Education: Voices Raised Against Tuition 

Increases" at 5:00 PM on the steps of South Building to demand student participation in setting 
tuition rates. 

Members of the media are encouraged to attend both events. 

"When morn and ,nore Nol~k Carolina fanrilies me i:alling into pove~%~ and financiaJ ha~rdship, it is 

not the tilne for the UNC system to Inake higher education less accessible for aspiring students," 
said Rev. Barber. "The same students who roll be impacted by these hikes are the ones who we 

told all along that if they worked hard, if they stayed out of trouble and got the right grades, they 

could go to college and get a good job. With the proposed tuition increases, they will be saddled 

with even more student debt as they enter a shrnnken job market." 

Rev. Barber added, "We cannot forget "that last year, the ultra-con~rvative, right rang tbrces in 

the General As~mbly cut nea~-ly $2 billion in e&tcation, $700 million of Maich came ti~m the 

University system We must continue m challenge our elected officials to not balance the budget 

on tile backs of students. This why we are asking all North Carolinians to March on Raleigh at the 

6th Annual Historic Thousands on Jones Street People’s Assembly on Saturday, Febmaxy 11" 

The North Carolina NAACP and its 125 ~ Historic Thousands on Jones Street People’s Coalition 

Paxtners roll March on Ralei~L on Saturday, February 11, 2012, assembling at 9:30 AM at 

Shaw University and marching to Jones Street at 10:30 AM. 

### 
Founded in 1909, the NAACP is the nation’s oldest and largest civil rights organization, Its 



members throughout the United States and the world are the premier advocates f!)r civil 

rights itl their communities, conducting voter mobilization and moniloring equal 

opportunity in the public and private sectors. 

Forward email 

] 

This emai[ was ~nt Lo robstephens50@qmaiLcom by northcarol#lanaacp@qmaii.com 
._U_Rd___a_t__e___r_~_r_o_~j_e_L_E___m__a_jJ__A___d__d__r__e_~ :: [~stant removN with .S_’_a__f__e__U__Lt_s_~_Lb__s__c_LLb_#.~’’ :: ?__rj~_a__c_%__E_o_[Lc_.v.~ 

NCNAACP :: H4 W. Parrish Street Second Floor :: Durham :: NC i 27701 

Rob Stephens 

North Carolina NAACP State Conference 

Office Manager 

919-682-4700 (o) 

(c) 

~medl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Filling your lbrm - 

AU Cairo Rec.doc 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I’ve attached the scanned sheet with my signature, etc. Thank you for writing the rec in the midst of your very busy semester. I hope that this has not inconvenienced you, as I 
value your opinion and appreciate you taking the time to augment my application. 

Also - the missing "a" is okay - it always seems to get left behind in my languages classes so I hardly noticed at all! 

Thank you, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             12:44 PM 

Co: Rezzouk, Lori 
Subject: RE: Filling your form - 

Oops, sorry that I missed ’a’ on your name in the midst of rushing to send you this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 

Cc; Rezzouk, Lori Autumn 
Subject; Filling your form - 

12:42 PM 

Dear 

Thanks for your reminders. It has been and continues to be a very, very busy semester for me hence the delay in responding to your email. Nonetheless, I have in contact with 

my colleague Rezzouk at Study Abroad and she has been very helpful in clarifying the modality of your application. 

Kindly fill the upper portion of the form, scan it and return to me as attachment as soon as you can. If you do not have access to a scan machine during this break, please send 
the form first thing on Monday so that I can drop it at the Study Abroad office the same day. 

Best wishes and I hope you are having a good break. 

Dr. SaNe 



2011-2012 Diversity Incen tire Fund Application 
Submit applications by email to Dr. M. Cookie Newsom at newsom@email.unc.edu. If you have any questions, please contact 

Dr. Newsom at (919) 962-6962. Please submit your application at least 30 days be.fore the funds are needed. 

Your Name: Perry Hall 

Category: Student X Faculty Staff 

Your Affiliation (Department, Organization, etc.): Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies 

Date of Submission Feb. 
8,2012 

Date of Event: April 

19, 2012 

Email: hallpa@email.unc.edu Telephone: 966-5496 Campus Address: 109 Battle Hall CB3395 

Name of Event: Forum: "Hip Hop GenerationS" 

Funding Amount Requested: $1981.10 

Purpose/Description of Proposed Event/Program: 
A forum/exhibit/performance entitled "Hip Hop GenerationS" (the "S" is deliberately capitalized to emphasize the 
plural) will take place on April 19, 2012 in which students in my Histo~7 of Hip Hop class will be primary 
organizers and participants. The forum will also engage two other "knowledge centers" dealing with the 
subject of Hip Hop within the University curriculum. One is being conducted by the Music Department and 
focuses on technical and creative aspects involved in creating hip hop beats. The other is offered within the 
rubric of C-START, in which a student leads a class that interrogates the political content of hip hop 
performances. The forum will also be open to the university and surrounding communities at large, so the 
event will potentially engage a large number of people. 

Most of the logistical work will be performed by students. The requested expenses all pertain to bringing a 
noted guest speaker -- Lord Jamar, of the Hip Hop group Brand Nubian -- around whom we can build a 

program. 

How does this event/program support the Core Diversity Values of the University? 
See www.unc.edu/diversity/diversityincentive/corevalues.html 
Hip Hop is a phenomenon that brings intense interests from an extraordinarily large range of groups, 
ethnicities, and constituencies, united mostly by youth. Events like this one offer settings that encourage the 
further development of common languages, orientations and reference frames that may provide the means 
and lessons by ~vhich they can bridge the gaps among them in the future they w-ill create. 

Name and contact information for budget manager who will receive funds: 

Haeran Miller 

Account number (SAFO or other university recognized account): 



Proposed Audience for Event/Program (indicate all that apply): Students X Faculty X Staff X Community X 

Please provide a budget illustrating how this funding will be used and any additional funding that will support this 

event/program (include source and amount): 

Honorarium $2,000 
Travel 273.60 
Lodging 80.00 
Meals 77.50 

Ground Transportation 50.00 
TOTAL $2,481.10 

Deot contribution 500.00 
REQUESTED 1,981.10 

For Diversity and Multicultural Affairs Use Only: 

Reviewed by: 

Request approved? ~--~ Yes 

Comments: 

[--] 

Amount: $ Terms of Funding:. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck((~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

b anderson@nnc.edu 

About attending the summer institute in Madison 

Dear Barbara and Eunice: 

I am writing to let you know that I had a phone conversation today with the Director of the National African Language Resources Center in Madison, Wisconsin, Dr Antonia 
Schleicher, regarding application. To my surprise, Professor Schleicher encourages        to submit her application, because she wants to help us. Therefore, if 

is still interested in attending the summer institute, she needs to submit her application as soon as possible. The NALRC will cover the instructional cost while we will 
cover the travel and lodging expenses. Barbara, please let me know what the center can do and I will talk to Dr. Schleicher again. She may be able to help with some of the 
expenses as well. Please follow the link below to find out about the length of the program and application process. 

http://nalrc.wisc.edu/announcements/    -suninstit-ancemt.html 

If you have any further questions, please let me know. 

Best regards, 
Marnarame Seck, PhD 
Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Tel: 929-962-2347 
Email: mseck@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:24 AM 

ChaJ rs of Depa~menks and C urricula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. unc.edu> 

~gmml.com; Department and Curriculum Massagers <DptCrMgr@listserv.unc.edu> 

[dptcrch~firs] Survey on Faculty Concerns, Cha]lenges m~d Student-FaculU Interactions 

The enclosed message from is being sent to all department and curriculum chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences, 

with an information copy to administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Faculty Member, 

The Student Task Force on Faculty Retention -a special project of UNC Student Government -is conducting a research study of tenure-track and fixed-term faculty 

within the College of Arts and Sciences. This eight-question survey will broaden our understanding of faculty concerns, faculty challenges, and student-faculty 

interactions. We expect the survey to take approximately ten minutes. The results will further our mission of positively affecting faculty climate and improving 

retention. The data from this survey will inform our report to the UNC Faculty Council and Board of Trustees later this semester. 

Participation in this survey is voluntary and your responses will be kept confidential. We do not anticipate any risks to you participating, or any benefits other than 

those that may accrue from changes to policy based on your responses. You 
may access the survey here: -h---t--t-p----s-[~L~---u---n--c--.--c~-u---a-!--t--r!--c--s--.--c--~----m--~--S--E-/--~--S--!--D--------S---V---~---C-!--5---H--!--7--v---H---T-!--v---q--F--n--1- 

If you have any question, please contact me at        @live.unc.edu, or Dr. Ron Strauss at ron_strauss@unc.edu. If you have any questions or 
concerns regarding your rights as a subject in this study, you may contact the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Institutional Review 
Board (IP, B) at 919-966-3113 or via email to IRB_subjects@unc.edu. Please reference IRB Study 12-.0344. 

On behalf of the Student Task Force on Faculty Retention a~d UNC Student Government, I hope that you will take the time to participate. 

Most Sincerely, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:28 AM 

ChaJ rs of Depa~menks and C urricula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. unc.edu> 

Department and Curriculum Managers <DptCrMgrs@list~rv.unc.edu>; 

[dptcrchairs] CAS FaculU Survey -- Please Support 

~gmail.com 

The enclosed message from                                        is being sent to all department and curricula chairs in the College, with an information copy 

to administrative managers. The message sent a few minutes ago included the survey, this is a message to you regarding it. 

### 

Dear Department Chair, 

As a faculty member in the College of Arts and Sciences, you should have received an email on Monday,        encouraging you to participate in an eight- 

question survey sponsored by the Student Task Force on Faculty Retention. I am writing to explain a bit more about that effort, in hopes that you will encourage 

faculty in your department to complete the survey. 

The Student Task Force on Faculty Retention was formed in          following Provost Carney’s presentation on faculty retention at our Board of Trustees. 

Recognizing that maintaining faculty excellence is of central importance to the student body, UNC Student Government formed a working group of student leaders 

that has spent the past two semesters investigating faculty climate, sounding faculty concerns, and seeking to better understand faculty-student interactions. 

Central to our work is a survey of faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences, which will provide empirical data to support our recommendations while also 

providing all faculty the opportunity to share their ideas and suggestions. The survey is only eight questions, and we do not expect it to take more than ten 

minutes to complete. However, we believe that the results would be useful to stakeholders across the university, including Department Chairs such as yourself, 

the leadership of the College of Arts and Sciences, and the higher university administration. 

I hope that you will encourage your faculty to complete the survey, which is located here: https://unc.qualtrics.com/SE!?SID=SV OCI5Hi7vHTivqFm 

If you would like may further intbm~ation t?om me, or know of any other way I ca~ be of assistance, please let me know. If you have may questions or concerns 

regarding this study, you ca~ contact me at        @live.unc.edu, or Dr. Ron Strauss at ronstrauss@unc.edu. You may also co~tac:r the University of Norfl~ 

Caroli~m at Chapel Hill’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) at 919-966-3113 or via email to IRBsubjects@tmc.edu. Please reference IRB Study 12-.0344. 

Most Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:39 AM 

Seck, Mmnarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja. Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Re: About attending the sum~ner institute in Madison 

Dear Mamarame and Etmice: 

Based on our conversations the previons week, I i~fformed that she would not be able to attend the training this year. Because the Department cannot even 

say that there is the Ix~tential to teach Chichewa in the future, and certaiNy not in           I am ambivalent about using some $1500 of limited Center funds for this 

(trm~sport~tion and lodging). There has also been no communication that this is an instructor that the Department wants to cultivate. And I hate to t~eat         in this 

mmmer--going back and tbrth, over m~d over again ruth her. If the Department tEels that there is benefit in asking her to take this training, then we will find the funds. 

Let me know. Thanks so much, Barbara 

On 10:48 PM, Seck, Mamarame wrote: 

Dear Barbara and Eunice: 

I am writing to let you know that I had a phone conversation today with the Director of the National African Language Resources Center in Madison, Wisconsin, 
Dr Antonia Schleicher, regarding application. To my surprise, Professor Schleicher encourages to submit her application, because she wants 
to help us. Therefore, if is still interested in attending the summer institute, she needs to submit her application as soon as possible. The NALRC will 
cover the instructional cost while we will cover the travel and lodging expenses. Barbara, please let me know what the center can do and I will talk to Dr. 
Schleicher again. She may be able to help with some of the expenses as well. Please follow the link below to find out about the length of the program and 
application process. 
http://nalrc.wisc.edu/announcements/    suninstit-ancemt html 

If you have any further questions, please let me know. 

Best regards, 

Mamarame Seck, PhD 
Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Tel: 9:t9-962-2347 

Email: mseck(@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Africa~ Studies Center, CB#7582 

3@27 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:20 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

RE: About attending the summer institute in Madison 

Dear Barbara: 

Thanks for your prompt response. I think we never said that we would not offer Chichewa at all. I think the question was when and how to offer it. The first step towards 

offering it would be to train the instructor. That is the reason why I contacted Madison and ask for a favor. Then,        will develop some material, including putting 
together a syllabus and selecting a textbook. We will submit the syllabus and course material to the departmental committee in charge of validating them. We are afraid that 
this might take long making it almost impossible to offer it in next academic year. We also need to find out if       will be here in the          If not, we can think of 
hiring someone to teach Chichewa when we will be ready to offer it. Starting teaching a course is not simple because we need to be sure that the person will be here for at 
least three semesters so that enrolled students can at least meet their foreign language requirements. We need to think strategically and for the future. 

All the best, 
Mamarame 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,.             9:39 AM 

To-" Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢-" Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject; Re: About attending the summer institute in Madison 

Dear Mamarame and Eunice: 

Based on our conveisations the previous week, I informed that she would not be able to attend the training this year. Because the Depaxtment catmot even 
say that there is the potential to teach Chichewa in the future, and certaAnly not in           I am ambivalent about using some $1500 of limited Center funds for this 

(transportation and lodging). There has also been no communication that this is an instructor that the Department wants to cultivate. And I hate to treat        in this 

manner--going back and forth, over and over again ruth her. If the Department feels that there is benefit in asking her to take this training, then we roll find the funds. 

Let me know. Thanks so mnch, Barbara 

O11 10:48 PM, Seck, Mamarame wrote: 

Dear Barbara and Eunice: 

I am writing to let you know that I had a phone conversation today with the Director of the National African Language Resources Center in [vladison, Wisconsin, 
Dr Antonia Schleicher, regarding application. To my surprise, Professor Schleicher encourages to submit her application, because she wants 
to help us. Therefore, if is still interested in attending the summer institute, she needs to submit her application as soon as possible. The NALRC will 
cover the instructional cost while we will cover the travel and lodging expenses. Barbara, please let me know what the center can do and I will talk to Dr. 
Schleicher again. She may be able to help with some of the expenses as well. Please follow the link below to find out about the length of the program and 
application process. 
http:!!nalrc.wisc.edu/announcements/    -suninstit-ancemt.html 

If you have any further questions, please let me know. 

Best regards, 

Mamarame Seck, PhD 
Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Tel: 919-962-2347 
Email: mseck@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Ande~rson 

AssocJ ate DJ rector, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-AmerJ can Studies 

African Studies Center, CBti7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Cente~r 

URiversity of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-’/582 

(9i9) 962-1406 office 

(9~9) 843-2102 fax 

b anderscn@unc, edu 

ht tp : //africa. unco edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:32 AM 

Barbaxa Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

RE: About attending the summer institute in Madison 

Dear All: 

I just wanted to rectify something: I was wondering if 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

will be here in the 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, I0:20 AM 
To: Barbara Anderson; SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: About attending the summer institute in Madison 

Dear Barbara: 

Thanks for your prompt response. I think we never said that we would not offer Chichewa at all. I think the question was when and how to offer it. The first step towards 
offering it would be to train the instructor. That is the reason why I contacted Hadison and ask for a favor. Then,        will develop some material, including putting 
together a syllabus and selecting a textbook. We will submit the syllabus and course material to the departmental committee in charge of validating them. We are afraid that 
this might take long making it almost impossible to offer it in next academic year. We also need to find out if       will be here in the          If not, we can think of 
hiring someone to teach Chichewa when we will be ready to offer it. Starting teaching a course is not simple because we need to be sure that the person will be here for at 
least three semesters so that enrolled students can at least meet their foreign language requirements. We need to think strategically and for the future. 

All the best, 
Mamarame 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             9:39 AM 

To: Seck, Mamarame; Sahie, Eunice N 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Re: About attending the summer institute in Madison 

Dear Mamarame and Eunice: 

Based on our conversations the previous weelL I intbnned that she would not be able to attend the training this year. Because the Depa~’tment cannot even 

say that there is the potential to teach Chichewa in the future, and certmnly not in           I am ambivalent about using some $1500 of limited Center funds tbr this 

(transportation and lodging). There has also been no communication that this is an instructor that the Department wants to cultivate. And I hate to treat         in this 

mmmer--going back and forth, over m~d over again ruth her. If the Depamnent feels that there is benefit in asking her to take this training, then we will find the funds. 

Let me ki~ow. Thanks so much, Ba:cbara 

On 10:48 PM, Seck, Mamarame wrote: 

Dear Barbara and Eunice: 

I am writing to let you know that I had a phone conversation today with the Director of the National African Language Resources Center in Madison, Wisconsin, 
Dr Antonia Schleicher, regarding application. To my surprise, Professor Schleicher encourages to submit her application, because she wants 
to help us. Therefore, if is still interested in attending the summer institute, she needs to submit her application as soon as possible. The NALRC will 

cover the instructional cost while we will cover the travel and lodging expenses. Barbara, please let me know what the center can do and I will talk to Dr. 
Schleicher again. She may be able to help with some of the expenses as well. Please follow the link below to find out about the length of the program and 
application process. 
http://nalrc.wisc.edu/announcements/    .suninstit-ancemt.html 

If you have any further questions, please let me know. 

Best regards, 

Mamarame Seck, PhD 
Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Tel: 919-962-2347 

Email: mseck@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Ai~dersoi~ 

Associate Director, African S~udies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-~erican Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#’/582 

302Y FedEx Global Education Center 

University cf North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 



b anderson@unc.edu 

htt p : //africa o uRc . edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:57 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Re: About attending the sunnner institute in Madison 

DearAll: 

Mmnarame and I jnst had a veD, useful conversation, using oral communication rather than this email format’. I am going to respectfully approach explain 

some of the good reasons that we have seemd so ambivalent ruth regard to Chichewa and her employment, and see if she is interested in attending the training in 

Madison. The goal roll be to t~ to offer at least one semester of Chichewa in         if that proves feasible. If we are able to do this, it should satisfy our grant 

commitments ~md also add to the continuing improvemeat of our language program ~md the strengthening of our Depaxtment. Thanks for the ongoing dialogue... 

Barbara 

On 10:20 AM, Seck, Mmnarame wrote: 

Dear Barbara: 

Thanks for your prompt response. I think we never said that we would not offer Chichewa at all. I think the question was when and how to offer it. The first step 
towards offering it would be to train the instructor. That is the reason why I contacted Madison and ask for a favor. Then,        will develop some material, 
including putting together a syllabus and selecting a textbook. We will submit the syllabus and course material to the departmental committee in charge of 
validating them. We are afraid that this might take long making it almost impossible to offer it in next academic year. We also need to find out if        will be 
here in the         . If not, we can think of hiring someone to teach Chichewa when we will be ready to offer it. Starting teaching a course is not simple 
because we need to be sure that the person will be here for at least three semesters so that enrolled students can at least meet their foreign language 
requirements. We need to think strategically and for the future. 

All the best, 
Mamarame 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday,             9:39 AM 

To-" Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢-" Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject," Re: About attending the summer institute in Madison 

Dear Mama~rame and Eunice: 
Based on our conversations the previous week, I informed that she would not be able to attend the training this year. Because the Department 
cannot even say that there is the potential to teach Chichewa in the fi~ture, and certaiNy not in           I am ambivalent about using some $1500 of 

limited Center fi~nds for this (transportation and lodging). There has also been no commnnication that this is an instructor that the Department wants to 

cnltivate. And I hate to treat        in this manner--going back and forth, over and over again ruth her. If the Department feels that there is benefit in 

asking her to take this training, then we will find the funds. Let me know. Thanks so much, Barbara 

On 10:48 PM, Seck, Mamarame wrote: 

Dear Barbara and EuNce: 

I am writing to let you know that I had a phone conversation today with the Director of the National African Language Resources Center in Madison, 
Wisconsin, Dr Antonia Schleicher, regarding application. To my surprise, Professor Schleicher encourages to submit her 
application, because she wants to help us. Therefore, if is still interested in attending the summer institute, she needs to submit her 
application as soon as possible. The NALRC will cover the instructional cost while we will cover the travel and lodging expenses. Barbara, please let 
me know what the center can do and I will talk to Dr. Schleicher again. She may be able to help with some of the expenses as well. Please follow 
the link below to find out about the length of the program and application process. 
http:/!nalrc.wisc.edu/announcements/    .suninstit-ancemt html 

If you have any further questions, please let me know. 

Best regards, 

Mamarame Seek, PhD 
Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Tel: 9:t9-962- 234-7 
Email: mseck@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw ARdersoR 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CBti7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

Unive~rsity of North Carolir~a 

Chapel Hi] 1, NC 2"/599-7582 

(919) 962-]406 office 

(919) 813-2102 fax 

b ande rs }n@Llnc . edu 



http ://afrlca.unc. edui 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http ://africa. unc. edu/ 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:54 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: thesis 

Hi Dr. Sal~le, 

soooo...about the thesis... Well, did not love my draft from a couple weeks ago, I’ve been working like crazy on it, and gave him a new draft the other day, but 
he is off to Spain and won’t be able to get comments back to me until he gets back in a week. So I’m really sorry that I won’t be able to give yon much time to read it 

before the defense. I can send it to you as it is now; I don’t expect too many major changes, or if you don’t mind waiting a little longer, but rm really sorry I wasn’t able 

to get it to you on time. 

also, since you have the craziest schedule, can you pick a few possible dams/times tbr the det~nse, m~d then I’ll see what matches with 

schedule. 

is the last tx~ssible date for the defense, so may time betbre that. 

I hope you are doing well. 

I really miss being in a class ruth you and of course hogging all your time during office hours. 

Best ~Vishes, and sow again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Warner @gmail.com> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 7:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Chapel Hill 

F~tastic MwaJimu, rll see you then! 

Jason 

On Mar 9, 2012 6:57 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Jason, 

1.30pm works. The main door to Battle Hall is closed this week. Thus, call me at 962-2341 when you get here. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From: Jason Warner         @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2012 2:48 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: P,e: Chapel Hill 

Hi Mwalimu- 

Sadly I’ve got appointlnents with a realtor tomorrow until about 1:00. I know how very, busy you are, but if you have a~ny other time that would work aker 1:30 or 

so, I would be hapw to s~top by then. If it is ultimately too tricky to,nolrow, please let me know. 

All best, 
Jason 

On Wed, Mar 7, 2012 at 7:43 AM, SaNe, Ennice N <eunice(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Jason, 

It is wonderful to hear from you. 

Now that I am in the geography of administration, I should be in the office on Friday. Would 12.00pm work for a chat? 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From:         ~ [        #qmail.com] on behalf of Jason Warner [iasonwarner(~fas.harvard.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 6:49 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Chapel Hill 

Hi Mwalimu - 

Hopefully you’re doing well. 

I jus~t wmated to let you know that I am going to be in Chapel Hill this coming Friday aM I wauted to see if there might be a time when I could drop by to say hello 
tbr just a few minutes in the afternoon. If you don’t happen to be on campus then, it’s no problem. 

All best, 
Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket tt <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaikunc.edu>; 
Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaikunc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <IiALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Rucker, Waiter C 
<wrucke@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Executive Committee Meeting 

Dear Ennice, 

cannot make it at either time, but Perly ~vill be able to report on discussions in our committee. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 1 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: }:riday, March 09, 2012 7:21 AM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Geurges; Selassie, Bereket tI; CaldweH, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; Hall, PenT A; Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Executive Committee Meeting 

[)ear Culleagues, 

I hope this note finds you welh I write to schedule the EC monthly meeting fur March. Thus kindly let me know ifyuu are available on the dates and times below. 

Monday March ] 2:11 00am-] 1.45am. 

Tuesday March ] 3: 3.30pm4.15pm. 

For Chairs of the various departmental cummittees, please cume prepared tu share an update un the work ofyuur cummittees. 

Best wishes, 

Ennice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Mensah <jmensala@yorku.ca> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Greetings 

Thanks a lot, Sis; all the best. 

Joe 

Facts are stubborn things; and whatever may be our wishes, our preiudices, or our inclinations, they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence-John Adams 
Joseph Mensah, 

Professor of Geography and International Development Studies 

Associate Dh~ctor, Harriet Tubman Institute 

Faculty of Liberal Arts and Professional Studies 

317 York Lanes 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 

Toronto, ON M3J 1P3 

Phone: 416 736 2100 ext 86344 

Fax: 416 650 8173 

Wvwv.yorku .ca/jmensah 

Frorr~: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc edu> 

Te. Joseph Mensah <jmensah@yorku ca> 

£~at~;: 03/09/2012 11:5! AM 

S~ib:~cl RE: Greetings 

So good to hear from you brother Joe! 

I am sure brother Wizzy has kept you informed about the status of things.,.The later created delay in my putting the final touches to the project. It has been quite a 
conjuncture. I just returned to the project this week during the Spring ’break’., 

My plan is to finish up with the editing and submit it UKZN in April before my return to Durban for research in May. 

I hope you are well, 

Best regards and greeting to the family. 
Sis. E. 

From: Joseph Mensah [jmensah@yorku.ca] 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2022 11:47 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Greetings 

Hello Sis-This is simply to check up on you. It has been a while, and I hope all is well with you in your new position. By the way, do you have any update on the edited book 

project? 

Cheers 

Joe 

Facts are stubborn th#~gs; and wbalever may be our wishes, our prejudices, or our inclinations, they cannot alter the state of facts arid evidence-John Adams 
Joseph Mensah, 

Professor of Geography and International Development Studies 

Associate Director, Harriet Tubman Institute 

Faculty of Liberal Arts and Professional Studies 

317 York Lanes 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 

Toronto, ON M3J 1P3 

Phone: 416 736 2100 ext 66344 

Fax: 416 650 8173 

__W_v_:~:X__o_r__k__~_L_c___a_,_’j__m__e_~__s__a___h_. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Friday, March 9, 2012 2:15 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

AI~2G Newsletter Submission Deadline April 6th. 

Dem colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in the middle of April, keeping mtl~ our receut tradition of putting ont a newsletter follomng ISA. Deadline for submissions is 

April 6th. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website form: http://a£ricanpolilicsgmup.o~/index.php/submit-news/ 

2. Forwaxd any news flint you might have to mbnel~n@wesleyan.edu. 

Relevam news items might include new pnblication~ news about grants, new jobs, member caJceer changes, mmouncemeuts tbr conferences, etc. I am al~ interested 

in m~y photos or itnages you tnay have that illusq_rate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email and due to the space limitalions of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://afficanpolitic sgmup.orNindex.php/news/newsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860,685,3023 

m bnelson~,wesleyan edu 

http:!!~,~w, michaelnelson,info 

htt p:!/africa, blo,cls,wesleyan, ed u/ 

You oxe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&l apeg&o~0373881 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-20373881-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~Valter Rucker ~gmaiLcom> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emailxmc.edtp 

RE: dratt changes 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks and I look forward to catching up with you after I return. Please trv to get some rest... 

Best, 

Waiter 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, March 09, 2012 9:46 AN 
Te~ Walter Rucker 
Subject: RE: draft changes 

Dear Walter, 

Good to know that you and Rodney will make the trip to Ghana. 

Best wishes and safe travels. 
Eunice 

From: Walter Rucker L        _$gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2022 8:02 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: draft changes 

From: "Rucker, Walter C" <~_r_9_c_._k_9_r_~._e_..m_ _.aj_[: .u_n_.c__:._e_~l_~.> 

Date: Thu, 8 Mar 2012 08:17:45 -0500 

To: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: draft changes 

Dear 

I should be able to go with you to Cape Coast/@rnina on 3/I5. Everything else looks fine, 

Safe travels and I’1t see you in Ghana. 

Best 

Walter 

From= Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent-" Thursday, Narch 08, 2012 7:57 AN 

T~= Rucker, Waiter C 
Subject= Re: draft changes 

Hi Walter, 

Thanks for the corrections. Would you be able to travel with me to Cape Coast on 3/15 and return to Accra on 3/16? It is fine if you can’t, 

just checking for the hotel arrangements. 

The schedule would like as follows: 

3/24 - dinner with faculty in Accra 

3/15 - Cape Coast 

3/16 - Accra 

3/17 - Accra 

3/18 - departure 

I think this is totally doable and will be able to gather as much information as I need for the proposal. Thanks for aH your help. 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin Piaerice, A2rica and the Middle East Programs Director 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Ceroiina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27999-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + I 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s~ and may contain 

confJ denti al 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, dJscloslre, or distribution is 

prohibited. Tf yol are not the intended recipient, pJease contact the 

sender by reply e-maiJ and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: "Rucker, Walter C" <wrucker~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 7 Mar 2012 23:12:08 -05~ 

To~ "rvargas@erna~l.unc.edu" <rvargas@email,unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: draft changes 

Hi Rodney, 

Th~s ~ooks good but there are a couple of darff~cat~ons~ On 3/:[5~ you w~l~ be travelHng to Cape Coast!Ninths not KumasL A~so, It boks ~ke your return to Accra w~ 

be on Friday 3/16 (not Thursday 3/15) and ~ ~eave ~ater that day in the evening, h~ th~s case, we w~H have one ful~ day to finalize everything ~n Accra before my 

evening depar~:ure on Friday 3/16. 

On the whokh ~h~s should be doabk~ except: you won~: get a chance to survey hotels in KurnasL lha~% not rnuch of a probiem sk~ce we had ~ianned a weekend 

excursion to that site and s fui~ week ~n Cage Coast/@m~na. We aiso sho@d scra9 [he day [r~p to Akwap~rn Rsnge uNess that ~s something you can do or~ your own. 

ff ~ think of m~yth~ng e~se, ~ w~ be sure to emaH or call 

Best, 

W a ~ [: e r 

http~ij’a~d,a{,a!~tamc.e&bipeoplez/wa]k~r~-.-mck~#r 

From= Vat, as, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent= Wednesday, March 07, 2012 3:34 PN 

To= Rucker, WMter C 
Subject: draft changes 

Hi Walter, 

What do you think of the followin~ schedule: 

On 3/24 d2nnen 2n Accna as p2anned 

On 3/25 I w222 tnave2 d2nect2y to Kumas2 to see the hote2s thene. Aften 2unch 8o to see the E2m2na 

Beach Resont and the Coconut Gnove beach nesont. 

Ovenn2~ht at the E2m2na Beach nesont. 

On 3/25 netunn to Accna a~ten bneakfast. Ovenn2~ht at the Mensvk bore2 ~o~ 3 n2~hts unt22 depantune 

on the even2n8 of 3/28 

In Accna we can have two fu22 days to f2na22ze annan~ements fop the pno~nam. Nhat do you sus~est? Is 

th2s doab2e? 

Thanks~ 

Rodney 

********************************************** 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 9:43 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 

<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjax~ken@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <IiALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Rucker, 

Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, ReginaJd F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Executive Committee Meeting 

Eunice et al: 

On Monday, I will be in Washington until 3:30 pm But Tuesday 3:30 works for me. 

Regards, 

Bereket 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaj a, (3 eorges 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 10:04 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Selassie, Bereket H: Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; Hall, Perry A; Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Executive Committee Meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

I cannot make it at either time, but Perry will be able to report on discussions in our committee. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: }:riday, March 09, 2012 7:21 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket tI; Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; Hall, Perry A; Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Executive Con~’nittee Meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

I hope this note finds you xvell. I write to schedule the EC monthly meeting for March. Thus kindly let me knoxv if you are available on the dates and times below. 

Monday March 12: 11.00am- 11.45am. 
Tuesday March 13 : 3.30pm4.15pro. 

For Chairs of the various departmental cotmnittees, please come prepared to share an update on the work of your cormnittees. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

June Reyes <june.reyes@duke.edu> 

Saturda?’, March 10, 2012 10:32 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Latin American Sus~t~finable Wine Tasling ÷ Cathe6ne WaJsh T~Jk 

The Working Group for Environment in Latin America cordially invites you to: 

1. LATIN SUSTAINABLE WINE TASTING! April Schlanger, owner of Sip Wine, in Cary will be coming to campus to present on organic 
Chilean and Argentinean wines. We will sample 4 reds and 4 whites from each region and will have an assortment of cheeses served 
alongside for snacking. The event will take place this Wednesday, March 14th from 6:00pm to 8:00pm in LSRC A158. Space is limited 

so get there early! 
2. CATHERINE WALSH TALK! Next Tuesday, March 20th from 5:30pm-6:30pm in the LSRC A156 we will be having a great talk "Nature’s 

Rights/Nature’s Struggles in the Andes Today," by Catherine Walsh, Visiting Professor Romance Studies, and Professor Universidad 

Andina Simon Bolivar, Ecuador. Dinner will be served. 

Cheers, 
WGELA Team 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Altha Cmvey <cravey@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, March 10, 2012 4:50 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Seed Spirits: The Otomi of Carolina del Norte, March 17 

Seed Spirits: the Otomi of Carolina del Notre (30 minutes. In Sl~nish and English). 

A film by Elva E. Bishop, Altha J. Cravey and Ci~o Arroyo Vicente 

Saturday, March 17 at 2:30 pm 

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

h~s irits.unc~dtr’ 

See the film in the auditorium as l~rt of"Women’s History Month Celebration" (1 to 4 pm) 

Holton Career and Resource Center, 401 N. Driver St., Durham, NC 

For more information call (919) 354-2750 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Missing Letter of Suppo(t 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you’ve had a relaxing Spring Break! IVlonica Richrd emailed me yesterday and let me know that they still haven’t received my letter of support for my SURF application. I 
hope you are still planning on advising my project! Please let me know if there is anything I need to do! 

Thank you, 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 11, 2012 11:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Lunch mfl~ De~ Makau Mutua 

Dear Eunice, 

Many thanks for this kind invitation, ~vhich I accept gladly I will be delighted to see Ndugu Makau at’ter so many years. Since I have class at 2 pm in Venable Hall, I hope the lunch site will 
not be too far tbr me to be able to spend at least one full hour ~vith you 

Have a nice day, and remember that it is Sunday, a day to get some rest 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, March 11, 2012 10:28 AM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
SubJect: Lunch with Dean Makau Mutua 

Dear Geurges, 

It is with great pressure that I invite tu a lunch dialugue with Dean Makau Mutua. ’]’he lunch dialugue will on March 20 at 12 30pm Travis will be in touch shurtly with details about the 
lucatiun. Kindly let me knuw if you can attend the lunch. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: ~live a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 1:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Meeting 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Shall we meet tomorrow at 5:00p? 

Class of 
History and Africma-Americm~ Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .ry~l~ing that has snbsta~tive 

significance a~d to resist the tempta’6 on of i mposing our own latter- day 

perceptions on the content of our snbj ects." 

- Mmming Mamble 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 4:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Exam 2 reminder: AFRI 

Hello’. 

I forgot to email you before I left for break, but I’m emailing now to reschedule my exam. I can do Wednesday at 1:00? If that’s too late I can move something in the morning. Just let me kno~v’. 

Thank for being flexible, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:42 AM. ELrN2CE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

I hope you’re having a relaxing Spring break. 

Here is a quick reminder of exam’s 2 office hours: 

Monday 9.30am-12.00pm and 4 00pm-5.0Opm. 
Tuesday, 8.00am-9.00am 

Wishing you the best as you review material for this exam and looking forward to seeing you during office hours 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Missing Letter of Suptx~rt 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Thank you so much! I have completed the CII-I training and I believe I’ve done everything else I needed to do to submit the IRB application! 

Thank you again, 

~@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, 6:59 PM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Missing Letter of Support 

Dear 

No worries (although I am sure you’ve been worried..). I have been in touch with Monica and they all understand how busy I have been. The letter is ready and I will be 
dropping the letter to her tomorrow. None of the applications have reviewed by the committee, thus your complete package will be there on time for review. 

Have you complicated the certification process re: IRB? I completed my portion earlier this week. 

Best wishes and hope to see you soon. 
Dr. SaNe 

From:               @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, March :I0, 20:12 6:43 plVl 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Missing Letter of Support 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I hope you’ve had a relaxing Spring Break! IVlonica Richrd emailed me yesterday and let me know that they still haven’t received my letter of support for my SURF application. I 

hope you are still planning on advising my project! Please let me know if there is anything I need to do! 

Thankyou, 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

F~xaJn 2- once hour 

Professor, 

I hope you enjoyed your spring break! I am in the Quito airport in Ecuador, waiting for my flight to Atlanta. I won’t arrive at RDU until 1:00 p.m., but I just wanted to let you 
know that ~ plan on coming to your 4 p.m. office hours to get the information from your lecture that ~ missed on Thursday because of our flight out of RDU. 

I was also wondering if it would be possible for you to email the powerpoint you used on Thursday so I could get that information down quicker. 

Thanks! See you tomorrow, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday,             7:42 AM 
Subject-" Exam 2 reminder: AI~RI 

Dear Human Rights Scholm~, 

I hope you’re having a rela~ng Spring break. 

Here is a quick reminder of exam’s 2 office hours: 

Monday March, 12: 9.30am- 12.00pm m~d 4.00pm-5.00pm. 

Tuesday, March 13, 8.00am-9.00am. 

Wishing you the best as you review material tbr fl~is exam and looking tbrwa~d to seeing you during oNce hours. 

Sincerely. 

Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu 

Monday, 12:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

[IRB] Submission in Progress (Certification Due) 

Princip~J Investigator: 

Study Title: Corporate Social Responsibility and Straggles for Justice: Aguinda v. Chevron Texaco in Ecuador 

The above snbmission had been sent to the Principal Investigator (and Faculty Advisor, when applicable) on           for certification bm has not yet been certified. 

Once certified, the submission will then be routed to the appropriate departments and/or other review committees for their approval. After all have approved the 
submission, it will be accepted by the IRB tbr review. 

Please be aware that the snbmission and review process will not continne until certified by the PI (and Faculty Advi~3r, when applicable). 

To monitor the progress of your submission, click on the link below. 

http:i/apps.research.nnc.eduiirbieform routing.cfln?Masterld 105695 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andveas <nsteiner@unc.edu.~ 

Monday, March 12, 2012 9:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Got it thanks and I’ll see you there. 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
+1 919 962 6855 telI :@ 

i.~.i Description: Description: http://cgi.unc edu/images/migration- 
horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://amzn corn/0415772990 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 9:04 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: Meeting 

Dear Niklaus, 

Thanks for your email. 

The meeting will be at held in Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) at 11.00am. I will introduce you and then you can give a brief history of CGI and its service to faculty and 
the University at large. 7 minutes of overview and then another 7 for Q and A will work. 

Many thanks for doing this Niklaus! 

Best wishes and see you soon. 
Eunice 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 3:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: call? 

Thanks Eunice. Please remind me what you’d like to emphasize. And also where the meeting will take place. Best, Niklaus 

~ik~’~.~G }~t,~i.,’.’,’<~’~ ~’"~/)., I Director 

CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype 

http://cgi.unc.edu I http://facebook.com/unccqi I http:l/twitter.comlunccgi 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:ilarnzrl.com/041 .~772990 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 7:26 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: RE: call? 

Dear Niklaus, 

I hope this note finds you well. 

I look forward to welcoming you to our departmental meeting on March 14 at 11.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 i0:24 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: call? 



Hi Eunice, 

I just left a voicemail with you in response to your call. 

Given me a call at your convenience. 

Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Dire~tor 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 

+1 919 962 6855 tel I ~              [ ~:iill Co=~!~,::~ ~.X~ ~iil.~ 

Description: Description: http://cgi unc.edu/images/migration- 

horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:!lamzn.corn/0415772990 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Rec Letter 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’m writing you again just to check in about the status of the recommendation letter, because Lori said she hadn’t received it yet. Let me know if you’re having any trouble with 
a specific part of it. Again, I appreciate you filling it out even though you have a very busy schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 12:52 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Adjunct in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Eunice, 

Tt was nice meeting you this afternoon. I just wrote my chair an email, informing him that you will contact him. 1 have to run to class, but I will send you the syllabi later today. 

Sincerely, 

Priscilla 

Priscilla Layne 
ASSiSl:~ r~ 

Department of Germanic and S~av~c Languages and L~teratures 

404 Dey Hall, CB#3.tSO 

University of North CaroHn;~ at Chape~ HN 

(hapel HH[, NC 27599-3150 

Emaih playne@emaH.unc.edu 

Tel: 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 10:24-AM 
To: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
Subject: RE: Adjunct in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Priscilla, 

Noon would work. See you then and have a good break. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
Sent; Sunday, March 04, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Adjunct in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Eunico, 

On Monday I teach from 1 nntil 3:10pro. ~Vould it be possible to meet at noon? 

Sincerely, 

Pri~illa 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 4 Mar 2012 10:18:17 -0500 

To: Priscilla Layne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Adjunct in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Priscilla, 

Thanks for this note. 

Can we meet on Monday March 12 at 1.00pm in Battle Hall, 101? 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
Sent; Sunday, March 04, 2012 10:03 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Adjunct in African and Afro-American Studies 

Deal Eunice, 



I just wanted to touch bases wifl~ you now that I have a tbw days offtbr spring break. I’ll be away at conlbrences towaxds the end of the month (March 21 st 24th 

and March 28th to the 30th). But otherwise I’m usuaJJy on campus MWF, t~om noon until 3. On Wednesdays I have a few more engagements that keep me ou 

campus until 6pm. I hope we will be able to get together soon. I live close by campus, ~ I ca~ also come in on a Tuesday or Thursday. 

Priscilla 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 1 Feb 2012 17:42:36 -0500 

To: Priscilla Layne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Adjunct in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Priscilla, 

Thanks for your email. 

Let’s touch base early next week to arrange a time for a meeting. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

Front-" Layne, Priscilla Dionne 

Sent; Friday, January 27, 2012 10:02 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Adjunct in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Eunice SaNe, 

This morning, Walter Rucker wrote me about possibly being an adjunct in your department. I’m honored by the offer and excited about future collaborations. Currently, I’m 
developing a lecture course on the concept of race in the West. And I have already proposed a freshman seminar called "Blackness in the European Imaginary, Europe in the 
Black Imaginary." Here is my CV. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Priscilla Layne 

Priscilla i_avne 

De~c);~r trr!~_~nt of: Germ;ink; an~ S~;~vk: Languages ;rod Literatures 

404 Dey Hall, CB#3160 

Urfiv(~rsk:~ o[ Nort:~ C~ro~na a[ Chapel 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-.3160 

Ema~]: plagne@email.unc.edu 

Tel: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live a~nc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F~xam a~d Office ttours 

Hi Professor SaNe! 
I hope you have had an absolutely wonderful Spring Break! I just wanted to email and let you know that I went to visit an orthopedic hand specialist over the break to have him 
look at my thumb. Unfortunately, he placed me back in a brace for at least three more weeks and said that my thumb is still not healed. Because of this, is it alright if I type my 
exam again tomorrow? I can totally still take it at the same time as my classmates unless you think that my typing would be distracting. Just let me know what you think! I will 
also come in to your office hours tomorrow morning to ask you some questions about the reading material. Have a wonderful day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon @nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 3:25 PM 

NHC Inlb <inlb@nationaJhumanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <mjohnson@nationaJhumanitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nafionalhumanitie~enter.o~>; Lesley Scott- 

On <lorr@nationalhumanitie scenter.org> 

Art Historian Susan Webster ~o speak at the National Humanities Center, Thursday. March 22nd 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Architecture, Power, and Cultural Optics: 

Builders and Buildings in Colonial Quito" 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 -- 5:OO p.m. 

Susan Webster, The College of William & Mary 

i.~.i Inline image 1 

Susan Webster’s talk roll explore the remarkable colonial architecture of Qnito, Ecnador, the first ci~ to be named a UNESCO World Heritage Site, focusing 
paxticularly on the people and proces~s involved in the construction of monumental buildings. Intbrmed by her extensive archival research on the identities, training, and 

practices of the architects and prol~ssionals involved at the height of Quito’s construction (ca. 1580-1720), Webster will examine often overlooked aspec~s of the city’s 

renowned churches, monasteries, convents, and chapels, and consider their tbrm and meaning ti-om more than a single cultural perspective. 

Webster is Jane W. Mahoney Professor of A(t and AVt Histo~ and American Studies at the College of William & Mmy, where her research interests include Iberian 

and coloniaJ Latin American visuaJ and material culture, colonial Andean architecture, indigenous culturaJ practices, and confraternities and locaJ religion in Europe and 

the Alnericas. She has published severaJ books on these subjects, including Quito, ciudad de maestros: Arquitectosy const~uctores en la @oca colonial 
(forthcoming, 2012); Arquitectura y empresa en el Quito colonial: JosO Jaime Ortiz, Alarife Mayor (2002); and Art and Ritual in Golden-Age Spain: Sevillian 

Confraternities and the Processional Sculpture of Holy Week ( 1998 ). Webster. who is the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship this year as well as the Allen W. 

Clowes Fellowship to the Center, is working on a book project called The Conquest of European Architecture: Andean ~lasters and the Construction of 

Colonial Quito. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (0~0) :540-066L ext. ~28, or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National Itumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, N~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@law.villanova.edu> 

Monday,              3:4 8 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunic@email.unc.edu~> 

Villa~ova Law School Cli~ic Inquiry 

Greetungs. 

My name is            and I am a student representative in the Clinic for Asylum, Refugee. and Emigrant Services ("CARES") at Villanova Law School. I am contacting you because I am 
hoping you can put me in contact with someone at the African and Afro-American Studies Department who could speak with me about either C6te d’Ivoire or South Africa. More 
specifically, mv client is a citizen of C6te d’Ivoire who has faced persecution following the contested 2010 elections and is now seeking asylum in the United States. I would like to speak " ~ out counti conditions following the 2010 elections. My client has been living in South Africa for a few years so I am also looking for 
with someone who could give me more n~forlnatlon ab 37 ~ ’ ~    , , ,-~ ~ -~ ~ ~ 1-~ rontlv ....... iotoct ~1o eel free to contact me by email at 

someone who could speak with me about C6te d’Ivoire citizens living In South All-lCa. Any neIp you couiu give me w.,u~a uc g ..... 
~ ~, ............ ase 5 , . 

cray@law.villanova.edu, or by phone at 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:23 PM 

SaNe, Eue, Jce N <eue, Jce@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Rec Letter 

Better late than never, I appreciate it! 

On a separate but related note, I am submitting a number of my applications for summer internships and some of them ask for a reference list on the resume. Would you be 
comfortable with me including your name on my reference list as a former professor at UNC? 

I included the organizations asking for resumes with references, with a little blurb. 

Fund for Peace: Research and educational organization that promotes sustainable security, working at both the grassroots level with civil society actors and policy level. 
Center for International Policy: Nonprofit research and advocacy organization. I applied to the National Sec!Fundraising and Development, and Common Defense Campaign 
internships. It produces policy recommendations and analysis that promotes demilitarization, international cooperation, and human rights. The first involves research and 
maintaining a blog reassessing national security, and the second involves two programs which support 
SETA-DC: The Foundation for Political, Economic, and Social Research. Nonpartisan think tank that focuses on Turkey and US-Turkey relations. 
American Security Project: Produces reports and articles advocating an "appropriate purpose and use of American power," in hopes of reconceptualizing American national 
security. 
LINT: Provides scholarships targeted at those focused in counterintelligence and national security~ 

Thanks Dr. SaNe, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:48 PM 

To: 
Cc: Rezzouk, Lori 
Subject: RE: Rec Letter 

Done 

All the best. 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :12:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Rec Letter 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’m writing you again just to check in about the status of the recommendation letter, because Lori said she hadn’t received it yet. Let me know if you’re having any trouble with 
a specific part of it. Again, I appreciate you filling it out even though you have a very busy schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Reminder - Exam 2 study guide: AFRI 

Dr. Sahle, 

I want to apologize for not coming in to office hours today. I’m in the same Galapagos class       is in and we had an overnight flight last night and then a 6 hour layover 
Atlanta and we just got back in the country this morning. This afternoon I laid down to take a quick nap and ended up sleeping for two hours, which is why I missed office 

hours. I’m trying to study but air travel always makes me feel sick and I feel terrible and feel completely unprepared, exhausted, and overwhelmed, and T was wondering if 
there is any way I can take the test Wednesday or Thursday? I’m planning on being at your office hours tomorrow morning. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             :ti:04 AM 
Subject: Reminder - Exam 2 study guide: AFRI 

Dear Scholars, 

This is a friendly note relninding you that the s~ldy guide for exmn 2 is available on Blackboaxd. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

TaJaing Exam Wednesday 

Hey Professor, 

I am going to take you up on your offer to take the exam at 8 a.m. Wednesday morning with the other student. I have been falling asleep at Caribou for the last 2.5 hours and 
I think my mind will be sharper, like you said, after I get some sleep. Thank you so much for your understanding of my situation. I can promise you that I will be fully prepared 
by Wednesday morning to rock this exam. I just need to recover from 32 hours of traveling and 25 hours of sleep for the last l0 days. 

I am still going to study this evening and will most likely come to your office hours tomorrow morning so I can be a more attentive participant in the discussion than I was this 
afternoon. 

Thankyou, 

From-" EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             :ti:04 AM 
Subject-" Reminder - Exam 2 study guide: AFRI. .OOSt. 

Dear ScholaJcs, 

This is a ti-iendly note reminding you flint the study guide tbr exam 2 is available on Blackboard. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live a~nc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Di~bility Services Exmn 

Hello Professor SaMe, 
Thank you SO much again for being so helpful and understanding about my situation. Z appreciate it so much. Also, Z contacted Disability Services and 

they said that they needed an email confirmation from you regarding my exam sent to their mailbox at d~sabiiitvaervice, s@unr,.edu. Here is the 

information that they need to be included in the email: 

Your name 

The course number 

Ny name 

The time [ am taking my exam (Wednesday at 9:30 am) 

Permission for me to take the exam by computer 

The length of time I am given for the exam 

They also need you to upload the exam via the Faculty Drop-box here: ttp:i/disabilityservices.unc,eduifor-faculty/dropbox,html 

I think that is it! Thank you SO much again and I hope you have a wonderful day! Let me know if there is anything else I can do to help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 9:34 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciastZaculty] Last Call for L~xry Dimnond Lunch on Ma~’ch 22! 

LD Poster.pdf 

Dear Global Studies Faculty, 

If you are interested in attending a lunch with democratization-expert Larry Diamond on Thursday, March 22nd at noon, please email ~ema J ic edu at your 

earliest convenience. 

Larry Diamond will also be presenting a talk on "The Ebb and Flow of Democratization" at 5:30pm in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education 

Center on March 22nd. We would appreciate if you could help us publicize this great event widely. We’ve attached the poster to this email, and more information 

below. 

We hope to see many of you next week! 

All the best, 

Global Studies 
The curriculum in Global Studies is pleased to present: 

The Ebb and Flow of Democratization: A Lecture with Larry Diamond 
Thursday, March 22 I 5:30 PM I Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedExGIobal Education Center 

larry Diamond is one of the foremost experts on establishing democracy across the globe. He 

has served as a consultant to the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and 

advised the World Bank, the United Nations and the State Department, among other 

organizations. 

Diamond is a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution and the Freeman Spogli Institute for 

International Studies, where he directs the Center for Democracy, Development and the Rule 

of Law. He is also the founding co-editor of the Journal of Democracy and serves as a senior 

consultant at the International Forum for Democratic Studies of the National Endowment for 

Democracy. 

During 2004, Diamond acted as a senior adviser on governance to the Coalition Provisional 

Authority in Baghdad. He has since written extensively on the challenges of stabilization and 

reconstruction in post-conflict countries. His latest book, The 5pMt of Democracy: The Struggle 

to Build Free Societies Throughout the World draws on this experience, as he explores the 

sources of democratic progress and stress and the prospects for future democratic expansion. 

Based out of Stanford University, where he is a professor in political science and sociology, 

Diamond has taught extensively on comparative democratic development and post-conflict 

democracy building. In 2007, his passion for his subject earned him the Dinkelspiel Award for 

Distinctive Contributions to Undergraduate Education for his popular classes, which according 

to students "transcend political and ideological barriers." 

For more information on Larry Diamond, visit http:/!www.stanford.edu/’~Idiamond/ 

Co-sponsored by the support of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Global Education Fund and 

the Center for Global Initiatives. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <oxfoMpmmotion@oup.com> 

Tuesday,, March 13, 2012 10:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Now Available for Your Courses (Request Exam Copy) 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see graphics, please click here. 

Sudan, South Sud ..... d 

Darfur 

Sudan, South Sudan, and Darfur 
What Everyone Needs to Know 
Andrew S. Natsios 

ISBN: 9760199764198 

Paperback, February 2012, 280 pp 

List Price: 

i~i Request Free Examination Copy 

I 
x<i Table of Contents     I 

Covers Sudan’s history in a 

sweeping, easy-to-read Q&A 

format, starting in the 19th 

century and continuing 

through to the recent division 

of Sudan into two separate 

counties. 

In his previous roles as U.S 

envoy to Sudan and USAID 

representative to Sudan, 

Natsios witnessed firsthand 

the most crucial decade in the 

region’s existence. 

Provides a fully-updated 

account of the ongoing 

violence in Darfur, while also 

examining its origins and 

unresolved issues. 

For thirty years, Sudan has been a country in crisis, wracked by near-constant 

warfare between the north and the south. But on July 9, 2011, South Sudan 

became an independent nation and, as Sudan once again finds itself the focus 

of international attention, former special envoy to Sudan and director of USAID 

Andrew S Natsios provides a timely introduction to the country at this pivotal 

moment in its history. 

Focusing on the events of the last 25 years, Natsios sheds light on the origins 

of the conflict between northern and southern Sudan and the complicated 

politics of this volatile nation. He gives readers a first-hand view of Sudan’s past 

as well as an honest appraisal of its future. In the wake of South Sudan’s 

independence, Natsios explores the tensions that remain on both sides Issues 

of citizenship, security, oil management, and wealth-sharing all remain 

unresolved. Human rights issues, particularly surrounding the ongoing violence 

in Darfur, likewise still clamor for solutions. Informative and accessible, this 

book introduces students to the most central issues facing Sudan as it stands 

on the brink of historic change. 

Aadrew S. Natsioe served as Administrator of the U.S. Agency for International 

Development from 2001 to 2005, where he was appointed as Special 

Humanitarian Coordinator for Sudan. He also served as Special Envoy to Sudan 

from October 2006 to December 2007. He is the author of two previous books, 

US. Foreign Policy and the Four Horsemen of the Apocal~,;ose and The Great 

North Korean Famine. 

Explore Oxford Scholarship Online 

i.~.i Oxford Scholarship 
Online 

Oxford Scholarship Online is the ultimate research resource, providing access 

to over 6,500 titles across 19 subject areas. The POLITICAl. SCIENCE MODUI.E 

provides access to outstanding original work across many of the key areas of 

the discipline, from Comparative Politics to Political Theory, International 

Relations to European Union Studies. Our selection for Oxford Scholarship 

Online focuses on the core areas of the list. The topics covered are fundamental 

to the discipline, and thus of interest to anyone working in political science - 

researchers, lecturers, and students. Oxford Scholarship Online provides fast, 

desktop access to titles in key areas of the discipline, including: American 

Politics, Democratization, Political Theory, UK Politics, and more. 

Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online is available at your institution. 



Oxford University Press will never sell, rent, or trade your email address to other companies To unsubscribe or update your subscription 

preferences, please follow the links above. 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages t?om this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will ~eceive one addilioned e-ma~,l message confim~ing your removaJ. 



From: ,@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, l 0:51 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr’~ 

Subject: DTI t-Kony 

I am a writer for the Daily Tar Heel, and I am working on an article about the upcoming Kony video event. I would love to talk to you about 

the issue. Give me a call at            or email me back so we can find a time to talk. 

Thank you 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

1:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: ¯ Final exam 

Dear Eunice, 
I am find with this request if it is in the University’s policy guidelines. 
Please, let me know 

Thanks 

Alassane 

From: Kym Orr [knorrC~uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 AM 

To: Fall, Alassane 

Subject: 

Dear Mr. Fall: 

I am contacting you in regards to die final exam in your AFRI    course that is schedtded for . One of my s~udent athletes, asked me to contact 

you about the possibili~ of proct,~dng this exam. i        roll be participating in tl~e                    from~            Since the meet is held in PhiladelpNa, 

he will not be able to taJ~e the exam as scheduled. As his athletic academic advisor, I am authorized to administer the exam while he is trmTeling and/or competing. 

Is this arrangement is acceptable to you, please send me the details and may instructions that I would need to administer "the exam to him during the time he will be away. 

Please feel t]cee to contact me ruth any queslions you may have. I look tbrward to hea~ing t?om you. Thanks. 

Kym N. Orr 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office {919) 843-2425 
Fax (9J~9) 962-8247 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:11 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: Dr. Jordan 

Hi professor Sahle, 

I attended the lecture ~vith 
tomorrow-? 

Sent from my iPhone 

put on by the Stone Center and Dr. Jordan ~vants me to fill him in on the progress we made yesterday Do u mind ifI fill him in and then come by 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 5:16 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Exam 2 reminder: AFRI 

Hey again - 

Should I come to your office at 1:00 tomorrow or is there another time that wotfld work better? 

On Sun, at 4:11 PM ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello! 

I tbvgot to email you betbre I left for brea$:, but I’m emailing now to re~hedule my exa~n. I can do Wednesday at 1:00? If that’s too late I can move something in the 
morning. Just let me know! 

’I’h~xdc for being flexible, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:42 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <’eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Humm~ Rights Scholars, 
> 

> I hope you’re having a relaxing Spring break. 

> Here is a quick reminder of exam’s 2 office horns: 

> Monday 9.30am- 12.00pm and 4.00pm- 5.00pm. 

> Tnesday, g.00am-9.00am. 

> Wishing you the bes~t as you ieview materia1 for this exam m~d looking forward to seeing you during office boule. 

> Sincerely, 

> Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Save the ttorn week - Kenya 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am writing to you on behalf of Save the Horn where I am the         We are currently planning a series of events for our first annual "Save the Horn week" which will be 
happening between               . Our aim is to dedicate a day to a particular country in the Horn by spreading awareness about the ongoing issues in the country and 
possibly fundraising for a relevant proiect in that country. 
We are planning to dedicate Tuesday       to Kenya, and are looking for events that would attract most attention from the University community and focus in on the current 
topics in the country. Among the proposed ideas was hosting a speaker to talk about women’s!children’s rights in Kenya while connecting it with a fundraising activity (e.g. 

Carolina for Amani bead show). I am approaching you to see if you have ideas on who to contact or on relevant topics, since you have a rich expertise from the region. We are 
open to any suggestions as we want to make this event both interesting and informative for the audience, and beneficial in terms of financial support for a particular project. 
I could drop by at your office sometime throughout this week if you find it more practical than an email exchange. 

All the best, 



From: ~livea~nc.edu;, 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:35 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Exam 

Hi Professor SaNe! I just wanted to email and make sure that everything has been sent off to disability services for me to take my exam today! I sent you an email yesterday 
but just wanted to make sure that everything was set for me to take it. I hope you are having a wonderful morning and I will see you on Thursday. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 9:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Invitation: AFRI/AFAM Union members 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I’d love to come to the show on Monday! 

Thanks for the invite! 

Best, 

On Wed, at 8:53 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ wrote: 

Dear All, 

I hope you are doing well. 

While some of you are not majors, I would be very delighted if all members of the Union joined faculty and majors at the following event: Performance on _ 
of the award-winning play Blood Knot by the Tony Award- winning South African playwright, Athol Fugard. 

To ensure we have enough tickets, kindly RSVP to me today Wednesday 

Carrboro at ~ at the latest. 
!?Y..~,9.~)..g?!!?..~:. If you are coming, please note that we will meet at the Arts Center in 

~ ~Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot is the story of two South African brothers whose lives are twisted by the madness of apartheid. The New York Times describes 

the play as "a contemporary classic.., both a deeply human experience and a symbolic statement." The powerful allegorical story continues to resonate deeply 

in a world still unable to deal openly with issues of race and wracked by seismic shifts in response to social injustice from the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street. 

Featuring J. Alphonse Nicholson and Imeius Robinson, and directed by Joseph MegelY ~ 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

Office tbr U ~dergmduate Research <outintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

OUR newsletter 

Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: OUR logo rgb 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published two times per month to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, 

accomplishments of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at www.unc.eduideptsiour or email us at 

.o_._u_.r__ .@.._ .u_ _n_ .c_ :_ .e_ d__u_ ¯ 
Announcements and OUR News 

OUR blog entries- 

¯ and What do you mean I have to do it again? 

GRC blog entries- 

,~ Dr. Patrick Curran: Quantitative Psychology, Undergraduates, & GRCs 

OUR Programs: 

¯ Do you know about !._D_ _S_T__I_9__.~., our Modes of inquiry course.? Learn more! 

¯ Congratulations to our newest Carolina Research Scholars! 

OUR People 

¯ Meet our Director Dr. Pat Pukkila~ and one of our undergraduate workers, ._K__a__yJ__a_____W____a_!_[. 

¯ Meet three of the OUR Ambassadors. 

Events 

Don’t forget to put the ~C~e~!~e~b~r~a~t~!~n~f~U~n~d~e~rg~r~a~d~u~a~t~e~R~e~s~e~a~r~c~h~ on your calendar! 

Announcements and OUR News: 

What do you mean I have to do it aqain? 

Nine Carolina students earned the Carolina Research Scholar designation in Fall 

UNC postdoctoral scholar Justin Shaffer talks about the research process, with all its twists and turns. 

Teachinq French 387 with a GRC: Frondeurs~ Mazarin~ a!~d the Devil 

Dr. Ellen Welch discusses student experiences in conducting archival research with the support of a GRC for FREN 387: Paris/Versailles: The Court and the 

City in the :17th Century. 

Quantit_ative Psychology, Undergraduates & GRCs 

Dr. Patrick Curran shares his process in creating an upp~evel undergraduate introductory course in quantitative psychology, and the contributions of GRCs. 

IDST195: Modes of Inquiry. Most seminar courses are focused around particular topics involving one or a small number of disciplines. IDST:195 is designed to engage 

you in many modes of inquiry. Renowned faculty will describe how they began to pursue their life’s work, how they frame questions, seek answers, communicate 

their findings, and the rewards and difficulties they have experienced. You will have the opportunity to question them, and reflect more about the ways of 

knowing that seem most important to you. This course is a :1 credit, pass/fail course which also fulfills one of the requirements of the Carolina Research Scholar 

Program. Course registration begins the last week of March. 

Here are a few comments from former IDST:195 students: 

My eyes have been opened to the possibilities in research. If there are things out there that we do not know, there are ways to find out. This is true 

regardless of the topic or geographic area. The most important thing to expanding our knowledge is passion and intellectual curiosity played out in 

research. 

* I think it has been inspiring, as well, to see that the paths taken by many individuals to get to where they are has not always been so linear as we like to 

imagine; rather, many of them didn’t originally have any aspirations to do what they do now. As a student who has not always (and still isn’t!) sure of 

what she wants to do, it has been an encouragement to see that sometimes life just works out. There are so many diverse opportunities out there, I 

just have to take advantage of them! 

o I’ve definitely gotten to see a wider array of modes of inquiry than I previously really knew about; I didn’t really understand how people would 

conduct research in areas such as geography or anthropology, per se, but now I see that research really is just expanding the available knowledge of a 

discipline. 

My ideas about various modes of inquiry have widened since I have been enrolled in this class. I never knew there were so many different routes one 

could take to do research. 

I am a lot more aware of the different fields of study and their concentrations. I have become more open-minded about different fields of study and 

have learned to appreciate the power of research. 

I learned that not all disciplines are mutually exclusive--some of the most interesting pieces of research integrates various disciplines. 

Congratulations to our newest CRSPS: 

Are you interested in becoming a Carolina Research Scholar? Get more information here. 



A special ceremony to recognize Carolina Research Scholars will be held immediately following the Celebration of Undergraduate Research, which will take place 

on Monday,             from 1:00 pm-3:45 pm at Frank Porter Graham Student Union. 

Dr. Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology, Director of OUR and Associate Dean of Undergraduate Research 

As faculty, we can make wonderful choices concerning our research agendas and course topics, but it sometimes seems that there is a poor fit between our 

interests and the "service" activities we are asked to perform. Fortunately for me, that pattern was altered dramatically in 1999, when I became the founding 

director of the Office for Undergraduate Research. By then, I had mentored over SO undergraduates in my own lab, which only reinforced my view of how 

important these opportunities can be for the Carolina experience. Two of these former undergrads are now my faculty colleagues at Duke and at Carolina, and 

research interests continue to overlap! I have often said that I have the best job on campus, since I get to interact with amazing faculty and students in all 

disciplines, and help to connect faculty and students with similar interests. I am also proud of the ways that together, we have tapped into the wonderful potential 

of a research university community, which includes undergraduates, graduates and faculty. In the curriculum, we have created research-exposure courses taught 

with Graduate Research Consultants to embrace unsolved problems and significant intellectual work collectively. We have expanded the number of research- 

intensive courses, and over 60% of Carolina’s     degree recipients received course credit for these. Undergraduates can now receive a Summer Undergraduate 

Research Fellowship, present their work at the campus Celebration of Undergraduate Research or at a professional conference, and earn the Carolina Research 

Scholar transcript designation. I am confident that undergraduates who have engaged in inquiry and discovery will be well-prepared to address future unsolved 

problems and to assume important roles as enlightened citizens and leaders in our rapidly changing world. It is exciting and deeply satisfying to have helped 

increasing numbers of undergraduates to engage in the research culture that surrounds them on our vibrant campus. 

Read more of Dr. Pukkila’s -t~-h-~-~-~-u-g-h-~-t~-s-~-a-~-b-~-~-~-u--~-~~-u-~-q~-d---e--r-g--r-a-~-d-~-u-~-a--~---e-~-r---e--s--e-~-a---r-c-~-h-~ and [--e--f!~-e-~£-t~[-~---n-~-s-~--~---q~-Lh-~-e-~--G-~-R-~-C-~-r--~-g-r--a-~--m-~ 

I am a senior majoring in Public Relations and Sport Administration. In addition to working at the Office for Undergraduate Research, I also intern at 

a public relations firm in downtown Raleigh. One of my projects at OUR is the new OUR Biog. My goal is to include as many different angles of undergraduate 

research as possible, in hopes of preparing future researchers with the best understanding and outlook as they prepare for their research experiences[ 

M eet three of the OU R Ambassadors[ 

My research interests focus around the modern South, both historically and culturally. My honors thesis in history is looking at questions about Communism in 

North Carolina and the legal battles around Junius Scales during the 1950s and 1960s. 

Karl has recently been researching the politics of representation in the museums of Zanzibar, Pemba, Dar es Salaam, and Bagamoyo. Her research looks into how 

negotiations between religion, ethnicity, politics, and tourism shape the representation of history in museums and historic sites along the Swahili coast, and how 

such representations affect political and ethnic relations. 

I do clinical research on prostate cancer in the radiation oncology department of the NC Cancer Hospital. This involves survey creation, collection, data entry, 

database access and management, statistical analysis, interpretation, and abstract and paper writing. I’ve either completed or am in the process of researching: 

Comparing Efficacy of Different Radiation Therapy Techniques for Treatment of Prostate Cancer, Effect of Radiation Therapy Techniques on Short Term Quality of 

Life of Prostate Cancer Patients, and Effect of Distance to Cancer Center on Early Prognosis of Prostate Cancer. 

Are you interested in serving as an OUR Ambassador? Keep your eyes open for more information about the application process! 

Events: 

¯ Join us at the Annual Celebration of Undergraduate Research on Monday from 1:00-3:45 in the Great Hall of the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. 

You can hear platform talks, visit poster sessions, and attend the recognition and award ceremony. Student hosts will be available to help you identify projects 

that match your interests. And, you’ll have a chance to explore potential faculty advisors and learn more about what students like you have accomplished. 

Over 100 undergraduate student researchers will be presenting! 

Ce~ebration 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 

www.unc.edu/depts/our 
Where will your curiosity lead you? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, 4:12 PM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu-*; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AFRICAN WEEK 

Good Afternoon~ 

Africa Week is finally here! The Orgarfiza[ion for African S[uden[s Interes[ and Solidarity (O.A.S.I.S) invites UNC studen[s and faculty [o Africa Week 

[he theme this year is’qhe He’ll, Face of Mama Africa" highiighting the ways ~n whmh the Aftman continent has transformed throughout the centuries and the impo~ant role women play in the transformation 

and success of the African continent. 

The Order oF Events is as follows: 

*All Afiica Week events are free, howe’,,er we ask that you make a donation of at least $1 a[ each event [o benefit OASIS’ Girls Education Projec[* 

Monday 

Aflican Cultural Exgo~: Food, Dance, & Drums 
Location: Stone Center Hitcilcock Multipurpose Room 
Time: 5:30 - 7:30pro 

Come learn African dance and drumming. Get henna tattoos, make jewelq,’, t~ on African attire, and of course eat :~-~me ~VOF,,, African food. 

Tuesday 

Taking Root: The Vision oFWangari Naathai 
A documentary, screening and discussion on female empowerment and environmentalism in Africa 
Location: Bingham 2’03 
Time: 8:00 - 7:30pro 

Join us to view a documentaR/on the work of Kenyan female Nobei Peace Prize winner, Wangari Nathaai, Followed by a dic~:u,~ion ied by ProFesso~ Lydia Boyd and Donate Fhunsu 

Wedne~ay 

How Much Do You Know About Africa? 
African Jeopardy Night!Quiz Bowl 
Location: Bingham 

Time: 6:00- 7:30pm 

Flaunt your ~eopardy skills and knowledge on Africa, and win a special prize. Questions prepared by LINC Ahi Dept professo~s 

ThurNay 

MUSICAL REVOLUTION: 
A forum exploring African music’s role in revolution and creating a new A~rica 

Location: Bingham 

Time: 5:00 - 

Friday 
Movie Hight : Beyonc6, the President’s Daughter 

Location: Bingham 103 
]ime: 6:00pm 

Refreshments wiil be provided, 

Sunday 
Aflica Hight 20~2: Dinner & Show 
Come experience a cuiturai explosion of A~rican dance, drama, music and fashion! 

Dinner Location : Union Art Gailer{ 
lime: 5:30 - 6:30pro 

Cost: $5 
Catered by Nawa’s Taste of Africa 

Tickets soid in the pit on unc.edu/oasis 

AFRICAN NIGHT SHOW Location: Great Hall 
Time: 7:00pro 

Cost: Free 

lickets availabie               ~t the Union Box Office and on unc~eduioasis 

PLEASE INFORM YOUR CLASSES ABOUT THIS EVENTS, IT WOULD BE A GREAT EXPERIENCE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT AFRICAN CULTURE, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

@livea~nc edu~ 

Wednesday,              4:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr-~ 

Updated.docx 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .ryt~hing that has substantive 

significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subjects. 

- Manning Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Funding request for Atiica Wee~ 

Africa Nigh~ Sponsor Letter.docx; Africa Week iPg; Africa Night .jpg 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I am emailing on behalf of the Organization for African Students Interests and Solidarity (O.A.S.I.S), to solicit the support of The African and Afro-American Studies 
Department, during our Annual Africa Week, which will take place form                   I have attached a letter with more details for yourself and the other members of 
the Center. If you have any questions, I will be more than happy to answer them. I have also attached the fliers for the events. 

Thank you for your time, and I hope to hear back from you soon. 

Best regards, 



~c.oasis@gmail.com 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

The Organization for African Students Interests and Solidarity, O.A.S.I.S., at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill will be hosting the 31st annual Africa Night Show on 

in the Great Hall of UNC’s campus. 

ttosting Africa Night annually is one of the ways in which vve promote our mission, which is 
to spread awareness of African culture, serve as a resource for the UNC-Chapel Hill campus and the 
surrounding communities, as well as advocate for change and address social issues relating to the 
African continent. Promoting and enabling education has been the underlying theme of many of 
our programs. The theme of the event this year is "The New Face of Mama Africa" highlighting the 
ways in which the African continent has transformed throughout the centuries and the important 
role women play in the transformation and success of the African continent. 

During the: event we will feature a dinner of authentic African fi~od, spoken word, fashion 
showcase of African couture, African traditional dance, and drama in which our theme of "The New 
Face of Mama Africa" xvill be highlighted. 

We: will also utilize the event to raise awareness of our organization’s Girls Education Project 
in which we will monetarily support the education of African girls in order to ~ve them tools to 
better themselves and their societies. We believe that the education of African females is most 
important because they are usually not given as much access to education as their male counterparts. 
In addition, educating African females allows for them to not only better themselves, but also 
contribute positively to their society, as well as serve as an educator to their own children once they 
start a family. We believe that there are many gifted Africa young girls who have the potential to 
succeed and only need to be given a chance. Therefore xve have made it our priority to sponsor the 
education of as many girls as possible. 

Africa Night will be preceded by a week’s worth of events (Africa Week), including an 
African cultural Expose on Monday which will be hosted in the Stone Center, A screening and 
discussion of Wangari Mathaai’s documentary., Taking Root on Tuesday, an African jeopardy/quiz 
bowl night on Wednesday. On Thursday we will host a thought-prow3king forum related to African 
Music and how it has fueled the past and present revolutions in the continent, and on Friday we will 
host an African movie night to screen an original Noll~avood movie, written and directed by 
Nigerian nationals. 

Africa Night is beneficial to UNC students because it promotes the University’s Core Diversity 
Values in multiple xvays. It allows the UNC community to be exposed to the many cultures found in 
Africa, as well as, introduces the community to serious topics in an innovative and artistic manner. 



The targeted audience spans the entirely of- the UNC community and creates an environment for 

engaged learning and meaningful conversations about our differences, as well as, our similarities. It 

is intended to bridge the gap between African and American cultures, and hopes to spark interest m 

the audience members for them to learn more, about the contine, nt of- Africa. 

Although in the past xve have charged an admission tee, this year we have decided to make Africa 
Night free of charge to all attendees in order to make the show more accessible to a wider variety of 
people. At past shows, we: attracted between 175-200 people in the audience and are expecting that 
number to increase by at least one third since the show is going to be free. Considering the amount 
of attendees we are expecting, we are making an extra elf-oft to make sure that the show is better 
than it has ever been. In order to do that, we will need support from departments like yours, which 
might be able to sponsor this event. We hope that the African and Afro-American Studies 
Department will choose to partner with us and sponsor this event to make it more accessible to the 
campus community. 

To further assist you in making your decision, below is our tentative budget: 

Great tlall event fee $60 
Box Office Staffing (2.5 hours @ ~ ~.00ihr) $27.50 
3 Tech Staff for prep (11.5 hours @ ll.00ihr) $379.50 
I spotlight tech staff for (8.5 hours @ l l.00ihr) $93.50 
2 House Staff (5 hours @ 11.00/hr) $55 
Box office charges $58 
Production services catwalk $100 
Promotion: flyers, handbills, posters $200 
African outfit rental: 20 outfits at $30/outfit $600 
A~fica Night Dinner: Mawa’s Taste of Africa 
Dinner ~or 75 $600 
Dance group costumes: 
10 dancers, 2 costumes each at $20/costume $400 

Total: $2,573 

Please contact me at        @email.unc.edu if you have any questions. We truly appreciate: your 
time and generosity and look forward to your active involvement in this event event. 

Sincerely_ 

@email.unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu.; 

Thursday. 12:32 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] petition against traJ~snalional mining in Colombia 

Dear all: 
I am collecting signatures for a petition against an open-pit mining project led by Canadian transnational company Gran Colombia Gold that 
will displace the entire town of Marmato, in Colombia, destroying the local artisanal mining production, displacing hundreds of miners and 
their families, and causing terrible environmental damage. Below is the petition and more information. If you want to sign the petition, please 
send me an email with your name and institutional affiliation and I will add it. I will then send the petition by email with all of the signatures. 

Thanks in advance 

In solidarity 

Marmato presents an extraordinary specL-~cle 

Please take the time to send the enclosed text to the officials and entities from Colombia, Canada and the United States listed bebw the 
message: 

~ oppose the current plan by the Cobmbian government to destroy the old m~ning town of Marmato and relocate its residen~ in order to 
permit the Canadian company Gran Cobmbia Go~d to devebp an open .- p~t m~ne, for the folbw~ng reasons : 

1 .Marmato is a histodc town whose go~d financed the ff~dependence of Cobmb~a, Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru~ Bo~via and Panama. ~t was 
declared a Histodca~ Monument by the CobmNan Government and as such ~t must be protected and not destroyed. 

2/The a~san m~ners that for many generations have extracted go~d ha Marmato, w~i~ iose their jobs, w~l~ be displaced and wi~i join the 
shamefui record he~d by Colombia of near 6 m~il~on d~spiaced Cobmb~ans. Open pit mhses offer very few oppollun~ties for empbyment. 

&The env~ronmen~l damage caused by tNs open.- p~t mine w~ll devas~te the count~},s~de near Marmato, and the damage will not be 
compensated by the m~n~ng company. 
COLOMBIA : 

Pres~dente Juan Manua~ Santos (cio Juan Oviedo): 
i~:~:~a~.~.~.@@~r:~!.~.r).f~ia~.g~.~.~.~. 
Or if in the US, send a fax to: C~J_.~___[SZ_J___[5_~.~!__0_¢!~.~_. 
Office of the Vice Preskdente Angellno Garzon 

clo Matlha Carrilb: 
ma~ha.cardlb~residenciagov.co 
Mk~ister of the Interior: German Vargas -Ueras 

cto Diana Cells 
diana. 

Minister of Mines; Maudcio Cardenas 
mcardenas~o 
Minister of Culture: Matiana Garces 

Publb Defender: Volmar Perez 

Gran Cobmbia Go~d: 
mara~ra ncobmbkagold corr~ 

Governor of Ca~das: Guido Echevem 

Mayor of Marmato: Hector Jaime Osodo 
conNctenos~ma rmato--ca~das.gov.co 

CANADA " 
D~ane Abfonczy, Mh~ster of State of Foreign Affairs (Americas and Consular Affsirs):diane.abloncz~ 
T~m Martin, Canadian Ambsssador to the Republic of Cobmb~s: 

~internstions~.~c.ca 
Dr. Clemencia Forero Ucros, Colombian Ambassador to C~nsd~: 
UNITED STATES ¯ 
Secret~ry of Stste H~llary 

cobmand 
James McGovem (cio Cindy 

Senator Patdck Leahy (cio Tim Reiser): 

Geor#e Mi~fer (c/o R~chard M~fler): 
R~chard Mfller~ma~U~ous,:.~ 
Sander Levin (c!o Ale~ Perkins): 
~msil. hoL.is~:.~ 



¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-31074673-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996(~vsnl net> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 1:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indiau Books Update - ~-AtYicaJl 1K11I~ 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

--Africa/11K11L 

Here are some titles on the area/s of your specialisation added to our 
database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Apr 2012"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

Others 

1. Changing Minds : A Guide to Facilitated Pariicipatory Planning / Cole P. 
Dodge and Gavin Bennett. 1 st ed. New Delhi, Academic 
Foundation. 2011 192 p. ills. 23 cm. 
In association with International Development Research Centre 
(IDRC), Ottawa, Canada. 
List Price: $ 53.50 (Ubd) Your Price: $ 48.10 (t~d.) 
ISBN: 9788171888603 KK-99824 

2. Gandhi and the Nonconformists : Encounters in South Africa / James D 
Hunt Reprint ed. New I)elhi, Promilla & Co, Publishers. 2011 ×vi, 159 
p. ills. 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 30.40 (Ubd) Your Price: $ 27.40 (t~d.) 
ISBN: 9789380188171 KK-99820 

Prices indicaed are in US dollars 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thru our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices We can set up an online account for placing 
their finn orders thin our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars @n~ouring <KK.A(IENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our coraprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>, 
<w~’.kkagencies.co.in> & <wa~w.GetIndiaaBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Nhttal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
F>mails: kkagencies@snl.com, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: ~wzw.kkagencies.co.in, w~vw.kkagencies.com 

www. Getlndiarff3 ooks.c om 
More sites: w~vw.kkagencies.co.irdsitemap 
Phone: (-0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you ~vish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

¢¢~gm~il.com on behalf of 

@liveame.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Reminder to post slides 

Professor Sable, 
This is just reminder to posit the neo-liberal slide(s) from today. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~.mc.edtr~ 

Graduatiou Intbrmatiou 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I am a graduating senior and I was wondering when the AFRI/AFAM department is going to send out information about the graduation ceremony~ Thank you in advance for 
your time. 

Sincerely, 

~unc.edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

(via Doodle) <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Thursday,              1:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr’~ 

Doodle: Internal Outreach Subgroup of Water Theme Steering Cmte. 

Reminder                        @email.unc.edu) has invited you to participate in Doodle poll "Internal Outreach Subgroup of Water Theme Steering Crate ". If you have not 

participate6 yet, please clo so. ~t you have already palticipated in that poll, please check yonr answer and edit it if necessary 

Follo~v this link to open the poll: 
~hh~n w sggut x~~ r~vate 

Please note that this is a personal link that cannot be shared with other poll participants 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:50 PM 

To: 

Subject: Africa Week 

Hi, my name is                 and I am a member of OASIS, UNC’s African Student Association. OASIS is hosting Africa Week next week, a week devoted to 

learning about and celebrating Afi’ica. I have attached a flyer below of the week’s events. I am requeffting if you could promote the week to your classes, forward this 

flyer, and attend some of the events, especially Africa Night on Sunday. 

Thanks, 

~live t nc edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"(@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Borrow Aliican Sexualities? 

Hi Eunice, 

I wanted to assign a chapter from Sylvia Tamale’s African Sexualities for my class next week, but I just noticed the library’s copy is checked out. Will you be on campus 
tomorrow, and if so, might T be able to borrow your copy so that T can scan the chapter T need at the library? T can return it to you the same day. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday 10:51 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; ba-ltam@list~rv.unc.edu; Carroll, Susan Ewing <secarrol@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Colombian Peace Community Film Series: 

March Colombia film series.pdf 

From: Courtheyn, Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, .:47 PM 
To: Riefkohl Muniz, Beatri~ S 
Subject: Colombian Peace Community Film Series: : 
Please fo~vard widely! 
The War and Peace in the Americas Working Group presents: 
UNC Duke Film Series: 
Carving out Peace in the midst of War: 
Peace Communities in Colombia 
For the past five decades, war has raged in Colombia, ensnaring innocent civilians into the middle of violent conflict. Yet, groups of small-scale Afro-Colombian and mestizo 
farmers in the northwest Urab~ region have responded by demanding that guerrilla, paramilitary, and army soldiers respect their territories and forming peace communities. On 

one such community, the Peace Community of San dos6 de Apartad6, will celebrate 15 years of nonviolent community defense of life and land despite 
suttering massacres, displacements, and threats. 
We honor and explore the amazing achievements of these communities with a two-documentary Colombian film series: 
Film One: 

COMUNIDAD DE PAZ - COLOMBIA (52min) 
Tuesday 6pm 
UNC Chapel Hill 
FedEx Global Education Center 
Room t009 
Film Two: 

UNTIL THE LAST STONE (58min) 
Thursday, 7pro 
Duke University 
John Hope Franklin Center 
Room 240 
Sponsored by the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at UNC=CH and Duke 
For more information, contact Miguel Rojas Sotelo miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu or Chris Courtheyn courtheyn@unc.edu 
Please see the attached flyer. 
Sincerely, 
Chris Courtheyn 
Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:19 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: One-week Intensive Nahuatl Language course at Yale ¯ 

Forwarded message 

From: Silk, Jean rmailto:iean.silk@yale.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            ! 12:20 PN 
Subject: [clasp] One-week Intensive Nahuatl Language course at Yale - 

P~ease publicize 

Four day, intensive Introductory course in Classical and Modem Na~uatl 
On                 , the Northeastern group of Nahuatl Studies will host a conference and woNshop at Yale. The schedule roll include advanced Nahuatl study, 

group documant translation, and papers by scholars. The organizers are also ofl~ring a four-day, 16 hour intensive begi~ming course in Classical and Modem Huaslecan 

Nahuatl before the conference from                 ~he cost is $500 and includes m-o hours per day of Classical Nahuatl instruction by John Sullivan, and another 

two hours per day ofModemNahuatl conversation taught by a nadve speaker. Contact Jean Silk (iea~.silk(d~yale.edu) or John Stdlivan [~n~e.com) for more 
information. 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:02 PM 

To: inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Subje~:t: l~: Brown Conference 

Attacl~: Brown Conference.pdf 

Forwarded Message: 

The William Wilson Brown Memorial Conference on Latin American Studies New Perspectives on Race, Policy and Society in Brazil and Latin America Universi~z of North 

Carolina at Charlotte 

See program attached. 

The conference will take place at the Cone Center See UNC-Charlotte campus map: http://facilities.uncc.edu/desi~n-services/campus-maps/campus-maps. 
Visitors would park in the Cone I)eck just across the street. 

The ZIP CODE is 28223 J2~r those w~th GPS devices. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, [2:49 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subjet’t: RE: theatre event 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I will continue to encourage my fellow majors to attend. I ~vas not sure if I ~vas going to be able to come becase of a prior commitment but I am able to come now I just emailed 
you so much for reaching out to the students and inviting us to the event It means a lot 

Thanks 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
S ent: Frida,~-, 10:0 5 AM 
To {~email.unc.edu; ~gmail.com 
Cc: McMallan, Tim; Hildebrand, Reginald 
Subject: Monday 19th theatre event 

Dear Kristen, Amarachi, William and Kari, 

I hope you are ~vell. 

I would be grateful if you encouraged your colleagues to respond to the email that       sent inviting them to the Monday event So far we have received only 10 responses. I had asked 
the Director of the play to block about 110 tickets to so that all the Majors could get a ticket but there seem to be little interest. 

I need to confirm the ]2~rum ASAP, thus ask the m~ic~rs vc~u know to sent a note to Travis indicating that the?’ will attend the performance Given the limited response to the invitation by 
Majors, you can also ask Minors to sent a note to 

Thanks so much [’or all your help on this important event. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live,unc.edu> 

Friday 2:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Chapter 1 Draft 

Chapter 1 Draft.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I had to turn in a first draft of my first chapter on Wednesday. It is very rough still, but I would love for you to look at it if you get a chance! 
Thankyou! 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc,edu~ 

Friday, 2:42 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: Peace Commuuities in Colombia. 15years ] screenings / LYNC & Duke 

PEACE COMMUNITIES 2012.jpg; HastalaUltimaPiedra00:ipg; images.jpeg; 51XQdkqpkzL. SS500 .jpg; HasmlaUltimaPiedra07.jpg; 

HasmlaUltimaPiedra06.jpg; PEACE COMMUNITIES 2012.pdf 

’]7he War and Peace in the Americas Working Group presents: 
UNC-CH & Duke Film Series 

Carving out Peace in the midst of War: 
Peace Comanunities in Colombia 

For the past five decades, war has raged in Colombia, ensnaring innocent civilians into the middle of violent conflict. Yet, groups of small-scale Afro-Colombian and mestizo farmers in the 
northwest Urabfi region have responded by demanding that guerrilla, paramilitary, and army soldiers respect their territories and forming peace communities On March 23rd, 2012, one such 
cotranuni~, the Peace Comanuni~ o17 San Jos~ de Apartad6, will celebrate 15 years of nonviolent community de:tense of life and land despite suffering massacres, displacements, and threats¯ 

We honor and explore the achievements of these communities with a two-documentaW Colombian film series: 

PF~kCE COMk42JNITY - COLOMBIA 
By Mass,hi llano Carboni (2005) 51min 
Among banana and cacao plantations, mining operations, rivet- banks, and paramilitary and guerrilla ~2~rces, the women of the "peace communities" of Cacarica, Villa Nueva, San Jos~ de 
Apartadd. and Rio Sucio’s ASCOBA speak out about the geographies of Colombia’s long conflict 
Tuesday ] 6pm 
UNC Chapel Hill 
FedEx Global Education Center. Room 1009 

UNT~ THE LAST STONE 
By Juan Jos~ Lozano (2006) 56min 
Despite challenges from paramilitaries, guerrillas, and government forces and officials, the members of the San Josd de Apartadd peace community- show how- they maintain their peaceful 
resistance through communal work groups and memory practice¯ 
Thursday, ] 7pm 
Duke Univels~ty 
John Hope Franklin Center Room 240 

Pizza and drinks will be ser~,~erd 

Sponsored by the consortium in latin american and caribbean studies at unc-ch and duke university 

More information, contact 2vSguel Roj as S otelo mlr34@dnke, edu ] Chris Courtheyn c ourtheyn@~c, edu 

next event The War and Peace in the Americas Working Group: 
My Mind Is Not A Target: Youth Resisting War in Colombia ] with conscientious objector Sebastifin Patifio 

¯ 5.30pro i fedcx gec ~mc-ch. room 4003 
In partnership with: Fellowship of Reconciliation and the Conscientious Objectors’ Collective Action (Colombia) 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email uric edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31087142-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Friday~ 7:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~> 

RE: Lunch diaJogue on humaJ~ rights with DeaJ~ MaJ~au Mutua 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for the invite to this dialogue--looks great! Unfortunately I am heading to Chicago that very afternoon for a dissertation proposal writing retreat--my flight leaves at 
1pro, so I will just barely miss the gathering. Thanks for thinking of me though. Also, thanks for getting back to me about the Tamale book, but I found another one I’ll use 

instead, so no worries. 

Have a good weekend, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday              5:4-9 PM 

@unc.edu 
Subject: Lunch dialogue on human rights with Dean Makau Mutua 

Dear 

I am delighted to invite you to a dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa 

with Dean Makau Mutua, 
SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar, SUNY Buffalo 
Law School, The State University of New York 
Please note that lunch will be served. 

When" Tuesday, 
Where: Hyde Hall (Incubator room) on the second floor 
Time: 12:30pm-2.00pm 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:15 PM 

SaNe, Eumce 1"4 <eumce@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Chapter I Draft 

Yes I can definitely meet next week! What times work for you? 

~email.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Chapter :I Draft 

Dea 

Many thanks. 

I will read it over the weekend. Can we meet sometime next week? 

Best wishes, 
DL SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:37 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Chapter :t Draft 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I had to turn in a first draft of my first chapter on Wednesday. It is very rough still, but I would love for you to look at it if you get a chance! 
Thankvou! 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 17, 2012 10:15 AM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbar%a~derson@unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H 
<b~lassi@email.unc.edtr~ 

I:W: ACAS Press Release and Statement on Kony/Ll~\/Cent Afr 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: David Wile?- [wiley@msu edu] 
Sent: Sa~trday, March 17, 2012 9:22 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, (ieorges 
Subject: FYI: ACAS Press Release and Statement on KonyiLRA/Cent Afr 

Colleagues, 

ttere is statement on the LRAiKONY2012/Central Africa issues from the Association of Concerned Africa Scholars. We have sought to be "positive," suggesting what those millions of US 
students (reportedly 800 ~ at MSU) who have been captivated by the KONY2012 video can do for seriously addressing the violence issues in CAR, Congo, and S Su&m (it has not been an 
issue in Uganda for six years!). We also are suggesting where to give to seriously address the human needs of child soldiers, rape victims, and the IDPs...UNtICR and UNICEF. 

Please feel free to forward these with your message to any local media or colleagues you want to know about the ACAS position. 

The ACAS statement is at http://concernedafricascholars org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/ACAS-Central-Africa.pdO,. <http:i/concemedafricascholars.org/wp- 

content/uploads/2012/03/ACA S-Central-Africa.pdfL %A0 > 

’]7he press rel ease i s at: http://concernedafricaschol ars. or~/wp-contenVuploads/2012/03/ACAS-Pr ess-Release-3-15-12.pd[" 

Soon ACAS will be offering further resources in response to KONY2012 of possible actions and a leaflet for students on "What you can do" (See http://concernedafricascholars.or~.) 

Also up on the website today at http://concernedafricascholars.or~iour-worlc’ are the briefs for the three current political action task forces: 
ACAS Task Force on Demilitarizing Africa and African Studies 
ACAS Food Sovereignty Task Force 
ACAS Task Force on Land Grabs 
and the document "The Africanist Positions on ?,/hlitat3’ and Intelligence Funding" 

We would like you comanents, edits, and suggestions on all these. And we would like for you to join ACAS..only $5! 

Regards, 

Dave Wiley 

David Wiley, Professor 
Department of Sociology, 316 Berkey Hall 

Phone: Soc: 517-355-7632/~ ~ax 432-2856 
Michigan State L-niver Sl _t-y, East Lansing, MI 48824-1111 

- w~vw.msu.edu/~wiley<http:/iwww.msu.edu/~wilev> - ~viley@msu.edu - 

David Wiley-, Professor 
Depaltment of Sociology’, 316 Berkey Hall 

Phone: Soc: 517-355-7632/F ’Fax 432-2856 
Michigan State Universi)-, East Lansing, Mf 48824-1111 

- ww~v.msu.ed~’ ~wilcy<httl)://www.msu.edu/~wilev> - w-iley@rasu.edu - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday 10:45 AM 

Represenling conflict in Africa - Kony and ICC in Kenya (Dem~ Makau Mutua): AFRI 

Dear Scholaacs, 

I hope you a;e doing well. Even in the midfft of my vely heclic adminifftmlion duties, I think of the excellem and challenging discussions last fall. 

At aW rote, here a;e two things that I thought you might be interested in: 

1 ) Responses to KONY - Mamdani’s response is hem: 

"Mamdani on Kony~    Video 
What Jason Did Not Tell Gavin m~d His Army of Invisible Children: The Downside of the Kon?     Video 

Mahmood Mamdani 

Mahmood Mamdani is Professor and Director of Makemre Ins~timte of Social Research in Kampala mid Herbert Lehman Professor of Goverrmmm at Columbia 
UniversiD-, New York 

http:/iw~-w.misr.mak.ac.uW / Direct url: http:i/tima~rl.com/75rprqt’ 

2) Dean Makau Mutua - Will deliver an impor~m~t public lecture at the Stone Center (5.30pm on Tuesday 
and Kewa iu particular. Please join us! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

focusing on the ICC process in Africm~ in general 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday: 11:01 AM 

KON~ thinking through agents of justice, assigning responsbilities to remedial justice, ICC in Kenya etc: INTS 

Dear Human Rights and Justice Scholaacs, 

I hope you am doing well. 

Even in the midst of my very. new and hectic 24/7 geography of administration, I think of the excellent and challenging discussions we had in our seminar last fall. I am 
always delighted when I encounter a member of our class in various parts of campus. Last week I sa~                  and I am worldng wit1    this semester. 

At any pate, here are two things that I thought you might be interested in: 

1 ) Responses to KON" - Mamdani’s response is hem: 

"Mamdani on KoW      ~’ideo 
What Jason Did Not Tell Gavin and His Almy of Invisible Children: The Downside of the Kony      qdeo 

Mal~mood Mamdani 

Mahmood Mamdani is Professor and Director of Makerere Institute of Social Research in Kampala and Herbert Lehman Professor of Government at Columbia 
University, New York Cir. 

http:/A~’w.misr.maJ<ac.ug//Direct url: ht~p:i/tinyurl.com/75rpNt’ 

2) Dean Makau Mutua - Will deliver an ilnportant public lecture at the Stone Center (5.30pm on Tuesday 

and Kenya in pa(ticular. Please join us! 

Best wisbes, 
Dr. SaNe 

) focusing on the ICC process in Africa in general 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, ; 12:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Chapter I Draft 

Yes, that works for me! See you then! 

~email.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N reunice~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:51 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Chapter 1 Draft 

Dear 

How about Wednesday at 8.30am? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday .1:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Euntce t~ 
Subject: RE: Chapter 1 Draft 

Yes I can definitely meet next week! What times work for you? 

~email.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,             3:17 PM 

Subject: RE: Chapter :~ Draft 

Dear 

Many thanks. 

I will read it over the weekend~ Can we meet sometime next week? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday~ 2:37 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Chapter 1 Draft 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
had to turn in a first draft of my first chapter on Wednesday. It is very rough still, but I would love for you to look at it if you get a chance! 

Thankyou! 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Wiley <wiley@msu.edu~, 

Saturday, March 17, 2012 1:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: ACAS Press Release and Statement on KonyiI ~RA/Cent Ati~ 

Dear Eunice, 

That’;s great. Welcome aboard. Let us know ~vhat you ~vould like to 
do ~vithin the organization. 

We always can uses vohmteers. 

What are your specific foci on the continent? Congo? 

A luta continua, 

Dave 

At 10:25 AM 3/17/2012, you wrote: 
>Dear David, I hope this finds you welh My colleague Oeorges ;vas 
>kind enough to forward the information below-. Thanks for all your 
>work on this and other issues! I have decided to join ACAS and I 
>will be sending you a completed membership form shortly With best 
>wishes, Eunice 
> 

>From: David Wiley [wiley@msu.edu] Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2012 
>9:22 AM To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges Sut~ject: FYI: ACAS tS-ess 
>Release and Statement on Kony/LRA/Cent Afr Colleagues, Here is 
>statement on the LRA/KONY2012/Central Africa issues l?om the 
>Association of Concerned Africa Scholars We have sought to be 
>"positive," suggesting what those millions of US students 
>(reportedly 800q at MSU) who have been captivated by the KONY2012 
>video can do for seriously addressing the violence issues in CAR, 
>Congo, and S. Sudan (it has not been an issue in Uganda for six 
>years!). We also are suggesting where to give to seriously address 
>the human needs of child soldiers, rape victims, and the 
>IDPs ..UNHCR and UNICEF. Please feel free to fol~,~ard these with 
>your message to any local media or colleagues you want to know about 
>the ACAS position. The ACAS statement is at 

>http ://c~ncernedafricasch~lars. ~r~/wp-content/up~ads/2~ ~ 2/~3/ACAS-Centra~-~rica.pdf). 
><http://c~ncernedafricasch~ars.~r~/wp-content/up~oads/2~ ~2/~3/ACAS-Centra~-Africa.pdf) %A0> 
>The press release is 
>at: 

>http ://c~ncernedafricasch~lars. ~r~/wp-content/up~ads/2~ ~ 2/~3/ACAS-press-Re~ease-3- ~5- ~ 2 pdd 
>Soon ACAS will be offering further resources in response to KONY2012 
>of possible actions and a leaflet for students on "What you can 
>do." (See http://concernedafricascholars org.) Also up on the 
>website today at http://concernedafi-icascholars org/our-work/are 
>the brie[is for the three current political action task 
>forces: ACAS Task Force on Demilitarizing Africa and African 
>Studies ACAS Food Sovereignty Task Force ACAS Task 
>Force on Land Grabs     and the docmnent "The Africanist 
>Positions on Militat3, and Intelligence Funding" We ~vould like you 
>cormnents, edits, and suggestions on all these. And we would like 
>for you to join ACAS...only $5! Regards, Dave 
>Wiley" **** ***** ***** ***** ***** 
>***** **** David Wiley, 
>Professor Department of Socioloas,, 316 Berkey 
>Hall Phone: Soc: 517-355-7632/H        /Fax 
>432-2856 Michigan State University, East Lansing, 
>M148824-1111 
>wv~v.msu.edu/~viley<htt p :i/w~.msu. ed~’ ~wileg> - wiley@msu, edu 

>***** **** David Wiley, 
>Professor Department of Socioloaw, 316 Berkey 
>Hall Phone: Soc: 517-355-7632/H        Fax 
>432-2856 Michigan State University, East Lansing, 
>M148824-1111 
>w~’.msu. edu/ ~wiley<httr~ ://ww~v.msu. edu/ ~wilev > - wiley@msu.edu - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:23 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Represcnting contlict in Ati-ica - Kony and ICC in Kenya (Dean Makau Mutua): AFR 

Dr. SaNe, 
Thank you for sending this on. I read Mamdani’s response on AIjezeera which I thought was great and I look forward to viewing the video. I have been wanting to thank you in 
the midst of all of this Kony     hubub. Your class helped give me the vocabulary to better articulate my thoughts on this whole situation. In some ways I appreciate that it is 
opening up a lot of dialogue, but mostly it just makes me sad, but also happy that I am doing work that is trying to challenge the pervasive paternalism. 
Anyway, I will see you on Monday at Blood Knot. I hope you are doing well and having a nice semester. 
Best. 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday,             I0:45 AM 
Subject: Representing conflict in Africa - Kony    and ICe in Kenya (Dean Makau Mutua): AFRI 

Dear Scholaxs, 

I hope you are doing well. Even in the midst of my very hectic administration dnties, I think of the excellent and challenging discussions lafft fall. 

At any rate, here axe two things that I thought you might be interested in: 

1 ) Responses to KON~i Mamdani’s response is here: 

"Mamdani on Kony     Video 

What Jason Did Not Tell Gavin a~d His Army of Invisible Children: The Downside of the Kon?     Video 

Mahmood Mamdani 

Mahmood Mamdani is Professor and Director of Makerere Ins~dtute of Social Research in Kampala and Herbert Lehman Professor of Govenunent at Columbia 

Universi .ty, New York Ci~. 

http://www.misr.ma~.ac.u~" / Direct url: http://iinvurl.com/75rprqt’ 

2) Dem~ Makau Mutua - Will deliver an imly.)rta~t public lecture at the Stone Center (5.30pm on Tuesday 

and Kenya in particular. Please join us! 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sanie 

) tbcusing on the ICC process in AfiJcan in general 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday~ L0:15 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Ni un paso atrfis - A ta]k ruth Waldemiro Veldz Soto leader in the student mov’t in Puerto Rico 

::1.8:30h - z:t:.~un 
Saunders 220 

Wa de ~ ro Ve ez Soto is a eader n the student movement in Puerto Rico 
wl~ere students are fighting against the privatization of the University and to keep tl~e Universidad de Puerto Rico public! 

Come learn about the student movement in Puerto Rico, the struggles they are going through, they way students have 
organized and how they are fighting back! 

Organized by UNC-CH Students for a Democratic Society 

* -- You are CUlTently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31095631-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listsela~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:16 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~ulty] Africa Week 

Africa Week 

Monday~ - Sunday, 

Student Union, Great Hall, UNC-C~I 

Varied times. 

The O~ganization for African Students Interests and SolidariF, O.A.Si.S. will be hosting the 31 st annual Africa Night Show on         The theme of the event this 

year is "The New Face of Mama Africa" highlighting the ways in which the Africm~ continent has transformed thionghont the centuries and the important role women 

play in the transformation ~md success of the AfiJcan continent. The event t~atures a dinner of authentic Aikic~m tbod, spoken word, fashion showcase of Ati-ican 

couture, Aiiican traditional dance, mad drama. 

Africa Night will be preceded by a week’s worth of events (Africa Week), including an African cultural Expose on Monday M~ich will be hosted in the Stone Center, 
/ A screening and discussion ofWanga:d Matho~£ s documentmy, Taking Root on Tuesday, an Africma jeopardy, quiz bowl night on Wednesday, a forum related to 

African Music and how it has fueled the trust a~ld present revolutions in the continent on Thursday, mad a~l African movie night to screen an original movie, written and 

directed by Nigerimi nationals on Friday. More Inibrmation Free. Please Contact:                      :~ema~l.unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewali 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Ceerdi natx 

Airican Studies Center 

UNC-CP apel Hill 

(919) 962-~522 (phone) 

(919) 8~3-2102 (~ax) 

sewail @email .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 2:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Reminder - Exam 2 study guide: AFRI. 

Professor SaNe, 
According to the syllabus, we have a mandatory lecture to attend Tuesday night by Professor Mutua at 6:00. Is this still happening? I’m trying to figure out my schedule. There 
is another lecture for a different class I’m supposed to attend that night as well, but it was just emailed to us so if Professor Mutua’s lecture is still mandatory I should be able 
to go without too big of a problem. Thanks! 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday,             J.:t:04 AM 
Subject: Reminder - Exam 2 study guide: AFRI, 

Dear ScholaJcs, 

This is a ti-iendly note reminding you that the study guide tbr exam 2 is available on Blackboaxd. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jemmine Jones. @gmail.com> 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 4:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Book Review 

Dr. Sahle, 

My name is Charles Jones, an English professor at Durham Technical College in Durhmn, N.C. I recently completed writing my tome, "From Poverty to ProsperiU: A 
Ghetto E~t Strategy as a Rite of Passage", and I’m reaching out to you, because I wanted to know if you would be willing to review selected chapters of my book for 
a book review or write a brief preface in regards to the plights, past and present, and the self-inflicted injuries that blacks are continuously executing. Below is my 
contents page with an outline of the chapters which make up the tome. Dr. Sahle, I understand that your time is valuable and you have robust obligations. 

Regards, 

Copyright ~ 2011 by Charles Jermaine Jones 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Contents 

Introduction: Machinate 

Povel%~ Has No Neighbors 

Identi~ Search, Stereotypes, Prison 

sAGG1N Spelled Backwards, Society’s View 

Fate 

Government’s View (The Poor and Education) 
Seize Personal Responsibili~ 

"Hood" ttindmnce 

Preparing Black Children for Poverty 

Three Books-One Room 
Educated Blacks Are Not Your Enemy 

Black Men, Leaders or Cowards?? 

Remove the Blindtbld 

Belonging to Relationships 
Nigger, Who Can Say It, and Who Can’t?? 

Gangsta Rap, Its Negative Effects on Blacks 

Personal Success 

Black Success Must Be Recycled 

.Post Reading Examination. 

Within my tx~ok, rather than continuing the norm of opting tbr silence and ignoring the eleplm~t in the room, through various personal accounts and narratives, I 
acknowledge aM highlight the enigmas, issues, educatioual obstructions, and self-created pitt?dls that blacks are continuing to cling to today in America. As well, I 
meticulously address how these monopolies are continuously suppressing our race; ultimately, I forward what I believe to be key solutions that will help counter these 
strongholds and eithmme blacks’ probabiliF of surviving America. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:43 PM 

Dean Mutuds lecture (Stone Center, 5.30-6.30pm); final exam (essay portion) etc: AFR] 

Dear Scholaacs, 

I hope you are doing well. Hem are important updates: 

1) Course outline: 
April’s schedule now includes group plesentations. 

2) Final exam (Essay v~rtion): As I promised in class, I have posted it to Blackbom-d. 

3) Tuesday’s agenda: 

Class: Dean MaI:au Mutua will be our guest lecturer. 

Public Lecture (see course outline): 

At the Stone Center, 5.30pm-6.30pm. As indicated from the first day of class, the lecture is mandatoU and attendance is part of your participation grade. 

4) Justice in the context of comqict (next week) 

As I mentioned in class, given recent developments I thought it was importmat to open up a space tbr a broader discussion of rights m~djustice in the context of conflict 
that would speak to the question of politics of representing conflict in contempora ,ry Atiica. This is now reflected in our course outline with Rwa~da, Uganda aJ~d Sudan 
as our case studies. 

Best wishes and see you on Tuesday. 

Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunda? 6:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Dean Mutua’s lecture (Stone Center, 5.30-6.30pm); final exam (essay portion) etc: AFRI 

Hello Dr. SaNe! 
Hope you’ve had a great weekend. I am leaving Chapel Hill early tomorrow for a funeral and won’t be back until Wednesday at noon. I tried to get an earlier flight but that’s 
the earliest I could get back. The actual funeral is Tuesday and so this means there is no way for me to make it to class on Tuesday or the lecture that night. I understand that 
this was indicated on the syllabus in January but there was no way for me to predict this unfortunate happening. Is there any way for me to make this up? I will be back for 
class on Thursday. I am so sorry, but this is just sometimes how things work out. Please let me know! 
Kamri 
p.s. I will gladly come to your office hours to get a re-cap of what I’ve missed. 

From: EUNICE N qahl~ [~,,nir~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,             6:42 plVl 
Subject: Dean Mutua’s lecture (Stone Center, 5.30-6.30pm); final exam (essay portion) etc: AFRI. 

Dear Scholaacs, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are important updates: 

l ) Course outline: 
April’s schedule now includes group presentations. 

2) Final exam (Essay tx)rtion): As I promised in class, I have posted it to Blackboa;d. 

3) Tuesday’s agenda: 

Class: Dean Makau Mutua will be our guest lecturer. 

PuNic Lecture (see course outline): 

At the Stone Center, 5.30pm-6.30pm. As indicated from the first day of class, the lecture is mandatoD~ and attendance is part of your participation grade. 

4) Justice in the context of conflict (next week) 

As I mentioned in class, given recent developments I thought it was impor~m~t to open up a space for a broader di~ussion o frights a~d justice in the context of conllict 

that would speak to the question of politics of representing conflict in contmnporary Africa. TNs is now reflected in our course outline with Rwmida~ Uga~& a~d Sudan 

as our case studies. 

Best wishes and see you on Tuesday. 

Dr. SaNe 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 8:12 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Job O[Jening in Duke Office of Global Strategy and Programs 

StallSpecialist OGSP-March2012.docx 

The Duke Office of Global Strategy and Programs has a job opening for a Staff Specialist. The detailed job description is attached. 

Interested parties should send their cover letter and resume, and!or questions, to: 

Christy Parrish Michels 

Senior Manager, Global Administrative Policies and Procedures 

Office of Global Strategy and Programs 

101C Allen Building, Box 90036, Duke University 

Durham, NC 27708-0036 

Tel: 919.684.2910; Fax: 919.668.7860 

email: _c___h_E!_s__t_~:p_a__E_r_Ls___h____@____d___u__k___e_:__e___d___u_. 

h__t__t#_;l/_~_~_~:_~t_o___b__#_t:_~_u__k_#_:~#_#. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 8:07 AM 

ttall, Perry A <ttAI,LPA@EMAILIJNC.EDU> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Hip Hop Forum 

Hi Perry, 

Tomorrow will be one itlonth out for your Hip Hop Forum...A am still waiting on the Speaker’s inforltlation in order to start processing the honorariult% etc. If we are 

booking his travel for him, there is a sense of urgency here -if he books h~s own trave~ for reimbursement ~ater, than we can wa~t a I~t~e ~on~er....)lst realize there 

will be a lot of back and for~:h if we have to book h~s travel whk:h couk~ cause delays and ~:ravel expenses to r~se since we are 30 days out. 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

962-2788 

From= Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Hatch 14, 2012 8:4S AN 
g~= WoM, Oackie 
Subject= Re: H~p Hop ~rum 

Thanks for your message and for you initiative. 

In answer to your questions: 

1. No money has been spent 

2. I’d like us to book his travel 

3. I’ll have to get his info (real name, SS#, Address); anything else? 

A question for you. Is it possible to have his check ready on the day he speaks, or will I have to tell him it will be mailed to him. 

Thanks for you help 

Perry 

On 3/13/2012 2:45 PM, Wold, Jackie wrote: 
Hi Perry, 

We can speak about: thb.~ after the facuH:y meeting tomorrow, but here ~s where I am at regardH~g the H~p Hop ~:orum: 

I haw~ contacted and spoke with ~3ew~r~v Wood [rorn Diversity, she has or ~s ~n process of bansferring S 1,500 H~to the state account: [or our use for th~s forum 

(under Consultant object code). 

I have contact severa~ adm~n managers to see if they can/will hNp me process [he contract 

Contacted Chris Meh~ecke to hstro~uce myself and see where we are at 

Questions for Perry: 

Has any money been spent so Jar regarding the [orum 

How is the trave~ being booked? ~s the speaker Lord Jamar {?) and is he booMng Ms own [rave~? 

Where can I [:b~d information about Lord Jamar for the purposes of processing the honorarium? 

~aeran ~eft a note that simply breaks down funds to cover, o~ease review: 

Total expenses: (es~mated)? 

~AH (Memecke) up to ~ 

Department: Fund 

Diversity h~centive Fund 

Have any more expenses occurred? 

Thanks, 

.Jackie 

9~2-.2788 

~m= Wold, Jackie 
Se~t= ~onday, Narch [2, 20~2 ~:~2 P~ 

To~ Hall, Per~ A 
S~bject~ RE: Diversi~ Tncentive Fund 
Hi Perry, 

~ should be at rny desk ~n Public Polk:y unl:~l 8:15arn to I0:45 t:omorrow (Tuesday)~[ you wouM I~ke to cal~ me (962.-2788} or let me know when you are svsi~able 

tomorrow and ~ can try ca~im8 you. ~ shouh~ be around most of the day except between :Ham - lprn. Or ~f nothing else, we can talk after the staff meeting on 

Wednesday. 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

~m~= Per~ Hall [mailto:hallpa@emaiLunc.edu] 
Se~t~ Friday, ~arch 09, 20~2 ~:3~ PN 

To~ Wold, Jackie 
S~bject~ Re: Diversi~ [ncentive Fund 
We can talk on Wed. Or I can call you on Tuesday morning. 

Perry 



On 3/9/2012 4:17 PM, Wold, Jackie wrote: 

Hi Perry, 

I am slowing figuring this ouL and working on it. I ~usL Lalked to Beverly Wood regarding the transfer of funds~ I w~ touch base w~th her aga~ on Monday, once ~ 

a chance to research th~s a ~ittle more. D~d you want to meet on Tuesday morning to d~gcuss~ ~ have a meethsg at Battle HaI~ at :flare w~th Eun~ce, I can meet with 

you at ~0:30am ff you are 8o~ng to be around. If not, we can touch base after the faculty meeting on Wednesday morning. 

Sorry for ~:he dela% ~ understand the urse~lcy of this arid will ge~: ~:o ~1: esr’ly next: weeM 

Thanks, 
Jackie Wo~d 
Business Officer 
Depa~tmenl of Public 
217 Abemethy Ha~, CB# 3435 
Depadment of African a[~d Afro-American Studies 

109 Baltic Hall, CB# 3395 
University of No~t~ C~rolina 
Chapel HI~, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

~= Per~ Hall [mailto:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
8e~t~ Iriday, March 09, 20~2 4:03 PM 

We= SaNe, EuNce N; Wold, ]ack~e 
$~Iject~ Fwd: RE: Diversi~ [ncentive Fund CorrectedI 

Co~ec~d this time 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: Diversib’ Incentive Fund Corrected! 

Date:Fri, 9 Mar 2012 15:09:25 -0500 

From:Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 5_:_n___e_~,_~?__nj_@_e___nj__LU_L_u__~Lc_’:__e_d31-_~ 

To:Hall t errv A <HALL[ A~21~;MAIL.UNC.EDU> 

CC:Hill CorrenthiaB <~hillcb’~)email.unc.edu>, Wood Beverly ~bwood;{~uuc.edu> 

Dear Dr. Hall 

Good Morning Dr. Hall: 

This email serves to notify you that you have been awarded :ram the Diversity Incentive Fund. Please notify Beverly Wood at _b_._w_.o_c~_d___@_.__u_._n_~::_ .e_d__u. as soon as 

possible the contact information for the person who will arrange for transfer of the funds. Thanks for your continued work to support and enhance diversity at 

Carolina! 

Dr. M. Cooki~-_~ Newsom 

Frer~; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
Seat: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:44 AM 
To; Hall, Perry A 
~¢: Hill, Correnthia B~ Wood, Beverly 
Subject: Diversity ~ncentive Fund 

Dear Dr. Hall 

Good Morning Dr. Holland: 

This email serves to notify you that you have been awarded      from the Diversity Incentive Fund. Please notify Beverly Wood at bwood@unc.edu as soon as 

possible the contact information for the person who will arrange for transfer of the funds. Thanks for your continued work to support and enhance diversity at 

Carolina! 

Dr. M. Cookie Newsom 

M, Cookie Newsom, PhO 

Director of Diversi~y Education and Assessment 

Diversity and Mu~ticultaral Affairs 

Assistant Professor ( Fixed Term) 

Schaat of Education 

9~9-962-6962 

On some positions cowardice asks the question, "Is it sa~e?"! 
Expediency asks the question, "Is it politic?" 
Vanity asks the question, "Is it popular?" 
But conscience must ask the question, "Is it right?" 
And there comes a time when one must take a stand that is neither sa~e, nor politic, nor popular. 
But one must take it because it is right.....NLK 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:09 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriM~m] Majors and faculty event this eyeing: 

Dear All, 

For our Blood Knot event tonight, please note that we will meet with our majors at 7.00pro at the Ar~s Center in Carrboro. Reg, a community leader, some of our majors and I 
will give remarks and then we will move to watch the performance. Bereket, Kathy (one of our new AdJunct appointments) I are par~ of a Q and A discussion following the 
performance. 

You will be missed but all the best at your various forums tonight! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of Ati-ica~ and Afto-American Studies 

Associate Professor, Department of AiiJca~ and Afar-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

University of North Ca~’olina at Chapel 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

’][’el. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 

Yon a~e currently subscribed to atiial?am as: ennice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/n?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiiafam&o 31100417 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-31100417-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu 

Monday, 9:19 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[IRB] Department or Review Committee Approval Required 

Principal hivesfigator: 

Click on the link below to be taken directly to this submission. 

http://apps.research.unc.edu/irb/eform routing.cfm?MasterId 105695 



Ruckero Waiter C 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 4:40 AM 

Priscilla McGeehon 

Curtis Austin; Leslie Alexander 

@gmail.com) 

Culture & Resistance Update 

@gmail.com); WorkMail 

Dear Priscilla, 

Greetings, everyone, from Ghana... 

I wanted to give you a quick update after the team had a chance to discuss the recent contract offers from Cengage and 

Routledge over this past weekend. I think I capture our collective sentiments when I write that we are very happy with 

the offer from Cengage and, except for a couple of details, we would like to sign with them. Now for the details--and 

your advice would be helpful. First, we would want to negotiate a different permissions equation--have them cover 
100% up to $5,000 for example--and, as you suggested, we would want to set a hard cap on our share of permissions 

(at $25,000). In case we could not get Ann to agree to radically change the permissions equation, we came up with 

another possibility. Since we all have access to publication subvention and other research grants at our respective 

universities, we were wondering if we could negotiate paying our share of permissions through those grants in lieu of 

having our portion of the permission fees deducted from the advance? 

Second, we would want to change the publication and payment schedule so that Cengage would accept the model 

chapter and provide an advance payment before we brought onboard two new team members. As it stands, they expect 

the model chapter by September 2012 and the first advance payment would occur shortly thereafter. We plan to have 

the other two members of our team in place by August or September at the latest and would want to avoid the 

complication of having them receive an advance for work the four original members performed. On that regard, we have 

more than a framework for the model chapter and May or June 2012 seems to be a more reasonable deadline. 

In sum, if those two things can be cleared up, we are ready to sign with Cengage and move forward. Your thoughts and 

advice are, as always, greatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Walter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 19, 2012 12:50 PM 

Miller, Haeran <lmniller@emml.unc.edu>; Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Assis~tance with New Phone Number 

Dear Jackie, 
Haeran had my office phone number changed because I was given a high-traffic number that ~vas formerly used for the NC High School Athletics Association. iVly old line has been 

disconnected, but I don’t know the number for my new line. Would you please check into this al’~d let me know what the new number is? I’m also sending Haeran’s last email to you about 
this belo~v. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwe[1, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ~3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-234.5 

Fax: 919-962-269~ 

klcaldwe@emaihunc.edu 

http://afriafam unc edu/ 

From: Maller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 3:35 PM 
To: Wold, Jackie 
Cc: Caktwell, Kia L 
Subject: FW: Reme@ Ticket #: 2244967 

Hi Jackie, 
I really don’t want to give you an extra work, bm I think it would be a little more efficient if a manager handled this case so I am asking you to folloxv up with Telecommunication Sel~zice 
people: 

Professor Kia Caldwell (AFRI/AFAM) has been assigned a new telephone number xvhen it was installed in her office at the begirming of this year and she started receiving maW wrong 
phone calls. Soon she found out that her phone number (962-2345, Room 208) used be the main line for the North Carolina High School Athletic Association for many years. So I submitted a 
request to change her phone number and we were told that there will be AT&T’s charge for $50. 

I believe this is very tmfair for us if we had to pay to change the phone ntnnber which xvas provided by AT&T and it was not a good nnn~ber to be used. Please find the email attached for 
details and I’d like to ask you to contact Cheri Beasley and ask her to waive the AT&T charges if that is possible. 

Again, sorry for letting you handle something I started. I even don’t have a phone here yet and I hope you wouldn’t mind. I am copying this to professor Caldwell to let her kmow that I asked 
your help on this. 

If you need further information about this request, please let me kmow. 
Thanks[ 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cooper, Laura M 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 3:15 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Remedy Ticket #: 2244967 

Haeran, 

Her name is Cheri Beasley, her email is cheribeasley@unc.edu Please feel free to contact her 

Thanks, 
Laura 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: M~ller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 2:47 PM 
To: Cooper, Laura M 
Su~iect: RE: Reme@ Ticket #: 2244967 

Hi Laura, 
Professor Caldwell strongly believe that the charge should be waived and she wants me to directly contact with your supervisor to ask to get the charges waived. Sorry,, but if possible, 
could you let me contact with your supelwisor or anybo@ else for this? 
Thanks, 
Haeran 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cooper, Laura M 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 12:22 PM 
To: N/filler, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Remedy Ticket #: 2244967 

Haeran, 

I do apologize for any inconvenience this has caused. I will wait to hear back from you. 

Laura 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 12:16 PM 
To: Cooper, Laura M 
Cc: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Remedy Ticket #: 2244967 

Thanks for your ernail and I understand your busy schedule for your mother. I hope everything goes well with her. 

$50 sounds much better than $150 even though it is still not reasonable. 
Please let me ask professor Cal&vell about this and let you know if we want to continue with the request. 
Thank you so much! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cooper, Laura M 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 12:09 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Remedy Ticket #: 2244967 

Haeran, 

S o sorry for the delay. Have been in and out of the office this week due to my Mother I have some news, not what you are ~vanting exactly. The estimate I gave you was for a brand new 
install. The estimate for a number change is $50.00. I did ask my supelwisor about waiving the AT&T charges. She said that it was not our practice to waive charges She did understand the 
reasons behind why this was asked Do you want to continue with the number change due on 3/9/12? 

Thanks, 
Laura 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: M~ller, Haeran 
Sent: Monday, March 05, 2012 11:20 AM 
To: Cooper, Laura M 
Sul~iect: RE: Reme@ Ticket #: 2244967 

Hi Laura, 
Thanks for your email Sure, please let me know what you find out tomol~ow. 

Thanks, 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cooper, Laura M 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 8:53 PM 
To: X/filler, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Remedy Ticket #: 2244967 

I am out of the office on Monday due due my                      Numbers are recycle aRer six months of non-use I will be glad to check with my supervisor concemig the AT&T 
charges AT&T will not waive charges for us. I will let you know what I :find out on Tuesday. 

Laura 

From: Mailer, Haeran 
Sent: Saturday, March 03, 2012 6:36 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Cooper, Laura M 
Subject: RE: Remedy Ticket #: 2244967 

Kia, 
I’m sorry about the charges as welh Probably that’s why they waived UNC charges :[’or this and I understand the?’ cannot control AT&T charges. 

Laura, could you let us know ff there is anyway we don’t pay :[’or the $150 since the number was assianged which was not a good number to be used and it is not our fault. It sounds very 
unfair for professor Caldwell who has been having a trouble :[‘or so many wrong phone calls and still she has to pay in order to change the telephone number. Please let us know. 
Thanks, 
Haeran 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 5:30 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran; Cooper, Laura M 
Subject: RE: Remedy Ticket #: 2244967 

Haeran, 
I’m sorry to hear there will be a charge for this, especially- since we had no way of knowing that the number was for an organization that received a lot of calls. It used to be the main line for 

the North Carolina High School Athletic Association. 

Kia 



Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-2345 

Fax: 919-%2-26f~ 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http ://afria fam.unc.edu/ 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Fridalg, March 02, 2012 3:37 PM 
To: Cooper, Laura M 
Cc: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sul~iect: RE: Reme@ Ticket #: 2244967 

Sorry, I didn’t forward my telephone to where I am working today and didn’t get your message. Yes, please go ahead and proceed ~vith this 
Thanks, 
Haeran 

From: Cooper, Laura M 
Sent: Fridalg, March 02, 2012 3:26 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Remedy Ticket #: 2244967 

I left you a voice mail today concerning this request. I told you that I could waive the LPqC tech charges for the line but the AT&T charges estimate would be $15000 I was needing the 
okay to proceed ~vith this request So I am vel7 confused concerning your email to me. 

Thanks, 

Laura 

From: ]Vhller, Haeran 

Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 3:18 PM 

To: Cooper, Laura M 

Cc: Caldwell, Kia L; Wold, Jackie 

Subject: Reme~dy Ticket #: 2244967 

Hello Laura, 

I am wondering when will the telephone number for line 962-2345 in the Battle Hall, room 208 be changed to a new" number. I submitted the request on 2/17 and it seems like the job was 
assigned to you and I am not sure if it has been resolved Could you please let me and her know? 
Thanks for your help. 
Haeran 

Haeran Miller 

Acct Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

’]Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax 919.962.5824 

Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies Tel. 919966 1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:20 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

RE: Dean Mutua’s lecture (Stone Center, 5.30-6.30pm); final exam (essay portion) etc: 

Hello Professor, 
Just to clarify, do we have class tomorrow at 9:30 or just the lecture at 5:30? Thanks! 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,             6:42 PM 
Subject: Dean Mutua’s lecture (Stone Center, 5.30-6.30pm); final exam (essay portion) etc:. 

Dear Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are important updates: 

1) Course outline: 

April’s schedule now includes group presentations. 

2) Final exaan (Essay portion): As I promised in class, I have posted it to Blackboa:rd. 

3) Tuesday’s agenda: 

Class: Dean Makau Mutua roll be our guest lecturer. 

PuNic Lecture (see course outline): 

At the Stone Center, 5.30pm-6.30pm. As indicated fiom the first day of class, the lecture is mandatory and attendance is part of your participation grade. 

4) Justice in the context of conflict (next week) 

As I tnentioned in class, given recent developments I thought it was impo~x~t to open up a space for a broader discussion of rights and juslice in the context of conflict 

that would speak to the question of politics of representing conflict in contempora .i~ Africa. This is now reflected in our course outline ruth Rwanda, Uganda and Sudan 

as our case studies. 

Best rashes and see you on Tuesday. 

Dr. Sable 



From: ~@ivea~nc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Meeting 

Shall I meet you tomorrow at 5:00p with my draft? I know today is hectic with the play happening tonight. Also, have you received any RSVPs from more majors!minors? I sent 
out the invitation across the listserv that the union created, as well as I contacted majors and minors I know by phone. I hope that the turnout is significant. 

"The historima’s task is to p~vserve everything that has substantive 

significm~ce and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of onr subj ects." 

- Manning Mamble 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 3:07 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~iohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Scott-Orr <lorr@nationalhumanitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 

<kadipietro@nationallmmanitiescenter.o~g> 

REMINDER: Aft Historian Susan Webster to Discuss the Architecture of Colonial Quito tiffs Thursday, March 22nd 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Architecture, Power, and Cultural Optics: 

Builders and Buildings in Colonial Quito" 
% Inlineimage 1 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 -- 5:00 p.m. 
Susan Webster, The College of William & Mary 

Professor Webster’s talk will explore the remarkable colonial architecture of Quito, Ecuador, the first ci~ to be named a UNESCO World Heritage Site, focusing 

paNcularly on the people and processes involved in the construction of monumental buildings. Informed by her extensive archival research on the identities, training, and 

practices of the architects and professionals involved at the height of Quito’s construction (ca. 1580-1720), Webster will exanine often overlooked aspects of the cib~’s 

renowned churches, monasteries, convents, and chapels, and consider their tbrm a~d meaning ti-om more tha~ a single cultural perspective. 

Webster is Jane W. Mahoney Protester of Art and Art History and American Studies at the College of William & MaW, where her reseaxch interests include Iberian 

and coloniaJ Latin American visual and material culture, colonial Andea~ architecture, indigenous culturaJ practices, and cont~atemities and locaJ religion in Europe and 

the A~nericas. She has published several books on these subjects, including Quito, ciudad de maestros: Arquitectosy consmuctores en la @oca colonial 
(forthcoming, 2012); Arquitectura y empresa en el Quito colonial: Jos~ Jaime Ortiz, Alarife Mayor (2002); and Art and Ritual in Golden-Age Spain: Sevillian 

Cotfraternities and the Processional Sculpture of Holy Week (1998). Webster, who is the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship this year as well as the Allen W. 

Clowes Fellowship to the Center, is working on a book project called The Conquest of European Architecture: Andean Masters and the Construction of 

Colonial Quito. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres tvillfollow the talk. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. ~28, or mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

National Hnmanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: - Final exam 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: - Final exam 

Dear Eunice, 
I am find with this request if it is in the University’s policy guidelines. 
Please, let me know 

Thanks 

Alassane 

From: Kym Orr [knorr@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 AM 

To: Fall, Alassane 

Subject: 

Dear Mr. Fall: 

I am contacting you in regards to the final exam in your course that is scheduled tbr . One of my student athletes, asked me to contact 
you about the possibili~ of proctoring this exam. : roll be participating in the from Since the meet is held in PhiladelpNa, 

he will not be able to take the exam as scheduled. As his athletic academic advis~r, I am authorized to administer the exam while he is traveling and/or competing. 

Is this arrangement is acceptable to you, please send me the details and any instructions that I would need to administer the exam to him during the time he will be away. 

Please feel free to contact me ruth any questions you may have. I look forward to hearing from you. Thanks. 
Kym N. Orr 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Scheduling Claxifications 

Dear Eunice, 

Just to gain some clarity from our conversation earlier today, are you planning to cancel one or more sections of AFAM 101 or AFAM 102 next year? During our 

conversation earlier today, you only mentioned Kenneth and Reg’s Fall leaves but if you add the fact (unless this has changed recently) that I was not slated to 

teach AFAM 101/102 next year and I that you specifically instructed me to not include one of our fixed-term faculty in the teaching rotation for AFAM 101/102, we 

will have five separate sections of AFAM 101/102--three in the Fall and two in the Spring--which are not currently staffed. If not for incurring the wrath of another 

fixed term faculty member and getting that person to teach an on-campus section of AFAM 101 in           , we would be short three instructors each term next 

year in the AFAM curriculum. I’ve cut in pasted the information from the 2012-2013 (Fall 2012 has been approved,           is tentative): 

101 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE I Staff MWF 8-8:50a 

101 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE I Staff MWF 3-3:50a 

102 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE II Staff MWF 2-2:50a 

102 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE II Staff 

102 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE II Staff 

Scheduling these courses are in line with enrollment patterns for the past five years. We have, like clockwork, always offered 4 sections of AFAM 101 and 2 

sections of AFAM 102 every semester since Fall 2006. Every one of those courses fill to capacity each term. Thus, reducing the number of sections offered will 

negatively impact our enrollment numbers for next year. 

You also mentioned having       teach       section of AFRI    which has me quite confused given your previous instructions on this matter. I had, with your 

explicit instructions and approval, replaced with Lydia as the instructor for AFRI (section 5) in the schedule. Are you now planning to open 

another section of AFRI for or are you opening a new course for Lydia to teach in lieu of AFRI If the plan is to open a seventh section of AFRI 

that will be more sections of AFRI than the department has ever offered in one term and I’m not sure our past and current student enrollments justify that 

move. 

Thank you in advance for the clarifications. 

Best, 

Walter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Please Help UNC SDS Publicize This Event! 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

My name is               and I am in Students for a Democratic Society. I am contacting you because on Thursday            at 6:30 pm we are hosting a Waldemiro 
Velez Soto a student leader in the Student Movement in Puerto Rico. The event will be in Saunders 220, For years now students in Puerto Rico have been fight#N ~ncrease 
fees that wi~ prevent around 10,000 from enrolling in the Universidad de Pue~o R~co if these fees instituted. We want to provide the space to learn about this struggle in the 

context of ~aNer Social Movements in Latin America. We also want to give the students at UNC the oppo~unity to talk to h~m and unde~tand how s~m~lar issues of budget 
cuts and tuition Nkes affec~ s~uden~s ~n other places around ~he world, 

We want to request that you send this information to your students and any other Ik~;tservs you have access to, We think this is a really important exchange fer the Carolina 
community to see itself within the a larger global context. We appreciate your help in publicizing this event, below is more information about the events. 

Kind regards, 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: AFAM emaS~l solicitation 

Eunice, 

Sorry to have missed you tonight, i am the co-chair of my sorority’s scholarship committee and we interviewed scholarship candidates tonight. How about Friday at 

10:307 Let me know if this works. I am also happy to talk by phone as well. 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 5:21 PM 
To: Hall, Tshna 
Subject: RE: AFAM email solicitation 

Dear Ishna, 

Wonderful to hear from you. 

I should get the information you need for the 2000-2011 period this week. I have been told that the process takes quite a bit of time. 

I am so delighted to hear the news about Wendell McCain!!! 

I think that it would be fruitful if we met soon. Thus, would it be possible for you to drop by my office for a brief chat this week? Further, if you have time tomorrow evening 
please join faculty, majors and I at the viewing of the play Blood Knot the Carrboro Arts Center. 

Many thanks for all your efforts. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Sunday, 5:14 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFAM email solicitation 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope all is well. I am following up on getting the PIDs of non-AFAM majors that tool< two or more courses in the department. Please let me know the status of this. 

Also,              is no longer an AFAM major which means we need to identify another outstanding student that has had a great experience in the department. 

I may have someone in mind - checking on their major. However, please let me know if you can think of a current student. Great news - has 

agreed to be the face for the non-majors email solicitation. Once we have the PIDS we can get the ball really rolling. 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Dean Mutua’s lecture (Stone Center, 5.30-6.30pm); final exam (essay portion) etc: 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was a little unclear from your email whether or not we have class at our usual time tomorrow. Either way, 3[ wanted to let you know that I will not be there as I have a semi- 
emergency doctors appointment at 9:15 for some sudden and unexplained hearing loss T’m a little worried about. I can bring a note if you need me to, please let me know if 
this is necessary. 

Thank you! 

PID: 

From= EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday,            : 6:42 PM 
Subject= Dean Mutua’s lecture (Stone Center, 5.30-6.30pm); final exam (essay portion) etc:. 

Dear Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are ilnportant updates: 

1) Course outline: 
April’s schedule now includes group presentations. 

2) Final exam (Essay portion): As I promised in class, I have posited it to Blackboard. 

3) Tuesday’s agenda: 

Class: Dean Makau Mutua roll be our guest lecturer. 

PuNic Lecture (see course outline): 

At the Stone Center, 5.30pm-6.30pln. As indicated from the first day of class, the lecture is Inandatoiy and attendance is part of your participation grade. 

4) Justice in the context of conflict (next week) 

As I mentioned in class, given lecent developments I thought it was important to open up a space for a broader discussion of rights and justice in the context of conflict 

that would speak to the question of politics of replesenting conflict in contemporaly Africa. This is now reflected in our course outline ruth Rwanda, Uganda and Sudan 

as our case studies. 

Best wishes and see you on Tuesday. 

Dr. SaNe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Proflssa Shivji <issashi~i@cats-net.com> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 3:05 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: 4th Julius Nyerere Intellectual Festival 

Dear Eunice: 
Thank you so much for your words of encouragement and moral support Hopefully we ~vill see your participating in the next Festival. 
with best wishes 
Issa 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Sable, Eumce N" eunice@email.unc.edu 
Date: Sur~ 18 Mar 2012 22:53:50 +0300 
To: Issa Shivji issashivji@cats-net.com 
Subject: RE: 4th Julius Nyerere Intellectual Festival 

> 

> 

> Dear Issa, 
> 

> Thales for this update arid for all your work on the Mwalimu Festival over years. 
> 

> Ulffortunately, as a new- Chair of a Department, additional responsibilities have made it difticult for me to travel or do much else this semester I hope to attend the 2013 Festival. In the 
meantime, I am delighted that my s/hero and inspiration Professor Mugo (Lots of love’. ) will be there!! I am sure she will inspire all the participants 
> 

> Best wishes and in solidarity, 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> (;hair, Department of African and Aft-o-American Studies 
> Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
> Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 109 Battle Hall, #3395 
> Chapel }{ill, 27599-3395 
> Tel 919-962-2341 
> Fax 919-962-2694 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Issa O. Shlvji 
Mwalimu Nyerere University Professor of Pam~.frican Studies 
University ofDar es Salaam 
P. O Box 35091 
Dares Salaam 
TANZANIA 

Tel: 255-(0)22-2410763 
Cell: 

Private Box: P.O. Box953 
Dar es Salaam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Hello! My name is           and I am writing to ask you if you knew who to speak to about acquiring an                  When I chose,            as a Minor, I 
did so already having taken a few courses. I have taken                                    and will be attending the Honors Semester in Cape Town in the fall. I 
was curious if these classes would be able to apply for a minor. I wrote someone a few years ago asking them, because I know that some of these courses weren’t included in 
the ’list~ but they said it would be okay. I wasn’t sure if this still held true, and when I recently met with my academic advisor they told me to email someone within the 
department to find out. I hope you are enjoying the spring and having a good semester! Thank you for your time. 



From: ~live.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:13 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Invitation to At~ca Week and AtiJca Night 

Hello. 
Its . I wanted to personally invite you not only to the events that my Organization of African Students Interests & Solidari~" is 
having this week for Africa Week but also our biggest event of the year, Africa Night on Sunday            at 7pro in the student union 
Great Hall. All events are [?ee. If you are available, I hope you can come out to Africa Night and bring your family and friends with you. It 
is going to be a great show of dance, fashion, and drama. Below are links to the facebook events for Africa Week: 
http://www.facebook.com/events/199112870190882/a~d here is the link for At~ca Night: http:i/www.facebook.com/events/164553026996595/ 

P.S. I will be in the thshion show, dancing a~d also starring in the play tbr a small part. I hope you can come out and support. 

Th~k you 

,~!live.unc.edu 

Universi~, of North Cm~olina at Chapel Hill- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

fl~esis dral~t 

Chapter 2 Thesis.docx; Chapter 3.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

rve been typing my thesis in a google doc and the formatting of my citations doesn’t transfer into a word doc, so the citations that I have so far are not in this attached paper, 
but I’ll bring a hard copy to our meeting today and you’ll see that rve been keeping up with them. See you at 5:00p. 

Best, 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .ryfl~ing fl~at has snbsta~tive 

significance a~d to resist the temptafi on of i mposing our own latter- day 

perceptions on the content of our snbj ects." 

- Mmming Mamble 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Thesis det~n~ 

Hi Dr Sahle, 
First oil; thales for the event last night. The play was powerful and Intriguing, I really enjoyed it! 

Does still work for you for the defense? If so, what are some possible times? If not the 8th, just send me a few other possible times/dates, so I can try to match ~vith others 
schedules. 
Thanks so much’. 
Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Thesis defen~ 

Hi Dr Sable 
Sorry, I just realized the    is a Sunday. Could you do some time Monday the 
weekend will be convenient for her. 
Awway, if you could just send me a couple possible times around then, that’d be great :) 
Thanks again, 

has a young daughter and I don’t imagine a 

On , at 3:27 PM, )b~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr Sable, 

First oft; thanks for the event lafft night. The play was powerful and Iutriguing, I really enjoyed it’. 

Does        still work for you for the defeuse? If so, what are so~ne possible times? If not the 
can t~y to match with othe~ schedules. 

Thanks so much! 

Best, 

just send me a few other possible tilnes/dates, so I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:36 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Scheduling Clarifications 

Dear Eunice, 

Friday at 9a it is. 

Best, 

Waiter 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:57 PM 
To: Rucker, Waiter C 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Clarifications 

Dear Walter, 

Based on some developments, a brief meeting on Friday at 9.00am works better for me. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Clarifications 

Dear Eunice, 

Tomorrow at 9a works for me. If not, I also plan to be in briefly on Friday. 

Best, 

Waiter 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 6::[8 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Clarifications 

Dear Walter, 

You can meet with me on Wednesday or Friday at 9.00am either days to have the clarifications. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, 6:04 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Scheduling Clarifications 

Dear Eunice, 

Just to gain some clarity from our conversation earlier today, are you planning to cancel one or more sections of AFAM or AFAM next year? During our 

conversation earlier today, you only mentioned Kenneth and Reg’s Fall leaves but if you add the fact (unless this has changed recently) that I was not slated to 

teach AFAM        next year and I that you specifically instructed me to not include one of our fixed-term faculty in the teaching rotation for AFAM         we 

will have five separate sections of AFAM        --three in the Fall and two in the Spring--which are not currently staffed. If not for incurring the wrath of another 

fixed term faculty member and getting that person to teach an on-campus section of AFAM in , we would be short three instructors each term next 

year in the AFAM curriculum. I’ve cut in pasted the information from the has been approved, is tentative): 

101 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE I Staff MWF 8-8:50a 

:101 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE I Staff MWF 3-3:50a 

:102 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE II Staff MWF 2-2:50a 

102 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE II Staff 

102 60 BLACK EXPERIENCE II Staff 

Scheduling these courses are in line with enrollment patterns for the past five years. We have, like clockwork, always offered 4 sections of AFAM    and 2 

sections of AFAM    every semester since          Every one of those courses fill to capacity each term. Thus, reducing the number of sections offered will 

negatively impact our enrollment numbers for next year. 

You also mentioned having       teach David’s section of AFRI    which has me quite confused given your previous instructions on this matter. I had, with your 

explicit instructions and approval, replaced David with Lydia as the instructor for AFRI (section 5) in the schedule. Are you now planning to open 

another section of AFRI for or are you opening a new course for Lydia to teach in lieu of AFRI If the plan is to open a seventh section of AFRI 

that will be more sections of AFRI than the department has ever offered in one term and I’m not sure our past and current student enrollments justify that 

move. 

Thank you in advance for the clarifications. 

Best, 

Walter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Yes, that works for me! 

C_a~email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:54 AM 
To: 
Subject: Meeting 

Dear 

I have been called to an urgent meeting this morning. Thus can we meet on Friday the same time? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Chapter 1 Draft 

9:51 AM 

Dear 

How about Wednesday at 8.30am? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Chapter 1 Draft 

Yes I can definitely meet next week! What times work for you? 

~email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Chapter 1 Draft 

Dear 

Many thanks. 

I will read it over the weekend. Can we meet sometime next week? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:37 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Chapter 1 Draft 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
I had to turn in a first draft of my first chapter on Wednesday. It is very rough still, but I would love for you to look at it if you get a chance! 
Thankyou! 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <~mortell@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 9:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Reme@ Ticket 2257658 

Client Information 
eumce n sable, Location : 101 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Afi)liation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919)962-2341 and Email: ennice@email nnc edu 
Short Description: Hardware Peripherals 

Email Text : Eunice, 
I need to close your request. It’s best to connect the ipad to UNC wireless where you have a better connection I’m copying some new info on the U2x,-C Secure wireless belo~v (basically, go 
to unc-secure.unc.edu, follow login, click Next, Install, etc. for secure connection) 

I don’t kno~v what else ~ve were going to do. I just helped a new ipad user remote to her desktop but it’s a bit complicated, needs an app @tee rdp lite,) and VPN setup. Reply or make a new 
request if you need anything else 
Patrick 

licom ITS: 
As part of the presentations and documentation to date about the need to move off of the UNC-1 (WEP-based) wireless SSID, to U~,~’C Secure, ~ve had announced the availabili~z of a 
"universal"iopen SSID: L~,-C-Setup, which only allowed access to the https://unc-secure unc.edu implementation of the XpressConnect application that would configure most systems for 
the U2x,-C-Secure ;VPA2-Enterprise (,requiring ©nyen authentication) SSID 

’]7he big issue with the use of UNC-Setup though was that you had to know the website for the XpressConnect application. We have now modified the way the UNC-Setup SSID works so 
that, if you connect using that open SSID (which does NOT require you to register your hardware address for DttCP lease) and then open a web browser, ANY URL that you enter (really!! 
ANY URL!) will redirect you to a page reqmrlng you to log in with your Onyen. After successfully authenticating, your tral![ic is then redirected automatically to the XpressConnect 
application, which will then configure your system for the UNC-Secure SS[D -- you don’t have to remember the XpressConnect URL anymore. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Honors Thesis Question 

Mrs. SaNe, 

My name is               and I am currently majoring in Asian Studies and Global Studies. I have decided to write an Honors Thesis for the Asian Studies Dept, but the 
topic that I want to research is not covered by any of the professors in this department. The topic I would like to cover is African American - Japanese relations, more 
specifically the African American experience in Japan (as I will be studying abroad next semester and will be able to research this first hand) or how African Americans are 
portrayed in Japanese popular culture. I figured that I may have a little more luck finding a mentor in the African American Studies Department. 

I have never had classes with any Mrican American studies teachers, so I have no idea where to start with my search. My question is if you could please provide the names of 
teachers that you think would be interested in/willing to work with this topic. Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:34 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr* 

Meeting: thesis draft 

Dear 

Please confirm that we are meeting today at 5.00pm and see other requests from the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

l:rom: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: thesis draft 

2:44 PM 

Dear 

Many thanks. Can we meet tomorrow for an extend conversation on all the chapters and mapping out an endgame? I am hosting Dean Makau Mutua who is giving a public 
lecture at the Stone Center at 5.30pro, thus today would be rushed. 

Chapter 3 does not have any text, so kindly resend. On second thought, please send all the current chapters that you have completed in a single file. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: thesis draft 

Professor SaNe, 

I’ve been typing my thesis in a google doc and the formatting of my citations doesn’t transfer into a word doc, so the citations that T have so far are not in this attached paper, 
but I’ll bring a hard copy to our meeting today and you’ll see that I’ve been keeping up with them. See you at 5:00p. 

Best, 

"The historian’s task is to presel~e everyfliing that has substoaative 

significance mad to resist the temptation ofilnposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Mamble 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you’re doing well. I enjoyed the speaker last night and wanted to stay after to say hello, but I had to leave earl)’ for a class. 

I was ~vondering if you are available tomorrow to discuss an internship position in Nairobi that I am veiN interested in I am free anytime on Thursdays between 11-3, what does your 
schedule look like? 

Hope to talk to you soon’. 
Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~em~fil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

- Curriculum Vitae - T&R.pdf 

Hi Eunice, 

rm attaching my CV here. You’ll see my teaching experience in the teaching section, as well as under the "Communibl & Public Service" section where you will see that T 
founded and taught in an ESL program in Durham for three semesters. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,             3:27 PM 

To:      ~unc.edu 
Subject: CV 

Dear 

Sorry to bother you at the retreat. Nonetheless, kindly send me an update CV that includes your teaching record at UNC and elsewhere. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:54 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Suggestions for Final Exam 

Hey there! 

Just getting our ideas down into words for the final exam. Yon suggested fl~e idea of repeating two qnestions from exam two in the final in order to "redeem" ourselves. 

which we appreciated. Then we discussed the possibili~l of adding a few more questions than the number of responses you require, so flint s~mdents can select the 

essays they feel most capable of answering. Just from talking to the students around me, they said that two more questions thma answers required was a reasonable 

buffer, though more would certainly be appreciated. :) 

Let us know what you think! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 11:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PBS Envirolmaental Series - Spring Discount for Educators - Journey to Planet Earth 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 2,500 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. 

Special Offer- Through April 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 
State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e-mail screensce            ,pe.com with your request. 

I:X JTF~E/PBS Nil JTPE on Facebook ~,.’; JTF~E on Twitter Xll JTPE on YouTube 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 9:37 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Thesis defen~ 

Great’. is there a time that works best for you? Arturo requested after 10, mid other than that I think an~ime is fine. 

Best, 

On Thu, 

Dear 

Monday the 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

at 5:10 PM, Sable, Eunice N <etmice~email.unc.edu;, wrote: 

is fine. 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Thesis defense 

Hi Dr Sahle 
SorI57, I just realized the    is a Sunday. Could you do some time Monday" ? Margaret has a young daughter and I don’t imagine a 
weekend will be convenient for her. 
Anyway, if you could just send me a couple possiNe times around then, that’d be great :) 
Thanks again, 

On , at 3:27 PM, ~gmaAl.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr Sahle, 
First olt; thanks tbr the event last night. The play was powerful and Intriguing, I really enjoyed it’. 

Does        still work for you tbr the det~nse? If so, what are some lx~ssible times? If not the 

can try to match with others sche&des. 
Thanks so ~nuch! 

Best, 

. just send me a few other possible times/dates, so I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Friday, March 23, 2012 8:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

Dear Chair, 
Your instincts are good and your policies are sound, fair and transparent. As we grow with new hires, the culture of our department is changing, and becoming more 
contentious like political science and English. Don’t let us drive you crazy! -Reg 



From: ~hotmail.com > 

Sent: Friday, 10:27 AM 

Subject: African American Female Graduate Students Coping with Racism- Dissertation Study 

My name is               and I am an African American woman and doctoral candidate in the 

University. For my dissertation I am examining perceived racism and racism related stress of African American female graduate students attending 

predominantly White institutions (PWl’s), Hispanic serving institutions (HSl’s) and historically Black colleges and universities (HBCU’s). I am seeking 

graduate women who self identify as Black or African American and who have completed at least one semester of their graduate program to 

participate in my research study. 

Participants will be asked to complete a one-time survey that will take approximately 15-25 minutes to complete. Participation is anonymous, completely 

voluntary and participants may stop at any time. All survey participants, even those that elect to stop and not complete the survey will have the 

opportunity to enter a raffle to win one of five $25.00 Amazon.corn gift cards. 

I would appreciate it if you would forward this email to interested students. If you have any questions about my research, I can be reached at 

~_~3..o_t__r_~.__a__[[_._.c_0__r#_. This study was approved by the New Mexico State University IRB on Thank you for your assistance. 

The link to my study’s informed consent and survey questions is below. 

LINK TO STUDY: ~e- .co~# s CY~ZQ£TA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~1:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final exam 

Dear Eunice, 
Thank you for the clarification. 

Alassane 

From; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Friday, :~::~5 PM 

To; Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Final exam 

Dear Allassane, 

In the last li~le while, I was in the midst receiving visitors to the office and click ’send’ on ~vo emails before I sent them off - the email below was one of them. My apologies. 

Thanks for the email. 

The department’s policy is that only Instructors can administer exams. Thus, the student will have to write the exam before his departure and you will administer it. However, 
any change to the final exam schedule will have to approved by Dean Lee Y. May. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Elisabeth Lems Corley < @me.com> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 2:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

StreetSigns Invoice 

Deal Eunice, 

Thanks, again, for your lovely presence at the theatre and in the post- show discussions and for encouraging your department to j oin you there. It meant a lot to the 
production. 

Conld yon please let me know to whom the invoice should be sent? Name, address and so on? It would be greatly appreciated. 

All best, 

Eli~beth 

Elisabeth Lewis Corley 

@mac.com 
919-542-5406 

(mobile) 

http://www.streetsignscenter.org/ 
https:/iwww,facebook.comistreetsignscenter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

Rhodes Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
<nsteine@unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu>; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu>; Claridad, Nathaniel Perdigon 

<claridad@emaJl .unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ronstrauss@unc.edtr~; Hornstein, Donald T ~<thornste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Meeting Agenda for    Internal Outreach Subco~nmittee Meeting 

InternaJ Outreach Subcomtnittee Meeting Agenda .docx 

internal Outreach Subcommittee Members, 

I have attached the agenda for your meeting on Monday afternoon set to take place in 105 Hill Hall at 3:00 PM. Please let me know if there are any questions. 

Thanks very much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

(9:19)962-3019 (office) 

(mobile) 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



Meeting Agenda for Internal Outreach Subcommittee of the Water Theme Steering Committee 

Co-Chairs: Terry Rhodes and 

Monday 105 Hill Hall (off the rotunda), 3:00-4:00 

/World Water Day (round-up) 

2. Assignments: We will be working to reach out to the many different 

parts of our campus, filling our mandate of identifying internal partners. 

eo 

: Student Group Outreach and integration of student support 

Terry: Division of Fine Arts and Humanities (Music Dept. initiatives for 

next 2 years; discussions ensuing with Art and Dramatic Art departments; Carolina 

Performing Arts events/performances) 

Niklaus: International Programs 

Eunice- African and Afro-American Studies/IAH New Chairs group/community outreach 

(Rogers Rd. project) 

Nadia - APPLES Service Learning/curricular issues (e.g. Visser’s environmental 

literature course; Sarah Shields’ history course, etc.) 

Nate: Dramatic Art department involvement/graduate students 

Ron/Nadia: prize for publicity (School of Journalism involvement? 

Ron: Carolina Performing Arts schedule 

Don: Theme integration with law school 

3. Other New Business 

4. Adjourn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Friday, March 23, 2012 6:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: FW: Meeting Athol Fngard at UNC 

Dear Mom, 

HoN all is well. 

I do not have the technology to fixthe eye shots sadly. You probably need someone ruth a Mac computer and Adobe Photoshop. 

Best, 

On Fri, Mar 23, 2012 at 1:31 PM, SaNe, Eunice N < eunice(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Hope you are well and enjoying Santa Monica on this day. 

Kindly fix the eye shots and resend the picture to me. 

Joseph directed the play. 

Love and hugs, 
Mum 

From: mutua@buffalo.edu [mutua@buffalo.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 4:16 PN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting Athol Fugard at UNC 

Eunice: 

This is the pic with Athol Fugard. Could you please email me some of the pics that you took while I was there? It was lovely! 

Makau Mutua 

Dean 

SUNY Distinguished Professor 

Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar 

SUNY Buffalo Law School 

The State University of New York 

3]_90’Brian Hall 

Buffalo, New York :14260 

Tel: {7:1.6) 645-2052 

Fax:{716) 645-5968 

5SRN: http://ssrn.com/author=538742 

From: mutua@buffalo.edu 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 3:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: rayl@buffalo.edu 
Subject: Re: Meeting Athol Fugard at UNC 

I would be happy to. Thanks! 

Makau Mutua 

Dean 

SUNY Distinguished Professor 

Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar 

SUNY Buffalo Law School 

The State University of New York 

319 O’Brian Hall 

Buffalo, New York 14260 

Tel: (716) 645-2052 

Fax:{716) 645-5968 

SSRN: http://ssrn,comiauthor=538742 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, March 11, 2012 11:50 AM 

To: mutua@buffalo.edu 
Subject: Meeting Athol Fugard at UNC 

Dear Mutua, 

Hope you’re well. 



I would not like you to miss an interesting event that will be taking place during your visit to UNC. Thus, kindly let me know if you would be interested in attending a play and 
reception for the awarding South African playwright Athol Fugard who will be in attendance at the staging of his famed play Blood Knot. The play and the reception will at 
7.30pro after your public lecture - the lecture will take place between 5.30pm-6.30pm No worries if you are not interested. I just thought I would ask so that I can get you 
tickets in the coming week. 

Best wishes and more soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@maJl.wunclin.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

WUNC and Kony 

The State of Things on WU~,-C public radio is interested in doing an episode about Kony 
interested in participating in this discussion? We would hope to do the show next Thursday, 

how Ugandans do or do not agree with Invisible Children’s ends, etc. Would you be 
from noon-lpm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: WUNC and Kony 

Hi Eumce, 

I am the one who referred them to you, because I have a prior engagement for that day and time. David Pier who is teaching a class and calmot do it either, has identified a Ugandan student 
who is interested in doing it 

Have a good weekend, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 12:20 PM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Vv2JNC and Kuny 

[)ear Georges, 

I hupe you are having a goud day on this rainy Saturday 

I think yuu are the perfect persun [’or this request. Kindly let me knuw if you wuuld be willing tu participate in the discussion next Thursday. 

Best regards, 
Eunice 

From: ~)m ~ I wuncfm uric edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:26 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: WUNC and Kony 

Eunice, 

The State of Things on WUNC public radio is interested in doing an episude about Kony 
interested in pamcipating in this discussion? We wuuld hope tu do the show next Thursday, 

how Ugandans du or du not agree with Invisible Children’s ends, etc. Wuuld you be 
from noun-lpm. 

Best, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Elisabeth Lems Corley < @me.corn> 

Saturday, March 24~ 2012 2:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: StreetSigns lnvoice 

sane invoice.pd~, ATT00001 .htm 

Thanks so much for this’. I’m sending the attached in hard cop?’ as well All best, Elisabeth 

Elisabeth Lewis Corley 
~mac.com 

919-542-5406 
(mobile) 

h~p:i!www.streetsignscenter.orgi_ 
https:!/www.facebook.com/streetsignscenter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu 

Saturday, 11:01 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

[IlLB] Reminder - Department or Review Comlnittee Approval Required 

Principal Investigator: 

Study Title: Colporate Social Responsibili~ and Struggles for Justice: Aguinda v. Chevron Texaco in Ecuador 

The above IRB submission is being routed to you because approval of your Department or Review Committee is reqnired before IRB review can occur. Please review 

the submission and aJay attachments caxefully. If you have any questions or require changes betbre approving, reject the submission mad insert commenks about the 

issues to be resolved by the PI. Once the PI has responded this submission will be returned to you tbr your review and approval. 

Please be aware that the submission and review process will not continue until the Department gives their approval. 

To monitor the progress of your sub~nissior~ click on the li~k below. 

http://apps.research.unc.edu/irb/eform routin~.cfm?Mastedd 105695 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

IRB application 

Deal Eunice, 

We’ve received a second notice of 

application, or would you like me to? 

Kenneth 

IRB application. My recollection is that I am the backnp approver, so I ignored the first notice. Will you approve this 

Kenneth R. JaJ~ken 
Professor of Afro-AInericm~ Studies 
Depastment of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Univemi~ ofNortk Caacolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link tier infonnation abxmt nay publications: 

http://www.umass.edw’umpress/spr 97/j aJ~ken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/tx~oks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 
http://undpress.nd.edw’book/P00723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:53 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: IRB application 

Deal Eunice, 

I’ll review it by Tuesday. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. JaJaken 

Professor of At?o-American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ of Nort21 Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abom my publications: 

http:i,’www.umass.edu,’umpre ss/spr 9Tianken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/books’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 

http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0723 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 4::10 plVl 
To: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Re: IRB application 

Dear Kenneth 

Thanks for your note. 

Even though I approved it, they need you to review it because I am her advisor tbr the SURF mad hons thesis. 

Thmaks for all that you do tbr department. 

Eunice 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 3:52 PM, "Janken, Kenneth R" <krim~ken~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

We’ve received a second notice of           IRB application. My recollection is that I am the backup approver, so I ignored the first notice. Will you 

approve this application, or would you like me to’? 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-Americm~ Studies 
Department of AIi-icm~ and Ati-o- American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel tlill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link ibr infom~ation about my publications: 

htlp://vx~vw.umass.edu/umpre ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 



http:,/undpress.nd.edu/book!PO0723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu 

Sunday, 11:01 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

[IlLB] Reminder - Department or Review Comlnittee Approval Required 

Principal Investigator: 

Study Title: Colporate Social Responsibili~ and Struggles for Justice: Aguinda v. Chevron Texaco in Ecuador 

The above IRB submission is being routed to you because approval of your Department or Review Committee is reqnired before IRB review can occur. Please review 

the submission and aJay attachments caxefully. If you have any questions or require changes betbre approving, reject the submission mad insert commenks about the 

issues to be resolved by the PI. Once the PI has responded this submission will be returned to you tbr your review and approval. 

Please be aware that the submission and review process will not continue until the Department gives their approval. 

To monitor the progress of your sub~nissior~ click on the li~k below. 

http://apps.research.unc.edu/irb/eform routin~.cfm?Mastedd 105695 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 26, 2012 2:36 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Freelon teaching 

Greetings Dr. Sahie, 

The Music Departmemjust reached out about my Fall schedule and it reminded me to check in and see if there was any update about teaching in Af-Am. 

I hope you have a good start to the week! 

Best, 

On Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 5:02 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

I will have an answer sometimes in March. 

Hope all is well. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Pierce Freelon [.      (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 3:28 PN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Freelon teaching 

Good a£ternoon Dr. Sah]e, 

I just wanted to check in about teaching in the Fall. Do you have any word back from the Dean about budget or schedule? 

Best, 

Professor Pierce Freelon / 

UNC Chapel Hill /North Carolina Central University, 

DOWNLOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 
(ft. music by Nnenna/9th Wonder/Phonte/Geechi Suede 

&interviews with ?useflove/Angela Davis/Herbie Hancock) 

Professor Pierce Freelon / 
[YNC Chapel Hill / North Carolina Central University 

DOWNLOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nnemia/9th WonderiPhonte/Geechi Suede 

&interviews with ?useflove/Angela Davis/Herbie Hancock) 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@gmaikcom on behalf of 

@live.tmc.edu~, 

Monday,               10:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr’~ 

l~eading for tomorrow? 

Professor Sable, 
I am a little confused as to what we need to read for tomorrow. I think the syllabus is a little off. Caa~ yon tell me exactly ~xThat I need to prepare? Also, could you post 

the slides from the last two lectures? 

Thanks, 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: GI,BL    Syllabus 

Dr. Sahle, 
I am an MPH student in the Health Behavior department. I’m considering taking your GLBL 
a syllabus? 
Thank you, 

class in the fall. Could you pass along more information about the class, such as 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 12:03 PM 

Whichaxd, Mitchell L <mlwhicha@email.unc.edw~ 

Haben Sahle 

Hi MitclL 

Hope all is well. 

I spoke ruth my Morn recently and she told me how you had helped her out with several late books. 

Thank yon. 

I really appreciate the generosity you have not only shown me but nay family as well. You were a great boss and a great friend. 

Many thanks. 

All the bes~t, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pearson Higher Edncation <examcopies@communications.pearsonhighered.net~ 

Monday, March 26, 2012 4:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

New ficom Peaxson: Creating a Sustainable Organization by Soyka 

iNi Pearson -Always Learning 

i.~.i Higher Education 

Dear Professor Sable, 

The new text Social Creating a Sustainable 

Organization; Approaches for Enhancing 

Corporate Value Through Sustainability, by 

Peter Soyka, is now available. 

Sustainability and socially responsible investing 

(SRI) are each attracting growing attention from 

financial institutions, nongovernmental 

organizations (NGOs), private investors, citizens, 

and policymakers. Soyka links these trends, 

showing how to use organizational sustainability 

to drive greater value for shareholders and other 

corporate stakeholders. 

i:~i bookcover 

book also addresses: This 

,~ How sustainability affects enterprise value: 

the latest data 
Barriers to corporate sustainability and how 

they can be overcome 

¯ The surprising ways key financial players are 

now promoting sustainability 

Responding to the growing diversity and 

sophistication of EHS stakeholders 

Managing sustainability more successfully 

throughout the organization 

Defining, measuring, and reporting on 

sustainability more effectively 

¯ Tracking sustainability performance from the investor’s viewpoint 

¯ Bridging the viewpoints of EHS and the financial/investment community 

¯ Becoming a more effective and influential EHS/sustainability professional 

Request a 
printed exam copy 

Email your 
Pearson Representative 

For more information or to request a print desk copy, contact your Pearson 

representative pearsonhighered.com/educator/replocator with ISBN 0132874407. 

Sincerely, 

Hegan Graue 

Assistant Marketing Manager 
FF Press, an Imprint of Pearson 

800 E. 96th St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46240 

Pearson Hiqher Education I 800 E. 96th St. I Indianapolis, IN 46240 
If you wish to change your email preferences from Pearson, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nathaniel P. Claridad < @gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 26, 2012 5:51 PM 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu-~ 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-~; Hoover, Zealan <zthoover@email.unc.edu-~; Steiner, Niklaus Andre~s 

<nsteine@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu>; Claridad, Nathaniel Perdigon 

<claridad@email.unc.edtc,; Strauss, Ronald P. ~-~ron strauss@unc.edu>; Homstein, Donald T <dhomste@e~nail.unc.edt~~ 

Re: Meeting Agenda for 4/26 Internal Outreach Subcommittee Meeting 

Hi All, 

Apologies, but rehearsal went much longer than expected. Sorry for not being able to atlend. I am hapw to report that, while I was not able to atlend, the reading at 

the Old Well was well received, and was hapw to see a picture of the undergraduates involved in the Daily Tax tteel the next day. 

Trust all went well at the meeting, and I will be hopefully meeting with McKay CoNe, Chair of the Dramatic Art Department, about possibly scheduling a show 

involving the undergraduates for ne:d yeal*s season concerning the water thelne. 

’I’haxflcs aJl’. 

Nathaniel P. Clafidad 

301.233.8671 

nathan~)npclaridad.com 

w~,.npclati dad.corn 

On Fri, Mar 23, 2012 at 2:42 PM, Barber, Stephen <sgbaxber~email.unc.edu> w-rote: 

Internal Outreach Subcommittee Members, 

I have attached the agenda for your meeting on Monday afternoon s~t to take place in 105 Hill Hall at 3:00 PM. Please let me know if there are any qnestions. 

Thanks ve~~ much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Plan & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

(919)962-3019 (office) 

(mobile) 

s~barber~email.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daynali Flores < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 6:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fanon/The Black Scholar contribution 

Hello Ennice, 

Perhaps yon don’t remember me. I presented along in the Frantz Fanon Symposium on October laser year. I’m also co-editing the articles of the umposium to see if we 

can get them published. Right now we have a very good opportunity to publish in The Black Scholar, but I still miss your contribution. Time is pressing by, as we 

already lost the opportunity to publish with AJ?ica~t American Review. If you could send me your essav;’presentation by Friday to use my spring break to work on it, I 

will be really grateful. 

Cordially, 

Daynall Flores-Rodriguez, Ph.D. 

Humanities Depmnlment 

Intemmefican University of Puel~ Rico 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Monday, March 26, 2012 7:06 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: GO’. Global Orientation and Job Opening, Global American South Symposium, Without A Fight Screening at Full Frame 

Job Opening: P~ogram Associate fo~~ Global O~ientation 

The Program Associate for Global Orientation is a new employment opportunity at CGI. The Associate will 

primarily coordinate the GO! Initiative to train students participating in global engagement work. 

~Without a Fight to Screen at Full Frame! 
;:;i~i:;{;;T};{i;;;;--~-T;~i?-~i X;;i ......................................................................................... 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U RC ES NEW CG~ STORIES 
GO! Global Orientatio~~ Reg!istratiort 

The GO! Global Pre-Depa~ure Orientation is open to all UNC 

students who will complete global engagement work-- se~ice, 

research, or internships, this summer or next fall. 

G~obN Amerk;ar~ South 8ymposk~m 2012 ~ 

The Global American South Symposium is an interdisciplinary 

exploration of the globalization of the Southern United States This 

year we will explore issues of migration and the changing 

demographics of the South 



WXY¢ 89,8 or ~i~e 

Hosted by The A#ican Studies Center (ASC) 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio      ~.~.~ 
program in collaboration with WXYC and The ...... 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialog shared by relevant 

expeR guest scholars from UNC Chapel Hill 

Listen to past broadcasts of the Global Music 

Show. 

There are several internships available at this time, offered as unpaid 

positions for professional experience. Apply immediately for priority 

consideration. 

Carolina Navigators Director Cate Brubaker won a 2012 Office of the 

Provost Engaged Scholarship Award! The award recognizes UNC- 

Chapel Hill faculty and units for extraordinary public se~ice through 

engaged teaching, research and community partnerships. 

Congratulations Cate! 

¯ Join us for a monthly social hour for 
¯ ~ international and American students, scholars, 

faculty, staff and families. Chat about 

resources, oppo~unities, and challenges on 

campus. Each month is hosted by a different 

offce wth exce ent resources to offer. (Host: 

Office of Post-doctoral Affairs) This will be our 
last coffee hour of the year! 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Edt.tcation Uttd~r Fii~-hattiarl Baha’i Docum~tttar’f and 

What if YOU were denied the right to an education? Over 300,000 Iranians have been banned from all 

Iranian universities because of their beliefs. Find out UNC’s connection to the oppressed and what we 

can do to respond to the injustices. Desse~s provided. SuppoSed in pa~ by the Center for Global 

Initiatives. 

.................................................................................................................................................... ~:~.~).[[~t .L.>:~.:~:=.[)[~.:..~ ~#* #~.[).[[]~-].[~].:~..L~.2 Z.L.::~.~).[[~.:~.~2..~.[ ~t[]:#~.[~ ...................................................................................................................................................... 

Join Professor Piper Gaubatz and Associate Professors Robin Visser and Yah Song as they discuss 

issues of sustainability, environmentalism urban development, and urban - rural economic disparity in 

China. This panel is pa~ of the China Forum and is supposed in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

~’~-,y~ A#~ ~ 7:~# - ~:oe ~-~4 ....................... .............................................................................. 

This film produced by media professionals at the UNC ChapeI HilI School of Journalism and Mass 

Communication in collaboration with history and cultural scholars, is about the repercussions of the Di~y 

War in Argentina. The main question we hope to answer: "is the right to identity a basic human right?" 

This lecture will be given by Melanie Trede, Professor at the Institute of East Asian History at Heidelberg 

University and the Toyota Visiting Professor at the Center for Japanese Studies at the Unive~ity of 

Michigan. This event is sponsored in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

C ee~erforG~eba~!nitiative 

Be,~i!; Tigi]e i 30! Pi11:sbo[o Streei Suite 3002 i CS 5145 i Chapel Hill. NC 27599 

~a~a~e Your S~s~riptio~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:52 PM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Luce Scholaxship 

Thank you for your ldnd message, Dr. Sable! 

Your s~dies on Asian political econonomies sound fascinating’. 

As of now, it looks like I will placed with a cNldren’s fights organization in the 

I’ve never been to Asia before, so I really have no idea what to expect. 

I will be there from , begira~ing with three montl~s of in-country language training! 

Best, 

O11 Sun, at 6:23 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

While Prof. Hildebrand has kept me informed of your journey at Carolina this semester, I wanted to write a note congratulating you on being selecting for the Luce 
Scholarship to study Asia. This is a great achievement and I know you will be excel in your studies. 

As a an undergraduate and M.A student at the University of Toronto, I concentrated on the political economies of South Korea, Indonesia and China, thus I have a great 
interest in the region. I still continue to teach matters pertaining to South Korea in the context of courses in Global Studies. 

I wish you all the best! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

- w~wv. 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Public Policy & Cultural Studies~ Entrepreneurship ~ninor 

c: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TOP World Email Databases < 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 9:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Top World Email Databases 

@gmail.com> 

BUY 2012 World Email Marketing Lists http://buyemail wordpress com 

Effective Email Marketing Solutions: 

To succeed in email marketing you need access to a high range of quali~ 
opt in email lists. For Marketing we can offer you highly targeted email 
lists and more! With over 10 years experience in bulk email marketing, we 
are highly qualified in getting the best response out of your opt in email 
list marketing campaigns. 

TOP Email World databases 
http ://buvemail wordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 10:04 AM 

Rhodes Terry Ellen <RttODES@email.unc.edu>; Hoover, Zealan ~thoover@email.unc.edu>; Hornstein, Donald T 

<dhornste@email.unc.edu>; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cla~idad, Nathaniel 

Perdigon <cla~dad@email.unc.edu>; Stranss, Ronald P. <ronstrauss@unc.edu>; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteine@unc.edu> 

Water Theme - Internal Outreach Subcommittee Minutes 03-26-12 

InternaJ Outreach Snbcomtnittee Meeting Agenda 03-26-12.docx 

All, 
The minutes from yesterday’s Internal Outreach subcommittee meeting are attached. Please let me know if there are any questions or you would like to add to 

what is already listed here. Thanks again! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

(919)962-3019 (office} 

(mobile} 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promorion@perseusbooks.com> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 11:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New political science titles 

Dear Professor Sable: 
Westview Press proudly announces new titles for your courses in intemarional and U.S. politics, including: 

New 

Political Worlds of Women: Activism~ Advocacy, and Governance in the Twenty-First Century by Ma~, 

Hawkesworth (Feb. 2012, ISBN 978-0-8133-4495-9) 

New Edition 

The United Nathms in the 21st Centm~,, Fourth Edition, by Karen A. Mingst and Margaret P. Kams (Dec. 

201 l, ISBN 978-0-8133-4538-3) 
Forthcoming 

~..~.).2£~.i..@..r..t..t.i.~.~....N....~.a..~..~.9.r.E.~.~..~?~t~.g£~..N~..~r.~ by Michael Genovese ( July 2012, IS BN 978- 

0-8133-4721-9) 
Order your exam copy today! 

Cousidering a book for course adopriou? Westview Press oilers FREE examination copies. Complete tile onliue 

exam cow order form to older. (Menrion source code W131 .) 

Look for our Political Scieuce catalo~ in your mail to learn more about these and other rifles, or visit us at www.westviewpress.com. 

Sincerely, 

Westview Press 

A Member of the Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

This is a commerciaJ message. 

,% 

If you would pret~r not to receive further messages from tl~is sender, please 

click on fire tbllowing e-mail link and send a message wifl~ or without 

any text: 

Click here tbr e-~r~til .............................................. 

You will receive one additional e-ma~l message confirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:44 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

@email.unc.edtr>; @duke.edn; 
<hgill@emafl.unc.edu> 

Call for Papers: National Association of Hispanic a~d Latino Studies 

@live.unc.edu>; Gill, Hmmah E 

Forwarded Message 

Eastern Regional 

National Association of Hispanic and Latino Studies 

Swan & Dolphin Hotel 

Orlando, Florida 

Abstracts, not to exceed two (2) pages, should be submitted that relate to any aspect of the Hispanic and Latino experience. 
Subjects may include, but are not limited to: literature, demographics, history, politics, economics, education, health care, fine arts, 
religion, social sciences, business and many other subjects. Please indicate the time required for presentation of your paper (25 

minutes OR 45 minutes). 

ABSTRACTS WITH TITLE OF PAPE R, PRESE NTER’S NAM E, HOM E AN D I NSTITUTU ION/ORGAN IZATION ADDRESS AN D E-MAI L 
SHOULD BE POSTMARKED BY: 

SEND ABSTRACTS To : 

Dr. Lemuel Berry, Jr. 

Executive Director, NAAAS * Affiliates 

PO Box 6670 

Scarborough, ME 04070-6670 

Telephone: 207/839-3776 

Email: @earthlink.net 

www. N AAAS. o rg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Tuesday, Narch 27, 2012 2:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA Award to Immediate Past President: Dr Judith Blau 

Dear All, 

Forwarding this message from Current President of SSF: Dr Davita Glasberg 

Hi All- 

I am delighted to note that Judith Blau will be awarded the ASA Distinguished Career Award for the Practice of Sociology. Please join 

me in extending hearty congratulations to Judith for this much-deserved award! 

Davita 

Davita Silfen Glasberg 

Associate Dean of Social Sciences and Undergraduate Education 

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 

President, Sociologists Without Borders 

Professor of Sociology 

Department of Sociology 

Unit 2068 

University of Connecticut 

344 Mansfield Road 

Storrs, CT 06269-2068 

Phone: 860-486-5504 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http:!/www.ssfthinktank.org!~g source=msg mes network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Baker < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 2:38 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Action on March 29: Tell Chancellor Thorp SAY NO’. to SB 575 

* * Please distribute ** 

.loin us on the steps of South Building on Thursday March 29th at 12:00pm where we will be publicly delivering a letter to Chancellor Thorp urging him to address 

SB 575: legislation that will remove 22,000 University employees in NC from state protections. 

If SB575 is passed the Board of Governors will be given ~le authority to determine "the para~neters of employment for UNC System employees including sethng 

health and di~bility beneiits, wage~ grievance v~licies, disciplinary measures and human resources policies which would mean that there would be no higher 

authority, no external, objective system of checks and balances to catch possible or actual abuses of power, creating a work environment that silences and oppresses 

Uttiversity workers even more. 

We have to tell Chancellor Thorp and UNC Administrators that we stand in solidarity with campus workers and we do NOT support SB575!! 

For more information on this legislation and the harm it will bring please visit our website: htlp://stopsb575.wordpress.col~/ or email @gmail.com 

***To endorse the letter please fill out this form: http:/istopsb575.wordpress.com/endorse-letter-to-admire/ 

Thank you’. 

~ -- You ~xe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: ennice’,~email.unc.edn To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31163137-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(dblistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Tuesday, Narch 27, 2012 2:40 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
let’s keep it up 

Thank you Davita! We know we can make a huge difference -- pushing forward our agenda of human rights and global 
interconnections, and, yes, working with others to reduce global warming. 

Yes, I know that’s a stretch but our knowledge of how societies work is a big asset in reducing global warming and its effects. In my 
view we need to weasel our way into discussions among scientists. 

To all the comrades, with love 

Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/.~q source=msq mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daynali Flores < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Fmaoi~/The Black Scholar contribution 

Hi again Eunice, 

Wow! But nice responsibilii3~. I hope the crisis will lighten up ruth time and ruth your help. Next TN~rsday roll be fine. I’ll wait for it then. Thank you for your prompt 

response! 

Cordially; 

Daynali 

2012/3/26 Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Dear Daynali, 

Thanks for your note. 

I do remember you. A lot has happened in my life since we met, hence the delay in revising my paper for publication. Among other things, I became Chair of a depaCcment 
in the midst of a crisis. At any rate, would next Thursday be too late? 

Best regards, 
Eunice 

From: Daynali Flores [      ,~. clmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2012 6:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fanon/The Black Scholar contribution 

ttello Eunice, 

Perhaps you don’t remember me. I presented aloug in the Franlz Fanon Symposiuln on October laser year. I’m also co-editing the ~xticles of the symposium to see if 

we cmi get them published. Right now we have a very good oppo:luni~" to publish in The Black Scholar, but I still miss your coutribution. Ti~ne is pressing by, as we 

already lost the opportuniF to publish with Afiqcan American Review. If you could send me your essay/presentation by Friday to use my spriug break to work on 

ik I will be really grateful. 

Cordially; 

Day~Mi Flores-Rodrlguez, Ph.D. 
Humanities Dep~nem 

Interamefica~ Universi~ of Pue~) Rico 

Daynali Flores-Rodriguez, Ph.D. 

Comparative Literature 

University of Illinois, Urbana- Champaign 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:14 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

Subject: Box-Out -- Intb Blurb 

Hi Eunice, 

My name is      and I work with the Homeless Outreach Poverty Eradication (HOPE) committee of the UNC Campus Y. Our annual Box-Out -- an event where 
students spend a night in the Pit to raise awareness and funds to combat local homelessness -- is rapidly approaching and we are doing our best to publicize right now. 
We would love if you’d be able to send the blurb below over the African and Afro-American Studies listserv -- we are Wing to reach as many students as possible and 
would greatly appreciate the help! 

Here is ~me more inlbnnation about the event if you’re interested: http:i/w~a~,.unchope.com/box-out. Let me know if you have any questions and thanks agai!! 

Register for Box-Out 

proceeds of the event benefit the Com~mmi~y Empm~,em~ea~ Fu~d (CEF) - !~:~X is where your money is going. 

What’s that? Howcan you take part in literally the best thing that has ever happened to you? 

1. Form a team with your friends, hallmates, teammates, committee members, people you’ve just met, etc.., or just join the HOPE team! 

2. Raise at least $30 per person. 
3. Come out on to sleep out in the Pit and learn about homelessness and how you can take action! Food, music, spoken word 

performances, and epic speakers from the National Coalition for the Homeless will be there. Oh and epic frisbee matches, ninja, Apples to 
Apples, and whatever else you can dream up. 

Intrigued? Excited? 

Learn more about the event (and how to register) at )~:/, www.~mcho~e.com,box- ~. Stop by the Pit an)’ day (especially Wednesdays at Hunger Lunch) between 11 

- 2 to hear more about it or to sign up as well. Artend and share the 

Oh wait, you haven’t registered yet? Or told literally everyone else about it? 

C11 ck h ere to register. Instructions are on the form as well as a .~kq> by-akT, gt,:ide on setting up your Razoo page to fundraise. Paying in cash or check is 

also an option -- just ~nd us in the Pit or on the day oP. And spread the word. Get a team together and tell all of your ti-iends. Can’t waJ~t to see you there! 

In communib; 

The HOPE Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Anthony Neal < @att.net~ 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 12:18 PM 

Black Thought 2.0: New Media & the Furore of Black Studies ] Duke University, April 6-7 2012 

Mark Anthony Neal 
Professor, African & African-American Studies 
Duke University 

mang@duke.edu 
@art.net 

NewBlackMan--The BIog 
http://newblackman.blogspot.com/ 

Follow Me on TWITTER @ http://twitter.com/NewBlackMan 

’Left of Black’ with Mark Anthony Neal 
http:i/leftofbiack.tu mbir.comi 

Black Thought 2.0: New Media and the Future of Black Studies [ Duke University, April 6-7 2012 

April 6-7, 2012 

Duke University 

The John Hope Franklin Center 

Black Thought 2.0 will focus on the roles of digital technology and social media in ful~hering 

the ~nission of Black Studies. The conl~rence will specifically explore how scholars are using 

technologies to further their research, do collatx~rative forms of scholarship and activism, and 

to reach broader audiences. 

*All panels will be streamed and tweeted live 

RegiStration 

Reception 5:30pm 

Johi~ Hope Franklin Center Gallery, Space 

Keynote Address--7:00 pm 

Black Futures: Doing Black Studies in a Connected World 

S. Craig Watkins (University of Texas at Austin, author The Young & the Digital) 

Introduced by Wahneema Lubiano (Associate Chair of African & African American 

Studies, Duke University) 

Panel #1 9-10:15 am 
The Chocolate Supa Highway: Precursors to Black Social Media 

Abdul Alk’,flim at (University of Illinois) 

Michdle Ferrier (Elon University) 

Lynne d Johnson (Director of Strategy & Engagement at Whisprgroup) 

Lee D. Baker (Moderator; Duke University) 



Panel #2 10:30-11:45 

On the Grid: Teaching and Researching in the Digital Age 

.Mlison Clark (Founder AMedial/HASTAC) 
Kim Pearson (College of New Jersey) 

Simone Browne (University of Texas at Austin) 

Howard Rmnbsy II (Southern Illinois Universi~ at Edwardsville) 

Thomas F. DeFrantz (Moderator, Duke University) 

Noon-1:15 [Working I,unch--Social Media Demonstration 

Panel #3 1:30-2:45 pin 

From dena Louisiana to Tahrir Square: Activisin in the Age of Social Media 

Jasiri X (Pittsburg based artist & activist) 

Alefis Pauline Gumbs (Broken Beautififl Press/Mobile Homecoming Project) 

Moya Bailey (Emo~’ Universi .ly/Crunk Feminist Collective) 

Kimberly Ellis aka Dr. Goddess (artist, activist, historian) 

Salamishah Tillett (University of Pennsylva~ia) 

Treva Lindsey (Moderator, University of Missouri) 

Panel #4 3:00-4:30 

The T~vitterati mid Twitter-gentsia: Sodal Media and lhablic Intellectuals 

Marc Lamont Hill (Columbia Urfiversity/ Our World with Black Enterprise) 

Jay Smooth (Editor of Ill Doctrine) 

Blair LM Kelley (North Carolina State Universi~) 

Latoya Peterson (Editor of Racialicious) 

Imani Perry (Princeton University) 

Mark Anthony Neal (Moderator. Duke UniversiW) 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: SURF 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I didn’t get the SURF. I thought I would let you know. 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 

BA Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:28 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Working group meeting #7: Troubled Lives of Words 

Deal all, 

Our working group (Troubled Lives of Words) will be meeting again this Friday;         , in Dey Hall 205 (UNC campus). For more information and to access the 

readings for the session, you can go to https://sites.google.com,’site/troubledlivesofwords"home. 

Thanks! 

UNC-Chapel ttlll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Question about Research 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I just sent you an email that I didn’t receive the SURF. I wanted to know whether you think it would still be valuable for me to do research in Ecuador. rm afraid that my family 
won’t really be able to afford for me to travel there and pay for everything. Could l just do research in Chapel Hill and base it solely on book research? I probably can still go to 

, but I wanted your opinion about how essential that would be for my research. 

Thankyou, 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:54 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-tZaculty] ttuman Righks 

C~eetings aJl, 

The SEJ Minor was established in     ruth the collective recognition that racism, sexism, homophobia, xenophobia, poverty, etc. should be recognized for what they 

are, and not viewed through the lens of detachment and neutrality. The SEJ Minor has been a big success. Courses are rigorous but are laced with a humanistic vision. 

Twelve years later and I increasingly find myself in discussions with intemationaJ colleagues who relate to a global s~adard of justice, namely pedagogy and practices 
that are crisply detined as human rights. 

Please send me a note if you would be supportive of creating a Human Rights Minor. 

Judith Blau 

Sociology Dept. 

judith blau~!unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
sej- faculU as: <a hreD"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank ~r> 
emml to ~’a href "mailto:leave-311716g0-3692316.Sedd0fl 2blbl g0510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31171680- 
3692316.Sedd0fl2btb180510746tE9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a~> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: SURF 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am disappointed but still excited to be doing this project! Thank you for your support. I will drop in on Friday to discuss what I should do this summer! 

Thank you! 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:07 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: SURF 

Dear 

I am terribly sorry to hear about this development! 

Please know that the SURF decision is not a reflection of your project and work. You are a great student and I know you will write a great thesis. So, hold your head high and 
move forward. 

Feel free to drop by my office on Friday at 9.30am to discuss the future. 

Take care and see you soon. 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:20 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: SURF 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I didn’t get the SURF. I thought I would let you know. 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 10:52 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: [fsu] Farmworker Awareness Week Speaker Panel, THURS at 6:30pm 

FYI. 
........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [fsu] Farmworker Awareness Week Speaker Panel, tomorrow at 6:30pro 

Date:Wed, 28 Mar 2012 22:45:33 -0400 

From:Sarah Baker < @gmail.com> 
Reply-To: Sarah Baker _< @gmail.com> 

To:Feminist Students United! <t~u~b~listserv.unc.edu> 

Farmworker Awareness Week 

Speaker Panel 

Thursday, March 29, 6:30pro 

Dey 307 

A conversation about the history of labor laws 

pertaining to farm work, what it’s like to be a farmworker, and current 

farmworker organizing and advocacy. 

Panelists include Professor Tim Tyson, Raul Jimenez (former 

farmworker), and the Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC). 

~refreshments will be served~ 

Sponsored by Alianza. Co-sponsored by CHispA. 

For more info, email @gmail.com 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-t~calty as: -~a href "maS~lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a bla~k <br> 

em~l to <a href "mailto:leave-31174203- 3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 31174203- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listseiw.unc.edu<ia> 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:20 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Afri    Absence 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I am son?- for missing class on Tuesday. I have been helping host Ambassador Meyer for my PWAD    class. I have had some last minute schedule changes 

throughout the week in order to meet ruth he and his wife for a possible internship opIx~rtunity. I have been mnhing quite hard this week, so I am behind in my reading 

for your class. But, I will definitely work this weekend to catch up’. 

See you in class! 

~gmail.com 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

International Studies B.A., International Politics 
Class of 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:01 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

I am            , a sophomore at UNC-Chapel Hill. I was wondering what the status of the AFRI: 

no time or date in the course description and I would like to take it in the Fall semester. 

Please let me know. 

course is like because I could not register online. There was 

Thank you lbr your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma~l.com> 

Thursday, 10:42 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

summer project - support 

Dear Ms. Sahle, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is 

this summer. 
, and I am a at UNC. I am contacting you because I wanted to tell yon about a project I am leading 

I am the         for the                    UNC teanL and along with 6 teammates, I will travel to        to produce a documentary that will focus on safe 
drinking water and accessibility. We have partnered with Proctor&Gamble’s Children’s Sat~ Drinking Water, and hope to record their work "there, including the 

distribution of packets that can clean up to 10 liters of water. We will travel around        and visit schools and hospitals. 

Lack to sat~ drinking water is a huge issue in Ati-ica alt’ecting millions of people, and with this project we hope to get organizations to collaborate with P&G and help 

provide safe drinking water to all places in need. The docmnentmy will be featured in the Clinton Global Initiative conference. 

In order to go to       . each team Inelnber must raise $3,000. We have been fundmising with benefit events and personal letters, but my hope is that I could meet 

with you to discuss the possibili .ty of receiving support from the African and Afro-American Studies depm~tment. I unders~nd that all the departments ~are straggling with 

funding, but this is an incredible and meaningful project, and we hope to get the departmeut’s support and recognition. Evely~thing helps! 

Please let me know when it would be a good lime to meet with you. 

Thank you veU much for your lime and consideration, 

Bes~t wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 1:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Reminder: Fri 3/30, 2 pm, Duke workshop on "Grappling with Comedy as History in Argentina" 

This message is posted on behalf of Prof. John French. Please contact him directly for more information. 

Mark Your Calendars tbr Fri. 30 March 2012 @ 2:00: Grappling with Comedy as History in Argentina for 8th Latin ~Mn. & Caribbean Grad Student Workshop 

Dear folks: I am writing to invite you to the Eight Latin American & Caribbean HistoD, Graduate Student Workshi~p to be held on Friday the 3@th of March 2012 ti~om 

at 2:00-4:00PM in the Boyd seminar room (229 Carr, Duke East Campus). 

"Getting the Joke: Nini Marshall and Comedy as History in Argentina, 1930s-1940s" By Christin Ehrick (University. of Lonis~411e) (abstract below) 

The workshop is open to interested faculty, and grad students in all fields and is supported by the His~toly Department and the Duke Center for Latin American and 

Caribbea~l Studies. For this edition, we will discuss a pie-circulated paper and prima~cy source Mille maintaining the same format that from lafft yeax in which a short 

opening observation by the author is followed by responses from each grad student with comments by the i:aculF at the end. It will be followed by a brief reception. 

Please contact me at idt’rench({~duke.edt~ for a copy of the paper. 

John D. French 

PAPER ABSTRACT: In 1937, comedic writer and performer Ninl Marshall (1903-1996) took Buenos Aires radio by storm with her satirical but endearing 

caricatures of working class women, carving out a new place for the female comedic voice in Argentina. The first and to this day one office few women to earn such an 

exalted place in Latin American comedy, Ninl was described once by a critic as "Chaplin in Skirts", mad the moniker stack. But Charlie Chaplin was a visual comic 

who made his name on the silent screen, whereas Ninl established herself on the radio with comedy that was all about language and sound. 

Comedy is a rich source Ii~r his~torical ~malysi~ but it can present inteqoretive ~md analytical challenges for fl~e his~torian. Rooted in linguistic and cultural colloquialism, 
Nini’s reliance on malapropisms, pun, and local slang can make the simple act of comprehension and translation complicated. This middle-cla~ss comic’s representations 

of working class and immigrant women, which can be si~nultaneously sympathetic and deprecato .ry. pose additional interpretive dilemmas. Following an overview of 

Nini’s life and work, this presentation will focus on linguis~dc co~nedy as an his~torical source using an original Ninl Maxshall radio script featuring her most well-known 

character, a first-generation porte~a named Catita. 

Na ta i ie Ha rtnan 

Associate Directo~ 

Center for Latin American and Cari~ean Studies 

Duke University 

~hone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:25 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

last day for Honors 

Deal Eunice, 

In Ol~ter for a s~dent to have Honors recorded on her/his diploma and transcript, I must report her/his name to the Honors office no later than 
last day of classes. 

So has a little extra time, if needed. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. JaJaken 

Professor of At?o-American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ ofNort~ C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my pnblications: 

http:/iw~,w~un~ass~edu,’umpl~e ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edt~/books:T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu,’book!P00780 

htt p://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 

, which is the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Eliza Bray <~eliza.bray@duke.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 4:58 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Megan Stein <Megan.K.Stein@duke.edu> 

Duke Performances Presents Seun Kuti and Egypt 80 on Thursday, April 5 

KutiPoster.jpeg 

Dear Associate Professor Sahle, 

I am writing to you fiom Duke Pertbrmances to cordially invite you to our presentation of Seui Kuti mad Egypt 80 on Thur~tay, April 5 (one week from today) at 8:00 

PM in Duke University’s Page Auditofian~. 

Fela Kuti, lately the subject of a high-profile Broadway musical, pioneered Afrobeat in the 1970s. Incredibly, tlfis blazing Nigerian funk music so confrontafionally 

political it verged on contraband became one of the most popular genres in the wofl& profoundly influencing Western axtis~ts from Roy Ayers to David Byrne. 

Saxophonist, singer, and political activist Seun Kuti who recently completed a brilliant new record with producer Brian Eno keeps his illustrious father’s ~nusical 

tradition in ci~culation. After Fela’s death in 1997, Seun then only fourteen years old took over his father’s role as the lead singer of band and seasoned 

powerhouse Egypt 80. An intensely physical performer and a firebrand player, Seun Kuti unites musical abandon and social conscience into a sheer force of nature. His 

large combo’s incendiary rh~hms and incantatoo~ vocals promise to be among the most visceral sounds to shake local stages this year. 

An article recently Published in The Atlantic further de~fibing Sean Kuti’s music and activism www.theatlantic.com/intemationaliavchive/2012/02/afrobeat-tbr- 

fie edom- nigefias- tim- ~[y- of- m~sica] - acfi vism/252612/ 

Additionally, here is a short video from PBS in which Seun pertbrms the rifle ~)ng ti~om his new album, From Africa with Fray: Rise 

www.pbs.org/arts/galle~/quick- hits- seun- lartfi- nmsic-video/02- seun- kufi- rise- music-video/ 

Finally, we would be most grateful if you could forwa~fl this inforn~ation on to friends, colleagues, and any interested stadents who might appreciate this performance. I 

have attached a PDF that describes the event and how best ways to get tickets. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have questions about this performance. 

Perfonnnnce Details: 
Seun Kuti & Egypt 80 

Thursday, April 5 

8pi Duke Universiy’s Page Auditorium 

Presented by Duke Performances 

For tickets visit: bitl,i/pOq 1 $3 

Thanks & best regards, 

Eliza Bray 

Outreach, Duke Performances 

Eliza.brav~,~duke.edu 

919-660-3356 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rich~xd, Monica L <mrichar&~}email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 6:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

SURF Notificatiou 

Dr. Sahle, 

listed you as the faculty research advisor on the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship application. We are copying you on the 

decision letter that was sent to 

Best regards, 

Monica 

Dear 

The Office for Undergraduate Research (OUR) regrets to inform you that your application for an OUR Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship ~SURF) 
couid not be funded fhL’; year. The selection committee had a difficult task, as we received 209 excellent proposaL’;, but we were able to make oniy 80 

awards, We wish that resources were available to fund additionai deserving projects, We appreciate your interest in the OUR, and hope we can be of 

assistance in the future. 

Please contact Monica Richard, if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 

Pafricia g, Pukkiia, Professor of Biology and 

Associate Dean¯ Office for Undergraduate Research 

Monica Richard, Program Administrator 
Office for Undergraduate Research 
(T) 919-843-7763 ] (E)._m._[]..c_.h__a._[.d__r.~_~__m.__a_!J._.u__D_g_s.e__d.__u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 30, 2012 11:36 AM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlmnbert@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Honors tbr next year 

Dem Mike and Eunice, 

came to see me this morning about doing Honors for next yem. He decl~:red his African studies major this semester and so did not get the interest 

meeting email I sent out in Februmy. (That email was sent using a list of students who declared their major by last September.) He would like to do Honors and will be 

contacting you to see if either of you are interested/able to supervise his thesis. He must send his proposa1 to me by next Thursday, which means that you’ll have to look 

at it before then. Please give consideration to his lequest, and if you decide to supervise him send me an email to that effect. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of AIi-o- American Studies 

Depa~;tment of African and AI~o-Amefican Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Unive~si~ of North C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:/iw~,w~umass~edu,’umpm ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books,’T- 8059.html 

http://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00780 

http://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickles, John <jpickles@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 6:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Geography 

EurlJce, 

I tried calling over the last two days. Send me some times and days that work... Weekends fine too. 

John 

John Pickles 

Earl N Phillips Distinguished Profes~r of Iatemational Studies 

Chair, Department of Geography 

UtfiversiW ofNort~ Ca~colina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

On Mar 28, 2012, at 10:49 AM, "SaNe, Ennice N" <eunice(~)ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear John, 

I hope you are well. 

If you have time kindly give me a call at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

¯ This is about some matter in your geography. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, ~ 7:13 PIvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Nigeria, Shell etc 

A found a few based on quick searches. I haven’t look through them at all yet but here are a few links: 

htto://onlinelibrar¥.wile¥.com/doi/’lO..tOO2/sd.’168/odf 

http://www.jstor .orq!sta ble!762742?seq = :t 

http: //onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/J.O.J.OO2!csr. 49/pdf 

Let me know if those are what you were looking for! 

.~email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 

BA Global Studies 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:59 PM 
To: 
Subject: Nigeria, Shell etc 

Dear 

Any luck on articles on CSR pertaining to Shell in Nigeria? 

Thanks. 
Dr, SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com~ 

Sunday, 9:08 PIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Tue~tay Meeting? 

Professor Sable, 

Would you be willing to Ineet with our group Tuesday at 4:30pm? 

Political Science and Global Studies 

University of North Carolina at Cha~l Hill 

Class of 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alice Link ~-~alicelink college@mcgraw-hill.c~m> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 5:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

McGraw- Hill Values Your Opinion - GLOBAL STUDIES: Af6ca, 14~e 

EXPAND YOUR WORLD WITH GLOBAL STUDIES! 

THIS IS AN AUT©-GENERATED NESSAGE. PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS HESSAGE. 
If you need further assistance, please contact your HcGraw-Hill Sales Representative 

or NcGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

You can dlso write to: t rivacy, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW. Suite 200. Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Colnp~xties Corporate t m ac5 

t olicy for more inibnnalion or contact privac? @~ncgraw-hill.com. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 8:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

FW: URGENT Legislative Reques~t DUE MONDAY, April 2nd 

I assume AFAM is none. 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

From: NcHale, Tammy .1 [mailto:tmchale@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, IVlarch 3:t, 20~.2 9:23 AN 
To: All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject; [asmgrs] URGENT Legislative Request DUE MONDAY, April 2nd 
This urgent message is being sent to all unit chairs and directors, as well as the administrative and business managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Our campus has received a legislative request for information related to advertising expenses for student recruitment for state funds only. Please send your 

responses to Ryan Greenway. If the answer is none, please let him know that, as well, so he knows you saw this message. I apologize for the short response time. 

The College received this request at 4:30 pm on Friday. Please respond to Ryan Greenway (~Ireenway@uncedu) by 2 pm on Monday (this will allow time to 

compile our response by 5 pro, the due date/time we were given). 

There are four pieces of information needed to fulfill this request: 

:1) budgeted FY:ll-:[2 advertising expenses specifically for student recruitment 

2) an estimate of the actual expenses for FY:l:l-12 (it makes sense to me that this would be the same as #1, but feel free to report a different figure if you have 

other information) 

3) a general description of the student recruitment expenses for 2011-2012 (journal advertising; billboards; etc). 

4) indicate whether the expenses are budgeted or paid from a state receipt account (3-8xxxx) or a state appropriation/tuition account (2-xxxxx) 

Thank you for your prompt response. 

Tammy 

Tammy McHafe 

Sr Asso(: I.’)ean - Finance and Planning 

College of Arts & Sciences 

C8 #3~,00:205 South Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3~,00 

fax: (919) 962-24,08 
mobile: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 10:08 AM 

Greenway, Ryan <greenway@unc.edu:~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: URGENT Legislative Request DUE MONDAY, April 2nd 

Hi Ryan, 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

We did not budget nor spend any money on student recruitment in 

rha~ks, 

Jackie Wo~d 
Bus~ness Offiser 
Depar~rnent e~ PuMic Pe~cy 
217 Abemethy H~ll, CB# 3435 
Depsdrnent o~ African and Afro-American Studies 

199 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Un~versi#¢ of North Carolina 
Chapel H~L NC 27599 
p 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

F~m: NcHale, Tammy 3 [mailto:tmchale@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, Narch 3~, 20~2 9:23 A~ 
To: All Administrative Nanagers in the College d A~s & Sciences 
Subject: [asmgrs] URGE~ Legislative Request DUE NONDAY, April 2nd 

Th~s urgent: message is being sent to i~[~ un~[: thighs and dkectors, as wel~ as ~:he admmisl:rat~w~ ~nd bus~ness managers ~n the College of Arts ~nd Sdences. 

Our campus has received a legislative request for information related to advertising expenses for student recruitment for state funds only. Please send your 

responses to Ryan Greenway. If the answer is none, please let him know that, as well, so he knows you saw this message. I apologize for the short response time. 

The College received this request at 4:30 pm on Friday. Please respond to Ryan Greenway (g[A~E~_&~@_9_E~:_¢_~_£) by 2 pm on Monday (this will allow time to 

compile our response by 5 pro, the due date!time we were given). 

There are four pieces of information needed to fulfill this request: 

1) budgeted FYll-12 advertising expenses specifically for student recruitment 

2) an estimate of the actual expenses for FYll-12 (~t makes sense to me that this would be the same as #~, but feel free to report a different figure if you have 

other information) 

3) a general description of the student recruitment expenses for 201~-2012 (journal advertising; billboards; etc). 

4) indicate whether the expenses are budgeted or paid from a state receipt account (3-Sxxxx) or a state appropriation!tuition account (2-xxxxx) 

Thank you for your prompt response. 

Tammy 

Tammy NcHNe 
Sr Assoc Dean - Fh~ance and 
College of ArN & Sdences 

CB #3~00, 205 South Building 

Chapel H~tt NC 27599-3~00 

fax: (919) 962.-2~8 

moN~e: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[sej- facul~] Fwd: Fihn & Q&A, t~aturing Barbara Trent (Panama Deception), TONIGHT at 6:30pm 

FYI. 
........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [fsn] The Search for Truth featuring Barbara Trent, TONIGHT at 6:30pm 

Date:Mon, 10:04:15 -0400 

From: @gmail.com > 
Reply-To: @gmail.com> 

To:Feminist Students United! <I~u~listserv.~mc.edu> 

The Search For Truth: Screening and Q&A with Oscar winning filmmaker, former welfare mother, seasoned activist, and 
trailblazer for change, Barbara Trent 

Monday, 
UNC Hanes Art Center, Room 121 
6:30pm: Meet filmmakers & the Oscars, 7:00pro: Presentation 

The Panama Deception reveals the untold sto~ of the 1989 US invasion of Panama, the shocking events of the assault, and the true 
motivations for the invasion, explaining how and why the mainstream media collaborated with the US govelranent to deceive the American 
public. 

A film hauntingly relevant today, Ms. Trent discusses the film as a springboard for almlyzing cu~ient events, activism, the role of media, 
and the responsibility and power we all have to create change. She will discuss the interconnections between our unraveling ecosystem, our 
failing econolw, war, peace, and justice. 

Sponsored by’ the Carolina Union Activities Board 
Additional support from: the Institute for the Stu@ of the Americas, Feminist Students United and Empowei~nem Project <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@ema~l.unc.e&~">eunice@email.~mc.edu~a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emml to ~a l~ef "mailto:leave-31202052-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edn">leave-31202052- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:20 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

APRIL 5TH Documentary Screening at Duke...Central American Migrants and health sewices 

Hello Eve~’one! ! 

Our Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas is hosling a documentmy screening and Q+A with the film maker. It is an e~xemely 

interesting documentaxy, and this is a unique optx~rtunity to speak with the film maker, who has very unique, hands-on experience in the immigration process. 

I really all hope to see you there! Thank you!! 

Cydney Juslman 

I:Ni Mlgrantes Traspasandoel Drama Flyer.jpg 



For more intbrmation contact: 

Cydney Elizabeth Jnstman 

MSc in Global Hea]th Candidate 

Duke Universi .ty 2013 

Sky, N: SemillaEkua 

c51dne,~-.i ustman(~ duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~anken@email.unc.e&~> 

graduation - honors students 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 

I just wanted to let you know that at least one of our students has received honors from her other major department I was on and she’s been 

granted honors in that department for a paper that was focused on 

In case we keep track of this, I thought I’d let you know-. Her thesis drew on her work in many of the AIicican studies classes she took, and Georges was mentioned by name in response to 
one of her defense questions’. 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, Phi) 
Assistant Prnfessor 
Department nf African and African American Studies 
109 Battle tlal[, CB ¢¢3395 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

elena yehia < @yahoo.corn> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:39 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] SMWG in the AAA? 

Hello evelyone, 

I have been away for ages and really Iniss SMWG and all the SMWGers... Unfoi~unately, have not been receiving the group’s messages since Iny UNC email has been 

suspended, so this might be a redundant question but I wanted to know if anyone is cnrrently organizing or interested in participating in a panel at the npcoming AAAs 

related to the recent uprisings (doesn’t need to be just about the Arab world)?? Please let me know. 

with lots of love, 

elena 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,~,email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31203253-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

elena yehia < ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 1:27 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] change ofemml 

hello agafin, 

Instead of the previous email, I can now be reached at ( 

thanks, elena 

From: elena yehia <             ~yahoo.com> 
To: Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 2, 2012 2:08:40 PM 
Subject: SMWG in the AAA? 

Hello everyone, 

I have been away for ages ~ld really niiss SMWG and all the SMWGers... Unfortunately, have not been receiving the group’s messages since my UNC email has been 

suspended, so tliis might be a redundant question but I wanted to know if anyone is cmrently organizing or interested in paxticipating in a panel at tile upcoming AAAs 

related to the recent uprisings (doesn’t need to be just about the Arab world)?? Please let me know. 

with lots of love, 

elena 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emaAl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank eInail to leave-31203695-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IRB <irb no reply(~emaikunc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:22 PM 

@live.anc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

IRB Notice 

To~ 

GlobaJ Studies 

F~n: Non- BiomedicaJ IRB 

Date:          RE: Contingencies to be addres~d tbllowing IRB Review 
Submission Type: Inifia] 

Study #: 

Study Title: 

This sub~nission has been reviewed by the IRB. This is not an IRB approv~J. You may not implement the research activities described in your sub~nission until you have 

received a memo indicating fins] IRB approval. The IRB determined that fl~is submission IVIAY BE APPROVED, pending stipulated change(s) and/or clarification(s). 

Your review roll be found online at the link below. You roll be able to respond to each stipulation using the online system. 

http://apps.research.unc.edwirb/eform l~outing.cfm?mafftefid       &Section attachments 

CC: Eunice SaNe, Ati-ican and Afico-American Studies 

IRB Informational Message ~1 please do not use email REPLY to this address 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 2, 2012 3:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Can you have dinner with and me on April 23? Also were you able to get funds for graduation from the Dean’s Office? 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 7:35 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Tues. news + NC-AAUP letter + Wed. Teach I~r/Speak Out 

Teach In/Speak OUT! on Senate Bill 575 starting at 4:30 pm Wednesday, April 4th on the steps of South Building. 

Attend to be informed. 

State Personnel Act Protections for ALL STAFF! 

[Letter to Chancellors re: Senate Bill 575] 

North Carolina Conference of the American Association of University Professors (NC-AAUP) Letter to Administrations 
http://stopsb575.wordpress.com 

Health divide in NC reflects economic disparities 

http://www.wral .com/news/state/story/:10937272/ 

N.C. Industrial Commission to review workers’ comp policies 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~t2/~4/~3/~t976375/nc-industria~-c~mmissi~n-t~-review.htm~ 

Perdue names Dempsey Benton to head N.C. unemployment agency 

http://www.news~bserver’c~m/2~I2/~4/~2/I975833/perdue-names-dempsey-bent~n~t~.htm~ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: @yahoo.corn 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orq> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 7:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Porter wins teaching award! 

Eunice, 

T wanted you to be the first to know that T won the Students’ Undergraduate Teaching and Staff Award for 20"12. This make me a three time winner of this award (1992, 2002, 

2012). The award was created in 1989 to recognize teaching excellence (staff wasn’t added until 2004,), and nominations come from faculb/, staff and students. T understand 

that there is going to be an awards ceremony on April ].’i, but T’ve heard nothing about the time yet. 

On a less happy note, I have been                                       . I plan to eat breakfast and then sleep between then and my office hours this afternoon, in 

hopes that I will wake up a new man (!) So I fully expect to be present for office hours today. But if I’m running late or something, I wanted to let you know what is going on. 

Robert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, lO: 11 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwgOl @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Workers’ Rights Teach-in/Speak OUT!, Wednesday, 

SAW Speak-Out Flyer.pdf 

4:30pm 

\Vhat: Teach-in and Speak-out 

\Vhen: "Wednesday,        4:30pm 

\Vhere: Steps of South Building (Rain Location: Dey 305) 

On the anniversary of Martin Lnther King’s tragic assassination in the midst of his passionate fight tbr labor justice, the Coalition for Workplace Democracy will be 

holding a Teach ~n, Speak OUT! on Senate Bill 575 starting at 4:30 pm \¥ednesday         on the steps of South Building. 

Have you heard of Senate Bill 575? 

If passed, it will remove 22,000 UNC Syste~n employees from the protections of the State Personnel Act (SPA) and give the Board of Governors the sole authori~" to 

determine the parmneters ofetnployment ~ including setting hedlth m~d disabili~ benefits, wages, grievance policies, disciplina~~ measures mad hutn~l resources 

policies which would mema that there wonld be no higher authority~ no e~ernal, objective sys~tem of checks and balances to catch possible or actual abuses of power. 

Tiffs would create a work environment that silences and oppresses Uuiversity workers even more. 

Come learn more at this Teach Irv/Speak Out from union o~anizers, s~dents, community members, and the workers who the bill will effec!! 

And in the meaJatime, check oat !attp:,/stopsb575.wordpress.com/tbr more inlb’. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

s~nwg01 as: eunice~)e~no~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31210271-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(dblistserv.nnc.edtl 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishn&hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 10:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Great Eunice! I am checking with        on a time for dinner on Monday, April 23. We will be at Ruth Crisp in Durham, across from South Point Mall. Let me know 

if you have any questions. We will talk closer to the dinner, so we can go over talking points for you. 

Best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From-’ Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-’ Monday, April 02, 2012 3:25 PM 

To,, Hall, Ishna 
S,,bject-" RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Dear Ishna, 

Thanks for this note. 

Yes, I can and also the Dean’s office will fund the graduation. 

On another note, Beth at the registrar’s office but will get inform, we need from 200-2011 to us this week. 

Many thanks for everything. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-’ Hall, Ishna 
Sent-’ Monday, April 02, 2012 3:22 PM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Can you have dinner with and me on April 23? Also were you able to get funds for graduation from the Dean’s Office? 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,            10:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

Professor SaNe, 

Here are the tweets sent by and a critiques he wrote about 

http:i/w~v.theatlantic.com/intemalional/avcNve/ 

Best, 

Not at all what I think, but some interesting things to ponder. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 11:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Final Details Ii~r Dinner 

Dinner is at 8pm 

Ruth’s Chris Steak House 

7007 Fayetteville Rd, 

Hilton Garden Inn - Southpoint, 

Durham, NC 27713-8725 

Phone: (919) 361 - 0123 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 03, 2022 20:23 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Great Eunice! I am checking with        on a time for dinner on Monday, April 23. We will be at Ruth Crisp in Durham, across from South Point Mall. Let me know 

if you have any questions. We will talk closer to the dinner, so we can go over talking points for you. 

Best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Monday, April 02, 2022 3:25 PM 

To: Hall, lshna 
Subject; RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Dear Ishna, 

Thanks for this note. 

Yes, I can and also the Dean’s office will fund the graduation. 

On another note, Beth at the registrar’s office but will get inform, we need from 200-2022 to us this week. 

Many thanks for everything. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2022 3:22 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Can you have dinner with and me on April 23? Also were you able to get funds for graduation from the Dean’s Office? 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:44 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Wiener, Margaret Joyce <mwiene@email.unc.edtr~; Escobar, Am~ro 

’<aescobar@email.unc.edu-~ 

hnors thesis defense, 

Dear Eunice and Margaret: 

As you know, we will be having honor’s thesis defense next Monday 
at 10:00 am 

in 313 Alumni (Anthro Loua~ge). I have asked to give a short (10 
min presentation) 
about the thesis and her work The thesis ended up being a bit longer 
than expected, 
but I think it’s of excellent quali~z. Thanks to Margaret for starting 
her off last semester, 
and to Eunice, I am sure, for many conversations with on this and 
related subject. 

’]Till next Monday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 11:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Great! 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 11:43 AM 

To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Dear Ishna, 

Thanks so much for this and the email confirming the time[ 

Looking forward to touching base before the dinner. My home is within walking distance to the restaurant so I am familiar with the location. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 10:23 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Great Eunice! I am checking with        on a time for dinner on Monday, April 23. We will be at Ruth Crisp in Durham, across from South Point Mall. Let me know 

if you have any questions. We will talk closer to the dinner, so we can go over talking points for you. 

Best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 3:25 PM 

To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Dear Ishna, 

Thanks for this note. 

Yes, I can and also the Dean’s office will fund the graduation. 

On another note, Beth at the registrar’s office but will get inform, we need from 200-2011 to us this week. 

Many thanks for everything. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 3:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Can you have dinner with and me on April 23? Also were you able to get funds for graduation from the Dean’s Office? 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



:134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(9:[9) 962-253:1 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Margaret Wiener <~mwiener@ad.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 11:48 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Wiener, Margaret Joyce <mwiener@email.unc.edu>; Escobar, Arturo 
<aescobar@email.unc.edt~- 

Re: hnols thesis defense, 

Thanks, Arturo. And thanks for finishing her up’. 

Margaret 

On       11:44 AM, aescobar wrote: 
Dear Eunice and Margaret: 

As you know, we will be having      honor’s thesis defense next 
Monday      at ] 0:00 am 
in 313 Alumni (2mthro Lounge). I have asked to give a short (10 
min presentation) 
about the thesis and her work The thesis ended up being a bit longer 
than expected, 
but I think it’s of excellent quality ’]’hanks to Margaret for 
starting her off last semester, 
and to Eunice, I am sure, for many conversations with on this and 
related subject 

’]Till next Monday, 

arturo 

Margaret Wiener 
Associate Professor 
Department of Antl-tropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3115, Alurrmi Bldg 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

919-962-2399 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:52 AM 

Wiener, Margaret Joyce <mwiene@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Wiener, Maxgaxet Joyce <mwiene@email.unc.edu> 

Re: hnols thesis defense, 

She’s veW smart, as you both know, and super responsible on top of that .. 

best, 
arturo 

On         11:47 AM, Margaret Wiener wrote: 
Thanks, Arturo. And thanks for finishing her tap! 

Margaret 

On 11:44 AM, aescobar wrnte: 
>> Dear Eunice and Margaret: 
>> 

>> As you know, we will be having honor’s thesis defense next 
>> Monday     at 10:00 am 
>> in 313 Alumni (Anthro Lounge). I have asked tn give a short 
>> (10 rain presentation) 
>> about the thesis and her work. The thesis ended up being a bit 
>> longer than expected, 
>> but I think it’s of excellent quality. Thanks to Margaret [’or 
>> starting her off last semester, 
>> and to Eunice, I am sure, for many conversations with on this 
>> and related subject 
>> 

>> Till next Monday, 
>> 

>> arturo 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Margaret Wiener <~mwiener@ad.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 11:52 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Wiener, M~g~et Joyce <mwiener@email.unc.edu> 

Re: hnols thesis defense, 

Absolutely! 

On       11:51 AM, aescobar wrote: 
She’s ve~9’ smart, as you both know, and super responsible on top of 
that .. 

best, 
amlro 

On          11:47 AM, Margaret Wiener wrote: 
>> Thanks, Arturo And thanks for finishing her up! 
>> 

>> Margaret 
>> 

>> On 11:44 ANd. aescobar wrote: 
>>> Dear Eunice and Margaret: 

>>> As you l~ow, we will be having       honor’s thesis defense next 
>>> Monday     at 10:00 am 
>>> in 313 Alumni (Anthro Lounge) I have asked to give a short 
>>> (10 rain presentation) 
>>> about the thesis and her work. The thesis ended up being a bit 
>>> longer than expected, 
>>> bm I think it’s of excellem quality Thanks to Margaret for 
>>> starting her oft" last semester, 
>>> and to Eunice, I am sure, for many conversations with on this 
>>> and related subject. 

>>> Till next Monday, 

Margaret Wiener 
Associate Professor 
Department of Anthropology 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3115, Altmmi Bldg 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

919-962-2399 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:59 AM 

Wiener, Ma~aret Joyce <mwiene@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: hnors thesis defense, 

That’s a great idea, Margaret. If you know how- to do it, pls let me kno~v. 
I’d like to suggest Highest honors" at any rate, based on both the thesis 

and her work as a whole (Eunice knows more about her other work, which 
include 
a book chapter in print in a book Eunice is co-editing) So ,pls. let 
me know tf 
you have the info and I will write the nomination, oi? 

best, 
arturo 

On         11:53 AM. Margaret Wiener wrote: 
Arturo, I’m thinking we should nominate her for best honors thesis. 

Margaret 

Or 11:51 AM. aescobar wrote: 
>> She’s very smart, as you both know, and super responsible on top of 
>> t2aat .. 
>> 

>> best, 
>> arturo 

>> 

>> On 11:47 AM, Margaret Wiener wrote: 
>>> ’]’hanks, Armro. And thanks :[’or :finishing her upt 

>>> Margaret 

>>> On      11:44 AM. aescobar wrobe: 
>>>> [)ear Eunice and Margaret: 

>>>> As you know, we will be having      honor’s thesis defense next 
>>>> Monday     at 10:00 am 
>>>> in 313 Alumni (Anthro Lounge) I have asked to give a short 
>>>> ( 10 min presentation) 
>>>> about the thesis and her work. The thesis ended up being a bit 
>>>> longer than expected, 
> >>> but I think it’s of excellent quality. ~Ihanks to Margaret for 
>>>> starting her off last semester, 
>>>> and to Eunice, I am sure, for many conversations with :~n this 
>>>> and related subject. 

>>>> Till next Monday, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pearson Higher Edncation <examcopies@communications.pearsonhighered.net~ 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 2:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

New ficom Peaxson: Social Media and Public Relations by BreaJaenddge 

iNi Pearson -Always Learning 

i.~.i Higher Education 

Dear Professor Sable, 

The new text Social Media and Public Relations~ 
Eight New Practices for the PR Professional, by 

Deirdre Breakenridge, is now available. 

In this text, industry thought-leader Deirdre 

Breakenridge teaches and demonstrates the eight 

new skills and mindsets PR/marketing pros need to 

build brands and engage customers in a social 

world. 

Highlights include: 

This text shows professionals how to 

systematically expand their roles, 
improve their processes, and sharpen their 

strategies to engage with today’s more 

sophisticated and socialized customers. 

Social media offers an unprecedented 

opportunity to make PR succeed more 

powerfully than ever before, which is why 

this text shows how to reinvent PR around 

two-way conversations with traditional and 

new influencers. 

iXi bookcover 

Request a 
printed exam copy 

Email your 
Pearson Representative 

Deirdre Breakenridge is an author, entrepreneur and CEO of Pure 

Performance Communications. A twenty=year veteran in PR and marketing, 

Deirdre speaks nationally and internationally on the topics of PR, social media 

and marketing. She is a recognized PR blogger at PR 2.0 strategies, and also 

the co-founder of #PRStudChat., a dynamic twitter chat with PR professionals, 

educators and students. 

For more information or to request a print desk copy, contact your Pearson 
/ representative pearsonhighered.com/educator~ replocator with ISBN 0132983214. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Graue 
Assistant Marketing Manager 
FT Press, an Imprint of Pearson 

800 E. 96th St. 
Indianapolis, IN 46240 

Pearson Hiqher Education I 800 E. 96th St. I Indianapolis, IN 46240 
If: you wish to change your email pref:erences f:rom Pearson, please click here. 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 2:56 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Afri Robins’ textbook 

Dear professor, 

I made the mistake of waiting for the last minute to buy the Robins’ textbook. I thought I could just go in Student Stores and buy it at any time. Unfortunately, the book is not 
in stock and I have to wait at least 3-6 business days if I order it online. Barnes & Noble only stocks it if someone orders it, so I would also have to wait a few days until they 
have it. 
I sent the class an email asking if I could borrow someone’s copy in the meantime, but I was wondering if you have any suggestions on what I should do if no one replies to 
my desperate email. 

Thankyou ~ryourtime, 



From: ~@ivea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Thesis 

Attach: Thesis Draft.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

All I can do right now is sincerely apologize for being unreachable for the last week and a half. Please know that this has only been the case because of personal issues I’ve 
been confronting, rrn not sure if Dr. Jordan informed you, but                            two Wednesdays ago and I have been back and forth between here and 
Charlotte most of last week and the week prior, trying help expedite her recovery. I am very behind on emails but I have been trying my best to keep up with my school work - 
my thesis included. As of now                                                        this past weekend and things have seemed better since then. 

As far as my thesis goes, I don’t know what kind of timeline we’re working with, but I’d still like to defend it if that is still a possibility, and I still feel confident that I can do that 
successfully. The only part that I have left to do is re-format all my citations because as I believe I told you in a previous email, I’ve been typing my work in a Google document 
because they save continuously, but the Google docs do not maintain the footnote format when I transfer my work into a Microsoft word document in order to print and email. 
At this point, all of this is at your discretion as I’m sure my intermittent communication has added undue stress to the work you as well as Dr. Jordan have had to do. I am still 
in the process of catching up with older emails, but the new one’s I receive I am answering promptly now, so please don’t worry that this lapse in communication will occur 
again. 

Again, I sincerely apologize for everything 

Class of 
Histo~?" m~d Africaaa-Americ~ Studies Major 

"The historiaaa’s task is to preserve eve .ryt~hing that has substaJ~tive 

significance and to resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latte~ day 
perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Marable 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lindsay (h~egoi?’ <lindsayg@fxconferences.com> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 4:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Audio Conf- *Preparing for 2012: Regulato~ Update for Device & Diagnostic Companies 

In an efiblt to provide a value-added service to our customers and partners, FX Conferences is pleased to invite you to an upcoming audio conference. If you think that somebody else at 
your company ;vould be interested, please feel Iicee to pass on this email. 

*Preparing for 2012: Regulator?, Update for Device & Diagnostic Companies 

Speaker: Helen Colquhoun, Pleiad Inc 

Available Dates: 

*Monday, April 11 th, 2012 - 2pm EST 
*Wednesday, April 13th, 2012 - 2pmEST 

You can sign-up for this audio conference at: 
h ttp://,aavw.fxconferelrces com/Preparin~-for-2012-Re~ulatorv-Update-for-Device-Dia~nostic-Companies-P875 a spx 

Audio conference highlights: 

2011 was quite a year for publishing proposed ma3or changes to the regulator?, licamework for medical device and diagnostics manufacturers It is likely that more certaint5’ will be introduced 
during 2012 as to what the changes will be and how the?- ;vill affect MD&D companies. The major topics include the 510K process in the US, the planned recast of the Medical Device 
Directives in the EU, potential changes to the informed consent process for sample collection in the US, planned changes to the monitoring guidance in the US, and the changes to the ISO 
14155 standard issued in 2011 

In this audio conference, our speaker reviews the changes or proposed changes to the regulatory framework, discusses the implications :For MD&D companies, and describe how best to 
plan for future changes. The presentation also provides pointers on when the changes currently in draft form are likely to be implemented. ’]?his audio conference is intended to summarize 
the 2011 regulatory landscape for MD&r) companies, and help them prepare [’or 2012 and beyond. 

This audio conference covers: 

*’]?he proposed changes to the 510K process in the US 
*The planned recast nfthe medical device directives in the EU 
*’]’he impact of planned changes to the Common Rule in the US 

*The recently issued revised monitoring guidance in the US 
*’]’he issued revised ISO 14155 standard for GCP in medical device trials 

Registration fee: US $249.00 per line 

If you have any questions about this event, please send an email to acsupport@fxtrans.com 

Regards, 

FX Conferences 
1001 Watertown Street 
Newton, MA 02465 

(To opt out, send an email to unsubscribe@fxtrans.com’.’subject e~mice@email.unc.edu, and you will be removed from our audio conference email list) 

The preceding was an adveltisement for FXConferences. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hill, Debm M <dmhill@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mmling list <cursthcultylNlow@liskserv.unc.edtr> 

[curs faculty fellows] 

.pdf 

i 5PMTO6PM 

Send 

HOUSE I i08 BATTI..[! LANE 

pJay early country and string band music 
and have a passion for close vocal harmonies, 

at UNC - Chapel Hill, 
at the Center for Urban & Regional Studies. They have 

made music together for more than a decade, performing 
regularly in Lheir home town,             , Their t~ght 

gu~ta~gfidd~e blend melds expressive ~nstrumental work 
with heartfelt vocals to bring Wu heart achin’ duets, driving 

fiddle tunes, and songs of love and loss, 
w~{~ be joined by spedN #uests, local mus~dans 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
cursthcultytEllows a.s: <a href "mailm:eunice@emml.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.eduv£a-< To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 
emafil to <a hmD"mafilto:leave- 31213648-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31213648- 
43127920.607d3960bfgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<7’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon < @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 10:14 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Hello 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

I will be in the Democratic Repnblic of the Congo from Jtfly 6 throngh July 15, so unfortunately I will not be able to teach during the second summer session. 

Thanks again for thi~dng of me. 

Best, 

On Tue, Apr 3, 2012 at 5:19 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please call me at 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Professor Pierce Freelon / 

UNC Chapel Hill /North Carolina Central UniversiU 

DOWNLOAD FREEDOM SUITE NOW! 

(ft. music by Nnenna/9th Wonder/Phonte/Geechi Suede 

&interviews with ?useflove/Angela Davis/Herbie Hancock) 

xi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:54AM 

SaNe, Em~ceN<em~ce@emml.~mc.ed~> 

Response Paper 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I realise that you don’t not offer office hours today for my class but I was hoping that you might have a few moments at some point to go over my response paper with me. 
I’ve not been assigned one yet since I’ve been here and now that I’m working on it, rm struggling quite a lot. If you have the time that would be great. Otherwise I will see you 
in class on Thursday. 

Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel 

www.dailytarheel.com 
(c) 



From: ?}gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:22 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Today? 

Professor Sal~le, 
Are you availalble to meet with tne today around 10am? I’m sorry if s sho~nt notice! 

Political Science and Globa] Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

Class of 



From: ~(}gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: Today? 

Would 12:30 be better? 

On           8:22 AM, ’                        ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Professor Sahle, 

Are you availalble to meet with me today around 10am? I’m son3’ it’s short notice! 

Political Scieuce and Global Studies 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 10:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Today’? 

Ok, see you at 12:30. Thanks! 

On 

Dear 

Yes. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

9:57 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: (~qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:22 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Today? 

Professor SaNe, 
Are you availalble to meet ruth me today around 10am? I’m sony it’s short notic!! 

PoliticaJ Science and Globa] Studies 

Univelsi~ ofNortk Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 10:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Today’? 

Maybe 12:20 then? 

On 9:59 AM, ’ 

Ok, see you at 12:30. Thanks’. 

On, 

Dear 

Yes. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

9:57 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:22 AN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Today? 

Prot~ssor Sahle, 

Are you availalble to meet with me today around 10am? I’m sorry it’s short notice! 

Political Science mad Global Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, l ] :41 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edtr~; Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; 

<steve wing@unc.edtc,; @g~nail.com 

[slnwg01 ] Environmental & Food Justice Field trip - this Saturday, APRIL 7th! 

@email.unc.edu>; Wing, Steve 

Hello everyone! 

rm pulling together a field to Warren County, North Carolina, for a service-learning class. We have about 3 spaces left to fill in the van (and you’re welcome to join us and 
drive yourself as well). PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO STUDENTS WHO MAY BE INTERESTED! 

We will leave from UNC around 10 am, and likely return by about 6 pm. Lunch will be provided. 

Warren County, often called the ’birthplace of environmental justice’ was instrumental in challenging the discriminatory siting of waste landfills in areas that are primarily poor 
and African-American. On this field trip, we’ll learn about the history of this movement from a community leader active in one of the churches that was central to the 
movement. We will visit the site of the remediated landfill as well. We will also learn about local efforts towards food justice today - the construction of a commuNty kitchen; 
local sourcing for area schools; small scale sustainable farming initiatives.., and so much more! 

Warren County offers an incredible teaching/learning example for those of us in the Triangle area. This trip is organized through Working Landscapes, a nonprofit that is 
working towards more sustainable and equitable community-university partnerships, and a great resource for engaged scholars. 

If you are interested in attending, please RSVP BY THURSDAY AT 9 AM ( @email.unc.edu) 

¯ -- You are cuirently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31219164-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listsela~.unc.edu 



Fi~olll¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shared Tables Symposium < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 1:04 PM 

@gmal.com>; Olich, Jacqueliue M <imolich~b~email.unc.edtr~; Griest, Laura Elisabet 
<lauragfiest@unc.edt~>; ~t)kenm~- flagler.unc.edu; @gmaAl.com>; 
< ~)live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edt~; ~unc.edu 

Shared Tables Follow-up & Resources 

Good afternoon, 

Thank you for your attendance at the recent Shared Tables: Triangle Svmposium on Global and Local FoodStudies hosted at UNC-Chapel Hill and Duke 

University. The Independent’s Victoria Bouloubasis observed that the audience lei~ "wide-eyed" after learning the multif~ceted and somewhat controversial 

challenges in food studies today along with the bold solutions proposed by speakers. 

The symposium successfully generated considerable interest in key issues related to food studies on a local and global scale, challenging attendees to consider 

their social responsibilities as informed consunrers to affect positive change on a broader scale. 

The conferen ce also had a practical impact on the environment as we composted a total of ~l 6.5 bags of waste, while only sending 4 bags of garbage to the landfill. 

Additionally, many attendees utilized public transportation, and carbon offsets were purchased for those who travelled to attend. Thank you for partnering with 

us to lessen our environmental footprint. 

To continue learning more about food studies and sustainability, we invite you to use the resources at the Shared Tables website. Please consider sharing this 

information ~vith colleagues and friends. 

¯ View a video recording of the lecture by Will Allen and a media summary of the lecture by Tom Philpot 

¯ Connect with Shared Tables vendors and exhibitors 

¯ Learn how to bake the delicious scones offered at the UNC daytime program 

¯ View photos of speakers and guests during the two-day symposium 

¯ Revisit speaker presentations 

¯ Explore additional information on food issues and sustainability through our recommended reading list 

Please share your thoughts on the conference by completing this short evaluation. Your invaluable feedback will be helpful in planning future conferences. 

Thank you. 

Sin cerely, 

Shared Tables Co-Sponsors 

Triangle University Food Studies (TUFS) 

UNC Center for Slavic Eurasian and East European Studies [CSEEES) 

UNC Center for Sustainable Enterprise (CSE) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Response Paper 

Dear Prof SaNe, 

Thank you for getting back to me. Unfortunately I missed these times because I was in class. I will just be sure to take on board any comments on this paper for the next one. 
I did have one question though: what style of citations are we supposed to use? I don’t recongnise it from the guide you sent us, so if you have the name of the referencing 
style I could look it up. 

Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel 

www.dailytarheel.com 
(c) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            :10:00 AM 

Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Dear 

Here are possible times today. 

:t0.30am or I:t.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Response Paper 

Dear Dr SaNe, 

I realise that you don’t not offer office hours today for my class but I was hoping that you might have a few moments at some point to go over my response paper with me. 
I’ve not been assigned one yet since I’ve been here and now that I’m working on it, rm struggling quite a lot. If you have the time that would be great. Otherwise I will see you 
in class on Thursday. 

Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel 

www.dailytarheel.com 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 1:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Thesis 

Thanks Eunice -- I should have been a little more slrict fiom my end. 

On           at 11:13 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Thank you for your email. I am deeply sorry to hear I am glad to know that 

In terms of the thesis, we need to see it in a complete format - citations (footnotes or endnotes) and it has be at a minimum between 50 - 60 pages by Tuesday 

so that Professor Jordan and I can make an informed determination of the way forward that week. The first University deadline for completion of honors 
thesis is on Monday and the second one will be upon in about 2 and half weeks. 

Please let me know if you can submit a completed thesis by 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ,~. live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:[;6 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

All I can do right now is sincerely apologize for being unreachable for the last week and a half. Please know that this has only been the case because of personal 
issues I’ve been confronting, rm not sure if Dr. Jordan informed you, but                            two Wednesdays ago and I have been back and 
forth between here and Charlotte most of last week and the week prior, trying help expedite her recovery. I am very behind on emails but I have been trying my 
best to keep up with my school work - my thesis included. As of now this past weekend 
and things have seemed better since then. 

As far as my thesis goes, I don’t know what kind of timeline we’re working with, but I’d still like to defend it if that is still a possibility, and I still feel confident 
that I can do that successfully. The only part that I have left to do is re-format all my citations because as I believe I told you in a previous email, rve been 
typing my work in a Google document because they save continuously, but the Google docs do not maintain the footnote format when I transfer my work into a 
Microsoft word document in order to print and email. At this point, all of this is at your discretion as rm sure my intermittent communication has added undue 
stress to the work you as well as Dr. Jordan have had to do. I am still in the process of catching up with older emails, but the new one’s I receive I am 
answering promptly now, so please don’t worry that this lapse in communication will occur again. 

Again, I sincerely apologize for everything 

Class of 
Histoiy and Afric~l-Alnerican Studies Major 

"The histori~l’s task is to preserve everyt2dng that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation ofimIx~sing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Maxining Marable 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



Fror~-" 

"ro: 

Byers, Michael <michael.byers@ubc.ca> 
Wednesday, April 4, 2012 3:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Fw: Meeting with Eunice Sahle, UNC Chapel Hill 

Dear Eunioe, 

FYI. Should we look at mid-September dates, tentatively? 

Yours, 

Michael 

Fro~: Derek Gregory <derek.gregory@geog.ubc.ca> 
To: Byers, Michael 
Sent: Wed Apt 04- 09:59:4:[ 20:[2 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Eunice SaNe, UNC Chapel Hill 

Dear Michael: 
Lovely to hear from you. I’d love to meet Eunice, but I’m not sure of my movements (or lack of them) in September -- 

some time in the late summer, and much depends 
on . If we could tentatively arrange something 
for mid-September that would probably be safest. 

best as ever, 

Derek 

Derek Gregory 
Peter Wall Distinguished Professor 
University of British Columbia, Vancouver 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael Byers 
To: gregory@geog.ubc.ca, eunice@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Sat, 31 Mar 2012 09:15:03 -0700 (PDT) 
Subject: Meeting with Eunice Sahle, UNC Chapel Hill 

Dear Derek, 

I hereby introduce you to my good friend Eunice Sable. 

Eunice is a former resistance member from Kenya turned refugee in Canada turned Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies at 
UNC-Chapel Hill: http:/iafriafam.unc.edu/people/eunice-sahle 

She works on citizenship and identity and colonialism and is a big fan of your work. I’m confident that you’d be similarly impressed by her. 

Eunice would like to meet with you in Vancouver sometime in September, if possible, in conjunction with a visit to Salt Spring Island to see Katharine 
and me. She has funding, so this is simply a request for a couple of hours of your time. 

Would you please respond to both Eunice and me, since I’ll need to be involved in the Salt Spring side of the scheduling? 

With many thanks! 

Michael 

Michael Byers 
Professor & Canada Research Chair 
Department of Political Science, C425-:[866 Main Mall 
University of British Columbia 

Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z1, Canada 
Tel: +1 (604) 822-3049 
E-mail: michael.byers@ubc.ca 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Afri : Crroup 1 Paper 

Attacl~: - group 1 paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my response for the material being covered by group :t. Thank you and I’ll see you tomorrow morning! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

,@live. unc.edu> 

Response 1 

Dr. Sahle, 

Attached is my first response paper. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@live. unc.edu> 

RE: Response 1 

response 1 .docx 

D~’. Sahte, 

This time I have actually attached the document. I apologize. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

Subject: Response "I 

Dr. Sahle, 

8:32 plVl 

Attached is my first response paper. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 11:28 PM 

Sal~le, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edrv~ 

Reading Respon~ 1 

Afrirestx~nse paper.doc 

Dr. SaNe, 

Attached you will find my reading response for the first set of April readings. Thank you and I will see you in class tomorrow! 

Sincerely, 

PID: 
UNC School of 3ournalism and Mass Communication 
Class of 

~live.unc.edu 



From: @emaila~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday. 12:15 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv"~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: AFRI, Response Paper #1 

Attach: AbRI, Responsel .docx 

Thanks, see you tomorrow in class! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:20 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Response Group 1: 

Altach: R1 .docx 





From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:17 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI Response Paper 

Attach: AFRI Response- 1 .doc 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

Attached you will find my first response paper. 

Thank you, 

B.A. Political Science & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies o.f the original message. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:44 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI Paper 1 

Attach: AFILI PAPER 1 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here is my paper. I’ll see you in class later. I hope you have a good morning! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Cydney Justman <cydney.justman@duke.edu> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 7:29 AM 

inll-duncplaa@duke.edu; Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edtr~; American IndiaJ~ Studies Community 

<aS~ommunity@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Reminder for TODAY:: APRIL 5TH Documentary Screening at Duke...Centra~ American Migrants m~d health sere’ices 

Hello Eve~one!! 

Our Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas and the Duke Global ttea]th Institute is hosting a documentary ~reening and Q+A ruth 

the film maker. It is m~ extretnely interesting docmnentmy, a~d fl~is is a uniqne oppo~nity to speak wifl~ the film make~; who has very unique, hands-on experience in 

the immigmlion process. 

I really all hope to see you there! Thank you!’. 

Cydney Justmma 



i.~.i Mlgrantes Traspasando el Drama Flyerjpg 

For more information contact: 



cwtnev.i ustman(a) duke.edu 

Cydney Elizabeth Justman 

MSc in Global Health Candidate 

Duke University 2013 

Sk.~pe: Semilla~kua 

c’~’dneg.justman(~duke.edu 



From: ?}gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:44 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI - Paper 1 

A~tach: Paper 1 .docx 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I’ve attached my firfft paper to this email. See you in class! 

Always, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday,            7:5 5 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Afri Response Paper #l- 

Afri -responsepaperl .docx 

Good Morning Dr. SaNe! 
Ate.ached you will find my first response paper. See you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 7:56 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Wold, JackJe <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

[~£ria£oa~] Tmvis today 

Dear Colleagues, 

In the last couple of days, Travis 

the main office will be closed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

thus, 

=_= 

You oxe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31225278 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31225278-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 7:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Travis today 

Good Morning Eunice, 

I didn’t realize 

Sonia will b*-’_~ over l:her~:" this m.:_~rning (g:30.-:1.2) - would you ~ike her to keep the office open ir~ the mornktg or should she keep the m~in office ck~sed while she’s 

there? 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

Fmm~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Thursday, April 0S, 2012 7:56 AN 

T~ afr~aN m@l~stse~,unc,edu 

~ Wold, Jackie 
Su~jeet~ Travis today 

Dear Colleagues, 

In the last couple of days, Travis 
the main office will be closed. 

thus, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Afri Restxm~ #1 

Afri, Response l .docx 

Dear Pro£ SaNe, 

My essay is attached! 

See yon soon, 

~bglnafil.com 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

International Studies B.A., International Politics 
Class of 



From: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:28 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: ~emaJl.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: groupl response 

Attach: ~£ri grouplresponse.docx 

Good morning, 
My response for the group :~ readings are attached. 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:32 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: paper 

Attach: Group 1 Paper.doc 

¯ Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Class of 

@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on beholf of 

"@live.unc.edu; 

Thursday,            8:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.~mc.edtr> 

@live .unc .edu"> 

Reading Response One 

_ResponseOne.pdf 

Professor SaNe, 

My reading is attached. I atx>logize ![br the slight delW. I waited to send the response until this morning to do some final tweaks, and then my intemet went down as I 
went to log on to submit the assignment a~d it took ten minntes to get it working aga~. I promise this will not happen again. 

Thank you and see you in class, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

Political Science, Globs] Studies. Arabic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

gabriela valdivia <          @hotmail.com> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 9:59 AM 

intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Political Ecology course offered Fall 2012 

geog470_2012Fall.pdf 

Hello, 

The course Political Ecology 470 will be offered again this Fall 2012. The course is open to both graduate and undergraduate and meets Mondays, 3- 

5:30pm. Flier attached. 

If you are interested in questions about environment and society, conservation politics and practice, and the production of modern life, then this is the 

course for you! Among geographers, the phrase ’political ecology’ describes a method for examining the relationship between the economy, politics, and 

ecological concerns. Political ecologists argue that the "how" and the "why" of the environment are fundamental for understanding real-world 

environmental change, and the social change it motivates in turn. This semester, we will read about the political economy of what we eat; the 

relationships between social movements, development and environmental justice; and the natural histories of conservation practice; among other things, 

to gain a perspective on the breath of concerns political ecologists explore. The course draws on global and local perspectives on nature-society relations. 

If you have questions, send me an e-mail. 

Very best, 

Gabriela Valdivia 

Gabriela Valdivia 
Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: riefkohl@email.unc.edu 
To: intl-duncplas@duke.edu; ba-ltam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: FW: Is this something you can disseminate to listservs 
Date: Tue, 3 Apt 20:~2 :[5:0:~:08 +0000 

Forwarded Message: 
The American Latino museum in DC is having an art contest and is inviting the community to submit work for consideration. 

http://americanlatinomuseum.org!contest! 

Thankyou, 

Marta S~nchez 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Byers, Michael <michael.byers@ubc.ca> 

Thursday. April 5, 2012 11:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting with Eunice Sahle, UNC Chapel ttill 

have e-mailed David Ley, who is no~v the head of the geography department at UBC! 

Michael Byers 
Professor & Canada Research Chair 
Depaltment of Political Science, C425-1866 Main Mall 
Universi~ of British Columbia 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z1, Canada 
Tel: +1 (604) 822-3049 
E-mail: michaehbyers@ubc.ca 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: 04 April 2012 13:07 
To: Byers, Machael 
Su~iect: RE: Meeting with Eunice Sable, UB.-C Chapel Hill 

Dear Michael, 

Mid or late September is fine. 

Also, if you think that there would be an interest in my giving a talk - either on either of the projects I am currently working on - Urban governance, citizenship and justice (Durban and 
Toronto) or geographies of violence and displacement in Kenya - in geography or any other site at UBC, please let me know Again I have institutional funding for research and travel. 

Many thanks. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Byers, Michael [michael.byers@ubc.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 3:00 PM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: Fw: Meeting with Eunice Sahle, UNC Chapel Hill 

Dear Eunice, 

FYI Should we look at mid-September dates, tentatively? 

Yours, 

Michael 

Froru: Derek Gregory <derek.gregoty@geog.ubc.ca> 
To: Byers, Michael 
Sent: Wed Apr 04 09:59:41 2012 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Eunice Sable, UB.-C Chapel Hill 

Dear Michael: 
Lovely to heat from you. I’d love to meet Eunice, but rm not sure of my movements (or lack of them) in September -- 

some time in the late sunm~er, and much depends on 
If we could tentatively arrange something for mid-September that would probably be sa~est. 

best as ever, 

Derek 

Derek Gregory 
Peter Wall Distinguished Professor 
Universi~" of British Columbia, Vancouver 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael Byers 
To: gregoty@geog.ubc.ca, eunice@emaihunc.edu 
Sent: Sat, 31 Mar 2012 09:15:03 -0700 (PDT) 
Su~iect: Meeting with Eunice Sable, UNC Chapel Hill 

Deal- Derek, 

I hereby introduce you to nay good Ii~iend Eumce Sahle. 

Eunice is a former resistance member Ii~om Kenya turned refugee in Canada turned Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies at L~NC-Chapel Hill: 
http://afriafam.uaac edu/people/eunice-sahle 

She works on citizenship and identi~z and colonialism and is a big fan of your work rm confident that you’d be similarly impressed by her. 

Eunice ~vould like to meet ~vith you in Vancouver sometime in September, if possible, in conjunction with a visit to Salt Spring Island to see Katharine and me. She has Ihnding, so this is 
simply a request for a couple of hours of your time 



Would you please respond to both Eunice and me, since I’ll need to be involved in the Salt Spring side of the scheduling? 

With man?- thanks! 

Michael 

Michael Byers 
Professor & Canada Research Chair 
Department of Political Science, C425-1866 Mare Mall 
Universit5’ of British Columbia 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1ZI, Canada 
Tel: ~ 1 (604) 822-3049 
[~mail: michael.byers@ubc.ca 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 12:31 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Patrick Duddy talk on Energy Policy in the Americas Wed. April 11 

Duddy Energy. Talk.pdf 

Please join us for this event 

Ambassador Patrick Duddy 

Energy Policy in flae America~s 

April 11,4:30-6:30pm 

Rhodes Conference Room Sanfo~ School of Public Policy 

Duke Campus 

Food and drinks provided! 

For morn information, see attached flyer or contact: 

Antonio Arce 

Assistant Director 

Center for Latin Americm~ & Caribbem~ Studies (CLACS) 

Duke University (campus tx~x 90254) 

2204 Ermn Rd. Room 138 Durham, NC 27705 

919-681-3981 office 919-681-7966 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~-- 

Thursday, 3:43 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] AAA panel: Precariedad and "Third Way" Neoliberalism in Latin America 

Please circulate rudely 

AAA Panel Proposal 

Panel Organizer: Marcos Mendoza, U. of Chicago 

Please submit 250-word abstracts to Marcos Mendoza at !.~!.~!!~’}~2d~(~).~.~i.%g~:95"}~ no later than 

Precariedad and "Tldrd W~v" Neoliberalism in Latin America 

Panel Proposal 

Much has changed in Latin America over the laser decade as a result of the heralded ’~m to the left" (Coroni12011, Escobar 2010, Grugel and Riggirozzi 2012). This 

panel seeks papers that address the issue of"reformed" neoliberalism in the context of a particular Latin American nation, region, or communiU. Many nation-states 

have employed neo-Keynesian policies to create what Marcus Taylor, speaking about Chile, has called "Third Way" neoliberalism (2006). Socialist and center-left 

governments have pursued a varieU of measures, such as real wage stabilization, support for union action, natural resource nationalization, pension reform, progressive 

taxation on export industries, intraregional bank formation and trading partnerships, import substitution industrialization, tariff measures, and a hos~t of social programs 

earmarked tbr the poorest and most vulnerable citizens. These programs have sought to make good on the state’s °’social debt" and obligations to their citizens 

(Cooper and Momani 2005), but many questions remmn as to the selectivity of these reforms, the constrained agency of the state, and the ideological agendas of 

relbrm politicians and political parties. Before declaring Latin American nations to be "post- neolibeml," it behooves us to use anthropology’s flexible methodologies 

and grounded ~rutiny of the human experience to interpret and theorize the extent of these rethinks through attention to maiginalized populations and environments. 

Through an exmnination of a diverse cross section of regional experiences and situations, this panel asks how the ’~rn to the left" in Latin America has ~ltEcted the 

sociocultural conditions ofprecariedad [precariousness], which is a defining conditio~ tbr many scholars, of s~tructural adjust~nent progra~s~ austerity measures~ 

privatizatio~ and liberalization. How have people living and laboring under precarious conditions navigated the changing dynamics of the market, the state, and public 

policies? How have the bounda~ conditions, opportunities, and hazards of formal and informal work transformed, or not, under the logics of reform? How have small- 

scale entrepreneurs responded to the selective availabiliU of credit, and what are the terms of these debt obligations? Why do women, especially, continue to depend 

on the informal economy for subsistence living? What are the political "gift" requirements that arise from social programs emrnarked for the most disenfranchised? 

What measures have been taken to address the precarious conditions that have forced international migration, and to what extent are foreign migrants sharing in 
popular retbrms? ttow do urban, rural, and protected aacea environments encode the conditions of ongoing exclusion for vulnerable subjects? In sum, what does 

analytic attention to "the cultural meanings and social relations linked to precariedacPtell us atx~ut the limits of"leftist reform" as well as the continuities between 
"orthodox" and °SFhird Way" neoliberalisms in I,atin America? 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

s,nwg01 as: eunice~)e,na~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave- 31229252- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26 fb57 fc7(gblist serv .unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: UNC African La~guage Night 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope you are well. Below is the flyer for the language night. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, i0:30 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: UNC African Language Night 

|JNC AFRICAN LANGUAGE HT 

POEMS 

Thursday, 
Manning 209 

6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
Presented by 

The Program in African Languages of the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <msecl~@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: UNC Atiican Language Night 

Dear Eunice: 

Thanks for your feedback. I will ask to make the change. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 8:27 AM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: UNC African Language Night 

Dear Mamarame, 

Thanks for the flyer. 

The language program is in the Department, thus the program is presented by the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. One of my aims as Chair is not to divide 
the department into silos. Please make the change to the flyer before it is circulated. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, 10:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: UNC African Language Night 

Dear Eunice, 

i hope you are well. Below is the flyer for the language night. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: ,@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:30 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: UNC African Language Night 

AFRI¢ AN LANGUAGE 

POEMS 

Thursday, 
Manning 209 

6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
Presented by 

The Program in African Languages of the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Friday’, April 6, 2012 9:23 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fall 2012 tImtian Creole language courses at Duke 

Creole 2 Flyers I-II-III-W[1][1][1].docx 

AIsc, see stretched flyer. Corltact iacques.pierre@duke.edu with quer-;tic, nr-;. 

Creole I ....... Class Time: MF (8:30-9:30 A.M.)//TTH (8:30-9:30 A.M) 

This class is designed to provide linguistic skills and cultural sensitization for potential participants who would like to 

make a difference in the rebuilding of Haiti. The class is geared toward learning the language for work in the following 

areas: health care, Haitian women’s rights issues, environment, and children’s rights. Students will be exposed to 

different aspects of Haitian culture through movies, proverbs, music (rasin), and games, i{~:~<~<~q >,i ~,ii:<~: 15i <:, p~"i o~ ~: <.,’~’~:~ ~: ~ 

This class is designed to help students develop their speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills at the intermediate 

level. The lh~guistic aspect of Haiti will be explored through texts written by Haitian authors in Creole. Also the history of 

Haiti (1492-1804) will be explored. Students will be able to fully understand the linguistic and historical themes covered 

in the class through movies, proverbs, music (konpa), lectva-es, and films. 

Creole IIIiCreole 

This course will help studenks achieve advanced intermediate fluency in Creole with a focus on inlproving their listening 

ability. Students will be exposed to contemporary events by us~< intemet resources in Creole to get a deep insight into 

ttaitian culture, literature, society, and religion. Students will also translate texts from English into tlaitian Creole and 

vice-versa. i~r~:/"<:<i~.~.i~,ii:~ : Cry:oil: iI or ~-~<~> iiar~iii~.~/ t>.~< i<!~,:"<,l.~d in C,:",.:<,I<~ 

MEN ANPIL CHAY PA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Bill <vw~@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 6, 2012 11:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: April Chairs Meeting, Wedne~ay, April 11 

Eunice: 

Thanks for your kind words and enjoy the weekend! 

Balthrop 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, April 06, 2012 :t:t:38 AM 
To: Balthrop, Bill 
Subject: RE: April Chairs Meeting, Wednesday, April 

Dear Bill, 

Thanks for being such a great source of support during a very complicated transition for me! We will miss you on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Balthrop, Bill [vwb@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 06, 20:12:10:.t0 AM 

To: CLP_J.2 
Subject: [clp_12] April Chairs Meeting, Wednesday, April :1~ 

Hey, all: 

David and I hope that everyone a wonderful Easter weekend. Just a reminder that we have our meeting this coming Wednesday. Here’s the agenda as we have it at the 
moment (along with a summary of comments--attached--regarding evaluation of tenure-track faculty based on comments over the years): 

5:30pm Begin check-in with hors d’oeuvres and libation 
(with follow up on any issues mentioned in the February meeting) 

6:lSpm Breakto get dinner 

6:30pm Complete check-in 

7::tSpm Additional Discussion 

*Share Communication Studies’ statement on Principles of Community 
(this document will be distributed at the meeting on Wednesday) 

*Merit Salary Increases 

*Review of program and possibilities for the future 

*Closing comments 

8:00pm Adjourn 

As always, please let me know if you are not going to be able to make it so we can give an accurate count to the caterer. 

Finally, I want to notify you all that, because of commitments that were not foreseen when scheduling occurred, I will not be able to attend the meeting on Wednesday. David, 
of course, will be present to facilitate and we are arranging for a co-facilitator who will be familiar to you all. 

I do, however, want to express my appreciation to you all for another incredibly productive year for the chairs program and to wish each of you well as you continue with your 
important service commitments. And, should you even wish to talk over an issue or just check-in at some point, I am available. 

Thanks. 

Balthrop 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Saturday, 2:04 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Join LAPI tbr upcoming events! Decolonial Feminists: Lecture, Workshop and PolyphoW 

L2d~I- Sylvia- Marco s.j pg; LAI?I- Polyphony.jpg 

**Please publicize widely** 

LAPI is happy to announce three exciting events: 

FRIDAY 
5:30PM 
Saunders 220 

Public lecture by Dr. Sylvia Marcos on her new book, Mujeres, Indi~e~as, Rebeides, Zapati.stas 

Sylvia Marcos (UNAM - Mexico). Member and founder of the permanent seminar on Anthropology and Gender at the Center for Anthropological Research at UNAM (Mexico- 
City) and par[ of the executive board of the Latin American Association for the Study of Religions (ALER). 

SAT, 
10AM-3:30PM 
Saunders 204 

Workshop with Dr. Sylvia Mamos on Decolonial Feminist Movements and Spirituality* 

*RSVP to socialmovements~mail.com for the workshop by Wed. at 5pm if you want to join us for lunch. 

MON= 
5:30PM--B:3OPM 

FedEx Building, Room 1005 

Polyphony: "Decolonial Feminisms facing the present. Contributions to the Construction of "Other" Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya Yala/Latin America" 

A conversation with the well-known feminists Maria Lugones, Bteny Mendoza, Julieta Paredes, Aura Cumes and Sylvia Marcos. 

Reception to follow. 

This polyphony aims to discuss the possible contributions of decolonial feminism to politics, to the struggles of other social movements and grassroots organizations, and ~o 
some ol the more urgent problems the world faces today. This conversation aims to make visible and construc~ other imaginades and ~he possibilities of other worlds tha~ can 
constitute an alternative to the western hegemonic model of civilization. 

Maria Lugones (Binghamton University). Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Philosophy, and of Women’s Studies. 

Breny Mendoza (California State University, Northridge). Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies. Mendoza is also affiliated with the Department on Central 
American Studies, and par~ of GLEFAS (Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudios, Formacidn y Accidn Feminista). 

dulieta Paredes (Bolivia). Lesbian-feminist activist, writer and thinker. Paredes is an anarchist and part of "Asamblea Feminista," as well as part of the feminist autonomous 
collective "Comunidad Mujeres Creando Comunidad? 

Aura Cumes {FLACSO and CIRMA). Maya Kaqchikel activist from Guatemala. Cumes is the Adjunct Coordinator for the Project "Mayanizacidn y Vida Cotidiana." She is a 
social worker at the University Rafael Landivar and magister in Social Sciences from FLACSO-Guatemala. 

These events are cosponsored by: GLEFAS, GPSF (UNC), the Depadment of Geography at UNC, the Depadment of Romance Languages and Literatures at UNC, the 
Department of Anthropology at UNC, the ISA Graduate Forum, and the Consortium in Latin American Studies (UNC-Duke),The Center for Global Initiatives (UNC), the 
Department of Anthropology at Duke, The Campus Y at UNC and SEJ 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31237730-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



Sau nd÷~~s 220 

WORKSHOP 

204 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Saturday, 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

greelings 

Spring    -Boyd 

Happy Easter Eunice’. I hope you are enjoying a well-deserved break. 

Please find attached 
a letter describing my academic year activities and future plans I’ll bring a copy to our Monday meeting. 

best wishes, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Al?ican and African American Studies 

109 Battle }{all, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc edu 



Dear Eunice, 

As requested, herein I provide an overview- of my research and teaching activities for the 
past academic year, and my plans for the coming year. 

Research Activities 



Additionally, this year I have been an active member in UNC’s Moral Economies of 
Medicine interdisciplinary working group, which is coordinated by faculty in 
Anthropology and sponsored by the Institute for the Arts and Humanities. 

Teaching and Service Activities 
This year I taught one new class, Afri 266: Contemporary Issues: Health, Population and 
the Environment. I also taught AFRI 101, AFRI 261: African Women, and AFRI 263: 
African Belief Systems. I have proposed three new courses to be submitted in the next 
College course review cycle. One course is on health and healing in African societies, 
another is on the HIViAIDS epidemic in Africa and across the diaspora, and a third class 
will be on African film history and media studies. 

I sponsored two undergraduate students’ summer     research proposals which were 
funded by a Center for Global Initiatives summer internship award and a Carolina Center 
for Public Service Entrepreneurial Service Award. One student worked in Kenya on an 
orphanage proj ect, the other on a micro-lending proj ect in Uganda. 
This academic year I served as a reader on senior honors thesis in 
Anthropology. I have also agreed to supervise senior honors 
thesis in African Studies. Additionally, I am supervising 
course development proposal for a course on HIViAIDS and politics,       is an 

This year I served on the Academic Affairs committee in our department where we have 
worked to propose revisions to the curriculum. 

In service beyond UNC, this academic year I have served as a journal referee for 
Americalt Antl~ropologist and Ct¢rrent Aitthropology. 

Finally, Michele Rivkin-Fish has requested that I become an adjunct faculty member in 
Anthropology and is in the process of facilitating an Anthropology department vote on 
this before the end of the semester. Michele believes such an appointment will facilitate 
my cross-department work with anthropology students and faculty. 

Sincerely, 

Lydia Boyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 5:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: another musical duo 

Con’trade, we decided to do the defense in 313 Alunmi after all. My 
apologies. Hope this is ok. Do confirm that you get this message, 
ok? 

Enjoy t2ae time with your friends and family 

tan abrazo, 
arturo 

On        9:44 AN~ Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
Thanks Comrade and i 

Looking forward to seeing you and others on Monday at 10 00am in Battle Hall 109 

Wishing you peace and j oy. 
Con’trade E. 

From: aescobar [aescobar@ad.unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:14 PM 
To: 

Sable, Eunice N; 
Sutzject: another musical duo 

More on the power of contemporary :[’usions (musics 12~r/from the pluriverse?) 
how about this Senegalese-Swedish couple who usually sing in Wolof and 
Mandinka: 

http://www.yout ube com/watch?v c373 J0~MZxU 
>http://www.youtube.com/watch’~v S P0Ccw41.IlS&feature relmfu 

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v S P0Ccw4UlS&feature relmfu> 

And a ’cumbia dub" (Colombian-Guyanese collaboration): 

>http://wwwvoutube.com!watch?v q9W9XZ6CQMw&feature fvwrel 
><http://wwwvoutube.comiwatch%’ q9W9XZ6CQMw&feamre fvwrel> 

and the most virtuoso berimbao player from Brazil: 
>http://wwwvoutube.com!watch?v 1X3aliUrBalI&feature related 
><http://wwwvoutube.comiwatch?v lXhliUrBalI&feature related> 

O sterwei 1, iVhc hal; 

return stateside tomol~cOW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: UNC African La~guage Night 

Dear Eunice: 

I wanted to forward you the latest version of the flyer and wish also you a Happy 

Thanks, 
IVlamarame 

Holiday! 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, :t0:49 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject; UNC African Language Night 

IJNt? AFRI¢;AN LANGUAGE NIGHT 

POE)IS 

Thursday, 
Manning 209 

6:00 pm-8:00 pm 
Presented by 

The Department of African & Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

: "My Mind Is Not A Target: Youth Resisting War in Colombia" 

sebastianpatino.pdf 

Please forward widely! 

The War and Peace in the Americas Working Group and Fellowship of Reconciliation Present: 

My Mind is Not A Target: 
Youth Resisting War in Colombia 

Colombian youth Sebasti~in Patifio speaks on refusing to participate in war as a member of Conscientious Objectors’ Collective Action. 

Wednesday,       ,5:30pm 

Global Education Center, room 4003 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

War and militarism impact youths’ lives, especially when they are convinced, obligated, or forced, to be soldiers fighting at the front lines of war. 
Amidst obligatory military service and a four-decade armed conflict, Colombian youth are courageously refusing to be part of the war and to stop the values of war from 
dominating the cultures in their communities. Sebastian Pati5o is an active member of Conscientious Objectors’ Collective Action (ACOOC), a Bogot~-based group of young 
people organizing to promote non-violence and freedom of conscience, and to resist the cycle of violence in Colombia. 

Sebastian comes to UNC to explore the common challenges that youth in the United States and Colombia face. Join us to find ways to support each other in resisting 
militarism and empowering youth through solidarity and creative action. 

Sponsored by: 
The Consortium in Latin American and Carribean Studies at UNC-CH and Duke University, Department of Geography, The Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Latin American 
Political Imaginaries and Social Movements Working Groups 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@ive.tmc.edtv~ 

Sunday, 10:44 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] WED : "My Mind Is Not A Target: Youth Resisting Wax in Colombia" 

sebastianpatino.pdf 

Please forward widely! 

The War and Peace in the Americas Working Group and Fellowship of Reconciliation Present: 

My Mind Is Not A Target: 
Youth Resisting War in Colombia 

Colombian youth Sebastian Patifio speaks on refusing to participate in war as a member of Conscientious Objectors’ Collective Action. 

Wednesday,       ,5:30pro 

Global Education Center, room 4003 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

War and militarism impact youths’ lives, especially when they are convinced, obligated, or forced, to be soldiers fighting at the front lines of war. 
Amidst obligatory military service and a four-decade armed conflict, Colombian youth are courageously refusing to be part of the war and to stop the values of war from 
dominating the cultures in their communities. Sebastian Patifio is an active member of Conscientious Objectors’ Collective Action (ACOOC), a Bogota-based group of young 
people organizing to promote non-violence and freedom of conscience, and to resist the cycle of violence in Colombia= 

Sebastian comes to UNC to explore the common challenges that youth in the United States and Colombia face. Join us to find ways to support each other in resisting 
militarism and empowering youth through solidarity and creative action= 

Sponsored by: 

The Consortium in Latin American and Carribean Studies at UNC-CH and Duke University, Department of Geography, The Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Latin American 
Political Imaginaries and Social Movements Working Groups 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-31243087-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26tb57fc7(~listserv.unc.edu 





From: "@ivea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 12:12 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Thesis 

Professor SaNe, 

will give me more than enough time to complete what I have and hopefully get feedback from you and professor Jordan. Can we meet this week? Tuesday through 
Friday I will be available. 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .ryfiaing that has snbstantive 

significance and to resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latte~ day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- M~aming Marable 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :1:1:13 AM 

To: 
Cc: Jordan, Joseph 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Dear 

Thankyou for your email. 

In terms of the thesis, we need to see it in a complete format - citations (footnotes or endnotes) and it has be at a minimum between 50 - 60 pages by Tuesday       so 
that Professor Jordan and I can make an informed determination of the way forward that week. The first University deadline for completion of honors thesis is on Monday and 
the second one will be upon in about 2 and half weeks. 

Please let me know if you can submit a completed thesis by 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:56 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

All I can do right now is sincerely apologize for being unreachable for the last week and a half. Please know that this has only been the case because of personal issues I’ve 
been confronting. I’m not sure if Dr. Jordan informed you, but my 

I am very behind on emails but I have been trying my best to keep up with my school work - 
my thesis included. 

As far as my thesis goes, I don’t know what kind of timeline we’re working with, but I’d still like to defend it if that is still a possibility, and I still feel confident that I can do that 
successfully. The only par that I have left to do is re-format all my citations because as I believe I told you in a previous email, I’ve been typing my work in a Google document 
because they save continuously, but the Google docs do not maintain the footnote format when I transfer my work into a Microsoft word document in order to print and email. 
At this point, all of this is at your discretion as I’m sure my intermittent communication has added undue stress to the work you as well as Dr. Jordan have had to do. I am still 

in the process of catching up with older emails, but the new one’s I receive I am answering promptly now, so please don’t worry that this lapse in communication will occur 
again. 

Again, I sincerely apologize for everything 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve~3~thing that has substantive 

significance and to resis~t the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subjects." 

- Maiming Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 2:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Response Paper 

Response Paper 2.docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Please find attached my second response paper. 

Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel 

www.dailytarheel.com 
(C)’ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your response paper for today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce: 
Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Please find attached my paper. 

The Daily Tar Heel 

www.dailytarheel.com 
(c) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:00 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Dear 

Here are possible times today. 

:t0.30am or :tL00am. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:53 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Response Paper 

Dear Dr Sable, 

I realise that you don’t not offer office hours today for my class but I was hoping that you might have a few moments at some point to go over my response paper with me. 
I’ve not been assigned one yet since I’ve been here and now that I’m working on it, I’m struggling quite a lot. If you have the time that would be great. Otherwise I will see you 
in class on Thursday. 



Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel 

www.dailytarheel.com 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Monday, :~0:05 AM 

intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: WED : "My Mind Is Not A Target: Youth Resisting War in Colombia" 

sebastianpatino.pdf; The state of militarization and conscientious objection in Colombia.docx 

From: " @unc.edu> 
Please forward widely! 

The War and Peace in the Americas Working Group and Fellowship of Reconciliation Present: 

My Mind Is Not A Target: 
Youth Resisting War in Colombia 

Colombian youth Sebasti&n Pati~o speaks on refusing to participate in war as a member of Conscientious Objectors’ Collective Action. 

Wednesday,       ,5:30pro 

Global Education Center, room 4003 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

War and militarism impact youths’ lives, especially when they are convinced, obligated, or forced, to be soldiers fighting at the front lines of war. 
Amidst obligatory military service and a four-decade armed conflict, Colombian youth are courageously refusing to be part of the war and to stop the values of war from 
dominating the cultures in their communities. Sebastian Patifio is an active member of Conscientious Objectors’ Collective Action (ACOOC), a Bogota-based group of young 
people organizing to pr~)mote non=violence and freedom of conscience, and to resist the cycle of violence in Colombia= 

Sebastian comes to UNC to explore the common challenges that youth in the United States and Colombia face. Join us to find ways to support each other in resisting 
militarism and empowering youth thr~)ugh solidarity and creative action= 

Sponsored by: 

The Consortium in Latin American and Carribean Studies at UNC-CH and Duke University, Department of Geography, The Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Latin American 
Political Imaginaries and Social Movements Working Groups 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma~l.com> 

Monday, 11:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

AFRI    Important Mutua tx~ok issues 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

I have an urgent issue with the Mutua book; I have the wrong one. At 
the begirming of the semester I went to buy the books for the class 
and the student stores did not have them I then went a week or two 
later and they did not have them¯ I went the week before last to get 
the books along with a few books for other classes I got the Robins 
books but realized Wednesday the?’ did not give me the Mutua book¯ 
Thus, I went to the student stores to tell them they forgot to give me 
the book by Mutua The?’ said they were not informed that the class 
would be using the book in April and sent them back¯ From that point 
I looked up the book through uric libraries and it was checked out : http://search.lib unc edu/search?R UNCb5866011 
¯ I then went on amazon and bought the book with expedient 
shipping¯ The picture of the book and the title matched the one on 
the UNC libraries ~vebsite. My plan was to get ahead is the other 
readings and papers, I would have done today, over the weekend, and to 
move doing paper 2 today when I had the book Now due to the holiday 
weekend, I have gotten the book this morning and it is the ~vrong one. 
I know we have a paper due tomorrow and don’t kno~v how I can get 
access to the readings before then Do you have an?’ suggestions? 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cable, Jaye Ellen <jecable@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 12:39 PM 

CLP 12 <cl~12@listserv.unc.edu~~ 

RE:[cl~12] April Chairs Meeting, Wednesday, April 11 

Hi All: 
I sincerely regret that I can’t attend this week. 
Thank you for the wonderful year. Some days I feel greener than the first day I started as Chair, but these monthly meetings always managed to rejuvenate my spirit. I may 
take you up on your offer one day, Bill. 

Best wishes, 
Jaye 

Jaye Cable 
Chair, Curriculum for Environment and Ecology 
Professor, Department of lvlarine Science 
CB-3300, 4202H Venable Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-3468 
jecable(@email.unc.edu 

From: Balthrop, Bill [vwb@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 06, 2012 i0:10 

To: CLP_12 
Subject: [clp_12] April Chairs Meeting, Wednesday, April 11 

Hey, all: 

David and I hope that everyone a wonderful Easter weekend. Just a reminder that we have our meeting this coming Wednesday. Here’s the agenda as we have it at the 
moment (along with a summary of comments--attached--regarding evaluation of tenure-track faculty based on comments over the years): 

5:30pro Begin check-in with hors d’oeuvres and libation 
(with follow up on any issues mentioned in the February meeting) 

6:15pm Breakto get dinner 

6:30pm Complete check-in 

7:15pm Additional Discussion 

*Share Communication Studies’ statement on Principles of Community 
(this document will be distributed at the meeting on Wednesday) 

*Merit Salary Increases 

*Review of program and possibilities for the future 

*Closing comments 

8:00pro AdJourn 

As always, please let me know if you are not going to be able to make it so we can give an accurate count to the caterer. 

Finally, I want to notify you all that, because of commitments that were not foreseen when scheduling occurred, I will not be able to attend the meeting on Wednesday. David, 
of course, will be present to facilitate and we are arranging for a co-facilitator who will be familiar to you all. 

I do, however, want to express my appreciation to you all for another incredibly productive year for the chairs program and to wish each of you well as you continue with your 
important service commitments. And, should you even wish to talk over an issue or just check-in at some point, I am available. 

Thanks. 

Balthrop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 1:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Re: Hello 

3rd year review notif ltr.doc; policies on fac personnel actions 4-21- 95.pdf 

Dear Eunice, 
The Easter Break was a great opportunity to catch tap a bit; I hope yours 
was good too. 
I am attaching two documents: (1) the letter we send to our faculty’ 
members who are up for their third-year review-; it spells out precisely 
what the?’ need to provide and what we do; (2) the - very dated - 
departmental document on personnel policies; it does not contribute much 
beyond the instructions in the letter. 
I hope this is helpful. 
With best wishes, 
EveIyne 

EveIyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolin a 
Chapel tliH, N(7 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc, edu 

On 4/9/2012 1:41 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear EveIyne, 

I hope your conferences in the Southern (;one were excellent and that you 
had a good Easter break. 

I am waiting for the new template for reviews ]2~r faculty’, but in the 
meantime I am wondering if you have a template of what you request 
i~aculty~ to provide for a 3rd year review. 

Thanks for your help and support. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

Ecolo~ and Socia] Process in Afiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: African Studies seminax Thur~tay 

Reminder: 

Carolina Seminar on Ecolo~ and Social Process in Africa 

"China in Africa" 

Thursday, 6:30 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 401)3, UNC-CH 

A pa~nel discussion will be held, featuring tl~e following panelist~: 1) Margaxet C. Lee, Associate Professor, Africa_n and Afro-American Studies, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill will be speaking on "The Chinese Trading Post in Oshikm~go, Namibia" 2) Deborah Brfiutigmn, International Development Program at Atnerican 
University, currently on leave at tlae International Food Policy Resem’ch Institute (IFPRI) will present a talk entitled: "China mad Africa: Think Again" mad 3) Yoon Jung 
Park~ Senior Research Associate, Sociology Department, Rhodes University/Visiting Professor. Ati’ica Studies, Howard University will speak on "Chinese in ~4Xi~ica in the 
21st Century." 
This talk is paxt of the Carolina Seminax in Africa~n Ecolo~- and Social Processes and is co-sponsored by the Carolina A sia Center. Light dimmer is served. ()pen to all 
area faculty mad graduate students in may discipline. Free. Please Contact:                       ~_c___m_@_:__u__n__~_:_%d_u_ for more hfformation. 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:!!carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: ._e__t_L_m___c__e__@__e_Ln_~i]=_t_Ln__c_’=_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 22339823.6a91 b330a6c982b6a6da464fl~5dl b23&n T&I afI~ca&o 31248982 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31248982-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(~listsela~.unc~edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Armro Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:48 PM 

Agbe-Davies, Alma Sophia <agbe-davies@unc.edu>; Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edtr>; Wiener, Margaret Joyce 

<mmener@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emal.unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis report 

Honors thesis report.docx 

Here is the report, Arma. Do you want me to send it some place else? 
Let me know, ok? 

best, 

arturo 

On        2:34 PM; Anna Agbe-Davies wrote: 

Great news, thank you, Arturo--and congratulations[ 

Anna 

On 2:06 PM; Arturo Escobar wrote: 

>> Yes, it was highest honors. Will do the form right away. Thanks! 

>> 

>> arturo 

>> On        12:53 PM~ Anna Agbe-Davies wrote: 

>>> Dear Arturo, 

>>> I think I remember      defense was today. Has the honors/highest 

>>> honors question been established? If at all possible, I would like 

>>> to fax the form in now rather than wait until 4. 

>>> thank you so much, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Armro Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

Wiener, Ma~aret Joyce <mwiene@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Re: Thesis rela~rt 

Margaret, Eunice, I hope the report is ok for now.., quickly written, 
I’ll polish it some more if we nominate her for 
an award, ok? 

arturo 
On 2:47 PM. Arturo Escobar wrote: 

Here is the report, Amaa Do you want me to send it some place else? 
Let me know, ok? 

best, 

arturo 

On 2:34 PM. Anna Agbe-Davies wrote: 
>> Great news, thank you, Alturo--and congratulations[ 
>> 

>> Arma 
>> 

>> On 2:06 PM, Arturo Escobar ;vrote: 
>>> Yes, it was highest honors. Will do the form right away. Thanks! 

>>> arturo 
>>> On 12:53 PM, Anna Agbe-Davies wrote: 
>>>> ]-)ear Arturo, 

>>>> I think I remember      defense was today, tlas the 
>>>> honors/highest honors question been established? If at all 
>>>> possible, I would like to fax the ~2~rm m now rather than wait 
>>>> until 4. 

>>>> thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaila~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Problems with Tomorrow’s Reading Response 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

I just got out of class and sat down to write my reading response for tomorrow. I frantically realized that I forgot my Mutua book at home when I went home for      I 
brought it with me to         to get a head start on reading the chapters and left it on my bedside table by accident. I just spent the past 30 minutes driving around to all 
the book stores in Chapel Hill in order to potentially just buy another copy. Student stores already sent their copies back to the publisher and the other textbook stores are 
closed. I also went to major retailers like Barnes & Noble and they don’t have it either. As a last resort I asked my morn to express ship it to me after she got off of work. If 
she does this in time it should get here by 5 pm tomorrow. I realize on the syllabus you specify that no late work will be accepted, but rm not sure any way to get around this 
predicament. I understand if you are unwilling to give me an extension, but I would be more than happy to accept a grade reduction if you are willing to do so. Just let me 
know your opinion on the issue. Thank you! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Terry Rhodes <rhodes@email.tmc.eduv 

Monday, April 9, 2012 6:39 PM 

Streyle, Marissa Valdez <streyle@email. unc.e&~ 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@emml.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu-~; Rhodes, Ten?’ Ellen <RttODES@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Suggestion for Water in Our World 

As I mentioned to Jamie, Music is having an international Stravinslcy conference at exactly the same time during that last week in October. 2012, so mffortunately 

Music could not host such a concert. However. I’m thinking tl~at we should let the Stone Center, the FedEx Global Center and African American Studies know about 

the possibiliW of this visit to ,see if there’s interest on those ends. 

I’m copying Eunice SaNe, chair of African Aliican-American Studies, and will also be in touch with the appropriate colleagues in the Stone Center and the Global 

Center. 

Thanks, all. 
’ten?~ 

On 4/9/2012 5:52 PM, Streyle, Marissa Valdez wrote: 

Hi Terry, 

My name is Marissa Streyle, I work for Jamie Bartram at the Water Institute. Jamie suggested I share with you an idea that was put forward to us for 

our Water and Health Conference this fall. 

There’s a Mozambican singer by the name of Felicano dos Santos who is well known for his community education on sanitation and hygiene through 

song. He is a National Geographic Explorer and has several awards for his work. There’s a PBS Frontline story on him which can be found here 

While he would be absolutely wonderful to have at the Conference, we don’t think that we can bring him in solely to perform. He speaks in 

Portuguese so he wouldn’t be a good fit for a Keynote Speaker, although that doesn’t necessarily mean that he wouldn’t be a good speaker with an 

interpreter in other forums. Would there be an opportunity and funding for a larger concert elsewhere through the university in the late fall that 

could bring Felicano to Chapel Hill? Possibly something that the Water and Health Conference could piggy back on that would also allow him to 

perform at our event? 

Many thanks, and I look forward to your thoughts on this idea. 

-Marissa 

Marissa V. Streyle 

Research Associate 

The Water Institute 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

E: streyle(~ematl.unc.ed u 

P: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 7:17 PM 

Department listserv ~ati-ialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE:[o£riafam] UNC Africm~ Language Night 

Dear Georges: 

I apologize for the overlap. It’s been very hard working out a schedule f,ar this event, which was meant to showcase the African Language Program and attract new- students for the fall. But I 
will consult with my colleagues and see how we can postpone it to another time 

Best regards, 
Malnarame 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 6:17 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] UNC African Language Night 

Dear X{amarame, 

How canyou schedule such an important event in the same evemngin which we have the final Carolina Seminar, which is going to l~cus on China and Al~ica? 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle tlall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

Fromi Seck, Mamarame [mseck@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 3:20 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: [afriafam] UNC African Language Night 

Dear colleagues: 

Please mark your calender and j oin us! 

Mamarame Seck, Ptff) 
Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email: mseck@email.mxc.edu 

UNC African Language Night 

At~r ican Music Songs 

[cid:1dTa9da9-5e52-408e-8215-06ce5bb3dlc3] 

POEMS SKITS 
Thursday, April 12, 2012 
Maiming 209 
6:00 pm-8:00 pm 

Presented by 
The Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@emaihunc.edu<mailto:nzongola@email unc edu>. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&m T&I afidafam&o 31249297 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31249297-32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listser~ tn~c.edu<mailto:leave-31249297- 
32361604 9392b42cfB020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv.tmc.edu> 



-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mseck@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu~,u?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6&n T&I afriafam&o 31250522, or send a blank email to leave-31250522- 

32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27bTd6@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.uncedu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31250756 or send a blank email to leave-31250756- 
32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 7:17 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Department listserv <M’riat?~n@list~rv.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: UNC African Language Night 

Dear Georges: 

I apologize for the overlap. It’s been very hard working out a schedule f,ar this event, which was meant to showcase the African Language Program and attract new- students for the fall. But I 
will consult with my colleagues and see how we can postpone it to another time 

Best regards, 
Malnarame 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 6:17 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] UNC African Language Night 

Dear X{amarame, 

How canyou schedule such an important event in the same evemngin which we have the final Carolina Seminar, which is going to l~cus on China and Al~ica? 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle tlall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

Fromi Seck, Mamarame [mseck@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 3:20 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: [afriafam] UNC African Language Night 

Dear colleagues: 

Please mark your calender and j oin us! 

Mamarame Seck, Ptff) 
Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email: mseck@email.mxc.edu 

UNC African Language Night 

African Music Songs 

[cid:1dTa9da9-5e52-408e-8215-06ce5bb3dlc3] 

POEMS SKITS 
Thursday, April 12, 2012 
Maiming 209 
6:00 pm-8:00 pm 

Presented by 
The Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@emaihunc.edu<mailto:nzongola@email unc edu>. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&m T&I afidafam&o 31249297 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31249297-32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listser~ tn~c.edu<mailto:leave-31249297- 
32361604 9392b42cfB020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv.tmc.edu> 



-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mseck@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http:/71ists.unc.edu~/u?id=32361635.a22e47fda2]~ca275dac07816c27b7d6&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31250522 or send a blank email to leave-31250522- 

32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27bTd6@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email,unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 9:53 PM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE:[o£riafam] UNC Africm~ Language Night 

Thanks, Mamarame, for your understanding. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mseck@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 7:17 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] UNC African Language Night 

[)ear Georges: 

I apologize for the overlap. It’s been very hard working out a schedule for this event, which was meant to showcase the African Language Program and attract new students for the fall. But I 
will consult with my colleagues and see how we can postpone it to another time 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola,~ email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 6:17 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] UNC African Language Night 

Dear Mamarame, 

How can you schedule such an important event in the same evening in ~vhich ~ve have the final Carolina Seminar, which is going to focus on China and Africa? 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-Araerican Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

Front: Seck, Mamarame [mseck@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 3:20 PM 
To: Department listsel~" 
Cc: Sahle, E~mice N 
Subject: [afriafanr] UNC African Language Night 

Dear colleagues: 

Please nrark your calender and j oin us! 

Mamarame Seck, Ptff) 
Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email: mseck@email.unc edu 

UNC African Language Night 

Ati’ican Music 

[cid: 1d7a9da9-5e52-408e-8215-06ce5bb3dlc3] 

POEMS 
Thursday, April 12, 2012 

Songs 

SKITS 



Manning 209 

6:00 pro-8:00 pm 

Presented by 
The Department of African & Afi~o-2,rnerican Studies 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.unc.edu<mailto:nzongola(~eraail.unc.edu>. 

To ~msubscribe clickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361604.9392642cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&l afriafam&o 31249297 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP, L if the line is broken) 
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32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c(~listser,~.anc.edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mseck@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere: http:i/lists.~mc.ed~,~u?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6&n T&I afriafam&o 31250522 or send a blap2~ email to leave-31250522- 
32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6@listse1~.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.~mc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361604.9392b42c~3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&I afria~am&o 31250756. or send a blank email to leave-31250756- 
32361604.9392b42c~3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listsep<~mc.edu. 
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32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.anc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 10:01 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE:[o£riafam] UNC Aflicm~ Language Night 

You are welcome, Georges 
Mamarame 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Mondai% April 09, 2012 9:53 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sahle, Eumce N 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] l~rix,’C African Language Night 

Thanks, Mamarame, for your understanding 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mseck,~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 7:17 PM 
To:Department listsep¢ 
Cc: SaNe, [ffunice N 
Subject: RE:[afria~am] UNC African Language N~ght 

Dear Georges: 

I apologize [’or the overlap. It’s been very hard working out a schedule ]2~r this event, which was meant to showcase the African Language Program and attract new students for the fall But I 
will consult with my colleagues and see how we can postpone it to another time. 

Best regards, 
Maraarame 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday-, April 09, 2012 6:17 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sable, Eanice N 
Subject: RE:[afria~am] UNC African Language Night 

Dear Mamarame, 

How can you schedule such an iraportant event in the same evening in which we have the final Carolina Seminar, which is going to focus on China and Africa? 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Seck, Mamararue [mseck@eraail.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Monday-, April 09, 2012 3:20 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: [ati’iafam] U2x,-C Ati’ican Language Night 

Dear colleagues: 

Please mark your calender and j oin us! 

Mamarame Seck, PloD 
Assistant prot?ssor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email: mseck@email.uaac.edu 

UNC Ati’ican Language Night 



Afi~ican Music Songs 
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click here: http://lists.unc.edtvu?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31251382 or send a blartk email to leave-31251382- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 10:01 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Department listserv <afrial~n@list~rv.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: UNC African Language Night 

You are welcome, Georges 
Mamarame 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Mondai% April 09, 2012 9:53 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sahle, Eumce N 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] l~rix,’C African Language Night 

Thanks, Mamarame, for your understanding 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mseck,~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 7:17 PM 
To:Department listsep¢ 
Cc: SaNe, [ffunice N 
Subject: RE:[afria~am] UNC African Language N~ght 

Dear Georges: 

I apologize [’or the overlap. It’s been very hard working out a schedule ]2~r this event, which was meant to showcase the African Language Program and attract new students for the fall But I 
will consult with my colleagues and see how we can postpone it to another time. 

Best regards, 
Maraarame 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday-, April 09, 2012 6:17 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sable, Eanice N 
Subject: RE:[afria~am] UNC African Language Night 

Dear Mamarame, 

How can you schedule such an iraportant event in the same evening in which we have the final Carolina Seminar, which is going to focus on China and Africa? 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Seck, Mamararue [mseck@eraail.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Monday-, April 09, 2012 3:20 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: [ati’iafam] U2x,-C Ati’ican Language Night 

Dear colleagues: 

Please mark your calender and j oin us! 

Mamarame Seck, PloD 
Assistant prot?ssor and African Language Program Coordinator 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email: mseck@email.uaac.edu 

UNC Ati’ican Language Night 



Afi~ican Music Songs 

[cid: 1 d7a9da9-5e52-408e-8215-06ce5bb3dl c3] 

POEMS SKITS 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 
Marming 209 
6:00 pm-8:00 pm 

Presented by 
The Department o:[’Ali’ican & A[’ro-American Studies 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.unc edu<mailto:nzon~ola(~r)email.unc.edu> 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/listsuncedu/u?id 32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&I afi-i~[’am&o 31249297 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if’the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31249297-3236~6~4.9392b42cI~20d674366e839be54cf6c@~istserv.unc.edu<mai~to:~eave-3~249297- 
32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@liskserv.unc edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mseck@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~,’lists.~c.edu/u?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c2767d6&n T&I afriafam&o 31250522 or send a blarfi( email to leave-31250522- 
32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.m~c.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edtvu?id 32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&I afriafam&o 31250756 or send a blank email to leave-31250756- 

32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listser,~.~c.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mseck@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.tmc.edu,’u?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6&n T&I afriafam&o 31251349, or send a blap2~: email to leave-31251349- 

32361635.a22c47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6@listsc1~.unc.edu. 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 10:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Response Paper 2- 

Attach: Afri -ResponsePape12.docx 

Hello Dr. SaNe! 
At+.ached is my second paper. See you soon! 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: AFRI response paper 

Attach: AbRI east africa.docx 

Hi Professor, 
Here’s my response paper for tomorrow. Thanks and hope you had a cjood trip home! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmfil,com on behalf of 

~liveame,edu~ 

Monday, 11:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

Response: Gender InequaJi~~ 

Response 1- Gender Inequali~.docx 

Professor SaNe, 
My response is attached. 

Thank~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 12:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Critical Response 

Critical Response to Wo~nen’s Rights Readings.docx 

Hello Professor, 

My response is a little over the word limit this time, but I think it’s because for my first response I bit off way more than I could chew and tried to tie in too many other authors 
and concepts. I’ll try to be more streamlined in my responses in the future. 

Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:50 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Afri Response Paper 2 

Attach: AFRI Response-2.doc 

Hello SaNe, 

Attached you will find my response paper 2. 

Thank you, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 1:20 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Reading Response 2 

Attach: AFRI response2.doc 

Dr Sahle, 

Attached you will find my reading response for the second readings. See you in class tomorrow! 

Sincerely, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Group 2 paper 

Group 2 Paper.doc 

@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,             8:06 AM 

SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Afri    Response ;/2 

Afri. Response 2.docx 

Dear Pro£ SaNe, 

My essay is attached! 

See you in class, 

,~g~gm~Lcom 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:09 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Thesis 

Professor Sahle, 

I will be working today from 9a until :t2p. Can we meet at 5:00p? 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .ryllaing that has snbstantive 

significance and to resist the tempta’6 on of i mposing our own latter- day 

perceptions on the content of our snbj ects." 

- Manning Marable 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Dear 

Can we meet on Tuesday at :t:t.00am? 

In terms of the thesis, I need to schedule a defense date shortly after the :t7 so as to meet the last deadline for this year’s honor thesis. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, .t2::1.2 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Professor SaNe, 

will give me more than enough time to complete what I have and hopefully get feedback from you and professor Jordan. Can we meet this week? Tuesday through 
Friday I will be available. 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve~3~thing that has substantive 

significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Mamble 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :tl: 13 AM 
To: 
Co: Jordan, Joseph 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Dear 

Thankyou for your email. 

In terms of the thesis, we need to see it in a complete format - citations (footnotes or endnotes) and it has be at a minimum between 50 - 60 pages by Tuesday       so 

that Professor Jordan and I can make an informed determination of the way forward that week. The first University deadline for completion of honors thesis is on Monday and 
the second one will be upon in about 2 and half weeks. 

Please let me know if you can submit a completed thesis by 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:56 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

All I can do right now is sincerely apologize for being unreachable for the last week and a half. Please know that this has only been the case because of personal issues I’ve 
been confronting. I’m not sure if Dr. Jordan informed you, but my 

¯ 3[ am very behind on emails but T have been trying my best to keep up with my school work - 
my thesis included. 

As far as my thesis goes, I don’t know what kind of timeline we’re working with, but 3[’d still like to defend it if that is still a possibility, and 3[ still feel confident that 3[ can do that 
successfully. The only part that 3[ have left to do is re-format all my citations because as 3[ believe 3[ told you in a previous email, 3[’ve been typing my work in a Google document 
because they save continuously, but the Google docs do not maintain the footnote format when 3[ transfer my work into a Microsoft word document in order to print and email. 
At this point, all of this is at your discretion as 3[’m sure my intermittent communication has added undue stress to the work you as well as Dr. Jordan have had to do. 3[ am still 
in the process of catching up with older emails, but the new one’s 3[ receive 3[ am answering promptly now, so please don’t worry that this lapse in communication will occur 
again. 

Again, 3[ sincerely apologize for everything 

"The histofi~J~’s task is to prese~e eveD~t~t~ing that has substoaative 

significance oaad to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

pe~ceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- M~ing Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 8:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

response paper 2 

Response Paper #2..docx 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             8:29 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Response Two 

ResponseTwo.pdf 

@live. unc.edu> 

My response paper is attached. 

Also, I’m a~aid rye been feeling quite sick the past couple of days and though I hoped to be feeling better today I’m afraid I’ve only begun to feel worse. So I shall not 

be in class today, but I will be sure to get notes t]com 

Thm~k you ~br uuderstaudiug, and I hope to see you Thur~tay (whether I’m better or not by then, I’ll certaiuly be in class). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

[@gmail,com> 

Tuesday, 8:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Response Paper 

response gender.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Crisis Averted! 

AFRIResponse2.docx 

One of my classmates was kind enough to lend me her book this morning to read the final chapter. Attached is my reading response. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Presentation 2 Response 

Presentation 2 Response.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

I am so sony. that this is a few minutes late! I was having a lot of problems with my Heelmail account’. I couldn’t get it to send! Because of this I had to send it from my 

other email address, so I apologize for that. Thanks so much! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Streyle, Marissa Valdez <s~reyle@emM.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:00 AM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <Rt tODES@email.unc.edu-~ 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@emM.unc.edu-% SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emM.unc.edu-% Rhodes, Ten?, Ellen <RttODES@emM.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Suggestion for Water in Our World 

Hi Terry, 

Thanks very much for sharing this idea with African-American Studies, the Stone Center and the FedEx Global Center~ Hopefully an opportunity will arise to invite 

Feliciano to campus this Fall, or at some point during the theme. 

Many 

Marissa 

Mar~ssa V. 

"]’)~e ~S,~ater [r~stJ 

(];i~qng< Schoo~ of C[oba~ Public i ~eal th 

’]’h<~ [Jniversily o[ North Caro]ina al Chapel } 

P: 

From= Terw Rhodes [mailto:rhodes@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, April 09, 20~2 6:39 PN 
Te~ Streyle, Nar~ssa Valdez 
¢c~ Bartram, Jamie; SaNe, Eunice N; Rhodes, Terw Ellen 
8u~ject~ Re: Suggestion for Wa~r in Our World 

As I mentioned to Jamie, Music is having an international Stravinsky conference at exactly the same time during that last week in October, 20~2, so unfortunately 

Music could not host such a concert. However, I’m tNnking that we shouM let the Stone Center, the FedEx G~obal Center and African American Studies know about 

the possibility of this visit to see if there’s interest on those ends. 

I’m copying Eunice SaNe, chair of African African-American Studies, and will also be in touch with the appropriate colleagues in the Stone Center and the Global 

Center. 

Thanks, all. 

Terry 

On 4/9/2012 5:52 PM, Streyle, Marissa Valdez wrote: 

Hi Terry, 

My name is Madssa Streyle, I work for Jamie gartram at the Water Institute. Jamie suggested I share with you an idea that was put forward to us for our Water and 

Health Conference this fall. 

There’s a Mozambican singer by the name of Felicano dos Santos who is well known for his community education on sanitation and hygiene through song. He is a 

National Geographic Explorer and has several awards for his work. There’s a PBS Frontline story on him which can be found here 

http://www.pbs.~rg/fr~nt~inew~r~d/st~ries/m~zambique7~4/vide~/vide~...index.htm~. 

While he would be absolutely wonderful to have at the Conference, we don’t think that we can bring him in solely to perform. He speaks in Portuguese so he 

wouldn’t be a good fit for a Keynote Speaker, although that doesn’t necessarily mean that he wouldn’t be a good speaker with an interpreter in other forums. 

Would there be an opportunity and funding for a larger concert elsewhere through the university in the late fall that could bring Felicano to Chapel Hill? Possibly 

something that the Water and Health Conference could piggy back on that would also allow him to perform at our event? 

Many thanks, and I look forward to your thoughts on this idea. 

-Marissa 

Marissa V. Streyle 

Research Associate 

The Water Institute 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

E: streyle(q~email.unc.edu 

P: 

de~ ~s fo~ ~he 2012 Wa~er a~ HeM~h Co~fem~: S~en~e, Po~)" ~d #~o~,a~e~ 

......................................................... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 9:14 AM 

@gma~l.com:~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Group 2 Presentation 

Group2 preseutation.pptx 

Sor~ this is so late professor, 

The server is down so I couldn’t log onto blackboard or heelmail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

athletic retbrm meeting with 

Deal Eunice, 

The meeting will take place on Wednesday, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Proi~ssor ofAfro-America~ Stadies 

Depaxtmem of Ati’ican and Al]co-AmericaJ~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North CaJcolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for iniblmation about my publications: 

http:/7~vw.umass.edt~hm~ pre ssispr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.t~nc.eduiboolcw’T- 8059.html 

http:/iundpress.nd.edu~’book/PO0780 

http:/iundpress.nd.edu~’book/PO0723 

from 1-3 in the 2nd floor conference room of the Loudermilk Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 12:58 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: [aJ~JafaJn] Update on a~ item I mentioned in fl~e last meeting 

Hi Eunice--- 

Good to see you today. My response to the chancellor (on this matter) would be that teaching must be more central to the APT process and as those guidelines are 

bek~g rewrittet~ the sigt~ificance of teachk~g be cor~sidered as a tenurable category, My undersLandk~g ~s Lhat res;earch ~s orle and teaching and service are a distat~t 

second and third. Sir]c:e the skil~ sets for research at~d Leachir]g are noL always mu[ua~ perhaps there (:ould be two tenurable (as opposed to a tenured and a fixed 

Lerm) Lracks. The reqsrds of tenure (or h~her pay) m~£ht make those w~Lh an ~nLerest ~n Leachk~g develop it further than they wouk~ ~n a woHd where 

research (and the funding ~t brin£s) b rewarded. 

Take care 

T~m 

F~: SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@ema[I.unc.edu] 
SeBt: Thursday, April 05, 20~2 ~[:49 AM 
T~ Depa~ment 
Subject: [afriafam] Upda~ on an i~m [ mentioned in the last meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

At our last meeting, I indicated that Chairs would soon be meeting with the Chancellor to discuss a range of urgent matters concerning high education and in general the role 
of the University in the contemporary world. 

Below is a piece that will serve as one of the entry points in the meeting next week. I thought I would share the piece with you and also remind you to send me any ideas that 
you think I should share from our unit focusing on contemporary debates on high education. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

so I wish you all and your families a restful and great long weekend! 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: t~ml(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists~unc.edu/u?id 32361594.a72241c3219cNa9af10758962fTlcf4&n T&I afria£:am&o 31227237 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31227237-32361594.a7224 lc3219cNa9af10758962f7 lcf4(?~listserv~unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, 4:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Chancellors Awards Ceremony 

Professor Robert Porter.pdf 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I hope my message finds you well. The SUTASA Committee was honored to recognize your excellence in teaching last year and I am pleased to inform you that 

another member of your department, Robert Porter, has been selected as a recipient of a          SUTASA Award. I’ve attached the letter we sent him, which 

cites some of the inspiring words his students shared. Professor Porter will be recognized at the Chancellors Awards Ceremony tomorrow, at 3PM in the 

Great Hall. We invite you to join us in recognizing him for continuing excellence in undergraduate teaching at Carolina. Hope to see you again. 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Armro Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Thesis retx~rt 

Con’trade, would you want to share a small gif~ for at graduation? 
Not sure what, it’s something I do Iicom time to time 
with exceptional students/humans beings like her. 

tan abrazo, 
arturo 

On        5:43 PM. Sahle, ELnaice N wrote: 
It is OK from this end Arturo 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Arturo Escobar [aescobar@ad.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday,              2:49 PM 
To: Wiener, Margaret Joyce; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sulliect: Re:      Thesis report 

Margaret, Eunice, I hope the report is ok for now.., quickly written, 
I’ll polish it some more if we nominate her for 
an award, ok? 

arturo 
On 2:47 PN{ Arturo Escobar wrote: 

>> }{ere is the report, Anna Do you want me to send it some place else? 
>> Let me know, ok? 
>> 

>> best, 
>> 

>> arturo 

>> 

>> On 2:34 PM, Anna Agbe-Davies wrote: 
>>> Great news, thank you, Arturo-and congratulations[ 

>>> APa~a 

>>> On         2:06 PM, Arturo Escobar wrote: 
>>>> Yes, it ~wis highest honors. Will do the form right away Thanks! 

>>>> arturo 
>>>> On 12:53 PM. Anna Agbe-Davies wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Arturo, 

>>>>> I think I remember      defense xvas today. Has the 
>>>>> honors/highest honors question been established? If at all 
>>>>> possible, I would like to fax the form in now rather than wait 
>>>>> until 4. 

>>>>> thank you so much, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Armro Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Thesis retx~rt 

OK... somebo@ gave me a really nice set of two sets each with two 
albums each of "Desert music", largely from 
Mali and Senegal but not only (some tlcom North Africa as well). 
Includes nice binding and booklet., that’s an idea 
Definitely not a book --she reads too much already :0) 

tan abrazo, 
arturo 
On 5:23 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> AveW good idea Coraradet Yes, I would. 
> 

> In solidari~, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> From: Arturo Escobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 5:11 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Thesis report 
> 

> Cumrade, wuuld you want tu share a small gift fur at graduation? 
> Not sure what, it’s something I du from time tu time 
> with exceptional students/humans beings like her. 
> 

> un abrazu, 
> arturo 
> 

> On 5:43 PN{ Sahle, Eunice N wrute: 
>> It is OK l~;um this end Arturo. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> 

>> Frum: Arturu Escobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday,               2:49 PM 
>> To: Wiener, Margaret Joyce; Sahle, F, unice N 
>> Subject: Re: Thesis report 
>> 

>> Margaret, F, unice, I hope the repurt is ok fur nuw.. quickly written, 
>> I’ll pulish it some more if we nominate her for 
>> an award, ok? 
>> 

>> arturu 

>> On         2:47 PM. A~turo Escobar wrote: 
>>> Here is the report, Anna. Do you want me to send it some place else? 
>>> Let me know, ok’.’ 

>>> best, 

>>> arturo 

>>> On         2:34 PM..arena Agbe-Davies wrote: 
>>>> Great news, thank you, Arturo-and congratulationst 

>>>> Atma 

>>>> On        2:06 PM. Arturo Escobar wrote: 
>>>>> Yes, it was highest honors. Will do the fO1TU right away. Thard~s! 

>>>>> arturo 
>>>>> On 12:53 PM. Am~a Agbe-Davies ~vrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Artaro, 

>>>>>> I thit~ I remember      defense was today. Has the 
>>>>>> honors/highest honors question been established? If at all 
>>>>>> possible, I ~vould like to #ax the form in now rather than wait 
>>>>>> until 4. 

>>>>>> thank you so much, 

>>>>>> Z~lna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             6:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

GLBL 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

My name is            ,3[ am a junior Global Studies and Business student. I believe 3[ was enrolled in your class (GLBL    for       .3[ just checked my schedule for 
and did not see this class listed on my schedule. 3[ also can not find the class in the Connect Carolina system at all. 

3[ was wondering if you are still planning on teaching GLBL    in the and if so, how can I enroll? 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 8:07 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; ti~-residents@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu 

Patrick Dud@ talk on Energy Policy in the Americas Wed. April 11 

Duddy Energy. Talk.pdf 

Please join us for this event 

Ambassador Patrick Duddy 

Energy Policy in flae Americas 

April 11,4:30-6:30pm 

Rhodes Conference Room Sanfo~v~ School of Public Policy 

comer of Science Drive and Towelview Rd. 

Duke Campus 

Food and drinks provided! 

For more information, see attached flyer or contact: 

Antonio Arce 

Assistant Director 

Center for Latin Americm~ & Caribbem~ Studies (CLACS) 

Duke University (campus tx)x 90254) 

2204 Ermn Rd. Room 138 Durham, NC 27705 

919-681-3981 office 919-681-7966 fax 

ama2(~duke.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Thesis rela~rt 

Yes, this is it if you ~vent to take a look I just realized there are 
already 3 sets (that is, six albums) 
This is my favorite of the two I have: 

>http://~vw~v.amazon.colrdDesert-Blues-2-\arious-Artists/dp/BOOOO6L,OS/re~sr 1 3?s=music&ie=LFFS&qid=1334102955&sr=1-3 
><http://w~v.amazon.col~’Desert-Blues-2-Various-Artists/dp/B00006LT08/ref sr 1 3?s=music&ie=LFFS&qid=1334102955&sr=l-3> 

we can get her just the first two, or the three .. it’ll come to about 
$100 for the three I do not my paying for 
it myself, but I’d like to give it to her in both our names, ok? 
arturo 

On 5:29 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

That is an excellent idea Con~rade. Can we order it online? 

Cheers, 
>E 

From: Arturo F.scobar [aescobar@ad.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re:      ’]2aesis report 

()K. somebody gave me a really nice set of two sets each with two 
albums each of"Desert music", largely from 
Mall and Senegal but not only (some from North Africa as well). 
Includes nice binding and booklet., that’s an idea. 
Definitely not a book --she reads tnn much already :0) 

nn abrazo, 
arturo 
On 5:23 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

>> A very good idea Comrade! Yes, I would. 
>> 

>> [n solidarity, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Arturo Escobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 5:11 PM 
>> To: Sable, Eanice N 
>> Subject: Re: Thesis report 
>> 

>> Comrade, would you want to share a srnall gift for at graduation’.’ 
>> Not sure what, it’s sornething I do frorn time to tirne 
>> with exceptional students/humans beings like her.. 
>> 

>> nn abrazo, 
>> arturo 
>> 

>> On 5:43 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
>>> It is OK from this end Arturo. 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Ennice 

>>> From: Arturo Escobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday,               2:49 PM 
>>> To: Wiener, Margaret Joyce; Sable, Ennice N 
>>> Subject: Re:      Thesis report 

>>> Margaret, Eunice, I hope the report is ok for now-.., quickly- written, 
>>> I’ll polish it sorne more if we norninate her for 
>>> an award, ok? 

>>> arturo 
>>> On 2:47 PM, Arturo Escobar wrote: 
>>>> Here is the report, Anna. Do you want me to send it some place else? 
>>>> Let me kno~v, ok? 

>>>> best, 

>>>> alturo 

>>>> On         2:34 P\{, Anna Agbe-Davies ~Vl-ote: 
>>>>> Great ne~vs, thank you, Arturo--and congratulations[ 



>>>>> On        2:06 PM; Arturo Escobar wrote: 
>>>>>> Yes, it was highest honors. Will do the form right away. Thanks! 

>>>>>> On 12:53 PM, 2tuna Agbe-Davies *vrote: 

>>>>>>> I think I rernember      defense was today. Has the 
>>>>>>> honors/highest honors question been established? If at all 
>>>>>>> possible, I would like to fax the fomx in now rather than wait 
>>>>>>> until 4. 

>>>>>>> thatfa you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr* 

Re: Thesis retx~rt 

tan abrazo, 
arturo 
On 9:38 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Comrade, 
> 

> Let’s get her 3 sets and we share the cost. 
> 

> In solidarity., 
>E 
> 

> From: aescobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 8:13 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Sulziect: Re: Thesis report 
> 

> Yes, this is it if you went to take a look. I just realized there are 
> already 3 sets (that is, six albums) 
> ’]’his is my favorite of the two I have: 
> 

> 

>>http://www.amazon.com/Desert-Blues-2-Various-Artlsts/dpiBOOOO6L7OS/re:~sr 1 3?s music&ie UTFS&qid 1334102955&sr 1-3 
>><http://wv,~’.amazon.com/Desert-Blues-2-Various-Artists/~dp/BOOOO6L7OS/re:~sr 1 3?s music&ie UTI:S&qid 1334102955&sr 1-3> 
> we can get her just the ]first two, or the three .. it’ll come to about 
> $100 ]’or the three. I do not my paying ]’or 
> it myself, but I’d like to give it to her in both our names, ok? 
> arturo 
> 

> 

> On 5:29 PM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
>> That is an excellent idea Comrade Can we order it online? 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> E 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Arturo Escobar [aescobar@ad.unc edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 5:27 PM 
>> To: Sable, Eunice N 
>> Sut~iect: Re: Thesis report 
>> 

>> OK. somebo@ gave me a really nice set of two sets each with two 
>> albums each of "Desert music", largely from 
>> Mall and Senegal but not only (some from North Africa as well). 
>> Includes nice binding and booklet.., that’s an idea. 
>> Definitely not a book -she reads too much already :0) 
>> 

>> an abrazo, 
>> alturo 
>> On 5:23 PM. Sahle, Eanice N wrote: 
>>> Avery good idea Corrtrade! Yes, I would. 

>>> In solidarity, 
>>> Eunice 

>>> From: Arturo Escobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, 5:11 PM 
>>> To: Sahle, E~ice N 
>>> Subject: Re:      Thesis report 

>>> Comrade, would you want to share a small gift for at graduation? 
>>> Not sure what. it’s something I do from time to time 
>>> with exceptional students/humans beings like her.. 

>>> un abrazo, 
>>> ar tmo 

>>> On        5:43 PM. Sable, Eumce N ~vrote: 
>>>> It is OK from this end Arturo 

>>>> Best wishes, 
>>>> Eunice 

>>>> From: Arturo Escobar [aescobar@ad uric edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday,               2:49 PM 
>>>> To: Wiener, Margaret Joyce; Sable, Eunice N 
>>>> Subject: Re:      Thesis report 



>>>> Margaret, Eunice, [ hope the report is nk [’or now.., quickly written, 
>>>> [’11 polish it some more if we nominate her 
>>>> an award, ok? 

>>~> On         2:47 PM. Arturo Escobar wrote: 
>>>>> tlere is the report, Anna Do you want me to send it some place else? 

>>~>> Let me know, ok? 

>>>>> On         2:34 PN2 Anna Agbe-Da’,~ies wrote: 
>>>>>> Great news, thank you, Artaro--and congratulations[ 

>>>>>> On        2:06 PM. Atttuo Escobar wrote: 
>>>>>>> Yes, it was highest honors. Will do the form right away. That~zst 

>>>>>>> On 12:53 PM. Atma Agbe-Davies wrote: 

>>>>>>>> I think I remernber      defense was today. Has the 
>>>>>>>> honors/highest honors question been established’.’ If at all 
>>>>>>>> possible, I would like to fax the form in now rather than wait 
>>>>>>>> until 4. 

>>>>>>>> thatlk you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:16 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Re: Lunch 

Mpendwa Mwali~nu, 

Thank you again! 

I would love to get lunch. I can do anMime Thursday, or after 2 on Friday this week. Unfortunately Monday-Wed, I have classes all through the lunch hours, so next 

week I’ll obly be able to do Thursday or Friday as well. I hope it’s not inconvenient for you. 

Let me know. 

I’m looking tbrwaxd to it! 
Best, 

On Tue, at 9:51 PM, Sable, Eunice N <emaiceSb~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Congratulations again! 

Let me know when it would be a good day for a celebratory lunch, 

Best wishes, 
Hwalimu - now that you have defended your thesis and also to invoke an East African memory. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

Romance Languages Faculty (mmlanglhc@list~rv.unc.edu); 

duncplas@duke.edu);                  @email .unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>;       @nccn.edu; 
@ecu.edn; i    ,~0)unity.ncsu.edu;.      ,~0)ncsu. edu 

BROWN-BAG LECFURE @ UNC: The Romantic Come@ in Neolibeml Mexico. 

~unc.edu>; intl-duncplas@duke, edu (intl- 

@gmail.com); 

@~4"u.edn); @gmml .corn) 

~0)ncsu.edn) 

noon 

A Brown-Bag Lecture at UNC: 

Humorous Affects: The Romantic Comedy in Neoliberal Mexico 

Ignacio Sfinchez Prado 

Washington Univemi~, in Saint Louis 

12:00-1:30pro 

Wednesday, 

University Room, Hyde Hall 

Institute lbr the Arts & Humanities 

In the last twelve years, homegrown romantic comedies have ruled the Mexican 

box-office. Yet the rise of the romantic comedy in Mexican cinema is perhaps one of the 

most unders~mdied phenomena in posit- 1988 Mexican media his~tory. This talk discusses 

the reasons for romanlic comedy’s success in Mexico, including its ties to ideologies of 

neoliberalism and its abili~ to fluorish within the changing landscapes of film production 

and exhibition, and will engage the fonndational Mexican romantic comedy (Alfonso 

Cuar6n’s S61o con tu pareja (1991)), and two more recent ones (Gabriela Tagliavini’s 

Ladies’Night (2003) and Jorge Col6n’s Cansack~ de besar sapos (2006)) in an explanation 

of the main elements of the genre. 
Ignacio M. S~inchez Prado is the anthor of El canon y ~s~sformas (2002) and Naciones 

intelectuales. Las fimdaciones de la modernidad #teraria mexicana (2009), which was 

awarded the LASA Mexico 2010 Humanities Book Award. He has edited and co-edited 
seven collections of criticism, the most recent of which is El lenguaje de las emociones. 

Afecto y cultura en AmOrica Latina (2012). He has published over 30 scholarly articles on 

ques~tions of Mexican literm?~ and cultural studies and Latin American cultural theory. He 

is currently working on a book project on Mexican film and neoliberalis~n. 

Sponsored by the Institute for the Arts and lIumanities, the Institute for the Study of the 
Americas, the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative, and the Department of Romance Languages 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

June Reyes <june.reyes@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 9:23 AM 

wgela <wgel~nicholas.duke.edtr~; infl-duncplas@duke.edu 

S~J~sa D~cing with WGELA 

Reminder: Salsa Dancing Lesson Tomo~Tow’. brought to you by the Working Group on Environment in Latin America 

~$~ere: 1016 Monmouth Ave. Durham, NC 27701 

~$~en: Thursday, April 12th at 7pm-8:30pm 

After: Heading to Cubm~ Revolution to show offour skills! 

We will have an instructor ficom the Fred Astarte dance studio and it’s open to everyone so t~el free to bring t~ends! Snacks roll be provided. 

Feel free to RSVP here: htt~s://www.facebook.com/eventsl] 4~ 0894626847321 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <janDlopp@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 9:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Summer 

Thanks, Eunice, 

Jan Johnson Yopp 

Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919~962.8266 
Fax: 919.962.2752 
Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962.4.083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 9:33 AM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Subject: RE: Summer 

Hi Jan, 

Thanks for your note. 

He would pick up the 2 Afril01s that Margaret Lee was scheduled to teach. 

I will send the form shortly. 

Take care, 
Eunice 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 9:19 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Summer 

Thanks, Eunice. Would you re[:resh rny rnemory? Georges is going to pick up an AFRI or AFAM I0:~ secdon, right? Was there another course? 

It’s helpful to have the changes in writing so I can make Erin Moseley aware that some changes are coming and that are approved. 

I hope you did get some down time during last weekend~ 

Best, 

Jan Johnson Yopp 

Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919.962.8266 
Fax: 919,962.2752 
Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962.4-083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 
iyopp@emaiLunc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Tuesday, April 10, 2012 5:56 PM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Subject: Summer 

Dear Jan, 

I hope you had a restful Easter break. 

In terms of the courses we discussed last week, Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja has offered to teach them. I will complete the necessary form and send it your way tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu>; 

Shared Tables Photo 

DSC 3719.JPG 

@kenan-flasler.unc.edu; @gmail.com> 

Dear Eunice, 

It was a pleasure to meet and work with you on the Shared Tables symposium. 

We thought that you might appreciate this photograph of you from the event. You are welcome to use it but we request that you credit photographer 

Regards, 

Jacqueline 

3acqueline NI. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 
3:[08 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5:[25 

Web: cseees,unc,edu 
Twitter: @jrnolich 

Linkedln: http://www.lin kedin,com/in/olich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11: 58 AM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[sej-tZaculty] Toxic Free NC (film tonight) "Living Downstream" 

FYI. 

Hello everyone, I am part of an organization called Toxic Free NC. Our organization is committed to curtailing dangerous chemical use and promoting sus~inable 

agricultt~re. Tonight we are hosting a documentary called "Living Downst~eam". It focuses on the phenomena of cancer clusters and their connection to the use of 

agricultural chemicals like herbicides in our environment. The documenta~ is about an hour long and after the screening a representative from our o~ganization will be 

avaJdable to answer questions and provide any clarification. The film will be shown from 6pm to 7pm in Hamilton Hall room 271, with time tbr the Q&A a£terwards. 

We roll al~ be ott~ring free pizza, so even if you’re busy and just want to stop by and ~e Mint we’re about, come on down! 

Here are solne liiNs to learn Inore- 

http://wu~,.to:dcfreenc.org! 

http://’wa~a~.livin~downs~’emn.com/ 

To~c Free NC 
(~live.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-thculty as: <a hre~"mafilto:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

emafil to <a h~e~"mafilto:leave-31265326- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31265326- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:04 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[sej- facul~] Fwd: [sxstt~culty] Stephanie Coon interview on WCttL to air Wednesday, 4:00 to 5:00 pm 

Jus~tice Panel Flier.lxtf 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: [fsu] Fwd: [sx~thculty] Stephanie Coo~ interview on WCHL to air Wednesday, 4:00 to 5:00 pm 

Date:Wed, 09:49:03 -0400 

From: ,~mail.com> 
To: 3)email.unc.edt~- 

Wonld you mind sending this om over fl~e FSU listserv? Thanks so much! 

Dear ti-iends, 

What does "justice" mean in our work to end sexual violence and suppori snrvivors? 

Please join community activis~ts and volunteels from the Orange County Rape Crisis Center for an exciting discussion about community-based strategies for 

accountabiliF and healing. This interactive discussion roll address the pros and cons of the criminal justice ustem as a means of responding to sexaldt violence, and 

explore aJtematives beyond it. Panelists roll discuss transfom~ative and res~tomtive jus~tice, alternative models for redressing hami and holding aggressors accountable, 

and our experiences with these processes in our own communities. Don’t Iniss this oppomlni~ to re-ilnagine justice as we work together towards a world free of 
gender violence and all oppression! 

Please pass this message along to your communities. 



On Tue, at 5:06 PM~ ~)emafil.unc.edu:> wrote: 
FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [sxstihculty] Stepha~ie Coo~ interview on WCHL to air Wednesday, 4:00 to 5:00 pm 

Date:Tue,            18:19:06 +0000 



From: ~email.unc.edu-~ 
Reply-To: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

To:All thculty teaching SXST-related courses <sxsffacults~(tb~listserv.unc.edu> 

http://w~v.chape~b~r~.c~m/WCHL-News-Speci~- Wi~h-Stephar~e-C~ntz- Wednesda‘// ~ 27944 7 5 

Here is one more chm~ce to take adwx~tage of Professor Coonlz’s visit to Chapel Hill. WCHL’s 

issues of love and its social impact that she spoke of in her "Equality Matters" lecture. 

<ul> 

did ~ hour-long interview, asking her to expand on the 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

t?~u as: <a href "mailto:rayvaJincarrboro@gmail.com’~>ms~valincarrboro@gmail.com~?’a>. To unsubscribe send a bl~mk <br> 

emaJl to <a href "mailto:leave-31258957-9883587.f197b65917e45d5313186513eat23949(~a)listserv.unc.edu">leave-31258957- 

9883587.f197b65917e45d5313186513eat23949(~a)listserv.unc.edu~?’a> 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej- faculU as: ~:a h~e~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</av. To unsubscribe send a blmak ~r> 

email to <a href "mafilto:leave-31265383-3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31265383- 

3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746tE9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a:~ 



mean to yo ? 

What does ,,justice" mean in the struggle t ~nd sexual violence? 

Join community activists and volunteers from the Orange County 
Rape Crisis Center for a discussion of community-based strategies 

for accountability and healing- 7-9pro 
Monday,                 " 

internationalist Books and Cornrnumty Center 
405 W. Franklin Street, Chapel ttill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edup, 

Wednesday, 12:20 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Petition liar a BaJ~raini activist 

Dear all, 

I am, ,attaching a p~etition fo~: ~ B,ahraini activist. 
wou)a ap, precla~te ir you could take t,l~e time to 
reaa ana sign ir you agree. Abulhaai al-~nawaja 
was sentenced to life in prison last year. He’s 
been on a hunqer strike for b.qo,months now, 
with no signs of beinq freed. He s in a ve~ 
delicate medical con~tion. 

The situation in this countEy has made me think 
about the Colombian situation, and how we 
have become familiarized with violence, but also 
how a process of internalization and acceptance 
of different bipes of viqle~qt domination takes 
place~ The situation in both countries also made 
me think in the distances beb.,;een them and 
~ho~e, of us !iving h~re ~ not~ onb geographical, 
but also in the conditions or out oaily life - aria 
how this distance make us to some 
extent "insensible" to their situation. I am asking 
myself, what can be our role as situated in the 
Nor:th American academ,i? Life continues here 
and there, but in many places, there are people 
dying. Th!s is just my reflections in a Io~)d voice. 
I !eNize that the ~itual;ion is more co, mplex than 
wnat I state nero but this is just to snare 
thoughts and feelings! 

Diana 

Stop A Reai Life Hunger Game i Citizens fOF Global Solutions 

e~9 2.d ern oc[acyinactien .org 

Standing up got your fFeedom and basic Fights is not a crimeI Teli the 

Obama Administration to do something got gahraini human right.:, activist 
Abdulhad~ Aikha~x,a]a befOFe he dies ~n pri~n from his hunger stdke~ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31265529-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57ti:7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 12:22 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

CGI eBulletin: GlobaJ American Sonth Registraliou, Tickets for Without a Fight Screening, Caxolina Navigators Multimedia 

Register Now .- Global American South Symposium 2012 

Register now for the free sixth annual Global American South Symposium before it fills! Join us at the 

FedEx Global Education Center as we explore the theme "The Changing Face of the American South: 

Demographic Shifts and Migrations." 

~Tickets fo~ Without ................. ,__:~ ......................................................... g ......... _~i .............. , .......... gt ............................................ ::~. 

Join us this Friday for the first Noah American screening of the documentary Without A Fight! Advance 

tickets are available for purchase on the £~))_££~£]£_~g[g£[website, as well as additional information about 

box office and last minute tickets 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U RC ES NEW CG~ 
~ntemat~or~a~ Coffee 



...... Join us for a monthly social hour for 
.{Ki international and American students, scholars, 

faculty, staff and families Chat about 

resources, opportunities, and challenges on 

campus Each month is hosted by a different 

offce wth exce ent resources to offer. (Host: 

Office of Post-doctoral Affairs) This will be our 

last coffee hour of the year! 

GO! Global Oliental:ion 2012 

The GO! Global Pre-DepaRure Orientation is open to all UNC 

students who will complete global engagement work-- se~ice, 

research, or internships, this summer or next fall. Although the priority 

registration deadline has passed, it’s not too late to siqn up! 

Hosted by The Center for European Studies (CES) 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio 

program in collaboration with WXYC and The ....... 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialog shared by relevant 

expeR guest scholars from UNC Chapel Hill 
Listen to ~_~__~Zg_~_~_~ of the Global Music 

Show. 

Fu~br~ht ~nfo Session 

Rising senior or a graduate student? Want to know more about the 

Fulbright? Join UNC’s Fulbright Program Adviser for an info session 

to learn about the program and have your preliminary questions 

answered. 

Ca~e~na for K~bera (CFK) Summer Intemsh~p 

There are several internships available at this time, offered as unpaid 

positions for professional experience. Apply immediately for priority 

consideration 

OPPORTUNITIES 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
E~yp!,iarl Jewish Cinematic L:nco.unte~s: Nadia 

As par of the film series, Egyptian Jewish Cinematic Encounters, Egyptian filmmaker Nadia Kamel will 

provide her perspectives on themes of cultural, lingual, and national perspectives on Jewish life in Egypt. 

The film screenings will feature "Salata Baladi" and "Green Mirage". This event is free and open to the 

public and sponsored in par by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

"Cancer and Gbba~ HeaRh" w~th DL Ca~o~ Sho~es 

The third and final speaker of the monthly series, Heels in the Field: A Global Health Discussion Series, 

Dr. Carol Shores, MD, PhD, FACS will discuss critical issues involved in the global fight against cancer. 

Please RSVP to._[~[~@_&~j_L~_0_~_~#_~ if you plan to a~end. 

Sofia Gruskin is a pioneering expe~ on public health and human rights. Her talk, a discussion of a rights- 

based approach to global health (especially for marginalized populations), is the first in a new UNC 

Health and Human Rights Lecture Series. This event is free and open to the public; a reception will follow. 

Transnatbna~ Mus~rn Youth. Po~t~cs. and Art: D~scuss~on 
:F~;~;;~-;~C~;X--:{;--:{~-[ST::-~:fi~-X~ ............................................................................................................................................ 

Join Syrian-American hip hop a~ist and political activist, Omar Offendum, in a round table discussion 

about political issues across the Middle East and the United States. Stick around for a special 

pedormance of his music and poetry (with local guest a~ists) from 7:00 - 9:00 PM in the Nelson Mandela 

Auditoriuml 

%% 



Be,,,m Tighe == 301 Pi~sbeFe Street Suite 3002 i C~ ’5~ 45 i Chapei Hill: hlC 27599 I ~:~~ iContact- Try It Free! 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list -curstZacultyl~llows@liskserv.unc.edtr"~ 

~unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>;       @live.uuc.edu 

[cursfacultyfellows] Music on the Porch ] The Heartaches 

.pdf 

@unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>;, 

~uuc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

Please join us at Hickerson House for an event you won’t want to miss... 
tomorrow,        @ 5 to 6 p.m., :tO8 Battle Lane on the UNC campus. 

. o .play early country and string band music and have a passion for close vocal harmonies. 
is a Masters student in Folklore at UNC-Chapel Hill;                   is a 

visiting scholar at the Center for Urban & Regional Studies. ~he TWO have made music 
together for more than a decade, performing regularly at home in                        Their 
tight guitar/fiddle blend melds expressive instrumental work with heartfelt vocals to bring 
you heart achin~ duets~ driving fiddle tunes~ and son~s of love and loss. 

The will be joined by special guests, local musicians and 

(see the attached flier for a more colorful version of the above) 

<li> -- You are curreutly subscribed to 

</ul~ 

cursfacultvt’ellows as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe seud a blm~k <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-31267169-43127920.607d3960bPgd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31267169- 

43127920.607d3960bt’Sd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu~/a-~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[sej-facul~] Fwd: NEW LOCATION: What does "Justice" Mean? 

Justice Panel Flier Updated.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:NEW LOCATION: What does "Justice" Mean? 

Date:Wed, 11 Apr 2012 16:23:00 -0400 

From :] @gmail.com> 

To:’,                       @email. unc.edu-~ 

I apologize for the double-email, we had a last minute location chmage. Would you mind sending the announcement again? Thmaks for your help! 

Dear l~iends, 

What does "justice" mean in our work to end sexual violence and support survivors? 

Please join commnnity activists and volunteers [’tom the Orange County Rape Crisis Center for an exciting diseussion about commnnity- based strategies for 

accountability and healing. This interactive discussion will address the pros and cons of the criminaljuaice syaem as a means of responding to sexual violence, and 

explore aJternatives beyond it. Panelists will discuss transformative and restorative j ustice, alternative models for redressing harm and holding aggressors accountable, 

and our experiences with these processes in our own communities. Don’t miss this opportunity to re-imagine justice as we work together towards a world flee of 

gender violence and all oppression’. 

Monday, 

7-9PM 

Orange Connty Rape Crisis Center 

1506 E. Franklin Street Suite 302 

Please pass this message along to your communities. 

Please r~ote the location has changed for fl~is es ent. It will now bc held at the OCRCC Chapel t till Ot’tice. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej- facul~ as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a l~f "mailto:leave-31267548- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31267548- 

3692316.5edd0fl 2bfb 180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~:.unc .edu<ia> 



mean to you? 

What does ,,]ustice" mean in the struggle t ~nd sexual violence? 

Join community activists and volunteers from the Orange County 
Rape Crisis Center for a discussion of community-based strategies 

for accountability and healing- 7-9pro 
Monday, 

ocRCC 

1506 E. Franklin St. Suite 302 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griest, Laura Elisabet <lauragriesi@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 5:07 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-~ 

Bariram, Jamie <jbartram@email.unc.edu>; Barber, Stepheu <sgbarbe@email.unc.edtt~; Bowler, Katie <kbowle@unc.edu>; Streyle, 
Marissa V~Jdez <streyle@email.unc.edu;>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.uuc.edt~,; Jorda~n, Joseph F <jl]ordan@email.unc.edu;> 

RE: Re: Suggestion for Water iu Our World 

Thank you for thinking of I_,I’~’C Global. We are excited about the possible visit of Felicano dos Santos and look folavard to learning more I imagine our School of Public Health, Global 
Research Institute, African Studies (;enter and African and Afru-American Studies Department might be interested in being invulved in some way as well. Marissa, perhaps we should 
schedule a time to discuss. Please let me knuw a time that is convenient [’or yuu. 

Sincerely, 
Laura 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Terry" Rhudes [mailtu:rhudes(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:53 AM 
Tu: Jordan, Juseph F; Griest, Laura Elisabet 
Cc: Bartram, Jamie; Barber, Stephen 
Sublect: Fwd: Re: Suggestiun ~2~r Water in Our Wurld 

Dear Prufessor Jurdan and ]X/Is Griest, 

Please see email thread concerning a pussible guest visitor frum Mozambique, and let us knuw ifyuu and your organizatiuns might be interested in hosting Feliciano dos Santos. 

Thank yuu. 
TerO, 

TerO’ Ellen Rhudes. Prnfessor and Chair, Music Co-Chair, UNC Water Theme Steering Comanittee 

CC Bartram, Barber 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: Suggestion for Water in Our World 
Date: Man, 9 Apr 2012 18:39:04 -0400 

From: Terry Rhodes <rhodes@eraaih~mc.edu> 
To: Streyle, Marissa Valdez <streyle@email.tmc.edu> 
CC: Battram, Jamie <jbartram@emaihunc.edu>, Sahle, Eur~ice N 
<etmice@eraail.~mc.edu>, Terry Rhodes <rhodes@enraihunc.edu> 

As I nrentioned to Jamie, Music is having an international Stravinsky conference at exactly the same time during that last ~veek in October, 2012, so unfortunately Music could not host such 
a concert. However, I’m thinking that we should let the Stone Center, the FedEx Global Center and African American Studies know about the possibili~ of this visit to see if there’s interest 
on those ends. 

I’nr copying Eunice Sahle, chair of ~M’rican At~ican-American Studies, and will also be in touch with the appropriate colleagues in the Stone Center and the Global Center. 

On 4/9/2012 5:52 PM. Streyle, Marissa Valdez ~vrote: 

Hi TelTy, 

My name is IVlarissa Streyle, I ~vork for Jamie Bartram at the Water 
Institute. Jamie suggested I share with you an idea that was put 
forward to us for our Water and Health Conference this fall 

There’s a Mozambican singer by the name of Felicano dos Santos who is 
well known tbr his communi~ education on sanitation and hygiene 
through song He is a National Geographic Explorer and has several 
awards for his work There’s a PBS Frontline story- on him which can be 
fotmd here 

>http://vv~vwpbs.org/frontlineworld/storiesimozambique704/video/video index html 

"¢,qaile he would be absolutely ~vonderful to have at the Conference, ~ve 
don’t think that we can bring him in solely to perfolrn. He speaks in 
Portuguese so he wouldn’t be a good fit for a Keynote Speaker, 
although that doesn’t necessarily mean that he wouldn’t be a good 
speaker with an interpreter in other forums. Would there be an 
opportunity and funding for a larger concert elsewhere through the 
univel-si~ in the late fall that could bring Felicano to Chapel Hill? 
Possibly something that the Water and Health Conference could piggy 
back on that would also allow him to pertbrm at our event? 

Many thanks, and I luuk furward to your thuughts on this idea. 

-Marissa 



Marissa \7. Strey[e 

Research Associate 

The Water Institute 

(3 i l[ings School of Global Public t]~ea[th 

The L-rliversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

E: st~eyle@email.~c.edu <mailto:streTle,@,email.ar~c.edu> 

>P: 

/Join us for the 2012 Water and Health Cotffcrence: Science, ]- olicy and 

Innovation/ 

/October 29 November 2 in Chapel Hill, NCi 

/WHcor~ference.unc.edu <whconference.unc.edu> / 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Streyle, Marissa Valdez <s~treyle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 5:13 PM 

Griest, Laura Eli sabet <lauragries@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu> 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@emaJl.unc.edu>; Barber, Stephen <sgbarbe@email.unc.edu:~; Bowler, Katie <kbowler@unc edu>; Sahle, 

Eunice N < eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jordar~ Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: Suggestion for Water in Our World 

Hi Laura, 

I’m veW pleased to hear that you are excited about this idea. I have a great deal uf upen time tumurrow, Thursday, but cuuld alsu have a call Friday, mid- afternoon 

Thanks, 
Marissa 

Marissa V Streyle 
Research Associate 
The Water Institute 
Gillings Schoul ufGlobal Public Health 
The Unwersity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
E: streyle@email.unc edu 
P: 

Juin us :[’or the 2012 Water and Health Cunference: Science, Policy and Innuvation 
Octuber 29 Nuvember 2 in Chapel Hill, NC 
WHcunference unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Griest, Laura Elisabet 
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 5:07 PRO" 
Tu: Rhudes, Terry Ellen 
Cc: Bartram, Jamie; Barber, Stephen; Bowler, Katie; Streyle, Marissa Valdez; Sable, Eunice N; Jordan, Joseph F 
Sublect: RE: Re: Suggestion fur Water in Our Wurld 

Thank you for thinking of L~N’C Global. We are excited about the possible visit of Felicano dos Santos and look forward to learning more. I imagine our School of Public Health, Global 
Research Institute, African Studies Center and African and Afro-.~erican Studies Depaltraent might be interested in being involved in some xvay as well. Marissa, perhaps we should 
schedule a time to discuss. Please let me know- a time that is convenient for you. 

Sincerely, 
Laura 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Telwy Rhodes [mailto:rhodes(d~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:53 A5¢I 
To: Jordan, Joseph F; Griest, Lattra Elisabet 
Cc: Bartram, Jamie; Barber, Stephen 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Suggestion for Water in Our World 

Dear Professor Jordan and 2v~. Griest, 

Please see email thread concerning a possible guest visitor from Mozambique, and let us know if you and your organizations raight be interested in hosting Feliciano dos Santos. 

Thank you, 
Terry 

Terry Ellen Rhodes, Professor and Chair, Music Co-Chair, LrNC Water Theme Steering Cormnittee 

CC Baltram, Barber 

........ Original iVlessage ........ 
Subject:    Re: Suggestion for Water in Our World 
Date: \{ori, 9 Apr 2012 18:39:04 
From: Terry, Rhodes <rhodes@email unc.edu> 
To: Streyle, Marissa Valdez <streyle@email uric edu> 
CC: Ba~tl-am, Jamie <jbartram@email.unc.edu>, Sable, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>, TenT Rhodes <rhodes@email.unc edu> 

As I mentioned to Jamie, Music is having an international Stravinslcy conference at exactly the same time during that last week in October, 2012, so unfortunately Music could not host such 
a concert However, I’m thinking that we should let the Stone Center, the FedEx Global Center and African American Studies kno~v about the possibility of this visit to see if there’s interest 
on those ends. 

I’m copying Eunice Sable, chair of African .aA’rican-.~merican Studies, and will also be in touch with the appropriate colleagues in the Stone Center and the Global Center 

Thanks, all 
Terry 

On 4/9/2012 5:52 PX{ Streyle, Marissa Valdez *vrote: 

> 



tli Terry, 

My name is Marissa Streyle, I work for Jamie Bartram at the Water 
Institute. Jamie suggested l share with you an idea that was put 
forward to us J2~r our Water and Health Conference this fall 

’]"here’s a Mozambican singer by the name of Felicano dos Santos who is 
well known :[’or his communi~ education on sanitation and hygiene 
through song He is a National Geographic E×plorer and has several 
awards for his work. There’s a PBS Frontline stolN on hirn which can be 
found here 

>http://www.pbs.orgifrontlinewurld/stories/mozambique704/video/video index.html. 

While he would be absolutely wonderful to have at the Conference, we 
don’t thip2~ that we can bring him in solely to perform He speaks in 
Portuguese so he wouldn’t be a good fit for a Keynote Speaker, 
although that doesn’t necessarily rnean that he wouldn’t be a good 
speaker with an intelpreter in other forums. Would there be an 
opportunity and funding for a larger concert elsewhere through the 
universib" in the late fall that could bring Felicano to Chapel Hill’.’ 
Possibly something that the Water and Health Comference could piggy 
back on that would also allow him to perform at our event? 

Many thanks, and I look forward to your thoughts on this idea. 

-Marissa 

Marissa V. Streyle 

Research Associate 

The Water h~stitute 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

E: streyle@email uric edu <mailto:strevle@email.tmc.edu> 

>P: 

/Join us fbr the 2012 Water and Health Conference: Science, Policy and 
Innovation/ 

/October 29 November 2 in Chapel Hill, NC/ 

/WHconference.unc edu <whconference.unc edu> / 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ter~-Rhodes <rhodes@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 5:19 PM 

Griest, Laura Elisabet <lauragriest@unc.edu> 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@emaJl.unc.edu>; Barber, Stephen <sgbarbe@email.unc.edtr~; Bowler, Katie <kbowle@unc.edu>; Streyle, 

Marissa V~Jdez <streyle@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~,; Jorda~n, Joseph F <jl]ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Suggestion for Water in Our World 

Excellent! Thank you, Laura 
Terry 

On 4/11/2012 5:06 PM, Griest, Laura Elisabet wrobe: 

> Terp)~, 

> Thank you fur thinking of UNC Global. We are excited about the possible visit ufFelicano dos Santos and [uok furward tu [earning more. I imagine uur School uf Public Health, Global 

Research Institute, African Studies (;enter and African and Afro-American Studies Department might be interested in being involved in some way as well Marissa, perhaps we should 

schedule a time to discuss. Please let me knuw a time that is convenient [’or yuu. 

> 

> Sincerely, 

> Laura 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> Frum: Terry Rhodes [mailto:rhodes(?r!emaihunc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:53 

> To: Jordan, Joseph F; Griest, Laura Elisabet 

> Cc: Bartram, Jamie; Barber, Stephen 

> Subject: Fwd: Re: Suggestiun [’or Water in Our World 

> 

> Dear Professor Jordan and Ms. Griest, 

> 

> Please see email thread concerning a possible guest visitor frum Mozambique, and let us knuw if you and your urganizations might be interested in hosting Felicianu dus Santos 

> 

> Thank you, 

> Terry 

> 

> Terry Ellen Rhodes, Professor and Chair, Music Co-Chair, UNC Water Theme Steering Conwnittee 

> 

> CC Bartram, Barber 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ........ 

> Subject: Re: Suggestion for Water in Ore World 

> Date: Mon, 9 Apr 2012 18:39:04 -0400 

> From: Terry Rhodes<rhodes@eraaihunc.edu> 

> To: Streyle, Marissa Valdez<streyle@email.~mc.edu> 

> CC: Bartram, Jamie<jbartrara@email.~c.edu>, Sable, Eanice N 

> <eunice@email.unc.edu>, Tel~y Rhodes<rhodes@email.unc.edu> 

> 

> 

> 

> As I mentioned to Jamie, Music is having an international Stravinsky cotffcrence at exactly the same time during that last week in October, 2012, so unfortunately Music could not host 

such a concert. However, I’m thinking that we should let the Stone Center, the FedEx Global Center and African American Studies know about the possibility of this visit to see if there’s 

interest on those ends. 

> 

> rm copying Eunice Sahle, chair of African African-American Studies, and will also be in touch with the appropriate colleagues in the Stone Center and the Global Center. 

> 

> Thanks, all. 

> Terly 

> 

> On 4/9/2012 5:52 PM, Streyle, Marissa Valdez wrote: 

>> Hi Telay, 

>> 

>> \~¢ name is Marissa Streyle, I work for Jamie Bartram at the Water 

>> Institute. Jamie suggested I share with you an idea that ~vas put 

>> forward to us for our Water and Health Conference this fall 

>> 

>> There’s a Mozambican singer by the name of Felicano dos Santos who is 

>> well known for his community education on sanitation and hygiene 

>> through song. He is a National Geographic Explorer and has several 

>> awards for his work. There’s a PBS Frontline StOly on him ~vhich can be 

>> found here 

>> http://www pbs org/frontlineworld/storiesimozambique704/video/video index.htmh 

>> 

>> 

>> While he would be absolutely wonderful to have at the Conference, we 

>> don’t think that we can bring him in solely to perform He speaks in 

>> Portuguese so he wouldaa’t be a good fit for a Keynote Speaker, 

>> although that doesn’t necessarily mean that he wouldaa’t be a good 

>> speaker ~vith an interpreter in other forunas. Would there be an 

>> opportuthty and funding for a larger concert elsewhere through the 

>> university in the late fall that could bring Felicano to Chapel Hill? 

>> Possibly something that the Water and Health Cunference could piggy 

>> back on that would also alluw him tu perform at uur event? 

>> 



>> Many thanks, and I look for*w~rd to your thoughts on this idea 
>> 

>> -Marissa 
>> 

>> Marissa V Streyle 
>> 

>> Research Associate 
>> 

>> ’]7he Water Institute 
>> 

>> Oillings School of Global Public Health 
>> 

>> The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> E: stroyle@email.unc, edu<mailto:strev le,@,email.~xc, edu> 
>> 

>>P: 
>> 

>>/Join us for the 201~ Water and Health Conference: Science, 1- olicy and 
>> Innovatiorg 
>> 

>>/October 29 - November 2 in Chapel Hill, NCi 
>> 

>> i~2~ftconference.unc.edu<whconference.tmc.edu> / 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:18 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Response 2 

response 2.docx 

Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Response 2 

C_c~live.unc.edu] 
9:03 PM 

Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my response 2 paper. 

Thank you, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 8:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Call me at.. 

Hi there. I am headed to You can call my cell before 9pm tonight or tomorrow morning bet~veen 7 and 8 Hate to be unavailable! Take care. B 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and .aJro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 I?x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 3:22 PM 
To: Barbara Anderson 
Subject: Call me at.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Critical Response 

Critical Response to South Africa Readings.docx 

Attached! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,             10:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~"~ 

group 3 respo~se paper 

- group 3 paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my response paper for the material covered by group 3. See you tomorrow morning! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(~gm~il.com on behalf of 

@live.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:24 PM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.nnc.edtr> 

Response 

M’fi Response 2- Urban Movements.docx 

Professor Sable, 
My response is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

AFRI. response 

afri pdf 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, _ 12:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Response Paper- Group 3 

tL3.docx 

Here is my paper 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Thursday. 1:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

.~live.unc.edu> 

Third Response Paper 

Response Paper 3.docx 

Dear Dr SaNe, 

Please find attached my third response paper. 

I did not get a confirmation email for my second paper. Could you please confirm that you received that one otherwise I can resend it. 

Best, 

State & National Desk 
The Daily Tar Heel 

www.dailytarheel.com 
(c) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your response paper for today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:26 PM 

To: Sable. Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Please find attached my paper. 

State & National Desk 
The Daily Tar Heel 
www.dailytarheel.com 
(c) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:00 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Dear l 

Here are possible times today. 

:t0.30am or :tL00am. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:53 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Response Paper 

Dear Dr SaNe, 



I realise that you don’t not offer office hours today for my class but I was hoping that you might have a few moments at some point to go over my response paper with me. 
I’ve not been assigned one yet since I’ve been here and now that I’m working on it, I’m struggling quite a lot. If you have the time that would be great. Otherwise I will see you 
in class on Thursday. 

Best, 

State & National Desk 
The Daily Tar Heel 

www.dailytarheel.com 
(C)’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 7:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

group 3 paper 

Group 3 Paper.doc 

¯ Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Class of 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday.. 7:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

response paper 3 

~esponse Paper #3.docx 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             7:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

AFRI Response 3 

AFRI Response-3.doc 

Professor SaNe, 

Attached you will find my response. 

B.A. Political Science & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, 

Education Committee of Black Student Movement 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday. 7:45 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Subject: Paper 3 

Attach: Paper 3.docx 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I’ve attached my third paper, Thanks! 

Always, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

John French <jdfrench~dnke.edu~ 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 7:59 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

~gmail.com> 

Talk on Japanese B~.zilians at UNC, April 19th 

nsmail.pdf 

UNC will be hosting Mieko Nishida, a scholar at Hartwick College and currently NEH Fellow at the Humanities Center for a talk on Japanese 

Brazilians’ reverse emigration: 

’It’s in the Face’: Japanese Brazilians on the Move 

In the mid-1980s, Japanese Brazilians’ "return" labor migrations to Japan 

(known as dekassegui) started on a large scale. In S~o Paulo, Japanese 

Brazilians had found it impossible to elevate themselves as "true Brazilians," 

due to their "face," despite their urban middle-class position. Japan’s 

economic prosperity gave the educated Japanese Brazilian youth strong 

ethnic pride and, as a result, they began to affirm their collective Nikkei 

(Japanese descendant) identity. In 2008, when Brazil celebrated the 

centenary of Japanese immigration, the global recession began to affect the 

life of Japanese Brazilians in Japan. Many of those who chose to remain in 

Japan became increasingly nationalistic as Brazilians. 

APRIL 19th 

UNC, House Undergrad Library Room 207, 4:30 PM 

Sponsored by the Triangle Center for Japanese Studies 

Support provided by the Carolina Asia Center, the Center for Global Initiatives, 

Global Studies, the Asian Studies Department, and the Japan Foundation 

John D. French 

Professor of Histo~ and African m~d Affic~-A~nerican Studies 

Duke Universib~ 

For more itffonnation on my activities, and copies of my publications, please consult my del~rtanental web page at 

htlp:/i fds.duke.edu/db/aa s/history/faculb’/i dfrench 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday. 8:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Presentation 3 Response 

Presentation #3 Response.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe! 

I mn not quite sure what is happening to my HeelMail but here is my Presentation 3 response for yon! Sorl~- for not sending it from my school email! I roll t~ to get that 

fixed. See you soon! 



From: ~gmail.eom> 

Sent: Thursday. ~ 8:10 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@mail~mc .edtv"~ 

Subject: Afri. Response #3 

A~tach: Afri Response #3.docx 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

My essay is attached! 

See you in class, 

~;gtnail.com 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

International Studies B.A., International PNitics 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday. 8:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@email.unc.edu> 

Reading Response 

Al:RIf~R3.docx 

Thanks! 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday. 9:19 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv> 

Subject: Re: Afri. Response #3 

You axe most welcome! Thank you for letting me know! 

See you soon, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:05 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Many thanks and this is to let you know that I have received your response 3, 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From; @qmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 8:10 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Afri    Response #3 

Dear Pro£ Sahle, 

My essay is attached! 

See you in class, 

~gmail.com 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

international Studies B,A., international Politics 
Class of 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Thursday. 9:29 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Subjet’t: Re: AFRI    paper 

Thin,ks for the email. I will have paper 2 to you hopefully by the end oftomonow. The book it scheduled to be delivered today. 

Thanks, 

5~live.unc.edu 

On at 9:18 AM, Sable, Eunice wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. This is to acknowledge receipt of your response 3 and to let you know that you will get credit for the outstanding response 2. 

Best wishes and thanks for the heads up on response Z 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursdayl 12:00 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject." AFRI    paper 

Prof. SaNe, 

Here is my group 3 essay. Did you get my emails the past few days? I tracked down further information on the problem with amazon and ordering the Matua 
book online through them. They have listed his second book and the paperback form of the book we were supposed to get for class. Therefore when you input 
to but the book you are directed toward the right book. However when you choose to but the paperback version on the same page you buy the wrong book. I 
will have to book by tomorrow and can get you a paper by friday. I did not come to class on tuesday because I did not want an unfair advantage to the paper. 
Also I feel that since I was not prepared for class and could not participate I did not deserve the class participation points. I understand if I can’t receive credit 
for the paper but I would still like submit a paper to get feed back to help me prepare for the final. I hope you are doing well 

Thanks, 

:@live’.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:14 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Thesis 

Dear 

(:an we meet today at 5.00pro? 

Best wishes, 
DL Sable 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

5:01 PM 

Dear 

I will be here until 6.00pro so you can drop by the office. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,, 8:09 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Professor SaNe, 

will be working today from 9a until 12p. Can we meet at 5:00p? 

Class 

Histou and Ati’ican-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to plvserve everkChing that has substantive 

significm~ce and to resis¢ the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of onr subj ects." 

- Manning Marable 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Dear 

Can we meet on Tuesday at i:t.00am? 

In terms of the thesis, I need to schedule a defense date shortly after the 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

so as to meet the last deadline for this year’s honor thesis. 

From: . @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mohday, :t2:12 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Professor SaNe, 

will give me more than enough time to complete what I have and hopefully get feedback from you and professor 3ordan. Can we meet this week? Tuesday through 
F~iday 3[ will be available. 

Class of 



History and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .rything that has snbstantive 

significance and to resist the tempta’d on of i mposing our own latter- day 
perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Maaming Marable 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:1:13 AM 
To: 
Cc: Jordan, Joseph 
Subject: RE: Thesis 

Dear 

Thank you for your email. I am deeply sorry to hear about your morn. I am glad to know that she is on her way to recovery. 

In terms of the thesis, we need to see it in a complete format - citations (footnotes or endnotes) and it has be at a minimum between 50 - 60 pages by Tuesday       so 
that Professor Jordan and I can make an informed determination of the way forward that week. The first University deadline for completion of honors thesis is on Monday and 
the second one will be upon in about 2 and half weeks. 

Please let me know if you can submit a completed thesis by 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:56 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

All I can do right now is sincerely apologize for being unreachable for the last week and a half. Please know that this has only been the case because of personal issues I’ve 
been confronting, rm not sure if Dr. Jordan informed you, but                            two Wednesdays ago and I have been back and forth between here and 

most of last week and the week prior, trying help expedite her recovery. I am very behind on emails but I have been trying my best to keep up with my school work - 
my thesis included. As of now my mother is said to be recovering nicely. She had surgery on her arm this past weekend and things have seemed better since then. 

As far as my thesis goes, I don’t know what kind of timeline we’re working with, but rd still like to defend it if that is still a possibility, and I still feel confident that I can do that 
successfully. The only part that I have left to do is re-format all my citations because as I believe I told you in a previous email, I’ve been typing my work in a Google document 
because they save continuously, but the Google docs do not maintain the footnote format when I transfer my work into a Microsoft word document in order to print and email. 
At this point, all of this is at your discretion as I’m sure my intermittent communication has added undue stress to the work you as well as Dr. Jordan have had to do. I am still 
in the process of catching up with older emails, but the new one’s I receive I am answering promptly now, so please don’t worry that this lapse in communication will occur 
again. 

Again, I sincerely apologize for everything 

Class 

Histo~?" and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 

significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subjects." 

- Maiming Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 12:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Response Paper Meeting 

Hello Dr. SaNe! 
Thank you for the feedback on our group presentation today. I really enjoyed reading and focusing on Bond! Fridays are unfortunately terribly busy for me...I have class from 
:I0-:I and then I go straight to babysitting. Would you be in your office around 9:20? Is there any way I could reserve that time slot? Have a great rest of your day!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,. 12:54 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Response Paper & Attendance 

ResponseThree.pdf 

~live. unc.edu> 

Professor Sahle, 

I don’t expect you to account for this response paper, as it is quite horribly late. However. I had completed it last night and saved it for review this morning before 
submitting it...so I wanted to at least assure you that I had completed it. As I mentioned on Tuesday, I’ve been sick, and unfortanately I’m still not any better. However, 

I’ve had a lot of work so I’ve been running my~lf ragged and not really sleeping in attempts to do it all M~ich is even worse (I’ve discovered) when one is ill. I wrote 

this response paper last evening, and continued on to other work betbre returning to it for review. I intended rest my eyes just for a bit to renew my perspective- but I 

tband my~lfawakened at 10:43 to the realization that I had slept through the va~ous alarms I had set, and l?ailed to submit both my assignment tbr your class, a paper 

for another class (which luckily I’ve been able to work out), had entirely missed your class, and was about to be late to a class in which I had a presentation. As I ran 

out the door to attend the class I had a presentation in, I cotnpletely forgot to submit my assignment to you. 

I tell you this not expecting sympathy or an exception, but to assure you that this is not my norn~al behavior, rm quite upset with myself and how events have played 

out, as I’ve been unable this week to be the student I normally am. I do not miss class, I do not turn assignments in late, and I do not run into class breathless seconds 

before a presentation. I wanted to submit the assignment simply so at the very least you can be assured that I am reading and engaging ruth fl~e material as expected 

and completing the assignments, regardless of my failures to meet all expectalions this week. 

Thank you for your time in reading this emall. I hope yon’re well and that you have a wonderufl weekend. I will see you Tue~tay. 

[YNC Chapel Hill Class ol 

Political Science, Global Studies, Arabic 
Chapel Hill Political Review 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

today’s class 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I wanted to apologize for missing class this morning; I was struggling with my seasonal allergies. I hope to come see you tomorrow to talk about my response papers. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cromer. Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 13, 2012 9:31 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.tmc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul .ty--athlefics-tbrum] Some upda’tes on athletics 

Here is one area of curffusion/contention: Our advisors in Arts and Sciences have the official title of "acaderaic advisors." The advisors in the athletic program have some other 

designation that is close enough to lead students to think the athletic advisors are giving all the advice they need. I think it is, indeed, all the advice that the athletic office generally wants 
its students to get for choosing courses and majors 

Most athletes seldom come to us for anything other than bureaucratic matters like filling out forms (drop-add, pass-fail, and major declarations) that we must process. They generally do 
not come to us to go over all requirements (e.g, have worksheets filled out) or general academic advice about maj ors or courses. These students take extra time to review when they apply 
to graduate, since we have more worksheet updating than for most other students The athletic advisors are generally vely’ good in making sure that specific requirements are met, but we do 
occasionally find that something has been missed when we check students for graduation. 

This is one aspect of how these students are a special class. Part of this, it is claimed, is clue to NCAA regulations. Tail wagging dog. 
Dick Cramer 

PS : There are a vely’ few athletes who have majors outside of Arts and Sciences                        These other schools may have other advising procedures. Given the ntanber of 
Journalism students who mistakenly come to us for advice, I suspect that school offers veW little in the way of advisor availabili~ But that’s another, totally irrelevant, issue to the matter at 
hand. I’m just venting. 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Andrew Perrin [mailto:andrew perrin(@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 5:59 AM 
To: discussion 
Sut~iect: [facul~’--athletics-]2~rum] Some updates on athletics 

Colleagues- 

I am, apparently, unable to let things go, and so I wrote a brief blog post on the N0cera column: 

http :i/scatter.wordpress. com/2012/O4/12/maiorin~-in-footbal [/ 

Also: after I asked Robert Mercer if we could use the Loudermilk conference room for the meeting with Branch (and he said yes), he asked me to come by so we could talk about our group. I 
did so, and yesterday morning we had a friendly and frank discussion about our group’s direction and concerns. Nothing specific, but he was interested and provided some of his own 
perspective. He would be interested, at some point in the future, in having a com’ersation between our group and academic advising staff (including himself), and also between our group 
and current players. 

I think there are real and substantial differences in emphasis, if not in kind, between our group and Robert, but I think there is an opportunity for cooperative dialogue. 

Best, 
Andy 

Andrew J Pel~in - andre~v~r~errin@unc, edu - http ://perrin.socsci.unc. edu 
Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology_ University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: rmcraruer@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvu?id 48699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5&n T&l faculty~-athletics-forum&o 31280023 or send a blankemailto leave-31280023- 

48699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01 cca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv.m~c.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I faculty~--athletics-forum&o 31280956 or send a blank email to leave-31280956- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, April 13, 2012 10:44 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

April 18, 7 pm at Duke - tilm ~reening of"Gasl,and" 

GasLand.pdf 

The Worldng Group on Environment in Latin America (WGELA) 

presents a screening of 

Ga~. La~d 
a film by Josh Fox 

Wednesday April 18 

7 pm 

LSRC - Love Auditorium - Duke Campus 

See attached flyer for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

FW: grad student interested in teaching AFAM 

Dear Eunice, 

Please see the em~51 below 

endorsement, bu~ a~ obse~atiom 

don’t know he~ ~,x ork ~r he~ teaching, but she is nice and the p~gramming she has d,me is g,)~d. That is not an 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Pro~i~ssor of Afro- A~nerican Studies 

]}ep~utment of Al~cm~ and Afro- Ame~i 

109 Ba~tle t ~alL Ct3~ 3395 
l 5~five~sity ofNorN C.aro~ina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 
Click on a linL ibr inF)rnlati, m a~:~ut my publica*ions: 

h~://u~vw~um~s~edu/umpmss/spr 97/ianken.html 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/k~o~/T- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.edu/booldPO0780 

h~p://undpress.nd.edu/booldPO0723 

Sent: Friday, ~2:28 PN 
To= 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject= ~ank you and a question about teaching oppo~unities 
Dear Professor Janken, 

Thank you again for participating in the Triangle African American History Colloquium’s panel discussion, "Placing African American History in the Academy." Your insights 
about the job market as well as the relative health of African American history as a field were greatly appreciated. 

I’ve recently heard through the History Department that you are looking for graduate students who could teach AFAM . and I will be a ’ PhD candidate in the 
fall, and I am very interested in teaching the second half of this course series. My dissertation is on the 

This past year, I served as the for the African American History Colloquium and its annual conference. Thus far I have been a =or three 
courses in U.S. History, and I will a fourth course this summer on oral history. I’ve worked as a               at the Southern Oral History Program for the past year, 
where rve focused on our collections pertaining to African American History and the long civil rights movement. I also served and will continue to serve as a 
for the SOHP’s contract with the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture. I would be grateful if you could pass along further information about 
these teaching opportunities, as it becomes available. Likewise, please let me know if ~ can provide you with additional information about myself. ~ would be particularly 
interested in teaching during the spring semester of next year, if that is a possibility. 

With all best wishes, 

PhD Candidate, History 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:5 8 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: AFAM Please Read 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:$7 plVl 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM    Please Read 

Dear Prof. Regester, 

I sincerely apologize for the delay in responding to the technical error with the 2nd essay. At that time, I was involved in multiple athletic related honor code charges (none of 

which pertaining to the integrity and honesty of my academic work (cheating, plagiarism, etc.). I was told and thought that I would be suspended from the university for 1-2 
semesters. About two weeks ago, I found that T would not be suspended this semester and that I was in good standing to finish my courses this spring. During that time, I 
became depressed, and unmotivated to continue my education. My personal confidence was low as it is after severe medical and psychological trauma earlier in my college 
career on top of these violation charges. I agree, it was a poor mindset, because it took so much to catch back up, even now. Since then, I have caught up in all my readings 

for this course, and wrote the 3rd essay a while ago. I have been working with my in class professors and classmates to get everything back on track. 

I apologize in waiting to contact you about it. T spoke with the Friday Center and called the Afam dept. multiple times this week to try and catch you or ask how to resolve this. 
I believed that this could better be addressed in person or over the phone and was hesitant in writing this email. Please excuse me if my email is not very well written and 
organized. I kindly ask if there is anything I can do to make up for the missing discussion board posts and essays. I have put forth 120% in writing these essays and 
comprehending the material. I believe I have learned my lesson from this experience, from how contacting the professor as soon as trouble arises and having faith that an 
issue will resolve with good intentions and hard work. 

I appreciate your time and consideration in reading this email and any mercy in my assignments that are willing to provide. 

Sincerely, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 1:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Readings for Tuesday: AFRI .SPRING 

Attach: Sewanyana.pdf; Nabudere.pdf, Burnham.pdf; Miano.pdf 

Hello all’. 

I hope everyone’s having a wonderful weekend. Hopefully most of you can disregmvl this email, but I know a couple people had the same disfo~Vane I had to buy the 

wrong book on Amazon (because they had the ’paperback’ version of the Mutua book listed, but it actually links you to an entirely book by Mutua), and so I figured 
there may be a tEw others who also needed the readings. 

Theretbre, the four Mutua readings tbr Tue~ay are altached. It is my understanding these are the last readings ti-om the Mutua book, but I know we do still have some 

readings t?om Robins. I know most people didn’t have trouble getting a copy of the Robins book, but if anyone needs scans of those readings let me know and I’ll try 
to get a coW of those to you as well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: BSM Umoja Awards 

Dear Eunice -- 

FYI -- since we share good news. This is either the 4th or 5th time I have won the BSM faculty award. Here’s the description of the award: 

Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 
In 1966 Hortense McClinton became the first black professor at UNC. She taught in the School of Social Work for 18 years. The faculty member that receives this award 
teaches principles both inside and outside of the classroom and seeks to empower students by educating them through his or her tireless commitment. 

Feel free to share with the dean. 

Hope all is going well. 

Tim 

From= #live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, 2:09 PM 
To= 
Subject= BSM Umoja Awards 

McMillan, Tim; Maye, 

Hello, 

I wanted to inform you all that you won an award at the 13SM Umoja Awards Ceremony this morning. I have them on hand so if you see me next week just remind me! 

Have a great day and rest of the weekend. 

http://, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 5:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Brief Meeting, 

Habari ya siku Prof. SaNe? 

Naandika kufuaNia mazungumzo yetu kutoka alhamisi iliyopita. This coming week would be best for me to meet with you. I am generally free Tuesdays and Thursdays from 

8am-10am or 3pm-6pm, or Fridays from 8am-12pm and 3pm-6pm. Let me know what times would suit you and we can work something out. 

Jumapili njema! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Sunday, 11:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Teach tbr America 

Dear Prof. Sahle, 

My name is I’m a UNC Campus and my role is to get the word out about how to join the 

for the coming school year. 

I was wondering if you’d allow me to deliver a quick 3-4 minute pitch at the beginning of your AFRI course on Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. I’d be really grateful if you 

could donate this time to attract the leaders who will shape the future of American education. 

Thanks for your consideration, and please let me know if you have any questions about Teach for America. 

Yours, 

UNC 

-UNC 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SM3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com~ 

Monday, April 16, 2012 11:02 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edn> 

[s~nwg01] Re~ninder RSVP For Decolonial Feminists: Lecture, Workshop and Polyphony 

LAPI- Sylvia- Marcos.j pg; LAPI- Polyphony:ipg 

**Please publicize widely** 

LAPI is happy to announce three exciting events: 

FRIDAY APRIL 20 
5:30PM 
Saunders 220 

Public lecture by Dr. Sylvia Mamos on her new book, MujePas, Ind[genas, RebeMes, Zapaflstas 

Sylvia Marcos (UNAM = Mexico), Member and founder of the permanent seminar on Anthropology and Gender at the Center for Anthropological 
Research at UNAM (Mexico-City) and part of the executive board of the Latin American Association for the Study of Religions (ALER). 

SAT. APRIL 21 
10AM4:30PM 
Saunders 204 

Workshop with Dr. Sylvia Mamos on Decolonial Feminist Movements and Spirituality* 

*RSVP ~o -’.#!?.~J~#.!!Z~?~tL-’Y)~##.!~.@}~I!~!!).[[:!~E! for the workshop by Wed, April 18 at 12noon if you wan~ to join us for lunch, 

MON. APRIL 23 
5:30PM=8:30PM 

FedEx Building, Room 1005 

Polyphony: "Decolonial Feminisms facing the present. Contributions to the Construction of "Other" Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya Yala/Latin America" 

A conversation with the welFknown feminists Maria Lugones, Breny Mendoza, 3ulie~a Paredes, Aura Cumes and Sylvia Marcos. 

Reception to follow. 

This polyphony aims to discuss the possible contributions of decolonial feminism to politics, to the struggles of other social movements and grassroots organizations, and to 
some of the more urgent problems tt~e world Iaces today= This conversation aims to make visible and construct other imaginaries and the possibilities of other wodds that can 
constitute an alternative to the western hegemonic model of civilization. 

Maria Lugones (Binghamton University). Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Philosophy, and of Women"s Studies. 

Breny Mendoza (California State University, Northridge). Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies. Mendoza is also affiliated with ~he Depaflment on Central 
American Studies, and part of GLEFAS (Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudios, Formaci6n y Acci6n Feminista). 

Julieta Paredes (8olivia). Lesbian-feminist activist, writer and thinker. Paredes is an anarchist and part of "Asamblea Feminista," as well as part of the feminist autonomous 
cNlec~ive "Comunidad Mujeres Creando Comunidad." 

Aura Cumes (FLACSO and C~RMA}. Maya Kaqchikel activist from Guatemala. Cumes is the Adjunct Coordinator for the Project "Mayanizaci6n y Vida Cotidiana." She is a 
social worker at the University Rafael Landivar and magister in Social Sciences from FLACSO-Guatemala. 

These events are cosponsored by: GLEFAS, GPSF (UNC), the Department of Geography at UNC, the Department of Romance Languages and Literatures at UNC, the 
Department of Anthropology at UNC, the ISA Graduate Forum, and the Consortium in Latin American Studies (UNC-Duke),The Center for Global Initiatives (UNC), the 
Department of Anthropology at Duke, The Campus Y at UNC and SEJ 

¯ -- You ~xe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: socialmovements(~gmail.com To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31237730- 

15963127.6d907b196ac832141 lb8e66471767a9d~listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31298228-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57ti:7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxd, Monica L <mrichar&~}email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, April 16, 2012 11:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Invitation te the 2012 Celebration of Undergraduate Re,arch 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

We would like to invite you and your graduate students to the 13th Annual Celebration of Undergraduate Research Symposium that will be held on 
Mondoy, Aoril 1 ~, :~01 :~ from I -~:l,~om at the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. We hope that your advisee(s) communicated their participation. 
However, in the event that they haven’t, we want you to know that the following student(s) will be presenting during the symposium: 

We would also like to highlight the contributions that faculty mentors make to undergraduate research. Therefore, if you are able to join us at the event, 

we hope you will be willing to wear a name fag so that we can easily identify you. We will have "mentor" name tags at our registration table. 

For your convenience, we have included a link to the symposium poster and platform sessions: 

b~t-t-p--~:-/--~‘-~-w--~-w---~-u---n-~-c-~--~e--~-d---u--/---d--~e--~ ~--s-~/-~-?--u--r-~-s-~-~-m---p---~---s-kg~/-~s-~-m---p--~---s-!~g~°~c--~u--5~1m~t . 
If your schedule allows, please attend a special ceremony to recognize the 2011-2012 Carolina Research Scholars in Room 3206 Student Union from 3:30 - 

3:45 pm irnmediately following the symposium. 

We hope that you will be able to attend. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia g. Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 

Associate Dean Office for Undergraduate Research 

Menica Richard, Program Administrator 

Office for Undergraduate Research 

(~) ~_r_!__c___h__g_r___d_~L_e____m____a_jj:__u___n___c__.___e___d___u_. 

(T) 919-843-77631 (F) 919-962-1548 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shenyl Kleinman <kleinnmn@enmil.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 12:10 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: Three events with Latin American DecolonM Feminists at UNC 

L?d~I- Sylvia- Marcos.j pg; Final Final LAPI Polyphony.j pg 

FYI. 

........ Original Mesmge ........ 

Subject: [fsu] Three events with Latin American Decolonial Feminists at UNC~ 

Date:Mon, 13:46:58 +0000 

From: @email .unc.edu> 
Reply-To: @email .unc.edu> 

To:Feminist Students United! <l~u@listserv.unc.edu> 

The Latin American Political Imaginaries working group (LAP0 is happy to announce three exciting events: 

FRIDAY 

5:30PM 

Saunders 220 

Public lecture by Dr. Sylvia Marcos on her new book, Mujeres, [ndigenas, Rebeldes, Zapatistas 

Sylvia Marcos (UNAM - Mexico). Member and founder of the permanent seminar on Anthropology and Gender at the Center for Anthropological Research 
at UNAM (Mexico-City) and part of the executive board of the Latin American Association for the Study of Religions (ALER). 

SAT. 

II~AM-3:3OPM 

Saunders :204 

Workshop with Dr. Sylvia Marcos on Decolonial Feminist Movements and Spirituality* 

*RSVP to ~mail.com for the workshop by Wed. April 18 at 5pro if you want to join us for lunch. 

MON., 

5:30PM-8:30PM 

FedEx Building, Room 1005 

Polyphony: "Decolonial Feminisms facing the present. Contributions to the Construction of "Other" Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya YNa/Latin America" 

A conversation with the well-known feminists Maria Lugones, Breny Mendoza, Julieta Paredes, Aura Cumes and Sylvia Marcos. 

Organized by: 

Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudio, Formacidn y Accidn Feminista (GLEFAS) 

Latin American Imaginaries Working Group (LAPI) 

ISA Graduate Forum 

Reception to follow. 

This polyphony aims to discuss the possible contributions of decolonial feminism to politics, to the struggles of other social movements and grassroots 
organizations, and to some of the more urgent problems the world faces today. This conversation aims to make visible and construct other imaginaries and 
the possibilities of other worlds that can constitute an alternative to the western hegemonic model of civilization~ 

Maria Lugones (Binghamton University). Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Philosophy, and of Women’s Studies. 

Breny Mendoza (California State University, Northridge). Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies. Mendoza is also affiliated with the 
Department on Central American Studies, and part of GLEFAS (Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudios, Formaci6n y Acci6n Feminista). 

Ju~ieta Paredes (Bolivia). Lesbian-feminist activist, writer and thinker~ Paredes is an anarchist and part of "Asamblea Feminista," as well as part of the 
feminist autonomous collective "Comunidad Mujeres Creando Comunidad." 



Aura Cumes (FLACSO and CIRMA). Maya Kaqchikel activist from Guatemala. Cumes is the Adjunct Coordinator for the Project "Mayanizaci6n y Vida 
Cotidiana." She is a social worker at the University Rafael Landivar and magister in Social Sciences from FLACSO-Guatemala. 

These events are cosponsored by: GPSF (UNC), the Department of Geography at UNC, the Department of Romance Languages and Literatures at 
UNC, the Department of Anthropology at UNC, the ISA Graduate Forum, and the Consortium in Latin American Studies (UNC-Duke),The Center for Global 
Initiatives (UNC), the Department of Anthropology at Duke, The Campus Y at UNC, SEJ, Astraea, Lesbian Fundation and Global Fund for Women 

--~li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

as: <a h~e~"m~lto:kleinman~email.unc.edu">kleinman(~email.unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-31297462-488308.3d8ac90858c985ef46080b3c9cfdat2f(~listserv.unc.edu">leave-31297462- 
488308.3d8ac90858c985ef46080b3c9cfdat2f,@listserv.unc.edn</a> <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej-t~culty a~s: -’a href "maS~lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">ennice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a bla~k <br> 

em~fil to--~a lmef "mailto:leave-31298889- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31298889- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~.unc.edu<i~> 





Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

(@l~ve.unc 

Monday,.            2:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ernail.~mc.edtr’~ 

response paper feedback 

professor SaNe, 

I just wanted to check and make sure that the feedback on our response papers (1 and 3 in my case) would be sent out today. Thank you and rll see you tomorrow. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting today 

Yes. I will be there at 5:00pm. 

Best 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:3:1 PM 
To: 
SubjeCt: Meeting today 

Dear 

I hope this note finds you well. 

Please let me know if you will come to see me at 5.00prn today as I suggested when we met last week. I am in a meeting out of campus from 4.00pm-4.30pm and I will only 
return to campus if I am sure we are meeting today. 

Best wishes and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Dr. SaNe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Monday, April 16, 2012 4:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Senior Night, Family Day, Film, Yoga, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

beginning and intermediate quilters! 

Led by Kathryn Conte from Thimble 

you’[t [earn about the techniques used 

in the beautiful Gee’s Bend quilt on \4ew at the Ack[and and experiment 

This program is presented in conjunction with Piece by Piece: ~uilts, 

Colla~es, andConstructions, onviewattheAcktand through 1 July2012. 

Re#stration and fee is for both wor~hop dates. 

Pre-registration required: acklandRSVP@unc.eduor 919.843.3687. 



cenjur~ctionwith theexhibition NewCurrents 

Namast~! Take a break from your busy day and explore the world of yoga 

in the beautiful setting of the Ackland! This hour-lon.~l session, led by 

registered yoga teacher Jeanne Marshall, provides an opportunity to 

practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in the gallery. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats and cushions are provided. Please 



wear comfortable clothing that wi[[ allow you to stretch. As the galleries 

can be coo[, long sleeves are recommended. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. Space is limited. 

Register by email: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Thursday° 19 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 



Director Todd Haynes weaves "the many Hves of Bob Dyian" together 

using non-traditional narrative techniques. The story of the iconic 

American singerosongwriter’s life is told by six Dyian-inspired characters, 

each played by a different actor. Christian Bale, Cate Bianchett, Richard 

Gere, Heath Ledger, and Juiianne Moore star. 

Sponsored by the UNC-Chape[ Hil[ Department of American Studies. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 

for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

J North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

and enjoy Sto~! Time together at :~:00 Pg~. Handsoon acti~,dties at the 

throughout the prog,am. Come to Family Day for a [~tt[e while or stay t’or 

ArtistsAnthony U[inski and Dene~ B[ackhaveworked togetheras mentor 

evo[~ngnatureoftheirworkingre[at~onship. 

Perspe¢dvesinMentoringwii[beonoewattheAck[andMuseumStore 

through 10 June 2012. Visit acMand.org/shop for more information. 



The Ackiand’s exhibitions and pub[k: programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ack[and Art AP~useum members and fliends 

[~ ke you~ 

Become a member of the AcMand Art Museum! 

Find out mo~e about membershi~ benefits and how your 

membership dogars supporL our missh)n~ 

Commen[s on the Ack{and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thornton Dial, Amerk:an~ born ]928: Bf~ .~,lo~th L~dy Knows How to He~d ~he 

Lon~ Neck Tf2~, 1991; watercolor. Ack~nd Ar[ &~useum. Gif[ of the Souls 

Grown Deep Foundation, 

Jason E. Osborne, American, born 1979: To~etber, 2011; acryH,:: enamel on 

can~as w~th burlap and pipe cleaners. Collection of the artist. 

Si~mar Po[ke, German~ 1941-2010: Hfs Ht2hne’ss, or When Do Pofets Cour~L (S.H. - Oder wenn z~h~ee de F’unkte)~ 2002~ 

Jam~s Keith &’own and Eric Diefenbach Codection, 

Thornton D~at, American, born 1928: PfcLu;e F;~me--Lf~e Go On, 199! ; wat~rcotor and graphite~ Cost tesy of Mr, Tom 

Larkhl, 1.2010o20o5, 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by esbowles@email.unqedu 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith Safe[JnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :~0:~ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 5:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Subject: Meeting today 

Attach: Thesis and Citationl .docx 

My progress... 

Class 

Histo~?" and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .ryt~hing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Mamble 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting today 

5:01 PM 

Progress... 

Class of: 

Histo~andAt~can-AmeficanStudiesMajor 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything flaat has substantive 

significance and to resist the temptation ofitnposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Marming Mamble 

From: 

Sent: Monday, ~ 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting today 

3:33 PM 

Yes. I will be there at 5:00pm. 

Best 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,           3:31 PM 

Subject: Meeting today 

Dear 

I hope this note finds you well. 

Please let me know if you will come to see me at 5.00pro today as I suggested when we met last week. I am in a meeting out of campus from 4.00pm-4.30pm and I will only 
return to campus if I am sure we are meeting today. 

Best wishes and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Dr. SaNe 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             7:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N ~-eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Group 4 resl~m~ pa~r 

R4.docx 

Hey Professor- this is my response paper to group 4 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday,. 9:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Response Paper 4 

Attach: Afri    .responsepaper4.docx 

Hello Dr. SaNe! 
Here is my fourth response paper. I hope this email finds you well! See you in the morning! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Co: ~live. unc.edu> 

Subject: Response 4 

Attach: response 4.docx 

Dr. Sahle 

Attached is my response for group 4. 

Confidentiafity Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Response 3 

Critical Response to State and Civil Society Readings.docx 

So I was wrestling with my outline for this response paper for about 30 minutes when I realized that really I just wanted to write in depth on one reading, Nabudere’s reading, 
and that all my other connections from the other readings to course concepts were less substantial than my connections for this one. So, if it’s okay, I’m going to use my 800 
words engaging with Nabudere. (For what it’s worth, if I had gone on and written on the other r~aders, I would have made simplistic connections between Sewanyana and 
practices of freedom, Miano and neocolonialism and agents of justice, and Burnham and basic human rights. But that would have been more boring to read[) 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, ;9:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Afri    - group 4 response paper 

- group 4 paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my group 4 response paper. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmfil,com on behalf of 

~liveame,edu~ 

Monday, 10:43 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Response 3- Civil Society 

Afri Response 3- Civil Society.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

It is attached. 

See you in the morning, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI paper 4 

Attach: AFRI,    Paper 4.docx 

Prof. SaNe, 

Here is my paper 4. I hope you have a good morning and see you in class. 

:@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:59 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reading Response 3 

Afri_response_3 .doc 

Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my reading response for week 4. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

response 

afri docx 



Vrolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

A~ach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday,             3:00 AIVl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Presentation 4 Response 

Presentation #4 Response.docx 

Hi Professor Sahle’. 
Here is my presentation #4 response for you! Also, I would like to talk to you at some point about my Presentation #2 response. I was going to wait until I had 

received feedback to ask you about this, but I haven’t received any yek so I thought I would go ahead and ask. In my Presentation #2 response, I did not cite my 

sources because it was my first time writing a response and I didn’t hear that I needed to do that until after l had already turned it in. I totally unders~nd if you still need 

to dock my grade, but ifI nnderstand correctly, you didn’t count off for the rest of the classes’ first responses. Jnst let me know what you think. Thank you so mnch and 

I will ~e you short~y! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 6:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

response paper #4 

Response Paper #4.docx 



From: ~emaila~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:15 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: RE: Update: AFRI .SPRING 

For clarification, does this mean that we may choose to submit our 4th piece either for today’s, Thursday’s, or Tuesday’s responses? I am just more comfortable with certain 
material so I was unsure if we were allowed to use our discretion about which day to submit a response. Thank you! 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:17 AM 
Subject: Update: AFRI, SPRING 

Dear All, 

I mn back here as of yesterday morning and I will give you an update on responses in class. For now please note that because of unexpected developments late last 

week, I will consider you restxmses assignment as complete atter you submit your 4th piece. I will explain why in class. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 7:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~gmail.com>; 

Notes for Presentation 

State&CivilS ociety.pdf 

@live.unc.edtv~ 

Professor SaNe, 

Please see our pre~ntation attached in PDF format, as requested in the project guidelines. 

Thank~ 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

Political Science, Global Studies. Arabic 

Chapel Hill Political Review 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@googlemail.com> 

Tuesday, ;7:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Greetings 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I hope all is well. Do let me know a best time to reach you. Best, 

P.S. Currently in LA with Mbuguah. Please send phone no and time I can reach you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             7:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AFRI Response 4 

AFRI. Response-4.doc 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached you will find my response. 

Thank you, 

B.A. Political Science & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, I 

Education Committee of Black Student Movement 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reflection Paper 

~esponse paper civil socie~.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday,, 8:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

FW: Teaching AtAm 

Anotl~er interested persian... 

Kenneth !~.. Janken 

Pro~5:~ssor of Afro- Amedca] Sludies 

Dep~rtmet~t of A~dcat~ and Afro- Amefcan Studies 

109 Battle HaIL CB# 3395 
I h five~sib’ ofNorN C. 

Chapd Hill NC. 2759%3395 

(9I 9) 962- l Sl9 

(9I 9) 966-2694 
Click on a link fbr infbrmati, m a~:~ut my publications: 

/ 

http;~i~]dpress.nd.edu, book’~ 00780 
h~p://undpress.nd.edu/boolgPO0723 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:32 AN 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subjett= Teaching AfAm 
Dear Prof. Janken, 
I heard through the grapevine that African American Studies is looking for instructors for the suNey classes ne~ fall. I would be interested in teaching 
Experience since 1865. Please let me know if I should apply for the position, and how to do it. 
Nany than~ for your ~lk last week with T~HC. I always enjoy hearing about the academy. 
Take care, 

the Black 



From: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:06 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @emaJl.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: response group4 

Attach: ~£ri. group4response.docx 

Good morning, 
Ny response paper is attached! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

reading response 

AFRIRR4.docx 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

FW: AFAM Student Attempting to Complete Cour~ Requirements 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:32 AM 
To: McDonnell, Carol El 
Subject: RE: AFAM    Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 

Dear Carol: Thanks for your response. I will await the additional information from the Dean of Student’s Office before I grade the additional assignments that he completed. 
Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: McDonnell, Carol B 
Sent: Monday, :t:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: AFAM Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 

f spoke wi[:h [:his studen[: about a week ago ~d)out his s~[:uatkm. ~ told h~m that someone in [:he Dean of 3tudent’s Qffk:e rleeded [:o provR~e ev~derl(:e ~or you i~[xl 

guidance on how you were supposed ~:o proceed w~th a~l.:~wk~g or not ~lk~wing him to make up the m~ssed work. 

~ ~ust now spoke w~th the DOg office aRd anl going to forward the emaH bNow [o [heR1. They told me that he was not supposed to stop woddng ~n this course for 

[he spring semester whi~e his Honor Court case was pending. They are going to ~ook ~nto ~t and see whs[ comrnunicat~on is on file between [heir office and hkn. 

Now that ] ~ook at Ms message again, ] am not sure if he "became depressed, and unmotivated to continue my education" because he thought he was suspended 

from spring term or that the pending suspension made him depressed. 

S~udenl Se~T~ces Manager 

Friday Cen[er ~r Condnui~N Education 

Unix, ersi~’ of’North C;~r~4i~a at CbN~e~ Hi~I 

CB~; 1020 

ChN)e~ Hill NC 27599-1020 

93.9-9S2-.I 10S 

fax 919-.962-S5@ 

F~m~ Benowi~, Judith 
Sent~ Monday, l~: 2S AN 
T~ McDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: N: AFAN Student A~mpting ~ Complete Course RequiremenN 

Con you heir) Char’]ene Regester w~th this quesf~on she h~s obou¢ c~ sfudent~ 

#udith 
,Tudifh Benowitz 

Friday Cente# fop Continum9 Education 

Unwer:~ity of Nort"h C~ro~ina ~t Ch~pe~ Hil~ 

lO0 F~klcy Ce~t"er br~ve 

Chape~ Hill. NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

9~9-962-6302 

benowifz@eme~Lunc.edu 

h#p://feidaycenfee.unc.edu 

"A Nt’ of fr¢9~¢nce olwoys c~ings to the h~d th¢t" 9ires roses." 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B 
8ent~ Nonday, ~0:50 AN 

Te= Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: ~: AFAM    Student A~empting to Complete Course Requiremen~ 
Dear Judith: Please read the inqui~ below from a student enrolled in my AFAN    online class. [ am fo~arding this information because I was unsure how to handle or 
respond in view of the restrictions and requiremen~ of on line classes. Whenever you have a chance, please let me know how this should be handled. Also, if you need to 
discuss by phone you can call me on my cell             ~e student has completed some ~o additional essays but has not pa~icipated in discussion forums. Than~ for 
your assisMnce in this mawr. Please note that [ have passed this information along to my chair. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: #live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM    Please Read 

[bear Pro£ Regester, 

I sincerely apologize for the delay in responding to the teclmical error with the 2nd essay. At that time, I was involved in multiple athletic related honor code charges (none of which 

pertaining to the integrity and hones~ of my academic work (cheating, plagiarism, etc.) I was told and thought that I would be suspended from the university for 1-2 semesters. About two 
weeks ago, [ :[‘ound that I would not be suspended this semester and that [ was in good standing to finish my courses this spring During that time, I became depressed, and unmotivated to 
continue my education. My personal confidence was low as it is after severe medical and psychological trauma earlier in my college career on top of these violation charges. [ agree, ~t was a 

poor mindseL because it took so much to catch back up, even now Since then, I have caught up in al] my readings :[’or this course, and wrote the 3rd essay a while ago. [ have been working 

with my in class professors and classmates to get everything back on track 



I apologize in waiting to contact you about it. I spoke *vith the Friday (;enter and called the Afam dept. multiple times this *veek to try and catch you or ask how to resolve this. I believed 
that this could better be addressed in person or over the phone and was hesitant in writing this emaih Please excuse me if my email is not very well written and organized. I kindly ask if there 
~s anything I can do to make up for the missing discussion board posts and essays. ! have put forth 120% in writing these essay, s and comprehending the materiah I believe I have learned 
my lesson from this experience, from how contacting the professor as soon as trouble arises and having faith that an issue will resolve with good intentions and hard work. 
I appreciate your time and consideration in reading this email and any mercy in my assignments that are willing to provide 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:59 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Reminder: events on DecoloniaJ Feminisms and RSVP for workshop 

LAPI- Polyphony- finaJ~:i pg; LAPI- Sylvia- Marcos.j pg 

**Please publicize widely** 

Please RSVP to ~g~.??.#.JJ~f#.¢?.t?:) for the workshop on Saturday with Sylvia Marcos by Wed. at 5pm if you want to join us for 
lunch. 

LAPI is happy to announce three exciting events: 

FRIDAY ,5:30PM 

Saunders 220 

Public lecture by Dr. Sylvia Marcos on her new book, Mujeres, lndigenas, Rebeldes, Zapatistas 

Sylvia Matzos (IJNAM - Mexico}. Member and founder of the permanent seminar on Anthropology and Gender at the Center for Anthropological Research 
at UNAM (Mexico-City) and part of the executive board of the Latin American Association for the Study of Religions (ALER). 

SAT. ,10AM-3:30PM, 

Saunders 204 

Workshop with Dr. Sylvia Marcos on Decolonial Feminist Movements and Spirituality* 

*RSVP to ~,~_2g_mail.com for the workshop by Wed. at 5pro if you want to join us for lunch. 

MON. ,5:30PM-8:3OPM 

FedEx Building, Room 1005 

Polyphony: "Decolonial Feminisms facing the present. Contributions to the Construction of "Other" Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya Yala/Latin America" 

A conversation with the well-known feminists Maria Lugones, Breny Mendoza, Julieta Paredes, Aura Cumes and Sylvia Marcos. 

Organized by: 

Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudio, Formaci6n y Accidn Feminista (GLEFAS) 

Latin American Imaginaries Working Group (LAPI) 

ISA Graduate Forum 

Reception to follow. 

This polyphony aims to discuss the possible contributions of decoloniN feminism to politics, to the struggles of other social movements and grassroots 
organizations, and to some of the more urgent problems the world faces today. This conversation aims to make visible and construct other imaginaries and 
the possibilities of other worlds that can constitute an alternative to the western hegemonic model of civilization. 

Maria Lugones (Binghamton University). Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Philosophy, and of Women’s Studies. 

IBreny Mendoza (California State University, Northridge). Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies. Mendoza is also affiliated with the 
Department on Central American Studies, and part of GLEFAS (Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudios, Formacidn y Acci6n Feminista). 

Julieta Paredes (Bolivia}. Lesbian-feminist activist, writer and thinker. Paredes is an anarchist and part of "Asamblea Feminista," as well as part of the 
feminist autonomous collective "Comunidad Mujeres Creando ComunidadY 

Aura Cumes (FLACSO and ClRMA). Maya Kaqchikel activist from Guatemala. Cumes is the Adjunct Coordinator for the Project "Mayanizaci6n y Vida 
Cotidiana." She is a social worker at the University Rafael Landivar and magister in Social Sciences from FLACSO-Guatemala. 

These events are cosponsored by: GPSF (UNC), the Department of Geography at UNC, the Department of Romance Languages and Literatures at 
UNC, the Department of Anthropology at UNC, the ISA Graduate Forum, and the Consortium in Latin American Studies (UNC-Duke),The Center for Global 
Initiatives (UNC), the Department of Anthropology at Duke, The Campus Y at UNC, SEJ, Astraea, Lesbian Fundation and Global Fund for Women 

~ -- You are currently subscribed to 



smwg01 as: eunice~b~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to lemTe-31306814-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57ti:7(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:40 PM 

Rhodes Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu-~; Hornstein, Donald T 

<dhomste@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Ennice N <eunice@emml.nnc.edw~; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqul~email.unc.edtr~; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 

<ns~teiner@unc.edu>;                          ~gmail.com)        @gmail.com);                   @live.unc.edu-~; Stranss, 

Ronald P. <ron stranss@unc.edn>; Coopel; Nelia Resendes <~resendes@emofil.nnc.edn>; 

~z)live.unc.edu>;                     :@live.nnc.edu~ 

Tomorrow’s Internal Outreach Snbgloup Meeting Cancelled 

I just wanted to let ever‘/one know that tomorrow’s Internal Outreach subgroup meeting that was slated to take place at 1 PM has been cancelled. If ‘/ou have an,i 

questions, please let me know. We will be working to re-schedule this gathering as soon as possible. Thanks and have a great afternoon! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Plan & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

(919)962-3019 (office) 

[mobile) 

sgba rber@emai!.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu-~; Wilson-Grant, Dara J <dwgraJ~t@email.unc.edu>; Price, Charles R 

<cpricel@email.unc.edtr~; Walters, Susan L <susma wa]ters@unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N 

<eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lowery, Malinda Maynor <mmayno@email.unc.edu>; Ho, JenniI~r A <jho@email.unc.edu-~; Fisher, Rebecka 

Rutledge <rrfishe@email.unc.edt~-;                                              . Logan, Jumi <jlogan@ad.unc.edu>; 

~,~baol.com 

TOMORROW!: my talk on Shirley Chisholm 

TLBrown Shirley Chisholm ~pg 

Dear Colleagues and Friends: 

Hello. I hope you are well and that your week is off to a good start. 

This is a friendly reminder that I am giving a talk tomorrow, based on a chapter from my forthcoming book: City of Islands: West Indian Immiclrants in New York. My talk 
entitled "A New Era in American Politics": Shirley Chisholm, Feminism and Multicultural Democracy," will be held in the Donovan Lounge (Greenlaw Hall, 2rid floor) on 
Wednesday,            at 5:00PM. I really would appreciate your presence at this event, if your schedule permits. 

Please see attached flier. 

Before President Barack Obama and before Jesse Jackson’s bid for the presidency, there was Shirley Chisholm! My work explores how Chisholm leveraged her West Indian 
identity, her black American-ness, her status as a Brooklynite, and her identity as a woman to gain support during her 1972 campaign to become the Democratic Party 
candidate for the presidency of the United States. 

**************************************** 

Who: Dr. Tammy L. Brown 

What: "A New Era in American Politics": Shirley Chisholm, Feminism and IVlulticultural Democracy 

When: Wednesday, 
5PM; reception will follow lecture. 

Where: UNC-Chapel Hill, American Studies Department! Greenlaw Hall, 2rid floor, Donovan Lounge 

All good wishes, 

Tammy L. Brown 

Assistant Professor, Miami University of Ohio 
Postdoctoral Fellow, UNC--Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 11:38 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Faculty Advisor Request 

Dr. Sahle, 
Hello, my name is and I am emailing you on behalfofO.A.S.I.S., the Orgmaization of African Students Interests and Solidarity. O.A.S.I.S.’s s~trives to 

spread awareness of the beauty of African culture and serves as a resource for the UNC-CH campus and surrotmding communities. We advocate for change and 

address social issnes in the spirit of unity. Over the past few years, Mamarame Seck has been the faculty advisor. Unfortunately, he will not be teaching at the 

Universi~ next year and therefore is ineligible to be our faculty advisor for the          school year. 

Based on your involvement in the African Studies Depaxtment, we feel ~s though you would be able to relate to onr p~ssion for spreading African awareness. 

O.A.S.I.S. feels that you would be a great lhculty advisor for our organization. 

I real~e that things axe ex~xemely hectic tight now as the semester is winding down. If you have time within the next week or so, I would love to set up a time where we 

could taJk more about O.A.S.I.S. and our mission and about you potentially becoming our new t~ulty advisor. 

I look forward to heating from you soon. Please feel flee to email me with any questions. 
Thank you, 

@live.unc,edu 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 1:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books - On African Studies / EP 8961 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Ii~formation Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (EP): 8961 

Here are four newly-added publications on African Studies which could be of 
interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 May 2012"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . 

1. Contempora~- Discourses on Media and Theatre Arts Studies in Nigeria / 
Editors: Hyginus O. Ekwuazi, Charles O. Aluede and Osakue S Omoera. 1st 
ed. Delhi, Kamla-Raj Enterprises 2012. x, 147 p ills. (partly col). 
maps. 25 cm. (Special Volume of the Anthropologist - No. 9). 
ListPrice: $67.70 YourPrice: $60.90 
ISBN: 81852~619 KK-100977 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:,!/wwwkka~enciescom/inde×.php?p sr&Uc 13579241009772468013> 

2. Equalizing Access : Al!firmative Action in tligher Education in India, 
United States, and South Africa / Edited by Zoya tlasan and Martha C. 
Nussbaum. 1st ed New Delhi, Oxford University Press. 2012 
ListPrice: $55.00 YourtS-ice: $49.50 
ISBN: 9780198075059 KK-100422 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:,!/wwwkka~enciescom/inde×.php?p sr&Uc 13579241004222468013> 

3. Power and Resistance : The Delhi Coronation Durbars: 1877, 1903 & 1911 / 
Editor: Julie F Codelh 1st ed Ahrnedabad, Mapin Publishing Pvt. 
Ltd. 2012. 244 p. ills. (partly col.), maps. 29 cm 
In association with the Alkazi Collection of Photography and 
Nationa[ GaIle~ of Modern Art, New" Delhi. 
List Price: $194.40 YourPrice: $175.00 
ISBN: 9788189995508 KK-101622 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:,~/wwwkkagenciescom/inde×.php?p sr&Uc 13579241016222468013> 

4. State-of-the-Art Report on Sustainable Rainwater Halwesting and Ground 
Water Recharge in Developing Countries : HRD and Tectmology Transfer / 
Editors: Tanuia N. Ariyananda, A. R. Shivakmnar and Vasant Takalkar. 1st 
ed. Delhi, Daya Pulqishing House. 2011. xadii, 517 p. ills. (partly 
col.), maps. 29 cm. 
In association xvith Centre for Science and Tecl-mology of the 
Non-Aligned and Other Dcveloping Countries (NAM S&T Centre), New Delhi. 
List Price: $ 222.20 Your Price: $ 200.00 
ISBN: 9788170357704     KK-100300 
For more details kindly- visit the link 
<http:/;’www.kkagcncies.corrdindcx.php?p sr&Uc 13579241003002468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay- routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set tip an online account for placing 
their firm orders thru our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks draxvn in US dollars (favottring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www kkagencies.com>, 
<~vww.kkagencies.co in> & <w~v.GetIndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mitta 1 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 



H-12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi-I 10015 / India 
~mails: kkagencies@vsnl.com, m[’o@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: www.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www G etIndianBooks.com 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 
Phone: ~÷ 0091/11)25465925 Fax: ~ 0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you frora 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 12:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2289312 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 04/20/12. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

Please review the summaly below to ensure that we have addressed the request satisfactorily. 

2289312 

*************** Suranaary of Request *************** 

ADDRF~SSF~D BY: Frank (cuicchi) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST 5,2kME~: eunice 
LAST NA’vIE: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: eunice@email.unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 962-2341 
DEPAR’ISVK~NT: african & african-amer studies 
’KICKET NUMBER: 2289312 
S}IOR;F DESCR]~PTION: Exchange 

Extended Exchange Quota Increase 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

If you have questions or your request has not been completed to your satisfaction, please contact us by email at help@unc.edu. No response after 5 business days will result in the ticket 
being closed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <cuicchi@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 20, 2012 12:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ITS Softwaxe <software@unc.edu> 

UN C- CH Remedy Ticket 2289312 

Client Information 
eunice n sahle, Location : 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919)962-2341 and Email: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Exchange 

Email Text : Your Exchange mailbox quota has been increased to 7GB 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, April 22, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Wal-Mart Hushed Up a Vast Mexican Bribery Case 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................. .To.d.ay.is...H.eadii..nes ...................................................................... 
~11~ N’~ ~rk ~im~ April 22, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I _S.~_o_r.t..s. I .A_~_s. I ,_a_a.~.a_zj..n_e., I Editorials I ..O.~=..E_d.. I .O_R_.T_h.Ls_.D_a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Wal-Mart Hushed Up a Vast 

Mexican Bribery Case 
By DAVID BARSTOW 

Confronted with evidence of widespread 
corruption in Mexico, top Wal-Mart 
executives focused more on danmge 
control than on rooting out wrongdoing, 
an exanfination by The New York Times 
found. 

’Presidential’ vs. ’Political’ 
Trips: A Blurry Line, and 
Tricky Math 
By JACKIE CALMES 

Mixing policy and politics, President 
Obanm is picking up the pace of lfis 
travel with that tdtinmte incmnbent’s 
perk - unlinfited use of Air Force One. 

In Uprooting of Kurds, Iraq 

Tests a Fragile National Unity 
By TIM ARANGO 

Facing attacks, Kurds are fleeing for Kurdish-majority areas anfid a deteriorating relationship between 
Kurdish leaders and the Arab-donfinated government in Baghdad. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I cannot respect mysel]; working with the people in Baghdad." 
MOHAMMED II-ISAN, the Kurdish govermnent’s representative in Baghdad. 

SPORTS 

~ VIDEO: 
Botswana’s Pride 
The O13anpic hopeful 
Amanfle Montsho, who 
won the 4oo-meter title 
at the world 
championslfips in August, has inspired a 



generation of female athletes in 
Botswana. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 
The Flight From 

Conversation 
By SHERRY TURKLE 

We use teclmology to keep one another 
at distances we can control: not too 
dose, not too far, just right: the 
Goldiloeks effect. More than Mrs. Sting 

ALSO IN STYLE >> 

The Pizza Issue 

Joseph Altuzarra and J. Crew 

nytimes,�o.m STYiLE 

WORLD 

Master of the Media Spotlight Is Now Its Victim in China 
By EDWARD WONG and JONATHAN ANSFIELD 

Since Bo Xilai’s purge, an apparatus that he exploited during Iris rise to power has been turned against him 
by Commtmist Party leaders. 

U.N. Agrees to Send More Cease-Fire Observers to Syria 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

A unaninaous United Nations Security Council resolution came as an advance team of monitors visited the 
battered city of Horns, which was quiet for the first time in months. 

In Bahrain, More Clashes, and Death of a Protester 
By SOUAD MEKHENNET 

The body of a man was found Saturday outside the capital, where protesters and the police clashed overnight 
ahead of an international auto race, activist groups and the police said. 

, The Lede Blog: Bahrain Race Is Not First Controversy for Formula One 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Conservative Nonprofit Acts as a Stealth Business Lobbyist 
By MIKE MclNTIRE 

The Panerican Legislative Exchm~ge Council, whose members include lawmakers and corporations, drafts 
legislation on which a,ooo bills introduced annually in state legislatures are based. 

Charles W. Colson, Watergate Felon Who Became Evangelical Leader, Dies at 

80 
By TIM WEINER 

A political saboteur for President Richard M. Nixon, Mr. Colson mastenninded some of the dirty tricks that 
led to the president’s downfall. 

A Ban on Some Seafood Has Fishermen Fuming 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

A decision by Whole Foods to stop selling any seafood it does not consider sustainable strikes New England 
fishermen as just one more barrier to their livelihood. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In Customer Service Consulting, Disney’s Small World Is Growing 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Desperate for new ways to connect with consmners, an increasing array of industries and organizations are 



hiring the Disney Institute, the low-profile consulting division of the Walt Disney Company. 

When a Sugar High Isn’t Enough 
By DAVID SEGAL 

In a world with less time for cereal, the Kellogg team in Battle Creek, Mich., is leaping into new snack 
nmrkets - as reflected in its pending deal for Pringles. 

FAIR GAME 
Employees, Too, Want a Say on the Boss’s Pay 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

As more shareholders speak up about executive compensation, one group could become an especially 
fornfidable force: workers who own stock in their own companies. 
’. ~ Graphic: Pay Drawings Aren’t to Scale. (The C.E.O.’s Should Be Bigger.) 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 5: SENATORS 2, RANGERS 0 
Top-Seeded in First Round, Rangers May Not See the Second 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Jason Spezza scored twice and Craig Anderson made 41 saves as Ottawa took a 3-2 series lead. Game 6 is 
Monday night. 

¯ ’ ~ Slide Show ] Box Score [ Play-by-Play 

Senators Keep Lid on the Top Scorers 

Slap Shot: Rangers Await Dynamic Rookie’s Return 

YANKEES 15, RED SOX9 
Two Late Touchdowns Lift Yankees to a Surreal Victory in Boston 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Trailing by eight runs going into the seventh inning, the Yankees clobbered the Red Sox’ beleaguered relief 
corps for a4 rtms and came back to win, a5-9. 

:’ ~);; Box Score ] Play-by-Play 

’ In Game as in the Season, ’Things Kind of Snowballed’ 

¯ . Shoulder Pain Is a Setback for Pineda 

ON BASEBALL 
In the 21st Perfect Game, Another Sigh for the Mets 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Philip Hmnber of the White Sox is the seventh pitcher to throw a no-hitter after leaving the Mets, who have 
never had one. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

AN ART CRITIC IN AFRICA 
Bedrock of Art and Faith 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

A visit to Ethiopia’s holy cities: Aksmn, the spiritual home of this east African comatry’s Orthodox Christian 
faith, and the naotmtain town of Lalibela, with its duster of a3th-eentury churches. 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Filmmaker’s Newest Work Is About ... Something 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Paul Thomas M~derson is being very hush-hush about his latest movie, which has a $30 nfillion budget. 

" ~ Slide Show: The Films of Paul Thomas Anderson 

ARTS & LEISURE 
A Play That Resounds in the Heart and the Gut 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

As evidenced by more than 600 responses on the Web site of The New York Times, "Death of a Salesman" 
remains a deeply affecting play. 

" Special Section: Life of a ’Salesman’ 

¯ More Arts News 



MAGAZINE 

How Psychedelic Drugs Can Help Patients Face Death 
By LAUREN SLATER 

For a small group of researchers and their patients facing death, psychedelic drugs aren’t a hippie palliative. 
They’re a new way to approach the most dire time of life. 

How Exercise Could Lead to a Better Brain 
By GRETCHEN REYNOLDS 

A mouse that runs all the time is smarter than one that doesn’t. Probably true for people, too. 

The Maniac in Me 
By DANIEL SMITH 

If I couldia’t conquer my anxiety, the least I could do was maderstand it. 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
An Invitation to Abuse and Chaos 
The Supreme Court should forcefully repudiate Arizona’s inmfigration law, which invites racial profiling and 
would allow a state to set its own foreign policy. 

EDITORIAL 
The Latest on the Doomsday Virus 
A Dutch experiment on the bird flu virus looks less lethal, for now, but a better review process is essential. 

EDITORIAL 
Bartleby Would Understand 
It is past time for senators to catch up to fl~e modern world and file their cmnpaign financing reports 
electronically, for a timely disclosure of donors. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

GRAY MATTER 
A Facial Theory of Politics 
By LEONARD MLODINOW 

Eyes of a certain curvature and a slight widow’s peak can help win an election. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
On Old Walls, New Despair 
By FRANK BRUNI 

To comprehend Europe’s econonfic pain, just read what buildings in Portugal’s capital have to say. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Down With Everything 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Has Mnerica gone from a system designed to prevent anyone in goverument from amassing too much power 
to a system in which no one em~ get enough power to do anything? 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 22, 1889, the Oklalaoma Land Rush began at noon as thousands of homesteaders staked claims. 

¯ See This Front 



¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

CO pYdg ht2012 1 The ae~ "(0~k Times company I P~iva cy po!!cy I N"(TimeS iCOm 620Eig hth A~enuea ewYo rki a~ ~0018i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 1:28 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationallmmanitiescenter.org> 

Lesley Orr <lorr@nafionalhumanitiescenter.o~>; Martha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 

<kadipielro@nationalfiumamtiescenter.otg> 

Justin Robinson and the Mary Annettes to pertbnn at the National Humanifies Center, Friday, May 4tfi 

Yot~ yot~r colleagt~es~ and smd.ents 

are cordiaIly ~m4~ed for a performa~.ce by 

Justin Robinson and the Annettes 

i~ Inlineim~ge 1 

Friday, May 4th, at 4:00 p.m. 

Jufftin Robinson, Grmnmy winner and former Inember of the Calolina Chocolate Drops. heads a collective of mulfi-infftmmentalis~ts who bring to the s~tage the Inagical 

intersection of their varied Inusical backgrounds. The Maiy Annettes are comprised of local NC Inusicians Elizabeth Maxshall, Kyra Moore, Sally Mullildn, and Josh 

Stohl. Jus~tin’s vivid stories are delivered atop a rotating arsenal ofinfftruments including autoharp, ties, viola, baNo, violin, fiddle, cello, bass, keys, and drums, and 

Kyra and Sally provide rich vocal halmonies. The band lists among their influences J.S. Bach, Elykah Badu, English imrsery rhy~nes, moonlight on a frozen swamp, 

Loretta Lynn, ossified remains of mammals, palindromes, and rhinestones. Their new album, Bones for Tinder, was released in Januao~ 2012. 

To lis~ten to music from Jus~tin Robinson and the Ma~- Annettes, click here. 

’]7his event is :tree and open to the public. To reserve space for this event, follow this link. or contact Martha Johnson at mjohnson~a,nationalhumanitiescenter or~ or call 919-549-0661. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 5:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PBS Envirolmaental Series - Spring Discount for Educators - Journey to Planet Earth 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 2,500 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. 

Special Offer- Through May 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 
State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e-mail screensce            ,pe.com with your request. 

I:X JTF~E/PBS Nil JTPE on Facebook ~,.’; JTF~E on Twitter Xll JTPE on YouTube 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 7:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulle’dn: Caxolina for Kibera Snmmer Internships and Fulbright Inli~ Sessions 

.......................................................................... Fulbdght Info Session 
Rising senior or a graduate student? Heard about the Fulbright and want to know more? Join UNC’s 

Fulbright Program Advisor for an info session to learn about the program and have your preliminary 

questions answered. 

C G I EVE N YS + R E S O U RCE S N~-::W CGI STO~I ~.-.-:S 

Hosted by The Center for European Studies (CES) 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio 

program in collaboration with WXYC and The ¯ ¯ 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialog shared by relevant 

expert guest scholars from UNC Chapel Hill 

Listen to Ea___s__t___b__r_9__a__d___c__a___s__t_s_ of the Global Music 

Show. 

Join Commemus, a learning circle on Media, Aesthetics and Island in 
.,-’-’~ the Middle Eas’d North Africa region and beyond for fellowship, food, k.~PPORTU NITI 

and new directions in thinking on the rich field of Muslim World 

studies. We’ll offer halal food from Mediterranean Deli. Please bring 



your own drinks. FMI: Ali Neff 

Commemus is a Student Learning Circle sponsored by the Center 

for Global Initiatives. 

Seco~’~d F~lbd@-~t I~-ffe Session 

Rising senior or a graduate student? Want to know more about the 

Fulbright? Missed the first info session? Join UNC’s Fulbright 

Program Adviser for a second discussion and Q&A to learn about the 

program and have your preliminary questions answered. 

There are several internships available at this time, offered as unpaid 

positions for professional experience. Apply immediately for priority 

consideration. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Ruchiia ~,’u,~, p,’..+a ....../:, Way to L:r’..d Sex T.~affickir’..q 

UNC Sangam will be hosting world-renowned human rights activist Ruchira Gupta for a discussion on 

sex trafficking. This event will give people from the community a chance to hear a truly phenomenal leader 

share her experiences on combating sex trafficking and her views on what we can do to stop it. This event 

is sponsored in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

Be,,,m Tighe == 301 F’i~sboFo Street Suite 3002 i CS 5145 i Chapei Hill NO 27599 

~aeage Yosr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Heaton -cjason.heaton@fxtrans.com> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:16 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

April 2012 training newsletter 

April 2012 training newsletter 

In this edition: 

¯ Are ~/ou read~, Ior theEU’s July/2nd deadline? 

Upcomin,q educational events 

April was a big month at ForeignExchange. We underwent a follow-up audit for our ISO 9001:2008 and EN 13485 certifications. And while our daily work and upkeep of our 
processes and tools means we spend the whole year preparing for the audit, the week when the auditors are in our offices is a busy one. We take quality seriously because 
we know our clients do too - in the drug and device world, quality certificates are more than just fancy office wall art. They are evidence of a commitment to repeatability, 
reliability and accountability. So we were pleased, when the audit was over, to hear that we’ve been recommended (again) for recertification to both standards. If you want to 
find out more about ForeignExchange’s quality systems and philosophy, visit our Website: 

htt p://wv~v.fxt ra ns.com/compa ny/Quality.aspx 

In the meantime, enjoy this month’s newsletter and thanks for reading. 

The importance of a GiLT strategy 

With the ever-growing expansion to new markets and rapidly changing regulatory requirements for life sciences companies, the need to produce multilingual content for global 
markets has never been greater. 

Product labeling and other documentation is often an afterthought, but required to ship and sell a medical device or pharmaceutical in most countries. In other words, if not 
managed with rigor and efficiency, an entire product launch could be put at risk. Worse yet, inaccurate information in product labeling can cause damage to the company’s 
reputation, product recalls or even harm to the user or patient. For many U.S.-based companies, the majority of their sales may not be in the U.S. to English-speaking 
customers. For these reasons it is imperative to have a GILT strategy. 

What is GILT and why is it important? We’ve prepared a white paper that explains it. 

Download it here: http://info.fxtrans.com/the-importance-of-a~ilt-strategy/ 

Are you ready for the EU’s July 2rid deadline? 

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) announced that Marketing Authorization Holders will have to provide medicinal product information for all authorized products in the 
European Union by July 2, 2012. This means an additional 400,000 records will need to be added to the Eudravigilance Medicinal Product Dictionary in less than three 
months, and information for 100,000 previously submitted products will need to be updated to meet new data and document requirements. 

This massive undertaking will impact every company with a medicinal product registered in the EU. 

We’ve prepared a white paper in order to help companies prepare for the July 2, 2012 deadline. You can download it here: http://info.fxtrans.com/complyin.q-with-emas-new- 
ma ndatory-req uirement-for-medicinal-product-information/ 

Upcoming educational events 

We’ve got some great educational offerings in the coming weeks. 

Best Practices for Software Localization - Santa Clara and Boston 

We’ll be taking our popular seminar, "Best Practices for Medical Device Software Localization," coast to coast in the next couple of weeks to help device companies develop 
global-ready software that will work and be effective in any language and culture. The first event will be in Santa Clara, California on May 3rd and the second will be in Andover, 
Massachusetts on May 18th. 

According to the European Medical Device Directive 0VIDD) amendment of 2010, software is now included in the definition of a medical device. This inclusion is an 
acknowledgment of the fact that software is so integral to the functioning and therapy of a device. Given this new attention on software by global regulators, proper medical 
software localization is now even more important. 

Both complimentary events will be held from 8:30 until 11am with a light breakfast and time for networking. 

There’s still time to sign up for the Santa Clara event here: 

htt p://info.fxt ra ns.com/lu20120503-best-practices-for-software-localization-ca/ 

And the Boston event here: 

htt p://info.fxt ra ns.com/lu20120518-best-practices-for-software-localization-boston 

Introduction to Translation Memory- Santa Clara 

On June 28th in Santa Clara, we’re presenting an overview of Translation Memory technology. This seminar focuses on the mechanics, uses and limitations of Translation 
Memory. It will also cover guidelines for how you can get the most out of Translation Memory to maximize quality, minimize spend, and reduce turnaround times. Our 



presenter, linguist Gabriela Herce, will also show a demonstration of how Translation Memory works. If you have questions or you’re interested in attending, send an e-mail to 

education@fxtrans.com. 

Audio conferences 

Meeting the Linguistic Requirements for EMA Submissions - May 9th 

Translating product information documents in preparation for an EMA submission can be a frustrating, complex and lengthy process for both pharmaceutical companies and 
their translation providers. However, by establishing and maintaining communication from the start of the project, and by working together to establish realistic timelines and 
achievable milestones, many of the common headaches can be avoided. 

In this audio conference, our speaker, Anabel Perez, outlines the pain points often encountered when translating for an EMA submission, and proposes solutions, innovations 
and best practices that will allow client and supplier to work together collaboratively to meet all the EMA requirements, and make for a smoother submission. 

Anabel will cover: 

Project start-up - start right to finish well (communication protocol, scheduling, linguistic strategy) 
QRD requirements (linguistic and formatting) 

Tools for QA (QRDetectTM) 
Pain points: affiliate & member state review, timetables, change management 
Post-mortem process: learning and improving 

Get more information and sign up here: 

htt p://www.fxconferences.com/Meetin.q4he-Ling uistic-Requirements-for-E MA-S u bmission s-P814.aspx 

Agile Sol.fare Development and IEC 62304:2006 - Medical Device Software Compliance - May 17th 

Many companies have now committed to being IEC 62304-compliant, and are developing software using agile methodologies. However, in some cases the engineers 
themselves may present a bit of a problem. Do your sof~.,vare engineers avoid r~ading, understanding, or following Standard Operating Procedures? Did you hire gifted and 
highly skilled personnel, who are inexperienced with medical device processes? If this is the case, it could lead to an FDA submission nightmare. This audio conference 
highlights and helps attendees to avoid the most common pitfalls of non-compliance, shows practical ways to be IEC 62304-compliant and still thrive using agile software 
development techniques, and also discusses how to keep your developers happy and productive. 

Our speaker, Janet Balk, will cover how to structure SOPs for IEC 62304 compliance to support the agile development process and what simple milestones you should have 
to stay compliant. 

Get more information and sign up here: 

h t t p://www, fx co n fe re n c e s. c o m/Agile-S oftwa re- D ev e lo p me n t-a n d-IE C-623042006-M e d ic a I-Device-S oftwa re-Co m p lia n c e- P 881 .aspx 

If you would like to read our March newsletter please click here: http://info.fxtrans.com/newsletter-march-2012 

Th~ news~tter brought ~ you by Fore~nExchan#e Transitions - me ~ader ~ tra~# trans~#ons. 

copy4ght2012 

For more white papers visit: http://www.fxtrans.cor~z/resources/~4,#ilep~pere.~sp~ 

To ansubscribe eanice@email.unc.edu please click here 

Or mail: 
ForeicjnExchancje Translations 

1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 

Newton, MA 02465 USA 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Linkedln., YouTube, and our ~ 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 3:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Debt Collector Is Faulted for Tough Tactics in Hospitals 
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TOP NEWS 

Debt Collector Is Faulted for 
Tough Tactics in Hospitals 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

One of the United States’ largest medical 
debt-collection companies is under fire 
in Minnesota for placing employees in 
hospitals and demanding patients pay 
before receiving treatment, documents 
show. 

. Insurers Alter Cost Formula, and Patients Pay 

More 

Murdoch Case Shifts Its 

Focus to a Minister 
By JOHN F. BURNS and ALAN COWELL 

Evidence presented at an inquiry 
suggested that the culture nfinister, or 
an aide elainfing to speak for him, 
worked covertly to help win approval for 
a takeover of the BSkyB network. 

In Years Since the Riots, a Changed Complexion in South Central 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

In 1992, the acquittal of white police officers in the Rochaey King beating inflamed racial tensions in South 
Los Angeles, a center of black culture. Today, Latinos are the majority. 

’- ~/~ Slide Show: A Changed South Central 

~ ~’~ Graphic: Shifting Demographics 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"For your average Zimbabwean, a dollar is a lot of money." 

TONY HAINKINS, an econonfist in Zimbabwe, where a shortage of coins for making change is 

complicating day-to-day shopping. 

WORLD 

~’-’~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Lines in the Sand 
Palestinian leaders seek statehood at the United Nations. Israel says fl~e conflict must be 
resolved by talks. Explore some of the contentious issues that negotiators will face in drawing 



borders between Israel and a future Palestinian state. 

:’ Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Are ’Family Values’ Outdated? 
Is the Republican ideal of fanfilyjust a rhetorical device, or is it still a worthy goal for public 
policy? 

WORLD 

Using U.S. Dollars, Zimbabwe Finds a Problem: No Change 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

Faced with high shipping costs, Zimbabwe hardly has any coins, making it a headache for nfillions of people 
to try to get every transaction to add up to a whole dollar. 

Israel Retroactively Legalizes 3 West Bank Settlements 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The provocative move, defended by the Netanyahu government as merely fixing teclmical issues, marked the 
first establishment of new settlements in two decades. 

-’ ~-’~ Interactive Feature: Lines in the Sand 

Misconduct in Colombia Varied, an Inquiry Finds 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and ERIC SCHMITT 

As the Secret Service pursues an inquiry into allegations of egregious behavior by agents during President 
Obanm’s trip to Colombia, investigators have pieced together a more nuanced story. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Marines Moving Women Toward the Front Lines 
By JAMES DAO 

The Marine Corps is bringing women into units that had been male-only, starting with its infantry officer 
school at Quanfico, Va., and some ground combat battalions. 

WELL 
Older Men Still Being Screened for Prostate Cancer 
By TARA PARKER-POPE 

Many men 75 years and older, who are far more likely to be hanned than helped by prostate cancer 
screening, continue to be tested, despite guidelines strongly advising against the practice. 

Group Says It Has Ceased Bomb Threats on Campus 
By JENNIFER PRESTON 

Students headed to final exams at the University of Pittsburgh this week after a semester in which more than 
lOO bomb threats disrupted classes and emptied dorms. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

S.E.C. Asks if Hollywood Paid Bribes in China 
By EDWARD WYATT, MICHAEL CIEPLY and BROOKS BARNES 

The inquiry by the Securities and Exchange Conmfission is focused on at least three studios and creates a 
potential roadblock for the industry’s plans to expand in one of the world’s largest markets. 

Engineer Arrested in BP Oil Spill Case 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

The engineer was charged with destroying evidence about the oil leaking from the Deepwater Horizon well in 
the Gulf of Mexico. 

Spain’s Weak Spot 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. and RAPHAEL MINDER 

With a rising portion of Spain’s $876 billion in home mortgages at risk of default, mm~y econonfists say some 



of Spain’s biggest banks will need a bailout. 

¯ More Business News >> 

SPORTS 

METS 2, MARLINS 1 

Even Before the Game, the Mets Lose Two 
By ANDREW KEH 

It seemed like old times: Jose Reyes was on the field, two players were put on the disabled list and the Mets 
played a strm~ge, high-wire gmne against the Marlins. 

¯ ’ ~;~ Box Score ] Play-by-Play 

RANGERS 2, YANKEES 0 
Two Japanese Starters: One Good, One Great 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

In the seventh matchup of Japanese starters in the major leagues, Hiroki Kuroda pitched well, but the rookie 
Yu Darvish was brilliant pitching into the ninth as the Rm]gers shut out the Yankees. 

¯ " .@~ Box Score ] Play-by-Play 

-’ Clemens’s Lawyer Tries New Approach 

Lost Occupation, Lost Art as Sports Cartooning Declines 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Even before the recent contraction in the newspaper industry, editors began to view sports cartoonists as 
vestiges of a bygone era and as budgetary luxuries. 
" ~ Slide Show: Dying Art, Lost Occupation 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Genres Stretch, for Better and Worse, as YouTube Takes On TV 
By MIKE HALE 

YouTube’s "original channels" have been seen as the site’s first major effort to take on the television industry 
- and competitors like Hulu mad Netflix - for advertising dollars. 

THEATER REVIEW 
Falling in Love, Footstep by Footstep 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"Nice Work if You Can Get It" is a honmge to a host of Jazz Age musicals in which outlandish plots were 
mere pegboards for songs, dances, gags and idiosyncratic star turns. 

" ~ Video 

No Pressure: Just Make Obama Laugh 
By BILL CARTER 

Jimmy Kimmel will entertaha attendees at tlfis Saturday’s White House Correspondents’ Association Dinner, 
a job that can elevate or deflate a comedian’s career. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

A Child’s Helping Hand on Portions 
By JAN HOFFMAN 

After being bullied about his weight for years, a sixth grader, with the help of his mother, came up with an 
eating plan they called Portion Size Me. 

" Join the Conversation on Well 

Who’s Rocking to the Music? That’s the Chef 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

For a new generation of chefs, music inspires the way they cook, beconfing a pivotal part of their creative 
process. 

" Multimedia Feature: Sounds of the Kitchen I Video 



¯ What Do You Listen to in the Kitchen? 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I EMPELLON COCINA 

A Taste of Mexico, as in a Dream 
By PETE WELLS 

Alex Stupak offers smart and often inspired cooking at Empell6n Cocina, his free-associating mash note to 
the food of Mexico. 

" ~’~ Slide Show 

Diner’s Journal: Three Dishes at Empelldn Cocina 

¯ More Dining_& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Subsidize Students, Not Tax Cuts 
When many yomlg people are struggling, House Republicans seem more interested in cutting taxes than 
they are in helping college students get an education. 

EDITORIAL 
Arizona and Interposition 
A word in the Supreme Court inmfigration case, Arizona v. the United States, has echoes of segregation and 
even secession. 

EDITORIAL 

Consumers Need More Protection, Not Less 
It is alarnfing that file Consumer Financial Protection Bureau nfight revoke a rule that linfited tile fees that 
credit card issuers can charge new customers. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I Hunt, but the N.R.A. Isn’t for Me 
By LILY RAFF McCAULOU 

Tile overwhehning majority of gun owners do not belong to tile National Rifle Association. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Defendant No. 34 Has Her Say 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Nancy Okail, an Egyptian woman facing prosecution in Cairo, is deeply worried that the United States will 
forget about file Egyptian democracy workers. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Brutality of Servility 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

A man who seemed headed for the Oval Office maybe headed to jail, raising the eternal question: Why is the 
flesh always weak? 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 25, 1945, the United Nations Conference on International Organization began in San Francisco. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidew~imes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Arts & Entertainment Guide, The Pizza Issue a~d More 

The Pixza issue                                           [:~1 
That perfect slice is no longer just pie in tile sky tt~anks to 
The Timcs’s Pizza Issue. Get the deep dish on everything 
from making it to finding it - with inspiration, tips and tricks for 
home chefs, including a wealth of recipes; a novel take on wine 
pairings; an introduction to a trendy fried import; a plethora of 
pizza-purveyor picks; plus savory slide shows and videes 
throughout, fA~o~ appetito! 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 20425/a mes 1 Y 

[ ii.~.iI @Times - April 25, 2012I 

Arts & Entertainment g~tide                           ~ 
Experience the most notewot’~hy eultm’al events in New 
York City and beyoud throngh The Times’s Arts ~ 
Entertainment guide, I~s comprehensive listings rUB [>om A to 
Z, and from today and tomor! row to ne~t week and later. What’s 
more, you e;m sort by both category (c,g., Art, Theater, For 
Children) aBd {ocatioB (e.g., Manhattan, Brooklyn, Outsk[e 
N.Y,C.) --all o[’ which means less searching and mot’e finding, 

Don’t Miss o. NYTimes.com 

* A Su "[ rising Ri k for Todd]et’s on Playground Slides 
~ White Glm~es Not Needed 

* Are Trare[ Agents Back? 

, The Preschool Race Is No Joke 

, In a Broadway Afi:erh[’e, Time Goes by So Slouly 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res ~ ~’rr~ ...... 
(Beb~veen Apr. 8, 2012- Aor 24, 2012) 

*. Shift on Exeentive Pewers Let Obama Bypass Congress 

2. {~’ngmam The Amnesia Can0idate 

3 C hmba~Es ovtSp ks ~bmtSecretScrviceSeanda[ 

4. At Wal-M;]rt in Mex{eo~ a Bribe Inquh’y Silenced 

5~ Can You Make Yourseff Smarter? 

~ SLIDE NHO’W." Homi;s for 

An 184o honse in Providence, 
R.I.; a Spanish Reviwd in San 
Diego; and a Queen Anne in 
Nashville. 

~ INTERACTIVE: Sounds of 

the Kitchen 
For a new generation of 
American chefs, one of the most 
crucial ingredients in the 
kitchen is audible, not edible. 

~ VIDEO: Excerpt: ~A 

Stt’eetc;~r Named Desire’ 
A scene fl’om the Broadway 
revival of the Tennessee 
Williams play, with Blair 
Underwood as Stanley and 
Nieole Ari Parker as Blanche. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Should i Stay 

or Should I 

I was in the middle 
of a staff meeting 
when my wife called. Our 16- 
year-old eat, who had not been 
eating for days, was clearly 
nem’ing the end and my wife 
had a vet on the way to the 
house. My son, who works with 
me, was about to leave to go 
home. I had what I would call 
"the moment." All win’king 
people have them - the moment 
when you ask yourself, "Should I 
go home, m’ should I stay 
eontinne to fight the battle?" 
Quick. Make a decision. 

~ Job5 t~e GonversaSon ;~ 
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TOP NEWS 

Onsted Chi~mse Leader is 

Said to Have Spied on Other 

Top Officials 

Bo Xilai was toppled amid 
accusations that his wife arranged 
the killing of a British businessman, 
but wiretapping may have been 
another compelling reason party 
officials turned on him. 

Justices Seem Sympathetic 
to CentrM Part of Arlgona 

Law 
f.h: .~.L...:J.:~ 
The Supreme Court seemed inelined 
to uphold the part of the law that 
requires law enforcement officials to 
determine the immigration status of anyone they stop if they believe the person to be an illegal 
immigrant. 

~ 
Transcript ~ Video: TimesCast I Immigration at H~hest Court ~ ~ Transcript I VirJeo: TimesCast ~ Immigration at 

Highest 

Mnrdoch~ Center Stage, Plays Powerless Broker 

Speaking before an inqui~7 on Wednesday, the News Corporation chief, Rupert Murdoeh, sought to 
deflect suggestions that he wielded influence with British officials to further his corporate interests. 

, NYrimes corn Home Pao~e ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

RODERICK MACFARQU~IAR~ a his~oriau of Communis~ China, on reports th;~t (d {h’.ials were 

wit’ctapping one another, 

HOME & GARDEN 

I.’EATU RE: N 

Design From the 

~ilan F~rnltnre 

FMr 
Highlights from the fair, where 
pieces made of industrial waste 
contrasted with deep-cushioned sofas 
that provide infantile comfort. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE I~ Wh~tew I 
~,~r~t e’wa s~l~l~lg O11 ....... ashinc 

Sho uht there t ........... f ~q,~2 
a push to feature ’ 

minorities in lead roles, 

or does this get in the way of truthful storytelling? 



WORLD 

Pak~sta~ Says It Test-Fires Nuclear=Capab|e Missile 

The launching of an intermediate-range missile on Wednesday came six days after Indi& Pakistan’s 

archrival, test-fired a long-range missile. 

Brazil is deciding whether to buy 36 fighter jets worth about $4 billion in a competition between 
Boeing in the United States, Dassault Aviation in France and Scab in Sweden. 

British Poller Say Madelelne McCan~t May Still De Alive 

Ahnost five years have passed since the British toddler vanished while on vacation with her parents 
in Portugal. 

More World News 

BlaekMan’s Killi~g in Georgia Eludes Spotlight 

Despite the similarities with the Trayvon Martin ease, the death of austin Patterson did not receive 
the same attention. 

A Hearing and Rallies Over a Law i~ Arizona 

On display at the high court were the contrasting views of the legal debate over Arizona’s law 
between its critics and its supporters. 

A Place for Old Chlcke~s~ Outside the Pot 
i.::: i. El. .cA? DL 
While many Porthmders still pluck aging birds for the broiler, others seek a pastoral end for 
chickens that are no longer laying. 

~ Slide Show 

BUSINESS 

Chash~g Fees, Ba~kn Court Low=I~come Customers 

An increasing number of the nation’s large banks are aggressively pnrsning lowqneome customers 
with prodm:ts that can carry high fees and are largely nntouehed by eonsnmer protections. 

A Battle Over an Engineered Crop 

Some environmental and consumer groups say that increased use of Dow Chemical’s herbicide, 2,4- 
D, could canse cancer, hormone disruption and other health problems. 

Fed Cuts UoSo O*’o~th Forecast fl*r ~ot3 a~d 2014 

The Federal Reserve also said it would not expand its stimulus campaign despite the slow pace of job 
growth. 

~U.S 
Durable Goods Orders F~II Sharply 

SPORTS 

KNICKS 99, CLIPPERS 93 
Finale Will Resolve K~icks’ Playoff Role 

By beating the Clippers, the ~ieks held their ground as the seventh-place team in the Eastern 
Conference, with one game left to settle the standings and determine playoff matehups. 

~ 
Box Score [ Piay-by-Pia~ { With Pickup of Paul, Ciippe;s Chan~ed Style 

~ Grunwald Will Have Decision on Woo Json 

Laker ~ites ’Passion,’ No, Anger, in Elbowing 

RANGERS 7, YANKEES 3 

~z’a~k~es Lose Pi~mda for Seaso~, and }~[ughes Adds to ~Vor~qes 

After Michael Pineda was declared ont with a torn labrum, Phil Hughes exited against the Rangers 
after allowing four runs in two and two-thirds inning as the Yankees lost. 



~Ba ball Roundup: St~ll Working His Way Back, Pettitte lakes Loss in trenton 

METS 5, MARLINS 1 

David Wrigh+ slngged a +wo+uu homer in suppor+ of R, A. Diekey, who held the Marlins to a rnn 

over seven innings in the Mets’ vietory. 

ARTS 

OPERA REVIEW 

~let~s ’Rh~g’ Machh~e Fhfishes the Spb~ Cycle 

The first complete cycle of Robert Lepage’s "Rin~" concludes at the Metropolitan Opera. 

THEATER REVIEW 

Re~’e,~li~g Naked PoweP Beh~d Mask 

"The Columnist," by David Aubm+, stars John Lithgow in the title role, portraying Joseph Msop, 

who wielded power in mid-2oth-century Washington. 

Music F~hn Is Delayed by Fees for Sougs 

Denny Tedesco’s documentary, "The Wrecking Crew," about the Los Angeles session musicians who 

played on many hit records in the +96os and ’7os, faces a challenge: securing the right to use the 

music. 

FASHION & STYLE 

That D~ess Is So Preschool 

Chihiren’s wear is all the rage, and seemingly overnight, brands like Fendi, Marc Jacobs, Roberto 
Cavalli and Milly moved into expanded children’s areas of stores, bnt how are the seams? 

O~ffltt[ng the ’Veep’ 
~-h: i.::£i...’:.,i ’:.b:’;’i 
The HBO comedy, starring Jnlia Louis-Dreyfus~ eonfronts the qnestion of what a viee president 

should wear - if she’s a woman. 

SCENE CITY 

~nfh~enthd~ and All h~ One Roo~n 

For busy honorees, there was time only for business-eard swapping, dinner aud a soug at Time 

magazine’s ~oo most influential people gala. 

~ Slide Show 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Chaotic Elect]on 
The military-run government is running out of time to guarantee a credible process for selecting 
the nation’s first president since the ouster of Hosni Mubarak. 

EDITORIAL 

The Supreme Cout~ seemed to accept Arizona’s view that the real problem is an inadeqnate federal 

immigration poficy, not the reign of terror created by the law’s statute. 

EDITORIAL 

A Database to Ct~eb Albt~se 
Oov. Andrew Cuomo is working to implement a real-time online database to keep track of 

prescriptions for controlled substances that are frequently abused. 

More Opinien + 

OP-ED 

cP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

E~pand Minds, Not the N,YXL Campus 



The N.Y.U. expansion plan is a clear and present danger to the neighborhood and a grave risk to the 

university itself. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The End of Newt 

Wasn’t that some April Super Tuesday? Don’t tell me you weren’t paying attention, people. The 

results are in! 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Could the brain autopsy of a 27-yea[~old former Marine who did two tours in Iraq help explain the 
rash of suicides and other troubles among so many veterans? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 26, 1986, the world’s worst nuclear accident occurred at the Chernobyl plant in the Soviet 

Union. An explosion and fire in the No. 4 reactor sent radioactivity into the atmosphere; at least 31 

Soviets died immediately. 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Escalates Google Case by 
Hiring Noted Outside Lawyer 
By DAVID STREITFELD and EDWARD WYATT 

The Federal Trade Commission named a 
former federal prosecutor to lead its 
antitrust inquiry in a sign that the 
agency is prepared to take flae Internet 
giant to court. 

U.S. Is Seeing Positive Signs 
From China 
By MARK LANDLER and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

China’s changing positions on Iran, 
Syria and North Korea, among others, 
are hailed as steps toward unity among 
the world’s major powers, but its 
motives are a mystery. 

On Day of Reckoning, 
Recalling Horror That 
Swallowed Liberia 
By HELENE COOPER 

The soldiers of Charles Taylor, who on Thursday was fom~d guilty of war crimes, ripped apart the lives of a 
reporter’s family members in the a99os. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If I were younger, maybe I’d be spending time in the hoosegow." 
HYMAN STRACHMAN, 92,who has sent hundreds of thousands of home-made copies of DVDs free to 

Americma soldiers overseas. 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: 
Suspending a 
Campaign 
As Mitt Romney moves 
toward locking up the 



Republican nomination, take a look 
back at the campaigns that were. 

, Related Article 

For One More Day 
at the Office 
By CRISTINA ALGER 

Remembering a father 
who truly loved his job. 

Live reading of ’The Apartment’ 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

An art critic in Africa 

Judging the judges 

nylimes,�o.m               ~T.S 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Testifying, Murdoch Cites a ’Cover-Up’ in Phone Hacking 
By SARAH LYALL 

Rupert Murdoch, the chief of News Corporation, spread blame around in the hacking scandal, singling out 
former employees and oflaers. 

~ ~ Video: Murdoch Apologizes 

Defense Minister Adds to Israel’s Recent Mix of Messages on Ivan 
By JODI RUDOREN 

One day after Israel’s top general said the Iranian government was "rational," lfis superior, Defense Minister 
Ehud Barak, said Thursday that the chances "appear low" that the country would halt its nuclear program. 

New North Korean Missile Is Called Into Question 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Two German experts have suggested that a new missile North Korea presented in a military parade this 
month may have been a mock-up, and a low-quality one at that. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

As Bison Return to Prairie, Some Rejoice, Others Worry 
By NATE SCHWEBER 

Arotmd 60 bison from Yellowstone National Park stonned onto a Montana prairie pasture that had not felt a 
bison’s hoof for almost a4o years. 

Senate Votes to Reauthorize Domestic Violence Act 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The Senate voted overwhehningly on Thursday to reauthorize the Violence Against Women Act and expand 
its reach to American Indians and homosexuals, after Republicans opted to sidestep an expected partisan 
brawl. 
.. ~T~ How the Senate Voted 

Study Sheds Light on How Birds Navigate by Magnetic Field 
By JAMES GORMAN 

Researchers have identified cells in a pigeon’s brain that record detailed information on the earth’s magnetic 
field, a kind of biological compass. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Trouble With the Top Man 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 



Chesapeake Energy, whose stock has fallen 45 percent in a year, said it would not extend a controversial 
compensation plan for Aubrey MeClendon that provided him with a right to personally invest in the 
compmay’s new wells. 

An Aging Japanese Town Bets on a Young Mayor for Its Revival 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Yubari is hoping that 31-year-old Naonficlfi Suzuki can tuna around its deep debt and troubling 
demograplfies. 

S.&P. Cuts Its Rating on Spain, Citing Debt 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

The downgrade came with Spain emerging as a loonfing problem for Europe, with fears that the eotmtry will 
be next in line for a huge bailout, after Greece. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Luck¯ Griffin¯ Then It Gets Interesting¯ 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

After Andrew Luck and Robert Griffin III were selected with the top two picks, a flurry of first-round trades, 
a record 19, provided the excitement in the N.F.L. draft. 
.. [1~ Post a Comment 

¯ . Giants Grab Running Back I Jets Try to Bolster Defense 

’: For N.F.L. Seeking Specialists, an Army of Extras 

" The Fifth Down: Analyzing the Top Picks in the Draft 

RANGERS 2, SENATORS 1 
Game 7 Worthy of Salute 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

With two goals scored 4:18 apart in the second period, the Rangers beat the Senators to rally from a 3-2 
series deficit for just the second time in franelfise history. 

’- ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I ~,~!.~ Slide Show 

¯ Marc Staal’s Journey to Get Back in the Light 

DEVILS 3, DEVILS 2 (2OT) 
Devils Outlast Panthers in Game 7 
By CRAIG DOLCH 

Martin Brodeur stopped 43 shots and Adam Henrique scored at 3 nfinutes 47 seconds of the second 
overtime to lead the Devils to a Game 7 victory over the Florida Panthers. 

’- ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
The Emperor Is Dead. His Army Marches On. 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

A new show at Discovery Times Square brings a few of Qin Shihuangdi’s entombed terra-cotta soldiers and 
much theatricality to New York. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

ART REVIEW 
Laying the Tracks Others Followed 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Frank Stella: Black, Ahuninmn, Copper Paintings" at L&M Arts is a rare musemn-quality exhibition of this 
artist’s early paintings. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Private Empire: Exxon Mobil and American Power’ 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Steve Coil details Exxon Mobirs harassment of scientists, its entanglements in wars, its withholding of 
infornmtion from Congress, its arrogant culture - and yet it is surprisingly impartial. 



¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE PIRATES! BAND OF MISFITS’ 
Swashbumblers Roiling Madcap Seas 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

This stop-motion intimation fihn from Aardman ?afimatious about a band of hapless high-seas 
troublemakers is a curiosity cabinet of visual pleasures. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: Setting Sail in Stop Motion 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE FIVE-YEAR ENGAGEMENT’ 
Lovebirds in a Predictable Pickle: Silly but So What? 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "The Five-Year Engagement," Jason Segel and Emily Blunt play a couple trying to reconcile professional 
ambition with the demands and rewards of a fulfilling relationship. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Five Stories About Sports, Not All of Them Uplifting 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

The Tribeca Fihn Festival features five sports docmnentaries that shed light on stories of victories mad 
defeats. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Opening the Broadcasters’ Books 
The public needs an online database to get a better picture of the m~limited money being spent on political 
ads on television. 

EDITORIAL 
A Year in the Life of Social Security 
Anytlfing that affects the economy also affects the health of Social Security. So the real solution is sound 
public policy. 

EDITORIAL 
Robert Bork, Romney Standard-Bearer 
Mitt Romney made a disturbing choice in naming the failed Supreme Court nominee as a leader of his 
Justice Advisory Committee. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
An Incomplete Justice 
By J. PETER PHAM 

Charles Taylor’s conviction on narrow charges of backing rebels demonstrates flae severe limitations of the 
international justice system. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Is Our Adults Learning? 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Govelamaent doesn’t profit from experience because of the way it goes about testing its policy problems. It 
should try leanfing the way businesses do. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Death of a Fairy Tale 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The good news first: people are finally admitting that austerity measures are not working. Now the bad 
news: there seems to be little prospect of a near-telan course change. 



" bo~umms[ r’age I ~og 

¯ More ..O..pinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 27, 1947, "Babe Ruth Day" at Yankee Stadimn was held to honor the ailing baseball star. 
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Friday, April 27, 2012 6:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Latest Issue of Societies Without Borders 

Societies Without Borders 

Dear Friend, 
It is our pleasure to announce that Societies Without Borders has just released Issue 1 of Volume 7. Inside ,vou will find highly edifying pieces of research, such 

&s~ 

)u Barbara Gurr’s ’SFhe Failures and Possibilities era Human Rights Approach to Secure Native American Women’s Reproductive Justice," where "the current 

violations of Native American’s women’s right to basic heaJth axe revealed and "the challenges of aNculafing the human rights needs of Native Americans within 

the United States is exaJnined. 
)u Rmfita Ray and Bandana Purkayastha "Challenges in Localizing Glob~] Human Right~" where "the authors draw upon ethnographic and historica] data via 

document ana]ysis to address two tnechanisms in the localization of globa] human rights. 

~ Stacy Missari and Christine Zozula ’°°Woman As... ’: Personhood, Rights and The Case of Do~nesticViolence~" in which the authors discuss the politics of 

gender and dotnestic violence using the firfft court case filed in the Inter-American Comtnission on Human Rights agains~t the United States. 

~ (One of our two Notes Fm~n the Field) Vincent Walsh’s "Universal Moral Grmnmar: An Ontolo¢iced Groundin~ for Human Rights," where the principles of 

the UN Decla~ation of Human Rights are connected to the issue of globa] justice in pursuit of the question: is there a genetica]ly endowed Universa] Moral 

Grmnmax common to all human beings? 

~ (Our second Note from the Field) Annie Wilson’s ’°YraJticking Risks for Refugees," which diseusses a number of the risk factors in the life situation of 

refugees that places them in danger of falling prey to human traffickers. 

~ Last (but certainly not least) in our Expressions section we have three excellent pieces of poet~ from George Snedeker (Help Create Order; Beggar’s 
Opera; Communication ), a review of Cecilia L. Ridgeway’s Framed by Gender: How Gender Inequality Persists in the ~odern World by Rachel Feinstein, 

and a review of Moh~unmed Bmnveh’~4narchy as Order: The [lislor!~ and Future of Civic tIumanilv by Dana M. Williams. 

It is our sinceres~t hope that you roll take some time out of your day to support the journal and the work that these scholars have done. If you have never read 

our journaJ before, here is an excellent place to stmnt. For those of who have you been with us from day one we’d just like to say: welcome back Friend. 
David L. Bmnsma, Keri E. Iyall Smith, and Mark Frezzo 
Editors, Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/.:Xxq source=msq mes network 
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Today’s Headlines 
April 28, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I ..O..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

TOP NEWS 

Challenge for U.S. After 
Escape by China Activist 
By ANDREW JACOBS and JONATHAN 
ANSFIELD 

Chen Guangcheng, a self-taught lawyer, 
was said to have sought refuge at the 
Mneriem~ Embassy in Beijing, 
potentially complicating matters for 
Waslfington ahead of a high-level 
meeting next week. 

" ~ China’s ’Soft Prohibition’ 

United States Talks Fail as 
Pakistanis Seek Apology 
By DECLAN WALSH, ERIC SCHMITT and 
STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Negotiations between the United States 
and Pakistan failed over Pakistani 
demmads for an apology for American 
airstrikes last November that killed 24 
Pakistani soldiers on the Afghan border. 

Death of Spy, Zipped Into Bag, Spawns Theories and Inquest 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

An inquest has brought forth details of the death in August 2OlO of Gareth Williams, who was found locked 
in a duffel bag in a bathtub. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Our streets are bleeding, and they’re bleeding profusely." 
CHARLES H. RAMSEY, the police conmfissioner of Philadelphia, at a meeting on gun violence. 

U,S, 

Enterprise Arrives 

Space Shuttle Enterprise 
arrived in New York, 



riding piggyback on a modified jumbo 
jet. Its trip included flyovers over parts 
of the city and landmarks before it 
lmaded at its temporary home, Kennedy 
Airport. 

, Related Blog Post 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

God and Man in 
Tennessee 
By AMY GREENE 

By politicizing our faith, ’~ 
lawmakers are ignoring    "~ 

Tennessee’s true religious roots and 
threatening flae liberties they claim to 
protect. 

Sounds of the kitchen 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

10 questions for Timothy F. Geithner 

Op-Docs: Taking the Vvaste Out of VVastewater 

nylimes,�o.m VliDEO 

WORLD 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
A Monk’s Earthly Mission: Easing North Koreans’ Pain 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

The Venerable Ponmyun, a Buddhist monk from Soufl~ Korea, is a well-known commentator on North 
Korea, and his online newsletter is an hnportant source of infolanation about the isolated country. 

Attacks on Coalition Forces by Afghan Counterparts Are on the Rise 
By ROD NORDLAND 

Afghan security forces apparently opened fire on NATO in southeru Afghanistma earlier this week, American 
and Afghan officials revealed late Thursday and Friday. 

Hollande and Sarkozy Trade Insults as Runoff Nears 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

With a week to go before the incumbent Nicolas Sarkozy faces the Socialist candidate Franqois Hollande in a 
runoff, the French presidential campaign has turned nastier. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Police Chiefs Focus on Disparities in Gun Violence, With an Eye Toward 

Solutions 
By ERICA GOODE 

A survey of crimes in six cities over a seven-day period in April 2Oll was the focus of a meeting attended by 
about 25o police chiefs from arotmd the country. 

House Passes Student Loan Bill Despite Veto Threat 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

The House approved stripping funds from a program in the health care law to avoid doubling student loan 
interest rates. 

’. ~ Howthe House Voted 

With Support Off as Events Begin, Komen Works to Revive Its Image 
By NATASHA SINGER 

Many of the breast cancer foundation’s affiliates are struggling, months after the national group rescinded a 
controversial decision to curb funding for Planned Parenthood programs. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

U.S. Growth Slows to 2.2%, Report Says 
By SHAILA DEWAN 



At an annual rate of 2.2 percent, growth of gross domestic product eased from rite prior quarter but kept 
what economists have called a "sustainable" pace of recovery. 

" Economix Blog: The Service-Sector Mystery 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Spain Is Still Awaiting the Payoff From Austerity 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Stringent fiscal policy has failed to attract global bond investors to Greece, Ireland and Portugal, and the 
approach is now being severely tested in Spain. 

" S.&P. Cuts Its Rating on Spain 

, Cyprus to Pick New Central Bank Chief 

DEALBOOK 
New York Prosecutors Examining Former Dewey Chairman 
By PETER LATTMAN 

The Manhattan district attoruey’s office is investigating allegations of wrongdoing by Steven H. Davis, the 
former chairumn of the troubled law firu~ Dewey & LeBoeuf, the firm said on Friday. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

N.F.L. DRAFT ANALYSIS 
Desperately Seeking Quarterback Stoppers 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The N.F.L. draft affirmed teams’ interest in defensive linemen mad quarterback-chasing linebackers like 
Courtney Upshaw who can disrupt the passing game. 

~ 1st Round: Big-Play Potential for Giants I Military Academy Key for Jets’ Pick 

" 2nd Round: Giants Draft L.S.U. Receiver I Jets Pick Georgia Tech Receiver 

YANKEES 7, TIGERS 6 
One Passed Ball by Tigers Erases Night of Control Problems From Nova 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

Alex Rodriguez and Russell Martin homered off of Justin Verlander and Derek Jeter walked and scored the 
winning run in the nhath to erase a rocky start by Ivan Nova. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

," Altercation Ends With an Arrest for a Tiger 

ON BASEBALL 

A Year Older, but as Good as Ever 
By TYLER KEPNER 

At age 37, Derek Jeter remains at the top of the Yankees batting order, as he continues a hot start a year after 
he struggled for much of the first half of the season. 

Baseball Roundup: Red Sox Blast Back for Fifth Straight Win 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 
A Ballpark That May Be Louder Than the Fans 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

With the colorful Marlins Park in Miami, baseball has broken from the now-familiar retro style into the 21st 
century. 

" ~.~ Slide Show: Marlins Park 

Door Between Galleries Lets in an Artist’s Vision 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Pier Paolo Calzolari has lived far from the art world, in the Marche region of Italy, but he has been lured 
from his studio for a show at two NewYork galleries, temporarily connected. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Mighty Wind of British Laughs 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

"One Man, Two Guvnors" celebrates British lowbrow comedy and presents it in a way palatable in America. 



¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

My London, and Welcome to It 
By A.A. GILL 

"If New York is a wise guy, Paris a coquette, Rome a gigolo and Berlin a wicked uncle, then London is an old 
lady who mutters and has the second sight." A Londoner reviews his town. 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Want to Go to the Olympics? Act Now 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Advice for procrastinators on scoring tickets and booking flights for London this smmner. 

’: ~ Share Your Olympics Travel Thoughts 

HEADS UP 
Short of Cash? Rent a Lawn 
By ELAINE GLUSAC 

Hotels aren’t the only options for London this summer. Visitors can choose backyards mad more. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Cars, Trains and Partisan Posturing 
The Senate gets the importance of a sotmd transportation bill and the danger of playing partisan games with 
it. The House does not. 

EDITORIAL 
Food Safety on Hold 
The first lady may be making the issue of healthy food a national cause, but the rest of flae Obama 
a&ninistration seems to be slacking on the job. 

EDITORIAL 
The Myth of Deterrence 
Supporters of the death penalty claim that it deters potential murderers, but there is no research to show 
that, scholars now say. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Very Pricey Pineapple 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Did that headline hook you? Who can tuna away from a lovely pineapple? (Now let’s tackle the topic of 
privatization of public education.) 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
My Faith-Based Retirement 
By JOE NOCERA 

With the big 6-0 just days away, taking stock of savings and retirement plaus can be quite sobering. 
’: Columnist Page I Blog 

CHARLES M. BLOW 
Young People’s Priorities 
When young adults are asked to choose what’s most important in pairings of issues, the maswers are 
sometimes surprising. 
, I~ Comment I Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On April 98, a947, a six-man expedition sailed from Peru aboard a balsa wood raft named the Kon-Tiki on a 
aoa-dayjourney across the Pacific Ocean to Polynesia. 
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Sent: 

$~bject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universityreaders.com> 

Sunday, April 29,2012 7:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Meet Bookstore Deadlines for Summer/Fall 

Meet Bookstore Deadlines for SummerlFall 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Bookstore deadlines are just around the corner and I was hoping to chat about customizing your materials for your 

summer or fall courses with us at University Readers. 

With our approach, your HEOA compliance and bookstore requirements are covered. In support of the provision, 

we can create an ISBN for your bookstore to use, and use a placeholder price while you assemble your readings. 

This way, your bookstore has information they need, and you have time to carefully select your reading list and 

materials. Since our turnaround time is only 2-3 weeks, you[JII have plenty of time in the spring and summer to 

arrange your reading list. 

To help make it easier, I can help you compile a relevant set of readings to fit your course objectives [] we[]ve 

produced many projects for different Ethnic Studies courses, and use that class-tested knowledge and content from 

our online library and publisher partners to help you get started. 

Can we chat this week to see if our services are a good fit for your class? Please let me know the most convenient 

time to connect with you via phone or email, or fill out a complimentary Information Kit to get started. 

All the best, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 

Acquisitions Editor 

University Readers, Inc. 

marissa.delfierro@universityreaders.com I ph. 800.200.3908 x543 

Copyright 2012 ~q All Rights Reserved. 

University Readers, inc. 

3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 I San Diego, CA 92121 

www.universityreaders.com I www~eaders.com/co nella 

This is a commercial message, and University Readers is an entirely independent company. If you do not wish to receive emails from 

us, please click the link: http://www.universityreaders.com/opt_out php?guid=df092cf3-egce-7102-4a03-4595a6c81a19 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama, Silent o~ t~ssident,                            ~ 

Urges F~-eedon~ i~ Chi~a 

President Obama pressed China on Monday to improve its record on human rights, while declining 
to disenss Chert Ouangeheng, the blind lawyer who escaped house arrest. 

A Tiny Island Is Wi~ere I*oa~t Makes a Sta~td 
::7 :-11,,,!.:,’: i/::,i 13::,i !ii 

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is enjoying a surge of support and nationalism in a feud with the 
United Arab Emirates over Abu Musa, a four-square-mile spit of sand with about 2,ooo 
inhabitants. 

DF-A, LBOOK 

De~,ey & LeBoenf Said to Enconeage PaN~e~’s to Lea~’e 

Dewey & LeBoeuf, the New York law firm crippled by financial mismanagement, an exodus of 
partners and a criminal investigation of its former chairman, encouraged its partners on Monday 
evening to look for another job, according to an internal memo. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

or spi~i~g theu~ aro~d i~ n roo~ to see ho~u t!~]t ~a~igate, ~uh~ what the~ renl~]t u~a~t~d to do was 

e~gage *uith other 

ELIZABE’F]I N. NPE LKE, , a professor or [~sychology who is tvyiog to detevtnine what humans 

born knowing. 

SCIENCE 

CJo~ds a~d 

Cli~nate 
At any moment, about 
6o percent of the earth is covered by 
clouds, which have a huge influence 
on the climate. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Motherh 

~lotJ~e[’h ood "VSo ood vs. 

Has women’s obsession 

~ with being the perfect 
mother destroyed 
feminism? 

Madeleine Albright: By the 
Book 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

F!em Sherlock 1:o ’Star Trek’ 

h~te~iiew: Juliel:te Bineche 

WORLD 

Israeli De£ense M~iilster Keeps ~MI Opt~ons Open on Isoan 

Ehud Barak offered a dim view of talks on Iran’s nnelear program and said all options, including a 
military strike, remained on the table despite weeks of criticism over the stanee. 



The party of Daw Aung San Sun Kyi backed down on Monday in a dispnte over Myanmar’s oath of 

office, agreeing to enter Parliament for the first time. 

Details ~Moe Refitted h~ Tale of 1So Gt~agtta’s Red Fe*orarl 

Accounts of Bo Guagua’s reportedly lavish arrival at 0 on M. Huntsman ar.’s home in China last 
spring have been disputed by several people involved. 

o More World News 

TEMPERATURE RISING 

C~o~(|s’ Effec~ o~ Climate Cha~ge Is Las~ ISastlo~ fo~" Disse~rte~s 

In recent years, climate change skeptics have seized on one last argument that cannot be so readily 
dismissed. Their theory is that clouds will save us. 

Ties to Romney ’o8 Helped Fliei a~l Eqlfity Firm 

Tagg Romney, Mitt Rmnney’s eldest son, and Spencer Zwiek, a Romney campaign fund-raiser, 
turned to wealthy campaign donors for investments in their firm. 

With O~’een Be~’et Tacfics~ Combatting Gang Dearfare 

Two state troopers who were deployed in Iraq are using their counterinsurgency training for a 
program to combat drug and gang violence back home. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

New York Pensio~ Fm~ds to Challenge W’al-Ma~ 

Concerned about Wal-Mart’s reported cover-up of bribeD’, leaders of New Ym’k City’s pension funds 
said they would vote their 4,7 million company shares against five directors standing for re- 
election, 

VVal-Mart’s Good-Cltlzen Efforts Face a Test 

With controversy bnilding over its role in a Mexican bribery scandal, Wal-MaWs desire to stay out 
of the limdight grows. 

Data E*~glnee*° i~ Ooogle Case Is Identified 

A fro’met state investigator looking into Ooogle’s Street View has identified the so-called Engineer 
Doe. 

Mete Business News 

S P O RTS 

GAME 2: CAPITALS 3, RANGERS 2 
ICa~gers Seek a~ Operating, bt~t Ovechld~ Gets i~ 

The Washington star Alex Oveehkin, whose playing time had been cut, scored the winning goal on 
a power play to tie the series at one game apiece. 

% i ...... [] Box i Play-by-Play i Photos I [] Box I Play-by-Play I Photos I [] Box i Play-by-Play I Photos 

~ aptals,~arl ses hnae 

GAME 2: HEAT 104, KNICKS 94 

"1~o Games I~ K~ficks A~-e Halfway Out 

LeBron aames, Dwayne Wade and Chris Bosh combined for 65 points, and the Heat coasted to 

another easy victory and a ~-o lead in their first-round playoff series. 

~E] Box Score i Play-by-Play I Slide Show I [] Box Score i P ay-by-P ay I S ~e Show I [] Box Score I Play-by..P;ay i 

Slioe Show 

~ ’�,lade Takes Advantar~e of His Many Chances 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

FoP ~oodson, the ’I’es[ Keeps Getti~tg To~tghe*o 



Mike Woodson, the Knicks’ interim coach, has to deal with Amar’e Stoudemire’s lacerated hand in 

addition to a 2-0 deficit against the Heat. 

o More Spor~s News ~> 

ARTS 

Tryh~g to Fill Broadway Seats ~With Tl~ose %Vho Fill the Pews 

Tom Allen, a partner in a Hollywood marketing firm that aims to attract churchgoers to movies 

and theater, hopes to take advantage of a "faith moment" on Broadway. 

NEW MUSIC 

Breathing Fire %qth Ballads 

Carrie Underwood’s fourth album, "Blown Away," is a one-two punch of brutality. 

Seacrest Assemb|es ’IV Empire 

Ryan Seaerest, the host of "American Idol," is also working more behind the scenes as he tries to 
buiht an entertainment empire. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN 5)CIENCE 
Insights From the Yonngest Minds 

Elizabeth S. Spelke studies infants and toddlers to understand how the brain works by detm~nining 
what, if anything, humans are born knowing. 

’I’asers Pose Risks to Hea~L a Study V~rarns 
i.::., :. ~:FZ:. 
An analysis of eight people who went into eardiae arrest after receiving shocks fi’om the devices 
highlights the risks they carry and the importance of using them properly. 

Life in the Sea Found Its t,’ate in a Paro?o~sm of E?~tinetlo~ 

Painstaking analyses of fossils from the Permian extinction, ~5~ million years ago, are providing 
startling new clues to the behavior of modern marine life and its future. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Chen (,h~angcheng 
Washington must use all of its influence with China to ensure the safety of this courageous activist. 

EDITORIAL 

New York on $15,ooo a Year 

Albany needs to raise the minimmn wage to $8.50 an hour. It wmdd not end poverty in New York, 

but it would make a difference for nearly a million people. 

EDITORIAL 

Of Geese a~d Fleece 
A new award, promoted by scientists, is a pointed reminder of the value of government-financed 
research. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The S~ln, tlhe Moon and ~Vahnart 

Mexico’s greatest challenge is putting an end to long-ingrained corruption. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Warfare or ComCMfip in 2ol.27 

Some people view polities like war. Others prefer to see it as a wooing dance. Which prism will win 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Shm’ed State of Defeat 

John Edwards and Newt Gingrieh have a self-love that’s a lot bigger than voters’ affections. 



~ Columnist Page I Blog 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 1, 196o, the Soviet Union shot down an American U-2 reconnaissance plane neat’ 

Sverdlovsk and captured its pilot, Francis Gary Powers. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 9:25 AM 

NttC Events <event@nationallmmanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumanitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nafionalhummfftiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lorr~!nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Justin Robinson and the Maly Annettes to perform at tfie National Humanities Center tiffs Friday, May 4th 

Yot~ yot~r colleagt~es~ and smd.ents 

are cordiaIly ~m4~ed for a performa~.ce by 

Justin Robinson and the Annettes 

i~ Inlineim~ge 1 

Friday, May 4th, at 4:00 p.m. 

Jus~dn Robinson, Grmmny winner and fom~er member of the Carolina Chocolate Drops, heads a collective of m ulti-infftmmentalis~ts who bring to the s~tage the Inagical 

intersection of their varied Inusical backgrounds. The Maiy Annettes are comprised of local NC Inusicians Elizabeth Maxshall, Kyra Moore, Sally Mullildn, and Josh 

Stohl. Jusfin’s vivid stories are delivered atop a rotating arsenal ofinfftruments including autoharp, ties, viola, baNo, violin, fiddle, cello, bass, keys, and drams, and 

Kyra and Sally provide rich vocal harmonies. The band lists among their influences J.S. Bach, Elykah Badu, English imrsery rhy~nes, moonlight on a frozen swamp, 

Loretta Lynn, ossified remains of mammals, palindromes, and rNnestones. Their new album, Bones for Tinder, was released in Januao~ 2012. 

To listen to music from Jus~dn Robinson and the Mary, Annettes, click here. 

This event is t?ee and open to the public. To reserve space tbr this event, fi~llow this link, or contact Martha Johnson at m.john~n(a)nationalhumaifftiescenter.org or call 

919-549-0661. 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Sig~s Pact in Kab~ll, 

Tur~ing Page h~ Afgha~ War 

President Obama, speaking to an 
American television audience from 
an air base in Kabul, said he had 
traveled there to herald a new era in 
the relationship between the United 
States and Afghanistan. 

Future Uncertainties h~ AfghaNstan 

~The Caucus: Obama’s Afghan~sta[~ 
Tdp 

~ Ob~ms=s Speech Video i Text i Mitt 

Panel in llaeld~g Case Fi~ds Mu~,doch l_;~fit as News Titan 

A damning report on the hacking scandal at Rupert Murdoeh’s British papers convulsed the 
political and media worlds in Britain and threatens a core asset of News Corporation. 

~E] 
Document Tile F~ii Parliamentary Repor[ (pdf) 

~ Response from News Corporation 

In P~lrs~lit of Mayor Bloon~berg~ the Rehiciant Endo~’ser 

Ilmugh President Obama and Mitt Romney publicly disagree with New York Mayor Michael R. 
Blomnberg on a range of issues, they are both determined to score his endorsement. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’ve trmmled through more than <~ decade ~Mer the derk elo~M of war. ~t here, b~ the pre-dewn 

&~rkness qf Aj~h~n~st~n, we can see tDe I~gDI ,~new d~]t on the horizon." 

PRESIDENT OgAMA, in an addt’ess from a military base ~ear Kabul, Afghanistam 

<lust tl~e Girls 
Tharima Ahmed, who had dreamed 
of the senior prom since her 
freshman year, organized a high 
school prom that heht to Muslim 
beliefs. 

~ Related Article 

3~ hours in East London 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

A $100 weekend in Melbourne 



OPiNiON 36 i~0urs irl Lyon, France 

OPINIONATOR 

~Vlmt~s In a ..... 

Nan~e? (Part ~) 

Fingerprinting, 

photography, 

bertillonage and the question of what makes each o[ ns nnique. 

~Read Part 1 ~ 

WORLD 

6 AI~ha~s Die as S~ficlde Attacke~" Strikes i~ Kabul 

Less than two hours after President Obama left Afghanistan on Wednesday, a large bomb exploded 

at the gates of the Green Village, a compound used by foreigners. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

A V~s~t Well Timed to F~t~re Uncerta~t[es [~ Af~ha~ista~i 

President Obama’s Yisit to Afghanistan for the first time in ~7 months was a chance to make the 

most of a brief window when relations between the two governments are improving after months of 

crisis. 

Camero~ Stauds to Lose Much as Scandal ~rears O~ 

Politicians and media commentators are asking whether Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain 

can survive any further revelations about his close ties with the Murdochs. 

More World News 

Complacency and Couceru as St, I,ou~s Faces VuluerabiIity to Deadly Storms 

A fast-moving storm that raced through downtown SL Louis on Saturday raised questions about 

how seriously people in the area heed bad-weather warnings. 

Thls Pror~ Has Eve~°ythh~g~ Except ftw Boys 

A dream to take part in an American rite of passage came true for girls whose faith fro’bids them to 

date or dance with boys. 

~ V~deo: A Diffe~r,t K~no of FI;orr~ 

~ S~ide Show: An Exuberant Prom Night W~th Just the 

Cha~kges ~Moe Planned in Florida A&dVI Hazing Death 

The Orange County Sheriff’s Office said charges would be brought against members of the school 

band involved in the death of Robert Champion. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

O~ce an zM~b~t~ous Law F~r~, Reduced to Gr~n D~spatches 

~.h: ~-"L~ L " L.:. T~ ?.:’:,’.?~ 

Forged by a 2oo7 merger, Dewey & LeBoeuf set its sights on quickly becoming a global powerhonse 

in corporate law. Now, the company finds itself on the brink of collapse amid a pa~ner exodus and 

too much debt. 

Ffize~" Races to Rei~we~t Itself 

With its best-selling d~lgS losing patent protection, Pfizer is shedding money-making but noncore 

businesses to focus on pharmaceutical sciences. 

Chesapeake to Replace Cha~rma~ 

Chesapeake Energy announced that it would replace Aubrey K. McClendon as chairman and end 

his controversial compensation plan. 

S P 0 RT$ 

GAME 2: DEVILS 4, FLYERS 1 

B~l~y~g Flyers~ Dex~ls Grab ~]~ 

The Devils battered the Flyers with four third-period goals, sending their conference semifinal 

matchup back to Newark tied at one game apiece. 



[] Box Score I Play-by-Play 

For ih~gers~ tl~e Ph~yoffs Becomhkg the Old Gr’md 

For the second consecutive sel~es in the N.II.L. playofB, the Rangers won Game ~, bnt lost Game 

after the opposition made timely tactical changes. 

h~ Testimony, Pettltte Says deme~s Spoke of Dr~g Use 

The Yankees pitcher Andy Pettitte testified in federal court on Tuesday that Roger Clemens said he 

had used human growth hormone. 

~ Rourldup: With Lol~goria Sidellrle¢ doyce Picks l_lp Pace for RaTs 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

Todayst Net Is Wtde~ V~tth Nods to ~O~cd a~d the 

1Iris year the Tony Awards paid attention to more shows than usual and set up exceptionally 

competitive races in several categories. 

~List of Nomin4or~s (TonyAwards.com) i Special Section: The 

{)alias Museum Simmers in a Ndghbor’s Glare 

Renzo Piano’s Nasher museum in Dallas is suffering from excessive glare shining off a new condo 
tower the museunfs fame helped attract to the area. 

THEATER REVIEW 

Cas~al Joy and Dread, Minglh~g Every Day 

"The Realistic Joneses" is a tender~ funny, terlific new play by Will Eno at the Yale Repertory 

Theater. 

Mote Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Because Explorers Need New Horlzo~s 

The chef Wylie Dufresne is changing the entire menu at his groundbreaking restaurant WD-5o, 

RESTAURANT REVIEWI CAF~ CHINA 

Showing the Chile "Who’s Boss 

Demure and quaint, Caf~ China in Midtown serves uncompromising Sichuan food that can stand 

with Manhattan’s best. 

~F"I Slide Show 

How the Taco Oahaed in Transhfion 

Oustavo Arellano, a journalist and Orange County native, is perhaps the greatest (and only) living 
scholar of Mexican-American fast food. 

Mere Dinintl & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

]~l[ssed Chalice 

President Obama’s speech from the Bagram Air Base near Kabul was frustratingly weak on details 

of his exit strategy from a war that Americans are desperate to see end. 

EDITORIAL 

The Boss a~d Everyo~e Else 
The recent shareholder challenges to excessive executive pay are only a start. It’s time that all parts 

of the Dodd-Frank reform law be carried out. 

EDITORIAL 

A New La~Ter’s Duty 

Requiring prospective New York State lawyers to perform 5o hours of pro bmm serviees before they 

are approved to practice law is a worthy step in the right direction. 



OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

New Politics,. Ahoyl 

A niche party in Germany is using the Internet to create a new political strncture to solve the 

problem of energizing citizens for both campaigns and governing. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Libe~irm o~ the Loose 

A chilling election ghost story: How Dominiqne Stranss-Kahn haunts the Socialist Party he once 

was poised to take to the ~lys~e Palace. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

’I’a~ks, ,Jets o~" Schola~’shlps? 

Let’s stop sending [)lanes and tanks to the Arab worh] and start sending scholarships instead. Just 

look at the difference it’s making in Lebanon. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 2, 1945, the Soviet Union announced the fall of Berlin and the Allies annoum’.ed the 

surrender of Nazi troops in Italy and parts of Austria. 
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TOP NEWS 

Chinese Dissident Is Released 
From Embassy, Causing 
Turmoil for U.S. 
By JANE PERLEZ and SHARON LaFRANIERE 

In a telephone interview Thursday, Chen 
Guangeheng said his decision to leave 
?aneriema protection had not been fully 
voluntary, because he was told that 
Chinese officials had threatened to beat 
his wife to death if he remained. 

A Car Chase, Secret Talks and 
Second Thoughts 
By JAN E PER LEZ and AN DR EW JACOBS 

New details of intrigue, heroics mad 
tfltinmtely what some people involved 
called a betrayal emerged from the 10- 
day saga of dissident Chen Guangeheng. 

". China Seeks Apology I Times Topic: Chen 

Guangcheng 

-’ ~ A Chinese Dissident’s Smuggled Video 

Messages 

, Reactions From Around the Web to Chen Guangcheng’s Departure From the U.S. Embassy 

U.S. Lags in Global Measure of Premature Births 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

The United States is sinfilar to developing countries in the percentage of mothers who give birth before their 
child is due, according to the World Health Organization and other agencies. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The whole point of flying should be to save a lot of time, and I didn’t." 

JOSH HUNTER, of Mobile, Ala., noting that it took 12 hours to make a 72o-nfile trip from Mobile, Ala., to 

Cincinnati. 

SPECIAL SECTION: 
BUSINESS TRAVEL 



Trapped in the Middle Seat 
By JAD MOUAWAD 

Amid cutbacks, companies have become 
increasingly strategic about nmnaging 
travel, even as prices and fares rise. 

" The Business of Dealing With Kidnapping 

Abroad 

More Business Travel 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
The Lower Floor 
By LINDA GREENHOUSE 

What came through in 
the Supreme Court’s oral 
argunlents over Arizona’s 

inmfigration law was the failure to 
affirm the simple htunanity of the state’s 
tmdoeumented residents. 

Look of the moment: 
Gwyneth Paltrow 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Spring Staples 

Exclusive video: A Polished Look by Chanel 

ny|im.e~,~o,n~ ~ MAG~Til NE 

WORLD 

Fallout of Bin Laden Raid: Aid Groups in Pakistan Are Suspect 
By DECLAN WALSH 

Humanitarian work that helped nfillions of Pakistanis was compronfised after it emerged that Dr. Shakil 
Afridi ran a vaccination scheme to help the C.I.A. locate Osama bin Laden. 

Corruption Case Hits Hard in a Tough Time for Greece 
By RACHEL DONADIO and NIKI KITSANTONIS 

The case of the former defense nfinister, Akis Tsochatzopoulos, has raised emotional issues in a political 
etflture widely seen as rife with corruption. 

Fierce Clashes Erupt in Egypt Ahead of Presidential Vote 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

Violence killed nine people and threw the race into disarray as some candidates blamed the nfilitary for the 
deaths and said they were halting their campaigns. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Army Will Reshape Training, With Lessons From Special Forces 
By THOM SHANKER 

The changes institutionalize tactics adopted ad hoc in Iraq and Afghanistm~, including putting some 
conventional units under Special Operations command. 

A Change in Police Policy Has Immigrants Hoping for More 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Los Angeles’s decision to stop impotmding the cars of all mflicensed drivers has heartened supporters of 
legislation granting driver’s licenses to illegal inmfigrants. 

Criminal Charges for a3 in Florida A&M Hazing Death 
By RUBBLE BROWN 

A band member, Robert Champion, died after being beaten and suffocated by fellow students during a 
hazing ritual in November. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Flying Between Smaller Cities Is Becoming a Marathon Sport 
By JAD MOUAWAD 

Even with the demand for seats increasing, the big airlines have not restored many of their flights, 



particularly on routes to small airports. 

DEALBOOK 
Progress Is Seen in Advancing a Final Volcker Rule 
By BEN PROTESS and PETER EAVIS 

The new regtflation, aimed at reining in risky trading on Wall Street, is making progress despite lobbyists’ 
efforts to delay it. 

Derailed on the Fast Track 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

About 3o students learned that their plum summer jobs at Dewey & LeBoeuf have vanished and are now 
retunfing, hat in hand, to ask for jobs they had once rejected. 

’. DealBook: With a Merger Unlikely, Dewey’s Options Shrink 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 3: RANGERS 2, CAPITALS 1 (3OT) 
Midnight Lightning Strikes for Gaborik and the Rangers 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Marian Gaborik scored the winning goal in the tlfird overtime as the Rangers took a two-games-to-one lead 
in the Easten~ Conference senfifinal series against the Capitals. 

¯ ’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show I Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show I ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show 

Predators 2, Coyotes 0: Predators Back in Series After Rinne Blanks Coyotes 

Devils’ Rookie Defenseman Regains His Edge 

ANGELS 9, TWINS 0 
Jered Weaver Pitches No-Hitter as Angels Beat Twins 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Jered Weaver pitched the second no-hitter in the majors in less than two weeks, completely overmatclfing 
Minnesota and leading the Los 3mgeles 3mgels to a victory over the Twins. 

:’ Baseball Roundup: Braves Edge Phillies in Slugfest on Home Run in the 1 lth 

ORIOLES 5, YANKEES 0 
Orioles No Pushover for Yankees This Year 
By MARK VIERA 

Ivan Nova lost, snapping a streak of 15 straight victories, and Eric Chavez sustained a possible concussion in 
the Yankees’ latest loss to the Orioles. 

-’ ~, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

. Bats: He’s a Heavyweight, and Willing to Say So 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

’The Scream’ Is Auctioned for a Record $aa9.9 Million 
By CAROL VOGEL 

A version of Edvard Munch’s "The Scremn," one of the most recognizable images in art history, sold at 
Sotheby’s for the most ever paid for artwork at auction. 

Brooklyn’s Musical Matrix 
By MELENA RYZIK 

For the Crossing Brookl3m Ferry festival at the Brookljfla Academy of Music this week, twin brothers have 
tapped into the borough’s music scene. 
¯ ~] Graphic: A Brooklyn Constellation 

DANCE REVIEW 
Balanchine’s Gift for Joining What Nature Has Sundered 
By ALASTAIR MACAO LAY 

City Ballet opened its spring season on Tuesday with three works by George Balanehine, "Serenade," 
"Kamnaermusik No. 2" and the "Brahms-Schoenberg Quartet." 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

Where ’Just Looking’ Is Just Fine 
By GUY TREBAY 

The London-based Frieze Art Fair brings its distinctive brand of arts entertainment to New York. 

:. Art and Leisure: Parties at Frieze 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

Zeroing in on Cellulite 
By CATHERINE SAINT LOUIS 

Cellulaze, a new treatment that requires only one doctor’s visit, is being breathlessly hailed by many as a 
bona fide solution, but some doctors have reservations. 

FRONT ROW 
Call It Victor’s Secret 
By ERIC WILSON 

Are men really ready to shop for underwear the way women do? 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.y!.e..2>. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Short-Term Fixes 
By proposing quick-fix methods to pay for only a year’s worth of loan subsidies, Congress is not being serious 
about helping students afford college. 

EDITORIAL 
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi’s Leap of Faith 
Her swearing in tiffs week as a member of Myanmar’s Parliament is an important step forward, but the 
struggle to establish a real democracy is not over. 

EDITORIAL 
Subverting the Miranda Rule 
By interrogating suspects before they are arraigned or have cotmsel assigned to them, the office of the 
Queens district attoruey underuffnes the basic principle of Miranda. 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Death of a Salesman’s Dreams 
By LEE SIEGEL 

Instead of hmnbling its audience through the shock of recognition, the revival of "Death of a Salesman" 
confers upon those who can afford to see it a feeling of superiority. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Changing the Subject 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Tired of the same old presidential campaign? Time to ttme in on the action-packed battles for the Senate. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How Chemicals Affect Us 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Scientists waru that chemicals we’re exposed to every day can cause genital deformities and even breast 
cancer. Is our goverument paying attention? 
" Columnist Page I Bloc 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On May 3, 1971, anti-war protesters calling themselves the Mayday Tribe began four days of demonstrations 

in Washington, D.C., aimed at shutting doma the nation’s capital. 

¯ See This Front Pa__02~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Black Gold paper 

Black Gold Paper.doc 

Professor SaNe, 

Here is my final paper. This course challenged me, but I learned a great deal so I just wanted to say thank you. Have a great summer. 

Best, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 2:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Co: @live. uuc.edu> 

Subject: Fin~J Paper 

Attach: aJ essay.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

I have attached my final paper to this email. 

Thank you, 

Confidentiafity Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:07 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI    Final Paper 

Attach: Fin~l Paper 

Professor SaNe, 

I’ve attached my final paper. Please confirm that you have received it or let me know if you have any issues. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 3:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Wold, Jackie <jwold@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Wilshire, Collette <wilshire@emaiLunc.edu>; Greenway, Rya~ <greenway@unc.edu>; Yurco, Laura Nicole <Iaura~yurco@unc.edu-~; 

H~xtlyn, Jonaflmn ~-~haxflyu@unc.edu> 

Nonpersonnel expeuses 

Eunice/Jackie - 

I know that you are working on putting together a budget for nonpersonnel expenditures in the department. To alleviate the immediate need for that request, I 

pulled together some quick numbers to review with Jonathan. 

Your ’permanent’ budget right now for nonpesonnel is $8,558. The original plan was for you to revert ~;4,819 to cover the new telecomm ’payroll’ charges, which 

would have left you with only ~;3,740. Assuming you wanted to provide phones to all permanent faculty and staff, I estimated that you would need 22 phone lines 

at an annual rate ~;180 per phone (this is the new rate) or $3,960 - more than the amount in your budget. 

Therefore, we have decided to waive the telecomm payroll reversion for your department. That means that, after phone charges of $3,960 (assuming you put in 22 

total phone lines), you will have ~4,598 remaining for other nonpersonnel items. We recognize that this is still minimal support and you are still welcome to 

submit a nonpersonnel budget request to us. 

In the short term we wanted to try to save you some time on that project and hope that this will be helpful with your planning. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

Tammy NcHNe 

Sr Assoc Dean -1 F~nance a~d P~ann~N 
College o~: At~s & Sc~e~ces 

C~3 #,3100~ 205 South Bu~ldin0 
C~apel H~ NC 27S99.-3~00 

(eig) e62-ii6s 
fa:(: (919) 962~2~8 
moN~e: 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

Subjet~: Final Espy 

A~tach: AFRI FinalEssay.docx 

Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~c~gmaiLcom on behalf of 

~live .unc .edu~~ 

Thursday,            4:11 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Final Exam Paper 

black gold.docx 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I have attached my the essay portiota of my final exam, 

Thanks for everything and have a great summer! 



From: ~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: F~xam paper 

A~tach: cupofjoe.docx 

Hello, 

My paper is attached. Thank you for a wonderful semester! 

Best, 



Keepi  g House isi mo goge,oreo, ..... 

During the mo~DaDe-lendinD 
cfis~s, thousands of low- 
income borrowers still made 
their payments on time. ~at 
did their menders do right? How 
can we keep the goal of 
homeownersNp in sight for 
low- and middle-income 
families? 

[~ read .... ] 

ERASURES 

}~iller l\[idd]e 
Hans Paerl has helped 

David Margolis and Joe Myron Cohen is the man ecosystems around the 

Eron find out whether a behind Science world. But he’s having to 

cancer drug can beat HIV. magazine’s 2011 work extra hard to protect 

Breakthrough of the Year. the Pamlico Sound. 

D EOMOREEROMOUR S I~E 

::~,~ video: real doctors real people 

Real Docbrs, Reai 

~ecple: Austin Rose grew 

up in Canada, and his 

father was the doctor who 

delivered Wayne Gretzky. 

But he never played 

hockey until he moved to 

North Carolina (UNC 

Health Care) 

C;:~’t B,.aL L]le \;Jew: Laura Ruel looks at the web through 

readers’ eyes. 

Mart.Y[" M.YsteYy: Why are there so few Muslim terrorists? 

A~O~NA Q oo 

"There is this common wisdom out there that the South remains 

a rural place dominated by working-class people with no 

education past high school" 



UNC: "Higher education is 

the single most important 

investment you can make 

in your future," he told an 

audience of about 8,000 in 

Carmichael auditorium. 

!LINC home ~g:~ 

Footbaii-related catsstrophic brain inluries or= the rise (UNC 

Researchers idepE,’-y Aci~illes heel ef deqgde vhtss dJNC Heall:h 

unsubsc:-ibe from this iist I odate s bsc:- pt on prefereqces 

!Jl’q!~ c!?aPel Hi!I :!~B f!:~0~ ¯ C!?ap.~!! Hi!l, Nc 275:i~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ JonatJ~aJ~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 5:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Non~rsonnel expeuses 

Eunice, This may reduce the need in the short-term for a one-time request for non-personnel funds (which I had offered to you), especially given the staffing 

issues Vou are facing. As Tammy notes, it certa~nlV does not prevent a later submission (even after the new fisca~ year ~f need be, g~ven your summer trave~)~ 

J o n a [:h a n 

Jonathan Hartlvn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~I 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PolRica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

O~ce: 9:].9 962-1:].65 Fax: 9:1.9 962-2408 

F~m: NcHale, Tammy 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 03, 2012 3:27 PN 
To: SaNe, EuNce N; Wold, Jack~e 
C¢: W~lshire, College; Greenway, Ryan; Yurco, Laura Nicole; Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Nonpersonnel expenses 

Eunice/JacMe - 

I know that you are working on putting together a budget for nonpersonnel expenditures in the department. To alleviate the immediate need for that request, I 

pulled together some quick numbers to review with Jonathan. 

Your ’permanent’ budget right now for nonpesonnel is $8,558. The original plan was for you to revert 54,819 to cover the new telecomm ’payroll’ charges, which 

would have left you with only 53,740. Assuming you wanted to provide phones to all permanent faculty and staff, I estimated that you would need 22 phone lines 

at an annual rate S180 per phone (this is the new rate) or $3,960 - more than the amount ~n your budget. 

Therefore, we have decided to waive the telecomm payroll reversion for your department. That means that, after phone charges of 53,960 (assuming you put in 22 

total phone lines), you will have 54,598 remaining for other nonpersonnel items. We recognize that this is still minimal support and you are still welcome to 

submit a nonpersonnel budget request to us. 

In the short term we wanted to try to save you some time on that project and hope that this will be helpful with your planning. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

Tammy NcHNe 

Sr Asset bean ~ Fh~ance and P~annk~9 
College of ArN & Sdences 

CB #3~00, 205 South Building 

Chapel H~tt NC 27599-3~00 

fax: (919) 962.-2~8 

moN~e: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.t~nc.edus, 

Thursday, 8:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Apologies 

Hello Professor Sahle, 
What time ~vould you like me to take my exam tomorrow-? Thal~ you so much again for being so considerate. I really appreciate it so much. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihtmc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday. 5:56 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Apologies 

Get well and you can take the exam tomorrow. 

Take care 

Dr. Sahle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:00 AM, ~)live unc edu<mailto: O~llve.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Hello Professor Sable, 
I just wanted to write you an email to make you aware of a few situations preceding the taking of my exam I just wanted to inform you that I unfortunately will not be able to complete this 

exam to the level that I have on previous exams, which is sadly unavoidable. I have been studying for this exam [’or the past 18 consecutive hours and have been struggling with the 
}{yen after these 18 hours, which does not include the time reading all of the articles, I do not believe that ! will be as prepared as I 

have been previously. ! have had a hard time retaining 
information 

Also, I would like to ask if it would be possible to extend the deadline ~2~r my essay With the large amount of information that we needed to know ~2~r the actual :final, as well as a final 
presentation and 20 page paper ! also have due today in another class, I have not had enough time to completely formulate my paper. If you could let me know your thoughts on this as 
soon as possible that would be wonderful. I have very much eNoyed your class this semester, but de:finitely believe that the workload far exceeds anything I have experienced for any other 
course ! have taken. 1 will definitely take the lessons that I have gained from it with me through the rest of my college career and I have really enjoyed getting to know you as a professor. 
Thank you so much [’or all the work that you do. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 20:12 9:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Hi Eunice. Please call when you can. My mobile is 

Debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Faculty and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowi~g is r~ot enough; we must aF~ply. Willir~g is not er~.:)ugh; we r~st do." (J. Go(!the) 

and I will be up tonight until 11:00. I have one exam tomorrow at noon. Thanks. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: class 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorry I missed your call earlier today--I don’t know why I missed it and didn’t notice until later when I called you back. 

Also, I just checked my enrollment for the summer class and I have 6 students still. I sent Kenneth the blurb to advertise it, I sent it to my students and announced it in class. 
also sent it to all the geography lists--both faculty and students--and asked them to advertise it in their classes. I also sent it to a few undergrads I know and asked them to 
forward it and tell their friends. 

Do you know if the course will go forward if I only have 6 students? I’d like to be able to order textbooks tomorrow if so, and to plan my accordingly with my family. 

I hope the rest of the day went ok. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 6:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

The Chongqing Incident 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL 34 NO. 9 Visit 

LRB cover art The Rumour Machine 
Wang Hui on ~he dismissal of Bo Xilai 

~Mareh 14~ used to be shorthand in China for the 

2008 unrest in Tibet; now it stan& for the 2o12 

~ Chongqing inNdent ~. It is unusuN fi)r muniNpal 

policy to have national impact, and rarer still for the 

removal of a Nty leader to become international news. 

Some obsm~em have argued ~at the dismissal of Bo 

XilN, the paW secretary of Chongqing, is the most 

itnporNnt political event in China since 1989. More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Do you like him? 
Ian Jack on Ken Livb~gslone 



Of the two leading rivals for the London mayoral .ty, Ken Livingstone is tnueh the 

morn difficult to imagine as a child. Nobod~v, surely, can have that problem with 

Boris Johnson. The mind[] s eye sees Boris as one of Belloe[]s Cautionary Tales, a 

bouncy fellow demanding his tea and laying plans []to be/the next Pritne Minister 

but three D. But the mindD s eye can be wrong, and it may be that the reason we can 

readily conceive Johnson aged seven is that the public persona of Johnson aged 47 

is so irrepressibly boys-will-be-boys. With Livingstone the imagination struggles. 

The best it can do is a jam jar with a newt inside: the boy- is invisible. More 

Forgive us our debts 
Benjamin Kunke[ on David Graeber 

Default or forgiveness, bankruptcy or jubilee: the different terms for the erasure of 

debts reflect a divergence of mood founded on differen t social positions. Individuals 

owe debts to private lendem and U through taxes [] to governments. But, 

conversely, governments and corporations owe debts to indMduals by way of 

pensions and healtheare plans, not to mention bonds. And many of the banks to 

which so many of us owe so much money are themselves technically insolvent: to 

over-lend during the bubble, they had to over-borrow. So too are there net-creditors 

(China or Germany) and net-debtors (the US or Spain) among nations. Many of the 

economic promises made over the last decades will not be kept; what follows will 

depend on which, and whose, promises these are. More 

Haiw Fairies 
Rosemary Hit] o~ Ange]a Car~.er 

Angela Carter didn ~t enjoy much of what she called ~the pleasantest but most 

evanescent kind of fame, which is that during your own lifetime ~. She was known 

and aNnired, but on nothing like the scale that has caused her to be described since 

her dea~ in ~ 99 ~ at the age of 51 as ~ one of the aoth eentuW ~ s best writers ~ and 

inspired Lambe~ Council to name a street in Brixton after her. This pos ~umous 

enthusiasm is not the flint major reassessment of a repnta~on that always had 

some~ing of a switchback ~{ de. More 

Short Cuts 

~ePemy 

At the Movies 

NIiehaeI Wood: 
¯ Once upon a ’Hme 

At MoMA 

Hal Foster,¯ 

i:~i: The Enq@rer 

Follow us on Twitter 

::X:: Find us on Facebook 

C(~p3,]:[ght S Lcnd(~I? RevJe>’ o[’ B¢oks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2ItN 

email: regl :Pa]-@[:b co ~k [] You cm~ m~s~bscl:ibe or ! i~dale yore emtJ] pleJ~ence ; at any tirne on om website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebm@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Imtx~rtant meeting with Drs. SaNe and ttildebmnd 

Good Morning Drs Sahle and Hildebrand, 

My name is                and I just received your email this morning in 
regards to the meeting. Unfortunately, I finished my exams up earlier this 
week and not on campus at the moment I normally commute from Greensboro to 
Chapel Hill which is approximately an hour drive With that said I ~vill not 
be able to attend the meeting this morning but I was ~vondering if it were 
possible for me to take palt in it via phone conference or via email after 
the fact? I would really hate to miss whatever reformation you all are 
going to share. Thank you f,ar your consideration and I look forward to 
hearing Ii~om you soon. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Gore, Travi£ 

8:55 AM 

Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Important meeting with Drs. Sable and Hildebrand 

Dear Majors, 

I hope you are all doing well. 

Based on an important development, I would be grateful if you joined 
Professor Hildebrand and I for a discussion at 10.00am this morning. For 
those of you xvho can make it, please come to the main office (109) in Battle 
Hall and then we will move to a reserved meeting space. 

Best wishes and I look forxvard to see you soon. 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Final Restx~n~ 

Professor SaNe, 

I was wondering if you had received my paper. 

Thank you, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

Subject; Final Response 

10:55 AM 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached you will find my final response. I appreciate our conversation this semester and I look forward to seeing you in the fall. 

Thankyou, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is ]’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy al! copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, May 5, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Reasons Abound for Ebb in Job Growth 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

..................................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines .................................................................... 
~11~ N’I’~I~ ~rk ~m~.~ May 5, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9.~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e..Lo.~..a.~2.s....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Reasons Abound for Ebb in 
Job Growth 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Econonfists cited various possible 
factors behind the addition of only 
nS,OOO jobs ha April, but none are likely 
to comfort 13.7 nfillion jobless workers. 
¯ " Economix: Reaction to Report 

-’ A Down Week for Stocks, Worsened by a 
Weak Jobs Report 

Nascent Deal Would Let 
Dissident From China Study 
in U.S. 
By JANE PERLEZ and MICHAEL WINES 

Chinese officials will allow Chen 
Guangcheng to travel to the United 
States with lfis fanfily, American officials 
said, but Secretary of State Hillary 
Rodham Clinton cautioned flmt this case 
still unresolved. 

¯ For Chinese, a Man in the News Is Much Discussed, if Not by Name 

¯ " Times Topic: Chen Guangcheng 

¯ " China Agrees to Measures to Ease Trade 

Family Battle Offers Look Inside Lavish TV Ministry 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

A grmaddaughter of the couple that founded the Trinity Broadcasting Network has gone public with 
accusations of financial impropriety and excess, which TBN denies. 

~ Video: The Gospel of Prosperity I Slide Show: A Religious TV Empire 

¯ . ~ Document: A Nonprofit Corporation’s Balance Sheet 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Oh yeah, They will want the old goat." 

MARIANO RIVERA, after badly injuring a knee, on making a pitching comeback at 43 next season with 

the Yankees. 



TRAVEL 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

Ticket to 

Barcelona’s Show 
Culinary wizardry, 
architectural nmrvels and 
more await in the Catalan 
city by the sea. 

:’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OpIED CONTRIBUTOR 
Don’t Believe 

China’s Promises 
By WEI JINGSHENG 

The plight of dissidents 
has grown bleaker now 
that flae human rights issue is no longer 
linked to international trade. 

The baby bump 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Babies on parade 

After the White House Correspondents’ Dinner 

WORLD 

For China, a Dissident in Exile Is One Less Headache Back Home 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Once exiled, nettlesome prisoners of conscience, like Chen Guangcheng, ahnost invariably lose their ability 
to grab headlines in the West and to conmmnd widespread s)anpathy both in China and abroad. 

In Elections, Greeks Are Expected to Make Old Guard Pay for Turmoil 
By RACHEL DONADIO and NIKI KITSANTONIS 

Along with French elections, and with a rising tide of anti-austerity sentiment across Europe, Greece’s vote is 
expected to have a clear impact on the future of the euro. 

’: A Band of Contrarians, Bullish on Greece 

Scientist Sentenced in French Terror Case 
By SCOTT SAYARE 

Adl~ne Hicheur, a French-Algerian particle physicist, was arrested in October 2009 over his correspondence 
with an affiliate of A1 Qaeda. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

New Proposal on Fracking Gives Ground to Industry 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

Under a revised version of a rule proposed by the government, companies drilling on public lands would 
have to identify the ehenfieals used, but not until after drilling was completed. 

State Department Revises Foreign Student Job Program After Abuse 
Complaints 
By JULIA PRESTON 

The govenunent will now prohibit the students from doing most warehouse, construction, manufacturing 
and food-processing work. 

A Repository for Eagles Finds Itself In Demand 
By DAN FROSCH 

Americm~ Indians, who use dead eagles for traditional ceremonies, face long waits for the anhnals when they 
subnfit applications to the National Eagle Repository outside Denver. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Discrepancies on Medical Bills Can Leave a Credit Stain 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 



As patients assume more of the responsibility for costs, complex billing and more aggressive collection by 
providers are resulting in negative credit report data that lingers for years. 

COMMON SENSE 
Dewey’s Fall Underscores Law Firms’ New Reality 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Dewey & LeBoeufs slow disintegration shatters the long-held perception that law is a guild and a 
brotherhood - more profession than business. 

Tighter Rules Are Issued on Municipal Bond Deals 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The rules are intended to rein in practices like firms underwriting a state’s bonds while simultaneously 
helping other customers trade against the bonds. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON BASEBALL 
For Rivera, Maestro of Ninth, Injury Is Not Final Symphony 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Mariano Rivera’s pledge to return to the field next year adds another character trait to his already- 
impressive list: defiance. 
¯ ’ ~:~ Video: TimesCast I Yankees’ Closer Injures Knee 

-’ ~ Graphic: Rivera’s Not Ready to Close the Book 

In Instant, Rivera’s Understudy Becomes Successor 
By SAM BORDEN 

Until now Dave Robertson was a rising Yankees reliever. Now - and ahnost surely for the rest of the season - 
he is Mariano Rivera’s replacement. 

ON BASKETBALL 
Recognizing the Limitations of Meloball 
By HOWARD BECK 

Calanelo Anthony has rarely taken responsibility for his team’s failures, preferring to shift blame toward 
injuries, coaches or the playbook. He needs to mature. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

ADAM YAUCH, 1964-2012 
Rapper Conquered Music World in ’8os With Beastie Boys 
By JON PARELES 

Mr. Yauch, whose nom de rap was MCA, helped make the first hip-hop albtun to top the Billboard chart, and 
later became involved in championing freedom in Tibet. 

¯ ’ ArtsBeat: An Indie Impresario, Who Made His Mark Fast and Memorably 

.. I~. Post a Comment I Read! 

ART REVIEW 
On an Island, Worker Bees Fill a Long White Hive 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

Vast quantities of work are for sale at the Frieze New York art fair, which is emblematic of the lfigh-profile, 
high volume art-industrial economy. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Frieze New York 

:. Art Review: Another Fair Makes a Debut, and Aims to Lure the Collectors Already in Town 

THEATER REVIEW 
Chekhov, Rendered Tongue Trippingly 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

The Target Margin Theater production of "Uncle Vanya" suggests a group of passionate college students 
who, after a long night of puneh-drtmk debate, have decided to act out one of their favorite Chekhov plays. 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

Easy China, 3 Ways 
By DAN LEVIN, KEITH BRADSHER and DAVID BARBOZA 

Insiders cut through the chaos to offer easy-to-use cheat sheets for spending a week in Beijing, Hong Kong or 
Shanghai. 

A Great View of Seoul, if You Follow the Rules 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

A well-guarded motmtain trek open for the past several years offers a picturesque pm~orama of the 
president’s compound and a sprawling city. 

" Amid Mountains Outside Beijing, Ruins With Romance 

¯ ’ Touring Hung Kong’s Waterways 

A Tourist in My Son’s New Home 
By DOMINIQUE BROWNING 

It is a wise mother who remembers the lessons that once came out of her mouth about how to be a good 
houseguest. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Chen Guangcheng’s Uncertain Future 
To save face, Chhm may allow the courageous dissident to travel to the United States, but it owes its citizens 
a lot more. 

EDITORIAL 
A Clear Warning From the Jobs Numbers 
After the mmfistakably weak emplo3anent report for April, it’s obvious that the economy will not heal itself 
without more govenunent help. 

EDITORIAL 
New York’s Children Shouldn’t Pay the Price 
Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s revised proposal for the next city budget slashes vital programs for needy 
children. That is no way to balance a budget. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Mr. Chen, Welcome to America 
By WANG DAN 

It’s the right decision for Chen Guangcheng to study in the United States. Democracy and hmnan rights are 
of great importance, but so are a family’s love and affection. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Teaching Me About Teaching 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Let’s show our uusung heroes and heroines some appreciation next week. I’ll be sending my mother, a 
special teacher, a message on Twitter. What about you? 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama’s Wonderful Town 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Who doesn’t like a good girlfriend story? We finally get to hear about Barack Obama’s love life from his years 
as a student at Columbia University. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 5, 1961, astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. became Mnerica’s first space traveler as he made a 15-nfinute 
suborbital flight in a capsule launched from Cape Canaveral, Fla. 

¯ See This Front Pa.g.e.. 
¯ ..B...u..y This Front Pag.e.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.~AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Saturday, May 5, 2012 8:04 AN 

.~AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

reminder and order of poets for Sunday’s readinf 

Proposed Order for Carrboro Poetry Reading May 6, 20:[2.docx 

Good morning! I hope you are well. 

Just a gentle reminder that Carrboro Day Poetry Readings this Sunday will begin with the Youth Poetry Contest Winners reading their poems at 4:00 p.m. The readings will 
take place in the Fire Station training room, which you will find by going to the door to the fire department located to the right of Town Hall and behind the band stand. Go in 
and straight down the hall, and the training room will be ahead of you. 

The contest winners will be followed by adult poets who will read in the attached order. Each person is allotted ten minutes. 
Thank you for your interest and support! 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

Saturday, May 5, 2012 12:34 PM 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy_davis@unc.edu> 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Letter to Editor.jpeg 

Dear Vice Chancellor Davis, 
Please distribute this letter in response to the reporting on the "Review of Courses in AFRI/AFAM" to the appropriate news outlets, including black papers like THE TRIANGLE 
TRIBUNE, THE CAROLINA TIMES, and the CAROLINIAN. 
Thanks very much. -Reg Hildebrand (           ) 
(I’m afraid that I will be out of town from Sunday until Saturday, but any questions concerning anything related to this matter would have been referred to you or Dr. SaNe 
anyway.) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu~ 

Saturday, May 5, 2012 10:09 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Fwd: 

Thanks Eunice, Jonathm~ 

Sent from my iPad. 

On May 5, 2012, at 12:53 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Fyi. 

Sent fk~m my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebra(~email.nnc.edu> 

To: "Davis, Nancy K" <nancy davis(&unc.edu~ 

Co: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil(~email.unc.edu~, "Sahle, Eunice N" <ennice(~email.nnc.edn> 

Dear Vice Chancellor Davi s, 

Please distribute this letter in response to the repo(ting on the "Review of Courses in AFRIiAFAM" to the appropriate news outlets, 

including black papers like THE TRIANGLE TRIBUNE, THE CAROLINA TIMES, and the CAROLINIAN. 

Thanks vely much. -Reg Hildebrmad ( 

(I’m a£raJd that I will be ont of town from Sunday until Saturday, but any questions concerning anything related to this matter would have 
been retErred to you or Dr. Sahle anyway.) 

<Letter to Editor.jpeg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday,            8:40 AM 

Sable, Eanice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Black Gold Paper 

Black Gold Paper.docx 

Hello Professor Sal~le, 
I apologize for not sending this email from my UNC email account. It will still not allow me to attach files to those emails, I am not sum why. But. here is my Black Gold 

paper! Thank you SO much again for allowing me to turn this in late. I cannot reiterate enough how much I appreciate it. I ~’ery much eNoyed your class this semester 

and I hope to be able to take courses with you in the future! Have a wondeffnl summer’. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy davi@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, May 6, 2012 2:49 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Will do. Thanks so much for writing this. It’s very good. 

Frera: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Sent: Saturday, May 05, 20:12:1.2:34 PN 
To: Davis, Nancy K 

Cc-" Gil, Karen M; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 
Dear Vice Chancellor Davis, 
Please distribute this letter in response to the reporting on the "Review of Courses in AFRI!AFAH" to the appropriate news outlets, including black papers like THE TRIANGLE 

TRIBUNE, THE CAROLINA ~HES, and the CAROLINIAN. 
Thanks very much. -Reg Hildebrand ~ 
(I’m afraid that I will be out of town from Sunday until Saturday, but any questions concerning anything related to this matter would have been referred to you or Dr. SaNe 
anyway.) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com> 

Sunday, 6:17 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Getting Together 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

I hope you are surviving your grading extravaganza! I would love to stung by your office hours before you leave the country for your field work. My post-graduation 

plans have changed a bit, so I would like to keep you posted. Also, I mentioned that several of my friends have begun reading a book called J1~hen Helpi~tg Hurts. It is 

about faith and development. I would really like to hear your opinion on some of the central themes of the text. Let me know if there is a convenient time for us to chat 

for a bit before you leave’. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Prot~ssor Porter 

I’m not sure if you’re the best person to email but I understand you are the Afam depaltment chair. I’ve been meaning to email you for sometime to tell you this, of all the professors I’ve had, 
professor porter by far, stimulates the most intellectual discussions I’ve ever had at UNC. The students and the man himself gave me enough confidence to express myself and eventally 
become a TA for the sociology department under DR BLau. Porter’s AFAM    has made a huge difference on me His knowledge is uaabelievable and I’m better exposed to the world 
because of his knowledge. From what I can see, he truly cares about his students. I just wanted to tell you this because I want this message relayed to the top. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles -~pickles@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:35 PM 

Kirsch, Scott L <kirsch@email.unc.edu-~; Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; michael haxdt <haJcdt@duke.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N 

<euni ce@email.unc.edtr~ 

Reminder: exa~s 

Just a reminder: 

The Oral Examination ~vith us all for 1 00pm-3.30pm Monday 
Saunders Hall 2nd Floor conference room. 

On 9:44 PM, Jolm Pickles wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

~vritten answers to his Doctoral Quali~ing exams 
are attached, along with the questions I sent to him 
He will deliver hardcopies to each of your mailboxes on Monday 

In Geography, the grading of the exams is assigned to the individual 
who asked the question, although all e×amlners are welcome to read and 
provide grades [’or all questions. 
I would also like to ask you each to be a second second grader for 
another question if you are willing to do so. I have marked these here. 

Paper 1 : Michael (second grader Eunice) 
Paper 2: QI ’: Eunice (second grader Altha) 
Paper 2: Q2: Scott (second grader John) 
Paper 3: QI : John (second grader Michael) 
Paper 3: Q2: Altha (second grader Scott) 

We grade with H (tligh Pass), P (Pass), or LP (Low Pass). 
You may email grades to me or I shall collect them from you on the 
morning of the oral examination 
You may also bring along grades for other papers if you so wish. 

has scheduled the The Oral Examination with us all for 
1 00pm-3.30pm Monday 
Saunders Hall 2nd Floor conference room We will send along parking 
details for Michael closer to the date 

Many thanks ]2~r serving on the committee. 
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact me. 
Regards, 
Jotm 

Dr. Jol-m Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-962-1537 

htt p :i/geographv.unc. edui 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/geogigarpi 
htt’0://www.capturin~the~ains.ora/ 
http:i/~lobal-understandin~.infoi 
htt’0 ://www.count ercarto~ra phies.or~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Hollande Ousts Sarkozy in French Presidential Election 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

..................................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines .................................................................... 
~1)¢ N’~0 ~rk ~im¢.~ May 7, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

TOP NEWS 

Hollande Ousts Sarkozy in 
French Presidential Election 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Franqois Hollande became the first 
Socialist president of France since ~995, 
but his victory over Nicolas Sarkozy will 
also be seen as a challenge to the policy 
of austerity in the euro zone. 

. France’s President-Elect Has Fans Aplenty at 

Home 

¯ . Investors on Edge After French Election 

’: ~1 Slide Show 

In Rise and Fall of China’s Bo 

Xilai, an Arc of Ruthlessness 
By MICHAEL WINES 

Bo Xilai’s talents were com]terbalm]ced 
by what friends and critics alike say was 
an insatiable ambition and studied 
indifference to the wrecked lives that 
littered lfis path to power. 

-’ China, in Old Tradition, Races to Airbrush Fallen Leader Out of Public Life 

A Scramble as Biden Backs Same-Sex Marriage 
By MICHAEL BARBARO 

After the vice president’s comments, the White House clarified that he was not artictflating a change in 
policy. 
." ~.~ Interactive: The Electoral Map 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 am absolutely comfortable with the fact that men marrying men, women marrying women and 

heterosexual men and women marrying one another are entitled to the same exact rights, all the civil 

rights, all the civil liberties." 

JOSEPH R. BIDEN, on NBC’s "Meet the Press." 

INTERACTIVE: The 



Electoral Map 
?m assessment of how states may vote, 
based on polling, previous election 
results and the political geography in 
each state. Create your own scenarios 
and share your results with your friends. 

’- ~ Go to Interactive Map 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Got a Computer? 
Get a Degree. 
Harvard and M.I.T. are 
going to offer free courses 
online, but not for credit. 
Why not? 

Keeping secrets on Facebook 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

The state of mobile 

N.Y.C. sets social media rules for teachers 

nytintes,�o.m TECH 

WORLD 

Militant Tied to Ship Bombing Is Said to Be Killed 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

Fahd Mohammed Ahmed al-Quso, a Qaeda militm~t who has been on the F.B.I.’s Most Wanted list for the 
bombing of the Navy destroyer Cole, was killed in an airstrike, Yemeni officials said. 

France’s President-Elect Has Fans Aplenty at Home 
By MA’I’A de la BAUME 

Franqois Hollande, who was the mayor of Tulle, France, for seven years, has won praise there for his 
common touch. 

Markets to Give France a Grace Period, Analyst Says 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

Investors arotmd the world were on edge after Franqois Hollande’s victory, with tmease rising about the 
future of the euro zone. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Foreclosed Houses Become Homes for Indoor Marijuana Farms 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Marijuana growers are shifting to the suburbs from rural and commercial areas, helped by a housing crisis 
that created a glut of affordable houses for indoor farnfing. 

Retired Military Officers Teaching at Ivy League Schools 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Campuses that once turned a cold shoulder to the nfilitary are now inviting folaner top officers to come mad 
teach. 

Independent Senate Run in Maine Puts Parties in a Pinch 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

With his potential to nmke a majority on Capitol Hill, Angus King, a folaner governor of Maine, is trying to 
redefine the partisan fray. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Stock Trading Is Still Falling After ’o8 Crisis 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Stock volmnes have dwindled since the financial crisis. Some fear that investors wary of stocks may have 
trouble generating respectable retunas from the ultralow interest rates of flae bond market. 
’ ~ Graphic 



Study Says Broker Rebates Cost Investors Billions 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

The so-called rebates that stock exchanges pay Wall Street finns could give those finns an incentive to profit 
at the expense of investors, experts find. 

’6o Minutes’ Gets Younger, and Its Viewers Do Too 
By BRIAN STELTER 

A subtle tuna toward new, younger contributors mad an increase in ratings have gratified executives at the 
venerable newsnmgazine. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 4: KNICKS 89, HEAT 87 
Knicks Escape to Play Another Day 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Knicks won their first playoff game in 11 years mad trimmed the Heat’s series lead to 3-1 as Cannelo 
Anthony and Amar’e Stoudemire combined for 61 points. 

" ~’~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show I Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show I ~’~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show 

:. After Suspenseful Plays, Game Ends With a Clang 

ON BASKETBALL 
In World of Turmoil, a Rare Moment of Joy 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The IOficks won in the postseason for the first time since 2ore, an unlikely stretch for a free-spending 
franchise. 

:. Sixers 89, Bulls 82: Bulls Closer to an Unexpectedly Early Exit 

. Celtics 101, Hawks 79: Pierce Helps Celtics Top Hawks for 3-1 Series Lead 

¯ . Lakers 92, Nuggets 88: Bryant and Bynum Lead Lakers Past Nuggets 

GAME 4: DEVILS 4, FLYERS 2 
Devils Don’t Let Up, Pushing Flyers to Edge of Elimination 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

Although regarded as heavy underdogs, the Devils can advance to the Eastern Conference finals with a 
victory on Tuesday in Philadelphia. 

" ~ Box Score ] Play-by-Play 

’: Kings 3, Blues 1 : Growing in Confidence, Kings Sweep the Blues 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW 
Pinteresque Hospitality 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Jonathan Pryce plays a tramp aided and tonnented by two brothers in a revival of Harold Pinter’s classic 
196o play "The Caretaker" at the Brookl3a~ Academy of Music. 
-’ ~. Original Review: ’The Caretaker’ 

Artist’s Family Says Gallery Ignored Warning of Fakes 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Fresh accttsations about the veracity of the works come as the venerable Upper East Side gallery IO~oedler & 
Compm~y battles accusations that it sold pieces of modem art that were actually sophisticated forgeries. 

’Avengers’ Vanquish Box-Office Rivals 
By BROOKS BARNES 

"The Avengers" took in about $200.3 million over the weekend, smashing the record for the biggest opening 
weekend of all time. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 



Hip-Hop Copyright Case Had Little Explanation 
By BEN SISARIO 

After shutting down a hip-hop blog and accusing it of copyright infringement, the goverument dropped its 
ease but never said why. 

MEDIA DECODER 
TNT and TBS Think Big for a Rolling Stone Issue 
By TANZINA VEGA 

Titled "The Big Issue," it will celebrate stars and include advertising exclusively by the Tulamr Broadcasting 
networks TNT and TBS. 

MEDIA DECODER 
Mayor’s Feud With Press Is Escalating in Toronto 
By IAN AUSTEN 

The cold war between Rob Ford, Toronto’s mayor, and The Toronto Star, the highest circtflation newspaper 
in Canada, reached a new level last week after a complaint from Mr. Ford led to a police investigation of one 
of The Star’s City Hall reporters. 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
No Longer Just ’Adult-Onset’ 
The virulence of Type 2 diabetes in children is yet another reason to fight childhood obesity. 

EDITORIAL 
More Time for Justice 
States need to follow Hawaii’s example and extend the time for victims to bring claims against sexual 
abusers. 

EDITORIAL 
The Cautionary Tale of Dewey & LeBoeuf 
It is time that lawyers reshape corporate practice so they make less money and have time to serve struggling 
Ameriemas who are desperate for representation. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Do as I Do, Not as I Say 
By T. M. LUHRMANN 

If Democrats want to reach more evangelical voters, they should use a political language that evangelicals 
can hear. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Those Revolting Europeans 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

How dare the French and Greeks reject a failed strategy! 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Target Practice 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

David Axelrod, Douglas Schoen mad other political strategists discuss how the strength of Mitt Romney’s 
super PAC and the weakness of President Obmna’s will affect the election. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 7, 1945, Germany signed an unconditional surrender at Allied headquarters in Rheims, France, to 

take effect the following day, ending the European conflict of World War II. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:50 AM 

~emml.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AFRI    in 

Deal 

I spoke with the summer school dean, and we roll oiler your section of AFRI    in the first smnmer session. I asked Travis to transfer students from another section 

of AFRI    to your section, so you should have 12 students by the time classes begin. 

As the summer school administrator, I am in town this summer, so please call me if you have any questions or issues that I need to address. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~aken 

Professor of AIi~o- American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ of North C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:/iw~,w~umass~edu,’umpl~e ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.uuc.edt~/books:T- 8059.html 

htlp://undpress.nd.edtv book/P00780 

htlp://undpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 



From: @emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: RE: class 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for this--this will help me plan the next week! 

See you shortly, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 10:35 AM 
To: 

Co: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: class 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kenneth will be in touch with good news. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject:       class 

10:15 PM 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorp! I missed your call earlier today--I don’t know why I missed it and didn’t notice until later when I called you back. 

Also, I just checked my enrollment for the       class and I have 6 students still. I sent Kenneth the blurb to advertise it, I sent it to my students and announced it in class. I 
also sent it to all the geography lists--both faculbl and students--and asked them to advertise it in their classes. I also sent it to a few undergrads I know and asked them to 
forward it and tell their friends. 

Do you know if the course will go forward if I only have 6 students? I’d like to be able to order textbooks tomorrow if so, and to plan my summer accordingly with my family. 

I hope the rest of the day went ok. 



Fl’olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu~-~ 

Monday. 12:41 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr-~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc .edu> 

AFRI    student 

AFI~I    correspondence.docx; AFRI Syllabus .docx 

Dear Kenneth, 

I am enclosing a document detailing an ongoing issue with a student in AFRI 
would be most grateful for it. 

I have also attached the syllabus for the class. Thanks vec,~ much. 

--[)ave 

which may inw~lve a breach of the Honor Code. If you have any advice as to how I should proceed, I 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: meet- up? 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for the exam questions today. Feels good to be over that hurdle! 

I was wondering if we could meet up on Friday potentially? It would be great to touch base before you leave town. I leave tomorrow morning to meet up with family in DC for 
two days, and return Thursday evening probably. If Friday doesn’t work for you, I can do Sat or Sun, or if you’re still on campus maybe we can get together this afternoon? I’m 

back in durham, but am coming back to chapel hill shortly. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MDR Market Research -<IVlDRResearchDept~}dnb.com> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 6:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Notice to Educators of Market ReseaJcch communications 

Dear Educator, 
I’m writing today on behalf of MDR, a D&B Company. For over 40 years we’ve been helping 
educational businesses--including most of the leading publishers, education technology 
providers, and education associations--learn about the opinions and needs of educators in 
schools and colleges about educational products and services. We’re reaching out today to let 
you know that we’d like to send you email inviting you to participate in various research 
opportunities in the future. 
From time to time, leading education publishers and service providers will seek your opinion 
on educational issues, products, and services. Your participation gives educators an important 
voice in shaping new curriculum and services for schools and teachers. At no time is your 
participation mandatory. 

In addition, these established and well known education businesses will also share relevant 
new product information, special offers, and education news to help you stay on top of new 
opportunities and contribute to future services. If you prefer not to receive emails from leading 
businesses wishing to communicate with educators, please follow the instructions at the 
bottom of this message. 
Best wishes for a successful school year! 

The MDR Market Research Team 
MDR I A D&B Company 

6 Armstrong Road 

Shelton, CT 06484 
If you no longer wish to receive email from MDR Research, please follow the opt-out 
instructions below and your email address will be removed from our list. 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, 6:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: meet-up? 

Hi Eunice, 

Friday morning would be fine. rll come by around 9am. 

Thanks again for all your help in the process so far. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 

Subject: RE: meet-up? 

6:22 PM 

Congrats on your exam 

Friday is fine. The earlier in the day the better. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: meet-up? 

4:44 PM 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for the exam questions today. Feels good to be over that hurdle! 

I was wondering if we could meet up on Friday potentially? It would be great to touch base before you leave town. I leave tomorrow morning to meet up with family in DC for 
two days, and return Thursday evening probably. If Friday doesn’t work for you, I can do Sat or Sun, or if you’re still on campus maybe we can get together this afternoon? I’m 

back in durham, but am coming back to chapel hill shortly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 3:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Putin Takes Helm as Police Punish Moscow Dissent 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

..................................................................................... T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes .................................................................... 
~11¢ N’I’~0 ~rk ~im¢.~ May 8, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I 9..n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Putin Takes Helm as Police 
Punish Moscow Dissent 
By ELLEN BARRY and SOPHIA KISHKOVSKY 

The clampdown tmderlined the 
challenge ahead for Vladinfir V. Putin as 
he reclaims the Russian presidency. 

Political Tumult in Greece 
After Uncertain Elections 
By RACHEL DONADIO and LIZ ALDERMAN 

A day after the election, the prospect of 
the country leaving the euro zone 
loomed large. 

For a Blunt Biden, an Uneasy 
Supporting Role 
By MARK LEIBOVICH 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr.’s 
effort to subordinate his own voice to 
the broader enterprise has been a 
struggle, especially for a man who 
delights in speaking bluntly. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"He sees himself as a historical figure already, a man who prevented the collapse of the country. The 

problem is, now he has to meet the real demands of people who are 30 years younger than him." 

ALEXANDER RAHR, a Russia expert with the Gernmn Council on Foreign Relations, on Vladinfir V. 

Putin, whose returu to the presidency was met with large street protests. 

MAGAZINE 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: The 
Innovation 
Whiteboard 
Readers’ subnfissions of 
innovations in their daily 
lives. 



OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Candidate Crush 
Confidential 
By ERIC LEWIS 

Michele Bachmann, Rick 
Perry, Herman Cain, 
Newt Gingrich, Rick Santorum. Can It 
really be over? 

Broadcasting a world of 
whiteness 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

The world’s most expensive work of art 

Spring board book roundup 

nytim.es.corn ARTS 

WORLD 

After Elections, Europe Focuses on Growth 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

After the Greek mad French elections, growth is now a priority in Europe, but significant change may depend 
on how far Gelanany is willing to budge from austerity. 

Leader of Israel Centrist Party Kadima Agrees to Join Netanyahu’s Coalition 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The chailanan of the opposition in the Israeli Parliament agreed early Tuesday molafing to join the 
govelaament of Prime Minister Benjanfin Netanyahu, a surprise move that staves off early eleetious. 

Israeli Court Rejects the Release of Hunger Strikers 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

The Supreme Court, citing secret evidence of nfilitant ties, refused to release two Palestinians held without 
charge and who have been on htmger strike for 69 days. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

An Old Texas Tale Retold: the Farmer vs. the Oil Company 
By SAUL ELBEIN 

Julia Trigg Crawford and her fanfily have had mtfltiple visits from TransCanada representatives regarding 
land rights to their farm in Sumner, Tex. 

On the Eve of Voting, a Senator Fights On 
By MONICA DAVEY 

On the eve of a primary, Senator Richard G. Lugar’s campaign was by no meaus in retreat despite poll 
numbers that showed the support of only 38 percent of likely voters. 

Liberals Steer Outside Money to Grass-Roots Organizing 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

Major donors are preparing to inject $1OO nfillion into independent groups that plan to avoid flae type of 
advertising campaigns financed by conservatives. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

As Car Owners Downsize, the Market Is Strong for Their Used S.U.V.’s 
By NICK BUNKLEY 

A few years ago, rising gasolhae prices pretty much destroyed the market for the big trucks, but they have 



become popular again. 

Amazon Leaps Into High End of the Fashion Pool 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Amazon is taking on the high-end clothing business in its typical way: go big and spare no expense. 

Steering Murdoch in Scandal, Klein Put School Goals Aside 
By AMY CHOZICK 

Joel I. Klein’s havolvement in helping News Corporation confront a phone-hacking scandal in Britain has 
delayed his own ambitions for improving the company’s efforts in education. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 5: RANGERS 3, CAPITALS 2 (OT) 
Rangers Stun Capitals With a Scramble and a Slap Shot 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

After tying the game with seconds left in regulation, the Rangers ended Game 5 in lightning fashion when 
Mare Staal blasted a shot through a crowd, giving the Rangers a series lead. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show I Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show I ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show 

Persistence, Not Art, Pays Off for Richards 

¯ Tortorella: Capitals Series Has Been ’Harder’ Than Senators Series 

Preliminary Deal for Sale of Coyotes 
By KEN BELSON 

N.H.L. Comnfissioner Gary Bettman annotmced that a prelinfinary deal had been reached to sell the Phoenix 
Coyotes. 

" Flyers’ Giroux Suspended for Hit to the Head 

METS 5, PHILLIES 2 
A Met’s First Career Hit Is a Big One in the Ninth 
By ZACH BERMAN 

Backup catcher Mike Nickeas’s double led to Jordmay Valdespin’s first major league hit, a three-rma homer in 
the ninth that sent the Mets to their tlfird straight win. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

’: Phillies’ Hamels Is Suspended for Five Games 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

CBGB Is Dead¯ Long Live CBGB. 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. and STEPHEN REX BROWN 

After years of legal disputes, a new group of owners wants to revive CBGB with a stunmer festival and a new 
location. 

NEW MUSIC 
New Albums From ’Offl.’ and Here We Go Magic 
By BEN RATLIFF and dON PARELES 

Off., a self-titled albmn of a Los Angeles bm~d, updates a punk sotmd. In "A Different Ship," Here We Go 
Magic starts songs simply and then adds more layers of sotmd. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Tale of the Met’s 45-Ton Diva 
By JAMES R. OESTREICH 

"Wagner’s Dream," Susan Froemke’s documentary about Robert Lepage’s staging of the "Ring of the 
Nibelungen" at the Metropolitan Opera, will be screened again at the BAM Rose Cinemas on Saturday. 

" Circling the ’Ring’ 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 



Herd’s Fate Lies in Preservation Clash 
By LAURA BElL 

Defenders of the native habitat of the Outer Banks of North Carolina fear that a recent increase in wild 
horses threatens the coastal ecosystem. 

Huge Asteroid Is Still the Central Villain in Dinosaurs’ Extinction 
By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD 

Researchers fotmd some signs of long-term decline in the dinosaurs’ last 12 nfillion years, but nothing that 
nfight dislodge the asteroid’s role in the nmss extinction. 

It’s Not So Lonely at the Top: Ecosystems Thrive High in the Sky 
By CARL ZIMMER 

The tabletop motmtains near the Amazon rain forest can be isolated, but they support a wide diversity of 
species that are found nowhere else on the planet. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Biden’s Moment of Truth 
Instead of backing away from Vice President Joseph Biden Jr.’s support of same-sex marriage, the White 
House should have embraced it by saying so publicly. 

EDITORIAL 
Exit Nicolas Sarkozy 
By voting for Frm~qois Hollande, French citizens delivered a rebuke to the idea that econonfic austerity is the 
solution to Europe’s financial crisis. 

EDITORIAL 
Monitoring Care for the Disabled 
After horrifying reports of abuse, Gov. Amdrew Cuomo has finally come up with a comprehensive plan to 
oversee New York’s facilities for the disabled. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
This Story Isn’t Over Yet 
By JOE NOCERA 

On L.B.J., Robert A. Caro has more to say. And more to say. And more to say. And more to say. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Structural Revolution 
By DAVID BROOKS 

We can either conth~ue to patch up our econonfic problems or address the underlying sources with hard but 
necessary structural reforms. 

° Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Unable to Say ’I Do’ 
By FRANK BRUNI 

It’s impossible to assert that marriage equality is a prudent wager for a presidential candidate in 2012. 

-. Columnist Page [ Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 8, 1973, nfilitant American Indians who had held the South Dakota hanflet of Wotmded IOaee for lO 

weeks surrendered. 
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From: ~live a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:13 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Paper 

Attacl~: Old Thesis Paper.docx 

I apologize for the delay. My email to you was in my draft folders. 

Best, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy, Cl’nisbl L <csandy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Reseaxch fund 

Professor Sahle: 
I am out of the office today, but will call you first thing tomorrow. 
Christy 

Christy Sandy 

Interim Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-3076 
~rc~.curs.uno.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Sandy, Christy L 
Subject: Research fund 

8:16 AM 

Dear Sandy, 

I hope you are well. 

I would be grateful if you called me at 919-962-2341. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sandy, Christy L 
Sent; Friday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

10:36 AM 

Professor Sahle: 
I am filling in for Todd Owen during his leave this semester. I am authorizing the payment for There is some confusion as to whether or not she was to be paid 
our of Urban Studies overhead or on the project for which Todd is the PI, NC Cities Project. Do you happen to know? If not, I will process on our general overhead, but thought 
I’d take a shot and ask you. Todd is in the process of moving to Costa Rica and not available. Thank you and congratulations on your new appointment as Chair. 

Christy Sandy 
Interim Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-3076 
w~w.ours.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: respon~ for group 5 

respouse for group 5.docx 

Professor, 

Here is my forwarded email. I do not know why my emails aren’t going through either. I hope this makes it to you. 

thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: response for group 5 

Hello, 

Here it is! 

11:41 PM 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 11:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Appeal of Final Grade for AFRICAN STUDIES taught by Professor David Pier 

Professor SaNe, 

Hello, my name is            and I am a rising junior at UNC. I am emailing you to discuss a very serious issue regarding one of my professors last semester and 
the grade I received in the course that he taught. Last semester I took African Studies a class taught by Professor David Pier. Over the past four months, this professor 
repeatedly exhibited a lack of professionalism and apparent apathy towards the class and its students and then found it reasonable to give many of us grades that were far 
below our performance in the class and were completely unexpected. 

At the beginning of the course we were each handed a syllabus by Professor Pier as we were by all of our new professors. What I did not realize, however, was that 
this would be the extent of the information I would be granted about the course throughout the entire semester. Time after time when questions about class work and grades 
arose during our meeting times Professor Pier told us to "refer to the syllabus"and in no other way was willing to make clear our understandings of his expectations. 

Beyond this matter, we were not granted access to the Blackboard site so that we could view our grade for a single assignment in this course until Sunday, a 
date after all classes and exams had ended. Up until this time I had no reason to believe that I had anything less than an A in the course. When one of my classmates went to 
Professor Pier’s office a few days before the exam to ask for a description of the format and the material it would cover, Pier brushed it off with the vague response of"it will 

just be your regular college exam." Finally, on Monday,         less than 24 hours before the start of our final exam, we received an email from Professor Pier that briefly 
outlined what we would need to know for the exam but giving us less than an adequate amount of time to prepare for said information. 

As you will see in the attached syllabus, Professor Pier had each of the students in his Afri    course write a 15- page paper as one of the most major assignments of 

the semester, one weighing in at 35% of my grade for the course. On the day these papers were due, Tuesday,         Professor Pier cancelled class, the same day on 
which one-third of the class was planning to present the S-minute presentation that is mentioned on the syllabus. Not only did this throw off the students who were planning to 
present, Pier had us each deliver our papers to his office that day. Later in the evening, once my paper had been "slipped under his door," as he requested that we do, an 
email was sent out by Professor Pier stating that "Those of you who weren’t able to get into my building today, please just put it under my door or in my mailbox tomorrow." 
An unknown number of students in this case were granted extra time that the others were not to continue working on their papers and possibly improve their grades. When I 
received my final exam grade on        keep in mind this was the same day that I received any grade for an assignment in the class and the first day I ever had any real 
understanding of what my academic standing was in the class, I found that Professor Pier had also given me an 84 for the 15-page paper. Not only was I shocked by my grade 
for the paper but by the scores I received for most of my assignments, as I had no reason to believe I had anything but a perfect A in the course. 

As an out-of-state student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, I am shocked, infuriated and highly disappointed by the quality of teaching, or lack thereof, 
that I received in this course and the lack of professionalism and passive attitude of its professor. As Pier fittingly chose to state in his response to my initial email about this 
matter ’~he standards at UNC are high," however I am now led to believe that the professors are not held to the same standard at which the university holds its students. I 
take my academics very seriously and my grades are meant to represent the quality of my work not the passiveness and laziness of my professors. 

I am very sorry to trouble you during summer break, however I would not have done so if I did not feel that this was an incredibly important issue and one in which my 
academics are at stake. I am positive that this is not the last email you will receive from my classmates and if you would prefer to discuss the matter further in person I would 
be willing to find a time to do so. Unfortunately, being from out of state, I will only be in town next weekend for                          but I would be more than 
happy to set aside time on Saturday or Sunday to meet with you. I truly appreciate your time and hope that together we can resolve this issue. I have sent this email to the 
Dean of Students as well and if a meeting time is arranged next weekend he will also be present. 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI 

Attach: AFRI    Syllabus.docx 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

How are you doing? I am very sorry to disturb you, as I am sure you are very busy this time of year, but I have a pressing matter that I would like to discuss with you. I am 
referring to the conduct of Professor David Pier in his African Studies    Course. 

Throughout the semester, Professor Pier displayed a serious lack of professionalism towards both his teaching and grading practices. This attitude left my classmates and I 
feeling confused as to where we stood grade-wise and frustrated at his inability to offer us any sort of straightforward answers to our questions concerning both our grades 
and our future assignments. I compiled a brief list of grievances over the course of the semester that I would like to share with you: 

:t. I have attached to this email a copy of our course syllabus. This is the only instruction that Professor Pier offered concerning his expectations and our graded assignments. 
We asked him several clarifying questions both in class and his private office hours about our :tS-page paper and our 5-minute presentation, which were 35% and :t0% of our 
overall grade, respectively, to which he simply replied "look at your syllabus". 

2. Professor Pier canceled class on the last day of class,       a day that final papers were due and that one third of the class was scheduled to give their presentations. 
These presentations, from what Professor Pier told us, were supposed to help us gauge whether or not we were on the right track on our papers by using the class’ feedback. 
He told the students who were scheduled to present that day to come by his office on Thursday,       to give their presentations, two days after papers were due. One of 
my classmates was forced to do so, and told me that Professor Pier did not once look at him while he was giving his presentation and did not offer any feedback other than 
"based on your presentation, I think you may have written your paper incorrectly." I remind you that this was two days after the due date for papers. 

3. Because he canceled class on the day that papers were due, Professor Pier requested that we slide them under his door on Tuesday, .     He emailed us at 6:58 PM on 
Tuesday,       and instructed us to just stop by on Wednesday to turn them in if we were unable to do so on Tuesday. Many of us had already turned our papers in at this 
point, so a fraction of the class was given an extra day to work on their final papers. 

4. Professor Pier offered no explanation as to what would be on the final exam until less than 24 hours before our scheduled exam time. This left all of us utterly puzzled as to 
what to study for the final. This put me in a particularly bad situation, as I could not tell how to properly allocate my study time between his exam and my ECON    exam, 
which was on the same day. 

5. In an email to the class a week before the exam, Professor Pier stated that he would be available in his office at a certain time to answer questions about our final exam. 
One of my classmates went to his office during these hours and asked what he should expect on the test. Professor Pier simply replied, "Just your regular college exam." 

6. This is perhaps the most troubling grievance to me. Professor Pier did not once return to any of us a grade for an assignment until Sunday,.     . Some students gave 
reading responses the second and third class meetings and never received a grade until this date and never received any other feedback. I assumed until this date that I had 
done everything necessary to receive nothing short of an ’ in this class. 

7. I was given an out of :tO for my participation grade in the class. Unlike many of my classmates, I did not miss a single day of class and tried to participate as often as 
possible. I found it incredibly difficult to make my voice heard, however, as Professor Pier only seemed interested in input offered by students who had first-hand experience in 
Africa. 

8. He emailed us shortly before our papers were due saying that we would receive a grade and no feedback unless we specifically requested it. After seeing my final grade, I 
emailed him requesting such feedback not only on my paper but also on my presentation, my final exam, and my reading responses, amongst other matters. His initial reply 
did not acknowledge the fact that I requested feedback. I replied reminding him that I did, to which he replied, "You are welcome to come to my office sometime this 
(in     at the earliest) to discuss your paper in more detail." 

9. A blackboard site for the course, to which he posted our final grades, did not exist until Sunday, 

:tO. After doing the math according to the weighting percentages and his letter grade ranges found in the syllabus, I found my grade to be a in his class. On Connect 
Carolina, however, Professor Pier posted my grade as a After asking many of my classmates, I found that he consistently made this error. Upon emailing him with this 
very reasonable concern, Professor Pier told me that he will not be changing any grades, because he "[is] secure that the math has been done correctly". 

I, like all of my fellow classmates, take my academics very seriously and am confused about and outraged at the lack of comparable seriousness and professionalism with 
which Professor Pier approaches his grading and teaching. I believe that for the reasons I have listed, my grade in this course should be changed from a    to an 

I would love to meet with you in person as soon as you are available to discuss this matter further, and am confident that you will hear from many of my other classmates if 
you have not already done so. Again, I understand that you are very busy and apologize for troubling you, but I would not do so if I did not truly believe that this was a serious 
matter. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:29 PM 

@gmaJl.com 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Direct Deposit question and ’Fax form (For 

f,’lease see email below t:rom Payroll regarding 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

From: Kidd, Stephanie Lowther 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:26 PM 

To: Wold, Jackie 
Subject: RE: Direct Deposit question and Tax form 

We cannot deposit to a Canadian bank...onfy US banks. Also, I would st~ll have her complete [he NC-.4 and W-4 [:or w~thholding purposes. Hope this helps, [hanks[ 

5tephanie K~dd 

Pay~ol~ Accountant 

CB#~260 ~0~ AirporL Dr~ve 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--1260 

Phone: 9:19-84~-0383 

Fax: 9:].9-952-5077 

Ema~h stephanie kidd@unc.edu 

http:/ifinance.unc.eduiassL-vc--controller/£ayroll--servicesiwelcorne.html 

F~m= Wold, 3ackie [ma~to:]wold@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~: $9 PN 
Te= s~phanie kidd@unc.edu 
Subject= Direct Deposit question and Tax form 

Hi Stephanie, 

We have a person who just graduated from UNC. She is a dual dtizen of both the US and Canada. She will be going back to Canada but will be worMng for us as an 

SPA temporary this summer. 

1. Is there any problem with direct deposit to a Canadian bank? 

2. Since her research work will be conducted in Canada for a UNC professor that will be researching in Canada - should she still fill out the NC tax form and 

the federal tax form or how does that work? 

Sorry for the random questions - ~f you are not the person, if you can direct me to the correct person, I would greatly appredate it] 

Thanks, 

Jackie Wold 
Business Officer 
Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 
Depadment of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
UNversi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <ackland@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 2:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

This Week at the Ackla~d 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

"Regionalism, Realism, and Mark Twain" 
Wednesday, 9 May, 2:00 PM 

= Twain for Tea at Two i 

i Fi[raed ~n NCi Junebu~ ii 

i Drawing ~or Grown-Upsi 

Enjoy tea, cooMes, and conversation, as Robert Bruce leads an informal 

discussion of America’s most famous social satirist and his geographic, 

poltica[, retigious, artistic, and cultural musings. 

Bruce is director of the Wiiham and Ida Friday Center for Continuing 

Education at UNC-Chapel Hitt. He has taught American lterature, 

American humor, and Mark Twain courses for more than fifteen years. 

Free for Ackland members [ $10 for non-members. 
Pre-registration required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. :: :: 
Tea at Two is supported in part by Wayne Vaughn and 5hirtey grechset. 

Junebug 
Thursday, 10 May, 7:00 PN 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 

iiiiiiiiiiiEXHIBil~liONSiiiiiiiii= 

A dealer in "out.qder" art travets fl’om Chica.q.o to North Carolina to meet 

her new in-laws, chalien?,ing the equilibrium of their family and ~ral)p{h~g 

with bein~ an outsider herse[f. Th~ N~w Y~)t’~ ’Trine:; cared Junebu.9 

wise. bittersweet, beaudfuKy acLed comedy." £my A(Jams receK~e(J an 

Academy Award nom{natio~ for her portraya[ of the somewhat naive and 

vep/ta[kative Ashley. 

T~ckets: Students are free ~th valid university or high school ID, 54 

for al others. Tickets are available at t:he ~arsit:y "Y’heat:re Box Office. 

Xunebu~ is presentea in con~ectio~ w~th the Ackland Art 

exhiNtions rh#rnto[? D~al~ [hou~h~ on p~er and O~ece by P~ece: O~Hts, 



North Carolina Pubdc ~adio WUNC ~s the Official/.led~a Sponsor of 

~he Ack[and I:i~m Forum, 

Saturday, 12 ~ay, 10:00 ~ - 12:00 P~ 
On the second Saturday of every month, 

Amanda Hughes, the Ack[and’s d~rector of ~ MEMBERSHIP 
external affairs, leads participants in a 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencils, 

etc.). A[i levels are welcome. 

Free and open to the public. 



The Ack[and’s popular Art ~t Literature in the Galleries program resumes 

in June with a series entitled "Black Experience in Modern and 

Contemporary Art and Literature." Reading selections wi[[ broaden 

appreciation for and explore relationships between works on view at the 

Ackland this spring and summer, including those in the exhibitions 

Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper and Director’s Choice. 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an email to the 

editor. 

Jean ~,~etzin£er, Frencl% 1883.1~)56: L,qndscop~z~ 1904; oi[ on canvas. Ackland F~nd. 

Dem.~6 Bi~clq ~tro~[ o~i Pc, itch Ave,~ue idetaii)~ ac!yLic on canw~s. 

Sigmar Poi.ke, ~,~rrnar~ 194! -2010: H,"s Hf~_h;~e~s, o! Wh~’n Do Pofn~:s Cour~L (S.H. - Ode; w~,’rm z~h~;~ ,df~ Pur~kte.b 

Z002o ,lames Keith Brown and Eric Diefenb~ch O~liection. 

Thornton Di~l, Ame!ican, borr! 1928: LeVy H,o~ds ~h~ Lo~i~ ~:k .,Sfrd, ]991; watercoicr. Acki~nd Art ,~,~useurn~ Gift of 

,’.h~ Souls Grown O~ep Foundation. 

Romare Bearden~ American, ~ 911 -~ 988: Undd, ed (detaii), 1~ 76; screenprint on cot~om Lent by Susie Ruth PoweiL 

Forward this email 

This email was sen~ to eunice@email.unc.edu by ackland@ernail.unc.edu :: 
._U_~__d___a_t__e__/_~_Lo__~jj_e_LE_LT_,_a_jj__A_d__¢r_9~b ~.nstant removal with _S_’_a_Le__U_n__s_~Lb__s__c_ELb_~‘’’ !~__rLv__a_~__F?_9_[Lc~, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: ~0~ S. Columbia St[eet CB 3400 Chapel Hill tic i 27599-3400 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:13 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edtr> 

Subject: RE: Final paper grade, Final Grade 

Hello Professor, 
I have not heard back from you as of yesterday when I sent the e-mail. 

If you are available and on UNC’s campus then please do respond to this e-mail. I am requesting a meeting ruth you to discuss why I received such a low grade in your 

AFRI.     class,    . I do not even kmow what I received on the final paper. Please respond, this is a serious matter as it pertains to my final grade in a class. 

Thanks! 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, :t: 12 AM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius 
Subject: Final paper grade, Final Grade 

Hello Professor, 
I would like a conference with you to discuss how I received a 
Can you respond as soon as possible please. 

Thanks! 

in the class. I did not receive a grade for my final paper in the class so I am unaware of my grade in that. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Afri.    Grade 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I am e-mailing you on behalf of my Afri.    grade because you are the head of the African and African American studies department. 

I blind carbon copied you the e-mail I sent my Afri.    professor Nyang Oro asking for a meeting to discuss my final grade and final paper (which he has yet to tell him my 
grade). I would also like a meeting with you following my meeting with professor Nyang Oro but he has not yet responded. 

I feel my in Afri.    is undeserved and I am willing to put forth a case to you and other officials higher up if Professor Nyang Oro is unwilling to change it or even have a 
meeting with me about it. 

Please respond to this e-mail to make sure I am taking the necessary steps!procedures in order to have my grade changed. 

Thank you! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Afri.    Grade 

Thank you very much for the timely response! 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:37 PM 
To-" 
Subject; RE: Afri. Grade 

DeaJ~ 

Thank you tbr your email. 

Please find below a link with intbm~ation about grade appeals: http://advising.unc.edu/policies- and-procedure~Academic%20Appeals/gradeappeals. Within this page 

are links m other intbm~ation. For easy reference, I am al~ attaching the relevant in[bnnation on grade appeals from the           Undergraduate Bulletin. 

I hope you find the itfformation helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GreemYay, Ryan <greenway@unc.eduv 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 8:23 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department ][leads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

asmgr@list~rv, unc.edu 

[asddd] Requeffting your i~edback on Deaffs Office staff perfolmance (by May- 16) 

This message is being sent to all deans, directors, department heads, and managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

As you know, annual reviews are due at the end of May and we are soliciting feedback for all Dean’s Office staff. Please provide your observations, both strengths 

and opportunities for growth, to the appropriate supervisor below (noted in parentheses) by May 16, 20:12. We are interested in your input for the following 

employees: 

Employee (Supervisor) 

* Tiffany Clarke (Tammy McHale .t___m____c__h___a__!_e____@___e___m____a__!!_:_u___n__c__:_e___d___u__) 

* Ryan Greenway (Tammy McHale tmchale@email.unc.edu.) 

* Jessica Pasion (Tammy McHale tmchale(~Jemail.unc.edu) 

* Becky Williams (Tammy McHale tmchale@ernail,unc.edu.) 

* Christian Lincoln (Ryan Greenway greenway@unc.edu) 

* Gretchen McCoy (Ryan Greenway g__r__e___e_£__w___a__y___@_,____u_£_c__.__e___d___u_.) 

* Kevin Moye (Ryan Greenway g_r__e___e___n___w____a_Z__@___u___n__£:__e___d__u__) 

* Ed Payne (Ryan Greenway greenway@unc.edu) 

* Collette Wilshire (Ryan Greenway greenway@unc.edu) 

* Laura Yurco (Ryan Greenway greenway@unc.edu) 

*Geraldine Taylor (Becky Williams rbwill@email.unc.edu) 

*Teresa Wilkinson (Becky Williams .r___b___w__!_[L_@____e___m____a_!_[:__u___n__c__:__e__d__9_) 

*Lachonya Williams (Becky Williams rbwill@emaiLunc.edtt) 

Thank you for your assistance in providing feedback to the appropriate supervisor listed above by May :16, 20:12. 

Ryan Greenway 

MSIS, PMP 

Director of Finance 
Business Operations, C’olle,~e of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 
office - 919.962.9275 
mobile - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy, Christy L <csandy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 12:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Bukenya, Judith N <bnkeny~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Rese~xch fund 

Judith: 
Professor SaNe would like to know what if any balance she has remaining in the $1000 she was awarded last fall to develop her research project. She is interested in hiring a 

research student. Will you check on this please. Thanks. 
Christy 

Christy Sandy 
Interim Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Re~lional Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-3076 
www.curs.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 8:16 AM 
To: Sandy, Christy L 
Subject: Research fund 

Dear Sandy, 

I hope you are well. 

I would be grateful if you called me at 929-962-2342. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sandy, Christy L 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2022 10:36 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Professor Sahle: 
I am filling in for Todd Owen during his leave this semester. I am authorizing the payment for There is some confusion as to whether or not she was to be paid 
our of Urban Studies overhead or on the project for which Todd is the PI, NC Cities Project. Do you happen to know? If not, I will process on our general overhead, but thought 
I’d take a shot and ask you. Todd is in the process of moving to Costa Rica and not available. Thank you and congratulations on your new appointment as Chair. 

Christy Sandy 

Interim Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-3076 
www.curs.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 12:21 PM 

Department listserv <aflJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] Fwd: Black Studies critic expelled 

Colleagues 

This message follows up the "trashing Black Studies" discourse that erupted from a blog connected with the ChroNcle last week. Seems that outrage from the field 
made them contrite. 

Peru.’ 

........ Original Mesmge ........ 
Subject:Black Studies critic expelled 

Date:Wed, 9 May 2012 10:42:35 -0500 

l;rom:A[xtul Alblimat <mcwo(ter(~ILLINOIS.EDU> 
Reply-To:H-NET Discussion List for Afi’icm~ Americmi Studies <H-AFRO-AM~h-netmsu.edt~> 

To:<H-AFRO-AM~h- net,msu.edu> 

From:              @gmail.com 

http    chronicle co’~’!blogs/hrainstormia-note-to-rea@ers/46608 

THE CHRONICLE 

of Higher Education 

BRAINSTORH (Blog) 

Ideas and Culture 

~A Note to Readers* 

Hay 7, 2012, 7:21 pm 

By Liz HcHillen 

When we published Naomi Schaefer Riley’s blog posting on Brainstorm last 

week ("The Host Persuasive Case for Eliminating Black Studies? Just Read 

the Dissertations~ 

several thousand of you spoke out in outrage and disappointment that 

/The Chronicle! had published an article that did not conform to the 

journalistic standards and civil tone that you expect frem us. 

We’ve heard you, and we have taken to heart what you said. 

We now agree that Hs. Riley’s hlog posting did net meet: /The 
Chronicle’/s basic editorial standards for reporting and fairness in 
opinion articles. As a result, we have asked Ms. Riley to leave the 
B~ainstorm bleg. 

Since Brainstorm was created five years ago, we have sought out bloggers 

representing a range of intellectual and political views, and we have 

allowed them broad freedom in topics and approach. As part of that 

freedom, Brainstorm writers were able to post independently; Hs. Riley’s 

post was not reviewed until after it was posted. 

I realize we have mademistakes. We will theroughly review our editorial 
practices on Brainstorm and other blogs and strengthen our guidelines 
for bloggers. 

In addition, my Editor’s Note last week inviting you to debate the 

posting also seemed to elevate it to the level of infor’~’ed opinion, 

which it was not. I also realize that, as the controversy unfolded last 

week, our respense on Twitter did not accurately convey /The 
Chronicle’!s message. 

readers and aDDreciate that so many of you have made your sentiments 

known to us. 

One theme ma[~y of you have seunded :is that you felt betrayed by what we 
published; that you welcome healthy informed debate, but that in this 
case, we did not live up to the expectations of the community of readers 

You told us we can do better, and we agree. 



/ Liz H,sHiiie~, Editor/ 

You are cunently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l afriafam&o 31448310 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is brokeu) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-31448310-3236 1608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d,~jist serv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Judith Bukenya <bukenya@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 12:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Sandy, Chris~ I, <c~ndy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Rese~rch fund 

Eunice, 

You have a balance of $860. You paid amount of for work done on 10/11/11 to 10/31/11. 

Thanks 

On 5/9/2012 12:17 PM, Sandy, Christy L wrote: 

Judith: 
Professor Sahle would like to know what if any balance she has remaining in the $1000 she was awarded last fall to develop her research project. She is 
interested in hiring a research student. Will you check on this please. Thanks. 
Christy 

Christy Sandy 
Interim Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-3076 
vvww.curs.unc.edu 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Tuesday, May 08, 2012 8:16 AM 
To= Sandy, Christy L 
Subject= Research fund 

Dear Sandy, 

I hope you are well. 

I would be grateful if you called me at 919-962-2341. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sandy, Christy L 
Sent= Friday, January 06, 2012 10:36 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Karl Dahlgren 

Professor Sahle: 
I am filling in for Todd (9wen during his leave this semester. I am authorizing the payment for There is some confusion as to whether or not she 
was to be paid our of Urban Studies overhead or on the project for which Todd is the Pl, NC Cities Project. Do you happen to know? If not, I will process on our 

general overhead, but thought I’d take a shot and ask you. Todd is in the process of moving to Costa Rica and not available. Thank you and congratulations on 
your new appointment as Chair. 

Christy Sandy 

Interim Associate Director 

Center for Urban and Re~lional Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-3076 
www.curs.unc.edu 

du@ith Bukenya 

Center fo~ Urban & Regional Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

HicHerson House, CB# 3410 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3410 

(919) 962-3075 - Phone 

(919) 962-2518 - Fax 

Emaii : huke~ya@ena i 1 .uno. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 1:23 PM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [a~iial?am] Fwd: Black Studies critic expelled 

This is great news! I’m glad a fair and ethical decision was made about this. 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9J.9-962-8225 
Fax: 9:t9-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 :t2:20 PN 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Fwd: Black Studies critic expelled 

Colleagues 

This Inessage follows up the "trashing Black Studies" discourse that erupted from a blog connected with the Chionicle last week. Seems that outrage fioln the field 
made them contrite. 

Per~ 

........ Origins] Message ........ 

Subject:Black Studies critic expelled 
Date:Wed, 9 May 2012 10:42:35 -0500 

From:Abdul Alkalimat <mcworter~ILLINOIS.EDU> 

Reply-To:H-NET Discussion List for African America~ Studies <H-AFRO-AM(dbh-net.msa.edu> 

To:<H-AFRO-AM~h- net.msu.edt~> 

From: @qmaii . 

httN chronicle ~ com/~loqs/~ra~nstorm/a-note-to-readers!46608 

THE CHRONICLE 

of Higher Education 

BRAINSTORM (Blog) 

ideas and Culture 

*A Note to Readers* 

May 7, 2012, 7:21 pm 

%’~:en ~re publlshei Naomi Szhaefer Riley’s blcg posting on Brainstorm last 

week ("~i’he Mosk Persuasive Case for Eliminating Black Studies? Just Read 

the Disser katioRs" 

<]-’~ttp:!ichronJcie.com!bloc;s!braJnstormit]-’~e-most-persuasJve-case-for-e~ imJnatinq-bl ack-studJ es-just-re~ 

several thousand of you spoke out in outraqe and disappointment that 

/The Chronicle/ had publlshei an arti;le that iid not c~nf~rm to the 

journalistic standards and civil tone that you expect from us. 

~’~e’ve heard you, and we have kaken ko heart whak you said. 

We n~w agree that Ms. Riley’s blog posting iid not meet /The 

Chr~ni;le’/s basic editorial standards for reporting and fairness in 

opinion articles. As a result, we have as]ed Ms. Riley to leave the 

Brainstorm blog. 

Since Brainstorm was crea~ed five years ago, we have sough~ out bloqgers 

representing a range of intellectual and political views, and we have 

allowed them broad freedom in topics and approach. As’. part of that 



freedom, Brainstorm writers were able tc pest independently; Ms. Riiey’s 

post was r~ot reviewed until after it was posted. 

i realize we have made mistakes. We ~,,ri]i thoroughly review our editorial 

practices on Brainstorm and other blogs and strengthen our guidelines 

for ~i~ggers. 

iR addition, my Editor’s Note last week invitiRg you to debate t~’_e 

postinq also seemed to elevate it to the ~evei of informed opinion, 

wkick i~ was not. ~ also realize tkat, as tke controversy unfolded last 

wee]i, c~r respoilse on Twitter did not accurately coilvey /The 

Chronicle’ !s message. 

i sincerely apologize for tr~e distress these incider~ts have caused ob.r 

readers and appreciate that so many of you kave made your sentiments 

kno%~n to ~s . 

ORe theme many of you ~’_ave sounded is that you felt betrayed by what we 

pubiisr~ed; treat you welcome healtr~y informed debate, but that ir~ trois 

case, we did not live up ~o the expectations of t]~’~e community of readers 

%¢e S e rye . 

You told us we can do better, and we agree. 

/ Liz McMilien, Editor/ 

You axe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: klcaldwe~)etnail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:i/lists.unc,edu/u?id 32361596,bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o 31448310 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31448310-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7fg13a5f65(~listserv,unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: eunice@email xmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati-iafam&o 31448757 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URE if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-31448757-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 2:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~ine, Theater Quiz and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: t p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 20509/a mes ~ Y 

.~] @Ti .... May9, 2012 J 

Design & Livh,g ~o~                                  [i~] 

Indulge yore" inner voyem" with the 2012 Oesign and 
Wing issue of T, offering a bevy of behind4he-seenes 
peeks at people’s personal spaces - from a Finnish fashion styliat’s 
Long Island farmhouse, to a quirky London eoundl fiat shared by 
an artist and a f~miture designer, to the cleverly coordinated 
interiors of three style-setters. There’s also a personal "Tale of 
Two Cities," plus a tom" of a tiny huuse bursting with big ideas 

Theater Quiz                                          ~ 
Wbetlher you’re a die--hard Broadway baby or just au 
occasional theatergoer, test your stage smarts with The 
Times’s Daily Theater Quiz. With a tvow~ of past dai[y theater 
quest%us and answers, plus links to related art~cles~ Ws sure to 
enhance your knowledge o[ aud appreciation Jbr this most "New 
York" of cultural institutions, What’s more, you e;m enter for a 
eh;mee to win tickets to the Official Tony’s Dress Rehearsal o~ 

¯ Smltmer ?4ovies Special Section 
¯ Women, Weight and Wellness 
¯ Easy China, ~ Ways 
¯ ’6o Minutes’ Gets Younger. and Its Viewers De Too 
¯ Win Two Tickets to the Of{htlal Tony Awards Dress Rehearsal 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~¥-r~ ......... 
(Between May 2, 20!2 - May 8, 2012) 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." 2012 Ton3, 

Nominations: Plays 
Photos of some of the plays and 
performances that received 
Tony Award nmninations. 

~ INTEI~_&CTIVE; 

Breakdown 
The new economies of horse 
racing are making an always- 
dangerous game even more so, 
as lax oversight puts animal and 
rider at risk. 

~ VIDEO; gt’eakthvough 

Perfo t’tnances 

Dennis Lim looks at some of the 

noteworthy performances of the 

summer movies season. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Remember’lug ~711 

Sendak 
Mauriee Sendak, 
widely considered 
the most important children’s 
book artist of the ~oth century, 
who wrenched the picture book 
out of the safe, sani~zed world of 
the nursery and plunged it into 
the dark, terrifying and 
hauntingly beautifid recesses of 
the human psyche, died on 
~esday in Danbury, Corm. He 
was 83. Tell us your Sendak 
stmies. 

I, The Purpose of Spectacular Wealth, According to a 

Spectacularly Wealthy 

2, Krugman: Those Revolting Em’opeaus 

3, Black Women and 

4. The Surprising Shortcut to Better Health 

5. Krugman: Plutocracy, Paralysis, Perple>Aty [] Join ti~e Conversation 



Downlosd [he Goilection      ~ 
app 

Sign tip for TimesLimited    ~ 

Follow @ nytimes o n          ~ 

Twitter 

ABOUT THIS E+~,~A~L 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marketin9 depeltment, You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s ~2Times newsletter, 

Manage .qubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~snge Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.coR-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "fork, NY !0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <janDlopp@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 11:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Re: Hello 

Hi, Eunice, 

Just tried to call. 

Cotfldn’t leave a message because your mailbox is fifll. I am out of the office in Raleigh today. My cell is 

airport at noon so might not be able to talk until 1-ish. 

Hope you are good and I have talked about summer session one courses, so AFAM is good. 

Jan 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On May 10, 2012, at 9:43 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice,~+~emailxmc.edu> wrote: 

if you want to call. Am taking some folks to the 

Hi Jan, 

I hope you are doing well... 

Kindly call me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

if you have a moment. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emily wa3ace ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 11:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: t~f: Lunch 

Deal Eunice, 

I don’t know how I missed your original note. I am son)’ for any inconvenience--May 9 has obviously passed us by! How about lunch next Monday, May 14? 

Thanks, 

On Mon, May 7, 2012 at 9:14 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

Thanks for your note. Nay 9th would work. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace [emily       ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2012 10:29 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

Hi Eunice, 

Thafs no problem. How about lunch on May 9th or 10th? Please let me know if either of those dates might work at noon. 

Thanks, 

On Mort, Apr 30, 2012 at 8:11 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Last week was so busy that I am just catching up on emails. This may be too late, but lunch today would be fine. 

If it is too late let me know what other day and time works for Bill. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace             ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

I assist Bill Ferns at the Center for the Study of the American South. Bill would like to find a time for the two of you to have lunch next week. How about Monday 

the 30th? If that works ruth your schedule, I c~l In~ke a reservation for the two of you at the Carolina Inn. Just let me know what might work best. 

Hope all is well, 

El~y 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 16 Apt 2012 15:18:47 -0400 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: Lunch 



Dear Bill, 

Good to see you today. 

How about catching up over lunch next week? Monday or Wednesday at noon would work. You can drop by my office (I0:~ Battle Hall) and then we can decide where 
to go for lunch on E. Franklin. 

Kindly let me know. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ccps@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 12:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

You have been asked to contribute to an application/nomination through the Carolina Center for Public Service portal 

Hello Eunice Sable, 
You have been added as a collaborator by Timothy McMillan for the purposes of contributing to an application or nomination Please login to ,a~vw.unc edu/ccps/portal at your earliest 
convenience and click on the "Contribute to Applications/Nominations" option in the left hand menu Once on the Cun-ent Collaborations page, click on the Timothy McMillan - 2012 
Faculty Engaged Scholars link to start contributing to the application 

You can access our web portal at www unc.edu/ccps/portal Your login information is: 

username: eumc e,~ email.unc, edu 
password: 

If you have any questions, please contact us at ccps@unc edu. Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emily wallace ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 12:58 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: t~f: Lunch 

Deal Eunice, 

Let’s plan on lunch tomorrow at the Carolina Inn at noon. Please let me know if that sounds OK and I will make a reservation. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, May 10, 2012 at 11:58 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

No worries. Tomorrow is the only possibility because I leave for field research in Durban, South Africa on Monday. 
Kindly let me know if it would work from your end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace             ,~. gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2012 11:45 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FVV: Lunch 

Dear Eunice, 

I don’t know how I missed your original note. I am sorry for may inconvenience--May 9 has obviously passed us by! How about lunch next MoMay, May 14? 

Thank~ 

On Men, May 7, 2012 at 9:14 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eumce~)emNl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

~an~ for your note. May 9th would work. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace [           @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 01, 2012 10:29 AN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

Hi Eunice, 

That’s no problem. How about lunch on May 9th or 10th? Please let me know if either of those dates might work at noon. 

Thanks, 

Emily 

On Men, Apr 30, 2012 at 8:11 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Last week was so busy that I am just catching up on emails. This may be too late, but lunch today would be fine. 



If it is too late let me know what other day and time works for Bill. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace            (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:27 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

Dea~ Eunice, 

I assist Bill Ferns at the Center lbr the Study of the America~ South. Bill would like to find a time tbr the two of you to have lunch next week. How about 

Monday the 30th? If that works ruth your schedule, I can tn~ke a mser~’ation for the two of you at the Caxolina Inn. Just let me know what might work best. 

Hope all is well, 

Emily 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2012 15:18:47 -C~30 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: Lunch 

Dear Bill, 

Good to see you today. 

How about catching up over lunch next week? Honday or Wednesday at noon would work. You can drop by my office (.tO:[ Battle Hall) and then we can decide 
where to go for lunch on E. Franklin. 

Kindly let me know. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Veronica Grossi <v grossi@uncg.edu> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 1:15 PM 

lac-l~)lis±s.uncg.edu; llcall-l@lists.uncg.edu; llcspagradstu-l@uncg.edu; Anthony Fragola <antNgol@~mcg.edu>; Anya RussiaJ~ 

@yahoo.corn>; Kathy Hinshaw             @gma~l.com>; Valladares, Banu <banu.valladares@ncdcr.gov>; Ala~ Brilliant 

~gmml.com:~; latinolist@duke.edu <latinolis*~duke.edu>, intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Exhibit on US-Mexican Border at the Weatherspoon, begiiming on June 16, 2012 

Please see below the infom~ation about forthcoming e~bit Zone of Contention: The US-Mexico Border, at the Weatherspoon. The opening of this important exhibit 

will be on Saturday June 16, 2012. 

http://weatherspoon.uncg.edtvnews/press- release- detail?title Exhibition- Annonncement- Zone - of- Contention- The - U SMexico- 

Border&utm source contactolog’~’&ntm medium email&utm campaign Weatherspoon Al~/o20Mnseum%20Press%20Release 10 15 110 

Ver6nica Grossi, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Latin American Literature 

Department of L~lguages, Literatures and Cultures 

UniversiF of North Carolina at Greensboro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:27 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken(a)emaJl.uuc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

August Graduate walking 

Greetings, 

My name is          , I am an August graduate but I will be walking on Saturday, 
to contact or anything that I need to do in regards to the ceremony on Saturday. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

at the Department graduation, I wanted to know if there was anyone that I need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emily wa3ace ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 2:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: t~f: L~mch 

Hi Eunice, 

It seems that the Carolina Inn is booked for noon tomorrow. Could you meet Bill there at 11:30 a.m.? 

Thanks, 

On Thu, May 10, 2012 at 1:53 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice$~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That is fine Emily. 

Best wishes and thanks for organizing this. 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace            @gmail.com] 

Sent= Thursday, May 10, 2012 12:57 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FVV: Lunch 

Dear Eunice, 

Let’s plan on lunch tomorrow at the Carolina Inn at noon. Please let me know if that sounds OK and I will make a reservation. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, May 10, 2012 at 11:58 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~elnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

No worries. Tomorrow is the only possibility because I leave for field research in Durban, South Africa on Monday. 
Kindly let me know if it would work from your end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= emily wallace            (c~gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Nay zu, zuzz zz:45 AN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

Dear Eunice, 

I don’t know how I missed your original note. I ~:m sony for any inconvenience--May 9 has obviously passed us by! How about lunch next Monday, May 14? 

Thanks, 

Emily 

On Mon, May 7, 2012 at 9:14 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

Thanks for your note. May 9th would work. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace @gmail.com] 



Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2012 10:29 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

Hi Eunice, 

That’s no problem. How about lunch on May 9th or 10th? Please let ~ne know if either of those dates ~night work at noon. 

Thanks, 

Emily 

On Mon, Apr 30, 2012 at 8:11 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Last week was so busy that I am just catching up on emails. This may be too late, but lunch today would be fine. 

If it is too late let me know what other day and time works for Bill. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace             ,~. c~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:27 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

De&r Eunice, 

I assist Bill Ferris at the Center for the Study of the Atnerican South. Bill would like to find a time for tile two of you to have lunch next week. How about 

Monday file 30th? If that works with your schedule, I can make a reservation for the m,o of you at file Carolina Inn. Just let me know what might work best. 

Hope all is well, 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 16 Apr 2012 15:18:47 -0400 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: Lunch 

Dear Bill, 

Good to see you today. 

How about catching up over lunch next week? Monday or Wednesday at noon would work. You can drop by my office (101 Battle Hall) and then we can decide 
where to go for lunch on E. Franklin. 

Kindly let me know. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emily wa3ace ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 2:05 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: t~f: Lunch 

’I’h~lks! 

On Thu, May 10, 2012 at 2:04 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

OK Emily. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace [           @qmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, Nay 10, 2012 1:59 PN 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

Hi Eunice, 

It seelns that tile Carolina Inn is booked for noon tomorrow. Could you meet Bill there at 11:30 a.m.? 

Thanks, 

On Thu, May 10, 2012 at 1:53 PM, Sahle, Etmice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

That is fine Emily. 

Best wishes and thanks for organizing this. 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace [           ,~. qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2012 12:57 PN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FVV: Lunch 

Deox Eunice, 

Let’s plan on lunch tomorrow at the Carolina Inn at noon. Please let me l, mow if that sounds OK and I roll make a reservation. 

Thanks, 

Emily 

On Thu, May 10, 2012 at 11:58 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <emaice~b~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

No worries. Tomorrow is the only possibility because I leave for field research in Durban, South Africa on Monday. 
Kindly let me know if it would work from your end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace             #gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 10, 2012 11:45 AN 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

Des~r ~u~ce, 

I don’t kmow how I missed your original note. I a~n sorry tbr any inconvenience--May 9 has obviously passed us by’. ttow about lunch next Monday, May 14? 



Thanks, 

On Mon, May 7, 2012 at 9:14 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~em~fil.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

Thanks for your note. May 9th would work. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace I           @gmail.com] 

Sent= Tuesday, May 02, 2012 20:29 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FVV: Lunch 

Hi Eunice, 

That’s no problem. How about lunch on May 9th or 10th? Please let me know if either of those dates might work at noon. 

Thank~ 

F~ily 

On Mon, Apr 30, 2012 at 8:11 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Last week was so busy that I am just catching up on emails. This may be too late, but lunch today would be fine. 

If it is too late let me know what other day and time works for Bill. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace            @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2022 3:27 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FVV: Lunch 

Deox Eunico, 

I assist Bill Ferris at the Center for the Study of the American South. Bill would like to find a time for the m-o of you to have lunch next week. How about 

Monday the 30th? If that works with your schedule, I can make a reservation for the two of you at the Carolina Inn. Just let me know what might work 

best. 

Hope all is well, 

Fmily 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 16 Apr 2012 15:18:47 -0400 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: Lunch 

Dear Bill, 

Good to see you today. 

How about catching up over lunch next week? Monday or Wednesday at noon would work. You can drop by my office (:~0:~ Battle Hall) and then we can decide 
where to go for lunch on E. Franklin. 

Kindly let me know. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 





UNC 
COLLEGE OF ARTS 

May 10, 2012 

& SCIENCES 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN & 

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

IO9 BATTLE HALL 

CA~PUS BOX ~395 

CIqAPEL HILL, NC ~7599-~9S 

T 9~9,966.5496 

P 919.962,~694 

To: 

From: 

Re: 

US Consular Officer, 
Senegal 

/__ Or. euo,coS,h,e 
Professor and Chai~/~ 

Dr. Mamarame Seck 

Dr. Mamarame Seck is currently employed in H-IB1 status in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies in the position of Assistant 
Professor earning an annual salary of $       The terms and conditions of 
employment remain the same as in the petition filed by the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. Seck is authorized to work in the department until 
June 30, 2014. 

Dr. Seck is traveling to Senegal to visit family, and is expected to return to 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil! to resume his H-1B 
employment in the Department of African and African-American Studies. 

In addition to his teaching duties, Dr. Seck collects Wolof teaching and 
learning materials for the African Studies section of the University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill ~ibraries and conducts linguistic research on Sufi Islam, 
and is expected to return to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to 
resume his H-IB1 employment on January 3, 2013. 

Dr. Mamarame Seck is doing research in the field(s) of Wo~of Sufi 
discourse. The nature and purpose of this research is to analyze the structure 
of Wolof Sufi ora! narratives and their functions in practices of Islam in 
Senegal. 

To the best of our knowledge, this research can only be useful to persons 
researching on islam in Africa and Wolof language and linguistics, and could 
not be used for a dual purpose. 

Kindly issue Dr. Mamarame Seck an H-1BI visa stamp so that he may 
return to the U.S. to resume his research and teaching duties. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 7:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Business Manager search process 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Thursday, May 10, 2012 9:49 AM 

"to: Handa, Sudhanshu 
C¢; Janken, Kenneth R; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Business Manager search process 

Dear Ashu, 

I hope you are doing well. 

As you know, I will be away for field research from next week until early July. In light of this, kindly note that I have asked my colleague Kenneth, who is the Director of 
Undergraduate Studies in the Department and the Summer Administrator in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies to work with you as we search for a new 

Business Manager for our Units. 

Many thanks Ashu and all the best for the Summer. 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 10:28 PM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

dinner Sat? 

Dear Cot~rade: 

And then, of course, there is the alt. commencement on Sunday, ~vhich 
I’ll be gong to as well. 

You’re doing ok? It the ne~vs cahned down a bit? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: JPMorgan Discloses $2 Billion in Trading Losses 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines ..................................................................... 
~llc N’~ ~rk ~t~.~ May 11, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.., I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ...a..o...v.Le..s.. I EditorialsI ..O.Jp..-..E..d.. I .O...n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 
JPMorgan Discloses 82 
Billion in Trading Losses 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and 
PETER EAVIS 

JPMorgm~ Chase said in a regulatory 
filing that its chief investment office had 
suffered "significant" paper losses in a 
portfolio of credit investments. 

, ~ Post a Comment 

" DealBook: Others in the Spotlight After 
JPMorgan’s Big Trading Loss 

, Banks Suffer After-Hours On Word of Chase 
Losses 

China’s Growth Slows, and Its 
Political Model Shows Limits 
By EDWARD WONG 

Signs of a slowing economy and recent 
political upheavals in China add urgency 
to questions of how much control the 
state should exert, in business and in the lives of citizens. 

Obama Campaign Pushes the Issue of Gay Marriage 
By MARK LANDLER and JEFF ZELENY 

Even as it emerged that Vice President Biden had apologized to President Obama for hastening his backing 
of gay marriage, Mr. Obama’s campaign sought to capitalize on it. 

" Did the News Media Drive the Debate? 

¯ . Bullying Story Spurs Apology From Romney 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"These were egregious mistal~es. They were self-inflicted and this is not how we want to run a business." 
JAi~IE DIMON, the chief executive of JPMorgan Chase, on a $2 billion loss suffered by a refit of the bank. 

THEATER 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Stage Scenes: 



Audra McDonald 
A look at some of the actress’s past stage 
performm~ces. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Not Quite Closing 

Time 
By DOUG GLANVILLE 

Mariano Rivera is a 
valuable player, off the 
field as well as on. Audra McDonald, once again 

a Tony Nominee 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Megan Hilty on screen and stage 

Complete coverage of the Tony Awards 

nlttim.es,,om T H EA,TiE R 

WORLD 

Ex-Official’s Drive in China Leads to Torture Inquiry 
By EDWARD WONG 

The review of police actions appears to be part of a deeper critical look at Bo Xilai’s four-year reign in 
Chongqing. 

Relatives of Dissident Said to Face Harassment 
By IAN JOHNSON 

A nephew of Chen Guangcheng is being investigated, according to lawyers and activists, and those aiding 
him have been put trader various forms of detention. 

Pentagon Stresses Efforts to Recover U.S. Soldier Being Held in Afghanistan 
By THOM SHANKER 

Pentagon officials emphasized that the government is working to locate Sgt. Bowe Bergdalfl, who is being 
held captive by Afghan insurgents. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Once Hailed as Army Pioneer, Now Battling to Stay on the Job 
By JAMES DAO 

Command Sgt. Maj. Teresa L. King, recently reinstated as head of an elite drill sergeant school, says her male 
supervisors tried to undermine her authority because she is a wonmn. 

Same-Sex Marriage Support Shows Pace of Social Change Accelerating 
By PETER BAKER 

The emergence of same-sex marriage as a mainstream issue in less than a generation has upended 
convention, with public attitudes changing far more rapidly than on past social movements. 

Prosecution Rests After Presenting Video of Edwards’s Lies About His Affair 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Watching John Edwards watch himself lie, when a 2008 television interview was played in the courtroom, 
was the most electric moment yet in his dranmfic fl~ree-week trial. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
A Shock From JPMorgan Is New Fodder for Reformers 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 



3PMorgma Chase’s $2 billion trading loss cotfld give supporters of tighter industry regtflation a huge new 
piece of ammunition as they fight a last-ditch battle with the banks over new federal rules. 

Subsidies Aid Rebirth in U.S. Manufacturing 
By LOUIS UCHITELLE 

There is a quiet realization that American factories need subsidies to survive globally - especially to compete 
with Asian and Europem~ companies that routinely receive goverument assistance. 

A Revamping of Bing in the Battle for Search Engine Supremacy 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

A Microsoft-Facebook alliance plans an overhaul of Bing in an effort to loosen Google’s grip on the search 
engine market. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Derby Win, but a Troubled Record for a Trainer 
By JOE DRAPE and WALT BOGDANICH 

Doug O’Neill’s Kentucky Derby victory places him - and his troubled record - center stage at a time when 
thoroughbred racing faces calls for federal regulation. 

Knicks Players Promise to ’Figure It Out’ 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Knicks, elinfinated from the N.B.A. playoffs Wediaesday night by Mianfi, are looking ahead to an off- 
season that will be donfinated by important personnel decisions. 

ON BASKETBALL 
Knicks’ Subplots Remain Unsettled 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The truncated and turbulent 2011-12 season brought progress to the ~ficks, but not enough to think the 
imnaediate future is bright. 

¯ ’ N.B.A. Roundup: Sixers Finish Off Upset of Battered Bulls 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
So Whose ’Swan Lake’ Is It? 
By ALASTAIR MACAO LAY 

The big ballet spring season brings a series of 19th-century classics ahnost all attributed to the 
choreographer Marius Petipa. Yet much of what now bears the Petipa brand name has actually been 
reehoreographed by his successors. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Pop Goes the Rhapsodist 
By JON PARELES 

A new albmn, on the heels of his opera, showcases another side of Rufus Wainwright. 

THEATER REVIEW 

Lorelei Is Back, Head Over Carats 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Megan Hilty stars in fl~e red-blooded Encores! concert staging of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." 

" An Actor’s Best Friend: A Gem of a Role (or 2) 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’DARK SHADOWS’ 
A Vampire Thirsty and Bewildered 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Johnny Depp plays Barnabas Collins in this comedy from Tim Burton (their eighth movie together), based 
on the soap opera from the 196os and ’7os. 



" I ne r~e[urn o[ i v s uarK anaaows 

¯ ~.~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’GIRL IN PROGRESS’ 
Daughter and Mother, Chasing Adulthood 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Girl in Progress" is a teenager-confing-of-age tale that, by virtue of its self-conscious parody of that genre, 
turns out to be an unusually smart example of it. 

Jean Renoir’s Timely Lessons for Europe 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Renoir’s "Grand Illusion," from 1937 (mad now newly restored), may have lessons for a Europe bitterly 
divided at present. 

~ ~ Trailer: ’Grand Illusion’ 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Human Cost of Ideology 
To prevent cuts to the Pentagon’s budget, House Republicans have chosen to cut programs that help some of 
the most vulnerable Americans. 

EDITORIAL 
To Make Fracturing Safer 
The adinhfistration’s proposed rules for natural gas drilling are a good first step, but they need to be 
tightened. 

EDITORIAL 
Capitol Hill, Slower Than Snail Mail 
To save the Postal Service, Congress must agree on a sensible reform plan that includes tough changes. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Maternity Ward Swag 
By ELIZABETH MITCHELL ARMSTRONG 

The benefits of breast-feeding are mm~y, but hospitals undelanine the practice by sending mothers home 
with free samples of baby formula. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Easy Useless Economics 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Making excuses to not do anything about current unemplojanent isn’t just cruel and wasteful, it’s bad long- 
run policy, too. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR 
The Last Mother’s Day 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Your mother is a scrapbook for all your enthusiasms. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 11, 1973, charges against Daniel Ellsberg for his role in the Pentagon Papers case were disnfissed by 

Judge William M. Byrne, who cited govelaament nfiseonduet. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}livea~nc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Semester One 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I would like to inquire as to whether I need to do anything in particular to receive a grade for or will it remain an SP? 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .rytl~ing fl~at has snbsta~tive 

significance a~d to resist the temptafi on of i mposing our own latter- day 

perceptions on the content of our snbj ects." 

- Mmming Mamble 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:47 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: thesis 

Dear Lydia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Do you have the information I requested for below? Kindly let me know as soon as possible because we are printing a mini-newsletter on the department by 3.00pro today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Boyd, Lydia ¢ 
Subject:       thesis 

5:01 PM 

Dear Lydia, 

I would be grateful if you send the names of committee members of 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

thesis in which you participated this year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             12:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re:i thesis 

So1Ty for the delay! Her committee chair was Robert Daniels and her readers were me and Don Nonini. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On at 10:47 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Lydia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Do you have the information I requested for below? Kindly let me know as soon as possible because we are printing a mini-newsletter on the department by 
3.00pro today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Boyd, Lydia C 
Subject: thesis 

5:01 PM 

Dear Lydia, 

I would be grateful if you send the names of committee members of 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

thesis in which you participated this year. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu> 

Friday, 1:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Semester One 

Ok, that sounds good. Thanks for everything. 

Best, 

"The historian’s task is to preserve eve .ryll~ing fl~at has snbstantive 

significance and to resist the temptafi on of i mposing our own latter- day 

perceptions on the content of our snbj ects." 

- M~mning Mamble 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Frida,~ 10:20 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Semester One 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

I sent a grade change form before the deadline so it should reflect a grade. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow! 

Dr. Sable 

From: !@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, i0:23 AM 

To: SaNe, Eulltcu I~ 
Subject: Semester One 

Hi Professor Sable, 

would like to inquire as to whether I need to do anything in particular to receive a grade for or will it remain an SP? 

"The historian’s task is to plvserve everything that has substantive 

significm~ce and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our snbj ects." 

- M~mning Mamble 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:23 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

FW: August Graduate walking 

Sent-" Thursday,            1:27 PM 

To-" 3anken, Kenneth; SaNe, Eunice 
Subject-" August Graduate walking 

Greetings, 

My name is          , I am an August graduate but I will be walking on Saturday 

to contact or anything that I need to do in regards to the ceremony on Saturday. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

at the Department graduation, I wanted to know if there was anyone that I need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <timl @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: , fllesis 

Hi-- 

I don’t have a first name or the title of the thesis. Was it in Anthro? 

Tim 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, : 2:26 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: FW: thesis 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Friday, 12:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Brown’s thesis 

SorD’ tbr the delay! Her committee chair was Robert Daniels aM her readers were me and Don Nonini. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

O11 , at 10:47 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Lydia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Do you have the information I requested for below? Kindly let me know as soon as possible because we are printing a mini-newsletter on the department by 
3.00pm today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday 
To: Boyd, Lydia C 
Subject        thesis 

5:01 PM 

Dear Lydia, 

I would be grateful if you send the names of committee members of 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

thesis in which you participated this year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday 2:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: fl~esis 

Thanks. Were you able to get off my affirmation for the Engaged Scholarship proposal? 

Take care 

Tim 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday 2:33 PM 
To: Boyd, Lydia C 

Cc: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: thesis 

Dear Lydia, 

Kindly send the student’s full name and title of her thesis to Tim. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Friday, 12:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: thesis 

Sorry tbr the delay! Her committee chair was Robert Daniels aM her readers were me and Don Nonini. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Iydia.boyd@unc.edu 

at 10:47 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Lydia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Do you have the information I requested for below? Kindly let me know as soon as possible because we are printing a mini-newsletter on the department by 
3.00pro today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday 
To: Boyd, Lydia C 
Subject:       thesis 

5:01 PM 

Dear Lydia, 

I would be grateful if you send the names of committee members of 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

thesis in which you participated this year. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:06 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @emaiL unc.edtr~ 

Sable. Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: ~thesis 

Hi Tim 

did her honors thesis in the anthropology department, but it was on an African topic and I was one of her readers. (She is a double major.) 

Robert DaJ~iels (chair) 

Lydia Boyd 

DonNomni 

Thesis title: 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

Begin lbm’axded message: 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~.email.unc.edu> 
Date:            2:33:42 PM EDT 
To: "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE:        thesis 

Dear Lydia, 

Kindly send the student’s full name and title of her thesis to Tim. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 

Sent: Friday, 12:17 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: thesis 

Sony for the delay! Her colnmittee chair was Robert Daniels mid her readers were me and Don Nonini. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Iydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On at 10:47 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 



Dear Lydia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Do you have the information I requested for below? Kindly let me know as soon as possible because we are printing a mini-newsletter on the 
department by 3.00pro today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday 
To: Boyd, Lydia C 
Subject:       thesis 

5:01 PM 

Dear Lydia, 

T would be grateful if you send the names of committee members of 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

thesis in which you participated this year, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.eduv 

Friday, May 11, 2012 4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: dinner Sat? 

There is no need to send me any money, con~rade You can just invite me 
for lunch one of these days, ok? :) 
Tly to come; some distraction will surely do you good. 

tan abrazo, 

arturo 
On 5/11/2012 10:45 AM. Sable, Ennice N wrote: 

Hi Comrade, 

Thanks for the note 

It is a difficult time, thus I am not sure if I will I will make it to the dinner or the alternative commencement ceremony. 

Kindly send me your home address so that I can mail a cheque for the CDs just in case I do not see you tomorrow. 

The media focus on the unit is relentless and today’s N& O has another stoW and editorial piece. 

Peace and in solidarity. 
Eunice 

From: aescobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Miay 10, 2012 10:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Ennice N 
Subject: dinner Sat? 

Dear Comrade: 

And then, o17 course, there is the alt. commencement on Sunday, which 
I’ll be gong to as well 

You’re doing ok? It the news calmed down a bit? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 4:24 PM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJ, l.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Deaaa Mutua Reimbursemenl/AFAM shortfall 

Wow.--I really dropped the ball on this! Sorry--witl transfer Lhis afLernoon ---Chris Meinecke 

From-’ Wold, Jackie 
Sent-’ Thursday, Nay 03, 20.t2 9:45 AM 
To,, Meinecke, Chris 
Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject-’ FW: Dean Mutua Reimbursement/AFAM shortfall 

We ~re s~:~l~ ~ooMng for the Jar Dean Mu~:ua"s v~s~t that should be ~:ransferred to AFAM 

Thanks, 

Jackie Wo~d 

2-2788 

F~m= Wold, ]ackie 
Sent~ Tuesday, April ~7, 20~2 ~0:56 AM 
Te= Neinecke, Chris 
Subject~ Re: Dean Nutua Reimbursement!AFAN sho~all 

Hi Chris, 

~ do no~ d~#~k this ever got trand:erred, can you ~ook ~n your records to see if you transferred 

Thanks, 

Jackie Wold 

2-2788 

F~m= Wold, ]ackie 
Sent~ Nonday, April 02, 20~2 4:29 PN 
Te~ Meinecke, Chris 
Subject~ RE: Dean Nutua Reimbursement/AFAM sho~all 

Hi Chris, 

~hanks for the ~n[ormatRm. O~( - ~ ~:hmk I unders~:and - c~n you tnms[er the money to our trust fund, 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

F~m~ Neinecke, Chris 
Sent~ Nonday, April 02, 20~2 2:~7 PM 
Te~ WoM, Jackie 
Subject~ RE: Dean Nutua Reimbursement!AFAN sho~all 

Hi Jsdde --. 

~o AFAM’s ~or Dean Mutua’s visit. 

? Do you ]iced all object code ~;s well? If so, it 

J would greatly appreciate it. 

7hanks, 

Jackie Weld 
Bu.sin~;ss Offiser 
Depar[ment el PuMic Pe~cy 

217 Abemethy HaIL CB# 3435 
Depadrne~t o~ African and Afro-American Studies 

199 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Un~versi#¢ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
p 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

F~m= Neinecke, Chris 
Sent-’ Friday, Narch 09, 20~2 6:29 PN 
Te= SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢= Wold, Jackie 
Subject; Re: Hello 

Hi EuNce 

I am away for the weekend but will be back on Tuesday 

If you send rne one of your Lrust account numbers that start wiLh a "0.-6", I can inidate a gift to gift transfer Lhrough the Finance Central System thaL will route to 

your Fh~ance Centra~ k~box where you can approve (accept} or reject the funds. Once you approve ~t ~t routes to gccountk~g Services where they w~ approve the 

g~ft and then the funds w~ appear h~ your account. 

~f Vou want to g~w~ me i~ ca~l at 962-5830 I can expk~in the process to yea ~n more det~iL A~so, ~f yea have any questions i~nytk~e about i~nyth~ng I wou~d be g~ad to 

Take care, 

Chris 

F~m= Wold, ~ackie 
Sent= Nonday, April 02, 20~2 1:56 PM 
Te; Neinecke, Chris 
Subject= RE: Dean Nutua Reimbursement!AFAN sho~all 

Hi Chris, 

We are ready to cornple~e the Dean Mu~ua trsve~ re~rnbursernent. ~t ~ooks I~ke we are approx, short from al~ other donations. How do I go abou~ getting the 

funds from ~AH? As [unite SaMe mentions be~ow, I am new to UNC and as s Business OfficeC w~th that in mh~d, if you can walk me throuah what needs to be done, 



Chris 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Mar 9, 2012, at 5:44 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eanice(a)~email.anc.edu~~ wrote: 

Dear Chris, 

I hope you are well. 

I write to connect you with our business manager Jackie Wold who is helping me with organize the funds pertaining to Dean Mutua’s visit to UNC. Kindly see the 
email below from John. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McGowan, John 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 20:t2 :t:St0 PM 
To: SaNe, EuNce N 
Cc: McGowan, John 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear Eunice: 

Yes, the IAH can meet your shortfall fro Professor Matua’s visit. You can access the funds by contacting Chris Meinecke, Business Manager of the IAH, who is 
copied on this email. 

John 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Eriday, March 09, 20:t2 :t2:06 PM 

To: McGowan, John 
Subject: Hello 

DearJohn, 

I hope this notes finds you well. 

At any rate, the distinguished international legal scholar Makau Mutua who is Dean at SUNY Buffalo Law School has agreed to visit our campus to discuss the 
modalities of the International Criminal Court, citizenship and human rights issues with a focus on ICC processes in Africa. As part of his visit, he will give a 
lecture in my upper level seminar on human rights, meet with UNC scholars interested in the intersection of international law and global issues, and give a public 
lecture at the Stone Center on the ICC processes in Africa in general and the current ICC case pertaining to Kenya in the wake of political violence following the 
2007 general elections. 

For the last few months, I have been able to envision his visit to Carolina because of initial funding support from the African Studies Center, the department’s 
small speakers fund and support from UNC-Global. However, I am still facing a gap in the budget and my efforts to generate support from various other units 
have not been successful. Hence I write to see if your office could support this important event. My students, colleagues working on the themes of human rights, 

citizenship and global issues, and I would be very grateful if your office contributed towards Dean Mutua’s visit to UNC between March :t9-21 to meet 
the gap in the budget. I have attached the budget for your perusal. 

Thanks for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice S~tde, Ph.D 
Chair, Depaxtment of African and Afro-A~nerican Studies 

Associate Professor, Department of African and Afto-American Studies and Cumculum in Global Studies 
Unive~it?- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919- 962- 2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, May 12, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: JPMorgan Sought Loophole on Risky Trading 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

JPMorgan Sought Loophole 
on Risky Trading 
By EDWARD WYATT 

JPMorgm~ Chase fought for the ability 
for banks to make big bets in their 
portfolios, including some of the types 
of trading that led to the $2 billion loss 
now rocking the bank. 
" ~] Graphic: At JPMorgan Chase, a Complex 

Strategy That Backfired 

Iran Presses for Official to Be 
Next Leader of Shiites 
By TIM ARANGO 

Ayatollah Mahmoud Hashemi 
Shahroudi would extend Iran’s influence 
over the Iraqi people and Shiite Muslims 
everywhere if he were to succeed Grand 
Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani. 

," ~;~ Video: TimesCast I Succeeding Ayatollah 

Sistani 

In North Carolina, Beliefs Clash on Marriage Law 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Many people were surprised that the vote on stone-sex marriage in North Carolina was so decisive, but the 
state’s political inconsistencies include a long tradition of social conservatism. 

:. Common Sense: Gay Marriage Bans May Come at a Price 

. Your Money: Same-Sex Marriage Activists Look to Law 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The argument that financial inslitulions do not need the new rules to help them avoid the irresponsible 
aclions that led to the crisis of 2008 is at least $2 billion harder to make today." 

REPRESENTATIVE BARNEY FRANK, Democrat of Massachusetts, after JPMorgan Chase’s 

announcement of a trading loss. 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 



Radio Talent Turned TV 
Talent Judge 
Howard Stern, the controversial but 
popular radio host, will join NBC’s 
popular smnmer competition, 
"America’s Got Talent," as its latest 
judge. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Pyramid Power, 
Over Me 
By DICK CAVETT 

Living on the edge as a 
celebrity contestant on 
"The $25,ooo Pyranfid." 

The business of going broke 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Walking sideways 

In love and loss 

nytiraes, com VliDEO 

WORLD 

Murdoch Confidante Recalls Chummy Ties With British Leaders 
By SARAH LYALL 

Rebekah Brooks’s appearance on Friday before an inquiry into press ethics offered a glimpse into the 
relationship between political power and the press in Britain. 

~ Cameron Seems Unscathed After Ex-Aide’s Testimony 

,. #T, Who Is Who in British Phone Hacking Scandal 

Election Impasse in Greece Could Force a New Vote 
By RACHEL DONADIO and NIKI KITSANTONIS 

Greek political leaders appeared tmable to break a deadlock left by inconclusive general elections last 
Stmday, suggesting that a second rotmd of polls nmy be inevitable. 

Algerian Election Results Draw Disbelief 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

The announcement on Friday was at odds both with m~alysts’ predictions and the experience of Algeria’s 
neighbors in the wake of last year’s Arab Spring. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Finding a Match, and a Mission: Helping Blacks Survive Cancer 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

Seun Adebiyi latmched Nigeria’s national bone-marrow registry, a potential lifesaver for black cancer 
patients, after experiencing firsthand the difficulty of finding donors for those of African descent. 

:’ ~Video: In Remission and on a Mission 

Addiction Diagnoses May Rise Under Guideline Changes 
By IAN URBINA 

Revisions to a major psychiatric manual would expand recognized addiction s3anptoms, which could pose 
huge consequences for insurers and taxpayers. 

Guilty Verdict in Murder Case That Involved Singer’s Family 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The former brother-in-law of the actress and singer Jennifer Hudson was convicted on Friday of murderhag 
her mother, brother and young nephew. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



In JPMorgan Chase Trading Bet, Its Confidence Yields to Loss 
By BEN PROTESS, ANDREW ROSS SORKIN, MARK SCOTT and NATHANIEL POPPER 

The company’s loss is a stark reminder that the banking system remains vulnerable to market shocks and 
has heightened eoneerus that big banks continue to make risky financial bets that could threaten file 
econonly. 

DEALBOOK 
Loss Stains JPMorgan’s Chief, One of Banking’s Top Risk Managers 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

The company’s loss is a rare misstep by Jamie Dimon, who prides himself on having his fingers on the pulse 
of his 27o,ooo-employee company. 

:’ DealBook: After OPMorgan Trading Debacle, a Chorus of Criticism 

As Dewey Collapses, Partners and Retirees Face Big Financial Losses 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

M1 past and present partners could lose pensions, and recent partners will probably lose investments in the 
finn and could be forced to retunl salaries as the firm doses. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 6, MARINERS 2 
lbanez’s Homer Assures That Montero’s Blast Doesn’t Haunt Yankees 
By ZACH BERMAN 

Raul Ibanez’s three-run homer in tile sixth canceled out Jesus Montero’s solo shot in the top of the inning 
and helped back a solid outing from Hiroki Kuroda. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

, Bats: Yankees Demote Nunez So He Can Focus on Improving at Shortstop 

In Heart of Mariners Lineup, a Reminder to the Yankees 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Jesus Montero returned to the Bronx for the first time since the Yankees dealt their top hitting prospect to 
Seattle for two pitchers who are currently on tile disabled list. 

’- Baseball Roundup: Johnson’s Homer Propels the Orioles 

MARLINS 6, METS 5 
Scoring Two Against Francisco, Marlins One-Up the Mets’ Comeback 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Mets rallied from a 3-0 deficit to take the lead into the ninth, but then the Marlins struck against closer 
Frank Francisco. 

’- ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Bats: After Difficult Start, Reyes and the Marlins Show Signs of an Awakening 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

DANCE REVIEW 
Pretty Works That Are New, but Not All That Modern 
By ALASTAIR MACAO LAY 

The New York City Ballet’s spring gala offered premieres by Peter Martins and Benjamin Millepied, and a 
returu of Balanehine’s "S)anphony in C." 

’ ~ Slide Show: NYCB Spring Gala 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Mother of All Bad TV Moms 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

You know all tile things that have been wrong with yotmg people for tile past half-century? They can be 
traced to a single sitcom moment and a single sitcom matriarch. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
Cryptic Calendar and the People Who Made It 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

"Maya 2o12: Lords of Tinle" at the Penn Museum explores the culture of the Maya, who thrived in a classic 
period from A.D. 25o to 9oo in southern Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, Belize and E1 Salvador. 



¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Paradise Lost: A Mother-Daughter Spring Break 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

A private island. A luxury resort. M~ opportunity for quality bonding time. What could possibly go wrong? 

5 Tips for Traveling With Your Mother 
By EMMA SPECTER 

A daughter’s 5-step progrmn for dealing with probing questions, outfit commentary mad sleeping 
diserepmaeies. 

36 Hours in Hyderabad, India 
By SHIVANI VORA 

This 4oo-year-old city offers seductive history, fiery food, wallet-friendly jewelry mad a d3a~amic high-tech 
scene. 
’: ~ Slide Show: Colorful Hyderabad 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
JPMorgan Chase’s $2 Billion Loss 
The lesson of dPMorgan’s stunning $2 billion trading loss is that the bm~ks haven’t learned their lesson, and 
neither have the politicians. 

EDITORIAL 
Who Speaks for the Children? 
Religious leaders in Brookl)m’s ultra-Orthodox Jewish communities must ensure that molesters are brought 
to justice. 

EDITORIAL 
The Struggle to Vote 
The Republican Party continues to try to disenfranchise voters. Just look at what one Georgia congressman 
tried to do this week. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Diagnosing the D.S.M. 
By ALLEN FRANCES 

The time has come for us to adnfit that psyclfiatric diagnosis is too important to be left exclusively in the 
hands of psychiatrists. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mean Boys 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

A Washington Post article tlfis week that described a high-school-aged Mitt Ronmey doing some menacing 
things was disturbhag. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Anatomy of a Jokester 
By GAlL COLLINS 

People, should we really be going back to a politician’s high school days? Stuff from high school shouldn’t 
count, except to help show a pattern of lifelong fma. 

, Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 12, 1943, during World War II, Axis forces in North Africa surrendered. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturda5, 11:23 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Congrats, etc 

Thmiks Dr SaNe, 

My family actually isn’t getting into town until this evening. I’ve lots of last minute details for tomorrow requiring me to mn around town aJd day, so I told them to stay 
away. But I and they appreciate the invitation. 

Thanks again and safe travels’. 

Best, 

O11 at 9:17 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Congrats on the wonderful things that are happening this week and of course OXFORD! 

It is a busy day, but I am wondering if I could meet your family for coffee this afternoon? I am on campus today but I will not be around tomorrow because of my 
trip on Monday. 

Let me know. 

Kwaheri for now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 12, 2012 4:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Thanks’. 

The students were great,      was great, and you took us to yet another historic milestone as a "new" department. If I had gotten back before I AM this morning I could 
have gone over the logistics of the presentation of the certificates with you beforehand so that I wouldn’t have stumbled as badly as I did. I am truly sorry for that. Next year I 
would advise replacing me with a younger person. Otherwise it was a great occasion that our students will long remember. All the Best, -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2012 3:04 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Thanks! 

Dear Reg, 

Thanks for your work today and throughout this semester! 

Le~s touch base before I leave for field research Monday at 3.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 1:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Annual Report 

Dear Eunice, 

which caused a lapse in the matter of filling the annual report. I hope there is a solution to this bureaucratic hurdle, because this 
past year has been one of the most productive, if not the most productive, periods in may academic career. 

Cheers, 

Bereket. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 8:55 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Annual Report 

Dear Bereket, 

I hope this finds you well. 

Kindly complete your annual report as soon as possible. 

The College requires me to complete the Unit’s Report as Chair by May 11. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 11:47 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Congrats, etc 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I haven’t completely decided on plans for the sulnmer. There axe a couple reasons to head to England early, ifI want to do my research on the Mau Mau case. But part 
of me also wants to just take a break and travel around, in which case I’ll leave early Jnly to make it to Zanzibar for the film festival, and travel around the continent 

from there, hopefully make it to the south and west. 

Sorry, we weren’t able to meet np this weekend, bnt thank you for the gift and message throngh Arturo. He very. successfully charmed my family :) 

Also, jnst to let you know, the Alternative Commencement today went beautifully’. I lost my voice, just from stress and not sleeping the laser week, so I couldn’t speak 

or run things very well, but it was good because it forced me to lis~ten and just enjoy the moment. It was really lovely and I feel really good about how everything turned 

out. thank you for being supix~rtive when it was just an idea. 

Sat~ Travels, 

On Sat. at 1:47 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok 

Thanks for the update. I am sure I will meet them again. 

What are your plans for the next 3 months? 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From: ,~. qmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:23 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Congrats, etc 

Thanks Dr Sable, 

My thmily actually isn’t getting into town until this evening. I’ve lots of laser minute details for tomorn~w requiring me to rnn around town all day, ~ I told them to fftay 
away. But I and they appreciate the invitation. 

Thanks agaAn and sate travels’. 

Best, 

at 9:17 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Congrats on the wonderful things that are happening this week and of course OXFORD! 

Tt is a busy day, but I am wondering if I could meet your family for coffee this afternoon? ~ am on campus today but ~ will not be around tomorrow because of 
my trip on Monday. 

Let me know. 

Kwaheri for now. 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: JPMorgan I ~oss Claims Official Who Oversaw Trading Unit 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This Day 

C,M~tomize T~dav’~ j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 14, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

JPMorgan Loss Claims 

Official ~r|lo Oversaw 

’I’radi~lg 

Ina R. Drew, JPMorgan Chase’s chief 
investment officer and a three- 
decade employee there, and two 
traders who worked for her will leave 
the company. 

After Obama~s Decision on 

Mm’rlage, a Call to Pastors 

After President Obama announced 
his support for gay marriage, he and 
his team embarked on a quiet 
campaign to contain the possible 
damage among religious leaders and 

More TMks Set as Leaders in Greece Seek Unit)’ Coalition 

The chances of Greek politicians’ forming a unity government all but evaporated on Sunday, but 
President Karolos Papoulias said he would keep trying. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"be see by ~’}~e ~u~ber oj’peot@ tha~" ~iterat*~re still M~s na~horit,~ ir~ oar socie~q 

~hese people - theft crime themseh~es." 

LEV RU~INSTEIN-~ 65, a poet, who was amoag the ~2 writers who ovg;mized a march in response 

to the crackdown o~ dissent that aeeomp;mied President vi;~dimir v, Putin’s inaugm’afiom 

BUSINESS 

Graduatiiig Inio 

Debt 
A series examines the 
implications of soaring college costs 
and the indebtedness of students and 
their families. 

~ Relate J Articie 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
~ Easing 

~asiPt~ "[he ~l~ill of the Pain 

St~de~t Los ns of 
What ..... be d .... to pLtt:nt 
eontrol the level of ~ ...... ] 
college debt in the U.S. 
and protect young people from taking on an onerous financial burden? 

Stage scenes: Audra 
McDonald 
ALSO IN THEATER )) 

Tony Nominations: Musicals 

[ony i ~ominations: Plays 

WORLD 

I~ Reb~ke to Merkel’s Party, Social Democrats W~in German V**te 

The election in Germany’s most populous state is likely to embolden opposition to Chancellor Angels 
Merkel as the European debt crisis enters a critical new phase. 



A message neat’ the scene suggested the Zetas drug cal~.el was responsible for the deaths of 6 women 
and 43 men. 

E.~-Leader’s Detention Tests Mongolia’s Budding Democracy 

The arrest ant[ hnnger strike of Nambaryn Enkhbayar have rallied supporters and drawn 
international attention to a country praised for its progress since it emerged from Soviet control. 

¯ More World News 

Bowe Bergdahl, who is being held prisoner by Afghan militants, saw enlisting in the Army as a way 

to find a direction, relatives say. 

So Eager fi*r Gra~dchildre*~, They’re Payi~g the Egg-Freegi~g Cli*~ic 

The practice of freezing eggs to enable a pregnancy later on is growing, doctors say, with parents 
lending emotional and financial support to adult daughters. 

Vermont Towns Have an Image, and They Say Dollar Stores Aren’t Part of It 

Opponents say a proposed Dollar General store in Chester, Vt, would be the beginning of the end for 
what might best be described as the town’s Vermontiness. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Ba~ks Tread a Fi~e L~e i~ Trading 

Ubiquitous trading practices are creating a headache for regulators who are trying to devise rules 
to prevent another financial crisis. 

After months of phmning, this week’s upfi’onts will look more fike Fashion Week than a business 
transaetion, featnring celebrity D.J.’s and fancy menus. 

~ Shows on the Brink, Saved by he Fans 

~Few 
TV Shows Survive a Ruthless Proving Ground 

As Talent Flees to Cable, Networks Fight Back 
i.::,, f.:iU. .:/d,ii. 

Broadcast networks are offering shorter seasons and agreeing to air serialized shows uninterrupted 
by reruns to fight "cable envy" among series ereators. 

~lhe 
Good, the Bad and the ~uture for the NetworKs lhis 

S P 0 RTS 

Grh~d Goes O~ for the Rangers; a Respfte E~ds for the Devils 
f.b" i. ,:../L C.::’Lf.W. 
When the Rangers face the Devils in Game ~ of the conference finals Monday, the Rangers will have 
less than 48 hours of rest while the Devils will have nearly a week’s worth. 

Rangers ~M’e E~nbrac]ng ’their Difficult Journey 

It has already taken them ~4 games over two rounds, but the Rangers are not complaining about 
how they have extended their season. 

A ;[,o~g, Tough Jom’~ey E~ds With Golt’s Richest Paycheck 

Matt Kuehar prevailed by two shots at T.P.C. Sawgrass in the Players Championship, earning 
million, the biggest paycheck in golf. 



o More Spor~s News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEVV 
cD:y opera’s U~abashed U~derworkl 

New York City Opera is ending its season with Telemann’s "Orpheus," a beguiling and innovative 

opera with an unabashedly eclectic score. 

Brazil’s Ex-Leader Ho~ored as Schola~ 

Fernando Henrique Cardoso, the former president of Brazil and a social scientist, will be awarded 

the John W. ~uge Prize by the Library of Congress. 

TELE%d SION RE%qEW 

A~i I~ser~tab]e Alter~atlve t~* Sleep 

"Johnny Carson: ~ng of Late Night," on PBS’s "American Masters" series, tries to explain the appeal 

of the long-running talk-show host. 

o Mere A~s News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Usl]~g a~ Offbeat Charon to Keep TV Fans E~gaged 

Kat Dennings has struck a chord on "2 Broke Girls" with her portrayal of Max, a waRress with a 

murderous sideways glance and an offbeat, deadpan wit. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

A TV Schedule ~ the Ha~ds of ~V|meYer Ho|ds tl~e Re~uote 

When it comes to the traditional screen that families gather around, live television is competing 

against a growing array of self-selected content, and audiences are bolting. 

ADVERTISING 

Amid Media Upheavals~ Tele~slo~l Ho|ds ~vay 

Madison Avenue, even if it can’t always get what it wants from television anymore, still believes it 

gets most of what it needs. 

o Mere Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Ir~justlces of Stop a~d Frisk 

The mounting evidence of New York City’s stop-and-frisk program reveals a pattern of abusive 

policing that warrants the attention of the Justice Department. 

EDITORIAL 

Operafi]~g i~ the Dark 

House Republicans want to slash the budgets for the nation’s basic surveys, which would reduce 

understanding of what is happening in the economy. 

EDITORIAL 

Backward o~ Domest~ V~olea~e 

The House version of the Violence Against Women Act is not only regressive, but also removes 

improvements the Senate bill made to the law. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Diplomats and Dissidents 

When it comes to human rights, the idealists are sometimes the real realists. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Why VVe Reg~late 

damie Dimon and JPMorgan Chase couldn’t make the reason clearer. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Lobbyist i~ the Gray FJamael Suit 



Will the corporate takeover of h)bbying firms make ns snrprisingly nostalgie for the old school 

version? 

¯ Mo[e Opi~io~ ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On May ~4, 1948, the inaepe~ae~t state of Israel was prodaimea as Bri[ish rule i~ Palestine eame 

to an end. 

¯ See ’l’h~s Front Pa~e 

YOU received this message because you signed up for NY]imes.com’s Today’s Headli:~es newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsnge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 12:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Phone Message - Thomas AdaJns 

Hi Eunice, 

Thomas Adams called regarding the Global African Diaspora Summit that is happening at the end of this week. He can be reached at 

Thanks, 

Jackie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 14, 2012 12:26 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Skype 

Deal Eunice, 

My Skype nmne is I used ~ny UNC eIn~fil addless for this account: k~j~:_r~__e___n_:~2e_!:_n_Ai_l_:_~_~__r_~__c_:_e_St___u_. Is this gd the information you need in order to contact 

me? I guess that we should arrange times to talk via email, because I will not keep Skype open otherwise. So if you need to talk ruth me, s~nd me an email. I do not 

foresee my intelrupting your time in Durban. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of AIi~o- American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefican Stadies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ ofNort~ C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:/iw~,w~umass~edu,’umpl~e ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edt~/books:T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu,’book!P00780 

htt p://undpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter Rucker ~gmail.com> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 1:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

FYI, Breaking news s~ory... 

http:!/www.wral.com/news!Iocal/storv!:[1099856/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Red Flags on Bets Said to Go Unheeded by Chase Bosses 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i E~Rorials I Op-~ I On This [-?~V 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 15, 2o12 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK                                                                 
~ 

Red Flags on Bets Said to Go 

Unheeded by Chase Bosses 

In the years leading up to dPMorgan Chase’s $2 billion trading loss, an increased appetite for risky 
trading had the approval of the upper echelons of the bank, including d amie Dimon, the chief 
executive, current and former employees said. 

F’os a Cornmen I Read 

Obama’s Switch o~ Same-Sex Marriage Stirs Skepticism 

A New York Times and CBS News poll released on Monday suggests the impact of President Obama’s 
decision was undercut by the unplanned way it became public. 

DRILLING DOWN 

Highway crashes are the largest cause of fatalities in the oil industry, partly because of safety 
exemptions that allow truckers to work longer hours than other drivers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt’s a pretze~ palace of iucredible compM~itg." 

GOVo JERRY gRO~#’N, on California’s bt~dge~, which ealls for severe spending ct~ts to deal with a 

$:t5.7 billion shortfall. 

HEALTH 

V][DEO Komhau 
FEATURE: C}loOSl]tlg serof 

Hicksvill 

As artificial limbs are 
infused with increasingly 
sophisticated technology, many 
people are are opting for more 
extensive amputations. 

OPiNiON 

5 breakout actors 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

5 directors choose their f~vorite summer movies 



’Mitt Likes Muslc~ 

In this musical mash- 
up video by The Gregory Brothers, Mitt Romney "sings" about the things he likes -including lakes, 
cars and music, but not vampires. 

WORLD 

Syrlaus De~’ Leaders to Aid T]~ose iu Need 

An informal netwm’k is providing food and medicine to people trapped by the Assad government’s 

offensive. 

Risk of Greek Euro Exit Rattles Markets~ b~t Hiuts of More Talks Emerge 

The latest turmoil could signify a new round of financial instability ~or Europe and beyond, but 
could also spark a new phase o~ bargaining between Greece and its European lenders. 

~Exoers 
~De~u~t~ou~aHe n E~ ~on 

President of France to Open New Term by Getting to Know a Neighbor Belier 

President Frang, ois Hollande of France must now forge his own eeonomie partnership with 
Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany. 

o More World News 

I~ Gradt~atlo,~ Speech to Women, Obama Leaps h~to Gender Gap 

At Bernard College, President Obama prmnoted his record on women’s issues and drew a not-so- 
subtle distinction with the views of Republicans. 

171seal VVoes Boomera~g for Bro~ iu Califl*rnla 

By now, Gov. d erry Brow-n had hoped to have dispensed with huge budget shortfalls, not be facing 
another one. 

SAN FRANCISCO JOURNAL 

I~ City DThere Dogs O~tnumber Childre~L Fiudi~g a ~,a, ray for Coyotes to 

Coexist 

The emergence in recent years of coyotes in the city’s parks and other places has raised doubts about 

whether the wild animals can eoexist with the domesticated ones. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

In V~aslfington,, Mixed Messages Over Tighter Rules for "Wail St. 

Calls for a crackdown, which come as regulators are putting the finishing touches on the Voleker 
Rtfle and other sneh overhauls, may not find many sympathetic ears in Washington. 

DEALBOOK 

How Bank Handles Bad Bet Is Fraught V~’itl~ Perl] 

A bank that is forced to dnmp an outsize position could drive prices lower, increasing the size of its 
eventual losses. 

DEALBOOK 

l*~acebook Is Said to Raise Offering Share Price 

Faeebook is expected to settle on a new range of $34 to 838 a share, which wmdd wdne the social 

network as much as $~o4 billion. 

S P 0 RTS 

GAME 1: RANGERS 3, DEVILS 0 

Rangers Steer Oft" V~qth Strong Fin 

The rookie Chris Kreider had a goal and an assist, and Henrik Lundqvist recorded his fifth career 

playoff shutout as the Rangers opened their series with a victory over the Devils, 

~1~ Box Score [ Pla’¢-b’¢-Play 

After Regaining Minutes, Kreider Capitalizes 

Chris ga’eider played five minutes in each period of Game ~ and was a key example of how the 



Rangers did not slow down after being in a [)air of seven-game series, 

On Familiar Garden Ice, Brodeur Struggles to an Oft-Heard Refrain 

How to Be a Lifelong Rangers Fan 

II~ere is nothing wrong with fair-weather fandom, and all it takes to jump on the Rangers’ 
bandwagon is a little knowledge of N.H.L. playoff quirks. 

~Siap 
Shop Play~n~ Down the Rivaky 

~ Remembering !9{4. Ten,sioux, but No BJackBerrys j Stephane Richer Q and A. 

~ Kings Stay on 8 Ro~ in {he F’os{season ~ Hunter Steps Down as Capitals Coach 

¯ Mere Spolts News 

ART$ 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

The video game Max Payne 3 follows the former cop in his job as a bodyguard in Brazil. 

Li~tcoln Cente~o Theater ~o Ope~t a New Stage 

Lincoln Center Theater opens a H2-seat showcase on Tuesday intended to serve a younger, more 
diverse audience. 

THEATER REVIEWV 

Splashes of Guilt h~ ~Waves of Em,’y 

II~ree cheers for the small but ambitious One Year Lease Theater Company for b~nging Mark 
RavenhilPs ten’ifie play "pool (no water)" to New York. 

o Mere A~s News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Prh~ate $ector Edges Deeper in Space 

A planned launching this weekend, if successful, would be a victory for private companies trying to 
make their mark in space. 

A CONVERSATION WITH CARSON CHOW 
A Mathematlcal C}~a||enge to Obesity 

Carson Chow has used mathematical models to determine the causes of obesity, and ways to stem 
the epidemic. 

Hawa~P.~ Beaches A~’e in Rote’eat, a~d Its g~’ay of L~fe May Follow 

Most beaches on the state’s three largest islands are eroding, and the erosion is likely to accelerate as 
sea levels rise, according to a new report. 

Mere Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

En ~.| of" the Affair? 

Investors are falling out of love with stoeks beeause they do not trust the market. Policy makers 

shonld pay attention, 

EDITORIAL 

Not Too Late to Ct~rb the l~’i|ib~tster 
Senator Harry Reid belatedly recognizes he should have changed the rules on filibusters, which 
have become a daily impediment to Senate operations. 

EDITORIAL 

Confro~ti~g I<eysto~e 2gga h~ 
The State Department mnst give a rigorous environmental review to the new proposal for the 
Keystone XL pipeline, which would cavt.w oil fi’om Canada to the Onlf Coast. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

i.:y v :. ii..i.i 
A histm’ie rnling ordered South African authorities to prosecute members of Zimbabwe’s 
govermnent who tmtnred political opponents. It shmdd not be appealed. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ESPN Man 



With all the fundamentals gone haywire, why is Obama staying competitive at the polls? 

~ Columnist Pa~e I iBIog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The R~ght°s Righteous Frauds 

Many of the country’s self-appointed moralists are hypocrites whose own histories tumble out the 

window as soon as there is a check to be cashed. 

More Opinien >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 15, 1911, the Supreme Court ordered the dissolution of Standard Oil Company, ruling it 

was in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act. 

You received this message because you signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines r~ews~etter. As a member of 

the TRUSI~ privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecth~g your privacy. 

Ms~lage S~Jbscript~oRs ~ URsubscr~be ~ Cbs~l#e Your E-Mail ~ Pr~wcy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



Class Meetings: Monday to Friday, 9a-lla 

Location: UG-Legon 

Office Honrs: Mondays, lp-3p and by appointment 

Office Location: Sociology Department 

Contact Information: ~gmail.com 

COURSE OUTLINE 
Based on his observations in Nima, a suburb of Accra in the early 1970’s, Keith Hart coined 
the term the ’informal sector’. Then viewed as an aberrant phenomenon which would 
disappear with development, the informal sector continues to employ a larger proportion of 

the Ghanaian and African workforce than the formal sector as well as more women than men. 
In the decades since its ’discovery’, both the concept and its role in economic development 
has been hotly debated. This course introduces students to the larger theoretical debates as 
well as the empirical evidence on the informal economy in Ghana as well as policy and 
programmatic responses to the informal economy. The goals of the course are to provide 
students with the conceptual tools that will make it possible for them to understand labour 
markets in the developing world and its links to employment, poverty and growth as well as 
the practical tools for appreciating the multiple responses of stakeholders such as 
governments, the private sector, civil society and international agencies to informality. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 
COURSE GOALS: Upon completion of AFRI 522, students should be able to: 

Demonstrate an understanding of the forces responsible for the creation and 
continuation of Ghana’ s informal economy. 

¯ Explain the critical roles played by women in Ghana’s informal economy. 
¯ Understand the multiple responses by government, the private sector, civil society, and 

international agencies to informality in the modern Ghanaian economy. 

REQUIRED TEXTS 
Each student will be required to purchase the Course Packet for AFRI 522 before departure. 
A Sakai site for AFRI 522 with some of the reading materials posted wvill be made available 
to supplement the mandatory Course Packet. 

REQUIRED WORK 
There will three two-page reaction papers, one four-page analytic paper (Week 2), and an 

essay final exam (Week 3) during the three-week term. In addition, each student will lead one 
seminar discussion and all students will be expected to devise discussion questions for each 
class session and to actively participate in class. Details of assignments and classroom 
expectations will be forthcoming. For all written work students will be expected to write in a 



clear and organized manner. Also, students will need to demonstrate critical thinking and 
original perspectives in their work. 

Attendance is mandatory in this course for both classes and the scheduled site visits. Students 
are responsible for actively participating in class discussions. Hence, attendance will impact 
your grade in this class. All students will be allowed a total of one excused or unexcused 
absence from class during the three-week session. For each additional absence, students will 
have ten points per day deducted from their final course grade. Please note that no site visit 
can be excused and are mandatory aspects of the study abroad program. 

GRADING 
3 reaction papers: 30% 
Lead seminar presentation: 10% 
Attendance & participation: 10% 

Discussion questions: 10% 
Analytic Paper: 15% 
Final Exam: 25% 

GRADING RUBRIC 
Exceptional: 100-93% = A 

92-90% = A- 

Very Good: 89-87% = B+ 
86-83% = B 
82-80% = B- 

Satisfactory: 79-77% = C+ 
76-73% = C 
72-68% = C- 

Insufficient: 67-63% = D 

Failing: 62-0% = F 

STUDENT CONDUCT 
Students are expected to be familiar with, and to abide by, the guidelines in the UNC-Chapel 
Hill Honor Code (http:iihonor.unc.edu) as well as the expectations listed in the "Expectations 
Contract". In addition students are not allowed to sleep, read newspapers, leave class early 
without permission, use cell phones (to text message, email, or talk), or hold off-topic 
conversations during the class sessions or site visits. I am highly intolerant of this sort of 
behavior. At the very minimum, your attendance and participation grade will be reduced. 

In addition, any form of academic dishonesty or misconduct (e.g., cheating, plagiarism, 
unauthorized copying or collaboration, forging signatures on class rosters, etc.) will be 
directed to the UNC-Chapel Hill Undergraduate Honor Court and the Undergraduate 
Attorney General. Students found in violation of the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code may 
receive a failing course grade and are subj ect to academic probation, suspension, or expulsion 
from UNC-Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 
100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by 
them, but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the 
honor code should be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another 
useful resource is the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by 
the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and 
procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student enrolled in this course is 



expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information about the 
UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at http://honor.unc.edu. 

DAILY SCHEDULE 

PART ONE: HISTORICAL AND THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

Day 1: Introduction 

Bromley, Ray. 1978. Introduction: The Urban Informal Sector: Why is it Worth Discussing? 

World Development 6 (9/10): 1033-1039 

Peattie, Lisa. 11987. An Idea in Good Currency and How it Grew: The Informal Sector. 

World Development 15 (7): 851-860. 

Day 2: Origins of the informal sector 

Lewis, Arthur. 1954. Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labour. 7he 

Manchester School of Economics and Social Studies 23 (2): 139-191l. 

Hart, Keith. 1973. Informal Income Opportunities and Urban Employment in Ghana. 

Journal of ~4odetw African Studies 11 (1): 61-89. 

Day 3: Definitions and measurement of the informal economy 

Portes, Alejandro. 1983. "The Informal Sector: Definition, Controversy, and Relation to 
National Development," Review, vol. 7, Summer, 151-174. 

Chen, Martha, A 2001. Women in the Informal Sector: A Global Picture, The Global 

Movement. SAISReview 211 (1): 71-82. 

Hussmanns, Ralf. 2004. Measuring the Informal Economy: From Employment in the 

Informal Sector to Informal Employment. Working Paper 53. 

International Labour Organsiation. 2011. Statistical Update on Employment in the Informal 

Economy. www.ilo.or~www.wi ego.org 

PART TWO: THEORIES 

Day 4: Theories on causality I: The dualist versus structuralist perspective 

Moser, Carolyn. 1994. The Informal Sector Debate, Part 1: 1970-1983, In Contrapunto: The 

Informal Sector Debate in Latin America, edited by C. Rakowski. Albany: State University 

Press of New York. 



Castells, Manuel and Alejandro Portes. 1989. "World Underneath: The Origins, Dynamics 

and Effects of the Informal Economy", In 7he b~)rmal Economy: Studies in Advanced and 

Less Developed Countries, edited by Alejandro Portes, Manuel Castells and L. Benton. 

Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. Pp. 111-37. 

Ngiba C, et al. 2009. Dynamics of Trade between the Formal Sector and Informal Traders. 

South African Journal of Economic and A4anagement Sciences 12 (4): 462-274. 

Day 5: Theories on causality II: The legalist versus voluntary perspective 

De Soto, Hernando. 1989. The Other Path: The Economic Answer to Terrorism. New York: 

Basic Books. Pp 3-15, 1131-187. 

Maloney, William, F. 2004. Informality Revisited. World Development 32 (7): 1159-1178. 

Day 6: Theories on causality III: Chen et al/WIEGO perspectives 

Chen, Martha. 2007. Rethinking the Informal Economy: Linkages with the Formal 

Economy and the Formal Regulato~T Environment, In Unlocking Human Potential: Concepts 

and Policies for Linking the Informal and Formal Sectors, edited by B. Guha-Khasnobis and 

Ravi Kanbur. London: Oxford University Press. Pp. 75-92. 

PART THREE: ON THE GROUND REALITY 

Day 7: Traders 

Skinner, C. 2008. Street Trade in Africa: A Review. Working Paper # 51 for School of 

Development Studies, University of KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. 

Darkwah, Akosua, K. 2007. Work as a Duty and as a Joy: Understanding the Role of Work 

in the Lives of Ghanaian Female Traders of Global Consumer Items, In Women’s Labor in 

the Global Economy: Speaking in Multiple Voices, edited by Sharon Hurley. Pp 206-220. 

Darkwah, Akosua, K. 2007. Making Hay while the Sun Shines: Ghanaian Female Traders 

and their Insertion in the Global Economy, In 7he Gender of Globalisation: Women 

Navilzating Cultural and i~conomic Marlzina#ties, edited by Nandini Gunewardena and Ann 

Kingsolver. Pp. 611-83. 



Day 8: Excursion: Makola Market 

Darkwah, Akosua K. 2002. Trading Goes Global: Ghanaian Market Women in an Era of 

Globalization Asian Women 15:31-49. 

Darkwah, Akosua K. 2001. Confronting the Phantom in our Midst: Market Women 

Negotiate the Ghanaian Trade Policy Framework. SocialPolicy 2 (1): 1-7. 

Day 9: Vocational occupations 

Palmer, Robert. 2009. Formalising the Informal: Ghana’s National Apprenticeship System. 

Journal of l/ocational Education and 7~’aining 61 (1): 67-83. 

Monk, Courtney, Sandefur, Justin and Francis Teal. 2008. Does Doing an Apprenticeship 

Pay off?. Evidence from Ghana. Centre for the Study of African Economies, Working Paper 

Series/2008-08. 

Day 10: Excursion: A visit to a hairdresser or dressmaker 

Analytic Papers Due 

PART FOUR: RESPONSES 

Day 11: The Role of the informal sector in economic development 

Ports, Deborah. 2008. The Urban Informal Sector in Sub-Saharan Africa: From Bad to Good 
(and Back Again?) Development Southern A.fiqca 25 (2): 151-167. 

Day 12: Workers Responses - Organising in the informal sector 

Bayat, Asef. 2000. From ’Dangerous Classes’ to ’Quiet Rebels’, Politics of the Urban 

Subaltern in the Global South. Interna#onalSociology 15 (3): 533-557. 

1997. Un-civil Society: The Politics of the Informal People. Third Worm 

Quarterly 18 (1): 53-72. 

Brown, A and T. Lloyd-Jones. 2010. Seen but Not Heard: Urban Voice and Citizenship for 

Street Traders, In A~ica ’s lit.formal Workers, Collective Agency, Alliances and Transnational 

Organising in Urban AJ~qca, edited by I. Lindell. London: Zed Books. Pp. 

King, Rudith. 2006. Fulcrum of the Urban Economy: Governance and Street Livelihoods in 

Kumasi, Ghana, In Conteswd Space: Street Trading, Public 5"pace and Livelihoods in 

Developing Cities, edited by A. Brown. Warwickshire: Intermediate Technology 

Publications. Pp. 



Boampong, Owusu. 2010. The Possibilities for Collective Organisation of Informal Port 

Workers in Tema, Ghana. Africa’s Informal Workers, Collective Agency, Alliances and 

7~’ansnational Or~zanising m Urban Africa, edited by I. Lindell. London: Zed Books. Pp. 

Adu-Amankwah, Kwesi. Africa-Ghana: Organising in the Informal Sector. 

www. streetn et. org/za/Engli sh/ghana.html 

Day 13: State Responses - Regulation 

Kucera, David and Leanne. Roncolato. 2008. Informal Employment: Two Contested Policy 

Issues. International Labour Review 147 (4): 321-348 

Day 14: Prospects for change? 

Henitz, James. 20110. Employment, Poverty and Inclusive Development in Africa: Policy 

Choices in the Context of Widespread Informality, In 7he Po#ticalEconomy of Africa, edited 

by Vishnu Padayachee. New York: Routledge. Pp. 199-2113. 

King, Kenneth. Africa’s Informal Economies: Thirty Years On. SA1SReview 21 (1): 97-1108. 

Day 15: Final Exam 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Routledge Basics E-Catalogue 2012 

ii~~ Routledge, Taylor & Fra ncis Grou p 

Routledge Basics E-Catalogue 2012 
Welcome to the Routledge Basics E4~ataloque 2012 

Routledge Basics is designed to help students across the 
academic spectrum develop the basic foundation of knowledge 
they need in their studies. Each book can be used as an 
introductory textbook, or as additional reading to support 
students throughout their time at university. Every title is written 
by an academic with experience of teaching the subject. 

We cover a wide range of subjects across our series - and at a 
price that’s affordable for students. 
Click on any of the subject headings below to view the range. 

Doin_q 

Earthscan Atlases 

The Key Guides 

Routledge Companions 
A. _it,_ .M._ ~_Ls_’Lc:_._a_~_td___p_~.r_ f .o__r_!.n_ .a__n_~ .e_ 

._C__!jE)j_n_o_J__o_gx____a_!)__d____L__a___vy_ 

Economics and Business 

Education 

Film, Media and Culture 

Geography tire Environment and Development 
._H__Ls__Lo_E,___A__Lc_[!A_e___oJ__o_gy__A_n___d____A__!_&h__!__q p___o_Lq gy_ 

Lan_qL!&qA OO~ Lin_q u ist ics 

Literature 

Philosophy 

Politics and International Relations 

._P___s_y_c__!!__o_]__q gx_ 

_R___e__tei__o_[!. 
Science 

Sociology 

Sport and "rourism 

Study Skills 

Routledge Basis 2012 E-. 

Catalogue Cover 

All of the Routledge Basics are available as Complimentary Exam Copies - Just click the link on 
the book’s page within the catalogue and fill in your course details to receive a copy for evaluation. 

Kind regards, 

Nik Imrie & Ilaria Parodi 
Marketing Managers 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholm~.o~g@mail80.usl .rsgsv.net~ 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 11:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DEADLINE TODAY: Call tbr Papers/Annual Contbrence 2012 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Hiddle East and Africa 

October ~-~3~ 20~2 
Key Bridge Narriott Hotel * Washington, D,C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2012 annual conference. 

Nembers flom any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered~ Abstracts on topics related 

to the Niddle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~] contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, aNliat~on). Tge ~ae ~ate far ~[e~osals i~ Tees~ay, Nay ~S, 20~2. Proposals 

should be sent to: i~f~@a~aea~ola~.or~. Completed papers are due by August 31, 

VIEW the list of papers presented at the 2011 Annual ASMEA Conference. 

Referees and Di,~c~s.,~nt~ 

ASNEA Nembers interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e~mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles~ Send e-mail to: i~f~@a$~ea~h~la~.~r~. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or 

info@asmeascholars.org, 

Association for *:he Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.oro 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www,asmeascholars,org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copyri(Tht (C) 2012 ASMEA Al! rights reserved 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

arrew <arrow@inet- direct.com > 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 2:31 PM 

arrow <arrow@inet- direct.corn> 

48th A~mua] Mississippi Civil Rights Mazbjrs Memorial Service 

(Please maximize screen 
for best viewing) 

The 48t~ Annua~ Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs Memoria~ Serv}ce, 

Conference~ Caravm~ and March for Justice 

J~me 22, 23, a~d 24, 20t 2 

Compared to the number of Mississippi murders committed--and the number of murderers involved--investigations and prosecutions have been 
a token few. 

You are invited to attend the 48th Annual Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs Memorial Service, Conference, Caravan and March for Justice. We will 

remember and honor all Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs. Over fifty martyrs have been identified thus far. 

On Friday, June 22, a Caravan for Justice will assemble at 8:00am at Mt. Zion United Methodist Church, 11191 Road 747, Longdale, Neshoba 
County, Mississippi. At 9:00am the caravan departs for the Mississippi Coliseum, 1207 Mississippi Street, Jackson, Mississippi. 

From the Mississippi Coliseum, a March for Justice will commemorate the march Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. led in Philadelphia, Mississippi on the 
second anniversary of the murders of civil rights workers James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael Schwerner. The 2012 March for Justice 
will follow Mississippi Street to the Mississippi Capitol, 400 High Street, Jackson, Mississippi. The march is less than a mile (0.9). A Rally for 
Justice for All Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs will start at 11:00am on the steps of the Capitol Building. After the rally there will be a lunch at a local 
restaurant. At 2:00pm the caravan will proceed to 31st Missionary Baptist Church, 3411 20th Street, Meridian, MS. At 6:00pm a meet and greet 

will take place at a local restaurant. 

On Saturday, June 23, at 8:00am, we will assemble at the former COFO office site, 2505 5th Street, Meridian, MS. At 9:00am we will caravan to 

the Longdale Community Center on Road 632, Longdale, Neshoba County, MS. A conference will be held to discuss unprosecuted or not fully 
prosecuted cases of murders of Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs, recent Strange Hangings, other unsolved murders in Mississippi, the Mississippi 
right to work law, and denial of pardons for the Scott Sisters. A Memorial Service for all Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs and observance of people 
who have given diligent service to civil rights will start at 11:30am. A picnic will start at 12:30pm and end at 4:00pm. 

A Steele family gathering will be held at the Longdale Community Center on Sunday, June 24, beginning at 10:30am. All family, friends, and the 
general public are welcome. Please join us. 

can be reached at anjohnora2OO3@yahoo.com or (925) 497-9868. 

Annual Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs Memorial Service 
Planning Committee Members 

Diane Nash C.T. Vivian Curtis Muhammad 
Sa3456@msn.com ctv@comcast.net curtismuhammad@hotmail.com Rgeorge529@aol.com 

John Steele, Chairman 

George Roberts 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesda5 3:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

grade changes 

Deal Eunice, 

I’~n sorry, to intrude so soon after you left. 
The grade-change forms for the m-o Honors thesis students, were returned to us ruth a note that the change requires the 

department chair’s signature on account of the fact that the forms were mined in past the deadline. I recall but cannot find written documentation that you 

authorized me to sign offon temIx~raD~-gmde changes in your absence. But it appears as if the regifftrar is treating the returned forms as a change of permanent grade. 

How would you like to proceed? 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-AInerican Studies 
Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
U~fiversi~ ofNortk Caacolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abom my pnblications: 
http:,’/wwwa~nmss~e&~,’umpress,’spr 97i.ianken.html 
http:#uncpress.unc.edtglx~oka’T- 8059,html 

http://nndpress,nd,edtvbook/PO0780 
http:/hmdpress,nd,edtvbook/PO0723 
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Today’s Headlines: Needy States Use Housing Aid Cash to Plug Budgets 
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TOP NEWS 

Needy States Use Housing 
Aid Cash to Plug Budgets 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

Some states are diverting their share of 
a $2.5 billion they were awarded in a 
mortgage settlement, money intended to 
help homeowners and mitigate the 
effects of foreclosures. 

. ~ Document: The Mortgage Settlement and 

the States 

New Drug Trial Seeks to Stop 
Alzheimer’s Before It Starts 
By PAM BELLUCK 

A clinical trial of Crenezmnab will focus 
largely on members of a Colombian 
family who are genetically destined to 
develop the disease but who do not yet 
have any s3anptoms. 

The One Thin9 You~ Should Do 
For Youir Prostate Every Morni 
£~,nowned docto~r ~rev~-:~als 5 s~m:p!~ 
~ps to keep your prostate heakh:y. 

As Trained Afghans Turn Enemy, a U.S.-Led Imperative Is in Peril 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

This year, 22 American-led coalition service members have been killed by men in Afghan tmifonn, which the 
military calls "green on blue" attacks. 

’. ~1 Photographs: Afghan Soldiers Increasingly Attack American Counterparts 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Because of this study, we do not feel as alone." 

GLADYS BETANCUR, 39, a member of the world’s largest fmnily knoua~ to be genetically predestined to 

early-onset Alzheimer’s, on a new drug trial. 

DINING & WINE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Preview: The Food 
of GoogaMooga 
Duck hot dogs, foie gras 
doughnuts and other 
snacks that will be on 



hand at the festival in Prospect Park on 
May a9 and 2o. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Nuns on the 

Frontier 
ByANNE M. BUTLER 

The tension between 
nuns and the Caflaolie 
Church’s male hierarchy has roots in the 
a9th century. Homes for $700,000 

ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Homes for $890,000 

Homes for $625,000 

nytimes,�om REAL ESTATE 

WORLD 

Top Murdoch Aide Is Charged in Hacking Case 
By JOHN F. BURNS and ALAN COWELL 

Rebekah Brooks, the former chief executive of Rupert Murdoch’s newspaper outpost in Britain, and five 
others will face charges of conspiring to pervert the course of justice in the ease. 

~ ~ Video: Murdoch Aides Face Charges 

Numb to Carnage, Mexicans Find Diversions, and Life Goes On 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD and DAMIEN CAVE 

Many Mexicans are increasingly disturbed by their disaffection as drug violence has taken a tuna for the 
worse. 

Former Commander of U.S. Nuclear Forces Calls for Large Cut in Warheads 
By THOM SHANKER 

Gen. James E. Cartwright, a fonner commander of the United States’ nuclear forces, is adding his voice to 
those who are calling for a drastic reduction in nuclear warheads. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

FLORENCE JOURNAL 
Slave Graves, Somewhere, Complicate a Walmart’s Path 
By RUBBLE BROWN 

Part of a neglected cemetery may be in the way of store construction in Florence, Ala., but the botmdaries 
have been a challenge to confirm. 

Popular Priest Fathered Child and Says He’ll Step Aside 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

An American priest, who was the face of the scandal-tona Legionaries of Christ, adnfitted to having an affair 
and fathering a child, on Tuesday. 

Gay Prosecutor Is Denied Virginia Judgeship Despite Bipartisan Support 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

Republicans in the House of Delegates rejected the nonfination of Tracy Thome-Begland, saying his activism 
on behalf of gay rights meant he would impose an activist agenda as a judge. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
F.B.I. Inquiry Adds to JPMorgan’s Woes 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and BEN PROTESS 



The F.B.I. opened an investigation of JPMorgan Chase’s $2 billion loss as the company held its annual 
shareholder meeting in Tampa, Fla. 

Soda Makers Scramble to Fill Void as Sales Drop 
By STEPHANIE STRUM 

Panericmas are abandoning carbonated drinks, and Coke and Pepsi are relying more thma ever on the "flat" 
drinks and bottled waters. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 
A Tempting Rationale for Leaving the Euro 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

Despite the turmoil that would result, staying the course has its own risks. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Father’s Example Guides Tebow 
By SETH MYDANS 

At the orphanage his father fotmded as part of his nfissionary work in the Philippines, the children still toss 
around a football Tim Tebow left for them. 

U.S. Has Its First Female Olympic Boxer 
By BARRY BEARAK 

Marlen Esparza will represent the United States when women’s boxing makes its debut as an Ol3anpie event, 
but hopeful Quanitta Underwood’s chances are now hanging by a thread. 

Saints’ Appeals in Bounty Case Focus on League Contract 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The players’ union is disputing whether Conmfissioner Roger Goodell has the authority to discipline the 
players implicated in the scandal. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE DICTATOR’ 
The Tyrant as Tourist 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Sacha Baron Cohen’s newest creation, Admiral General Aladeen, is the star of the new comedy "The 
Dictator." 

" Q. and A.: Admiral General Aladeen 

A Band Battles Ticketmaster on Sales Fees 
By BEN SISARIO 

The band String Cheese Incident is making a symbolic end rtm to protest what it considers high ticket-sales 
fees. 

New Delay in Opening African Art Museum 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

The Mttsemn for African Art has been forced to delay the opening of its new location in East Harlem because 
it has not raised enough money. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Pork Belly, Lobster and, Yes, Music 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

A gastrononfie Summer of Love kicks off with the Great GoogaMooga festival in Prospect Park, where star 
chefs are the headliners, upstaging the musical acts. 
~ ~ Slide Show: The Food of GoogaMooga 

For Them, a Great Meal Tops Good Intentions 
By JULIA MOSKIN 



The American chef Thomas Keller and Andoni Luis Aduriz of Spain back each other up while slicing through 
some of the profession’s favorite platitudes. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I PERLA 
A Comfortable View to a Thrill 
By PETE WELLS 

Perla, on Minetta Lane, serves a swaggering red-blooded version of Italian food. 

" Diner’s Journal: Three Dishes at Perla 

’. ~:~ Slide Show 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Boehner and the Debt 
Speaker dolm Boehner pushed the comatry to the brink of default last year and now wants to do it all over 
again. 

EDITORIAL 
Alabama’s Disgrace 
Alabama still has a chance to undo the malignant anti-inmfigrant law, but Republican leaders have vowed 
not to weaken tim bill. 

EDITORIAL 
A Routine Execution in Texas 
Abook details the errors in the investigation and prosecution of a man who was executed in a989 and who 
was ahnost certainly innocent. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Dancing With Derivatives 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Othello learued that reputation is all. Now, after a $2 billion trading blunder, Jmnie Dimon is learuing that. 

Come the Revolution 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Through ventures like Coursera, world-class leanfing is confing at bargain-basement prices. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Third Party Fantasy 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Efforts to create a sensible centrist alternative to the Democratic and Republican parties are weak because 
they nfisunderstand where true political insurgency comes from. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May a6, ~868, the United States Senate failed by one vote to convict President Andrew Johnson as it took 

its first ballot on one of 11 articles of impeachment against lfim. (Mr. 3olmson was acquitted of all charges.) 

¯ See This Front 

¯ Eu..y....T.]~i.s..£.r.p.~&£.a.,~.e.. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 9:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Mnst we save the world? 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL, 34 NO, ~o Visit h:b.f’o~k Ell] 

LRB cover art Must we save the world? 
Malcolm Bul~ on ~he e~ hies of climate eha~ge 

It is no seeret that the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, designed to 

bNng ~e emissions of industfiNised countries below 

their 199o levels, has been unable to aehieve iN tatNets 

(or only M~ une~eeted help from economic 

t~eessions), or that the Copenhagen summit of 2oo9 

Mled to t~aeh any meaningf@ agreement at N1. Sueh 

failures reflect a fragmentation of agency: while it might 

be eolleefively rafionN for nations to eo-operate on 

climate change, it is inNvidually rational for them not 

to, More 

:~-~ LRB blog                                                           ] 

Lay la AI.- Zu]:~aidi arr~orl~ t [~e ~ro kesters 



Since the uprising began, every village has come up with its own dabke, a traditional 

dance in which the dancers, their hands locked together, move in a circle and stamp 

their feet to the beat of a drum. EveW funeral is turned into a protest proeession. 

Atnong the most eommon funeral chants is a song written by Ibrahim Qashoush, a 

singer from Hama, called [~Yallah irhal ya Bashar! [] ([]Get out, Bashar! []). When 

Qashoush was found last summer with his throat slit and vocal cords ripped out, the 

song beea~ne the movement[~s soundtraek. More 

The Man in the Clearing 
lain Sinclair meets Gary Snyde, r 

While Snyder was waiting for the proper intmMew to begin, tny insfinet was to keep 

quiet, drink the tea, look around. Standing outside, by the pond, we had covered 

plenty of ground: how the FBI had blaeNisted ~e young poet and ordered the forest 

rangers to terminate Snyder~ s job as a tnounmin-peak fire-wateher, simply because 

he had been a member of the National Maritime Union, which was perceived as a 

Communist eonspiraey hellbent on strikes. This was in 1953. ~That was ~e last 

government employment I ever had. ~ Mote 

At the National Gallery 

Charle.~ Hope: 

~’]lasterpk~.c.e ~ 

Short Cuts 

Cop’,,right " l,endot; l,!evie~a of Beo;::~ [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email regls~:ar:g; :b co u;: [] You can :.msubscr~be er update your e~ ~fil p~efe*ences at any time on ore- website 

i.~.i City U niversity 

Follow us on Twitter 

::N:: Find us on Facebook 
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Sent: 
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NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Summer Movies, Retirement and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 20516/a mes ~ Y 

[ ii.~.iI @Times - May 16, 2012I 

The Summer Movies special section is your VA.P. pass to 
Holl~a~ood’s big season -with close-ups of budding box- 
office draws~ including an indic darling turned studio star; a 
peek at an in-your-face satirist’s first stab at scripted 
filmmaking; insights into the latest from two directors, an 
emerging talent and an established icom pb~s five other auteurs’ 
favorite summer flicks; and sizzling DVD rentals ranging from 
an Arth~rian extravaganza to a futuristic camp classic. 

The good news is h tw ’re ring ong r he ~ new is 
we have to prepari; for it. Our Speeia[ Re~iri;ment section 
can help -with articles, multimedia and blog posts o[’[eriug 
insights on affordable over’seas oases; the pros a~ad eo~as of 
working past 65; the importauee o[ access to advanced mediea[ 
care; exercises [’ov both mi~ad and body; fighting financial {rand 
a~ad anti-elderly bias: building that nest egg; a~ad much move. 

¯ The theater evitics make ~heir Tony Award choices 
¯ Retit’ement 
¯ Oeog]e+ Hangout with Ambassador Nee 
¯ FlAy Shades of Red 
¯ A Mother-.Daughter’ Spring gt’eak 

Top 5 Viewed Features o,~¥-r~ ......... 
(Between May 9, 20!2 - May 15, 2012) 

*, Can You Call a 9-Year-Old a Psychopath? 

2. ga’ugman: Why We Regulate 

3, Game Ow~r for the Climate 

4, A Generation Hobbled by the Soaring (ost of Coflege 

5. UltraV)rthodox Shun Their Own for Reporting Child Sexual 
Abuse 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." 2o?,2 Ton3, 

Nominations: Musicals 
Photographs and reviews of 
shows nominated for Best 
Musieal and Best Reviwd of a 
Musical. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: "rwdve 

Uncomplicated Summer 
Cocktails 
Mixing a good drink requires a 
bit of care, but anyone can do it. 

~ V~DEO: The 2o-Minu[e 

Workout 
Gretchen Reynolds, the Phys Ed 
columnist, on the science of 
high-intensity interval 
training, or H.I.T., which 
scientists are finding can be as 
effective as longer endurance 
training. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Choices in the 

Age of 

Informatlon 

Overload 
The Internet was supposed to 
make us smarter shoppers. So 
why should we still listen to the 
signals that brands send us? Join 
the conversation. 

~ Join the Conversation 

Download The Co~lec[~on 



Sign up for TimesLimited    ~ 

Follow @ nytimes o n          ~ 

Twitter 

ABOUT TH~S 

@ThT~eS conies to you frenl the NYTirnes,com nlarke~ing depal!ment You received ~his message because you signed up 

for N’¢Times,com’s @Tinles rlewsle~ter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTinles,com 620 Eighlil Awnue New YorK, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 3:16 PM 

Sable. Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Coming Soon to the Ackland! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

An Ackland-Kidzu Collaboration 

In this speciat program for 4- to 8-year-otds, we’tt 
investigate paintings, quirts, cottages, and 
photographs on viewin the Acktand’s exhibition 
Piece byPiece, then head over to Kidzu Chitdren’s 
Museumtomakebookmarksandcottaborateona 
quirt for disptay at Kidzu. 

$5 per child. Pre-registration required: call 
Kidzu Children’s Museum at 919.933.1455 or 

register online at kidzuchildrensmuseum.org. 

International Art Museum Day 
Enjoy Ackland iVlembership Discounts this Weekend! 

Museum Day by: 

¯ ::, 7::.7 :~iiiiiiiiiiiii i~i~~~gh Sunday, May 20th! Take 

iiiii: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii advantage of this offer at the 
ii~i~i.i~iii~i~i Acktand Museum Store[ 

In cerebration of International 
Museum Day (this Friday, May 
18th), the Acktand Museum Store is 
offering a 10% discount on all 
Ackland Memberships at 
the Ln...d.!.v.!.d...u...a..[...L..e...v...e..t....a...n..d.. 
above from Friday, May 18th, 

Participate in International Art 



¯ PostingimagesofyourvisittotheAck[andoranotherart 
museum on Ftickr using the "ArtMuseumDay" tag 

¯ Fottowing our countdown of the Top Ten Ways to Enjoy Art at 
the Ackland on Facebook 

¯ Telling us what you like about visiting at the ack[and via 
Facebook, Twitter, or our comment book in the Museum! 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The ack[and is pleased towe[comeThe Carrborators and their 
"americana styte" btend of fork, rock, and jazz ~nfluences. [nlw tagered 
vocat harmonies ~ntertw~ned w~th a m~x of flatp~cMng and finger-stgted 
guitars, mandolin, dobro, harmonica, and bass. The Carrborators’ music 
w~[[ enhance gout experience of the current exhibitions T~ornton D~al: .......................................................... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Fam lg  ag: Thoughts Paper 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Th~s month’s gam~tg ~ag enabtes gou to bu~td museum memories w~th 
the ch~tdren ~n gout rife white enjw~ng the vMd and tgHcat drawings ~n 



Join a Family Tour at 2:00 PM to discover lots of ways to interact with 
art, and enjoy Story Time together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at 
the Creation Station and Treasure Hunts in the galleries are available 
throughout the afternoon. Come for a little while or stay for the whole 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended [or c~ldren 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Saturdag, 2 June, ~0:30 ~-~2:00 PN 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Thursdag, ~4 June, 6:00-8:00 PN 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made 
possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends tike you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your 
membership do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 
editor. 

1943; tithograph; Gift of W. P. Jacocks. 

Images: 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: The IViusic Lesson (detait), 

Ronatd Lockett, American, 1965-1998: Rememberin~ Sarah Lockett (detait), c. 1997; found metat, wire, wood, and 
paint. Gift of the Arnett Correction and Acktand Fund. 

Dene6 Btack, Stroll on Patton Avenue (detait), acrytic on canvas. 

Sigmar Potke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zEhlen die Punkte), 2002. 
James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Correction. 

Thornton Diat, American, born 1928:Bi9 Mouth Lady Knows How to Hold the Lon9 Neck Tiger, 1991; watercotor. Acktand 
Art Museum, Gift of the Sours Grown Deep Foundation. 

Romare Bearden, American, 1911-1988: Untitled (detail), 1976; screenprint on cotton. Lent by Susie Ruth Powe[L 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:29 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Ella Baker Internship 

Please Forward Widely. The deadline is in one week. 

"We Who Believe in Freedom Cannot Rest" 
Ella Baker Interns Program 

Now Seeking Summer Applicants 

Ella Baker, perhaps the civil rights movement’s most egfective organizer, learned on her family’s Halifax County farm that local people have 

the knowledge and the capaclty to shape thelr own 11ves. 
Thls summer, the Ella Baker Interns w111 work in the 20-county eastern North Carollna "Black Belt’J to greatly lncrease voter education and 

clvlc engagement in the region. As they do so, they w111 stltch together a human "qullt~J committed to what Mlss Baker and Dr. Martln Luther 

Klng, Jr. called "the beloved community," a vlslon of redeeming goodwill for a11. 

The Ella Baker Interns Program will accept and train fifty young community organizers who wlll work and learn from              until at least 

Applications are due by                     Early applications are encouraged. Late applications may be considered but only if slots 

and funding are still available. Please see the attached documents for more information. 

Ella Baker Interns will attend seminars with some of the best scholars, leaders, activists, and artlsts in North Carolina while they register 
voters, mobilize volunteers, organize events, make frlends, develop skills, establish credentials, and document thelr own experiences. Interns 

will receive a stipend for                   with the potential to continue working through 

The executive dlrector of the Ella Baker Interns Program is_                                  , currently a doctoral candidate in the Department 

History at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi11. The faculty includes Dr. Timothy B. Tyson, a historian of the South and especially 

the African American freedom movement in North Carolina. 

Questions should be dlrected to l~Rmail.com<mailto: @gmail.com> and copied to Dr. Tyson at 

timothy.tyson@duke.edu<mailto:timothy.tyson~duke.edu>. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htt~://~ists.unc~edu/u?id=323616~8~e87a91a~832319~4~e156ada77~a798d&n=T&~=afriafam&~=31498523 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31498523-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Greenway, Ryan <greenway@nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 2:27 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences ~a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

&smgrs@list~rv.unc.edu 

[asddd] Gretchen McCoy’s departure 

This message is being sent to all deans, directors, department heads, and managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

We would like you to join us in congratulating Gretchen McCoy on accepting a position with Central HR as the Director of HR Operations. Gretchen has meticulously 

worked with Dean’s Office during the startup of the Finance Service Center. We have thoroughly enjoyed working with her over the past 14 months, and wish her 

the best in all of her future endeavors. 

Gretchen’s last day in the Dean’s Office will be June Ist. We are searching for a replacement and request that you please use the Remedy system during the 

interim for your questions and requests. 

Warm regards. 

Ryan 

Ryan Greenway 

MSIS, PMP 

Director of Finance 
Business Operations, College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 
office - 919.962.9275 
mobile ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, May 19, 2012 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Heading Into Talks With IraJl, U.S. Sees Hopeful Signs 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Eusilsess I Spod:s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials i Op-.~J i On YNs Day 

~##rnize~ctav’# j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 19, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Heading Into Tallks \’Vith                             ~ 

Ira~, U,N, Sees Hopefifl Sign~ 

As American negotiators prepare for nuclear talks next week in Baghdad, they say recent 
statements from Iran and pressure from sanctions have raised the chances of compromise. 

DEALBOOK 

After B~ldup, a Modest Start for Facebook 

B:< ::tv::tl "-4 :"; it:t i ::::’::: 4<22>i it ~it; ::.~G~:- 

While disappointing new investors who were betting on fast gains, Faeebook had a wide winner’s 

circle, creating huge paper gains for scores of early insiders, hundreds of employees and some 

stragglers who bought stakes recently. 

~ DealBook After a Lackiuster Debut, gacebook Must Prove itsegto Investors 

~F] Graph ca Where Faeebook Ranks Among the SAP 500 i The W! inners of F~cebook=s I P.O. 

Earmark Puts $17,ooo Pa~s o~ Army Craft 

.At a time of fiscal austerity, critics are pointing to the cost of a helicopter part made by a company 

whose turners are donors to Representative Harold Rogers, a Kentucky Republican. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1~eebook was notj~st an I.P.O, 1~ was s~*pposed to be somethin9 that wo~dd excite the retail investor, 
B~t that didn ’t happen." 
J~IES A, BL~NCO, president of a research and trading firm, on the anemic trading of shares in 
the company as it made its market deb~t. 

TRAVEL 

~SLmE s.ow,,    g 
lo Views From the 

Road 
Take a trip from 
California to Vermont and explore 
some of America’s top drives. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 
Lindsay Lohan as Elizabeth 
Taylor 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

’L~cian Fre~d Drawings’ 

the Sweet Spot 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Go 

The number of 

migratory birds 

returning to New York each spring is 

declining because there are too many deer. 

WORLD 

RiMng Greek Polltleal Star, Foe of Austerlty~ Ptits Europe on Edge 



The left-wing leader Alexis Tsipras, who pledges to repudiate Greece’s austerity-for-loans bailout 
deal, says the country’s problem is a Em’opean one, necessitating a European solntion. 

Ptrth~ Reaches Dow*~ to the Assembly Li~e l’or First Appointment 

Russia’s newest political star is a tank factory worker who is famous for one thing: offering to travel 
to Moscow with a gang of assemblyqine workers to chase antigovernment protesters off the streets. 

From a Ho~duras Hosp~tal~ Confliet~ng Ta~es ofa Rh~erslde Shootout 

Some Honduran officials and residents have said that the victims of a fatal gun battle last week 
were innocent people, challenging the account of American drug enforcement agents. 

Mere Worid News 

Psychiatry Giant Sorry for Baekh~g Gay ’Cure’ 

At the end of his career, Dr. Robert L. Spitzer has reached a painful conclusion: "I believe," he wrote 
in a letter, "I owe the gay community an apology." 

Ma~n Spoke of’Crazy and Creepy" Man Fo|lowing Him~ Friend Says 

In a sworn interview with a prosecutor, a girl who was speaking on the phone with Trayvon Martin 
before he was killed tells of Mr. Martin’s growing fear as he was followed. 

BURLINGTON JOURNAL 

Refl~gee Farmers I+’~nd Solace in a F|oodphfin 

Refltgees from Africa and South Asia are rebnilding their livelihoods after last snmmer’s 
devastating flood that mined lO,OOO acres of land. 

BUSINESS 

Markets End Week ++Vith at Loshag Streak Intact 

Exeitement abont Facebook did not keep the major indexes from losing ground for the third week in 

COMMON SENSE 

I~ the Undoi~g ofa CoE,O. a P~zzle 
i.::.,. ::,Mi..’:.. i.: 
A faked rOsnmO led to a victory for an activist shareholder, and an endnring mystery about Seott 
Thompson’s departure from Yahoo. 

OFF THE CHARTS 

The Number of Those V+;or "Mug Past 65 Is at a R(~cord H~gh 

While the number of workers over the traditional retirement age has risen, those 55 and under are 
doing worse. 

o Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

In E~gland, F~ghting for Promot[on and l;~ehes 

Blaekpool and West Ham, who both reside in the modest second tier of English soccer, will play 
Saturday in a winner-take-all match for promotion to the Premier League. 

YANKEES 4, REDS 0 

Vintage Pet~itte +Morives Jttst ~n Time 

:~dy Pettitte threw eight shutout innings against the Reds, striking out nine, in his second start 
since rejoining the Yankees. 

~ Sex Score ~ Play-by-Play 

~ BasebMI Roundup: Ve;lander Neal!y P~tches Third No-H~Lter 

For J ockeys and Trainers, the Merr)-Go:Rotmd Is i~dl Part of the Game 

The shifting cast of jockeys aboard the top horses in ’D’iple Crown races has brought attention to the 
relationships between riders and trainers. 

° Mere Sports News 



DIETRICH FISCHER-DIESKAU, 1925-2012 
Lyrical and Power°tiff Bar~tone~ and the Master of the ~M~t Bong 

Mr. Fiseher-Dieskau’s beanfiful voice and mastery of teehniqne made him the 2oth eentuw’s pre- 
eminent interpreter of art songs. 

~ Multimedia Feature 

AN APPRAISAL 

The Voice ’Fha~ Made Yo~ Fall h~ Love ~&q~h L~eder 

For countless listeners, Dietrieh Fiseher-Dieskau, with his vocal beauty and directness, was their 
first guide to the art of the song. 

zM~er~can Accents Beh~g Hea~od on the Malec6n 

With fewer travel restrictions to Cuba, more than ~,3oo Americans - collectors, curators, dealers 
and others -have registered to attend this year’s Havana Biennial, dose to the high reached in 
2000. 

o More A~s News 

TRAVEL 

J~st Me and lV~y RV 

Captain of a "rig" for the first time, the author cruises through the West, sleeping at a Wahnart, 
joining the "Greatest RV Rally in the World" and celebrating the freedom to roam. 

JOURNEYS 

1o Correspondents~ 1o Dr~w~s 
They cover the country, and drive to do it. So where do The Times’s national correspondents (and 
their editor) like to hit the road, Here are some of their favorite stretches. 

~ Slide Show: 1O Views From the Road 

IN TRANSIT BLOG 

Your Favorite Road Tr~ps 

We want to heat" your top routes and recommendations. 

More Travel 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

NATO and Afgha~istan 
The alfianee doesn’t have a lot of time to prepare Afghans to stand on their own. There is mueh to 
cover at the summit meeting in Chicago. 

EDITORIAL 

A New At[ack on the Constitution 
The House voted to allow any terror suspect to be locked up indefinitely without a trial. The Senate 
must fix this bill to restore the due:process rights found in the Constitution, 

EDITORIAL 

Their B~as I~ Clear and Shamefl~l 
The Virginia Legislature disgraced itself when it rejected the nomination of Traey Thorne-Begland, 
a widely respected prosecutor, to be the first openly gay judge on the state bench. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

’Metrosex~al Black Abe Lincoln’ 

With the news of a "snper PAC" plan to resurreet the Rev. aeremiah Wright at. this election season, 
we’re right back to ~dieulous descriptions and ditly polities. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~t~s Their Party 

The presidential nominees may have been chosen, but there is still much to look forward to at the 
upcoming nominating conventions ~ 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



What stands between the Postal Setwiee and solvency? Congress. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 19, 1935, T.E. Lawrence, also known as "Lawrence of Arabia," died in England from 

injuries sustained in a motorcycle crash. 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Ma!~age Sdbsc~iptiorls I Urlsclbscribe I Cha!~ge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 3:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.umc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Charting Obama’s Journey to a Shift on Afgha~is~an 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Maqszine i Editorials I ©P-~ I Onrh~s Day 

~##rnize~ctay’# jj#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 20, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Charting Obama’s ~ourney to                          ~ 

When President Obama joins other NATO leaders Sunday and Monday, the full extent of how his 
Afghan strategy has changed - ti’om "war of necessity" to withdrawal on his terms - will be 
apparent. 

Dissident From Chh~a Arrives h~ UoSo, Ending an Ordeal 

Chen Guangeheng, the blind lawyer whose escape from house arrest jolted relations between the 
United States and China, followed a hastily arranged flight with an open-air news conference in 
New York. 

%rorld I.eade~*s Urge Growth, Not 
f;:: !Lk i..b.f. 
Meeting at Camp David, leaders of the world’s richest countries banded together to press Germany 
to back more pro-growth policies to halt the deepening debt crisis in Europe. 

~ Graphic: Varying Pates of Growth in the G-20 

~" ", Ci c8. , Face [errodsm Charces tied to NA[O Protests 
3 m r m gc .. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It~ is ~m mm3~.sh~d, ~r~poh~g~tie b~ie~r thud Au~erie~ is ~’he Prou~is~d Lrmd." 

DOUGLAS D. ANDERSON, a business scboo[ de;m aud friend, o~a Mi~t Romne3. 

FASHION & STYLE 

at 20 ..... : Vcws 

Six couples profiled in ~m ie~: 
the first year of the 
Vows column look back 
at two decades of marriage - and 
divorce. 

~Vi6eo: Marc and Susan Parent 

~ Slide Show: Celebrity ::ouolin~s 

Years Ago 

OPINION 

GRAY MATTER 

Finding the N;~st Ame;~ea~:~s 

New discoveries are upending the old theory of how the continent was settled. 



WORLD 

President Robmq G. Mugabe has begun pressuring companies operating in the country to comply 
with a law requiring that black Zimbabweans own more than half their shares. 

I~ Afghanista~a, New Group Begi~s Campaign of Terror 

The emergenee of Mullah Dadullah Front, a new, more extreme insurgent faction of the Taliban, 

eonld tronble any efforts to restart the peace process. 

New Iti~tts at Looser R~ies o~ Travel Stir Hope ha C~tba 
i.::.. .iicT©i /:. 
For five decades, tight restrictions have governed who can leave the ishmd, who can return and 
how hmg they can be gone. 

~ American Accents Being Heard on the Ma~ec6n 

Fro~ C~tblcles, Cry for Quiet Pierces Office Buzz 

Research shows that more than half of offiee workers are dissatisfied with the level of "speeeh 
privacy" in their offices, and managers are hearing their complaints. 

Los Angeles I,ives hy Car, b~t Learns ’to Embrace Bikes 

For years, cyclists in Los Angeles were a renegade subculture. These days, they are downright 

Launching of Rocke‘t by SpaceX Is Aborted 

The engines on a private cargo rocket bound for the International Space Station had ignited, but 
computers detected a discrepancy and shut them down. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Discord a‘t Key JPMorga~ Unit Is Faul‘ted in Loss 

Trans-Atlantie tension in aPMorgan Chase’s chief investment otIiee contributed to the unit’s giant 
losing trades, current and former bankers said. 

~rimes 
Topic: aPMorgan Chase 

Is Insider Trading PaN ot’‘t|~e Fabric? 
f.::: ..: U.T Ci IL? 
The Seenrities and Exchange Commission has been getting tongher on insider trading on Wall 
Street, but its potential target may be too wide. 

FAI R GAM E 

Seeh~g BMlouts Th~°o~gh Rose-Colored Glasses 

A recent Treasnry analysis paints a glowing picture of the eventual ontemne of the 2oo8 financial 
reseues. Bnt taxpayers deserve a better breakdown of the costs and benefits. 

S P 0 RTS 

~Mto‘ther Thrlller, and More gellevers 
i.::y.."A. 
I’ll tIave Another came from behind to beat Bodemeister in the 137th Preakness Stakes, keeping 
Tciple Crown hopes alive for the trainer Doug O’Neill and the jockey Mario Outierrez. 

~ 
Post a Comment [ ~ Slide Show 

~¢ 
nmng o key             a Struggling Track ¢i ,, , " J c, ] Came From 

~ Complete Coverage: The Preakness >~ 

CHELSEA WINS SHOOTOUT, 4-3 

Penalty Kicks lVlade and l~lissed Give Chelsea t|~e Title 

Bayern Munich controlled play throughout the Champions Leagne final, but Chelsea’s Didier 

Drogba scored the tying goal and converted the decisive penalty kick in the shootout. 

~ Complete Coverage: Champions League Final x 



GAME 3: RANGERS 3, DEVILS 0 

Patter~s Hold as Ra~gers %~ake Up in ’I’hh~d Period 

Three goals in the third period and Henrik Lundqvist’s 36 saves helped the Rangers take a 2-1 lead 
over the Devils in their playoff series. 

o Mo~e Sports News ;) 

ARTS 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 
A City Rises, Along W3th Its Hopes 

Medellin, Colombia, once famed for murder and cocaine, is now drawing notice for its ambitious 
urban projects, many aimed at easing life in the city’s slums. 

Dro Grump Makes His Fh~al Rom~ds 

The cast and crew of "House" reflected on that show’s eight seasons as they worked on the final 
episode. 

A Ha|~-Centm-y-Old Road to Today 

Looking at DVD’s of "Route 66," a series that ran on CBS fl’om ~96o to ~964, offers a window into a 
prosperous, confident America, with porteuts of issues that are eurreut today. 

MAGAZINE 

Last Ones Left in a Toxic Kansas Town 

Treece, Kan., has been torn down and may soon be erased from maps. But don’t tell that to the 
Busbys, who live there. 

Pacifists in the Cross-Fhoe 

There is one hospital in Kabul that treats anyone, from any side, no questions asked. The horrors of 
the war blow through its doors every day. 

The Duplass Brotheps Have Kid~apped Holl~-oodl 

And relocated it to their garage. 

~E] 
Exclusive Previews: ’The Do-Decs-PentathaJon’ ] ’Your Sister’s Sister’ 

o More From the MaqaZll!e x 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Campa~g~ Agai~st ~vVomen 
The Republican assault on women’s rights and health is undeniable, severe and continuing. 

EDITORIAL 

In 1)efe~ase ofVotlng R~ghts 

In a crucial ruling, a federal judge upheld the constitutionality of the Voting Rights Act. 

EDITORIAL 

Brh~g Back the Real Maverick 
Senator aohn McCain, once an advoeate of campaign finance reform, may finally be returning to 
the fight. 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Of B~le a~d B~llionah-es 

A tyeoon’s ditched plan is a scary vision of meanness run amok in polities today. 



~ 
Page I Blog I ..... 

Columnist 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Here Comes Nobody 

Snffocating debate and resisting modernity, the Catholie Church shrinks its appeal. 

~ Go~ummst Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Little Bit Indla~ 

Why Elizabeth Warren’s embarrassment is a scandal for academia. 

~ Columnist Page ] Blag 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 20, 1961, a white mob attacked a busload of "Freedom Riders" in Montgomery, Ala., 

prompting the federal govermnent to send in United States marshals to restore order. 

See Th~s Front Page 
Buy Th~s Front Page 
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the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~e protecting your privacy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 10:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: list of AFILI courses 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 

I am sor~- to inform you that I am unable to meet the May 21st deadline for the proposal of AFRI courses My post-Accra calendar was overtaken by two events over ~vhich I had no 

should be able to have the proposal 
ready on Wednesday, May 23. 

will be happy to discuss the matter with Kenneth over the phone. 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.. ~1 919 599 9839 

From: Sahie, Eunice N 

Sent: Tuesday, May 08,2012 11:25 AM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 

Sutziect: RE: list of AFRI courses 

[)ear Georges, 

Thanks so much for your response Mi~y 21 st would work well since we have to submit the changes to the registrar’s office shortly thereafter. 

Wishing you a safe and productive trip to Ghana 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 9:58 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Jankcn, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: list of AFRI courses 

Dear Eunice, 

I am currently in rrleetings in New- York until 6 pm tomorrow, and tl-len back in Carolina on Thursday before leaving that Thursday evening for Accra. I will be happy to look at this matter 
more carefully when I corrle back from Africa. Do you have any- deadline in mind? 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 9:03 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: list of AFRI courses 

Dear Oeorges, 

I hope you are doing ;vell. 

As you know, I have given you the mandate to review current courses in African Studies Along these lines I would be grateful if you reviewed the courses on the excel sheet attached to 
this email in light of Kemaeth’s continents below 

In terms of regional seminars, please note we are eliminated all of them except the one on West Africa which we will keep on the list for 1 year as part of Walter’s Stu@ Abroad program. 
Further, we need to rethink other 500 levels courses on the list because the department’s undergraduate curriculum mandate is the lens through which the our instructiunal budget is 
discussed and allocated In my last meeting with Deans on the budget, I was asked to re-number these courses either on the 400 or 300 level Finally, I think we should consider having 
Afril01 as a prerequisite for upper level courses. 

Thanks for your service to the Department. 



Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, ?,/Jay 08, 2012 8:49 AM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: list of AFRI courses 

Dear Eunice, 

Attached is an Excel file containing all of the AFRI co~trses that we currently- list in our inventots~. Please ask Georges which ones he thinks we should eliminate, and which of the 500-level 
courses should be renurabered at the 300-level (graduate students do not get credit) and which at the 400-level (graduate students can get credit). With the new cumculum, majors must take 
two elective courses at the 400 level, so that is something to keep in mind. 

Later today I will complete the first round of renatnbering of all of the department courses and will send that list to you. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Affo-Atnerican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about ray publications: 
http:/iw~wz.umass.edu/mnpressispr 97/janken.html 
http :/iuncpress. unc. eduibooks/T-8059.h~l 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/PO0723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Supply Lines Cast Shadow at NATO Meeting on Afghan War 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Supply Lines Cast Shadow at 
NATO Meeting on Afghan 
War 
By HELENE COOPER and MATTHEW 
ROSENBERG 

A deal to reopen nfilitary supply routes 
through Pakistan to Afghanistan fell 
apart just as President Obmna began 
talks on ending the NATO alliance’s 
combat role in Afghanistan. 

Leader’s Fall in China Put 

Allies in Peril 
By EDWARD WONG and JONATHAN 
ANSFIELD 

The fall of Bo Xilai from the Communist 
Party’s top echelons has shed light into 
how some of lfis closest allies became 
entwined in his fate. 

To invest:ors who 
want: to retire 
comfortably. 

More Men Enter Fields 
Dominated by Women 
By SHAILA DEWAN and ROBERT GEBELO~ 

As it has grom~ increasingly difficult to find a steady full-time job with benefits, more men are reaching for a 
chance at the American dream in female-donfinated occupations. 
" ~ ~raphi¢: Pink-Collar Opportonities 

," ~;~ Video: The Male Nurse 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The way I look at it is that anything, basically, that a woman can do, a guy can do." 

MIGUEL ALQUICIRA, on beconfing a dental assistm~t, when more than 90 percent of those in the field 

are women. 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Donning 

the ’Pink Collar’ 
A New York Times 



analysis finds flaat more and more men 
are starting to see the many benefits of 
jobs long-dominated by women. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Entitlement 
Reform For the 
Entitled 
By EZEKIEL J. EMANUEL 

The richer you are, the 
older you should have to be to collect 
Social Security and Medicare benefits. 

Bear Grylls’s adventure tales 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

7 tips for saving on rental cars 

$100 a day on a southern route 

nylimes,�om             TRAViEL 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Protesters and Police Clash at NATO Meeting; 2 Held on Terrorism Charges 
By STEVEN YACCINO and MONICA DAVEY 

Protesters and police clashed in the most fractious confrontation yet following a series of weekend protests 
against the NATO summit meeting being held here. 

~ 3 in Chicago Face Charges of Terrorism in Protests 

NATO Summit Opens With No Deal on Pakistan Supply Lines 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG, ERIC SCHMITT and HELENE COOPER 

A NATO summit meeting on long-terin security for Afghanistan opened in Clficago with the United States 
and Pakistan still divided over reopening supply routes for the war. 

’. Protesters and Police Clash at NATO Meeting; 2 Held on Terrorism Charges 9:05 PM ET 

Megrahi, Convicted in a988 Lockerbie Bombing, Dies at 60 
By ROBERT D. McFADDEN 

Abdel Basset Ali al-Megrahi was the only person convicted in the attack on Pan Am Flight lO3 over 
Loekerbie, Seoflmad, which killed 27o people. 

. Times Topics: Abdel Basset Ali aI-Megrahi 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Candidate, Philanderer and Juggler, Too: Edwards Trial Shows Deception’s 
Strains 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The two lives of John Edwards have collided spectacularly in flae federal courthouse where the goveriament is 
trying him on charges of campaign finance fraud and conspiracy. 

Doctors Seek New Approach for Jailed Addicts 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

A 54-month sentence given to the already-imprisoned son of the actor Michael Douglas prompted a group to 
push for more treatment, instead of more prison time. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Clash of the Theme Parks 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Universal Studios, the theme park chain now controlled by Comcast, is rolling out new weapons in its battle 
against Walt Disney Parks and Resorts - and Disney is fortifying its defenses. 

DEALBOOK 



Rajat Gupta, Corporate Wise Man, Set for Trial in Insider Case 
By PETER LATTMAN and AZAM AHMED 

Rajat K. Gupta, the most pronfinent crimhml defendant in the Justice Department’s vast campaign against 
insider trading, will stand trial Monday in Federal District Court. 

Deal Expands Chinese Influence on Hollywood 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

The Wanda Group will buy AMC Entertainment, nmking the world’s largest theater group, the companies 
said. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Caballo Blanco’s Last Run: The Micah True Story 
By BARRY BEARAK 

Micah True became a mythic figure after being featured in the best-selling book "Bona to Rtm." Then, on 
March 27, he went for a rtm in the Gila Wilderness. 

REDS 5, YANKEES 2 
Sabathia Falters in 7th, and the Yankees Stumble 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

C. C. Sabathia traded scoreless innings with Johnny Cueto early but lost control of the strike zone in the 
seventh, costing the Yankees in a loss to the Reds. 

’ Box Score 

METS 6, BLUE JAYS 5 
In Flurry of Strikes, Closer Comes to His Own Rescue 
By ANDREW KEH 

Closer Frank Francisco, who has struggled tlfis season, allowed the potential go-ahead rma to reach base in 
the ninth before escaping. 

:’ Box Score 

’ Baseball Roundup: Strasburg Hits First Homer as Nationals Stop Orioles 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ARTSBEAT 
Theater Talkback: Against Ovation Inflation 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

I would like to make the case, officially and urgently, for the return of the sitting ovation. Because we really 
have reached the point where a standing ovation doesn’t mean a tlfing. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Dance and Flower Power Abloom in New Jersey 
By JON PARELES 

The roving manual dmace festival, the Electric Daisy Caruival, nmde its Northeast debut at the MetLife 
Stadimn in East Rutherford, N.J. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
At Cannes, Love Beset by Age and by Faith 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Amour," about a couple in their 8os, was warnfly received at Cannes; "Beyond the Hills," also at the festival, 
concerns two friends divided by religion. 

-’ ArtsBeat: Reports From Cannes 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Magazines Catching Eyes, and Clicks 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 



Taking their cues from digital cotmterparts, magazines are as interested in hitting nerves on social media as 
on the newsstand. 

For an Ethiopia in Transition, Guarded Hope for Freer Journalism 
By BENNO MUCHLER 

The Eflfiopian News Agency is planning a 24-7 TV news channel in four languages - if it earus goverument 
approval. 

MEDIA DECODER 
Foer Returns to New Republic as Editor 
By JULIE BUSMAN and CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Franklin Foer was widely credited with bringing life and energy to the nmgazine, even in the face of chronic 
budget cuts, during his previous stint as the publication’s editor. 

¯ More Media & Advertising, News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A New Attack on Alzheimer’s 
A bold research program will test whether a drug can prevent the onset of Alzheimer’s disease well before 
any s3anptoms appear. 

EDITORIAL 
Mayor Bloomberg’s 9aa Call 
New York’s new, high-priced emergency dispatch system still has too ninny problems. 

EDITORIAL 
The Right to Record 
The Justice Department took an important stand when it declared that citizens have a right to videotape the 
actions of police officers in public places. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
In China, Fear at the Top 
By RODERICK MacFARQUHAR 

For members of China’s Conmaunist elite, sending money overseas nmkes sense as a political hedge. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Dimon’s D6j& Vu Debacle 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

JPMorgm~ makes the case for strong financial regtflation (with an assist from Mitt Ronmey). 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Obama on the High Wire 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

As he moves to his left, will the president lose his balance? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 2a, 1927, Charles A. Lindbergh landed his Spirit of St. Louis near Paris, completing the first solo 
airplane flight across the Atlantic Ocean 

¯ See This Front Pa_E~ 
¯ ..E.u..v..T!~.j..s..F.r..o..~LP.:.a&e., 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

l~m The DaJ~ly Ta~ tfeel 

Hi, 

My name is          and I’m a staff writer for the Daily Tar Heel. I’m working on a story about the SBI investigation on the UNC AFAIVl department and was hoping to set up 
a time to speak with you over the phone today or tomorrow. I am available today until :t:30 p.m. and all day tomorrow. What time works best for you? 

Thank you so much, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: ti~om The Daily Tar Heel 

Hi, Eunice, 

Thanks for letting me know. There’s no need for you to respond since this involves incidents that happened before you were chair and Mike McFarland has already 

responded for the Un~versiW by sending her the Chancellor’s statement: about contacting Publk: SafeW. 

Thanks, 

Dee 

Dee ~:~Jc (9~9? 4~-~33~ 

205 So~Izh Bt~J]d:.n~ C:’, #3]00 

Wek : http : /!college. unc. edu 
~’a<:~ )ee k : htl:m : //www. faceboo],::, co’iu~C. Col i ege 
T’w: tt ~:: http : //t’witte[:. c;o~ / ;neeoiieq6 
Y( <~’27<~.6 : ht:t:p : i/yoh]tabe, coz / :sez.iuNcce ] i e?e 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, ~0:17 AM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: N: from The Daily Tar Heel 

hope you are well. 

Please see below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :[0:13 AM 
To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: from The Daily Tar Heel 

Hi, 
My name is and I’m a staff writer for the Daily Tar Heel. I’m working on a story about the SBI investigation on the UNC AFAM department and was hoping to set up 
a time to speak with you over the phone today or tomorrow. I am available today until 1:30 p.m. and all day tomorrow. What time works best for you? 
Thank you so much. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 12:32 PM 

Campbell, Larry <lecamt~email.unc.edu>; Williams, Heather A <hawill@email.unc.edu-~; Tyson, Karolyn D <kdty~n@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edn>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <Mdebra@email.nnc.edu>; Penn, Ann E <almpenn@email.unc.edn>; 
Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@ema~l.nnc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brend~ malone@unc.edu> 

I~NV: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Hi Friends. Valerie and I are meeting with this Faculty subcommittee tomorrow. I also invited the CBC Leadership team to join us. 

~ w~l~ forward the response received to my question of who serves on this subcommittee. 

Fee~ free ~:o ca~ me tonight aft:or {5:00 p.rn. to fii~ in the blard~s on th~s twdate, ;) 

Mobile - 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, Ernpow~t 

919,843.0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yam: s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 12:25 PM 
To: Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 

Hi Team. W’e are tentativeIv set to meet with this subcommittee at 2::[5 p.m. tomorrow in Cart 200B for 30 minutes. Dr. Ashby and I plan on asMng questk3ns to 

ascertain exactly what ~s going on with th~s subcommittee’s purpose and ro~e~ ;) 

We are w~rv co~cer~ed [:hat th~s s~l:uat~or~ doesn’[: ~or[)h ~r~l:o a ’~b~ack vs. wh~[:e" ~ssue or thai: the acade~fic review doesn’t evolve to a focus on atMet~cs, 

~ hope yot~ cat~ ]o~n t~5, 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L1Stroman, Pi~ID~ CLU 

Engage, Expiate, Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that the most important ym’dstick 

of yomr s~access will be how you treat other people." 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Sunday, May 20, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 
Dear Pro£ Stroma~ and Prof. Ashby: 

The Chair of the Facul~ has recently appointed a subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process in the wake of the 

problems in Afi’ica~ ~Mnerican Studies. The subcorr~fittee has requested that I contact you to set up a 30 minute tneeting with you both. The subcolnmittee’s preferred 

dates and times for next week are: Monday at 12:30pm, Tuesday at 10:00am or 1:30pm, m~d Wednesday" at 9am. _&re you available at any of those times? 

Thank you, 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962.5479 
Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962.5479 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 12:33 PM 

Campbell, [,any <lecamt~email.unc.edu>; Williams, Heather A <hawill@email.unc.edu>; Tyson, Karolyn D <kdty~n@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edn>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.nnc.edu:~; Penn, Ann E ~almpenn@email.unc.edn>; 
Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@ema~l.nnc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brend~ malone@unc.edu> 

RE: FEC Subcommittee DEFINED 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 12:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject: RE: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

5tew:m Bachenheimer, Laurie Maffly.-Kipp, and Mk:hae~ GerhardL 

Here ~s some more h~[orrnatk)n from Laurie: 

. The subcommittee was convened h~ response to s ~arge nurnber of faculty requests after the retease of BobM Owen’s report on b~dependent Studies and 

Jonathan Hsrt~yn and B~lt Andrews’ reporL on the Af-Am department. The FEC conternplsLed how to respond to concerns that more kwestigat~on rn~ght be 

necessary. Here is Jan’s wording: 

"After s~gnificant d~scuss~on about what action the FEC might take, and with the Chancellor’s encouragement, we have formed a subcommittee to ~ook further into 

Lhese matters. Consisting of Professors Steven gachenheimer (MicroMo~ogy and hwnunok)gy), Mk:hae~ Gerhardt (Law School), and I_aude Maffly-I(~pp (Rel~gk)us 

Studies), the subcomm~tLee wifl be charged with three primary Lasks to cornpleLed for the FEC rneet~ng on Jun 25, 20~2 (3:00-5:00 pm in Sou[h ~05). FEC wi~ then 

consider add~dona~ sLeps. 

The subcommittee w~l~: 

Review a~l reports relevant to this situation, i~cludhl8 the review of courses ~n African and Afr~medcan Studies, the report on ~ndependent Studies ~n the 

Colh~ge, and [he 20~.1 revh~w of the AcademR: Support Program for Student Athletes, and meet with the authors of Lhose reports to discuss their processes and 

findk~gs. Reqew other relew~n~: real:eclats ~nd summarize and characterize the work that has already been done, ~nch.~d~ng new procedures or polk:lea already put 

in place. 

2.      Based upon thb review and taking into accounL questions you and others have raised, identify questions or gaps in knowledge Lhat remab~ regarding 

events, systems, practices, or structurBs that might have allowed or fadl~tated the trouMing breaches of academic h~tegr~ty. The committee should focus ~s 

particular ot~ those mi~tLers Lhat hi, re not been suf[~c~enl:~y addressed by procedures and po~ides a~readv put into ph~ce. 

3.      Create a plan for next steps. The subcommittee will consh~er what ~s necessary and feasible to investigate further m order to respond to the u]lBt~swered 

questions; and w~f] R1ake recommendations for oLher actions that need to be taken to reassure faculty and our comR1un~Ly that we fully understand the problem, 

and that appropriate safeguards are a~resdy or will be put in place ~o ensure the integrky of our academic offerb~g to students and our academic standards going 

forward." 

ONce of Facul t3’ G over~ance 

C g 9170 

Phone (9~ 9) 962--2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~/uL~8. ~x~lore, Empower. 

9719,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI important yardstick 

of ym~r s~ccess wi[[ be how you treat oIher peopleo" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, May 21, 2012 12:25 PM 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI important yardstick 

of ym~r s~ccess wi[[ be how you treat oIher peopleo" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, May 21, 2012 12:32 PM 
To: Campbell, Larry; Williams, Heather A (hawill@email.unc.edu); Tyson, Karolyn D 
�::¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Penn, Ann E; Crisp, Winston B; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
Subject: FW: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 
Hi Friends Vah:,rie and I are meeting with this Faculty subcommittee tomorr.:_~w. I also invit:ed the CBC Leadership team to join 

~ w~l~ forward the response received to my question of who serves on this subcommittee. 

Fee~ free to ca~ me tonight after 6:00 p.m. to fi~ in the bl~nks on tNs update. ;) 

Mobile - 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9719,843,0336 



To: Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: I=W: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
~mportance: High 

Hi Team. We are tentatively set to meet with this subcommittee at 2::15 p~m. tomorrow in Ca~r 200~ for 30 m~nutes. Dr. Ashby and ~ pla~ o~ asking questions to 

ascer[ain exactly what ~s going on with this subcommittee’s purpose and ~o~e~ 

We are very concerned that th~s s~tuat[on doesn’t morph ~nto a ~Mack vs, white" ~ssue or that the academic review doesn’t evolve to a focus o~ atMet~cs, 

~ hope you can ]o~n 

Thanks, 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E’&q~,q~, E~plor’~, 
9:19,843,0336 

~Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be l’~ow yo~ trea~ ofl~er people." 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Sunday, May 20, 2012 3:43 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject-" FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 
Dea~" Pro£ Stroma_n aJad Prof. Ashby: 

The Chair of the Faculty has recently appointed a subcon~nittee of the Faculty Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process in fl~e wake of the 

problems in At?ica~n America~ Studies. The subcommittee has requested that I contact you to set up a 30 minute meeting with you both. The subcommittee’s preferred 

dates and times Ibr next week are: Monday at 12:30pm, Tuesday at 10:00am or 1:30pm, a~d Wednesday at 9am. ,4~’e yon available at any of those times? 

~lla ank you, 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 
Kathryn Turner 

Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Ecuador 

Hi Profesor SaNe, 

I hope you are having a great summer so far! I was just wondering if you had the chance to look over my chapters for my honors thesis? 1"d love to talk over it with you. I am 
in Ecuador now and I plan to start researching and talking to people in the next few days but I wanted to talk to you first before I started anything. 

Thank you and hope to hear from you soon! 



OVERLOAD ACTIVITY APPROVAL FORM 

[_~u 
This form must accompany any payment request for overload activities performed. The overload activity 

st conform to the applicable Division policy. The requesting department should initiate this form. 

[~ Health Affairs 

Name Sinam__~_m_~e Mutima Home Department Afri & Afro-American Studies (3287_~L 

Title ~Ad~unct Assistant Professor Requesting Department ~ Center ~_530~_~ 

Amount of 
Overload Activity: From: 07/011t2    To: 06/301t3    Compensation:    0 Base 
(Please describe.) Source of Compensation: [] State Fds [] Trust Fds [] Ctrts & Grants 

Forgrading assignments and exams for Self-paced Courses SWAH 401, Payment is 
per assignment graded and    per final exam. 

Previous 

[] None 

Dates: 

Activity: 

overload activities in requesting unit (in the two years preceding this request): 

Dates: 
Activity: 

2009 to present 

For grading assignments and exams for Self-paced Courses 

Dates: 
Activity: 

The total of overload payments per fiscal year is limited to 25% of current annual salary for EPA 
9-month employees and 20% of current annual salary for EPA 12-month employees. It is the 
employee’s responsibility to ensure this limit is not exceeded. Employees may not receive 
overloads while on leave. 

,~~’ i certify I will not be on leave during the time 

Employee Signature: ~~¢_~F¢~ 

understand payment will not be made for amounts exceeding the overload limit. 

of this overload request. 

Date 

An overload activity must be approved by the head of the unit where the person’s regular appointment 
lies, the dean/director of that unit, the head of the unit where the ovedoad is to take place, and the 
dean/director of that unit prior to commencement of duties associated with the overload. 

Approved: 
~ 

Date 

Approved:~ ^ ~,,~ ~/,/ ~ 

~ ~~ Stu~t~Sept. 

Approved: 
Karen Gill, Dean, Arts & Sciences 

Approved: 

Return form to: 
Bruce Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

Sherry Sparks 
" sherrysparks@unc.edu 
CB 1020, 919-962-573t 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 

5/21/2012 

Revised 02/12 
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TOP NEWS 

Qaeda Link Seen in Deadly 
Blast in Yemen Capital 
By ROBERT F. WORTH and ERIC SCHMITT 

A huge suicide bombing on Monday 
stunned the beleaguered govermnent 
and delivered a stark setback to the 
Americma campaign against AI Qaeda’s 
regional franchise. 

’- ~ Video: Suicide Bomber Kills Dozens 

Europe Weighs Antitrust 

Case Against Google, Urging 
Search Changes 
By JAMES KANTER and DAVID STREITFELD 

The European Conmfission warued 
Google to propose ehmages in "a matter 
of weeks" to its method of maswering 
user queries, or possibly face an 
antitrust lawsuit. 

Rutgers Webcam-Spying 
Defendant Is Sentenced to 3o-Day Jail Term 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

Dharun Ravi had faced up to lO years in prison after he was fomad guilty of using a webcam to spy on his 
roommate, Tyler Clementi, who eonmfitted suicide. 

," ~ Mothers’ Addresses to Court 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 do not believe he hated Tyler Clementi. I do believe he acted out of colossal insensitivity." 

JUDGE GLENN BERMAN, in sentencing Dharun Ravi to 30 days in jail for using a webcam to spy on his 

Rutgers University roommate, Tyler Clementi, having sex with a man. Mr. Clementi killed himself two days 

later. 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Micah True’s 
Journey 



The man who became known as Caballo 
Blanco took a long, fascinating path 
from a furniture mover and boxer in 
Colorado to an ultrarunner in the 
canyous of Mexico. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

Opinionator I Draft 

The Most Comma 
Mistakes 
By BEN YAGODA 

Rules about when to use 
and not to use commas 
are legion. But certain errors keep 
popping up. 

WORLD 

Greek Pro-Euro Zone Alliance Seeks Traction for New Elections 
By NIKI KITSANTONIS 

A partnerslfip between conservative and liberal politicians seeks to displace the ascendant Coalition of the 
Radical Left in confing elections that could determine Greece’s future in the eurozone. 

France to Press Germany on Euro Bonds and Other Economic Measures 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and MELISSA EDDY 

At a meeting on Wechaesday with European leaders, President Franqois Hollande of France will press the 
issue of euro bonds, which some officials eousider a step too far. 

NATO Agrees on Afghan Security Transition in 2o~3 
By HELENE COOPER and MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

The agreement to give the Afghans the lead role in securing their comatry next smnmer begins the exad of the 
United States’s involvement in the war. 

Day of Subdued Protests Follows Night of Clashes in Chicago 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Public Money Finds Back Door to Private Schools 
By STEPHANIE SAUL 

A growing nmnber of states are passing laws that allow taxpayer-supported scholarship ftmds, but they have 
been twisted to benefit private schools at the expense of the neediest children. 

" Comparing Major Tax-Credit Programs 

Lucasfilm Retreats in Battle With Wealthy Neighbors 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Facing opposition to a new studio in Lucas Valley, George Lucas said he would bting low-income housing 
there instead, inflanfing wealthy neighbors in Matin County. 

Catholics File Suits on Contraceptive Coverage 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

Forty-three groups are challenging the Obama achninistration’s rule that employees receive health insurance 
coverage for contraception. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

An Entrepreneur Bankrolls a Genetically Engineered Salmon 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

AquaBounty Technologies, which wants to produce genetically engineered salmon, is reliant on its largest 



shareholder, Kakha Bendukidze. 

DEALBOOK 
As Facebook’s Stock Struggles, Fingers Start Pointing 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED, EVELYN M. RUSLI and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Much of the blame for Facebook’s hfitial public offering debacle is landing on Morgma Stanley, the lead 
banker. 

With New Firepower, S.E.C. Tracks Bigger Game 
By BEN PROTESS and AZAM AHMED 

After missing the waruing signs of the financial crisis and the Ponzi scheme of Beruard L. Madoff, the S.E.C. 
has adopted several new strategies to restore its credibility. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 4: DEVILS 4, RANGERS 1 
Flurry of Fists Ends Devils’ Way 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Devils scored two first-period goals in an ugly game that resembled an old-fashioned, 1994-style Battle 
of the Hudson. 

’ ~’~ Box Score I Play-By-Play 

" ~:~ Slide Show: Game 4 

Rough Night for Rangers’ Mourning Defenseman 
By CHRISTOPHER BOTTA 

Michael Del Zotto, a yomag defenseman who has progressed ahead of schedule, had reason to feel down on 
Monday, and he struggled against the Devils. 

Devils Get on Scoreboard and Under Rangers’ Skin 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

The Devils kept their minds on their business, and captain Zach Parise scored his first two goals of the 
Easteru Conference finals. 

. Baby Step Taken by Coyotes, Who Still Trail Kings 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

A New Zealand Star Greets U.S. Fans in Person 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

Kimbra brings her quirky, jazz-inflected R&B pop sound to her first American tour. 

Latest Met Aria: Bad Opera News Is No News 
By DANIEL d. WAKIN 

Opera News nmgazine said it would stop reviewing the Metropolitan Opera, a policy prompted by the Met’s 
dissatisfaction over negative critiques. 

NEW MUSIC 
New Albums by John Mayer, Haley Reinhart and Linda Oh 
By NATE CHINEN, JON CARAMANICA and BEN RATLIFF 

New releases include "Boru and Raised" by John Mayer; "Listen Up!" by Haley Reinhart; and "Initial Here" 
by Linda Oh. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

American Physics Dreams Deferred 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

With budgetary constraints on space missions, American physicists are taking the back seat in areas like 
dark energy in which they have been pioneers. 

BOOKS ON SCIENCE 



Rebels Whose Bold Moves Set Science Aglow 
By KATHERINE BOUTON 

Some scientists who had an unwavering belief in the truth of their ideas also had no compunction about 
breaking the rules to prove it. 

Relics With Much to Tell About Bird Diets May Be Lost to Time 
By SARAH FECHT 

Fifteen glass jars of specimens and 230,000 noteeards are all that remain of a far-reaching study of birds by 
the Agriculture Department at the turn of the 2oth century. Even these appear doomed. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Their Learnable Moment 
A hearing in the Senate Bm~king Committee on refolaning derivatives is the first test of a new resolve for 
reforln. 

EDITORIAL 
The Wal-Mart Corruption Case 
A lawsuit brought by shareholders in Wal-Mart Stores against the company’s executives and directors is 
tailor-made for the kind of wrongdoing being alleged. 

EDITORIAL 
E.P.A. and the Spruce Mine 
The agency will appeal a federal judge’s ruling that overturned its decision to protect miles of streams in 
West Virginia. Tlfis is exactly the right move. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
No Model for Muslim Democracy 
By ANDREAS HARSONO 

Indonesia’s government has failed to protect Christians and other religious minorities from extremist 
attacks. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How Change Happens 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Private equity is not where we need to be focusing our critical lenses. Is this what the presidential race is 
going to be about? 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Second Acts for First Ladies 
By FRANK BRUNI 

With too few women in office, maybe wives should seize the advantage that sons and daughters do. 

’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 22, 1947, the Truman Doctrine was enacted as Congress appropriated military and economic aid for 

Greece and Turkey. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Basics <Routledge.skozxqsfexfzbkexfj@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 10:47 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Routledge Basics E-Catalogue 2012 

ii~~ Routledge, Taylor & Fra ncis Grou p 

Routledge Basics E-Catalogue 2012 
Welcome to the Routledge Basics E4~ataloque 2012 

Routledge Basics is designed to help students across the 
academic spectrum develop the basic foundation of knowledge 
they need in their studies. Each book can be used as an 
introductory textbook, or as additional reading to support 
students throughout their time at university. Every title is written 
by an academic with experience of teaching the subject. 

We cover a wide range of subjects across our series - and at a 
price that’s affordable for students. 
Click on any of the subject headings below to view the range. 

Doin_q 

Earthscan Atlases 

The Key Guides 

Routledge Companions 
A. _it,_ .M._ ~_Ls_’Lc:_._a_~_td___p_~.r_ f .o__r_!.n_ .a__n_~ .e_ 

._C__!jE)j_n_o_J__o_gx____a_!)__d____L__a___vy_ 

Economics and Business 

Education 

Film, Media and Culture 

Geography tire Environment and Development 
._H__Ls__Lo_E,___A__Lc_[!A_e___oJ__o_gy__A_n___d____A__!_&h__!__q p___o_Lq gy_ 

Lan_qL!&qA OO~ Lin_q u ist ics 

Literature 

Philosophy 

Politics and International Relations 

._P___s_y_c__!!__o_]__q gx_ 

_R___e__tei__o_[!. 
Science 

Sociology 

Sport and "rourism 

Study Skills 

Routledge Basis 2012 E-. 

Catalogue Cover 

All of the Routledge Basics are available as Complimentary Exam Copies - Just click the link on 
the book’s page within the catalogue and fill in your course details to receive a copy for evaluation. 

Kind regards, 

Nik Imrie & Ilaria Parodi 
Marketing Managers 
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TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 
Facebook Debut Raises 
Questions on I.P.O. Process 
By EVELYN M. RUSLI and MICHAEL J. DE LA 
MERCED 

Rival bankers and big investors have 
complained that Morgan Stanley 
botched the debut by setting the price 
too high and selling too many shares to 
the public. 

Ivan Nears Deal on 
Inspecting Atomic Site, U.N. 
Chief Says 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Yukiya Amano, the director general of 
the Intenaational Atonfie Energy 
Agency, announced what appeared to be 
a significant concession from Tehran. 

After Paul Falters, Backers 
Push Agenda in Party and Other Races 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Ron Paul’s dedicated band of youthful supporters are also swarming lightly guarded Republican redoubts in 
an attempt to infiltrate the top echelons of the party. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 know only a couple of people who have not been raped, out of hundreds." 
CAROLINE ANTONE, an advocate for victims of sexual violence on the Navajo Reservation who has 

herself been raped. 

~::;~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Women’s Shelter 
in Remote Alaskan 
Village Faces 
Closure 



The Emmonak Women’s Shelter, the 
only center for abused women located in 
an Alaska Native village, nmy dose by 
the end of the summer. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Can Euro Bonds 
Save the Union? 
Would fl~e issuance of 
euro bonds help to solve 
the Continent’s debt 
crisis, or simply spread the pain to 
stronger nations like Gernmny? 

Chopard at Cannes 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Tiina in Amagansett, N.Y. 

Nate Berkus’s boxes 

nytimes,�om ~ MAGAZINE 

WORLD 

On Eve of Egyptian Vote, Crime Wave Is the Main Topic 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A pervasive lawlessness is the biggest dmnge in daily life since the ouster of Hosni Mubarak and the most 
salient issue in Egypt’s presidential race. 

Merkel Defensive Amid Fresh Calls for Bonds 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and PAUL GEITNER 

A renewed call for European bonds backed by the bloc is growing, but Germany said Tuesday that there was 
no way it would bend on collective debt. 

, Economix Blog: A Primer on the Euro Zone Crisis 

Greek Businesses Fear Possible Return to Drachma 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

The move would involve complex legal and financial steps and could set back the economy further, many 
say. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

For Native American Women, Scourge of Rape, Rare Justice 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

The assault rate on tribal lands is higher than the national average, mad reservation residents who report 
being attacked often confront gaps in medical and legal help. 
o ~ Slide Show: Women’s Shelter in Remote Alaskan Village Faces Closure 

Gains in Health System Seen as Lasting by Some 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The new health care law has improved the system for patients, and those gains will survive any Supreme 
Court decision, some Democratic officials said. 

U.S. Sees Other Countries Luring Expatriates to Return 
By JULIA PRESTON 

A report released by an inmfigration group was broadly critical of the American inmfigration system, wlficl~ 
it said is slow, inflexible and not s)aM~ronized with the nation’s labor needs. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Prized Logo Is Returned to Ford 
By BILL VLASIC 

The company’s blue ova] and other assets pledged as co]lateral for a $23.5 billion loan package were fornmlly 



retun~ed after a ratings upgrade on Tuesday. 

Google Privacy Inquiries Get Little Cooperation 
By DAVID STREITFELD and KEVIN J. O’BRIEN 

All sorts of private Internet communications were casually scooped up as Google Street View cars 
photographed the world’s streets. 
:. ~ Graphic: How Google Collected Data From Wi-Fi Networks 

. Bits Blog: Google Closes $12.5 Billion Deal to Buy Motorola Mobility 

As U.S. Retailers Retreat, a Japanese Chain Sees an Opening 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

The Japanese basics brand Uniqlo, betting on a comeback for the American consmner, is taking advantage of 
recession-lowered rents to expand in the United States. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 3, ROYALS 2 
Rodriguez and Teixeira Preserve Win With Their Defense 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Alex Rodriguez and Mark Teixeira, who are struggling offensively, combined on a fine defensive play for the 
final out in the Yankees’ victory. 

¯ " ~, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

-’ Bats: Yankees Find Themselves in Unfamiliar Spot 

:’ Roundup: Nationals Rough Up Halladay 12:44 AM ET 

To-Do List for Rangers in Game 5: Get the Offense Untracked 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Rangers will need more than divine intervention and the resilience that Coach John Tortorella said 
"defines our team" if they are to take a 3-2 lead in the Eastern Conference finals. 

" Kings 4, Coyotes 3: Kings Reach Stanley Cup Finals With Overtime Victory 1:01 AM ET 

GAME 5: HEAT 115, PACERS 83 
Heat Regains Control Behind Their Big Two 
By EDGAR THOMPSON 

Behind suffocating defense, superb play from their two stars and contributions from their supporting cast, 
the Heat ptflled away from the Pacers as the first half closed and routed them after internfission. 

" ~, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

’Idol’ Grapples With Its Own Competition 
By BRIAN STELTER 

"American Idol" lost nearly a quarter of its still-huge audience this season, and people involved with that Fox 
show are asking what went wrong. 

:’ ArtsBeat: More Coverage of ’American Idol’ 

Met Reverses Itself on Reviews Ban by Opera News 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The Metropolitan Opera on Tuesday said an "outpouring of reaction" from fans cattsed it to change course. 

. Latest Met Aria: Bad Opera News Is No News 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Time Travel via Baton, With Nary a Pit Stop 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

As he demonstrated with the Bamberg ensemble at Avery Fisher Hall on Stmday and Monday, Jonathan 
Nott can eonfotmd expectations. 

¯ More Arts News 



DINING & WINE 

A GOOD APPETITE 
Mayonnaise: Oil, Egg and a Drop of Magic 
By MELISSA CLARK 

The trick for homemade mayonnaise that keeps its emulsion: wlfisk in a few drops of water. 

’: ~ Video: Making Mayo by Hand 

,, I~ Share Your Mayo Tips and Tricks 

," The Raw Egg Conundrum 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I LE BERNARDIN 
Moving Ever Forward, Like a Fish 
By PETE WELLS 

For a restaurant so determined to stay on top, keeph~g such a deep repertory and refreshing it so often would 
seem to be a risk. It is also one source of Le Bernardin’s enduring success. 

" ~ Slide Show: ke Bernardin 

" Diner’s Journal: Three Dishes at Le Bernardin 

Follow a Hungry Chef and See Where It Takes You 
By GLENN COLLINS 

Though New York’s starred chefs could dine anywhere, many choose straightforward fare when they kick 
back. 

¯ ..M..9.r..e....D..i..n.Ln..cj" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Full Disclosure for Student Borrowers 
Colleges, lenders mad Congress must ensure that students tmderstand their debt burdens before it’s too late. 

EDITORIAL 
The Webcam Spying Case 
The 3o-dayjail sentence for Dharun Ravi, a former Rutgers student, was just. Now it is up to Mr. Ravi to 
take responsibility for lfis actions. 

EDITORIAL 
Fairer Ways to Choose Judges 
Pm independent task force in Miclfigm~ recently proposed crucial reforms to reduce partisanship and repair 
damage to the court’s reputation. Other states should follow its model. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Crisis of European Democracy 
By AMARTYA SEN 

Refonn on a well-thought-out timetable must be distinguished from refonn done in extreme haste. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Father Doesn’t Know Best 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Aren’t the contraception-crazed bishops the real pills here? 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Power With Purpose 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The stakes are higher than ever for Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Israel. 

’: Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 23, 1934, bank robbers Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow were shot to death in a police ambush as 
they were driving a stolen Ford Deluxe along a road in Bienville Parish, La. 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Im~ry <lecamp~email.unc.edn>; Williams, Heather A <hawill@email.unc.edu>; 

Tyson, Km-olyn D <kdtyson@emml.nnc.edtv> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@e~n~fil.unc.edu>; Penn, A~m E <m~npenn@mnail.nnc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B < wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda m~]one@unc.edu>; Stroman. Debom]~ L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Requesl 

Review of courses AFAM.pdf 

Thanks Valerie, Larry, and Reg for the importan[ discussion with the subcommittee yesterday, t l:hkd~ we are all hi agreement thai [:hey h~arned a Io[ from our 

interaction w~th them. And it remains amazin£ to me Lhat they would make the comment Lhat "we have never heard this perspective before." ;) 

Key po~nLs shared (in no part~cu]ar order) --- 

Be ever m~ndful o[ Lhe two vuh~erable populations ~n this situation: students and AFAM facuky. How are we as a university framing our language? 

F~nd~ng # 7 should have been at the beginning of the document. 

¯ Keep perspective. Student support and success is the # 1 pr~orit% 

¯ The ~mportance of perception. The universky musL do a better job of comnmrficatb~g messages on and o1:t: campus. ~ndude people of co,or on committees 

to ~earn and share experiences. 

¯ Don’t try to rehash or reinvestigate d~e Hardyn/Andrews report. The establishment of the subcommktee in itself can be viewed ~n a negative way. 

¯ The Chance[[or should irnmed~ate~y communicate confidence and support of AFAM faculty and the academic d~scip[ine to the entire facult% 

¯ The comm~tmen~ to big-tkhe adflet~cs has been rnade. TNs decision el:~en comes w~th a univers~W-.w~de cost, sacd[~ce, and unintended consequences. 

Seek accoantabi[ky from the adults rather d~an blame and/or accuse students. The analysis of Academic C~usterb~g s~ad~es (sport administration) w~[[ 

reveal particular patterns of abuse, ~f present. 

¯ Revisit the state of collaboration (and mission} between the academic advisors (Steele} and athletic academic advisors (I.oudermHk}. 

¯ The apparent leadership autonomy ~en to all U NC-CH departmest chairpersoss should be rev~ewed~ 

¯ ~t is not uncommon for various student populations to m~grateiseek majors or mb~ors that reflect their cu~ture, ~nterests, and curiosity. This phenomenon 

~s not new and has nothing to do with the rigor of the disdplh~e~ A~ academic units are worthy and provide vak~e to the campus and beyond. 

~ wH~ keep you posted on any updates or requests. 

Have a Messed IVlemorh~ Weekend. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, Ernt)ow~t 

919,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI important yardstick 

of your success will be how you treat oIher peopleo" 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 1:16 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Campbell, Larry; Williams, Heather A; Tyson, Karolyn D 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Penn, Ann E; Crisp, Winston B; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
Subject: RE: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Dear Debby, 

Thanks for this information. 

Unfortunately I am out of town otherwise I would join you and other colleagues at tomorrow’s meeting. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 12:32 PM 
To: Campbell, Larry; Williams, Heather A; Tyson, Karolyn D 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Penn, Ann E; Crisp, Winston B; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
Subject: FVV: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Hi Friends~ Valerie and I are meeting with this Faculty subcommittee tomorrow. I also invited the CBC Leadership team to loin us. 

If .~ou ~re. ow~ileble, pier, so mee~ us ~r~ O~rr 200~ ~t 

I wi[~ [orward the response received to my question o[ who serves; on this 5;ubcommRtee. 

Feel free to cal~ me tonight a[:ter 6:00 p~m. to fil~ in the blanks on d~s update. ~) 

MoMle -- 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Str~man, Ph,D. CLU 

En,q~(q#, E,~ptor< Empm~ver, 



’Never lose sight of the fact thai the mosi importani yardstick 

of iyour success will be how yo~ treat olher people~" 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent= Monday, May 22, 20~2 22:25 PM 
To= 3ones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, ~; Murrill, Verita L; Robe~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= ~: FEC Subcommi~ee Meeting Request 
~mpo~an~e= High 
Hi Te~m. We are tentatively set to meet w~th thb subcommittee at 2:15 p.m. tomorrow ~n Cart 200~ lot 30 m~nutes. Dr. Ashby and ~ plan on asking questions to 

ascertain exactly wha[ b goin~ on with th~s subcommittee’s purpose and ro~e. ;} 

We are very concerned that this situation doesn’t morph h~to a "black vs. wh~te" ~ssue or that the academic review doesn’t evolve to a focus on 

[ hope you caf~ ~o~n 

Tha~ks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

Eng~ije, Explore. Ernpow~n 

9719,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of lhe fact that the most importanl yardstick 

of yom: staccess will be how you treai other people." 

From-" Turner, Katie 
Sent; Sunday, May 20, 2012 3:43 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; Ashby, Valerie S 
S~bject-" FEC Subcommittee Heeting Request 
Importance: High 
Dea~ Pro£ Stroma~a a~d Pro£ Ashby: 

The Chair of the Faculty has recently appointed a subcormnittee of the Faculty Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process in the wa~ke of the 

problems in Africaaa America~q Studies. ’II~e subcommittee has requested that I contact you to set up a 30 minute meeting with you both. ’ll~e subcommittee’s prefen’ed 

dates and times for next week are: Monday’ at 12:30pm, Tuesday at 10:00am or 1:30pm, m~d Wednesday at 9am. _Are you available at any’ of those times? 

’Eha~ you, 

Kathn/n Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 

Kathn/n Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 



Independent Study Task Force 
Report April 10, 2012 

Task Force Members: Allen Anderson (Music), Deborah Jones (Psychology), Erika Lindemann (English 

and Comparative Literature & Undergraduate Education),              (Romance Languages 
[French] and Linguistics, Class of     , Bobbi Owen, Chair (Dramatic Art & Undergraduate Education), 

Gary Pielak (Chemistry), Lillie Searles (Biology), and Heather Williams (History). 

Additional Review by: James Grinias, Graduate and Professional Student Federation (GPSF) 

representative to Educational Policy committee (EPC);           Student Government 
representative to EPC; Bill Andrews, Senior Associate Dean for the Fine Arts and Humanities, Mike 

Crimmins; Senior Associate Dean for Natural Sciences and Mathematics; and Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior 

Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs. 

Meetings: September 27, November 10, November 22, 2011; January 12, 2012; with the 

Administrative Board of the College of Arts and Sciences and the Administrative Board of t he General 

College (Administrative Boards), January 24, 2012; February 23, 2012; with Administrative Boards, 

February 28, 20112; March 15, 2012; with Administrative Boards, April 17, 2012. 

Process: In a letter dated September 9, 2011, Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, 

requested that Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, ask the 

Administrative Board of the College of Arts and Sciences to develop guidelines for undergraduate 

independent study courses and directed readings courses. Dean Owen soon began to form a task 

force, drawing largely on members of the Board but also inviting other faculty to join, particularly 
those from departments where independent study is well established. Beginning in late September 
20111, the task force began developing guidelines for independent study that would include the 

following information: 

1. Expectations concerning student assignments and contact hours with the instructor. 

2. Conditions under which an active (approved) traditional course might be taught in a different 

format (such as directed readings, independent study). 
3. Conditions under which a course might be taught as a directed readings course before being 

submitted for a permanent course number. 

Executive Summary 

The task force reviewed current University policies concerning independent study courses, as well as 

existing protocols related to enrollment and assignment of faculty to independent studies courses. The 

members also studied enrollments and grades for the Fall 20:[1 semester for those undergraduate 
students enrolled in course sections broadly defined in the Standard Course Numbering System as 

"independent study for undergraduates." 

Th e members of the task force expressed strong support for the benefits of independent study, 

undergraduate research, and honors thesis courses for undergraduates, and also for the value of 

internships and service learning for these students. The task force provided detailed recommendations 
concerning independent studies, special topics courses, use of the standard course numbering system, 



and honors theses, and suggested that many of the recommendations contained in the full report 

could be useful across the campus. The task force was careful to make it clear that its 

recommendations are not intended to reduce the number of students who are able to participate in 

undergraduate research and to graduate with honors or highest honors - both of which are valuable 

experiences at the heart of the mission of a research university. At the same time they acknowledged 

that the continued and projected growth in the undergraduate student population at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill combined with faculty turnover, retirements, and new hires, make it 

important to have - and follow in a consistent manner - guidelines for undergraduate independent 

studies. 

The following recommendations concerning independent study were developed: 

Independent Study Courses. Expectations concerning student assignments and contact hours 

with the instructor should be recorded in a formal learning contract for independent studies, 

and standard forms for these learning contracts should be made available digitally and online 

(see Appendix D). Such contracts would stipulate the same information that appears on a 
syllabus for a regular lecture or seminar course (i.e., effort expected, meetings with the 

instructor, assignments and due dates, grading information, etc.) and have a formal approval 
process. Limits should be placed on the number of independent studies that a faculty member 

should supervise in each term, and active (approved) courses should not be taught in an 

independent study or directed readings format unless unusual circumstances exist. Standard 
usage should be adopted for the many terms that are used - some appropriately and some not 

- for."independent studies." 

Honors theses should be recognized as a specialized form of independent study with a faculty 
member, although the limits for counting independent studies toward graduation should not 

include registration for an honors thesis. However, registration for an honors thesis should 
conform to one of the two models currently in use at the University. 

Special Topics. Special topics courses should not be seen as independent studies. Sometimes 

referred to as "experimental courses" or "directed readings," these courses allow new and/or 

visiting faculty to offer new courses quickly. But it was the belief of the task force that these 

courses need to include an actual course title (not simply "Special Topics in..."), and should not 

generally be offered more than twice as special topics courses. A course description and/or 

tentative syllabus should be made available prior to the registration period so that students can 

make more informed choices about these courses. 

Standard Course Numbering System. The Standard Course Numbering System should be 
followed, not only in the College of Arts and Sciences, but also campus-wide. This will 
necessitate renumbering some courses, expanding those numbers that are to be used in 
reserved sequences, and establishing specific numbers to identify internships and service 
learning courses. Data collection, analysis, assessment, and reporting will be clearer as a result 

of such changes in course numbering. 



Report 

The task force reviewed the following materials: 

:~. Current protocols related to enrollment and assignment of faculty to independent study 

"courses in the College of Arts and Sciences and in Professional Schools with undergraduate 

degree programs; 

2. Existing policies related to independent study; 

3. Fall 20:~1 enrollments for 2,355 students in 42:~ courses numbered below 700 and currently 
broadly defined in the Standard Course Numbering System as "independent study" and grading 

patterns in them." 

Current Protocols for independent Study Courses 

Forty-two units responded with copies of their protocols used for independent studies. Among the 

most elaborate ones - those containing carefully articulated guidelines and forms - were protocols 

from the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Dramatic Art, History, and Psychology. Many units had 
some kind of process in place for independent studies, some more informal than others. Some units 

did not have a process at all; in a few cases some units developed one as a result of the request. The 

existing protocols being used in the College provided an excellent basis for developing a set of 
minimum guidelines that the task force recommends should be used throughout the College of Arts 

and Sciences. 

2. Existing Policies related to and Governing independent Study Courses 

The University of North Carolina Policy Manu~l, section 400.1.6 (adopted 7/12/1996, amended 
07/01/07) states: "All UNC campuses must ensure that every course offered for academic credit 

adheres to the standard of a minimum of 750 scheduled minutes of instructional time or the 
equivalent per credit hour. The time may include required examination periods, but may not include 

study days." Implications of this policy state ment for the campus include the following: 

Instructional contact minutes for one credit hour = 750 minutes (12.5 hours); for three credit 

hours = 2250 minutes (37.5 hours) 

For independent study, an equivalent is necessary. UNC General Administration, UNC-Chapel 
Hill, and the Federal definition of credit hour specify that an equivalent amount of work must 

be established for courses where the contact minutes do not apply), among them laboratories, 
internships, studio work, and independent studies. 

The 202 :~-2012 edition of the Undergraduate Bulletin notes that "The University offers a variety of 

independent study experiences for students. Such courses, including directed readings and research 
courses for an individual student, are offered for academic credit through departments and curricula. 
Twelve hours of graded independent study credit may be counted toward graduation, though no more 

than six hours may be taken in any one semester. Students may participate in formalized programs, or 

they may make individualized contracts for work under the supervision of a member of the permanent 

faculty at the department/curriculum level. For information about independent studies courses in 
their majors, students should consult the director of undergraduate studies in their major department 



or curriculum" (p. 53). According to this statement, "Independent study experiences" serves as an 
umbrella term for "directed readings" and "research courses" for individual students (or at most, small 

groups of students}. It is also clear that current policy states that "No more than six hours may be 

taken in any one semester," and that such work should be supervised by members of the faculty. The 

passage appropriately refers students to the directors of undergraduate studies for information about 

such courses and how these courses fit into major/minor requirements. That an individualized syllabus 

is p[ovided is assumed, since one would be available for any other course offered by the University. 

University Policy Memorandum #4, "Standard Course Numbering System," last revised September 
2006 (See Appendix C), reserves a series of numbers for independent study and related courses, 

including: 

190, 290, 390 Undergraduate Special Topics Courses 

195, 295, 395 Undergraduate Research Courses 

196, 296, 396 Undergraduate Independent Study/Reading Courses 

199, 299, 399 Undergraduate Experimental Offerings 

496, 596, 696 Undergraduate/Graduate Independent Study/Reading Courses 

499, 599, 699 Undergraduate/Graduate Experimental Offerings 

691H, 692H, 693H, and 694H Senior (Undergraduate) Honors Thesis 

Final examinations are required in all undergraduate courses offered at the University, including 

independent studies. Page 397 of the 2011-2012 Undergraduate Bu!letin states: "Undergraduate 
courses taught on campus must include a final assessment (i.e., final examination) unless the provost 

grants an exception." It also includes the provision that "Chairs (i.e., heads of instructional units) must 

give permission for faculty to use nontraditional examinations, such as a portfolio of a semester’s work 

or a take-home examination." Thus, the role of final exams for independent study courses may vary 
based on the intended result for the semester. A department chair can approve a nontraditional 

final exam in such cases. 

Recent policies concerning the definition of credit hours also have a bearing on independent study 
courses at the University. UNC-Chapei Hill accepts the definition from the U.S. Department of 
Education, subsequently adopted by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), which 

accredits the University. On February 10, 2012, the Faculty Council adopted Resolution 2012-1, "UNC- 

Chapel Hill Credit Hour Policy" (See Appendix B). The resolution includes the following statements 

which reference independent studies and related coursework: 

"Section :t. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill hereby adopts the Federal Definition 

of a Credit Hour (described in 34 CFR 600.2, effective July 1, 2011) as follows: 

Federal Definition of the Credit Hour. For purposes of the application of this policy and 

in accord with federal regulations, a credit hour is an amount of work represented in 
intended learning outcomes and verified by evidence of student achievement that is an 

institutionally established equivalency that reasonably approximates 

1. 
Not less than one hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of 

two hours out of class student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for 

4 



one semester or trimester hour of credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter 

hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of time, or 

At least an equivalent amount of work as outlined in item i above for other 
academic activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, 

internships, practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of 

credit hours." 

The new federal policy contains two elements relevant to independent study courses. First, the 
statement that "not less than one hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of 

two hours out of class student work" makes it clear that students should expect to devote a minimum 

of nine hours each week to each three-credit course (the usual value) they take. Second, this 

standard applies to all courses, including "laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, and 
other academic work leading to the award of credit hours." 

Students approved to do an independent study are expected to be self-motivated and largely self- 
directed. They should expect to spend at least three hours per week per credit hour working on an 

independent study. Faculty members supervising an independent study must meet on a regular basis 

throughout the semester with each student pursuing an independent study under their direction. 

3. Fall 2011 Enrollments and Grades in "Independent Study" Courses 

The task force’s review of Fall 2011 registrations did not raise concerns regarding the pattern of 

enrollments, but did reveal inconsistent use of the University’s Standard Course Numbering System. At 

the time of the census, a total of 2,355 students enrolled in 421 courses numbered below 700, broadly 

defined in the Standard Course Numbering System as "Independent Studies." A total of 2,330 grades 

were awarded in these courses. Credits varied from one- to three-hour increments. A close 

examination revealed the following: 

o 201 registrations for traditional independent study 

o 345 registrations for honors thesis 

o 299 registrations for internships 

o 472 registrations for undergraduate research 

o 242 registrations for service learning 

o 793 registrations for regular courses incorrectly numbered as independent work 

o 3 registration errors (corrected) 

Within the 201 "traditional independent study registrations," the vast majority (84.9%) of grades 
assigned across courses were A’s, regardless of department. Less than 7% were B’s, and in total all 

other grades comprised less than :~%. The regular courses in the analysis (793 registrations) were 
characterized by a more typical broader distribution, in discussing these findings, the task force 

observed that faculty members are expected to have consistent grading standards - regardless of 
course content, level at which the course is taught, or the format of the course. Each syllabus should 

contain assessment information that must be followed, even for independent study. 



The task force considered whether pass/fail was appropriate for internships, mentored undergraduate 
research, service learning, and traditional independent study. It was decided that letter grades were 

appropriate in these cases, except when a department wished to provide such a course on a pass/fail 

basis only. The pass/fail-only grading basis occurs most commonly at the University in the case of one- 

hour courses, typically internships and service learning courses. (Honors courses cannot be taken 
pass/fail.) 

Detailed Recom rnendations 

Independent Study Courses. The College of Arts and Sciences should: 

o Adopt standard usage for the following terms, which are at present often used 
interchangeably: Traditional Independent Study, Directed Readings, Mentored/Directed 
Research, Honors Thesis, Internships, Field Work (aka Field Research), Practica, Service 

Learning, Special Topics, and Experimental Courses (as defined in Appendix A); 

o Adopt College-wide guidelines for independent studies that include a learning contract 
(see contents for contract in Appendix D). The contract can be completed as a paper 
process but would ideally be a digital template with routing by electronic means from 

the originator to the approver(s) and back. The learning contract would establish 
minimum expectations for both student and instructor while allowing departments to 

customize the agreement to suit their own particular needs and circumstances. 
¯ The learning contract stipulates the expected number of hours per week of work 

expected from the student; the number of required meetings between course 

instructor and student during the term; reading and writing assignments (and 

due dates for them); assessment information specifying how the final grade will 

be determined; a brief (lO0-word) work plan; and a formal approval process for 
the learning contract. When a department chair is involved, the Senior Associate 

Dean gives the approval. Departments may add additional information from the 
contract, but may not eliminate items from the template. 

The faculty member is required to establish a regular meeting schedule with the 
student doing the independent study: for example, one hour per week or two 

hours every other week. (The specified hours could also be spread out over the 
length of the semester or summer session rather than occur weekly). However, 

contact between a faculty member and a student must be maintained 
throughout the course of the semester or summer session rather than merely at 

the beginning and end of it. 
[] Registration for an independent study course (including the approval process) 

must be completed no later than the last day of "late registration" which is the 

end of the first week of classes in a fall or spring semester (or the equivalent 

date in each summer session). 
¯ The Director of Undergraduate Studies and the Chair of a Department or 

Curriculum have an important responsibility to review independent study 
learning contracts carefully, and to monitor the number of students being 
supervised by individual faculty members and within established research groups 

in their particular administrative unit. 

o Create "sections" of a course for each faculty member in a department/curriculum 

supervising traditional independent studies, internships, mentored research, directed 



readings, etc. (Separate sections for individual faculty members already exist at the 

graduate level, making it a familiar method to use.) 

Restrict the number of students a faculty member may supervise durin~ a semester or 

summer session to a maximum of two students in traditional independent study 

courses, directed readings, or mentored research. Faculty members are expected to 

supervise honors thesis, independent studies, directed readings, and/or mentored 

research, all of which occur above and beyond their standard course assignments. The 

limitation on the n umber of students supervised does not apply to: 

Formal research methods courses, such as ANTH/FOLK 675 "Ethnographic 

Method," GEOL 50:[ "Geological Research Techniques," and LING 422 "Research 

Methods in Phonetics and Laboratory Phonology," each of which is taught 

according to the standard class time format. A syllabus serves as the learning 

contract for these courses, which traditionally have not been considered to be 

"indepe ndent study." 
¯ Capstone courses, such as PLCY 698 and PHIL 698, where students working on an 

individual or group project register for a specific course (generally in their major or 

minor) taught by a faculty member in the normal course of his/her teaching 

res ponsibilities. The project may be under the su pervision of the course instructor 

or another faculty member (in the latter case, such service is not considered part 

of their normal teaching responsibilities). As with the formal research methods 

courses, a syllabus serves as the learning contract for these courses, which 

traditionally have not been considered to be "independent study., 

Faculty research laboratories, research programs, or established research groups 

in departments where students are part of a research team. (However, the 

individual learning contract still applies in these situations.) 
. In cases in which mentored research is occurring for more than two students 

outside their department; for example, in the case of three or more students 

involved in mentored research at the UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer 

Center. The individual learning contract, however, still applies; faculty members 

from the students’ department or curriculum must assign course grades. 
¯ Directed readings courses, in addition to faculty member’s standard course 

responsibilities, for a small number of undergraduate students pursuing the 

same reading list. The individual learning contract still applies. 

Restrict offering active (approved) lecture or seminar courses as an independent study, 
except in unusual circumstances. "Tutorial Independent Study" may continue to be 

utilized for this purpose (see Appendix E) provided that all approvals are obtained, 
including from the Department chair and the Associate Dean (or Director) for 

Undergraduate Curricula. Registration for a traditional independent study in the 
department of the student’s major (under the College-wide guidelines above) might also 

be possible. Examples of appropriate use of this format include: 
¯ An individual student needing a specific course for graduation that is not likely to 

be offered in the immediate future. 
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I!. 

An individual student prohibited from attending a regularly scheduled specific 

course needed for graduation due to residence far from campus (such as in 

another state). 

Honors Thesis. Honors Carolina has a long-standing program of senior honors thesis work, a 

specialized form of independent study that allows students to graduate with "honors" or 

"highest honors." The task force recommended that registration for honors theses should 

follow one of two formats: 
1. Departments schedule a two-semester senior thesis sequence taught by a member of the 

faculty who serves as the department’s honors director. In the Department of History, for 

instance, those courses are HIST 691H and 692H. In this format: 

o The course size is generally between ~C0 and 20 students. 

o A syllabus is provided on the first day of classes. 

o The course is among the courses being offered by the department as honors courses, 

provided there are at least 10 students enrolled. If an individual thesis is supervised by 
another faculty member, it is in addition to his or her standard course teaching 

responsibilities. 
o Each student enrolled in the senior thesis courses also has a faculty adviser whose 

scholarly expertise encompasses the student’s research topic. Service as a thesis adviser 

is an important responsibility but is generally in addition to the standard course 
assignments of an individual faculty member. 

2. Each faculty member supervising an honors thesis is assigned a section of the course(s). In 

this format: 

o The number of students being supervised should be limited to two. 

o A learning contract similar to the independent study contract should be developed and 

used. 
o Supervising/advising an honors thesis in an important responsibility but is generally in 

addition to the standard course assignments of an individual faculty member. 

III, Limits on Counting Independent Study Credit toward Graduation. Current policy states that 

"Twelve hours of graded independent study credit may be counted toward graduation, though 

no more than six hours may be taken in any one semester" (2011-2012 Undergraduate Bulletin, 
p. 53). The College of Arts and Sciences should: 

o Exclude the six-hour registration (two three-credit courses) for honors from this total. 
Students enrolled full-time in supervised student teaching, in an approved study abroad 

program, or an off-campus internship should also be able to pursue an honors thesis 

and be able to graduate with honors or highest honors. 
o Raise the limit within a Fall or Spring semester from 6 to :[2 credit hours. Some students 

have course work that takes place completely in off-campus sites, for example student 

teaching and off-campus internships. Some of the practica and internship courses for 

which students can currently register and earn credit are for 12 hours. (Note that the 

federal definition of full-time enrollment is 12 credit hours.) 
o This change would have to be approved by the Faculty Council through its Educational 

Policy Committee, after which the Undergraduate Bulletin would be revised to 

incorporate this new policy. 



IV. Special Topics. Special topics courses should not be considered to be independent study. 

While special topics courses have appropriate uses (such as allowing new or visiting faculty to 

offer timely courses or develop new ones), topics courses should be avoided for tong-term or 

repeated use. The College of Arts and Sciences should: 

o Limit the number of times the same special topics course can be offered to no more 

than two occurrences. (Such a limitation would be similar to the policy developed for 

first-year seminar courses numbered "89." 

o Require secondary titles for all special topics courses when they are established in the 

ConnectCarolina system, and make a course description and/or tentative syllabus 

available prior to the registration period, so that students might make more informed 

choices when selecting courses. 

o Consider carefully the implications of including special topics courses in requirements 

for majors and minors: for example, approving courses based on their variable content 

would require making adjustments to individual students’ Tar Heel Tracker. 
o Remind departments/curricula that special topics courses cannot fulfill General 

Education requirements because of their variable content (see ~.i~:~ ~;,:~ :~ :_~:~:,::, ,:. 

~:,~::L~.?~.~c?~2_!~?~L~.~.!:~-~,::;?!:’._:~ at http ://www. u nc.ed u!de ptsiuc/Facu Ity/Ge n Ed_criteria.pdf). 

o Add 490, 590, and 690 to the currently reserved numbers (190, 290, and 390) for 

Undergraduate Special Topics Courses. (Courses numbered 890-899 are already 

reserved for graduate-level special topics courses). 

Standard Course Numbering System. The Standard Course Numbering System (see Appendix 
C) should be followed, not only in the College of Arts and Sciences, but also campus-wide. The 

following recommendations are intended for the University Registrar to implement with the 
help of the Office of Undergraduate Curricula. (It should be understood that there may be 
other issues to address, including the prohibition against reusing a number again within a five- 

year period.) 
o All courses that are standard offerings but are currently incorrectly numbered should be 

renumbered as soon as possible (likely summer 20:12). 

o The sequence of numbers for special topics courses should be expanded to 490, 590, 
and 690, in order to accommodate special topics courses that can enroll both 

undergraduate and graduate students. 
o The sequence of numbers currently used for undergraduate and graduate "experimental 

offerings" should be eliminated and repurposed. These courses are actually special 

topics courses. Very few departments (Anthropology, City and Regional Planning, and 

Economics) use the "experimental numbers," and even these are willing to renumber 

their experimental courses as "special topics" courses. 
o A series of numbers should be identified - and used - for internships and service 

learning. (The task force recommends use of the repurposed experimental numbers). 
More detailed analysis may be required, but task force members recommend the 

following: 
¯ Proposed internship numbers: 299, 499, and 699. (Note that several 

departments use numbers ending with 93, and that additional analysis is 

necessary by the University Registrar prior to renumbering any courses.) 



u Proposed service learning numbers: 199, 399, and 599. 

o The sequence of numbers for undergraduate research courses should be expanded to 

495, 595, and 695. The reserved numbers for undergraduate research do not identify all 
courses that have a research basis, nor do they indicate courses taught for one hour of 

credit, three hours of credit, or variable credit. 
o The ConnectCarolina system of "tagging" courses should be employed to identify all 

courses that are research-intensive, leaving the reserved numbers ending in 95 for those 

courses specifically related to undergraduate research. 

Implementation 
1. The task force recommends that this report be provided to the Educational Policy 

Committee for its review, and that its recommendations be considered for possible 

ado ption campus-wide. 
2. The task force recognizes that some of the recommendations will require the following: 

coordination with other parts of the University; revision of policies and development of new 

ones; creation of new electronic forms; and the launching of a communications effort. 

Efforts should be made to implement as many of the recommendations of the task force as 

possible by the beginning of the Fall 2012 semester, with the remainder being implemented 

by the start of the Fall 2013 semester. For example: 

o The elements of the independent study learning contract, including the approval 
process, do not require an electronic form to be implemented. A paper form can be 

used until the electronic one is available. 

o Revising the Standard Course Numbering System should occur as soon as possible to 

avoid adding to the confusion in course numbering that already exists. 

Renumbering courses may take additional time to accomplish campus-wide, but plans for such 

a project could be developed in summer 2012. 
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Appendix A 
Independent Study Definitions 

independent Study 

Independent study provides a mechanism for a student to work on a specific topic with a faculty 
member for academic credit. Topics are focused rather than general and are typically those not 

generally pursued in scheduled courses. A final written paper (the standard used for courses fulfilling 
General Education requirements is a minimum often pages), report, or artistic product is required. At 

least three hours of independent work per week is required for each unit of credit. 

Independent study is organized under five categories: Traditional Independent Study, Directed 
Readings, Directed and/or Mentored Undergraduate Research, Internship/Practicum, and Honors 

Thesis. 

Traditional Independent Study: The pursuit of a topic of interest by a student (generally in their 

major or minor), under the supervision of a faculty member with expertise related to the topic. 

Examples: 

HIST 296 Independent Studies in History 
MATH 290 Directed Exploration in Mathematics 

Directed Readings: Systematic analysis of an approved bibliography in the student’s area of 

interest. 

Examples: 

ART 396 Directed Readings in Art History 

BIOL 296 Directed Readings in Biology 

SLAV 244 Directed Readings in a Slavic Language 

Examples combining categories i and 2: 

ANTH 396 Independent Reading or Study in Anthropology 
SOC 396 Independent Study and Reading in Sociology 

Directed and/or Mentored Undergraduate Research: Investigative, fact-finding work supervised by 
a faculty mentor and conducted outside a conventional classroom -- in a laboratory, in field sites, in 

a library, or in other places in which research activity takes place. 

Examples: 

CHEM 395 Research in Chemistry for Undergraduates 

FREN 396 Research for Advanced French Students 

GEOG 295 Undergraduate Research in Geography 

PSYC 395 Independent Research in Psychology 

Internships/Practica: Supervised work experience designed to give students first-hand knowledge 

of the practice of a discipline, tn a practicum students are likely to be supervised by faculty 



members or academic practitioners; in an internship students tend to work under the direction of a 

permanent employee in a corporation, governmental entity, or other institution outside the 

University. In either case, students participate in a supervised, reflective experience that 

encourages them to integrate classroom and work experience in ways that help them develop a 

professional identity. 

Examples: 

AMST 397 Internship in American Studies 

COMP 392 Practicum in Computer Science 

DRAM 395 Professional Theatre Laboratory 

HIST 297 Internship in History 

Honors Thesis: Two semesters of independent research for which the student, under the guidance 

of a full-time faculty supervisor, is responsible for designing and completing a research project or 

creative activity, in accordance with the guidelines jointly established by Honors Carolina and the 

academic unit. 

II. Service Learning 

Service Learning is a teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful, supervised community 

service - usually off-campus - with instruction and reflection in order to enrich the learning 

experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities. 

Examples: 

COMM 668H The Ethnographic (Re)Turn 

DRAM 288 Theatre for Social Change: Latina!o Performance Traditions 

HBHE 610 APPLES Alternative Spring Break 

PSYC 294 Service Learning in Psychology 

I~l. Special Topics 

A placeholder course that permits departments and curricula to offer specialized courses for which: (1) 

there may be only occasional demand, or (2) to develop new courses, in the latter case, the 

department/curriculum should apply for a permanent number for the new course after it has been 

offered twice as a "Special Topics" course. A Special Topics course may also be known as an 

"Experim ental Course." 
Examples: 

ANTH 199 Experimental Course in Anthropology I 

ENTS 490 Special Topics in Environmental Science and Studies 

FOLK 690 Studies in Folklore 
GEOL 390 Special Problems in Geology 

HIST 490 Special Topics in History 

PSYC 499 Current Topics in Psychology 
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Appendix B 

Resolution 2012-1. On Adopting the Federal Definition of the Credit Hour. 

The Faculty Council enacts: 

Section I. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill hereby adopts the Federal Definition of a Credit Hour 

(described in 34 CFR 600.2, effective July :~, 20:~I) as follows: 

Federal Definition of the Credit Hour. For purposes of the a pplication of this policy and in accord with 

federal regulations, a credit hour is an amount of work represented in intended learning outcomes and 

verified by evidence of student achievement that is an institutionally established equivalency that 

reasonably app roximates: 

I. Not less tha n one hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours 

out of class student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks fo r one semester or 

trimester hour of credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent 

amount of work over a different amount of time, or 

2. At least an equivalent amount of work as outlined in item 2 above for other academic 

activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internshi ps, practica, studio 

work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours. 

Section 2. This credit hour policy applies to all courses at all levels (graduate, professional, and undergraduate) 

that award academic credit (i.e. any course that appears on an official transcript issued by the University) 

regardless of the mode of delivery including, but not limited to, self-paced, online, hybrid, lecture, seminar, and 

laboratory. Academic units are responsible for ensuring that credit hours are awarded only for work that meets 

the requirements outlined in this policy. 

Section 3. 

I. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill adheres to the Carnegie unit for contact time (750 

minutes for each credit awarded) in its official Academic Calendar 

2. Additional guidelines and procedures for implementing and monitoring compliance with Federal 

requirements and accreditation standards related to credit hours should be recorded in a University 

Policy Memorandum (UPM) maintained by the University Registrar. 

Comment: As outlined in the SACS/COC Policy concerning credit hours "Students, institutions, employers, and 

others rely on the common currency of academic credit to support a wide range of activities, including the 

transfer of students from one institution to another." n addition, "...the federal government has relied on 

credits as a measure of student academic engagement as a basis of awarding financial aid." 

It is noted that Federal regulations provide institutions with some flexibility to take into consideration 

alternative delivery methods, types of coursework, measurements of student work, academic calendars, 

disciplines, and degree levels when determining credits to be awarded for student work. The Federal definition 

does not dictate particular amounts of classroom time versus out-of-class student work. Credits may be 
awarded on the basis of documentation of the amount of work a typical student is expected to complete within 
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a specified amount of academically engaged time. The basic requirement is that a credit hour "reasonably 

approximate" the minimum amount of work specified in Section 1, above. 



Appendix C 

Office of the University Registrar 
UPM # 4 Standard Course Numbering System 

PURPOSE 
Effective Date: September 2006 

This memorandum is intended to clarify the standard course numbering system and to point 

out some variations and limitations. 

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

All courses authorized for degree credit must be numbered according to guidelines 

established by the University. The numbering schemes may vary by academic unit and may 
change over time. 

2. STANDARD COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM 

a. For all courses in the DN, LW, and MD academic units, and for courses in the GU academic 
units prior to Fall 2006, the numbers assigned to courses are normally categorized as follows: 

001-049 Courses primarily for first and second year undergraduates 

050-099 Courses primarily for third and fourth year undergraduates 

100-199 Courses for advanced undergraduates and graduate students 

200-299 Courses for graduate students only 

300=399 Seminar and Research courses for graduate students 

400-499 Numbers reserved for special categories of registration 

600-699*** Interdisciplinary courses for undergrad and graduate students 

700-799*** Interdisciplinary courses for graduate students only 

*** Interdisciplinary numbers are assigned in sequence. Departments in the DN, LW & MD 

academic units should contact the University Registrar for the next valid number when establishing 

these courses. Course must involve two or more campus schools/academic units to qualify for 
interdisciplinary numbering. 

b. For courses in the GU academic unit starting in Fall 2006, the numbers assigned to courses 

are normally categorized as follows: 
~ 000-009 Reserved for University Registrar 

= 050-089 First-Year Seminars 

= 009-:~99 Undergraduate Level Courses 

~ 100-189 Introductory Undergraduate Courses~ 

~ 190, 290, 390 Undergraduate Special Topics Courses 

= 195, 295, 395 Undergraduate Research Courses 

= 196, 296, 396 Undergraduate Independent Study/Reading Courses 

= :~99, 299, 399 Undergraduate Experimental Offerings 

= 400-699 Courses for advanced undergraduates and graduate students 

= 496, 596, 696 Undergraduate/Graduate Independent Study/Reading Courses 

= 499, 599, 699 Undergraduate/Graduate Experimental Offerings 

o 691H, 692H, 693H, 694H Senior (Undergraduate) Honors Thesis 



697, 698 Capstone Courses (Undergraduate) 

700-994 Graduate only courses 

799 Graduate Experimental Offering 

890-899 Graduate Special Topic 

900-99~. Graduate Research 

992, 993 Master’s Thesis 

994 Doctoral Dissertation 

995-999 Reserved for University Registrar 

* Foreign Language Courses should be numbered in this manner: 101,102 and 401, 402 - Beginning 

level; 203, 204 and 403, 404 - Intermediate level; 601, 602 and 603, 604 - Graduate foreign 

language requirement 

3. AVAILABLE SUFFIXES 

a. For all courses in the DN, LW, and MD academic units, and for all courses in GU academic units 
prior to Fall 2006 the following suffixes may be used: 

¯ A - First part of a series of courses, or an advanced course 

¯ B - Second part of a series of courses 

¯ C- Third part of a series of courses, or correspondence course 
o E - Denotes elective credit for the Dental School 

- H - Honors course or course for advanced students 
¯ L- Credit-bearing laboratory course 

¯ M- Open to majors only 

¯ R- Denotes a review course 
¯ X- Denotes no graduate credit. Satisfies language reading knowledge examination. For 

undergraduates, denotes an intense language review course 

b. For courses in the GU academic unit starting in Fall 2006 (with the exception of subject = 
MBA*), the following suffixes may be used: 

¯ H - Honors course or course for advanced students 
¯ L- Credit-bearing laboratory course 

¯ !- Interdisciplinary course 
¯ MBA courses may use any other suffix not listed above, but should not use the suffixes H, L or 

unless they are used for the specific course content as designated for each suffix. 

4. LIMITATIONS ON NUMBERING AND SUFFIXES 

Alphabetic suffixes are limited to one. More than one suffix and hyphenated course numbers are 

incompatible with the system now in use. Acourse number should not be reassigned to 

another course having a different content until at least five years after the previous course 
was taught. This is to prevent the same course number from appearing twice on a student’s 

record representing two different courses. 
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Appendix D 

Note: This contract eventually will be developed as an electronic form that can be customized and 

routed, This is a list of minimum contents and contains areas where pull down menus would be useful. 

INDEPENDENT STUDY LEARNING CONTRACT [department name] [course #] 

Prerequisites: [each dept. lists here] 

(Note that faculty members are restricted to no more than two students per semester or summer 

session.) 

APPLICANT INFORMATION: 

Student Applicant’s Name: PID: 

Date of Application: Credit Hours: (each dept lists range) 

Semester Requested: FALL [] SPRING r- SUMMER I [] SUI~ 

Bottom of Form 

Class: FIRST YEAR [] SOPHOMORE [] JUNIOR [] SENIOR [] 

Major: 

Current GPA: MAJOR OVERALL 

Prerequisite(s): [COURSE #] SEMESTER/YEAR GRADE 

Email: Phone #: 

INFORMATION ABOUT INSTRUCTOR OF RECORD: 

Name: Email: 

COURSE CONTENT: Please describe the course requirements (or attach a syllabus containing ALL these 

required elements). This is considered a contract between the instructor (advisor/sponsor) and the 

student. Deviations from this contract should be updated and documented to the extent possible by 

the instructor and student. 

a) Hours per week (e.g., 9 hours per week if 3 credit hours): 
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b) Meeting requirements (e.g., individual meetings, lab meetings, etc.): 

c) Reading assignments (and due dates, if relevant): 

d) Written assignments (page requirements/limits and due dates, if relevant): 

e) Other assignments (please describe): 

f) Assessment (e.g., % of course grade based on each requirement) including final examination (or 

alternate format: 

g) Other information: 

h) Work plan (100 words maximum): 

INSTRUCTOR OF RECORD AND STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES: 

I have read the responsibilities of the instructor and agree to undertake these responsibilities. 

Instructor Date 

I have read the responsibilities of the student and agree to undertake these responsibilities. 

Student Date 

* INDEPENDENT STUDY COORDINATOR: 

This application for Independent Study has been reviewed. The proposal is 

[] APPROVED AS IS 

[] REQUIRES MORE INFORMATION (provide details and return to instructor and student) 

[] NOT APPROVED (provide rationale) 

School/Department/Program Independent Study Coordinator Date 

* If the Independent Study Coordinator is not the Department/Curriculum Chair, the Director of 
Undergraduate Studies (DUS), or another Faculty Designee of the Chair, then the Chair or the DUS 

must also approve this contract. 

** DEPARTMENT CHAIR OR DIRECTOR OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES (whichever is app|icable): 

This application for Independent Study has been reviewed. The proposal is 

[] APPROVED AS IS 

[] REQUIRES MORE INFORMATION (provide details and return to instructor and student) 

[] NOT APPROVED (provide rationale) 

Chair/Director of Undergraduate Studies/Faculty Designee Date 

** If the Chair is the student’s Independent Study instructor, this form should be signed by the Chair’s 

Senior Associate Dean. 

Note: Departments should maintain copies of this contract for a minimum of two years. 
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Appendix E 

Tutorial Independent Study 
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UNC 
{;IiNTKR t-’Ol~ CONTINUING KDUCATtON 

Tutorial l~depend~a~t Study 

For UNC-Chapei Hill undergraduate courses not offered by Setgpaced Co~zrses, it may be possiNe to enroll in a 

m~oriai a~angem¢-nl ihrough Credil Programs for Pa~-lim~" Studems. ~special ciEurns~ances wa~am, a sludent and 

insm~c~or of a ~egu~ar Univemi~y ~oum~ may adal~ ~he course m a Self-paced Course~ fount. This a~angemem {s 

subjecI to the approval of the &parm~ent chairperson. ~e appropriate anon. and Credit Programs for Paw~me 

Students m ~he Friday Center for Continuing Education. 

In Tutorial Independent Study, the studen! and ~,iculty member agree on a program of teaming activities thai can be 

completed away from the UniversiPy campus (although occasional conferences with the i~strt~c!or may be m-ranged). 

Approval for Tutorial t~:dependem Study is granted only in instances where a learning experience of high quality can 

be achieved thro~agl~ distance education methods. 

The {atoria! option makes i~ possible for sludents to continue ~heir education despi*.e specia! diflSculfies created by 

~c~ors such gks emp!oy merit, travel, or illness. It is not recommended lbr studems ~-ho can ammgc to take the course 

*hrough o’,her means, and i~. may not be t;sed as a means of unending a c{mrse offered on campus. The courses for 

u-hich TutoriaI Independen~ Study is appropriate are those having a ¢tearIy defined contempt rather than 0~ese bea~ing. 

such ~[tles as "readings,"~ ~’topics," %eminar." or "’individual study." 

fin order to em’oll in )’utorial the enclosed form be course through 1,~dependem Stud3., application completed 

and signed by the smdem and the h~sm~c~or. The signa~res of the depa~menl chairperson and dean oflhe schoo! or 

colle~e offering the course mus~ al~o be obtained beibrc the 1~ is returned to tlie Se!gpaced Courses o~Sce. "!~ be 

~considered etigible for NC tuition rules, ~he sludenl musl also complete m~d scud in lhe enclosed Reside~W Slaius 

15rm. When final approval is g~ven, the student should complete a Self-paced Courses applicaiion and submi{ i~ 

along wigh the luitim~ (ca~cnt Iuilion rates) dependent on a student’s NC residency s~ams. An education and 

[cchnoiogy fee wil! also be charged. Upon payment of the lull on and r~.e, the coume work agreed upo~ by the 
~student and insta~cmr may begin. 

The policies governing Tutorial independent Stud.,,’ are the same as those for regular courses in the Self-paced 

Courses program as described in the Self-paced Courses catalog. The instructor a~d student should be compl~tely 

familiar with these policies before reaching a Tutoria! Independent Study agreement. 

In addition, the instruelor is asked to becmne acquainted with the procedures outlined in the Self-paced Courses 

l**sgrucgor ".~ Guide. P~ease noIe lhaI the repa~ing of grades and credit is the responsibifiD, of Self-paced Courses. 

The instructor should co~ac~ Self-paced Coumes (919-962-1 t 3a, 8~-862-5669) m find oul abou~ compensatio~ for 

instrt~ctio~. ~n instances where the m~oria! studen~ is submilt~ng the assignments directly ~o ~he ~s~ruc~or, half of the 

paymenI !o the instructor is initiated at the ~ime the student enrolls and halfaI ~he {ime the student compleles the 

course. If ass~gnmems ~e submitted and returned through the Self-paced Cou~es office, paymem is made on a per- 

assiNm~em basis and is dele~iaed by the number ofassignments in the cam~e. 

9/26/20 



Face Ity Rank Department ____ 

Department Numb£~z" {Punct~on Nt~mber) Cheiq~erson 

Approve~l: Approved:. 

Chairperson, d~partment offerir~g ~u~e bats Dean, ~h~l or colle~ offedng ~ Date 

Finat a~mh~a~on $ 

Instruc~tor~l P~ete $ 

Assignments $ebmttte~ directh) to i~lStrud~Or 

Date 

~0 TH~ INSTRUCTOR: 
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Academic Support Program for Studeut-Athletes (ASPSA) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Planning Process 

September 1,2011 

During the 2010-2011 academic year, a strategic planning process for the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes (ASPSA) was led by John Blanchard, Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Services and Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education in the College of Arts and 
Sciences and the Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art. The relocation of ASPSA 
scheduled for August 2011 into a new 30,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art Center for Student-Athlete 
Excellence where student-athletes will have access to the space, technology, and support needed to excel in 
Carolina’s increasingly competitive academic environment, was the prime motivator for undertaking a planning 
process. In addition, the July 2010 NCAA investigation into agent-related activities of several student-athletes 
on the football team was expanded in August 2010 to include an investigation into alleged academic 
misconduct. This alleged misconduct involved student-athletes on the football team as well as a tutor/mentor 
employed at one time in the ASPSA making an assessment &the program, focusing on its mission, staff, and 
resources including space and budget even more timely. 

The committee (see Appendix A) met on November 5 and December 3, 2010, and February 15, March 1, March 
29, and April 19, 2011. Two sub-groups also met: Eileen Parsons led a group focused on support services and 
Harold Woodard led one focused on staffing patterns in this and similar programs. In addition, senior 
undergraduate             consulted with fellow student-athletes and shared information she received from 
them with the group. The notes and draft reports from each &these areas may prove useful as implementation 

of recommendations by the planning committee is considered and explored in more depth. 

Student-athletes play an important role in the University, but the time demands of participating in athletics and 
representing the University are significant. The University has both a responsibility and an obligation to 
provide student-athletes with access to high quality academic support services. In our discussions, we have 
recognized that there is wide variation in the academic backgrounds and preparation of student-athletes and that 
the services needed by them differ. Thus, one of our recommendations is that the ASPSA consider whether 
services should be delivered based on academic preparedness, rather than exclusively on a team-by-team basis. 
Some student-athletes require more attention than others and when that focus is needed may vary. 

The following recommendations are meant to include student-athletes who are well-prepared for college as well 

as those less well-prepared for college and to strengthen an already strong program staffed by professionals 
whose goal is academic success for ever5, student-athlete at Carolina. Our goal in setting forth these 
recommendations is not to be too prescriptive, but rather to suggest areas where we believe beneficial changes 
could be made. In our view, ASPSA would benefit from the following: 

1. Develop and share the vision. Developing a vision for the academic development and success of all 
student-athletes that is shared by ASPSA staff, team coaches, the Department of Athletics, and student- 
athletes, among others; 

2. Collaborate with other units serving undergraduates. Actively participating in the University’s 
network of academic support services to supplement what can be provided within ASPSA; 

3. Revitalize the Faculty Advisory Committee. Utilizing the ASPSA adviso~ committee which should 
be revitalized with a commitment to systematic and on-going program evaluation and assessment, 
serving as a sounding board for programming, and providing advice on day-to-day issues as well as 
long-term planning; 



4. Increase the ASPSA Staff. Increasing the size of the current staff and considering the unit structure to 

be consistent with University guidelines and to more effectively support the academic development and 
success of student-athletes at all levels including special admission cases and services for those student- 
athletes who find themselves on academic probation or below some other academic performance 
threshold; developing a new approach to coordinating and supervising tutoring and mentoring; 

5. Conduct a Program of Assessment and Evaluation. Developing and conducting annual assessments 
of all programming provided to student-athletes in coordination with the ASPSA Faculty Advisory 

Committee; 
6. Review Admissions. Clarifying and strengthening the role of the ASPSA in the admission of student- 

athletes as well as the relationship between ASPSA and coaches during the recruiting process. 

Recommendations 

Develop and share the vision. Developing a clear and shared vision for the academic development and 

success of all student-athletes irrespective of sport is important. Degree completion, development of 
academic skills, attainment of learning goals, and the realization of each student’s academic potential is 
the University’s goal for each student-athlete. A shared vision for the academic development and 

success of all student-athletes involves a commitment by all parties in the University community, 
including faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, family members, fellow students, advisors and 
counselors, ASPSA personnel, and even fans. 

Academic success for student-athletes must continue to reflect Carolina’s tradition of excellence 
(including but not limited to retention and graduation) when student-athletes are studying for class as 
well as when they are on the field. Coaches and members of ASPSA’s professional staff should have 
the same definition of academic success and recognize that it may be necessary at some specific times 
for some individual student-athletes to be in training for classroom purposes instead of for their sport. 

Put another way, in appropriate cases ASPSA-sponsored academic activities may be required, even if 
they occasionally interfere with athletic-related activities. Coaches and ASPSA staff must be partners 
in this effort and reach mutually agreeable decisions. In rare circumstances when this does not occur, 
the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and the Senior Associate Athletics Director for 

Student-Athlete Services will be involved. 

This shared vision will be articulated in a policy that informs academic expectations and subsequent 
decisions with respect to student-athletes. For example, some athletic departments in other research 
universities have instituted a point system. If student-athletes accumulate a certain number of points for 

actions that undermine their academic progress (e.g., missed tutoring session, failing grades on 
assignments) then time is made available in student-athletes’ schedules for them to rebound 
academically before such actions lead to undesirable academic statuses (e.g., academic probation). 

A shared vision for the academic development and success of student-athletes might also involve the 
development of a completion-to-degree plan but also an individualized academic development plan that 
evolves with the student-athlete’s progress. A formal developmental plan could be created by 
generating semester, monthly, and ~veekly calendars to help student-athletes manage and monitor 
academic workloads over the course of four (or more) years. Working with their academic advocate - 
their ASPSA academic counselor - who has adequate authority to negotiate with their coaches what is in 

their best academic interests, the academic success of student-athletes could be enhanced. 



Collaborate with other units serving undergraduates. The ASPSA should utilize University services 
when and where possible to create a aystem or nelwork of academic support services that could 
supplement services provided by ASPSA. The University has numerous offices and programs that 
provide academic assistance and support including the Writing Center, Disabilities ServTices, the 
Learning Center and its Academic Success Program for Students with LDiADHD, an Academic 
Advising Program, the North Carolina Health Careers Access Program, the Carolina Center for Public 
Service, and University Career Services, among many others. 

When time allows, student-athletes should avail themselves of the numerous opportunities provided to 
all students. The professional staff of ASPSA should be actively engaged with these offices and centers 
to supplement what can be provided within ASPSA. The demands placed on student-athletes make 
access to these other programs difficult, but changes could be made to help student-athletes become 
even more effectively integrated into the University environment. 

a. The Summer Bridge Program could be explored for ways in ~vhich it might be adjusted so 
matriculating student-athletes from small and/or rural communities in North Carolina could 
benefit from it during the summer before their first year. 

b. The SCORES program for football student-athletes is conducted during the second summer 
session for first-year students. The ASPSA and the Office of Student-Athlete Development 
could collaborate on ways to focus the program more on academic skills, rather than on life 
skills. 

c. The ASPSA, coaches, and the Department of Athletics should embrace the importance of 
student-athletes participating in other University programs for undergraduate students, such as 
undergraduate research and international experiences, which are part of the Carolina culture. 
The participation of student-athletes in these experiences should be tracked and publicly 
celebrated. In so much as it is possible, the University commitment to having undergraduates 
participate in First Year Seminars, undergraduate research, international activities, experiential 
education, service learning opportunities, etc. should extend to student-athletes. 

d. The Office &Disability Services, the Academic Success Program for Students with LD and 
ADHD (housed in the Learning Center), and the ASPSA staff should work together with student- 
athletes to develop creative ways for them to advocate for themselves when a documented 
disability provides them with access to the services mandated under federal law. 

e. The professional staff members of the ASPSA are not academic advisors by job description or 
training which means that making use of the Academic Advising Program on a regular basis is 
critical. As ~vith all undergraduate students at Carolina, the primary academic advisor in Steele 
Building is assigned based on intended major, along with secondary advisors (in their major 
departments, for their minors and related activities). The professional staff in the ASPSA has 
related responsibilities to document academic progress for NCAA compliance purposes, but this 
responsibility is distinct from that provided by the primary academic advisor. 

f. The ASP SA staff and coaches should encourage student-athletes to take full advantage of other 
programming provided by the Department of Athletics (for example, the Carolina Leadership 
Academy, Career Development, Life Skills Seminars, and compliance activities). 

Revitalize the Faculty Advisory Committee. There has been a faculty advisory committee for the 
ASPSA since the late 1980s which has been an important resource for the professional staff in the 
program. In recent years, it has met less often and new members have not been appointed when 
departures have occurred. A vigorous advisory committee, consisting of tenure-track and fixed-term 
faculty, as well as some appropriate full-time professional staff (EPA non-faculty) members would be a 
useful asset~ The committee meetings should be posted and open as is the case for all other University 



committees. Some members of this review committee have indicated a willingness to participate on an 
advisory committee and it would be helpful to have them help guide the implementation of the 
recommendations in this report. 

Committee members should be appointed by the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education to 
staggered terms. Organizational support should be provided by the Director of ASPSA who would be 
an ex officio (voting) member. The Associate Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and 
Academic Counseling (CSSAC) and the Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Services would also be ex officio (voting) members, as would the chair of the Faculty Athletics 
Committee. The advisory committee should define its role and expectations and hold meetings on a 
regular basis (perhaps twice a semester and once each summer for a total of five times each year). This 
format would be consistent with other advisory committees at Carolina. 

Among the items the advisory committee could consider would be ways to address the impact of 
curricular changes for undergraduates such as ENGL 1105 which will be implemented in Fall 2012, 
academic standards (for example, the impact of probation on student-athletes), and the mechanisms for 
program evaluation and assessment. 

Increase ASPSA Staff. it is necessary to increase the staff size in ASPSA and consider its 
organizational structure. The ASPSA is staffed with dedicated and accomplished professionals. Their 
schedules require that they rotate through study hall on nights and weekends. They are accountable to 
numerous constituencies: coaches, the public, faculty, staff, students, current student-athletes and 
recruits. They must also maintain a professional distance from the student-athletes they serve. 
Assigning Academic Counselors team-by-team has advantages but may also lead to duplicative services 
and complex reporting lines, it is clear, however, that coaches for each team need a reliable and 
consistent contact within ASPSA. This tension should be addressed in the light of the recent Bain report 
(now embodied in Carolina Counts) about efficient business processes that resulted in recommendations 
concerning spans and layers necessitating restructuring in many offices across campus to meet the 
recommendation of having 4-7 direct reports per supervisor. 

In the context of ASPSA restructuring and redefining position descriptions, this approach might suggest 
a reallocation of staff resources based on the support needs of the students. Some student-athletes are 
admitted to the University with academic deficiencies (for example reading level, writing experience, 
and computational skills) putting them at a disadvantage in classroom settings with other enrolled 
students at Carolina where the average academic credentials have improved dramatically in the past 10 
years, it is an injustice to these matriculated student-athletes if they are not provided with skilled 
professionals to help mitigate these disadvantages. The academic support services provided to those 
students most in need should become more specialized and use the more varied approaches that have 
been shown to be effective in facilitating student learning. The ASPSA staff should include 
Reading/Writing/Learning specialists who can assist with the development of cognitive skills. 

National standards suggest that a ratio of 1 to 25 is the appropriate case-load for students who need the 
most academic support. Therefore, to appropriately address the needs of the 100-125 current student- 
athletes who fall into this high-need category, it is necessary, to have 4 to 5 full-time professionals 
working in this area. There are some members of the ASPSA staff who are already working with this 
group of students, but there are not 4 full-time professionals devoted to these students. Although it may 
be necessary, to phase in new specialized personnel over time, at least one full-time professional should 
be hired as soon as possible. Part-time staff may also be useful in this area. The associated costs may be 



offset in part by using clerical support personnel for functions such as textbook and computer 
distribution, where appropriate and where advanced degrees are not required. 

Professional staff members also need to participate in professional development activities as much as 
possible, to stay current with developments in their profession and for personal growth as well. Some 
&this can occur on campus and some professional development would be on a regional and/or national 
level. 

In addition, the reliance on tutors for access to content-specific course material necessitates hiring a full- 
time tutor coordinator who is responsible for recruiting, hiring, training, supervising, and evaluating 
tutors. In addition, the full-time tutor coordinator could help with access to the array of services 
available throughout the University and conduct exit interviews when tutors leave the program to ensure 
continuing compliance with NCAA regulations. All full-time staff would continue to rotate through the 
hours of study hall with some night and weekend presence (and perhaps travel with teams) expected. 
Permissible assistance by tutors on subj ect matter learning, test preparation, and assistance with writing 
assignments should be clearly outlined and consistent with UNC-Chapel Hill and NCAA standards. 
Any disagreement over what constitutes academic fraud should not result in jeopardizing student- 
athletes’ athletic eligibility so this is an area worthy of considerable attention. 

a. Tutors. Tutors should be people with relevant academic experience, such as graduate students, 
retired University faculty, and/or current and former public school teachers who would undergo 
consistent professional development. These skilled, knowledgeable, and experienced 
individuals would employ a variety of methods in one-on-one sessions, small groups, and 
whole-group instruction as well as offer targeted academic programming during summer months 
and during breaks. The exhaustive training and supervision needed suggests that tutors who can 
work more than 8 or 10 hours per week provide distinct advantages. Hiring tutors with 
considerable background in the science of learning as well as content knowledge would also 
increase the expertise necessary to work effectively with student-athletes at all stages of their 
development. This strategy might have an impact on the number of undergraduate students 
serving as tutors. The tutor coordinator should be in the best position to identify tutors making 
effective use of the budget allocated for this purpose. In addition, the annual assessment and 
evaluation process should help guide these decisions. Tutors should be hired across sports using 
their content expertise wherever needed. It may be appropriate to hire both subj ect-matter tutors 

as well as writing tutors. The tutors who assist student-athletes with writing assignments should 
receive essentially the same training as the staff of the Writing Center. Appropriate ASPSA 

staff can implement the Writing Center tutor training model which the Writing Center will 
provide. 

b. Mentors. Mentors assist with the development of study and time-management skills. The 
current program, which uses primarily undergraduate Education maj ors as mentors should be 
redesigned. It may be more appropriate to use graduate students, part-time staff, and others (for 
example retired faculty and staff) in this role than undergraduates. During the program’s 
redesign, it is appropriate to consider whether these mentors should also engage in subj ect 
matter tutoring and provide writing assistance. Until a new format can be designed and 
implemented, many of the services provided by mentors could be absorbed by the full-time 
ASPSA staff, by tutors, and by the Reading/Writing/Learning specialists. Redesigning this 
program may also be an appropriate task for a new tutor coordinator to undertake. 

4. Conduct a Program of Assessment and Evaluation. As with all units at the University, following the 
guidance of" its major accreditation body, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), the 



ASPSA should incorporate a system of program evaluation into its operation in order to retain services 
that work and revise those that are less effective. At present, student-athlete eligibility, team and 
individual GPAs, the NCAA Academic Progress Rate, the NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate, and 
degree completion rates serve as indicators of ASPSA effectiveness. Though useful, these indicators are 
limited in providing information (e.g., program strengths, areas that need improvement) that will inform 
program decisions. Systematically collected data on program processes and outcomes are scarce 
making the establishment of a formal evaluation system useful. Such a system would include, but not 
be limited to, (a) documenting clear goals for student-athlete academic development, (b) articulating 
program operations with respect to these goals, (c) setting program benchmarks and criteria for success, 
(d) systematically collecting data on sew’ices, sew’ice deliver5,, and outcomes, (e) and the regular 
conduct of both formative (e.g., ever5, two years) evaluations conducted by the professional staff of 
ASPSA and summative (e.g., every five years) by parties external to ASPSA. 

In addition, the accomplishments of student-athletes should be tracked and compared to the student 
body. Comparisons could be made concerning entering SAT, BE (by-examination credit based on AP 
or I13 scores) credit, and class rank scores, as well as their progress toward graduation via GPA, 
retention and graduation rates, participation in Study Abroad and Undergraduate Research, etc. These 
benchmarks would be helpful when requesting additional staff members and for legitimate celebration 
of the success of Carolina’ s student-athletes. 

Review Admissions. The ASPSA is not directly involved with the recruitment of student-athletes 
beyond informing recruits about ASPSA services during visits to the facilities (and similar activities 
such as hosting a faculty breakfast on recruiting weekends). The ASPSA is involved, however, on a 
day-to-day basis with student-athletes once they matriculate. Given this experience and expertise, 
ASPSA personnel can offer a valuable perspective on whether a student-athlete being recruited is 
capable of succeeding academically at Carolina - both to coaches and the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions - and whether the University has the strategies and personnel in place to foster such 

success. 

To be effective, the role of the ASPSA in the admission of student-athletes should continue to be valued. 
The Director of the ASPSA currently advises both the faculty subcommittee on athletics admissions (a 
subcommittee of the Undergraduate Admissions Adviso~ Committee) and the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions, which makes the final decision about all applicants. Partly as a result of this consultation 
the number of cases considered by the subcommittee and those approved by the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions have declined over the last ten years. This consultative role is appropriate and the ASPSA 
is encouraged to continue to provide detailed and unbiased advice about the capacity of prospective 
student-athletes to succeed academically at the University. This advice should take into account the 
whole of the prospective student-athlete’s personal circumstances and educational profile, as well as the 
priority that his or her coaches will assign to academic pursuits and the capacity of ASPSA to provide 
appropriate support. 

Student-athletes play an important role in the University and deserve access to high quality academic support 
services regardless of their academic background and preparation. ASPSA provides valuable services to 
student-athletes and has the appropriate goal of academic success for every student-athlete at Carolina. This 
report provides a set of recommendations formed by a group of faculty, university and athletics administrators, 
academic support personnel and student-athletes to make the ASPSA even stronger and more effective in 
providing academic support to student-athletes. 



APPENDIX A 

Planning Group Roster 

Kim Abels, Director of the Writing Center 

Undergraduate Student-Athlete and of the Student-Athlete Advisor?’ Council 

(SAAC) 

John Blanchard, Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete Setazices (Co-chair) 

Lissa Broome, Wachovia Professor of Banking Law in the School of Law, Facul~ Athletics Representative to 

the NCAA and the ACC, ex-officio member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics, and ex officio member &the 

sub-committee on Athletics Admissions of the Undergraduate Admissions Advisory Committee 

Glynis Cowell, Senior Lecturer, Department of Romance Languages, member of the Faculty Advisory Committee 

for ASPSA, and member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Lloyd Kramer, Chair and Professor, Department of History, faculty member at large 

George Lensing, Professor, Department of English and Comparative Literature, member of the Faculty 

Committee on Athletics 

Bill McDiarmid, Dean, School of Education, faculty member at large 

Layna Mosley, Professor, Department of Political Science, faculty member at large 

Peter iMucha, Chair and Professor, Department of Mathematics, faculty member at large 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education in the College of Arts and Sciences and the 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art, and chair of the Undergraduate Admissions 
Advisory Committee (Co-chair) 

Eileen Parsons, Associate Professor, School of Education, member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Steve Reznick, Professor, Department of Psychology, Chair of the Faculty Committee on Athletics and member 
of the sub-committee on Athletics Admissions of the Undergraduate Admissions Advisory Committee 

Deborah Stroman, Lecturer-advisor, Department of Exercise and Support Science, faculty member at large 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

(CSSAC) to whom the ASPSA director reports 

Ex Officio Members (Colleagues and Resources): 

Brent Blanton, Associate Director of the ASPSA 

Joe Breschi, Head Lacrosse Coach 
Beth Bridget Associate Director of the ASPSA 

Paula Goodman, Administrative Manager, Undergraduate Education 

Susan Maloy, Assistant Athletics Director for Athletics Certification and Eligibility 

Robert iMercer, Director of the ASPSA 
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Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates 

the achievement of Black employees at the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

The Power of Community [REPEAqF 
An ar~th~’opologist proposed a game to kids in a~-s Afdcan tribe, 
He put a basket full of ffu}t near a tree a~sd told the kids that 
who ever got there first won the sweet fl"~.~its. Wher~ he told 
them to r~n they all took each others hands and ran 
thews sat together eqoying their" treats. When he asked them 
why they had r~n like that as one could have had all the fruits 
for himself they said: "UBUNTU, how ca~s one of us be happy 
if all the other or~es a~’e sad?~ 

UBUNTU in the Xbesa culture mead°as: °°~ am because we a~°e,’’ 

A great lesson for our" community.,, 

What a great close to a chaflenging yet 

wonderful year! Thanks to all who 

attended the Tuesday, April 24 "Dinner & 

Dialogue" event. The ~ellowship was super 

and Denzel did not disappoint. Congratulations to CBC 

Special Award winners: DeVetta Holman-Nash, Larry, Campbell, and Nakenge 

Robertson for their consistent dedication and support of the Caucus. Visit the 

CBC site ~or the super photos: 

http://www.unc.edu/cbc,/end_oL the_year_sodal20:~2.html 



Advocacy will continue throughout the summer. We will keep continue to 

communicate, as necessary, with the CBC membership regarding the 

university-related responses to the Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies Report and other CBC matters of concern. Have a great 

summer! 

school 

t/~h summ~z~r ~-~nd ~.~?{ff ~z~o h~t~;~m h~ the 

YOU ~ZZD TO 

Help! We still seek emails, photos, and other disital records of Blacks "satherins" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetinss, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

8arase boxl @ The photos will be disitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their orisinals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbdnfo~unc.edu. 

The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with pride 

$5 members and $:[0 non-members. 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www.unc.edu/cbc 

The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related 

events and programs. Kudos to OJ McGhee for his coordination! So if you 

are aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them to the Caucus 

calendar, http://www.u nc.edu/cbc/submit_event.html 



CBC BIT 

Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or 

them to OJ at oj mcghee@unc~edu. We need to collaborate and 

support our IT associates. 

refer 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, etc.) in your 

unit or department. We wish to welcome them to the university. Send information and your 

good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

o Duke University Opens Exhibit on the History of the 

Portrayal of Africans Americans in Film - Duke University Libraries is 

now showing an exhibit documenting the portrayal of African Americans in film. 

The exhibit, entitled "From Blackface to Blaxploitation: Representations of African 

Americans in Film," includes still shots from films from the Thomas Cripps 

Collection and the African Americans in Film Collection held by Duke University. The curators of the 

exhibit note that "the ways in which the motion picture industry has portrayed African Americans 

over the vast majority of the 20th century have evolved in a more positive direction; nevertheless, 

these portrayals have continued to be fraught with controversial images and stereotypical 

messages." The exhibit is being shown until July 29 in the hallway of the Rare Books Division at Duke. 

Many of the photographs in the exhibit can be seen online at 

http://exhibits.library.duke.edu/exhibits/show/africanamericansinfilm 

Faculty and Staff at UNC are invited to submit a proposal to present at the Annual Diversity 

Workshop for Faculty (August 16) "Teaching So Everyone Can Learn: What’s Race Got to Do 

With It?" Presentations should be interactive and focus on the impact of race in the classroom 

through curriculum, instruction, or specific projects or strategies. For more details, including proposal 

forms and deadline for submission, please visit www.unc.edu/diversity/facworkshop.htm. Questions? 

Contact Dr. Cookie Newsom at newsom@email.unc.edu or (919) 962-6962. This Workshop is 

sponsored by the Office of the Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The Center for Faculty 

Excellence, The Center for Dramatic Arts and The EEO/ADA Office. 

o Preserve our history! Southern Roots, Enduring Bonds: African American 

Families in North Carolina will be on view in the Southern Historical Collection 
(Wilson Library 4th floor) through July 1, 2012. This exhibit launches the African 

American Family Documentation Initiative in the Southern Historical Collection (SHC). 

The exhibit includes photographs, letters, and documents from the newly acquired 

Lewis Family Collection. Pioneering broadcaster J.D. Lewis was N.C.’s first African 

American radio announcer, hired at WRAL in 1947. For nearly five decades, he was a 

leading local figure on radio and television, including as host of "Teenage Frolic," a 

popular weekly dance program that debuted in 1958 on WRAL television. Contact Holly Smith 

(~asmith@email.unc.edu) for more details. 



DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

Sunday, June 17th - Multiple Grammy® award-winner and R&B chanteuse, Anita Baker, is 

renowned for her soaring alto vocal range, Baker launched her career in 1986 with 

"Rapture" which won her two Grammy® Awards. She recorded a number of hit singles, 

including that album’s title track and "Sweet Love". She is ranked among VHI’s 100 Greatest 

Women in Rock ’n’ Roll. Her newest album, 21st Century Love, is scheduled for release in 

2012. 

The Racial Gap - JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and 

diversity efforts on college campuses - http://www.jbhe.com/racialgap/ 

New Database on Oral History Collections of the Civil Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

(http://www.loc.gov/folklife/civilrights/) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil 

rights movement. The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections in 

libraries, museums, and university archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections across 

the country. 

~.~,~,,~.~ Ten African Americans Named to the American Academy of Arts and 

~.~, <~ .... :~..~::~i~’,. Sciences 

~.:~:~ ~:~ Founded in ~780, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (AAAS) is one of the nation’s most prestigious 

~~?:., -~~;~ honorary societies. It has a membership of more than 4,000 scholars from a wide variety of academic disciplines 

including all the natural sciences. Its membership includes at least 200 Nobel Prize winners and more than 50 

winners of a Pulitzer Prize. This year, 220 new fellows were elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

The academy does not release any information on the race or ethnicity of its membership. But through an analysis of the list of new 

fellows conducted by JBHE, it appears that :10 of the 220 new members are Black. Thus, African Americans make up 4.5 percent of the 

new members. 

(L to R) Top row: Emery Neal Brown, Colin 

Dayan, Kenneth C. Frazier, Vincent Lamont 

Hutchings, and Jerry Pinkney. Bottom row: 

Griffin Platt Rodgers, Kara Walker, Anthony 

Welters, David Brian Wilkins, and Ernest J. 

Wilson III. 



Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

institutions (Database) - This database shows the number of full-time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009.The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http://chronicle.com/article/RaceEthnicity-of/129099/?inl 

Are Teachers Lavishing Black Students With Too Much Praise? A study led by Kent 
D. Harber, an associate professor of psychology at Rutgers University, concludes that public school 

teachers "under challenge" Black students by providing them more positive feedback than they give 

White students for work of equal merit. Researchers gave a poorly written essay to 113 white 

middle-school and high school teachers. The essay was written by the researchers but subjects were 

told it was written by either a White, Black, of Hispanic student in a writing class. The subjects were 

told to critique the paper and that their review would be given directly to the student. The results 

showed that the teachers displayed a "positive feedback bias." The teachers provided more praise 

and less criticism if they thought that the student who wrote the essay was Black or Hispanic. Dr. 

Harber says, "The social implications of these results are important. Many minority students might 

not be getting input from instructors that stimulates intellectual growth and fosters achievement. 

Some education scholars believe that minorities underperform because they are insufficiently 

challenged -- the ’bigotry of lowered expectations’ in popular parlance." 

Study Finds Students’ Attitudes on Race Change for the Worse During Their 

College Years - A paper presented at the annual convention of the American Educational 

Research Association in Vancouver, British Columbia, finds that students are less concerned about 
promoting racial understanding when they are seniors than when they were freshmen. Researchers 

surveyed students at six liberal arts colleges and 11 universities at the beginning of their first year. 

The students were asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 4, "How important to you personally is helping to 

promote racial understanding." (A rating of 4 would be a very high commitment to promoting racial 

understanding.) The same students were asked the same question at the end of their first year and 

again when they were seniors. Overall figures without regard to the race of students showed that 

30.5 percent of all respondents thought promoting racial understanding was less important to them 

after one year in college. Only 17.3 percent of those surveyed reported that racial understanding was 

more important to them. The results found that for White students, the average response dropped 

from 2.47 at the beginning of the freshman year to 2.32 at the end of the first year. There was only a 

very slight reduction between the end of the first year and the response of White students when 

they were seniors. For Black students, the score for entering students of 3.26 dropped to 3.18 at the 

end of the first year and to 2.95 when they were seniors. The study was authored by Jesse D. Rude 

and Gregory C. Wolniak of the National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago and 

Ernest T. Pascarella, the Mary Louise Petersen Professor of Higher Education at the University of 

Iowa. The authors conclude that "a college education does not automatically bestow more open 

attitudes on issues of race and ethnicity, and postsecondary institutions can take actionable steps to 

create campus environments that foster more positive racial attitudes." 

Download the paper at 

http://www.n~rc.~rg/PDFs/AERA%2~Annual%2~Meeting/Racia~%2~Attitude%2~Change%2~during% 

20the%20College%20Years%20(AERA%202012).pdf 



Welcome! Darius Dixon, the new housekeeping director for UNC. Dixon 

states, "1 believe in people. People are our greatest asset and what we have to do is 

listen to them." 

Congratulations! Patricia S. Parker (pictured 

in yellow sweater) was introduced to the 

university in a reception by Dean Karen Gil on 

May 18. Dr. Parker has been appointed the 

Director of Diversity Initiatives for the College 

of Arts and Sciences. Parker, associate 
professor of communication studies, will advise 

the dean and senior associate deans, and work 
with department diversity liaisons on initiatives 

that will enhance the recruitment, retention 
and advancement of faculty from diverse 

backgrounds. "1 am thrilled to have the opportunity to assist the Dean in crafting and implementing a 

vision for faculty diversity that will energize our collective vision of institutional excellence. Through 

our efforts we can change the conversation about diversity." Visit the college’s diversity website at 

http://college.unc.edu/diversity/ 

Congratulations Faculty Election Winners! Dr. Heather Williams- 

Social Sciences Division and Shauna Collier - Faculty Council (University Libraries 

The Southern Historical Collection (SHC) in UNC’s Wilson Library invites you to participate in the 

African-American Family Documentation Initiative. Help us tell all our stories. Here are ways to help: 

Place family records in the archive for preservation and research. Tell others (friends, family, churches 

and local organizations) about the Initiative. Raise awareness of the importance of collecting and 

preserving our history by hosting events and meetings. Make a donation. Also included in the initiative 

is the exhibit Southern Roots, Endurin.q Bonds: African American Families in North Carolina, on view in 
the Southern Historical Collection (4th floor) through July 1. 

http://www.~ib.unc.edu/bl~gs/afam/index.php/african-american-family-d~cumentati~n-initiative/ 

BECOME A MENTOR IN THE COMMUNITY-Would you like to make a 

difference in the life of a young person and close the achievement gap at 

the same time? Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate needs someone like you. 

BRMA seeks caring, creative volunteers to support a young person in our 

program. Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate students have a 95% high school 

graduation rate and 100% of the graduates have gone on to post-secondary 



education. To learn about the process to become a mentor, email 

Meyer             . www.blueribbonmentors.org 

@chccs.k12.nc.us or call Graig 

Has your child or student experienced the death of a loved one? Heroic Journey is an Outward 

Bound adventure designed to provide support to high school teens grieving the death of a loved one. 

This is a week-long course offered in some of the most beautiful parts of North Carolina designed to 

help teens discover the strength they have inside to face the challenges ahead. And from the time you 

arrive, you learn that you are NOT ALONE. HJ is committed to providing as many scholarships as 

possible and there are approximately 30 spots available on three different Heroic Journey courses this 

summer. Please visit this page for more information, http://www.ncobs.org/programs/wilderness- 

expeditions/heroic journey 

HJ doesn’t want to turn anyone away... If you know of anyone who may be interested in being a 

student on a Heroic Journey course, please call the HJ admissions line at 866-282-6262 xl. 

Visit the Institute of African 

American Research’s Website for 

Announcements - The IAAR’s website 

serves as a source for call for papers, fellowships, conferences and grant opportunities in 

African American and African diaspora studies in every discipline, https://iaar.unc.edu/news- 

a n d-eve nts/a n n o u n ce m e nts 

Students organize against state laws banning affirmative action - By Mary Beth Marklein - 

Affirmative action in college admissions is back on the national radar as the Supreme Court is 

likely to hear a case involving the University of Texas this year. But a high court ruling may not 

settle this divisive debate. In the nine years since the justices said public universities could 

consider race in admissions, four states have banned the use of race by public universities, 

and Oklahoma voters will decide this fall whether to join them. At least five other states don’t 

use race, either, http://www.app.com/article/20120306/NJNEWS:18/303060090/Students- 
orga nize-against-state-laws-ba n ning-affirmative-action?odyssey=nav I head 

Note: UNC will j:ile an amicus curiae foter this year to shaw support j:or aJ:.firmative action 

policies in North Carolina. 

Duke University Gets Two Firsts - :i) Paula McClain to Be the First 

African American Dean of a School at Duke University - She was 

named dean of the Graduate School and vice provost for graduate 

education at Duke University. Dr. McClain is a professor of political science at Duke and is 

the former chair of the university’s Academic Council. 2)           a born-and-bred 

Durhamite who has become the university’s pre-eminent student leader is the first 

African American student government leader. Read more: The Herald-Sun - Local student 

makes it to the top http~!!hera!dsun.com/view!fu!! story!:1849943:i!a rticle-Local- 

student-makes-it-to-the-top 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

A SPECIAL thank you to our friends at CPA ! The CBC enjoys a wonderful performance by the Alvin 

Ailey American Dance Theater each year from their generosity. 

http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/ 

i2 ~,~evv Wo~k Co~~~s~on~ 

11 WoHc~ P~e~4~e~es ~ 3 U~S~ P~e~4~e~es 

C~ro~ina Performinq Arts seeks to change lives by 
creating and presenting exceptional arts experiences, 
and connecting them to the surrounding community. 

We’re making history by collaborating with artists and 
academics alike to present our most ambitious season 

to date. 



Carolina Club offers a Special Membership for fellow Campus colleagues! CC is the dining 

and social Club for UNC employees, conveniently located in central campus on Stadium 

Drive. Through June 1st, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club with no 

initiation fee. As a welcome gift members will also receive a $100 dining credit. Low 

monthly dues start at $28 and UNC Faculty and Staff can enjoy many great benefits such 

as complimentary coffee and pastries each morning, and free snacks between 

appointments. Dine and host with weekday lunch service including a full menu, or a ~10 

quick-service soup, salad&sandwich bar. Join the Caucus at the Club! 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 

Yot~r CBC £eadership Team 

Shand~,~a Jones - Kenan-Fla gler Business Sc~ool 

b ~/a L i ttlejo.h n - ~ nan- ~a g /er B~’s i~ ess Sc.h ool 

0~[ ~l lcGhee- Sc.hool of ~b,;’5:c Healt.h 

~rita i~lz~i.,;’7- H~nan Reso~rces 

~kenge Robectson - FPG Child De vek¥~met~t lnsti~~te 

Deborah Stzoman -E~rcise and Spo~’t Scie~ce 



From the "Warming the Heart" file- Honorable Joe L. Webster shares from his biog... 

Join the CBC today! www.unc.edu/cbc 
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TOP NEWS 

Euro Zone CriMs Bolls as                               ~ 

Leaders Argue, FMHng at 

Pact 

Regional leaders meeting in Brussels failed to signal concrete steps to stimulate the economy or 
resolve the competing agendas of the German chancellor and the French president. 

Voters in Egypt hoped to seize the promise of a popular uprising that defined the Arab spring in an 
election that could end ~5 chaotic months of military rule. 

~ 
SH te Shows Votin~ for President ~ Egypt’s Choice 

~    ~h~ F~ont-Runne~s in the E~yptian E~ection ] Video: E~yp~ Votes 

~LITICAL MEMO 

Baln Strategy Holds Pitfalls for PreMdent 

Ever since President Obama took office amid a financial crisis, debates over how much to blame - 
and regulate -Wall Street have stoked tensions between Democrats and the financial industry. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Paqe >; 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’i~t is ~l,~ houeg ~o rn~ ~e~r~’. For thej~rst 

possiblg rm~k~ a d~?~rene~L" 

NOHANED ~UNTAFA NEIF, ;m account;mr in Cait’o, on voting for EgypVs first fi’eely elected 

president. 

S P 0 RTS 

Ser~4ng a Home 

A~tvantage 
Francis Tiafoe, ~4, who 
lived and learned tennis at the 
College Park, Nd., tennis center 
where his father worked, is the top- 
ranked United States boys player in 
his age group. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR Takinq l 

Teamo Or Not. the 

protects his stay ball 
player, he’s probably Bot doing him a [avor, 

I’d like to thank.., 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

And the nominees should be . 

Complete coverage of the ]ony Awards 

WORLD 



Drug Trafficking and Raids Stir Damager o~ the Mosqu~lo Coast 

People’s rage is directed not only against Honduras’s own military and the Amerieans, but also at 

their neighbors for partieipating in drng trafficking. 

Law of the Sea Treaty Is Fouled on Cap~to~ H~I~ Aga~ 

The United Nations treaty that governs the world’s oceans is undergoing one of its periodic 

resurrections in Congress. 

Iran appeared to balk at a proposal by six world powers to curb its nuclear program but agreed to 
keep talking, 

More Worid News 

THE ENERGY RUSH 

New a~d Frozen Frontier Awaits Ofit’shore O]~ Drilling 

Despite lively opposition, Shell, with President Obama’s suppo~, will start test wells in Maska’s 

North, in a moment of major promise and considerable danger. 

Mark J. Sullivan told a Senate committee that no security breach had arisen from the interaction 

of a dozen agents with prostitutes last month in Colombia because agents had not yet been briefed 

about security arrangements for President Obama’s visit. 

Voters Shr~g al Revelat~ons of Ethnic Cla]~n ~n Senate Race 

The controversy over whether Elizabeth Warren falsely elaimed Native American ancestry has 

fi~seinated the news media, bnt w)ters seem largely indifferent. 

i "" " ~ Document: Suffolk University Poll on the Massachusetts Senate Race 

BUSINESS 

For Hosp]tMs a~d I~surers~ New Vervor to Cut Costs 
L:: R Li..L. .:,i.::~Ti. i.:L q.. 

Insm’ers, hospitals and doctors say they are forming partnerships and creating programs to find 

ways to slow the growth in the nation’s $~.7 trillion health care bill. 

~ Irld[v[r~ual Health Policies Fall S,hort. a Sturdy Finds 

As the star of Alexis Tsipras continues to rise, Greece’s elite have even greater reason to lie low. A 

few, however, are stepping up with donations and ideas on addressing the debt crisis. 

DEALBOOK 

B~fffett~s Gold~m~r~ Dear Is Tolfic ~n an I~s]der Case 

Byron D. ~lh’ott, an adviser to Warren Buffer and a former Goldman Sachs vice chairman, detailed 

how Mr. BuffeR’s investment in Goldman materialized. 

SPORTS 

GAME 5: DEVILS 5, RANGERS 3 

Devils Star~ and Vhfish Strong 

Ryan Carter snapped a tie with 4:24 left to help the Devils beat the Rangers after blowing an early 

lead, pntting New Jersey one win away fi’om the Stanley Cnp finals. 

~ Bo~ Score [ Pia~-b~-Pia~ ] ~ Slide Show. Game 5 

GAM E 6: SIXERS 82, CELTICS 75 

Cloaked hi History, 76ers Force a t3a~ne 7 

Philadelphia, led by drue ttoliday, outscored the Celties by ~o points after halftime as the Sixers 

won at home to force the first Game 7 between the old riwds since ~982. 

Ra~gers Can’t Overco~e Shaky Sta~ by L~mdqv~st 

~II~e Rangers have relied on goalie Henrik Lundqvist more than any other player, and he is 

struggling at the worst possible time. 

~Mth 2 Goais, Fourth Line Is Di,,erence ,or the Eeviis 



~ Career Or~ce in Doubt, a Devil 8hines in the Playoffs 

ART$ 

Publicists for 2oth Century Fox ave using promotional events with the armed services to attract 
attention for "Abraham Lineoln: Vampire Hnnter," which opens in ~une. 

Philadelphia Orchestra Submits Reo~ga~fizatlon Plall 

More than a year after resorting to bankruptcy court, the orchestra on Wednesday submitted its 

plan to erase debt and cut costs to a judge. 

ARTSBEAT 

tqfilHps Takes ’idol,’ E~ho~ing ~Vhmers Past 

Phillip Phillips, a 2~-year-old pawnshop employee from Georgia with a gutsy- vocal style, won the 
Fox talent competition "American Idol," beating out d essica Sanchez, a vocal prodigy. 

, Moi’e Airs NeWS 

FASHION & STYLE 

As sales of tailored clothing increase, demand grows for a less structured suit that is actually fun to 

~ 
Slide Show 

~ 
Subr@ Yc, ur Photos: 

~ 
Video: F’~eppy ~ Forest 

The New Ma ste~’s of Pan’sons 
~:..:, t:.il ..:,: 

A new M.F.A. program in fashion design at Parsons has drawn enormous interest from the 

indust~7. Here’s a look at some of the program’s first graduates. 

~E~ SIhJe Show 

But Now~ W~hat to 

Same-sex brides talk about their wardrobe choices: gown or suit? 

More Fashiot~ & Sh’le ;> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
How to End Btop-a~ld-Frlsk Ab~lses 
New York shouhl learn fi’om Philadelphia, which wisely settled a elass-action snit and began 
overhauling its police practices. 

EDITORIAL 

~e]com~ End of a Pse~dotheol’y 

The claims that homosexuality is a choice have been discredited nmv that a giant in psychiatry has 

renounced his own study that said gay people could be cured. 

EDITORIAL 

The Danger Downwh~d 

The Environmental Proteetion Agency has the anthority to impose new ehemieal safety rnles. 

President Obama ean make it happen. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Eat Y,m~r Hake and Have It,. Too 

We can harvest a eertain h’aetion of a fish popnlation that has been overfished, if we allow fro’ the 

natm’al processes of birth and growth to rebnild the stock. 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

She Has a Phnp*s Name Etched on Her 

Across Ameriea, pimps are branding their victims like cattle and selling them like property. 

Finally, there are hints of progress. 



~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

G.OoP. N~gl~tmare 

On moral issues, long-term trends for the Republican Party are not good. 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 24, 1883, the Brooklyn Bridge, linking Brooklyn and .Manhattan, was opened to traffic. 
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TOP NEWS 

After 33 Years, Police Make 
Arrest in Case of Etan Patz 
By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN and WILLIAM K. 
RASH BAU M 

A New Jersey man, Pedro Hernandez, 
confessed to choking the 6-year-old boy 
who disappeared in 1979 in SoHo on his 
way to school, said Police Conmfissioner 
Raymond W. Kelly. 

Iran Is Seeking Lebanon 
Stake as Syria Totters 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Iran’s eagerness to shower money on 
Lebanon is the latest indication of just 
how worried Tehran is at the prospect 
that Syria’s leader could fall. 
¯ . ~ Video: Building a Dam in Lebanon 

After Barreling Ahead in 
Recession, China Finally 
Slows 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

China, wlfich has driven global growth as the United States and Europe struggled, is seeing a real estate 
dom~tum, stalling exports and a drop in consmner confidence. 
" ~ Graphic: China’s Economy Is Slowing 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We believe that this is the individual responsible." 

RAYMOND W. KELLY, the New York police eonmfissioner, annotmeing the arrest of a man in the killing 

of Etan Patz, 6, in ]979. 

MULTIMEDIA 

~ VIDEO: ................................. ’ 
TimesCast I Arrest 
in Etan Patz Case 
After 33 years, the New 



York City police made an arrest in the 
case of Etan Patz, the 6-year-old who 
disappeared on his way to school in 
SoHo. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

How Should the 
U.S. Support 
Returning 
Veterans? 
What are the most 
pressing challenges that retulafing 
veterans face? 

And for most aerobic 
performance... 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

I’d like to thank... 

And the nominees should be... 

n~!,tim.es, ¢ont T H EATiE R 

WORLD 

Iran Nuclear Talks End with No Deal 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and RICK GLADSTONE 

Two days of difficult talks on Iran’s nuclear program concluded with no clear progress, but the parties will 
reeonvene in June. 

Mongolian Ex-President Denounces Timing of His Graft Trial 
By DAN LEVIN 

The ex-president, Nambaryn Enkhbayar, receiving treatment after a hmager strike, claims the delay is 
politically motivated. 

Poisoning Deaths of Assad In-Law and Other Officials Are Reported, and Denied 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The spokesman for Syria’s Foreign Ministry posted an article on his Facebook page that quoted lfim as 
denying the report that senior govenament figures, including the brother-in-law of President Bashar al- 
Assad, had been killed. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Battle Brewing Over Labeling of Genetically Modified Food 
By AMY HARMON and ANDREW POLLACK 

Concern over the possible health and environmental effects of such food has prompted a move for labeling it, 
but scientists, farmers and technology companies call the measures alarmist. 

An Often Procrastinating Congress Is Raring at the Gate on Tax Cuts 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Both parties foresee an election lift in quick action on Bush-era tax legislation. 

SPRING VALLEY JOURNAL 
At a Wildfire Base Camp, Logistics and Pop-Tarts 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

In Arizona, a makeslfift camp at a high school sustains 1,160 firefighters spread across three outposts in the 
mountains and 498 other workers. 
" ~ Slide Show: Battling Wildfires and Improvising a Place to Call Home 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In Spain, Bank Transfers Reflect Broader Fears 



By LANDON THOMAS Jr. and RAPHAEL MINDER 

As Spaniards move their money out of troubled institutions, officials worry about the ripple effect of a full 
bank run. 

¯ . Putin Ally Warns of Fallout if Economy Falters 

British Recession Is Worse Than Thought, Data Says 

New Orleans Newspaper Scales Back in Sign of Print Upheaval 
By DAVID CARR and CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Circulation and staff reductions at The Times-Picayune of New Orleans and three Alabama newspapers are 
the latest instances of reorganization in a rapidly changing industry. 

’ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

A Mining Rush in the Upper Peninsula 
By EMILY LAMBERT 

With copper trading at high prices, a remote area of Michigan is rediscovering its nfining roots, raising hopes 
that flae region will recover from a long slump. 
° ~’~ Slide Show: Mining Returns to Michigan’s Upper Peninsula 

" ~ Graphic: A Bull Market for Many Metals 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Predictions Are Offered, but Not Guarantees 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Rangers Coach John Tortorella is expecting two of his best players, Henrik Ltmdqvist and Brad Richards, to 
rebotmd from poor outings in Gmne 5. 

’. Nearly 20 Years Later, Brodeur’s Shot at Redemption 

Trainer Accused of Doping in 675 Harness Races 
By WALT BOGDAN ICH 

New York State accused Luis Pena, a prominent horse trainer, of illegally drugging horses in hundreds of 
haruess races over a 28-month period in the state. 

Pro Wrestling, Senegal Style 
By NICHOLAS LOOMIS 

The version of wrestling known as laamb in Senegal is immensely popular, attracting fans with its big stars, 
occult practices and huge paydays. 

. ~ Video: The Allure of Laamb 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
New Under the Sun: Books for Basking 
By JANET MASLIN 

Here’s a smnpling of beach reads to suit every taste, from history to science fiction. 

ART REVIEW 
In Klimt’s Kingdom, One Lady Reigns 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

Gustav Klimt and his 19o7 portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer are the centerpieces of a 15oth-anniversary 
celebration at the Neue Galerie. 

’: ~5.~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
’Idol’ Winner Cloaks His Talent in Modesty 
By JON CARAMANICA 

If Plfillip Plfillips had been craving a victory on "_Mnerican Idol," he did an outstanding job of lfiding it. But 
on the show’s llth season, he perfolaned as if there were no competition. 

¯ . ArtsBeat: Phillips Takes ’Idol,’ Echoing Winners Past 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MOONRISE KINGDOM’ 
Scouting Out a Paradise: Books, Music and No Adults 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Wes Anderson’s new fihn, "Moonrise Kingdom," is a self-consciously once-upon-a-time tale of two romantic 
12-year-olds who create their own paradise by rtmning away. 

’ ~ Video: Anatomy of a Scene 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
The Debate at Cannes Rages (as Always): What to Boo? 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

At Cannes, both "Holy Motors," a surreal fihn by the French director Leos Carax, and "The Paperboy," with 
Nicole Kidinan playing her most lustful character, have drawn some jeers. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MEN IN BLACK 3’ 
Back in the Day, When Agents and Aliens Were Sweet 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Men in Black 3" returus to the summer of 1969, in a swirl of nostalgia as naive as "Forrest Gump" and as 
knowing as "Mad Men," but not as sour as either. 

’- ~ Video: This Week’s Movies 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Crisis This Time 
Europe’s leaders failed again to recognize that growth measures are crucial to resolving the debt crisis. They 
need a plan now for Greece and all their struggling economies. 

EDITORIAL 
A Court Covers Up 
?m appeals court upheld the goverument’s weak claim that records describing the C.I.A.’s use of 
waterboarding are exempt from disclosure because they would harm national security. 

EDITORIAL 
Once More on the Law of the Sea 
The United States Senate has stubboruly refused to ratify the Law of the Sea Convention, a worthy global 
agreement, for nearly 3o years. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How to Stop Wildlife Poachers 
By ELIZABETH L. BENNETT 

Guards patrol museums to secure our cultural heritage. We should take the same approach to safeguarding 
our natural heritage. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Service Patch 
By DAVID BROOKS 

As college graduates cousider their career prospects, they should tlfink about how to be as much as they 
think about what to be. 

," Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Egos and Immorality 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

It has been ahnost funny to see how thin-skinned the Masters of the Universe really are as the role of Wall 
Street is debated by politicians. 

," Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 25, 1925, John T. Scopes was indicted h~ Tennessee for teaching Darwin’s theory of evolution. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 25, 2012 10:15 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcal .ty--athletics-tbrum] more questions 

I had the same reaction. Statements about the course selection process being a result of drifting strain credulity and undermine the credibili~ of the facts unearthed by 

the HaNyn- Williams repolnt. For evidence of a more deliberate process, here is what a former academic advisor for football said in October 2011: 
[Cynthia] Reynolds, 57, was let go by the athletic department last year. She contended in an unsuccessful legal complaint it was age diserimination; the 

nniversity says she made mistakes that threatened some athletes’ eligibili~. 

Reynolds said it was typical to find and recommend classes advisers thought athletes could pass. If an athlete cast an eye toward a degree prognnn that 

conflicted with the heavy athletic load, advisers warned them they could be risking their eligibili .ty. They were often guided to diseiplines that seemed a good fit 

tbr their abilities. Communications was one such degree progran~, exercise and sports science another. 

The advisers also knew which professors were more inclined to work with athletes. Reynolds said one was Julius Nyang’oro, chaim~an of the At?ican 

mad Afro-American Studies Department. She said Nyang’oro did not give the athletes an easy ride. Rather, he sought guarantees t?om advisers that the athletes 

would be matched with tutors committed to helping them. 
One tutor who seemed up to the challenge was , an undergraduate s~dent Inajoring in education. She was bright, energetic mad 

attxactive. Football players sought her out for help in their studies. In she was one of four athletic tutors who won the centel*s top honor for outs~nding 

work. She also had another side job: tutoring Davis’ teenage son. 

Here isthe URL for the article where the above appeared: http:/iwww.newsobserver.con~/2011/10/23/1588205idmds-nnc-aimed-l~i~!~-but-seemdal.htufl 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Proi~ssor of Afro-American Studies 

Depaxtmem of At~can and Al}o-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North CaJcolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for iniblmation about my publications: 

htoo://~vw.umass.edu/umpre ss/spr 97/j anken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/boolcs/T- 8059.html 

http:/iundpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 

http:/iundpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [n~ailto;iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:31 AM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty--athletics- forum] more questions 

From today’s N&O: 

Bobbi Owen, senior associate dean for undergraduate education, said it is hard to know why students ended up in any particular course. The review showed that 

athletes and non-athletes were enrolled in the aberrant courses, though 39 percent of those in the 54 suspect classes were football and basketball players. 

"Word of mouth is potent," she said. "Students drift to places where they understand they roll be accommodated." 

Even if one wants to assume--as all the administrators do, evidently--that the athletes merely "drifted" to these courses, there would be another question: Why did 

advisers rank and nod their way through their regular advising meetings ruth these students? And here’s a very specific question we should be able to answer: Who 

were the advisers of these students? In Steele, every, advising session leaves a documentary trail; the same should be tree in ASPSA. If it’s not, that tells you something 
scandalous right there. But if it is true, it would not be "haJcd to know" at all when and ruth whom these students met and Mint they must have been told or not told. All 

the evidence we now have points right back to academic support. The N&O, nntbrtnnately, allowed the deans to obfuscate at the BOT meeting ~md failed to ask the 

questions that were begging to be asked. 

-- You are currently subscribed to tkcalty--athletics- fomn~ as: k~janke@email.unc.edu. To unsub~fibe click here: http://lists.nnc.edu/u? 

id~8699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 31554358, or send a blank email to leave-31554358- 

48699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice(~)email.unc.edt~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc~edu,’u?id 50137456A21235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n T&I facul~’--athletics-fi:~rum&o 31554652 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave- 31554652- 50137456.42t235atSa29175600ad39629242d7d3(i~li stserv, unc.edu 
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TOP NEWS 

Bank Regulators Under 
Scrutiny in JPMorgan Loss 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and BEN 
PROTESS 

Fallout from JPMorgan Chase’s bad bets 
is revealing lapses in the policing of the 
office that disclosed a multibillion 
trading loss. 

In Egypt’s Likely Runoff, 
Islam Vies With the Past 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM 
FAHIM 

The race to become the Egyptian 
president is shaping up as a contest 
between two of Egypt’s most powerful, 
polarizing forces: political Islam and the 
nfilitary. 

At AiTaignment in Etan Patz 
Case, Mental Illness Claim 
By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM and KIA GREGORY 

During the first court appearance of Pedro Heruandez, who is accused of killing Etan Patz, his lawyer said 
his client had a psychiatric history that included hallucinations. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It is a shock. I don’t want either one, so I am not going to vote." 

AHMED KABANY, an engineer, on the upconfing Egyptian election for president, in wlfich a hardline 

Islanfist is facing off against an authoritarian former general. 

MAGAZINE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: The 

(Home) Birther 
Movement 
Ina May Gaskin’s crusade 
to expm~d access to, and 
to legalize, nfidwife- 



assisted homebirth. 

~’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Unkindest Cut of 
All                    ~’ °::" 
By BILLY EASTON         ’I". 

New York’s cuts in 
education spending hurt students and 
ultimately the state’s economy. All about "American Idol" 

ALSO IN ARTS >> 

"Idol" grapples with its own competition 

Judging the judges 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

In Vatican Whodunit, a Punch Line of a Suspect 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

An on-again, off-again scandal burst into the open with the arrest of Pope Benedict XVI’s butler, suspected of 
leaking private letters addressed to the pope. 

U.N. Finds Uranium in Iran Enriched to Higher Level 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

Inspectors fotmd traces of uranimn enriched more lfighly flaan what Iran had reported, but a diplomat in 
Vienna cautioned that the spike could be accidental. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
After Guantfinamo, Starting Anew, in Quiet Anger 
By SCOTT SAYARE 

Lakhdar Bomnediene, who spent seven years at Guant~namo Bay before being released for lack of evidence, 
says he still does not tmderstand why he was detained and just wants a retuna to normalcy. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Drug for Adults Is Popular as Children’s Remedy 
By CATHERINE SAINT LOUIS 

Parents are questioning the long-term effects of the often-used laxative, Miralax, which has become a staple 
in many 3aneriean households since it was first introduced a3 years ago. 

, Doctors’ Tips for Childhood Constipation 

First Private Craft Docks With Space Station 
By KENNETH CHANG 

The mission, to take cargo to the space station and bring items back, is being carried out by a company that 
hopes to one day take people to Mars. 

With a Bipartisan Flurry, Becoming a Do-Something Senate 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The Senate has been tmusually active in recent weeks, potentially isolating House Republican leaders who 
have seized on the Senate inaction. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Giant Lender in Spain Asks for Billions to Fend Off Collapse 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

Spain is trying to avert a failure of Bankia, its biggest mortgage lender, which could threaten the Spanish 



banking industry mad reverberate through Europe and beyond. 

:’ In Spain, Bank Transfers Reflect Broader Fears 

COMMON SENSE 
A Company’s Stand for Gay Marriage, and Its Cost 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Replacements Linfited, of North Carolina, lost cttstomers and got a lot of hate mail when it and its founder 
urged voters to reject a gay marriage ban. 

YOUR MONEY 
Hope and Frustration in New U.S. Effort to Help Homeowners 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

Despite some problems with lenders, a new version of the HARP federal refinancing program offers less 
restrictive rules - but the success of the program remains to be seen. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 6: DEVILS 3, RANGERS 2 (OT) 
Devils Advance to Finals After Ending Rangers’ Season 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Admn Henrique scored off a wild scramble in front of Rangers goalie Henrik Ltmdqvist 1 nfinute 3 seconds 
into overtime, sending the Devils to the Stanley Cup finals against the Los Pmgeles Kings. 

:’ ~;; Box Score I Play-by-Play I ~ Slide Show: Game 6 

Knicks End the Waiting and Keep Woodson as Coach 
By HOWARD BECK 

The team officially lifted Mike Woodson’s interim title and signed him to a multiyear contract - the reward 
for salvaging a seenfingly dismal season and guiding the ~fieks into the playoffs. 

¯ ’ J.R. Smith Arrested in Miami Beach 

ESSAY 
If Tradition Holds, Hope and Wit Will Shower the Mets’ Stadium in Sheets 
By GREG W. PRINCE 

The Mets’ revival of Bmmer Day recalls the days when free expression could be both enthusiastic and 
sardonic. 

¯ " Expression Will Be Free, but Only Partly 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Climbing Into the Future, or Just Into an Artist’s Whimsy 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The interactive Tomfis Saraceno sculpture "Cloud City," on the roof of the Met, is the latest example of 
scientific-based ftm-house folanalism. 

ARTSBEAT 
John Waters Tries Some Desperate Living on a Hitchhiking Odyssey 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

The director of"Hairspray," "Polyester" and "Pink Flanfingos" recounts his hitchhiking experiences from a 
recent road trip as he collected material for a book he plans to call "Carsick." 

MUSIC REVIEW 
The Call of the Wild Salome, and Other Musical Temptations From Cleveland 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Cleveland Orchestra, conducted by Franz Welser-M6st, showed its command of Strauss, as well as of 
Shostakovieh, in concerts at Calaaegie Hall. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 



How I Fell for Lisbon 
By FRANK BRUNI 

I didn’t expect romance, but this city had other ideas. No must-see list or hard-fought reservations. It lets 
you in. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: Places and Faces of Lisbon 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Hey, How Did You Find That Place? 
By JENNIFER CONLIN 

If your tastes are more boutique than mainstream, these sites could help streamline your search for a special 
place to stay. 

36 Hours in Dresden, Germany 
By RACHEL B. DOYLE 

In tlfis city on the Elbe, once known as the "Florence of the North," cultural treasures, lively restaurants and 
trendy shops coexist with the residue of a dark lfistory. 

’ ~ Slide Show: Scenes From the City 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Nuclear Power After Fukushima 
A strong advocate for public safety is departing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Dr. Allison Macfarlane, 
nominated to now lead flae N.R.C., will have to keep up the fight. 

EDITORIAL 
The Lesson of Bain Capital 
If Mitt Romney is going to argue that lfis experience makes him the best choice to revive the economy, then 
his record at Bain is fair game. 

EDITORIAL 
Capital Punishment’s Latest Folly 
The shortage of the drug used to kill death-row felons is just another reminder of why it is useless to pretend 
that state execution can ever be made hmnane. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Plantations, Prisons and Profits 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Louisiana’s for-profit prisons are an abomination. A series by The Times-Picayune of New Orleans paints a 
picture of convicts as chattel and a legal system based on human eommodifieation. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Deciphering Mitt-Speak on Schools 
By GAlL COLLINS 

I have an exciting topic for discussion this Memorial Day holiday weekend, people. Mitt Ronmey’s education 
speech! 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Facebook’s Brilliant Disaster 
By JOE NOCERA 

For once, the benefits of an I.P.O. went to the company instead of to Wall Street. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On May 26, 1868, the Senate impeachment trial of President Andrew 3ohnson ended with his acquittal as 

the Senate fell one vote short of the two-thirds majority required for conviction. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Grade Change 

Hello[ 

I hope this message finds you well. My name is and I am a graduating senior. I am sending this message to ask you if you could help me with a 

grade issue I have in my AFAM    course. Last week, Dr. Rucker and I were communicating via email about discrepancies with my final grade. In his course he has 

an absentee policy that affected my grade. According to his records I was absent 3 times, but I have proof to show that I was not. Now, I understand that my grade 

in his course is according to his discretion, but unfortunately he is unavailable right now. Being that I am a graduating senior, I would prefer to have this issue 

resolved as soon as possible. Is there any other avenue I could take to fix my grade? 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Biology, B.S. Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, May 27, 2012 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Hopes Assad Can Be Eased Out With Russia’s Aid 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo Hopes Assad Can Be 

In a new effort to halt bloodshed in 
Syria, President Obama will push for 
the departure of President Bashar al- 
Assad under a proposal modeled on 
the transition in Yemen. 

UoSo Effoi*ts Fall to Curtail 

Trade in Afghali Opium 

Some ogfieials privately concede that 

there is little chance for large-scale 

success of the anti-opium effort in 

Afghanistan before the end of the 

NATO military mission in 2o~4. 

Dozens of Childrel~ Die in Br~ttM Attack ol~ Syrial~ Town 

At least 32 children were among more than 9o people killed in Houla, Syria, top United Nations 
officials said, accusing Syria’s government of "indiscriminate" shelling. 

GUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Tke LR.S. is doing what the9 can to prevent this, but this is like a ts~nami c~If!’and. Evergwhere I go, 

ever9 dinner, everg fimc~on I attend, someone will come np to me and telI me the~ are a victim." 

WIn’REDO A. FEREK, a United States attorney, on identity-theft tax fraud~ 

ARTS 

Drawing 

For over a year, a 

group of artists has 

been visiting Walter Reed National 

Military Medical Center to docmnent 

the experiences of wounded seiw-iee 

members. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

C~INION 

Prod uctlve 

The relentless drive for 

productivity may have 

some limits; if our economies don’t continue to expand, we risk putting people out of work. 

Celebrity couNings 20 years 
ago 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

[he Vows Column at 20 

Planning meel:s serendipity 

WORLD 



F~.rst a Black Hood, Then 81 Captive Days for an i&r~st h~ Chh~a 

Ai Weiwei’s illegal detention reveals the ways in which the most stnbborn dissidents joust with their 
tormentors and try to maintain resistance in the face of seemingly absolute power. 

Peru Forced to Co~Wront Deep Scars (~f C~I VVar 

A bid by some former Shining Path guerrillas to form a political party stirred emotions and 

reopened a bitter national debate on the war and how to move on. 

In E~rope, Dh;orce a*~d Separation Become a Burden for Struggling Fathers 

The number of single fathers and divorced men in Italy who are in dire economic circumstances is 
growing, and many are becoming homeless as the cure zone crisis pushes unemployment higher. 

More World News 

~Aqth Personal Data h~ Ha~d, Thieves VHe Early a~d Often 

Criminals filing false tax returns with made-up incomes have received hundreds of millions of 
dollars in refunds, law enforcement officials say. 

For Many Illegal Entrants into U.S.~ a PaVgcularly Inhospitable F~rst Stop 

Smugglers in Texas are increasingly packing dozens of people into small stash houses and treating 
them like prisoners whom they starve, beat or rape. 

A Taste of Prohlb~fion as Liquor Stores Go Private 

On June ~, Washington State is converting its 785ear-old liquor sales system from state to private 
control. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

The I-Im~ch~ the Pou~ce a~d the I431i 

aPMorgan Chase lost big because of outsize trades, but not before Boaz Weinstein, a hedge fund 
manager, seized a rich opportunity, winning in a high-risk game of nerves. 

~Bank 
Regulators Under Scrutiny in JF’Mo;gan Loss 

Quick Getaways, at the Div**rce Hotel 

The Dutch entrepreneur behind Divorce Hotel, a weekend program for couples looking to end their 
marriages quickly, wants to introduce the concept to the United States. 

~ 
V dee B ~ ~e~s Day L ve , Divorce Retreats 

As Ba~k Loa~s Dry Up h~ Spain, Small a~d Medhm~ B~sh~esses F~ght for Life 

The loss of credit is contributing to Spain’s troubles by raising unemployment and cutting tax 
revenues, making it harder to bring its budget defter down to manageable levels. 

~ Video: Spain’s Credit Crunch 

S P O RTS 

GAM E 7: CELTICS 85, SIXERS 75 

Ce]tics Oah~ Rematch ,&gab.nat James a~d Heat 

Mded by Rajon Rondo’s late-game scoring, Boston defeated Philadelphia and will finally have 

another chance at LeBron James and the Miami Heat in the Eastern Conference finals. 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Sta~dh~g O~t aad Bleadh~g In 

The Oklahoma City guard James Harden, named the N.B.A.’s top sixth man, continues to grow, 
perhaps even more than his trademark beard. 

The Gllory a~d the Pah~ of Pltchh~g 

Starting when he was 12 and lasting through 15 major league seasons as a pitcher, including time 
with the Red Sox and the Mets, Bob Ojeda has had an intense relationship with pain. 

~1--I Slide Show: From I.ittie [.e~gue to the M~jor [.e~gues 

o Mole Sports News 



Po~ralts of~Var 

~’tists in the Joe Bonham Project are tracing the long path of rehabilitation by drawing wounded 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Stalked by Shadow~ (and a Rabb~t) 

Jim Parsons stars in a rare revival of the comedy "Harvey" on Broadway. 

Unplugged and Fully Recharged 

When MTV’s Spanish-language channel approached the Colombian singer duanes about doing an 

"Unplugged" session, he jumped at the chance. The proposal came just when he needed to take stock 

of his situation - personal and musical. 

MAGAZINE 

RIFF 

How Rola~d Ba~thes Gave U,~ the TV Recap 

What would the man who essentially created cultural criticism make of a world in which criticism 

has become a kind of pop culture? 

MAKERS 

V~l~o Made T|~at Fly Swatter? 

Building the perfect mechanism to kill with one hand. 

M[ommy ~rars: Tl~e Preq~ml 

Ina May Gaskin, the original home-birth evangelist, is finally winning converts in the 

[] Si~6e S~ow: ghe (Home) Bircher Movement 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

"Fl~e Pl~ony Reg~latlon 1)ebate 

It is absurd for Republicans to attack Mr. Obama for carrying out an unprecedented "regulatory 

jihad" when, in fact, the administration has a mediocre record. 

EDITORIAL 

A Disservice to Disabled Troops 

The processing of medical evaluations of wounded and disabled service members is getting worse. 

There is no excuse for more backsliding and delay. 

EDITORIAL 

Albany~ Ever Self-Absorbed 

Pandering to the antitax crowd, Republicans in the New York State Senate will not give struggling 

counties the authority to raise their local sales taxes. 

More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

Home Is "Where They Le~ You Live 

Immigrants will draw their notions of "home" not only from what is familiar and desirable, but also 

Dom what is permitted and denied them. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Fatty Arilmals at the Secret Circ~ts 

Is Mark Sullivan too naive to watch over the boys-being-boys in the Secret Service’? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Facebook illuslo~ 

The Internet economy isn’t as revolutionary as we had hoped. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 27, 1964, independent India’s first prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, died. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 27, 2012 4:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: list of AFILI courses 

PROPOSED REALIGNMENT OF AFRI COURSES.docx 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 

As per Bunice’s request and Kermeth’s email on the review of AFRI courses below, attached please :find my preliminary proposal on the matter, which I plan to discuss with Kenneth in 
person Tuesday morning. 
Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.. ~ 1 

From: Sahie, Eunice N 

Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 9:03 AM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: FW: list of AFRI courses 

Deal Georges, 

I hope you are doing well. 

As you know, I have given you the mandate to review current courses in African Studies. Along these lines I would be grateful if you reviewed the courses on the excel sheet attached to 
this email in light of Kenneth’s corcanents below. 

In terms of regional seminars, please note we are eliminated all oftheru except the one on West ~adrica ~vhich ~ve will keep on the list for 1 year as pait of Walter’s Study Abroad program. 
Further, we need to rethink other 500 levels courses on the list because the department’s undergraduate curriculum mandate is the lens through ~vhich the our instructional budget is 
discussed and allocated. In my last meeting with Deans on the budget, I was asked to re-number these courses either on the 400 or 300 level. Finally, I think we should consider having 
Afril01 as a prerequisite for upper level courses. 

Thanks for your sei~ice to the Department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 8:49 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: list of AFRI courses 

Dear Eunice, 

Attached is an Excel file containing all of the AFRI courses that we currently list in our inventor?, Please ask Georges which ones he thinks we should eliminate, and which of the 500-1eve1 
courses should be renumbered at the 300-level (graduate students do not get credit) and which at the 400-level (graduate students can get credit) With the ne;v curriculum, majors must take 
two elective courses at the 400 level, so that is something to keep in mind. 

Later today I ;vill complete the first round of renumbering of all of the department courses and will send that list to you. 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-Arnerican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
LTniversi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (~?x) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www. uanass edu/umpress/spr 97,’ianken.html 
http : //uncpr ess. unc. edu/books/T-8059 htm[ 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/PO0723 
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To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, May 28, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.N. Security Council Issues Condemnation of Syria Attack 
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TOP NEWS 

U.N. Security Council Issues 
Condemnation of Syria 
Attack 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The United Natious action over a 
massacre this weekend of at least lo8 
villagers was the strongest yet allowed 
by Russia, which has blocked criticism 
of Syria’s president. 

" U.S. Hopes Assad Can Be Eased Out With 

Russia’s Aid 

:’ IHT Rendezvous: Syria Is Under Pressure 

Public Pensions Faulted for 
Bets on Rosy Returns 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and DANNY 
HAKIM 

Public pension fm~ds in the United 
States are struggling to lower their 
assumed rates of returu, which are 
criticized as too lofty in the current 
market enviromnent. 
" ~ Graphic: Pensions and the NewYork City Budget 

West Point Is Divided on a War Doctrine’s Fate 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Faculty at the United States Military Academy are debating what a counteriusurgeney strategy gained in Iraq 
and Afghanistan and whether the doctrine has a future. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 want people to see this beautiful creature and ask, ’How could we have let this happen?’" 

JEFFREY P. BONNER, president and chief executive of the St. Louis Zoo, on building a habitat for the 

polar bear, an increasingly rare animal. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: The 

Future of Zoos 



Zoos are increasingly concerning 
themselves with conservation and 
saving endangered species, but the 
effort has linfitations. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
STO N E                 ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
’ ~/~ omm~7 Wars’ 
Redux: A False 

Conflict ........................................................... 
By AMY ALLEN 

The conflict is not one between 
motherhood and fenfinism, but within 
fenfinism itself. 

Summer stages 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Libraries and "Fifty Shades of Grey" 

Complete coverage of The Tony Awards 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

Legislature in Nepal Disbands in Failure 
By KIRAN CHAPAGAIN and JIM YARDLEY 

Nepal descended into a new crisis on Stmday after rival political parties failed to reach an agreement on a 
new constitution before the national legislature’s term expired at nfidnight. 

Egyptian Is Counting on Worries of Elites 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The expected rmaoff between Ahmed Shafik, a Mubarak associate, and Mohamed Morsi, of the Muslim 
Brotherhood, is a renmtch of an old struggle between secular authoritarians and Islanfists. 

Blair to Explain Murdoeh Ties at British Press Inquiry 
By ALAN COWELL 

The inquiry into Britain’s hacking scandal was set to hear testimony on Monday from former prime nfinister 
Tony Blair, who once sought endorsement from Rupert Murdoeh’s newspapers. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THE ANIMAL LIFEBOAT 
Zoos’ Bitter Choice: To Save Some Species, Letting Others Die 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

As the nmnber of species at risk of extinction soars, zoos are being called upon to rescue and sustain some 
animals in favor of others. 

’: ~ Video: The Future of Zoos 

¯ ~’~ Graphic: Deciding Which Species to Keep 

Budget Crisis Takes Toll on Community for California Farmworkers 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

A federal judge ordered that a mobile home park ha Theruaal, Calif., be shut doma, but there is now no money 
to build its replacement. 

’. ~/~ Slide Show 

POLITICAL MEMO 
Obama Finds Campaigning Rules Clock 
By PETER BAKER 

Running like a challenger, President Obama is increasingly consmned by a campaign shaping lfis schedule, 
his message and many of his decisions. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



For Teeh Start-Ups, New York Has Increasing Allure 
By JOSHUA BRUSTEIN 

New York may not be overtaking the Bay Area as a technology hub, but it is becoming enough of an 
alternative that a few West Coast-bona startups are moving east. 

Forecasting Hollywood Academy’s Succession 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

Because of term limits, Tom Sherak, president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, is 
leaving a post that has emerged as one of the few bully pulpits in the fihn business. 

As Euro Bond Wins Supporters, Details Remain Vague 
By JACK EWING and PAUL GEITNER 

Europeans are deeply divided over the question of whether euro zone countries should create common 
bonds to reduce borrowing costs for members that have trouble getting affordable credit. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 1: SPURS 101, THUNDER 98 
Spurs Finish Strong for 19th Straight Win 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

Manu Ginobili scored 26 points as the Spurs, who are undefeated in the playoffs, beat the Thunder in the 
first game of the Western Conference finals. 

’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Spurs-Thunder Matchup Is Not Exactly Second Fiddle 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

The Westena Conference finals aren’t as glamorous as the matchup in the East, but its combatants were 16-1 
in the playoffs entering Sunday’s game. 

¯ ’ On Pro Basketball: Standing Out and Blending In 

Rival’s Gamble Ends in Crash, and Third Win for Franchitti 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

Takuma Sato hit the wall on the last lap in a challenge for the lead, and Dario Franchitti won an Indy 500 
that had a race-record 35 lead changes. 

" Webber Wins Monaco Grand Prix 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

’Amour,’ a Wrenching Love Story, Wins at Cannes 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The Austrian director Michael Haneke won the Pahne d’Or at the 65th Cannes Fihn Festival on Sunday for 
"Amour," a story of love mad death focusing on an elderly Parisian couple. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Mozart’s ’Don,’ in a Lunar Landscape, Haunts Gehry’s Hall in Los Angeles 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

The Los Angeles Plfilhannonic’s three-year Mozart/Da Ponte trilogy begins with Gustavo Dudamel 
conducting "Don Giovmmi" in a presentation featuring stage design by Frank Gehry and costumes by the 
Rodarte designers Kate and Laura Mulleavy. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
Literary Lions Stalk Each Other Through Wars and Across the World 
By MIKE HALE 

"Hemingway & Gellhona," starring Clive Owen and Nicole Kidman as the title characters, has its premiere on 
HBO. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 



In Italy, Technology Is Leading to a TV Transformation 
By ERIC PFANNER 

Silvio Berlusconi’s television compmay is flailing anfid Internet-dfiven challenges to the govelaunent’s 
traditional favored status for the media’s old guard. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
At U.S.C., Media Training for Afghan Students 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

A seven-week program offers students an education in writing, editing, cinematography and whatever else it 
takes to nmke progranmfing for screens, large and small. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
From 2 Dissimilar Magazines, a Special Design Issue 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

The modena design guide Dwell will introduce ma annual publication with New York magazine tied to a 
weeklong design festival. 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Cleaner Energy 
There is progress in renewable energy, but there would be more if Congressional Republicans got out of the 
way. 

EDITORIAL 
The Politics of Religion 
In a drmnatic stunt, some Catholic groups have filed lawsuits clainfing that President Obanm has violated 
their religious freedom by including contraceptives in health care coverage. 

EDITORIAL 
A Failure of Vigilance 
The Supreme Court’s nmjofity failed to protect a defendant’s constitutional fight to be spared double 
ieopardy, and instead protected the trial judge’s nfistake. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Brief for Justice Kennedy 
By BILL KELLER 

He has written two importm~t gay-fights decisions. Will he take one more leap to support marfiage equality? 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Big Fiscal Phonies 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Chfis Christie proves that there are fake deficit hawks at the state level, too. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Political Dividends 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

Mitt Ronmey has made it very clear how he will help Wall Street if he wins. It’s President Obama who is in a 
conflicted position. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 28, 1984, President Reagan led a state funeral at Arlington National Cemetery for an mfidentified 

?anericma soldier killed in the Vietnam War. 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo ~Ninds Down Longer 

In February, Congress phased in a reduction of the number of weeks of extended aid and made it 
more difficult for states to qualify for the maximum aid, adding a financial burden to the long-term 
unemployed. 

A MEASURE OF CHANGE 

Secret ’I(ill I3st’ Proves a Test of Obama°s Prlnc~ples and ~511 

President Obama has placed himself at the helm of a top secret process to designate terrorists for kill 
or capture, reserving the final say and approving lethal action without hand-wringing, aides say, 

I,earning to Heal, One Memorial Day at a Time 

Every year for the last four years, the men of the Second Battalion, Fourth Marine Regiment, 
which fought in Iraq, have visited the grave of a fallen comrade. 

GUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’We’s a president who is quite con~fortabIe with the use qfjbree on behalf of the United States~" 

’FHO~AS E, DONILON, President Obama~s national seem’ity adviser. 

ARTS 

~ st.m~: s~ow,,    g 

Jubilee 
This week Britain is celebrating the 
6oth anniversary of the Queen’s 
coronation, 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
~] When 

When Do K~ds : : Do Kids 
Become 

requirements for 
certain rights - voting, 
drinking, legal consent - need to be lowered or raised? Shouldn’t they at least be consistent? 

WORLD 

Candidate’s Offices I~ur~ 2unld Eg31)t Demo~istrat~ons 

A fire broke out at the presidential campaign headquarters of Ahmed Shafik, Hosni Mubarak’s last 
prime minister, after he had been eonfirmed as one of two candidates for the runoff election. 

dapail*s Former Leader Condemns Nuclear Power 

Naoto Kan, the prime minister during last year’s nuclear crisis, testified before a parliamentary 
inquiry that the country should discard nuclear power. 



Tendh’~g to Bodies Near the Breaking Pohat 

capt. Rachel Odom covers thousands of miles of eastern Afghanistan as the lone physical therapist 
serving soldiers in a long-deployed infantry division. 

Mere World News 

In Far Northwest,. a New Border Focus on Latluos 

Mauy people say the Olympic £eniusula has become au unfikdy uew froutier iu the effort to fight 

illegal immigration fi’om Latiu America, 

New Breed of Products Is Bald to Offer Sm~ Protection: but Doubts Linger 

When shoppers go to buy sunscreen, they find shoes, bikinis and laundry detergent that are also 
meant to block harmflfl rays. Many have donbts about such items. 

Shots Fired, Phlpointed and A~°gued Over 

While more police departments are using a system that triangulates the location of gunshots, 
questions are also being raised about privacy and police surveillance. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Ym~ Ca~l Cha~ge the Cha~mel, but Local News Is the Same 

Agreements in which local TV stations share news operations are seen by the stations as a survival 
strategy, and by critics as a barrier to competition. 

DEALBOOK 

Dewey & LeBoe~ff Files for Bankr~lptcy 

The bankruptcy filing marks the final chapter in a turbulent period for the New York-’oased law 
finn, which unraveled after disappointing profits and prodigious debt forced it to slash partners’ 
salaries. 

g8o5 Billion Deal for Calling Sem4ce Prese~xts a Puzzle 

Skype must be able to give Windows and other Microsoft products an edge for Microsoft to justify the 
$8.5 billion it paid, analysts said. 

o Mole Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

GAME 1: HEAT 93, CELTICS 79 

Heat’s dames at~d ~Wade Cm~thme Donfinat~on 

LeBron aames had 3~ points and 13 rebounds, and Dwyane Wade had ~2 points and 7 assists as 
Miami took Game 1 of the Eastern Conference finals from visiting Boston. 

Bpurs Fh~d VCays to Keep Streak and Mission Going 

Manu Ginobili put on a flawless display of shooting in the fourth quarter Sunday, epitomizing the 
various routes San Antonio has taken in its record-challenging run of perfection. 

The Best and the Brashest 

Still a teenager, Conner Fields is the first rider in BMX supercross history to win three straight 

World Cup final races, and he has become a medal favorite for the London Olympics. 

o Mere S#erts News 

ARTS 

~Mmlyzh~g Royaltfs Mystlq~m 

A conference at Kensington Palace in London considers the survival of the British monarchy in the 
modern age. 

~[Z] Slide Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’The Spoiler’ 
i.::,, L!F.I ii-"O 

Two generations of reporters and two types of journalism are on a collision course in Annalena 

McAfee’s debnt novel. 

MUSIC REVIEW’,/ 
Yom~g Players Raise i-ior~s to the i-hlrrt 

The New York Yonth Symphony offered Mahler and a premiere of a work by a young composer in 
the final concert with its ontgoing music director, Ryan MeAdams. 

Mere Airs News 



SCIENCE TIMES 

The E~figma *,800 M[iles Below Us 

New research suggests the existing models of Earth’s core may not explain its complexities. 

~E~ G;aphic: Deep Earth 

It~ Wild Animals, Char~]~g the Pathways of Disco,he 

Eeo-immunology seeks both to understand the immune systems of wild animals and to use that 
knowledge to gain a better understanding of human immune systems. 

While no longer of great scientific import, a Venus transit is still a rare and striking event, 
occurring in pairs, eight years apart, about once a century. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

E~td of tim Charade 

The Chamber of Commeree, and its donors, ean’t deny their partisan interests. 

EDITORIAL 

U~safe Behi~d Bars 
Long-delayed mandatory rape prevention policies from the Justice Department should help curb 
the epidemic of sexual assaults. 

EDITORIAL 
Polltlea! Motley Talks 

A look at the motives behind a $5oo,ooo donation to Gov. Scott Walker in Wisconsin, who fares a 
recall vote next month, shmfld give voters no doubt about the real business in the state capitol. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 
SpellH~g ()~t the End 

My one, brief, not-so-shining moment at the National Spelling Bee. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Role of Ut~ele Sam 

The debate over Hamilton’s governing philosophy shmfld focus less on whether government is good 
or evil and more on what government actually does. 

Columnis~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The S~mpl~elty 

One expmt has stone clever ideas about how to fix the banks. 

~ Columnist Page [ 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 29, 1953, Mount Everest was conquered as Edmund tli]lary of New Zealand and sherpa 

Tenzing Norgay of Nepal became the first dinlbers to reach the snmmit. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 
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Jason Heaton <jason.heaton@fxtrans.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.~ 

May 2012 training newsletter 

May 2012 training newsletter 

In this edition: 

H!rin,9 f0r the life sciences: full4ime or contract? 

Partnering in Japan 

Upcomin,(l educational events 

Every year around this time we like to remind our clients that, with the arrival summer also comes the joys and challenges of holidays and vacations. While work continues to 
hum along as usual at ForeignExchange, many of our medical translation linguists take their vacations during the summer months, which can present scheduling challenges 
for projects. As you’re planning translation work for the coming months, keep in mind the summer vacation factor and remember it’s a good idea to plan well ahead for 
translation this time of year. 

Have a great summer! And in the meantime, enjoy this month’s newsletter and thanks for r~ading. 

ForeignExchange in the Big Easy 

Am you planning to attend the SPBT 2012 Annual Conference in New Orleans next month? If so, we hope to see you there! It’s been a couple years since we visited the 
Society of Pharma and Biotech Trainers Conference but we’re excited to go back in a couple weeks. Training and eLearning localization for the life sciences is one of our core 
competencies and the SPBT conference is a perfect place to get caught up on the trends in the field. 

ForeignExchange Translations will be at Booth 809 in the exhibit hall at the New Orleans Hyatt Regency. Please feel free to stop by to say hello and speak with us regarding 
any plans you may have to internationalize and translate your training programs. We look forward to seeing you in New Orleans! 

If you’d like to learn more about ForeignExchange’s training capabilities, check out this link: http://~.fxtrans.com/services/advertising4ranslations/training4ranslations.aspx 

Hiring for the life sciences: full4ime or contract? 

For several years, ForeignExchange has been providing contract placements to its customers on an ad-hoc basis. Because client feedback regarding our contract resourcing 
has been so enormously positive, we are curious to know if ther~ are other companies from our newsletter readers that need quality people without the hassles and 

headaches of hiring direct employees. We invite you to participate in a survey, which takes less than a minute to complete and for completing the survey, we will you send 
you a copy of Sonia Monahan’s book, "The Insider’s Guide to Measured Translation Quality." 

Here’s a link to the survey: [~-t-!p--i~-/-[-x--t-p-[~-a--c-~-r-!~--e--n--Ls--u--r-y--e-y-£-~--[~A-QJ~-e-:--c--~--L-n/--- 

If you’d like to learn more about ForeignExchange’s staffing services, get in touch with Mitch Bossart (mbossart@fxtrsns~com) or visit our Website: 
.h--~t-#--;-i-i-~J.-x--t-c~-a-~n---s-~-‘--~-~mi--s--e--~-~-~e--’-s-L-s--La--~N~&s---e--L¥~L~--e-~f. 

Partnering in Japan 

ForeignExchange Translations has partnered with ASCA Corporation of Osaka to offer seamless localization support for companies doing business in Japan. While 
ForeignExchange has long provided Japanese translation services, we recognize that Japan is a highly nuanced market, from regulatory affairs to clinical trials to marketing. 
ASCA Corporation, which is based in Japan, has long been a leader in drug and device translation and localization, supporting top companies from one end of their product life 
cycle to the other. 

The strategic alliance between ASCA and ForeignExchange provides medical companies with a unified solution for their global localization needs, and the confidence that 
their Japanese content will be of the highest quality. But this partnership goes beyond localization. We also can provide process improvement consulting, cultural training and 
document creation services. Our collaborative approach with ASCA draws on the experiences and strengths of both companies while providing a unified experience for our 
customers. 

According to our president, Andros Heuberger, "ASCA is a company guided by many of the same principles as ForeignExchange and their commitment to saving lives in 
Japan through accurate, timely translations makes them a logical partner. We’re extremely excited to work with ASCA in this important market." 

To find out more about our Japanese capabilities, including some downloadable resources, visit our Website: http://www.fxtrsns.com/Services/japanese translation.aspx 

Upcoming educational events 

We’ve got some great educational offerings in the coming weeks. 

Writing for a Global Audience - Minneapolis 

We will be hosting a complimentary Learning Unplugged seminar in the Twin Cities area, ’~Nriting for a Global Audience." This two-hour compNmentary seminar is designed to 
provide attendees with insight and guidance on how to author and structure English content which is targeting a global audience. 

Rather than simply providing an exhaustive list of do’s and don’ts in writing, the speaker will explain and provide possible solutions to some of the translation challenges posed 
by US/English-centric content. 
The event will be held from 8:30 until 11am on June 20th at ForeignExchange’s Bloomington, MN office. 
You can get more information and sign up here: 



htt p://info.fxt ra ns.com/lu20120620-writing-for-a-global-a udience-mn / 

Introduction to Translation Memory- Santa Clara 

On June 28th in Santa Clara, we’re presenting an overview of Translation Memory technology. This seminar focuses on the mechanics, uses and limitations of Translation 
Memory. It will also cover guidelines for how you can get the most out of Translation Memory to maximize quality, minimize spend, and reduce turnaround times. Our 
presenter, linguist Gabriela Herce, will also show a demonstration of how Translation Memory works. 

This complimentary event will be held from 8:30 until 11am at Santa Clara’s Biltmore Hotel with a light breakfast and time for networking. You can get more information and 
sign up here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/lu20120628-an-introduction4o4ranslation-memory-ca/ 

Audio conference -Writing Clinical Data Queries - Best Practices and Pitfalls 

In between the reporting of clinical data and the statistical analysis of that data, there are data queries, and lots of them. Data queries ask questions like, "Please verify that 
the result you recorded on the case report form (CRF) is the result you intended to record." They might explain when a result is "out of range." However, sometimes queries do 
not say enough for the recipient to understand what is being asked. Conversely, some queries say so much that the recipient can change the data to resolve the issue without 
even checking the source documents. 

This presentation, given by Rick Brogden, a clinical data analyst with INC Research, provides a general understanding of how clinical data queries should be written, and why. 
The method described in this presentation considers regulatory guidelines, general writing guidance, the difficulty of remote monitoring and things to consider when writing 
queries for global studies. 

Topics covered: 
¯ The regulatory guidelines for writing queries 
¯ The 3 simple ’rules’ to remember that will help in query writing 
° Why leading queries should not be written 
° How the guidelines expressed in this presentation can still be utilized if monitoring remotely 

¯ Some pitfalls that may be encountered when writing queries for global studies 
° Proper and improper use of queries 

Get more information and sign up here: 

If you would like to read our April newsletter please click here: h ttp://info, fx~Tans.corn/newsletter-apdl-2012 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Important meeting mfl~ Drs. Sahle a~d tfildebraJ~d 

Hi, Dr. SaNe-- 
For some reason, I did not see your email about a meeting you were requesting with AfAm Studies majors until just now. T’m sorry to have missed it and was 
wondering if you could tell me what it was regarding??? 
Thank you-- 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:55 AM 
To: 

~email.unc.edu; 

Co: Hildebrand, Reginald 
Subject: Important meeting with Drs, Sable and Hildebrand 

Dear Majors, 

I hope you are all doing well. 

Based on an important development, I would be grateful if you joined Professor Hildebrand and I for a discussion at 10.00am this morning. For those of you who can make it, 
please come to the main office (109) in Battle Hall and then we will move to a reserved meeting space. 

Best wishes and I look forward to see you soon. 

Dr. SaNe 
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TOP NEWS 

Western Nations, Protesting 

Killings, Expel Syrian Envoys 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The response by the United States and 
others came as a United Nations official 
gave credence to suspicions that Syrian 
pro-government nfilitias, knoma as 
shabiha, were at least partly responsible 
for the killings. 

" ~ Video: Annan Says Syria Is at Tipping 

Point 

Nomination His, Romney 
Steps Up Attack on Obama 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

Mitt Ronmey, who formally secured the 
Republican presidential nonfination on 
Tuesday, is unleashing an offensive to 
further undermine confidence in 
President Obama. 

’: Romney, on His Big Day, Finds Himself Upstaged by Trump 

THE ENERGY RUSH 
Even in Coal Country, the Fight for an Industry 
By ERIC LIPTON 

With the coal industry under siege across the cotmtry, m~ announcement that the operator of the Big Sturdy 
power plant near Louisa, Ky., planned to switch to natural gas prompted an uproar. 
, ~ Graphic: A Declining Source of Energy 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You cannot wave the white flag and let the environmentalists and regulators declare victory here in the 
heart of coal country." 
ROCKY ADKINS, a state representative from Kentucky, in response to a plan for one of the state’s largest 
power plants to switch from coal to natural gas. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

City Confronts Its 



Image 
A recent magazine article dubbed 
Lawrence the "most godforsaken place 
in Massachusetts," and for many of its 
residents, those were fighting words. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How China Flouts 

Its Laws 
By CHEN GUANGCHENG 

The fundmnental 
question the Chinese 
goverument must face is lawlessness. 
China does not lack laws, but rather the 
rule of law. 

" Read the Op-Ed in Chinese >> 

Four-star’s for Le Bernardin 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE >> 

The trick for homemade mayonnaise 

Recipes for Asparagus 

nytiraes, com Dil N fNG & ~ I NE 

WORLD 

India’s Economy Slows, With Global Implications 
By JIM YARDLEY and VIKAS BAJAJ 

India’s problems have dmnpened hopes that it, along with China and other non-Westeru econonfies, nfight 
help revive global growth. 

Iran Confirms Attack by Virus That Collects Information 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

Though newly identified, the virus, called Flame, could be five years old, experts say. It is designed not to do 
danmge, but to collect information from sources. 

Adding to Unease of a Drug War Alliance 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

The arrests of four formerly lfigh-ranking officers have reawakened American concerns about how closely 
the Mexican Army may be linked to a leadhag cocaine cartel. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Public-Place Laws Tighten Rein on Sex Offenders 
By IAN LOVETT 

Communities arotmd the country have gone beyond regulating where sex offenders can live and begtm 
banning them outright from a growing list of public places. 

Wasting Time Is New Divide in Digital Era 
By MATT RICHTEL 

As access to devices has spread, children in poorer families are spending considerably more time using them 
for purposes other thma for education. 

After Seeing a Dismal Reflection of Itself, a City Moves to Change 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

Residents of Lawrence, Mass., are banding together to try to reshape the city’s image, battered by 
maemplo)anent, high crime rates and investigations of officials. 

" ~ Slide Show: A City Tries to Change Its Image 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Challenges Mount for Chinese Maker of Electric Cars 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Investors and analysts have questioned whether the BYD Company has the technology or the manufacturing 
quality to be an enduring competitor in the Clfinese auto market. 



" m’tu i~eleases uetallS ~DOUI r_lectrlc l aXl i-ire 

Young and Global Need Not Apply in Japan 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Critics say the reluctance of businesses to lfire Westen~-educated graduates who retun~ to the homeland 
hurts some of 3apan’s increasingly globalized industries. 

Most Aid to Athens Circles Back to Europe 
By LIZ ALDERMAN and JACK EWING 

Much of the money provided by international lenders to the Greek government is flowing directly back to 
those lenders. 

" ~’~ Interactive Feature: Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON TENNIS 
A Stumble Is Surprising, but It’s No Longer Rare 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

History indicates that it is never wise to count out a Williams, but Tuesday’s loss was the latest in a string of 
Grand Slam disappointments for Serena Williams. 

, Serena Williams Loses in First Round 

After Scandal in Soccer, Italy’s Leader Urges Break 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

Prime Minister Mario Monti suggested that soccer be suspended for two or three years after a match-fixing 
scandal shook the country’s most beloved sport this week. 

GAME 2: SPURS 120, THUNDER 111 
Perfect in Playoffs, the Spurs Are Starting to Make Winning Look Easy 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

With Tony Parker’s 34 points leading the way, the Spurs extended their winning streak to 20 games as they 
took a 2-o lead in their series with the Oklahoma City Threader. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

Doc Watson, Blind Guitar Wizard Who Influenced Generations, Dies at 89 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

Mr. Watson’s flat-picking style elevated the acoustic guitar to solo status in bluegrass and country music, and 
his interpretations of traditional 3aneriean music influenced generations of guitarists. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Loyal and Loving Beyond Reason, and That’s Just the Owners 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

In the next few weeks, new TV programs will focus on codependent owners, dire shelter conditions and 
3aneriemas’ abiding affection for dogs. 

A Theatrical Patriarch, Onstage and Off 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

A visit with James Earl Jones, who has ganaered his latest Tony nomination at 81 for "Gore Vidal’s The Best 
Man." 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Cuisines Mastered as Acquired Tastes 
By FRANCIS LAM 

Several chefs, like Andy Ricker, are high-profile ambassadors for cuisines in which they have no family roots. 

A Dish Inspired by a Dive in Hanoi 



By FLORENCE FABRICANT 

Tucked away in Hanoi is Cha Ca La Vong, and a dish that is inspiring American chefs. 

LETTER FROM PARIS 

It’s Not Just Lunch; There’s Tennis, Too 
By ELAINE SCIOLINO 

For 15 days every spring, the Roland Garros tennis complex becomes the place for power ltmches in Paris. 

" ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Massacre at Houla 
Tougher sanctions on an international level are needed to put pressure on President Bashar al-Assad and 
end the violence in Syria. 

EDITORIAL 
Heavy Debt, but No Degree 
A study published earlier this year found fl~at when college-loan burdens go up, so do the percentage of those 
dropping out of school. 

EDITORIAL 
To Screen or Not? 
After further review, a federal panel affirms that P.S.A. tests can lead to tmnecessary invasive treatments that 
may do more harm than good. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Trumped 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Mitt Ronmey should do himself a favor and stiff-arm Donald Trump. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Andromeda Is Coming! 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Will the earth’s rotation slow down? Will we be lilt by another planet or galaxy? Will our magnetic field 
wither? Will we ever stop singing the apocalyptic blues? 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Paul Simon Takes Us Back 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

A must-see documentary on the making of Simon’s classic "Oraceland" album in South Africa in 1985 is a 
story about when art confronted polities. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 30, 1958, tmidentified soldiers killed in World War II and the Korean conflict were buried at 
Arlington National Cemetery. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Reid, Dee -Meereid@unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

Thanks Eurfice 

My direct line is 919-8-q3-4535 and my cell is 

Karen 

Reg can call mnytime~ 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, Colk!ge ,,’)[ Arts anc~ 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Pro~essor o[ Psychok)gy 

CB # 3100 

Univers~t~ of North CarN~na at 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

9.19-962-I~,65 

919-962-,2408 fax 

kgd@emad.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2022 4:35 AM 
To: Gil, Karen M 
Co: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Dean Gil, 

This is a heads up letting you know that Reg will be contacting you about a recent development. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 10:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Contact 

Eunice, I just tried calling your cel phone with no success and believe you are also off skype. I am now in northern California, so I am 9 hours earlier than you. I will 

be off my computer for the rest of the day - but if you want you can try calling my cel phone, . Or, I can call you tomorrow morning 7:30am my time, 

which I believe would be 4:30pro your time. 

Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

GIoL~al Programs, College o~ Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J Reck~ord Profe~;sor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 Sou~h Building, Cg MOO 

Chapel Hill NC 27599--3100 USA 

~mail: hartlyn@unc.edu 

O~ce: 919 962-:H65 Fax: 9:[9 962-2408 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salem Press <pete@www- salempress.ccsend.com~ 

~Vednesday, May 30, 2012 11:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

2012 Libra, Blog Awards 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

~i Nominate You r Favorite Libra ry Blog 

The Libra,/BIo9 Awards 

The 2012 Libra,," Blog Awards 

Salem Press is once again the proud host of The Library Blog Awards. To help us 

recognize exceptional thinking and writing in the library blogosphere, we are 

inviting all readers to participate. 

Please take a moment to tell us about your favorite blogs. Read all about this 

year’s contest in Salem’s Libran/ BIoQ Center or simply make a nomination by 

emailing us at blog$_@salempress.cern. We’ll be accepting suggestions through 

June 4th. 

Need help navigating the growing universe of library blogs? Look no further. We 

have scoured the web for current, library-oriented blogs and located over 1,300 of 

them. Click The Library glog Directory to use our sophisticated search tool or to 

browse library blogs by focus, type, or audience. 

SALEM PRESS 

Call Today for More Info: (800) 22!-!592 

SALEM PRESS - 2 University Plaza - Hackensack - NJ - 07601 

P.S= We hope this email is helpful & entertaining¯ However. if you do not wish to be included in 

announcements of this kind. we’ll remove you from our mailing list Just click the "SafeUnsubscribe" 

link below and we’ll take you off our announcements list immediately (and permanently) 

Forward em~il 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by ptobey@salempress.com :: 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy 

Salem Press I 2 University Plaza I Hackensack I NJ I 07601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 1:41 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

What’s Coming Up at the Ackland? Lots! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

What a Difference Your Gift Makes! 

welcomes 
visitors of 
all ages 
from 
around 

__ the 
campus, 
the 
Triangle, 
and the 
world 
into our 
galleries. 
Through 

art, we create innovative connections across the campus and the community, 
researching and presenting art for the benefit of the broader public. 

Help us continue to create opportunities for learning, contemplation, 
discovery, and delight for every member of the community. Please make your 
generous g~f’~ tod~y~ 

Ackland Members: Discounted Calder Tickets! 



Now in its final weeks, the Hasher Museum of Art’s exhibition Alexander Calder and 
Contemporary Art: Form, Balance, doy ~lives a fresh perspective on the modern 
sculptor and his influence on a new ~eneration of artists. 

As a special offer, Ackland Art Museum members receive a 20% discount on 
general adult tickets to the exhibition (limit two discounted tickets per 
purchase). Act on this offer today, as the show’s last day is Sunday, June 17th! 

¯ Purchase tickets in person at the Hasher, 
¯ Call the Duke University Box Office at 919-684-4444, or 
¯ Purchase tickets online usin8 the promo code CalderNCMuseums. 

Show your Ackland Art Museum membership card when buyin8 in person or pickin8 
up your tickets at the Hasher Museum’s Will Call. 

Take advantage of this and other Members’ opportunities, including a 10% 
discount at the Ackland Museum Store, by becoming an Ackland Member today! 
Memberships may be purchased online or at the Ackland Museum Store. 

Art Adventures: Piecing It Together 
Saturday, 2 June, 10:30 A/~-12:00 P/~ 



for 6- to 9-year-otds, ArtAdventures sessions provide kidswith a guidedviewofart 
in the Acktand’s gatteries, fottowed bythe opportunityto create take-home 
treasuresinanadjacentartstudiousingnewty-tearnedart-makingtechniques. 

In this session wewitt tookatthevarietyofcottages and constructions in the 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Drawing in the Galleries 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

On the second Saturdayofevery month, Amanda 
Hughes, the Acktand’s director of externat 
affairs, reads participants in a creative 
exptoration of a particutar object in the 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencits, 
etc.).Atttevetsarewetcome. 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

This program invites 10- to 13-year-otds to took 
at setected works in the Acktand’s gatteries 
and identify techniques that the artists used to 
make them. Gattery teachers demonstrate and 
teach technicat skirts, which participants can 
then appty to their own artistic creations. 

A mixofdrawing fromworks on disptayand 
creatingone’s own originatworks is offered in 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Free to members I $5 non-members. 
Pre-registrationrequired:culbert@unc.edu or919.962.3342. 

Art Literature in the Galleries 
Summer 2012: "Black Experience in/~odern and Contemporary Art 

The Ackland’s popular Art ~t Literature in the Galleries program resumes in June 
with a readin~ selection that will broaden appreciation for and explore relationships 
betweenworksonviewattheAcklandthissprin~andsummer. 

Thursday, 14 June, 6:30-8:00 PM: Toni Morrison’s Sula 
Spacestillavailable--RSVPtoday] 

Toni Morrison’s Sula explores the complex 
attachment between Sula Peace and Nel Wright, 
be~innin~ with their childhood in a primarily 
black Ohio neighborhood. The choices they 
make on their respective paths to womanhood 
question what it means to exist and survive as 
blackwomen in America. Works in Thornton 
Dial: Thou~htsonPaperopen rich visua[ 
doo~ays to understandin~ more about these 
characters’experiences. 

Discussion co-facititated by program coordinator 
Lestie Batkany and Rebecka Rutted~e Fisher, 
Assistant Professor of En~tish and Comparative 
Literature, UNC-ChapetHitL 

Free to Ackland members, high school 
students, andvalid UNCOneCard holders I $5 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 
RSVP to acklandRSVP@ unc.edu or 919.843.368 7. 

Clickhereto learn moreabouttheSummer2012Art~ Litprograms. 

Looking Ahead... 

Music in the Galleries: Tea Cup Gin 
Sunday, 17 June, 2:00 PM 

Art ~t Literature in the Galleries: Gloria 
Naylor’s Mama Day 
Thursday, 19 July, 6:30-8:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesdays, 12 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Tuesday, 26 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Tuesday, 3 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 



The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by 
generous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends tire 
you. 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 
dottars support our mission! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Images: 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: The Music Lesson (detail), 1943; lithograph; 
Gift of W. P. Jacocks. 

Thornton Diat, American, born 1928:Bi9 Mouth Lady Knows How to Hold the Lon9 Neck Tiger, 1991 ; watercotor. Acktand Art Museum, 
Gift of the Sours Grown Deep Foundation. 

Dene~ Btack, Stroll on Patton Avenue (detait), acrytic on canvas. 

Sigmar Potke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zEhlen die Punkte), 2002. James Keith 
Brown and Eric Diefenbach Correction. 

Egon Schiete, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman, 1918; btack cotored pencit. Burton Emmett Correction. 

Thornton Diat, American, born 1928: Picture Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercotor and graphite. 30 x 22-3/8 in. Courtesy of Mr. Tom 
Larkin. 

Ronatd Lockett, American, 1965-1998: Rememberin~ Sarah Lockett (detai[), c. 1997; found meta[, wire, wood, and paint. Gift of the 
Arnett Correction and Acktand Fund. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 2:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

@Times: Top 5, 36 Hours, Election 2012 m~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: t p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 20530/a mes ~ Y 

[ ii.~j @Times-May30, 2012 

36 Hours                                                   ~ 
No doubt about: summer is almost here. Whether you’re 
an experienced globetrotter or an armchair traveler. 
plan your next wonderful weekend escape with our 36 he~rs 
eolunm. "ltxere, youll find a vast assortment of great short 
getaways - from domestic destinations s~eh as Austin and the 
Napa Valley, to E~ropean cities such as Cologne and gruges~ to 
more exotic locales s~eh as Estonia and Malaysia. Ben voyage~ 

Election ~o~a app                                     ~ 

~s s mine " s he ring p, so ave political t’aees across oBr 

nation, With so nmch at stake, and so much eow~rage to 

siK through, let The Times’s Election 2o12 app help yon make 

sense o[ it all. This one-stop shop offers news, opinion, polls and 

liw~ election night resuKs -- [>om The Th~es and other top sources 

aronnd the Web- compiled and eurated by m~r e~perts. It’s the 

Don’t Niss on NYTimes.conl 

¯ Rememberh~g Doe Watson 
¯ AH About the French Open 
¯ A Cannes Film Festival photo diary 
¯ The Summer Rental Rat Race 
¯ A Visit With James Ear[ Jones 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on N’g]i ...... 

(Be~,~/ee~ May 23. 2012 - May 29, 2012) 

¯ . Secret ’~1~ List’ Proves a Teat of Obama’s Principles and Will 
2. When a Boy Found a Familiar Feel in a Pat of t~e Head of State 

3. Krugmam Egos and Immorality 

4. t:aeebook’s Royal Wedding 

5~ Kr~gman: Big Fiscal t honiea 

~ SLIDE SHO’W," Queen 

Elizabeth IPs Diamond Jubflei; 

This week Britain is eelebrating 

the 6oth anniversary of the 

Queen’s cot’onation. 

~ INTEIL&CTIVE: Anatomy 

of an Ad: ’Baskefi~aF 
The most recent ad fi’om 
Crossroads GPS, the super PAC 
founded by Karl Rove, strives to 
hit a delicate balance: how to 
craft the perfect line of attack 
against a president who remains 
well liked even by people who 
are considering voting against 
him. 

Punched Out" 

Join the 
Conversation 

How China      .~ 
Flowers Its 

Laws 
Chen Ouangcheng 
writes~ "The 
fundamental question the 
Chinese government must face 
is lawlessness. China does not 
lack laws, but rather the rule of 
law." Do you agree or disagree? 
Join the conversatiom 

[] Join ti~e Conversation 

Watch The New York Times’s 
"Punched Out" series on Hulu, 
for free. 



r~e Election 2012 a pp for     ~ 
iPhone~) a nd And reid ~ 

Sign up for TimesLimited    ~ 

Follow @ArtsBeat on         ~ 
Twitter 

ABOUT THiS E-WiAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYrimes.com marketing depa~ment You received this message becalise you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsle~er 

Manace Subscriptions [ Unsubsc[ibe I Chan!*le Your E-Mail [ F’[ivacy F’olicy [ Advertise [ Co!~tact 

[he New York [~mes Company [ Copyright 2012 [ NYT~nqes corn L~20 Eighth Avenue New YorK, NY 10018 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 9:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Another Medical Missiona~ in Afiica 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UN-C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afriafam unc edu/ 

Frum: Medical Anthrupology [H-5!K~DANWfIRO@h-net.msu.edu] un behalf uf Emily Wentzell [emib,-wentzell@UIOWA EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 5:25 PM 

Tu: H-]VK~D ANWf I RO @h-net m su. ed u 
Subject: Another Medical Missionary in Africa 

From: Brian McKerma @aul.cum> 
[)ate: Wed, May 30, 2012 at 4:13 PM 
Subject: Another Medical Missionary in Africa 

Liberal humanists and medical humanitarians can become oppressurs themselves. 

’]7hey need to understand the criticisms of their pusition by engaging 
critical pedagugy (which makes no topic tabuu) and reading Paulu 
Freire ttere is a Giruux on Paulo’s legacy: 
h t tp://ar c h iv e truth o u t. u r ~/I e s s u n s-b e-I e a rn e d-~]~um-p a u I u- freire- e d u c a t i o n-is- b e in ~-t a k en-ov e r-m e~ a-ric h65363 

The critique uf medical humanitarianism is important. Here is a piece 
last week un Bill Gates that contributes to our understanding 

http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/ergcatego1N/ihaturesi82410 

Pambazuka News 2012-05-24, Issue 586 

Another raissionary in Africa: the Bill Gates myth 

Africa needs equali~ in trade and the exchange of tectmology, not 
myth-making charib’. This scathing indictment tracks the predatory 
career of Bill Gates and paints his high-profile philanthropy as 
capitalist adventurism that further impoverishes the continent. 

by Clairmont Chung 

YVHO IS THE MAN? 
Bill Gates is a walking talking Bill Gates cormnercial. It matters not 
that he retired from Microsoft. The Bill Gates image is still very 
serious business. Arguably his most famous quote is "Be nice to nerds. 
Chances are you’ll end up working for one." He dresses the part: very 
casual with the preppy uniform of khakis and blue. His prepiness and 
nerdiness follow from his prep school background. But not too many 
nerds drop out of college, as Gates did. College is the place to find 
nerds; that’s where nerds get their revenge Gates constructed the 
Microsoft company enviromnent like a college campus. It’s part of the 
myth of that gentle, cued, carefree, nurturing, professorial and now 
the giving, philanthropist Bill Gates. It’s all very disarming. 

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) leads the push to bring 
nutrition and health to Africa But this move requires some scrutiny 
and a determination as to whether this is another image builder or 
worse: an attack by a modern day missionary on another unsuspecting 
indigenous population. Yes, some Africans are an indigenous population 



too. 

Gates’ retirement [l ] from Mrcrosoff allows him time to focus more 
intently on his image, his sales pitch and Africa. By contrast, the 
’Red’ campaign of Gap, Apple and a few other retailers, requires you 
buy the product to contribute to fighting AIDS, malaria and 
tuberculosis in Afl-ica. The emphasis is always on buying and selling, 
not on the disease. So, if you buy a pair of Gap jeans with the red 
label, a portion of that money goes to the fund. The project, founded 
by U2’s Bono, is intended to capitalize on what we do anyway-buy 
stuff. 

Generally, no one argues against helping Africa, right? But with all 
the riches these corporations and individuals earn, why do we still 
have to buy something before they- give soraething? Much of these 
earnings were as a result of raw materials sourced in Africa: even its 
music. Unlike Red, Gates requires no ptachase from Microsoft, at least 
not directly. But we can’t separate Gates from Microsoft and its 
products. Moreover, Microsofl’s operating system is still the most 
popular, and for good reason, so we don’t have as much choice as we 
thirtk. We are locked into buying MS DOS. It’s like English in the 
business world: the official language. Bill Gates knows this. He 
’engineered’ it. 

In Africa, there is no need to buy raw material. You simply dig it up, 
add value, and sell it. This was once done to its indigenous 
inhabitants. As Arundhati Roy assessed foundations, 

"Their enthralling histolV, which has faded from contemporary memoly’, 
began in the US in the early 20th century when, kitted out legally- in 
the form of endowed foundations, corporate philanthropy began to 
replace missional)- activity as Capitalism’s (and Imperialism’s) road 
opening and systems maintenance patrol." [2] 

Of note, Gap, like Apple, has been under scrutiny fbr its use of 
sweatshop labour. However, it has been reported that the clothing used 
in Gap’s Red promotion is now- made in Lesotho (Aflcica) and not the 
cheaper China 

Gates seems to want to distance his image from the carnage of capital 
greed by insightfully focusing on software. Perhaps his reasoning was 
that he would not be responsible for the slave-like exploitation of 
mostly women and sometimes children, ~vho build hardware for Apple and 
others in China, or those children digging for gold and coltan in 
central Africa The latter two are essential metals used in circuit 
boards for hardware. This is misguided. Neither a focus on software 
nor resignation from his baby, Mrcrosoft, could cover the trail. Like 
banks and insurance companies that financed the flow o:[’human cargo 
from Africa and claim the?" did nothing wrong, the builder of operaung 
system software that drives the machines that use our exploited 
resources and now track our movements and speeches of dissent should 
not be allowed to claim innocence. 

Bill Gates should not be allowed to say he only builds operating 
systems In a racist criminal justice system, the legislators who 
passed the laws, the police who make the arrest, the prosecutors who 
make the charges stick and even the defense attorneys who seem not to 
care, need to acknowledge culpability’ in a system out of control All 
actors mentioned purport to do good, as Bill Gates now promises. They 
all claim to fight evil: crime on one hand, starvation and disease on 
the other. 

Africa does not need this kind o:[" charity. It needs equality in trade 
and the exchange of leading technology Instead, Gates, the world’s 
foremost technologist, brings experts on seeds and vaccines. 

Contraty~ to popular belief, Bill Gates never invented anything. The 
real invention is the public belief in Bill Gates as the self-made 
mogul. He started with a ’gift’ from IBM of the DOS plaffom~. For that 
platform he adapted the MS-DOS system that operates all personal 
computers (PCs). Even the term personal computer really- means operated 
by Microsoft DOS. This is so even if your ’personal’ computer happens 
to be an Apple or using another operating system like Linux. Unless 
it’s Microsoft, it is not personal. To be a personal computer, a PC, 
it has to have a Microsoft DOS operating system. It’s not only the 



must widely used system, its persunab 

It’s impurtant tu understand huw these systems work before we luok at 
what he is duing in Ali*ica Of course, Bill Gates is not alone It’s a 
scorched earth policy, frum the business culture that dominates the US 
landscape. It’s like the use of napalm and Agent Orange in Vietnam, 
when the intent was mass defuliatiun uf all flura, including foud 
crops, Microsoft used all kinds uf tactics, sume unlawful, to grab its 
market share at the expense uf any other cumpetitor irrespective of 
any benefit to the consumer. In Vietnam, Agent Orange led to 
deforestation; the loss of crops led to losses in wildlife and 
livestock and an environmental disaster. Eventually, a literally 
scorched earth would result and starvation, death; victolN ~vould 
follow-. Naturally, if you destroyed everything, SUl~’ivors would need 
you to rebuild. This is the plan of an empire. 

COML’qG TO A COI~.~RTROOM NEAR YOU, THE WAR FOR THE MEANS OF PRODU(-’TION 

Gates’ victories were not a war of nerds but one of laxa~’ers. Gates in 
a 1994 Playboy [3 ] interview explained, 

"Our restricting IBM’s ability to compete with us in licensing MS-DOS 
to other computer makers was the key point of the negotiation. We 
wanted to make sure only xve could license it. We did the deal xvith 
them at a fairly low price, hoping that would help popularize it. Then 
we could make our move because we insisted that all other business 
stay with us. We knew that good IBM products are usually cloned, so it 
didn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out that eventually we could 
license DOS to others. We knew that ifxve were ever going to make a 
lot of money on DOS it was going to come from the compatible guys, not 
from IBM. They paid us a fixed fee f;ar DOS. We didn’t get a royalty, 
even though we did make some money on the deal. Other people paid a 
royalty So it ;vas always advantageous to us, the market grew and 
other hardware guys were able to sell units." 

Part of this revelation is the importance of har&vare ’guys’ to the 
operation It is not a separate exercise What he neglected to explain 
was the enolrnOUS amount of litigation that accompanied and solidified 
this position and the almost continuous ;var that has followed this 
policy. 

The Federal Trade Con~mission launched an investigation into 
Microsoft’s antitrust violations, only to seemingly lose steam and 
give up. Antitrust claims are simply claims that one company is 
attempting to kill off the competition The Department of Justice, no 
less, then took up the fight and eventually settled for several 
hundred million dollars in fines. All during this time there were 
numerous lawsuits from wronged developers to burned competitors and 
even employees. This ;vas some potent napalm. In Vizcaino v Microsoft, 
97 F 3d 1187 (gth Cir. 1996), the court ruled against Microsof’t and 
ordered it to pay benefits to ;vorkers who were denied benefits on 
account of’their incurrect classificatiun as independent contractors 
as oppused to empluyees. Welcume tu our world 

i4i, of all the names, a software developer, filed a patent 
infringement suit and wun against Microsuft. Microsoft refused to pay. 
Meanwhile, based un the stulen patents, M~crosuft developed a 
replacement. Micrusoft appealed tu the highest court in the land. The 
United States Supreme Cuurt ruled against Microsuft and urdered it pay 
the develuper. Uniluc, Alcatel, and The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
are just some uf winners against M~crosuft and its intent un 
dumination. But they are still tuu few. Meanwhile, numerous claims 
have been buried under the costs uf litigation and never came tu 
light. ! could gu one furever listing claims against Micrusoft for 
patent and business infringement, but yuu can use its search engine to 
find mure. Ofnute, the Eurupean Union (EU) fined MJcrusoft $1 4 
billion fur its anti-competiuve pracuces. But these fines amounted 
tu slaps on the wrist, as Microsoft continues in its scurched earth 
policy and more suits are being filed as well as patents being buught 
as we write. 

In a practice knuwn as defensive patenung [4], large companies like 
Microsuft are buying-up existing patents and seeking new ones tu use 
as a basis to defend or attack in the event ufwar against their 
competitors. These patents selwe no other useful purpose. The design 
is rarely mantffactured. These patents, some ancient, are bought or 
brought with the idea that something in their intended use might 
resemble that of a nexv patent or one in the future and therefore form 
a basis to make a claim that it is stolen from Microsoft. If you 
develop a computer related patent, it is very likely that Microsoft 
owns one just like it, or partially like it, and can mount an attack 
against you based on that patent. 



COMING TO AFP~CA IN A TEST TUBE 

It is with this background to his rise in wealth that Bill Gates 
launched the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, with its focus on 
Afiica. Like a good missionary, he does not come erapty-handed. He has 
brought experts and seeds. It’s worth noting that the man Gates hired 
to help oversee his Africa sojourn is former Monsanto Vice President, 
Robert Horsch. Gates has invested heavily in Monsanto [5]. It would be 
an irony, except it is so serious that Monsanto was the company that 
developed Agent Orange. The effect of that deadly- chemical is still 
affecting Vietnamese people and American soldiers forty years later. 
It is the progeny of that science that led to Roundup [6], Monsanto’s 
world-renowned weed killer and killer of several other things. Horsch 
was a leading figure in developing Monsanto’s genetically modified 
seeds that were resistant to its own herbicide and pesticides and are 
now earning Monsanto billions in royalties They have patented these 
seeds, which can cross pollinate and colonize existing seed and farms 
In America’s Midwest, falrners find flaeir fields filled with a corn 
they did not plant. Without their original seed to replant, they now 
have to buy fresh seed to plant. Monsanto sells the seed that has now 
colonized unsuspecting farmers’ fields. In time, all seed ~vould belong 
to Monsanto and they would have the patent to prove it. Their seed 
will become like English in the business world: the official language 
of worldwide farming That is the plan 

We kno;v what happened in Vietnam The people resisted imperialism and 
drove the French, first, and then the full might of the US milita~z 
out of their country. So it is in this context that you must vie;v 
Gates’ approach to spreading his software and now his seed muney in 
Africa Like Monsanto’s plan to use genetically modified organisms 
(GMOs) and pesticides to become the dominant if not the sole producer 
of seed and food, Gates routinely violated antitrust and patent and 
other la;vs to achieve the goal of destroying all weeds (all rival 
sofl;vare). His new hire, Horsch, will serve as senior program officer 
and will apply the GMO teclmology, toward improving crop yields in 
regions including sub-Saharan Africa, where the foundation recently 
launched a major drive in collaboration with the Rockefeller 
Foundation. 

Equally misguided is the Foundation’s approach to disease Malaria and 
ttIV appear to be its :focus in the development of vaccines. A cursop)~ 
look at the history ofw~ccines will reveal its inherent volatili~" 
and high rates of failure Many of these health issues are really 
wealth issues. By wealth I mean the means to eat a balanced diet. ! 
maintain that Africa’s problem is one of poverbu its inability to 
provide regular balanced meals to all of its people. Its greatest 
epidemic is pnverty. Find a w~ccine :[’or that ttow is it that the near 
richest man, and the smartest nerd, on the planet cannot see the need 
for an infrastructure that would lead to adequate supplies of~k~od and 
water? Instead, he focuses on experimenting with dangerous chemicals 
and more dangerous genes, purportedly to increase yield. 

Out of the other side of his mouth he’s decreasing population. F 
William Engdahl quotes Gates’ 2010 TED speech where Gates declares, 
"First we got population. The world today has 6.8 billion people 
That’s headed up to about 9 billion Now if we do a really great job 
on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we lower 
that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent" [7]. Engdahl asserts that studies 
show that the chemicals used in the plan reflect reduction birth rates 
and that the Rockefeller Foundation has been irn’olved with eugenics 
for some time. Its partnership with Gates and AGRA [8] is precisely 
for that stated purpose 

Gates sees the need, but the way he wants to fill it is in the 
mistaken belief that GMOs will provide the high yields to feed Africa 
and in the rueantime he xvould vaccinate against diseases. 
Simultaneously, corporations like Monsanto and investors like Gates 
would reap billions in royalties from the use of its seed. The same 
GMOs banned by- the European Union are acceptable in Africa. The result 
would be a monoculture that would eliminate centuries of farm 
practices and seed diversity that date back before the Bible and was 
partially disrupted by that other foreign inter,~ention: the slave 
trade. Moreover, the colonialism that followed xvanted cocoa, coffee, 
and cotton. These are not products that find their ways onto the 
plates of Africans. Stolen hmnan resources along with forced 
agriculture for the European market set the stage for the shortages we 
find today. 

Jonas Salk, credited with developing the Polio vaccine, when asked who 
owned the patent, is said to have responded, "There is no patent. 
Could you patent the sun?" [9] Gates and Monsanto have succeeded where 
others have failed. If you agree that the seed requires light to grow, 
preferably s~flight, likewise GMO seed, requires Monsanto’s permission 
and conditions for use; therefore, they- control seed. They are the 
sun. They may not have patented the sun, but they patented the next 
best thing: control of the rights to xvhom, and in what conditions, 
their seed will access the energ3, of sun in order to grow Vandana 
Shlva [ 10] refers to Monsanto’s actions as the colonization of seed. 



I am no defender of patents and copyright It’s just another tool to 
consolidate creativity in the hands of a few. But that is another 
biog. These empires, like Microsoft and Monsanto, are built on 
patents: on ownership, including o~vnership of the means of production. 
They no longer need to own factories The?- only need to o~vn the rights 
to what the factories produce Observers like F. William Engdahl have 
noted that vaccinated children who drink ~vater contaminated by feces 
are no healthier than they were before the vaccine. Providing that 
these untested vaccines are safe. Instead of cleaning up the water and 
sewage systems, they seek to compromise them even more by the use of 
pesticides and fertilizer needed for their push in agriculture 

"Life is not fair; get used to it." --~ Bill Gates 

As if Gates and Monsanto are not sufficient adversaries, President 
Obama recently appointed a former Monsanto CEO as senior advisor to 
the Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Michael 
Taylor’s addition is in the context of the US governments plan Via 
AGRA (two words) to push its policies in Africa Of course the FDA has 
refused to ban GMOs in the US and has refused to require foods be 
labeled, if containing GMOs Gates is indeed visionary. He has 
singlehandedly determined the importance of fi~od. It matters not that 
he could have asked any African child. 

But this is a warning to the rest of us ][’he only other land and space 
available for full colonization is the ,’~nazon rainforest. It won’t be 
around for long But that is another blog. ’]?here is the Canadian 
Tundra and Mars, but first things first. Given the bad press and 
attention directed at the Amazon, Africa seemed the place with the 
most land lying seemingly unused. Governments have launched a campmgn 
of terror to remove residents from lands the?, have occupied since 
before Col umbus was conceived, let alone Microsoft. Though ] do not 
hold Gates responsible ]’or every peasant chased off land farmed for 
countless moons, I do blame him for adding to the hysteria of the ]and 
grab. His mere presence forces up the price of land What one once 
farmed for ftee, soon one will not be able to farm for any money. But 
if you desire, there will be jobs on the new farm. 

AN- ALTEP~NATE CHEMICAL SOLUTION 

Guyanese author Harry Narain ~vrote about high yield imported pad@ 
rice in his collection of short stories, Grass Roots People [ 11 ], set 
in 1970s Guyana. The yield was so high that it bent the stalks lowcr 
to the ground than normal and ripened faster. The pad@ was too heavy. 
Any rain would mean the end. It ripened so fast that there was not 
enough time to wait for the govermnent loaned combines to get to his 
farm. Without money to hire a private combine, the rice crop would die 
in the field along with the farmer’s dreams of a pair of track shoes 
for his boy to play sports, earrings his little girl begged for, and a 
fridge for his ~vife. The yield was never so high again. 

Despite and in spite of all the history and facts on Gates, there are 
still people who are going to say that Africa is in need and if Gates 
wants to contribute he should be allowed to do so. They ~vill add that 
its people like this writer who have no money to contribute who are 
always trying to stop well-meaning people; and finally, Africa is on 
the rise as a result and here coraes another no gooder, a crab, to pull 
the beneficiaries back down. It’s always the same arguments, on both 
sides. But f~acts are difficult to controvelt. Denial is a sweet space 
to reside. No one comes to kick you out of there. 

Under the cover of the foundation, Gates moved from paying little tax 
to paying no tax That notwithstanding, there are a fe;v things he can 
do for me. He must relinquish all his shares in Microsoft and donate 
half to Wangari Maathai’s Green Belt Movement. He must remove his two 
executives from AGRA’s board. He must distribute the rest of the 
shares among those families in China whose children jumped to their 
deaths from the Foxconn [ 12] factory dorm while employed in making 
things for us that included his friend Steve Jobs’, ’I’ stuf’f~ He must 
denounce child labour He must lobby Microsoft to ;vithhold software 
from companies ;vho use slave-like and sweatshop labor for their 
products. He must divest from Monsanto Oh’. And endorse the Buffet 
Plan to pay more taxes for himself and Microsoft her’ore he divests his 
shares and Buffet transfers all his shares to the BMGF. Even Buffet 
has said that 30 percent is not enough. I’ll stop there for now I 
shouldn’t have to tell him everything He should be thinking for his 
damn self~ 

On Buffet, the New York Times [13] recently reported Buffet’s 



increased stake in Wal-Mart and that it came j ust before the same 
paper published detailed allegations that Wal-Mart executives bribed 
retailers in Mexico to facilitate its expansion there. Was this 
mission Wal-Mart’s or Buffett’s or Berkshire tlathaway’s? In 2011, he 
gave $1.5 billion of his BerkshireHathaway [14] stock to the BMGJ~" as 
part of a plan to transfer the majority his wealth to the foundation. 
This means little or no taxes 

Oh, Billt ~2~nen you talk to Buffet tell him that giving his wealth to 
your Bill and Mclinda Gates Foundation will not absolve him, either. 
Tell him he would not be able to hide behind Berkshire Hathaway, Inc., 
the hedge fund he presides over. Smaller investors pool resources in a 
hedge fund for larger and more lucrative investraents. However, as its 
name suggest, the Hedge fund is simply a hedge, a fence, between the 
money and the exploitation. Capitalism has not yet fotmd a way to 
increase earnings without exploiting free or near free labo~tr [15]. 
Wal-Mart’s record on wages and union busting is notorious. [16] It 
does not matter how prestigious sounding the name of the high and 
growing hedge between money and poverty. ;\~at Africa needs, finally, 
Brother Bill, is for you to get us some agent orange frora your friends 
at Monsanto. So we can take care of the hedges ourselves. 

Clairmont Chung is a lawyer, consultant, filrcanaker and arts critic. 
His latest film is a documentary, W.A.R. Stories: Walter Anthony 
Rodney. He edited a book of the interviews done in making the fihn, 
which is due out in October 2012 from Monthly Review Press entitled, 
Walter Rodncy: A Promise of Revolution. Chung tours with his film and 
maintains a small practice in New York and New Jersey. He is writing a 
book on the legal history of Africans in the ’New’ World up tmtil the 
Wars on Drugs and Tel~or. 

NOTES 

[1] Gates retired as CEO in 2008. He has not sold his shares in the 
company and until that happens he has more than a nominal interest in 
Microsoft. The continued association with him and the brand is as 
strong as ever ;Vhen you see him, you don’t think foundation. You 
think Microsoft. His transition from MicrosoR to the Foundation may 
seem as a sudden change to some. But if you understand Gates, and the 
really wealthy, nothing is sudden and rarely anything changes except 
the increase in wealth. It’s always about the sales plan ;vhich is to 
get it for ticee, or close, and sell high. 

[2] Arundhati Roy, "Capitalism: A Ghost Story: (Rockefeller to 
Mandela, Vedanta to Anna Hazare... How long can the cardinals of 
corporate gospel buy tip our protests?)" Outlook India, March 26, 2012 

[3] The Bill Gates Intel~’iew, 1994, Playboy reprinted on About corn 

[4] Defensive patenting is not a practice limited to MicrosoR. But 
they have been one of the most ardent collectors The Rt. Hon. Lord 
Justice Jacob in a 2006, UK Court of Appeal, case, Aerotel v Telco, 
likened defensive patenting to an arms race that has spread world;vide. 

[5] Maureen O’Hagan and Kristi Helm of The Seattle Times, (3 ares 
Foundation ties with Monsanto Under Fire from Activists, lists the 
investment as $US27 6 million.Though a small fraction of the BMGF’s 
$33 Billion endowment, it’s part of a plan to eventually transfer 
close to $US40 billion to the BMGF. 

[6] Roundup is a widely distributed weedicide and herbicide against 
which Monsanto has developed GMO seeds that would resist Roundup and 
grow while weeds and non-Monsanto seed die. They went :further and 
developed seed that would not grow unless sprayed with roundup. No one 
knows to what extent these seeds are distributed but Africa is being 
primed. 

[7] F. William ]~;ngdahl ’Bill Gates talks about ’vaccines to reduce 
population" March 4, 2010 Geopolitics and Geonomics 

[8] Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA) describes itself 
as working on "integrated programs in seeds, soils, market access, 
policy and partnerships and innovative finance work to trigger 
comprehensive changes across the agricultural system" its Board 
includes two executives from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and 
two from the Rockefeller Foundation as well as an assortment of 
dignitaries from the continent. It has a reputed budget of over US$400 
million and has been operational since 2009. 

[9] Johnson, George (November 25, 1990). "Once Again, A Man With A 
Mission". The New York Times. Retrieved August 5,2011 

[ 10] Vandana Shiva has equated the colonization of the seed with the 
colonization of the future. She does not mean fut~e colonization. She 
means your fut~e is being colonized now-. 



[ 11 ] Narain, Harry, Grass Roots People, "A letter to the Prirue 
Minister" (Casa de las Am&icas, Cuba 1981) 

[ 12] The UK Guardian reported employees jumping from their dorm 
windows to their deaths rather than continue under the conditions in 
the Foxconn factories. Foxconn assembled goods for Apple and other 
prominent US companies. The owners placed nets around the building and 
had eruployees sign no-suicide clauses that absolved the corapany froru 
suits filed by family members if anyone managed to succeed in killing 
themselves. 

[ 13] David B arstow, The New York Times, April 12, 2012, Vast Mexico 
BribelN Case Hushed Up by Wal-Mart After Top-Lcvel Stluggle 

[14] The Christian Science Monitor, July 8, 2011, Wan-en Buffett gives 
$1.5B in stock to Gates Foundation. The report described the git’t as a 
plan to transfer the majority of his wealth to the BMGF Buffet serves 
as trustee on the Board of the BMGF. Gates serves on the Board of 
Berkshire Hathaway A real love atthir has developed betweenthe t~vo. 

[ 15 ] To be fair, neither has socialism found a way around cheap labor. 
Socialist governments have been as confrontational with unions as have 
capitalist, corporate, dominant governments However, The basic needs 
of citizens appear best met tl~rough a socialist approach, ~vhile a 
market approach dr~ves-up the cost of evewthing after forcing 
consolidation. 

[ 16] See Huffington Post-Chicago Wal-Mart’s Union-Busting, ’Preference 
For Pover~i Described In Reader Intel~’iew, Updated May 25, 2011. 

H-MedAnthro: H-Net Network on Medical Anthropology 
To post messages to the list, send them to: h-medanthro@h-net.msu.edu 
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TOP NEWS 

New Yo~’k Plans to Ban Sale                          ~ 

of Big Sizes of Sugary Drhlks 

A proposal that would take effect as soon as next March is the most ambitious effort yet by Mayor 
Michael R. Bloomberg’s administration to combat rising obesity. 

Israeli Official %reighs an Imposed Palestinlan Border 

Israel’s defense minister, Ehud Barak, on Wednesday became the most senior member o[" the 
government to snggest bypassing a stagnant peace process. 

Ex-L~bee~ail Leade*o Gets 50 Yea*°s for Wa*o C~olmes 

Charles G. Taylor, the former president of Liberia, is the first former head of state convicted by an 
international tribunal since the Nuremberg trials. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

RICHARD LUSNICN, a judge in Lbe case of Charles G, Taylor’, the l’otT~er president of Liberia, who 

was sentenced to 5o years it~ [~rison for his role m atrocities committed dm’ing Sierra Leone’s civil 

TECHNOLOGY 

SPECIAL SECTION: 

PERSONAL TECH 

Daddy, "+Vha ~ ~u’e 

Co~npaet D~ses? 
A reporter imagines 
when the world will be 
eompletely wireless and digital and 
how much the produets will cost. 
Plus buying guides for cameras, 
eellphones and more. 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Peace 1Plan in Nam~ Only                                                    ] 

The West mnst reeognize that the only future [’or Syria is without the Assad political dynasty. 

Kanye West at Cannes 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >~ 

Look of ]he Moment: Gemma Arterton 

Summer in the city 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

1"o~" tile VqMte House, a WaW V~;ali as Sy~qa Boils 

President Obama is loath to engage in new military actions, but with each passing incident, the 
scale of the crisis in Syria grows. 

China Begins New Ro~nd of Sth~uh~s, Perth Ca~tlo~ 

Spooked by a slowing economy, leaders have begun opening the financial spigots, but they are 
signaling that the spending will fall short of levels during the global downturn. 

BraMl’s PolltleaI Class 3olted by Claim That Ex-Leade~ I ressed a Higl~ Cou~t 



,lndge Gilmar Mendes asserted that the former president, Lniz In/tcio Lula da Silva, put pressnre on 

him to delay a trial over a vote-bnying scandal involving the governing Workers Party. 

¯ Mole World News 

For Sor~e~ Exercise May increase Hear~ I~sk 

Researchers have found evidence that some people who exercise do worse on measures related to 

heart disease. 

~ Comment 
~1 : I Pos{ a Comment I Read 

Cities that once depended on manufacturing jobs are finding it hard to compete with already highly 

educated areas for college graduates, a key ingredient in a transformation. 

~ Graphic: Growiag Education Divide ~r~ C~t~es 

More Ge~es Tha~ Hm~ans: The Tomato Decoded 

Plant geneticists who sequenced the tomato’s genome in hope of breeding better specimens found 

that it has 3~,76o genes -about %ooo more than a person. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

O]~ Camp~s~ New Deals ~Arlth Ba~ks 

A report finds new connections between colleges trying to recoup budget cuts and financial 

institutions seeking new customers. 

Europe Fears Ba]Io~t of Spai~ V~ould Strai~ Its Reso~rces 

With a bailout of Spain becoming a more distinct possibility, European policy makers are 

questioning who will provide the money that Madrid needs to stay in bnsiness. 

European Officials Ca~rtlon France and Vqarn of Challe~lges 

A eall fl)r greater integration eame its the Enropean Commission prodded national capitals to live up 

to the bmtget rules they had already agreed on. 

~ Europea~ Union Recommends Resuming Aid to HungaI’s’ 

S P 0 RTS 

Racism a~{| Soccer ~Moe i~t Play at a ]gig Event in East E~rope 

British anthorities feat’ racial abuse of players and fans in Poland and Ukraine, hosts of the soecer 

championships. 

GAME 1: KINGS 2, DEVILS 1 (OT) 

Kings Break Away to Take tl~e Opener 

Anze Kopitar scored on a breakaway 8 minutes ~3 seconds into overtime, giving the Kings, who 

extended their N.II.L.-reeord road winning streak to nine games this postseason, a victory over the 

Devils. 

GAME 2: HEAT 115, CELTICS 111 (OT) 

T|~e Heat ~,~ithsta~d a ]gig Nig|~t by Ro~do 

The Celtics’ Rajon Rondo scored 44 points to lead all players, but the IIeat still got the victorT 

behind LeBron James’s 34 points and Dwyane Wade’s ~3 points. 



ARTS 

Crumbs From the Crowd to Pay tim BiHs 

Cake Shop, a small club that showcases new talenL is tunfing to crowdsonrcing in an attempt to 
solve its finaneial problems. 

~E] Slide Show 

Red, Blue a~d P~rp]le: Hollywood T~0~es Blpa~¢lsan Bashh~g 

"The Campaign(’ a movie to be released on Aug. m, takes aim at a conple o[ candidates vying to 
represent a mythical Congressional district in North Carolina. 

DANCE REVIEW 
Recreath~g Lost D~sta*~s in a Reconstructed Ballet 

At the Kennedy Center the Bolshoi Ballet is perfm’ming Sergei Vikharev’s recreated version of 
"CoppOlia," based on a ~9th-eentury rendition. 

¯ More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

The New York City socialite Amanda Brooks is packing up for a farm in England a little more than a 
year after being appointed fashion director of Barneys New York. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Like ]~o~m L~sa~ Eve~" So Veiled 

The designer Rei Kawakubo will be honored on Monday with a lifetime achievement award from the 

Council of Fashion Designers of America. 

~ETJ Slide Show: C:omme des Garr;ons Looks 

UP CLOSE 
Y~m France; Sta~otlng Over at 48 

Ms. Franee left her job as former editor in chief at Lneky Magazine and started a new career as a 
blogger writing for 4o-something womem 

o More Fashion & Sh, le ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Too Mttch Power fo~" a p~oes~dent 

The Obama administration should not have the power to choose targets for assassination, including 
Americans, without any oversight. 

EDITORIAL 
The C~’edlt Histo~’y U~derda.~s 
Lawmakers should stop employers from unfairly using eredit cheeks to shnt ont job applicants. 

EDITORIAL 

Cha~es ’I’aylo~o and the N e_~t 50 Yea~°s 
The prison sentence for the former president of Liberia should serve as a wanting to other 
murderous leaders. 

° More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

You Can Go Home Agah~ 

Research shows that the closer bonds between young adults and their parents should be celebrated, 
and do not necessarily emnpromise the independence of the next generation. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Tale of T~ck~ and Other Excess 

Be careful, people, when you’re out there in your gardens this season! Just take a look at the 
devastation the deer have been causing lately. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Markets a~d Morals 

In America, it seems as though anything and everything can be bought and sold. But can we put a 
price tag on hmnan dignity? 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 31, 1889, more than 2,000 people perished when a dana break sent water rushing through 
Johnstowm Pa. 

YOU received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headli!~es newsietter. As a member of 

the TRUSIe privacy program, we are commiRed to protecting your privacy. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene rafine~Q@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 8:43 AM 

@gmail.com 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Part-lime Classroom Studies - Spring 2013 

Dear Robert: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during spring 2013. We 

would like to offer AFR1101. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than July 15 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s Office for 

inclusion in the spring Directory of Classes. 

As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match is ~8,000. If this is incorrect, please let me know. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone:919-966-3587 Fax: 919-962-5549 TolPFree: 1-800-862-5669 

www.fridaycepter.gpc.eduicp/cs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@emaiLunc.edu; 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 11:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: ttello 

Thanks you Eunice. I’d be glad to talk with Kenneth, 

Again, my direct line is 854-4535, and my cell is 

Karei~ M. Gil, Ph.D. 

DeaiL College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pede~se~ Distinguished P~ofes5o~ o1: Psyc:hok)g~, 

LJrfivers~t:y o[ Nort:h Ca~o~h-~a a[ Chape~ I-ti~] 

Chapel FHI~., NC 27599-.3~.00 

919-9624~082 

919-952-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

I~gil@ema&unc.e{lu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, May 32, 2022 8:47 AM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Dean Gil, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Following a discussion with Kenneth today, I have asked him to get in touch with you. I have given him your contact details. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorothy Papadakos ~mac.com~ 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:22 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

Papadakos Dorothy @mac.corn> 

Author Robert Taylor Coming to NC this September 

Robe(t Taylor Author Bio.pdf 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Acclaimed South Afi-ican author Robert Taylor is coming to NC as part of his national book tour this September. I’m a tfiend of Robert’s, based in Wilmington, 

helping him arrange speaking engagements’readings/tx~ok signings here & in Charlotte, Raleigh, Durham & Chapel Hill. It was suggested I conVact you about the 

possibility of Robert speaking at UNC. 

His extraordina~" new book, A New Way Ib Be Hmnan, is getting lots of national attention & critical acclaim. Robert roll be in the Raleigl~/Chapel Hill aacea Sept 26- 

30. Thus fax he’s been engaged to preach at the Chapel of the Cross on Sun 9/30 followed by a private reception at Joan Gillings’ home; and book signings at 

McInty~e’s and B&N Durham Commons. 

Robert was a leader of the AntiApartheid Youth Movemem in S. Africa, a protdgd of Desmond Tutu (now the Presidem of The Tutu Peace Foundation in NYC) and 

was the firs~t openly gay Episcopal Dean of a Cathedral (Seattle.) He is an influential speaker & spiritual leader on all things social justice. 

In Wilmington he’s speaking at the Cameron Art Museum, St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Rota~ and at UNCW where we’re working on an event co-sponsored by the 
Creative Writing Dept. and the Upperman African American Cultural Center. 

I wonder if you a~d UNC’s Department of African & Afar-American Studies would consider inviting Robert to speak at UNC? He’s a ve~ engaging speaker and the 

academic community, teachers & students alike, really enjoy his prescntations. 

I very much look forward to hemming from you and hope we can create something together! 

All best wishes, 
Dorothy Papadakos 

Attached are: 

1) YouTube & TV: http:/iw~v.voutube.com/watch?v~kCOLBg6XHE 

2) Publisher, Endorsements & Reviews: !attp:i/newpagebooks.com/?sectio~phome&product id 510 

3) Bio 

4) ttead Shot 

5) Book Cover 



Fillm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaiLnnc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:42 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

Dear }’;unice, 
I)o yot~ wish to revie’~ th~s IR]. prop,)sa~ [~ml 

Kenneth 

? Or wotfld yot~ like me to review it? 

Kenneth R. Janken 

ProK:ssor of ADo- Amedcaa Studies 
Depm’tmem of Al~cml and ADo- Ame~ 
109 Ba~t]e t ]a]L CBg 3395 

l 5~fivmsity ofNorN C.aroHua 

Chape~ Hill NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 
Click on a link ibr intbrnmti, m a~:~ut my publications: 

/ / / http:/)~,u~:~rn as~:edu’ umpm ~/spg 97cja~ken.html 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 
F~m~ ~rb_no_replgOma~lse~.9rad.unc.edu [ma~lto:~rb_no_replgOma~]se~.orad.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesdag, Nag 30, 2012 12:$4 
T~ 3anken, Kenneth R; Sable, [uNce 
SubjeCt~ [IRB] Oepa~ment or Review Comm~ee Approval Required 

Principal lnv~tigator: 
Study Title: The Politics of China in Africa 

The above IRB submission is being routed to you because approval of your Department or Review Comlnittee is required before IRB review can occur. Please review 

the submission and aJ~y attachments caxefully. If you have any questions or require changes before approving, reject the submission and insert comments about the 

issues to be resolved by the PI. Once the PI has responded this submission will be returned to you for Four review and approval. 

The expectation is that this approval is being given on behalf of the Department, Division, Center, or Review Committee. If the Chair or Director is an investigator on 

this project or otherwise conflicted in approving it, the Vice-Chair or Chair’s designee should review it. 

By approving, you are certifTing the following on behalf of your department, division or center: 

This research is appropriate tbr this Investigator mad our depariment 

The investigatoffs) are qualified m conduct "the research 

There a~e adequate resources (including finaJ~ciaJ, suptx~rt and thcilities) available 

Data Security Requirements roll be mm~aged in consultation ruth the investigator and depa~mental/cmnpns IT personnel 

For units that have a local review colnmittee for pre-IRB review, this requirement has been satisfied 

Click on the link below to be taken directly to this submission. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ttello 

Thank you Eunice 

liust talked with Ken and have something to tell you. If you can call me, my direct line is 9:].9-84g-4535 and I will be here about 45 minutes. I am just taking the 

chance that you m~ght be aMe to ca~ since ~ust saw your message, 

T h a n k s 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.Do 

Dean, Colieg(! .:)[ Arts and Sdence5 

Lee G. Pedersen Dis[inguished Professor of Psychology 

CB ~ 3100 

UMversk:y <)[ Nort:h Carolina a[ Chape~ 

Chapel H~I[, NC 27599-.3100 

919-952-3082 

919-962-1165 

9.19-962-2408 fax 

kg~l@ema&unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Hay 31, 2012 3:21 PM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear Dean Karen, 

Many thanks. I gave Kenneth your contacts and I hope you he called you. 

Best and thanks for your continued support of the department. 
Eunice 

From: Gil, Karen M 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 ii:53 AM 

Te: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Thanks you [iurfice. I’d be glad to talk with Kenneth. 

Again, my direct line is 854-4535 and my cell is 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pede~sen Distinguished P~ofes5.:)~ of Psyc:hok)g~, 

CB # 3100 

LJrfivers~t:y o[ Nort:h Caro~h-~a a[ Chape~ I-ti~] 

Chapel FHI~.. NC 27S99-.3100 

919-962-.3082 

919-952-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil@email.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 8:47 AM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Dean Gii, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Following a discussion with Kenneth today, I have asked him to get in touch with you. I have given him your contact details. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 3:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

Dear Eunice, 
F]I re~ iew it today~ [ talked with the Dean; she was tine with ik had some suggestions, and raged me to be ~ igikmt about ]!]!!RPA and pelsorme[ issues. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Prok:ssor of Afto- Amedc~n S~ud[es 
Dep~utment of Al~cm~ and A[?o- Amedc~m Sl~dies 

109 Ba~de t ~alk Ct3~ 3395 
l 5~five~ity ofNorN C.aroEua 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 
Click on a linL ibr intbrnlati, m a~:~ut my pabEca*ions: 

/ / / ht~p:/)~,u~:~rn ~s~:edu’ umpm ~/spg 97cja~ken.html 

h~p:/iuncpress.uuc.edu/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 

F~m~ SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent~ Thursday, Nag 31, 2012 3:22 PN 
T~ 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

Dear Kenneth, 

Kindly review it. 

Many thanks! 

Did you have a chance to follow-up with the Dean? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, May 32, 2012 2:41 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

Dear Eunice, 
I)o you w s ~ to review this ][RB proposal from 

Kermeth 

? (~r would you like me to review it’? 

Kenneth R. J~mken 

ProR~ssor ot’Afl’o.-?~e~ca~ Studies 
Departmen~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~can Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
l J ni~’ersity of N ord~ C arol ma 

(9I 9) 962-1519 

(9I 9) 966-2694 
Click on a link ~)r infbmmtion alx)m my p~b~[cations: 

hi tp://w~[w=~ ms~=ed~tNapm ~W sp~ 97/ianken.html 
[!~y~_?{)’_~!r!_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 

F~m: irb no reply@mailse~.grad.unc.edu [mail~:irb no reply@mailse~.grad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 20~2 ~2:54 AM 
To= Janken, Kenneth R; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: [IRB] Depa~ment or Review Commi~e Approval Required 
P~cipa] ~v~gator: 
Study Title: The Politics of China in ~ca 
The above I~ submission is ~ing routed m you becau~ approval of your Depa~ment or Review Commi~ee is required before IRB review can occur. Please review 
the submission and m~y attac~ents carefid]y. If yo u have any questions or require changes ~fore approving, rej ect the s ubmi ssiou and inse~ commeuts about die 
issues to be resolved by the Pl. Once the PI has responded this submissiou will be returned to you Ibr your review and approval. 

The expec’mtion is fllat this approval is being given on ~haJ f of the Depa~ment, Divisio~ Cen~r, or Review Commit’tee. If the Chmr or Director is an iuves~igator on 
this project or othe~vi~ conflicted in approviug iL the Vice-Chair or Chmr’s designee should review it. 
By approviug, you am ceN~ing fl~e fo]]owiug on behaJf of your deN~ment, division or center: 

¯ This re,arch is appropriate for ins Investiga~r and our depa~ment 



¯ The inves~tigatov(s) are qualified to conduct the research 

¯ There ~re adequate resources (including financi~J, support and facilities) available 
¯ Data Secnril?~ Requirements roll be managed in consultalion with the inves~tigator and departmental/campus IT personnel 

¯ For m~its that have a local review committee for pre-IRB review, this requirement has been satisfied 

Click on the link below to be taken directly to this submission. 

http:i/apps.research.unc.eduiirbiefi:~rm routing.cfm?Mastefld 108680 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaiLunc.edtp 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 4:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

Isn’t it nice ~ know that no matter how ihr away y~u ae, y u ae never ~eally that liir a’aay? © 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~t~ S~udies 

Dep~rtmet~i. of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~c~m Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 
l 5~five~sib, of NorM C.aro~hm 

Chapd Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([hx) 
Click on a link ibr intbrmati, m a~:~ut my pt~blica*ions: 

/ 

[!~![Z?£)!r!_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059 ] mnl 
/ ) http;ci~]dpress.nd.edu, book’~ 00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~’P00723 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Ma~ 31, 20i2 3:S9 PN 
T~ Janken, ~enneth R 
Subject: RE: IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks! 

Just spoke to her: she wanted to give me a heads up on the other issue.. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 3:43 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

Dear E.:mice., 

1’1] review it today. : tall~;ed with i.t}e Dean; she was lh]e with it, t}ad some snggestiot~s, arid urged me to k e vigilat}t about FERPA and persotmel issnes 

Ketmeth 

Ke~meth R J~mken 

Profhssor of’Afto-American Studies 

Depa~men~ of A tH ca n m~d A ~io -America~ S t~di es 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of’NorJ~ C~’olina 

Chat el [ {~IL NC .... 9, . 3 ,~ 

(9I 9) 962- 1519 (voK:e) 

(9I 9) 966<2694 (fax) 
Click on a link tbr in.tbmaafiot] alx?u{ my pub~icatiot]s: 

h~p:/7;~vw.umass.edtfumpmsa’spr 97/ja]ken.Nml 

h~p:i/uncpress.unc.edw’N~og~"I’- 8059.html 

http:/i undpress.nd.edM)ook, P00780 

http:/i undpress.nd.edM)ook, P00723 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Senti Thursday, Nay 31, 2012 3:22 PN 
T~: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

Dear Kenneth, 

Kindly review it. 

Many thanks! 

Did you have a chance to follow-up with the Dean? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 



Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:41 plVl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" IRB proposal - do you want to review? 

]}ear Eunice, 
Do you wish to ~sview tlfis IRB proposal liom ? Or would you like me to review 

" Kenneth R., anken 

P~ofbsso~ of Af%- American Studies 

]3epa’m~ent of Afi’icar~ and Affo-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall. CB/~ 3395 

(919) 962-1519 (~o~cc) 
(919) 96(:;-2(:;9,4 (l~x) 
(;lick ou a l~nk fbr mlbrmuliou a~ut my p~d:~[icat~oua 

h tlp:,’i ~w~-w.unlass.edu,’mnpre ss, spr 97i.ianken.hlm] 
5tlp]/u~cpress.mlc .edu, N~oks/T- 8059.htm] 

F~m~ Jrb no reply@maJlse~.grad.unc.edu [mail~o:irb no repJy@mailse~.grad.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, May 30, 20~2 ~2:54 AM 
To~ 3anken, Kenneth R; SaNe, Eunice N 
S~je~t~ [IRB] Depa~men~ or Review Commi~ee Approval Required 

Study Title: T~ Rolitios o~Chi~ 
The above I~ submission is ~ing routed k~ you becau~ approval of your Depamneut or Review Commi~ee is required before IRB review can occur. Please ~view 

the submission aud any a~acNnents care~lly. If you hm, e auy queslions or require chauges ~fore approving, r~ect the submission and inse~ commen~ about the 

issues to be resolved by the PI. Once the PI has responded this submission will be returned to you tbr your review and approval. 

The expec~tion is fl~at tNs approval is beiug given on ~haJfofthe Department, Divisio~t Ceuter, or Review Commi~ee. If the Chair or Director is au investigalor on 

this project or othe~’i~ conflicted in approving it, the Vice-Chair or Chair’s designee should review it. 

By approving, you am ceN~dng fl~e following ou behaJf of your deN~meut, division or center: 

¯ This re,arch is appropriate for tNs Invesliga~r and our depamnent 

¯ The invesligatoffs) are q~lified to couduct the research 

¯ Them a~e adeq~te msouEes (includiug fiu~ci~, sup~ ~d facilities) avalable 

¯ Da~ Secufi~ Requirements will ~ ma~ed in consul~fion with the invesliga~r aud depa~meutalica~pus IT personnel 

¯ For umts that have a local review commi~ee for pre- IRB review, tNs requirement h~ ~en satisfied 

Click ou the li~k below to be token directly to this submissiou. 

h~p://apps.research.uuc.edu/irbiefom~ routiu~.cfm?Mastefld= 108680 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 5:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: how are you holding up? 

I particularly like 4 and 5 I will check out 2 and wish I could check out 3 

Lal~- 
On May 31, 2012, at 4:14 PM. Sahle, Eunice N ~vrote: 

Colnrade Larry, 

Thanks for checking on me! 

1) On what you can you do to help: Be an ambassador for me and the department. Get in touch with SAD Jonathan Hartlyn and ask him how you can help 

2) How I am holding up? On a good day, this is how... 

1) by embracing the surprising and challenging questions that are emerging as I spend time in the 3 core spaces of my research here. 
2) by watching episodes of a new show that my son and his friends have recently created: 
3) By reading in the various gardens spots of the place I call home whenever I am in Durban - the Durban Elephant. 
4) By allowing my Anglican-Buddhist-Anglican self to get really mad at my former boss!’.!!!!’.!! 
5) Finally, there is always my old trusted poet of all seasons of my life Leonard Cohen, and my cra~- Durban friends drawn from the University of KwaZulu-Natal. 

Cheers and thanks. 
Eunice 

i<~r;~erg, ~ ........ 
Sent: Thursday, May 31,2012 2:40 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sutzject: how are you holding up? 

amazing how this keeps dragging on I am so sorry for you and your colleagues. Anything I can do to help? 

larry 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 5:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: how are you holding up? 

wow. I see what you mean. 

On May 31, 2012, at 5:41 PM, Sahle, Eunice N ~vrote: 

> Lany: 

See no.3 here (click on gallery): 

http:i/www.durbanelephant .co.zai 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Grossberg, La~vrence 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 5:34 Plvl 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: how are you holding up? 

I particularly like 4 and 5 I will check out 2 and wish I could check out 3. 

Larry 
On Miiy 31, 2012, at 4:14 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

>> Comrade Larry, 
>> 

>> Thanks ~2~r checking on met 
>> 

>> 1) On what you can you do to help: Be an ambassador for me and the department. Get in touch with SAD Jonathan Hartlyn and ask him how you can help. 
>> 

>> 2) How I am holding up’? On a good day, this is how. 
>> 

>> 1) by embracing the surprising and challenging questions that are emerging as I spend time in the 3 core spaces of my research here 
>> 2) by watching episodes of a new show that my son and his friends have recently created: The State Of US and here is the link: 
>> 3) By reading in the varinus gardens spots of the place I call home whenever I am in Durban - the Durban Elephant. 
>> 4) By allowing my Anglican-Buddhist-Anglican self to get really mad at my former boss!tt tt !!!t 
>> 5) Finally, there is always my old trusted poet of all seasons of my life Leonard Cohen, and my craw Durban friends drawn from the University of KwaZulu-Nata[. 
>> 

>> Cheers and thanks. 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Grossberg, Lawrence 
>> Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:40 PM 
>> To: Sable, Eanice N 
>> Subject: how are you holding up? 
>> 

>> amazing ho~v this keeps dragging on. I am so sorlN for you and your colleagues. Anything I can do to help? 
>> 

>> larry" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

R. Porter @gmail.com> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 6:16 PM 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene rainey@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Part-time Classroom Studies - Spring 2013 

Arlene, 

I’m delighted to teach in Spring ’13 for Part-time Classroom Studies either your sugges~ted AFRI 101 --I’ve taught it for you many times in the past--or any substitute 

course my dept. chair might approve and you would care to see offered. 

Thank you for your continued support of me. 

As you may know a non-traditional s~tudent who crone into the AFAM/AFRI major via Pa~-time Classroom Studie~               got his degree earlier this month. 

There look to be quite a few more declared and tx~tential AFAM/AFRI majors and minors maldng their way through Part-time Studies. By the way, some of them 

really, really want me to teach AFAM 102 in Part-time Stadies at some lyoint in the next t~w semesters. 

Robe(t 

On Thu, May 31, 2012 at 8:43 AM, Rainey, Arlene <arlene miney~unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Robert: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during spring 2013. We 

would like to offer AFRI 101. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than July 15 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s Office for 
inclusion in the spring DirectoD’ of Classes. 

As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match is $8,000. If this is incorrect, please let me know. 

As always, thank you for your assis~nce and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Stadies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of No~h Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587 Fax: 919-962-5549 Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

www.fridaycenter.unc.edw’cp/cs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, June 3, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: New Turmoil in Egypt Greets Mixed Verdict for Mubarak 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... i o.day;.,.s..He.adiin.es .................................................................... 
~l)c N’~’~= ~rk ~’~tl~ June 3, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O...R....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

New Turmoil in Egypt Greets 
Mixed Verdict for Mubarak 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Lawyers said former President Hosni 
Mubarak’s life sentence as an accessory 
in the killing of unarmed protesters was 
vulnerable to appeal, and charges of 
corruption were disnfissed. 

" ~ Yimeline: The Rise and Fall of Hosni 

Mubarak 

¯ . ~ Video: Hosni Mubarak Sentenced to Life 

Term 

~’ ~ Slide Show: Egypt Reacts to the Verdict 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
In Economic Deluge, a World 
That’s Unable to Bail 
Together 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

The crisis in Europe has grown worse. The economy is slowing in Clfina. Job growth in the United States was 
a puny 69,ooo. And there is little willingness for govermnents to eompronfise. 

Candidates Have College, Spicy Chicken and ’Star Trek’ in Common 
By MARK LEIBOVICH 

Friends and colleagues say the Harvard Law graduates with sinfilar trajectories share personality, leadership 
and decision-making styles. They are also fans of the same TV show. 

" Weak Economy Points to Obama’s Constraints 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eclA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The trial is far from over. We will be in this for years" 

HOSSAM BAHGAT, director of the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Pdghts, on tensions after President 

Hosni Mubarak was sentenced to life in prison for the killing of demonstrators. 

BOOKS 

Summer Reading 
Jonathan Lethem s Fear 
of Music," a rumination 



on Talking Heads’ a979 album and its 
popular mad personal impact, leads a 
long list of beach reads. 

OPINION 

Death, Sex and 
Vampires 
By JILL LEPORE 

Dread of death, not love 
of sex, is why the dead 
keep rising. 

The summer rental rat race 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Beach town of eclectics 

Find vacation rentals 

nytimes,�o.m REAL ESTATE 

WORLD 

Oil Output Soars as Iraq Retools 
By TIM ARANGO and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Analysts say that the Iraqi boom should cushion oil markets from price spikes and give the international 
community additional leverage over Iran. 

Quakes Deal Irreparable Blow to an Italian Region’s Cultural Heritage 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

For nearly two weeks now, Italians have been charting the extent of earthquake damage to historic buildings 
in the Enfilia-Romagna region on a disaster map that continues to grow. 

In Occupied Tibetan Monastery, a Reason for Fiery Deaths 
By EDWARD WONG 

Monks tied to a wave of self-bulafings are said to have been radicalized by a Chinese crackdown on a 
monastery that has amounted to one of the harshest in Tibet. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Gun Violence Wave Challenges Seattle’s Notion of Security 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

With six killings last week, the number of honficides in just five months in Seattle reached 21, as many as in 
all of last year. 

Warren Fends Off Party Challenger in Massachusetts Race 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

After a month of floundering, Elizabeth WaiTen, the embattled Senate candidate in Massachusetts, gained 
the Democratic endorsement, avoiding a primary fight. 

RICHMOND JOURNAL 
Plan to Tax Soda Gets a Mixed Reception 
By PATRICIA LEIGH BROWN 

The link between obesity and poverty is close and complicated, as leaders in one city learned when flaey tried 
to nmke high-calorie beverages more expensive. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

It’s Not Billions, but It Can Help Rescue an Artist 
By CAITLIN KELLY 

A nmnber of small, private rescue fmads have been lending a hand to a group that is definitely not in the too- 
big-to-fail camp: writers, artists and other creative types. 



Pain Pills Add Cost and Delays to Job Injuries 
By BARRY MEIER 

Narcotic painkillers, wlffch can mask rather than treat pain, can increase disability payouts and expenses by 
delaying an employee’s return to work. 

In Study, Drug Delays Worsening of Breast Cancer, With Fewer Side Effects 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

IO~own as T-DM1, the drug delayed the progression of cancer by three months in a late-stage clinical trial of 

991 women with metastatic breast cancer. 
. ~ Graphic: Ferrying a Drug Into a Cancer Cell 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 2: KINGS 2, DEVILS 1 (OT) 
Instant Replay: Kings Win Again 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

For the second game in a row, the Kings beat the Devils in overtime to win their loth straight road gmne tiffs 
postseason and take a 2-0 lead in the Stanley Cup finals. 
.. ~T, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Another Good Night for Brodeur, but Only a Great One Would Do 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

Martin Brodeur was magnificent for much of Game 2 against the Kings, blocking 30 of 31 shots, but lffs good 
night was tmdone ha overtime. 

’- Unlikely Hockey Hot Spot: Redondo Beach 

Kings’ Doughty Rises to Potential, at Just the Right Time 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Drew Doughty has compensated for a subpar regular season by re-emerging as the d)a~anffc two-way 
defenseman the Kings always knew they had. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

At Museum on 9/aa, Talking Through an Identity Crisis 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Exquisite sensitivities surround every detail in the creation of the National September 11 Menaorial Museum, 
which is being built on land that ninny revere as hallowed gromad. 

¯ ’ ~. Interactive Graphic: Challenges Remain for the September 1 1 Memorial Museum 

:’ Construction Frozen in a Fight Over Financing 1:12 PM ET 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Fiona Apple Faces Outward 
By JON PARELES 

Her songs have built Fiona Apple, whose new album is partly titled "The Idler Wheel," an audience that 
follows her intently, with both adnffration and eoneena. 

An Olympian Twirl Around the Globe 
By ROSLYN SULCAS 

Tanztheater Wuppertal, the Pina Bausch dance company, is presenting "World Cities," a series of lO 
productions inspired by various cities, as part of the London 2ore Festival during the Summer O1)anpies. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Predictions and Fears From the Experts 
Interview by BEN COHEN and YURI CHONG 

David Pogue, Margaret Atwood, Tim Wu and others peer into a future that’s exciting and terrifying all at 
onco. 



INTERACTIVE FEATURE: 32 Innovations That Will Change Your Tomorrow 
An abridged guide to the many ways that your day is about to get better. 

Rejoice! A New Day Is Here 
By MAGGIE KOERTH-BAKER 

It’s going to take some getting used to. 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Treating You Better for Less 
A growing nmnber of local providers, and even some insurers, are finding ways to improve the American 
health care system. 

EDITORIAL 
In Defense of Marriage 
An appeals court ruled that a federal law excluding same-sex couples from benefits is unconstitutional. But 
this is unlikely to be the fh~al word. 

EDITORIAL 
What’s at Stake in the Belmont 
New rules have been imposed that will protect the safety of the horses before the Behnont Stakes, but the 
industry still needs effective reform. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Dreaming of a Superhero 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

As fmmel clouds form over Washington, Obama still seems absorbed in his endless odyssey of self-discovery. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Imagining a Romney Recovery 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Can Republicans offer more than just a returu to the economy of 2006? 

. Columnist Page I Bloc 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

G.(reen)O.P.? 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Mitt Ronmey and flae Republican base have turued away from their party’s enviromnental legacy. 

’: Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 3, a965, astronaut Edward White became the first 3anericma to ""walk" in space, during the flight of 

Gemini 4. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 3, 2012 12:11 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] The Education of Dasmine Cathey 

Hello: 

Here is a great article in the Chronicle of Higher Education that personifies many issues related to big-time college sport and our society in general. 

chroni,cl/LZFC1N 

I’m glad I took the time to read and digest this story. It reminded me these issues involve not just data points, but human beings. 

I hope you don’t mind me sending it to you. 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Associa[e Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chape[ 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office -9~9~962-3507 

Cell 

Fax - 929.962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration webs[re: 

CSR~ webs~te: www,unc.edu/csr~ 

CSR] Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f23~af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=faculty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=31602420 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31602420-S0137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserwunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 3, 2012 2:44 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Here’s another attempt at a link to the story in the Chronicle 

Here’s another attempt to link to the story 

http://chronicle.com/article/The-Education-of-Dasmine-Cathey/132065/ 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Sou~hall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty-ath~etics-f~rum&~=31602682 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31602682-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,            3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~- 

questions regarfmg new p.~licies 

Ms. Sable, 
1 spoke with you briefly emlier in the summer but I am a reporter for the Dmly Tar Heel newspaper and I was wondering if I might cotfld set up a time to speak to you. 

I want to find out a little more about your plans for the African and Afro-American studies department in tenns of communicating the new policies that were discnssed 
at the Board of Trustees meeting with current and incoming students. I would also like to find out a little more about your goals for the department for the year ahead. I 

am avadlable for the rest of the afternoon/evening today- and then all day tomorrow. Please let me know what works best with you and I can either come by your office 

or we can speak over the phone. My mimber is . Thank you for your time and help. 

Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel 
~mail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Today’s tteadlines: Germany Is Open ~ Pooling Debt, With Conditions 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRerials I Op-Ed I Onlhis 

C,~omize Todav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

June 5, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Germany Is Open to Pooling 

Debt, ~,glth Conditions 

German leaders have not provided 
details of a potential deal, but it 
would likely mean an expansion of 
executive power in Brussels over 
fiscal targets in member states. 

Elite Military Forces Are 

Denied in Bid for ExpanMon 

Congress and the State Department 
rejected a request fi’om the leader of 
Special Operations Command for 
new authority to train foreign 
security forces. 

EuropeSs Fade Becomes Drag 

on U,S, Sales 

After weathering the first two years of Europe’s eeonmnie crisis fairly well, some companies in the 
United States are warning investors that their sales on the Continent are slowing down. 

, NYFimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wheat sorm!oae hrmds you ~ ha~td-meq]ov~t ~ike theft, gou have to be exe~t~d, T~eg’r~ fwt sittb~g aroused 

at Wabnart," 

AD.~I RIE~N, a Nobel [h’ize-wmmng ~s~yononlet’ on a proposal that would g~ve NASA a telescope 

no ~onger in service with [he Na[ional Reconnaissance Office to s[t[dy dat’k energy in the tmiverse, 

THEATER 

FEATURE: Ilt 

Performance 

A selection of Tony 

Award nominees perfman songs and 

scenes from this year’s shows. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

DO (_~’be]toatf[a~c~ 

~        Cybera~,D° 

on lran Make Us I acks on 
Vulnerable? 

r~~ By pro’suing 
eyberattaeks against 
Iran, is the United States protecting 
itself or risking far greater danger? 

A visit with James Earl Jones 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Who will they thank. 

The critics make their Tony Award picks 

WORLD 

EoC,Bo Under Press~re to Ride to the Euro°s Rescne 
E.:. :.’: 2 :: 
Based on economic and market indicators, and a growing sense of public panic, top European 
Central Bank officials could easily justify- a policy move at their regular monthly meeting 
Wednesday. 



V~olence Spreads in Struggle for Baghdad Shrine 

A return of sectarian violence in Iraq’s capital appears to have been prompted by the vebnilding of a 
religions shrine bombed in 2006. 

Qaeda Depnty Targeted in Drone Strike i~ Pakistan 

Abu Yahya al-Libi, the A1 Qaeda commander who escaped American custody in 2005, was either 

killed or seriously wounded after a drone strike in Pakistan’s tribal belt, according to tribal sources. 

o More World News 

New Sa~ Francisco Tech Boom Brings Jobs but A~so ~’orries 

The influx has raised fears about the teeh industry’s growing political clout and its spillover 
economic effects. 

Ex-Spy Telescope May Get New Identity as a Space Investigator 

Under a plan, equipment left over Dom a spy satellite program would be used to investigate dark 
energy and locate planets beyond the solar system. 

The book attempted to present a theological rationale for same-sex relationships, masturbation and 
remarriage after divm’ee. 

BUSINESS 

Solar Panel Payments Set Off at Fa[r~mss Debate 

An incentive to get eustomers to use renewable energy systems is now seen as overly generons in 
some circles, as it may raise rates for other customers. 

Promotions N~trltlon, Disney to Restrict 0hmk-Food Ads 

Some current advertisers would not meet the new standards being announced by the 
entertainment giant on Tuesday. 

Nervous European, s S~ap Up London Property 

From Italy, Greece, Spain and other countries in the cure zone, the affluent are moving money into 
hard assets valued in something other than euros. 

S P 0 RTS 

GAME 5: THUNDER 108, SPURS 103 
Th~lnder Take Lead as Their Yoking Stars Best the Spm’s’ Veteran Ones 

Kevin Durant scored 22 of his 27 points in the second half and Russell Westbrook added 23 as the 
youth and athleticism of the Thunder overwhelmed the Spurs on Monday. 

~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Heat Feel Bosh’s Abse~ce in Conference Finals 

Mter two straight losses in the Eastern Conference finals, Miami Coach Erik Spoelstra’s description 
of injm’ed Chris Bosh as the team’s "most important player" looks a lot more credible. 

GAME 3: KINGS 4, DEVILS 0 

The Kings took a stranglehold 3-o lead over the Devils, rolling to the brink of their first 
championship in dub history with swarming, nearly flawless defense. 

~E] 
go’z Score I Play-by-Play 

o Mole Sperts News 

ARTS 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEVV 
A Canopy as S**clal Cathedra| 

A look at a geometrically complex arcade canopy by Preston Scott Cohen, an effective use of public 
space in Lower Manhattan that connects the Goldman Sachs headquarters to a shopping arcade and 
hotel. 



N~cld Mh~aj Skips Iresth~l After a D.JJs Remark~ 

A D.J.’s remarks about Nicki Minaj’s hit "Starships" led Ms. Minaj to back out of her scheduled 

appearance at Hot 97 Summer Jam 2o12 on Sunday. 

~E[] Slide Show: SummeF Jam 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Barack Obama: The Story’ 

In "Barack Obama: The Story," David Maraniss confines himself to the president’s family 

background and early life. 

o Mole Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

V~ood That Reaches New Heights 

Cross-laminated timber, a sort of supersize plywood, is already popular in Europe in ever taller 

buildings that can be a cheaper and environmentally friendly alternative to traditional buildings. 

~[~] Graphic: Building gVith Engineered Timber 

Hitti~ag the Cour¢~ V¢ith an Ear on the Ball 

In blind tennis, invented in Japan and spreading in the United States, [flayers rely on their hearing 

to [ollow the trajectory of a loam ball that rattles when it bounces or is struck. 

Tree of Life Project Aims for Every Twig a~d Leaf 

A group of scientists is trying to graft existing smaller trees into one huge tree of life that includes 

every known species, a tree with two million branches and counting. 

o More Science biews *> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Chess of 2o~2 
Until more is done to strengthen the economy and job market, a college diploma is no guarantee of 

upward mobility. 

EDITORIAL 

No Crlme~ Real Pm~ishme~t 
Gov. Andrew Cnomo’s proposal to curb low-level marijuana arrests is a start, but, for the sake of 
fairness, the stop-and-frisk program must be reformed. 

EDITORIAL 

A Threat to Bristol Bay 

A report issued last month by the Environmental Protection Agency suggests that the risks of large- 

scale mining in the intricate Alaskan ecosystem are too high. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Lear~fing From Celestial Bea~lty 

Twice a eeutury, Venus traces a path between us aud the Sun. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Elxigllxa Beside Edwards 

What’s the proper verdict on a daughter’s unswerving devotion? 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Deht 

The Wisconsin vote will be revealing for what it says about the public’s willingness to reverse course 

on our built-up tolerance of debt. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 5, 1968, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy was shot and mortally wounded just after claimiug 

victory in Califoruia’s Democratic presidential primary. Gunman Sirhan Bishara Sirhan was 



immediately arrested. 

¯ See This Frm~t Page 
¯ Bu~ This F~’ont Page 

You ~eceived this message because you sl~ned lip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headli~les newsleLRe~ As a member of 

the TRUSTs privacy program, we are commi~ed to protec[ing your plivacy 

Marla~le Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Charl~e You[ E-Mail I Privacy Poiicy i Con "~c,’_ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 8:26 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Looking tbr a Spanish-speaking research assistant to help conduct interviews about tbod access [1 Attaclmaent] 

......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Michelle Nowlhl <noMadge~val~oo.com> 

Date: Sun, Jun 3, 2012 at 9:23 AM 

Subject: [owdna] Fw: Looking for a Spanish-speaking research assistant to help conduct interviews about food access [1 Attachment] 

To: OWDNA <owdna~val~oogroups.com>, WHHNA <whhna-list~rtpnet.org> 

I hope you are all having a great summer! I am in charge of a research and outreach project about food access and family food 
decisions, and we are looking to hire someone to help us conduct interviews in Spanish. if you or someone you know might be 
interested in this position, please contact me. It has been a fun and fascinating project so far! 

We are hoping to begin reviewing applications soon. Please let me know if you have any questions or want additional details 
about the project or position - and please feel free to forward this message to any relevant contacts. 

Bes% 

Sarah Bowen 
Assistant Professor of Sociology, North Carolina State University 

Voices into Action: The Families, Food, and Health Project aims to partner with communities to improve access to healthy, 
affordable food and safe places to be active. We are seeking a part-time research assistant who will help conduct qualitative, 
sociological interviews with Latina mothers about their experiences feeding their families and their perceptions of food and health. 
The position is associated with a USDA-funded project on the structural (social, cultural, political, economic, and environmental) 
factors that contribute to childhood obesity among limited-resource populations. 

We are specifically looking for an individual who is fluent in Spanish and comfortable communicating in both written and oral 
Spanish. The research assistant must be organized and dependable and have excellent communication skills. Ideally the research 
assistant will also have experience conducting and/or analyzing qualitative, sociological interviews. 

Please see attached or the link below for more information about the position and the application process. Please feel free to 
contact Sarah Bowen (sarah bowen(~ncsu.edu) if you have any questions. 

https://jobs.ncsu.edu/postings/8652 
From: Sarah Bowen I sarah bowen~ncsu.edu] 

Replvto sender Replvto group Replvvia web post i Start a New Topic 
Messages in this topic (1) 

*** A neighborly note: if you intend to reply to an individual who has posted (but don’t intend it to go to the listserv), make sure that you have 
the recipient’s email address in your "TO:" line and not "owdna@yahooqroups.com". Thanks! *** 

Text-Only, Daily Digest ~ Unsubscribe ~ Terms of Use 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <lim sanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 10:55 AM 

@gmail.com; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~; Janken, Kenueth R <koanken@email .unc.edu>; Rainey, Arleue <arlene rainey@unc.edu-~ 

AFRI 101 

Hi Robert- 

We’re pleased that you are going to be the instructor for AFAM 280 this fall, but unfortunately, we won’t be offering any AFRI or AFAM courses next spring. The 

Department has decided that it would be better not to offer any courses through the Friday Center programs for the next few years except for a few offered 

through Carolina Courses Online. We do hope to be able to offer the courses again in the future because they are ones that students enjoy and find very useful. 

Have a good summer. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-96295549 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 1:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Faculb~ and Graduate Students focusing on Africm~ Americm~ and Ati-ican Diaspora Studies 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I am writing on behalf of Dr. Jordan, the Interim Director of the Institute of African American Research, to inquire about faculty and graduate students starting in 

the fall of     , who focus on African American Studies or generally on African Diaspora Studies. If there are any new faculty and graduate students with this 

particular focus, would you kindly send me their names and email addresses? We are planning a Faculty and Graduate Student Mixer for the third of fourth week of 

and would like to send out invitations. 

Thank you very much for your assistance! 

Sincerely, 

Graduate Research Assistant, Institute of African American Research (IAAR) 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, Room 305-D 

CB# 3393, 150 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 

Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History 

Hamilton Hall, CB# 3195 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

U.S.A. 

Email:      @unc.edu 

"1 hope that you at this moment will think of yourself as a human being rather than as an American, Asian, European, African, or member of any particular country. These 

loyalties are secondary. If you and I find common ground as human beings, we will communicate on a basic level." The Dalai Lama 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaidmo~e, Jay <gaidmore@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 4:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Gift]n, Lawrence <lgiflin@ma~l.unc.edu~ 

History and Atchives of the Dept. ofAfficm~ oa~d Afio-Americm~ Studies 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I was speaking with about the archiving of documents of the AFAM Union and she mentioned that there was talk of having a history of the Dept. of 

African and Afro-American Studies written. 

I wanted to contact you and let you know that the University Archives has materials that could be benefit to the person researching and writing this history. We 

have records of the Chancellors, Provosts, and Deans from the time of the department’s founding to the present, the records of the Carolina Black Caucus, as well 

as materials relating to the Black Student Movement, which was instrumental in the establishment of this department. We also have copies of the Black Ink, Daily 

Tar Heel, and other university publications that might have information on the history of the department. 

Unfortunately, we don’t have any departmental records from African and Afro-American Studies. This is something we would like to remedy. If there are any 

historical materials, such as agendas and minutes of meetings, reports, photographs, publicity and promotional material, or other materials, discovered at the 

department during research for the history or at any time, we would be happy to have this material transferred to the University Archives. 

We also provide records management services to the university community, including helping understand the Records Retention and Disposition Schedule, 

providing consultations on what records to keep and what to destroy, and one-on-one and group workshops on records management. 

If we can be of any assistance to you and the department in any of these areas, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Sincerely, Jay 

Jay Gaidmore 

U niversity Archivist 

University Archives and Records Management Services 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3926 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

(919) 962-6402 

..h.t..t.p...:/.~..w....w....w..:!~t.b..:~.u.~.n..c.~...e.~.u1..m...s...s~.u.~.a...r..sZ 
***Check out our blog, For the Record: News and Perspectives[tom University Archives and Records Management Services, at 

http://www.lib.unc.edu/blogs/uarms*** 

***Check out our Facebook page, UNC University Archives at http://www.facebook.com/UNC.Universit¥.Archives*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Walker Survives Wisconsin Recall Vote 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... Toda y,sHeadiines .................................................................... 
~lle N’t’~ ~rk ~’i~*~.~ June 6, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.~...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,.D..LRj.R.~.~...w.j.R...e. I EditorialsI ..O.p.=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.hj.s....D...a.~ 

.C...u..s..t..o...m.Lz..e....T..o...d..a.~2.s....H...e..a..d..lLn..e...s. I r .S...e..a..r..c..h., 

TOP NEWS 

Walker Survives Wisconsin 
Recall Vote 
By MONICA DAVEY and JEFF ZELENY 

The victory by Gov. Scott Walker 
ensures that Republicans largely retain 
control of Wisconsin, as Mr. Walker’s 
fast-rising political profile is likely to 
soar mnong conservatives. 

" Answers to Questions About the Recall I 

Submit a Question 

¯ . ~ Graphic: Shifts in Wisconsin Voters 

’. ~~ Graphic: Wisconsin Recall Exit Polls: How 

Different Groups Voted 

. ~ Complete Coverage of the Wisconsin 

Recall Vote 

Drone Strike Killed No. 2 in 
A1 Qaeda, U.S. Officials Say 
By DECLAN WALSH and ERIC SCHMITT 

Abu Yahya al-Libi, the Qaeda deputy 
leader who escaped American custody in 
~oo5, was killed in Monday’s drone strike in Pakistan’s tribal belt, according to American officials. 

POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Abortion Qualms on Morning-After Pill May Be Unfounded 
By PAM BELLUCK 

Some abortion opponents say emergency contraception pills may block fertilized eggs from hnplanting, but 
scientists say there is no evidence the pills work flaat way. 

" Medication’s Nickname May Have Helped in Its Politicization 1:23 PM ET 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Until we tackle AI Qaeda’s ideology, state support and ability to exploit ungoverned space in countries like 

Pakistan, Somalia and Yemen, you’re not going to de]eat the organization." 

BILL ROGGIO, the managing editor of The Long War Journal, on the significance of a drone strike in 

Pakistan that is said to have killed Abu Yahya al-Libi, A1 Qaeda’s deputy leader. 

U,S, 



~ VIDEO: The Landowners’ 
Lease 
The off and gas boom has arrived in the 
Upper Ohio River Valley, and 
landowners wise to concerns of 
"fracking" are learning how to get the 
most from their nfineral leases. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

When to Punish, R 0 0 M 

and When to 

Rehabilitate .t:i~ :~: }i~ AT 
When nfinors conmfit 
violent crimes, should 
they be treated differently from adults? 
Is prison effective as a punishment or a 
deterrent for juveniles? 

WORLD 

Emergency Law Broadens Canada’s Sympathy for Quebec Protests 
By IAN AUSTEN 

Civil rights activists and others say the new law prioritizes maintaining order at the expense of free speech. 

THE TV WATCH 
Anchors Get Giddy Around The Crown 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Why do American television anchors make spectacles of themselves when covering events that involve 
British royalty? 

Iran and Azerbaijan, Already Wary Neighbors, Find Even Less to Agree On 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Iran is suspicious of Azerbaijan’s ties with Israel and the West, and Azerbaijan has long chafed at Iran’s 
support of Armenia, its SWOla~ enemy. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Mysterious Yoga Retreat in the Desert Ends in a Grisly Death 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

After having been expelled from a retreat in Arizona, Im~ Thorson, was found dead in a cave nearby, and his 
wife, Christie MeNally was found thirsty and delirious. 

Nuns, Rebuked by Rome, Plan Road Trip to Spotlight Social Issues 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

Months after a harsh rebuke from the Vatican for doctrinal incorrectness, 3anerican nuns respond with a 
distinctly impenitent bus tour. 

Senate Republicans Again Block Pay Equity Bill 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Republicans united against a bill that would make it easier for women to sue employers for pay 
diserinfination. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Greece Warns of Going Broke as Tax Proceeds Dry Up 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

Officials in Greece said that despite the latest bailout, the government faces a shortfall of 1.7 billion euros 
because tax revenue and other sources of income are disappearing. 

’. Tighter Banking Bond Is Proposed in Europe 



¯ Spain Warns on Borrowing 

DEALBOOK 
After Loss, JPMorgan Regulators in Spotlight 
By BEN PROTESS 

Congress is expected to quiz regulators on Wednesday about their failure to keep an eye on the JPMorgan 
refit responsible for a trading loss of more than $2 billion. 

A Concert Mogul Is Betting on Electronic Dance Music 
By BEN SISARIO 

Robert F. X. Sillel3nan nmde the concert business more corporate and wants to do the same with the latest 
trend in the music industry. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

In Other Races: Paying Back the Owner of a Triple Crown Hopeful 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

d. Paul Reddam, owner of I’ll Have Another, studied philosophy before embarking on a career that includes 
horse racing and running a business that makes high-risk, high-interest loans. 

GAME 5: CELTICS 94, HEAT 90 
Up Off Mat, Celtics Going for Knockout Against Heat 
By HOWARD BECK 

The pulse still beats for Boston’s Big Three, with more vigor than anyone realized, as Paul Pierce scored a 
decisive 3-pointer to give the Celtics a 3-2 lead in the Eastern Conference Finals. 

’- ~ Box Score 

ON BASKETBALL 
Aging Spurs Miss a Spring in Their Step 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The Spurs’ last chance to tie Game 5 of the Westeru Conference Finals - a fall-away 3-point attempt by Manu 
Ginobili - contrasted sharply with the Thunder’s elevation and athleticism throughout. 

’: Kevin Durant’s Defense Is Still on the Rise 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Giving Love, Lots of It, To Her Fans 
By BEN SISARIO 

The singer Amanda Pahner is one of music’s most productive users of social media, galvanizing a modest fan 
base through eoustmat interaction that blurs the usual line between performer and audience. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Confront and Conceal’ 
By THOMAS E. RICKS 

David Sanger’s account of President Obama’s foreign policy contains some stunning revelations about the 
Panericm~ role in using computer warfare to attack Iran’s nuclear program. 

Savoring Movers Over the Moves 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

Panericm~ Ballet Theater performs John Cranko’s "Onegin" at the Metropolitan Opera House. 

DINING & WINE 

A Sleek Surprise Around Back of Roberta’s 
By SAM SIFTON 

The team behind Roberta’s, the pizzeria in the Bushwick neighborhood of Brookl3aa, has quietly opened a 
new restaurant. 

’ ~..~ Slide Show 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I NETA 
Gleaming Sushi That Fills the Eye 
By PETE WELLS 

The interior of Neta may be plain, but the sushi served there is not. 

" Diner’s Journal: Three Dishes at Neta 

" ~,~ Slide Show 

HUNGRY CITY I CATCH 
If Fish Liked Nightclubs 
By LIGAYA MISHAN 

Catch, in the meatpacking district, has a department store’s dimensions and a nightclub’s twitchy heart. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Dining.& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Governor and the Committee 
New Yorkers need to know who is contributing millions to influence state politics. 

EDITORIAL 
A Glimmer? 
Benjmnin Netm~yahu’s decision to support an Israeli Supreme Court order to dose m~ illegal neighborhood is 
hopeful. But, for the sake of peace, he needs to go a lot further. 

EDITORIAL 

North Carolina, Meet Citizens United 
In another example of the harm caused by the Supreme Court ruling on campaign spending, a super PAC ha 
North Carolina aims to influence a judicial election. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Evolution’s Sweet Tooth 
By DANIEL E. LIEBERMAN 

Evolutionary biology supports the mayor’s plan: when it comes to limiting sugar in our food, coercive action 
is not only necessary but also normal. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Is Pleasure a Sin? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

In its jihad on ntms, the Vaticma shows no mercy to a Sister of Mercy. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
What the Locusts Ate 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

Europe, the United States, China mad the Arab world have all squandered huge dividends, and digging out of 
their respective holes won’t be easy. 

o Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 6, a944, the D-Day invasion of Europe took place during World War II as Allied forces stormed the 

beaches of Nolanandy, France. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front Pa__a_g_q 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patton-Hock, Arthur <apattonh@fas.harvard.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 12:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Weber, Benjamin <bweber@ths.harvard.edu> 

logistics regarding September’s "Reconsidering Coa]bbem~ Diaspora" conference at Harvard 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

My name is Arthur Patton-Hock, and I am the Harvard administrator helping with the logistics for the "Reconsidering Caribbean Diaspora" conference next 

September. I have a request for information, so that we can have all we need at hand to process your honorarium when the time comes. 

Can you now give me the following information? 

* your full legal name 

* your permanent address 

* a statement as to whether or not you are a U.S. citizen or permanent resident 

* your social security number (on this last, if you would rather not send over the internet, you can leave it on my confidential voicemail:            ) 

Thank you! If have any follow-up questions, please do not hesitate to be in touch. 

Warmly yours, 

Arthur 

Arthur Patton-Hock 

Administrative Director 

American Civilization Program and Charles Warren Center 

Harvard University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:48 PM 

Santbrd, Timothy R. <tim santbrd@unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <k~janken@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Benowitz, Judith <benowi~z@email.unc.edu~; Ramey. Arlene <a~lene miney@unc.edu~ 

RE: Update: Robe(t Porter Courses at Friday Center 

Thank you so, so much, Eunice. I just can’t thank you enough. I will sleep well tonight. 
Tim, I greatly appreciate your flexibility and that of all of the good people at the Friday Center. Of course I am delighted to teach any of the courses that Eunice lists as 
possibilities. I really and truly enjoy all of them. 
I can tell you that my part-time students are all particularly eager to take AFAM    At least one non-traditional, part-time student,            has been asking me for two 
or more years when I might offer through the Friday Center. But, again, any of the courses approved by my chair is great by me. 
Robert 

From: Sanford, Timothy R. 

Sent: Wednesday, .t0:02 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Co: Benowitz, Judith; Rainey, Arlene; Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Update: Robert Porter Courses at Friday Center 

Thanks very rm~ch, £unk:e. We’re pl~:,ased to be able to offer an AFAM course next spring, and we know the enrollments will be strong. 

Arkme w~H be ~n touch with ~tobert about whk:h course. 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:33 AM 
To: Sanford, Timothy R.; ]anken, Kenneth R 
~c: Benowitz, Judith; Rainey, Arlene; Porter, Robe~ S 
Subject: Update: Robe~ Po~er Courses at Friday Center 
lmpo~aB¢e= High 

Dear Tim, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

I write to let you know that you can consider Robert for teaching an evening course in the spring of 
Here are the courses that you can offer him: 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AFAM 

Thanks so much to you and others at the Center tbr working with me as fl~e department continues in its ve~ dilticult transition. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. If you need to tolk by phone, please contact Kenneth who I appointed as Acting Chair during Iny field research in South 

Africa. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@listserv.ecu.edu> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Wednesday,            7:08 PM 

SERSAS - L@listserv.ecu.e&~ 

ANN: Elected President of NBGSA 

From: Kenneth Wilburn <wilbumk@ecu.edu> 
Date: 

It is my pleasure to announce the election of: 
as President of the National Black Graduate Student Association 

(NBGSA). The following news release ~vas recently posted on Ho~vard 
University’s Graduate School Annouaacements page: 

will lead a team of 20 people in preparatiun for the upcoming 
year celebration of the NBGSA in in the North Central region 
The of Black Graduate Students’ 
Leadership and excellence promises to be une of the best Conference 
attendees will pamcipate in puster and stand-up presentations, paper 
competitions, hear inspiring speeches from leading Black academics from 
all disciplines, and engage in workshops designed to aid with the 
overall graduate experience. 

The National Black Graduate Student Association is the nation’s largest 
interdisciplinalN black graduate student organization. The 
interdisciplinary NBGSA has gained national recognition as the leading 
promoter of African-American higher educational success across all 
academic disciplines. NBGSA was established to address the needs and 
concerns of Black graduate and professional students, and to encourage 
more Black undergraduates to pursue advanced degrees. NBGSA provides 
critical resources for et~ancing academic and career success. The 
organization’s priruary goals are to develop a supportive, powerful 
network of emerging Black scholars, diversify the academy, and enrich 
the larger Arnerican corcannnity. 

please accept our hearty congratulations! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: DNA Blueprint for Fetus Built Using Samples From Parents 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

....................................................................................  roday,sHeadiines .................................................................... 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e_T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

DNA Blueprint for Fetus Built 

Using Samples From Parents 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Researchers put together most of a 
fetus’s genome using a mother’s blood 
and father’s saliva, heralding an era 
when parents might know much more 
about a child long before its birth. 

San Diego and San Jose Lead 
Way in Pension Cuts 
By MICHAEL COOPER and MARY WILLIAMS 
WALSH 

Now fl~at voters in San Diego m~d San 
Jose have overwhehningly passed 
pension cuts for city workers, other 
struggling cities may follow suit. 

Spain Holds a Trump Card in 
Bank Bailout Talks 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and RAPHAEL 
MINDER 

The bargaining has begun over a deal to rescue Spain’s ailing banks, which have hoped to avoid onerous 
bailout conditions like those that hobbled Greece, Portugal and Irelmad. 
¯ ’ Central Bank Leaves Rate Alone, Pressuring Europe’s Leaders 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"What I see in this paper is a glance into the future." 

PETER BENN, a professor of genetics and developmental biology, on a new test for determining virtually 

the entire genome of a fetus. 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Ray Bradbury 

Dies at 9a 
The auflaor of"Fahrenheit 45£’ brought 
science fiction to the literary 
mainstremn. 



OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Not Afraid to Talk 

About Race 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The racial diversity 
among Democrats and 
the lack of it among Republicans means 
that the two bases bring differing 
concerns to the national debate. 

"The Simpsons" transformed 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Serious dramas inspired by sitcoms 

Complete coverage of the Tony Awards 

nytisu.es.corn T}4 EATiER 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
U.S. Attacks, Online and From the Air, Fuel Secrecy Debate 
By SCOTT SHANE 

Leaks about drones and cyberattacks, two weapons that by many accounts have devastated A1 Qaeda and set 
back Iran’s nuclear effort, have angered lawmakers in both parties. 

Afghanistan Faces Deadliest Day for Civilians This Year in Multiple Attacks 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN and TAIMOOR SHAH 

At least two dozen Afghan civilians, possibly ninny more, died in violence on Wednesday. 

¯ Drone Strike Killed No. 2 in AI Qaeda, U.S. Officials Say 

Netanyahu Ministers Reject Move to Legalize Some Settler Homes 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Israeli prime nfinister Benjanfin Netanyahu nmde his first nmjor move against the settlement movement 
since he vastly expanded his power in a new coalition last month. 

" ~ Challenges in Defining an Israeli-Palestinian Border 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Crop Insurance Proposal Could Cost U.S. Billions 
By RUN NIXON 

A possible expansion of a federal insurance progrmn comes as high crop prices are prompting farmers to 
expand into nfillions of acres of land once considered unsuitable for farnfing. 

WELL 
CT Scans Increase Children’s Cancer Risk, Study Finds 
By DENISE GRADY 

Researchers say the small but significant increases in the risk of leukenfia and brain cancer do not mean that 
CT scans should be avoided entirely, but that the test should be performed only when necessary. 

¯ " ~ Post a Comment I Read 

Deportations Continue Despite U.S. Review of Backlog 
By JULIA PRESTON 

After a seven-month review by the Obama adnfinistration, very few deportation cases have been halted, 
disappointing inmfigrants the president hopes to court for lfis re-election bid. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Rather Than Share Your Location, Foursquare Wants to Suggest One 



By J EN NA WORTHAM 

Once the star of the New York start-up scene, Foursquare has fom~d its growth slowing. Its fom~ders are now 
turning it into a recommendation service that could rival sites like Yelp. 

" ~ Post a Comment 

DEALBOOK 
Goldman Sachs Expected to Name Fewer Partners 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

The firm will be more selective than usual, having cut its head comat over the last year by more thma 8 
percent to cope with reduced revenue anfid difficult markets and new regulations. 

Bill Pushes for Increase in Wages 
By REBECCA BERG 

Representative Jesse L. Jackson Jr. proposed that raising the federal minimum wage might encourage 
Americans to spend more, which would help stimulate the economy. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 4: DEVILS 3, KINGS 1 
No Hollywood Ending: Devils Avoid a Sweep 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Devils, on the brink of losing the Stanley Cup fhaals, got a tie-breaking goal from Adam Henrique with 4 
nfinutes 29 seconds left and went on to beat the Kings. 
. ~’~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

GAME 6: THUNDER 107, SPURS 99 
Thunder Headed to N.B.A. Finals After Knocking Out Spurs 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Kevin Durant had 34 points and 14 rebotmds as Oklahonm City rallied from a 15-point halftime deficit to win 
its fourth straight game against San 3aatonio after losing the first two games of the series. 

’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ . On Basketball: Aging Spurs Miss a Spring in Their Step 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
Model for Success Shows Its Faults 
By HOWARD BECK 

If Miami fails again tlfis spring, it will only bolster the two most prominent themes: that LeBron James lacks 
some intmagible championship gene, and that the Heat’s model is flawed. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

RAY BRADBURY 11920-2012 
Brought Mars to Earth With a Lyrical Mastery 
By GERALD JONAS 

The imaginative evocations of the future in Mr. Bradbury’s science fiction reflected both the optimism and 
the ax~xieties of lfis own postwar America. 

" ~ Slide Show 

. An Appraisal: Up From the Depths of Pulp and Into the Mainstream 

Rosa Guy, 89, Author of Forthright Novels for Young People, Dies 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Ms. Guy, a Caribbean-born novelist, was widely cousidered one of the 2oth century’s most distinguished 
writers for young adults. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Singer With Many Influences but a Soul That’s Hers Alone 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Emeli Sand6, whose debut album is "Our Version of Events," has many influences but a distinct sotmd of her 
OW1L 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

Bachelorville’s Big Fish 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

Mark Zuckerberg is now taken, but Silicon Valley’s dating pool is still well stocked with eligible singles. 

The Forehead Is the New Canvas 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

The hairstyle recently popularized by the actresses Rooney Mara and Zooey Deschanel, among others, has 
celebrity gossip magazines calling 2012 the year of the bang. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

. Giving Your Bangs a Name 

SCENE CITY 
Memories of a Master of the Lens 
By STUART EMMRICH 

At a tribute to the photographer and fihmnaker Gordon Parks, three people are honored for embodying his 
"artistic vision and passion": Richard Plepler, Alicia Keys and Annie Leibovitz. 

’ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Message From Wisconsin 
In surviving a recall effort, Gov. Scott Walker succeeded in breaking the political power of public mfious and 
changed politics in a once-reliable blue state. 

EDITORIAL 
A Stay of Execution 
Gov. dolm Kasich of Ohio properly allowed a mentally ill inmate, who was hours from a scheduled execution, 
to vindicate his eoustitutional rights. 

EDITORIAL 
College’s True Cost 
The Obama adininistration is rightly pressing colleges to bring clarity to the often misleading and 
mfintelligible financial aid letters to newly adinitted students. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Paralysis in Athens 
By RANDALL FULLER 

With an excruciating choice between austerity measures and a departure from the euro, the birthplace of 
democracy is paralyzed with indecision. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
If Only Our Leaders Had Mariam’s Guts 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

As Sudan starves and bombs its people in the Nuba Motmtaius, the survivors show a courage that world 
leaders could learn from. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Not Afraid to Talk About Race 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The racial diversity among Democrats and the lack of it among Republicaus memas that the two bases bring 
differing concerns to the national debate. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 7, 1929, the sovereign state of Vatican City came into existence as copies of the Laterm~ Treaty were 
exchanged in Rome. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene raJney@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 9:50 AM 

Porter, Robert S <rla~rter@email.unc.edu>; Sanlbrd, Timothy R. <tim ~nford@unc.edtv~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

1),22: Update: Robert Porter Courses at Friday Center 

Hi Robert - 

I’m glad that things worked that you can continue teaching the AFAM courses for Classroom Studies. 1 think AFAM sounds fine. 1 will make a note of this class 

~or spring ra b-_~ ca re. 

ikrh:,ne 

~riene G. Ra~ney 

Student Services Man~ger 

Part-time C~assroom Studies 

The Url~vers~ty of North Carolina at Chapel H~H 

The William and tda Friday Center for cot~:mumg Educatkm 

CB #&020, The Friday CeRter 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--1020 

Phone:9:].9-966~3587 Fax:9:].9-962-SS49TolPFree: :].-8~-852-5659 

www.fddaycenter.unc.eduicpics 

E~= Po~er, Robe~ S 
Seat= Wednesday,            5:48 PN 
To= SanBrd, Timothy R.; SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Ce= Benowi~, Judith; Rainey, Arlene 
~bje~t= RE: Update: Robe~ Po~er Courses at Friday Center 
Thank you so, so much, Eunice. [ just can’t thank you enough. [ will sleep well tonight. 
Tim, [ greatly apprecia~ your fl~iNli~ and that of all of the good people at the Friday Center. ~ course [ am delighted to teach any of the courses that Eunice lis~ as 
possibilities. [ really and truly enjoy all of them. 
[ can tell you that my pad-time studen~ are all pa~icularly eager to ~ke AFAN    At least one non-traditional, pad-time student,            has been asking me Br ~o 
or more years when [ might offer through the Friday Center. But, again, any of the courses approved by my chair is great by me. 
Robe~ 

From: Sanford, Timothy R. 
Sent: Wednesday, :10:02 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Benowitz, Judith; Rainey, Arlene; Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Update: Robert Porter Courses at Friday Center 

Thanks very much, ~{unice, We’re pleased to be able to offer an AFAM course next spring, and we know the enrollments will be strong. 
Arlene will be in touch with Robert about which course. 

rim 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:33 AN 
To: Sanford, Timothy R.; Janken, Kenneth R 
C¢: Benowitz, Judith; Rainey, Arlene; Porter, Robert S 
Subject: Update: Robert Po~er Courses at Friday Center 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Tim, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

I write to let you know that you can consider Robert for teaching an evening course in the spring of 
Here are the courses that you can offer him: 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AF/MM : 

Thanks so Inuch to you and others at the Center for working with me as file depaztment continues in its veLy difficult trm~sition. 

Please let me la~ow if you have any questions. If you need to talk by phone, please contact Kenneth who I appointed as Acting Chair during my field research in South 

Africa. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 10:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Enviromnenta] Series t~)r Educators - Journey to Planet Eaxth 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 2,500 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. 

Special Summer Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, June 10, 2012 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Spain to Accept Rescue From Europe tbr Its Ailing Banks 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I Op-~ I onr~is Day 

~o~tomize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

June 10, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

SpMn to Accept F-escue From 

Europe for Its Ailing Bank~ 

European finance ministers 
promised tip to $m5 billion in aid, 
which they hope will quell rising 
finaneiM turmoil ahea d of elections 
in Greece next week that could roll 
world markets. 

Latlno Growth Not Fully Felt 

at Voting Booth 

Latinos are not voting in numbers 
that fully reflect their potential 
strength, leaving Hispanic leaders fi’ustrated and Democrats worried as they increase efforts to 
rally Latino support. 

~ 3raphic The H~spanic Electorate ~ VirJeo: Voter Voices 

RIM,T Rise of th e Good-Grade Pill 

At high schools across the United States, pressure over grades and competition for college 
admissions are encouraging students to abuse stimulants. 

o NYlimes corn Home Pa~e >) 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I reaIlg don’t e~o9 living !ike this. 1 ’re got too ranch to do s~II." 
CLANE KEANY, of Palm Springs~ Calif., who turned 62 last fall and eaanot fiad work. 

WORLD 

~PIIOTO(~IIAPItS; : : 

In Brazil, Battles I [ 
for Ancestral Land [ 
The expansion of huge 
cattle ranches and industrial-scale 
farms in remote regions has 
produced a land scramble, with 
conflicts among indigenous groups 
often ending in violent clashes. 

~ Re~ated Article ] ~ ~ Video 

OPiNiON 

OPINION 

}’kmnd and Lost 

In the vanished aviator 
we have something, 
someone, to offer the 21st century: a heroine. 

The Dakota’s back 40 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

What you 9et for. $800,000 

What yoIJ get for .. $890,000 



WORLD 

Assad+s Response to Syria U~rest Leaves His Ow~ Sect D[~ded 

Some Alawites are frustrated that security forces have not crushed the opposition~ while others say 
President Bashar al-Assad is risking the sect’s future by pushing it to the brink of civil war. 

More U~trest i~aoo*md Syrla~ in Hot Spots Old a*~d New 

Shelling and clashes between soldiers and rebel fighters in the city of Dara’a on Saturday claimed 
17 lives, aetivists said, a day after a United Nations team collected evidenee of a mass atrocity. 

U.N Mc, n ors n S,vr~a Fnd Grisly Traces of Massacre 

~ V~deo: U.N. ObsepTers in Qube~r Syria (You[ube) 

Back home, attention has shifted elsewhere, but for sohfiers at an Afghan outpost, the battle is a 
tough day-to-day reality. 

o More World News 

A Roe, by Ar~y Other Name 

Global efforts to all but ban the international trade of caviar from the Caspian Sea have opened 
enormous opportunities for affordable substitutes fl’om unlikely places in America. 

Tale of 3 Imitates 

Later 

Some say three hank robbers made a great escape fl’om prison i~ the San Franeiseo Bay in 1962, 

while others say they could not have survived, 

~ Slide Show: Annive;sary or a MysteW at A~cat;az 

Sotrth Ca~oolina~s Per~slo~t Push into High-Octarm i~tvestr~ents 

Shortfalls in pension plans are causing many states to scour the more exotic corners of Wall Street 
for investments. Oust ask South Carolina. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Forced to Early Social See~rlty~ U~mmployed Pay a Steep Price 

The recession and its aftermath have forced many older people who are out of work to draw Social 
Security earlier than they had planned. 

NuPtt~r~g a Baby a~d a Start-Up Bush~ess 

Some women are combining the dual challenges of motherhood and start-up companies - dispelling 
the image of the teeh entrepreneur as a single, usually male, wunderkind. 

~ 
Video: Entrepreneur and Mowi 

Affirm~g Slowdown, Clfina Reports Second Mo~ath of Scant Economic Growth 

Growth in industrial production, retail sales and investment in fixed assets like factories and offiee 
buildings was little changed from April. 

S P O RTS 

EASTERN CONFERENCE FINALS: HEAT 101, CELTICS 88 

Heat Beat Celtics to Reach NoB.Ao E[~als 

Miami’s Big Three was better than Boston’s, and the Heat reached the finals for the second straight 
year. This time, they will play the Oklahoma City Thunder for the championship. 

Off the Dribbie: Thunder Face Challenge in Retaining Talent 

DEVILS 2, KINGS 1 

The Devils handed the Kings their first loss on the road in ~ games, winning their second straight 
game and cutting their series defter to 3-~. 



~ " a’ : A , a. Tr .’ q . Lord Stanley’s 
Ess y R~ d ipT~th Cup 

~.::y . "A. 

Union Rags, ridden by his new jockey John Velazquez, overtook Payntet’ in the final stretch to win 
the ~44th nmning of the Belmont Stakes, 

~ Stakes Wim~er F~acture~ Leg at Belmont 

~The 
Ra~: Urfio~ Rags Wins [he Belmon~ Stakes I Congress Seeks D~ug Information 

ARTS 

INTERXCTIVE FEATURE,~ ill Performal~e 

A selection of Tony Award nominees, including Josh Young from "Jesus Christ Superstars" perform 

songs and scenes from this year’s shows. 

Aaron Sorkin returns to topical, workplace television with "The Newsroom," stavving Jeff Daniels on 
HBO. 

~Q. 
and A: Aaron Sorkin 

Gultars~ Groupies a~d Lois and Lo~s of Hair 
i.::., ":..i.~..’iCi ~.i. 

Members of Guns N’ Roses, Poison aml Sldd Row reminisce about their days wocking and playing 
hard on the Sunset Strip in the ’8os, the setting for the movie "Rock of Ages." 

~ 
Excl ~sive Clip: ’Rock of Ages’ 

~ Slide Show: Appetite fo~ Depravity 

MAGAZINE 

~_~p-Schooi Predators 

Many years later, gvadnates of the ttorace Mann School, an elite private school in New York, are 
finally able to tell their stories of sexnal abuse. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

Ca~ Morn-and-Pop Shops S~rvh’e E~treme L~e~trlflcat~on? 

A small number of independent stoves have weathered the luxnry blitz in Manhattan’s Greenwieh 

Village. Were they lueky m’ good? 

How Do You Live Knowing Ym~ Might Have ~*~ A~zheh~mr’s 

One family with a genetic mutation is helping scientists find a cure. 

o More From the MaqaZll!e x 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Lost the Vote? Deny the Money 
House Republicans propose gutting the agencies designed to prevent economic meltdmvns like the 
Great Recession in ~oo7. 

EDITORIAL 

Natural Gas, by the Book 

Americans need to knmv that hydrofraeturing is safe. Stronger federal rules are plainly needed. 

EDITORIAL 

The Trouble Vgi~h Ban~crup~cy Lawyers 
By opposing proposed guidelines to lower their high fees, bankruptcy lawyers show they are out of 
touch with economic realities and undermine public confidence in the bankruptcy process. 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The GoOoPJs Gay Trajectory 

A billionaire’s new "super PAC" suggests a part)’ softening on same-sex marriage. 

= " " C ’, s Page [ Blor~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



Poppy Cl~]c 

With father and son presidents, pragmatism beats swagger in history’s rearview mirror. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

E~ge~fics, Past a~d 

Will yesterday’s pseudoscience become tomorrow’s temptation? 

~ Cok~mnist Page I BJog 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June lO, 1967, the Six-Day War ended as Israel and Syria agreed to observe a United Nations- 

mediated cease-fire. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unstibscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Co~t3ct i Adved:ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:39 PM 

@emml.~mc.edu>; b aMerson@email.unc.edu 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Language workshop 

Dear           : 

Thank you very much for sending this information. I am so happy for you. This is a great accomplishment and I am sure it will be rewarding in the near future. I will be in my 
office on Tuesday at noon. 

Best wishes, 
Mamarame 

Fl~m-" 

Sent: Thursday, 2::~1 PM 

To: b_anderson@email.unc.edu; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject-" Language workshop 

Dear Barbara and Mamaramme, 
I just want to thank you for sponsoring me to this workshop. I had a good experience and the training has changed my view of teaching 
Attached is my brief report and a copy of my certificate. I will come by to Mamarames’ office to delNer the book and the brochures. 
Once again, thankyou so much. 

speakers. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Sunday, June 10, 2012 4:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

[Consilience] Issue IX Call for Submissions 

Dear t’rofessor Sable, 

My name is Alexandra Sit,g, and I am 
Editor- In-Chief of Consi~ie~ce: 77~e 

a global, ir~terdiscip~ina~2~; o~]ine jo~rna~ 
based a[ Co]tm~bia U niversRy in t.be CRy of 

New York, I.t is the first 

academiejour~al of its kind, 
we are pleased to announce that Co~sili~ttc~ 
;~ccepting sabmissions for out’ ~i~th issue, to be 
published in Fa~l 20~2. I encoarage you to forward 
;rod sh;~re this email ~itt~ yore’ colDagues~ 
curre~:t m:d past studeats. For ;~ more det;~iled Ca[I 
Sabmissions ple;~se see: 

’I’~ s~Km~it articles, or view past issues of the jo~rna[ 
please visR.}:,~’.’~.)::..~ :~:.~:.’~:. ~. ::::~::’.,~ .:;:~::~:~Mk.~:::’.:~. The deadline 

If you have any q~ms~i(ms regar(li~g the aubmiasi~ma 
process or (k~silie~tce, plea se do n~)t I~esitate to contact 
t-se at or 

We b~o]~ 
**<}rking closely with y<m thrm~gh tl~e s~bmission 

Editord~t-Chief 

Tim Editorial Boat’d is based at (olumbia [J~i~ eraity 
i~t the City of Nea: York 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1005 Lemel- Hall 2,920 Bi-oadwavi New Yoi-k New Yol-k "~002? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 3:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Euro~ Dodges a Ba~k Crisis in Spmn, but Perils Lurk 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~ed:s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On lhis 

C,u~omize T~dav’~ j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

June 11, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Europe Dodges a Bank Crisls 

i~ Spain, but Perils 

With an agreement to bail out 
Spain’s struggling banks, Europe 
again avoided financial chaos, but it 
still faces far bigger challenges that 
threaten the world economy. 

Candidates in Mexico Signal 

a New Tack in ll~e Dr~tg W’ar 

The contenders for Mexico’s 
presidency have promised to shift its 
antidrug strategy toward reducing 
violenee there rather than bloeking 
the flow of drugs to the United States. 

Hospi~[als Aren’t Waiting for Verdict on Health Care Law 
s., ;.u~. :... r.~..r.:~. ~.: ~ r:~,~ 
Even if the health care law is overturned, or repealed after the next election, the economic pressure 
to eare differently for more people at lower cost is irreversible. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"h~ o .stre~ge w~y, poUt~c~l h~eders, pres~de~ts ~d prince ~nisle~s who ar~ bigldy repressible o~.~ 
r~strietit~e are good )e~s’for these types ~ interv~ews, precisely beca~se N~re ~ no fl~ir n~ed~a cow~r~ge 
in their court tries." 
JOEL ~I~ON, executive director of the (;omr~dttee to Protect Journalists, on Barbara Waltet’s’s 
inter’view with Presiden[ gashar al-Assad of Syt’ia. 

N.Y. / REGION 

Ta ck-Toe-1)la~ng 

Chicken 
The Chinatown Fair 
arcade had tick-tack-toe-playing 
chickens for some 5o years. A decade 
ago they disappeared, but those 
nostalgic for them can visit the 
casino in Monticello, New York. 

~ Reisted Article 

OPINION 

Opinionator [ The Stone 

’Hijacked Brain~ 

The idea of the addict’s 
brain as an innocent 
victim doesn’t hold up under scrutiny. 

Anchors get giddy around the 
crow~ 
ALSO IN ARTS >) 

20 more cookbooks 



WORLD 

Mexico’s Final Presidential Debate Lacks Fire 

Mexico’s presidential candidates engaged in low-energy exchanges Sunday in their second and final 

debate before the July 1 election. 

Syria’s Assads T~tr~ed to ’~Vest for Glossy P.R, 

With help from high-prieed advisers, President Bashar al~&ssad and his wife tried to portray 
themselves as progressive, and even glamorous, in the Western news media. 

Syriar~ Forces Shell Cities as Opposition Picks Leader 

Government forces attacked rebel strongholds across the country while the main opposition group 
in exile, the Syrian National Council, chose a new Kurdish leader. 

Mere World News 

Texas 1-{ace for Sea, ate Reveals Rift on the Right 

Intraparty disputes are not new in Texas, but rarely have they been as heated as the one between 
supporters of Republican Senate candidates David Dewhurst and Ted Cruz. 

Three Killed i~x Shooting Near Auburn University 

Three young men, two of them with ties to Auburn’s football team, were killed and three others 
were wounded during a pool party on Saturday night. 

ON EDUCATION 

Backtracking o~x Florida Exams Fltmked by Ma~L% Even an Educator 

Many students, tested through their senior year, failed standardized exams after the state revised 
its scoring criteria for the 2o~-12 school year. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Selling Abroad~. China Eases Slump at Home 

China has reported its exports surged in May, which could ease the damage fi’om weakness in the 
domestic economy, but also increase trade tensions with the West. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

I~ Et~rope, Ba~k~ Borrowing to Stay Ahead of tl~e Tide 

The intervention in Spain will do little to address a weakness common to Europe’s financial 
institutions: an addiction to outside loans that provide day4o-day financing. 

~ Spain’s Lea~er Sees rough Year Ahea~ 

Ooogle Outsells, but Apple CultiYates Loyalty of App Developers 

Apps have become vital in marketing mobile technologies to eonsnmers and the allegiance of app 
developers to Apple has helped propel the success of its deviees. 

S P 0 RTS 

Growing Up Bubba 

Bubba Watson, an nneonventional golfer who has described himself as a "new-age redneck," has 
gone through a crash conrse in fame after his remarkable vietory in the Masters. 

~ Johnson Wins St. jude Classic ] Lehman Wins Regions 

First Chi~tese ~Vi~a on Tour Comes in L.F,G,~% Major 

Shanshan Feng shot a 5-under 67 on Sunday to win the L.P.G.A. Championship by two shots, her 
first victory on the Tour and the first for a player from China. 

Grace Park Retires From LoP,G,Ao Tour 

After making the cut at the L.P.G.A. Championship, the 13-year tour member with six career wins 
ended her career on Sunday. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

°Once° Basks in Glow of" 8 To~yAwards 



The bittersweet romantic musical "Once" was the nnexpectedly dominant winner at the 66th 

annual Tony Awards on Sunday night, winning best musical, best actor and six other Tonys in a 

highly competitive year for Broadway honors. 

~ SH ~e Shows Winners I Red~ Carpet ~ More Coverage of the Show 

~ nteract~e e ur ~n Performance ~ What’s Ne:/t forb~ny N~ em~nees 

Fesfiva~ Pla~s to Compeer Jewish 

~II~e Kulturfest Intm~ational Festival of Jewish Performing Arts plans to bring together theater and 

musical groups, filmmakers and other artists whose work explores Jewish identity and how it 

informs contemporary expression. 

Liberation as De~th Sente~ce 

rIlle casualties of the Civil War should include the many former slaves who died in an epidemic 
after the Emancipation Proclamation, writes dim Downs, an assistant professor of history at 
Connecticut College. 

o Mole Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Da?thne rl% S Empty Throne After ’Oprah 

In the year since Oprah Winfrey’s reliably popular talk show went off the air, no program has 
emerged as a consistent ratings winner to take its place. 

Radio Roya|ty Deal Offers Hope for Industr)~-~de Pact 
f.h: u: f.N 
A gronndbreaking deal between Clear Channel Commnnieations and the Big Machine record label 
raised the possibility of a solntion over compensation for broadcasting music. 

MEDIA DECODER 

Beck Renews His Radio Deal 
i.::., f.:R .::. ;,i 
Glenn Beck’s show, "The Glenn Beck Program," will be syndicated for five more years in a deal said 
to be worth $~oo million. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Nuclear Time V~rarp 
For the sake of both security and fiscal responsibility, the country needs to reduce its nuclear 
arsenal, not indulge in cold war fantasies. 

EDITORIAL 

The Defe~se of Marriage Act~ Exposed 
The federal courts that have reviewed the act since 2o~o have found that it fails to meet the most 
elementary test of constitutionality. 

EDITORIAL 

More I)eb~t Card Foibles and Abuses 
A new study shows that consumers are still being kept in the dark about overdraft fees. These costly 
games will continue until regulators require banks to provide dear, concise pricing information. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Wish~g Up to Facebook 

thrill is gone, and that is a good thing for us and maybe for the future of social media, too. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A~o~:her Ba~k Bailout 
f.h: i.,;,k: L 
An old routine plays out in Spain, with the banks getting help while the nnemployed continue to 
suffer. 

~ Columrfist Pa~e ~ 

OPINIONATOR 
Ace \Ve L~vh~g h~ Ser~sory Overload or Se~sory Pove~¢~/! 

We’re learning about the world without experiencing it up close in all its messy, majestic, riotous 

detail. 

¯ Mole Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 11, 1942, the United States and the Soviet Union signed a lend lease agreement to aid the 

Soviet war effort in World War 

YOU received ~his message because you signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlit~es newsietter. As a member of 

the TRUSIe privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage SubscdptioRs ~ URsubscr~be ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Politics <mail.skozxqsveslhjmeffh@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Monday, June 11,2012 8:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Politics & IR Catalog 

New Routledge Politics and IR Online Catalog 
New Titles and Ke~ }3~cklist 

Dear Colleague, 

The new Routledqe Politics and International Relations Research & Scholarly 
cata~oq is now available for your use. For more information on how to get the most 
out of the new functionality of the catalog, please read on. 

Click here to access the 2012 Catalo.q 

Routledge are committed to ensuring institutional libraries receive the best service 
and relevant communications regarding our publications. Please take five minutes to 
complete our questionnaire to help us improve our service towards our library 
customers, and for the chance to receive one of our three prizes of £150 of 

Routledge books: 

www.su rveymon key.com/s/85QVPWK 

Respondents completing the survey before the 30th June 2012 will be 
included in the prize draw. 

This online catalog will allow you to: 

Browse full details of all our new titles; 
including tables of contents, reviews, 
author biographies and more 
Recommend titles of interest to your 

librarian 
Request complimentary exam copies 

where offered* 
Create unique booklists to browse, buy, 
and forward to friends, colleagues and 
librarians. 

You will find a diverse range of research, from 
IR Theory to Extremism, all of which will further 
your own research, challenge your students, 
and provide essential reference materials for 
your institutional library. 

All of our titles are available to browse at 
www.routledge.comipolitics. If you would like a 
print version of this catalog, simply reply to this 
e-mail with your mailing address. 

Best wishes, 

Peter Holton 
Direct Marketing Executive 
peter.holtoq@:tandf.co.u k 

* Instructors teaching a relevant class with more than twelve students are invited to 
request complimentary exam copies of any title marked as a textbook, either by 
clicking on the ’Complimentary Exam Copy’ buttons or by contacting 
paul.reyes@taylorandfrancis.com with your course details. 



Francis Online 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

"@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             10:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

DTtt, changes to the AFAM department 

Dr. SaNe, 
I’m     from the University desk at the Daily Tar Heel. I’d like to write an article about how the changes in the AFAM department have been accepted by the professors and 

students. I’d really appreciate a call back at 
anytime this afternoon or tonight. I think this could be a very positive article and would like to get it out this week. 

Thank you, 

University Desk- The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC Chapel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Monday, June 11, 2012 2:34 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat?am] Janken not available Wed. afternoon, Thurs., & Fri., June 13-15 

I’ll be out of the office from the o£temoon of Wednesdav, June 13, until Monday, June 18. I won’t be checking email from Wednesday afternoon until Saturday. If you 

need to talk with me, call my cell phone: mid ifI don’t maswer~ leave a message. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-Americaaa Studies 
Depaxtment of African and AIko-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for infom~ation about ~ny publications: 

ht~tp:/~,~w: um ass:edu, urnl;~re s~/spr 97~jwnken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books:T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu:book!P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edu:book!P00723 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(tbemail.unc.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31643276-32361608~e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helene <helene@ email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dear Eunice, 

How have you been? 
Since I last ran into you, there has been so much going on On your end 
too, I am sure. 
By random chance, I had an opportuni~ to travel to          with Tina 
Mangieri who is now Dean for .aXrica at SIT (School of International 
Training) in Vermont. She needed someone to co-coordinate a workshop in 

and through convoluted ways and finally Tanya at the GEC, she 
got to me! I was delighted to help We spoke of you and reminisced. 

Thank you, Eunice I would really like to open the way [’or . Let 
me know what you think 
I hope your sutmner is restfu!! 
See you soon (I am in Chapel Hill until early , what about you?), 
Helene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor. Beverly W <btaylo@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

correction tbr your website 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope you’re having a bit of a summer break, though if my email inbox is typical, I suspect you’re working pretty steadily. 

It’s been brought to my attention that a graduate student in my department, 
department website indicates that he received his    from UNC, but he is actually 
the website just for the sake of accuracy~ 

I assume that has been clear in informing you that he is 

Sorry to add one more detail to your day! 

All best wishes, 
Beverly 

is working as a lecturer in your department, which is a great thing. Your 
--he has not completed his degree. You probably want to correct that information on 

Beverly Taylor 
Chair, Department of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <msecl~@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 4:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Update on your Chapter 

Dear Eunice: 

I hope you are well. I will address all the comments and resubmit an improved version of the work. I will try to reach you through Skype sometime this summer. My book is 
coming very well. It has been approved by the series editor and is now in the hands of the production department. 

Best wishes, 
Mamarame 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, June :t:t, 20.t2 6:49 AM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject; Update on your Chapter 

Dear Mamarame, 

Greetings from a very cold Durban and I hope you are doing well. 

Following a very difficult year, I doing my best to catch up and wrap up outstanding writing projects. Along these lines, I have an opportunity to discuss your chapter with folks 
since my arrival in Durban. As you know, UKZN Press has expressed interest in publishing the book and I will be meeting again with the Head of the press shortly. 

At any rate, attached is your chapter with further comments. I strong believe that with a revised and focused chapter, your piece will be an important contribution to the text. 

If you need to discuss the comments you can reach me via Skype (eunice-sahle) or my phone in Durban 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 5:25 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: ttello 

No problem Dr. Sable. I needed something not mind numbing to do :) 

I will get to work and send them to you ASAP. It roll probably take me a few days. 
One question, the file of the Leo et al chapter contains what looks like all of the chapters, do you only want me to edit the Leo chapter, or also yonr and 

introduction, or any of the other ones yon haven’t sent me like                       and yours? 

and does the citation format that I did for the other chapters look correct? 

Thank~ 

On Mon, at 7:04 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email and the attachments. 

Ok on what you can do....if you have time, kindly review the attached along the same lines as the other chapters. 

Glad to hear that you had a chance to dialogue with Prof~ Nyang’oro. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:52 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
$,,bjeet: Re: Hello 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Sor~’ for the delay. I was away fi~om my computer. 

I’m glad to heax you are enjoying Durban. I’m still in Nor~h Carolina, wai~ing on getting my s~tudent visa in order, before I can head out on my adventure. I’m in my 

hometown which can be quite boring, but yesterday I got ~me relief t?om the monotony, and had lunch with Pmfes~r Nzongola, who is at his reunion in David~, 

which is right next to my hometown. It was fascinating to hear his stories atx~ut being at David~n in the 60s. 

Anyway, let me know if there is an~Nng else I can do for you. 

Best, 

On Fri, at 6:25 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I am hope this finds you well wherever you are in your travels this summer. 

Durban is great and 1 am happy that I can focus more my writing and research projects. Talking of writing projects, kindly send me what your consider as your final 
chapter for my edited collection. Further, it would be helpful if you sent me the files in you edited in the spring in a zip file. 

I will be meeting with the Head of UKZN press next week and I look forward to having the book published in 

With best wishes, 
Mwalimu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Today’s Headlines: Worry tbr Italy Quickly Replaces Relief for Spau 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRerials I Op-Ed I On This Day 

C,~tomize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Jtlne 12, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

\~orry for italy Qu~c~dy                              ~ 

Replaces Rellef for Spai~ 

The prime minister of Italy faces a host of problems at home that may ultimately lead investm’s to 
take aim at the too-big-to-fail, 2-trillion*uro economy. 

Family Net V~q wth Drops to I,evel of Early *9os, Fed Says 

~II~e recent downturn left the median American family in 2o~o with no more wealth than in the 
early ~99os, erasing ahnost two decades of accumulated prosperity, the Federal Reserve said. 

R~ids Target P~ti~’s Critics Before Protest 

The i:,a’emlin raised pressure on Russia’s opposition movement on Monday, searching the homes of 
several of its leading figures ahead of a large demonstration in central Moscow planned for Tuesday. 

, NYTimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The next big r~dn u, ff[ earr9 await more, and bejbre long it will al~ be go~e." 
AKIN TSARAVOFOULOS, a former government archaeologist in Greece, on ancient pottery 
shards that are washing out to sea because the state agency is overburdened. 

BUSINESS 

Few Jobs Corn e 

Back From China 
When American Mug 
and Stein, a company in East 
Livm~pool, Ohio, got flxe job of 
making coffee mugs for Starbucks, it 
hired eight people. It’s a small step, 
but a welcome one for a town that 
was ()nee eonsideved the pottery 
capital of the nation. 

~ Re~ated Article 

OPINION 

Money tips for g~obe-trotters 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

The ultimate frugal challenge? 

36 hours in Oxford, Engiand 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
:~ Could 

Cotild Reagan Reagsn 

Lead This GoOoFJ? ~2esd 

Iu the cmTent ~ ~ ;’ 
Republican Party, 

would Ronald Reagan 

still be a leader, or would he be seen as too accommodating? 

WORLD 

Chfive~ Forces Vene~mla to Contemplate a Void 

President Hugo Chitvez, battling cancer as he runs for re-election, has not declared an heir 
apparent, raising speculation about who could take his place. 



~E~] 
Slide Show: Campaign Season in Venezuela 

Chi~ ~s E~ch~ded From Waivers for Oil Trade %~h Iron 

The Obama administration said that it wmfld exempt seven more nations, but not China, from 
sanctions against conntries and banks that do business with h’an. 

Te~slons on a Campus Mirror T~rbule~ce in a New T~mlsla 

A university dean’s experience dealing with ultraconservative Salafist students on a secular 
campus offers a window into the larger forces at work in Tunisia today. 

o More World News 

Vouchers Unspoke~ R~mney Hails School Choice 

As president, Mitt Romney said, he would seek to overhaul the federal government’s largest school 
programs into a voucherlike system, replacing top-down Washington mandates. 

Keeping a Mom~ta~ Rescue Team o~ Its Game 

Mountain Rescue-Aspen, Rocky Mountain volunteers who rescue fl’om 5o to 75 backcountry 
travelers a year, recently underwent a five-year recertification. 

Nor~l~ Dakota Co~slders Eliminating Property Tax 

If a ballot measure is approved, Not+& Dakota would become the first state to abolish the propm+y 

tax. 

BUSINESS 

For Ohio Pottery, a Sma|l 

Starbncks helps b~ng at least a few jobs back to the United States by hiring a plant in East 
Liverpool, Ohio, to make its new line of eoffee mugs. 

Shaky Baiiery Maker Claims a Breakihrough 

Am3 Systems represents the risks of the government’s battery technology program, and it 
represents its promise with a new technology it plans to intr()duee Tuesday. 

Rally FD, zles A~er Relief About Bailout Y~elds to Fears 

Stocks in the United States and Europe fell and borrowing costs soared for some of the em’o zone’s 
most indebted members. 

SPORTS 

KINGS 6, DEVILS 1 

Yd~gs Capture the Cup V~:ith an Early Outburst 

Mter two months of playoff domination, the Los Angeles ~ngs completed their improbable Stanley 

Cup run Monday night with a victory over the New aersey Devils. 

~ Slide Show: Stanley Cup Game 6 

Dex~ls’ Hopes Disappear in a Flurry of Penalltles 

By losing their discipline early on Monday night, the Devils lost any chance they had to win their 
fourth Stanley Cup. The ~ngs scored three power-play goals in four minutes. 

YANKEES 3, BRAVES 0 

Ivan Nova pitched seven shutout inning to send the Yankees past the Braves in Atlanta and a 
season-high ~o games over .5oo, good enough for a half-game lead in the American League East. 

o More Spor~s News 



ARTS 

Greek Antlquities~ Long l~>agi|e, Are Eudaugered hy Austerity 

Greek budget cuts are affecting archaeology, where scholars fear irreparable losses in their field. 

~E] Slide Show 

The New Stars iu Vegas: DoJo’s and Dauce Music 
S’, i.:i.. ? i 
After years on the margins, the blaring, pulsating sound of electronic dance music is ascendant, 
and Los Vegas has embraced the trend the only way it knows how: by going all in. 

~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Favorites Ret~rn to Boun aroo 

Radiohead, Phish and the Red Hot Chili Peppers headlined this year’s Bonnaroo festival. 

~ Slide Show [ More Coverage in ArtsBeat 

o Mole Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

It~centlves for Drivers V~’l~o Avoid Traffic Jams 

New experiments have fonnd success in reducing congestion not by assessing fees bnt by offering 
discounts or cash to get drivers to change their habits. 

BOOKS ON SCIENCE 

T|~e Games Crows Play~ aud Other V~quged ’[’ales 

From crows that stick pellets of dung in deer ears, to robins that can hear for worms, two new books 
offer remarkable stories and insight on the winged creatures. 

Notebooks Shed Light o~ a~ A~tlblotlc’s Contested Discovery 

A lab notebook discovered in a dusty arehive at Rntgers may help settle a 7o-year argument over 
credit for the Nobel-winning discovery of streptomycin. 

o More Science biews *> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Now, Spai~ 
The latest European bailout has not calmed anyone’s nerves, with good reason. The next potential 
calamity is just days away. 

EDITORIAL 

Health Reforms Cousumers SVa~t 
UnitedlIealtheare’s commitment to keep elements of the health care reform is welcome, but it is not 
a substitnte for the broader mandatory changes under the law. 

EDITORIAL 

Detai~md h~ Libya 
A Libyan militia has detained four officials of the International Criminal Court since last Thursday 
on spurious charges. They should be released immediately. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

At the Brandenburg Gate, Ronald Reagan’s inner aetor proved shrewder than most who would have 
eounseled realpolitik. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Follower Problem 

Some of our more recent national memm’ials expose a modern inability to describe and proclaim an 
authority that is just. 

~ Columnist Page j BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

An Election Half Empty 

The 2o12 presidential race isn’t about how to soar but how not to slide. 

~ Columnist Pa~3e [ Slog 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 12, 1987, during a visit to the divided German city of Berlin, President Ronald Reagan 

publicly challenged Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev to "tear down this wall." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

RE: DTt£ changes to the AFAM deparbnent 

Dear Eunice, 

It would probably be best to do this when you returm If you’d like, I can respond and let her know this is a busy time for you and you’ll be happy to talk with her 

next month. C)kay? 

Dee 

web: http ://colleqe.umo. edu 
:" ~ceb.~o]: : h t t~) : //www. fa cebook, c:o~ / JNC. Col ]ec~e 

Y<L1muk)e : httm : //voutube. com/user/UNCColleqe 

~m: Sable, Eunice N 
~nt: Monday, ~0:~0 AM 
To: Reid, Dee 
~ubj~ct: ~: D~, changes to the A~AM depa~ment 

Dear Dee, 

Hope you are well. 

See below fyi. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH, changes to the AFAM department 

Dr. Sahle, 
I’m     from the University desk at the Daily Tar Heel. I’d like to write an article about how the changes in the AFAM department have been accepted by the professors and 
students. I’d really appreciate a call back at anytime this afternoon or tonight. I think this could be a very positive article and would like to get it out this week. 
Thank you, 

University Desk- The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: correction for your website 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amedc~n Studies 

Dep~rtmen~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~c~m St~dies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([?~x) 

/ 

[!~![~_?£)!r!_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 
/ ) http;ci~]dpress.nd.edu, book’~ 00780 

h~p://uudpress.nd.eduibool~’P00723 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:56 AM 
To= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE: correction for your website 

Dear Kenneth, 

See email below and kindly have Travis correct the information pertaining to 

Best wishes, 
Eunice; 

From: Taylor, Beverly W 
Sent: Monday, 3:37 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: correction for your website 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope you’re having a bit of a summer break, though if my email inbox is typical, I suspect you’re working pretty steadily. 

It’s been brought to my attention that a graduate student in my department,            . is working as a lecturer in your department, which is a great thing. Your 
department website indicates that he received his PhD from UNC, but he is actually ABD--he has not completed his degree. You probably want to correct that information on 
the website just for the sake of accuracy. 

I assume that has been clear in informing you that he is ABD (not yet PhD). 

Sorry to add one more detail to your day! 

All best wishes, 
Beverly 

Beverly Taylor 
Chair, Department of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helene <helene@ email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for responding. Durban! I wish I were there too. I hope your 
research goes welh I am getting ready to go back to France this summer 
to finish my own research too. rll be there way into the Fall, it’s the 
last stretch for fieldwork. If you go through Paris or anywhere in 
France, make sure you give me a heads-up. 
You can either email me or call my local cell there: 
I’ll be roaming around France, but could always arrange to meet you 
wherever you are. I should be going to La Reunion Island sometimes, but 
otherwise will be in Metropolitan France for most of the time. 

I will send       your contact info this morning. Thank you so much 
for communicating with her. The             students I met ~vere all ve~ 
impressive. And I loved the French they speak, with such accuracy in the 
word choices and elegant sentence constructions. Parisians university 
students have lessons to lear!! I 
am sure she will email you very soon 

Let’s stay in touch. 
tIave a great sojourn in Durban, 
tIelene 

On         2:37 AM. SahIe, Eunice N wrute: 
Dear Helene, 

Su guod to hear from you. I am sorry we did nut get to met in the Spring semester but hope[~uHy we wil[ keep in touch via emai[. 

Yes, you can give my contact details. 

I am currently in Durban conducting research un urban governance, thus I will miss seeing you in Chapel hill this summer. 

Take care and tell Tina tu drop me a line when she has a moment. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: ttelene [helene@emaiI.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:03 PM 
Tu: SahIe, Eunice N 
SubJect: 

Dear Eunice, 

How have you been? 
Since I last ran into you, there has been so much going on. On your end 
too, I am sure. 
By random chance, I had an opportuni~ to travel to          with Tina 
Mangieri who is now Dean for Africa at SIT (School of International 
Training) in Vermont. She needed someone to co-coordinate a workshop in 

and through convoluted ways and finally Tanya at the GEC, she 
got to me! I was delighted to help. We spoke of you and reminisced. 

Thank you, Eunice. I would really like to open the way for Let 
me kno~v what you think 
I hope your surnmer is restful[ 
See you soon (I am in Chapel Hill until early July, what about you?), 
Helene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ha~mss, Erin <ehartness@wral.com> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

~,AI ,- TV Request 

I hope you are well. We are working on a story about the recent news coverage surrounding some problems in the African and Afro American Studies Department. 
We realize most people within the Department were not involved in the irregularities in classes. Would you be willing to speak to us on behalf of the Department 

to talk about its reputation and any concerns you may have of it being unfairly portrayed? 
Thanks. 
Erin 
Efin Haintness 

Reporter 

ehartness@wral,com 
(cell) 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Today’s tteaxtlines: Heavier Weapons Push Syria~ Crisis Toward Civil War 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis Day 

C,~tomize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Julle 13, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Heavie~o Weapons Push 

Syriali CHsls Toward 

With evidence that powerful new 
weapons are flowing to both the 
Syrian government and opposition 
fighters, the uprising has thrust the 
0bama administration into a 
difficult position, 

D rimesCast: Syrian Refugees 

Under Bombardment 

A D~’ug Family in the Whlnei°’s Ci~°cle 

Federal authorities say that a horse breeding organization run by one of the most wanted drug 
traffickers in the world and his brother allowed them to launder millions of dollars. 

2 Campalg~s ChaMng Fm~ds at Frantic Pace 

With the competitive realities of the deregulated campaign finance system, President Obama and 
Mitt Romney need to devote much of their time to raising money to fuel their campaigns. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Mubarak dies three times a dag. 1l doesn’t @~ct us. W~ dott’t befieve attything any ~onger. 7~ey thb~k (f 

people think he’s on the brink of death, this wffI calm people dowm " 

.~HI~F AL-g.~. a 42-year-old computer e~giueer, on the rumors about the health of the former 

Egyptian president, Hosui Mubarak. 

DINING & WINE 

~ INTE I~C’I’IVE 

FEATURE: ~tlll’~ ~l~I~ 

Dri~lks 
Pair a modifier like 
Campari with a base spirit and a 
mixer, and you have a number of 
classic drinks at hand. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

°The Sea rs of Stop- 

a*~d-Frlsk’ 

A short documentary 

Grassy, sweet & in season 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE >> 

If fish liked nightclubs 

Yes my little durapling 



film on New York’s stop-and-fiisk policing focuses on Tyqnan, a yonng man in Brooklyn who says he 

was stopped more than 6o times before age 18. 

WORLD 

Once Illegal, Health Rm~ors Now Ha~ Mubar~k D~e [)a~ly 

Since Hosni Mubarak received a life sentence, a torrent of leaks has sprung suggesting that he may 
be nearing his end. 

Large A~fi:Pufin Protes~ Sig~als Growling Resolve 

Tough new I@emlin measures against protests may have emboldened rather than deterred critics 
of the president. 

~ Rak!s Target Putin’s Critics Before Protest 

A study showed that nonsmoking miners who were heavily exposed to diesel fumes had seven times 
the nm’mal lung caneer risk of nonsmokers. 

Method to Track Firearm Use is Stalled by Foes 
~-:7 . " K:’-: ?’..’..D. 

Legislation to allow a technology called microstamping has been opposed in several states, bnt 
proponents say it would speed up the identification og firearms used in erimes. 

Nav[gath~g the Health Care Maze 

Debate over the health law has centered on the individual mandate, but the focus could shift to 
insurance exchanges. 

~E] 
interactive Map: States’ Progress on Exchanges 

Girlfrie~d of Crime Boss Gets 8-Year Priso~ Se~te~me 

Catherine Greig, longtime mistress of James (Whitey) Bulger, admitted to helping him elude the 
police for years, but it is not dear whether she will be made to testify against him. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

BITS BLOG 

Sko~[, a i,lh’tlng App, Ba~s Mh~ors zkft~r Rapes 

In the latest cautionary tale about social networks, three men have been accused of raping children 
they met using a mobile app designed for flirting between adults. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Investors have concluded that the rescue could be a better deal for the banks and their shareholders 

than for the government, taxpayers and bondholders. 

E~i~or Ostrom, ~rimmr of Nobel in Eco~omlcs, Dies at 78 

Professor Ostrmn’s prizewinning work examined how people collaborate and organize themselves to 
manage common resources like forests or fisheries, even when governments are not involved. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

THUNDER 105, HEAT 94 
\Vith Poise a~d Power, Th~mder Raly i~ Ope~mr 

Kevin Durant, the three4ime scoring champion, seized control in critical late moments, scoring 17 
points in the fourth quarter to lead the Thunder to a victory in Game 1. 

~ Sox Score ~ Play-by-Play 



YANKEES 6, BRAVES 4 

~ex Rodfiguez’s bases-loaded homer in the eighth tied the score at 4-4 and gave him a share of first 
place on the career grand slam list with Lou Gehrig in the Yankees’ win in Atlanta. 

U~’ai~e~s Poisoned Pas~ 

Some soccer fans in Ukraine for Euro 2o12 have visited the area of the Chm~obyl nuclear disaster, 
which affected millions of lives, including those of several internationally known athletes. 

Mere SpoOrs News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’DALLAS’ 

Fossil F~els a~d New Energy 

A new generation of good and bad Ewings butts heads at Southfork in the resurrected "Dallas" on 
TNT. 

~ ’DsiIss,’ With Larry Ha~man’s a R Ewk~g, Returns ~ ~ Slide Show 

~lox~es That £}are to B~ck a Tre~d 

A small duster of films will try to defy modern economic forces in the movie industry by bringing 
realistic stories to studio schedules at the height of the smmner blockbuster season. 

MOVIE REWIEW I ’MARINA ABRAMOVIC THE ARTIST IS PRESENT’ 

A~’tlst’s lVear~ess Am’a, i~ F~h~ Chair or T~b 

~II~e documentary "Marina Abramovie the Artist Is Present" is a portrait of the Yugoslav-born 

performance artist, directed by Matthew Akers. 

Mere Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

Embell~sl~ Like BaP~e*~ders 

For a standout cocktail party, don’t settle for what’s around the house. Look to modifiers like 
liqueurs, bitters, vermouths and fortified wines to give mixed d~nks a professional look and flavor. 

SPIRITS OFTHETIMES 

Take On Sm~m~e~" ~V~tl~ Gin From F, xperleneed Hands 

~II~e spirits panel tasted 2o bottles of gin, mostly made by young distilleries. The lesson was dear: 
making gin is not for amateurs. 

~ Pairings A Couple of Gin Cocktails 

A GOOD APPETITE 

Allowh~g Cocl~ails to Sth* the 

The rules for matching cocktails with food are a lot more lax than with wine. 

~ V~deo. Souths~se Fizz ~ E~ Pres~dente 

o More Dininq & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Pink Slips 
States that happily accepted stimulus money to pay for existing employees are laying ofl" those 
workers in droves. Putting them back to work now depends on Congress. 

EDITORIAL 

~&realt|~ Erased 
After the median family’s net worth plummeted after the Great Recession, Americans deserve a 
robust debate in the presidential campaign on ways to recover. 

EDITORIAL 

R~ssla, Sovkq: S~:yle 
Vladimir Putin is up to his old ways in aefively helping the Syrian dictator, Bashar al-Assad, and 
trying to silence all dissenting voices at home. He should know that the world is watching. 

OP-ED 



C:P- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~Nhy Berlin Is Balking +>n a Balloter 

It is simply unfair for President Obama and other critics to call on Germany to bear even more risk. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Plurality of Evil: How did Jerry Sandusky get harbored by Happy Valley for so long? 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Two ~Nor~ds Cracking Up 

The euro zone that came into being after the cold war and the Arab state system that came into 

being after World War I are both coming unglued at once. 

~ Columnist Page 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 13, 1966, the Supreme Court issued its landmark Miranda vs, Arizona decision, ruling 

that criminal suspects must be informed of their constitutional rights prior to questioning by police, 

See Th~s Front Page 
Buy Th{s Front Page 

About This E-t~aH 

You received this message because you signed up for N"~Fimes.com:s Today’s Headlines news[eRer. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 2:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Amis Resigns 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL, 34 NO, ~2 Visit h:b.f’o~k [~ 

LRB cover art Amis Resigns 
Adam M~rs-,)or~es on Lio~[ Asbo 

In Amis~ s fiction exaggeration is often no more than a 

reflex, though a revealing one, sinee it testifies to sueh a 

fear of being middle of the road, of being less than 

extreme, of being left behind. In LionelAsbo he offers a 

CW of Lionel [] s early life: he was pronouneed 

~uneontrollable[] at the age of 18 months and reeeived 

his first Asbo shortly after tm’ning three. This is beyond 

exaggeration, and there ~ s no novelistic territoiy 

beyond exaggeration. When satire becomes suri~alisfie 

it drops off the map of genie. More 

:4~ LRB blog                                                           ] 

Why weren ~ t they grateful? 
l~ankaj MisIu’a or~ Mossadegh 

Gro~ng anti-British sentiment finally fi)reed ~e Shah to appoint Mossadegh as 

prime minister early in 1951. The eountt~s naBonalists by now included 

seeulafisN as well as reli~ous parses and the ~mmunist as well as non-eommunist 

leR. Mossadegh, who was ~the first and only Iranian statestnan to eommand all 

nationalist sh’ains ~, moved quieMy to naBonalise the oil industry. Tens of 

¯ ousands lined the s~’eets to eheer the offieials sent from Tehran ko take over khe 

British oil Neilifies in Abadan, kissing the dust-eaked ears. More 

~ S Making a Co.’tume Drama out of a Crisis 
Jermy ~?iski o~ Dominion Abbe~ 

The stowline and script for Gosford Park, minus Altman [] s einematie originality but 

retaining Maggie Smith as stock upper-class matriarch, found its proper level when 

Fellowes, understanding what it really was, both stretched and slaekened it into a TV 

soap opera with froeks and pinnies. Although of eourse the pre and post-Great War 

setting pe~Tnits a crowd-pleasing familiarity with fashion and the well-worked 

[]world will never be the same again [] trope, the real triek was to steep it in 

nostalgia, not really for a period of history as sueh, but for period television. It[] s 

about ma!dng yet another eosta~me drama out of a erisis. More 

Escaped from the Lab 
Robert CrawL~rd c n Peter Redgrove 

~Sex,~ Redgrove exclaimed in a late poem, was ~solid prayers!full of stars! [] That 

use of the exelamation mark is uneharaeteristie of his poetry. Yet there is a sense in 

whieh all his writing is a sustained exelamation at the sensuous tnat~’ellousness of 

being. Like Blake or Stanley Speneer, Red~4"ove was a great English visionary 

::.~.i Royal Court Theatre 

i.~.i Follow us on Twitter 



eeeentfie whose way of seeing mixed sexualib’ with a powm~ul sense of ritual. More 

Short Cuts 

Da~el Soar: 

At the Photographers 
Gallery 

To,~y Wood: 

Edward Burtj~sky 

Subscr’:bers ca~,~ also r~:ad: 

G~e~ Newey~ ?dora’s a~d ?darkens 

M~ke Jay: t)pium 

Rober[ Alter~ River Jordan 

i.~.i Find us on Facebook 

London Literature Festival 

C.:)ps~iglil ’" J,c.tid.:m b:eview ,:)f ?<:.oi:s [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC 1A 2HN 

email: zegJs~r~!~ ~}:-E.o:~.~k ,~ You can "m~sttl:,sc~Jbe (:.~ ~pd~!te )o’m emml ]~rei’e~ e~tces at any time on ore- website 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewlimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 2:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, Tony Awards, Resort 2013 and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 20613/a mes 1 Y 

Tony Awards recap                                       [i~l 

The 2o12 Tony Awards ceremony is now a memory, b~t 
there’s still more magic on tap with The Times~s Tony 
Awards recap - including a louk at an unexpected powerhouse 
production; profiles uf famo~s faces and behind-the-scenes 
artists; a peek at what’s next for tl~e nominees; and show- 
stopping mm~bers fi’um years gone by. There are also interactive 
features such as performances fi’om thi~ s year~s shows and, of 
course, a bevy uf red-carpet sbmners. 

co]leetions aren’t just for ~he jet se~ anymore. Asd as 

H~eir importamu~ in the fashion world eon[inues to grow, t’e]y 

T Magazine’s Resort 2ol3 cow, rage to bring you insights on the 

latest o[’[eHngs ~>om C;dine~ The Row, Roksamla I[incie, Derek 

Lain, Club Monaco. Catvi~ Klein, Be[staff, Proe~za Sehmdet’. 

Do~na Kavan, Thakoon amt more. With a[l this luxm’y, who 

needs a yacht? 

Don’t Hiss o. N’~gimes.com 

Swedes’ Twit tot’ Voice: Anyoni% Saying (BI ush) Almost 

At~ything 

Insanely Delicious Recipes From Simon Hopkinson 

Racial Gap in Life Expectancy at All-Time Low 

The Coliec[k~n: A New Fashio~ App for the iPad 

A Trm~bled Silence 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~, ~.~J= ......... 
(Be~,veen June ~ 2012 - June 12, 2012) 

z. North Dakota Considers Eliminating Property ’Fax 

2. Pt’ep.-School Predator’s 

g. Mysterious Buddhist Retre;~t in [he Deser[ Ends in a Grisly 

Death 

4. Dowd: Is Pressure a Sin? 

5. Krugman: Re;~gan Was a Keynesian 

~ SLIDE SHO’W: Dating 

Profiles of }tigh-Tech, High- 
Worth Baehetors 
From Pete Cashmore of Mashable 
to Jack Dorsey of 31k~itter, these 
young, bright, wihtly 
overeompensated hyper- 
achievers are currently 
unattaehed. 

~ INTEIL&CTIVE: Where 

the Heat and the Thunder Hit 
Their Shots 
Navigate court maps and view 
analysis of every shot taken over 
the ’~-’m season for the Miami 
Heat and Oklahoma City 
Thunder. 

~ VgDEO: Rethinking ;~ 

Classic 
"Brain Pong," a game developed 
by David Reeves and a team at 
Hack Manhattan, allows users to 
move an on-screen icon using 

only the power of concentration. 

Join the 
Conversation 

C~ anglng,~ for 

Better or 

"Is ’summer 
reading’ now just ’reading’? 
Have novels become more 
entertaining, and less of a 
cultural touchstone or a political 
voice?" What do you think? aoin 
the conversation. 

[] Join the Conversation 



Read A~.sBeat en             ~ 
nytimes,com 

Like The New York TilT~es     ~ 
r~eater on Facebook 

Follow @nytimestheater on    ~ 

Twitter 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

~Vednesday, June 13, 2012 4:26 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Exhibitions & Progra~ns: Ackland Art Museum 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Earthly Delights: Pottery & Textiles 

Openin8 reception: Thursday, 14 June, 6:30-8:30 PM 

As space is limited, a reservation is required to attend the reception. 

Please RSVP to 919.962.0216. 

The works of potter Joseph Sand and textile 

artist Sondra Dorn reveal keen obse~ations 

of and deep connections to the world 

around them. 

Technology -- in the form of airplanes, 

microscopes, and computers -- enables 

Sondra Dorn to shift between different 

vantage points and to see both the micro 

and the macro, but the linen that she works 

with ultimately brings her art back to a human, personal scale. "1 engage 

with the forms I’ve discovered in the woHd around me, dissot~n8 and 

reconstituting them with fabric, thread, dye and ink," says Dorn. 

Sand says of his work, "[it’s been] 

cultivated within the lineage of the strong, 

functional ethics of Bernard Leach, Michael 

Cardew, and Mark Hewitt. In this respect, 

my work has a strong connection to the 

past." It is also influenced by Sand’s 

ongoing study of contemporary pottery, 

Southern alkaline g[azes, and Midd[e 

Eastern and East Asian design. 

Thursday evening’s opening reception 

feature live music by local harpist Ke[sey 

Bennett. 

Earthly Delights: Pottery & Textiles will be 

on view in the Ackiand Museum Store 

through 4 August 2012. 

Sunday, 17 June, 2:00 PM 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music 

in the Acktand galleries. A wide variety of 

performers can be heard, from classical 

quartets to bluegrass, to enhance your 

Museum experience. 

This Sunday, Tea Cup Gin plays jazz and show 

tunes from the early 20th century, drawing 

inspiration from performers such as Jelly Roll 

Morton, Fats Waller, Hoagy Carmlchaet, W.C. 

Handy, and Nt[ie Hohday. 

Free and open to the public. 



Addin~l to the Mix 4: Johann Joachim K~ndler’s Apollo 

June - 12 Ausust 2012 

This exhibition focuses on a major example 

of eighteenth-century Meissen porcelain 

recently acquired by the Ackiand: a figure of 

Apollo by Johann Joachim K~ind[er. Porcelain, 

long made in China, was first produced in 

Europe around 1710 at the Meissen factory 

near Dresden, and K~ndler was recognized as 

the foremost European sculptor in the 

medium. 

In Addin~ to the ~Aix4, the Apollo figure is 

shown alongside a variety of works from the 

Ack[and’s collection to highlight the 

distinctive qualities of porcelain as a medium 

for sculpture. Additionally, a selection of 

prints and drawings examines various 

aspects of Apollo -- sun-god, lover, slayer of 

the monstrous python, and patron of poetry - 

- as visualized by artists from the sixteenth 

to the n|neteenth century. 

A~’t & L~te~ature ~-~ the 

Summer 2012: "Black Experience in Modern and Contemporary Art 

and Literature" 

The Ackland’s popular Art & Literature in the Galleries program continues this summer 

with a reading selection that will broaden appreciation for and explore relationships 

between works on \dew at the Ackland. 

Art and Literature in the Galleries programs take place on select Thursday 

evenings from 6:30-8:00 PM, during the Ackland’s extended evening hours. 

14 June: Toni Morrison’s Sula -- FULL 

19 July, Gloria Naylor’s Mama Day 

This novel explores the clash between ideas commonly 

held in urban, "modern" America and cultural beliefs 

deeply rooted in religion and spirituality. Like Sula, it 

grapples w~th a tender but painful relationship between 

two women, in this case the mystical heater Mama Day 

and her liberated great-niece, Ophelia. Among the 

Ackland works we will bring into our discussion will be 

Alison Saar’s Smokin’ Papa Chaud and Cool IHaman, both 

of which reference transformational energy as well as 

identity stereotypes. Facilitated by program coordinator 

Leslie Ba[kany. 

16 August, Edward P. Jones’s Lost in the City 

The protagonists this award-winning collection of short stories are black men and 

women living in Washington, D.C., during the 1960s and ’70s. Characters that 

transcend their meager existence in unexpected -- and sometimes heroic -- ways 

figure prominently in fourteen beautifully crafted stories. Several of these characters 

could have been models for works on view in the summer exhibition Director’s Choice. 

Co-facilitated by John Bowles, Associate Professor of African American Art, Art 

Department, UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Free to Ackland members, high school students, and valid UNC OneCard holders 

$5 each session for all others. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Click here to learn more about the Summer 2012 Art 8 Lit programs. 



Sunday, 24 3une, 2:00-4:O0 £M 

~uild museum memories w~th the chffdren m 

your {fie at the Acktand’s monthly Famibt ~y[ 

Come fo~ a {itt]e while or stay for the who{e 

afLernoon -- Ws a[t FREE{ 

**Please note that Family Day activities are 

recomn’~ended for children ages 4 to 8 years 

old,** 

Fatuity Tour @ 2:00 £/~ 

Learn abeuL ways Le interacL with the arL on v~ew h~ P~e~e by Pie~: ~ui~s, (:o~ge.s, 

~nd Constructions. 

Story T~me @ 3:00 PM 

Creation Station, drop ~n Z:00~4:00 PM 

Enjoy hands-on "quilt" and col.[age makk~g, 

Treasure Hun~:s, available 2:00-4:00 PA 

What can you spy with your little eye? 

Every year, 

the Acktand 

welcomes 

visitors of 

aii ages 

from 

around the 

campus, 

the 

Triangle, 

and the 

world into 

our 

galleries. 

Through 

art, we 

create 

innovative 

connections 

across the 

campus and 

the 

community, 

researching 

and 

presenting 

art for the 

benefit of 

the broader 

public. 

Help us continue to create opportunities for learning, contemplation, discovery, 

and delight for every member of the community, Please make your generous gift 

today. 

Looking 

Yoga in the 

Galleries 

Tuesday, 26 

June, 12:00- 

1:00 PM 

Tuesday, 3 

July, 12:00- 

1:00 PM 

"Last Look" 

at 

Thornton 

Dial: 

Thoughts 

on Paper 

Sunday, 1 July, 1:00-5:00 PM 

On the last day of the exhibition, enjoy refreshments, tours, and music by the Sigmon 



i×ii 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubbc programs are made possibte by 

generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you, 

Become a member of the Ackl.and Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

do[Jars support our mission[ 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Images: 

Jean Metzina~er, French, 1883-1956: Landscape, 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Art 

Museum, Acktand Fund. 

Sondra Dorn, Sea Hollyfn a Cool Green Sky, 2011; textite, 

Joseph Sand, Monumental Jar, 2012, approx. 51" h, pottery, ash 8raze. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Pfcture F~rame--Lf;fe Go On, 1991; watercotor and 8raphite. Courtesy of Mr. Tom Larkin. 

Sondra Dorn, Re[lectfon Serfes: Desert Mornfns, (yellow ochre), 2012; dyed textite with stitchin8 mounted on board. 

Johann Joachim K~indter, German, 1706-1 775: Apollo, from the Bath of Apollo centerpiece, c. 1748; porcelain with dear 8raze. 

Acktand Art Museum, Gift of the William E. Shipp Estate, by exchanse. 

Sismar Potke, German, 1941-2010: Hfs Hfs, hness, or When Do Pofnts Count (£H. - Oder warm z~hlen dfe Punkte), 2002. James Keith 

Brown and Eric Diefenbach Coltection. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Tf$,er Wfll Standby Thfs Lady, As Lffe Go On, 1991; watercotor. Acktand Art Museum, Gift of 

the Sours Grown Deep Foundation. 
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TOP NEWS 

Copters in Syria May Not Be 
New, U.S. Officials Say 
By ERIC SCHMITT, MARK LANDLER and 
ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham 
Clinton claimed that Russia slfipped 
attack helicopters to Syria, but the 
shipment may have been part of routine 
maintenance rather than a purchase. 

Campaign Aid Is Now Surging 

Into 8 Figures 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

Sheldon Adelson, a billionaire casino 
omaer, mad his wife, Dr. Miriam 
Adelson, are by far the most prolific 
campaign donors in the eomatry. 
, ~1 Post a Comment I Read 

Church Battles Efforts to Ease Sex Abuse Suits 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN and ERIK ECKHOLM 

The Roman Catholic Church has been resisting efforts by some state lawmakers to increase the time in which 
child sexual abuse cases can be brought. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Big sigh of relief. Ready to move forward with life." 

CATE EDWARDS, in a Twitter message, after the government said it would not retry her father, former 

Senator John Edwards, in a campaign corruption case. 

MULTIMEDIA 

LENS BLOG 
A Rare View of 
Conflict in Syria 
By ANNE BARNARD 

While the conflict in Syria 
has made it increasingly 
difficult for journalists and 
photographers to gain access, Robert 



King is frustrated with the flagging 
interest of his media clients. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The College Graduate as 
Collateral 
By LUIGI ZINGALES 

Investors could finance students’ 
education with equity, not debt. In 
exchange, investors would receive a 
fraction of students’ future income. Anthony Bourdain & CNN 

ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Disney’s nutrition standards 

JetBlue’s online game show 

nytimes,�om            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Bomb Attacks Around Iraq Target Shiites, Killing Dozens 
By TIM ARANGO 

A series of attacks targeting Shiite Muslhns in Baghdad and southen~ Iraq left at least 90 people dead and 
more than 26o womaded, according to security officials. 

~ ~ Photos: In Iraq, a Day of Violence 

Death Illustrates Issues With Loose Weapons Stockpiles in Libya 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

An investigation into the death of an Estonian explosive ordiamace disposal technician fomad that he was 
killed at a site in Libya where groups were fighting over access to Qaddafi-era mmfitions. 

Syria Crisis and Putin’s Return Chill U.S. Ties With Russia 
By PETER BAKER 

Pm impasse over Syria and fractious domestic politics in both cotmtries have underscored the linfits of 
President Obama’s ability to "reset" ties between the nations. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

No New Trial for John Edwards 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The Justice Department said it would not retry former Senator John Edwards on corruption charges 
involving his efforts to hide ma extramarital affair. 

o ~, Interactive Yimeline: John Edwards 

Old-Time Texas Politician, Verbally Quick on the Draw 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

IO~own for defying political correctness, the state land conmfissioner, Jerry Patterson, is seeking to fill bigger 
boots in the lieutenant governor’s office. 

Board to Meet With Faculty Over Ouster of President 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A 

Tension is building over a shake-up at the University of Virginia that faculty leaders have asked the 
goveruing board to reconsider. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

How Broccoli Landed on Supreme Court Menu 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

In arguments made against the Obama adininistration’s health care law, a thread that runs through many of 



them is an analogy between the health care law and broccoli. 

DEALBOOK 
’Proud’ JPMorgan Chief Apologizes 
By BEN PROTESS and MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

Despite his finn’s mtdtibillion-dollar trading loss, damie Dimon navigated the Senate Banking hearing on 
Wediaesday with relative ease, deflecting tough questions and fielding softball inquiries. 

DEALBOOK 
July Gets Insider Case of Ex-Goldman Director 
By PETER LATTMAN and AZAM AHMED 

In final statements in the trial of the former Goldman director Rajat K. Gupta, prosecutors tried to connect 
the dots among reams of evidence, but defense lawyers said they could not substantiate any wrongdoing. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Trying to Reduce Head Injuries, Youth Football Limits Practices 
By ANAHAD O’CONNOR 

Pop Waruer Football will limit the amount of contact young players will face in practice, wlfich will affect 
htmdreds of thousands of youth football players, some as yotmg as 5 years old. 

GIANTS 10, ASTROS 0 
Cain Pitches First Ever Perfect Game for Giants 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Matt Cain pitched rite 22nd perfect game in major league history, striking out a career-lfigh 14 batters and 
getting help from two running catches to beat the Astros. 

’- ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

METS 9, RAYS 1 
Dickey’s Magical Year Keeps Improving 
By ANDREW KEH 

R. A. Dickey struck out a career-high 12 batters, broke the Mets’ franchise record for the most consecutive 
scoreless innings and guided the Mets to a victory against the Rays. 

’- ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ Bats: With Bay’s Struggles Come Tough Decisions About Playing Time 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

POSTCARDS 
Caravaggio Still Beckons Hoi Polloi 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

In the 17th century Caravaggio’s "Madonna di Loreto," in a church near Piazza Navona, drew masses from 
around Europe. The people still flock there. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
New Club, but a Legend’s Familiar Face 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

Patti LuPone’s "Far Away Places" is the first show at the cabaret 54 Below. 

¯ " A Broadway Hangout, Old Chum I ~:~ Slide Show 

LONDON THEATER JOURNAL 
A Flickering ’Torch Song Trilogy’ 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

The Menier Chocolate Factory revives Harvey Fierstein’s Tony-winning play, directed by Douglas Hodge. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

The Empress Is In 
By BOB MORRIS 



Party Sacco, the force behind the former nighttime meccas Bmagalow 8 mad Lot 61, opens her latest celebrity- 
soaked venture, No. 8. 

A Map of the Currents in Montauk Night Life 
By BEN DETRICK 

With an influx of hot spots catering to high-end, party-seeking New Yorkers, yomager crowds, bringing their 
loud clothes and nmsie, have been raising the roof on Montauk. 
, ~ Graphic: Sizing Up New Montauk Hotspots 

Writing Her Own Dress Code 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

Pmn Ronmey, a seenfingly traditional candidate’s wife, turns her back now and then on the nondescript 
cardigans and nfilk-earton suits that are the standard camouflage of women on the stmnp. 

" ~[,~ Slide Show 

¯ More Fashion & St_S_W_~__~le >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Dimon on the Hill 
Even as Mr. Dimon adnfits to the greed and hubris of big banks, he is still resisting needed regulations, and 
lawmakers are still giving him a pass. 

EDITORIAL 
The Court Retreats on Habeas 
In rejecting the appeals of Guantfinamo detainees that challenge the legality of their imprisomnent, the 
justices are denying the prisoners a basic fight. 

EDITORIAL 
Drilling in New York 
Governor Cuomo’s prelinfinary blueprint for hydraulic fracturing appears to be on the right track. But many 
important issues must still be addressed and tough, detailed regulations issued. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Hugs From Iran 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

A road trip across Iran finds unexpected wannth for Americans. 

" ~;.~ Video: Preview of a Journey Across Iran 

Read the Persian-Language Translation 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR 
When Enough Is Enough 
By LINDA GREENHOUSE 

Is there sometlfing going on beneath the surface in a recent Supreme Court ruling involving a sewer 
assessment in a suburb of Indianapolis? 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Give Obama Elbow Room on Iran 
By TRITA PARSI 

Waslfington needs to change its negotiation strategy in next week’s nuclear talks with Irma. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 14, 1982, Argentine forces surrendered to British troops on the disputed Falkland Islands. 
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TOP NEWS 

Blow to ’£ransltlo~ as Court 

Dissolves Egyl~t’s Parlla~nent 

A panel of judges also blessed &e 
presidential bid of Hosni Mubarak’s 
last prime minister, putting Egypt’s 
troubled move to democracy in 
grave doubt. 

Accused Chinese Par~y 

Members Face Harsh Discipline 

Communist Party members suspected of corruption in China often vanish into an extrajudieial 
disciplinary system, called "shuanggui," where they face torture and enforced confessions. 

Va st Defen ses Now Shleldllig New Orlean s 

A $~4.5 billion system is designed to prevent the problems of another Hurricane Katrina. 

. NYl-imes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Do not be invited here~ If you come here, your days wil! seem like years~" 
CHU EHAOXIAN, a Chinese blogger who was permitted to to,r a facility that is part of the 
government% detention systenL known as "sh~anggui," that features physical torture and brutal 
interrogations. 

FEATURE." Uo~" 

Supre~n e Cou 

Could Rule on the 

HeMth Care Law 
What emfld happen to the health 
eare law depending on what the 
Supreme Com’t decides on key 
questions. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I I 
¯ ¯ I The 
Ihe Clown and ~he I ....... clo~,, I 

Despite what you 
might hear, not all 
government spending is bad. 

WORLD 

Suspect in ’95 Tokyo Attack Is Said to Be Caugh~ 



,Japan’s publie broadcaster said that Katsuya Takahashi, a former member of the Aura Shinrikyo 

cult, was arrested Friday on suspicion of murder in the 1995 subway gas attack. 

~V~tt~ Scle~ce, N~w ]?ortra[t of the Cave ~M*tlst 

Paintings on cave walls in northwestern Spain are far older than previously thought -soine of them 

nmre than 4o,ooo years old, scientists said, raising a possibility that Neanderthals were the artists. 

Bahrain Com,t Upl~olds Cot~ct~ons of 9 Doctors 

The doctors were charged with crimes related to the popular uprising last year, in a case widely 
seen as a test of the Bahraini monarchy’s commitment to political reform. 

More Worid News ~ 

I~ tl~e Facebook Era, Rein ~nders of Loss if Fanfilies Fractt~re 

Facebook~ Twitter~ Instagram and other social media can add to the pain of family estrangements 
because they provide a peek into private lives and a reminder of what has been lost. 

~L’~st Defenses Now Sh~eld~ng New Orleans 

A $14.5 billion system is designed to prevent the problems of another tturrieane Katrina. 

GREEN BLOG 

Press~ed~ E.P.A. Proposes Soot I.~m~t 

A rule proposed in response to a lawsuit filed by n states would set signifieantly tighter limits on 

fine-particulate emissions fi’om the energy and manufacturing seetors. 

BUSINESS 

Ettrope Braces for Greek Vote - and Ma)~e More 

Greek elections on Sunday could smm bring real-world nrgency to a debate that halt been largely 
aeademie: Whether the euro zone can withstand the departure of one of its members. 

Merke~ Stresses Limits to Germa~ty’s Stre~tgth 

Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany told lawmakers the country could not prop up the faltering 

Sta~xlk~rd Se~xte~ced to :~ JiG-Year Term ~x $7 Bi]~io~ Po~zl Case 

A federal jury. in March convicted R. Allen Stanford of 13 out of 14 counts of fraud in connection 
with a worldwide scheme over more than two decades. 

S P 0 RTS 

GAME 2: HEAT 100, THUNDER 96 

James l~lakes ~ Stalid, a~d De~ivers 

The Heat held off a fouAh-quarter rally by the Thunder as LeBron aames scored 3u points and 

Miami claimed homemourt advantage in the N.B.A. finals by w-inning Game u. 

~-)ff {t~e Dribble Battier TLI;RS Back the DlocR 

I~ a Star Palri~g~ ~Woods Is tim Star 

Tiger Woods, playing with Phil Miekelson and Bubba Watson, showed who was in charge with a one- 
under par 69 in the featured pairing of the first round of the United States Open. 

A Player ~*~ His Third Major Grabs the Lead and the Atte*~tlo~ 

The ~7-year-old Michael Thompson grabbed the spotlight at the United States Open as he put 
together a front-running round of fore-under-par 66, which he capped with a birdie at 18. 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

~Ilze three-museum exhibition "Caribbean: Crossroads of the World" is the big art event of the 
summer in New York in size, cultural scope and @eshness of material. 

The musician Michael Arenella not only plays the music of the Jazz Age~ but he also tries to live in 
its style. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

He~>oes~ V~llai~s and tl~e I~sil)le 

"The Invisible War," about the epidemio of rape within the United States military~ is one of the most 
shooking dooumentaries in the 2o12 Human ~ghts Watoh Film Festival. 

More Airs News 

MOVIES 

MOMIE REVIEWI ’ROCK OF AGES’ 

A Smell of W’~ne and Cheap Pe~’fm~e 

Tom Cruise stars in "Rock of Ages," a musical, based on the Broadway show, set in the ~98os and 

featuring rock songs of the time. 

~ Slide Show: Appetite fo; Depr~vRy 

MOMIE REMIEW I ’YOUR SISTER’S SISTER’ 
Solitary Ret~oeat to a Rer~ote Isi~r~d Leads to Ma~y Mi~-Ups 

In "Your Sister’s Sister," Lynn Shelton’s new emnedy, the three main characters are engagingly 
familiar, yet each is a bit of a cipher. 

~ Scrip~ess in Seattle: A Fi~mmaker’s Map 

MOVIE REVIEWI ’THE WOMAN IN THE FIFTH’ 

YVb~ He: Sees May Be C~ose~° ’I’ha~ He Tb~l~s 
i.::y ?.!.:,,1oi .:, D:’-’. .:.i:.: 
In "The Woman in the Fifth," Ethan Hawke plays an American novelist in Paris who takes on an odd 
job and takes up with a mysterious woman. 

o More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Political Cont~oast 
President Obama makes his ease against Mitt Romney’s tried and discredited economic policies. 

EDITORIAL 

Shiite doctors who treated protesters never should have been arrested. Imprisoning them will only 
feed the Shiite majority’s legitimate resentment of the Sunniqed m~ na ’ hy 

EDITORIAL 

Several states are reforming their criminal justice policies after finding that ever longer prison 
tm~ls add huge costs to their budgets with little benefit to public safety. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

This election is about whether we try to work within the existing governing model or render it 
obsolete to build something fresh. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



\~e Don*t Need No 

A look at Mitt Romney’s accidental truth-telling reveals a lot abont what conservatives really mean 
when they talk about shrinking government. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIog 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

G~ve Se|~oo~ the Power" to P~ 

In theory and praetiee, the system for disciplining teaehers and administrators for sexual 

misconduct is a reeipe for disaster. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 15, 19o4, more than 1,ooo people died when fire ernpted aboard the steamboat General 
Sloenm in New York City’s East River. 

See ’£h~s ;,’rm~,t Page 
gny This Front Page 
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From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

u~known <sgbarber@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 3:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~ nc edtr2 

[waterthemesteefingcommittee] Idea Submissions From Water Theme Email Account 

AlL 

In an attempt to keep eveo~one abreast of the ideas being sent to us through our Water Theme email accounk I will begin sending at least 2 - 3 submissions out to 

everyone periodically so as to allow full feedback on what activities we should move forword with or provide support to and which ones should be tabled for later or 

completeb’ ignored. In tam, this will hopefully free up some of the time spent on discussion during our meetings. As always, please let me l~aow if there are oaay 

questions or clarification of may kiM is needed. Also, if you have not met with your respective subgroups recently, please be sure to do prior to nex~ Thursda’y-’s meeling 

i fat all possible as updates will be expected. Tha~ks very much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unknown <sgbarbe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 4:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] Water Theme Idea Submission 

Name: Katie Allen 
Email:    ~thirstprRiect org 

Idea(s): The Thirst Project 

The Thirst Project is a Los Angeles-based non-profit organization that builds ficesh~vater 
wells in developing nations and impoverished communities to provide people with safe, 
clean drinking water. We heard about your theme for the upcoming academic year and would 
love to get you involved in our school tour program We speak at high schools and colleges 
across the country to raise a~vareness about the global water crisis We use sensow, 
tactile creative elements, photos and video in our speaking presentations to take students 
tl~rough the journey of the water crisis, and then mobilize them to take action. 
In less than three years, we’ve spoken at more than 100 schools in 15 states, 
reached over 200,000 students, and have raised over $2.6 million to build freshwater ~vells 
in communities suffering from the clean water crisis 
This has f~aded projects to give over 100,000 people safe, clean drinking water. 

If you would like more infblrnation and have four minutes to spare, check out this video. 
It is a great way to familiarize yourself ~vith what ~ve do: 
http://vavw.youtube.com~watch?v zD3w6-ekC’~’w&feature channel video title 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama to Permit Yo~lng 

Migrators to Remain in 

President Obama outlined a new 
immigration policy nnder which 
young illegal immigrants who came 
to the country as children can obtain 
work permits and will not face 
deportation. 

On Eve of Vote, Eg}pt’s 

MHitary Extends Its Power 
U:’, f..r.VH." U. :; F:Lg.r. R~C?: 

Egypt’s military rulers moved 1o 
consolidate power before the 
presidential runoff eleetion, shutting 
down the Islamist4ed Parliament 
and seizing the sole right to issne 
laws. 

Egyot s Elec Ions Full Coverage 

~ Slide Show: Egypt’s Military Power Play on the Eve of an Electi,3n 

EURO WATCH 

CentrM Banks Stand at Ready to Foi~ify Em-o 

The clays after Greeee’s elections are seen as a turning point that could determine whether Europe’s 
fiscal ties grow eloser or fray. 

. NYTimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"HavingfalIen ffom respect~,d insider to convicted inside b’ader, Mr. Gnpta has now exchanged the 

board room jbr the prospect q/a 1owl!t jail ceil." 
FNEET BHA~&~, the United States attorney in Manhattan. after Rajat K. Oupta, former head of 
the consulting firm McKinsey & Company. was convicted of conspiracy and securities 



S P O RTS 

~ VIDEO; Over 

the Edge 

The newest addition to 

tandem aerial sports ~s 

BASE jmnping off a cliff. 

~ Relate J Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

She’s 

Vindication at last for a 
wrongly accused, bereft 
mother. 

WORLD 

Russia Sendh~g M~ssile Systems to Stfield 

Rnssia’s ehief arms exporter said air and sea defenses emfid be used against any nation twing to halt 
Syria’s violence. 

[YON. Team h~ Syria Is [mpeHled~ Leader Says 

Maj. Gen. Robert Mood said Friday that "violence over the past lO days has been intensifying 
willingly by both parties, with losses on both sides and significant risks to our observers." 

I~ Euro CriMs~ Obama Looks to Merkel 

A collapse of the euro could derail America’s Dagile recovery and doom Mr. Obama’s re-election 
hopes. He may be running out of time to sway the German chancellor. 

~E] 
Graphic: Understanding the European Crisis 

~1"--I Slide Show: ObaFna 8rid Merkeh Politically At-Odds, Personal Psls 

o More World News 

I~ Health Care Ruling, Vast Implications for Medleald 

The expansion of Medicaid in the health care law, if it is upheld, would greatly increase the number 
of people stowed -and add to the program’s costs. 

Mayors See Slight Gains; No Thanks to Congress 

At an annual conference, mayors said that despite Washington’s profound inaction they have 
managed to shrink defieits, increase property values and ereate new jobs in their dries. 

City Divides and U~fites for a Dt~g Called Bhm 
i.::., Li .i~:.? .:.:, S~:.? T©:.: 
The leash-free walks of an ~-yea r-old Australian cattle dog prompted complaints, an online 
petition of snpport and a City Council meeting that drew crowds. 

~[~] Slide Show: Ta~in9 0n a Leash Law 

BUSINESS 

Troubled Greek Economy Is Being Left to Fe*~d ft~r Itself 

International businesses and investors are retreating beeanse of the prospect of a dewflued eurreney 
and because eonsumption has plunged. 

DEALBOOK 

Banks’ Fh°e Drill for G-reeee Eleetto~]~ 

/rite]" being largely nnprepared for the extreme stress of the 2008 crisis, big banks in the United 

States are determined to be ready this time. 

~ Central Banks Stand at Ready to Fort~f:~ Eurc 



DEALBOOK 

Rajat Gupta Convicted of’Insider Trading 

Rajat K. Gupta, a former Goldman Sachs board member, is the most prominent executive convicted 

in the government’s sweeping investigation into insider trading on Wall Street. 

S P 0 RTS 

V~oods Tied ~A;~th Two at the Top in the Open 

M’ter two rounds, Tiger Woods, dim Furyk and David Toms were the only players in the field of 156 

under par at the Lake Course, sharing the 36-hole lead at one-under 139. 

Threat of Russlan HooIiganism Looms Over Championships 

The Russia soeeer federation asked its fans to show restraint ahead of Saturday’s game with Greece. 

Clashes between Polish and Rnssian fans on Tuesday eaused property damage and injuries. 

ESSAY 

Alex ttonnold, :26, wanted to do something that had never been done when he decided to climb 

Yosemite’s three biggest rock faees solo. 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

T|~e Past Ha,~ a Presence Here 

In the museums and gardens of Oaxaca, Mexico, unlike those of the United States, the character of 

histm’y is unvarnished. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Re~4,nifing a Passion of the Pa,~t 

The Danish composer Carl Nielsen was a focal point of a concert by the New York Philharmonie, 

which will reeord his work. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

C~ty Ballet: Vivacity Breaks Up Do|drums 

City Ballet’s just-com’.luded season showed evidem’.e of a renaissance, led by a new generation of 

ballerinas. But in some ways the eompany remains stagnant. 

TRAVEL 

Sloe "ld~oha~, and the Strangers Who Bro*~ght Me There 

On a trip to Sweden’s capital, the author used local bloggers and "soulmates" to shape his itinerary. 

So, how’d it go? 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

A Czech Trove of M~nh~ai~st Design 

Best known for a newly renovated architeetm’al marvel, Brno is home to hundreds of modernist 

buildings. 

JOURNEYS 
Palace-Hopph~g h~ Poland 

On a tmn" of the country’s palaces, the author is transported to earlier eras of Polish - and personal - 

history. 

~E~ Slide Show: Photos of the P~l~ces 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Prhnary Day Is June 



Here are our choices in the Democratic p{~maries in five Congressional districts in New York State. 

EDITORIAL 

Sweeping legislation that cleared the State House of Representatives this week is an assault on safe 

abortion care and on the clinics that provide it. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

People, what is it about om" love fox" wide open spaces? It seems to be playing a big role in Campaign 

2012. 

C ’, s Pat2,e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tim Safes~t Ba~k 

Taxpayers should love Citigroup even if shareholders don’t. And, on the bank’s 2ooth birthday, 

here’s why. 

EDITORIAL 

A Step Towa~’d a D*oea~n 
President Obama’s bold move opens the fhture for young immigrants who are here illegally 

through no fault of their own. 

ON THIS DAY 

On ,hme 16, ~933, President Roosevelt opened his New Deal recovery program, signing bank, rail 
and industry bills and initiating farm aid. 
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TOP NEWS 

U.N. Suspends Syria Mission, 
Citing Increase in Violence 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and DAVID E. 
SANGER 

The United Nations’ decision to pause 
observers’ work was the most severe 
blow yet to a wobbly peace plan world 
powers had seen as the best chance to 
solve Syria’s deadly conflict. 

’ Russia Sending Missile Systems to Shield 
Syria 

" ~ Video: U.N. Statement (YouTube.com) 

As Escapees Stream Out, a 

Penal Business Thrives 
By SAM DOLNICK 

A company with deep ties to Gov. Chris 
Christie dominates New Jersey’s system 
of large halfway houses. There has been 
little state oversight, despite widespread 
problems. 

With Revolution’s Fate at Stake, Egypt Votes on President 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM FAHIM 

Tun~out in the early hours was moderate in the race, which pits a fonner prime minister of Hosni Mubarak 
against a Mttslim Brotherhood emadidate. 

" Graphic: Key Events in Egypt’s Transition I Slide Show 

The Lede Blog: Amid Tight Security, Egypt Votes Again 

, Egypt’s Elections: Full Coverage 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"No matter how many escaped, no matter how many were caught, no matter how many committed 

heinous acts while they were on the run, they still kept releasing more guys into the hal]way houses." 

THADDEUS B. CALD’qVELL, who spent four years tracking doma fugitives in New Jersey. 

BUSINESS 

~ INTERACTIVE 



GRAPHIC: 200 Slices of Wealth 
Although the growth in executive 

compeusation slowed last year, the pay 

numbers are still eye-popping. 

. In Executive Pay, a Rich Game of Thrones 

". Fair Game: When Shareholders Make Their 

Voices Heard 

OPINION 

OPINION 
The Strange 
Career of Juan 
Crow 
By DIANE McWHORTER 

If Alabama, the cradle of 
the civil rights movement, can retool 
Jim Crow as Juan Crow, what have we 
leanaed? 

Download The Collection iPad App 
Also on NYTimes.com 

Download Election 2012 iPhone App 

Download The Scoop iPhone App 

WORLD 

As Greeks Head to Polls Again, a Fear That No One Will Win 
By RACHEL DONADIO and STEVEN ERLANGER 

Voters will cast ballots for the second time in two months, worried that may govenmaent they elect will fail to 
resolve the political and economic turmoil that threatens Greece’s future. 

’ Whatever Greek Voters Decide, the Euro Looks Likely to Suffer 

European Leaders to Present Plan to Quell the Crisis Quickly 
By JACK EWING 

The plan will include measures to prevent bank rtms and push for the repeal of regulations that hinder 
competition, keep yotmg people out of the work force or make it difficult to start businesses. 

In Long-0verdue Speech, Dissident Says Nobel Opened Her Heart 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

The Bunnese opposition leader Daw Atmg San Suu Kyi spoke of the hope her award kindled in a99a, when 
she was trader house arrest. 

~’ Internet Unshackled, Burmese Aim Venom at Ethnic Minority 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Honey, the Baby Is Coming; Quick, Call the Photographer 
By ELISSA GOOTMAN 

Birth photography is a small but growing profession chronicling a rite of passage no less significant than a 
wedding, though trickier to capture on fihn. 

With Casino Revenues, Tribes Push to Preserve Languages, and Cultures 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

The Chukchansi Indians recently pledged $1 million over five years to the linguistics department of 
California State University, Fresno. 

GRAND JUNCTION JOURNAL 
Disputing Whether a Treasure Needs a Name Upgrade 
By JACK HEALY 

Some people want to tuna Colorado National Monument into a national park. Others say that would just be a 
bother. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

C.E.0. Pay Is Rising Despite the Din 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 



Although more companies have given their shareholders say-on-pay votes, median compensation still 
climbed by 5 percent last year among the United States’ 2oo top-paid chief executives. 

" ~ Interactive Graphic: Executive Pay 2011 

China Closes Window on Economic Debate, Protecting Dominance of State 
By IAN JOHNSON 

Fewer pronfinent voices are able to make the case for a systenfic overhaul that would encourage private 
enterprise and foster a shift toward a more eonsmner-driven economy. 

Whatever Greek Voters Decide, the Euro Looks Likely to Suffer 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

Greek voters will chart the hnmediate course of their nation’s role in the euro zone, but the currency’s 
problems look to be longer-lasting. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Birdies Finally Arrive, but Woods Falls From Lead 
By KAREN CROUSE 

By the end of the third round, Tiger Woods was tied for 14th, five strokes behind Jim Furyk and Graeme 
MeDowell, the 2OlO champion, who posted a two-under 68 for a 54-hole total of one under. 

. Sports of The Times: For Palmer, One That Got Away 

¯ . ~( U.S. Open Leaderboard 

YANKEES 5, NATIONALS 3 
Pettitte Goes 7, but the Yankees Take Twice That to Win 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Pmdy Pettitte was strong in his first start since tunfing 40, mad a two-run double by Mark Teixeira in the 14th 
helped the Yankees stretch their winning streak to eight games. 

" ~( Box Score I Play-by-Play 

’. M.L.B. Roundup: Cliff Lee’s Winless Streak Reaches 11 

GREECE 1, RUSSIA0 
Greece Surprises Russia to Reach the Quarterfinals 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

After Giorgos Karagomfis’s goal just before halflinae, Greece hung on to defeat Russia and reach the 
quarterfinals of the European soccer championships despite being outshot, 25-5. 

" ~ Match Schedule 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

Repentant? No Way, Man 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Charlie Sheen, he of the career rage, spousal assault charges and hotel-room rampage, stars in a new FX 
television series, "Anger Management," that begins on 3une 28. 

" ArtsBeat: Sheen Q and A. Part 2 I ~ Slide Show! 

Pop’s Good Boy Tries Growing Up 
By JON CARAMANICA 

In Justin Bieber’s new albmn, "Believe," he branches out musically while hewing to the persona he created. 

," ~,~ Slide Show 

That’s Amore: Italy as Muse 
Interview by DAVE ITZKOFF 

Woody Allen, whose new fihn is "To Rome With Love," discusses four Italian movies that influenced him as a 
director: "3anareord," "Blow-Up," "Shoeslfine" and "The Bicycle Tlfief." 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 



Yes, Bob Kerrey Wants to Go Back to Washington 
By MATT BAI 

More than a decade after he last held office, the Nebraska Democrat would like to lead the Senate toward 
eonseusus. He is prepared for unpleasantness. 

TALK 
The Devil in Marina Abramovic 
Interview by AN DR EW GOLDMAN 

The famous provocateur is fed up with MoMA and the state of her love life. 

," Movie Review I ’Marina Abramovic The Artist Is Present’: Artist’s Fearless Aura, in Film, Chair or Tub 

" ~ ’The Artist Is Present’ - Slide Show 

LIVES 
Our Smoking Habit 
By DUANE TOLLISON 

Hitching from place to place, scrounging cigarettes for nay dad. 

¯ ..M...o.r.#._F..r..o..~..t..h...e._lyl..a.g.azine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Energy Etch A Sketch 
Pandering to his right and Big Oil, Mitt Ronmey disavows his risk-taking, climate-conscious past. 

EDITORIAL 
The Children Deserve Justice 
New York’s laws on child sex abuse are weak, and so is Albany’s will to fix them. Lawmakers should bring the 
statute of linfitations into line with the reality of late tmeovering of abuse. 

EDITORIAL 
Stronger Medicine for What Ails Horse Racing 
Kentucky has taken a significant step against the widespread doping of horses, but regulators across the 
country will need to do a lot more to change the industry’s c3afical culture. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OPINION 
Buddhists’ Delight 
By JAM ES ATLAS 

’Newddlfists’ - Westen~ers hungering for balance, hannony and a taste of the spiritual - embrace Buddlfism. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Moral Dystopia 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

As our institutions decay, is our sense of right and wrong crmnbling as well? 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
First Tahrir Square, Then the Classroom 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

An education revolution may be the next step to empowering the youth of the Arab world. 

:’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 17, 1928, Amelia Earhart embarked on the first trmas-Atlantic flight by a woman. She flew from 

Newfotmdland to Wales in about 21 hours. 
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The 2012 Libra, Blog Awards 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Announcing the 2012 Library Blog Awards 

The voting and judging is complete. The deserving winners of the 2012 Library 8log Awards are now, 

ceremoniously, announced. Enjoy. 
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Register Now: 5th Am~ual Cont~rence 
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***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11- 13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel .Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference wiii feature: 

¯ Special presentations by acclaimed scholars Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years 

Later: Reafities of the Arab Sprin~’ and Dr. G~rard Prunier on "Some Unforeseen 

Consequences of Gaddafi’s Downfall." 

¯ Panel discussions on "Women and Cultures of Resistance in the Midst of National 

Disenchantment" and "Cinema, Identity and Film in the Middle East and North Africa." 

¯ Paper presentations of the lastest academic research in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

¯ Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

¯ Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 15, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 15, $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info~,asmeascholars.org. 
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[waterthemesteeringcommittee] Two Water-Related Ariicles of Interest 

The attached links are two water- related articles which should be of interest to eve)one, the first of which is a review of water-themed activiW linking place at colleges 

and universities across the counto, posted on the National Geographic website, including the work being done at UNC and the "Water In Our World" theme. The 

second is a CNN article on the U.N.’s Conference on Sustainable Development currently taking place and its recently evolving focus on the cause of clean water for 

the global communi~-. 

As a quick reminder, our s~teering committee meeting is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon ficom 4:30 - 5:30 PM in Room 2005 of the Michael ttooker Research 

Center. For tho~ physically unable t~ attend but who still are available at that time can join our conversation using the tbllowing conference caJl number (919-962- 

2727). Thanks again and t~el free to reply with an5, comments or questions. 

http:/inewswatch .national~eo ~raphic .corn/2012/06/19ismm~t- people - discover- water- flint- could- kick- s~tart- the- blue - revolutioI~/ 

ht~://~l~ba~pub~icsqu~ce.bl~s.cnn.c~nv~2~2/~6/~8/envir~nmental-susra~t~mis~uided/?hp~hp bn2 

Best Regards, 

Stephen Barber 
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TOP NEWS 

C.I.A. Said to Aid in Steering 
Arms to Syrian Opposition 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

A small nmnber of American officers are 
operating secretly in southern Turkey, 
helping decide which Syrian rebel 
fighters across the border will receive 
arlllS. 

Blacks Miss Out as Jobs 
Rebound in New York City 
By PATRICK McGEEHAN 

Over half of all African-Americans and 
other non-Hispanic blacks in the city 
who were old enough to work had no 
jobs this year, according to an analysis 
of employment data. 
’. ~ Graphic: Black New Yorkers Not Keeping 

Pace 

Relief in Every Window, but 
Global Worry Too 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL and ANDREWW. LEHREN 

Gases that damage the ozone layer are mostly out of use in air-conditioning, but replacements used in 
developing countries are potent agents of global wanning. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 wouldn’t accept the proposition that the Fed has no more ammunition." 

BEN S. BERNANKE, chairman of the Federal Reserve, responding to criticism from Republican legislators 
that additional efforts to stimulate the economy are more likely to spark higher h~flation thm~ lower 

m~employment. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Mitt 

Romney’s Bus 

Tour 
The candidate was in 



Miclfigan Tuesday for the final swing of 
a five-day bus tour. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Dirtying Up Our 

Diets 
By JEFF D. LEACH 

There’s nothing wrong 
with a little good clean 
dirt in our food. 

Homes for $1 million 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

House hunting in ... St. Maarten 

House hunting in ... Italy 

nytimes,�o.m REAL ESTATE 

WORLD 

Egypt Delays Declaring Winner of Presidential Election 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A deferral by the election conmfission intensified a power struggle between the Muslim Brotherhood and 
Egypt’s nfilitary rulers. 

~ The kede: Skepticism From Egyptian Bloggers 

Samaras Takes Office as Greece’s Prime Minister, Facing Major Challenges 
By RACHEL DONADIO and LIE ALDERMAN 

Antonis Samaras was swoiaa in as prime nfinister after his party agreed to form a coalition goveiaunent with 
two other parties, ending a leadership vaeumn. 

’. ~] Graphic: Understanding the European Crisis Now 

Britain and Ecuador at Standoff Over Assange’s Bid for Asylum 
By RAVI SOMAIYA 

Mr. Assange, the WikiLeaks founder, prepared to spend a second night on Wednesday in the Ecuadorean 
Embassy in London, to which he fled seeking asylmn. 

. IHT Rendezvous: Asylum for Assange: What’s in It for Ecuador? 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Home Prices in the West Are Rebounding as Inventory Shrinks 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

While prices in the Phoenix area rose by 25 percent, fewer foreclosures and a lower inventory of homes were 
more a factor than was a local eeononfie boom. 

Payments for Victims of Eugenics Are Shelved 
By ElM SEVERSON 

The North Carolina Senate split with the House and the govela~or, who supported compensating victims of 
forced sterilization. 

Distaste for Health Care Law Reflects Spending on Ads 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

About $235 nfillion has gone to advertisements attacking the law, which most Americans want overtulaaed, 
and $69 nfillion to ads supporting it. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Bosses Rein In Banker Who Golfs With Obama 



By SUSANNE CRAIG 

A move to muzzle Robert Wolf, a fund-raising banker, nmy be seen as another setback for the president on 
Wall Street, where he is raising far less than he did in 2008. 

With Output Stumbling, Fed Takes a Modest Step 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The Federal Reserve increased its efforts to revive econonfic growth by extending its existing asset-purchase 
program through the end of the year. 

’. Wall Street Dips on Fed Decision 

Europeans Look at Plan to Cut Borrowing Costs 
By STEPHEN CASTLE 

Germm~y’s chancellor, Angela Merkel, whose support is crucial, said that while the proposed idea was 
"theoretical," it remained "one of the options" for bringing down fields on Spmfish and Italima bonds. 

. For Spain, Accusations Of Lagging On Reforms 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Football Faces ’Turning Point’ on Safety Risk 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Even as the sport alters its rules, conceru about players’ health leaves doubts about how football will evolve. 

METS 4, ORIOLES 3 
Gee Does His Part as Mets Complete a Sweep 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

The Mets beat the Orioles again as Dillon Gee allowed three hits and struck out nine in seven and a third 
innings. 

:’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

. Bats: With Power and Energy, Valdespin Takes Cues From Reyes 

BRAVES 10, YANKEES 5 
Going, Going, Gone Times Nine 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Braves hit five home runs, including two two-rtm shots, to beat the Yankees, whose four home runs were 
all solo shots. 

’ ~;; Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ . Baseball Roundup: Helton Can’t Find Bag, and Phillies Come Up With Win 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

Enemies and Allies for ’Friends’ 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

"Fox & Friends" finds both big ratings in the morning and dismay from Democrats. 

MEDIA DECODER 
NBC Prepares to Replace Ann Curry on ’Today’ 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Planning to replace Ms. Curry only a year after she became a co-host is effectively an achnission that all is not 
well at "Today," whose once reliably high ratings have dropped. 

-. Arts & Leisure: Morning TV’s Stepsister Feels the Ratings Heat 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Morning TV’s Stepsister Feels the Ratings Heat 
By MIKE HALE 

A television critic monitors "Today" for a month to test the theory that the end of its 16-year run atop the 
morning-show ratings was the fault of its co-host 3am Curry. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 



A Changing of the Guard 
By ERIC WILSON 

The men’s wear shows in London offered a chance to showcase a new generation of designers. 

’: ~ Slide Show 

’: On the Runway Blog: In London, the Ones That Stand Out 

" On the Runway Blog: Traditional Tailoring Meets the Younger Pack 

The New Princes of the City (There’s Even a Harry) 
By WILLIAM VAN METER 

Despite their youth, Harry Brant and Peter Brant II, sons of the h~dustrialist Peter M. Brant and the 
supermodel Stephmfie Sejanour, are omnipresent on the social scene. 

NOTICED 
When Sneakers and Race Collide 
By AUSTIN CONSIDINE 

Adidas canceled the release of the JS Rotmdhouse Mid, a $350 pair of shoes with shackles, after criticism 
from the Rev. Jesse Jackson and others. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Pointless Partisan Fight 
The clash over Justice Department documents in an investigation of a botched gunrunning sting could and 
should have been avoided. 

EDITORIAL 
The Abuse of Solitary Confinement 
More than 80,000 American prisoners are being held in brutal isolation, which induces suffering and mental 
ilhaess, hmnediate steps need to be taken to minimize this inhumane punishment. 

EDITORIAL 
Where Are the Clean Water Rules? 
Guidance from the Enviromnental Protection Agency on protecting all bodies of water has been a prisoner of 
election-year politics. President Obama should intervene. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Europe Needs a Federal Reserve 
By AARON TORNELL and FRANK WESTERMANN 

The European Central Bank shotfld gah~ the power to shut doua~ insolvent banks, limit skyrocketing central 
bank credit, and make it clear to the euro zone that help from Frankfurt emanot go on forever. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
In Iran, They Want Fun, Fun, Fun 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Young Iranians are ttming out. Of those encotmtered on a visit, many seemed less interested in religious 
fanaticism than in sex, drugs and rock ’n’ roll. 

¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

Read the Persian Translation 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Political Private Practice 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Privatization can be pretty exciting. It’s true! Just imagine a privatizer as a guy with an eyepatch and a carpet 
steamer. Let’s talk about it, people! 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 21, 1964, three civil rights workers disappeared in Phfladelplfia, Miss. Their bodies were found 
buried in an earthen dam six weeks later. Eight members of the Ku Klux Klan went to prison on federal 

conspiracy charges; none served more than six years. 
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TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 
Downgrades by Ratings 

Agency Deal Blow to a5 Big 

Banks 
By PETER EAVIS and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Moody’s Investors Service, which had 
warned banks that a dom~grade was 
possible, cut credit scores to new lows to 
reflect changes in the industry since the 
financial crisis. 

Romney Exhibits a Change in 
Tone on Immigration 
By ASHLEY PARKER and TRIP GABRIEL 

Mitt Ronmey struck a more conciliatory 
tone toward illegal inmfigrants than he 
has in the past, but backed only linfited 
steps to address the eoneerus of many 
Hispanic voters. 

Billions of Dollars in Play 
Over Health Care Law 
By REED ABELSON 

No one is sure what would happen to programs meant to help the uninsured get medical care if the 
Affordable Care Act were to be struck doma by the Supreme Court. 

" Insurers Seek to Soften Their Image, No Matter How Court Rules on Health Act 

’: Those Already III Have High Stake in Health Ruling 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They’re not exactly leaping off" the runway." 

PAUL BUXTON-CARR, a Canadian pilot, as he watched aging planes head off to fight wildfires in the 

Americm~ West. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~N VIDEO: When the 
President Comes 
to New York 



President Obama has visited New York 
City 23 times since the start of his tenn. 
When he arrives, ninny New Yorkers’ 
plans are upended. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
The 
Schadenfreude 
Sports Fan 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Figuring out which teams 
to root against is a nuanced and delicate 
matter. 

Enemies and allies for 
’Friends’ 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Bristol Palin’s new show 

Southfork revisited 

nylint.es.¢om ARM 

WORLD 

As Growth Ebbs, Brazil Powers Up Its Bulldozers 
By SIMON ROMERO 

President Dihna Rousseff is accelerating stimtflus projects aimed at bhmting flae slowdown, a demonstration 
of the extraordinary sway the govenament has over the economy. 

Syrian Pilot Granted Asylum in Jordan 
By RICK GLADSTONE and ALAN COWELL 

The pilot of a warplane who had been reported nfissing by Syrian Air Force authorities Thursday made 
emergency landing in Jordan, and asked for political asyhun, officials said. 

" C.I.A. Said to Aid in Steering Arms to Syrian Opposition 

Taliban Attack Lakeside Resort Hotel Near Kabul, Taking Families Hostage 
By HABIB ZAHORI and JAWAD SUKHANYAR 

At least three Taliban shot flaeir way into the Spozhmai Hotel, entered the dining room and took an unknown 
number of hostages, Afghma officials said. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Elite Women Put New Spin on Old Debate 
By JODI KANTOR 

A magazine article by a former Obama adininistration official has blown up into an h~stant debate about a 
new eonundrmn of female success. 

¯ Motherlode Blog: Talking About Why Women Can’t Have It All 

Fire Threat Up as Vintage Air Arsenal Shrinks 
By JACK HEALY and MATTHEW L. WALD 

As the threat of wildfires grows in the West, the fleet of planes used to fight them is aging and depleted. 

Documents Tell Zimmerman’s Side in Martin Case 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ and TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

The defense team for George Zimn~erman, the suspect in the Trayvon Martin killing, has released docmnents 
and audio and video interviews with Mr. Zimmennan. 

’. ~ Document: George Zimmerman’s Written Statement 

, ~ Video: Zimmerman Re-enactment 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



NBC News Faces Shift in Television Dominance 
By BILL CARTER and BRIAN STELTER 

As ratings across its weekday morning, nightly and Sunday mon~h~g franchises decline, the network appears 
vulnerable. 

Europe Weighs Options for Easing Pain for Weak Nations 
By JAMES KANTER 

Euro zone finance ministers met in Luxembourg to exmnine ways to ease financial pressure on troubled 
members of the bloc. 

. Talks May Test Partnership Between a Weak France and a Strong Germany 

¯ . Report on Its Banks’ Needs Raises Spain’s Borrowing Costs 

Supreme Court Rejects F.C.C. Fines for Indecency 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The justices declined to address whether the government still had the authority to regulate indecency on 
broadcast television, but excused two broadcasters from fines. 

:’ Can You Say That on TV? Broadcasters Aren’t Sure 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

HEAT 121, THUNDER 106 
LeBron James Leads Heat Past Thunder for N.B.A. Title 
By HOWARD BECK 

LeBron James had a triple-double with 26 points, 11 rebounds and 13 assists to win his first N.B.A. 
ehampionslfip as the Heat beat the Thtmder in Game 5. 
~ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

ON BASKETBALL 

20 Years Later, a New World for the N.B.A. 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Pm international media contingent of ahnost 300 at the N.B.A. finals can be attributed to the international 
expansion of basketball spurred in large part by the Dream Team legacy. 

Sandusky’.s Adopted Son, Claiming Abuse, Offered to Testify at Trial 
By RICHARD PEREZ-PENA 

Lawyers for one of Jerry Sandusky’s adopted children said Thursday that he had been abused by Sandusky, 
and had offered to testify in the ease. 

" Sandusky Case Ending; More Activity Looms 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THE HOT LIST 

From 20 Critics, a Ticket to Summer 
We asked 2o arts critics for The New York Times to share the one thing on, or iuspired by, the cultural 
calendar that they most looked forward to. 

Late-Night Drinks With a Pianist 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

David Greilsammer, knom~ for his inventive programs of piano works, will play one of the late-night 
concerts at the Mostly Mozart Festival. Wine included. 

Artwork That Runs Like Clockwork 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Christian Marclay’s artwork that ruus like clockwork, "The Clock," will return to New York, tlfis time at the 
David Rubeustein Atrium in Lincoln Center. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’BRAVE’ 
Who Needs a Prince When Fun’s Afoot? 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The 3-D animated fihn "Brave" has a female protagonist who finds independence outdoors and tradition 
indoors. 
" ~ Slide Show: The Designs of ’Brave’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’TO ROME WITH LOVE’ 

When in Rome, Still an Anxious New York Intellectual 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Woody Allen’s "To Rome With Love" is the tale of m~ ax~xious, New Yorkish intellectual addled by conflicting 
desires. 

" Woody Allen on Italian Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ABRAHAM LINCOLN: VAMPIRE HUNTER’ 
Slaying With Silver in 19th-Century South 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In "Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter," where the vampires are white Southeruers whose cause is enslaving 
hmnan behags, there are enough bodies to paint the screen red. 

. Benjamin Walker, Sexypants Vampire Hunter 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Void for Vagueness 
In ruling that the F.C.C. was wrong to conclude that Fox and ABC had violated indecency standards, the 
Supreme Court gives notice that the commission should rewrite its policy. 

EDITORIAL 
Sanctions Against Iran 
With new penalties from the United States and the European Union about to go into effect, there is still time 
to keep pushing and talking. 

EDITORIAL 
California’s Trust Act 
The bill seeks to cotmter the damage done by the Obama achninistration’s Secure Communities program, 
which has led to the deportations of thousands of people with no criminal records. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Normal as Folk 
By DAVID M. HALPERIN 

Gay culture is not just an affectation. It is an expression of difference through style - a way of carving out 
space for an alternate way of life. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Prisons, Privatization, Patronage 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The halfway houses from hell in New Jersey are part of a broader pattern in wlfich essential ftmctions of 
goverument are being both privatized and degraded. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
For the Ron Paul Wing, Now What? 
By BRIAN DOHERTY 

The libertarian cmnpaign is far from over. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 22, 194o, during World War II, Adolf Hitler gained a stunning victory as France was forced to sign 
an alJnistice eight days after GelJnan forces overran Paris. 
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Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 11:40 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
a new journal on development (from the grassroots up) 

CALL FOR Papers: The Development ReviewllSSN NO: 2220-7651 

The Development Review is an international Journal aimed at bringing the voices from the grassroots. It is a scholarly open 
access, peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary, journal focusing on theories, methods and applications in the development sector. It is 
published quarterly. Specific focus of the journal would be on the following subjects. 

Poverty 

Gender in Development 

Social Enterprises and Livelihood interventions 

Monitoring and Evaluation and Methodologies 

Applications of Sociological and Economic Theories in Action 

Human Rights, Peace and Conflict issues 

Education and Children’s Development 

The main objective of the journal is to bring together technical and applied research findings and use them to advocate policy 
changes. The Development Review publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation 
models, case studies, empirical research, technical notes, and book reviews. 

The Inaugural Issue of The Development Review is on 

"Sustainable Livelihoods" - Tools, 

Innovations and Approaches that work. 

To submit your work submit your manuscript to "The Mana~jing Editor" editor.tdr (at) dev-cafe.org using the Author’s 
Guidelines 

The first issue wig be published on September 31st, 2012. Authors can send their manuscripts on any of the subjects above. 
But manuscripts that document Tools, Innovations and Approches to Livleihood enhancement will be published in the first 
issue and the rest in the subsequent issues. The deadline for submission of manuscripts for the inaugural issue 15th July 2012. 

For more details visit: http:llwww.thedevelopmentreview.orqlCFP.html 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 
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TOP NEWS 

Saiidusky Guilty of Sexual 

Abuse of :~ o Y~ mug Boys 

The jury verdict for the former Penn 
State assistant football coach Jerry 
Sandusky completed the downfall of 
a onetime local hero in a pedophilia 
scandal that seized national 
attention. 

Card~nal’s Aide Is Found 

Guil~ in Abuse Case 

Msgr. William J. Lynn, in 
Philadelphia, became the first senior 
Roman Catholic official in the United 
States to be eonvieted for covering up ehiht sexual abuses by priests in his charge. 

Ydlllngs Curb Reporting of Me~iean Crlu~e "Wave 
i.::., ::.~,ii.":... ; A ::.:i ?.%i. 2, 

The recent death of Victor Bfiez, a longstanding police reporter, has added to a climate of fear among 
journalists in Veracruz State, a center of inereasing drug violence. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This ~s the oM~j st~le where tt~e propommts are this honest c~bout wh~l exect~g their motivc~dott ~s." 
~(;H ELLE ~IOVAH ED, a lawyer with the Center’ for Reproductive Rights, about a law in 
Mississippi that wou~d effectively lea~,e the state’s only ;tbot’[ion clime withouL physicians. 

FEATURE; T}l~e FIFsI 

Family: A New 

GJlmpse of 

M~cbeHe Obama’s ~Vh~[e 

Ancestors 
When we invited readers to pose 
questions abont an article on Mrs. 
Obama’s white aneestors, we never 
imagined that one would provide us 
with the first glimpse of two key 
figures in the first lady’s family tree. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

Man of the moment: Jay-Z 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

London top 5 

Ignscio’s mostly Latin lunch 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why Vincent Chlu Mattees 

Despite decades of debunking, the model minority myth - the peveeption of Asian- 

Americans as ovevaehieving nerds -persists. 

WORLD 

Syria Shoots Down ’I’ur "Irish VVarplaue, Fraying Ties Furtbee 



Turkey announced Friday that Syrian forces had downed a military aircraft with two crew 

members over the Mediterranean, a potentially ominous turn in the countries’ relations. 

Pa~dstaul Parllameut Elects New Prime Minister 

The election of Raja Pervez Ashraf offered a bl~ef respite after days of judicial int~{gues and political 
turbulence that had shaken the country’s fragile democratic foundations. 

Greek-German Tensions Over Finances Spill Into Another Arena 

Tension over the eeom)mic relationship between the two cmmtries was evident at their meeting in 
the Enropean soccer championships. 

Oregon Study Shows Benefits, and Price~. for Newly 

Researchers say Oregon’s lottery system for granting health insm’ance has made it the best place to 
stndy the costs and benefits of the federal health care law. 

M~ss[sslppPs Only Abortion Clhfic Is a~t l#dsk as New Law Draws Near 

On July 1, all physicians associated with an abortion clinic are required to have admitting 
privileges at local hospitals. 

Cost of Miunesota Flood Esth~ated at 81oo MHllon 

As the floodwaters go down, officials in Minnesota estimate that repairs to roads and other 
infrastructure will cost $~oo million. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Chiu ese Data Mask 1)epth of Slowdown, Exec~tlves Say 

Corporate executives and economists say officials in some Chinese dries and provinces are falsifying 
statistics to mask the extent of the downturn in the nation’s economy. 

DEALBOOK 

A Debate Goes Beh[ud Closed Doors 

A proposal takes aim at sending dm{vatives trading overseas to escape the eyes of American 
regulators, but the Commodity Futures Trading Commission is said to be planning to east their 
votes in private. 

YOUR MONEY 
Oe~tlng Lost in the Labyri~t|~ of Medical Bills 

How do hospitals and doctors arrive at the fees they charge? The not-so-simple answer is that it 
depends on what sm’t of deal their medical provider has negotiated with their insurer. 

~ Post a Comment 

S P 0 RTS 

Shake~ by Sa~d~sky Scandal, a Changed Penn State ls Mo~"~ug On 

Since the former football assistant Jerry Sandusky was charged with child sexual abuse last fall, 
Penn State has dealt with tumultuous times. 

METS 6, YANKEES 4 

lVlets Make Opening Statemeut Hold Up 

After a late-inning rally by the Yankees, the Mets’ closer Frank Francisco protected a two-run lead 

in the ninth inning to pick up his ~8th save. 

~1~ ~ox Score I Play-by-Play 

Mike Trout, the Angels’ Prodigy.5 ls Et~joy~ug the Ride 

Recruited as an athletic base-stealer and drafted at 17, Mike Tront enrrently ranks among the 
American League’s best hitters. 



ARTS 

EXHIBITION REVIBN 

Fil~ing Up o~ a ]~Iidday Bite of New York Histo~’y 

The savory menu at the "Lunch Hour NYC" exhibition at the New York Pubfie Library goes from 
street carts to automats to Wonder Bread to company lunchrooms. 

AN APPRAISAL 
Achle~ng Fanae ~V~tho~t a Legacy 

LeRoy Neiman tackled subjects that the serious art world chose to ignore, but not with a depth that 
would have made them matter. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Blues mad Soul, ~vfntage Bletad 

At the Beacon, Bonnie Raitt shared a bill with Mavis Staples, calling to mind the act of peering into 
the rearview mirror only to catch a glimpse of your current self. 

More Airs News 

TRAVEL 

Chasing a Prairie Tale 

In ~87a, a New Yorker headed west to Nebraska to hunt buffalo with the Pawnee Indians. What 
happened to the man and the tribe? A jom~aey back to the Plains uncovers answers, and more. 

EXPLORER 

Hild~g Th~’o~gh B~bl~cal Baekcom~try 

The 4G-mile Jesus ~’ail snakes through the Galilee region of Israel, linking historic sites along the 

OVERNIGHTER 

Tra¢ldng the Bieb a~d the Bard i~ Stratford 

The unlikely duo of William Shakespeare and Justin Bieber is pulling people to this Ontario town. 

More Travel 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The ,¢liti-Ul~ion Roberts Co~lr~ 
In a labor nnion case, the conservative justices broke court rules to insert themselves into a political 
issue. 

EDITORIAL 

A Small Sthn ulus fo~° Europe 
Germany and others edge toward a plan for job-creating projects~ and not a moment too soon. 

EDITORIAL 

~Vl~at’s IVl~sMng F~’o~n Thi,~ P~ct~re? 
Despite promises, New York lawmakers adjourned without accomplishing top legislative items. 
Voters shouht demand that the}’ finish their job before the November election. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

B~llles on the Bus 
i.::,, .:i :..,. i. i..’:., ",~i Ld. O?’.. 

Do those adolescent boys represent something in ore" society at hu’ge? The answer may be quite 

uneomfortable. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The (Sort of) New Mitt 

Is General Election Mitt Romney making some changes from the Primary Mitt Romney? Just look 
at the Mittspeak, people, and decide for yourself. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Burgev King, tl~e Cas|~ Cow 

The fast-food restaurant chain made big news this week in going public. Here is why private equity 
firms keep feasting on burgers and flies. 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 23, 1947, the Senate joined the House in ove~Tiding P~’esident Truman’s veto of the Taft- 

Hartley Act. 
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TOP NEWS 

Named EgypUs ~Ninner, 

I,Mamlst Makes History 

Mohamed Morsi’s recognition as 
president handed the Muslim 
Brotherhood a new weapon in its 
struggle for power with Egypt’s 
ruling military council. 

WASHINGTON MEMO 
Polarized Over Health Care, U~ited on Drama of Ruling 

~Ilxe Supreme Court’s decision will be the beginning of the end of one of the most divisive policy 
battles in decades. 

Your Ad Here, on a Fire Truck? Broke Cities Sell Naming Rights 

Many governmental entities across the nation are looking at new money-raising strategies to keep 
from cutting services. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Todag, go~ are da~ source of power, as the whole world sees." 
?/IOHAMED NONSI, of the Muslim grothet’hood a[h;r wimaing Egypt’s presidential election, 

WORLD 

An lslanfist’s 

Victory i~ Egypt 
Mohamed Mot’si 
beeame the first Islamist elected to be 
head of an Arab state. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

(2a~’~t Control 

The United States 
should pursue an 
international treaty regulating 
eyberweapons - or face the consequences. 

Selective storytelling from the 
stump 
ALSO IN POLITICS ~> 

F ho%s from the campaign trail 

Continuous coverage of the election 

WORLD 

"lMrk<W to Consulit NATO Over Dowering of.Jet by Syria 

Turkey has admitted the plane strayed into Syrian territory but said Sunday that the jet was in 



international airspace when it was shot down. 

Man [s Killed by I_;oS, Age~t i~ Drug Raid in 

American officials said the agent fired in self-defense, but the shooting brought further attention to 
the United States’ growing involvement in counternarcotics operations in Central America. 

North Korea Tests the Patie*~ce of Its Closest Ally 

Kim aong-un’s aggressive weapons program and stubborn refusal to open the economy are 
contributing to China’s frustration at the young leader. 

More World News 

Church atad School C~ts Anger Catholics h~ Philadelphia 

Even as the archdiocese struggles with sexual abuse scandals, parishioners across the city are 
incensed because church leaders have closed dozens of churches and schools. 

Seeing an Obama Army in Gay Pride Leglo~s 
i.::y . :. RL?..’r :i~/ Pi.. TEi.i& 
Campaign officials said annual marches and festivals were their best chance yet to convert 
enthnsiasm among gays and lesbians for President Obama into more than just votes. 

Gay Marriage Agaht o~ 
i.:7 i~b:,T i.M.i N :. ,2 
Advocates of a law allowing same-s’ex marriage think it has a good chance of passing, but history is 
against them. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

NBC Series Save(l by Dela.~d Viewershlp 

"Smash," an NBC drama, was considered a flop, but it is considered a ratings success among viewers 
18 to 49 because of devices like digital video recorders. 

I~ Doeume~ts on Pai~ Dr~g~ Sig~s of Do~bt a~d Deception 

The widely used drug Celebrex was defended by Pfizer and its original maker, but doubts were 
played down. A long4erm study of the drug is scheduled to be completed in 2o~4, just as its patent 
protection expires. 

~ Document Combatin{~ Doubts About Celebrex 

V~qth Tablet, Microsoft Takes Ah~ at Hardware Missteps 

Mierosoft’s plan to create its own tablet is the most striking evidence yet of the fi~etion with its 
partners on the hardware side of the PC business. 

S P 0 RTS 

YANKEES 6, METS 5 
PlteJh~g ishmael F~zzles; Ya~kees’ Power Does Not 

Robinson Cano homered to center to break a tie in the eighth, after the anticipated pitching 
matehup between C.C. Sabathia and R. A. Dickey resulted in ~o combined runs. 

~ Box Score [ 

~ Yankees Have Fessted on Rational ~eague Foes 

V~q~et~ Krmckler Does~’t Behave, Dickey Lowers His Shoulder 

R. A. Dickey, a likely National League All-Star, put his body at risk while beating Raul Ibanez’s 
throw home on David Wright’s single in the fifth inning. 

A Photo Finish Too Close to Call, Even by Camera 

After Allyson Felix and deneba Tarmoh tied for third in the mo meters, officials decided that the 
athletes would be given a choice between breaking the tie with a coin toss or a runoff. 

~ What? No RocK, Paper, Scissors? 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

As Cl~mds Roll By, Sl~eep R~ll I~ 

"UOlympiade," a little-known opera by Vivaldi, is presented by Oarsington Opera on an estate in the 
English countryside. 

The crime writer Don Winslow talks about how his past as a detective in Times Square informed 
novels like "The Kings of Cool" and "Savages." 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Alif t~e Uuseen’ 

"Alif the Unseen," by O. Willow Wilson, h)llows a hacker as he tries to decipher a seeret book. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Despite Cvlsis~ Cost of Eu~oopean Soccer Rights l~ises 

Even in tough times, with economies in crisis and politieians squabbling over the euro, soccer 
leagues have been scoring in the latest rounds of television broadcast deals. 

Fox News Repo*oter 1-~ped as Vatican Media Adviser 

The correspondent, Greg Burke, will try to shore up the Vatiean’s emnmunieations strategy in a 
papaW troubled by a widening leaks scandal and charges of sexual abuse by priests. 

A~thony Sch~llt% P~blishe~" a~ad Early Audlobook P~’opone~at~ Dies at 8R 

The Random House audiobooks division, which began at Mr. Sehulte’s suggestion in 1985, is now 
the largest in the market. 

More Media & Advertis#~q News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Lift the Ve~l on tim Sll)endlng Cuts 
The Senate is rightly demanding a full aeeonnt~ng of the damage from next year’s brntal sequester. 

EDITORIAL 

A Medloere Farm Bit| 
The bill cuts environmental programs too much, gives food stamps a needless hit and does not alter 
the program’s bias toward big farmers. 

EDITORIAL 

Half’ray House,~ h~ New 3ersey 
Drug ~se, violence, I o )fly trained staff and escapes are common in the priw~tely rnn institntions. 
Lawmakers must serutinize the halfway houses, create standards and enforce them. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Grea~ Abdlca~ion 
i.::., PA Lii. 

In Enrope and America, those who have the power to contain the crisis refl~se to aet. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
~Arhlte V~orking Cl~aos 

The current outbreak of hostilities over the political allegiance of the white working class is crucial 
for understanding the future of American polities. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jm~e 25, ~876, Lt. Col. George A. Custer and his 7th Cavah’y were wiped out by" Sioux and 
Cheyenne Indians in the Battle of Little Big Horn in Montana. 

* Sei; This Front Page 
* Buy This Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black Intemalional Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Culmral Zephyr e.V. <bicdance@aol.com> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 10:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fountainhead e-Letter, July 2012, Berlin/Germany 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPR rNTS IN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

"A HUMAN EXPERIENCE / EINE MENSCHLICHE ERFAHRUNG" 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung = Visuelle Dokumentation 

July :lL - August 3:lLr 20:1L2 
Vernissage, July ~Lst, 3 pm (Foyer) 
Film Presentations; 4 pm (CinemaiKinosaal) 

Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 8~ Kinosaal 
30hn- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Sch~neberg 

Opet~ing Remarks 
Amir Kaufmann 
Norbert Lang 
Melitta Manigk 
Adrian Shephard 
Thomas M. Wendt 
Ursula Wunder 



Poetry by L~rsu~a Troche 
Presentation: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 

Admission is without charge. / Der Eintritt ist frei. 

The exhibition documents the history of 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in association with 

Prof. Levi Frazier, ,~r. - USA 
Regina Gerschke - Berlin 

Amir Kaufmann = Israel/Berlin 
Norbert Lang - BerEn 
Galina Likosova - Colombia 
Andrea Lippold - Berlin 

Adda~ SSephard - UK/~erEn 
Thomas M. W~ndt - ~rEn 
Ursula Wund~r = Berlin 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle McKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~icker, four 
American artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during 1979 at Theater 
des Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and 
international productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video 
festivals and publications. 

This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to 
prevent these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Sand?". 

Die Ausstellung dokumentiert die Geschichte des 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in Verbindung mit 

Prof. Levi Frazier, 3r. - USA 
Regina Gerschke - Berlin 

Amir Kaufmann - Israel/Berlin 
Norbert Lang - Berlin 
Galina Likosova - Colombia 
Andrea Lippo~d - Berlin 
HeEtta Hanigk - Berlin 
Adrian Shephard - UK/Berlin 
Thomas M. Wendt - Berlin 
Ursula Wunder - Berlin 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre wurde von Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Prof. Gayle 
McKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell und Detlef B~icker, vier amerikanischen 
K0nstlern und einem deutschen Kollegen, die sich in Berlin 1979 am Theater des 
Westens trafen, gegr0ndeL Sie entschieden sich, mit der Durchf0hrung von 
interkulturellen, interdisziplin~ren und internationalen Produktionen in den Bereichen 
Tanz, Theater, Fernsehen, Workshops, Film/Video Festivals und Publikationen zu 
beginnen. 

Die Ausstellung zeichnet ein Bild der Aktivit~iten verschiedener Menschen bei ihren 
historischen Beitr~gen for Berlin und andere Orte, mit der Intention, diese 
Unternehmungen davor zu sch0tzen, "Footprints in the Sand?" zu werden. 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, October 20.t ~L 

~ii~ Presentations," 4 prn (Cinema/Kinosaal) 

An Evening Retrospective with Black International Cinema Berlin and Friends 

BELIEVE: The Barack Obama Story 
Director: Thomas A. Hart 3r., Documentary, Color, 85 rain. 

USA 2009, English 

"Believe: The Barack Obama Story" is a revealing portrait of President Barack 
Obama: his parents and diverse childhood experiences in Hawaii, years as a 
community organizer in the South Side of Chicago, and milestone achievement as 
the first African American president of the Harvard Law Review. 
"Believe: The Barack Obama Story" ist ein aufschlussreiches Portr~t des Pr~sidenten 
Barack Obama: seine Eltern und vielf~ltigen Erfahrungen in der Kindheit auf Hawaii, 
~lahre als Sozialarbeiter in der South Side yon Chicago, und als Heilenstein seJner 

Leistungen - tier erste afrikanisch-amerikanische President der Harvard Law Review. 

KHANEVADEH SALEH / A GOOD FAHILY 
Director: Amir Hossein Torabi, Narrative, Color, 6 min. 
1ran 2011, Persian with English subtitles 



A child creates what he imagines is a good family. 
Ein Kind ersinnt, wie es sich eine gute Familie vorstellt. 

COLORED FRAMES 
Director: Lerone D. Wilson, Documentary, Color, 56 rain. 

USA 2008, English 

A look back at the last fifty years of African American art, "Colored Frames" is an 
unflinching exploration of influences, inspirations and experiences of Black artists. 
Beginning at the heights of the Civil Rights Era and leading up to the present. 
Mit Blick auf die letzten f~]nfzig ]ahre afrikanisch-arnerikanischer Kunst ist "Colored 
Frames" eine resolute Analyse der EinflOsse, Inspirationen und Erfahrungen 
Schwarzer KCinstler, beginnend auf der H6he der B~Jrgerrechtsbewegung und 
£iberleitend in die Gegenwart. 

VI DEO ART 
"Fade up", "Candygirl", "Everything makes sense in the reverse" 
Director: Miro Mastropasqua, Experimental, Color, 10 min= 

Three short experimentals exploring the artistry of video clips. 
Drei kurze Experimentalfilme auf k~Jnstlerischer Entdeckungsreise im Bereich der 
Videoclips, 

SIDEMAN 
Director: Frederic Baillif, Documentary, Color, 65 rain. 

Switzerland 2003, English, French with English subtitles 

The film is the portrait of a young Swiss American harmonica player living in New 
York. Gr~goire Maret, born in Geneva, is 26 years old. 
Der Film ist das Portr~t eines jungen schweizerisch-amerikanischen in New York 
lebenden Mundharmonikaspielers. Gr~goire Maret, geboren in Genf, ist 26 3ahre all 

TROTHA TRIFFT,., 
DiFeCtOF: UIFich yon TFotha, DocumentaFy, COIOF, 30 rain. 
Germany, 2010, German 

Ulrich von Trotha in a conversation with Prof. Dr. Sebastian Nordmann, director of 
the Konzerthaus am Gendarmenmarkt, Berlin. 
Ulrich von Trotha im Gespr~ch mit Prof. Dr. Sebastian Nordmann, Intendant des 

Konzerthauses am Gendarmenmarkt, Berlin. 

THE EDGE OF EACH OTHER’S BATTLES: THE VISION OF AUDRE LORDE 
Director: Dr. Jennifer Abod, Documentary, Color/B/W, 60 min. 

U.S.A. 2006, English 

This powerful documentary is a moving tribute to the legendary Black lesbian 
feminist poet Audre Lorde (1934-1992). 
Diese ausdrucksvolle Dokumentation ist ein Tribut an die legend~re, schwarze, 

lesbische, feministische Dichterin Audre Lorde (1934-1992). 

MOMENTS OF AWAKENINGS 
Director: Amir Kaufmann, Narrative, Color, 23 min. 
Germany 2008 

One man, one artist, with a shaking path of awakenings... 
Ein [,~ann, ein Ki, instler, rnit einem unsteten Weg des Erwachens... 

IDA B. WELLS - A PASSION FOR JUSTICE 
Director: William Greaves, Documentary, Color, 54 min. 

USA 1989, English 

With readings by Pulitzer-Prize-Winning author Toni Morrison, this work documents 
the life and times of Tda B. Wells, the pioneering African American journalist, 
activist, suffragist and anti-lynching crusader of the late 19th and early 20th 
century. 
Nit Zitaten, vorgetragen yon Pulitzer-Preistr~gerin Toni Norrison, dokumentiert 

dieser Film das Leben und die Zeit der ]Ida B. Wells, einer Pionierin im afrikanisch- 
amerikanischen .lournalismus, eine Aktivistin, K~impferin f~ir das Wahlrecht und gegen 
Lynchjustiz am Ende des 19ten und Anfang des 20sten .lahrhunderts~ 

A MAN WITHOUT LIMITS 
Production: Fountainhead® Tanz TheatFe & Poi-Tel 
Direction: Dr. Ntongela Masilela, Documentary, Color, 30 min= 

Poland/Germany 1988, English 

Documents Europe’s first Black Cultural Festival, produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, March 3-23, 1986 in Berlin, Germany. The venues 

were the Theatermanufaktur am Helleschen Ufer from March 3-16, music - dance - 
theatre; Hochschule der KLinste Berlin on March 11, symposium; Kino Arsenal from 
March 17-23, film. Awarded "Best Film 1988" by the Polish Commission for Film Arts. 
Dokumentiert Europas erstes Black Cultural Festival, produziert und geleitet von 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre vom 3-23 M~irz 1986 in Berlin, Deutschland. Die 
Veranstaltungsorte waren die Theatermanufaktur am Halleschen Ufer vom 3-16 
M~irz, Nusik .-- Tanz -- Theater; die Hochschule der K~ns~e Berlin am 11. M~irz, 
Symposium; das Kino Arsenal vom 17-23 M~irz, Film. Ausgezeichnet als "Bester Film 



1988" durch die Poinische Kommission fLir Fiimkunst. 

I DREAM A WORLD 
Production: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre & PoI-Tel 

Direction: Tomasz Lewinski, Documentary, Color, 24. min 

Poland/Germany 1988, English 

A portrait of a multi-cultural, ethnic gathering of dancers, teachers and their 
communication during the cultural event "Dance & Sport" in Arezzo, Ttaly, .luly :12- 
26, 1987, produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre. Awarded "Best 
Film 1988" by the Polish Commission for Film Arts. 

Portr~t einer multi-kulturellen, multi-ethnischen Zusammenkunft von T~nzer~nnen 
und Lehrer][nnen und ihrer Kommunikation w~hrend der Kulturveranstaltung "Tanz & 
Sport" in Arezzo, Italien, 12.-26. 3uli :1987, produziert und geleitet yon 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre. Ausgezeichnet als "Bester Film 1988" dutch die 
PoMische Kommission for Filmkunst. 

3AMES BROWN: THE I~IAN, THE I~IUSIC i~ THE MESSAGE 
Director: Thomas A= Hart Jr., Documentary, Color, 75 rain. 

USA 2007, English 

".lames Brown: The Man, The Music &The Message" is an inspiring and entertaining 
program about the remarkable life of’qhe Godfather of Soul". 
"James Brown: The Man, The Music &.The Message" ist ein inspirierendes und 
unterhaltsames Programm 0bar das bemerkenswerte Leben des "Godfather of Soul". 

for further information >"Footprints in the Sand?" 2012< 

2013 
"Footprints in the Sand? - Exhibition 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

.~uly 1 = August 31, 2013 

Rathaus Sch6neberg - Foyer 
.loh n- F.- Kennedy- Platz 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

back to top 









The collection for the Dance Program at the ]~ndiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from ~.992 to 1995, with 

numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 
Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 

back to top 
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TOP NEWS 

Blocking Parts of Arizona 
Law, Justices Allow Its 
Centerpiece 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court rejected much of 
Arizona’s immigration law but 
permitted the state’s instruction to its 
police to check the immigration status of 
people they detain. 

". ~’~ Interactive Feature: The Decision 

’. ~ Graphic: Justices Define Narrow Opening 

on Immigration 

Turkish Border Is Crucial 

Link in Syrian Conflict 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

A network of activists has taken 
advantage of fl~e tensions between 
Turkey and Syria to build a supply chain 
for those opposed to President Bashar 
al-Assad’s goverument. 

~ ~ Photographs: In Turkey, a Staging Ground For Syrian Rebels 

, ~ Video: Smugglers in Support of Syria 

Rate of Killings Rises 38 Percent in Chicago in ’~2 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The violence has left its largest scars in some of the city’s most impoverished, struggling neighborhoods on 
the South and West Sides. 
’: ~ Graphic: Homicides in Selected Large Cities 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Arizona may have understandable frustrations with the problems caused by illegal immigration while 

that process continues, but the state may not pursue policies that undermine federal law." 

JUSTICE ANTHONY M. KENNEDY 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: 



Smugglers in Support of 

Syria 
As the conflict over control of Syria 
continues, smugglers based in Turkey 
bring supplies over tl~e border while 
bringing the wotmded and information 
back out. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

~ VIDEO: Coffee 
Nerves New York 
3mimator Gary Leib’s 
short fihn noir of tlae city 
as observed by a well- 
eaffeinated mind. 

Audiences can now analyze 
Dr. Ruth 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Kindly pausing for mortality 

Two journeys into O’Neill, via e-mail 

nl~times, ~:om T H EATiE R 

WORLD 

Fears Accompany Fishermen in Japanese Disaster Region 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

For tl~e first time since last year’s nuclear catastrophe, commercial fishing has restarted in tl~e waters off 
Fukushima, raising eoneerus about radiation in sea produce. 

Amid Uncertainties on Role, Egypt’s President-Elect Begins Rituals of Office 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Mohamed Morsi toured his new office in a presidential palace once occupied by Hosni Mubarak, taking a 
break from the power struggle with Egypt’s ruling military council. 

" Times Topics: Mohamed Morsi I Muslim Brotherhood 

In Kashmir, Killing Ebbs, but Killers Roam Free 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

After decades of war, Kashmir is blooming again, but a question remains about how to handle tlaose who 
were behind much of the violence. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Justices Bar Mandatory Life Terms for Juveniles 
By ADAM LIPTAK and ETHAN BRONNER 

The justices ruled tlaat such sentencing for tlaose under 18 violated tlae Eightla 3anendment’s ban on cruel 
and unusual ptmislnnent. 

~ The Caucus: Court Won’t Rule on San Diego Cross 

Intelligence Chief Announces New Rules to Curb Leaks 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Expanded lie detector tests and a recently established inspector general are part of new steps intended to 
deter and detect leaking to news orgmfizations. 

Heat-Driven Wildfires Continue to Consume the West 
By DAN FROSCH 

Witla tlaousands of residents evacuated, firefighters are battling vast blazes in Colorado, Utah and New 
Mexico that are driven by a relentless heat wave. 

’- ~ Video: Blazes Torch Parts of Colorado 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



’Big Brother’? No, It’s Parents 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

An array of surveillance software now exists to let parents keep tabs on their children’s activities online, 
raising questions about appropriate parenting. 

:. Tools to Control a Child’s Technology 

DEALBOOK 
News Corp. Considers Dividing Itself Into Two 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

The embattled media company may separate its publishing ann from its far larger entertainment division, a 
person briefed on the matter said. 

With No Vote, Taxpayers Stuck With Tab on Bonds 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

Surprised taxpayers are finding themselves obligated for parking garages, hockey arenas and other 
enterprises that can no longer pay their debts. 

’ A Project Fails, and a Town Refuses to Pay 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Middle School Is Basketball’s Fiercest Recruiting Battleground 
By ADAM HIMMELSBACH and PETE THAMEL 

The high caliber of high school basketball arom~d Waslfington, and the pressure on coaches, has fostered a 
fierce recruiting environment focused on players in nfiddle school and even fifth grade. 

Venus Williams Loses in First Round 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Venus Williams, a five-time singles champion at the All England Club who has been battling an autoimmune 
disorder, was eliminated, 6-1, 6-3, by Elena Vesnina of Russia. 

ON BASEBALL 
Often Outscored and Unsupported, but Over .500 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Baseball is not played on paper, which is a good thing for the Cleveland Indians, who were barely over .5oo 
but a half-game out of first place in the 3aneriean League Central before Monday night. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Two Days Contain a Multitude of Mood Swings 
By JON PARELES 

The Governors Ball Music Festival on Randalls Island over the weekend ranged from electronics-loving, 
D.J.-rooted pop to hand-played, guitar-centered rock. 

," ~:~ Slide Show 

NEW MUSIC 
Albums From Rick Ross, Cassandra Wilson and Ralph Peterson 
By JON CARAMANICA, FATE CHINEN and BEN RATLIFF 

New this week: Another compilation album from Rick Ross’s label; Cassandra Wilson showcases her 
songwriting in "Maother Cotmtry; and Ralph Peterson records with two groups. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 
Military Expedition Into the Heart of Darkness 
By CHRIS SUELLENTROP 

In Spec Ops: The Line, Americans are the targets, and the sense of darkness harks back to Conrad. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE I LINDA P. FRIED 



Unafraid of Aging 
By KAREN PENNAR 

A grotmdbreaking geriatricim~, Dr. Linda P. Fried seeks to "reframe our tmderstanding of the benefits and 
costs of aging." 

,. A Firm Diagnosis of Frailty 

SIDE EFFECTS 
Falling in Love May Take a Lifetime of Research 
By JAMES GORMAN 

How researchers find the animals they spend their lives studying can sometimes be more like choosing a 
spouse than designing an experiment, with room for serendipity and accident. 

REMARKABLE CREATURES 
’Nature’s Masons’ Do Double Duty as Storytellers 
By SEAN B. CARROLL 

Tiny creatures called foranfinifera helped to create the materials necessary for making some of the world’s 
spectacular monmnents, and are also valuable in telling Earth’s history. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Mediocre Farm Bill 
The bill cuts environmental programs too nmch, gives food stamps a needless hit and does not alter the 
program’s bias toward big farmers. 

EDITORIAL 
Halfway Houses in New Jersey 
Drug use, violence, poorly trained staff and escapes are common in the privately run institutions. Lawmakers 
must scrutinize the halfway houses, create standards and enforce them. 

EDITORIAL 
Try Finding a Job Without a G.E.D. 
NewYork State and NewYork City will have to do more to prepare people for an exam that could help them 
get a leg up in the job market. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Fixing College 
By JEFF SELINGO 

Colleges and mfiversities must nfitigate a decade’s worth of unsustainable growth by looking for ways to 
lower costs, embrace technology and improve education. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Captain America? 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Although at the hehn of the ship of state, the president is just a passenger like the rest of us. 

¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Power of the Particular 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Bruce Springsteen’s appeal is a renfinder of our deeply hmnan need to experience and express meaning 
within the bomaded framework of a place, a people and a history. 

" Columnist Page [ Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 26, 1963, President Kennedy visited West Berlin, where he made his famous declaration: "Ich bin 



ein Berliner" (I am a Berliner). 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 9:02 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Institute of the Americas: Looking tbr great people tbr two job openiugs + a paid internship 

Program Assistant for China posting.pdf; Trade and Finauce Pmgran~ Director Postiug.pdf 

Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 11:19 PM 
Subject: Looking for great people for two job openings + a paid internship 

From: Charles Shapiro [mailto:shapiro@iamericas.org] 

Subject: Looking for great people for two job openings + a paid internship 
Colleagues, we have posted two jobs at the Institute of the Americas: one for a program assistant for China and a program director for trade. 

Here’s the link to the announcement on our website http:l/wvwv.iamericas.orqlen/iob-openin.qs. Please pass this one to anyone you know who might be interested. 

In addition we at~ looking for a paid intern to do some reseamh on employment and wage issues in Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Thanks. Charles 

Charles Shapiro 

President 

Institute of the Americas 
10151N. Torrey Pines Rd. 

La Jolla, CA 92037 USA 

t. +3_ (858) 964-3_708 
f. +1 (858) 453-2165 

._w__~__w__ j _a___n’__L _e__r_[ £ _a__s_ ~__o__r_ g 
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TOP NEWS 

Backed by NATO, Turkey 

Steps Up Warning to Syria 
By ERIC SCHMITT and SEBNEM ARSU 

Turkey escalated its wanfings, even as 
some American and allied officials 
privately raised questions about whether 
the Turkish warplane shot down by 
Syria had been on a spy nfission. 

. ~ Document: Letter From Turkey to U.N. on 

Plane Shot Down by Syria 

" ~ Graphic: A Disputed Encounter Over The 

Mediterranean 

Spanish Officials Hailed 
Banks as Crisis Built 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Top bankers, who took positions 
assessing global financial risk for the 
I.M.F., knew all about Spain’s eeononfie 
problems but they failed to sound the 
alarm. 

At News Corp., a Plan to Sever Publishing Arm 
By AMYCHOZICK and MICHAEL J. de la MERCED 

The News Corporation is in talks to sever its publishing assets from its lucrative entertainment units. 

’: DealBook: Valuing a News Corp. Breakup 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"For years we were trying to convince the courts that kids have constitutional rights just like adults. Now 
we realize that to ensure that kids are protected, we have to recognize that they are actually diJferent from 

adults." 

MARSHA LEVICK, co-founder of the Juvenile Law Center, on the Supreme Court’s ruling to ban 

mandatory life sentences for juveniles. 

MOVIES 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Nora Ephron 



Ms. Ephron, an essayist and humorist, 
died Tuesday night in Manhattan. She 
was 71. 
, Related Obituary 

OPINION 

0 P-ART 
How to Stop 
Traffic 
By BRUCE MCCALL 

A set of regulations 
meant to bring 
Manhattan traffic to a complete 
standstill. 

12 stone fruit recipes 
Also on NYTimes.com 

An immigration policy hits home 

Can doctors learn empathy? 

nytin~es,�o.m 

WORLD 

As Rebels Attack Elite Guards, Assad Talks of’State of War’ 
By ROD NORDLAND and HWAIDA SAAD 

The Free Syrian Army latmched what it described as an exploratory attack on ma elite Republican Guard 
base, which is near the Presidential Palace, in Damascus late Monday. 

In Mongolia, a New, Penned-In Wealth 
By DAN LEVIN 

The country’s coal and nffneral wealth is a nffxed blessing: Landlocked Mongolia knows that prosperity 
depends on its neighbors. 

Forced to Abort, Chinese Woman Under Pressure 
By EDWARD WONG 

A woman who was forced by local officials to abort a F-month-old fetus earlier tiffs month said that she was 
being watched by guards in a hospital, who do not allow her to leave. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Immigration Ruling Leaves Issues Unresolved 
By JULIA PRESTON 

The Supreme Court suggested it was open to new challenges to the Arizona immigration law based on any 
adverse impacts on civil rights. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Sentencing Ruling Reflects Rethinking on Juvenile Justice 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

The Supreme Court’s rtfling on Monday barring mandatory life sentences for juveniles convicted of murder 
suggests a shift in how the 3aneriean judicial system views young felons. 

Inquiry Looks Into a Shield for Donors in Elections 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

The atton~ey general of New York is investigating contributions to tax-exempt groups that are heavily 
involved in political campaigns, focusing on the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

European Union Prods Germany With Fiscal Plan 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and STEPHEN CASTLE 

The lo-year plan calls for a more tightly knit ration and more sharing of the region’s debt burden. 
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¯ ~ Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

Before Talks With Lenders, Greece Appoints Finance Minister 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

Yannis Stounmras, a prominent economist, is expected to succeed Vassilis Rapanos, who resigned before he 
could be sworn in, citing health problems. 

Sweeping Effects as Broadband Moves to Meters 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Broadband companies are moving toward a strategy called usage-based billing, which will charge tiers of 
pricing based on how much people use their Internet at home. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Teenage Prospect Goes From Big Sky to Big Skyline 
By TIM ROHAN 

Brandon Nimmo, the Mets’ 2Oll first-romad draft pick, has traded his view of mountains on flae horizon in 
Wyonfing for skyscrapers outside his window at a Holiday Inn in Brooklyn. 

YANKEES 6, INDIANS 4 
Yanks Catch a Break After Building a Lead Behind Hughes 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

A foul ball that was nfistakenly called out in the seventh inning bolstered a strong start by Phil Hughes, who 
rebotmded Tuesday after a rough outing against the Atlanta Braves last week. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

CUBS 5, METS 3 
Collins Is Upset, Not With Umpire’s Call but With Mets’ Sloppy Play 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Mets went 2 for 9 at the plate with runners in scoring position and stranded 11 runners in losing their 
fourth straight game. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Baseball Roundup: Reds Flirt With No-Hitter, and Then With a Defeat 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

NORA EPHRON I 1941-2012 
Writer and Filmmaker With a Genius for Humor 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

Mnong Ms. Ephron’s best-known fihns were "When Harry Met Sally," "Sleepless in Seattle" and "Julie & 
Julia." 

o ~ Slide Show 

:’ An Appraisal: From Sharp Edges to Sugary Success and Back 

STILL LIFE 
Grazing in the Stacks of Academe 
By BEN RATLIFF 

A writer finds refuge from the heat, and from the world, in the stacks of Butler Library at Columbia 
University. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BEASTS OF THE SOUTHERN WILD’ 
She’s the Man of This Swamp 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Beasts of the Southern Wild," a passionate and unruly explosion of Mnericana, winks at skepticism, laughs 
at sober analysis and stares down criticism. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I POK POK NY 
Thailand Extends to Brooklyn 
By PETE WELLS 

The chef Andy Ricker, owner of an acclaimed cluster of casual Thai eating and drinking places in Portland, 
Ore., expands his reach to a new restaurant, Pok Pok Ny. 

" ~ Slide Show 

Three Dishes at Pok Pok Ny 

THE POUR 
Sherry Sidles Out of the Drawing Room 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

Sherry is bracing to leave its fusty inmge belfind and join the ranks of easy-to-drink wines that go well with 
casual food. 

Help for the Gooey-Fingered 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Using the Gilt Taste app for iPads, recipe pages can be tun~ed with a wave of the hand. 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Time for Bankers to Intervene 
The Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank cannot wait for politicians to boost the slowing global 
ecollOllly. 

EDITORIAL 
Children in Prison for Life 
The Supreme Court’s ruling prohibiting mandatory sentences of life without parole for juveniles convicted of 
murder is an important step in juvenile justice. 

EDITORIAL 
A Flashpoint on Turkey’s Border 
Syria’s bloody civil war could easily spill over Turkey’s border and should lend greater urgency to the United 
Nations and Western efforts to end the conflict. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Fear Factor 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The Arab awakenings happened because the Arab peoples stopped fearing their leaders, but they stalled 
because the Arab peoples still fear each other. 

. Columnist Page 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

The Liberal Embrace of Judicial Restraint 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

No matter how they feel about Obamacare, couservatives should welcome the left’s rejection of activist 
judges. 

OPINIONATOR 
Which Diet Works? 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Small changes in diet - especially replacing hyperprocessed carbohydrates with whole graius, fruits and 
legmnes - can bring huge benefits. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On June 27, 195o, President Truman ordered the Air Force and Navy into the Korean War following a call 
from the United Nations Security Cotmcil for member nations to help South Korea repel an invasion from 

the North. 
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Hot Days? Cool Art & Music at the Ackland! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Sunday, 1 July, 1:00-5:00 PN 

Free and open to the public 

On the final day of these two exh~Nt~ons, enjoy [~8ht refreshments and 

graded tours~ 

1 : 15 PM - Tour of Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper by Ack[and docent 

Karen Moffitt 

3:15 PM - Tour of Piece by Piece: Quilts, Colla~es, and Constructions 

by exNbit~on curator Kimberty Kutz 

Cop~es of the exhibition pubticat~on Thornton 

Dial: Thoughts on Paper w~[[ be avaitabte for 

~urchase at 15% off at the Nuseum 

throughout the afternoon. 

Before seein~ Hard Truths: The Art of 

Thornton Dial, opeNn~ at the N~nt Nuseum 

on June 30th, ~ain ~nsi~ht into Diat’s earhest 

drawings (1990-1991) by seein~ them at the 

AcMand this week~ 

July, 2:00 PM 

Sl:r~n?..ers, a three-~eneratien t)[ue~t’ass 

Carohna. 

Every Lhh*d Sunday of Lhe month, enjoy 

music in the Ack[and galleries. A wide 

variety of performers can be heard, from 

c[asska[ quartets to btuegrass, to enhance 

On the final day of the exhibitions 

Thornton Dial: Thaugt~ts on Paper and 

Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, and 

Con.s~:ruc~ions. enjoy musk: by ~:he S~gmon 

and £ospe[ band from Newton, NerLh 

The Bad News: the Ack[and Museum Store, at the corner of Franklin and Columbia 

Streets, experienced some flooding last week and is temporarily closed. 

The Good News: no inventory was damaged, and assessments and repairs are 

already underway! We will have the store open again as soon as it is poss~b[e -- 

check ._a__c___k_!_a___n__d__:£_r_o~ for re~lutar updates. 

We thank you -- our customers, downtown neighbors, and other friends -- for 



your patience and support! 

Copies of the book Thon~ton D~: 

P~,oe# wi~( be avaitaM.e ~or pur(:hase at 1:5% off th~s 

weekend, 

Look for the Sto~e table in the ~useum tabby from 

1:00-5:00 PM this Saturday and SLmday 

7/1 )~ the [ast Lwo days of Lhe 

"Tfds book ~s ~ ~th ~asdnat~n£ commeot~ry 

an arUs~ wbo is fast: earmn9 ~e~:o~n~on as oo~ o.f 

Joa#n£ Cubbs ad~uncL curator of art In~ianapo(~s 
anizer of the exMbition Hard 

£,u!:h~;: The Art o~ 77?orneon 

Through 6 January 2013 

Newty installed in Gallery 5 are selections 

from the Ackland’s outstandin8 collection of 
art from Southern and Western Asia. 

From a tenth-century indian sculpture of 

Vishnu to a thirteenth-century Tibetan 

Mahakata to a fifteenth-century Syrian 

mosque lamp, the works on view are 

evidence of the stren£zth and diversity of the 

Ack[and’s collection of Asian art. 

Tuesday, 3 Ju~y, I2:00-1:00 P~ 

Take a break flora your week and expiate :.: 

the world of yosa in the beautiful~ ~:ool ....... 

Sa~ieries of the Ack[and! 
This hour-[on~ session, offered by 

registered yo£a Leacher Jeanne MaFsha[[, 

a[[ows you to practice 

yo$a poses inspired by the art in the 

Be$inners are welcome. Yo~a ma~s are 
provided. 

Wear com~ortabke clothing that wii[ allow you to stretch. Because the gatier~es tend 

to be cool ]~{{ht ]ayers are recommended. 

Free for b&embers I 55 for non-members. 

Because space is {imited, {>{ease pre-register by eB~ai~: acklandRSVP¢ unc.edu. 



A~°t Adve~tu~es; 

Saturday, 7 July, 10:30 Ahl - 12:00 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-o{ds~ Art Adven[ures sessions provide kids with guided 

vie,,,,, of a~t in the Ack{and’s ga{leries, followed by the opportunity to create take~ 

home treasures in an adlaeen~; art s~;udio using newbt4eamed arbmakh)g 

[ech niq Ue~, 

This month, we’{{ be rooking at ~ beautiful fifteenth-century Japanese screen 

currently on kdew a[ the Ack{and~ In [he studio~ we’lt do Japanese brush painting 

(sum/-e) on H(:e paper. 

Free for ~embers I 55 for non-members. 

SI)~(:e is [imfi:ed; pre-regis~:rat,ion required: culbert@ unc. edu or 919,962.3 

and 

presenting art for the benefit of the broader public. 

Help us continue to create opportunities for learning, contemplation, 

discovery, and delight for every member of the community. Please make your 



generous gift today. 

Look~ 
in the Galleries: The 

Durham Ukulele Orchestra 
Sunday, 15 July, 2:00 PM 

Family Day: The Summer Fun 

Read-In 
Sunday, 22 July, 2:00-4:00 PM 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emaii to the editor. 

Jean Metz nger, French, 1883-1956: Londscape, 1904; oit on canvas. Acktand Art 

Museum, Ack[and Fund. 

Thornton Diat, American, born 1928: Pfcture Frame--Lf,fe Go On, 1991; watercotor 

and graphite. Courtesy of Mr. Tom Larkin. 

Johann Joachim K~ndter, German, 1 706-1 775: Apollo, from the Bath of Apotto centerpiece, c. 1748; porcetain with dear glaze. 

Acktand Art Museum, Gift of the Wittiam E. Shipp Estate, by exchange. 

(on book cover) Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Lady Holds the Lon$, Neck Bfrd, 1991 ; watercotor, graphite, and btack 

cont6 crayon on paper. Gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation. 

Dancing Ganesha, possibty Madhya Pradesh, mid-tenth to mid-eteventh century CE; sandstone. Gift of Ctara T. and Gitbert J. 

Yager in honor of Dr. Chartes Morrow and his wife, Mary Morrow, for their many contributions to the University and to the 

Ackland Art Museum during his term as Provost. 

Forward this ernail 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu 

Ug~te F~rof[lej~rna[[~dd£~ Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy PoJjc~. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 
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Olympic Trials                                        ~ 
It’s nearly that time again, when the world comes 
together for the competition and camaraderie of the 
Olympic Games. With the Opening Ceremony in London just one 
munth frum today, let The Times catch yuu up on everything 
yo~ need to know to enjoy the 2o12 Oames~ including looks at 
Olympic trims past and present a~d~ uf course, a world’s worth of 
drama - from injuries tu comebacks to photo finishes. 

We asked 2o arts critics [of The Times to share the one 
Hriug on, or inspired by, the eultura~ calendar that they 
mos~ b)oked forward to. Let the erRics’ he~p you find out where to 
set yore’ sm~mer afire: ~>om New York City ~o Nevada to Los 
Angdes. Also, visR nytimes.eomiarts to lind a wealth o[ summer’ 
festiw~ls for lovers of rhea ~er, etassiea~ music and opet’a, dance 
and pop and jazz. Ws a guide ~o summer ym~ just ean’[ get 
anywhere else. 

* A Rat Pack of Rm’iewers 

, MiIan Men’s Fashion Week 

* MieroaeR Enters Office Socializing i~ $*.~ Bilhon Deal 

* Writer and Fi]mmaker With a Genius for Hm=or 

* Your Ad Here, ou a Five Truck? BroOke Cities Sell Naming Rights 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~v-r~ ......... 
(Between Ju~e 20, 2012- Ju~e 26, 20!2) 

*. Apple’s Retail Army, Long on Loyalty but Short on Pay 

2. ~’ugman: The Great Abdication 

3 Po riz d Ov r Health Care. United on Drama of Ruling 

4. Sandusky GuiI[y of Sexual Almse of ~o Young Boys 

5. Krugman: Prisons, Privatization, t atronage 

~ SLIDE .qHO’W." Homi;s for 

$?’50,000 

Properties in New Orleans, 

Maine and North Carofina. 

~ INTERACTIVE: Supreme 

Come Deeisiun on .a~’izona 
Immigratiun Law 
Text of the Supreme Court’s 
decision on Monday on Arizona’s 
immigration law, with analysis 
by The New York Times. 

~ VgDEO: A Rave Glimpse of 

the Real Iran 
The columnist Nicholas D. 
Kristof traveled across the 
country and spoke with 
ordinary Iranian citizens about 
their lives and the effectiveness 
of American sanctions. 

Join the 
Conversation 

No, It’s 

Parents 
An array of 
surveillance 
software now exists to let parents 
keep tabs on their children’s 
activities online, raising 
questions about appropriate 
parenting. What do you think? 
Join the conversation. 
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Jnne 2012 training newsletter 

June 2012 training newsletter 

In this edition: 

A koala walks into a bar... 

White paper: A translation quality standard, made in America 

Upcomin,(t educational events 

School may be out for most students but we’re still talking about education. It occurred to me that much of what we all do is education. Sure, your companies develop 
products to save and improve lives but when it comes to the writing and translation of content, much of it is to educate readers. 

Whether it’s for regulators, patients, physicians or sales trainers, we’re instructing people in how products work, how to safely use them, why they should be approved, and 
how to sell them. This newsletter is also about education and I hope you enjoy it. Thanks for reading. 

Three things we learned in New Orleans 

Earlier this month, ForeignExchange attended the Society of Pharma and Biotech Trainers annual conference in New Orleans. We set up a booth in the exhibit hall and talked 
to a lot of people from a lot of different companies, from big pharma firms to small technology providers. Attending conferences are a great way to keep a finger on the pulse of 

the industry and trade ideas not only with attendees but also with other vendors and exhibitors and presenters. Of course, we returned home from New Orleans with a lot of 
ideas and information but here are three of the most commonly-recurring themes we heard about at SPBT: 

1. The handheld tablet as training tool. The iPad and other tablets have not only been fun technologies for surfing the Web and watching movies. It is proving to be a powerful 
tool for professional trainers to disseminate information in a portable, easy4o-use and versatile medium. Of course, this presents a new set of challenges for trainers and 
developers, not the least of which is howto manage global training. While the iPad is prevalent in the US and Europe, it might not be as pervasive in other pads of the world. 
Also, developing globalized content that can be easily localized for specific geographies must be considered. Tablets run on different technology than many other training 
programs and it is critical to make sure that content can be easily extracted, translated and rebuilt for all languages and cultures. 

2. So-called "soft skills" ar~ as important as technical knowledge. Even the most knowledgeable trainers will be ineffective if they don’t have the ability to impart information on 
their trainees. This means having good communication skills, patience and an ability to adapt to changing learning styles and delivery methods. Here again, with training 
departments consolidating across international lines, trainers must now also factor in cultural sensitivity and language issues. 

3. Localization is mor~ important than ever. When we last attended SPBT two years ago, localization was a foreign concept to many of the training professionals with whom 
we spoke. But not this year. At our booth and in conversations during breaks, we noticed that the level of awareness of localization has risen considerably. People 
approached us to discuss their issues building global programs, how to work with their overseas offices and how to schedule and budget for translations. Clearly, the word is 
getting out and we’r~ happy to help. Our own Kathleen O’Brien co-presented with Jim Delaney from Axiom on best practices for building a global training program. The 
session was well-attended and we learned as much from the audience as (hopefully) they did from Jim and Kathleen. 

A koala walks into a bar... 

Our ’Writing for a Global Audience" education seminar has proven to be our most popular course this year. In it, we teach content creators how to write with localization in 
mind. This can mean everything from using active voice instead of passive to avoiding sports metaphors and the number "4." 

For this month’s newsletter, we thought we would include a short quiz for our readers to test how well you know your effective, localization-friendly writing. We’ll include the 
answers in next month’s newsletter. If you want to submit your answers or have feedback or questions, feel free to send an e-mail to education@fxtrans.com. If you have 
trouble with the quiz, you may want to consider attending one our upcoming seminars. There’s one in Boston in a few weeks (see "Upcoming educational events" below). 

PART A: TRUE or FALSE 

Read the following statements and determine whether they are true or false= 

1. Translation is a subpart of the localization process. 
2. Poorly written English can be turned into good Japanese, as long as the translator is fluent in Japanese. 
3. Any 2 countries that use the same language can use the same exact content materials (separate localization is not necessary). 

PART B: WHA T’S THE PROBLEM? 

Read the following passage and identify the "problematic" areas wher~ a correction needs to be made from a localization and effective writing perspective. For each exercise: 

1. Underline the part of each sentence that you see as "problematic." 
2. Describe how you would change the text so that it would be localization-friendly. 
"The chemist was instructed to pour 4.3 g of the potent liquid into the 16-oz glass beaker. The next step for the lab technician was to add 750 mL of water. Would you pour 
the water into the beaker? Why? Why not?" 

PART C: "BE PUNCTUAL" 

Punctuate the following sentences: 

1. A koala walks into a bar eats shoots and leaves 
2. Let’s eat mommy 



A translation quality standard, made in America 

Choosing suitable translation vendors is hard enough. Figuring out the best way to work with them is a whole other challenge. In 2006, an American standard for quality 
assurance in translation was published and it has proven to be invaluable for setting up best practices between clients and providers. While the better known European 
standard, EN 15038, is helpful for choosing a provider, ASTM F2575 really goes a step further and lays out the best processes for provider and client that will produce quality 
end results. 

The overriding theme of ASTM F 2575-06 (Standard Guide for Quality Assurance in Translation) is one of cooperation between client and provider. The writers of the standard 
understood that quality in translation is a collaborative process. The document is filled with explanations and definitions of industry-specific terms and practices, as well as 
practical tips for working together with a vendor to build a foundation of quality. 

If you’d like to read more about ASTM F2575, you can download a white paper we’ve prepared that summarizes the standard: 

htt p://info .fxt ra ns.com/ast m-f2575-a-practical-g uide-for-achieving-t ra nslation-q uality 

Upcoming educational events 

We’ve got some great educational offerings in the coming weeks. 

Writing for a Global Audience- Andover, Massachusetts 

We will be hosting a complimentary Learning Unplugged seminar in the northern Boston area called, ’Writing for a Global Audience." This two-hour complimentary seminar is 
designed to provide attendees with insight and guidance on how to author and structure English content which is targeting a global audience. Rather than simply providing an 
exhaustive list of do’s and don’ts in writing, the speaker will explain and provide possible solutions to some of the translation challenges posed by US/English-centric content. 

The event will be held from 8:30 until 11am on July 18th at the V~lndham Boston - Andover. 

You can get more information and sign up here: 

http:dinfo.fxtrans.com/lu20120718-writinq-for-a-.qlobal-a udience-ma 

Designing for Translation - Minneapolis 

On August 23rd in Minneapolis, we’re presenting an overview of how to design your documentation to get the most out of your translation spend and improve quality. The 
layout of your documentation can have as great an impact on localization costs, turnaround time and quality as the content. Figuring out how you’re going to fit an ever- 
increasing number of languages into your Instructions for Use, Websites and marketing pieces can be a real headache. Find out how you can croate graphics, set margins, 
choose fonts and choose your software to get the most out of your translation spend, and get tips and best practices from a localization design professional. 

The event will be held from 8:30 until 11am on August 23rd at ForeignExchange’s Bloomington, Minnesota office. You can get more information and pro-register by sending an 

e-mail to education(~,fxtrans.com. 

Audio conference - Taking the Literature Route for EU Medical Device Clinical Evaluations 

Evaluation of clinical data is a necessary part of the European technical file or design dossier for CE marking medical devices. The purpose of the evaluation is to demonstrate 
conformity with the essential requirements concerning performance and safety of the device under normal conditions of use. The data may come fi~m published literature, 
clinical trials, or a combination of the two. This audio conference, presented by FX Certified Partner, Helen Colquhoun of Pleiad Devices, focuses on the literaturo route for 
providing clinical data, which, if done well, may preclude the need for a de novo clinical trial. Helen’s presentation highlights best practices, describes the Medical Device 
Directive (MDD) requirements concerning clinical evaluation, and describes the most recent changes in the regulatory guidance, MedDEV 2.7.1/3. 

Topics covered: 
* The MedDEV 2.7.1/3 guidance and how to comply with it 
* The optimal way to preparo a clinical evaluation report and keep your notified body happy (avoiding issuance of non-conformities) 

. Items to include in your SOP on clinical evaluation roports and template clinical evaluation report 

Get more information and sign up here: 

http://vvwvv~fxc~nferences~c~rr~Takinq-the-Literature-R~ute-f~r-EU-Medica~-Device-C~inical-Evaluati~ns-P954.aspx 

If you would like to read our May newsletter please click here: http://info.fxtrans.com/newslette~-may-2012 

~ news~#er brought ~ you by Fore~nExchange Transitions - me ~ader ~ tra~g trans~#ons. 
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For mote white papers visit: http://vw~.fxtrans.com/tesoumes/144~itepapen;.aspx 

To unsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu please click here 
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FoteignExchange Translations 

1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 

Newton, MA 02465 USA 
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TOP NEWS 

A~[er Years of False Hopes~ 

Signs of a Tm-n ill Ho~lMng 

Roughly six years after the housing 

market began its longest and deepest 

slide since the Great Depression, 

home sales and an increase in sales 

prices indicate that the market is 

recovering. 

DEALBOOK 

Peter Madoff Is Expected to 

Plead G~fil~y 

Mr. Madoff, the younger brother of 
the convicted fraudster Bernard L. 
Madoff, is expected to plead guilty to 
securities fi’aud, according to a court 
filing made by prosecutors on 
Wednesday. 

Google Tioles SomeiMng Releo: Made in 

With its wireless Nexus Q home media player, Google is resisting the accepted wisdom that 

eonsmner electronics products can no hmgev be built in the United States. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

m~d ~verflbod~/ e~se’s," 

DALIA SABER, an engim~ering lectm’er, on the wife of the m~u Egyptian pvesideBt, 

Tomolsis Seek 
Medical Care in 

Me~ieo 

Medical care has become the 

primary tourist lure in some 

Mexican border towns. 

OPINION 

Your Kids, But Track 
Your Slmuld Yo~?            ~ 4~ 

When does monitoring 

your children through technology cross the line into invasion of privacy? 

Fighting cancer, and myself 
ALSOIN HEALTH ~ 

Self-interest meets mandate 

Before birth, dad’s ID 

WORLD 



THE NEW ISLAMISTS 

Egypt’s Ever3~+-oman Finds Her P~ace Is ~ the Presidential Palace 

Naglaa All Mahmoud has drawn both praise and criticism as the traditionalist everywoman wife of 
Egypt’s first Islamist president, Mohamed MorsL 

Afghan Rape Case ’I’nr~s Focus on Local Police 

A ymmg woman’s aecusation of rape and abdm:tion against a local police unit highlights the 
persistence of tribal custom, the fi’agility of newly legislated protections for women, and the power 
of armed men. 

Deadly Day for Afghan Police 

’Fen police officers were killed in ambushes and explosions in Afghanistan, mostly in the country’s 
south and west. 

More World News 

MexlcaH Tour, From Tummy T~mk to Root Canal 

Mexieali has made medical care its primary lure for visitors fi’om the United States. 

Slide Show: Tourists Seek Medicai Care in Mexico 

Tho~sands Flee Colorado Springs Area as %qnds Fuel V~qldfire 

Thousands have been forced to flee the flames, which have bm’ned 24 square miles and are only 5 
percent contained. 

~ Mideo: Mgfidfires Rathe in Colorado 

.&walti~g R~l]ng on Fairly Simple Questions Abo~t a Complex Hea~th Law 

The Supreme Court’s expected decision Thursday on the health care overhaul that President Obama 
signed into law in 2ore could affect nearly every American Dom cradle to grave. 

Yore U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Goog|e Sees the Promlse in Hardware 

The focus on hardware is a strategic shift for the company as it aims to create additional revenue 
fi’om Google-branded devices, while protecting its core search business as competitors hover. 

To Lure ’Twilight’ Teenagers, Classic Booku Get Bold Looks 

Publishers are dressing (:lassie novels like "Emma" and "Jane Eyre" in sexy new (:overs, hoping to 
appeal to the young-adult readers who made "~’ilight" and "The Hunger Games" so popular. 

DEALBOOK 

Barclays to Pay Over $450 Million in Regulatory Deal 

The British bank struck a deal to resolve aeeusations that it tried to manipnlate key interest rates, 
the first settlement in a sprawling global investigation. 

S P 0 RTS 

SPAIN 0 (4), PORTUGAL 0 (2), PENALTY KICKS 
Um~erved but Not Undone~ Spain Advances to Final 

Spain and Portugal were locked in a scoreless tie through regulation and overtime, but when it 
came down to penalty kicks La Furia Roja prevailed. 

~1~ Match Analysis and Highlights [ [] Post a Comment 

YANKEES 5, INDIANS 4 

Ya~kees Lose Sabathla, The~ Pettitte to I~jurles 



Andy Pettitte broke his ankle while pitching against Cleveland, hours after C. C. Sabathia went on 

the disabled list with a strained groin muscle. 

~Fq ~o× Score I Pla~,-b~,-Pla~ 

~Not My Fault’ That Un~p Didn’t Catch It Eithem~ ~qse Says 

The day after an umpire ruled he made a catch on a foul ball that he had not, the Yankees’ 

Dewa~e Wise defended his actions. 

o Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

It% No Day at the Beach 

Nicole Polizzi (Snooki) and dennifer Farley (JWoww) now have their own reality television show, 

"Snooki & JWowwi’ but much of their fame still comes from MTV’s "Jersey Shore." 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’ANGER MANAGEMENT 

Half the Man He Used to Be, F~ghfing Rage 

Charlie Sheen is baek in a new FX sitcom, "Anger Management," as a therapist who knows rage 

fl’om both sides. 

Rep nt nt ~ 

S~per-D~ea*~s of a*~ Alternate World Order 

The superhero movie is now a Hollywood staple, one corporations and advertisers want a piece of. 

But what is it selling? 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIE1/V 

To Go Forward, Go Back 

Chastened by the eeonomic efisis, men’s wear designers in Milan stuek to the basie eoncepts that 

made them popnlar in the first plaee. 

~ Sl~e Shew: M~an Men’s .&,cessories 

Nora Eph~oon% Hollywood Ending 

She refuted the fear that powerful women repel men, that fnnny girls go home to their eats, that 
having it all means enjoying it alone. 

The New Yo~°ke~°, l,’ro~ a Seat on the 18th Floor 
~:::, ":: ?..!.: :.::i R:.~ :’ 

Janet Groth has gone from answering phones at ~II~e New Yorker to writing a book about her 

experiences there. 

~ Beyond the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Deal o~ Studerrt Loans 

Congress is running out of time to iron out an agreement to subsidize interest rates on Stafford 

loans. 

EDITORIAL 

You Can t ~% i~ if You Don°t Pay 

Write a big enough check to the presidential eampaigns and you don’t have to enter a raffle for 

access to the powerful and famons. 

EDITORIAL 

A Cou~ot Rules for the Planet 

The Obama administration’s strategy of controlling greenhouse gases through regulation received a 

decisive victory, and polluters got a devastating blow. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Beijlng, a Boon f~_w 

China’s investment in Afriea is not a new form of imperialism - it’s Afiiea’s [rest hope for economic 
growth. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Best B/lailglri Eve*° 

The whole world is going to remember Nora Ephron for her writing and movies. A rather hefty 
chunk of ~he world is going to remember her as a dear friend. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Election 2o~2 Pop Qulz~ 

How well have yml been paying attention to the men running for president? Take this quiz to find 

out. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 28, ~9~9, the Treaty of Versailles was signed in France, ending World War I. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This FFont Pagi; 
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the TRUSTe privacy program: we are commi~ed to protect[n9 your privacy 
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~ LRB cover art 

~ LRB blog 

A Bad President 
David Bromwich on Obama 

Obama sees himself as the coolest head, the most 

reasonable listener, the practical man in a world of 

theorists and fanatics, but none of these traits qualifies 

one person to render alone a decision that twelve could 

only with difficulty make in good conscience. There is a 

point, after all, where messianic fervour and the love of 

executive power may converge. In commandeering the 

drone assassinations in Pakistan, Obama has taken on 

himself to judge without legal process and to kill with 

impunity persons he thinks ought to die. More 

Geoff Roberts: Bild’s Jubilee Issue 

Peter Geoghegan: Icelandic Myths 

Gandhi Centre Stage 
Perry Anderson on the Raj 

Gandhi [] s one aim in life was to attain moksha: that state of perfection in which the 
cycle of rebirth comes to an end and the soul accedes to ultimate union with God. 
The path towards it was [] crucifixion of the flesh[], without which it was impossible 
to [] see God face to face [] and become one with him. But if such perfection could be 
attained, the divine would walk on earth, for []there is no point in trying to know the 
difference between a perfect man and God. [] Then there would be no limit to his 
command of his countrymen: []When I am a perfect being, I have simply to say the 
word and the nation will listen. [] More 



Once a Catholic[] 
Marina Warner on Darnien Hirst 

A 17th-century prince was moved by a scientific impulse of wonder and wanted to 
possess natural phenomena for their intrinsic marvellous properties, not primarily 
for their signifying afterglow. Hirst, by contrast, looks beyond the thing itself to what 
it means. He[]s a natural allegorist, a lover ofvanitas images [] a dear ease, I think, 

of once a Catholic. More 

Also in this issue 

In Athens 

Richard Clogg 

In Berlin 

Philip Oltermann 

At the V&A 

Jenny Turner: 
Ballgowns 

Letters 

Subscribers can also read: 

Tim Parks: Joyee~ s Home Life 

David Runciman: LBJ 

Sadakat Kadri: The Leveson Inquiry 

Adam Smyth: Editorial Interference 

Deborah Friedell: Murder in Florida 

Christopher Turner: Bauhaus 

Theo Tait: Richard Ford 

Alexandra Walsham: Francis Walsingham 

Mattathias Schwartz: Cybermafia 

Bernard Porter: The Meek Assassin 

Poems by Hugo Williams and 

Eliot Weinberger 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
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TOP NEWS 

S~prerne Court LeEs Health 

Law Largely Stand, in 

Victory for Obama 

In a striking vietory ~or Preskient Obama am] Congressional Democrats, the chief justiee, dohn 
Roberts Jr., affirmed the central legislative pillar of Mr. Obama’s term. 

~ Slide Show: Supreme Cou~t Upholas Health Law 

~ Graphic: How the .Justices Ruled 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

G,O,P, Vow’lug to Take Battle Over Health Care Law Into Noven~bee 

Both President Obama and Mitt Romney looked for advantages in the health care lalling to nse in 

their presidential campaigns. 

Roberts Shows Deft Hand as Swing Vote on Health Care 

Chief dustiee dohn G. Roberts Jr. carefully took on what a predecessor called the grave task of 
assessing the constitutionality of a law passed by Congress. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt is ~wt om’.?’ob to protect the peop~ej)’om the cm~se~e~ces qf their po~t~c~ choices." 
CHIEF JUSTICE JOItN G. ROBER’FN JN~ 

FEATURE: The 

Supre~e Court 

Decision on the 

2olo Health Case Law 
The New York Times analyzes the 
Supreme Court’s decision to uphold 
the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act. 

~ 
Ooci rnen . Ti~e 8uperne Court 

Decision 

OPINION 

Remembering Nora Ephron 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Photos of Nora Ephron 

[he films of Nora Ephron 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
[% How 

How "Will the ....... wiil the 
Hea]tli Care Law Health 

What will be the 
economic implications of President Obama’s signature legislation? How well will it expand 
coverage? 

WORLD 

European Leaders Agree to Use Bailout I~md to zLid Ba~ks 
i.::., LT:.V:..i . " i..r.b. :.:. :: i~:J i:’~:..ii. 

The leaders of the euro zone reached a decision after working through the night that would allow 



hell) to struggling banks without adding to nations’ sovereign debt. 

Vgith Strikes, Syrian Rebels Showcase Their Reach 

’]?he insurgents struck high-profile targets in and around the capital, Damascus, for the third time 

this week. 

South Korea to Sign Military Pact W’ith Japa~ 

A treaty between South Korea and Japan will encourage the sharing of military data on their 

common concerns: North Korea’s threats and China’s military expansion. 

More World News 

House Fh~ds Holder in Contempt Over h~qulry on Guns 

The Republican-led House of Representatives voted to hold Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. in 

contempt for failing to disclose internal documents in response to a subpoena. 

~1~ Geograpi~y of the Mote 

With the eentral pillar of his agenda left intaet, President Obama may yet join the ranks of 

presidents who flmdamentally altered the course of the eonntry. 

~-h: R © L:i..i.ii 
The Supreme Court said the expansion of Medicaid in the health care law was an option, not a 

mandate, and experts disagreed on whether states would take it. 

~E] Graphic: F’ossib[s Effects on Costs and Coverar~e 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

i.::., b’:,’. i~:. 

Robert E. Diamond 3r. faced a political backlash a day after the big British bank agreed to pay move 

than $45o million to settle accusations it had attempted to manipulate key interest rates. 

After annoum’.ing plans to spin off News Corporation’s newspapers, Rupert Murdoch gave them a 

fl)reeflfl endorsement, saying they had been "lmdervalned by the skepties." 

MEDIA DECODER 

A Low-Key "l’ra~sltlo~ for ’Today’ Hosts 

~.h: ~.::~":":,,~ :.:~ L~ . 
~n Curry gave a tearful farewell on the "Today" show Thursday, but NBC’s introduetion of her 

replaeement - said to be Savannah Gnthrie - will be a quiet affair. 

~Tbe TV W~tch: Farewell. W~thout a Parachut~ 

S P 0 RTS 

The first two selections in the N.B.A. draft were Kentm:ky Wildcats, with Anthony Davis going to 

New Orleans and Michael Kidd~ih:hrist going to Charlotte. 

ITALY 2, GERMANY 1 

Vgith Styh~, Balotelll Sends Italy to Final 

Mario Balotelli seored two goals to lead Italy into the finals of the European Championships as 

Germany saw its streak of 15 conseeutive vietories in competitive matches come to an end. 

~FI Match Analysis and Highlights ] [] F’osl a Comment 

Nadai Stun~ed in Seco~d-Round Knocktmt 

Lukas Rosol, ranked moil1, pulled off one of the biggest upsets of the past decade in men’s tennis, 
blasting his way past Rafael Nadal in the second round at Wimbledon. 

, Me~e Sperts News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVlE~N ]’MAGIC MIKE’ 



The Body Politic 

Channing Tatum stars in "Magic Mike," Steveu Soderbergh’s funny, enjoyable romp about male 

strippers and the American dream. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’TED’ 

The Lady ~r the Teddy? 

5F ":, ".. ’:.Z ." T 

In Seth MacFarlane’s film "Ted," a toy bear eomes to life and tm’ns out to have a filthy mouth and a 

taste for weed. 

~ SIMe Show: Cuteness. Another Word for Evil 

~The Animated Life or Seth MscF~Hsn~ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Bounty of As~a~ Movies 

Now in its 11th year, the New York Asian Film Festival offers more than 5o films h’om lo countries 

encompassing some of the world’s most vital film industries. 

~OVIES 

MOMIE REVIEW ] ’TAKE THIS WALTZ’ 

Sometimes Attraction Becomes a Shin’ Dance Around the Subject 

~.::’, .:, % ’:.,:: ?’T 

"Take This Waltz," written and directed by Sarah Polley, follows a married woman and single man 

as they navigate their attraction. 

~An~ omy of a Scene 

MOVIE REVIEW ]’BEASTS OF THE SOUTHERN WILD’ 

She’s the M[a~ of Tlfis Swamp 

"Beasts of the Southern Wild," a passionate and unruly explosion of Americana, winks at skepticism, 

laughs at sober analysis and stares down criticism. 

~ na onv of 

MOVIE REVIEW’ ] ’A BURNING HOT SUMMER’ 

Two Couples ColI[de~ ~,V~th a Roman Beauty as Muse and Catalyst 

"A Burning Hot Summer," directed by Philippe Garrel, uses faltering relationships as a way to 

discuss men, women, friendship, death, desire and a~, 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A l~oderate R’~l|h:~g ~,V~th i’:,~sks Ahead 

While the importance of the decision ean’t be understated~ it conh] make it harder for Congress to 

pass laws based on the Constitution’s commerce clause. 

EDITORIAL 

A Muddled ~: ol~t~al Response From the Right 

After elaiming that the health eare law is terrible for the country, Mitt Romney didn’t give much of 

an explanation of what he’d do differently other than repeal it. 

EDITORIAL 

The Deal on St~ldellt 
Congress is rnnning out of time to iron ont an agreement to subsidize interest rates on Stafford 
loans. 

o Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Py~°rtH~ V~etory 

By opening up new avennes for the eonrts to rewrite the law, the federal government may have 

won the battle bnt lost the war. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Modesty amt Audacity 
~.h: i.,:,’¢iL,, 
The self-restraint of Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. has allowed for a process of discoveD’ and 

innowltion to enter the health care debate. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Real ~Vhmers 

The Snpreme Conrt rnling npholding Obamacare certainly is a big vietory for the president, all 

right, but the real winners are people like yoIL 



~ 
Page I Blog I ..... Columnist 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 29, 1995, the shuttle Atlantis and the Russian space station Mir docked, forming the 

largest man-made satellite ever to orbit the Earth, 
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CALL FOR PAPERS 
Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences 

Special Issue on "Social Science without Borders: Looking Back, Looking Forward" 

The editors of Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences (SWB)--a double-blind, peer-reviewed, open-source 
electronic journal devoted to cutting-edge research on human rights and public goods--invite authors to submit manuscripts for a 
special issue on "Social Science without Borders: Looking Back, Looking Forward." 

The special issue seeks papers, commentaries, notes from the field, as well as poetic, visual, and other expressions devoted to critically 
commemorating 2012, when Sociologos Sin Fronteras/Sociologists Without Borders (SSF) enters its second decade of work with 
scholars, students, activists, and community members in SSF chapters around the world. 

SWB, the flagship journal of SSF, and SSF itself, with all of its chapters, has been deeply involved in the human rights revolution in the 
social sciences, particularly sociology. SSF is at the forefront of this epistemological revolution. We feel that it is now time to report on 
the successes and challenges of SSF’s endeavors over the past decade and to project and predict what efforts should be made in the 
future. 

Any and all inquiries into the work of SSF around the world, the building of a social science without borders, and the institutionalization 
of a human rights-oriented social science are welcome. Some questions for consideration include: 

History and evolution of SSF 

Meanings of a "social science without borders" 

How to undertake social science without borders in the different aspects of our work 

Promises and perils of a "social science without borders" 

History and evolution of SWB 

Founding and growth of the ISA Thematic Group on Human Rights and Global Justice 

Founding and growth of the ASA Section on Human Rights 

Challenges associated with interdisciplinary studies of human rights 

Implications of the Human Rights Program of the American Association for the Advancement of Human Rights 

Founded in 2001, SSF is a transnational association of sociologists committed to the following principles: that all people have equal 
rights to political freedoms and legal protections, to socioeconomic security, to self-determination, and to their personality. That is, old 
or young, regardless of where they live, their faith, and whether they are male or female, gay or straight, and regardless of their skin 
color they have the same universal rights, including their rights to their own particular cultures. SSF also promotes an understanding 
that collective goods, including a sustainable environment, cannot be privatized. 

The deadline for submissions is October 15, 2012. 

Inquiries may be sent to David L. Brunsma at brunsmad@vt.edu. 

For SWB submission guidelines: societieswithoutborders.org/submissions/ 

Please submit manuscripts as e-mail attachments submissions@societieswithoutborders.org 

Submissions will be subject to the regular review process of SWB. 

--David Brunsma, Keri Iyall Smith, and Nark Frezzo, co-editors 

Mark Frezzo, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Mississippi http://socanth.olemiss.edu/2011/O8/mark-frezzo/ 
Secretary-Treasurer, Human Rights Section, American Sociological Associationwww.asanet.org/sections/humanrights.cfm 
Co-Editor, Societies Without Borders http://societieswithoutborders.org/co-editors! 
Vice President, Sociologists without Borders www.sociologistswithoutborders.org/ 
Co-Chair, Education and Information Resources Working Group, Science and Human Rights Coalition, American Association for the 
Advancement of Science http://shr.aaas.orq/coalition/index.shtml 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/.~q source=msq mes network 
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TOP NEWS 

I~ Supreme Cou~’t 

StHldng Unity on Major 

A look back at the term just 
concluded reveals that the court, 
which has had a reputation for 
predictable ideological splits, has 
entered a new phase. 

Bail~ Attacks MM~e Inroads 

for Presideni 

President Obama is successfully 
invoking Mitt Romney’s career at 
Bain Capital to raise doubts about 
Mr. Romney’s commitment to the 
middle class, strategists in both 
parties say. 

~ 
Graphic: Who’s Running the Ads, and Where 

At least m people were dead after violent weather on Friday, and utility crews were working to 
restore electricity to hundreds of thousands of homes and businesses in the region. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wi! don’t t~k ebo~t oar parents emjumre. Ewm ~f we go back, we wo~’tjTnd m~gbodg." 

HAIDAR N USA, :14, one o[ a new wave o[ "lost boys," young Sndaoese refugees fleeing strife in the 

remote Noba Mmmtaios. 

WORLD 

pi IOTOGI~&PI41S: ....... 

Sudanese Children [          [ 

in Exile                       [ 
Fleeing the war in the 
Nuba mountains, a new generation 
of Lost Boys, and stone girls too, is 
being born. 

~ Related Articl~ 

OPiNiON 

Opinionator I Anxiety 

The "crazy busy" 
existence so many of us 
complain about is 
almost entirely self4mposed. 

Morn knows best 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Reto Caduff’s ’Freckles’ 

Milan top 5 

WORLD 

Pocketbook Issues ~Weigh Hea’~41y as M[exlcans Vote 



Sunday’s presidential election in Mexico could offer rehabilitation to the Institutional Revolutionary 
Party, once dismissed as corrupt and authoritarian. 

[] Slide Show: With Pros,oerity Eh~sive, Mexican Voters Focus on the Economy 

Talks Come Up VV~th Plan for Syr~a, but Not for Assad~s E~ 

Kofi Annan convened a meeting on Saturday of nine global powers who agreed on a plan for political 
transition in Syria that did not specifically call for President Bashar al-Assad to step down. 

Activists Plan News Broadcssts as A~ternative to State Media 

Yitzhak Shamh-, Former Israeli Prime Mhfister, Dies at 96 

Mr. Shamir was part of a grmlp of right-wing politicians who rose to power in the ~97os and who 
adopted an unyielding opposition to territorial coneessions for Palestinians. 

~[] Slide Show: .& Former Israeli Leader Who Clung to Territories 

Yore World News 

Cities Balk as Federal Law on Marijuana Is Enforced 

Over eight months, more than 500 dispensaries have closed in California. Local offieials say the 

crackdown has brought new chaos to the medical marijuana industry. 

Fhoe in Colorado Is 30 Perce*~t Co*~talned; Nat[onal Guard Troops Deplo,~d 

Making steady progress Saturday against the most destrm:tive wildfire in Colorado history, crews 
kept a wary eye on weather that was getting warmer and drier. 

The question of what to do about an accusation against aerry Sandusky was extensively debated by 
doe Paterno and Penn State officials, according to an independent investigation. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

How Delaware Thrh-e,n a,n a Corporate Tax Have~ 

Big corporations, small-time businesses, rogues, scoundrels and worse - all have turned up at 
Delaware addresses, no questions asked, hoping to cover their tracks and skirt regulations. 

THE NEWAMERICAN JOB 
A Jobs Boom Built or~ Sweat [n an Age of Belt-Tighten]~g 

~II~e job of personal trainer is one of ~e fastest-growing occupations in the United States, despite the 
challenges of uneven regulation, irregular hours and low pay. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
U,S, Bets New OH Sa~ct~o~s ~r~l Change I*’an’s Tm~e 

iffter years of efforts to halt Iran’s nuclear program, the United States and its allies are imposing 
sanctions meant to cut the country off frmn the global oil market. 

SPORTS 

The Increasing A]h~re of Fa~,a’way Fah’ways 

A links golf course has opened on a remote island in Nova Scotia, and dub officials are hoping that 
the far-flung locale will be part of its allure. 

~ 
Slide Si~ow: The Mystieue of a Remote Goif Course 

Short-Fused a~d Explosh,e 

Italy’s Mario Balotelli plays with an uncontrolled fire, at times injuring foes and confounding his 
coaches. But he also lights up the field. 

YANKEES 4, WHITE SOX 0 



Dewayne Wise hit a single, a double and a home run, and Hiroki Kuroda pitched seven shutout 

innings as the Yankees beat the White Sex. 

~E] 
Bo’z Score I Plsy-by-Plsy 

~ Yankees Demote Warren After Shaky Pitching Debut 

, Mere SpeFts News ~> 

ARTS 

S~per-Dreams ofa~ Alter*~ate %Vorld Order 

The superhero movie is now a Hollywood staple, one corporations and advertisers want a piece of. 

But what is it selling? 

Allies V~ith an Eye on Each Other 

Two cultural institutions - one French, one American - have begun a program to explore how the 

two eonntries portray each other on film and television. 

"Daisies" ran afoul of the Commnnist government in ~96os Czeehoslovakia, but now the film, 

screening at BAMcin6matek, is a elassic of that COlmtry’s New Wave. 

o Mere Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

A Snitch’s D~iemma 

What do you do when the cops you work for are dirtier than you are? 

Hil]ary C~h~ton~s Last Tour as a Reek-Star Dip]omat 

What’s the future for the secretaW of state? Given the problems facing the world, it’s hard to look 

past the next six months. 

On You’I’~be~ Amateur Is the New Pro 

Exploring the art and commerce of homemade videos, 

Mere Frorn ~he Mac!azine >; 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Radical Supreme Cmwt 

The five conservative jnstiees have made the Supreme Court an aggressive political actor. No 

wonder the conrt’s standing in pnblie opinion polls is dreadfnl. 

EDITORIAL 

AWh~dow o~a Campa~g~ Abuse 
Two government agencies are taking an interest in political groups hiding behind the tax code, and 

could shed light on the secret world of undisclosed political contributions. 

EDITORIAL 

A new study paints a broad and detailed pietnre of immigrant entreprenenrship, affirming the 

centrality of immigration in the American eeonomy. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ~&rearing of’the Green 

Unthinkable, unimaginable and, for Irish dead-enders, unspeakable. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Price of Flea]th Care 

Fro’ President Obama, the consequences of focusing early on health care may still prove disastrous. 

But Repnblieans have big problems of their own on the issue. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Blog 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"Faking One fo~ ~he Com~try 

The leadership of Chief Justice Roberts could teach us all a lesson or two. 

~ Columnist Page 

, I~1o[e Opinion ;~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 1, 1997, Hong Kong reverted to Chinese rule after 156 years as a British colony. 
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TOP NEWS 

Vgeary ¥’o~[ers ’I’ur~ ~o Pa~[y                            ~ 

of Mexico’s P~ sL Polls Say 

The Institutional Revolutionary Party, which ruled Mexico with an autocratic grip for decades, 
appears to have retaken the presidency after 12 years in opposition, according to surveys of voters 
Sunday. 

Financial Giants Are Mo~,ing Jobs OffVVall Street 

Investment houses are moving jobs, mostly those of middle-tier staff members, out of the New York 
area to places like North Carolina, Salt Lake City and aaeksonville, Fla. 

Stung by Recession, Young Voters Shed Image as Obama Brigade 

Since President Obama swept into office with vast backing from young people, a new corps of voters 
have come of age with views shaped by the recession. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

specMatb~g." 

~IOSSEIN RAGHFAR, a~ economist at At Zahra University i~ Tehran, on ~ran’s growling i~[latk~ 

~ sLm~: s~ow,,    g 
Coping Vgitho u~t 

Powee 
Matt Fonse was on a 
quest to stay cool aRer his Baltimore 
neighbm’hood lost power in the midst 
of a heat wave in the mid-Atlantic 
region. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

All about The Spice Girls 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Eve Ensier’s new play 

Alec Baldvdn’s Broadway return ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Are, 

zM’e Family I / 
Vacations ~Worth Vacatio J 

It? 
Should parents soldier 
forth and try to create those irreplaceable family memories~ Or take a reM break by zipping off 
without the kids? 

WORLD 

zMready Plagued by inflalion; iran is Bracing for VVorse 
::;7 :.12...!a.:; 12 ::.~ ?13::.~ NI 
The rim has fallen 5o percent against other currencies in the last year. Measures to cut oil exports 
are expected to further the economic toll. 



U.S Bets New O~1 Sanctions Will Change Iran’s Tune 

R~sslans and Syrlans~ ~kllied by ]HistoPy and Related by Marriage 
i.::y ffi.i.i..i4 ~.v:q.: : 
There are an estimated 2o,ooo Rnssian women living in Syria, married to Syrian men who studied 
in the former Soviet Union, and eomplieating relations between the two conntries. 

At :[,east :~5 Die ~n Ke~ya Chm’ch Attacks 

Masked gunmen hurled grenades into two churches in northern Kenya and sprayed gunfire at 
worshipers fleeing one of them. 

More World News 

Many ,Still "Witl~o~t Eleetrlclty h~ M[d-Atla~tle States 

Searing heat and powerful storms remained a threat Sunday as crews rushed to remove fallen trees 
and restore electricity after a deadly bout of severe weather. 

In One Ka~sas Tow~, Even HotteP Tha~ Us~al 

With temperatures cresting at 115 degrees last week, Hill City has earned a new distinction as the 
center of ~erica’s summer inferno. 

With an aging farm population and a looming shortage of migrant workers, local growers band 

together for eolleetive organic clout. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Chairman of Ba~’clays Resigns 

The resignation of Marcus Agius comes as Barelays tries to limit fallout from a broad investigation 
into how big banks set certain rates that affect borrowing costs for consumers and companies. 

Do*~bts G~°eet Plan f~_~° a New E*~ro Zone ]Bank Reg~dator 

A pledge to ereate a eentral regnlator has analysts asking whether the new agency would be given 
the power to rein in risky practices and hold banks aceountable. 

DEALBOOK 

I~ Caymans, It’s Simple to Fill a Hedge Fm~d Board 
~.::y .:..:..:..! .:q ".;~ffL 
Many of the direetors for Ameriean hedge fl~nds based in the Cayman Islands serve on more than 
2o boards, and some even more than loo, raising questions about their value. 

o More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

SPAIN 4, ITALY 0 
The ~rhmer~ and Still Champion 
~.::y . :. u. ~. ."..? ,.: .B. ;,~ 
With a rout of Italy, Spain won its second consecutive European championship and third major title 
in a row, along with the 2olo World Cup. 

~ Slide Show ~ ~ M~tch AnMysis and Highlights [ ~ Post ~ Comment 

= ..... G,, :~ " Euro2012ritle, WhereDoesSpa~nRanKas~Spc~sDyn~sty? 
~ ~al ~¢dh 

Sp~olnte*os Ag~oee on Runoffto Delermlne Olympic 

Mlyson Felix and aeneba Tannoh will race Monday to determine who will claim the final spot to 
represent the United States in the women’s lOO meters at the Olympics. 

UoSo Exits THals Wlth SIrong Lh~et~p for London 

The final members were chosen Sunday in the United States Olympic track and field trials in what 
has shaped up to be one of the strongest American teams assembled in years. 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

S~rround Smmd Through the Ce~turles 

"Philharmonic 36o," a program by the conductor Alan Gilbert, matched the cavernous Drill Hall of 

the Park Avenue Armory to works conceived with a spatial dimension. 

°Ted~ Tops Box Office ~Veeke~]d N~m]bers 

Seth MacFarlane’s "Ted," a comedy about a foul-mouthed teddy bear come to life, took in an 

estimated $54A million to reach No. ~ for its opening weekend. 

The h’anian writer Mahmoud Dowlatabadi’s book "The Colonel" has just been published in the 

United States even though it has not yet come out in his home country, where Mr. Dowlatabadi has 

been regarded as a subversive for decades. 

More Airs News 

~EDIA & ADVERTISING 

News Corpo Split Adds to Pressure on Papers 

The success of News Corporation’s cable and entertainment assets has shielded its print properties 

fl’om a downturn, but now journalists at those publications worry abont their fl~tm’e in a separate 

company. 

Dish Network Drops Home of ’Mad Men’ 

L:: ~.::~,: .:, ,~ :.:~ L ~ . 

In a dispnte between the two companies, Dish asserted that AMC required the network to carry low- 

rated channels so that it cmdd access popular shows like "Mad Men" and "The Walking Dead." 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Murdoch’s Cha~ge of Heart 

The failing fortunes of Rnpert Murdoch’s publishing assets finally compelled him to agree to split 

News Corporation into two companies, a move he had long resisted. 

o More Media & Adveltisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Crippled~ Chaotic Paklsta~ 

Army and political leaders in Pakistan have missed a chance to move their country forward. 

EDITORIAL 

After Arizona, a Struggle Confi~mes 

The Supreme Court rifling on Arizona’s immigration law has not ended the strnggle for civil rights 

in immigrant communities. There is ranch damage to undo. 

EDITORIAL 
At Last~ a Tral~sportatlo~ Bi~i 
The transportation bill that just passed is far from perfect, but at least it more closely resembles the 
solid Senate measure than the appalling House one. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Show Me Yore" Papers 

Americans should get over their anxieties about a national identification card. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Europe’s Great Hluslon 

One scenario says that European leaders will, in the end, do whatever it takes to prevent disaster. 
But that’s been said before. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Playing it Da~gerously Safe 

Can Mitt Romney be everything to everyone on immigration? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On July 2, 1937, aviator Amelia Earhart and navigator Fred Noonan disappeared over the Pacific 

Ocean while attempting to make the first round-the-world flight at the equator. 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Adds Forces in Persian 
Gulf, a Signal to Iran 
By THOM SHANKER, ERIC SCHMITT and 
DAVID E. SANGER. 

The quiet but significant American 
military buildup in the Strait of Honnuz, 
in response to Iran’s threat Monday to 
disrupt sea traffic, carries risks of 
confrontation. 

’ ~?;; Iran, the United States and a Nuclear 
Seesaw 

DEALBOOK 
Ex-Brokers Say JPMorgan 
Favored Selling Bank’s Own 
Funds Over Others 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and JESSICA SILVER- 
GREENBERG 

As the bank becmne one of the nation’s 
largest mutual fund mmaagers, some 
current and former brokers say, it 
emphasized its sales over clients’ needs. 

Glaxo Agrees to Pay $3 Billion in Fraud Settlement 
By KATIE THOMAS and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

GlaxoSmithKline will plead guilty to promoting two drugs for maapproved uses and to failing to report 
important safety data about a diabetes drug. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt was like a hurricane - but we didn’t get the warning that you do with a hurricane." 

DAVID K. OWENS, an executive at the Edison Electric Institute, on the storms that swept across the mid- 

Atlantic states. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: A 

Scream-Worthy 
Ride 
Chad Miller, a roller 



coaster designer, faces tmique 
challenges when dreaming up wooden 
coasters, like the Voyage, one of three 
such coasters at Holiday World in Santa 
Claus, Ind. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Be True To Your 

School 
By DANIEL NESTER 

On the eve of their Fourth 
of 3uly concert in Salt 
Lake City, the Beach Boys still exhibit 
the political tensions that divide us all. 

A $100 weekend in Oslo 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Frequent flier pros to the rescue 

Sweets and studios in Kyoto 

nylimes,�om TR:AViEL 

WORLD 

For Mexico’s President-Elect, a Strategic Journey 
By RAN DAL C. ARCH IBOLD and KARLA ZABLU DOVSKY 

Enrique Pefia Nieto is a consmnmate political animal, but how he will govern - as a proxy for Iris party’s old 
guard, or with a new, more humbled vision - remains a bit of a mystery. 

~ Newly Elected Mexican Leader Pledges Transparency 

, ~ Slide Show: Voting for a New President in Mexico 

, ~ Videos: TimesCast I A Conversation wi! th Pefia Nieto (June 2011) 

Europe’s Banking Chief Wields New Power in Crisis 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and JACK EWING 

The spotlight in Europe’s debt crisis has turned to Mario Draghi, president of the European Central Bank, 
who has been given an oversight role similar to flaat of the Federal Reserve. 

France Faces Budget Cuts to Meet European Target 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

President Franqois Hollande will have to find $12.6 billion in cuts or revenue in 2o12 and as much as $41.5 
billion next year, an auditing agency reported. 

" ~ Understanding the European Crisis Now 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Poor Land in Jail as Companies Add Huge Fees for Probation 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

In an effort to improve revenue, courts are turning to businesses that specialize in collections, resulting in 
costs that can reach thousands of dollars for a minor traffic offense. 

Oxygen Problems on F-22 Elude the Air Force’s Fixes 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

There seemed to be a step forward on oxygen flow problems last month, but then a pilot told of discomfort 
from intermittent airflow into his mask during flight. 

Romney, an Eye on Campaign, Plans a Trip to Israel 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Mitt Romney is to meet with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the leader of the Palestinian 
Authority, officials said. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 
Barclays Executives Are Said to Know of Low Rates 
By BEN PROTESS and MARK SCOTT 

New details show that top executives at Barclays played a role in the questionable actions and failed to 
prevent them. 

DEALBOOK 
Microsoft Takes Write-Down in Failed Digital Ad Foray 
By QUENTIN HARDY and MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

With a $6.2 billion accounting charge, Microsoft is essentially writing off the value of the aQuantive 
advertising business it purchased five years ago. 

Court Papers Undercut Ratings Agencies’ Defense 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Court docmnents cast doubt on the independence of Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s in grading a deal 
involving a British debt issuer, Cheyne Finance, that went bad in 2oo7. 

" ~ Document: Class-Action Suit Against Ratings Agencies 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

RAYS 4, YANKEES 3 
Teixeira Grabs Blame After Rays Rally, but Robertson Tries to Take It 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

A rare fielding error by Mark Teixeira in the seventh inning allowed the Tampa Bay Rays to score the 
deciding rtm, wasting a solid performance from pitcher Freddy Gareia. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

-’ Baseball Roundup: Jim Palmer to Auction Cy Youngs and Gold Gloves 

Tortes Gives the Mets a Spark, and Fits 
By ANDREW KEH 

Andres Torres’s game-changing speed distinguishes him from most teanmmtes, but so do his nfistakes. 

Sidelined as a Pitcher, but Not as a Father 

TV SPORTS 
For Baseball, TV Landscape Is Becoming a Pretty Picture 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Major League Baseball can exploit the networks’ growing appetites for live sports to increase the money it 
collects each year from deals like its current ones with ESPN, Fox and Turner. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN’ 
A Teenage Transformation Like No Other 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"The Amazing Spider-Man" is a resuscitated studio product held aloft by its stars, Andrew Garfield and 
Emma Stone. 
" ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

The Mormon Lens on American History 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

For decades, Mormonism was largely ignored by scholars, but a growing cadre of acadenfics find that 
studying the church ema offer new views of religion mad the modem world. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’As Texas Goes’ 
By ERICA GRIEDER 

In her new book, Gaff Collins focuses on Texas’s staggering inequality, casual embrace of crony capitalism 
and creaky educational pipeline. But her concena is flint the state itself is everyone’s problem. 

¯ More Arts News 



SCIENCE TIMES 

TEMPERATURE RISING 
A Climate Scientist Battles Time and Mortality 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

Lonnie G. Thompson, one of the scientists who essentially discovered global walanh~g, has for years climbed 
mountains to gather ice he examines for climactic changes. 

’ Previous Articles in the Series >> 

Wood Takes a Thrilling Turn 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Wooden roller coasters can have tighter bends and twists than steel ones without generating excessive air 
time for riders. 
-’ ~ Video: A Scream-Worthy Ride 

Growing Ship Traffic Threatens Blue Whales 
By ERIK OLSEN 

A whale population near Sri Lm~ka is m~der pressure from commercial slfipping and a boom in whale- 
watching. 
," ~ Video: Saving Blue Whales 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Rigged Rates, Rigged Markets 
The investigation into illegal conduct at Barclays points to similar acts by other big banks. 

EDITORIAL 
Mexico Elects a New President 
The president-elect, Enrique Pefia Nieto, will need to resist a return to the past and deliver on his promise 
for reform and transparency. 

EDITORIAL 
Mississippi’s Abortion Ban 
The state’s latest attempt at denying women reproductive freedom was temporarily blocked by a federal 
judge. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Keep the Dictators Out of Malibu 
By KEN SILVERSTEIN 

Dictators will continue to hide their ill-gotten riches in America unless we close corporate loopholes that 
allow them to easily launder money. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Choice, Not a Whine 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Opponents of Obama’s health care law should stop venting about dolm Roberts and instead provide a 
credible alternative. 

’. Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Filling the Skills Gap 
By JOE NOCERA 

A lfigh school diplonm is no longer enough in today’s economy, so community colleges need to step up. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On July 3, a863, tlae Civil War Battle of Gettysburg in Pennsylvania ended after three days in a major victory 

for tlae North as Confederate troops retreated. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 12:33 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.* 

CGI eBulletin: Viva Cackalacky CD and Awaxd Applications Open 

Cackalacky! Latin Music in the New Souli~" a CD li~at pays homage to the growing I.atmo communi[y in 

No£h Caroih]s, focusing on music as a medium to explore their m~gration experiences Garcia’s cbss 

was responsible for each step of the production process The project was granted a 2012 Latino Migration 

Funding Award from the Latino Migration Project at the Institute for the Study of the Americas and the 

Center for Global Initiatives,! in addition to funding from the UNC Program of Latinalo Studies. 

C G I EVE N TS + RESO U RC ES NEW CG~ STOR~ ES 

These awards offer modest support to faculty and steff who are 

presenting important schoiariy wed< at mejor conferences abroad 

These groups meet regularly to critique sctnolarly works, heat visiting 

Student Leam~nq C~rc~es 
lhese cu-cies receive funding for an academic year to support 

pubiications; film screemngs, and servlcedearning projects 

OPPORTUNITIES CAMPUS DEADLINE: Thursday, September 20 

Just four weeks after fall classes start! 

~ UNC Chapel Hill is proud to be a 2011-2012 Top-Producer of 

U.S. Student Fulbright Fellows! 

The Fulbright U.S. Student Program allows 9radaa~iag 

self-design a researchistudy project, or se~’e as an English Teaching 

Assistant in one of more than 140 countries. 

Alumni may also be eligible to apply Check our website for more 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

All proposals should be submitted to: 

Hosting Chair Dr. Cathy Skidmore-Hess, cskid@georgiasouthern edu 

Dr. Aran MacKinnon, Georgia College, aran mackinnon@gcsu edu 

Ms. Ante Sane, Howard University,         ~yahoo.com 

Dr. Ken Wilburn, East Carolina University, wilburnk@ecu.edu 
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Holiday Grilling 

~ 

]N] 
Get ready for the holiday weekend with Mark Bittman’s 
video demonstrations of various grilling recipes 
including delicious burgers, grilled lobster and everything in 
between. Don’t miss Melissa Clark’s recipes for tomato ketchup, 
grainy mustard and bread-and-butter pickles that put the 
supermarket varieties to shame~ Also check out Diner’s Journal 
fille! d with creative tips and suggestions for your holiday meal, 

and choose from several classic s~mmer cocktails and fruit?, 
desserts to add to your spread. Find even more creative ways to 
’wow’ your friends and family this weekend on 
nytimes~eomidining. 

Visit njtimi;s,i:omimovii;s to get all of the details on the 
latest "Spider-Man" movie, along with the suecessful 
reception of Seth MaeFav[an’s hilarious comedy, ’FedY Don’t miss 
the latest CrRies’ Picks, "Magic Mike" and ’Take This Waltz" to 
help ym[ decide what to see, Also, diseow~r what is coming soon to 
plan ymtr neKt trip to the theaters, 

¯ Live Coverage o[’~%qmbh!don 
¯ }tflIary Clinton’s L;~st Tout’ as a Rock-St;~r Diplomat 
¯ That Wacky Silicon Valley 
¯ Ann Cm’w’s Tearful Goodbye From ’Today’ 
¯ Men’s Fashion Week 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~¥-r~ 
(Between Juee 27, 2’:.’.’12 - July 2, 2012) 

*. Supreme Court Upholds Health Care Law, 5-4, in Victory for 

Obama 

2. Nora Ephron Dies at 7] ; Writer and Filmmaki;r With a Genius 

fo r H umor 

3, [~’ugman: The Real Winners 

4. What Really Makes Us Fat 

5. Flavor Is Pttiee of ScaNet }h*e of Tom;~toes, Stady Finds 

~ SLIDE .NHO’W." U.S. 

Olympi e Tri al s 
Scenes from the Olympic 
swimming trials in Omaha, 
Nob., track and fieht trials in 
Eugene, Ore., and gymnastics in 
San ,lose, Calif. 

~ INTEIL&CT~VE~ Build a 

Pop Song 
Make your own mix of Cahdllo’s 
song "Right Now," and see if your 
choices match Kuk Harrell’s. 

~ VIDEO~ [n the Land of 

gIue Whales 

Marine biologist Asha de Vos 
wants to save a little understood 
pop.at}on of blue whales off the 
coast of Sri Lanka. 

Join the 
Oonversation 

Celebrities 

}-lave an 

Obligation to 

Come Out? 
In a message in which he came 
out on Monday, ~xderson Cooper 
pointed to the conflict that gay 
celebrities face: "In a perfect 
world, I don’t think it’s anyone 
else’s business," he wrote, "but I 
do think there is value in 
stamting up and being emmted." 

Do gay eelebvities have a mm’al 
obligation to eome ont, to 
eombat homophobia? Of do gay 
star’s have the same fight as 
anyone else to keep their 
romantie lives private, as 



Cooper has for the past 20 years? 

Join the Conversation. 
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TOP NEWS 

Rapid H.I.V. Home Test Wins 
Federal Approval 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

The OraQuick test, which uses a cheek 
swab and gives results in 2o to 4o 
nfinutes, is the first method for 
Ameriem~s to learn in the privacy of 
their own homes whether they are 
infected. 

’ Health Guide: AIDS 

Clinton’s ’Sorry’ to Pakistan 
Ends Barrier to NATO 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

The secretary of state on Tuesday said 
for the first time "we are sorry" for the 
deaths of Pakistani soldiers in a 
November airstrike, and she said 
Pakistan would waive extra truck fees 
for supplies to Afghanistan. 

Judge Helped Egypt’s Military to Cement Power 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The generals wanted to make sure that their ability to control politics was written into the Constitution, the 
judge said, even as they pronfised to hmad authority to elected leaders. 

" ~ Slide Show: Egypt’s Military Rulers Look for Permanent Role 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Democracy isn’t only about casting votes; it’s about building a democratic infrastructure. We put the cart 

in front of the horse." 
TAHANI EL-GEBALI, deputy president of Egypt’s Supreme Constitutional Court, on her discussions with 

the country’s nfilitary about ceding power to civilians. 

WORLD 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Egypt’s Military 
Rulers Look for 



Permanent Role 
Egypt’s nfilitary may have made room 
for a new president, but they aim to hold 
the real power tmtil they have engraved 
their own role in a eoustitution, people 
close to the generals say. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
STO N E ............             :,.=5=============== 

Ameriema project allows traditional 
patriotism and mfiversal morality to co- 
exist. 

The Minimalist grills 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE ~ 

Recipes for summer grilling 

Recipes for summer fruit 
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WORLD 

After 2 Days of Quarreling, Syrian Opposition Draws Up Goals for Transition 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and HWAIDA SAAD 

The goals are part of a move by factions of the Syrian opposition to present themselves as a goverument in 
waiting, but the wrangling seemed to indicate that true unity remained elusive. 

~ Syrian Soldiers Defect en Masse to Turkey 

, The Lede Blog: Protesters Describe Torture by Syrian Security Forces 

¯ " ~ Watching Syria’s War 

Dozens Killed in Rising Iraqi Violence, Including at Least 40 by Truck Bomb 
By TIM ARANGO 

Two of the attacks took place in outdoor food markets, and the variety of methods used has exacerbated a 
sense of fatalism in the country where there has been an upsurge of violence. 

Iran’s President Says New Sanctions Are Toughest Yet 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK and RICK GLADSTONE 

President Mahmoud Ahnaadinejad said the sanctions would not change Iran’s position ha a nuclear dispute. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Odd Alliance Is Forged Over Access to Herring 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

Traditional fishermen and environmental agencies have been working together to impose new regulations on 
trawlers that they say are depleting the herring fishery in New England. 

Fans Howl After Weather Site Buys Out Rival 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ and BRIAN STELTER 

The owners of the Weather Channel said they would not change Weather Undergromad, or its devotion to 
data. 

~ ~ Video: Business Day Live [ Weather Channel 

A Clear Declaration of Intent Is Now Even Clearer 
By DAVID W. DUNLAP 

The New York Times is updating its tradition of presenting a facshnile of the Declaration of Independence on 
the Fourth of July with a much-higher resolution version, accompanied by a trmaseription. 

o ~ Document: The New York Times’ Prints of the Declaration of Independence 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Finding Success on the Oil Frontier 
By STANLEY REED 

Since 2006, Ttfllow Oil has made major discoveries by exploring small oil fields in regions that larger 
eompmfies have nfissed. 

DEALBOOK 
A Chief With Flair Falls From His Perch 
By LANDON THOMAS JR. and MARK SCOTT 

The resignation of Robert E. Diamond Jr., the chief executive of Barclays, was quite a downfall from the 
heights he had attained while leading the British break. 

DEALBOOK 
Barclays’ C.E.O. Resigns as Bank Frames a Defense 
By BEN PROTESS and MARK SCOTT 

Ahead of a British parliamentary hearing, senior Barclays executives said they thought they had implicit 
approval from regtflators to maniptflate interest rates. 

" DealBook: At Barclays, the Search Is On for a Chief Who Can Restore Its Reputation 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Nets Place Star Point-Guard Atop Their New Arena 
By HOWARD BECK 

Deron Williams formally conmfitted to a five-year deal with the Nets Tuesday evening, boosting their 
forttmes on and off the court as the franchise moves to Brookl3aa tlfis fall. 

When It Comes to Re-Signing, Lin and Fields Have Other Suitors 
By NATE TAYLOR 

On Tuesday, the ~ficks restricted free agent Landry Fields signed an offer sheet with the Raptors while the 
Rockets have shown interest in 3eremy Lin. 

METS 11, PHILLIES 1 
Mets Mark the Halfway Point With Bursts of Offense and Confidence 
By ZACH BERMAN 

There were fireworks during and after Tuesday night’s gmne as the Mets collected 15 hits en route to their 
victory over the Phillies at home. 

’. ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

STILL LIFE 
Statue of Liberty, Viewed From Afar With Affection 
By ALASTAIR MACAO LAY 

The drawee critic Alastair Macaulay assesses the Statue of Liberty’s form and line from various angles and 
distmaees, including from his bedroom window. 

AN APPRAISAL 
Sheriff Who Gave Stature to Small-Town Smarts 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Pmdy Griffith’s Sheriff Taylor came along in the early 196os, a time when thhags weren’t looking so good for 
the small-town-is-smarter argument, particularly as it pertained to the South. 

MUSEUM REVIEW 
Throwing Tyranny Overboard 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

Boston Tea Party Ships & Musemn has reopened in new quarters to interpret this senfinal moment of protest 
and revolt in colonial 3anerica’s lfistory. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I HILL COUNTRY BARBECUE MARKET 
An Homage to Texas, by the Pound 
By PETE WELLS 

Moist brisket on greasy butcher paper is not the only reason to eat at Hill Country, but it’s a convincing one. 

" ~ Slide Show 

, Diner’s Journal: Three Dishes at Hill Country Barbecue Market 

When ’Local Sourcing’ Means Aisle a2 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

The foods you grew up with, your not-so-secret desires, may not be organic or artisanal. 
¯ " _~ Tweet Us Your Favorite Guilty-Pleasure Foods 

LETTER FROM PARIS 
A Market Is a Cultural Bouquet Garni 
By ELAINE SCIOLINO 

In the ethnically mad racially rich suburb of St.-Denis, you can find fresh foods and bargains at the food 
market. 

," ~ Slide Show 

¯ 
..M...o..r..e....D..[.n.Ln..g" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Too Quiet, Again, on Health Care 
The 0bama campaign has not forcefully cotmtered Republican misinformation on the reform law. 

EDITORIAL 
Want to Buy a Mutual Fund? 
Some brokers of JPMorgan Chase say that the bank’s profits were put ahead of the needs of investors in 
order to make up for lost boom-era revenues. 

EDITORIAL 
A Moral Right to Counsel 
Now flint the Supreme Court has ruled against mandatory life sentences without parole for juveniles, 
effective lawyers should be provided for new hearings. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Downside of Liberty 
By KURT ANDERSEN 

For hippies and bohemians as for businesspeople mad investors, the extreme individualism of the ’6os has 
been trimnphant. Selfishness won. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Gaelic Guerrilla 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

A Florida congresswomma’s donnybrook with a colorful Galway pol over Ireland’s Che Guevara. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

What Does Morsi Mean for Israel? 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The election of the Muslim Brotherhood candidate, Mohamed Morsi, as president of Egypt is bound to affect 
the peace treaty with Israel. 

, Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On July 4, 1976, the United States celebrated its Bicentennial. In 1776, the Continental Congress adopted the 

Declaration of Independence. 
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Call for applications (Berlin, Vienna, Brus~l~ London, Helsinki, Dublin: June-September 2012) 

- Call for Applications - 
(Berlin, Vimma, Brussels, Londoe~ Helsinld, Dublin: June-September 2012) 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Instimle tbr Cultural Diplomac?; we are wriling to you now to bring lo your atlenfion our upcoming Young I ,eaders Programs hosted by lhe Institule 

for Cultural Diplomacy. We would ~ grateful if you co~fld forward fl-~e mformalion to anyone you [bel reign be intercs~d in Vanicipating. 

(Berlin, Vienna, Brussds, I ~ondor~ Helsinki, Dublin: June Sep~embec 2012) 

The ICD Y~m~g Leaders Forums am intemafionN ne~v~rks of like-minded young individ~s ~th au interest iu devdoping, suppoNng and sus~mng intemulmral 

relations. The first Young Le~le~ Forum w~ &veloNd in 2003 aud we have since devdoNd aM launched a v~ieg~~ of di~mnt bilateral and multilateral fi~mms 

fi)cus on a diverse range oftelafiouships across �he world. Over the past decade fl~e ICD Young Leaders Forum has grown to become one of EumN:’s largest 

independent cuhuml exchange organizations, hosling programs thai [hcilfiate intemclion among ?~)~mg indivi&Ns of all cultural, ~ademic, and professional 

backgrounds, t?om across the world. 

Forum Pn~idpan~ > 
The t~mms are o~n lo applications young prot~ssionals and stu&nts ~ wel~ as other interesmd slakeho~ders fiom across fl-~e world. 

To apply p~e~e click 

The s~akers donng fl~e cont~mnce will include leading figures ~md ex~s from intemal~onal politics (including head of smms and minislem), ac~emm, the diplomatic 

community, civiI society and the private ~c~?c l?om across 1he world. These speakers will inclu& a nmnber ofmdivid~ls from the ICD AdvisoD’ Boar. 

To lem~ morn ag~ut fl~e ICD A&isotw BoaM pleam click hem. 

We are acce~tina applicafions Ibr the followin~ events: 

* ICD Academy for CNtural Diplomacy - JNy Session (Berlin. JNy ~h 13N, 2012) 

~ Cultural Diplomacy in Eum~ Cont~wnce (Viennm JNy 17~ 20th, 2012) 

, Cultural Diplom~y in ~{ca Conference (Berlin, July 23N 27~h, 2012) 

* The Europe Meets Lath~ America Cont}rence (Berlin, .h@ 31 st August 3rd, 2012) 

, The Eurot~ Meets Russm Con~(rence (Bms~ls, August 7th 10{h, 2012) 

, The UK Meets Germany ConI}tvuce (Befli~ Angua~ I4{h 17th, 2012) 

* TheGennanyMeeIsTurkey Cont~rence (Beflfi~ August 14fl~ 17th, 2012) 

, The Gernmny Meets Morocco Coni}rence (Berlin, August 14~ 17lh, 2012) 

, The ~s as Cultural Diplomacy Corfemnce (Lou&on, _August 23N 27th, 2012) 

* The EuroN Meets China Con[~rence (Berlin, September 4N 7th, 2012) 

* Cultural Diplomacy iu EumN Coherence (HelsiNd, SeptemN:r 1 l¢h 14fl~. 2012) 

, The I~aly Meets Ge~any Co~tference ( Berlin, SepIeml~r 18th 21 at, 2012) 

* The Gennm~y Meets Greece Cor~rence (Berlin, Septem~r 17~ - 20th, 2012 

* The Irelm~d Meets Israel & Palestine Co,Yerence: A Forum for Young Leaders (DuNin, September 24~h - 27th, 2012) 

The Institute for Cultu ral Diplomacy 

The Institute ti)r Cultmal Diplom~y is a~ in~mational, not- ~r-ffofit, non-govemmen~l organization w~h headquarters m Berlh~ Gemmny. Over ~he past decade the 

ICD has grown to become one of t?;urog~’s large~ independent culturzd exchange oNa~ations, whose programs i~ili~ m~em~tion [~tween individuals of all 

backgrounds fiom across the world. 

Thank you l})r your a~enfion and for your coot~rafiou in sharing the uews of our uN:oming e~euts. If ?,~u do not wish to receive emails fiom the ICD m tim l)mrc, 

please send us an email to info~culmraldiplom~y.om indicating tiffs. 

With warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Fo~der 
~sfimte for C~mrN Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku~damm Karrce (3rd 
K urf~rstenda~nm 207- 8 Berlin, (ie~ma~y- 10719 

Phone: 00A9(0)30.2360-7680 



searcli ~nd ~reativ~ ~}ity at~aacoiina, ~iiY 20 i2 

People of the Book 
For centuries scholars and 
theologians have debated the 
Qur’an’s confusing passages. 
But Carl Ernst says they’ve 
missed out on a key method 
for unlocking the book’s 
secret. 

E EA~URES 

Getting Ahe~d 
Twice a year, the wails of Rachel Noble created a 

After leaving No Child Left the UNC Neurosciences ............... faster, better way to check 

Behind, North Carolina is :::::::: Hospital are covered with ::::::: our beach water for nasty 
keeping the pa~ that a~ created by patients, contaminants. 
seems to work best 

Vl DE O EN DE AV OR S BE O G P O ST S 

~ video: the new normal 

in @catch o~the New 

Narmal "1 have to find a 

new me," says Rosanne 

Griffith, 61 of Gastonia, 

NC, who is undergoing 

treatment for a chronic 

neuromuscular disorder 

"Right now, the new 



normal changes day to 

day." (UN:[: H~ ai:h (]are) 

~. video: bi,.od .... ieferr~s 

Professors with Passian: 

Opposites may attract, but 

sometimes shared 

interests bring two people 

together. Bill and Marcie 

Ferris, who have been 

married for 16 years, have 

more than a fewthings in 

common. ~Coik~ge of Ar~ 

a pretty significant trend, and I don’t expect it’s going to slow up 

anytime soon. Employers like it because they’re providing less 

coverage. If they can relabel it as consumer-driven then it even 

sounds good." 

--Jonathan Oberlander, in I-Jigh..deductibie i!~surance plans 

become more cornmm~, Washington Post 

MORE IN RESEAR 

h’qmdne cells in the gut may impro~’e caotrel of HIM grawlh (UN:[: 

].~ injustice in kodach .... 

UNC law professor Eric 

Muller on the World-War-II 

internment of Japanese 

Americans. Includes .,~iide 

Junk-food diets spur inflammation more than saturated fats 

aio~e {Ut4C News Seidces} 

wcmen over 50 (UNC Health Cere) 

r=sk (Ub~C News S~ iv=tee) 

Sent to eunice@erna:l.unc~edu --- 
uns~ibec:-ibe from this list I update subscription p:-efere:~ces 
UNC Ch~apel Hill , CB 4D],3 ¯ Chapel Bill, Nc 2759"), 
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Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~orts i Art__s ] Movias I Editorials i Op-~ i On this Day 

~M~ornize~ctav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 
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TOP NEWS 

’N o Child’ Law ~,Vhit tied 

Do~ by W’hlte House 

The Obama administration has freed 
schools in more than half the nation 
from central provisions of No Child 
Left Behind, raising the question of 
whether it has been essentially 
nullified. 

’I’heee Central Banks Act to 

Sfim~llate More Borrowing 

Banks in Europe and China 

concern about waning economic 
growth, a response that was all the 
more striking because it was 
uncoordinated. 

A Packed Boat, a Celehvafion, a Deadly Turn 

Neither the police nor Coast Guard officials could say with certainty just what had caused the boat 
to capsize, killing a boy and two girls. 

~r-] Graphic: Boat Capsizes Ai~er Fireworks Show 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’"lhe problem is that money has no roots. A banana tree? Cnt the fi’uiL it grows again~ Money - once ~on 

rise it, it’s gone." 

JEAN-LOU~N NAINT THOM~, a Haitian who received a payment after his farm was seized fur a 

uew industrial park. 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ st,mE s.ow,. 
VVhere Tech 

Ent~’ep~’ene~Ps 

Meet 
So-called hacker hostels in the Bay 
Area have become popular among 
aspiring technology entrepreneurs. 
Young programmers, designers and 
scientists go to them to work, eat and 
sleep. Most go for the camaraderie 
and exchange of ideas. 

~ Related Articie 

OPiNiON 

Songs ~%ga inst 

Drilling 
An Op-Doc message on 
hydraulic fracturing to 
rattle the walls in 
Albany. 

Danny OeVito in "The 
Sunshine Boys" 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

A Jesse Eisenberg theatricai premiere 

A dar~: irish voice revisits his rage 



WORLD 

Earthquake Rellef V~q~ere Haiti ~sn’t Broke~ 

As rebuilding lags, the showcase project of reconstruction is an industrial park in an undamaged 

area and in a venture that risks benefiting foreign companies more than Haiti itself. 

Issues snrrounding the drafting of nltra-Orthodox men and Arab citizens into the military or 

national service mask more fundamental questions in Israel. 

Confidant of Syria’s President Is Said to Have Defected a~ad l~’led to T*~rkey 

I[ confirmed, the deseffdon by Manaf Tlass would be the first fi’om President Bashar al=Assad’s gilded 

circle since the uprising began, and an indication that the regime’s cohesion was cracking. 

¯ More World News 

Ir~ Close "Vot% Presbyterian Church Rejects Divesting h~ l,irms That ~d Israeli 

Occupation 

The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) voted to replace the divestment measm’e with a resolution to 
encourage "positive investment" in the occupied territories. 

Killed by Thousands, Varmint V~qlI Never Quit 
~.h: T iE:b 

Over the past deeade, a federal eradication program has come dose to eliminating the large rodeuts 
~n the Delmarva Peninsula, but they have proved to be a resilient adversary. 

Lifeguard Says }~[e Chose Sax4~tg Man Over Saving Job 

A Florida lifeguard fired for breaking a rule while tD’ing to rescue someone has been offered his job 
back, but says he does not want it. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Crammed Into Cheap Bunks~ D~’eamh~g of Future Digital Glo~’y 

Sleep next to heaps of laundry; eat ham out of the package; work till 3 in the morning. Such is life 
at "hacker hostels," where young digerati network and keep their expenses down. 

Chh~ese Cars Make Valuable Gains i~ Emergh~g Markets 

Chinese ears are growing in popularity in countries like Brazil, Russia and Saudi Arabia, where 
buyers are more interested in low cost than in Western brands. 

India VCelghs Providing l@ee Drugs at State-Rnn Hospitals 

A proposal to provide essential drugs free to hospital patients would fill a gap in health care at 
India’s state-owned hospitals, many of which require patients to buy their own drugs. 

S P O RTS 

Knieks Oct Kidd and Make Plans to Keep Lin 

Jason Kidd, who was set to rejoin Dallas, made a late and stnnning reversal and agreed to .join the 
Knieks instead, while aeremy Lin agreed to an offer sheet with Houston. 

~Nash 
Heads to Lakers ~ Hers Hope to SettEe Into grooK;yn 

METS 6, PHILLIES 5 

Dickey Strnggles, but V~qqght Caps Mets* ~A;ild Rally ~n 9th 

R.A. Dickey did not display the dominance he has shown so often this season, but David Wright’s hit 
in the bottom of the ninth capped a late Mets comeback to defeat the Phillies. 

~ 
~ox Score I Play-by-Play 



Bats: Ceilins ~uses About Dickey’s All-Star Options 

Yankees+ Knroda V~ras Molded by Pain in ,Japan 

L:: i.+:..dlL, 

For Yankees pitcher tiiroki Kuroda, the hardships he endured [flaying baseball in Japan almost 

drove him out of the game, but it may have ultimately helped him surpass expectations. 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

v~qmt’s Hiding ~n Plain Sight 

In a midcareer survey at the Guggenheim, the Dutch artist Rineke Dijkstra reflects, in photographs 

and video, on what people keep hidden, with a special focus on youth. 

MOVIE REVIEW j ’SAVAGES’ 

Stone and H~s Stoner~ Face t~e ~reed K~l~ers 

"Savages," Oliver Stone’s feverish adaptation of Don Winslow’s drag-war novel, is a pulpy daylight 

noir, a western, a stoner buddy movie and a love story. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

°Central Parkl ~1~ ,&l~tho]o~# 

In "Central Park: An Anthology," edited by Andrew Blauner, New York’s 843-acre emerald 

rectangle is celebrated by an eclectic assortment of writers. 

Mere Airs News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIBqV ] ’KATY PERRY: PART OF ME’ 

A Pop Sweefie ~Nith Edge 

"Katy Perw: Part of Me" documents the 2Oll concert tour of that pop singer, who is an energetic, 

industrious personification of the paradoxes that contemporary commercial music encompasses. 

The Rake’s Progress," A Midcareer Leap fo~" McCona~ghey 

Matthew MeConaughey has set aside his standing as a romantic-comedy lead to pursue a series of 

grittier and more complicated characters. 

~ Slide 8how 

’Magic Mike’ Is Big Draw for Gay Men 

Interviews around the country show that gay men have been flocking to "Magic Mike" in numbers 

not seen since "Brokeback Mountain" in 2oo5. 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Romney Changes His ~Iind~ Again 
A meaningless spat obscm’es health care issues that Mitt Romney does not want to address in order 

to keep the Republican Party’s conservative base happy. 

EDITORIAL 

A compromise gives the United States and Pakistan a chance to arrest a downward spiral in their 

troubled and mutually dependent relationship. 

EDITORIAL 

Bank Scandal Deepens 

A thorough investigation of rate-manipulation will need to answer questions about what the 

authorities knew about rate-rigging and when they knew it. 

o Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

V~or "ldngman’s Constltntion 



Liberals need to provide a constitutional counternarrative supporting the powers of government 

under attack by conservatives. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Off a~d O~t ~N~th M~tt Romney 

All the talk of offshoring and outsoureing has Mitt Romney on the defense. But what was good for 

Bain Capital definitely would not be good for America. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Honor Code 

It’s no longer debatable that boys are lagging in school. Serving them effectively is going to require 

some scrambling of educational culture. 

~ Columnist Pa~e ] E~log 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 6, ~957, Althea Gibson became the first black tennis player to win a Wimbledon singles 

title, defeating fellow American Darlene Hard 6-3, 6-2. 

Yet~ received this message becat~se you signed t~p rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
~he TRUST~ pdvacy program; w~ are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 
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inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

vacca~-ellaea@monte vallo .edu 

attention faculty, and grad s~dents - call for papers for November SAMLA conference 

To: Factflty and Graduate Studeuts 

I received the follomng request from Professor Eric Vaccarella, Spanish Program at the UniversiD’ of Montevallo in Montevallo, Alabama. He is chairing two panels at 

this year South Atlantic Modem Language Association (SAMLA) conference in Durham, and he is in need of submissions for his pauels. Below you will find the call for 

paper submissions tbr each panel. If you have questions or wish to submit a paper, please contact Professor Vaccayella directly at vaccarellaea@montevallo~edu 

I have no furlker inlbnnafion aN)at’this. 

Two Calls for papers for 2012 SAMLA (South Atlantic Modern Language Association) being held biovember 9-11, 2012 in Durham, 
North Carolina. Special Focus of this year’s conference is "Text as Memoir: Tales of Travel, Immigration, and Exile." Please visit 

.h___t__t__lZ.__/_!__~_£1~lio_=R~ik_e_._~__d___u__/__ for more information about the conference. 

SPANISH III-A (COLONIAL SPANISH AMERICAN LITERATURE) 
Cr6nicas, Reladones, and Other Writings of the Spanish Colonial Southeast 
This session invites submissions related to any aspect of Spanish colonial texk~ treating joumeys 

of discovery, exploration, or ~ttlement of the geographical territory that now comprises the 

Southeastern United States. Some tx~ssible topics of interest include The De Soto Chronicles, 
Alvaac Nfifiez Cabeza de Vaca. eMy Spanish depictions and descriptions of Amerindian peoples, 

textual manifestations of territorial disputes with other European colonial powers, texts 

relating to maritime explorations of the Atlantic Coas~t and the Gulf of Mexico, La PTorida as a 

literaiy space, writiugs pertaining to lesser-known Spanish entradas in the Southeast, m~th and 

imagination iu texts of the Spanish Colonidl Southeast, intersections of histoiy and literature, La 
Florida del Inca, contemporary depictions of the Spanish Colonial Southeast written by 
foreigners, religious te~s. This will be a regular session composed of four panelists, each 

presenting papers of between 15-20 minutes in Spanish or English. Please do not hesitate to 
call (205-665-6410) or email with questions or inquiries. Please submit abstracts of between 
300-400 words to Eric Vaecarella, University of Montevallo, at vaccarellaea@montevallo.com 
by July 15, 2012. 

SPANISIt III-B (NINETEENTII-CENTURY SPANISH AMERICAN LITERATURE) 
Nineteenth-Century Lathi American Travelers, Writers, Journalists, mid Observers in the 
Southeastern United States 
This session invites submissions related to any aspect of writings by Latin American authors that 
treat the nineteenth-century Southeastern United States. The topic is widely defined and is not 
limited to texts traditionally categorized as "literary." Some possible topics of interest include 
nineteenth-century Latin American fiction with a connection to the Southeastern United States; 
accounts of the region by nineteenth-century Latin American travelers, journalists, diplomats, 
merchants, etc.; shifting borders and the territorial and cultural definitions of Latin America and 
the United States in the nineteenth century; the Gulf Coast region as a zone of cultural contact 
and interaction; contemporary Latin American depictions of or discussions about slavery in the 
United States; the US Civil War from a Latin American perspective; nineteenth-century writings 
by or about Latin American immigrants and migrants in the Southeastern United States; 
relationships between nineteenth-century US and Latin American authors; the nineteenth century 
Southeastern United States as depicted in later Latin American fiction. This will be a 
regular session composed of four panelists, each presenting papers of between 15-20 minutes 
in Spanish or English. Please do not hesitate to call (205-665-6410) or email with questions or inquiries. Plea~se submit abstracts of between 300-400 words to Eric 

Vaccarella, University of Montevallo, at vaccarelIae~(~montew~]]o.com by July ] 5, 2012. 

Natalie Hartman 

AssccJate Directer 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke Nniversity 

phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 
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TOP NEWS 

Job Weakness Starts to Shape 
Election Tone 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

With Friday’s report showing the 
maemployment rate stuck at 8.2 percent, 
what looked like a blip has become a 
streak, and the economy is mflikely to 
pick up much before November. 

’- Economix Blog: Who’s in Charge of Fixing 
This? I Another (Seasonally Adjusted) 

Slowdown 

Afghan Conflict Losing Air 
Power as U.S. Pulls Out 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

The crucial role played by Americm~ 
warplanes in Afghanistan raises 
questions about the prospects for the 
fight against the Taliban in the future. 

" Slide Show: On Board the U.S.S. John C. 
Stennis I Video 

’. ~’~ Graphic: A Closer Look at One Carrier’s Deployment 

Syrian’s Defection Signals Eroding Support for Assad 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

While Brig. Gen. Manaf Tlass drew world attention when he fled on Thursday, President Bashar al-Assad’s 
bigger military challenge is the swelling nmnber of silent objectors in Syria. 

. U.N. Commander Says Syria Violence Is ’Unprecedented’ 

¯ . ~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s War 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This economy has no forward momentum and little help from monetary or fiscal policy. " 
KATHY BOSTJANCIC, director of macroeconomic analysis for the Conference Board. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Fighting to Uphold 
a Musical 



Tradition After a Wildfire 
Wildfires destroyed the Flying W Ranch 
near Colorado Springs, and the musical 
tradition of the Wranglers, four singing 
cowboys. 

¯ " Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I 
DISUNION 
The Author of the 
Civil War 
By CYNTH IA WACHTELL 

Why Sir Walter Scott 
dominated southern literary taste 
before, during and after the conflict. 

A princess has to eat 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Fjord hopping in Norway 

Vacation sabotage: Don’t let it happen to you! 

nytimes,�o.m TRAViEL 

WORLD 

Leader of U.N. Proposes New Role for Monitors in Syria 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

Ban Ki-moon, the United Nations secretary general, said a suspended observer mission should not be 
disbanded but instead should work to encourage a political solution in Syria. 

15 Killed in U.S. Drone Strike in Pakistan 
By SALMAN MASOOD and IHSANULLAH TIPU MEHSUD 

The strike, the first since Pakistan reopened NATO supply routes this week, took place in North Waziristan, 
at a eonapotmd omaed by a Taliban commander nmned Ralfimullah, according to local residents. 

Egypt’s New Leader Orders Inquiry on Killings of Protesters 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

President Mohamed Morsi’s decree to investigate the killing of protesters before and during the uprising 
appeared to be a challenge to the authority of Egypt’s security services. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Rift Forms in Movement as Belief in Gay ’Cure’ Is Renounced 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Alan Chambers, president of Exodus Interuational, declared that there was no cure for homosexuality and 
that "reparative therapy" offered false hopes to gays and could even be harmful. 

After Wildfire, a Cowboy Band Fights to Keep a Heritage Alive 
By JACK HEALY 

In the worst-hit coruer of the West’s brutal fire season, a racing blaze made quick work of the Flying W 
Ranch, and of the musical tradition of four singing cowboys. 

’. ~:~ Slide Show 

Delicate Pivot as G.O.P. Blasts Rivals on Medicare 
By JACKIE CALMES 

Though House Republicans are now attacking Democrats by saying the health care law will cut Medicare by 
$5oo billion, they have voted for just such a reduction twice since 2oao. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Tech Companies Leave Phone Calls Behind 
By AMY O’LEARY 

Increasingly, social technology bttsinesses are taking an antisocial attitude to callers, making themselves 
available to customers via e-mail, Twitter messages and Web sites. 



Today’s Key to Selling Magazines: A TV Doctor 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

The television celebrity Dr. Oz is helping to sell magazines at a time when the industry is struggling to figure 
out how to appeal to readers. 

After Delay, OxyContin’s Use in Young Is Under Study 
By BARRY MEIER 

Hoping to win a six-month extension of protection from generic competition, the maker of OxyContin is 
renewing a clinical trial. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 10, RED SOX8 
Yankees Hold Onto Late Lead in Slugfest Against the Red Sox 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

In tiffs small chapter of the Yankees-Red Sox rivalry, each team sent nine men to the plate and scored five 
runs in the first inning before the starters settled doma. 

-’ ~-’-~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Misfortune Keeps Piling It On, but Boston Is Far From Flattened 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The Red Sox are over .5oo without three starting pitchers, their closer, their left fielder, their center fielder, 
their second baseman, a backup outfielder and two setup men. 

CUBS 8, METS 7 
Mets’ Rally Can’t Negate Santana’s Unsightly Night 
By ANDREW KEH 

dohan Santana, making his final start before the All-Star Game, gave up 13 hits and sltmk off the field in the 
fifth inning of the Mets’ one-run loss to the Cubs on Friday. 
:’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

’ Baseball Roundup: Howard Back From Injury, but Phillies Lose to Braves 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Leaving Behind Cute Horses for Dark Birds 
By PATRICK HEALY 

The Handspring Puppet Company, which created the title character in "War Horse," has new creations in a 
darker play, "Crow," in London. 

THEATER TALKBACK 
Making an Entrance 
By ALEXIS SOLOSKI 

How a character arrives oustage tells us a lot, from Lear with the body of his daughter to Mary Tyrone’s 
morphine haze. 

" What’s Your Most Memorable Entrance Onstage? 

The Extras Get a Life 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

The writer mad blogger John Scalzi plays with science-fiction convention in his novel "Redshirts." 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Single in Chicago 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

On a solo trip to the Windy City, certain questions arise. What’s with the go-go dmacers? kind, is that a pickup 
line or are you just being nice? 

~ ~,~ Slide Show: Views of the Venues 



JOURNEYS 
Brewing a New Beer Scene in London 
By EVAN RAIL 

After decades of decline, the city’s beer culture has been revived with ma infusion of new breweries mad pubs. 

OVERNIGHTER 

On a Turkish Isle, Winds Tend the Vines 
By KATIE PARLA 

The tiny island of Bozcaada has become one of Turkey’s most pronfising wine destinations thanks, in part, to 
winds that make "you feel like you are sailing." 

¯ ’ ~{ Slide Show: Scenes From Bozcaada 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Square Off Over Jobs 
President Obama’s policies have helped the economy, but Mitt Ronmey’s proposals wouldn’t. 

EDITORIAL 
An Urgent Plea for Mercy 
Georgia’s pardon board should conmmte the death sentence of a mentally retarded mm~ to life without 
parole. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Attack on Planned Parenthood 
The Legislature in North Carolina is at it again, confing up with a new ploy to try to strip Planned 
Parenthood of financing and hurt all women in the state ha the process. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Responsibility Begins at Conception 
By SHARI MOTRO 

Men who conceive with a woman to whom they are not married should pay pregnancy-support alimony, or 
"preglimony." 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Our Political Black Hole 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Did you hear about the discovery of the Higgs boson, people? Since it’s such exciting news, let’s see what it 
meant for the presidential race! 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Libor’s Dirty Laundry 
By JOE NOCERA 

The Brits are in an uproar over the rate-fixing scandal. What will it take to get the same response here? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 7, 1981, President Reagan announced he was nonfinating Arizona Judge Sandra Day O’Connor to 

become the first fenmle justice on tim United States Supreme Court. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_k~ 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Trails Rom~W Agai~                         ~ 

i~ Battle for Campaig~ Cash 

Mitt Romney and the Republican National Committee outraised President Obama’s money machine 
for the second month in a row. Democratic-aligned "super PACs" are also trailing their G.O.P. 
counterparts. 

DF-ALBOOK 

Bank Sca~daJ Tm-~s Spotlight to Regulators 

Politicians in both London and Washington are looking into whether regulators allowed banks to 
report false rates in the run-up to the 2oo8 financial crisis and afterward. 

Parties’ Tactics Eroding Unity Left and Right 

President Obama and top Republicans made politically charged proposals on Monday on tax cuts 
and health care, but each risked opening fissures in their own ranks. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Am I going to die? Is my babg going to have a mommy in fi~e years?" 

CASSANDRA CAI[’ON. an iS-year-old who agreed to a genetic test on a tumor in her eye. 

SCIENCE 

~ st,mE s.ow: 
Temples of 

Mya~m~ar 
Bagan, Myanmar, 
eontains an nnparalleled 
eoneentvation of temple 
arehiteetnre, featuring sophisticated 
vaulting techniques not seen in 
other Asian eivilizations. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
I[~ Are You I 

APe YO~_I an : :: ~n 

Optimist oP a. Optimist 

The filmmaker’s brief, 

interactive qnestionnaire ean help you decide. 

Countdown to the Olympics 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE x 

Katie and Tom, spiitsviiie 

WORLD 

Egy])t’s MiHtary a~d President Escalate Their Power Struggle 

Egypt’s highest court and its most senior generals dismissed President Mohamed Morsi’s order to 
restore the dissolved Parliament, reflecting dueling claims to the country’s emerging polities. 



E~ Video: Political Conflict Grows in Egypt 

As Islamlsts Gah~ lnfluence~ V~:ashlngton Reassesses Who Its Friends 

Long-held beliefs about allies and potential enemies have been upset as the Obama administration 
navigates the tumnltnous events of the Arab Spring. 

~E] Series: The New islamists 

On North Korean "1%~, a Dash of (U~iapproved) Disney Magic 

The appearance of costumed versions of Tigger, Minnie Mouse and other characters from the United 
States, North Korea’s enemy, was remarkable fare on tightly controlled North Korean television. 

o Mere World News 

GENETIC GAMBLE 

A Life-Death Predictor Adds to a 
i-h: .:57/.: 

Where doctors once made predictions based on a tnmoffs appearauce, a new genetic test offers hope 
to patients with huge melanomas of the eye. 

Obama’s Ca~np Makes Aggressive Push for Romney to Disclose Off,shore 

Senior aides say that the push is not an attack on Mitt Romney’s wealth, but pat’t of a broader plan 
to disqualify his economic credentials in the eyes of voters. 

On the Beach~ in the Buff. In \gisconsln? 

Nudists have been eoming to Mazo Beach for decades, but they worry that their temmus acceptance 
is being threatened by visitors who have been engaging in sex and nsing drugs. 

* Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

As They Lose Traffic~ Once B*~stlh~g ~drpor ts Have Space to I-le~t t 

Airports in St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and other secondary cities are having to address 
vacant terminals and hangars as they lose business to bigger destinations. 

A Reality Series Intr~des on Silicon Valley, and Finds It CHngi~g 

The new Bravo reality series "Silicon Valley" puts a spotlight, and not necessarily a flattering one, 
on the technology industry. 

DEALBOOK 

Reg~lIators Looldng Into Co~lp at D~lke Energy 

A boardroom coup at Duke Energy, the nation’s largest electric utility, is expected to come under 
scrutiny on Tuesday when North Carolina regulators question the company’s chief executive, 
dames E. Rogers. 

o Mole BusJr~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

A Soccer Prodlgy~ at Home in Brazi~ 

Neymar, a target of European teams since he was ~4, has stayed home and become the face (and 
future) of his sport’s South American mecca. 

2012 LONDON OLYMPICS BLOG 

The Soccer Chronicles: Better ’I’rahfing Through Techno|ogy 

Heather O’Reilly discusses the technology that has helped the United States women’s soccer team 
better assess its fitness and improve its training. 

One Made It by V~ater~ and Another by Land 

A runner and a swimmer were not formally introdueed while at U.C. Davis, but now they are again 
competing for the same team, this time in London. 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEVV 

Raw V~qt of the Irish Soul, Fed by Hope and Fear 



"DruidMurphy," a cycle of three plays by Tom Murphy tied loosely by the theme of emigration, 

explores how the forces of histolT have shaped generations of Irish men and women. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I’NY MED’ 

Ready for a Close-Up o~ the Oper~t~g Table 

ABC’s new eight-part documenta~T sm~es, "NY Med," follows the doctors, nurses and patients at the 

Columbia and Weill Cornell campuses of New York-Presbyterian Hospital. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Go~g Steady Wlth ~ Telel~OVeIa 

Billed as an English-language telenovela based on a Mexican show, "Hollywood Heights" 0n 

Nickelodeon asks for five-nights-a-week devotion. 

o More A~s News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

A Gold Rt~sh i~ the Abyss 

A new understanding of marine geology has led to the discovery of hundreds of deposits rich in gold, 
silver and copper in volcanic zones across the seabed. 

~r~ Graphic Mining Deep Seabeds 

Gateway to Myanmar’s Past, a~ad Its F~ture 

The remnants of a magnificent Buddhist city that reached its height in the ~lth and ~2th centuries 
are helping Myanmar open up to the outside world. 

i " " ~ Slide Show: lemples of Myanmar 

ESSAY 

A Blip That Speaks of" Ore" Place in the Un[~erse 

The discovery of what appears to be the Higgs boson capped one of the most remarkable intellectual 
adventures in human history. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Need to Agree to Agree 
President Obama challenges Republicans to keep taxes low for most Americans, and he’s right on 
fairness and the facts. 

EDITORIAL 

L~bya’s Election 
Libya’s successful voting for the national assembly is an important step forward. 

EDITORIAL 

Florld#s Gun Law Morass 
A federal court struck down one of the more nonsensical of Florida’s many risky gnn laws. Similar 
wisdom should be applied to the Stand Your Grmmd law. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

C~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Let’s Draft Our Ydds 

A new draft with the option of nonmilitary national sevvice would maintain the size and quality of 
our vohmteer force while improving it and saving the government money. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Oppo~’ttmi[y Gap 

In a year consumed by the ineqnality problem, one demographic has gone largely unreported: our 
children. Robert Pntnam sheds new light. 

~-ED COLUMNI~ 

Love Among the Spuds 

A lesbian congresswoman tests the soil in Wisconsin. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Jnly lo, 194o, during World War II, the 114-day Battle of Britain began as Nazi fovees began 

attacking sonthern England by air. By late Oetober, Britain managed to repel the Luftwaffe, which 

suffered heavy losses. 
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Draw, Experience, Discus~ ENoy: Summer at "the Ackland 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

£cMar~d Art Museum Co~ect~on 
Opens Friday, 1 3 July 201 2 

Selected by Emily Kass, Director 

of the Ack[and Art Museum, this 

exhibition brin~s tosether 

hNh[i~hts from the Ack[and’s 

8rowin8 permanent co[[ecOon of 

art sir~ce 1950. 

Abstract and fi£ura[ wor~ in the 

exhibition ranse from the 

powedut--such as Willie Core’s 

Nan Spirit NasA, Alison Saar’s 

~moMn’ Pepe Chaud, and 

Seymour Lipton’s Sentinel II--to 

the playful, inc[udin8 Sandy 

Sko!~tund’s A Breeze at Work and 
Hans (Jean) Arp’s The 5meli Theater. 

On ~ew durhN the months of July and Ausust 2012, the 30 pa~ntinss, 

sculptures, and photosraphs in Director’s ChNce may even offer visitors 

hints of summertime places, acti~ties, and sensations; consider Julian 

Stanczak’s Glare, Fetrath Hines’ Aquatic A~entures, Jules OtitsM’s Waves 

and Clouds, and Burk Uzzte’s Red Hamburgers. 

Remember: Museum admission is always free! 

Museum Hours: Wed o SaL: 10 AM- 5 PM, Thurs: 10 AM - 8 PM, Sun: 1 PM 

- 5 PM. Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. 

Saturday, 14 July, 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

On the second Saturday of every 

month, Arnanda Hu£hes, the 

Ack[and"s director of external 

affairs, leads partidpants in a 

creative exploration of a 

particular object in Lhe Museum"s 

collection. 

grin8 paper and dry media 

(crayon, pencils, etc.). A[i [eve& 

are welcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Draw~n$ for Tweens 



Saturday, 14 July, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

This program invites 10- to 13-year- 

otds to look at selected works in the 

Ackland’s galleries and identify 

techniques that the artists used to 

make them. Gail.ery teachers 

demonstrate and teach partidpants 

technical skit[s, which they can then 

appty to their own artistic creations. A 

mix of drawing from works on display 

and creating one’s own original, works 

is offered in each session. Material.s 

are provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Pre-reostration required: 

culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

Sunday, 15 Judy, 2:00 PM 

Every third Sunday of the 

month, enjoy music in the 

Acktand gal.l.eries. A wide 

varieb! of performers can 

be heard, from c:l.assical. 

quartets to bluegrass, to 

enhance your Museum 

experience. 

This Sunday, the Ack[and 

wetcomes back the group 

that makes big sounds 

with tiny instruments! The 

Durham Ukulele Orchestra prays a range of tunes, from jazz standards to 

rock ctassics tike "Psycho Kil.l.er" by Tatking Heads--al.[ on ukul.e[es! 

Free and open to the public. 

Monday, 16 June, 3:00 PM 

Orange County Public Library, Hfllsborough 

Led by Ackl.and educator Beth Shaw 

McGt4re, "Making Dreams Real" 

demonstrate to tweens and teens (ages 

11-19) how works of art at the Ackl.and 

Art Museum depict artists’ dreams, 

both good and bad. Participants 

then visual.ly express their own dreams 

on a canvas using charcoal (note: dress 

for mess). 

Free; £__n__[i___n__e____r___e_~i__s__t__r__a__t__i_£__n_. required or 

ca~l 919.2:45.2525. 

Please note thct this is event will be 

held ut the Orenge County Publ.ic 

Library in Hil.l.sborough. 

Ar’t & L~terature ~n the Galleries 

Summer 2012: "Black Experience in Modern and 

Contemporary Art and Literature" 

The Ackl.and’s popular Art & Literature in the Gal.[eries program continues 

this summer with a reading setection that will. broaden appreciation for 

and expl.ore relationships between works on view at the Ackl.and. 



Thursday, 19 July, 6:30 PM 

Gloria Naylor’s Mama Day 

This never exptores the dash between ideas 

commonty herd in urban, "modern" America 

and cultural behefs deeply rooted tn reUfiion 

and spiriLuaUty. Like Sul~, iL grapples with a 

tender but painful relationship between two 

women, in this case the mysUca[ heater 

Mama Day and her Uberated great-niece, 

Opheha. Among the Ack[and wor~ we 

bring into our discussion wilt be AUson Saar’s 

Smokin’ P~p~ Ch~ud and Cool ~m~n, both 

of wMch reference transformaUona[ energy as weft as idenUty 

stereotypes. 

FaciUtated by program coordinator Leshe Ba[kany. 

Free ~ Ackland members, high school students, and valid UNC 

OneCard holders I $5 each session for all others. 

As space is Hmited, pre-re~stration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Sunday, 22 July, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Cerebrate the season by Ustenin~ to 

coot stories about summer fun! The 

Acktand’s Summer Read-In presents 

~reat chitdren’s and adotescent 

titerature read atoud in the Acktand’s 

~aUeries from 2:00 to 4:00 PM. 
Throughout the afternoon, make a 

funny bu~ or other paper sculptures at 

the CreaUon Station or find treasures 

tn the Museum w~th Scavenger Hunts 

~n the ~aUeHes. 

Come for a ~tt~e ~ffe or stay f~r the w~)[e a~.erno(m 

Recommended fbr children ages 4 to IB years 

Look~ 
"Last Look" Tour - Chords of Memory: Litho.~raphs by 

Thomas Hart Benton ......................................................... 

Sunday 5 August, 2:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 



Tuesday, 31 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Tuesday, 7 Auo=ust, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by 8enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends tike you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership doUars support our mission! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

Imases: 

Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oi~ on canvas. 

Ack~and Fund. © Estate of AFthUF Dove. 

Jutian Stanczak, American (born in Poland), born 1928: Glare, 1969; acrytic on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Edsar Desas, French, 1834-191 7: Spenish Dance, c. 1885, cast 1921; bronze. Ack[and Fund. 

Sondra Dorn, Re]’lectfon Series: Desert Mornfn~ (yellow ochre), 2012; dyed textile with stitchin8 mounted on board. 

Sismar P otke, German, 1941-2010: His Hf~hness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wenn z~hlen die Punkte), 

2002. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Cotlection. 

Francisco de Goya, Spanish, 1 746-1828: The Sleep o]" Reason Produces Monsters E! Sueno De Le Razon Produce 

Monstruos), Prate 43 of Los Caprichos, 1799; etchin8 with aquatint. Acktand Fund. 

Camit[e Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks o]" the Oise, Neer Pontoise, 1876; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Forward this email 

rhea email was sent to eumce@emaH.tlnc.edu by .&s__b__o_%g_j__e_s__@_e___m__a_jj=__u_[!£:_e__d__u_ 

Update Profile/Emai] Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :10:1 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 2:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu~~ 

A Judicial Coup? 

N:i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL. 34 NO. ~4 Visit h:b.f’o~uk E~ 

LRB cover art A Judicial Coup? 

Adam Shatz in Egypt 

On 24 June, when Motel was declared the ufinner, E~pt 

dodged a bullet. A Shafiq victory would have been a 

profound setback for the revolution. Instead Egypt has 

its fi~.st civilian president a fo~rner prisoner of 

Mubarak, and the region its first Islamist head of state. 

Morsi moved immediately to reassure people that he 

does n [] t intend to govern as a representative of the 

Brotherhood, from which he resigned [] a symbolic 

move, but an important one nevertheless. He also tried 

to assuage other fears by promising to have a Copt and 

a woman as his vice presidents. But Mol~i [] s swearing- 

in on 3° June did not mark the handover to a civilian 

government so much as a new and trie!der stage in 

Egypt [] s transition. M ore 

i could: ve sold to russia or china 
Jeremy HmiJng ~n Bradley ?vlanning 

At his work station in a prefab intelligence building in Iraq, Bradley Manning came 

rapidly to feel that secrecy was a blight on everything he valued. Above all, that it set 

the scene ff~r illegali .ty and swept up hm~edly behind it. There is a new fixation with 

secrecy in an age in which information overkill is the real ally of regimes that wish to 

march people away in broad daylight. The internet shines a light on everything and 

everyone, o-4/7: a source of strength, for hackers and evangelists like Assange, is 

always a potential weakness, as it is for their sworn enemies. More 

Travelling Southwards 
S~drew 0[3 Hagan on [3 l:ifb~ Sha@ s of Gre}q] 

Hf~. Shades of Grey deploys eveiy bonkbuster elich[] in existence [] powei~ul men, 

private planes and multiple orgastns. But the trilogy also responds to a new measure 

of doubt in the recession culture of today: Anastasia, towards the end of the first 

volume, becomes uneasy about the money thing. Before splitting up with Chris [] 

don[]t wori% they,ll be back on the thwacking sled, and more vigorously, in Fifty 

Shades Darker [] she gives him back the laptop, the ear and the BlackBerl3~. 

There [] s a crunch to the gg’avel beneath her feet as she walks away: I [] m not a 

whore, she thinks. If you want to buy me you[]ll have to up your game and tell ine 

who you ieally are. I dese~w-e love. The ieal deal. Then we can go to the Red Room 

and then we can spend your money. More 

::N:: National Theatre 

::X:: Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 



Short Cuts 

Paul Krugmm~ 

Cepy*igbt ,~ Lot:den Re, Jew of Boris [] 28 Little Rnssdl Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: R~;~st>:J @kb co t~k "" You cat~ uiv~ubscibe <:i t~pda~e ",, ou* en:,tJl pre~>r<m,:s at any time on ore- website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Thanking the donor and thoughts on rescheduling the comparative globalization program 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin Al~erica, Africa and the Middle Bast Programs Director 

2@16 FEDEX Global E~ucation Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + i 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Sun, 23:14:44 -0500 

To: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thanking the donor and thoughts on rescheduling the comparative globalization program 

Sorry for the delay! Below is a thank-you note for Twelve Labours: 

To whom it may concern, 

I would like to express my gratitude to the Twelve Labours Foundation for making it possible for me to learn an incredible amount about the current global system. Without the 

foundation’s grant to the Tanzania-Mexico comparative globalization program, I would not have been able to participate in this experience, which has significantly impacted my 

life and the way I analyze information about globalization. 

Although I had studied economic, global, and cultural globalization prior to this past semester, my understanding of many issues and complexities was simply lacking, as in order to 

really understand the effects of globalization, it is absolutely necessary to witness them first-hand. The opportunity to reinforce the concepts and theories we studied with our 

professors by personally discovering how they play out in the real world has provided me with tools for critically examining globalization and development discourse that will be 

invaluable to me in my academic and professional life. The Tanzania-Mexico program as made possible by the Twelve Labour Foundation’s support has permanently and 

significantly enhanced my perception and understanding of the world. 

Sincerely, 

¯ Rodney Vargas <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Students, 

hope you are having a great spring semester. 

Just to add to Eunice’s message, your letter addressed to the Twelve Labours Fouudation can be sent to my attention and I will be sure to tbrward it to the donors that 

contributed significantly to maJ~e this program possible. They would love to hear that you are grateful for their encouragement to run this type ofi~movative study 

abroad programs. 

Thin]ks in advance for taking time to do this¯ I know how busy you must be now. I also want yoa to know that I appreciate that you are such ethical m~d great 

studeuts. 

Sincerely, 

Rodney 

eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Dear scholars of globalization, 

Greetings. 

I write with two requests today: 

1) It would mean the world to me if you sent Rodney ’thank you notes’ that he could send to the donor who made possible for us to engage with serious and 

urgent issues emerging from debates on globalization and development. I know that there were issues with the program, but I trust that you can send these 

notes highlighting what the program meant to you and how it transformed you, and how important it would for students to have the opportunity to participant in 



the program in the future. 

If you could send the thank you notes by end of February that would be great. 

2) Study Abroad will be restructuring the program in the coming months. In this process your voices will be central and thus Rodney will be in touch in the coming 

months asking you for suggestions on ways of rethinking the program. 

I thank you for being great students and ethical and grounded global citizens. 

With best wishes, Dr. Sahle. 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin _8:lerica, Africa a:~d the Middle East Progrsrls Director 

Study Abxoad Oilice 

2016 mEDEK Global Education Center 

301 Pittsbeite Stxeet 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-3130 

USA 

Tel: + i 919 962 7002 Fax: } 1 919 962 2262 

P%%,~: http : / / st uoyabl oad. ~nc. edu 

*************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Abuse Scandal Inquiry Damns Paterno and Penn State 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Abuse Scandal Inquiry 
Damns Paterno and Penn 
State 
By KEN BELSON 

Senior officials at the university failed to 
take steps to protect the children 
victimized by 3erry Sandusky, the 
lieutenant to the head football coach, 
3oe Paterno, the report said. 

¯ ’ ~ The Freeh Report I The Quad: Readers 

React to the #Freeh Report 

Investigation Adds to Freeh’s Extensive 
Rdsum6 I ~ Timeline of a Scandal 

In Latest Data, Economists 
See Signs of Pickup 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

A range of experts say the United States 
economy should improve somewhat in 
the coming months because of lower oil 
prices and industries like autos and 
housing. 
¯ " Economix Slog: Latest Data Doesn’t Move the Political Needle 

Lines Are Drawn Over Opting Out of Medicaid Plan 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Gov. Rick Scott has vowed to reject the expausion of Medicaid, a major plank of the health care law, but 
advocates for the poor and some players in the health care industry - especially hospitals - intend to push 
back. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eclA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I will not deny or forget my identity. But this can help me in the future. We need to live together in 

coexistence." 

NAGHAM MA’ABUK, ~9, a volunteer in Israel’s national service program. 

DINING & WINE 

~ VIDEO: 



Asparagus Salad Two Ways 
Mark Bithnan demonstrates two ways to 
enjoy asparagus, down to the last (raw) 
bite. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

Taking On a Debt 
to New York 
By ROSALIE KNECHT 

Credit? Who needs it? 
Did you know you can 
turn an abandoned Volkswagen into an 
outhouse? 

A pop sweetie with edge 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Screen scenes: Matthew McConaughey 

Modern comic book movies 

nytimes, co.m             MOVligS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Service to Israel Tugs at Identity of Arab Citizens 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The parallel issue of Arab civilian service to Israel has revived the raw, decades-old conundrmn of what it 
means to be both Arab and Israeli. 

Britain Adjusts Security Plans in Tense Countdown to the Olympics 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

The British govenunent said it would deploy additional troops for security at the Games after a private finn 
said it could not train enough guards. 

Austerity Reaches the Hollande Government in France 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

President Franqois Hollande of France, a Socialist, and his prime nfinister have ordered downgrades in 
official luxury that carry s)anbolism in straitened times. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Split Among House Republicans Over How Deeply to Cut May Delay Farm Bill 
By RUN NIXON 

Representatives are divided over what funds the bill should cut and by how much, including food stamps mad 
school lmaeh programs. 

Crayfish to Eat, and to Clean the Water 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Nevada recently authorized the commercial trapping of crayfish at Lake Tahoe, a move aimed at improving 
the famed, though vulnerable, water clarity of an 3aneriean natural treasure. 

Lawsuit Tries to Block New Arizona Abortion Law 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Arizona’s law, wlfich is to take effect Aug. 2, sets the earliest restriction on abortion of any of the eight other 
states that have sinfilar laws. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Geithner Tried to Curb Rate Rigging in 2008 
By BEN PROTESS 

In the nfidst of the 2008 financial crisis, Timothy F. Geithner, now the United States Treasury secretary, saw 
problems with the process for setting key interest rates mad raised concelaaS with his counterparts in London 



about Libor. 

,’ ~ Geithner’s Recommendations for Libor 

Bankruptcy in California Isn’t Seen as a Trend 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

Despite the fact that Sma Bernardino is the third city in flae state to move toward bmakruptcy flais year, 
investors in municipal debt showed little sign of eoneena. 
’. ~ Graphic: Bankrupt Local Governments 

Harnessing Gene Codes as Sleuths of Food Ills 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

A new public database will enable scientists to pinpoint much faster what food is behind a given outbreak 
and what country it came from, researchers say. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Findings Stun Even Paterno’s Ardent Supporters 
By BILL PENNINGTON and TIM ROHAN 

A central finding of the Penn State inquiry is that Joe Paterno knew as early as 1998 of concen~s about Jerry 
Sandusky’s inappropriate behavior. 

, The Quad: At Statue, Support and Shock I The Lede: Calls to Remove Statue 

Records Show Triple Crown Contender Had History of Ailments 
By JOE DRAPE and WALT BOGDANICH 

I’ll Have Another had physical problems well before he was withdram~ from the Behnont Stakes on the eve 
of the race, according to veterinary records. 

" The Rail Q. and A.: Understanding Joint Injections 

Dead Heat Controversy Simply Will Not Die 
By MARY PILON 

Jeneba Tannoh is still struggling to tmderstand how a close race at the United States Olympic trials nearly 
three weeks ago left her without a spot in the lOO meters at the London Games. 

" Two Female Athletes Will Compete for Saudi Arabia 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

A Two-Step Invasion of Brazilian Energy 
By LARRY ROHTER 

From Lincoln Center to Battery Park, forr6, the highly dmaceable Brazilian music style, is energizing young 
New Yorkers. 

DANCE REVIEW 
Right Bank Meets West Side 
By ALASTAIR MACAO LAY 

The Paris Opera Ballet opened its New York season with an all-French progrmn at the David H. Koch 
Theater. 

ART REVIEW 
Vivid Hallucinations From a Fragile Life 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

The Yayoi Kusmna retrospective at the Whitney Musemn of American Art goes beyond this Japanese artist’s 
best-known work from her decade-plus stay in the United States to include some of her most complex and 
personal pieces. 

¯ ’ [~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ICE AGE: CONTINENTAL DRIFT’ 



The Chatty Cathys of the Prehistoric World 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Ice Age: Continental Drift" has antic animation and celebrity voices (Nicki Minaj mad Drake as mammoths, 
for example) that never seem to stop talking. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’FAREWELL, MY QUEEN’ 
As the Bastille Falls, Gossip in Versailles 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Benolt Jacquot’s look at three days in the life and lies of a doomed monarch presents Marie 3mtoinette, 
Versailles and the fall of the Bastille, from the perspective of servants. 

’. ~ Video: This Week’s Movies 

Schwarzenegger Gears Up for Act 2 as an Action Hero 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY and BROOKS BARNES 

After an eight-year hiatus to serve as Califonfia’s goveruor, an older Arnold Schwarzenegger is hoping to 
regain Iris status as a major fihn star. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Penn State’s Part 
An independent investigation on the cover-up of child rape by "the most powerful men at Penn State" ought 
to have legal consequences. 

EDITORIAL 
The Folly of Sudan and South Sudan 
A year after South Sudan declared independence from Sudan, both cotmtries are caught up in a destructive 
game and will only end up sabotaging themselves. 

EDITORIAL 
Tammy Duckworth’s Rival 
Representative Joe Walsh, a Tea Party Republican from Illinois, seems to think that by belittling the sacrifice 
of Tmnmy Duckworth, who served and was injured in Iraq, he can win re-election. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How Pensions Violate Free Speech 
By BENJAMIN I. SACHS 

Public peusion plm~s need to eusure that employees are not compelled to finance corporate political speech. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Who’s Very Important? 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The V.I.P. crowd has captured the modern Republican Party, wlfich could mean a turn toward policies 
favoring the superrich if Republicans win in November. 

’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Our Elites Stink 
By DAVID BROOKS 

A new book makes an argument agaiust our meritocratic system but misses the largest failure: the elite’s loss 
of a self-conscious leadership code. 
:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 13, 1977, a 25-hour blackout lilt the New York City area after lightning struck upstate power lines. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail,com> 

Friday’,            8:52 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Returning to Chapel Hill for a visit’. 

Hello Professor! 

1 have plans to come back to Chapel Hill the                and was wondering if you would be there. I’d love to grab coffee s~mewhere and catch up a little (and 

ask for some more advice) on my pursuits/explorations of a fi~ture in grad school. Will you be available? 

Let me know’. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Liudsay Grego~ <lindsayg@fi~conferences.com> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 2:13 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Six Steps to More Successful Negotiatiou - Audio Conf 

,’~2 FXConferences com Six Steps to More Successful 
Negotiation 

i×ii Ne;gotia~in.g i~.~ an essential skill fer mos~ jot) functions, ene we use a~mos~ ew~ry day in ~he workplace. 
The success or failure of a project can hinge on how well one negotiates, eilhe~ w~lh co-workers and 
internal c~ents or with external padies such as vendo~s, paflne~s or government bodies. These give~ 
and4ake sk~s have become even more hnpo~tant in [his age of out~souming, joint ventures and 
mergers, all of which increase ~he pressure on employees to efli~cl:~w~ty represen~ thernselw~s and 
their companies h~ negotiations. 

rhks audio conf,;fence presentation e.xpk)re.s the critisal skills ol the succe.s~dut negotiator, providing 
insight into what makes some more successfl.d lhan others at negotiating, apd the steps you can 
take to make yourself a more powerful force at the baigainin9 lable. The speaker also touches on the 
impact el factors like language and culture on negotiation, and why trust is paramount to succesdul 
negotiation. 

For complete de~ails of this conference, please visit FXConferences.com. 

Feedback, on this simila~ conferences from p~evious participants: 

’ We e~doyed g~is presentation very much. T~e slides were easy to toflot~, we# cons#’ucted, with 
great examples.’ 

Who shouM attend? 

Regulatory/Uiaim 

Contracl Ne,.goi:iai:on~ 

CRAs 

Data Manage[~ 

QA Auditors 

HR Professionals 

Bugness Development 

Learning Objectives 

The importance of trust ~e the negotiation process 

The si×~step successful negotiator model 

Critical behaviors el the succesdul negotiator 

The importance.~ of su~lure and language to [he process of negot~atk)n 

Dk;tmctk)n belween lradNonal and rnulual gains negotiatin9 

About the speaker: 

Ira G. Asherman, President, Asherman Associates Inc. has been a consultant to the 
pharmaceutical industq/Ier the past 25 years, and has conducted negotiation training programs ~Or 
many o~ the ~argest players ~n ~he ~ndusi:ry. His work ~ocuses on the dtu9 devek~pmen~ and drug 
d~scovery areas and he has conducted programs for, among others, med~cN wdters, data managers, 
regu~ato~T personnel, contract negotiators and dh~ical research staff. 

Over 50,000 attendees across hundreds of companies have taken advantage of our easy4e-use audio 
conferences to stay abreast of a fast-changing business environment. We specialize in Life Science 
conf,;fence;s, Nong with lepics telew~nt ibr HR, Marketing, Legal, and Finance prof~;ssionals. Come. 
check out our libraP,~ of pasl audio conferences and see what’s upcoming at FXConferences. 

Please contact AC Supporl at acsupport@fxtrans.com with any questions or a.ssLs[ance in 



registration. 

~-~ FXConferences.com F×Confe~e.nces.¢om 
1001 Ware[town Street 
Ne,,~,,ton, Ik4A 02465-5001, USA 
617.559~9760 x.10 

qlqis email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list use the following link: 

http ://w~,~¢.fxconferences.com/unsubscribe.aspx?E MA[ L=eunice@email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@emailamc.edu> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 2:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: CV and meeting 

Dear Eunice: 

Thank 

Travi~.~ jus[: ~.~canned and ~.~en[: you my adju~ted CV. ] d~d that because ~ could not send it to you from my computer system due ~:o a c.:~mpat~b~Hty ~roblern. 

Best, 

Alphonse 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; mi6rcoles, ~ de julio de 20~2 ~9:45 
To= Nutima, Sinamenye A 
Subject= RE: CV and meeting 

Dear Alphonse, 

I am so sorry to hear about these developments. 

need to send all CVs to the Dean’s office by tomorrow. Thus, I would be grateful if you sent your CV by tomorrow morning. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 6:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: CV and meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

I am glad to know that you are back. 

Theretore, we 

can only meet on Friday. You should have my CV by Friday morning. 

With warm regards, 

Alphons~:_~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= mi~rcoles, ~ de julio de 20~2 ~6:~5 
Te= Nutima, Sinamenye A 
Subject: CV and meeting 

Dear Alphonse, 

hope you are doing well, 

I am back here and in the midst of preparing a range of reports. As part of this process, I would be grateful if you sent me a copy of your latest CV. Further, I need to meet 
with you to discuss the language program. Kindly let me know if we can meet tomorrow (Thursday) or Friday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, July 14, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Paterno Won Sweeter Deal Even as Scandal Played Out 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Paterno Won Sweeter Deal 
Even as Scandal Played Out 
By JO BECKER 

The same month that the fonner Penn 
State football coach Joe Patemo 
testified before a grand jury about Jerry 
Sandusky, he began negotiating with his 
superiors to mnend his contract. 

’- Abuse Scandal Inquiry Damns Paterno and 

Penn State 

¯ . Findings Stun Even Paterno’s Ardent 

Supporters 

DEALBOOK 
New York Fed Was Aware of 

False Reporting on Rates 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED and BEN 
PROTESS 

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
conferred with regulators about the 
problems and recommended reforms, 
but it failed to stop the illegal activity, 
which persisted through ~oo9. 
¯ ’ ~ Libor Documents 

-’ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

DEALBOOK 
New Fraud Inquiry as Trading Loss Mounts at JPMorgan 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

JPMorgma Chase indicated that traders may have tried to conceal the extent of red ink in a soured credit bet 
that could lead to more than $7 billion in losses. 

o Economix Blog: OPMorgan Discovers Good News in Housing 

,. ~ Post a Comment I Read 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 wish I could say I’m shocked, because it is shocking. But regulators have not been particularly effective 

or aggressive in the past two decades of finance." 

FRANK PARTNOY, a professor at the University of San Diego School of Law, on the failure of banking 

regulators to stop the manipulation of a benchmark interest rate. 



ARTS 

~_~ VIDEO: Band 
Camp for Grown- 
Ups 
The reporter Daniel J. 
Wakin, an amateur 
clarinetist, spent a week 
at the Baltimore S3anphony Orchestra 
Academy. 

," Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A World Without 
Coral Reefs 
By ROGER BRADBURY 

By persisting in the false 
belief that coral reefs 
have a future, we grossly misallocate the 
filnds needed to cope with the fallout 
from their collapse. 

A word with: Roger Waters 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

WORLD 

Aerosmith & Cheap Trick in concert 

The CBGB Festival 

Fresh From Syria, Rebel Commanders Unite in Frustration 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

A meeting in Turkey near Syria’s northern border spoke volmnes about the priorities of Syrian fighting 
groups, wlfieh are focused on the basics of war against President Bashar al-Assad. 

Extreme Home Makeover: Chfivez Edition 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

On a live national broadcast each week, President Hugo Chfivez, who is running for re-election, presents new 
dwellings to down-on-their-luck Venezuelmas. 

In Germany, Ruling Over Circumcision Sows Anxiety and Confusion 
By MELISSA EDDY 

A court ruling that equated circumcision with a criminal act has sent ripples of anger and anxiety, raising 
vexing questions about the boundaries of religious freedom in modern Germany. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Measure Opens Door to Three Parents, or Four 
By IAN LOVETT 

A bill moving through the California Legislature could make it possible for children to have three or four 
legal parents, not just two. There are some objections. 

Judge in Alabama Halts Private Probation 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

People unable to pay tickets for infractions like speeding were sometimes sent to jail, where more fees were 
imposed. 

Rocking Out, No Boys Allowed 
By ROBBIE BROWN 

Campers at a girls-only music camp pick instruments and fonn a band in a week, leanfing to be loud and 
express themselves through music. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

The Ethics of Advice 
By ANDREW POLLACK 



As genetic testing becomes more common, an ethical question is raised by the use of genetic cotmselors, who 
advise patients, who are paid by the companies that perform the tests. 

DEALBOOK 
Once-Stodgy World of London Banking Losing Its Old-School Ways 
By LANDON THOMAS JR. 

The gentlemen’s club that once ran the financial industry in London has given way to big risk-taking and 
financial scandals. 

DEALBOOK 
JPMorgan to Take Back Millions From Former Officials 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

Ina Drew is one of four former officials of the bank who are to lose the equivalent of two years of 
compensation because of their involvement in the trading fiasco flaat has cost the bank at least $5.8 billion. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Before Games, Wins for Women 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

Saudi Arabia agreed to send two women to compete at the Olympics. In m~other first, the United States 
Ol)anpic temn will field more females than males. 

¯ ’ Ralph Lauren Pledges U.S.-Made Uniforms for 2014 

:’ A Campaign Against American Uniforms Made in China 

Tough Talk From Nets at Brooklyn Rally 
By HOWARD BECK 

A pep rally dedicated to Deron Williams and Joe Jolmson served as an unofficial shot across the bow of the 
city’s other N.B.A. franelfise. 

," A Star in Europe Looks for a New Challenge 

YANKEES 6, ANGELS 5 
Yankees Edge Angels in Battle of the Best 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

The Yankees came back from a three-rtm deficit with four runs in the eighth inning to beat the Angels in a 
game between perhaps the two best teams in the American League. 

," ~, Box Score [ Play-by-Play 

" Bats: Sabathia and Pettitte on the Mend 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
From Presidential Hopeful to Secretary of Comedy 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN kEY 

Hillary Rodhmn Clinton is the inspiration for a sitcom character played by Sigourney Weaver on the USA 
Network’s new series "Political Animals." 

Madam Secretary’s Oval Office Ambitions 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Life’s Hard, Web Series Gracefully Illustrates 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Issa Rae’s anecdotal, experiential comedy has pushed the online series "The Misadventures of Awkward 
Black Girl" into a second season, and toward more mainstream outlets. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

THE GETAWAY 
How the Tough Get Going: Silicon Valley Travel Tips 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 



From apps to underwear, logistical masters of Silicon Valley have turned traveling into an art fonn. Here’s 
how they do it. 

" ~ Slide Show: Tools and Gear 

, ~ Video: 5 Top Tips 

" Meet Stephanie Rosenbloom, Writer for ’The Getaway’ 

EXPLORER 
Hiking to the Edge of the Lower 48 
By ETHAN TODRAS-WHITEHILL 

On a trek across the Olympic National Park coast, racing the tide, climbing with ropes and, finally, reaching 
the westernmost point in the continental United States. 

FOOTSTEPS 
In Laos, the Lady and the Jars 
By ELISABETH EAVES 

An area of northern Laos is studded with thousands of stone jars. Who built them, and why? The author 
follows the story of a woman who tried to find out. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Voter IDs on Trial 
Texas requires a government ID to vote. A federal court can end the state’s politically motivated 
discrinfinatory measure. 

EDITORIAL 
What They Knew 
As the Barclays rate-rigging scandal unfolds, banks, and their regulators, face questions about whether 
enough was done to stop any wrongdoing. 

EDITORIAL 
Return of Debtors’ Prisons 
Judges routinely jail people to make flaem pay fines even when they have no money to pay, flouting the 
Constitution, the law and basic fairness. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
What a Tangled Web 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The truth about Mitt Ronmey’s tenure at Bain Capital mad the mystery surrounding his wealth may be too 
slippery and technical for voters to process. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mitt’s Political Vortex 
By GAlL COLLINS 

This has not been a great stretch for Mitt Ronmey. If we ever get our heads around Higgs boson, we nfight be 
able to maderstand Ronmey’s r6smn& 

’- Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
I Am What I Throw 
By DOUG GLANVILLE 

The Mets’ R.A. Dickey couldn’t have a more appropriate pitch than the knuckleball. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On 3uly 14, 1965, the American space probe Mariner 4 flewby Mars, sending back photographs of the planet. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Bu~ This Front ~ 
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TOP NEWS 

I~ "Vast Effort, FoDo,% Spied 

on E-MMIs of Its 

Scle~tlsts 

The Food and Drug Administration eaptnred thousands of messages that disgrnntled scientists sent 
privately to lawmakers, lawyers, journalists and even President Obama. 

~ ~ocument. Reports From F.D.A Surveillance 

DEALBOOK 

U,S, is Building Cr~mlnal Cases in Rate-Fixlng 

The prospect o1" criminal eases related to the Libor scandal is expected to rattle the banking world 

and provide a new impetus for financial institutions to settle with the authorities. 

Leading Rolle in Obama °o8, b~lt Backstage in °12. 
::2.:..o:)i :.:1:’. 4~(31:.! :::i 4<2-0 z;/:O;’d : 
Penny Pritzker ran Baraek Obama’s fund-raising for 2008, but her commitment for 2012 has 
becmne a matter of mystery. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

dud. ’" 
J ESSI(’A SCHA~RER, desct’ibing raising ehildren by herself at a time when single-parent [amilies 
ave facing broader income gaps and new bawler’s to upwards mobility. 

and Uneq~ml 
As a single mother of 
three, Jessiea Sehairer 
falls in the middle of a sharp debate 
about how economic inequality is 
increasingly linked to changes in 
family structure. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS ~ Howto 
How to Get Our 

I 
Get Our I 

Citizen,s Actually Citizens 
Actually United ~, 

without the issue of 
campaign financing resolved, nothin~ else matters. 

Taking a vacation 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

De job titles really matter’? 

1he right questions to ask when hiring 

WORLD 

Clinton Visits EgypL Carrying a Muted Pledge of Support 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton reached out to President Mohamed Morsi but appeared 
constrained by reluctance to address his struggle with Egypt’s generals. 

[] Slide Show Secretary of Stste Clinton in Egy,ot 

In Fleeing Pilot, Hiuts of Trouble for Syria’s Assad 



While the ruling part), is Alawite, much of Syria’s administration and its military ability depend 

on Sunni bureaucrats, soldiers and officers, who are increasingly disaffected. 

Promi~e~t Afgha~a Lawmaker Among Bombing Victims at ~reddlng 

A suicide bomber struck a crowded wedding in northern Afghanistan on Saturday, killing at least 

19 people, including Ahmad Khan Samangani, Afghan officials said. 

Two Classes, Divided by q Do’ 

Motherhood m]tside ma]Tiage now varies by class about as mnch as it does by race, and changes in 
family structure have broadened income gaps and posed new barriers to upward mobility. 

E] Video: Single and Unequal 

For Climbers, ILisks Now Shift \Vith Every Step 
i.::,, -’~:K 

In climbing lore, coming back down the monntain safely, rather than reaching the snmmit, is the 
ultimate measure of success. Aronnd the world this year, it has been a bad season in that respect. 

~E~] 
Slide Show: Navigating the Dange;s of r,~ount b!cKiniey 

California Country Weighs Drastic Plan to 2rid Homeowners 

San Bernardino County, with some of the nation’s highest foreclosure rates, may use eminent 
domain to buy up mortgages and cut them to the current value of the homes. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

}VJh ere the Avtlsts Have S~perpowers 

Image Comics, founded on the idea of artists having creative and financial control over their 
characters, is generating much buzz in its industry. 

Ooldma~ Sachs a~d the $580 M~lllo~ Black Hole 

What does a financial giant rove to its clients? That question is at the heart of the battle between the 
founders of Dragon Systems and Goldman Sachs, their banker, in a sale that went horribly awry. 

FAI R GAM E 
Here Comes the Catc~ i~ Home Equip" Loa~s 

The easy terms of many home equity lines of credit are about to end, as borrowers will have to start 
paying principal as well as interest. 

S P O RTS 

Knlckn Add FeIto~, Clouding Picture of Lira’s Future 

The Knieks struck a deal to reaequire Raymond Felton, the veteran point guard, sparking 
immediate, furious speculation that the franchise was ready to let aeremy Lin leave for Houston. 

A Runner’s Belief= God Is His Coach 
i.::: . i.. 

As he prepares for the London Olympics, the marathoner Ryan Hall has embraced an ewmgelieal 
Christian faith and has found biblical reinforcement for his training. 

[] Slide Show: Runnin~ on Faim 

Sea,trial at Pen*~ State Poses Tough Choices for 
i.;7 iM 

The N.C.A.A. cmdd impose serious sanctions, perhaps even forcing the football program to shut 
down for a time. But the organization is reluctant to issue its so-ealled death penalty. 

~ The Freeh Repo~ ~ ~ Timeline of a Scandal 

ART’S 



ARTS & LEISURE 

I~al~d Camp for Growl~-Up~ 

A Baltimore Symphony Orchestra program in its third year invites amateur musicians for a 
rigorous week of work, study and performance. 

ARTS & LEISURE 

Th e Curse of the Outcast Artifact 

Rules designed to guard the provenance of antiquities are creating difficulties for some collectors 

and museums in the donation, sale and purchase of those objects. 

ARTS & LEISURE 

~our Lauds’ and G~thrle’s~ Preserved 

A new boxed set from Smithsonian Folkways recognizes the breadth in the music of Woody Guthrie, 

who would have turned lOO this month. 

More Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

The founder and C.E.O. has a vision for his Web company as a "platfm~n for creativity" unblemished 

by commercialization. But isn’t that what all 26-year-old tech prodigies say? 

i ~.~~ 

The author of ’How to Be a Woman’ [)rings fcank talk from across the pond, 

Post~4ile, Iowa, Is Up ~or Grabs 

First it was Rossians and Ukrainians. Then Mexicans, Guatemahms and Somalis. Oh, and very 

briefly, Palauans. Who will save this town next? 

Move From the MaqsziP, e ~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Eud of Privacy? 
Federal laws are too weak for new forms of surveillance of our plugged-in lives. This inattention 

carries a heavy price. 

EDITORIAL 

Two Very Troubled F~ghter Jets 

At a time of" [mdget cuts, the Pentagon needs to ensure that every defense dolhtr is spent wisely. Yet 

problems with two major jets show it is fitr from that goal. 

EDITORIAL 

I)ril|h~g Strategles~ Sel~slb]e a~d Fautast[ca] 

Republicans have unveiled a drill-now-drill-everywhere bill to replace Obama’s sensible plan that 

would allow drilling in the Gulf of Mexico and Alaska. 

More 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

O~r Newly [,~sh L~fe 

In New Ym’k and other cities, there’s a verdure that defies the dark times. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ca~ Liberal Chrlstla~ty Be Saved? 

The more progressive the Episcopal Church becomes, the more it shrinks. 



% Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Boy Who ~,Va~ted to 

Rory Staunton always aimed for the stars. Before a strep infection, discovered too late, cut his life 
short, the ~2-yea~old fl’om Queens soared. 

~ Columnist Page 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

That’s :No Pl~o~e. That’s My Tracker° 

The device in your purse or jeans that you think is a cellphone - guess again. It is a tracking device 
that happens to make calls. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Tl~e E~ology of[" D~sea se 

A developiug model of iufectious disease shows that most epidemics -AIDS, Ebola, West Nile, SARS, 
Lyme disease - are a result of things people do to nature. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

The Moral Case for 1)ro~es 

Some moral philosophers, political scientists and weapons specialists believe a:~ned, unmanned 
aircraft offer marked moral advantages over almost any other tool of warfare. 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 15, 1918, the Second Battle of the Marne began during World War I. 

See ’l’/ds Front Page 
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TOP NEWS 

Snrveys Give Big Investors                           ~ 

an Early View Frown Analysts 

Polling analysts on their outlooks for a given company has become a way for large Wall Street firms 
to discover trading advantages from information that might not be public yet. 

North Korea Experts Can See a Lot in a Hemline 

Analysts arc looking at outward signs of a cultural thaw in North Korea, including shorter skirts 
and high heels, for clues to the thinking of its new leader. 

In Pawlenly, Rom~ley Campaign May Find Dowil-to-Eavth Appeal 

Mitt Romney has embraced Tim Pawlenty, seeking his advice abont running against President 
Obama and dispatching him to Republican events on his behaK. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"A lot ~!f thes~ prod~wer.% ~arge and smafl, were ~hinking ~f expw~ding their h~rds, Thb~gs ~ooked good. 

When d~e dro~ghl resurrect~d itse~ that bh~w ~hose p~ans apnrt." 

KEN ~IAT~]E~’N, a cattle amflys~ at the AgHcultm’e Department 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE StlOl.¥: 

FLhythm City 
Photos from the Latin 
Alternative Mnsie 
Conference. 

~ Crdic’s N,atebook 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Norqnlst~s Phantom Army 

The pledge of Grover Norquist may 
have been a useful campaign tool, 
but it is powerless to prevent 
automatic tax increases and failed to 
restrain past spending. 

What’s hiding in plain sight? 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

fransformations in a capital 

Scenes from the Meadowlandscape 

WORLD 

~fler Mee[ing ~Tith Clinton, Egyp[’s Milliary Chief Steps Up Political Fend 

Field Marshal Mohamed Hussein Tantawi challenged the Muslim Brotherhood by saying the army 
would prevent Egypt fl’om failing to a "certain group," according to the state news agency. 

Syria Denies Attack on Cix411ans, in Crisis Seen as Civil War 

As sporadic fighting has become continual across the nation, the International Committee of the 
Red Cross said that the conflict can be considered a civil war. 

North Korea Removes Its Army Chief From All His Posts 

Vice Marshal Ri Yong-ho, who was a chief mentor to the North’s new leader, has been removed from 
all his posts because of illness, state media reported Monday. 



¯ More World News 

rIlle Metropolitan q~’ansportation Authority of Los Angeles in May approved a nine-mile stretch of 
the project, at a cost of $5.6 billion, that would run under the high school campus. 

Across the Plains, drought and high feed prices are leading many cattle farmers to cull their herds 
to prevent mounting losses. 

For T~*a~aslt Relief~ Congested Atlanta Po~ders a Penny Tax 

Voters are being asked to approve an ambitious fix to Atlanta’s commuting problems that would 
raise $8.5 billion by adding a penny to the sales tax for ~o years. 

Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Focus Shifts to Reg~lators h~ BHtkh h~q~fisy o~ Rate-F[xlng 

British regulators will face further scrutiny for their role in a rate-manipulation scandal when top 
officials at the Financial Services Authority testify on Monday before Parliament. 

As Tablet Race Heats Up, Apple May T~*y Smaller Device 

With new tablets coming from Google and Microsoft, and rumors of one from Amazon, Apple’s 
response may be to introduce a smaller, less expensive version of its popular iPad. 

Microsoft a~ld NI3C Complete ~;eh Divorce 
f.:; ~.::~,: .:, ,~ :.-:.~ ~-.- .~ .... 

MSSBC.com has become NBCNews.com, ending the site’s brand confusion with the cable channel of 
the same name and signifying that NBC’s long relationship with Microsoft is over. 

Mete Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Growh~g Doubts o~ Lh~*s l[{eh~P~ to the 

Five months after Linsanity took New York and the N.B.A. by storm, it’s possible the Knicks may 

decide not to match deremy Lin’s three-year, $25J million offer sheet from Houston. 

Iddd Cha~oged \~qth 

~ason Kid& the newly acquired star point guard, crashed his sport utility vehicle into a telephone 
pole and sustained minor injuries early Sunday in the Hamptons. 

Hen D- Rel~ shes th e New in New Y~ 

He was a star in Europe, but Thierry Henry finds himself comfortably out of the spotlight in the 
coffee shops and restaurants of New York. 

. Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

A Olass Bo_’~ That Nests Sm~gly o~ the Roof 

A new black-box theater by Hugh Hardy complements Sarrinen’s Vivian Beaumont Theater at 
Lincon Center. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Ovefflowh~g Lath~ Festkal 

The annual Latin Alternative Music Conference drew ~,25o artists and business people to New York 
this year. 

Panni~g fo~- Gold Among A]] That Jm~k 

"Market Warriors" is an amusing serum in which four experts compete to see who can make the 
biggest profit by buying items at a flea market and reselling them at auction. 

o Mere AP, S News 



MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

To win regulatory approval, Universal is expected to sell pieces of EMI or its own assets, but analysts 

are asking whether it will have to sell so much that the deal will no longer be attractive. 

Mr. Bailey’s magazine became known as the gold standard of "automotive literature," in his phrase - 

a cross between The New Yorker and the Encyclopaedia Britannica. 

I~Jchard ~, Scudder, Co~Fmmde~ of Medh~News G~oup, Dies at 99 

£h: .:L~" .~’:.~ ~ .v..3 

Mr. Scudder led one o[" the nation’s largest newspaper chains, and was an innovator in reeycling 

newsprint. 

¯ More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Sheriff Jo~ on 

A civil rights case exposes years of abuses against Latinos in _4~’izona. 

EDITORIAL 

Mitt Rom~ey% Complah~ts 

He is not coming clean with voters about his eareer at Bain Capital, and President Obama has no 

reason to apologize [’or demanding answers. 

EDITORIAL 

Dise~ffranctfised F’elo~s 

The number of Americans who cannot vote because they have been convicted of a felony continues 

to grow. These limits are seriously counterproductive. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fh’e Oba macare ~-th,n 

The slogans and scare stories have taken over the discussion. ’]?he Affordable Care Act is humane, 

fiscally viable and Democrats should be out there defending it. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Policy and the Personal 

There’s a lot of rut-rutting about the foeus on Mitt Romncy’s personal bistro7. But it’s not a 

diversion; it’s a way to bring real poliey issues to the forefront. 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE 

Sartre and Cantos h~ New York 

~II~e roots of the schism between the two French philosophers can be glimpsed in their different 

reactions to the United States. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July ~6, ~9~8, Russia’s Czar Nicholas II, his wife and their five children w-ere executed by the 
Bolsheviks. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeLene Beeland < @gmafil.com> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 2:05 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Seeking quote tbr UNC College of Arks and Sciences magazine axticle 

Dr. Sable, 

I’m working on a rely brief article about courses that include a focus on water, for the fall UNC College of Arts and Sciences magazine, as part of the pan-campus 

water theme initiative. Kim Spurt, editor of the magazine, sent me some information about how you plan to incorporate water themes both within your own courses, 

your department and the wider community. The article is due in 10 days, so I’d appreciate it if you are able to reply within a few days of receiving this (i you are able). 

First, I wanted to verit}¢ with you that the description Kim sent to me is accurate: 
"Faculty members were very delighted when I announced at our January departmental meeting that the University had chosen "Water in Our World" as its theme for the next two years. 

As a starting point to engaging with this theme, faculty in our department will be incorporating issues pertaining to water in their courses, and I am in the last stages of developing a 

new course on water and health in Africa and the African Diaspora. In addition I and another faculty member have begun discussions regarding collaborative proiects on water and 

health between our unit and mernbers of the RoRers Road community. We expect our majors to be involved in these projects in the next two years and beyond. Further, water will be 

the underlying theme of the department’s annual lecture and conference in March 20~4. We are also planning to establish faculty and majors working groups on water in the coming 

academic year." 

Second, I was not told where the above copy came from. IfI paraphrase part of it, do I need to attribute it to a source other than you? (Was it printed somewhere 
previously, tbr example?) 

Third, can you provide a 1-2 sentence quote regarding your thoughts on the importance of UNC choosing to focus on water tbr the pan-campus initiative? It’s 

relevance across department, s, for example; or its relevance within your own? 

Thank you, 

DeLene 

T. DeLene Beeland, MS 

Independent science and nature writer 

http://www.delene.us 

http://sciencetrio.wordpress.corn 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 1:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books Update - ~-At?ica/12C 12E 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

--Africa/12C 12E 

Here are some recent titles on the area/s of your specialisation added to 
our database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Aug 2012"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

2012 

1. Management of National Pa~ks and Biodiversi~ Conservation in Africa / 
Editors: Prol~ Dr. Emmanuel K. Boon, Pro:[~ Luc ttens and (i onzalo 
Oviedo. 1st ed Delhi, Kamla-Raj Enterprises. 2012. xii, 340 p ills. 
maps. 25 cm (tluman Ecology. Special Volume -No. 16). 
List Price: $108.30 YourPrice: $97.50 
ISBN: 81852(~600 KK-102243 

2. The Politics of the (Ira)Possible : Utopia and Dystopia Reconsidered / 
Edited by Bamita Bagchi. 1st ed. New Delhi, Sage Publications India ]>v’t 
Ltd. 2012. 256 p 22 cm 
ListPrice: $55.00 Yourprice: $49.50 

ISBN: 9788132107347 KK-103668 

3. Words in Motion : Language and Discourse in Post-New Order Indonesia / 
Edited by Keith Foulcher, Mikihiro Morlyama and Manneke Budiman. 1st ed 
Singapore, NUS Press Pte Ltd 2012. xii, 312 p. ills. maps. 23 cm 
In association with Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of 
Asia and Africa, Tokyo Umversity of Foreign Studies (TU[vS), Tokyo 
List Price: $14440 (Ubd) Yourprice: $130.00 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9789971696337     KK-103820 

Others 

1. The Baobab and the Mango Tree : Lessons about Development African and 
Asian Contrasts / Nicholas Thompson and Scott Thompson. Bangkok, White 
Lotus press. 2000. 208 p. 21 cm. 
Listprice: $88.20(Ubd.) YourPrice: $79.40(L~od.) 
ISBN: 9781856498104 KK-103094 

2. Flow- Across Our Ocean : Singapore and South Africa / Edwin 
Thmnboo. Singapore, Ethos Books. 2011.36 p. 
List Price: $ 65.00 Yottr Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9789810882907     KK-103877 

3. Law- Relating to Protection of Women frora Domestic Violence / Smnan 
Rai. Reprint ed. Delhi, Orient Publishing Company. 2010. 
An exhaustive commentati~ on Protection of Women frora Domestic Violence 
Act, 2005 with emphasis on various studies by- UNO, WHO, UNICEF, 
Amnesty International and other National and International organisatinns 
on the topic alongwith Australia, Japan, Malaysia, Mauritius, Singapore, 
South Africa, Sri Laaka, U.K. and Zimbabwe laws on domestic violence. 
List price: $90.00 YottrPrice: $ 81.00 

ISBN: 8187197684      KK- 103477 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 
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<w~vw.kkagencies.co.in> & <www.GetIndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
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TOP NEWS 

Cuba Hits Walls in 2-Year 
Effort at Privatization 
By VICTORIA BURNETT 

Econonfic changes have met with 
resistance witlfin flae Commmfist 
system, putting the govermnent’s stated 
goals in jeopardy. 

Rise in Pill Abuse Forces New 
Look at U.S. Drug Fight 
By DAMIEN CAVE and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

The shift toward painkillers is forcing 
policy makers to re-exanfine flae 
expensive strategy of trying to stop 
illegal drugs from entering the United 
States. 

Mormons’ First Families 
Rally Behind Romney 
By JIM RUTENBERG 

Descendants of Mormons who made the 
great trek to Utah in the ~84os have turned out in strength to back Mitt Romney’s presidential bid. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The policies the United States has had for the last 41 years have become irrelevant." 
MORRIS PANNER, a former com~teruarcotics prosecutor, on the shift of America’s drug problem from 

substances like cocaine to abuse of prescription painkillers. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

City Pays Its 
Respects 
New Orlem~s honored 
Lionel Batiste, a beloved 
musician who died on 
July 8, with a parade and days of 
celebration. 



" r~elatea ~rucle 

OPINION 

OP-DOCS 
An Islamic School 

for Girls 
By JULIA MELTZER and 
LAU RA N IX 

A short documentary 
looks at a Koran school in Syria, where 
girls learn about both Islam and 
women’s rights. 

Arnold Schwarzenegger’s 
new role 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Next season on "American Idol" 

That fresh look, genetically buffed 

nytimes,�om iBUSINE:S.S 

WORLD 

In Tiny Bean, India’s Dirt-Poor Farmers Strike Gas-Drilling Gold 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

Profits from raising guar, a hard bean that is crucial in the drilling process called hydraulic fracturing, have 
improved the lives of poor faruaers in northeasteru India. 

Athletes Arrive in London, and Run Into a Dead End 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

Three buses carrying athletes to the Ol3anpic Village lost their way and took four hours instead of 45 
nfinutes. 

Israeli’s Act of Despair Disheartens a Movement 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Israel’s social justice movement struggled to respond after a protester, Moshe Sihnan, set himself on fire at 
one of the largest protests in the country’s history on Saturday. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

New Orleans Celebrates the Life of a Bandleader 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Lionel Batiste, who died on July 8, was stylish, mahurried and full of music, just like the city where fans 
paraded in his honor, as is the local tradition. 

" ~.~ Slide Show: A City Pays Its Respects 

Investigation Sought of Extensive F.D.A. Surveillance 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

The secretary of health and htunma services, Kathleen Sebelius, is urged to find out whether the program 
violated federal employee protections and whistle-blower laws. 

Obama and Romney Step Up Accusations on Jobs 
By PETER BAKER and MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

President Obama took aim at Mitt Romney’s corporate tax proposals, wlfile Mr. Romney accused Mr. Obmna 
of"erony capitalism." 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

U.S. Tightens Security for Economic Data 
By JOHN H. CUSHMAN Jr. 

Fearing leaks to high-speed traders, the goverument is overhaulh~g its "lookup room," where news media 



wait to hear the latest inflation numbers, jobless rates and other critical economic data. 

DEALBOOK 
Yahoo Taps Marissa Mayer of Google to Be Its New Chief 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN and EVELYN M. RUSLI 

The selection of Ms. Mayer, one of the top executives at Google, makes her one of the most prominent 
women in Silicon Valley and corporate America and is considered a surprising coup for Yahoo. 

" Mayer Hopes to Brighten Yahoo User Experience 10:03 PM ET 

’. ~ Interactive: Influential Women in Silicon Valley 

DEALBOOK 
British Bank Fighting Bid for Data in Rate Case 
By BEN PROTESS, AZAM AHMED and IAN AUSTEN 

The Royal Bank of Scotland, which is largely owned by the British govenament, is refusing to turn over 
crucial information to Canadian regulators. 

, British Lawmakers Take Aim at Regulators 

SPORTS 

For Fans of Knieks, Conflict Over Lin 
By HOWARD BECK 

Jeremy Lin once again has New York buzzing, but this time fans are much more divided on his future with 
the I~aieks. 

, On Pro Basketball: Growing Doubts on Lin’s Return to the Knicks 

FIVETHIRTYEIGHT 
Keeping Lin Should Make Financial Sense for the Knicks 
By NATE SILVER 

From a pure basketball standpoint, the merits of the deal for Jeremy Lin are tmcertain. But from an 
investment perspective, the upside is just too much to pass up. 

Police Say Kidd Refused Alcohol Tests 
By STACEY STOWE 

Jason Kidd, the IOficks’ new point guard, declined tests to see how much alcohol he had drtmk after his 
sport-utility vehicle plowed into a utility pole, the Southampton police said. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
In ’The Clock,’ You Always Know the Time 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Christian Marclay’s loop of movie moments, playing at Lincoln Center, generates a peculiar kind of suspense. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
At Chicago Festival, Rain, Women and Song 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The Pitchfork Music Festival took place in Chicago’s Union Park last weekend. 

’: ~ Slide Show 

NEW MUSIC 
Music by the Very Best, Twin Shadow and Jeff the Brotherhood 
By JON PARELES, JON CARAMANICA and BEN RATLIFF 

Just released: NewAfro-Euro sotmds from the Very Best, a visit to the ’8os with Twin Shadow, and simple 
pleasures from Jeff the Brotherhood. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

A CONVERSATION WITH CHRIS STRINGER 
A Bone Here, a Bead There: On the Trail of Human Origins 



By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD 

Chris Stringer answers questions about the evidence of interbreeding between Neanderthals and Homo 
sapiens and the extinct species of little people nicknamed the hobbits. 

Whales, Somehow, Are Coping With Humans’ Din 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

Scientists have discovered that whales can "close" their ears, decreasing their sensitivity to noises 

tmderwater. 

’: Related: Discovery Adds to Debate on How to Reduce Undersea Noise 

SIDE EFFECTS 

A Searing Narrative of Rabies, and the Desperation to Forget It 
By JAMES GORMAN 

"Rabid: A Cultural History of the World’s Most Diabolical Virus" makes you feel that rabies must be truly 
diabolical if you can be infected by the bite of a book. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Power of Anonymity 
Not one Republicml showed the courage to break ranks and speak up for the disclosure of campaign finmlce 
donors. 

EDITORIAL 

Trial Judge to Appeals Court: Review Me 
A federal district court judge rejected a plea bargain deal in a brave bid to curb a little-known extension of 
federal prosecutors’ very broad power. 

EDITORIAL 

Oversight for Preschool Special Education 
New York State’s program has been beset by rising costs, conflicts of interest and outright fraud in private 
companies providing these services. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Europe’s Last Dictatorship 
By ANDREJ DYNKO 

How Aleksandr G. LtLkashenko maintains his 1F-year-old dictatorial regime. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Individualism in Overdrive 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Putting a starter pistol in your luggage is a ginmfick that values personal advantage over the public good. 
" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Capitalism Debate 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Tile argument between President Obama mid Mitt Ronmey has turued into a broader attack on tile logic of 
global capitalism. Ronmey nmst now define his capitalist vision. 
" Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 17, 1975, an Apollo spaceship docked with a Soyuz spacecraft in orbit in the first superpower linkup 
of its kind. 
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Subject: 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 3:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~6a william@unc.e&~ 

Sa]my Equily 

Eunice, 

Here is the information you requested to help with your response to the salary equity survey: 

Bereket Selassie’s first UNC appointment was July I, ~1994 at the rank of Distinguished Professor. His current salary is 

Kenneth Janken’s first UNC appointment was July i, 1991 at the rank of assistant professor. He was promoted to Professor effective 7/i/2004. His current salary is 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja’s first UNC appointment was July 1, 2006 at the rank of Professor. His current salary is 

). 
Debbie 

(base rate ; supplemental rate 
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TOP NEWS 

Jihadists’ Fierce Justice 
Drives Thousands to Flee 
Mali 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Refugees described witnessing repeated 
whippings, beatings and other 
punishments in the streets, ostensibly 
for having violated strict Islamic law. 

" ,~_’;’~ Photographs 

Gloomy Forecast for States, 
Even if Economy Rebounds 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and MICHAEL 
COOPER 

Long after the economy rebounds, states 
will face financial problems fl~at include 
rising health care costs and 
tmderfm~ded pensions, a task force of 
budget experts said. 
¯ " State Budget Task Force Recommendations 

-’ ~:~ Video: Mounting Costs, Declining Taxes 

Caution, Not Flash, as Romney Seeks His No. 2 
By ASHLEY PARKER and MICHAEL BARBARO 

Mitt Romney’s search is designed to avoid the kind of rttshed and risky choice that bedeviled John McCain. 

:’ After the Who, the Question of the When 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"When I understood that I could not go out anymore, I said, ’Life is not possible for me here.’" 

AISHATTA ABDOU, who fled Timbuktu, Mali, after being chased by armed Islamic extremists for walking 

without her husband. 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Mounting 
Costs, Declining 
Taxes 
Richard Ravitch, a former 



lieutenant governor of New York, 
discusses the tax problems that set a 
dom~ward spiral for state mad local 
budgets. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Mitt Romney’s 
Long Hot Summer 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The Republican 
candidate needs to 
emulate Ronald Reagan, but not for lfis 
eouservatism. 

More men are taking a size 
007 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Cleansing from cubicle to cubicle 

Joining the gypsy caravan 

n~|im.es,~om STYLE 

WORLD 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
As China Talks of Change, Fear Rises on the Risks 
By MICHAEL WINES 

A small but growing group of children of the Chinese elite is calling for reform as a leadership change looms, 
but the exact meaning of"refonn" is being debated. 

In China, Wait Leads to Standoff With Officials 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

When those waiting to visit a scenic lake learned that the arrival of top officials was to blame for an hours- 
long delay, they surrounded and blocked the officials’ ears. 

Economic Gloom in Europe Barely Touches Proud Poland 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Poland’s economy was the only one that did not shrink in 2009, the year the financial crisis hit hardest. Now, 
austerity measures in Europe threaten to crimp the country’s growth. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Democrats Propose Plan to Sidestep G.O.P. Anti-Tax Pledge 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Responding to the Republican pledge not to vote for any tax increase, Senate Democrats want to allow all the 
tax cuts to expire Jan. ], then vote on a tax cut for the nfiddle class soon after. 

F.D.A. Makes It Official: BPA Can’t Be Used in Baby Bottles and Cups 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

The agency’s decision to prolfibit the industrial chenfical bisphenol A in baby bottles and children’s drinking 
cups came upon the request of the ehenfieal industry. 

Multiple Sclerosis Drug Doesn’t Prevent Onset of Disability, Study Finds 
By NICHOLAS BAKALAR 

Interferon beta, the most commonly prescribed drug to treat M.S., helps reduce the development of brain 
lesions mad linfit the frequency of relapses. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Yahoo Data Shows Depth of Challenge Mayer Faces 
By NICOLE PERLROTH and TANZlNA VEGA 



Analysts and shareholders are eager to see whether Marissa Mayer cm~ lure back advertisers, reinvigorate a 
muddled brand and improve morale. 

" Bits Blog: Yahoo Chief’s Challenge? Corner Office, New Baby 

, ~ Video: Business Day Live I Marissa Mayer 

Cautious on Growth, Bernanke Offers No Hint of New Action 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The Federal Reserve chairman said the central bank was seeking greater clarity on the health of the recovery 
as it weighed the need for a new rotmd of economic stimulus. 

Malls’ New Pitch: Come for the Experience 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

To meet online competition, shopping malls are signing tenants that offer dining, hairstyling, craft-making 
and other things the Interact can’t provide. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Knicks Make It Official: Lin Is Gone 
By HOWARD BECK 

Jeremy Lin is heading to Houston, leaving a legion of heartbroken IOficks fans behind. 

" Off the Dribble: How Could the Knicks Lose Lin, Anyway? 

Knicks Can Only Hope That Felton’s Last Year Was an Ugly Aberration 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Raymond Felton struggled in Portland but is happy to be back in New York, where he thrived in then-coach 
Mike D’Antoni’s up-tempo system. 

NATIONALS 5, METS 4 
Mets Drop Fifth Straight as Bullpen Fails Twice 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Mets’ losing streak reached five as they fell to the Nationals in an ugly game. 

-’ ~4. Box Score [ Play-by-Play 

" Bats: Mets Pick Batista Over Harvey, for Now 

. Baseball Roundup: Guillen Makes Return to a City That He Loves but Had to Leave 10:11 PM ET 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A Stylish Assassin Shows a Softer Side 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Nicki Minaj showed she is far more than a brand in the opening concert of her North American tour, in 
Chicago. 

From Desert to Cruise Ship: Coachella Heads to Sea 
By BEN SISARIO 

Coachella, the popular Southena Califoruia music festival, is heading out to sea on two cruises in December, 
said the concert promoter behind the festival. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A ’Ring’ Fit for a Time of Austerity 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

3mdreas Kriegenburg’s vision of Wagner’s "Ring" cycle is essentially dark: a universe full of endlessly 
recycled, anon3anotts bodies. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I ATERA 
And for His Next Trick... 



By PETE WELLS 

Irritation and bafflement yields to a steady sense of wonder at Atera, a remarkable new cotmtertop-dining 
restaurant in TriBeCa. 

" Diner’s Journal: Three Dishes at Atera 

" ~ Slide Show 

Raw Panic 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

How to cope with vegetable m~xiety, the fear that overtakes a cook when smnmer’s bounty of vegetables 
arrives in the kitchen. 

SPROUTS 
Getting Children Friendly With Veggies 
By ELAINE LOUIE 

Little fingers can seed tomatoes and pick herbs off stems, but children may not like to eat the vegetables they 
just prepared. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D..Ln.Ln.g" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Rush to Abandon the Poor 
In the name of fighting health reform, a growing number of states are ignoring their obligations to the 
neediest citizens. 

EDITORIAL 
Not All Investors Are Equal 
A report by Gretchen Morgenson in The Times this week provides more evidence that the playing field for 
stock investing is tilted against individual investors. 

EDITORIAL 
Some Legal Clarity on Generic Drugs 
A federal court in Philadelplfia has brought some common sense to a devious tactic used by companies to 
frustrate efforts to speed the advent of generic drugs. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Russia’s Summer of Idealism 
By SASHA SEN DEROVICH 

Vohmteers helping the flood-devastated town of Kr)ansk demonstrate a new sensibility in the outlook of 
yotmg Russians. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Who’s on America’s Side? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Mitt Romney’s banking on harsh attacks to help lfim in lfis White House bid, but, unforttmately, it’s a Swiss 
account. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

Leave the Statue, to Remember 
By TA-NEHISI COATES 

We shouldn’t let Penn State ignore its complicity in the cover-up of Jerry Sandusky’s abuse. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 18, 1936, the Spmfish Civil War began as Gem Francisco Franco led an uprising of army troops based 

in North Africa. 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:30 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

smwg01 @listscrv.unc.edu 

[slnwg01] I~NV: Geography 814 Course Description 

Hello friends, 
Geography is offering an interesting class this fall, theorizing about the contemporary moment that I think you may enjoy! 
Best, 

From: Reyes, Alvaro Andres [alvaroar@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday: 10:36 AM 
To: Geograds 
S~,bject: [geoggrads] Geography 81~ Course Description 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope that you’re all having a nice summer. Below is the course description for Geo 814. Let me know if you have any questions and please do pass this along to others who 
might be interested. 

See you soon, 
Alvaro 

Global Crisis, Global Spring? 
Geography 814 
Instructor: Alvaro Reyes 
Mondays 6-8:30, Greenlaw Rm. 104 

Turn on any news program, flip the pages of any newspaper, and you are bombarded with stories and images of two seemingly disparate phenomena. One would 
appear to take place in the spaces of contemporary economic life--financial centers, economic indices, business pages, and global summits; and the other in the space of 
informal political life--the streets, squares, and meeting halls of Cairo, Madrid, New York City, and Tunis (to name but just a few). Within mainstream discourse, the relation 
between these spaces of "Crisis" and "Spring" is conspicuous for its radical absence. Alternatively, and equally unconvincing, the (under-theorized) premise within "activist" 
discourse is that the phenomena referred to as the "global spring" consists of a series of head-on resistances, if not full blown alternatives, to the "global crisis." 

In contrast, this class will seek to bring forward theorizations of the ira/possible relation among these spaces, as well as each of their respective relations to the 
question of societal change. Such an endeavor will lead us to a series of seemingly basic questions. First, what is a "crisis’? What is this "crisis’? Is the current"crisis" a 
financial crisis? A crisis of neoliberalism? A capitalist crisis? An ecological crisis? A crisis of territorial ordering? A civilizational crisis? (Possible readings in this regard may 
include Karl Marx, David Harvey, Fredric Jameson, Immanuel Wallerstein, Ana Esther Ceceffa, Carlo Galli, Moishe Postone, Ulrich Brand, Fernando Coronil, Frantz Fanon, and 
Mike Davis.) Second, what is a "spring’? Does "spring" refer to a series of uprisings (-[unisia, Egypt, Bahrain)? A global array of movements (Indignados, Yosoy132, Occupy)? A 
number of revolts (Chile, Quebec, Greece)? What is an uprising? What is a movement? What is a revolt? Here we will ask and investigate what type of space each of these 
establish, whether these spaces actually pose "alternatives"to the spaces of crisis, and if each of these spaces have the same relation to societal change. (Readings here may 
include Huey Newton, Raquel Gutierrez, Hardt and Negri, Harold Dabashi, RaOl Zibechi, Saskia Sassen, Deleuze and Guattari, Henri Lefebvre, Silvia Rivera, and Alain Badiou.) 

Furthermore, we will examine what a "crisis" might have to do with a "spring," and whether "spring" is a reaction to "crisis" or whether the "crisis" could be a product 
of a "spring." Finally, what might this "crisis" and this "spring" tell us regarding the nature, spaces, and possibility of a full-blown summer? 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

slnwg01 as: eunice~)etnafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31823870-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subjet~: 

~googlemail.com> 

Wednesday 2:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tea or Lunch :) 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

How are you? I hope all is well. 

told me he had spoken with you and that you snggested we have tea or lnnch. I’d be hapw to meet with you for tea or lunch. ~Vould Monday~ 

for you? 

Have a good at~ternoon! 

Best, 

Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History 

Hamilton Hall, CB# 3195 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

U.S.A. 

Email:             ,~qmail.¢om 

"I hope that you at this moment will think of yourself as a human being rather than as an American, Asian, European, African, or member of any particular country. These 

loyalties are secondary. If you and I find common ground as human beings, we will communicate on a basic level." The Dalai Lama 
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Real Estate ~      
ilXiI Find yuur next hume with nytimes.cmn/realestate~ 

Search listings by neighbm’huod, price ur number of 
bedrooms. Find upen huuses and new developments~ ~aAso see 
listings that are fur sale by owner or ones that have been 
recently reduced. N Yrinaes.eomiRealEstate makes finding your 
new home easy~ start yo~w search today~ 

Business Day Live                                     ~ 

Don’t miss Business Day Live each weekday morning to 

get ~l~e latest business ~ews of ~l~e day, Find out What 
Marissa Mayer means for Yahoo, hear Richard Ravitch on 

munhzipa[ debt woes~ ~ake a look at the economic impae~ of the 

MidwesVs worsenisg dronght and get mot’e os the Mierosoft asd 

NBC Web diwn’ee. ~me in on nytimes.com eaeh weekday at ~o 

a,m, ET or a~aytime on uytimes.com/busiuessday]ive, 

¯ As Tablet Race Beats Up, Apple May Try Smaller Desiee 
¯ An Islamic School for Girls 
¯ Coaehella Beads to Sea 

" 7 Olympic Uniforms of Yore 
¯ Why Cafft the Bron>; Be More Like Brooklyn? 

Top 8 V~ewed Features o,~ 
(Between I v 1, 20 2- Ju y !7, 20!2) 

~, In PawlenLy, Romney Campaign May Fiod Down-to-Earth 

Appeal 

2, Fr~euds of a Cet’tab~ Age 

3. An Infection, Unnoticed, Tm’os Uns[oppabIe 

4. Keller: Five Obamaeare Myths 

5. Two Classes, Divided by ’I Do’ 

~ SLIDE SHO’W: Nas igating 

the Dangers of Moun[ Mi;Kiuli;y 
At 20,320 feet, Mount McKinley 
is the highest peak in North 
America. 

~ INTEIK&C’F~VE: 

Understanding the Rate-Fixing 
Inquiry 
~’aeking the global 
investigation into how big banks 
set crucial benchmark interest 
rates, including Libor. 

::.g.:: 

~ VIDEO~ Siog]e and 

Unequal 
As a single mother of three, 
aessiea Sehairer falls in the 
middle of a sharp debate about 
how economic inequality is 
increasingly linked to changes 
in family structure. 

Join the 
Conversation 

State’? 
Should the 
university’s football program 
face serious sanctions because 
officials covered up allegations of 
sexual abuse against a former 
coach? Wlxat do you think? Join 
the conversation. 

~ Join the Conversation a 



Olympics 

Connect with Ti~e New        ~ 
Yolk Times on Facebook 

Follow @nytimes on          ~ 
]witter 

ABOUT TH~S E-I~IA~L 

@Tkr~ea comes to you from ~he N~¢Tirnes corn marketing departmenL You received this Priessage because you signed Lip 

for NY[inles corn’s @Times newsle.ff, er. 

The New York Times Company I Copyrighl 2012 I NYTimes corn 820 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 10:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Enviromnenta] Series t~)r Educators - Journey to Planet Eaxth 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 2,500 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. 

Special Summer Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 9:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Board of Governors - Fact Sheet (Important) 

Deal Eunice, 
Here is my home telephone number: 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. JaJ~ken 

Professor of At?o-American Studies 

Depaxtment of African and At~o-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ of Mort21 Caxolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abom my publications: 

htlp:/,’www.umass.edu/umple ss/spr 9Tianken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edWbooks’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 

http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0723 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 9:26 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket H; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Lambert, Michael Canute 
Subject: Board of Governors - Fact Sheet (Important) 

Dear Kenneth, Bereket, Reginald and Michael, 

Please see attached and call me either tonight (before 11.00pm if you get this message) or by 8.30am morning. 
You can reach me at 

Reg: We have a meeting before 8.30am, thus you do not need to call me tonight. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, July 20, 2012 3:31 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Border Posts Fall Into the Hands of Syrian Rebels 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

...................................................................................  oday,sHeadiines ..................................................................... 
~l)e N’~ ~rk ~.~ July 20, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _.a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Border Posts Fall Into the 
Hands of Syrian Rebels 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and TIM ARANGO 

Building on naonaentum gained by their 
brazen assassination of flaree top Syrian 
security officials a day earlier, rebel 
fighters seized all four crossings with 
Iraq and one into Turkey. 

" ~ Video: Watching Syria’s War 

Hezbollah Is Blamed for 
Attack on Israeli Tourists in 
Bulgaria 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and ERIC SCHMITT 

Americm~ officials confirmed Israel’s 
assertions that the suicide bomber who 
killed five Israelis on a tour bus was a 
member of a Hezbollah cell. 
" ~ The Lede: Video Shows Suspected 

Bomber 

Legal Battles Erupt Over Tough Voter ID Laws 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Lawsuits over voter identification laws cotfld affect nfillions of voters, as opponents of the laws argue that 
they suppress nfinority votes and supporters say they prevent fraud. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Your ears don’t get more tolerant. Your psyche gets more tolerant." 

DR. GORDON HUGHES, director for clinical trials at the National Institute on Deafimss and Oflmr 
Communication Disorders, on the dangers of increasingly higher noise levels in public places. 

SPORTS 

N INTERACTIVE 
GRAPHIC: Lolo 
Jones, Cleared for 
Takeoff 
The London Ol3anpics 



will be Jones’s second trip to the 
Olympics in the aoo-meter hurdles. 
Take a look at how she does it. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Why Do the Boy 

Scouts Exclude 
Gays? 
What are the benefits for 
the organization, mad 
what will be fl~e costs? Jerry Lewis’s new play 

ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Speaking whoopee cushion 

Cruel, tuneful jerk in love 

nytiraes, com            TH EATiER 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Israel Is Forced to Rethink Its Regional Strategies 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The fall of the Syrian government would present Israel with a ntunber of problems, including concerns about 
ehenfieal weapons and the Golan Heights. 

With $20 Billion Loan Pledge, China Strengthens Its Ties to African Nations 
By JANE PERLEZ 

The loans for infrastructure and agriculture outlined by President Hu Jintao doubled the amount offered at 
the last big conference of Afriema leaders in China in 9oo9. 

LONDON JOURNAL 
The Olympic Spirit, British Style: When Will This Nightmare End? 
By SARAH LYALL 

While the world awaits the start of the Ol)anpics, Londoners are noticeably less eager. Traffic, weather, and 
the cost of the Gmnes are cause for some tmusually bitter complaints. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Widespread Drought Is Likely to Worsen 
By JOHN ELIGON 

The latest forecasts call for increasingly dry conditions over much of the nation’s breadbasket, which could 
lead to higher food prices and reduced revenues in tourist areas. 
’- ~ Graphic: Drought’s Footprint I ~.~1~ Send Us Your Drought Photos 

~ ~J Slide Show: Drought Affects Nation’s Breadbasket 

NEW DOMINION 
A Hunt for Split-Ticket Voters in a Tight Virginia Senate Race 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

For former Gov. Tim Kaine and ex-Senator George Allen, the search for people who say their vote for senator 
is not tied to their vote for president has become imperative. 

~ ~ Video: TimesOast Politics -- Virginia I An Evenly Matched Race 

, The Caucus: Watching Senate Races Around the Country 

Arizona Sheriff’s Trial Begins With Focus on Complaints About Illegal 
Immigrants 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

Plaintiffs lawyers in the bias case against Sheriff Joe Arpaio were plmming to introduce letters in wlfich 
residents complained about people they said were illegal inmfigrants. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Libor Scandal Shows Many Flaws in Rate-Setting 
By PETER EAVIS and NATHANIEL POPPER 

The lending benchmark, a convenient tool for the markets, has flaws that have some people even questioning 
its existence. 

. Asian Financial Regulators Examine Local Lending Rates 

Japanese Consumers Reconsidering Rice Loyalty 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Prompted by declining incomes, as well as fears about radiation, more Japanese consmners and businesses 
are fighting for the tiny available amounts of imported flee. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 
Accounting D~tente Delayed 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

A meeting tlfis week of the world’s two major accounting boards revealed the divisions that prevent 
agreement on a single set of rtfles. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Promise to Avoid Race-Day Drugs 
By JOE DRAPE 

Some prominent horse oua~ers annotmeed that they would immediately stop using race-day medications on 
their 2-year-old horses and called for their fellow ouaaers to do the same. 

" The Rail: At Saratoga, a Step Back in Time 

BMX Racers Roll With Latest Methods 
By GREG BISHOP 

Bicycle motocross, once considered a counterculture sport, has undergone a scientific revolution since its 
debut in the 2008 Beijing Games. 

Rockets Gain Lin’s Skills and International Fans 
By KATE MURPHY 

If fans in Houston are not quite swept up in Linsanity the way New Yorkers were, at least the Rockets know 
that Jeremy Lin could give them continued resonance in the vast basketball markets in Asia. 

, Rockets General Manager Rebounding His Own Miss 

, ~.~ Video: Letting Lin Walk Might Not Be So Bad 

ARTS 

Major Networks Shut Out of Best Drama Category in Emmy Nominations 
By BRIAN STELTER and DAVE ITZKOFF 

The nfigration of top actors mad writers to cable channels became evident when the Emmy Award 
nonfinations were released on Thursday. 

’ ~ Slide Show: Nominees I ~ Post a Comment I More Posts and Interviews 

" ~ Video: Parsing the Nominations I List of Nominees 

ART REVIEW 
Technology Advances, Then Art Inquires 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Ghosts in the Machine," at the New Musemn, features artworks that respond to scientific progress. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

Tom Davis, Comedian and ’SNL’ Sketch Writer, Dies at 59 
By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

Mr. Davis and lfis Minnesota high school friend M Franken were among the first writers hired in 1975 to 
help shape flae fresh take that a new show, live from New York, wotfld bring to topical humor. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE QUEEN OF VERSAILLES’ 
Let Them Eat Crow 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"The Queen of Versailles" follows a lfigh-living couple as they seek to build the largest private home in 
America just as the 2008 financial crisis lilts. 

-’ ’The Queen of Versailles’ and Its Lawsuit 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE DARK KNIGHT RISES’ 
A Rejected Superhero Ends Up at Ground Zero 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Christopher Nolan’s "Dark I~hfight Rises" wraps up his post-Sept. 11 epic of ambivalent good vs. 
multidimensional evil with a burst of light. 

-’ Imax and ’The Dark Knight Rises’ 

" ~.~"~ This Week’s Movies I July 20, 2012 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Celebrating a Prince of Film 
By MIKE HALE 

Japm~ Cuts fihn festival at the Japan Society presents movies with Koji Yakusho playing a tree cutter, a 
samurai and an aeeomatant, mnong others. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Democrats Gain the Upper Hand 
Unable to preserve the Bush-era tax cuts that are scheduled to expire on Jan. 1, Republicans suddenly 
oppose forceful tactics they once used fl~emselves. 

EDITORIAL 
The Boy Scouts’ 19th-Century Decision 
It is impossible for the Boy Scouts to square the group’s values of openness and strong moral character with 
its retrograde policy toward gay boys and gay and lesbian adults. 

EDITORIAL 
Bayou Blues 
An ugly fight about who should be the Louisiana Supreme Court’s next chief justice is an unsettling example 
of how power can trample voting fights even where they should be sacrosanct. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Trouble With Online Education 
By MARK EDMUNDSON 

Intela~et courses are monologues. True learning is a dialogue. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Pathos of the Plutocrat 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The very rich don’t just have more money. They expect a level of deference the Average Joe never 
experiences. Amd flaat has become a major factor in Aaneriea’s polities. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Where Obama Shines 
By DAVID BROOKS 

In a world characterized more by ax~xiety thma overt conflict, President Obama’s situation-specific foreign 
policy strategy has been nimble and effective. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 



¯ More o..o_pinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 20, 1969, the astronaut Neil Armstrong became the first man to walk on the moon. 

¯ See This Front Pa.g.e_ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front Pa~g.e., 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Regina]d F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 20, 2012 8:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Board of Governors - Fact Sheet (Important) 

From what you told me this morning while we were driving to campus....the kind of people you will be talking to could care less about the NC African American Heritage 
Commission. They would be less dismissive of my membership on the Advisory Board of the NC Historical Review. Just a thought. -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 9:26 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket H; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Lambert, Michael Canute 
Subject: Board of Governors - Fact Sheet (Important) 

Dear Kenneth, Bereket, Reginald and Michael, 

Please see at-~ached and call me either tonight (before 11.00pm if you get this message) or by 8.30am morning. 
You can reach me at’ 

Reg: We have a meeting before 8.30am, thus you do not need to call me tonight. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Friday, July 20, 2012 2:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
HR Section/SSF Pre-Conference, Thursday, August 16 

ASA Human Rights Section/Sociologists Without Borders Pre-Conference 

"Theories and Practices of Human Rights: An Interdisciplinary Dialogue" 

Colorado Convention Center, Room 110 

Thursday, August 16, 12:00-noon to 6:00 PH 

On behalf of the ASA Human Rights Section and Sociologists Without Borders, we are pleased to announce the roster for the Pre= 

Conference in Denver. The times of the papers will be announced soon. Admission to the Pre-Conference is free and open to everyone. 

Presenters: 

Louis Esparza, Assistant Professor of Sociology, California State University-Los Angeles: "Worker Self-Organization" 

Alan Gilbert, .John Evans Professor, .loser Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver: "Further Reflections on Black 
Patriots and Loyalists: Fighting for Emancipation in the War of Independence" 

Barb Gurr, Assistant Professor in Residence, Women’s Studies Program, University of Connecticut: ’q-he Failures and Possibilities of a 
Human Rights Approach to Secure Native American Women’s Reproductive _]ustice" 

Nicheline Ishay, Professor and Director of the International Human Rights Program at the Graduate School of International Studies, 
University of Denver: Title Forthcoming 

Shula Koenig, Founding President, People’s Movement for Human Rights Learning: "Human Rights Learning/Human Rights Cities" 

*Pending confirmation. 

Lisa Martinez, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Denver: "Latinos in the US" 

*Pending confirmation. 

Glenn Morris, Associate Professor of Political Science, University of Colorado-Denver: Title Forthcoming 

*Pending confirmation. 

Rhiannan Price, graduate student, ~]osef Korbel School of :nternational Studies, University of Denver: "Civil Resistance and Peacekeeping 

in West Africa" 

Bandana Purkayastha, Professor of Sociology and Asian American Studies, University of Connecticut: Title Forthcoming 

Bill Simmons, Associate Professor of Political Science and former Director of the NA Program in Social ~]ustice and Human Rights, 
Arizona State University, ".Joyful Human Rights" 

Molly Talcott, Assistant Professor, California State University-Los Angeles, "Notes on the Empathic Turn in Social Science: Antiracist 
feminism, epistemology, and community accountability" 

FacilitatorslDiscussants: 

Manisha Desai, Associate Professor of Women’s Studies and Sociology, University of Connecticut 

David Fasenfest, Associate Professor of Sociology, Wayne State University 

Mark Frezzo, Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Mississippi 

We would like to thank Bruce Friesen, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Tampa and Chair of the ASA Human Rights 
Section, for proposing the idea and making the necessary arrangements with the ASA and the Colorado Convention Center. In addition, 
we would like to thank the Council of the ASA Human Rights Section and the Council of Sociologists Without Borders for their help in 
defining the nature and scope of the pre-conference. Finally, we would like to thank Louis Esparza for helping us to recruit presenters. 

Please the save the date and stay tuned for further information. 

--Mark Frezzo and Manisha Desai 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, July 21, 2012 3:49 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Gunman Kills 12 in Colorado, Reviving Gun Debate 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... T.od.ay;is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ..................................................................... 
~11¢ N’~O ~rk ~i~t~¢~ July 21, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9.~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e..Lo.~..a.~2.s....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Gunman Kills m in Colorado, 
Reviving Gun Debate 
By DAN FROSCH and KIRK JOHNSON 

After a movie theater shooting that left 
at least ]2 dead and 58 wom~ded, 
witnesses described a scene of 
claustrophobia, panic and blood. 

" ~’~ Map: The Shooting in Aurora 

~ ~ Video: Colorado Movie Theater Shooting 

Tax Loopholes Block Efforts 

to Close Gaping U.S. Deficit 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Lawmakers point to ending tax dodges 
as the answer to much that ails the 
country, but one deficit hawk’s fight for 
a loophole benefiting his constituents 
shows how difficult that is. 

Liberal Donors Finding 
Home in Massachusetts 
Senate Race 
By KATHARINE O. SEELYE 

Elizabeth Warren’s haul - $24.5 nfillion so far - has already catapulted her to No. 15 on the list of most 
successful Senate campaign money-raisers in history. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Do I run out the door? Is he going to shoot the baby? What am I to do? I didn’t drop the baby." 
JAMIE ROHRS, 25, who was cradling his 4-monfl~ old son in lfis arms as shooting began at a movie 

theater in Aurora, Colo.; he and the baby escaped. 

U,S, 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 

Terror at a 
Colorado Theater 
Just after nfichfight on 
Friday, fantasy became 



nightmare, and a place of escape became 
a trap, when a man strode to the front in 
a multiplex near Denver and opened 
fire. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Searching for 
Clues to Calamity 
By FRED GUTERL 

Have we reached a 
tipping point that signals 
a climate disaster? Scientists are 
bringing mathematical rigor to find out. 

Lolo Jones, cleared for 
takeoff 
ALSO IN OLYMPICS >> 

Google+ Hangout with marathon runner Kara Goucher 

7 Olympic uniforms of yore 

nytim.es,~:o,m OLYM PICS 

WORLD 

In Zimbabwe Land Takeover, a Golden Lining 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

The seizure of white-owned fanns was a disaster for Zimbabwe on many levels, but amid that pain, texas of 
thousands of people got small fann plots and many ended up faring pretty well. 

. ~ Slide Show: Faring Better After Land Upheavals 

¯ . IHT Rendezvous: Q. and A. With Lydia Polgreen 

Syrians Fleeing Capital Leave Bodies and Bombs Behind 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

One family that managed to escape the deadly conflict in Syria mad cross into Lebanon described a hellish 
lmadscape punctuated by explosions. 

Inquiry Seeks Accomplices of Bomber in Bulgaria 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and MATTHEW BRUNWASSER 

The police are searclfing for clues to the identity of the bomber who blew up a bus filled with Israeli tourists 
on Wednesday, focusing new attention on his possible accomplice or accomplices. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Colorado Gun Laws Remain Lax, Despite Changes After Columbine 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Colorado law prohibits local governments from restricting gun rights in several significm~t ways, and gtm 
control opponents have successfully fought other efforts to restrict access to grins. 

, Hollywood Struggles for Proper Response to Shooting 

¯ " Online, Colorado Suspect Seems a Phantom 

In First, Software Emulates Lifespan of Entire Organism 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

Scientists have developed a software simulation, running on 128 computers, of a whole bacterimn, a step 
toward carrying out full experiments without traditional iustruments. 

Troubles Mount in Scandal-Weary Capital 
By SUSAN SAULNY and THEO EMERY 

Mayor Vincent C. Gray is trying to conduct business as usual even as two supporters are charged with 
illegally fmmeling money into his 2 o ao campaign. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

European Agency Backs Approval of a Gene Therapy 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The therapy, which would treat a rare disease, could be the first regulatory approval of a gene therapy in the 
Westela~ world. 

DEALBOOK 
Libor Case Documents Show Timid Regulators 
By BEN PROTESS and MARK SCOTT 

Documents released on Friday show that regulators balked at playing a more public role in reform efforts in 
2008, and some British officials pushed back on certain fixes. 

". ~ Understanding the Rate-Fixing Inquiry 

COMMON SENSE 
For UBS, a Record of Averting Prosecution 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

The Swiss bank, one of more than a dozen being investigated for manipulating interest rates, has a trail of 
transgressions that makes it stand out from other banks. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Snedeker Soars to First, and Into Third Round 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Brandt Snedeker tied fl~e 36-hole British Open record with a lo-under 13o, and leads Adam Scott by one 
shot. 

¯ ’ On Par: Round 2 Highlights I Leader Board 

:’ On Par: Course Has Been a Breeze, but Field Braces for Wind 

Two Lives After Losing to Jesse Owens 
By ROBERT WEINTRAUB 

Mack Robinson, who finished second to Jesse Owens in the 200, came home to degradation in his home city 
of Pasadena, Calif. Martinus Osendarp, the Dutch sprinter who was third, wound up in prison for war 
erilnes. 

Autographs and Absurdity at Annual SEC Media Days 
By ROBERT WEINTRAUB 

All conferences have preseason media gatherings, but no other conference’s preseason event combines 
fanaticism, excess and eccentricity quite like the Southeastern Conferenee’s. 

’: Limits Loom for Staffs of the SEC 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Who Can Improve on Nature? Magazine Editors 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Magazine editors and photographers regularly touch up their shots - even when the subjects are animals. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
With Departure, a Ballet Director Comes Into Focus 
By ALASTAIR MACAO LAY 

The departing artistic director of the Royal Ballet reflects on her 54 years with the company. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
All Alone Onstage, Singing Songs of a Tumultuous Life 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Elizabeth Futral performs Kaija Saariaho’s monodrama "l~milie" at the Gerald W. Lynch Theater. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 



Test Driving Disney’s New Cars Land 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

Opened last month, Cars Lmad is part of ma upgrade to Disney’s California Adventure amusement park. But 
can it win over the ultimate critic, a 7-year-old "Cars" expert? 

The Disney Adventure, Without the Kids 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

There’s nostalgia, yes, and trying out the new rides. But there’s also the option to duck into a quiet bar. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 
Los Angeles? The Valley Is Way Cooler 
By DAVID McANINCH 

The perennially picked on San Fenaando Valley may never be considered truly hip. But that’s exactly its 
charul. 

," ~ Slide Show: A Valley Guy’s Valley Guide 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Afghanistan’s Economic Challenges 
Corruption and poor governance are sabotaging its ability to become self-sufficient. Time is framing out as 
American and coalition forces prepare to withdraw. 

EDITORIAL 
The Shootings in Colorado 
This latest in a series of murderous acts is a moment to reflect and to search for sensible answers about guns. 

EDITORIAL 
A Challenge to a Brutal Anti-Latino Law 
A federal court now has a chance to block the "show me your papers" section of Arizona’s anti-immigrant 
law. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mourning and Mulling 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

As America heals from the tragedy in Aurora, Colo., we will be called to question our values and laws, 
especially our gma laws. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Guns and the Slog 
By GAlL COLLINS 

If anyone, gun control advocates know what it’s like to go from one tragedy to the next in order to push for 
sensible laws. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Financial Scandal Scorecard 
By JOE NOCERA 

Having you been keeping up with fl~e latest financial scandals? There’s a lot to sort through. Fraud, money 
laundering, rate-rigging. We’ve got it all. 
:. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 2a, 1925, the "monkey trial" ended in Dayton, Tenn., with Jolm T. Scopes convicted of violating state 



law for teaching Darwin’s theory of evolution. (The conviction was later overtun~ed.) 
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TOP NEWS 

Top Afghans Tied to ’9os 
Carnage, Researchers Say 
By ROD NORDLAND 

The powerful men accused of 
responsibility, directly or indirectly, for 
tens of thousm~ds of deaths are named 
in the pages of a monmnental 8oo-page 
report. 

Suspect Bought Large 
Stockpile of Rounds Online 
By JACK HEALY 

The 24-year-old man accused of killing a 
dozen people inside a Colorado movie 
theater gathered what the police called a 
6,ooo-rotmd arsenal legally and easily. 

Reports of Forced Abortions 
Fuel Push to End Chinese 
Law 
By EDWARD WONG 

Accounts of women being coerced into late-tenn abortions by local officials have thrust a policy that 
penalizes fanfilies in Clfina for having more thm~ one child into the spotlight. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Everyone shouM know that what they suffered was not unique. We shouM be able to tell our people: ’This 

is our past, this is our history. It’s ugly, it’s bad, but we shouM be able to face it.’" 

AHMAD NADER NADERY, a former Afghan official who eonmfissioned a report that compiled evidence 

of war crimes and hmnan rights abuses in Afghanistan. 

~:~ SLIDE SHOW: ........ 
Students Gather to 
Remember One Of 
Their Own 
Students of Gateway High 
School in Aurora 



gathered with their fanfilies to 
remember their classmate, Alexm~der 
Boik, a victim of the shooting. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

STONE                        ~ The Moral Hazard .       . 

By JOHN KAAG and SARAH :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

As in the myth of Gyges, 
our use of drone warfare confuses our 
ability to kill without detection with the 
moral right to do so. 

Handsome as disfigured 
: ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Sex to supper: Scrutinizing the absurd in social norms 

It’s a bit warm, but the party’s down here 

n~£limes,~o.m TH EATiER 

WORLD 

Heavy Rains Blamed for at Least 37 Deaths in Beijing 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

The heaviest rainfall in six decades caused widespread havoc in China’s capital over the weekend, forcing the 
evacuation of 5o,ooo people. 

Both Sides Claim Progress as Violence Continues in Syrian Cities 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Violent clashes continued on Sunday in certain quarters of Aleppo and Dmnascus as Syrian govenunent 
forces fought to regain control over areas that rebels claimed to have seized in recent days. 

, Photographs: In Southern Turkey, Syrian Refugees Wait Out The War 

Sicily’s Fiscal Problems Threaten to Swamp Italy 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

A flare-up over the risk caused by one region’s debt reflects the challenges Prime Minister Mario Monti faces 
in using outside pressure to get Italy’s political class to cut costs. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Obama Consoles Aurora as City Begins Healing 
By JOHN ELIGON, SERGE F. KOVALESKI and MARC SANTORA 

President Obama came to Aurora, Colo., to meet with survivors of a rampage at a movie theater, and police 
said they had finished collecting evidence out of the suspect’s apartment. 

-’ Photographs: Tragedy and Healing in Aurora 

THE NEW AMERICAN JOB 

As California Warehouses Grow, Labor Issues Are a Concern 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Many Californians welcome the jobs for low-skilled workers, but some warn that employees are being 
nfistreated in the distribution warehouse industry, known as logistics. 

Republican Party in California Is Caught in Cycle of Decline 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

With no one in statewide office, the Califonfia party, once a s3anbol of Republican hope and geographical 
reach, has stumbled as conservatives have prospered elsewhere. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

At Caterpillar, Pressing Labor for Concessions 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 



Workers in an Illinois factory are protesting a call by the construction equipment manufacturer for a six-year 
wage freeze and a pension freeze. 

Facebook Efforts on Advertising Face a Day of Judgment 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

As its share price has plummeted, Faeebook has scrambled to attract advertisers away from Google. Its first 
ealafings report since going public will indicate how it is doing. 

The Stylish Side of China 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY and JONATHAN LANDRETH 

Publishers of fashion magazines willing to contend with censorship and various other hurdles in China are 
being rewarded with heavy advertising demand. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

N.C.A.A. Plans ’Punitive Measures’ Against Penn State 
By PETE THAMEL and EACH SCHONBRUN 

The N.C.A.A. will announce penalties against Penn State on Monday in the wake of the child sex abuse 
scandal involving 3erry Sandusky, a former football coach. 

’- In ’Paterno,’ Bad Timing for a Book 

Long Before London Games, James Bond Tactics 
By GREG BISHOP 

Seeking may edge at the Olympics, countries have turned to ever shrewder tactics ranging from technological 
investments in training to outright espionage. 

A Sprint and Leap Into the Unknown 
By MARY PILON 

Lex Gillette, a blind long jumper, relies on muscle memory and trust to compete in the Paralympics. 

¯ Mor_~g.~_S_pS orts News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’UNCLE VANYA’ 
Love Loses Its Balance at This Dacha 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Love has no dignity in the Sydi~ey Theater Company’s glorious production of "Uncle Vanya," starring Cate 
Blanehett and Hugo Weaving. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Los Angeles Museum on Life-Support 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Jeffrey Deitch, art dealer tulaaed musemn director, has had a tough two years at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Where the Heart Beats’ 
By BEN RATLIFF 

A new Jolm Cage biography explores the composer’s philosophical awakening through Zen Buddhism and 
how that conversion changed the sort of music he composed. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Venture Capital Firms, Once Discreet, Learn the Promotional Game 
By NICOLE PERLROTH 

Venture capitalists are hiring frill-time public relations experts to tell bloggers and reporters of their 
investing prowess. 

In ’Paterno,’ Bad Timing for a Book 
By JULIE BOSMAN 



Simon & Schuster is scaling back publicity for "Patenao," an ill-timed biography of Joe Patemo, the 
disgraced Penn State football coach. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Question for a C.E.O.: What Is Yahoo? 
By DAVID CARR 

While Yahoo is many things, it leads in media. To succeed, its new chief executive, Marissa Mayer, must 
come to grips with its sprawling array of content. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....M...e..d.j..a...&....A...d..v..e..r..tj.s.i.n.~q News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Week in the Life of Libor 
The Justice Department is expected to file crinfinal charges against at least one big bank in connection with 
the interest-rate nmniptflation scandal. This is welcome news. 

EDITORIAL 
The Spy Hunt for Whistle-Blowers 
The intensity and sweep of the F.D.A.’s efforts to spy on the conmmnicatious of whistle-blowing employees 
suspected of leaking trade secrets to outsiders were astonishing. 

EDITORIAL 
A Spiteful New Policy at Guantfmamo Bay 
The Obanm adininistration’s latest overuse of executive authority is a decision not to let lawyers visit clients 
in detention under terms that have been in place since 2oo4. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

O P-ART 
MetroCards for Sale 
By CHIP KIDD 

Now that the Metropolitan Trm~sportation Authority is selling advertising space on its MetroCards, a graphic 
designer offers some ad proposals. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Loading the Climate Dice 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Yes, weather fluctuates, and that variability is making climate change even harder to fight. 
-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Politics of Anything Goes 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

In 2004, President Obama denounced "spin masters and negative ad peddlers." Has he adopted the strategy 
he once scorned? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 23, a9a4, Austria-Hungary issued an tfltimatmn to Serbia following the killing of Archduke Francis 

Ferdinand by a Serb assassin; the dispute led to World War I. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <’WILBURNK@ecu.edu;, 

Monday, July 23, 2012 8:38 AM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

2nd CFP: SERSAS Fall Conference, 19-20 October 2012, A~mstrong Atlantic Universi~, Savm~nal~, GA, USA 

From: Kelmeth Wilburn, East Carolina University <wilburl~@ecu edu> 
and SERSAS Coordinators 

Date: 23 July 2012 

SERSAS (The Southeastern Regional Seminar in African Studies) is pleased 
to announce the first CFP for its Fall 2012 conference, graciously co- 
hosted by Armstrong Atlantic University and Georgia Southern Universi~z. 

Armstrong Atlantic Universi~ in lovely Savannah, Georgia will be the 
site for the conference held during 19-20 October 2012. 

Details and suggestions for acconnnodation will be forthcoming. Please 
see the SERSAS Website at: 

http://www ecu.edu/african/sersas/homepa~e htm 

The theme ~2~r the conference is the modalities of resistance. 

While African studies have come a long way since the binaW of 
collaboration vs resistance first emerged, there remain compelling 
questions about how people in Afidca have challenged and continue to 
challenge the dominant forces in society. These include consideration of 
how class, gender, generation and culture iNkmn agency in people’s 
efforts to confront what were o~en the multiple forms of oppression 
they faced These efforts spanned time and place, were directed at both 
internal and external forces, and included a wide array of actions. From 
the period of the establishment of complex states and societies, through 
to the colonial period and into the present-day, Africans have sought to 
empower themselves against often seemingly insurmountable ~2~rces. In 
many instances, these efforts entailed ambiguous approaches and 
sometimes led to contradictory outcomes. People employed a range of 
responses from direct confrontation with arms and strike action or 
boycotts through indirect passive forms of disengagement from state 
demands to more subtle eflk~rts such as oral, literary and artistic 
expressions of resistance. Thus, much of the creative dynamism of the 
continent is embodied in struggles for liberation. 

SERSAS invites paper and panel proposals related to the therae of the 
modalities of resistance. Of particular interest are papers and panels 
that seek to explore and coraplexi~" the ambiguities related to 
"collaboration" and "resistance" and that employ multiple theoretical, 
epistemological and ontological approaches within African Studies to 
address common substantive problems. 

SERSAS prides itself on providing a collegial and welcoming atmosphere 
to all and will provide for doctoral candidates research presentations 
in a workshop forraat. Registration is $20 and includes an annual 
membership in SERSAS. 

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPOS~4LS IS 21 September 2012 

All proposals should be submitted online to: 

Hosting Chair, Dr. Cathy Skidmore-Hess, cskid@georgiasouthern.edu 

Dr. Aran MacKinnon, Georgia College, aran.mackinnon@gcsu.edu 

Ms. Ante Sane, Howard University, ~yahoo.cora 

Dr. Ken Wilb~trn, East Carolina University, wilbttrnk@ecu.edu 



From: ~}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you for responding, T completely understand. The discussion about Dr. Maathai went very well, it was very inspirational to most of the women, who had not heard of her 
before. 

Welcome back to Chapel Hill! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

4:07 PM 

Dear 

I am deeply sorry for this late response. 

T was away in KwaZulu-Natal province in South Africa conducting field work and T just returned to Chapel Hall. 

I hope your discussion went well and T am very pleased that you thought of DL Wangari Maathai. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

9:12 AM 

Dr. SaNe 

I am a co-founder of a new graduate student group called UNC                            . Our goal is to promote education and discussion of women’s issues among 
women scientists, as well as to mentor young women who aspire to become scientists. We are having our first meeting on       . and we will be discussing a couple of 
topics, including the life and career of Wangari Maathai. T chose to discuss Dr. Maathai because she had a number of very impressive scientific accomplishments, and then she 
was able to use this scientific expertise to go beyond academia and change the world in a powerful way. T think women who want to become scientists will find her story 
incredibly motivating and inspirational. I was emailing Dr. Barbara Anderson about this, and she recommended that I talk to you. T was wondering if you had any advice about 
reading materials for us, and whether you would like to attend our meeting, and maybe even lead the Wangari Maathai discussion section. It would be great to hear from you! 

Thank you very much for your time, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 23, 2012 8:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Kenneth’s cell number 

Deal Eunice, 

I can’t relnember ifI gave you my cell phone number. Here it is: 
I’ll be back in the office on Tuesday, July 31. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of AIi-o- American Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ ofNortki C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abom my publications: 

http://www.umass.edtv’umpress/spr 97/janken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/tx~oks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 
http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0723 
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Today’s Headlines 
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TOP NEWS 

Syria Threatens Chemical 

Aitack on Foreign Force 

The warning appeared intended to 
ward off an attack by Western 
nations while also apparently 
confirming that Syria had chemical 

Enrol~ilient Off ~n Big 

Distrlc~s; Forcing Layof{N 

Pnblie schools have struggled with 

the poor economy, home foreclosures 

and changes in immigration, and 

with competition from eharter 

sehools. 

In Eliro Zone~ Debi Pressiire Tiglitens Grip 

Many wmTy that finding a solntion is becoming more digfienlt now that Europe’s debt crisis is in its 
third year. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

MARK EMMERT, [~resi@nt o{’ thi~" N.C.A.A., ammm~eing s;mctions against Pem~ Sta~e Uni~,et’sity 
after the child sext~a! alntse se;mdal. 

SCIENCE 

Dr. Ride, a physicist, 
flew on the shnttle 
Challenger on Jnne 18, 1983, and on 
a second mission in ~984. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 
Maternity leave? It’s more like 
a pause. 
ALSO IN STYLE )> 

The public kiss welcome or not 

My boss my bikini 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
:~ Wt .... 

Leadership on Leaders 

Is it possible for a 
pofitieian, particularly a 
presidential candidate, to buck 
conventional wisdom and fight for an unpopular position? 



WORLD 

Eurupeau Unlou Tightens Sancfious 

The European Union strengthened its arms embargo against Syria on Monday and toughened 

sanctions against supporters of the conntry’s [)resident, Bashar al~Assad. 

Iraq ins,~rge~ts Kill at Least loo .SJ~ter Declaring New Offe~sive 

In a coordinated display intended to show they remain a viable foree, h’aqi insnrgents launched 4o 
separate attacks Monday, killing at least ~oo people. 

Chi~a Sends Troops to Disputed ~sla~ds 

The move appeared designed to reinforce China’s claims over the South China Sea a week after a 

meeting of foreign ministers of the Association of South East Asian Nations. 

More World News 

Suspect i~ Coloradu Theater Shuoti~g Appears in Court 

The proceeding offered the first public glimpse of dames E. Holmes since he was arrested outside the 
Century ~6 multiplex in Aurora early Friday. 

Aurora Gunman’s Arsenah Shotguu, Semiautomatic Rifle and, at the Eud~ a 

’]?he weapons used by the man accused of killing m people in a Colorado movie theater are among 
the most popular guns available in the multibillion-dollar American firearms market. 

Docu~uetats i~ Plai*~ Sight, but Still Classified 

A federal judge ruled that a batch of classified diplomatic cables posted by WikiLeaks were still 

considered secret. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Save ]Kih,watts, Win a Prize 

utility companies are trying to use social media, competitive games and Big Brother-style data 
analysis to persuade customers to use less electricity. 

DEALBOOK 

Chinese Make 815 Billlou Muve Iuto Canada 

Through the acquisition of Calgary-based Nexen, the Chinese state-run oil giant Cnooe would gain 

valuable footholds in oil- and gas-producing areas in North ~eriea and around the world. 

Si~icou Valley Says Step Away From the Device 

Compnters, smartphones and other gadgets have made life easier, but now tech firms are worried 
that they may be harming people. 

S P 0 RTS 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Real N.C.A.A, Penalty for Pe~u State, but No Cheers Yet 

Although the punishment was harsh, the outsize role of money in college sports may be a bigger 

factor in the degree to which the Penn State scandal will resonate at universities. 

Sanctlo~as Deci~mte lhe Nittany Lio~as Now and for Years to Come 

The N.C.A.A. banned the football program h’om bowl play for four years and vaeated wins fi’om 

~998 to 2oH in the wake of the Jerry Sandusky seandal. 

P~nishi~g Paterno by Erasi*~g the Past 

With the N.C.A.A. forcing Penn State to vacate H~ of Joe Paterno’s victories, Grambling’s Eddie 

Robinson is No. ~ all time in Division I, and Bobby Bowden among major-college coaches. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

Peering h~to the Exquisite Life of Rare Books 

At Rare Book School librarians, scholars, collectors and random book-mad civilians get a chance to 
see jaw-dropping masterpieces of printing. 

Dan~y DeVito~ Alo~e i~ Londou 



Danny DeVito is starring in a revival of "The Sunshine Boys," Neff Simon’s 1972 comedy, in 

London, perhaps on the way to Broadway. 

THEATER REVIBN 

Politics is a bloody business in "Warrior Class," a new play in the Second Sta~e Theater Uptown 

More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

SALLY RIDE 11951-2012 
Amen’lean ~,a, roma~ ~Vl~o Sh~tte~-ed Space Ce~Jh~g 

Dr. Ride was the first ~eriean wmnan in space, flying on two missions on the shuttle Challenger. 

The Alaska Highway, built in haste dm’ing World War II, is facing big challenges, including the 

effects of climate change on the underlying permaDost. 

~Many Wonders {but Few Amenities) on s Legendary Highway 

~In Road-Building, Biack Soldiers Defied 

It pays to plan ahead if you drive the Alaska Highway, where you will see snow-covered nmuntains, 

tundra and eagles, and even the occasional bison grazing along the side of the road. 

o Mole Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

There is no constitutional right to build a secret ammunition dmnp. Politicians need to make the 
tools of terror harder to obtain. 

EDITORIAL 

A Reeko~fing at Pem~ State 

The sanctions levied by the N.C.A.A. against Penn State over the Sandusky scandal are severe and 

richly deserved. 

EDITORIAL 

Preoccupied with re-election, House Republicans are abandoning their promise to debate postal 

reform. They seem to prefer voting to repeal health reform again and again. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 

The scarcity of water caused by the extensive dronght threatens not only crops and livestock, but 

power plants and gas and oil production. 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

Mo~°e ’I’Pea~:me~t P~og~ams 

i.::: i. A.¢ F... 

After a tragedy like the killings in Aurora, Colo., people use the event to indict whatever they don’t 

like about society. But dealing with it is about psychology, not sociology. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

T|~e l)~v~ne M~s~ M 

As the latest antics of Michele Baehmann show, she and others on the right have a era’ions religion. 

ON THIS DAY 

Dnring a visit to the Soviet Union, ~,ice President Richard M. Nixon got into a discussion at a U.S. 

exhibition with Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev that was dubbed the "kitchen debate." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 9:37 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] A chance for truth telling? 

I thought I’d pass along an article from USA Today: 

http://www.usat~da~.com/sp~rts/c~l~ege/f~tba~/bigten/st~r~/2~12.07~23/penn-state-ncaa-sancti~ns-cu~ture-change/~6446568/1 

Where we go from here is the challenge. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of NorLh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell 

Fax- 919,962.-6235 

sour hail@erl~aii ~mc.ed~ 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSR~ Co~ferer~ce on College Sport webs~te: www,csdconfe~ence~o~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htt~://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a29~756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=31853L27~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-3:[851271-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday,            12:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Meeting for cott~e or lunch 

My name is      I am a Postdoctoral Fellow- in Sociology and at the 
degrees is in Atrlcan American Studies so I thought I would write and say "Hello" :-) 

I would love to sit down and have lur~ch or coffee with you sometime. Let me know 

Postdoctoral Research Fellow 
Universi~’ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
Office: (919) 843-64~5 
Fax: (919) 962-7568 
Cell/text: 
Emai[: @unc.edu 

Twitter: @- 
Web: http ://sociologv.un c edu/ 

http:/iwww cpc unc.edu/ 

"Power concedes nothing without a demand" 

- Frederick Douglass, 1857 

here at UNC. My ;vork is on race and the black diaspora and one of my undergraduate 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 3:18 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Call tbr Book Chapters-Research in Global CNld Advocacy Series (Caribbean) 

bersoncomboshort8.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Call for Book Chapters-Research in Global Child Advocacy Series 

Date:Tue, 24 Ju12012 15:14:26 -0400 

From :Berson, Michael <Ber~rn(a)usf.edu> 

Please assist us by disseminating the Call for Book Chapters widely throughout your global networks. We have attached a PDF of the call. Interested authors should contact 
Ilene and Michael Berson. 

Call for Book Chapters 
Research in Global Child Advocacy Series 

Volume 6: Child Advocacy and Early Childhood Education Policies in the Caribbean 
Editors Ilene R. Berson and Michael J. Berson 

lAP Publishers 
.t!_t!~z;![~ j_n__[_o__’_a_g_e__p___u]?_=_c_’__q E!_/~&r_[#__s__/__R__~__a_!:_c:b:j ~_:~[9_~ ~_t:~t!j!~_:A~ ~_~ ~ 

This volume will explore early childhood education policies and practices in the Caribbean. Early childhood development has gained increasing importance as part of national 

agendas to achieve social and economic goals. Regional guidelines and action plans have been developed, but progress across nations varies. Chapters in the book will 

analyze child policies and issues, critically examine progress on alignment between policies and practices, and propose recommendations for advocacy and implementation 
that may advance the early childhood development agenda throughout the Caribbean. 
Submit your chapter by Microsoft Word email attachment by June 1, 2013 in order to be considered for inclusion in the book. See Author Guidelines at 
http://www.infoa.qepub.com/.quidelines.html. Your chapter should be 25-40 pages in length and follow the chapter organizational format described below. Graphics and images 
may be included. 
Submissions will be evaluated in the following categories: scholarship, significance, lucidity, originality, adherence to the theme, adherence to 6th edition APA style 
guidelines, and overall quality. Also note that upon acceptance of your manuscript, Information Age Publishing will require you to complete chapter agreement and publication 
agreement forms (available at hft#://wvwv.infoa_cje~ub.com/authors.htm!). 
Send chapters and inquiries to both: 

Ilene Berson iberso~@usf.edu and Michael Berson be~so~@usf.e~u 
Each book chapter will include the following components: 

Vignette 
The vignette aims to provide an authentic example of an issue and its impact on young children in a real or hypothetical organization. It is often based on actual situations, 

which may be fictionalized to protect confidentiality. It is especially important for readers to clearly see the relevance and importance of the topic in reading the vignette. 
Therefore, in addition to the description of a specific problem, a vignette should include additional information necessary to place the scenario in context (such as questions of 
policy or procedure, issues t~lating to reporting relationships or hierarchies or financial or administrative concerns) which will be addressed in subsequent sections of the 
chapter where you will provide an analysis of possible solutions or actions arising from the situation. 

Defining the Issue in the Caribbean 
Context and importance of the problem The purpose of this section of the chapter is to identify and describe a current and urgent advocacy issue which requires action. 
The context and importance of the problem includes the following: 

¯ A clear statement of the problem or issue in focus. 
¯ An overview of the root causes of the problem 
¯ A statement of the policy implications of the problem which clearly establishes the current importance and policy relevance of the issue= 

Recommendations for Policy and Practice 
The aim of the policy recommendations section is to guide early childhood educators and advocates regarding actions they might take in order to best help young children 
and their families. 
- Describe current policies and recommendations for action with research-based evidence to support your ideas. 
-A breakdown of the specific practical steps or measures that need to be implemented 
- Include a closing paragraph re-emphasizing the importance of action and/or connecting this action back to the vignette 
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR PUBLICATION 
Submission of full book chapters: June 1,2013 
Reviews of book chapter manuscripts sent to author(s): Summer 2013 

Receipt by editors of final draft of book chapters: December 20, 2013 
Final book submitted to publisher: Spring 2014 
Anticipated publication: Summer 2014 
]lene R Berson, Ph.D, NCSP 
Professor of Early Childhood Education 

UniversiD" of South Fk~rida 
College of Education 
Department of Childhood Education and Literacy Studies 
4202 E. Fowler Ave., ]b;DU202 
Tampa, [~, 33620 5650 
(813) 974-7698 
Fax (813) 974-0938 
ib~’r~ ot~@u’,~f.edu 
Michael J. ge~son, Ph.O. 
Professor of Social Science Education 
Set!lot Fellow, -[?!e Fiorida Joir~[ Center ]:or’ C[[izer~sb[p 

Un[versi:q/o[ South Florida 
Coilege of Education 
Der3artmen[ of Secondary Educatio¢! 
4202 East Fow]e~ Ave!~ue, EDUI05 
-[m~’~pa, Florida 33520 -5550 
Pho¢!e (SZB) 974-7917 
Ea× (813i 97,%-B837 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:08 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Graduate Certificate in Atiica~ Studies 

Final Resarne.doc; UNC.docx 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I am an international student who recently started a Master of Education for Experienced International Teachers program at UNC School of Education. I have worked 

as an ESL teacher in i     for 

two years, and aim to broaden my horizons and improve myself for my future career development. 

The reason that I mn writing to you is to show my great passion for African studies. In the short-term, perhaps immediately after my graduation next yem-, I would like 

to teach in Attica or do some 

research on cross-cultural education a~nong China, America and Africa. Theretbre, another goal of my Master’s education is to take some courses related to Ati-ican 

studies. 

In researching Africa-related courses on the UNC website, I learned about the interesting graduate certificate program in African Studies, mad of course I am intrigued 

by this unique program. Therefore, I 

would like to inquire about this progra~n. 

I wonder whether it Inight be possible to ask for some of your precious time. If it is possible, I would like to book a meeting with you at your convenience to Nscuss 

my interes~t in African Studies in more 

detail. (Ideally I would be interested in meeting this week, since I roll attend a program on the Future of Learning at Harvard Graduate School of Education next week, 

and since the summer session of my 

Master’s program ends next Friday, . If you are not available this week, I wonder whether any other professors in the African Studies departanent might have 

time to meet with me. 

I would like to inquire about several "things relating to the graduate certificate program in At~cm~ Studies: 

1. I understand that a requirement of the certificate progra~n is that a student "take tbur Africa-related courses, complete an independent research project, and 

participate in a seminar. My Master’s degree 

program is a one-year program, and I am wondering whether I will have enough time in one year to complete the certificate program in Afi-ican Studies in addition to 

the requirements of my Master’s program. 

2. I would like to understm~d the process of applying to the program in more detail. 

3. Would I have to pay extaa tuition to enroll in this proglam? 

4. When would the program siart? 

5. Even if time limitations proNbit me from em~olling in this program, I would still be interested in taking several classes in African Studies, and I ant interested in 

exploring whether it might be 

possible for me to audit AFRI                        and AFRI                                 9 at a minimum. 

6. In the timner event, I would alto be interested in exploring the tx)ssibility of working as an unpaid research assisIant in the African Studies Center, or tbr a professor 

doing Africa-related research. 

I have attached my resume and personal statement to give you more intbramtion about myselt[ 

I would greatly appreciate the optx~rtunity to meet with you this week, and look tbrward to hearing t?om you. Thank you tbr your consideration. 

Kind regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 3:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Fed Lemming Closer to New Stimulus if No Gro~4h Is Seen 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S~ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This Day 

D~tornize~@dav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Jtfly 25, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Fed Leaning Closer to N ew 

SfimM~s if No Growth Is 

Seen 

A growing number of officials have 
concluded that the Federal Reserve 
needs to expand its stimulus 
emnpaign unless the economy soon 
shows signs of improvement. 

AI Qaeda Taking Deadly New 

Role in Syria Confllc[ 

M Qaeda has helped to change the 
nature of the conflict, injecting the 
weapon they perfected in Iraq - 
suicide bombings -into the battle 
against President Bashar al-Assad 
with growing frequency. 

Romney Blasts Seenribi Leaks as a Betrayal 

On the eve of a trip abroad intended to burnish his presidential qualifications, Mitt Romney opened 
a new and aggressive attack against President Obama on national security. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You km~w fa~l well what was r}ght, Mo~sigm)r Lgtm, but you chose wrong." 

TERESA SANS INA, a judge senteneiog Msgr. Wilfiam J. Lyno, a [ormer aide 1o the 

at’chhisbop of t hilade~phh~, to up to six year’s in prison for coveting up the sexaal abuse of children. 

N.Y. / REGION 

S~fl~way Sh~fTle 
Commuters at the 34th 
Street subway platform 
try to guess which of two trains will 
leave first, darting across the 
platform with )nixed results. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

AVVay Ont of’tl~e dnn 

Stalemate 

Unless gun-control advocates and 

gun-rights supporters stop screaming at each other and look for common ground on how to deal 

with gun violence, the next massacre is only a matter of time, 

What wound Don Draper do? 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

This week in small business: Women rule 

Will this business ever make money’? 

WORLD 

Phone-Hacldng Charges Seen as Chill on British Jonrnallsm 

The newsroom culture that has gone untrammeled [’or years at the British tabloids eonld be a 
casualty o[’ a new culture of caution, media analysts say. 



NEWS ANALYSIS 

Euro’s Medicine May Be Making Greece’s Symptoms Worse 

Many experts say that the austerity targets set for Greece were unrealistie from the start and that 
compliance itself has harmed its economy. 

~II~e prime minister’s statements offered the first eonfi~nation that the suicide bomber in an attack 
last week that killed five Israeli tourists and a local bus driver worked with accomplices. 

o More World News 

New Or|cans Police, M~red i~ Sca~dal~ Accept Plan for Overhaul 

The far-reaching agreement with the Oustiee Department is also intended to improve safety in a 
city that has had little of it. 

Church Official in Philadelphia Gets Prison in Abuse Case 

The sentence for Msgr. William J. Lynn, convicted of covering up sexual abuses by priests, was just 
short of the maximm~. 

Court’s Ruling May Blunt Reach of the Health Law 
i.::y F:©i.:Li T ....:. ~: 
The Supreme Court decision on President Obama’s health law will probably rednee the number of 
people who gain insnranee, the Congressional Budget Office said in a repm~. 

~ Graphic: ~ftects of the Supreme Court’s Health Care Decision 

BUSINESS 

In Bid for BP’s Stake of Venture, a Former Spy Becomes the Focus 

Rosneft announced that it had begun negotiations to buy BP’s share of its Russian joint ventm’e, as 
Russia’s oil industtT faces ehallenges to finding new sources of oil to replace aging fields. 

DEALBOOK 

New York Fed Faces Questlo~s Over Pol~clng ~Aral[ Street 

While the regulator has revamped its approaeh to overseeing the nation’s biggest banks since the 
crisis, recent black eyes snggest that fundamental problems persist. 

~E] 
Graphic: L~bcr and the Financial Crisis 

Co*~gress to Examine Data Sei~ers 

Data brokers, companies that collect consumer information and sell it, are being asked to give 
details about how they work, and that could lead to more regulation. 

S P 0 RTS 

Ol~ the Thames, a i-lace ~Umost 300 Years Old for a Coat and Badge 

In Olympics-saturated London, a small group of watermen recently gathered, as they have 
annually since ~715, to row in the Doggett’s Coat and Badge race. 

ON BASEBALL 

S~z~id a~d MatsuPs Careers inter~wi~ed 
Opposites in temperament and talent, Iehiro Suzuki, above right in uoo3, and Hideki Matsui are 
the two best Japanese ballplayers to succeed in America. 

Rush Is on for Penn State Players and Recruits 

Ahmg with the sanctions against Penn State, the N.C.A.A. granted eurren[ players and incoming 
Deshmen the right to transfer, without being bloeked and without having to sit out a year. 

~News 
Analysis: Real N.C.A A. Pena;ty for Penn State, but No Cheers Yet 

~ Sanctions Decimate the N~ttany Lions Now and for ’fears to Come 

ART’S 

STILL LIFE 

Joystick or Leash~ It s AH About Love 



Pet ownership has more than a little in common with video games. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’RUBY SPARKS’ 

"Ruby Sparks," written by and starring Zoo Kazan, is a w~riation of the Pygmalion myth, featuring 
Paul Dane as a struggling novelist. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A ’l-{o~neland’ i~ Its Original Packaglr~g, Subtitles, Too 

The differences between "It omeland," and its less glossy Israeli inspiration, "Prisoners of War," make 
it difficult to decide which is better. 

o More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVlBN I MISSION CHINESE FOOD 

1)astrami’s Strange l)ream 
i.::., ~.q.. i.. W:.. i. 13 

Mission Chinese Food does to Chinese food what Led Zeppelin did to the blues. It bo~ pays respectflfl 

homage to its inspiration and takes wild, flagrant liberties with it. 

~ SIMe Show 

THEDDUR 
V~Zi~m’s Sweet Spot Is a $20 Bill 

Exciting wines that tell stories of places and people and cultures are available for relatively little 
money, from good reds and whites to sparklers and roses. 

~ 
Memorable Bottles for $20 

DINER’S JOURNAL 

Ed Koch, Doug E. Fresh and others among Sylvia Woods’s best-known patrons recall the time they 
spent at her restaurant. 

° More Dinin~l& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e Candidates Talk Fore]g~ ~ olley 
In a speech about foreign affairs, Mitt Romney had the chance to show that he could be a better 
international leader than t resident Obama. He fell far short. 

EDITORIAL 

America is experiencing the worst drought in decades. But this is not a reason to rush forward with 
the bad farm bills that preserve an inequitable status quo. 

EDITORIAL 

Faulty Criminal Background Cl~ecks 
The federal government needs to regulate this out-of-control industry and require that the data 
collected by companies about an applicant’s criminal history is accurate. 

° More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 

Like it or not, we are probably trapped in the solar system for a long, long time. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Welcome to The Secret Life of Willard Mitty. The man who skirted aronnd the draft slams the man 

who hunted down Osama. 

c J; 1- g’aae 

Syria is lraq 

What if the opposition forces in Syria can’t prevail on their own? Any solution is going to be very 
hard. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On July 25~ 1956, the Italian liner Andrea Doria eollided with the Swedish ship Stockholm off the 
New Enghmd eoast, elaiming the lives of 51 people. 

See This Front P~ge 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’f]qmes.com’s Today’s Headli:qes newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsnge Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Bill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 12:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Eunice: 

meant to call you yesterday afternoon but meetings ran over-time. So I’ll give you a call tomorrow (Thursday) afternoon. Hope you’re doing well. 

Balthrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, July 20, 20:22 3:45 PM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Dear Bill, 

1 am so sorry about this. Call me at if you are in town. 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday would be fine (although Tues and Thurs would be the best). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Balthrop, Bill 
Sent= Friday, July 20, 2012 :[2:42 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

I just wanted to follow up on my previous etnail to see what days work well and work badly as we t~7 to schedule a titne for the chairs leadership pmgra~. Let me 
know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Balthiop 

Subject: Chairs Leadership Program 20:12-203[3 

Greetings, all: 

I hope that you are having a chance for some breathing room as well as for your chair’s responsibilities during this summer. 

We currently have a group of ten chairs as well as two facilitators who will be joining the group so it looks like we’ll have a set of lively discussions in Hyde Hall over the year. 

rm writing with one bit of information and one request. 

First, the request: Please look at your schedules for the coming year (with particular emphasis on the fall semester) and let me know the following information: 

:[. What days work most consistently for you over the term/year, limiting yourself to Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings from 5:30-8:00? 

2. What days/evenings would you not be able to meet on a consistent basis? 

3. Are there particular dates that you know, at this point in time, you will not be able to attend? Note: It may be, for instance, that Wednesdays will work best for you over the 
coming year!term but you already have a commitment scheduled for Wednesday, September :[9. 

Please return this information to me as soon as possible (hopefully by July 2:[) and we’ll schedule the dates for our meetings as soon thereafter as we can. 

Second, the bit of information. 1 have been fortunate to receive a Reynolds Leave for the fall semester, 20:[2 and will not be able to participate in the monthly meetings. I will, 
however, be returning in the spring semester. 

James Thompson, from the Department of English and Comparative Literature, will be meeting with you during this period. James was a highly successful chair of the English 
Department for seven years (as 1 recall) and was valued by colleagues--both in the department as well as by other chairs--as smart, thoughtful, honest, thorough, and 
concerned about faculty interests. He, David Kiel and 1 have met this summer and 3[ am very confident that you will find him to be an exceptionally valued resource and 
facilitator. My only regret is that 3[ won’t be able to attend these meetings and benefit from his and your insights. 

Please get back to me with possible days for meeting and enjoy the remainder of the summer. 

As always, please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks. 



Balthrop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 2:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, The Agenda, London 2012 E-Mail mad More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 20725/a mes ~ Y 

[ii~ @Times - July 25 2012 j 

’l[’he Agenda ~     
IINII Over the next few months, Times reporters and editors 

will explore some of the eountrfs big challenges and 
encourage readers tu weigh in with ideas. First up: The eeunomy 
and middle class stagnatiom David Leonhardt writes "No one can 
aee~se the presidential campaign of ignoring the kaneriean 
economy or the plight uf the middle class. Yet the scale and the 
complexity uf the problem are typically lost amid the charged 
back-and-forth between President Obama and Mitt Romney." 
duin the conversation through a comment or e-mail to 
agenda@nytimes.eum~ 

Dou’t miss any o[’ the aetk~n fl’om the Olympics w~tb the 

daily London 2oi2 e-maiL Get the top s~ories, highlights 

amt what to look R~rwavd to for the dut’ation of The Olympics, 

Sign up today to get the e-mail delivered to your in-box each 

Olympics coverage, 

Don’t Niss o. NYTimes.com 

* Dirty or Clean, It’s ~be Fight That Ma~ters 
~ ),later’tory Le;~ve? It’s More Like a P;mse 

* Childhood: More Abuse Seen in Areas of Fiscal Stress 

. What Would Dou Draper Dot 

, C’ su~i~g ~ n t ~IDS nd Hol~)~vood’s C~oset 

Top 5 Viewed Featu 
(Be~,~/een J uly ! 8, 2012 - J u~y 24, 20 ~ 2) 

1. Gunman Kills ~2 m Colorado, Reviving Gun Debate 

2. O~r Ndie~fious Approach to Retirement 

3. t{ezbo[lah Is Blamed for Attack ou Ist’aeli Tourists in Bulgaria 

4. Before and After M;~ssacre, Puzzles Line Suspect’s Path 

5~ Oowd: Whds on_~neriea’s Side? 

~ SLIDE .NHO’W." The 2012 

Nominations for the 64th 
annual prime time Emmy 

Thursday mm’ning. 

~ iNTEI~CTIVE: "their 

G olden Years 
The last time the Olympics were 
held in London was ~948. Here 
are some of the athletes who 
represented the United States at 
the 1948 London Games. 

~ VgDEO~ Hot. Buttet’v 

Biscuits 
Nelissa Clark shows the simple 
process of baking biscuits at 

Join the 
Conversation 

Shalle~,ed 

Dr. Ride, the first 
American wmnan in space, flew 
two missions on the Challenger. 
"In ~oo3, Dr. ~de told The 
Times that stereotypes still 
persisted about gMs and science 
and math - for example the idea 
that girls had less ability or 
interest in those subjects, or 
would be unpopular if they 
excelled in them. She thought 
peer pressure, especially in 
middle school, began driving 



girls away from the sciences, so 

she continued to set tip science 

programs all over the conntry 

meant to appeal to girls - science 

festivals, science camps, science 

clubs - to help them find 

mentors, role models and one 

another." What do you think? 

Join the conversation. 

Sigrl up tot ti~e London 2012 
e-mail newsletter 

Connect v¢ith The biew 
York Times on Facebook 

Follow @ nytimes o n 

Twitter 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marl,:eting depaltment. You received this messac,~e because you signed up 

[or N’~q-imes.com’s @Tinles rlewsle~ter 

Msna.e,e Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New YoM~ Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY !0018 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

~Vednesday, July 25, 2012 2:26 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Museum Store Reopens Friday! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Ack/ar~d ~se~m Store Reopens! 
Repair work following a flooding incident is complete 

::x:: 

The Ackland Museum Store, on the corner of Franklin and 

Columbia Streets, in downtown Chape~ Hill, will reopen for 

business on Friday, 27 July, at 10:00 AM. 

The Museum Store was forced to dose after a p[umbm~l problem on 18 

June 2012 caused f[oodin~l on most of the bt4tdin.q’s first floor. No 

inventory was dama..qed, but the Store’s carpethLq, some of the drywat[, 

the cash wrap counter, and many shelving units needed to be reptaced. 

In the Museum Store’s retail gat[ery space, the exhibition _E___q_r__t__h__/y_ 

_D___e__i]~_h___t_s_, featuring pottery by Joseph Sand and textites by Sondra Dorn, 

wi[[ again be on v~ew. The show’s closing date has been extended to 10 

Auoot~st 2012. 

"’We would like to thank the many people who assisted us in our 

rebuitding efforts, especially our loyal customers, who have emai[ed, 

ca[led, and dropped by the store to cheer us on," said Mice Southwick, 

Ac’k[and Museum Store Mana£er. 
The Ac’k[and Museum Store supports the educ’ationa[ mission of the 

Ack[and Art Museum, with air proceeds from the Store supporting* the 

Museum’s exhibition and education prog*rams. 

Ackland Museum Store hours: 

Monday o Saturday 10:00 AM o 5:30 PM 

Thursday 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Sunday 12:00 o 5:00 PM 

Ackland Art Museurn mernbers receive a 10~; discount on most Museurn 

Store purchases. In addition, members enjoy speciat discounts durin8 

severat desisnated Member Shoppin~ Days throushout the year. For 

membership information, please c’a[[ 919.966.5736 or dick here. 



Ar~ Adventure~ 
Saturday, 4 August, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Har~ Benton 
Sunday 5 August~ 2:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesda% 31 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Tuesday~ 7 August, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possibl.e by generous support from AcMand Art Museum 

members and friends IjRe you. 

Become a member of the Ackl.and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the AcMand’s eonews? Send an emait to the 

editor. 

Images: 

Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. 

Ackland Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Landscape, 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Rose Piper, American, 191 7-2005: Stow Down Fref~ht Trafn, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Acktand Fund. © Estate of 

Rose Piper. 

Sigmar Potke, German, 1941-2010: Hfs Hfghness, or When Do Pofnts Count (S.H. - Oder warm z~ihten dfe Punkte), 

2002; color screenprint on commerda[ty printed fabric. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Cogection. 

Forward this ernail 

This emaiJ was sent to eun ce@ema nc edu by esbow es@ema .unc.edu 

Ugd~te Prof[lej~rna[[~cld£~ ~nstan~ renlovalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy PoJjc~. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 3:55 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Severe Drought Seen as Driving Cost of Food Up 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................... ¯ Today,sHeadiines ..................................................................... 
~lle N’t’~ ~rk ~t~.~ July 26, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Severe Drought Seen as 
Driving Cost of Food Up 
By ANNIE LOWREYand RON NIXON 

The Agriculture Department said tl~e 
cost of beef would increase the most, up 
to 5 percent, because of tlae weather and 
rising prices for animal feed. 
, ~;~ Send Us Your Drought Photos 

Negative Ads Hit at Identity 
to Shape Race 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

Two candidates who can have trouble 
eonneethag with voters on a personal 
level are trying to define each other as 
detached from naainstream American 
life. 

Retailers’ Idea: Think 
Smaller in Urban Push 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Witla little room to expand in tlae suburbs, retailers like Office Depot, Wal-Mart mad Target have aimed tlaeir 
expansion plans at cities, overhauling store sizes, packages and signs. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Voters are already turning off their televisions. It’s getting harder and harder to find a message that cuts 

through." 

FRANK LUNTZ, a Republican pollster, on the heavy rotation of negative political ads in battleground 

states ahead of the presidential election. 

U,S, 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 

Protests in 
Anaheim After 
Police Shootings 
Demonstrations against 
two fatal shootings by the 



police in 3aaaheim, Calif., tulaaed violent 
over four nights, leading to two dozen 
arrests. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I Carried a Gun, 
and It Was Heavy 
By MICHAEL A. BLACK 

An alaned America is not 
necessarily a safe 
3anerica, a 3o-year Chicago police 
veteran says. 

Cate Blanchett on stage 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Husband, wife and productivity 

Danny DeVito on stage 

n~tlhttes,~o.n~ TH EATiER 

WORLD 

On Gay Marriage, Europe Strains to Square 27 Interests 
By PAUL GEITNER 

Europe prides itself on its open borders, but many gay couples leave their rights behind when they cross 
them because of the continent’s lingering differences on fanfily law. 

~ IHT Rendezvous: Unequal, Uneven Rights I ~ Post a Comment 

Wave of Violent Repression Plagues Capital of Mali 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Journalists mad soldiers who oppose the nfilitaryjunta are reported to have been victims of abuse and 
intinfidation. 

That Mystery Woman in North Korea? Turns Out She’s the First Lady 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

The appearance of Kim dong-tm’s wife is a sign that he is breaking from the style of his father, who was 
known for marrying beautiful performers but never introduced them to Iris people. 

’- The Lede: First Lady Revealed on Miniature Golf Course 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

More Weather Extremes Leave Parts of U.S. Grid Buckling 
By MATTHEW L. WALD and JOHN SCHWARTZ 

From highways to power plants, the concrete, steel and engineering that undergird the nation’s 
infrastructure are being dangerously taxed by heat, drought and storms. 

Anaheim Cracks Down as Police Shootings Set Off Protests 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Mayor Tom Tait said violence "under the guise of public protest" wotfld not be tolerated, the molafing after 
two dozen people were arrested while protesting deadly police shootings. 

," The Lede Blog: Video from Anaheim I Photographs: Protests in Anaheim After Police Shootings 

Medicaid Expansion May Lower Death Rates, Study Says 
By PAM BELLUCK 

The study reflects an effort to sidestep difficulty in gauging the health effects of covering more people, and 
comes as states eousider expanding Medicaid under the health care law. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Fed Sees Both Benefits and Risks in New Moves 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 



The Federal Reserve is weighing its options as econonfic growth remains sluggish. 

A Global Steel Giant Scales Back 
By STANLEY REED 

ArcelorMittal, which flourished as the largest steehnaker during the global econonfic boom, is now suffering 
the effects of a European and worldwide slowdown. 

DEALBOOK 
Weill Calls for Splitting Up Big Banks 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

Sanford I. Weill, a folaner Citigroup chief, helped to dismantle the Glass-Steagall regulation that separated 
commercial banking from investment banking. Now he says banks should be broken up. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Behind a Gifted Horse, a Powerful Part-Owner 
By MARY PILON 

Rafalca, a 15-year-old mare, will make her Ol3anpic debut next week in dressage, a sport sometimes referred 
to as horse ballet. She is co-owned by Mitt Romney’s wife, Man. 

Wired for Wall-to-Wall Coverage 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Dave Mazza, the engineer-in-chief for NBC Ol3anpics, oversees the installation of the network’s control 
rooms and servers that will bring roughly 325 hours’ worth of video a day to the United States. 

. With Ebersol Gone, NBC Passes Broadcast Baton to ’Today’ Producer 

YANKEES 5, MARINERS 2 
Beaten Up on West Coast Trip, Yankees Salvage Finale 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

After losing five of six games and two importmat players to injury, the Yankees rallied on Jayson Nix’s three- 
run double in the eighth inning to defeat Seattle, 5-2. 

:’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
A Studio With Violence in Its Bones 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

The Waruer Brothers studio has long been known for its violent fihns. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A New Faith in Classical Music 
By JAMES R. OESTREICH 

Spirituality is infusing classical music progranmfing, from a special festival in Salzburg, Austria, to Lincoln 
Center’s Wlfite Light Festival. 

Official From Pawnee, Ind., Buttonholes Senators 
By BILL CARTER 

The senators John McCain, Barbara Boxer and Ol)anpia Snowe joined Mny Poehler and fellow cast members 
for a "Parks mad Recreation" episode set in the capital. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

When Beauty Fades 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

A fihn eager to explore "the power of beauty mad fame, what that does to your ego, what it does to you when 
that fades." 

Selling More Than a Flashy Deal 



By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 
Flash-sale sites have begun offering exclusive services and merchm~dise made especially for them. 

SKIN DEEP 
The High-Profile Facialist 
By BEE-SHYUAN CHANG 

People from a variety of backgromads seek the services of Jomma Vargas, a facialist in Manhattan. 

" Recipe: Seasonal Treatment Face Mask 

¯ More Fashion & ..S..t.y.I..e..??. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Who Deserves a Tax Break? 
The Senate passed a bill to extend tax cuts for the nfiddle class. The Republican-controlled House will 
m~doubtedly kill it because it does not benefit the wealthy. 

EDITORIAL 
Anti-Abortionists on Trial 
A federal lawsuit is trying to block an extreme and harmful Arizona anti-abortion law from taking effect next 
week. We hope it succeeds. 

EDITORIAL 
Better Disclosure for Private Loans 
Congress can do a better job of educating families to the significant differences between private mad federal 
student loans while making sure that colleges mad lenders are upfront and honest about risks. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
An Arms Race We Can’t Win 
By ANDREW JENSEN 

An Army veteran argues against making everyday life a war zone. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Where the Jobs Are 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Yes, people, the m~emplojanent rate in Williston, N.D., really is 1 percent. I came here to scope out the 
situation so you won’t have to. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Safe From Fire, but Not Guns 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

If we have safety regtflations even for toy gm~s, how about some for real ones? 

’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 26, a947, President Trmnma signed the National Security Act, creating the Department of Defense, 

the National Security Council, the Central Intelligence Agency and the Joint Clfiefs of Staff. 

¯ See This Front Pa_L~ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:a..g.e.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Bill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Eunice: 

I have some errands to run today and would be happy to meet with you, Why don’t you suggest a time and place, 

Thanks. 

Balthrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, July 25, 20:12 3[2:5:1 PM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Dear Bill, 

Thanks. 1f you are on campus, may be a coffee chat would be better. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Balthrop, Bill 
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 12:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

I meant to call you yes~terday afternoon but meetings ran over-time. So I’ll give you a call tomorrow (Thursday) afternoon. Hope you’re doing well. 

BaltJtrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, July 20, 20:12 3:45 PM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Dear Bill, 

I am so sorry about this. Call me at if you are in town. 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday would be fine (although Tues and Thurs would be the best). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Balthrop, Bill 
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 22:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

I just wanted to follow up on my previous etnail to see what days work well and work badly as we t~y to schedule a titne for the chairs leadership pmgraa~. Let me 
know if you have any questions, 

Thanks. 

BaJ~throp 

Subject: Chairs Leadership Program 20:12-203L3 

Greetings, all: 

I hope that you are having a chance for some breathing room as well as for your chair’s responsibilities during this summer. 



We currently have a group of ten chairs as well as two facilitators who will be joining the group so it looks like we’ll have a set of lively discussions in Hyde Hall over the year. 

I’m writing with one bit of information and one request. 

First, the request: Please look at your schedules for the coming year (with particular emphasis on the fall semester) and let me know the following information: 

1. What days work most consistently for you over the term!year, limiting yourself to Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings from 5:30-8:00? 

2. What days/evenings would you not be able to meet on a consistent basis? 

3. Are there particular dates that you know, at this point in time, you will not be able to attend? Note: It may be, for instance, that Wednesdays will work best for you over the 
coming year!term but you already have a commitment scheduled for Wednesday, September 19. 

Please return this information to me as soon as possible (hopefully by July 21) and we’ll schedule the dates for our meetings as soon thereafter as we can. 

Second, the bit of information. I have been fortunate to receive a Reynolds Leave for the fall semester, 2012 and will not be able to participate in the monthly meetings. I will, 
however, be returning in the spring semester. 

James Thompson, from the Department of English and Comparative Literature, will be meeting with you during this period. James was a highly successful chair of the English 
Department for seven years (as 3[ recall) and was valued by colleagues--both in the department as well as by other chairs--as smart, thoughtful, honest, thorough, and 
concerned about faculty interests~ He, David Kiel and I have met this summer and 3[ am very confident that you will find him to be an exceptionally valued resource and 
facilitator. My only regret is that I won’t be able to attend these meetings and benefit from his and your insights. 

Please get back to me with possible days for meeting and enjoy the remainder of the summer. 

As always, please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks. 

Balthrop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Bill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:33 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

That works for me. See you there. 

Balthrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:21 AM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Thanks Bill. 

How about 11.00am at Jack Sprat? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From; Balthrop, Bill 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:10 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Ellnice: 

I have some errm~ds to run today and would be happy to meet with you. Why don’t you suggest a time and place. 

Thanks. 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 12:51 PM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Dear Bill, 

Thanks. If you are on campus, may be a coffee chat would be better. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Balthrop, Bill 
Sent-" Wednesday, July 25, 2012 12:36 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

I meant to call you yesterday afternoon but meetings mn over-titne. So I’ll give you a call tomorrow (Thursday) a£teruoon. Hope you’re doing well. 

Balfl~rop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, July 20, 2012 3:45 PM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

Dear Bill, 

I am so sorry about this. Call me at if you are in town. 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday would be fine (although Tues and Thurs would be the best). 

Best wishes, 



Eunice 

From-" Balthrop, Bill 
Sent; Friday, July 20, 2012 12:42 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Days for meeting of Chairs Leadership Progam 

I just wanted to follow up on my previous email to see what days work well mid work badly as we try to schedule a time for the chairs leadership progrmn. Let tne 

know if you have m~y queslions. 

Thanks. 

Subject: Chairs Leadership Program 20:12-2013 

Greetings, all: 

I hope that you are having a chance for some breathing room as well as for your chair’s responsibilities during this summer. 

We currently have a group of ten chairs as well as two facilitators who will be joining the group so it looks like we’ll have a set of lively discussions in Hyde Hall over the year. 

rm writing with one bit of information and one request. 

First, the request: Please look at your schedules for the coming year (with particular emphasis on the fall semester) and let me know the following information: 

:~. What days work most consistently for you over the term/year, limiting yourself to Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings from 5:30-8:00? 

2. What days!evenings would you not be able to meet on a consistent basis? 

3. Are there particular dates that you know, at this point in time, you will not be able to attend? Note: It may be, for instance, that Wednesdays will work best for you over the 
coming year/term but you already have a commitment scheduled for Wednesday, September 

Please return this information to me as soon as possible (hopefully by July 21) and we’ll schedule the dates for our meetings as soon thereafter as we can. 

Second, the bit of information. I have been fortunate to receive a Reynolds Leave for the fall semester, 20~2 and will not be able to participate in the monthly meetings. I will, 
however, be returning in the spring semester. 

James Thompson, from the Department of English and Comparative Literature, will be meeting with you during this period. James was a highly successful chair of the English 
Department for seven years (as 3[ recall) and was valued by colleagues--both in the department as well as by other chairs--as smart, thoughtful, honest, thorough, and 
concerned about faculty interests. He, David Kiel and I have met this summer and I am very confident that you will find him to be an exceptionally valued resource and 
facilitator. My only regret is that I won’t be able to attend these meetings and benefit from his and your insights. 

Please get back to me with possible days for meeting and enjoy the remainder of the summer. 

As always, please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks. 

Balthrop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 2:41 PM 

Department listserv ~atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affM~m] Update 

Dear Colleagues, 

I hope you are all doing well 

I know some of you have been visited by WRAL TV today. If you wish to discuss this development, kindly get in touch with me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice~b~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I affiafam&o 31866080 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or seud a blank emafil to leave- 31866080- 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartj~ess, Erin <chartness@wral.com-" 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 5:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@mail.~.mc.edu:~ 

~%ad ,- TV Request 

Professor SaNe, 

I hope that you are well. 
We have been continuing to follow the story involving the past problems in African and Afro American Studies Department. We are interested in speaking to some 

current faculty in the Department. We are wondering if they are worried about the impact on the Department’s reputation. As Department Chair, would you be 

willing to speak to us about this? 
We also came by your home today in hopes of catching you. We know sometimes it’s easier to catch people at home this time of year. 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Eft n Ha(tness 

Reporter 

WRAL-TV 

ehmtness@wral.com 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 8:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

FW: ~qLA, I,-TV Requesl 

Dear Eunice, 
I responded to the writer of the email saying that there is nothing I can or want to add to what i said to the 
Period. 
This too shall pass 

Cheers, 

Bereket 

from: Hartness, grin [ehartness@wral.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 20:t2 7:49 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: WRAL-TV Request 

I hope you are well. We are continuing to follow the story about the past problems in the African and Afro American Studies Department. We are interested in 
interviewing current faculty members in the Department. Is there concern about the Department’s reputation? Would you be willing to speak with us? 
Thanks. 
Erin 
Efiu Hartness 
Reporter 

ehartuess@wraJ.com 

(cell) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 8:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: ~,AI,-TV Request 

Hi Eunice, 
I received this today. I am currently in D.C. for a conference, but am surprised that they would stop by my house. 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 9~.9-962-2694 
klcaldwe@emaiL unc.edu 
http://afriafam~unc~edu/ 

From: Hartness, Erin [ehartnessCc~wral.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 5:43 PM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: WRAL-TV Request 

Professor Caldwell, 

I hope you are well. We are continuing to follow the story about the past problems in the African and Afro American Studies Department. We are interested in 

interviewing current faculty members in the Department. Is there concern about the Department’s reputation? Would you be willing to speak with us? 

We stopped by your house today in hopes of chatting with you. We know sometimes it’s easier this time of year to catch people at home. 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Erm Hal~tness 

Reporter 

ehartuess@wraJ.com 

(cell) 



Fillm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Joseph F <jl]ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 10:27 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: WRAL- TV Request 

How have we responded to these requests 

Sent from my little magic thingy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hartness, Erin" <ehartness(a~)wral.com> 

Date: July 26, 2012 5:44:30 PM EDT 

To: ’,il]or&a~d;email.unc.edu’" <iJ[]ordan(~email.unc.edu~ 
Subject: WI~L-TV Request 

Professor Jordan, 

I hope you are well. We are continuing to follow the story about the past problems in the African and Afro American Studies Department. We are 

interested in interviewing current faculty members in the Department. Is there concern about the Department’s reputation? Would you be willing to 

speak with us? 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Erin Hm~tness 

Reporter 

ehartness(~)wral.com 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, July 27, 2012 4:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Hospitals Worry Over Cut in Fund for Uninsured 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... T.od.ay.is....H.ea.dl.i.nes ..................................................................... 
~1~ N’~= ~rk ~’~ July 27, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _.a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Hospitals Worry Over Cut in 
Fund for Uninsured 
By NINA BERNSTEIN 

The Affordable Care Act will trim 
govenm~ent aid that facilities use in part 
to cover treatment for illegal 
inmfigrants. 

Cocaine’s Flow Is Unchecked 
in Venezuela 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Venezuela’s govenm~ent has trmnpeted 
one major blow after another against 
drug traffickers, but a visit to its remote 
western plains shows that its claims are 
greatly overstated. 

." ~,~ Photographs: In Venezuela, Remote Areas 

Provide a Drug Trafficking Hub 

Storms Threaten Ozone Layer 
Over U.S., Study Says 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

The risk of damage may increase as the climate warms and storms grow more intense and more frequent, the 
study said. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 
"He’s the template for someone in the future who runs for president and falls short. He didn’t take his ball 

and go home." 

SENATOR LINDSEY GRAHAM, Republican of South Carolina, on lfis colleague Senator Jolm McCain of 

Arizona. 

WORLD 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: In 
Venezuela, 
Remote Areas 
Provide a Drug 
Trafficking Hub 



Venezuela says that it is caught in the 
nfiddle of a war - Colombia produces the 
drugs and the United States consumes 
them - and flint it is doing all it can to 
fight back. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Don’t Blame the Movie, but 
Don’t Ignore It Either 
By STEPHEN MARCHE 

Art may not cause violence, but art and 
violence are entwined. Think of 
Lincoln’s assassination. 

Op-Docs: Taxi Lost and 
Found 
ALSO IN OPINION >> 

Op-Docs: Bike Thief 

About Op-Docs 

~t~!|im.es.¢om OPil NilOiN 

WORLD 

In Charge for Wife of Chinese Ex-Leader, Sign of an Old Tactic 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

In formally accusing her in a poisoning death, the govenm]ent put Gu Kai]ai in a well-worn Chinese 
framework: the conniving vixen whose greed derailed her husband’s career. 
. ~ Graphic: Bo Xilai and Gu Kailai Family Connections 

¯ . Times Topic: Bo Xilai 

Rise Is Seen in Cyberattacks Targeting U.S. Infrastructure 
By DAVID E. SANGER and ERIC SCHMITT 

Gen. Keith B. Alexander of the National Security Agency said flaat the nation was not fully prepared for flae 
attacks on electricity grids, water supplies and other targets. 

Putin Aide Said to Hold Secret Assets in Europe 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

A Russian blogger and anticorruption activist accused Russia’s clfief federal investigator, Aleksandr I. 
Bastrykin, of secretly owning real estate and other investments in Europe. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Strip Clubs in Tampa Are Ready to Cash In on G.O.P. Convention 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Preparing for the biggest party Tampa has ever held, the city and its businesses are primping and polishing 
for the August arrival of tens of thousands of visitors. 

States With Education Waivers Offer Varied Goals 
By MOTOKO RICH 

The Obama achninistration has freed mm~y states from parts of the "No Child Left Behind" law, but the 
states’ plans and targets for themselves are sometimes unclear. 

THE CAUCUS 
Major Bill Delayed, House Works on Short-Term Farm Measure 
By RON NIXON 

After delaying action on a sweeping agrictflture measure, lawmakers are seeking a way to aid farmers 
devastated by the drought. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



For Big Drug Companies, a Headache Looms 
By EDWARD WYATT 

Going against a decade of rtflings, a federal appeals court said pa)anents aimed at holding back generics were 
antieompetitive, setting up possible review by the Supreme Court. 

EURO WATCH 
Assurances on Euro by Central Bank Chief Lift Stocks 
By JACK EWING 

Markets and the euro rose after Mario Draghi told a conference in London that the central bank was 
prepared to "do whatever it takes to preserve" the currency. 

Bollywood Star Remakes Himself Into TV Conscience 
By VIKAS BAJAJ 

Mixing Opral~-style interviews on a couch with short reports from the field, Aanfir Khan’s show shines a 
spotlight on social issues like dowries, domestic violence mad the caste system. 

’: India Ink: A Conversation With Aamir Khan 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON BASEBALL 
Next Act for Superstar: Conquering New York 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Ichiro Suzuki will make his home debut with the Yankees on Friday against the Red Sox. A lo-time All-Star, 
he is chasing an elusive World Series title. 

Unusual Burden for Early Olympian 
By SAMANTHA STOR EY 

A hammer thrown by Simon P. Gillis killed a boy along Park Avenue in a9o4. Gillis overcame the tragedy, 
reached two Olympic Games and lived quite a life. 

:’ Slide Show: Athlete, Officer, Actor I Interactive Feature: A Storied Life 

Ahead of Olympic Games, a Sudanese Athlete Seeks Political Asylum in London 
By RAVI SOMAIYA 

The athlete, a runner reportedly in his 2os, follows a long tradition of defections at inten~ational sports 
competitions. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
The Hundred-Year Childhood 
By KEN JOHNSON 

A different image of childhood presides over each of the seven chronologically laid-out sections of the 
exhibition "Century of the Child" at the Musemn of Modem Art. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Whiff of Scandal Lingers in Bayreuth 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

The controversy surromading the Russian singer Evgeny Nikitin’s reputed swastika tattoo and his withdrawal 
from "The Flying Dutchman" in Bayreuth have profound inaplieations for a festival that cannot and shotfld 
not stop thinking about its past. 

Heads, Yes. Tails, No. 
By MELENA RYZIK 

For her exhibition at the Allegra LaViola Gallery, the artist Laura Ginn organized a dinner centered on the 
least-loved rodent. 

," ~,~ Slide Show: Rodent Feast 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
NewFest Is Coming Out of the Margins 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

For its 24th annual season, NewFest - wlfich celebrates movies with lesbim~, gay, bisexual and trausgender 
material - is under the auspices of the Fihn Society of Lincoln Center. 

" ~ Slide Show: Playing at NewFest 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’KILLER JOE’ 

Meet the Murderer, the Best of a Bad Lot 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Killer Joe," written by Tracy Letts and directed by William Friedkin, finds Matthew McConaughey as a 
psycho among a family of ne’er-do-wells. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SEARCHING FOR SUGAR MAN’ 
Rock Musician Shrouded in Mystery of What Might Have Been 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

A Swedish fihnmaker seeks to solve the mystery of a Detroit musician who disappeared after his first albmn 
bombed, but whose songs became immensely popular in a97os South Africa. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Candidates Cower on Gun Control 
President Obama and Mitt Romney threw away m~ opportunity after the massacre in Colorado for a bold 
stand on reducing assault-weapon violence. 

EDITORIAL 
The Big Banker’s Change of Heart 
The founder of Citigroup now says deposits and trading in banking should again be separate. We do, too. 

EDITORIAL 
An Arms Treaty Within Reach 
Proponents should push hard to reach a global treaty aimed at controlling tim international trade in 
conventional weapons before the United Nations conference ends. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
London Struts on the World Stage 
By SERGEI LOBANOV-ROSTOVSKY 

Over the centuries, at times of political or economic crisis, the British have turned to spectacles to project - 
or create - power. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Olympic Contradiction 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The Ol3anpics are a peaceful celebration of our warlike nature and a good example of how being 
contradictory leads to success. 

’- Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Money for Nothing 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Why do the markets love govelam~ent debt? The auswer might tell us something important about the nature 
of our economic troubles. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On 3uly 27, 1953, the Korean War alanistice was signed at Panmunjom, ending three years of fighting. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, July 27, 2012 8:46 AM 

ttartness, Erin <ehartness@wraJ.com> 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu:~ 

Re: WRAL-TV Request 

Thank for your note Ms. Haziness. 

I am forwarding you to Dee Reid, Director of Communications for the College of Arts and Sciences who will be happy to speak with you about AFAM. Her contacts 

are: deereid,@~unc.edu 

(919) 843-6339. 

On Jul 26, 2012, at 5:44 PM, Hartness, Erin wrote: 

Professor Jordan, 

I hope you are well. We are continuing to follow the story about the past problems in the African and Afro American Studies Department. We are 

interested in interviewing current faculty members in the Department. Is there concern about the Department’s reputation? Would you be willing to 

speak with us? 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Erin Harmess 

Reporter 

ehartness(i~wral.com 

(cell) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,,email, u nc ed u 



Fror~-" 

"ro: 

arrow <arrow@inet-direct.com > 

Friday, July 27, 2012 12:24 PM 

arrow <arrow@inet-direct.com > 

POLITICAL ANIMALS LIKELY TO CONFUSE HISTORY OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 

POLITICAL ANIMALS LIKELY TO CONFUSE 
HISTORY OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 

For further information contact 

Diane Nash 
dianenash3C~msn.com 

On July 2L5, USA cable channel began broadcasting a six episode television series, PoliticalAnimals, produced by Greg Berlanti, Laurence Mark, and 

Warner Brothers television. According to advertisements for the show, Vanessa Redgrave will play a fictional character who is the first openly lesbian 

Supreme Court J ustice. This character is expected to appear for the first time on July 29. The character will be named Diane Nash. 

Advertising for the show contains the following lead-in, "Redgrave will guest star on USA’s PoliticalAnimals. Her character will turn heads: Redgrave 

will play Diane Nash, a lesbian Supreme Court Justice." 

In an email to my attorney, a representative of the producers of the program said they researched the name Diane Nash, which makes it evident that 

they are aware of my work in the Civil Rights Movement and that they did not just choose the name randomly. 

Many people confuse fiction that they see on television and on fil m with fact. If this series used my name to portray a rocket scientist or a doctor, or 

a person of any racial grouping other than African American, I would object. 

One of the fundamental tenets of nonviolence is truth. I do not wish to be defined in any way that is not truthful. My work in the 1960s was being 

part of a movement that advanced desegregation through nonviolent direct action. 

Since I was centrally involved in that movement, this misuse of my name does not affect only me personally; it affects the history of the civil rights 

movement. 

I never gave consent for the appropriation of my name for a commercial purpose. 

I cannot compete with large corporations legally because my financial resources do not compare with theirs; they could file endless motions, 

pleadings, etc. and rack up enormous amounts of money in legal fees that I could not possibly pay. 

I do not know if using my name in this manner is legal; I do know that it is wrong. Segregation and slavery were once legal, but they were wrong. 

In the 1960s, descendants of enslaved Africans in the United States made significant social change without killing and maiming our fellow human beings. 
There should be respect for African-American people for a movement well conducted. 

Unfortunately, there are persons who feel entitled to use for their own purposes, anything of value that Black people produce. This action on the part of all 

who are connected with this television program is in the same tradition as slavery that appropriated the value of the labor of slaves; as Europeans and 

Americans who have looted Africa for centuries, but, had the public relations power so they were not labeled looters; as the music distributors who became 

rich because they appropriated for themselves the value produced by the Black composers and artists who created that music and remained impoverished; 

and as a myriad of deeds that continue to the present. Claud Anderson documents a great deal of this institution of theft in his book, Black Labor, White 

Wealth. 

The history of the Civil Rights Movement should be allowed to survive unconfused, It is critical that history survive intact and with truth; history’s most 
important function is to help us shape the present and future, Young Black Americans and young White Americans should not be robbed of accurate history. 
This action on the part of the USA network and everyone involved with this show is disrespectful of the freedom struggle of African Americans, 
Reprehensible. 

For those who want more information, here is a link advertising the program. 

http:!!www.hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/va nessa-redl~rave-political-a nimals-332232 

Some of my friends have said that to protest this use of my name will please the network because it will result in increased viewership; however, the 

viewership that they will have with no action on my part is sufficient to damage the history of the movement. I want to let people know that this exploitation 

is happening. Let the record show that I object to what I believe to be an assault against a valuable history that was produced by the labor, sacrifice and 

spilling of blood of many Black people and some White people who helped us. I object to persons who did not invest in the making of that history taking an 

element of it and using it for their own economic benefit. 

Finally, recording, protecting, and preserving our history is the responsibility of each of us. When young people attempt to discover their history it should be 

clear, accurate and accessible. It should not be obscured and falsified. It is a mistake to allow the sacrifice of something of great and profound value for 

something of very little value--a television show that someone wants to be trendy or gimmicky. 

If you agree with this statement, please email me and let me know. If you participated in the Civil Rights Movement, please so indicate in your email. And, 

please circulate this statement widely among your friends and contacts. 



Diane Nash 

07/26/12 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Friday, July 27, 2012 3:17 PM 

The asc t~culty mailinglist. <asc [Zacully@lifft~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t?aculty] CFP: SERSAS Fall Conference, 19-20 October 2012, Armstrong Atlantic University, Savannah, GA, USA 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:2nd CFP: SERSAS Fall Co~fference, 19-20 October 2012~ Armstrong Atlantic Universi~, Savannah, GA, USA 
Date:Mort. 23 Jul 2012 12:38:04 +0000 

From:Wilbum, Kenneth <%~ILBURNK~ecu.edu> 
Reply-To:AfricanStudies. Eas~tCaxolinaUniversi~<SERSAS-L((~LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> 

To:<SERSAS-L~LISTSERV.ECU.EDU~ 

From:    Kenneth Wilburl~, East Carolil~a Universi%y <wilburnk@ecu.edu> 

and SERSAS Coordinators 

Date: 23 Jk~iy 2012 

SERSAS (The Southeastern Regional Seminar in African Studies) is pleased 

to announce the first CFP for its Mall 2012 conference, graciously co- 

hosted by AHas~ong Atlantic University and Georgia Southern University. 

Armstrong Atlantic Nniversity in lovely Savannah, Georgia will ~e the 

site for the conference held during 19-20 October 2012. 

Details and suggestions for acco~’~’odation will be forthcoming. Please 

see the SERSAS Website at: 

http : //R,ww. ec~. edu!af rican/sersas !homepage. htm 

The theme for the conference is the modalities of resis%al~ce. 

While African studies have come a long way since the binary of 

collaboration vs. resistance first emerged, there remain compelling 

ques%ions about how people in Africa have challenged and continue to 

challenge the dominant forces in society. These include consideration of 

how class, gender, generation and culture inform agency in people’s 

efforts to confront what were often the multiple forms of oppression 

they faced. These efforts spanned time and place, were directed at both 

internal and external iorces, and included a wide array of actions. From 

the perio@ of the establishment of complex states an@ societies, througP 

to the colonial period and into the present-day, K~ricans have sought to 

empower themselves against often seemingly insurmountable iorces. In 

many instances, these efforts entailed a~’biguous approaches and 

sometimes led to contradictory outcomes. People employed a range of 

responses from direct confrontation with arms and strike action or 

boycotts through indirect passive forms of disengagement from state 

demands to mo~e subtle efforts such as oral, literary and artistic 

expressions of resistance. Thus, much of the creative dynamism of the 

continent is embodied in struggles for liberation. 

SERSAS invi%es paper and pal~el proposals related to the theme of the 

modaiities of resistance. Of particular interest are papers and panels 

that seek to explore and complexify the ambiguities related to 

"collaboration" and "resistance" and that employ multiple theoretical, 

epis%emolngical and ontological approaches within African Studies to 

address common substantive ~roblems. 

SERSAS prides itself on provi@ing a collegial and welco~’ing atmosphere 

to all and will provide for doctoral candidates research presentations 

in a workshop format. Registration is ~20 and includes an annual 

membership in SERSAS. 

DEADLINE FOR SUBHISSION OF PROPOSALS IS 21 September 2012 

All proposals should ~e submitted online to: 

Hosting Chair, Dr. Cathy Skidmore-Hess, cskid@geor@iasouthern.edu 

Dr. Aral~ MlcK[nilon, Georgia College, aran.mdckinl~ol~@gcsu.edu 

Hs. Ante Sane, Howard Univelsity, @yahoo. com 

Dr. Ken Wilburl~, East Carolil~a University, wilburnk@ecu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@ive.tmc.edu~-- 

Friday, 4:22 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: [anthro] For graduate Students 

SEMINl’d~_Marxisms handout.pdf 

See ad for course on marxisms taught by LarlT Grossberg and John Pickles 

From: @ad unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:16 PM 
To: The al’~thro mailing list 
Subject: [anthro] For graduate Students 

See enclosed course ad 

--- Yuu are currently subscribed to anthro as:       @live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-31871684-16747227.2de2cbffb836813dc100a86626ee3116@[istserv.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email tu leave-31871709-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fl~57fc7@liskserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 4:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Apple Officials SaJd to Consider Stake in Twitter 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I Sports i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials i Op-.~J i On YNS Day 

~##rnize~ctav’# j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 28, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Apple Offichds Said to 

Co~Mder StMce in Twi~er 

Apple, which has stumbled in its 
efforts to get into social media, has 
talked with Twitter in recent months 
about making a strategic investment 
in it, according to people briefed on 
the matter. 

A Fi~e-RH~g Opening Circus~ 

~reh’d]y and U~abashedlly 

British 

A dizzying produetion eelebrated the 
eonntry’s present by ineluding a 
floek of sheep, the Sex Pistols, Lord 
Voldemot’t and daneing mlrses. 

~ Highlights From the U.S. Broadcast 

SpaniM~ Miners Dig In Against Budget Cuts 

The deep cuts in government subsidies amid a deepening recession and high unemployment 
threaten to end a way of life in mining regions, causing raucous protests. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"~ h~d no more strength to be~r the er~eIt9.’’ 

INHLA~ BADAWI, a member of Syria’s } arliament, who defee[ed to Turkey, according to 

opposition figures. 

S P O RTS 

uo~20~ymple 

Openi~lg 

Ceremo~y 

Olympic Stadinm in London, where 
crowds packed in to see an opening 
spectacle, overseen by the filmmaker 
Danny Boyle. 

OPiNiON 

Selling goods on Facebook 
ALSO IN BUSINESS ;> 

’>, pl3n for 3 .qreener business 

THE CITY LIFE 

Those ~0~ the Job’ VVho Go 

Unarmed 

New York City auxiliary police officers are fully equipped with precinct radios, incident notebooks, 
a baton on their belt and a seven-point-star badge. But absolutely no gun. 

WORLD 

Syrian Helicopters l~fre on A~eppo as Army Prepares for PosMb[te Assault 



At least a dozen people were killed in the embattled city and outside observers reacted with growing 

alarm to the prospect of a siege in Syria’s largest city, 

UoNo Misses Its Deadline for Arms Pact 

A number of United Nations members are still balking at the idea of regulating the estimated $6o 
bilfion global arms trade business, and the 0bama administration has said it may need more time 
to study it, 

15 Iraqi Offichds Quit h~ Protest Over Qaeda Threat 

In Baquba, the neighborhood officials, or mnkhtars, complained that the government was unable to 
protect them and their families from A1 Qaeda infiltrators. 

¯ More World News 

ENERGY RUSH 

In U¯So Agency~ Drillers in Utah Have a Friend 

In Utah, an obscure branch of a low-profile federal agency wields great influence on local land-use 
decisions, usually to the benefit of the energy industry. 

~ Graphic: America’s Biggest Landlord 

~ SHde Show: Bureau of Land M8nagement’s Divided Mission 

i ’ " ~ Documents: Over Drilling Rights a Cozy Relationship Between Public and Private Interests 

]n Colorado~ Rememberh~g Lh,es That "Were, and Might Have Been 

Fcom Texas to Illinois and across Aurora, Colo., families and friends were gathering for flmerals and 
memorials for the P- people who were killed on July 20 at a Barman movie. 

.% 
Police Shootings hi ~Mmheh}~ Highlight Deep B3fls in a Colnmu~fi~y 

Recent shootings have exposed deep fury in a California city that is better known as being home to 
the happiest place on earth. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

UoSo Grm~th Falls to ~,5%; a Recove~’y Seems 

Grmvth in the second quarter was held back as consumers curbed purchases and factories received 
few-er orders in the face of a global slmvdmvn and a stronger dollar. 

~New 
Figures Put Recession and Recovery in Focus 

~ Stocks Shoot Ahead on Eu[o Optimism 

Palermo’s Pizza fired scores of employees at its Milwaukee factory, citing immigration violations, 
shortly after workers said they wanted to organize. 

DEALBOOK 
After H~ge Loss, JPMorgan Rea~’ranges Top Offhqals 

Matthew Zames and Frank Bisignano were promoted to co-chief operating officers of the bank, while 
aes Staley moved from being chief executive of the corporate and investment bank to chairman. 

S P O RTS 

THE TV WATCH 

In the opening ceremony of the Olympics, Britain offered a display of humor and humbleness that 
can only stem from a deep-rooted sense of supet~m~ty. 

Gold Eluded Bannlster~ h~t Track Immortality Did Not 

Roger Bannister tasted defeat in the Olympics before running the world’s first recorded sub-four- 
minute mile in ~954. Many in Britain regard him as the country’s most famous athlete of all time. 

YANKEES 10, RED SOX 3 

Rh’ah’y I,acka Sizzle, but S~z~lkl Is ~Whmer in Home Delmt for Yankees 

In Iehiro Suzuki’s first game in the Bronx in pinstripes, the Yankees defeated the Red Sox to add to 
Boston’s already deflating season. 



MUSIC REVIEW 

The R&B singer Frank Ocean performed songs from his debut album, "Channel Orange," at 
Terminal 5 on Thursday night. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

The American Museum of Natural History exhibition "Spiders Alive~" looks at the wonders of the 

43,ooo spider species. 

Muse*m~s Studyh~g Dealer’s z~ifitcts 

American museums are being asked by federal authm’ities to examine their collections for items 
obtained from a Manhattan art dealer aeensed of possessing stolen antiquities. 

~R~V~L 

A trip to the lakefront town of Wolfeboro, N.H., to see what it’s like where Mitt Romney unwinds. 

~ 
Slide Show: Where Romney Relaxes 

Mar~ha’s Vhmyard, With Preslde~tts, and 

An island aeeustmned to visits from White House residents adjusts to a summer without the 
Obamas. 

.&n Unconve~ltio~laI G~fide to Charlotte and Tampa 

With the political conventions just weeks away-, bm’ning questions arise: What are the best spots for 
takeout? A night on the town? Locals from each city weigh in, 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

With no enre or w~eeine in sight, there are still ways to eurb the epidemic so as to reaeh the 
ultimate goal of prodneing an "AIDS-free generation." 

EDITORIAL 

Payday Profits 
Congress needs to control usurious lending and not allow the expansion of loans that can carry 
interest rates of 4oo percent or more. 

EDITORIAL 

Candidates Cower on G~m Control 
President Obama and Mitt Romney threw away an opportnnity after the massacre in Colorado for a 
bold stand on reducing assanlt-weapon violence. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Imagine a ~¢Vorld l/Vllllout AID~ 

~’enty years ago, dnring the unrelenting devastation of AIDS, it was impossflfie to imagine the 
strides that would be made in making it manageable. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Arhere’s the Outrage? 

If the Democrats don’t pay more attention, Big Money and new state laws may just help the 
Republicans nm away with the election. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Land of the Mega-Voters 

North Dakota is mighty and unbowed. And its race for the Senate is nearly a dead heat and 
something to ponder this week other than Obama vs. Romney. 



~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jnly 28, 1914, Anstria-Hnngary deelared war on Serbia. World War I began as declarations of 

war by other Enropean nations quickly followed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:05 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Sorry liar the inconvience 

Dear Dr. Eunice SaNe, 
My name is I am a rising senior here at the University of North Carolina. I am emailing you regarding a grade appeal in a class I have taken during the second 
summer session. This class is AFAM             . The professor in this class is Walter Rucker. He informed me contact you. The class exam was due on Friday 
2:30 through sakai. I turned in the assignment 30 rains, at 3 oclock prior. Again, I apologize but at approxiamtely :t:45 p.m. my 

¯ I rushed to the pharmacey has fast as I could and rushed home to send Professor Rucker my email. He informed me late work resovles in a failing grade. I really 
love this school and I enjoy being an AFAM major. I am a student first and a athlete second. Again, I deeply apologize for the inconvience. 
Sincerely, 

at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, ; 11:19 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Dear, Dr. Eunice SaNe 
My name is I am a rising senior here at the University of North Carolina. I am emailing you regarding a grade apppeal in a class I have taken during the second 
summer session. This class is AFAIVl             . The professor in this class is Walter Rucker. he informed me to contact you about this matter. The class exam was due 
on Friday        at 2:30 through sakai. I turned in the assignment 30 rains prior at 3’oclock. Again, i apologize but at approximately 1:45 pm my 

¯ I rushed from the hosiptal to the Pharmacey as fast as i could, then to my home to send Professor Rucker my exam through email, he informed me 
that late work resolves in a failing grade. I really love this shcool and I enjoy being an AfAlVl major. I am a student first and a athlete second. Again, I deeply apologize 
for this inconvience. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 3:59 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Doctor Shortage Likely to Worsen With Health Law 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. ~2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Doctor Shortage Likely to 
Worsen With Health Law 
By ANNIE LOWREY and ROBERT PEAR 

Even as the new health care law expands 
iusuranee coverage, another problem 
faces many areas of the country: a lack 
of physicians, particularly primary care 
ones. 

POLITICAL MEMO 
Obama’s Team Taking 

Gamble Going Negative 
By JEFF ZELENY 

The opportmfities and the risks are 
greater for President Obama, who seeks 
to shape pereeptious of Mitt Ronmey 
just as more voters are starting to tune 
in to the race. 

Spain’s Jobless Rely on 
Family, a Frail Crutch 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

As the effects of years of recession pile up in the country, more and more Spmfish fanfilies are leaning hard 
on their elderly relatives. But it has not been easy for any of the generations. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We have a shortage of every kind of doctor, except for plaslic surgeons and dermatologists. We’ll have a 

5,ooo-physician shortage in lO years, no matter what anybody does." 

DR. G. RICHARD OLDS, the dem~ of a new medical school at the University of California, Riverside. 

SPORTS 

stunningEmotional victories,LondOndefeats 2012and 

fierce competition from ............................. 
the Olympic Gmnes. 



OPINION 

OPINION 
Is Algebra 

Necessary? ................... 
By AN D R EW HAGKE R 

As American students 
wrestle with algebra, 
geometry and calculus - often losing that 
contest - the requirement of higher 
naathematics comes into question. 

12 recipes for grilled eggplant 
Also on NYTimes.com 

Too much medical care? 

A closer look at middle-class decline 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

Syrian Military Intensifies Assault on Rebels in Aleppo 
By KAREEM FAHIM and ELLEN BARRY 

It was not clear whether Saturday’s attack was a linfited foray by government troops or the beginning of a 
broader campaign. 

Fighters Replace Tourists Crossing Over From Syria to an Idyllic Turkish Town 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

?mtakya, a picturesque border town, has attracted Syrian fighters and foreign jihadists seeking refuge and 
medical care, as Syria’s civil war becomes Turkey’s national security headache. 

Retiring Envoy to Afghanistan Exhorts U.S to Heed Its Past 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

Ryan C. Crocker, the diplonmt most linked to the invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan, says policy makers must 
learn from those wars as they eousider nfilitary options for current crises. 

" At War: Crocker Looks Back on a Decade in Afghanistan 

¯ More World News 

U.S. 

Which Mother for Isabella? Civil Union Ends in an Abduction and Questions 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

A custody battle "between two diametrically opposed worldviews on parentage and fanfily" touches on 
contentious social mad legal questions over what happens to children when civil unions dissolve. 

" ~ Slide Show: Fleeing a Custody Battle 

Nuns Weigh Response to Scathing Vatican Rebuke 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

?anericma nmas meeting in St. Louis next week will decide whether to cooperate with three bishops assigned 
to supervise the overhaul of their organization. 

In Maine, More Lobsters Than They Know What to Do With 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

The overabundmace, attributed to walan weather and good conservation techniques, has led to fishermen 
receiving the lowest prices in 4o years. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

The Bond Market Discovers a New Leading Man 
By GERALDINE FABRIKANT 



Mohamed E1-Erian, clfief executive of Pimco, the bond fund gimat, has stepped out of the long shadow of Bill 
Gross, its longtime maestro. 

FAIR GAME 
Changed by Wall Street, for Wall Street 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

In the 199os, big brokerage firms pushed to have adjttstable-rate mortgages tied to the Libor - long before 
much of the world leanaed what it was. 

FUNDAMENTALLY 
Giant Stocks Are Walking Tall Again 
By PAUL J. LIM 

The megacap stocks - those of the very largest American companies - have vastly outperfolaned the overall 
nmrket over the last 18 months. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Phelps Lags Behind Lochte and Misses a Medal 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Michael Phelps, the two-time defending champion in the 4oo-meter individual medley, finished fourth. His 
United States teammate Ryan Loehte won by nearly four seconds. 

" ~ Interactive Feature: Phelps Versus Lochte in the Individual Medley 

-’ ~-’~ Interactive Graphic: Tracking Phelps and Lochte 

New Pecking Order in Pool as China Wins Two Golds 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Stm Yang of China won the 4oo-meter freestyle, and 16-year-old Ye Shiwen smashed the world record in the 
women’s 400 individual medley 

" Swimming News and Results >> 

In Less Than Five Minutes, a Match and an Olympics End 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Of the thousands of athletes at the London Games, Jacob Gnahoui, a practitioner ofjudo and Benin’s flag 
bearer less than 11 hours earlier, was among the first to be elinfinated. 

ARTS 

Walter Pichler, an Artist Who Bucked the Status Quo, Dies at 75 
By DENISE GRADY 

Mr. Pichler was an Austrian arclfitect who, after a flurry of shows that won him inten~ational acclaim, moved 
away from the world of galleries, exhibitions and collectors. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Introspection Celebrated in a Crowd 
By JON PARELES 

The R&B singer Frank Ocean performed songs from his debut albmn, "Channel Orange," at Terminal 5 on 
Thursday night. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
They’re Clever and Carnivorous 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

The ?m~erican Mttsemn of Natural History exlfibition "Spiders Alive!" looks at the wonders of the 43,000 
spider species. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

What Can Mississippi Learn From Iran? 
By SUZY HANSEN 



Nowhere is our health care system more broken and desperate than rural Mississippi. Can an approach used 
in Iran help save lives? 
, ~ Audio and Photographs: Hope in the Wreckage 

Janet Cardiff, George Bures Miller and the Power of Sound 
By JOHN WRAY 

The husband-and-wife artists have been "trying to escape reality for, like, 35 years." 

" ~ Video Feature: From Explosions, a Sense of Peace 

A High Holy Whodunit 
By RONEN BERGMAN 

The Aleppo Codex is one of the most precious artifacts of the Jewish people. Was it stolen from its rightftfl 
owners? 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....F..r..o...m...t..h..e.....M...a~qazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Migrants’ Freedom Ride 
Protesters, some undocumented, are planning to ride a bus through states with extreme anti-inmfigrant 
laws, calling for reform and dignity. 

EDITORIAL 
Medicaid After the Supreme Court Decision 
States that refuse to expand the program will cause needless harm and deaths to thousands of low-income 
people. 

EDITORIAL 
Governor Cuomo at the Controls 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo wants to control everytlfing about him that could make its way to the press or the 
public. Such secrecy will not serve lfim well in the long rtm. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 
Is Depression Inherited? 
By DAPHNE MERKIN 

I fear nay susceptibility to darkness will somehow "rub of£’ onto nay daughter. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Political Fortunetelling 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The future of presidential campaigning awaits us, with fanfiliar fanfilies, megabucks and Miley Cyrus. 
¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mitt’s Olympic Meddle 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Off with lfis head! Mitt Ronmey barely escapes the Tower of London. 

:. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Which Records Get Shattered? 
By NATE SILVER 

Swinmfing nmkes the biggest splash at the Ol3anpics, but track and field records are the ones that survive the 
test of time. 



ON THIS DAY 

Britain’s Prince Charles married Lady Diana Spencer at St. Paul’s Caflaedral in London. 

¯ See This Front Pa2~ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front Pag.e.. 

About This E-Mail 
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the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Heaton <j ason.heaton@fxtrans.com> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 6:41 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

July 2012 training newsletter 

July 2012 trainin,q newsletter 

In this edition: 

ForeiqnExchanqe launches new Website 

Eats shoots and leaves (answers to last month’s qu!z) 

White paper: Executinq phase IV studies 

Upcoming educational events 

This month, as we launch ForeignExchange’s new Website (see below) I thought it would be a good time to remind 
readers of ForeignExchange’s other online venues. Did you know that we’re also on Twitter (@fxtrans) and maintain a 
widely-read and popular blog (blog.fxtrans.com)? Be sure to bookmark or follow us and stay up to date on what’s 
happening in the world of medical translations. 

Meanwhile, in this month’s newsletter, we have the answers to last month’s language quiz, a white paper about phase IV 
clinical trials and a couple of upcoming educational seminars. I hope your summer is going well. Thanks for reading. 

ForeignExchange launches new Website 

We’ve launched an entirely redesigned Website that centralizes ForeignExchange’s archive of medical industry content, 
making it easier to access. The site, www.fxtrans.com, now contains the comprehensive body of our published content in 
an industry-divided format, allowing direct and decisive access to white papers, industry experts, scheduled events, and 
the company’s recently appointed list of FX Certified Partners. The site makes use of a minimalist icon-driven, color coded 
design, eliminating excessive marketing lingo and real estate-sapping images. This allows for quick loading and intuitive 
navigation. 

Says our President, Andres Heuberger, "By aligning our extensive catalog of content, as well as our network of subject 
matter experts with our clients’ product life cycles, we streamline information delivery to the people who need it most. We 
now present the most up-to-date content delivered when you need it, from industry experts." 

The new www.fxtrans.com, which launched on July 9th, presents immediate access to the product life cycle areas in the 
pharmaceutical and medical device industries. Within each of these sections are listings of white papers, audio 
conferences and educational seminars for quick download or signup. A side navigation area, which is always accessible, 
contains relevant information about us, from our quality system to our capabilities to contact information. 

There is also a quick access search bar and links to the FX Conferences audio conference Website and a Iogin link to the 
FXTracker client portal. 

Check out the new site and let us know what you think! 

Eats shoots and leaves (answers to last month’s quiz) 

In last month’s newsletter, we featured a grammar and punctuation quiz and many of you responded with your answers 
and feedback. As promised, we’re providing the answers this month. If you missed the quiz last month, we also posted it 
on our Medical Translations Insight blog: 

http://blog.fxtrans.com/2012/06/koala-walks-into-bar.html 

Here are the answers: 

Part A (True or False) 



1. True 
2. False 
3. False 

Part B (What’s the problem?) 

The chemist was instructed to pour 4.3 g of the potent liquid into the 16-oz glass beaker. The next step for the lab 
technician was to add 750 mL of water. Would you pour the water into the beaker? Why? Why not? 

a. Both the metric and US systems are being used--need to pick one. 

b. Measurement units have not been defined. Is this first time use? Have they been defined in the glossary? 

c. Multiple words for one term--is the person a chemist or a lab technician? 

Part C (Punctuation) 

1. A koala walks into a bar eats shoots and leaves 

Depending on the message you wish to convey: 

"A koala walks into a bar, eats shoots, and leaves." OR "A koala walks into a bar, eats, shoots, and leaves." 

2. Let’s eat mommy 

"Let’s eat, mommy." OR "Let’s eat mommy!" 

KEY LEARNING 

Be consistent. Use one word to describe a term~do not interchange between multiple terms; define all terms in the 
glossary and the first time they appear in text; use the same measurement system throughout the materials (metric vs US 
system). 

If you want to learn more about clear, concise and consistent writing, you should consider signing up for one of our 
educational seminars or listen to our audio conference, "Writing for a Global Audience." 

http://www.fxconferences.com/Writing-for-a-GlobaI-Audience-P708.aspx 

Executing phase IV studies 

Phase IV trials, also known as post-marketing studies, are growing at an astounding rate worldwide. Currently, new starts 
of Phase IV trials exceed newly initiated studies in all other clinical phases combined. Sponsor companies are running 
post-marketing studies on approximately 85% of their products and, at any given time, have just under two active phase 
IV studies underway per product. 

While phase III data does indeed provide the right information for its audience--the regulatory authorities--other 
audiences, such as payers, providers, and patients, have questions that need to be answered by other forms of data. As 
we’ve seen in the list above, these can be questions about patients with comorbidities, cost, long-term safety, and 
nonclinical endpoints such as quality of life. It’s only through phase IV studies that the concerns of wider audiences can be 
answered. 

Therefore, phase IV studies are essential for demonstrating product value to the people who will actually be using and 
paying for the product. With that in mind, we’ve prepared a white paper that discusses the keys to success for conducting 
phase IV studies. Download the white paper here: 

htt~o://info.fxtrans.com/executinQ-phase-iv-stud ies/ 

Upcoming educational events 

We’ve got some great educational offerings in the coming weeks. 

Designing for Translation - Minneapolis 



On August 16th in Minneapolis, we’re presenting an overview of how to design your documentation to get the most out of 
your translation spend and improve quality. The layout of your documentation can have as great an impact on localization 
costs, turnaround time and quality as the content. Figuring out how you’re going to fit an ever-increasing number of 
languages into your Instructions for Use, Websites and marketing pieces can be a real headache. Find out how you can 
create graphics, set margins, choose fonts and choose your software to get the most out of your translation spend, and 
get tips and best practices from a localization design professional. 

The event will be held from 8:30 until 11am on August 16th at ForeignExchange’s Bloomington, Minnesota office. You can 
get more information and sign up here: 

http://info.fxtrans.com/lu20120816-designing-for-translation-mn/ 

Translation Memory 101 - Andover, Massachusetts 

On September 13th in Andover, Massachusetts, we’re presenting an overview of Translation Memory technology. This 
seminar focuses on the mechanics, uses and limitations of Translation Memory. It will also cover guidelines for how you 
can get the most out of Translation Memory to maximize quality, minimize spend, and reduce turnaround times. Our 
presenter, linguist Gabriela Herce, will also show a demonstration of how Translation Memory works. 

This complimentary event will be held from 8:30 until 11am at the Andover Wyndham with a light breakfast and time for 
networking. You can get more information and pre-register by sending an e-mail to education@fxtrans.com. 

If you would like to read our June newsletter please click here: http://info.fxtrans.com/newsletter-iune-2012 

This newsletter brought to you by ForeignExchange Translations - the leader in training translations. 
copyright 2012 

For more white papers visit: http://www.fxtrans.com/resources/white-papers/ 

To unsubscribe eunice@email, unc. edu please click here 
Or marl: 
ForeignExchange Translations 

1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 
Newton, MA 02465 USA 

WWW . ~)clFaI~IS. COll~l 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Linkedln, YouYube, and our Blog 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, July 30, 2012 9:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Thank you 

lettertoDr.StraussatUN C- CH.doc 

Dear Ennice: 

I mn forwarding this to you, not for attention on me, bnt for substantive materia] when you find yourself having to talk abont "relevance" for our department. Best 

regards, Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Thank you 

Date:Mon, 30 Jul 2012 08:40:34 -0400 
From:Strauss, Ronald P. ~:~r.9..n____g._r~_u_.s_~@_u__~9_:.e__d_._u.-2 

To:Anderson, Barbara S ~_-2b__~_g_b__~_r__~____a__n_d_e__r__s_£_n__@_u_n_c__:_e_~t__u___2 

CC: ~2_i_~__s:_~__l__2__:__n__c_2_g_~ 5 @i_~:_k_l__2__:_r_t__c__:_u__~2, Lambert, Michael C :2_r!~!_g__r__n_~__t_~_@_e_Ln__g_i_l_:_g__rLc_:_e_d___g_2~, Phay, Robert E 5~R_h__g_~@_g__rLc_:_e___~_~__u__2~ Peacock James L III 

2-p_e__a_c_~_ ?__c___k_ ~2~ __u__~3 _c_’_:_e_ st___u__ 2 

Dear Barbara (and colleagues) 

Mr. Thier’s eloquent letter of praise mirrors the admiration we have for your fine work. He has discovered what we at UNC-Chapel Hill have known that you are an 

ab~lutely wonderful global educator, ~hola~ and citizen. 
Thank you ~ much tbr 811 you do! 

Yours, Ron 
Ronald P Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Cttief International Ofticer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 South Bnilding, C.B. # 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

(919) 962-4510; ton s~rmtss(?~mtc.edn 

From: Michael Thief [mailto @iss.k12.nc.us] 
Sent: Saturday, July 28, 2012 10:04 AM 

To: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Subject: Thank you for Barbara Anderson 
Dr. Strauss, 

My name is Michael Thiel: and I direct IB and international education for Iredell- State~ille Schools. I participated in the World View study visit to Senega1 recently 
and I wanted to thank you for the involvement of Barbara Anderson. 

Please see the attached letter and feel fiee to contact Ine using the information below if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Thier 
International Studies Director 

(Cellular) 
704.528.4536 0klork) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Jennie H <vhbrooks@email.unc,edu~ 

Monday, 10:00 AM 

Nzongola-Nta]aja, Georges <~ongol@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kermeth R <krjaJ~ken@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: FINAL GfLA~DE: AFRI NDSS 

Dear Georges, 
I don’t see her email below yours 

is a very young person ~ ) who is Undergraduate Admissions admitted her, arid she took two classes in Spring and two in surnmer school. She is 
enthusiastic and interested in man?’ things, but I have serious questions about her having the maturi~ for college work. I have no way of judging her intellectual capacity’. However since 
she has been admitted as a non-degree seeking undergraduate, I think she should be treated like ant’ other uaadergraduate. 

If you still have her email, I’d appreciate your forwarding it to me so that I might place a copy in her folder along with other emails I have received regarding her performance in classes 

Thank you [’or taking such an interest in her in this matter and in the earlier matter of her registering appropriately 
Best, 
Jennie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntal~tia, Georges 
Sent: Monday,             12:55 AM 
To: Brooks, Jennie H; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
SubJect: FW: FINAL GRADE: NDSS 

Dear Ms. Brooks, 

Since            registered J2~r AFRI        through the Friday Center, I thought that you should see this strange email below that apparently came from her to me this evening. The email 
in question ~s sent as a reply to my email of Friday,.       (a scanned copy is attached) to all 25 students in my class inJ2~rming them that they could look up their final grade in the Grade 
Roster on ConnectCarolina and showing them the distribution of grades for the course. I was startled to see that the email had no message [’or me, but distorted my original message by 
trying to make it appear as though it was addressed to her personally and informing her that she had received a grade of ¯ In really, she received a grade of 

I am copying this message to Dr Eunice Sahle, (;hair of our Department, and to Dr. Kenneth Janken, Director of Summer School in the Department. 

P S Since the scanned picture has a couple of letters cut oJi; I am also forwarding you my original email in a separate mailing. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Scnt: Stmday, 6:52 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: FINAL GRADE: AFRI NDSS 

From: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja [nzongola@emaihanc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            5:00 PM 
Subiect: FINAL GRADE: ~4FRI         _’,,rDSS 

Dear AFR1 Students: 

I have finished grading the final exam papers, calculated the final grade, and posted all final grades to the Grade Roster on ConnectCarolina. You have received a 

The final grade distribution is as follows: 

A: 6 students 
A-: 3 students 
B+: 3 students 
B: 6 students 
B-: 1 student 
C+: 2 students 
C: 3 students 
D: 1 student 

Enjoy the Olympic Games and the rest of your stammer! 

Professor Nzongola 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Jennie H <vhbrooks@email.unc,edu~-- 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

Nzongola-Nta]aja, Georges <~ongol@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kem~eth R <krjaJ~ken@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: FINAL GILA.DE: AFRI NDSS 

Oh, gotcha! She just added the (false) information that she had received a    I was looking for a brand new email. I have no idea what that is all about. Could she be reluctant to show her 
parents her real grade? And ~vhy would she send it to you? 

Let me know if you want me to get involved, but again, I would treat this as I would for any other undergraduate 
J 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday,              10:05 AM 
Tu: Brouks, Jennie H; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: SaNe, [{unice N 
Sut~ject: R[~: FINAl. GRADE: AFRI NDSS 

Please louk again. It is right there beluw mine. 

Oeorges Nznngula-Ntalaja 
Professor ufAfrican Studies 
Department uf African and Afru-American Studies University uf North Carulina at Chapel 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

Frum: Bruoks, Jermie II 
Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: SaNe, [{unice N 
Subject: RE: FINAl. GRADE: AFRI        NDSS 

Dear Geurges, 
I don’t see her email below yuurs. 

is a very young person ( I who is . Undergraduate Admissions admitted her, and she took two classes in Spring and two in sunmxer school. She is 
enthusiastic and interested in many things, but I have serious questions about her having the nlaturity for college work. I have no way of judging her intellectual capacity. However since 
she has been admitted as a non-degree seeking undergraduate, I think she should be treated like any other undergraduate. 

If you still have her email, I’d appreciate yottr forwarding it to me so that I might place a copy in her folder along with other emails I have received regarding her performance in classes. 

Thank you for taking such an interest in her in this matter and in the earlier matter of her registering appropriately. 
Best, 
Jennie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday,              12:55 AM 
To: Brooks, Jetmie H; Jartken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Sable, E~xice N 
Subiect: FW: FINAL GRADE: AFRI] NDSS 

Dear Ms. Brooks, 

Since            registered for .~’RI        through the Friday Center, I thought that you should see this strange email below that apparently came from her to me this evening. The email 
in question is sent as a reply- to tW email of Friday,        (a scanned copy is attached) to all 25 students in ray class informing them that they could look up their final grade in the Grade 
Roster on ConnectCarolina and showing them the distribution of grades for the co~se. I was startled to see that the email had no message for me, but distorted ray original message by 
trying to make it appear as though it was addressed to her personally and informing her that she had received a grade of In reality, she received a grade of 

I am copying this message to Dr. E~xice Sahle, Chair of our Department, and to Dr. Kemxeth Janken, Director of Surrm~er School in the Department. 

P S Since the scalmed picture has a couple of letters cut oil; I am also forwarding you my original email in a separate mailing. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday-, 6:52 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: FINAL GRADE: AFRI NDSS~ 

From: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja [nzongola@email.uaac.edu] 



Sent: b’riday,              5:00 PM 
Sutliect: FINAl, GR~tD]~;: A[~NI        NDSS 

[)ear AFRI Students: 

have finished grading the :final exam papers, calculated the final grade, and posted all final grades to the Grade Roster on ConnectCarolina. You have received a 

The final grade distribution is as follows: 

A: 6 students 
A-: 3 students 
B+: 3 students 
B: 6 students 
B-: 1 student 
C+: 2 students 
C: 3 students 
D: 1 student 

Enjoy- the Olympic Games and the rest of your sure,her! 

Professor Nzongola 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Prot~ssor SaNe 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
Again, My name is I emailed you a few days ago regarding a grade appeal. I am in deyier need of a grade appeal because as of now I am ineligable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: sorry for the inconvience 

I have went through the steps necessary to resolve this issue, and T have contacted the instructor Rucker numerous times and I haven’t heard anything from him. I have given 
him an excuse for why the exam was late but, still haven’t heard anything from him. this is why I contacted you. I just would like to know if my exam can be graded and still be 
eligable because i sent it to him but he never followed up to it. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:19 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: sorry for the inconvience 

Dear 

Thank you for your emails.The University has a clear and systematic policy on grade appeals. 
Kindly find below a link witJa infolrnalion about grade appeal policies and procedures at U NC-Chapel Hill: 

http://advising.unc.edu/policies-and-procedu res/Acade mic%20Appeals/gradea ppeals. 

If you have questions about these policies, please get in touch with the Office of the Dean of Undergraduate Education. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, ii::~9 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: sorry for the inconvience 

Dear, Dr. Eunice SaNe 
My name is . I am a rising senior here at the University of North Carolina. I am emailing you regarding a grade apppeal in a class I have taken during the second 
summer session. This class is AFAM             . The professor in this class is Walter Rucker. he informed me to contact you about this matter. The class exam was due 
on Friday        at 2:30 through sakai. I turned in the assignment 30 rains prior at 3’oclock. Again, i apologize but at approximately :t:45 pm my 

T rushed from the hosiptal to the Pharmacey as fast as i could, then to my home to send Professor Rucker my exam through email, he informed me 

that late work resolves in a failing grade. I really love this shcool and I enjoy being an AfAM major. I am a student first and a athlete second. Again, I deeply apologize 
for this inconvience. 
Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Studyofthe Middle E&st m~dAfrica<info asmeascholars.org@maJl171.usl.rsgsv.net~ 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:30 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: 5th Am~ual Cont~rence 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11-13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference will feature: 

Special presentations by acclaimed scholars Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years 

Later: Realities of the Arab Sprin~/’ and Dr. Ggrard Prunier on "Gaddafi’s 

Downfall and Its Impact on Sub-Saharan Africa." 

Panel discussions on "The New/Old Heroes of Iran," "Christian-Muslim Encounters 

in the Medieval Middle East," "Israel: Threats Real and Imagined," "Leaders at the 

Dawn of Post-Colonial Africa" and many more topics in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

See the tentative list of papers to be presented at the Conference. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 15, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 15, $50. Register here. 



Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,_,asmeascholars.orq. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o rg 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright ~ 2012 ASMEA, At! rights reserved 
You are receiving this emsil because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Ticket 2344677 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 07/31/12. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short sua-cey that will provide feedback on ?’our experience with the OASIS Academic Computing Experts group 

http://www.unc.edu/ar-bin/sur~ev followup pl?ticket=2344677 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRF~SSED BY: James (ajmchale) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST ix,24ME~: eunice 
LAST NA’vIE: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: eunice@email.unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 962-2341 
DEPAR’ISXqENT: african & african-amer studies 

’HCKET NUMBER: 2344,577 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Printing Netwofl,~ 

Set up new printer 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

If you have additional questions or comanents, please contact 

Rob Noel 

(919) 843-7071 

rob@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:36 PM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: URGENT: Payroll 

Dear Geeta, 

Thanks for calling this to my- attention. Ho~vever, Eunice is no~v back in town, and she can help get this resolved. I’m cc’ing this email to her 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle tlal[, CB# 3395 
University’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 @~x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://wwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/ianken html 
http : //uncpress. unc. edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00723 

From: Kaput, Geeta 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31,2012 4:46 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sut~ject: URGENT: Payroll 

Dear Dr. Janken: 

I refer this matter to you because as I understand you are the Acting Chair of the Department. I was hired to teach my course AFAM 440 in the Spring Semester of 2012 and was paid 
which was paid monthly from January to June of 2012. 

The last time I taught the course in the Spring of 2010, I was paid froru January to J~xe of 2010 and the pay- ended in J~xe. I checked my payroll log and it appears I have been paid for July- of 
2012 but I do not intend to teach this Fall. 

Ms. Stephanie Kidd at Human Resources set up my- automatic deposit. She can be reached at stephaniekidd@unc.edu. 
I look forxvard to hearing from you and to resolving this. 

Sincerely, 
Geeta Kapur 

From: PREX1 @rnvs.adp.L2"qC.EDU [PREX1 @mvs.adp.L2qC.EDL] on bd~alf" ofPA’xrROLL NOT]FY@UNC.EDU [PAkNOLL NOTIFY@UNC.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:07 A_’vf 
To: Kapur, Geeta 
Subject: YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today- is a payday for the Monthly Payrolh To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/universitv-controller/oavroll-sei,,qces/xvelcorae.html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using yottr Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee aMenu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Set, rices 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 4:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: New Polls Show Obama Has Edge in 3 Battleground States 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................. Today;,sHeadlines ....................................................................... 
~llc N’t’~= ~rk ~%m~ August 1, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.~_o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _D..LRj.R.~L~...W.j.R...e. I Editorials I ..O.p=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.h.!.s....D...a.~ 

.C...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e....T..o...d..a.~2.s....H...e..a..d..lLn..e...s. I r .S...e..a..r..c..h., 

TOP NEWS 

New Polls Show 0bama Has 
Edge in 3 Battleground States 
By JEFF ZELENY and DALIA SUSSMAN 

The economy aids Mitt Romney, but 
personal appeal helps President Obama, 
according to Quinnipiae University/New 
York Times/CBS News polls in Ohio, 
Florida and Pennsylvania. 

’ ~ Document: Poll Results I Howthe Poll Was 

Conducted 

" ~ Graphic: Voting Trends and Ad Spending 

in Three Swing States 

2nd Day of Power Failures 
Cripples Wide Swath of India 
By JIM YARDLEY and GARDINER HARRIS 

India suffered the largest electrical 
blackout in lfistory, over an area 
encompassing about lO percent of the 
world’s population. 

’. ~ Video: The World’s Largest Blackout I 

More on the India Ink Blog >> 

GORE VIDAL, 1925-2012 
Prolific, Elegant, Acerbic Writer 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

Mr. Vidal was an elegant, acerbic all-arom~d man of letters who presided with a certain relish over what he 
declared to be the end of Ameriema civilization. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Forty-eight years is almost enough time to hoM a record." 

LARINA LATYNINA, a gynmast whose career record of a8 Olympic medals was surpassed by Michael 

Phelps, who won gold in swimming the anchor leg in the 4x2oo freestyle relay. 

DINING & WINE 

~ VIDEO: Dishing 
New York 
Mimi Sheraton, The New 



York Times restaurant critic during the 

197os and 198os, sets out to find the 
best of the city’s classic foods like pizza 
and pastrami. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Palin Effect 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

With his vice presidential 
pick looming, will Mitt 
Ronmey stir thhags up or 
play it safe? 

Martha’s Vineyard, with 
presidents, and without 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Where Romney relaxes 

An unconventional guide to Charlotte and Tampa 

nl tim.es. o,m TRAViEL 

WORLD 

White House and Congress Are in Step Over Ivan Sanctions 
By MARK LANDLER and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

New measures intensify existing efforts to choke off Iran’s oil mad shipping revenue. Officials said the 
measures were not tied to Mitt Ronmey’s suggestion of a tougher line on Iran. 

Uncertainty Over Letter Underscores Delicate Ties 
By ISABEL KERSHNER and ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Egyptian and Israeli officials contradicted each other’s accounts of how or even whether their two presidents 
had communicated. 

¯ . In Cairo, Panetta Declares Support for Egypt’s New President 

Bahrain Is Criticized for Its ’Torrent’ of Tear Gas Use 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

The group Physicians for Hmnan Rights says that Bahraini police officers are firing tear gas not only into 
crowds of protesters but also into homes and vehicles in Shiite neighborhoods. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

As Default Looms, Postal Service Sees Deeper Woes 
By RON NIXON 

On the verge of its first default on Wech~esday, the troubled agency faces a cash shortfall that cotfld reach 
$1.2 billion by next year, documents show. 

Leaders Reach Tentative Deal on Spending to Avoid Fight Before Election Day 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

The emerging legislation stands in sharp contrast to previous occasions when House Republicans used the 
leverage of a spending deadline to insist on deep spending cuts. 

Rediscovering a Town’s Roots, Feet First 
By MELENA RYZIK 

In Circleville, W.Va., square dancing organized as part of the statewide Mountain Dance Trail project offered 
residents the chance to reclaim a brand and a legacy. 

," Video: Reviving the Square Dance I Slide Show 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Economic Thinkers Try to Solve the Euro Puzzle 



By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Europe’s financial difficulties have created the opportunity of a lifetime for ambitious idea merchants 
looking for fame. 

Regulator Rebuffs Obama on Plan to Ease Housing Debt 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The agency that adnfinisters Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac said it had concluded after months of study that 
the costs of debt forgiveness outweighed the potential benefits. 

S.E.C. Suggests Reforms of Municipal Bond Market 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The Securities and Exchange Conmfission said the market was "illiquid and opaque" and that issuers should 
provide information that investors receive in other financial markets. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

INSIDE THE RINGS 

Phelps Tops Another Olympian, but at 77, She Grins 
By JERE LONGMAN 

Larisa Latynina had the Olympic record of 18 medals for the former Soviet Union. Michael Phelps broke the 
mark on Tuesday. 

a9 and Counting: Phelps Is Most Decorated Olympian 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Michael Phelps won a silver in the men’s 200-meter butterfly, then took a gold as the anchor of the United 
States’ winning 4x200-meter freestyle relay. 

’- After 48 Years, Record Holder Is Surpassed by Phelps 

For Chinese Swimmer, Same Result 

In Gymnastics, U.S. Flies High and Stands Alone 
By JULIET MACUR 

The -Mnericans led the competition from start to finish, beating Russia by 5.066 points, the largest winning 
nmrgin since 196o. 

" ~’~ Interactive Features: Jordyn Wieber’s Tight Tumbling [ The Toughest Vault 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

STILL LIFE 
A Comics’ Crypt, Still Bursting With Life 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

The dark hallway that takes audiences into the Comedy Cellar, the most storied old-school comedy club in 
the city, has the look of a hall of fame, even if it isn’t one. 

Fall Films: More Bitter Pills Than Popcorn 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

Fihns will be crackling with tension this fall and winter, as a number of high-profile pictures tackle tough 
and sometimes violent subject matter, some of it politically tinged. 

THEATER REVIEW 
In Screwball Comedy, a Shakespearean Truth 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

The Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival’s production of "Love’s Labour’s Lost" brings to nfind the fast- 
paced escapist fare of Depression- and wartime-era Hollywood. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Lost, Then Found: New York Classics 
By MIMI SHERATON 

Minfi Sheraton searched New York for classic tastes she remembered from the 193os to the ’5os. _Mad yes, 



she found a few. 

-’ ~ Video: Dishing NewYork 

’ ~ Slide Show 

. ~ What Are Your Cherished New York Foods? 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I REYNARD 
Fire Is Discovered in Brooklyn 
By PETE WELLS 

The folks who gave us Marlow & Sons have come up with the prototypical modem Brookl)aa restaurant. 

’- ~[,~ Slide Show 

A Return to Nordic Roots 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

In the Twin Cities, a Scandinavian surge is intersecting with the New Nordic movement, based on cold- 
weaflaer crops, traditional foodways and naturalistic presentations. 

" ~ Slide Show 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D.i.n.i..n.q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Truth About Military Cuts 
Republicans like John McCain won’t adinit their primary role in next year’s forced defense cuts. Their theme 
seems to be: "It’s all the president’s fault!" 

EDITORIAL 
Cybersecurity at Risk 
If a catastroplfic cyberattack occurs in the United States, Americaus will be justified in asking why their 
lawmakers failed to protect them. 

EDITORIAL 
Three Rulings Against Women’s Rights 
At a time when abortion rights and access to affordable contraception are threatened by political attacks, 
three federal judges failed to preserve constitutional protections for women. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

More Treatment, More Mistakes 
By SAN JAY G O PTA 

Each additional procedure or test a doctor orders injects a fresh possibility of error - and sometimes the 
errors are deadly. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Gadding of a Gawky Gowk 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The Marble Man: Wherever Mitt goes, whatever he does, he’s always posing as a statue of lfimself. 

-’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Not in Vegas? 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Mitt Ronmey’s visit to Israel shows just how much of a wedge issue the Republican Party has made of Israel. 

-. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On August 1, 1936, loo,ooo saluted Adolf Hitler on lfis entrance at the opening of the Berlin Ol)anpics. 



¯ See This Front Pa_gg¢_ 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 6:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: New Polls Show Obama Has Edge in 3 Battleground States 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

New Polls Show 0bama Has 
Edge in 3 Battleground States 
By JEFF ZELENY and DALIA SUSSMAN 

The economy aids Mitt Romney, but 
personal appeal helps President Obama, 
according to Quinnipiae University/New 
York Times/CBS News polls in Ohio, 
Florida and Pennsylvania. 

’ ~ Document: Poll Results I Howthe Poll Was 

Conducted 

" ~ Graphic: Voting Trends and Ad Spending 

in Three Swing States 

2nd Day of Power Failures 
Cripples Wide Swath of India 
By JIM YARDLEY and GARDINER HARRIS 

India suffered the largest electrical 
blackout in lfistory, over an area 
encompassing about lO percent of the 
world’s population. 

’. ~ Video: The World’s Largest Blackout I 

More on the India Ink Blog >> 

GORE VIDAL, 1925-2012 
Prolific, Elegant, Acerbic Writer 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

Mr. Vidal was an elegant, acerbic all-arom~d man of letters who presided with a certain relish over what he 
declared to be the end of Ameriema civilization. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Forty-eight years is almost enough time to hoM a record." 

LARINA LATYNINA, a gynmast whose career record of a8 Olympic medals was surpassed by Michael 

Phelps, who won gold in swimming the anchor leg in the 4x2oo freestyle relay. 

DINING & WINE 

~ VIDEO: Dishing 
New York 
Mimi Sheraton, The New 



York Times restaurant critic during the 

197os and 198os, sets out to find the 
best of the city’s classic foods like pizza 
and pastrami. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Palin Effect 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

With his vice presidential 
pick looming, will Mitt 
Ronmey stir thhags up or 
play it safe? 

Look of the moment: Jessica 
Alba 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

A surfside chat with Stephanie Gilmore 

Out-of-this-world sweatshirts 

nl |im.es.¢om MAGAZINE 

WORLD 

White House and Congress Are in Step Over Ivan Sanctions 
By MARK LANDLER and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

New measures intensify existing efforts to choke off Iran’s oil mad shipping revenue. Officials said the 
measures were not tied to Mitt Ronmey’s suggestion of a tougher line on Iran. 

Uncertainty Over Letter Underscores Delicate Ties 
By ISABEL KERSHNER and ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Egyptian and Israeli officials contradicted each other’s accounts of how or even whether their two presidents 
had communicated. 

¯ . In Cairo, Panetta Declares Support for Egypt’s New President 

Bahrain Is Criticized for Its ’Torrent’ of Tear Gas Use 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

The group Physicians for Hmnan Rights says that Bahraini police officers are firing tear gas not only into 
crowds of protesters but also into homes and vehicles in Shiite neighborhoods. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

As Default Looms, Postal Service Sees Deeper Woes 
By RON NIXON 

On the verge of its first default on Wech~esday, the troubled agency faces a cash shortfall that could reach 
$1.2 billion by next year, documents show. 

Leaders Reach Tentative Deal on Spending to Avoid Fight Before Election Day 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

The emerging legislation stands in sharp contrast to previous occasions when House Republicans used the 
leverage of a spending deadline to insist on deep spending cuts. 

Rediscovering a Town’s Roots, Feet First 
By MELENA RYZIK 

In Circleville, W.Va., square dancing organized as part of the statewide Mountain Dance Trail project offered 
residents the chance to reclaim a brand and a legacy. 

," Video: Reviving the Square Dance I Slide Show 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Economic Thinkers Try to Solve the Euro Puzzle 



By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Europe’s financial difficulties have created the opportunity of a lifetime for ambitious idea merchants 
looking for fame. 

Regulator Rebuffs Obama on Plan to Ease Housing Debt 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The agency that adnfinisters Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac said it had concluded after months of study that 
the costs of debt forgiveness outweighed the potential benefits. 

S.E.C. Suggests Reforms of Municipal Bond Market 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The Securities and Exchange Conmfission said the market was "illiquid and opaque" and that issuers should 
provide information that investors receive in other financial markets. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

INSIDE THE RINGS 

Phelps Tops Another Olympian, but at 77, She Grins 
By JERE LONGMAN 

Larisa Latynina had the Olympic record of 18 medals for the former Soviet Union. Michael Phelps broke the 
mark on Tuesday. 

a9 and Counting: Phelps Is Most Decorated Olympian 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Michael Phelps won a silver in the men’s 200-meter butterfly, then took a gold as the anchor of the United 
States’ winning 4x200-meter freestyle relay. 

’- After 48 Years, Record Holder Is Surpassed by Phelps 

For Chinese Swimmer, Same Result 

In Gymnastics, U.S. Flies High and Stands Alone 
By JULIET MACUR 

The -Mnericans led the competition from start to finish, beating Russia by 5.066 points, the largest winning 
nmrgin since 196o. 

" ~’~ Interactive Features: Jordyn Wieber’s Tight Tumbling [ The Toughest Vault 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

STILL LIFE 
A Comics’ Crypt, Still Bursting With Life 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

The dark hallway that takes audiences into the Comedy Cellar, the most storied old-school comedy club in 
the city, has the look of a hall of fame, even if it isn’t one. 

Fall Films: More Bitter Pills Than Popcorn 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

Fihns will be crackling with tension this fall and winter, as a number of high-profile pictures tackle tough 
and sometimes violent subject matter, some of it politically tinged. 

THEATER REVIEW 
In Screwball Comedy, a Shakespearean Truth 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

The Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival’s production of "Love’s Labour’s Lost" brings to nfind the fast- 
paced escapist fare of Depression- and wartime-era Hollywood. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Lost, Then Found: New York Classics 
By MIMI SHERATON 

Minfi Sheraton searched New York for classic tastes she remembered from the 193os to the ’5os. _Mad yes, 



she found a few. 

-’ ~ Video: Dishing NewYork 

’ ~ Slide Show 

. ~ What Are Your Cherished New York Foods? 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I REYNARD 
Fire Is Discovered in Brooklyn 
By PETE WELLS 

The folks who gave us Marlow & Sons have come up with the prototypical modem Brookl)aa restaurant. 

’- ~[,~ Slide Show 

A Return to Nordic Roots 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

In the Twin Cities, a Scandinavian surge is intersecting with the New Nordic movement, based on cold- 
weaflaer crops, traditional foodways and naturalistic presentations. 

" ~ Slide Show 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D.i.n.i..n.q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Truth About Military Cuts 
Republicans like John McCain won’t adinit their primary role in next year’s forced defense cuts. Their theme 
seems to be: "It’s all the president’s fault!" 

EDITORIAL 
Cybersecurity at Risk 
If a catastroplfic cyberattack occurs in the United States, Americaus will be justified in asking why their 
lawmakers failed to protect them. 

EDITORIAL 
Three Rulings Against Women’s Rights 
At a time when abortion rights and access to affordable contraception are threatened by political attacks, 
three federal judges failed to preserve constitutional protections for women. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

More Treatment, More Mistakes 
By SAN JAY G O PTA 

Each additional procedure or test a doctor orders injects a fresh possibility of error - and sometimes the 
errors are deadly. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Gadding of a Gawky Gowk 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The Marble Man: Wherever Mitt goes, whatever he does, he’s always posing as a statue of lfimself. 

-’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Not in Vegas? 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Mitt Ronmey’s visit to Israel shows just how much of a wedge issue the Republican Party has made of Israel. 

-. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On August 1, 1936, loo,ooo saluted Adolf Hitler on lfis entrance at the opening of the Berlin Ol)anpics. 



¯ See This Front Pa_gg¢_ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vlimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 1:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, London 2012, You’re the Boss and More 

Follow lendon2o~2.nytimes.eom for complete coverage of 

the Summer Games. Don’t miss the latest news, results 
and multimedia slung with detailed athlete and sport profiles 
and event schedules. Also, sign up for the London ~o1~ daily e- 
mail to get the top stories, highlights and what to look forward to 
for the duration of The Olympics, delivered each morning to 
yuur in-box. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 200,0!/a mes 1 Y 

[ ii.~.iI @Ti .... August 1, 2012I 

Yo~¢re the Boss                                           ~ 
Hey, Smal[-gnsiBess Owners, cheek ou~ You’re the Boss 
~’ov an iBsider~s perspeet~ve oB smalt-business ownership. 
It gives bnsiBess owners a p[aee where they ean eompare notes, 
ask questions, get advice and ]earn h’om one anothet"s mistakes. 
F~nd out how to set] goods on Faeebook. how to use social media to 
genet’ate revem~e a[oog with the buzz aBd {}od aB insidet"s guide 
to smal[-:bus~ness marketi Bg. Join the eoBw~rsation today on 

::.g.:: 

¯ Beach Vol[i;yba[Ps Lure ISB’t Just the Athletii;s 
¯ Vacationing Like a Candidate 
¯ Olympia Dukakis Stars in ’The TempesV 
¯ A Return to Nordic Roots 
¯ Itea[thy Page Turners to Take to the Beach 

Top 8 V~ewed Features 
(Between July 25, 2012 - July 3~, 20!2) 

~. A Five-Ring Opening Circus, Weirdly and Unabashedly British 
m Is Algebra Necessary? 
3. Dowd: Hidiog in Plaio Sight 
4. Doctor SImt’[age Likeb> ~o Worsen With Heal[I~ Law 
5. Weather Extremes Leave Parts of U.S. Grid Buckling 

~ SLIDE .NHO’W." Gore Vida], 

Mr. Vidal was an elegant, 
aeerbie all-around man of letters 
who presided with a certain 
relish over what he declared to 
be the end of Ameriean 
civilization. 

~ INTEI{ACTIVE: Tracking 

Phelps and Lochte 
Compare the Olympic results for 
Michael Phelps and Ryan Loehte. 

~ VIDEO: A Flash Mol) 

Pro{)os;d ;~t Bt’yant Park 
On a recent afternoon in June, 
Craig Jones (and some fiiends) 
proposed to his girlfiiend, Allison 
Leelaire. 

Join the 
Conversation 

fo~, an Apple 

Shoppi*~g List 
"Question: What 
would you do if 
you had $117 billion? 

That’s the challenge facing Tim 
Cook, Apple’s chief, whose 
company’s cash hoard keeps 
growing -by about $1 billion a 
week. He could hold onto it. He 
could increase Apple’s dividend, 
which he instituted this year for 
the first time. Or he could spend 
it," writes Andrew Ross Sorkin on 



DealBook. What do you think? 

Join the conversation. 

Sign lip for the London 2012 

e-.msi] newsleLLer 

Connect with The New 

Yo~k Times on Facebook 

Follow @nytimes on 
Twitter 

ABOUT THk!5 E-~A~L 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corrfs @Times newsletter, 

The New York Tvnes Co~-npBny I Copyright 2012 I NYTiR-~es corn 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:43 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Subject: FW: UNC Course re-evaluation 

Attach: LSIC, AFST    fall .docx 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 1:23 PM 

To: "transfercredit @admissions.unc.edu" <transfercredit@admissions.unc.edu>, 

<jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Course re-evaluation 

Dear UNC admission, Professor Weiler: 

@live.unc.edu>, "Weiler, Jonathan" 

I transferred to UNC - Chapel in fall of . I am requesting for a course revaluation: IAFST : from to be re-evaluated as an equivalence for AFRI 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Thank you much 

PID: 

UNC Emaih @live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 2:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Access to Student Records in AFAM 

Hi Eunice, 

I am the person in the Registrar’s Office who processes most of the requests to Student Records. I will be sure to send you an email of any staff!faculty requesting 

access through the Registrar’s office. 

Currently I am working on the following request for Travis Gore: 
I am trying to add a couple of instructors names to courses that say staff. It will not accept their PID at this time. I think they need to be added to the Instructors table. 

I will be sure to send any additional requests to you attention. I am a little unsure of the wording in your email so let me know if you don’t want review all of the 

access requests from AFAM for Student Records. 

Thanks, 

Charles 

Charles Smith 

IT Training Coordinator 

Office of the University Registrar 

htt~i/reg!st rar~qnc.ed u 

Fnllow the Registrar’~ Office on: ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 5:00 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: college b&sketba]l 

~[[ere’s the email exchange I mentioned to you. 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~t~ S~adies 

Dep~rtmet~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~c~m Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 
l 5~five~sib, ofNorN C.aro~ina 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([?~x) 
Click on a link ibr intbrmati, m a~:~ut my pt~blica*ions: 

/ 

[!~![Z?£)!r!_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 
/ ) http;ci~]dpress.nd.edu, book’~ 00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~’P00723 

F~m: Jacob Kiper [mailto:. @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 0~, 20~2 2~:58 AN 
To= 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE: college basketball 
Dr. 3anken, 
I apologize for my deceit. Given the scrutiny of your depa~ment as of late, I did not feel that I would be given an honest answer or an answer at all if I was straigh~o~ard. 

--Jacob Kiper 

From: krianken@email.unc.edu 

To:       _@__t)__o__t___m___a_!!,__c__o__E). 
Subject: college basketball 
Date: Wed, 1 Aug 20:[2 15:34:03 +0000 

Dear Jacob Kiper, 

You lied to me about M~o you axe when you wrote to me requesting ilfformation about my academic departlnent. I resent that greatly. You are a Kentucky Wildcat faa~ 

looking to dig up some dirt on a rival college’s basketbedl program. It is precisely your outsized (m~d unhealthy) appetite for sport that creates the lucrative market for 

big-time college athletics m~d that creates the conditions ibr the con-uption of the academic mission of higher education. Your lie, sir, shows you to be a fraud, little 

different, if at all, from the people you purport to expose. There are many things wrong ruth big-time college sports, not the least of which are fans like you. 

Sincereb; 
Kenneth Janken 

Kenneth R. Ja~aken 

Professor of AIi-o-Amefican Studies 

Depa~;tment of African and Afro-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Unive~i~ of NortJa Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

htto:/,,’w~,w~umass~edu,’umpre ss,’spr 97/ianken.html 

http://tmcprcss.uuc.edu/boo~,’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu/booldP00780 

htt p://undpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:33 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. uric .edu> 

Research Assistant 

Hi Sonia, 
I am writing to follow up on my message last week about hiring a research assistant. I would like to pay the research assistant between    and    ’hour. She will not have 

a set number of hours per week, since she will work for a short time compiling a bibliography for me. Do you know if a set number of hours per week will be needed in order 
to set things up in the UNC system? 
The person I am planning to hire is a a graduate student in the department. Her name is . Would you please contact the department manager in 
anthropology to see how we can proceed with this hire? 

Thanks, 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395;, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9"19-962-8225 
Fa×: 9~.9-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http:!/afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 4:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Flood of Errant Trades Is a Black Eye for Wall Street 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................. T.od.ay.is...H.ea.di.i.nes ....................................................................... 
~llc N’~0 ~rk ~%~¢~ August 2, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Flood of Errant Trades Is a 
Black Eye for Wall Street 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

A New Jersey broker’s stock-trading 
software accidentally set off millions of 
trades on Wednesday, drawing renewed 
attention to the fragility of the nation’s 
stock exchanges. 

U.S. and Israel Intensify 
Talks on Iran Options 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and JODI 
RUDOREN 

Officials say they remain hopeful that 
Israel has no imminent plans to attack 
Iran and may be willing to let the United 
States take the lead in any future strike. 

" ~ Iran, the United States and a Nuclear 

Seesaw 

Olympic Ideal Takes Beating 
In Badminton 
By KEN BELSON 

Losing intentionally - which disqualified four badminton teams at the Ol3anpics - infuriates many, but it has 
its defenders as a strategy, even at the Games. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The machines have taken over, right?" 

PATRICK HEALY, ,the chief executive of a capital markets consulting finn. An automated stock trading 

program flooded the market with millions of trades Wednesday morning, spreading turmoil across Wall 

Street. 

SPORTS 

.~’~: INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: Racing 
Against History 
Nathan Adrian’s aoo- 
meter freestyle won gold. 



But how would he do against every 
medalist in this event - ever? 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Let Chick-fil-A Fly 

Free ...... ...... 
By STEVE SALBU 

Mmficipalities and 
institutions should leave 
the decision about whether to eat at 
Chick-fil-A to individu~ consmners and 
not to officeholders. 

Olympia Dukakis as Prospera 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Wrenching tales from Russia’s rust belt 

Bridging two performance worlds 

nytimes,�om            TH EATiER 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Strong Yen Is Dividing Generations in Japan 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

The rapidly expanding number of Japanese retirees benefit from the currency’s rise, but it has made the 
country’s exports expensive abroad. 

As Power Is Restored in India, the ’Blame Game’ Over Blackouts Heats Up 
By GARDINER HARRIS and VIKAS BAJAJ 

As electricity was restored across India on Wednesday, the nation’s new power nfinister sought to tamp 
down an argmnent over who was to blame for Tuesday’s tmpreeedented blackout. 

" More on the India Ink Blog >> 

Syrian Fighting Intensifies in Battle for Control of Aleppo 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Syrian rebels’ handling of pro-government nfilitiamen drew criticism anfid claims of new massacres by 
government forces. 

" ~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s War Updated 

¯ Photographs: Brutal Treatment of Pro-Assad Captives 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In Virtual Play, Sex Harassment Is All Too Real 
By AMY O’LEARY 

The world of online gmnes has long been characterized by name-calling and trash talk, especially directed 
against women, but some recent episodes have prompted calls for change. 

When a Taste for Publicity Bites Back 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

Joe Arpaio, a sheriff in Arizona, has used headline-grabbing tactics to become a hero to many Americans, but 
he is on trial over his treatment of Latinos. 

Inquiry of Leaks Is Casting Chill Over Coverage 
By SCOTT SHANE 

An F.B.I. hunt has coincided with Senate consideration of new legislation designed to curb intelligence 
officials’ exchanges with reporters. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Fed Sees Slowing Economy, but Defers New Action 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 



The Federal Reserve’s policy committee signaled in a statement that it was ready to take new action if job 
growth did not improve. 

" Wall Street Slips After Fed Comments 4:21 PM ET 

Some PayPal Users Criticize Antifraud Measures 
By BRIAN X. CHEN 

Some of the pa)anent service’s users say the company needlessly freezes their accotmts when large 
transactions are involved. 

Monsanto Wins Big Award in a Biotech Patent Case 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

A federal jury awarded $1 billion in damages to the crop biotechnology giant Monsanto, saying that its arch 
rival DuPont had willfully hafringed a patent. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

INSIDE THE RINGS 
Usain Bolt’s Training Partner May Leave Him Behind 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

Yohan Blake beat gold medalist Usain Bolt in the Jamaican Ol)anpic trials. On Sunday, they will compete in 
the O1)anpics’ most anticipated event, the men’s lOO meter dash. 

On Rowing Team, Smallest Body Has the Voice of Authority 
By JULIET MACUR 

Mary Whipple is the coxswain for the U.S. women’s eight, the defendh~g Ol)anpic champions. Under her 
direction, the boat has not lost since 2006. 
’- ~ Video: Rowing for Gold 

Where the Heavy Lifting Often Occurs in the Mind 
By DAVID SEGAL 

Ol)anpic weight lifting - part sport, part reality TV - is surprisingly engrossing to watch, and the athletes 
approach the barbell as if it were the enemy. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Master Polemicists From Similar Roots 
By SAM TANENHAUS 

Gore Vidal and William F. Buckley Jr.’s differences were rooted in similarities. 

. Gore Vidal, 1925-2012: Prolific, Elegant, Acerbic Writer 

¯ . A Literary Combatant Leaves the Ring 

’- Post a Comment 

THEATER REVIEW 
High School Rivalry, With a Leg Up 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The true star of "Bring It On: The Musical," now at the St. James Theater, is its high-energy gymnastics, but 
it also draws on heavyweight theatrical talent. 

’. ~5~ Slide Show I Bridging Two Performance Worlds 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’And When She Was Good’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

In Laura Lippmm~’s new novel, a woman running a suburban prostitution rh~g learus that the father of her 
son, a violent pimp, may soon be released from prison. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Pharrell Williams Has an Idea 



By ERIC WILSON 
Nearly 40, Pharrell Willimns, artist and superproducer, is having the opposite of a nfidlife career crisis. 

" ,~_’;’~ Slide Show 

A Hard Spill in Designer Shoes 
By JESSICA LUSTIG 

For the designers behind the Sigerson Morfison label, the dremn ofbeconfing the next Mm~olo Blahnik or 
Jimmy Choo tunas sour. Very sour. 

FRONT ROW 
That Flashing Smile 
By ERIC WILSON 

Ryan Lochte’s custom-made stars and stripes grill offers a rare moment of fashion in these Games. 

¯ More Fashion & S..ty.I..e..??. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Budget Crisis Averted, for Now 
With Congress polarized ahead of the fall elections, Republicans agreed to a spending deal to keep from 
being blamed for shutting down the government. 

EDITORIAL 
Russia’s Beleaguered Opposition 
Russia is growing more rigid and intolerant by the day under President Vladinfir Putin. Just look at what’s 
happened so far this week. 

EDITORIAL 
Further Review for Secret Donations 
The I.R.S. is finally pronfising to review rules governing the linfits of political activity for so-called social 
welfare nonprofits, ninny of which are partisan attack dogs. 

¯ .M.o..r..e....o..pj.n..i..o..n..2>. 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For God, Texas and Golf 
By GAlL COLLINS 

While the nation is turned offby partisanship in Washington, the Republicm~ candidates are being pushed 
into being more and more intractable. Just look at Tuesday’s election in Texas. 

’. Columnist Page 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Voter Suppression and Political Polls 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Are we getting a skewed idea of where tlfings stand now? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 2, 1923, the 29th president of the United States, Warren G. Harding, died in San Francisco. Calvin 

Coolidge took the oath of office as President of the United States. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:47 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaktwe@emaiLunc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Rese~xch Assistant 

Good mon~ng Pro~.;~:s~r Cald~x,<dl 

Yes, I will coi~tact ~ae Bttsii~ess Mat}ager of O~e Depa~me~i of 

I will keep you in~m~ed. 

Sonia 

F~ma Caldwell, K~a k 
Sent= Wednesday, .6:33 PN 
To: Colon, Sonia 
C¢: SaNe, EunJce N 
Subject: Research Assistant 
Hi Sonia, 
I am writing to follow up on my message last week about hiring a research assisMnt. I would like to pay the research assistant be~een    and !hour. She will not have 

a set number of hours per week, since she will work for a sho~ time compiling a bibliography for me. Do you know if a set number of hours per week will be needed in order 
to set things up in the UNC system? 
The person I am planning ~ hire is a a gradua~ student in the depa~ment. Her name is ’. Would you please contact the depa~ment manager in 
anthropology to see how we can proceed with this hire? 
Thanks, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 9:t9-962-2694 
._k_Lc__a_!_d___w___e_@__e_~__a__[[:__u_~__c_:__e_~__u_ 
http:!/afriafam.unc.edu! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kapnr, Geeta <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 2, 2012 8:36 AM 

Willia~ns, TiaHowell <tia howell@med.nnc.edu> 

s~tephanie kidd@unc.edu; Sdnle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: canceling a direct deposit 

Dear -Oa, 
Yesterday, T contacted payroll and they indicated that the direct deposit had to be terminated by the Department so thank you for sending this form. 

I have completed the form and will mail the form to payroll today. I will leave a copy for you at the Department as I do not wish for my Social Security Number to be on email. 
Tn addition, I will deliver a certified check in the amount of the deposit        in the Department today as T wish to have this resolved immediately. 

Thankyou. 
GeetaKapur 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 7:54 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta 
C¢: stephanie_kidd@unc.edu; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: canceling a direct deposit 

Geeta, 
Please complete the attached form and send it directly to payroll. Please also send a copy to me at tia williams~unc.edn. 
T o resolve the payment sent to you, please send a certified check to the department. Memo should read " resolve direct deposit error". Make check 
payable to Dept. of African and Afro American Studies.\ 
T hank you. 

,-~ T ia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34-35 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kid& Stephanie Lowther <slkidd@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 2, 2012 8:37 AM 

Kapur. Geeta <gkapur@email.nnc.edw~; Williams, Tia Howell <tia howell@med.unc.edu-~ 

slephanie kidd@unc.edu; Sdnle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: canceling a direct deposit 

This is not the way to handle this requesL..plesse refer to the email sent from Brandon Brooks, to see the proper way to handfe~ Thanks! 

Stephm~ie K~dd 

Payrol~ Accountant 

CB#1260 104 Airport: Drive 

Chapel N~, NC 27599--1260 

Phone: 

Fax: 919-962-5077 

Ema~h stephan~e.__kidd @unc.edu 

htl:P:iifinanc:e.u 

E~= Kapur, Geeta [mailto:gkapur@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Thursday, August 02, 20~2 8:36 AN 

To= Williams, Tia Howell 
C¢= s~phanie_kidd@unc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sabject; RE: canceling a direct deposit 

Dear ~a, 
Yes~rday, [ conta~ed payroll and they indicated that the direct deposit had to be ~rmina~d by the Depa~ment so thank you for sending this form. 
[ have completed the form and will mail the form to payroll today. [ will leave a copy for you at the Depa~ment as [ do not wish for my Social Securi~ Number to be on email. 
[n addition, [ will deliver a ce~ified check in the amount of the deposit in the Depa~ment today as [ wish to have this resolved immediately. 
Thank you. 
Gee~ Kapur 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent= Thursday, August 02, 2012 7:54 AM 
To= Kapur, Geeta 
Co= .s_~Eh___a__n__[_e___k_j_d___d__@_u___n__c_~__e__d___u_; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= canceling a direct deposit 

Geeta, 
Please complete the attached form and send it directly to payroll. Please also send a coW to me at tia williams(?~unc.edu. 
T o resolve the pay~nent sent to you, please send a certified check to the department. Me,no should read " resolve direct deposit error". Make check 
payable to Dept. of Afiicm~ and Afro American Studies.\ 
T hank you. 
~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
UNC-CH Campus Box 34,35 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Kapnr, Geeta <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 2, 2012 8:57 AM 

Kidd, Stephanie Lowther <slkJdd@email.unc.edu>; Brooks, Brandon S <bsbrook@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia Howell 

<tia howell@med.unc.edu> 

stephanie kidd@nnc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@e~nail.nnc.edu> 

RE: canceling a direct deposit 

Dear Stephanie, 
I have an AdJunct Appointment until 2015 at zero pay and I still have a research grant in the Department. In addition, T was hired to teach a course this past Spring as outlined 
in a prior email. 

The pay for that course was      to be paid monthly from January to June. My employment as an AdJunct Professor should not end because I have a contract with the 
Department until June of 2015 but I should not be paid for teaching as 3[ am not currently teaching. Please advise me on what I should do. Thank you. 

GeetaKapur 

From: Kidd, Stephanie Lowther 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 8:36 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta; Williams, Tia Howell 

C¢: stephanie_kidd@unc.edu; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: canceling a direct deposit 

This is not the way to handle this requesL.please refer to the email sent from Br’andon Brooks, to see the proper way to handfe~ Thanks! 

Stepha, nie Kidd 

Payrol~ Accountant 

CB#2260 204 Airport: Dr~ve 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-1260 

Phone: 919--843-0383 

Fax: 9:].9-962-5077 

Ema~k stephan~e...kidd @unc.edu 

h tt p ://fi n a n c e. u n c. e d ui a ss ~- w:.-.-co n t ro ]I e ~/~) a y ro I]--s e r v ic e s/w e ~ co m e. h t m I 

~m~ Kapur, Geeta [mail~:gkapur@email.unc.edu] 
SeBt~ Thursday, August 02, 2012 8:36 AM 

To~ Williams, Tia Howell 
~e~ s~phanie_kiddOunc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bje~t~ RE: canceling a direct deposit 

Dear ~a~ 
Yes~rday, [ conta~ed payroll and they indicated that the direct deposit had to be ~rmina~d by the Depa~ment so thank you for sending this form. 
~ have completed the Brm and will mail the form ~ payroll today. ~ will leave a copy for you at the Depa~ment as ~ do not wish for my Social SecuriW Number to be on email. 
In addition, ~ will deliver a ce~ified check in the amount of the deposit in the Depa~ment today as ~ wish to have this resolved immediately. 
Thank you. 
Gee~ Kapur 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 7:54 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta 

Co: stephanie kidd@unc.edu; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: canceling a direct deposit 

Geeta, 
Please complete the attached form and send it directly to payroll. Please also send a coW to me at tia williams(?~unc.edu. 
T o resolve the payment sent to you, please send a certified check to the department. Memo should read " resolve direct deposit error". Make check 
payable to Dept. of Afiicm~ and Afro American Studies.\ 
T hank you. 

~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Bmndon S <bsbrooks@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, Angust 2, 2012 8:59 AM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapnr@email.unc.edu>; Kidd, Stephanie Lo~vther <slkid@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia Howell 

<tia howell@med.unc.e&~ 

stephanie lddd@nnc.edu; Sa~hle, Eunice N <eunice@elnail.nnc.edu> 

RE: canceling a direct deposit 

It is fine to have a zero base rate appoinLment, but if you are not to be paid and not due Lhe money, then the department needs to submiL an end of en~pfoynlent 

to initiate the overpa’¢ment process, That is the only wav that this can happen. 

Brandon 

Brandon S Brooks 
Payroll Accountant ( EPA 
CB~J.250, 104 Airporl: Drive 
Chapel Hq[. NC 27599-.12150 
Phone: 9~ 9-.962-.0048 
Fax: 91.9.-962-5077 
Emaq: bsbrooks@~erna~k unc.edu 
h ~p:!i~inance.dnc,edulass L-vc-con ~roHer/pa,lr ol bserv~ces!a~elcome,h [ml 

F~m= Kapur, 6eeN 
Sent~ Thursday, August 02, 2012 8:57 AM 
To~ Kidd, Stephanie Lo~her; Broo~, Brandon S; Williams, ~a Howell 
¢¢~ s~phanie_kidd@unc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject~ ~E: canceling a direct deposit 
Dear Stephanie, 
I have an Adjunct Appointment until 20IS at zero pay and I still have a research grant in the DepaRment. In addition, I was hired to teach a course this past Spring as outlined 
in a prior email. 
The pay for that course was      to be paid monthly from Janua~ to June. My employment as an Adjunct Professor should not end because I have a contract with the 
DepaRment until June of 2015 but I should not be paid for teaching as I am not currently ~acNng. Please advise me on what I should do. Thank you. 
GeeN Kapur 

From: Kidd, Stephanie Lowther 

Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 8:36 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta; Williams, Tia Howell 

C¢: stephanie kidd@unc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bjeet: RE: canceling a direct deposit 

This is not the way to handle this request.please refer to the email sent from grandon Brooks, to see the proper way to handle~ Thanks! 

St~-_@~ i~ n i e Kidd 

P~yroll Accountant 

CB#:1260 104 Airport Drive 

Chapel Ni~, NC 27599-~260 

Phone: 9:[9-843-0383 

Fax: 919-962-5077 

Ema~k stephanie kidd@unc.edu 

htt~i//fina nce.u nc.ed uiasst.-vc--cont rol[er/pa~roll-services/welcom e.ht m[ 

F~m: Kaput, Gee~ Ima[l~:qkapur@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 8:36 AN 

T~t Williams, Tia Howell 

¢e: stephanie...kidd@unc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: canceling a d~rect deposit 

Dear ~a, 
Yesterday, I conta~ed payroll and they indicated that the direct deposit had to be terminated by the Depa~ment so thank you for sending this form. 

I have completed the form and will mail the form ~ payroll ~day. I will leave a copy for you at the Depa~ment as I do not wish for my Social SecuriN Number ~ be on ema[l. 

In addition, I will deliver a ce~[fied check in the amount of the deposit : in the Depa~ment today as I wish to have this resolved immediately. 

Thank you. 

Gee~ Kaput 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 7:54 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta 
~¢: _s__t__e_p___h__a___n_j_e_.__k_!_d__d___@__U__L~_C__#__c_!_u_; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: canceling a direct deposit 

Ooeta, 
Please complete the attached form and send it directly to payroll. Please also send a coW to me at tia williams@unc~edu. 
To resolve the payment sent to you, please send a certified check to the department. Memo should read " resolve direct deposit error". Make check 

payable to Dept. of AI?ican and AI}o American Studies.\ 
T hank you. 

~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday. 10:15 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Independent Contractor Fom~ 

Good morning 

Hope you are doing well. I am in the process of required a payment for your work for the month of .July. 

i need from you to confirm the address: 

Thank you 

Sonic, 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:02 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Independent Contractor Form 

Hi Sonia, 

I hope this finds you well. Just wanted to double-check about the account information for my work as research assistant to Dr. Sable. Would be it be possible to know 

when I should expect to receive a payment? 

Thank you ~) much tbr all your help, 

On Tue.            at 9:10 AM, 
Wonderful. Thank you m~d have a nice a day. 

On Tue, at 9:08 AM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning 

Yes, you can send the t:orm via fax..9_~._9_:_9_.6_2_:2__6_.9_4_. 

Thank you and have a nice day 

Sonia 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:05 AM 
T~: Colon, Sonia 

Subject: Re: Independent Contractor Fomi 

Hi Ms. Colon, 

Our scanner isn’t working so Fin faxing the documents to the i:ax immber on the department website .~_9___1___9_)____9___6___2__-_2___6___9___4_.~ Please let me know if th is is OK. 
Many thanks, 

On Fri, at 5:23 PM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon~i~med.unc~edu> wrote: 
Please email thegn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:17 PM, "?~mnail.com> wrote: 

Dr. Sahle and Ms. Colon, 
Thai& you for the information. Would it be permissible to email pdfversions of the completed forms or shall I mail the origina] forms? As I a~l cmTently in 

there will be a bit of lag time on mailed documents. 

Thank you again and best wishe~ 

On Fri, 

Dear Sonia, 

Many thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

at 11:32 AM~ Sable, Eunice N <eu~ce(d~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, : 11:21 AM 
To: ............................. _@_g_~__aj_Lc___o____m___ 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Independent Contractor Form 

Helk) 

Please find attached [::mpfoyee Independent Contractor [:orm and W-9 form. 



For Indepe~denL ConLractor fo~m, please fi[[ sections (1), (2£), (3) a~d (4 signaa~re). 

[[: you need more b#:ormation or help to complete the fo~ms, please don’t hesitate 

Thank you 

Son~a Co,on 

962-4854 

966- 

~= SaNe, Eunice N 
$eat= Fdday, $0:38 AN 
To: @gmaii.com 
~¢: Colon, Sonia 
SubjeCt: ~ndependent Contractor Form 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Because you are no longer a student at UNC, you will need to fill out an Independent Contractor Form for your pay for RA responsibilities for my 

Kindly get in touch with Sonia Colon (thanks) so that she can send you the form. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu> 

[Consilience] Issue IX Submissions Extension 

Dear t~rofessor Sable, 
34y same is A[exandra Siug, and I mn Editor--In-.Chief 
of Co~siIie~ae~: The do~n’~l q(5’~s~’ain~ble 
Co~aMli{mee ~a a g~obaL m~erd~aeip~h~ary, 
jgnrna[ based at Cgiumbia ~:niveraity h~ the CRy of 
New York, It is the first student-.fgnnded academic 

We are p[eased to aunounce that Co~silie~tce has 
extended its acceptance peri<}d for aubmisskms for 
ninth issue, to be pub[]shed in Fa][ :zo J.2 I eric{ .~ ~ ge 
y~m to forward and share this email with ymlr 

more detailed CM] for Submiss~ous [fle:~se see: 

Cot~si[ien~te also publishes a weekly eolnmm 
Co~a,sff/e~ae~ l~ric/~ag,s, to whi~:h we accept snbmissions 
ot~ a roi]itxg basis. For more det:d]s please visit: 

To submit artie{es, or view p:~st issues o[’ the jonrnal 
please visit :if}:::::{: ~ ::.: ~:::~ The new 
deadline for submission is September ~, 
I’yo [ ave any questions regarding the submissions 
process or (7onsf@~.?~y, please do not hesR;~te to 

working closely with 3,o~ t[3rough the snbmissiot~ 

AI{ the best, 
A[e~mdra Sing 

T[he Editorial Boat’d is based at (o{umbia 
in the City of New York 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:[:o.qs}l}em;e ] ! 00!} [.emer ~--I .,11 2920 Bro,.d’way i New ’¢oi-k. New ’Cork 10027 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

arrow <arrow@inet- direct.com > 

Thursday, Angust 2, 2012 3:20 PM 

arrow -qarrow@inet- direct.corn> 

Hmadcufl~d ma~ kills himself in Jonesboro? - Ark. Times 8-2-12 

woohoo jpg-magnum~ipg; thumbsup co~nment.png; thumbsdown comment.png; wolf photo jpg-~nagnumjpg; amlie in the sink jpg- 
magnum.jpg; bmk jpg-magnum:ipg; pitchfork avatar jpg-magnum~ipg 

from Arkansas Times Arkansas Blog 

Crone 

Handcuffed man kills himself in Jonesboro? 

Posted by Max Branflev on Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 9:58 AM 

National coverage    and skeplicism is increasing atx)ut the Jonesboro police accoum that a man hmadcultbd a~d placed in a patrol car killed himself with a shot 
gun officers had mis~d in a search. 

Tags: Jonesboro police killing 

Comments (5) Showing 1-5 of 5 Add a comment 

Share 

Sort I Oldest to Newest 

The sto;7 was so crazy, I almost bought it. 

Posted by Mean Gene on 08/02/’2012 at 10:23 AM 

~ In the Old South, he woald have shot hilnself al least three times. 

Posted by Arkie on 08/02/2012 at 10:46 AM 

~ F ront what I’ve read, it does sound impossible for 1-tim to have shot tfimself; and it wotfld have required a reNly dmnb ass cop/cops to make up a stox7 like thal. It’ll be interesting to hear "the 

rest of the stox7" -- assaluing we do. 

Posted by Doi~otta on 08/02/2012 at 11:02 AM 

~ It’s "also being covered by 1he Gdo over at nbcnews.com. 

And there’s a story in today’s Jonesboro paper about pastors and membexs of the NAACP ineeting with 1he police chief about the incident. FBI is in on 1he investigatior~ ~ 

Posted by craip.head ~al on 08/022012 at 11:07 AM 

thought all police cars had camer&s in them these days’? 

Posted by Eureka Sprin~,s on 08/02/2012 at 11:24 AM 



UPS, The physical package(s) may or may not have 
actualfy been tendered to UPS for shipment, To 

on the tracking link below or contact SUNY 

ScBe~uled De~ivery: 06~August-2012 



Spa ’king the MDS , nderbox 
Epidemic 

A new book tells the story of 

HIV’$ birth -- and the No~ of 
~ future. 

~EA~URES 

Can we make hea~ cells Ba~ling the next plague ARer 30 years, the verdict 

more amazing than they outbreak before it is in on early childhood 

already are? happens education. 

VIDEO BEOGPOa~S MORE 

iN video: healing and helping 

Diane Owens volunteers 

for an organization that 

teaches wounded 

veterans to kayak. {UNT; 

[b~a]poz’ ])z’~[Jl~: UNC researchers uncover the reason for false- 

positive marijuana tests in babies 

ig{}~{~:~oI{)gJzi{~g ~Ies{~s: Have you heard the one about Jesus of 

Nazareth never existing? (r,~a~k the 

Gett~t*g StarR,d, pair 2: Four tips for dealing with the blank 

screen. (~3~rgon 

Heait}: Carei 

Fou[" Irksome Bu;<z>,,orc~s: Use these terms sparingly. 

There’s almost always a better alternative. {Bl.,igi;n 



"What people want to know is. when can someone go to a doctor 

and be handed a pill and be cured? That’s decades away" 

--David Margolis, in Advanci.~s in/\i[38 ir.,!u~tmerlt Independent 

.......................................................................................................................................................... Mail 

MORE IN RES~RCH 

Fioneeri!lcj st{~dy shows drug can p{~rge dorm~rfl: HiV (Ub~C 

Synagogue building d~scovered h’= excavations in Galilee (UNC 

UNC researol~ ~ides improw~mants ~o floodp~aip managamerfl: 

p~ar=nin9 (UNC News Se~,/ioes} 

Sy~the~io s~imulanl:s oalled :bafl~ s~l~s’ act ir~ the b~a=~ like 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. cooame (UNC i-4ea~fl~ Cs~re~ 

!:~’.t to aunica@ema~l u:’:c adu --- 

UNC Cbe~al !!!!l : C[:~ 4;~0."~ ’ Cbapa! H!!l, rlC 22’59~..", 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles -~pickles@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; 

Introduction and mapping 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dear 

I write to introduce you to Dr. Sable, Chair of African and African 
American Studies. She needs a simple map dra~ving and I thought you 
might be able to help her. Can you email each other? 

If cannot do it, let me kno~v and I shall recon~aend someone else 

Best, 
John 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 

Universi~/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

’]Tel: 919-962-8903 (mann office) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 

http:/i~eo~raphv.unc edu/ 
http:i/www.unc edu/depts/geo~/garp/ 
http ://www.capt urnn~the~anns or~/ 
http://~[obal-understandin~.info/ 
http ://www.countercarto~rap hies.org/ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; John Pickles <jpickles@unc.edu> 

RE: Introduction a~d mapping 

Hi Emaice, 

I would be happy to meet with you early this upcoming week to discuss the project. "¢~qaen would be good for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:47 
To: Jolm Pickles; 
Subject: RE: Introduction and mapping 

Dear 

Can we meet early next week to discuss the project? 

I look folavard to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: John Pickles [jpickles@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:41 PM 
To: Sah [e, Eunice N;, 
Subject: Introduction and mapping 

[)ear 

I write to introduce you to Dr SaNe, Chair of African and African 
American Studies She needs a simple map drawing and I thought you 
might be able to help her. Can you email each other? 

If cannot do it, let me know and I shall recomanend someone else. 

Best, 
John 

Dr. John Picldes 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of Intemaiona] Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-.o62-1537 

htt p :i/geographv.unc. edui 
http ://www.unc.edu/depts/£eogigarpi 
http://www.capturingthegains.org/ 
http :i,’ globaLunderstanding.irdoi 
http ://www.count ercartoara phies.orgi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 5:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Pile of Bills Is Left Behind as Congress Goes to Campaign 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................. T.od.ay.is....H.ea.dl.i.nes ....................................................................... 
~llc N’~, ~rk ~i~,~c~ August 3, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Pile of Bills Is Left Behind as 

Congress Goes to Campaign 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

A last-minute House attempt at relief 
for drought-stricken farmers was one of 
a series of measures that fell victim to 
partisan fighting, and infighting, in 
recent weeks. 

" ~’ Geography of the Vote 

MILITARY ANALYSIS 

As Conflict Continues, 
Assad’s Arms Under Strain 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Many of the Syrian govenm~ent’s most 
powerful weapons are looking less 
potent and in some eases like a liability 
for the military of President Bashar al- 
Assad. 

DEALBOOK 
Errant Trades Reveal a Risk Few Expected 
By NATHANIEL POPPER and PETER EAVIS 

By rushing to get a software trading program online, ~fight Capital lost millions of dollars mad created havoc 
on stock exchanges this week. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This army is going to start breaking. Not the whole thing at once, but pieces of it will break." 

JEFFREYINHITE, m~ analyst on Syria for the Waslfington Institute for Near East Policy, on the Syrian 

military’s difficulties in confronting rebel forces. 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Douglas Wins Gold 
Gabby Douglas became 
the first African- 
American Obanpic all- 
around champion in 



gymnastics. 

~’ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Britain or Bust 
By ADAM GOODHEART and 
PETER MANSEAU 

Tile ’special relationship’ 
looks a little different 
seen fllrough a historical 
lolls. 

What would you do if you had 
$117 billion? 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Speed counseling for struggling business owners 

Should a business ever pay 70% to borrow money? 

atytim.es,~om iBUS~NESS 

WORLD 

Resigning as Envoy to Syria, Annan Casts Wide Blame 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

After months of failure to aclfieve a basic cease-fire ill Syria, Kofi paulan cited goverument intransigence, 
rebel militancy mid lack of support from a split United Nations Security Comleil. 

. ~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s War 

Syrian Fighting Intensifies in Battle for Aleppo 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Pal apparent execution by rebel fighters of pro-governnlent militianlen drew criticism amid clainls of new 
massacres by govermnent forces. 

-’ Video Said to Show Execution by Rebels Stirs Debate 

Photographs: Brutal Treatment of Pro-Assad Captives 

Reclaiming the Forests and the Right to Feel Safe 
By KARLA ZABLU DOVSKY 

The people of Cherfin, Mexico, who say they have long been terrorized by ml alaned group of illegal loggers, 
rose up and took the law into their oual hands. 

" ~ Slide Show 

U,S, 

Fury Reveals Deep Rifts Near ’Happiest Place on Earth’ 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Palger over two fatal police shootings ill Palaheinl, Calif., the honle of Disneyland, has led to the eruption of 
longstanding race mid class tensions. 
:’ ~ Graphic: A Divided City 

THE ANIMAL LIFEBOAT 

When Babies Don’t Fit Plan, Question for Zoos Is, Now What? 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

When endangered species breed ill captivity, it does not always help the larger mission of saving thenl, and 
zoos have to decide how to handle it. 

-’ More Articles in This Series 

Cybersecurity Bill Is Blocked in Senate by G.O.P. Filibuster 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

The bill would have established optional standards for the computer systems that oversee critical 
infrastructure. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Trying to Be Nimble, Knight Capital Stumbles 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and BEN PROTESS 

Thomas M. Joyce, chief executive of the IOfight Capital Group, has been an unapologetic advocate of 
electronic trading. After Wednesday’s trading debacle at IOfight, he is fighting for the filan’s survival. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Strong and Fast Markets, but No Time to Think 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

Market makers who once might have stepped in during trading mishaps have largely been replaced by 
computers programmed to make lucrative lfigh-frequeney trades. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Draghi Edges Closer to Bond Purchases, but Hopes Are Blunted 
By JACK EWING 

The European Central Bank chief, Mario Draghi, set off a backlash by investors who were apparently hoping 
for a bold euro rescue plan. 

~ Stocks & Bonds: Shares Continue Losing Streak for Week as Europeans Fail to Act on Debt Crisis 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

a6th Gold for Phelps as Lochte Falls Short 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Michael Phelps won the 200-meter individual medley for his 20th over all medal. Tyler Clary, who long has 
competed in rite shadows of his fellow Americans, upset Ryan Loehte in rite 200-meter backstroke. 

° ~ Video: Greatest Olympian of All Time? 

A Very Long Journey Was Very Swift 
By JULIET MACUR 

Gabby Douglas, a 16-year-old front Virginia Beach, became the first black Ol)anpic all-around champion and 
the third consecutive 3aneriean to win. 
" ~ Interactive Graphic: Douglas on the Balance Beam 

ON BASKETBALL 
LeBron James Is Content With Dishing Off During U.S. Feast 
By GREG BISHOP 

The United States men’s basketball team is winning without James taking many shots. It throttled Nigeria, 
a56-73, and James did not play in the second half. 

¯ More S orts News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Everyday Treasures Gaze Out to Sea 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Pat exhibition from the 3anerican Folk Art Mttsemn, displayed at the South Street Seaport Museum, takes in 
the mttsemn’s subject matter wiflt a special nod to the historical context of its host. 

’- ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW 
Climbing in the Ring With Himself 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

’Mike Tyson Undisputed Truth" has the folaner heavyweight boxing champion telling stories of his life in 
this one-man show at the Longaere Theater. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’YOU’VE BEEN TRUMPED’ 
The Billionaire Versus the Little Guy 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"You’ve Been Trmnped" is 3atthony Baxter’s hostile portrait of Donald Trump as he embarks on a grandiose 



new project in Scotland. 

¯ More Arts News >> 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CELESTE AND JESSE FOREVER’ 
Splitting but Not Leaving 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Celeste and Jesse Forever" explores a relationship between a man and a woman that’s no longer predicated 
by mutual desire. 

¯ ’ Breaking the Mold by Writing a Part for Herself 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’TOTAL RECALL’ 
Even in the Future, It’s Not Paranoia if They’re Out to Get You 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "Total Recall," inspired by a Philip K. Dick story, Colin Farrell plays a futuristic factory worker who is 
hamated by strange dreams. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’360’ 
Fortune’s Thin Thread, Catching, Not Releasing 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Fernando Meirelles’s "36o," with Anthony Hopkins and Jude Law, is a multistrand narrative that follows an 
ensemble east from Vienna to Phoenix, exploring the cause-and-effect nature in a string of affairs. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Mafiana Bankers 
While the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank put off tmtil tomorrow what they should do today, 
the global economy is slowing. 

EDITORIAL 
A Pernicious Drive Toward Secrecy 
An anti-leak bill from the Senate Intelligence Committee threatens the public’s right to know. 

EDITORIAL 
Was This Death Really Unavoidable? 
A malpractice case about tim 2oo7 death of a yotmg womm~ who had been treated at a Brooklyn emergency 
room raises troubling questions about the quality of care. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Sound Bites 
By KATHERINE BOUTON 

Americm~s are increasingly aware of the dangers of noise but less aware of how it further handicaps those 
who already have hearing loss. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Credit Illusion 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Today we have some advice for a poor soul filled with confusion about who’s responsible for one’s success. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Freer - and Less Free 
By ROGER COHEN 

The balance between personal freedom and government oversight has gotten seriously skewed throughout 
the West. 

’: Columnist Page 



¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 3, 1958, the nuclear-powered submarine Nautilus became the first vessel to cross the North Pole 

tmderwater. 

¯ See This Front.P..:.a&e.. 
¯ Bu~ This Front ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; John Pickles <jpickles@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Introduction a~d mapping 

Hi Eumce, 

That sounds good! See you then. 

Thanks so much, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:24 AM 
To: ; John Pickles 
Subject: RE: Introduction and mapping 

Dear 

How- about 200pm in Battle Hall, room 101 on Tuesday 

Thanks and best ~vishes, 
Eunice 

From: ~@[ive mac edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Juhn Pickles 
Subject: RE: Introduction and mapping 

Eli [~unice, 

I would be happy to meet with yuu early this upcoming week tu discuss the project. When would be goud fur you? 

Thanks, 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:47 PM 
To: John Pickles; 
Su~iect: RE: Intruductiun and mapping 

][)ear 

(;an we meet early next week to discuss the prc~ject? 

I look forward to hearing from yuu. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Jotm Pickles [jpickles@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:41 PIM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; 
Subject: Introduction and mapping 

Dear 

I write to introduce you to Dr. Sahle, Chair of African and African 
American Studies. She needs a simple map drawing and I thought you 
might be able to help her. Can you email each other? 

If cannot do it, let me know and I shall recommend someone else. 

Best, 
John 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-962-1537 

http ://geographv.unc edu/ 
http://~vw~v.unc edu/depts/geog/garpi 
http ://www.capturingthegains org/ 
http://global-understanding.infoi 



http ://www.countercar tographies.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Soma <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:32 PM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.e&~> 

Sable, Eumce N <eumce@email. unc.edu> 

Placement test 

Good afternoon Professor Mutima 

is trying to contact you regarding with a placement test re-schedule. 

She will call again this afternoon around 3:30. 

Thank you 

Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 4:18 PM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.mac.edu>; Limi~a, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.uuc.edu>; @yahoo.com 

placement test 

Professor Mutima and Professor Lisanza 

We have a student that need to take the placement test. Her name is 

She was here today, around 3:30 in the afternoon, hoping to have the opportunity to talk with you about schedule a date to take the test. 

She is really interested in talk with you. I am copying her so you can have her e-mail address for future contacts. 

Thank you 

Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, August 4, 2012 6:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Today’s Headlines: Hiring Picks Up in July, but Data Gives No Clear Signal 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~J j On This r.)aV 

C,~tornize T@dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 4, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Hholng P~cl~s Up in J uly, b~t 

Data Gives No CJe~r Signal 

America added more jobs than 
expected, a pleasant surprise after 
months of bad news. But the 
underlying details from July ranged 
from unimpressive to outright 
discouraging. 

For Rebel F~gbt in S3~*ian 

Ta sR 

Bread is a mainstay of the Syrian 
diet, eaten with every meal, and in 
Meppo, paralyzed by two weeks of 
war, the bakery lines show that basic 
commerce has become a 
battleground. 

Street Stops in New York Fall as IS~ease Ove[* Tactic Grows 

~Ilxe number of times the city’s police stopped and frisked people has dropped more than 34 percent 
as sergeants have grown wary of pushing for the stops and officers have expressed anxiety about 
them. 

~E~] 
Graphic: Stop-and-Frisk Episodes Drop 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PAIJL ANII~#’OII’FI~, an economist at C~pital Eco~omics, o~ the pace of hiring toy the vest of the 

S P O RTS 

FEATURE: ~ Shnple 

B~eycle Race 
In the match sprint, 
riders go around a 25o-meter track 
three times. Typically, they go 
slowly at the start, until someone 
makes a move. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The military needs to 
make a distinction 
between "corrective training" and 

Master polemicists from similar 
roots 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Rememb~!ring Gore Vidal 

Gore Vidal leaves the ring 

WORLD 

Beacl~ Essentla|s in China: t~’|ip-Flops, a ’I’owe~ and a Ski Mask 



In China, where [)ale skin is a sign of status and solar protection something of an obsession, stretchy 

ski masks are eatching on as beachwear. 

~M’gban Officials Cite Revenge Killh~gs in Latest O~tbreak of Eth~fic Hatred 

The executions of at least nine Pashtuns in Afghanistan have been linked to the killings of two 
Hazaras, raising fears of continued revenge killings. 

EK-K.GoB. Ba~lker a~d P~th~ Critic Pla~s to Sell Assets 

Meksandr Y. Lebedev, who has tweaked Vladimir V. Putin, Russia’s president, for years, said police 
and regulatmT cheeks on his businesses were so intense that he would sell them. 

Mere Worid News 

Powe~fld Shaper of U.So Rules Quits,, %~ith Critics ira ~rake 

Cass R. Sunstein tested his theories of human behavior and economic efficiency in the laboratory of 

the federal government~ with few proposed ~fles escaping his gaze or his editor’s pen. 

College Town Built on Football Fears Fallout From a Scandal 
i.::y " ici .:. ~:~. 
Businesses near the Penn State campus fear the child molestation scandal and the resulting 
sanctions that will weaken the football program for years could spell eeonomic trouble for years. 

An American Indian language once relegated to near extinction now has an online dictionary. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

S°EoC° Gets E~courage~ent b’ro~ J~ry That Ruled ~ai~st It 
~.::y P~.. T~.. ~: 

The jury that acquitted a former Citigroup exeeutive in the Seem’ities and Exehange Commission’s 

case against him included with the verdiet a statement supporting financial investigations. 

Bond Traders h~ E~wope Deal in High Expectations, a~d Fear 

’lYaders, admittedly unsure at times, know their decisions can have an outsize effect on economic 

policy. 

DEALBOOK 

Trading Program Ran Amok, ~a,’~th No ’Oft" Nwltch 

As a torrent of faulty trades spewed from a ~ight Capital Group trading program on Wednesday, 

no one at the firm managed to stop it for more than a half-hour. 

SPORTS 

They ~.a, rh~ Gold, but a Pot of It Rarely Follows 

Even competitors in popular sports are likely to find that life after gold is not very lucrative. And 
for the champions in sports like skeet shooting and archery, the odds are even higher. 

ESSAY 

:\ Buoyant Bedla~n at the Olympic Park 

Despite the efforts of the 7o,o0o eager volunteers, confusing signs and the park’s size (6~8 acres) 

present a challenge in making it to an Olympic event. 

~ Slide Show: Navigsting O~yl7~9~0 Park 

INSIDETHE RINGS 

Ethiol)ia~ Delivers t%mishing Kick i~ ~.o,ooo-Meter Race 

Tirunesh Dibaba’s ~o,ooo-meter victory made her a three-time Olympic gold medal winner and 
may establish her as history’s greatest female distance runner. 

o Mere Spor~s News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIBN 

Two Solitary Soi~is~ Adrift Far b’ro~ Hogtie 

~ aging Russian general living a life of quiet exile in Paris meets a young waitress who shares his 
sense of isolation. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

z\t the B~fffalo Bill Museum,s, a Showdow*l Between History arid Myth 



The museum, part of the Buffalo Bill Historical Center in Cody, Wyo., has been reeoneeived to 

embrace a more nuanced view of the American West. 

~E] SNde Show History and Myth in Wyomin9 

A Gallery Atypical ~o Its En~t 

The unlikely art gallery Honey Space is in its last days; the Chelsea building that has been its home 

is scheduled to be demolished. 

More A~ts News 

TRAVEL 

Over the past year, destinations in Myanmar have drawn an increasing number of tourists. But 

the question of whether to visit a country long ruled by a brutal military dictatorship has not gone 

away. 

OVERNIGHTER 

Tra~quHllty o~ a~ lsla~d Oft" Cape Cod 

Home to few cars, little night life and only about ~8 year-round residents, Cuttyhunk Island may 

be an ideal destination for those who really want to escape. 

JOURNEYS 

Saillng San Fra~clsco Bay Like a Pro 

Next year, San Francisco will host the America’s Cup. But you don’t have to wait until then to taste 

the experience -and some sea spray -yourself. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

dob growth in 3uly wasn’t enough to lower the unemployment rate. The market lacks forward 
momentum that the government could and should provide. 

EDITORIAL 

Men, tally Retardec! a~td on Death Row 

The Supreme Court must stay a Texas execution and stop the state from breaching the 

Constitution. 

EDITORIAL 

Closer Scrutiny of For-Profit Schools 

For-profit schools are generally a bad deal for taxpayers and for the underprivileged students they 

often recruit through deceptive means. It is imperative that Washington regulate this industry. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Curious Case of Ch,~D.’~s Carter 
i.::y q;i :’.’. i. L’:., ",sl i.:i. OvV 

The case of a young man supposedly taking a gm~ and shooting himself in the head while 

handeuffed in the back of a poliee car truly "defies logic." 

(Z~- ED COLUMNIST 

C,o~gress Goes Postal 

The House and Senate are on summer vacation. Let’s see what they accomplished before taking a 

five-week recess. 

~ Columnist Page 

(Z~- ED COLUMNIST 

l*~rankenste[~ Takes Over the Market 

These runaway rapid-fire trading binges are getting ont of hand. We had yet another this weeM 

~ Columnist Pa~e I Blog 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 4, ~9~4, Britain declared war on Germany while the United States proclaimed its 



neutrality. 

¯ See This Front Page 
¯ Bu~ Tills Front Page 

You ~eceived this message because you sl~ned up for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headlines newsle~e~ As ~ membe~ of 

the ~RUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed D pro~ec[ing your plivacF 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe [ Ct~an~e Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universi~readers.com> 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 7:15 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Opportunity to customize your course materials tbr fall 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

We’re producing hundreds of fall custom publishing orders right now, and I’m touching base to see if you’re considering custom materials for your course, too. With a 

quick 2-3 week turnaround time, we have plenty of time to help you prepare. Or, if you’re all set for fall, this is the perfect time to begin planning custom materials for 

spring 2013 classes. 

We’ve made the process easier than ever. We ofl}r atti~rdable content resources in our online library, from leading publisher parmers such as the University of Chicago 

Press to help you get started with your reading list. Of course, you can choose content ti~om any source, including original work, and then we handle the rest 

cowright clearance, production, and distribution. 

To learn more about our complimentay reference services, check out this video: http:/i,/outu.be/lpKlgxFwGb, gk 

When would be tbe best time to reach you for a brief phone call? 

Thanks, and I look forvvaacd to hearing from you soon! 

Best, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 
Acquisitions Editor 
University Readers, Inc. 
3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 i San Diego, CA 92121 
marissa.delfierro@universitwreadera.com i ph. 800.200.3908 x543 
www.universi~readers.com www.universi~readers.com/cognella 

This is a commercial message from Cognella, Inc. If you do not rash to receive e~nails from us, please click the li~k below. 

http://www.universi~readers.com/opt out.php?guid df092cf3-e9ce-7102-4a03-4595a6c81a19 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 12:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Honors Thesis direction 

Hi Professor Sdtde, 

Thank you for your response! I won’t be back to cmnpus until the 

available. 

Thank you, 

but I’d love to meet any time &~ring the first week. Please let me know when you will be 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 9:47 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks so much for your email. 

I returned here 3 weeks ago and I have had to address very urgent matters, hence this delayed response~ 

I look forward to your return so that we can discuss your thesis project in detail. 

In terms of the interviews, I agree with you that it is a small sample. However, I think you could still use them in your narrative. At any rate, using insights from 
scholarly debates concerned with ’responsibility for human rights’ as your starting point and the Ecuador case as your empirical example is a feasible thesis topic. 
Let’s discuss these issues some more during the first week of classes. If you are in Chapel Hill before then, let me know and we can arrange a meeting. 

Best wishes and see you soon. 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 6:00 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Honors Thesis direction 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I’m sony I haven’t written in a while. I have had such a busy. summer, and I have also been a little discouraged about my thesis. 

I wotdd love advice as to how I should flame my argument and question. That has been the most difficult aspect of my research thus far. 

Thank you! 

BA Globa] Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 6:19 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Gunm~m Kills 6 at a Sikh Temple Near Milwaukee 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed 

~M#~ornize~ctav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 6, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Gnmnan KHls 6 at a Si’kh                             ~ 

Temple Nea~" M~lwaukee 

In addition to the dead, three people, including a police officer, were injured in the attack at the 
Sikh Temple of Wisconsin, officials said. 

i ~~~ 

Feazolng an Impasse in Cong~oess~ industi-y Cuts Spending 

Executives at a wide range of companies fear paralysis in Washington will force hundreds of billions 
in tax increases and budget cuts in January, leading them to cancel new investments and put off 
new hires. 

Sa?~ng Mall ’Is Our Country,’ Militias Trahi to Oust Islamlsts 

Fledgling citizen militias have taken on the task of standing up to an array of Islamist fighters bent 
on enforcing a hard-edged brand of Shariah law in Mall. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Most people are so ignorant theg don’t know the difjbre~ee be~,een religions. Jt~st because the9 see the 

~wban the9 think gou’re ~i~Iiban~" 

~VI CHA~ a Sikh who moved t~ Wisconsin from Pakistan in the ~97~s~ on a shooting at a 

Sikh temple in Oak Creek. Wis. 

WORLD 

~ 
SLIDE 

Militias Zealous to 

Oust Islamlsts in 

Mall 
The eager recruits have almost no 
weapons, little mifitary instruction, 
and not much more than the hard 
ground to sleep on. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Should 

Should the UoS, I ..... th~ US. I 
Seek Seek Mo~,e Teeh 
More Manufactu~,ing? 

What should the United 
States do to encourage high-teeh manufacturing, or are those jobs not worth it pursuing? 

High schoo~ rivNry, with a leg 
up 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Two friends write a play afl:~!r work 

WORLD 

Gnnmen KH1 x5 and Steal Vehicle in Altaek on Egypt Base 

After the attack on an Egyptian army barracks in the northern Sinai peninsula, near the country’s 
border with Israel, the militants seized armored vehicles and tried to infiltrate Israel, according to 



officials. 

Israel Bars Foreign E*~voys From V~:est Bank Meeting 

Delegations from five countries were denied permission to use Israeli border crossings because their 
governments do not recognize the state of lsrael, a decision that angered the Palestinians. 

Writer Defends His 

Jiirgen TodenhSfer, a critic of conflict, defended his intmwiew with Syria’s leader and spoke of his 
motivation to hear what his subject had to say. 

More World News 

In Cal]for~ia, County 3a~ls Face B~gad4ee Load 

The state is shifting prison inmates to jails that were never designed for imnates serving long 

Competence Vqas Lhachp~n for Both S~des in Tucson Case 

Jared L. Loughner, the defendant in the Tneson shooting, is set to [}lead guilty Tnesday, bringing an 
abrupt resolution to a ease that seemed ensnarled in doubts over his eompetenee to stand trial. 

To Increase Learnhlg ’I’in~e~ Solne Schools Add Days to Academic Year 

Increasing time in school is one of the best ways to narrow the achievement gap between rich and 
poor students, education advocates say. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

As Libor Fault-l,i~dh~g Grows~ it Is Now Every Bank for itself 

The investigation into the manipnlation of the Libor benehmark interest rate has led banks to seek 
to implicate their rivals, aeeording to government and bank officials. 

Networks Struggle to Appeal to H~spa~ics 

Shows meant to reach out to Hispanic viewers often rely on boilerplate characters that fall fiat. 

~[Z] Vidso: Latino Show for a New Generation 

Sec~rlty Start-Ups Catch Fancy of Investors 

In the last year, the initial public offerings of once obscure security start-ups have outperformed the 
offerings from household names like Faeebook and Zynga. 

S P 0 RTS 

In Brltaln’s IAt~le Jamalca~ Re~olc~ng Over a Speedster 

The triumph of Usain Bolt in the men’s ~oo-meter sprints delighted his followers in Bfixton, a 
London neighborhood that’s home to a large and proud aamaiean population. 

~In 
Fastest Field Ever the World’s Fastest Mar, Proves It A~ain 

I~,~ Fastest Field Ever, the ~rorld’s Fastest Man Proves It Again 

Usain Bolt is still the Olympic champion at lOG meters, having won in the fastest collective lOG- 
meter race ever with a time of 9.63 seconds. 

~RI 
h cs R3 Wins Gold in 400 i Pistodus Fails to Make F~nal 

~ Ethiopi~n Sets Olympic Record in Women’s Marathon 5:07 PM 

~ ~nteractive Graph c One Race Every Med~list Ever 

At S~te of Hea~break~ Mm-ray Overwhelms Federer for Gold 

~dy Murray was nnstoppable against Roger Federer in the goht medal match in men’s singles, 
winning, 6-2, 6q, 6-4, in only ~ hour $6 minutes. 

~ Slide Show Murray’s Go den Momen 



ARTS 

One Man M~ltltasking, Guvnor 

As his rnn in "One Man, Two Guvnors" enters its last weeks, ,fames Cordon has been juggling the 
opportunities that have eome out of his sudden success on Broadway. 

~] h 
at Review: ’One Man, Two Guvnors’ 

Ruling o~ A~ofistlc A~thentlcltyx The Marke[ vs. the Law 

As art prices rise, so does the temptation to use the courts to settle disputes over artistie 

anthenficity. But in the art world, .judge and jury can be overtnrned by a higher anthority: the 

market. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Hello Goodhye Hello’ 

In "Hello Goodbye Hello" the British columnist Craig Brown weaves dozens of real-life encounters 
into a glittering daisy chain that reads like a mathematical [)roof of six degrees of separation. 

o More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Guided by L~cky Magazh~e~ Shopping ~VIH Soon Req~fire Less Cllcklng 

I1~e style and shopping magazine will soon announce a site to shop through directly, instead of 
switching to the sites of retailers. 

NBC’s Coverage ha Lo~don Is Becomh~g a Rating S~mcess ~Nit]h a Shot at a 

Profi~ 

NBC said viewership for the London Games was so much higher than expeetations that the network 
predicted it wmfld turn a small profit overall. 

~BBC 
Uses Olympics to G~ve Glimpse of TV’s ~uture 

Esther Kar[igane~% a Fo~oce as a %0 Minutes’ Producer, Dies at 74 

Her 4osear career at CBS was overshadowed at the end by her role in a controversial "6o Minutes 
II" segment questioning President George W. Bush’s Texas Air National Guard service. 

More Media & Adver~isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Carrots and Sticks for School Sys[ems 
New and long overdue incentives are needed to reward good teachers while easing chronic low 
performers out of the system. 

EDITORIAL 

The Senate bloeked a new measure aimed at protecting America’s vnlnerable computer networks 
from eyberattaeks, leaving the nation at grave risk. 

EDITORIAL 

DNA and the Fourth ~nendmen[ 
The Supreme Court should hear a Maryland ease that raises important questions about whether the 
collection of DNA samples from people a~’ested but not yet convicted violates the Fourth 
Amendment. 

. blo[e Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE 

A~Lvth~ng B~t Hmuan 

Why I stubbornly continue to believe that I’m a human being -something more than other 
animals, and more than any computer. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Leak Police 

Washington is hysterically trying to dose off leaks of classified information. It should not be that 
way. 

~ Columnist Page j BIo~ 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Emb~’acing Sheldon Adelson 

How can Mitt Romney justify his alliance with the casino operator who used to back Newt 
Gingrieh? 



More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 6, 1945, the United States dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, that instantly 

killed an estimated 66,ooo people in the first use of a nuclear weapon in warfare. 

Buy Th~s l~’ront Page 

About This E~-Mai] 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As s member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to ptotecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubscribe I Change Youi E-Mail ] Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 
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The world awaits 

See it for free 

Enter to Win a Free Trip 

Real experiences, real easy 

,¢3ost~ }-~ics Bt’d.i~ ~;I~d bevorld And ~’~}tt~ options bet~ecq~ }’ ~nd 3~ ds;ss, ;sou t~ave tt~e fiex~b}}}ty to tr~’,.e~ o~ you~- ow~ sched@e 

if you ca~? dream i% weT/m~ke it easy for you. Here% how: 

st~dellts em’o}~ oi~ the tour, pi:.is 

Dubiin ol- ~qsdrid befoi-e yo~lr tour 

Most popular t .... 
Enter to win a free trip 



Grand Tour of Italy London, Paris, Florence & Rome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <icdapplications@culmraldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 11:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

"The Center tbr Cultural Diplomacy Studies": Ulxtates about our Forthcoming Programs 

Updates about our Forthcoming Programs 
(Berlin, from September 2012) 

= CMI for Applications - 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplemacy, we are writing to bring te yeur attention a number of new exciting oppoflunities in the fieM ef cultural d~pbmacy, as well as 
informatkm about our new programs and upcoming intematkmal cenferences, te be hosted by the ~CD ~n partnersMp w~th ether leading orgaNzatkms. 

Updates about our Fo~hcoming Programs 
(Berlin, from September 2012) 

The Center for Cultural Diplemacy Studies is the worM’s ~eadin9 center for the study of cultural diplomacy, offering educational oppettuNfies in padnersMp with UNITAR, 

Babes-Bolyai University, Kampa~a University and other leading European institutions. 
Educational programs range from week-long seminars to Master’s and PhD programs for graduates pu~uing careers in academia, diNomacy, politics, and the private sector, 
dedicated e~ther whNly or in pad to the field of cultural diplomacy. 
We are currently accepting applications for enrollment to the Fa~ Semester of 2012, and would be grateful ~f you could share this announcement by fo~¢arding the ~nformatien 

below to anyone you think may be interested in applying. 
CCDS offem the fN~owin9 Pest-Graduate Proqtams: 

~ Distance-Learning Courses in Cultural Diplomacy 

Stad: Fa~ Semester (September 03rd - 28th, 2012) 

¯ MA Program in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Babes-Botyai University in cooperation with the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

Start: Fall Semester- October I st, 2012 

¯ MBA Program in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy 

Babes-Bo/yai University in cooperation with the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

Start: Fall Semester - October 1 st, 2012 

To apply please click .H_..E_R_E. 

Call for Applications - ICD Young Leaders Conferences 
(Berlin, Brussels, London, Dublin: August - October 2012) 

wv~v.icd-ylf.org 
In addition, we are writing to bring to your attention our upcoming Young Leaders Programs hosted by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy. We would be grateful if you could 
forward ~he information to anyone you Ieel might be interested in participating~ 
The ICD Young Leaders Ferums are internatienal networks of like-minded young indivMuah; with an interest in developing, suppolting and sustaining intemultural relatkms. The 

first Young Leaders Forum was developed in 2003 and we have since developed and launched a variety of different bilateral and muNlateral forums that focus on a diverse 
range of relationships across the world. Over the past decade the ICD Young Leaders Forum has grown to become one ol Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange 
organizatiens, besting programs that facilitate interactien among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from asress the workL 

Forum Participants > 
The forums are open to applications young professionals and students as well as other interested stakeholders from across the world. To apply please click HERE 
Eoj:.u__m___._s_£ e__a_._Ke_~ .s__ .>_. 
The speakers during the conferense wi]] include leading figures and expelts frem intematienal pelitics (including head of states and ministers), academia, the diplomatic 

community, civil society and the private sector, from across the world. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about 
the LC__.__D_____A__d__~j_s_’__o___ry:___B___o___a_Ld__rolease click here. 

We are currently accepting applications for the following events: 

. The Europe Meets Russia Conference - (Brussels, August 7th - 10th, 2012) 

. The Arts as Cultural Diplomacy Conference - (London, August 23rd - 27th, 2012) 

. The Europe Meets China Conference- (Berlin, September 4th- 7th, 2012) 

~ Cultural Diplomacy in Europe Conference - (Berlin, September 1 lth - 14th, 2012) 

® The Italy Meets Germany Conference - ( Berlin, September lath - 21st, 2012) 

~, The Ireland Meets Israel & Palestine Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders (Dublin, September 24th - 27th, 2012) 

The 

The 

The 

The 

The 

The 

Cultural Bridges in Germany Conference - (Berlin, October 2nd - 5th, 2012) 

UK Meets Germany Conference - (Berlin, October 2nd - 5th, 2012) 

Germany Meets Turkey Conference - (Berlin, October 2nd - 5th, 2012) 

Germany Meets Morocco Conference - (Berlin, October 2nd -5th, 2012) 

nd 
Germany meets Slovenia Conference - (Berlin, October 2 - 5th, 2012) 

Germany Meets Greece Conference -(Berlin, October 2nd- 5th, 2012) 



The institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

wvwv.cult u raldiplomacy.or,q 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany. Over the past decade, the ICD has 
grown [o become one of Europe’s largest independent cultu[al exchange organizations, whose prog[ams facilitate interaction be[ween individuals of all backgrounds from 
across the wodd. 
Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs, if you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD, please send us an 
email al i_L~_f_g_@_c__t_!!_l_t_E’_a_J__d_ip__[g_r_[_La_#y_=_o__[g indicating this. 
With warmest [egards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KudSrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
vwwv.cult u rald!plomacy,or_q 
info(~,cult u[aldiplornacy.org 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:08 PM 

asddd@listserv.unc.edu 

[asddd] Staffing Workload open; Report due 

This message is being sent to all managers in the College of Arts and Sciences, and copied FYI to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

The Dean’s Office has opened the Staffing Workload systemfor you to fill out the fiscal year          report. Academic departments and curricula must 
submit their reports by Tuesday,                 ; making sure that the system remainder equals the carryover (shown on the "Save & Spend" report). If 
you predict that you will not be able to meet the deadline, then please email me to request an extension. 

Programs, centers, and units in Undergraduate Education do not need to use the Staffing Workload system. 

The remainder of this message includes details on the purpose of the system, the training schedule, and how to get help. Please contact me with 
questions, anytime. 

Purpose of the System 

The Staffing Workload System tracks the workload of your faculty and the sources and uses of your instructional. After entering unit funding, faculty salary 

savings (buy-outs and leaves), and adjusting course workloads, you must make sure that your carryover equals the remainder of the system, which also 

reconciles to FRS. 

Training and Drop-in Schedule 

We will offer training and drop-in help to fill out your Staffing Workload report during the following dates and times - all meetings will take place in 

Howell 05: 

Formal training: 

Tuesday, at 2:00 pm - please RSVP to 

Drop-in Sessions: 

Monday, at 10:00 am 

Thursday, at :lO:O0 am 

@unc.edu 

Help with the System and Your Report 

if you have any questions or experience any problems with the system, submit a Remedy ticket to the Dean’s Office. 

Please let me know if you have any issues with the data in the system. Departments and curricula must submit their reconciled report by 
or email me to request an extension. 

Best regards, 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate ( 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 

office - 919.962.9275 

mobile 

"if at first you succeed, try’ something harder" -John C Maxwell 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdimc@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 5:59 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Today’s tteadlines: Hospital Chain Inquity Cited Unnecessa~ Cardiac Work 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i E~Rorials I Op-~ I On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 7, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Hospital ChMn Inquiry Ciked                         ~ 

Ummcessary Cardiac Work 

HCA, the largest fm~profit hospital chain in the country, uncovered evidence of unnecessary - even 
dangerous - cardiac treatments at some of its medical centers in Norida. 

U.S.O.romen VVin a Thriller on a Header 

Alex Morgan seored on a header with 3o seeonds left in extra time to give the United States women’s 
soeeev team a 4-3 vietm’y and a spot in the Olympie goht-medal mateh against Japan. 

~ SHde Show: U S. Women’s Soccer Defeats Canada 

For Japan, Medal and Rematch 

Prime Mi~fisler’s Defection in the Dark Jolls Syeia~ls 

The defection of Syria’s prime minister, Riyad Farid ttijab, planned furtively fro’ weeks, spuvved 
jnbilation in the opposition but seemed unlikely to end the war. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

iust keeping an e~te on hbm " 

MARN POTOK, a senior fellow a~ H~e Southern Porto"W Law Center’, on Wade Michael Page, who 

killed sb; peep[e and wounded three others a~ a Sikh ~emple in Wiseonsin~ 

SPORTS 

FEATURE.* in ~:t1~_~ 

Pole ~v~ult, 

Consis~e~cy 

Through Tough Conditions 
aenn Suhr won the pole vault with a 
jump of 4.75 meters, or ~5 feet 7 
inches. Wind affected many 
vaulters. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I DRAFT ~ Th~ 
The Po~Bt of Point of 

Exclarna Exclamat~on 
ion 

In a time of 
exclamation inflation, 
it seems that a sentence without 
b]ingy [)unetuation eomes aeross like a whispm’. 

Climbing in the ring with 
himself 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

’in Paris’ stars Mikhail Baryshnikov 

A vulnerable center-stage moment 

WORLD 

N~N DELHI JOURNAL 

Where Streeis zM~e Thronged With Strays Baring Faiths 

F~’ee-roaming dogs in India, many of which are rabid, number in the tens of millions and bite 
millions of people annually, including vast numbers of children. 



5apart Utiilty Shows Recordhlgs of Nuclear Crisis 
Lb" !ii.i."....,." B:’ LB :C~ ii 
The split4creen videos show execntives from the Tokyo Electric Power Company, or Tepco, huddled 
aronnd a conference table, trying to grasp or organize the situation. 

Standard Chartered, motivated by the millions of dollars it reaped in fees, sehemed with the 

Iranian government to launder $250 billion, New York’s banking regulator said. 

o More World News 

Wade M. Page, who the authorities said killed six people at a Sikh temple, was a white supremacist 
who performed in a racist rock band. 

Americans belonging to the faith said their turbans and beards seemed to trigger violence since 
Sept. ~ by people ignorant of their religion. 

After Safe La~di~g, Rover Sends Images From Mars 

The rover nshers in a new era of explm’ation that could tm’n np evidence that the Red Planet once 
had the ingredients for life. 

BUSINESS 

Fed Officials Underscore Divisions Over Action 

Erie S. Rosengren, president of the Boston Fed, said significant economic indicators were showing 
weakness, reinforcing the need for the Fed to expand its holdings. 

DEALBOOK 

Best Buy Founder Makes Bid for a Takeuver 

Richard M. Sehulze, who fonnded the company with a single audio eqnipment store in ~966, 
annonneed a proposal on Monday that would give the company a market valne of $8.8 billion. 

DEALBOOK 

Quick L~mge f~r a Lifeli~e Helped Knight Capital Sldrt Collapse 

Knight Capital was given a $4oo million shot in the arm by a w~ried group of investors as it 
narrowly avoided filing for bankrnptey. 

S P 0 RTS 

TIGERS 7, YANKEES 2 

Ver[ander Dominates t|~e Yankees V~*hHe No’va Pruves Ineffective Again 

For the second time in three games, the Yankees faced a Cy Ymmg Award winner and lost. This 
time, Ivan Nova was no match for Detroit’s ace, attstin Verlander. 

BATS 

Keeping Score: A Feat as Good as Five Hits 

While the Mets’ Mike Baxter had five walks (in five at-bats) against the Padres on Satnrday, three 

players have had six, with ,Jimmie Foxx the only one to do it in nine innings. 

O~ymplcs as Bridge Belween Nations? Not ~Vt~en Tttese Teams P~ay 

The mutnal distaste between the American and ~’gentinian men’s basketball teams manifested 
itself with shoves, elbows and heated exchanges, and the United States won to clinch its group’s top 
seed. 

~ 
Slide Show: US. Men’s BasKetball Stays Unr~efeated 



ARTS 

Waiting h~ Broo "ldy,~ for the Vgorld to Catch Up 

With "Fela !" carving a place in the mainstream for Afcobeat mnsic, the Bt’ooklyn band Antibalas 
renews its dr’ire to t’each the spotlight. 

~E] Blide Show 

Robert Hughes, Ar~ Critic Whose Vgrltlng Was Elegant and Co~1tentious~ Dies 

at 74 

With a Hemingwayesque build and the distinctively rounded vowels of his native Australia, Mr. 
Hughes became as familiar a presence on television as he was in print. 

Vq]~ere a Condemned P~ano Can Win an Appeal 

Rather than destroy an oh] piano, the instrument can be donated to charities like schools and 

~For 
More Piano’_4, Last Note Is Thud in the Dump 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Study Fh~ds More of Earth Is Hotter and Says Global \~armlng Is at Work 

Led by NASA’s James E. Hansen, the study said it was nearly certain that events like the 2o~ 
Texas heat wave were eansed by the human release of greenhouse gases. 

Asked to Get Sllm, Cheese Resists 

Under pressure to reduce sodium and saturated fats in American diets, the cheese industry has 
tried, with little success, to make products with less salt or fat that consumers will like. 

Rubik’s Cube Twists Back I~to Limelight 

In a world increasingly run by engineers and algorithms, the familiar Rubik’s Cube has found a 
new relevance, engaging a new generation of puzzlers, many born decades after its initial heyday. 

~Fq S ide Show Rubik Resurge~ce 

Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Bus~ness Fea~’s the Fiscal C|iff 
Now that painful budget cnts are imminent, corporate executives seem to have realized that federal 
spending is important to the economy after all. 

EDITORIAL 
IfAssad Falls in Syria 

The challenge for the United States and its allies is not just to step up the pressure on Syria, but it is 
also to prepare the country for a stable future. 

EDITORIAL 
Prayer h~ Missour~ 
An unnecessary amendment intended to clarify the status of religion in public places will only 
erode fl’eedoms and create eonfnsion in schools. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Perfect Non-Crlme 

Does it infi’inge on our freedom to make it impossible to commit crimes? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

l)+~cklng The Donald 

The big tents of the political conventions can’t fit every down. 

C ’, s Page [ Bloc 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

How Not to Pass a Bill 

Forget the hard stuff. This Congress can’t even pass the easy hills like one that would have granted 
permanent normal trade relations to Russia. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blcg 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 7, 1964, Congress passed the Gulf of Tonkin resolution, giving President Johnson broad 

powers in dealing with reported North Vietnamese attacks on United States forces. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Page 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvacy 

Manage Subscrip~io~s ~ U~subscdbe ~ Ctsange You~ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:56 AIVI 

Willia~ns, TiaHowell <tia howell@med.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

appmvaJ 

Good morning 

Kindly request your evaluation and approval of check requisition C466367. This is the payment for research work performed by 

I am copying Professor SaNe in case you need additional information. 

Thank you 

Sonia Colon 

for professor SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pew Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu~> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 9:20 AlVl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Fwd: Fwd: FW: Fraud in African & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

This came fro,n the NCBS President (Sundiata) 

How do you think I should respond. 

Peru.’ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~t:Fwd: FW: Fraud in Aiiican & Afa>American Studies at UNC 

Date:Mort, 6 Aug 2012 20:14:26 -0500 

From: S undiata ChaJua        ~gmail.com> 
To:Joseph Jordan <i~ordan~)ema~l.unc.edu>, Penn Hall <hallpa,’,~)email.unc.edtc. 

CC:Sedgwick, Adrienne (sedgwiae) <sedgmae~)ucma~l.uc.edu> 

FYI. Do either or both of you want to respond to this? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Sedg~vick, Adrienne (sedg~viae) <~dgwiae$~ucmaJl.uc.e&t> 

Date: Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 12:05 PM 

Subject: FW: Fraud in Ati-ican & Ai?o-Americm~ Studies at UNC 

To: "      ~mnail.com"      ~maAl.com> 

From: info~ncbsonline.om Imtb(~?ncbsonline.ora I 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 12:18 PM 

To: Sedgwick, Adrienne (sedgwiae) 

Subject: Fwd: Fraud in African & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jacob Kiper 

To: 

Sent: Wed Aug 1 8:49 

Subject: Fwd: Fraud in Afi-ican & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

I am writing to ask for some insight into a situalion. I greatly vdlue any insight your organization might have and be rolling to share. 

As you may be awaace, there is an academic scandal going on at the UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for at least the last 5 years, but likely much longer. If 
you are not aware, over the last 5 years, UNC has confirmed at least 54 fraudulent classes. Those classes involved changed grades, forged named of professors, and 
classes never actually meeting. At this point, the fraud at UNC has all been exclusively within the African & Afro-American Studies Depaxtment. 

I have been fi)llowing the stow closely as I am very interested. The 54 t?audulent courses within the African & Afro-American Studies courses were open and available 
to all UNC students. However, 39% of the enrollment in the fraudulent classes were basketball ~md fi)otball plwers. If you include tbrmer athletes, the enrollment in 
those t?audulent classes jumps to 64%. Several of the ti-audulent classes consisted of as much as 75-100% athletes. Ba~sketball and lbotball players make up less than 
1% of the student population at UNC, yet a huge percentage of the specific fiaudulent courses. How does that happen? 

At this point, UNC’s a&ninistration s~unchly denies that the fraud mthin the African & Afro-American Studies department existed to help athletes remain academically 

eligible to play sports. If the fraud does not exist to help athletes, then why does it exist’? While I do not want to think this could be a possibility, it seems tbe only other 
explanation is that UNC somehow thin,ks that African American students need some sort of"help" or fraud in order to graduate ruth a college degree. There is no 

known fraud in other departments, yet UNC has a widespread fraud in a department that consists very laacgely of African American Students. ~rhy and how? 

Since UNC denies that the fraud was intended to help athletes, I am left to believe that UNC believes African American studems cannot graduate college withont 

fraudulent classes. That thought maJ~es me quite angry. It is insulting to think that a public institution such a~s UNC would apparently have such a low opinion of the 

academic ability of Africm~ American students.., so low that they have fraudulent classes. Is "there another way to look at this situation that I mn not seeing? 

I greatly value any insight your organization has on this subject. 

--Jacob Kiper 



Peace, 

Sundiata 

Sundiata Keita Cha-Jua 

1201 West Nevada Street MC-143 

Departments of African American Studies and History 

UniveFsity of Ittinois 

Urbana, l[[inois 61801 

President of the National Council for Black Studies 

http: //vvvvw.ncbson[ine.org/ 

Senior Editor, The Black Scholar 

Koditschek, Cha-Jua, and Nevitte, 

Race Struggtes, University of Ittinois Press, 2009 

Home Page http://works.bepress.com/sundiata chajua/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Joseph F <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, Angust 7, 2012 9:54 AIVI 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Frand in African & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

This was my reply to sundiata 

Sent from mobile platform 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Jordan, Joseph F" -j{iordan@email.unc.edu> 

Date: August 7, 2012 5:52:51 AM CST 

To: Sundiata ChMua <      ~gmail.com> 

Co: "Hall, Perry A" <ttALLPA(a)EMAIL.[rNC.EDU>, "Sedgwick, Adrienne (sedgwiae)" <sed~wiae(a)ucmail.uc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Fraud in African & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

Hi Sundiata - you know my position on this, but I will make this notation to you and NCBS officers and metnbers. The local and other press has used all 

ldnds of ploys and methods to provoke a response from ~:acul .ty for the record. As of yet few if any have taken them up many who no doubt realize they 

never paid attention to our achievements againfft great odds. I think a comment from ncbs would ahnost certainly turn up on the pages of one the many 

right wing mags or their psendo liberal 

Cousins. I don’t think we need that. 

Sent fiom my little magic 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 7:14 PM, "Sandiata ChaJua" < (~mail.com> wrote: 

FYI. Do either or both of you want to respond to this’? 

.......... Forwarded Inessage .......... 

From: Sed~vick, Adriem~e (sedg~viae) <sedgwiae~ucmail.uc.edu> 

Date: Mon, Ang 6, 2012 at 12:05 PM 

Subject: FW: Fraud in African & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

To:’      ?~gmail.com" <      ,~gmail.com> 

From: inli)~ncbsonline.ova [inlb(~ncbsonline.oml 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 12:18 PM 

To: Sedgwicl< Adrieime (sedgmae) 

Subject: Fwd: Flaud in African & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jacob Kiper 

To: 

Sent: WedAng 1 8:49 

Subject: Fwd: Fraud in Aiiican & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

I am writing to ask tbr some insight into a situation. I greatly value any insight your organ~afion might have and be willing to share. 

As you may be aware, there is an academic scandal going on at the University of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill for at least the last 5 ye~:rs, 

but likely much longer. If you are not aw~xe, over the last 5 ye~acs, UNC has confirnled at least 54 fraudulent classes. Those classes involved 

changed grades, forged named of professors, and classes never actually ineeting. At tiffs point, tile fraud at UNC has all been exclusively 

within the African & Afro-American Studies Department. 

I have been following the sto~ closely as I am vely interested. The 54 fraudulent courses within the African & Afro-American Studies 

conrses were open and available to all UNC students. However, 39% of the enrollment in the fraudulent classes were basketball and football 

players. If you include tbrmer athiete~ the enrollment in those tiaudulent classes jumps to 64%. Several of the fraudulent classes consisted of 

as much as 75-100% athletes. Basketball and football players make up less than 1% of the student population at [5NC, yet a huge 

percentage of the specific fraudulent courses, ttow does that happen? 

At this point, UNC’s administration staunchly denies that the fraud within the African & Afro-American Studies department exis~ted to help 

athletes remain academicdlly eligible to play sports. If the fraud does not exist to help athletes, then wily does it exis~t? While I do not want to 

think tiffs could be a possibility, it seems tile only other explanation is that UNC so,nehow thinks that African American s~udents need some 
sort of"help" or fraud in order to graduate with a college degree. There is no kmown fraud in other departments, yet UNC has a widespread 

fraud in a department that consists veU largely of African American Students. Why and how? 



Since UNC denies that the t?aud was intended to help athletes, I am left to believe that UNC believes African Americm~ students cannot 

graduate college without t?audulent classes. That thought makes me quite angry. It is insulting to think that a punic institution such as UNC 

would appa]cently have such a low opinion of the academic ability of Atiican American students.., so low that "they have fraudulent classes. Is 

there another way to look at this situa’don that I am not seeing? 

I greatly wJue any insight your organization has on this subject. 

--Jacob Kiper 

Peace, 

Sundiata 

Sundiata Keita Cha-Jua 

1201 West Nevada Street MC-143 

Departments of African American Studies and History 

University of Illinois 

Urbana, l[tinois 61801 

President of the National Counci[for Black Studies 

http://www.ncbsontine.org/ 

Senior Editor, The Black Scholar 

Koditschek, Cha-Jua, and Neville, 

Race Struggles, University of Illinois Press, 2009 

Home Page http://works.bepress.com/sundiata cha]ua/ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 7, 2012 10:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <ennice@email.nnc.edw~; 
<j 1.] ordan@email.nnc.edu> 

ILE: On Jacob Kiper and our department 

@gmail.com; ttall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Jordan, Joseph F 

Kennetl~ R. Ja~ken 

Pro{i:ssor of Afl~o- A~nerican Studies 

Dep~utment of Al~cat, and A[?o- Amedc~m Sl~dies 

109 Battle t ~alL CB~ 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fhx) 

h~://u~vw.um~s.edu/umpmss/spr 97/ianken.html 

hRp:/iuncpress.uuc.edu/k~o~/T- 8059.Nml 

hRp://undpress.nd.edu/booDPO0780 

htip:i/nndpress.nd.ed~’b( c ~P00 ~ z3 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:~ AN 

~mail.com; Hall, Per~ A; Jordan, Joseph 

Cc: 3anken, Kenneth R; Reid, Dee; Ha~iyn, Jonathan 

Subject: On Jacob Kiper and our department 

Impo~ance: High 

Dear Sundiata, Perry and Joseph, 

I hope you are doing well and thanks Perry for forwarding this email. 

I write to let you know that Jacob Kiper is an individual who has been sending requests for information pertaining to our department on false pretenses. Last week our 
colleague Kenneth exposed him as a fraud and Kiper and was not amused. Following the exposure, Kenneth and I assumed he would stop his project, but I guess we were 
mistaken. 

Sundiata: if the National Council of Black Studies receive emails concerning issues pertaining to the department, kindly send them to me or to Dee Reid at the College of Arts 
and Sciences at UNC-Chapel Hill. I am coping Dee Reid to this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice N. SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
277599-3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:19 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: FW: Fraud in African & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

) This came fio,n the NCBS t resident (Sundiata) 

How do you think I should respond. 

Peru/ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Fwd: FW: Fraud in Atiicm~ & Afa>American Studies at UNC 

Date:Mon, 6 Aug 2012 20:14:26 -0500 
From:Sundiata ChaJua L      ~__w__a_j_l_:_c_:9__n_E2 

To:Joseph Jordan ~__r__d_~___n_:~2__e__r__n_La_i_l_:_g__rLc_:_e_st___u__-~, Peny Hall 51~_a_!!I~2__e__r__n_~i!_:_tLn__c_’_:_e___d_~:~_ 

CO: Sedgwick, Adrienne ( sedgwiae ) :~_e_st_g.~_:i:~:e_"_f@_u_c__r_~_!~!_:t_t__c__:_e__~_~__u___2 



FYI. Do either or both of you want to respond to this? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: SedgMck, Adrienne (sedgMae) <sed~wiae(tbucmail.uc.edn> 

Date: Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 12:05 PM 

Subject: FW: Fraud in Afi-ican & Afro-A~nerican Studies at UNC 

F~om: info~ncbso~thne~oro_ [iafi:~(?~)ncbso,thne.ora] 

Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 12:18 PM 

To: Sedgwick, Adrienne (sedgwiae) 

Subject: Fwd: Fraud in Ati-ican & AI~o-Ameficm~ Studies at UNC 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jacob Kiper 

To: 

Sent: WedAug 1 8:49 

Subject: Fwd: Fraud in Afi-ican & Afro-American Studies at UNC 

I mn writing to ask for some insight into a situation. I greatly value any insight your organization might have and be willing to share. 

As you may be aware, there is an academic scandal going on at the University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill for at lea.st the last 5 years, but likely much longer. If 

you are not aware, over the last 5 years, UNC has confirmed at least 54 t]candulent classes. Those classes involved chmaged grades, tbrged named of professors, and 

classes never actually meeting. At this poinl, the fraud at UNC has all been exclusively within the At~ican & Afro-American Studies Department. 

I have been follomng the slou closely as I am ve~y interested. The 54 fiaudulent courses within the African & Afio-American Studies courses were open and aw~lable 

to all UNC s~dents. However, 39% of the enrolhnent in the fraudulent classes were basketball m~d football players. If you include former athletes, the enrollment in 

those fiaudulent classes jumps to 64%. Several of the fraudulent classes consisted of as much as 75-100% athletes. Basketball and football players make up less th~ 

1% of the student population at UNC, yet a huge percentage of the specific fiaudulent courses. How does that happen? 

At this point, UNC’s administration sIaunchly denies that the fiaud mthin the Africm~ & Afro-American Studies department existed to help athletes remain academically 

eligible to play sports. If the fraud does not exist to help athletes, then why does it exist? While I do not want to think this could be a possibili~, it seems the only other 

explanation is that UNC somehow thinks that Atiican American students need some sort of"help" or fraud in order to graduate with a college degree. There is no 

known t?aud in other departments, yet UNC has a widespread ti-aud in a department that consists very largely of At~ican American Students. Why m~d how? 

Since UNC denies that the t~aud was intended to help athletes, I am left to believe that UNC believes African American students cmmot graduate college without 

fraudulent classes. That thought m~kes me quite angry. It is insulting to think that a public inslitution such as UNC would apparently have such a low opinion of the 

academic ability of African American students.., so low that they have fraudulent classes. Is there another way to look at this situation that I ~an not seeing? 

I greatly w3ue any insight your org~zation has on this subject. 

--Jacob Kiper 

Peace, 

Sundiata 

Sundiata Keita Cha-Jua 
1201 West Nevada Street MC-143 
Departments of African American Studies and History 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 

President of the National Council for Black Studies 
http://www.ncbsonline.org/ 

Senior Editor, The Black Scholar 

Koditschek, Cha-Jua, and Neville, 
Race Struggles, University of Illinois Press, 2009 

Home Page http://works.bepress.com/sundiata chajua/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Angust 7, 2012 10:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulle’6n: Stories t?om Kibera 

Send yot~r Photos to the Carolina Global Photo Competition 
Deadline: Septembe~ :~t], 2t112                                                           ~ 

[he submission period is now open for the 13th annua~ amateur Caro~ina Global Photo%-aphy 

Competition hosted by the Center for Global ~nitiatwes (CG{); the Study Ab~-oad Office, and UNC Global 

[he competition ~s open to all students; faculty, s~umni, and staff of UNC-Chspel Hill. Winne~-s will be 

a,,~arded pdzes and select photos wii{ be displsyed in the ~edEx Globsl Educstion Center exhibition 

opening Janum-y 3, 2013 

Visit u~e,edulp~otoco~test for rules m~d to submit your photos Photos may repl-esent any wolld region 

and there is no restdct~on on the time pedod in which the photograph was taken Curious about past 

winners? Visit our ms~t~rsed~a pT~g3e to ’vie,,~~ photographs and our A~’}DY award w~}~g 20! 2 CGI 

calendar that features photogrsphy from the competition ~e look forward to seeing you~ photos~ 



CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
A~qust M~ltimedia: Carolina ~o~ Kibe~a 
Be inspired by the community of Kibera. Listen to their stories. Meet 

ambitious community leaders in Kibera who respond to the daily 

struggle of pove~y with resounding hope and unexpected solutions 

Khadara Abubakar, 57, is a member of Zero Waste Women’s Group, 

one of the groups working with CFK’s Trash is Cash Program. 

Though she doesn’t refer to herself as an entrepreneur, she surely 

Innocent is a coach in CFK’s new jump rope initiative. Here he 

explains the impact the he believe jump rope can have on his 

community. 

Just four weeks after fall classes sta~! 

~ UNC Chapel Hill is proud to be a 2011-2012 Top-Producer of 

US. Student Fulbright Fellows! 

The Fulbright US Student Program allows ~ad~at~g 

self-design a reseaFch/study Foject, or sere as an English Teaching 

Assistant in one of more than 140 countries. 

Alumni may also be eligible to apply. Check our website for more 

details 

OPPORTU NITI F.’:S 

GL?BAL ANNOUNCEMENTS Apply for LAUNCH    ~ 

Do you have a startup idea? Would you like to benefit from MBA "venture consultants" helping you 

determine if your idea is feasible? Are you interested in learning about the sta~up process? UNC’s 

Launching the Venture (LAUNCH) has been helping faculty, staff and graduate students sta~ new 

businesses since 1998 through a series of classes, workshops and coaching sessions offered at the 

Kenan-Flagler Business School on Monday evenings 

UNC faculty, staff and graduate students with venture ideas are encouraged to apply. Learn more about 

LAUNCH at’~nc edu including a series of free summer workshops to prepare for the class. 

G~obat ~s~ues~ Gtoba~ <>ok~t~o~’~ 

World VieWs global education symposium will explore global issues and global solutions of the 21st 

century. There will be keynote addresses, break out sessions looking at issues more m depth, and break 

out sessions to provide strategies to integrate global themes in teaching. School and district teams will 

also given an oppo~unity to develop an action plan with an adviser. This program is designed for K-12 

administrators and teachers of all disciplines. 1.5 CEU credits are offered. 

Cost ~O e~cator~: $175 per person. A team of 4 is $600. A team is comprised of 4 or more individuals 

from a school or district. Only $150 for each additional team member. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

mapping project description 

Hi Eunice, 

Let me know how this project description sounds! I am going to tel to create at least one of these two maps by tomorrow night so that you can tell me what you think. It may 
be a little rough at that point but I will get all the information there and we can refine the appearance. 

In this project, I will create a map series exploring the range of geographies associated with professors in the African and Afro-American Studies Department at UNC Chapel 

Hill. To this end, I will create several maps. The first will be a map of the world showing the geographical research locations of the professors. This map will also include 
information about the research topics for each of the professors, tied to their geographical regions of interest. If all of this information does not fit on a world map, I will devise 
a series of regional maps to accompany the world map and use the world map to indicate each of the countries or regions where the department’s professors conduct 
research. The second map will show where each of the professors obtained their doctorate, in the interest of showing the global nature of the African and Afro-American 
Studies Department. 

Thanks for giving me the opportunity to work with your department! I am excited about getting to know the African and Afro-American Studies department better as I begin 
learning more about Africa in preparation for my Uganda project research. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

humanifies@Nchumanifies.org 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 4:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Call tbr Papers - 1 lth Hawaii Intematioua] Con[~rence on Arts & Humanities 

Nil Description: http:/~ww.hichumanities.org/humanitiesheaderl.jpg 

Description: 
htt p:!/www, hich u rn a n it 
ies.org/Facebook.jpg 

~:: Description: 
...... http://www.hich umani 

- (Center for 
Sustainable Urban 

Neighborhoods 

(for full conference details, visit our website at: http:,A~’ww.hichnmanities.org) 

Subm~ssioniProposM Deadline: August 17th, 2012 

Topic Areas (All Areas of Arts and Humanities are Invited) 

Anthiopology                         . Languages 
¯ Literature 

American Studies 
Archeology 

o Linguistics 

Architecture 
. Music 

Art 
¯ Performing Arts 

Al~t History 
o Philosopt)~ 

~ . Postcolonial Identities 
Art Management 

¯ Product Design 
Dance 
English 

o Religion 
Second Language Studies 

Ethnic Studies 
Film 

. Speech!Co~r~nunication 

Folklore 
¯ Theatre 

Geography 
, Visual Arts 

Cross-disciplinai7 areas of Arts 
Graphic Design 

and Humanities 
History 

, Other Areas of Arts and 
I ~andscape Architecture 

Humanities 

Submitting a ProposM/~aper: 
You may submit your paper!proposal by following the instructions on our 

website. To make a submission, and tbr detailed information about submitting 
see: 

http: !/ww~v.hichumanities. orgicfp artshumanities.php 

To be removed from this list, reply to this email with REMOVE written in fl~e sul~iect 
line. 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
P.O. Box 7~036 
Honolulu, Ha~vaii 96836 

http://www.hichumanities.org/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

~live.unc.edt~ 

Wednesday,              8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

lhll n~me a~d P1D 

I forgot to send this last time, Eunice. 

PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 8:38 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Party Bristles at Military’s Push for More Sway in China 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
Party Bristles at Military’s 
Push for More Sway in China 
By EDWARD WONG and JONATHAN 
ANSFIELD 

With China’s once-a-decade leadership 
transition nearing, Communist Party 
leaders are puslfing back against what 
some see as nfilitary officials’ intrusion 
into policy and polities. 

Polls Underline Stubborn 
Splits in 3 Key States 
By JIM RUTENBERG and ALLISON KOPICKI 

Mitt Ronmey has held his advantage 
among the white working-class while 
President Obama has maintained the 
support of women, the Quinnipiae 
University/New York Times/CBS News 
polls fotmd. 

Iran Envoy Casts Syria as 
Part of Wider Conflict 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Dispatching the personal representative of its paramotmt leader to Damascus, Iran moved to reframe the 
conflict as part of a battle with fl~e United States and others. 

" ~ Video: Watching Syria’s War 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 
’Tt’s like running a sprint for three and a half minutes while periodically homing your breath." 

MAR1YA KOROLEVA, who, with Mary Kilhnan, competed in s3aMaronized swinmfing for the United 

States O13anpic team. 

THEATER 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: 
Marvin Hamliseh 
in Song 
Videos from some of the 



fihns and musicals featuring the 
composer’s music. 

" Related Obituary 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Silver Lining in the 
Drought 
By WILLIAM G. MOSELEY 

The disaster underscores the need to 
diversify our crops. 

Christie Brinkley’s model 
home 
Also on NYTimes.com 

London 2012: pictures of the day 

Daddy, what were compact discs? 

ny|im.es.�om 

WORLD 

Lugar Urges U.S. and Russia to Team Up to Rid Syria of Chemical Weapons 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Senator Richard G. Lugar, Republican of Indiana, was in Moscow to press for an extension of a program to 
safeguard and dismantle nuclear and ehenfieal weapons in the former Soviet Union. 

BUQATA JOURNAL 
Echoes of Syria’s War in the Golan Heights 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

As a civil war rages in Syria, tile conflict is playing out on a smaller scale in Syrian Druse villages in tile Golan 
Heights, with violence occasionally flaring. 

Rains Flood a Third of Manila Area, Displacing Thousands 
By FLOYD WHALEY 

The Philippines capital and its suburbs were submerged on Tuesday as torrential rains battered the city and 
floodwaters poured in from ahnost all sides. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Life Term for Gunman After Guilty Plea in Tucson Killings 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

A deal for dared L. Loughner, whose shooting rampage left six people dead mid Gabrielle Giffords wounded, 
means that victims’ relatives will not have to endure a trial. 

," ~ Document: Plea Agreement for Jared L. Loughner 

Music Style Is Called Supremacist Recruiting Tool 
By JAMES DAO and SERGE F. KOVALESKI 

Tile shootings at a Sikh temple in Wisconsin shined a light on "hatecore" and an obscure cultural scene that 
is helping keep the white supremacist movement energized. 

, Wisconsin Killer Fed and Was Fueled by Hate-Driven Music 

¯ Mourning Victims, Sikhs Lament Being Mistaken for Radicals or Militants 

¯ " Searching for Clues in the Music of Hate 9:50 PM ET 

Suspensions Are Higher for Disabled Students, Federal Data Indicate 
By MOTOKO RICH 

The highest rates are among black children with disabilities, which can include learning difficulties. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Accusations Against Bank on Iran Deals Surprised U.S. Regulators, Too 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and BEN PROTESS 

Some federal authorities believe that the amount of money involved is a fraction of what is cited in New York 
State’s claims against Standard Chartered. 

DEALBOOK 
Iran Inquiry Is Abrupt Reversal for Standard Chartered 
By MARK SCOTT 

Standard Chartered, which has thrived so far during Europe’s debt crisis, faces costly fines in an 
investigation of its financial dealings with Iran. 

, Regulator Says British Bank Helped Iran Hide Deals 

Indigestion for ’les Riches’ in a Plan for Higher Taxes 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

President Franqois Hollande’s call to raise the tax rate on France’s wealthiest citizens to 75 percent has some 
eousidering a move to Brussels or London. 
. ~ Graphic: Wealthy French May Pay More 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Yes, It’s a Sport, and Russia’s Sinister Dolls Win 
By SARAH LYALL 

Synchronized swimmers - like the Russians who donfinated Tuesday’s duet contest, with their thick makeup 
and gelatin-shellacked hair - sometimes have trouble convincing skeptics of their sport’s difficulty. 

MARLINS 4, METS 2 
Reyes Keeps Hitting, and Marlins Upend Mets 
By ANDREW KEH 

Against his former team, Jose Reyes extended his hitting streak to 25 gmnes for the Miami Marlins. "Now 
I’m starting to feel like me," he said. 

" Baseball Roundup: Padres to Be Sold to Group That Includes Phil Mickelson 

TIGERS 6, YANKEES 5 
Chavez Helping Yanks, But They’re Struggling 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

After a second consecutive loss to surging Detroit, the Yankees have lost 3 of 4 and 12 of their last 18 games. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

MARVIN HAMLISCH I 1944-2012 
Sensationally Decorated Maestro of Film and Stage 
By ROB HOERBURGER 

Mr. Hamlisch, the singularly productive composer of musicals like "A Chorus Line" and songs like "The Way 
We Were," won Oscars, Grammys, Emmys, a Tony and a Pulitzer Prize. 

-’ ~4. Interactive Feature: Marvin Hamlisch in Song 

:. Critic’s Notebook: The Pro’s Pro 

. ~ Post a Comment I Read 

The Quotable Robert Hughes 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

It seemed as if there was never a bad sentence among the hundreds of thousands that Mr. Hughes wrote in 
his wildly industrious career. 

o Robert Hughes, Art Critic Whose Writing Was Elegant and Contentious, Dies at 74 

Judith Crist, a Blunt and Influential Film Critic, Dies at 90 
By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

Ms. Crist, whose enthusiastic and often acerbic reviews were seen in newspapers and magazines and on 
television, was cited as moviegoers’ favorite critic in a 196os poll. 



¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I NICOLETTA 
An Empire Stretches Its Dough 
By PETE WELLS 

A new pizzeria in the East Village, opened by the chef Michael White, offers pizzas as flfick as the September 
issue of Vogue, with an abundance of toppings fl~at would buckle m~ ordinary pie. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

. Diner’s Journal: Thick Crust or Thin: What’s Your Slice? 

Sipping on a Sunset, Italy in Mind 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

A slightly bitter, go-down-easy Italian aperitif has fotmd its way into bartenders’ flutes and highball glasses 
from Los Angeles to London. 

THE POUR 
Should a Wine List Educate or Merely Flatter You? 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

A New York Post cohmmist raises the issue of exotic and tmusual restaurant wine offerings, with many 
readers debating his stmad. 

¯ More Dinincl & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Sinai Problem 
The border attack in the Sinai Peninsula is why Egypt’s new Islanfist leader has to establish control over the 
lawless Sinai and work with Israel to do so. 

EDITORIAL 
Fraud in Special Education 
Given the abuse found recently, New York State needs to conduct a full review of the preschool special 
education program and create an effective oversight system. 

EDITORIAL 
Congressional Primary in Connecticut 
In the United States Senate race, our choices are Representative Christopher Murphy for Democrats and 
Christopher Shays for Republieaus. In the Fiffla Congressional District, our choices are Elizabefla Esty for 
Democrats and State Senator 3aadrew Rorabaek for Republieaus. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Sikh Temple’s Century 
By BHIRA BACKHAUS 

To assinfilate, to wipe away our history, would be to forget our own mothers and fathers. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Ungrateful President 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Presidents who don’t need people are the loneliest presidents in the world, especially come election time. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Average Is Over, Part II 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

What’s preventing Aanericans from taking our education challenge seriously? 

’: Columnist Page 



¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 8, 1974, President Richard Nixon annotmced he would resign following dmnaging revelations in the 

Watergate scandal. 

¯ See This Front 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_02~ 
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You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:19 AIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: lull name and PID 

Dear Eunice, 

I am currently working on the maps for you and I was curious about the size of the paper you intend to print these maps upon. Will it be 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:04 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: full name and PID 

Dear 

Thanks for this and the other email. The description of the project captures the ideas we discussed yesterday and I only incorporated a few edits before sending it off. I am 
very happy that we are collaborating on this project. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: wednesday, 8:23 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: full name and PID 

I forgot to send this last time, Eunice. 

PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lia Gagman @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 10:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

jus~t ~ying N 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

How are you? I’m sure you’ie very busy getting ready for the begimiing of the school yeast in just a few weeks but I just wanted to touch base and ask about your 
summer. I rememebered that you were going to South Africa to do some research, was that a good trip? When you described your research briefly in May it sounded 

really interesting! 

(Population Action International in DC). I s~ed a week after graduation and roll s~y until 

the second week of September, ~ I’ve been able to learn a lot about the organization over the summer. A lot of employees (not interns, unii~rtunately) here have been 

able m attend big international contErences, such as the Rio +20 UN ContErence on Sustainable Development and the London Summit on Family Plmming led by the 

Gates Foundation and the UK Dept of International Development, ~ that’s definitely something I have to look tbrward to ifI continue working tbr non-profits! I’ve 

been able to sharpen my focus for the a~eas of development and global health that I hope to pursue a career in, which has been helpful. 

Here’s an interesting interview I read at work by a Nigerian doctor turned author. He talks about how the sensationalistic repiesentation of HIV/AIDS in Western 

media has led to a skewed perception of the epidemic, and compmes it to the KONY 2012 campaign which we discussed back in class. Thought you might be 

interested! 

htlp:L/ ~vw.motheriones.com/media/2012,’OS,’uzodinma-iweala- aAds- a£rica?page 1 

Anv~-ay hope you’re having a good rest oftbe summer and talk to you soon! 

Lia Gannan 



Fro’in: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.eduv 

Wednesday,              1:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

dra£t f’or first map 

researchmap.jpg 

Dear Eunice, 

What do you think of this map? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: dratt lbr first map 

Dear Eunice, 

I made those two changes. I will begin work on the other maps. Would you like to meet sometime tomorrow? I will be out of town Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, so although I 
will be able to continue work on the maps I will not be available to meet up again until Monday. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :1:46 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: draft for first map 

Dear 

Thanks and its looks very good. Here some suggestions: 

Eritrea (this is the correct spelling) 
Instead of European Union insert France. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: wednesday, :t:2:t PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: draft for first map 

Dear Eunice, 

What do you think of this map? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 1:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
@Times: Top 5, London 2012, Mutual Funds and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/ads/emailads/editpromo/20120808/attimes.html 

nytimes,.�om: !i i!’,iiii iiii , August e, 2012 

London 2012 ........ 

Tuna to london2012.nytimes.eom to see the O13anpies iii~~’~i".i:. 
through interactive graphics. See how far al~ead 
Usain Bolt’s Olympic record in the aoo was compared 
to all Olympic medalists in the race. Take a look at 
Lolo Jones as she competes in the aoo-meter hurdles. 
Don’t miss Christoph Niemann’s games that you em~ actually play. 
Find all of this, the latest photos and results on 
london2012.nytimes.com. 

Mutual Funds 
Take a look at the second quarter Mutual Fm~ds 
report. Find out how worries over Europe and 
entrenched economic and political problems in the 
United States took a toll on the markets - mad on 
many mutual funds. Read how the tax code treats the 
m~dead. Find new books that suggest ways for investors to do well 
even when the economy is goh~g through a tough spell. Don’t miss the 
Mutual Fm~ds special section. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

N~ SLIDE SHOW: Jmnestown 
Loves Lucy 
Officials are hoping to make 
3amestom~, N.Y., Lucilie Bali’s 
hometom~, a year-round national 
comedic destination for 
performers, writers mad fans alike. 

~iii INTERACTIVE: Ronmey’s 
Potential Rmming Mates 
As Mitt Ronmey prepares to select 
a rmaning mate, here is a closer 
look at some of the potential vice- 
presidential candidates. 

~ VIDEO: Marcus Samuelsson’s 
Ventures 
Marcus Samuelsson has a solid 
gold hit in his restaurant, Red 
Rooster Harlem. The venue, 
however, is just one of a 
smgrg~fisbord of developing 
ventures that the chef hopes will 



¯ Kate Middleton at the O13anpics 
¯ Precision Landing on Mars 
¯ Magazine Preview: What’s So Bad About a Boy in a Dress? 
¯ Marvin Hanflisch: Sensationally Decorated Maestro of Fihn and 

Stage 

¯ Every Four Years, Man of the Hour 

Top 5 Viewed Features on .YTimes.com 

(Between August 1,2012- August 7, 2012) 

1. All the Medalists: Men’s loo-Meter Sprint 

2. Gore Vidal Dies at 86; Prolific, Elegant, Acerbic Writer 

3. Raising Successful Children 

4. Dieting vs. Exercise for Weight Loss 

5. Flood of Errant Trades Is a Black Eye for Wall Street 

ADVERTISEMENT 

help to grow his brand. 

Join the Conversation 
Should Doping 
Be Allowed? 

From Room for 
Debate, "This week 
a judo fighter 
became the first athlete to be 
expelled from the O13anpics for 
failing an ha-conapetition doping 
test, in his case, for nmrijuana. And 
on Tuesday, it was announced that 
the defending 5ok O13anpic race 
walk chmnpion, Alex Schwazer, was 
expelled after testing positive for 
the blood booster erythropoietin, or 
EPO. Meanwhile, the 
"mabelievable" times of one 
swimmer have raised suspicions of 
doping. 

But has doping become so common 
that we shouldn’t even bother with 
testing, or are the dangers to 
athletes and fair conapetition so 
great that enforcement must 
continue?" What do you think? 
Join the conversation. 

Join the Conversation 

Sign up for the London 
2012 e-mail newsletter 

Connect with 
The New York 
Times on 
Facebook 

Follow @nytimes on 
Twitter                  I~ 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message because you signed 
up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: dratt lbr tirst map 

Great, see you Monday. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, I:S3 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: draft for first map 

Dear 

Thanks for the update. 

Just continue working on the maps and let’s arrange to meet on Monday at 2.00pro. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: wednesday, :t:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: draft for first map 

Dear Eunice, 

I made those two changes. I will begin work on the other maps. Would you like to meet sometime tomorrow? I will be out of town Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, so although I 
will be able to continue work on the maps I will not be available to meet up again until Monday. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:46 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: draft for first map 

Dear 

Thanks and its looks vee! good. Here some suggestions: 

Eritrea (this is the correct spelling) 
Instead of European Union insert France. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wecinesda~, _ :t:2:t PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: draft for first map 

Dear Eunice, 

What do you think of this map? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norma Hawthorne @me.com> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 2:13 PM 

Norma Hawfl~ome <              ~mac.com> 

Julie Kline <jkline@uwm.edu-~; regional tZaculty <regional thculty@uwm.edw~; CLACS sIaff <clacs-stal~@uwm.edtr~; mslas 

<wislas@uwm.edu>; nccla-members@uwm.edu; Duke-UNC Lalino Studies <intl-duncplas@duke.edu> 

Duke University Exhibition Features Oaxaca, Mexico Day of the Dead Photography Group 

A group of photographers, from novice to advanced amateur, participated in the 2011 Oaxaca Day of fl~e Dead Photography Expedition. Their best of week work 

be on exhibit through the Duke Universi3~ Program in Latino/a Studies staxting in early October. The expedition was led by Center for Document~my Studies instmctor 

Bill Bamberger and produced by Oaxaca Cultural Navigator/Norma Ha~vthome. There are two spaces left in the 2011 Expedition that starts on October 28. To learn 
more, click here: ht~p:/ioaxacaculture.con~/2012/02/day-of-the-dead-2012-photography-expedition-in-oaxaca-mexico, For intbnnation about the Duke photo 

exhibition and co-sponsor opportunities, contact Jeim’i Snead Williams, director, Program tbr Latinoia Studies. 

Norma Hawthorne, Executive Director 
Oaxaca Cultural Navigator LLC 
http://oaxacaculture.com 
Skype: oaxacaculture Tel: (919) 274-6194 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 5:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: With Rates Low, Banks Increase Mo~gage Profit 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S__ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~.~,, ~On T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 9, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK                                                                 
~ 

~Arith R~tes I,ow~ Banks 

lncrea se Mo~¢gage Prot3t 

Bundling mortgages and selling them to investors is helping banks make big profits even as they 
charge lower interest rates. 

Profits o~ Carbo~ Credit Drive Output of a Harmf~l Gas 

Manufacturers have ramped up production of a common air-conditioning coolant, counting on a 
windfall for destroying a byproduct under a United Nations program, 

Plots Are Tied to Shadow ~,~ar or" Israel and Iran 

Analysts say the shadow war has more in common with the cloak-and-dagger maneuverings of the 
C,I.A. and the K,G.B. during the cold war than the publicity-hungry terrorism campaign of A1 
Qaeda. 

~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We ,*m~e 99..’-! p~r~enl an~np[oy~e~t. It’s ~tire~y vohmtar.q." 
STANLEY R. CROOKS, presideut of (he Shakopee Mdewakanton tribe. 

S P 0 RTS 

Gb2_&PIIIC: The Best 

a~d %’orst 

Co,rattles i*~ the 

Medal Count 
Sore medals or more golds2 
rankings diagram shows how 
eom~tries stack 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

The So~md of Hate 

Law enfm’eement and anti-racist 
activists should pay (:lose attention 
to the neo-Nazi music scene as a motivating foree for hate crime. 

Marcus Samuelsson’s 
ventures 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Latino show for a new generation 

Hoiiywood thrives in China 

WORLD 

Rebels P~ll Back as Syrian Mi~ita~T Conti~mes Moving In o~ Aleppo 

Rebel forces in Syria’s largest city said on Wednesday that government forces had launched a 
ground assault, forcing them to pull back fi’om parts of a key neighborhood. 

~lran 
Envoy Casts Syria ~s Pr!! of WMer ConVict 

~IHT 
RendeTvotm What Syr s L ooks Like From Tehran 

New I aklstanl I remler Faces Contempt Notice on Corruption Inquiry 



Pakistan’s Supreme Court issued a eontempt-of-eonrt notiee against Prime Minister Raja Pervez 

Ashraf on Wednesday, signaling a rerun of judicial proceedings that saw his predecessor ousted 

from office in June. 

For Victhn in SIM~ Temple Shooting, a L~fe of Separation 

A stunned family that had lived for so long without its father and husband is now preparing to 
travel to Wisconsin to collect Ranjit Singh’s body. 

Mere World News 

$1 Mill]ot~ Each Year for All, as Long as Trlbe~s Luck Holds 

A growing movement to legalize Internet gambling and give states the power to regulate and tax 
online gambling even on reservations is driving anxiety even among the Shakopee tribe. 

What Cornflelds Show, Data Now Confh,m: 3uly Set Mark as U,So’s Hottest 

Mol~th 

Th~ awrag~ t~mp~ratur~ in th~ lower 48 states last month was 77.6 d~gr~s, breaking a record set 
in dulF ~936. 

~ 
SHde Show: Reader Photos of America’s Drought 

Nuns, at Juncture, Meet to V~’elgh Their Reply to the Vatican 

More than 9oo sisters gathered to discuss their next move in response to the church’s assessment 

that described them as disobedient dissenters. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

h~ Lam~deHng Case, a I,ax Banking Law Obscured Money Flow 

In so-called U-turn transactions before 2oo8, global banks like Standard Chartered could provide 
scant information on transfers that passed in and out of the United States. 

In London: Censure of an Elite Bank Draws Harrnmphs 

British authorities are circling the wagons around Standard Chartered bank, accused in New York 
of money laundering. 

GoGgle Goes Back to the Drawhtg Boa*0d for Nexus Q 

The setback from the Nexns Q reveals deeper challenges for GoGgle as it tries to move into two new 
areas: hardware and social technology. 

S P 0 RTS 

The U,S, Bmmces Backv a~d Over 

Aries Merritt won the ~o-meter hurdles, Brittney Reese won the long jump, and Mlyson Felix won 
the 2oo meters as all three overcame disappointments fi’om 2oo8. 

~ Slide Show: Felix Wips GoM 

zkIl-~Mlmrlca~ Ending fo*° Beach Volleyball Team 

Misty May-’Ik’eanor and Kerri Walsh aennings defeated another American team in two sets to win 
their third consecutive gold medal in beach volleyball. 

~E] 
Slide Show: Americans Win Gold and Siiver in Beach Volleyball 

.&~d the Ol~nplc Gold for ~Nhhfing Goes to 

~amy moment not shrouded in gold, silver or bronze has the potential to draw complaints, insults 
and general disgruntlement Dom fans and the news media. 

~ 
interactive Graphic: The Best and Worst Countries h~ the Met!a~ Count 

o Mere Sperms News 

ARTS 

Blockbusters Yield to Magic 

Heroic blockbusters like "Mam’el’s the Avengers" and "The Dark Knight Rises" are draws this 
smm~er, but so are smaller films like "Moonrise Kingdom" and "Magic Mike." 

John Cage RecitaI? Take the A Trah~ 



John Cage moments can happen anywhere, when happenstance kicks in, and surprising musical 

experiences take form. 

THEATER REVIBN 
Qm~’relso~ne, M[otley C~’ew: Fli~*t~g, I~sulfing, D~q~klng 

"Bullet for Adolf" at New World Stages, by Woody Harrelson and Frankie Hyman, explores ethnicity 

as a shifting and surprising equation. 

More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Fashion is in the midst of a serious affair with tennis, as editors, designers and models hit the eourts 

to play or cheer. Now serving and rooting: Anna Wintour. 

All the ’I’rimmlngs Are the Main Course 
i.::., ":..i?...-..i" i2 ’:...".. .ii21.: 
As apparel sales lag, accessories -footwear, handbags, glasses and hats - are booming. Fashion 
students are interested. 

O~ F~°idays, Pa~’l?@~g Starts Ea~oly 

The summer Friday afternoon party is emerging as the latest playground for people keen on 
rubbing elbows with other seenesters. 

More Fashion & SWle ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Stop-and-}"~qsk ir~ New Yo~°k City 
Lower numbers of people detained under the stop-and-frisk program are good, but the real question 
is whether the searches are productive and legal, 

EDITORIAL 

M~’. Ro~nney Hits Bottom on 
Mitt Romney’s charge that President Obama is encouraging welfare dependency by ending federal 
work reqnirements is false and divisive. 

EDITORIAL 

Heat Exhausfio~ ]~ a Texas P~,isor~ 
An appeals court convincingly ruled that an inmate could sue the warden for endangering his 
health and for cruel and unusual punishment when the heat index in his unit reached "extreme 
danger." 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

E~’~,m~t Code? It’s Not ,I~st a 

We need code, and attentive human beings, to solve problems like the runaway stock trades at 
~ight Capital. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The ~Vack~- Prlma~y Voters 

Thanks to the Tea Party, a lot of Democrats are smiling. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why is Obama passive as thousands of Syrians are dying? Top strategists want him to act now. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 9, ~945, the United States exploded a nuclear device over Nagasaki, Japan, instantly 
killing an estimated 39,ooo people. The explosion came three days after the atomic bombing of 
Hiroshima. 



You received ~his message because you signed up [er NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. As a member of 

the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsnge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Percy Hall <hallpa@ema~l,nnc,edt~ 

Thursday, Angust 9, 2012 8:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Re: new course proposals for your approval 

A!~A=D 130 comments.docx 

FYI 

ph 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: new course proposals tbr yonr approval 

Date:Tue, 07 Aug 2012 15:56:48 -0400 

From:Perry Hall 5!30_l__l_p__a__@_e_ln__~]:_t_t__n_c__:e_d__t_E= 

To:Janken, Kenneth R _~_k__~_a_n_k__e_n_~2~__e__r_~]_:_t!_n___c_:_e_~t___u__-2 

Dear Ken 

My commems re: conrse proposals axe as follows: 

The following are "good to go" ,AAAD 286, AAAD 395 

I think these are OK as well, but I’m open to discussion: AAAD 301, AAAD 332, AAAD 401, AAAD 487. 

These are ok, but I think need more detail in the syllabi: AAAD 300, AAAD 387, AAAD 402. 

These I think need more discussion: AAAD 433, AAAD 202, AAAD 403, WOLO 250. 
For AAAD 130 I vote approval, but: 

The course represents our whole department, the "gateway" to our curriculum. It will also be taught be various other, if not all, department faculty. (This is much 

less the case in the other proposed courses) For those reasons, the non-textual aspects of the syllabus should be presented more generically, and to the degree 

this syllabus incorporates one faculty’s preferences, re: practices and polices, it should be modified. 

My reasons are as follows. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->The specifics of such parameters as attendance policies, make-up assignments, etc. varies among instructors 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <!--[endif]-->Some of the items in "Citizenship" seem more like "procedures" and "student conduct." 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3) <!--[endif]-->The general tone of the "Citizenship" section seems hostile to me. (The last time I got a "citizenship" grade I was in 

sixth grade.) I would eliminate it and incorporate items referred to in 2) in other sections. 

On the attached copy of the syllabus I marked and commented on some of what I thought was unnecessary. 

On 8/2/2012 11:30 AM, Janken, Kenneth R wrote: 



Deax Colleagues, 
Attached are 12 new course proposals for your inspection. There may be one or two more coming today" or tomorrow. I would like your responses yea 
or nay by Tuesday at noon. 
AAAD 130 (Intro to African American and Diaspora Studies), AAAD 395 (Undergraduate Research Seminax), and A~A~&D 487 (Intellectual Currents in 
Af~can and African Diaspora Studies) are required courses fi~r the new major. 
Last semester we looked at and approved Intro to African American and Diaspora Studies, but I wanted to send it to you again. 
AAAD 395 is an example of an undergraduate research seminar. As we decided in our deliberations last Spring, topics mad methods will va~ according 
to the instructor. 
AA~A3) 487 is also m~ example of a way to teach Intellectual Currents; there are other ways to approach the seminar. As we discussed last Spring, we 

need to compile a reading liszt for faculty to draw on when they develop their sections of the course. 
The other courses are not required for the major. 
The atx~ve comments are for the purl~se of distinguishing two issues betbre us. The first and most pressing issue is to move these courses along in the 
approval process. If you think that the sample syllabuses are gener~1ly OK and generally fulfill our curdcul~x goals (and in the cases of 130, 395, and 487, 
the major requirements we constructed last Sp6ng), then please send me your approval. If you think the syllabuses are seriously deficient, please indicate 
where the deficiency lies. The second issue is suggestions for improving the ullabuses. ~Ve have a yea~: to improve the new courses that we plan to ofibr, 
so feel free to make suggestions. What we don’t have is time to hold up the approwf process to make improvements to a syllabus that you generally 
approve. 
Let me say sotnething about the course numbering: 
Courses numbered 50-89 are reserved for first-year seminars. We don’t have any of them to consider 
Thi-ee-digit courses with the last two numbers between 00 and 29 are African studies courses. 
Three-digit courses ruth the last lwo numbers between 30 and 59 are Africm~ American studies courses. 
Thiee-digit courses with the last two nmnbers bem, een 60 and 84 are African Diaspora outside the U.S. studies courses. 
Three-digit courses with the last two numbers between 85 and 98 are courses that cross geography or are reserved by the College for special courses like 
internships m~d independent s~dies. 
Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African mid Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for intbrmafion about my publications: 
http:/,’~a~-w.umass.e&~/umpress:spr 9Tim~ken~html 
ht~p://tmcpress, unc.edWl~ok#T- 8059.html 
http:/,’undpress.nd.edu/book:PO0780 
!:~.t..t.~;:~:~.u..~.~.d..r?.r.e..~.n..j~.e...d..~.~.:!.b..~.?.~‘.g~...~..7...2..}. 



AAAD 

Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 

OVERVIEW: 
The purpose of this course will be to cover, in some detail, the contours of life, societies, cultures, and 
histo~ in the Atlantic African Diaspora from origins in Atlantic Africa to the present. Emphasized in this 
course will be the various forces that have converged to create African American and African Diaspora 
peoples and that shaped their lives, communities, and cultures in North America, South America, and the 
Caribbean. As often as possible, guest lectures, music, sound clips, documentaries, and films will be 
utilized to provide additional perspectives and vie~vs. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
Upon completion of AAAD 130, students should be able to: 
o Identify m~hs, stereotypes, and distortions about Africa, Africans, and African History. 
o Discuss the formation of the Atlantic African Diaspora and the cultural, political, and intellectual 
n~ovements that developed as a result of the dispersal of African peoples. 
o       Explain the critical roles that Africans and their American-born descendants played in shaping 
societies throughout the Americas. 
o       Demonstrate understandings of cultural, socio-political, and historical formations and 
intersections in the Black Atlantic. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 
Each student is required to purchase a total of four books: 
°       Darlene Clark Hine, William C. Hine, & Stanley Harrold, The African-American Odyssey (5th 

edition) 
° Herbert S. Klein and Ben Vinson, III, African Slavery in Latin America and the Caribbean (2nd 

edition) 
° David Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade (3rd edition) 
o JoAnn Gibson Robinson, The Montgomeu Bus Boycott and the Women Who Started It 

In addition, students will be responsible for reading selections posted on the course Sakai site. 

REOUIRED WORK: 
During the term, there will be a map quiz; three objective multiple-choice tests; two readings quizzes; one 
ten-page essay; and a final exam. The final exam will include essays, short answers, and term identification 
sections and it will cover lectures and assigned readings from Spring Break to the end of the term. Failure to 
either complete the ten-page essay or to take the final exam will result in a failing course grade. Details of 
these assignments will be forthcoming. For all written work, students will be expected to write in a clear 
and organized manner. Also, students will need to demonstrate critical thinking and original perspectives in 
their work. 

The schedule established for lecture topics, reading assignments, and assignment due dates can be 
changed at the instructor’s discretion. However, matters related to the grading of assignments cannot by 
altered. Notice of all changes to the structure of the course will be made by announcement in class, via 
email notice, or alterations to the course syllabus posted on the course Sakai site. 



Attendance is mandatory in this course and is critical because test and exam material will be drawn 
from lectures and there will be a number of impromptu assignments during the term. Hence, attendance 
wil~l impact the final course grade. Given the number of students in this course, a sittin~ chart will 
be implemented. Student not in their seats within the first five minutes of class will be counted as 
absent. Any student arrivin~ in class after attendance has been taken has the responsibility of 
notifyin~ the instructor of their presence. In this case, they will be counted as late. All students 
will be allowed a total of three excused or unexcused absences (with three lates countin~ as one 
absence) durin~ the term. For each additional absence, students will have--without exception-- 
sevenand ahalf(7.5)points per day deducted from their final course grade. This is a significant 
penalty so please take this policy seriously. (this seems like too much, unnecessary for a model 
course syllabus) 

GRADING: 
Citizenship/In-Class Work: 15 % 
each) Three Objective Tests: 30% (10% each) 
Map Quiz:                 5% 

Two Readings Quizzes: 10% (5% 

Essay: 20% 
Final Exam: 20% 

GRADING RUBRIC: 
Exceptional: 

Very Good: 

100-93% = A Satisfactory: 79-77% = C+ 
92-90% = A- 76-73% = C 
89-87% = B+ 72-68% = C- 
86-83% = B Insufficient: 67-63% = D 
82-80% = B- Failing: 62-0% = F 

STUDENTCONDUCT: 
Students are expected to be familiar with, and to abide by, the guidelines in the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor 
Code (http:iihonor.unc.edu). In addition students are not allowed to sleep, read newspapers, leave class 
early without permission, use cell phones (to text message, email, or talk), or hold off-topic 
conversations 
during the session. I am highly intolerant of this sort of behavior. In such cases~ the instructor will 
ask students to leave the class and reserves the right to withdraw students from the course for 
frequent disruptions. (can this be done?) At the very minimum, your %itizenship~ grade will be 
reduced. See the ’~Citizenship" section below for further details. 

In addition, any form of academic dishonesty or misconduct (e.g., cheating, plagiarism, unauthorized 
copying or collaboration, forging signatures on class rosters, etc.) will be directed to the UNC-Chapel 
Hill Undergraduate Honor Court and the Undergraduate Attorney General. Students found in violation of 
the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code may receive a failing course grade and are subject to academic 
probation, suspension, or expulsion from UNC-Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Chapel Hill has had a studem-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. 
The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 
responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the 
instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 
Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Eve~ student 
enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional 
information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at http:iihonor.unc.edu. 

CITIZENSHIP: 



Citizenship, as a maj or component of the final grade, is a set of expectations, behmiioral norms, and 
classroom protocols agreed to by all students enrolled in this course. What follows is a non-exhaustive 
list of a few of these expectations, norms, and protocols: 

1.    Attendance and active participation in the class are mandatory. Students not paying 

attention or falling in sleep in class will be called upon by the instructor to respond to questions 

or comment on a matter directly related to the lecture or discussion. (seems hostile) 

2. Students may not leave class early ~vithout prior permission from the instructor. Students who do 

leave early without prior permission will be marked as either "late" or "absent" for the day in the 
attendance records, depending on how much time was left in the class session. 

3. Students may not sleep in class or read newspapers, magazines, and other materials not directly 

related to the course material. Students caught sleepin~ will be held responsible for the entire class 
receiving impromptu class assignments or homework. (seems hostile, and partly repetitious, to 

me) 

4. Students may not use smartphones, cellphones, handheld gaming devices, tablets/iPads, 
headphones, laptops, or similar electronic devices during the class session unless specifically 
authorized by the instructor.(technology policy) 
5. Students may not engage in activities that disrupt either their classmates or the 

instructor. 

6. Students are required to use their University email account when inquiring about course materials 

and other items related to the class. Due to federal restrictions (FERPA). the instructor may not send 
details about student grades for assignments or the course to a non-University email account. (seems like 
this should be in another section ("Student Conduct") not clear how this is "citizenship") 
7. Students may not record video or audio of class lectures, discussions, or other in-class activities 

unless specifically authorized by the instructor. 

8. Students arriving after attendance has been taken must inform the instructor of their arrival to avoid 

being marked absent for the day. In this case, students will still be marked as "late" for the 

class session. 

9. Students may not have friends sit in their seats for the purposes of attendance. All parties 
caught trvin~ to circumvent the attendance policy will receive a failin~ course ~rade. (is this 

really necessary?) 

10. Assignments not uploaded or hand delivered to the instructor by posted due dates will not be 

accepted or graded. 
11. The only excused absences accepted for make-up exams and other work include absences for 

authorized University activities, religious observances required by the student’s faith, verified serious 

illness or injury, and the death of an immediate family member. Without exception, all 
absences will require verification from the Dean of Students before the instructor authorizes make- 

up work. 

STUDENTSWITH DISABILITIES: 
Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact 
of a disabiliU should contact me to discuss their needs. Please contact 
the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North 
Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate test or exam accommodations. Visit 
the internet address of this office at http:iidisabilityservices.unc.edui for 
more information. 



SCHEDULE OFLECTURES ANDAS SIGNMENTS: 

Week 1: Introduction and Overview. 
M?~hs, Stereotypes, and Distortions of Africa and Africans. 
Readings:                  Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. l; Sakai selections--Larson, "Seven 
M~hs about Africa, Africans, and African Histo~3~.’’ Video Clips: "What 
Do You Know about Africa?" 



S ubj t~-ti S atisfy ~ ~ S w~ To 

as it seems. 

The London Review Bookshop is proud to have published a I~mited 

first edition of 5wee~ Footh, signed before publication by the author 

and published in association with Jonathan Cape. The edition 

comprises 100 copies, 75 of which have been quarter-bound in 

Harmatan Yellow 30 fine leather with letterpress patterned sides on 

Mohawk Loop Ginger paper, numbered 1 to 75, and 25 copies fully 

bound ~n the same leather, numbered i to xxv. All copies have Bugra 

Brown endpapers, coloured tops, head and tail bands and Dubletta- 

lined slipcases. 

Edition of 75:£150 (£1 80 after 31 August) 

Edition of25:£260 (£295 after 31 August) 

Books will be sent by Special Delivery in the UK (please add £7.55 per 

book) and by International S~gned to Europe (add £15.57 per book) 

and Rest of the World (add £21.83 per book). 

e~na~h~f::~ cw~k~ms@~rbshop,co,~ak, For more ~nforr~sa~.k>~ 

www.lrbshop~co.u ki sweettooth 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 

~email.unc.edu> 

9:26 AM 

Pre-Orientation (Pre-O) 

Dear Colleague, 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs invites you to the welcome session and reception for Pre-Orientation (Pre-O)     . The session is scheduled for Friday, 

starting at 1:00 p.m. in the Student Union Great Hall. Please forward this invitation to others you think might be interested in attending. 

Pre-Orientation is a transitional student support program that assists new undergraduate and transfer students from diverse communities in making a 

successful academic and social transition to Carolina. The Pre-O welcome session and reception provides an opportunity for students and their families to 

learn about helpful resources and to "meet and greet" Carolina’s faculty and staff. Your attendance will reflect Carolina’s commitment to provide a 

supportive community for our students. At the conclusion, we will acknowledge your attendance by thanking you for playing a role in their lives and asking 

you to stand. The reception will be held for faculty, staff, students and their families immediately following. 

Even if you cannot make it to the welcome session we strongly encourage you to attend the reception which will start at approximately 2:00 p.m. Making 

connections with new students is important to their success and retention. 

To RSVP, please email your name and department to Margie Scott {mscott(~email.unc.edu) no later than Thursday, 

We look forward to having you join us! 

Sincerely, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <msecl~@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 9:53 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Business Swahili 

Dear Eunice and Barbara: 

I hope all is well with you. I read the syllabus sent by Esther and also send my comments to her. When it is ready, I think we can teach this course to intermediate level 
students and above. It requires some mastery of the basics of Swahili. We may want to offer it as a SWAH 404 class, which is offered in the spring. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday. August 9, 2012 11:36 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Kem~eth Janken <JANKEN@unc.edw~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: t~f: Business Swahili 

Thin,ks for the quick reply. I am cowing Kenneth on this as well. Regmds, Barbara 

On 8/9/2012 11:29 AM, Seck, Mamarame wrote: 

From: Seek, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 9:$3 AN 

To: Barbara Anderson; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Business Swahili 

Dear Eunice and Barbara: 

I hope all is well with you. I read the syllabus sent by Esther and also send my comments to her. When it is ready, I think we can teach this course to 
intermediate level students and above. It requires some mastery of the basics of Swahili. We may want to offer it as a SWAH 404 class, which is offered in the 
spring. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

Barbara Shaw An@erson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Leetur~’r, Department ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-~406 office 
(919) 843-2~02 fax 

http : i/africa, unc. edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia Howell <tia howell@med.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Hello Eunice and Tia 

Just to [eL you know, vdt[ be at Public Policy during the afternoon. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 2:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

RE: Meeting 

Good afternoon Eunice, 

Below are a few times Jonathan has open on 

meeL ~or k)nger than 30 rn~nutes. 

Thursday, August 

2:30pro--Spin 

Friday, August 17 

:l.pm-Spm 

Can I give .kmathan a t.:?ph:: for this meeting, or will he already kt~ow what you pbt~ to discuss? 

f will send ~ corffirmatkm ernail once f hear from you, 

Best, 

Yulia 

~ SaNe, Euni~e N 
S~Bt~ Thursday, August 09, 2012 ll:02 AM 

T~ StHzheus, Yulia 
~bje~t~ Meeting 

Dear Yulia, 

z write to kindly see if Z can meet with Dean Jonathan Hartlyn on either August ~.7 or 18. My schedule is mostly open on those two days except between J.:t.00am-J.2.00pm on 
Thursday August 17. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townley-Tilson, Karla A <mcclurek@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 3:01 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduliug officers~listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[coursescheduling officers] Two Reminders’. 

Just passing along two reminders! 
Today (8/9 until 11:59pm) is the last day for students to waitlist classes for the Fall 2012 term. Waitlists will we run fbr the last time tomorrow morning, reports 
with the distributed and waitlists will be purged tomorrow. 
Tomorrow (8/10 until 11:59pm) is the last day you can make changes to your classes in the Spring 2013 term. Our office will be performing Room Assignments 

through September 33th. Extended Course Schedule Maintenance will open tentatively on September 18th. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact us should you have any questions. 
Thanks! 
Karla 

Karla A, Towrfley-Ti]son, MBA 
Assistant Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the UuiversiVy Registrar 
UNC .. Chapel 
Suite 3:[00, SASB Nor{h, Campus Box 2I 00 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 9~_%962-9837 
Fax - 971%843-8709 

Check o~ oar new 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 
</ul> 
course scheduliug officers as: <ca hm~"ma~lto:eunice@email.uuc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blanc <br> 
emafil to <a kref "mailto:leave-31935875-48528349.22d3319a6e695eSc95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-31935875- 
48528349.22d3319a6e695eSc95e441 a67eSf3061 @listserv.unc.edu -~’a> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unknown @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

[asddd] Dean’s Oltice Commitments Transt~rred for F’~~ 

This message is being sent to all Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences with an informational copy to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

We have recently transferred funding to your department for over half of the commitments from the Dean’s Office for FY Please review the 

"Commitment Transfers" report in the Arts and Sciences’ Reporting systemfor details, and look for any outstanding funding by the end of 

Additionally, I have included a brief tutorial below on accessing the online report. Please contact me with any questions. 

Commitment Transfers Report Tutorial 

Use the following steps to access the report: 

¯ Login to the online system using your onyen and onyen password, https://asr.oasis.unc.edu/ 

¯ Go to CommitmentTransfers 

¯ Make sure Fiscal Year = "12/13" and your department is selected 

¯ View Report - remember that only transferred commitments are displayed 

¯ The FRS transaction reference will be in the notes column 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Best regards. 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate 

"1~ at first you succeed, try something harder" -John C, Maxwell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 3:24 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

H~xtlyn, Jonatha~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Hello Eunice, 

This email is to confirm your meeting with Jonathan next Frida% August :t7 from 1pm-2pm in his 205 South office. It is my understanding that the topic ~s known 

advance. 

Best, 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Thursday, August 09, 2012 2:39 PN 

Te~ Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Dear Yulia, 

Thanks so much. 

Friday August 17 between 1.00pm-2.00pm would be great. Yes, he knows the topics. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 1:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Good afternoon Eunice, 

Below are a few times Jonathan has open on the days you mentioned. Please let rne I<now if you have a preference for one of the times below and if you’d like to 

meet for longer than 30 m~nutes. 

Thursday, August ~6 
2:30~)rn- Spin 

~riday, August 17 

1pro--Spin 

Can I g~ve Jonathan a topic for tMs meeting, or wi]~ he a~ready know what you p~m~ to d~scuss? 

{ wH] send a confirmation emai] once { hear from you. 

Best, 

Yu]~a 

F~m= Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent~ Thursday, August 09, 2012 11:02 AN 

To~ Strizheus, Yulia 
Subje¢t~ Meeting 

Dear Yulia, 

I write to kindly see if I can meet with Dean Jonathan Hartlyn on either August 17 or 18. My schedule is mostly open on those two days except between 11.00am-12.00pm on 
Thursday August 17. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 4:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: Hello 

I am away from my desk until August 13, 2012 and may not be able to reply to your email until my return. For urgent matters, please contact Yulia Strizheus (ystrizh@email.unc.edu) or Tiffany Clarke (tiffany_- 
clarke@unc.edu) in the Dean’s office, telephone 919 962-1165. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lindsay Grego~ <lindsayg@lNconferences.com> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 4:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Self-Assessment of Human Subjects Protection Programs - Audio Conference 

Self-Assessment of Human Subjects 
Protection Programs 

Fer cernpk~te details el this cenferense, please vis[~ FXConferences.com. 

Sometimes being yeur own wetst ctitis is a good thing. In ~he caae of human subjects preh~stkm 
programs, ~ can prevent your ~nsti~u~ion from devastating negative impacts ~f you can handle ~he truth. 
Se~f-assessment is one option fl~at shews the federa~ government, ~nsfitufiona~ officials, and your 
research communities your dedication [o e[h~cs and excellence h~ human participant research. TNs 
dynamic presentation demen~Ata~es how perk)d~c se~:assessme~[ of your human research pretec[k)n 

program can be monumentally ~ess painful than inspections by ~he Office of Human Research 

Protection or the FDA. Our speaker addresses core components h~dudh~g the re#ulatory parameters, 

procedures, personnel ~rainmg, and m~plemen~a~km e~ change(s) The presentation severs practisa~ 

and cost-efficient strategies ~o imNemen~ a se~gassessmen~ program, Nong wi~h tacfica~ approaches 
to avoid pitfalls. 

Feedback on similar corfferermes from previous #articipar~ts: 

’Very" weft structured ptese~t~th>~, p,~ce was apprapdate, det~i~ eftec#ve, speaker voice, 

’Your co#ferences have bee# vecy he,pAd.’ 

’The event w~s very appreciated.’ 

Learning Ob.iectives 

Obtaining ins~itutkm-.specific Ieedback on how we~ your ~nst~tutkm meets the regulah?~y 

requirements 

Slrategies to improve your Human research program 

Eva~uating the knowledge of your IRB and idenfifyh~g add~fionN areas where training ~s needed 

Determh~ing whether your ~nstitution documen% actions appropriately 

Who should attend? 

IRB administrators and s~alf 

Research administrators 

Compliance eIl~cers 

Regula[e~y aIlairs adm~n~strato~ 

Membe[~ and slag of insl:~tutbna~ compliance oveteigh~ cemmitN~es 

~nst~tutbnal officiNs 

About the speaker: 

Eric A~en~ CIP, MS currently serves as Director Ier the Office of Research Compliance at 
University of North Carefina at Greensbore ~n this ro~e, he aewes as the Research ~n~egtity 
Institutional Ogk:ial designee, ew~teees w~tious cernp~ance cemmit~ees (induding human, ammal, and 
Mohazardous materials/rDna), and devebps and implements education pregrams fer the campus 
community. Some o~ Al~en’s other curren[ respons~bNfies ~nck~de, sepsing on the Public 
Responsibility for Medicine and Responsibility cenference planning somm~tee, presenting aa a 
faculty member at the Advancing Ethical Research conference, serving as member of the Moses 
Cone Memoria~ Hospita] JnsfitufionaJ Review Board, and periodically donating time [o the IocM animal 
she~ter. A native e~ Washingk~n, DC, A~en began hk; academk: career at Greensbero Ce~ege, where 
he obtained h~s u~xJergraduate degree e~erc~se and apetts stud~ea, lb~lewed by a master’s degree in 
I~bera~ sludies at the University of Notth Carolina at Greensboro. 



Over 50,000 atte~dees across hund[eds of compsnies have take~ 8dva~ts.ge of our ea~¢i4o-use 
confe~ences to stay abreas[ of 8 ~as~-chsng~ng bus~ness environm~nL We s~)~cia~ze ~n distance 
e~dcal:km lk~r ~hese working ~ regu~aN~d ~dLE~Ades ~ncl[~d~g medical device, pharmaceuticals and 
lk~e(~ & bew~rage. Ceme check out euf ~brary ef past audk~ cenferenses an(~ see what’s L~pcem~n9 
FXConferences, 

Please scmtact AC Sup~0e[t a[ acsupporl@fxtrans.com wi~h any q[~es~ions er assistance.~ in 
~egistratien. 

The Localization Institute 

1001 Water[own Street 
N(.~wten, MA 02485-5001, USA 
817,559,9760 x.10 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list, please click here 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Maclema <IVIMaclean@nlprod.com> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 5:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

looking for Charlene Regester... 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I’m working with a Boston production company and also former Boston Globe reporter Dick Lehr to develop a documentary film for PBS about African Americans 

and early cinema--particularly about the black movement (based in Boston) to censor the 1915 Hollywood film "Birth of a Nation," and also the pioneering black 

filmmaker Oscar Micheaux’s response to the film. 

We came across Professor Charlene Regester’s scholarship on Oscar Micheaux and censorship in early cinema and feel she would be very interested in this project 

and a great resource. We’re at the beginning stages, doing research, honing in on the content, and applying for a grant from the National Endowment for the 

Humanities. 

I’ve been trying to reach Professor Regester, to get her take on the subject and her ideas about how we might approach the film. But people at your department 

say she may be away or unavailable until the Fall. The problem is, we have a August 15 deadline to submit our proposal to NEH, and if she were to participate in the 

project we would need her letter of commitment and resume by that time. 

Do you happen to know of any way I could contact her? 

We would greatly appreciate your help with this- 

Matthew 

Matthew MacLean 
NORTHERN LIGHT PRODUCTIONS 

(617) 789-4344 x215 

cell) 

mmaclean@nlprod.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 11:03 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr"~ 

[asddd] WebEvent Reminder: Aug 15 - Due Date: External Professional Activities for Pay Forms (ofig EM 7/16/12) 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: Due Date: External Professional Activities for Pay Forms (orig EM 7/16/12) 

Date: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 
Time: Unspecified 

Description: Please be reminded that you should submit any remaining paper forms pursuant to the Board of Governors’ Policy on External Professional Activities that may have been filed 
with you since July 1, 2011. 

Please do not send printouts of forms submitted electronically via http://epap.unc.edu. For fiscal year 2011-2012, most forms should’ve been submitted electronically in ~vhich case you may 
not have many forms, possibly none. Ho~vever, if you have any paper forms, please direct them to the attention of Roberto Cofresi, Office of Universi~ Counsel, CB#9105 by August 15, 
2012, and thank you for your help Please direct any questions to Roberto Cofresi, Office of University Counsel, at 843-9953 

Fiscal year 2011-2012 will be the last fiscal year we will accept paper forms for EPAP requests. Starting ~vith any requests for July 1, 2012 please direct all staffwho ~vish to submit an EPAP 
request to do it on-line at http://epap.unc edu. If they have already submitted a paper form to our office, the request must be entered thin the on-line system. 

For procedures on filing repolts of External Professional Activities for Pay as required by the Board of Governors’ Policy on External Professional Activities, see 
http://intranet.northcarolina.edu/docs/le~al/policvmanual/300.2 2. l%5BR%5D.pdf (Regulations on External Professional Activities for Pay by Facul~ and Non-Faculty EPA Employees). 

Puwered by WebEvent(tm) 

http://www.webevent .comJcs/r/p bpublish 271 

You are currently subscribed to asddd a×sd: eunice@emaiI.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31937557-53055625.1 af606b75189d6d6a87feSe0f671949c@listser~ unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy davi@unc.edu;, 

Friday, August 10, 2012 5:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reid, Dee <deereid@~mc.edu-~; Hartlyu, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

I~NV: N&O article expected 

Eurlice, 

I didn’t get this to Dee in time for her to share it with yoLl, so I’m forwarding to you. 

Nancy 

We expect a story by Dan Kane in the News and Observer on Sunday. Based on our work with him over the past couple of weeks, his story will focus on (in his 

words): 

"1.) Information that I’ve brought to the attention of the university that has not been pursued." 

"2.) Information that has not been provided by the university despite a compelling public interest for its release." 

We continue to remind him that we’ve made public a great deal of information that showed the serious problems that existed in African and Afro-American 

Studies. We identified the problems, and our focus has been on fixing them. We are cooperating fully with the UNC Board of Governors’ panel. We’re providing 

them with any information they request, and we look forward to their analysis and conclusions. 

In addition to the general themes he laid out, Dan will likely also include information about a 2005 class for which he has a source who says it was a lecture course 

by Professor Nyang’oro that wasn’t taught and only required a paper. We’ve told Dan that the former student’s experience was consistent with the patterns we 

identified in our review. Jonathan Hartlyn addressed this issue of the review period in the Board of Governors’ panel meeting. The size of our sample was large 

enough to identify the scope of the problems, determine who was accountable, address the issues and implement the improvements needed so this doesn’t 

happen again. We’ve acknowledged that the problems might have gone back further. 

He also will likely focus on an eleven-year-old test transcript that he’s found online that looks like a student-athlete who took a lot of AFAM courses. In Dan’s 

words, "The information in this transcript bears an uncanny resemblance to the issues raised within the AFAM department." These test transcripts were part of the 

University’s old student system, and they were evidently created to stress test certain processes in the old system. We’ve told him that the test cases often looked 

like what they were intended to test ... in this case, eligibility and progress toward degree. 

He also has asked us again about issues related to courses going back to the late 1990s in which no classroom or class time was listed and the maximum enrollment 

was set at one student. We have told him again that, in the old system, it wasn’t unusual for class time and location to be absent. It was often communicated to 

students through the departments. Over the last several years, we’ve made concerted efforts to include classroom and time information in the permanent system. 

With regard to maximum capacity, we have reiterated that we looked at the max capacity issue and determined that it didn’t provide meaningful information. 

African and Afro-American Studies was not unique in using max capacity of 3. to control for pre-requisites, limit the class to students in the major or to seniors, or 

require department or instructor permission. Even now some departments continue to use the convention for max capacity as one or even zero. For example, 

there are 3.3. Economics classes for Fall 203_2 that indicate ’zero’ for max capacity. Yet these are classes that typically enroll anywhere from 20 to 75 students. 

Finally, Dan has asked again why we won’t disclose when Dr. Nyang’oro received his most recent review. We responded that we are complying with North Carolina 

law and the State Personnel Act. Under state law, when and how Dr. Nyang’oro was last reviewed is not public personnel file information. The personnel 

information that we did release was specific to the review of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Nancy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <~wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 11, 2012 3:22 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~jm~ken@emml.unc.edu-~; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A 

<tlALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: report on new course proposals 

Dear KenneLh and Colleagues, 
Vm not sure I follow the logic of the changes made to the revision proposal syllables for AAAD :[30. Unless things are radically different at tJNC than most other 
ph~ces, the propos~ls for new or re~sed courses ~re skn~)ly ~nstruments to move ~:he approw~ ~)rocess ak)ng. We were not creal:k~g ~’master" syHaM [rom whh::h 
everyone would be forced to te~;ch, even in the c~se of AAAD 3.30. Wh~le the s[al:emet~[:s about comluc[: arid dt~zensh~p are my own, ~:hey k~corpor~;~:e ~l:erns th~;~: we 
stipulated shouk~ be ~nduded in ~.~.[ deparLmenLal syllabi (e.g., stsLement about technology use, atLendance polities, and academic honestyi#agiarbm policies}. 
Has this stipulation been changed? Also, s~Rce I have not been made privy to the a~terations, does the revised proposal syllabus sti]~ have the required statements 
about technology, attendance, and academic honesty!plagiarism? gh~al]y, part of the internal structure of the syllabus----particularly the gradh~g section--was tied 
into the conduct and dt~zenship statements. Were changes made to the grading section as well to reflect the changes made e~sewhere? 
Having serw~d for sew~ral ye~rs on curriculum comm~:tees and ~;s ~; DUS, i’m not used to the process we have in p]i~ce here. Usua~[V if the de~)arl:me]ll:al curr~(:u~um 
comm~tl:ee derides that changes need to be made to a course proposM, the [acul[y member who was responsible [or the proposal is asked to be part o[ the 
revision process---- espeda~ly s~nce they w~l~ be csl~ed upon to make alterations ~1: the proposal gets returned [o the departmenta~ ~eve~ from the college curHcukm~ 
committee. In this case~ ~[ seems thai one committee member raised a concern and [he DUS immed~atNy made an a~teration to a proposa~----.several weeks after 
the committee had unanimously voted to approve the proposal Moreover, shsce ~ have not seen the changes, ~ wN be ~n an awkward position ~f the proposN gets 
rejected at the college leve~ and t’m asked to further revise a pro~x)sal ~:hat h~s Nl:eratkms I did not approve in ~:he firs~ ~)lace. fn ~:h~s case, it seems ~hat since ~:he 
committee and the department h~s t~ken ownership o~er the re~sion for AAAD 130~as it perhaps shoulder:hen my name and email ~ddress should be removed 
f~om the course revision proposal and syllabus. 
Best, 
Wa~ter 

~ ]anken, Kenneth R 
$eBtl Wednesday, August 08, 20~2 6:3~ PM 
Te~ Boyd, Lydia ~; Hall, Per~ A; Lee, Margaret Carol; Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
5~bjeCt= repo~ on new course proposals 
Dea~ Colleagues, 

At the end oftNs email is a pm~sed ~te/time for a meeting of the academic affairs commi~ee. 

Th~k you for ~nding in your comments on the new cour~ pro~sMs. Of the fourteen syllabuses submi~ed to fl~e academic affai~ commi~ee, eight received approval 

from eider all mem~ or all but one mem~c after talking ruth EuNce, I am fon~-arding flae~ courses to the administrative boast of~e College, wNch is the ne~ 

step in the process. 

The courses that are going tb~va~t are: 

AAAD 130 Intro to Al~ca~ Amefcan & Diaspora Studies 

~D 286 ~c~s in ~e Colomal ~eficas 

~D 300 Cultures ofHe~IN & Healing in ~ca 

~D 301 CNna-~co~ Relations 

~D 332 Remeln~fing Race & Slaveo~ 

~D 395 Undergraduate Research Seminar 

~D 401 Ghm~aim~ Socie~’ & Culture 

~D 487 Intellec~l Cu~nts in ~fican & ~fican Di~ra S~dies 
A~er Nscussion with Per~- concerning the sections of the ullabus of~D 130 related to sm&nt conduct and cifizensNp, I modified those sections. Pe~’s feeling, 

wi~ which I agree, is flint tNs cour~ is one that mmay ~aculty members a~e required m teaclL while the conduct and cit~ensNp sections of submitted syllabus reflects to 

a great degree the practices a~d policies of one facul~ mem~r. The weekly readings and assigments are unchanged. 

One or more of us had a sigmficmat question or questions a~ut the tbllowing courts, and I ~i~ it is pru&nt k~ discuss ~em collectively at the beginning of the 

semester so that we can get revised syllabu~s and submit the courses by early Septem~r: 

~L~D 202 Sw~Nli & Ta~an SocieF 

~L~D 387 HIV/AIDS in ANca & the Dias~m 

~L~D 402 ~c~ Media & Fihn Hismly 

~L~D 403 Linguistic Field Methods 

~D 433 Theor~ing Race 

WOLO 250 WolofLitera~re 

My plan is to have a commi~ee meeting to discuss these coupes ~d then mpo~ the comments ~om the meeting ~ our colleagues who pro~sed the courses. 

It is my recollection that no one is teaching on Wedne~ays at 12. Can we meet on Wedne~ay, AUGUST 22 at noon in our conference room? Please let me ~ow. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth 

Ke~meth R. Ja~ken 

Professor of Afro-A~nericma Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

UtfiversiW ofNort~ Caxolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:,’i~wvwa mmss.edu,’mnpress,’spr 97i.ianken.html 

http:i/uncpress.mac.edu,’books’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edwbook/PO0780 



htlp:i/undpress,nd,edu/b( c k/PO0: z.3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy davi@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, August 11, 2012 6:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: N&O article expected 

I’m sorry this won’t go away, Eunice, I know that you and your colleagt~es want that as much as we do. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, August ll, 2012 6:29 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Cc: Reid, Dee; Ha~lyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: N&O a~icle expected 

Dear Nanc~ 

Kindly ignore my earlier email. No need to call for the story is in today’s paper. 

Thanks and have a good weekend. 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August :t0, 2012 6:35 PM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Co: Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: N&O article expected 

Dear Nancy, 

Thanks. Is it possible to discuss some of the matters in the email with you sometime before Sunday? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Friday, August :tO, 20:t2 5:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: FW: N&O article expected 

Eurlice, 

I didn’t get this to Dee in time t:or her to share it with you, so I’m forwarding to you. 

Nancy 

We expect a story by Dan Kane in the News and Observer on Sunday. Based on our work with him over the past couple of weeks, his story will focus on (in his 

words): 

"1.) Information that I’ve brought to the attention of the university that has not been pursued." 

"2.) Information that has not been provided by the university despite a compelling public interest for its release." 

We continue to remind him that we’ve made public a great deal of information that showed the serious problems that existed in African and Afro-American 

Studies. We identified the problems, and our focus has been on fixing them. We are cooperating fully with the UNC Board of Governors’ panel. We’re providing 

them with any information they request, and we look forward to their analysis and conclusions. 

In addition to the general themes he laid out, Dan will likely also include information about a 2005 class for which he has a source who says it was a lecture course 

by Professor Nyang’oro that wasn’t taught and only required a paper. We’ve told Dan that the former student’s experience was consistent with the patterns we 

identified in our review. Jonathan Hartlyn addressed this issue of the review period in the Board of Governors’ panel meeting. The size of our sample was large 

enough to identify the scope of the problems, determine who was accountable, address the issues and implement the improvements needed so this doesn’t 

happen again. We’ve acknowledged that the problems might have gone back further. 

He also will likely focus on an eleven-year-old test transcript that he’s found online that looks like a student-athlete who took a lot of AFAM courses. In Dan’s 

words, "The information in this transcript bears an uncanny resemblance to the issues raised within the AFAM department." These test transcripts were part of the 

University’s old student system, and they were evidently created to stress test certain processes in the old system. We’ve told him that the test cases often looked 

like what they were intended to test ... in this case, eligibility and progress toward degree. 

He also has asked us again about issues related to courses going back to the late :~990s in which no classroom or class time was listed and the maximum enrollment 

was set at one student. We have told him again that, in the old system, it wasn’t unusual for class time and location to be absent. It was often communicated to 

students through the departments. Over the last several years, we’ve made concerted efforts to include classroom and time information in the permanent system. 

With regard to maximum capacity, we have reiterated that we looked at the max capacity issue and determined that it didn’t provide meaningful information. 

African and Afro-American Studies was not unique in using max capacity of :1 to control for pre-requisites, limit the class to students in the major or to seniors, or 

require department or instructor permission. Even now some departments continue to use the convention for max capacity as one or even zero. For example, 

there are :l:l Economics classes for Fall 20:12 that indicate ’zero’ for max capacity. Yet these are classes that typically enroll anywhere from 20 to 75 students. 

Finally, Dan has asked again why we won’t disclose when Dr. Nyang’oro received his most recent review. We responded that we are complying with North Carolina 

law and the State Personnel Act. Under state law, when and how Dr. Nyang’oro was last reviewed is not public personnel file information. The personnel 

information that we did release was specific to the review of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Nancy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, August 11, 2012 6:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Romney to Announce Running Mate on Saturday 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................. T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ........................................................................ 
~llc N’~= ~rk ~’%~ August 11, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~p...o..r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9.p.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e..Z.o.~..a.~>....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

THE CAUCUS 
Romney to Announce 
Running Mate on Saturday 
By JEFF ZELENY and MICHAEL BARBARO 

Mitt Ronmey is scheduled to announce 
his vice presidential candidate in 
Norfolk, Va., aboard the U.S.S. 
Wisconsin, m~d several signs were 
pointing toward Representative Patti 
Ryan of Wisconsin. 

U.S. Accuses Hezbollah of 
Aiding Syria’s Crackdown 
By RICK GLADSTONE and ANNE BARNARD 

The United States said the Lebanese 
militmat group Hezbollah has trained 
and advised govermnent forces inside 
Syria and has helped to expel opposition 
fighters from within the country. 

" Strategy for Syrian Refugees in Turkey Is on 
Clinton Agenda 

City Acts Quickly Amid Sharp Rise in Homelessness 
By AARON EDWARDS 

Responding to a surge in the homeless population, New York City has rapidly opened nine shelters in the last 
two months, and local officials say they were blindsided. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqg_2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Hate and the killer were not successful. He wanted to divide and we have come together." 

PRABH3OT SINGH, co-founder of the Sikh Coalition, at a menmrial service for six worshipers slain at a 

Sikh temple in Oak Creek, Wis. 

Election 2012 App 
Get the latest news and 
analysis of Mitt Ronmey’s 
vice-presidential 
decision. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Water Damage 
By MARTHA SOUTHGATE 

Why do so few black 
children know how to 
swim? 

’London Street Photography’ 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

The last days of Honey Space 

Remembering Marvin Hamlisch 

nytim:es, co.m 

WORLD 

Blackmail Cited as Motive in a Killing That Shook China 
By EDWARD WONG and AN DREW JACOBS 

Gu Kailai, the wife of an ambitious Chinese leader, plotted to protect her son from demands for money by 
the Briton she is accused of killing, according to reports of the prosecutors’ ease. 

’: Fast-Paced Trial in China Murder Leaves Shadows 

¯ Gu Kailai: Selected Quotations 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
The British Lawmaker Nipping at Tabloids’ Heels 
By AMY CHOZICK 

For years Tom Watson has led the push to investigate Britain’s freewheeling tabloids, especially Rupert 
Murdoeh’s papers, and now the scrutiny is yielding prosecutions. 

After Sinai Killings, Cairo Tightens Grip on a Neglected Region 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

The northen~ Sinai Penh~stda has seen a buildup of troops and military hardware since a fatal attack Sunday 
on Egyptian soldiers who were about to break their Ramadan fast. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Drought Forces Reductions in U.S. Crop Forecasts 
By RON NIXON and ANNIE LOWREY 

The United States slashed its estimate of the annual con~ crop by 15.5 percent, to its lowest level since 1995, 
with the cost of processed food, animal feed and ethanol likely to rise. 

’ ~ Reader Drought Photos 

¯ . Green Blog: Another Jolt to Global Food Prices 

The Nun Who Broke Into the Nuclear Sanctum 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

Sister Megm~ Rice, 82, one of three people arrested in a break-in at a nuclear complex, is a peace activist with 
a privileged baekgrotmd and a long list of arrests. 

Thousands Gather to Mourn Six Dead in Shooting at Temple 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

People from arotmd the world attended a group memorial service and wake at a school in Oak Creek, Wis., 
for Sikh worshipers who were killed on Stmday. 

’ ~ Photographs: In Wisconsin, Remembering Those Lost in Shooting 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

COMMON SENSE 
In Superrich, Clues to What Might Be in Romney’s Returns 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Based on experts’ analysis of data on the wealthiest taxpayers, Mitt Ronmey has ahnost certainly been paying 
income taxes, but perhaps at a very low rate. 
. ~ Graphic: The Wealthiest 400 American Taxpayers 

Standard Chartered Case Casts a Chill Over Banks 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Global banks are worried that their New York operations could make them public targets for processing 
transactions already deemed legal by federal regulators, federal authorities said. 

In Grocery Stores, the Perimeters Take Center Stage 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

As sales droop in the staid center aisles full of shelf-stable products, grocers are focusing on more glamorous 
areas like the deli, bakery and produce sections. 

SPORTS 

Clean Passes and a Sparkling Finish 
By SAM BORDEN 

The Americans won their first gold medal in the sprint relay in 16 years. Their time, 40.82 seconds, broke the 
previous mark, 4a.37, which was set by East Germany in a985. 

" ~ Slide Show: U.S. Women’s Track Shatters 4x100 Record 

, #T, Interactive Feature: The World Records That Fell 

For Pentathletes, All Business on the First Date 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON and SARAH LYALL 

For competitors who have trained vigorously, luck of the draw plays a surprisingly large role in the middle of 
the pentathlon when it comes time to ride a horse they have just met. 

YANKEES 10, BLUE JAYS 4 
Yankees Use Blue Jays to Continue Turnaround 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees, who had been flotmdering and just finished a hard-fought series against Detroit, beat the last- 
place Blue Jays for their third win in a row. 

¯ " ~. Box Score I Play-By-Play 

Bats: When Soriano’s Emotions Overflow, Mark the Date 

¯ ..M...o..r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
The Olympics, ’Columbo’ Style 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

For those viewers still trying to see NBC’s Ol3anpics evening coverage without knowing the results in 
advance, a modest suggestion. 

WATCH LIST 
A Guide Who Talks to Statues and Trees 
By MIKE HALE 

The Web series "Up to Speed," on Hulu, follows Timothy Levitch as a tour guide. 

Painting Bryant Park, While Adding to Its Charm 
By LISA W. FODERARO 

The corporation that operates the oasis belfind the New York Public Library’s main branch hired four artists 
in residence this summer to paint scenes of park life. 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

The Other Siberian Railroad 
By FINN-OLAF JONES 

Deep into its eastbom~d charge across Russia, the Trans-Siberian Railway sprouts an artery known as the 
BAM - a remote railroad with its own curious, complex story to tell. 

, ~ Slide Show: On the BAM 

JOURNEYS 
South Africa Adds Beer to the Wine List 
By SANDRA MacGREGOR 

In a cotmtry knom~ for its wines, microbreweries are surging, with the number of independent beer makers 
set to nearly double over the next year or so. 

HEADS UP 

In London, a Taste of America 
By KATIE PARKA 

A look at three restaurants that are infusing their offerings with flavors from across the Atlantic. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
President Morsi’s First Crisis 
The attack in the Sinai Peninsula has forced an inexperienced leader to confront competing interests to bring 
the situation trader control. 

EDITORIAL 
Down Payment on a Dream 
A promising new program will shield young immigrants from deportation mad free them to seek jobs. 

EDITORIAL 

Politics, Intolerance and Fair Courts 
An upcoming judicial election brings out the worst in Iowa’s Republican Party. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Wrong-Track Romney 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Current polls don’t look so good for the Republican presidential candidate. While they may not be predictive, 
they reveal some high hurdles in Mitt Romney’s path. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Become a Star Tracker 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Ever think of going into politics without having to rma for office? Nothing is really happening, after all, 
mdess the opposition has it on tape! 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Down With Shareholder Value 
By JOE NOCERA 

How a company’s stock price became the be-all-end-all in the modern-day corporate culture. 

’- Columnist Page ] Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Aug. 11, 1965, deadly rioting and looting broke out in the predominm~tly black Watts section of Los 

Pmgeles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy davi@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, August 11, 2012 6:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: N&O a~icle expected 

My fear is that they already have an editorial ready for tomorrow. I know that Dan Kane is also working on a story about priority registration, but I don’t think that 

wN be problematic since it’s a policy that the faculty approved, Who knows .... 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, August 11, 2012 6:31 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Subject: RE: N&O article expected 

I hear you Nancy. Is there any more to come tomorrow? 

Eunice 

From: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Saturday, August 11, 2012 6:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: N&O article expected 

I’m sorry this won’t go away, Eunice. I know that you and your colleagues want that as much as we do. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Saturday, August 11, 2012 6:29 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Cc: Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: N&O article expected 

Dear Nanc~ 

Kindly ignore my earlier email. No need to call for the story is in today’s paper. 

Thanks and have a good weekend. 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 6:35 PM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Cc: Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: N&O article expected 

Dear Nancy, 

Thanks. Is it possible to discuss some of the matters in the email with you sometime before Sunday? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 5:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: FW: N&O article expected 

I didn’t get this to Dee in time t:or her to share it with you, so I’m forwarding to you. 

Nancy 

We expect a story by Dan Kane in the News and Observer on Sunday. Based on our work with him over the past couple of weeks, his story will focus on (in his 

words): 

":1.) Information that i’ve brought to the attention of the university that has not been pursued." 

"2.) Information that has not been provided by the university despite a compelling public interest for its release." 

We continue to remind him that we’ve made public a great deal of information that showed the serious problems that existed in African and Afro-American 

Studies. We identified the problems, and our focus has been on fixing them. We are cooperating fully with the UNC Board of Governors’ panel. We’re providing 

them with any information they request, and we look forward to their analysis and conclusions. 

in addition to the general themes he laid out, Dan will likely also include information about a 2005 class for which he has a source who says it was a lecture course 

by Professor Nyang’oro that wasn’t taught and only required a paper. We’ve told Dan that the former student’s experience was consistent with the patterns we 

identified in our review. Jonathan Hartlyn addressed this issue of the review period in the Board of Governors’ panel meeting. The size of our sample was large 

enough to identify the scope of the problems, determine who was accountable, address the issues and implement the improvements needed so this doesn’t 

happen again. We’ve acknowledged that the problems might have gone back further. 

He also will likely focus on an eleven-year-old test transcript that he’s found online that looks like a student-athlete who took a lot of AFAM courses. In Dan’s 

words, "The information in this transcript bears an uncanny resemblance to the issues raised within the AFAM department." These test transcripts were part of the 

University’s old student system, and they were evidently created to stress test certain processes in the old system. We’ve told him that the test cases often looked 

like what they were intended to test ... in this case, eligibility and progress toward degree. 



He also has asked us again about issues related to courses going back to the late 1990s in which no classroom or class time was listed and the maximum enrollment 

was set at one student. We have told him again that, in the old system, it wasn’t unusual for class time and location to be absent. It was often communicated to 

students through the departments. Over the last several years, we’ve made concerted efforts to include classroom and time information in the permanent system. 

With regard to maximum capacity, we have reiterated that we looked at the max capacity issue and determined that it didn’t provide meaningful information. 

African and Afro-American Studies was not unique in using max capacity of i to control for pre-requisites, limit the class to students in the major or to seniors, or 

require department or instructor permission. Even now some departments continue to use the convention for max capacity as one or even zero. For example, 

there are 11 Economics classes for Fall 2012 that indicate ’zero’ for max capacity. Yet these are classes that typically enroll anywhere from 20 to 75 students. 

Finally, Dan has asked again why we won’t disclose when Dr. Nyang’oro received his most recent review. We responded that we are complying with North Carolina 

law and the State Personnel Act. Under state law, when and how Dr. Nyang’oro was last reviewed is not public personnel file information. The personnel 

information that we did release was specific to the review of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Nancy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August ll, 2012 6:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AuU~matic reply: Hello 

I am away from my office until August 13. I will have only limited access to email and the intemet. I will respond to your message as soon as possible upon my return. Thank 

you for your patience. 

Lawrence Grossberg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence Grossberg z<locrock@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, Angust 11, 2012 3:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

God help us. Larry 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 11,2012, at 6:59 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Larry, 

T hope you are enjoying the summer~ 

Remembering your comments about the role of University in early December last year, 3[ thought you might be interested in the piece below: 

http://www.news~bserver~c~m/2~I2/~8/I~/2262~47/unc-system-strate~izes-f~r-uncertain.htm~ 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 11,2012 7:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Check out U NC reluctant to dig deeper on scandal - U NC academic scandal - New 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 
In today’s installment, Dan Kane and Jay Smith examine the hidden meanings of a "test transcript" that appeared on a university website beginning in 2001, that has been used 
as a model "to help students and advisors use a computer program that tells them what courses a student still needs to graduate." Ordinarily, I would think that is pretty bland 
stuff, but Kane and Smith believe that it could be yet more evidence of our perfidy. You have to read it to believe it... (The link is at the end of this email) 
But I digress...I actually have a reason for sending this email. Well into the article, this line appears: 
’The transcript, shows an A, for example, in a course known as AFAIv~ Seminar. That class pops up four times as a no-show class in UNC’s review." 
I think if the AFAM Seminar was popping up as a "no-show" class it would have caught my attention. Do either of you know what Mr. Kane is referring to? Is it in the UNC 
report? I really need to know about this. Thanks much. 
-Reg 

UNC reluctant to dig deeper on scandal - UNC academic scandal - NewsObserver,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Saturday, Angust 11, 2012 8:00 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Check out [5NC reluctant to dig deeper on scandal - UNC academic scandal - New 

I’m available and have put it in my calenda~r. I have some ideas abom this tnn~script business. 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-Americma Studies 
Depaxtmeut of Ai’rican and AIko-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about Iny publications: 

http:/,’www.umass.edu,’ump~e ss/spr 9Tianken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/books’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtvbook/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edtvbook/P00723 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, August l:t, 2012 7:38 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Cc: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Re: Check out UNC reluctant to dig deeper on scandal - UNC academic scandal - New 

Reg and Kenneth, 

Can we meet on Monday at 3.00pm to di~uss this and other developments (more uplifting)? 

Bes~t wishes, 

Eunice 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Aug 11, 2012, at 7:02 PM, "Hildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebra((~email.unc.edn> w~me: 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 
In today’s installment, Dan Kane and Jay Smith examine the hidden meanings of a "test transcript" that appeared on a university website beginning in 200:t, that 
has been used as a model "to help students and advisors use a computer program that tells them what courses a student still needs to graduate." Ordinarily, I 

would think that is pretty bland stuff, but Kane and Smith believe that it could be yet more evidence of our perfidy. You have to read it to believe it... Ohe link is 
at the end of this email) 
But I digress...I actually have a reason for sending this email. Well into the article, this line appears: 
"The transcript, shows an A, for example, in a course known as AFAM Seminar. That class pops up four times as a no-show class in UNC’s review." 
I think if the AFAIVl Seminar was popping up as a "no-show" class it would have caught my attention. Do either of you know what Mr. Kane is referring to? Is it in 
the UNC report? I really need to know about this. Thanks much. 
-Reg 

UNC reluctant to diq deeper on scandal - UNC academic scandal - NewsObserver.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nutdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 5:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Today’s tteaxtlines: Romney Chooses Ryan, Pushing Fiscal Issues to the Foret?ont 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I Spor[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I C)P-.2~Z I C)n-r~is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[irle~ j Sea rch 

Augus[ 12, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Mitt Romney introduced 

Representative Paul D. Ryan of 

Wisconsin as his running mate 

Saturday in Norfolk, Va., making a 

selection that will intensify the 

campaign debate on the size and role 

of government. 

After Sinai Attack~ U,S, a~d 

Egypt Step [Jp Talks o~ 

Concerned about a security vacuum in the Sinai region, officials in the United States and Egypt are 

discussing American aid that would include equipment, training and surveillance. 

’Racial ProfiH~ag Rife at Airport, UoSo Officers Say 

Officers fi’om the Transportation Security Administration’s "behavior detection" program in Boston 
assert that passengers who fit certain profiles are much more likely to be stopped, searched and 
questioned for "suspicious" behavior. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"7"here are +~ lot %f people i~ the other parOd ~cho ~ght dist~gree with Pa~! l@a~+. I do~ ’t k~ou, of a~+yom~ 

~vt~o do+~s~ ’t resp+~ct his eh~r<~?er m~d.]udgm+~nt~" 

MITT ROMNEY, announcing his running ~ate. 

FEATURE." I11 

Ann Romney said that 

Mitt Romney would pick a candidate 

who shared her husband’s values. 

Take a look at how Mr. Romney and 

his rnnning mate, Paul D. Ryan, 

match up. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

SUNDAY OBSERVER 

A Tax I’|~,n That 

Mitt Ro rllrley’s 

economic plan makes vague promises about deep tax cuts, with no details about how he would pay 

for them, ttis choice of Paul Ryan as a I’~BBiBg mate, however, suggests that the costs would be 

harsh, 



WORLD 

Deadly Quakes Strike in [ran 

scores were killed when two powerful earthquakes, one measuring a magnitude of 6~4, struck near 
the Iranian city of Tabriz. 

U.S. and Turkey to T~ghten Coordination on Syria 
i.::., f..My" . ?i 

Tnrkey and the United States agreed to h)rm a task force with intelligence, military and political 
leaders fi’om both countries to track events in Syria and plan for its fntut’e. 

China Asserts Sea Clahn \~th Politics and Ships 

China is increasingly making its presence felt in the South Clfina Sea, with larger navy patt’ols and 
a newly strengthened at’my garrison on a tiny island. 

Mere World News 

Dr. Richard Wesley is emblematic of the unexpected demographics of patients who have taken 

advantage of state laws allowing terminally ill patients to get a prescription for drugs that will 

hasten death. 

Amblgui~- h~ Health Law Co~fld Make Family Coverage Too Costly for Many 

Rules proposed by the I.R.S. could leave millions of people in the lower middle class uninsured and 
fl’ustrate the intent of Congress, which was to expand coverage. 

Prime farmland in the Sacramento River’s delta would be affected in the diversion of fresh water to 
the state’s more economically vital areas. 

~F] Slide Show 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

In Olympic Park~ a Deluge From Our Sponsors 
L:: i.~:,’TK: 

Commercial messages are genet’ally shunned at the main site of the London Games. But pavilions 
erected by corporate sponsors are loud exceptions. 

~ hrcmcl ng the ~ C , L , ~ B~siness of the Games 

A M~tual F*md Master, Too \~orried to I{<~s[ 

At 83, John Bogle, the fonnder of Vangnard, says he’s never seen a market as treacherous as this 

one. But he still sees buying and holding index fnnds as the best option. 

FAI R GAM E 

Br~aM~g a Buck~ Ma)~, but Not Taxpayers~ Back~ 

][,ate this month~ the Secnrities and Exchange Commission is expected to vote on a plan to make 

money market funds keep enough capital to endnre a fltture run. 

S P O RTS 

Bolt*s Last Ru~ Results i~ World Record al~d Third Gold 

With a world record in the 4XlOO relay, Jamaica again proved it is the cradle o[ sprinters, am] 

Usain Bolt claimed his sixth Olympic gold medal. 

~ Farah Takes 5 0 )C}-Meter Gold ~or the Borne Team 

~ Slide Show: Gold fo: Bolt. Fa;ah and the U.S. Women 

For a Fort~fighL a Stiff Upper Lip Curls h~to a Smile 

~II~e British public has reveled in the success of the home country’s athletes and the smooth 
operation of the London Games. 

INSIDETHE RINGS 

Setting Record, and Setting Record StrMght 

~Ilm controversial history of the long-held East German record in the women’s 4x~oo-meter relay 
complicated the reaction to the Americans’ historic achievement on Friday. 

o More Spor~s News 



ARTS 

Blockbusters Y~eld to Magic 

Heroic blockbusters like "Marvel’s the Avengers" and "The Dark Knight Rises" are draws this 
summer, but so are smaller films like "Moonrise Kingdom" and "Magic Mike." 

Buildings by Wang Shu, the first Chinese architect to win the Pritzker prize, often recall nature, 

fusing old-world Chinese and modern idioms. 

Do~ft Shm~ a Gift Horse, Even ~f It’s 

Imelda Staunton, who has avoided musicals for most of her career, now finds herself, at 56, a 
leading interpreter of Sondheim women. 

MAGAZINE 

V~l~at’s So Bad About a Boy ~,q~ o ~,~ants to Wear a Dress? 

A new approach to parenting gender-fluid children. 

zMee Yott ~;o~oth More Dea~| ’I’ha*~ ~Jive? 

The strange, lucrative market for other people’s life-insurance policies. 

Ravi Coltrane has made an album that lives up to his father’s legend. 

More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Ru~es De~aye~|, Go~e~’r~g IOe~fied 
Delays of new important regulations rail into question the Obama administration’s commitment to 
reforms that are needed to make government work better. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr, Rya~’s C,,amped Visk~n 
Romney’s rnnning mate, Paul Ryan, the architect of budget euts that would shred basle services, 
shows where the Republican Party is headed. 

EDITORIAL 

Tra~|e t(~atlo~s \~[th Russia 
Congress ran help AmeI~ean business and send a human rights message to Russia by passing a trade 
bill. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

Meet the Beat[es, 2kga~x 

~I11e author’s 5-year-old son, after learning about the Fab Four band: "Someday I want to be a 
Beafle." 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The So~ of’the ()|ymp~es 

The London Games slmweased the very best of us. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Likabillty Index 

One elitist, establishment, introverted candidate versus another. How refreshing. 

~ Columnb;t Pa~e 

More Opinion 



SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Individual droughts in the West, like those in this young century, may be severe, but the bigger 
picture suggests that the area has endured far drier periods. 

~ 
~teraefive Feature: Drought and Dek~ge in the Lower 48 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
T~’~st~ Ill-Ad~sed i~ ~ D~gltal 

How trust is cultivated, destroyed and tweaked in the digital age. 

ON THIS DAY 

Or1 Aug. 12, ~898, the peace protocol ending the Spanish-American War was signed. 
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Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia howell@med.unc.edu~ 

Sunday-, August 12, 2012 8:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

our meeting 

Hi Eunice, 
I am writing to confirm our meeting on T uesday at l lain, correct? 

~-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hellen m~Jna ~ @gmail.com> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 4:54 .AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj~J~ken@email.unc.edtv~ 

immersion experience progr~n to Kenya 

Dear Eumce and Kenneth, 

My name is Hellen from Kenya i m a social worker, ~vith a degree in 
Social work from the Umversity of Natrobi Kenya. 

I m writing to you to enquire if you would be interested in bringing 
your students to Kenya for an immersion experience. I have experience 
of leading immersions for international students and i have been doing 
so for the last three years i just registered a company called 
Irmnersion Experience in Africa (IF.A) ~vhose mandate is to ensure that 
international students learn about ~vays of life through direct contact 
with communi~z.Our comprehensive program offers participants a 
uniquely intimate and profound intercultural experience through home 
stays, cultural seminars, language training, educational excursions, 
village visits, adventure trekking, communi~z service, and more. 

Currently we have the capacity to coordinate immersions in Kenya, 
Uganda and Tanzania. 

Our charges are quite afli~rdable ranging from Usd 60-90 dollars per 
day, this covers food,accommodation,orientation, translation services 
and on the ground transportation. Our programs are custom made to suit 
the need of the participants. In the course of the trip we also 
orgamze for a safari to a national park of your choice- this shall 
however be paid separately. 

Kindly contact me if you would like us to discuss this further. I 
promise you that your students will have a remarkable experience. 

Regards 

Hellen Chepkorir Maina 
D~rector, Immersion Experience in Africa (IF.A) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 8:44 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling officer@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[coursescheduling officers] Spring 2013 Combined tbrm update 

2013combinedl .:ds 

Hi All, 

Please see the attached combined section update for Spring 2013. The 30 seats for COMM 574!PWAD 574 should be split evenly between the two 

departments..,..:15 each. 

Jackie, I was told by Cori Dauber to always split these, so you can get 10 more seats. 

Best, 

Elizabeth 

<ul> 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

course scheduling otficels as: <~a hle~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubseribe send a blank <br> 

ema~l to <a hle~"ma~lto:leave-31950073-48528349.22d3319are695e5c95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-31950073- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5f3061@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 8:47 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling officer@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

Scheduling Oltice@listserv. unc.edu 

RE:[course scheduling of Iicers] Spring 2013 Combined form update 

Oooops! Sorry All! This was meant t:or the schedufi~g office~ I haven’t had my coffee 

Best, 

Elizabeth 

From; Thomas, Elizabeth 
Se~t: IVlonday, August ::t3, 20:t2 8:44 AN 
Te; 6orman, Jackie; departmental course scheduling officers (course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu) 
S,,bject; Spring 20:~3 Combined form update 

Hi All, 

Please see the attached combined section update for Spring 20:13. The 30 seats for COMM 574!PWAD 574 should be split evenly between the two 

departments.._.:15 each. 

Jackie, I was told by Cori Dauber to always split these, so you can get :10 more seats. 

Best, 

Elizabeth 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

course scheduling otfice~s as: <~a h~e~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubseribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a h~e~"maJlto:leave- 31950138- 48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave- 31950138- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e513061@listse~w.unc.edu</a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 13, 2012 9:06 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling oNcer@listserv.unc.edtp 

[course scheduling oNcers] Scheduling once closure 

Good Morning! 

The Scheduling Office will be unavailable today from 10:00 am to 2 pm. We’re going on a field trip! We are going to NC State to meet with their Scheduling Office. 

A great meeting of the scheduling minds. It’s going to be a cataclysmic event! By the way cataclysmic is defined as: A violent upheaval that causes great destruction or 

brings about a fundamental change. Let’s hope for the fundamental change part and not the great destruction pant. 
Please email us during this time and we will hop dght on it when we return! 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
~ she rlllar" 14 e’~ a 41. u~c. edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

courseschedulingoNcers as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.m~c.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <bp 

emaJl k~ <a hre~"mailkxleave- 31950204-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e513061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave- 31950204- 
48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 9:26 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s installment comes with an able assist from the sports fans at NC State. 
Undoubtedly there are several courses on the "model transcript," but the one that they focus on specifically, by name and number, is the Senior Seminar, which has served as 
the capstone course for all our majors..~ay Smith’s comments in Saturday’s paper have made this irresponsible stupidity seem legitimate. The Daily Tar Heel will surely jump on 
the band waqon soon. -Req 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrewAperrin@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 9:55 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussiou <faculty--athletics-ii~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [ faculF- -athletics- forum] 

I’m not sure why this is such a game-changer, but I could meet the 22nd, 
the earlier the better 

ap 

On Mort, 2012-08-13 at 08:46 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 

> The N&O online and now- CBS Sports com (see belo~v) are running with 

> stories about the                                                  ~ To 

> my mind, this one is a game changer. The scandal lust got worse, and 

> more appalling, by several orders of magnitude. I hope that our group 

> can meet before the first Facul~" Council meeting, because it may make 

> sense for us to have a strategy on how to approach this thing. Any 

> chance of our meeting Wednesday, August 22, during the first week of 

> classes’? Say, 3:307 -Jay 

> 

> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-lk~rum as: andrew perrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

> click here: http:/7lists uric edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I faculW--athletics-forurn&o 31950081 or send a blank email to leave-31950081- 

48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu. 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew perrin@unc.edu - http:/iperrin.socsci.uncedu 
Associate Professor o17 Sociology, Universi~" o17 North Carolina 
CB#3210, 155 Hamilton Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:L,’lists.tmc.edu/u?id=50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facult~--athletics-folmn&o=31950480 or send a blare: email to leave-31950480- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad396~9242d7d3@listserv.mxc.edu. 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrew~oerrin@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 10:45 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussiou <faculty--athletics-ii~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [ faculF- -athletics- forum] 

I’m not saying it’s not a big deal What we already knew ~vas a big deal. 
I don’t see how-        in particular is a *game-changer* E’~fftO the 
faculty, either via a sign-on petition or via a Faculty Council 
resolution, should address the big picture and not the specifics, 
something like: 

- Whereas, There has been longstanding collusion between Athletics and 
some academic personnel to cormnit various kinds of academic licaud in the 
apparent sere’ice of athletic success; 

Therefore, the Faculty of UNC: 

- Completely and categorically rejects such conduct as antithetical to 
the Carolina Way and the honorable conduct of the university; 

- Reiterates the absolute requirement that academic honesty, honor, and 
rigor are the core values of UNC; 

- Calls upon the Chancellor and the administration to reveal fully and 
transparently the extent of academic dishonesty that has transpired thus 
far: and 

- Calls upon the Faculty Athletics Committee to aggressively monitor and 
prevent future infringements of academic honor in the sere’ice of 
athletics. 

All best, 
A 

On Mon, 2012-08-13 ,at 10:20 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 

Andy--I know you weren’t trying to provoke, but I can’t let that one 

pass. Not a big deal? The :t’orm of fraud seems largely the same, but we 

also have this: 

-Grades were changed (in Conm~ and Dram ), to allow- for a 

retroactive pass. 

-Assuming that what we see nreans what we think it means, this extends 

the era of all-out fraud to cover 14 years. (Any bets on how far back 

it goes?) 

-Meanwhile...UNC spokespersons tried for two months to make Dan Kane go 

a~vay. Had they pulled their heads out of the sand, had they abandoned 

the strategy of wisbA’ul thiriking and a veil of silence, they could have 

taken down that stupid transcript (~vhich has been mined for a lot ruore 

info by curious NC State fans) and answered his questions in a ~vay that 

made the institution look earnest and truthful, if embarrassed. Instead 

they stonewalled, minimized (and lied?) as usual. How is Holden looking 

today? 

Not a game changer? Around here, maybe not It’s more business as 

usual But it’s appalling just the same. To me, 

Many of us 

suspected it was there any;vay, but it still takes the breath a;vay to see 

it laid out like that. 

Incidentally, I would like it to be known that I had NO hand in bringing 

that "test transcript" to the N&O’s attention. I never understood how 

SIS works anyway. I’m learning in the same ;vay as everybody else--by 

reading the newspaper. 

On 8/13/12 9:55 AM. Andre;v J Perrin ;vrote: 

> I’m not sure why this is such a game-changer, but I could meet the 22nd, 

> the earlier the better 

>> 

>>ap 

>> 

> On Mon, 2012-08-13 at 08:46 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 

>> The N&O online and now- CBS Sports corn (see below) are muning ;vith 

>> stories about the ’ To 

>> my mind, this one is a game changer. The scandal just got worse, and 



> >> more appalling, by several orders of magnitude. I hope that our group 
> >> can meet beJ2~re the first Facul~,’ Council meeting, because it may make 
> >> sense ]2)r us to have a strategy on how to approach this thing Any 
> >> chance of our meeting Wednesday, August 22, during the first week of 
> >> classes? Say, 3:30’? -Jay 

> >> -- You are currently subscribed to facult’y--athletics-fomm as: andrew~r~errin@unc.edu. To ~msubscribe 
> >> clickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I facul~--athletics-forum&o 31950081 or send a blap2~: email to leave-31950081- 
48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listsep<~mc.edu. 

> -- You are cmrently subscribed to faculty---athletics-forum as: andrew~’~errin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> clickhere: http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&l faculty--athletics-forum&o 31950640. or send a blank email to leave-31950640- 
48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listsep<~mc.edu. 

Andrew J Pel~in - andrew~r~errin@unc, edu - http ://perrin.socsci.unc. edu 
Associate Professor of Sociology, University- of North Carolina 
CB#3210, 155 Hamilton Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 31950823 or send a blap2~: email to leave-31950823- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Viu Steponaitis <vps@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 11:12 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussiou <faculty--athletics-ii~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [ faculF- -atlfletics- forum] 

I agree with Andy. I think our focus should be on the future, not 
digging ever deeper into the past We know what the problems are ... 
let’s concentrate our energies on figuring out how- to fix them 
Best, Vin 

On 8/13/2012 10:48 A2~!, Cramer, Rachard wrote: 
> The "game-changer" is that the time frame needs to be expanded further back than just five years. 
> 

> M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D 
> Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Andrew" J Perrin [mailtu:andrew perrin(a)unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 10:45 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Cc: discussion 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-furore] 
> 

> I’m not saying it’s not a big deal. What we alrea~dy knew was a big deal. 
> I don’t see how in particular is a *game-changer* ]E{HO the faculty, either via a sign-un petition or via a Faculty Council resolution, should address the big picture and not the 
specifics, something like: 
> 

> - Whereas, There has been longstanding cullusiun between Athletics and some academic persunnel to commit various kinds of academic fraud in the apparent service of athletic success; 
> 

> Therefore, the Faculty uf UNC: 
> 

> - Completely and categorically r~iects such conduct as antithetical to the Carolina Way and the hunorable conduct uf the university; 
> 

> - Reiterates the absolute requirement that academic honesty, hunur, and rigur are the core values of UNC; 
> 

> - Calls upon the Chancel [ur and the administratiun to reveal fully and transparently the extent uf academic dishunesty that has transpired thus far; and 
> 

> - Calls upon the Faculty Athletics Corcurfittee to aggressively monitor and prevent future irKringeruents of acaderuic honor in the service of athletics. 
> 

> All best, 
>A 
> 

> On Mon, 2012-08-13 at 10:20 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Andy-I know you ~veren’t trying to provoke, but I can’t let that one 
>> pass. Not a big deal? The forru of fraud seems largely the same, but 
>> we also have this: 
>> 

>> -Grades were changed (in Conm~ and Dram ), to allow- for a 
>> retroactive pass. 
>>. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>. 

>> 

>> -Assuming that what we see means what we think it raeans, this extends 
>> the era of all-out fraud to cover 14 years. (Any bets on how far back 
>> it goes?) -Meanwhile..UNC spokespersons tried for two months to make 
>> Dan Kane go away Had they pulled their heads out of the sand, had 
>> they abandoned the strategy of wishfifl thinking and a veil of silence, 
>> they could have taken down that stupid transcript (which has been 
>> mined for a lot more info by curious NC State fans) and answered his 
>> questions in a way that made the institution look earnest and 
>> truthful, if emban-assed. Instead they stonewalled, minimized (and 
>> lied?) as usual. How is Holden looking today? 
>> 

>> Not a game changer? Around here, maybe not. It’s more business as 
>> usual. But it’s appalling just the same To me, this transcript 
>> exposes the system of the big-time in lurid detail Many of us 
>> suspected it was there anyway, but it still takes the breath away to 
>> see it laid out like that 
>> 

>> Incidentally, I would like it to be kno~vn that I had NO hand in 
>> bringing that "test transcript" to the N&O’s attention I never 
>> understood how SIS works any~vay rm learning in the same ~vay as 
>> evewbody else--by reading the newspaper. 
>> 

>> On 8/13/12 9:55 AM, Andrew J Perrin wrote: 
>>> I’m not stare why this is such a game-changer, but I could meet the 



>>> 22nd, the earlier the better 

>>> ap 

>>> On Mon, 2012-08-13 at 08:46 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>> The N&O unline and now CBS Spurts.corn (see below) are running with 
>>>> sturies about the 
>>>>      To my mind, this one is a game changer The scandal just 
>>>> got wurse, and more appalling, by several urders uf magnitude I 
>>>> hope that our group can meet before the first Faculty- Co~cil 
>>>> meeting, because it may make sense for us to have a strategy on how 
>>>> to approach this thing. Any chance of our meeting Wednesday-, August 22, during the first week of 
>>>> classes’.’ Say-, 3:30? -Jay 

>>>> - You are currently- subscribed to faculty-athletics-forura as: andrew~errin@unc.edu. To ansubscribe 
>>>> click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id~48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I facultv-athletics-folmn&o 31950081 or send a blat~k email to leave-31950081- 
48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listsep<~mc.edu. 

>> - You are currently subscribed to facul~’-athletics-folurn as: 
>> andrew~perrin@~c.edu. To unsubscribe click here: httr~://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I facultv--athletics-formn&o 31950640. or send a 
blank email to leave-31950640-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.anc.edu. 

> Andrew J Perrin - andrew~’~errin@unc.edu - http://perrin.socsci.unc.edu Associate Professor of Sociology, Universi~ of Nol~h Carolina CB#3210, 155 Hamilton Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3210 USA 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer@email uric edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc.edu/u ? 
id 48699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5&n T&I faculW--athletics-fomm&o 31950823 or send a blank email to leave-31950823- 
48699891.94aa6dcSedb08 de01 cca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv.unc.edu. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: vps@email.unc.edu. To ua~subscribe 

> click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48916009 d791~a5d625c10c351ee99b491420602&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 31950855 or send a blankemailto leave-31950855- 
48916009. d79fda5 d625 c 10c351 ee99b491420602@listserv.unc edu 

Vincas P Steponaitis 
Professor of Anti.topology 
Chair, Cumculum in Archaeology 
Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

Mailing address: 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

tel.: (919) 962-6574 
fax: (919)962-1613 
email: vin@unc.edu 

-- Yuu are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-furum as: eunice,~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
lick here: http:/71ists.unc.edu/u?id=50137456 4.~:.35af5a.~ 17560 ~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facult’,’--athletics-formn&o=31951001 ur send a blank email to leave-31951001 - 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu~> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 12:43 PM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.tmc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [ faculW- -athletics- forum] 

Hear, hear 

On 8,,’13/2012 11:11 A2~L Vin Steponaitis ~Vl-ote: 
I agree with Andy I think our focus should be on the future, not 
digging ever deeper into the past. We know ~vhat the problems are .. 
let’s concentrate our energies on figuring out ho~v to fix them. 
Best, Vin 

On 8/13/2012 10:48 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 
>> The "game-changer" is that the time frame needs to be expanded 
>> further back than just five years 
>> 

>> M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D 
>> Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 
>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: 2mdrew J Perrin [mailto:andrmv perrin(&!unc edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 10:45 
>> To: discussion 
>> Cc: discussion 
>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] 
>> 

>> I’m not saying it’s not a big deal. What we already knew was a big deal. 
>> I don’t see how        in particular is a *game-changer* IMHO the 
>> faculty, either via a sign-on petition or via a Faculty Council 
>> resolution, should address the big picture and not the specifics, 
>> something like: 
>> 

>> - Whereas, There has been longstanding collusion between Athletics 
>> and some academic personnel to commit various kinds of academic fraud 
>> in the apparent service of athletic success; 
>> 

>> Therefore, the Faculty of UNC: 
>> 

>> - Completely and categorically rejects such conduct as antithetical 
>> to the Carolina Way and the honorable conduct of the university; 
>> 

>> - Reiterates the absolute requirement that academic honesty, honor, 
>> and rigor are the core values of La’NC; 
>> 

>> - Calls upon the Chancellor and the adrninistration to reveal fully 
>> and transparently the extent of academic dishonesty that has 
>> transpired thus far; and 
>> 

>> - Calls upon the Faculty Athletics Corcanittee to aggressively monitor 
>> and prevent future infringements of acadernic honor in the service of 
>> athletics. 
>> 

>> All best, 
>> A 
>> 

>> On Mon, 2012-08-13 at 10:20 -0400, Jay Smith xvrote: 
>>> Andy--I knoxv you weren’t tr~’ing to provoke, but I can’t let that one 
>>> pass. Not a big deal? The form of fraud seems largely the same, but 
>>> xve also have this: 

>>> -Grades ~vere changed (in Comm and Dram , to allow for a 
>>> retroactive pass. 

>> 

>>> -Assuming that ~vhat we see means what we think it means, this extends 
>>> the era of all-out fraud to cover 14years. (An?- bets on ho~v far back 
>>> it goes?) -Meanwhile...UNC spokespersons tried for two months to make 
>>> Dan Kane go away. Had they pulled their heads out of the sand, had 

¯ > they abandoned the strategy of wishful thinking and a veil of silence, 
>>> they could have taken down that stupid transcript (~vhich has been 
>>> mined for a lot more info by curious NC State fans) and answered his 
>>> questions in a way that made the institution look earnest and 
>>> trutl~ful, if embarrassed. Instead they stonewalled, minimized (and 



>>> lied?) as usual. How is Holden looking today? 

>>> Not a game changer? Around here, maybe not. It’s more business as 

>>> usual. But it’s appalling just the same To me, this transcript 

>>> exposes the system of the big-time in lurid detail. Many of us 

>>> suspected it was there anyway, but it still takes the breath away to 

>>> see it laid out like that 

>>> 

>>> lncidemally, I would like it to be known that I had NO hand in 

>>> bringing that "test transcript" to the N&O’s attention. I never 

>>> understood how SIS works anyxvay, rm learning in the same way as 

>>> evelTbody else--by reading the newspaper. 

>>> On 8/13/12 9:55 A_’v~ Andrew J Perrin wrote: 

>>>> I’m not sure why this is such a game-changer, but I could meet the 

>>>> 22nd, the earlier the better. 

>>>> ap 

>>>> On Mon, 2012-08-13 at 08:46 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 

>>>>> The N&O online and now CBS Sports.com (see below) are rtuming with 

>>>>> stories about the ’ 

>>>>~       To rely mind, this one is a game chat~ger. The scandal just 

>>>>> got worse, and more appalling, by several orders of magnitude. I 

>>>>> hope that out group can raeet before the first Faculty Council 

>>>>> meeting, because it may make sense for us to have a strategy on how 

>>>>> to approach this thing. Any chance of out meeting Wednesday, 

>>>>> August 22, during the first week of 

>>>>> classes? Say, 3:30? -Jay 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>>>> andrewA~errin@unc edu. To unsubscribe 

>>>>> click here: 

>>>>>http://listsunc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I facultv--athletics-ibrum&o 31950081 

>>>>> or send a blal~ email to 

>>>>> leave-31950081-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listser\, unc.edu. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>> andrewA~errin@tmc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>http://lists.uncedu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I faculty--athletics-foruln&O 31950640. 

>>> or send a blank email to 

>>> leave-3195064~.)-48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc edu 

>> 

>> Andrew J Perrin - andrew2errin@unc, edu - 

>> http:/iperrin, soc sci.unc, edu Associate Professor of Sociology, 

>> University of NorlJ~ Carolina CB#3210, 155 Hamilton Hall, Chapel Hill, 

>> NC 27599-3210 USA 

>> -- You are CUlTently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>> mrcramer@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 

>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699891 94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5&n T&I faculW--athletics-fortrm&o 31950823 

>> or send a blank email to 

>> leave-3195082348699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv unc edu 

>> -- You are curremly subscribed to faculty--athletics-formn as: 

>> vps@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

>> click here: 

>>ht~:i/lists.unc.edu~,u?id 48916009d79fda5d625c10c351ee99b491420602&n T&I fi~culW--athletics-fi)rum&o 31950855 

>> or send a blank email to 

>> leave-31950855 ~18916009 d79fda5d625c 10c351 ee99b491420602~listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to :[’acuity--athletics-forum as: eumce@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: htip:/ilists unc.edu/u, id=50137456.42:f235af5a29175600ad3962924~d7d3&n=T&l=facult¥--athletics-forum&o=31951584 or send a blank email to leave-31951584- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv unc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 13, 2012 2:01 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.nnc.edw>; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboy@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A 

<tIALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Ennice N <eunice@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

l~E: report ou new course proposals 

I)ear Waker and Colleagues~ 

I accept your criticism. Wbcn I read yot~r syllabus sevend mond~s ago, I was fi:~cused ahnost exclusively on the readings and ~:be&de of lopics,, as the primay question 

befoa: the committee x~ as Mae tber your prolx~sal wo~fld pro~ri& [tle necessa @’ i t~trodt~ction 1o fl~e m aj or (as x~ ell as being a good genera] edt~cation co urse). And like 

~he ms~ of No academic afl?drs commit~.ee. I d~hak k does a~a excellen~job of d~at I paid ~ao attention to ~he sections labeled conduc~ and citizenship,, podions of which 

find adversadal. InitiMly my fl~ougbt was fl~a{ those i{ems were ha your pu~x~iew and should ~aot affect our approval offlae court:. When I beam Peny"s views, d}oagb. 

dead~h~e. So I did ~he expeNeu~ fl~ing, which was t~ sm~d down whal I co~aside~d k~ be 5e cont?~onmdo~aal kme offl~oae t~clions aud sO)mit it. Thal was wrong. 

Given flm~ Ne commitlee was rezone’beamingly iu Nvor office Jeanfiug objeclivea m~d ~lectiou ofk~pics of AAAD I30 and t".~mJce approved fl~em as wc~], I do ~o~ 

fl~ink my reservatious or Pony’s cause fl~e syl]abus l~m [~ing submitted as you have w~it~en it. And I lmve £~n~’arded yo~r original s?,llab~s k~ dae tb]ks m 

Undergraduate Educa*ion.. 

Kenneth 

" Kenneth R.. anken 

Pr ~fessor otAff ~-American Studies 

Depa~mert~ ofAfi:ican a~d A~%-Amer[can Steadies 

109 Battle Hall. CB/~ 3395 

L?nivetsi~~ ofN odh Carolina 

Chapel t {i~[, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 952-1519 (voice) 

(919) 95(:;-2(:;94 (lEx) 

~ttp;/’(undpress.nd.edw’b( ok,’t (:0723 

F~ml Rucker, Walter C 
Sent~ Saturday, ~ugust l~, 2012 3:22 AN 
T~ Janken, Kenneth R; Boyd, Lydia C; Hall, Per~ A; Lee, Nargaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N 
Nu~jeetl RE: repo~ on new course proposals 

Dear ~enneth i~nd Co~laagues, 

i’m not sure ~ follow the k>gic of the changes made to the rev~sk>n proposal syllabus for AAAD 130. Unless Lh~ngs are ri~dica]ly different i~t UNC than most other 

places, the proposals for new or revised courses are simply #~strurnents to move Lf~e approval process a~ong. We were not creating ~master" syllabi from which 

everyone would be forced to teach, even in the case of AAAD ~30. While the statements about conduct and citizenship are my own, d~ey incorporate ~terns that we 

stipulated should be h~duded in A~J. departmental syllabi (e.g, statement about technology use, attendance poP,des, and academic honesty/p~agiadsrn 

Has this stipulation been changed? Also, since I have not been made privy to the aKerat~ons does the revised proposal syllabus still have the required statements 

i~bou[: techt~o~ogy, attet~da~lce and acade[~ic h.:3[~es[:yiplagiari~;R~ ? rqnal~y, part of the interna~ structur£ o[ [he 5y~labus~pi~r[:icular~y the grading section~was tied 

into the conduct and ddzenship statements. Were changes made to the grad#~g section as we~l Lo reflect the changes made e~sewhere? 

Having served for several years on curriculum committees and as s DUS, I’m not used to the process we have in p~ace here. Usually K the departmental curriculum 

committee derides that changes need to be made to a course proposal, the faculty member who was responsible for the proposal is asked to be part of the 

revision process---- espeda~lV s~nce they w~l~ be called upon to make a~terations ~f the proposal gets returned to the departmental ~evel from the college 

committee. In this case, ~t seems that one committee member raised a concern and the DUS immediately made an ai[:an~ti.:?n to a proposal--several weeks after 

[:he committee had u~]at~r~K)usl~" vo[:ed to ~i~pro%ze the ~roposa~. Moreover s~]ce ~ haw~ not seet~ the charities ~ wi~ be in an awkward pos~[:ion ~f the proposal gets 

rejected at the coflege teve~ and I’m asked to further revise a proposal Lhat has alterations I did not approve in Lhe first ptace. Ir~ LMs case, it seems that since 

comrn~ttee and the department has taken ownership over the revision for AAAD 130----as it perhaps should---- Lhen my name and emait address should be removed 

from the course revision proposal and syllabus. 

Best, 

W a J ~: e r 

F~m= ganken, Kenneth R 
Sent; Wednesday, August 08, 2052 6:34 PN 
Te= Boyd, Lydia C; Hall, Per~ A; Lee, Nargaret Carol; Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= repo~ on new course proposals 

Dem Colle~ues, 

At the end oftNs email is a pm~sed ~teitime for a meetiug office academic a~irs commi~ee. 

Thmik you for ~nding in your com~nens on the new cour~ pro~saJs. Of the fou~een syllabuses submi~ed to &e academic a~i~ commi~ee, eight received approval 

from ei&er N1 mem~ or N1 but one ~nem~c ~er talldng wi& Eumce, I a~ fom~mdiug the~ courses to the administlative boaN of&e College, wNch is the ne~ 

step in the process. 

The courses that are going fo~vard are: 

~D 130 lntro to Affic~ ~efica~ & Diaspora S~dies 

~D 286 ~cm~s in t~c Colo~al ~neficas 

AAAD 300 Cultures ofJleaJth & t teaJiug in AI~ca 

AAAD 301 CNna-AI~can Rela~ns 

AAAD 332 Remem~dng Race & Slaveo~ 

AAAD 395 Undergr~tuate Research Seminar 

~D 401 Gh~ai~ Socieb" & Cul~re 

~D 487 lntellecN1 Cu~uts in ~fican & ~lican Dias~ra S~ldies 



After discussion with Peny concerning the sections of the syllabus of AAAD 130 related to student conduct and citizenship, I ~nodified those sections, t}eny’s feeling, 

with which I agree, is that this course is one that many faculW members axe required to teach, while the conduct and citizenship sections of submitted syllabus reflects to 

a g~vat degree the practices and policies of one facul~’ member. The weekly readings and assignments are unchanged. 

One or more of us had a significant question or queslions about the follomng courses, and I think it is prudent to discuss them collectively at the beginning of the 

semester so that we can get revised syllabuses and submit the courses by early September: 

AAAD 202 Swahili & Tanzanian Socie~- 
AAAD 387 HIV/AIDS in Africa & the Diastx~ra 
AAAD 402 Aliican Media & Fihn History 

AAAD 403 Linguistic Field Methods 

AAAD 433 Theorizing Race 

WOLO 250 WolofLiterature 

My plan is to have a committee meeting to discuss these courses and then report the comments fiom the meeting to our colleagues who proposed the courses. 

It is ~ny recollection that no one is teaching on Wednesdays at 12. Can we meet on Wednesday, AUGUST 22 at noon in our conference room? Please let ~ne know. 

Sincereb; 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Depaxtment of African and AIko-Amefican Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for infom~ation a~m my publications: 

h~p:£uncpress.uuc.edu/boo~/T- 8059.html 

h~p://undpress.nd.edu/bool~P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.edu/bool~P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Dr. Sable, 

As a follow-up to our email communication last week, I was curious what our goal in reaching out to the partners you listed in this email was going to be. The only 

reason t ask is so theft we c~n be [ntent~ona~ and clear on what we are hoping to receive in rett~m [rom reaching out to these and other ~c~dem[c c.:~[le~g~es. And, as 

Vot~ probaMy noticed from re~ding ~:he entirety of the document ~ sent you, there are some places where ~t needs to be upda~:ed so ~ hope f was able ~:o ca~:ch you 

before you sent anythk~g out. ~f not, iL is not a proMem but I jus[ want to make sure our message is as po~shed as possible also. Thanks! 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Friday, August 03, 20~2 3:~5 PM 
To= Barber, Stephen 
Subject: Hello 
Impo~ance~ High 
Dear S~pben, 

hope this note finds you well. 

I remember the committee discussing the idea of having a common statement about the water theme to share with interested parties, but I do not seem to have it in my file. 
Thus, I would be grateful if you sent me whatever statement members of the committee are currently using in their outreach events. From my end, I would like to send such a 
statement to the following contacts that I have discussed the theme with in the last few months: 

i) Professor David McDonald, Queen’s University, Canada. 
2) Professor Patrick Bond, University of KwaZulu-Natal in Durban. 
3) Kamoja Wachiira - a contact for Dr. Wangari IVlaathai Foundation and the Green Belt Movement in Kenya 
4) Dr. Mary Galvin, Director of Umphilo waManzi (an urban and national water policy and advocacy NGO in South Africa). 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 10:24 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] Course Reserves Shortcut 

Dear All: 

I just came across a way to place library books on course reserve via the library catalog, rather than doing it in person. It’s a timesaver, so I thought rd share it. You can get 

more details at: http://www.lib.unc.edu/reserves/catalogtool.html 

Best, 

You oxe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: emfice(&email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhe~e:http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31954041 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31954041-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 10:30 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Hi Eunice. No problem. There is SO much going on... and classes haven’t even begun yet! ;) 

Stay encouraged. I meet with the Chancellor on Wednesday. I would love to chat with you before then. Feel free to call me in the evenings or at your convenience. Thanks! 

My mobile is 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t#_LLi__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 11:09 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Dear Debby, 

I hope you are well. 

Unfortunately, because of urgent developments, I write to see if we can reschedule our meeting tomorrow to next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2012 2:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Yes, that’s fine. ThaJ~ks! 

DLS t~om my iPhone. 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 3:28 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Debby, 

Thanks for your note. 

At this moment, those two days work from this end. However, things may change if the Board of Governors panel call a meeting or if the SB[ needs to meet with 
me on any of those days. 

So for now can we tentatively arrange to meet at Jack Sprat (the Care on E. Franklin) on the 14th at 10.30am? If things change, I will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, August 03, 2012 3:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Contact 



Hi Eunice. I hope all is well for you. I am out next week but would love to chat with you the week of the 13th. Let me know if you have some time the 

morning of the 14th or 17th. Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L. St~o~a~, Ph.D. CLU 
F~xploreo ENgage° Er~power, 
~,ex~,uRc,~du 

3~5 Wooll~ = C~ #870~ 
Chapel Hi~l~ NC 2759~ 

<ima~eOO2.jp~> 

<imageOO2.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

three out of four maps 

~esealehmap.jpg; westemhemi letter.jpg; eastemhemi=ipg 

Hi Eunice, 

Here are all of the maps except for the university map. That map is almost complete and I will send it to you tomorrow morning. 

Thanks so much, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neal, Jocelyn <jneal@email.unc.edu.; 

Monday, August 13, 2012 11:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:* 

CSAS faculty bx~ard question 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I’m emailing in my new capacity as director of the Center for the Study of the American South here on campus. I’m working with our associate director at the 

moment to pull together an active faculty advisory board for the Center, and am emailing in the hope that you might be able to recommend one or two possible 

names to me. I would like the board to have broad representation across different academic departments, certainly to include African and Afro-American Studies, 

given the discipline’s central relevance to so much of what we do. 

Would you be willing to suggest a few possible names of faculty from your department who might be good choices for the board? The board will meet only a few 

times a year and will be involved both in strategic planning for the Center and as a sounding board for various programming and funding opportunities that we 

have. I have talked at length with Senior Assoc. Dean Terry Rhodes about this, and she also thought you might be able to offer a few suggestions. 

l’d be happy to phone you at your convenience if that would be easiest. I would also welcome a chance to talk with you in person sometime this fall if your 

schedule allows to get acquainted. Many thanks for any suggestions you might pass along. 

All best- 

Jocelyn Neal 

Jocelyn Neal 

Director 

UNC Center for the Study of the American South 

Love House and Hutchins Forum 

CB# 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Associate Professor 
Department of Music 
CB #3320 Hill Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3320 
919 962 1039 
L_r_~__e__a__L@_~_m_a__LL_u_r_~__c_:~__d_~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 1:59 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Touching base 

Deal Eunice, 

I hope this note finds you well and having enjoyed a relaxing summer. Reg and I have been in much regarding the keynoter for the Du Bois COlfference. You might 

recall that on the committee’s go alma& I contacted Nahum Chandler and invited him to present the keynote lecture. He is available and has accepted our invite. Reg 

asked me to be in much with you before sending a second emaJl putting you and Nahum in touch. 

Please let me know how yoffd like to move ahead. I’m looking tbrward m developing our cont~rence plans! 

Take care, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
rrfisher(~e~nail.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Medicare Rises as Prime Election Issue 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................  oday,sHeadiines ........................................................................ 
~I)~N’~’~ ~rk~m~,~ August 14, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Medicare Rises as Prime 
Election Issue 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Florida is emerging as a test of the 
Republican Party’s gamble that concerns 
over the deficit will trump voters’ 
worries about Paul D. Rymfs proposed 
Medicare overhaul. 

On Wall Street, the Rising 

Cost of Faster Trades 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Tile advantages of tile nation’s 
increasingly high-speed stock market 
are under the microscope after a 
number of recent trading malfunctions 
mlderseored the risks that have come 
with rapid changes. 

Scrutiny for Casino Mogul’s 
Frontman in China 
By MICHAEL LUO, NElL COUGH and EDWARD WONG 

hal inquiry highlights how politics and profits are often intertwined for Sheldon Adelson, a major Republican 
donor. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 have one son; I have done everything I can to get him this far in life. I’m not just going to throw him the 

keys." 

PAM FISCHER, who is pressing for stricter laws on teenage driving in New Jersey. 

BUSINESS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Helen Gurley 
nrown~ 1922-2012 
Ms. Brown, 90, ran 
Cosmopolitan for more 
than three decades, 



giving the magazine the sexually frank 
tone it was known for. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Other 
Running Mates 
By JAMIE STIEHM 

What do the roles played 
by Miehelle Obama mad 
Ann Ronmey in the presidential 
campaign tell us about the state of 
fenfinism? 

Prepping students for 
sorority rush 
Also on NYTimes.com 

The new community college try 

Big data on campus 

nytim.es.�om 

WORLD 

Egypt Lifts a Junior Corps Impatient Over Military Failure 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

In lfis purge of Egypt’s top generals, President Mohamed Morsi leaned on the support of a junior officer 
corps that blmned the old guard for a litmay of problems within the nfilitary. 

. In Upheaval for Egypt, Morsi Forces Out Military Chiefs 

CANCON JOURNAL 
Trying to Protect a Reef With an Otherworldly Diversion 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

Nearly 500 statues in an underwater museum in Cancfin, Mexico, serve as part of a conservation effort of the 
Mesoameriema Reef, the second-largest barrier reef system in the world. 

In Norway, Panel Lists Police Faults in Massacre 
By MARK LEWIS 

Pm independent inquest rebuked the police and intelligence services for a series of errors in the handling of 
last smmner’s bombing and gtm attacks by 3mders Behring Breivik. 

". Times Topic: Anders Behring Breivik 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Young Immigrants, in America Illegally, Line Up for Reprieve 
By JULIA PRESTON 

As many as 1.7 nfillion illegal inmfigrants across the country are preparing to apply for a deportation deferral 
being offered by the Obama adnfinistration. 

3 Dead, Including Gunman, in Shooting Near Texas A&M 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ and MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 

Thomas Caffall opened fire on police officers after a constable tried to serve an eviction notice. 

¯ ’ The Lede: After Bullets Fly in Texas, a Soldier’s Wartime Training Is Needed at Home 

For New Nuclear Chief, Concerns Over Plant Safety 
By MATTHEW k. WALD 

Allison M. Macfarlane, a geologist, questions the nuclear power indttstry’s evaluation of earthquake 
vulnerability. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



German Small Businesses Reflect Country’s Strength 
By JACK EWING 

The small and nfidsize compmfies of the Mittelstand will play a key role ha deternfining to what extent the 
Germma economy will continue to provide a counterweight to the recession in southern Europe. 

Municipal Bond Rule Mired in Legislative Limbo 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The Dodd-Frank provision would require municipal bond advisers to put residents’ interests first but a 
House bill would elinfinate the measure. 

Canadian Dollar’s Strength a Factor in Autoworkers’ Talks 
By IAN AUSTEN 

Talks begin this week on a new Canadian Auto Workers contract as the three Detroit automakers have been 
sealing back their operations in Canada. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 8, RANGERS 2 
Lowe Earns Save in His Yankees Debut 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

Ichiro Suzuki’s sacrifice bunt kick-started a big inning, as the Yankees scored five runs off Ryan Dempster, 
helped by a grmad slam by Nick Swisher two batters later. 

’ ~ Box Score I Play-By-Play 

¯ . Baseball Roundup: Stults Carries Shutout Into Eighth as Padres Beat Braves on the Road 

KEEPING SCORE 
Slowly, Dickey Approaches Rare Feat 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

With 47 gmnes to go in a Mets season that has come undone, R. A. Dickey is one good reason to keep 
following the team. The pitcher is on a pace to finish 2a-4 with 234 strikeouts. 

MEMO FROM LONDON 
Britain Basks in a Golden Afterglow 
By ALAN COWELL 

Contrary to all the grumbling that preceded them, the Ol)anpics offered a finer sexase of a Britain relatmched. 

¯ " ~ Slide Show: London Returns to Normal 

" NBC Improves on Olympic Ratings 

¯ ..M..9.r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

HELEN GURLEY BROWN I 1922 - 2012 
Gave ’Single Girl’ a Life in Full (Sex, Sex, Sex) 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Ms. Brown, who wrote the best-selling book "Sex mad the Single Girl" and was the longtime editor of 
Cosmopolitan, was widely credited with being the first to introduce frmak discussions of sex into nmgazines 
for WO lllell. 

:. Maureen Dowd: Liberties; Cosmic Girl 

" ~.~ Slide Show 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW I SLEEPING DOGS 
Hong Kong Incognito: Combat and Cockfights 
By CHRIS SUELLENTROP 

Just because you’ve played games like Sleeping Dogs before doesn’t mean that it doesn’t add something to 
the formula. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’THE WEEK THE WOMEN WENT’ 

Dad! That’s Not How Mom Does It! 
By JON CARAMANICA 

In "The Week the Women Went," wlfich begins Tuesday night on Lifetime, dozens of women from a small 
town are whisked away, leaving the men and children to fend for themselves. 

¯ More Arts News 



SCIENCE TIMES 

BASICS 
The Smell of Fear (No Tweets Necessary) 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

New findings about birds’ olfactory powers add to evidence that many animals signal their alarm with scent. 

Mars Looks Quite Familiar, if Only on the Surface 
By KENNETH CHANG 

NASA’s newest Mars rover, the Curiosity, started sending back a 36o-degree high-resolution panorama of its 
surromadings. 

San Francisco Exploratorium to Show New Face in a New Place 
By KENNETH CHANG 

The Exploratorimn, which inspired science museums arotmd the world to adopt a hands-on, learning-by- 
doing ethos, is on the verge of a rebirth. 

’- ~ Video: Blink. What Changed? 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Question of Improper Money Flows 
New York’s bm~k regulator takes the lead in investigating the practices of a British bank. 

EDITORIAL 
Israel and Iran 
Israeli leaders are again talking about possible military action to stop Iran’s nuclear ambitions. But 
diplomacy, not an attack, is still the best solution. 

EDITORIAL 
Repair New York City’s Housing Issues 
A consultant’s analysis of the New York City Housing Authority says the authority is not organized to spend 
federal dollars wisely or efficiently. It needs to be fixed as much as leaky pltunbing does. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Bold to Mitt’s Bland 
By FRANK BRUNI 

What Paul Ryan can give Mitt Romney is a tutorial in political myth-making. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Let the Real Debate Begin 
By JOE NOCERA 

With Paul Ryan on the Republican ticket, Americans can have a much needed discussion about the size and 
role of the federal government. 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Paul Ryan’s Fairy-Tale Budget Plan 
By DAVID A. STOCKMAN 

Paul D. Ryan’s talk of shrinking Big Government and giving tax cuts to "job creators" will do nothing to 
reverse the nation’s economic decline and arrest its fiscal collapse. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Aug. 14, 1945, President Trmnan annotmced that Japan had surrendered tmconditionally, ending World 

War II. 

¯ See This Front Pa_x~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:03 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[asddd] WebEvent Reminder: Aug 16 - 8 a.m. Eastern Time (US mad Cmmda) Time ; Faculty Diversity Workshop: Teaching So Fxeryone 

Can Leea~: What’s Race Got to Do with It? 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: Faculty Diversity Workshop: Teaching So Evewone Can Learn: What’s Race Got to Do with It? 
Date: Thursday, August 16, 2012 
Time: 8 a.m. - 3 pm Eastern Time (US and Canada) Time 

Description: Faculty members are invited to come to an interactive workshop presented by UNC faculty members. The Annual Faculty Workshop on D~versity has as its theme this year the 
topic of race In previous years the breakout sessions provided at the workshop that dealt with the subject of race have been overwhelmingly chosen as the favorite of the participants, 
therefore, the committee decided this year to have the entire workshop devoted to that theme. 

The RFP (click here for proposal form) has gone out requesting proposals for presentations from Carolina Faculty and Stafil The day will begin ~vith a panel of U2",IC professors discussing 
race and its impact on the classroom dynamic. Following the panel discussion and questions and answers there will be breakout sessions, also presented by UNC faculty on various topics 
with the central theme of race 

Registration for the workshop will be available on June 1 through the Center [’or Faculty’ Excellence website. See below for the day’s agenda. For questions please contact Dr. Cookie 
Newsom at newsom@email unc.edu 

Full Agenda 

8:15 -9:15 Registration and Contin ental Breakfast 

9:20-9:50 Welcome and remarks 

10:00-11:30 Panel discussion 

11:45-12:45 Network mg lunch 

1:03-2:30 Breakouts 

2:30-3:00 Wrap up and evaluations 

Powered by WebEvent(tm) 

http://www.webevent .comJcs/r/p bpublish 271 

You are currently subscribed to asddd a×sd: eunice@email.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31955571-53055625.1 af606b75189d6d6a87feSe0f671949c@listser~ unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murphey- Brown, Rachael A <rammphe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

messages liom sludents 

Dear Eunice, 

I wonder if you might have a free minute or two in the next few weeks-l’ve been hearing a very consistent message from some of the AFAM majors that I advise 

and I want to share that with you. 

Best, 

rmb 

ram Ult)he(£ emN1. unc. 

~i~ht~s://advsched.oasid~’advsched/~pp 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Beclcy <rbmll@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Farrell, Janet C. <Jm~et Fa~ell@unc.edu> 

RE: Post-tenure 

I think I understand where the confusion may have come from. k~ 2004 tenure regulations were revised to require a post-tenure review for associate professors 

every five years rather than every three years. It does not appear the policy for AFAM was mod~fied~ I’m so~W we d~d not catch this ~ast vear when you requested a 

deferral At arw rate, ~hese reviews shotted occur every five years so, accord~n8 ~o our records, she ~s d~e for a PrR ~n Sprin8 203.:~ becat~se her ~as~ review occ~rred 

in Spr~ng 2008 for her con[erra~ of ~:enure effective Jant~arv I, 2009. The chair’s rnanua~ provides add~ti.:>na~ ~nformatkm abortS: post 1:emote review req~remen~:s on 

pa~e 67. ~ think you can te~l her according to the date of her ~sst review and policy requirements th~s ~s now due~ Let me know if you have sdditiona~ questions. 

Thanks, 

Becky 

F~ S~ble, Eunice N 

T~i Williams, Bec~ 

De~r Becky, 

Thanks so much. Kindly see attached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murphey- Brown, Rachael A <rammphe@email.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: messages ti~m students 

How about 3:-~157 I h~,ve student appointments from 2-3:30, It won’t take long st all, just ~, few things I’ve heard thst ~ wanted to share~ What ~s your office number? 

rmb 

A%dc’;;~ic 

~,’£;J" 2 3po! }[ [:t$ }Is: ~!})ps://advsched.oasis.~mc.ed~’advschedi~ 

dmclo:~:l~e or dist:Jb’,!tJon ~:~ p~ohJbited~* 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:47 AM 
To: Murphey-Brown, Rachael A 
Subject: RE: messages from students 

Dear Rachael, 

Thanks for your note and I hope you are doing well. 

We can meet this Thursday anytime between 2.00pm-4.00pm. Kindly let me know what time would work from your end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Murphey-Brown, Rachael A 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 :I0::t4 AN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: messages from students 

Dear Eunice, 

I wonder if you might have a free minute or two in the next few weeks - l’ve been hearing a very consistent message from some of the AFAM majors that I advise 

and I want to share that with you. 

Best, 

rmb 

!\cademJc/~ d,, isor 

The Um versify of ]’~oN; C~::oJiaa ::t Cf~r~pei ~]i 

~,]9.843 8924 - Photo: 

91~, 962.6668 ~}:x 

~ mnmphe(rz?~ail m~c.edu 

~h~https://advsched.oasidu/aavschecFapp ......... 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: ~miversity map 

A~tach: universilies~pg 

Hi Eunice, 

Here is the last of the maps. Let me know what you think and if there is anything you’d like me to change with the maps! My laptop cord is ruined as of today so if I don’t get 
back to you promptly, it is because until my new laptop cord comes in the mail, I won’t be able to check my email unless I am on campus, rll be on campus for an hour or so 

more before I head home, so if you want me to change anything urgently, please let me know before then!! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: universi .ly map - Prot~ssor Mutima 

Dear Eunice, 

I did not have a CV for Professor Mutima. What country/ies would you like me to associate him with? 

Thanks, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:36 PM 
To: 
S,,bject: RE: universibl map - Professor Mutima 

Dear 

I think Professor Mutima is missing from this map. Kindly review the CVs. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: [ @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: university map 

Hi Eunice, 

Here is the last of the maps. Let me know what you think and if there is anything you’d like me to change with the maps[ My laptop cord is ruined as of today so if I don’t get 
back to you promptly, it is because until my new laptop cord comes in the mail, I won’t be able to check my email unless I am on campus, rll be on campus for an hour or so 
more before I head home, so if you want me to change anything urgently, please let me know before then!! 

Thanks, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <’b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Angust 14, 2012 1:00 PM 

The asc t~calty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lislserv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Presentation on South Africa in the Post-Apartheid Period 

From our colleagues atNC State: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Presentation on South Africa in the Posl-Apartheid Period 

Date:Tue, 14 Ang 2012 12:37:50 -0400 

From:Friday Institute <tiidavinstitute@ncsu.edu> 

Reply-To: <fridayinstit ute@ncs u.edu-~ 

To:<b anderson~ unc.edu:~ 

ANNOUNCING THE FALL 20i2 JOSEPH D, MOORE LECTURES AT THE FRIDAY iNSTiTUTE ! NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNiVERSiTY 

September 11,2012 I 12:00pro- l:00pm I Room: BB&T 

JOSEPH D. MOORE BOOK DISCUSSION 
Come ioin us for a discussion on the book "Knowledge in the Blood: Confronting Race and the Apattheid Past." 
Professor Jill Adler; University of the Wibwate~s~and, Johannesbucq, South Africa 

September 11,2012 I 5:00pm - 6pm i Room: Wachovia 

JOSEPH D. MOORE LECTURE 
ACCESS, EQUITY, AND KNOWLEDGE IN USE: REFLECTIONS FROM A RESF..ARCH-BASED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT IN SOUTH AFRICA. 
Professor Jill Adler; University of the Wibwate~s~and, Johannesbucq, South Africa 

September 12, 2012 I 9:00am - 10:00am I Room: BB&T 

FRIDAY INSTITUTE BROWN BAG 
DECONSTRUCTING THE POST-APARTHEID PERIOD: AN INDIVIDUAL JOURNEY 
Mr. Taffy Adler, CEO of Housing Development Agency of South Africa 

A]] presentations will take place at NC State University, Friday Institute for Educational Innovation, 1890 Main Campus Drive, Raleigh, NC 

For more information or questions, e-mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Pier < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 1:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Ottices 

Hi Eumce -- 

I hope your summer is going well. I am writing in case there is an upcoming shuffling of offices in the ~vorks. I’m finding my office more-or-less uninhabitable, owing to the persistent damp, 

which is warping the cal~pet and my books. I’m told this is a problem with the HVAC system, wlaich is unlikely to be fixed in the near ti~ture. 

This is nothing I’m desperate about; I’ve been working at home. And indeed I don’t know if the options would be better elsewhere But if an option to move opened up, I’d be interested. Just 

wanted to alert you to this. Thanks[ 

All the best, 
Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

revised maps 

eas~ternhemi:ipg; researchmapjpg; universities.jpg; westemhemi.jpg 

Okay Eunice, hopefully these are correct! If not, I will make any changes necessary tomorrow, as I am leaving campus. I have spent 13.5 hours on this project. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 14, 2012 3:19 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llows@listserv.unc.edtp 

[curstgcultyt}llows] new DILilAH Fellowship Program and upcoming workshop 

Dem CURS Faculty Fellows: 

My aIx~logies to those who have received this info already from other sonrces but we thought it was Ix~tentially relevant enough to merit its distribution. If you have 

ques~tions about this opportunity- you can contact Pam Lach (plach(r>email.unc.edu) at the Digital Innovation Lab. 

Todd 

Todd Owen 

Associate Director 

Cente~ for Urban and Regional S~Nldies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919/962-3076 

http://curs.uno.edk~i 

Hello, 

I wanted to make sure you were all aware of the new Digital Innovation Lab/Institute for the Arts and Humanities Faculty Fellowship Program 
(http:/!digitalinnovation.unc.edu/cdhi!dil-iah-fellowship!), which is part of the Carolina Digital Humanities Initiative. The DIL!IAH Fellows program is designed to 
identify and encourage UNC faculty who are interested in: 

¯ developing digital hnmanities as a signiticant dimension of their academic practice 

¯ pursuing an interdisciplinaD; collaborative digital huma~ifies project arising from "their re.arch, pedagogy, or engaged ~bolazship that is likely m be of interest to 

users beyond academic specialists a~d which raises la~er social, historical, literary, or artistic issues 
¯ reflecting upon and discussing with colleagues the implications of digital humanities for their own academic practice 

¯ applying what they have learned as DIL/IAH Fellows to their graduate m~d/or undergraduate teaching mad mentoring 

Applications are due Friday, September 28. Online applications are ava~lable at http:iiia~h.unc.edu/programsitEllowships/apply. Click here for more information about 
the fellowship. 

Addilionally, the Digital Innovation Lab will be hos*ing a fellowship workshop on Thursday, August 30 from 3-Spm. If you’d like to attend, RSVP via email to me by 

Augnst 27. 

Moreover, DIL co-directors, Bobby Allen and Richard Marciano, and I are available tier one-on-one consultation about project ideas. While all three of us will 
participate ex officio in the application review process, none of us will w~te on applications. So we are t?eely available to consult. We encourage you to ~hedule a 
meeting with one of us as soon as possible. 

Please let me know if you have aW questions about this exciting oppo~niD’. 

Cheers, 

Pa211 

Pmn Lach, PhD, MSIS 

Mmmger, Digital Innovation Lab 

The Universi .ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
<"ul> 
cursl?acultyfellows as: <a href "mailto:eunice@emaJl.unc.edu">eunice@ema£unc.e&t</a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 
emafil to <a hief "mailto:leave- 31959650-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listse~w.unc.edu">leave-31959650- 
43127920.607d3960bfgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 3:41 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences v-a~dd@listserv.unc.edu> 

Admini strative Mmmgers <asmgrs@listserv. unc.edu>; C urrin, Denise C <dcurrin@email. unc.edu> 

[asddd] FW: FROM THE DEAN: Team Captains Requested for State Employees Combined Campaign 

This message is being sent again on behalf of Dean Karen Gil to al! Deans, Directors and Department/Curricula Chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences, and copied to 

all Department Managers. ~.f you have nat yet sent Denise Currin the name of your team captain, p/ea~e do ~o by noan tomorrow ~ ~t aft pa~.sible. 

dcurrin @ em ail. unc.edu 

Dear Colleagues, 

As many of you know, every fall UNC Chapel Hill participates in the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares State Employees Charitable Giving Campaign. This year’s 

campaign will take place October 1 through November 9. To manage the campaign, I am again asking each department head to appoint a departmental team 

captain. The team captain will be responsible for publicizing the campaign among employees in the department and for collecting donations. 

Department heads should send the name, email address, phone number and CB number of their Team Captain to Denise Curdn, Division Leader for the College of 

Arts and Sciences, at dcurrin@email.unc.edu by Monday, August 13. [extended to Aug. ~5] 

Thank you, 

Karen 

Karen Gil 

Dean 

College of Arts and Sdences 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:41 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

FW: CAP regislration 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: iVlonday, June 27, 2011 11:20 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: CAP registration 

Hi Emaice, 
’]7he site is hard to find, I l,mow! Here is the site where you can log in and sign up: 

h ttp : / /~vw~v. dps. unc edu/Transit/~ett in~tow ofl~/C APicap. cfm 

Click on "2010/11 CAP Registration" I can’t see what you will see once you are in there, but they often include CAP with "Permits" They direct you down a path based on your primary 
mode of transport - if you want a :free TTA pass, indicate that bus/TTA is your prunary mode of transport. 

I hope that this helps, the new registration opens in July :[’or August 15 an onward. Hopefully they will eventually make this process a bit more user friendly! 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of PuNic PollW 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, Jtme 27, 2011 10:52 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: CAP registration 
Importance: High 

Dear Agatha, 

Hope you are well. 

Following a visit to the office of public safeb" in an effort to obtain a TTA pass for the reminder of the year, I have been searching for itfformation on xvhere to register with no luck hence 
this email. Do you have a web site address where I can register for CAP so that I can obtain a pass for the reminder of the year? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

I will be home after 8:00. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’oman, P}L13, CLU 

939.843.0336 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:52 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Hi Debby, 

Thanks! 

Let me know when we can catch up tonight. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

’x:)-ne woman can make a difference but 

wome~l workit~g togetI~er can change the woHd." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2022 10:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Hi Eunice. No problem. There is SO much going on... and classes haven’t even begun yet! ;) 

Stay encouraged. I meet with the Chancellor on Wednesday. I would love to chat with you before then. Feel free to call me in the evenings or at your convenience. 

Thanks! 

My mobile is 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <e_._u_ .n_ Lc_ e_ _@. _ e_ _m_ _a_ ! !_._ . _u_ .n_c_:_e__d__.u_.> 
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 11:09 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Dear Debby, 

I hope you are well. 

Unfortunately, because of urgent developments, I write to see if we can reschedule our meeting tomorrow to next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2012 2:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Yes, that’s fine. Thanks! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 3:28 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Hi Debby, 

Thanks for your note. 

At this moment, those two days work from this end. However, things may change if the Board of Governors panel call a meeting or if the SBI needs to meet with 
me on any of those days. 

So for now can we tentatively arrange to meet at _lack Sprat (the Care on E. Franklin) on the :L4th at :~0.30am? If things change, T will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 3:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Contact 

Hi Eunice. I hope all is well for you. I am out next week but would love to chat with you the week of the 13th. Let me know if you have some time the 

morning of the 14th or 17th. Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Lo Stron~n~ Ph.D, 
Explore, ~gage, Empower° 
www.exss.unc.edu 
3~5 Woolle~ - CB 8~700 

9~9,843,0336 
<ima~e001.jp~> 

<imageOO2.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Touching base 

Deal Eunice, 

Thank you veD~ much for your note. (;lad to know we can move ahead. I’ll write to Nahum in the next day or so with a formal-ish invite, copying you as we discussed. 

I do hope that you’re doing well with the approach of the semester. It’s a busy time! I hope to see you soon, either at a dept!univ gathering or on the much smaller, 

morn inlimate scale we planned. Perhaps dinner once the busyness has ,settled? 

Take care, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
rrfisher(~email.unc.edu 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 7:45 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Rebecka, 

It is very good to hear from you. Thanks so much for your hard work on this project. 

Yes, lees move to the next stage. 

Best wishes and hope to see you soon. 
Eunice 

From: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher [rrfisher@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August :14, 20:12 :t:59 AN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this note finds you well and having eNoyed a relaxing summer. Reg and I have been in touch regarding the keynoter for the Du Bois conference. 

You might recall that on the committee’s go ahead, I contacted Nahum Chandler and invited him to present fl~e keynote lecture. He is available ~md has 

accepted our invite. Reg asked me to be in touch with you before sending a second email putting you and Nahum in touch. 

Please let me know how you’d like to ~nove ahead. I’~n looking tbrward to developing our conference plans! 

Take care, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
Universi~ of North Carolilm, Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vincas Steponailis <vps@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:22 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fi~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--athletics-forum] NYTi~nes 

Le;v, that was a veW nice statement 

Jay, the ;vay I read it, that fan is supporting our position. We need all the allies we can get’. 

Best, 
vm 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 11:45 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

Lew, and our statement of principles, in the Times. http://www nvtimes.comJ2012/08/15/sp~rts/ncaaf~otba~l/north-caro~ina-f~otba~-tries-to-m~ve-past-academic-scan&d html? 
r l&pa~ewanted all 

But I love this fan comment: 

"I think it’s probably a feeling like a new beginning, hopefully, and learn from some of the mistakes that were made. Academic integrity is, I think, pretty important to most Tar Heels fans, 
so I think the?’ want to see us put this in the past and kind of not visit it again" 

Pretty ~mportant. Let’s kind of not do this again. That’s what we’re up against! 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-~2~rum as: vps@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc edu~,u?id 48916009 d79fda5d625cl 0c351ee99b491420602&n T&l ~aculty--athletics-forum&o 31961359, or send a blank email to [eave-31961359- 

48916()09. d79fda5 d625 c I ()c351 ee99b49142()602@liskser~,.unc edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:/7~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~13745642f235af5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~t‘,~--athletics-f~rmn&~=3~962868 or send a blank email to leave-31962868- 
50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, Augnst 15, 2012 8:34 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Adding students to classes 

Dear Eunice and Walter, 
I’m writing to find out what the department’s policies and procedures are for adding students to classes. I’ve received a request to add a student to AFAM 422, however the class is full 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UN-C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-8225 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afriafam unc edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Currin, Denise C <dcurrin@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Teach Captain 

Thank you. 

DeNise 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:05 AM 

To: Currin, Denise C 
Subject: Team Captain 

Dear Denise, 

I write to let you know that I have appointed Travis Gore as the team captain for Carolina Shares State Employees Charitable Giving Campaign. Here are his details: 

Email: ._s_t_g_o__r__e_._~_e____m___a_!!:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_. 
Address: CB: 3395 
Telephone: 966-54-96 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

http://www, u nc.ed u/ca mpus/policies/external_activities.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

https:!!cfx.research.unc.edu/epap/ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~Villiams, Tia Howell <tia howell@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Joseph Jordm~ 

Uh-oh, No attachment. ~) 

UNCoChapel Hill I~epar~:men~: o[ African m~d Af~’o-Amer~c~n Studies 

Phone: 919-9~-1295; Fax: 919-~2-2694 

Fmm~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:16 AN 

Williams, Tia Howell 
Subje~t~ Joseph Jordan 

Dear 

hope you are doing well. 

See attached. Thanks for a very productive meeting yesterday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Wednesda? 9:32 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[asddd] Announcing the New College Intranet and B usiness Operations Website 

Intranet Sitelnap Aug     pdf 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences with a request that you forward to all staff in 

your units. 

We are thrilled to announce the release of an enhanced version of the College Intranet and Business Operations website. The pages still include the Chairs’ 

Manual and College resources, but we have increased the content so that you have all the information you need to succeed. 

Visit https:/icollegeintranet.web~unc.edui to see the new one-stop site for College policies, University links, resources, and much more! I have attached the 

sitemap to help you navigate the new website. 

Questions, concerns, or comments? Contact the website team through P, emedy. 

Best regards. 

Business Operations Management Team 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate 

mobile - 

"If at first you succeed, try somethinq harder" -John C. Maxwe!! 



Intranet Sitemap 

Home (brief description of Business Operations functions/structure) 

Contact Us (photos and contact information for the Howell Hall staff) 

Resources (College-specific resources and forms) 

*NEW* 

-- Applications and Calendars (Remedy links, Calendars, DO Applications) 

................ Chair’s Manual 

Dean’s Office Remedy (DO Remedy Links and description) 

Forms (University forms and CAS forms for finance, HR, travel and 

systems) 

Manager’s Meeting Minutes and Presentations *NEW* 

New Manager Resources (Orientation and Mentoring Program materials) 

................. Offer/Retention Letter Templates 

Business Center Policies (Policies, procedures and guidelines for Business 

Center units) *NEW* 

................. Student/Postdoc EPA Web Manual 

Links.(Finance, HR and other links to sites commonly used by managers) 

HR Frequently Asked Questions *NEW* 

Finance Frequently Asked Questions *NEW~ 

*NEW~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:39 AM 

Semone, Sean <~mone@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Announcing the New College Intra~et and Business Operations Website 

Hi Sean, 

I am forwarding a request to you from Eunice SaMe, regarding creating an intranet for AFAM. 

Thanks for the help. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 AN 
To: 
Subject: RE:" ~n~oundng the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear 

Thanks for this information. 

Do you know the person or unit I should contact to have an Intranet created for the department. Sorry to bother you. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From: @unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:3:[ AM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject: [asddd] Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sdences with a request that you j:orward to all staff in 

your units. 

We are thrilled to announce the release of an enhanced version of the College Intranet and Business Operations website. The pages still include the Chairs’ 

Manual and College resources, but we have increased the content so that you have all the information you need to succeed. 

Visit _h_t_tp_s_ii_i_£_o_[Le_N_e__Ln_t_r_a___n___e_t_:__w__#_):_#_B_~=#_~_£Z to see the new one-stop site for College policies, University links, resources, and much more! I have attached the 

sitemap to help you navigate the new website. 

Questions, concerns, or comments? Contact the website team through Remedy. 

Best regards. 

Business Operations Management Team 

MsIs, PMP, MBA candidate 

mobile 
"Jr at first you succeed, try something harder" -John C. Maxwell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:03 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.tmc.edtr> 
NYT aNcle 

Dear Eunice, 
The department is only mentioned briefly, but thought I should let you know about this New York Times article. 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Pemn <andrewjpemn@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:28 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ii~mm@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--atlfletics- forum] what I’m thinking these days... 

Nice work, Jay! I only wish I could envision ~vhere all this might end 
tap .... 

ap 

On Wed, 2012-08-15 at 10:55 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 
> http ://www news~bser‘~ er. c~m/2~ ~ 2/~8/~ 5/2268966/a-rea~-ref~rmati~n-f~r-c~e~e htm~ 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: andrew perrin@unc.edu To unsubscribe 
> click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&l faculw--athletics-forum&x~ 31963948. or send a blank email to leave-31963948- 

48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc edu 

Andrew J Perrm - andrew perrin@unc edu - http://perrin socsci.unc.edu 
Associate Professor of Sociology, University of North Carolina 
CB~3210, 155 tIamilton Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
lick here: http:/71ists.unc.edu/u?id=50137456 4.]:.35af5a.~ 17560 ~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facult’,’--athletics-formn&o=31964180 or send a blank email to leave-319(>4180- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edt~ 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:42 AM 

discussion <ISculty--athletics-ibrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athlefics-fi~mm@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--athletics-forum] what I’m thinking these days... 

"Separate but equal"? 

Really? 

On 8/15/2012 10:55 AM. Jay Smith wrote: 
> http ://www.newsobser\~er.com/2012/08/15i2268966/a-real-reformation-for-colle~e.html 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-~2~rum as: 
hallpa@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: 

>http://lists.unc.edu/uTid 51159745.6fSe58f3a884aSe8228cde358fldbSdb&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 31963948 
or send a blank emai[ to 

leave-31963948-51159745.6fSe58f3a884aSe8228cde358fl dbSdb@listserv uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ht~p:/ilists unc.edu/u, id=50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad3962924.d7d3&n=T&l=faculty--athletics-forum&o=3196428, or send a blank email to leave-31964282- 
50137456.42f235af5a29175600ack39629242d7d3 @listserv unc. edu. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 2:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, The Daily Shoe, Election 2012 and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/e@ pomo/20 20815/a mes 1 Y 

The Da~ly Shoe 

[:~ @q5 .... August 15, 2012 

In honor of Bergdorf Goodman’s lllth anniversary, T 

Magazine’s Jane Herman delivers The Daily Shoe from 

the store’s famous shoe salon. Dun~t miss a goid4ued fiat from 

YSL, a graphic, black and gold platform from Giuseppe Zanotti~ a 

peacock green Maneio glahnik siingbaek with a heavily beaded 

and feathered toe or a proportion-changing heel from Waiter 

Steiger~ Find these and others on nytimcs,eomitmagazine. 

Sta:, up to date wRh the latest developmeats iu lhe 2o12 

presk[ential eleet%n. Learu more about Paul Ryan and 

find out if he shares Mitt RomBey’s wdues, E~piore fl~e issues 

behind the 2012 Campaign on The Ageuda and uuderstaud the 

caudidates’ truths, half-truths and exaggevatkms from the 

campaign trail Follow the Eleet]on on nytimes4:omipolities or 

dowMoad the g[eetioB 2o12 app for up-to-.t he-minute news ou 

the go. 

Don’t Miss on N’~qimescom 

¯ G v ’S ag Gb" Life ]n Fu[l (Sex, Sex, Sex) 
¯ The N.F.L, Marketa to Fashion Fans 
¯ Prepping Students for Sorority Rush 
¯ Everything Wall St. Should l~ow About Ryan 
¯ London 2o1:.t in Pictures 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~ 
(Between Aug 8, 20!2- Aug. 14, 2012) 

~, In Real Estate Deal> Romney Made His Loss a Couple’s Gai~ 
2. Indigestio~ for ’les ~ches’ in a Plan for Higher Taxes 

3. Dowd: The Ungrateful President 

4. What’s So Bad About a Boy Who Wants to Wear a Dress? 

5. Raising S~eeessfn[ Childre~ 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." The 

Making and Printing of 
’PavaNorma~’ 
A look behind the scenes of the 
filmmaking process for the new 
film from Laika studios. 

~ INTEI/ACTIVE: The 

World Records That Fell 
See the records that fell at the 
London Olympics and explore 
the history of the records in each 
event. 

~ VIDEO: Send Mark 

gittman Packing 
Help decide where he will go for 
file Food & Drink Issue of The 
New York Times Sunday 
Magazine. 

Join the 
Conversation 

How Spoiled ~i 
~’e ore" I ....... 
Children? No ] 

Simple AnswerI 
We’re clearly 
having one of those eultm’al 
moments when parents worry 
that they aren’t doing their job 
and that the next generation is 
consequently in grave danger, 
Wlxat do yml think? doin the 
conversation, 



Follow The New York Times 
on Pinterest 

Connect svith The New 
York Times on Facebook 

Follow @nytimes on 

Twitter 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department Yeu received this message because yeu signed up 

for ~lYTimes corr~’s @Times newsletter. 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Ci~ange Your E-MaiiI Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times CompBny I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY !0018 

,% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Semone, Sean <semone@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~unc.edu>; CAS Web Services <cas webservices@groups.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Dr. SaMe, I’d be happy to speak with you abouL a couple of difl:erent options. Are you mosdy looking for a way to share out documents, policies, etc. to your 

faculty? 

Best, 

Sea~ 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: b-t--t-#-:/-L~-:a-~-s~Ls-~-u---n--c-‘,--e--d---u-Lc-~--e--r-~-t---f-#~a~-h#~¢~ 
To get help frorn: 

Application Development group, email: help appsdev@unc.edu Application 
Systems group, email: _h__&!A__a_Ai2__s_y__s__@__u___n__c_’:__e__d___u- 

Web Services group, email: hejA webservjces@unc~edu 

A.,;.,;ociate DirectoG gr!terr~r’ise Applications 

Oifice of Arts & Sciences Irfforrna[ion 5ervic,~:s 
Univ,~!rsitv Of North C~rolina ~t Ci~apel Hill 
CS 5.405~ 103 How.~!il Nail Chi~pel ~-Iill, NC 27599 5056 

AiM: oasissemone 

http://oasis.unc.ed u 

Frora: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:42 AM 

Semone, Sean 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College ~ntranet and Business Operations Website 

Many thanks 

Sean: Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent; Wednesday, 9:38 AM 
Te: Semone, Sean 
¢:c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Hi Sean, 

I am t:orwarding a request to you from Eunice SaNe, regarding creating an intranet for AFAM. 

Thanks for the help~ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear 

Thanks for this information. 

Do you know the person or unit I should contact to have an Intranet created for the department. Sorry to bother you. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From: ~unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, ~:3:t AM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject-" [asddd] Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sdences with a request that you forward to all staff in 

your units. 

We are thrilled to announce the release of an enhanced version of the College Intranet and Business Operations website. The pages still include the Chairs’ 

Manual and College resources, but we have increased the content so that you have all the information you need to succeed. 

Visit ..h..t..t.p..s.:~/.~-c..9.!.[.e..g..e.!..n..t...r..a-n-e..t.:~..e.~:.~.Q~A#.#Z to see the new one-stop site for College policies, University links, resources, and much more! I have attached the 

sitemap to help you navigate the new website. 



Questions, concerns, or comments? Contact the website team through Remedy. 

Best regards. 

Business Operations Management Team 

~SIS, PMP, MB-A candidate 

mobile - 

"If at first you succeed, try somethincd harder" -John C. Maxwel! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Maps 

eastemhemi.jpg; universilies~pg; westemhemijpg 

Okay, Eunice! I have made the last of the changes. In total, this project took me 24 hours. 

Thanks so much! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:29 PM 
To: 
Subject: Maps 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. I am sorry I did send these suggestions earlier. It is a very hectic day today. 

Here we go: 
:t) Universities’ map - Sahle (instead of Salhe) 

2) Research interests - Western Hemisphere - (SaNe) - is possible to include Bolivia on the map and to draw a linking line so that it is line with what you have done for other 
faculty members? Further, I forgot to indicate it is ’Development and Globalization’ as far my work in Bolivia is concerned. 

3) SaNe - Similar suggestions to no. 2 - lines to Kenya, Malawi and South Africa in addition to adding Development and Globalization in the case of South Korea, Malawi and 

South Africa). 

Many thanks. Kindly send you hours once you revise the maps so that 7ia can process your payment. 

Thanks. 
Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: revised maps 

Okay Eunice, hopefully these are correct! If not, I will make any changes necessary tomorrow, as I am leaving campus. I have spent 13.5 hours on this project. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard -<southall@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:31 PM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbmm@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [tZaculty--atNetics-lbrum] what I’m thinking these days... 

I think Jay’s reference was to segregationists’ claims regarding public 
education (pre Brown v. BOE) or a specific reference to language in the 
Plessy v. Ferguson decision I think this based upon the statement being 
put in quotes. That being said, an interesting discussion might be 
whether colleges and umversities may be subject to legal action based on 
their "systemically" conspiring to NOT provide all athletes equal access 
to an education. But that’s a topic for another day 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@emai] unc edu 

UNC Sport A~ninistration website: 
http :i/exss. unc edu/~raduate-programs/specia]izations/sport-administration/ 

CSRI ~vebsite: ~vww.unc.edu/csri <http://~vww.unc edu~,csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference org 
<http://www csriconference.org/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully 

On 8/15/12 11:42 AM; "Perry Hall" <hallpa@email uric edu> wrote: 

>" Separate but equal"? 
> 

>Really? 
> 

>On 8/15/2012 10:55 ~xxX4, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> 

>>http ://www. newsobserver, corn J2012/08/15/2268966/a-real-reformation-for-col 
>>lege.html 
>> 

>> 

>> - You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: 
>> hallpa@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>> 

>>http://lists.anc.edu/u?id 51159745.6fSe58t3a884aSe8228cde358fldbSdb&n T&l 
>> facul~--athletics-fomra&o 31963948, 
>> or send a blank email to 
>> 

>>leave-31963948-51159745.6fSe58 f3a884aSe8228cde358fl dbSdb@listserv.unc.edu 
>>. 

>> 

> 

> 

>-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>southall@email.unc edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 486998843c0dl~)3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 
>faculty--athletics-forum&o 31964282, or send a blank email to 

>leave-31964282~8699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listsel~’ uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:Z/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456 42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 31966006 or send a blank email to leave-31966006- 

50137456.421235afSa29175600a &’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Semone, Sean <semone@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CAS Web Services <cas webservices@groups.unc.edu>; CAS AppSys <cas appsys@groups.unc.edu> 

RE: Annouucing the New College Intrauet and Business Opemtious Website 

Sounds great. We can absotutebi get something setup for you. I will be out next week, but expect a colleague of mine to get in touch with you before I return. Do 

you have a techn~cM contact for us to work w~th who wou~d be handling the management of the documents in the ~ntranet? 

Drew, Can you look at doinA th~s v~a Sharepo~nt and us~n8 pre-ex~stin8 AD ~roups for AFAM to handle the authorization? Once the s~te 

~:ouch w~th Dr. SaMe (the Chair of AFAM) and/or her designee 

KevkL Can you see ~f we can get the U NC ~n~:ranet l:heme that B~y built [or ITS? We wouldn’t have to apply ~t at l:h~s t~me, but ~ suspect we wi~ (:ontk~ue to get 

more departmenta~ b~traneL requests and I woukt fike us to be aNe to help folks use Sharepo~nt {and have Sharepo~nL ~ook nice). 

Best, 

Sean 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: htt£://oasjs_unc~edu[c[[enbfeedback 
To get help from: 
Application Developrnent group, email: help appsdev~Ounc.edu 

Application Systems group, email: help appsys@unc.edu 

Web Services group, email: 

Assock~te Director, Enterprise Appl~cat~on~ 

Office of Arts & Sciences Informat~o~ Services 

University O~ NorU~ Carolina at Chapel 

CB 305~ %03 Howell HaM Cha[ael HHI~ NC 27599 3056 

semone .@email,u nc.ed u 
AIM: oasissemoae 

httl);ZZoas[s~unc.edu 

Frem: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday 3:47 PM 

T~: Semone, Sean 

Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Sean, 

Thanks for your note. 

Yes. The Chair of Geography - they have intranet - indicated to me that this would be a good space to place some of the new policies we have instituted in the department and 
other documents. [n terms of access, only faculty and staff in the department would have access to the site. 

Mtany thanks and I look forward to working with you on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Semone, Sean 
Sent: Wednesday, 3::15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: CAS Web Services 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Dr. SaMe, I’d be happy to speak with you about a couple of different options~ Are you mostly looking for a way to share out documents, policies, etc. to your 

faculty? 

Best, 

Sea~~ 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edu/client feedback 

To get help from: 

Application Development group, email: he[~appsdev{~unc~edu 

Application Systems group, email: _h__g_j_p____a__p__£)__s_y__s__@__u___n__c_’=__e__d___u_ 

Web Services group, email: help webservices@unc.edu 

Associate Director, Enterprise Applicatior~s 

Office ot: Arts & Sciences Ir;forma~ion Servic,~:s 
University Of North C~rolina ~t Ci~apel Hill 
CB 305f~ J.03 Howeil Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3056 

AiM: oasissemone 

http:iioasis.unc~ed u 

From: SaMe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 AlVl 

Semone, Sean 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Mtany thanks 

Seam Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 



Eunice 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesd:ay, " 9:38 AM 
To; Semone, Sean 
¢c-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Hi Sea~, 
I am forwarding a request to you from Eunice Sable, regarding creating an i~tranet for AFAM. 

~’hanl~s for t:he hel~ 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:36 AM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear 

Thanks for this information. 

Do you know the person or unit T should contact to have an Intranet created for the department. Sorry to bother you. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From-" 

Sent-" Weclnesclay, ~:31 AM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject-" [asddd] Announcing the New College Tntranet and Business Operations Website 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences with a request that you forward to aft staff in 

your units. 

We are thrilled to announce the release of an enhanced version of the College Intranet and Business Operations website. The pages still include the Chairs’ 

Manual and College resources, but we have increased the content so that you have all the information you need to succeed. 

Visit htt~s:/~/collegeintranet:web~qnc.ed%/to see the new one-stop site for College policies, University links, resources, and much more! I have attached the 

sitemap to help you navigate the new website. 

Questions, concerns, or comments? Contact the website team through Remedy. 

Best regards. 

Business Operations Management Team 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate 

mobile - 

"If at first you succeed, try somethin~ harder" -John C. Maxwell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

20120815165631590.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10442" @Aicio NIP 2510) 

Scan Date: 0815.2012 16:56:31 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Lucila <lcvargas@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 6:44 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Steveus, Chad A <chadstevens@unc.edu> 

Introduction 

Hello, Eunice, 

I hope you remember me, we served on an administrative review committee chaired by Della Pollock a few years ago. I want to intxoduce you to a wonderfifl colleague of 
mine, Chad Stcvens, who would like to create an inter-departamental collaboration tbcusing on post-conflict storytelling in Liberia. It involves bringing a speaker to campus, he 

will tell you more. 

Thanks and congratulations on your new position, 

Lucila 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@ema~l.nnc.edt~ 

Thursday. Angust 16, 2012 7:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Comment ti~m DTH 

Indicates, among other things, that a similar, even worse, situation occulted at my alma mater. 

This comment follows one by the same person who listed Tim’s class as a "no-show" class in the N&O 

Ex-Heel and Current Wolverine. 3 hours ago. parent 

I actually took Blacks in North Carolina with McMillan. This was in ’09 if I recall correctly. It was entirely legitimate, met every week, and was one of the better 

classes I had as an undergraduate. For the record, I was a pretty serious student and am now in a Ph.D. program at the University of Michigan. I occasionally use 

some of the books he assigned for reference. If he ever ran that class as a no-show, it certainly hasn’t been that way for a while. 

By the way, my new school, UM, had a shnilar problem back in ’08, except it was maybe even worse. A psycholo@" professor there was operating 
independent study courses that were basically devoid of any legitimate academic content. The guy tanght about three hundred sections in a three year 
period, and over 85% of the students were athletes--mostly football and hockey players. He was a well-known "jock doc" and even opened new 
sections at the behest of athletics department staff. That was before I was there, but my understanding is that the university dammed up and even 
implied that these I.S. classes were examples of undergrads getting one-on-one time with professors. The NC:~ didn’t even look into it, since the 
courses were open to all students and required written work, however minimal. 

Let’s not sugarcoat it--this is some pretty rotten s~tuff going on. But here’s how I feel: (A) The NCAA needs to let the university and system review this, mad it probably 

will. The folks in Indianapolis are mainly in the business of ensuring ~unateurism and competitive faAmess in college athletics, not in reviewing professors’ ~llabi to 

determine which classes axe sufficiently rigorous. (B) This has verifiably happened at other school~ but UNC is getting crucified in the ~nedia--withjoumalists foaming 

at the mouth and throwing axound phrases like "rogue program"--for investigating the problem, rather than sweeping it under the rag. If anything, this sort of post- Pe~m 

State tendency to clamor for Mark E~nme(t to raAn fiery death frown the sky for ethical and institutional problems oatside the NCAA’s purview disincentivizes other 

schools from doing anMhing to acknowledge or re~nedy them. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Warner <’ @gmail.com> 

Thursday. August 16, 2012 8:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Harvard Caribbea~ Diaspora Conference Details 

Hi Mwalimu- 

That is fine. I’m free now, and really, throughout the day. Please let 
me kno;v what works for you! 

Again, my number is 

All best 
Jason 

On 8/16/12, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Jason, 

Can I call you today? It is important that we talk. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalinau 

From: Jason Warner [         }))gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:48 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Eunice Sahle 
Subject: Harvard Caribbean Diaspora Conference Details 

Hi Mwalimu- 

As the date of our upcoming "Reconsidering Caribbean Diaspora" 
conference approaches, I wanted to get in touch about a few logistical 
details: 

HOTEL: We’ve booked you a room at the Irving House 
(http:i/irvinghouse corn/) for the night of Friday, September 28. 

FLIGHT: Please go ahead and book your own :flight. We’ll then reimburse 
when you get here. We’d like you to be around for the opening keynote 
address on Friday evemng, so if you could plan to getting in sometime 
before around 5:00, that would be ideal As concerns departure, we’fl 
try to arrange to have your panel earlier in the day since you are 
traveling further than other participants. While it would be wonderful 
if you could stay for the entire conference, please plan your travel 
as fits your needs. 

HONORA.RIUM: We’d like to offer you a $300 honorarium. To do so, would 
you kindly answer the 12~llowing questions: Are you a US. citizen? 
YVhat is yottr permanent legal address? ;\~at is your Social Security 
nmnber? @’you’d feel more conffortable relaying this directly to the 
administrator overseeing the budget in the American Civilization 
Department, we can facilitate that too.) 

DINNER: If you’re not too tired, it would be great if you could join 
us for dinner on Friday. Details haven’t been nailed down, but we’ll 
arrange them soon enough. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions, and rm so 
thrilled to have you in Cambridge soont 

With best wishes, 
Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Adding students to classes 

Dear Eunice, 

I just returned from London late last night aRer a series of lengthy delays. I had plamaed to send an email today or tomorrow to the facultT about enrollment issues that would repeat much of 
what was sent out before Spring 2012 Is there anything else you want me to add to that email? 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor & Associate Chair 
African & Afro-American Studies 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3395 
Phone: 919-%2-2342 
http ://afriafam uric edu/peoplei~valter-c.-lqacker 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: SahIe, Eunice N 

Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 8:44 AM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L; Rucker, Walter C 

Cc: Gore, Travis 

Subject: RE: Adding students to classes 

Dear Kia, 

I was preparing ~2~r a meeting when I responded tu yuur email yesterday. Thus, in the rash I forgut to remind you that as in the Spring semester, faculty members can submit a list uf up to 10 
students per course that they would like to add tu their cuurses 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15,2012 6:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Adding students to classes 

Thanks, E~mice. 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-8225 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu 

http ://afriafam. unc. edu/ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:37 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Adding students to classes 

Dear Kia, 

On Friday August 24, Travis will set up a depaltmental consent mechanism on CormectCarolina by 8.30am Your classes are TR, thus you can also drop students ~vho miss the first two 
classes 

Best wishes, 



From: Caldwe[1, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:34 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Adding students to classes 

Dear Eunice and Walter, 
I’ru writing to find out what the departrnent’s policies and procedures are for adding students to classes. I’ve received a request to add a student to AFAM 422, however the class is full. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.tmc.edn 

http ://afriafam unc edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 16, 2012 10:37 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling officer@lislserv.nnc.edtp 

[courseschedNingofficers] Regislration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The link is: 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the most current stats for your courses. If you 

prefer this report and are unable to run it yourself, please notify one of our staff and we will be happy to do so for you. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 
Courses that are active i~; the cou~e catalog for the first time in the Fail term will not appear i~; the Registration Status Summary report. We are 
attempting to rectify this issue but please note that it is .sill! a problem/ 
Renee Sherman 

Scheduling Team Lead 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

Renee Sherman 

Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

!!!_!!Jk!i£_"__£ ££!]d L~!S_]:_!:Z!£ o:~! :ice@ lis t s~ p/. un,:;, ed u 

Check o~ ~r ~ew webs~e~ ~£gistrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

qi> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 
course scheduling officers as: <a hre~"~n~filto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blanc <:br> 

emaJl to <a l~-ef "mailto:leave-31970233-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-31970233- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 11:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Ha~lyn, Jonatha~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Message from the Dea~ 

Dear Eunice, 

I think Jonathan has told you about this. Please be prepared to forward the enclosed message from Karen, with the Chancellor’s message, to all faculty in the 

department. We’ll send you the Chancellor’s message to enclose, as soon as it’s finalized. 

Thanks as always, 

Dee 

The enclosed is beinfi sent to all faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Dear Colleagues, 

The enclosed message from the Chancellor is going out to the Carolina community today. I wanted you to receive it first, because it includes a new development: 

the announcement that former Governor Martin will oversee an independent review of academic irregularities, if any, occurring before 2007 (when the College’s 

review began). M embers of the Board of Trustees, U NC President Tom Ross and the Chancellor believe that this is an important step in restoring confidence in the 

University’s academic integrity. 

Though this may be challenging for all of us in the short-term, I believe it will help restore confidence in the Department and the College for the long-term. I look 

forward to discussing this with you as a group as soon as that can be arranged. 

As always, I remain grateful for all that you do to advance our academic mission. 

With my best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 



Notting Hill Editions 

There are three new additions to essay specialist Notting Hill’s 

superlative list, all of them as beautiful to look at as they are 

stimulating to read. The first of them is a very welcome reprint of 

several of Hubert Butler’s essays, taking its title from ’The Eggman 

and the Fairies’, Butler’s chilling account of the Bridget Cleary case, a 

’witch burning’that happened within sight of his home, and just a few 

years before his birth in 1900. Describing Butler in his introduction as 

’the peer of Hazlitt, Robert Louis Stevenson and George Orwell’John 

Banville writes ’to know Hubert Butler is to understand a little more 
about oneself and a great deal more about the world.’ It’s also good 

to see back in print, after too many years, John and Bogdana 

Carpenter’s translation of Zbigniew Herbert’s essays on Dutch art, Still 

Life with Bridle. The final member of the troika is an entirely new 

work, a combative piece by the Eurosceptic Tory MEP Daniel Hannan. 

The Eggma~and the Still Life with a Bridle ADoomed Marriage 
Fairies Zbigniew Herbert Daniel Hannan 

Hubert Butler and £12 £1 2 
John Banville 

£12 
[ 

Ciick here ~.o ~ead more :~.bo~.~ d~ese ~.~ee r~ew dt~e5, ~r~d to see 

h’bshop,c~,urki notting hill 

W~llSe~f:On he ~g~ta~ 

Laptops, tablets, smart phones and e-readers are 

starting to challenge books and magazines as      ~ ....... 
vehicles for the written word. But are they changing 
the way we read, and will they call forth new kinds I 

of writing? 

Will Self leads a panel discussion about these and other intriguing 

questions thrown up by the new technology, with special reference to 

’Kafka’s Wound~, the d~g~tal essay he has written in collaboration with 
the LRB for ’The Space’ - d~espace.org - a new project from the Arts 

Council and the BBC. The panel will include Nicholas Spice, publisher 

of the London Review of Books, and Dan Franklin, Digital Publisher at 

the Random House Group, whose work involves exploring what the 

’book’ is, and can be, in the digital ffge. 

~.o~ mo~e k~fo~m~t~or~ a~c~ to book t~ckets, 

kbshop,co,uk 

C~ck here ~o ~ead W~ ,>~lf, d~g~tal essa~ ’Kafka’s 

::~ Kafka’s Wound: A the DigiNI Essay 



/ This is a limited first edition of Sweet Tooth, signed 

| before publication by the author and published in 

| association with Jonathan Cape. The edition 
| comprises 100 copies, 75 of which have been 

| quarter-bound in Harmatan Yellow 30 fine leather 

| with letterpress patterned sides on Mohawk Loop 
| Ginger paper, numbered 1 to 75, and 25 fully- 

| bound in the same leather, numbered i to xxv. All 

| copies have Bugra Brown endpapers, coloured tops, 

j head and tail bands, and Dubletta-lined slipcases. 

You may order as many copies as you wish but any multiple orders 

will be reviewed on 31 August and, if necessary, scaled down 

accordingly. Please include whether, if your preferred edition is 

unavailable, you would like to receive the other edition. 

WWWo Irbs h o p.COo u ki sweettoot 
[ 

~ ~ C:O~ Teju Cole 

New York-Lagos writer Teju Cole will be at the 
bookshop to talk about his work. His novel Open City, 
the narrative of a young Nigerian-Cerman psychiatrist 
as he walks around New York and, briefly, Brussels, has 
received unalloyed praise, won the PEN!Hemingway 
award and was shortlisted for the Ondaatje prize and 
the National Book Critics Circle award. £ead more and 
buy t~cke[s 

[ 

Panka~ M~sh~a 
Tuesday 4 ~qLX.6mb6~ 8(     -~ pxm " .... 

In From the Ruins of Empire (Allen Lane) - pa~ 
historical essay and paA intellectual biography - LRB 
contributor Pankaj Mishra redefines our view of the last 

centuw by bringing us the lesser-heard voices of 
journalists, poets, radicals and charismatics who 
crossed Europe and Asia, including Jamal ai-din al- 
Afghani and Liang Qichao. He will be in conversation 

about the book. ~ead mo~e an8 buy ti~:keLs 

Palestinian writer and la~er Raja Shehadeh will be at 
the shop to talk about Occupation Diaries (Profile), in 
which he continues the clear-eyed, gentle but resolute 
accounts of daily life in the West Bank he has brought 
us in books ~nduding When the Bulbul Stopped Singing, 
Strangers in the House, and Palestinian Walks (for which 
he won the 2008 O~,ell Prize), and asks the big 
questions too: Is working with left-wing Israel]s 
collaborating or not? What effect will the Arab Spring 
have on the future of Palestine? What can anyone do to 
bring about change? Read more arid #}~y tickets 

Co]]abo~atk>ns: On Bod<h~g W~th Begger £ Colla~rati .... 

On Working W~th 

This September there will be a series of events around 
London to mark the 40th anniversa~ of John Berger’s 
controversial Booker prize-winning novel C. and his 
hugely influential collaborative art-historical television 
series Ways of Seeing. Central to Berger’s work across 
all media has been his six decade long commitment to 
collaboration as a genuinely equivalent and productive 
meeting of makers. Here, several of his key creative 
paRners share their reflections on working with Berger, 
and why collaboration remains more relevant, both 
aesthetically and politically, than ever. Re~d more 
buy tk:kCts 

[ 



Tickets are £7 (£5 to LRB subscribers), and are available orfline or call 

020 7269 9030. 

] 0,,,> off a books~ plus wine a.~d live fiction 
Wednesday .> Seplembe~ 

A new offering at our first Wednesday of the month late shopping 

evening: sample a smattering of new London-based short stories 

read by actors, courtesy of the live fiction outfit I..~a~s’ League, whose 

new short story anthology, London Lies (Arachne Press), will have its 

launch at this event. 

Quote ’LRB 10%’ to receive the discount on online or phone orders on 

that day. 

~rbs hop,co xfl<i ~ate---s hopping 

1. A ~.~fe ~,~th }}ooks by Julian Barnes 

2. S~ake ~ London: the Topographic SuM~me by lain Sinclair 

3. Ra~kracks by John Berger and Anne Michaels 

4. (:Crazy Age by Jane Miller 

5. Debt by David Graeber 

6. Skios by Michael Frayn 

7. From the Ruir~s o[ Empire by Pankaj Mishra 

8. Leaving t~e Atocha St~don by Ben Lerner 

9. C~avs by Owen Jones 

10. On Poetic, by Glyn Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 12:28 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Ha~tlyn, Jonath~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

[afriafmn] A message from Dem~ Karen Gil 

Dear Colleagues, 

Dean Gil has asked me to let you know that there will be an official announcement about what is being reported - possibili~ about an independent review of academic 
irregularities in our department before 2007 - by the N & O later on today. 

I will keep you posted~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31971016 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-31971016-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 12:28 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: A mes~ge farm Dean Karen Gil 

I am away from campus and away from email!telephone until Monday (August 20) at 9 am. 
I will reply to your email as soon as I can after I am back on the grid. 
TMc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 12:33 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: A message l}om Dean Karen Gil 

Take a couple of deep breaths!!! Remember you have to take care of your body and mind as well. 

M 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2022 22:27 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Co: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: [afriafam] A message from Dean Karen Gil 

Dear Colleagues, 

Dean Gil has asked me to let you know that there will be an official announcement about what is being reported - possibility about an independent review of academic 
irregularities in our department before 2007 - by the N & O later on today. 

T will keep you posted. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: leemc@emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361602.0t:~7d9cb54cb465aee30529a612e272c&~T&l afriathm&o 31971016 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-31971016-32361602.0f47d9cb54cM65aee30529a6t2e272c~bJistserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 12:41 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Jordan High School in Durhan~ seeking Spanish teachers 

Jordan High School in Durham, NC, is seeking teachers for two Spanish vacancies for the school year beginning August 27, 2012. 

While a teaching ceNficate is desirable, someone ruth experience teaching young adults could be considered for lateral entu if that person is rolling to move towai~t 

certification during the year. Interested candidates should email their resumes to 2             ~dpsnc.net and           (~dpsnc.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer. Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 12:56 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul~--athlefics-tbmm] 2 worflw~-hile editorials 

Let’s focus on the last sentence of the Charlotte paper’s opinion piece. Pay them and let them be students to the extent that their free time and aptitudes allow them. The full-time courseload 
requirement virtua lly necessitates corner-cutting and compromises Part-time students, working through the Friday Center can progress at their own pace. 

Dick Cramer 
M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smit2a [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-f,arum] 2 worthwhile editorials 

http://~w char~tte~bserver c~rrd2~2/~8/14/3455532/ncaa-unc-sh~u1d-end-student-ath~ete.htm1 

http://www heraldsun.com/view/full stole-/19817833/article-More-potential-scand al-at-U~C-Chapel-Hill 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~z--athletics-fomm as: rm-cramer@email unc edu To uaasubscribe click here: http:i/lists unc.eduiu? 
id 48699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5&n T&I faculW--athletics-~2~rum&o 31970131 or send a blank emai[ to leave-31970131- 
48699891.94aa6dcSedb08 de0 lcca2c6 f25b0ccc5@[istserv unc edu 

-- You are currently subscribed tu faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email unc edu. Tu unsubscribe 

click here: ht~p://lists unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&[ facu[ty--athletics-forum&u 31971166 or send a blank email tu leave-31971166- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyn, Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 1:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Strizheus, Yuli a <5,s~J~izh@email. unc .edu"~ 

Wed llam 

Eunice, As we discussed, given that course scheduling in your dept. permits meetings Wed. at 11am, let’s plan for me to attend a meeting of the department 

faculty at that time next Wed. Aug. 7_2. Please confirm the room with Yulia and with me. 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The t_]niv~:_~rsity of North Carolina at 

Sen~or ~,ssociate Dean for Sociat Sciences and 

Globa{ Programs, College of ;krts arid Sciences 

Kenneth J~ Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 Sou~h Building, CB 31.00 

Ch~;pel H~Ji NC 27599.-3100 USA 

Office: 919 962-11S5 Fax: 919 962-2408 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ackland AJ~ Museum <esbowles~email.unc.edu; 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 1:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Exhibitions and Events: Urban Sketchers and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

f, om ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Opening Reception: Thursday, 

Urban Sketchers at Ackland Museum Stere 
16 August, 6:30-8:30 PM 

The sights and sounds of cities 

wortdwide -- from London to 

Lisbon, from Singapore to San 

Francisco -- come alive in the 

vibrant new exhibition at the 

Ack[and Museum Store’s retail 

ga[ten! space. 

Seeing the World, One Drawing at 

a Time: Urban Sketchers is the 

first group show ever done by 

members of this global non-profit 

organization. 

Read more here and come to ................................... 

tonight’s opening reception! 

The show wit[ be on view at the 

Acktand Museum Store through 6 October 2012. 

Director’s Choice: Art since 1950 [rom ~he Ackland Ar~ 
Museum CoLLection 
On view through August 26 

ixii 
SeLected by EmiLy Kass, Director of the Acktand 

Art Museum, this exhibition brings together 

highlights from the Acktand’s growing permanent 

coLLection of art since 1950. 

Abstract and figurat works in the exhibition 

range from the powerful to the ptayfu[, and 

inctude art by Wittie Cote, ALison Saar, Seymour 

Lipton, Sandy Skogtund, and Hans (Jean) 

Arp. The 30 paintings, sculptures, and 

photographs in Director’s Choice may even offer 

visitors hints of summertime places, activities, 

and sensations; consider JuLian Stanczak’s Glare, 

Fetrath Hines’ Aquatic Adventures, Jutes O[itskfs Waves and Clouds, and Burk 

Uzzte’s Red Hamburgers. 

Coming Soon! 

This faLL, A SEASON OF JAPAN celebrates myriad aspects of 

Japanese art and culture through ten unique exhibitions and 

instat[ations of art from the Acktand’s cot[ection, as we[[ as 

art from prominent private co[tections. 



Art & Literature °’Extension" Tour 
of Director°s Choice 
Saturday, 18 August, 2:00 PM 

perhaps whet your appetite for further reading. 

This public 

tour of the 

exhibition 

Director’s 

Choice 
ma kes 

between 

the works 

and the 

August Art 

Literature 

discussion 

of Lost in 

the City by 

Edward P. 

Jones. 

Whether or 

not you’ve 

read these 

short 

to make 

exci ti ng 

observations 

and 

Free and open to the public. No reservation necessary. 

Art & Literature in the Galleries: Fall 2012 
"A Season of Japan in Art & Literature" 

This fall, Art & Literature in the Ga[leries will explore interesting relationships 

between the Japanese art that will be on view at the Ackland and two Japanese novels 

and a poetry anthology. Read the selected book(s), look at the art, and become part 

of this popular series by joining the discussions one Thursday evening each month. 

13 September, 6:30 - 8:00 PM 

An Artist o]~ the Floating World by Kazuo Ishiguro 

11 October, 6:30 - 8:00 PM 

Poems in The Penguin Book of Japanese Verse 

15 November, 6:30 - 8:00 Phi 

Masks by Fumiko Enchi 

Learn more about each session’s works ol art and 

literature. 

Free to Ackland members, high school students, 

and valid UNC OneCard holders I $5 each session 

for a~l others. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 



Look~n~ Ahead.,. 

Yoga in the Galleries - Start your semester off right! 

Tuesday, 21 Ausust, 12:00-I:00 PM 

Tuesday, 4 September, 12:00-I :00 PM 

Tuesday, 18 September, 12:00-I :00 PM 

The AcMand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

~enerous support from AckLand Art Museum members and friends Like 

you. 

Become a member of the AckLand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

doLLars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackl.and’s e-news? Send an emaiL to the editor. 

Imases: 

Rose Piper, American, 191 7-2005: Slow Down Frefooht 77afn, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund 

Kumi Matsukama, Yakush~-~ke Park, 2012; watercolor. 

Julian Stanczak, American (born in Poland), born 1928: G lore, 1969; acrylic on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Edo=ar Deo=as, French, 1834-191 7: Spanish Dance, c. 1885, cast 1921; bronze. Ackland Fund. 

Willie Cole, American, born 1955: ~Aan Sp~rft ~,lask, 1999; photo-etchins, embossins, hand colorin8 (and scorchins); screenprint 

(and scorchins), woodcut. Ackland Fund. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th 5anke~ Kanze Noh, 1958; color screen print. Merrill C. Berman Collection. (c) Estate of 

I kk6 Tanaka. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-I 903: The Banks of the O~se, Near Ponto~se, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Forward this email 

This enlail ~vas se~lt Lo eunice~!email,ur~c.edu by esbowles@email.urlc.edu 
~__d_~_~__!~__r_o__r_LL_~__~_~__~_LL__A__d_~_~fl_s__s. ~nstar~t removal with ._5__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_~’ [_~_rLv__a__c_y__[_Lo_Jj_c_y_. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i ~0~ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 1:27 PM 

apcg@lists.wisc.edu 

APCG Newsletter Submission Deadline September 7th 

Dem colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in the middle of September, keeping witla onr recent tradition of putting out a newsletter following APSA. Deadline for 

submissions is September 7th. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website form: http:#africanpoliticsgmup.o~/index.php/submit-news/ 

2. Forwa~:d any news that you might have to mbnel~n~wesleyan.edu. 

Relevant news items might include new pnblication~ news about grants, new jobs, member caJceer changes, mmouncemeuts tbr conferences, etc. I am al~ interested 

in ~ny photos or itnages you tnay have that illusq_rate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email and due to the space limitations of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://afficanpolitic sgmup.orNindex.php/news/newsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson~,,wesleyan edu 

http:!!~,ew.michaelnelson.info 

http: !lafrica.blo.qs. wesleyan, edul 

You ~xe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~ema]l.unc.edu. 

To nnsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apeg&o~1561823 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-21561823-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 1:47 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] Meeting with Dean Jonathan Hartlyn 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is to let you know that there will be a department meeting with Dean Hartlyn next Wednesday at ii.00am. We will be meeting in the Incubator Room, Hyde Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You axe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31971460 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31971460-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN/MESSAGE FROM TIlE CHANCELLOR 

Eunice, please forward to your faculty. 

### 

The enclosed message from the Dean is being sent to all faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Dear Colleagues, 

The enclosed message from the Chancellor is going out to the Carolina community today. I wanted you to receive it first, because it includes a new development: 

the announcement that former Governor Martin will oversee an independent review of academic irregularities, if any, occurring before 2007 (when the College’s 

review began). M embers of the Board of Trustees, U NC President Tom Ross and the Chancellor believe that this is an important step in restoring confidence in the 

University’s academic integrity. 

Though this may be challenging for all of us in the short-term, I believe it will help restore confidence in the Department and the College for the long-term. I look 

forward to discussing this with you as a group as soon as that can be arranged. 

As always, I remain grateful for all that you do to advance our academic mission. 

With my best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

### 

August :16, 20:12 

Dear Carolina Trustees, Faculty and Staff, 

This has been a year of great accomplishments and, at the same time, significant challenges. 

This weekend, we will welcome nearly 4,000 outstanding first-year students whom we accepted from a record 29,000 applicants, up 24 percent over last 

year. Our faculty brought in an estimated $767 million in research funding despite a challenging federal budget picture. Alumni and friends stepped up 

their private giving for our second best year ever. With the state budget stabilized, the General Assembly provided for modest faculty and staff raises for 
st the first time in four years. And we have launched a campus-wide initiative to develop our 2:1 -Century Vision of the Public University. 

Against this backdrop of achievement, we disclosed in May serious breaches of academic integrity that had occurred in our Department of African and 

Afro-American Studies. We forced the retirement of Professor Julius Nyang’oro, who had earlier stepped down as department chair. A former departmental 

manager had long ago retired from the University. They were the only people implicated in the investigation. Throughout, we have kept our Board of 

Trustees, UNC President Ross and the leadership of the Board of Governors informed. We have been and are continuing to conduct our review in a 

deliberate and careful manner. Our focus every day remains on fixing the problems and ensuring they never happen again. 

We also had four extensive reviews that examined what went wrong and recommended improvements and new safeguards. We are implementing every 

recommendation made in these reports: 

The Review of Courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies: a departmental review that found 54 irregularly taught courses among 6:16 

offered between summer 2007 and summer 20:1:1. 

Report on Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes: an examination of ways to better serve the academic needs of student-athletes following the 

relocation of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes to the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Independent Study Task Force Report: an assessment of independent study practices throughout the College of Arts and Sciences that produced 

recommendations for consistent policies college-wide to be implemented beginning this semester, 

Faculty Executive Committee Report: a faculty-led examination of the University’s reviews of courses in the African and Afro-American Studies department 

and independent studies, with a focus on identifying issues that contributed to the academic problems and recommendations for next steps. 

In addition, a panel of the UNC Board of Governors began its own review last month to assess our investigative work and to determine whether the steps 

we have taken and proposed are reasonable and adequate to protect the University’s academic integrity and help prevent a similar situation from 

occurring again. We are cooperating fully in that effort. 

As we start the new school year, I want to share what we have done so far and the additional steps we are taking to ensure integrity. 

Former Governor James G. Martin agrees to lead continuing review of courses 

As part of our ongoing review of academic irregularities disclosed in May in our review of courses in African and Afro-American Studies, we have been 

reviewing the extent to which irregularities may have occurred prior to 2007. In consultation with our Board of Trustees and UNC President Tom Ross, we 

have asked James G. Martin, former N.C. governor and a former professor at Davidson College, to lead an independent review of any additional academic 

irregularities that may have occurred. Governor Martin’s expanded review will be assisted by Virchow, Krause & Company, LLP, a national management 

consulting firm with extensive experience in academic performance audit procedures and controls. Members of the Board of Trustees, President Ross and 

I all believe that this is an important step in rebuilding the confidence that you deserve to have in our academic integrity. This review will begin 

immediately. 

Governor Martin and Virchow, Krause & Company will provide their findings to the UNC Board of Governors panel that is now assessing the University’s 

previous investigation. We will then ask Virchow, Krause & Company to review the new academic performance policies, procedures and controls that we 

have already implemented to ensure that they represent best practices and, if not, to make specific recommendations for improvement. We are 

determined to make sure that our internal controls are such that irregularities of the past will not recur. 

Appointment of Hunter Rawlings to examine the role of athletics in the life of the University 

In its report, the Faculty Executive Committee acknowledged the complicated relationship between academics and athletics and recommended that I 

appoint outside experts to provide an independent, comprehensive analysis of that relationship. I agree that finding the right balance is essential, and we 

have the opportunity now to determine where we want to be in the future. 

I have asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American Universities (AAU), to help us examine the appropriate future relationship 

between academics and athletics at the University. The AAU is the association of 61 preeminent public and private research universities. Hunter’s 

credentials are impressive. He is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He was president of the University of Iowa and Cornell 

University. His degrees are in classics -from Haverford and a Ph.D. from Princeton. He also brings personal experience as a student-athlete. While he was 

in college, he was the star of the men’s basketball team, and he pitched for the baseball team. 

We will launch this effort after Governor Martin and Virchow, Krause & Company complete their independent review and after the Board of Governors’ 



panel wraps up its work. Our goal is to engage the entire campus community in a meaningful discussion and analysis of the role of athletics in the life of 

the University. 

Changes in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gil, Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham, the Board of Trustees and I have been examining ways to strengthen 

the intersection of academics and athletics. Our plans reflect excellent ideas from members of our faculty and are entirely consistent with the report 

issued by the 2011 Task Force on Athletics and Academics commissioned by President Ross. That report recommended that academic affairs be "fully in 

control" of academic support services related to athletics. 

We are implementing plans now to: 

¯ Reorganize the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes and Hire a New Leader. The College has, for several months, been engaged in 

the process of reorganizing the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and has launched a national search for a new director. Steve 

Matson, dean of the Graduate School, is chairing the search. The new director will report solely to the College of Arts and Sciences and will have the 

authority to manage the program’s budget. Harold Woodard, associate dean and director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 

Counseling, will serve as interim director of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. Collectively, these changes provide the opportunity 

to move forward with a fresh perspective. 

¯ Expand Academic Advising. Like all students at Carolina, each student-athlete is assigned a primary academic advisor through the College’s 

Academic Advising Program. The College will strengthen the role of the advisors bv adding two new positions to monitor and oversee academic 

advising for student-athletes. 

¯ Coordinate and C~arify the Relationship between Academic Advising and the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. We are 

making it unequivocally clear that the College of Arts and Sciences is in charge of Academic Advising and the Academic Support Program for 

Student-Athletes. The College will enhance its training and supervision of academic advisors and academic counselors to strengthen their distinct, 

but complementary, roles and responsibilities. 

Expand the Summer Bridge Program. The College is expanding its successful summer residential academic support program to incorporate 

student-athletes who may need help with their personal and academic transition from high school to the University. 

Strengthen Faculty Involvement in Athletics. We are strengthening relationships among the Faculty Advisory Committee of the Academic 

Support Program, the Faculty Athletics Committee and the faculty representative to the ACC/NCAA. Professor Joy Rennet, the new chair of the 

Faculty Athletics Committee, spent the summer meeting with members of her committee, the administration and Athletics Department to discuss 

how the committee can better ensure academic integrity and full integration of student-athletes into the life of the University. To meet the 

complex challenges associated with balancing academic and athletic excellence, it’s essential that faculty be visibly engaged in relevant policies 

and practices. 

Changes in the Department of Athletics 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham is the right person to help us move forward. He wants our student-athletes to get a world-class education, with high 

academic standards. To that end, he and College Dean Karen Gil are working collaboratively to strengthen the connections between academics and 

athletics. 

Bubba recently completed a comprehensive analysis of the department and has reorganized to strengthen the department. He has hired two new staff 

members. 

Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille comes from the University of Illinois, where he was first an assistant athletic director for compliance and then 

a senior athletic director. He will be the liaison with academic advising and counseling for student-athletes. Bubba has made clear that these functions 

remain independent of athletics and are part of the College of Arts and Sciences. Vince will coordinate with the College. He will also supervise the 

compliance program and work with staff to minimize the risk of NCAA infractions. 

Associate Director Paul Pogge was associate athletic director for strategic planning and partnerships at the University of Denver. He will assist in 

coordinating student-athlete eligibility, the NCAA’s Academic Progress Rankings, risk assessment and summer camps. 

A wide range of improvements in the department, the College and the University 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies, all of the departments in the College of Arts and Sciences, and the Summer School all have new 

policies and procedures in place to prevent irregularities going forward: 

The department has entirely new leadership and governance structure, and new policies and procedures for independent studies. 

The new chair, Professor Eunice Sahle, has a vision for the department that will further strengthen the excellent teaching, research and service 

being done by its current faculty. 

Stronger and more consistent policies for exams, grading and course syllabi are now in place. 

¯ The College is implementing consistent best practices for independent studv in all of its academic departments. 

¯ The College now follows an annual process for reviewing all teaching assignments and enrollments in everv academic department and curriculum. 

¯ The Summer School has implemented new policies and monitoring tools. 

¯ ConnectCarolina, the University’s new centralized database, now enables stronger management of monitoring and tracking student records and 

grade forms. 

Summary 

I am a graduate of this great University, I have served on its faculty, and I am proud now to be the chancellor. The academic issues that we have 

confronted are unacceptable for our University, and we are intent on resolving them. Nothing is more important than restoring integrity to this University 

that we all love. 

The great things we have accomplished would not be possible without your hard work and dedication to this University. So thank you for all that you do for 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:06 PM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] MESSAGE FROM TIlE DEAN/MESSAGE FROM TIlE CHANCELLOR 

### 

The enclosed message from the Dean is being sent to all.faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Dear Colleagues, 

The enclosed message from the Chancellor is going out to the Carolina community today. I wanted you to receive it first, because it includes a new development: 

the announcement that former Governor Martin will oversee an independent review of academic irregularities, if any, occurring before 2007 (when the College’s 

review began). M embers of the Board of Trustees, U NC President Tom Ross and the Chancellor believe that this is an important step in restoring confidence in the 

University’s academic integrity. 

Though this may be challenging for all of us in the short-term, I believe it will help restore confidence in the Department and the College for the long-term. I look 

forward to discussing this with you as a group as soon as that can be arranged. 

As always, I remain grateful for all that you do to advance our academic mission. 

With my best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

### 

August 16, 2012 

Dear Carolina Trustees, Faculty and Staff, 

This has been a year of great accomplishments and, at the same time, significant challenges. 

This weekend, we will welcome nearly 4,000 outstanding first-year students whom we accepted from a record 29,000 applicants, up 24 percent over last 

year. Our faculty brought in an estimated S767 million in research funding despite a challenging federal budget picture. Alumni and friends stepped up 

their private giving for our second best year ever. With the state budget stabilized, the General Assembly provided for modest faculty and staff raises for 
st 

the first time in four years. And we have launched a campus-wide initiative to develop our 21 -Century Vision of the Public University. 

Against this backdrop of achievement, we disclosed in May serious breaches of academic integrity that had occurred in our Department of African and 

Afro-American Studies. We forced the retirement of Professor Julius Nyang’oro, who had earlier stepped down as department chair. A former departmental 

manager had long ago retired from the University. They were the only people implicated in the investigation. Throughout, we have kept our Board of 

Trustees, UNC President Ross and the leadership of the Board of Governors informed. We have been and are continuing to conduct our review in a 

deliberate and careful manner. Our focus every day remains on fixing the problems and ensuring they never happen again. 

We also had four extensive reviews that examined what went wrong and recommended improvements and new safeguards. We are implementing every 

recommendation made in these reports: 

The Review of Courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies: a departmental review that found 54 irregularly taught courses among 616 

offered between summer 2007 and summer 2011. 

Report on Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes: an examination of ways to better serve the academic needs of student-athletes following the 

relocation of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes to the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Independent Study Task Force Report: an assessment of independent study practices throughout the College of Arts and Sciences that produced 

recommendations for consistent policies college-wide to be implemented beginning this semester. 

Faculty Executive Committee Report: a faculty-led examination of the University’s reviews of courses in the African and Afro-American Studies department 

and independent studies, with a focus on identifying issues that contributed to the academic problems and recommendations for next steps. 

In addition, a panel of the UNC Board of Governors began its own review last month to assess our investigative work and to determine whether the steps 

we have taken and proposed are reasonable and adequate to protect the University’s academic integrity and help prevent a similar situation from 

occurring again. We are cooperating fully in that effort. 

As we start the new school year, I want to share what we have done so far and the additional steps we are taking to ensure integrity. 

Former Governor James G. Martin agrees to lead continuing review of courses 

As part of our ongoing review of academic irregularities disclosed in May in our review of courses in African and Afro-American Studies, we have been 

reviewing the extent to which irregularities may have occurred prior to 2007. In consultation with our Board of Trustees and UNC President Tom Ross, we 

have asked James G. Martin, former N.C. governor and a former professor at Davidson College, to lead an independent review of any additional academic 

irregularities that may have occurred. Governor Martin’s expanded review will be assisted by Virchow, Krause & Company, LLP, a national management 

consulting firm with extensive experience in academic performance audit procedures and controls. Members of the Board of Trustees, President Ross and 

I all believe that this is an important step in rebuilding the confidence that you deserve to have in our academic integrity. This review will begin 

immediately. 

Governor Martin and Virchow, Krause & Company will provide their findings to the UNC Board of Governors panel that is now assessing the University’s 

previous investigation. We will then ask Virchow, Krause & Company to review the new academic performance policies, procedures and controls that we 

have already implemented to ensure that they represent best practices and, if not, to make specific recommendations for improvement. We are 

determined to make sure that our internal controls are such that irregularities of the past will not recur. 

Appointment of Hunter Rawlings to examine the role of athletics in the life of the University 

In its report, the Faculty Executive Committee acknowledged the complicated relationship between academics and athletics and recommended that I 

appoint outside experts to provide an independent, comprehensive analysis of that relationship. I agree that finding the right balance is essential, and we 

have the opportunity now to determine where we want to be in the future. 

I have asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American Universities (AAU), to help us examine the appropriate future relationship 

between academics and athletics at the University. The AAU is the association of 61 preeminent public and private research universities. Hunter’s 

credentials are impressive. He is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He was president of the University of Iowa and Cornell 

University. His degrees are in classics -from Haverford and a Ph.D. from Princeton. He also brings personal experience as a student-athlete. While he was 

in college, he was the star of the men’s basketball team, and he pitched for the baseball team. 

We will launch this effort after Governor Martin and Virchow, Krause & Company complete their independent review and after the Board of Governors’ 

panel wraps up its work. Our goal is to engage the entire campus community in a meaningful discussion and analysis of the role of athletics in the life of 



the University. 
Changes in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gil, Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham, the Board of Trustees and I have been examining ways to strengthen 
the intersection of academics and athletics, Our plans reflect excellent ideas from members of our faculty and are entirely consistent with the report 
issued by the 20:~:~ Task Force on Athletics and Academics commissioned by President Ross. That report recommended that academic affairs be "fully in 
control" of academic support services related to athletics. 
We are implementing plans now to: 

¯ Reorganize the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes and Hire a New Leader. The College has, for several months, been engaged in 
the process of reorganizing the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and has launched a national search for a new director. Steve 
Matson, dean of the Graduate School, is chairing the search. The new director will report solely to the College of Arts and Sciences and will have the 
authority to manage the program’s budget. Harold Woodard, associate dean and director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 
Counseling, will serve as interim director of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. Collectively, these changes provide the opportunity 
to move forward with a fresh perspective. 

¯ Expand Academic Advising. Like all students at Carolina, each student-athlete is assigned a primary academic advisor through the College’s 
Academic Advising Program. The College will strengthen the role of the advisors by adding two new positions to monitor and oversee academic 
advising for student-athletes. 

¯ Coordinate and Clarify the Relationship between Academic Advising and the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. We are 
making it unequivocally clear that the College of Arts and Sciences is in charge of Academic Advising and the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. The College will enhance its training and supervision of academic advisors and academic counselors to strengthen their distinct, 
but complementary, roles and responsibilities. 

Expand the Summer Bridge Program. The College is expanding its successful summer residential academic support program to incorporate 
student-athletes who may need help with their personal and academic transition from high school to the University. 

Strengthen Faculty Involvement in Athletics. We are strengthening relationships among the Faculty Advisory Committee of the Academic 
Support Program, the Faculty Athletics Committee and the faculty representative to the ACC/NCAA. Professor Joy Renner, the new chair of the 
Faculty Athletics Committee, spent the summer meeting with members of her committee, the administration and Athletics Department to discuss 
how the committee can better ensure academic integrity and full integration of student-athletes into the life of the University. To meet the 
complex challenges associated with balancing academic and athletic excellence, it’s essential that faculty be visibly engaged in relevant policies 
and practices. 

Changes in the Department of Athletics 
Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham is the right person to help us move forward. He wants our student-athletes to get a world-class education, with high 
academic standards. To that end, he and College Dean Karen Gil are working collaboratively to strengthen the connections between academics and 

athletics. 
Bubba recently completed a comprehensive analysis of the department and has reorganized to strengthen the department. He has hired two new staff 

members. 
Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille comes from the University of Illinois, where he was first an assistant athletic director for compliance and then 
a senior athletic director. He will be the liaison with academic advising and counseling for student-athletes. Bubba has made clear that these functions 
remain independent of athletics and are part of the College of Arts and Sciences. Vince will coordinate with the College. He will also supervise the 
compliance program and work with staff to minimize the risk of NCAA infractions. 
Associate Director Paul Pogge was associate athletic director for strategic planning and partnerships at the University of Denver. He will assist in 
coordinating student-athlete eligibility, the NCAA’s Academic Progress Rankings, risk assessment and summer camps. 
A wide range of improvements in the department, the College and the University 
The Department of African and Afro-American Studies, all of the departments in the College of Arts and Sciences, and the Summer School all have new 
policies and procedures in place to prevent irregularities going forward: 

¯ The department has entirely new leadership and governance structure, and new policies and procedures for independent studies. 
¯ The new chair, Professor Eunice Sahle, has a vision for the department that will further strengthen the excellent teaching, research and service 

being done by its current faculty. 
¯ Stronger and more consistent policies for exams, grading and course syllabi are now in place. 
¯ The College is implementing consistent best practices for independent study in all of its academic departments. 
¯ The College now follows an annual process for reviewing all teaching assignments and enrollments in every academic department and curriculum. 
¯ The Summer School has implemented new policies and monitoring tools. 
¯ ConnectCarolina, the University’s new centralized database, now enables stronger management of monitoring and tracking student records and 

grade forms. 
Summary 
I am a graduate of this great University, I have served on its faculty, and I am proud now to be the chancellor. The academic issues that we have 
confronted are unacceptable for our University, and we are intent on resolving them. Nothing is more important than restoring integrity to this University 

that we all love. 
The great things we have accomplished would not be possible without your hard work and dedication to this University. So thank you for all that you do for 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Sincerely, 
Holden Thorp 

You are currently subscribed to al’ri~Jhm as: eunice(~bemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:afriaIiam&o=31971581 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-31971581-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada270a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 3:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

are you okay? 

it just will not die. at least it seems to be moving a bit into the athletics department. 

shall we have a coffee or a drink soon? 

larly 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 4:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Willimns, Becky <rbwill@email.unc.edtr~ 

I~W: A question 

Eunice, Ir~ ~.errns of format UNC policy: 

Faculty cannot hold two permanent positions, but temporary appointments for teaching may be a[IowaMe if there 

the GA webs~te h~p:!iwww.northcaro[ina.edu/research...spunc/h~dex.php?pg=vb&node..jd=sl~:[g~ The faculty member must submit an external professional 

act:ivK:ies for pay form to determine whether a conf~k:t exists, This wor[~ shouk~ not interfere wK:h t:he obJigatkms the fi~cu[ty member has to U 

for smother NC university, payment must be made through dus~l employment. 

[n terms o[: its advisaMl~ty: it would seem ~o me that especially for’ a tenure-.tr’ack fsculty member seeking to focus on bui[d~n~ a record for’ tenure, this should 

probaMv not be encouraged. 

Best, .Jonathan 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The UrJvers~ty of North Carolina 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Sociat Sdences and 

GIo~a~ Pro~rarns, Cotlese of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckfotd Professor of Pol~tica~ 

205 South Bu~ldins, CB 3100 

Chapel H~J~ NC 27599.-3100 USA 
Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
$ent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:16 AN 
Te: Ha~yn, Jonathan 
$ubjeCt: A question 

Dear Jonathan, 

Are faculty members authorized to teach online courses for other institutions? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andveas <nsteiner@unc.edu-; 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 4:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@ad.uuc.edu> 

CGI support 

Hi Eunice, 

Jan (cc:) and I were talking today about ways to support your colleagues. One thing I want to do is remind them of the funding opportunities 

that I presented at your staff meeting in the spring. 

Please remind them of CGI’s Faculty Working Groups that offer ~4,000 in funding to interdisciplinary groups to meet regularly in order to 

critique scholarly works, host visiting speakers, organize conferences, develop grant proposals, and/or embed research into the curriculum. If 

you are interested to learn more, please go here - http://cgi.unc.edu/awards/working-groups 

All our funding opportunities are listed here - _h~p;!!£8!:unc:~du!~w~rds including Conference Travel and Curriculum Development. And their 

students might be interested in starting Student Learning Circles. 

And we have a database that highlights the international expertise of UNC faculty. It is designed to help you connect with colleagues across 

campus and around the world. I encourage you to explore this database (.h_t_.tJ;?_L//_._w__w__w_:.u__r!c_:e__d__gZf_!_e.) to appreciate the depth of international 

expertise at UNC and hope that it is a useful resource for your own work. 

Please never hesitate to let me know how I can help you. 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
............................................................................. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Description: Description: http:,/cgi.unc.edu/images/migration- 

horizontal jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: _h__t.t_p_2!.a_ .m_z_£=So__m_/0_._4A_5_ZT__2_.~9_._0_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 4:51 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] Course outlines 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send your course outlines for the fall semester to Kenneth and I by Wednesday, August 22, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You axe currently subscribed to atiial?am as: eunice@email xmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiiafam&o 31972879 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-31972879-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~)listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 5:39 PM 

discussion <tSculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [liicul~--athlelics-tbrum] big aJmouncement? 

Hi Jay. I met with the Chancellor yesterday The panel you refer to references this section of his email: 

"In its report, the Faculty Executive Committee acknowledged the complicated relationship between academics and athletics and recommended that I appoint outside experts to provide an 
independent, comprehensive analysis of that relationship. I agree that finding the right balance is essential, and we have the opportunity now to determine ~vhere we ~vant to be in the future. 

I have asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American Universities (AAU), to help us examine the appropriate future relationship between academics and athletics at the 
University.." 

The Chancellor told me that he will follow the request of the Faculty Executive Committee. That is, there will be non-university persolmel serving on IVlr Ra~vlings committee. 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"One woman can make a diff’erence but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:ia,vsmith~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 1:14 PM 
To: discussion 
Sut~iect: [faculty--athletics-12~rum] big announcement? 

Folks--rye just heard from a media outlet that UNC is set to make a "big announcement" about a panel that will be named to review UNC. Does anyone know if anyone :[’rom our circle has 
been consulted on the make-up of such a panel? I worry, have worried for a month, that a panel packed with "inside the box" thinkers is going to be telling us that we need to adjust x, y, and 
z and all will be dan@. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id~8699886 7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 31971292 or send a blank email to leave-31971292- 
48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 5013745642f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults,--athletics-formn&o 31973102 or send a blank email to leave-31973102- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 5:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Athletics Update 

;) 
I spoke on a panel today with keg Hildebrand at the FacuKy Diversity Seminar. The entire AFAM situation came up and he eloquently articulated the need for 

support and awarem-:~ss of the greater ~ssue at hand. Kia CMdwe~ was a~so ~r~ attendam:e and she spoke pass~onate~v about unity and understanding ~:he poP,tics at 

WOr~, 

Do know ~ am committed m assisting your efforts[ 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 5:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC Athletics Update 

’One woman can make a difference but 

wome~l working together can change the world." 

Dear Debby, 

Thanks for supporting us during these very difficulbl times. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:55 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC Athletics Update 

Hi All. I met with the Chancellor today regarding Carolina Black Caucus activities and concerns for the upcoming year. As always, he has been a super supporter of 

the Caucus and very forthright in his beliefs and efforts. 

I am encouraged by his responses to the questions posed regarding the ongoing Athletics situation. The recent student-athlete transcript release has only 

heightened the alarm on campus. The Chancellor and I remain optimistic about the future and have agreement on many of the solutions. He shared the university 

solutions and l shared mine. Due to the confidentiality of our discussion, I ask that you just stay tuned to the media as further university improvements and 

changes are announced. © I appreciate your faith in my leadership -- and do know that if there were ANY solutions that do not support our mission, I made our 

voice heard. 

The Chancellor and I are in agreement that the AFAM department continues to face unwarranted attacks from various media outlets and rabid non-UNC 

supporters. The AFAM faculty is still answering questions from various review units. Dr. SaMe, the AFAM chair, is doing a wonderful job maintaining morale and 

implementing new policies and procedures. If you have the time, please send her a note of encouragement. (Eunice@email.unc.edu) I will reach out to the Black 

Student Movement early this term to encourage our Black students to enroll in AFAM courses if they are truly interested in this rich discipline. We don’t want them 

to refrain from the examination and study of Africans and African Americans. 

l also met with our athletic director, Bubba Cunningham, two weeks ago and expressed a general concern of diversity within the senior ranks of the department. I 

stated that "I can’t tell you how to administer the department." I also let him know that it is not very encouraging to see his first two hires as white males. He 

expressed that "there is more work to be done" and acknowledged my comment. I shared this conversation with the Chancellor. 

Thank you again for your ongoing support of the Caucus and Athletics. Our young athletes need us as they move beyond the UNC campus. The Chancellor and I are 

also looking to identify Black employees who have had sport participation as a college student. If you know of anyone (including yourself), please send me a note. 

We need to be aware of resources on campus who can further assist us in this effort. 

Please feel free to contact me at any time if you have questions, feedback or concerns. I am strongly considering having an CBC Athletics meeting before October 

:I. 
th And don’t forget the Caucus "Welcome Back" Reception on Friday, August 24 at 5:00 p.m. Invitations have been sent to all dues-paying Caucus members and 

invited guests. The Chancellor will make remarks at this event. 

Staying encouraged, 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

.w_w_w_:_u__p__c_:_e_~_u_[_c__b__c_ 



Description: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaukeu, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 6:56 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul .ly--athlefics-tbrum] one more editorial and more... 

Just a few quick thoughts on the Chancellor’s announcement (subject to expansion or revision on ti~rther reflection).. 

I wish I could be as sanguine as you are, Jay You are happy that the Chancellor has appointed a person to head a committee to look into the relationship bet~veen athletics and academics at 
Carolina. I’m happy about that, too. But you have nothing to say about the committee headed by Jim iVlartin and with the palticipation of a corporate consulting firm I’m not only not looking 
for~vard to being investigated again. I believe that the premise underlying ANOTHER investigation is flawed: that there is something wrong with African and Afro-American studies (both as 
a department who must be composed of at least vaguely corrupt faculty and staff and as an illegitimate subject of inquiu) You say- that the Charlotte Observer opinion piece is generally- 
refreshing "despite the sill?- suggestion that AFAiVl was designed for athletes." But that statement is the mother’s milk of the media coverage. The intelwiew you did with ESPN radio was 
the first media item I saw or heard in which you expressed solidarity and sympathy with African and Afro-American studies and its faculty. I know that you have been saying this to 
reporters and others for a while, yet the diIt’erent media outlets mostly ignore it in favor of cormnents that call for more investigation and thus reinforce the trope of African al’~d 
American studies as illegitimate. I hope that fmther media reports will report ~vhat you said in the first 2+ minutes of your ESPN intel~ziew, but I am not optimistic 

I do not know ~vhat the Martin cormnittee will report. But if it begins ~vith the assumption that something is ~vrong with African and Afro-American studies as opposed to the assumption 
that something wrong happened because of a chair and administrative assistant ~vho did not do their jobs and thus either invited or succumbed to corruption from big-time college sport, 
then all I see happening is the further scapegoating of African and Afro-American studies. 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professur uf Afru-American Studies 
Department uf African and Afru-American Studies 
109 Battle tlal[, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 @~x) 

Click on a link for information abuut my publicatiuns: 
http://wwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/ianken html 
http : //uncpress. unc. edu/buoks/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/buok/P00780 
http ://undpress.nd edu/bouk/P00723 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 5:35 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-furum] une more editorial and inure.. 

found this une generally refreshing (despite the silly" suggestion that 
AFAM was designed 12~r athletes.) 
http:i/w~vw.charlotteobselwer, corn/2012/08/16/3457500/protecting-unc-from-its-protector s.htrnl 

In any case, it seems that the administration has been listening (to 
someone, anyway). There are TWO con~’nittee investigations on the 
horizon, and I think we will want to exert maximmn efl)~rt to elbow- ottr 
way to the table xvhere the composition of that second cormnittee is to be 
decided. I talked with Holden today, and he mcntioned "maybe a former 
AD, maybe a former admissions person," and that’s all well and good. 
But we need some other voices-how about athletes? how- about some 
"Drake group" people? how about Taylor Branch (I’m half serious about 
that)? And many others who might bring a refreshing nexv perspective to 
the enterprise xve call big-time college sport? Not to engineer a 
particular outcome--rm s~e we continue to disagree on the optimal 
outcome-but to ensure that frartk, mind-stretching discussions take 
place, xvith athletes’ interests fully represented. 

Toraorrow I’ll announce a room for a meeting, next Wednesday, 3:30pm. 
Hope many of you can corae. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forunx as: kriartken@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: httl~:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f&n T&I facultv--athletics-forunx&o 31973087. or sendablankemailtoleave-31973087- 

48699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f@listsel~z.unc.edu. 
-- You are cttrrently subscribed to faculty--athletics-formn as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~,’lists.tmc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-folmn&o 31973343 or send a blat~kemailto leave-31973343- 
50137456.42t235afSa29175600a &’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subject: PID for 

Good Evening Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you again for the oppom~nity to work with you to plan this Du Bois conference, I am really looking forward to it. Hem is my PID, 

know if you need any/thing else from me. Additionally, my phone nnmber is             in case you ever need it. I will see you ne~ week. 

.Please let me 

http://www.lin kedin.com!profile!view?id =434:t496:t&trk=ta b pro 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 4:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv> 

Re: ttello 

Eullice. 

Hope all is well. Let me kmow some times that work iu the next couple of weeks and we can make it happen! 

Isba~a 

Sent fam~ my iPad 

Ou Aug 15, 2012, at 2:33 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(a)email.unc edu~ wrote: 

Dear Ishna, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I hope we can meet in the next little while to discuss development issues. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ellis, Jennifer <Jemlifer.Ellis@taaad£co.uk7 

Friday, August 17, 2012 6:11 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Review CoW of Jfuet Couwfy’s ’Edges of Globa] Jusfi ce’ 

I am writing from Routledge booka to offer you a review copy of .lanet Conway~s Edges 

Based on ~:en years of fie~dwork on three contine~l:s, Edges of Globa/Justice analyzes the World Sodal Forum (WSF) h~ a context of ~::r~s~s and trans~l:h:m in ~:he 

his~:ory of Western capitalist modernity. 

~ am co~tacti~8 you because I d~k this book would be of ~Lerest to you and, furt~ermore, because Jacket has spedfical~y sus~esLed that you m~ht fike to review 

it. 

Please do let me know ~f you are h~terested ~n reviewing and/or promoth~g th~s excellent book, ~ would be happy to send a review copy to you, or d~rect~y to any 

o~:her ~n~:erested parties you may have ~n m~nd. 

[bank you [or your 

Jenny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Friday’, August 17, 2012 7:59 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjai&en@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course outlines 

AFAM 474 UNC Fall 2012.docx 

Dear [::unice and Kenneth, 

Please see rny attached syllabus t:or 4.74. I’lt forward the 398 syllabus shortly. 

Best, 

Waiter 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, August ~6, 2012 4:~1 PN 
To: Depa~ment l~s~e~ 
Subject: [affiafam] Course outlines 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send your course outlines for the fall semester to Kenneth and I by Wednesday, August 22. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: wrucke~,~{~email.unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://li sts.unc.edtlu?id=44413101.049fl)b847d2t331b22265tia8d0c5t] a5&n=T&l =:afriatiam&o=31972879 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-31972879-44413101.04919b847d2t331b22265fa8d0c5 fl a5(i~bstserv.unc.edu 



FR! JTJ 
Bi ck Atlantic Ccosscuccents 

Fall 2012 

Tu/Th, 9:30a-10:45a 
328 Phillips Hall 

Dr. Walter Rucker 

OVERVIEW: 
The purpose of this course is to explore and engage, in detail, theoretical issues and debates concerning 

Africa and the African Diaspora. Moving beyond a simple survey of socio-cultural continuities and 

discontinuities, this course will expose students to a number of contentious scholarly debates about 

modern appropriations of ancient African histories, the Transatlantic slave trade, "Africanisms" in 

African American culture, and social movements across the Black Atlantic--among many other items. 
Emphasized in this course will be various historical, cultural, socio-political, and intellectual formations, 

movements, and connections, particularly in the Atlantic littoral. As an advanced seminar, this course will 

be punctuated by discussions of assigned readings, debates, and student presentations on issues related to 
a variety of connections--social, cultural, political, and intellectual--in the Black Atlantic world. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
Upon completion of AFAMiAFRI 474, students should be able to: 

o Summarize and analyze contentious issues in African and African American Studies related to 

linkages, connections, and ties between Africa and African Diaspora. 

Compare, contrast, and explain intellectual, political, and social movements in the Africana 

world. 

Acknowledge the complexities and contradictions in intellectual, cultural, and political 

movements that have sought to track or reinforce linkages throughout the Black Atlantic. 

Understand the power of"race," ethnicity, and nation in shaping the Black Atlantic World. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 
Each student is required to purchase a total of five books: 

¯ Michael Gomez, Reversing Sail: A History oJthe African Diaspora 
~ Michael Gomez, Exchanging Our Country Marks’ 
o Saidiya Hartman, Lose Your ~lother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route 

¯ David Birmingham, Kwame Nkrumah: The Father oJ~frican Nationalism 

¯ Steve Biko, 1 Write What I Like 

In addition, studems will be responsible for reading selections posted on the course Sakai site. 

.~UIRED WORK: 
During the term, there will be weekly readings summaries and discussions, in-class debates, two response 
papers, two five- to seven-page interpretive essays (midterm and final), and a PowerPoint presentation. 
Failure to complete either of the required five- to seven-page interpretive essays or to create a PowerPoint 
presentation ~vill result in a failing course grade. Details of these assignments will be forthcoming. For all 

{PAGE } 



written work, students will be expected to write in a clear and organized manner. Also, students ~vill need 
to demonstrate critical thinking and original perspectives in their work. 

The schedule established for lecture topics, reading assignments, and assignment due dates can be 
changed at the instructor’s discretion. However, matters related to the grading of assignments cannot by 
altered. Notice of all changes to the structure of the course will be made by announcement in class, via 
email notice, or alterations to the course syllabus posted on the course Sakai site. 

Attendance is mandatory for all students in this class. Students are responsible for attending lectures and 
participating in the readings summaries, class discussions, and debates. Hence, attendance will impact the 
final course grade. All students will be allowed a total of three excused or unexcused absences (with three 
(3) lates counting as one (1) absence) during the term. For each additional absence, students will have-- 
without exception--seven and a half (7.5) points per day deducted from their final course grade. Take 
this policy seriously! 

GRADING: 
Citizenship: 10% 
Discussion/Debates: 20% 
Two Response Papers: 10% (5% each) 

PowerPoint: 20% 
Midterm Paper: 20% 
Final iPaper: 20% 

GRADING RUBRIC: 
Exceptional: 

Very Good: 

100-93% = A Satisfactory: 79-77% = C+ 
92-90% = A- 76-73% = C 
89-87% = B+ 72-70% = C- 
86-83% = B Insufficient: 69-67% = D 
82-80% = B- Failing: 66-0% = IF 

STUDENT CONDUCT: 
Students are expected to be familiar with, and to abide by, the guidelines in the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor 
Code (http:iihonor.unc.edu). In addition students are not allowed to sleep, read newspapers, leave class 
early without permission, use cell phones (to text message, email, or talk), or hold off-topic conversations 
during the session. I am highly intolerant of this sort of behavior. In such cases, the instructor will ask 
students to leave the class and reserves the right to withdraw students from the course for frequent 
disruptions. At the very minimum, your %itizenship" grade will be greatly reduced. See the ~’Citizenship" 
section below for further details. 

In addition, any form of academic dishonesty or misconduct (e.g., cheating, plagiarism, unauthorized 
copying or collaboration, forging signatures on class rosters, etc.) ~vill be directed to the UNC-Chapel Hill 
Undergraduate Honor Court and the Undergraduate Attorney General. Students found in violation of the 
UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code may receive a failing course grade and are subject to academic probation, 
suspension, or expulsion from UNC-Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. 
The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 
responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the 
instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 
Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student 
enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information 
about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at http://honor.unc.edu. 
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CITIZENSHIP: 
Citizenship, as a maj or component of the final course grade, is a set of expectations, behavioral norms, 
and classroom protocols agreed to by all students enrolled in this course. What follows is a non- 
e:~austive list of a few of these expectations, norms, and protocols: 

1. Attendance and participation in the class are mandatory. Students not paying attention or falling 
in sleep in class will be called upon by the instructor to respond to questions or comment on a 
matter directly related to the lecture or discussion. 

2. Students may not leave class early without prior permission from the instructor. 
3. Students may not sleep in class or read newspapers, magazines, and other materials not directly 

related to the course material. 
4. Students may not use smartphones, cellphones, handheld gaming devices, tabletsiiPads, 

headphones, laptops, or similar electronic devices--at any time--during the class session unless 
specifically authorized by the instructor. 

5. Students may not engage in activities that disrupt either their classmates or the instructor. 
6. Students are required to use their University email account when inquiring about course materials 

and other items related to the class. Due to federal restrictions (FERPA), the instructor may not 
send details about student grades for assignments or the course to a non-University email account. 

7. Students may not record video or audio of class lectures, discussions, or other in-class activities 
unless specifically authorized by the instructor. 

8. Students arriving after the class roll must inform the instructor of their arrival to avoid being 
marked absent for the day. 

9. Assignments not uploaded or hand delivered to the instructor by posted due dates will not be 
accepted or graded. 

10. The only excused absences accepted for make-up exams and other work include absences for 
authorized University activities, religious obsel-¢ances required by the student’s faith, verified 
serious illness or injury.-, and the death of an immediate family member. Without exception, all 
absences will require verification from the Dean of Students before the instructor authorizes 
make-up work. 

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact 
of a disability should contact me to discuss their needs. Please contact 
the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North 
Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate test or exam accommodations. Visit 
the internet address of this office at http://disabilityservices.unc.edu/for 
more information. 

SCHEDULE OF LECTURES AND ASSIGNMENTS: 

Week 1: Overview and Introduction. 
Conceptualizing Africa, Africans, and the African Diaspora: Perceptions and Meanings. 
Reading: Gomez, Introduction. 

Sak~i ~i~cti~--Larson, "Seven M)~hs about Africa, Africans, and African 
History"; Lovejoy, "The African Diaspora: Revisionist Interpretations of 
Ethnicity, Culture and Religion under Slavery"; Mann, "Shifting Paradigms in 
the Study of the African Diaspora" 
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Week 2-3: 

Week 4: 

Week 5-6: 

White Egypt or Black Athena?: Racism and Racial Visions in the American Academy. 
Eurocentricity v. Afrocentricity: Nile Valley Civilizations in the Modem Imaginary. 
Reading: Gomez, Ch. 1. 

Black Athena; Lefkowitz, Not Out of Aj?ica; 
Mokhtar, ed. Ancient Civilizations in Aj?ica; Wright, "The Whitewash of 
Egypt: Identifying Egypt and Nubia." 

Video: "Black Athena" and "Black Kingdoms of the Nile" 
V-Tour: Cairo and Nubia Museums 

READING SUMMARY & DISCUSSION LEAD: GROUP A on September 4. 
DEBATE ONE: ,Egypt, Race, and Modern Appropriations of Ancient Civilizations"; 
GROUP D v. GROUP C on September 6. 

Islam and Christianity in Africa and the Diaspora: Identity, Race, and Religion. 
Reading: Gomez, Ch. 2-3. 

Sake! ~!~cti~n~--Spear, "Early Swahili History Reconsidered"; Thornton, "On 
the Trail of Voodoo: African Christianity in Africa and the Americas." 

Video:     "Africa: A History Denied" and "The Swahili Coast" 
READING SUMMARY & DISCUSSION LEAD: GROUP B on September 13. 

Transatlantic Voyages, Then and Now. 
Heritage Tourism, Reparations, and Modem Dialogues about the Slave Trade. 
Reading: Gomez, Ch. 4; Hartman, Lose Your Mother. 

Sake! ~!~fi~--Rucker, "The African and European Slave Trades"; Foster, 
"Partners or Captives in Commerce? The Role of Africans in the Slave 
Trade"; Greene, "What is to be Remembered"; Bmner, "Tourism in Ghana: The 
Representation of Slavery and the Return of the Black Diaspora." 

Video: "Amistad," "The Door of No Return," and "The Slave Kingdoms" 
V-Tour: The Gold Coast Slave Route 

READING SUMMARY & DISCUSSION LEAD: GROUP C on September 25. 
DEBATE TWO: "Slavery, the Transatlantic Slave Trade, and the ’Blame Game’"; 
GROUP A v. GROUP B on September 27. 

Week 7-9: Slavery, Culture, and African Identities in the Americas. 
Social Death, Political Life, and Cultural Reconnections. 
Reading: Gomez, Ch. 5; Gomez, Exchangin~ Our Country Marks 

River Flows On; Drums & Shadows; Chambers, 
"Ethnicity in the Diaspora: The Slave-Trade and the Creation of African 
~Nations’ in the Americas"; Rucker, "African Americans ~d an Arctic World 
Culture"; Brown, "Social Death and Political Life in the Study of Slave~." 

Video: TBD 

READING SUMMARY & DISCUSSION LEAD: GROUP D on October 11. 
DEBATE THREE: "Africans, Creoles, and the Birth of African American Cultures"; 
GROUP E v. GROUP F on October 16. 
NO ~ASS ON ~H[~RSDAN~ O~OBER 18~EAEE BREAK 
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Week 10-11 :Resistance, Abolition, and Revolution. 
Readings: Gomez, Ch. 6. 

~i ~!~cti~--Diouf, Fighting the Slave Trade; Genovese, From Rebellion 
to Revolution; Rucker, "Moonlight, Magnolias, and the M~hos of The Slave 

Plantation: A Historiography of U.S. Slave Resistance." 

Video: "Black in Latin America: DR & Haiti," "Black in iLatin America: Brazil," and 
"Quilombo" 

READING SUMMARY & DISCUSSION LEAD: GROUP E on November 1. 

Week 12-14: Black Nationalism, Emigration, and Pan-Africanism. 
Readings: Gomez, Ch. 7; Birufingham, Kwame Nkrumah. 

~i ~!~cti~--Du Bois, The World and Africa; Garvey, The Philosophy and 

Opinions ofMarcus Garvey; Padmore, Pan-~fricanism or Communism; 
Rucker, ’"A Negro Nation Within the Nation’: W. E. B. Du Bois ~d the 

creation of a RevolutionaD~ Pan-Africanist Tradition." 
Video: "Marcus Ga~-ey: Look for Me in the Whirlwind" 

READING SUMMARY & DISCUSSION LEAD: GROUP F on November 20. 

Week 15-16: Social and Political Movements in the Moderu Black Atlantic. 
Civil Rights, Black Power, Anti-Apartheid, and Anti-Colonial Struggles. 

Readings: Gomez, Ch. 8; Biko, I Write What ILike 
Video: "Cry Freedom" 

FINAL INTERPRETIVE ESSA YS DUE on TUES., December 11tn by 10a. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Regina]d F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               8:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

Draft Schedule for.doc 

Attached please find a revised draft schedule for the Du Bois conference with an enhanced UNC presence (added presentations by Hildebrand, Nzongola, and SaNe). Have not 
confirmed with Nzongola or SaNe. -RH 



Draft Schedule for Du Bois Conference 

"W.E.B. DU BOIS & THE PROBLEM(S) OF THE 21St CENTURY" 
Thursday, January 31St - Saturday February 2nd 2013 

all sessions held in the Hitchcock Room of the 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Thursday, January 31st 

Registration, Reception, Opening of Conference, and Special Performance 

5-6/ Registration and Reception (catered) 

5:40 Welcome and introduction of speakers and panelists present, Eunice Sahle 
Assoc. Dean Hartlyn, Joseph Jordan, & Reg Hildebrand 

6-7/ Special Performance by KASHIF POWELL introduced by Kathy Perkins & 
Rebecka Rutledge Fisher (all UNC) 

Friday, February 1st 

9-10/Keynote by NAHUM CHANDLER, Univ. California Irvine, introduced by Rebecka 
Rutledge Fisher 

10:15-12/Panel I, "Du Bois, Africa and Pan Africanism" 
- KOFI ANWOOR, Ghana [only with African Studies Center] 
-SYLVIA HILL, University of District of Columbia 

-GEORGE NZONGOLA, UNC 
-JESSE WEAVER SHIPLEY, Bard College 

Facilitator, Bereket Selassie, UNC 

12-2/ LUNCH (catered) & Special Honored Guest Speaker 

1PM/ Lunch Speaker, ESTHER COOPER JACKSON, Founding Editor of Freedomways 

Reflections and Remembrances of W.E.B and Shirley Graham Du Bois" 
introduced by Gerald Home 

(arranged through a live video feed from the Schomberg in NYC) 

2-3:45/ Panel II, "Du Bois on War and Peace" 
-GERALD HORNE, U. of Houston (formerly UNC, AFAM Dept) 

-ADRIENNE LENTZ-SMITH, Duke 
-BRENDA GAYLE PLUMMER, Univ. of Wisconsin 
-PENNY VON ESCHEN, Univ. of Michigan 

Facilitator, Kenneth Janken, UNC 



4 -5:40/ 

5:40-5:45/ 

Panel III, "Du Bois on Theology, Human Rights and Political Philosophy" 
-BERNARD BOXILL, UNC 
-REG HILDEBRAND, UNC 
-RODNEY ROBERTS, East Carolina 
-EUNICE SAHLE, UNC 

Facilitator, Perry Hall, UNC 

Closing remarks and announcements for Saturday 

Saturday~ February 2nd 

10-Noon/ Panel IV, "Du Bois and Education" 

-DERRICK P. ALRIDGE, School of Education, Univ. of Virginia 

-MICHAEL JENNINGS, School of Ed. and Afro-American Studies, Univ of 
Texas (UNC AL UM and former instructor AFRI/A FAM DepO 

-GEORGE NOBLIT, School of Ed, UNC 
-panel introdnced by Reg Hildebrand, UNC 

Afternoon: 

-Lunch (catered)- 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS 

-Organized and Facilitated by BARBARA ANDERSON 

and, Shauna Collier, James Farrar, Chuck Hennessee, Sheri Martin, Robert 
Porter, Holly Smith, and Rodney Trice 

In addition, both Holly Smith (Southern Historical Collection) and Bob Anthony (NC 
Collection) have located Du Bois documents. There are the possibilities of a display; or 
including a copy of a document in the conference packet as a keepsake; or using a 
document as a back cover page for the conference program. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:33 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[asddd] WebEvent Reminder: Aug 20 - 9:30 a.m. Eastern Time (US and Canada) Time ; New Faculty Ofientaton 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: Ne~v Faculty Orientaton 
Date: Monday, August 20, 2012 
Time: 9:30 a.m - 1 p.m. Eastern Time (US and Canada) Time 

Description: Location: Hyde Hall 

Please remind your ne~v faculty to attend. 

Powered by WebEvent(tm) 

http://www webevent corrdcs/r/pbpublish2.71 

You are currently subscribed to asddd axsd: eunice@email unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31975909-53055625.1af606b75189d6d6a87feSe0f671949c@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:37 AM 

ChaJ rs of Depaadments and C urricula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. unc.e&t> 

Lach, Pamella <plach@email.unc.edu>; Slrizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu>; Deparlanent a~d Curriculum Managers 

<DptCrMgrs@listserv.unc.edu> 

[dptcrchaJrs] I~W: New DIUIAH Fellowship Program and Upcoming Workshop 

The enclosed message from the Digital Inr~ovation Lab is being sent to all department and cur’dculurn chairs in the College, with an information copy to 

administrative managers. 
*********************** 

Hello, 

I wanted to make sure you were aware of the new Digital Innovation Lab/Institute for the Arts and Humanities Faculty Fellowship Program 

(..h..t..t.~..~/Z.d..!~!.t..a.1Ln...n...~..v...a..t.L~...n..:.u...n...c.:..e...d...u./..c..d..b.!/..d.!1:.!.a.b.:.f..e.!1.~..~.s...hJ.~Z)~ which is part of the .C...a..r~.~.!~..n...a.~D.!g!.t~a..~H~.u..~m~..a~.n.!.t.!..e~s.~!~n.!.t.!..a~t.!..v~e... The DIL/IAH Fellows program is designed to 

identify and encourage UNC faculty who are interested in: 

¯ developing digital humanities as a significant dimension of their academic practice 

¯ pursuing an interdisciplinary, collaborative digital humanities project arising from their research, pedagogy, or engaged scholarship that is likely to be of 

interest to users beyond academic specialists and which raises larger social, historical, literary, or artistic issues 

reflecting upon and discussing with colleagues the implications of digital humanities for their own academic practice 

¯ applying what they have learned as DIL/IAH Fellows to their graduate and/or undergraduate teaching and rnentoring 

Applications are due Friday, September 28. Online applications are available at ..h~t~t.p~:j~/.!~.a~.h.:~.u.~.n.~.c.:~e~d.~.u.~/.~.r~g~r~.a.~.m~.s./~f~e.~[!~.~.s.~.h.!~.~.. Click _h___e___r__e_ for more information 

about the fellowship. 

Additionally, the Digital Innovation La b will be hosting a fellowship workshop on Thursday, August ~0 from ~-Spm. If you’d like to attend, RSVP via email to Pare 

Lach (plach@email.unc.edu) by August 27. 

Moreover, DIL co-directors, Bobby Allen and Richard Marciano, and I are available for one-on-one consultation about project ideas. While all three of us will 

participate ex officio in the application review process, none of us will vote on applications. So we are freely available to consult. We encourage you to schedule a 

meeting with one of us as soon as possible. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this exciting opportunity. 

Cheers, 

Pam 

Pare Lach, PhD, MSIS 

Manager, Digital Innovation t.ab 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ellis, Jennifer <Jermifer.Ellis@tand£co.uk; 

Friday, August 17, 2012 9:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Review Copy of Janet Conway’s ’Edges of Global Justice’ 

Dear Eunice, 

Kind regards, 

Jenny 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= :t7 August 2012:12:44 

To= Ellis, Jennifer 
Subject= RE: Review Copy of Janet Conway’s ’Edges of Global Justice’ 

Dear Jennifer, 

Great to hear that Janet’s book is in the market place. 

Yes, kindly send me a review copy. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Ellis, Jennifer [Jennifer.Ellis@tandf.co.uk] 
Sent= Friday, August :1.7, 20:1.2 6:11 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Review Copy of Janet Conway’s ’Edges of Global Justice’ 

I am writing from Routh?dge bo.:?~s to offer you a review copy of Janet Conway’s Ed2es o[ Global Justice. 

gased on tan years of fieMwork on three continents, .[~A#~__#fG/obolJustice analyzes the Worm Sodal Forun3 (WS~) ~n a conL£xL o[: cr~s~s s~l~ transkion in the 

history of Western c~pita~ist modernity. 

[ am contacting you because I thk~k this book would be of k~terest to you and, furthermore, because Janet has spedfical~y suggested that you m~ght like to review 

Please do le~: me know ~f you are interested ~n reviewing and/or prornotmg th~s excellent book. ~ would be happy ~:o send a review co~y to you, or d~recdy to any 

other’ ~nteresLed parties you may have ~n rn~nd. 

Thank you for your tkne, 

Jenny E[l~s 

~-n=::q~: jennif:er.ellis@tandf.co.uk 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ellis, Jennifer <Jemlifer.Ellis@taaad£co.uk7 

Friday, August 17, 2012 9:57 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Review CoW of Janet Conway’s ’Edges of Global Justice’ 

Dear Eunice, 

Tha]]k you for this. Could f also trouble you for a telex)hone nur[~ber to a~:c:ofT~pa~y the address? Our ~:ouriers i[) North AfTH?rk:a requhe .:_~[)e for delivery, 

Kind regards, 

Jenny 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ :[7 August 20:[2 :[4:37 

To,, Ellis, Jennifer 
Subject-’ RE: Review Copy of Janet Conway’s ’Edges of Global Justice’ 

Dear Jennifer, 

Here we go: 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 
:[09 Battle Hall, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
27599-3395 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ellis, Jennifer [Jennifer.Ellis@tandf.co.uk] 
Sent-’ Friday, August :[7, 20:[2 9::[0 AM 

Te-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ RE: Review Copy of Janet Conway’s ’Edges of Global Justice’ 

Dear Eunice, 

Please could you send me a delivery address by return e-mail? 

Kind regards, 

Jenny 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ :[7 August 20:[2 :[2:44 

To,, Ellis, Jennifer 
Subject-’ RE: Review Copy of Janet Conway’s ’Edges of Global Justice’ 

Dear Jennifer, 

Great to hear that Janet’s book is in the market place. 

Yes, kindly send me a review copy. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ellis, Jennifer [Jennifer.Ellis@tandf.co.uk] 
Sent; Friday, August :[7, 20:[2 6::[:[ AM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ Review Copy of Janet Conway’s ’Edges of Global Justice’ 

I am writing from Routledge books to offer you a review copy of Janet Conway’s Edqeso~GfobelJustice. 

Based on ten years of fie~dwork on three conLinents, .~#£_~Glob~fJustice analyzes the World Sodal Forum (WSF) ~r~ a conLexL o~: cds~s and traRs~t~on in the 

history of Western capitalist modernity. 

~ am contacting yo~ because I th~nk this book would be of ~nterest to you and~ furthermore, because Janet has spedfically suggested that you m~ght like to review 

iL 

Please do le~: me know ~f you are mteresl:ed ~r~ reviewing and/or prornotmg th~s exceHe~t book, [ would be happy [:o se~d a revk~w ~::o~)y to you, or d~re(:~:~y to any 

other ~nteresLed parties you may have ~r~ rn~nd, 

Thank you for your tkne, 

.Jenny E[l~s 

~ek .~4,~ (0)207 :;;.7 
E-m::q~: ~ennif:er.ellis@tandfico.uk 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifll <benowi~z@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 10:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Spring 2013 Course List Question 

Hi Eunice, 

I have a copy of the course list you sent me for the spring which just lists Tim McMillan teaching AFRI 101. Do you recall if you sent 

that by campus mail or as a pdf file. I can’t find it in email, so I’m assuming that you sent it by campus mail. 

Thanks for checkin9. 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@email.unc.edu 

b_~p__!_/___/_f_r_!_a__~z~_~,~_~_:~__a_~. 
"Improvisation is too good to leave to chance." 

Paul Simon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-* 

RE: AFAM101 

Tho, nks, Eunice! 

~udith Ben~iCz 

C~#1020 

Ch~pe~ Hi~l, NC 27599 

"Fe~: 91%.962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

beno~i¢z@em¢iLunc.edu 

h~p://feidaycenCe~.unc.edu 

"]:mp~ovisa¢ion is 1oo good t"o ~eave t’o chonce." 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Friday, August 17, 2012 10:17 AN 

Te~ Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: N: AFAMI01 

HiJudith, 

I hope you are well. Kindly see attached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2012 2:35 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFAMI01 

Dear Judith, 

I hope you are well. I left you a message, thus kindly call me this week when you have a chance. 

Kindly find attached a form confirming that Tim will be teaching AFAIVlI01 in the Spring of 2013. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



May23,2012 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Deans and Directors in the Humanities and Social Sciences 

Bruce W. Carne~..~ ~ ~.,~,~ 

Executive Vice C~.~celior and Prp~ost ,/ 

2012 C. Felix Harvey Award to Advance institutional Priorities: Applied 
innovation of Scholarly Expertise in the Humanities and Social Sciences 

I invite you to encourage your faculty to submit proposals for the 2012 C. Felix 
Harvey Award to Advance institutional Priorities: Applied innovation of Scholarly 
Expertise in the Humanities and Social Sciences. 

As the lead administrator for your school or unit, please broadcast this 
opportunity to your faculty; they may not receive this information through 
other channels. 

The C. Felix Harvey Award to Advance Institutional Priorities seeks to recognize 
exemplary faculty scholarship that reflects the University’s commitment to 
entrepreneurship and innovation as outlined in the Innovate@Carolina Roadmap. 
For 2012, the competition is focused on innovative engagement and outreach. 

The award will be given to the faculty member or members whose project proposal 
best reflects "Applied Innovation of Scholarly Expertise in the Humanities and Social 
Sciences" through the creative and substantive application of faculty scholarship to 
serve constituencies outside the University. To provide broad consideration across 
the eligible disciplines, projects should focus on at least one of these themes: 
technology, economic development, arts and culture or improvement of K-12 public 
education. 

The C. Felix Harvey Award to Advance Institutional Priorities will be $75,000. The 
deadline for submitting proposals is September 15, 2012. 

Please see the attached detailed program announcement and application guidelines 
for additional information. Information is also available online at the Provost’s website 

If you have questions or need assistance, please call Mark Meares, Director of 
Corporate & Foundation Relations at 919-962-3420. 

BWC:st 
Attachment 



The C. Felix Harvey Award to Advance Institutional Priorities 2012: 
Applied Innovation of Scholarly Expertise in the Humanities and Social Sciences 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 

Deadline: Friday, September 15, 2012 

Purpose: The C. Felix Harvey Award to Advance Institutional Priorities seeks to recognize exemplary 
faculty scholarship that reflects the University’s commitment to entrepreneurship and innovation as 
outlined in the Innovate@Carolina Roadmap. For 2012 the competition is focused on innovative 
engagement and outreach. 

The C. Felix Harvey Award will be given to the faculty member or members whose project proposal 
best reflects "Applied Innovation of Scholarly Expertise in the Humanities and Social Sciences" through 
the creative and substantive application of faculty scholarship to serve constituencies outside the 
University. To provide broad consideration across the eligible disciplines, projects should focus on at 
least one of the following themes: 

Technology 
Economic Development 
Arts and Culture 
Improvement of K-12 Public Education 

o Award: One award of $75,000 will be given to support a project of up to 15 months that may 
commence as early as January 14, 2013. 

¯ Eligibility: All UNC Chapel Hill full or part-time faculty (excluding adjuncts) in the humanities and 
social sciences are eligible to apply. 

o Award Criteria: Proposed projects in the 2012 award cycle will be judged primarily on four factors that 
define the Applied Innovation of Scholarly Expertise: 

Creativity: the degree to which the project exhibits the inventive application of scholarship 
beyond the traditional boundaries of its discipline. 

Collaboration: the degree to which the project involves faculty and students across disciplines 
within the university and with community stakeholders outside the university. 

Applicability to Real-World Challenges: the degree to which the project addresses present 
day challenges facing constituencies outside of the university. 

Sustainability and/or Degree of Adoption: the likelihood that the engaged scholarship will 
have a continued presence or impact outside of the university. 

o Application Requirements: Please submit the attached one-page award application and a brief 
project narrative (maximum of 3 pages) and budget (maximum of 1 page) in accordance with the 
application guidelines below. 

Deadline: Each award application, narrative and budget must be submitted electronically (PDF format 
or MSWord) to HarveyAward@unc.edu by Friday, September 15, 2012. Applications will be 
reviewed by the Harvey Awards Committee, consisting of the Chancellor, the Executive Vice 
Chancellor and Provost, the Vice Chancellor for University Advancement, the Senior Associate Vice 
Chancellor for Development, and two members of the Harvey family. Three finalists will be selected to 
make presentations to the Committee in November, and outcomes will be communicated no later than 
December 3, 2012. 



Project Reporting: Recipients of the C. Felix Harvey Award to Advance Institutional Priorities must 
submit a final narrative and financial report to the Harvey Awards Committee within three months of the 
conclusion of the project. 

Restrictions: Award funds cannot be used to support research that is solely academic in nature, 
curriculum development, special events or speaker series, or surveys. 



THE C. FELIX HARVEY AWARD TO ADVANCE INSTITUTIONAL PRIORITIES 

2012 APPLICATION 

Applicant Information 

Faculty Name: 
Title: 
Department: 

Faculty Appointment: Full-Time { FORMCHECKBOX } 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
Campus Box: 
Email: 
Phone: 

Part Time { 

School/Unit: 
Department: 
Dean/DirectorNice Chancellor: 

Collaborating Faculty Name: (if applicable) 
Title: 
Department: 

Faculty Appointment: Full-Time { FORMCHECKBOX } 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
Campus Box: 
Email: 
Phone: 

Part Time { 

School/Unit: 
Department: 
Dean/DirectorNice Chancellor: 

External Collaborator Name: (if applicable) 
Title: 
Organization: 
Email: 
Phone: 

~ect Information 

Project Title: 
Project Begin Date: 
Project End Date: 

New Project { FORMCHECKBOX } 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
Project Summary: (Type a brief 150-word maximum summary in the space below.) 

Continuation of Active Project 



THE C. FELIX HARVEY AWARD TO ADVANCE INSTITUTIONAL PRIORITIES 

2012 APPLICATION GUIDELINES 

Project Narrative: Complete and attach a three-page narrative (using at least an 11 pt. font and 0.5 inch 
margins) that contains the following headings and components in the order below: 

Project Description 
¯ Goals and Objective 
¯ Real-World need(s) addressed by project 
¯ Capacity/expertise to address need 

Fit with Harvey Award Criteria 
¯ Alignment with applied innovation in humanities and/or social sciences 
¯ Alignment with current theme(s): technology, economic development, arts and culture, and K- 

12 public education 

¯ Relation to faculty scholarship 

¯ Constituencies served by project 
¯ Internal 
¯ External 

o Collaborators and degree of involvement 
¯ Internal 
¯ External 

o Sustainability and/or degree of adoption beyond grant period 

o Description of how the project will be measured and evaluated 

2012 BUDGET GUIDELINES 

Project Budget: Complete and attach a one-page project budget that outlines the anticipated costs for the 
project. Include use of funds for: 

o Personnel (e.g. faculty, consultants, student assistants, participant stipends) 
¯ Meetings 
o Travel 
o Materials 
¯ Communications (e.g. mailings, website, telephone) 
¯ Evaluation 



Attachments (not required, but encouraged): 
e.g. Letter(s) of support from external collaborators; timeline; brief faculty bio 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Friday, August 17, 2012 2:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Ne~v Course Request with subject AAAD and Catalog Number 487 has been submitted for your Review. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Friday, August 17, 2012 2:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Ne~v Course Request with subject AAAD and Catalog Number 401 has been submitted for your Review. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Friday, August 17, 2012 2:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Ne~v Course Request with subject AAAD and Catalog Number 332 has been submitted for your Review. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Friday, August 17, 2012 2:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Ne~v Course Request with subject AAAD and Catalog Number 301 has been submitted for your Review. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Ne~v Course Request with subject AAAD and Catalog Number 300 has been submitted for your Review. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <clk@unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

We’re Hiring, Updates farm the field 

We’re Hiring! 
We are a hardworking, dynamic, results-oriented team 

that believes Kibera has untapped potential for greatness. 

If you beheve that too, join us! 

Our US and Kenyan offices are both looking to fit[ job 

vacancies. Ptease share widely and hetp us find the right 

candidates. 

U.S. - Chapel Hill, NC 

I. Devetopment Officer (Maior Gifts/Annuat Fund) 

2. Administrative AssisLant (Part-time) 

Kenya 

1. ~__u_!:_s_!__n_~___o__r__f_!_c___e_!: 

Takachar 
Partnership with MIT students holds promise for healthy, 

affordable, sustainable fuel in Ktbera 

by Jeffrey Okoro, Administrative Assistant 

"Takachar" is combination of Swahiti and English words. 

Taka is a Swahi[i word meaning waste and Char, a solid 

material that is [eft after a process of pyrotysis. This 

summer a group of four students, representing a larger 

team from NIT catted Takachar, have set up camp in 

Kibera. Partnering with CFK, the team’s goat is to design 

and test the viabihty of an alternative fuel source to 

charcoal that wit[ use tocatty avaitabte organic waste, 

convert it to charcoat, and provide cheaper cooking fuet for 

residents of Kibera. The idea started when Kevin Kung, 

founder of Takachar, saw the untapped potentiat of 

househotd and market waste white traveting in Uganda and 

Kenya. 

Charcoal is currently the primary cooking fuel in Kibera, 

with about 65% of the poputation using it as their primary 

cooking fuet. In Kibera charcoat consumption is estimated to 

be about 200 tons/day---that is about 200 trees cut down 

every day! On the household tevet, charcoat is atso quite 

costty. The average household spends about 45% of their 



income on cooking fuel. Individually, income is roughly 

S2/day (although it’s often unreliable day to day) and the 

amount spent on charcoal in a day is from S0.§0 upwards - 

about 25~, of daily income[ To make matters worse, the 

price of charcoal in Kibera has risen about 407~ in the last 

year. In addition, emissions in the form of particulate 

matter and carbon monoxide, among other things, are very 

hazardous to health. Such heavy reliance and demand for 

charcoal, also found throughout the rest of country, 

contributes to deforestation in Kenya’s rural areas and to 

global warming by emission of CO2. 

The problems of waste management and the heavy reliance 

on wood charcoal is proving catastrophic to the 

environment - and Takachar is who[[y dedicated to finding a 

solution that benefits both individuals and the larger 

community. Earlier this year, Takachar won the Muhammad 

Yunus Innovation Chal[enge, making this summer’s pilot 

project in Kibera possible. With the help of CFK~ they have 

partnered up with a waste sorting youth group-the Zu[u 

Youth-and have been working on creating an appropriate 

new briquette using waste collected in Kibera. 

Working in line with the CFK mission, Takachar is working 

to catalyze positive change by minimizing adverse side 

effects to health, managing household organic waste, 

providing a sustainable alternative fuel that will not damage 

the environment, and creating income generation 

opportunities for waste collection groups in Kibera. 

Follow Takachar’s progress on their blog: 

h_~__t_~_.__i__l__t__~_k__~_o__b~_c.__h__Lo__g~lT__Q~_.__c__o__~L 

Carolina for Kibera I 301 Pittsboro Street CB 5145 [ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 [ +1 (919) 962-6362 I cfk¢~t~nc.edu 

Caroih~a for K,ber~>’ I ~:ed[{-:z Globa== Ed{~catlor~ (:.m;t.<~r 301 P,tb~bor.’) St, So,re 3002 Univ.<~rsity of Norti~ :::arollna - Chapel I-4====== (:{g 5145 I :::i~ar;~i b-hll b.i(: 22599 ::~:: iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Ne~v Course Request with subject AAAD and Catalog Number 286 has been submitted for your Review. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schueltpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

AP article 

Eunice: Holden asked that I forward this article to you. Erin 

E×-6ov. Jim Martin to head probe of academic issues at Chapel Hill 

The Associated Press 

Aug. 17, 2012 

Former Gov. Jim Martin will lead a newly created panel to address issues stemming from an internal investigation that found course irregularities in the African 

and Afro-American studies department at UNC Chapel Hill, Chancellor Holden Thorp announced Thursday. 

Thorp said in a statement that Martin will lead an independent review of additional academic irregularities that may have occurred before 2007. 

"Our focus every day remains on fixing the problems and ensuring they never happen again," Thorp said. 

Martin is a former Davidson College faculty member who served on faculty athletics and admissions committees. Martin, a former U.S. representative, also serves 

on the board of directors of the John William Pope Center for Higher Education Policy and as chairman and director of the Institute for Defense and Business based 

in Chapel Hill. 

"He was very clear that there’s no restriction on what I can look into with the help of the firm that’s going to work with us on it," Martin said. "In other words, he 

and I are both chemists. In science, we abide by the dictum that you follow the evidence." 

Martin also said the program should have been held in higher academic regard. 

"Certainly, one department has been identified and that’s troubling because that subject matter needed to be treated with more respect than appears to be the 

case. That was troubling. It demeans the subject matter," Martin said. "They’ve already corrected that. They have new people in charge with a new attitude and 

with, let’s call it, stronger academic discipline, and that’s good." 

Assisting Martin will be Virchow, Krause & Company LLP, a national management consulting firm with experience in academic performance procedures and 

controls. 

Thorp also appointed Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American Universities, to help the university examine the future relationship between 

academics and athletics on campus. 

The conclusions will be provided to a four-member panel of the UNC board of governors, which convened in July to review the school’s investigation of the AFAM 

irregularities. The school has also imposed stricter standards on independent study coursework, among other changes. He also mentioned that the school is 

implementing the recommendations made in four previous reviews, including a review of courses in the department and a report on the Academic Support 

Program for Student Athletes. 

In a letter to trustees, faculty and staff, Thorp outlined the changes implemented following the NCAA investigation into improper benefits and academic 

misconduct in the football program, which began in June 2010. That probe ultimately led to the firing of coach Butch Davis in July 2011, though Davis wasn’t cited 

for a violation when the NCAA penalized the program this March with a one-year bowl ban and 15 scholarship reductions over three years. 

Thorp said the school was cooperating with the UNC board’s panel convened by UNC President Tom Ross that is looking into the campus investigation and response 

to determine if they have helped the school’s academic integrity and ensure the situation doesn’t occur again. 

The ongoing investigation of the AFAM department is the result of the NCAA investigation. 

"These issues that we face are serious, and we must resolve them," Thorp said. "Nothing is more important than restoring integrity to this university that we all 

love." 

http://wWW2.j~urna~n~w.c~m/news/2~12/aug/17/Wsmet~J.-ex-g~v-jim-martin-to-head-pr~be-~f-academi-ar-2526237/ 

Erin C. Schuetlpelz 

Chief of Staff; Chancellods C~ffice 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(919) 843 0380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:32 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Important Update - Wednesday meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

Following discussions with me today, Chancellor Thorp has decided to join us at the meeting on Wednesday. He and Dean Hartlyn look forward to discussing this week’s 
developments with us. In the meantime, the Chancellor asked me to let you know that he remains committed to our department’s teaching and research mission. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You axe currently subscribed to atiial?am as: eunice@email xmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiiafam&o 31978561 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-31978561-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:39 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] AP sto~ - from the Chancellor’s oltice 

Dear Colleagues, 

The Chancellor’s office has asked me to circulate the piece below which has comments from Gov. Jim Martin. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

The Associated Press 
AucJ. :l.Tr 20:1.2 
Former Gov. Jim Martin will lead a newly created panel to address issues stemming from an internal investigation that found course irregularities in the African and Afro- 
American studies department at UNC Chapel Hill, Chancellor Holden Thorp announced Thursday. 
Thorp said in a statement that Martin will lead an independent review of additional academic irregularities that may have occurred before 2007. 
"Our focus every day remains on fixing the problems and ensuring they never happen again," Thorp said. 
Martin is a former Davidson College faculty member who served on faculty athletics and admissions committees. Martin, a former U.S. representative, also serves on the board 
of directors of the John William Pope Center for Higher Education Policy and as chairman and director of the Institute for Defense and Business based in Chapel Hill. 
"He was very clear that there’s no restriction on what I can look into with the help of the firm that’s going to work with us on it," Martin said. "In other words, he and I are both 
chemists. In science, we abide by the dictum that you follow the evidence." 
Martin also said the program should have been held in higher academic regard. 
"Certainly, one department has been identified and that’s troubling because that subject matter needed to be treated with more respect than appears to be the case. That was 
troubling. It demeans the subject matter," Martin said. "They’ve already corrected that. They have new people in charge with a new attitude and with, let’s call it, stronger 
academic discipline, and that’s good." 
Assisting Martin will be Virchow, Krause & Company LLP, a national management consulting firm with experience in academic performance procedures and controls. 
Thorp also appointed Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American Universities, to help the university examine the future relationship between academics and 
athletics on campus. 
The conclusions will be provided to a four-member panel of the UNC board of governors, which convened in July to review the school’s investigation of the AFAM irregularities. 
The school has also imposed stricter standards on independent study coursework, among other changes. He also mentioned that the school is implementing the 
recommendations made in four previous reviews, including a review of courses in the department and a report on the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. 
In a letter to trustees, faculty and staff, Thorp outlined the changes implemented following the NCAA investigation into improper benefits and academic misconduct in the 
football program, which began in June 20:t0. That probe ultimately led to the firing of coach Butch Davis in July 20:t:t, though Davis wasn’t cited for a violation when the NCAA 
penalized the program this March with a one-year bowl ban and :t5 scholarship reductions over three years. 
Thorp said the school was cooperating with the UNC board’s panel convened by UNC President Tom Ross that is looking into the campus investigation and response to 
determine if they have helped the school’s academic integrity and ensure the situation doesn’t occur again. 
The ongoing investigation of the AFAM department is the result of the NCAA investigation. 
"These issues that we face are serious, and we must resolve them," Thorp said. "Nothing is more important than restoring integrity to this university that we all love." 

http: //www2.j~urna~n~w.c~m/news/2~J.2/aug/J-7 /wsmet~ J.-ex-g~v-~im-martin-to-head-pr~be-~f-academi-ar- 2526237 / 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31978621 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-31978621-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 4:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope all is well. I’m still a bit jetlagged, but VII manage. 

I can meet any of times you listed for Monday and Tuesday Sha~J we say Monday at ~la? ~kt~owyou are busyso if ~ don’t hear from you over the weekend, I’ll 

assume that Monday from 11a to I1:30a works for you, 

Best, 

Wa~ter’ 

~ SaNe, Eunice N 
SeBt~ Friday, August ~7, 20~2 3;09 PM 

Te~ Rucker, Walter C 
$~jeCt~ Meeting 

Dear Walter, 

hope this note finds you well. 

Can we met early next week at the latest Tuesday? Here are possible times: 

Monday .tt.OOam-.tt.3OOam or LOO-L3Opm. 

Tuesday 9.00am-9.30am, :t0.30am-:t J..00am or 4.00pm-4.30pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 4:05 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afrial?~Jn] Send wish liszt 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday Au0ust 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31978803 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-31978803-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 4:16 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Send wish list 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for the 

Sirx:e I had to p~,,, for m,/oKk:e bookshelves using research m.:?nk~s last year, is ~t ~t al~ ~x~ssibk~ to fu~ve the Dean’s oKh::e refutxt ~:hat ~mount to my research 

~c(:ou~t ? f prevkms~y raised the ~ssue w~th Evelyn~who, at the l:kne, menth:med ~t was a bit u~precedem:ed for new faculty to have ~:o use fesearch money to 

purchase used office furniture. ~ also asked Agatha about this and she admitted that no other tenure.-Hne [:acu~W member had been required to purchase [hek own 

used office furniture before. Since there was 

that she had planned to check with Dean H~rt~yn. Though the amount was only about ~240 total that money could h~qe been used to cover books or other 

~esearch--rek~ted e’.q:H~n ses. 

K ~:h~s is not possible, it 

Best, 

WaKer 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Nentl ~riday, August 17, 20~2 4:05 PN 
T~ Depa~ment 
Subje~t~ [afriafam] Send wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by l:rida¥ Au~just 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You ace currently subscribed to ati-iaPam as: wrucke~email,nnc.edu. 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 4:36 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Stair of thll semester 

CCO Instructors- 

Classes begin on Tuesday as I am sure you are aware. We have over 800 students already registered to take CCO courses, and we expect another 4-500 to register in 

the next ten days until the end of drop-add. Please realize that the University does permit students to register for a week after classes begin, so you may have 

students joining your classes late. Please work with them as best you can without disrupting the class. 

I will check enrollments in each CCO course on Monday in the middle of the day, and any course which does not have at least three students registered is subject 

to being cancelled. At this point, we only have one course in that category and I am hopeful it will pick up more registrations over the weekend. 

Then on Thursday, the third day of classes, I will again check enrollments and any course which does not have at least six students registered is subject to being 

cancelled. Exceptions are made so do not assume your class is cancelled if your enrollments are low. I will notify any instructors of courses that are cancelled; we 

also notify the students and try to help them find an alternative course. I do not like cancelling classes so I am keeping my fingers crossed that we get a lot of 

registrations in the next few days! If you know of students considering a CCO course, please encourage them to go ahead and register; if they wait, they may lose 

out. 

Let me also remind you of our HU PS program - Helping Under Participating Students. If you find that one of the students in your CCO course is absent from all 

course work for longer than a few days, you are welcome to send his!her name and PlD number to our Academic Advisors at ceadvising@unc.edu along with a brief 

explanation of the problem. One of our advisors will try to telephone the student to encourage her/him to get active in the course or to drop it officially if the 

student is no longer planning to attend. If they cannot reach the student by phone, then e-mail is tried. Our advisors will let you know the result of their contact 

with your student even if the report is that they never had any contact. We have found that some students do become active in the class again simply because they 

heard the telephone message from our advisors even though they did not respond back. 

Many thanks for teaching a CCO course and for making Carolina’s courses available beyond the campus. Remember that you can always call on us if you run into 

problems. We’re here to help. 

Best wishes for a great semester! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph. D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-96295549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emml to ~a href "mailto:leave-31979029-3634613.47t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31979029- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589~a959@listserv.uuc.edu</a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, g:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

request tbr interview- Nstorical AFAM story 

Hi Ms. Sahle, 

My name’s                 I’m the at The Daily Tar Heel I’m writing a story about the AFAM department for Tuesday’s newspaper with a more historical viewpoint and 

I was wondering if you had any time this weekend for a brief phone interview? In light of the new review that is going to be conducted, we decided to do a story looking backwards on the 

department, and I’ve talked to many people from the early 90s who have discussed the department and wonder how it has changed Also, several people have told me they feel AFAM is 

a department that has always been scrutinized about its courses not only at our University but many others across the country. I’d be really interested in getting your thoughts about this, 

and would greatly appreciate it if you could spare a few minutes to speak with me. I understand this is a difficult time for the department, but would like to get your perspective on looking 

forward and reflecting on times when the department was its strongest Please let me know as soon as possible if you are available 

Thank you, 

The DaJ~ly Tar tteel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emailamc.edu~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 9:09 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Send wish list 

Dear Eunice, 

All I need now is a small size book shelf 

Thankyou 

Bereket 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August .t7, 20:~2 4:04 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Send wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday Au~Just 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You o~re cunently subscribed to afriafam as: bselassi~em~l.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribeclickhere: http:/ilists.anc.edu/u?id 32361610.83037494399b4b13b0db0fl~2843d7f7&n T&I afriat:am&o 31978803 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-31978803-32361610.83037494399b4b13b0db0fla2843d7f7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emailamc.edu~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 9:22 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Send wish list 

Eunice, 

I will be absent from class on August 21, due to medical reasons, I will e×piain to you in a face to face 
meeting, The students in the two classes have been informed, and I will meet with them on August 23, 

Regards, 

Bereket 

Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 9:16 PM 
1"o: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: RE: Send wish list 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 9:09 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Send wish list 

Dear Eunice, 

All I need now is a small size book shelf 

Thankyou 

Bereket 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Send wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday Au~Just 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You aJre cunently subscribed to afriafam as: bselassi~ema~l.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribeclickhere: http:/ilists.anc.edu/u?id 32361610.83037494399b4b13b0db0fla2843d7f7&n T&I afriat:am&o 31978803 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-31978803-32361610.83037494399b4b13b0db0fla2843d7f7~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Saturday, 7:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Ha~lyn, Jonatha~ <haNyn@unc.edu> 

RE: request for interview- historical AI~M story 

Eurlice, 

If you agree, I can reply on Monday, let her know you’re busy with start of school, and VII send her a copy of the new independent study policy and the other 

policies that are now in place in the dept, 

D e *-’_! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 8:52 PM 

To: Reid, Dee 
Cc: Ha~yn, 3onathan 
Subject: Fwd: request for interview- historical AFAM sM~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: .................................... )~_g__n_ )_ _@_ :_ _cs_?_ _n_ )_> 

Date: 8:49:14 PM EDT 

To: <eunice~emaiLunc~edu> 

Subject: request for interview- historical AFAM story 

Hi Ms. SaNe, 

My name’s , I’m the at The Daily Tar Heel. I’m writing a story about the AFAM department for Tuesday’s newspaper with a more 

historical viewpoint and I was wondering if you had any time this weekend for a brief phone interviev¢? In light of the new review that is going to be conducted, we decided 

to do a story looking backwards on the department, and I’ve talked to many people from the early 90s who have discussed the department and wonder how it has 

changed. Also, several people have told me they feel AFAM is a department that has always been scrutinized about its courses not only at our University but many others 

across the country. I’d be really interested in getting your thoughts about this, and would greatly appreciate it if you could spare a few minutes to speak with me. I 

understand this is a difficult time for the department, but would like to get your perspective on looking fopward and reflecting on times when the department was its 

strongest. Please let me know as soon as possible if you are available. 

Thank you, 

The 1 )ally Tar Heel 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Saturday, August 18, 2012 9:51 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

more of the .same 

JivingSis~terFatmy 

Every team in the SEC? Tiy "Evely team in the COUNTRY". Bar none. Athletic Scholaa:sNps allow athletes who wouldn’t get into school on their own a spot in 

school. No one pretends these athletes are Morehead Scholars, so spare me the shock & outrage. The schools & the NCAA make millions offoftheir sweat (& often 

blood). This isn’t a situation tha’~s occurring "only at UNC" as all the ABC’ers would have you believe. It’s NATION,VIDE! ! If people want changes, then the whole 

system has to change. But do~ft hold your breath. Too much money is at play here. For all the hypocrites screaming about "their tax dollars", well lel~s see how much 

MORE of their tax dollazs would be going to these schools if the universities weren’t bringing in millions offofhlg-time sports. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, Angust 18, 2012 4:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

syllabns for afri 101.02 

AFRI 101.02 fall 2012anderson.docx 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth: 
Attached you will find my syllabus for AFRI 101 this semester Thanks. B 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and ~AA’ro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 [i~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



hlstmctor: 

Office Hours: 

Email: 

Phone: 

AFRI 101.02 Introduction to African Civilizations 
Fall 2012 MWF @ 9am 1005 GEC 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Mondays 10am-lpm, 3027 FedEx Global Ed. Building 

b_anderson@unc.edu 

919.962.1406 

Course Description: This course is designed to introduce learners to the significant issues and themes in the 

academic field of African Studies, as well as to provide a foundation and context for understanding and 

interpreting current events in Africa as they are reported in the national media. One of the themes we will work 

with throughout the semester is a critical exploration of American perceptions of "Africa." 

Course Goals: Upon completion of AFRI 101, students should be able to: 

Demonstrate an understanding of socio-political, cultural, and historical formations of 
contemporary Africa. 

Explain the critical roles that Africans and others have played in shaping political, economic, 

cultural, and intellectual dimensions of African societies. 

Understand the differences and similarities amongst the various regions and societies of the 
continent. 

¯ Explain the challenges and possibilities facing African societies in the contemporary world. 
¯ Appreciate the role of popular American perceptions of"Africa" in creating public policy 

and media representations. 

Course Requirements: All students are expected to attend all classes and to complete all assigned 

readings. Attendance and participation will be considered in assigning final grades. Your final grade 

will be based on the criteria listed below. Please take note of the Exam dates; students will only be 

permitted to make up missed exam withprior approval of the instructor. It is your responsibility to 

make sure that I receive all &your assignments. There will be two midterm exams and one final exam. 

Exams will include essays and short answers (10 pages total), drawing heavily from course readings and 

from class material. 

Exam 1 (October 1) 30% 

Exam 2 (November 2) 30% 

Exam 3 (December 8) 30% 

Participation 10% 

A =92-100 B =82-87 C =72-77 D =62-67 

A- = 90-911 B- =80-81 C- = 70-71 D- = 60-611 

B+ = 88-89 C+ = 78-79 D+ = 68-69 F = 59 and below 

Attendance and Participation: Class sessions are an important component of the course and attendance 

will be kept for each class. It is the responsibility of each student to make sure that their attendance 

record is an accurate reflection of actual participation and is in compliance with the UNC honor code. 



In addition to attending class regularly, participation grades will be established based on the level of 

expressed engagement on the part of the student in weekly class discussions of the readings. 

Communication: Please note that UNC policy does not allow faculty to communicate with students 

concerning confidential issues via email, as email is an insecure form of communication. All questions 

concerning grades must be address in private during office hours or through printed communication. 

Use of technology in the classroom: NO CELLPHONE OR LAPTOP USE in the classroom at any 

time without prior approval from the instructor. 

Changes to the requirements: This syllabus may be revised during the semester at the discretion of the 

instructor. Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not 

matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be by announcement in class (or email notice) or 

by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website at https://www.unc.edu/sakai/ 

Accommodations for Disabilities: Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 

impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with 

documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Selwices at 919-962-8300 in 

SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class 

assignments. Visit the internet address of thi s offi ce at di sabilityservi ces.unc, edu for more informati on. 

Honor Code: UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for 

over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but 

faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should be 

directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument 

of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the 

Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every 

student enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional 

information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Required Texts: 

Peter Schraeder, African Politics and Society: A mosaic in transJbrmation, 2nd ed. 2004 

Ngugi Wa Thiong’o, Nlatigari 1984 

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Purple Hibiscus 2003 

Other readings, as indicated in course schedule 

Course Schedule: 

August 22-27 Introduction: What is "Africa"? 
"Taking Root." The Vision of ~ngari Maathai" (film) 

Pefi Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie (2010) "Refraining Contemporary Africa" in 

ReJ?aming Contemporary Africa: Po#tics, Culture, and Society in the Global Era 

Mathers~ Travel, Humanitarianism, and Becoming American in Af?ica, Palgrave Macmillan~ 

2010. 



AFRI 101.02 Introduction to African Civilizations Fall 2012 GEC 1005 MWF 9am 

August 29-September 10: Precolonial Africa and the Slave Trade 
August 29-September 5 Precolonial Africa 

Schraeder, Ch. 2 
Herbst, J. "Power and Space in Precolonial Africa," pages 35-57 in States andPower in 

Africa, Princeton Univ. Press, 2000 
"Caravans of Gold" (film) 
(Sept. 3: Labor Day, no class) 

September 7-10 Slave Trade 
Manning, "Why Africans? The rise of the Slave Trade to 1700," pp. 30-57, in The Slavery 

Reader, Routledge, 2003 

September 12-28: Imperialism/Colonialism 
September 112-114 "This Magnificent African Cake" 

Schraeder, Ch. 3 
September 17-21 Political Economy and Culture of Imperialism 

Walter Rodney, "Africa’s contribution to the Capitalist Development of Europe--the Colonial 

Period," How Europe UnderdevelopedAfrica, pp. 147-202 
Jean Comaroff, "The Diseased Heart of Africa: Medicine, Colonialism, and the Black Body" in 

Body Po#tics Past and Present 
September 24-28 End of"The Colonial Parenthesis" (Sept. 26: Yore Kippur) 

Schraeder, Ch. 4 
Franz Fanon, "Concerning Violence" The Wretched of the Earth 

October 1 Exam 1 

October 3-17: Nationalism/Independence 
October 3-5 Independence in Kenya, Senegal, and Southern Africa 

David Anderson, "Prologue" and "Crimes of Punishment" from Histories of the Hanged 

October 8-15 Post Independence "Seek Ye First the Political Kingdom"? 

Schraeder, Ch. 8-9 
Cooper, F. (2002)"The Recurrent Crises of the Gatekeeper State" in Africa Since 1940: The Past 

of the Present, pp. 156-190. 
Gyimah-Boadi, "Africa: The Quality of Political Reform" in Democratic Refot~ in Africa: 7he 

QuaOty of Progress, Lynne Rienner, 2004 
(Drop deadline: Oct. 15) 

October 18/19 FALL BREAK 

October 22-December 6 Understandin~ Contemoorary Africa 
October 22-26 Political Issues: Social Divisions of Class and Ethnicity 

Ngugi wa Thiongo, Matigari 1986/1998 

Schraeder, Ch. 5 
Mahmood Mamdani, "The Racialization of the HutuiTutsi Difference Under Colonialism," pp. 

76-102, in When Victims Become Killers, Princeton Univ. Press, 2001. 
Eunice Sahle, "Women and Political Participation in Kenya: Evaluating the Interplay of 

Gender, Ethnicity, Class and State" in Multiparty Democracy andPoOtical Change, J.M. 
Mbaku and J.O. lhonvbere, eds., Ashgate, 1998 



AFRI 101.02 Introduction to African Civilizations Fall 2012 GEC 1005 MWF 9am 

October 29-31NeoLiberalism and Globalization 
Schraeder, pages 186-196; 278-295; Ch. 10 
Patrick Bond, "World Bank and the IMF in Africa" in 7he OxjbrdEncyclopedia of the Modern 

World, 2008 
Eunice N. Sahle, "Gender, States, and Markets in Africa," in Neoliberalism and Globalization m 

Africa (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008) 
Colleen O’Manique, Neo/ibera/ism and AIDS Crisis in Sub-Saharan Africa: Globalization’s 

Pandemic, pages 11-77 

November 2 Exam 2 

November 5-9 Armed Conflict after 1990 
"Pray the Devil Back to Hell" (film) 
All Mazrui, "Conflict in Africa: An Overview," pp. 36-50, in Nhema and Zeleza, eds. 7he Roots 

of African Cor~ict Ohio Univ. Press, 2008. 
Des Forges, "The Rwandan Patriotic Front" in Leave None to Tell the Stoty 
Georges Nzongola Ntalaja, "Conflict in the Great Lakes Region," pp. 214-252, The Congo from 

LeopoM to Kabila: A People’s History, Zed Press 2002. 

November 12-19 Contemporary Cultural Production: from Achebe to Nollywood 
Schraeder, Ch. 7 
Alex Perullo, "Hooligans and Heroes: Youth Identity and Hip Hop in Dar es Salaam, 

Tanzania" Africa Today 51.4 (2005) 75-101 
Chimimanda Adichie, Purple Hibiscus 

November 21-23 THANKSGIVING BREAK 

November 26-30 Rise of China and China Africa Relations (ASA) 
Eisenman, "China’s Post-Cold War Strategy in Africa" China and the Developing WorM, 2007 
Lee, Melber, Naidu, and Taylor, China in Africa, Nordisk African Inst., Uppsala, 2007 

December 3-6 Americans saving Africa? The New Missionary Impulse 
Mamdani, "The Politics of the Movement to Save Darfur," pp. 48-74, in Saviors and 

Survivors: Dar~a’, Politics, and the War on Terror, Doubleday 2009. 
Ritchie and Ponte, Brand Aid: Shopping Well to Save the World, pp. 1-53. Minnesota 

Univ. Press, 2011. 

December 8 (Saturday) 8am FINAL EXAM 

NB: NO CELLPHONE OR LAPTOP USE IN THE CLASSROOM AT ANY TIME 

WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL FROM THE INSTRUCTOR. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, Angust 18, 2012 5:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

section 6, not 2 

Dear Eunice and Kelmeth: 
I see now that my section in .006, not 002. sorry for the COl~fusion. B 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-~rnerican Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headliues: U.S. Says Iraqis Are Helping Iran to SkJ(t Sanctions 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I Op-~ I onr~is Day 

~O~tomize~dav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 19, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

UoSo Says Iraqls z~a~e Helping 

Financial institutions and oil- 
smuggling operations in Iraq have 
given Iran a crucial flow of dollars as 
sanctions over its nuclear work 
squeeze its economy, officials and 
experts said. 

Afghan Attackn on AHied 

Troops Prompt NATO to 

Shift Policy 

~Ilxe military’s effo~s to stop "insider 
attacks" is an indication of how 
destabilizing the deaths of coalition troops at the hands of Mghan forces have become. 

The Courtship BefoPe Romney Elevated Ryan 

A congenial meeting in 2007 led to closer collaboration, especially in the last ~8 months, as the 
Republican Party shifted more to the right. 

. NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"As human beings m’e also animals, to manage one million animals gives me a headache." 

TERRY OOO, chairman of 14oxconn~ which has more than a miltion employees worldwide but is 

using a growing number of robots. 

BUSINESS 

GP~&PHIC: Its I~ 

BetteP to Buy oP 

Ren[? 
The answer to the question depends 
on many factors. Compare the costs 
of buying and renting equivalent 
homes. 

~ Related Alticlc~ 

OPINION 

Hip-Hop’s rising star 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Dreaming of a life as vivid as her a,~ 
C~INION 

geneeatlo~                                                                  J 

Once you stm¢ looking 
for a problem, 
someone’s going to find one, and attention deficit has become the go-to diagnosis for energetic 
chihh’en. 

WORLD 

Scandal 



Wang Lijun, who told American diplomats of his suspicions that Gu Kailai murdered a British 

business associate, is now accused of being as much a criminal as those he persecuted. 

Do AvgenKi~aes Need Therapy? Pull Up a Couch 

The number of practicing psychologists in Argentina has been surging, making the country a world 
leader, at least when it comes to people’s broad willingness to bare their souls, 

Nearly a deeade after war first arrived, Sndan’s w+st desert region of Dargur is a kind of mixed 

signals. 

o More Worid News 

Horses Fail Victh~ ~o Hard ’I’D~es and Dry "lfmes on the Range 

Thousands of the nation’s horses are being left to fend for themselves on the dried ranges of the West 
and Southwest, abandoned by people who can no longer afford to feed them. 

Los Angeles Puts a New Pa~-l; aK [Ks Heart 

Grand Park, one of the largest new parcels of open space in a sprawling city, is the focus of all sorts of 
visions for a downtown whose sidewalks once rolled up by nightfall. 

M~clfigan ss G,O,Po Governor Defies Easy Labels 

Gov. Rick Snyder has sought to fix his state’s economy and avoid party-line battles, but in an 
increasingly partisan era, is that enough? 

° More US. News 

BUSINESS 

THE IECONOMY 

New W’ave of Deft Robots Is Cha~gh~g Global H~d~stry 

Robots far more adept than those now commonly used by automakers and other industries are 
replacing workers in both manufacturing and distribution. 

Lawyers From Su~ts Against Big Tobacco Ta~geK Food Make~-s 

More than a dozen lawyers who took on Big Tobacco have filed ~5 cases asserting that 
manufaetnrers like ConAgra Foods and PepsiCo are misleading consumers and violating federal 

FAI R GAM E 

Goldma~, SKill Play~ng 
i.h: ..:~:ffTGi IL? MC’R:7:L? :.:’..? 
On the day it paid $2o.7 million to Bayou hedge fund investors, Gohtman Sachs filed to get the 
same amount baek h’om Bayon as a creditor. 

S P 0 RTS 

%VhaE Happened to Him?’ 

,lonathan Hargett was +}nee thought to be the first point guard to jump fi’mn high school to the 
N.B.A., but that was before a tnmultuons eollege career and a prison sentenee. 

RED SOX 4, YANKEES 1 
Lester Offers Red Sox a Glimpse at Vghat’s Bee~ Missing 

aon Lester, who has set a career high for losses this season with lO, allowed one rnn in seven strong 
innings to beat the Yankees. 

~E] g3 Score [ Play-by-Play 

Jete~° Chips Away ate HIEs Record as Rose Vgatches 

Derek aeter needs a little more than 1,ooo hits to eateh the eareer hit leader, Pete Rose, and his 
reeord 4,256 hits. But at 38 and in his ~8th season, ean aeter do it? 



ARTS 

Nakedness ht Danee~ Taken to Extremes 

Bayed flesh is common in experimental modern dance. And sometimes -infrequently -it succeeds. 

O ay Ma! e Comles Awa ~t th e Spotllgh t 

There is no shortage of gay male comedians, but there has yet to be a standout gay stand-up. 

Broadway, Broadway, Here We A~e~ (Clap!) 

Five Broadway newcomers in the "Bring It On: The Musical" east discuss their first roles, their fears 
and the roles they would love to play. 

More Al$s News 

MAGAZINE 

~Arhat Does Obama Rea~Iy Believe 

As a young community organizer in Chicago, Baraek Obama concluded that to make a real 
difference, he needed to gain power. But did he actually make a difference? 

Imran Khan Must Be Doing Something Right 

Does the former ericket superstar Imran Khan have what it takes to lead an angry and disillusioned 
nation? 

[] Slide Shew: From Spertsman to Politician 

EUREKA 

The Mh~d ofa FI~p-F~opper 

Changing a strongly held belief has little to do with actual facts. 

Mere From the Macazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Both Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan are implying that the Affordable Care Act would eviseerate 
Medicare when in fact the law should shore up the program. 

EDITORIAL 

Asla’s Ro~llng Sea 

Washington should keep nudging China and its rivals to settle their South China Sea claims. 

SUNDAY OBSERVER 

As "Woody Turns * oo, ~+~e Protest Too L~ttle 

The American folk hero Woody Guthrie will be honm’ed at the Kennedy Center, but rabble-rousing, 

not respectability, was his goal. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

EXPOSURES 

For Russians, Corrnpt~on Is 0hlst a Way of Life 

Most Russians have grown so accustomed to a certain lawless way of life that they have come to 
view eon’uption as "Russia’s own special way." 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Teachers on the Defensive 

A Hollywood swipe at teachers’ unions reflects their tough times. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beware a Beanfiflfl Ca|m 

Paul Ryan turns out to be more Sammy Gliek than aohn Gait. 

o More Opinion 



SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

’1’he Cost of Cool 

If the world’s new city dwellers use air-conditioning the way Americans do, life will be a series of 

vast blackouts, accompanied by disastrous planet-warming emissions. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. ~9, ~934, a plebiscite in Germany approved the vesting of sole executive power in Adolf 

Hitler as Fuhrer. 

* See ’Ibis F’~’ont Page 

o Buy This F’z’unt Page 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

~he TRUSTe pdvacy program; we are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ AdveR~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 2:01 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ faculty] A Tale of Two Gull;: Biopower, Oil and Security in the Gulf of Mexico and "the Gulf of Guinea 

Department of Geography Fall 2012 Eyre Distinguished Lecture 

Michael J Watts 
Professor of Geography and Development Studies, UC, Berkeley 

A Tale of Two Gulfs: Biopower, Oil and Security in the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf of Guinea 

September 7th 2012, Toy Lounge, Dey 
3.00pm reception; 3.30pm-4.50pm plesentatioI~/discussion 

Michael Watts is Professor of Geography and Class of 1963 Chair at the Universi~ of California at Berkeley. For many years he served as Director of Berkeley’s 

Center for International Studies and the Center for African Studies. He is on the advisory board of tlae SSRC and has shaped many of the leading development 

programs at major US Foundations. He has been one of the main framers of political ecology and a constant voice for development geographies attentive to the silent 

violence wrought by global capitalism on local communities, particularly in Afi-ica. 

Watts is the author, co-author, or co-editor of many books including: West of Eden: Commanes and Utopia in Northern Caliibmia (2012), Global Political Ecology 

(2010), The Cur~ of the Black Gold (2008 with photographer Ed Kashi), Alt]icted Powers (2005), Liberation Ecologies: Envirotlment, Development, Social 

Movements (2004), Violent Environments (2001), Geoglaphies of Violence 2000), Dictionmy of Human Geography. (2000, 2005, 2009), GlobaJdzing Food: 

Agrarian Questions and Global Restructuring (1997). 

In recent years, he has devoted more of his time to his Niger Delta: Economies of Violence project. His Cm~e of the Black Gold book is online a 

http:/A~¥w.curseoftl~ebla~kgoldbook.com/as are working papers: http://~ldweb.ge~g.berke~e~.edu~ProiectsRes~urces~2qD%2~website/NigerDe~t~pubs.htm~ 

For more information plea~ contact: 

Clark Gray <cgray@email.unc.edu> 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coor@inator 

Afrioa~ S~Nld~es Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 8~3-2102 (£ax) 

sewail@email.u~K:.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu~-- 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 6:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

DTIt 

Hi Eumce, 
FYI, I responded to a Daily Tarheel request for an intelwiew as follows 

--Dave 

Dear 

As you have said, I am a new member of the department, and am not the right person to ask about its history. Perhaps more senior faculty ~vill agree to talk to you 

I have strong respect for my colleagues and believe in the intellectual mission of our department I have, as you can imagine, been dismayed by what was reported in the departmental review 
conducted by Deans Hartlyn and Andre~vs. But I am heartened by its finding that "no evidence emerged during the review that directly implicates any- faculty or staff other than potentially 
Professor Nyang’oro or Ms. Cro~vder in the creation of aberrant or irregularly taught courses, or in recording or changing student grades in these courses" As you kno~v, both Professor 
Nyang’oro and Ms. Crowder, who was departmental secretary before I arrived here, are no longer with U~’C. I strongly feel that the activities of these two individuals ~vere not representative 
of departmental activities and attitudes in general. To my knowledge, the other faculty and staff in my department have cormnitted no misdeeds, and are earnestly- committed to UNC’s 
academic mission. My impression is that, with Nyang’oro and Crowder’s leaving, we are a stronger, more engaged, and more transparent department than before. I look forward to the 
completion of the new investigation led by Jim Martin, so that we faculty may return undistracted to our usual tasks of teaching and scholarship The stream of news stories has been 
stressful both to faculty-, and most dishearteningly to our AFRFAFAM majors and minors. They are serious students, committed to the stud?- of some of the world’s most pressing and 
intellectually- challenging issues, in Africa, the United States, and the broader African diaspora 

Though I would prefer not to conduct a phune intep~iew, you may feel free to email me any additional questions yuu may have. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. David Pier, PhD 
Assistant Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

On , at 8:59 PM, ~vrute: 

> tti Mr. Pier, 
> 

> My name’s , I’m the 
and I was wundering i:[’you had any time this weekend fur a brief phone interview’?I know that you are fairly new in the department, as I see that yuu joined in 
perspective on what yuu’ve observed in your few years here. Please let me l,muw as soon as possible ifyuu are available. 

> ’ "han ~ you, 

> The Daily Tar Heel 

> (m): 

at The Daily Tar Heel. I’m writing a story about the AFAM department fur Tuesday’s newspaper with a mure histurica[ viewpulnt 
su I’d [uve your 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meal, Jocelyn <jneal@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 12:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: CSAS facul~ board question 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks very Pnuch for taking time to send this! Iql get in touch with Prof. Janken about CSAS, 

All best-. 

JoceJyn 

Joce~vn Meal 
Director" 
UNC Center for the Study of the American South 

Love House arid Hutchms Forum 

CB~ 9%27, 4~0 E. Franklin Street 

University of North Carohna at Chapel Hill 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599 

De[~artmen[ of MLIS~C 

CB #3320 Hill Hall 

University of No:’th Ca:-olina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3320 

9~9 962 

ineal~email.unc.edu 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Thursday, August ~6, 20~2 8:09 AN 
Te= Neal, Jocelyn 
Subject= RE: CSAS faculN board question 

Dear Professor Neal, 

Thanks for your email. 

I highly recommend Professor Kenneth Janken. He would be an excellent member of the board. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or need more information. I look forward to meeting with in the upcoming semester. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Neal, Jocelyn 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 21:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: CSAS faculty board question 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I’m emailing in my new capacity as director of the Center for the Study of the American South here on campus, l’m working with our associate director at the 

moment to pull together an active faculty advisory board for the Center, and am emailing in the hope that you might be able to recommend one or two possible 

names to me. I would like the board to have broad representation across different academic departments, certainly to include African and Afro-American Studies, 

given the discipline’s central relevance to so much of what we do. 

Would you be willing to suggest a few possible names of faculty from your department who might be good choices for the board? The board will meet only a few 

times a year and will be involved both in strategic planning for the Center and as a sounding board for various programming and funding opportunities that we 

have. I have talked at length with Senior Assoc. Dean Terry Rhodes about this, and she also thought you might be able to offer a few suggestions. 

l’d be happy to phone you at your convenience if that would be easiest. I would also welcome a chance to talk with you in person sometime this fall if your 

schedule allows to get acquainted. Many thanks for any suggestions you might pass along. 

All best- 

Jocelyn Neal 

Jocelyn Neal 
Director 
UNC Center for the Study of the Americarl South 
Love House and Hutchirls Forum 
CB# 9~-27, 4:~0 E. Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Associate Professor 
Department of Music 
CB #3320 Hill Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3320 
9:~9 962 :~039 
j_L! _e__~_j_,~ _’_e__r_o_~_ j j_:_u___n__c_’ :__e__d___u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Cautious Moves on Foreclosures Haunting Obama 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ Toda ,,sHeadlines ......................................................................... 
~l)c N’~0 ~rk ~"~,~¢~ August 20, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.., I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I _a..e...d.!.a....&....A...d..v..e..~!.s.!.n.~a I EditorialsI .O..p.c..E..d.. I ..O...n....T..h.!.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

A MEASURE OF CHANGE 
Cautious Moves on 
Foreclosures Haunting 
Obama 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

President Obama’s response to the 
housing crisis was deliberately subdued, 
and some eeononfists believe stronger 
action could have softened the eeononfie 
impact. 
’- ~’~ Graphic: What Happened to Homeowners 

Seeking Help 

¯ . More Articles in the Series 

G.O.P. Packaging Seeks to 
Reveal a Warm Romney 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

Mitt Ronmey’s campaign has recruited 
professionals to manage his appearance 
at the Republican convention, hoping to 
overcome Iris image of being stiff and 
aloof. 
" ~ Slide Show: Preparing for the Republican Convention 

to ~:etii~ comfortably.,. 

China Defers Death Penalty for Disgraced Official’s Wife 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Gu Kailai, the wife of Bo Xilai, received a suspended death sentence for the poisoning death of a British 
business associate. In the Chinese legal system, such a sentence is often commuted to life in prison. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They can register the cars under their own names, but they must let their fathers or brothers drive them." 

KHALID HAZMI, the host of a Saudi TV game show called "Every Day a Car," which gives away a car to 

callers answering traffic-safety questions, on whether women can win despite the comatry’s ban on them 
driving. 

ARTS 

.~’~: INTERACTIVE 



FEATURE: The TV Watch 
Abroad 
Alessandra Stanley, the clfief television 
critic of The New York Times, is gohag 
abroad to watch foreign television this 
year. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR         ~/..~. 
Testing What We 
Think We Know 
By H. GILBERT WELCH 

The truth is that for a 
large part of medical 
practice, we don’t know what works. But 
we pay for it anyway. 

Review: Super Mario Bros. 2 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Bookstores for gazers 

’Diaries’ by George Orwell 

nytiraes, com ~T:.S 

WORLD 

Anti-Japan Protests Erupt in China Over Disputed Island 
By KEITH BRADSHER, MARTIN FACKLER and ANDREWJACOBS 

As the protests spread over the weekend, Japanese activists landed on the island, fllrther intensifying 
tensions between the two countries. 

THE TV WATCH 
Ramadan TV Gently Pushes Saudi Boundaries 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

In Saudi Arabia, gentle social satire about Saudi life is permissible and even welcome during Ramadan, a 
festive season that also serves as a sweeps month. 

¯ ’ ~:~ Video: Saudi Arabia TV Sampler 

In Sliver of Old U.S.S.R., Hot Soccer Team Is Virtual State Secret 
By JAMES MONTAGUE 

F.C. Sheriff Tiraspol is a soccer club from Transnistria, a comer of the former Soviet empire where 
smuggling is rampant and the fans are often violent. 

" Soccer Roundup: Barcelona Coasts in Villa’s Return 

, Global Soccer: Nuggets of Value at Swansea City 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Fabled Spiritual Retreat Debates Its Future 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Some worry that the Esalen Institute, which helped make things like yoga and organic food part of the 
naainstream, is losing its relevance and beeonfing more corporate. 

o ~’~ Slide Show: Retreat for Mind and Body Celebrates Its Past 

In Midst of a Drought, Keeping Traffic Moving on the Mississippi 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

There are more thma a dozen dredging vessels working to make sure that the Big River, shrinking trader one 
of the worst droughts in modem history, stays deep enough. 

Senate Candidate Provokes Ire With ’Legitimate Rape’ Comment 
By JOHN ELIGON and MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 

In an effort to explain his stmace on abortion, Representative Todd Akin of Missouri said women’s bodies can 
somehow block an unwanted pregnancy in instances of "legitimate rape." 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



In Apple’s Patent Case, Tech Shifts May Follow 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

If Apple prevails in its legal dogfight witla Samstmg over patents, experts believe its rivals will have a stronger 
incentive to distinguish their smartphone and tablet products. 

:. Secrets Learned in Apple-Samsung Trial 

Tension Over Aid to Greece Could Unsettle Markets 
By JACK EWING 

Greece’s prime nfinister, 3aatonis Samaras, is expected to seek an extension for meeting his country’s 
budgetary and reform conmfitments, but Gelanany appears reluctant to grant furtlaer concessions. 

Media Companies, Seeing Profit Slip, Push Into Education 
By BROOKS BARNES and AMY CHOZICK 

Under pressure to expmad, media companies are capitalizing on tlae damages tlaat technology is bringing to 
classroonls. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 4, RED SOX 1 
Yanks’ Insurance Policy Has a Premium Outing 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

Hiroki Kuroda was perceived as a back-of-tlae-rotation commodity for tlae Ymakees. He has evolved into a 
consistent pitcher, allowing four lilts and one run in Sunday’s win over the Red Sox. 

" ~, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

" Bats: Yankees Keep Teixeira on Bench to Rest Wrist 

:’ Cabrera Used Web Site as Ruse, Report Says 

Beckett Struggles Against Jeter and Suzuki 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Derek Jeter and Ichiro Suzuki pounced on an otherwise solid Josh Beckett, who picked up another loss in a 
disappointing season for the Red Sox. 

NATIONALS 5, METS 2 
Mets Wrap Up Rough Trip With a Disheartening Loss to the Nationals 
By ANDREW KEH 

Jeremy Heftier was rocky over five innings while rookie center fielder Bryce Harper sparked tl~e Nationals’ 
offense. The Mets went 2-4 in a six-game trip that started in Cincinnati. 

:’ ,~;.~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

. Wright May Add Hits to His Record Collection 

¯ . Baseball Roundup: Cardinals Have No Answer for 19th-lnning Homer 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

Creative Hubris, as Ephemeral as Sea Foam 
By MELENA RYZIK 

More titan a dozen artists participated in a sand castle building competition on Rockaway Beach, Queens, 
sponsored by Creative Time, a public arts organization. 

" ~’~ Slide Show: Beachfront Beauty 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Lionel Asbo: State of England’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

Martin Amis’s "Lionel Asbo: State of England" explores tl~e relationship between a rutlfless, psychotic tl~ug 
and his nephew, as the two live out their lives in a brutish neighborhood. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Commands Both Martial and Marital 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

"Henry V," "Much Ado About Notlfing" and "C)anbeline" nfix comedy and history at tl~e Stratford 
Shakespeare Festival in Ontario. 



¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

A Studio-Theater Venture Aims to Fill Gaps 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Open Road Fihns is a joint venture between the nation’s two largest theater chah~s that was created to bridge 
the gap between those who distribute pictures and those who sell tickets. 

A Media Personality, Suffering a Blow to His Image, Ponders a Lesson 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Fareed Zakaria is among writers who have parlayed their journalism into more lucrative work like writing 
books and public speaking, but a plagiarism semadal could threaten that image. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Journalists Dancing on the Edge of Truth 
By DAVID CARR 

The Web’s ferocious appetite for content probably had something to do with why Jonah Lehrer, a popular 
science writer, has fotmd himself at the center of a plagiarism scandal. 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Robo Redux 
Credit card collections are riddled with legal problems and consumer abuse. Adequate federal stm~dards 
need to be set, while regulators should be given the power to impose much needed rules. 

EDITORIAL 
Judicial Elections and the Bottom Line 
Special-interest spending tilts state courts toward business interests, not independence. Top state judges 
should be appointed through merit selection, not elected. 

EDITORIAL 
Ramadan in Murfreesboro 
A constitutional right prevailed when htmdreds of Muslim worslfipers were finally able to occupy their new 
mosque after a two-year assault of bigotry at the construction site. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
An Unserious Man 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

So much for the real debate we were supposed to have once Paul Ryan joined the ticket. What we have 
instead is the triumph of style over substance. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
’Do You Trust Politicians?’ 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

In New Hampshire, voters - whether it’s a hotel housekeeper or the speaker of the House - hold nothing 
back. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
It’s Not About Assange 
By ANITA ISAACS 

Granting Mr. Assm~ge asylum provides a politically timely reminder of President Correa’s leaderslfip style at 
home - and his potential for leadership beyond Ecuador’s borders. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 20, 1968, the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact nations invaded Czechoslovakia to crush the 

"Prague Spring" liberalization drive of Alexander Dubcek’s regime. 

¯ See This Front..P.:.a.g.e.. 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:.a.g.e.. 
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The world awaits 

See it for free 

Enter to Win a Free Trip 

Real experiences, real easy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 8:24 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Send wish list 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2012 3:03 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Re: Send wish list 
Dear Eunice, 
Don’t worry about this request. I just remembered that Evelyn and Agatha made sure to use my relocation expenses allocation from the College to buy bookcases 
instead of my research funds. In essence, the College already "reimbursed" me for the amount I used to pay for the bookcases. 
Sony for the confusion. 

Best, 
WaJter 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Aug 17, 2012, at 4:15 PM, "Rucker, Walter C" <wmcker~_e___r_~_~_~_i_!:__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__a> wrote: 

Deal Eunice, 

Thank you for the emaik 

Since I had to pay for my office bookshelves using research monies ~ast year, is ~t at a~l poss~Me to have the Dean’s office refund that amount to my 

research account? I previously raised [:he ~ssue wRh Evelyn--who, at the tkne, rnentkmed it was a b~: ut~precede~]ted [or r]ew facuRy to have to use 

research monev to purchase used office furniture. ~ also as~ed Agatha about this and she admRted that rio other tem~re--~it~e faculty rnember had 

been required to purchase their own used off:ice furniture before. Since d~ere was so much going on k~ d~e departmen~ at d~e time, I never fo~owed 

up w~th Evelyn---- though she d~d mer~tion to me d~at she had planned to check w~th Dean ~-~ardyn. Though the amount was orfly about ~2~?0 to~al, that 

money could have been used to cover books or other research-re~ated expenses. 

ff this ~s not poss~Me, ~t ~s no Ng deal. 

gest~ 

Wa~:er 

~m~ SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:euNce~email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, August 17, 2012 4:05 PN 
Te= Depa~ment lis~e~ 
Subject~ [afHafam] Send wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on 
Monday, August 27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday Au~just 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You a~e cunently subscribed to afria£am as: 3:_~:_6_Lc_k__e_!_@_e___n_)__a__i_L_u_n__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

T~unsubscribeclickhere:http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id~44~3~0~.049I~b847d2~33~b22265Ih8d~c5f~a5&n T&I afriathm&o 319788(113 

(It may be necessary to cut and pasle the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 31978803- 44413101.049f9b847d2f331 b22265 £:a8d0c 5fl a5 (d~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <~wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:42 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Course syllabus 

Dear Georges, 

We should be able to accommodate this student. Be sure to include the student’s name and PID in the list of students you would like to add to your section of AFRI . Since this student 
had been previously enrolled in your section, I will be sure to give him/her the highest priority 

Best, 

Walter 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Nzongo[~-NtMni~ (~r~s 

Sent: Saturday, 12:31 PM 

To: Rucker, Walter C 

SubJect: FW: Course syllabus 

Dear Walter, 

Could you please see if you can help the student whose message appears below get back into my class or another section of AFRI 
Thank you, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-~Mnerican Studies UniversW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.. 

From: .2))live.unc. edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 12:02 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Re: Course syllabus 

Professor Nzongola- 

I’m a student who lost all my classes for this upcoming fall. I had a hold on my account due to an incorrect charge from housing and finally dealt with all of that today because housing took 
more than a month to fix it. Due to their delay in the process I lost all of ray classes for the         semester, and I just now- saw this. I can’t explain how stressed out I am right now. I’m on 
the i            right now and need to take the classes I planned on taking. I was hoping that you could allow me back into your class because I was originally enrolled in it and due to the 
fact that getting removed from your class was not even my fault. Thank you so much for your time. 

From: <nzongola@eraail.~c. edu<raailto :nzong ola(d~,,eraail.unc, edu>> 
Date: Wed,             21:11:00 -0400 
To: <undisclosed-recipients:;> 
Subject: Course syllabus 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Geurges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Dear AFRI Students, 

Welcome to ray section of AFRI , for which the syllabus is attached. Please print a copy and bring it to class on Tuesday, 

Prof?ssor Nzongola 

AFRI Syllabus, .docx<https://sakai unc.edu/access/c untent/attachment/954b5 afb-5ee6-49ae-ab 1 d-4fb949flef6a/Messa~es/fd8 fd 22d-2f5a-4bfi~-bb0b-9179a05ft24a/AFR1% 
oz o o ,~    oz (~ 20101-002~ o20Syllabus/32C ~/o~0FalL o202.~12.docx> 

This forwarded message ~vas sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages Iicom the "AFRI               ;ite. To reply to this message click this lil~ to access 
Messages for this site: AFRI             https://sakai.unc edu/portal/site/954b5 afb-5ee6-49ae-ab 1 d-4~949fl ef6aipage/d429b 1 b7-ba 7a-4b14-a84b-ble076efab29> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

RE: Send wish list Esther 

Dear Eunice, 

I would like to have a bookshelf, a cabinet, and a desk. 

Best wishes, 

Esther 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Send wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday Au~J~st 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You a~re cunently subscribed to afriafam as: lismaza~)elna~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http:/ilists.unc.eduiu?id~1529230.1d610c3239clf37813bb49d8dffe37b8&n T&I afriat:am&o 31978803 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-31978803-41529230.1d610c3239cl f37813bb49d8dffe37b8(gblistsmw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Bill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hello 

Eunice: 

Yes, I could meet with you on Monday, August 27. What time works well for you and where would you like to meet? 

Balthrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, August :18, 20:12:10:14 AM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Hello 

Dear Bill, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Is it possible to meet on Monday August 27? Presentation ]~ mentioned when we met recently will occur that week. 

Thanks and hope you are having a good weekend. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Bill <vw~@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Auk~matic reply: Hello 

I will be out of the office January 5, 2023. If I do not answer your email immediately, please be patient. 

Thank you. 

Bill Balthrop 
Professor, Department of Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Balthrop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:37 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Send wish list 

Photo 082012 O01.jpg 

Per onr convera~dou fl~is morning: I thi~k we ~hou~d order moc~: chars and a ruble that mak:hcs the one we hm~e i~ ~he cun~mt couf~:rence room a~d ~br d~c new 

co~ff~:tvuce room. I am att~ching a photo of o~c of six chNrs ttmt ac~: ah’es~@ t~psmirs. Ot~r website lists 23 t?aculty mem[~rs of all m~)ks. If we oNer 20 morc of flaese 

gray s~ackaNe chai[~, we’ll has’e enot~gh for a ful] detw~ttme~ meedng p~as tbtve vishors, If we order moc~: thm~ flaaL ~x,~: ’li has’e some extra ones ~br ~:mh~a~ or o~her 

Ke~meth R, 

ProR:ssor ot’Aflo- ?~e~ca~ Studies 

Depam~e~g of Afi~caa arid Aii’o- Ame~ica~ Studies 

109 Ba~le Hall, CB# 3395 
University of’NorJ~ Caolina 

Ch apd i{ IL N( ....... ~...-.. 3 

(9I 9) 962-1519 (~ ok’.e) 

(9I 9) 966<2694 (fax) 

http://w~ w. umass.ed~umpmsffspr 97~janken.html 

http:/, uncpress.unc .ed~book#T- 8059.blml 

http:/i undpress.nd.edt ibook, P00780 
http:/i undpress.nd.edt ibook, P00723 

Fmm~ SaNe, Kunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, August 17, 2012 4:05 PN 
T~ Depa~ment lisNe~ 
SubjeCt~ [afriafam] Send wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday Au~Just 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You a~e currently subscribed to afiiaPam as: b~ianken~;email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvu?id=32361600.53dc46978ad38cecd86e9cafd6adl b74&n=T&l=afi:ial’am&o=31978803 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Bill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:47 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hello 

That sounds fine. If anything doesn’t work out, let me know and I may be able to find a place where there won’t be any interruptions. 

Balthrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, August 20, 2012 9:20 AM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear Bill, 

Thanks so much. It will be a rehearsal meeting, thus I will see if we can get a room at the Institute for the Arts and Humanities. 

1.00pm would work. I will be in touch once I confirm the meeting space. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Balthrop, Bill 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 9:06 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Hello 

Yes, I could meet wifl~ you on Monday, August 27. What time works well tbr you aa~d where would you like to meet? 

Baiithrop 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, August 18, 2012 10:14 AM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Hello 

Dear Bill, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Is it possible to meet on Monday August 27? Presentation I mentioned when we met recently will occur that week. 

Thanks and hope you are having a good weekend. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:08 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course outlines 

syllabus.afaln50.fall2012.docx; SYLLABUS.AVAM101 .FALL2012.docx; SYLLABUS.AFAM392.FALL2012.docx 

hi Eunice and Kenneth -- 

Here are my syllabi. Happy Fall 20:t2. 

Tim 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Course outlines 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send your course outlines for the fall semester to Kenneth and I by Wednesday, August 22. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: timl~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361594.a72241c3219cfga9af10758962f71cf4&n T&I afriafam&o 31972879 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-31972879-32361594.a7224 lc3219cfga9af10758962f71cf4(&listserv.unc.edu 



AFAM 50 
Defining Blackness: 

National and International approaches to African American 
identity 

Fall Semester 2012 

Timothy McMillan Phone 
Office: Battle Hall 305 email: tjml@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours:TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:110 & Wednesday 1:45-2:45 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION: 2012 is a year that has continued the discussion of who is and who is 
not black to the front of the national discussion for people of all races. The campaign of 
Herman Cain, the criticism of the president by Cornel West and Tavis Smiley, the mixed 
response to the novel and film The Help, the place of race in popular culture and art, and 
the recent violence in Norway and Colorado provide us with an enormous amount of data 
to explore the notions of blackness and whiteness in the United States and throughout the 
world (particularly Britain.) Blackness and whiteness as racial categories have existed in 
the (proto) United States from the earliest colonial times but their meanings have shifted 
and continue to shift. What defines a person as black in the 21st century is increasingly 
complex due to changing social norms, increased immigration and emigration, and a 
rapidly growing number of multi-racial and/or multi-ethnic individuals, immigration from 
Africa and the Caribbean have particularly problematized the meaning of black versus 
African American. Latino and Asian immigration has added another dimension to 
America’s racial discussions about identity and the recent debate over the 14th 
amendment is directly relevant to the history of race in the United States. Who is 
included in the definition of black is not only a matter of color and history but also of 
politics and cultural identification. In fact Morgan Freeman’s recent (July 5, 2012) 
statement that president Obama is not necessarily black pushed this debate into the public 
eye. 

Over the semester we will attempt to define, refine, and transform blackness in the United 
States and, to gain obj ective distance, in a variety of international and multi-cultural 
settings. Of course, it will be impossible to discuss blackness without also discussing the 
other racial and ethnic categories that are currently in use in the U.S. 

FORMAT: This course will consist of lectures, internet surfing, video viewing, guest 
lectures and discussion. We will start with a shared set of readings and films that we will 
then analyze by discussing the central, often contradictory- arguments presented by the 
authors and film makers. After ~ve have developed a framework for analyzing blackness 
we will then turn to discussions of race in the media (and on campus) to develop our class 
proj ect. We will explore the topics of blackness, whiteness, and race in general through 
fiction, film, history, politics, and social science. Class attendance, active and informed 
participation in discussions, and active and useful participation in the group project are 



critical to your success in this course. Students who do not participate in class 
discussions and/or in the group project will not succeed in this course. 

REQUIREMENTS AND GOALS: The central goal of AFAM 50 in the fall of 2012 is 
to uncover how black people have defined blackness and how white people have defined 
whiteness and how these definitions affect each other. You will work, throughout the 
semester to develop your own definition of blackness and its meaning in America. You 
will submit a series of short position papers dealing with the topics discussed in class. 
These position papers will be evaluated based on the quality and clearness of your 
argument, your ability to convey your ideas to other class members, your instructor, and 
the broader community. As a final project you (as a class) vdll define blackness using the 
arts and popular culture as a starting point and will develop a forum to explore these 
issues with the rest of the campus and local community. 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 
statement is from http://honor.unc.edu/which will provide more information about the 
honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you http:iiwww.lib.unc.eduiinstructiplagiarismi 

7he University of North Caro#na at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 
system and judicial ~system for over l OO years. ]he system is the responsibi#ty of students 

and is regulated and governed by them, but.faculty share the re~ponsibigty. If you have 
ques#ons about your responsibigty under the honor code, please bring them to your 

instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the btstrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 

and the Student Congress, contains all po#cies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system. Your full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

GRADING: Position papers 
Group Project & Participation 
Final Analysi s 

50% 
20% 
30% 

REQUIRED TEXTS Readings will come from the follo~ving texts as well as articles 

and websites. Make sure to read the assigned material BEFORE the day we’ll discuss 
the text. Specific sections of the readings will be assigned in class each week. 

Russell et al 
Schuyler, George 

Toure 
Wise 

The Color Complex: the PoOtics of Skin Color 

Black No More 

Who’s Afi*aid of.Post-Blackness 
Dear White America 

A SELECTION OF WEBSITES is available on Sakai under external links. If you find 
sites that will promote class discussion let me know and I’ll post them for the whole 
group. Some sites are for further reference and some will be required for class. 



ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



SCHEDULE 

WEEK TOPIC READINGS 
of* 
AUG 21 Introduction to Course Implicit Assumptions 

Who are you? Are you racist? on Blackboard 

AUG 28 Developing a definition: Marlon Riggs & Black is, Black Ain’t 
Blackness Video 

SEP 04 Black in the 1930s: George Schuyler and Schuyler Black No M-ore 
the end of Blackness 

SEP 11 Who is black? Toure 
Black and Blue tour of Campus 

SEP 18 Who is not black? Toure 

SEP 25 Bougie Politics .lack and Jill PoHtics on Sakai 

OCT 02 Color Consciousness in the 1980s: Kathy A Question of Color Video & 
Russell & Blackness The Color Complex 1-4 

OCT 09 Is it a gender thing? Color Consciousness The Color Complex 
among men and women 5-9 

OCT 16 Project Development 
Fall Break October 18 

OCT 23 Who is white? Wise 

OCT 30 Post-Race and 2012? White Privilege on Sakai 

NOV 06 Election Day - Will we still have a black Websites on Sakai 
president? 

NOV 13 International Blackness Websites on Sakai 

NOV 20 Being Black at UNC UNC Websites 
THANKSGIVING Nov 22 

NOV 27 Presenting a Model of Blackness Your Project 

DEC 04 Your definitions of blackness or lack Your Project 
thereof 

~ We will have classes Tuesday and Thursday - the date on the schedule is the 
Tuesday of the week we will be meeting. This schedule is subject to change as the class 
evolves but the graded work will remain the same. Your public forum will occur at the 
most appropriate time and the schedule will shift to accommodate it. 



AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 

FALL SEMESTER 2012 

101 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 
Office: Battle Hall 305 tjml@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:10 & Wednesday 1:45-2:45 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION & GOALS: AFAM 101, introduction to the American black 
experience has four primary objectives. The first objective is to provide a clear context 
for the understanding of race and slavery as concepts; the second objective is to 
understand the origins of the trans-Atlantic slave trade and the effects this trade had on 
Africa, Europe, and the New World; the third obj ective is to explore the (often unknown) 
history of Anglo-North America as affected by and affecting peoples of the African 
Diaspora; and finally to develop models for understanding the effect and legacies of the 
trans-Atlantic trade in contemporary society. I hope you will examine how we know 
what we know and the politics of the educational process in addition to internalizing the 

"facts" of history. 

FOR~IAT: This course will consist of lectures/discussions and four videos. The videos 
are an integral part of the course allowing you to hear the thoughts of leading scholars in 
the field of Afro-American studies. 

REQUIREMENTS: There will be a midterm exam, two essays, a quiz, and a final exam. 
If you must miss class make sure that you get the notes from one of your colleagues-- 
much of the material covered in lectures is not in the text. Please complete assigned 
readings before they are due. Make sure to consult the websites mentioned in class. 
Assigned readings that are on the web are noted in ita#cs on this syllabus and can be 
accessed by going to SakaiTM All study guides and video outlines are also accessible on 
SakaiTM as are your grades. 

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptop/tablet to take notes 
and to use required electronic resources. Please turn off phones during class, and I’d 
appreciate it if you did not surf the web, tweet, or check Facebook during class. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance is required. More than two absences must be explained to 
my satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, university commitments are examples of 
satisfactory excuses.) 

INCOJ~IPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 
grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary" circumstances. 



HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 
statement is from http:iihonor.unc.edui which will provide more information about the 
honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you http:iiv~7.1ib.unc.eduiinstmctiplagiarismi 

The University of North Caro#na at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 

system and judicial system for over l OO years. 7he ,system is the re~sponsibi#ty of students 

and is reg~ulated and governed by them, but faculty share the re,sponsibi#ty, lf you have 

questions about your responsibi#ty under the honor code, please bring them to your 

ins#’ucmr or consu# with the office of the Dean of Students or the Ins#’ument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 
and the Student Conl~ress, contains all po#cies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system. Your fidl participation and observance of the honor code is expected 

GRADING: QUIZ 10% 
MIDTERM EXAM 30% 
ESSAYS 30% (15% each) 
FINAL EXAM 30% Dec 113 noon-3 

GIL~DING IS ON A STRAIGHT 10 POINT SCALE, e.g. 100-93 =A; 92-90 =A-; 

89-87=B+; 86-83=B; 82-80=B; etc. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 

Hine, Hine, & Harrold 

White 

Sakai 

The AJ~ican-American Odyssey, Volume One 

ISBN: 9780205728862 
Ar ’n ’t I a Woman 
ISBN: 97803933148116 

links at Web Sites on SakaiTM 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



SCHEDULE 

DATE TOPIC READING 

AUG 21 Introduction -terminology and geography 

AUG 23 Black and Blue UNC and Slavery Virtual Museum of UNC 
AUG 28 Roots of slavery: from Aristotle to Ham Curse of Ham 
AUG 30 Cultures of Africa Hine Chapter 1 

SEP 4 Middle Passage QUIZ Hine Chapter 2 
SEP 6 Structure of the Slave Trade Africans in America I 

SEP 11 Establishment of Ne~v World Slavery Hine Chapter 2 

SEP 13 Establishment of Anglo-American Slavery Hine Chapter 3 
SEP 18 Development of Afro-American Cultures The GullahiHaitian Vodou 

SEP 20 George Washington and his slaves Hine Chapter 4 
***~’~*ESSAY ONE DUE 

SEP 25 The American Revolution Africans in America II 
SEP 27 The Meaning of Freedom Douglass Fourth of July 

OCT 2 The Declaration of Independence Hine Chapter 4 

OCT 4 The New Republic and slavery Hine Chapter 5 
OCT 9 Review for Midterm MIDTERM Study Guide 

OCT 11 MIDTERM 

OCT 16 Jefferson and Slavery Africans in America III 

OCT 18 FALL BREAK NO CLASS 

OCT 23 Gender and Slavery/Jezebel and Mammy Gray White Chaps 1-3 

OCT 25 The Female Slave Network Gray White Chaps 4-6 
OCT 30 Plantation Cultures Hine Chapter 6 

NOV I Free Black People in the North and South Hine Chapter 7 
NOV 6 Black People in the West Jacob Vanderpool 

’~*’**’~’~ESSAY TWO DUE 
NOV 8 Free Black Abolitionists Hine Chapter 8 

NOV 13 Strategies of Abolition Hine Chapter 9 
Singleton 

NOV 15 Prelude to War Africans in America IV 

NOV 20 Dred Scott and John Brown Scott v. San(d).[brd & Hine 
Chapter 10 

NOV 22 Thanksgiving Holiday 
NOV 27 Emancipation Proclamation & the Civil Emancipation Proclamation 

War & Hine Chapter 1 

NOV 29 Legacies of Slavery NC Apology for Slavery 

DEC 4 REVIEW FOR FINAL STUDY GUIDE 
DEC 13 FINAL EXAM Noon-3 p.m. 
THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE INSTRUCTOR- YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED 
OF ANY CHANGES IN CLASS, ON SAKAI, AND BY EMAIL. ONLY THE SCHEDULE IS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE; NOT POLICY ON GRADING, ATTENDANCE, ETC. 



AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 392 
Afro-America: Contemporary Issues 

FALL SEMESTER 2012 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 
Office: Battle Hall 305 tjml@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:10 & Wednesday 1:45-2:45 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION & GOALS: AFAM 392, African American Contemporary Issues, 
examines several pressing political, economic, and social issues confronting black people 
in North America and elsewhere in the diaspora. In fall 2012 we will focus on three main 
issues &black identity in the 21st century: critiques &blackness, black politics 

(especially the presidential election in November), and class (including access to health 
care, prison and poverty and the new" meaning of bourgeois.) After our initial 
discussions of these topics, students will be responsible for identifying one other theme to 
explore and for generating readings to facilitate that discussion. The goals for this class 
are 1) to tie current events and contemporary society into the broader framework of 
black history, 2) to connect the issues that face black people in the United States to black 
people throughout the diaspora, and 3) to develop analytical frameworks that clarify the 
relationship between contemporary black people and the broader societies in which they 
exist. In short we are attempting to explain the significance of blackness as a category in 
the 21 st century. 

FORSIAT: This course will consist of lectures, group discussion and student led debate 

and presentations. We will use the first hour and a quarter of class for lecture, videos, 
and presentations and after a brief break the last half of the class will be used for focused 
discussion in breakout groups which will then present to the whole class. Video and 
other media will be used as objects of analysis including television shows, youtube video, 
and popular music. 

REQUIREMENTS: This class requires a great deal of student interaction and 

participation. It is critical that you be prepared for class before class begins. Please 
complete assigned readings (both print and web) before they are due in class. Make sure 

to consult the websites mentioned in class. Assigned readings that are on the web are 
noted in ita#cs on this syllabus and can be accessed by going to SakaiTM All study guides 
and video outlines are also accessible on SakaiT~’ as are your grades. 

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptop/tablet to take notes 
and to use required electronic resources. Please turn off phones during class, and I’d 
appreciate it if you did not surf the web, tweet, or check Facebook during class. 



ATTENDANCE: Attendance is required. As we only meet once a week it is very 
important that you not miss class. More than one absence must be explained to my 
satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, required university commitments are 
examples of satisfactory excuses) or your course grade will be lowered by a letter grade. 

INCOMPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 
grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary circumstances. 

GRADING: 

Response papers 20% Every week 

(2 pts each 10 required) 

Midterm essay 20% October 3 

Participation/Discussion 20% Every week 

Research proj ect 20% November 21 

Final Exam 20% December 8 

GRADING IS ON A STRAIGHT 10 POINT SCALE, e.g. 100-93 =A; 92-90 =A-; 

89-87=B+; 86-83=B; 82-80=B; etc. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 

SAKAI 

THURSTON 

TOURE 

WALKER 

links at Web Sites on SakaiTM 

HOW TO BE BLACK 

WHO’S AFRAID OF POST-BLACKNESS 

BLACK COOL: ONE THOUSAND STREAMS OF BLACKNESS 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 
statement is from http://honor.unc.edu/which will provide more information about the 
honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you http:iiwww.lib.unc.eduiinstructiplagiarismi 

]he University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 
system and judicial system for over l OO years. 7he ,system is the re,sponsibifity of students 

and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibifty. If you have 
questions about your responsibifty under the honor code, please bring them to your 

instructor or consu# with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council 

arid the Student Congress, contains all poficies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system, gour full participation and observance of the honor code is expected 



SCHEDULE 

DATE TOPIC READING 

AUG 22 Introduction/3 views of black America 

AUG 29 How to Be Black Thurston 
SEP 5 Urban v BougieiJack and Jill Politics Thurston 

SEP 12 Who’s Afraid of Post Blackness? Toure 
SEP 19 The meaning of color in the 21St century Toure 

SEP 26 Black Cool Walker 
OCT 3 Are women blacker than men? Walker 

OCT 10 Blackness at UNC/Black and Blue Black and Blne on Sakai 

OCT 17 Do black artists do black art? Black Arts on Sakai 
OCT 24 Black medicine HeLa and BiDil on Sakai 

OCT 31 Is Barack Obama Black? Obama on Sakai 

NOV 7 Diasporic politics: Haiti, Cuba, and Brazil Diaspora I on Sakai 
NOV 14 European and Asian blackness Diaspora II on Sakai 

NOV 21 Students’ Choice TBD 

NOV 28 Group presentations 

DEC 5 Group presentations 
DEC 8 FINAL EXAM 4-7 p.m. 
THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE INSTRUCTOR- YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED 
OF ANY CHANGES IN CLASS, ON SAKAI, AND BY EMAIL. ONLY THE SCHEDULE IS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE; NOT POLICY ON GRADING, ATTENDANCE, ETC. 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability" should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center ~urbanteachercenter.org> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Invitation: Urban Teacher Center Webinar August 22 at 9PM EST 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr, and I am Director of Human Capital for Urban 
Teacher Center (UTC). UTC is a pioneering alternative teacher preparation 
program currently serving Washington, DC and Baltimore, Maryland and 
soon additional cities. I am hosting a webinar for interested applicants this 
Wednesday, August 22, 2012 at 9PM EST. Please share this invitation with 
individuals you think might be interested. They should register through the 
"Events" section of our website at www.urbanteachercenter.org. We 
anticipate our application to join Cohort 2013-2014 which starts June 2013 
will be open in early September. Our first application deadline is October 15, 
2012. 

Thanks, 

Kerry Swarr 

Director of Human Capital 

Urban Teacher Center 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Walter Rucker- ~gmaiLcom> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:41 AM 

ttartly~, Jonathan <ha~Jly@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Request to schedule a meeting 

Dear Dean Hartlyn, 
In light of recent revelations, l would like to schedule a meeting with you as soon as possible. I have discussed the nature of the meeting with Eunice already so 

feel free to invite her as well. 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Walter 

~r~ ] ter R,,~ker 

Associate l~rotessor 

~C~Ch~p~l I~l] 

Ch~p~IHdI,NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff VastDrimmelen ~effvand@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 12:18 PM 

Web. unc.edu U~r Listserv <web- unc- edu- users@li stserv.unc.edu> 

[web-unc-edu-users] Web.~mc.edu Works~udy Positions Available 

[Feel free to print out for departments or forward to those that may be interested.] 

Come work for one of the most exciting projects on campus and get some real life experience on your resume. With over 3000 websites and almost 

10,000 users we have workstudy positions available for a variety of interests. Benefits include te[ework[ng and flexible schedules= 

Band: $3 @ $10.05 [o $~.80ihr 

Description: Support speciaUsts w~l[ work with facu[ty, staff and students to create websites using WordPress. Experience with web design ~s not 

necessary; we w~l[ train the right employee, but experience with WordPress or other content management system a p[us. 

Band: S4 ~ $11,80 [o $13~55/hr 

Oesct’~ptiom Programming Staff will work w~th faculty, staff, and students to create webs~tes using WordPress. Experience with HTNL and CSS ~s 

required, Experience with WordPress themmg a p~us, but not requked, 

Band: $4 ~ $11.80 to $13.55/hr 

Descripdam Sen~or Support Staff wi[~ work with faculty, staff, and students to create websites ush~g WordPress. Senior Support staff wi[~ a~so manage 

other students and serve as a resource for advanced questions. Wi[~ meet at least weekly with 2-4 other students to manage and mentor them. 

Please 9o to ~~tud,, and fill out the form at the bottom of the page and we will be in contact w~th you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheraton, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 1:29 PM 

departmental course sche&fling officers <coursescheduling officer@lis~serv.unc.edtr~ 

[courseschedulingotticers] Regis~,ration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The link is: 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 
Renee Sherman 

Scheduling Team Lead 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

~ sheNaal’~@ email .uric. edu 

<li> -- You are curremly subscribed to 

</ul> 

courseschedulingoflicers &s: <a href "mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl ~) <a href "mailto:leave-31993199-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441a67e5t3061@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31993199- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5t3061@listse~z.unc.edu</a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.uuc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 2:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Are you on campus? 

Dear Eunice, 

I did have a great surmner, and I hope the same is tree for you 
I am on campus no,v, but I have a 4 p.m meeting off-campus. I could 
easily come back by 5 p.m., if you would like to talk. 

I shall be on campus again tomorrow afternoon. 

Best wishes, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of iX,-orth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 

On 8/20,’2012 2:42 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

I)ear Evelyne, 

I hope you had a great summer 

Are you on campus today? 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3:12 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Meet this week 

Hi Professor Sait~le, 

What days wonld yon be available to meet this week? I mn available in the mornings nntil 11 on Wednesday and Friday and in the afternoons on Wednesday and 

Friday after 1. 

Looking forward to seeing you! 

Thank yo~ 

UNC Class of .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.uuc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 3:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Are you on campus? 

Will do - see you then’. 
E 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Uinversity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 

On 8/20/2012 3:05 PM. SaNe, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> Thales Evelyne, 
> 
> Yes, I would be very grateful if you stopped by at 5.0()pro. 
> 

> See you then 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Evelyne tIuber [ehuber@email uric edu] 
> Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 2:57 PM 
> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Are you on campus? 
> 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 

> I did have a great summer, and I hope the same is true for you 
> I am on campus now, but I have a 4 p.m. meeting off-campus I could 
> easily come back by 5 pm, if you would like to talk. 
> 

> I shall be on campus again tomorrow afternoon 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> 

> Evelyne 
> 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Almnni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair 
> Department of Political Science 
> C~3# 3265 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 

>fax: (919)962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> On 8/20/2012 2:42 Pi~{ SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
>> 

>> Dear Evelyne, 
>> 

>> I hope you had a great summer. 
>> 

>> Are you on campus today? 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Reid. Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Monda~ 4:53 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <ennice@emaJl.unc.edu>: Haxtlyn, Jonathan <ha~tlyn@mc.edu-~; Davis, Nancy K <naaacy davis@nnc.edu-~; McFarland, 
Michael B <mike mcfarlan@unc.edtp; Mooi~, KaJcen B <ka~en moon@unc.edn> 

I~W: Following tip contacts with Prof. Sahle a~ld Dean’s Office 

AFRI AFAM Independent Stu@ Contract revised.pdf; Afr-Af-Am Exa~n aaad Grading Policies (2).docx 

FYI re DTH 

~x,~, :~ic {919 84~-,,~! 

The N:iv~rsJty o£ North Carolina at Chage] H:ii 

205 South 8dil@ing, CB #3~00 

ChlDel Hill NC 27599--31@@ 

F~m: Reid, Dee 
Sent~ Monday 4:~ PM 
To~ ~gmail.com’ 
Subject~ Following up con~cts with Prof. SaNe and Dean’s ~ice 

Study Policy f~r the Dopa~tme:~t i~ place and has alsc ai~pted othor Ur~iversity Pclicies goverLing gradi~K~ aLd exams, for 
example. See attached. 
On another note, i tried to call you on Friday to also let you know that Dean Gil was not available due to her schedule, but 
no one answered your phone and there was no way to leave a message on voice mail. 
Best wishes, 
Dee Reid 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The Nniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
Web: http : !!colleqe.unc. edu 
Facebook : httm : //www. facebook, co’~’iUNC. Col iege 
Twitter : httm : //twitter. com/unccollecTe 
YouTube : httb : i/y<~u %dbe. co:::/usesiUNCColie 4:£ 



CONTRACT FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES 

REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

Independent Study courses are intended to provide undergraduate African and Afro-American Studies majors 

with an opportunity to engage in a research project that entails a workload that meets or exceeds that of a 

regular 3-credit course. Approval for Independent Study courses will only be considered in exceptional 

circumstances. Such courses must focus on a theme or topic that is not currently covered in an existing 

undergraduate course, be it inside or outside the department. 

1. Students and their prospective faculty advisors are required to sign a contract before a student will 

be permitted to register in an Independent Study course in the Department. Further, the approval 

and signature of the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee is also required. 

2. Faculty may supervise a maximum of two Independent Study courses per academic year. 

3. Student Requirements: Independent Studies are only open to junior- and senior-level African and 

Afro-American Studies majors. African and Afro-American Studies majors with a 3.00 and above GPA 

will be allowed to register in an independent study project 

4. Enrollment in an independent study project: 

During the semester prior to an Independent Study, each student must consult with their intended 

faculty advisor and develop a research proposal for the proposed Independent Study. It is the 

student’s responsibility to meet all required deadlines in order for his/her proposal for an 

Independent Study to be given serious consideration. 

In order to receive departmental approval for enrollment in an Independent Study course, a student 

must meet the following requirements: 

a. Submission of a Research Proposal: Students should submit a 2-page research proposal to 

his or her faculty advisor four weeks before the end of the semester preceding the semester 

during which an independent study will be done. Expected assignments and levels of effort 

should be developed in consultation with the faculty advisor and clearly outlined in the 

proposal. 

b. Review by the Academic Affairs Committee: Faculty advisors should submit their students’ 

research proposals for review by the Academic Affairs Committee three weeks prior to end 

of the semester. Following the review, the Committee will inform the faculty of the status of 

their students’ proposal. The status will be indicated along the following lines: Approved 

(without revisions); Approved with minor revisions; Declined. Only students whose 

proposals fall in the first two categories will be approved for registration. 

Registered students: During the semester that a student is registered, he or she will be required to 

meet with their Faculty advisor on a bi-weekly basis and maintain a log-of their research activities 

which they should submit to their advisor prior to each meeting for Departmental Records. 

Required assignments and workload for a 3-credit hour independent study project: 

In general, the following assignments will be required for Independent Studies. Modifications to 

these requirements must receive approval from the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee. 

a. Preliminary annotated bibliography (journals, books, archives and other scholarly sources) - 

To be submitted within the first 4 ~veeks of the semester a student is registered. 

b. Detailed research paper outline by week 10 of a given semester. 

c. Eli-weekly research log - research activities and discussions with Faculty advisor. 



d. 25 page research paper the last day of the semester. 

7. Storage of Independent Study Projects: Copies of the graded Independent Study project will be stored 

in the department office for 3 years. 

Signature and date: 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Students 

Chair, Academic Affairs Committee 

Faculty Advisor 

Student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:11 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[asddd] IMPORTANT: Annual Raise Process (ARP) Instructions and Timetable 

This message is being sent to aft Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The Dean’s Office has just received our Annual Raise Process (ARP) instructions from the Provost Office, and we are putting together guidelines and allocations for 

your departments. Please look for instructions and allocation details tomorrow L and plan on a deadline of Friday at 5:00pm. The College has been given a 
short turnaround time and I apologize the inconvenience. 

Again, please look for a message to come out Tuesday I with detailed instructions. 

Kind regards. 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate 

mobile 
"If at first you succeed, try somethinfl harder" -John C. Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 6:17 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Send wish list 

Hi Eunice. 
I really need another bookcase. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August :t7, 20:t2 4:04 PM 

To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Send wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday A..0..st 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You a~e currently subscribed to aliia~am as: leemc(~emaJ].unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtv’u?id 32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6t2e272c&~T&l afrial~am&o 31978803 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31978803-32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6t2e272c(~listserv,unc.edu 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Todas;s tteadlines: G.O.P. Todng to Oust Akin From Race tbr Rape Remarks 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Busil~ess I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i ~,’!Rorials I Op-Ed I On This D~V 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

21, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

GoOoP, Trying to O~lst z~ld~                           ~ 

From R~ce for Rape Remarks 

Republicans unleashed a thrious campaign to drive Representative Todd .~in out of the Senate race 
in Missouri, but he said that he would not drop out. 

Young Israells Held in Attack on Arabs 

The assault on several young Palestinians raises conceits that the poisoned political divide is 
affecting some Israeli youths. 

Life ~Aqt|~ Syrla~s Rebels in a Cold and Cunning XNar 

A rebel group presents a cross-section of a nation in upheaval - an accountant, real estate agent, 
farmers and laborers who have taken up arms believing their time has eome. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

Middle East. ~V(q eo~eh~sion, qfi’er that, was #mr w~ wer~ serving in ar~ m’m.q t~at d~es uot praefect its 

JANAL ABU HOURAN, a for’met Syrian soldier who joiaed the t’ebe]s {’ighting the gow~rnmeat in 

April 

WORLD 

~ vll.)b;o: The I,ions of Tawhld 

The Times’s C.J. Chivers travels with an antigovevnment fighting group in amt near 
Aleppo, where the war for Syria’s futnre has hardened all involved. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Scared Straight - Into The Voting Bootl~ 

Why are ymmg people enthusiastic volunteers and organizers but tepid voters? 

Stmight 

lha 

WORLD 

Obama Threatens Force zkgalns[ 

President Obama warned Syria on Monday that it would face American military intervention if 
there were signs that its arsenal of unconventional weapons was being moved or prepared fro’ use. 



~[~] 
President Obama’s Press Conference I [] Watching Syria’s War 

Christian GirPs Blasphemy zMo*oest ]h~c~tes a F*~ror in Pa "Msta~ 

A girl was jailed after being accused of bm’ning a religious textbook used to teach the Koran to 
children. 

Myanmar to Curb Censorship of Media 

The government of Myanmar said on Monday that it would no longer censor private publications, a 
move that was seen as a major step toward media fi’eedom in the country. 

More World News 

No End to ~o~sh~g B~st h~ *Carpet Capital of the l, VoHd* 

The demand for fresh carpet during the real estate boom kept Dalton, Ga., in business. But that 
golden age is over, and continued housing fallout has led to stagget~ng job loss. 

Panama Canal’s Growth Prompts U,S, Ports to Expand 

Industry and government officials along the East Coast and the Gulf of Mexico believe their ports, 
too, can gain from the expansion of the Panama Canal to allow much larger ships. 

An employee of the outsoureing company Infosys claimed mistreatment after he repro’ted what he 
believed to be visa abuse, but a judge said his suit did not meet standards under Alabama law. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK COLUMN 

I~vestors h~ Health Care Seem to Bet on 

Despite public support for Mitt Romney, many businessmen and investors are wagering more than 

rhetoric on the incnmbent. 

BITS BLOG 

Apple Becon~es i’Vl[ost Val~aable Public Cor~pa~y Ever~ ~th a~ 

On Monday Apple became the most highly valued publie coral)any ever, but Microsoft still holds the 
record when its ~999 value is adjusted for inflation. 

Facebook*s An~bifio~ Collides V~;ith Harsh Market 

The challenge for Facebook, which is worth just over half of what it was three months ago, is to 
convince Wall Street that it has a real plan for making money. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

:\ug~sta National Adds First Two Female Me~d>ers 

Condoleezza Rice and Darla Moore have accepted invitations to become the first female members at 
Augusta, home of the Masters. 

Mcllroy Gives Golf Tips to You~g Hopefuls i~ Brooklyn 

Days after winning the P.G.A. Championship and a few days before the Barclays golf tournament, 
Rory McIlroy spent time teaching about 5o junior golfers in New York. 

ON BASEBALL 

The ]Miets’ O~ly Fh’st-Place Hope 

The Mets are out of the playoff race, but R.A. Dickey could still gain recognition for his team with 
the N.L. Cy Young Award. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

AN APPRAISAL 

A Director ~!ho Excelled in Excess 

Tony Scott, who died at 68, was an influential director, often underloved by critics. 

~Tony Sco :Top G it’ D ector, J Tps to His Death i [] Siide Shew 



PHYLLIS DILLER 11917-2012 

Ms. Diller’s screeching, sassy, rapid-fire stand-up comedy helped open the door for fhnny women. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Chris Hardwiek is among the most influential public faces of nerd culture today. And his takeover 
may be just getting started. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 

Guard of Sea Life, A~’med ~Az~th Pen and Brus|~ 

Richard Ellis, the naturalist behind countless paintings, books and one immense blue whale, has 

spent a lifetime championing -and often demythologizing -marine life. 

Close to Shore~ Humpbacks Are Far From Safe 

Researchers tracking whales off Cape Cod are hoping to use their findings to push for changes in 
fishing and shipping rnles. 

~ Videe: lagging Along With Whales 

i’.:y DL’? .ii’:., O’¢i’.’i ".:’rE 

Forget about whether it ean harbor life. Right now astronomers can’t agree whether a potential 
"Goldiloeks" exoplanet -Gliese 581g in the eonstellation Libra -even exists. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

New Fronfie~-s of Extremism 
~II~e emmnent about rape made by Representative Todd Akin of Missouri shows that he and fellow 
primary winners are moving ever rightward with the Republican Party. 

EDITORIAL 
The E~emy ~Vit}~ 
American troops are increasingly at risk from attacks from their supposed Afghan allies. More must 
be done to protect American forces. 

EDITORIAL 

V~omen at Augusta 
With the decision by the Augusta National Golf Club to welcome two women into its fold, another 
bastion of male authority has gotten with the times. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

~A ~ldLeak~ a~(l l~’ee ~peeeh 

If Julian Assange is extradited to the United States, it would have consequences around the world. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

If you’re a moderate voter, it’s important to think through what really matters this year. How we 
go about entitlement spending should be a top priority. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

@-ED COLUMNI~ 

P~’H~elp~e O~r Po~fics 

In a conservative state, Bob Kerrey makes the ease for gay marriage. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 2~, ~959, President Eisenhower signed an executive order proclaiming Hawaii the 5oth 

state of the union. 

See This Front PaRe 



Yoli ~eceived this message becalise you sl~ned lip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headli~les newsleLRe~ As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protec[ing your plivacy 

Marla~le Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Charl~e You[ E-Mail I Priwcy Poiic~,’ i Con "~c,’_ i Advertise 



From: The Communication Academy <sendout@thecommacademy.com > 

Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:00 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc.edu> 
Subject: SETA Accredited Communication Workshops September 2012! 



Communication Workshops in South Africa - Compiled by Delia Thompson 

Workshops for September 2012 : 

Confident Communication Presentation Skills 

HOW TO PRESENT - teaches the required skills to giving a successful presentation 
CONFIDENT COHHUNICATION - teaches you to communicate amongst a group 

BODY LANGUAGE ]~N COHHUN~’CATION - teaches you tone, eye contact and language skills 
PRESENTING WITH CONFIDENCE AND EFFECTIVE USE OF THE VOICE TRAINING: 

SERVICES SETA ACCREDITED WORKSHOP AND FACILITATOR: 

The purpose of this two-day training course is to teach the delegates 
the skills required for giving a confident and successful 

presentation. Focusing on how we present our thoughts. 
Perceptions and ideas in retrospect to what we present. 

Two Day Workshop 

at: V 8= A Guest House in Port Elizabethl Date: September 5th = 6th I Time: 09:00=16:00 



at: Pheasant Hill House in Midrand I Date: Midrand 12th - 13th I Time: 09:00-16:00 
at: Best Western Cape Suites in Cape Town I Date: November 7th - 8th I Time: 09:00-16:00 

includes Refreshments and Lunch for R4990 excl 

CLIENT RESPONSES: 
Multichoice - What a wonderful workshop, and for a change a workshop has delivered on what it promised 

CLIENTS INCLUDE: 

KIA Motors I Total J Internet Solutions I FNB 

The delegates will also be presented with an audio training CD that is included in the workshop price, 

GROUP DISCOUNT: 

Send 3 delegates and receive a 5 % Discount 

Send 4 delegates and receive a 10 % Discount 

Send 5 or more and receive a 15 % Discount, 

All delegates must attend the same workshop, 

IN=HOUSE WORKSHOPS AVAILABLE FOR :tO OR MORE STAFF @ YOUR VENUE! 

CALL US ON: 
Tel: 086:t :t:t 6:t 2:t OR Cell: 082 572 7630 

EMA!L US ON: 

VI’S~’T US ONLINE AT: 

08(-1:1 l:t 61, 21, I 082 ,~:’;72 

~’f you do not want to receive further communications, click t~.~.<~ ~.~.~ or ~~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Re: Hello 

Excellem! And it will keep improving, without the threat of constant challenge ..... 

Take care, 
Evelyne 

On 8/21/2012 8:29 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Evelyne, 

Thanks so much for your support yesterday! 

I am starting to feel better. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Evei yn~" Huher 

Horehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

University of Nerth Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 
fax: 919-962-0432 
emai]: ehuber@unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompsor~ James <uthomp@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:50 AM 

CLP 13 <cl~13@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cl~l 3] Chairs Leadership Program Meeting Dates 

Dear New- and Returning Chairs, 

Welcome to the Chairs Leadership Program. Belong We meet on Tuesdays in the Fellows room at Hyde Hall ~he Instit~ate for tl~e Arts and 

Humanities) at 5:30 and end promptly at 8:00: 

September 11 

October 9 

November 13. 

December’s meeting with senior administrators has yet to be scheduled. 

This semester I am sitting in for Bill Balthrop, who happily has a research leave. I will be facilitating the meetings with David Kiel of the 

Center for Faculty Excellence. 

Our participants this fall include: 

Valerie Ashby, Chemistry 

Gina Carelli, Psychology 

Chris Clenm~ons, Physics and Astronomy 

Patrick Conway, Economics 

Evelyn Huber, Political Science 

Mark Katz, Music 

Roberto Quercia, City and Regional Pla~ming 

James Rives, Classics 

Paul Roberge, Linguistics 

Eunice Sable, Africm~ and Afro-American Studies 

Harvey Seim, Marine Sciences 

Facilitators: 

James Thompson, English ~md Comparative Literature 

David Kiel, Center for Faculty Excellence 

I look forward to meeting you all three weeks. 

Best wishes, 

James Thompson 

Department of English and Comparative Literature 

You are currently subscribed to c1~13 as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 53262397.22efc4e6e27eflf6a77f9a3293bcf3a6&n T&I clp 13&o 31998674 

(It may be necessaD to cut and paste fl~e atx~ve URL iffl~e line is broken) 



or send a blank emaJd to leave-31998674-53262397.22efc4e6e27etl f6a77f9a3293bct3a6(a)listserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Clarke, Tiflhny D <tiflhny clarke@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:48 Alvl 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr> 

[asddd] Introduction of Dean Gil’s new assistant 

This message is bring sen~ to a/l de’an5, directot~, deportment/kun"icu!um chei~’s end managers in ~he db//eg¢, 

I write to introduce you to Alexis Cline, who joined the Dean’s Office yesterday, August 20th, as Executive Assistant to Dean Gil. 

Alexis comes to the College from Florida, where she served for a year as Executive Assistant to the Regional Vice Chancellor of 

Academic Affairs and Research at the University of South Florida Polytechnic. Prior to this role, Alexis held the position of Executive 

Assistant to the Dean of the College of Health and Human Services at UNC-Charlotte for two years and the position of Assistant to 

the Provost at Ohio University for seven years. 

Alexis is well suited to her new role in the Dean’s Office, given her experience and skills which include complex scheduling, event 

planning and execution, coordination of high-level academic administrator searches, public and donor relations, and adept 

handling of many other tasks and projects that typically fall to an academic executive assistant. Equal to her impressive experience 

and skill set is her enthusiasm for her work. She is very excited about her new role and looks forward to working with you; please 

join me in welcoming her to the College. 

Kind regards, 

Tiff 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3~00 
Chapel Hill, NC 2~599 3~00 

9~9/962 6903 
tc[arke@~maiLunc.~du 



From: ~live,unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Subject: AFRI    Enrollment 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was hoping to enroll in Professor Nzongola’s 
.2PM AFP, I    class. My plan was to attend class today and meet with him 

personally about if this was possible, as the class is currently closed. My dilemma is that I am enrolled in another class at the same time so I 
can’t miss this class unless there is a chance that I can swap for his class. Is there any way I would be able to enroll in this class or be put on 

a wait list ~:or people who drop the course in the next few days? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

Eunice, 1 suggest: 

As per our meeting on August 20, 20:1.2, 1 write to let you know that beginning with this academic year and henceforth I will be assigning teaching duties in the 

departm~-:mt myself ~n my c~padty as Chak, As a result, I have done aw~y wi~:h ~:he ~x~s~:~on of Assodate Chak, 

f would ]~ke to t~ke th~s o~porl:unil:y to thank you very much for your p~st service to the deplore:merit and ~ k~o]~ forward to work~r~g with you ~n the years to come ~n 

other capadt~es. 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel H~H 

Senk~r Associate Dean for So(:ia~ Sdences and 

GlobM Progran~s, College of ~rts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~H NC 2759%3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

O[fice: 91.9 962-11.{55 Fax: 9~.9 962-2~)8 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Monday, August 20, 20~2 6:26 PN 
T~ Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: 

Dear Jonathan, 

I worked on the attached some more. If you have comments kindly let me know, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spurt, Kim Weaver <spurrk@email.unc.edu~’- 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Brief mention aIx~ut your water work in fall magazine story, plea~ read 

Morning Eunice: In a story on efforts "in the classroom" in our fall ’12 magazine centered around the new water theme, writer DeLene Beeland has included this 

brief graf. Are you OK with this; is this accurate? 

Thanks! 

Kim 

In addition, Emfice Sable, chair of the Africma and Afro-American studies department, is working with colleague Reginald Hildebrand to devise ways to explore 

water and health issues in the context of Chapel Hill’s Rogers Road community, which is known for fighting against environmental degradation. In spring 2014, water 

will also be the theme of her depaxtment’s annual conference. 

Kim Weaver Spurt (919) 962-4093 
Associate Director of Communications 
Editor, Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine 
College of Arts and Sciences, Dean’s Office 
3021 Steele Building 
Campus Box 3100, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

spurrk@email.unc.edu 
Web: .h__!_~1oj_/__,’_c__g] J__e_ g #_:_u__[!_c__: #__d___u_ 
Facebook: htt p;//w~,wv.facebook.corn/U NC.Colle#e 

Twitter: htt p://twitt er.com/u n ccolle.qe 
YouTube: htt p://vout u be.com/useffU NCColleg#. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu?~ 

F~r: 

E~mice, 

Sent: [vlonday, August 20, 2012 07:~8 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Google Alert - jacob kiper and unc 

Web 1 new result for jacob kiper and unc 

E-mai! exch~u~g_~ with UNC AFAM [?__r_~_?_l__’_e_~f!_~2,_i!_)_r_:_:!2a_!?__k__~_~__._::_ 
About a week later, I get this e-mail response from UNC’s Dr. Kermeth Janken: Subject: College basketball. Dear Jacob Kiper, You lied to me about ~vho you are ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

TowNey-Tilson, Karla A <mcclurek@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 10:29 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling officers~listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[courseschedulingofficers] Food & Drink Policy in GeneraJ Purpose Classrooms 

Please share this information with all faculty & students who make use of General Purpose Classrooms. 

Due to recent significant dalnage resulting from spills of food and/or drink in solne of our General Purpose Classrooms, we would like to relnind you that food 
and drink of any kind are prohibited Jn all General Purpose Classrooms. Please strongly encourage your professors to enforce these rules, feel flee to for~,ard 
this email to them as well. 

Please also be considerate of the classes or events that may follow yours, do not remove chairs or other flarniture from classrooms. If your class has more 
students than the number of seats in the room please contact our office to move to another room. Also, many rooms have fire codes that must be abided by so 
please do not allow more students in your classes then the room officially holds. 

Thank you! 
~Karla 

Karla A, TownIey-.Tilsc~n, MBA 
Assistan~ gegist~Tar lbr Sched~fling 

Office of the Univelsity Registrar 
UNC o Chapel }{ill 
Suite 3:100, SASB Nolg~, Campus Box 2:[ 00 
450 Ridge Roacl 
Chapel Hill NC 27599.-2100 
Phone - 91%962-9837 
Fax- 9:19-84£~..{1709 

Check o~t o~r ~ew webs~te~ registraramc.edu ~ ~ 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 
course scheduling officers as: <ca hm~"mMto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscfibe send a blanc <br> 

email to <a href "malto:leave-31999524-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-31999524- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5f3061@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 10:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting Request 

Hi Ms. Sahle, 
My name is and I’m the new ~f BSM’s Black Ink Magazine and a The Daily Tar Heel. I wanted to know if you would 
be willing to meet with me for a informational interview to discuss issues most important to the present and futur~of the AFRI/AFAM department. I want to make sure I portray 

the department in the most accurate light and I know a meeting with you would help me do that. Thanks so much for your time! 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The Ulman Fund 

Good morning Eunice 

I am happy to inform you that the Ulman fund account have a balance of $10,359.43. 

This is enough to cover the departmental start up portion due to Professors Boyd and Pier; $2200.00 each. 

The remaining balance of the Ulman Fund after payment of start up costs is $5,959.43 

Thank you 

Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: The Afi-ican School of Economics 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

Ulk-C -Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afriafam unc edu/ 

From: H-NET Discussion List for African American Studies [H-~k!~’RO-AM@II-NET.MSU EDU] on beha[[" ofAbdu[ Alkal~nat [mcworter@II.LINOIS EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:12 AM 

To: H-AFR O -A M@H-NET.MSU .EDU 
Sut~iect: The African School o:[’Economics 

From: gprice@morehouse, edu 

FYI the link below--a new initiative called "The African School of 

http://www.africanschool of economics com/about-u s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:43 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Food & Drink Policy in Geueral Purpose Classrooms 

From: Townley-Tilson, Karla A [mailto:mcclurek@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 2:t, 2012 :t0:29 AM 
To; departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject; [course_scheduling_officers] Food & Drink Policy in General Purpose Classrooms 

Please share this information with all faculty & students who make use of General Purpose Classrooms. 

Due to recent significant damage resulting from spills of food and/or drink in some of our General Purpose Classrooms, we would like to remind you that food 

and drink of any kind are prohibited in all General Purpose Classrooms. Please strongly encourage your professors to enforce these rules, feel free to forward 

this email to them as well. 

Please also be considerate of the classes or events that may follow yours, do not remove chairs or other Parniture from classrooms. If your class has more 
students than the number of seats in the room please contact our office to lnove to another room. Also, many rooms have fire codes that must be abided by so 
please do not allow more students in your classes then the room officially holds. 

Thank you! 
~Karla 

Karla A. Townley-TJlson, MEcA 
Assistan~ Registrar lbr Sched~ding 

Office of the University Eegiskrar’ 
UNG o Chapel }{ill 
Sui ~e 3100, SASE~ N of ~h, Camp us E~ox 210 0 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
Phorm - 91%962-9837 
Fax- 9:19-843..{1709 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 
</ul> 
coursesehedulingofficers as: <a hmD"mailto:kriaa~keu~emailx~nc~edu’~>Icr~anken~T~)email~unc.edu -~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to --~a hre~" mailto:leave- 31999524- 48528351 ,f53c074191 b270fcbd902f0 babf986ec(?~)list serv ~unc .edu’>leave- 31999524- 
48528351 ,f53c074191 b270fcbd902f0babf986ec(?~)listserv~uuc 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(t~email.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_p_f:!/__!~__~t__s__:_u__r_!c__:_e___d__g!_u__i~i_d______3___2__._3___6__]:__6__O___8__:_e___8___7_[_9___l__’_a_~__8_’}__2_) .~..~.~..4...~..e...~...5.~.~.~.~.~.:.a.7.7.(.!:.a.7.p..~..d...&...r.~...~[2&...~....:.a£~....~.~.~.).m ~_~?____~_L~2 R 0 5_~. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31999658-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv,unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ JonatAm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:19 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email .unc.edtr~ 

RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

Dear WaiLer, Please work with Yulia Strizheus in my office to schedule a meeting for the 3 of us. I have some time available Thursday or Friday of this week or next 
week~ 

Best, .Jonathan 
.Jonathan t-tartlyn 
The UrJvers~ty Of North Carolina at Chape~ 
Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 
Kenneth .L Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel H~ NC 27599.-3100 USA 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~m: Rucker, Walter C 
$ent: Monday, August 20, 2012 
Te: Ha~yn, Jonathan 
$ubjeCt: Request to schedule a meeting 
Dear Dean Hartl~n, 
In light of recent revelations, ~ would like to schedule a meeting with you as soon as possible. I have d~scussed the nature of the meeting with [uNce Mready so 
feel free to invite her as well. 
Thank ~ou. 
Best, 
Wa~ter 

Walter 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hi~l 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Phone: 919-962-2342 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/people/walter-c.-rucker 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks t]~r se~di~g t[~s. [!itmice~ l ibund t~e resp, mses t,) Kiper’s p~st very ink~vsting ~br their r~ieclior~ ~f’ahat Kiper calls m~ estigative journalism. 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Prok:ssor of Afto- Amecic~t~ S~udies 

Dep~rtmet~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~c~m Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 
l 5~five~sib, ofNorN C.aroEna 

Chapel Hilk NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 

(9I 9) 966-2694 

/ 

/ ht~p;ci~ldpress.nd.edu, book’F 00780 
h~w’/undpress.nd.edu/bool~PO0723 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice 
Sent: Tuesday, August 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: ~W: 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:18 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: 

Eunk:e, Fyi, 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 07:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Google Alert - jacob kiper and unc 

Web 1 new result for jacob kiper and unc 

E-mail exct~mNe with UNC AFAM professor. Dr. Janke~ .o. 
About a week later, I get this e-mail response from UNC’s Dr. Kenneth Janken: Subject: College basketball. Dear Jacob I~per, You lied to me about who you are ... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:44 AM 

Rucker, Waiter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

Good morning Walter and Eunice, 

Here is Jonathan’s availability this week--please let me know all of the times that work for you, or if you’d like me to look at later dates, 

2pm-3:3Opm 

3:gOpm-Spm 

Once [ know what everyone’s avai[ab~Hty looks [~ke ~’H se~ld a~ ef~H~[[ c.a~lf~R~ing the date, t~me, and k~catkm of this meeth~g. 

Best~ 

Yu~ia 

Yu[ia Strizheus 

Admh~istrative Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and 5dences 

UNC-Chape~ 

Campus Box 3~00 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3~ 

9t9/962-:].:[65 

ystMzh @ernail.unc.edu 

F~: Ha~lyn, ~onathan 
Se~t: Tuesday, August 2~, 20~2 ~:~9 
Te: Rucker, Walter C 
¢¢: SaNe, Eunice ~; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: Request to schedule a meeting 
Dear Waiter, Please work w~th Yu[ia Str~zheus in my office to schedule a meet~n~ for the 3 of us. ~ have some time available Thursday or Friday of this week or next 

week. 

Best, .Jonathan 

.Jonathan Hartiyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Sen~or As~oda~ Dean for Soci~I Sdences a~d 
GIoba~ Programs, CoII~ge o~ ~r~ ~nd Scie~ce~ 

Kenneth .J. Reckfo~d P~ofessor of Political Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 

Chapel H~H NC 27599.-3:K)0 USA 

Erna~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 9~9 962-1~65 Fax: 919 962-2408 

~: Rucker, Walter C 
Seat: Monday, August 20, 20~2 4:~ PM 
Te; Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Request to schedule a meeting 
Dear Dean Hartlyn, 

In light of recent revelations, I would like to schedule a meeting with you as soon as possible. I have dBcussed the nature of the meeting with Eunice already so 

feel free to invite her as well. 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Walter 

Waiter Rueker 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 9~9-962-2342 

http:!iafriafam.unc.eduipeopleiwalter-c.-rucker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 12:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Course outlines 

Afri 101 Syllabus.doc 

Eunice and Kenneth, 

See attached. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, PhD. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7582 

Fromi Sahle, b;unice N[eunlce@)emafl.unc~edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 4:51 PM 
To:Department listsep~ 

Sut~iect: [afriafam] Course outlines 

[)ear Colleagues, 

Kindly send your course outlines for the fall semester to Kenneth and I by Wednesday, August 22 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mlambert@email.unc.edu<mailto:mlambe~email unc edu>. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361601.677474d2b6e6cf9517fga5blb531814d&n T&I afriafam&o 31972879 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31972879-32361601.677474d2b6e6cf9517fga5blb531814d@listserv.unc.edu<mailto:leave-31972879- 
32361601.677474d266e6cf9517fga5b 1 b531814d(d!,,listserv.~ac, edu> 



Prof. Michael Lambert 

Office: 3026 GEC 
Phone: 962-1585 

Email: mlambert@unc.edu 

Fall Semester 2012 
10:00-10:50 MWF 

1005 Global Education Center 
Office Hours: MWF 11-12 and by appt. 

African Studies 101: Introduction to Africa 

This course is designed to provide you with a working knowledge of At?ica. You will be able to apply this knowledge in 
interpreting current events in Africa as they are reported in the national media. This course will also prepare you for more 
advanced courses in African Studies, anthropology, and international studies, among others. Some of the topics ,are will 
study during this semester are the geography of Africa, pre-colonial societies and kingdoms, colonialism, African 
Nationalism, contempora~ politics and economics, and African religious beliefs. Upon completion of this class students 
will be able to demonstrate an understanding of 1) the geography and physical features; 2) the historical conditions under 
which contempora~ African emerged; and 3) the longstanding economic and political relationships that have existed 
between Africa and other regions of the world. 

Course Requirements: All students are expected to attend all classes and to complete all assigned readings. Attendance 

and participation will be considered in assigning final grades. Your final grade will be based on the assignments listed 

below. Please take note of the dates on which the assignments are due. Late assignments will be penalized. 

Map Quiz (Sept. 10) 10% 
First Mid-Term (Oct. 8) 30% Final Exmn (Dec. 14) 25% 
Second Mid-Term (Nov 15) 30% Attendance 5% 

Grading Scale A=93-100; A-=90-92; B+=88-89; B=83-87; B-=80-82; C+= 78-79; C= 73-77; C-=70-72; D+=68-69; D=63- 
67; D-=60-62; F=59 and below- 

Map Quiz: This is a short evaluation of your ability to identify the nations and capitals of the African continent. So as to 
avoid confusion and misinformation please refer to the list of member countries (current, suspended, and former) provided 
on the "Africa Union" Wikipedia page. From there you can link directly to the country page to learn name of the capital 
for each listed countu. You can use Google maps to find the location of the count~. Information t?om other sources 
might not be considered correct for the purpose of this quiz. In order to receive full credit your spelling must be correct. 
Note that you must learn both the countries and their capitals. 

First and Second Mid-Terms: These are tests designed to evaluate your knowledge of the materials covered since the last 
quiz. 

Final Exam: The final exam will be cumulative. 

Attendance: Class sessions are an important component of the course and attendance will be kept for each class. It is the 
rcsponsibili~ of each student to sign the attendance sheet. In order to receive credit for attendance you must sign the 
attendance sheet in class. Falsification of the attendance sheet will be treated as a violation of the honor code. 

It is your responsibility to make sure that I receive all of your assignments. Please note that UNC policy does not allow 
faculty to communicate with students concerning confidential issues via email as email is an insecure form of 
communication. All questions concerning grades must be address in private during office hours or through printed 
communication. This syllabus may be revised during the semester at the discretion of the instructor. 

The Honor Code is, as always, in effect for this course. All students are required to visit honor.unc.edu and review 
UNC’s honor code. Any student suspected of willfully engaging in academic dishonesty and/or plagiarism will be 
referred to the honor court. 

Technology Policy: Students are allowed to use tablet computers and laptops in class. Use of this technology must be 
limited to course related activities. Students must be mindful that use of technology in the classroom is a privilege, not a 



right. Students who web-surf, check email, or othemrise engage in non-course related use of their computer or tablet will 
be penalized and lose their privilege to use technology in the classroom. All cell phones must be turned off. 

Texts: The following texts are available at Student Store and/or on reserve at the undergraduate libra,. 

Required: Aj?ica, Phyllis Martin and Patrick O’Meara (Indiana, 1995); Things" Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe (Heinemann, 
1962); Weep Not, Child, Ngugi Wa Thiongo (Heinemann, 1964); The Challenge jbr Africa, Wangafi Maathai (Pantheon, 

2009); How Europe UnderdevelopedAJ?ica, Walter Rodney (Howard University Press, 1981)--the UNC Student Store has 

purchased a new edition of this book that is published by Black Classic Press. The pages listed in the syllabus match the 

Howard University Press. I will provide the corresponding pages for the Black Classic Press edition when I have a chance 

to review it. If you wish to use the Howard University Press edition you should be able to find used copies through online 

retailers. 

Course Schedule: Topics and Readings: 

Introduction (Aug 22) 

1) Looking at Africa (Aug. 24 - Sept. 3) 
This section is designed to introduce you to the continent of Africa. We will examine some features of the physical and 
human geography of the African continent. We will also discuss some preconceptions and stereot3qges that we have 
concerning Africa so that we may overcome these stereotypes and view Africa more objectively. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 1, 2 

Sept. 7: Map Quiz 

2) Pre-Colonial Societies and Ancient Kingdoms (Sept. 5 - 17) 
During this section you will learn about pre-colonial Attica. We will begin by addressing the different types of societies 
that have flourished on the African continent. We will examine the economic activities undertaken by these societies and 
their social organization. From there we will consider some of Africa’s pre-colonial kingdoms. You will learn what these 
kingdoms were, how they were governed, and why they rose to prominence. We will touch on the issue of how these 
ancient kingdoms are currently relevant to the African diaspora. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10; Rodney: 33-70 

3) The Triple Heritage of Religion (Sept. 19 - 26) 

Religion has been an important institution in defining African societies. Although most Africans are now Muslim or 

Christian, the continent has its own rich religious traditions. In this section we will examine some of Africa’s religious 

traditions. We will look also at the impact that Islam and Christianity have had on the continent. You will gain an 

appreciation for these different religious traditions and the unique expressions they have found in African societies. 

Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 5; Achebe, Things FallApart (first half) 

4) European Explorations (Sept 28- Oct. 5) 
This section will examine the European ’discover?." of Africa in the 1400s up to the partition of Africa and the era of 

colonialism that began in the late 1800s. We will examine the nature of interactions between Europeans and Africans 

during this period with a special focus on the era of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. 

Readings: Rodney 73-90 

October 5:1~t Mid-Term 

5) The Colonial Experience (Oct 8 - Oct. 26) 

This section explores one of the most important eras in the histou of the continent. At the end of this section you should 

understand which of the European powers engaged in colonialism, which territories these nations claimed, why they 

embarked on imperial projects in Africa, the different ways in which European countries administered their colonies, the 

impact that colonialism has had on the people of Africa, and why colonialism came to an end. 

Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 7, 21; Achebe, Things" Fall Apart (second half); Rodney: 95 - 145; 149-201; 205 - 

281 



6) African Nationalism (Oct. 29- Nov. 9) 
African Nationalism was one unforeseen outcome of the colonial era. In this section we will examine how African 
Nationalism developed and the ways by which it was a response to the European domination of the continent. We will 

develop an appreciation for different expression of African Nationalism, its connections with Pan-Africanism, and the role 

that At?lean Nationalism played in the achievement of African Independence. 

Readings: Ngugi wa Thiongo: Weep ~bt Child 

Nov. 9:2"d Mid-Term 

7) Post-Colonial Africa (Nov 12 - Dec. 5) 
Independence did not prove to be the solution to Africa’s problems that many hoped it would be. In this section we will 
exmnine some of the political problems that African nations have confronted since independence. You will develop and 
understanding of the characteristics of post-colonial political regimes in Africa and the challenges that African nations have 
faced in attempting to forge and maintain democratic forms of government. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 16, 18,19, 20; Maathai: Chs. TBA 

Final Exam (Dec. 14, 8am) 

Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. 

Notice of such changes will be by announcement in class (or email notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the 

course website. 

Accommodation of disabilities policy: Students who feel they may need accommodations based 
on the impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. Students 
with documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919- 
962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for 
exams and other in-class assignments. Visit the internet address of this office at 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 1:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

meeting 

Hi Eumce, 
I’m sorly to bother you at the begirming of classes, but will you be around your office later today? (I teach until 4:45.) 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant ProI~ssor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 1:55 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Greetings 

Some feedback from Cookie’s workshop. -Reg 

From: Cuadros, Paul F 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 9:36 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Greetings 

Prof. Hildebrand, 

It was so nice meeting you again on the panel last week. Just wanted to let you know if you need some support fbr yonr department you can reach ont to me. And I 

would ask you all to consider perhaps in the near future of reaching out to the Latina-Latino Caucus on campus. Anyway, you are not alone and neither is your 

department. All my best always, in solidari~, 

Paul Cuadros 

Asst Prof. 

School of Journalism and Mass Com,nunication 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebmn& Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 1:59 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edtr~; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Ennice N <ennice@email. uric .edu> 

I~W: Your taJk at tile faculty diversity workshop 

Feedback from Cookie’s workshop. -Reg 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 20:[2 5:34 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

C¢: Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
Subject: Your talk at the faculty diversity workshop 

Hi Reg: 

I just wanted to say that I thought your talk at the Faculty Diversity Workshop was powerful, insightful and moving, and I am so sorry that you and your colleagues 

are being treated so poorly. 

I was talking to a faculty colleague about the story(ies) you shared and her perspective was that many faculty might write in support/express their outrage but that 

they don’t know that you all are being interviewed by the SBI and/or ambushed by the media. 

I copied Cookie on this too in case there is some appropriate way to get the word out. It seemed like the Frampton faculty support was jump-started by one of his 

faculty friends so that might be an option??? 

Just my thoughts (and sympathy!) 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 9~L9-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 

~:_y_o__�:_~__d__~l__d_~p__t U__o__~_r_ 
Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 2:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Letter 

Hi Eunice, 
Do you still need me to write a letter to you? 

Thanks, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patton-Hock, Arthur <apattonh@fas.harvard.edu~ 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 2:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Warner, Jason <jasonwarner@fas.harvard.edu>; Weber, Benjmnin <bwebe@fas.harvard.edn> 

I~NV: logistics regalding September’s "Reconsidering Caribbean Diaspora" conference at Harvard 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

Greetings! I am the Harvard administrator handling some logistics associated with next month’s Caribbean Diaspora conference here. I realize that the message 

below reached you during summer break --- apologies for that. 

Could you ~ow send respo~ses to my querk~s below? 

Thank you~ 

Arthur Patton-Hock 

From: Patton-Hock, Arthur 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2022 22:34 PM 

To: ’eunice@email.unc.edu’ 
Cc: Weber, Benjamin 
Subject: logistics regarding September’s "Reconsidering Caribbean Diaspora" conference at Harvard 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

My name is Arthur Patton-Hock, and I am the Harvard administrator helping with the logistics for the "Reconsidering Caribbean Diaspora" conference next 

September. I have a request for information, so that we can have all we need at hand to process your honorarium when the time comes. 

Can you now give me the following information? 

* your full legal name 

* your permanent address 

* a statement as to whether or not you are a U.S. citizen or permanent resident 

* your social security number (on this last, if you would rather not send over the internet, you can leave it on my confidential voicemail:             I 

Thank you! If have any follow-up questions, please do not hesitate to be in touch. 

Warmly yours, 

Arthur 

Arthur Patton-Hock 

Administrative Director 

American Civilization Program and Charles Warren Center 

Harvard University 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:00 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebr@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc .edu> 

RE: Your talk at the facul .ty diversity workshop 

Thanks, Reg. This is good to know. 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-8225 
Fax: 9:1.9-962-2694 
._k_Lc__a_Ld_w_e_@__e_~__aj!:__u_~__c_:__e__d___u_ 
http:!/afriafam.unc.edu! 

From-" Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, August 2~., 20:[2 :[:58 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B; Caldwell, Kia L 

C¢-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: Your talk at the faculty diversity workshop 

Feedback from Cookie’s workshop. -Reg 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 20~2 5:34 PM 
To; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

C¢; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
Subject; Your talk at the faculty diversity workshop 

Hi Reg: 

I just wanted to say that I thought your talk at the Faculty Diversity Workshop was powerful, insightful and moving, and I am so sorry that you and your colleagues 

are being treated so poorly. 

I was talking to a faculty colleague about the story(ies) you shared and her perspective was that many faculty might write in support/express their outrage but that 

they don’t know that you all are being interviewed by the SBI and/or ambushed by the media. 

I copied Cookie on this too in case there is some appropriate way to get the word out. It seemed like the Frampton faculty support was jump-started by one of his 

faculty friends so that might be an option??? 

Just my thoughts (and sympathy!) 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 9:19-843-7790 

F: 9:19-962-:1548 

.d_._b_!._c_~Lq cd__.@_~_~_c_:_e_._d_.~ 
~wwv:~#d 9/d epts/o u r 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:26 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Home Airports for Speakers 

Hi Dr. H., 

I mn coming np ruth a li st of home aJ~rports tbr the speakers. Where wonld Kashif Powell, Kofi Anwoor, m~d Esther Cooper Jackson be coming t?om? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:34 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curst:acultyl~llows@listserv.unc.edu> 

Comer. Linda Yates <lcomer@email .unc.edu>; Woytowich, Mau C <woytowic@email.unc.edu> 

[cursfacultyfellows] SAVE ’][’HE DATE’. OCTOBER 3, 20121 CURS FACULTY FELLOWS LUNCHEON 

THE CENTER FOR URBAN & REGIONAL STUDIES’ 
ANNUAL FACULTY FELLOWS LUNCHEON 

Wednesday, OCTOBER 3, 2012 
1200 to 1:45 PM 

HICKERSON HOUSE 
108 Battle Lane 

ram or shine 

The annual gathering of our Faculty Fellows is a great way to meet ti~culty with 

co~mnon interests while enjoying a delicious meal. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

cursiZacultyfellows as: <a hreD"mailm:eunice@emaJl.u~m.edu">eunice@email.unc.e&t</a>. To unsub~fibe ~nd a blank <br> 

emaJl k~ <a hreD"mailk~:leave-32002594-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32002594- 

43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Emailing: Independent Study Contract Form - revised 2012- 06- 27 

Independent Study Contract Form - revised 2012-06-27.docx 

<<., 

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments: 

Independent Study Contract Form - revised 2012-06-27 

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file attachments Check your e-mail securi~" settings to determine how 
attachments are handled. 



CONTRACT FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES 

REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

Independent Study courses are intended to provide undergraduate African and Afro-American Studies majors 

with an opportunity to engage in a research project that entails a workload that meets or exceeds that of a 

regular 3-credit course. Approval for Independent Study courses will only be considered in exceptional 

circumstances. Such courses must focus on a theme or topic that is not currently covered in an existing 

undergraduate course, be it inside or outside the department. Majors may take only one Independent Study in 

the department. 

1. Students and their prospective faculty advisors are required to sign a contract before a student will 

be permitted to register in an Independent Study course in the Department. Further, the approval 

and signature of the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee is also required. 

2. Faculty may supervise a maximum of two Independent Study courses per academic year. 

3. Student Requirements: Independent Studies are only open to junior- and senior-level African and 

Afro-American Studies majors. African and Afro-American Studies majors with a 3.00 and above GPA 

will be allowed to register in an independent study project 

4. Enrollment in an independent study project: 

During the semester prior to an Independent Study, each student must consult with their intended 

faculty advisor and develop a research proposal for the proposed Independent Study. It is the 

student’s responsibility to meet all required deadlines in order for his/her proposal for an 

Independent Study to be given serious consideration. 

In order to receive departmental approval for enrollment in an Independent Study course, a student 

must meet the following requirements: 

a. Submission of a Research Proposal: Students should submit a 2-page research proposal to 

his or her faculty advisor four weeks before the end of the semester preceding the semester 

during which an independent study will be done. Expected assignments and levels of effort 

should be developed in consultation with the faculty advisor and clearly outlined in the 

proposal. 

b. Review by the Academic Affairs Committee: Faculty advisors should submit their students’ 

research proposals for review by the Academic Affairs Committee three weeks prior to end 

of the semester. Following the review, the Committee will inform the faculty of the status of 

their students’ proposal. The status will be indicated along the following lines: Approved 

(without revisions); Approved with minor revisions; Declined. Only students whose 

proposals fall in the first two categories will be approved for registration. 

Registered students: During the semester that a student is registered, he or she will be required to 

meet with their Faculty advisor on a bi-weekly basis and maintain a log-of their research activities 

which they should submit to their advisor prior to each meeting for Departmental Records. 

Required assignments and workload for a 3-credit hour independent study project: 

In general, the following assignments will be required for Independent Studies. Modifications to 

these requirements must receive approval from the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee. 

a. Preliminary annotated bibliography (journals, books, archives and other scholarly sources) - 
To be submitted within the first 4 weeks of the semester a student is registered. 

b. Detailed research paper outline by week 10 of a given semester. 



c. Bi-weekly research log - research activities and discussions with Faculty advisor. 

d. 25 page research paper the last day of the semester. 

7. Storage of Independent Study Projects: Copies of the graded Independent Study project will be stored 

in the department office for 3 years. 

Signature and date: 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Students 

Chair, Academic Affairs Committee 

Faculty Advisor 

Student 



rl,om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 4:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu?~ 

CGI eBnlledn: Welcome back! Job & Intern Openings 

Carolina for Kibera is currently searching for a full-time development officer to work out of the Chapel Hill 

office. To learn more, please review, the full job posting: 

To apply, visit blip:i/uric peeple~dmin ",:om/posiin;~,si7405 

Carolina for Kibera seeks a pad-time A6ministrative Assistant to work out of the Chapel Hill office To 

learn more and apply, please reviewthe full job posting: h~Rp i/c~k.unc edu/~b,?utus,’jobsi 

To apply, visit h~ips:i/uno p~ op~eadm,~.oem/postmgsi}’041 

Get to know a small, upbeat team of creative staff who admimster grants and awards fer international 

travel, study and research and are excited to suppo~! stMdent proiects and initiatives Excellent fit for 

stMdents interested in 9~obal stMdies or h~temational~y-focused careers and issMes Send your resume 

27th for primity consideration 

C G I EVE N TS + R E S O U R C E S c G STO R ES 
Send Ve~r Photos ~:o the Caro~a G~obN Photo 

The submission pedod is now open for [he 13th annual 

amateur Carolina GJobaJ Photography Competition hosted 

Center For GiobaJ ~nit~atiw~s (CGI), ~he Study Abroad Office, and UNC 

Giobak The competition is open to all students, faculty, alumni, and 
staff of UNC-Chapel HiE Winners wi11 be awarded pdaes and seiect 

photos will be displayed in the FedEx Giobai Education Center 

exhibition opening January 3, 2013 

Visit ~B~£=~/~}~!~}~}~S~}~ f()r rules and [o submi[ your pho[os. 

PJnotos may represent any world region and there is no restrk;tion on 

~he time period m which the photograph was taken Cudous about 

past w[nners? Visit our .[[}_~[[~):[lf~_[~}_~>~ff_ to view photographs and 

our ~[~_~}~}t~[[~_~2[f}3]]~#. 2012 CG~ calendar that features 

phob)graphy from the competition. We ~oe~ fotwa[d to seei~g 

~oto~ 
CG~ AV%L&RDS + 

Fu~br~flht U,S, Student Proqram ~nfo Sess~o~ 
FELLOWSHIPS 

CAMPDS APPLI~TIO~ BEABLI~E: Thursday, Seotember 20 

Just four weeks after fall classes sta~! 

~ UNC Chapel Hill is proud to be a 2011-2012 Top-Producer of 

U.S. Student Fulbright Fellows! 

The Fulbright U.S. Student Program allows ~rsduT@}~g 

self-design a research!study project, or sere as an English Teaching 

Assistant in one of more than 140 countries. 

Alumni may also be eligible to apply. Check our website for more 

details 

~ntemafiona~ Coff~-~e Hour 



Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

I members and students excited about 

international engagement. Chat about 

opportunities and challenges on campus Meet staff from the hosting 

offices with great resources to share This month’s hosts are Study 

Abroad and CGI. 

Joil~ the Fulbrigh~ Program Adviser and fellow appl}ca~ts to discuss 

yeur fir~al edits ~o your applioafior~ and to have last minute quesUor~s 

.......................................................................... F~bd@fi: Q&A fix ETA 

Join U~e ffulbrlght Program Adviser asd fellow Esgl~sh ]esc~n~ 

Asslstan~sh~p applbants to discuss your fina~ edits to your appllcat~os 

and to have last minute questions answered 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCeMeNTS 
~’-’~ave Intematiottal Experience?-- [i!rl~olt i~~ Ca~olina Nav~eato~s 
Have you studied abroad recently? Are you an international student currently studying at UNC? Would you 

like to make an impact on global education in Noah Carolina’s K-12 schools? 

Enroll in GLBL 290-004, "Carolina Navigators", our new one credit-hour se~ice learning course! 

Develop and improve our very popular Culture Kits -collections of cultural a~ifacts from around the world. 

Must have direct experience with one of of the following countries (e.g., study/internship abroad, grew up 

~ill o~t this sho~ a~lieatio, by Wedaesday, Aag~st 22: bttps:iidocs Sooe~e comispresds~eee’,/~e~4on~Y? 

formkev::dHdPd[ dRdEpNdXF?SVh pM H.~Scn =£neWc6M Q 

Questions? Email Dr. Cate Brubaker at cste(Sunc edu 

E~-~o~ ~-~ a Fa~ 2012 Lan~a~es Across ~:he C~4~dcukm~ Ce~rse~ 
UNC-CH’s Languages Across the Curriculum (LAC) program offers students the oppo~unity to use world 

languages in a variety of courses outside the departments of languages and literatures. We are pleased 

to offer the following LAC options in Fall 2012: 

¯ BUSl 499 sec 014: Megaproyectos en Latinoamirica - MoWe 3:30-4:45pm 

¯ ENST 201: Introduction to Environment and Society - MoWeFr 12:00-12:50pm Spanish recitation - 

Mo 5:00-5:50pm 

GLBL 210: Global Issues (ANTH, GEOG, HIST, POLl 210) - MoWe 10:00-10:50am French 

recitation - Fr 10:00-10:50am Spanish recitation - Fr 10:00-10:50am 

HIST 159: 20th-Century Europe - MoWe 2:00-2:50pm German recitation - Fr 2:00-2:50pm 

To enroll, email the LAC Program Coordinator at lac@unc edu after August 19. 

For more information, visit hite:iia~easl:~d~ s ~mc edui~ao 

J 

Be,/in Tighe == 30i PiSsboro Street Suite 3002 i C8. 5145 i ¢;~<~:: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 

~1anage Yo~ S~bscdp~io~ 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, ; 5:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I tried coming by your office this a~ernoon at 3:00 p.m. but were told you were in another meeting, I apologize I couldn’t stay. I am e-mailing you to request enrollment within 
AFRI                         . I spoke with professor Nzongola-Ntalaja, and he said to come request the enrollment through you. I am currently not a full time student 
with the credit hours I have and am hoping that I can be enrolled in this course to obtain that full time status. I have taken three courses of political science classes here at 
UN¢, and am interested in the policies and governments that make up Africa, but first it would help to have some background information on the continent itself. I look forward 
to your response. 

~email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Fwd: Letter to Editor 

Sem fi’om my wireless device 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Letter to Editor 

From: "Reid, Dee" ~<teereid@unc.e&t> 
To: opi nion@dml}4arheel .com 

CC: "Hoxflyu, Jonathau" <hal~dyn@unc.edu> 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:22 PM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: Letter to Editor 

Dear Letters Editor, 

Enclosed is a letter to the editor from Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn, who I am copying here, which I am sending to you with his permission for 

publication in the newspaper, tomorrow if possible. We wish this to be in the print edition, not just online, because it responds directly to statements published in 

print today. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please call or email me. 

Thanks, 

Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Directo~ of CoK~aunications 
Colieg~" ef Arts and Soienoes 

The Univessity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27699-3100 

# # # 
LETTER TO EDITOR 

Blaming African and Afro-American studies is wrong 

The statements in the August 21, 2012 letter that "an entire academic department" has been accused of "cheating" and that "multiple faculty members" committed 

"academic fraud" are inaccurate. They should not be the basis for unfairly tarnishing honorable faculty whose work is vital to the University’s academic mission. 

As co-author of the May 2, 2012 "Review of Courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies," I would like to remind your readers of several of our 

findings. 

Our review found significant academic irregularities in a sub-set of courses and grade forms, as well as lax departmental administrative oversight and practices 

which enabled other irregularities. These problems appear to be tied to two individuals, a former department chair and department administrator, who no longer 

work at the University. The problems we discovered have ended. We found no evidence that directly implicates other department faculty or staff in the creation of 

these courses, or in recording or changing student grades in them. 

Furthermore, we concluded that the vast majority of courses offered in the department were not compromised. The department has a new chair, governance 

structure and independent study policy. Its faculty members are engaged in important research and in providing students with an excellent education that will 

serve them well for years to come. 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:26 PM 

cbcchair <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus- Join us! 

Hello tenured/tenure-track Black faculty. I pray this note finds you in good health and spirits as we begin this very important academic year. As the chair of the 

Carolina Black Caucus, I am writing to ask for your help. As you are aware, there are very serious racial matters before us and your voice is critical to the discussion. 

I hope to see you at this Friday’s "Welcome Back" Social at 5:00 p.m. (Stone Center - Hitchcock). The response has been very positive across campus. The 

Chancellor will address the Caucus and invited guests. Ihave asked him to provide remarks on the Silent Sam issue, support of the African and African American 

studies department, UNC’s position on Fisher v. Texas, and our Black male student crisis. I look forward to his comments. 

th The Caucus will also host a town hall meeting with the Black Student Movement on Wednesday, September 19 at 5:30 p.m. (Upendo). Both leadership teams feel 
that we need to discuss the racial matters on campus and beyond. Our Black students repeatedly request opportunities to meet andshare with Black faculty 

outside of the classroom. We are working harder and smarter to honor their request. 

There is much work to be done at UNC and I hope that you are willing to join our efforts to make a difference. I will be in touch to request assistance with a new 

initiative (GA campus wide grant focused on minority males) to help retain our Black male students. 

Caucus online membership and information is available (www~unc.edu/cbc). 

Apologies for any duplication of emails. :) 

Continued Success! 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Faculty and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’~ (1 Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Ignoring Deadline to Quit, G.O.P. Senate Candidate Defies His Party 
Leaders 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
August 22, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I u.s__~ I Business I ~ I A~__~s I ~ I Editorials I ~ I On This Day 

.C...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e....T..o...d..a.~’s Headlines I Search 

TOP NEWS 

Ignoring Deadline to Quit, 
G.O.P. Senate Candidate 
Defies His Party Leaders 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Representative Todd Akin said 
definitively Tuesday that he would not 
step aside. After his comments on rape, 
fellow Republicans, including Mitt 
Romney, asked him to drop out of the 
Missouri Senate race. 
:’ ~ TimesCast Politics I All Eyes on Missouri 

~. Akin’s Faith Is Central to His Persistence 

Missouri Controversy May 
Endanger Republican 
Chances in the Fall 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Representative Todd Akin’s remarks on 
rape have focused attention on the 
party’s agenda on restricting abortion 
fights, a politically volatile topic for Mitt 
Romney and other candidates. 

In Toll of 2,000, New Portrait of Afghan War 
By JAMES DAO and ANDREWW. LEHREN 

As the war in Afghanistan wears on, an analysis of troop casualties reflects the effect of the 2OlO troop surge 
and points to the growing danger from an ostensible ally. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It should be over. It’s done. No more." 
MARINA BUCKLEY, whose son Lmace Cpl. Gregory T. Buckley Jr., was killed earlier tiffs month in 
Afghanistan, where American nfilitary deaths have passed 2,000. 

U,S, 

FEATURE: Faces of ................................... 



the Dead 
Nearly nine years passed before 
American forces reached their first 
1,000 dead in the war in Afghanistan. 
The second 1,000 came just 27 months 
later, after a troop surge in 2010. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Celebrate the 
Farmer! 
By MARK BITTMAN 

To give more people 
access to our bounty of 
fresh food, we need to support real 
falaners, not businessmen riding half- 
nfillion-dollar eombhaes. 

A sassy comedian 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

A date for Kelly Ripa’s new co-host 

Q. and A. with Molly Ringwald 

nylimes,�om 

WORLD 

Dispute Over Islands Reflects Japanese Fear of China’s Rise 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

A chain of islands at the center of a territorial dispute have Japanese nationalists pushing fl~eir country to 
boldly cotmter the explosive growth of China and South Korea. 

Ethiopian Leader’s Death Highlights Gap Between U.S. Interests and Ideals 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Meles Zenawi, the late prime nfinister of Ethiopia, was a critical ally to the United States who nonetheless 
tmdernfined the 3anerican stance that Africa needs strong institutions, not strongmen. 

" Meles Zenawi, Prime Minister of Ethiopia, Dies at 57 

Meles Zenawi, Prime Minister of Ethiopia, Dies at 57 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Mr. Meles oversaw substantial economic growth as prime minister and made Etlfiopia a statmch American 
counterterrorism ally but drew criticism for harsh treatment of dissidents. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Patients Would Pay More if Romney Restores Medicare Savings, Analysts Say 
By JACKIE CALMES 

The $716 billion in reimbursements to hospitals and insurers that Mitt Ronmey has pronfised to restore 
would hasten the program’s insolvency, some experts say. 
o [~ Graphic: Comparing the Candidates on Medicare 

The Caucus: Ryan Takes to Pennsylvania to Push Medicare Message 

Official’s Lawsuit Claims Discrimination Against Men at U.S. Immigration 
Agency 
By KIRK SEMPLE 

A top official says he was pushed aside in favor of a less qualified woman, and that the work environment 
was hostile toward men. 

Questions Surround Man’s Death in Patrol Car 
By CHRISTINE HAUSER 

The death of a man in Arkansas while he was handcuffed in the back of a car was ruled a suicide this week 
amid heavy scrutiny of the police and their procedures. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



The New Rise of a Summer Hit: Tweet It Maybe 
By BEN SISARIO 

This summer’s pop hit, Carly Rae depsen’s cheerfully flirty "Call Me Maybe," shows how much the hitmaking 
machine, and the music industry, has been upended by social media. 

:’ ~ Video Feature: Social Media Propels a Song of Summer 

The New High-Tech Dating Technology? Meet in a Bar 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

Data exchanged over the Interuet can go only so far, so online dating services are hosting offiine events to 
bring people together more quickly. 

" ~;.~ Video: Offline Dating 

U.S. Companies Worry About Effect of Russia Joining W.T.O. 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Congressional inaction on trade rules may put ?m~erican exporters at a disadvantage in the Russian market. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Friendship as Priceless as the National Pastime 
By BEN STRAUSS 

Mary Frances Veeck and Wyonella Snfith, both 91, share a long friendship nurtured over the years by 
baseball and their husbands who are honored in the Hall of Fmne: Bill Veeek and Wendell Snfith. 

WHITE SOX 7, YANKEES 3 
With East Race Tightening, Nova’s Struggles Raise Concerns 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Kevin Youkilis, who crone into the game with .3Ol career average against the Yankees, hit a tiebreaking 
grand slam off Ivan Nova, who has won only one of his last eight starts. 

¯ ’ ~’;~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

ROCKIES 6, METS 2 
Mets Follow the Nationals’ Cue on Limiting Innings of Pitcher 
By ANDREW KEH 

Much has been made of Washington Nationals not wmating their yotmg ace, Stephen Strasburg, to pitch too 
much. The Mets are following that cue with Matt Harvey. 
" ~’;~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

-’ Baseball Roundup: Astros Send Scout to Check On Clemens 

:’ Brain Tumor Treatment for Baseball Union Leader 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

STILL LIFE 
A Journey Home, in Search of Himself 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Dwight Galaaer drives to West Virginia, a trip more about the road than about the destination. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Two Lives, Intoxicated by Theater 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Two solo shows at the Stratford Shakespeare Festival -"A Word or Two" and "Hirsch"- illmninate the deeply 
personal nature of theater artists’ relation to their work. 

. Critic’s Notebook: Commands Both Martial and Marital 

Parkinson’s in Check, Fox to Star in Sitcom 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Years after wondering, "Can sick people be fmmy?," Michael J. Fox is returuing to series television. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I LA VARA 
A Reunion of Flavors From Spain 
By PETE WELLS 

La Vara is the newest vessel in the small and nimble Spanish armada commanded by Alex Raij and her 
husband and co-chef, Eder Montero. 

, Diner’s Journal: The Big Problem With Small Plates 

Drop the Pasta, Dad, and No One Gets Hurt 
By MATT RICHTEL 

For a father with young children, adopting a healthy diet can be hard with cheese and salami, pasta, hot 
dogs, French fries and Goldfish crackers on the menu. 
:’ ~ How Has Your Child’s Diet Changed Your Own? 

You Plan, I’ll Cook: Leaving the Menu to Others 
By JANE BLACK 

Meal-plmming services let cooks decide what’s important to them - price, nutrition - then outsource the work 
of making menus that reflect those choices. 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
What the G.O.P. Platform Represents 
The mean-spirited and intolerant platform circulating ahead of the convention shows the face of Republican 
politics in 2oa2, which has moved so far to the right that the extreme is now the maiustream. 

EDITORIAL 
Setback for Rogue Immigration Laws 
More rulings make it clear that states cannot bypass federal authority and create their om~ schemes to 
harass and expel illegal immigrants. 

EDITORIAL 
Prosecutorial Abuse 
The Supreme Court should take a case for review to reaffirm the Hyde Amenchnent, a federal law that checks 
against gross misconduct by federal prosecutors. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Disney World on the Hudson 
By JEREMIAH MOSS 

The High Line has become a tourist-clogged catwalk and a catalyst for some of the most rapid gentrification 
in the city’s history. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Just Think No 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Why do Republicaus have a gender gap when they ascribe superpowers to women, like the ability to block 
rape sperm wifla sheer willpower? 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
We Need a ’Conservative’ Party 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

We need more than debates from our politicians. Just imagine what could be accomplished if the moderates 
were in charge instead of the radicals. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On August 22, 1902, President Theodore Roosevelt became the first United States chief executive to take a 
public automobile ride. 

¯ See This Front Pa_x~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank ~ssfthinktank.org> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:49 AN 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

The Development Review - Call for Papers and Reviewers 

The Development Review is an international 3ournal aimed at bringing the voices from the grassroots. It is a 
scholarly open access, peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary, journal focusing on theories, methods and applications in 

the development sector. It is published quarterly.Specific focus of the journal would be on the following subjects. 

¯ Poverty 
¯ Gender in Development 

¯ Social Enterprises and Livelihood Interventions 

¯ Honitoring and Evaluation and Research Hethodologies 
¯ Applications of Sociological and Economic Theories in Action 

¯ Human Rights, Peace and Conflict Issues 

¯ Education and Children’s Development 

The main objective of the journal is to bring together technical and applied research findings and use them to 
advocate policy changes, The Development Review publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual 
framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, theories in practice, technical 

notes, and book reviews, 

The Inaugural ~[ssue themed""Livelihoods" - Tools, Innovations and Approaches that work" will be released on 
September 30th, 2012. 

The 3ournal is actively looking for Reviewers in these fields if interested please apply to 

http: / /www.thedevelopmentreview.org/ Rev.html 

For submitting your research papers please visit: 

http: //www.thedevelopmentreview.org/CFP.html 

The Development Review encourages Open Data Share for more details visit: 

http: / /www.thedevelopmentreview.org l Datashare.html 

Posted on Behalf of the Hanaging Editor 

~vw.thedevelop mentreview.orq 

Visit Sociologists without borders = Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:51 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Course syllabus 

Dear Georges, 

As of Monday morning, 

folavard. 

An?- inquiries regarding course management should be forwarded to Eumce and Travis from this point 

will forward your other emails about course management issues to Eunice. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntal~tia, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:44 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
SubJect: FW: Course syllabus 

Hi, Walter. Is there a way for her to get back into lay section? 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-~nerican Studies UniversW of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:00 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Course syllabus 

H~ 

I dropped your class by accident and now I really wish I hadn’t after reading online about how you are so knowledgeable and great teacher. Is there anyway I can get back in? 

Thank you for taking the time to read this, 

University of North Carolina 
Class of 

From: nzongola@email.unc.edu [nzongola@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:11 PM 
Subject: Course syllabus 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Dear AFRI Students, 

Welcome to my section of AFRI 

Professor Nzongola 

for which the syllabus is attached. Please print a copy and bring it to class on Tuesday, 

AFRI        Syllabus,         .docx<https://sakai unc.eduiaccess/c o ntent/attachment/954b5 afb-5ee6-49ae-ab 1 d-4fb949flef6a/Messa~es/fd8 fd 22d-2f5a-4bfS-bb0b-9179a05tt24aiAFRI% 

20101-002%20Syllabus%2C%20Fall%202012.docx> 

This forwarded message ~vas sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages I?om the "AFRI             ’ site. To reply to this message click this lil~ to access 
Messages for this site: AFR              https://sakai.unc edu/portal/site/954b5 afb-5ee6-49ae-ab 1 d-4~949fl ef6aipage/d429b 1 b7-ba 7a-4b14-a84b-ble076efab29> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
Lr>,-C -Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3395 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:46 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: 

FYI, and possible assigl~aent to a section of AFRI 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 1 

From: @hve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:55 PM 
To: Nzongola-Nta[ala, Georges 

Sutziect: 

Professor Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

My name is             and I’m ~              student I took an African American Studies class my :first semester at Carolina this past fall and I really enjoyed it because it 
opened my eyes to history that I had been unaware of even at this very universi~" so I am eager to learn more. I have heard great things about your class from upper classmen and would 
love if you could enroll me into your                     class                                         Please let me know if there is any way you have room for me in your class 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wrncker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 7:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Question concerning AFRI 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:48 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: Question concerning AFRI 

Here is another request for your attention. 

Georges Nzongula-Ntalaja 
Professor ufAfrican Studies 
Department uf African and Afru-American Studies Umversity uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hail, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 1 

Fr um: @liv" e. un c e du] 
Sent: Monday, 10:53 AM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sutziect: Questiun cuncerning AFRI 

Guud murning sir, 

My name is ’~             and I was un the waiting list tu get in to AFRI        12)r the    . I was near the tup uf the wait list but was taken uff sometime during the summer ] talked tu the 
AFRI studies student services and they tuld me the?’ were not sure huw I got taken off. The reasun I am just nuticing nuw is because I was duing research fur UNC in 

and we barely ever made it unline. The gentleman at student sepdces advised me tu cunmct you in case there is any uther way fur me to get in the class. 
I am a hard wurked and always shuw up 

tu class. I totally understand if this is not a possibility and I appreciate yuu time either way 

Thank you, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, Augnst 22, 2012 7:59 AM 

ttall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAILIJNC.EDU> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: l affia£aa~] Reminders RE: Course Mm~agement Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Perry, 

from this point forward. 

Best, 

Waiter 

Any inquiries regarding course management should be forwarded to Eunice and Travis 

WMter R~cker 

Associate Prolbssor 

African & A[t’o.-Ame~can Studies 

UNC-Ct~apel Hill 

107 Battle tlall 

Ct*apel Hill, NC 2259%3395 

F~m= Perry Hall [mail~:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:15 PN 

Te= Rucker, Wa~ter C 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Walter 

Attached are lists of students who want to add my courses, 102 (Sec. 1) and 259 (Sec. 1). 

Thanks 

Perry 

On 8/16/2012 10:33 AM, Rucker, Walter C wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about l:he new course management and enrollment policies instituted in Spring 2012: 

To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina https:!/cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTAL ADMIN.GBL 

After you enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 2012 class rosters from there 

should be easy. 

If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the student’s name and PID as well as the 

course!section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the 

department and we will prioritize students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in too many hours, or other reasons) that prevent 

them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I will 

process during the first two weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their enrollment in a 

course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to enroll. 

If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 am on Friday August 24. 

Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can be dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am on 

Friday, August 24. 

Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. Graduating seniors and senior AFAM majors should 

receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes to adds, especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to 

take other sections of the same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope everyone has a smooth start to the 

semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You axe currently subscribed to afi-ia~am as: h~d!pa@emaJ, l.~mc.e&L 

To unsnbscribe click here: http:i,’lists.unc.edu,’u?id 32361597A49a4fe4dclbe07d55b66962c4e2de99&n T&l afria£am&o 31970212 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-31970212-32361597.149a4fe4dcIbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listse~w.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:04 AM 

Strizheu~ Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

Dear Yulia, 
Thank you for the email, My availability for this week is listed below: 

Friday, ~ugus~: 7.4 

3:30pro- 5pro 

~ wH~ ~ook forward to you emaH confkm~n~ the dine and p~ace fo~ the meet~n~ 

Best, 

Wa~ter 

,,~.ssociate 

UNC-Chapel Hit1 

107 Battle Hall 

ChapeI ~1~11, NC 27599-3395 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Tuesday, August 2~, 2022 2~:44 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bject: RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

Good momi~ Walter and ~un~c~ 

He~ ~ Jonathan’3 ~va~labH~ty th~ w~ek---- ~eaJ~ ~t me know ~1~ of t~e t~m~3 t~at work for you, o~ ~f yov’d I~ke m~ to ~ook at ~ate~ 

~hursd~y, Ausust 23 

2pm-3:3Opm 

FHday, August 24 

3:~O~m-S~m 
Once ~ know what everyone’s availability Iook~ ~1<~ ~’1~ 3~nd a~ ema~ confirmi~ th~ date, t~me, an~ k~c~t~on of t~i~ 

Yu~a 

Yufia ~tr~zheu~ 

Admh~i~t~tive As~iJtant 

Offic~ of t~ 

Campus ~ox 3200 

Chapel H~[~, NC 27599-32~ 

ystHzh~email.unc.edu 

F~m: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2022 ~2:29 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

Dea~ Wal~er, Please work w~t~ Yu~a ~tHzheu~ k~ my offic~ to ~¢hedu[e a meet~ fo~ d~e 3 of us. ~ have ~ome t~me ~va~lab~e 

week. 

Best, Jonathan 

,Jonathan Havtlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

GIo~a~ Pro~rarns~ Co~leBe of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckfo~d P~ofessor of Pol~tica~ Sde~ce 

205 South BuHdinB, CB ~:].00 

Chapel H~I~ NC 27599.-3:[00 USA 

[rna~l: hartlgn@unc.edu 

Off:ice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~m: Rucker, Walter C 
Se.t= Monday, August 20, 2012 4:~ PM 
Te: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject= Request to schedule a meeting 

Dear Dean Hartlyn, 

In light of recent revelations, I would like to schedule a meeting with you as soon as possible. I have discussed the nature of the meeting with Eunice already so 

feel free to invite her as well. 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 



UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-962-2342 

http:!!afriafam.unc.edu/people/walter-c.-rucker 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:49 AM 

Rucker, Waiter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Haxtlyu, Jonath~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

Walter and Eunice, 

I am pleased to confirm your meeting with .Jonathan this Frida% August 24 at 4pro in .Jonathan’s South 205 office. How much t~me wou~d you fike for this meeting? 

Best, 

Yu~h~ 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Se~t= Tuesday, August 2~, 20~2 ~:44 AN 

Te= Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Request to schedule a meeting 
Good morning Walter and Eun~ce, 

Here is Jonathsn’s avmhd)~Hty this week--please Jet me know all of the ~:~mes that work [or you, or ~f you’d I~ke me to look at ~al:er dates. 

~hursda~, August 

lOam--12pm 

2pm-3:3Opm 

~riday, August 24 

3:30pm-Bpm 

Once ~ know what ew?ryone’s avsi~aMHty looks ~ike t’H send st~ ema~ confirming the date, tkne, and k~catkm of this meeth~g. 

Best, 

Yut~a 

YuHa Stdzheus 

Admh~istr~tive Assistant 

Offh::e o[ the Dean 

College of Arts and Sdences 

UNC--Chape~ 

Campus Box 

Chapel H~, NC 2759%glCO 

919/962-1:[65 

ystMzh @ernail.unc.edu 

E~= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Seat= Tuesday, August 25, 2052 $$:$9 AN 

To= Rucker, Waiter C 
~¢= SaNe, EuNce N; Strizheus, Yulia 
$ubjeCt; RE: Request to scheduie a meeting 
Dear Wa~Ler, Please work w~th Yu~a Str~zheus k~ my office to schedule a meet~R~ for the 3 of us~ ~ have some t~me svaHaMe Thursday or Fr~dsy of this week or Rext 

week~ 

Best, .Jonathan 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel H~II 
Sen~or Associate Dean for Sociat Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, CoIlege of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckford Professor of PoHticaI Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~H NC 27599.-3100 LiSA 

Ema~l: b_~_[~]_yn @ u n c.e d u 

Off:ice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~m: Rucker, Walter 
Nent: Monday, August 20, 20~2 4:~ PN 
Te: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
SubjeCt~ Request to schedule a meeting 
Dear Dean Hartlyn, 

In light of recent revelations, I would like to schedule a meeting with you as soon as possible. I have dBcussed the nature of the meeting with Eunice already so 

feel free to invite her as well. 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Waiter 

Waiter 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-962-2342 

http:!iafriafam.unc.eduipeopleiwalter-c.-rucker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aldrich, Howard E <Howard Aldrich@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:07 AM 

ChaJ rs of Depa~menks and C umcula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[dptcrchmrs] ARP tbm~s? 

I have not yet received the promised ARP forms & directions Am I the only one? 
-howard 
Howard E Aldrich sent from nay Blackber~’ without being spell checked! Twitter: (~ 

You are currently subscribed to dptcrchairs axsd: eumce@email.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32006865-53056168.423f8463dSdf6dbe215c74860d46359b@listserv.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:12 AM 

ChaJ rs of Depa~menks and C umcula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. unc.edu> 

RE: [dptcrchairs] ARP tbrms? 

Public Policy has also not received. Just discussing with nay business manager now as we sit around waiting .... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Aldrich, Howard E [mailto:Howard Aldrich@uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:07 AM 
To: Chairs of Departments and Cun-icula 
Subject: [dptcrchairs] ARP forms? 

I have not yet received the promised ARP forms & directions Am I the only one? 
-howard 
Howard E Aldrich sent from my Blackber~’ without being spell checked! Twitter: @~ 

You are currently subscribed to @tcrchairs axsd: shanda@email unc edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32006865-53056197.1d9a22725029fe706702dTd43c232a95@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to dptcrchairs axsd: eumce@email.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32006917-53056168.423f8463d8df6dbe215c74860d46359b@listserv.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marc Lange <mlange@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:14 AM 

ChaJ rs of Depa~menks and C umcula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. unc.edu> 

Chairs of Departments and Cumcula <dptcrchairs@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [dptcrchails] ARP fo~ms? 

No you are not the only one. I just left a message for Tammy about it. 
The Friday deadline is u~easonable 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 9:07 AM, "Aldrich, Howard E" 
<tloward Aldrich@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have not yet received the promised ARP forms & directions. Am 
> the only one? 
> -howard 
> Howard E Aldrich sent from my Blackberry without being spell 
> checked! Twit*er 

> You are currently subscribed to dptcrchairs axsd: 
> mlange@email unc edu 
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32006865-53056193.4239000cd807a7b3a49ca5269014f38d@listsep¢ unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to ~dptcrchairs a×sd: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32006927-53056168.423f8463dSdf6dbe215c74860d46359b@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:26 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences ~a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

RE: [asddd] [dptcrchairs] ARP forms? 

I sincerely apologize! These will be sent today. The Finance Team and I have been working (almost literally) round the clock to try to get this information to all of 

you. There has been some confusion about the guidelines that needed to be clarified before we could release the actual data. 

We have also been pleading for additional time -- and have had some (minor) success. We will be able to give you until Monday to complete the spreadsheets. We 

hope that the spreadsheets that you are provided will simplify the process for you, but since this is the first year using this method, we would love your feedback 

about that after we are past this critical deadline. 

We also recognize that the timing for this could not be worse. Please understand that these were deadlines placed on us by General Administration and are not 

something we can change. 

Thank you for your understanding. 

Tammy 

Tammy McHale 

Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 

College of Arts & Sciences 

CB #3100, 205 South Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

(919) 962-1165 

fax: (919) 962-2408 

mobile: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Marc Lange [mailto:mlange@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:14 AM 

To: Chairs of Departments and Curricula 

Cc: Chairs of Departments and Curricula 

Subject: Re: [dptcrchairs] ARP forms? 

No you are not the only one. I just left a message for Tammy about iL 

The Friday deadline is unreasonable. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 9:07 AM, "Aldrich, Howard E" 

<Howard Aldrich@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have not yet received the promised ARP forms & directions. Am I the 

> only one? 

> -howard 

> Howard E Aldrich sent from my Blackberry without being spell checked! 

> Twitter: ~ 
>___ 

> You are currently subscribed to dptcrchairs axsd: 

> mlange@email.unc.edu. 

> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> Iea ve-32006865-53056193.4239000cdSO7a7b3a49ca5269014f38d@listserv.unc. 

> edu 

You are currently subscribed to dptcrchairs axsd: tmchale@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32006927-8514096,3b9f9acSfb62b30441fSa34eO16a86a9@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marc Lange <mlange@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:34 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtp 

All Deans, Directors, a~d Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~tdd@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [asddd] [dptcrchairs] ARP forms? 

ThaJ~k you very much!!! 

MBL 

Theda Perdue Distinguished Professor 

Philosophy Department Chair 

University of Nerth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3125 -- Caldwell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27599-3125 
919 962.3324 (o) 

On 8/22/12 9:25 AM, McHale, Tmnmy J wrote: 

I sincerely apologize! These will be sent today. The Finance Team and I have been working (almost literally) round the clock to try to get this 

information to all of you. There has been some confusion about the guidelines that needed to be clarified before we could release the actual data. 

We have also been pleading for additional time -- and have had some (minor) success. We will be able to give you until Monday to complete the 

spreadsheets. We hope that the spreadsheets that you are provided will simplify the process for you, but since this is the first year using this method, 

we would love your feedback about that after we are past this critical deadline. 

We also recognize that the timing for this could not be worse. Please understand that these were deadlines placed on us by General Administration 

and are not something we can change. 

Thank you for your understanding. 

Tammy 

Tammy McHale 

Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 

College of Arts & Sciences 

CB #3100, 205 South Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

(919) 962-1165 

fax: (919) 962-2408 

mobile: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Marc Lange [mailto:mlange@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:14 AM 

To: Chairs of Departments and Curricula 

Cc: Chairs of Departments and Curricula 

Subject: Re: [dptcrchairs] ARP forms? 

No you are not the only one. I just left a message for Tammy about it. 

The Friday deadline is unreasonable. 

Mbl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 9:07 AM, "Aldrich, Howard E" 

<Howard Aldrich@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have not yet received the promised ARP forms & directions. Am I the 

> only one? 

> -howard 

> Howard E Aldrich sent from my Blackberry without being spell checked! 

> Twitter: @ 

> You are currently subscribed to dptcrchairs axsd: 

> mlange@email.unc.edu. 

> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> Iea ve-32006865-S3056193.42390OOcdSO7a7b3a49caS269014f38d @listserv.unc. 

> edu 

You are currently subscribed to dptcrchairs axsd: tmchale@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32006927-8514096.3b9f9acSfb62b30441fSa34eO16a86a9@listserv.unc.edu 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Willimns, TiaHowell <tia howell@med.unc.edu> 

ARP Forms, Tiffs time 

EuNce: 

I have never done these ARP forms before. My understanding is that I’II complete the excel sheet in consultation with my salary committee and give to Tia or to 

Tammy. I am not sure how much actual work is involved for Tia at this time, whether she has to put our recommendations into EPAWeb. IF so, then obviously this is 

a priority with the Monday deadline. 

Anyway, once we get the instructions we can decide whether we need face time with her, and if so, when and for how long. We have our faculty retreat F 9-noon, 

so that is a good time for her to be with you, for example. 

-Ashu 

Sudhanshu (Ashu) Handa, Professor and Chair 

Department of Public Policy, University of North Carolina, CB#3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Tel: 919.843.0350; Fax: 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stdzheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:50 AM 

Rucker, Waiter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

HaJtlyn, Jonath~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

This will be a 30 minute meeting from ~pmo4:3Opm. 

Best, 

From: Stdzheus, Yulia 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:49 A~ 

To: Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
~bject: RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

Waker and Eu~ce, 

~ am please~ to confirm your meeth~ w~th Jonathan thi~ ~riday, August 24 at 4pro in Jo~tha~’s South 20~ office. How much thee wou~ you ~ike for this 

~e~t, 

Yu]~a 

F~m= Stdzheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:44 AN 

T~ Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Su~jeet~ RE: Request to schedule a meeting 

Good morning Walter and 

Here ~s Jonathan’s ava~k~bilRy l:h~s week~pk~ase ~et me know al~ of the tknes that work for you, or ~f you’d Hke rne to h:~.:?]~ at ~ater dates. 

Thursday, August 2~ 

10am-12pm 

2pm-3:30pm 

~dday, August 24 

3:30pm-5pm 

Once f know what everyone’s avaHab~lRy looks ~ke ~’1~ send an emaH confirrnin8 the date, ~:~me, and ~oca~:~on of this meeting. 

Best, 

Yu~a 

Yufis Stdzheus 

Administrative Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College o[ Arts a~xJ Sc~e~)ces 

UNC--- Chape~ 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel H~L NC 27599-3:[~ 

9 I9/962- :[ 165 

ys~dzh~gemaiLunc.edu 

F~m= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent= Tuesday, August 21, 2012 ~1:~9 AN 

To= Rucker, Walter C 
~¢= SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= RE: Request to scheduM a meeting 
Dear Wa~ter, Please work w~th Yu~a Strizheus h~ my off:ice to schedule a meetb~g for the 3 of us. ~ have some t~me avaHaNe Thursday or Friday of this week or new 

week. 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlvn 
The University of Nort:h Carolina at ChapeJ 

Sen~or Associs[e Dean for Socia~ Sdences snd 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~] NC 27599-3100 USA 

Office: 919 962--~165 Fax: 9~9 9~2-.2dO8 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 20~2 4:~ PN 
To: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Request to schedule a meeting 
Dear Dean Hartlyn, 

In light of recent revelations, I would like to schedule a meeting with you as soon as possible. I have discussed the nature of the meeting with EuNce already so 

feel free to invite her as well. 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 



UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-962-2342 

http:!!afriafam.unc.edu/people/walter-c.-rucker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Wednesday, Augnst 22, 2012 9:52 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

CFP: Media Cultures, Politics, and Democracy in Latin America 

Heroes or Hacks? Media Cultures, Politics, and Democracy in Lathi America 

3m hlte~aaational Research Conference at Duke University, April 18-20, 2013 

Organized by Vanessa Freije and Bryan Pitts (Duke Department of History) 

Call For Papers (Submission deadlhle is October 1, 2012): 
The print, broadcasl, and radio media were key players in fl~e democratic wave fl~at toppled dictatorial regimes and authoritarian semi-democracies during the 1980s 

what one might call a Latin American "Arab Spring." Even in today’s more diverse media mix, fl~ere is a teMency to furor celebrato~ accounts of proI~ssional and 

"citizen" journalists juxtaposed against images of coopted hacks and compliant media barons supporting the status quo through corrupt deal-making with tho~ in 

power. We seek papers by historians, social scientists, and journalists that explore the unique political spaces that journalisk~ and other members of the media have 
historically occupied as close confidants of public officiaJ~s who were simultaneously reliant upon politicians ibr information and financial suppo(t. In order to Inove 

beyond dichoto~nies between cooptation and resistance, we are especially interested in exploring how these webs of persong~ relationships, professiondt ties, shifting 

state policies, ideological diit~rences, financial considerations, and international influences have fostered diverse relationships between the ~nedia and the institutions and 

individuals that maJ~ce up the state. 

The conference roll bring together journalists and scholars, including graduate students, across the print, broadcast and digital media to interrogate media knoMedge 

prodnction in light of the variegated technological, cultural, and political relationships between Latin American states and media. We welcome paper proposals from 

scholars in any discipline whose research focnses on media in historical or contemporary Latin America, or whose research on politics ntilizes media as a primary 

source. We are particularly interested in papers that consider: What role do media like newspapers, radio, and television, along with new digital tbrms of media like 

blogs and social networking, play in shaping both populaac mobilization and state policy? In what ways does the media challenge regime legitimacy, provide new 

vocabularies tbr dissent, or catalyze change? ttow might conceptualizing media ~urces with the labors and cultures ot]ournalism in mind expand and enrich scholm-s’ 

employment of the media texts? 

This workshop-based conference will be organized around pre-circulated papers ruth a co~nmon aim of developing innovative tools to interpret both new and old 

sources Inore deeply and critically, including tl~e enhanced twenty-first centuly role of the digital and visual. Please submit a title, one-page CV, and abstract of up to 

200 words by October 1, 2012. Authors of accepted proposals will be notified no later than November 15, 2012 (limited funds are available for graduate s~ldents 

needing travel snpport). 

Feel free to contact the organizers at latammediaco~fference~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edu>; Berger, Michele T 

<mtberger@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu>; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu> 

Important Black Faculty/Staff Event this Friday 

From Deborah Stroman, Carlolina Black Caucus Chair: 
Hello tenured!’tenure-track Black faculty. I pray this note finds you in good health and spirits as we begin this very important academic year. As the chair of the Carolina Black 
Caucus, T am writing to ask for your help. As you are aware, there are very serious racial matters before us and your voice is critical to the discussion. 
I hope to see you at this Friday’s "Welcome Back" Social at 5:00 p.m. (Stone Center - Hitchcock). The response has been very positive across campus. The 

Chancellor will address the Caucus and invited guests. Ihave asked him to provide remarks on the Silent Sam issue, support of the African and African American 

studies department, UNC’s position on Fisher v. Texas, and our Black male student crisis. I look forward to his comments. 

The Caucus will also host a town hall meeting with the Black Student Movement on Wednesday, September 19th at 5:30 p.m. (Upendo). Both leadership teams feel 
that we need to discuss the racial matters on campus and beyond. Our Black students repeatedly request opportunities to meet andshare with Black faculty 

outside of the classroom. We are working harder and smarter to honor their request. 

There is much work to be done at UNC and I hope that you are willing to join our efforts to make a difference. I will be in touch to request assistance with a new 

initiative (GA campus wide grant focused on minority males) to help retain our Black male students. 

Caucus online membership and information is available (www~unc.eduicbc). 

Apologies for any duplication of emails. :) 

Continued Success! 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Faculty and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Ad~Tisor, Carolina SIyort Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus~ do," (J. Goelhe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, Augnst 22, 2012 10:02 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: [Fem-~th-1 List~rv Ibr AFA] Fwd: Gender & La~d Conference Call for Papers 

unlitled-[1.2]; C~1I for Papers Gender & Land Conference.docx; ATT00001 .c 

Kia Lilly CaldweH, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ¢¢3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-8225 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afriafam unc edu/ 

From:fem-anth-l-bounces+klcaldwe email.unc.edu@birfiaost.com [fcm-anth-l-bounces+klcaldwe email.unc.edu@binhost.com] onbehalfofdhodgson@rci.rutgers.edu 
[dhodgson@r ci.rmgers.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:58 AM 
To: fera-ant h-l@binhost.com 
Subject: [Feru-anth-1 Listserv for AFA] Fwd: Gender & Land Conference Call    for Papers 

page1 m~age1992*GENDER & LAi’~D GOVERNANCE CONFERENCE* 

* January 14-15, 2013, Utrecht, the Netherlands* 

*Utrecht University/IS Academy* 

*Call For Papers* 

*Abstract Deadline: September 14, 2012* 

Land, and the natural resources it holds, is under unprecedented 
transforruation due to multiple factors including population increase, 
globalization, cliruate change, urban expansion, post-conflict 
readjustment, and other social and economic developments. Such 
conditions have ushered in an era of new pressures on land and ignited 
contentious debates on equitable access and pro-poor land policy 
throughout the world ;Vhile for decades development "experts" advocated 
for a formalization of property rights through land registration and 
titling, more recently, much attention has focused on the negative 
implications of land liberalization policies. Subsequently, increased 
recognition of the potential for customaw tenure and communal natural 
resource management systems has grown. This shift towards a customary 
land rights paradigm, however, has taken place without sufficient 
attention to the gendered drivers and implications of tenure change. 

On *Jamaaw 14-15, 2013 *, the*International Development Studies Group 
(Utrecht Universi~z) *in collaboration with**the*IS Academy ’Land 
Governance for Equitable and Sustainable Development’ 
*(~vww.landgovernance org <http://w~vw landgovemance.org>), will convene 
a 2-day conference in Utrecht, the Netherlands, aimed at drawing 
scholars and policy makers together who have been paying particular 
attention to gender @namics in land governance processes. We are at an 
important juncture where many countries are experimenting ~vith 
legislative change in land governance. It is imperative for the aims of 
social justice, equity, and pover~ alleviation that gender perspectives 
inform these reforms. The conference will include plenary panels of 
guest speakers from across academia and public policy, and a series of 
academic papers. 

The call for contributions is broad based, multi-disciplinary, and 
across the career stage Research from all regions are welcome, as are 
works set in rural, urban, or semi-urban settings. Papers can address 
the gendered dimensions of various ~pes of land reforms (i.e land 
administratinn processes, land privatization, land development, 
large-scale land acquisitions, land grabbing, land investments and 
upgrading schemes, and land redistribution and resettlement, among 
others). We also encourage contributions that address more 
methodological concerns with integrating a gendered perspective in land 



governance. This may include work on gender and the policy-making 
process in land reform, measuring and monitoring land policy impacts, 
and how to engage in gender-sensitive participator?, methods in land 
reform, among others Furthermore, contributions can engage with more 
theoretical insights or be more focused on policy matters, for e×ample, 
in show casing innovations in gendered informed land policy. 

We hope that the conference will be a first step in a series of academic 
outputs. We aim to solicit selected contributions from the conference 
for an edited volmne or special issue initiative as well as for the 
basis of a summer school teaching program. 

Please submit proposed abstracts of up to 250 words to: 
genderlandcotffe*ence@gmail.com <mailto: gender landconfcr ence(~,gmail, coru>. 
Please include your contact details and save your abstracts with author 
name followed by GenderLand 2012. (e.g. SmithGenderLand 2012). *The 
deadline for abstract submissions is September 14, 2012.*** 

For more infom~ation please contact the organizers: 

Dr. Caroline Archambault (Utrecht UniversityiUniversi~" College Utrecht) 
or Pro£ dr. Annelies Zoomers (Chair IS Academy, IDS, Utrecht 
University-) at: gcnderlandconference@gmail.com 
<ruailto :gender landc orffer enc e(d~,,gmail, c ore>. 

Dorothy L. Hodgson, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
Rutgers University 
131 George Street 
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-1414 

Tel: 732-932-8757 
Fax: 732-932-1564 
http://anthro.rutgers.edu 

Check out my new books: 

Being Maasai, Becoming Indigenous: 
Postcolonial Politics in a Neoliberal World 
http://wwwiupress.indianaedu/catalog/productinfo.php?products id 678504 

Gender and Culture at the Limit of Rights 

http://www.upenn.edu~’pennpress/booki14860.htm1 



GENDER & LAND GOVERNANCE CONFERENCE 
January 14-15, 2013, Utrecht, the Netherlands 

Utrecht University/IS Academy 

Call For Papers 
Abstract Deadline: September 14, 2012 

Land, and the natural resources it holds, is under unprecedented transformation 

due to multiple factors including population increase, globalization, climate 
change, urban expansion, post-conflict readjustment, and other social and 

economic developments. Such conditions have ushered in an era of new 

pressures on land and ignited contentious debates on equitable access and pro- 

poor land policy throughout the world. While for decades development "experts" 

advocated for a formalization of property rights through land registration and 
titling, more recently, much attention has focused on the negative implications of 

land liberalization policies. Subsequently, increased recognition of the potential 

for customary tenure and communal natural resource management systems has 
grown. This shift towards a customary land rights paradigm, however, has taken 

place without sufficient attention to the gendered drivers and implications of 

tenure change. 

On January 14-15, 2013, the International Development Studies Group 
(Utrecht University) in collaboration with the IS Academy ’Land Governance 
for Equitable and Sustainable Development’ (www.landgovernance.org), will 
convene a 2-day conference in Utrecht, the Netherlands, aimed at drawing 
scholars and policy makers together who have been paying particular attention 

to gender dynamics in land governance processes. We are at an important 

juncture where many countries are experimenting with legislative change in land 
governance. It is imperative for the aims of social justice, equity, and poverty 

alleviation that gender perspectives inform these reforms. The conference will 

include plenary panels of guest speakers from across academia and public policy, 
and a series of academic papers. 

The call for contributions is broad based, multi-disciplinary, and across the 

career stage. Research from all regions are welcome, as are works set in rural, 
urban, or semi-urban settings. Papers can address the gendered dimensions of 

various types of land reforms (i.e. land administration processes, land 

privatization, land development, large-scale land acquisitions, land grabbing, 
land investments and upgrading schemes, and land redistribution and 
resettlement, among others). We also encourage contributions that address 

more methodological concerns with integrating a gendered perspective in land 
governance. This may include work on gender and the policy-making process in 

land reform, measuring and monitoring land policy impacts, and how to engage 
in gender-sensitive participatory methods in land reform, among others. 

Furthermore, contributions can engage with more theoretical insights or be 

more focused on policy matters, for example, in show casing innovations in 
gendered informed land policy. 



We hope that the conference will be a first step in a series of academic outputs. 
We aim to solicit selected contributions from the conference for an edited 

volume or special issue initiative as well as for the basis of a summer school 
teaching program, 

Please submit proposed abstracts of up to 250 words to: 
genderlandconference@gmail.com. Please include your contact details and save 

your abstracts with author name followed by GenderLand_2012. (e.g. 

Smith_GenderLand_2012). The deadline for abstract submissions is 
September 14, 2012. 

For more information please contact the organizers: 

Dr. Caroline Archambault (Utrecht University/University College Utrecht) or 
Prof. dr. Annelies Zoomers (Chair IS Academy, IDS, Utrecht University) at: 
genderlandconference@ gmail.com. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:50 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: 

Hello, 

My name is            and I came to your office yesterday to ask if I could take Afri    with professor Nzongola-Ntalaja on 
subject and I would love to be able to take this course. Please let me kno~v if it is possible for me to join the class. Thank you’. 

I’m yew interested in the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:36 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[asddd] URGENT: ARP Q&A Session Today ( , at 2:00pm in the Toy Lounge 

This message is being sent to aft Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The Finance Team and Tammy McHale will hold an open question session for the Annual Raise Process and your allocations today at 2:00pm in the Toy Lounge, 4th 

floor of Dey Hall. Please bring your spreadsheet and any questions, both general or specific to your department. 

Open Session Times: 

2:00pm-session begins (brief introduction/explanation) 

Questions and Answers 

3:30pm-session ends 

I look forward to seeing you there. 

Cheers. 

M~SIS, PMP, MB~A candidate ( 

mobile - 
"If at first you succeed, try something harder" -4ohn C, Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 1:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Course Request Update with subject AFRI and Catalog Number 691H has been submitted for your Revie~v. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 1:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Course Request Update with subject AFRI and Catalog Number 692H has been submitted for your Revie~v. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Course Request Update with subject AFAM and Catalog Number 691H has been submitted for your Review. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Request Notification 

Course Request Update with subj ect AFAM and Catalog Number 692H has been submitted for your Review. Please access your CRAS inbox and provide the appropriate approval action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Thought you were the Dean, found out you a~e the Chair 

Hi Eunice Sahle, 

I am the gentleman who approached you today asking if you were the Dean of African and Afro-American Studies. I was looking for you to request that I be enrolled in AFRI 
with Professor Nzongola-Ntalaj on                            I am not yet enrolled in enough course credits to be considered a full time student and need this 

class in order to be eligible to do so. I attended class yesterday and the professor said I must receive permission from you. Fortunately in the class there were open seats 
when I left. I look forward to response and thank you for your help in this matter. 

@email.unc.edu 



From: i@live.unc.ed~> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:1_2 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: AFAM    with McMillan 

Professor Sahle, 

I sat in Prof. Tim McMi[lan’s AFAM : class on Tuesday at 11:00 in hopes of being added to the course. I signed my name, PID, and major on the list with the others who were 

hoping to add. I am currently enrolled in AFAM with Barskiie on 
but the class at really fits my schedule and extra curricular 

activities better~ I just wanted to make sure that the fact that I am already enrolled in an AFAM 
class would not prevent me from being added to Prof. McMi[lan’s class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~iue, Election 2012 App and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/e@ pomo/20 20822/a mes 1 Y 

[~ @~i ..... August22, 2012 

The fall women’s fashion issue of T stars Emma W atson, 
whu after a decade of Harry Putter films is upening a new 
bag uf tricks. Inside, meet Amber Heard~ the model, activist and 
actress, and juurney to Wellington, New ZeaIand~ with the 
catwa[ker Miranda Kerr. who is photographed by her husband~ 
Orlando Bloom, in the season’s white shirts and strappy flats. 
Find this and much more in the new issue oft Magazine on 
nytimes.cumitmagazine. 

Election Ap p 

Turn to the Ebb’orion 2o12 App for news, opinion, polls 

with politics ~rom The Times and [rom ;~ronnd the Web, a~l in a 

new phone-.[rieudly feed. Never miss au editorial, op-ed or 

post abrupt the 2o12 race fi’om The Times’s opinion pages. Check 

poll numbers, candidate p;~ges am] state npdates - then tune 

t’ov live election resnh:s. Watch videos and view slide shows {rom 

photographers and reporters on the campaign trail Download 

tl~e app today, available for iPhone@ or Androidr’~L 

¯ Rent or Bny? 
¯ Condoleezza Rice joins Augusta Natiooa! Golf (;lab 
¯ Can a Morn Get a Break? 
¯ Tony Scott M;~de Movies as a Maxima]ist 
¯ Phyllis Dfller ~9~ 7--2 o ~:~ 

Top 5 Viewed Features o,~v-r~ 
(Between Aug 15, 2012 - Aug. 2!, 2012) 

L Krugman: _A~ Unscriuus Man 

2. Dowd: When Cruelty Is Cute 

3, Dowd: Bew;~re ;~ Be;mtifu[ Calm 

4, Tooy Scott, ()irector Yet’sod in Action, Dies a t 68 

5. Senator, Senatur, Make Me a Match: For Staff~ Schumcr Is 
Cupid 

~ SLIDE SHO’W; With ~be 

Rebels in the Battle for Aleppo 
A gronp of Syrian rebels seeks to 
destroy the government and its 
bettermqnipped forces by most 
any means. Their collective 
confidence that they will prevail 
both bonds them together and 
infm’ms their sense that this is 
their time. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: Swing 

State Polls 
A series of polls conducted over 
two weeks of likely voters by 
Coh)rado, Florida, Ohio, 
Pennsylwmia, Virginia and 
Wisconsin nnderseores the 
competitive natnre of the 
election in these states. 

~ VIDEO 5o Shades Widens 

Bookstores, authors and 
publishers are reaping the 
benefits of EL James’ 
increasingly popular erotic 
trilogy, 5o Shades of Grey. 

Join the 
Conversation 

From Well "B ow 
does sleep ~feet 
health 
relationships and 
well-being? We spoke with David 
K, Randall, author of the new 
book "Dreamland: Adventm’es in 
the Strange Science of Sleep," to 
lem’n mm’e about how we spend 
one-third of ore" lives, Take this 
sleep quiz to learn mm’e about 



the fascinating and sometimes 

strange world of sleep." Take the 

quiz and ,join the conversation. 

[] ,Join the Conversation ~ 

Sign up tor Ti~e Collection e- ~ 
mail newslette~ 

Follow The Agende on        ~ 

Tumbl~ 

Foliow @TMagazine on       ~ 
Twitter 

ABOUT TH~B 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marketin9 depaltment, You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes,corn’s @Tinles rlewsle~ter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.coR-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "York, NY !0018 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu ~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Dr. SaNe, 

My name is and I am a this year. I was directed to speak to vou bv Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja in regards to the AFRI 

, so all of my classes are on 
Is there any way for me to obtain a seat in the Professor’s 

I was hoping to take this course to fulfill my General Education requirements, 

Thank ~u for yo~]r help, 

course. I am a 
course on 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

digest of new major requirements 

Revision of major requirements - digest for Eunice.doc 

I think this should do the trick. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Proi~ssor of Afro-America~ Studies 

Depa~tmem of Ati’ican and Afico-AmericaJ~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North CaJcolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for iniblmation about my publications: 

http:/7~vvw.umass.edt~hm~ pre ssispr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.t~nc.eduiboolc~’T- 8059.html 

http:/iundpress.nd.edu~’book/P00780 

http:/iundpress.nd.edu~’book/P00723 



Revision of maj or requirements 
An important aspect of the curriculum revision is the establishment of AAAD as the 
department’s subj ect code, replacing AFAM and AFRI. (Language subj ect codes remain 
unchanged.) A single subj ect code signals to students that we view the fields of African and 
African American and Diaspora studies as imbricated. 

As it is currently constituted, our department offers the B.A. in African and Afro-American 
Studies; students choose one of two concentrations: African Studies or Afro-American Studies. 
We propose to keep this structure; that is, there will be a single B.A. in African, African 
American, and Diaspora Studies, and students will choose between a concentration in African 
Studies and a concentration in African American and Diaspora Studies. The courses that all 
students majoring in AAAD must take in common create an intellectual framework for 
understanding the interplay among Africa, African America, and other parts of the Diaspora. 

The major in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies will be ten courses. First-year 
seminars and other courses numbered below 100 do not count toward the major. Students in 
both concentrations will take three courses in common: 

¯ AAAD 101 - Introduction to African Studies 
¯ AAAD 130 - Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 
¯ AAAD 487 - Intellectual Currents in African and African Diaspora Studies, the focus of 

which is the works of important African and Diaspora writers and thinkers, and their 
interplay. 

Maj ors will also take AAAD 395 (Undergraduate Research Seminar) in their respective 
concentrations. (With the permission of the instructor and the DUS, a student may take this 
seminar in the other concentration.) The exact topic will vary according to the instructor’s 
interests. The emphasis in this course will be research skills, which will also vary according to 
the expertise of the faculty member teaching the course; put another way, the course will be a 
disciplinary investigation into a topic relevant to the fields of African or African American and 
Diaspora studies. 

Maj ors will be required to take one course outside their concentration. 

Of the remaining five courses for the major, two must be numbered above 399. One of them can 
come from a list of courses outside the department, which will be reviewed and updated 
annually. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Can’t Remember Your Available Times 

Would you be able to meet and say hi to these visitors on Monday afternoon between 2-5 pm?? The?’ would only mean 10-15 minutes. Alternatively we could do Tuesday afternoon after 
2:30 pm. How is that?? 
Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Uthversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-~X.)01 
j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cline, Alexis Lynn <Alexis Cline@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:15 PM 

ChaJ rs of Depa~menks and C urricula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. uuc.edu> 

dptcrmgrs@listserv.unc.edu 

[dptcrch~rs] Chairs Retreat- September 19, 2012 

The message below from Dr. Karen Gil is being sent to all department and curriculum chairs in the College, with a copy to business 
managers. 

Dear Colleagues, 

The Fall Chairs’ Retreat is set for Wednesday, September 19th beginning at 11:30 a.m. and will conclude around 6:00 p.m. The retreat 

will be held at Hyde Hall in the University Room. We will kick off the retreat with lunch, followed by various topics and discussion and 
conclude with a brief reception. This retreat will be very informative; therefore, I encourage all of you to participate. Additionally, your 
contributions to the retreat are greatly appreciated and your input is important. 
Please make sure the retreat is on your calendar and kindly RSVP to my assistant, Alexis Cline, at alexis cline(~unc.edu by September 5, 
2012. Also, please let Alexis know if you have any dietary restrictions or special needs. 

Thanks 
Karen 

Karen N. Gil, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Lee G. Pederson Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB #3100 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 
919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 (fax) 
kgil@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:20 PM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] Letter 

As promised, blease find below Dean Hartiyn~s letter to the DTH. 

Best wi shes, 
Eunice 

# # # 
LETTER ’20 EDTTOR 
Blaming African and Afro-American studies is wrong 
The statements in the August 21, 2012 letter that "an entire academic department" has been accused of "cheating" and that "multiple faculty members" committed "academic 
fraud"are inaccurate. They should not be the basis for unfairly tarnishing honorable faculty whose work is vital to the University’s academic mission. 
As co-author of the May 2, 2012 "Review of Courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies," I would like to remind your readers of several of our findings. 
Our review found significant academic irregularities in a sub-set of courses and grade forms, as well as lax departmental administrative oversight and practices which enabled 
other irregularities. These problems appear to be tied to two individuals, a former department chair and department administrator, who no longer work at the University. The 
problems we discovered have ended. We found no evidence that directly implicates other department faculty or staff in the creation of these courses, or in recording or 
changing student grades in them. 
Furthermore, we concluded that the vast majority of courses offered in the department were not compromised. The department has a new chair, governance structure and 
independent study policy. Its faculty members are engaged in important research and in providing students with an excellent education that will serve them well for years to 
come. 
Jonathan Hartlyn 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

You a~e currently subscribed to afiia~am as: eunice(~!emai].unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 32010580 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32010580-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(~listserv.unc,edu 



From: @live.t~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am interested in taking AFRI 

Thanks for your time, 

@live.unc.edu 

with Professor Nzongola on Is there any way I can enroll in it? 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Class Schedule 

Hi Eunice, 
I have AFAM 691-003 on my schedule, les Honors Research. I’m not sure why it’s there since l’m not advising any Honors Courses this semester. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Thank you! 

Eunice, We appreciate the note. It was important for us ,slso to hear directly the strain faculty are feeling, and I also think it was an exce~Jent dislogue. 

Best, .Jonathan 

.Jonathan t-tartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~Ji 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Sociat Sdences and 

Globa~ Prograrns, Cotlege of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 Sot~th Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~J1 NC 27599.-3100 USA 

Email: b_~_g~]_yn @ unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 9~9 962-2408 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Senti Wednesday, August 22, 20~2 4:37 PN 
Te; holden~hrop@unc.edu; Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject= ~ank you~ 

Dear Chancellor Throp and Dean Hartlyn, 

On behalf of faculty, I write to thank you for today’s dialogue. It was very productive and faculty members are very grateful. Today’s meeting has refocused our energy in the 
right direction and we will keep moving forward. 

Once again many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: ~live.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Al}i 

Professor SaNe, 
My name is I sat in on Professor Nzongola-Ntalaja’s : 

I had a seat and there is physical room in the classroom and Professor Nzongola-Ntalaja told me that it was fine I just need to speak with you so that you can enroll me 
into his class. I came by your office yesterday afternoon but you were busy so I hope this email is enough. Please let me know if there is anything else you need from me in 
order to be enrolled. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu 

8/22/2012 9:55:26 PM 

holden_throp@unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Thank you! 

Thank you! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

holden_throp@unc.edu; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Thank you! 

8/22/2012 8:37:14 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

holden throp@unc.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [172.27.172.65]. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:37 PM 

holden throp@unc.edu; Harflyn, Jonatha~ <ha(dyn@unc.edu> 

ThaJ~k you! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

l~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu~ 

[asddd] FAQ Guide for the ARP 

EPA Base Salary. Increase Request Form.?dsx 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Please review the frequently asked questions and answers below as you enter your departmental raise allocations. 

Q: What is this number at the bottom of the "Increases on Other Sources" column? 

A: This amount indicates the maximum that you can allocate for your employees on other sources, including trust, F&A, or raises from sources controlled by other 

departments. You can allocate zero from other sources or any amount up to the maximum on your sheet. The College cannot exceed a 3% increase on the base of 

all permanent EPA employees, and we need all departments to stay within that limit in order not to exceed 3%. 

Q: One of my employees has already indicated that they will resign at the end of the year. Do I have to give them the 1.2% minimum increase? 

A: Yes, you must give a minimum of a 1.2% increase to all permanent employees with the exception of tenure-track non-renewals and phased retirees. 

Q: Do I have to fill out the attached Salary Increase Request form for every employee? 

A: NO -We only need that form filled out for employees with increases BOTH greater than or equal to 15% AND 510,000. Please remember that those forms are 

due in the Dean’s Office by 5:00pm on Thursday, 

(Note -I have attached that form to this email) 

Q: Should we fill out the Salary Increase Request forms for employees whose raise was 0re-approved ($10K and 15%)? 

A: If you are giving an additional allocation, then yes, you need to submit a second form. 

If you are not giving those employees any additional increases then you do not need another form. 

Q: How do I make a contract/grant salary source change? 

A: If you have a grant that must be updated on the ARP, then please include a comment on your spreadsheet and include that in your email submission. 

Q: How can I give a raise to a faculty member on phased retirement? 

A: If you want to allocate a raise to a faculty on phased retirement, then you must insert a new row and add a comment in the "Explanation of Source..." column. 

Increases on phased retirees is up to the discretion of the department chair, and you those raises will be taken from your allocation. 

Q: I have an employee on my spreadsheet that has left; what should I do? 

A: Sorry about that! We tried to remove all of those employees, but we missed a few. Please include a comment so that we understand why you have not allocated 

the 1.2% minimum. 

Q: Can you give me a checklist for the Annual Raise Process? 

1-15% and ~10,000 increase forms to the Dean’s Office by Thursday, 

2-Worksheet filled out and emailed to I                        ~unc.edu with the following: 

The sum of your Dept. Increase column equal to the Allocation Amount. 

o No more than the maximum allocation from other sources. 

o At least a 1.2% increase for all ~mnloyees, unless otherwise approved. Please make comments on the spreadsheet with any special situation. 

*We will contact you next week            I if we have any questions regarding your allocations. 

3- Certification reports signed. We will distribute these after raises have been entered into the ARP system. 

4- Please do NOT communicate raises with your employees until after the Dean’s Office has indicated that raises have been approved. 

Q: How can I change a non-grant salary source, such as moving a prior retention from F&A funds to the state account? 

A: Follow the steps below in order to change allocations without giving that employee an additional raise: 

For example, take John Smith below who has ~;IOK from a retention in      on F&A funds. 

You want to give him a ~;2K increase and move the entire ~;IOK to state sources. Add ~;12K in the Dept Increase column and -$10K in the increases on Other Sources 

and add a comment. 

note that his increase is only 2%, not 12%. It’s that easy! 

Best wishes. 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate (2013) 

mobile - 

"If at first you succeed, try somethin~ harder" -John C. Maxwell 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

A 

_5 NAME: 

5 EMPLOYEE TYPE: 

7 CURRENT RANK/TITLE/SPACLASS TITLE: 

8 NEW RANK/TITLE: (If applicable) 

9 SCHOOL/DIVISION & DEPT: 

10 REASON FOR INCREASE: 

11 PROPOSED EFFECTIVE DATE: 

12_ JUNE 30th BASE SALARY: 

13 JUNE 30th STIPENDS/SUPPLEMENTS/TEMP 

14 

15 JUNE 30th TOTAL SALARY: 

15 

17 

18 

20 

21 CURRENT BASE SALARY: 

22 TOTAL CURRENT TO DATE STIPENDS/ 

23 SUPPLEMENTS/ 

24 TEMP ASSIGNMENTS: 

25 (post-June3Oth cumulative) 

26 

27 CURRENT TOTAL SALARY: 

28 

29 

30 

33 RECOMMENDED BASE SALARY: 

34 

35 RECOMMENDED STIPENDS/SUPPLEMENTS/TEMP ASSIGNMENTS: 

36 (post-June 30th cumulative) 
37 

38 RECOMMENDED TOTAL SALARY: 

40 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

52 

53 

55 

57 

58 

59 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 1 of 2 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
io 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 

55 

57 
58 
59 

B 

ASSIGNMENTS: 

Source(s): 

Source of Non-State Funds: 

Source(s): 

Source of Non-State Funds: 

Source(s): 

Source of Non-State Funds: 

TOTALS: 

#~/ALUE! 

THE RECOMMENDED SALARY INCREASE IS APPLIED TO THE (SELECT ONE): 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 2 of 2 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

C D E F G 

1 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Enter Employee Name 

~Enter Perm/Temp/Post-Doc 

Enter Rank/Title 

Enter New Rank/Title if applicable 

Enter School/Division 

Enter Reason for Increase 

Enter Date 

Enter $$$ 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

State: 

Non-State: 

Enter $$$ 

#VALUE! 

Enter $$$ 

Enter $$$ 

not applicable, currency field If enter "0" in 

Note: Sources of Non-State Funds are usually grants, trust funds, end( 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

Enter $$$ iPERCENTAGE OF INCREASE TO BASE: 

AMOUNT OF INCREASE TO BASE: 
1 

Enter $$$ AMOUNT OF INCREASE TO STIPEND: 

#VALUE! TOTAL PERCENT OF SALARY INCREASE: 

Enter $$$ State: 

Non-State: Enter $$$ 

Enter $$$ PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE TO BASE: 

AMOUNT OF INCREASE TO BASE: 

Enter $$$ AMOUNT OF INCREASE TO STIPEND: 

State: 

#VALUE! TOTAL PERCENT OF SALARY INCREASE: 

Enter $$$ 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF BASE INCl; 

TOTAL AMOUNT OF BASE INCl 

TOTAL AMOUNT OF STIPEND/SUPPLE, INC~ 

50 
51 TOTAL PERCENTAGE INCl; 

52 

57 

58 

59 

TOTAL INCREASE AM 

BOT APPROVAL REQUIRED J #~/ALUE! BOG APPROVAL REQUIRED 

Select One (drop down) 

REASON CODE (SELECT ONE): ..................... 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 3 of 2 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

13 
14 
15 
16 

wments, medical faculty practice plan, etc. 

18 

19 
20 

21 #VALUE~ 

22 #VALUE! 

23 
24 

25 #VALUE! 

26 

27 #VALUE! 

28 
29 

30 
31 

33 #VALUE! 

34 #VALUE! 
35 
36 
37 

38 

39 

4o 

42 

43 
44 
45 EASE FOR FISCAL YEAR: #VALUE~ 

46 
............................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

47 ,EASE FOR F SCAL YEAR #VALUE 

49 EASE FOR FISCAL YEAR: ~ #VALUE~ 

50 

51 EASE FOR FISCAL YEAR: #VALUE~ 

52 
53 3UNT FOR FISCAL YEAR: ~ #VALUE~ 

57 

58 

59 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 4 of 2 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

1 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
io 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

55 

57 
58 
59 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 5 of 2 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

A 

61 JUSTIFICATION:Enter brief justification here (PLEASE NOTE iF THE iNCREASE iS "1 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 6 of 2 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

B 

6O 

61 :) THE BASE SALARY OR IS AN INCREASE TO THE STIPEND/SUPPLEMENT/TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS). 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 7 of 2 



60 

61 

Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

I F G 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 8 of 2 



60 

61 

Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

J K L M N 0 P Q R 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 9 of 2 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

S T U V 

6O 

61 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 10 of 2 



62 

63 

64 
65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 
73 

74 
75 

76 

77 
78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 
83 
84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

9O 

91 

Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

A 

Employee Name: 

Proposed Effective Date of Increase: 

APPROVALS: 

DEPARTMENT CERTIFICATION: 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 11 of 2 



Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

B 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 
73 

74 
75 

76 

77 
78 

79 To be completed by originating unit: 

80 By checking this box, the preparer certifies that all existing insitution~l polioies ~nd prooedures for 

8~ for employment deoisions h~ve been followed (i.e.tenure ~nd promotion prooess, employment ~pprowls, UNO oode oompli~noe, 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

82 08P oompli~noe) 

83 
84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

, ,OHR.Use °n!Y ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Submission Instructions: 
For Post-Doe EPA Increases: Email this form to the EPA Non-Faculty HR unit at epanfsalaryrequest@unc.edu. Post-Docs do not require BOTiBOG approval, 
epanfsalaryrequest@unc.edu 

" ’ NOTE: For EPA NF permanent and temporary employees, this form should be attached to Salary/FTE action on EPA Web, 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 12 of 2 



62 

63 

64 
65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 
73 

74 
75 

76 

77 
78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 
83 
84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

9O 

91 

Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

C D E F G 

Department / Center Head Approval: 
i (Type Name) 
L 

Dean/Vice Chancellor Approval: 

(Type Title) 

(Type Title) 

AVC OHR/Provost Approval (when required): 

Prepared by: 

(Type Name) 

(Type Name) 

(Type Title) 

(Type Title) 

For Faculty increases: Email this form to the EPA Non-Fa( 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 13 of 2 



62 

63 

64 
65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 
73 

74 
75 

76 

77 
78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 
83 
84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

9O 

Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

H I    J K L M N 0 P I Q I R 

~Date 

Date 

~Date 

+ 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 14 of 2 



62 

63 

64 
65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 
73 

74 
75 

76 

77 
78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 
83 
84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

9O 

91 

Recommendation for EPA Base Salary Adjustment or Supplement 
(for use of Permanent and Temporary Faculty; Permanent and Temporary EPA Non-Faculty; and Post-Docs) 

Form Rev. 8/17/2012 Page 15 of 2 



A 

Select One (drop down) 

la- Promotion and Reallocation to a Higher-Level Class 

lb- Employee applies for a job vacancy, is selected competitively, and employee changes jobs 

2- Adjustment related to an increase in job duties or responsibilities 

3- Retention 

4- Career progression adjustments for demonstrated competencies 

5- University Cancer Research Fund 

6- Distinguished Professors Endowment Fund 

10 7- Faculty Recruiting and Retention Fund 

11 8- Non-State Funds Other (must explain in comments) 

12_ 9- State Funds Other (must explain in comments) 

13 

14 

15 

16 Select One (drop down) 

17 Base 

18 Stipend/Supplement 

19 Lump Sum Payment 

20 Temporary Assignment 

21 Base and Stipend/Supplement 

22 Base and Lump Sum Payment 

2_3 Base and Temporary Assignment 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:dstro@unc.edu.; 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 6:37 PM 

discussion <tiiculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nm~cys@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [facully--athlelics- forum] our web site 

Sack Clashiug Models MG618.ppt 

tti All ttere’s Dr Allen Sack’s work... 

debby 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:ia,vsmith~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 6:19 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sublect: [faculty--athletics-:[’orum] our web site 

Just a reminder to everyone that our LK4L for ottr website, which will take you to a login page, is: 
https:/ifacultyathleticsforttrn.web.unc.edu/wp-login.php?privacy 2&redirect to %2F 

If you have not yet visited the site, you’ll first have to ask Nancy Schoonmaker (copied) to add your onyen to the list of authorized users. 
(It’s quite the secret cabal xve have.) Nancy is very helpful and efficient and tends to do this quickly. 

As I said today, we’ll work on getting some "models" of sport reform posted to the web so that we can have a number of alternatives in mind. 
Especially- good ones. 

I’ll tw to send a barebones set of meeting "minutes" tomorrow. I’m also going to start drafting a new statement about athletes’ rights as soon as I can. Richard Southall is hereby reminded 
that he’s going to send me a few lit~zs (or have someone else do it.) -JS 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u? 
id~48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&l facult’~’--athletics-fotam&o 32012132 or send a blank email to leave-32012132- 
48699886.Tb78768854671 bcbc23d57742a2763d6@listscp<~mc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:t,’lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-folum&o 32012191 or send a blar~kemailto leave-32012191- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.anc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 6:58 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Great article choice! 

Debby, 

Thanks for sending along Allen’s article. It is a great encapsulation of the landscape. 

As folks will note it was published in the Journal of Issues In intercollegiate Athletics (JIIA), the journal of the College Sport Research Institute (CSRI), which is housed within our 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science (EXSS): http:!!csri-jiia.org! 

J IIA contains a large number of peer-reviewed research articles on a wide variety of issues, many of which we touched upon in our discussion today. 

Thanks to everyone for taking the time to meet. I hope we can provide research-based context for these discussions moving forward. 

Take ca re, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Sou~hall 

Associate Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Ha~l 203C 

Office -919~962-3507 

Fax - 9~9.962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSR] websRe: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: eun~ce@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty-ath~etics-f~rum&~=32~12246 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32012246-50137456.42f235af5a29~75600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 7:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Thank you! 

I certainly will. 

His email is hNden@unc.edu (for your address book) 

Erm 

Frora: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 20:12 7::17 PM 
To: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: ~: Thank you~ 

Dear Erin, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly pass the message below to the Chancellor. I tried to send it but it bounced back, 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 20:12 4:37 PM 
To: holden throp@unc.edu; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Thank you! 

Dear Chancellor Throp and Dean Hartlyn, 

On behalf of faculty, I write to thank you for today’s dialogue. It was very productive and faculty members are very grateful. Today’s meeting has refocused our energy in the 
right direction and we will keep moving forward. 

Once again many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 7:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: are you okay? 

Unfortunately, --obviously, I wash at on campus and will not be for the rest of the wek. I understand, so maybe ~ve shoudl tly to plan for the following week? 

larly 
On Aug 22, 2012, at 3:02 PM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 

> 

> Hi La~, 
> 
> If you are on campus today, we can go for a drink. Next week will be taken up by preparations ibr meetings with the BOG paneh 
> 

> Cheers, 
>E 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Grossberg, La~vrence 
> Sent: Wechaesday, August 22, 2012 9:36 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eumce N 
> Subject: Re: are you okay? 
> 

> so what is your life like. what are the best times for you --to get together for a glass of wine (or whiskey) or if easier, a cup of coffee? Generally, I should say, thursdays and fridays are not 
good ~2~r me. 
> 

> larry 
> On Aug 16, 2012, at 3:44 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Good to hear from Lal~,. 
>> 

>> Yes, let’s have a drink soon 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> From : Grossberg, Lawrence 
>> Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 3:21 PM 
>> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
>> SubJect: are you okay? 
>> 

>> it just will not die. at least it seems to be moving a bit into the athletics department. 
>> 

>> shall we have a coffee or a drink soon? 
>> 

>> larry 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:06 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

S?tlabus--AFAM 262/Porter 

AFAM 262 syllabus Fall 2012.docx 



Robert Porter 

rporter@email.unc.edu 

Office hours: Wednesday 3:00-6:00 in Battle 104 

Class meetings: Thursday 3:30-6:20 in Murphey 105 

AFAM 262 Foundations of Black Education (Part I) 

This course surveys African American education, with particular emphasis on the nineteenth century. 

Education is defined broadly and encompasses more than what took place in classrooms. African 

Americans in both the North and South will receive our attention. 

Objectives 

After completing this course, students should be able to 

1) List major ways Africans Americans in the slave quarter community acquired an education 

2) Trace the milestones of the African American fight for an education in mid-nineteenth century Boston 

3) Trace the life of DuBois before 1904, particularly in regard to the subject of education 

Attendance: Required. Students who miss more than three classes should expect to see this course 

grade lowered by 2/3 of a letter, unless of course they have a compelling reason, supported by 

documentation. I rarely see a student miss significantly more than three times, but anybody who is 

absent much more than that should not expect to pass, unless the reason is truly stunning. I would 

recommend that you immediately drop this course if you have any tendency whatever to skip class. 

Technology in the classroom: Computers, laptops, cell phones and anything electronic should be off at 

all times, unless I specifically give permission for their use. 

Grading policy: Oral reports 10% Journals 40% Final 50% 

Grading scale: A=93-100, A- = 90-92, B+ = 88-89, B = 83-87. B- = 80-82 C+ 78-79 C 73-77 C- 70-72, D+ 68- 

69 D 60-67 (note that the grade of D- does not exist at UNC-CH) F below 60 

Academic dishonesty or plagiarism: Do not even think about it. Students suspected of any dishonesty 

will be turned over to Honor Court immediately. 

Honor code: Please see honor.unc.edu for more information on UNC-CH’s student-administered honor 

system. This university’s Honor Court here will adjudicate all cases involving academic dishonesty. It is 

not an option for a professor and student to deal with such a matter privately. Be sure always to sign the 

honor’s pledge on all work turned in for this course. 



Possible changes to syllabus: I reserve the right to make any and all possible changes to this syllabus. At 

the same time, I also promise to notify you in a timely fashion of any such revisions. I further pledge to 

make no changes in the grading formula after the second week of class. 

Students with disabilities: Please do not hesitate to talk to me, because I’m eager to do all I can to help. 

The Department of Disability Services is too, and will go the extra mile, particularly for people with 

documented disabilities. For example, they give you extra time to complete exams. Disability Services, 

located at SASB North in Suite 2126, may be reach by phone at 962-8300. For more information see 

disabilityservices.unc.edu 

Oral reports: Students will speak for two minutes (without notes) about a notable person, institution or 

event in the realm of education. The Clarence Mohr volume (see below) will serve as a reference guide. 

More on this topic in class. 

Journals: Students will keep diaries of this course (minimum 8000 words) that will contain original 

observations about most course readings, comments on relevant news items from this semester and 

thoughts about outside experiences in any way related to this course. Grading standards will be high. 

For an "A" you will not only faithfully adhere to all instructions, but your work will be written with style 

and flair. It will be exceedingly interesting and original, and will come close to being a solid first draft of 

a publishable piece. Most students should expect to fall in the "B" range. "B" quality journals will adhere 

to all directions and will be reasonably well written. "C" journals will follow most standards and will be 

written with some measure of competence. "D’ journals will represent only a partial effort to do what is 

required and will probably be written rather carelessly. 

Books: 

Frederick Douglass, Autobiography 

Kendrick and Kendrick, Sarah’s Long Walk 

Lewis, W.E.B. DuBois (one volume version) 

Mohr ed., Education 

Washington, Up From Slavery 

Webber, Deep Like the Rivers 

Schedule: 

August 23 Introduction 

August 30 Douglass autobiography 

Lewis, Chp. 1 

September 6 Webber, Preface, Chp. 18, Appendix, Acknowledgements 



Lewis, Chaps 2-3 

September 13 Webber, Introduction, Chaps. 1-3 

Lewis, Chp. 4 

September 20 Webber, Introduction (to part II) and Chp. 4-8 

Oral reports 

September 27 Webber, Chaps 9-12 

Oral reports 

October 4 Midterm Exercise 

Group discussion 

October 11 Webber, Introduction (to Part III) and Chaps 13-17 

Lewis, Chaps 5-6 

October 18 Fall Break 

October 25 Kendrick, Part I (not just Chap. 1 !) 

November 1 Diversity discussion 

November 8 Kendrick Part II 

November 15 Kendrick Part III and Epilogue 

Journals due 

November 22 Thanksgiving 

November 29 Washington, Chap. 1-12 

Lewis, Chaps. 7-8 

December 13 at 3:30 PM Cumulative final exam--bring bluebooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

S?tlabus--AFAM 252/Porter 

AFAM 252 syllabus Fall 2012.docx 



Robert Porter 
rporter~,email.unc.edu 
Office hours: Wednesday 3:00-6:00 in Battle 104 
Class meetings: Tuesdays 3:00-5:50 in Howell 203 

AFAM 252 Blacks in the West 

This course surveys blacks in the Western World. There will be a particular emphasis on the 
post-emancipation years. Geographically speaking, the United States, Haiti and Brazil will get 
the most attention. 

Objectives. 
After completing this course, students should be able to 
1) Define African American migrations patterns within the United States 
2) Trace major events in the life ofW.E.B. DuBois 
3) List major historical events during the life of DuBois 
4) Li st maj or challenges facing Afri can Brazil i an women 
5) Outline major events in the history of Haiti 

Attendance: Required. Students who miss more than three classes should expect to see this 
course grade lowered by 2/3 of a letter, unless of course they have a compelling reason, 
supported by documentation. I rarely see a student miss significantly more than three times, but 
anybody who is absent much more than that should not expect to pass, unless the reason is truly 
stunning. I would recommend that you immediately drop this course if you have any tendency 
whatever to skip class. 

Technology in the classroom: Computers, laptops, cell phones and anything electronic should be 
off at all times, unless I specifically give permission for their use. 

Grading policy: Oral reports 10% Journals 40% Final 50% 
Grading scale: A=93-100, A- = 90-92, B+ = 88-89, B = 83-87. B- = 80-82 C+ 78-79 C 73-77 C- 
70-72, D+ 68-69 D 60-67 (note that the grade of D- does not exist at UNC-CH) F below 60 

Academic dishonesty or plagiarism: Do not even think about it. Students suspected of any 
dishonesty will be turned over to Honor Court immediately. 

Honor code: Please see honor.unc.edu for more information on UNC-CH’s student-administered ................................................. 

honor system. This university’s Honor Court here will adjudicate all cases involving academic 
dishonesty, it is not an option for a professor and student to deal with such a matter privately. Be 
sure always to sign the honor’s pledge on all work turned in for this course. 

Possible changes to syllabus: I reserve the right to make any and all possible changes to this 
syllabus. At the same time, I also promise to notify you in a timely fashion of any such revisions. 
I further pledge to make no changes in the grading formula after the second week of class. 
Students with disabilities: Please do not hesitate to talk to me, because I’m eager to do all I can to 
help. The Department of Disability Services is too, and will go the extra mile, particularly for 



people ~vith documented disabilities. For example, they give you extra time to complete exams. 
Disability Services, located at SASB North in Suite 2126, may be reached by phone at 962-8300. 

For more information see di sabilitysewices~ unc~edu 

Oral reports: Students will speak for two minutes (without notes) about a notable person, living 
or dead, of African heritage in the Western World. More on this topic in class. 

Journals: Students will keep diaries of this course (minimum 8000 words) that will contain 
original observations about most course readings, comments on relevant news items from this 
semester and thoughts about outside experiences in any way related to this course. Grading 
standards will be high. For an "A" you will not only faithfully adhere to all instructions, but your 
work will be written with style and flair. It will be exceedingly interesting and original, and will 
come close to being a solid first draft of a publishable piece. Most students should expect to fall 
in the "B" range. "B" quality j ournals will adhere to all directions and will be reasonably well 
written. "C" journals will follow most standards and will be written with some measure of 
competence. "D’ journals will represent only a partial effort to do what is required and will 
probably be written rather carelessly. 

Books (in order assigned): 

Hochschild, Bury the Chains 
Cooper, Hanging of Angelique 
Lewis, W.E.B. DuBois (note: one volume version) 
Berlin, The Making of African America 
Cadet, Restavec 
Benedita da Silva 
Caldwell, Negras in Brazil 

Schedule 
August 21 Introduction 

Diversity dicussion groups 

August 28 Hochschild, Appendix, Chaps. 2, 4 and 5 
Hochschild, Chaps. 7, 14, 18-20 

September 4 Cooper, Chaps. I, XII, XIII and Epilogue 
Lewis, Chaps 1-2 

September 11 Berlin, Chp. 3 
Lewis, Chaps 3-4 

September 18 Berlin Chap 4 
Lewis, Chaps. 5-6 

September 25 Oral reports 



Lewis, Chaps. 7-8 
October 2 Midterm Exercise 
Lewis, Chaps 9-10 

October 9 Cadet, Chaps 1-11 
Lewis, Chaps. 11-12 

October 16 Diversity Discussion Groups 

October 23 Cadet, Chaps. 12-end 
Lewis, Chaps. 13-14 

October 30 Benedita da Silva, beginning -Chp. 4 
Lewis, Chp. 15-16 

November 6 Diversity Discussion 

November 13 Benedita Chap 5-end of book 
Lewis Chaps 17-18 

November 20 Caldwell, Chp. 3 
Lewis, Chaps 19-20 
JOURNALS DUE 

November 27 Caldwell, Chp 4 
Lewis Chaps 21-end 

December 4 AFAM 252:What did it all mean? 

December 11 at 4:00PM: Cumulative final exam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fhunsu, Douato <~dlhunsu2 l@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:24 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Syllabi 

Lgla403 syllabus fa2012.pdf; Afii261 syllabus fa2012.pdf; Afri262 syllabus t:a2012.pdf 

Dear Kenneth and Eunice, 
Here are my syllabi for the semester. 
Best regards, 
Donato 
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LGLA 403 LINGALA III 
Fall 2012 Course Schedule: 
Monday’, Wednesday, Friday, 9:00 a.m.-9:50 a.m., 3033 GEC 
Molakisi Donato Fhunsu 
Email: ._d___t__]_~,%~__l__~,~unc.edu Phone: 
Office: 104 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: Monday and Wednesday, 
10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. 
and by appointment 

Course Description: 
Lingala is a Central Bantu language that belongs to the Niger-Congo family. It is spoken primarily in 
Congo-Kinshasa, Congo-Bmzaville, but also in parts of Angola, Gabon, Central African Republic, Sudan, 
Uganda, Kenya, Bunmdi, Rwanda, Zambia, as well as in the Congolese cormnunities in the Congolese 
diasporas in Europe and the Americas. 

This intermediate level 3 course is a continuation of level 2 and is intended to help students acquire 
foundatioual skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing Lingala within the context of Lingala culture. 

Cou rse Material: 
Tosolola na Lingala by Eyamba Georges Bokamba and Molingo Virgiule Bokamba (National African 

Language Resource Center, 2004) 

Audio and visual materials provided by the instructor 

Speaking and Writing Goals 
Students use appropriate Lingala expressions and gestures to greet and take leave of teachers and 
classmates. 
Students give and follow simple instructions in Lingala in order to participate in classroom 
activities. 
Students share their likes and dislikes in Lingala with each other or with students at other schools 
via notes, letters or e-mail. 
Students role play in Lingala everyday situations, such as buying and selling wares in the market 
or ordering food at eateries. 
Students talk about and describe aspects of the Bangala world, such as food, clothing, Upes of 
d~vellings, means of transportation, buildings, and monuments. 
Students ask and answer questions in Lingala about topics such as family, school, animals, 
familiar objects, and possessions. These exchanges may be done in person or via notes, e-mail, 
CDs, DVDs or videos. 

* Students express aches and pains pointing to appropriate body parts. 

* Students ask and tell the time. 
* Students ask fbr and provide directions 

Listening and Reading Goals 
* Students follow oral instructions in Lingala related to daily classroom activities. 
. Students understand oral and/or written statements in Lingala on familiar topics, such as numbers, 

time of day, and weather. 
Students read and/or listen to descriptions in Lingala and identify the corresponding pictures or 
illustrations, such as people, animals, objects, places, common activities, weather and time of day’. 

* Students understand familiar songs, poems, videos, stories and folk tales in Lingala. 
~ Students understand brief spoken or written Lingala messages on familiar topics, such as personal 

preferences, family, school, and celebrations. 
Students understand the content of simple Lingala realia, such as picture books, menus, posters or 
advertise~nents. 
Students prepare and present short announcements in Lingala, such as the current date, time and 
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weather information. 
Studems retell stories in oral and written Lingala. 
Students prepare and present in Lingala short illustrated personal descriptions of topics, like their 
home or their family. 
Students prepare and contribute information in Lingala for an audio or video exchange or for web 
page on topics, such as school and hobbies. 
Students prepare and present and/or record in Lingala puppet shows, short skits, and simple plays 
based on familiar folktales and stories 
Students dramatize Lingala songs and poems. 

Cultural Goals 
Students use appropriate gestures and Lingala expressions for greetings, leave lakings and common 
classroom interaction. 
Students participate in age-appropriate cultural activities such as games, songs, dances, celebrations, 
story telling, or dramatizations. 
Students identify social customs that are of interest to either children or adults; topics may include 
traditional foods, aspects of family life, and typical holidays in Bangala society. 
Students identify the similarities and differences between school life in their own region and in 
Bangala society. 
Students identify and recognize products and symbols of the Bangala world, such as foods, clothing, 
type of dwellings, modes of transportation, and famous monuments. 
Students identify and learn about: products reflecting the lifestyle of people in various Bangala 
communities, such as household items, clothing, and foods. 
Students recognize and experience or interact with the products of Bangala culture, such as ritual songs 
and tales. 

¯ Students identify age-appropriate folk art and crafts typical of Bangala culture. 
¯ Students identify the general characters and themes of the Lingala-language comic books and youth 

magazines. 

Students identify typical clothing for special events and days of the week. 

Grade 
Attendance and Class Participation 
Chapter Tests 
Writing Assigmnents 
Oral Assigmnents 
Final Exam 

100 points 
200 points 
200 points 
200 points 
300 points 

Grades are assigned according the following scale: 

A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D      F 

1000- 919- 899- 879- 819- 799- 779- 719- 699- 679-    599- 

920 900 880 820 800 780 720 700 680 600 

Class Policy and Management 

(1) Attendance and Participation 
Students are expected to attend all classes and participate in all activities in the classroom. They are also 
encouraged to participate in the extra-curricular activities that the Lingala Program may organize. 

(2) Chapter Tests 
There will be a test at the completion of the material we study in each chapter. The test will have a listening 
component, vocabulary, gramnmr, and a short composition. 

(3) Writing Assignments 
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Each writing assigmnents will cover a specific topic of communication. You will write and rewrite so that 

you learn to conunnnicate what you need to conununicate. 

(4) Oral Assignments 
To reinforce your productive communication skills, you will be giving oral presentations that will parallel 
the writing assignments. 

(5) Final Exam 

The Final Exam will have two sections: an Oral Proficiency Interview (Oral Section) with the instructor 
and a Written Section. It will be comprehensive, allowing you to demonstrate the communicate skills you 
have acquired over the semester. 

Academic Dishonesty 
All forms of academic misconduct--including, but not limited to, cheating on quizzes, exams, or other 
assigmnents, plagiarizing papers, falsifying grades or other class records--are unacceptable and constitute 
a flagrant violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Honor Code 
UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-adnfinistered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 

system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 

responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities ~mder the Honor Code should be directed to the 

instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 

Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Cmmcil, and the Student 

Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Eve~ student 

enrolled in tiffs course is expected to fully participate in and observe the Honor Code. 

Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be fonnd at: honor.nnc.edu. 

Use of Technology by Students in the Classroom 
Students in this class may use laptop computers and tablet compnters only to take notes and engage in other 

activities that arc strictly related to the specific class topic being covered or discussed. Any other activities 
with these devices (like checking emails, working on Facebook, surfing the Internet, etc. or using cell 

phones to text during class) constitute a clear violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Students violating this point of policy can expect, at the discretion of the instructor, the following order of 

evems: 1) an individual warning; 2) a public warning; 3) a notification of one-point deduction from the 
participation grade for that day; 4) a request to leave the classroom for that day, coupled with an unexcused 

absence for that day and a 3-point deduction from the attendance grade for that day. 

Potential Changes to Topics and Readings 
Topics and reading assignmems, their orders on the syllabus, and assignment due dates could be changed, 

but not matters related to grading. If there are such changes, they will be announced, in due time, in class, 

by an email to the class, or through an amended syllabus posted on the course website. 

Accommodation of Disabilities 
Students who feel that they may need accolmnodations based on the impact of a disability should contact 
the course instructor first to discuss their needs. If they so desire, these students may also want to contact 
the Department of Accessibility Resources and Service to have their disability officially documented by the 
UniversiD~ and the instructor formally notified. The Department of Accessibility Resources and Service is 
in SASB North Building, Suite 2126. The telephone number is 919-962-8300, and the website is 
accessibilitv.unc.edu. 

"Learning Community" 
Finally, I expect the class to be a "Learning Comnlnllity," a safe and respectful elwiromnent in which each 
person can learn and grow. Let us work together to make the class something we all look forward to. 
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And, please keep the lines of communication open. Whether you choose to talk to me in class, come see me 
in my office, email me, text me, or call me, please communicate and keep on comnmnicating! 

Class Schedule 

LGLA 402 Lingala III, Fall 2012 

Week 01 August 

Week 02 

Week 03 September 

Week 04 

Week 05 

Week 06 

Week 07 October 

Week 08 

Week 09 

Week l0 

Week l 1 

Week 12 

Week 13 

Week 14 

Week 15 

November 

Week 16 December 

Aug 27 (Class 3): 
Liteyo ya 2: 

~ABOR DAY 
Sep l0 (Class 8) 
Liteyo ya 5: Mikanda ya 
nzela 
Sep 17 (Class 11): 
Liteyo ya 5: Mituya 

Sep 24 (Class 14): 
Kokoma ya t 
Oct 01 (Class 17): 
Liteyo ya 6: Bato ya 
ndenge na ndenge 

Oct 08 (Class 20): 
Liteyo ya 6: Maloba 

Oct 15 (Class 23): 
Liteyo ya 6: Na zando 

Oct 22 (Class 24): 
g~d~~ma ya 2 

Oct 29 (Class 27): 
Liteyo ya 7: Mibembo 

Nov 05 (Class 30): 
Liteyo ya 7: Ntango 

Nov 12 (Class 33): 
Kokoma ya 3 

Nov 19 (Class 36): 
Liteyo ya 8: Botamboli 

Nov 26 (Class 37): 
Liteyo ya 8: Ntaka 

Dec 03 (Class 40): 
Liteyo ya 8: Mobembo 

Aug 22 (Class 1): 
Liteyo ya 0: 
Aug 29 (Class 4): 
Liteyo ya 3: 

Aug 24 (Class 2) 
Liteyo ya 1: 
Aug 31 (Class 5): 
Liteyo ya 4: Ndako 

Sep 05 (Class 6): Sep 07 (Class 7): 
Litcyo ya 4: Ndako Liteyo ya 4: Ndako 
Sep 12 (Class 9) Sep 14 (Class 10) 
Liteyo ya 5: Mikanda ya Liteyo ya 5: Mikanda ya 
nzela 

Sep 19 (Class 12): 

Liteyo ya 5: Mikolo 

Sep 26 (Class 15): 
Liso[o ya t 

Oct 03 (Class 18): 
Liteyo ya 6: Bato ya 
ndenge na ndenge 

Oct l0 (Class 21): 
Liteyo ya 6: Mittma 

nzela 
Sep 21 (Class 13): 
Liteyo ya 5: Elaka 

Sep 28 (Class 16): 

Lomekano ya t (~) 

Oct 05 (Class 19): 
Liteyo ya 6:Makambo ya 

lobi 

Oct 12 (Class 22): 
Liteyo ya 6: Na zando 

Oct 24 (Class 25) 
Lisot~ ya 2 

Oct: 31 (Class 28): 
Liteyo ya 7: Mibembo 

Nov 07 (Class 31): 
Liteyo ya 7: Ntango 

Nov 14 (Class 34): 
Lisot~ ya 3 

Oct 26 (Class 26) 
L(~mekam~ ya 2 (6) 

Nov 02 (Class 29): 
Liteyo ya 7: Maloba 

Nov 09 (Class 32): 
Liteyo ya 7: Ntango 

Nov 16 (Class 35): 
Lomekam~ ya 3 (7) 

Nov 28 (Class 38): 
Liteyo ya 8: Ntaka 

Dec 05 (Class 41): 
Integration 

Nov 30 (Class 39): 
Liteyo ya 8: Mobembo 

LGLA 403 
Final Exam 
Saturday, Ikec. 08 
~8:~0am-ll fl~0am 
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AFRI 261 African Women Writers and Peace 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

The University of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill 

Prof. Donato Fhunsu 

Fall 2012 

COURSE SYLLABUS 

Class time (1005 Global Education Center): 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 
2:00 p~m~-2:50 p.m. 

Nobel Laureate Wangari Maathai 

Office hours (104 Battle Hall): 
Monday and Wednesday 
10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. 
and by appointment 
Email: dfhunsu2 l(~unc.edu 
Telephone:, 

The Nobel Peace Prize 

"The said interest shall be divided into five equal parts, which shall be apportioned as follows:/- - -/one 
part to the person who shall have done the most or the best work for fraternity between nations, the 
abolition or reduction of standing armies and for the holding and promotion of peace congresses." 

(Excerpt from the will of Alfred Nobel) 

Alfred Nobel was interested in social issues. He developed a special engagement in the peace ~novement. 
An important factor in Nobel’s interest in peace was his acquaintance with Bertha yon Suttner. Perhaps his 
interest in peace was also due to the use of his inventions in warfare and assassination atte~npts? Peace was 
the fifth and final prize area that Nobel mentioned in his will. 

Henl)r Dunant, founder of the Red Cross, shared "the first Nobel Peace Prize in 1901 with Frdddric Passy, a 
leading international pacifist of the time. In addition to humanitarian efforts and peace movements, the 
Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded for work in a wide range of fields including advocacy of human 
rigNs, mediation of interuatioual conflicts, and arms control. 

The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded by a committee of five persons who are chosen by the Norwegian 
Storting (Parliament of Norway), Oslo, Nom, ay. 

("The Nobel Peace Prize". Nobelprize.org. 16 Aug 2012 http:iiwww.nobelprize.orginobel~rizesipeacei ) 
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Cou rse Description: 
This course will focus on the writings and lives of six African women intellectuals, three of whom have 
received the Noble Peace Prize. We will see how these women conceptualize and practice peace in order to 
bring about individual and social transformation. We will reflect on how their lived ideals and realities can 
contribute to our understanding of peace in the global comnmnity. 
We will begin with a short introduction to Africa and its peoples as well as a theoretical exploration of 
"peace." Then we will read three novels and three autobiographies that span from colonial times, the 
independence period, to the 21st centupy. Our ~nethod will be coinparative; we will approach peace from 
multiple perspectives, including literatures, of course, but also politics, law, economics, religion, education, 
science, techi~ology, medicine, philosophy, histoB7, geography, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and 
the arts. There will also be an experiential dimension to the course. 

Course Objectives: 
After completing the course, students should be able to: 
(1) Understand the historical and cultural contexts in which African women have evolved their social roles; 
(2) Know the works of some key African women intellectuals and their contributions to peace; 
(3) Have an expanded understanding and a deepening appreciation of peace, and 
(4) Have an appreciation of the varied contributions of African women to individual transformation, 

positive social change, and global peace. 

Texts: 
Bfi, Mariama. So Long a Letter (1980). (Translated from the French by Mo&~pd Bodd-Thomas.) 

Gbowee, Leymah. :glighty Be Our Powers (2011). 

Head, Bessie. ~/aru (1971). 

Johnson Sirleaf, Ellen. This Child ~ill Be Great (2009). 
Maatbai, Wangari. Unbowed (2006). 

Panikkar. Raimon. Cu#,ral Disarmamenl." The Way to Peace (1995). (Translated from the Spanish by 

Robert Barr) 

Vera, Yvonne. ~Vehanda (1993). 

Evaluation: 
Attendance and Participation 
Reading Quizzes 
Peace Journal and Presentation 
Papers 
Midterm Exam 
Final Exam 
TOTAL 

100 points 
100 points 
100 points 
200 points 
200 points 
300 points 

1000 points 

Your grade will be based on the following scale: 

]A    [A- IN+ IN    IN- [ C+ [ C    [ C- ]D+ ]D    ]F 
7 1000- 919- 899- 879- 819- 799- 7.9- 719- 699- 679- ]599- ] 

920     900 880 820 800 780 720     700 680 600 
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Class Policy and Rationale 

Class Grade 

(1) Attendance and Participation 
Class attendance and participation are important elements of the learning process for this class, and will be 
part of your grade. Therefore, both attendance and active participation are required. Unexcnsed absences 
will reduce this aspect of your grade, at the rate of 3 points for each absence. If you know beforehand that 
you will be missing class on a given day, please let me know in advance. If an emergency occurs and you 
miss class, I expect to hear from you (by emaik text or phone) by midnight that same day. If you do not 
conummicate with me, your absence will be unexcused and will affect your grade accordingly. I will also 
not be able to give you any make-up for aw work you might have missed. 

In order to discuss the texts effectively, we need to refer to them. So, please bring the particular texts under 
discussion to class each day we are discussing them. 

All students are expected to obse~Te the highest standard of Academic Honesty and uphold the UNC Honor 
Code both in the classroom and outside the classroom. 

(2) Reading Quizzes 
In order to benefit from the course, you need to read each text carefully. Our starting point will be to know 
what "the text: says, "what tbc story is." Once we know what the st:or), is, we can then ask ourselves 
"what tbc story means" or "what we can make of it." The Reading Quizzes arc designed to help you with 
the "what the story is" part. These quizzes, which will be ongoing and not announced, will be done at "the 
beginning of class during the days in which we discuss the texts. 

(3) Peace Journal and Presentation 
As part of our ongoing reflection on peace, you will be asked, periodically, to submit a "Peace Journal" 
according to instructions. In the last two weeks of class, you will do a group presentation on an aspect of 
the work of one of the African women intellectuals who bare received the Nobel Peace Prize. 

(3) Papers 
You will write two (2) papers for this class. These papers will be analytical and comparative papers (not 
research papers). The purpose of the papers is not to find out what other people think and say about the 
texts, but what you think and can say about these texts. By writing these papers, you will be analyzing and 
synthesizing your own thoughts and feelings about these texts and, as a result of this experience, I hope that 
by the end of the semester you can say, with confidence, that you know the works you have studied in this 
course. 

Each paper will be between six (6) pages minimum and eight (8) pages maximum in length, double spaced, 
and will be due on the days indicated on the Class Schedule. The format and page limit are an integral part 
of intellectual self-discipline and will be part of the evaluation. In due time, you will receive specific 
instructions for writing each paper. 

(4) Midterm Exam 
The Midterm Exam will be as indicated on the Class Schedule. It will cover all the texts read and discussed 
by that date. The format of the Exam will be "identification" questions and "short answer" questions. 

(5) Final Exam 
The Final Exam for this class has been scheduled for Friday, December 7, 2012, from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 
p.m. in our usual classroom. It will be comprehensive, in the sense that it will cover all the texts studied in 
the course. The format of the Final Exam will be "identification" questions, "short answer" questions, and 
an "essay" question. 
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Class Management 

Academic Dishonesty 
All forms of academic misconduct--including, bm not limited to, cheating on quizzes, exams, or other 

assignments, plagiarizing papers, falsifying grades or other class records--are unacceptable and constitute 

a fragrant violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Honor Code 
UNC-Chapel Hill has had a smdem-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 
system is the responsibiliU of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 
responsibiliU. Questions about student responsibilities under the Honor Code should be directed to the 
instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 
Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student 
enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate in and observe the Honor Code. 
Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Use of Technology by Students in the Classroom 
Students in this class may use laptop computers and tablet computers only to take notes and engage in other 
activities that are strictly related to the specific class topic being covered or discussed. Any other activities 
with these devices (like checking emails, working on Facebook, surfing the Internet, etc. or using cell 
phones to text during class) constitute a clear violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 
Students violating this point of policy can expect, at the discretion of the instructor, the fbllowing order of 
events: 1) an individual wanting; 2) a public warning; 3) a notification of one-point deduction from the 
participation grade for that day; 4) a request to leave the classroom fbr that day, coupled with an unexcused 
absence for that day and a 3-point deduction from the attendance grade for that day. 

Potential Changes to Topics and Readings 
Topics and reading assignments, their orders on the syllabus, and assignment due dates could be changed, 
but not matters related to grading. If" there arc such changes, they will be announced, in duc time, in class, 
by an email to "the class, or through an amended syllabus posted on the course website. 

Accommodation of Disabilities 
Students who feel that they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact 
the course instructor first to discuss their needs. If they so desire, these students may also want to contact 
the Department of Accessibility Resources and Service to have their disability officially docmnented by the 
UniversiU and the instructor formally notified. The Depamnent of Accessibility Resources and Service is 
in SASB North Building, Suite 2126. The telephone number is 919-962-8300, and the website is 

"Learning Community" 
Finally, I expect the class to be a "Learning Community," a safe and respectful environment in which each 
person can learn and grow. Let us work together to make the class something we all look forward to. 

And, please keep the lines of conununication open. Whether you choose to talk to me in class, come see me 
in my office, email me, text me, or call me, please conununicate and keep on con~nunicating! 
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Class Schedule: 

AFRI 261 African Women Writers and Peace, Fall 2012 

Week 01 August 

Week 02 

Week 03 September 

Week 04 

Aug 27 (Class 3): 

Introduction 

Sep l0 (Class 8) 

Nehanda (chap 10-18) 

Aug 22 (Class 1): 

Introduction 

Aug 29 (Class 4): 

Cultural Disarm (Part 1) 

Sep 05 (Class 6): 

Cultural Disarm (Part 3) 

Sep 12 (Class 9) 

Nehanda (chap 19-27) 

Aug 24 (Class 2) 

Introduction 

Aug 31 (Class 5): 

Cultural Disarm (Part 2) 

Sep 07 (Class 7): 

Nehanda (chap 1-9) 

Sep 14 (Class 10) 

J~laru (Part 1, pp 1-37 or 

pp 6-49: Up to "... wflh 

his future work as a 

paramount chief.") 

Sep 21 (Class 13): 

Letter (chap 1-9) 

Week 05 Sep 17 (Class 11): Sep 19 (Class 12): 

Maru (Part 1, pp 37-73 or Maru (Part 2) 
pp 49-92: From "Ranko 

lrad the most stupid.. £’ 

Week 06 Sep 24 (Class 14): Sep 26 (Class 15): Sep 28 (Class 16): 

Letter (chap 10-18) Letter (chap 19-27) Midterm Exam 

Week 07 October Oct 01 (Class 17): Oct 03 (Class 18): Oct 05 (Class 19): 
Unbowed (ackn-chap 2) Unbowed (chap 3-4 ) Unbowed (chap 5-7 ) 

Week 08 Oct 08 (Class 20): Oct l0 (Class 21): Oct 12 (Class 22): 
Unbowed (c~p S-lO) U~bowed (chap 11-13) ~%bowed (epilog-~te~) 

Week 09 Oct 15 (Class 23): O~t l ~ O~ ~9 
This Child (c~p 10-13) F~ BREAX F~LL BP~ 

Week 10 Oct 22 (Class 24): Oct 24 (Class 25) Oct 26 (Class 26) 
This Child (cMp 4-6 ) This Child (chap 7-9) This Child (chap 10-13 

Week 11 November Oct 29 (Class 27): Oct 31 (Class 28): Nov 02 (Class 29): 
~is Child (chap 14-17) This Child (chap 18-spe) :~[ighty (prol-chap 4 ) 

Week 12 Nov 05 (Class 30): Nov 07 (Class 31): Nov 09 (Class 32): 
~lighty (chap 5-9) ~lighty (c~p 10-13) Mighty (c~p 14-18 ) 

Week 13 Nov 12 (Class 33): Nov 14 (Class 34): Nov 16 (Class 35): 
Might(chap 19-21 ) Paper 2 ~aper 2 due 

Presentations 

Week 14 Nov 19 (Class 36): Nov2] N6~3 

Presentations TH~N~SG~G THANKSGIVING 

Week 15 Nov 26 (Class 37): Nov 28 (Class 38): Nov 30 (Class 39): 

Presemafions Prcsemations Presemati(ms 

Week 16 December Dec 03 (Class 40): Dec 05 (Class 41): AF~ 261 

P~semations Inte~ation Final Exam 

Friday, ~ec. (~7 

4:00pm-7:00pm 
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AFRI 262 African Literature 
Department of African and Afro-American Stndies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Prof. Donato Fhunsu 
Fall 2012 

COURSE SYLLABUS 
Class time (1005 Global Education Center): 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 
3:00 p.m.-3:50 p.~n. 

Office hours (104 Battle Hall): 
Monday" and Wednesday 
10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. 
and by appointment 
Email: dfhunsu21 (~);~unc.edu 
Telephone: 

Course Description: 
This course is an introduction to African literature, centered on the theme of identity in its various aspects. 
We will begin with a short study of the history" of Africa and its peoples in order to get the background 
needed for an i~fformed and sensitive study of the literaryT texts from the continent. Then we will explore 
key novels and short stories written in the mid- and late twentieth century" and early twenty-first century by 
authors from Fmncophone Africa, Hispanophone Africa, and Anglophone Africa. The works from 
Fmncophone Africa and Hispanophone Africa will be read in English translation, thus gMng us, in 
passing, the opporttmity to reflect on the role of translation in the promotion of literature in particular and 
of culture in general. We will also watch a film that illustrates various dimensions of identity. Although our 
main theme will be identity, we will explore several related themes and see how "the traditional African 
worldviews, values, languages, and story, telling practices have influenced contemporaryr writing. Our 
approach will be comparative, and the class lbrmat will be a mixture of lecture and discussion. However, 
the emphasis of the course will be on experiential learning through an active engagement with the texts. 

Course Objectives: 
After completing the course, students should be able to: 
(1) Understand the historical and cultural contexts in which African literature has developed; 
(2) Know some important African writers and some of their writings; 
(3) Put each indMdual literau text in the general context of African literature, and 
(4) Sit~mte African literature itself in the broader context of World literature and culture. 

Texts: 
Achebe, Chinua: Thingzs Fall Apart (1958) 
Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi. Purple Hibiscus (2003). 
Akpan, Uwem. Say You’re One of Them (2008) 
Bfi, Mariama. So Long a Letter (1980). (Translated from the French by Modnpd Bodd-Thomas.) 
Ndongo, Donato. Shadows of Your BackMemory (1987). (Translated from the Spanish by Michael Ugarte.) 
Ngfigi wa Thiong’o: Weep Not, Clfild (1964) 
Mudimbe, V. Y. Between Tides (1973). (Translated from the French by Stephen Becker.) 
Sissako, Abderralm~ane. Bamako [Film] (2006) 

Evaluation: 
Attendance and Participation 
Reading Quizzes 
Papers 
Midterm Exam 
Final Exam 
TOTAL 

100 points 
200 points 
200 points 
200 points 
300 points 

1000 points 

Your grade will be based on "the following scale: 

]A    [A- [B+ [B    [B- Ic÷ IC    IC- ID+ ID    IF 
1000- 919-    899-    879-    819-    799-    779-    719-    699-    679-    599- 

920     900 880 820 800 780 720 700 680 600 
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Class Policy and Rationale 

Class Grade 

(1) Attendance, Participation, and Jou rnals 
Class attendance and participation are important elements of the learning process for this class, and will be 
part of your grade. Therefore, both attendance and active participation are required. Unexcused absences 
will reduce this aspect of your grade, at the rate of 3 points for each absence. If you know beforehand that 
you will be missing class on a given day, please let me know in advance. If an emergency occurs and you 
miss class, I expect to hear from you (by entail, text, or phone) by midnight that same day. If you do not 
conmmnicate with me, your absence will be unexcused and will affect your grade accordingly. I will also 
not be able to give you any make-up for any work you might have missed. 

In order to discuss the texts effectively, we need to refer to them. So, please bring the particular texts under 
discussion to class each day we are discussing them. 

All students are expected to obseaTe the highest standard of Academic Honesty and uphold the UNC Honor 
Code in the classroom and outside the classroom. 

(2) Reading Quizzes 
In order to benefit from the course, you need to read each "text carefully. Our starting point will be to know 
what "the text: says, "what the story is." Once we know what the st:or), is, we can then ask ourselves 
"what the story means" or "what we can make of it." The Reading Quizzes are designed to help you with 
the "what the story is" part. These quizzes, which will be ongoing and not announced, will be done at the 
begimfing of class during the days in which we discuss the texts. 

(3) Papers 
You will write two (2) papers :for this class. These papers will be anals~tical and comparative papers (not 
research papers). The purpose of the papers is not: to find out what other people think and say about the 
texts, but what: you think and can say about these texts. By writing these papers, you will be analyzing and 
synthesizing your own thoughts and feelings about these texts and, as a result of this experience, I hope that 
by the end of the semester you can say, with confidence, that you know the texts you have studied in this 
course. 

Each paper will be between six (6) pages minimum and eight (8) pages maximum in length, double spaced, 
and will be due on the days indicated on the Class Schedule. The format and page limit are an integral part 
of intellectual self-discipline and will be part of the evaluation. In due time, you will receive specific 
instructions for writing each paper. 

(4) Midterm Exam 
The Midtenn Exam will be as indicated on the Class Schedule. It will cover all the texts read and discussed 
by that date. The format of the Exam will be "identificatioff’ questions and "short answer" questions. 

(5) Final Exam 
The Final Exam for this class has been scheduled for Saturday, December 8, 2012, from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 
p.m. in our usual classroom. It will be comprehensive, in the sense that it will cover all the texts studied in 
the course. The format of the Final Exam will be "identification" questions, "short answer" questions, and 
an "essay" question. 
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Class Management 

Academic Dishonesty 
All forms of academic misconduct--including, bm not limited to, cheating on quizzes, exams, or other 

assignments, plagiarizing papers, falsifying grades or other class records--are unacceptable and constitute 

a fragrant violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Honor Code 
UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 

system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 

responsibilibT. Questions about student responsibilities under the Honor Code should be directed to the 

instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 

Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 

Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student 

enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate in and observe the Honor Code. 

Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Use of Technology by Students in the Classroom 
Students in this class may use laptop computers and tablet computers only to take notes and engage in other 
activities that are strictly related to the specific class topic being covered or discussed. Any other activities 
with these devices (like checking emails, working on Facebook, surfing the Internet, etc. or using cell 
phones to text during class) constitute a clear violation of both the Class Policy and "the UNC Honor Code. 
Students violating this point of policy can expect, at the discretion of the instructor, the following order of 
events: 1) an individual wanting; 2) a public warning; 3) a notification of one-point deduction from the 
participation grade [br that day; 4) a request to leave the classroom for "that: day, coupled with an unexcused 
absence for that day and a 3-point deduction from the attendance grade [br that day. 

Potential Changes to Topics and Readings 
Topics and reading assignments, their orders oi1 file syllabus, and assignment due dates could be changed, 
but not matters related to grading. If there are such changes, they will be aunounced, in due time, in class, 
by an email to "the class, or through an amended syllabus posted on the course website. 

Accommodation of Disabilities 
Students who feel that they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability" should contact 
the course instructor first to discuss their needs. If they so desire, these students may also want to contact 
the Department of Accessibility Resources and Service to have their disability officially documented by the 
Universi~ and the instructor formally notified. The Department of Accessibility Resources and Ser~Tice is 
in SASB North Building, Suite 2126. The telephone number is 919-962-8300, and the website is 

"Learning Community" 
Filmlly, I expect the class to be a "Learning Colrtmunity," a safe and respectful environmem in which each 
person can learn and grow. Let us work together to make the class something we all look forward to. 

And, please keep the lines of COlmntmication open. Whether you choose to talk to me in class, come see me 
in my office, email me, text me, or call me, please COlmnunicate and keep on con~nunicating! 
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Class Schedule 

AFRI 262 African Literature, Fall 2012 

Aug 22 (Class 1): 

Introduction 

Aug 29 (Class 4): 

Letter (chap 1-9) 

Sep 05 (Class 6): 

ENBOR DNY Letter (chap 19-27) 

Week 01 August 

Week 02 

Week 03 September 

Week 04 

Aug 27 (Class 3): 
Introduction 

Sep lO (Class 8) Sep 12 (Class 9) 
~eep Not (Pl: chap 4-7) Weep Not (P2: chap 8-12) 

Week 05 Sep 17 (Class 11): Sep 19 (Class 12): 
Things (PI: chap 1-6 ) Things (PI: chap 7-13) 
Paper I due 
ILetCer and ~4Zeep] 

Aug 24 (Class 2) 

Introduction 

Aug 31 (Class 5): 

Letter (chap 10-18 ) 

Sep 07 (Class 7): 

Weep Not (PI: chap 1-3) 

Sep 14 (Class 10) 

Weep Not (P2: chap 13-18) 

Sep 21 (Class 13): 

Things (P2: chap 14-19) 

AFRI 262 
Fiaal Exam 
Saturday, Dec. 08 
4:00 pm - 7:00 pm 

Week 06 Sep 24 (Class 14): Sep 26 (Class 15): Sep 28 (Class 16): 
Things (P3: chap 20-25) B. Tides (chap 1,2) B. Tides (chap 3-5) 

Week 07 October Oct 01 (Class 17): Oct 03 (Class 18): Oct 05 (Class 19): 
B. Tides (chap 6-9) B. Tides (chap 10-11) B. Tides (chap 12-13) 

Week 08 Oct 08 (Class 20): Oct 10 (Class 21): Oct 12 (Class 22): 
B. Tides (chap 14-15) ~idterm E~am Shadows (chap 0,1) 

Week 09 Oct 15 (Class 23): 
Shadows (chap 2, 3) FAL~ BRE~ ~ FA~E BREAK 
Paper 2 dne 
[Things and B. Tidesl 

Week 10 Oct 22 (Class 24): Oct 24 (Class 25) Oct 26 (Class 26) 
Shadows (chap 4,5) Shadows (chap 6,7) Shadows (chap 8, 9) 

Week ll November Oct 29 (Class 27): Oct 31 (Class 28): Nov 02 (Class 29): 
P. Hibiscus (pp 1-5 l) P. Hibiscus (pp 52-109) Hibiscus (pp 110-161) 

Week 12 Nov 05 (Class 30): Nov 07 (Class 31): Nov 09 (Class 32): 
P. Hibiscus (pp 162-216) P. Hibiscus (pp 217-253) P. Hibiscus (pp 257-307) 

Week 13 Nov 12 (Class 33): Nov 14 (Class 34): Nov 16 (Class 35): 
Bamako (session l) Bamako (session 2) Bamako (session 3) 

Week 14 Nov 19 (Class 36): N~v2i Nov23 
Say (story 1: "Ex-mas") ~H~NKSGiVING ] ~H~NKSGIV~NG 

Week 15 Nov 26 (Class 37): Nov 28 (Class 38): Nov 30 (Class 39): 
Say (story" 2: "Gaboff’) Say (story 3: "Language") Say (story 4: "Hearses") 

Week 16 December Dec 03 (Class 40): Dec 05 (Class 41): 
Say (story, 5: "Bedroom"-29) Integration 
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To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; LisaJ~a, Esther Mukewa <lisa~@email.unc.edu> 

FW: SwaNli    Registra’6on (adds) 

Dear Esther, 

Please forward course managemen~ issues ~o Eunice. 

Best, 

WMter R~cker 

Associate Prolbssor 

African & A[t’o.-Ame~can Studies 

UNC-Ct~apel Hill 

107 Ba{tle Hall 

Ct~apel Hill, NC 2?599-3395 

From: kisanza, Esther Nukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:36 PN 

T~: Rucker, Walter C 

Subject: Swahili,    :egistration (adds) 
Dear Walter, 
I hope all is well, Please add the following students in my Swahili 
8:00-8:50am: 

sections: 

9:00-9:50am: 

2:00-2:50pm: 

Thank you very much, 
Esther 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Swahili Registratiou (adds) 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. I have just learned from Walter that I should forward course management issues to you. Therefore, the following request: Please may you add the following 
students in my Swahili    sections: 
8:00-8:50am: 

9:00-9:50am: 

2:00-2-’501~m: 

Thank you very much, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

RE: Swahili    RegiS_ration (adds) Revision 

Dear Eunice, 
rm sorry; please don’t add. 
Esther 

She has changed her mind because she has just realized there are requirements she has to fulfill to graduate. Thank you, 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 22, 20:12 9:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject; Swahili    Registration (adds) 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. I have iust learned from Walter that I should forward course management issues to you. Therefore, the following request: Please may you add the following 
students in my Swahili    sections: 
8:00-8:50am: 

9:00-9:50am: 

Thank you very much, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday. August 23, 2012 3:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Father’s Age Is Linked to Risk of Autism and Schizophrenia 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I Sports i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~ ion T ~ s Day 

C,g~tomize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 23, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Father’s Age is Linked to                               ~ 

Risk of A~tlsm and 

Sclfizopt~re~fia 
i.::,, f.:~..N~..L,.:: ::Z tf.s 

Random genetic mntations in children that become more numerons with advancing paternal age 
may account for as many as 3o percent of autism eases, resem’ehers reported, 

In Poll, Obama Is Give~ Truest Over Medicare 

New polls show that Medicare ranks as the third most crucial issue to likely voters in Florida, Ohio 
and Wisconsin, and that more respondents trust President Obama to manage it than Mitt Romney. 

~EX] Video Feature FlorirJ~’s Vote i [] ~oll Re~ui[~ 

UoNo Visit M¢ill Set Back a Push to Isolate Iran 

Despite American-led efforts to marginalize Iran, Ban Ki-moon, the secretary general of the United 
Nations, plans to attend the annual meeting of the Nonaligned Movement being held there. 

~ NYTimes corrt Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Yo~’re going to haw ~ catfish market. }’m~ know, ca#fish sta~ on the bottom and the~ occasionally 

~m~p ~p to the s~hee." 

MICHAEL PAN~, a real estate agent in Las Vegas, who is skeptical that current improvements 

in the housing market will be sustained. 

Fut~lre unknown 

for ItawaHa~ 

Island 
From pineapples to reso~s to turbine 
windmills, Lanai has seen major 
transformations. With a new owner, 
it’s anyone’s guess what the future 
might hold. 

~ Related Altic~e 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The National Seeurity 
\gemy is mining our 
data like never befm’e. It needs more oversight. 

WORLD 

Deve~opme~ts in Iran and Sinai Deepe~ Israel’s Worries Abo~t Egypt 

With Egypt’s deployment of tanks in the Sinai Peninsula and its president’s upemning trip to Iran, 
Israeli officials are increasingly worried about what has long been a critical regional relationship. 

Afghanistan, Contradicting N~TO, Blames Foreign Spies for II~sider Attacks 



M’ghan officials claimed that foreign intelligence services were behind the wave of killings of 

Western troops by M’ghan forces, a statement directly at odds with NATO’s assessment of the crisis, 

Cholera Ep~denfic Envelops Coastal Slums h~ V~rest Afrlca 

The spread of the disease that is transmitted through contact with contaminated feces was made 

worse this year by flooding in the sprawling shantytowns of Sierra Leone and Guinea, 

Larry Ellison, a technology billionaire, has bought the island for an undisclosed price. What he 
plans to do with the beantiful-yetKlivided place is anyone’s guess. 

Worst Yea*° for Vgest Nile Is Expected~ Officials Say 

The C.D.C. says that with 4~ deaths and more than ~,mo reported cases, this year’s West Nile 
outbreak will be the worst since the virus was discovered here in ~999. 

The parasailing industry in Florida, and almost everywhere else in the country, is not regulated, 

leaving most owners to operate at their own discretion. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Signs of Re~val, Slight b~t Sur% for Home Sales 

Sales of existing homes were up in duly, continuing a trend of several months that real estate 
agents said was good news for the housing market. 

~lI] Graphic: Signs of Housing Recovery 

Cha~ges to Mort ey Market Fm~ds Stall 

Attempts to make sweeping changes to money-market mutual funds, which played a destabilizing 
role in the 2oo8 financial crisis, have been derailed. 

In Google’s Inner Circle~ a Falling Number of V~%men 

The search giant’s efforts to recruit and promote more women have resulted in more hires, but not 
in the executive offices. 

S P 0 RTS 

/Maothe~o Player Receives 5o-Game 
i’.::: i. : N’-i Zi;,i.:’~’.’" ::~a::i ":..ER’:;i.’. 
Bartolo Cohm, enjoying a resurgent season, tested positive for testosterone and was banished for 5o 
games, a week after the Giants’ Melky Cabrera received the same penalty for the same substance. 

WHITE SOX 2, YANKEES 1 
~Arith Heat Turboed Up, Yankees Sit l)owm One by One 
L:: i.~:.’¢K.. 
Chris Sale struck out ~3, his only blemish Derek aeter’s solo homer in the sixth, as the White Sox 
finished a three-game sweep of the Yankees. 

~E] ~ox Score [ Play-by-Play 

Bef~_~re Melhooy~ There ~as Garcla 

A decade after challenging Tiger Woods in the United States Open, Sergio Garcia remains in search 
of that elnsive first major title while RoW McIlroy this month won his second major. 

¯ More Spolls News 

ARTS 

P*oeser’~-htg the Passlo~t of Htdla*s Roots Musie 

’1~-o young lndians want to widen the audience for the Manganiyars, a hereditary caste of Muslim 
musicians in the state of Rajasthan whose music is passed down orally. 



~E~] Slide Show 

At 29, H ngh Evans is organizing a benefit concert by Neil Young, the Black Keys and others in 
Central Park next month to grab the attention of world leaders at the United Nations, 

l>~,nsy Riot "~Vas Carefully Calibrated for Protest 

It’s been a long time since punk carried a sense of danger, and longer still since it can’ied the beat of 

political change. 

o More A~s News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Freedom of Choice 

Is black the new black? Is fur in or out? Short or long? Who cares? Following trends is so last year. 

~ET] Slide Show 

NOTED 

Buy]~g ’I’he]r Way ~o "l’wlt~ter Fame 

That friend who brags about having 1,ooo, even lOO,OOO Twitter followers may not have earned 
them, but simply bought them on the black market. 

Def~*~ed by Words, Not by a DLnease 

Mary Fisher’s speech 2o years ago at the Republican National Convention was seen by many as a 
sharp rebuke of her party’s negligence in the face of the AIDS epidemic. 

More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
�?dye Small PolltleM Do,mrs a Voice 

A proposal on campaign financing wmfld let ordinary voters compete nlore equitably with the 
"super PACs." 

EDITORIAL 

I~t Texas, Don’t Event Me~fio~ Abortlo~ 
A federal court dears denial of state money to Planned Parenthood-affiliated clinics in Texas 
despised by the Republican Party and Gov. Rick Pm~’y. 

EDITORIAL 

Another Rebuff tk~r Clea~mr Air 

The Environmental Protection Agency can’t win for losing. Once again, its eareflfily vetted rnles 

ainled at reducing air pollution that crosses state lines have been shot down in court. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

1[~ Defense of Big Banks 

Breaking tip some big banks wonld hnrt their enstonlers, clients and the broader economy. It would 
actually inject new risks into the financial system. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sexual Spirit of ’76 

We need to revisit eolonial-era biology today, people. Thanks to a certain Missouri politician, we ean 
put off getting to the bottom of those Medicare cost projections till another day. 

c, ,, ¯ Pace 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Freshman All Over Again 

It may seem tough to leave home when you’re a young college student, bnt it’s mueh harder to be 
on the other end and leave yonr firstborn on eampns. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 23, 1927, Italian-born anarchists Nieola Saeeo and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were exeented in 
Boston for the murders of two men dnring a 192o robbery. 



See This Front Page 
Bu,,’ Th{s Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headli:~es newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Ma!~age Sdbsc~iptiorls I Urlsclbscribe I Cha!~ge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 23, 2012 4:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Depaxtment policies and procedures notetx~ok (2012-2014) 

Dear Ennice: 

Thanks for sending these documents I look forward to coming back to Chapel Hill soon. The sun~aer program ~vent very well and my students were great. I also heard the goods news 
about the Wolof ewollments this fall semester (13 students) and I received a few emails ticom people who were interested in learning Wolof. I wish to order two bookshelves and a desktop 
tower. My desktop screen is new but the tower has been running veiN slow-. It is the one I received when I started in 2008 

Best regards, 
Malnarame 

From: Sahle, Ennice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:45 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Department policies and procedures notebook (2012-2014) 

Dear Colleagues, 

I look forward to seeing you at 11.00am. 

Please print the attached and bring it to the meeting It is a notebook on policies and the 2012-2013 governance structure. 

Best wishes, 
Ennice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mseck@email unc edu<mailto:mseck(~email unc edu>. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http://lists.uncedu/u?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6.ca275dac07816c27bTd6&n T&I afriafam&o 32007996 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32007996-32361635.a22e47fda2f6.ca275dac07816c27bTd6@listserv.nnc.edu<mailto:leave-32007996- 
32361635.a22e47 fda2f6.ca275dac07816c27bTd6(~listserv.unc.edu> 



Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 8:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~ dhaJns, Tla H( well <tia howell@med.unc.edu> 

RE: David Pier, etc 

look forward to seeing you today at 2pro in I01 BaLtfe Hatl. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: 
C¢: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: David Pier, etc 
Importance: High 

Dear 

7:55 AM 

Thanks so much for this information. This is my first time completing these forms, thus I was wondering if you would spare 30 minutes tomorrow morning to review them with 

Tia and I. I know you are very busy, so I will understand if this is not possible. 

On another note, David Pier is listed as having a distinguished professorship. He is an Assistant Professor on tenure-track. 

Thanks 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: ARP Allocation and Instructions; due Monday at noon 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

Please review the attached memo from Dean Gil and appendices and return the completed spreadsheet to me by Monday, The remainder of this email 

includes guidelines for filling out your allocation spreadsheet and notes regarding the Annual Raise Process this year. 

Contact me with questions at any time. 

Important Due Dates 

Please review the following Deadlines: 

~ ~!! ~!~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~0~ ~ ~ 

Monday,,         at noon        Spreadsheets must be filled out and returned to 

~ ~unc.edu) in the Dean’s Office 

All ARP salary increases will be retroactive to 

General ARP 6uidelines 

Please note the follow key instructions for implementing raises this year: 

* ARP only includes permanent employees who started before. and who will remain in active status through the end of the year. 

* Important: each EPA employee on the attached list must receive a minimum allocation of a 1.2% raise of their base salary 

o The funding for employees may be split in your department, in this case please allocate the minimum of ~.2% on the sources that you control. 

You cannot allocate more than the maximum amount at the bottom of columns "N" and "0" 

o The funding in column O, "Other Sources", will ONLY be available if your department owns those funds. Please contact me if you cannot determine if 

your department controls those funds. 

You do not need to provide an additional 1.2% to employees who have already received a salary increase due to a promotion or retention. 

Your forms are due in the Dean’s Office by Monday, at 12:00pm. Feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Best wishes. 

MsIs, PMP, MBA candidate 

mobile - 

"if at first you succeed, try something harder" -John C Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 23, 2012 8:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber~email.unc.edu> 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email. unc.edu> 

Dear Eunice and Mike: 
This is just a heads up that I need to leave town this morning, returning on Sunday. The Center business is fine, but I wanted to let Eunice know that my students will be 
viewing an already-scheduled film on Friday, and Stacey will take roll. Regards, Barbara 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Giebal Eduoation Cen~er 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc.edu 

h~tp://africa.unc.edu/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:56 AM 

discussion <tSculty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [l?aculty--atNetics-lbrum] models 

To your point regarding transitioning from the NCAA "collegiate model" to 
a professional model, several commentaries have been authored on the 
relative ease with ~vhich a move to professionalism COULD occur (I wrote 
one this past year in Huffington Post), but the first step in this 
transition ~vould have to be universities, the NCAA actually vie~ving 
athletes as employees. This ~vill not happen unless the courts intervening 
and first viewing athletes as employees. 

The courts have - for a variety, of reasons (deference to precedence, 
athletic participation viewed as a privilege not a right, etc.) - long 
held college athletes to be non-employees. Recently several "legal" 
research articles have been ~vritten that question whether this 
interpretation is still accurate. I can forward the court cases that have 
established college athletes as "student-athletes," as well as the recent 
research questioning this, but I would hate to clutter this listserv with 
research fblks are not inclined to read. 

I’ll send inJ2~rmation on CA SB 125: "Student Athlete Bill of Rights" if 
you want, or folks can simply google it and read the information on their 
own That bill and others like it around the country, might provide the 
group with some talking points and ideas on things that could be proposed 
UNC system wide. 

Let me know if these items are the type of background in:[’ormation you and 
the other faculty might find useful. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University o17 North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@emai] unc edu 

UNC Sport A&ninistration website: 
http :i/exss. unc edu/graduate-programs/specializations/sport-administration/ 
ovei’,qewi 

CSRI ~vebsite: ~wzw.unc.edu/csri <http:i/~vw~v.~c.edu,’csri> 
CSRI Cotffe~ence on College Sport website: www.csricoiffcrence.org 

<http://www.csricorKer ence. orgi> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, ~ve’re here to live 
fully-. 

On 8/23/12 8:37 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Richard/Debby et al: 
>This is a good start, bm I was hoping there was something quite 
>specific out there about how a program might transition from "amateur" 
>to semi-pro, xvith all the implications for finances, governance, etc. 
>Has anyone written such a piece? If so, I (meaning Nancy) get it to the 
>web lickeb’-split. -Jay 
> 

>-- You are cm*ently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forurn as: 
>southall@eraaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 486998843c0dl~)3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 
>faculty--athletics-forum&o 32015224, or send a blank email to 

>leave-3201522448699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listselx’ unc edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 5013745642f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32015358 or send a blank email to leave-32015358- 

50137456.42f235afSa29175600a cL’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:21 AM 

Office tbr U ~dergraduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Oltice for Undergraduate Research 8.23.2012 e-newsletter 

Description: Description: Description: 

Description: linked image001 DA34D34C- 

E3A8442D-9623-174D9FBCD63B.jpg 

August 23, 2012 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published two times per month to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments 
of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at __w____w____w__:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_J___d___e_£_t___sJ__9__u___r" or email us at 

opr@unc.edu. 

Announcements and OUR News 

OUR Blog: 

¯ Summer Research Spotlight on 

¯ UNC Faculty Spotlight: Don Reid 

¯ Summer Research Spotlight on 

GRC Blog: 

Researching American Cinema/American Culture 

OUR People: 

¯ Meet three OUR Ambassadors 

¯ Welcome to two new I_iaisons for Undergraduate Research: Dr. Meredith Petschauer in the Department of Exercise and Sports Science, and Dr. Hilary 

Edwards Lithgow in the Department of English and Comparative Literature 

OUR Events: 

We are excited to announce our inaugural workshop series and look forward to seeing some of you at these events. Thanks to our partners and 

collaborators. 

Other Events and News: 

We’re disappointed that weather conditions required the cancellation of Fall rest. But, stop by the office to pick up your OUR laptop sticker! 

¯ Undergraduates who are considering graduate school can take advantage of Pre-Graduate Education Advising. 

¯ Undergraduates can conduct policy research through the UNC Roosevelt Institute, an undergraduate think tank. 

¯ The Journal ofPostdoctorol Reseorch and the Journal ofPostdoctorol Affo#s are currently inviting potential contributors to submit their written articles for 

the upcoming issues of the journal. 

Announcements and OUR News: 

Summer Research Spotlight on 

shares her experiences hunting, processing, eating and researching lionfish. 

__U__N__C____~_e_c__u_t_t_~____S_A_o___t_t!gb__t_;___D___o___n___A_e!#.: 
Dr. Don Reid, Professor of History, Alan Feduccia Distinguished Term Professor in Research and Undergraduate Education discusses research and why it is 

so important 

Summer Research Spotlight on 

discusses her honors thesis research on positive emotions and Panhellenic women. 

~R~e~s~e~a~r~c~h~!~n~K~A~m~e~r~!~c~a~n~C~!~n~e~m~a~/ A m e r i c a n Culture 

Martin Johnson shares his experience teaching film history in a research-exposure, GRC-supported course. Read the descriptions of some of his student 

projects! 

Meet three OUR Ambassadors: 

.... major: 

The OUR Fall 2012 inaugural workshop series: 

Taking the First Steps 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

Greenlaw 223 (Donovan Lounge) 

Are you interested in conducting undergraduate research? Are you curious about how to get started? Do you want to know more about the opportunities and 

resources available? Come and hear from student Ambassadors, OUR staff, and Liaisons for Undergraduate Research about their experiences, advice and guidance. 

There will be lots of time for Q&A!! SPACE IS LIM ITED, so you must RSVP. Email Dr. Donna Bickford [dbickford@unc.edu] if you will attend. 

Research Methodology Blitz: 

All events from 5:00-6:30- location TBA 

October 9, 2012 Research Methodology: Oral History 



Cosponsored by the Southern Oral History Program 

October 10, 2012 Research Methodology: Primary Sources and Archival Research 

Cosponsored by the R. B. House Undergraduate Library_ 

and Wilson Library 

October 11, 2012 Research Methodology: Community-Based Research 

Cosponsored by the Carolina Center" for Public Service 

And, watch for news about our November 14, 2012 workshop! 

Information Session: Getting Involved in Undergraduate Research in Biology 

Wednesday, Sept 19, 2012 

6-7:30 PM in Coker 201 

Dr’. Gidi Shemer 

Discover the research opportunities inside and outside the __B_j__o_]__o_gy_____D___e_p__a___r__t___m___e___n___t.. 

The UNC Roosevelt Institute: 

The UNC Roosevelt Institute is part of a national network of student run think tanks dedicated to the pursuit of public policy research and advocacy. Every year, 

Roosevelt members submit policy papers to the National Roosevelt Institute for publication in the 10 Ideas Journals, which are distributed to legislators and 

stakeholders. This journal represents a fantastic opportunity for undergraduate students to get published in a national undergraduate research journal. Along with 

research and publishing activities, Roosevelt members participate in impact projects to help effect change in our local communities. The UNC Roosevelt Institute is 

divided into seven policy centers which operate autonomously to target specific fields within public policy. The policy centers are as follows: 

Foreign Policy 

Economic Development Policy 

Education Policy 

Social Justice Policy 

Health Care Policy 

Energy and Environmental Policy 

ARTery (Formerly Arts and Cultural Policy) 

While we delve into many policy issues, Roosevelt members need not be public policy majors or have a background in policy research. Our members work 

together to learn about critical issues in society before developing ways to address these issues through policy and action. To learn more about the UNC Roosevelt 

Institute, please come to any of the following events: 

¯ Barbecue: Saturday, August 25, 5-8 PM outside Ruffin Dormitory 

¯ Interest Meeting 1 - Wednesday, August 29 from 8:00-9:30 PM in Union Room 3203 

¯ Interest Meeting 2 - Thursday, August 30 from 8:00-9:30 PM in Union Room 3203 

You can read an example of a 10 Ideas Journals at: 

~ttp://www.scribd~com/doc/6168122g/lO-.Ideas-for-Healthcare- 2011 

if you are unable to attend these events, please feel free to email either of the Chapter Co-Presidents ~live.unc.edu.) or 

~live~unc.edu) for more information. We hope to see many of you soon! 

Like OUR on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift _h___e___r__e_., 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 

www.unc.edu! depts!our 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Angust 23, 2012 10:25 AM 

departmental course sche&fling officers <course~heduling officer@listserv.nnc.edu:~ 

[courseschedulingotticers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The link is: 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 
Zf you just w~" �o know about enrollmen’~" numbers, As’~ra (the scheduling so~w~re) c~ be exported ~o ~n excel workshee~. 
Renee Sherman 
Ce~d Scheduling Spedalist 

Office of the University Regis*rar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 f~x 

<lb -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

courseschedulingofficers as: <a hre~"mailm:eunice@email.m~c.e&t">eunice@email.unc.edu~a~. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-32016136-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e513061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32016136- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5t3061 @listserv.unc.edu<a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

conference EDM <hkiceps@hkiceps.org> 

Thursday, Angust 23, 2012 11:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Call tbr Papers: HKICEPS 2012 

Call for Papers: HKICEPS 2012 

HmgKo~ag,( hi~a I)ecember 14-1 :: 2(I 2 

http ://wx~av.hldceps.org 

The aim of 2012 Hong Kong International Conference on Education, Psycholo~ and Society (2012 HKICEPS ~is to advance the academic and professional 

understanding in the~ related fields. Prospective authors are welcome to submit manuscripts in English. 

The goaJ~ is to let researchers all over the world meet and exchange the latefft ideas and discuss issues concerning education, psychology and society towards 

sustainable development. 

Theoretical papers in any area related to education, psychology and society, and all submissions will be refereed, and accepted papers will be included in the otficial 

conference proceedings, which will have an assigned ISBN number. If you require any further information~ please email !Lk__i__c_’__e_p_~!L_k_i_c_’__e_p_~:~?!2~. We hope to see you in 

Hong Kong soon. 

Important Date 

Notification of acceptance 

Deadline of Registration 

Conference Dates 

October 10, 2012 

October 31, 2012 

December 14-16, 2012 

Submission 

t lease register as a new ,ne,nber on HKICEt S website http:,/www.hkiceps.or~/registration.asp and submit your abstracl, lull paper thiough the t tKICE[ S 

regislmtion system. 

Share iThis Call 

We request that you kindly share this call with your colleagues. Should you have aW questions, please contact us at hkiceps.~;hkiceps.org 

Local Attractions 

The Peak - oilers straining 360-degree panoramic view across HKG with ms~nrants and shops 
Hong Kong Disneyland ,~ (10 mins) Where Dreams Come Tree... 
Giant Buddha & Po Lin MonasteU- majestic 34 metres high bronze Buddha, spectacnlar sceneU 
Avenue of Stars - along the waterfront promenade, tributes to famous notable stars, souvenir 
Ocean Park Hong Kong - oceanaria and theme park featuring over 1000 sea jellies mad more 
Hong Kong Heritage Museum (25 mins) provides comprehensive exhibitions on history, art and culture 
Hong Kong Museum of Art - Chinese paintings, caJligraphy works, antique treasures, etc 
Man Mo Temple - built in 184g, oldest and most well-known temple 
Madame Tussauds Hong Kong (25 mins) features over 100 local and international celebrity wax figures 
Hong Kong Zoological and Botanical Gaacdens - tbm~d in 1871 with 5.6 hectares of exhibits 

Unsubscribe the newsletter, please click Here’. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: AFRI 

Dear Eunice, 

I had 63 students in my AFRI        class yesterday. With those that you have now- authorized, I should be over 65 formally elzrolled students by now So could you please assign any 
future candidates to other sections of the course? 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: b~V: Alibi 

8:03AM 

Dear Georges, 

Fyi and recurd 

Best wishes, 
Bunice 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednes&u, 3:20 PM 
Tu: Gure, Travis 
Subject: bSV: A[~RI 

Dear Travis, 

Please add this student to Geurges’ class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: (~live.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,. 2:49 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI 

Dr. Sable, 

My name is             and I am ~       this year. I ~vas directed to speak to you by Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja in regards to the AFRI    course. I am a cormnuter student from 
so all of my classes are on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Is there any way for me to obtain a seat in the Professor’s        course on Tuesday/Thursday at 2:00pro? I was hoping 

to take this course to fulfill my General Education requirements. 

Thartk you for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 11:26 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curst:acultyl~llows@listserv.anc.edu> 

[curstgcultyt}llows] CURS Brown Bag Lunch Seminar: .lob Accessibili~ tbr the Urban Low-Income: A Case Study of Beijing 

’][’he Center for Urban and Regional Studies is pleased to present its first brown bag lunch seminar of the Fall. 

Dr. Zhang will present some of the findings from her project exploring job accessibility of the urbma poor in the ciF of Beijing. Specifically her reseaxch demonstrates 

and compares.iob accessibility" of residents who five in aftbrdable housing and those who do not. Dr. Zhang will discuss her reseamh and it’s implications for aftbrdable 

housing and transportation plalming in Chinese cities. 

In 2009-2010, Dr. Zhang was a Cooperative Training Ph.D. student at the UNC Department of City- and Regional Planning 

Todd Owen 

Associate Director 

Center for Ui[ban and Regional Studies 

University of Nerth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/962-3076 
http : //curs ~ unc. edu! 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are curremly subscribed to 

cursfacultyfellows as: <a hie~"mailto:eunice@ema]l.unc.edu">eunice@e,nail.unc.eduq/a>. To unsubscribe send a blanc <br> 

email to <a hieD"mailto:leave- 32016609-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32016609- 

43127920.607d3960bfSd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<v’a> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 11:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

My Olympics 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL. 34 NO. ~6 Visit h:b.f.o~k E~ 

LRB cover art 

When I think of the winners who have emerged from 

this unreal fortnight of mass halludnation, I don ~ t 

focus on the justifiably proud cyclists, the strong 

women in boats, or those youthflfl triathlon medallists, 

the Brownlee brothers, who look like scrubbed kids in 

pyjamas, allowed to stay up late ufith Christmas baubles 

around their necks. I think of two men: Boris Johnson 

downing so effectively towards office, like an idiot 

emperor from Robert Graves rq and David Mills, the 

OM Man of Albion Drive, who knew just when to step 

away. More 

Follow the Money 
David (;~ ~rm 

On 13 May Manchester City, the dub I have supported since I was a boy in [he 

~97os, won the Premier League, their first championship since they won the old 
Foothall League in ~968. In those days, fans stood on old, groaning terraces; there 

were no sponsorsZ logos to eotnpete with the badge on the playersE shirts; and to 

my mind at least, the game had nothing to do with money. This year, the 

championship was won in injury time at the end of the final game of the season ~ith a 

goal by the ~’gentinian striker Sergio Aguero, whom City had bought for E38 

million less than a year befot~, and even the children hugging their disbelieving dads 
knew that money was the reason. 

~,X hat went ~rong in Mall’: 



Bruce White]~ouse 

The Republic of Mall has long been seen as the exception to the dictatorships or civil 

warn that have seemed the rule in West Africa: a state that was able to shift from 

autocracy to democratic govetznanee. It lost that distinction on 21 March, when 

troops in Bamako mutinied, captured the state television station and strained the 

presidential palace. But the eraeks in Mall[] s demoeraey were present before the 

latest Tuareg rebellion. The 1999 constitution, the free press and regular elections 

obscured long-standing anti-democratic practices. Western governments, glad to 

see the fot~nal trappings of democracy anywhere in the region, tolerated these 

abuses. More 

At Tare Modern 

&dian Bell: 

At the Movies 

}~iel~ a~:,l "Wood 

l[.,ett er,~ 

I)a v~d "I’~o[~<~r~ Lady Cha t~ec]ey [] s Sneakers 

S~efa~ Col llni: Eliot and the Dona 

AA~L ~1oo~e: The Book of the World 

Lidlja Haas~ Georgette He)’er 

S~m~la Hed~ Ben Lecuer 

Emily Witt~ ~3 Mo])y.-I)uck [] 

Poems by B~II Ma~Mre, aoh~ Bt*~de and 

1 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Sia~o~ Reid- Henry: A~de~s Be~ring Breivi k 

Ccp~,ti£hl ’" Lv.udcn 5:~view ,)f B(.ol s ~ 28 Li~le Russdl Street, London WC 1A 2HN 

emil: zegisirat~lfis.c,3.~k _ You cm~ m~sttbscfi be (.~ update },nm emsil ]3re[’e~ (,uces at any time on ore- website 

::X:: National Theatre 

i.~.i Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 11:36 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] FW: African Studie~Diaspora -- New documentaries 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 11:33 AM 
To: ia h_faculty_fellows_fall2011@listserv, u nc.ed u 
Subject; African Studies!Diaspora -- New documentaries 

Dear African Studies/Diaspora Colleagues, 
The libraPl has two new documentaries that might be of interest to some of you. They are: 
(1) Berlin 1885: The Division of Africa (84 minutes); and 
(2) When China Met Africa (74 minutes). 
Best, 
Margaret 

You a~e currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu, u?id 32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 32016686 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32016686-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Enrolling Students tbr AFAM 

For my AFAM class the following students need to be dropped: 

(Did not attend two classes) 
(Did not attend two classes) 

(Did not attend two classes) 
The following student is trying to enroll in the class: 

These students should already be enrolled as they picked up the class online: 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Send wish list 

Dear Eunice: This is to request a desk for my office -- the handles are falling off the drawers. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Bend wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday A..¢J..st 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You oJre cun~ntly subscribed to afriafam as: re~ester(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvu?i~32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbedO42dlOc3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 31978803 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31978803-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Send wish list 

Dear Eunice: I already have a new chair for the desk but I could use two small chairs for students or visitors to sit in who might come to my office. Thanks again. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2022 22:26 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Send wish list 

Dear Charlene, 

Noted. Do you need anything else, e.g. chair, etc? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:14 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Send wish list 

Dear Eunice: This is to request a desk for my office -- the handles are falling off the drawers. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 27, 2022 4:04 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Send wish list 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send me a list of furniture items - desks, shelves - or other things that you need for your office. I will be submitting the final list to the Dean’s office on Monday, August 
27th. Thus, kindly send your list by Friday/August 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You a~e currently subscribed to al~iafam as: regester(~emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists,unc.edu/u?i&32361607,26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 31978803 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJJ to leave-31978803-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbed042d10c3de25~b~listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Note of Support 

Dr. Sahle, I want to say Congratulations again and that I am proud of you for standing up and moving this AFAM community into the right direction. We met at your 

welcome and opening festivities at the Stone Center. As a word of confidence, please know that we are very supportive of you and as member of the Carolina 

Black Caucus, I know that if there is anything we can do to assist you in any way, we will do it. We have that type of leader. I can only imagine within this 

environment the many questions and comments that are being targeted your direction. As we say in the military, "Stand Tall, Remain Focus and Keep to the 

Mission." Everything will work itself out and thanks for being here at UNC. We appreciate you. 

Have a great day. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecarnp@email.unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:05 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Dr. Eunice SaNe, 

I am todng to get into AFRI        ~vith G. NZONCA3LA-NTALAJA and have sat in on the class. I talked to the professor and he said to contact you. I realize there are 

other s~ctions opened but I have conflicts ruth those times. Could you please see ifI could get ,squeeze into this section if may way possible. Thank you so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Came~; Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 3:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: Tha~ks 

Well, thank you, Eunice, for taking on the iob and moving the department 

ahead. I anticipate that some reporters will ask me if my departure has 

anything I:o do w~th th~s bt~siness. ~ will be delighted to say that t continue 

to (:ontr~bt~te to assuring the un~versil:y ~:hat issues ~ike th~s dorYt recur. 

~ have complete l:a~d~ in you and your colleagues, and unlike the rad~er 

ignorant letter to the editor in yesterday’s DTH, ~ wan~ to see the 

department flourish. 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Thursday, August 23, 2012 1:42 PN 
Te~ Carney, Bruce William 
Subject: Than~ 

Dear Vice-Chancellor, 

Thank you for your great service to the University! On a personal note, thank you for inviting me to the administration forum at the Friday Center in March. I learned a lot and I 
am very grateful. 

Wishing you the very best, 
Eunice 



From: ~live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:54 PM 

To: Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: 

Do you know if I would be able to join if people drop? 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 2:47 PM 
To= 
Cc= Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Unfortunately his class is full. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 2:05 plVl 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Dr. Eunice SaNe, 

I am trying to get into AFRI       with G. NZONG©I A-NTAI~AJA and have sat in on the class. I talked to the proI~ssor and he said to contact you. I realize there are 

other sections opened but I have conflicts with those times. Could you please see ifI could get squeeze into this section if any way possible. Thank you so much. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.edtc> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

BRIDGES SKILLSCOPE Follow Up- Action Needed! 

July 2012 Welcome and SKILLSCOPE Memo.doc; SKILLSCOPE Intemet Instructions.doc 

I hope this Inessage finds you well. I look ibm, m’d to meeting you and onr work together on BRIDGES! 
I received a status report from the Center for Creative Leadership (CCL) regarding your SKILLSCOPE survey package. 
Tile report indicates CCL has not received a sufficient nnmber of responses from your rate~.~ and currently cannot complete your individual feedback report. 
Click on CCL’s web link below to check your rater response stares and to follow up with your raters, via the Internet Assessment System (IAS): 
ht~ps://ias.ccl.or~/?rn%3C2%25b%3C 5%2f16954 
We have extended tile deadline for smwey completion to no later than MONDAY, AVG UST 2% which hopefhlly, will allow your raters sufficient time to snb~nit tile 
necessaJcy feedback on your behal£ Regrettably, we can’t extend the deadline beyond this date, a~s we need to allow CCL the time needed to analyze the data and to 
prepa~:e tile individual feedback report in time tbr the September 7th Opening Weekend session of BRIDGES. I believe you only need one additional rater to co~nplete the 
process! 
Attached is tile July SKILLSCOPE me,no and Intemet directions tbr your reference. 
If you have questions or need further information or assistance, please call me at (919) 962-1123 or email k_nsLd_d__e_!!(~__e_Ln_~i_l_:_tLn_c_2_e_d__t!. Take good care and all the best! 

Annette P. Madden 
Associate Director for Professional Development & Enrichment Programs 
Program Director, BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 
William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB #1020 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919.962.1123 direct ] 919.962.5549 fax 
madden@emai].unc.ed~ I fridaycenter.unc.ed~ 
Read our stories at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/storie s 
Give to the Friday Center at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/gift 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

"l." "J.t E UNIVER$1TY 

SKILLSCOPE 

A Time Sensitive Assigmnent 

July 20, 2012 

Greetings, Fabulous and Fearless participants of BRIDGES 2012: 

Welcome to BRIDGES! 

I greet you with "fabulous," because you are; and "fearless," in light of the following 
assignment: 

Our program theme is facilitating transfbrmational leadership. As part of your participation in 
BRIDGES you will have the opportunity to receive feedback from others on your effectiveness 

as a transformational leader. This is done through SKILLSCOPE, a developmental tool 
designed by the Center for Creative Leadership, and based on extensive research about the 
specific skills needed to be effective as a leader. The instrument (administered online) is a 98- 
item, 360-degree questionnaire that provides insightful, practical feedback on leadership 
strengths and weaknesses and is an important component of the BRIDGES experience. Enclosed 
is a SKILLSCOPE Internet Instruction sheet for your reference. Unless specified otherwise, 
SKILLSCOPE login information will be sent to your work email address. 

SKILLSCOPE ~vill require that you complete participant background information and rate 
yourself by completing an online self-assessment of your leadership skills. The survey will 
compare )’our answers with the average perceptions of your boss or immediate supervisor and 
five or more "raters" who will be asked to respond to the same questionnaire on )’our behalf. 
Raters will offer personal feedback on your leadership effectiveness. The questionnaire takes 
approximately 20 minutes to complete. Once the surveys are scored, a confidential feedback 
report will be prepared for you in a clear, graphic format, enabling you to quickly access your 
leadership strengths and development needs for success as a leader. The report will be provided 
during the BRIDGES September Opening Weekend session. SKILLSCOPE feedback will 
provide useful information to help you plan your development as a leader! 



Welcome and SKILLSCOPE memo, July 20 page two 

Please call me (919-962-11123; 1-800-845-8640) or e-mail (madden@emailmlc.edu) if you have 
any questions. Remember, it is very important that you distribute the online information to your 
raters immediately and that you and your raters complete the online assessment by AUGUST 179 
2012. You are responsible for following up with your raters and checking your rater 
response status via the Internet Assessment System (IAS) to confirm your raters have 
completed the survey on your behalf. It takes some time to process the data, and we plan to 
analyze the results before the program begins. BRIDGES Alumna Gwen Burston, a certified 
SKILLSCOPE coach, will be with us during the opening weekend session to explain more about 
giving and receiving feedback and the SKILLSCOPE survey results. 

As a reminder, our Opening Weekend Session (Part I, September 7-8) and Closing Weekend 
Session (Part IV, November 9-10) will be held at the Aqueduct Conference Center in Chapel 
Hill. Accommodations at the Aqueduct will be provided for participants. Local participants are 
welcome to spend the night and use this time to get to know your BRIDGES sisters; however an 
overnight stay is not mandatory.., especially if your home is not far away and you have the 
added comfort of sleeping in your own bed! 

For participants needing overnight rooms for Part II (September 28-29 session); and Part III 
(October 19-20 session), please see the enclosed BRIDGES Accommodatio~s Sheet, and make 
your hotel reservations as soon as convenient. 

Enj oy the rest of your summer and I look forward to seeing you in September! 

All the Best! 

Annette Madden, Associate Director for Professional Development; BRIDGES Program Director 

Cc: BRIDGES Part II and III Accommodations Information 
SKILLSCOPE - Internet Instructions 



SK LLSCOPE - In erne  Instructions 

Select up to eight individuals to complete the Rater Survey on your behalf. In addition to your self- 
assessment, we recommend that you distribute SKILLSCOPE to your Immediate Boss and a minimum of 
5 others (e.g., direct reports and/or peers). A direct report could be anyone you supervise, ~vho reports 
to you. Try- to select a representative sample of people you trust to give you an obj ective assessment. You 
and 5 of your raters (one of which can be the Immediate Boss) must complete the survey in order to receive 
a SKILLSCOPE feedback report. 

You will soon receive an e-mail message, with subject line, Login Information for BRIDGES Academic 
Leadership for Women, from the Center for Creative Leadership (CCL). The message will contain a link 
to the internet Assessment System (IAS) - a Web-based tool designed to allow anytime, anywhere access to 
CCL assessments. You will use IAS to complete your SKILLSCOPE self survey; identify and send 
SKILLSCOPE to your raters; and monitor the status of your rater reports. 

Click on the IAS link, and it will take you to a User Profile screen, that will allow you to select a 
security question and set up a password. 

Next select LOG-IN, using your e-mail address and the password you have created. 

IAS will ask you to choose your role. Please select Participant role from the choices. This 
should take you to the "Choose Your Program/Session" screen. Bl~DGESAcademic Leadership 

should be displayed as the program session name on the screen. From this screen, select Rater 
Management from the menu on the left. 

Follow the screen instructions on how to add the individuals you have selected to complete the 

survey (i.e., "raters"). To begin the process, select the Add/Edit Raters link. 

Rater distribution guidelines can be obtained by selecting the "how many raters should I 

add?" link. 

Select Add a Rater, or click anywhere within the table to begin building your rater list. Use this 
table to input your rater information: include survey raters’ e-mail address, and the nature of the 
relationship (e.g., Superior, Peer or Subordinate). Note that the page refreshes after each rater is 
added so you can continue adding raters. 

Use the scroll bar to view the list of raters you have entered. Use the Edit link to make any changes 
to your rater information. 

You may delete a rater from the rater table by selecting the Delete link; however, raters cannot be 
deleted after surveys have been sent. 

When you have finished entering all rater information, select Next, which will allow you to review 

your list of raters. Select Send Now when you are ready to send your surveys to your rater list. 

To complete your Self Assessment, from the Rater Management menu, select the Go to 

Assessment Navigation link and follow the directions as indicated. 
Please note all survey raters are required to review the "Policy on Privacy Document" and complete 
the "Participant Background Form". 
Please be sure to inform your supervisor/boss that their feedback is not anonymous when 
distribute the survey inf!~rmation. 

For more information about IAS please contact the Center for Creative Leadership at 336.545.3759 
or at prodteam@leaders.ccl.org 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: AtiJ -Fall i (additional names) 

Dear Eunice, 
Here is the list of students T sent to Walter 
Sorry about the confusion 

Alassane 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Afri 

4:08 PM 

-Fall (additional names) 

Dear Walter 
Here is the names of students who showed real enthusiasm to be in my Afri 

Please, add them in the class. 

: List of students to be added 

. class, 

Thank you 

Alassane 

From: Rucker, Walter C [wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,, 10:33 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Co: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment policies instituted in Spring     : 

To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina https~!cc.unc.edu~/psp~/campus~!EMPLOYEE~!HRMS!c~!NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTALADM!N=GBL. 

After you enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall class rosters from there 

should be easy. 

If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the student’s name and PID as well as the 

course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the 

department and we will pdodtize students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in too many hours, or other reasons) that 

prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I 

will process during the first two weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their enrollment 

in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to enroll. 

¯ If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 am on Friday 

¯ Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can be dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am 

on Friday, 

Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. Graduating seniors and senior AFAM majors should 

receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes to adds, especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to 

take other sections of the same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope everyone has a smooth start to the 

semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _a__l_’_a__[[~2~_e___n_)__@_:__u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 41529228.6thf6105ac3d3645a593dec8591501 bd&n T&I at?ial~m~&o 31970212 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emaJd to leave-31970212-41529228.61"at~105ac3d3645a593dec8591501 bd@Jistserv,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Af6 -Fall (additional haines) 

Dear Eunice, 
Thank you for taking care of this so quickly. 

Regards, 

Alassane 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Gore, Travis 
Co: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: FW: Afri 

4:20 PM 

-Fall (additional names) 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly add the students below to Alassane’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Afri 

4:15 plVl 

-Fall (additional names) 

Dear Eunice, 
Here is the list of students I sent to Walter 

SOml about the confusion 

Alassane 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Afri 

4:08 PM 

-Fall (additional names) 

Dear Walter 
Here is the names of students who showed real enthusiasm to be in my 

Please, add them in the class. 

Afri 

1: 

2: 
3~ 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 

List of students to be added 

Thankyou 

Alassane 

class. 

From: Rucker, Walter C [wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:33 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Co: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Mtanagement Policies for Fall 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment policies instituted in Spring 

To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina -h-.-t--t#-s-...-~-c-.-c-~---u--n-.-c--..-e---d--u-~--~---s-~-~---c--a-.--m--p--u-.-s-~EN.~.~.Q~.~.U.~.N~.~.~-.~.~.~.N-N.~.~.~-~.~-~.~.!.~.~.E~. 

After you enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 2012 class rosters from there 



should be easy. 

If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the student’s name and PID as well as the 

course!section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the 

department and we will prioritize students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in too many hours, or other reasons) that 

prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I 

will process during the first two weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their enrollment 

in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to enroll. 

¯ If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 am on Friday 

¯ Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can be dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am 

on Friday, 

Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. Graduating seniors and senior AFAM majors should 

receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes to adds, especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to 

take other sections of the same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope everyone has a smooth start to the 

semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You axe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: atiall¢~)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:iilists.unc.eduit~?id 41529228.6faf6105ac3d3645a593dec8591501bd&n ][&l afriafam&o 31970212 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 31970212-41529228.6£:af(~ 105 ac3d3645a593dec8591501 bd(~listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course outlines 

AVPd 101 syllabus l:dl12012.pdf, WOL403syllabusfall2012.pdf; WOLO 401 syllabus Fall 2012.pdf 

Dear Eunice and Janken, 
I though I have sent the courses outline but it was not the case 
Here are attached the files for your records 

My sincere apologies 

Best 

Alassane 

From." SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 20J.2 4:5:t PM 
To; Department listserv 
Subject-" [afriafam] Course outlines 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly send your course outlines for the fall semester to Kenneth and I by Wednesday, August 22. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: Mhll(a)ema~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?i&41529228.6thf6105ac3d3645a593dec8591501 bd&n T&I atiiafam&o 31972879 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-31972879-41529228.6fati5105ac3d3645a593dec8591501 bd(a)listserv.unc.edu 



101 

Uni~.,e~si~, of’North C~rolina-C~@,d Hill 
De~adment ~Ajkican and Aj)>Ame/fcan 
CB#3395 iOd Battle flail DWC-CDapeI Hill 
Chapel Hil~; NC 2~599- 3 395 

-INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA - Fall 2012 
SectioN: 00~-1 .EC (~ 09_52) 

Comse LocatioN: Chapman Hall- Room 0 ~ 25 
Time/day: 2:00-3:~5 PM- MW 

Course Instructor: Alassane Fall 
Tel: 919 966 5496 
Email: afall@email.unc.edu 
Office: 307 -Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 10:00-11:30 AM MW & upon appointment 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

This course is an introduction to the interdisciplinary study of African cultures and societies 
focusing on contemporary life on the continent. Topics to be covered include the geography, 
history, politics, economic, religion, languages, literatures, music, and art. 
The interdisciplinary perspective will provide students xvith a sound basis for understanding 
contemporary African societies. 

COURSE OBJECTIVE: 

1: To improve students’ knowledge of and appreciation for Africa 
2: To provide opportunity for students to meet the non -western requirement 
3: To develop reading and xvriting skills, critical thinking, and reflection. 
4: To prepare students for more advanced courses in African studies, anthropoloD~, international 
studies, political sciences, Law, theater, African languages, among others. 

REQUIRED READINGS: 

1: April A Gordon & Donal L. Gordon (2007). Understanding Contemporary Africa (4th edition), 
Lynne Rienner Publishers 

2: Curtis Keim (1999) Mistaking Africa: Curiosities and Inventions of the American Mind, Westview 
Press (Highly recommended- Reserved at the unde,’graduate hbra#)}. 



RECOMMENDED READINGS 

I: Martin,Phillis M & Patrick O’ Meara (1995). Africa (3~d edition), Bloomington: Indiana UniversiD- 
Press. (tIighly Recommended- Reserved at the ul~de,~grads~ate 

2: Gordon, Jacob (2002). At-rican leadership in the 20~h Centuu: An Enduring Experiment in 
Democrac> Lanham, M.D., University Press of America. ((Highly recommended -Rese,~ed at the 
unde~" g,’aduate hb,’a~y).) 

3: Chinua Ache. Things Fall Apart (Reserved at the ulrdergt~aduaZe 

4: Kevin Shillington (2005) ttistoU of Africa (Revised 2’~d edition), Macmillan Publishers. -Rese~,ed at 
the under g~aduate liberal,. 

5: Stephen Ellis (1996). Africa Now: People, Policies and Institutions (reprinted in 1997), MinistU 
of Foreign Affairs (DGIS) - Rese,ved at the u~zde,’graduate lib,’a,y. 

6: Mariama Ba. So Long a Letter (Rese,~ed a/the u,&rgrads~aZe libra,)~ 

7: Additional articles will be posted on Blackboard (Sakai)... 

*8: "!’he Rea’oluZiova~ Years: WestAf}~ca dace ~00, J.B. Webster and A.A Boahen 

*9: Themes iv West A~ca’s Histo~,, Emma~uel Kwaku Akyeampong (Ohio) 

’10: Suvdiata:Av epic ofo/dMa!i, D.T. Niane (Longman) 

* 11: Democrat’ iv Selzegal." ToHuez¢I/ial~ Alzaly/ics iv Aj)ica, Sheldon Gellar (Palgrave Macmillan) 

12: B!ood Diamo~d~’, Greg Campbell (Perseus) 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
I: Attendance & participation 
2: Completion of assignments, i.e., special projects 
3: Two major tests: mid-term and final exam and or project 
4: Map-quiz and Exams required 

EVALUATION: 

Class grade distribution as follows: 
Attendance and Participation: 15% 
Map quiz: 5% 
Exam1: 15% 
Exam2: 15% 
Midterm: 20% 
Final Exam or project: 30% 



This grading policy will be folloxved in axvarding grades 
A+ =98-100 B+=88-89 C+ =78-79 D+ =68-69 
A =93-97 B =82-87 C =72-77 D =62-67 
A- = 90-92 B- =80-81 C- = 70-71 D- = 60-61 

F = 59 and beloxv 

EXAMINATIONS: 

Examinations xvill cover materials from readings, lectures (including guest lectures), film, museum 
materials, and other sources used in class. Both objective and essay questions xvill appear on the 
examinations. There will be no make-up exams except in case: of illness or comparable crisis. In 
these instances, students will be required to present an appropriate explanation (such as a physician’s 
note) for the absence. Make up exam must be taken within seven (7) days of the original schedule of 
the original scheduled exam. 

ATTENDANCE 

A//eadaace is mamiaSog,. AcSiueparii@a/io, 5" expected. The first three (3) minutes of class is about 
"Breaking News" from the continent. More than five (5) unexcused absences will result in a zero for 
your attendance grade. Missing ten (10) or more classes (excused or note) will likely result in failure 
of the class. 
Class lectures and discussions are not a substitute for your readings and vice-versa. Students are 
expected to prepare for class meetings in advance, come to class on time, and stay for the whole 
class. Be respectful of your classmates. An attendance sheet will be circulated at each class for my 
records. Please, sign in at each class meeting. Signing in for others is forgeU and will be subject to a 
charge of academic misconduct. All cell phones must be silenced during class. 

NOTE: C~I,I, PHONE USE ()Iv ANY KIND IS NOT PEIL~JITTED, NO C~I~I,5) NO 
MESSAGING, NO G~ES. 1)I,EASE "I’U~%~ OP>" YOUR CEI ,I JOlIONES AT’I~tE S’I~RT 
OF C~SS. 

LAPTOP: [N~RNET SERFING OF ANT KIND DURING CLASS [S FORBIDEN AS 

ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT (The Honor Code): 

The code of honor applies for this class. All forms of academic misconduct -including, but not 
restricted to, cheating, t~:abrication and falsification, plagiarism, facilitating academic misconduct, and 
tempering with materials, grades, or records, - carry severe: penalties. For more information about 
academic misconduct, check this link: http;i/honor#mc:~du 

Special Needs and Religious Holidays: 

Any student in this course who has disability that may prevent him/her from fully demonstrating his 
/her abilities should contact me as soon as possible so that we can discuss accommodations 
necessary to ensure full participation and facilitate educational opportunity. Students with 
documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Seta:ices at 919-962-8300 



in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations. For more 
information, visit the intemet address of this office at disabili~, secvices.unc:edu 

If class requirements conflict with reli~ous holidays that you observe, please, discuss this with me in 
advance. 

Sakai: 
This class has a Sakai site. Sakai should be treated as an additional source fi~r this class but not as a 
substitute for attending class. Some class-lectures and some readings will be posted on this site. You 
will find links to African newspapers, current events in Africa, and announcements of lectures and 
events on campus that are related to Africa. 

*Teaching Style & philosophy: Active teaching/learning approach 



CLASS SCHEDULE: Topics and Readings 

Weekl: Introduction to the course and course requirements. 
~X,%y study Africa? - African Studies in United States 
~nnouncement /Presentation: 5"ruby Abroad pro~ram to Senegal 

Date: August: 22 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.l-6 
Curtis Keim, pgs. 3-12 (posted on Sakai) 
Gordon, Jacob, pgs. 27-41 (Africa At-A- Glance) 

Note: NO class on Jan.16 

Week2: Geography of Africa. 
Overview: geographies and people of Africa 
Date: August 27, 29 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.7-22, 235-264, 435-452 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.3-45 

Film: nature of a Continent (60ran) or DesseJ~t Odyssey 
Discussion on lectures and film 

Note: NO class on Sep.3 

Week3: Ancient African Kingdoms & Civilizations 
Sources of African HistoU 
Egypt, Great Zimbabwe, Ghana, Mali, Songhay .... 
Date: September 5,7 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.23-40 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs. 50-96 
Film: keita: The Heritage qf the G,~ot 

Sep. 07-Map-Quiz 

Week4: Social Organization & Economic Life in Villages and Toxvns 
Overview 
Date: September 10~ 12 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.203-222, 265-316 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.175-210 

WeekS: The Triple heritage 
Traditional African Religions/Traditional System of thought 
ChristianiD-/Europe & Islam 
Date: September 17, 19 



Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.317-346 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.97- 114, 211- 222 & 

Achebe: Things Fall Apart (second half) 

*Class discussio, g~ lecture 

Week6: The Trans- Atlantic Slave 
Date: September 24~ 26 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.41-47 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.115-134 & 
Kevin Shillington, pgs. 169-177 
Film: The La~guage You C~)’ Iv (The Gullah Co,~ectiov)-~2mi~ 

Week7: Colonization & Decolonization of the Continent. 
Colonial Rules, Independence Movements... 
Date: October 1, 3 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.48-78 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.135-174 & 
Kevin Shillin~on, pgs. 300-306 
Gordon, Jacob, pgs. 1-25 

Week8: Leadership and Democracy in Africa- 
African Leadership & Colonialism 
"The Friday Revolutions in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Senegal..." /Arab Spring 
Date: Date: October 8, 10 

Reading: Gordon, Jacob, pgs. 13-25, 43- 169 
A & D Gordon, pgs.74-80 
*Class discussio, ~ lecture 

Week9: African Literature, Languages & Arts. 
Date: October 15~ 17 
African languages and cultures (panel discussion or lectureig~aest speakers -) 
Wolof, Kiswahili, Lingala, Arabic and more... 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.351-388 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs. 223-272, 295-312 
Mariama Ba. So Long a Letter &commended) 
Chinua Ache. Things Fall Apart (O~e~vmmended) 

Oct. 15- Midterm (c~mu/alia’e) 

Note: Oct.17 @5:00 PM - Fall Break begins 



Weekl0: Misconceptions about Africa. 

StereoUpes and Western Media 

Date: October 22, 24 

Reading: Curtis Keim (1999) Mistaking Africa: Curiosities and Inventions of the American Mind, 
Westview Press. 
Film: Caramns q[Gold 
*Class discussion g~ /ec/u~e 

Weekll: Law, Conflicts and Human Right issues in Africa. 
Plural legal systems; Race and Ethnici~T Relations (Cote d’ Ivoir, RDC, Rwanda, South Africa,..); 
I~)In~ - Witness ~o Apartheid or Ghost ojRwanda (PBS sede~) 
Date: October 29, 31 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs. 330-343, 395-412 
A & D Gordon, pgs.78-8- 
Keim, pgs.71-87 

Week12: Health & Education & New Technologies in Africa 
AIDS, Malaria, education, 
Date: November 5., 7 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.223-234, 409- 412 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.37-43 & 
Karl Maier. Into the House ~Qhe Ancestors: Inside the new A~ca, ~2s. 75- ~ 04 (posted BB) 
t~@ : t’ / ~,~odni! con n#ies 
~7"lm: Af!’o @Digital-52 
*Class discussion ~ lecture 

Week: 13: Politics &Economic Development in Africa 
African economies, and Structural Adjustment programs 
Date: November 12, 14 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.8--154, 397-412 
Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.347-394 & 
Keim, pgs.71-87 
*(,Tass discussion ~ lecture 

Nov. 14 -Exam2 



Week 14: The African Union 
Date: November 19 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs. 162-173 
Additional reading (posted on Sakai)) 
ht{p : ~ [ www. au.int 
Class discussion (_~ leclure 

Note: NO classes on Nov.21-23 - Thanksgiving holidays 

Week: 15: U-S Africa & China- Africa Relations 
Overview: histou, politics, economy, foreign policy 
Date: November 26, 28 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.46-47, 155-201 
Additional reading (posted on Sakai) 

*Class discussion (_~ lec/ure 

Weekl6: Africa: past, Present, & Future. 
Discussions & Quick Reviexv & Closing Thought, 
The Modern and beautiful side of Africa 
Date: November 3., 5 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.412-415 
Stephen F,11is (1996), pgs. 261-287 
Gordon, Jacob, pgs. 171-191 (posted on Sakai) 

bttp:i/ www.youtube.com l watcb?v=Cg~SnZidGuU 
Africa: States of independence - the scramble for Africa (44rain) 
*Class discussion (~ lectnre 

Friday Dec 7. - Final exam: 4:00-7:00PM (cumulative) 

This ~’llabus k subject to minor changes 
Notice gag), change will be announced in class (or b.), email orposted on 5"akai) 



Univer.@l of Nor/h Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Departmet~,t q/Af~ican a~,d Aj%-American Studies 
CB#3395 106 BaSle Hall UNC-ChapelHill 

Ch@el Hill, NC 2Z599-3395 919-966-5496 

 oz.o  O ozof [4o _1) 
Course Localio~: Global Ce~ler- Room 3024 

Time/day: 8:00-8:50 AM- MWF 

Course Instructor: Alassane Fall 
Tel: 919 966 5496 
Email: afall@email.unc.edu 
Office: 307 -Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 10:00-11:30 AM MW & upon appointment 

Course material: 

Wolof lexicon and Grammar by Sana Camara (National African Language Resource Center, 2006) 
ttandouts provided by the instructor 
Wolof 401 & 402 Textbook: Nanu D@2g Wolo~, by Omar Ka (National African Language Resource 
Center, 2009) 
Wolof online dictionary: http://wxvw.linguistics.ucla.edu!t;acilitiiopl.htm 

Language and course description: 

The word Wolof refers both to the language: and the community that speaks it. Wolof 
belongs to the Atlantic group of the Niger-Congo ~;amily, one: of the four language families in Africa, 
and specifically, the northern subgroup of the Atlantic languages. It is IYlost closely related to Fula, 
Seereer-Siin, and the Cangin languages. 
Wolof is spoken primarily in Senegal and the Gambia, on the northwestern coast of Africa. It is also 
spoken on a smaller scale in the neighboring countries of Mauritania, Mall and Guinea. 

~Nthough Wolof is the native language of only 44 per cent of the Senegalese population 
corresponding to the national percentage of the Wolof ethnic group, it is spoken by about 90 per 
cent as a first or second language. 

This course is intended for learners who have already acquired Wolof proficiency in WOLO 
401 and 402. It increases communicative proficiency and language learning abili~ as well as 
proficiency in cultures of the Wolof people. 

Speaking and xvriting goals 

Students use Wolofin culturally appropriate gestures in eveuday social situations, such as greetings, 
leave-taking or introductions. 

Students give and follow instructions in Wolof related to daily classroom activities. 

Students engage in Wolof role-play situations where they request and receive information, goods, and 
services, such as going to a restaurant and ordering food. 

Students share opinions, preferences and feelings in Wolofwith their classmates. 



Students engage in Wolof role-play or participate in authentic situations where they clarify 
information, such as comparing transportation schedules with a clerk, or solve problems, such as 
exchanging an unwanted item in a store, asking and telling time and directions. 

Students prepare, illustrate, and present materials in Wolof, such as advertisements, posters and 
menus. 

Students dramatize poems, stories, songs, skits or short plays in Wolof, for example, a Wolof folk 
tale. 

Students create and present oral reports in Wolof on topics of their choice. 

Students use Wolofto discuss current issues or historical events, tor example, elections. 

Students prepare and present brief reports in Wolof about personal experiences, school happenings, 
and current issues. 

Students perform scenes from Wolofplays, live or on video. 

Students share their opinions via written exchanges in Wolof on what they have recently read or 
seen, such as articles, short stories, books, comics, movies, videos, music, and art. 

Students ~vrite an article or essay for publication in Wolof on topics of personal interest. 

Students write and produce a short original Wolof recording, such as a newscast 

Listening and reading 

° Students understand and follo~v oral and written directions in Wolof related to daily classroom 
activities. 

° Students understand the plots, characters, and themes in Wolof literaU works. 
° Students understand and identi~, main ideas and principal characters in brief reading selections and 

Wolof cultures. 
° Students understand information from Wolof Intemet sources on a variety of topics, for example, 

weather, current events, and sports. 
° Students understand main ideas and significant details of materials in Wolof, which are accessible to 

teenage readers, such as magazine articles, short stories, poetry and short novels, for example. 

Cultural goals 

° Students observe and use age-appropriate Wolof verbal and non-verbal communication in conversations 
and messages. 

° Students learn about and participate in activities enjoyed by young Wolof speaking people such as games, 
sports, music, dance, drama, and celebrations. 

° Students recognize and develop an awareness of social customs in the Wolof speaking world; topics may 
include t:amily life, folklore, and typical holidays, such as Korite, Tabaski, Tamxarit (Tamkhadte), G~lmmu 
(Gabon) and M~ggal (Maga7). 

° Students discuss stereotypes that Americans may make about the people and customs of Wolofculture, 
such as "All Wolofpeople practice traditional religions" or "Africans all dress in native colorful robes". 

° Students learn about and participate in activities enjoyed by Wolof speaking teenagers and adults such as 
sports, music, games, and entertainment. 

° Students watch movies, commercials or documentaries from Wolofland and explain cultural patterns and 
social behaviors that they see on the screen. Students can also explain how these products reflect the 
perspectives of the culture. 

° Students identify the general themes of music and recog~ize performers, such as Yuusu N duur (Youssou 
~N\dour), Ismayla L66 (Lmael Lo) and so forth, and television programs that are popular both in Senegal 
and in the diasporas. 



Students listen to music and watch Wolof-languagc films or television programs that are popular with 
young people in Senegambia. 

Students learn about and recognize artistic contributions, from \Volof culture in areas such as art, music, 
dance, drama, theater, film, fashion, and cuisine. 

Students identify and explore the function of everyday products from the Wolof world, such as food, 

clothing, household items, tools and musical instruments. 

Students view fihns made about Wolof society and culture, and pick out representative cultural products, 
for example, beaded materials, tie-dye materials and hand-woven crafts, and so on, and can explain how 
the products reflect the perspective of the culture. 

Grading policy 

Attendance and Class Participation 10% 
Portfolio 10% 
Weekly Quizzes 20% 
Weekly Written Assignments 15% 
Midterm Oral and Written Exam 20% 
Final Oral and Written Exam 25% 

Grading scale 

The general university grading policy will be followed in awarding grades. 

A 93-100 (2 76-73 
A- 90-92 C- 72- 70 
B+ 89-87 D+ 69-67 
B 86-83 D 66-63 
B- 82-80 D- 62-60 
C+ 79-77 F 0- 59 

Attendance and participation: 

Students are expected to attend every single class and participate in all activities in the classroom. I 
also encourage you to participate in the extra curriculum activities such as Wolof table, cooking 
sections, and so forth. 

Weekly quizzes: 

There are weekly short quizzes that count towards the 15% of the total grade. There will be no 
make-up quizzes except for unavoidable circumstances. 

Assignments (Writing): 

There are: weekly assignments. Ii will announce the specific assignment early in the week so that you 
can have it ready on Monday. 

Midterm exam: 



There is an Oral Proficiency Interview to assess your oral proficiency level. You will role play with 
your inswuctor on topics already covered in class but are also encouraged to go beyond those topics. 
There is also a xvritten midterm exam. 

Final exam: 

The final exam includes another Oral Proficiency Interview and a written exam. 

Portfolio: Please, schedule a meeting with inswuctor during the first or second week of class. 

NOTE: (]El,I, PHONE USE OFANY KIND IS NOT PE1L~4ITTED, NO C~I,I,S, NO 
MESSAGING, NO GAMES. 1)I,EASIJ TURN 01~" YOUR CEI d,loIIONES AT Tt tE START 
OF CLASS. 

LAPTOP: [NTERNET SERFING OF ANT KIND DURING CIASS 1oc FORBIDEN AS 
WE1,1 ,, 

ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT (The Honor Code): 

The code of honor applies for this class. ?dl forms of academic misconduct -including, but not 
restricted to, cheating, fabrication and t;alsification, plagiarism, t~:acilitating academic misconduct, and 
tempering with materials, grades, or records, - carry severe penalties. For more information about 
academic misconduct, check this link: http:iihonor.unc.edu 

Special Needs and Religious Holidays: 

Any student in this course: who has disability that ,nay prevent him/her from fully demonstrating his 
/her abilities should contact me as soon as possible so that we can discuss accommodations 
necessary to ensure full participation and facilitate educational opportunity. Students with 
documented disabilities should also contact the Department f-or Disability Services at 919-962-8300 
in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations. For more 
information, visit the intemet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu 

If class requirements conflict xvith religious holidays that you observe, please, discuss this with me in 
advance 

Sakai 
This class has a Sakai site. Sakai should be treated as an additional source for this class but not as a 
substitute for attending class. Some class-lectures and some additional materials will be posted on 
this site. 

Wolof Table (Taabalu Wolof). We wi£ haa’e~bur Wolof iabks this semester (TBA) &~er on. It s h~ghly 
recommended to a~end and get credit for it. 



Date 

08/22- 24 

08/27-31 

WEEK 

Topic 

Introducing self and others 

& II 

In Class 

a. Introducing oneself to others 

b. Introducing someone to others 

c. G rammar/drills 
d. Culture 

Notice Assignment I due on 08/27 Quiz # 1 Mort. 08/27 
Assignment 2 dues on 09/05 Quiz # 2 Fri. 09/07 

WEEK III & IV 

Date 

09/05-07 

09/10-14 

Notice 

Topic 

Identifying    people (Family 

members, relatives and friends) 

Mon. Sep. 3 

No Classes Held, Holiday 
Assignment 3 due on 09/10 
Assignment 4 due on 09/17 

In class 

a. Identi~Ting one’s fa~aily members 

b. Identifying one’s extended family 

c. Identifying one’s family members’ occupations, 

professions, and relationships bee,veen other. 

Quiz # 3 Fri. 09/14 

Quiz # 4 Fri. 09/21 

Date 

09/17-21 

09/24-28 

WEEK V 

Topic 

Identifying things around: 

common places (market, 

stadium, schools and 

universities) and important 

monuments, cities, etc. 

Notice Assignment 5 due on 09/24 

Assignment 6 due on 10/01 

Meeting with instructor about 

portfolio 

WEEK VII & VIII 

Date 

10/01-05 

10/08-12 

Notice 

& VI 

In class 

a. Identi~,ing items at home, workplace and 

school/universi~T 

b. Identify public places: market, stadium, important 

monuments, and cities. 

c. Grammar/drills 

d. Culture 

Quiz # 5 FrL (}9/28 

Quiz # 6 Frl. 10/05 

Topic 

Buying food (fruits and 

vegetables and meat) and 

clothing (traditional and modern 

outfits) at the market place 

Assignment 7 due Mon. 10/08 

Assignment 8 due Mon. 10/15 

In class 

a. Identi~’ing food items 

b. Purchasing food at the market place and bargaining 

c. Identifying clolhes ,~md fashion 
d. Purchasing clothes 

e. Grammar/drills 
f. Culture 

Midterm oral # Fri .10/12 

Midterm Written # Mon.10/15 

Quiz # 7 Fri. 10/17 

Quiz # 8 Fri. 10/26 

WEEK IX & X 

Date Topic In class 

10/15-17 Traditional and modern clothing: a. Ordering a clothing for oneself at the tailor’s shop 

10/22-26 ordering a closing at the tailor’s b. Ordering a clolhingforolhers 

shop. c. Grammar/drills 



d. Culture Chap, 3 

Notice Assignment 9 due Mort, 10/22 Quiz # 9 Frl. 11/02 
Assignment 10 due Mon. ~0/29 Quiz # 10 l!:ri. 11/09 

WEEK XI & XlI 

Topic In class Date 

10/29-11/02 

11/05-09 

Leisure activities: going to see a 

wrestling match, soccer game, 

cinema or restaurant 

a. At the wrestling match 

b. At the soccer match 

c. At lhe restaurant 

d. Grammar!drills 

e. Culture 

Notice Assignment 11 due Mon. 11/05 Quiz # 11 Frl. 11/16 
assignment 12 due Mon. 11/12 

WEEK XIII & XIV 

Date Topic In class 

11/12-16 a. Identi~Ting body parts 
11/19 b. At 1he doctor’s office 

Going to see the doctor 
c. Grammar/drills 
d. Culture 

Notice Assignment 13 due Mon.ll/19 Quiz # 12 Fri.lli23 
Assignment 14 due Mon. 11/26 Quiz # 13 Frl. 11/30 

University Holiday, Nov. 21- 
23 

Date 

11/26-30 

12/03-05 

Topic 

Common diseases and health 

issues (malaria, etc.) 

FINAL REVIEW 

WEEK XV & XVI 

In class 

a. Identifying common diseases 

b. ttealth issues in Senegal 

c. Grammar/drills 

d. Culture 

Notice Assignment 15 due Mon. 12/03 Portfolio presenta6ons0 

Hard copy due 12/03 

WEEK XVII 

Days Topic In class 

Saturday Final exam 

12/08 at 11:00 
AM 

This syllabus is subj~et to tninor changes 
Noti¢a of any chang~ ~vill b~ announ~a in class (or by amail orpost~d on Sakai) 
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Univera#y Of NOr/h Caroli,~a-Chapel Hill 
Department of A.fiica,l and Af~a-Amedcan Studies 
CB#3395 ~,06 Battle Hall UNC-ChapelHill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 9 !9-9(56-549(5 

WOLOF 401 -ELEMENTARY WOLOF I - Fail 2012 
Sectio~: O0~-LEC (3592) 

Cou~re Locatio~: Global Ce~te> Room 3024 
Time/ dq)~: &00-$:50 AM- MWF 

Course Instructor: Alassane Fall 
Tel: 919 966 5496 
Email: af:all@email.unc.edu 
Office: 307 -Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 10:00-11:30 AM MW & upon appointment 

Course material: 

Textbook: Nanu I)~gg Wolof, by ()mar Ka (National African I,anguage Resource Center, 
2009) 

Munro, Pamela &Dieynaba Gueye.1997: Ay bali wolof A dicllonnary. Los Angeles: UCLA. 
Link: http:/’/xvww.lingui stics.ucla.edu ifaciliti/opl.htm 

Handouts provided by the instructor 

Web Materials 

http:i/wx~v.afficanculture.dk/’gambiaiftp/wollof.pdf, 
~ / / 

http:/!/w~v.wolof-online.com/ 
Note: The use of YOUTUBE is strongly encouraged for listening and culture. 

Course Description 

This course is the first part of elementary Wolo£ This course introduces you to the basic 
components of standard Wolof. The course is specifically designed to help students who 
have no knowledge of Wolof to begin carrying out basic conversations in Wolof about 
themselves, their world, their friends and Senegal and the Senegalese culture. Whereas the 
course has a special place for structural aspects of the language, emphasis is particularly 
placed on developing speaking, listening and understanding, wrillng and reading skills in 
Wolof. Students will also be exposed to Wolof culture. 



Language Description: 

The word Wolof refers both to the language and the community that speaks it. 

Wolof belongs to the Atlantic group of the Niger-Congo family, one of the four language 
families in Africa, and specifically, the northern subgroup of the Atlantic languages, lit is 
most closely related to Fula, Seereer-Siin, and the Cangin langz~ages. 
Wolof is spoken primarily in Senegal and the Gambia, on the northwestern coast of Africa. 
It is also spoken on a smaller scale in the neighboring countries of Mauritania, Mali and 
Guinea. 

Although Wolof is the native language of only 44 per cent of the Senegalese 
population corresponding to the national percentage of the Wolof ethnic group, it is spoken 
by about 90 per cent as a first or second language. 

Objectives: 
¯ To enable learners carU out basic conversations in Wolof by exposing them to 

different uses of Wolof in day-to-day communication. 
To enable learners talk about issues related to Wolof culture. 

To help students start understanding both the Senegalese and African culture. 

To introduce learners to Wolof structure: and vocabulaU. 

Speaking and writing goals 

Students use appropriate Wolof expressions and gestures to greet and take leave of 
teachers and classmates. 

Students give and follow simple instructions in Wolof in order to participate in 
classroom activities. 

Students share their likes and dislikes in Wolof with each other or with students at 
other schools via notes, letters or e-mail. 
Students role play in Wolof eveuday situations, such as buying and selling wares in 
the market or ordering food at eateries. 
Students talk about and describe aspects of the Wolofworld, such as food, clothing, 
types of &veilings, modes of transportation, buildings, and monuments. 

Students ask and answer questions in Wolof about topics such as family, school, 
animals, familiar objects, and possessions. These exchanges may be done in person 
or via notes, e-mail, CDs, DVDs or videos. 
Students express aches and pains pointing to appropriate body parts. 
Students ask and tell time. 

Students ask and provide directions 

2 



Listening and reading goals 

Students follow oral instructions in Wolof related to daily classroom activities. 

Students understand oral and/or written statements in Wolof on familiar topics, such 
as numbers, time of day, and weather. 

Students read and/or listen in Wolof to descriptions and identify the corresponding 
pictures or illustrations, such as people, animals, objects, places, common activities, 
xveather and time of day. 

Students understand familiar songs, poems, videos, stories and folk tales in Wolof. 

Students understand brief spoken or written Wolof messages on familiar topics, such 
as personal preferences, family, school, and celebrations. 

Students understand the content of simple Wolof realia, such as picture books, 
menus, posters or advertisements. 

Students prepare and present short announcements in Wolof, such as the current 
date:, time and weather information. 

Students retell stories in oral and written Wolof. 

Students prepare and present in Wolof short illustrated personal descriptions of 
topics, like their home or their t~;amily. 

Students prepare and contribute information in Wolof for an audio or video 
exchange: or for web page on topics, such as school and hobbies. 

Students prepare and present and/or record in Wolof puppet shows, short skits, and 
simple plays based on familiar folktales and stories 

Students dramatize Wolof songs and poems. 

Cultural goals 

Students use appropriate gestures and Wolof expressions for greetings, leave takings and 
common classroom interaction. 

Students participate in age-appropriate cultural activities such as games, songs, dances, 
celebrations, story telling, or dramatizations. 

Students identify social customs that are of interest to either children or adults; topics 
may include traditional foods, aspects of t~amily life, and typical holidays in Wolof 
society. 

Students identi~ the similarities and differences between school life in their own region 
and in Wolof society. 

Students identify and recognize products and symbols of the Wolof xvorld, such as 
foods, clothing, type of dwellings, modes of transportation, and Famous monuments. 

Students identify and learn about products reflecting the lifes@e of people in various 
Wolof communities, such as household items, clothing, and foods. 



Students recognize, and experience or interact with the products of Wolof culture, such 
as ritual songs and tales. 

Students identify age-appropriate folk art and crafts typical of Wolof culture, and, where 
appropriate, produce similar pieces, such as Wolof tie-dye materials, and beaded 
materials. 

Students identify the general characters and themes of the Wolof-langvmge comic books 
and youth magazines. 

Students identify typical clothing for special events and days of the xveek (e.g. Friday’s 
clothing). 

Grading policy 
As signments 15% 

Quizzes 15% 
Class participation and attendance 10% 

Midterm (oral 10 % and written 10%) 20% 

Final Exam (oral 15% and written 10%) 250/0 
Portfolio 15% 
Total: 100% 

Grading scale 
This grading policy will be followed in awarding grades 

A+ =98-100 B+=88-89 C+ =78-79 D+ =68-69 
A =92-97 B =82-87 C =72-77 D =62-67 
A- = 90-91 B- =80-81 C- = 70-71 D- = 60-61 

F = 59 and below 

Attendance and participation: 

Students are expected to attend eveU single class and participate in all activities in the 
classroom. I also encourage you to participate: in the extra curriculum activities such as 
Wolof table, cooking sections, and so forth. 

Bi-weekly quizzes: 

There are hi-weekly long quizzes that count towards the 15% of the total grade. There will 
be no make-up quizzes except for unavoidable circumstances. Quizzes are scheduled on 
Fridays 

Assignments (xvriting): 

You xvill have weekly assignments totaling fourteen in the semester. I will announce the 
specific assignment early in the: week so that you can have it ready on Friday. 

Midterm exam: 

4 



There is an Oral Proficiency Interview to assess your oral proficiency level. You will role- 

play xvith your instructor on topics already covered in class but are also encouraged to go 

beyond those topics. There is also a written midterm exam. 

Final Exam: 
The final exam includes another Oral Proficiency Intervie~v and a ~vritten exam. 

Portfolio: Please, schedule a meeting with instructor during the first or second week of class. 

NOTE: _ CE1,1, PtIONE USE OIVANY KIND IS NOT PERdVII’ITED, NO CA1,1 ,S, NO 
MESSAGINU, NO G~ES. PI ,EASE TUrN~ ObE" YOUR CE1,1J)ttONES AT TIlE 
START OE CLASS. 

~PTOP: IN~NET SE~qNG OFA~W ~ND DU~NG C~SS Lf FO~IDEN 

AS WEI J ,. 

ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT (The Honor Code): 

The code of honor applies for this class. All forms of academic misconduct -including, but 
not restricted to, cheating, fabrication and falsification, plagiarism, facilitating academic 
misconduct, and tempering with materials, grades, or records, - carry severe penalties. For 
more information about academic misconduct, check this link: http;/ihono~:u,!c:~du 

Special Needs and Religious Holidays: 

Any student in this course who has disabili~ that may prevent him/her from fully 
demonstrating his/her abilities should contact me as soon as possible so that we can discuss 
accommodations necessaU to ensure full participation and facilitate educational opportunity. 
Students with documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability 
Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations. For more information, visit the intemet address of this office at 
disabilitys ervices.u nc.edu 

If class requirements conflict with religious holidays that you observe, please, discuss this 
xvith me in advance 

Sakai 
This class has a Sakai site. Sakai should be treated as an additional source for this class but 
not as a substitute for attending class. Some materials (class-lectures and some readings) will 
be posted on this site. 

Wolof Table (Taabalu Wolof). We will haz,e three Wolqf tables this semester (TBA) later o,~. It’s 
high~, recomn~ended to attend a~rd get crediljbr il. 



WeekO Calendar 

Week 1: Meeting with Strangers ’dajeek ay jambur’. 
Date: August: 22- 24 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.l-10 

A,%ignm~n~! 

Week 2: Meeting between Friends ’dajeek say xarit’ 
Date: August 27-31 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.11-25 

Assignment2 

Note: NO class on Sep.3 

Week 3: Identifying Yourself ’Rafifie sa bopp’ 
Date: September 5-7 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.27-35 

Assignment3 
Sep. 5 Quiz1 

Week 4: Identifying Someone Else ’Rafifie kenen’ 
Date: September 10-14 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.37-49 

Assignment4 

Week 5: Identifying Others ’Rafifie fieneen’ 
Date: September 17-21 

Reading; ()mar Ka, pgs.51-64 
Meet with Instructor/Work on Portfolio 

Sep.21 Quiz2 



Week 6: Eating ’Lekk ak naan’ 

Date: September 24-28 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.65-79 

Assignment5 

Week 7: At the Corner Store ’bitig bi ci kofi bi’ 
Date: October 1-5 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.81-95 

Assignment6 
Oct. 10 Quiz3 

Week 8: Tea Time ’Waxm ataaya’ 
Date: October 8-12 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.97-107 

Assignment7 
Oct. 12- Midterm (Oral Proficiency) 

Week 9: Shopping at the Market ’J~nd ca marseija ba’ 
Date: October 15-17 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.109-124 

Assignment8 
Oct. 15- Midterm (written) 

Note: NO class Oct.19 - Fall Break 

Week 10: Means of Transportation: ’Wamwaay’ 
Date: October 22-26 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.125-135 

As signment9 
Oct. 26 Quiz4 

Week 11: Clothing and Fashion %~ere ak li xew ci jamono’ 



Date: October 29- November 2 

Reading; Omar I’,2a, pgs.137-149 

Assignment10 

Week 12: Telling time ’Wax xvan ~vaxtoo jot’ 
Date: November 5-9 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs. 151-163 

As signmentl 1 
Nov.9 Quiz5 

Week 13: The Visitor "Gan 
Date: November 12-16 

Reading; Omar I’,2a, pgs.165-173 
As signment12 

Week 14: Some Forms of Entertainments "Ay Fo" 
Date: November 19 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.217-232 

Assignment13: Work on your portfolio 

Note: NO classes on Nov.21-23 - Thanksgiving holidays 

Week 15: Portfolio presentations and discussion 
Date: November 26- 30 

As signment14 
Nov. 30 Quiz6 

Week 16: Review !Discussion/Oral Proficiency 
Date: December 3-5 

*Portfolio Due 

Week 17: Final Exams - Friday December 7- Final exam: 8:00-! 1 :OOAM 
- Oral Proficiency 

- Written 
This syllabus is subject to t~i~or ¢ha~ges 

Notice of any change will he annou~#ed i~ class (or by email orposted on Sakai) 
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From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 5:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: RE: Maps 

Of course, Eunice, I would be happy to help you fix it. Which map? 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [eunice~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:25 PM 
To= ~ 
Subject= Maps 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well. 

Sorry to bother you...I noticed a typo on a faculty name on one of the maps and I am wondering if you can help me fix it. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:16 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Maps 

Okay, Eunice! I have made the last of the changes. In total, this project took me :t4 hours. 

Thanks so much! 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:29 PM 
To= 
Subject= Maps 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. I am sorry I did send these suggestions earlier. Tt is a very hectic day today. 

Here we go: 
:L) Universities’ map - SaNe (instead of Salhe) 

2) Research interests - Western Hemisphere - (SaNe) - is possible to include Bolivia on the map and to draw a linking line so that it is line with what you have done for other 
faculty members? Further, I forgot to indicate it is ’Development and Globalization’ as far my work in Bolivia is concerned. 

3) SaNe - Similar suggestions to no. 2 - lines to Kenya, Malawi and South Africa in addition to adding Development and Globalization in the case of South Korea, lvlalawi and 

South Africa)~ 

Many thanks. Kindly send you hours once you revise the maps so that Tia can process your payment. 

Thanks. 
Eunice 

From= Nive.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday 1:29 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= revised maps 

Okay Eunice, hopefully these are correct! If not, I will make any changes necessary tomorrow, as I am leaving campus. I have spent 13.5 hours on this project. 

Thanks, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 6:42 PM 

cbcchmr <cbcchai@unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Black Caucus - IMPORTANT 

Case of Race Flyer.pdf 

Hi CBC Members and Tenured/Tenure-track Black Faculty. 

I hope you are having a productive and manageable first week of classes. The university community is buzzing. I hope to see you on late afternoon 
tomorrow in a more relaxing environment with friends and associates. The Chancellor will address a number of issues at the "Welcome Back" Social that 
are very important to our community. I am truly excited about our gathering. 

In light of the ongoing "cloud" before us, I want to share my sentiments with you. The Caucus leadership team continues to observe and document 
particular happenings that affect our campus status and climate. Thank you for your emails and phone calls. Over the past few months I have met with 
the Chancellor and Dean Karen Gil (A&S) to express our concerns, ask questions, and to gain insight on their respective positions and actions. I am in 
constant contact with Dr. Jan Boxill, the faculty chair, and Dr. Eunice Sahle. I do believe that the Chancellor, Dean Gil, and Dr. Boxill all support the UNC 
Black community and in particular, the critical examination of our ethnicity and culture. The Chancellor met with the entire Department of African and 
African American Studies yesterday. Dr. Boxill will present a resolution of support for the department at the first Faculty Council meeting on September 7. 
Today’s response by Associate Dean Hartlyn (A&S) to the August 21 disturbing DTH letter is also very important in this regard. (Note: Dean Gil is out of 
town. It is my understanding that the                                            will also respond to the letter.) Dr. SaNe encourages the Caucus to 
continue to stay mindful of the situation as she prepares for a very important presentation to a Board of Governors panel this upcoming Thursday. I ask 
that you pray for her and our continued strength. 

The Caucus will host an important town hall meeting with the Black Student Movement on September :19 {SASB - Upendo Lounge) at 5:30 p.m. to discuss 
the racial and political aspect of the UNC "cloud," the Black male student crisis here at UNC, and national concerns. (See attachment.) Currently, the 
panelists include Dr. Kia Caldwell (African and African American Studies), Dr. Donna-Marie Winn (FPG Child Development Institute), 

In addition, Vice Provost Taffye Clayton and Vice 
Chancellor Winston Crisp will provide remarks. Your attendance is greatly appreciated as we demonstrate unity against unwarranted attacks on the 
department and a quest for truth and dialogue. It is my hope that we have a very engaging discussion and leave Upendo with a positive spirit, yet ever 
cognizant of forces working to retard our progress. In an effort to provide a better connection with our Black students, we will also introduce a joint- 
reading program for this academic year. The book is titled, Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, 
written by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race and integration post Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through four distinct stories. The 
Caucus leadership is confident that the book will foster stimulating thought and conversation. 

Apologies for email duplications and thank you again for your participation in Caucus activities and events. The full Caucus calendar for this academic 
year will be available at the Social. 

As always, please feel free to contact me if you have any questions, feedback or good news. ;) 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Faith is learning to let God keep you steady and to be ruled less and !ess by your emodons and drcumstances." (r f, aris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: China Confronts Mounting Piles of Unsold Goods 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ Toda),sHeadlines ......................................................................... 
~lle N’~’~ ~rk ~i~ August 24, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

China Confronts Mounting 
Piles of Unsold Goods 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

The severity of the com~try’s inventory 
surplus has been masked by the 
blocking or adjusting of eeononfie data 
by the govermnent. 
" ~ Graphic: Chinese Sales Lag 

-’ Manufacturing in China Slows 

MADE IN BANGLADESH 
Export Powerhouse Feels 

Pangs of Labor Strife 
By JIM YARDLEY 

As Bangladesh garment workers have 
seen their meager eanfings eroded by 
double-digit inflation, protests mad 
violent clashes with the police have 
become increasingly common. 
," ~ Slide Show: Labor Unrest In Bangladesh’s 

Garment Industry 

Call to Stiffen Laws Worries Town Built by Guns 
By THOMAS KAPLAN 

Two recent mass shootings have galvanized advocates of tougher gtm laws in Albany, mad Renfington has 
made it dear that such laws could prompt it to leave New York for a more s3anpathetie state. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 worry that we’re going down the same road the U.S. went down, and it takes quite some time to fix 

that." 

GEOFF BRODERICK, the general manager of Asian operations at J. D. Power & Associates, on a glut of 
business inventories in China that is hampering the country’s efforts to emerge from m~ eeononfie slowdown. 

~ VIDEO: Dry Land 
Mark Neis, a Kansas 
farmer, is struggling to 



maintain his crops during the worst 
Americma drought in half a century. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Is Private School 

Not Expensive 
Enough? 
By R. SCOTT AS E N 

Private schools need a 
new pricing model. Affluent families 
must donate, as much as they are able, 
to make up the difference between 
tuition and the school’s real, per-student 
cost of operation. 

Jake Gyllenhaal on stage 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Beachfront beauty 

Molly Ringwald on her new novel 

nytimes,�om               ~.~T.S 

WORLD 

Signs Suggest Ivan Is Speeding Up Work on Nuclear Program 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

Inten~ational nuclear inspectors will soon report that Iran has installed hundreds of new centrifuges in 
recent months and may also be speeding up production of nuclear fuel. 

Attacks on Afghan Troops by Colleagues Are Rising, Allies Say 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Afghan soldiers or police officers have killed 53 of their comrades and wounded at least 22 others in 35 
separate attacks this year, according to NATO data. 

" General Notes Taliban Coercion in Some Attacks on Troops 

" [~ Graphic: Military Deaths in Afghanistan I ~ Faces of the Dead 

Family Tree of Languages Has Roots in Anatolia, Biologists Say 
By NICHOLAS WADE 

Evolutionary biologists say the first speakers of what would become the Indo-European lmaguages were 
probably farmers in what is now Turkey - a conclusion that differs by hmadreds of miles and thousands of 
years from a longstanding linguistic theory. 
. ~ Graphic: Tracing the Origins of Indo-European Languages 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

With Footwear Scanners Failing in Airport Tests, the Shoes Still Have to Come 
off 
By RON NIXON 

The Transportation Security Adininistration has rejected four scanning devices that were intended to allow 
airline passengers to keep their shoes on at security checkpoints. 

Agents Sue Over Deportation Suspensions 
By JULIA PRESTON 

The immigration agents said an Obama adininistration program prevented them from detaining illegal 
immigrants who were public safety risks. 

Ohio Man’s Shooting of Ailing Wife Raises Questions About ’Mercy Killings’ 
By RAY RIVERA 

A man who shot his wife to death in an I.C.U. ha Akron has been charged with murder, but friends say he was 
acting out of compassion. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 
Plan B Is Considered to Curb Money Market Funds 
By PETER EAVIS and NATHANIEL POPPER 

After the failure of one effort to overhaul part of the mutual fund industry, regulators are considering 
invoking powers that were granted by the Dodd-Frank law to improve oversight. 

G.M. Has High Hopes for New, Smaller Cadillac 
By BILL VLASIC 

Three years after General Motors hobbled out of bankruptcy, it is betting that the new Cadillac ATS will 
become a global contender in luxury ears. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 
Bad Grades Are Rising for Auditors 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

In a disturbing trend, more audits are failing quality reviews, and the problem isn’t limited to work done by 
small finns. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Armstrong Drops Fight Against Doping Charges 
By JULIET MACUR 

Lance Armstrong said he would not fight the charges brought by the United States 3mti-Doping Agency, 
which means he will lose his seven Tour de France titles and all awards and money he won since August 

a998. 
, Interactive Timeline: Lance Armstrong’s Career I Slide Show 

:. Questions and Answers on the Armstrong Doping Case 

. Lance Armstrong’s Statement I Times Topic: Lance Armstrong 

To Baseball’s Chagrin, Steroid Era Goes On 
By LYNN ZINSER 

The steroid era, as baseball has leanaed anew tlfis month, is more likely to be a pennanent state of affairs 
than an ugly chapter that can be dosed. 

Bulgaria Plots Return to Olympic Prominence 
By DEAN E. MURPHY 

Plovdiv, Bulgaria’s second largest city, is expanding its Soviet-era rowing course, a part of an effort to 
overturn two decades of sporting disappointment since the glory days under eomnaunism. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Eye Candy or Eyesore? 
By KEN JOHNSON 

From Park Avenue to Brookl3m, the city is awash with outdoor art, some beautiful, some not. 

". ~ Slide Show: Sculpture City 

DANCE REVIEW 
The Dual Powers of Woman, in Muted Force or Frenzied Abandon 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

A single woman dances both Dido and the Sorceress in the Mostly Mozart revival of Mark Morris’s version of 
"Dido and Aeneas." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Broken Hearts and Breaking News 
By MIKE HALE 

"The Newsroom" has had some harsh reviews, but now, with its season finale on Stmday, Aaron Sorkin’s 
sharp repartee is more evident. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’PREMIUM RUSH’ 
No Breaks for a Rider in a Hurry 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Premimn Rttsh" stars Joseph Gordon-Levitt as a bicycle messenger racing arom~d New York City. 

" ~ Video Feature: The Cinematic Chase 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’NEIGHBORING SOUNDS’ 
The Leisure Class Bears Its Burden 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Neighboring Sounds" illmninates the present state of Brazilian society by exposing the complex 
relationships and simmering contradictions in its enclaves of privilege. 

’- In Brazil, a Noisy, Tense Prosperity 

~ ~ Video: This Week’s Movies I Aug. 24 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SAMSARA’ 
Around the World in 99 Minutes and Zero Words 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Fihned in 25 countries and using striking images but no narration or dialogue, "Samsara" exmnines the state 
of the modern world. 

’- ~ Audio & Photos: ’Samsara’ 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Slim Recovery for Housing 
Without far-reaching federal help for borrowers, the market’s gains won’t be enough to help the broader 
eCOllOl~ly. 

EDITORIAL 
Haiti’s Unnatural Disaster 
With a tropical storm headed in its direction, a tragic lack of safe shelter, years after the devastating 
earthquake, could be made worse. 

EDITORIAL 
Run to Death at Racetracks 
The disclosure, on the Web, of each medication dose a&ninistered to the competing thoroughbreds before 
the Travers Stakes is a praiseworthy but overdue step. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Ryan’s Biggest Mistake 
By DAVID BROOKS 

If the Simpson-Bowles plan had been approved, we would have had national action on debt reduction. But 
Paul Ryan voted against it. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Gait, Gold and God 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Paul Ryan is a devotee of A3aa Rand’s "Atlas Shrugged," and Iris fiscal program clearly reflects that. This is 
quite scary. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR 
The Crackpot Caucus 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

It’s not just Todd Akin. Many Republicans cling to ignorance that would get their ears boxed even in a 
medieval classroom. 



¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 24, 1992, Hurricane M~drew smashed into Florida, causing record damage; the stonn was blamed 

for 55 deaths in Florida, Louisiana and the Bahamas. 

¯ See This Front .P..:.a~g.e_ 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Af6 -Fall (additional haines) 

Subject: RE: Mri -Fall (additional names) 

Dear Eunice, 
This student, sent me an email but it did not go through so she stopped by my office this morning and met with me. 
She would like to be added to my Afri 

Your approval would be appreciated. 

Afri              List of students to be added 

Best 

Alassane 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Gore, Travis 
Co: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: FW: Afri 

4:20 PM 

-Fall (additional names) 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly add the students below to Alassane’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Afri 

4:~.5 plVl 

-Fall (additional names) 

Dear Eunice, 
Here is the list of students I sent to Walter 
Sorry about the confusion 

Alassane 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Afri 

4:0B PM 

-Fall (additional names) 

Dear Walter 
Here is the names of students who showed real enthusiasm to be in my Afri 

Please, add them in the class, 

Afri 

1: 

2: 
3; 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 

List of students to be added 

Thankyou 

Alassane 

class. 

From: Rucker, Walter C [wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:33 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Gore, Travis 



Subject: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment policies instituted in Spring 

To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina https://cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPL~YEE/HRMS/c/NC-CUST~M-MENU.NC-P~RTAL-ADM~N.GBL 

After you enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 2012 class rosters from there 

should be easy. 

If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the student’s name and PID as well as the 

course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the 

department and we will prioritize students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in too many hours, or other reasons) that 

prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I 

will process during the first two weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their enrollment 

in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to enroll. 

¯ If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 am on Frida~ 

¯ Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can be dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am 

on Friday 

Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. Graduating seniors and senior AFAM majors should 

receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes to adds, especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to 

take other sections of the same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope everyone has a smooth start to the 

semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: athll(i~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists,unc.edtt/u?id =41529228.615J’6105ac3d3645a593dec8591501 bd&n=:T&l=afria[?m~&o=:31970212 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-31970212-41529228.6fatE105ac3d3645a593dec8591501 bd(a)~listserv,unc.edu 



FixIm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,               10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Budget for Du Bois Cont~rence 

Du Bois Coat’e~ence Budget & Vital hffonnation on Speakers 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I had to leave but usnally on Fridays I will be in for ~-4 hours. I have a mandatoff training today’ for a volunteer position I am starting on campus but I wanted to send 

you what I was working on this week. I have looked up prices for flights for all of the speakers. I have included what I found in the spreadsheet I attached as well as 

started filling in some estimated costs [br other expenses based on what I did with the MURAP Conference (Carolina hm, Taxis). 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 11:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Adding Student to AFAM 

Hi Eunice, 
I would like to drop a student from AFAM 

Student to drop: 
Student to add: 
Thanks, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:~9-962-8225 
Fax: 9~.9-962-2694 
klcaldwe(o)email, u nc.edu 
http:!/afriafam.unc.edu! 

~vho missed the first two classes and add a student. 

-- I believe he was on the waiting list, but you should confirm this. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am writing you this e-mail in regards to Dr. Timothy McMillanDs African American History ~nd 

During an Africa    course over the summer, some topics of African American History struck me and sparked a slight interest in an Afam course. 

Since I moved to the United State.~                          I never felt that I really gained a true grasp of African American history from the information teachers constantly 

repeated from elementary school till high school. I decided I would sit in an Afam class to see if this trend would continue in University. 

The first lecture alone had me in a trans, wanting to learn more. I was almost devastated to leave for my next class. The content Dr. McMillan covers and his delivery has opened 

my eyes to a new perspective when thinking about the topic African American History. 

I understand that his classes are closed and enrollment is extremely competitive, but I hope you will consider enrolling me into either one of his courses. Because of my need to 

complete other courses for my Bio Major and Pre Med requirements, I fear I will not have time to take one of his courses in future semesters. 

I truly believe that if given the opportunity, I will be strongly engaged in his course, not only learning from his instructions, but also contributing to the enriching learning 

environment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 1:17 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 

Richard 

http://athleticbusiness.com/editors/blog/default.aspx?id=940 

Dr, Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Pro[essor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The Ur~iversity of North Carolii~a at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Ha[~ 203C 

Office .- 919.962-.3507 

Fax - 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSRI webs~te: 
CSR~ Conference o~ College Sport website: ?~.?~.?~.~.~i~.t:~.~[f?.~i~.~)~.~.~t~.~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~edu/u?id=5~137456~42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facu~t~--ath~etics-forum&o=32~24195 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32024195-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 4:58 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE:[t~culty--athletics- Ii~rum] Calit: Senate Passes LaJ~dmaJck Athlete WeltZare Legislation 

Will someone please help me (re the CA bill cure law): what is the media S level at UNC!ACC currently/projected? Thanks. 

Willis Brooks 

Frem; Southall, Richard Nichard [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, August 24, 20~2 ~:~7 PN 
To: discussion 
Subject: [facul~--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark AthleM Welfare Legislation 
Thought this might be o~ great interest to many of you. 

Richard 

http://a tMeticbusiness.com/ed~tors/blog/defa ult.aspx?id=940 

Dr. Richard M, Southa~ 

Associate Pro[essor - Sport Adrninbtration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office ,- 919.962-,3507 
gel] - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http://ex~samc~ed~/~radu~te~r~ram~/s~ec~a~z~t~n~/s~rb~dm~n~trat~R/~er~e~/ 

CSRI website: www.~.m~:.edu!csri 

CSR~ Conference on CNlege Sport webs~te: www,csrb::on~erence,or~ 
Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ._e___w___b__r__o___o___k__s___@__!!__v__e_:__u_E_c_:_e___d___u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: h ttp://lists.unc.edu/u?id=54562879.d37eH.2d~35e~].b~9~7~4~42a1a2fb4&n=T&~=facu~ty~-athletics-forum&~=32~24].95 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32024195-54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42a la2fb4@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculb~--atNelics- forum as: eunice¢~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i:lists~unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n T&I faculty--athletics-fortm~&o 32026066 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32026066-50137456.421235al’5a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listservamc.edu 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 5:13 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] An interesting development in Canada - our neighbor to the north:) 

Junior Hockey Union formed in Canada: http://ww~theh~ckeynews~c~m/artic~es/4829~-CHLPA-a-~ng-time-c~min[~-f~r-juni~r-players.htm~ 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

Office - 9:[9.96,2-3507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

~3~/Z~:~:~.~.y/~y~.~9~:~.~.~:~.~9~3~.~:~:~Y./ 

CSRI webs~te: www.uru: 

CSRI Conference on CoWe~e Sport websiLe: www.(:~rk:o~fference.on~t 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=5~:[37456.42f235af5a29:[756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32~26159 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32026:[59-50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pddkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rie~kohl@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; isa- grad@lis[serv.unc.edu 

17~T: Job Opening - Working with I,atino Youth in Durham 

Enlaces ElementaQ" School Facilitator.e:~ml.doc 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 3:45 PM 
To: Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S; 
Subject: .lob Opening - Working with Latino Youth in Durham 
Please forward to any appropriate lists. 

Thanks, 

www.unc.edb 

Job Opening -Working with Latino Youth in Durham 

Enlaces Lead School Facilitator 

Term: 

Compensation: independent Contractor for the Office of Durham & Regional Affairs at Duke University - up to 540,000 based on experience 

Job Summary: The primary function of the Enlaces Elementary School Facilitator is to implement the Enlaces curriculum with up to 60 fourth- and fifth-grade Latino 

students and their guardians at three Durham elementary schools (Watts Montessori, EK Powe, Lakewood). Enlaces is a pilot program for Latino youth in grades 4 - 

7 and their families that works to strengthen protective factors and enhance family relationships and support school-family interaction. Full job description 

attached. 

Contact: Channa Pickett, _c___h__a___n___n___a__._p__Lc__~_e___t__t___@____d___u___k__e_:__e___d___u_., 9__1_ .9_: .6_8_._4_:._6_2__9_6_. 

Thanks in advance for your help! 
Best Regards, 
(;hanna Pickett 

Senior Program Coordinator 
Office of Durham an d Regional Affairs 
Duke Universi~" 
700 W Main St. 
Box 104352 
Durham, NC 27701 
919.6846296 
919613.5708 l;ax 
"Knowledge in the service o17 society" 

Donate to Duke’s Doing Good in the Neighborhood campaign at: http://doinggood.duke.edw’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@emaiLunc.edu; 

Friday, August 24, 2012 5:24 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [tZaculty--athletics-forum] Cali£ Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welthre Legislation 

Here’s information re: the largest ACC media contract -the deal between ACC and ESPN (15-year contract signed in 2012) is valued at $3.6 billion (approx. $17 rail annually per ACC 

member university). This an approximately 30 percent increase from the prewous agreement 

Sew~rai other media agreerr, lenis are in piac, e Media c, ontracts do not include licensed merc, handiseiapparei deals. 

Hope 1his helps 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director -- College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <Brooks>, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Brooks, Edwin W" <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Bate: Friday, August 24, 2012 4:57 PM 

To: discussion <.t--a---c---u-]-t--y-::--a--t---h-Le--t-Lc--s-:--f--~---r--u----m----@‘-!!--s--t--s--e---r--v--.--u---n--c--.---e--d---u--> 

Subject: RE:[faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Witl someone please help me (re the CA bill cum law): what is the media S level at UNC/ACC currently/projected? Thanks. 

Witlis Brooks 

From: Southall, Richard Nichard [mail~:southall@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ ~riday, August 24, 20~2 1:~7 PP1 
Te= discussion 
Subject~ [facul~--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 
Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southa~l 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The Un~versky of North Carolina at Chape] 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

WoNlen Hall 203C 

Office - 9:[9.962-3507 

Cell 

Fax -. 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

htt~i~ezss~mc.edui~radqate 

CSR~ webs~te: www.unc~edu/csri 

CSR] Conference on College Sport webs~e: www.c~rk:on[erence.on~f 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-.32024195-.54562879.d37ef12dff35e6166907f:4f:42a la2fb4@listserv.unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to thculty--athletics-forum as: ~mthall(?.~emailamc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://li sls.~mc.edu/u?id=48699884,3c0dtl)3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n =:T&I= l’acult~,--atbletics- forum&o=32026066 

(It may be necessm3~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are cmrently subscribed to facul~’--athlelics-fomm as: eunice(~)email.unc.e&~, 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~e&~’u?id=5~37456A.2~235aI5a29~756~ad39629242d7d3&n=:T&~=facu~--athlefics-ti)mm&o=32026201 

(It may be necessa~ m cm mad paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32026201-50137456.42t235af5~u29175600ad39629242d7d3~)listse~-< unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dr. Timothy McMilla~I~ s 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I am writing you this e-mail in regards to Dr. Timothy McMillanDs and 

During an Africa course over the summer, some topics of struck me and sparked a slight interest in an Afam course. 

Since I moved to the United States I never felt that I really gained a true grasp of African American history from the information teachers constantly 

repeated from elementary school till high school. I decided I would sit in an Afam class to see if this trend would continue in University. 

I attended his lectures for the first week of classes and the first lecture alone had me in a trans, wanting to learn more. I was almost devastated to leave for my next class. The 

content Dr. McMillan covers and his delivery has opened my eyes to a new perspective when thinking about the topic 

I understand that his classes are closed and enrollment is extremely competitive, but I hope you will consider enrolling me into either one of his courses~ Because of my need to 

complete other courses for my                     requirements, I fear I will not have time to take one of his courses in future semesters. 

I truly believe that if given the opportunity, I will be strongly engaged in his course, not only learning from his instructions, but also contributing to the enriching learning 

environment. 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer. Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu~; 

Friday, August 24, 2012 6:17 PM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul ,ly--athlelics-tbrum] Ca]i£ Senate Passes La~dmark Athlete Welthre Legislation 

Here’s a "peep," after finally having a chance to read it. I think this is a terrific statement. I saw only two sort of typos: "Chancellor" should be capitalized in the first line, and 
in the last paragraph, you mean "so," not "to" after "rightfully." 
I have submitted a letter to the editor of the Independent in response to this week’s article. Your statement is more eloquent and complete, but I think you’ll find mine 
supportive if it sees the light of day. 
Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From; Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, August 24, 2012 5:00 PM 
To-" discussion 
Ce; discussion 
Subject; Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Did eve~one receive my dra£l document t?om yesterday? Curious that no one has said a peep. And there’s evidence that the listserv has been acting up... 

Jay 

On 8/24/12 4:57 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

WiN someone please help me (re the CA bill cure law): what is the media 5 level at UNC!ACC currently/proiected? Thanks. 

WiNis t3rooks 

From: Southall, Richard Michard [.~__a_!!_t__o_2_s__o___t!__t_h__a_l!_@__e_~:1a__i_[:_u__t)__c_:_e_.__d___u_] 
Senti Friday, August 24, 20J~2 ~::t7 PN 
To-" discussion 
S,,bject; [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 
Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 

Richard 

h tt p://a t hleticbusiness.com/edit:ors/bk~g/de ~a ult.aspx ?id=940 

Dr. Richard rVl. Southall 
Associate Professor .- 5por~ Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen l-~all 203C 

O [rice - 919.962- 3507 

Fax - 9:19.962-6235 

so~ti~ali@email.~nc.edu 

tJ NO Sport Administration website: 

i~ti:p:iiexss.~nc.edui~radu~,i:e-pro~rarnslspedali~:loe~ 

CSRI webs~e: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks~3Nve.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe dick here: h ttp :!!lists.u n c.ed uiu ?M=54562879.d 37efl 2dff35e6 ~b6907f4f42a l a 2fb4&n=T&l=fa c u Ity---a t h l et~cs--~om m &o=3202419S 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above U RL if the line is broken) 

or send a Mank email to leave--32024195--S4562879.d37e~12dff35e61b6907~4f42a~a2fb4@Nstserv.unc.edu 

You azo cu~ently subscfiMd to faculb~--atMefics-[o~m as: iaysmith(~)omaii.unc.odu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists.nnc.edtdu?id=48d99857.d5997791 ~b45638d9i~9522ac998cag~n=T~l=:i~,cu]t~,--atNefics-ibmm&o=:32026066 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the above URL i[the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leavo-32026066-48699857.6599779] ~lM.Sb38dg/69522ac998cag(d~]istse~’.nnc.odu 

You m’e currently subscribed to i:acul .ty--athletics- forum as: !._n_!:_c_’_r_a!:!~_.e_!:_@_e__r_n_gi_!:_t_tn_.c_L.~t. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht:1p:i/lists.unc.edalu?id~8699891.94aa6dc8edb08de01 cca2c6t25b0ccc5&n T&I l:aculty--aihletics-tbmm&o 32026083 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32026083-48699891.94aa6dc8edb08de01cca2c6t25b0ccc5(c-Dlistserv.unc.edu 

You m’e currently subscribed to faculb~--atNelics- forum as: euaice(dD<email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.nnc.edu/n?id=50137456.421235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=i?~culty--athletics- l’orum&o=32026384 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above {JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32026384-50137456.421235al’5a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listserv.nnc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Booth < ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, August 24, 2012 10:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

could we talk "this weekend? 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope you are well and tile school ye~:r is staxting out not TOO too crazy for you dlthough I’In sure it is very hectic. I know you are busy. I was hoping to chat just a 
little ruth you over the phone this weekend if that’s possible, however. I want to run something by you that a few of the faculi3~ in progressive facul~ network are 

tossing around. If you could let me know when a good time (or times) would be to call you and what your phone number is, I’d be really grateful. 

Take care, 

Karen 

(my cell phone in case youj ust wa~t to call -- alfl~ough I have a tembly tendency not to hear it ring a~d to lbrget to check it so fl~at’s why I’m suggesting "that I call you... 

but the number is: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, August 25, 2012 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: Jury, Awards $1 Billion to Apple in Samsuug Patent Case 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~o~s i Art__s ] Travel j Editorials i Op- .[95J i On This Day 

C,~[omize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Augus[ 25, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

dm0y Awa~’ds $~ Billion to                             ~ 

Case 

The jury found that Samsung infringed upon a series of Apple patents on mobile devices, in a closely 
watched court ease that could have broad implications for the industry. 

t ..... so } .. a. o ’. aF " Apple and Samsu;m 
~ ut~Kore nC urtFen tze~ 

- 

G~mman Dies After KiHing at Empire Stale B~fildlng 

A man fatally shot his former co-worker and was then shot and killed by the police in gunfire that 
injured nine other people outside the Empire State Building, the police said. 

~ Video: Police Footage of Gunman’s Death (Graphic Content) 

Lo~tg Bef’~*[’e Carnage, a~t Office Gr~tdge Festered 

pax animosity between the two men at the center of a fatal shooting outside the Empire State 
Building on Friday evolved over years in the workplace. 

. NYTimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I saw him pull a gun oat f!’om his jacket, and I thought to mgse~; ’Oh m9 God, he ts going to shoot him’ 

- and ~ wanted to ~wn andpush Steve out of the wag~ But it w~s too late." 

iRENE "FIMAN. on the shooting of Steve~ Ereolino, a salesman, near the Empire State Building, 

TRAVEL 

~ SLIDE SIIO’W: 

In Idaho, Two 

Basq ue Stories 
While Boise is home to 
~ousands of people of Basque 
descent, there are very few Basques 
left on the state’s sheep ranges. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Men ~ V~q~o Needs 

Them? 

Women are both 
necessary and 
sufficient for reproduction; men are neither. 

Can a mom get a break? 
ALSO IN STYLE ~> 

Skinny-dipping in the city 

A look at Paul Ryan’s f~shion sense 

WORLD 

Torrent of Sy~*ian Refligees St~*alns Aid E~k}~ an d Region 

Many refugees are housed in schools, which will soon open, and camps that are not prepared for 
winter. 

Norway Mass KiHe*° Gets the Maxlm~ml: ~1 Yea*°s 

Anders Behring Breivik, who admitted to killing 77 people, many of them children, will live in a 
three-cell suite. The relative leniency of his sentence is no anomaly. 



~IH 
1 Rencez ous the Brei¢~k Verdict and Europe’s Far R~ght 

~ 1lines [,3pic: Anders Behring Bre~vik 

") U.S. Employees SVo~lnded in ~,~lb~lsh on Mexican Road 
i.::y .,:’ ND:.: D .:. ~Z:i .:."..i. 
TWo Americans were shot and wonnded on Fciday when the United States Embassy vehicle they 
were driving was ambushed by a caravan of cars that included Mexican police. 

o More Worid biews ,7 

Capitol Dome is Imperiled by ~,3oo Cracks and Pavtisa~ 

The Capitol dome needs a comprehensive rehabilitation, but the House has declined to appropriate 
the $6~ million required for repairs. 

A Rm~ o~ B~g Spray Amid Fears of’West :NHe V~r~s 

With at least ~o deaths, Dallas County is the epicenter of the mosquito-borne illness that has spread 

throughout Texas and other parts of the country. 

Invltatio~ to Cardinal S}mws G.O.PJs Cat}ml~.c P~sh 

The Republieans are sensing an opportunity to eut into the advantage that President Obama had 
among Catholie voters in 2oo8. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Cas|~ Moves by HSBC ~n I~aqu~ry 

Federal authorities said the bank was suspected of laundering money for Mexiean drug cartels and 
moving eash for Saudi Arabian banks with ties to terrorists. 

COMMON SENSE 

Some experts are looking at a corner of the tax code involving foreign tax credits, and pointing to 
intriguing clues buried in the returns Mitt Romney has released. 

Employing Dietitians Pays Offfor Supermarkets 

As nutrition is beeoming more important to customers, the grocery business is finding dietitians 
indispensable for fending off eompetition from specialty markets. 

S P 0 RTS 

Witnesses Ma¢le Case Agah~s1,4a.msIrong Pote~t 
i.::y ..ii. h.T 

The United States Anti-Doping Agency said it had more than ~o witnesses -including some of Lance 
Armstrong’s former teammates and allies - who agreed to testify. 

~ 
G;aphic: Top Tour de France Finishers Tainted by Dopin~ 

~ Slide Show 

~ 
interactive T~meline: Lance Armstrong’s Career 

SPORTS OFTHETIMES 

Armstrong~ Best of H~s Time~ Now ~&r}.th a~ Asterisk 

Lanee Armstrong now belongs to the pantheon of stars who dog np the record books with their 
asterisks and their defaults and their suspensions. 

~A 
n trong Drops Fight Against Doping Charges 

~ Lance Armstrong’s Statement i [imes lopic: Lance Armstreng 

FULL COUNT 

.4 Slmnp Ca~ t Get ~ tl~e Way 

For all the injury and indignity that come with squatting behind the plate, what the catcher does 



with a fiat in hand is how he is measured - in the eyes of fans, and in the checkbooks of owners. 

ARTS 

As ttollywood goes digital and stops using film, seasonal theaters are threatened by the costs of the 
new teehnology required. 

~ Slide Show: Out of Frame 

To TP~p ll~e Voly~ska PoH(a~ Respeclfully in the Catskills 

’17o whom do Ukrainian parents turn to train their children in the dances of their hmne nation? 

son of Puerto Rieans, it turns out, at a retreat in the Catskills. 

Me{ Ope~-a ~o Preserve Rush Tieke{s 

A year after the death of Agnes Varis, who financed the Met’s rush ticket program, the opera has 
found a way to continue it. 

More Al$s News 

TRAVEL 

FRUGAL TRAVELER BLOG 
Sca~(|i~a~a on ~:~R5 a Day 

How to be frugal in a region where a fast-food meal for one goes for $23? Six lessons learned the hard 
way. 

EXPLORER 

Far, Nlaybe Too Far~ I~to tl~e Y~]ko~ 

On a canoe trip near the Arctic Circle, capsizing in swift current, baekpaddling to avoid a bear and 

seeing what the world looks like more than me miles Dom the nearest road. 

JOURNEYS 

I~ Ke~t~cky, Frle(l Chleke~ }-Iisto~oy 

At the Colonel Harland Sanders Care and Museum, a pressure cooker named Bertha, a barrel with 
11 herbs and spices and a shrine to the birthplace of a fast-food empire. 

Mere [rsvel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Even though the states can barely meet their core responsibilities now, Mitt Romney wants to 
increase their burdens by unloading several federal duties. 

EDITORIAL 

Preslden~ Morsi a~ad His Celtics 
By crushing dissent, Egypt’s new leadeL Mohamed Morsi, is repeating the errors of his ousted 
predecessor, Hosni Mubarak. 

EDITORIAL 

For J~dgesh~ps in New York City 
Here are our recommendations in four Democratic judicial contests in Manhattan, Brooklyn and 
the Bronx. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

If you compare investments made in education by the United States with initiatives in China and 

India, Americans have reason to be aDaid, very aDaid. 

~ C01umnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

!\~’ms and the Duck 

The gun lobby fairy tale resin’faces. News flash: It’s only in the movies that people are good shots 



during a violent encounter. 

~ Cokimnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

How Hate Gets 

Not all anti~Sikh acts are cases of "mistaken identity," with Muslims the target. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 25, ~944, Paris was liberated by Allied forces after four years of Nazi occupation. 

" ~.~..~b.~ ~.ki~:9~.£.~g~ 

You received this message because you si#ned up ~or NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As s member of 

~he TRUST~ privacy program~ w~ are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage. Subscriptions I Unsubscribe. I Chsn#e You~ E-Mail I Priwcy Policy i Contact i Adve.d:ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Booth < ~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, August 25, 2012 1:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: could we talk this weekend? 

Hi Eunice. Sunday around 4:30 would be good. what’s your phone number? 

Karen 

On Sat, Aug 25, 2012 at 10:58 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Karen, 

It is good to hear from you’. 

ttere are possible times: 

’I’ocNy: 7.00pm-8.00pm. 

Sunday: 4.00pm- 5.30pm. 

With bes~t wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 24, 2012, at 10:04 PM, "Karen Booth" ~ a~na~l.com> wrote: 

> Hi Eunice, 

> I hope you are well and the school year is starting out not TOO too crazy for you although I’In sure it is very hectic. I know you am busy. I was hoping to chat just 

a little with you over the phone this weekend if that’s possible, however. I want to run something by you that a few of the faculF in progressive faculty network 

tossing around. If you could let me kmow when a good time (or times) would be to call you and what your phone number is, I’d be really gratefifl. 

> Take care, 

> Karen 

> (my cell phone in case youj ust want to call -- although I have a tembly tendency not to heaac it ring and to forget to check it so fl~ai’s why I’m suggesting that I call 

you.., but the number is: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Todas;s tteadlines: Romney Adopts ][larder Message for Last Stretch 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Maqszine i Editorials I ©P-~ I ©n This 

C,~#tomize T~day’# jj#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 26, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Romney Adopts Ha~ode~°                                 ~ 

Message fo~- Last Stretch 

Mitt Romney is heading into his nominating convention with his advisers convinced he needs a 
more combative footing against President Obama. 

Foe Big Givers~ Cash and Clout Arl’iYe Togethe~* 

Lobbyists, corporate executives, trade associations and donors exploit legal loopholes, making each 
party’s quadrennial convention a gathering of money and influence unrivaled in polities. 

NElL ARMSTRONG 1930-2012 

Made Giant Leap as First Man to Step on Moon 

Nell Armstrong became a global hero as the first human to set foot on an extraterrestrial body. 

~E] 
Slide Show: Remembering Neil Armstrong 

~ ff dea Featu e Mission to the Moon 

GUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They are willing to risk the uncertain dangers of the trip north to escape certain dangers they.face at 

g ESSICA ,ION ES, of the Women’s Relhgee Commission, on an advocacy group, on young Central 
American migrants who said they were seeking to escape gangs and drug traffickers at home. 

SCIENCE 

A~m strong                    [ 
A qnieL private mare 
at heart an engineer and eraek test 
piloL Mr. Armstron~ made history 
as the eommauder of the Apollo ~ 
spaeeeraft. 

~ Related Obituary 

OPINION 

OPINION 

D~sorder ~t the 

Root of Ant~sm                                                             ] 

Futm’e doctors will need to correct the postmodern tendency toward immune dysregulation, 

South Central in East 
Hampton 
ALSO IN STYLE *> 

Is black the new black? 

Buying their way to Twitter fame 

WORLD 

Dozens of Bodles Are Fonnd in Town Outside Damascus 

Daraya, a suburb of Damsaeus, has been the locus of what activists described as a scorched-earth 



campaign by Syrian troops to wipe out rebels. 

Ragtag Revolts in Parts of Afghanlstan Repel ’Faliba~ 

While distrusting the government, many villagers have also come to loathe the Taliban for their 
dictatorial cruelty and are fighting back. 

Storm Adds to Misery i~ Haiti’s Homeless Camps 

Tcopical Storm Isaac delivered strong winds and rain on Saturday, which caused flooding, 
mudslides and several deaths, according to preliminary reports~ but not the kind of destruction 
feared. 

More World News 

Yom~g at~d Alone, Facing Court at~d Depo~¢atio~ 

.~m unexpected surge of childrem some of them barely school age, have been caught by border 
agents as they tried to cross illegally into the United States. 

Border Cities Ave Burdened V~qth Calls for Help 

From San Diego to Brownsville, Tex., requests for assistance have become a drain on the resources of 
fire departments in cities on the United States border with Mexico. 

I~ Maryland~ Gay Marriage seeks a Wes’ at the Polls 
~.h: U.i.:L:: C.:, 
Opponents of same-sex marriage have gathered more than 500,000 signatures to put a referendum 
on the November ballot, setting the stage for a renewed debate on the issue. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

The Best Book Reviews Money Can Buy 

The growing business of self-published books has spawned an industry in which hired reviewers 
produce favorable online reviews. 

NOVELTIES 

Early Detectlo~ for Brah~ Injurles 

Using magnetic sensors that can spot changes in brain waves, researchers are working on a new, 
relatively inexpensive way to spot injuries and monitor brain diseases. 

FAI R GAM E 

\Vhe~ a 4o~(k) Is Locked h~ the Freezer 

After their emnpany’s bankruptcy, a group of workers has waited four years for their retirement 
money. 

Mete Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Passion Pla%~ 

College football courses through the veins of the South in general and the SEC in particular. The 
fans there would not have it any other way. 

As Tongl~ as His Tank 

Long before Bill O’Brien chose to lead the rebuilding of Penn State football, he had already been dealt 
a far greater challenge. 

~ Rebhth at U.S C the Finai Presentation 

~ Healing the Knee, and Then the Psyche 

~Five 
Players to Watch j Five Teams to Watch I Around the Nation 

INDIANS 3, YANKEES 1 

Kuroda’s One Year ]Is Enough to ~,V(mder A|)o~t Next O~e 

Hiroki Kuroda has the lowest earned run average of any Yankees starter with more than five starts, 
but since the team has a policy of not negotiating contract extensions during the season, they risk 
losing him. 



Now~ ~he Next Stage 

,lake Gyllenhaal is making his New York stage debnt with Ronndabm~t Theater Company’s 

production of "If There Is I ttaven’t Found It Yet." 

Pussy I~ot *~Vas Ca~oeflllly Calib~’ate(l fo~0 Protest 

It’s been a long time since punk carried a sense of danger, and longer still since it can’ied the beat of 

political change. 

Anti-Putin Hackers Seize Moscow Court’s Web Site 

Prodigies Leaping Beyond Electro,tic Da~ce M~slc 

These young, hyperdigital musicians are not dependent on record labels. But they really need their 
laptops. 

0 More ASs News 

MAGAZINE 

15 years after the sisters’ first U.S. Open, theirs is still the most interesting stoW in sports. 

~ Video: Sisters on Set 

V~q~at~s a Monkey to Do i~ Tampa? 

A lone rhesus macaque, running loose in the streets of the Republican convention host city, has 

become a wildly popular, if elusive, public figure. 

~E] Slide Show: Th6 Wild Macaques of Sliver River 

RIFF 

~,4Zhy Does A~yo~e Root fo~" Incompetenlt, Failing Teams? 

Remaining loyal to a terrible sports team can feel like a self-imposed prison. But it can also be an 

insight into your soul. 

More From the Macazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

No Crime, No Pm~ishment 

The financial crisis is receding, without prosecutions to deter wrongdoing even as a fuller picture is 

emerging of the range of banks’ reckless and lawless activities. 

EDITORIAL 

A Glitch i~ Health Ca~e 

Confusing language in the health care reform law could mean that millions of middle-class 

Americans are left without affordable coverage. 

EDITORIAL 

The Outbreak of°W’e,nt Nile Disease 
The West Nile virus shmfld not be shrugged off, bnt it is important to put it in perspective. 

OP-ED 

OPINIONATOR 

U~derwater, Feeling ()m* Ocea~ Origins 

Exploring a beantiful, teeming underwater world that can’t be put into words. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Big Chem.. Big Harm? 

Chemicals in everything from canned food to A.T.M. reeeipts could affect you, yonr children and 

yonr ehildren’s children. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



Too Late to Shake That Etch A 

Mitt Romney throws out red meat while refusing to be "a pieee of meat." 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 

Romnefs l~’~Pst ~oo Days 

A Republican sweep of Washington could make possible the change they have been talking about for 
three decades: a signifieant shrinking of government. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

The Sun Belt remains a force, but the Republican National Convention is a sign that the 

Republicans’ grip on it is loosening. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

How Long Do You ~A;a~t to L~ve? 

New biomedical discoveries may [)ring a steeper inerease in life span -but not everyone wants it. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 26, 192o, the ~9th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, guaranteeing women the right to 

vote, was declared in effect. 

See ’Fh~s Front Pa.~e 

You received this message because you signed u~ rer N~imes.com’s Today’s I-{eadD~es newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSIe privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage SubscdptioRs ~ URsubscr~be ~ Change YouF E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: ~liveamc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 10:37 AIvl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~’~ 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Dr. Sahle, 

I sent an email with the followincl earlier this week, but I am not sure if it reached you, 

I am interested in taking AFRI ~/ith Professor Nzongola on 

Thank you for your time, 

~iive.unc.edu 

Is there any way I can enroll in it? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith-Nonini, Sandy C <SCSMITH@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Sunday-, August 26, 2012 2:25 PM 

Social Movemeuts Working Crro up <smwg01 @]is~tserv.unc.edw~ 

Campos Gmenblatt Family          ~hotmail.com); atinobonita           ~gmail.com>; S D      ~hotmail.com); Scott Weir 
~juno.com); ~nc.rr.com; Max Rice < a)gmail.com> ,~)mindspring.com; Jmnes Quesada 

<jquesad@sfsu.edu>; santos flores <santos(~seedsnc.org>; marc@theforesffoundation.org; ~mypacks.net; rights@duke.edu; 

~nc.rr.com; Jackie Brown ~aol.com>; joshua < ~)yahoo.com> 

[smwg01 ] Blood Moncy 

Hi folks. 
Thought some of you might be interested in this op-ed I wrote on new revelations about funds farm the former Salvadoran oligarchy families that helped s~ar~t Romney’s 

highly profitable Bain Capita] fund. An 850 word version ran in the Raleigh News & Observer on Fri. and a slightly more comprehensive version mn on ti-ont page of 

CounterPunch yesterday. 

Bain’s questionable Salvadora~ connection - http://www.newsobser~;er.comi2012/08/24/2287400ibains-quesfionable-~lvadomn.html 
Ronmey’s Blood Money- .l.~t_p__i_,’~’_~.n_9_’__h_:~_!2~]_. 

(apologies for double posling) 

Best, 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice.,@~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32032213-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Booth ~gmail.com~ 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 4:41 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

the letter as we have it now 

lovely to taJ~k to you, Eunice, even though the situation is horrible. 

here’s what we’ve come up witL "erring" on the si& of no actual explicit criticism (start nicely said someone and then if we need to we get mean later!) 

Dear Editor (DTH): 

As faculty on this campus, we strongly support our colleagues in the Department of African and Afto-American Studies. We were glad to see the letter by Jonathan 
Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs, "Blaming AFAM is the wrong approach" (8/23/12). We take ttartlyn seriously when he 

says that the problems that were discovered in the "Review of Courses in the Department of AiiJcan and At?o-American Studies," of which Haxtlyn was a co-author, 

"have ended," and that there was "no evidence that directly implicates other depaxtment faculF or statti" Like all depaxtments, Aiiican and At?o-American Studies is 

composed of individuals who are engaged in teaching, research, and service that benefit our can~pns, our s~ate, our nation, and our world. As individua~Is and as a 

depalmient, the African and Afro-American Studies t:acul~ make invaluable contributions to tbe production and spread of knowledge. We s~and in support of this 

depaxlment and the multi- diseiplin~:cy field of which it is a paxt. 

Mmk Driscoll 

Presidem 

UNC, Chapel Hill chapter of the American Association of UniversiU Professors 

Associate Professor 

Asian Studies 

Altha Cravey 

Vice-President 
UNC, Chapel Hill chapter of the American Association of University Professors 

Associate Professor 

Geography 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:57 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lctx~y@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI - Add 

Dear Lydia, 

Eunice and Travis handle all course management issues now that the 

regarding these matters to Eunice, 

Best, 

Waiter 

~e sure to carbo~ copy all correspondence 

WMter R~cker 

Associate Prolbssor 

Africart & A[t’o.-American Studies 

UNC-Ct~apel Hill 

107 Battle tlall 

Ct*apel Hill, NC 2259%3395 

F~m: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: fucker, Walter C 
Subject: AFRI 

Hi Tmvis, 

I have o~n seats in 

Name: 

PID: 

th~k& 

Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 

J.:30 PN 

- Add 

and this student has requested to enroll in the class. I told her that would be ok. 

Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
[y__d__La___.___b___o__y__d___@u n c. e d u 

Begin forwarded message: 

F tom: ~___m___e___.__c____o____m__> 
Date: 1:22:15 PM EDT 
To: "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: AFRI 
Thank you so much! My PID is: 

On              ~t 1:20 PM, "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcbovd@mail.unc.eda> wrote: 

You can join the class, but the department secretary has to enroll you. Send me your PID and I’ll forward your name to him He should be able to do it tomorrow 

tIere is the class syllabus. The syllabus, and some readings and handouts, are on Sakai under "resources". You will be added to Sakai sometime after you are enrolled in the class. 

--Pro£ Boyd 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle tlall, CB ¢/3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

Om at 12:23 PX4~ ~vrote: 

> Good afternoon Profcssor Boyd 

> My name’s            and ~vas hoping to enroll in your Afri    course. It appears open on Conr~ectCarolina, but it says I need profcssor consent. I was wondering if it ~vould be okay 
with you if I were to enroll, and if so, what the enrollment code is? Thar~k you very much! 

<sTllabus-BOYD-AFRI    pdf> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, 12:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: AFAM 

Eunice, 

Would you approve the addition of this student to my AFAIVl 
but apparently there have been some drops. 
Robert 

class? See below, which includes his explanation, name and PID number. The class was closed on Thursday 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:33 PM 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: AFAIVl 

Hello Professor Porter, 

I completely forgot to give you my PID to register me in the course on Thursday, but there are 3 slots open on ConnectCarolina, but it says "Instructor Consent Required," or 
else I would have registered on the website. Hope you can help me in registering for the course and I have provided my PID at the end of the e-mail. Look forward to seeing 
you on Thursday! 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 3:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Crackdown Toll Seen as Syrians Bury Hundreds 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ i o.day;.,.s..He.adiin.es ........................................................................ 
~l)c ~’~ ~rk %"%~ August 27, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _.a..e...d.!.a....&....A...d..v..e..~!.s.!.n.~ I EditorialsI .O..R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..h.!.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

Crackdown Toll Seen as 
Syrians Bury Hundreds 
By an EMPLOYEE of THE NEWYORK TIMES 
in SYRIA and DAMIEN CAVE 

The assault in the suburb of Daraya has 
begun to look like one of the deadliest 
short-term raids of the uprising in Syria. 

Egyptian Leader Adds Rivals 
of West to Syria Plan 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Staking out a new leadership role for 
Egypt, President Mohmned Morsi is 
reaching out to Iran and other regional 
powers in an initiative to halt the 
violence in Syria. 

A Party of Factions Gathers, 
Seeking Consensus 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Republican leaders said there was unity 
in the drive to maseat President Obama, but they expressed concerns about challenges to the establishment. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The philosophy you hear from time to time - which is unfortunate - is one of exclusion, rather than 
inclusion." 
DAN QUAYLE, the former Republican Vice President, on the Republican Party. 

~ VIDEO: Gun 

Country 
How do those who buy, 
sell, and love guns come 
to terms with mass 
shootings? Meet the 
people at the Firing Lhae in Aurora, 
Colo. 



" r~elmea ,~r[icle 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Top Three Myths About 

Myths 
By ANDREW J. CHERLIN 

Myths used to be about ancient Greeks. 
When authors write about myths today, 
they mean something more prosaic: a 
statement that ahnost everyone thinks is 
true but really isn’t. 

WORLD 

At Summit Meeting, Iran Has a Message for the World 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

As Iran plays host to flae Nonaligned Movement meeting, it wants to tell its side of the long standoff with the 
Westeru powers over its suspect nuclear program. 

Fires Still Burning in Aftermath of Deadly Venezuela Blast 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN and MARIA EUGENIA DiAZ 

Firefighters struggled to control blazes near the Mnuay oil refinery where an explosion killed at least 39 
people on Saturday. 

SANTIAGO JOURNAL 
Volunteers Keep Watch on Protests in Chile 
By PASCALE BONNEFOY 

Groups of observers take notes and help people who have been injured or abused during student protests, 
but for the most part they do not intervene. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Storm Gains Strength Moving Toward Coast 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Tropical Storm Isaac was expected to gather strength, potentially making landfall as a hurriem]e somewhere 
along the Gulf Coast, late on Tuesday or early Wednesday. 

. ~;; Interactive: Tracking Tropical Storm Isaac 

Before Gunfire, Hints of ’Bad News’ 
By ERICA GOODE, SERGE F. KOVALESKI, JACK HEALY and DAN FROSCH 

James Eagan Hohnes left no trail of hate behind him before the shootings in Aurora. But interviews with 
people who knew or had contact with him before the attack tell a story of a man struggling with a mental 
ilhaess and losing his footing. 

Benefits of Circumcision Are Said to Outweigh Risks 
By RONI CARYN RABIN 

The 3anerican Academy of Pediatrics has shifted its stance on infant male circumcision, motivated in part by 
research that says it may protect heterosexual men against H.I.V. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Jimmy Kimmel’s Move May Seal Fate of ’Nightline’ 
By BILL CARTER 



The decision to shift "Jimmy Kimmel Live" into the time slot long held by "Nightline" is a hurtful mad 
possibly fatal blow to the program, former members of the news show say. 

Apple Case Muddies the Future of Innovations 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

For companies that emphasize distinctive design, the Samsung patent verdict was a validation of their 
efforts. 

These Days, It’s Back to School, Then Shopping 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

In an effort to follow trends, students and their fanfilies are delaying back-to-school purchases, wlfich could 
hurt ma economy heavily dependent on eonsmner spending to stay afloat. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

PANTHERS 17, JETS 12 
Jets Continue to Have Problems Finding Consistency and the End Zone 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

The Jets’ first-team defense forced three fmnbles and largely contained the Panthers’ athletic quarterback 
Cam Newton, but the offense was held out of the end zone for a third time. 
" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

" Jets’ Pouha Says He Will Be Ready 

New Arrivals Change the Bills’ Attitude 
By TOM PEDULLA 

After making an uncharacteristic off-season splash, with the signings of Mario Williams and Mark 3mderson, 
the Buffalo Bills will seek to end the N.F.L.’s longest postseason drought. 

~ N.F.L. Roundup: Seahawks Cut Owens and Pick Wilson 

YANKEES 4, INDIANS 2 
Bullpen Rescues Garcia to Seal Yankees’ Win 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Relievers threw four and one-third scoreless innings after the starter Freddy Garcia struggled as the Yankees 
increased their lead over the idle Tampa Bay Rays to four games. 

’- ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Broadway Just Got More Dangerous 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

Gerard Alessandrini is once again feasting on theatrical spoils, shaping his latest spoof, "Forbidden 
Broadway: Alive & Kicking!," wlfieh anticipates fodder from shows opening in the fall. 

Where the Fringe, the Post-Fringe and the Anti-Fringe Gather 
By STEVEN McELROY 

Fringe festival leaders from several countries exchanged notes in Edinburgh. One thing they leanaed: Even 
the Fringe has its fringe element. 

-’ ArtsBeat: More from Edinburgh Festival Fringe 

THEATER REVIEW 
Adventure as a Cure for Ailing Love Lives 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

"The Matchmaker," Thornton Wilder’s 1954 farce, has been given a rare and loving revival at the Stratford 
Shakespeare Festival this year. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 



CNN Looks for a Boost From HBO Shows 
By AMY CHOZICK 

As Time Wanaer attempts to reinvigorate its 24-hour cable news channel, the company has pushed for CNN 
to incorporate HBO’s sports mad documentaries into its lineup of news programs. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Viewers Don’t Want Conventional 
By DAVID CARR 

If political convention organizers acknowledged that they were putting on reality shows, television networks 
and viewers might be more inclined to watch. 

ADVERTISING 
In Digital World, Advertising Age Redesigns Print Publication 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

The trade publication will soon introduce the most significant redesign in years to its weekly print product, 
redirecting its editorial focus in a digital world from breaking news to analysis. 

, News From the Advertising Industry 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Paul Ryan’s Social Extremism 
A long history of social extremism makes Patti Ryan an emblem of the Republican tack to the far right. 

EDITORIAL 
Fertility Services for Veterans 
A compassionate Senate bill would address reproductive-health needs for disabled veterans, as well as their 
spouses and surrogates. 

EDITORIAL 
The Amtrak Option 
As more travelers choose rail, Mitt Ronmey, Chris Christie and Republicans in Washington should be doing 
everyihing in their power to improve train service, not stand in the way. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Last Bipartisan 
By BILL KELLER 

The story of Ron Wyden and Patti Ryan shows just how perilous lawmaking is in today’s Congress. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Comeback Skid 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Gov. Chris Christie’s boasts about tough choices and fiscal responsibility tuna out to be a lot like Paul Ryan’s. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Making The Election About Race 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

The latest ads for the Ronmey-Ryan ticket suggest that trader President Obama money goes from the 
deserving to the undeserving. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 27, 1962, the United States launched the Mariner 2 space probe, which flew past Venus the 

following December. 



¯ See This Front Pa_gg¢_ 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 10:32 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Should the NCAA Revisit North Carolina? 

I thought this commentary might be of interest: 

The author forwarded it to me and I thought I’d pass it along for possible discussion. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The UMversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax- 919,962.-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www.u~c.edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: www.csr~conference.o~:g 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <Ridpath>, "__R__I__D___P___A___T____H____@____o___h_Lo__.__e___d___u_" <__R_LD___P___A___T___H_____@___o___h__L_o_:__e___d___u_> 

Date: Monday, August 27, 2012 8:23 AM 

To: "Gurney, Gerald S. (ggurney@ou.edu)" <ggurney@ou.edu>, Dave Thompson < 

<southall@emaiLunc.edu>, "Allen Sack           .~Jyahoo.com)"           ~yahoo.com> 

Cc: ’       @aol .corn".       ~aol.com> 

Subject: Thoughts?? 

~tr ad rr corn>, R chard Southall 

h t tp :!/coil eges p o rts b u s i n e ss n e ws.co m/issu e/a u gu st-2012/a rticl e/sho u ld-t h e-n ca a-r e visit-no rt h-ca rolin a 

Dave 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 8 

Associate Professor and Khan Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 

Co-Editor, Journal o~f Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 

Faculty Fellow, Center ior College AJ~iordability and Productivity 

Copeland Hall 636, College of Business 

Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (0] 

740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 
_r_[ ~ P___a___t__n___(%Q__n__LQ_.__e___d___u_ 
twitter @drridpath 

www.ohio.edu ¯ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 

Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at h[tp:!/www.amazon.com/Tainted-Glory-MarshalI-University- 

Justiceldpl~469790874 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://Iists’unc’edu/u?id=5~137456~42f235af5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty~-athIetics-f~rum&~=32~3673~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32036730-50137456.42f235af5a291756OOad39629242d7d3@Nstserv.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, [ 1:22 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: MLK Plmming Committee Contacts 

Greetings, 

: and I am serving as the Chancellor’s Committee Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration 
I am currently constructing a contact list for the         =hancellor’s MLK Committee. 

In the past, your organization has previously sat as a representative for the MLK Plannin9 committee. It is my 
pleasure to invite your organization to be represented on the planning committee for the     MLK Celebration. 

Although it would be nice to have the leaders serve, it is customary for the leaders (i.e. Director, Department Chair) 
to appoint an individual to serve on behalf of your organization. This individual will need to be able to meet once a 
week for an hour, starting from the second week of September until the MLK Celebration in January. 

Your response with the name, email, and phone number of your organization’s MLK contact by Wednesday, 
is greatly appreciated. If you are unable to to provide me a representative by this time, please feel free to 

contact me. I may be reached by phone at (919) 962-09:t6 or by email at _~live.unc.edu. 

Thank you for your cooperation and I look forward to working with your organization in planning a successful MLK 
Celebration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Pemn--~andrewAperrin@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 11:35 AM 

discussion <tMulty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.tmc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-Ii)mm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfme Legislation 

Colleagues- 

I’m sorly to have missed the meeting; apparently I was inadvertently 
unsubscribed from the mailing list 

I’m not stare why we needed another statement of principles, as ~ve have 
both our early one from the fall and the one we crafted this spring in 
dialogue with Taylor Branch. 

That said, I like the first part of this statement. I think the latter 
part (the A-B-C list) is far too pointed toward so called 
"disentanglement," aka moving athletics into a separate, con-anercial 
enterprise As I’ve said in meetings several times, I think this is 
neither a good nor a realistic outcome. I don’t mind pursuing 
unrealistic outcomes if I think they’re good, nor sub-optimal outcomes 
if they’re realistic, but both at once seems wrong[ 

Internally at UNC, I think *ve should be pushing for what our earlier 
statement of principles stated: academic oversight of athletics, full 
integrity, no admissions of athletes who can’t succeed as students, full 
support for athletes’ academic success (not just "compliance"), due 
process and full rights as students for athletes. 

Externally, I think we should be pushing our NCAA reps to allow more 
economic rights :[’or athletes, four-year scholarships across the board, 
and true academic integrity -- something more like Division III operates 
right now. If that spurs NFL/N[3A/etc. to start up a minor-league system, 
so be it, but it’s not our responsibility as universities to support a 
farm league That’s why I don’t like the disentanglement suggestion -- 
why in the world should the university be in the business of 
minor-league sports? Just because of the facilities? They can be rented 
out if that’s the rationale. 

Best, 
Andy 

On Fri, 2012-08-24 at 22:17 +0000, Cramer, Richard 
Here’s a "peep," after finally having a chance to read it. I thirtk 
this is a terrific statement. I saw only two sort of typos: 
"Chancellor" should be capitalized in the first line, and in the last 
paragraph, you mean "so," not "to" after "rightfully." 

I have submitted a letter to the editor of the Independent in response 
to this week’s alticle. Your statement is more eloquent and complete, 
but I think you’ll find mine supportive if it sees the light of day. 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, August 24, 2012 5:00 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Caliil Senate Passes Landmark 
Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Did everyone receive my draft document from yesterday? Curious that 
no one has said a peep. And there’s evidence that the listserv has 
been acting up.. 

Jay 
On 8/24,’12 4:57 PM. Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

> Will someone please help me (re the CA bill cum law-): what is the 
> media $ level at UNC/ACC currently/prqiected? Thanks. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> Willis Brooks 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: Southall, Richard Michard [mailto :southall~!email.unc. edu] 
Sent: }"riday, August 24, 2012 1:17 PM 
To: discussion 
Sut~ject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calil2 Senate Passes Landmark 
Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 

Richard 

http:i/athleticbusiness.com/editors/blog/default.aspx?id=940 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email.unc.edu 

U2X!C Sport Administration website: 

http ://exss. unc. edu/~raduate-pro~rams/specia~izations/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verView/ 

CSRI website: www unc edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 

I.ife is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 
live ful 

You are currently subscribed to facuIty--athIetics-fortrm as: 
ewbrook s@Iive.tmc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
http : /ilists unc. edu/u?id=5456 28 79. d3 7ef12dlt3 5e61b6907f4f 42a l a2fb4&n=T&l=~cultv--athletics-forum&o=32024195 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
broken) 

or send a blank email to 
leave-320~4195-54562879.d37efl ~dft35e61 b6907f4f42al a~4@listser,~.~c.edu 

You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-fortur~ as: 



> jaysmith@email.unc, edu. 

> To unsubscribe click here: 

>>http://lisks.unc.edwu?id 4869985765997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998cag&n T&I facult~,--athletics-fomm&o 32026066 

> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above I_YRL if the line is 

> broken) 

>> 

> or send a blank email to 

> leave-32026066-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998cag@listserv.unc.edu 

>> 

You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-forum as: 

mrcramer@eraail.unc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32026083 

(It may be necessal~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 

broken) 

or send a blaak email to 

leave-32026083-48699891.94aa6dc 8edb08de01 cca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

andrew~perrin@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

>http://listsunc edu~’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I faculty--athletics-folam~&o 32026384 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above LrRL if the line is 

broken) 

or send a blank email to 

leave-32026384-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc edu 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew~oerrin@unc edu - http://perrin socsci.unc.edu 
Associate Professor of Sociology, University of North Carolina 
CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA - +1 (919) 962-6876 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ht~p://lists.unc.edu/u ?id=50137456 42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facultv--athletics-forum&o=32037346 or send a blank email to leave-32037346- 
50137456.42t235afSa29175600a cL29629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

5~gmfil,com on behalf of 

~liveame,edu~ 

Monday, 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Meeling? 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
I would love to meet ruth you sometime. When would be a good time for you? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 12:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

[Consilience] Issue IX Submissions Reminder 

Dear Professor Sah~e, 
This is a reminder that the deadline for aubmissions to 
Issue 8 of Cousiliesce is eomisg up. All articles must 
be aubmRted by September a~ ~o~:i, and may be 
submitted os[ine via our web interface at 

Please find a detailed Call for Submissions at: 

Consflience also publishes a weeMy eolumu. 

Cot~si[ienee Briefi~ga~ to w hi~:h we accept aubmiaaio~s 

on a t’oll~ng basia, For move details please viait; 

Cor~silieace is a glob:d, studeut-.run, ortlim; .iot~raa{ 

baaed at (olumbia Un~veraity in the City of New Yovk, 

It is dedicated to promoting lurer’disciplinary dialogue 

ot~ st~sUdnab[e development, and ia the first student-- 

{bunded ~eademie jouvua] of its kit,(I, Given your 

expressed interest in austain~ble deve[oprueuL our 

Editorial Board ~nvitea you ;rod students that 

nu~y know, boH~ tmdergvaduate and graduate, 

eontt’ibute to Cot~si[ien(:e, I encot~rage you to forwat’d 

:rod abate thia ~o~e with your eolle:~guea, aa welt as 

eurreu t and paat atud eu 

] wi;h:ome you to visit our wi:bsRe to view past iaauea 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

correcting the map a~d payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

I haven’t heard back from you about what you’d like me to correct for you on the maps, but I will be happy to do that for you as soon as you have the chance to let me know. 
Also, I was wondering how you were planning on paying me for my work for you. I no longer receive payments through payroll, so I will probably need to pick up a check from 
your department. 

Thanks, 



From: ;@gmail.com’- 

Sent: Monday, 1:25 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.~ 

Subject: From SWAH Class 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

HNambo! We are the Swahili    class that is privileged enough to be learning fi"om Bwana Mutima this semester. However, we are writing to tell you that the 

schednling of the class as it stands right now is not veD~ favorable for us. Becanse it is taught at                                   , mm~y sludents have 

conflicts that roll prevent us from being in class consis~,ently. For example, a couple of students have jobs that require them to leave Chapel Hill for the weekend. As 

such, they won’t be able to be at several       classes. Some ofns also feel that it will be unnecessarily ditficult to retain information at                after having 

a long week of schoolwork and involvement on cmnpus. Thirdly, we t~el like a longer class period would enhance the continuity of the class mad allow us to more easily 

retain information. There axe currently of us in this class. None of us are here for credits or to fulfill ce(tain requirements (that would have already been accomplished 

after SWAH    ). We are here becanse we want to learn Swahili and eventually use that knowledge to go to Eastern Africa and help make it a better place. When we 

got to class, there was a clear consensns that the times of our class tbr this semester were problematic and we agreed that changing the days/times t?om 
to just would help our attendance, as well as our attentiveness. We understand that 

the African Studies depaxttnent is under a lot of scrutiny and as a result, the depaxtment is t~ying to avoid drawing attention. We are simply trying to chaaage the time to 

one that is more convenient for all of the students so we can continue learning to the befit of our abili~. We are a group of students that believe in the importance of 

African Studies and want to contribute to the longevity of it at UNC. Please let us know if there is sotnething we cm~ do to help show that the Africa~ Studies 

department at UNC is a place of legitimate learning and passionate students. If it is possible for our class time to be switched, it would be a much better learning 

environment, and the people who aJ~e currently considering dropping the class because of the inconvenient timing roll surely slay in the class. 

Thank you for taking the time to consider what we’re saying. 

Bwana Mufima’s Swahili    Class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:59 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE:[l~culty--athletics- li~rum] Retbrm Group di~ussion 

Jay, 

I support your italicized statement. 

I suspect that rm not the only one who would t~veak it a bit, in my- case to ensure that readers appreciate Jan’s reminder that the notion needs to be seen as concern for all students. I ~vould 
add a sentence that invites everyone in the Umversity community to join in this purpose--~ve need to recruit more actively. That means students, too, especially if organizations like the 
Campus Y with its civil rights conzmitment are to be included. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:45 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Croup discussion 

Andy, 
Thanks for weighing in I too endorse the italicized section--it applies to all aspects of the university not just athletics. I think many of us are serious-minded reformers who don’t ~vish to see 
the end of college athletics I too am sorry I missed the meeting, as I do not see the six realities as clear realities 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Andrew J Perrin [mailto:andrew perrin~unc.edu] 
Sent: Munday, 2:29 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sut~iect: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Jay et al., 

I thoroughly endorse the italicized section. We part ways, though, on the question of whether the outcome described would be "paradise on earth." I don’t wish to see the end of college 
athletics, which is effectively what you described. 

ap 

On           -08-27 at 12:49 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 
> An@--thanks for weighing in Just to clarify, "disentanglement" (as 
> I envision it) would get us OUT of the business that we’re alrea@ IN 
> That would be the point of it--to separate us from a contaminant Yes, 
> rent out the facilities and the use of our name Athletes who wanted 
> to take classes could still do so, but we would be free to treat them 
> like any other student. No more "compliance," no more specia[ admits, 
> no more steering, no nrore nrid-semester reports to the support office. 
> In a word, no more pretending. To me that sounds like paradise on earth. 
> Maybe not realistic, but happy-dance desirable. In an?" case, as I said 
> in an earlier email, I pose it only- as an alternative to be considered. 
> And I also see the goals you list as eminently desirable. 
> 

> To answer the question-why another statement?-you fairly point out 
> that we have other statements already, and that we nright just return 
> to them for elaboration. (The Branch-inspired one was never finished, 
> though.) But one reason for the new statement was to provide a 
> rallying point to draw more faculty into our project. And we thought 
> that a statement dedicated to "rights" and to the protection of the 
> interests of mistreated students, would be a good way to do that. 
> 

> As I also suggested in nry earlier email, it’s the italicized part to 
> which I feel passionately committed. If we could agree on the proper 
> wording for just that section, and agree that it’s something we should 
> all be "on board" with, I’d be delighted. And perhaps that could 
> setye as the foundation for a nruch shorter statenrent. If anybody 
> would like to be reminded of the italicized text, let me know. -Jay 
> 

> On 11:34 AM, Andrew Perrin ~vrote: 
> > Colleagues- 
>> 

> > I’m sorry to have missed the meeting; apparently I ~vas inadvertently 
> > unsubscribed from the mailing list. 
>> 

> > I’m not sure why- we needed another statement of principles, as ~ve 
> > have both our early one from the fall and the one we crafted this 
> > spring in dialogue with Taylor Branch. 
>> 

> > That said, I like the first part of this statement. I think the 
> > latter part (the A-B-C list) is far too pointed toward so called 
> > "disentanglement," aka moving athletics into a separate, commercial 
> > enterprise. As I’ve said in meetings several times, I think this is 
> > neither a good nor a realistic outcome I don’t mind pursuing 
> > unrealistic outcomes if I think they’re good, nor sub-optimal 



outcomes if they’re realistic, but both at once seems wrnng! 

Internally at UNC, I think we should be pushing for what our earlier 
statement of principles stated: academic oversight of athletics, 
full integrity, no admissions of athletes who can’t succeed as 
students, full support for athletes’ academic success (not just 
"compliance"), due process and full rights as students for athletes 

Externally, I think we should be pushing our NCAA reps to allow more 
economic rights for athletes, four-year scholarships across the 
board, and true academic integrity -- something more like Division 
III operates right now. If that spurs NFLiNBA/etc. to start up a 
minor-league system, so be it, but it’s not our responsibili~ as 
universities to support a farm league. That’s why I don’t like the 
disentanglement suggestion -- why in the world should the university 
be in the business of minor-league sports? Just because of the 
facilities? They can be rented out if that’s the rationale. 

Best, 
Andy 

On Fri,           at 22:17 +0000, Cramer, Richard ~vrote: 
>> Here’s a "peep," after finally having a chance to read it. I think 
>> this is a terrific statement. I saw only- two sort of t3,-pos: 
>> "Chancellor" should be capitalized in the first line, and in the 
>> last paragraph, you mean "so," not "to" after "rightfully." 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I have submitted a letter to the editor of the Independent in 
>> response to this week’s article. Your statement is more eloquent 
>> and complete, but I think you’ll find mine supportive if it sees the light of day. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Rachard Cramer, Ph.D 
>> Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> From: Jay Smith [iavsmitdaffd)email.unc edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 5:00 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Cc: discussion 
>> Subject: Re: [facul~z--athletics-forum] Cali£ Senate Passes 
>> Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Did eye,zone receive my draft document from yesterday? Curious 
>> that no one has said a peep And there’s evidence that the 
>> listserv has been acting up.. 
>> 

>> Jay 
>> On 4:57 PM, wrote: 
>> 

>>> Will someone please help me (re the CA bill curia law): what is the 
>>> media $ level at LrNC/ACC currently/projected? Thales 

>>> From: Southall, Richard Michard [mailto:southallfa)email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, 1 : 17 PM 
>>> To: discussion 
>>> Subjec t: [facul~’--athl eti cs-~2~rum] Cali£ Senate Passes Landmark 
>>> Athlete Welfare Legislation 

>>> Thought this might be of great interest to many of you 

>>> Richard 

> >>> http ://athleticbusiness.comJeditorsiblo~idefault.aspx?id 940 



> >>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 

> >>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

> >>> Graduate Program Coordinator 

> >>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> >>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 

> >>> Woollen Hall 203C 

> >>> Office - 919.962-3507 

> >>> Cell - 

> >>> Fax - 919.962-6235 

> >>> southall@email.unc.edu 

> >>> UNC Sport Administration website: 

> >>> http:i/exss.unc.edu/graduate-progralrls/specializations/sport-adraini 

> >>> stratiol%,’ovet.,,iewi 

> >>> CSRI website: www.unc.eduicsri 

> >>> CSRI Col~ference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 

> >>> Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 

> >>> live fully 

> >>> You are cun-ently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

> >>> {       .~live.unc.edu. 

> >>> To unsubscribe click here: 

> >>> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=54562879 d37ef12dfiB5e61b6907f4N2ala2fb 

> >>> 4&n=T&l=faculty--athletics-forum&,a=32024195 

> >>> (It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above LTRL if the line is 

> >>> broken) 

> >>> or send a blank email to 

> > leave-3~024195-5456~879.d37efl~dff35e61b6907f41:4~ala2Pc4,glistserv. 

> >>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

> >>> jaysmith@email.unc.edu. 

> >>> To unsubscribe click here: 

> >>> http:/ilistsunc.edu/u?id=48699857.65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca 
> >>> 9&n=T&l=faculty--athletics-formn&x~=32026066 

> >>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above I.YRL if the line is 
> >>77 broken) 

> >>> or send a blank email to 

>>>> en~e-32026)66-486998576599779 b4b45b38dgf69522ac998ca9@listsel~ 

> >> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

> >> t~cramer@email.unc.edu. 

> >> To tmsubscribe click here: 

> >> http:i/lists.tmc.edu/u?id=48699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5 

> >> &n=T&l=faculty--athletics-fomrn&o=32026083 



> >> 

> >> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
> >> broken) 

> >> or send a blank emai[ to 

> >> leave-3202608348699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01 cca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv u 

> >> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
> >> an&ew~r~crrin@unc, edu. 

> >> To unsubscribe click here: 
> >> http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d 
> >> &n T&l i~aculty--athletics-for~&o 32026384 

> >> (It may be necessary- to cut and paste the above L~,_L if the line is 
> >> broken) 

> >> or send a blank email to 
> >> leave-32026384~48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listse1~.u 

Andrew J PelTin - andrew~r~errin@unc.edu - http://perrin.socsci.unc.edu Associate Professor of Sociology, Universi~ of Nolth Carolina CB#3210, 155 Hamilton Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jmboxill@email uric edu To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.ca~cedu/u? 
id~8699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981ef5b593&n T&I facultv--athletics-ibrum&o 32038854. or send a blank email to leave-32038854- 

48699895.743a27i~2ca6a6720a4d49981 ef5b593 @listser~ u~c .edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as:         @hve.unc edu To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists unc.eduiu? 
id 54562879 d37ef12dlt35e6166907i~41:42ala2ib4&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32039007 or send a blank email to leave-32039007- 
54562879.d37efl 2dit35e61 b6907i~4i~2al a2f~4@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:Z/lists.unc.edu/u?id 5013745642f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32039145 or send a blank email to leave-32039145- 

50137456.421235afSa29175600a &’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: correcting the map and payment tbr work 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorry about not responding, I didn’t realize it was that much of a rush. I will have them revised in a few minutes for you. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
SanE: Monday, 4:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Hope you received my email. 

Is it possible to have the revised today? I am sorry to rush you but l just realized I have to share them early tomorrow morning. I thought I had a bit more time. 

My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, :t:.t7 PM 
To: 
SubjaeE: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Sorry for the silence. It is a very hectic time. 

In terms of the maps: 
- the one on University needs a correction: there is a an error of Georges last name. 
-in case of my research, it would be great if you to removed the names of countries of research interests so as to be consistent with representations of the work of my 
colleagues. And if you could add Canadian foreign policy - is currently my research assistant on a book I am working on this topic - under my research interests that 
would be great. 

Many thanks for all your help. 

Eunice 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, I:09 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
SubjaeE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

I haven’t heard back from you about what you’d like me to correct for you on the maps, but I will be happy to do that for you as soon as you have the chance to let me know. 
Also, I was wondering how you were planning on paying me for my work for you. I no longer receive payments through payroll, so I will probably need to pick up a check from 
your department. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: correcting the map and payment tbr work 

Where do you want the numbers, Eunice? 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

One more thing (sorry) if you could number the research maps (1 - western hem and eastern 2) - that would be great. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::15 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorry about not responding, I didn’t realize it was that much of a rush. I will have them revised in a few minutes for you. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Hope you received my email. 

Is it possible to have the revised today? I am sorry to rush you but I just realized I have to share them early tomorrow morning. I thought I had a bit more time. 

My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:17 PM 

Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Sorry for the silence. It is a very hectic time. 

In terms of the maps: 
- the one on University needs a correction: there is a an error of Georges last name. 
-in case of my research, it would be great if you to removed the names of countries of research interests so as to be consistent with representations of the work of my 
colleagues. And if you could add Canadian foreign policy - is currently my research assistant on a book I am working on this topic - under my research interests that 
would be great. 

Many thanks for all your help. 

Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:09 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 



I haven’t heard back from you about what you’d like me to correct for you on the maps, but ]Z will be happy to do that for you as soon as you have the chance to let me know. 
Also, I was wondering how you were planning on paying me for my work for you. T no longer receive payments through payroll, so T will probably need to pick up a check from 
your department. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: correcting the map and payment tbr work 

univelsities.jpg; eafftemhemi~pg; westemhemijpg 

Okay, these should be all fixed now. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:2.t PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

On top perhaps or where they easily visible? 
Thanks 
Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::t9 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Where do you want the numbers, Eunice? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::t8 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

One more thing (sorry) if you could number the research maps (1 - western hem and eastern 2) - that would be great. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::t5 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorry about not responding, I didn’t realize it was that much of a rush. I will have them revised in a few minutes for you. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Hope you received my email. 

Is it possible to have the revised today? I am sorry to rush you but I just realized I have to share them early tomorrow morning. I thought I had a bit more time. 

My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:17 PM 

Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 



Sorry for the silence. It is a very hectic time. 

In terms of the maps: 

- the one on University needs a correction: there is a an error of Georges last name. 
-in case of my research, it would be great if you to removed the names of countries of research interests so as to be consistent with representations of the work of my 
colleagues. And if you could add Canadian foreign policy - is currently my research assistant on a book I am working on this topic - under my research interests that 
would be great. 

Many thanks for all your help. 

Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 1:09 PM 
To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

I haven’t heard back from you about what you’d like me to correct for you on the maps, but T will be happy to do that for you as soon as you have the chance to let me know. 
Also, :[ was wondering how you were planning on paying me for my work for you. T no longer receive payments through payroll, so T will probably need to pick up a check from 
your department. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: correcting the map and payment tbr work 

I don’t understand what you are asking. It all looks the same to me. Can you be more specific? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:40 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Thanks! 

Quick question: is possible to remove the X where you have research interests (map 2) and to have the borders the same color and the rest of my colleagues? 

Sorry for all the troubles. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:32 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Okay, these should be all fixed now. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              4:21 PM 

Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

On top perhaps or where they easily visible? 
Thanks 
Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:.t9 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Where do you want the numbers, Eunice? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:.t8 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

One more thing (sorry) if you could number the research maps (1 - western hem and eastern 2) - that would be great. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::t5 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorry about not responding, I didn’t realize it was that much of a rush. I will have them revised in a few minutes for you. 



From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:1~ PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Hope you received my emaiL 

Is it possible to have the revised today? I am sorry to rush you but l just realized I have to share them early tomorrow morning. I thought I had a bit more time. 

My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Sorry for the silence. It is a very hectic time. 

In terms of the maps: 
- the one on University needs a correction: there is a an error of Georges last name. 
-in case of my research, it would be great if you to removed the names of countries of research interests so as to be consistent with representations of the work of my 
colleagues. And if you could add Canadian foreign policy - is currently my research assistant on a book I am working on this topic - under my research interests that 
would be great. 

Many thanks for all your help. 

Eunice 

From: @live.unc~edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:09 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

I haven’t heard back from you about what you’d like me to correct for you on the maps, but I will be happy to do that for you as soon as you have the chance to let me know. 
Also, I was wondering how you were planning on paying me for my work for you. T no longer receive payments through payroll, so T will probably need to pick up a check from 
your department. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: correcting the map and payment tbr work 

Oh, it was highlighted when I made the map. I didn’t realize that. One moment, rll send it to you again. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:40 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Thanks! 

Quick question: is possible to remove the X where you have research interests (map 2) and to have the borders the same color and the rest of my colleagues? 

Sorry for all the troubles. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mor~day, 4:32 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Okay, these should be all fixed now. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              4:21 PM 

Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

On top perhaps or where they easily visible? 
Thanks 
Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:.t9 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Where do you want the numbers, Eunice? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:.t8 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

One more thing (sorry) if you could number the research maps (1 - western hem and eastern 2) - that would be great. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::t5 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorry about not responding, I didn’t realize it was that much of a rush. I will have them revised in a few minutes for you. 



From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4-: 14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Hope you received my emaiL 

Is it possible to have the revised today? I am sorry to rush you but l just realized I have to share them early tomorrow morning. I thought I had a bit more time. 

My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Sorry for the silence. It is a very hectic time. 

In terms of the maps: 
- the one on University needs a correction: there is a an error of Georges last name. 
-in case of my research, it would be great if you to removed the names of countries of research interests so as to be consistent with representations of the work of my 
colleagues. And if you could add Canadian foreign policy - ~ is currently my research assistant on a book I am working on this topic - under my research interests that 
would be great. 

Many thanks for all your help. 

Eunice 

From: ~live.unc~edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:09 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

I haven’t heard back from you about what you’d like me to correct for you on the maps, but I will be happy to do that for you as soon as you have the chance to let me know. 
Also, I was wondering how you were planning on paying me for my work for you. I no longer receive payments through payroll, so I will probably need to pick up a check from 
your department. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: correcting the map and payment tbr work 

eastemhemi.jpg 

Here you go. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:40 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Thanks! 

Quick question: is possible to remove the × where you have research interests (map 2) and to have the borders the same color and the rest of my colleagues? 

Sorry for all the troubles. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, : 4:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Okay, these should be all fixed now. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:2:1 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

On top perhaps or where they easily visible? 
Thanks 
Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4::19 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Where do you want the numbers, Eunice? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              4::18 PM 

Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

One more thing (sorry) if you could number the research maps (:t - western hem and eastern 2) - that would be great. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorry about not responding, I didn’t realize it was that much of a rush. I will have them revised in a few minutes for you. 



From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4-: 14- PM 

To: 
S,,bject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Hope you received my email. 

Is it possible to have the revised today? I am sorry to rush you but I just realized I have to share them early tomorrow morning. I thought I had a bit more time. 

My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi 

Sorry for the silence. It is a very hectic time. 

In terms of the maps: 
- the one on Universibl needs a correction: there is a an error of Georges last name. 
-in case of my research, it would be great if you to removed the names of countries of research interests so as to be consistent with representations of the work of my 
colleagues. And if you could add Canadian foreign policy - : is currently my research assistant on a book I am working on this topic - under my research interests that 
would be great. 

Many thanks for all your help. 

Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:09 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 

I haven’t heard back from you about what you’d like me to correct for you on the maps, but I will be happy to do that for you as soon as you have the chance to let me know. 
Also, I was wondering how you were planning on paying me for my work for you. I no longer receive payments through payroll, so I will probably need to pick up a check from 
your department. 

Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 4:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Hello 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
My name is 

Sincerely, 

I am currently a Global studies major and I am taking a class with professor Joseph Jordan. He suggested that I contact you and told me that you 

I would love to have the opportunity to meet with you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

AFRI student adds 

Dear Eunice, 
I would like to add the follo~ving students to my class. Thank you, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-.~merican Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://al~i ca.unc.edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Add Students to AFAM 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 
Sent: Mlonday, 6:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject; Add Students to AFAM 

Dear Travis: Today was the first meeting for my AFAM class. If possible, please add the following students: 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: AFAM 

Dear Eunice, 

Oh yes, he sure did. I’ve had him before, and he is a fine student. 

Robert 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Sul~iect: RE: AFAM 

Dear Robert, 

Thanks. Did this student attend your first two classes this week? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Porter, Robert S 
Sent: Monday, 12:37 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: FW: AFAM 

Eunice, 

Would you approve the addition of this student to my AFAM 
apparently there have been some drops. 

class? See below, which includes his explanation, name and PID number. The class was closed on Thursday but 

Robert 

From: ~[ive unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:33 PM 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Sut~iect: AFAM 

IIello Professor Porter, 

I completely forgot to give you my PID to register me in the course on Thursday, but there are 3 slots open on CormectCarolina, but it says "Instructor Consent Required," or else I would 
have registered on the website. Hope you can help me in registering for the course and I have provided ray PID at the end of the e-mail. Look forward to seeing you on Thursday! 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Budget lbr Du Bois Conference 

Souuds great Dr. Sable, 

I jus~ want to let you know that I will be out of town at the end of next week for the 

during that lime. 

(Thursday & Friday) but will be accessible via email 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:50 PM 
To: 
Co: tia_williams@unc.edu; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Budget for Du Bois Conference 

Dear 

Thanks so much for working on the Du Bois Conference Budget. 

Tia, Sonia and I will review it and I will be in touch early next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, i0:51 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Budget for Du Bog Conference 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I had to leave but usua]ly on Fridays I roll be in Ibr,-4 hours. I have a maudato~y training today Ibr a voluuteer positiou I am starting on campus but I wanted to seud 

you what I was worldng on this week. I have looked up prices for flights for rill of the speakers. I have included what I found in the spreadsheet I attached as well as 
started tilling in sonle estimated costs for other expenses based on what I did with the MURAP Conference (Carolina Inn, Taxis). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               9:39 PM 

discussion < faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu > 

RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

Jan and all, 

Concerning #3, serious questions have been raised about whether athletic academic support staff are answerable to coaches first and are not, therefore, legitimately 
understood as appointed delegates acting on behalf of students’ academic interests, The Steele building advisers, as a group, are terrific, but questions have been raised about 
whether athletes rely upon them for their primary academic advice, [ know some steps have already been taken to address these advising concerns and perhaps we want to 
make sure that #3 states more clearly what those concerns are, but I do think there is a need for it, or something like it 

Jonathan 

From: Boxill, Jan [JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:32 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

Jay, 

Thmiks. I like that much better, because some of the issues you Inention axe not limited to atbletics. I agree with Andy that the principles stated earlier axe good and 

restated in the subcommittee report. 

Not sure I understand #3, as we do have professional advisors in Steele Bldg whose job it is to work ruth students on their academic processes. And the 

recommendation of the subcommittee was to increase the number of these. 

Thank~ 

Jan 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:10 PM 

To: discussion 
Co: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

Jan- -’the realities were mine, not discussed by the group. I’m sure we could have a spirited argument about the nature of"reality." though since you teach philosophy I 

would be at a disadvmatage. 

What if we ditch the realities mid go for a shorter statement’? Here’s another shot (though perhaps still unacceptable to vea-ious pexties). Some of you roll hear echoes of 

Braaach: 

We the ~¢ndersig~ted members of the Athletics’ Reform G~)up belim,e #tat it is our moral and professional responsibility as educator,s’ to rep~Miate and 

active@ oppose arc, Unive~’ity-supported system that leaves st~Ments voiceless and deprived of basic rights’ even as’ their educational paths are constrained 

and manipulated for the benefit and p~x~t of higher authorities. In keeping with the spirit of the "statement of principles" we released last Febmtary, the 

ARG now calls’ on the U~VC communiO, to b~#M an academic-athletic system that will operate on the following premises: 

1. Equality of educational opportunity shall be guaranteed. 

2. All students, athlete mad non-athlete alike, shall retain their fidl rights as citizens, including their rights to informed consent, thir representation, and due process. No 

t?eedoms shall be abridged because of athletic status. 

3. Only faculty or their appointed delegates shall exercise authority over academic processes. 

Other things could be added. Maybe one of these could be eli~ninated. I like that it’s short, clem; aa~d unco~npromising. AnDvay...this would be another possible 

approach. -Jay 

On 2:58 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

i support your italicized statement. 

i suspect that i’m not the only one ~ho would t~eak it a kit, in my case to ensure that readers 

..... Original Messaqe ..... 

Frora: Boxiil, Jan [mailto:JMBOXILL@eraail.unc.edui 

Sent: Monday, 2:45 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: Ifacul~y--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

Andy, 

Thanks for weighing in. I too endorse the italicized section--it applies to all aspects of the 



..... OrJ qi]nal Message ..... 

From: Andrew J Perrin [maiito:andrew perrin@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 2:29 PM 

To: discb~ssion 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Say et al. , 

I thoroughly endorse the italicized section. We part ways, though, on the question of whether the 

ap 

On Morl, at 12:49 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 

ARdy--thanks for weighing ino    dust to clarify, "disentanglement" (as 

I envision it) would ge~ us OUT of the business that we’re already IN. 

That would be the point of it--to separate us from a contaminant. Yes, 

rent ~ut the facilities ani the use of our name. Athletes who wanted 

tc take classes could still do so, but we would be free t~ treat them 

like any other student. No more "compliance, " no more special admits, 

no more steering, no more mid-semester reports to the support office. 

In a word, no more pretendinq.    To me that sounds like paradise on earth. 

Mayke not realistic, kut happy-dance desirable, in any case, as I said 

in an earlier email, I pose it only as an alternative to be :onsiderei. 

And i also see the goals you list as eminently desirable. 

To answer the question--why another statement?--you fairly poin~ out 

that we ]<ave other statements already, and that we miqht just return 

tc them for eiabcration.    (The Branch-lnspirei one %~as never finished, 

though.)    But ~ne reason f~r the ne~ statement ~as to provide a 

rallying point to draw more faculty into our project. And we thought 

that a statement dedicated to "rights" and to the protection of the 

interests of mistreated students, would be a good way to do that. 

As I also suggested in my earlier email, it’s the italicized part to 
which I feel passionately committed.    If we could agree on the proper 
wording fox just that section, and agree that it’s something we should 
all be "on board" with, I’d be delighted. And per]<arps that could 
serve as the foundation for a much shorter statement. If anybody 
~ould llke to be reminded of the itallci×ed text, let me know. -Jay 

On 11:34 ~’\<~, Andrew Perrin wrote: 

Colleagues- 

i’m sorry ~o ]<ave missed the meeting; apparently i was inadvertently 

unsubscribed from the mailing list. 

i’m Rot sure why we needed aRother statement of principles, as we 

have both our early one from the fall and the one we crafted this 

spring in dialogue wit]< Taylor Branch. 

That said, I like the first part of this statement, i thin]< the 

latter part (the A-B-C list) is fax too pointed toward so called 

"disentanglement, " a] a moving athletics into a separate, commercial 

enterprise. As i’ve said in meetings several times, i think this is 

neither a good nor a realistic outcome. I don’t mind pursuing 

unreallsti: outcomes if ! think they’re gooi, nor sub-optimal 

ob~tcomes if they’re realistic, but both at once seems wrong! 

internally at UNC, I think we should be pus]<inq for what our earlier 

statement of principles stated: academic oversight of athletics, 

full integrity, no admissions of athletes who :an’t succeed as 

students, full support for athletes’ academic success (n~t just 

"compliance"), due process and full rights as students for athletes. 

Externally, i think we should be pushinq our NCAA reps to allow more 

e:on~mi: rights for athletes, f~ur-year scholarships across the 

board, and true academic integrity -- something more like Division 

iii operates right now. if that spurs NFL/NBAietc. to start up a 

minor-ieagb~e system, so be it, but it’s Rot our responsibility as 



universities to support a farm league. That’s why I don’t like the 

disentanglement suggestion -- why iR the world shob.ld the uRiversity 

be iR the business of minor-league sports? dust because of the 

facilities? They can be rented out J f that’s the rationale. 

Best, 

An dy 

On FrJ , at 22:17 +00O0, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

Here’s a "peep," after finally having a chance to read it. I think 

this is a terrific statement.    I saw only two sort of typos: 

"ChanceliDr" shDuii be capitaiizei in the first line, and in the 

last paragraph, yob. mean "so, " not "to" after "rightfully." 

I have submittei a letter tD the editor of the Independent in 

response to this week’s article. Your statement is’. more eloquent 

and complete, but I think you’ll find mire supportive if it sees the light of day. 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: day Smith [javsmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~r~day, 5:00 PP~ 

7’o: discussion 

Cc : di sc’lssi ON 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes 

Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Did everyone receive my draft document from yesterday? Curious 

that no one has said a peep. And there’s evidence that the 

listserv has keen acting up... 

Jay 

On 4:5"7 PM, 

Will someone please help me (re the CA bill cum law): what is the 

media $ level at UNC/ACC currently/projected? Thanks. 

From: Southali, Richard Michard [mailto:southali@emaii.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, ] :17 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Caiif. Senate Passes Landmark 

Athlete Welfare LegislatioR 

Thought this might be <f great interest to many of you. 

Richard 



http://athieticbusiness.com/editorsibloc~idefault.aspx?id 940 

Dr. Richard M. Southali 

Associate Professor- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director’- College Sport Research institute 

Woollen Hail 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

s.outhal] @ emai], uns. eiu 

UNC Sport AdminJ stratJon website: 

http : //exss . linc . edu/qr aduate-proqrams/specializations isport-admini 

stration/overview/ 

CSRI website : ~e,~. unc. e du / c s r i 

CSRI Conference oR College Sport website: www.csriconference.or@ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 

~ive fully. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vin Steponaitis <vps@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,. 9:41 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

Jay, 

Sorry I’ve been so silent .. I’ve just been swamped in recent days 

I’m generally in agreement ~vith Andy’s position in this discussion. I 
like your second draft better than your first one, but I don’t think 
either of the new statements is better than the originah I say this 
for three reasons: (1) I believe the original statement will ultimately 
attract much more faculty support; (2) from the standpoint of building 
support, it’s a bad idea to keep changing the message; and (3) it’s 
nnportant to aim for achievable goals With respect to the last item, I 
think An~d.y’s right that we have to adopt both "intern a[" and "external" 
strategies, and that both have to take political realities into account. 

Best, 
Vin 

On         3:10 PM; Jay Smith wrote: 
> Jan--the realities were mine, not discussed by the group. I’m sure we 
> could have a spirited argument about the nature of "reality," though 
> since you teach philosophy I would be at a disadvantage. 
> 

> What if we ditch the realities and go for a shorter statement? tlere’s 
> another shot (though perhaps still unacceptable to various parties). 
> Some of you will hear echoes of Branch: 
> 

>/We the undersigned members of the Athletics Reform Group believe that 
> it is our moral and professional responsibility as educators to 
> repudiate and actively oppose any University-supported system that 
> leaves students voiceless and deprived of basic rights even as their 
> educational paths are constrained and manipulated for the benefit and 
> profit of higher authorities.In keeping with the spirit of the 
> "statement of principles" we released last Febma~, the ARG now calls 
> on the L~’~’C communi~ to build an academic-athletic system that will 
> operate on the following premises:i 
> 

>// 
> 

> 1 .Equality of educational opportunity shall be guaranteed. 
> 

> 2.All students, athlete and non-athlete alike, shall retain their full 
> rights as citizens, including their rights to informed consent, fair 
> representation, and due process.No freedoms shall be abridged because of 
> athletic status. 
> 

> 3.Only faculty or their appointed delegates shall exercise authority 
> over academic processes. 
> 

> 

> Other things could be added. Maybe one of these could be eliminated. 
> I like that it’s short, clear, and ~mcompromising. Anyway...this would 
> be another possible approach. -Jay 
> 

> 

> On 2:58 PM. wrote: 
>> Jay, 
>> 

>> I support your italicized statement 
>> 

>> I suspect that I’m not the only one who would tweak it a bit, in my case to ensure that readers appreciate Jan’s reminder that the notion needs to be seen as concern tbr all students I 
would add a sentence that invites everyone in the University community to join in this purpose--we need to recruit more actively. That means students, too, especially if organizations like 
the Campus Y with its civil rights commitment are to be included. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:JMBOXlLL@emaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 2:45 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 
>> 

>> Andy, 
>> Thanks for weighing in. I too endorse the italicized section--it applies to all aspects of the university’ not just athletics. I think many of us are serious-minded reformers who don’t ~vish to 
see the end of college athletics. I too am soro~ I missed the meeting, as I do not see the six realities as clear realities 
>> 

>> Jan 



>> 

>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>> From: 2mdrew J Perrin [mailto:andrew perrin(~r!unc edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 2:29 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Cc: discussion 
>> Su~iect: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 
>> 

>> Jay et al., 
>> 

>> I thoroughly endorse the italicized section. We part ways, though, on the question of whether the outcome described would be "paradise on earth." I don’t wish to see the end of college 
athletics, which is effectively what you described. 
>> 

>> ap 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, at 12:49 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> An@--thanks for weighing in. Just to clari~-, "disentanglement" (as 
>>> I envision it) would get us Okrr of the business that we’re already IN. 
>>> That would be the point of it--to separate us from a contaminant. Yes, 
>>> rent out the facilities and the use of our name. Athletes who wanted 
>>> to take classes could still do so, but we would be free to treat them 
>>> like any other student. No more "compliance," no more special a&nits, 
>>> no inure steering, no more mid-semester reports to the support office. 
>>> In a word, no mure pretending. To me that sounds like paradise on earth. 
>>> Maybe not realistic, but happy-dance desirable. In any case, as I said 
>>> in an earlier email, I pose it only as an alternative to be considered. 
>>> And I also see the goals you list as eminently desirable. 

>>> To answer the question--why another statement?--you fairly point out 
>>> that we have other statements already, and that we might just return 
>>> to them for elaboration. (The Branch-inspired one was never finished, 
>>> though.) But one reason for the new statement was to provide a 
>>> rallying point to draw more faculty into our project. ~amd we thought 
>>> that a statement dedicated to "rights" and to the protection of the 
>>> interests of mistreated students, would be a good way to do that 

>>> As I also suggested in my earlier email, it’s the italicized part to 
>>> which I feel passionately committed If~ve could agree on the proper 
>>> wording for just that section, and agree that it’s something we should 
>>> all be "on board" with, I’d be delighted. And perhaps that could 
>>> serve as the foundation for a much shorter statement. If anybody 
>>> would like to be reminded of the italicized text, let me know-. -Jay 
>>> 

>>> On 11:34 AM. Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>>>> Colleagues- 

>>>> I’m sorry to have missed the meeting; apparently I ~vas inadvertently 
>>>> unsubscribed from the mailing list. 

>>>> I’m not sure why ~ve needed another statement of principles, as we 
>>>> have both our early one fi-om the fall and the one we crat~ed this 
>>>> spring in dialogue ~vith Taylor Branch. 

>>>> That said, I like the first part of this statement I think the 
>>>> latter part (the A-B-C list) is far too pointed toward so called 
>>>> "disentanglement," aka moving athletics into a separate, commercial 
>>>> enterprise. As I’ve said in meetings several times, I think this is 
>>>> neither a good nor a realistic outcome I don’t mind pursmng 
>>>> unrealistic outcomes it" ! think they’re good, nor sub-optimal 
>>>> outcomes if they’re realistic, but both at once seems wrongt 

>>>> Internally at I_2NC, ! think we should be pushing for what our earlier 
>>>> statement of principles stated: academic oversight of’athletics, 
>>>> full integrity, no admissions of athletes who can’t succeed as 
>>>> students, full support ]2~r athletes’ academic success (not just 
>>>> "compliance"), due process and full rights as students ]2~r athletes. 

>>>> Externally, I think we should be pushing our NCAA reps to allow more 
>>>> economic rights fi~r athletes, ]2~ur-year scholarships across the 
>>>> board, and true academic integrity -- something more like Division 
>>>> IB operates right now. If that spurs NFL/NBAietc to start up a 
>>>> minor-league system, so be it, but it’s not our responsibility as 
>>>> umversiues to support a [’arm league That’s why I don’t like the 
>>>> disentanglement suggestion -- why in the world should the university 
>>>> be in the business of minor-league sports? Just because of the 
>>>> facilities? They can be rented out if that’s the ratinnale 

>>>> Best, 

>>>> On t~’ri,            at 22:17 ~ 0000, Cramer, Richard wrote: 
>>>>> Here’s a "peep," after finally having a chance to read it. I think 
>>>>> this is a terrific statement. I saw only two sort of typos: 
>>>>> "Chancellor" should be capitalized in the first line, and in the 
>>>>> last paragraph, you mean "so," not "to" after "rightfully." 

>>>>> I have submitted a letter to the editor of the Independent in 
>>>>> response to this week’s alticle. Your statement is more eloquent 



>>>>> and comp[ete, but I think you’ll find mine suppuruve if it sees the light of day 

>>>>> Richard Cramer, Ph.D 
>>>>> Academic Advisur, Co[lege of Arts and Sciences, 

>>>>> From: Jay Smith [iaysraith@eraail.~mc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Friday, 5:00 PM 
>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>> Cc: discussion 
>>>>> Subject: Re: [facults~--athletics-forum] Cali~ Senate Passes 
>>>>> Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

>>>>> Did evel~/one receive my draft document from yesterday? Curious 
>>>>> that no one has said a peep. And there’s evidence that the 
>>>>> listsel~" has been acting up... 

>>>>> Jay 
>>>>> On 4:57 PM. wrote: 

>>>>>> Will someone please help me (re the CA bill cure law): what is the 
>>>>>> media $ level at UNC/ACC currently@rejected? Thanks. 

>>>>>> From: Southall, Richard iMhchard [mailto :southall@email uric edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday, 1:17 PM 
>>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Caliil Senate Passes Landmark 
>>>>>> Athlete Welfare Legislation 

>>>>>> Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 

>>>>>> Richard 

>>>>~> http : //athleticbusiness.com/editors/blo~/defau[t aspx?id=940 

>>>>>> I~~. Richard M. Southall 

>>>>>> Associate Prufessur - Spurt Administratiun 

>>>>>> Graduate Program Cuordinatur 

>>~>>~ The Umversl~ of Nur~h Carolina at Chape[ tlill 

>>>>>> Directur - Cullege Sport Research Institute 

>>>>>> Wuollen Hall 203C 

>>>>>> Office - 919.962-3507 

>>>>>> Fax - 919.962-6235 

>>>>>> southall@email.unc.edu 

>>>>>> LRWC Sport Administration website: 



>>>>>> http :i/exss.unc edu/~raduate-program s/specializations/sport-admini 
>>>>>> stration/overview/ 

>>>>>> CSRI website:w~v.unc.edu/csri 

>>>>>> CSR! Conference on College Sport website:www.csriconference.org 

>>>>>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 
>>>>>> live fully-. 

>>>>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: 

>>>>>>        @live.unc.edu. 

>>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>> http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 54562879.d37efl 2dff35e61 b6907f41:42a 1 a2fl~ 

>>>>>>4&n T&l I:acult3,---athletics-forum&o 32024195 

>>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>>>>>> broken) 

>>>>>> or send a blat~ email to 
>>>>>> leave-32024195-54562879.d37efl 2dfi35e6 lb6907f41542al a2fl~@listser,~. 

>>>>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>> j aysmith@email uric edu. 

>>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>> http :~/lists. unc. edu/u ? id 486998 5 7 65997791b4b45b38d9f695 22ac998ca 
>>>>>> 9&n T&I faculty--athletics-fort~’n&o 32026066 

>>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above I~rRL if the line is 
>>>>>> broken) 

>>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>>>> leave-32026066-48699857.65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listse1~z. 

>>>>> You are cun-ently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> mrcramer@email.unc edu 

>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>http://lists.ua~c.edu/u?id 48699891 94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6~5b0ccc5 
>>>>> &n T&I facul~-athletics-fomm&o 32026083 

>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>>>>> broken) 

>>>>> or send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-32026083-48699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01 cca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv u 

>>>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> andrew perrin@unc edu 

>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>> http://[ists.unc.edu/u?id~8699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d 
>>>>> &n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32026384 

>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>>>>> broken) 

>>>>> or send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-32026384-48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.u 

>> Andrew- J Perrin -andrexv~perrin@unc.edu -http://perrin.socsci.unc.edu Associate Professor of Sociology’, University of North Carolina CB#3210, 155 Hamilton Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3210 USA 



>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-J2)rum as:jmboxilI@emaiI.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here:http:i/lists unc.eduiu? 
id~8699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981 efSb593&~T&] ~acu[ty--athletics-fomm&~) 32038854. or send a blank emai] toleave-32038854- 

48699895 743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981 eJl{b593 @ [istserv.unc.edu 
>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-~2)rum as: ~[ive.unc.edu. To unsubscribe dick here:http://]ists.uncedu/u? 
id 54562879.d37ef12dt]’35e61b6907f4f42ala2tb4&n T&[ facultv--athletics-forum&o 32039007 or send a blank emai[ to]eave-32039007- 
54562879 d37ell 2df[’35e61 b6907f41:42al a2fb4@lisksep~ uric edu. 
>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul%’-athletics-forum as:jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here:http://lists.~mc.edu,’u?id 48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facults~-athletics-foram&o 32039145 or send a blapA email toleave-32039145- 
48699857.65997791 b4b45638d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.m~c.edu. 
> 

> You are currently subscribed to faculU---athletics-forum as: 
> vps@email.unc.edu <raailto:vps,@,email.m~c.edu>. 

> To unsubscribe click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48916009.d79fda5d625c10c351ee996491420602&n T&I faculP~’-athletics-fot~&o 32039250 

> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

> or send a blare: email to 
> leave-32039250-48916009.d79fda5d625c10c351ee99b491420602@listser,<unc.edu <mailt~:~eave-32~3925~-489~6~9.d79fda5d625c~c35~ee99b49~42~6~2(~istserv.~mc.edu> 

Vincas P. Steponaitis 
Professor of Anthropology 
Chair, Cm-riculum in Archaeology 
Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology- 

Mailing address: 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

tel.: (919) 962-6574 
fax: (919) 962-1613 

email: vin@unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 5013745642f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32041331 or send a blank email to leave-32041331- 

50137456.42t235afSa29175600a &%9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Am~ual Films, Discussions and Arts Series <info@urbanfilmseries.comv 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

2013 Call For Films, Volunteers, Sponsors aM Participmats - Urban Film Series 

Having trouble viewing? Visit: http:i/www.Urba~’ilmSeries.com 

http:/A~vw.u rba nfil .... i ...... /irnages/callfor2013hea der jpg 

The Following should Follow LNSTRUCTIONS at UrbanFilmSeries.com 

Click for More 

Visit UrbanFilmSeri ..... 

Click For More 

Sponsors 

Volunteers 

City, State, University or Partnership Proposals 
Poets and Speakers 

Musicians and N’lists 

Vendors 

Press 

PROGRA, M, V~ H,I, BI. AN()THI~;R SET ()~; ][{[ST()RIC EVENTS: 

Historians, Celebrities and Notable Guests 

TV/Newspaper/Mag~ine/Radio Reviews, Interviews and Appearances 

Urban Fihn Series 2013 Call For Films 



6th Black History Month Fihn & Discussion Series ~ Januao~ 1 

Black Does Fihn Series ~- February, 25th 

Children’s Film and Education Festival ~ October 15th (2013) 

Health and Wellness Film Festival ~- October 15th (2013) 
Exclusive Screenings a~d Maacketi ng AssistaJ~ce ~- Yeaac- Round 

Packaging. Submit press packets with submissions or provide a 1-page detailed description ofyour submission ruth vitae. Include a self-addressed and 

sta~lped return package (if returu ~equiled). Films still in our receipt ~:re still under consideration for programming. 

Media, Film and video entries must be on DVD (if DVD avialable) ~-, DVD Copies Must Be Available for Screenings, unless othera, ise agreed. For 2013, 
shorts, features, documentaries, videos, and children’s films are encouraged. 

l"ees. Please include a money order or cashier’s check for the $20 processing fee with your ento~; $35 if submitting for multiple programs; an additional $10 

late fee roll apply for packages postmarked after respective deadlines. Must be made out to "Ne~ Generation Awareness Foundation." 

Send all submissions to: 
Project Coordinator 

{Name of the Series -or- "2013 Programs" if Submitting lbr All Programs} 

Next Generation Awareness Foundation, Inc. 

P.O. Box 355 

Clinton, Maryland 20735 

Phone: 202-409-7240 

Emaih UrbanFilmSeries (at) hotmail.com (if ruth attachments) 

Info (at) UrbanFilmSeries.com (if without attachinents) 

To unsubscribe/choa~ge preferences: 

click here 

To subscribe: 

click here 

Our address: 

P. O. Box 355 

Clinton, Maryland 20735 

Email list management powered by http://MailerMailer.com 
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TOP NEWS 

As Storm Disrupts Plans, 
G.O.P. Takes Up Tensions 
By JIM RUTENBERG and MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

Monday was a day of frustration for 
Republicans as the delay in beginning 
their convention deprived them of their 
national stage and brought a fresh airing 
of intraparty tensions. 

" ~ Slide Show: Alternative Republican Voices 

in Tampa 

After Attacks, Israeli Schools 
Confront Hate 
By JODI RUDOREN and ISABEL KERSHNER 

Israeli students are being required to 
discuss the attempted 13inching of a 
number of Palestinima youths. 

Business and Political 

Experiences Pull Romney 2 Ways on Economy 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

As governor of Massachusetts, Mitt Ronmey supported a greater govenunent role in the economy, but as a 
presidential candidate, he has moved closer to the Republican naainstream. 

. The Caucus: Romney to Arrive in Tampa on Tuesday 8:44 PM ET 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

.............................................. R:EiP!,IBLI:CAN RATIONAL CONV~NTiION .............................................. 

Live Video From Tampa 
At 2 and 7 p.m. each day, our live video broadcast from Tmnpa will take readers behind the scenes of the 
Republican National Convention with newsmaker interviews, analysis from Times journalists and stories 
exploring various aspects of the campaign. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"People are taught to hate, so they hate." 

TAMER JBARAH, a 17-year-old Palestinian student on the recent attack of an Arab teenager by a mob of 

Jewish teenagers. 



U,S, 

FEATURE: Tropical 
Storm Isaac 
Track the path of Tropical 
Storm Isaac as it 
approaches the United 
States. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Destroying Precious Land for 
Gas 
By SEAN LENNON 

Natural gas has been sold as dean 
energy, but the word "dean" is taking on 
a disturbingly Orwellian tone. Don’t be 
fooled. 

4 WEEKS 

WORLD 

Gangs’ Truce Buys E1 Salvador a Tenuous Peace 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

A truce between two notoriously violent street gangs endures in E1 Salvador after five months, but some 
wonder wheflmr the goverument has nmde a deal with the devil. 
¯ " ~ Photographs: A Salvadoran Cease-Fire Holds, for Now 

For Putin, Report Says, State Perks Pile High 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

In a new report, Russian opposition leaders describe the presidential perks enjoyed by Vladimir V. Putin, 
induding palaces, a fleet of jets and droves of luxury ears. 

U.S. Military Disciplines 9 Over Video and Koran Burning 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Nine American service members were disciplined on Monday for fl~e buruing of Korans and the posting of a 
video showing Marines urinating on dead insurgents, events that prompted outrage in Afghmfistan. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Tropical Storm Isaac Builds as It Churns Toward Coast 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

The tracking forecasts reacl~ed a consensus that the storu~ would lm~d overnight Tuesday somewhere arom~d 
southeasteru Louisiana as a Category 2 hurriemm. 
. ~ Interactive: Tracking Tropical Storm Isaac 

¯ . ~ Graphic: Isaac Follows a Familiar Path, but With Less Intensity 

Official Stirs Texas City With Talk of Rebellion 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Tom Head, the cotmty judge in Lubbock, said that he expected fighting in the streets if President Obama is 
re-elected. 

Levee Needing Costly Repairs Lands Ohio Village on Endangered List 
By RAY RIVERA 

The Army Corps of Engineers is considerh~g alternatives to expensive repairs, induding razh~g buildings in 
the village of Zoar, Ohio. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Samsung Case Puts Apple Closer to Google Fight 



By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER and BRIAN X. CHEN 

By making its ovw~ hardware, Google could end up more squarely in Apple’s sights. The jury’s findings in the 
case could potentially force Google to adjust its software, too. 

Active in Cloud, Amazon Reshapes Computing 
By QUENTIN HARDY 

?anazon is quietly upending the world of business computing through its cloud operations, a vast resource 
that gives companies heavy computing power without the baseline costs. 

I.B.M. Mainframe Evolves to Serve the Digital World 
By STEVE LOHR 

Executives said the company’s new line of mainframe computers can tackle any trend in corporate 
computing, from the cloud to so-called green computing. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Federer Wins Easily; After a Sluggish Start, So Does Clijsters 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Roger Federer dismantled Donald Young in the first rotund of the U.S. Open. Victoria Duval of the United 
States had the crowd on her side, but the veteran Kim Clijsters advanced. 

With Referees Out, N.F.L. Stars Throw Flag on Novice Fill-Ins 
By SAM BORDEN 

The performances of some N.F.L. replacement officials so far have not eased the concerns of players, 
coaches, fm~s, owners, odchnakers and anyone else who has a stake in the game. 

After Replacing Coach, Li Finds Quick Success 
By BEN ROTHENBERG 

While Carlos Rodriguez’s partnership with Li Na has been short, the results have been immediate. Li won 
her first-rotmd match at the United States Open. 

" Stosur Beats Rain and Her First Opponent 

’: After Heart Scare, Fish Keeps Perspective and Fights On 

What If You Could Build Your Dream Open? 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Punk Fest, Defiant and Undefinable 
By JON PARELES 

The Afro-Pmak Festival in Fort Greene, Brookl)aa, continues to expand beyond its punk and hard-core roots. 

’: ~ Slide Show 

NEW MUSIC 
Music From Yeasayer, Tamia, Lionel Loueke and Divine Fits 
By JON PARELES, JON CARAMANICA, NATE CHINEN and BEN RATLIFF 

New releases this week include "Fragrant World," by Yeasayer; the R&B singer Tanfia’s first albmn of new 
work in six years; and Lionel Loueke’s funk-and-Afrobeat-infused "Heritage." 

Jonathan Banks of ’Breaking Bad’ on Sunday’s Episode 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Mr. Banks talks about lfis character, the laconic enforcer Mike Ehrmantraut, and the current season of 
"Breaking Bad." 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Stigma of H.I.V. Is a Barrier to Prenatal Care 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

Fear of being stignaatized as an AIDS patient is still a major barrier to good care for pregnant yomag women 



in many cotmtries, a new study and a literature review have fotmd. 

:’ Health Guide: H.I.V. Infection >> 

Aspirin May Aid Cancer Recovery 
By RONI CARYN RABIN 

Men treated for prostate cancer who took aspirin regularly for other medical conditions were less likely to 
die of their cancer than patients who weren’t taking aspirin, a new study shows. 

REMARKABLE CREATURES 
As Genes Learn Tricks, Animal Lifestyles Evolve 
By SEAN B. CARROLL 

Recent studies on how some snakes and other animals detect infrared light provide striking examples of how 
new lifestyles can evolve when old genes leana new tricks. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Storm, Again 
Tropical Storm Isaac is a reminder both of Republican incompetence in handling Hurricane Katrina, and the 
party’s disastrous plm~s to further cut emergency-related spending. 

EDITORIAL 
Iran’s Nuclear Quest 
The best approach to containing Tehran’s nuclear ambitious is still a diplomatic solution, despite growing 
pressure for military action from Israel and its supporters. 

EDITORIAL 
’Warning: Smoking Can Kill You’ 
There is an important conflict to resolve in the federal circuit courts about the labeling requirement on 
cigarette packages. The law should be upheld. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Man in the Moon 
By LYDIA NETZER 

When we get a human to Mars, our horizon will expand 1,ooo times farther, and it will never go back. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Real Romney 
By DAVID BROOKS 

One man’s hardscrabble journey to the top of the Republican ticket. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Huggability and Helium 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The Republican convention in Tampa will be a pantomime of passion for a candidate who doesn’t inspire it. 

,’ Columnist Page [ Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

In 1963, 200,000 people participated in a peaceful civil rights rally in Washington, D.C., where Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. delivered his "I Have a Dream" speech in front of the Lincoln Memorial. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_o~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Heaton -cjason.heaton@fxtrans.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 28, 2012 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Ang ust 2012 training newsletter 

August 2012 traininq newsletter 

In this edition: 

Solving resoume constraints - a case study 

White paper: Preparin,q and submitting your’ REMS strategy 

The alphabet soup of software translation 

The perils of medical translation validation 

Summer is coming to an end and, with school starting up again in many places, we thought it would be appropriate to pack this month’s newsletter with some required 
reading of our own. There’s something for everyone here, from a case study about the use of contract staff to solve resource constraints to a white paper on how to develop a 
REMS strategy to how to best localize medical device software. The good news is, there will not be a quiz at the end. Feedback is always welcome and I hope you enjoy this 
month’s newsletter. 

Solving resource constraints - a case study 

For several years one of our clients has used contractors for the majority of their labeling development and project management activities due to scrutiny over full4ime 
employees and difficulty getting approval for internal headcount. 

The company worked with both traditional staffing agencies and existing suppliers to fill their open positions with contract employees. This proved moderately successful but 
in both cases they faced three main challenges. 

First, the placement services struggled to find resources with the specialized experience and skill sets needed. Being in a highly regulated industry, the company needed 
employees with relevant experience, ideally having worked previously in a regulated environment, experience with medical device labeling and managing document localization 
to meet regional requirements. In addition, the company was implementing new tools and technology that required new skill sets they did not already have internally. 

Secondly, once a resource was placed, the agency or supplier did not take an active role in managing the resources, leaving the company to assume all management 
responsibilities, which increased internal overhead as the staff grew. 

Finally, the resources were not always adding the extra value in the form of process improvements and innovation the company desired. The placement agencies and 
suppliers were not taking an active role in making this happen. 

We’ve prepared a case study that describes how ForeignExchange was able to help our client solve their resource constraints through expert staff placement and oversight. 
Download the case study here: 

htt p:Hinfo.fxtrans.com/building-and-managing-successful-onsite-teams/ 

Preparing and submitting your REMS strategy 

A Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) is a program to assess and manage a known or potential serious risk associated with a drug or biological product. A 
REMS is required by the FDA when the FDA feels it is necessary to ensure that the benefits of a drug or agent outweigh its risks. REMS, while a current topic of interest in 
the pharmaceutical industry, have been built into the drug development regulations, in some form or another, since the original version of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (FD&C) in 1938. The system has been in the process of evolving and being further defined in subsequent acts, with the most recent guidance being given in the 
Food and Drug Administration Amendment Act of 2007 and the accompanying guidance document issued in 2009. 

The essential REMS requirement is that manufacturers ensure that the benefits of a drug or biological product outweigh its risks. The actual requirements are based on a 
sliding scale related to the benefit-to-risk analysis of the substance. These requirements extend beyond basic labeling and have the potential to impact all prescription drugs, 
new chemical entities, biologics, and generics based on the specific benefit/risk profile. As a result, it is important that companies understand what REMS involve and how to 
set up procedures to successfully prepare and submit REMS plans. We’ve prepared a white paper that discusses the ins and outs of a REMS plan and best practices for 
preparing one. 

You can download it hem: http:dinfo.fxtrans.com/preparin.q-and-submittinq-your-rems-strategly/ 

The alphabet soup of software translation 

Forethought and planning is beneficial with any translation or localization project. With software localization, it becomes paramount. Issues can arise in the absence of 
adequate planning - issues related to terminology, tools used and technical considerations such as proper software internationalization. We’ve prepared a white paper that 
outlines the steps involved in software localization from translation through final testing, and discusses the return on investment of proper preparation, showing the costs 
incurred for internationalization versus fixing internationalization bugs later in the development process. 

Download the white paper here: http://info.fxtrans.com/introduction-to-sof~vare-localization/ 

The perils of medical translation validation 

Every single day another international labeling project is setup with its highest element of risk smack dab at the end of the project. Quality validation is hugely important, that 
goes without saying, especially in regulated industries. But even from a purely practical project management perspective, to allow the highest element of risk at the tail end of 
the project timeline would be absolutely unacceptable in almost all other circumstances. However, there are alternatives. 

The cost-time-quality trinity can coexist through smart implementation of a measured QA program. Measuring quality allows for focused, surgical improvements rather than 
siege-style QA processes= It is a methodology that may enable you to institutionalize quality into your localization process. By measuring the quality of your translations, you 
set the bar to the high standard you want and hold it there. It is no longer that black box at the end of a process. We’ve prepared a white paper about the pitfalls of medical 



translation validation. 

Download it here: http://info.fxtrans.com/the-perils-of-medical4ranslation-validation/ 

If you would like to read our July newsletter please click here: http://info.fxtrans.com/newsletter-iulv-2012 

This newsletter brou~iht to you by ForeignExchange Translations - the leader in training1 translations. 

copyright 2012 

For more white papers visit: http://t~v.fxtrans.com/resources4,/hite-papets/ 

To unsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu please click here 

Or mail: 
ForeignExchange Translations 

1001 Watertown St. 3rd Floor 

Newton, MA 02465 USA 

Follow us on ..T_ .w_j_t.t_#.r_, ._F_a___q#.b__q.o_k, _L_j__n__k___e__d_!D., ._Y_£_u___T__u___b___e_, and our __B_]£g. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 8:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Add Students to AFAM 

Please add the following students to my AFAM    class as our first class meeting was yesterday afternoon. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2022 6:52 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Add Students to AFAM 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for your email. 

Kindly re-send this email and address to me with a cc. to Travis. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2022 6:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Add Students to AFAM 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2022 6:42 plVl 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Add Students to AFAM 

Dear Travis: Today was the first meeting for my AFAM class. If possible, please add the following students: 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:04 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Add Smden’t to AFAM 

Dear Eunice: The student wants to add AFAM -- She is listed in another section but wants to change to my section because it meets on 

¯ Her PID 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Societies Without Borders--New Issue 

Societies Without Borders 

Human Rights and the Social Sciences 

Dear Friend, 

It is our pleasure to announce that Societies Without Borders has just released Issue 2 of Volume 7. The volume of submissions remains 
as strong as it was at the beginning of the year, and the quantity (as well as the quality) of the content we have included in the second 
issue of this volume reflects that. Inside you will find highly edifi/ing pieces of research, such as: 

~ Nancy A. Matthews "Learning the Truth and Stating the Facts’: US State Department Claims-Making and the Construction of’Human 
Rights;" in which the discourse of the official US position of human rights is examined to determine the true reality of the situation. 

~ Damayanti Banerjee "Just Places: Creating a Space for Place in Environmental Justice," where the author explores how discourse on 
sense of place and cultural heritage inform environmental justice conflicts. 

~ Lisa Hajjar"Wikileaking the Truth about American Unaccountability for Torture," in which the author examines the recently released 
diplomatic cables to examine American torture policy. 

~ A symposium on what the ASA statement on Human Rights has meant for teaching and research. Composed of submissions from 
Mark Frezzo, Judith Blau, Davita Silfen Glasberg and Bruce K. Friesen 

~ A Note From the Field by Barret Katuna: "The Human Rights Enterprise and Women’s Rights Organizing," which discusses the 
application of the human rights label to human rights activism beyond the level of discourse prevalent in the global North. 

~3 Last (but certainly not least) in we have a review of Ryan Ashley Caldwell’s Fallgirls: Gender and the Framing of Torture at Abu 
Ghraib by Amina Zarrugh, and a review of Saleem Shahzad’s Inside AI-Qaeda and the Taliban: Beyond Bin Laden and 9/11 by Sikandar 
Tangi. 

It is our sincerest hope that you will take some time out of your day to support the journal and the work that these scholars have done. 
If you have never read our journal before, here is an excellent place to start. 

David L. Brunsma, Keri E. Iyall Smith, and Mark Frezzo 

Editors, Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/?xq source=msq mes network 

you recelve oi~ Seclologists ~,48-:o~st hernial:, .. i~ii~i Tsak, click here 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: AFAM    Student Final Exam Conflict 

Dear Eunice: The student listed below has a final exam conflict with my class. Will I be able to arrange another time for her to take the final exam? Let me know when you 
have a chance and I will let her know. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 
Sent; Tuesday, :t2::t6 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; AFAM 

Hi Professor Regester, 
I was in your AFAM class yesterday and loved it, but I have come across a problem. Both your class at my CHEM    class have the final scheduled on the same day at 

the same time. My CHEM Professor has told us that we can take the final at no other time, therefore I was emailing you to see if you would make an exception at let me 
take the final at another time. If not I may have to find another class, so please let me know. 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: RE: Hello 

Dr. SaNe, 
That sounds good.Please let me know when you’re available and I’ll work with your schedule. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

This is a hectic week, thus let’s touch next week. 

Looking forward to meeting you. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:58 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Hello 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
My name is 

Sincerely, 

I am currently a Global studies major and I am taking a class with professor Joseph Jordan. He suggested that I contact you and told me that 
I would love to have the opportunity to meet with you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Potential Replacements on Canadian-Caribbean Diaspora Panel 

Hi Mw~Jimu- 

Quick question for you: 

Do you have any suggestions for colleagues who might be able to able to speak as knowledgeably as you on the Afro-Caribbean-Canadian Diaspora? 

Given your uncertain ~hedule, we’re thinking "that, unfommately, we may just need to have a solid replacement in your stead for our upcoming cont~rence. I hope you’ll 

appreciate this. 

Is there mayone that you would direct us to? 

All best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@faskarvard.edn> 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Potential Replacements on Canadian-Cm~ibbean Diaspora Panel 

Thanks for your tmderstanding. I really wish we conld have had you, bnt I know that you’ve got an overflowing plate at the moment. 

Malinda S. Smith sounds wonderful, though I wonder if yon happen to know anyone who lives closer to the Boston area (or at least on the East Coast) whose travel 
would morn closely approximate what we had budgeted l~)r you. The rumors about Ha~wa, d being flush with cash unlbrtunately don’t hold when it comes to graduate 
student-led conferences. 

If you have any other East Coast-based suggestions, we’d really appreciate them. If not, we’ll t~ to locate someone ourselves. 

All best, 

On Tue, at 9:04 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I think Malinda S. Smith, Universi~ of Alberta would be excellent. You can let her know that I suggested her as potential replacement. 

Sorry about my absence, but the situation here is very complicated. 

Thanks for understanding. 

Mwalimu. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:58 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bje~t: Potential Replacements on Canadian-Caribbean Diaspora Panel 

Hi Mwalimu- 

Quick question t~r you: 

Do you have oaay suggestions for colleagues who might be able to able to spea~ as knowledgeably as you on the Ath~-Caribbeoa>Canadian Diaspora? 

Given your uncertain schedule, we’re thinking thaL unfortunately, we may jus~t need to have a solid replacement in your stead for our upcoming conference. I hope 
you’ll appreciate this. 

Is them anyone that you would direct us to? 

All best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universi~readers.com> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 2:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Customize course materials tbr your AFRI 101 to enhmace student learning 

Hi Professor Salfle, 

Custom course materials if done right can become a powerful learning tool for students. At University Readers, we make it easy to help you get started in customizing 
materials for your Ethnic Studies com~e. 

We’ve done tens of thousands of projects, many for courses similar to AFRI 101 and we us~ that class-tested knoMedge and experience to create your ideal course 

pack. Selections from Roufledge’s We Real Cool: Black ,Men and Masculinity, and other readings from our punisher part, mrs are available to use in our libraxy of 

content. Of course, you are also welcome to use content t?om other sources. 

If you’re new to custom, I’d like to oiler you a complimenta~ reference consultation to review your reading lists and syllabu~ and guide you to attbrdable and releva~at 

readings in our online libm~-~’. 

Cm~ we chat tiffs week to see if our sin,Aces are a good fit for your class this upcoming spring term? Please let me know the most convenieut time to connect with you 

via phone or email. In the mem~time, check out tiffs video to learn tnore about our complimenta~ reference consultation or request an hffoKit. 

Very best, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 
Acquisitions Editor 
University Readers, Inc. 
3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 i San Diego, CA 92121 
marissa.delfierro@universiWreaders.com i ph. g00.200.3908 x543 
www.universi~readers.com www.universi~readers.com/cognella 

As this is a com,nercial message fro,n Cognella, Inc., you may opt-out of future e-mails by clicking the link below. 
http://wx~av.universiUreadem.conv’opt out.php?guid df092cf3-e9ce-7102-4a03-4595a6c81a19 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seeger, Friederike M <fseege@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Augnst 29, 2012 7:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Independent stu@ course 

Hi Eumce, 

I meant to call you yesterday, but wanted you to know before your meeting today that we have changed the registration to use honors course numbers for the students on the Cape Town 
program. That means that you should no longer have AFRI courses on the books f,ar the internship and independent study. 

All the best for the important work you are doing. Once things have settled down for you, I would love to meet to talk about the program. 

Thanks and best wishes, 

Friederike 

Friederike M Seeger 
Director of Butch Programs and Honors Study Abroad 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3510, 230 Graham Memorial 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 
Phone: 919-962-9680 
E-mail: fseeger@unc.edu 
Skype: 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential inlbrmation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman < ?}nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 1:07 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Letter in DTH re: AFRI-AF/AM 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Letter in DTH re: AFRI-AF/AM 

Date:Wed, 29 Aug 2012 13:05:46 -0400 

From:Sherryl Kleinman <           @nc.rr.com> 

To:The progl?ac mmling list <progl?ac@listserv.unc.edw~ 

Aug. 29th, 2012, DTH (online version had a couple of mistakes, so this is closer to the print version) 

TO Tt~ EDITOR 

As t:aculty on this campus, we strongly support our colleagues in the Department of African a~ld Afro-American Studies. 

We were glad to see the letter by Jonathan Harflyn, senior associate dean for social sciences and global progran~s entitled "Blanling AFAM is the wrong approach." 

We take HaNyn seriously when he says that the problems that were discovered in the "Review of Courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies," 

of which Hartlyn was a co-author. "have ended," and that there was "no evidence that directly implicates other department faculty or s~fl~" 

Like all departments, African and Afro-American Studies is composed of individuals who are engaged in teaching, research and service that benefit our campus, our 

state, our uation and our world. 

As individuals and as a department, the African and Ati-o-American Studies t~aculty make invaluable contributions to the production ~md spread of knowledge. 

We stand in support of this depm~tment and the multi-disciplinary field of which it is a paxt. 

Mmk Driscoll 

President 
IfNC, Chapel Hill chapter of the American Association of University Professors 

Associate Professor 

Asian Studies 

Altha Cravey 

Vice-President 
IYNC, Chapel Hill chapter of the American Association of University Professors 

Associate Prot~ssor 
Geography 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Booth. Karen M <kmbooth@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 1:20 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

FW: [progtZac] Letter in DTH re: AFRI-AF/AM 

Eanice, this is what went in and it is correct in the paper version but has mistakes in the on-line one. 
Let’s stay, in touch. PLEASE let me!us know what else we can do in solidarity’ and suppork A~so, for various reasons, the ~etter sounds as though it ~s just from Marl< 
and Altha but by situating them as A~UP, we hope to communh::ate that there ~s a much larger group of facu~:y m~p~ied, 
Be we~L 
Karen 

F~m: Sher~l Kleinman [ma[lto:         @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 1:06 PN 
To: The pro~fac mail~n~ I~st 
Subject: [pro0fac] Le~er in D~ re: AFRI-AF/AN 
Aug. 29th, 2012, DTH (online version had a couple of mistakes, so tNs is closer to the print version) 

TO THE EDITOR 

As t~ulty on this campus, we strongly support our colleagues in the Department of African and Ati~o- American Studies. 

We were glad to see the letter by Jonathan Hartlyn, senior associate dean for social sciences and global programs entitled "Blaming AFAM is the wrong approach‘" 

We take Hartlyn seriously when he says that the problems that were discovered in the "Review of Courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies," 

of which Hartlyn was a co-author, "have ended," and that there was "no evidence that directly implicates other department faculty or s~afl~" 

Like all depaxtments, African a~nd Afro-American Studies is composed of individuals who are engaged in teaching, research and service that benefit our campus, our 

state, our nation and our world. 

As individuals and as a department, the African and Afro-American Studies facul .ty make invaluable contributions to the production and spread of knowledge. 

We stand in support of this department mad the m ulti-disciplinaxy field of which it is a paJi. 

Mark Driscoll 

President 

UNC, Chapel Hill chapter of the American Association of University Professors 

Associate Professor 

Asian Studies 

Altha Cmvey 

Vice-President 
UNC, Chapel Hill chapter of the American Association of University Professors 

Associate Professor 
Geography 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"niailto:l~mbooth@email.anc.eda">kmbooth(~ernail.unc.edu<;/~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to --~a hre~"mailto:leave- 32054495-1000775~c250c9bd2396B l a6a587e9f8208a426~listserv.tmc.edt~">leave- 32054495- 

1000775 ~c250c9bd2396B l a6a587e9f8208a426~listserv.tmc.edt~<)’,".5, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seeger, Friederike M <fseeger@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 2:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Independent study course 

Thanks, Eunice’. Again, I am really sorW that we set up the course numbers ~vithout your knowledge or permission The?’ had been approved a long time ago, but I should have remembered 
to touch base ~vith you given all the changes you are having to handle I hope the meeting went ~vell today. 

Thanks and best wishes, 

Friederike 

Friederike M Seeger 
Director of Burch Programs and Honors Study Abroad 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3510, 230 Graham Memorial 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 
Phone: 919-%2-9680 
~mail : fseeger@unc.edu 
Skype: 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

iN2~rmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender 
by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 7:51 AM 

To: Seeger, t;riederike M 

SubJect: RE: Independent sturdy course 

Dear Friederike, 

Thanks so much for all your help with this matter! 

I look forward to touching base with you once the dust settles. 

Best wishes and once again thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Seeger, Friederike M 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 7:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Independent study course 

Hi Eanice, 

I meant to call you yesterday, but wanted you to know before your meeting today that we have changed the registration to use honors course numbers for the students on the Cape Town 
program. That means that you should no longer have AFRI courses on the books for the internship and independent study. 

All the best for the important wurk you are doing. Once things have settled down for you, I would love to meet to talk about the program. 

Thanks and best wishes, 

Friederike 

Friederike M. Seeger 
Director of Burch Programs and Honors Stu@ Abroad Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3510, 230 Graham Memorial Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 
Phone: 919-962-9680 
E-mail: fseeger@unc.edu 
Skype: 

ConI)dentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain conI)dential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~duke.edtc, 

Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

athm-web@unc.edu 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Baxbara S 

<barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

Inqui~ m: Afi’ilca~ns Dept/Classes 

Hi UNC AFAM Dept. 

I mn a student at Duke University, and I am interested in learning more about your Afrikaans classes. We don’t currently otter Atiikaans at Duke and I would like to 

know how I could join your program. I studied abroad in South Africa last semester and t~ll in love ruth the lmaguage. I also plan to do business in South Africa one 

day. 

Could you forw~M Ine to someone who ~nay be able to help? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 2:30 PM 

~duke.edtp 

~duke.edu>; a£am-web@~mc.edu; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Inqui~ re: Afrika~ls Dept!Classes 

Dear 

Thanks for your note of interest. To my knowledge, UNC does not oiler regular courses in Afrikaans, but one of our factflU in Germanic Languages (Dr. Paul Roberge 

<ptr(&email.unc.edtc,) is attached to Stellenbosch UniversiU and occasionally oilers courses in Afrikaans (I believe he has offered a course on South African literature 

in the past). You should feel ti~ee to contact him with your questions. 

On the other hand, here at UNC there axe regular offerings in Swahili, Wolof, LingaJa, a~d Arabic (the last in the Depa(tment of Asia~ Studies). 

Warm rega~’ds, 

Barbara Anderson 

On 2:17 PM, wrote: 

Hi UNC AFAM Dept. 

I am a s~adent at Duke University, and I am interested in learning more about your Afrikaans classes. We don’t currently oilbr Afrikaans at Duke and I 

would like to know how I could join your p~ogmm. I s~adied ab~oad in Sonth Africa last semes~ter m~d fell in love ruth the language. I also plan to do 
business in South Africa one day. 

Could you tbrward me to someone who may be able to help? 

Thanks, 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Di:~>stor, African Studies Cente:~ 

Lecturer~ Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Cente~, CB#7582 

3027 F~’lEx Giebal Ed’ioation Cen~ei~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http ://africa. unc. edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

~Vednesday, August 29, 2012 3:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate "A Season of Japan" ! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

This faLL, the Ack[and celebrates myriad 

aspects of Japanese art and culture through 

ten unique exhibitions and instaLLations of 

art from the Museum’s coLLection, as weLL as 

art from prominent private coLLections. ALL 

told, A SEASON OF JAPAN showcases more 

than six centuries of creativity. 

Japanese exhibitions currentLy on ,4ew and upcoming. 

ReLated programs and events for FamiLies & ChiLdren and AduLts. 

Celebrate "A Season of 
Japan" with us! 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, 6 September 
6:00-8:00 PM 

Food, drink, and a drumming performance 

by TriangLe Taiko (6:00 PM). 

Free and open to the publLc. 

Through 6 October at the Ackland Museum Store 

Urban Sketchers 

The sights and sounds of cities 

worldwide -- from London to 

Lisbon, from Singapore to San 

Francisco -- come alive in the 

vibrant new exhibition at the 

Ack[and Museum Store’s retail 

gaLLery! space. 

This exhibition is the first group 

show ever by members of this 

gLobaL non-profit organization. 

See a video about the show. 

Learn more about Urban 

Sketchers. 

Art Adventures: Th~nk 
Saturday, 1 September, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 



Designed for 6- to 9-year-ol,ds, Art 

Adventures sessions provide kids with a 

guided view of art in the Ack[and’s 

galleries, foil,owed by the opportunity to 

create take-home treasures in an 

adjacent art studio using new[y-l,earned 

art maMng techniques. 

In this program, kids will. l,earn about 

Japanese brush painting in connection 

with the Ackl,and’s current exhibition of 

recentl,y conserved screens and scrol,l,s, 

then try their hand at brush painting with 

ink in the studio. 

Free for Members, $5 for non- 

members. Space is limited; RSVP to 

culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

Opening at Hanes Art Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

P{ece Offe~"{~Lg: Textile W<-~"k.~ by 

30 August - 5 October 2012 

Public reception: 

Thursday, 30 August, 6:00-9:00 PM 

This group show features the work of 

textil,e artists who chal,l,enge the 

perceived boundary between craft and 

fine art. A[hson Smith and Ben Venom 

are up-and-coming members of the 

Bay Area contemporary art and quil,t- 

making scene. Hol,l,is Chate[ain and 

Marga de Bruijn are involved in 

various TriangLe quil,t-making groups. 

Works wiLL be displayed in both the John and June Al,Lcott GaLLery and the 

Al,l,cott Undergraduate Gal,l,ery in the Hanes Art Center. Admission is free. 

Gal,tery Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Yog~ {r~ the 
Tuesday, 4 September, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Take a break from your day and expl,ore 

the worl,d of yoga in the beautiful. 

setting of the Ack[and! This hour-Long 

session, offered by registered yoga 

teacher Joanne MarshaLL, provides an 

opportunity to practice a series of 

gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in 

the gaLLery. 

Beginners are wel,come. Yoga mats are 

provided. Wear comfortabl,e cl,othing that wil,l, a[l,ow you to stretch. Layers 

are recommended, as the gal,[eries get coo[ at times. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Space is limited. Register by email: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 



Looking Ahead... 

DRAWING IN THE GALLERIES 

Special "Location Drawing" session, with Amanda Hughes and Laura 

Frankstone of Urban Sketchers 

Saturday, 8 September, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

DRAWING FOR TWEENS 

Saturday, 8 September, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

TEA AT TWO: "Behind the Scenes: Scrolls and Screens" 

with Ackland conservator Lyn Koehnline 

Wednesday, 12 September, 2:00 PM 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and pubiic pro~Irams are made 

possibie by £~enerous support from Ackland Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum{ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackiand’s e-news? Send an email to the 

editor. 

Imases: 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: Slow Down Fref~ht Trafn, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund 

I kk,5 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Sankef Kanze Nob, 1958; cotor screen print. Merritt C. Berman 

Cot[ection. (c) Estate of Ikk~5 Tanaka. 

Suhita Shirodkar: Fountafn, Los Gatos, 2012; watercolor and pen on paper. 

Kasamatsu Shiro, Japanese, 1898-1991 : Seaweed Harvest, 1956; cotor woodbtock print. Gift of Dou8 and Otsa Eyre. 

Mekata Morimichi, Japanese, 1815-1880: One Hundred Bfrds Admfrfng the Peacock (detail), 1860, color on sitk. Gift 

of Eric and Martha Murray, ’87 and 

Ben Venom, Don’t Wake Me Lucffer!, 2010, Hand-made quirt: heavy metal t-shirts, fabric, battins, thread. Courtesy 

of the artist. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks o]~ the Oise, Near Pontoise, 1876~ oil on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Forward this email 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr> 

[asddd] Seeking t~culty nominations for’the Fxe Carson Scholarship 

T,~e.tbflowh~g messcJge i~ being sent to dean.!, directors cmd dep¢~rtment he¢~d~ fn the Coflege qf Art~ ¢~nd Sciences (wid~ ~ copy to ~dministmtit~e m~nege~s) on bebMf 

qf , ~f the Eve C~:son Schoi~r3Np. 

Dea~ Carolina Facul~, 

I am writing as the for the Eve Carson Scholarship. Because of your influentidl position as a mmnber of the Carolina frostily, I hope yon 

can be of assistance to our scholarship efforts. 

The Eve Carson Scholarship was created to commemorate one of UNC’s most beloved students. During her term as Student Body President, Eve wanted to create a 
merit scholarship for junior year students who demonslmted grm,4h and achievement since college matriculation. The scholarship will fired a summer experience and 

provide money to cover half-cost of in-state attendance (regardless of student’s residency status) for the seNor year. All students who are currently juniors ruth a 

cumnlative GPA of at least a 3.0 are eligible to apply. The scholarship application is due at 5:00 p.m. m~d can be found online at 

http:/,’cf.unc~edu,’dsa,’evecarsoni now. 

We need your help with recruiting juniors who have demonstrated that they are solid cmadidates tbr this scholarship. If you know of a~ay students that would be eligible 

and deserving of this seholarship, please pass their names along to us. Please send all nominations to i~gmail.com as soon as you can. These 

nominations roll remain confidential. 

Those students whom you recommend to us will receive an emaJd encouraging them to apply. However, the nominations will not factor into the selection of the 

schola~rship recipient. 

As the scholarship continues to grow and be established on campus, we are t~ing to reach out to the outstanding students who may not know about this opportuni~. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and we hope you roll help ns in ruing to make this scholarship a prestigious honor on this campus. We are working veu 
hard to ensnre the lasting memou of Eve Carson here at Carolina, 
In the Carolina Way, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

Williams Tia Howell <’6a william@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

approval payment for 

Hi Tia 

Please approve check requisition C478784. 

This is the second payment for 

archives. This is part of Dr. SaNe research. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

for subcontracted services. She is working in Toronto, collecting primary source data from Toronto Municipal 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes Fashion <n~direc@nytimes.com> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 4:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Sign Up For The Collection For The Latest in All Things Fashion 

The New York Times The Collection 

Dear Today’s Headlines Subscriber, 

You can be among the first subscribers to The Collection - a new, free weekly newsletter, featuring the 

latest in all things fashion from across The Times. :::ill:.:? ::d: :? : :i and you’ll receive: 

Trends, shopping, street style, beauty and runway coverage from acclaimed critics and reporters 

of Styles, T Magazine and the International Herald Tribune. 

Fashion reviews from Cathy Horyn and Suzy Menkes, plus street style from Bill Cunningham. 

::!h;;:: ~:i~ t:::::i.~:~:, and don’t miss the inaugural E-Mail, coming up for Fashion Week! 

sis° up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday. August 30, 2012 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s Headlines: Rousing G.O.P., Rya~ Faults ’Missing’ Leadership 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I S~o~:s i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~ ion T ~ s Day 

C,g~omize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 30, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

R~msh~g G.O.P.; Ryan Fa~fl~s                           ~ 

’Missing’ Leadersl~ip 

Representative Paul D. Ryan accepted the Republican nomination for vice president as his party 
embraced the gamble that his principles offer more political payoff than peril. 

Isaac Drenches Gulf Coast and High ~Nater Cuts Off Many 

Downgraded to a tropical storm on Wednesday, Isaac brm~ght its own distinctive mode of 
destruction to the Gulf Coast seven years after Hurricane Katrina. 

I’V Networks Weigh Options ~ D Interactive Map: [rack~ng Hurricane Isaac 

~Pnct~g oh Hurricane isaac Makes Landfall 

MAN IN THE NBNS I V~/1LLARD MITT ROMNEY 
Defeat, Int~-o~pectlom Rehwent~un, Nomination 

For three years after his failed 2oo8 presidential campaign, Mitt Romney sought to reclaim his 
public identity with the self-critical eye, marketing savvy and systematic rigor of the corporate 
consultant that he once was. 

Live Vldeu Frum Tampa 
At 2 and 7 p.m. each day, our live video broadcast fl’om Tampa will take readers behind the scenes 
of the Republican National Convention with newsmaker interviews, analysis fl’om Times 
journalists and stories exploring various aspects of the campaign. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’½ Rom~*eg-Rga~* adm#dstr~tion will proteet and strengthe~* Medicare,~2r mg mom’s 9eneration,~2r m!t 
generation, and for m9 kids ~nd 9ours." 
REPRENENTATINE PAUL D. R}’AN, who accepted the Republican vice-presidential aomiaatiun 
on Wednesday. 

MAP: Map of 

Path 
Follow the path of the storm and the 
five-day forecast. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The 

Tl~rea~ to 

With an executive 
order from the president, the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
could take action right now to address the grave risk of vulnerable chemical plants. 

WORLD 



Sy~olan ~migr6s Seek ~id in U.S. to Arm Rebeis 

A network of activists has organized a nonprofit group in Washington to help Syria’s insurgents buy 
weapons, and it is already affecting American policy. 

Assad Admits Difficulties, bn[ Projects Confidence 

In a television interview, President Bashar al=Assad gave a sober assessment of the resilience of the 
armed insurgency and the limits of a military hobbled by a stream of defections. 

UoNo Leader Broaches Delicate Topics in Meeti~gs V~qth Top Irauia~ Officials 

The United Nations secretary general, Ban Ki-moon, met with Iran’s leaders Wednesday to address 

his concerns about the country’s nuclear program, the Syria conflict and human rights issues. 

More World News 

RERDRTER’S NOTEBOOK 

A Night of Problems a~d Fixes While I(eepi~g a~ Eye o~ a Storm 

The Army Corps of Engineers nervously monitored water levels and the levees, gates and pumps 
intended to protect New Orleans from a repeat of the devastation after Hurricane Katrina. 

J~dge to Toss Out Cha~ges iu Florida Vote~" Registratiou 

A federal judge said he planned to block provisions that made it tougher for groups to register voters 
in the state. 

Book on Bin Laden Killing Contradicts UoSo Account 
i.::., i.R .? ’:Ai 
A new firsthand account of the Navy SEALs raid that killed Osama bin [,aden raises questions about 
whether the leader of A1 Qaeda posed a dear threat to the commandos who fired on him. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

GSV Capital, Placing Bets on Sta~-Ups~. FaltePs 

Global Silicon Valley, a dosed-end mutual fund that offers m’dinary investors a chance to own 
stakes in privately held companies, has been hit particularly hard by Faeebook’s troubles. 

Frosecntors Link Money From China to 

Prosecutors say they found evidence that banks may have been flouting United States sanctions 
agains t h’an. 

Economy Still Stnck in Low Gea~o 

~Ilte Cmmneree Department raised its estimate of growth in the second quarter slightly, but the 
eeonmny remained weak by historical standards. 

~E] 
Graphic: Most Regions Experienced Modest G;owth 

Mete Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

At Site of Success, Clijsters Bows O~t and Says Goodbye 

Four-time Grand Slant champion l<Jm Clijsters played what she has said will be her last match, 
losing in the second round of the United States Open to Laura Robson. 

Baker a~d Isner ()pen o~x Ve~T Different Stages 

Brian Baker’s comeback from five operations continued at the United States Open, where John Isner 
endured mm’e tiebreakers to advance. 

~ Straight Sets A Crowd-Pieasing Game, and Story 

ONTENNIS 
For Hewitt, Shadows Get Longer, but the Big Stadium Still Beckons 

Ten years ago this week, Lleyton Hewitt was the defending Wimbledon and United States Open 
champion, No. ~ in the world. On Wednesday he won a four-set match on Court ~3. 



¯ Mere Spolts News 

ARTS 

’Fours sponsored by TMZ highlight the tawdry stories of celebrities in Los Angeles. 

~ETJ Slide Show: Streets of Scar)da~ 

"For a Good Time, Call ...," about two posteollegiate women who start a phone-sex line, was a DIY 

fihn project for two former college roommates. 

ARTS & LEISURE 

P~’ying Ope~ a Cold Case 

The documentarian Errol Morris, whose research has led to exonerations of men convicted of crime, 

has now w~tten a book about Jeffrey MacDonald, in prison for the ~97o murder of his wife and 

children. 

FASHION & STYLE 

D~’aw~ to His Shh~ing 

A book and a gallmT show during New York Fashion Week will put Antonio Lopez~s work back in the 

public eye. 

You Could Goog|e Her 

Wend), Schmidt, the wife of Google’s executive chairman, has established a life across the country 

from her husband. 

UP CLOSE 

She l~4akes lvlt~ess Look Like 

Bianca Kosoy is responsible for the overall look of Equinox, the upscale fitness empire. 

Mere Fashiot~ & Sb/le ;> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e Vac~mm Behh~d the S|ogans 
Representative Paul Ryan promised to lead, but he has routinely ducked the tough issues and 
blamed others. 

EDITORIAL 

’Disc~°imi~ato~°y Pro°pose’ ~ Te~as 
In a victory for minority voters, a federal district court rejected the Republican-controlled 

Legislature’s plans for voting districts. 

EDITORIAL 

Pub|it Rule in Species ~ ~’utectlun 

American citizens seem to do as good a job as government scientists in selecting candidates for 

federal protection. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ren uvating Mitt Romn ey 

Do you feel as if you’ve met a new, improved, more lovable Mitt, people? If not, the Republicans 

failed completely. 

c, ,, " Pace 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

V~Zil] They 1)eeipher the Cipher? 

Stuck between a rock and a hard race, will Mitt Romney be bold or boulder? 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

~Arooden~ but V~ ishf~I 



Like Pinocchio, Mitt Romney will make ~ ple~ to be nm~mal, to be made real. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Ang. 30, 1963, the hot-line communications link between Washington, D.C., and Moseow went 

into operation. 

See This Front P~ge 

Buy This Front 

Yoli received this message becalise you sl~ned ~p for NY[imes com"s loday’s He~dli~les newsle~e~ As ~ membe~ of 
the FRUSFe ~r~vacy program, we are commi~ed ~o protecting Four pFivacy 

t,~anage Subscriptions ] Unsubscribe [ Ct~an~e Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Poiicy [ Con~ct ~ Adve~ise 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:5 5 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: E~llment Atii 

Eunice, 
The maximum number of students in AFRI 
Bereket 

is 24, and it is full. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Enrollment Afri 

5:47 PM 

Dear Bereket, 

Kindly let me know if you would like this student added to your class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday,, 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Enrollment Afri 

5:18 PM 

Hi Professor Seh~ssie, 

I am sending this request [o Eunice for review and authorization. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,. 1:11 PM 

To= Gore, Travis 
Subject: Enrollment Afri 

Nr. Gore, 

My name is 
PID number is 

and I was referred to you by Dr. Selassie. He said that I should contact you regarding official enrollment into the course Afri ! 
Tf there is anything on my end that I need to do to become enrolled please let me know. Thank You. 

, My 

Sincerely, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday,. 2:07 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: @live.unc.edt~>; 

(@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: I~W: MLK Pla~aning Committee Contacts 

@live.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Greetings, 

I still have not received a representative for your organization regarding the Chancellor’s IVlLK Celebration Committee. Not only would I like your organization to have 
representation, but I would also like for your organization to have a say regarding time convenience for our weekly meetings. I will be sending out an email regarding this to 
committee representatives tomorrow. 

Therefore, your response with the name, email, and phone number of your organization’s MLK contact ASAP (either today or tomorrow), is greatlv aDoreciated. If you are 
unable to provide me a representative by this time, please feel free to contact me. T may be reached by phone at ( or by email at @live.unc.edu. 
Thank you for your assistance. 

Best, 

Martin Luther King Jr. ~ 
Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 9:01 PN 
To: 
Subject: MLK Planning Committee Contacts 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope you all are off to a successful beginning of the school year! For those of you who do not know me, my name is and T am serving as the Chancellor’s 
Committee Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration . I am currently constructing a contact list for the Chancellor’s MLK Committee. 
In the past, your organization has previously sat as a representative for the MLK Planning committee. It is my pleasure to invite your organization to be represented on the 
planning committee for the     MLK Celebration. Although it would be nice to have the leaders serve, it is customary for the leaders (i.e. Presidents, VPs) to appoint an 
individual to serve on behalf of your organization. This individual will need to be able to meet once a week for an hour, starting from second week of " until the IVlLK 
Celebration in 
Your response with the name, email, and phone number of your organization’s NLK contact by 5pro on Wednesday, , is greatly appreciated. If you are unable 
to provide me a representative by this time, please feel free to contact me. I may be reached by phone at or by email at @live.unc.edu. 
Thank you for your cooperation and I look forward to working with your organization in planning a successful MLK Celebration. 
Sincerely, 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration and Scholarship 
Office of Diversity and Nulticultural Affairs 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, ~:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Quick Interview tbr Daily Tar Heel 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

My name is.           and I an the                                   for The Daily Tar Heel. I know today has probably been a hectic day for you with the 
announcement of your new appointment! However, I am hoping to borrow a couple minutes of your lime for a few quick questions about your new position as Chair of 

Al~ican, African American and DiasIx~m Studies. ~rould 5:30 pm or later work for you? My stoiy is running on the fi’ont page tomorrow. If you could send the best 

time and number to contact you at I would greatly appreciate it. 

Have a nice day, 

The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leemid@unc.edn> 

Thursday, 4:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

Ha~lyn, Jonatha~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Interview for Daily ’Far Heel 

Dear Dee, 

If you have a chance kindly let her know that I am very busy. I am not sure what she means by her statement re: about today’s ’announcement’... 

Mlany thanks. 
Eunice 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:3:t plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Quick Interview for Daily Tar Heel 

Hello Proi~ssor SaNe, 
My name is m~d I aaa~ the for The Daily Tar Heel. I know today has probably been a hectic day for you with the 

announcelnent of your new appointment! However, I am hoping to borrow a couple miimtes of your lime for a few quick questions about your new position as Chair of 

African, Afiican American m~d Diaspora Studies. Would 5:30 pm or later work for you? My stoiy is running on the front page tomoliow. If you could send the best 

time and number to contact you at I would greatly appreciate it. 

Have a nice day, 

The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Pew A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 7:35 AM 

Department listserv <at~al~m@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] S uptx~rt letter from AFAM major 

Colleagues 

One of ourmajors, 

Perry 

wrote this letter of support for 

From: Caldwell, Kia L [mailto:klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, August 30, 20J.2 4::[:t PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] Thursday’s BOG panel meeting 
Dear Colleagues, 

Eunice gave an excellent presentation today. She gave detailed descriptions of the department’s activities and progress over the past year. She also added an important 
human touch to the important work that we do. 
Eunice -- Thanks for all of your hard work and grace under fire! 
Best regards, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@_emaiL u nc~edu 
[~ttp://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:59 PM 
To; Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Thursday’s BOG panel meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

We had another productive meeting with the BOG panel today. There will be a couple of more meetings with the panel in September, but so far so good. I will be meeting 
Governor Martin sometimes in September too. He began his work on campus this week. 

For today’s early morning open session, I invited Reg, Kenneth, Kia and 6eorges to join the forum. It was great to have them there representing the wonderful spirit of faculty 
when I made my remarks during that session. 

Take care and with best wishes, 
Eunice 

You aace currently subscribed to atiial?am as: klcaldwe,@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltp:i/lists.unc~edu/u?id=32361596.Nb5d999979b5aagl~l.57ab7tgl 3a5f65&n=T&l=afriatiam&o=32062695 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You axe currently subscribed to affia~am as: .h__~__@2_g(~_)_e__r__n__~!:_t_kn_c_:_e_d__t_!. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http:/’/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361597A49a4fe4dcfbe07d55b66962c4dde99&n T&I afria£am&o 32063320 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32063320-32361597.149a4fe4dcfbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99(~Jistserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aI’fiathm as: eunice(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: htlp://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=affialhm&o=32066640 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the above [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32066640-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(eblistserv.mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 8:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Question about class 

Hi, Eunice, 

As I mentioned yesterday, an alumnus from class of 1950 has sent a letter to chancellor asking for the syllabus or course outline for the class that 

appeared on                      :, more than 110 years ago. If we have a syllabus for this class please send me a copy and confirm whether or not this class is 

still being offered. If not, I’II let him know that the instructor no longer works here, the class has not been offered in several years, and we no longer have a 

syllabus for it. 

Thanks, 

Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-633~) 

Director of CMKmunicatJ ons 

College o~ AiLts and Sciences 

The University oi North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3i00 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web : ~l£!~_i_[i_[iiSL~:]:i~i£_:_~£~l£:_~S~£~. 

Facebook: httc~ : //www. facebook~ co’~/UNC. College 

Twitter : httc~ : //twitte~ . com/unccoiie@e 

YouTLlbe : httm : //yeLltube. col /useriUNCCol i eqe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jt]ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 2:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Fwd: -grade 

Eunice -- this young man is referring to the package I gave you at faculU meeting last week. His, mad two other grade chm~ges were included, has this been sublnitted? 

I know, given the work you’ve had over the last few weeks that things may have been pushed back but I am hoping this can be resolved posl-hasle! 

Best 

Joseph 

Begin tbrwm~ded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Su bject: _ --g rade 
Date: 10:46:29 PM EDT 
To: "Jordan, Joseph F" <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Professor 3ordan, 

T want to thank you for allowing me to complete the work in your class this summer. T was wondering if you knew when T’d be able to see my grade on connect 
Carolina? It’s still not showing up, and the registrar says that they haven’t received any paperwork. Normally, T wouldn’t worry about it, but since it was my plan 
to graduate in       it’s taken on additional importance~ 

Thanks, 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,email u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 3:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtt* 

RE: Question al~)ut class 

Thanks. 

-:c,c, :<~id (~19) 8z,<-633% 

~w :. !: !: er : h t tp : //twl tt er. ce’!urx:eo i i ege 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 20~2 3:34 PM 
T~: Reid, Dee 
~: Ha~iyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: Question about class 

Dear Dee, 

I write to let you know that this course has not been offered for while. Further, the instructor who taught before is no longer at the University, thus we do not have a syllabus. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Reid, Dee 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 20:t2 8:37 AlVl 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Question about class 

Hi, Eunice, 

As I mentioned yesterday, an alumnus from class of 1950 has sent a letter to chancellor asking for the syllabus or course outline for the class that 

appeared on                       more than 10 years ago. If we have a syllabus for this class please send me a copy and confirm whether or not this class is 

still being offered. If not, VII let him know that the instructor no longer works here, the class has not been offered in several years, and we no longer have a 

syllabus for it. 

Thanks, 

Dee 

Dee R>:[J (919) 843-6339 

Director of CoKmlunications 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The Ur~Jversity of North Cai[)li[Na at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
Web : St tp : iice] ] ege. In.s . eCJk] 
Faeobook: ~N;j~;~://www.facebec>k.c:o~ /~NC.Ce]]ec~e 

You"ube: httn://voutube.com/ux~ez/UNCColleqe 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, ~ 4:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Minor 

Hello! 

I am not too sure as to who I should contact regarding this specific question. I am currently in, on an Honors program. This is my last semester at 
UNC and I am going over my credits and I am seeing that I need one more course to complete a minor in I have taken much more than 5 courses, but 
apparently one of my ’list A’ classes is missing. I wanted to know if there was any one I could talk to about possibly substituting one of my classes for that missing course. I 
understand if that is not possible, but I am a transfer student and picked up the minor and was hoping to be able to graduate with it. 
Here is the list of courses I have taken in the,                                   department: 

AFAM 
AFR] 
AFRI 
AFRI 
AFRI 
AFRI 
YAP . 
HNRS 
These last two courses are pertaining to an course on 

I completely understand if this does not fulfill a minor in 
request it. Thank you for your time in this matter. 

and a 

;to the high standardsthat UNC at Chapel Hillhastouphold, butlfigured it would be worth a shot to 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o : 



Grow your brain: tips for the fall semester ............................................................................................................................................................................. 

As summer winds down, another semester is just 

heating up! It’s time again to gear up for fall semester ....... 

and Questia can help you make it a breeze. You’ll 

want to ~earn how to get into the flow of your 

worMoad by 

¯ sta7iuci organized 

¯ growing your brain to retain what you ]earn 

¯ adapting new study ski]~s, such as the concept 

of "active study." 

A few simple strategies are aIl you need to get 

yourself supercharged and ready for fa~l classes. 

Wr~te Better Papers Faster WRh ]rus[ed Online Research 

We kept all of our grea[ [ea[ures, but we have redesigned the endre site to be more 

user--.friendly and useful for our users. 

D~d you know [hat Quest~a recently ~rnproved the endre ske: To showcase [he uew 

Quesda, we’ve selected S of our most popular books and opened d~em up for free 

viewing until September 20th. Enjoy~ 

[~ Organizati Organ~zationa~ Behavior: Foundations, Theories, and 
onal 

Analyses 
Behavior: 

Foundatio SyJohn B. M~ner 
ns, 

Theories, 

Research Research Methods in Education 
Methods in By Louis Cohen, Lawrence Manion, Keith Morrison 
Education 

Debating 

..... : the Death 

Penalty: 

Should 

America 

Have 

The 

American 

Dream: A 

Short 

History of 

an Idea 

Debating the Death Penalty: Should America Have Capital 

Punishment? The Experts on Both Sides Make Their Best Case 

By Hugo Adam Bedau, Paul G. Cassel~ 

The American Dream: A Shot[ History of an Idea [hat Shaped 

a Nation 

By.Jim Culieu 



[~] AIIShook ,¢11 Shook Up: How Rock ’n’ Roll Changed America 
Up: How By Glenn C. Altschuler 
Rock ’n’ 
Roll 
Changed      ~ 
America 

AUGUSt Honors 

We’re c:elebrath)g American A~tist Appredation Month as wel~ as Nationa~ ~nventors 

Mon[h by sharing free content on our top five nlos~ researched American ardsts and 

American ~nventors~ Check out the below art~des to ~ea~ more and see what 

co,tent we’ve made free for a I~mked thee, 

American Artist Appreciation 

Month National inventors Month 

Andy Warhol Thomas Edison 

Mark Rothko O1M~le and Wilbur Wrk~ht 

MaW Cassatt Pffi~o Farnsworth 

Georgia O’Keeffe jonas Sa~k 

>~ Read mo~e >> Read more 

Footnotes poll 

For a chance to win one of three SSO Visa gift cards, weigh h) on ~[ $50 
college research paper writing and offer some advice to new students, "~ WSA 

>> ’a~e OUF ~O 

gftcard 

.................................... . .............................................................................................................................................................................. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentoring Institute <~MENTOR- L@unm.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 7:15 PM 

MENTOR- L@LIST.UNM.EDU 

[MENTOR- L] 2012 Mentoring Contbrence - Registralion Deadline: September 15, 2012 

Mentoring 

Insitute 

2012 MENTORING CONFERENCE 

Join us for more than 150 presentations. 
Register now at mentor.unm.edu/conference/reqistration.htm[ 

Belle 
Rose 

Ragins 

2012 Mentoring Conference Speakers 

Dr. Belle Rose Ragins is a Professor of Management at the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her research interests focus on mentoring, diversity and 
positive relationships at work. She has written more than 100 papers for 
presentation at national and international conferences and for publication in the 
nation’s leading academic journals. She is co-author of Mentoring and Diversity: 
An International Perspective (with David Clutterbuck), and co-editor of The 
Handbook of Mentodng at Work (with Kathy Kram) and Exploring Positive 
Relationships at Work (with Jane Dutton). Dr. Ragins is an invited member of 
the Society for Organizational Behavior, a Fulbright Scholar, and a Fellow of the 
Society for Industrial-Organizational Psychology, the Society for the Psychology 
of Women, the American Psychological Association, and the American 
Psychological Society. 

Dr. Ragins will have two presentations: 

October 24th Opening Session: 

Formal Mentoring: "Evil Step-Sister" or "Perfect Cousin" to Informal 
Relationships ? 

Formal mentoring is often assumed to be less effective than informal relationships, yet 
there are many hidden strengths in formal relationships. This session will dispel the myths 
and illuminate the potential strengths of formal mentoring. An overview of the similarities 
and differences between formal and informal mentoring relationships will be provided, 
along with practical methods for creating effective mentoring programs and developing 
high quality formal mentoring relationships. 

October 26th Closing Session 

Diversity and Mentoring: Leveraging the Power of Differences 

Diversity in mentoring relationships can be a strength and a challenge. This session will 
offer an overview of the complexities and challenges of diverse mentoring relationships, 
the potential power of the relationship, and the skills and strategies needed to develop 
effective diverse mentoring relationships 

Xiu Gang Chou Laura G. Maureen    Mark Searby David L. Eng 
F-" i e p.,:::’,, r y Jingzhong Lunsford Breeze 

Speak~:,r 

¯ This hands on, interactive, energizing 
seminar will guide participants through the 
True Colors foundational experience. True 
Colors is a simple model of personality 
identification, which utilizes colors as a This speech attempts to provide a 



metaphor to differentiate the four basic 
personality types. True Colors becomes an 
uncomplicated language for every 
individual to convey complex ideas very 
simply. 

. In this session, participants will be 
introduced to academic coaching and 
witness first-hand how coaching skills can 
be used to create bonds with students, 
develop intrinsic motivation, help students 
create vision for their futures, and promote 
accountability. 

Confucius model of mentoring relationship 
as a means to promote academic success 
of mentees. Despite the widespread 
influence of Confucianism both at home 
and abroad, the mentoring theory and 
practice with distinctive features of Chinese 
mentoring culture remain unknown to the 
academe, waiting for scholars to explore. 

The Lilt~ms,,’.e S~.icc~ss ,,<:o~muia 
Dsqd L. 8n{#, i:;r~ssident & Chief Lear..’-’..i~g 
Officer, DLE Consulta~ts 

The Ultimate Success Formula was 
developed by the practitioners of Neuro- 
Linguistic Programming after studying high 
achieving and successful people who have 
attained all their goals in life and business. 
Apply the Ultimate Success Formula in your 
life and make your dreams come true. 
Successful people do. 

. This workshop will give you the resources, 
framework and skills to start a successful 
faculty/student mentoring program at your 
college or university, AND teach you the 
best practices to participate successfully in 
mentoring relationships. 

i.e~.=di.,+’.,g r=-’.,+,,d i.e~.=,,",,"~i.,+’.,5~ i,+,, Ti,,",,"~es oi 
i..inde~sts=ndim.~ th~} Dy,,’-~smics of Loss 
M~ n to u l-’.,<.~ Rei~=tioi~st~ips 
Ma~k Searby, Di~ector, Doctor of Ministry 
Studies a~~d St~de~~t 

This session will provide: 1) a description 
of the dynamics of change and loss which 
organizations experience when faced with 
significant challenges, 2) a "model of 
change" which can be used by mentors in 
equipping proteges for this task of 

Courtney Falko Guillermo     Maggie Elaine Bearer Amy Stein 
Johnson Steinbach Figueroa Werner- 

Washburne 

The 2012 Mentoring Conference will feature a special session, titled: Mentoring in the Arts. 
The five speakers will explore the role that mentoring plays within the arts, and offer 
research, analysis and commentary on the ways which mentoring positively influences the 
budding artist. Presentations are listed below: 

Project Coordinator: 

Cou~¢ney Jo/lnson~ MD~ Professor of Pediatrics and Rheums~tology 
Processing Movement & Sound from a Pianist’s and Composer’s Perspective 
~e~ko S~e~bach~ Professo~ o~ Music. UNM 
The Role of Mentors in Musical Pe~ormers 
Ou~e~mo F~{#ue~oa~ V~o~n~st & Art~sSc O~rectc% F~{#ue~oa Mus~c & A~s ~:~ro~ec.t 
Energizing the Water 

Mentoring Innovation: The Experience of a Composer-Scientist 
Ebine Bea~e~, MD, PhD, Har~ey Family ~>~ofesso~ & Vice Chrai~ ~o~ Rese:;~ch. 8NM 
Schoo~ of Medicine, Depa~tme~t of P~athoio~y 
De-mysti~ing the creative and drawing processes 

[ i~ Diversity Leadership C .... il 



you do not want to keep receiving e-mails from the Mentoring Institute, go to 
http:flmentor.unm.edulconference/unsubscribe.php and enter your e-mail. 

You can also go to http://mentor.unm.edu/conference/subscribe.html if you want to keep receiving information 
about the Mentoring Conference 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, September 1, 2012 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Fed Chairman Makes Case, in Strong Terms, for New Action 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Busil~ess I S~od:s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op-.~J j On This r.)aV 

D~tornize~@dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

September 1, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Fed Chai~’man h’iakes Cas~, in 

Strong Terms, for New 

Action 

Ben S. gernanke, the head of the Federal Reserve, called the unemployment rate a "grave coneern," 
reinforcing signs that the Fed would take further steps to stimulate growth. 

Ecor~omix: ~ Critique of Fea Polir.y 

~ De~iEook: Presider)tial Policy vs. Fed F’oiJcy or) Jobs 

Rage by Miners Poi~iis to Shlf[ in Sou~th Af~olca 

~Ilxe unrest at South African mines has placed the spotlight on the country’s business leaders and 
politicians, who once led protests and are now wealthy members of the establishment. 

X~,~hid $till KieMl~g, GMf Casll~os Mobilize and Spin Back to Life 

The Gulf Coast casinos, vital to the region’s economy, began reopening as the last effects of 
Hurricane Issae were still blowing outside. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’2sbuth Aft’ira is a social, political and economic disaster waling to happen." 
AUBNEY MA’I[’NHIQi, a South African political analyst, on the growing tension in that country 
after the police killed 34 striking miners two weeks ago. 

BUSINESS 

Certainty of 

HopeJessness 
One of the only ways to 
shed student loan debt, even in 
bankruptey, is to be fmmd "hopeless" 
by the court. Doug Wallaee, who is 
now legally blind and owes $89,ooo, 
is awaiting a ruling. 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Search of a 

Foreign Policy 

Today’s Republicans are 
as divided on foreign policy as they’ve ever been, and Mitt Romney is finding it hard to b~dge the 
divisions. 

WORLD 

U.S. Seem.~ Se~t to Bl*and MiH~tant Gro~lp a.~ ’Terrorist’ 

The Obama administration is leaning toward designating the Haqqani network, an insurgent 
group with ties to Pakistan, as a terrorist organization. 



[] US. and Pakistan: Allies on the Brink (July 30, 2012) 

~ "" , ", qcs: Haqqani Netwerk 
1 Imes r 3p 

Russian Tycoon Loses Multlhilllon-Dollar Case Over Oil Fortmte to 

Favorite 

In a legal battle between two oligarchs, a High Court judge in Britain rejected a $5.~ billion claim 
that became a window into the murky business culture of post-Soviet Russia. 

The 12o-nation Nonaligned Movement unanimously decreed support for Iran’s disputed nuclear 
program, but the group’s final eommuniq@ omitted any mention of suppm’t for Syria. 

Las~ of Storm Attac~+=s Midwest Drottght 

The remains of what had been Hurl{cane Isaac blew toward the Midwest, causing some flash floods 
and leaving thousands withm~t power. 

MISSOULA JOURNAL 

Sex Charges Cast a Pall on a College Town 

Some longtime fans of the University of Montana Grizzlies are wrestling with their feelings in the 
wake of a series of allegations of sexual assaults by football players. 

Harvard St~dents in Cheating Scandal Say Collaboration V+;as Accepted 

Undergraduates described a culture of sharing notes and materials for a course that once had a 
reputation for being easy, but whose tests had become confusing. 

~ Document Stusem Reviews o~ inbosuc[ion to Congress 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEGREES OF DEBT 

Last Plea on School Loans.: Pro*4ng a Hopeless Ft~ture 

To diseharge student loans in bankruptcy, a borrower may have to convince a judge that life will 
never get better and destitution is eertain. 

~ ..... " , c, , MisledBe~rowersl~DebtAcresstheNat+en 

Catfish Farmers Fight Fish Glut and High Feed Prices 

The federal government will bny an extra $1o million in catfish, bnt producers say the aid is 
unlikely to reverse a losear decline in production. 

COMMON SENSE 

Sales prices in Manhattan for luxury residences are climbing toward $ lOO million, and some say 
it’s beeause buyers are looking at the properties as art. 

o More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

At Paraly~npics, First Thing ~l*~dged is Disabii[t)~ 

Classifications ensure that Paralympie athletes compete against others with similar levels of 
ability, but the distinctions are not always dear cut. 

ORIOLES 6, YANKEES 1 
Giving the Yankees Reason for Pause 

The Orioles, who jumped out to an early lead on Yankees sta~er Hiroki Kuroda, have made up four 
games in less than two weeks in the American League East. 

~ Sox Score I Play-by-Play 

It’s Roddlck~s Opponent Bowing Out 



The day after announcing his intention to retire, Andy Roddiek proved that he was not ready to 

bow out, thrashing the Australian teenager Bernard Tomic in straight sets. 

~E~ S de Show: De7 5 of the United States Open 

ARTS 

Thousands of people came to the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis for an online meme made flesh 

(and fur). 

AN APPRAISAL 

He Took H~p-Hop F~’om Gr[t-ty to Global 

Chris Lighty, one of the most powerful managers in hip-hop, helped knock down the wall that 
separated that culture from the mainstream. 

Pick*~p Orchestra of Stars~ Made for TV 

The All-Star Orchestra, an ensemble of musicians from some of the nation’s major classical music 
orchestras, has recorded programs for a projected new series on WNET. 

~[7] Slide Show: &lI-Star Orchestra 

° More A~s News 

TRAVEL 

Medieval churches, hot springs and clouds of butterflies. All part of a magical, if harrowing, road 
trip through a circuit of ancient towns near Moscow. 

~ SIMe Show 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

’I’hey’~’e Souve~h°s, Not Stufl’~ 

After years of resisting exotic bazaars and stands selling trinkets, the author is done holding back. 
Her finds aren’t things, but memories. 

NEXT STOP 

A Challe~ger to tl~e ~amdf~ Coast°? 
i.::., ":..i F..’.M, i "..’OR~:. 
The Gargano Promontory, on Italy’s eastern coast, has been known as a budget destination. Now it’s 
trying to change that. 

o More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

R~sky m~d Getfi~g I~slder 
A new federal proposal on mass advertising would make stock investing even more dangerous. 

EDITORIAL 

Clea~ter Cars~ a Safer Planet 

Higher fuel efficiency standards will eut oil use and greenhouse gas emissions. 

EDITORIAL 

A Fight Over Spe~dh~g i~ New York Stak~ 
Two court rulings could unneeessm’ily cost New York City and the Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority billions of dollars. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINIONATOR 
Faeebook Pla.~\~ It Sate. 
i:::< ..’:.i i 1:304 ..’:.R; 2 : ::: 
l~’ank Gehry is an unsurprising choice to design Faeebook’s new headquarters - and that’s the 
problem. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e GoOoP, Fact Vac~mm 

’]7he truth was hard to find at the party’s convention this week. 



~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Good news, people! There was plenty of time on the flight home from Tampa to read throngh the 

Repnbliean Party’s platform for you. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. ~, ~939, World War II began as Nazi Germany inw~ded Poland. 

See This Froat Page 
Buy Tills Front Page 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines :~ewsleRer As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commiRed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscdp[ions I Unsubscribe I Change You~ E-Mail I Privacy Poiicy i Con’[act i Adver[ise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Saturday, September 1, 2012 8:53 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Reminder: APCG Newsletter Submission Deadline September 7th 

A quick reminder that the submission deadline is this coming Friday. 

Best, 

Mike 

On Aug 16, 2012, at 1:26 PM, Michael Nelson wrote: 

Dear colleagues 

The next APCG newsletter is coining out in the middle of September, keeping with our recent tradition of pntting out a newsletter following APSA. 

Deadline for submissions is September 7th. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website form: http://ati-icanpoliticsp.mup.or,~/index.php/submit-news/ 

2. Forward any news that you might have to mbnelson(~wesle,~’an.edu. 

Relevant news items might include new publications, news about grants, new jobs, member career changes, announcements for conferences, etc. I am 

also interesled in any photos or images you may have that illustrate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be ~nt by emaJl and due to the 

space limitations of the newsletter I cam~ot guarantee all of them will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http:/iafricanpoliticsgroup.org/index.php~news/newsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

m bn elson~,wesle~’an.edu 

htt p://w’v~, m ic h aeln elso n. in fo 

http:flafrica, blogls.wesle~’a n. ed ul 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860685.3023 

m bnelson~,wesleyan.edu 

h tt p://w,,ew, m ic h a eln elso n. in fo 

http://africa blo~s wesleyan edu/ 

You m’e cmxently subscribed to apcg as: eunice~)eInafil.unc.edn. 

To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&l apcg&o~1657060 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-21657060-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e,@]ists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, i 10:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Re: Meetings tbr the semester 

Hi Professor Sdtde, 

Thank you for emailing me! Those meeting times work for me. I’ll see you on Tuesday at 8! 

Thanks again, 

On Sun, at 6:58 PM, Sahle, Eunice <eunice@email.anc.edu-* wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back! The first 2 weeks have been hectic with meetings and other matters. 

Here is a proposal for our thesis meeting for the reminder of the semester: 

Tuesday: ~8.00am 

Tuesday: @8.00am 

Tuesday: ; @8.00am 

Tuesday: ; @8.00am 

Tuesday: _~8.00am 

Tuesday: _~8.00am 

Tuesday: @8.00am 

Tuesday: @8.00am 

Tuesday: @8.00am 

Tuesday: _~ 8.00am 

Tuesday: @8.00am 

Tuesday: @8.00am 

Tuesday: *I may be away in France during the week of       , Will let you know. 

Tuesday: ¯ @8,00am. 

Kindly let me know iftNs schedule works for you. 

See you on Tuesday bright and early. 

Best wishes, 
DL SaNe 

UNCClass of; 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, September 3, 2012 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu;~ 

Today’s tteadlines: To Calm Israel, U.S. Otters Ways to Restrain Iran 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines September 3’ 2°12 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This 

C,M~omize T~dav’~ j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

To Calm Israel, U,S, Offers                             ~ 

Ways to RestrMn [ran 

The Obama administration is taking steps it hopes will force Iran to reconsider almost stalemated 
nuclear negotiations - and forestall an Israeli attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities. 

U.S. Companies Brace for an Exit From the Euro by Greece 

Even as Greece desperately tries to avoid defaulting on its debt, American firms are preparing for 
what was once unthinkable: that Greece may soon be forced to leave the euro zone. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

A decision to suspend the training of new Afghan Local Police recruits was the first tap on the brakes 

for one of the most controversial programs in the Afghan security plan. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I ~,ike tke jbc~ that ~here ~.fi~ilh, ewm if i?’s ~ol ~Lqfoitk, ~d [.fi~e~ mq.fi~ilh is respect~d," 
NAHA HAROON, a Muslim bot’n in Pakistan~ on her decision to attend Cveigh~on University, a 
Cathotic cotlege in Nebt’aska. 

PreMdentlM ZeM 
Whether shooting pool, 
reading to children or 
working to raise his bowling scores, 
President Obama cannot contain his 
competitive nature. 

~ Related Article 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

When CapltaHsts Cared 

Henry Ford recognized that business 
succeeds when workers do. 

WORLD 

Afghan s Protest Vengefu I Milltlas 

Villagers near Kunduz say a pro-government militia killed ~ people in the second recent ease of 
reprisal killings of Afghans believed to be TMiban sympathizers. 

Bombe St ik Out id b S ~ ili’ary 

South ~M~rica Litts Charges of Murder i~l Mhle Strike 

Prosecutors provisionally dropped murder charges against the 270 miner’s who had been aeeused of 
killing 34 of their own eolleagues when the police opened fire on them during a strike. 

Pakistani Blasphemy Case Shifits as Cleric Is Arrested 



The Mnslim cleric who had expressed anger at a Christian girl’s alleged desecration of sacred 
Muslim texts has been accused by a colleagne of falsifying evidence, 

¯ More World News 

Muslims From Abroad ~M0e Thriving in Catholic Colleges 
Sy " i,.:i .:. U. 

Mm’e Muslims have enrolled in Roman Catholic colleges in the U~ited States in recent years, with 
students saying they prefer a place where religious talk and observance are encom’aged. 

Account Says Navy Author ~Wrote Book After a Slight 
::.:’, +,:’!::iS 

A new e-book says that Matt Bissonnette, a former Navy SEALs member who wrote a first-person 
account of the Osama bin Laden raid, was willing to speak out because of "bad blood" with his unit. 

The Competitor ~n Chief 

President Obama has earned a reputation as a perpetually aspiring overachiever, striving to 
perfect his skills - and often giving himself high marks - even in mundane pursuits like doodling or 
reading to children, 

~[~ Midee: President al Zeal 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

I~ Pivotal VCeek for Enro Zone; a Text for the Central Bank’s Leader 

Some analysts say Mario Draghi, the European Central Bank’s president, might have a difficult 

time convincing investors that the bank will take decisive action against the euro debt crisis. 

R:ivals Jostle Before Apple Aaq~to~mces New iPhone 

Some major teeh companies are running elaborate prodnet announcements this week, hoping to 
grab the news media’s undivided attention before Apple announees its new iPhone on Sept. 12. 

Verdict, Assesshag the Sa~nstmg Strategy i~t South Korea 

company that built its brand by deftly copying and expanding on products developed by rivals, 
Samsung’s recent legal loss to Apple could smwe as a bellwether for South Korea’s economy. 

Mete Business News 

S P O RTS 

ONTENNIS 

At Open~ Roddick Ix [-Ia’~g His Last La~gh 

Andy Roddick, the face of men’s tennis in the United States for over a decade, has a bounee in his 

step even as his career draws to a dose. 

~ Roddick Staves Off Rethemerq With a Win 

~E] Slide Show: Day 7 of the Uniled Slates (:)pen 

Sharapova Finally Returns to Quarterfinals 

Maria Sharapova defeated Nadia Petrova, 6-L 44~, 6-4, to advance to the quarterfinals of the 
United States Open for the first time since she won the event in 2006. 

Success at Open Bodes Well for Brito~s’ Chalices at }Vimhledon 

The success of ka~dy Murray and the emerging Laura Robson at the United States Open adds hope 
for those awaiting the first homegrmvn Wimbledon singles champion since ~977. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

A Picasso Onli~e for Just 84502 Yen, It Ix a Steal 

As the Internet has opened the art market to the masses, the volmue of fraud has vastly increased, 
experts say. 

Tap:Tap-Tapplng Into a Natlonal Obsesslo~ 

thmdreds of dance competitions for ehildren aeross America tap into an abiding national affeetion 
for pageantry and contests. 

~ V~deo: Scenes from a Subculture i ~ Slide Show 

~OKS OF THE TIM ES 

’No Easy 1)ay~ 



In "No Easy Day," a member of the Navy SEALs team that killed Osama bin Laden recounts his 

story. 

° M ~Z~.4 ~..~.~’>:~.~. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Garden & G~m Ch~ws Its Way Back From ~he Brh~k 

Sinee losing financial support fcom its publisher in ~oo9, the Smlthern lifestyle magazine Garden & 

Gnn has made an impressive recovery, adding more than ~o,ooo subscribers in ~o11. 

Even higher prices could not offset empty seats this summer as ticket sales at North American 

cinemas declined an estimated 3 percent from the period a year earlier. 

As Hurricane Isaac passed through New Orleans~ the Times-Picayune still printed newspapers, but 

its Web site, Nola.com, became the primary destination for residents seeking storm coverage. 

More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Health Ca re VVhere Yo~ WY~rk 

On-site clinics, like one in Green Bay, Wis., call improve workers’ health and lower companies’ eosts. 

EDITORIAL 

’I’ru~t, imnfigrants and Gov, Brow~ 

A bill to limit unfair detentions and make communities safer deserves Gov. Jerry Brown’s 

signature. 

EDITORIAL 

Rom~d~ng the Seaso~m! Mark 

Labor Day is the last stop before we go careening into fall, a holiday in sehool-bus yellow. 

OP-ED 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE 

In Praise of the C~ash of 

We humans ave deeply divided on fundamental moral, religious and philosophical questions. But 

that ean be a good thing. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ros~e Rulz Republicans 

There ave a lot of big boasts in this campaign, and not all of them ave abont the bmtget. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

The Cost of Livhtg Blues 

How onr political and economic problems look thwmgh the lens of country mnsie. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 3, ~976, the unmanned U.S. spaceeraft Viking 2 landed on Mat’s to take the first close-up, 

color photographs of the planet’s surface. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, T:his Front Page 

Yoti received this message becatise you signed tip for NyIrIimes cor~q’s loday’s Headlines ne’,^/sle~er As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Charlge You[ E-Mail I Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu> 

Monday, 1:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Student Organization Faculty Advisor 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

My name is           and I am the      of a student organization on campus called Make Way Partners. We are a chapter of an organization dedicated to fighting human 
trafficking in those places in the world that need it most - namely, central Africa, eastern Europe, and South America. The parent organization works by building schools, 
orphanages, infrastructures, and clinics abroad in these areas and protecting those who are at most risk of being trafficked. The organization at UNC supports Make Way 
Partners by raising awareness and funds in the local community. We have been an organization for 2 :[/2 years so far and are currently applying for university recognition for 
the         year. Up to this point, Dr. Lisa Lindsay has been our faculty advisor, but she is no longer available. I am emailing to ask if you would be interested in being the 
faculty advisor for our organization. Your organization can be as much or as little as you would like. Dr. Lindsay has been functioning as our faculty advisor for solely 
administrative purposes so the organization is used to working on its own. At the minimum, you would agree to be the advisor just so that we may use you in the university 
recognition if you are not interested in working with us on a more hands-on level. Please let me know if you are interested in this and thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Democrats Say U.S. Is Better Off Than Four Years Ago 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. Today;,sHeadlines ............................................................................ 
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.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Democrats Say U.S. Is Better 

Off Than Four Years Ago 
By JIM RUTENBERG 

The party’s message to wavering voters 
is that President Obama was the fight 
choice in 2008, and that he has the 
country on its way to a sustainable 
recovery. 

, Obama Makes Detour to Visit Hurricane Site 

8:59 PM ET 

¯ . ~ Slide Show: Democrats Descend on 

Charlotte 

To Back Democracy, U.S. 

Prepares to Cut $~ Billion 
From Egypt’s Debt 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Nearly 16 months after first pledging to 
help Egypt’s failing economy, the 
Obama achninistration is nearing an 
agreement with the country’s new 
government to relieve Sa billion of its debt. 

POLITICAL MEMO 
Spirit of ’o8 Gone, Democrats Reunite Against G.O.P. Threat 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

The party is not as mfited as it was four years ago, but Democrats are finding common purpose in denying 
Republieaus control of the White House and Congress next year. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They may not be as exhilarated as they were last time, but I think they are just as committed." 

CAROLINE KENNEDY, on the mood of Democrats as they head into the Democratic National Convention 

and the final weeks of the presidential campaign. 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: The Ivory 
Wars 



Heavily armed platoons of rangers at 
Garamba National Park in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo wage war 
against elephant poachers. 

:’ Related Article 

:’ Photographs I Graphic 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Women’s Tennis: 

Is Best of Three 

Sets Enough? 
Should women play five 
sets like the men? Or is it 
fair and appropriate for women to play 
best of three sets? 

WORLD 

Elephants Dying in Epic Frenzy as Ivory Fuels Wars and Profits 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Conservation groups say poachers are wiping out texas of thousands of elephants a year, more than at any 
time in the previous two decades, with the ivory trade beeonfing increasingly nfilitarized. 

o Photographs: In Poaching Frenzy, Africa’s Elephants Vanishing 

:’ Video: The Ivory Wars I Graphic: Illegal Ivory Trade 

Syrian Children Offer Glimpse of a Future of Reprisals 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

If Syrima rebel fighters portray their battle as a struggle for democracy, refugee children at the Zaatari camp 
in aordma tell a much uglier story of sectarian revenge against Alawites. 

Syrian Minister Assails Egyptian and Turkish Leaders 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Harsh remarks from Syria’s nfinister of information may signal that condenmation from former allies is 
starting to worry the leadership around President Bashar al-Assad. 

" Times Topic: Syria 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Project Aims to Harness the Power of Waves 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Energy development groups will be watching closely when the first commercially licensed grid-connected 
wave-energy device in the nation is launched in October. 

Stanford Scientists Cast Doubt on Advantages of Organic Meat and Produce 
By KENNETH CHANG 

Stanford University researchers concluded that fruits, vegetables and meat labeled organic were, on average, 
no more nutritious than their conventional comaterparts. 

Federal Trial Set to Open for Ex-Mayor of Detroit 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

Kwmne M. Kilpatrick was a rising star when he was elected mayor of Detroit at 31. Now 42, he could face a 
3o-year prison term. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Foreign Firms Most Affected by a U.S. Law Barring Bribes 
By LESLIE WAYNE 



A law intended to prohibit bribery of foreign officials by United States businesses has led to more flaan 83 
billion in settlements, but nine of the top ao were with foreign companies. 

Fears Rising, Spaniards Pull Out Their Cash and Get Out of Spain 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

While the situation in Spain is not as dire as that of Greece, some Spaniards are taking their euros, and 
sometimes themselves and their fanfilies, out of the country. 

How Plan to Help City Pay Pensions Backfired 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

A bond sale that was intended to help Stockton, Calif., reduce a shortfall in pension money wotmd up making 
the problem worse. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Murray Savors His Summer and Then Extends It 
By GREG BISHOP 

Through three rounds, Milos Raonic blasted 89 aces. But ?mdy Murray leaned on experience, shot selection 
and skill to reach the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open. 

’- Straight Sets: In Final Tournament, Roddick Is Last American Man Standing 

, ~J Slide Show: U.S. Open: Day 8 

From First Shot to Last, Williams Is Dominant 
By HUNTER ATKINS 

Donfinant only begins to describe Serena Williams’s 6-0, 6-0 fourfla-romad win over Andrea Hlavackova of 
the Czech Republic in 57 nfinutes at the U.S. Open. 

’. Straight Sets: Williams Sisters Knocked Out of Doubles 

U.S. Open Is Drawing Record Crowds, but Fans Are Feeling the Squeeze 
By MARY PILON and KEN BELSON 

The Open has already rewritten the books on attendance, with plans in the works to add as mmay as lO,OOO 
more seats in eonfing years, organizers said. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Film Festival With Truths to Tell 
By A. O. SCOTT 

This year’s lineup at the Telluride Fihn Festival featured movies that, while clearly fictional, have that 
bracing feeling of reality. 

A Vast Frank Lloyd Wright Archive Is Moving to New York 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Thousands of Frank Lloyd Wright’s architectural drawings, models, photographs and docmnents are moving 
to New York, where the collection will reside at Columbia University and the Museum of Modern Art and 
become more accessible. 

," ~:~ Slide Show: Frank Lloyd Wright’s Archives 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Telegraph Avenue’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

"Telegraph Avenue" by Michael Chabon pictures a David-and-Goliath battle between a vinyl record shop and 
a proposed nmll in California. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

A Redoubt of Learning Holds Firm 
By MICHAEL POWELL 



The Royal Society in Great Britain, the world’s oldest continuous scientific society, is striving to stay relevant 
in the modena world. 

" ~ Slide Show: Inside the Royal Society 

, In Pursuit of Truth, Both Corporeal and Cosmic 

Farm Use of Antibiotics Defies Scrutiny 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

A dearth of information makes it difficult to document the precise relationship between routine antibiotic 
use in animals and matibiotie-resistmat infectious in people, scientists say. 

Remnants of Japan’s Tsunami Attract an Archaeological Interest 
By LINDSEY HOSHAW 

A citizens’ brigade has been collecting and categorizing thousands of items that were swept out to sea by a 
tsunami that crashed into Japan last year. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Bernanke’s Next Task 
The Federal Reserve chairman seems to know the economy needs help, but will the Fed provide it? 

EDITORIAL 
U Visas Hit a Ceiling 
The failure of Congress to agree on a protection law for women threatens abused immigrants. 

EDITORIAL 
A Fight for Fair Courts 
After recent Supreme Court rulings, are states foreclosed from using a public financing system just for 
judicial elections? 

¯ More Opinion ~ 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
When It Pays to Talk to Terrorists 
By PAUL THOMAS CHAMBERLIN 

America reacted to the 1972 massacre of Israelis in Munich by labeling all Palestinian nationalists as 
terrorists - a mistake that delayed the peace process by decades. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Elevator Speech 
By DAVID BROOKS 

President Obama needs to tell us what he stands for, and tmearth a big policy proposal to prove it. 

". Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Hex on Paul Ryan 
By FRANK BRUNI 

There are few killers of reputation or recipes for discontent as surefire as the vice presidential nomination. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 4, 1957, Arkansas Gov. Orval Faubus called out the National Guard to prevent nine black students 
from entering Central High School in Little Rock. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a,g.e_ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_gg~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Honors Thesis Journal, Week 1 

Honors Thesis Joumal.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I attached a quick write up of our meeting today! Let me know if there is anything I should add! 

[fNCClass of: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baum, Patty <~pbaum@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 9:35 AM 

Baum, Patty <pbaum@admissions.unc.edu-~ 

Memory, Ashley <amemo~@admissions.unc.edu>; Tucker, Julie Sizemore <jtucke@admissions.unc.edu>; Coleman, Yolmada 

<3coleman@emaAl.unc.edu> 

Admissions Recruittnent Photoshoot 

Dear Colleague: 

As we begin our work to build the entering class of 2013, we will be holding our annual recruitment photoshoot on the days of Sept. 28, October 4 and October 5. 

These events give us the opportunity to capture the stories and images that will form the basis of our communications with prospective students this year. This 

information may be used in publications or on our website. 

To help in this work, we ask your assistance, and specifically, the names of top current students that you believe represent the outstanding student body and the 

extraordinary opportunities offered at Carolina. Please forward these names directly to Ashley Memory at ~a~n~1~e~m~o~r~/~a~d~m~!~s~s~!~o~n~s~:~u~n~c~:~e~d~u~ She would appreciate 

hearing from you by Monday, September 10, and once she does, she’ll reach out to the students promptly with more details on the photoshoot. 

While the names of top students from any background are welcome, as always, we are especially seeking outstanding students who are : 

* African-American, Hispanic, or American Indian 

* First-generation college students 

* Students from lower socio-economic backgrounds 

* Transfer students who are making a name for themselves at Carolina 

Because so many of our students have received need-based aid, we’re also seeking students who would be willing to share more about their work-study 

assignments and how these jobs help them contribute to our community and earn at the same time. 

All students who participate in the photoshoot will be asked to complete a short online profile but in return they will receive a selection of high-quality digital 

portraits for their own use. We are also hoping to capture classroom shots with faculty members this year, so if any of you would be willing to be photographed 

with students, please also let Ashley know. 

A number of you have generously contributed to the admissions blog this year, and these entries (from students or faculty members) have proven to be some of 

our most popular entries. These contributions are an excellent way to highlight the strength of our academic departments. 

Please see below for two sample entries. If you would be interested in contributing to our blog, please email Julie Tucker at jtucker@admissions.unc.edu and she 

will give you more details. 

Business Maior             Travels the World Through Globe 

" _o__f___t___h___e____D___e___n__t__a__[___H__y_giene Class of 

We really appreciate all that you do every day to help us recruit the world’s best students, and we could not do this work without you. We look forward to hearing 

from you. 

Best wishes, 

Patty Baum 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 2012-13 

August 24 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September 5 - Monthly Meeting 

September 19 5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of Race: issues and insights Before Us" 

(Upendo) 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November 19 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting 

December 14 - Holiday Social 

January 9 - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

February - No scheduled meeting 

February CBC Events -"An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater and "Read-in" (TBD) 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social (TBD) 

Student Ambassadors: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 1:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Opportunities tbr AFAM 

4 - 2012 Corporate & Foundation Concept Development Fo~m.docx 

Eunice, 

Hope all is well. Please see the emails below. Attached is a form the Corporate and Foundations office would like for you to complete. The second email from 

Angela Nolan has some instructions on what they need. Once you have completed it, please send it to Mark Meares at the email address on the form and copy me. 

All the best! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: Edmonstone-Pickens, Charla 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 10:48 AM 

To: Hall, Ishna 
Cc: Nolan, Angela .1 
Subject: FVV: Opportunities for AFAM 

Hey Ishna. 

Attached is the concept development form referred to by Angela. 

Having details from AFAM about their needs will better insure a productive meeting. As soon as we receive the completed form, I’ll be back in touch to schedule 

the meeting. 

Thanks my dear! 

Charla 

Ch~rla Edm~mst~me~ Pickens 

F~m: Nolan, Angela J 

Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 10:11 AN 

To: Hall, Ishna; Neares, Mark 

Cc: Edmonstone-P~ckens, Charla 
Subject: RE: Oppo~un~t~es for AFAN 

Hi 

~ just left you s phone message explaining that ~t would be most I~e~pful to have ~ completed project concept form before we meet. This wH~ give us an idea of the 

type o[ h.md~ng needed (programmatic, research etc.) by the department and ~: wHI enable our researcher to ider~l:~fy potential prospects, ff ~:here are multiple 

needs~ a~ of them can be mduded on one concept form. Charh~ w~H send the form to you so you can [orward il: to the de0arl:ment chair. Pk?ase g~ve me a call back 

if you have any questJons~ 

Thanks, 

A ~ g e I a 

Ange~a J. Nolsn 

~ssodate Director of Corporate & Foundation Relations for Academic Affairs 

The Univers~tg of North Carolina 

Phone 9:[9-962-3426-- Mobile            -- Fax 919-843-3314 

Fmm~ Hall, Ishna 
Sent~ Monday, September 03, 20~2 2:35 PM 
T~ Neares, Mark M; Nolan, Angela 
Subjeet~ Oppo~unities for AFAM 

Mark and Angela, 

I hope this note finds both of you well. Last week I met with my AFAM department chair to discuss development strategies and she mentioned wanting to reach 

out to corporations and foundations. Would one or both of you be willing to meet with us to discuss where some natural intersections might exist and how best to 

move forward? Thanks for your help with this. 

Best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, : 3:46 PM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

AFAM 

Professor Porter, 
Hi, my name is I met you at the beginning of your class today Wing to enroll. I apologize, as I realize it is late in the proverbial game, but I have had a 
hold on my Connect Caacolina account the was finally removed on Fridw. I was veu disappointed to learn that I couldn’t join, so I were and spoke with Tmvis Gore in 
the AFAM Department. He didn’t seem to think them would be a problem with enrolling as long as I had your permission. He also told me to ask you to email the 
Dept. Chair Etmice SaNe, who I will Cc in this emaAl, ti~r department permission. I’m hoping that if she gives her approval then I may still be able to beconm pa~ of 
your class. I’m sorry, I don’t mean to be burdensome, I’m just very interested in taking your class before JOMC courses begin to fill out nay entire schedule. I have 
heard good things ti-om my peers about AFAM    would really appreciate the opportuni~. I hope this isn’t too much of an inconvenience and if it doesn’t work out 
then I roll certmnly look into the classes you axe ott~fing next semester. Thank you lbr the consideration. 

CordiaJb; 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, : 8:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subjet~: aJ?am    enrollment 

Dr. Sahle, 

My name is              3[ am a transfer student and was recently granted transfer credit in a course 3[ was enrolled in. 3[ dropped the course, leaving me the difficult task of 
picking up another class past the add period on connect carolina. 3[ am interested in being enrolled in Afam           with Dr~ Hall. 3[ was told by the advising department 
that 3[ would have to be granted access to the class by the head of the African American studies department. Anything you could do for me would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Hi Eunice, 

My name is              and I am contacling you on behalf of the               ~fthe The Daily Tar Heel. On Thursday, we are running an editorial abom the 

name change of the AFAM department. We are going to come from the angle that we think that the department should show transparent change over the course of the 

next few months and it should show change than just the name. Are you able to tell us of some particular changes that roll be coming? These can be off-the- record if 

you would like. If you are unable to respond via email or would rather talk on the phone, I am available tomorrow from (11-2), if you could let me know beforehand. 
My phone number is 

Thank~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Kloes <kloes@bard.edn> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 5:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Call for Applications: International t tum~m Rights Exchange -- Deadline: October 15, 2012 

Dear Colleague: 

May we ask for your help in sharing information on the International Human Ri.qhts Exchan.qe (IHRE) program in Johannesburg, South Africa with students who may be 
interested? Our application deadline for the Spring 2013 semester is fast approaching (October 15, 2012). We thank you in advance for your assistance. Please find a brief 
program description below. 

International Human Rights Exchange 
Johannesburg, South Africa 

The International Human Rights Exchange (IHRE) is the world’s only full-semester, multidisciplinary program in human rights for undergraduate students. The program is 
based at the University of the Witwatersrand in Joahnnesburg, South Africa and is a joint venture with Bard College. Each semester students and faculty from Africa and North 
America come together to participate in a deep and multifaceted intellectual engagement in human rights. In addition to a r~quired core course, students choose from 12 or 
more electives exploring human rights from the perspective of a variety of academic disciplines. 

IHRE also opens up possibilities for substantive participation in human rights work. Students enrolled in the Engagement with Human Rights course intern with an NGO 
working on contemporary rights in post-apartheid South Africa. Students also explore human rights challenges in rural South Africa through a Community Human Rights 
Workshop, visit the Apartheid Museum and other relevant sites, and attend guest lectures from human rights experts from South Africa and around the world. 

Application Deadlines 

October 18th Spring Semester 
March 1st Fall Semester 

For more information on the International Human Rights Exchange: http://www.ihre.or.q 

Best wishes, 

Jennifer KIoes 
Director of Recruitment / International Program Manager 
Institute for International Liberal Education 
Bard College 

Tel: (845) 758-7081 
E-mail: kloesCb..ba rd.ed u 

Website: www.ihre.or.q 

Facebook: vwwv.facebook.com/ihrepro.q ra m 

To opt out of future program announcements: Contact Preferences 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:05 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-*; Reid, Dee <deerei&@anc.edu> 

RE: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Eunice, One option could be for you to send to the DTH directly your recent comments to the open session of the BOG panel along with the independent study 

contract and new proposed curricuk~m wkh a brief note that these comments summarize some of the considerable number of recent changes the department has 

carded out 

Jo~atha n 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~fl 

Sen{or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Gl.:>ba~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 
Kenneth .l Reckford Professor of g’olitica~ Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel ~-{ift NC 27599--3~00 USA 

Email: hartlgn@unc.edu 

O~ce: 9~9 962-:H65 Fax: 9:[9 962-2408 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, : 8:00 AM 
To: Reid, Dee 
C¢: Ha~Jyn, Jonathan 
Subject: N: DTH Inquiw about AFAN changes 

Dear Dee, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Given all the information that the Dean’s has shared this year with DTH and the fact that one of their reporters wrote a story about my comments at the BOG panel last week, I 
find the paper’s working assumption for the upcoming editorial very troubling. 

Anyway see below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 PM 
To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Hi Eunice, 
My nan~e is and I am contacting you on behalf of th~ of the The Daily Tin Heel. On Thmsday, we are m,ming an editorial about the 
name change of the AFAM department. We am going to come from the angle that we think that the department should show transparent change over the course of the 
next few months and it should show change than just the name. Are you able to tell us of some particular changes that will be coming? These can be oft-the- record if 
you would like. If you are unable to respond via email or would rather talk on the phone, I am available tomorrow from (11-2), if you could let me know beforehand. 
My phone number is 
Thank% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 9:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-05-12 09:08AM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: Gibsor~ Nigel C. 
Fanon : the postcolonial imaginatio 
CALL NO: CT2628.F35 G53 2003 
BARCODE: 00022439737 
Davis Library DUE: 09-18-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:8 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA" Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <sg~asmeascholars.org@mail 113.us2.mcsv.net;, 

~Vednesday, September 5, 2012 11:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REGISTER NOW: 5th Annual Conference 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11-13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference will feature: 

Special presentations by acclaimed scholars Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years 

Later: Realities of the Arab Sprin~/’ and Dr. Ggrard Prunier on "Gaddafi’s 

Downfall and Its Impact on Sub-Saharan Africa." 

Panel discussions on "The New/Old Heroes of Iran," "Christian-Muslim Encounters 

in the Medieval Middle East," "Israel: Threats Real and Imagined," "Leaders at the 

Dawn of Post-Colonial Africa" and many more topics in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

VlEWthe tentative schedule= SEE the papers to be presented= 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 15, $75= Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 15, $50. Register here. 



Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,_,asmeascholars.orq. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o rg 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright ~ 2012 ASMEA, At! rights reserved 
You are receiving this emsil because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 2:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Politics, The Collection and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 20905/a mes 1 Y 

l ~:i: @Ti ..... September 5, 2012 j 

Polities 

~ 

ilXlI 

Turn to nytimes.eom for complete coverage of the 2012 
Democratic National Convention. Take a leek at the 
m~jer blocks of the Democratic Party going into the 2o12 
election, see which words are being used most at the convention 
and watch a video that asks the question "are voters better off 
than the), were four years ago?" Also, don’t miss Jodi Kantor’s in- 
depth look at Michclle Obama’s speech and much merc~ 

The Collection                                         ~ 

The Co[lection~ n t Pa( .r!¢ at p from The Times, is )onr 

onc-~top destim~tkm for all thiugs fashion. Highly vista(l, 

Tfie Co]lectkm builds OB e>;c{usiw~ coverage [>om Styles, T 

Magaziue and the In~evuationa[ Herald Tribune, and adds slide 

shews, videos amt updates Jrom Tfie Times’s fashion blogs -all in 

one fabulous package. Download the app ~oday and dou’t miss a 

seeemt ef the acfio~ [rom Fashion Week. Mse, ffdlow H~e latest 

[~sbion news and reviews with the weekly The Collection c-mail 

newsletter. 

Don’t Miss o. NYTimes.com 

* Com[flete Coverage of ~he t;.S. Open 
~ Michael Clarke [)ut~ean, Actor, Dies at 54 

, What’s a S4,ooo Suit VVortt~P 
, ~’hat Res~anran~s Know {Abeut You) 

* The geue{} ts o[’ Middle-Age FRness 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on N’gli ...... 

(Bet,~/een Aug. 23. 2012 - Sept 4, 20!2) 

1. Dowd: Cruel Conservatives Throw a MasqueraOe Bail 
2. Brooks: The Real Rom~ey 

3. Mr. Remney Re]events His(era/ 

4. Krngm;m: The M edieat’e [4i]Iers 

5~ Before Eastwood’s Talk With a Chair, Clearance From the Top 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." The C]in~on 

Feuudatien in Africa 
A recent trip to Africa gave Bill 
Clinton, his (laughter, Chelsea, 
and a hamtfnl og donors and 

aides frmn the Clintons’ years in 
Arkansas and the White House a 
firsthand hmk at the 
philanthropic work og the 
Clinton Foundation. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: A History 

of New York m 5o Objects 
An artichoke and an elevator. A 
Checker taxicab and a 
condnetor’s baton. A MetroCard 
and a runs(mien tnsk. From 
ancient artifacts to common 
everyday accessories, which 
objects tell the stoW of New York 
City? 

~ VIDEO~ Presidential Zeal 

Whether shooting pool, reading 
to children or working to raise 
his bowling scores, President 
Obama cannot contain his 
competitive nature. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Hear From the 

C.andlda~e~s 

Spouse? 
From Room for 
Debate, "Remember when the 
candidate’s spouse simply smiled 
and waved at political 
conventions? You probably don’t 



i[ you’re under 50. For the past 

20 years, the spouse’s speech, 

like Miehelle Obama’s on 

Tuesday night and Ann 

Romney’s last week, has been an 

anticipated geature of most 

conventions. Should that be so? 

What role should spouses of the 

nominees play at presidential 

conventions? Is it appropriate 

(or useful) for them to give 

speeches endorsing the 

candidate?" Join the 

conversation. 

[] Join the Conversation 

Sign up for lhe Collection 

mail newsle~er 

Follow The Agenda on 

Tumblr 

Foliow @TMagazine on 
TvTitter 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marketin9 depaltment, You received this messaqe because you signed up 

[or N~Times,com’s @Tinles rlewsle~ter 

Msna.,qe ~ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~snge Yotir E-Mail I privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Compa~-~y I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.coR-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY !0018 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unknown <sgbarbe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 4:15 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemes~teeringcommittee] Dissemination of Water Theme News & Notes Digest Messages 

Just so everyone is aware, our Water Theme News & Notes Digest messages roll from now on be sent out over a listserv of names provided by the Water Institute as 

opIx~sed to the UNC Mass Mail system. This change has come about as a result of policies which state that specific information on upcoming events must be entered 

separately fi~om that Us~tem which is for informational messages only. However, feel fiee to forward these messages onto any individuals or groups who you think might 

have interest in our water-related theme work. Rest assured that this lifft can and will grow as interest in receiving these messages increases. As always, feel free to 
submit a~y comments, question~ or suggestions. Thanks so much! 

Best Regards, 

Stephen Barber 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

]@~une.edu--~- 

Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] FW: eQuality EssentMs courses 

eQua]i~ Essentials flyer Grad .pdf 

CCO Instructors .... 

Please see the attached flyer about two equality Essentials courses that are offered bv the Gracluate School and the Center for Faculty Excellence. The cour3e3 are 

designed primarily for graduate students, bu~ faculty are a~so welcome to take the courses. I’m sorry about the ~ate notification with the first course starting in just 

~ve dlays, but we .:?[~y ~ust learne[l about the course offerh~gs for this ye~;r, t~ you h~e ques;i:h:ms about the cours;es, ~)Jease contact as shown on 

the flyer. 

Thanks. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 
emml to -~a href "mailto:leave-32096449-3634613.47t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32096449- 
3634613.47fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tga959@listserv.unc.edu</a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, 5:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: DTH Inquiry about AFAM cha~ges 

Eunice, Thanks, you may also want to send the "maps" which are referenced in the comments, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of Norl:h Carolina at Chapel 

5e~or Asso(:ia~:e Dean h:~r 5ocia] Sdem:es at~d 

Global Programs~ CoHere of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth £ Eeckt:ord Professor of PeHtica~ 5dence 

20S South Building, CB 

Chapel H~H NC 27599-3100 USA 
Emat: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

£~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:~0 PM 
T~: 
C~: Reid, Dee; Ha~lyn, Jonathan; ]anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: D~ Inqui~ about AFAM changes 
Xm~a.~e: High 

Dear 

This is in response to your emai below and your conversation today with Professor Kenneth Janken, the Director of Undergraduate Studies in our department. 

Based on a story in your paper last week commenting on my remarks at the Board of Governors’ panel, I concluded that DTH was aware of the significant reforms that the 

department has instituted since last fall. Please see attached the remarks pertaining to developments and reforms in the department that I highlighted at that panel. In 

addition, I am resending the Contract for Independent Studies Courses that the Dean’s office sent to DTH a while back. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Hi Eunice, 
My nm~e is and I am contacting you on behalf of the )f the The Daily Tin Heel. On Thmsday, we are mtming an editorial about the 

name change of the AI!AM depaxtment We axe going to come from the angle that we think that the department should show transparent change over the course of the 

next few months and it should show change thm~ just the name. Are you able to tell us of some pa~icular chmages that roll be coming? These cm~ be off-the- record if 

you would like. If you are unable to respond via email or would rather taJk on the phone, I am available tomorrow from (11-2), if you could let me know beforehand. 

My phone number is 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I did receive all of the documents you sent. Thanks so much for your help. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 5:i0 PM 

Cc: Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Janken, Kenneth 
Subject: RE: DTH Inquiry about AFAIVl changes 

Dear 

This is in response to your email below and your conversation today with Professor Kenneth Janken, the Director of Undergraduate Studies in our department. 

Based on a story in your paper last week commenting on my remarks at the Board of Governors’ panel, I concluded that DTH was aware of the significant reforms that the 
department has instituted since last fall. Please see attached the remarks pertaining to developments and reforms in the department that I highlighted at that panel. In 
addition, I am resending the Contract for Independent Studies Courses that the Dean’s office sent to DTH a while back. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Eunice SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Hi Eunice, 
My nan~e is and I am contacting you on behalf of the Editorial Board of the The Daily Tin Heel. On Thmsday, we are running an editorial about the 

name change of the AFAM depaxtment. We axe going to come from the angle that we think that the department should show transparent change over the course of the 

next few months and it should show change than just the name. Are you able to tell us of some particular changes that roll be coming? These can be oft-the- record if 

you would like. If you are unable to respond via email or would rather talk on the phone, I am available tomorrow from (11-2), if you could let me know beforehand. 

My phone number is 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

twenb~28inc@gmail.com on behalf of 
Lachelle Sto~ <lachelle@twenty28inc.com> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 9:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Inquiry Re: UNC-CH Afric~ and Afro-A~neric~n Studies 

Good Evening Dr. SaMe, 

Welcome to the new school year! As you prepare your course plans and activities for the upcoming school semesters at The University of Nort,~ Carolina - Chapel Hill, i would like to 

introduce a new book release that you may want to consider as a supplement to your required!recommended course book list for appropriate African and Afro-American Studies 

coLlrses. 

"One ,Man’s Opinion: Thoughts on the Current State of African-Amedcan Culture" is the second book release authored by former CEO of INROADS, Inc and current CEO of 
ECS Group, Inc Charles Story. "One Man’s Opinion..." sep/es as a virtual conversation with readers about many issues affecting the African American community to include: 
business, education, health, relationships, family, and religion. 

In the carriing days, I will mail a hard copy of the book ta yaur afl:ention ~ar you to review and consider "One Man’s Opinion " is an ideal resource Rsr your students because of riot oniy the 

rich content, but also ~,he price. "One Man’s Opink)n..." is available in e-book forrriat via Amazon corrl for only $2.99. If preferred, i~ard copies are available per request, far a siig,hfly higher 

ye~, affordable price point. 

In the meanfirrle, yau can visit ti~e follawing link [i; learn more about fi~e baok: ~>:.;/www.amazon c.’lm/One-Ma 

ie:::LrlFS&qic~::: 132725113.3 & ..~r:::8.-I 

YOU should receive ~,he baok witi~irl 7-I0 business days I wiii foiiaw up with you in a few weeks ta ensure you received the book and answer arly questions you rriay i~ave 

Thanks for your consideration and have a great evening, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@ssfthinktank.org> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 3:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "Support the Think Tank" on Think Tank for Global Sociology 

i~i ThinkTank 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Please donate what you can to keep us running this website. Preferably USD 15 or 

above. Students can contribute USD 5. 

Support the Think Tank 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Comrade, Welcome to the interactive discussion forum of the Sociologists Without 

Borders (SSF) 

2025 members 3~t3 discussions 
697 photos ~t2 Events 

133 videos 412 blog posts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Bits of Mystery DNA, Far From ’Junk,’ Play Crucial Role 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. Today;,sHeadlines ............................................................................ 
~11¢ N’t’~= ~rk ~’~,~ September 6, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Bits of Mystery DNA, Far 
From ’Junk,’ Play Crucial 
Role 
By GINA KOLATA 

At least four nfillion gene switches that 
reside in sections of the hmnan genome 
once thought to be inactive tuna out to 
have critical ftmetions in the body, 
researchers reported. 

U.S. to Retain Role as a Jailer 
in Afghanistan 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

The United States nfilitary will continue 
indefinitely to operate a section of the 
Parwan complex holding foreign 
combatants, even as the two eotmtries 
mark a trmasfer of authority. 

Clinton Delivers Stirring Plea for Obama Second Term 
By JEFFZELENY and MARK LANDLER 

Former President Bill Clinton and President Obama hugged onstage Wech~esday night after Mr. Clinton 
delivered an impassioned plea on behalf of Mr. Obama’s re-election. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

Live Video From Charlotte 
At 2 and 7 p.m. each day, our live video broadcast from Charlotte, N.C., will take readers behind the scenes of 
the Democratic National Convention wifl~ newsmaker interviews, analysis from Times journalists and stories 
exploring various aspects of the campaign. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"President Obama started with a much weaker economy than I did. No president, not me, not any of my 

predecessors, could have repaired all of the damage he found in just four years." 

FORMER PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON, speaking at the Democratic National Convention. 



U,S, 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: At the 
Democratic 
Convention, the 
Words Being Used 
A look at how often 
speakers at the Democratic National 
Convention have used certain words and 
phrases so far, based on an analysis of 
transcripts from the Federal News 
Service. 

OPINION 

A home offstage 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

OPINIONATOR 
The Arkansas 
Innovation 
By EZEKIEL J. EMANUEL 

An experiment in 
appointing a doctor or 
hospital as the "quarterback" to be responsible for an episode of patient care. 

WORLD 

Broadway just got more dangerous 

’Cougar the Musical’ opens at St. Luke’s Theater 

Key Figure in Scandal That Felled Bo Xilai Is Charged 
By IAN JOHNSON and JONATHAN ANSFIELD 

A once powerful Chongqing police official, Wang Lijtm, is accused of defection, abuse of power and 
corruption, China’s state media reported. 

" Times Topics: Bo Xilai 

Leak Prompts Netanyahu to Cancel Security Cabinet Meeting on Iran Issue 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Israel’s prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, angrily cut short a key gathering of top security officials, 
accusing an unnamed partieipmat of leaking details of the sensitive meeting to the media. 

Putin Pulls Off Latest Feat: Flying With the Birds 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia piloted a motorized hang glider over ma Arctic wilderness area while 
guiding a flock of migratory birds toward their winter habitat as part of ma operation called "The Flight of 
Hope." 

, Times Topic: Vladimir Putin 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

For Farms in the West, Oil Wells Are Thirsty Rivals 
By JACK HEALY 

A race for water is rippling through the drought-scorched heartland, pitting farmers against oil and gas 
interests that use the hydraulic fracturing process. 

Court Rulings Help Illegal Immigrants’ College-Bound Children 
By JULIA PRESTON 

Some college-botmd children of illegal hnmigrants have been denied resident tuition and financial aid, but 
New 3ersey and Florida courts have recently made it more difficult for states to discriminate. 

Steel Leads Revival in Ohio River Valley 
By KEITH SCHNEIDER 

From the vmatage point of crew members of the tugboat Mike Weisend, the regional economy is improving 
as seen in increasing shipments along the Ohio River. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Europe to Investigate Chinese Exports of Solar Panels 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

The case cotfld lead to steep tariffs on much of China’s exports of solar products to Europe. China has 
threatened to retaliate against European wines and industrial materials. 

Competitiveness Gap Widening in Europe, Study Finds 
By STEPHEN CASTLE 

A World Economic Formn survey of 144 countries noted that a growing north-south divide was one of the 
factors at the heart of the continuing euro zone crisis. 

GREEN BLOG 
Shell to Test Capturing of Carbon in Canada 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

The project is intended to peruaanently store more than a nfillion tons of carbon dioxide a year, which Shell 
said is equivalent to taking about 175,ooo ears off the road. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Roddiek, at a Loss for Words, Leaves Behind a Career of Superlatives 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Always a fan favorite at flae United States Open, mad the 2003 champion, Mady Roddick headed into 
retirement with a 6-7 (1), 7-6 (4), 6-2, 6-4 loss to Juan Martin del Potro. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: A Look Back at Roddick’s Career 

COWBOYS 24, GIANTS 17 
After Pregame Pomp, a Pratfall 
By SAM BORDEN 

Eli Manning, sacked three times by the Dallas defense, struggled to find a rhythm on offense for the Giants, 
and Tony Romo passed for 307 yards and 3 touchdowns in the Cowboys’ victory. 

-’ ~:~. Box Score I Play-by-Play I Game Analysis and Highlights I ~ Slide Show 

:. For Replacement Referees, Questioned Calls and Praise 

Sharapova Advances, With Rain to Rescue 
By LYNN ZINSER 

Maria Sharapova recovered from a shaky start and outlasted Marion Bartoli, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, while Sara Errani 
beat her doubles partner, Roberta Vinci, 6-2, 6-4. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Working a Crowd Is Part of the Act 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Judah Friedlander works to incorporate the crowd in his stand-up comedy routines. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A Jovial Dylan Celebrates Reopening of Capitol Theater 
By JON PARELES 

Fondly remembered by many who saw bands perform there from 197o through 1976, flae Capitol officially 
reopened as a rock hall on Tuesday night with a Bob Dylan concert. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Stereotypes in Toeshoes 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

Though race-blind casting has been widespread in ballet for decades, clich6d mad sometimes offensive views 
of race remain alive and well across the art form. 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

A Lot of Fuss for Just Sitting and Watching at New York Fashion Week 
By BEE-SHYUAN CHANG 

Recent winners at the Ol3anpics are among the faces that will be looked for during this fall’s Fashion Week. 

New Wrinkle in Men’s Wear: Shops Just for Men 
By ERIC WILSON 

A number of clothing retailers have opened stores in recent months that cater solely to their male customers, 
with specialized enviromnents and customer service. 

MULTIMEDIA FEATURE: Fashion’s New Order 
Today’s power players have one tiring in common: whether part of the establishment or nascent forces, they 
have changed the way we see fashion in the 21st century. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Better Economic Question 
It’s not just whether voters are better off than they were four years ago. They are. Voters should be asking 
how to ensure financial security. 

:’ Taking Note: Bill Clinton Speaks 

EDITORIAL 
A Touchy Relationship 
After Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s trip failed to get deals on two big items, Beijing and 
Waslrington have a long way to go to translate soothing rhetoric into action. 

EDITORIAL 
More Tax Tricks, Private Equity Style 
As long as income from investments is taxed at a lower rate, there will be no stopping the search for ways to 
pay the lower rate. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Learning as Freedom 
By MICHAEL S. ROTH 

The call for a more narrowly tailored education - especially for Americm~s with linrited econonric prospects - 
is not new. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bill, Barack and Us 
By GAlL COLLINS 

The Democratic convention was treated to many, many, many words of wisdom from the Talker in Chief. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama’s First-Term Report Card 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Considering that we were sliding toward a Great Depression before President Obama took office, of course, 
we re better off now. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 6, 19ol, President William B. McKinley was shot and mortally wounded by the anarchist Leon 

Czolgosz at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, N.Y. 



¯ See This Front Pa_gg¢_ 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Material shaJced with DTH - 

Great, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 7:28 AM 

C¢: Janken, Kenneth R; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Caldwell, Kia L 

Subject: Material shared with DTH - 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. Please feel free to stop by my office when you have time. 

I thought I would give you and members of the Union a heads on material that I a shared with the DTH this week when a writer from the paper asked me to offer information 
on changes that have we instituted in the department. The writer indicated that the paper was planning on writing an editorial on our new name this week. 

The material I shared with the writer are part of documents I discussed with the Board of Governors Panel last week. 

Please share the attached material with majors and minor who members of the Union. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, ’, 9:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Haztlyn, Jonathan <ha~tlyn@unc.edu> 

FW: Follow-up email - RE: DTtt Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Sent to DTH - Eastemhemisphere (research map)- 1 .jpg; Sent to DTH - Westemhemisphere (resea~rch Inap),jpg 

Dear Eunice, 

The editorial in this morning’s DTH reflects a disappointing lack of knowledge or understanding about what has been going on in the department, despite 

numerous public discussions and reports in the news media, including the DTH. I think it would be most helpful if you, as cha~% wo@d wr~te a ~etter to the editor 

brie[ly explaining t:he [acts (the changes and m(:h.~s~w~ gow~rnanc:e you report:ed at gOG) and po~nt~ng out that t:hey haw~ been d~scussed openly and transparendy 

on numerous o(:caions, most recently at the goard of Governors panel rneetk~g. 

~f k’s helpful, i’d be happy to review a draft If we co@d send it by 5 pm today, it m~ght appear in [ornorrow’s paper (before Faculty Councii); i[: we send it ~ater, it 

wo@d get in Monday, 

Thanks, 

D e e 

Ch~;H] ~{iii NC 27399--?IPP 

Web: ?~tt~ ://c)llege.ur~c.edu 

. ; u’r ab~ : h t tp : //voutii~e. co"’!use r/NNCCol ]eqe 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday,                 7:13 PN 

¢¢= Re~d, Dee; Ha~lyn, Jonathan; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subjectl Follow-up email - RE: DTH Inquiry about AFAN changes 
1m~e~a~ee~ High 

Dear 

Attached are maps that are referenced in the remarks on developments and reforms in the department that I sent earlier. 

Please acknowledge receipt of both emails. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Eunice SaNe 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, :5:10 PM 
To: 
C¢: Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Dear 

This is in response to your email below and your conversation today with Professor Kenneth Janken, the Director of Undergraduate Studies in our department. 

Based on a story in your paper last week commenting on my remarks at the Board of Governors’ panel, I concluded that DTH was aware of the significant reforms that the 
department has instituted since last fall. Please see attached the remarks pertaining to developments and reforms in the department that I highlighted at that panel. In 
addition, I am resending the Contract for Independent Studies Courses that the Dean’s office sent to DTH a while back. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Eunice SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 PM 
To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Hi Eunice, 
My nan~e is and I am contacting you on behalf of the Editorial Board of the The Daily ’I’m Heel. On Thmsday, we are mnning an editorial about the 

name change of the AFAM department. ~Ve are going to come from the angle that we think that the department should show transparent change over the course of the 

next few months and it should show change than just the name. Are you able to tell us of some particular changes that roll be coming? These can be off-the- record if 

you would like. If you are unable to respond via email or would rather taJk on the phone, I am available tomorrow from (11-2), if you could let me know beforehand. 

My phone number is 

Thalis, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 10:56 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

George Mwaisondola <             @yahoo.co.uk>; ttartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@m~c.edu> 

[asc faculty] Welco~ne to Dr. Mwaisondola, Visiting Fulbright Scholar 

Dear Colleagues: 

I write ruth pleasnre to inform you that the AIHcm~ Studies Center has just received our 2012-13 Visiting Fulbright Scholar, Dr. George Mwaisondola. who roll be on 

campns until May, 2013. I know fl~at facully, students, and staff will help make George feel very welcome at UNC. George’s email contact is 

~¥ahoo.co.uk and his office is 4105 here in the FedEx GEC. Below is a short bio to help familiarize you with Pro£ Mwaisondola’s background. 

Regards, Barbara 

Dr. George Mwaisondola is a Visiting Fulbdght Scholar from Tanzania, working on Mortgage Finance and Development from a legal, social and business 

perspective, with strong interests in land issues in general. Dr. Mwaisondola received his undergraduate degree (LLB) from the University of Dar es Salaam, Master 

of Laws (LLM in Human Rights) from the University of Pretoda in South Africa and his PhD in Law from the University of Birmingham in the UK. While a PhD student, 

he taught human rights and international law courses at the Center for the Study of Global Ethics of the University of Birmingham. In 2010, he returned to Tanzania 

after seven years in the U K where he joined St Augustine University of Tanzania (SAUT). As an Assistant Professor at SAUT, Dr. Mwaisondola is responsible for 

teaching property law, investment law, and business law as well as serving as the overall coordinator of LLM program. He is the founder and co-editor of St 

Augustine University Law Journal and also a practicing advocate (Attorney at Law) in Tanzania. 

Barbara Shaw An@erson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Leetur~’r, Department ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Glottal Education Center 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2~02 fax 

http : i/africa, unc. edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 12:49 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

my letter to the DTH 

Deal Eunice, 

Below is the letter I sent. If it gets in the papec fine. If it doesn’t, you can do ruth it as you wish. 

Kenneth 

The editorial about recent developments in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, ’%that’s in a nmne?" ranks an~ong the most misinformeck 

dishonest, and insidious items I have read in The Daily Tar Heel. It opines that the new name is legerdemain to hide past misdeeds and that needed changes are either 

not forthcoming or not being implemented in a "transparent manner." 

But the major curricular issues have repeatedly been addressed publicly, most recently at the meeting of the Board of Governors panel investigating the 

depa~ment. I was there. So wa~s a Daily Tar Heel relyorter, who filed an incomplete story on the curricular and leadership reforms in the department. 

The other day, I received a telephone call from                                   . He said the paper wa~s going to call on the department to be more 
forthcoming. But there was a problem, he as much said: he didn’t have any tiacts, and would I please tell him what the depart~nent was doing? In a later voice mail 

message, I directed        to his paper’s reporter, from whom he could get the facts and listen to teslimoW that the reporter recorded,        also received by 

email the prepa~red remarks of depaxtment chair Eunice Sable, which addressed both the reasons for the proposed new name and changes in department procedures. 

None of this infonnalion found its way into the editorial. 

As uncomfortable as it is to read editorials about past misconduct in my department and the University’s response to them, when they appeal in, for example, 

The News & Observer, I can at least be confident that they are based on repoNng that the paper’s journalists did. Not so with The Daily Tar Heel, whose editorial 

board appears simply to make things up to fit its prejudices. 

Kenneth Janken 

Proi~ssor of Afro-American Studies 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Proi~ssor of Afro-American Studies 
Dep~ment of Afi-ican and Afto-American Studies 

109 BaSle Hall, CB# 3395 

Umve~i~~ ofNoN~ Cmolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a li~ for info~ation a~nt my publications: 

h~p:/7~x~vw.umass.eduhm~ p~ s~spr 9Tiankcn.html 

http://uncpress.unc.ed~book~¢T- 8059.blml 

http:/i undpresa.nd.edt ibook/P00780 

http:/i undpresa.nd.edt ibook/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LiMsay Gregow <lindsayg@g~conferences.com> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 3:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

How to Assess and Manage Conflict in the Workplace - Audio Conference 

How to Assess and Manage 
in the Workplace 

Conflict 

For complete details el this conference, please visit FXConferences.com. 

Conflic~ cas be summed up as asy situation in which your concerns or desires differ flora these el 
another person It happena every day and ~n att aspecta of our I~w~s. k~ the werkpface, ~[ occurs 
between co~leagues, learns, staff, vendors, and c~stome~. Conflict ~s ~nev~tab]e and even heNthy, 
and ores fac~lales progress. It ~s a~so a cfitica~ faclor when managing change during many ~ife 
stages o~ an organization, and yet it ~s one of the most d~ficul[ challenges we a~ cosfisue [o face. 
Hew de we manage oen~kX ~n an ob~ec~iw~ and ak~lled rsanser? 

There are Iive cosflict management modes- Avoiding, Accommodating, Compromising, Collaborating 
and Cempe,~ing. R~.’cognizing our own style aa we~ aa thai: ef e~hers heightess our awarenesa, 
a~ew~ng us to (:e~u~icah~ mete effectively. We have a chek~e m deaHsg w~th oen~k~t. All fiw~ 
conflk:tq~a~d~n9 modes are available to us a~d th~s know~edge can g~ve us a grealer sense of contro~ 
to steer conflicts ~s different directioss by choosing different modes. This audio conference 
preserfla~k~n review the five oenf~kX-handling modes, and their applk:atk)s ~n specific werkptace 
situations, 

Feedback on similar conferences from #revious partici#ants: 

’,~ touted ~h~s conferet~ce very ~e~es#~ and #fforma#ve/ 

’Overall, the speaker was know~edgea#te and covered good 

’Your cot~Ye~’e~ces have beet~ very h@}fu~.’ 

Learning Objectives 

Becoming aware of your own cow,flier style 

Recognizisg the conflict styles of others 

Assessing con~l~c~ s~tuat~ons 

Pracfidng the use of different conflict modes 

Th~nk~ng strategically about conflict rather ~has reacting bl~sd~y 

Bmpewermg youtseff by embracing asd managmg conflict 

Who should attend? 

Masagem 

DirecR~rs 

Team I..~.’ade~ 

Projeot Manag~.’rs 

Training & Development 

About the speakers: 

Rita BMhm Al~er~ is the Presides[ of Rita B, Allen Associates, a provider of career managemen[ 
censuNn,_q and coaching .se.P~,ice.s for isdividua~s asd etgasizal:kma represesl:k~g a variety ef induslries 
including Mgh technology, biotechnology, financia~ sere’ices, professional services, medical 
devicedpharn’]aceufica~s, academia, healthcare and retail/consumer produc[s. Wi[h over 25 years of 
human rese[~rces experience, her specialty areaa ~ndude exeo[d~w~ ceachmg, k~ade~h~p 
deve~opmenl, management lra~ning and career devebpment. Previously, she held ro~es as V~ce 
President of Marketing and Search Services with GaR~ & Assoc~ales, and human resources positions 



with C.R. Bard, Inc., BTU International and Unit~’ode Corporation. 

Ms. Allen holds an MS i~ Leadership and a BS in Business Admi~istration from Northeastern 
Universily. She curre~tly sewes as a board member of More Than Words as wel~ as 1he Association 
o~ Csreer Professionals h~temations] - New England, and is a former board member of The Boston 
Club. Bh(~ ~s a~ae a~ a(:~ve member of other" ])f~)~ss~ena~ asaeo~at~o~s~ a ~req~en~ s])eake~" arid authe~’, 
and an adjunct faculty member and ~ecturer at No[theastern University, Bentley University al~d Les~ey 
Un~ve~’s~y. She was voted one o~ the top ten executive coaches by Women’s Bos~o~ Business 
Journal ~s se~l~fied ~ a variety of assessmen~ toe,s and ~s ftuent in Armen~a~. 

Over 50,000 attendees across hundreds of companies have ~aken advantage of eur easy-to-use audie 
conferences to sb-)y ab~’~.~a.st of a fast-.chan.~ir~g busi~ess ~.~nvironme, nt. We s~)e, siali:._’~.~ in distance 
education for those working in regulated industries including medical device, pharmaceuticals 
food & beverage. Come check out eur library of past audie confe~’ences and see what’s 
FXConferences. 

Please contact AC Supporl at acsupport~.fxtrans.com with any questions or assista~ce in 
regis~ration~ 

The Localization Institute F×Confe~ences,¢om 
1001 Ware[town Street 
Neap,ton, MA 02465-5001, USA 

617,559 9760 x.lO 

qlqis email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list, please click here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, ;3:25 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: FW: Material shared with DTH - 

Hi Professor Sahle’. 

Thanks for contacting me! I trust that things are well ruth you and improving in the department. Thank you for the attached materials as they roll be impol~aat to share 

with members of the union. The liszt of departmental reforms certainly show transformation in the department that I think is encouraging for students to see - especially 

majo~ and minors. I do hate however that these reforms you shared ruth the DTH were simplistically reduced in their editorial today. We will be in touch in the coming 

days’weeks and I look forvvaxd to dropping by your office at yonr convenience with updates on the activity of majors/minors in the union. 

Best, 

On Thu, at 12:16 PM, 3)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:28 AM 

To: 
Cc: 3anken, Kenneth; Hildebrand, Reginald; Caldwell, Kia 
Subject: Material shared with DTH - 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. Please feel free to stop by my office when you have time. 

I thought I would give you and members of the Union a heads on material that I a shared with the DTH this week when a writer from the paper asked me to offer 
information on changes that have we instituted in the department. The writer indicated that the paper was planning on writing an editorial on our new name this week. 

The material 3[ shared with the writer are part of document~ I discussed with the Board of Governors Panel last week. 

Please share the a~ached material with majors and minor who members of the Union, 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

"The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol of national greatness." 

- Marcus Garvey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, ’, 3:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Majors Listserv 

Professor SaNe, 

I forgot to ask if a listser~ for current majors/minors had been npdated and compiled for this academic year? If so, I wanted to know if the union could rise it to send 

out notifications of our next meeting? 

Best, 

"The Black skin is not a l~adge of shalne, but rather a glorious symbol of national greatness." 

- Marcus Garvey 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:dstro@uuc.edu.-- 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 4:02 PM 

discussion <tSculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ti~culty--athletics-forum] FW: Petition to Atx~lish NCAA Amateurism Bylaw 12 - Please Forward 

FYI. 

Note: 

124.1 Criteria Governing Compensation to Student-Athletes 

Compensation may be paid to a student-athlete: (Revised: 11/22/04) 
(a) Only for work actually performed; and 
(b) At a rate cormnensurate ~vith the going rate in that locality for similar services 

12.4 1.1 Athletics Reputation. 

Such compensation may not include an?- remuneration for value or utility- that the student-athlete may have for the employer because of the publici~z, reputation, fame or personal following 
that he or she has obtained because of athletics ability. 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: Ewanett Gill [mailto:studentathleteshumanrights(£yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 3:18 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Petition to Abolish NCAA Amateurism Bylaw 12 - Please Forward 

We created a petition to The United States House of Representatives, The United States Senate, and President Barack Obama which says: 
"To urge Congress to mandate that the NCAA abolish all byla~vs, under section 12, that prohbit all student-athletes from earning income that is based on their status as a student-athlete 
(i.e., doing a chip and dip commercial)." 

Will you sign this petition? Click here: 
http:i/signon.org/sign!abolish-ncaa-amamerism?source c.emmt&r by 5404331 

Thanks! 

The Student-Athletes Human Rights Project 

-- You are currently subscribed to facult’y--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:t,’lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facult~--athletics-folum&o 32105263 or send a blar~kemailto leave-32105263- 
50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.~xc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 4:06 PM 

Nationa] Humanities Center In[b <in[b@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Meet the Fellows Class of 2012-13, Thursday, September 13th at the National Hulnanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordiallv invited 

to a ParN on the Patio 
to welcome 2012-13 Fellows 

following the fall’s opening lecture 
Thursday, September 13, 2012 - 5:00 p.m. 

"Finding Ourselves: The Humanities as a Discipline" 

Geoffrey Galt Harpham 
National Humanities Center 

~ii Inline image 1 

Since 2oo3 Geoffrey G. Harpham has served as president and director of the National Humanities Center. Trained as a literary scholar, 
Harpham’s work has encompassed a wide range of topics and fields. In recent years, he has become a prominent historian of, and advocate for, 
the humanities, speaking to audiences around the world. 

In his talk Harpham will argue that the humanities are not simply a collection of related subjects, but are bound by a system of "secret rules" 
tha{ unify all humanistic disciplines and distinguish them from the sciences and social sciences. These unifying principles not only define the 
methods and assumptions of the humanities but reflect the cultural role that the humanities are expected ~o play in a democratic soeie{y. 

~!b reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66L ext. ~6, or m~ohnson@nationalhumaniliescenter.org 

National Itumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, ~ 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, ~ 4:13 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: First MLK Planning Committee Meetiug TimeiLocaton 

Greetings, 

After receiving responses from all of the Chancellor’s MLK, Jr. Committee members, it appears that Mondays at 5pro is the best day of the week for the majority. 

Therefore, I would like to establish Mondays at 5pro as our designated meeting times for the semester. If you represent an organization that cannot meet on Mondays at 
5pro, please contact me at the Office for Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, at (919) 962-0916 or by email at @live.unc.edu to talk about the possibility of another 
representative from your organization that will be able to meet on Mondays at 5pro. 

Our first committee meeting will be next Monday, 20:~2 at 5pro in Campus Y Anne Queens Lounge located on the first floor. 

Thank you once again for your support. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I look forward to seeing you all next Thursday. 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Thursday, ~ 4:25 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Warren County PCB Landfill Protest Reunion & Celebration - Saturday, 

Dear friends & colleagues, 

Join me next weekend, Saturday, ~ in Warren County, North Carolina to celebrate the anniversary of their 
historic struggle against a toxic landfill! 

Warren County is considered the ’birthplace of environmental justice’ and this event is a wonderful teaching/learning 
opportunity. Please encourage your students to attend. Do let me know if you make it - this momentous commemoration is 
the focus of my research and I’d appreciate hearing your thoughts on it. 

See the email below for more information on this history, and details of the commemoration. 

Best, 

From: NC WARN [ncwarn@ncwarn.bmsend.com] on behalf of NC WARN [ncwarn@ncwarn.org] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:0:~ PM 
To: Thoyre, Autumn Marie 
Subject: Warren County PCB Landfill Protest Reunion & Celebration - Saturday, 

NC WARN worked closely with Warren County residents and state 
officials from 1993 to      to successfully compel the state to 
decontaminate the infamous PCB Landfill. We are pleased to support 
this reunion and celebration. All are welcome, but please note that 
early registration helps. 

See NC WARN’s summary of this environmental iustice struqgle. 

Warren County PCB Landfill 
Protest Reunion Celebration 
Saturday,: ~, 8:00 AM - 2:00 PM 

Coley Springs Missionary Baptist Church 
224 Parktown Road 

Warrenton, NC 

3oin the Warren County Environmental Action Team for the PCB 
Landfill Protest Reunion and Environmental Justice Birthplace 
Celebration! [t is the anniversary of the Warren County 
PCB landfill protests. 

Speakers will include: 
Former Congressman Frank W. Ballance Jr. 
Sen. Doug Berger 
Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr. 
Former Congresswoman Eva M. Clayton 
Charles Lee (EPA) 
Dr. & IVlrs. 3oseph E. Lowery (Invited) 
Former DENR Staffer Bill Meyer 
Rev. Leon White 
Dollie Burwell & other activists 



8:00 - 9:00 am: Registration 
9:00 - 10:30 am: Devotional, commemoration, presentation of 
the history, unveiling of historical marker 
10:30 - 12:00 am: Health walk and protest re-enactment - 
Coley Springs Church to the Afton Site (former PCB landfill) 
11:00 - 2:00 pm: Music, celebration, reflections, interviews, & 
cookout 

For more information contact Bill Kearney at (252) 257-1491, 
handsincorporated@earthlink.net. You can also find the Warren 
County Environmental Action Team on Facebook. 

N(:: WARN 

PO Box 61051, Durham, NC 27715-1051 

Phone: (919) 416-5077 

Email: ncwarn@ncwarn.org 

Web : www.ncwarn.orq 

ii~~ Unsubscribef .... II mailings l 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription i Forward Ernail I Report Abuse 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 &s: eunice~b~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank emai] to lemTe-32105447-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57ti:7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 4:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Ha~tlyn, Jonath~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: my letter to the DTH 

Thanks, 

205 So~iih BdJ]d:.n$~ C:’, #3J00 

F ~<:ebook: htt> ://www. facebook~ co’~/UNC. Coiieqe 

Y< tF]Tdb6 : httD : //yot~ tub6 . col / ;sex iUNCCo ] i e<~#_ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 20~2 4:29 PM 
To: Reid, Dee 
~c: Ha~lyn, ~onathan 
Subject: RE: my le~er ~ the D~ 

Dear Dee, 

ff-YI - Kenneth’s letter to the DTH. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

The editorial about receut developmeuts in the Dep~xtment of African and Afro-Americau Studies, "What’s in a name?" ranks mnong the most misinfolrned, 

dishonest, and insidious items I have read in The Daily Tar Heel. It opines that the new name is legerdemain to hide past misdeeds aud that needed chauges are either 

not forthcomiug or not being implemeuted in a ’~ranspareut maturer." 

But the major cunicular issues have repeatedly been addressed publicly, most recently at the meeting of the Board of Governors panel investigating the 
department. I was there. So was a Daily Tar tteel reporter, who filed an incomplete story on the curricular m~d leadership refbrms in the department. 

The other day, I received a telephone call ficom                                  t. He said the paper was goiug to call on the department to be more 

tbrthcomiug. But there was a problem, he as much said: he didu’t have any t~ts, and would I plea~ tell him what the deparl~nent was doing? In a later voice mail 

message, I directed        t to his paper’s reporter, from whom he could get the facts m~d listeu to testimony that the reporter recorded,         also received by 

email the prepaxed remarks of depextlneut chair Emfice SaNe, which addressed both the reasous for the proposed new name and changes m departmeut procedures. 

Noue of this infom~ation found its way iuto the editorial. 

As uncomfortable as it is to read editorials about past misconduct in my departlnent a~d the Universi .ty’s response to them, when they appear in, for example, 

The News & Obseiwel; I cau at least be confident that they are based on reporting that the paper’s journalists did. Not so with The Daily Tar Heel, whose editorial 
bored appears simply to make things up to fit its prejudices. 

Kenneth Janken 

Professor of Afro-Americaaa Studies 

Keimeth R. Ja~aken 

Professor of AIi-o- American Studies 

Depmctmeut of African and AIh>Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~ of North Caacoliua 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

htto:/iw~vw~umass~edu,’umpress/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.uuc.edu/books,’T- 8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu:bool~P00780 

htt p://undpress.ud.edtv book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@ssfthinktank.org> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 3:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "Call for Papers: Nigration and Forced Labor" on Think Tank for Global Sociology 

i%i Think Tank 
...... fQ. 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the discussion ’Call for Papers: Migration and Forced Labor’ 

Discussion posted by Kimberly Hoang: 

The International Debate Education Association (IDEA) is calling for position papers for 

an edited volume on human trafficking titled, Huma... 

Discussion link: 

Call for Papers: Migration and Forced Labor 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Comrade, Welcome to the interactive discussion forum of the Sociologists Without 

Borders (SSF) 

2028 members 3~,3 discussions 

704 photos 42 Events 

133 videos 412 blog posts 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Makes Case for 2rid 

Term: *Hal’der* Path to 

~Bet-te~ Place’ 

In accepting the Democratic nomination for a second term, President Obama conceded the country’s 
difficulties, but argued that it would "take more than a few years for us to solve challenges that 
have built up over decades." 

~ 
VirJeo: Ba~ack C bama’s Speech ~ F~II Transcript 

~ 
h~terac[~ve G~aphic: Ob~ma’s C~mpaign Speeches 

~ 
~nteractK, e Feature: A{ the National Conven{~ons, the Words They Used 

Huge Step Taken by Europe’s Ba~lk to Abate a C~olsls 

The European Central Bank took its broadest step yet toward easing the euro zone crisis, throwing 
its financial clout behind an effort to fend off financial collapse for Spain and Italy. 

X¢’~th Medicaid, Lo~g-Te~’m Care of Elderly I,oo~ns an a R~slng Cost 

The program is the only safety net for millions of middle-class people whose needs for long-term 
care, at home or in a nursing home, outlast their resources. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You ~!lecled rae to te~l g*ou the truth. Am1 the b’uth is, it ~oi~l take t~or~ tha~ a.~t*~ ~ears for us to solw~ 

cha~leuges that have b~id ~p ow~r &~cades." 

[*RESIDENT OI~A~IA, speaking at the Democratic National Cot~vention, 

~ VIDEO: 

~ 

President Obama’s 

Speech 
The president accepted 
his party’s nomination at the 
Democratic National Convention. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS      I 

Vote~:"                I : : 
S~|ppresslon, Then I 

...... 
Frederick Douglass 
began his public life by committing 
what today we would consider voter 
fraud. 



WORLD 

Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood is committed to upholding patriarchal and traditional values around a 
woman’s place in society, and many Egyptian women need no convincing. 

France Sends Funds to 5 Syrian Civ~c Groups in Rebel-Held Areas 

A senior French diplomat said the government was providing funds to five rewfintionary emmeils 
in rebel-held parts of Syria to help them restore water snpplies, sanitation, health services and 
bakeries. 

~U.S 
Presses Iraq en Iranian Planes [heught to Carry Arms to Svr a 

~ limes Topic Syria ~ ~ Video Feature Watching Syria’s War 

Pa~stan May Be Expei~ng ~d Group’s Fore~g~ S~aff 

A senior aid official in Pakistan said the staff members of Save the Children had been given nntil 
Sept. m to leave the country, but hours later the interior minister issued a temporary reprieve. 

o More Worid biews *> 

New Orleans Levees Hold, and Outsiders \¢~ant in 

Residents outside the ring of levees that protect New Orleans want the federal government to erect 
walls to protect them, too, especially after Hurricane Isaac caused the river to overflow. 

With Their Food Scarce From Drought, More A~fimals Try- Dining ~ Town 

Growing numbers of bears and other animals are descending from mountains and mesas, desperate 
to eat whatever they can find before winter arrives. 

Kansas Ci~ Bisl~op Con~4cted of Shielding Pedophile Priest 

Bishop Robert W. Finn was sentenced to two years of court-supervised probation for failing to report 
suspected child abuse. 

° More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Ford Expands Offerings for Europe 
i.::., f.:ii...:i. 
Ford Motor Company said it would introduce several models to bolster its struggling Enropean 
division, including the Edge sport utility vehicle and the Mustang sports eat’. 

Apple Plans "Web Radio Challenge to Pandora 

Apple is in the early stages of negotiating with the major record labels for a service that would send 
streams of mnsie customized to users’ tastes. 

Amazon Updates Its K]~d~e Line of E-Reade~,’n 

With a new version of the Kindle Fire nearly as large as the iPad that undercuts its price by $2oo, 
,~m~azon made its challenge to Apple a little more serious. 

Mere Business News 

S P O RTS 

ORIOLES 10, YANKEES 6 
Orioles Bash Tt~eir ’~ay Back Into a Tie 

The Orioles slugged six home runs, including three in the eighth inning, to stun the Yankees and 
draw even again atop the American League East. 

ON BASEBALL 

In Opposite Dugo~t, Reminders of Showalter’s Past 

A baekdrop of the fom’-game series between the Orioles and Yankees is the history Bnek Showalter, 
Baltimore’s manager, has with the Bronx Bombers. 

ON BASEBALL 



This weekend at AT&T Park, the Dodgers and Giants meet for the first time sinee the Dodgers’ 
industry-rattling trade last month, with the Giants holding a four-and-a-half-game lead. 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

V~q~ere M~xletles Roam 

"Toxic Beauty: The Art of Frank Moore," a retrospeetive in two galleries at New York University, 

reflects an intelleetnally fervent maverick commenting on eontemporary issues. 

THEATER REVIEW 

That hard-hitting satirical revue of Broadway musicals, "Forbidden Broadway," is back with new 

routines and targets. 

INSIDEART 

Part,lets Create a S~perdea~erMfip 

Former executives at Sotheby’s and Christie’s join forces as part of a new partnership of 

superdealers. 

MOVIES 

THE NEW SEASON 

Film Is Dead? Long Live Movies 

Digital technology is changing movies in such groundbreaking ways that "film" is usually a word of 

convenience and tradition. 

MOVIE REVIEWI ’BACHELORETTE’ 

The Bride, Ahem, Needs That Dress 

"Bachelorette," the film version of Leslye Headland’s play~ comes at you with the crackling intensity 

of machine-gun fire. 

MOMIE REVIEW I ’KEEP THE LIGHTS ON’ 

The E~during Erotic Life Cycle 

"Keep the Lights On," by Ira Sachs, follows two men as their relationship grows, falters and endures 

over more than a decade. 

More Movies 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

President Obama~s Secot~d Cha~*ce 

The president makes a strong case for a vision of government that serves the middle class. 

EDITORIAL 

The Latest Attempt to Save the Em-o 

A new bond-buying plan fi’om the European Central Bank is promising and comes not a moment too 

soon. 

EDITORIAL 

A I(~mck~eba Her~s Year 

R. A. Diekey, a Mets pitcher with an amazing story, is the bright spot in an otherwise gloomy 

season. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ch aracter, Not 
~;:: i.~:,’::iL,, 

President Obama’s speeeh Thm’sday night was quite solid, but it laeked the audacity to taekle the 

big poliey problems ahead. 

~ ...... c .. s Pa~e [ 
~ o[umm t 

.. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



C~eanlng Up the 

The next flmr years are likely to be mueh better than the last four years. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The O~-ganlc Fable 

A study exposes the hype behind a pseudoscientific ideology. The futnre is nonorganic. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 7, 194o, the German air force began its blitz on London during World War II. 
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CBC Scheduled Calendar- 2012- .3 

September ~9 5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of Race: Issues and Insights Before 

(Upendo Lounge - SASB) 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November 15 - Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (Toy Lounge - 

November 19 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting 

December 14 - Holiday Social 

January 9 - "State ~f the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

February - No scheduled monthly meeting 

February 26 - "An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

February 7 - CBC "Read-In" 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social (TBD) 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@uncoedu 
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TOP NEWS 

Hiring Slows in U.S., Putting                          I~ 
Pressure on Obama and Fed 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The economy added 96,000 jobs in August, well below expectations, raising the pressure on the White 
House m~d strengthening the argmnent for action by the Federal Reserve. 

, Shares Hang On to Highs 

¯ Economix: Fewer Men in Labor Force I Still Wanting to Work 

CHILLING EFFECT 
As a Coolant Is Phased Out, Smugglers Reap Big Profits 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL and ANDREWW. LEHREN 

As government authorities work to phase out an air-conditioner coolant, HCFC-22, a black market has 
sprtmg up for it. 

~ ~ Graphic: How a Contraband Coolant Entered the United States 

Defying Civil and Canon Laws, Church Failed to Stop a Priest 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

As recently as 2o11, in violation of both church and civil laws, a bishop and Catholic officials failed to stop a 
priest from taking pornographic photographs of yotmg girls. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eclA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is a crime that has all the profits of drug trafficking and none of the risk." 

THOMA~ A. WATTS-FITZGERALD, an assistant United States attorney, on the smuggling of HCFC-22, 

a coolant gas. 

MAGAZINE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Extreme Weather 
In the hocus-pocus reahn 
of predicting the future, 
weather forecasting is an 
area of progress. Your 
own experience may differ. 

¯ " Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Pot for Parents 
By MARK WOLFE 

I mn a more loving, attentive and 
patient father when I take nay prescribed 
marijuana medication. 

Hermes and craftsmanship 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Rise and shine for Richard Chai 

Fashion Week Spring 2013, pre-parties 

nytimes.~:om, FA:SH ION 

WORLD 

After High Note for Euro Plan, Discord Emerges 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

The bond-buying plan flaat was announced to much fanfare on Thursday ran into political problems a day 
later in Germany, Spain and Italy. 

" Euro Watch: Bond Plan Lowers Debt Costs, but Germany Grumbles 

-’ French President Must Cut Deficit, but How? 

U.S. Blacklists Militant Haqqani Network 
By DECLAN WALSH and ERIC SCHMITT 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton signed an order designating the network, responsible for some of 
the deadliest attacks against 3aneriean troops in Afghanistan, a terrorist organization. 

" ~ U.S. and Pakistan: Allies on the Brink I Times Topic: Pakistan 

Canada Closes Tehran Embassy and Orders Iran Envoys to Leave 
By IAN AUSTEN 

Calling Irma "the most significant threat to global peace and security in the world today," Canada’s foreign 
affairs nfinister said his government had cut all diplonmtic ties with the country. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Walmart for Chinatown Stirs a Fight in Los Angeles 
By IAN LOVETT 

Some local residents and business ov~aers fear this historic inmfigrant commmfity is now threatened by the 
newest big-box addition to the neighborhood. 

LOS ANGELES JOURNAL 
Islamic Poultry for Latino Tables (Yes, They Have Chilies, Too) 
By ANA FACIO-KRAJCER 

A halal butcher in East Los Angeles expected patronage by fellow Muslims. Latino inmfigrants became its 
customers instead, making for some adnfirable cultural interaction. 

School Year Just Begun, Teachers Strike Looms in Chicago 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Teachers, city officials and parents in the comatry’s tlfird-largest school system hope a contract is approved 
and a strike avoided. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Unpredictable Danger Looms Close to the Heart 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Patients who received damaged defibrillator wires made by St. Jude Medical are leanfing that removing the 
wires can be dangerous, but leaving them in place cma be risky, too. 

Tiny Lifesaver for a Growing Worry 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Mylan, the maker of the epinephrine injector EpiPen, is expanding its marketing efforts in the face of new, 
competing devices mad the surging rates of allergies in children. 

YOUR MONEY 
Managing a Child’s Allowance, the Online Version 
By RON LIEBER 



A look at some Web sites that aim to help children and their parents track chores, allowances, savings and 
spending - and maybe teach some financial literacy in the process. 

, ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

For Azarenka and Williams, Paths Diverge but Go to Final 
By LYNN ZINSER and JOHN MARTIN 

Top-ranked Victoria Azarenka needed ahnost three hours to outlast Maria Sharapova, 3-6, 6-2, 6-4, but 
Serena Williams took only 64 minutes to elimhaate Sara Errani in the semifinals. 

-’ Womens’ Semifinal Highlights and Analysis 

. ~ Slide Show: Day 12 of the United States Open 

ON TENNIS 
Questions Atop Men’s Game as Big Three Thins to Djokovie 
By GREG BISHOP 

Is a final four of Novak Djokovic, M~dy Murray, Tomas Berdych and David Ferrer indicative of the A.T.P.’s 
depth, or a sign that the Big Three’s stranglehold has weakened? 

:’ DealBook: Former Tennis Star Makes a Mark at Columbia Law School 

YANKEES 8, ORIOLES 5 
Yanks, Behind Three Homers, Knock Orioles Back Down 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Home runs from Russell Martin, Steve Pearce mad Alex Rodriguez accounted for all but one of the Yankees’ 
runs as they again moved a game ahead of Baltimore in the American League East race. 

-’ ~, Box Score ] Play-by-Play 

’ On Baseball: In Opposite Dugout, Reminders of Showalter’s Past 

¯ More SJ3orts News 

ARTS 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’The Price of Politics’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

Bob Woodward provides an exhaustive accotmt of how the "Grm~d Bargain" debt deal between President 
Obama and House speaker John A. Boehner collapsed last year. 

DANCE REVIEW 
Darting and Stuttering Through Many Points of Light 
By GIA KOURLAS 

"Eclipse," by the choreographer Jonah Bokaer and the visual artist Anthony McCall, has inaugurated the 
Brookljaa Academy of Musie’s intimate new theater, the BAM Fisher. 

Working Hard on a Red Carpet 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

It’s not all ftm and games for actors like Alan Arkin and Kristen Stewart at the Toronto International Fihn 
Festival. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Space Tourism Is Here! Wealthy Adventurers Wanted 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

No, it’s not science fiction: for those who have run out of places to go, companies are competing to take 
amateur astronauts into the heights, and beyond. 
," ~ Graphic: Flights, Destinations and Prices 

, ~:~ Video: Launching Space Tourism 

JOURNEYS 
In Maine, Walking Where Waves Moved Winslow Homer’s Brush 



By GERALDINE FABRIKANT 

For years, the artist painted some of lfis most majestic works along this rocky knuckle of coastline. Later this 
month, his studio will open to the public for the first time. 

FAVORITE PLACE 
Underwater Paradise at a Pacific Eco-Resort 
By ORVILLE SCHELL 

In a place that offers both muted luxury and abundant marine life, the author discovers the "singular feeling 
of, at last, having escaped." 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Jobs and Politics 
Republicans have the wrong answers for fixing the weak job market. 

EDITORIAL 
A Court Denounces ’Executive Fiat’ 
In a scalding opinion, a Federal District Court judge rejected new rules that limit access to cotmsel for 
prisoners at Gum~t~mamo Bay. 

EDITORIAL 
Justice Ventures Up the Church Hierarchy 
In a long-overdue verdict, a Catholic bishop was fotmd guilty of slfielding a priest known to be a threat to 
children. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Convention Pop Quiz 
By GAlL COLLINS 

There was a lot of news that came out of the political conventions. Let’s see how much you remembered. No 
peeking at the answers, people! 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Engagement Gap 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

If you just look at social media and the number of likes, tweets and views, it seems as if President Obama is 
winning the race. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Reading, Math and Grit 
By JOE NOCERA 

Character matters as much as schoolwork, or maybe even more. 3rod new initiatives are showing how it can 
been taught. 

, Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 8, 1974, President Ford granted an maconditional pardon to fonner President Nixon. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_kg~ 
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TOP NEWS 

Potential for a Mining Boom 
Splits Factions in Afghanistan 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

With a trillion-dollar cache of oil, gold 
and other resources undergrom~d, hopes 
of self-sufficiency in Afghanistan are 
tempered by worries about corruption 
and security. 

" ~ Slide Show: Afghans Wary in Push for 

Mineral Riches 

Dispute Over Costs Delays 
Opening of 9/~ Museum 
By CHARLES V. BAGLI 

Because of a disagreement between Gov. 
Andrew M. Cuomo and Mayor Michael 
R. Bloomberg, a musemn at groined zero 
will not open even by next year’s 
anniversary of the attacks. 

POLITICAL MEMO 
Five Crucial Factors to 

Watch, Just 58 Days From the Election 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

Two months before the election, President Obama and Mitt Romney agree on at least one thing: the 
collection of states where the race will be decided. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You are going to pay it, or you are going to die with it." 

JOHN ULZHEIMER, a credit monitoring adviser, noting that there is no statute of limitations on 

collecting federally guaranteed student loans. 

MAGAZINE 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: Bug ............... ~ili~ ...... 

Beauty Contest        .::~:::~.,.~:~ 
Which of these critters 
from Mozambique is the 



best-looking? 

~’ Related Slide Show 

OPINION 

OPINION 
A Terrifying Way 

to Discipline 

Children 
By BILL LICHTENSTEIN 

My daughter was one of 
tens of thousmads of students isolated or 
restrained by teachers. Off to Broadway & back to 

school 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

The new season in Theater 

Stage girls in hard-knock competition 

ny|im.es. �orn T H EA,TiE R 

WORLD 

Defying Parents, Some Pakistani Women Risk All to Marry Whom They Choose 
By MEGHAN DAVIDSON LADLY 

Women are increasingly asserting their rights against the traditions of forced marriage and parental 
authority, challenging one of the most powerful institutions in Pakistani society. 

Hong Kong Retreats on ’National Education’ Plan 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

As texas of thousands protested the Beijing-backed "moral and national education" plan as brainwashing and 
political indoctrination, Hong Kong’s chief executive revoked a 2oa5 deadline for the project. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Summer of Siege for West Africa as Discontent Boils Into Street 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Political evolution on the continent’s western side is often a series of eruptions: order appears to be 
established, and then the volcano explodes again. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Mow Yard¯ Drop Off Kids¯ Take a Drive on Mars¯ 
By BROOKS BARNES 

As one member of the team that operates the remote rover Curiosity at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
put it, "Last night I drove on Mars, today I mowed the lama - it’s completely surreal." 

More Choice, and More Confusion, in Quest for Healthy Eating 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Even as a recent study questions some of the basis for considering organic food superior, the emphasis is 
shifting toward a more general quest for locally grown and natural. 

Doubts as Portland Weighs Fluoride and Its Civic Values 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

In Portland, Ore., the largest American city not fluoridating its water, a decision involves questions of 
personal choice and societal burden. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEGREES OF DEBT 
Debt Collectors Cashing In on Student Loan Roundup 



By ANDREW MARTIN 

The Department of Education last year paid $1.4 billion to collection agencies to hunt doua~ defaulters, a 
group tlmt includes nearly one in six borrowers with a loan balance. 

" A Big Default Problem, but How Big? 

’: ~ Graphic: Bad Student Debt Stubbornly High 

Searching for a Speed Limit in High-Frequency Trading 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

From their small brokerage firm, two men have led the fight against the surge of computer-driven, high- 
frequency trading on Wall Street. 

Game Maker Without a Rule Book 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

Valve, the uncorporate but influential video game company, thinks it nmy be onto the next big tlfing in 
games: wearable computing. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Super Saturday Skies: Cloudy, Partly Happy 
By GREG BISHOP 

Pmdy Murray defeated Tomas Berdyeh in four sets, but severe weather conditions caused the day’s other two 
big nmtches - the second men’s senfifinal and the women’s final - to be postponed. 

Grand Finale in Grand Slam 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

After an embarrassing early loss at Wimbledon, Pete Sampras won what proved to be his last tournament lO 
years ago, beating Andre Agassi in the United States Open. 

-’ Armstrong, Back When Tennis Wasn’t Rocking the House 

Players’ Support of Gay Marriage Alters N.F.L. Image 
By ADAM HIMMELSBACH 

Two players in the National Football League, Brendon Aym~badejo and Chris Kluwe, have lent their support 
for gay nmrriage, helping alter the league’s stignm of having a homophobic culture. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Film Is Dead? Long Live Movies 
By MANOHLA DARGIS and A. O. SCOTT 

Digital technology is chm~ging movies in such grotmdbreakh~g ways that "fihn" is usually a word of 
convenience and tradition. 

A Rare Breed: New Operas at the Met 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

In Peter Gelb’s tenure at the Metropolitan Opera, new productions by living composers have been rare, 
despite his stated goal of bringing the company into the 21st century. 

From Passion to Transcendence 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

Along with George Balanchine and Merce Cunningham classics tiffs season, dance audiences will see new 
choreographic works as well as intenmtional artists. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Did Barack Obama Save Ohio? 
By MATT BAI 

Why the battle to take credit for Ohio’s ever-so-slightly above-average economy could swing the presidential 
election. 



The Weatherman Is Not a Moron 
By HATE SILVER 

In the hocus-pocus reahn of predicting the future, weather forecasting is an area of progress. Your oua~ 
experience may differ. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: Extreme Weather 

How Dangerous Is Your Couch? 
By DASH KA SLATER 

One woman’s crusade to rid our lives of flmne-retardant chemicals. 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Simple Treatments, Ignored 
Too often, our dysflmctional health care system is failing to control high blood pressure. 

EDITORIAL 
Elephant Slaughter 
China’s lust for illegal ivory has turned Africa into a poachers’ playgrotmd. 

EDITORIAL 

The Constitution on Skid Row 
Federal courts have rightly sided wifl~ the homeless whose personal property was seized by Los Angeles city 
employees. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Playing Now: Hail to Us Chiefs 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Will there be a second chance for We, the President? 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Where Cows Are Happy and Food Is Healthy 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Don’t laugh, but maybe milk is tastier and healtlfier if it comes from a cow with a name. 
, Columnist Page I BIo9 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
New Rules 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The plan to "work hard and play by the rules" to get ahead in life is now outdated. It takes much more than 
that. 

, Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

How Resilient Is Post-9/11 America? 
By THOM SHANKER and ERIC SCHMITT 

Can the United States lean~ resilience without suffering the repeated murderous attacks that have bloodied 
such nations as Israel and Britain? 

ON THIS DAY 



On Sept. 9, 1976, Commtmist Chinese leader Mao Tse-ttmg died in Beijhag at age 82. 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 

TOP NEWS 

A Tight Election May Be 
Tangled in Legal Battles 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

With federal and state courts handing 
doma decisions on ballot casting and 
counting, the presidential election may 
hinge partly on last-nfinute legal battles 
by both parties. 

Death Sentence for a Top 
Iraqi Leader in a Day of 
Bloodshed 
By OMAR AL-JAWOSHY and MICHAEL 
SCHWIRTZ 

Tariq al-Hashinfi, the Iraqi vice 
president accused of eonmaanding 
sectarian death squads, was sentenced 
hours after a wave of attacks that 
elahned at least lOO lives. 

Wlt/g’S 
R!81tT ft0W 

WASHINGTON MEMO 
Romney’s Tax Plan Leaves Key Variables Blank 
By ANNIE LOWREY and DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 

Mitt Ronmey has pledged to cut individual income tax rates for everyone, but he has provided few specifics, 
eonfomading analysts and leaving himself open to attack from Democrats. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You have close elections and the real possibility that people will say their votes were not counted when 

they shouM have been. That’s the nightmare scenario for the day after the election." 

LAWRENCE NORDEN, of the Brennan Center for Justice at NewYork University School of Law, on 

partisan discord over voting rules. 

WORLD 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 
U.N. Report 
Questions Gaza’s 
Future 



The United Nations questioned whether 

Gaza will be "a liveable place" in 2020, 

citing shortages of important services. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Ryan Sinkhole 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

Let’s talk about where the 

$897 billion of 
tmspecified cuts in Paul 
Ryan’s budget will come from. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

MADE IN BANGLADESH 
Fighting for Bangladesh Labor, and Ending Up in Pauper’s Grave 
By JIM YARDLEY 

The murder of a labor organizer bore a grim fanfiliarity in a com~try with a brutal legacy of politically 
motivated killings. 

To Smuggle More Drugs, Traffickers Go Under the Sea 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and THOM SHANKER 

Americm~ authorities have discovered models of a new drug-ferrying submarine capable of traveling, tmseen 
from the surface, from Ecuador to Los Angeles. 

German Envoy Goes to Greece, Leaving Lectures Behind 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Angela Merkel, the German chancellor, has sent Hans-Joachim Fuchtel, a jovial, brass-band-loving Black 
Forester, to Greece to help mend frayed relations. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

400 Years Later, Still Revered in Cuba (and Miami) 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Our Lady of Charity, Cuba’s patron saint, plays a central role in the lives of Cubans, mad in the lives of mmay 
Mianfi residents, as well. 
" ~ Slide Show: Honoring Cuba’s Patron Saint 

Cancer Study Points to Tighter Pairing of Drugs and Patients 
By GINA KOLATA 

Research on a common ltmg cancer could foretell a type of treatment in wlfich drugs = many of which are in 
the pipeline already - are chosen to nmtch the genetic mutation in each patient. 

With No Contract Deal by Deadline in Chicago, Teachers Will Strike 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Union leaders for Chicago’s public schoolteachers said they would strike Monday molafing after negotiations 
ended late Sunday with no contract agreement. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Europe Plan Faces Threat in Germany 
By JACK EWING and MELISSA EDDY 

On Wechaesday, the work of the European Central Break could be undone in a stroke by judges in Germany, 



who have the power to block the country from contributing to the Europema rescue fund. 

DEALBOOK 
U.S. Plans to Cut More Than Half Its Stake in A.I.G. 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

A new sale of Mnerican Intenaational Group stock is the govenmaent’s latest move to disentangle itself from 
one of the most significant bailouts it made in the 2oo8 financial crisis. 

Construction and Real Estate Hinder China’s Growth 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Investment in new buildings and other fixed assets, once a mainstay of the nation’s economy, grew at the 
second-lowest pace since 2oo2. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Surprising Even Herself, Williams Rallies to Title 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Fourth-ranked Serena Williams defeated No. 1 Victoria Azarenka of Belarus, 6-2, 2-6, 7-5, after a tense tlfird 
set in the United States Open women’s final. 

-’ Match Highlights and Analysis 

In Capital, Protecting a Treasured Right (Arm) 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

The Nationals’ decision to exad the successful season of the young pitcher Stephen Strasburg, who had elbow 
reeoustruetion surgery in 2oao, has drama mixed reaefious from baseball fans. 

JETS 48, BILLS 28 
Any Other Questions? 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Jets’ demolition of the Bills was not as close as the score indicated, mnotmting to an emphatic I-told- 
you-so from Coach Rex Ryan. 

:’ ~ Box Score I Play by Play I ~ Slide Show 

Young Receivers Give Jets a Spark 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Film Is Dead? Long Live Movies 
By MANOHLA DARGIS and A. O. SCOTT 

Digital technology is chmaging movies in such gromadbreakhag ways that "fihn" is usually a word of 
convenience and tradition. 

A Rare Breed: New Operas at the Met 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

In Peter Gelb’s tenure at the Metropolitan Opera, new productious by living composers have been rare, 
despite his stated goal of bringing the company into the 21st century. 

From Passion to Transcendence 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

Along with George Balanchine and Merce Cunningham classics tlfis season, dance audiences will see new 
choreographic works as well as international artists. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

On Campus, an Experiment to Save Local News 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Mercer University is undertaking a $5.6 million project, which partners student work with news 
orgmfizatious in the area, in the hopes of reviving local journalism. 



Amazon to Allow Kindle Fire Users to Pay to Block Ads 
By REUTERS 

In an apparent switch in its pricing policy, Amazon said over the weekend that it would allow users of its new 
Kindle Fire tablet to pay to tuna off ads as it had done with earlier devices. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Innovation in Journalism Goes Begging for Support 
By DAVID CARR 

Despite receiving positive press attention, Homicide Watch, the Web site that tracked every murder in 
Waslfington D.C., is on hiatus and seeking funds to continue. 

¯ More Media & Advertisincl. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A New Kind of Warfare 
Nations are developing disruptive offensive software - at great potential risk. 

EDITORIAL 
Corporate Contributions and Disclosure 
A new ruling blocks an effort to overturn Minnesota’s corporate contribution ban. 

EDITORIAL 
Separatist Victory, but Not Separation 
The recent election was more about ousting the tired and corruption-tainted Liberal Party than about 
independence. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Nuclear Mullahs 
By BILL KELLER 

So what if Iran gets the bomb? It might be less risky than a pre-emptive war. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obstruct and Exploit 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

A cynical Republican strategy: block all efforts to strengthen the economy, then exploit the economy’s 
weakness. 
," Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-DOCS 
’Soda Ban Explained’ 
By CASEY NEISTAT 

The fihmnaker’s guide to Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg’s proposal to restrict the sale of big, sugary drinks. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. lO, 1919, NewYork City welcomed home Gen. Jolm J. Pershing and 25,000 soldiers who had served 

in the United States 1st Division during World War I. 
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TOP NEWS 

Teachers’ Strike in Chicago 
Tests Mayor and Union 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The strike left 350,000 clfildren without 
classes, and placed both the powerful 
teachers’ union and Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel in a risky standoff. 
¯ " ~ Slide Show: Chicago Teachers Go on 

Strike 

New York Is Lagging as Seas 

and Risks Rise, Critics Warn 
By MIREYA NAVARRO 

New York City is facing up to the threats 
posed by rising seas and flooding in the 
subway system during severe storms, 
but the city is years away from - and 
billions of dollars short of- armoring 
itself. 

In Standoff, Latest Sign of 
Unions Under Siege 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The high-stakes strike by 25,000 public school teachers in Chicago is only the latest episode in which the 
nation’s teachers’ unions have been thrown on the defensive. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Don’t take it out on the kids of the city of Chicago if you have a problem with me." 

RAHM EMANUEL, mayor of Chicago, to teachers on strike. 

U,S, 

~i SLIDE SHOW: 
Chicago Teachers 
Go on Strike 
Teachers in the nation’s 
third-largest school 
district went on strike 
Monday morning after negotiations for 



contract a new couapsea. 

:. Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR ................. 
The Deafness 
Before the Storm    ~i~:.~ ~:#~:. 
By KURT EICHENWALD 

was told, as early as May 
2OOl, about the threat of an attack by 
Qaeda. Two cuts of brisket 

ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Intersection: N.Y. Fashion Week Downtown 

A fix for tennis elbow 

nytimes, com VliDEO 

WORLD 

Communist Leader’s Absence Sets Off Rumor Mills in China 
By IAN JOHNSON 

Speculation intensified over the whereabouts of Xi Jinping, China’s presmnptive new president, who has 
been nfissing from public view in recent days. 

Somalia Selects an Activist as Leader 
By MOHAMMED IBRAHIM 

Hassan Sheik Mohamud will head a fledgling govenunent that replaces the internationally backed 
transitional adnfinistration that had been trying to get Somalia on its feet. 

In France, New Chapter in Saga of All the President’s Women 
By MA’I’A de la BAUME and STEVEN ERLANGER 

After a Twitter message by his current companion undernfined lfis former partner, President Frm~gois 
Hollande faces questions about how well he controls his personal life. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Californians Face Rival Ballot Initiatives That Would Raise Taxes and Aid 
Schools 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Gov. Jerry Brom~’s $8-billion-a-year school ballot initiative to raise California taxes has run into a 
competing proposal, as well as some nfinor financial scandals. 

Reclaiming the Title of Fastest in the Land 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Texas, which had the highest posted speed linfit in the country six years ago, will once again earn that 
distinction as state officials voted to raise the linfit to 85 m.p.h, along a stretch of highway. 

Romney Camp Seeks to Head Off Post-Convention Anxieties 
By JIM RUTENBERG and JEFF ZELENY 

Mitt Ronmey’s campaign rushed to quell anxiety among Republicans, saying any post-convention lift for 
President Obama would not last the next few weeks, let alone to Election Day. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

China Plant Again Faces Labor Issue on iPhones 
By DAVID BARBOZA and CHARLES DUHIGG 

Labor groups reported that vocational students were being forced to work at plants making iPhones as 
"intenls." 



As Low Rates Depress Savers, Governments Reap Benefits 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Low interest rates let governments keep their borrowing costs low, helph~g them live within their budgets 
without having to raise taxes or cut spending. 

Nation Rich in Land Draws Workers From One Rich in People 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

The influx of Chinese farm labor in Russia reflects tl~e growing trade and economic ties between tl~e two 
countries, one rich in land and resources, the other in people. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Marathon Ends Drought for Murray and Britain 
By GREG BISHOP 

Andy Murray fended off a late rally by Novak Djokovic to win his first Grand Slam tide and become tlae first 
man from Britain to do so since a936. 
, Highlights and Analysis From the Men’s Singles Final 

ON TENNIS 
Murray Clears His Grand Slam Hurdle 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

After years of chasing Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic, Andy Murray joined tl~e exclusive 
golden-age dub of tennis with his victory at the United States Open on Monday. 

ON TENNIS 
Dominant in Her Era, Serena Still Has Time to Build on Legacy 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

While Serena Williams has been flae most dominant player of her generation, she still has time to better her 
rank among the women’s tennis stars who came before her. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

THE TV WATCH 

Katie Couric’s Just Like You, Sort Of 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Katie Couric joins dae ranks of daytime TV talk-show hosts. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’CHAPLIN: THE MUSICAL’ 
The Tramp, Beyond Limelight 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"Chaplin: The Musical," at the Ethel Barr3anore Theater, describes the life behind the Litde Tramp in tenns 
of rags to riches to heartbreak. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Blood to Rain, in a Bag of Tricks 
By ERIK PIEPENBURG 

Theater props masters gad]ered to talk shop, including die fine art of creating stage vomit, ouffitting a chair 
tl~at speaks volumes and fashioning nonled~al weapons. 

" ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Vets and Physicians Find Research Parallels 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

Researchers are turning daeir attention to tlae naturally occurring diseases in dogs, horses, sheep and pigs, 
whose physiology and anatomy more closely resemble that of hmnans. 

ESSAY 
Suburban Lions Present a Conundrum 



By STEPHANIE M. DLONIAK 

What to do with a lioness fotmd living with cubs in suburban Nairobi, Kenya? Euthanasia maybe the best 
solution. 

Door to Door in the Heartland, Preaching Healthy Living 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

With money allocated by the Obama health care law, local governments are creating programs to help curb 
the incidence of obesity and other diseases and promote healthy lifestyles. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Shallow End of the Campaign 
Voters tryhag to understand the policies of Mitt Ronmey and Paul Ryan are going to have a harder time than 
ever. 

EDITORIAL 
Renewed Tensions in Iraq 
The murder conviction of Vice President Tariq al-Hashinff, a Sunni Muslim politician, has inflamed 
sectarian passions. 

EDITORIAL 
Waste in the Health Care System 
A new report by the Institute of Medicine explains how htmdreds of billions of dollars is spent on 
tmnecessary services and other needless costs. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Men Fail 
By DAVID BROOKS 

A new book argues that the reason today’s women are having an easier time succeeding is because of their 
adaptability. Men are stuck in old mores. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Suffer the Children 
By FRANK BRUNI 

In the Catholic Church and other institutions, old habits get in the way of preventing sexual abuse. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
In Chicago, It’s a Mess, All Right 
By JOE NOCERA 

Will anything really change once tiffs teachers’ strike exads? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. aa, 2ooa, suicide hijackers crashed two airliners into the World Trade Center in New York, causing 

the 11o-story twin towers to collapse. 3aaother hijacked airliner hit the Pentagon mad a fourth crashed in a 

field in Pennsylvania. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esbowles~email.unc.edtp 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 4:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

See, Hear, and Do (So Much!) at the Ackland 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

with Lyn Koehnline, Conservator, Ackland Art Museum 

Wednesday, 12 September, 2:00 PM 

See the remarkable transformation 

that some of the Ack[and’s best 

Japanese screens and scrolls have 

undergone, having just returned to 

the Museum from the N~sh~o 

Conservation Studio in Washington, 

D.C. 

Ack[and conservator Lyn Koehn[ine 

shows us the "before" of these 

venerable artworks, describes and 

illustrates with photos the nature of 

the labor-intensive conservation 

process, then I.eads us on an "after" 

tour of the works on view. 

Attendees are invited to tour the 

Ack[and’s conservation studio 

following the gallery talk. 

Presented in connectionwith the 

exhibition New L~ht on Japanese 

Painting: Recently Conserved Screens and Scrolls, part ofthe Ack[and’s 

"Season of Japan." 

Wednesday, 12 September, 7:00 PM 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St., Downtown 

Chapel Hill 

Cedars in the Pines, a film by Akram Khater and 

Danica Cut[inan (2011 ), is a documentary about the 

120-year history of Lebanese immigrants in North 

Caro[ina. Interviews with first-, second-, and third- 

generation Lebanese Americans convey individual 

and family experiences of departure, strugg[e, 

opportunity, and community. The film raises broadly 

relevant questions about the immigrant experience 

in terms of maintaining culture and the relationship 

between identity and place. 

Fitmmaker Akram Khater will be present for Q & A 

following the screening. 

Part of the "Cinema of the Global M~dd[e East" film 

series, sponsored by Art/Islam, the Center for the 

Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations at UNC-CH, and the Duke-UNC 

Consortium for Middle East Studies. 

ADMISSION TO THIS FILM IS FREE. 



North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Officia~ Media Sponsor of the Ackland Film 

Forum. 

Behfnd the Scenes at the Art Museum 
Thursday, 13 September, 4:00-5:30 P~ 

On select Thursdays, the Ackiand Art Museum 

and Kidzu Children’s Museum team up to provide a 

special program for 4- to 8-year-otds. Kids start at the 

Ackiand, exploring one of the Museum’s current 

exhibitions, then move to Kidzu for a hands-on 

activity related to the artworks they have just seen. 

What happens when a new work of art comes into the 

Ackland? This program takes you behind the scenes at 

the Ackland Art Museum to learn how works of art are 

stored, conserved, and exhibited. Follow its path and 

meet some of the people who take care of the art and 

put it on the wails. After see|ng what it takes to make 

an exhibition, practice being a curator by designing 

your own gallery. 

Cost: $5 per child (ages 4-8). Adult supervision is 

required. 

As space is limited, register by 

calling 919.933.1455. 

Throughout the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," informal Thursday evening seminars with 

curators wilt be offered, allowing for an intimate, guided took at Japanese objects from 

the Museum’s collection that are not currently on display. 

Session One: Nineteenth-century Photo~Iraphs 

Thursday, 13 September, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Join Timothy Riggs, the Ackiand’s Curator of 

Collections, for an intimate took at hand-selected 

nineteenth-century Japanese photographs. 

Each session limited to 15 participants. 

$25 per session for Ackland members; $35 for 

non-members. 

Advanced registration is required. RSVP to 

acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Upcoming sessions (all meet on Thursdays, 6:00- 

7:30 PM): 

11 October I Noh and Kabuki Theater Woodbtock 

Prints 

8 November I Japanese Lacquer 

13 December I The Influence of Japanese Art on Western Art-making 

Saturday, 15 September, 2:00 PM 



This public tour of the exhibition E~e~ance and 
Extravagance makes connections between the posters 
on view and the book An Artist of the Fioatin~ World by 
Kazuo IshisuFo. WhetheF OF not you’ve Fead the book, 
you’Fe suFe to make excitin~ obseFvations and perhaps 
whet yOUF appetite foF fuFtheF Feadin~. 

Free and open to the public. 

Sunday, 16 September, 2:00 PAA 

Ori~inaUy from Japan and now based in North Carohna, sin~er-sonswriter Junko has 

performed as the read sin~er in severa[ local bands (FUJIYAMA ROLL, WasabiE~Tears, 

and Scientific Superstar) and appeared at many dubs and cuttural events, both in the 

Trians[e and beyond. Her music, sun~ in both Japanese and En~tish, is a catchy blend of 

J-rock and J-pop. 

Free and open to the public. 



inspired by the art in the gallery. 

Take a 

break 

from your 

week and 

exptore 

the wortd 

of yoga in 

the 

beautifut, 

coot 

galleries 

of the 

Acktand! 

This hour- 

I tong 

session, 

offered by 

registered 

yoga 

teacher 

Joanne 

Marshat[, 

I ~tot°WS Y°u 

practice a 

series of 

gentle 

yoga 

poses 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are pro\tided. Wear comfortable clothing that wit[ 

allow you to stretch. Because the galleries tend to be coo[, tight layers are 

recommended. 

Free for Members I $5 for non-members. 

Because space is limited, please pre-register by email: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Through 6 October at the Ackland Museum Store 

Sketchers 

The sights and sounds of cities wortdwide -- from 

London to Lisbon, from Singapore to San 

Francisco -- come alive in the vibrant new 

exhibition at the Acktand Museum Store’s retait 

gattery space. 

This exhibition is the first group show ever by 

members of this gtobat non-profit organization. 

See a video about the show. 

Learn more about Urban Sketchers. 

SAKE TASTING 

Thursday, 27 September, 6:00-8:00 PM 

TOUR: "Perspectives on Elegance and Extravagance 

in Ja anese Dest n" 

Sunday, 30 September, 2:00 PM 

ART FOR LUNCH: "Transwar Design: Yusaku 

Kamekura from Nippon Kobo to the Tokyo 

Olympics" 

Wednesday, 3 October, 12:00-1:00 PM 

PUBLIC LECTURE + FILM: "Fire and Water: The Apocalyptic Imagination of Hayao 



The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic prosrams are made 

possibte by 8enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dottars support our mission! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

Rose Piper, American, 191 7-2005: Slow Down Fref~ht Trefn, 1946-1947; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund 

Mekata Morimichi, Japanese, 1815-1880: One Hundred Bfrds Admfrfno.s, the Peecock, 1860; cotor on silk. Acktand Art Museum, Gift of 

Eric and Martha Murray, ’87 and ’88. 

I k k5 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Senkef Kenze Noh, 1958; cotor screen print. Merri[[ C. 8erman Correction. (c) Estate of 

I k k6 Tanaka. 

Unidentified Artist: Hofr Dressfno~, 19th century; atbumen print. Gift from the Stephen White Correction of Japanese art. 

Suhita Shirodkar: Fountefn, Los Getos, 2012; watercotor and pen on paper. 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: How Now, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carolina. 
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TOP NEWS 

Israeli Sharpens Call for 
United States to Set Iran 
Trigger 
By DAVID E. SANGER and ISABEL 
KERSHNER 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netmayahu 
criticized rite Obama administration for 
not setting clear "red lines" on Iran’s 
nuclear progress that would prompt the 
United States to undertake a military 
strike. 

~ ~ Iran, the United States and a Nuclear 
Seesaw I Iran’s Nuclear Program 

Teachers’ Leader in Chicago 
Strike Shows Her Edge 
By MONICA DAVEY and STEVEN YACCINO 

In Karen Lewis, the president of the 
Chicago Teachers Union, wlfieh 
completed a second day on strike from 
public schools, Mayor Rahm Emanuel 
may have met his match. 

Gay Marriage Vote Rises as Test in Upstate G.O.P. Race 
By THOMAS KAPLAN 

The re-election bid by State Senator Roy J. McDonald has become a referendum on one issue: his decision to 
vote to legalize stone-sex marriage. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Those in the international community who refuse to put red lines before Iran don’t have a moral right to 

place a red light before Israel." 

BENJAMIN NETANYAHU, prime minister of Israel, calling on the Obmna administration to specify at 

one point it would be prepared to take military action against Irma. 

U,S, 

SLIDE SHOW: Mitt 

Romney at 



Stanford 
In a966, Mitt Romney stood in support 
of the Vietnam War, protesting students 
who were upset with Stanford 
University’s draft deferment policies. 
His pro-war stance later changed. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Dying to Play :~,,~.:-.-.,-,.~.~i~:?" 

¯ :,,: 
By KEVIN COOK           ..>~;.Z." 
We k.ow,,,ore about 
concussions t]mn we Bed ~:~-: ~ 
to, but even the best 
helmets can’t prevent them. 

The death of the dress? 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Marc Jacobs: Sex talk in a straight package 

Complete coverage of Fashion Week 

~ylime~,~:o.m            FASHilOiN 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Mapping Military Needs, Aided by a Big Projection 
By THOM SHANKER 

Gen. Martin E. Dempsey, chairu, an of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is asking top military officials to examine 
what challenges will face American forces in five years and beyond. 

Anger Over a Film Fuels Anti-American Attacks in Libya and Egypt 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Protesters upset over an American-made video denouncing Islmn attacked the United States Consulate ix, 
Libya, Mille Egyptian demonstrators stormed over the walls of the United States Embassy in Cairo. 

, The kede Blog: Protests in Egypt and Libya 

Western and Afghan Officials Split Over Karzai Nomination for Spy Chief 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. 

President Hamid Karzai’s pick to lead the Afghan spy agency, Asadullah Khalid, has been accused of torture 
and drug trafficking, but is also seen as a man with political skills and wide connections. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

National Schools Debate Is on Display in Chicago 
By MOTOKO RICH 

Questions on how teachers should be evaluated have been added to traditional issues of pay, benefits and 
working conditions as Chicago teachers walk picket lines. 

Quick Start to Program Offering Immigrants a Reprieve 
By JULIA PRESTON 

More than 72,000 yotmg immigrants who are ix, the United States illegally have applied for two-year 
deportation deferrals, and this week the first approvals have been granted. 

At Harvard, Suspects in Cheating Take a Leave 
By RICHARD PEREZ-PENA 

Some students suspected ix, a cheating scandal have opted for a leave of absence rather than face possible 
suspension. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Amazon, Forced to Collect a Tax, Is Adding Roots 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

By building warehouses across the country, the retailer hopes to cut as much as a day off its two-day 
shipping times. 



’- ~ ~rapnlc: a[a[es vvnere ,~mazon L, OlleC[s I axes 

Whistle-Blower Awarded $ao4 Million by I.R.S. 
By DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 

Bradley Birkenfeld, who got out of jail last month after serving time for helping Americans dodge taxes, 
received a lavish bonus for his role in exposing tax schemes at UBS. 

Economic Stimulus as the Election Nears? It’s Been Done Before 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The Federal Reserve said it does not consider politics when setting policy, but it is again poised to mmounee 
an economic stimulus effort during an election season. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

RED SOX 4, YANKEES 3 
Yankees Slide Back in Loss to Red Sex 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Jacoby Ellsbury lilt a game-winning single in the bottom of the ninth inning to lift the struggling Boston Red 
Sex over the Yankees in front of a sold-out crowd at Fenway Park. 

’ ~;; Box Score I Play-by-Play 

NATIONALS 5, METS 3 
Mets Fail to Generate Enough Runs Behind Dickey 
By ANDREW KEH 

For the 12th consecutive home game, the Mets cotfld not score more than three runs, setting a franclfise 
record, as R. A. Dickey failed in trying to pitch for his a9th victory. 

’ ~;1 Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Questions Surround Agents Absent From Steroids Report 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and JULIET MACUR 

Questions have arisen as to why two prominent agents were not mentioned in the Mitchell report on steroid 
use in baseball, even when players they represented were implicated. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Projects Without Architects Steal the Show 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Tile 13th Venice Architecture Biennale makes a nod to urbanism and collaboration, though big-name 
designers hog much of the spotlight. 

" Slide Show 

Met Museum Considers Opening on Mondays 
By CAROL VOGEL 

Rising tourism and a steady stream of attempted Monday visits have led tile Metropolitan Museum of Art’s 
director, Thomas P. Campbell, to propose opening every day of the week. 

Bearing Burdens of the Ages, In Darkness and in Light 
By BRIAN SEIBERT 

Nora Chipaumire’s latest dance work, "Miriam," inspired by tile South African singer and activist Miriam 
Makeba, will have its New York premiere at the Brooklyn Academy of Music. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Buttermilk, Often Maligned, Begins to Get Its Due 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Small suppliers and notable chefs are embracing the traditional byproduct of butter-making - creamy, tangy 
buttermilk. 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I GOVERNOR 
Where Fresh Flavors Flip 
By PETE WELLS 

Goven~or, a restaurant where fresh flavors take a twist, helps dispel notions that good food is not to be found 

in Dumbo, Brookl3m. 

Japanese Whiskeys, Translated From the Scottish 
By ROBERT SIMONSON 

Made commercially since the 192os, Japanese whiskeys are gaining ground in the United States. 

¯ More Dining.& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Chicago Teachers’ Folly 
The strike hurts students and their families, and it could damage the union’s credibility. 

EDITORIAL 
False Promises on Ovarian Cancer 
New evidence on screening tests is disturbing. The tests provide no gain, but can lead to harmflfl surgeries 
and complicatious. 

EDITORIAL 
Aurora’s Aftermath 
Victims of the July 2o shooting spree continue to struggle to rebuild their lives. 3rod the cost of doing so is a 
little-noticed part of the tragedy. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
In China We (Don’t) Trust 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

When there is trust in society, sustainable innovation happens. China is beginning to see the fruits of a little 
bit of that trust. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-DOCS 

’Scouted’ 
By DAVID REDMON and ASHLEY SABIN 

The fihmnakers examine the lives of teenage girls in Siberia who audition at open casting calls for fashion 
models. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Elephant in the Room 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Is the memory of George W. Bush’s presidency dragging Mitt Ronmey down? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 12, 1977, South African black student leader Steven Biko died while in police custody, triggering an 

interuational outcry. 

¯ See This Front Pa_kg~ 
¯ ..B...u., This Front .P..:.a.g.e.. 
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Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@ssfthinktank.org> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 7:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "Online Certificate Course on Using ICT Tools for Effective Nonitoring, Impact Evaluation and Research" 
on Think Tank for Global Sociology 

i%i Think Tank 
...... fQ. 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the blog post ’Online Certificate Course on Using ][CT Tools 
for Effective Monitoring, lrnpact Evaluation and Research’ 

Blog post added by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

Certificate Course on Using ICT Tools for Effective Monitoring, Impact Evaluation and 

Research "Due to overwhelming response deadline Exte... 

Blog post link: 

Online Certificate Course on Usinq ICT Tools for Effective Monitorinq~ Impact Evaluation 
and Research 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 
Sociology 

20~t7 members 3~t3 discussions 

705 photos ~t2 Events 

134 videos 402 blog posts 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~ine, The New Season and More 

1[’ 1~Iagazi~e                                                ~ 
J ay-Z and Zadie Smith discuss his musie~ his life, politics 
and, oh yeah, the new garclays Center in Brooklyn, in 
the cover story of the fall lnen~s fashion issue ofT. Inside~ the 
actor Nice Tortorella models the latest knits, the nmsicians in 
Sweet Swing Trio show offlooks ii’om Paris and the rock climber 
Chris Sharma proves he~s actually pretty grounded. For the 
newest fashion trends, cheek out our ro~nd~p of svelte new 
overcoats or see what Suzy Menkes has to say about man bags. 
Find all this and more in the new iss~m of T Magazine. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 20912/a mes 1 Y 

ii’~’iI @Times-September 12, 2012 ] 

Don’t miss the New Season in Arts for a look at 
upeomh~g offerings. Watch previews of the new ~7 shows 
begim~ing ~his fair, meet {ire strong performers in film and fbad 
out which shows are openbag on Broadway, Fbad 
move ou ny[imes.eomiar[s. 

Don’t Miss or~ N’~gimes.cern 

* geepi]~g Up With the genoed3 s 

* M are J aeobs: Optical Al[uaions 

* Wall Street Sits Co~side for a Marathon Match 

* Should the 4oKk) Be Reformed or Replaced? 

, The Death o{’ the Dress? 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~ ~’rr~ ...... 
(Be~,~/een Sept 5, 2012 - Sept¯ 1 ~. 2012) 

z. The Deafness Before the Storm 
2. [G’ugman: Obstruct and Exploit 

3. Krugmas: Cleaning Up the Ec<momy 

4. The Benefits of Middle,~ge Fitness 

5, A Terrifying Way to Discipline Children 

~ SLIDE SHO’W: Subdued 

Anniversary of 9/~1 
Readers at Ground Zero 
reminded the crowd that even if 
the rest of the emmtry seemed 
ready to move on, their grief, at 
least on this day, was still vivid. 

~ INTEIL&CTIVE: At the 

National Conventions, the 
Words They Used 
A comparison of how often 
speakers at the two presidential 
nominating conventions used 
different words and phrases, 
based on an analysis of 
transcripts fl’om the Federal 
News Sevviee. 

~ V~DEO: Inter’section: N.Y. 

Eashion Week Milk 
Standing outside Milk Studios, 
we spotted Sean Risley covered 
in tattoos and Rajni Lueienne 
aaques running into a show 
wearing a peplum pencil skirt 
and cut-off tee. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Must ’I’~achers " 

and School      ~iii 

Officials Be 

Frmn Room for 
Debate, "The conditions and 
disagreements that led to the 
teachers strike in Chicago are in 
some ways unique to that city, 
but in other ways they reflect 
the growing tension nationwide 
between teachers and officials 
over issues like charter school 
expansion, evaluations, class 
size, discipline and pay. 



Do relations between teachers 

and officials need to cool off and 

become lllore cooperative, or can 

needed change come only 

through confl’ontation? Do 

teachers unions promote or 

inhibit excellence? And do they 

help retain the best teachers or 

drive them away?" Join the 

conversation. 

Sign up for The Coilec~ion e.- ~ 

Follow The Agenda on        I i-,~-i I 

lumblr 
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TOP NEWS 

Libya Attack Brings 

Challe~ges fl~r 

The violent deaths of four American diplomatic personnel in Libya provoked an uproar in 
Washington on Wednesday, presenting new challenges in the volatile Middle East less than two 
months before the presidential election. 

~Yhe 
Lede B~og. T~acki~9 Ra~e Over Anfiqs~am Film 

~ 
Video: De~th og Amedcan Ambassador to Libya 

~ Damage to the Amedcan Consulate 

A Challenger’s Criticism is Furiously Returned 

15i’om Mitt Romney’s perspective, the time was ripe to east the president as someone who apologizes 
for America. 

Ob~n a Gr~ws More Reiia nt on Big-Money Con trib~tors 

::;7 .:K2-12. a.:; 7o4:::25:::12.R::2 
President Obama’s top "bundlers" raised or gave at least $2oo million for his re*lection bid and the 
Democratic National Committee through the end of May, dose to half the total. 

~ 
Graphic: Obams=s Top Fund-Raisers 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 
"Tkis nt~el," w~ m~t brenk the bouds betu,~e~ tke U~ited St~es o~u~ Mb~o." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA 

ARTS 

~ 
SLIDE SItOW: 2~ ~ Closer Look at 

Four Freedoms 

Park 
Images of Louis Kahn~s memorial on 
Roosevelt Island. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Harvesth,g a 

Climate Disaster 

The proposed fa~an bill - 
Senate- or House-style, 
take your pick - would make American agriculture’s climate problem worse. 

The tramp, beyond limelight 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Nothing like reaiity te break up a party 

A wacky stagehand seeks the audience’s eye 

WORLD 

Origins of Provocative Video Ave Shrouded 

The trailer for the video at the renter of the violence in Libya and Egypt was uploaded to the Web 
by an individual whose identity remains in question. 



Ru ns,~ y&n U 

~ Afghan Leader Condemns Anti-Islam Film 

In "V~ctory for Merkel~ Oerma~ Court R~fling Favors E~ropean Bailo~I Fund 

Germany’s constitutional court gave Chancellor Angela Merke[ a significant victory in her bid to 
master the debt crisis that has buffeted Europe and endangered its common currency. 

~Wall 
Street Gives Up Gains 

">3 Yea~°s -aWte~° Soccer Tragedy, an Apology a~id a Shift in Blame 

The British prone minister, David Cameron, apologized for the handling of the ~989 Hillsborough 
stadium disaster, where 96 people died, after a new report cited failures and cover-ups by 
authorities. 

More World News 

As Chicago Teachers Strike, Students Are on the Loose a~d at ;Loose E~ds 

Students could be found in contingency programs at schools, in churches and in day care centers. 
Some slept late, stayed home alone and wandered neighborhoods. 

P~sh to Add Charter Schools Ha~gs Over Strike 

In the Chicago teachers’ strike, Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s oft-cited goal of expanding charter schools is 
not officially on the table, but a union official called it "the elephant in the room." 

Labor Fight Poses Risks to Coalition for Obama 

Some political analysts say the strike by Chicago teachers could open fissures between Obama 
supporters like unions and wealthy liberal donors who sometimes back causes that nnions oppose. 

BUSINESS 

Treasury Bacl~s Plan for Standard Chartered Settle~ne~t 
~.h: ..:i :.:ic.:. 91L’.:i..R 
The prospective penalty would be smaller than the 834o million the British bank had to pay a New 
York State regulator to settle a money hmndering case. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Wea~°y of Crisis, b~t ~Wa~°y of Cha~ge 

A proposal to give the Enropean Union more control over banking has stirred up dissent h’om 
countries that have doubts about the plan’s practicality. 

~ E.C.B to Get Mo;e Clout, Even iF It Isn’t Ready 2:40 F’M ET 

MeDo~lald’s Me~tn to Post Calorie Data 

I1~e fast-food chain plans to act before a pending federal requirement, and may bring other 
restaurants with it. 

SPORTS 

WOMEN’S BRITISH OPEN 

The Girl \Vo~de~° of Golf 
i.::y -":.’. EN CR©Lh:L 
Lydia Ko, a 155 ear-old South Korean-born New Zealander, plays golf with an ability that seems far 
beyond her years and has managed to challenge the sport’s best. 

YANKEES 5, RED SOX 4 

Missteps Do*~’t lBeeome Stum]bk~s 

Derek deter aggravated a bone b~uise, but David Phelps pitched five and two-thirds sharp innings, 
helping the Yankees beat the Red Sox to remain tied with Baltimm’e for first place. 

~FI Sox Score I Play-by-Play 

ON BASEBALL 

Pitetfi~g Woes Catch Up to Ya~tkees 

David Phelps, who was no higher than eighth on the depth chart of starting pitchers in spring 
training, was impressive in beating the Red Sox. 

¯ More Spolls News 

ARTS 



Decades Later, a Vision 
f.::: M~C~ :-’.:’. L L .!M~.’. . 

A new park on Roosevelt Island is based on a plan four decades old: Louis Kahn’s Four Freedoms Park. 

It opens on Oct. 24 as Kahn’s only work in New York City. 

~ Slide Show: A C:iose[ Look at Foul Freedoms Park 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Do&~S Stretch Ont and Find More Fans 

Increasingly, D.J.s are convinced that the place where rap, hip-hop and dance intersect is fertile 

ground. 

Stir Builds Over Aclress to Portray Nina Simo~e 

Protests have greeted the news that the light-skinned actress Zoe Saldana will play the singer Nina 

Simone. 

o More A~s News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Who Am I V~’earlng? F~nny You Sho~ld 

What is being paraded as street style -once fashion’s last stronghold of tree indic spirit -has been 

breached, infiltrated by tides of branding consultants and public relations gurus. 

~ Slide Show 

FASHION REVIBA/ 
When You \~ant to Say That’s How to Dees~ 

Reviews for the Narciso Rodriguez, Oscar de la Renta, Sophie Theallet and Michael Kors spring 

collections. 

~ S~de Sh~,,¢s: Narc~so RorJdguez ~ Oscar de la Renta ~ Sophie Theallet I M~chael Ko~s 

Staldng a Claim Backstage 

MAC Cosmetics, for years the leading authority behind the scenes at fashion shows, is finding itself 

in heated competition. 

More Fashion & Style >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

M~rder in Benghazi 

The United States should stay engaged with Libya despite the killing of Ambassador Stevens and 

three other Americans. 

EDITORIAL 

t~’ewer Uninsured } eople 

Wider coverage strengthens the case for retaining President Obama’s health care reform law. 

EDITORIAL 

Pennsylvanla*s Bad Elect~on I,aw 
The State Snpreme Conrt should reject the new law that wonld disproportionately affect minority, 

poor and senior citizen voters. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Mitt+s Major Meltdown 

Remember when we thought the Republican primary voters had picked the most stable option? We 
may have to rethink this, people. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

SttIdents Over Unions 

In the Chicago teachers’ strike, let’s remember the real victims: 35o,ooo children. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

A Sugar High? 

Democrats are suddenly feeling good about the Obama-Romney contest. Republicans, not so much. 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 13, 1993, at the White House, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and PLO chairman 

Yasser Arafat shook hands after signing an accord granting limited Palestinian autonomy. 
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Edited by Daniel Maltinez HoSang, Oneka LaBennett, " ..... aperbac:k, 
and Laura Pulide ............................................................................................................................................................ 

Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s Racie~ Fom~adon in 

U~i~ed S~es rems~ns one of the most ~nfluentisI books 
w~dely ~ead books abo~l race. Racie~ Fot~f~ation in d~e 21s~ 
Ce~tu~, amving t~,en~4ive yea~s after’ ~he ~)ubfk:atk)n ef 

Om~ a~ld Winant’s ~nfluenfia~ wo~k, brings together teuRee~] 

essays by ~ead~ng scholars in ~aw, history, 

e~hnic studies, I~teratu[e, anthropology and gender studies 

to conside~ the ~asl:, p[’ese~ a~d f[~t[~re ~f racial lk~’mation. 

392pages 

[SBN: 97805202734.43 

$34.95 
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Friday, 9/14 @ 1:30pm @ Duke: Paola Bauche Petersen - Lessons Learned from Mexico’s Innovative National Matching Funds Program 

for the Design of Watershed-Level Paylnents for Ecosystem Services hlitiatives 

The Duke Ecosystem Services Working Group mad 

The Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions present 

Lessons Lem~ed froin Mexico’s Innovative National Matchhig Ftmds Prograin tbr the Design of Watershed-Level Payments tbr Ecosystem Serx~ces 

Initiatives 

Paola Bauche Petersen 

Assistant Director, Financial Mechanisms for Ecosystem Services 

National Foresto, Commission of Mexico 

Friday, September 14th, 1:30-3:00 

Levine Science Research Center, A155, Duke West Campus 

Mexico, through the National Forestly Comlnission (CONAFOR), has a nine-yeox his~toly of implementing payment for ecos?’stem services (PES) programs. During 
that time they have cleated one of the Inos~t extensive and well-funded national level PES progranis in the world. Since the start of the firfft programs in 2003, their 
approach to the design and implementation of these mechanisms has evolved extensively in response to lessons learned: from top down govenmaent subsidy programs 
to environmental service providers to the opposite extreme, embodied in their Fo,~dos Concurremes (Matching Funds) program, of partnering ruth an providing 
financial support to a suite of actors to create local institutional arrangements that directly link the users and providers of hydrological services. Started in 2008, the 
program focuses on developing locally relevant and appropriate incentives for olganizational paxtnerships and institutional arrangements (e.g. rules, laws, sanctions, 
cus~tolna~" arrangements) that are necessau to Ibrm working links between users and producers of environmental services. This series of talks will describe this 
innovative PES program, discuss the challenges laced during implementation and the lesmns that can be drawn lbr the design of similar mechanisms in "the US and 
abroad. 

Paola Bauche Petersen has worked with CONAFOR since 2007 and was integrally involved in initiating, designing and overseeing the implementation of the Fondos 

Concurrentes progran~ and the many innovative mechanislns that are a part of that initiative. She is also involved in the administration of other national PES programs 

through CONAFOR. Bauche Petersen has served on nulnerous international panels and committees related to the design and evaluation of local PES mechanisms. She 

holds an undergraduate degree in Biology from the University of Guadalajara and a Master’s degree in Geography fiom McGill UniversiU. 

For more information contact Professor Elizabeth Shapiro at elizabeth.shapiro~duke.edu 
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Creole Lingusitics ContErence at Duke, Friday, Sept. 28, 2012, FHI Garage, C105 Bay 4, Smith Warehouse 

For more information, contact jacques.pierre@duke.edu 
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Duke Haitian Film Series Fall 2012 Sept. 28 - November 15 - 2012 

Haitian Film Series Fall 2012.pdf 

For more information, coutact iacques.pierre(~)duke~edu 





Mothers, Disabifities, and Abo~tion in Modem America 

by Leslie J. Reagan 

the German measles epidemic of the early ’1960s and how 

i~ c~’~.~a~ed ~ational anxiety about dying, d~aabled, and 

"dangerous" bsbies~ This epidemic would 

tfa~sfom~ abo~lk>n ~)o~ics, prOdLEOe new science, and he~p 

build [wo of [he mos[ endudng socis~ movemen[s of the 

~wen~e~h cenl:~ry-----~he [’@~)fodt~c[~f@ r~ghts a~d the d~sab~il:y 

~igh[s movements~ 

Browse ~lore titles in United States Histor~L 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 09-17-2012 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday September 17th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

09/17/2012 - UNC School of Nursing mminax t~aturing Ed Kerwin, OWASA executive director, titled Integrating Em,ironmentallIealth into Nurse Education: A 

Primer on SaJb 147aler on from 12:00 l:00PMinCarringtontlallRoom 104. 

10/04/2012 - Friday Center %Vhat’s The Big Idea?" lecture given by Tmnlin Pavelsky titled Water, Water ]~¥eo/where: ~I7tat the Geo-Sciences Can Tell Us about 

the Present and the Future of Water Resources from 7 9 pm on October 4th, 2012 in the William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

First instalhnent of "Water In Our World" editorial colmnn published in Daily Tar Heal - The follomng artcle pnblished in the Daily Tar Heel is the first in a 

series of student-written editorial columns focused solely on the "Water In Our World" campus theme: http:/i~v.dailvmiheel.com/arficle/2012/09/water-ha-our-world 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

\Vhat to Do When the Oceans Rise article in PLOS Bioio~, &mrnal - PLOS Biology Journal, one of the nation’s foremost science publications, recently 

punished an article that was comlx~sed by two members of the [5NC family: Lauren-Kfistine Pryzant, a [YNC Morehead-Cmn Scholar, and John Bruno, a professor in 
the Ins~titute for Marine Sciences. Ms. P .wzant spent time in the Western Pacific this past summer conducting research on issues related to climate change, sea level rise, 

and adaptive capacity with many of her findings outlined within: http:/iwww.plosbiologv.or~/article/infb%3Adoi%2Fl 0.1371%2Fjoumal.pbio.1001387 

EPA Rainworks Challen~,e Competition - The EPA is now registering student teams from colleges and universities across the country to participate in its new 

design competition, the Cmnpus RainWorks Challenge. Participating teams will compete to develop innovative approaches to storm-water management by working 

with a faculty advisor to design a green infrastructure project on their campus. To be considered, teams mus~t register by- October 5 and submit their entries by 

December 14. To learn more: ~v.epa.gov/campusrainworLs. 

"Reflections of the Eno" art exhibition - The Libra,./’ s Public Art Committee recently mounted and exhibit in the Pleasants Family Assembly Room in Wilson 

Library called "Reflections of the Eno" by local artist Alex Armstrong which tEatures photographs of optical eftEcts utxm the Eno River created by the play of wind, 

water, and light. The exhibit is currently open and will continue through December 31 st, 2012. The Plea~sants Fancily Assembly Room is open to the public when not in 

use ~br meetings. Visitors may be assured of access on the weekends but should call the North Carolina Gallery at (919) 962-0104 to check availability during the 

week. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our ~Vodd" - For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

ht~://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions. comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.con~/UNCWater. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Monday, September 17, 2012 10:43 AM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Reminder: Today is the deadline tbr submitlJng proposals to the Compaxative Politics section at WPSA 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

I write to you in my capacity as the chair of the Comparative Politics section of the upcoming annual meeting of the Western Political Science Association (WPSA) to be held in 

Hollywood from March 28-30, 2013. I hope you will submit a paper or panel proposal (if you haven’t already) I’m optimistic that we will be able to accommodate all panels and papers 

that folks had planned for this year’s cancelled APSA. A week from today (Monday, September 17) is the submission deadline for either papers or panels. 

For more details on the meeting, follow the link below to the annual meeting’s web site: 

And here is a link to the submission sta~ page: 

~:/167.23 162. 102iaPa!tk:i!)afior!.asr2 

Please forward to others who may have an interest in pa,,iicipating and be in touch if yot.l have any questions i hope to see you in Hollywood in March. 

Best 

Kim Yi Dionne 

Texas A&M University 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaiceSb~emaJl.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscr~bec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?id~299565.~]8b558a~cd~89c~k~76e7dc~)b22e&n T&I apcg&o~1763578 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-21763578-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e~)lists.wisc.edu 



Sustainable Activism for ~he Twenty-First Century, 
Updated and Expanded Edition, New Afterword with 
Immanuel Vltallelstein 

by Grace Lee Boggs wilh Scott Kurashige, Foreword by 
Da[~ny Glower 

image 
ie perbeck, 

256 pages 

[S~N: 9780520272590 

$19.95 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 3:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: In Car Country, Obama Trumpets China Trade Case 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ T.od.a is...H.ea.dli.nes ............................................................................. 
~llc N’t,~= ~rk %"%~ September 18, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

In Car Country, Obama 
Trumpets China Trade Case 
By MARK LANDLER 

President Obama on Monday filed a 
broad new trade ease against China at 
the World Trade Organization. He 
announced the action in the industrial 
battleground of Ohio. 

Limits Placed on Immigrants 
in Health Care Law 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The Wlfite House says that those yotmg 
illegal immigrants who will be eligible 
for delayed deportation will not be 
covered trader the new health care law. 

Israeli Diplomat Is Man in 
Middle 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Ambassador Michael B. Oren, who happens to have been born and bred in New Jersey, is representing a 
prime minister who has infuriated the White House. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It wasn’t ready. It wasn’t cooked." 

JAMES DONGAS, a Clficago Teachers Union delegate, on the tmion’s refusal to end their strike after a 

tentative deal was reached with the city. 

SCIENCE 

~ GRAPHIC= Driving 
Safety, in Fits and 
Starts 
Auto fatalities have been 
falling for decades, but in 
a very interesting 
plateau-drop pattern. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Breaking Up the 
Echo 
By CASS R. SUNSTEIN 

Hearing both sides of an 
argument doesn’t tend to 
sway those with rigid views. 

4 WEEKS 

WORLD 

Iranian Official Says Blasts Targeted Nuclear Sites 
By DAVID E. SANGER and RICK GLADSTONE 

Iran’s top atomic energy official said that explosions were intended to cut power to two uranium enrichment 
facilities and claimed saboteurs had infiltrated an intenaational inspection agency. 

Bomber Strikes Vehicle Carrying Foreigners in Kabul 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN and SANGAR RAHIMI 

A police official said 14 people, including French, South African and Russian citizens, were killed in the 
attack on a main road near the city’s airport. 

Police Contain Afghan Rage Over Film, as Protests Spread Elsewhere 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG and SANGAR RAHIMI 

Hundreds of Afghans bun~ed tires and pelted police on Monday in Afghmfistan’s first significant spasm of 
violence over an anti-Islam fihn that has haflmned parts of flae Muslim world. 

~ ~ Video: Cultural Clash Over Freedom I ~ Spread of Protests 

, The Lede Blog: Protests Over Anti-Islam Film Taper Off, but Effects Linger 

, Times Topic: The ’Innocence of Muslims’ Riots 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Last Chapter for a Court With a Place in History 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

The federal courthouse in Meridian, Miss., built in 1933 and with a rich history from the civil rights era, is 
one of six scheduled to close, mostly in the Southeast. 

As Chicago Strike Goes On, the Mayor Digs In 
By MONICA DAVEY 

If ration delegates do not accept a proposed contract at a scheduled vote on Tuesday, then a court will hear 
the city’s case for a preliminary injunction on Wednesday. 

BODY BUILDERS 
One Day, Growing Spare Parts Inside the Body 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

A surgeon is working on a different method of orgm~ regeneration, so far only in animals - using another part 
of the body to nourish the replacement as it grows and is ready for transplanting. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Success of Crowdfunding Puts Pressure on Entrepreneurs 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

Crowdftmding is a popular and lucrative source of money for entrepreneurs, but it is not always easy to turu 
a good idea into a profitable product. 

All the TV News Since 2009, on One Web Site 
By BILL CARTER 

The Interuet Archive plans to make more than 350,000 programs available on its Web site beginning 
Tuesday. 

Ford and Canadian Workers in Tentative Deal 
By IAN AUSTEN 

After reaching the accord with Ford, the autoworkers union said it had extended contract negotiations with 
General Motors of Canada and Chrysler Canada. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Baseball’s 5oo,oooth Error Finds Jose Reyes 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

The march to Major League Baseball’s dubious milestone of 500,000 errors, while not official, illmninated 
the fact that the best fielders often make the most errors. 

PHILLIES 3, METS 1 
Mets, Unable to Help Dickey to His 19th Win, Continue to Struggle at Home 
By ANDREW KEH 

After falling to the Plfiladelphia Phillies, the Mets have now lost seven straight games at Citi Field and have 
not scored more flaan three runs at home since Aug. 12. 
’ ~ Box Score I Play-By-Play 

ON BASEBALL 

Stuck in the Present, Mets Look to the Future 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The Mets had a few positives this season - R. A. Dickey, David Wright and a no-hitter - but they finished 15 
games under .5oo, and neither Dickey nor Wright is signed past 2o13. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Be a Star, Then You Can Judge 
By JON CARAMANICA 

By naming Christina Aguilera as a judge, "The Voice" chm~ged music competition reality shows. 

’Scream’ to Go on View at MoMA 
By CAROL VOGEL 

After paying nearly $120 million for it at auction, the new owner of Edvard Munch’s "Scream" is lending it to 
the Museum of Modern Art. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Joseph Anton’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

In "Joseph Anton" Sahnan Rushdie recomats the death threat against him and his years in hiding. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Dictionary Translates Ancient Egypt Life 
By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD 

The first dictionary of Demotic Egyptian, the language common people spoke in ancient Egypt while the 
pharaohs were drawing their hieroglyphics, has just been completed. 



Forest Fire Research Questions the Wisdom of Prescribed Burns 
By JIM ROBBINS 

The United States Forest Service uses small fires to reduce the chances of big fires. Scientists are arguing 
whether this strategy helps or hurts the forests and the creatures that live in them. 

A Possible Breakthrough in Explaining a Mathematical Riddle 
By KENNETH CHANG 

A Japanese mathematician has released 500 pages of work on a problem knom~ as the abe conjecture. Other 
naathematieimas are excited, but bewildered by the proof. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
New York’s Medicaid Reforms 
Proving which initiatives work could turn the state into a model for others on how to cut Medicaid without 
harming the beneficiaries. 

EDITORIAL 
Chicago Standoff 
An unnecessary strike is brought on by distrust and provocations from both the city mad the teachers’ ration. 

EDITORIAL 
Speaking the Truth to the Vatican 
The Vatican could stop worrying about what Roman Catholic nm~s are up to if it just looked at the work 
being done at Providence House in New York. 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Thurston Howell Romney 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Did you hear about Mitt Ronmey’s comments from a fired-raiser earlier tlfis year? They seemed to suggest 
that Romney doesn’t understand 3anerica. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Bloc 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How to Fix the Schools 
By JOE NOCERA 

In Chicago, they’re fighting over the wrong things. Just look at what the top-performing education systems 
do. 

¯ " Columnist Page I Bloc 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Look How Far We’ve Come Apart 
By JONATHAN HAIDT and MARC J. HETHERINGTON 

Political polarization in Mnerica is at its highest level since the late 19th century. Can we do anything about 
it? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 18, 1947, the National Security Act, which ratified the Arlny, Navy and newly formed Air Force, 

went into effect. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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Anthea gell in conversation with Daniel Hahn 
}Fidi~y 28 S~p~md~er ~.~. 7,00 p~rm LI 0 

We are excited to continue our            r~::: 
celebration of International Translation ...... 
Day with a special evening with Anthea 
Bell. Anthea Bell will be in conversation 
with Daniel Hahn of the British Centre for 
Litera,N Translation. Literary translators 
are often compared to ventriloquists, but 
few have as many and varied voices as 
Anthea Bell. Having fallen into the 
profession by accident, she has translated 
over 200 works from Danish, French and 
German; she is famous for making the 
names and puns in the comic series 
Asterix as funny in English as in the       ~ 
orm~.a~ ,r~nch. S,~ ~aw that ~,e ,~c,ea 
up the lateral thinking abilities essential in 
a translator from her father Adrian Bell, 
w,o wa~ the fi,~t Time~ crwUc c,o~word setter. 
He~ t,a.~at~o.~ ~.du~e wo,,~ of f~ct~o, a.d ge.era~ .o.-f~ct~o., 
boo,~ fo~ Vou.g ~eo,~, ana da~c~ by ~.T.a. Hoffma.n, ,reud, 
Kafka, and Stefan Zweig. She has won the UK Schlegel-Tieckaward for 
translation from German (four times); the 2002 Independent Foreign 
Fiction Prize (UK) and the Helen and Kurt Wolff Prize (USA), both for 
t h e t ran s l atlon of W.G. Se bald’s Au ste rlitz (t h e form e r wit h t h e 
aut,o,~; the ~00~ au~t,~a. State P,~e fo~ Ute,a,v ~ra.~UUo.; ~nd the 
2009 Oxford-Weidenfeld Translation Prize. 

The event on the 28th will see her in conversation with the British 
Ce.tre fo~ Ute,a~, ~r~n~Utio.’~ D~nie~ Ha,.- a wmer, editor a.d 
translator with some thirty books to his name. His work has won him 
the Blue Pete, Book Award and the Independent Foreign Fiction Prize. 

Don’t miss your opportunity for a place to see these two 
internationally distinguished guests discuss the art of literary 
t,an~aUo, at t,~ to.do, aev~ew aoo.~ho, o..,~dav, ~ath  e. emUer. 



www.lrbshop.co.uk 



Race and Science in the Making of California’s 
Juvenile Justice System 

by [Vli~oslava Ch~vez43arcia 

This unique anafy.sis of the, ri.se, ol the juvenile jus~k:o 

system from the sineteenth to twentieth cenluries uses one 

of the hafsheat states---Califom~a---as a case st~dy for 

examh~ng racism Jn the treatment of ~ncarcera~ed young 

Deli~que~’~c~ ~s the first book to explore the experiences of 

young K4ex~cas Americans, African Amerbans~ and ethnic 

Euro-Arnericans in California correc~bna~ facilities. 

3~.4 pages 

[SBN: 978052027~.722 

$27.95 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteefngcommittee] Reminder about tonight’s Water Theme Speaker Series lecture 

Click hem to see the MDG Goal 7 Factsheet. 

gri.unc.edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland ~xal Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:07 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Film, Photography, Sake Tasling, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Forum Lc,~c 

Thursday, ~0 September, 7:00 PM 
Screening at the Varsity Theatre 

123 E. Franklin St., Downtown Chapel Hill 

Zu[ema, Perta, and Victor tabor as 

mNrant farm workers, sacrifidn8 

their own childhoods to help their 

families survive. The Harvest I La 

Cosecha profiles these three chitdren 

as they fot[ow the hat~/est and 

provides an intimate ~iimpse into 

their lives. This powerful documentary 

is from the producers of the Academy 

Award-nominated film "WAR/DANCE" 

and executive producer Eva Lon~oria. 

The Harvest I La Cosecha is the first 

of four films presented in the series 

"Celebrating Hispanic Heritage 

Month," organized by the Institute for 

the Study of the Americas at UNC-Chape[ Hill 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

Click here for the complete Fal! 2012 Ackiand Film Forum schedule. 

~ N orth Carotina PuNic Radio WUNC is the Offidat Media Sponsor of the 

Acktand Film Forum. 

ExMb~tior~ Cat~:do?,ue: J~:~panese Poster-s 
Available at the Ackland Museum Store 

Love our current exhibition of Japanese posters? You’ll definitely want to 

pick up a copy of the exhibition’s cataiosue at the Ackiand Museum Store! 

At[ 86 posters in Elegance & Extravagance: Japanese Posters from the 

~erritl C. Berman Collection are illustrated in fuji color, with an 

annotated checklist and biosraphica[ notes on each artist |nduded. 

$19.95 (Ackland Members: $14.95) 

Focus on Photot~raphy ~n Chape~ Hfi[i[ 



The Ackland is one of (at least) 
four Chapel Hill venues to be 

focusing on photography this fall: 

At the Ackl.and through October 

21, a new acquisition by a 

prominent contemporary 

Japanese photographer is the 

dramatic centerpiece of _A_ _ _d_ _ _d_ _f_ _n_ ~ 

to the Mix 5: Hiroshi Su~imoto’s 

"LightninS Fields no. 176" (2009). 

The exhibition of work by many 

different photographers 

explores scientific phenomena, 

the role of chance, and "camera- 

less" photography. Read the independent Weekly review. 

Through October 2012, FRANK Gallery is hosting "In Focus," a town-wide 

festival of photography. An exhibition, panel discussions, lectures, an 

outdoor slide show, an area-wide photo scavenger hunt, and other events 

are taking place either at FRANK or nearby locations. See the fu~l 

schedule of programs. 

The Center for the Study of the American South at UNC is showing work 

by documentary photographers Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian this 

fall. Select photographs from their collaborative work on death row 

culture, titled In Tills Timeless Time: Livin~ and D~ing on Death Row in 

America, will be on view through the Fall 2012 semester at the Love 

House and Hutchins Forum (410 East Franklin Street). 

And opening today at UNC’s Fed Ex Global Education Center is Ancient and 

Living g4a~/a Throush the Pt~oto~raphic Lens, an exhibition of 20 large 

photographs of Maya peoples and sites taken by National Geographic 

staff members while on assignment. 

Family [’~ay: A Palette of P~ants in Japa~ese Art 
Sunday, 23 September, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Build museum memories with the 

children in your life at the Ackl.and’s 

monthly Family Day! 

The September Family Day will focus on 

plants as they are seen in the 

exhibition East Faces West: The 
hlodern Japanese Print. Join a Family 

Tour at 2:00 PM to learn more ways to 

interact with art, and enjoy Story Time 

together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on 

activities at the Creation Station and 

Scavenger Hunts in the galleries are 

available throughout the program. 

Come to Family Day for a little while 

or stay for the whole afternoon --it’s FREE! 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children ages 

4-8 years old. 

Thursday, 27 September, 6:00 - 8:00 PM 

The Ackland Art Museum aims to excite the 

sense of taste as well as sight during its Fall 

2012 "Season of Japan." In this evening 

program you’lL learn about and taste a 

selection of Japanese rice wines (sake), one 

of the most renowned flavors of Japan. 

Light appetizers complementing each sake 

will be set~/ed. 

Jujube Restaurant hosts this event, taking place at the Ackland. 



Limited to 20 participants. 

$25 for Ackland members; $35 for non-members. 

Advanced registration is required. RSVP to _a_..c_.k_!a__n_..d_..R~__..v__p__r~_u_._n_..c_:..e_d__u_. 

Through 6 October at the Ackland Museum Store 

U rba~-~ Sketchers 

The sights and sounds of cities 

worldwide -- from London to 

Lisbon, from Singapore to San 

Francisco -- come alive in the 

vibrant new exhibition at the 

Ack[and Museum Store’s retail 

gallery space. 

This exhibition is the first group 

show ever by members of this 

global non-profit organization. 

See a video about the show. 

Learn more about Urban Sketchers. 

TOUR 

"Perspectives on Elegance and 

Extravagance in Japanese Design" 

Sunday, 30 September, 2:00 PM 

ART FOR LUNCH 

"Transwar Design: Yusaku Kamekura 

from Nippon Kobo to the Tokyo 

Olympics" 

Wednesday, 3 October, 12:00-1:00 PM 

PUBLIC LECTURE + FILM 

"Fire and Water: The Apocalyptic 

Imagination of Hayao Miyazaki" 

Thursday, 4 October, 5:30 PM 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by generous support from 

Ackiand Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and 

how your membership dollars support our 

mission! 

Comments on the Ackiand’s e-news? Send an 

email to the editor. 

I kk~ Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Sonkef Konze Nob, 1956; corot screen print. Merrit[ C. Berman 

Co~[ection. C) Estate of Ikk~ Tanaka. 

Shigeo Fukuda, Japanese, 1932-2009: UCC Coffee, 1964/65~ cotor [ithosraph. Merrill C. Berman Co[[ection. 

Hiroshi Susimoto, Lfs, htnfn~ Ffelds no. I76, 2009; 8etatin sitver print. 56-3/4" x 47" (149.2 cm × 119.4 cm). Edition of 
5. ¢~ Hiroshi Susirnoto, courtesy The Pace Gat[ery. Photo courtesy The Pace Gattery. 

Kasamatsu Shiro, Japanese, 1898-1991 : Seoweed Horvest, 1956; cotor woodbtock print. Gift of Dou8 and Otga Eyre. 

Nina Johansson, Aspudden, Stockholm - Lookfn9 Out the Kftchen Wfndow, 2012; watercotor on paper. 

Promotional poster for Prfncess ~ononoke (Dir. Hayao Miyazaki, 1997). 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carotina. 

Forward this ernail 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 4:18 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: Come to the Global Projects Showcase 

T~areday, 5eg~tei#ber 29 

Want to travel next summer? Want funding for your global 

] pro ect? Come en oy a showcase of students research, 
experiences and travel stories from a variety of fields and 

global destinations. Learn more about past international summer projects the Center for Global Initiatives 

has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be provided. 

Vincent Joos "The Gingerbread Houses Project: an ethnographic study of Haiti’s sustainable forms of 

architectu re" 

Khanh Nguyen "Evaluation of a youth HIV prevention program in Tanzania" 

Meagan Meekins "Nutrition Camps and Food Culture in Juventino Rosas, Mexico" 

Ben King "Community Clinics: The Crossroads of Culture, Medicine, and Government in Uganda" 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U RC ES 
I~~tematior;al Coffee Hour 
--iTc:i[ ............................................. l-i}~5-~;;~-[4~-;;;{~x S~.~,ter~,~,e~ ~, ~:~- ~:~ 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

I members and students excited about 

~ ~ international engagement. Chat about 
oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to 

share This month’s hosts are The Writing Center and the Graduate 

and Professional Student Federation. 

Vo~e ~ th~ Prize 

The Global Cup Caf~ is looking for musicians to peflorm at its Friday 

lunch series in the FedEx Global Education Center atrium at UNC- 

Chapel Hill the last Friday of every month from 12-1 pm This series 

features solo a~ists playing acoustic music from international 

composers. If interested, please send a sample of music to 

~[~rown, owner of the shop. 

~The Global Music Show is a monthly radio in program 

~ collaboration with WXYC 89.3 FM and The Area Studies 

Centers that intersperses world regional music with dialogue shared 

by relevant expe~ guests scholars from UNC Chapel Hill 

The 13th annual Carolina Global 

Photography Competition hosted by 

UNC Study Abroad, UNC Global, and 

CGI is now accepting photos through 

9/30! 

Which prizes would you like ~o see go 

1:o the wi!mer.s? 

~ Just 13 days left! 



Topic: 1000 Years of Middle Eastern Musical Classics 

Description: This hour focuses on contemporary settings of classical 

Arabic and Persian poetry. 

Host: Ari Hires Guest: Prof. Carl Ernst 

Date and Time: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 at 9:00 p.m. ET 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Carolirls Cel:tei for the St:.idv of 

Middle East si~d Mdsiim Cb, ulizations (CCSMEMC~ 

A live internet stream is available from the W,~,YC vvebsita. 

St’dyE THE DATE! Sal:~rday, November 3, 20-12 
This year, join us for or CGI’s genre-busting anti-conference, 

Visualizing Human Rights It’s an incredible day filled with artists, 

performers, and advocates who use their skills to advance the 

struggle for dignity and human rights both locally and globally. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Free Film Scre~-~r~irLg of ?;ff<~ Harves~/La, C:os<~cha 

~’ery year there are more than 400,000 American children who are torn away from their friends, schools and homes 

to pick the food we all eat From the Producers of the Academy-Award Nominated film, War/Dance and Executive 

Producer Eva Longoria, this award-winning documentary provides an intimate glimpse into the lives of these children 

who struggle to dream while working 12-14 hours a day, 7 days a week to feed America. 

F~a~’~ces L Ph~ps Trave~ ~cho~arsh~p 

Full-time Juniors and Seniors in the College of A~ and Sciences at the Unive~i~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill who 

have a~ended high school in NoAh Carolina and are interested in educational or experiential travel outside the United 

States are encourased to apply. This scholarship ~s not for Study ~road or Formal Research. 

Princeton in Africa is a year-long fellowship program open to seniors/recent alumni of all universities. Fellows are 

matched with positions throughout Africa with organizations ranging from organizations like World Food Programme and 
International Rescue Commi~ee to entrepreneurial ventures and NGO’s. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MDR Market Research <IVlDRResearchDept~}dnb.com> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Notice to Educators of Market ReseaJcch communications 

Dear Educator, 
I’m writing today on behalf of MDR, a D&B Company. For over 40 years we’ve been helping 
educational businesses--including most of the leading publishers, education technology 
providers, and education associations--learn about the opinions and needs of educators in 
schools and colleges about educational products and services. We’re reaching out today to let 
you know that we’d like to send you email inviting you to participate in various research 
opportunities in the future. 
From time to time, leading education publishers and service providers will seek your opinion 
on educational issues, products, and services. Your participation gives educators an important 
voice in shaping new curriculum and services for schools and teachers. At no time is your 
participation mandatory. 

In addition, these established and well known education businesses will also share relevant 
new product information, special offers, and education news to help you stay on top of new 
opportunities and contribute to future services. If you prefer not to receive emails from leading 
businesses wishing to communicate with educators, please follow the instructions at the 
bottom of this message. 
Best wishes for a successful school year! 

The MDR Market Research Team 
MDR I A D&B Company 

6 Armstrong Road 

Shelton, CT 06484 
If you no longer wish to receive email from MDR Research, please follow the opt-out 
instructions below and your email address will be removed from our list. 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: Romney Says Remarks on Voters Help Clar@ Position 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis 

C,a~tomize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

September 19, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Roiliney Says Re~arks 

Voters Help Cla~’]~- 

Facing criticism for characterizing 

47 percent of voters as people who 
believe they are "victims," Mitt 
Romney sought to steer the 
conversation toward a debate about 
govel~ment’s role in people’s lives. 

Russia Demands UoSo End 

S~lppor[ of Deinocracy 

The Kremlin views American fimmeial suppm’t [’or a wide range of eivil soeiety programs as thinly 
veiled meddling in the emmtry’s internal affairs. 

’I’eachei’s End Ctficago Strike on Seco~ld T~°y 

Union delegates endorsed a proposed contract, allowing 350,000 ehildren to retnrn to elasses on 
Wednesday. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

The world is ~ot real~y crawUng win erooked papyro~ogists." 

ROGE R gAGNALL, of New York University on a serap of papyrus that has Jesus tittering [be 

wot’ds "my wife." 

SCIENCE 

Greenland’s receding 
ice has exposed vast deposits of 
valuable minerals and new 
opportunities for an island in 
economic decline. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

Diane Lane onstage 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Suddenly there came a clapping 

Midwest Musketeers storm Broadway CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Neglected                                                                   J 

Public edneation’s 
neglect of high-ability 
students doesn’t just deny individuals oppm~tunities they deserve. It also imperils the country’s 
future supply of scientists, inventors and entrepreneurs. 

WORLD 



Race Is On as Ice Melt Reveals A~’ctlc Treasures 

’]:he jockeying among nations has begun as areas of the Arctic once regarded as barren wastelands 

now offer an abundance of oil, gas and minerals. 

Coalition Sl~arply Reduces doh~t Operation,s %qth Afghan Troops 

A spike in attacks on international troops by Afghan soldiers and police pushed the American-led 

military coalition to curb ground operations with their Afghan counterparts. 

’I’twklsh Public Sotws ou Syrian Uprising 

Although many Turks at first agreed with their government’s support for the Syrian oppositiom 

many now believe it is undermining Turkey’s economy and security. 

More Worid News 

A Faded Piece of Papyrus Refers to ,Jesus’ V¢ife 

A ttarvard historian of early Christianity said the papyrus, written in Coptic in the fom’th century, 
contains a phrase never seen in any piece of Scripture: "desus said to them, ’My wife ...’ " 

Prosec~tors Deny Priest Vqas Urged to Lie in Abuse Case 

A motion filed in Philadelphia said that a former clergyman was pressured to falsely adnrit to 
abusing a boy as [)art of the terms of a plea deal. 

Dallas Copes ~Vitl~ U~predlctabili~- of~Nest Nile Virus 

As the West Nile virus outbreak seems to be subsiding, the hardest-hit county in the nation, Dallas 
County, tries to come to terms with the seeming randomness of the fatalities. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

.&merlca~ Real Estate Investors Seek Opport~mifies in E~ropea*~ Debt Crisis 

Private equity firms have been vying to buy portfolios of European bank debt on commercial real 
estate at deep discounts, and hope eventually to earn generous returns. 

Media Chiefs Form Vent~re to E-Publls|~ 

Two powerful entertainment moguls, Scott Rudin, the film and theater producer, and Barry Diller, 
the chairman of IACiInterActiveCorp, are entering the turbulent world of book publishing. 

~ Ul~certaln~y A]bo,~t Bailo*~t Lingers, Spain Sells $6 BHllo~ hi Short-Tern~ 

Debt 

.~ auction of short-term debt sold out at slightly lower rates, but uncertainty persisted over 
whether Spain would ask for aid fi’om its European partners. 

S P 0 RTS 

Cheath~g Sca~dal Dulls Pride in Athletics at Harvard 

Reports implicating the co-captains of the school’s basketball team in a widespread cheating scandal 

have revived the debate about the relationship between academics and athletics. 

Replacement Officials Face Growing Criticism 

Officiating in pro football’s Week 2 saw extra timeouts awarded and incomplete [)asses called as 
flm~bles, but the N.F.L. said current officials were acting "admirably." 

NFL Making Mockery of the Game? 

VCa~ted: 3ew[st~ I~allplayers 

Team Israel fielded a group of mostly American players with 3ewish ties to compete in the World 
Baseball Classic and also drum up snpport for baseball back home. 



ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’DETROIT 

In Lisa D’Amour’s play "Detroit," a Pulitzer Prize finalist at Playwrights Horizons, a couple who fear 
they are sliding out of their eeonomic class meet a couple who have other problems. 

Bel Bm’ba, an artist from Salvador da Bahia, Brazil, is spending a month making public art in New 

York neighborhoods. 

~ SHde Show 

Shoe "M~g or S~btle~ Still Radleal 

Both Stravinsky’s "Rite of Spring" and Debussy’s "Jeux" were radical works that still have the power 
to shock. 

o More AAs News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIBN j LE CIRQUE 

It’s Bee~l a ~qfile, l-{asia’t It? 
i.::., pi.. i.. WL. i. i.: 

While the service at Le Cirque is exemplary, the kitchen gives the impression that it has stopped 

reaching for excellence and possibly no longer remembers what it is. 

Holding On to Herltag~ Before It Slips Away 

Fanfily recipes, handed down by immigrants, link generations and keep a heritage alive. 

HOWTO COOK EVERYTHING 

Excelle~ce on the Plate~ Eve~ V¢itho~t a Chefs Edge 

dean-Oeorges Vongerichten’s recipe for fried cakes of sushi-style rice topped with chipofle 

mayonnaise and raw scallop may just be a contender for "best of the year." 

~ Video: Fried Sushi Ca~es With Scallops 

Mere Dinin,q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Mitt Rom~my, Class V~:arrlor 

Turning the rich against the poor is Mr. Romney’s campaign tactic and his plan for governing. 

EDITORIAL 

Califor~]a a~d the Fo~rth Ame~dme~t 
The eosts of taking DNA samples from people arrested but not convicted dwarf the benefits. It is also, 
unfortunately, unconstitutional. 

EDITORIAL 
Hello, ~vVe Must Be Oolr~g 
Congress has decided politicking and vacationing is more important than getting the people’s work 
done. 

More Opinien ;~ 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Let Them Eat Crab Cake 

It’s rich. Mitt Romney thinks poor folks are on Easy Street. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Look i~ Yo~r Mirror 

If it’s wrong to insult Islam, it should be wrong to insult any religion. That doesn’t seem to be the 
ease in the Arab world. 

~ Columnist Page 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Our Revolting Elites 



What does it say about our culture that the people funding presidential campaigns seem to regard 

their downscale fellow countrymen as a kind of alien race? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 19, 1881, the 2oth president of the United States, Ja111es A. Garfield, died of wounds 

inflicted by an assassin. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes col’~’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As s member of 

[tie TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to ptotec[ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change You[ E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 2:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
@Times: Top 5, Booming, London Fashion Week and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/ads/emailads/editpromo/20120919/attimes.html 

nytim:es,©ol: !i i!:: iiii iiii ; ~ 8epte mber19, 201 2 

Booming 
Don’t miss Booming, a new online destination about 
baby boomers - the 78 million Americans bon~ 
between 1946 and 1964. Besides news and 
information useful to this generation, you’ll find 
essays by boomers and by their children. You’ll find 
debates about books, new nmsic to embrace and some secrets to 
enduring love. The wide-ranging conversation will be led by Michael 
Winerip, who has covered education, parenting, politics and his fellow 
boomers. Find all of this and more on nytin~es.com/booming. 

London Fashion Week 
T Magazine brings you backstage and in the front row 
of the Spring 2oa3 collections. Watch as the models 
transform with the Model-Morphosis, don’t miss T’s 
picks for the best shoes on the runway, see the 
fashion week photo diary and nmch more. Go to 
nytin~es.com/tmagazine for the latest from London. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

N~ SLIDE SHOW: Model for a Day 
A writer tries the catwalk during 
Fashion Week. 

~ INTERACTIVE: Scenes From 
the New TV Season 
The network series debuting this 
fall include period and high- 
concept dramas, gay and straight 
fmnily sitcoms, thrillers, fairy tales, 
and new projects for prime time 
veterans like Andre Braugher, 
Matthew Perry, Mindy Kaling and 
Michael Chiklis. And a monkey. 

Don’t Miss on NYTimes.com 
~ VIDEO: Living at the Top 

Alexei Barrionuevo takes an 
exclusive tour of an apartment in 
what will be the tallest building 
with residences in New York. The 
view of Central Park starts at 59th 
Street and extends past the Brox~x. 



’ Jean:Ge0rges Joins Mark Bittman in the Kitchen 

¯ How to Avoid a Snmrtphone’s Bite 
¯ Making Plays Work at the Movies 
¯ Cathy Horjm’s N.Y. Fashion Week Wrap-Up 
¯ Neil Yotmg Comes Clean 

Top 5 Viewed Features on .YTimes.com 

(Between Sept. 12, 2012 - Sept. 18, 2012) 

L In Video Clip, Romney Calls 47% ’Dependent’ and Feeling Entitled 

2. Brooks: Thurston Howell Ronmey 

3. Collins: Mitt’s Major Meltdown 

4. Dowd: Neoeons Slither Back 

5. Krugman: Hating on Ben Bernanke 

Join the Conversation 
How to Solve 
the Swing- 
State Puzzle 
Nate Silver writes, 
"When I first 
considered Barack 
Obama’s re-election chances in this 
magazine, last November, he was 
about a 50-50 contender against 
the Republican field. As I noted 
then, tiffs was an unusual spot for a 
sitting president. A year before 
their own re-election races, 
Roosevelt, Eisenhower, Nixon, 
Reagan, Clinton and both Bushes 
were all favored. One year out, it 
seemed as if things could break 
either way for the president in 
2o12." What do you think? Join the 
conversation. 

Join the Conversation 
ADVERTISEMENT 

Watch The Schools for    i: 
Tomorrow Conference 

Follow The Agenda on 
Tumblr 

Follow 
@nytimestheater on 
Twitter 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message because you signed 
up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Mana e Subscri tions I Unsubscribe I Chan e Your E-Mail I ~ I Advertise Contact 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 3:23 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

APCG Newsletter. 8(2) 

APCG Newsletter 30.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached onr most recent newsletter. Yon roll soon be able to download the document at: htlp:/iafricanpoliticsgmup.orNindex.php/news/newsletters/. We 

also encourage you to share the newsletter ruth anyone else who may be interested in receiving it. 

This is our mos~t exciting issue yet! Here are some of the highlighks: 

Page 2. Symposium: New Directions in Gender mad Politics Scholaxship: Transforming the Study of African Politics. Guest Editors Crretchen Bauer & Aili Tripp. The 

symposium includes contributions from Aili Tripp, Kava Ellerb~; Chiseche Mibenge, Peace A. Medie, Olajnmoke Yacob-Haliso, Alice Kang, and Josephine Ahikire. 

Page 13. Review of the Ethnic Power Relations dataset, written by Paul Zacha~~. 

Page 15. Announcement of our award winners, Jaime Bleck (APCG-Lynne Rienner Award for Best Dissertation) and Robin Harding (APCG-Africm~ Affairs Award 

for Best Graduate Student Paper). 

Page 16. Statements by candidates for APCG Chair and Treasnrer. 

Page 19. MPSA Panel Submissions are DUE FRIDAY! 

And there is more! 

Best, 

Mike, 
Your Editor 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaice@email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscr~bec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?id~299565.~]8b558a~cd~89c~k~76e7dc~)b22e&n T&I apc~&o~1786113 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-21786113-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e~)lists.wisc.edu 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson(~,wesleyan edu 

http:/iwww michaelnelson.info 

http:i/africa, bloqs.wesleyan.edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~; 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:04 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

APCG Newsletter. September 2012 

APCG Newsletter 30s.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached onr most recent newsletter. Yon roll soon be able to download the document at: http:/iafricanpoliticsgmup.or,dindex.php/news/newsletters/. We 

also encourage you to share the newsletter ruth anyone else who may be interested in receiving it. 

This is our mosl exciting issue yet! Here are some of the highlights: 

Page 2. Symposium: New Directions in Gender mad Politics Scholaxship: Transforming the Study of African Politics. Guest Editors Crretchen Bauer & Aili Tripp. The 

symposium includes contributions from Aili Tripp, Kava Ellerb~; Chiseche Mibenge, Peace A. Medie, Olajnmoke Yacob-Haliso, Alice Kang, and Josephine Ahikire. 

Page 13. Review of the Ethnic Power Relations dataset, written by Paul Zachazo~. 

Page 15. Announcement of our award winners, Jaime Bleck (APCG-Lynne Rienner Award for Best Dissertation) and Robin Harding (APCG-Africm~ Affairs Award 

for Best Graduate Student Paper). 

Page 16. Statements by candidates for APCG Chair and Treasnrer. 

Page 19. MPSA Panel Submissions are DUE FRIDAY! 

And there is more! 

Best, 

Mike, 
Your Editor 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaice@email.unc.edu. 

T~uns~bscribec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?id~299565.i~8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dci~b22e&n T&I apcg&o~1786490 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~,l to leave-21786490-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

mbnelson~weslevan.edu 

http://www.michaelnelson.info 

httl3://africa, bloas.weslevan.edu! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blau, Judith ~udith blau@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 6:44 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Byme, Carolyn Jayne <cbyme@email.unc.edu>; Blau, Judith <judith blau@unc.edu-~ 

[sej - faculU] The Human Rights Center 

Sere’ice Learning Fall 12.docx 

Greetings all, 

I am writing because I cannot retire, as my doctor advises me to do.. 

Many of you know the Humm~ Rights Center (tbunded in 2009), which was an ott?~pring of the SEJ Minor. 

http://www.humam ghtscities.org/ 

I am the director and teach Soc 273 requiring service leaa~ling at tile HRC. 

My students have successfully petitioned both towns to adopt the Universal Declaxation of Humal Rights and a Fair Trade Resolution. More significaltb; we were 

located in Abbey Court and now on Barnes St. Carrbom where we support many programs. (See the attached service learning liszt for an idea of this.). We reach the 
ve~ poor ("our guests at the HRC") 

This semester we are on a campaign to identifw, restaurants that pay their workers-mthout-papers a minimum wage and roll give "good restaurants" an attractive decal 

for their front mndow.. 

We axe also creating a~ Electronic Center to give day laborers a chance to not stand out on the street waiting tbr a job. 

We have the backing of the Town of Carrboro for these projects. 

That is too much responsibili~ to place on him.. 

I will continue to be tile Director, but tile question is whether or not someone can pick up the Inany of the service lem’ning responsibilities through a course.. 

Our neighbors are kind and exceedingly gracious. It is very rewarding. Oh yes. a Latino lives at the HRC, which makes many things veD~ easy. 

Please call me if you want to discuss this - 

Judith Blau 

<]i> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 

sej-faculty, as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edw-~ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-32175321- 3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32175321 - 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listseiw.unc.edu<i~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 7:01 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Spanish- speaking volunteer opiyortunity 

From: Morgm~ Baflow <morgan.barlow~duke.edu> 

Help needed to register L~tino voters! 

Are you a Spanish speaker’? It: so, Democracy North Carolina needs your help next week (9/24-9/28) to register voters at the Latino Comr~?uniW Credit Un~on (LCCU) 

brm~che3 ~n Durham, Carrboro, Raleigh, and Garner. We can provide you w~th trainh~g and mater~a~s~ Volunteer shifts are from 9AM-5PM Monday through Thursday 

and 9AM to 8PM on Friday. We ask that you volunteer for at least 2 hours. We especially need he~p at the Durham m~d Carrboro branches and on LCCU’s busiest 

days, Mond~W and Friday. Addresses [or the I_CCU Triangk~ br~t~ches are available here, 

Ple~se respond to ~sela@democrac~ ~f you c~t~ he~p ou~:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:30 PM 

@duke.edu 

Reminder: Reproductive Justice and Migration opening event! Iris Ldpez - Lecture and Ethnographic Research Methods Discussion 

From: l(~live.unc.edtr~ 

The Working Group on Rep~oductive Justice and Migration in the Americas roll host a visit by Iris Ldpez, PhD, from The Cily College of New York. She will lecture 
on her extensive work uncovering the proces~s behind Latin American immigrants’ contraception choices and engage in a discussion about ethnographic research 

methods. 

Dr. L6pez is the author of’°Mattel5 of Choice: Puerto Rican Wolnen’s Struggle for Reproductive Freedom," which draws on twenty-five ye~xs of ethnographic 

research on sterilized Puerto Rican women fiom five different i:axnilies in Brooklyn. It is a s~tirring story, that untaa~gles the interplay between how women make fertility 

decisions and their social, economic, culturdt, and histofic~J constraints. 

Lecture: 

Thursday, 3:30pm to 4:45pm 

UNC (killings School of Global Public Health 

Michael ttooker Research Center, Room 0001 

Ethnographic Research Methods Discussion: 

Friday, 3:00pro to 5:00pm 

UNC FedEx Global Education CenteL Room 3024 

Please join us tbr both events, we will have ~me rei?eshments and lots of good discussions. 

For more intbrmation, please email              ~live.unc.edu) or                     ~live.unc.edu) 

Feel free to share this email among your schools / depmmients list serves. 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu; 

Thursday, 10:20 AM 

Office tbr U ~dergmduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Oltice for Undergraduate Research e-newsletter 

image008.wmz; image011.wmz 

Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published every other week to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, 

accomplishments of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at www.unc.eduideptsiour or email us at 

our@unc.edu. 

Announcements and OUR News 

OUR Blog: 

¯ Carolina alum Marissa __H___e__yl discusses how her SURF.£_r___o]ect led to a new socially conscious entrepreneurial venture 

¯ Participate in the first ever OU R !__a_#_t___o_p____s__t_!_£_k___e__r___c___o___n__t___e__s__t_. 

GRC Blog: 

¯ GRC reflects on hisown research 

OUR People: 

Meet a Tar Heel,              :The Database of Research Opportunities helped this student researcher find her path. 

,, Postdoctoral Scholars, are you mentoring an undergraduate? Apply for an Excellence in MentoringA~[d by 

OUR Events: 

¯ Our Fal~l Workshop Series continues: Research Methodology Blitz, and Writing a Grant Proposal. 

¯ Check out these pictures from our Fall Reception. 

Other Events and News: 

¯ Information Session: Applying to graduate programs in English? 

¯ Information Session: Getting Involved in Undergraduate Research in Biology 

¯ Apply to present at the State of North Carolina Under_graduate Research and Creativity____S_~Ln_!p__o___s_!__u___m__.: Deadline 

Fall Workshop Series: 

Research Methodology: Oral History 

Cosponsored by the Southern Oral History Program 

Tuesday,               ’ 5:00-6:30 p.m.; Gardner 308 

Would you like to enrich your service work? Are you using or conducting interviews for a thesis? Do you hope to deepen your understanding of a local 

community? Then come learn about the art of oral history, a research method focused on uncovering and interpreting narratives of our past. Grounded in active 

listening to voices famous and unheard, oral history has been critical to the national understanding of the Civil Rights movement and is vital to projects of local 

community development. Hear from undergraduate and graduate students who have conducted oral history research. Discover oral history archives available to 

you. Begin thinking of a project of your own ! Space is limited, so you must RSVP to Dr. Donna Bickford at _d_..b_!.£k_.t.o__r_..d_ .@._ _ #_ O_ _c_ :_ _e_ . .d_ .u_. 

Research Methodology: Primary Sources and Archival Research 

Cosponsored by the R. B. House Undergraduate Library and Wilson Library 

Wednesday,                ; 5:00-6:30 p.m.; Pleasants Room, Wilson Library 

When we "go to the source," where do we go? Within Wilson Library objects of humanist inquiry and the raw materials for writing history can be found. This 

workshop will introduce you to a broad range of materials from recent to ancient history and begin to examine how they might be used to answer the research 

questions of today. You will learn to understand what is meant by "primary sources" and about approaches and resources for your research projects. Space is 

limited, so you must RSVP to Dr. Donna Nckford at dbickford@unc.edu. 

Research Methodology: Community-Based Research 

Cosponsored by the Carolina Center for Public Service 

Thursday,                r 5:00-6:30 p.m.; Graham Memorial 039 

Do you plan to conduct research during your undergraduate career here at Carolina? Are you interested in investigating a community need through that 

research? In this interactive workshop, Professor Beth Moracco will lead a discussion about what is involved in doing research with human subjects, the principles 

and methodologies of community-based and community-based participatory research, and the kinds of research questions for which these methodologies would 

be appropriate. Come ready to talk about your interests and to brainstorm how to turn them into undergraduate research projects. Space is limited, so you must 

RSVP to service scholars@unc.edu. Note: This workshop will count as a skills training for the BucMey Public Service Scholars program. 

Writing a Grant Proposal 

Cosponsored by the Writing Center and Campus Y 

Wednesday,                  ’ 5:00-6:30 p.m.; 5ASB-North Room 0~27 

Are you working on a funding proposal or considering submitting an abstract to a conference? Do you want to learn how to write a compelling grant and how 

to describe your research most effectively? Writing Center Director Kim Abels will help you think about framing your project for specific audiences and discuss the 

multiple strategies and approaches you might consider. Space is limited, so you must RSVP to Dr. Donna Bickford at .d_._b_!._c_.k__t..o_r_.d__..@_._.u__n__c_:_e_._d_..u_. 

The OUR Fall Reception recognized summer student researchers and their faculty and graduate student mentors. 



i.~.i Description: cid:imageO 15.jpg@O 1CD9659.1B252F90 

Photo credit: Mary Lide Parker 

Wednesday,             from 5:30-6:30 PM in Greenlaw 223 (Donovan Lounge) 

Information session on applying to M.A. and Ph.D. programs in English & hands-on workshop on writing the Statement of Purpose. Wondering about graduate 

school in the humanities? Struggling to write your statement of purpose? Help is here! 

Panelists and Workshop leaders: 

Florence Dore, Associate Professor of English 

Eliza Richards, Associate Professor of English 

Hilary Lithgow, Lecturer & Advisor in English 

student in the DOECL 

PLEASE NOTE: Students who wish to participate in the workshop part of the session should bring four or five hard copies of their statements 

Have questions or want to be added to the mailing list for similar departmental events? Please contact Hilary Lithgow at lithgow@email.unc~edu 

information Session: Getting Involved in Undergraduate Research in Biology 

Wednesday, 

6-7:30 PM in Coker 20:[ 

Dr. Gidi Shemer will help you discover the research opportunities inside and outside the Biology Department. 

Like OUR on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. ................................................. 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 

www.unc.eduideptsiour 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RieIkoN Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:57 AM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; isa- grad@listserv.tmc.edu 

~gmail.com 

I~NV: Couvocatoria de paneles y ponencias / Call for Panels a~d Papers 

flyer CR12013 9th Conference Call for Papers.pdf; FLYER CRI 2013 9a Conferencia-call for papers- spanish version.lxtf 

Forwarded Message. Piease address any questions to tile organizers as noted in ti~e attachments. Beatriz 

Estimados colegas: 

Les incluyo copia de la convocatoria de paneles y ponencias para la Novena Conferencia de Estudios Cubanos y Cubanoamericanos del Instituto de 

Investigaciones Cubanas de la Universidad Internacional de la Florida (FLU) en Miami. La conferencia se Ilevarfi a cabo del 24 al 26 de mayo de 2013, el fin 

de semana antes del Congreso de LASA. 

Espero que puedan participar en esta actividad. Favor de circular la convocatoria entre otras personas que puedan estar interesadas en asistir. 

Saludos cordiales, 

Jorge Duany 

Director 

Instituto de Investigaciones Cubanas 

Universidad Internacional de la Florida 

Dear colleagues: 

Attached is a copy of the call for panels and papers for the Ninth Conference on Cuban and Cuban-American Studies of the Cuban Research Institute at 

Florida International University {FLU) in Miami. The conference will take place between May 24 and 26, 2013, the weekend before the LASA Congress. 

I hope you will be able to participate in this event. Please circulate the call for panels and papers among other persons who may be interested in 

attending. 

Best regards, 

Jorge Duany 

Director 

Cuban Research Institute 

Florida International University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell <tia~villiams~unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 1:13 PM 

Williams, Becky <rbwill@email.unc.e&~> 

Sable, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 
Overload question 

Hey Becky, 

I am doing an overload for Mutima in AFAM. His salary is and I calculated 25% to be for his overload payment in Spring 2013. He is going to teach 

an extra class in the Fall Semester and an extra class in the Spring semester 2013. This will result in him teaching a total of two extra classes the academic year. I 

just want to double check that it is okay to do the maximum amount for him (25% of his salary) since we are paying him at the end of the academic year and, at that 

point, he will be in overload status. Am I required to split this payment at all? Or is it okay to do such a large lump sum/overload? 

~Tia 



From: ~emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Subjet~: RE: ttello 

Hi Eunice, 

I have meetings in the morning from 8:30am-10am, and then from 10am-12pm. If you are there at Barn, I could stop by then briefly, or I could come by in the afternoon 

anytime after 127 Let me know what would be better for you. 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Senti Thursday, 

To-" 
Subject; Hello 

1:42 PM 

Dear 

I hope you are doing. 

Can you stop by my office tomorrow in the morning? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Townley-Tilson, Karla A <mcclurek@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 1:52 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduliug officers~listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[course scheduling ofticers] FW: Interactive classrooms at Carolina 

Forwarding for Bob Henshaw... 

Karla A, Tgwuley-.Til~on, MBA 

Assistan~ Registrar for Sd~ed~fling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC .. Chapel 

Sui{e 3~100, SASE N ol’{h, Campus Eox 2I 00 

450 Ridgc ~oad 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 

P]~one - 9~_%962-9837 

Fax - 971%843-8709 

C]~eck 9~t o~r 

F~m: Henshaw, Bob 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 20~2 1:49 PM 
To: Platz, Gina B; Townley-Tilson, Karla A 
Subject: Interactive classrooms at Carolina 

Dear UNC instructors, 

Durin~ the past two years the University has renovated several classrooms with furniture designed to facilitate interactive learnin~ methods such as small ~roup 

work and class discussion. 

The Center for Faculty Excellence is pleased to announce a new website that you can use to learn more about these classrooms and how you can take advantage of 

them. 

~_~_~_£//~_~:_U_~_~:~_9~_~_~_~D_~/inteFact~ve classFooms.html 

The website includes information about how the classrooms are bein~ used, reports on faculty and student feedback, and classroom photos. 

If you are interested in schedulin~ one of these classrooms for a course, recitation, or lab that you are teachin~ durin~ the Sprin~ 2013 or Fall 2013 semesters, 

please have your schedulin~ officer contact the University Re~istrar’s Schedulin~ Office. 

ff you have other questions or would like to talk about best practices for usin~ these classrooms, feel free to contact me. Thanks. 

Bob Henshaw 

ITS Liaison to the Center for Faculty Excellence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

bob henshaw@unc.edu 

9~9 962-9969/ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
courseschedulingoflicers as: <a href "mailm:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
emM to <a href "mailto:leave-32180225-49528349.22d3319a6e695eSc95e441a67eSt3061@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32180225- 
49528349.22d3319a6e695eSc95e441 a67eSf3061 @li stserv .unc.edu</a> 



From: ~emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet~: RE: ttello 

Eunice, 

Sounds good, see you tomorrow at 1:30pro, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: Hello 

1:55 PM 

Dear 

1.30pro would work from this end. 

See you then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

1:43 PM 

Hi Eunice, 

I have meetings in the morning from 8:30am-10am, and then from 10am-12pm. If you are there at 8am, I could stop by then briefly, or I could come by in the afternoon 
anytime after 12? Let me know what would be better for you. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: Hello 

1:42 PM 

Dear 

I hope you are doing. 

Can you stop by my office tomorrow in the morning? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Faculty Meeting - Update 

Professor Sable, 

I am unsure if my response to this email was ever sent. Ijus~ wanted to douNe check that the union has confirmed this date to meet ruth faculty. We will have at leas~t 5 

confirmed students in attendance and we are working on getting more. Also, Rob Stephens of the NAACP has requested to be present. Is that something that you are 

ok ruth? 

Best. 

On Fri, at 9:26 AM, Sable, Eunice N < eunice(~emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Monday . at ll.00am would work best for most faculty. Kindly let me know if this works from your end so that I can book a space and confirm with faculty. 

Thanks and I hope you are doing well, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Subject: Faculty Meeting 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Af[er meeting with this ye~fs AFAM union ~,ice so fax, we have all come to the conclusion that it would be a great idea to tly to convene an iiffonndl meeting with 
department faculty as soon as possible. There is a vely apparent climate of frus~tration and discontent that students and faculty appear to inhabit right now and I think 

it would be most advantageous to tty to collectively channel our shared frustrations into the department and its internal development. I think we would be partAcularly 

interested in meeting with you, Dr. Hildebrand, Professor Hall, Dr. Jordan, Professor Jankel~ Professor Caldwell, Professor Boyd, Professor Pier and Professor 

McMillan. I list these particular professors ably because of some of their recent written expressions of exasperation concerning the DTH and its contribution to 

casting the department and department faculU in such a negative light. However, I do want to underscore the fact that we definitely want to meet ruth and talk to as 

many and all proiEssors as possible. 

I wanted to write to you first to see if you could logistically contribute to making this meeting happen. How tEasible do you think it could be to convene such a group 

within the next week or two? I know professors’ schedules a~e hectic and demanding, and student schedules are no less chaotic, bnt I tEel that the importance of 

fanning an ongoing ffmdent- faculU dialogue should not be los~t on anyone. I also acknowledge that you mus~ be ovenvhehned by so many obligations. If you let me 

know when you ale tree for a moment this week or next week, I would gladly stop by your office and we can chat in person. I’ve CC’d Dr. Hildebrand on this elnail, 

so if you (Dr. Hildebrand) have suggestions for making this event happen, I would love to heart from you as well. Thanks so much! 

All the Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 4:29 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Faculty Meeting - Update 

Ok, great. I’ll let Rob know. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:10 PM, "Sable, Ennice N" <ennice~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Yes, the meeting is confirmed and I will send you an update with a location tomorrow. 

And yes, Rob is welcomed to the meeting. 

Take care and looking forward to seeing you and others. 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 3:10 PM 
To-" SaNe, EuNce N 
Subject; Re: Eaculty Meeting - Update 

Professor Sable, 

I am unsure if my response to this email was ever sent. I just wanted to double check that the nnion has confirmed this date to meet ruth facully. We will 

have at least 5 confirmed students in attendance and we are worldng on getting more. Also, Rob Stephens of the NAACP has requested to be present. Is 

that s~mething that yon ale ok with? 

Best, 

On Fri, at 9:26 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Monday at :t:t.OOam would work best for most faculty. Kindly let me know if this works from your end so that I can book a space and confirm 
with faculty. 

Thanks and I hope you are doing well 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Faculty Meeting 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

After meeting with this year’s AFAIVl union twice so far, we have all come to the conclusion that it would be a gleat idea to t~ to convene an i~fformal 

meeting with department facul~l as soon as possible. There is a vely apparent climate of frustration and discontent that students and faculty appeal to 

inhabit right now and I think it would be most advantageous to try to collectively channel our sha~ed ti-astrations into the department and its internal 

development. I think we would be particularly interested in meeting with you, Dr. ttildebrand, Prot~ssor Hall, Dr. Jordan, Prot~ssor Janken, Prot~s~r 

Cald~vell, Prot~ssor Boyd, Prot~ssor Pier and Proi~ssor McMillan. I list these particular professors only because of some of their recent wrirten 

expressions of exasperation concerning the DTH and its contribtuion to casting the department and depaCunent thculty in such a negative light. 

However, I do want to underscore the fact that we definitely want to meet with and talk to as many and all professors as possible. 

I wanted to write to you firs1 to see if you could logistically contribute to making this meeting happen. How feasible do you think it could be to coiwene 

such a group within the next week or re, o? I know professors’ schedules are hectic and demaading, and student schedules eae no less chaotic, but I feel 

that the imIx~rtance of forming an ongoing student- facul~ dialogue shonld not be lost on anyone. I also acknoMedge that you must be overwhehned by 

so many obligations. If you let me know when you are free for a moment this week or next weeL I would gladly stop by your office and we can chat in 

person. I’ve CC’d Dr. Hildebrand on this email, so if you (Dr. Hildebrand) have snggestions for making this event happen, I would love to hear fiom 



you as well. Thm~s so much! 

All the Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.~ 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 8:48 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Upcoming Event at Duke: Kaiama L. Glover / Oct. 1 @ 4 pm / "New Narratives oftlmti, or, How to Empathize With a Zombie" 

poster.glover.sm.j pg; poster.glover.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
"El~a Bourque Dandfidge" <ebd4@duke.edu> 

Please distribute widely 

Please join us at 4 pm on October I in the H~fiti Lab (Bay 4, Smith Warehouse) for a talk by Kaiama L. Glover (Barnard College) entitle& "New Narratives of 

Haiti, or, How to Empatlfize With a Zombie." 

Kaiama Glover is a leading specialist of contempom~ Haitim~ literatt~re and author of the recem book, Haiti Unbound." A Spiralist Challenge to the Postcolonial 

Canon. 

The evem is co- sponsored by the Haiti Lab and the Center for French and Francophone Stt~dies (CFFS) at Duke. Please email ebd4~duke.edu for additional 
infi~rmation. Flyers attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <nj h@duke.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 9:08 PM 

intl-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu 

Join us for the opening reception on October 2: Days of the Dead: From Mexican Roots 
to Present Day Practice in the United States 

Please join us for the opening reception of Days of the Dead: From Mexican Roots to Present Day Practice in 
the United States, a photography exhibit to be held in the Fredric Jameson Gallery in the Friedl Building on 
Duke’s East Campus on Tuesday, October 2 
from 5:30 to 7:30 pm. 

In the gallery space, we will have various images from the Mexican Day of the Dead celebration, a Oaxacan 
traditional altar, and a student-designed mural to be painted by local school children from EK Powe Elementary 
School. The opening reception will include cultural commentary by visiting Oaxaqueno weavers and educators, 
Eric and Janet Chavez Santiago. 

This event is presented by the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, Service-Learning Program, Center for Global Studies 
and the Humanities, Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, Spanish Language Program, Department of Cultural 
Anthropology, Department of Romance Studies, Mi Genre student organization, Center for Multicultural Affairs, International 
Comparative Studies, all at Duke University. Special thanks to Oaxaca Cultural Navigator LLC (oaxacaculture.com). 

This exhibition is co-curated by Bill Bamberger and Jenny Snead Williams. For more information on the exhibit or the opening 
reception, please visit latinostudies.duke.edu. 

We hope to see you there! 



To: S ahle; EuniCe N~euniee@ em a!l unc edu 

Subject: Ourtop 5tipsfo~ writing be~er research papers 

n i~mi~ ~n~m~ilf~mq~e~tia!Ad O~Utadd~eSSb~k:QUeSr!a;Ema!!@mai!!;queStia;e~m: 

Ga~i~se~im~g~ ~i~W~b~Si~ ~t~ ~i~i~g~heSeemails;yo~rnay~S~bS~ribe n 

Top five lessons learned from our Questia readers! 

We’ve all heard the expression "hindsight is 

20/20," and the same goes for writing research 

papers! Last week, we posed a question to our 

readers: For those of you well-seasoned research 

paper writers out there, what’s the best ~esso~ 

you’ve learned about writing a great 

The many responses about lessons learned fell 

into five categories, each with something valuable 

to say about how students can create a quality 

research paper and still keep their sanity. 

How to write an effective New Questia research tutorials: 

in~:roduc~:ion Research papers a~d assignments 
A well-written research paper now easier ~ha~ ever 
introduction will set the tone for We’re putting together a full arsenal of 

your paper and make your readers tools, tips and videos to help you 

want to read more. Discover the tackle the toughest research 

four main goals a strong assignments while keeping your cool. 

introduction should accomplish. 

Write getter Papers Faster With Trusted Ot~ine Research 

We kept all of our great features, but we have redesigned the entire site to be more 

user-friendly and useful for our users. 



Reading Room 

Did you know that September 24th Js Nationa~ Punct~atio~ Day? 
To honor this special day, we’ve selected our most useful books on punctuation 

and grammar to help you get started on writing an error-free paper today! 

The Nuts and 8olts of College 
By Michael Ha~ey 

~:~:~:~:~:~,~:~:~:~ 5~n ~o[d[y! Dr~ Dave’s Guide to Writi~g the College ~aper 
By David R. Williams 

.................... Read 

:~.,. ;.~.~o~ Shortcuts for the Student Writer 
~~~ ByJay Silverman, Elaine Hughes, Diana Roberts Wienbroer 

and Good Style 
By Richard Lauchman 

Alphabet to IE~ail: Holy Writte~ E~glish Evolved a~d Where 

Head~ng 

By Naomi S.Baron 

Enjoy these 5 books, and if you want to see more check out the "Featured" books 

section on Questia. 

Which of the fo~lowi~g examples contains the incorrect 

etymology of the word? 

A. "Knight" comes from the Old English word "cniht" 



B. "Alarm" comes from the Italian phrase "AIl’arme" 

C. "Scream" comes from the Anglo-Saxon outcry "hcream" 

D. "October" comes from the Latin words "octu" and 

"imber" 
E. "Essay" comes from the Spanish verb "essayer" 

C) Free for a limited time 

September 

We’re celebrating Hispanic Heritage Month as well as Women of Achievement Month 

by sharing free content on the top five most researched Hispanic writers and the 

top five most researched women in world history! 

Check out the articles below to learn more about these subjects and see what 

content we’ve made free for a limited time. 

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra 

¯ Gabriel Garcia Marquez 

¯ Federico Garcia Lorca 
¯ Pablo Neruda 

¯ Jose Luis Borges 

°~ Connect with Questia 

¥ o a ha yes U bs Crib ed t 0 re � e ire e mails fro m Q Ue St ia¥ 0 u p rovi d e d y o U re ;m a i la d d re S s 
(eun!#e@emai! u n# ed u) wheny6u i eg!ste ~ed or purchased from US ~o U nsubsCdbe from such ema!! S C!iCk 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 3:59 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Faculty Meeting with t~cul~- Location 

That’s sounds perfect. We will see you all at Monday at 11:00ran. 

Best, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 3:49 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are details for Monday: 

Monday Vance Hall conference room - where we met with Prof. Hildebrand and others in 

I have told faculty that this a meeting only for majors/minors, members of the union and some former students in the department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:29 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Faculty Meeting - Update 

Ok, great. I’ll let Rob know. 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On , at 4:10 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <e~mice@emailxmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Yes, the meeting is confirmed and I will send you an update with a location tomorrow. 

And yes, Rob is welcomed to the meeting. 

Take care and looking forward to seeing you and others. 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @clmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3::I0 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Faculty Meeting - Update 

Professor Sable, 

I am unsure if my response to this emaJl was ever sent. I just wanted to double check that the union has confinned this date to meet with 

t?aculty. We will have at least 5 confimaed students in attendance and we are working on getting more. Also, Rob Stephens of the NAACP 

has requested to be present. Is that something that you are ok with? 

Best, 

On Fri, 

Dear 

at 9:26 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Monday            at 11.00am would work best for most faculty. Kindly let me know if this works from your end so that T can book a space 
and confirn~ with faculty. 

Thanks and T hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: #gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
(:::c: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
S,,bject: Faculty Meeting 

Professor Sahle, 

Atter meeting with this yeaYs AFAM union twice so far, we have all come to the conclusion that it would be a great idea to try to convene 

an iat’onna] meeting with depastment thculty as soon as possible. There is a very apparent cli~nate of frustration and discontent that 

students and faculU appear to inhabit right now and I think it would be most advantageous to try to collectively channel our shaaced 

frustrations into the department and its internal developtnent. I think we would be particularly interested in meeting with you, Dr. 

Hildebrand, Professor Hall, Dr. Jordan, Professor Janken, Professor Caldwell, Professor Boyd, Professor Pier and Professor McMillan. I 

list these particular professors only because of some of their recent written expressions of exasperation concerning the DTH and its 

contribution to casting the department and department faculi3J in such a negative light. Howevec I do want to underscore the fact that we 

definitely want to meet with and ta]k to as many and all professors as possible. 

I wanted to write to you first to see if you could logistica]ly contribute to making "this meeting happen, ttow tEaaible do you "think it could 

be to convene such a group within the next week or two? I know protEssors’ schedules are hectic and demanding, and student schedules 

are no less chax~tic, bu’t I tEel that the importance of fi~rming an ongoing student- tZacult.5~ dialogue should not be lost on anyone. I also 

acknowledge that you must be overwhelmed by so many obligations. If you let me know when you are ti’ee tbr a moment this week or 
next week, I would gladly s~top by your office and we can chat in person. I’ve CC’d Dr. Hil&brand on this email, so if you (Dr. 

Hildebrand) have suggestions tbr making this event happen, I would love to heaac from you as well. Thanks so ~nuch! 

All the Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

URGENT: BSM i to meet with AFAM Chair 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

My name is          and I am the        of the Black Student Movement. Thank you for speaking to me briefly today. I would love the opportunity to meet with you 
sometime soon to discuss how us black students can work with the AFAM Department to improve relations and work to have the negative talk of the AFAM department cease. 
Please let me know when you are available! 

Thanks, 

The Diaspora Fe~ivalofBlackand Independent Film 
Wednesday,            I 12:0001Stone Center 

Mr. and Miss BSM / Underclassman Court Forum 
Wednesday,            I 5:30p I Upendo Lounqe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Mentoring Institt~te <~MENTOR- L@unm.edu> 

Friday, Septem~r 21, 2012 8:06 PM 

MENTOR- L@LIST.UNM.EDU 

[MENTOR-L] 2012 Mentoring Contbrence - Registra’don Closing September 28 

Mentoring 

Insitute 

2012 MENTORING CONFERENCE 

Join us for more than 150 presentations. 
Register now at mentor.unm.edu/conference/reqistration.htm[ 

Belle 
Rose 

Ragins 

2012 Mentoring Conference Speakers 

Dr. Belle Rose Ragins is a Professor of Management at the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her research interests focus on mentoring, diversity and 
positive relationships at work. She has written more than 100 papers for 
presentation at national and international conferences and for publication in the 
nation’s leading academic journals. She is co-author of Mentoring and Diversity: 
An International Perspective (with David Clutterbuck), and co-editor of The 
Handbook of Mentodng at Work (with Kathy Kram) and Exploring Positive 
Relationships at Work (with Jane Dutton). Dr. Ragins is an invited member of 
the Society for Organizational Behavior, a Fulbright Scholar, and a Fellow of the 
Society for Industrial-Organizational Psychology, the Society for the Psychology 
of Women, the American Psychological Association, and the American 
Psychological Society. 

Dr. Ragins will have two presentations: 

October 24th Opening Session: 

Formal Mentoring: "Evil Step-Sister" or "Perfect Cousin" to Informal 
Relationships ? 

Formal mentoring is often assumed to be less effective than informal relationships, yet 
there are many hidden strengths in formal relationships. This session will dispel the myths 
and illuminate the potential strengths of formal mentoring. An overview of the similarities 
and differences between formal and informal mentoring relationships will be provided, 
along with practical methods for creating effective mentoring programs and developing 
high quality formal mentoring relationships. 

October 26th Closing Session 

Diversity and Mentoring: Leveraging the Power of Differences 

Diversity in mentoring relationships can be a strength and a challenge. This session will 
offer an overview of the complexities and challenges of diverse mentoring relationships, 
the potential power of the relationship, and the skills and strategies needed to develop 
effective diverse mentoring relationships 

Xiu Gang Chou Laura G. Maureen    Mark Searby David L. Eng 
F-"ie n:::’,, r ?, Jingzhong Lunsford Breeze 

S pe~= k~ S pe.~’,, kei Workshop VVc,~kshop 
Trar~s~:~tor L~:,:~de~ Le~der 

D~,vid Eng, Presideni & Ci~ief 
Officer, DLE Cor~sult~nts 

¯ This hands on, interactive, energizing 
seminar will guide participants through the 
True Colors foundational experience. True 
Colors is a simple model of personality 
identification, which utilizes colors as a This speech attempts to provide a 



metaphor to differentiate the four basic 
personality types. True Colors becomes an 
uncomplicated language for every 
individual to convey complex ideas very 
simply. 

. In this session, participants will be 
introduced to academic coaching and 
witness first-hand how coaching skills can 
be used to create bonds with students, 
develop intrinsic motivation, help students 
create vision for their futures, and promote 
accountability. 

Confucius model of mentoring relationship 
as a means to promote academic success 
of mentees. Despite the widespread 
influence of Confucianism both at home 
and abroad, the mentoring theory and 
practice with distinctive features of Chinese 
mentoring culture remain unknown to the 
academe, waiting for scholars to explore. 

The Lilt~ms,,’.e S~.icc~ss ,,<:o~muia 
Dsqd L. 8n{#, i:;r~ssident & Chief Lear..’-’..i~g 
Officer, DLE Consulta~ts 

The Ultimate Success Formula was 
developed by the practitioners of Neuro- 
Linguistic Programming after studying high 
achieving and successful people who have 
attained all their goals in life and business. 
Apply the Ultimate Success Formula in your 
life and make your dreams come true. 
Successful people do. 

. This workshop will give you the resources, 
framework and skills to start a successful 
faculty/student mentoring program at your 
college or university, AND teach you the 
best practices to participate successfully in 
mentoring relationships. 

i.e~.=di.,+’.,g r=-’.,+,,d i.e~.=,,",,"~i.,+’.,5~ i,+,, Ti,,",,"~es oi 
i..inde~sts=ndim.~ th~} Dy,,’-~smics of Loss 
M~ n to u l-’.,<.~ Rei~=tioi~st~ips 
Ma~k Searby, Di~ector, Doctor of Ministry 
Studies a~~d St~de~~t 

This session will provide: 1) a description 
of the dynamics of change and loss which 
organizations experience when faced with 
significant challenges, 2) a "model of 
change" which can be used by mentors in 
equipping proteges for this task of 

Courtney Falko Guillermo     Maggie Elaine Bearer Amy Stein 
Johnson Steinbach Figueroa Werner- 

Washburne 

The 2012 Mentoring Conference will feature a special session, titled: Mentoring in the Arts. 
The five speakers will explore the role that mentoring plays within the arts, and offer 
research, analysis and commentary on the ways which mentoring positively influences the 
budding artist. Presentations are listed below: 

Project Coordinator: 

Cou~¢ney Jo/lnson~ MD~ Professor of Pediatrics and Rheums~tology 
Processing Movement & Sound from a Pianist’s and Composer’s Perspective 
~e~ko S~e~bach~ Professo~ o~ Music. UNM 
The Role of Mentors in Musical Pe~ormers 
Ou~e~mo F~{#ue~oa~ V~o~n~st & Art~sSc O~rectc% F~{#ue~oa Mus~c & A~s ~:~ro~ec.t 
Energizing the Water 

Mentoring Innovation: The Experience of a Composer-Scientist 
Ebine Bea~e~, MD, PhD, Har~ey Family ~>~ofesso~ & Vice Chrai~ ~o~ Rese:;~ch. 8NM 
Schoo~ of Medicine, Depa~tme~t of P~athoio~y 
De-mysti~ing the creative and drawing processes 

[ i~ Diversity Leadership C .... il 



you do not want to keep receiving e-mails from the Mentoring Institute, go to 
http:flmentor.unm.edulconference/unsubscribe.php and enter your e-mail. 

You can also go to http://mentor.unm.edu/conference/subscribe.html if you want to keep receiving information 
about the Mentoring Conference 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, September 22, 2012 3:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Romney Reveals He Paid 14% Rate in ’11 Tax Return 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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~llc N’~’~= ~rk ~%~,~ September 22, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,.T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

TOP NEWS 

Romney Reveals He Paid 14% 
Rate in ’11 Tax Return 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and DAVID 
KOCIEN IEWSKI 

Mitt Ronmey responded to months of 
political pressure on Friday by making 
public lfis most recent tax return and 
limited information from previous 
years. 

, ~ Document: Mitt and Ann Romney’s 2011 

Tax Returns 

’: The Caucus: Romney’s Taxes Compared With 

Everyone Else’s 

Angry Libyans Target 

Militias, Forcing Flight 
By SULIMAN ALl ZWA¥ and KAREEM ~AHIM 

Thousands of Libyans marched through 
Benghazi and seized control of the 
headquarters of several militias, demandh~g that they be disarmed after an American ambassador was killed. 

Medicare Bills Rise as Records Turn Electronic 
By REED ABELSON, JULIE CRESWELL and GRIFFIN J. PALMER 

The move to electronic health records may be adding billions of dollars to Medicare costs by enabling 
hospitals and physicians to bill more for the same services. 
" ~’~ Graphic: A Sharp Rise in Medicare Payments 

. ~ Document: The Medical Record of an Overbilled Patient 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If a horse is sound, why does it need all these drugs? I never gave consent." 
SUSAN KAYNE, om~er of Bourbon Bandit, on veterinary treahnent of the horse. 

~ VIDEO: 

Breakdown: The 
Lab Race 
At a time when the racing 



industry is in crisis over the widespread 
doping of racehorses, testing 
laboratories play a vital role in cleaning 
up the sport. 

" Related Article 

Slide Show: Indiana at the Forefront of 
Drug Testing 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I 
DISUNION 
Freedom and 
Restraint 
By JOHN FABIAN WITT 

In the crucible of 
emancipation, Lincoln created the rules 
that now goveru soldiers around the 
world. 

4 WEE}{S 

WORLD 

Iranian Dissidents Convince U.S. to Drop Terror Label 
By SCOTT SHANE 

The Mujahedeen Kha]q, an opposition group that mounted an extraordinary campaign to get off the State 
Department’s list of terrorist organizations, has succeeded, officials said. 

Troop ’Surge’ in Afghanistan Ends With Mixed Results 
By ROD NORDLAND 

The nfilestone, which still leaves 68,000 American troops in Afghanistan, went nearly unremarked in the 
country, with no statement from President Hanfid Karzai or the United States nfilitary conmmnder, Gen. 
John R. Allen. 

, Progress Seen in Resolving U.S.-Afghan Dispute 

Chief Censor in Myanmar Caps His Red Pen 
By THOMAS FULLER 

U Tint Swe, head of Myanmar’s Press Scrutiny and Registration Division, is closing down the office after 48 
years anfid democratic reforms. 

" IHT Rendezvous: A Reporter ’Friends’ His Censor 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

BREAKDOWN I DEATH AND DISARRAY AT AMERICA’S RACETRACKS 
At the Track, Racing Economics Collide With Veterinarians’ Oath 
By WALT BOGDANICH, JOE DRAPE and REBECCA R. RUIZ 

Horse-racing veterinarians are both doctor and drugstore; the more drugs they prescribe, the more money 
they make. 

¯ ’ ~.~ Video: The Lab Race 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Indiana at the Forefront of Drug Testing 

:’ More From This Series 

Avoiding Sugared Drinks Limits Weight Gain in Two Studies 
By RONI CARYN RABIN 

New York City’s ban on large sweetened beverages has been hotly disputed, but these clinical trials show that 
replacing sugary drinks can slow weight gain in children. 

New Fears in Los Angeles as Highway Closes Again 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

The closing of Interstate 405 in Los Angeles last year did not result in the nightnmre that was expected, but 
officials fear they will not be so lucky this time. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
BP Offers to Acquire Larger Stake in Rosneft 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

The giant oil company said it would enlarge the stake if it could first sell its interests in a private joint 
venture in Russia. 

U.S. and European Regulators Approve Universal’s Purchase of EMI 
By BEN SISARIO 

The regulators backed a reduced version of the Universal Music Group’s $1.9 billion takeover of EMI music, 
saying eoneessious would ensure continued competition. 

" Media Decoder Blog: Q. and A. With Ooaquin Almunia on the UniversaI-EMI Deal 

To Stay Relevant in a Career, Workers Train Nonstop 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

The need to constantly adapt is the new reality for anyone whose job is touched by computing - not just to 
change careers, but simply to stay competitive on one’s chosen path. 

SPORTS 

AN APPRAISAL 
Turn Out the Lights on the Mets 
By MICHAEL POWELL 

To a lifelong Mets fan, September baseball at Citi Field meaus a surreal excursion into a caven~ous shell 
abandoned by optinfism long ago. 

¯ ’ Mets 7, Marlins 3: Mets Snap Home Losing Streak 

:’ Bats: A Day Later, Collins Takes It Back 

10 INNINGS: YANKEES 2, ATHLETICS 1 
Martin Rescues Lead in Extra Innings 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

Russell Martin’s home rtm in the loth inning lifted the Yankees over the Oakland A’s after Rafael Soriano 
blew a 1-o lead in ninth on a solo homer by Brandon Moss. 
" g, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

ON BASEBALL 
Reversal on Cabrera Doesn’t Change the Facts 
By TYLER KEPNER 

A new rule change eliminated Melky Cabrera’s chances for a batting rifle, but in the process, Commissioner 
Bud Selig nfight have put baseball on a slippery slope that he wisely wanted to avoid. 

° Melky Cabrera Is Out of Race for Hitting Title 

:’ Roundup: Late Rally by Cubs Spoils Carpenter’s Season Debut 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

At His Penthouse, a T~te-&-T~te With Columbus 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

With "Discovering Colmnbus," ma apartment built 60 feet over Colmnbus Circle in New York City, Tatzu 
Nishi has aelfieved a nifty bit of Surrealist displacement. 
~ ~ Slide Show: Christopher Columbus Up Close 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 
Cash Crops, Emphasis on the Cash 
By STEPHEN TOTILO 

The new video game FannVille 2 is a slicker, lnore attractive - and more money-htmgry - version of the 
origh]al. 

DANCE REVIEW 
All This in the Name of Fashion 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 



New York City Ballet’s fall gala featured new costumes by Valentino and a new ballet by Peter Martins to 
showcase them. 
" ~ Slide Show: New York City Ballet Gala 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

THE GETAWAY 
Fleeced by Fees When You Travel? 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

That newspaper at your hotel door? That blmaket on the plane? The chair at the beach? They could cost you, 
whether you know it or not. 3rod it adds up. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER BLOG 
How to Avoid a Smart-phone’s Bite 
By SETH KUGEL 

Whether you’re a casual user or you like to stay constantly connected, here are tips for using a smartphone 
overseas without going broke. 

’: Share Your Comments 

Luxembourg by Bike: 3 Days and loo Miles 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Riding border to border through a dozen tomas, picture-perfect farnfland and one alphorn trio serenade. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Cycling Around Luxembourg 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Voter Harassment, Circa 2012 
Groups aligned with the Tea Party and other conservative causes are using Jim Crow-era tactics at the ballot 
box. 

EDITORIAL 
Myanmar’s Fragile Democracy 
Along with the United States govenm~ent, businesses will have important roles to play to encourage reform. 

EDITORIAL 
Congress’s Unpopular Watchdog 
With big-money politics presenting m~ ever greater ethical fl~reat, the House nmst keep open the Office of 
Congressional Ethics. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Please Hold for Mr. Putin 
By SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE 

A Russian tradition flatters writers in a culture where literature has special prestige. But the surprise also 
promotes the cult of the unpredictable czar. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Polar Express 
By GAlL COLLINS 

So much work for Congress to get done and so little time before going home to run for re-election. 
Everything’s exciting, people! 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Has Apple Peaked? 
By JOE NOCERA 

The nasty glitch in the iPhone 5 suggests that the law of big companies even applies to the most valuable one 



in America. 

-’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 22, 1862, President Abraham Lincoln issued the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, declaring 

all slaves in rebel states should be free as of 3an. 1, 1863. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: URGENT: BSM to meet with AFAM Chair 

Dr. SaNe, 

I can attend both events and have placed them both on my personal calendar. I cannot wait to speak with you and other professors about all of the topics at hand. 

Thanks, 

The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 
Wednesday,            I 12:00p I Stone Center 

Mr. and Miss BSM / Underclassman Court Forum 
Wednesdayr            I 5:30p I Upendo Lounge 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:48 AM 
To: 
Cc: Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: URGENT: BSM I to meet with AFAM Chair 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

In terms of a meeting to discuss issues that the BSM is concerned about, here are some possibilities: 

:1) Monday,            at ll.00am: a few weeks ago, some current and former majors and minors in the department requested a meeting with me and 8 other faculty 
members. Please feel free to attend the meeting on Monday. It will take place in Vance Hall (conference room). 

2) Monday, You can meet with me in my office, 10:[ Battle Hall at 1L00am. I will ask Professors Hildebrand and Janken to join us. 

In the meantime, I have attached excerpts of remarks that I presented a couple of weeks ago at a meeting called by the BoG panel that was appointed in June. 

I am copying Dee Reid and Dean Hartlyn to this email for their information. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 6:37 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: URGENT: BSM to meet with AFAM Chair 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

My name is          and I am the        of the Black Student Movement. Thank you for speaking to me briefly today. I would love the opportunity to meet with you 
sometime soon to discuss how us black students can work with the AFAM Department to improve relations and work to have the negative talk of the AFAM department cease. 
Please let me know when you are available! 

Thanks, 

The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 
Wednesday,            I 12:00p I Stone Center 

Mr. and Miss BSM / Underclassman Court Forum 
Wednesday,            I 5:30p I Uoendo Lounqe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Sunday, September 23, 2012 5:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Change of Domain Name for the Think Tank - Sociologynetwork.org 

Dear Colleagues/Comrades, 

As per the request of the current president of SSF US Chapter. We will discontinue using the domain name ssfthinktank.org our think 
tank will now be available in the newly registered domain name 

http://www.socioloqynetwork.orq 

This is the last mail sent from this domain name. All futures mails will be from www.sociologynetwork.org 

Please make this change in all the networks/forums and colleagues that you have shared this information too. 

As per our promise we will continue to keep this platform alive and we encourage you to participate in the network. 

There are F:[VE WAYS ways in which you can CONTRIBUTE to the upkeep of your platform. 

1. Become a Volunteer l~loderator (Ideal for Students and those who are tech savvy and interested in Social Media and networks). - 
Help us moderate the discussions, encourage members to post new ideas, start new groups, increased uploads and have interesting 
sociological discourse. 

2. Spread the Word: This is one of a kind network exclusive on Sociology. No other Sociological organization has a fully interactive 
think tank. So please spread word about our think tank across your networks and to your colleagues, students and partners. 

3. Post materials: We love to know what you are working on share your ideas, start discussions, upload pod casts and video streams 
and engage yoursociology colleagues in exchange of ideas and collaborative projects. 

4. Advertise with us: You have a book, or an event or even a product that is related to Sociology or Development Sector, advertise 
with us. 

5. Lastly, take a moment to visit the box on the top right and Donate USD 5 or above to keep us running. All donations will be 
acknowledged in the website with thanks on the 30th of September 2012. 

We look forward to your continued support in keeping this space active and contribute to the growth of Global Sociological discourse. 

For any queries contact us TODAY write to partners@dev-cafe.orq 

Thank you and Kind regards, 

ICT4D Team 

Think Tank for Global Sociology 

New Domain Name : http:/!www.sociologynetwork.org 

Visit Think Tank for Global Sociology at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/?xq source=msq mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <mail@sociologynetwork.org> 

Sunday, September 23, 2012 5:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Welcome to Sociology Network 

Dear Colleagues/Comrades, 

Welcome to the new Domain name of the Think Tank on Global Sociology. 

www.sociologynetwork.org 

Your profiles, blogs and videos, have all been transferred successfully you do need to make any changes, or edits or major alterations. 

All your profile information and discussions have been preserved in the domain name as it was in the earlier domain. Just make sure to 
enter www.sociologynetwork.org to enter the portal. 

Lets continue the Global Sociological Discourse. 

There are F:IVE WAYS ways in which you can CONTRIBUTE to the upkeep of your platform. 

1. Become a Volunteer Moderator (Ideal for Students and those who are tech savvy and interested in Social Media and networks). - 
Help us moderate the discussions, encourage members to post new ideas, start new groups, increased uploads and have interesting 
sociological discourse. 

2. Spread the Word: This is one of a kind network exclusive on Sociology. No other Sociological organization has a fully interactive 
think tank. So please spread word about our think tank across your networks and to your colleagues, students and partners. 

3, Post materials: We love to know what you are working on share your ideas, start discussions, upload pod casts and video streams 

and engage yoursociology colleagues in exchange of ideas and collaborative projects. 

4. Advertise with us: You have a book, or an event or even a product that is related to Sociology or Development Sector, advertise 

with us. 

5. Lastly, take a moment to visit the box on the top right and DonateUSD 5 or above to keep us running. All donations will be 
acknowledged in the website with thanks on the 30th of September 2012. 

We look forward to your continued support in keeping this space active and contribute to the growth of Global Sociological discourse. 

For any queries contact us TODAY write to partners@dev-cafe.org 

Regards, 

[CT4D Team 

Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Support us Today! 

http://www.socioloqynetwork.orq/paqe/support-the-think-tank 

Visit Think Tank for Global Sociology at: http://www.socioloqynetwork.orq/?xq source=msq mes network 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~glna]l.com> 

Monday, 2:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edtr’~ 

AFR[/AFAM Union Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

Hello. my name is              and rm a reporter for lJ~e Daily Ta~ Heel. I’m covering the AFRliAFAM Union and facul~ meeting on Monday morning, and I 

was Wonderina if you a~ plonning to attend. If you could let me kaiow if you will be at the meeting, it would be a huge help! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Study Divides Breast Cancer Into Four Distinct Types 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines September 24, 2012 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Medi~ & Adver~isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On lhis 

~[onlize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

St~ldy Divides lBreasi Caiicer 

Into Four Distinct Types 

New findings are reshaping the 
understanding of breast cancer, 
pointing to the use of drugs approved 
for other cancers. "This is the road 
map for how we might cure breast 
cancer in the future," a researcher 
said. 

~ Health Guide Breast Cancer 

Deadly Attack in Libya ~Nas 

Major Blow to C~I.Ao Efforts 

Among personnel pulled from 
Benghazi after the assault on the 
Ameriean mission were intelligenee operatives and eontraetors who were erueial to surveilhmee on 
militants. 

Li "ldiig It or Not, States Prepare for Health Law 
f.h: :’-’.:!..:’f 2..."..."i...’-i Jyk ::i:~ i 
A handflfl o1" states whose Republican governm’s oppose President Obama’s health care overhaul are 
working to have an insurance exchange ready before the deadline next month to create one. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’"Ibis is the road mop for how we miflit cure br*~ast crower it* tke fi~ture." 

DR~ MATTH E~" EIAAN, of Washington University, ;] researcher for ;] new study that has 

identified foot genetically distinct types of the em~eev. 

ARTS 

Lakshmi 

Looks from the crimson 
runway at the 64th annual Emmy 
Awards. 

~ Relsted Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
What’s 

"~Arllat°s ~ArF’On g Wrong 
~7itI3 With 

Pennsylvania? 

Tiffs was supposed to be                                                                   J 
a swing state, with the Republican 
presidential candidate threatening to win for the first time since 1988. It hasn’t worked out that 
way. 

Does art retain the power to 
shock? 
ALSO IN ARTS 

Smiti~sonian seeks to remake stodgy irqage 

Standing out from the new girls 

WORLD 

Gove~0nment iss~es Orde~° to IL’~isba~d Libya Forces 

Libya’s interim government ordered the breakup of all militias that do not fall under its authority, 



and demanded that those militias pull out of military compounds and public property within 48 

hours. 

Pollee Chief in Ctfinese Murde~° Scandal Con~4eted and Sentenced to 15 Yeai°s 

The Chinese authorities announced the guilty verdict for Wang Lijun, who exposed the slaying of a 

British businessman by a senior politician’s wife. 

Gray-suited, meticulous and little known to the public, Tom Donilon is President Obama’s national 

seeurity adviser and central figure in American foreign policy. 

More Worid News ~ 

THE CLOUD FACTORIES 

Data !Ba~’ns i~ a Fa~’m Town, (~obbHng Power a~(l Flexln~ Muscle 

When Internet factories come to town, they can feel less like their sleek, clean and convenient 

image and more like old-time manufacturing. 

~%rbat Do Teachers Dese~’~’e? ]1~ Idaho, Refe*’e~d~m May Offe*" Answer 

Chicago’s fight may be over, but in Idaho~ the debate over schools has morphed into a harsh 
discussion about whom the voters should trust. 

Obama and Romney Offer a Possible Pre~,~ew of’I’heiP First Debate 

In separate interviews for the CBS News program "6o Minntes," the candidates eritieized each other 

over foreign and domestic pofieies. 

BUSINESS 

’I’elev~slon’s Fail Season Endures 
i.::y i.:ii.i. 

The idea of a fall season of TV premieres~ originally tied to the model year for ears, has sulwived 

changing viewer habits and the eonstant flow of new cable programs. 

Apple’s Fe*ld ~,~ith Google Is Now Felt o~t iPhone 

Once the best of friends, Ooogle and Apple are battling in courtrooms and in the eonsumer 
marketplaee, with iPhone users in the cross-fire after Apple removed Ooogle’s maps app and 
YouTube. 

Mobile Se~-x4ees a~d Cable TV A~-e Unexpected AHies 

A little-notieed result of Verizon’s $3.9 billion airwave purchase is that cable eompanies can now 
use the carrier’s retail presence to sell eable paekaged with phone and wireless serviee. 

SPORTS 

JETS 23, DOLPHINS 20 (OMERTIME) 

3ets Make the Most of a Secolid C.han~e 

Nick Folk’s 33-yard field goal with 6 minutes 4 seconds left in overtime boosted the dets, who lost 

Darrelle Revis to a left knee injury in the third quarter. 

~E] .qo Score ~ Play-by-Play I ~ Slide Show 

ATHLETICS 5, YANKEES 4 

Ya~kees Elid [-lon~estand With £oss~ b[~t ~ith Lead intact 

~II]e Yankees had yet another opportunity to pull out a late-inning victory, but the Athletics held on 

to end New York’s seven-game winning streak. 

MANCHESTER UNITED 2, LIVERPOOL 1 



zM’ter a Fitting Trlb~te, Liverpool’s Inspired Play Falls Short 

Liverpool’s chance to remember the victims of the ~989 Hillsborough disaster Mter a report 

exonerated its supporters unfolded beautifully, poignantly and without incident. 

¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

~Homeland’ Takes Emmys l’or Drama 

At the "Pfimetime Emmy Awards" on Sunday Shmvtime’s new thriller "Homeland" ended the "Mad 
Men" winning streak for best drama, but ABC’s "Modern Family" maintained its grip on best 
comedy. 

~ S~ ~e Sh~wes The Awards [ The Red Carpe~ 

~The 
Winners and Nominees I More Coverage in ArtsBeat 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A J az~man Looks at Loss arid Finds Insphoatlo~ 

Dave Douglas’s new album, "Be Still," is underpinned by a recommendation from his mother, who 
died last year. 

After Jail and Release, New Fame as an Author 

Damien Echols, one of the defendants in the notorious West Memphis Three murder case and the 

author of a new memoir, finds himself an unlikely and uncomfortable celebrity. 

Mere Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Public TelexSslo~ Takes Role h~ Curbing Dropout Rates 

More than mo public television stations showed a seven-hour telethon on Saturday that asked 
viewers to wm’k with community organizations to lower the nation’s high school dropout rate. 

A Vaulty Fair for France Puts Timing in Quesfiou 

Condo Nast’s decision to start a French edition of Vanity Fair has some media executives questioning 
why the publisher insisted on announcing the news now, amid a stubborn economic crisis. 

ADVERTISING 
Spotllgh~ng ~Aromen V~ho Lead 

Advertising Age’s first ever list of the lOO most influential women in the industry coincides with 
the moth anniversary of a trade organization that supports women in advertising. 

More Media & AdvertisJnq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

O~ the }Vro~lg S~de 
h’aq is engaging in a dangerous game by enabling the flow of arms from Iran to Syria. 

EDITORIAk 

Politics, Principle and an At{aek on the CouPs 
A right-wing campaign to oust an able judge in Iowa raises worrisome questions. 

ED[TOR[Ak 

The Shocking News Abou{ Cod 
No species can rebound when it has been s~’ipped of its most fertile members as the cod has been. 

. More Opinion a 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Satanic ~ideo 
~.::.. f.:H. K~..L.~..F: 
What Salman Rnshdie can tell ns about America’s Muslim problem and the future of the Arab 
Spring. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

@-ED COLUMNI~ 

The Optimism Cure 

Mitt Romney reveals that his real eeonomie plan relies on magie. 



~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The symbolic impmt of last week’s Middle East violence is m~mistakable: four decades after Saigon, 

the drama of waning American power is being re-enacted. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 24, 2996, the United States and the world’s other major nuclear powers signed a treat)’ to 

end all testing and development of nuclear weapons. 

See This Front Page 
Buy Tihis FFont Page 

About This E-Mail 

Yoti ~eceived this message because you signed tip for NYrimes corn’s loday’s Headlines newsle~e~ As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protectin9 your privacy 

Marlage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe ~ Change You~ E-Mail I Pdwcy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:15 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr> 

Administrative Managers <asmgr~listserv.unc.edtr> 

[asddd] FW: Call for Papers/Peace and Nuclear Non-Prolii}ration Confere~me Feb. 15-17, 2013 

Peace Conference 2013.pdf 

The enclosed and attached messages are being sent on behalf ot: Professor Michelte gafaev at Wake Forest University to all deans, directors and 

department/curriculum chairs in the College, wiLh an information copy to administrative managers. 

I=mra: Hichelle Balaev [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Seat: Friday, September 2:[, 2012 4-:50 PM 

To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: CFP: Peace and Nuclear Non-Proliferation Conference Feb. :~5-~7, 20~3 

Please post and am~onnce to universib~ departments. 

Call for Papers: 

Peace and Nuclear Non-Proliferation Cortt}rence February 15-17, 2013. 

This interdisciplinary, international conference is co- organized by Professor Michelle Ba]aev, Wake Forest Universi~ and Professor Heather Hay/ton, Guilford College. 

’][’he conference plenary speaker is the United Nations Representative for Nuclear Disarmament Affairs, Angela Kane. 

Abstracts are due: November 15, 2012. Limited conference enrollment. 
Send absitracts and inquiries to: professorsforpeace at gmail.com 

Abstracts should address aW topic in one of the panels lis*ed below. 

Questions listed below the panel title are staading tx)ints--abstracts may address broader issues within the panel title and flreme. 

Panel 1 : The United Nations and Sustainable Disarmament 
How can we achieve sustainable disarnmment and what role does the U.N. play? 

Panel 2: Literature, War, and Nuclear Weapons 
How does literature shape our perceptions of wartime violence’? 

Panel 3: Ecosystems and Nuclear Waste 
What are the environmental and biological eft}cts of nuclea~r weapon production? 

Panel 4: Scientific Nuclear Disarmament Research and Governmental Policy 
Impact of scientific findings on global governmental policies of nuclear weapon trade. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.ed~~ 

Haxtlyi~ Jonatha~ <haNyn@unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI!AFAM Union Meeting 

Thanks. I’1f be there. 

5’ ~(H boc k: httc~ ://www. facebook, co-~/UNC. College 
’R,/it t~ r:: ht:t:r~://tv,/itter.con/uncco]]ec~c? 

Y: u’]R;b~ : ht:t:~:i/yoL~tdb~.cozi;sez,iUNCCc:,]le~£ 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Monday, 9:45 AN 

T~ Reid, Dee 
~e~ Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subje~t~ RE: AERI/A~AN Union Neelng 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks for your email. I would be grateful if you attended the meeting. 

Best wishes and see you soon. 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Monday, 8:46 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: AFRI/AFAM Union Meeting 

It’s fine to allow the DTH reporter to attend, and it may be a good idea so that he can learn what you are doing with the curriculum, etc. You can assume the 

stud,-_ml:s wiH talk about it afterwarda and therefore it wHI leak ouI: anyway. You are not required ~:o allow the press in, so i[ you get to a ~)ow~t in the diK:usskm 

where you want ~t to be more priw][e., it’s okay [o say that, too. But I ~:hw~k overall H:’s best 1:o keep ~t open and ~:ransparent Do le[ [he attendees kt~ow [torn the 

outset that the press may be ~n the room. 

If you need rne there, let me know and ~’1~ ~e happy Lo attend, ~ut only ~:you and your colleagues would find it hNp~:ul. 

Best, 

Dee 

Chap}l i{~ N~ 2~599--3~00 

v,~k : nl: tp : i/co] ] ege. uric. edLI 

-’.’qt t6 E : httc~ : //twittei . com/ur’ccoi ieoe 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 

Se~t: Monday, 7:35 AN 

Te: Reid, Dee 

~¢: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 

Subject: N: AFRI!AFAN Union Meeting 

Dear Dee, 

This is a department meeting with faculty, current and former majors and majors to discuss the proposed new curriculum. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:10 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
~e: Reid, Dee 
S..bjeet: AFRI!AFAM Union Meeting 



Dr. Sable, 
ttello, my name is and I’m a reporter for the Daily Tar Heel. I’m coveting "the AFRI/AFAM Union mad facult.5~ meeting on Monday morning, and I 
was wondeting if you are pla~ning to attend. If you could let me know if yon roll be at the meeting, it would be a huge help! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,                  1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw- 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edtr> 

AFAM Union Meeling 

Dr. SaNe, 

My name is               and I’m the Daily Tar Heel reporter who attended today’s AFAM Union meeting. 1 just wanted to say thank you again for allowing me to 
sta~v for the meeting. I learned a lot from the discussion and I hope my article will beable to shed s~me Ix~sitive light on the AFAIVl department and s~dents. I think 

important for the public to know that in Dight of *~he scandal, your deparlanent is gdll an important part of the Caacolina communi~. 

If you need to contact me, my phone number is 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Meeting Tomorrow 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I have been ve~ busy this week and sick over the weekend. I can still come by yonr office in the morning but all I have been doing is looking for sources Mated to 

human rights disconrse and the use ofhnman rights language. I just wanted to let yon know that I am happy to wait to meet with you until next week because I know 

that you are veD~ busy and I don’t have anything new to discuss ruth you ,so far. I know that you did have one article about Nigeria that you fl~onght would be helpfifl. If 

yon could send that to me, I wonld love to read it’. 

Thank you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Beclcy <rbmll@email.tmc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 5:24 PM 

Williams Tia Howell <’6a william@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Teresa T <tsmifla7@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Overload question 

Tia, 

Since lecturers must teach six courses per year he will enter overload status in the spring for the additional m-o courses so it is appropriate to pay all at that time. You 

can pay him the ma~mum amount as long as lie has not received rely other overload pa~ents applying to his limit during this fi~al year. 

Feel ti~ee to contact me or Tere~ if you have any additional questions. 

Best, 
Beck?" 

Becl~ Williams 

Director of Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences 

rbwill(d~ema~L unc~edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 20, 2012, at 1:12 PM, "Williams, Tia ttowell" <tin mlliams,~;unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Becky, 

I am doing an overload for Mutima in AFAM. His salary is and I calculated 25%to be for his overload payment in Spring 2013. He is 

going to teach an extra class in the Fall Semester and an extra class in the Spring semester 2013. This will result in him teaching a total of two extra 

classes the academic year. I just want to double check that it is okay to do the maximum amount for him (25% of his salary) since we are paying him at 

the end of the academic year and, at that point, he will be in overload status. Am I required to split this payment at all? Or is it okay to do such a large 

lump sum!overload? 

~Tia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu;~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Syrian Wads Spillover Threatens a Fragile Iraq 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ j Busilsess I Spod:s i Art__s j Scieace i E,-!,Rorials I Op-Ed I On This Day 

~##rnize~ctav’# jj#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Septmnber 25, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Syria’s civil war is worsening 
sectarian tensions in Iraq nine 
months after American forces left 
and causing Iraq’s Shiite-led 
government to move closer to Iran, 

A MEASURE OF CHANGE 

In Arab Sp~’ing~ Obama Finds 

a Sharp Test 

In the almost two years of political 
turmoil in the Arab world, President 
Obama has learned that bold wm’ds 
and suppm~ for democratic 
aspirations m’e not enough to 
engender good will in the regiom 

Seeking allies, Teachers’ Unions Com’~c G,O,Po, Too 
f.::: MOT’...",." ~:iO i 
As traditional political alliances have shifted, teachers’ unions are navigating a delieate political 
landscape where they increasingly pursue friends in unlikely places. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is m~d pension*." 
VICTOR VICTORIO. 67. v~bo forages for fruits and vi;gctab[es in the garbage at a market in 
Ma dridr 

WORLD 

~SLmE s~ow,,    gi 
In Spain, 

Austerity and 

Hunge~o 
As Spain tries to meet its budget 
targets, it has been forced to 
introduce one austerity measure 
after another. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS       :~i 

V~% Are ~he 96 

Pea’cent 

Republican, we are all both makers and takers. 

WORLD 

Spain Recoils as Its Hungry Forage Trash I~ins for a Nex[ B’ieal 



As the economy worsens, some residents of Spain are turning to garbage bins in search of discarded 

food. 

[] Slide Show 

Before Palestiuians Act at UoNo, Israeli Officials Urge Other Steps 

Dan Meridor, the deputy prime minister, emphasized the need to return to the negotiating table, 
while Defense Minister Ehud Barak called for annexation of three large settlement blocs. 

Top Al~han SecoriD- Offlcial ~Wins Case Challenging Commption Acc**satiou 

A court in Kabul ruled that an official in the attorney general’s office had falsely accused Rangin 
Dadfar Spanta, the national security chief, of corruption. 

More World News 

~What Do Sharks Do in the Deep? Device May Tell 

A team of scientists is tagging great white sharks off Cape Cod in an effort to understand their 
migratory patterns and breeding habits and better protect them. 

~1--I Video Tago, inq Great WMtes 

~1-=1 Slide Show: Shark-Hu!-ding Off Cape Cod 

Mayor of an Ailing Iudlana Mill Towu Turns to a Chicago Veteran for Advice 

Mayor Karen Freeman-Wilson, struggling to revive Gary, Ind., has sought advice fl’om many 
quarters, including Dom former Mayor Richard M. Daley of Chicago and his graduate students. 

Safe*" Fllghtsv but l~sk Lurks on the 

Abont ~,ooo times a year, a plane or a vehicle moves onto an aetive runway by mistake, but 
regulators have been slow to address the problem. 

BUSINESS 

I~Jot at i,’oxconn Factory Underscores l~ft in China 

Analysts say the nation’s workers have beemne more aware of their rights but have few outlets to 
challenge or negotiate with employers. 

UoSo Dear*ring to Hospitals o** Medicare Bill Ab~*ses 

~II~e Obama administration cited "troubling signs" of abuse from the use of electronic records and 
vowed to prosecute fraud eases. 

1,M,F,’s Call for More Cots lrks Greece 

Greeks are increasingly angry over the prospect that public salaries and pensions will be sharply 
cut again in a last-ditch bid to secure a 31.5-billion-euro loan installment. 

~ EUI’O Watch: Spain Readies Budget for 2013 

S P 0 RTS 

For Suzuki, Respect for Bats Ix Key to Hitting 

Iehiro Suzuki treats his bats like fine instruments, delicately earing for them in a moisture-free, 
shock-proof ease for every Yankees game, 

YANKEES 6, TMvlNS 3 

Pettltte Lifts Yankees iu Auother Scoreless Effort 

?mdy Pettitte’s comeback tour from a broken left leg continued Monday when he pitched six 
scoreless innings to lead the Yankees over the Minnesota Twins to stay atop the American League 
East. 

~rq ~ox Score [ Play-by-Play 

~ Swisher I.eads Ya!-d~ees’ P,~.,~.~er Surge at Minnesota 

Pirates Are Trylug to Salvage a Promising Seasou Gone Bad 

Pittsburgh was one of baseball’s feel-good stories for much of the season, moving as many as ~6 
games over .5oo on Aug. 8, before losing 3~ of its next 4a games, inelnding Monday’s loss to the 
Mets. 

~Mets 
6 P~rates 2: ~ Box Score [ Play-by-Play i Article 



Piayoff Push: Orioles Split Doubleheader and Lose Ground 

ARTS 

’Rebeccas Sees Investor Fade,~ as if Dreamt 

A major investor fl)r the 81o- million musical "Rebecca," a mystery man named Paul Abrams, seems 
to have died before raising ,$4.5 million for the show, leading to questions about whether’ he existed 

at all. 

TH E TV WATCH 

Demolition Derbies for Lovelorn 

The new Fox series "The Mimly Projeet" and "Ben and Kate" are about pro’suing romanee~ not finding 

~ V~dec, Feature: Scenes from the New Season 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Festival of’the Deeply Untrendy 

I’ll Be Yore’ Mirror, an offshoot of the All Tomorrow’s Parties festival, promoted an aggressive 

eolliMon of musical forms ahmg the East River last weekend. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Death Shows Fragility of Pandas’ Lives 

The panda cub that died Sunday morning had abnormalities in hey liver, but beeause of the 
challenges of breeding, zoos have very little to compare what a normal liver should look like. 

Building a Bat Cave to Battle a Killer 

Scientists hope that luring bats to an artificial bunker in Tennessee will help them find a cure for 
white nose syndrome, which has killed five million bats. 

Bias Persists for Women of Scielice, a Study Fhids 

Researchers found that university science professors widely regard female students as less 
competent than male ones. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
~Vby Romney Is Sl~pph~g 
By refusing to supply America with intelligent answers, all the reliable national polls now show 
that his campaign is driving voters away. 

EDITORIAL 

Discarded Kidneys 
A new proposal seeks a more efficient dish4bution system for patients on the waiting list for a 
transplant. 

EDITORIAL 
A Smart Step for Jl~stice 
Videotaping custodial interrogations in murder, serious sex (:rime and felony assault eases is a 
laudable breakthrough in law enfm’eement. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Cunservatlve Mind 

Conservatism has lost half of its intdleetual firepower. Repnblieans need to recover traditional 
eonservatism or risk beeoming irrelewmt. 

c .. s Pa~e [ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

lVliWs Mortification 

What happens to a politician on the path to the presidency isn’t pretty. 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Romney and the lb~o~’l.~es 400 

The Republican presidential candidate and the country’s 11chest of the ~ich share a fondness for 

capital gains. 

o MoreO~[nion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 25, 1957, with 300 United States Army troops standing guard, nine black children were 

eseorted to Central High Sehool in Little Rock, Arkansas, days after unruly white crowds had foreed 

them to withdraw. 

* See This Front Page 

* Buy Th~s Front Page 

About This E-lV’lai{ 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’f]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plagram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc~iptiorls ] Unsc~bscdbe [ Change Your E-Mail ] Pdvacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London ~Vomens Leadership Symposium <info@london- womens-leadership- s~posium.com~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 10:26 AM 

a <info@london- womens- leadership- symposi um .corn> 

At the Oxtbrd ~d Cambridge Clnb 

We are pleased to invite you to participate in the London Women’s Leadership Symposium, 8 and 9 December, 2012. The meeting will be held at the elegant 

Oxford and Cambridge Club located in the heart of London, next to St. James’s Palace, four blocks from Trafalgar Square, three short blocks from Piccadilly Circus, 

and in sight of Parliament and Buckingham Palace. 

You are invited to present a paper on an aspect of women’s studies, or you may wish to attend as an observer or panel member. 

Papers presented at the meeting will be subsequently peer reviewed by external readers for possible inclusion in Symposium Books or in sponsored academic 

journals. (See Publications ) 

The Symposium is interdisciplinary in nature and seeks to cover a broad reach of women’s leadership issues in both the public and private sectors. The expectation 

is that much of the discourse will be concerned with cultural, religious, social, and economic conditions of women and the initiatives that may be most effective in 

the remediation of the various forms of gender discrimination. (See suggested topics ) 

For more information, please see -L---~---n--d---~---n--~--w---9~--m----e--n--,--s--~-L---e--a---d---e--r--s---~3~/?---S--~---m--p---~--s-~~-u-~--m-. 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 PM 

To: The mlk~pc mailing list. <mlkAoc ~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: [mlkApc ] MLK PC Minutes 3 

Attach: 3 Mintues - doc 

Greetings Everyone: 

The minutes from the meeting today are attached. Look over the assignments in the minutes ~i have also included them below for convenience) and CONI~LE--rE~THI~M for next 
week’s meeting. This is extremely important as you do not want your opinions and input to not be taken into consideration or fall behind in planning. 

Assi~Inments: (are slightly different from the agenda) 

Come with a written version of your event including the location, the day, the time, and description of what your event will entail. (essentially a blurb) 

Be prepared to identify and defend the people you want to speak on and engage in discussion (can be any~vhere from J.-~; of your favorites). Feel free to have more to 

add to the list but this will probably be the last meeting we will be adding names so come prepared. 

Bring "D~/O themes to put up for discussion. We will hopefully be deciding on a theme next week so, again, you need to come prepared. 

As always, if you need anything or have any questions, feel free to email me. See you all next week. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk~pc     as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:flists.unc.ed~gu?id 55508243.21D426366t~5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pcl2-13&o 32202879 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32202879-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~b, listserv.unc.edu 



MLK, Planning Committee 
Meeting Minutes 3 

Attendance 
1. - NAACP 
2. ODMA 
3. -CUAB 
4. - CUAB 
5. -Student Government 
6. -ROCTS 
7. Stone Center 
8. - Theta Pi- AKA 
9. Campus Y 
10. Dr. Clayton- ODMA 
11. KAPsi 
12. , Campus Y 

Absent 
1. - CWC 
2. DST 
3. - BSM 
4. - APhiA 

Liasion Welcome and Remarks 
welcomed the committee and asked each representative to speak about updates 

on events 

Overview of Program!Tentative Calendar of Programs: 

(Campus Y) 
o Have an "1 have a Dream that One Day..." board for people to sign in the pit. 

(Something more interactive) 

(Stone Center) 
Same event as last year. Spoken word. Tuesday they have Great. Theatre and 
Hitchcock room reserved everyday of MLK Week from 5-9pm. Go to her if you 
want to hold your event in one of these rooms. 

(AKA) 
o Same as last year and in the same location, waiting on information about speaker 

to confirm day. 

(NAACP) 
o Same as last year. A rally during the same time, but trying to reach people on 

campus as well this year. 

(CUAB) 
o Monday, the Great Hall and Larger meeting rooms reserved for day of service. 

Wednesday and Thursday we have the auditorium reserved 



(Student Government) 
Thought about cosponsoring the Unity Dinner. Thought about SASB lounge or 
Lenoir. 

(KAPsi) 
"Behind Closed Doors" theme. Bring to light the men and women who worked 
behind scenes. Get faculty members who are older to talk about experiences 
during civil rights era. WOCC bible study with Pastor Brian. (Glance from the Past) 

Discussion of Speaker Possibilities 
-TJ Holmes ($8,500), Mark Lamont Hill [My 5th, nonprofit], Common ($30,000) 

( 
-Deval Patrick, Robert Manuel, Common [agreed] 
-Van Jones, Kerry Washington 
- Anthony Fox (Charlotte Mayor), Michael Eric Dyson, Boyce Watkins 
-Don Lennen, Cory Booker, TJ Holmes 
-Dianne Nash, Don Lennon 
-Jeannetta Cole, Julian Bond, Ruby Bridges 
-Freeman Hrabrowski, Robert Graetz, Herman Boone, lijen Poo 
-Benjamin Jealous, Cory Booker 
-Benjamin Carson (was speaker Within last 10 years), Nikki Giovanni (was speaker 

within last 10 years), Samuel L. Jackson 
-Felicia Rashaad ($30,000), Malcolm-Jamal Warner ($20,000) 
- Ruth Simmons, Marc Morial, Dr. Michael Lucius Lomax, Robert M. Franklin, Don 
Lemon, Roland Martin, Valerie Jarrett, lan Smith, Kenneth I. Chenault 

mentioned that people should bring more ideas to the meeting next week 
because we will stop taking more names after that date. Also suggested that we go with 
a younger speaker. 

Dr. Clayton suggests that we have two speakers if we are under budget. 

Discussion of Themes 

© Bridging the Gap: His Dream, Our Reality 
--Young speaker 

© DJ Latham also sent themes. They were: Seeking Greatness Through Service and 
Love (from MLK’s last speech), Everyone One Counts, Where do you stand?, 
Greatness Redefined 

© Use these as a template to come up with suggested themes for next week’s 
meeting (SEE ASSIGNMENTS) 



Assil~nments for next meetinl~: 

Please come with a written version of your event including the location, the day, 
the time, and description of what your event will entail. (essentially a blurb) 
Be prepared to identify and defend the people you want to speak on and engage 
in discussion (can be anywhere from 1-5 of your favorites). Feel free to have more 
to add to the list but this will probably be the last meeting we will be adding 
names so come prepared. 
Bring TWO themes to put up for discussion. We will hopefully be deciding on a 
theme so, again, you need to come prepared. 

NEXT MEETING: 
Monday, 
Campus Y Room 207 
5pro 

adjourned the meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:19 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-tZaculty] Fwd: upcoming event- Integrating LGBTIQ Issues into the Curriculum: Brown Bag 

FYI. 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject:upcoming event- Integrating LGBTIQ Issues ink~ the Curdculmn: Brown Bag 

Date:Tue, 11:26:26 -0400 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

To:Kleinma~ She~l <kleinman~)ema~l.unc.edu> 

Integrating LGBTIQ Issues into the Curriculum: Brown Bag Discussion 
Wednesday,            1-2 pro, Union 2423 
Are you interested in including more LGBTIQ content in your department’s curriculum? Are you a student or faculty member who has created or taught an LGBTIQ-[~lated 
course, or worked to make your department’s curriculum more inclusive? Is your research LGBTIQ-related? Come to our brown bag discussion to hear what folks in other 
departments or schools have done, and share ideas, strategies, and best practices for integrating LGBTIQ issues into curricula and supporting LGBTIQ-related research. 
Contact      at      ~live.unc.edu for more information. Refi~shments will be provided. 

Sponsored by the UNC LGBTQ Center, Graduate & Professional Student Federation, and Health Sciences LGBTQ Alliance. 

<tfl> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej- factflty as: <a h~e~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blmak 

emaJ~l to ~’a href "mailto:leave-32204323-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32204323- 

3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 11:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

You are invited to Urban Teacher Center’s next Webinar 092712 at 9PM EST 

Dear Eunice, 

The next webinar to learn more about UTC [3s unique teacher preparation 
program is Thursday, September 27, 2012 at 9PM EST. Register through the 
Events section of UTC~s website: REGISTER.You can also get more 
information from our JOIN US Flier. If you have additional questions about 
the program or the application process, please contact Kerry Swarr at 
KerrvsCb, urbanteachercenter.or,q or Chris Higgins at 
admissions@urbanteachercente r.org. 

Don’t forget the next application deadline is October 15, 2012 midnight 

EDT. 

Thanks! 

Kerry Swarr 

Director of Human Capital 

Urban Teacher Center 

Kerrvsgb..u rba nteachercenter.orq 

www.u rba nteachercenter,orq 

U!b~m Teaci;,s! C:eqter i 1500 i.h’.kll’. ,,"viill Suite 2200 I B:~ltit~"-o!,s.."vID 2121 ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Wed nesday,                  1:49 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [smwg01] De-growth Conference in Venice, Italy and Carrboro intellectual as prominent speaker 

and Arturo 

It is heartening that such articulations are getting consolidated and connected across the North and South. 

We in India are going through a critical phase FDI in retail seems almost inevitable despite protests, 

Thanks SIVI~VG for providing such useful updates. 

Bes~ to all. 

From:           @hotmail.com 
Subject: [smwg01] De-growth Conference in Venice, Italy and Carrboro intellectual as prominent speaker 
Date: Tue,           23:08:11 +0000 
To: smwg01@listserv.unc.edu 

Dear all, 

Please read and be proud of our Carrboro and NC community member Arturo Escobar who shared a very important message at the De-Growth conference in Italy this past 
week. Arturo speaks to the values that underlie much of why we seek sustainability, responsibility and accountability through our attempts to localize the economy. This is an 
opportunity to celebrate the tiny piece that our community may have had in contributing to Arturo’s thinking, and his dissemination of these ideas with others who are 
resonating with us globally. 

Thank you Arturo! 

Here is the article that came out of IPS today: 

Champions of De-Growth Offer Alternatives to Destructive ’Extractivism’ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: @hotmail.com To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32204432=9803608.838ff08a9dlce28885bdc66bcSeSebc4@listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32205930-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:28 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: CaJcolina Law Trial Advocacy Oppommity tbr Undergraduates 

As DUS~ [ am ti~rwarding to y,)u this email c nceming students who might be interested m law school Please share with students as you think appropriate. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~t~ S~udies 
Dep~utment of Al~can and A[?o- Americ~m Sl~dies 

109 Battle t ~alk CB~ 3395 
l 5~five~ity ofNorN C.aro~ina 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 
Click on a link ibr int;)rmati, m a~:~ut my publica*ions: 

/ / / ht~p:/)~,u~:~rn ~s~:edu’ umpm ~/spg 97cja~ken.html 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/boo~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:58 PM 
To: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Carolina Law Trial Advocacy Opportoni~ for Undergraduates 
D~ar Mr. Janken, 
I mn writing about a~ op~nnnity fi~r a~y students who am interested in going to I,aw School. 

Many ~i~1-y~ar law studenL~ ~icipate in a Trial Advoc~y coupe. This coupe allows us to develop skills in opening and closing argument~ examining wi~esses, 
pu~ing on evidence, o~d much more. For ore final exa~ we put on a full trial 
Cunontly, we are loo]dng ~or undergraduates who would like to ~icipate ~ jurors m this t~M. The ~te oftho trial will be          and the tfiaJ will sm~ at 
3:00pm. This is a fantastic op~i~nib~ for undergraduates to loam a~ut law ~hool. As jurors, they will be able to deliberate ~d come to a verdict. They may 
hea~ comments and critiques of the law s~den~ who pm¢icipated in the tdaJ. 
Outside o~tda], ~ would also be happy to discuss the p~cess o~applying to law school, and law scboo] itsel~ with any s~dents who are interested. 
Please let me ~ow i~you can £o~vard tMs in£o~ation to any s~dents or lisCso~s with s~dents who might ~ interos¢od. I am happy ~ provide any additionM 
i~ormafion you may need. 

Best, 

You oxe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!il_i_c_2e_@_e_E!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32206235-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell <tia~villiams~unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 10:11 AM 

SaNe, Em~ice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Handa, Sudhanshu <shan~email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Sup~ey response requested 

Can you two help me out with this for each department? 

Frem; McHale, Tammy .1 [mailto:tmchale@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t-" Wednesday, September 26, 2012 9:36 AM 
To: Administrative managers of Departmen~ and Curricula 

~¢~ Strizheus, Yulia 
S~Bject~ [dptcrmgrs] Survey response requested 

This message is being sent to all department and curricul~ managers in the College o~ Arts and Sciences. 

I have been asked by Institutional Research to provide them with some information about the salaries paid to part-time faculty to teach a course. They are 

responding to a survey from another institution. 

Can you answer the following 2 questions and send your response to Yulia Strizheus by tomorrow at 5 pro? Hopefully, this won’t take any research on your part and 

it can just be answered quickly when you read this email. 

1. What is the per course rate paid to ’adjunct’ or part-time ~ecturers? 

2. If there is a range, please indicate what factors are used to determine where a person falls in the range (e.g. number of courses, length of service, 

subject?). 

Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Tammy 

T~mmy blcHa~e 
Sr Assoc Dean - Fh~ance and P~ann~ng 
College of Ar~ & Sdences 
CB #3100, 205 South Building 
Chapel H~ N(: 27599-3100 

fax: (9,9) 9~2,-2~8 
mobile: 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esbowles~email.unc.edtp 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 12:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Vik Muniz, Hayao Miy~aJai, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

/~ck~a~d Film Forum: Waste.~ Lond 
Thursday, 27 September, 7:00 PM 

(Lucy Walker, 2010) 

Filmed over nearly three 

years, Waste Land fotiows 

renowned artist Vik Muniz as he 

journeys from his home base in 

Brooklyn to his native Brazil and 

the world’s largest garbage dump 

on the outskirts of Rio de 

Janeiro. There he photographs 

an ectectic band of "catadores"-- 

self-designated pickers of 

recyciabie materials. His 

collaboration with these 

inspiring characters as they 

recreate photographic images of 

themselves out of garbage 

reveals both their dignity and 

despair as they begin to re-imagine their lives. This moving documentary 

"with a stirring score by Moby...[is]a heart-warming tale of human 

dignity and innovation, and was a worthy winner of the World Cinema 

Documentary Audience Award" (Huffington Post). 

Admission is free for students with a valid university or high school 

ID, $4 for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box 

Office. 

This is the second of four films presented in the series "Celebrating 

Hispanic Heritage Month," organized by the Institute for the Study of the 

Americas at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

N~:: Ackland Film 

Forum Logo 

See a list of all the Ackland Film Forum’s 

screenings on its webpage or on its 

NEW gacebook page! 

Acktai?d Firm Forum Special ShowiI~: 



Friday, 28 September, 7:30 PM 

of the 20th century’s largest 

Sidney Rittenberg, who attended UNC in 1937-1940, went 

to China in 1945 as a Chinese linguist and interpreter with 

the U.S. Army. After the war, he linked up with the 

Chinese Communists and remained in China for 35 years, 

working as an English language specialist for New China 

News Agency and Radio Beijing. He came to know 

intimately all the top leaders of the Communist Party, 

including Mao Zedong. On two occasions, however, he was 

arrested and placed in solitary confinement. Altogether he 

served sixteen years in prison -- nearly half his time in 

China. 

Filmed over a five-year period, Revolutionary (2011 ) 

)rovides a compet[ing, complex, and unique understanding 

revotution. 

From 1994 to 1998, Rittenberg was a visiting professor of history at UNC, teaching 

courses on the Chinese revolution. He is considered one of the most knowledgeable 

foreigners about contemporary Chinese politics and economy. 

Sidney Rittenber~ and filmmakers will attend this screening. 

**Admission is FREE.** 

Presented in connection with the Program in the Humanities’ Adventures in Ideas program 

"China Since 1949~" sponsored by the Program in the Humanities and Human Value% the 

Center for Global Initiative% the Department of History~ the Carolina Asia Center~ and the 

Ackland Art Museum. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUHC is the Offidal Media Sponsor of the 

Ackland Film Forum. 

"Pe~spect, ives o~t E[es3a~ce and Extrava~.>;at~ce it~ 
Japanese Design" 
Sunday, 30 September, 2:00 PM 

Explore the artistic and cultural elements that shape the 

Ackiand’s exhibition of modern Japanese posters, 

Elegance and Extravagance, with its curator, Peter 

Nisbet, and graphic designer Molly Renda (Exhibit 

Program Librarian, NCSU Libraries). 

Free and open to the public. 

Art For Lunch: "Tra~tswar Des?Sn: Yusaku Kamekura from 
Nippon Kobo to the Tokyo Olympics" 
Wednesday, 3 October, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Gennifer Weisenfeid (Duke University, Art, Art History, and Visual Studies) 



Bring a bag [unch (yes, people do!) and enjoy an hour 

of inspiration and information about art currentiy on 

view at the Ackiand. 

Renowned designer and art director, Yusaku 

Kamekura is widely heralded as a pillar of the 

postwar Japanese design field. But despite the 

standard emphasis on Kamekura’s triumph, his 

success was not simply a postwar phenomenon. It 

was built on a deep foundation of design practice and 

a professional network developed in the 1930s and 

’40s, when he worked with some of the most talented 

designers of the period at Nippon Kobo design studio. 

This talk will explore Kamekura’s work during and 

after the Asia-Pacific War to excavate the transwar 

continuities of Japanese design in the service of commerce and the nation. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@ un c. edu. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 all others. 

Presented in connection with the exhibition Elegance and Extravagance: Japanese Posters 

from the Merrill C. Bermao Collection. 

~b(ic Lecture + Fi(tT] 

"Fire a~d Water; The Apoca(ypSc Ima~ination of ~4ayao 

tv~iyazaki" 
Thursday, 4 October, 5:30 PM 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, Fed Ex Global Education Center, UNC- 
Chapel Hill 

In this talk, Susan Napier (Tufts University, Japanese 

Language and Literature) will explore the artistic practices 

of Hayao Miyazaki, director of the films Princess 
Mononoke, My Neighbor Totoro, and Spirited Away, among 

others. 

Napier is the author of Anime from Akira to Princess 
A4ononoke : Experiencing Contemporary Japanese 

Animation, as well as From Impressionism to Anime: 

Japan as Fantasy and Fan Cult in the Western 

Imagination. 

Napier’s talk wiil be followed by a screening of Isao Takahata’s Grave of the 

Fireflies (1988) at 7:00 PM. 

Free and open to the public. 



Saturday, 6 October 2012. 

MUSEUM STORE HOURS 

Mon, Tue, Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri, Sat I0:00 AM- 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PMo 5:00 PM 

Beginning 

this 

Thursday, 

27 

September, 

select 

merchandise 

at the 

Ackland 

Museum 

Store will be 

discounted 

40% or 

more! 

Ack[and 

Members will 

receive an 

additional 

107{ off sale 

)rices. 

Hurry in for 

best 

selection ! 

The sale 

continues 

through 

Looking 

Tuesday, 2 October, 12:00-I:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Wednesday, 10 October, 2:00 PM 

Tea at Two: "Colors of Confinement: Rare Color Photographs of 

Japanese American Incarceration in World War Ir’ 

Thursday, 11 October, 10:00 AM 

Opening of the Japanese Market, Ackland Museum Store 

Thursday, 1 1 October, 6:00 PM 

Curator’s Seminar: Nob and Kabuki Theater Woodblock Prints from Storage 

Sunday, October 14, 2:00 PM 

Tour: "Perspectives on Japanese Painted Screens and Scrolls" 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ackiand Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackiand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Senkef Kenze Nob, 1958; color 

screen print. Merri[~ C. Berman Collection. O Estate of Ikk6 Tanaka. 

Vik Muniz, American, born Brazi% 1961: Prometheo, efter Tftfen (Pfctures of Junk), 2006; 

Chromoo=enic print. Ackland Fund. 

Shigeo Fukuda, Japanese, 1932-2009: UCC Co~ee, 1984185; color lithograph. Merrill C. Berman Coltection. 

Nina Johansson, Aspudden, Stockholm - Lookfn.2 Out the Kftchen Wfndow, 2012; watercotor on paper. 



Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders o;f Life on Earth, 1965; color screen irint. Merrit[ C. Berman Co[[ection. 

Yusaku Kamekura, Japanese, 1915-1997: Expo "70, Japan World Exposftfon, 1967; co[or offset tithograph. Merri[[ C. Berman 

Co[[ection. 

Promotionat poster for Prfncess Mononoke (Dir. Hayao Miyazaki, 1997). 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carotina. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc~edu by _e_ _s_ _b_ _o_ _w_ _ [ _e_ _s_ _@_ _e_ _n)_ _a_ [ Lu_ _n_ _c_ ~_ _e_ _d_ _u_ 

Update Profile,/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i :110:1[ S. Columbia Street CB 34,00 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-34,00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 12:22 PM 

Willia~ns, Tia ttowell <tia william@unc.edu-~; Sable, Ennice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Snrvey response requested 

I’m copying Eunice as this might be useful for her, 

We pay part-time lecturers abou~        per course, bu~ it ca~ range from                clepe~cli~g on experience an~ whether or not the person has another 

~uil-time job that we hi~s~e to compensate hh~iher for. But typ~ci~ prk:e is 

F~m= Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent= Wednesday, September 26, 2012 ~0:15 AN 

Te: SaNe, Eunice N; Honda, Sudhanshu 
$ubjeet= ~: Survey response requested 

Can you two help me out wi~h ~his for each departme~t? 

Sent= Wednesday, September 26, 2012 9:36 AN 
To= Administrative managers of DepartmenN and Curricula 

Ce= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= [dptcrmgrs] Survey response requested 

This message is being sent to all department and curricul~ managers in the College o] Arts and Sciences. 

~ h~ve been asked by Institution~l Research to provide them with some information ~bout the s~l~ries ~id to ~rt-time faculty to teach ~ course. They ~re 

responding to a survey from ~nother institution. 

C~n you ~nswer the following 2 questions ~nd send your response to Yulia Strizheus by tomorrow ~t S pro? Hopefully, this won’t t~ke ~ny research on your p~rt 

it can just be answered quickly when you read this email. 

~. Wh~t is the per course r~te o~id to ’~djuoct’ or o~rt-time lecturers? 

2. if there is ~ r~oge, please indicate wh~t factors ~re used to determine where ~ person f~lis in the range (e.g. number of courses, length of service, 

subject?). 

Th~nks so much for your assistance. 

Tommy 

Tommy 

Sr Assoc Dean - Fh~ance and P~annin~? 
College of ArN N Sc~e~ces 

CB ~3~00, 205 South Bu~lding 

Chapel t-litt NC 27B99~3~00 

fax: (919) 
monte: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

FW: Afam Representative tbr MLK PC 

Hello there, I trt~st that ¥ot~ are settling in from you stm~mer in South Africa, [ hope we can get together soon, Can you g~ve me d~rect~on regarding who J should 

haw? the b~kl< p~ann~ng commi[:[ee conLi;ct in your department? The committee’s work ~s underway and we va~ue the benefit of an AFAM representaLive’s 

perspective. [.e[:’s tMk soon. 

Best, 

Ta ~:fy e 

Sent; Wednesday, : 12:05 PN 
Te= Cla~on, Ta~e 8enson 
Subject= Afam Representative for NLK PC 

Hello Dr. Cla~on, 

I hope this email finds you well. I have been trying to contact the Afam Department regarding their representation on the MLK Planning Committee and have not received any 
word from them on their status of this matter. Do you know anything about how to get in contact with someone? Thank you so much! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~,Aimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 1:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

@Times: Top 5, T Travel, The Emmy Awards and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 20926/a mes 1 Y 

@Times- September 26, 2012 ] 

The fall travel issue of T begins in Tel Aviv, where we 
visit Claire Danes on the set of the hit spy series, 
"HumelandY Next it’s offto Cape Bjare~ Sweden, fur a louk at how 
the peninsula’s prized potatoes are giving root to a new culinaLT 
scene. Such specialization is an art in Tokyo. our third stop> 
where restaurants and bars with a fascinatingly specific focus : 
one establishment is dedicated entirely to Tom Waits - break 
down the citfs vastness~ Visit nytimes.eomitmagazine fur M1 of 
this and more. 

Telev~slo~l 
At the gram) Awards~ :\BC’s "Moderu Family" 
dominated the comedy awaFds but a ~eweomeF, 
"Homeland" oB Showtime. was the big drama winner. DoB’t miss 
photos from the eeremo~y and the red carpet ;also take a look 
the new ~etwork seFies debnting ~his fall 

Don’t Niss on NYTimes.conl 

+ Ja],:e Gy]lenha;d’s New Yoc:k Stage Debnt 

* The Daily Shoe t:t’or*t Fashion Week 

* How to Avoid a Smartphoue’s Bite 

* Des[Book Fall 2o12 Special Section 

+ Hidden in ;~ Nook, Master)in Plain Sight 

Top 5 Viewed Features on N’fli ...... 
(Be~+]een Sept %~ 20~2 - Sept 25, 20!2) 

::X:: 

L Historian Says Piece of Papypas Refers to Jesus’ Wife 

2. Rethinking Sleep 

3. Krugm;m: Disdain foc Workers 

4. },’.gyptiat~ Leader Mohamed Morsi Spells ()t~t Terms Joy U.S.- 
Arab 75es 

iir Dowd: Le~ Them Eat Cr;~b Cake 

~ SLIDE NHO’W: 30 Eye-. 

Catching Aeei~’ssories Fcom 
London Fashion Week 
A look at statement bags, drool- 
worthy footwear and more fi’om 
the spring ~o~3 shows. 

~ INTEI/ACTIVE: Shock 

Value 
Does art retain the power to 
shook? Must artists contrive to 
provoke? Join the discussion 
with critics, artists and readers. 

~ VIDEO: Zucchini Frico 

If you’ve run out of ideas for 
zucchini, Melissa Clark has one 
more recipe for you to consider. 

Join the 
Conversation 

PollticM Vl~-~.I 
h~ Russia? 
Is it proper and 
usefifl for the United States to 
finance projects to promote 
democracy in Russia and 
elsewhere? What do you think? 
Join the conversation on Room 
for Debate. 

[] Join the Conversation 

Sign upforTimesLimited ~ 



Follow The Agenda on 
lumblr 

Fellew The New York 

Times on Twitter 

@Times comes to you from ~he NYTimes corn marketing departmerlL Yeu received this message because yeu signed up 

for NY[imes corn’s @Times newsie,ff, er, 

Tile New York Times Company I Copyrighl 2012 I NYTim~s corn 820 Eighth Avenu~ rq~,~z York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:16 PM 

Department lis~serv ~atiJal~m@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriM~m] FW: Pre-Gmduate Education Advising Program 

pgeap flyer.txtf 

Dear Colleagues, 

More stuff t’or your students... 

Ketmeth 

Pro[(ssor of Afto-American Studies 

I)epa~men~ of A 

109 Balfle Ha~L CB# 3395 

University of’NorJ~ C~’olina 

Clmt el [ {~lJ, NC 

(9I 9) 962.- 1519 (voice) 

(9I 9) 966.-2694 

Click on a link fixer in.tbmaafiot~ a 

h~p:/7~vw.umass.edu/umpmsdspr 97/ja~ken.Nml 

hRp:i/uncpress.unc.edw’N~ogd’I’- 8059.html 

hRp:/,/undpress.nd, edw’book,’PO0 7 80 

http:/i undpress.nd.edt ibook, P00723 

Senti Wednesday, ~ 3:07 PN 

SubjeCt~ Pre-@aduate Education Advising Program 

Good afternoon- 

I am the new coordinator for the Pre-Graduate Education Advising Program. This year we have relocated to our new office in Hanes (with Career Services) and have 21 incredible 

volunteer advisors representing 

spread the word on campus about our program and let students know that it’s never too eadg or too late to start thinking about graduate school. I am attaching our fiver to this 

emai] for gou to dBtribute as gou see fit. Additionallg, if gou would like to set up a brief (10 minute) meeting with me to talk more about the program, or would like to me to come 

speak to students, please let me know and I am happg to do so. Please feel free to contact me with ang questions about the program. Thanks so much for gout helpl 

Best, 

MSLS Candidate, School of Information and Library Science 

The Graduate School 

You are cnrrently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(tbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mic.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=al’daIiam&o=32209357 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e~‘.a.~e~-.~.2~..~3.~.7.~.-:.3.~.2.~.(.}.!~6~.8..:.e.~.7.~4~.~...a...5~.8~3..~:.3..~.~.~.~.~}~!~.~2~@~istser~.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com> 

Thursday,                  12:12 AM 

Fraternity & Sorolity Life <greeks@unc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.uuc.edu>;                        @ad.unc.edw~; 

~email.unc.edtr~; l@unc.edu-~; Clayton, Taff,ve Benson <talE. ~e@unc.edtr~; Diversi~ and 

Multiculmral ~ra~rs ~ive~i~@m~c.ed~ 

~live.unc.edg>; @emml.m~c.edu> 

ReacNug Out 

Hi Everyone, 

cadet with Air Force ROTC. I’m writing this email on behNf of Air Force ROTC to ask for your help. We are all 

relatively small groups on campus, but we want to have the greatest positive impact that we can. In order to do this, we would like to invite you to 
participate in some community service projects with us this semester. It would be a great opportunity to get to know all of you better and help our 
beloved community at the same time. In recent years, AFROTC has been so busy with its own activities that we haven’t spent much time reaching 
out to other groups on campus. We decided that it was time to branch out again. We would love to start monthly meetings to see how different 
groups are getting their names out around campus despite their size. If you [] re interested, we could have an introductory meeting in the upcoming 
weeks with some members of AFROTC and your group. Please reply to this email if you are interested. 

Hope to hear frcm you! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
htt ps://vwwv.facebook,co[#l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Clinton Suggests Link to Qaeda Offshoot in Deadly Libya Attack 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ T.od.ay.is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ............................................................................. 
~11~ N’t’~= ~rk ~’~,~ September 27, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e_T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Clinton Suggests Link to 
Qaeda Offshoot in Deadly 
Libya Attack 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham 
Clinton suggested an affiliate of A1 
Qaeda in North Africa was behind the 
attack on the United States nfission in 
Benghazi. 

N.F.L. Reaches Labor Deal 
With Referees 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

With a new eight-year deal in place, 
regular officials will work Thursday’s 
Ravens-Bromas game, and the officials’ 
ration will vote Friday to ratify the 
contract and work Stmday’s gmnes. 

" Relief and Resentment After N.F.L. Deal 

¯ . N.F.L. Roundup: Belichick Is Punished for 
Tugging at Official 

China Politics Stall Overhaul for Economy 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

China’s Communist Party appears so distracted by its leadership transition that it is not pursuing the bold 
agenda that may be necessary to prevent severe eeononfie pain. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The slogans are loud and the plans are grand, but when it comes to implementation, the constraints are 

many." 

ZHAO XIJUN, a professor in Beijing, on a lack of econonfic progress during a transition in China’s 

leadership. 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Andy Williams 
Through the Years 



Highlights from the entertah~er’s long 
career. 

, Related Obituary 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Fighting Over 
God’s Image 

~ 
By EDWARD J. BLUM and 
PAUL HARVEY 

Unlike in Muslim culture, 
religious images abotmd in 3aneriea. But 
it wasn’t always so. Claire Danes in Tel Aviv 

ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

The fall travel issue of T 

The Daily Shoe 

nytimes,�o.m ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

Rebels Make Gains in Blunting Syrian Air Attacks 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

For the rebels, managing to deny the use of an important airfield has tmdernfined the government’s ability to 
exert its full authority in some parts of the country. 

~ ~ Video: Fighting for Idlib 

Syrian Insurgents Mount Fierce Attack on Military Compound in Damascus 
By an EMPLOYEE of THE NEWYORK TIMES in SYRIA and KAREEM FAHIM 

Large explosions at a nfilitary site in the Syrian capital on Wednesday were followed by a gunfight that left an 
Iranian television correspondent dead, his station reported. 

’. ~ Video: Iranian Channel Embeds With Syrian Troops 

Markets Falter in Europe Amid Protests on Austerity 
By LIE ALDERMAN and NIKI KITSANTONIS 

Demonstrators took to the streets Wednesday in Greece to protest new cuts behag discussed, and protesters 
in Spain surrounded Parliament for a second day over the prime nfinister’s austerity program. 

’ ~ Tensions Intensify in Greece 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Budget Cuts to Archives Put History Out of Reach 
By KIM SEVERSON 

As Georgia’s state archives prepares to reduce its staff and accessibility drastically next month, archivists 
worry about a long-term impact on public records nationwide. 

In Texas Conviction, an Immigrant Rallying Cry 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Rosa Jimenez, an illegal Mexican inmfigrant in a Texas prison for a crime she says she did not conmfit, has 
become a cause c61bbre for critics of the American crinfinal justice system. 

Resort’s Snow Won’t Be Pure This Year; It’ll Be Sewage 
By LESLIE MACMILLAN 

Arizona Snowbowl will become the first ski resort in the world to use lOO percent sewage eftluent to make 
artificial snow. Members of the Navajo tribe say the snow will ruin sacred ground. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Russians Eagerly Participate in Medical Experiments, Despite Risks 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 



Even though tests sometimes go awry, patients in Russia are eager to join drug trials because often they are 
the only way to receive moderu medical care. 

Beyond Wall St., Curbs on High-Speed Trades Proceed 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Several nations have adopted or proposed a range of linfits on high-speed trading, saying they have learued 
from problems in United States markets. 

Toyota Moves to Revamp Its Lexus Luxury Line 
By BILL VLASIC 

After falling belfind from a product shortage, the automaker is planning to rejuvenate its Lexus brand by 
making the line more appealing to yotmger and more adventurous buyers. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ANALYSIS 
Boogaard Lawsuit May Shake Up Hockey 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

A lawsuit filed by Derek Boogaard’s fanfily accuses the players ration of squandering a chance at a financial 
elahn. But it also eontaius serious charges that eotfld be explored. 

, Derek Boogaard: An Enforcer’s Story 

A Jet Goes From One Backfield to the Other 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

The Jets forged ahead without the injured Darrelle Revis, rearranging their secondary, then recruiting the 
running back Joe Me~fight to learu how to play cornerback on the fly. 

YANKEES 8, TWINS 2 
Sabathia Gives Twins Fits and Bullpen a Rest 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

C. C. Sabathia (14-6) struck out lO in eight solid innings as the Yankees moved closer to clinching the 
Americma League East. 
,. #T, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ " With Swisher and Cano, It’s Trust and Symmetry 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Does Louisville Need More Highways? 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

A planned expansion of highways and bridges in and around Louisville, Ky., raises a decades-old urban 
question: What revitalizes a city? 

’. ~:~ Slide Show 

Leaving Polarization at the Door 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

The opening show at the Rauschenberg Foundation’s gallery space in Chelsea offers a dose of inclusion in a 
fractured era. 

Two Old Friends Prepare a Three-Part Premiere 
By BRIAN SEIBERT 

Garth Fagma and W)aaton Marsalis discuss their new collaboration, "Lighflaouse/Lighhfing Rod," which will 
open at the Brookl)aa Academy of Music on Thursday. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 
Paris Fashion Week, With a Slouch or a Sashay 



By CATHY HORYN 

I fotmd the Dries Van Noten show curious but interesting. Dare I say grunge? 

" T Magazine: Photos of The Moment [ Rochas 

, T Magazine: Photos of The Moment I Dries Van Noten 

¯ ’ T Magazine: The Daily Shoe I Dries Van Noten 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 
The Sheltering Dress 
By CATHY HORYN 

Both Dries Van Noten mad Marco Zanini of Rochas showed a dress style that was eye-catching in its 
capaciousness. 

FRONT ROW 
From Strutting to Observing 
By ERIC WILSON 

Nadege du Bospertus, the former muse to Giorgio Armani mad Gianni Versaee, is on assignment in Milan to 
cover the fashion shows for an Italian nmgazine. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: See the Milan Spring 2013 Collections 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Losing Faith in Stop-and-Frisk 
The Bronx district attorney should be applauded for refusing to prosecute bad arrests. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Romney Addresses Foreign Aid 
A speech on the value of foreign aid and its purpose was encouraging, but there were also gaps and 
tmanswered questions. 

EDITORIAL 
Surviving Where Slaves Held Fast 
The Gullah and Geechee people could be forced out of an island off Georgia because of exorbitant real estate 
taxes from local govenunent. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
In Obama’s Speech, Their Voices 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

These folaner sex slaves said the president gave the voiceless a voice in Iris landmark speech against human 
trafficking. Let’s hope tlfis is a turning point. 

’- Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Ohio Gets the Love 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Why do the tmdecided voters in Ohio get to have all the fun? They get Mitt, Barack, Paul, Jack Nicklaus and 
all kinds of special attention. 

’- Columnist Page 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Knowns, Unknowns and Unknowables 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The Donald Rmnsfeld-inspired guide to what nfight happen over the 40 days leading up to Election Day. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Sept. 27, 1964, the Warren Commission issued a report concluding that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone 

in assassinating President John F. Kennedy. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <highered.us@oup.com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 1:02 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Request an exam coW of Alstoi~/Goodman: International Human Rights today 

International Human Rights provides 
a comprehensive analysis of this wide 
and diverse subject area. Written by 
world-renowned scholars Philip 
Alston and Ryan Goodman, this book 
is the successor to the widely 
acclaimed International Human Rights 

in Context. 

Alston and Goodman have chosen a 
broad selection of materials from 
primary and secondary sources in 
order to demonstrate and illuminate 
key themes. They carefully guide 
students through each extract with 
thoughtful and lucid commentary. 

NEw TO THIS EDITION 

¯ Completely updated to include 

substantially revised material on 
women’s rights, economic and 
social rights, the UN human 
rights machinery, and more 

¯ Includes two new chapters, 

on fact-finding by international 
human rights organizations and 
empirical research on the 
effectiveness of the 

international human rights regime 

¯ Adds new sections on key 

topics throughout the book, 
including discussion of sexual 

orientation 

Visit us online to request an exam 
copy. Please remember to mention 
promotion code ALBANN in your 
req u est. 

Sincerely, 

Erin Brown 
Marketing Manager 
Oxford University Press 
Hiqher Education Group 
198 Madison Avenue 

NewYork NY10016 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Westview Press <Westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 2:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Africa in World Politic~ 5e now available liar your courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI~ssor Sable: 

WesWiew Press proudly announces a forthcoming new edition Ibr your courses: Africa ~ World Poetics: En~a~ 

Charting World Order by Jolm W. Harbeson and Donald Rolhchild (ISBN 978-0-8133-4845-2). 

In fl~is t~lly mvi~d fifth eNtion of AJhica in World Politics top scholars in African politics address the ett~cts that major 

cu~ents in ~ca mad world politics have upon each other and explore fl~e ramifications of this interconnection 

contem~wa~~ flaeofies ofintemationaJ and comparaIive ~litics. The tit]1~ eNfion includes e~ensive revisions thmughouL 
all chapters uNated to account for changes since the last edition, including six new chapters on wad:are, bilateral and 

~nulfilateM peacekeeping, Su~n, the Groat L~kes crisis, China a~d Afiica. 

Order Your FI~E Ex~ Copy Today~ 

Visit westviewpress:com for more inrormafion~ or to order~our ~?ee exmu copy. Complete the online ex~ copy 

order fom~ to order. (Mention source code W207.) 
Look fbr our postcard iu your mail to learn mo~e, or visit us on the Web at www.wes~ewpress.coln. 

Since~ly. 

WesWiew Press 
A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Bouldec CO 80301 

www.wes~iewpr{Ns.com 

This is a cotnmercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <Westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 3:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Sociology of Globalization now available for your courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI?ssor Sable: 

Westview Press pr~udly mmounces the publication of a new book for your courses: Sociolo~- of Glob~zafion: C~res, 

Economies, and Politics edited by Kefi E. I?~dl Smith (ISBN: 978-0-8133-4669-4). 

A 6ch collection of Nver~ voice~ Sociolo~ of Globalization examines the proces~s of globalization as well as its impacts. 

It is the i&al p6ma~ re~er or supplement lbr unde~r~nate courses on the ~ciology of glo~lization. Features inclu&: a 

balanced ~lection of classic ~holaxship and theo~, cutting-edge reseamh, m~d engaging journalism with essays by international 

scholars. 

Order Your FI~E Ex~l Copy Today~ 
~.~[~.F.~~L~[~£~£~[9~K~K)~.~..~~2 Complete the online e~m copy o~er 

fom~ m oNer. (Mention source code W200.) 
Look for our ~stcard in your raM1 to learn morn, or visit us on fhe Web at w~.wesg~ewpress.com. 

Since~ly, 

WesWiew Press 

A Member of Perseus Books @oup 

2465 Central Ave. 

Bouldec CO 80301 

www.wes~iewpress.com 

il’his is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 5:36 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

REMINDER: Creole Lingusitics Conference at Duke, Haiti Lab, Tomorrow, Garage, C105 Bay 4, Smith Warehou~ 

Creole Linguistics Conference Poster Final 092012.pdf 



For more information contact iacques.pierre(~)duke~edu or deborah.ienson(?~duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Security Fears Hobble Inquiry of Libya Attack 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Security Fears Hobble 
Inquiry of Libya Attack 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK, ERIC SCHMITT 
and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

Unable to safely investigate in Benghazi, 
the F.B.I. is trying to piece together a 
deadly attack from more than 4oo nfiles 
away, and it’s facing "a eavaelade of 
obstacles." 
" ~ Graphic: Administration Statements on the 

Attack in Benghazi 

" ~ Graphic: Spread of Protests Sparked by 

Anti-Muslim Video 

Nod to Obama by Netanyahu 
in Warning to Iran on Bomb 
By RICK GLADSTONE and DAVID E. SANGER 

Prime Minister Benjanfin Netm~yahu of 
Israel told the United Nations that Iran’s 
bomb-making ability will be irreversible 
by next year, but he also praised 
President Obama following a dispute over Iran policy. 

:. Israeli Ministry Calls for More Sanctions on Iran 

U.S. Is Tightening Web Privacy Rule to Shield Young 
By NATASHA SINGER 

Federal regulations intended to curb the collection of data from yotmgsters without their parents’ permission 
nfight cause companies to stop creating ehild-eentrie sites. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It has made the October surprises way less relevant. In a close election, you can increase your number of 

voters in a very important way." 

JIM MESSINA, President Obama’s campaign manager, who has built the president’s re-election strategy 

around the growing trend of voting early. 

MULTIMEDIA 

~ VIDEO: Alicia 
Keys on ’Girl on 



Fire’ 
The pop-R&B musician describes the 
process of creating her new song. 

’: Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Is This the Nastiest 
Election Ever? 
By PETER MANSEAU 

Nope. Not by a long shot. 
The real question is why 
negativity is always with us. Build-A-Bear goes high tech 

ALSO IN BUSINESS ~ 

Libor’s new masters 

A law firm where money seemed secondary 

nytintes,�o.m            iBUSINE:S.S 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

At U.N., Myanmar Leader Highlights Steps to Reform 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

President Thein Sein, saying his country was leaving behind five decades of authoritarian rule, paid public 
tribute to the country’s opposition leader, DawAtmg Sma Suu Kyi. 

Man Tied to Anti-Islam Video Held on Probation Charge 
By BROOKS BARNES 

The man suspected of making the anti-Islam video that set off deadly protests across the Muslim world is 
accused of violating an order in a bank fraud ease that restricted his use of the Internet. 

Sudan and South Sudan Sign Accord, but Several Issues Are Unresolved 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The presidents of Sudan and South Sudan signed a long-awaited cooperation agreement Thursday, paving 
the way for the much-needed resumption of oil exports. But analysts said the deal came up short. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Flood of Applications, With a Trickle of Approvals 
By JULIA PRESTON 

A little more than two dozen immigrants nationwide have received approval for a two-year deferral of 
deportation trader a program that President Obama announced in June. 

Veterans Wait for Benefits as Claims Pile Up 
By JAMES DAO 

A crushing inventory of claims for disability, pension and educational benefits has overwhehned the 
Department of Veterans Affairs. 

’. Pinning Hopes on a Digital Fix for Veterans’ Claims 

, ~’~ Graphic: Picking Up the Pace, but Still Falling Behind 

General Charged With Sexual Misconduct 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Brig. Gen. Jeffrey A. Sinclair, the former deputy commander of the 82nd Airborne Division, has been 
charged with forcible sodomy, wrongful sexual conduct and other violations. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
British Authorities to Announce Changes in Libor Oversight 
By MARK SCOTT 



Martin Wheatley, managing director of the Financial Services Authority, will outline plans to increase 
oversight of the rate-setting process in response to a maniptflation scandal. 

Ammunition for a Trade War Between U.S. and Mexico 
By STEPHANIE STROM and ELISABETH MALKIN 

The Department of Commerce took steps to end a 16-year-old agreement with Mexico that makes Mexican 
tomatoes a bargain in American supermarkets. 

," ~,~ Slide Show: Rumblings of a Tomato Trade War Between the U.S. and Mexico 

United States Economy Still Weak, but More Feel Secure 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

A closely watched measure of consumer confidence surged to its highest level since February, even as job 
growth and the overall economy had weakened. 

’- Good News and Bad in New Data on Economy 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Inquiry Faults Racing Officials in Horse Fatalities at Aqueduct 
By JOE DRAPE and WALT BOGDANICH 

A New York State report says a spike in horse fatalities at Aqueduct Racetrack in Queens might have been 
prevented had racing authorities more closely monitored the use of prescription drugs. 

¯ " More Articles in This Series >> 

BLUE JAYS 6, YANKEES 0 
Yankees’ Division Lead Shrinks as Nova’s Slump Persists 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees’ lead over the idle Orioles in the American League East dropped to one game, as Ivm~ Nova had 
another in a series of bad outings. 

¯ " ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

METS 6, PIRATES 5 
Dickey Wins 2oth Game for the Mets 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Mets’ bullpen survived a two-run ninth inning and eventually saved R. A. Dickey’s win, making him the 
first Mets pitcher since Frank Viola in 199o to win 2o games. 

." ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Boldest Color for Total Effect 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

The Met’s exhibition of the Rimpa artists of Japan is expansive, while the Japan Society’s is more naiTowly 
focused. 

" ~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Festival Whose Age Is Just a Number 
By A. O. SCOTT 

The 5oth New York Fihn Festival is as eclectic as ever, with Hollywood products like "Life of Pi," foreign 
award winners like "Amour" and independent offerings like "Frances Ha." 

Bardays Arena Rivals the Garden’s Glow 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

Big-name perforu~ers are adding tour dates at the Barclays Center in Brookl3a~, where costs can be lower and 
profit margins higher than at Madison Square Garden. 

, Nets Helped Clear Path for Builder in Brooklyn 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’LOOPER’ 
In What Universe Does This Guy Turn Into Bruce Willis? 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In Rian Jolmson’s "Looper," a young lilt man (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) confronts lfis older self tlmnks to time 
travel. 

-. ~ Video: Rian Johnson on ’Looper’ 

¯ . Rian Johnson Builds a Better Time Machine 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’HEADSHOT’ 
A Thai Tale Wrapped in a Smoky Noir 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Pen-ek Ratanaruang’s "Headshot" is a fanfiliar story of good and evil with some contemporary touches. 

~ ~ Video: A Look at ’Headshot’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WON’T BACK DOWN’ 
A Political Football in the Classroom 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Won’t Back Down," ma education drama that takes a good-versus-evil tack, stars Maggie Gyllenhaal and 
Viola Davis. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Talking at Cross Purposes 
Israeli and Palestinian leaders spoke at the United Nations of threats mad grievances, but offered no hope for 
negotiations. 

EDITORIAL 
A Duty of Health Care Workers 
A survey finds that too ninny medical personnel fail to get flu shots, which puts patients at risk. 

EDITORIAL 
The Wait for Postal Default 
The United States Postal Service is about to run out of money because Republicans in the House have failed 
to act. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Unraveling of Government 
By MICKEY EDWARDS 

The parties have too much power. But we can take some of it back. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Psych Approach 
By DAVID BROOKS 

There are strong links between our clfildhood experiences and adult lives. The emotional basis of success 
should have a bigger role in education. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR 
The Geography of Nope 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

It takes a truly small-nfinded politician to upset the balance of our public lands. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Sept. 28, 1924, two United States Army planes landed in Seattle, Wash., having completed the first 

round-the-world flight in 175 days. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

deby@vildngtravel.com 

Friday, September 28, 2012 12:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Montreal Canada 

Thanks, aisle or window seats? 

.... "Sahle wrote: 
> 

Dear Deby, 

Here it is: 

Sky\iiles 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From: deby@vikmgtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 12:12 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Montreal Canada 

Will Sonia be able to get me an approved T number ~k~r this by ~4pm today? Let me know so I can book the space or wait until Monday? 

Also, I don’t have your Delta number, so please send that to me 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Sable wrote: 
> 

[)ear Deby, 

’]]he first option works welh 

You have my slcymiles # on file, thus kindly use as you book. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: deby@vikingtravehcom [deby@vikingtrave[.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 11:37 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Montreal Canada 

Here are some Delta options: 

Thru LaGuardia each way - $352.92 roared trip: 
DL6211T 31 OCT W RDL~LGA*SS 1 1217P 156P (change NYC-LaGuardia) 
DL6140T 3 I©CT W LGAYUL*SS1 305P 44@ 

DL6140T 03NOV J YULLGA*SS 1 400P 525P (change NYC-LaGuardia) 
DL5055T 03NOV J LGARDU*SS1 630P 827P 

Thru Atlanta each way - $442.15 round trip 
DL1137T 31OCT W RDUATL*SS1 830A 1000A (change Atlanta) 
DL3813T 31 OCT W ATL’~%rL *SS 1 1205P 236P 

DL3813L 03NOV J YLZATL*SS1 311P 557P (change Atlanta) 
DL 904L 03N©V JATLRDU*SS1 730P 90@ 

Let me know- what to do. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Sahle wrote: 
> 

Dear Deby, 

Thanks for this. There are Delta flights? I ~vould prefer to fly ~vith them. 

Thanks 
Eunice 

From: deby@vikmgtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 11:11 AM 



To: Colon, Sonia; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sublect: RE: Montreal Canada 

United has the best fare for the dates requested - $352.92 nonre[~undab[e round trip, plus the $35.00 ticketing :gee: 

October 31 -RDU to Montreal 
l~IA3524L 31 OCT W RDU[~’~)*SS1 1025A 1131A (change DC-Dulles 
UA6162L 31OCTWIA]DYUL*SS1 1215P 152P 

November 3 - Montreal to RDU 
UA5820L 03NOV J YULIAD*SS 1 226P 413P (cha~ge DC-Dulles) 
UA 400L 03NOV J IADRDU*SS1 547P 654P 

IfI hold the space today, I would need to issue the ticket today with an approved T Number. 

Please let me know what you would like for me to do. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Sahle wrote: 
> 

Dear Deby, 

Thanks. 

Departure: mid-ruorning or afternoon. 
Return: afternoon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: deby@vikmgtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Sahle, F~umce N 
Subject: Re: Montreal Canada 

Hi Sonia and Eunice: 

Do you have preferred departure and/or arrival times? 

Please let me know so that I can take a look and send the information 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Colon wrote: 
Good morning Deby 

Hope all is well. 

Dr Eunice Sahle have a trip to Montreal, Canada. She will like to have a flight schedule leaving October 31, 2012 (Wednesday) and arriving to RDU on November 3,2012 (Saturday). 

When you get a chance, please send to Dr Sahle a flight schedule As soon she approve it I will send you the "T" number 

Have a nice day 

Thank you 

Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 1:12 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Re: [faculty-athletics-forum] California passes 1st Student-Athletes Bill of Rights 

Jay, 

Thanks for your email. There are several issues that are addressed in the legislation: 

i. Grant-in-Aid renewal: If a university non-renews an athlete’s GIA or if he/she suffers an incapacitating injury, the 
university must still provide an equivalent GIA. 

67452.(a)(1) 

]f an ath]et:ic: pKogram deer not: renew an athletic 

scholarship of a student athlete who suffers an incapacitating injury 

er iiii[ness Kesu]ting fxomhJs er hexpartJcipation in the athletic 

program, and the institution of higher education’s medical staff 

de%eKKlJnes t:hat he er she is rrHbdica]]y inelLigib]e tlc. participate in 

intercollegiate athletics, the institution of higher education shall 

provide an equivalent scholarship that, coH@ined with the total 

duration of any previous athletic scholarship or scholarships 

received by the student athlete, will be provided for a total of up 

to fiw~ academic years er until the st:udent athlete complLetes his er 

her undergraduate degree, whichever period is shorter. 

2. Degree ccn!oletion assistance: Athletes who have exhausted their eligibility but not cc~ioleted a degree have access to 
continuing education support to cc~plete their degree. (There ~re some limitations as to which universities ~ouldbe subject 
to this stipulation. The use of the NCAA GSR and the very low GSR threshold is (in my opinion) disappointing, but better 
than nothing. 

67452.(a)(3) 

An ath] eti c p:x)gKam sha] ] p:x)vide an equivalLent schcd arship te 

a student athlete who was on an athletic scholarship and is in good 

standing, but has exhausted his c.~ her ath]et:ic: ~lLigibJ ]1 ty, fox up 
to one year or until the student athlete completes his or her primary 
underc~raduat:~ degree, whichever is shert:~r, except t:hat an athletic 
program with a graduation success rate that is above 60 percent, 
disaggregated by team, shall not be subject to the requirements of 
this paragraph. 

3. Financial and "life-skills" workshops for athletes are n~ndated: Much of this is already in place at n~st universities, 
but they ~ill probably now t~rget more teams for this. 

674--’2. (b) 

Each athletic program shall conduct a financial and life 

skills workshop for all of its first-year and third-year student 

athletes at the beginning of the academic year. This woNishop shall 

include, but not be liK£ted to, information concerning financial aid, 

4. Insurance coverage: Expanded and mandated for sport-related injuries suffered by athletes. 

67453. (a) (3) (A-B) 
If a student athlete suffers an injury resulting from his or 
her parti ciipation in the athlLetic pregram that reguii res ongoJ nq 

medical treatK~nt, the athletic program shall provide, for a minim~ 

ef two years fe]]ewing the student athlete’s graduatien er separatien 
from the institution of higher education, one of the following: 

(A) The nec:essary medic:alL treatment:. 
(B) Health insurance that covers the injury and the <esu]ting deductible ~’ounts. 

I think Lew’s point about publicizing this to various constituencies in NC (NiC Faculty Council, 
Faculty Athletics CoKK~ittee, and in the legislature is a very good idea. 
Richard 

Dr. Richard ~. Southail 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

Director - Colieg9 Sport Researc~’i iristicu%e 

Wo<] ie]-: Hal i 2030 



Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, w@’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <iaysmith@enail.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, September 98, 2012 8:41 ~ 

To: Richard Southali <southali@email.unc.edu> 

Co: dJ scdssi oz~ < facial ty--ati~l eti cs-forum@l J stserv, unc. edit> 

Subject: Re: [fac[~lty--~ti~letics-forum] California passes Ist Strident-Athletes Bi31 of Rights 

This is great news, Richard. I was vaguely a~vvdre of the bill, but did not realize that, srlong its other benefits, it will 

a] so : 

"guarantee student-athletes the same due process riqhts that are qiveh to regdlar students." Souhds almost too good to be 

txue. Could you say a wold o£ two about what it: means in CalJ fornia? AlLso--do you know if UNC’s athlLetes are aware of this 

develoDrrent? I would certainly 11ke them to be. The ACC also just signed an obscene new TV contract, if I’m not mistaken. 

Jay 

On 9/28/~2 8:24 ,sSi, Southall, Richard PHchaxd wrot:e: 

I tho~ght I ’d pass along thls news regarding recently-passed Caiifornla legislation. 

htt p : //’.,.~,.~. ncpanow, o K q / reli eases adv J so ri es ?i d 0026 

RHS 

Grs.d~ate ?to,ram ]orrdinator 

The Univgrsity of North Carolir~a at CHapel Hill 

]}J ]-ector .-- College SNort Research ins%Jtute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

OffJ ce - 9] 9. 963}-3507 

~,’~x -- 9~9.962--623b 

UNC S~or~ A-lrr~irlis ~ra%io£s w(N si%e : 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently s~bscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysK@th@email.~nc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here : htt’o: i!lists.unc.edu!u?i~48699857. 65997791b4b45b38d9f69622ac998ca9&n T&I faculty-- 

athletics- foru-~l&o 322~8168 

(It mdy be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emdii[ l_o lLeave-32218168-4869985’Z.6599"7791b4b4~ib38d9f69522ac998ca9@iistserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~edu/u?id=5~137456~42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facu~t¥--ath~etics-forum&o=3222~~1~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32220010-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Friday, 2:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10442" @Aicio NIP 2510) 

Scan Date:          14:02:47 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH UniversiW Libmu <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Library Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Soja, Edward W      AUTHOR: Osolo-Nasubo, Ng’weno. 
The geography of modernization in K A socio-economic study of the Kenya 
CALL NO: DT434.E2 $6 CALL NO: HD983.086 

BARCODE: 10000458915 BAR(2ODE: 10002749590 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DLrE: 10-02-12 

AU’]]}OR: Harbeson, John W     AUT{-IOR: Leo, <Nristopher. 
Nation-building in Kenya; the role TITLE: Land and class in Kenya 

CALL NO: HD989K42 }{27 CAI.L NO: HD983 .Ld6 1984 c3 

BARCODE: 10000312430 BARCOD}{: 00007708634 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BA’FTLE 

29:39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibratTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libmry Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:               ALrTHOR: Deal3. Kathryn 
Out for the cotmt : the 1997 genera Capit.qlism and citizenship : the im 
CALL NO: JQ2947 A956 088 2001 CALL NO: JF799 EM3 2003 
BARCODE: 00021710463 BARCODE: 00022948973 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis LibraD, DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: ()ucho, John O.       AUTtlOR: Serulnfkov, Sergio. 

l_3ndercurrents ~f ethmc conflicts i Subverting colomal autb.eri~." : cha 

CALL NO: DT433.542.093 2002 CALL NO: F2230 2.A9 Sd6 2003 

BARCODE: 00021965241 BARCODE: 00022933195 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library Circ St DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDII{S 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:42 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Ahluwalia, D. P. S    AL~HOR: Smith, David Marshall, 
Post-colonialism and the politics o Moral geographies : ethics in a wor 
CALL NO: JQ2947.A58 A458 1996 CALL NO: GF,42 .$57 2000 
BARCODE: 00013797279 BAR(2ODE: 00019606071 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: MciVhchael, Philip     AU~fIIOR: 

Development and social change : a g Power and popular protest : Latin A 

CALL NO: HC79.I~’A4 M25 2000 CALL NO: HN110.5.A8 P69 2001 

BARCODE: 00017838752 BARCODE: 00019616435 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:41 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Belrnan, Brace,      AUTHOR: 
Control & crisis in colonial Kenya Human geography : society, space, a 
CALL NO: DT433.557 .B47 1990 CALL ix,-(): GF41 .H95 1994b 
BARCODE: 00007769621 BAR(2ODE: 00010604615 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Lagos, Maria L.      AUTHOR: Zulawski, ~mn. 

Autonomy and power : the dynamics o They eat from their labor : work an 

CALL NO: F3319.1 .T56 L34 1994 CALL NO: 5{I)8275 .Z84 1994 

BARCODE: 00010712115 BARCODE: 00011886578 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:40 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Spaces t;ar change? : the politics o TITLE: Problematising resistance 
CALL NO: JF799 $665 2007 CALL NO,: HN-801 .AS P76 2005 
BARCODE: 00028384436 BAR(2ODE: 00029273713 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTttOR:               AI.FII IOR: Qvor~xup, Mads. 

Violence and non-violence in Africa The politics of participation :fro 

CAL[~ NO: tlN780 Z9 V5653 2007 CALL NO: YF799 .Q999 2007 

BARCODE: 00028390287 BA[£CODE: 00029249456 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:46 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu;- 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Law and globalimqtion from below : Politics and social movements in an 
CALL NO: I<L~70 L385 2005 CALL NO: JZ1312 .P645 2005 

BARCODE: 00025528723 BAR(2ODE: 00025240187 

Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DLrE: 10-02-12 

AIFII IOR: AL’THOR: 

Global responsibilities : who must Limits to liberation al~er aparthei 

CALL NO: JC571 .05825 2005 c.2 CAI2. NO: JQ1983 .L56 2005 

BARCODE: 00025679631 BARCOI)E: 00025689354 

Davis LibraW I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~I11DIES 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:44 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
TITLE: HIV/A]DS in South A£dca Latin American social movements : g 
CALL NO: RA643 86.$6 H585 2005 CALL NO: HN110.5 A8 L397 2006 
BARCODE: 00026129724 BARCIODE: 00027304220 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

A U~,[I IOR: AUTHOR: 

Dispatches l~;om Latin America : on Violent geographies : fear, terror, 

CALL NO: tIN110 5.A8 D585 2006 CALL NO: JC328.6 .V58 2007 

BARCODE: 00027254408 BARCODE: 00027318395 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:4.5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
HIV and AIDS in Africa : beyond epi The political economy of AIDS in Af 
CALL NO: RA643 86.A35 H554 2004 CALL NO: RA643 86.A35 P64 2004 
BARCODE: 00023134699 BARCIODE: 00024540221 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTIIOR: Nattrass, Nicoli     AUT[IOR: Moore, Donald S., 

The moral economy of AIDS in South Su[’fering for territory : race, pla 

CALL NO: RA643 86.$6 N38 2004 CALL NO: tID992.Z63 M665 2005 

BARCODE: 00023704207 BARCODE: 00025313321 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:43 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Dignity and defiance : stories from HIV/AIDS and society in South Afric 
CALL NO: HF1511 .D54 2008 CALL NO: RA643 86.$6 H57524 2008 
BARCODE: 00032323968 BARCIODE: 00033886082 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AI)~,[I IOR: AUTHOR: 

The new Latin American left : utopi New South African keywords 

CAIL NO: HN110.5.Z9 M6 2008 CA[d. NO: t]N801 A8 N39 2008 

BARCODE: 00033629949 BARCODE: 00033794270 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:49 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Arthur, John A.,      AUTHOR: Mueller, Susalme D 
The African diaspora in the United The politics of violence in Kenya 
CALL NO: JV9022.3 A78 2008 CALL ix,-(): HN793.Z9 V57 2008 
BARCODE: 00031073105 BAR(2ODE: 00032175510 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Lesorogol, Carolyn K., AUTHOR: Lucero, Jose Antonio, 

Contesting the commons : prlvati7sn Struggles of voice : the politics o 

CALL NO: tlD1289.K42 $265 2008    CALL NO: F372h3 P74L83 2008 

BARCODE: 00030930208 BARCODE: 00032316734 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:48 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibmlTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

I ,ibrary Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 

https://webcat lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 

AUTHOR:VandolTnael, AlainMarc. AL~i’HOR:Gustafson, BretDarin, 

Civil society and democracy in post New languages of the state : indige 

CALL NO: RA(>43.86 $6 V36 2007 CALL NO: LC3735 B5 G87 2009 

BARCODE: 00034511653 BARCODE: 00033752724 

Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AIZ[’[tOR:               AUTHOR: Yashar, Deborah J., 

ttegemonic transitions, the state an Contesting citizenship in Latin Ame 

CALL NO: JZ1312.11434 2009 CALL NO: F2230 1 .P65 Y37 2005 c.2 

BARCODE: 00033681 (>40 BARCODE: 00035395143 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFKICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~f"UDK{S 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Cognitive justice in a global world Global migration and development 
CALL NO: Q175 .C6128 2007 CALL NO: JV6217 .G56 2008 
BARCODE: 00030292326 BARCIODE: 00030563701 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Gotkowitz, Laura 

The state of resistance : popular s A rew31ution for our rights : indig 

CALL NO: IIN980 $695 2007 CALL NO: F3326 (368 2007 

BARCODE: 00030292754 BARCOD}{: 00029949110 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library Ch-c St DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER ST[/DIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:47 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH UniversiD’ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edtc> 

Saturday September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edt~> 

Library Notice 

Waiter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The followu~g items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Wettstein, Florian    AUTHOR: Andersen, iVlartin Edwin. 
Multinational corporations and glob Peoples of the earth : ethnonationa 
CALL NO: HD2755.5 7vV473 2009 CALL NO: GN564 L29 A53 2010 
BARC©DE: 00033697857 BARCODE: 00035947057 

Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AITII IOR:              AUTHOR: 
Globalia~tion and migration : new i Citi/,en action and national pollW 

CALI. NO: JV6035 .G56 2009 CALL NO: JF799 .C58 2010 

BARCODE: 00035887969 BARCOI)E: 00034790995 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 

EUNICE N SAtrLE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IILDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:51 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
Pogge, Thomas Wmfried Menko    AUTHOR: 
Politics as usual : what lies behin Mediations of violence in Aticica 
CALL NO: HC79.P6 P655 2010 CALL NO: HN780 Z9 V564 2010 
BARCODE: 00037974415 BAR(2ODE: 00038057351 

Davis Libral3z Circ St DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Libral3z DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Smale, Robert L.      AIZIIIOR: Albro, Robert 

I sweat the flavor of tin : labor a Roosters at midnight : indigenous s 

CALL NO: HDS039.M72 B668 2010 CALL NO: F3319. hQ54 A53 2010 

BARCODE: 00038076143 BARCODE: 00038069008 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:52 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 

https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 

AU’rHOR: Petras, James F.,     AUTHOR: Geffen, Nathan. 

Social movements in Latin America : Debunking delusions : the inside st 

CALL NO: HNll0 5.A8 P463 2011    CALL NO: RA(>43.86 $6 G44 2010 

BARCODE: 00040325246 BARCODE: 00040350878 

Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Fourie, Pieter,      AUTHOR: 

The pulitics uf AIDS denialism : Su Realimng the develupment putential 

CAL[~ NO: RAd~3.86.S6 F683 2010 CALl, NO: JV6.217 R43 201 l 

BARCODE: 00040333790 BARCODE: 00040356239 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:54 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

UNCCH University. LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Library Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Barume, Albeit Kwokwo. AUTHOR: 
Land rights of indigenous peoples i Zuma’s own goal : losing South Afl-i 
CALL N-O: KQC202 .B37 2010 CALL NO: DT1971 .Z86 2011 

BARCODE: 00038043214 BARCODE: 00038109670 

Davis Library DlJ~: 10-02-12 Davis Librat3,DL’E: 10-02-12 

AITII IOR: Bolivia.          AIYI~[IOR: 

Constitution of the plurinational s Thomas Pogge and his critics 

CALL NO: K~t~C2914 2009 .A613 2010 CALL NO: JAT1 .T525 2010 

BARCODE: 00039795301        BARCOI)E: 00038102506 

Davis Librapf FolioI)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DU[{: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDII{S 

3395 205 BATTLE 

29:53 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibraU <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-29-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Diaspora and transnationalism : con Reclaiming the nation : the return 
CALL NO: JV6035 .D513 2010 CALL NO: JC574 2.D44 R43 2011 
BARCODE: 00040356284 BARCIODE: 00040220821 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR:               AI.FUIOR: Schwar7mante[, J. J. 
Migration in the global political e Democracy and political violence 
CALL NO: JV6033 M563 2011 CALL NO: JC328.6 .$35 2011 
BARCODE: 00040209611 BARCODE: 00040219049 
Davis Librapf DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IXIDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:55 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, ’, 3:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: JOMC , Inte~iew 

Hi Eunice, 
I am forwarding this email to let you know about this requst. I am not planning to do the interview. I find it to be problematic. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: 

Sent: saturday, 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: JONC Interview 

3:15 PM 

Prof. Caldwell, 

My name is             ~nd I am a          Public Relations major at UNC. I saw your name in a recent Daily Tar Heel article about the AFAM department, and I was 
hoping I could ~et up a phone interview with you sometime within the next week, at a time of your convenience. The interview would focus on how the changes in the AFAM 

department have affected you personally. It is for an assignment for my class (JOMC ). However, I completely understand if you are unable to conduct the 
interview. 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 3:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Supreme Court Faces Weighty Cases and a New Dynamic 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
September 30, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _.a..a..~.a..zj..n..e_ I Editorials I ..O.~..-..E..d.. I .O...n....T...h.!.s....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Supreme Court Faces 

Weighty Cases and a New 

Dynamic 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The new teru~ will probably include 
major decisions on affirumtive action in 
higher education achnissions, same-sex 
marriage and a challenge to the heart of 
the Voting Rights Act of ~965. 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
Elite and Deft, Xi Aimed High 
Early in China 
By IAN JOHNSON 

Pm early move to rural China offers a 
window on flae political savvy of Xi 
Jinping, who is on the cusp of taking 
over as China’s supreme leader. 

ARTHUR OCHS SULZBERGER, 1926 - 
2012 
Publisher Who Transformed The Times for New Era 
By CLYDE HABERMAN 

Arthur Ochs Sulzberger guided The Times and its parent company through a period of expansion and chm~ge 
on a scale not seen since the newspaper’s fotmding. 

’ Photographs: Shaping The Times’s Destiny 

" ~ Video: Remembering Arthur Ochs Sulzberger 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 realized that this guy, who from his style of dress made him look like a lad from the canteen crew, was 

the new deputy party secretary." 

WANG YOUHUI, a local official, on Iris first impression ofXi Jinping, who is on the cusp ofbecomhag 

China’s supreme leader. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Longshoremen’s 



Lament 
Automation and large machines have 
cut deeply into the human workforee on 
the waterfront, loading and unloading 
the nfillions of containers that enter the 
Port of New York and New Jersey. 

’- Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 
The Myth of Male 
Decline 
By STEPHANIE COONTZ 

Reports of a matriarchy 
are exaggerated. In many 
arenas, the progress of women has 
stalled. 

At Balenciaga, lots to talk 
about 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Spring 2013 Balenciaga 

Spring 2013 Lanvin 

~t~ytim.es,~o,~n FASHilOiN 

WORLD 

In Syria’s Largest City, Fire Ravages Ancient Market 
By ANNE BARNARD and HWAIDA SAAD 

A vast and well-preserved labyrinth of storehouses, schools and courtyards in Aleppo was damaged on 
Saturday as fierce clashes between security forces and insurgents continued. 

Better Off Than They Were in Years Past, Georgian Voters Ask: At What Cost? 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The parliamentaIT election has become a referendmn on the trade-offs of the so-called Rose Revolution. 

,, ~ Slide Show: Georgians Confront Revolution’s Legacy in Vote 

Unlikely Warriors Emerge Against a Myanmar Mine 
By THOMAS FULLER 

In a sign of how things are changing in Myannmr, two village women have won national pronfinence for 
defying a copper nfine project backed by the nfilitary. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

After Decades in Institutions, a Bumpy Journey to a New Life 
By RACHEL L. SWARNS 

Hundreds of severely disabled citizens in Georgia are being reintegrated into society anfid pressure from the 
Justice Department to end diserhnination against the eognitively and physically impaired. 

¯ ’ Efforts in Integration: Losing Familiarity for Stimulation 

Efforts in Integration: Losing Familiarity for Stimulation 
By RACHEL L. SWARNS 

A look at the experiences of three people moved over the last year from Central State Hospital in Georgia to 
group homes. 

Political and Class Issues Complicate a Colorado Land Dispute 
By JACK HEALY 

Bill Koch’s effort to acquire some public land, including a piece that cuts through his 4,5oo-acre ranch, has 
run into hostility from his neighbors. 

," ~ Slide Show 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Bound to Sea but Buried in Debt, Spain’s Fishermen Blame Bloc’s Policies 



By RAPHAEL MINDER 

A decline in fish stocks, rising operating costs and a sharp econonfic downturn have devastated much of 
Spain’s coastal economy and intensified criticism of subsidies. 

A Guitar Maker Aims to Stay Plugged In 
By JANET MORRISSEY 

Fender, the guitar company made famous by the likes of Buddy Holly, Jinfi Hendrix and Eric Clapton, is 
facing big challenges anfid the fickle tastes of Wall Street and the music industry. 

’. ~ Slide Show: Keeping the Music Alive 

’- ~ Video: Heartbeat of Rock ’n’ Roll 

STRATEGIES 
As Money Pours Down, It’s No Wonder That Stocks Are Up 
By JEFF SUMMER 

Cause and effect are hard to prove, but it seems reasonable that central banks’ recent moves are providing 
the spark for stock market rallies worldwide. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Shots Falling and Spirits Rising, U.S. Puts Europe in Deep Hole 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Encroaching on traditional European territory, the United States took a commmading lead and needs 4 1/2 
points from Stmday’s 12 singles matches to win the Ryder Cup. 

’ ~ Leader Board 

Return of Referee Known for Big Arms Is Welcomed With Open Arms 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Ed Hochtfli, a 61-year-old lawyer with the biceps of a linebacker, may be the N.F.L.’s most recognizable game 
official. 

" Referees Feel the Love, at Least for One Game 

Nationals’ Charms Proved Hard to Ignore 
By CARL HULSE 

The author, a long-suffering Cubs fan, fotmd himself ptflling for the Nationals, and his feelings grew more 
complicated once the team started playing well. 

" ~ Slide Show: Washington, in Three Acts 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Painting, Rebooted 
By CAROL VOGEL 

Wade Guyton, who creates art on computers, is the subject of a nfidcareer survey at the Whitney Musemn. 

" ~ Slide Show 

Only the Songs Remain the Same 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

The New York Cabaret Convention next month will consider how to attract younger artists and audiences. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Jay-Z Comes Home to Repay a Debt to Brooklyn 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The artist was at the Barclays Center in Brookl)aa for the first show of a sold-out eight night rtm in the new 
rusty bunker that will house the Brookl)aa Nets. 

" For Brooklyn’s New Arena, Day 1 Brings Hip-Hop Fans and Protests 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Alicia Keys Goes From Spark to Fire 



By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

How the "Girl on Fire" turned a tossed-off phrase into a song. 

" ~ Video: Alicia Keys Sings 

O.J. Simpson, Racial Utopia and the Moment That Inspired My Novel 
By MICHAEL CHABON 

From Columbia, Md., to "Telegraph Avenue." 

Junot Diaz Hates Writing Short Stories 
By SAM ANDERSON 

The writer has to be receptive to everytlfing. Except his inner critic. 

" ~ Slide Show: What Inspires dunot Diaz? 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

October Term, 2012 
The Supreme Court opens up a new term with important cases that deal with affirmative action, criminal 
justice and more. 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 
Mr. Sulzberger, Publisher and Projectionist 
By ANDREW ROSENTHAL 

A personal reminiscence of the man who led The New York Times for 34 years. 

" Nicholas D. Kristof: ’Punch’ Sulzberger, R.I.P. 

EDITORIAL 
Democracy in the Former Soviet Republics 
Recent actions taken by the president of Georgia are raising doubts about his commitment to democratic 
govenlanee. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 
Valium’s Contribution to Our New Normal 
By ROBIN MARANTZ HENIG 

Valium and sinfilar drugs gave us a new way to slay our inner demons, medicating our way to a happier life. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
It Goes With Everything, Even Blue Hair 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

From Coco to Gaga, the L.B.D. works that old black magic. 

, Columnist page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Women Hurting Women 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Female leaders can be just as horrible for women as men - just look at Bangladesh. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 
0bamanomics: A Counterhistory 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

What could the administration have done to strengthen a weak recovery? 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
To Encourage Biking, Cities Lose the Helmets 



By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 
Does requiring safety gear make a safe activity seem dangerous? 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
How to Help Iran Build a Bomb 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

Opinion is strong that an attack on Iran by Israel would not slow Iran’s nuclear program, but speed it up. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 30, 1938, British, French, German and Italian leaders agreed at a meeting in Munich that Nazi 

Germmay would be allowed to annex Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenlmad. 

¯ See This Front Pa_o~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nahum Chandler @attglobal.net~ 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfishe@email.unc.e&~ 

Re: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Rebecka and Eunice: 

I was just sitting down to write and say, thank you for the invitation and that I look forward to addressing the faculty and the campus 
community at Chapel Hill on Du Bois. The ongoing historic importance of the department at l JNC remains quite present to me. I am 
honored that you have thought of me, in particular in this time of renewal and regeneration. And too, I hold close chances such this 
occasion for ongoing dialogue with a scholar of Du Bois of such depth and exacting thought such as you, Rebecka. The specific date(s), 
too, will be of some interest to me. So, here is to looking forward, indeed, and for now, 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks for this email. I will be in touch with Nahum shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher [rrfisher(@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 4:08 PM 
To: Nahum Chandler 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Nahum, 

I hope this note finds you well. I write to say how pleased I mn that you’ll be able to join us as our keynote speaker for the W.E.B. Du Bois Cont~rence 

we will host here at Chapel Hill next year. My colleague, Eunice Sahle, the chair of African and Aii~o-American Studies, will ~on be in touch with you 

with further details. I a~n copying Eunice so that the two of you ca~ be in commuNcation. 

In the meaa~time and as always, I wish you the best. 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
Universi~7 of North Carolilm, Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 1:28 PM 

@attglobal .net 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hildebrm~d. Reginald F <Mdebv~r@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Invitation: Dn Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Nahum, 

We axe vely glad to hear that you are still looking forward to the conference. I greatly anticipate having you join us, and will certainly relish the pearls you roll share 

with ns during that time. The specific dates are Jan 31-Feb 2. In the draft schednle that was circulated, your keynote address would take place on Feb 1. Once we 

finalize the time, we’ll be sure to advi~ you of this. 

All the best in the mea~time, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

~fisher@email.unc. edu 

On Sep 30, 2012, at 10:53 AM, Nahnm Chandler wrote: 

Dear Rebecka and Eunice: 

I was just sitting down to write and say, thank you for the invitation and that I look forward to addressing the faculty and the 
campus communi~ at Chapel Hill on Du Bois. The ongoing historic importance of the department at UNC retlmins quite 
present to me. I am honored that you have thought of me, in particular in this time of renewal and regeneration. And too, I hold 
close chances such as this occasion for ongoing dialogue with a scholar of Du Bois of such depth and exacting thought as you, 
Rebecka. The specific date(s), too, will be of some interest to me. So, here is to looking forward, indeed, and for now, 

Nahum 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks for this email. I will be in touch with Nahum shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher [rffisher@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 4:08 PM 

To: Nahum Chandler 
(::c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Nal~um, 

I hope this note finds yon well. I write to say how pleased I am that yon’ll be able to join us as our keynote speaker for the W.E.B. Du Bois 

Conference we will host here at Chapel Hill next year. My colleague, Eunice SaNe, the chair of African and Afro-American Studies, roll 

soon be in touch ruth yon with further details. I am cowing Eunice so that the two of you cm~ be in communication. 

In the meantime and as always, I wish yon the best. 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of C~raduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

ilfisher@etlmil.~mc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nahum Chandler.      :@attglobal.net> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 2:38 PN 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Du Bois Conference, .]an 2013 

Dear Eunice: 
Thank you, yes, the best telephone number for me for speaking is, . Later in the mornings, and early afternoons best, but 
other times can work as well (evenings are with my son, but can work Monday or this ~veek if I have a bit of heads up or can call back). 
Looking forward, indeed, for now, 
Nahum 

On 9/30/1t2 8:27 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahum, 

I am very grateful for your email and I look forward to further dialogue as we prepare to host you in January 3:t-Feb. 2. 

Kindly let me know if I can call you on Monday. If so please send me your phone number and a time when we can have a conversation about the Du Bois 
Conference. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler I      :@attqlobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 20:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Subject: Re: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, .]an 20:t3 

Dear Rebecka and Eunice: 

I was just sitting down to write and say, thank you for the invitation and that I look forward to ad&essing the faculty and the 
campus community at Chapel Hill on Du Bois. The ongoing historic importance of the department at UNC remains quite 
present to me. I am honored that you have thought of me, in particular in this time of renewal and regeneration. And too, I hold 
close chances such this occasion for ongoing dialogue ~vith a scholar of Du Bois of such depth and exacting thought such as you, 
Rebecka. The specific date(s), too, will be of some interest to me. So, here is to looking forward, indeed, and for no,v, 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks for this email. I will be in touch with Nahum shortly. 

Best wishes, 
EuNce 

From: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher [rrfisher@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 20:t2 4:08 PM 
To: Nahum Chandler 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, .]an 20:t3 

Dear Na~h urn, 

I hope this note finds you well. I write to say how pleased I am that you’ll be able to join us as our keynote speaker for the W.E.B. Du Bois 

Conference we will host here at Chapel Hill next year. My colleague, Eunice SaNe, the chair of Africm~ a~d Afro-America]~ Studies, will 

soon be in ~ouch with you with further details. I am copying Eunice so that the two of you can be in comtnunication. 

In the meantime and as always, I wish you the befit. 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, Phi) 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



rrfisher(~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nahum Chandler <      ~attglobal,net> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 4:47 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc,edu> 

Re: Du Bois Conference, 3an 2013 

Dear Eunice: 
Ve~ well, on my end; I will look forward. 
Sincerely, 
Nahum 

On 9/30/12 12:12 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahum, 

How about a conversation at 3.00pro Chapel Hill time tomorrow? 

I will be calling from this office number 919-962-2341. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler [     @attqlobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 2:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Eunice: 
Thank you, yes, the best telephone number for me [br speaking is . Later in the mornings, and early a[iernoons 
best, but other times can work as well (evemngs are with my son, but can work Monday or tiffs week if I have a bit of heads up 
or can call back). Looking forward, indeed, ~br now, 
Nahum 

On 9/30/12 8:17 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahum, 

I am very grateful for your email and I look forward to further dialogue as we prepare to host you in January 31-Feb. 2. 

Kindly let me know if I can call you on Monday. If so please send me your phone number and a time when we can have a conversation about the 
Du Bois Conference. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler      :@attglobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 10:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Subject: Re: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Rebecka and Eunice: 

I was just sitting down to write and say, thank you for the invitation and that I look forward to addressing the faculty- 
and the campus community at Chapel Hill on Du Bois. The ongoing historic importance of the department at I JNC 
remains quite present to me. I am honored that you have thought of me, in particular in this time of renewal and 
regeneration. And too, I hold close chances such this occasion for ongoing dialogue with a scholar of Du Bois of such 
depth and exacting thought such as you, Rebecka. The specific date(s), too, will be of some interest to me. So, here 
is to looking forward, indeed, and for now, 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks for this email. I will be in touch with Nahum shortly. 



Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher [rrfisher@email,unc,edul 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 20:[2 4:08 PM 
To: Nahum Chandler 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, Jan 20:[3 

I hope this note finds you well. I write to say how pleased I am that you’ll be able to join us as our keynote speaker for the 

W.E.B. Du Bois Conference we will host here at Chapel Hill next year. IVly colleague, Eunice Sahle, the chair of African and 
Afro-American Studies, will soon be in touch with you with furt~er details. I am cowing Eunice so that the two of you can be in 

communication. 

In the meantime and as always, I wish you the bes~t. 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
Universi~ of Norl]a Carolina, Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@emaiLunc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Monday 

OK. I will be there. See you tomorrow. -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 9:47 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Monday 

Dear Reg, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can you join me for a meeting tomorrow with 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

of the BSM? The meeting would be between 20-30 minutes starting at :t:t.00am in my office. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 3:06 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

Tar Heels Give More! 

The Carolina community has a tradition of giving to others. For more than 20 years, our campus has supported thousands of charities through Carolina Cares, Carolina 
Shares. During tough economic times, we continued to give. Last year, we proved that Tar Heels Give More by pledging more than $782,000 -- making onr cmnpaign 

the largest in the state. 

Help us continue this tradition of giving by participating in this year’s Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign and pledging to one or more SECC charities. You can 

once again maJae your donation online -- an easy, convenient, aJ~d secure way to suptx~rt one or more of your favorite charities. In addition to online giving, paper 

forms roll be provided to all permanent thculty a~d staIt~ (If you do not receive a form oryou have questions abx~ut the pledge process, please contact your division 

leader or team captain.) 

Important [ntbrmatio~l: Only payroll deduction m~d credit card options are available oithne. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form a~d contribution to your temn captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below mid 
follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen ~d passwoM 

GIVE NOW’. When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As yon open each page, yon will immediately see that this process is vely easy! There are only five steps, mad the whole process should take only five minutes to 
complete. We believe that online giving is a true convenience tbr making your gilt to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thaa~k you lbr your gift to Carolina Care~ Carolina Shares. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. May Have Put Mistaken 
Faith in Libya Site’s Security 
By ERIC SCHMITT, DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 
and SULIMAN ALl ZWAY 

Defenses at the American nfission in 
Benghazi have become a major issue as 
the Obama adnfinistration struggles to 
explain what happened there mad how 
3anbassador J. Christopher Stevens 
ended up alone. 

Seeking Return of Art, 
Turkey Jolts Museums 
By DAN BILEFSKY 

Turkish officials are demanding ancient 
artifacts from Western musemns, and 
aren’t tinfid about doing so. The 
musemns say their nfission to display 
global art treasures is trader siege. 

Payroll Tax Cut Unlikely to 
Survive Into Next Year 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

A tax break for wage earuers for which the White House campaigned hard last winter now finds little support 
in Washington, as Congress struggles with deficits. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We are moving from lived memory to historical memory. We’re at that transition, and this is sort of a 

brazen, in-your-face way of bridging it." 

MICHAEL BERENBAUM, a Holocaust scholar, on the practice of young Israelis getting tattoos of the 

numbers their elders were branded with at Nazi camps. 

WORLD 

~ AUDIO & PHOTOS: 
A Tattoo to 
Remember 
Children and 



grandchildren of Auschwitz survivors 
are memorializing the darkest days of 
history on their own bodies. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR ......... .... 
Goodbye, Colonel 
Rebel 
By KITTY DUMAS 

From its first, violent, 
throes of integration to 
the racial harmony of today, Ole Miss is 
a modena-day history lesson in what is 
possible. 

How many Americans 
watched the Olympics? 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Libor overhaul 

After Lehman, Callan bids New York farewell 

nl~times.com iBUS~NESS 

WORLD 

Proudly Bearing Elders’ Scars, Their Skin Says ’Never Forget’ 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Some young Israelis are having the concentration-camp ntunbers of relatives who survived fl~e Holocaust 
permanently inked into their arms. It has provoked intense reactions. 

. ~ Audio & Photos: A Tattoo to Remember 

5 Are Dead After Clash Between U.S. and Afghan Troops 
By ROD NORDLAND 

Two Americans and three Afghans died just days after Pentagon officials confinned that joint operations 
between American and Afghan forces were returning to nonnal. 

Fearing Rigged Vote, Georgians Prepare for Elections 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The leader of the cotmtry’s Orthodox Church has wan~ed against vote fraud by the govenm~ent, and 
opposition voters are preparing to take to the streets. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Memorializing loo Who Perished in Nightclub Blaze 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

The owner of the site in West Warwick, R.I., where a fire killed lOO people in 2003 during a show by the 
band Great Wlfite, decided to donate it for a pennanent memorial. 

50 Years After Integration, Ole Miss Grapples With History 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

The University of Mississippi is comnaemorating the 5oth anniversary of racial integration on campus, but 
some say it is not doing enough to recognize the school’s painful history. 

California Is First State to Ban Gay ’Cure’ for Minors 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Gay rights advocates say disputed therapies to "overcome" homosexuality have caused emotional harm to 
teenagers. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In Europe, Speed Cameras Meet Their Technological Match 
By KEVIN J. O’BRIEN 



The smartphone is being honed into a highly effective - mad controversial - mobile radar detector. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Greek-Spanish Pension Split Illustrates Europe’s Dilemma 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

While Greece agreed last week to cut pensions, Spain said it would raise its payouts, a stark example of why 
Europe’s debt and deficit problems have proved so difficult to resolve. 

In Vermont, a Venerable Paper Fights for Readers 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

The Burlington Free Press, the state’s largest daily, is struggling after making some radical changes in Jtme, 
including a redesign and an online pay wall. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 9, BLUE JAYS 6 
For Yankees, a Playoff Berth and Unfinished Business 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

After beating the Blue Jays on Sunday, the Yankees clinched a playoff spot when the Rangers split a 
doubleheader with the Angels, but flae Ymakees still have their sights set on the division rifle. 

’ ~’~ Box Score 

¯ . Braves 6, Mets 2: Medlen Leads Braves, as Chipper Jones Says Goodbye 

’: Baseball Roundup: Pirates’ Run of Losing Seasons Hits 20 

ON BASEBALL 
A Good Week to Be a Fan, and to Have Multiple TVs 
By TYLER KEPNER 

In the final week of the regular season of Major League Baseball, 15 three-game series remain and only five 
have no bearing on the postseason. 

’. Rangers 8, Angels 7: In Doubleheader Split, Rangers Lock In Playoff Spot 

’: Orioles 6, Red Sox 3: Orioles Cruise Past Boston, but a Party Is Put Off 

Tigers 2, Twins 1 : Fielder’s Home Run Assures Tigers of Share of First 

ORIOLES 6, RED SOX 3 
Orioles’ Party Is Put Off, but Only for a Few Hours 
By ADAM HIMMELSBACH 

The Orioles won their final home game of the regular season, and an Angels loss in Game 2 of a 
doubleheader helped Baltimore clinch its first playoffberth since a997. 

~ ~ Box Score 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Turning Up the Volume on Global Poverty 
By JON PARELES 

The Global Citizen Festival to combat poverty drew more than 60,000 people to Central Park for a concert 
featuring Neil Young and Crazy Horse, Foo Fighters, the Black Keys, Band of Horses and K’Naan. 

’ ~ Slide Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Total Recall’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

In a memoir, "Total Recall," Arnold Schwarzenegger describes his youth, his bodybuilding career, his term as 
Califonfia’s governor, his marital infidelity and his philosophy, among other things. 

Purveyors of Office Space and Lively Arts 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

The cultural ann of a real estate company, Brookfield Office Properties, spends more than $3 nfillion a year 
at its North 3aneriean office buildings, staging free peffonnanees mad exhibitions. 

¯ More Arts News 



MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Iran Court Finds Reuters Journalist Guilty of ’Spreading Lies’ 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The news agency’s bureau chief in Tehran was convicted by a special media court and awaits sentencing. 

For New Orleans, a Daily That’s No Longer Daily 
By DAVE THIER 

Many in New Orleans are wondering what life will be like now that The Times-Picaymae has gone from a 
daily to a newspaper that will appear three times a week. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Tired Cries of Bias Don’t Help Romney 
By DAVID CARR 

The mainstream media are frequently faulted as biased against conservative causes. But it seems a dubious 
notion when the omaership of the megaphone is increasingly up for grabs. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A.O.S. 
The Times publisher made m~ immense contribution to free speech and an independent press. 

EDITORIAL 
How Insurers Can Help 
Private insurance companies, like Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, are showing how medical costs 
can be cut while improving care. 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 
Mr. Sulzberger, Publisher and Projectionist 
By ANDREW ROSENTHAL 

A personal reminiscence of the man who led The New York Times for 34 years. 

, Nicholas D. Kristof: ’Punch’ Sulzberger, R.I.P. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Punch Sulzberger and His Times 
By MAX FRANKEL 

Certain of his newspaper’s mission and comfortable wifla his inheritance, Arthur Ochs Sulzberger was an 
extraordinary boss. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Burmese Odd Couple 
Freedom is breaking out in Myanmar. Who deserves the credit? 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Real Referendum 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

It looks as if President Obmna could emerge with a clear mandate to protect the social safety net. 

’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On October 1, 1961, Roger Marls of the New York Yankees lilt his 61st home rtm of the season, breaking Babe 



l~uth’s record of 6o set in 1927. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Bu~ This Front ~ 
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UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edu;, 
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Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 10-01-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 1st, 2012 

UPCOMI NG EVENTS 

The Water Through Film Series on October 6 7th, 2012 co-sponsored by The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbea~ Studies at the University of North 

Caxolina at Chapel ttill a~d Duke University. Day one of the series will be screened at Duke University’s Richa~’d White Theater at 7PM with the tbllowing day’s films 

set m begin at 4 PM in the Nelson Mandela Anditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. 

http://isa.unc.edu!evenVwater-in- ~n- series/ 

A dramatic production of the play Eurydice written by Sarah Ruhl to be performed October 11 15th, 2012 in the Elizabeth Price Kenan Theatre located in the Center 

for Drmnatic Art. 

http://drama.unc.edu/productionnpcoming.html 

Friday Center "What’s The Big Idea?" lecture given by Antonio Rodriguez titled Impacts of Sea-lev’elRise on Barrier Islands: Lessons LearnedJ?om the Geologic 
Record from 7 9 pm on October 11 th, 2012 in the William & Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Education. 

http://Ndavcenter.nnc.edu/pdepiwb~/ 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Former UNICEF otlicial discusses water issues - A recap ofClarissa Brocklehurt’s lecture, the first in a series of talks dedicated solely to water issues as pext of 

the Water Theme Speaker Serie~ that was published in the Do~ly Tax Heel can be ibund at the follomng link: http://www.datlyt~xheel.com/ea~5~cle/2012/09/former- 
unicef- ocial-tallcs- about- water 

,lamie Bartram announced as University Day guest speaker - Jamie Bartram, director of the Water Institute at UNC and the Don and Jennifer Holzworth 

DistingNshed Professor of Environmental Sciences and Engineering at the (fillings School of Global Public Health, has been chosen as the guest speaker for this year’s 

Universi~ Day. The t~sfivifies are scheduled to begin at 11 AM on Friday October 12th in Memorial Hall. For more details on Dr. Bartram and the rest of the 

University Day schedule, please click on the tbllowing link: http://’~¥.m~c.edu/universityday/’. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Proctor & Gamble Children’s Safe Drinking Water Prograni Announces ~Vfilestone - The Proctor & Gamble Children’s Safe Drinldng Water Progrmn recently 

announced that they were able to provide the 5 billionth liter of clean water through a proglam with the University of North Carolina in MoJawi. The attached news 

release ~ld blog link describe the milestone which includes a video prepared by the UNC Chapter of Students of the World organizafion. 

htlp:/iglobalhealth.unc.edu/2012i09iunc- pg- deliver- 5- billionth- liter- clem~- drinldng- water,’ 

http://globalhealth.unc .edu,’news’feature - s~tories/five - billion- liters/ 

Grant announcement for new wavemaker in Chapman tlall - A team of facnlty members t?om the Mathemalics, Computer Science, and Marine Sciences 

departments at UNC have recently been awarded an MRI grant from the National Science Foundation which will be used to bnild a brand new, first-of-it’s-kind 

wavemaker in the wavetank located in Chapman Hall. The amount of the award is $655,401 over three years and the team tasked with this undertaI:ing is as tbllows: 

- Roberto Camassa (Principal Investigator) Departlnent of Mathematics 

- Leandra Vicci (Co-Principal Invesligatoi) Department of Computer Science 

- Richard McLaughlin (Co-Principal Inves~tigator) Department of Mathemalics 

- Brian White (Co- Principal Investigator) Department of Marine Sciences 

For more information on the specifics of the grant project and to view the abstract: 

http:i/www.nsl~ ~ov/awardsearch/showAward.do?AwardNumbe~ 1229471 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our Worhl’- For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 
http://waterthetne.unc.edn/. Questions, cotmnents, m~d suggestions for the theme can be directed to the ibllowing etnail address: watertheme(?b~unc.edu. Also, tbllow us on 
Twirler at http :i/twitter.coirdUNCWater 
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nailing list. <mlk~pc     @listserv.nnc.edu-~ 

PC Meeeting Reminder 

Greetings Everyone: 

This is just a reminder that we have a    Planning Committee meeting today at S pm in the Campus Y, Room 207 (second floor). Come prepared to with theme suggestions 
so that we can finalize the theme for the week. Please have the other assignments completed as well including speaker suggestions and a written version of your event. As 
always, if you cannot make it to the meeting, email me and let me know. See you all soon. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk pc     as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvn?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pcl2-13&o 32230113 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to |eave-32230113- 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd,~&listserv.unc.edu 
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W@TC ] OCT. 3. VISITING WITtt TIlE DECEASED: CUSTOMS ACROSS CULTURES. Noon- 1.00pm. i light lunch will be served 

Map and parking info 

More about the Exhibit 

Modern Mexican celebrations of Days of the Dead, tied to indigenous rituals dating as far back as 3000 years ago, are becoming more widely practiced across the United States. Meanwhile, many cultures around the 

world observe similar celebrations of life and death, including reunion with ancestors during a specific time of year. Extending from the exhibit, "Days of the Dead: From Nlexican Roots to Present-Day Practice in 

the US," (opening Oct 2nd 5:30-7:30pm in the Fredric Jameson Gallery, Friedl Bldg, East Campus) panelists will examine traditions of celebration and mourning related to visiting with the deceased not only in 

Mexico, but also in other parts of the world, including India, Asia, Africa, and the United States. 

Panelists include: Richard Jaffe, Associate Professor and Chair of Religion Department, expert in Japanese Buddhism and East Asian religions; Michelle Lanier, Acting Director of NC African American Heritage 

Commission and Curator of Multicultural Initiatives for NC Div of State Historic Sites & Properties; Laurie Patton, Dean of Arts & Sciences and Professor of Religion, author or editor of eight books on South Asian 

history, culture, and religion, as well as two books of poetrg; and Jenny Snead Williams, Executive Director of the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, c~curator of Days of the Dead exhibit 

Presented by 11~e Program in Latinota Studies in the Global Sonth. Do-sponsored by the Center for Latin Amedcan and Caribbean Studies and the Service-Learning Program, both at Duke University. 
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Fountainhead e-Letter, October 2012, Berlin/Germany 



produced ¯ directed by Fount~inhead~ Tanz Theatre 
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A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRINTS lrN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

"A HUMAN EXPERIENCE / EINE MENSCHLICHE ERFAHRUNG" 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

Rathaus Sch~neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
John- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Sch6neberg 

Footprints in the Sand? 
(an exploration - excavation) 

How does the ground look like 

On which we walk? 
What is the composition 
Of the ground on which we stand 
How many people 
Have walked there before us? 
And do we know, can we see 
Footprints, imprints, inscriptions 
And do they remain 
In sand or" stone? 
How do we get to know 
What those before us did for us? 
Of all those who contributed to life 
Who do we recognize? 

Footprints, imprints on the ground 
Footprints in the sand? 
Stories inscribed in the landscape 
Only until the coming of another wave? 
Whose footprints are remembered? 



Whose prints are washed away? 
Whose patterns are made visible 
By remembering, honouring footprints 
As evidence of activity 
Of journeys, and of existence 
Like contributions written on the pavement 

Yes for how long 
Will those footsteps remain 
For all to be seen? 
Until the next wave 
Hight bury these prints like an illusion 
As if these prints never existed 
As if these feet hadn’t been there 
Like history being washed away 
Like African origins being forgotten 

And so these footsteps become 
At best part of the underground 
Parts of the anatomy, archeology of knowledge 

But then again their memory is not certain 
Their existence may be denied 

For lack of evidence 

In order to defy 
This danger of denial 
Of those faded footprints 
They need to be fossilized 

Their stories 
Need to be visibilized 
Their presence remembered 
Before layers of new sand 
Bury what’s underneath 
And fail to notice 
The texture of the ground 
That they walk on 

This is what Fountainhead Tanz Theatre does 
Fountainhead features footprints 
For us to be able to 
Bee, notice, recognize and remember 
What may be buried in the sea 
The people who made up 
The nature of the sea 
And the land 
And theirs and our culture 
And ours and their life and legacy 
By assuming responsibility 
And making sacrifices necessary 
To look at lost history 
And turn it into found history 
Narrated story 
For continuity and presence 

Footprints unearthed 
Like faces emerged from the shadows 
Evidence of activity excavated 
The story of existence expanded 
The silence of empty spaces 
Exchanged with information 

For us to learn 
And reach beyond our dimension 

Footprints in the sand? 
No, footprints that now stand 
On solid ground 
Footprints enlightened by Fountainhead 

Let it be known, let it be said 
There are voices talking 
And they are to be heard 
There have been feet walking 
And they are screened 
And written down in print, 

© Ursula Troche, June 2012 

Ful3spuren im Sand? 
(eine Exploration - Ausgrabung) 

Wie sieht der Boden aus 
Auf dem wir laufen? 



Was ist die Zusammensetzung 

Dieses Bodens, auf dem wir stehen 
Wie viele Menschen 
Sind schon vor uns dort gelaufen? 

Und k6nnen wir sie sehen, oder davon wissen 
Von diesen Fu6abdr~icken, Abdrucken, Inschriften 
Und bleiben Sie In Sand oder Stein? 
Wie k6nnen wir wissen 
Was unsere Vorl~iufer fiJr uns taten? 
Von all denen, die zum Leben beigetragen haben 

Welche k6nnen wir erkennen? 

Ful3abddJcke, Abdr~icke auf dem Boden 
FuBspuren im Sand? 
Geschichten, eingeschrieben in der Landschaft 
Nur his zur n~ichsten 
An welche Ful3abdr~Jcke wird man sich erinnern? 
Und welche werden einfach weggesp(Jlt? 
Welche Strukturen werden sichtbar gemacht 
Durch die Erinnerung? 
AIs Beweis for Aktivit~t Reisen und der Existenz 
Wie Beitr~ige geschrieben auf dem B(Jrgersteig 

Ja, for wie lange 
Bleiben diese Spuren 
FOr alle zu sehen? 
K6nnte die n~chste Welle 
Diese Drucke wie eine [llusion begraben? 
AIs ob es diese Drucke hie gegeben hat 
AIs ob es diese F~il3e hie gegeben hat 
Wie Geschichte, die weggesp~Jlt wird 
Wie afrikanische Herkunft, vergessen 

Und so werden diese Spuren 
Bestenfalls im Untergrund erhalten 
Wie Teile der Anatomie, Arch~ologie des Wissens 

Aber im Ged~chtnis sind diese Spuren nicht sicher 
Ihre Existenz kann verweigert werden 
Aus Mangel an Beweisen 

Um deswegen 
Die Verleugnung zu verhindern 
M(Jssen diese verblassten Ful3spuren 
Versteinert werden 
[hre Geschichten hervorgehoben werden 
~[hrer Anwesenheit erinnert werden 
Bevor Schichten neuen Sandes 
Begraben was darunter ist 
Und die wie Schichtung des Bodens 
Auf dem wir laufen 
Nicht bemerken 

Das ist es, was Fountainhead Tanz Theatre macht 
Fountainhead grabt Spuren aus 

Sodass wir bemerken k6nnen 
Sehen, bemerken, erkennen und erinnern 
Was vielleicht im Fleer begraben 

Die Menschen, die nun Teil sind 
Der Natur des Meeres 
Und das Land 
Und ihre und unsere Kultur 
Und unsere und ihr Leben und Verm~chtnis 
Durch die 0bernahme von Verantwortung 
Und sich aufzuopfern 
Verlorene Geschichte anzuschauen 
Und diese Geschichte lebendig zu machen 

Und zu erz~hlter Geschichte zu machen 
Kontinuit~t und Pr~senz 

Fugabdr(Jcke freigelegt 
Wie Gesichter, aus den Schatten gelaufen 
Nachweise yon Aktivit~t ausgegraben 
Die Geschichte der Existenz erweitert 
Die Stille der leeren R~ume 
Nit ~[nformationen ausgetauscht 

Damit wit lernen 
0ber unsere Dimension herauszudenken 

FuBspuren im Sand? 
Nein, Ful3abdrfJcke, die jetzt stehen 
Auf festem Boden 
Ful3abdrOcke, von Fountainhead ausgegraben 
Lassen Sie es bekannt sein, lassen Sie es sagen 
Hier sprechen Stimmen 



Und sie sind zu h6ren 
Und F~iBe sind gelaufen 
Und sie werden gefilmt, diese Abdr~icke 
Und $ie werden gedruckt. 

© Ursula Troche, Juli 2012 
Obersetzung: Ursula Troche, Everard Phillips 

back to top 

PART LXXXII 

Grownupism! 
:&Day, When I Grow Up! 

So as usual~ I wuz sittin’ an’ stinkin’ ’bout when ][ wuld become rich an’ famous? 
I havta admit, I wuzn’t thinkin’ ’bout how I wuz gonna do all this guud stuff, [ wuz 
jes thinkin’ ’ bout how cool it wuld be, with all kinda glare an’ glitter all over my 
place an’ me! 
Now when I look aroun’ me, I see peeple doin’ alright an’ even more peeple, not 
doin’ so alright! 
I don’ t know why sum do an’ sum don’t, or sum have an’ sum have not, but there 
mus’ be a reason an’ maybe ][ shuld figure it out, jes to make certain which playin’ 

field ][ land on!? 
Sum peeple have reely smiley faces an’ this helps a lot to git on with other peeple. 
Sum peeple are kinda sorta grumpy an’ this is not a guud way to git on with a Iotta 
peeple - for sure, 
So maybe smiley faces an’ yukky skool an’ wunderful perents are the way to F an’ 
F! 
Fame an’ Fortune! 
After I thoughta alia this stuff, I guess I gotta face up to the fact of dragon- 
teechers an’ dungeon skools for now, an’ for maybe rewards, later? 
Wow, whut a price to pay for F an’ F! 
It’s like goin’ to jail for a long time an’ then gittin’ paid when you come out!? 
But, [ guess this is the price to pay sumtimes, for F an’ F?! 
Hmmm, makes you wonder if it matters that much, jes to have F an’ F? 



Maybe a better plan is to compromize?! 
A little less dungeon skool an’ dragon-teechers, an’ gittin’ a little less F an’ F...? 
An~ still 3[ culd do alright! 
So, lies gotta kalkulate the equation, ’tween F an’ F, the yukky skool stuff an’ it’ll 
all werk out perfect, 
Yippee, I figured it all out an’ now [ can go to sleep! 
So, I’m gonna sey 
G’nite 
I luv you 
G’nite 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

Copyright, 3uly 2012 

PART LXXXII 
Erwachsensein{ 
l~ines Tages, Wenn Ich Erwachser~ Werde! 

Also, wie ~Jblich war ich am Sitz’n und Stink’n dar~Jba, wann ich reich und ber~Jhmt 
werd’n w0rde? 
Ich muss zugeb’n, ich dachte nich dran, wie ich all das gute Zeugs mach’n werd, 
dachte nur daran, wie cool das w;:ir mit allem m~glichen Gl~mmer und Glitter in 
meinem ganzen Zuhause und an mir! 
Wenn ich reich nun so umschau, seh ich Leute, denen es gut geht, und sogar noch 
mehr Leute, denen es nich so gut geht! 
1oh wei6 nich, warum es manchen gut und manchen nich gut geht oder manche was 
besitz’n und manche nix hab’n, abet es muss einen Grund geb’n und den sollt 
vielleicht rausfind’n, nut um sicher zu stell’n, auf welchem Spielfeld ich lande!? 
Einige Nenschen hab’n wirklich I;:ichelnde Gesichter, und das hilft echt sehr, um mit 
anderen Menschen zurecht zu komm’. 
Einige Menschen sind sowas wie irgendwie grummelig, und das is keine gute Art, mit 
vielen Menschen auszukomm’ - das is ma sicher. 
Also sind vielleicht I~chelnde Gesichter, die ~tzende Schule und wundervolle Eltern 
der Weg zu R und R! 
Ruhm und Reichtum. 
Nachdem ich ~iba das alles nachgedacht hab, muss ich wohl den Drachenlehrern ins 
Gesicht blick’n und mich der Kerkerschule stell’n, jetzt und ’he ganze Zeit lang. 

Wow, was f6r’n Preis flit R und R! 
Das is wie fQr ’he lange Zeit ins Gef~ngnis geh’n und dann bezahlt werd’n, wenn man 
ra uskommt!? 

Abet ich denk ma, das is der Preis, den man f~ir R und R bezahl’n muss?! 
Hmmm, da fragt man sich, ob das so wichtig is, nut um R und R zu hab’n? 
Vielleicht is der bessere Plan ’n Kompromis! 
Etwas weniger Kerkerschule und Drachenlehrer und ’n bisschen weniger R und R 
bekomm’_.? 
Und es w~rd mir immer noch gut geh’n! 
Also muss ich nur die Gleichung kalkulier’n zwischen R und R, dem ~tzenden 
Schulkram und alles wird perfekt. 
3ippie, ich hab’s rausgefund’n und jetz kann ich schlaf’n geh’n! 
Also sag ich ma 
’Nacht 
Hab Euch lieb 
’Nacht 

Fountainhead® l-anz Theatre 

Copyrigh% ]uli 2012 

back to top 
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To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Culmral Zephyr e.V. <bicdance@aol.com> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Fountainhead e-Letter, October 2012, Berlin/Germany 



produced ¯ directed by Fount~inhead~ Tanz Theatre 
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A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRINTS lrN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

"A HUMAN EXPERIENCE / EINE MENSCHLICHE ERFAHRUNG" 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

Rathaus Sch~neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
John- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Sch6neberg 

Footprints in the Sand? 
(an exploration - excavation) 

How does the ground look like 

On which we walk? 
What is the composition 
Of the ground on which we stand 
How many people 
Have walked there before us? 
And do we know, can we see 
Footprints, imprints, inscriptions 
And do they remain 
In sand or" stone? 
How do we get to know 
What those before us did for us? 
Of all those who contributed to life 
Who do we recognize? 

Footprints, imprints on the ground 
Footprints in the sand? 
Stories inscribed in the landscape 
Only until the coming of another wave? 
Whose footprints are remembered? 



Whose prints are washed away? 
Whose patterns are made visible 
By remembering, honouring footprints 
As evidence of activity 
Of journeys, and of existence 
Like contributions written on the pavement 

Yes for how long 
Will those footsteps remain 
For all to be seen? 
Until the next wave 
Hight bury these prints like an illusion 
As if these prints never existed 
As if these feet hadn’t been there 
Like history being washed away 
Like African origins being forgotten 

And so these footsteps become 
At best part of the underground 
Parts of the anatomy, archeology of knowledge 

But then again their memory is not certain 
Their existence may be denied 

For lack of evidence 

In order to defy 
This danger of denial 
Of those faded footprints 
They need to be fossilized 

Their stories 
Need to be visibilized 
Their presence remembered 
Before layers of new sand 
Bury what’s underneath 
And fail to notice 
The texture of the ground 
That they walk on 

This is what Fountainhead Tanz Theatre does 
Fountainhead features footprints 
For us to be able to 
Bee, notice, recognize and remember 
What may be buried in the sea 
The people who made up 
The nature of the sea 
And the land 
And theirs and our culture 
And ours and their life and legacy 
By assuming responsibility 
And making sacrifices necessary 
To look at lost history 
And turn it into found history 
Narrated story 
For continuity and presence 

Footprints unearthed 
Like faces emerged from the shadows 
Evidence of activity excavated 
The story of existence expanded 
The silence of empty spaces 
Exchanged with information 

For us to learn 
And reach beyond our dimension 

Footprints in the sand? 
No, footprints that now stand 
On solid ground 
Footprints enlightened by Fountainhead 

Let it be known, let it be said 
There are voices talking 
And they are to be heard 
There have been feet walking 
And they are screened 
And written down in print, 

© Ursula Troche, June 2012 

Ful3spuren im Sand? 
(eine Exploration - Ausgrabung) 

Wie sieht der Boden aus 
Auf dem wir laufen? 



Was ist die Zusammensetzung 

Dieses Bodens, auf dem wir stehen 
Wie viele Menschen 
Sind schon vor uns dort gelaufen? 

Und k6nnen wir sie sehen, oder davon wissen 
Von diesen Fu6abdr~icken, Abdrucken, Inschriften 
Und bleiben Sie In Sand oder Stein? 
Wie k6nnen wir wissen 
Was unsere Vorl~iufer fiJr uns taten? 
Von all denen, die zum Leben beigetragen haben 

Welche k6nnen wir erkennen? 

Ful3abddJcke, Abdr~icke auf dem Boden 
FuBspuren im Sand? 
Geschichten, eingeschrieben in der Landschaft 
Nur his zur n~ichsten 
An welche Ful3abdr~Jcke wird man sich erinnern? 
Und welche werden einfach weggesp(Jlt? 
Welche Strukturen werden sichtbar gemacht 
Durch die Erinnerung? 
AIs Beweis for Aktivit~t Reisen und der Existenz 
Wie Beitr~ige geschrieben auf dem B(Jrgersteig 

Ja, for wie lange 
Bleiben diese Spuren 
FOr alle zu sehen? 
K6nnte die n~chste Welle 
Diese Drucke wie eine [llusion begraben? 
AIs ob es diese Drucke hie gegeben hat 
AIs ob es diese F~il3e hie gegeben hat 
Wie Geschichte, die weggesp~Jlt wird 
Wie afrikanische Herkunft, vergessen 

Und so werden diese Spuren 
Bestenfalls im Untergrund erhalten 
Wie Teile der Anatomie, Arch~ologie des Wissens 

Aber im Ged~chtnis sind diese Spuren nicht sicher 
Ihre Existenz kann verweigert werden 
Aus Mangel an Beweisen 

Um deswegen 
Die Verleugnung zu verhindern 
M(Jssen diese verblassten Ful3spuren 
Versteinert werden 
[hre Geschichten hervorgehoben werden 
~[hrer Anwesenheit erinnert werden 
Bevor Schichten neuen Sandes 
Begraben was darunter ist 
Und die wie Schichtung des Bodens 
Auf dem wir laufen 
Nicht bemerken 

Das ist es, was Fountainhead Tanz Theatre macht 
Fountainhead grabt Spuren aus 

Sodass wir bemerken k6nnen 
Sehen, bemerken, erkennen und erinnern 
Was vielleicht im Fleer begraben 

Die Menschen, die nun Teil sind 
Der Natur des Meeres 
Und das Land 
Und ihre und unsere Kultur 
Und unsere und ihr Leben und Verm~chtnis 
Durch die 0bernahme von Verantwortung 
Und sich aufzuopfern 
Verlorene Geschichte anzuschauen 
Und diese Geschichte lebendig zu machen 

Und zu erz~hlter Geschichte zu machen 
Kontinuit~t und Pr~senz 

Fugabdr(Jcke freigelegt 
Wie Gesichter, aus den Schatten gelaufen 
Nachweise yon Aktivit~t ausgegraben 
Die Geschichte der Existenz erweitert 
Die Stille der leeren R~ume 
Nit ~[nformationen ausgetauscht 

Damit wit lernen 
0ber unsere Dimension herauszudenken 

FuBspuren im Sand? 
Nein, Ful3abdrfJcke, die jetzt stehen 
Auf festem Boden 
Ful3abdrOcke, von Fountainhead ausgegraben 
Lassen Sie es bekannt sein, lassen Sie es sagen 
Hier sprechen Stimmen 



Und sie sind zu h6ren 
Und F~iBe sind gelaufen 
Und sie werden gefilmt, diese Abdr~icke 
Und $ie werden gedruckt. 

© Ursula Troche, Juli 2012 
Obersetzung: Ursula Troche, Everard Phillips 

back to top 

PART LXXXII 

Grownupism! 
:&Day, When I Grow Up! 

So as usual~ I wuz sittin’ an’ stinkin’ ’bout when ][ wuld become rich an’ famous? 
I havta admit, I wuzn’t thinkin’ ’bout how I wuz gonna do all this guud stuff, [ wuz 
jes thinkin’ ’ bout how cool it wuld be, with all kinda glare an’ glitter all over my 
place an’ me! 
Now when I look aroun’ me, I see peeple doin’ alright an’ even more peeple, not 
doin’ so alright! 
I don’ t know why sum do an’ sum don’t, or sum have an’ sum have not, but there 
mus’ be a reason an’ maybe ][ shuld figure it out, jes to make certain which playin’ 

field ][ land on!? 
Sum peeple have reely smiley faces an’ this helps a lot to git on with other peeple. 
Sum peeple are kinda sorta grumpy an’ this is not a guud way to git on with a Iotta 
peeple - for sure, 
So maybe smiley faces an’ yukky skool an’ wunderful perents are the way to F an’ 
F! 
Fame an’ Fortune! 
After I thoughta alia this stuff, I guess I gotta face up to the fact of dragon- 
teechers an’ dungeon skools for now, an’ for maybe rewards, later? 
Wow, whut a price to pay for F an’ F! 
It’s like goin’ to jail for a long time an’ then gittin’ paid when you come out!? 
But, [ guess this is the price to pay sumtimes, for F an’ F?! 
Hmmm, makes you wonder if it matters that much, jes to have F an’ F? 



Maybe a better plan is to compromize?! 
A little less dungeon skool an’ dragon-teechers, an’ gittin’ a little less F an’ F...? 
An~ still 3[ culd do alright! 
So, lies gotta kalkulate the equation, ’tween F an’ F, the yukky skool stuff an’ it’ll 
all werk out perfect, 
Yippee, I figured it all out an’ now [ can go to sleep! 
So, I’m gonna sey 
G’nite 
I luv you 
G’nite 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

Copyright, 3uly 2012 

PART LXXXII 
Erwachsensein{ 
l~ines Tages, Wenn Ich Erwachser~ Werde! 

Also, wie ~Jblich war ich am Sitz’n und Stink’n dar~Jba, wann ich reich und ber~Jhmt 
werd’n w0rde? 
Ich muss zugeb’n, ich dachte nich dran, wie ich all das gute Zeugs mach’n werd, 
dachte nur daran, wie cool das w;:ir mit allem m~glichen Gl~mmer und Glitter in 
meinem ganzen Zuhause und an mir! 
Wenn ich reich nun so umschau, seh ich Leute, denen es gut geht, und sogar noch 
mehr Leute, denen es nich so gut geht! 
1oh wei6 nich, warum es manchen gut und manchen nich gut geht oder manche was 
besitz’n und manche nix hab’n, abet es muss einen Grund geb’n und den sollt 
vielleicht rausfind’n, nut um sicher zu stell’n, auf welchem Spielfeld ich lande!? 
Einige Nenschen hab’n wirklich I;:ichelnde Gesichter, und das hilft echt sehr, um mit 
anderen Menschen zurecht zu komm’. 
Einige Menschen sind sowas wie irgendwie grummelig, und das is keine gute Art, mit 
vielen Menschen auszukomm’ - das is ma sicher. 
Also sind vielleicht I~chelnde Gesichter, die ~tzende Schule und wundervolle Eltern 
der Weg zu R und R! 
Ruhm und Reichtum. 
Nachdem ich ~iba das alles nachgedacht hab, muss ich wohl den Drachenlehrern ins 
Gesicht blick’n und mich der Kerkerschule stell’n, jetzt und ’he ganze Zeit lang. 

Wow, was f6r’n Preis flit R und R! 
Das is wie fQr ’he lange Zeit ins Gef~ngnis geh’n und dann bezahlt werd’n, wenn man 
ra uskommt!? 

Abet ich denk ma, das is der Preis, den man f~ir R und R bezahl’n muss?! 
Hmmm, da fragt man sich, ob das so wichtig is, nut um R und R zu hab’n? 
Vielleicht is der bessere Plan ’n Kompromis! 
Etwas weniger Kerkerschule und Drachenlehrer und ’n bisschen weniger R und R 
bekomm’_.? 
Und es w~rd mir immer noch gut geh’n! 
Also muss ich nur die Gleichung kalkulier’n zwischen R und R, dem ~tzenden 
Schulkram und alles wird perfekt. 
3ippie, ich hab’s rausgefund’n und jetz kann ich schlaf’n geh’n! 
Also sag ich ma 
’Nacht 
Hab Euch lieb 
’Nacht 

Fountainhead® l-anz Theatre 

Copyrigh% ]uli 2012 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrtisher@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:56 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Update - 

Deal Eunice, 

I am glad that your chat ruth went so well! He is a dear person, and I’m sure you’ll enjoy getting to know him better, as well as hearing his perspeclives on Du 

Bois! 

Let’s do plan to have lunch or dinner together soon. How do things look for you in the upcoming weeks? 

All best, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
rrfisher(E’email.unc.edu 

On Oct 1,2012, at 3:26 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks so so much for linking me with 

I had a conversation with him today and it went very well. I can now confirm that he will be the keynote speaker for the Du Bois conference. 

He will be sending me a title of his Feb. :t talk this week. We discussed elements of his talk and they all sounds excellent. 

Once again thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:57 PM 

To: The mailing list. <~ @listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: I PC Minutes 4 

A~tach: 4 Minutes - doc 

Hello Everyone, 

The minutes from the meeting today are attached. Look over the assignments (at the bottom of the minutes) and please come prepared to discuss the logistics of your 
programs as well as your favorite speakers. The top 5 speakers are also located within the minutes in case you forgot. Also, please remember to send me your write-up of 
your respective events by the end of this week. This is important. If you need anything or have any questions, feel free to email me. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to            ~s: eunicegdemail.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:/ilists.anc.edu/u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32232702-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd,@]istserv.unc.edu 

&o 32232702 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Senate Leaders at Work on Plan to Avoid ’Fiscal Cliff 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i ~,’!Rorials I Op-Ed I On This 

D~tornize~@dav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 2, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Serrate Leaders at "Work o~t 

Plan to Avoid ’Fiscal CIIW 

A bipartisan group of senators is 
coalescing around an anabitious 
three-step process to avert automatic 
tax increases and deep spending cuts 
facing the country in January. 

Offshore Tactics Helped 

Increase Romneys’ VVealth 

Offshore arrangements made 
through Mitt Rmnney’s former 
company, Bain Capital, were part of 
tax-avoidance strategies that have 
enhanced his income. 

A Legal Circle Reaches Deep 

to ~dd Obama 

Attorneys who represent whistle-blowers have made millions as the Obmna administration cracks 
down on corporate fraud, and are now donating heavily to the president’s re-election campaign. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

JOIIN I)IAZ, chief o[ police in Seatde, which is providing crime reports in neighbot’bood ’Fwit[ev 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: J’kltl         : 

EJectrifyi~g Stunt I          I 

he plans to subject himself to one 
million writs of eleetrieity for 72 
straight hours. 

~ Relsted Article :3:07 ~M ET 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

the Stock Market 

The "liquidity" high- 

frequency trading 

provides is long past the point of being helpful. 

WORLD 

U,S, Abando~fing Itopes f~_~r ’I’Miban Peace Deal 

Once ambitious American plans for ending the war in Afghanistan are now being replaeed by the 
far more modest goal of setting the stage for Afghans to work out a deal among themselves. 

~ Suicide Sombe~ on ~oot Attacks Join[ PaIrol in Eastern Arg~anistan, Ktlng 19 



S~fieide Bomber o~ l:oot ~,~ttaeks doh~t Patrol h~ Easter*~ ~M’ghantsta,~, lgJllh~g ~9 

A snicide bomber walked into the crowded center of Khost City on Monday, killing 19 people and 
injuring dozens. 

Fighting a~ld Chaos Spread Through Syrlat~ City, as Services Vanish 

In a striking contrast frmn six weeks ago, battles in Syria’s largest city, Aleppo, are spreading into 
once sheltered neighbm’hoods and threatening to open new rifts among ethnic groups. 

o More World News 

Expe~¢s See Signs of El Niiio, but a Weak One 

A season of wanner ocean waters that has been expected to produce a Nifio episode and perhaps 
bring relief front the drought may turn out to be a bit weaker than advertised. 

Texas Fishh~g Co,tests Lure Competitors and Fraud 

with competitions offering up to $5oo,ooo in prizes, allegations of cheating are routine in multiple 
states as some catch fish in advance or artificially boost their weight. 

Hey~ @SeattlePD,~ ~zhat’s the Latest? 

The Seattle Police Department has begun 5~ hyper-loeal ~P~’itter aeeounts to provide crime reports. 

BUSINESS 

Conflict Over ’Love Hotel’ Sale 

Cargill sold lO properties last week for $~o million, but a partner said the deal was improper 
because its management eontraet had two more years to go. 

JPlV{organ U~it Is Sued Over IV{or{gage Secm’ities Pools 

New York’s attorney general, under the aegis of a federal mortgage task force, filed a civil suit 
against Bear Stearns, now part of aPMorgan Chase, asserting that it defrauded investors who 
purchased mortgage securities. 

DEALBOOK 

Law Firms Retool Strategies to La~d h~ternet Start-Ups 

In an effort to build credibility among new technology companies, law firms like Wilson Sonsini are 

employing a broad set of tools, including free services and bless. 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 10, RED sex 2 

Ya~kees Rout Bosto~ to Take O~m-Oame Lead 

The Yankees took a one-game lead over Baltimore with two games left after a nine-run second 

inning outburst capped a decisive victory over the Red Sex Monday. 

~E] go~ Score 

~ aLaLlasGr o e Retu rs Rgl ~ ..... S’~" }i~-’" o v ,r~’at Jc}t TBnefo;Ya;lkees 

~ Baseball Roundup: Cab;era ~qas Four Bits as Tigers Win Bentral 

ON BASEBALL 

Loss Go Rays Shrinks Orioles~ Margi~ for lBrrors 

Balitmore gave up three unearned runs in Monday’s loss to the Rays, and while they’ve already 
clinched a playoff spot, they now trail the Yankees in the American League East. 

~Rays 
5, Orioies 3: [] Be,’,: Score 

~ Phiiiies 2, Nationals 0: Before a Loss. a Much Bigger Wiq 

~ Athletics 4, Range;s 3: Oaklanr~ Back in F’iayoffs for First Time in Six Years 

ON BASEBALL 

A LosL a~d Possibly LasL Seaso~ for Valenthm 

The Red Sex, losers of 9~ games for the first time since 1966, travded to New York this week for 
what emfld be the final three games that Bobby Valentine manages in Major League Baseball. 



ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Four young memoirists, including Steven ~nella, author of "Meat Eater," have largely taken to 

hunting, they say, for ethical reasons, 

A lawyer for the lead producer of the recently canceled musical "Rebecca" said that criminal 
investigators had interviewed his client about the murky circumstances surrounding the loss of 

$4.5 million in investor financing. 

Su~oprise Grants ’I’~oansform~*~g a3 More Lives 

Fields as diverse as teaching, eeology and filmmaking were represented among the winners of the 
latest ro und of MaeArthur Fellows. 

o More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

sktdls Engineered fo~° Hard Y~ocks 

Creatures that do violent things to their heads, like wild pigs and woodpeckers, have very dense 
skulls, small brains and little fluid to reduce the chance of damage. 

Misco~d~mt ~Widespread i~ Retracted Selectee Papers, St~dy Fi~ds 
~:::... c :’.::.~ 
In a new analysis of the PubMed database, misconduct was the reason for three-quarters of the 
retractions for which analysts could determine the cause. 

ESSAY 
~W~th Limited B~dgets, Pro’suiteS Scle~me Smartly 

To one physicist, exploring space with remote technology like the Mars rover seems more 
worthwhile, and more exciting, than human spaceflight. 

More Scie~ce News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Spalfish P~’otests~ Gerinaii Prescr~pt[oris 
Higher taxes, wage freezes and spending cuts are not the answers to Europe’s economic malaise. 

EDITORIAL 

Mitt Romney has proposed making the dysfunctional tax loophole system, which provides benefits 
only for the very rich, even more unfair. 

EDITORIAL 

To Combat ’Mode~o~ SlaYe~oy~ 
President Obama has begun meaningful new initiatives against human trafficking. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Opetfi~g 

Here is what Mitt Romney should say at the first debate this week. 

= " " C ’, s Page [ 

~-ED COLUMNI~ 

T~emb[H~g Before }Htt 

In advance of the first presidential debate, Baraek Obama and Mitt Romney try on the unfamiliar 
garb of exaggerated humility, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

How Preach Protected tl~e Times 

~II~e special structure of Times Company stock has kept the newspaper in the Sulzberger family. 

° More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 2, 1967, Thurgood Marshall was sworn in as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, 

becoming the first black to serve on the high court. 

About This E-~t~aH 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for r~lhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines r~ewslette[ As a membe[ o~ 
the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are cornmitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Uns{~bscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrtisher@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:59 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Update - 

Deal Eunice, 

I am glad that your chat ruth went so well! He is a dear person, and I’m sure you’ll enjoy getting to know him better, as well as hearing his perspeclives on Du 

Bois! 

Let’s do plan to have lunch or dinner together soon. How do things look for you in the upcoming weeks? 

All best, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
rrfisher(E’email.unc.edu 

On Oct 1,2012, at 3:26 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks so so much for linking me with 

I had a conversation with him today and it went very well. I can now confirm that he will be the keynote speaker for the Du Bois conference. 

He will be sending me a title of his Feb. :t talk this week. We discussed elements of his talk and they all sounds excellent. 

Once again thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:08 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Meeting of the Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas 

The Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas will hold a meeting this Friday! We invite eve .ryone interested in the topic to join us to get 
to know one another, discuss our interests and projects, and talk abont upcoming events. 

If you me interested in coming, please RSVP to me I ~,~]ive.unc.edu) and I will send you the readings we’ll use to gnide the discussion. 

VOaen: Friday,         ,3pm to 5pm 

Where: UNC School of Public Health, Rosenau Hall, Rm 235 

Thank~ 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:l0 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

"Our Bra~d is Crisis" Screening and Panel Discussion- Tonight! 

To mold the strategy for his 2oo2 campaign for the presidency of Bolivia, Gonzalo 

"Goni" S~inchez de Lozada hired an American consulting firm. Stanley- Greenburg, 

James Carville and Robert Shrum applied lessons from U.S. elections on branding 

and marketing to lead Goni to a narrow victory. Fourteen months later, he was 

forced to resign during the 2oo3 Bolivian gas protests over privatization. 

"Absurdly funny, sometimes horrifying! ...Let everyone watch OUR BRAND IS 

CRISIS!"- Stuart Klawans, The Nation 

Screening and panel discussion on October 2 at 7 pm 
FHI Garage, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse 



The panel will J~eature Duke’s former Diplomat in Residence, Ambassador Patrick 

Duddy, who was in the U.,9. Embassy in La Paz in the lead up to the election that is the 

subject oJ~ the f!lm. 

with popcorn and drinks 
Cosponsored by tl~e Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:07 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Fwd: [anthro] REMINDER: next SMWG mtng: ethical-methodo-epistemological discussions 

The Social Movements Working Group Hosts: 

Methodo-Epistemological and Ethical Challenges of Social Movement/Engaged Research: 
A Collaborative Discussion 

To engage with the topics generated during SMV~G’s             meeting, we will reflect on a couple short readings, hear 
presentations from researchers currently grappling with th~s topic, and discuss several key questions on methods, epistemologies 

and ethical considerations for social movement, activist, ancVor engaged research. 

Monday 12:00-2:00pm 

Location: Incubator Room, Hyde Hall (second flour) 

Graduate students, undergraduates students and faculty from all departments are invited 

*Please contact                     i~live.unc.edu,                @live.unc.edu~ or 
i~live.unc.edu if you have questions and if you would like to be contacted with reading material before the 

meeting. 

**If you feel this topic resonates with your research, and would be interested in giving an informal 5 minute 
presentation, please let us know. 

Please share invitation with others lists. 

Hope to see you there! 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~emaAl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank e~nail to leave-32237358-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, 2:23 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.* 

CGI eBulletin: Save the Date lbr VHR 

SAV~ TH~ DATE! Saturday, 
~This join us for or CGI’s genre-busting anti-conference, Visualizing Human Rights. It’s an year, 

~ incredible day filled with artists performers, and advocates who use their skills to advance the 

struggle for dignity and human rights both locally and globally. 

We’ll be joined by The Story host              , Carolina to Congo, Paperhand Puppet Intervention, and 

many morel 

CG I EVE NTS + PESO U RC ES 
International Coffee Hour 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

international engagement. Chat about 

oppo~un t es and cha enges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting 

offices with great resources to share. This month’s hosts are The 

Graduate School and Preparing International Teaching Assistants 

Program. 

~lcbal P~eiects Shewcase 

xi 

]*ROOm 4003", ~ed~x 

Want to travel next summer? Want funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

provided. 

G~oba~ ~Th.~s~c Show 

~The Global Music Show is a monthly radio in program 

collaboration with WXYC 89.3 FM and The Area Studies 

Centers that intersperses world regional music with dialogue shared 

by relevant expe~ guests scholars from UNC Chapel Hill. 

Topic: Pamoja: UNC’s Beat Making Lab Goes Global 

Description: Giving youth the tools to create and share music in 

Chapel Hill, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and communities 

internationally. 

Guest: Pierce Freelon and DJ Apple Juice Kid (Stephen Levitin) 

Date and Time: Wednesday, at 9:00 p.m. ET 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: 

A live internet stream is available from the 



GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The goal of the forum is to foster a truly transatlantic dialogue by bringing together faculty who analyze these issues in 

the US and Europe, as there is a good deal of similarity be~een the plight of Latinas/Muslims in the US and Muslims in 

Europe. 

Global St~dkss Fac~ll~¢-Student Pad:~-~e~’ship F~md 

The paAnership fund seeks to ~cilitate dynamic interactions be~een Global Studies Facul~ and Global Studies 
undergraduate majors. We will award three $500 dollar gran~, paid directly to student, to enable them to work as 

research assistants to Global Studies faculty this year. We envision that this will amount to approximately 50 hours of 
work supposing your research. To apply, please send a one or ~o paragraph summary of your proposed research 

project and an outline of what the student would be asked to do. Three proposals will be funded. 

The Higher Colleges of Technology in the United Arab Emi~tes invites full time undergraduate and graduate students to 

apply. 1000 international studen~ are selected to pa~icipate in three days of student presentations based on a final 
selection of 36 papers wri~en around the themes of the conference. PaAicipants will have the oppo~unity to interact 

with Nobel Laureates, CEO’s from the top worldwide corporate organizations, world government ministers and 

dignitaries. This year’s topic is "Education Reform". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:35 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Class 

See bdow. "Ft~e course is listed m the smder~t’s schedule m s,)me places in Compeer Ca~lina, bu* r~ot in ~ther places. So I don’t kn,)’a ~ahat is going 

Kennetla R. Janken 

Dep~rtmet~t of Africa~ and Afro- Ame~c~m Sl~dies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

2 Chape~ Hill NC. 

(9I 9) 962-1519 

(9I 9) 966-2694 

ht~p:/i undpress.nd.edu/bookiP00780 
h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 PN 
To= 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Class 
Greetings Hr. 3anken, 
I was enrolled in the ~e class, however I did not know when or where the class is meeting and to this day I still don’t know where. The description stated that 
it is an in class lecture, not online. So I would like to know if the class is meeting, when and where. If it is not meeting or not offered this semester, why wasn’t I notified about 
the situation? ~ank you so much for your time. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Class 

checked the ortlh~e schedule of classes, arm bo~.h sectiot~s of AI"RI are listed. Here is a screen shot: 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

ProR:ssor of’Afto- ?~e~ca~ Studies 

I)epamr~ent of Aft%an aad Aflo-Ame~icm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
l J ~i~’ersi b’ of N or[h C arol ma 

(9I 9) 962-1519 (~ oic.e) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 
Click on a link ~br infbm~ation al:x~m my publications: 

http://w~ w. uma~s.ed~umpmsffspr 97(ianken.h~ml 

ht~p:/, uncpress.unc .ed~N)ok.¢T- 8059.himl 

Sent~ Tuesday, 2:08 PN 
T~ Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: ~ Class 
Greetings Mr. 3anken, 

~he situation? ~nk you so much for your 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emailamc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Conflicl of Interest and Summa .ry of Regulatory Changes 

Dear Eunice, 
I am writing you to explain the grade change issue concernng . She could not take the final exam in the spring of . So, I gave her a make-up exam for 
which she got an I understand that the grade that shows in the record is a , not . That is obviously an erro, prersumably a clerical one. That is to say, that a was 
registered instead of 
I hope this clarifies the matter. 
Sincerely, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

To: Department listserv 
Subject; [afriafam] Conflict of Interest and Summary of Regulatory Changes 

Dear Colleagues, 

The Dean’s office would like us to familiarize ourselves with stipulations concerning UNC’s policy on conflict of interest and recent changes to this policy. These stipulations are 
summarized in a powerpoint presentation that the Dean’s office has sent to Chairs~ Kindly note that I have posted the presentation to the department’s Intranet~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You axe currently subscribed to afi-ia_~am as: bselassi(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edw’u?id 32361610.83037494399b4b13b0db0fla2843d7f7&n T&I afriafam&o 32236108 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32236108-32361610.83037494399b4b13b0db0fla2843d7f7,@Jistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:18 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class 

I don’t see anything unusual about this student’s schedule or registration record that would explain why the class would not show up like any other class. I 

confirmed that the student was never cancelled from classes, wMch wou~d result in the entire schedule d~sappearh~g unti~ ~n outstanding M~I was pa~d, but that 

was not [:he case here. ~ don’t see any recent adds or drops thai: would explak~ the class not being on [:he s[:udenl:’s record [he only tMng about the course at sl~ ~s 

thai: the s[:udent is enroi~ed ~n the WMST version o[ ~:he (:lass not the AFR~ version. lba(s notMng unusual obviously, but otherwise, ~ don’[: see anyth~g out of the 

norm. ~1: the student could provide a screenshot showb~g where in the system the class is noL appearing, ~ couM research additionally to see ~f there is anything 

techn~ca~ that is causing the proNem because ~ don’L see anything on Lhe screens that ~ see. 

Sorry to not be of more ass~stance~ I.et me know if ~ can he~p additionally. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

gssistanL f,’rovost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel H~L NC 

? .- 919-.962-8289 

F-919-962-.I655 

F~m= Janken, Kenneth 
Sent; Tuesday,              3:35 PM 
To= Derickson, Christopher P; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" ~:             Class 

See below. ’II~e com~c is ]is~ed i~ the ~uden~’s ~hcdu~e in ~me p~aces m c~mcc~ Carolina, but n~t m o~hcr p~aces. So I don’~ k~ow whu~ is g~ing ~. 

Kennetl~ R. ,la~ken 

Proli~ssor of A~o- A~nericau Studies 

Dep~utment ofAfiicar~ m~d Af~o-.Americ~m Stt~dJes 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962- ] 519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (flax) 

Click o~a a link R~r m~brmation at~:~ut my p~fl?lica:tions: 

h~://~vw~um~s~edu/ump~ ss,’spr 97/ianken.html 

htlp:,/uncpress.unc.edu, N~oks;T- 8059.h~ml 

htlp://undpress.nd.ed~;booWPO0780 

htlp://undpress,nd,ed~’b( c WP00 ~ z3 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 PN 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: C~ass 
Greetings Mr. Janken, 
I was enrolled in the class, however I did not know when or where the class is meeting and to this day ~ still don’t know where. The description stated that 
it is an in class lecture, not online. So I would I~ke to know if the class is meeting, when and where. If ~t is not meeting or not offered tNs semester, why wasn’t I notified about 
the situation? ~ank you so much for your time. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nahum Chandler <      ~attglobal.net> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 8:07 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Eunice: 
Does it match with your schedule if I take a few more days and then forward to you my title and too, most likely’, the abstract for my talk? 
I am presently deciding on one of two ideas to propose; and too, I aln thi,kking in light of our conversation. 
thanks, most sincerely, 
Nahum 

On 10/1/2012 1:10 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahum, 

Thanks for the conversation this afternoon and we look forward to hosting you in January. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler [      ~attglobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 4:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Etmice: 
VeD7 well, on my" end; I will look forward. 
Sincerely, 
Nahum 

On 9/30/12 12:12 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahum, 

How about a conversation at 3.00pm Chapel Hill time tomorrow? 

I will be calling from this office number 919-962-2341. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler      @attcllobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 2:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Eunice: 
Thank you, yes, the best telephone number for me for speaking is 
afternoons best, but other times can work as well (evenings are with my 
have a bit of heads up or can call back). Looking forward, indeed, for now, 
Nahum 

On 9/30/12 8:17 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Later in the mornings, and early 
, but can work Monday or this week if I 

Dear Nahum, 

I am very grateful for your email and I look forward to further dialogue as we prepare to host you in January 31-Feb. 2. 

Kindly let me know if I can call you on Monday. If so please send me your phone number and a time when we can have a 
conversation about the Du Bois Conference. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Nahum Chandler I      @attcllobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 20.t2 I0:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C:c: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Subject: Re: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, .fan 2013 

Dear Rebecka and Eunice: 

I was just sitting down to write and say, thank you for the invitation and that I look forward to addressing 
the facul’~ and "the campus community at Chapel Hill on Du Bois. The ongoing historic importance of the 
department at UNC remains quite present to me. I am honored that you have thought of me, in particular 
in this time of renewal and regeneration. And too, I hold close chances such this occasion for ongoing 
dialogue with a scholar of Du Bois of such depth and exacting thought such as you, Rebecka. The specific 
date(s), too, will be of some interest to me. So, here is to looking forward, indeed, and for now, 

Nahum 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks for this email. I will be in touch with Nahum shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher [rffisher@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 4:08 PM 
To: Nahum Chandler 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Invitation: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Deal Nahum, 

I hope this note finds you well. I write to say how pleased I mn that you’ll be able to join us as our keynote 

speaker tbr the W.E.B. Du Bois Cont~rence we will host here at Chapel Hill next year. My colleague, Eunice 

SaNe, the chair of Africa~ m~d Afro-American Studies, will soon be in touch with you with further details. I am 

copying Eunice so that the two of you can be in communication. 

In the mem~lime and as always, I wish you the best. 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Is Tracking Killers in Atlack on Libya Mission 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S~ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 3, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

UoNo Is Tracki~lg I/--311ers in 

Attack oil Libya Mission 

Military and eounterterrorism 
teams are preparing dossiers in the 
first step toward preparing for orders 
Dom President Obama. 

~ Reauests for Solsterer~ Security Were 

Denied, Repubiicsns Say 

Iran ~s Master of Iraq Chaos 

Still Vexes U,N, 

Qassim Suleimani, a general in the 
Quds Force of the Revolutionary 
Guards, is linked to many aspects of 
both war and diplomacy in classified 
documents. 

~E] Document _ S D~plomatic Cables De~ail Su~em~ani’s Role 

Voter ID RMes Fall Co~wt Tests Across Cow, try 

A Pennsylvania ruling was the latest and most significant in a series of legal victories for those 
opposed to laws that they charge would limit access to polls in this presidential election. 

. NYTimes corrt Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Ever9 voter rest’lotion that has bee~ chal!enged this gear has beert either e~zioined, blocked or 
weaker*ed. ]t has been an extraordinar9 sb’in9 of victories far those opposb*9 these !aws." 
LCWRENCE NORDEN, of the Brennan Center for dustice of the New York University School of 
Law. 

FEATURE: ¥~r~L; at 

Rom~ey 

Obama~s Body 

I,a ngu age Nays to Voters 
An analysis of the signature gestures 
used by President Obama and Mitt 
Romney in their speeches and 
debates. 

OPiNiON 

A video-game-inspired musical 
mash-up 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Presidentiai debate moments 

A deadlirle in tile Mi.’~souri e.-~enu, te Rac*! 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

a C41,n,~er i,~ t~e 
Vast }Vastelland 

Despite a rocky history, 
the presidential debates 
are one place in the modern 
campaign -perhaps the only place -where the voter is treated with respect. 

WORLD 

Georgia’s Preslde*~t Co~tcedes DefeMt h~ Parliamentary Election 



Mikheil Saakashvili said he wouhi work with the winning eoalition as it forms a new government. 

Attack at Nige~olan College Leaves at Least 25 Dead 

Suspicion appeared to be focused on a campus election bitterly contested along religious and ethnic 
lines. 

Alarm G*’ows h~ SRo Pa~flo as Mo~-e Police Officers A~’e Mm~de~’ed 

The increase in murders of police officers, up almost 4o percent in a year, has led to fears that a 
powerful criminal organization is restarting a war of retaliation. 

More World News 

Menhagitls Cases A~’e Li~ked to Ste~*old I~jectlot~s h~ Spi~e 

Health officials suspect that a contaminated drug is to blame for the outbreak that has killed two 
people and sickened a dozen others. 

I~quiry Cites Flaws h~ Counte~*te~-rorlsm Offices 

one of the nation’s biggest eounted, errorism programs has provided no usefltl intelligenee, a report 
says. 

Federal authorities said Nicholas Ivie, 3o, was killed in a shooting early Tuesday in Naeo, Ariz. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Ads Attack "V~;ali Street Ties, No Matte~ How Flimsy 

In elections aeross the emmtry, eandidates are flooding the airwaves with ads linking their 
opponents to bankers and bailouts. 

~ 
Video Feature: Wall St;eet Takes a Seating m Campaign Ads 

Sites ’][’hat Pay the Shopper fo*o Bei~tg a Seller 

Social media shopping sites are offering payments to shoppers who post product links that drive Web 
traffic and sales to retailers. 

A~to Sales A~’e H~ghest in 4 ~*%a~’s 

Many of the gains came at Toyota and Honda, the two big Japanese manufacturers that suffered 
major product shortages after last year’s earthquake and tsunami in aapan. 

S P 0 RTS 

YANKEES 4, RED SOX 3 (12 INNINGS) 
Title Is ~ Reach ARe~ 2 H~ts 

Raul Ibanez hit a homer in the ninth to force extra innings, and his game-winning single in the 
ruth helped give the Yankees a one-game lead over the Orioles before the season’s final day. 

~E] Box Score 

~ Late-Surgi;lg Iba;lez Shifts Momentum 

Bobby Valentine Hut, After Reading Text Message o;1 Bike 

Late-S~rg~lg Iba~lez Shifts Momentum Again 

In just over a week, Raul Ibanez, who is having a late resurgence after a monthlong powerless spell, 
has had two home runs at a crucial moment for the Yankees. 

ON BASEBALL 

One B~g Swh~g Keeps the O~’~oles .&l~ve 

Buck Showalter, a manager who pays attention to detail and has plenty of post-season experience, 
has led Baltimore to its first playoff berth since ~997. 

~ Orioi~;s 1, Rays 0: [] Box Score 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 



\’Vrlght M~sterwork Is See~ in a New Light: A Fight fo~o Its L~fe 

Frank Lloyd Wfight’s home for his son David, in Phoenix, is in danger of being demolished by 
developers. 

~ Slide Show: A Frank Uoyd Wright House Is ~mbattled 

A man with a history of civil fraud complaints against him steered the producer of "Rebecca" to a 
mysterious investor, according to a person who learned about the middleman from the producer. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

It’s Biote~oror~sm, ~tnd Even the p~oes~dent’s a Zombk~ 

Resident Evil 6, an ambitious mediocrity, is a 25-hour adventure set across four globe-spanning 
campaigns in a near future featuring a worldwide outbreak of bioterrorism. 

o Mere A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW [ CALLIOPE 

~Valte~°~ How Far to the Eiffel ’][’o~’er? 

In the East Village, Oinevra Ivet’son and Et’ie Korsh t’nn a kitchen and serve a menu that stay true 
to the Parisian ethos. 

geve~ Retah~ Michelh~’s 3 

Atera, in TciBeCa, received two stars in the 2o~3 Michelin Guide, which paid notice to the trend of 
tasting menus. 

A love of food has shaped the actor Stanley Tueei’s life and career, in which cooking and eating seem 
to be ever present. 

~ Video: Cooking With ti~e Tuttis 

Mere Dining1 & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
1~,17~’o geh~elde~’man P~,esents His Case 

New York’s attorney general uses state law to expose a broad pattern of mortgage fraud. 

EDITORIAL 

A judge lifts the ID requirement fox" the November election, but a bad law lives on as a sleazy legacy 
of voter suppression. 

EDITORIAL 

Justlee Under" the Law of Nations 
Noneitizens should be allowed to sue international corporations that do business in the United States 
for human rights abuses abroad. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Complicity in Duplicity? 
i.::, .’iA .ii~:LL.b. i.©:?:ii. 
Who’s eherry-pieking now? ~’o different Riees, in two diffet’ent administrations, spinning two 
different national seem’ity stories. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

China Needs lts Owt~ l)Peam 

The so-called American Dream won’t work for China. How will its new leaders handle the dramatic 
growth of its emerging middle class? 

~ Columnist Page 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
~Nhat lVlltt Sl~ould Tell t|~e 47 PePeent 

On taxes, health care and Medicare reform, Romney should strike a more populist note. 

ON THIS DAY 



On Oct. 3, 199o, West Germany and East Germany ended 45 years of postwar division, declaring 

the creation of a new unified country. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Page 

Yoti ieceived this roesssge becatise you signed up for NYTJmes corn’s ]oday’s Headliqes Bews~e~e[ As 8 member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program; we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvacy 

Manage Subscrip~io~s ~ U~subscdbe ~ Ctsange You~ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <conl2014@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 4:50 AM 

daduaanan@indiana.edu; mgro~@indiana.edu; sobeng@indiana.edu; jarollin@indiana.edu; as.3,aJco@indiana.edu; babuggen@indiana.edu; 

gclark@indiana.edu; pgirshic@indiana.edu; kdhun@indiana.edu; moran@indiana.edu; ka~hick@indiana.edu; ~pt@indiana.edu; 

stoeltje@indiana.edu; toth@indiana.edu; wilki@indiana.edu; bruce.whitehouse@lehigh.edu; yinka@uwm.edu; campbelb@uwm.edu; 

mensaJ~@uwm.edu; pbs@uwm.edu; agelan@uwm.edu; jlk2@uwln.edu; dmbalia@uwm.edu; pgi@diis.dk; tsmnara@glnu.edu; 

jmantz@gmu.edu; chughel3@gmu.edu; bolten.2@nd.edu; gMt’ney, l@nd.edu; oka. l@nd.edu; mjindra@nd.edu; bradley, l@nd.edu; 

jadekunl@monn~outh.edu; rthelwal@ucalgaxy.ca; khungwe@mtu.edu; lswhite@ufl.edu; hdavis@ufl.edu; obriensu@histoly.ufl.edu; 

sabramowitz@ufl.edu; wbabe@ufl.edu; bchdtfin@ufl.edu; akane@ufl.edu; agyoung@ufl.edu; constance.sutton@nv~a.edu; tobl@nyu.edu; 

ed.guerrero@nyu.edu; manthia.diawara@nyu.edu; michael.gomez@nyu.edu; richard.hull@nyu.edu; jspoon@pdx.edu; nsbeaini@pdx.edu; 

smbert@oregonstate.edu; miesche@histo~.ucsb.edu; chikowel~o@Nstory.ucsb.edu; amcdouga@ualberta.ca; guy.thompson@ualberta.ca; 

lajackso@uic.edu; tldait@buffaJo.edu; ps~teven@buffaJo.edu; abbodomo@hku.hk; m.mora@unsw.edu.au; mbodomo@hotmail.com; 

mchombo@berkeley.edu; liu?a~ky@hku.hk; ias@zjnu.cn; liuhongwu@zjnu.cn; jxgu2003@zjnu.cn; jiangl~@zjnu.cn; 

bzuraw@zaspan.waw.pl; steljaJ~@wp.pl; szupejko@gmail.com; maJwina.bakalarsk~r@gmml.com; kmsniewskim@gmaJl.com; 

zasb@unibas.ch; c.walker@unibas.ch; marta.zorzalesilva@unibas.ch; mh@bx~llag- m-eal.ch; giorgio.miesche@unibas.ch; 

juerg.schneide@unibas.ch; Veit.Arl@unibas.ch; elisio.macaano@anibas.ch; j.buechele@unibas.ch; anna-thandi.somme@stud.unibas.ch; 

pa~al.schmid@unibas.ch; melanie.bx~ehi@anibas.ch; Andrea.Grolimund@unibas.ch; s.bishop@unibas.ch; piemck.leu@unibas.ch; 

joschka.philipps@unibas.ch; esff~er.uzai@unibas.ch; kerstin.bauel(~bunibas.ch; gregor.doble@unibas.ch; lill.foerste@unilms.ch; 

ucy.koechlin@unibas.ch; Brigit.Obrist@unibas.ch; peter.vaneeuwijk@unibas.ch; michelle.engele@unibas.ch; lorena.rizzo@unibas.ch; 

Lena.bloemertz@uni-bayreufl~.de; marcel.tanne@unibas.ch; kaspaac.v~)~ss@unilms.ch; jakob.zinsstag@unibas.ch; 

gueladio.cisse@unibas.ch; chrislian.schaetli@unibas.ch; andreas.heuse@unilms.ch; katrin.kusmierz@unibas.ch; 
Clmstine.Lienemann@mfibas.ch; B.Schuber~unibas.ch; lis daniel@gmx.net; andrea.maihofe@unibas.ch; 

patricia.purtschei*~gess.ethz.ch; stephan.meye@unibas.ch; laurent.goetschel@ulaibas.ch; didier.peclard@swisspeace.ch; 

chrisline.giustizieri@ulfibas.ch; therese.s~telt~n@unibas.ch; lilo.roos~@bs.ch; armin.zimmermarm@ission-21 .org; afrika(~univie.ac.at; 

afrika~fistik@mfivie.ac.at; birgit.englert@univie.ac.at; lydia.boyd@unc.edu; Hall, Per~ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Janken, 

Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Lanabert, Michael C <mlaanbert@email.unc.edu-~; Lee, Ma~aret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; 

Nzongola-NtaJaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu>; Pier, David ~<tpie@email.anc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B 

<regeste@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Manmrame 

<mseck@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edtr~; McMillan, Tim 
<ijm 1 @email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbaa:a S ~-~lmrba~ra ande~on@unc.edu>; Fall, Alassane <a£all@email.unc.edu>; Fhunsu, Donato 

~q:lfhunsu2 l@unc.edtc,; Lisanza, Esff~er Mukewa <lisanz@emaJl.unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutim@emaJl.unc.edu>; Porter, 

Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; pcs@pcsa.org.pl; andlzej.polus@uni.wroc.pl; dominik.kopinski@uni.wroc.pl; 

wojciech.tycholiz@pcsa.org.pl; martin.thomassen@svt.ntnu.no; bjom.emng@svt.ntnu.no; siv.mora@s~’t.nmu.no; gcbalic@unior.it; 

vgmssi@unior.it, lege@em.uni- frankX~rt.de; petronemafio2@yahoo.it; lsena@tmior.it, wpi@uNw.it; massimo.zaccafia@uniw.it; 

bisikonga@hotmail.com; drewssylla@gmail.com; akuhlnmnn@uni-bremen.de; j~olabek@yahoo.de; kaminik04@yahoo.com; 

eline.versluys@ua.ac.be; giu casentini@yahoo.com; madiat2000@yahoo.com; saraJ~ lunacek@yahoo.com; 

Magm~s.Treiber@vka.fakl2.unimuenchen.de; antonioeduardom@yahoo.com.br, dilianil-samarth@hotmail.com; adiop@desu.edu; 

cutolo@unisi.it; aud.talle@sai.uiono; gopanloo@intnet.mu; mssoha~von@hotmaJl.com; agie@ehess.l}; paulodecarvalho@sociologist.com; 

chauveat@ensmn.inra.fc, dombealii-edo@hotmail.com; btatiana@mnhn.fr; josei@ucan.edu; kkatsakioris@yahoo.com; 

kimawudan2000@yahoo.fr; bplolo@yahoo.com; sudaciv@sudanmml.net; kcnwogtr~yahoo.co.uk; gpant49@hotmail.com; cyreed@anc- 

acs.eun.eg; schlee@eth.mpg.de; ubi2011 @ahoo.com; ei~mubi@ahoo.com; ossele@hotmail.com; ossele2004@yahoo.com; 

ajaagvvu@ahoo.com; bolytag@ahoo.co~n; apaacajitab@hot~nail.com; aparajitabiswasl0@gmail.com; bizi festus@alioo.fr; 

fanm.chem@nai.uu.se; mutolwaonechiputa@yahoo.com; mwape5chiput._a@gma~l.com; icountess@tmnsa£ricaforum.org; deluz@ehess.fr 

CPF: African Conference. Firs~t announcement and caJl for panel proposal. 

1Announcement.doc 

Socie~ and Politics in Africa: 

Traditional, Transitio~M, and New 

13th International African Studies Conference 

(Moscow, May 27-29, 2014) 

First Announcement and Call for Panel Proposals 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Comacil for the Problems of 

Ati-ican Countries and the Institute for Ati-ican Studies of the Russian 

Academy of Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference tiffed 

"Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New." 

The Conference roll take place at the Institute for African Studies 

and the Institute for Linguis~tics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. 

The working languages are Russian and English. 

The Orgaxiizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel 



proposals, tbcusing on any parricular topics related "to the 

Conference’s umbrella theme. The deadline for panel proposals 

submitting is February 1,2013. The Organizing Committee will be glad 

to consider any panel proposals (within 500 words in English or both 
English and Russian) received by this date. The information to be 

sub~nitted alongside with the proposal includes the proposed panel 

convenor (s)’ full naane(s)~ rifle(s), ins~iturional aNliation(s), 
full mail and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax #. The liszt of 

prospective papergivers ruth their particulars is desirable. 

The Organizing Committee roll inform the applicants about the results 

of their panel proposals’ consideration by Februm3115, 2013. Besides 

that, the Organizing Committee reserves the right to establish one or 

more Free Communica’fion panels. The list of all the Conference 

participants is to become known by December 1,2013 due to the 

activities of both the Organizing Committee and panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its 

submitted{s)’ previous academic credentials, ethnic or narional 

origin, se?< or otherwise, but only on the basis of the proposal’s 

relevance to, and importance for, the Conference’s general theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will 

send you in the beginning of 2014 the list of documents necessa~’ to 
support your and your panel participants’ visa application process at 

the Russian Consulates or Embassies in the respective countries. 

The cont~rence registrarion t}e in Rnssiall rubles, eqnivalent to $150 

($75 in rubles for students) is to be paid in cash onsite upon 

arrival. The registmrion fee includes the visa application support 

(Official Invitation*), the Conference Book of Abstracts, stationary 

items, reception and coffee-breaks. The tee for an accompanying 

perso~, equivalent to $50 in rubles, includes the visa application 

support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but 

independent reservation is encouraged. Please note that eazly hotel 

reservation in strongly recommended, as "the Conference is to take 

place in tourist high seamn. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Coat’erence 

Organizing Com,nittee, to the attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, 

Center of Information and Interuational Relation~ Infftitute for 

Afi~ican Studies (africa2014,@~bk.ru; tel.: + 7 495 690 2752) 
prospective international participants, or to the attention of Dr. 

Natalia Zheffitsyna, Secretao~, Research Conncil for the Problems of 

Afi~ican Countries (ns inafr~Zmail.ru; tel.: + 7 495 690 6025) 
prospective Rnssian parricipants. 

The Orgmaizing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the 

t?acnlty of your research unit. a~s well as all interested persons, with 

the content of the present Announcement. 

* Please note that according to the Russian visa regulations, the host 

organisation has to pay fees to the Rnssian Minist~ of Foreign 

Affairs for every international participant and even a bigger snm for 

accompanying persons. Howevec all the foreigners wishing to enter the 

Rnssian Federation must not only apply for visas at the Russian 

Consulates or Embassies in respective countries but alto pay m~other 

fee on "their own for the visas’ gra~ring. 

Sincerely yours, 
Centre for hffo~marion and International Relations 

Institute for African Studies 

Russian Academy of Sciences 



tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 9:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Political Worlds of Women available for spring courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI?ssor Sable: 
Westview Press proudly announces the publication of a new book for your courses: Political Worlds of ~Vomen, by 

Hawkeswo~h (ISBN 978-0- 8133-44 95-9). 

Political llZorlds of B~omen provides a comprehensive ovewiew of women’s g~litical activism, compa~ng ~al and 

chmmels of v~wer t?om officiM institutions of s~te to gr~ssmoks moNl~ations and Intemet ca~nNigns. The book deepens 

unde~ma~Nngs of national and glo~l cit~enship, presen~ ~e formidable challenges facing mciN and gen&rjusfice in the 

contemporaD" world, m~d provides an esse~Nal ~somve for students and schola~ of women’s stones and gender politics. 

Order Your F~E Ex~ Copy T~lay~ 

Visit wes~4ewpress.com tbr more information~ or to o~er your t~ee ex~ copy~ Complete fl~e online ex~ copy o~ter fo~ 

m order. (Mention source code W193.) 
Look fbr our ~stcard in your mail to learn more. or visit us on the Web at ws~v.w~ie~ press.com. 

Sincerely, 

WesWiew Press 
A Member of Persens Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

il’his is a commerciaJ~ message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promodon@perseusbooks.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 9:02 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Social Problems available tbr spring courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI?ssor Sable: 

Bonlder, CO 80301 

_~__v_~’_E:!Y___e_~_~ £_~__v_Rr__~_s_’:__c__9_!__n__ 

Westview Press proudly anno~mces the publication of a new book tbr your courts: Social Problems: ~ Advocate Group 

Approach, by Sam Towc Horst~ll (ISBN 978-0-8133-4507-9). 

This book represents a truly i~movafive and em~wefng approach to social proNems. Instead of tbcusing solely on a ~emingly 

tireless list of major problems, Sara Towe ttorst~ll considers how select key issnes can ~ solved and pays pa(ticular attention m the 

advocate groups already on fl~e front lines. SocialProblems is an essential resource for social pmble~ns courses m~d for m~yone 

who is inspil~d to e~ct chm~ge. 

Visit the Instructor Resource Website at 

Order Yo~ ~EE Ex~ Copy Today~ 

Visit wesg4ewpress.com tbr more ~fformafiou, or to order your t~ee exam copy. Complete the oNine e~m coW order form 

m order. (Mention sonrce code W198.) 
Look fi~r our postcard in your mail to learn more. or visit us on fl~e Web at ~vw.wesg4ewpresscom. 

Sincerely, 

Westview P~ss 

A Member of Persens Books Gronp 

2465 Central Ave. 

~fhis is a commerciaJ~ message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 10:10 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-msideats@duke.edu; tia-announce@duke.edu 

2012 Latin American Film Festival begins tomorrow night’. 

’][’he 2012 Latin American Film Festival opens tomorrow at the Varsi~" Theater in Chapel Hill’. 

Thursday, October 4 

7:00 pm 

Varsi~’ Theater, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 

Dir. Patricio Guzmm~ (Chile, 2011). 90 min. 

The Atacama is a place where the harsh heat of the sun keeps human remains intact: those of Pre-Columbian mummies; 19th century explorers and miners; and the 
remains of political prisoners, °’disappeared" by the Chilean army aker the militaU coup of September, 1973. So while as~tronomers examine the most distant and oldest 
galaxies, fiom tile foot of the mountains, women who are surviving relatives of the disappeared search, even after 25 yeaacs, for the remains of their loved ones to 
reclaim their families’ histories. Melding tile celefftial quest of the astronomers and the earthly one of the women, ’~qostalgia For The Light" is a gorgeous, moving, and 
deeply personal odyssey. 
Sparash with English Subtitles. 

For the complete Festival schedule, go to http://latinamericancaribbean.duke .edu/outreach/film - fe s~tival/2012- nc - latin- american- likn- fesival 

All screenings are fi-ee aM open m the public. 

The Latin American Film Festival is made possible through funding provided by the U.S. Departrnent of Education and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Organized by The Consortium in 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University. Co-sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC, the 
Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke, the Duke Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South, the Haiti Lab at Duke, and the Duke Screen/Society, 
In collaboration with the Carolina Theatre of Dmham, The Ackland Art Musetm~ at L~N’C-CH, and the Varsity Theatre of Chapel Hill 

For more Information: Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, Festival Director (919) 681 3883 / mlr34(a)duke.edu 

Natalie Hartman 

AsscoJate Directer 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke Nniversity 

Room 1~@ Franklin Center, Bex 9025~ 

Durham, NC 27708-0254 

phone 919-681-3983 

emaii njh@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

SOHP Lunch Invitation 

Dunl~ar-Ortiz Lecture - Flyer v2 %284%29.pdf; Roxanne Dunbar. Info.docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

The SOHP would like to invite you to a lunch for Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz, next Monday,        from J.2:30-1:30 pm at the Love House. Professor Ortiz will be in town giving 
talks about her experience as a Native American activist and a participant in the women’s movement. Attached to this email you will find a flyer and also description of Roxanne 
Dunbar Ortiz if you’d like to find more information. Please let me know at your earliest convenience if you will be able to attend. We hope to see you there. 

All the best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



UNC Department of Women’s & Gender Studies Presents: 

Race, Nations, Land, Decolonization: 
indigenous Resistance 

Monday, 

in the Americas 

5:30 p.m. 

Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture & History 

Recept~’on to J:ollow 

Women, War, Race, and Revolution: 

Second Wave Feminist Organizing in the South, an Oral History* 

Tuesday, ¯ 12:00 p.m.-- 1:30 p.m. 

Room 4003, Global Education Center 

¯Space is limited.for this event - RSVP to Dr. Arian~ Viqil (aviqi/@emai/.unc.edu) 

Co-Sponsored by: American Indian Center, American Indian Studies, Carolina Indian Circle, Carolina Women’s Center, 

Center for Global Initiatives, Curriculum in Global Studies, Department of American Studies, Department of History, 

Feminist Students United, First Nations Graduate Circle, Institute for the Arts & Humanities, UNC Latina/o Studies 
Program, Social and Economic Justice Minor, and The Southern Oral History Program. 



Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz 

Feminist. Revolutionary. Historian. 

On , The Department of Women’s and Gender Studies will host a two-day event organized 

around the work of Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, a long-time feminist and historian of indigenous peoples. A native of 

rural Oklahoma, Dr. Dunbar-Ortiz holds a PhD in History from the University of California, Los Angeles. She was co- 

founder of the Department of Ethnic Studies at California State University, East Bay, where she taught Native 

American Studies. Among her many publications are The Great Sioux Nation: An Oral History of the Sioux Nation 

and its Struggle for Sovereignty, which will be republished by the University of Nebraska Press in . She is 

currently writing a history of the United States from the perspective of Indigenous Peoples. 

Dunbar-Ortiz will give a public lecture on "Race, Nations, Land, Decolonization: Indigenous Resistance in the 

Americas," on Monday, at 5:30 p.m., in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Hitchcock Multipurpose 

Room. A reception will follow the talk. 

On Tuesday from noon to 1:30 p.m., Dunbar-Ortiz will give a short presentation of her experiences 

organizing second wave feminism in the South followed by a discussion. This event, entitled "Women, War, Race, 

and Revolution: Second Wave Feminist Organizing in the South, an Oral History," will take place in the Global 

Education Center, Room 4003. Space is limited. Please RSVP to Dr. Ariana Vigil; 

avigil@email.unc.edu<mailto:avigil@email.unc.edu>. 

Dr. Dunbar-Ortiz has played an important role in the development of indigenous and feminist organizations, 

nationally and globally. From , she served as a non-governmental representative in United Nations 

sessions devoted to the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, the Decade for the World’s 

Indigenous Peoples, and the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, among others. She was the founding 

director of the Indigenous World Association and the Interim Director of the Women’s Studies Program at 

California State University - Hayward (now Cal State East Bay) from 

Dunbar-Ortiz is equally well-known and respected for the several memoirs she has published that reflect the 

movements and activities in which she has participated. These books include Red Dirt: Growing Up Okie (London 

and New York: Verso, 1997; republished by University of Oklahoma Press, 2005); Outlaw Woman: A Memoir of the 

War Years, 1960 - 1975 (San Francisco: City Lights Books, 2002) and Blood on the Border: Memoir of the Contra 

War (Cambridge: South End Press, 2005). 

The events are co-sponsored by: American Indian Center, American Indian Studies, Carolina Indian Circle, Carolina 

Women’s Center, Center for Global Initiatives, Curriculum in Global Studies, Department of American Studies, 

Department of Anthropology, Department of History, Department of Romance Languages and Literatures, 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, First Nations Graduate Circle, the Institute for the Arts and Humanities, the 

Institute for the Study of the Americas, Social and Economic Justice Minor, The Sonja Haynes Stone Center, and 

The Southern Oral History Program and UNC Latina/o Studies Program. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Research Project tbr in IDST 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

I hope that you are doing well, Hy name is and I am an African American transfer student, I am currently a member of the 

and I am taking the Seminar: IDST with Dr. Murphey- Brown. In IDST we have been put to the task of 
going out into the field and investigating the experiences of students, faculty, and staff on the Carolina campus. Ny research is centred around gender ro[es on our campus. 
was wondering if you wouM be able to talk w~th me about your ~periences at UNC? I wou~d love to conduct a sho~ inter~4ew, and hear some of’four stories s~nce you work 

with students so closely. If you are available ~ do this, please con~ct me with some times that are good for you. Also, if you are not able ~ do this, it would be wonderful if 
you could recommend someone else in your department. 1 hope to speak with you soon[ 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blau, Judith ~udith blau@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:51 AM 

Blat~ Judith <judith blau@unc.edu> 

Human Rights 

Greetings colleagues! 

I have been teaching Humm~ Rights in the college for the past 6 years. It is a wonderful experience- because it is interdisciplina~-, raises ethical and legal issues, and 

attracts the most idealistic (& diverse) students. 

When I asked Niklaus Steiner who he might recommend to teach the course, he sent back a list of faculty who list "humma rights" on the universi~ listing - that is how I 
retrieved your names. 

I founded the Human Rights Center (a 501 .C.3) in conjunction with the course, but having students do service-learning there is independent of the course. I am going to 

stay on as director of the HRC until I know all is well. Please see our webpage.(As tier as I can tell we are the only community-based humm~ rights center in the U.S ). 

http://~-.hum~fightscities.o~W 

Finally, my dept (sociology) has asked two graduate s~dents to teach the course in the Spring. Its the Fall and beyond where we need a ~:aculty to anchor this course. 

(Grad students are not a solution because graduate students graduate) - The faculty member can come l]’om any department.. 

My best regards, 

Judith Blau 

judith blatr@ unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <Westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

New International Relations texts available for your coarses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Professor Sahle: 

Westview Press proudly announces new texts for your International Relations courses: 

New Edition 

International t~[uman Ri,~ts,, Fom’fl~ Edition by Jack Donnelly (ISBN 978-0-8133- 

4501-7) 
New Edition 

_l_)_[!_l__ig_!_l- 
by Sheldon Anderson, Jeanne A.K. Hey, and Mark Allen Peterson, and Stanley W. 

Toops (ISBN 978-0-8133-4588-8) 

New Edition 

The United Nations hi the 21~ Centlll~ Fourth Edition. bv K~en A, Mingst and 

Margaret P. Karns (978-0- 8133-4538- 3) 

Order your FREE exam copy today! 
For more information on these and other history books, visit our International Relations 

Disdpline Pa~e. Complete the online exam copy order tbnn to order FREE exam copies. 

(Mention source code \V213.) 
Look tbr our postcard in your mail to learn more, or visit us at ww~,.west~iewpress.com. 

Sincereb; 
Westview Press 

A Member of the Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

WWW,W esi’view p r egso coill 

.This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

@Times: Top 5, Live Debate Coverage, Op-Docs and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 2! O03/a mes 1 Y 

[~ @~ ..... October 3, 2012 j 

In preparation of tonight’s debate see some memorable 
debate nmments fi’om the past, explore the issues behind 
the campaign and understand the importance of the swing 
states. Stay tuned to nytimes.eom tunight at 8:3o PM ET for live 
anaIysis~ fset cheeks and video of the debate. 

Op-Docs 
Op-Docs is a fopam for short, opinionated documentaries, 
produced with creative latitude by independent 
filmma]~:evs and artists. In the latest episode of "E]eek~r;d 
Dysfunction," the political humorist Mo Rocca eousults a third- 
gt’ade class on the fair’hess of the Electoral College. Also~ 
miss "Patvio~ O;m~es," where the Gvego~3, Bt’others present a 
video gamednspire~t musica~ mash-~tp of Presi~lent Obama and 
MRt Romm~y’s speeehes fi’om the reeent nominating 
eo~wmtions. Cheek out al[ of the videos on nytimes.eomiopdoes 

¯ Jerry Seiafeld (£eall) !) Riffs About ... Something 
¯ SiLes That Pay Lhe Shopper for Being a Seller’ 
¯ Desperately Showing "r~eir Feelings 
¯ (Past: We Feel Bad About Our 
¯ An Eiee~t’ifyi~g Stm~ 

Top 5 V~ewed Features o,~v-r~ 
(Between Sept. 26, 20!2 - Oct. 2, 2012) 

~. Is Alzheimer’s T}~e 3 Diabetes? 

2. Brooks: The t syeh Approach 

3. Krngman: The Real Referendum 

4. The 3:[yth of M;de DeeIine 

5. Dowd: Why Not Debtors’ Prison? 

~ SLIDE .NHO’W." Arthur 

Oehs Su[zberger, a Ti rues 

Pu ~li h r, Dies 
Mr. Sulzberger shaped the 
destiny of The New York Times 
for 34 years as its publisher and 
as chairman and chief executive 
of its parent company. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: What 

Body Language Says to Voters 
An analysis of the signature 
gestures used by President 
Obama and Mitt Romney in 
their speeches and debates. 

~ VIDEO: Cooking WiLh the 

’lNecis 
While cooking an elaborate 
dinner with his wife and 
parents, the actor Stanley Tueei 
shares the importance of food in 
his family and the inspiration 
for their latest cookbook. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Approach to 

Preslde~t~aI 

Debates 
Previews of the 
upemning presidential debates 
have been both nostalgic and 
forward-thinking. But why all 
the hoopla when these debates 
are seldmn exciting or 
enlightening? Is there a way to 
make presidential debates more 



substantive? What fro’mat 

changes would make audiences 

more engaged and hold 

eandidates more accountable? 

What do you think? Read the 

discussion and join the 

conversation. 

Sign up ~or the Politics 

m~iI newslette~ 

Follow The Agenda 

Follow Nate Silver’s 

@fivethirLveight blog on 

Twitter 

ABOUT THIS E4~,~AI L 

@Times comes to you from the NYMmes,com marketing depaM, ment You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsle~er 
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[he New York limes Company I Copyright 2012 I NYT~naes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New YorK, NY !00’18 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:30 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edt~> 

Administrative Maamgers q~smgrs@listserv.unc.edu>; McGowmL John <jpm@emml.tmc.edtr> 

[asddd] l:~vr: Valuing aa~d Evaluating Digital Humanities Practice 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf ot: Professors Bobby Allen and John McGowan to all deans, direc[ors and department/curricuk~m chairs b~ the 

College, w~th an information copy to administrative managers~ 

Bobby Allen and John McGowan would like to thank those of you and your departmental colleagues who were able to participate in yesterday’s conversation on 

valuing and evaluating digital humanities in promotion and tenure. Several participants and chairs who were not able to attend have requested that we share the 

PowerPoint slide deck that introduced our discussion. It is too ~arge to send to the I~stserve as an attachment to this email, but you can access i1: online at the 

bottom o[ t:h~s web page: http://digitalhurnan~ties.unc.edu/resources/valuing-evaluat~ng--dh-pract~ce! 

Feel free to share this with your colleagues working on P&T revisions this semester. The sites/documents/materials referenced in the slides are dickable. These 

materials, along with other DH resources, are also available from the Carolina Digital Humanities Initiative website (http:/~_{&{~)_b_~_~]g_D_~:_~_D_~:_¢_O_~[[~O_~[~_~5~). 

If you or your colleagues have other materials you would wish to add, please contact ~unc.edu.). You may also wish to join the 

CDHI ~istserv. 

Bobby Allen and John McGowan 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 3:47 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Symposium >> Encounters with the African Archive: November 10, 2012 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Log .... II 

Symposium: Encounters with the African Archive 
November 10, 2012 at New York University 

Encounters with the African Archive 

In collaboration with NewYork University Tisch School of the Arts and 
University College London, The Walther Collection will present a symposium 
entitled ,~’.-~ ~’,o,u,’~t,~,.’,..,,"~; ~\4~’., ,~,~,~ ~f,,’-ice~.,*-,,, A~’~:.’~~i\.,’~ on Saturday, November 10, 2012 at 
New York University’s Silver Center, 100 Washington Square East. 

This one-day event, coinciding with the exhibition series (..~i.*.;~a,,’,~c~ 
[!:,,"~,co~,,’,~t~.-’.,,"s with the.-" Af,,"ic~;,~.,,",, A,~’c,,’h, ive at The Walther Collection Project Space, 



brings together leading international scholars to exchange, debate and open up 
the categories --colonial, ethnographic, anthropological, and artistic -that are 
often used to describe historic photographs of Africans. The symposium is co- 

chaired by Tamar Garb, Durning Lawrence Professor in the History of Art at 
University College London, and Deborah Willis, Chair, NYU Tisch Department of 

Photography & imaging, and is co-presented by the NYU departments of 
Africana Studies and the institute for African American Affairs. 
~R~,c.~~e~’s wi~l~ ~l~e A/:~ic.a~ ~c.hiv~ is free and open to the public, with 
presentations and discussion taking place from 9:30am-Spin. Advance 

registration is essential. To register, please email your name/s and affiliation 
(where applicable) to i~qt~’io~~@w~q~he~~.~.@ec~io;~.~x~m~ or call + 1 212 352 0683. 
The program at NYU will be followed by a reception at The Walther Collection 
Project Space from 6pm-Spm. 
The symposium will provide an opportunity for rethinking the African archive in 
relation to the concerns of contemporary critics and artists. Participants will 
include Aware Amkpa (NYU), Jennifer Bajorek (NYU), Christraud Geary (Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston), Michael Godby (University of Cape Town), Erin Haney 
(George Washington University), Salah Hassan (Cornell University), Hionipha 
Mokoena (Columbia University), Riason Naidoo (South African National Gallery), 

Gabi Ncobo (University of the Witswatersrand), Chika Okeke-Agulu (Princeton 
University), and John Peffer (Ramapo College). 

Sk~lb~e.,,",,<.~ ~a.,,",,d £.Sq, ~}~,,,’<,~9,a,,’,, Cr~s",,b’., is currently on view through November 17 at 
The Walther Collection Project Space, 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718. Opening 
hours are Wednesday-Saturday, 12pm-6pm. 

FonNard ernail 

] 

this email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by contact@walthercollection.com 
Update Profile/Email Address ~nstan~ removal with Sa~eUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 3:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:* 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Eu~dice" Open-Mic Night at Linda’s 

’][’he following is a message fiom Nathaniel Clarida& one of our fellow Water The~ne Steering Committee members. By now, many of you are aware that he has been 

heavllv lnvo|ved ~n the p|anrnng and preparation ][or the undergraduate presentation of Saral~ Ruhl s Eurydice se to open at the Kenan Theatre in the Center for 
Dramatic Arts on Oct. 1 lth. I would encourage everyone to attend the following event described below if your schednle will allow. Thanks so much! 

TONIGHT[ -"Eurydice" Open-Mic Night at Linda’s 

Join flae cast and crew ofI ,AB[ Theatre’s next mare s~ge show, "EuD,dice", for open mic night m the upstairs section of Lmda’s! Come out to hear (or sing along to) 

some great aconstic folk music, hmze a drink, eat some cheese ti~es, and learn about the show! Also, dofft miss "Eu~?’dice", opening Oct. 11 ! 

Time: Wednesday, Oct. 3th, 8:30 - 10prn 

Place: Linda’s Bar & Grill (203 Eas~ I:mnklin Street) 

Link: https: ,iwww.t’aceb~ ~ok.con~,, e~ert~s,’36999g055~g44095/ 

Hope to see you there! 

--Naflaaniel P. Claridad (Director), Madison Scott (Assistant Events Director fbr LAB!), Amanda Baldiga (Commumb’ Outreach for LAB!), Erika EdwaNs 

(Prodncer), & the cast and crew of Ruhl’s "Emy’dice" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:01 PM 

ChaJ rs of Depa~menks and C urricula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. unc.e&~> 

.@unc.edu> 

[dptcrchafirs] Staff Workload Signoff by Chairs due at 5 pm 

This message is being sent to all department and curricula chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences, with an FYI copy to all business managers. 

Your department managers have completed their review and input into the Staff Workload system. Please review and sign-off on your departmental Staffing 

Workload report by at 5:00pm. 

Items to Review in the Staffing Workload System 

Each instructor should have an appropriate number of courses and/or non-course work for their FTE. Please pay particular attention to anything that is above or 

below standard workload expectations. 

The components of teaching workload that are captured in the Staffing Workload System are listed below: 

¯ Non-Course Workload includes information that impacts teaching workload, such as administrative appointments, research leaves, course release, etc. 

¯ Known Course Workload and Unit-added course workload include courses from Peoplesoft and added by the manager associated with that instructor’s 

normal teaching workload. 

Unassigned Courses include Independent Studies, Theses, Dissertations, and Cross-Listed Sections 

Where to Find Workload Information 
Perm/EPA Detail (faculty paid from your main state account) and Instr Detail (employees on your instructional budget account) can be found in the "Reports" drop- 

down in the Staffing Workload System. 

How to Sign-Off on Your FY ~ Report 

1. Login to the Staffing Workload system 

2. Check that the Period filter (top-left) equals" 

3. Click on the Review Report button on the top-right of the page 

4. Check that you have viewed the final report for your department. You may add an optional comment. 

5. Submit 

Please contact with any questions. 

Tammy 

Tammy McHafe 

Sr Asso(: Dean - Finance and Planning 

College of ArN & Sdences 

CB #3500~ 205 South Bu~ldin~ 
Chapel I-{~ NC 27599-3500 

fax: (919~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, A~ro <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 8:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

I just logged in the send a message to a student for an interview tomorrow, 
Comrade, however I am not at home just finished dinner with friends in chasm 
county and will watch the debate here., how late can I call? 

ar~uro 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 20:t2 S:40 PM 

To: Escobar, Ar~uro 
Subject: Hello 

Comrade, 

I hope you are doing well. 

If you have time please call me at either of the following numbers: 

In solidarity, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Am~ro Escobar @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

colloq new date. 

Comrade, I was going to send the message to Walter but now am unsure about the new date proposed. 
Would it be the the :t:tth of Oct. I should have written now what you said, I remenber Oct 2:t 
bit that;s a sunday. Did you mean Oct 25, Wed as well? Let me know before 

I write to alter, ok? 
best, 
arturo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama and Romney, in First Debate, Spar Over Fixing the Economy 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I S~o~:s i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~ ion T ~ s Day 

C,g~omize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 4, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Obama a~d Romney, in 

Economy 

Mitt Romney aggressively pressed 
President Obama on the economy, 
jobs and health care in a debate that 
avoided the kind of onediners that 
sometimes emerge from such high- 
stakes face*ffs. 

~ Fu~ V~deo and T~anscdpt ~ Fact 

Checks I Complete Coverage 

’ " " Check Poh?L Takin# 

and Counterclaims in the Debate 

Tlirkey Str~kes Back ~M’ler Syrian SheHi~lg NAils 5 Civilians 
::2..:. :~¢,.’:.RzN2 p ::-::- A.:;,,I ~A~?4A~?:i 
’lMrkey’s prime minister said Syrian targets were hit in retaliation for mortar fire that fell in a 
~IMrkish town, raising the prospect of greater involvement by NATO in Syria. 

~ Video: Huge B~asts Tea~ Through A[eppo 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

A Clasb of Philosopbles 

In the first presidential debate, President Obama argued that government plays an essential part in 
economic growth, while Mitt Romney contended it should get out of the way. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"~,~ prob~b~fl c~r~ ’l print o~r n~ood," 
DALLIN BASEL, a sheep rancher in Soath Dakota, on the effects of the dr’ought. 

~ WDEO: Video 

of the i,irst 

PresldentiM 

Debate 
Full video and transcript of the first 
presidential debate from Oct, 3, 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR, 

V~e re Here, M~’e re 

Queer, Y’a]l 

You can be openly gay 

Cooking with the Tuccis 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Easy Edamame 

Roastin~ peppers 



rural Sonth. 

WORLD 

Cajo]i~g~ Druggi~g a~d More as Rebels Try- to Draw Defectors 

Without defections, the Syrian rebels say the opposition cannot hope to grow, never mind prevail in 
its battle with the government of President Bashar al=~_ssad. 

Violenee and Protes{ in Iran as Currency Drops in Va]lue 

The first outbreak of public anger over Iran’s collapsing currency and other economic maladies 
jolted the heart of Tehran. 

[] ,flde~ From h Lede g o~ 

Rift Grows Betwee~ IsraeI~ Leaders Over Re]lations V~ith UoSo 

Prime Minister BeRjamin Netanyahn and his defense minister, Ehud Barak, are at odds as Mr. 
Barak tries to tnrn Mr. Netanyahu’s tension with Washington to his political advantage. 

Drought Leaves Cracks in \¢~ay of L~fe 

Lost amid the withered crops and dehydrated eattle that symbolize the most widespread drought in 
decades has been the toll on families that depend on fanning. 

I~fhnt DNU~ Tests Speed 1)iag~msis of Rare Diseases 

A new method for analyzing newborns’ genetic histories sped the process of zeroing in on a disease- 
causing mutation frmn weeks or months to a couple of days. 

I}~ ()utbreak~ 1V{e~h~gifis Is Repor{ed ~n 5 States 

The outbreak of a type of meningitis linked to back pain injections has spread, with over 3o eases, 
four of them fatal, in Tennessee, North Carolina, Florida, Virginia and Maryland. 

Yore U.S News 

BUSINESS 

BITS BLOG 
H,P,’s Chlef’Says a Re~4val Is U~llkely Befl~re 

Meg Whitman told a meeting of Wall Street analysts that they should expect sharply lower revenue 
and profits. Her statements led the company’s stock to drop almost ~3 percent. 

~ Post a Comment 

Japan*s New Tech Ge~aerafion 

While aapan’s aging technology giants continue to falter, entrepreneurs are forming start-ups 
despite difficulties with financing and a culture that discourages risk-taking. 

Fan Sites Settle Chl]ldren*s Privacy Charges 

Federal authorities had accnsed Artist At’ena, the operator’ of Web sites for stars like Justin Bieber 
and Selena Gomez, of illegally collecting information on thousands of childt’en. 

S P O RTS 

YANKEES 14, RED SOX 2 
Ya~kees F~nlsh V~ith a Flour~sh~. Capturing East 

The Yankees routed the Red Sox to finish the regular season with the best record in baseball, but 
they had ah’eady dinehed the Ameriean Leagne East title because the Orioles lost. 

~ 
gs Score [ Va;entine’s Season Is Turbulent to the End 

Drama o~ gasebaWs Fh~ai Day as a Star Completes a Crmw~ 

Migud Cabvera was always a prodigy, and now he has become the first player to sweep baseball’s 
triple crown eategories in almost half a century. 

ON BASEBALL 

Disappoh~ed, Or~o]les S~i]l~ Have a Game ~o Play 

After losing to the Rays on the final day of the season, the Orioles lost their opportnnity to win the 
American Leagne East and must play the wild card game on the road against the Rangers. 



AR’P$ 

A lJ,fited Nations of M,~slc 
£h: .::, ~,:i ,: ~,:Oi 

A new federally sponsored program called OneBeat has bronght together 32 musicians fl’om 2~ 
cmmtt’ies to wt’ite, produce and record original mnsic and take it on the road. 

~E] Slide Show 

:and U,So Inqtfiry Centers on ’Rebecca’ Go-Betwee*~ 

Mark C. Hotton, a stockbroker who introduced a producer of the musical to the mysterious investor 
Paul Abrams, is the subject of an unrelated federal fraud investigation. 

A Rc*ma~ R~pper Comes to New York~ VChere He Can Get Real 

Jovanotti, an Italian tapper, has moved with his family to an apartment in Greenwich Village, and 

on Saturday he will perform at Terminal 5 in Manhattan as part of a national tour. 

More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIEW 

Sarah B~rton’s Sweet Ta|k 

With each season since taking over the Alexander MeQueen label two and a half years ago, Ms. 
Burton has grmvn in confidence. 

The Evening News 

Throughout the Paris spring 2o~3 shows many designers went so far as to explode the elements of a 
traditional men’s tuxedo. 

~E] Slide Show 

~On 
the Runway Blog: Paris Accessories: Colla~ed 

L>ar~s Fasl~io~ Slmw(down) 

Lnxnry houses, Dior and Saint Lanrent go head to head in two of the most anticipated shows of the 

~E] Slide Show 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

After 90 minutes, voters are left with as man), questions for Mitt Romney and t resident Obama as 
they had before it started. 

EDITORIAL 

The Untouct~ables 
President Obama once spoke urgently of urban despair. Unfortunately, it’s not much of an issue at 
all on the campaign trail this year. 

EDITORIAL 

Contraception and ReI[glot~s Liberty 

A new health care ruling demolishes claims of a war against religion. 

o More opInIon 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Seaso~ of Deba~es 

You deserve a hand, interested eitizens. You’ve been throngh a lot this long campaign. Let’s tt’y to 
fignre out who won the battle of the zingevs. 

C J; 1- F’aae 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~vlLv Let the Rich [-~[O~lI’~.t 2~| the Toys? 

Shmfld the top ~ percent of ~erieans really have more than the bottom 9o percent? That’s 
America: one nation, unequal for all. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Cool Hand Barry 



Obama’s debate strategy was misguided. His tactics were ineffective, tie must solve both problems 

before round two. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 4, 1957, the Space Age began as the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, the first man-made 

satellite, into orbit. 

¯ See ’11"ds },’ro~t Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, A~ro <aescobar@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:05 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.uuc.edu>; E~obax, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Walter: 

I apologize for the late notice¯ 

¯ I am thus writing to ask you whether we can postpone 
my colloq presentation. I leave for California on Oct 25, but Tuesday October 23 would 
be a good date for me, or possibly Thursday, Nov 8 (I would have to double check 
on Nov 8, since I have a conference on Global Affirmative Action at Duke). Please 
let men know, and again apologies for this last minute change¯ 

best 

a~uro 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 25, 20:12 8:49 PM 

To: Escobar, Ar~uro 
Subject; Confirming October :t:I Fall Colloquium Series Talk 

Dear Professor Escobar, 

I am writing you as the new chair of the African & Afro-American Studies Colloquium Series Committee to confirm the date and time of your upcoming talk. We 

have you scheduled for October 11, 2012 from 3:30 pm to 4:45 pm in the Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. As we prepare for your talk, could you send a title for your 

presentation at your earliest convenience? This will aid us in advertising your presentation. 

Thank you in advance and we look forward to your presentation. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 

At?ican & Afro-A~nerican Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

t~11vs://sites=y~ooj~le coln/site/dt~,calte~cket! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:27 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Ar[uro, 

Postponing the talk is no problem and it would act~ally give us more time to advertise for the colloq~ium. We were set to send out email anno~mcements later 

today so yo~r emaH was qu~te timely. 

Sm(:e we haw~ at~other plarmed colk)qu~um ~ate m Nowm~be~, Thurs., Nov. 8th wou~d probably be the best date h:~r us. I will check with Eut~ice and the co~k)qu~um 

committee to make sure this works~ Since we normally schedLde our colloquia for Thursdays, Fm not as certain that TL~eS., Oct. 23rd wN work. ~ w~l[ commLmicate 

with you as soon as we have had a chance to talk about which date is preferable. 

Again, thanks for the ema[I and ~ w~ll be in t(mch soon. 

Wa~Ler 

Wal{ er R~cker 
Associate Professor 

U NC-Chapel Hi~l 
] 07 Battle Hall 
Chape~ Hill NC 27599~3395 

F~m: Escobar, A~uro 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:05 AN 
To: Rucker, WMter C 
~c: SaNe, EuNce N; Escobar, A~uro 
Su~ject: RE: request[n~ postpopnement of Oc~ber li Fal~ CNbqu[um Talk 
Dear Walter: 
I apologize for the la~ notice. ~         .. 

I am thus writing to ask you whether we can postpone 
my colloq presentation. I leave for California on Oct 25, but Tuesday October 23 would 
be a good date for me, or possibly Thursday, Nov 8 (I would have to double check 
on Nov 8, since I have a conference on Global Affirmative Action at Duke). Please 
let men know, and again apologies for this last minute change. 

best, 
arturo 

From-" Rucker, Walter C 
Sent; Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:49 PM 

To-" Escobar, Arturo 
Subject-" Confirming October 11 Fall Colloquium Series Talk 

Dear Professor Escobar, 

I am writing you as the new chair of the African & Afro-American Studies Colloquium Series Committee to confirm the date and time of your upcoming talk. We 

have you scheduled for October 11, 2012 from 3:30 pm to 4:45 pm in the Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. As we prepare for your talk, could you send a title for your 

presentation at your earliest convenience? This will aid us in advertising your presentation. 

Thank you in advance and we look forward to your presentation. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 

Africma & .M’ro-Americm~ Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

tdlps://sites goo~le com/site/dP¢calte~cket! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:27 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: My Spring Teaching Schedule 

Dear Ma[~lararrle, 

I hope al] is we]l in Senegal. I met one of your students at the study abroad fair and she raved about your program and her experiences tNs past summer. ~ he~ped 

staff the "Africa" table th~s year and we had quite a large number of students ask about both the Senegal and Ghana programs. 

[n terms o[ Esther’s request, Eurdce handk~s all schedu]i~g and course mar~agernent (:o~cems fiom thb point: forward. 

Take 

Best, 

Wafter 

XV~dter R~icker 

107 Ba[t~e Hall 

Chapel Hill NC 2759%3395 

ht~)s://sites.~oo~Ie.co~rusite/(kwaltem~cke];’ 

F~m~ Seck, Namarame 
Sent; Thursday, October 04, 2012 S:39 AN 

T~ Rucker, Walter C 
Subjeet~ ~: My Sprin9 Teachin9 Schedule 

Dear Walter, 

I hope you are well. I know you were in charge of scheduling courses and I hope you can help us solve this problem. Please find below my Esther’s request for a change of her 
spring schedule. 

Very best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Esther Mukewa [        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 8:40 PM 
To-" Seck, Mamarame 
Subject; My Spring Teaching Schedule 

Dear Mamarame, 
I hope all is well. I have a request concerning my next semeste:~s teaching schedule; I was wondering if my 2:00-2:50 and 3:00-3:50 classes can be changed to 10:00- 

10:50 and 1:00-1:50. Thank you ve~ muck 

Esther 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, A~luro <aescobar@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:38 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Thanks a lot, Walter. I have also written to the people at Duke to find out 
exactly when my presentation is for that conference, ok? I will 
let you know as soon as I hear from them. 

best, 

arturo 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:26 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Arturo, 

Pos[:~mnmg tfu:_~ tall~ is no problem ain’t it wouM actually g~ve us more time to adw?r[:~se for the colloquium. We were set to send out ema~l annouru::ements 

today so your ernaH wa~; qu~te timely, 

S~nce we have another planned colloquium ~ate ~n November, Thurs., Nov, 8th wou~d probably be the best date for us. I will check w~th Eunice and the colloquium 

committee ~o make sure this works~ Skate we normally schedule our colloquia for Thursdays, ~’m ilot as certain that Tues., Oct. 23rd w~l work. ~ w~H communicate 

with you as soon a~ we have had a char~ce to talk abouL which date i~ preferable. 

Again, thanks for the ema~l and t w~Jl be in touch 

Best, 

Walter 

Walt er Rm:l~er 

Associate Profossm 

,\frica~ & A~o-Amedc~m Studies 

U NC-Chapel Hi~l 

107 Battle Hall 

(hal)el ttd], N<. ~,,>9s-3 ..... 
td~ps://sites google com/site/ch~wltena*ckeV 

From= Escobar, ~uro 
Sent= Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:0S RN 

T~= Rucker, Waiter C 

Ce= SaNe, Eunice N; [scobar, R~uro 
Subject= RE: requestin~ postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Walter: 
I apologize for the la~ notice. 

.. I am thus writing to ask you whether we can postpone 
my colloq presentation. I leave for California on Oct 25, but Tuesday October 23 would 

be a good date for me, or possibly Thursday, Nov 8 (I would have to double check 
on Nov 8, since I have a conference on Global Affirmative Action at Duke). Please 
let men know, and again apologies for this last minute change. 

best, 
arturo 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:49 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Confirming October 11 Fall Colloquium Series Talk 

Dear Professor Escobar, 

I am writing you as the new chair of the African & Afro-American Studies Colloquium Series Committee to confirm the date and time of your upcoming talk. We 

have you scheduled for October 11, 2012 from 3:30 pm to 4:45 pm in the Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. As we prepare for your talk, could you send a title for your 

presentation at your earliest convenience? This will aid us in advertising your presentation. 

Thank you in advance and we look forward to your presentation. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
Africmq & Afro-Americana Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle }{all 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

llttps://sites google com/site/dt~valte~racker/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nelson~ Stephanie <nelsonsc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               10:22 AM 

R~)bertson, Crraeme B -~graeme@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu-*; Coclanis, Peter A <coclanis@unc.edu>; 

Weiler, Jonatha~ D <j weile@email.unc.e&~>; Nonini, Don (dnonini@email.unc.edu>;                    ~live.unc.edu>; Kelley, 

Thoma~s A III <taJ~elley@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-* 

Hewison, Kevin <khewison@unc.edu> 

Today’s Lunch at Carolina Inn 

Hello, 
Thisisjustareminderofthelunchtoday with Robert Amsterdam at ~2 noon atthe Carolina Crossroadsrestaurant. We willsee you then. 

Thanks, 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Nelson 

Associate Director 

Carolina Asia Center 

Campus Box #?582 
UnEversity of North Carolina 

Chapel Hi11, NC 2?599-?582 

Phone: 9E9,8~3,9065 

Fax: 9~9.843o2~02 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 11:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

100 Days Until MLK m~d BHM Celebrations! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

i~:I JodiSolomon Speakers 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice¢~email.unc~edu by l_o__d_Ls__o_Lo_t~_o__n__@j_o__d_j__s~__J_o___m__9_t~__s£_e__a_~g~:~£~. 
Update Profiie/Email Address ,rnstant removal vq[th SafeUnaubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

Jodi Solomon Speakers i 295 Huntington Avenue :: Boston HP, 02115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Dear Eunice: My office hours end at 2pm today so I will come downstairs at 2pro. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 :t:t::t4 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Meeting 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope your semester is going well. 

I would be grateful if you stopped by my office either today - unless something unexpected happens, I will be in my office from 2.00pm onwards. I will also be in tomorrow. Let 
me know what times work from your end for either today or tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



New in Paperback: 

Twelve Years a Slave 

By Solomon Northup 
Introduction by Ira Berlin 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., general editor 

Twelve Yeats a Slave, the harrowing memoir of a free 
man sold into twelve year~ of slavery on a Louisiana 
cotton plantation, is considered perhaps the best 
written of all slave narratives for its exceptionally vivid 
details and Nor[hup’s unique perspective. 

Soon to be a major motion picture 

::~:: Twelve Years a Slave 

"For sheer drama, few accounts of siavery match Solomon Northup’s tale of abduction 
from freedom and forcible enslavement."--lra Berlin, author of The Makl~}g of African 

America, from the ~ntroduct~on 

’"A moving, vita~ testament to one of slavery’s ’many thousands gone’ who retained his 
humanity in the bowe~s of degradation. It is also a chilling insight into the ’peculiar 
institution,’"--Saturday Review 

Penguin Classics ¯ 288 pp. ¯ 978=0-14-310670-8 ¯ $16.00 

For related titles, please view our African American Studies, 
History, and Literature catalogs 

at http:llus.pen~iuinclroup.comlsubjectcatalo#s 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penguinspeakersbureau.com 
or email speakersbureau~us.penquin~lroup.com. 



Twelve Yea rs a Slave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 12:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Dear Eunice, 
I can meet with you at 3;00 today 

Best regards, 

Alassane 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 :ti:33 AM 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: Meeting 

Dear Alassane, 

I hope your semester is going well. 

I would be grateful if you stopped by my office today between 2.30pm-4.00pm. If this time does not work for you, kindly let me know when we can meet tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

’The Portrait of a Lady’ 

London Review of Books newsletter 

VOLo 34 NO. 19 Visit 

LRB cover art Portrait of a Lady. 1 

Henry James was foul about Far from the Madding 

Crowd when it appeared in 1874. He was a young 

writer, atnbitious, seething, silkily aggressive. There 

was ground to be cleared, and residents had to be 

deported. Thomas ttardy, with his knobbly rusticities 

and merry peasants, would not do. In the Nation, James 

complained that the novel had a [] fatal lack of magie[], 

and was m-itten in a []verbose and redundant style [] 

Every~thing human in the book strikes us as factious and 

insubstantial; the only things we believe in ate the sheep 

and the dogs. [] Mo~’e 

Philby in Beirut 
Ti ~rrl 

I went to the rue Kantari in Beirut to try to find Kim Philby[] s flat. The street, whieh 

stands on top of the hill of Ras Beirut and looks out over the sparkling lights of St 

George Bay, is full of handsome limestone buildings that wouldn [] t look out of plaee 

in the 16th an’ondissement. Most are now abandoned shells, the balustrades and 

architraves still spattered with bullet holes from the civil war, the windows missing 

their glass..~’ound the eomer on the buzzy rue Hamra the bazs and shops blazed 

with light and musie, but me Kantari, site of one of the most famous acts of the Cold 

War, was dark. On the night of ~3 January 1963, dm{ng a fierce rainstorm, Philby 

walked down the five flights of stairs from the flat he shat>d with Eleanor Brewer, 

the frowner wife of the New York Times Middle East eotrespondent, Sam Brewer, 

and disappeared. More 

The Sorro~s:s of DFW 

Chrisl.ia~ Ix~ren~ze~ 

David Foster Wallaee[]s parents, Sally and Jim, were the sort of couple who read 



each other Ulysses in bed while holding hands. Jim ~ad David and his younger sister 

Amy Moby-Dick as a bedtime stoW. It wasnrqt inevitable that the boy would grow up 

to write an epie novel, but it wasn [] t aeeidental. He emerged as a writer from a 

university-based avant-garde tradition, but was adopted at an early stage by the New 

York mainstream; he was sought after by editot.~ of glossy magazines and touted in 

the media as a []voiee of his generation[] from his early thirties onwards, 

photographed with his long hair and bandana and two big dogs. This eombination of 

academic prestige and big city popularity is fairly rare, and it,s one reason 

Wallaee[]s eanonisation in the US has proeeeded so rapidly. More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Short Cuts 

Ch~:°]stop] 

At the Royal Academy 

3ames 

¯ ]l~-or~ze ~ 

At the Movies 

k~lJeh~e~ 
¯ The 

Ch*olstopl~e~" Cla~oka Himruler 

Thomas Meaneya Germany Imagines Hellas 

Rosema~r~, H~ 1 ~ [] Th e Pinee<me [2 

An~e ~#~agner~ The Fh’st Pop Age 

A~Ia m Sha~z= After the S~x D~ff War 

Hugh Robe~s~ Wes~cr~ Reeklessness 

Nick R~chardsom C~ssrai] 

DisgraceLJ 

C~:p’,,rigEt " l,et:&:t; b!evie~a of Beo;::~ [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

mnail regi~:ar% :b ¢o ~JS~ [] You can :.msubscnbe or ~Jpdate your e~ ~i1 p~efe*ence~ at any lime on ore- website 

::.~.i Duke University Press 

Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 1:52 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJJlunlanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~iohnson@nationalhummaitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationa]hummlitiescenter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 

<kadipietro@nationa]lmmanitiescenter.o~g> 

NHC Fellow Pamela Long to speak about Public Building Projects in Renaissance Rome, Thursday, October 1 lth 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

"Engineering, Topography, and Knowledge 
in Late Sixteenth-Century Rome" 

Pamela O. Long, Independent Scholar 

.~iI Inline image 1 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 -- 5:00 p.m. 

In a talk illustrated with images, maps, and contemporaD" accounts, Pamela Long will discuss the ways that public works and building projects 
in Renaissance Rome (i¥om flood control to the import of obelisks) were thought about and carried out, how conflicts were resolved (or not), 
how contractors and engineer/architects were chosen, and how both practitioners and learned people contributed to issues of urban planning, 
construction, and engineering. 

Parnela O. Long is an independent historian who stndies late medieval and Renaissance Europe and the history of science and technology, focusing on craft and 

practical traditions and their relationships to traditions of learning. Her publications include Artisan/Practitioners and the Rise of the New Sciences 14oo-16o0 

(2o11); Openness, Secrecy, Authorship: Technical Arts and the Culture of Knowledge from Antiquity to the Renaissance (2OOl) winner of the Morris D. Forkoseh 
Prize for the best book in intellectual history and, with Brian Curran, Anthony Grafton, and Benjamin Weiss, Obelisk: A History (2oo9). This year, worldng at the 

Center as the William J. Bouwsma Fellow, Long is writing a cultural history of engineering in the city of Rome between 156o and 159o. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. ~ or mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 
Nalional Humanilies Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <msecl~@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:52 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: My Spring Teaching Schedule 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for your kind note. I~s so nice to hear from you and to know that your Ghana program has been finalized. I hope you will have enough students to run it next summer. I 
will share my experience with you when I come back. 
Eunice could you please help Esther with her spring schedule? Below is the message she sent me this morning: 

"I have a request concerning my next semeste~’s teaching schedule; I was wondering if my 2:00-2:50 and 3:00-3:50 classes can be chmaged to 10:00-10:50 and 1:00- 

1:50. 

Many thanks, 

Mamarmne 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:26 AM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hy Spring Teaching Schedule 

Dear Mamarame, 

I hop*-’_~ all is well in Senegal. t met on,-_~ of your s[:udenl:s at the study abroad [a~r and she raved abot,[: your prograrn and her ex,~erJences dl~s psst sui~]rner. ~ he~ped 

staff ~:he "Africa" tame ~:h~s year and we had quite a large tmrnber of students ask about both the Senegal and Ghana programs. 

~n terms of Esther’s request, Eun~ce handles al~ schedu~in~ and course rnanagement concerns from th~s poin~ forward. 

Take care. 

Best, 

Walter 

¥~’ Mter R~lcker 
Associate Professor 
~,\1’ricat~ & Al?:o-~,kmerica~ Studies 
UNC-Cbapel Hill 
107 Ba~lle Hall 
C[~apd }{ill., NC 27599-3395 
hill;s://sites. ~- oo~,le.conv site/d]waltermcke];’ 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 5:39 AM 
Te: Rucker, Waiter C 
Subject: FW: My Spring Teaching Schedule 
Dear Walter, 

I hope you are well. I know you were in charge of scheduling courses and I hope you can help us solve this problem. Please find below my Esther’s request for a change of her 
spring schedule. 

Very best regards, 
IVlamarame 

From: Esther Mukewa         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 8:40 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: My Spring Teaching Schedule 

Dear Mamarame, 

I hope all is well. I have a requesl concerning my next semesle~’s teaching schedule; I was wondering if my 2:00-2:50 m~d 3:00-3:50 classes can be chm~ged to 10:00- 

10:50 m~d 1:00-1:50. . Thank yon veU much, 

Esther 



Tlle Future of~he    ~i 
Outer Banks 

Noah Carolina’s barrier islands 
are on the move. 

[~ read .... ] 

FEATURES 

’I’[~cv, Robols l"or Ci[i~¢s Sake 

The future where robots Debunking a long-held Where did the oil and gas 

inhabit the each is already theory about how our from BP’s spill go, and 

here. lungs function, what did it do to the sea? 

Q~INIQN B EQG~OS~S 

fhe Decay ol the Great 

[~a!rier [-~eef C~IL<~ for ~ 

Reckon:~g There is a 

myth that Aust~lia’s Great 

Barrier Reef is immune to 

climate change. ~by John 

~~ockh;g [he "~7o[e: Do the day-to-day foibles and follies along 

the campaign trail really matter? {[,,,1~rk My Wolds) 

([liea:q ! i[)~.’o~l~’ "~’l’J I.~nl?,: Watch out for these pieces of verbal 

clutter. (Blargon Jog) 

t~;t~.-][,ovj~]~ t~]]’y[]i~)!]t~s: What do gut bacteria have to do with 

the amount of calories we digest? (Mad,: My Words] 

"The nature of the South is changing faster than the stereotypes 



and I guess I do, I’d say just about the Rappahannock River 

when you’re going south. When you get 50 miles from 

~ breast ...... t .... Washington, you’re probably in the South." 

--John Shelton Reed, in Where the Sodih [-3i.~gi!~s, Washington 

Pos t 

E S~R 

Cancer ~to Four Types: 

The findings "are 

fundamentally reshaping Diseases of aging map to a few ~otspots o~ the huKqa~ genome 

the scientific (UNC H~d~ Care) 
understanding of breast 

cancer." (Ne~,~ YoN~ 7]’me.s)         ~::~:~:~ 

. Weight Worries (UNC home page) 

GETCONNEGTED 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 3:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: 3 rd review - meeting 

I should be able to meet either of these daFs. I say "shotdd" bccau~ 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~t~ Studies 

Dep~rtmet~ of Afdcau and Afro- Ame~c~m St~dies 

109 Battle t ~alk Ct3~ 3395 

l 5~five~ity of NorM C.aro~iua 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 

(919) 966-.2694 

/ 

hitp:/) uncpress.unc .edu/~oks/T- 8059.himl 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~’P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~’P00723 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Oc~ber 04, 20il 3:36 PN 

T~ Selassie, Bereket 
Subject: 3 rd review - meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

I write to ask that we meet either on Monday or Tuesday at 9.30am or :t0.00am to discuss new guidelines from the Dean’s office concerning Peer Faculty Teaching 
Observation Report. The meeting will also be a good opportunity to discuss any questions you might have concerning the review. I expect the meeting to be no more 30 
minutes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:28 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival continues tomorrow: OCT 5] RICtIARD WHITE AUDITORIUM. DUKE EAST CAMPUS. Panel on 
ilnmigration and youth. 5 pm [ Screening of"Two Americmas". 7PM 

two american forum fihn poster.txtf 

Join us tomonow for the panel discussion/thrum at 5 pm, the film at 7 pm, and the reception after the film. The film directors will be present. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:29 PM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.e&~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Ar[uro, 

It looks like Tuesday, Oct. 23 from 3:30-4:4.5 pm will work for us. 1 will contact you soon regarding the venue (hopefully we can reserve the Incubator Room at Hyde 

Best, 

Waiter 

From: Escobar, A~uro 
SeBt= Thursday, October 0~, 20~2 9:38 AM 

Te~ Rucker, Walter C 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
~ject~ RE: requesting postpopnement of Oc~ber ~ Fall Colloquium Talk 
ThanB a lot, Walter, ] have also wri~en to the people at Duke to find out 
exactly when my presentation is for that conference, ok? ] will 
let you know as soon as ~ hear from them, 

best, 
a~uro 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:26 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

P i:_!a r AF[:uro~ 

Postponing the [:alk is no probh:’m and it woukt actually g~ve us more time to advertise h:~r the co~b:?quium We were se[: [:o 5;end ou[: ema~ announcements later 

[oday so your ema~ was qu~te timely. 

S~nce we have another plm~ned colloquium ~ate ~n November, Thurs.~ Nov. 8th wou~d probably be the best date for ~s~ I will check w~th Eunice and the colloquium 

comm~:tee to rnake sure this works. S~nce we normailV schedule our colloquia for Thursdays, f’m not as certain that Tues., Oct, ~ :~rd W~I work, ~ w~J~ communicate 
with you as soon as we have had a chance to talk about wMch date is preferaMe. 

Again, thanks for Lhe ernaH and ~ w~l be in touch soon. 

Best, 

Wa~ter 

"~¥ alter R~lclker 
Assodate Pro[~ssor 
:\l:ricat~ & Al?:o-:kmehcan Steadies 
UNC,-CI}apel H~I1 
107 Ba~lle Hall 
Cbapd Hill NC 27599-3395 
h~;s://sites. ~oo~,le.con~’site/d]waltermcke];’ 

F~m: Escobar, A~uro 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:0~ AN 
T~: Rucker, Walter C 
Ce: SaNe, Eun[ce N; Escobar, A~uro 
Subject: RE: request[n~ postpopnement of October ll Eal[ Colloquium Talk 
Dear Walter: 
I aBolo~[ze for the late notice. 

¯ I am thus writing to ask you whether we can postpone 
my colloq presentation. I leave for California on Oct 25, but Tuesday October 23 would 

be a good date for me, or possibly Thursday, Nov 8 (I would have to double check 
on Nov 8, since I have a conference on Global Affirmative Action at Duke). Please 
let men know, and again apologies for this last minute change¯ 

best, 
arturo 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:49 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Confirming October 11 Fall Colloquium Series Talk 

Dear Professor Escobar, 

l am writing you as the new chair of the African & Afro-American Studies Colloquium Series Committee to confirm the date and time of your upcoming talk. We 

have you scheduled for October 11, 2012 from 3:30 pm to 4:45 pm in the Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. As we prepare for your talk, could you send a title for your 

presentation at your earliest convenience? This will aid us in advertising your presentation. 

Thank you in advance and we look forward to your presentation. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 



Africaaa & Afro-Americaal Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
httt)s:/isites.~oo~Ie.co1~,site/drwulterruckel;’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barskile, Z <baxskile@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for your email. 

I can meet with you tomorrow (Friday) between 12:30 and 2p, or after 4:30p. Please let me know what time is convenient for you. 

Sincerely, 
Zawadi Barskile 

On Thu, Oct 4, 2012 at 3:21 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Zawadi, 

I hope you are doing well. 

If you are on campus today, kindly stop by my office. Otherwise, let me know when we can meeting tomorrow (Friday). 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearfl~ <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Series Journey to Planet EaCh 

e n~ir~nmenta!iSSueSi~0u~nev~0PlanetEatthisa ~2~PiS~deD~DSe~ieS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Campaign Gains a New Intensity in Debate’s Wake 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On rh~s Day 

~M~ornize~ctav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 5, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Campaig~ Gains a New 

]ntel~sity in Debate’s Wake 

President Obama and Mitt Romney 
confronted what one feared and the 
other hoped was an altered 
campaign after a debate in which 
Mr. Obama’s perfonuanee was 
widely panned. 

As IraWs Curreucy Keeps 

Tmnbi~ng~ 2~d~xiety Is 
::;7 : -i 2"..%<; 
In the Iranian capital, all anyone can talk about is the riM, and how lives have been turned upside 
down during a week in which the currency’s value plunged by 4o percent. 

~ Mercilants Reopen in Yehran. With Police Watchin~ for ~,~ore F’~otests 

Hundreds of half-trained and well-armed members of an army for hire, now stranded in Somalia, 
offer a lesson in the risks of outsoureed wars. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"As I u, as gathering m9 moneg, the mm~ received a phone ca~.I. !4"he~ he hu~g up he told me priet~s had 

iust gone up b9 2o pt, rcenL L~’course I paid. God knou, s how m~ch it will cost tomorrow~" 
ABBAN SHAI~&BI, a retired factory guard in Tehran, on buying riee~ 

Iu Boston~ Busing 

Nearly four decades 
after Boston became convulsed by 
violence over school busing, the city 
is working to reduce its reliance on 
the practice. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Affirmative 

Actlou 

A Supreme Court ruling against the University of Texas might put ethnic and racial diversity on 
college campuses on a firmer footing for the long term. 



WORLD 

Turkey’s Parliament Backs Military Measures on Syria 

The measure authorizes further military action against Syria, as Turkey began its second day of 
shelling targets across the border in response to a mortar attack that killed five civilians. 

FoBoIo Age~ts Scour Ruins of Attacked U°So Diplomatic Compom~d in Libya 

Security fears had kept the agents from traveling fcom the Ameriean Embassy in Tripoli, the 
Libyan capital, to collect evidence in Benghazi. 

Iran Offers Plan, Dismissed by U,S. on Nuclear Crisis 

With sanctions contributing to major protests in Iran, officials have drawn up a plan to defuse the 
nuclear crisis with the West, but it requires many concessions. 

o More World News 

4 Decades After Clashes~ Boston Again Debates School B*lslng 

Mayor Thomas M. Menino has asked school officials to come up with "a radically different plan" 
under which students would be assigned to schools as close to home as possible. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

h~ a Drug Linked to a Deadly Meningitis Ontbreak~ a Question of Oversight 

The growing outbreak of meningitis was a calamity waiting to happen - the result of a lightly 
regulated type of drug production that had a troubled past colliding with a popular treatment. 

~E] 
Graphic: Traczing. an Outbreak 

Cheerleaders }~,qth Bible Verses Set Off a Debate 

In a small Texas town, cheerleaders’ writing of Bible verses on banners has led to a lawsuit and 
questions about religious expression at public school events. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

~When 0Iob-C~’eatlon Enghaes 8top at oh~st One 

Constrained by scarcer financing but aided by better technology, new businesses have fewer 
employees than they did a decade ago, posing a worrying trend for employment. 

~E] 
Graphic: New B~ish~esses Have Become Fewer, ~nd Leaner 

Glut of Solar Panels Poses a New Threat to China 

Although global demand fro" solar panels and wind turbines has grown rapidly in recent years, 
China’s manufacturing capacity grew faster, creating an oversupply and a price war. 

~E] 
Graphic: Too Much Sun 

A Factory’s Closing Focuses Attention on Tort Reform 

The closing of Blitz USA, a maker of gasoline cans, inspired eommereials about abusive lawsuits, but 
the ads duck the complexities of product liability cases. 

S P O RTS 

Rebuildhtg Program, and Pride of a Tmvn 

Avella High School in southwest Pennsylvania, which hasn’t had a playoff berth sim:e ~976, has 
stirred an upwelling of pride in the community after starting the season 5-o. 

~E~] 
Slide Show: Making Their [own Proud 

ESSAY 

Admlrh~g Yaz, and B’hat Makes a Hero 
i.::y #::,i.:LiT -- ,F:.,i:" 

As a chiht, the walter admired ,Iackie Robinson’s daring. But even now he can appreciate the way 
Carl Yastrzemski never stopped improving himself. 

ON BASEBALL 

h~ V~qM-Card Play-In Game, It’s Wln or You’re Out 

Commissioner Bud Selig will watch from home Friday as his latest legaey item, the wild-card play- 
in game, unfolds in Atlanta and Arlington, Tex. 



N.L Wild Card Preview: Braves’ Streak Meets Cardinals’ Stubbornness 

~./~ 
L. Wild Card Pre¢~ew: Same Record Vastly D~fferent Talent 

¯ 

ARTS 

EXHIBITION REv’IBN 

D~’essed to K~.~|~ F~som Head to Toe 

In many ways the most remarkable piece of work in the show "gashford Dean and the Creation of 
the A~s and ~’mor Department" at the Metropolitan Museum is Dean himself. 

EXHIBITION REv’IBN 

"WWII & NYC" at the New-York Historical Society looks at how the conflict affected city residents. 

THEATER REVIEW [’GRACE’ 
Falth~ Dot~bt and All So~¢s s*f Sca~’s 

"Grace," Craig Wright’s tale of a Christian entrepreneur in Florida, stars Michael Shannon and Paul 
Rudd, 

Mote Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIESN I ’FRANKENWEENIE’ 

It’s Al~ive~ A~d ~Vaggh~g Its Ta~l 

Tim Bu~on’s "Frankenweenie," a 3-D stop-motion animated homage to classic horror movies, is both 

a quiet, quirky spoof and a loud and crazy action comedy. 

~Yim Burton, ~t Home in His Own Head 

MOVIE REVIEW I q-HE PAPERBOY 

In a Stale of Sweaty ~’kg[tatlo~ ;d~ Steamy Flo~’k{a 

"The Paperboy," a tangled and steamy drama directed by Lee Daniels, stars Nieole ~dman as a 
wmnan whose fiane0, played by aohn Cusaek, is an alligator hunter on death row. 

~ 
Vir~eo: Lee Dsniels on ’The Paperboy’ 

MOVIE REVIBW I’THE HOUSE I LIVE IN’ 
O~e VVomaa’s Family, a St~’i~g of C.asua~t~es h~ the ~Va~" oa Drugs 

In the documentary "~II~e House 1 Live In," Eugene aareeki, inspired by his longtime black 
caretaker, investigates the country’s drug policy and its racial and class implications. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Peace Ta~ks \V~th the Tallba~ 
The Obama administration should not abandon efforts for a negotiated solution in Afghanistan, 

EDITORIAL 

Fah* Tests fo~" Fh*efighte~s 
A federal jndge has pushed the city toward ending racial bias in the Fire Department. 

EDITORIAL 

The IOoc~meated Lif~ 
President Obama’s program to suspend deportation of young immigrants comes with a daunting 
paperwork challenge, but progress is being made. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rom~ey~s Sick 3oke 

Mitt Romney’s claim that pre-existing conditions are covered under his health plan was his biggest 
of many misleading statements in Wednesday’s debate. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~ 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Republican presidential candidate has finally emerged from the fog of his caricatures. Welcome 

to the audacity of pragmatism. 

OPINIONATOR 

At this point in the campaign, how can the undeeideds expect to have anyone’s support? 

ON THIS DAY 

On October 5, 1947, in the first televised White House address, President Truman asked Americans 

to refrain from eating meat on Tuesdays and poultry on Thursdays to help stockpile grain fro’ 

starving people in Europe. 

This Front Page 
Bin,’ Th{s Front Page 

About This E-I~lail 

You received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unscmscdbe I Change Your E-Mail ] Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve[tise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyson, Karolyn D <kd~son@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ; 8:53 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Nzongola-NtaJaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Hail, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAILMNC.EDU> 

Fwd: Grade Petition 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Grade Petition 
Date: 10:45:48 PM EDT 
To:~ @gmail.com> 
Cc: "Hall, Perry A" <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>, "Tyson, Karolyn D" <kdtyson@email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Fufiher to our Skype interview on Monday, 

1) All the documents yon submitted to 

2) The finoJ honors thesis that you sublnitted to 

I thm~k you in advance for your collaboration. 

Best regards, 

Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Caarolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: ’@gmaJl.com] 

Sent: Friday, 11:18 PM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Subject: Re: Grade Petition 

Hi pmfessor~ 

When you call my number enter it like this: 

Leave the zero off(that is for in-country calls). Sorry. for the confusion! 

~ I am writing to remind you of the following requests from the Review Colnmittee for documents: 

as part of your honor thesis work, with the date for each document and its pages numbered; 

is the country code. 

Thank you! 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On , at 10:15 AM, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola,’,~)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks,      . We will call you on Monday. What is the country code for the          ’ I assume that 

you live in the com~tty. 

Professor Nzongola 

is the area code for wherever 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of Aiiican Studies 

Depextment of Afhcan and Afto- America~l Studies 



University of Nor~k Carolina at Chapel ttill 

201 Battle Hall, Campns Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Subject: Re: Grade Petition 

:~gmail.com] 

7:09 PM 

Hi, Professor Nzongola, 

Monday at 9pm (my time) sounds good. My Skype address is             , however, I mn workin~ with a broadband internet 

connection so in the chance that Skype does not go smoothly, my loca] nnmber is also 

Talk to you soor~ 

On Fri, 

Dear 

~t 10:59 AM, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~zongola,~emafil.unc.edu<mafiltomzon~ola~email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Many thanks tbr yonr prompt reply. We ca~ ca]l you on Skype t?om our Department on Monday,         . Given the time difference, we 

will be happy to do it as early as possible, and we need about one hour to examine all aspects of your petition. Would 9 am our time or 9 

p~n your time be OK? For this, we will need to have your Skype address or, if you are not on S~’pe, the best telephone number at which 

to reach you. 

Best regards, 

Prot~ssor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of African Studies 

Depmntment of African m~d Afro-American Studies 

Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel.. 

From: :~gmail.com<mailto: ,(&gma~l.com>] 



Sent: Thursday, 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 

Subject: Re: Grade Petition 

10:17 PM 

Hello, Professor Nzongola, 

Great to hear fiom you. 

I cnrrently live in the 

However, the 

so a phone conversation wonld be the best way for us to verbally communicate. 

ahead of NC time, ~) emaJl may prove to be the most ett~ctive means of commanication. 

’Fhaxtk you tbr following up with tiffs matter, 

On Thu:            at 10:10 PM, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<~ng~a~email.anc.edu<mailt~:~ng~a@emai~.nnc.edu~‘m~to:nz~ng~a@emai~.unc.edu<m~to:nzongo~a~b~emajl.unc.edu:~>> wrote: 

Dear 

I am wtiting in my capacity as Chmr of the Review Committee set up in response to your grade petition concerning AI~"dVl     , in which 
you were enrolled in the           The Committee met for tim first time yestmday and decided to start the review process by hea~ing 
directly from you, and preferably in person. Since we need to snbmit our report by we would like to know whether it is 
possible to speak with yon next week, either on Monday, or Wednesday, If yon happen to reside in the Chapel Hill 
area, the Committee should be able to meet witia you during any of the following time slots: Monday, the            between 9 and 11 
am; Monday afternoon, between 1:30 and 4:30 pro; Wednesday,         between 9 and 11 am; or Wednesday afternoon, 1 to 2:30 
pm. If you are thr away and it is impossible tbr you to meet wifl~ us, we conld a~range for a telephone interview. 

look tbrward to heating from you soon. 

Best regards, 

Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Prot}ssor of Aftican Studies 

Depmtment of Aftican and Afro-Ametican Studies 

University" ofNo~tk Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyson, Karolyn D <kd~son@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Nzongola-NtaJaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Hail, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAILMNC.EDU> 

Fwd: Grade Petition 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Grade Petition 
Date: :1:05:18 PM EDT 
To: ~@gmail.com> 
Cc: "Hall, Perry A" <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>, "Tyson, Karolyn D" <kdtyson@email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

M~:ay thanks for your email ~d ibr tile documents relating to your work in AFAM, 

included in the materials you sent us. 

However, the thesis you wrote under is not 

I will contact you early next week to schedule our follow-up interview over Skype. 

Best regards, 

Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of Africm~ Studies 

Department of Ati-icm~ ~d Ati-o- American Studies 

U~ffversity of Nortk Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel.. 

From: :~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:09 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Hall, Perry A; Tyson, Karolyn D 
Subject: Re: Grade Petition 

Hello Professor Nzongola, Professor Hall, and Professor Tyson, 

Please find all of the documents that I was able to locate from that semester attached to tiffs elnail. I’ve provided a date or time- frm~e, page numbers, 

and a short description to tile top of each docmnent for clari~. 

Also, since our conversador~ them have been a few palms that I remember I should have made. 

Finally, I did not attach my final thesis to flais email, because that academic documem is not a part of the grade I am contesling. 

Tl~m~k you for your lime a~d consideration, 



On Tue at 10:45 PM, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges q~zongola~emafil.unc.edu<mafiltomzongola~email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Dear 

Further 1,~ our Skype interview on Monday, 

1 ) All the documents you submitted to 

2) The finaJ honors thesis that you submitted to 

I thank you in advance for your collaboration. 

Best regards, 

Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Prot~ssor of Afi-ican Studies 

Depaxtment of Aliican and Afro-America~ Studies 

University of Norlah Carolina at Chapel 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel.. 

From: :~gmail.com<mailto: 

Sent: Friday,, 11:18 PM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Re: Grade Petition 

tti protEssor, 

When you call my number enter it like this: 

Leave the zero off (that is for in-country calls). SonT for the confusion’. 

I am writing to remind you of the following requests farm the Review Committee for documents: 

as part of your honor thesis work, with the date tbr each document and its pages numbered; 

~gmail.com>] 

is the countW code. 

Thankyou! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:15 AM, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <~ongola~b~emaJl.unc.edu<maJlto:~ongola~email.tmc.e&~>> wrote: 

Thanks,       We will call you on Monday. What is the country code for the           I assume that , is the area code tbr wherever 

you live in the country,. 

Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of African Studies 

Depa~ment of African a~d Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

From :gb~gm all.corn <maill,~ 

Sent: Friday, 7:09 PM 

~@gma~l.com>] 



To: Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 

Subject: Re: Grade Petition 

Hi, l?rofessor Nzongola, 

Monday at 9pm (my time) sounds good. My Skype address is             however, I am working with a broadband internet 

connection so in the chance that Skype does not go smoothly, my local number is also 

Talk to you soon, 

Dear 

Ma~y thanks for your prompt reply. We cax~ call you on Skype from our Department on Monday,          Given the time ditt~rence, we 

will be happy to do it as early as possible, and we need about one hour to examine all aspects of your petition. Would 9 am our time or 9 

pm your time be OK? For this, we will need to have your Skype address or, if you are not on Skype, the best telephone number at which 

to reach you. 

Best regards, 

Professor Nzougola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of Atiican Studies 

Department of African a~d Afro-America~ Studies 

Universi .ty of Nort2t~ Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel.. ÷ 

From: 
~)gmail.com<mailto: 

Seut: Thursday, 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaj a. Georges 

Subject: Re: Grade Petition 

({b g,nail .co,n><mafilto: 

10:17 PM 

@gmail.com<mailto: (~amail.com>>] 

Hello, Professor Nzongola, 

Groat to hear from you. 

I currently live in the ;, so a phone conversation would be the best way for us to verbally- communicate. 



However, "the is hours ahead of NC time, ~ email may prove to be the most eit~ctive means of communication. 

Tlm~k you tbr following up with this matter, 

On Thu,            at 10:10 PM, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzo ngol a~ email, unc. edu <mai lto:nzongola(~ email, unc. edu >4mailto:nzongo la@email, uric. edu<mailtomzon~o la~ email, unc. edu >;~mailto:nz 

ongola@email.unc .edu<mailto:nzongola(~email.unc.edu> <mailto:nzongola@email.unc.edu<mailto:~zongola~email.unc.edu>>>~ wrote: 

Dear 

I aa~ writing in tny capaci~" as Chair of the Review Committee set up in response to your grade petition concerning AFAM     , in which 

you were enrolled in the The Committee met for the firfft time yesterday and decided to start tim review process by hem-ing 

directly from you, and preferably in person. Since we need to sub,nit our report by we would like to know whether it is 

possible to speak with you next week, either on Monday, or Wednesday, If you happen to reside in the Chapel Hill 
area, the Committee should be able to meet with you during any of the following time slots: Monday, the            between 9 m~d 11 

am; Monday afternoon, between 1:30 and 4:30 pro; Wednesday,         between 9 and 11 am; or Wednesday afternoon, 1 to 2:30 

pm. If you are far away mad it is impossible for you to meet with us, we could azrm~ge for a telephone interview. 

I look Ibrward to hearing ti-om you soon. 

Best regards, 

Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 

Professor of Atiican Studies 

Department ofAt~can a~d At?o-American Studies 

Universi .ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edn> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 9:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News: Total immersion.., on campus and in the world 

been chairingthe DepartmentofAfrican and Afro-American 

Studies. Sheand hercolleagues are updating the majorto reflect 

both global and national connections. They teach hundreds of 

importanton ourcampus formorethan fourdecades. Pictured 

above~fromleft~areProfessorsReginald Hfldebrand~ EuniceSahle 

iiiiiYouTube. Web 

iiiiiiiiCom’n, Sooo 
few highlights o[ October 

~events with Ynks below for 

~the lull calendar: 

~Oct. 7: Remembering Doris 

~Bett~ a ~at~.~ in ~onor of 
~the late beloved author and 

~distinguished professor of 

~En~l~sh emeHtus, 3 pm, Alumni 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



*Historian HeatherWiKiams chronicles slaves’ searches for 

*Ste[[arteachingand underRraduateresearch helped Emma 

*Geologist Laura Moore studies how climate chan~e is 

Goldstein defends the liberal arts, on Fox; and Jodi Madness ta[ks 

abouthowsheandstudentsuncoveredananoentsynaso~uein 

Israe[~ on HPR. Thesenationa[newsdipsand morecanbefound 

ii keynote address. 11 am, 

ii Memorial Hall. 3:30 pm, 

::Dedication of the new 

i Genome Sciences Buildin!~, 
:Bell Tower Dr. 

::_O_c_t_: _/__5_~ American Poverty: 

i The Hidden Story, Frank 

i Porter Graham Lecture by 

i photo-journalists Steve Liss 

::and Jon Lowenstein, co- 

::founders of American 

i Poverty.Or~, dedicated to 

:: alleviatin~I poverty in the US. 

~ 7:30 prn, Merno~al Hall. 
~ oct. 25~.. Music on t.e Porc. 
ii w~th award-winning3 singer- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barskile, Z <barskile@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 5, 2012 9:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Good morning Dr. Sahle, 

Thankyou for your email. 

Could we meet at 20:25am on Tuesday, October 9th? 

Sincerely, 
Zawadi 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, October 04-, 2022 21:46 PM 

To: Barskile, Z 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Dear Zawadi, 

Thanks for your email. 

Because of unforeseen developments, let me know if we can meet on Tuesday the 9th before 22.00am instead of tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Barskile, Z 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2022 4:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for your email. 

I can meet with you tomorrow (Friday) between 12:30 and 2p, or after 4:30p. Please let me know what time is convenient for you. 

Sincerely, 

Zawadi Barskile 

On Thu, Oct 4, 2012 at 3:21 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Zawadi, 

I hope you are doing well. 

if you are on campus today, kindly stop by my office. Otherwise, let me know when we can meeting tomorrow (Friday). 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:55 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @lis~tserv.nnc.edtr"~ 

Re: [smwg01] De-growth Co~fference in Venice, Italy and Carrboro intellectual as prominent speaker 

Dear and Armro, 

It is veo~ sweet to hear from you and your points on de-growth being in the midst of the Spanish crisis of the construction boom... 

We miss you and your kind of thinking&living! ’. 

Abr~os to y’all, 

On at 7:48 AM, ~ wrote: 

Dear and Armro 

It is hea(tening that such articulations are getting consolidated and connected across the North and South. 

~Ve in India are going through a critical phase FDI in retail seems almost inevitable despite protests. 

Thanks SM3,VG for providing such usefifl updates. 

Best to all. 

From:            :@hotmail.com 
Subject: [smwg0:t] De-growth Conference in Venice, Italy and Carrboro intellectual as prominent speaker 
Date: Tue,           23:08:J.:t +0000 
To: smwq01@listserv.unc.edu 

Dear all, 

Please read and be proud of our Carrboro and NC community member Arturo Escobar who shared a very important message at the De-Growth conference in 
Italy this past week. Arturo speaks to the values that underlie much of why we seek sustainability, responsibility and accountability through our attempts to 
localize the economy. This is an opportunity to celebrate the tiny piece that our community may have had in contributing to Arturo’s thinking, and his 
dissemination of these ideas with others who are resonating with us globally. 

Thank you Arturo! 

Here is the article that came out of IPS today: 

Champions of De-Growth Offer Alternatives to Destructive ’Extractivism’ 

--Sammy 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg0J, as:            ,@hotmail.com To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32204432- 
9803608.838ff08a9d J.ce28885bdc66bcSe5ebc4@listserv.u nc.ed u 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg0.~ as: Nive.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32205930-3954626.d16efa893910819a672c!gf0f56dd21.6@listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32253897-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b261657fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Aliican and At~-Americm~ Studies Lis~serv 

Hello, 
My name is and I am the of APPLES Alternative Spring Break programs. Our applications just opened and I was wondering if you could send this 
over the African and Afro-American Studies listserv? Some of our breaks study issues very interesting and applicable to what your department teaches so we believe it would 
be a great oppor~unibl for students in this major. 
This is the blurb we are using- 

A~L~S A~ma’~iw Springy I[~ro.~ k Applica’~i~n 

Create a meaningful spring break experience by exploring different social issues, working with new communities and building connections with your peers on an 

alternative spring break. Participate in direct service, indirect service and advocacy work while having fun and making a real impact. 

The Alternative Spring Break (ASB) experience includes a two-credit hour course in which students examine theories behind community service, coalition 

building, and community asset development and relative issues regarding the communities where they volunteer. In addition, a one-hour recitation will follow 

and will be planned based on participant schedules. During the week of spring break, students apply what they have learned, taking action at different sites. 

Five alternative breaks experiences will be offered: Civil Rights, Rural Poverty, Urban Poverty, Disaster Relief and Latino Issues. 

There will be an interest meeting          ,7-8 p.m. in Union Annex room 3514. 

For more information and to apply, visit http://www.unc.edu/apples/students/breaktrips/awb.htm 

Thank you so much for your help, 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Porter, Roberi S <rporier@email.unc.edu> 

Registration correction concern 

Dear Professor Sal~le, 

I aln contacting you in reference to a needed registration correction. This past Smnmer Session     , 

was enrolled in Afam with Profcssor Porter. In error, the Registrar’s Office withdrew this student from this 

sumlner session. For some reason, the Registrar’s Office is unable/unwilling to reinstate the student’s registration without our 

office submitting a post-semester add form with a grade. Professor Porter has confirmed that            was indeed enrolled in tile 

class, completed the class, and was assigned a final grade. I asked Professor Porter if he would provide to our office a letter on 

departmental letterhead documenting            completion of tile course and his final grade. This is our standard operating 

procedure when a post-semester arid is required. Professor Porter was willing to provide this letter to our office. However, we 

concurred that given the present climate, it might be wise to request your approval on this letter as well. Once Dr. Porter has 

written the letter, would you be willing to sign as department chair? I have copied Professor Porter on this email so he is in the loop 

as well. 

Many thanks for your time and assistance. If you have m~y questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call at 843-7727 or 

drop ine an email. 

Best wishes, 

Alice Dawson 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1014 Steele Building 

CB# 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

elnail: alice dawson(~,unc.edu 

919.843-7727 

919/966-5116 to schedule an appointment 

919/962-6668 

Advising web site: h~p://advising.unc.edu/ 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for tile sole use of intended recipient(s) and ma~v contain 

confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:18 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Conference Title 

Hi Dr. Sahle and Dr. Hildebrand, 

I just wanted to ask if the title of the conference is set as "W.E.B. Du Bois and the Problem(s) of the 21st Century." I am starting work on the design of the conference poster and 

want to make sure whether or not that is a working title. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 5:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

RE: RegiS_ration correction concern 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Ameficat~ S~udies 

Depatment of Al~cm~ and A[?o- Amedc~m Sl~dies 

109 Battle t ~alL Ct3~ 3395 

l 5~five~ity ofNorN C.aro~ina 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 

/ / / ht~p:/)~,u~:~rn ~s~:edu, umpm ~/spg 97cja~ken.html 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 

F~m~ SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 1:54 PN 
To: Dawson, Alice C 
Cc: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Registration correction concern 

Dear Alice, 

Thank your email. 

have asked Professor Janken to get in touch with you in his capacity as Summer School Administrator and DUS in the department. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Dawson, Alice C 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 12:16 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: Registration correction concern 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I am contacting you in reference to a needed registration correction. This past Sulnmer Session 

was em’olled in Afam with Professor Porter. In error, the Registrm"s Office withdrew this student froln this 

summer session. For some reason, the Registrar’s OflSce is unable/unwilling to reinstate the student’s registration ~vithout our 

office submitting a post-semester add form with a grade. Professor Porter has confirmed that           was indeed enrolled in the 

class, COlnpleted the class, mad was assigned a final grade. I asked Professor Porter if he would provide to our office a letter on 

departmental letterhead documenting            completion of the course and his final grade. This is our standard operating 

procedure when a post-semester add is required. Professor Porter was willing to provide this letter to our office. However, we 

concurred that given the present climate, it might be wise to request your approval on this letter as well. Once Dr. Porter has 

written tile letter, would you be willing to sign as department chair? I have copied Professor Porter oil this email so he is in tile loop 

as well. 

Many thanks for your time and assistance. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call at 843-7727 or 

drop me an emall. 

Best wishes, 

Alice Dawson 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1014 Steele Building 

CB# 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

email: ~d__i_~:~___f_l_.~_~31~.o__i_i.(_a)_l_£1.1_f~:~._d_~~ 

919.843-7727 

919/966-5116 to schedule ma appointment 

919/962-6668 fax 



Advising web site: h~p://advising, m~c.edu/ 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Drop in Jobless Figure Gives Jolt to Race for President 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................  oday,sHeadiines ........................................................................ 
~1)¢ N’t’~, ~rk ~ October 6, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I ..O..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m.Lz..e..LoA.a.~2.s....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Drop in Jobless Figure Gives 
Jolt to Race for President 
By SHAILA DEWAN and MARK LANDLER 

Unemplo3anent fell to 7.8 percent from 
8.a percent, reaching its lowest level 
since President Obama took office and 
crossing what had become a s3anbolie 
threshold in the campaign. 

’- ~ Interactive Graphic: One View, Diverging 

Perspectives 

Fears Persist Among 
Venezuelan Voters Ahead of 
Election 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Many Venezuelans are m~xious about 
casting ballots against President Hugo 
Chfivez because of a widespread belief 
that the government retaliates agahast 
dissenters. 

" ~ Slide Shows: Ch~vez Supporters I 
Campaigning in Venezuela 

No Appetite for Good-for-You School Lunches 
By VIVIAN YEE 

Students get more fruits and vegetables under new nutritional requirements for public school lmaclaes, but 
many children just toss them away. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Before, there was no taste and no flavor. Now there’s no taste, no flavor and it’s healthy, which makes it 

taste even worse." 
MALIK BARROWS, a senior at Automotive High School in Brooklyn, on school lunches. 

TRAVEL 

~ VIDEO: Touring 

Tolkien in New 

Zealand 



With the first of three Hobbit movies 
about to be released, New Zealand is 
preparing for the next wave of fihn- 
fueled tourists. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Can You Stand 
Some More Stan? 
By DICK CAVETT 

In Los Angeles, a 
pilgrimage to the 
infamous steps from the comedy classic 
"The Music Box." 

4 WEEg S 

WORLD 

British Judges Approve Extradition of Muslim Cleric to U.S. on Terrorism 
Charges 
By SARAH LYALL and ALAN COWELL 

A Mttslim preacher, Abu Hamza al-Masri, lost an appeal Friday against extradition to the United States. 

Turkey Detains a in Connection With Killings in Libya 
By SCOTT SHANE and TIM ARANGO 

Two Tunisians were held in connection with the killing of an 3anerican ambassador and three others in Libya 
on Sept. aa. It was not clear if racy were considered suspects or witnesses. 

Rebels Say West’s Inaction Is Pushing Syrians to Extremism 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Leaders of Syria’s rebellion say that by sitting on the sidelines, the West risks losing a potential ally in the 
Middle East if President Bashar al-Assad’s government falls. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Worries Over Defense Department Money for ’Hackerspaces’ 
By AMY O’LEARY 

The financing has prompted criticism that the nfilitary’s money could co-opt workshops where hackers 
gather to build, invent or take apart tlfings in their spare time. 

Homeless Are Fighting Back Against Panhandling Bans 
By DAN FROSCH 

As cities crack down on an apparent rise in aggressive pmfl~andling, advocates for the homeless say sweeping 
bans go too far. Several recent legal decisions have favored the homeless. 

Another Use for Rapid Home H.I.V. Test: Screening Sexual Partners 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

Pm unadvertised use for the OraQuick test may become popular and even help slow the AIDS epidenfie, 
experts said. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

ECONOMIX 
Taming Volatile Data for Jobs Reports 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

The reasons for sharp swings in emplo3anent data are statistical, not political. 

:. Reluctant Part-Timers I A Lift for the Worst Off 



¯ A Moderate Economy I Picture Improves for Boomers 

California Struggles With High Gas Prices 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

With gasoline supplies already tight, a power failure at Exxon Mobirs Torrance, Calif., refinery on Monday 
crimped production even further, but normal operations have resumed. 

Pig Farmers Face Pressure on the Size of the Sty 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

Some corporate pork buyers are refusing to buy pork derived from farms that use tiny gestation crates, but 
farmers argue that the crates are for the good of the sow - and eonsmners. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON BASEBALL 
Returning to Playoffs in Style, Orioles Await Yankees 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Absent from the playoffs the last 15 seasons, the Orioles continued their miracle season Friday night, edging 
the Rangers, 5-1, behind Joe Satmders and three relievers. 

¯ . With a Destination Set, So Are the Yankees 

’: A.L.D.S. Preview: Detroit’s Stars Against Oakland’s Bargains 

CARDINALS 6, BRAVES 3 
Disputed Ruling Falls Cardinals’ Way 
By MIKE TIERNEY 

In a wild contest that featured a disputed infield fly call and Chipper Jones’s final at-bat, St. Louis defeated 
the Atlanta Braves in baseball’s first play-in contest. 

" ~.~ Photos: Wild Evening I Only One Chipper (May 20, 2012) 

Heart of Tigers Knows Howto Relax, Smile and Win a Triple Crown 

¯ N.L.D.S. Preview: Reds’ Baker to Try to Close Out Former Team 

Forced to Choose in Soccer: Club or Community 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Players at U.S. Soccer-affiliated academies are no longer permitted to play for their high school teams, 
forcing them into profotmd choices that can be complicated - and costly - for their families. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Shopping List: Ttma, Detergent, a Warhol 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Costco, the giant discotmt retailer, is returning to the art market after a six-year lfiatus prompted by the sale 
of two disputed Pieasso drawings online. 

o ~ Slide Show: Fine Art at Costco 

President of Museum to Quit Her Post 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Elsie McCabe Thompson, the president of the Musemn for African Art, is leaving after three years of 
financial problems that have delayed the opening of a new site for the institution. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’RHINOCEROS’ 
It’s Lonely for the Last Human Left 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The Th~fitre de la Ville of Paris is presenting Eugene Ionesco’s "Rlfinoceros" at the Brookl)a~ Academy of 
Music through Saturday. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 



New Zealand’s Hobbit Trail 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL ClEPLY 

With the first of three Hobbit movies about to be released, New Zealand is preparing for the next wave of 
Tolkien tourists, from the hills of the Shire to the peaks of Mordor. 

:’ Video ] Slide Show 

. Have You Been a Fan Tourist? Your Responses on Twitter 

EXPLORER 
Pyramids by the Nile¯ Egypt? No, Sudan¯ 
By ANDREW McCARTHY 

Encomaters with whirling dervishes, a cmnel market and a cluster of pyramids on a trip to the troubled 
African comatry. 

NEXT STOP 

In Armenia, Art in the Shadow of Ararat 
By RACHEL B. DOYLE 

A vibrant arts scene is juxtaposed with ancient sites and traditions ha Yerevan, the Armenian capital. 

," ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Checkup for Natural Gas 
The governor of NewYork made a reasonable decision in slowing down to review the health risks of 
hydraulic fracturing. 

EDITORIAL 
When Flooding Is Not a Taking 
The Army Corps of Engineers and other agencies need the flexibility of the Fifth Amendinent’s takings 
clause, so they can manage and protect resources. 

EDITORIAL 
Fraud in the Scientific Literature 
The solutions are not obvious, but clearly greater vigilance by reviewers and editors is needed. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How Hugo Chfivez Became Irrelevant 
By FRANCISCO TORO 

Venezuela remains mired in authoritarian radicalism. The rest of Latin ?anerica, led by Brazil, has moved on. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Don’t Mess With Big Bird 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

When Mitt Ronmey threatened PBS and "Sesame Street" in the presidential debate, he insulted a national 
treasure. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Of Hooters, Zombies and Senators 
By GAlL COLLINS 

This is truly an election year to remember. Aside from Barack Obama and Mitt Ronmey, attention must be 
paid to the races for U.S. Senate. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Oct. 6, 1981, President Anwar Sadat of Egypt was shot to death by Islamic militmats while reviewing a 
military parade. 

¯ See This Front Pagg. 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front Pag.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 1:51 PM 

Social and Economic 3ustice <sej-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu>; Siedentop, Nicholas 3 <nick_siedentop@unc.edu> 

RE: [sej-faculty] human rights 

Dear All, 

I am not sure about the cluster framework these days. At any rate, courses that were part of the human rights cluster that I coordinated for a while are still being taught 
various units. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boxill, Jan [JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, October 05, 2012 9:17 PM 
To; Social and Economic Justice 
Cc-" Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject; RE: [sej-faculW] human rights 

Hi All, 

There was a human rights cluster put together a t~w years ago, Eunice Sable was "the coordinator. There is a human rights course in AFAMiAFRI and in Philosophy 

282 which I created. And I don’t reme~nber if the third was frown Sociology. I think I actually have all the Humaaa Rights cluster exchanges. 

282 Human Rights: Philosophical Intenogations (3). The philosophy of human rights addresses ques~tions about the existence, contenL nature, universality, justification, 

and legal status of human rights. The strong claims made on behalf of human rights frequently provoke skeptical doubts and countering philosophical defenses. These 

will be addressed through classical and contemporary histo~ of philosophy. 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
(;hair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know., 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From-" Sherryl Kleinman [kleinman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, October 05, 2012 5:45 PM 
To; Social and Economic Justice 
C:¢; Social and Economic Justice; Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Subject: Re: [sej-faculty] human rights 

There is already a course, SOCI490, "Human Rights," which Judith created and taught once. As I understand it, a facul~ metnber in sociology is likely to teach it this 

spring (Anne Hastings). 

I do not see, bureaucratically, how anyone can teach the course unless it’s cw~ss-listed in another department. Nor am I aware of how a cluster would work mthin the 

SEJ minor. I am ccing Erika Lindemann and Nick Siedentop who understand all curricular rules! 

-Sberryl 

On 10/5/12 4:08 PM, Blau, Judith wrote: 

Hello all, 

I an~ proposing a lmman rights cluster within SEJ. Two faculty eae very interested and I have lunch with a third next week. Human rights can be taught by 

someone from any discipline. For example, the Committee of Concerned Scientist champions human rights around the world and ASME is an 

organization of engineers that promote human rights. Anthropologists led the academy in the U.S. in clari~ing the relevance of hi,man rights, but now it is a 

multidisciplina~ field, with each diseipline emphasizing parficular aspects. 

UNC is linked, tl~rough students, with a center 
http://~,.humanrighkseili es.org/ 

Please contact me if you are interested in teaching a course within the cluster. 

Judith Blau 



Sociology 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

%/ul> 

sej- facul~ as: <a hre~"mailto:kleitm~a~,@,emaJl.unc.edu">kleinman~emaJl.unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"malto:leave-32256128-255649.0a97fec64e432e629f6695013d1737c3~listserv.unc.edu">leave-32256128- 

255649.0a97fec64e432e629f6695013dl 737c3~listserv.unc.edu</a> 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej-faculty as: <~a hre~"mailto:j~nboxill@email.unc.edu">j~nboxill@email.unc.edu</g>. To unsubscribe send a bl~k 

em~Jl to <a kref "mailto:leave-32256550-257595.5c9edc6e78e51 add4c8c~2b97768bd7t~(c)!listserv.unc.edu">leave-32256550- 

257595.5c9edc6e78e51 add4c8ca2b97768bd7t~(c)!listserv.unc.edu</a> 

%ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej- facul~ as: <a h~e~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blaak <~r> 

emaJd to <a l~ref "mailto:leave-32256860-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32256860- 

3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
sej-faculty as: <a href="mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<!a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mai~t~:~eave-322~826I-36923~6.~edd~f~2bfbI80~0746fe9d82addc3b@~istserv.unc.edu">~eave-322~826I- 
36923 :t6.5edd0f:l.2bfb 1805:l.0746fegd82addc3 b@listserv, u nc.edu </a > 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pollock, Della ~:pollock@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 11:18 AM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

Re: Contact PHONE 

DP fiom my phone 

On Oct 77 2012, at 10:30 AIVl, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eurfice~em~Jl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Della, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly let me know where and when I can reach by phone today or tomorrow morning (Monday October 10). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?))live a~nc,edu~ 

Sunday, 1:36 PM 

Another Way of I,earning (AWOL) Application 

Dear Department Administrators, 

I am writing on behalf of the                        of the Student Government regarding an opportunity for professors in yonr department to extend learning 

beyond the classroom. It would be greatly appreciated if you conld forward this information to professors in your department. 

This year, funds me available through the Another Way of Learning (AWOL) program for professors and administrators to host academically-enriching events of their 
design. Each month, until the end of the year, proposals will be approved by members of the Academic Althirs Committee to receive funding ruth those not selected 

remaining eligible for approval in tbllowing months. Each project will be allotted abont a $100 stipend per professor (with a maximum of two proiEssors) tbr the hosting 

of an event of his or her choice. These events do not need to directly relate to a specific class or subject but are intended to involve students and faculty in an 

intellectually-stimulating and engaging environment (with a maximum ratio of twen .ty studenks per prolEs~3r). 

For more information and to access the applicatio~ please Ibllow this 

Please do not hesitate to contact Ine with any questions or concerns at 

Regards, 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;. 

Sunday, 9:48 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Reminder: Brown Bag meeting on Methodo-Epistemological Challenges tomorrow 

Hi Everyone- 

Sor~ to crowd your inboxes again - but just wanted to remind evely-one that it will be bring your own lunch for tomomwCs nrceting from 12-2 in the Incubator Room 

of Hyde Hall: 

Methodo-Epistemological and Ethical Challenges of Social Movement/Engaged Research: A Collaborative Discussion 

In case you haven’t yet requested readings, but are planning to artend here is the reading list and questions that we’ve been circulating. 

Help to see you tomorrow! 

The main t~:ading for the meeting is: "Biurri~kg Bo~mdarie, s’: Recognizing Knowledge-Practice in the Stu@ ~f Social Mo~’ement~ " by Cc~sas-Cort&’, O,sterwei~ 

amlPowetq. Please focus on pages 17-30. We am also incluNng ~,o additional a~icles fl~at illustrate N~mnt approaches or rinse questions in t~lafion to social 

m~vement tese~ch and ~oMedge production: Ju[ie Gmhman’s "Bring~N GoodFood tn Othem, " and Ck~arles HMe ’,~ "What is Ac#vL~t Research?" 

don’t have time to mad it M1, check out the questions he r~ses on fl~e l~t page). 

Hem are a few queslions fl-~at can se~/e as a guide ibr madh~g and a a*a~ing point ibr our discussion: 

. How do we undersland ore: role &s researchers in mlafiou to knowledge produced b?~,’with ~?ciM movements? 

¯ Whm am our et[~cal responsibilities ~o social movemenk~ and fl~e knowledge they produce? 

How does knowledge-pr~tice, or oilier methods, open up possiNlities for &atabilizhlg ~he bounden between ~holarty and ~tivist research7 

~e there methodologies fhat Mlow us to won Nongside sociM movements in fl~e process oflmowledge pro&~ction but Nso cfificMly engage with fl~em? 

How do we un&rsmnd the propose and fhe potentiM ofl~owledge produced b?, social movements, and how does fl~is relate m our own decisions about writing, 

publication, and oNer ways of o~ganizing and sharing knowledge? 

Please come with your own ~tuestions as wc~l’. Thanks. aud we look forward lo seeing you on the ~’~ 

MA 

Doctoral Student, Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

smwg01 &s: eunice,@~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32260814-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361626fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George, Rachel <rgeorge@usatoday.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

InterJew request 

Hi Eunice, 

My name is Rachel George and I am a reporter for USA TODAY. I am in town this week working on a story about UNC and where it stands more than two years after the initial NCAA 

investigation. With many reviews already completed and some ongoing, I am checking in on the impact that the events of the past two years have had on the school. Given the 

involvement of the African and Afro-American Studies department, I thought it would be good to get your perspective. 

If you have time for an interview either today or tomorrow, please let me know. If not, I will be here on Wednesday and we can try to get it in. It will be ge~ng close to my deadline 

though. Just let me know if there is a time that works for you. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel 

Rachel Ge0rgel Sp0rlspr0jectsrep0rterl USA TODAYSp0rtsMedia Group 

Cell:            I Ph0tre: 352.234.3303 

Twiller: @ RachelAG e0rge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 8, 2012 12:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 10-08-12 

"Water In Our "vVorld" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 8th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Jamie Bartram, Water Theme Steering Committee Co-Chair, will be the featured guest speaker on University Day- set to take place on Friday October 12th, 2012 in 

MemoriN Hall. For more information: http://w~x~vamc.edu/universitydav/ 

Enviromnent and the Arts event hosted by the Institute tbr the Environment featuring author William deBuys and photographer Alex ttarris as they discuss their non- 

fiction work °’River of Traps," on October 23rd, 2012 at 6 PM in the Tate-Turner-Kumlt Auditorium in the UNC School of Social Work. 

Friday Center ’%fhat’s The Big Idea?" lecture given by Grego~ W. Characklis tiffed Meeting Future Water Demands: Engineering, Economics, and Managing Risk 

farm 7 9 pm on October 25th, 2012 in the William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. 

2012 Campus Sustainabili .ty Day on Friday Oct. 26th frotn 1- 4 PM on Polk Place. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

"Water In Our World" Interlmtional Photo Competition Submission Deadline Reminder - The deadline for photo submissions to the ’%~ater In Our World" 
~h International Photo Competition is October 19 , 2012. Submit your best photo today! For more information on contest rules and details: 

http://waterinstitute.unc.e&iphotocompetition2012 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Water as focus of Eal12012 issue of Carolina Arts & Science magazine - The Fall 2012 issue of Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine is fnll of feature stories on 

water initiatives throughout the College of Arts and Sciences. To view the fnll issue: htip://vwvw.carolinaartsandsciences- 
di~itN.com/ca~rolinaartsandsciences/2012faJd#pg 1. Some exclusive online multimedia extyas from this issue can be found here: http://college.unc.edu/e:dlas/. 

Water issues featured in Endeavors magazine - The campus puNication Endeavors recently featured two stories on water issues, the firs~ of which dens with the 
status of Nol~h Carolina’s hairier islands and the second which deNs with continued aftermath of the BP oil spill and its effect on ma~ine life. Both s~ories are linked 

below: 

http:i/endeavors.unc.eduithe future of the outer banks 

http://endeavors.unc.edu/in the line of fire 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Inwlved with "Water In Our World"- For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 
http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, cornments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the tbllowing email address: waterthetne(a)nnc.edu. Also, follow us on 
Twitter at http ://twit~er.comiUNCWater 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 12:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu?* 

HaJtlyn, Jonath~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: InteeAew requesl 

Thanks, I c~n let her know. S~me for D~n Barkin, the N & O b~ogger? 

Ch~pefL biii] NC 2V599-3100 

v,~k: nJ~J~p: / i(xN:l~ese = uric_ 9 @ y 

Tw~tteE : httc~ : //twitte£ . com/uncco] ]eGe 

YOL]TL1 )~ : ht:t:m : //youtube. co! /iseriUNCCo] i eqe 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 

S~nt: Monday, October 08, 2012 ~1:20 AN 

T~: Reid, Dee 

~e: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: Inte~iew request 

Dear Dee, 

Fyi. I am not available for the requested interview. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: George, Rachel [rgeorge@usatoday,com] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 9:54 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Interview request 

Hi Eunice, 

My name is Rachel George and I am a reporter for USA TODAY. I am in town this week working on a story about UNC and where it stands more than two years after the initial NCAA 

investigation. With many reviews already completed and some ongoing, I am checking in on the impact that the events of the past two years have had on the school. Given the 

involvement of the African and Afro-American Studies department, I thought it would be good to get your perspective. 

If you have time for an interview either today or tomorrow, please let me know. If not, I will be here on Wednesday and we can try to get it in. It will be getting close to my deadline 

though. Just let me know if there is a time that works for you. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel 

Rachel Ge0rgel Sp0rlspr0jectsrep0rterl USA TODAYSp0rtsMedia Group 

Cell:            I Phone: 352.234.3303 

TwNer: @ RachelAGe0rge 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatha~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 8, 2012 2:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

RE: RegiCxation correction concern 

Eunice, Sure, please call me tomorrow late ~m to follow up, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at (;h~pe~ 

5emor Asso(:i~;~:e Dean [or ~;ocia] Sdences 

Global Programs, CoIege of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth L Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 

Chapel H~H NC 27599-3100 USA 

Emi;t: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
~ent: Friday, October 0S, 2012 12:27 PN 
T~: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
~ubjeet: Fwd: Registration correction concern 

Dear Jonathan, 

Kindly let us discuss below when you return. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dawson, Alice C" <adawson@email.unc.e&t> 

Date: October 5,2012 12:16:23 PM GMT-04:00 

To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice,~;email.unc.e&,> 

Co: "Porter, Robert S" <rporter@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Registration correction concern 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I am contacting you in reference to a needed registration correction. This past Summer Session 

was enrolled in Afam with Professor Porter. In error, the Registrar’s Office withdrew 

this student from this summer session. For some reason, the Registrar’s Office is unable/umvilling to reinstate the 

student’s registration without our office submitting a post-semester add form with a grade. Professor Porter has 

confirmed that :          was indeed enrolled in the class, completed the class, and was assigned a final grade. I 

asked Professor Porter if he ~vould provide to our office a letter on departmental letterhead documenting 

completion of the course and his final grade. This is our stmadard operating procedure when a post-semester add is 

required. Professor Porter was willing to provide this letter to our office. However, we concurred that given the 

present climate, it might be wise to request your approval on this letter as ~vell. Once Dr. Porter has ~vritten the 

letter, would you be willing to sign as department chair? I have copied Professor Porter on this email so he is in the 

loop as well 

Many thanks for your time and assistance. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call at 

843-7727 or drop me an email. 

Best wishes, 

Alice Da~vson 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1014 Steele Building 

CB# 31 10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

email: alice dawson~:~unc.edu 

919.843-7727 

919/966-5116 to schedule an appointment 

919/962-6668 fax 

Advising ~veb site: http://advisinpg.unc.edu/ 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) 

and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 



From; 

Sent: Monday, 

To: The mlk~pc 

Subjet’t: [mlk~pc 

@live.unc,edu~ 

3:15 PM 

mailing list. <mlkApc     @listserv.unc.edu-~ 

MLK 1~2 Meeting Reminder 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope you all are doing well. This is just a reminder that we have a MLK Planning Committee meeting today in Campus Y Room 207. If you have not sent me a write-up 
detailing your event, please do so ASAP. Also, please come prepared to discuss the potential speaker. See you all soon! 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk~pc     as: etmice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edtr’u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pc 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-32265210-55508243.2t042b366ti:5cacl 3b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32265210 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 3:30 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJJlunlanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <mjohnson@nafionalhumalitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lor~!natioualhumanitiesceuter.org> 

REMINDER: NHC Fellow Pamela Long to speak about Public Building Projects in Renaissance Rome, this Thursday, October 1 lth 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordially invited to 

"Engineering, Topography, and Knowledge 
in Late Sixteenth-Century Rome" 

Pamela O. Long, Independent Scholar 

%i Inline image 1 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 -- 5:00 p.m. 
In a talk illustrated with images, maps, and contemporary accounts, Pamela Long will discuss the ways that public works and building projects in Renaissance 

Rome (from flood control to the import of obelisks) were thought about and carried out, how conflicts were resolved (or not), how contractors and 

engineer!architects were chosen, and how both practitioners and learned people contributed to issues of urban planning, construction, and engineering. 

Pamela O. Long is an independent historian who studies late medieval and Renaissance Europe and the history of science and technology, focusing on craft and 

practical traditions and their relationships to traditions of learning. Her publications include Artisan/Practitioners and the Rise of the New Sciences 14oo-16o0 

(2on); Openness, Secrecy, Authorship: Technical Arts and the Culture of Knowledge from Antiquity to the Renaissance (2OOl) winner of the Morris D. Forkoseh 
Prize for the best book in intellectual history and, with Brian Curran, Anthony Graffon, and Benjamin Weiss, Obelisk: A Historv (2oo9). This year, working at the 

Center as the William d. Bouwsma Fellow, Long is writing a cultural history of engineering in the city of Rome between 156o and 159o. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (~)~ c) ) 54 9- o 6 6L ext. ~ ~ 6, or miohnson @nationaIhumanitieseenter.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edup 

Monday, 3: 58 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] IAF Fellowship Competition Announcement 

FYI 
Sorry for double posting... 

Fellowship Program 

Newfor 

Webinars 

Would you like to know more 

about the eh,gibility 

requirements of the 

Fellowahip’7 How [o 

The benefi[s? Hear abcut 

previously funded s[ucfies? 

these d~a[es (All times 

O0 PM 

3:00 PM 

2:00 PM 

IAF Fellowship 
Competition Announcement 
The deadline for applications for the 

Fellowship Cycle of the IAF Grassroots 

Development Ph,D. Fellowship Program is 

Fellowships are available to currently registered students who have 

advanced to candidacy (by the time research begins) for the Ph.D. in the 

social sciences, physical sciences, technical fields and the professions 

as related to grassroots development issues. Applications for clinical 

research in the health field will NOT be considered. 

Awards are based on both development and scholarly criteria. Proposals 

should offer a practical orientation to field-based information. In 

exceptional cases the IAF will support research reflecting a primary 

interest in macro questions of politics and economics but only as they 

relate to the environment of the poor. The Fellowship Program 

complements IAF’s support for grassroots development in Latin America 

and the Caribbean, and preference for those applicants whose careers or 

research projects are related to topics of greatest interest to the IAF. 

These include, but are not limited to, the following: 

¯ Organizations promoting grassroots development among poor and 

disadvantaged peoples; 

¯ The financial sustainabili~ and independence of development 

organizations; 

Trends affecting historically excluded groups, such as African 

descendants, indigenous peoples, women, people with disabilities 

and young people; 

¯ Transnational development; 

¯ The role of corporate social responsibility in grassroots 

development; 

¯ The impact of globalization on grassroots development; 

¯ The impact on the quality of life of the poor of grassroots 

development activities in such areas as sustainable agriculture 

and natural resource management, housing, health care, 

education, urban development, technology transfer, jobs creation, 

and marketing and small-enterprise development 

Funding is for between four and 12 months. Research during the 

cycle must be initiated between and ~ 

IAF’s Fellowships provide support for Ph.D. candidates to conduct 

dissertation research in Latin America and the Caribbean on topics related 

to grassroots development. The Inter-American Foundation expects to 

award up to 15 Doctoral Field Research Fellowships in : 

Complete proposals include: 

A complete research prospectus - an application statement, a field 

research prospectus, a Curriculum Vitae (custom), and a Personal 

Statement; 

A letter of U niversity Certification; 

A letter of affiliation from at least one host organization; 



¯ Statement of IRB Status or proof of submission or approval; 

¯ Graduate transcripts; 

¯ Three academic letters of reference, one which must be from the 

chair of the applicant’s dissertation committee; 

A Language Proficiency Report. 

Selected candidates must present proof of candidacy and IRB exemption 

or approval prior to receiving funding or entering the field. Complete 

application information and instructions are available at v~vv,,,v.ii~ ara/iaf. 

unsubscdbe from this list i #pdate subscri~stion pl-efel-el°=ces http:!lus5.fo~ward-to-fliend.com/forward? 
p_:--~ .a__d_.4_O.’_S_.d__d_# .b__a_..9_:Ld_.e_9_.!_Z:2.d_ .4__3_.’.2_ a_?_.~)_&_[d__--_--_.9_’!.6_’2_.e_ .6__b_’.3_ %.~ ~:52 %.6_~ ~_#_t £_t 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: _e_..u_!.~ic_’._e_~.e_ n_!~4l_:_u_!).c_: _e._@_ To unsubscribe send a blank e~nail to lea~e- 32265519-4140465.0c3d4556662t~045bt~1361 b2dfb57tizT@!istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 5:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: RegiCxation correction concern 

How about 5pro tomorrow (Tuesday) ---call my direct line if after 5pro 962-9273. 

Jonathan Hartlvo 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ 

5e~or Asso(:ia~:e Dean h:~r 5ocia~ Sde~(:es at~d 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth £ Eeckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, 

Chapel H~] NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc,edu 

Office: 919 962--~165 Fax: 919 952-.2408 

Emm= SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat; Monday, October 08, 2052 4:$0 PM 
T~= Ha~lyn, 3onathan 
S~bje~t= RE: Registration correction concern 

Dear Jonathan, 

Zs an afternoon - say 2.30pm onwards - conversation OK? Major project that I have to complete in the morning and 1 have plans to talk to the instructor before our 
conversation, hence this request. So far 1 have more information from the Academic Advising office. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 2:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Registration correction concern 

Eunice, Sure, please call me tomorrow late am to follow up, Jonathan 

Jonathan HartIvr~ 
The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

Sen~or AssocisLe Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Science 

205 South Building, CB 3~00 

Chapel H~[] NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlgn@unc.edu 
Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 9~9 9g2-.2dO8 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 12:27 PN 

T~: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Fwd: Registration correction concern 

Dear Jonathan, 

Kindly let us discuss below when you return. 

Bes’t wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin tbm’a~ded message: 

Frora: "Dawsor~ Alice C" <adawson(daemail.unc.e&~> 

Date: October 5, 2012 12:16:23 PM GMT-04:00 

To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <e~mice~;email.nnc.edn> 

Ce: "Porter, Robert S" <rporter@email.unc~edn> 

Subject: Registration correction concern 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I am contacting you in reference to a needed registration correction. This past Summer Session 

was enrolled in Afam with Professor Porter. In error, the Registrar’s Office withdrew 

this student from this summer session. Eor some reason, the Registrar’s Office is unable/unwilling to reinstate the 

student’s registration without our office submitting a post-semester add form with a grade. Professor Porter has 

confirmed that           was indeed enrolled in the class, completed the class, and was assigned a final grade. I 

asked Professor Porter if he would provide to our office a letter on departmental letterhead documenting 

completion of the course and his final grade. This is our standard operating procedure ~vhen a post-semester add is 

required. Professor Porter was willing to provide this letter to our office. However, we concurred that given the 

present climate, it might be wise to request your approval on this letter as ~vell. Once Dr. Porter has ~vritten the 

letter, would you be willing to sign as department chair? I have copied I~-ofessor Porter on this email so he is in the 



loop as well. 

Mm~y thanks for your time and assistance. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call at 

843-7727 or drop me an emall. 

Best ;vishes, 

Alice Dawson 

Alice Da;vson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

Universit~v of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1014 Steele Building 

CB# 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

email: alice dawson@unc.edu 

919.843-7727 

919/966-5116 to schedule an appointment 

919/962-6668 fax 

Advising ~veb site: ._t~__t__t_p__i~__!__g__c__t_~_i__s_~__r~:__u____rLc__.__~__d____L!!_. 

**Confidentialit~v notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) 

and ma~v contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 5:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

One Week until Urban Teacher Center’s Oct. 15, 2012 Application Deadline - Please Share! 

Dear Eunice, 

There is just one week to go before Urban Teacher Center’s October 15, 
2012 application deadline. Please share with anyone you think might be 
interested in becoming one of the nation’s most skillful and accountable 
urban teachers. The application is online at www.urbanteachercenter.or.q. We 
are ready to review applications, schedule phone interviews, and if 
applicants meet our requirements, schedule them for a Final Interview Day as 
early as mid-November. 

Thanks for your help!! 

Kerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: With New Vigor, Romney Resets Ohio Campaign 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ Oday,sHeadiines ........................................................................ 
~llc N’~’~= ~rk ~’%,~ October 9, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

With New Vigor, Romney 
Resets Ohio Campaign 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

If one place is emerging as a test of Mitt 
Romney’s ability to capitalize on a new 
d3aaamie in the presidential race, it is 
Ohio. 

New ’Super PACs’ Alter 
Landscape for House Races 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and JO 
CRAVEN McGINTY 

A possibly potent kind of super PAC is 
proliferating in the closing weeks of the 
campaign, transfornfing Congressional 
races with a barrage of outside money. 

Attention Disorder or Not, 
Pills to Help in School 
By ALAN SCHWARZ 

Drugs that normally are used to increase focus are used in some cases simply to improve performance at 
school. 
¯ ~,~ Slide Show: Pharmaceutical Study Aids 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"From the beginning of mankind, the boys want to go higher, faster, lower. It’s a fascinating part of 

human nature." 

JOE KITrINGER, who has held records for high-altitude jmnps since a96o and is guiding Felix 

Bamngartner in an attempt to leap from a capsule ~ nfiles above Earth. 

HEALTH 

~ VIDEO: Mobile 

Devices ’On Call’ in 

Hospitals 
At hospitals around the 
country, mobile devices, 
including smartphones 



and tablet computers, are beconfing 
critical to efficient and precise patient 
care. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-DOCS 
’Three Strikes of 
Injustice’ 
By KELLY DUANE de la 
VEGA and KATIE GALLOWAY 

A docmnentary profiles 
Shane Taylor, one of more thma 4,000 
nonviolent offenders serving life in 
California prisons under a three-strikes 
law. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

South Africa Has a Black ’Idol.’ The Surprise Is That It’s a First. 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

In South Africa, nothing, not even a singing conapetition, escapes exanfination under a powerful racial lens. 

". ~ Interactive Feature: Two Decades After Apartheid, a Black ’Idol’ 

Mexican Navy Says It May Have Killed Wanted Drug Lord 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

The navy said it was conducting forensic tests to identify two men killed on Smaday, one bearing "strong 
signs" of being Heriberto Lazeano, the leader of the Zetas erinfinal group. 

Strict New Procedures for Iran Currency Trading After Protest 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

The police moved to arrest unlicensed currency dealers and increase patrols in Tehran to prevent unofficial 
trading from disrupting new official exchange rates for Iran’s currency, the rial. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Race and College Admissions, Facing a New Test by Justices 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

This week, the Supreme Court is to hear the case of Abigail Fisher, who said she was rejected by a mfiversity 
because she is white, drawing new attention to affilanative action’s constitutionality. 

Georgia Law Requiring Proof of Legal Residency Creates Licensing Backlog 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The law was designed to prevent illegal inmfigrants from getting professional licenses. It has led to weeks of 
waiting time. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

I.M.F. Lowers Its Forecast for Global Growth 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The fund foresees global growth of 3.3 percent in 2o12 and 3.6 percent in 2o13, down from the outlook it 
offered in July. 

’. World Bank Lowers Asian Growth Forecast 1:24 AM ET 

Stirrings of Resentment Over I.M.F. Help for Europe 3:14 PM ET 

DEALBOOK 
Investors’ Billion-Dollar Fraud Fighter 
By PETER LATTMAN 



With last month’s Bank of America settlement, Max Berger has been responsible for six securities class- 
action settlements of more than Sa billion. 

U.S. Panel Cites Risks in Chinese Equipment 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT, KEITH BRADSHER and CHRISTINE HAUSER 

The House Intelligence Conmfittee said telecommunications equipment from Huawei Technologies and ZTE 
could be used for spying in the United States. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ORIOLES 3, YANKEES 2 

Neck and Neck, Headed for Home 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Starter Wei-Yin Chen held New York’s offense in check, and closer Jim Johnson rebounded after blowing 
Game a to shut down the Yankees, who failed to produce behind Andy Pettitte. 

" ~ Highlights and Analysis From Game 2 I Box Score 

, Yankees’ Breakthrough at Plate Lasts Only One Game 

, [~ A.L.D.S. Game 2: Orioles Beat Yankees 

Missed Chances Mount as Do Questions of Rodriguez’s Place in Order 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

With Alex Rodriguez stranding two teammates - to go with the four he left on in Game 1 - Joe Girardi was 
given the chance to revisit whether Rodriguez should be moved out of the No. 3 spot. 

~ Suzuki Soaks in the Postseason After a Decade Away From It. 

CARDINALS 12, NATIONALS 4 
Cardinals Hitters Crackle With Power 
By ANDREW KEH 

A day after slumping to a maddening loss, St. Louis hit four home rtms to beat the Washington Nationals 
and tie their National League division series at one game apiece. 

~ ~ Box Score 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

’Fossilizing’ With a Camera 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Hiroshi Sugimoto, the photographer and avid collector, shot several dioramas in one challenging day at the 
Ameriema Musemn of Natural History. 

ARTSBEAT 
On Display, a Spiegelman Mural 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

Installation of the work took place on Monday in the new High School of Art and Design building. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
’More’ Is the Mantra at This Festival 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The main slate of 33 features in the New York Fihn Festival offers a mixed bag of the sincere and the 
delirious, the predictable and flae I-dicha’t-see-that-eoming unexpected. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

FIRST PERSON 
The Doctor’s Bag for the New Millennium 
By ABRAHAM VERGHESE 

The doctor’s bag, which fell out of use in the 198os, may be confing back - now filled with new tools. 

Texting the Teenage Patient 



By JAN HOFFMAN 

Some pediatricimas have fotmd a way to reach adolescents where they feel at home: via texting, blogs and 
social networks like Faeebook and Twitter. 

Apps Alert the Doctor When Trouble Looms 
By MATT RICHTEL 

New teclmology uses stm~dard features on smartphones - GPS mad movement tracking - to monitor a 
patient’s behavior and alert the doctor when something seems out of order. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
In Search of Answers From Mr. Romney 
Mr. Ronmey’s stated policies are either pretty nmch like Mr. Obama’s or, when there are hints of differences, 
would pull the United States in dangerous directions. 

EDITORIAL 
Homeless Veterans: Whose Responsibility? 
It is long past time to honor promises made to build housing for the sick and disabled veterans in Los 
Angeles. 

EDITORIAL 
Misleading Advice for Student Borrowers 
Federal officials should scrutinize schools that enroll a large percentage of students in forbearance programs 
and require that they provide other options for borrowers. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Buying the Election? 
By JOE NOCERA 

Campaign financing has gotten out of hand, and our democracy is paying the price. 

:. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
At Long Last, Dignity? 
By FRANK BRUNI 

An 8o-year-old gay man wishes for marriage, even if it’s too late. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Policy Verdict I 
By DAVID BROOKS 

On Medicare reforu~, Republicans have the upper hand. 

, Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 9, 1967, Latin American guerrilla leader Che Guevara was executed in Bolivia while attempting to 

incite revolution. 

¯ See This Front Pa_k~ 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <icdapplications@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 6:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Call for Applications - The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies Forthcoming Programs 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies 
Call for Applications 

irna#eO01 j~ 

Updates about our Forthcoming Academic Programs 
(Berlin, [rum November 2012) 
www.ccds-berlin.de 
The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplemacy) is the wedd’s leading center far the study of cultural diplemacy, offering educational 

opportunities in partnership with Babes-Bol~/~i MniversiN>> and other leading global institutions. 

Educational programs range Irorn week-long seminars to Master’s and Doctoral programs for graduates pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, politics, and/or the private 
secter, dedicated either wholly or in part to the field of cultural diplomacy. 

We are currently accepting applications for enrollment to the Fall and Winter Semesters of 2012, and would be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding 
the information below to anyone you think may be interested in applying. 

CCDS offers the following Post-Graduate Proarams: 
E-Learning Courses on varying topics of Cultural Diplomacy 

Start: November 5th - 30th, 2012 er December 3rd31~, 2012 

MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Babes-Bolyai Universi~ #~ cooperaOon wi#~ #~e inst~tute for Cultural Diplomacy 

Start: Spring Semester- February 4th, 2013 

Master of Business Administration in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy 

Babes-Bo~/ai University in cooperation with ~he Insdtute for Cultural Diplomacy 

Start: Spring Semester = February 4th, 2013 

To apply, please click .H__E_R__E. 

= International Conferences 
hp-hesdiine-728v2 jpg 

"Strengthening Inter-Cultural and International Relations in Africa through Cultural Diplomacy" 

(Berlin, October 23rd ---26th, 2012) 
www.icd-umoia.or.q 
Much of the African continent has been plagued by conflict over the past century; Wars of independence, civil wars, colonial wars, and violent conIlic[s between nation states 
have left deep scars across nations and peoples. Many conflicts are st~ on-going: Since 2010 the eight northernmoal countries on the continent have hosted violent ptotests 
and Moody attempts to suppress them as pad of the Arab Spr~ng, wM~e other conflicls can be ~denfified in states including Sudan, Chad, Somalia, Mali, and the Democratic 
RepuM~c of Congo. WM~st there is frequent debate on the triggers of these conflicts, and how they can be resolved in the sho~ term, ~ess attention ~s given to the intercu~tura~ 
d~vis~ons that play a key role in causing and ma#~taiNng the hosti~Nes and which must be overcome ir~ order to achieve lasting stability. 
Through a program of ~ntetacfive ~ectures and discussions, debates, as we~l as cultural and attiafic components, "Utopia" w~ll provMe a p~atferm for frank and open exchange 
on a range of diverse political, economic, and cu~tura~ issues. The Conference will create and provide a proposa~ document that wi~ be presented to the AU and the 
international community on how to strengthen Inter-CulturN and lnternafional Relations ir~ Africa through Cultural Dipbmacy. In addNonal the conference will examine d~fferent 
examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in different contexts. 

To apply, please click HERE 

"Strengthening Intercultural Relations in Germany through the Arts, Sports, Politics, and the Economy" 

(Berlin, November 7th - 9ti~, 2012; Held parallel to ~he 23rd Anniversary of the Fall of the Berlin Wall) 
www.kult u rbruecken.de 
The process of globalization is consistently increasing the speed of the development of mulficultural societies, and multiculturalism itself is becoming the way of the 
contemporaq/world. As a prominent example, contemporary Germany consists of a diverse multicultural landscape of individuals whose origins stem from every, continent of 
the wodd. Many countries such as France, Belgium, Netherlands, Spain, Italy, the UK, USA, Australia, Canada and other countries are constantly engaging with active 
mulficulturalism policies which ate continually being amended and reinvented. 



The 2012 Cultural Bridges in Gemqany Conference will offer a wide diversity of perspectives on the issue of intercultural relations internationally with particular focus on 
Germany. The Conference will create and provide a proposal document that will be presented to the international community on how to oversome the challenges in the 
process of multiculturalism, and will offer best practices to achieve a successful and harmonic multicultural society. In additional the conference will examine different 
examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in different contexts. 
To apply p~ease click HERE 

"Culture as an Emotion: The Magnetic Power of Arts & Music to Promote Democracy and Global Peace" 

(Berlin, December 13th - 16th, 2012) 
~ j ~__d_:#__c_#__d_#_r_[_~y_=_o__[g 
The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the world’s leading event in the field of cultural diplomacy and will include feur parallel large-scale events dedicated 
to the fields of cultural diplomacy & international relations, peace building, human rights, arts and culture. 
The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the final conck~ding event ol the Institutes Cultural Diplomacy. Taking place in Berlin, the aim of the conference is 
to review in detail, debate and evaluate the most significant developments in 2012 ~a the fieM of Cultura~ Diplomacy. 
TMs end of the year conference will bring tog81her over 150 current and former heads of state and m~n~sters, as well as celebrities and d~gnitar~es including aa ~ate[d~scip~inmy 
group of panic,pants traveling to Ber~h~ from a~ over the world to discuss Cu~turaJ D~p~omacy ~n our interdependent wodd. 
Ranging flom broad topics of d~scussion to specific areas witMn the field o~ Cultu[a~ Diplomacy, the annual conference w~ provide a wide and de~a~ed ana~yMs of Cultural 
Diplomacy for 2012. 
A seceded list of current speakers can be seen here. 
To apply please c~ick .~_~. 

-Younq Leaders’ Forums - 
ylf headline4J32 jp~ 

Call for Applications - ICD Young Leaders’ Conferences 

(Berlin, November- December, 2012) 
w~v.icd-ylf.org 
The ICD Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 

Forum Participants > 
The forums are open to applications from young professionals and students, as well as other interested stakeholders from across the world. 
To apply, please click __H___E___R____E_ 

We. are currently acceptinq applications fer the fellowin~4 events: 

~ The Germany Meets Turkey Conference (Berlin, November 5th - 9th, 2012) 

= The Cultural Bridges in Germany Conference (Berlin, November 7th --- 1 lth, 2012) 

= The UK Meets Germany Conference (Berlin, November 7th --- 1 lth, 2012) 

= The Ireland Meets Israel & Palestine Conte.rence (Dublin, Nevember 28th, 2012) 

= The Academy te‘r Cultural Diplomacy: December Session (Berlin, December 10tho16th, 2012) 

~ The Cultural Diplomacy in Europe Conference (Berlin, December lOth-16th, 2012) 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

www.cult u raldiplomacy.or.q 
The Institute Ior Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for=profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany~ The goal of the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability through strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade, the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, whose programs facilitate interaction between individuals of all backgrounds from across the world. 
Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD, please send us an 
email at ]__n_[_o__@__c__u__[t__u__[_a__[_d_jr2_j_o__[_n__’_a__£y_~__o_f9. indicating this~ 
With warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD} 

Ku~damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfiJrstendamm 207-8 Berlin. Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
into@cult u raldiplomacy .org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 9:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New texdx~oks tbr your sociology courses now available 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Professor SaNe: 
Westview Press proudly announces three new editions for your sociology courses: 

New Edition 
Rural Communities: Legacy and Chan~e, Fourl~h Edition, by Cornelia Butler Flora and Jan L. 

Flora (ISBN 978-0-8133-4505-5) 

New Edition 
..R..~g£.~L.N...9..r...t.~.!....A..!..n...e...n...£..a.:.....(..)..r..i.~....!...~.~g[.~1~!.~R~L~[.~.~!2~£~ liom~k Edition, by Audrey 

Smedley and Brim~ D. Smedley (ISBN 978-0-8133-4554-3) 

New Edition 
iI[ihe Inequalit~ Reader: (;ontem porary and FomldationM Readings in Race~ Class~ and 
Gender, Second Edition, by David B. GmskT and Szonja Szelenyi (ISBN 978-0-8133-4484-3) 

Order your FREE exam copy today! 

For more information on these and other sociology books, visit our Sociolo~" Discipline ]PaNe. 

Complete the online exam copy order form to order FREE exam copies. (Mention source code 

W212.) 
Look tbr our tx~stcard in your mail to learn more, or visit us at www.westviewpress.com. 

Sincerely, 

Westview Press 
A Mmnber of the Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Avenue 

Boulder, CO 80301 

w~,w.west~ew press.corn 

.This is a commercial message. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <inter.inafr@mail.ru> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 9:18 AM 

lilo.roos~bs.ch 

Newsletter of the Institute tbr At~can Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences 

nl 03 2012en.pdf; nl 03 2012.pdf 

Dear friends and collegues! 

We are glad to share our newsletter. Hem yon roll find the information about pnblications, 

cont}mnces, evems mad other activities of our Institute. 

Your comments are most welcome. 

We would be very grateful if you tbrward this Newsletter to your collegues and tiiends. 

Sincerely yours, 

Natalia Bondar 

Head, Centre for Information and Intemationa] Relations 

Institute for Afiican Studies 

Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 

3apanee 6Jimo~r~apn~a Bac 3a nepec~iJl~:y .’~Tor’o Ba~:IeTe~bq 3annrepecoBaHHblM Iipy3b.qM n ~:oa~mraM. 

C yBaX(eHHeM, 

tla’ra2Iba BouAapb 

~a~. I~enTpa IlayqHO~ Hn~OpMalm~ H MeXc~Iyl-IapoaitblX CBa3el~ 

HIIcTm3¢a Aqbpm~ PAH 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Director, Institute of African-AmericaJ~ Research 

From: Joseph Jordan/j~ordan@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:35 AM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: FOR~SXL NOTICE: Director, Institute of African-American Research 

Begin t~arwarded message: 

From: <no reply@uric edu> 
SubJect: FORMAL NOTICE: Director, Institute of African-American Research 
Date:              9:29:28 PM El)’]7 
To: <jl~ ordan@emaihunc.edu> 
Reply-To: <no reply@unc.edu> 

The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost at the 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel ttill welcomes your nominations 
and applications [’or the position of Director of the Institute of 
A[’rican American Research (IAAR), a campus-wide center established in 
1995 This is an internal search open only to current tenured faculty 
members at Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. ’]’he mission of 
the IAAR is to facilitate, support, and promote research being done by 
scholars of African American and Diaspora studies in every discipline. 
It encourages and creates space for innnvative, interdisciplinaW 
interactions and collaborations and works to build a broad communiD" of 
scholars devoted to the stu@ of people of African descent in the 
Americas and elsewhere in the I)iaspora. 

IAAR’s director is responsible ~2~r facilitating and supporting faculty 
scholarship on people of African descent in the United States with 
emphasis on North Carolina and the south, and in the African Diaspora. 
This is a half-time, secondary, at-will administrative appointment with 
anticipated start date of Janua~ 1, 2013. 

Nominations and inquiries may be made to Professor Kenneth Janken, IAAR 
Search Conm~ittee Chair, kljaaken@email.unc.edu, (919) 962-1519. 

For more information go to 
http://provost.unc.eduiannouncements/open-positions. All applications 
must be submitted electronically- at this site. 

The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is actively cormnitted to 
diversi~. We strongly encourage applications from women, minorities, 

veterans and individuals with disabilities. The Universi~" of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill is an Equal Oppor~ani~" Employer. 

This email is sponsored by-: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 

Provost 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:48 PM 

To: The mlk~pc mailing list. <mlk~pc ;@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: [mlk~pc ] MLK PC Miuutes 5 

Attach: 5 Minutes - .doc 

Hi Everyone, 

Attached are the minutes from the meeting yesterday. Don’t forget to complete the assignments and email me your write-ups for your events as soon as possible. If you have 
any questions, just let me know. 

Best, 

You are curren’dy subscribed to mlk~pc     as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.ed~gu?id 55508243.2tl)42b366t~5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-32271377-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32271377 



REGISTRATION FORM Early B~rd End, October 

Personal Information 

Last Name: 

lob Title: 
Posta! Code: 
Country: 
E-mail: 

SubTotal: 
HST: 
Total: 

Cacellation Policy 

Page 7 

Payment - Checkt Card: Visa[] Mastercard[~ 

Credit Card Number: 
Expiry Date: _ . 

Signature(~j~.     _     , ~        ~:. 

Send by F~"~’g’~ 3)565-3013 or by E-mail to chris.kianza@ccafrica.ca 
For more informatibn contact Chris Kianza, Director of Commm~ications (613)565-3013 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday 1:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: A fain    class 

remember calling the student--of course I follo~ved tap once I had his number--but I did not hear back from him 

From: @gmaihcom] 
Sent: Friday, 1:42 PM 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: Re: At’am    class 

On at 4:51 PM, "Porter, Robelt S" <rporter@emaihunc.edu> ~vrote: 

What is your phone number? 

From: @gmaihcom] 
Sent: Thursday 10:20 AM 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: Afam    class 

Dear Professor Porter, 

I been checking connect carolina for my grade for Afam and it’s not there. I completed everything :[’or the course and was wondering are the grades not turned in yet? 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

l~T: Athm    Class (          ~ 

image.jpeg; ATTO0001.c; image.jpeg 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:42 PM 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Sut~ject: Afam    (;lass ( ) 

Professor Porter 

’]7his           and I’m in your Afam    class. I had a family emergency occur this morning and I’m twing my best to be back to campus, I’m currently on highway 40. I have completed my 
work and am prepared for the 2 minute presentation. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: Taliba~ G~m Down Girl Who Stx)ke Up for Rights 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis Day 

C,~tomize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 10, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Taliban Guii Down Girl TVho 

Spoke Up fo~" Rights 

Malala Yousafzai, 14, a symbol of 
defiance and an advocate for the 
education of girls in Pakistan’s Swat 
Valley, was shot in the head and 
neck on Tuesday by masked Taliban 
gunmen. 

Pos s Comment ~ 

Sa*~d~s]ky Gets 30 to 60 

Years for Sexual Abuse 

The former Penn State assistant football roach was sentenced in a ease that roiled the university 
community. 

~rimes 
ropic: Jerry Sandusky 

As R~m~ey Repeats Trade Message, Baln Malntai~s Chi~a Ties 

Mitt Romney has kept up his criticism of China even as the equity firm he co-founded, Bain Capital, 
maintains its China-related holdings. 

~ Romney Pledges t,a Keep Tax Deductions for Mortgages 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

BLOGS 

THE LEDE BLOG 
My 

M~" ~Sll~la~l Video ....... ’Smali 
Star’ Fights for 

I    Wdeo 
}-Ie~" Life Star’ 

I had the privilege of 
following Malala Yousafzai, on and 
off, for six months in 2oo9, 
documenting some of the most 
critical days of her life to date. 

OPINION 
Fall issue of T Design 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >~ 

A iook back at Paris Fashion Week 

All irlalusive 
,Jaw                            Jaw 

L The president’s debate 
collapse was 
symptomatic of a more profound problem: The weakness of Obama-era liberalism. 

WORLD 



The United States military has secretly sent a task fovee to dordan to help handle a flood of Syrian 
refngees anti be positioned should the turmoil in Syria expand into a wider conflict. 

Qaeda-I,inked Gro~)p Claims Responsibility for SyHm) Blasts 

~II~e Nusra Front for the People of the Levant, a group Weste~ intelligence officials have linked to 

Qaeda, said its bmnbers struck a government compound on the outskirts of Damascus overnight. 

Mexico K~lls a Drug Kingpin, but the Body Gets Away 

The death of Heriberto Lazeano, known as El Lazea and the main leader of the Zetas, was eonfirmed 

through fingerprint analysis, the navy said. But in an odd twist, the corpse was quickly stolen. 

More World News 

Nm)~ber of Protestant Americans Ix ]~) Steep Decline, Study F]~)ds 

The study also found that nearly one in five Americans identify as atheist, agnostic or "nothing in 
particular," a seismic shift from 5o years ago. 

O~e Man Guides the Fight Against Gay Marriage 

In the roiling state-b y-state war over same-sex marriage, the eampaign against marriage rights 
has been masterminded largely by Frank Schubert, a former corporate public relations executive. 

La~nakers Foc~s on S~nM1 Drngmakers as Meni~lgltis Death Toil l~ses 

Lawmakers ~esday called for new laws to ensure federal oversight of the type of pharmacy that 
made the medicine that has so far killed n people in a national outbreak of meningitis. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

~Ilmse younger than 25 seem eager to try foreign brands, while many older Indians say they are not 

entirely comfortable with big-box stores and sprawling malls. 

Fiscal CllffMay Be Felt Grad~mlly, A~)alysts Say 

If Congress fails to act, spending cuts and tax increases large enough to throw the country back into 
recession will hit. The impact would be powerful but gradual. 

DE&LBOOK 

A Bigger Paycheck on %’all Street 

Total compensation rose 4 percent last year to more than $6o billion - an amount surpassed only by 
total pay in 2007 and 2oo8, according to a report. 

SPORTS 

ATHLETICS 2, TIGERS 0 

A’s ltlde Their Ae~s Back iI)to Series 

Oakland’s young pitching dmninated Detroit’s sluggers, and the A’s outfield made two spectacular 
plays to rob Prince Fielder. 

~ ao 

Athletics Become Hot Ticket b~t Keep Lower Capaci~- and Cozy Vibe 

Tarps covering the upper tier at the Oakland Coliseum have condensed the A’s crowds and 
contributed to their charm. 

GIANTS 2, REDS 1, 10 INNINGS 

On a Night for Pitchers, a Pielder’s Miscue Helps Keel) the Gim)ts Alive 

Playing at home, with a chance to sweep their playoff series, the Reds could not put away the Giants 

on Tuesday night. 

~E] Box Score 

o More Spor~s News 



ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’NASHVILLE’ 

The Old P~’o, Still O~tclassi~g the New GIH 

"Nashville," a new drama on ABC, stars Connie Britton as a country singer. 

~ Video Excerpt 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’CHICAGO FIRE’ 
Heroism a~d Hazing in a Fi~’ehouse 

"Chicago Fire," a new NBC drama, delves into the work and lives of the members of a firehouse. 

~E:] Video Excer,")t 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’ARROVV AND ’BEAUTY & THE BEAST’ 

Castaways Gaia New Leases o~ Lives of P~omlse 

Fans of Green Arrow comics and cultists who are still mourning the demise of the CBS shiny "Beauty 
& the Beast" will be interested in CW’s two new series. 

DINING & WINE 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Nibbled to Death 

In the hands of some chefs, a tasting menu can yield a sneeession of delights that a shmter meal 
cmfld never contain. At other times, though, the diner may feel as mneh like a victim as a guest. 

RESTAURANT R EVl E1N I YUNNAN KITCHEN 

A Farmers’ B’ia*oket~ Deep ht Chhta 
~-::Y PL. E W:.. i. S 

Ynnmm Kitehen on the Lower East Side takes an inventive ]ocavore approaeh to the cuisine of the 
Yunnan Provinee in China. 

SPROLq-S 

A Job fo~° Ha~ds Large arid Smal]l 

When a family makes Vietnamese snmmer rolls, there’s something for everyone to do, be it tearing 
herbs or rolling up vegetables in wrappers. 

¯ More Dining & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Cor~spi~oacy ~Vo~old 
Behind every nonpartisan institution, the right sees the malevolent hand of a liberal cabal. Just 
look at the latest outrageous charge by the far right that an improvement in the jobs report must 
have been manipulated. 

EDITORIAL 

The Sa~d~sl~" Ra]i>e Ve~’dlct 
The case of the former Penn State football coach who was eonvieted of 45 counts of child sexual 
abuse ended as it began: in denial and delnsion. 

EDITORIAL 

O~t-of-Corrtro~ Compotmdh~g of D~ougs 
The meningitis outbreak points to a disturbing lack of regulatory oversight of pharmacies that mix 
drug compounds and ship them around the country. 

More Opinic, n ;~ 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I,o~g Live Pa 

While e-readers and multimedia may seem appealing, the idea of replacing an effective learning 
platform - the paper textbook - with a widely hyped but still unproven one is extremely dangerous. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Barry Trails Off... 

The lesson Baraek Obama never learned: leadership and salesmanship are intertwined. 

= " " Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

It’s Not Just Abo~t Us 

How can the U.S. impact the Middle East and all its complexities? 



~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. lO, 1973, Vice President Spiro T. Agnew pleaded no contest to one eount of federal income 

tax evasion and resigned his office. 

See This Front Page 
Bu,,’ This Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plagram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc~iptions I Unsclbscdbe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <icdapplications@culmraldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 7:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Call for Applications - The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies Forthcoming Programs 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies 
Call for Applications 

irna#eO01 j~ 

Updates about our Forthcoming Academic Programs 
(Berlin, [rum November 2012) 
www.ccds-berlin.de 
The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplemacy) is the wedd’s leading center far the study of cultural diplemacy, offering educational 

opportunities in partnership with Babes-Bol~/~i MniversiN>> and other leading global institutions. 

Educational programs range Irorn week-long seminars to Master’s and Doctoral programs for graduates pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, politics, and/or the private 
secter, dedicated either wholly or in part to the field of cultural diplomacy. 

We are currently accepting applications for enrollment to the Fall and Winter Semesters of 2012, and would be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding 
the information below to anyone you think may be interested in applying. 

CCDS offers the following Post-Graduate Proarams: 
E-Learning Courses on varying topics of Cultural Diplomacy 

Start: November 5th - 30th, 2012 er December 3rd31~, 2012 

MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Babes-Bolyai Universi~ #~ cooperaOon wi#~ #~e inst~tute for Caitaral Diplomacy 

Start: Spring Semester- February 4th, 2013 

Master of Business Administration in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy 

Babes-Bo~/ai University in cooperation with ~he Insdtute for Cultural Diplomacy 

Start: Spring Semester = February 4th, 2013 

To apply, please click .H__E_R__E. 

= International Conferences 
hp-hesdiine-728v2 jpg 

"Strengthening Inter-Cultural and International Relations in Africa through Cultural Diplomacy" 

(Berlin, October 23rd ---26th, 2012) 
www.icd-umoia.or.q 
Much of the African continent has been plagued by conflict over the past century; Wars of independence, civil wars, colonial wars, and violent conIlic[s between nation states 
have left deep scars across nations and peoples. Many conflicts are st~ on-going: Since 2010 the eight northernmoal countries on the continent have hosted violent ptotests 
and Moody attempts to suppress them as pad of the Arab Spr~ng, wM~e other conflicls can be ~denfified in states including Sudan, Chad, Somalia, Mali, and the Democratic 
RepuM~c of Congo. WM~st there is frequent debate on the triggers of these conflicts, and how they can be resolved in the sho~ term, ~ess attention ~s given to the intercu~tura~ 
d~vis~ons that play a key role in causing and ma#~taiNng the hosti~Nes and which must be overcome ir~ order to achieve lasting stability. 
Through a program of ~ntetacfive ~ectures and discussions, debates, as we~l as cultural and attiafic components, "Utopia" w~ll provMe a p~atferm for frank and open exchange 
on a range of diverse political, economic, and cu~tura~ issues. The Conference will create and provide a proposa~ document that wi~ be presented to the AU and the 
international community on how to strengthen Inter-CulturN and lnternafional Relations ir~ Africa through Cultural Dipbmacy. In addNonal the conference will examine d~fferent 
examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in different contexts. 

To apply, please click HERE 

"Strengthening Intercultural Relations in Germany through the Arts, Sports, Politics, and the Economy" 

(Berlin, November 7th - 9ti~, 2012; Held parallel to ~he 23rd Anniversary of the Fall of the Berlin Wall) 
www.kult u rbruecken.de 
The process of globalization is consistently increasing the speed of the development of mulficultural societies, and multiculturalism itself is becoming the way of the 
contemporaq/world. As a prominent example, contemporary Germany consists of a diverse multicultural landscape of individuals whose origins stem from every, continent of 
the wodd. Many countries such as France, Belgium, Netherlands, Spain, Italy, the UK, USA, Australia, Canada and other countries are constantly engaging with active 
mulficulturalism policies which ate continually being amended and reinvented. 



The 2012 Cultural Bridges in Gemqany Conference will offer a wide diversity of perspectives on the issue of intercultural relations internationally with particular focus on 
Germany. The Conference will create and provide a proposal document that will be presented to the international community on how to oversome the challenges in the 
process of multiculturalism, and will offer best practices to achieve a successful and harmonic multicultural society. In additional the conference will examine different 
examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in different contexts. 
To apply p~ease click HERE 

"Culture as an Emotion: The Magnetic Power of Arts & Music to Promote Democracy and Global Peace" 

(Berlin, December 13th - 16th, 2012) 
~ j ~__d_:#__c_#__d_#_r_[_~y_=_o__[g 
The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the world’s leading event in the field of cultural diplomacy and will include feur parallel large-scale events dedicated 
to the fields of cultural diplomacy & international relations, peace building, human rights, arts and culture. 
The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the final conck~ding event ol the Institutes Cultural Diplomacy. Taking place in Berlin, the aim of the conference is 
to review in detail, debate and evaluate the most significant developments in 2012 ~a the fieM of Cultura~ Diplomacy. 
TMs end of the year conference will bring tog81her over 150 current and former heads of state and m~n~sters, as well as celebrities and d~gnitar~es including aa ~ate[d~scip~inmy 
group of panic,pants traveling to Ber~h~ from a~ over the world to discuss Cu~turaJ D~p~omacy ~n our interdependent wodd. 
Ranging flom broad topics of d~scussion to specific areas witMn the field o~ Cultu[a~ Diplomacy, the annual conference w~ provide a wide and de~a~ed ana~yMs of Cultural 
Diplomacy for 2012. 
A seceded list of current speakers can be seen here. 
To apply please c~ick .~_~. 

-Younq Leaders’ Forums - 
ylf headline4J32 jp~ 

Call for Applications - ICD Young Leaders’ Conferences 

(Berlin, November- December, 2012) 
w~v.icd-ylf.org 
The ICD Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 

Forum Participants > 
The forums are open to applications from young professionals and students, as well as other interested stakeholders from across the world. 
To apply, please click __H___E___R____E_ 

We. are currently acceptinq applications fer the fellowin~4 events: 

~ The Germany Meets Turkey Conference (Berlin, November 5th - 9th, 2012) 

= The Cultural Bridges in Germany Conference (Berlin, November 7th --- 1 lth, 2012) 

= The UK Meets Germany Conference (Berlin, November 7th --- 1 lth, 2012) 

= The Ireland Meets Israel & Palestine Conte.rence (Dublin, Nevember 28th, 2012) 

= The Academy te‘r Cultural Diplomacy: December Session (Berlin, December 10tho16th, 2012) 

~ The Cultural Diplomacy in Europe Conference (Berlin, December lOth-16th, 2012) 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

www.cult u raldiplomacy.or.q 
The Institute Ior Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for=profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany~ The goal of the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability through strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade, the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, whose programs facilitate interaction between individuals of all backgrounds from across the world. 
Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD, please send us an 
email at ]__n_[_o__@__c__u__[t__u__[_a__[_d_jr2_j_o__[_n__’_a__£y_~__o_f9. indicating this~ 
With warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD} 

Ku~damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfiJrstendamm 207-8 Berlin. Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
into@cult u raldiplomacy .org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:29 AM 

infl-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu; ti:-annoance@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival continues "tonight at Duke (Griifith Theater in "the Bryan Center) 

WhenTheDrumlsBeating- flyer.pdf 

Please join us! 

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 1D. Duke. Griffith Film Theater in the Bryan Center. 7pro 

~}~e~ ~e Dr~ is i?~e~i~,~. Dir. Whitney Dow (USA/Haiti. 2011). 84 min. 

In Haiti, them is one band that’s seen it all: Septentrional. For six decades, this 20-piece band has been making beautiful music a fi~sion of Cuban big band and 

Haitian vodou beats. The passion, commitment, dreams, and joy of Septentrional’s musicians reveal the indomitable Haitian spirit. With a sweeping narrative and 

infectious music, this is the story of not just one band’s survival, but also Haiti’s survival. The band embodies a particular Haitian trait: the abilily to find beauty in places 
of darkness. ’%Then the Dmn~ is Beating" interweaves the extraordinary story of Septentrional’s six decades of creativity ruth the his~tory of Haiti. French, Haitian 

Creole mad English with Subtitles 

For the complete Festival schedule, go to http://~atinamericancaribbean.duke.ed~utreac~1m-festiva~/2~12-nc-latin-american-f~m-festival 

All screenings are free and open to the public. 

The Latin Aruerican Filru Festival is made possible through funding provided by the U.S. Department of Education and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Organized by The Consortimn in 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the Univclsi~- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University. Co-sponsored by the Institute for the Stu@ of the Americas at UNC, the 
Ccntcr for Latin Aracrican and Caribbean Studies at Duke, the Duke Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the Haiti Lab at Duke, and the Duke Screcn/Society, 
In collaboration with the Carolina Theatre of Durharu, The Ackland Art Museum at La’NC-CH, and the Varsity Theatre of Chapel Hill 

For more Irfforruation: Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, Festival Director (919) 681 3883 / mlr34@duke.edu 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Governor Martin 

They actually asked for Travis ---I just cc’d you so you would know, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Wednesday, October :tO, 2012 9:14 AM 
Te: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: RE: Governor Martin 
Importance: High 

Dear Erin, 

Thanks for your email. 

I will be at the BoG panel Thursday afternoon and then flying to ’. 

Can I meet with them on Thursday before :[2.30pm? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Wednesday, October :10, 20:t2 9:09 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Governor Martin 

Travis: 

Governor Martin and a representative from Baker Tilly would like to chat with you this week in connection to their review, Can you let me know your availability 

Thursday afternoon or Friday morning? I expect it wouldn’t take more than 45 minutes, 

Thanks so much - Erin 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 

Chief of Starer, Chancellor’s Office 

UNC Chapel t till 

¢19) 843 0380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salem Press <peter@www- salempress.ccsend.com~ 

~Vednesday, October 10, 2012 9:44 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reference You Wish You Didn’t Need 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

~i Click for more information 

Addictions & Substance Abuse 

August 2012 I $275 I 2 volumes I 703 pages 

Salem Health: Addictions & Substance Abuse broadens the view of addictions and dependency to include 

a very wide range of behaviors. It is especially important in examining the broader personal, family, 

professional and social costs of addictions of many kinds. 

SALEM PRESS 

Call Today for More Info: (800) 221-1592 

SALEM PRESS - 2 University Plaza - Hackensack - NJ - 07601 

P.S. We hope this email is helpful & entertaining. However, if you do not wish to be included in 

announcements of this kind, we’ll remove you from our mailing list Just click the "SafeUnsubscribe" link 

below and we’ll take you off our announcements list immediately (and permanently). 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by p__t_o_#_e_.g__@__s_’_a_L_e_L~_~#_[_e__s_~:_£.’_o_g_~ 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

Salem Press I 2 University Plaza I Hackensack I NJ I 07601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 12:24 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

talk by Wendy Call: No Word for Welcome, The Mexican Village Faces "the Global Economy 10/12 

Greetings Poets, Authols, and Lovers of Literature! 

Please join us in welcoming nanative nonfiction author Wendy Call to OLR finis Friday, October 12 at noon in Room 1993 of the Duke Clinics Building. 

<!--[if!vml]--><!--[endit]-->10/12 Special Guest Author: Wendy Call 

htt ps://Ih 6.googleu serconte 
nt.com/hg8oWfBgqcTBa2jY No Word for Welcome: The Mexican Village Faces the Global Economy 
e64TIPva eoToE37a Th 2j9o 
PilEBgRaWaNKKJC6Mo61 

9u- Wendy Call will di~uss her experiences living a~d working in mml, ~mthem Mexico the setting for her award- winning book, No 
EFt2nl~cMdqKkN2qPBQru 

WordJbr Welcome: The Mexican Village Faces the GlobalEconomy. She will also talk about her personal experience at DUMC, sbQ lc9VRPq6y3oE0fdwwh 
RCC73gXj7x~g where her mother was diagnosed with terminal pancreatic cancer in 2006. Wendy’s essay about her mother’s experience, "(?reF s 

Hidden (?Jr," won a~ "Excellence in Journalism" award ficom the Society, tbr Prot~ssional Journalists. 

~Vendy Call is a recent Writer in Residence at Comell College, Harborview Medical Center, and New College of Florida. She co- 

edited Telling True Sto~es: A Nonfiction Writers’ Guide. Her na~ative nortficrion bookNo V~2)rdjbr Welcome: The Mexica~ ~3llage Faces the Global 

Economy won Grub Street’s 2011 National Book Prize for Nonfiction and the International Latino Book Award for Best Histo~ / Political Book. She is cnnenfly 

working on a cycle of essays rifled "CrieF s Hidden Gifts," thanks to support from the American Antiquarian Socieb~ and 4Culture, the arts and culture commission of 

King County, Washin~on. She lives and works in Seattle and often visits her fa~nily in the Triangle area. 

The Osler Literary Roundtable meets every Friday at noon in Room 1993 in Duke South and is fi~ee and open to the public. Since 1987, OLR has provided fl~ought- 

provoking discussions of literature presented fl~rough a variety of authors, genres, and subjects. As always, please l~el free to bring your friends, co-workers, and your 
ltmch. We look forw~xd to seeing you there! 

For more information contact: 

Molly C. Brewer 

Program Specialist 

Health Arts Network at Dnke (HAND) 

919.613.6601 

molly.brewe@duke.edu 

wv~v.hmadatdnke.o~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 2:01 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Ha~tlyn, Jonatha~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

[a£ria£aa~] My Schedule 

Dear Colleagues, 

I will be away on a research trip in Toronto and Ottawa respectively from late Monday returning here next weekend. Thus, if you need to discuss something urgent, I am 

available on Thursday - before 12.30pro and Monday until noon. 

As most of you know, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 32277196 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32277196-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA Anm~al Conference <info asmeascholars.org@maill 2.us4.mcs~.net> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 2:34 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

STILL TIME: Begins Tomorrow! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11-13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference will feature: 

Opening remarks by Arab. Houda Nonoo of the Kingdom of Bahrain. 

Keynote address by acclaimed scholar Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years Later: 

Realities of the Arab Spring." 

Special presentation by renowned Africanist Dr. G6rard Prunier on "Gaddafi’s 

Downfall and its Impact on Sub-Saharan Africa." 

Panel discussions on "The New/Old Heroes of Iran," "Christian-Muslim Encounters 

in the Medieval Middle East," "Israel: Threats Real and Imagined," "Leaders at the 

Dawn of Post-Colonial Africa" and many more topics in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

VlEWthe schedule. SEE the papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 



Full/Associate Members: $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASIVIEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,asmeascholars.or~!. 

Associatior~ for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r¢l 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2012 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www asmeascholars.org 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <’b anderson@unc.edw, 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 2:53 PM 

The asc thcalty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc [?acalty] Support WARA--- The Boston Foundation’s (hiving Common Challenge 

From our friends at W,~dL&. Please consider providing a donation for this importaaat ~esource, for colleagues and grad students here and on the conlinent. This call ends 

tomoirow, October 11, at 8pm. Thanks. Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Support WARA--- The Boston Foundatio~fs Giving Common Challenge 

Date:Wed, 10 Oct 2012 08:20:36 -0400 

From:West Afi-ican Research Association <west.afidc~.research.association@gmail.com> 
To:Wara West Afric~m Research Association <west.ati-ican.reseaxch.associafion(a)gmail.com> 

Good morning, 

The West African Research Association (WARA) is an independent non-profit organization headquartered at Boston University’s African 
Studies Center. A consortium of colleges and universities with interests in Africa, WARA’s mission is to promote research on West Africa and 
its diasporic communities and to facilitate exchange between West African scholars and their counterparts in the region, in the US, and 

elsewhere. 

WARA operates the only American Overseas Research Center (OARC) in all of sub-Saharan Africa, the West African Research Center (WARC) 
in Dakar, Senegal. Last year WARA awarded 18 research fellowships to US and West African scholars; our fellows go on to become 
distinguished professors, development specialists, government analysts, and diplomats. 

Today and tomorrow WARA is participating in the Boston Foundation’s Giving Common Challenge. The Giving Common Challenge is a 36- 
hour event that will run from 8:00am Wednesday on October 10, 2012 through 8:00pm on October 11, 2012. Over 60 prizes totaling 
$151,000 will be awarded to qualifying organizations during the challenge period. We asking 300 hundred people to donate at least $25 on 
Wednesday. WARA is eligible to win up to $25,000. 

Be one of 300 people to donate to WARA and help support scholayly research in West Afi’ica. 

Stephm~ie 

Stephanie Guirand 

Assistant to the Director 

WARA 

http:/’/www.bu.edw’wara 

Like us on facebook 

http://,~’~vw.facebook.com/pages/West- African- Research-Associatio~,’ 175512809173957 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 3:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, T Design, Me, Myself and Math and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 2! 010/a mes 1 Y 

[~iii @Times - October 10, 2012 ] 

Perfection is in the eye of the beholder. In the fall issue of 
T Desigm the designer d ohn Derian invites us into his 
New York apartment, a former artist’s studio whose far-from- 
pristine interior he left largely intact, while orchestrating 
meticulous but comfortable arrangements of objects and 
fltrnishings. For the Chicago artist Nick Cave, on the other hand, 
more is nmre; his loft in a former industrial area is filled with 
artwork, furniture and ubjeets from near and far~ See more from 
the issue on nytimes~eom/tmagazine~ 

Me, Mysel t’ m~d Ma~h 
Don’t miss "Me, Myself and Math," a si>;.-pav~ series that 
looks at us through the lens o{’ math~ Stewm Strogatz is 
the Sehurmau Professor o{’ applied mathematics at Cornel] 
KniversRy, A frequent guest on WNYC’s "Radiolab," hc is the 
author, most recently, of "The Joy of x." which grew out o[’ his 
previous Opinio~ator series "The Elements o[ MatF’. 

¯ Sceees From a Marriage 
¯ Gee, She Looks F;m:i[iar 
¯ A Bigger Paycheck on Wall Street 
¯ Televisio~ Review: "Nashvflb" 
¯ ’Mad Men’ Era Womem Their Tale 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~Y-r~ ......... 
(Between Oct 3,2012 - Oct. 9, 2012) 

¯ . Krugman: Rom~ey’s Sick doke 

m Dowd: Two Presidents, Smoking and Scheming 

3. Cool Itand Barry 

4. [@ugman: Truth Abont Jobs 

5. Presidential Debate Fact-Check and Updates 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." A New 

Term for Ch~’~vez 
President Hugo Ch~vez of 
Veneznela won ve~lection on 
Sumlay, facing down the 
strongest electoral challenge of 
his nearly 14 years in office. 

~ IN’rEILAc’r~VE ~ The 

Story of a FreshDirect Order 
On a recent Monday, the Dining 
Section submitted an online 
order to FreshDirect. 
Everything came together in 
the company’s 3oo,ooo-square- 
foot warehonse in Qneens, where 
50o employees had a hand in 
that day’s deliveries. 

~ VIDEO~ E]ec[oraI College 

In the latest episode of the Op- 
Does series "Electoral 
Dysfunction," the political 
humorist Mo Roeea consults a 
third-grade class on the fairness 
of the Electoral College, 

Jo~n the 
Conversation 

Sites Worth 

BooMnar~dng 
Whether you’re 
looking for flights 
or food, hotels or hosts, these 
sites could help you with your 
next trip. Share your comments 
and join the conversation. 

~ Join the Conversation 



Sign tip for the Politics e-      ~ 
mail newsle~er 

Follow The Agenda      ~ 

Follow biate Silver’s           ~ 
@.~ive~i~h~eight blog on 

Twitter 

ABOUT THk!~ E-~A~L 

@Times comes to you [rom [he N’~q-imes corn marketing departmerlL YOLI received this message because yOLI signed Lip 

for NY[imes corn’s @Times newsle,ff, er, 

Advertise i Corltac~ 

The Ne,~v Yolk Times Company I Copyrighl 2012 I NYTimes corn 820 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:44 PM 

infl-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu; ti~-announce@duke.edu 

Don’t miss closing night of Latin AmericaJ~ Film Festival at ~YNC - Friday 10/12 - celebrate with Charanga Cm~olina befi~re film’. 

Please join us this Friday night October 12 for the closing night of the Latin Americm~ Film Festival. The~e will be a reception prior to the film screening featuring live 

masic by Charanga Carolina oa~d Cab~ snacks from Old Havm~a Sandwich Shop! 

Friday October 12 in the Fedex Global Education Center, UNC Chapel Hill 

5:30 pm reception begins in the Atrium (first floor) of the Fedex GEC 

6:00 pm live music by Chaacaa~ga Carolina, al~ in the Atrium 

7:00 pm in the Nel~n Mandela Auditorium of the Fedex GEC 

Josd .~Iart[: el oio dei canario IMartL" the Eve of the Cana~_ ~ Dir. Femando Pdrez (Cuba. 2010). 120 min. 

The film portrays, fictionally, the story of young ,los~5 Marti, between 9 and 17 years of age. These were the only years in which he got to know his 

country up close, years in which he learned to love and understand it and prepared for his life’s work This is not a bio~’aphy. It is a spiritual journey. 

Spanish with English Subtitles 

i.~.i Jose Marti the Eye of the Canary 

Photo Credit: Jose Ma(ti the Eye of the C~aly 



This event is free and open to the public. 

The Latin American Film Festival is made possible through funding provided by the U.S. Department of Education and the Andrew W Mellon Foundation. Organized by The Consoltium in 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke Universi~. Co-sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC, the 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke, the Duke Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the Haiti Lab at Duke, and the Duke Screen/Society, In collaboration 
with the Carolina Theatre of Durham, ’]’he AckIand Art Museum at UNC-CIt, and the Varsity Theatre of Chapel Hill 

For more Information: Migue[ Rqjas-SoteIo, Festival Director (919) 681 3883 / mlr34(@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-11-12 08:59AIM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: Moore, Donald S., 
SufIbring for tela-itory : race, pla 
CALL NO: HD992.Z63 M665 2005 
BARCODE: 00025313321 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:5 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

SEALLF Forum 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. This is to let you know that on Friday evening I will be traveling to Florida to a~end SEALLF forum and also present my paper entitled, "From Novice to 
Expert: The Role of Mediation in my Swahili Classroom." I will be able b~ teach all my three classes on Friday. 
Best wishes, 
Esther 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01A~/I 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Soja, Edward W      AUTHOR: Osolo-Nasubo, Ng’weno. 
The geography of modernization in K A socio-economic study of the Kenya 
CALL NO: DT434.E2 $6 CALL NO: HD983.086 
BARCODE: 10000458915 BAR(2ODE: 10002749590 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTIIOR: Harbeson, John W     AUTHOR: Leo, Christopher. 

Nation-building in Kenya; the role TITLE: Land and class in Kenya 

CALL NO: HD989.K42 H27 CAI.L NO: HD983 .Ld6 1984 c3 

BARCODE: 10000312430 BARCODE: 00007708634 

Davis Librar.f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:11 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibPa~Tr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AIM 

Second Overdue Notice: The t’ollowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Ahluwalia, D. P. S    AL~HOR: Smith, David Marshall, 
Post-colonialism and the politics o Moral geographies : ethics in a war 
CALL NO: JQ2947.A58 A458 1996 CALL NO: GF,42 .$57 2000 
BARCODE: 00013797279 BAR(2ODE: 00019606071 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: MciVhchael, Philip     AI_j~fIIOR: 

Development and social change : a g Power and popular protest : Latin A 

CALL NO: HC79.I~’A4 M25 2000 CALL NO: HN110.5.A8 P69 2001 

BARCODE: 00017838752 BARCODE: 00019616435 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER ST{IDII{S 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01A~/I 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Belrnan, Brace,      AUTHOR: 
Control & crisis in colonial Kenya Human geography : society, space, a 
CALL NO: DT433.557 .B47 1990 CALL ix,-(): GF41 .H95 1994b 
BARCODE: 00007769621 BAR(2ODE: 00010604615 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Lagos, Maria L.      AUTHOR: Zulawski, ~mn. 

Autonomy and power : the dynamics o They eat from their labor : work an 

CALL NO: F3319.1 .T56 L34 1994 CALL NO: 5{I)8275 .Z84 1994 

BARCODE: 00010712115 BARCODE: 00011886578 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:12 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01A~/I 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
HIV and AIDS in Africa : beyond epi The political economy of AIDS in Af 
CALL NO: RA643 86.A35 H554 2004 CALL NO: RA643 86.A35 P64 2004 
BARCODE: 00023134699 BARCIODE: 00024540221 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTItOR: Nattrass, Nicoli 

The moral economy of AE)S in South 

CALL NO: RA(~3 86.$6 N38 2004 

B~kRCOI)E: 00023704207 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:15 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librm?- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01A~/I 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 

AUTHOR:               ALrTHOR: Deal~. Kathryn 

Out for the carrot : the 1997 genera Capit.nlism and citizenship : the im 

CALL NO: JQ2947 A956 088 2001 CALL NO: JF799 D43 2003 

BARCODE: 00021710463 BAR(2ODE: 00022948973 

Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Oucho, John O.       AUTtlOR: Seruln/kov, Sergio. 

Undercurrents of ethnic conflicts i Subverting colonial authority : cha 

CALL NO: DT433.542.093 2002 CALL NO: F2230 2.A9 Sd6 2003 

BARCODE: 00021965241 BARCODE: 00022933195 

Davis Librar.f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library Circ St DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AIM 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Spaces t;ar change? : the politics o TITLE: Problematising resistance 
CALL NO: JF799 $665 2007 CALL NO,: HN-801 .AS P76 2005 
BARCODE: 00028384436 BARCODE: 00029273713 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTttOR:               AI~FU IOR: Qvor~xup, Mads. 

Violence and non-violence in Africa The politics of participation ::fro 

CAL[~ NO: tIN780 Z9 V5653 2007 (;~’~I, NO: YF799 .Q999 2007 

BARCODE: 00028390287 BA[£CODE: 00029249456 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRIC~N-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:18 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AM 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
TITLE: HIV/A]DS in South A£dca Latin American social movements : g 
CALL NO: RA643 86.$6 H585 2005 CALL NO: HN110.5 A8 L397 2006 
BARCODE: 00026129724 BARCIODE: 00027304220 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

A U~,[I IOR: AUTHOR: 

Dispatches l}om Latin America : on Violent geographies : fear, terror, 

CALL NO: tIN110 5.A8 D585 2006 CALL NO: JC328.6 .V58 2007 

BARCODE: 00027254408 BARCODE: 00027318395 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~,TUDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:0l AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AM 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Law and globah~tion from below : Pohtics and social movements m an 
CALL NO: ICX70 L385 2005 CALL NO: JZ1312 .P645 2005 

BARCODE: 00025528723 BAR(2ODE: 00025240187 

Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AITU IOR: AUTHOR: 

Global responsibilities : who must Limits to liberation a~er aparthei 

CAL[~ NO: JC571 .05825 2005 c.2 CA[X~ NO: JQ1983 .I,56 2005 

BARCODE: 00025679631 BA[~CODE: 00025689354 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~I11DIES 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:16 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AIM 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Dignity and defiance : stories from HIV/AIDS and society in South Afric 
CALL NO: H]Vl511 .D54 2008 CALL NO: RA643 86.$6 H57524 2008 
BARCODE: 00032323968 BARCODE: 00033886082 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AIYU IOR: AUTHOR: 

The new Latin American left : utopi New South African keywords 

CAIL NO: HN110.5.Z9 M6 2008 CA[d. NO: t]N801 A8 N39 2008 

BARCODE: 00033629949 BARCODE: 00033794270 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IXIDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:21 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AIM 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Cognitive justice in a global world Global migration and development 
CALL NO: Q175 .C6128 2007 CALL NO: JV6217 .G56 2008 
BARCODE: 00030292326 BARCIODE: 00030563701 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Got&owitz, Laura 

The state of resistance : popular s A rew31ution lk~r our rights : indig 

CALL NO: IIN980 $695 2007 CALL NO: F3326 (368 2007 

BARCODE: 00030292754 BARCOD}{: 00029949110 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library Ch-c St DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRIC~N-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:19 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Libm~Tr- -ccircadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ernail.tmc.edu-> 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AIM 

Second Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Vandolrnael, Alain Marc. AUTHOR: Gustafson, Bret Darin, 
Civil society and democracy in post New languages of the state : indige 
CALL NO: RA(>43.86 $6 V36 2007 CALL NO: LC3735 I35 G87 2005) 
BARCODE: 00034511653 BAR(2ODE: 00033752724 

Davis Librau DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DLJE: 10-02-12 

ALV[’[tOR:               AUTHOR: Yashar, Deborah J., 
tlegemonic transitions, the state an Contesting citizenship in Latin Ame 
(2ALL NO: JZ1312 .H434 2009 CA[X, NO: F2230 1 .P65 Y37 2005 c.2 

BARCODE: 00033681 (>40 BARCOI)E: 00035395143 

Davis Library I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDg{S 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:22 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librm?- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01A~/I 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Arthur, Jobaa A.,      AUTHOR: Mueller, Susalme D 
The African diaspora in the United The politics of violence in Kenya 
CALL NO: JV9022.3 A78 2008 CALL NO: HN793.Z9 V57 2008 
BARCODE: 00031073105 BAR(2ODE: 00032175510 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Lesorogol, Carolyn K., AUTHOR: Lucero, Jose Antonio, 

Contesting the commons : prlvati7sn Struggles of voice : the politics o 

CALL NO: tlD1289.K42 $265 2008    CALL NO: F372h3 P74L83 2008 

BARCODE: 00030930208 BARCODE: 00032316734 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:20 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01A~/I 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
Pogge, Thomas Wmfried Menko    AUTHOR: 
Politics as usual : what lies behin Mediations of violence in Aticica 
CALL NO: HC79.P6 P655 2010 CALL NO: HN780 Z9 V564 201 
BARCODE: 00037974415 BAR(2ODE: 00038057351 

Davis Libral3z Circ St DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Libral3z DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Smale, Robert L.      AI[ZIIIOR: Albro, Robert 

I sweat the flavor of tin : labor a Roosters at midnight : indigenous s 

CALL NO: HDS039.M72 B668 2010 CALL NO: F3319. hQ54 A53 2010 

BARCODE: 00038076143 BARCODE: 00038069008 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:24 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01A~/I 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Wettstein, Florian    AUTHOR: Andersen, Martin Edwin. 
Multinational corporations and glob Peoples of the earth : ethnonationa 
CALL NO: HD2755.5 .W473 2009 CALL NO: GN564 L29 A53 2010 
BARCODE: 00033697857 BAR(2ODE: 00035947057 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AI)~,[I IOR: AUTHOR: 

Globali~tion and migration : new i Citizen action and national policy 

CALl. NO: JV6035 .G56 2009 CALL NO: JF799 .C58 2010 

BARCODE: 00035887969 BARCODE: 00034790995 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:23 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librm?- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01A~/I 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 

AUTHOR: Petras, James F.,     AUTHOR: Geffen, Nathan. 

Social movements in Latin America : Debunking delusions : the inside st 

CALL NO: HNll0 5.A8 P463 2011    CALL NO: RA(>43.86 $6 G44 2010 

BARCODE: 00040325246 BARCODE: 00040350878 

Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR: Fourie, Pieter,      AUTHOR: 

The politics of AIDS denialism : So Realimng the development potential 

CAL[~ NO: RAd~3.86.S6 F683 2010 CALl, NO: JV6217 R43 201 l 

BARCODE: 00040333790 BARCODE: 00040356239 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:26 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AIM 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Barume, Albeit Kwokwo. AUTHOR: 
Land rights of indigenous peoples i Zuma’s own goal : losing South Afri 
CALL ix,-O: KQC202 .B37 2010 CALL NO: DT1971 .Z86 2011 
BARCODE: 00038043214 BARCODE: 00038109670 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTI IOR: Bolivia. AUTI IOR: 

Constitution of the plurinational s Thomas Pogge and his critics 

CALL NO: KHC2914 2009 .A613 2010 CALL NO: JAT1 .T525 2010 

BARCODE: 00039795301 BARCOI)E: 00038102506 

Davis Librapi FolioI)UE: 10-02-12 Davis]~,ibrary DU[~: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDII~S 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibraU <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-12-12 05:01AIM 

Second Overdue Notice: The tbllowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Diaspora and transnationalism : con Reclaiming the nation : the return 
CALL NO: JV6035 .D513 2010 CALL NO: JC574 2.D44 R43 2011 
BARCODE: 00040356284 BARCIODE: 00040220821 
Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

AUTHOR:               AI~FUIOR: Schwar7mante[, J. J. 
Migration in the global political e Democracy and political violence 
CALL NO: JV6033 M563 2011 CALL NO: JC328.6 .$35 2011 
BARCODE: 00040209611 BARCODE: 00040219049 
Davis Librapf DUE: 10-02-12 Davis Library DUE: 10-02-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~I~UDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:27 



Job Description (Draft) 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill seeks to make an appointment in Contemporary African American Politics at the 
rank of assistant professor. We are particularly interested in social scientists whose scholarship 
is in the years since the 1940s, and who can address contemporary social, economic, and/or 
political issues in their teaching. We welcome scholars whose focus includes gender issues, 
political economy, race and politics, and the U.S. South. Applicants should have a Ph. D. that 
demonstrates relevant social science expertise in fields such as African-American Studies, 
political science, or sociology. Applicants should also demonstrate the potential to generate a 
distinguished record of scholarship, teaching, and contributions to the field of African American 

studies. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an outstanding setting for scholars of African 
American and African Diaspora experiences. The successful candidate will have the opportunity 
to work with other academic units for the promotion of research and teaching in African 
American studies, including the Sonj a Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, the 
Institute of African American Research, the Center for the Study of the American South, the 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities, and the Civil Rights Center at the UNC School of Law. 
The University houses significant manuscript and archival collections in its Southern Historical 
Collection, and its library has an extensive African American collection. 

DEADLINE for applications is 45 DAYS AFTER APPEAIL~NCE OF AD. 

Submit letter of application, c.v., and four letters of reference to: 

For more information, contact: 

Perry Hall 
Chair, Search Committee 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

919-966-5496 
(Fax) 962-2694 
hallpa@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 3:52 PM 

discussion <thculty--atbletics-lbmm@listservxmc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul ,ty--athlelics-tbrum] USA today 

Caimsltr.docx 

Sylvia, 

Not ’interesting’----devastating! 

I am attacbir~g my Lel~er to the Editor. 

From: Silvia Tom~gkov~ [mailto:tomas@unc.edu] 
Nent= Friday, October ~2, 20~2 22:0~ PN 
To= discussion 
~e= discussion 
Subject= Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] USA today 

Dr. Brace Cairns writes to the N&O: 

http://~vw.newsobserver.com/2012/lO/11/2405652/the- posilive- side- of- unc- athletes.html 

(the responses below his letter are interesting) 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32287770-54562879.d37ef12dff~5e61b6907f4f42ala2fl:4,@]istserv.unc~edu 

You a~e currently subscribed to l?acul~--athlelics-tbrum as: eunice(/~email.unc.edu. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32288902-50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3(/~listserv~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 5:38 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Mr. William Friday 

Colleagues, 

I could not let today pass without acknowledging the death of one of the greatest North Carolinians ever, Mr. William Friday, last night. 

Some of our students may simply know Mr. Friday as the person after whom The Friday Center is named. However, for me he was one of my greatest heroes. He was the first 

person outside of EXSS to welcome me to UNC. I cannot express how much that has meant to me over the years. 

For me, every one of our visits was a history lesson a nd an opportunity to discuss college sport issues with someone who had more knowledge and grasp of the issues, as well as 

historical context, than any one I knew. He always encouraged me and told me he was proud I was asking "the tough questions." I figured if Mr~ Friday approved of what I was 

doing, that was all the approval I needed. If he had told me I was wrong about my take on things, or that he did not approve of something I said, I would have - most likely - 

changed my take on things! 

Most importantly, he was always kind and gentle, always asking after Deb and if we were doing well. 

I’m a better person because of him. I’ll miss him. 

In his words and in his actions Mr. Friday showed us where we should go. It is up to us whether we choose to take that more difficult path. 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Adrninistration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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TOP NEWS 

Private Security Hovers as 
Issue After Benghazi 
By JAMES RISEN 

Lost anfid the election-year wrm~gling 
over the embassy attack in Benghazi, 
Libya, is a complex back story involving 
regional resentment against American 
private security contractors. 

U.S. Rethinks a Drug War 
After Deaths in Honduras 
By DAMIEN CAVE and GINGER THOMPSON 

A series of deaths involving a United 
States antidrug program in Honduras 
show what can go wrong when war 
tactics are used against a problem that 
goes well beyond drugs. 

Ex-Workers at Firm Tied to 

Pharmacy Had Safety Fears 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE and ANDREW 
POLLACK 

After a deadly meningitis outbreak, some former employees described shortcuts at a drugmaker with many 
of the same owners as the New England Compounding Center. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Talking about it made me feel like I was being disloyal in a sense, like I was breaking the code. Lance tried 

to make my life a living hell." 

EMMA O’REILLY, former aide to the United States Postal Service cycling team, on Lmace Armstrong’s role 

in what she described as a long system of doping. 

Missouree? 
Missouruh? To Be 
Politic, Say Both 
By SARAH WH EATON 

Missouri is a swing state 



where even the name changes. A 
disagreement among residents over the 
pronunciation goes back more fl~an a 
hm~dred years. 

" ~ Video: I Say Missouri, You Say ... 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Who Will Mourn 
George Whitmore? 
By T. J. ENGLISH 

In 1964, a New York City 
teenager was initiated 
into an ordeal at the hands of a racist 
crinfinal justice system. 

4 WEE  S 

WORLD 

Nobel Committee Gives Peace Prize to European Union 
By ALAN COWELL and NICHOLAS KULISH 

The bloc was lauded for its role over six decades in building peace and reconciliation among enenfies who 
fought Europe’s bloodiest wars. 

, On Twitter, Confusion and Chuckles Over Nobel Peace Prize 

:’ IHT Rendezvous: Europe Told to Count Its Blessings 

Taliban Reiterate Vow to Kill Pakistani Girl 
By DECLAN WALSH 

The Pakistan police said they had made several arrests in the shoothag of the teenage education activist 
Malala Yousafzai, but the Taliban said she would be targeted again. 

On Edge as Syria’s War Knocks Ever Harder on the Door to Turkey 
By TIM ARANGO 

A journey through the borderlands found that the slow-boiling resentment over the troubles wrought by 
Syria’s war maybe a mere prologue to the dmager that lies ahead. 

¯ ’ ~ Slide Show: Syria’s War Edges Closer to Turkey 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Voter Registration Rolls in 2 States Are Called Vulnerable to Hackers 
By NICOLE PERLROTH 

Computer security experts have identified vulnerabilities in the voter databases in Maryland and 
Waslfington State, raising concerns about the ability of hackers to disenfrmachise voters. 

Despite Ad Barrage, Two Incumbents Vying for One Seat Still Feel Unheard 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Two House members from Ohio are worried that their messages are being drowned out by thousm~ds of 
attack ads. 

Space Shuttle Endeavour Rolls Through Los Angeles 
By IAN LOVETT 

The spacecraft attracted a parade atmosphere as it drew crowds during its slow trip through city streets to its 
retirement at the California Science Center. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Turning Point for Suits Over Chinese Drywall 
By ANDREW MARTIN 



Thousands of homes were renovated using drywall from China, which is claimed to have enfitted troubling 
odors, caused appliances to not work and brought on health problems. 

COMMON SENSE 
University Endowments Face a Hard Landing 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Most institutions are pursuing altenaative investments, which have been underperfornfing a simple mix of 
stocks mad bonds in recent years. 
o ~ Graphic: Unexpected Results 

Scrutiny for Home Appraisers as the Market Struggles 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

In a weak housing market, with breaks more cautious about lending, the role of the appraiser has taken on 
more importmace. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Armstrong Aide Talks of Doping and Price Paid 
By MARY PILON 

Enmm O’Reilly, who worked for the United States Postal Service cycling temn, said she transported doping 
material across borders and distributed performance-enhancing substances to the riders. 

’. The Lede Blog: Can a Race Among Doped Cyclists Be Fair? 

GAME 5: YANKEES 3, ORIOLES 1 
Yankees Move Past Orioles to A.L.C.S. 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

C. C. Sabathia, who allowed just one run to the Orioles, pitched a complete game as the Yankees advanced to 
the 3anerican League Championship Series, where they will play the Tigers. 

" ~ Box Score I ~::~ Slide Show I Highlights and Analysis I ~ Post a Comment 

Unlikely Stolen Base Puts Yankees on Path to Win 

¯ An Exhausting Series With Little Rest in Sight 

GAME 5: CARDINALS 7, NATIONALS 5 
In Repeat of 2o11, Cardinals Rally After Being Down to Their Final Strike Twice 
By ANDREW KEH 

St. Louis rallied for four rmas in the ninth inning against the Nationals to eana a victory and a berth in the 
National League Championship Series. 

’- ~ Box Score 

Giants Stay and Wait for Which Way to Fly 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

A Sibling for a Shiny Art Show in London 
By ROSLYN SULCAS 

The Frieze art fair in London tlfis year has a new sibling, Frieze Masters, across Regent’s Park from the older 
show, 

o ~ Slide Show: Frieze Art Fair 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A Sentimental Journey 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

Barbra Streismad returned to her roots for the first of two sold-out shows at the Barclays Center and regaled 
her audience with a concert steeped in Brookl)aa lore. 

Algerian Songs and Friendships, Reborn 
By ELAINE SCIOLINO 

A retmion of Muslim and Jewish Chaabi musicians from Algeria has led to concerts and a new fihn, "El 
Gusto." 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

Hidden Gems of Europe 
By LIZ ALDERMAN, INGRID K. WILLIAMS, CHARLYWILDER, SETH SHERWOOD, KAREN LEIGH, RAVI SOMAIYA, ELLEN 

BARRY, ELAINE SCIOLINO, JOSHUA HAMMER and RACHEL DONADIO 

From a restaurant in London to shops in Rome, 14 reasons to look beyond the obvious. 

" ,~_’;’~ Slide Show 

CHOICE TABLES 
Where Madrid Chefs Go for ’Real’ Spanish Food 
By LISA ABEND 

These four restaurants may not wow with theatrics or even show up in English-language guidebooks, yet the 
city’s chefs seek them out. Here’s why. 

Hotel Rooms With Charm, Off the Radar 
By ONDINE COHANE and GISELA WILLIAMS 

Finding small hideaways mad hidden gems, from Provence to London to Sweden. 

¯ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The ’Moderate Mitt’ Myth 
From the beginning of his presidential campaign, Mitt Romney has offered to transfigure himself may which 
way to achieve power. Notlfing’s changed. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Fare Increase? 
The M.T.A.’s proposal to increase fares and tolls must be calibrated with great care or it will land hardest on 
working people at a very bad time. 

EDITORIAL 
South Carolina’s Voting Rights Act 
A federal court was right to block for this election cycle a photo ID law that would have disenfranchised 
vulnerable voters. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Veeps Go Yeep! Nation Nods¯ 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Who thinks Joe Biden was too feisty Thursday night? Who thinks Patti Ryan drank too much water? People, 
their debate was nothing compared to vice-presidential history. 

’. Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
One Among Many 
By DOUG GLANVILLE 

We’re right to marvel at standout ballplayers like Miguel Cabrera, but the postseason in particular is more 
about collective aeeomplislnnent. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Do Rowdy Fans Need a Timeout? 
When the stands erupt over bad play or a bad call, is it just part of the game? 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 13, 1943, Italy declared war on Germany, its one-time Axis partner. 
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TOP NEWS 

Lib3~l Str~gles to C~rb 

Militias, the O~Iy Poller 

The weak Libyan government faces 
the task of trying to rein in powerful 
militias while depending on them as 
the only armed forces, a conundrum 
that has trapped the country in a 
state of lawlessness. 

Campaigns Mine PersonM 

Lives to Get O~xt Vote 

The Obama and Romney campaigns 
are using the personal information of 
voters to, in effect, train people to go 
to the polls through subtle cues, 
rewards and threats. 

At the Corner of Hope and 

~rorry 

A small cafe~ in the small city of Elyria, Ohio~ is being tested by a tough economy. It is the kind of 

place where Barack Obama and Mitt Romney each hope that his promise of a restored American 

dream will resonate. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

.... I’m j~st gob~g #~ circles am] c~rdes nm~ circles, nm~ aol g~tliag m~gplace." 
DONNA DO~ E, who own~ a ~tvnggling diner in Elyria, Ohio. 

MAGAZINE 

~ SLIDE SItOSV: 

~ 

HOW to Stuff Yo~r 

}"ace Like a 

President 
A photo gallery of presidents, 
candidates and food. 

~ Magazine: The Food and D;ink issue 

OPINION 

~ St,~DE show,. The Strip 

By Brian McFadden 
Cartoons about current affairs. 

The Nakeunder: John Dedan 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Site to Be Seen: Ditto.corn 

Deep Sieep 

WORLD 

Sex Life VVas ’O~t of Step,’ Strauss-Kahn Says, b~t Not [llegM 

Dominique Strauss-Kahn is seeking to throw out charges in an inquiry into ties to a French 
prostitution ring, arguing that the authorities are trying to "eriminalize lust." 

Upheaval Grips So~th Africa as Hopes for Its Vv’orkers Fade 

With labor unrest boiling into violence, the terms of the fi’agile eonsensus that kept Afriea’s richest 
economy going through the transition from apartheid are threatening to unravel. 



U,S, S~spects iran Vgas Behi~d a Wave of C}~erattacks 

Intelligence officials believe network attacks that crippled computers across the Saudi oil industry 

and breached American financial institutions originated in Iran. 

o More World News 

Juve*file l~llers a~d Life Ter~ns= a Case h~ Poi~tt 

A Supreme Court ruling has opened the possibility that juvenile offenders serving life sentences 
might get a second chance - and reopened old wounds. 

~ Photographs: A Ruling’s Mixed Verd~c’~ 

SO CALIFORNIA GOES 

A Gra~d Experh~e~t to Rein i~ C~mate C&ange 
::7 FS; 
On aan. 1, California will become the first state in the nation to charge industries across the 
economy for the greenhouse gases they emit. 

F,[ Paso Schools Co*~fro~t Sca*~dal of St~dents ~Who ~D~sappeared° at Test Time 

Administrators are accused of keeping low-performing students out of classrooms at test time to 
bolster schools’ scores. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Rom~my’s Go-To Eco~om~st 

R. Glenn Hubbard, dean of the Columbia Business School, has helped to draft many of Mitt 
Romney’s economic and tax policies - and is often a cheerleader for them. 

CMna Exports Rise, Hi~ti~g at a Glimmer of a Revival 

Strengthened exports to the United States may increase trade Dictions as White Honse and Chinese 
Politbm’o contenders engage in political grandstanding. 

IoMoF. Urges Leaders to Act Decisively o~ Debt 

At the end of a three-day meeting in Tokyo, the members of the International Monetary Fund 
warned that debt crises in developed countries were dragging down growth in emerging markets. 

Mete Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

GAME 1: TIGERS 6, YANKEES 4 (12 INNINGS) 
For Ya~kees~ ’l’hri~ih~g l{al~y E~ds Badly 

The Yankees lost the first game of the American League Championship Stoics to the Tigers, but they 
also lost Derek deter for the remainder of the postseason with a fractured ankle. 

~E] ~ox Score 

[] Slide Show: A LC S. Game 1: Yankees vs tigers 

The New York City Marathol1 Is ’I’hri,~tg. So What’s the Problem? 

Since Mary Wittenberg took over as the chief executive in 2oo5, New York Road Runners has had 
extraordinary growth, becoming the pre-eminent running organization in the United States. 

~A 
Ceatury of Testin~ Rurmers’ Speed anr~ Spirit 

Ume~ylora Looks Bey*rod Next Sack, }Vo*~deri~g 

Psi Umenyiora, one of the Giants’ best defensive lineman, readily acknowledges his aversion to the 
spotlight and his reluctance to accept conventional wisdom. 

Mere SpeC;s News 

ARTS 

Be~]d~*~g Time, Be~dlng Minds 

The directors of "Cloud _Atlas" jiggered puzzles and confronted challenges in bringing David 
Mitchell’s novel to the screen. 

Female Stars Step Off tlae Scale 

Women in entertainment are obsessing less about their weight and setting their own standards of 
beauty. 



Slide Show 

John Hawkes, now in "The Sessions," is an actor well regarded for his range and diversity, but, for a 
hmg time, not very well known. 

o Mere Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Everyo~te Eats There 

California’s Central Valley is our greatest food resource. So why are we treating it so badly? 

Vote for the Dhn~er Party 

Is this the year that the food movement finally enters polities? 

Go Ahead, lVI~k l~Iy Day 

Buffalo mozzarella from Italy is perhaps the most difficult cheese to replicate. Is the Silicon Valley 

consultant-turned-dairy-farmer Craig Ramini in over his head? 

More From he Ma,c!azine >; 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Th~e to Pack Up 
It should not take two more years for the United States to leave Afghanistan. 

SUNDAY OBSERVER 

"1M’o l~,~ore Sabots From a State of Grace 

When the seven Catholic saints are canonized next Snnday, the American tally will be 12 -and 
New Ym’k will tm on its ~vay to an All-Saints baseball team. 

OP-ED 

The Self-Destructlon of the 1 Percent 

The to[} 1 percent cannot evade its share of responsibility for the growing gulf in American society. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bachmam~ Family Vah~es 

The stepsister of the Minnesota congresswoman looks at her moral crusades with pnzzlement, and 
~vith a very personal sorrmv. 

C ’, s Page [ Bloc 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Th e l~,Iystery of Be~ghazi 

Why did the White Honse fumble the aftermath of the Libya attack? 

~ Columnist Page ] Blog 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 

Rethh~kh~g Affh’mative Actlo~ 

Supporters of affirmative action still have a legal path open to them: giving preference based on 
sodoeeonomie status. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. ~4, 1964, civil rights leader l~Iartin Luther King Jr. was named winner of the Nobel Peace 
Prize. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Front t 
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TOP NEWS 

Rebel Arms Flow Is Said to 
Benefit Jihadists in Syria 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

Doubt on whether the Wlfite House’s 
strategy of minimal and indirect 
intervention in the Syrian conflict is 
aiding a democratic-minded opposition. 

A Risky Lifeline for Seniors Is 

Costing Some Their Homes 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Regulators are noting new abuses tied to 
reverse mortgages, wlfieh let people 62 
and older borrow money against the 
value of their homes and not pay it back 
matil they move out or die. 

North Koreans See Few Gains 
Below Top Tier 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Interviews in China with four North 
Koremas suggest daily life has not improved reader Kim Jong-un for those who fall outside the nation’s elite. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It was harder than I expected." 

FELIX BAUMGARTNER, who jumped from a capsule more than 24 miles above the Earth and became 

the first human to break the sound barrier reader his oma power. 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: This Land 
The dateline is Elyria, 
Ohio, a city of 55,ooo 
about 30 miles southwest 
of Cleveland. You know 
this town, even if you have never been 
here. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Want to Ruin 
Teaching? Give 
Ratings 
By DEBORAH KENNY 

A government-run 
teacher evaluation bureaucracy would 
be a disaster for the teaching profession 
- and thus the filture of public education 
- in our comatry. 

A movie all the stars want to 
see 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

A spate of designer Iook-alikes 

A kiddie kegger? 

ttyti~.es.co,m STYLE 

WORLD 

As Tension Escalates, Turkey Issues a Ban on All Syrian Aircraft 
By SEBNEM ARSU and MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 

The announcement followed Syria’s ban on Turkish aircraft and became the latest volley in m~ increasingly 
aggressive dispute between the two neighbors over Syria’s devastating civil war. 

Malala Yousafzai Is Sent to Britain for Medical Treatment 
By REUTERS 

Ms. Yousafzai, who was shot by Taliban gunmen for advocating for girls’ education, will require prolonged 
care to fully recover physically and psychologically, a nfilitary spokesman said on Monday. 

Austerity Protests Are Rude Awakening in Portugal 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

The Portuguese have suddenly joined the swelling ranks of Europe’s discontented, following Greece and 
Spain. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THIS LAND I DONNA’S DINER 
New Mayor, Big To-Do List 
By DAN BARRY 

Mayor Holly Brinda, a fourth-generation resident of Elyria, Ohio, remains hopeful despite cutbacks that 
have cost city jobs and reduced city services. 

" ~, Interactive Feature: This Land 

24 Miles, 4 Minutes and 834 M.P.H., All in One Jump 
By JOHN TIERNEY 

In a 24-mile jmnp, Felix Bamngartner, a professional daredevil, became the first sky diver to break the speed 
of soma& "It was harder than I expected," he said. 

," ~ Slide Show: Jumping From the Stratosphere 

" ~ Video of Baumgartner’s Supersonic Freefall 

Christian Group Finds Gay Agenda in an Anti-Bullying Day 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The American Fanfily Association is urging parents to keep children home on a day when schools encourage 
students to eat lmwh with someone they don’t usually speak to. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

A.C.L.U. to Sue Morgan Stanley Over Mortgage Loans 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

In a complaint expected to be filed Monday, rite American Civil Liberties Union is accusing Morgan Stanley 
of fueling the production of risky, expensive loans that targeted African-American borrowers. 

DEALBOOK 
Sprint Gets Closer to Deal With SoftBank 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

Sprint Nextel is putting the final touches on a deal to sell most of itself to SoftBank of Japan for $ 20 billion, 
in the struggling eellphone provider’s boldest move yet to revive its fortunes. 

" ~ Post a Comment [ Read 

Occupy Supporters Stage Protest in London 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Several supporters of the anti-corporate Occupy movement chained themselves to the pulpit of St. Paul’s 
Cathedral to mark the anniversary of its now-dismm~tled protest camp outside the London landmark. 

SPORTS 

GAME 2: TIGERS 3, YANKEES 0 
Yanks’ Offense, Still Asleep, Fails to Support Kuroda 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Hiroki Kuroda carried a perfect game into the sixth, but the Yankees nmnaged only four hits in a loss to 
Detroit the day after losing Derek Jeter for the postseason. 

¯ ’ ~;~ Highlights and Analysis [ ~ Comments [ ~ Box Score 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Game 2: Yankees vs. Tigers 

Attendance Down for Yankees 

. Swisher Feels Fans’ About-Face 

Gray Pinstripes: With Jeter Out, Time’s Toll Rises 
By TYLER KEPNER 

On Sunday, the Yankees played their first postseason game without either Derek Jeter or Marim~o Rivera on 
the active roster since the final game of the a98a World Series. 

Cano Sets Record for Futility in Playoffs 
By ANDREW KEH 

Robinson Cano’s streak of hitless at-bats continued in the Yankees’ Game 2 A.L.C.S. loss to the Tigers. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’WHO’S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF?’ 
Taking No Prisoners in Boozy, Brutal Head Games 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The soul ache this superlative staging of "Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" leaves is joined by the 
exhilaration of a fresh encotmter with a great work of theater revitalized. 

¯ ’ George and Martha, 50 Years Together ] ,~ Original Review (1962) 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
On Stage, a Comic’s Still at Home 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Jerry Seinfeld’s new tour, with its expected touches, comes across as comedic comfort food. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’We Killed’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

"We Killed" is a collection of memories from female confic performers, club owners, television executives, 
talent scouts and writers. 

¯ More Arts News 



MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Unique Morning Show on NPR Thrives as Others Slip 
By BRIAN STELTER 

NPR’s "Monfing Edition" has one of the most peculiar fonnats of any monfing show on radio or television: 
its hosts Steve Inskeep and Renee Montagne are split between the East Coast and the West. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
China in Hollywood, Hailed and Investigated 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

A banquet honoring the gatekeeper of Chh~ese fihn, Han Sanping, comes against the backdrop of a 
corruption investigation of Hollywood’s practices with companies in China. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
TV Debates That Sell More Than Just Drama 
By DAVID CARR 

While ratings for ahnost everything on television have stink, big spectacles that hold some promise of 
spontaneity, like political debates in election years, have continued to thrive. 

¯ More Media & Advertising. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
No Shame 
The same people who slashed the State Department budget are now complaining about security failings in 
Libya. 

EDITORIAL 
The Speculators Win a Round 
A court ruling on derivatives trading could threaten other needed refonns. 

EDITORIAL 
A Prisoner’s Incompetence, a Judge’s Discretion 
When a prisoner who is challenging a conviction is incompetent, judges should have the discretion to grant 
indefinite delays. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Death By Ideology 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Despite what Mitt Ronmey says, the lack of health insurance does kill people. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Predators on Pedestals 
By BILL KELLER 

Why do we look away from monsters in our midst, like Jimmy Savile? 

." Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
No More Industrial Revolutions? 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

An economist’s prediction that the United States faces a future of ’epochal decline in growth’ has serious 
political consequences. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Oct. 15, 1964, it was announced that Soviet leader Nikita S. Khrushchev had been removed from office. 
He was succeeded as premier by Alexei N. Kosygin and as Communist Party secretary by Leonid I. Brezhnev. 
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New in Paperback: 

The Tanning of America 
How Hip-Hop Created a Culture That Rewrote 

the Rules of the New Economy 

By Steve Stoute 
Foreword by Graydon Carter 

The Tanning of America 

Steve Stoute, the business marketing genius at the 
forefront of today’s entertainment marketing revolution, 
examines how important it is for corporate America to 
get hip to today’s new consumer--the tan generation. 
Exploring how the "tanning" phenomenon raised a 
generation of black, Hispanic, white, and Asian 
consumers who have the same "mental complexion" 
based on shared experiences and values, Stoute 
argues that there is a language gap that must be 
bridged in order to engage the most powerful market force in the history of commerce. 

"Young people champion and embrace the multicultural beauty and power of today’s 
America. Nobody gets this---or what it means for marketers, taste-makers, the culture 
at large--better than Steve Stoute,"-----Judy McGrath. CEO of MTV Networks 

"An entertaining, instructive mi× of business memoir, music history, and marketing 
tutorial..=a solid study of how much urban culture came to influence the mainstream 
economy."-----Publishers Weekly 

"[Stoute] is the conduit between corporate America and rap and the streets--he 
speaks both ~anguages."~hawn "Jay-Z" Carter 

"The Tanning of America is an absolute ’must-read’ for any person, company, or 
organization hoping to get ahead in today=s marketplace and to understand the ru~es 
of the new economy. It’s unapologetic, authentic, practical, and visionary."~hris 
Gardner, author of The Pursuit of Happyness 

Gotham ¯ 304 pp. ¯ 978-1-592-40738=5 ¯ $16.00 

For related titles, please view our Sociology and 
Business and Management catalogs 

at http:llus.pencluinctroup.comlsubjectcatalo~ls 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penguinspeakersbureau.com 
).com. 



The Tanning of America 



From; 

Sent: Monday, 

To: The mlk~r~c 

Cc: The mlk~pc 

Subject: [mlk pc 

~live.unc.edu> 

12:16 PM 

mailing list. <mlk~pc @listserv.nnc.edu-~ 

mailing list. <mlkA~c @list~rv.unc.edu> 

] MLK Committee Meeting Reminder 

Hello, 

I hope that this email finds you well. This is jnst a reminder about the MLK Scholm~hip Committee meeting that will be held today at 5:00 pm in the Campus Y (Room 

207). Also, please make sure that a]l of the assignments are completed so that we can be as productive as possible. Thank you and have a great day! 

Humble Regards, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

You are currently subscribed to mlk~oc as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:/ilists.anc.edu/n?id 55508243.2f0426366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk p~ 

(It may be necessm3~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32297061-55508243.2f0426366fc5cac136387723839a42dd~listserv.nnc.edn 

&o 32297061 



From; 

Sent: Monday, 

To: The mlk~oc 

Cc: The mlk~pc 

Subject: Re: [mlk pc 

~live.unc.edu> 

12:54 PM 

mailing list. <mlk~pc     ~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

mailing list. <mlkAoc     ~list~rv.unc.edu> 

] MLK Committee Meeting Reminder 

Hello, 

This is just a poiut of clarification. It is the regular MLK Plznning Committee meeting. I apologize for the confusion! 

Best, 

On at 12:15 PM, wrote: 

Hello, 

I hope that this email finds you well. This is just a reminder about the MLK Scholarship Committee meetiug that roll be held today at 5:00 pm in the 

Campus Y (Room 207). Also, please make sure that all of the assignments are completed so that we can be as productive as possible. Thank you and 

have a great day! 

Humble Regards, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

You are currently sub~fibed to mlk~pc as: ~live.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtr/u?id 55964818.104822bfl 1598d0fff53cf3e45f8927a&n T&l mlk pc 

(It tnay be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32297061- 55964818.104822bfl 1598d0fff53cf3e45 f8927a?~listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32297061 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

You are currently sub~ribed to mlk~pc as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To uusubscribe click here: http:i/lists.uuc.edw’u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&u T&I mlk pcl2-13&o 32297290 

(It may be uecessau to cut aud paste tile above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32297290-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 15, 2012 2:50 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 10-15-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 15th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

10/20/2012 - Morgan Creek Festival from 1 5 PM co- sponsored by the Morgan Creek Valley Alliance, North Carolina Botanical Garden, and the Institute for the 

Envimrmient at UNC. 

10/23/2012 - The Institute for the Environment at UNC roll be hosting an event at 6:00 PM in the Tare-Turner-Knralt Auditorinm at the UNC School of Social ~Vork 

featuring author William deBnys and photographer Alex Harris as they discuss their Pulilzer Prize finalist non-fiction work "River of Traps". 

10/24/2012 - The Environn~ental Sciences & Engineering Del~xm~ent in the Gillings School of Global Public Health roll be hosting a special seminar featuring Gerald E. 

Speitel, Jr., the 2012 ESE Disringuished Alumnus Award runner and John J. McKetta Professor in Engineering at the UniversiU of Texas at Ausrin, at 2:00 PM in the 

Rosenau Hall Auditorium. The title of Dr. Speitel’s talk is rifled Cometabolism by Ammonia-Oxidizing Bacteria: Implications for Nitrification in Clflor~minated Drinking 
Water Distriburion Systems. 

10/25/2012 - Friday Center "What’s The Big Idea?" lecture given by Gregory W. Characklis rifled Meeting Future Water Demands: Engineering, Economics, and 

Managing Risk from 7~ PM in the William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. 

10/29/12 - 2012 Water and Health Conference: Science, Policy and Innovation to be held Oct. 29 Nov. 2, 2012 at the William and Ida Friday Center for Conrinuing 

Education: ht~://whconferance .nnc .edu,’ 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water Institute director delivers University Day speech - A UNC news story on this past Friday’s University Day t~srivities which t~atured a keynote address by 
Water Ins~titute director and Water Theme Steering Committee Co-Chair Jamie Bartmm. A video of Dr. Bartram’s speech that was posted to the UNC YonTube 

charmel is included in this i~ature as well. To view the full sto~y: http://uncnews.unc.edu/content2view/5631/68 

Latest instalhnent of "Water In Our World" Opinion Column - The October instalhnent of the Daily Tar Heel’s ’%Vater In Onr ~Vorld" opinion column focuses on 

University Day and its highlighting of Jamie Bartram, Water Theme Steering Committee Co-Chair and t~atured guest speaJ~er, and disringuished alumnus Greg Allgood 

for their rescarch and contributions to the campus and global community. To view the lull story: http://www.dailyta~heel.com/article/2012/l 0/alnmni-making-a- splash 

DTH feature on LAB. Theatre s presentation of Eurydice - The following a~Acle provides detail about LAB! Theatre’s inteipretarion of the classic play Eurydice 

which is scheduled to play from October lth 15th. Nathanial Claridad, Water Theme Steering Committee member a~ld director for the play, is prolnineibly quoted. 

To view the full stoiy: http://www.dail;~tarheel.com/article/2012,’10ito-hell-and-back 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Published poem on water by UNC faculty member - ToW Reevy, Senior Associate Director and Lecturer at the UNC Insritute for the Environment, recently had 

one of his works of poetry rifled "Orange Factoly Revisited" published in South 85, an online literary journal. To view the poem and more information about Mr. 

Ree~.w’s lite~sy accomplishments: http:/%~v.south85ioumal.com/index.php/orange- facto~-revisited 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World" - For more inibrmarion on the theme mad other upcoming events, t~el free to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edw. Quesrion~ comments, and snggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow ns 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 1:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Indian Books - On African Studies / EP 9172 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/information Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (F~P): 9172 

Here are two newly-added publications on African Studies which could be of 
interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Nov 2012"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . 

1. Intellectual Property Rights Management in Developing Countries / 
Editors: Sheila Mavis Nyatlo, Catherina Caballero and M A M. 
Fernando. 1 st ed Delhi, Daya Publishing House. 2012. xvi, 246 p ills 
(partly co[.), maps. 25 cm. 
In association with (;entre :[’or Science and Technology of the 
Non-Aligned and other Developing Countries (NAM S&T (;entre), New Delhi. 
Listprice: $65.00 Yourprice: $58.50 

ISBN: 9788170357803 KK-104480 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:,!/wwwkka~enciescom/inde×.php?p sr&Uc 13579241044802468013> 

2. Regional World Histop)~ : Asia, Africa and Oceania / Dr. M M. 
Tripathi 1st ed. New Delhi, Cyber Tech Publications 2013. viii, 247 p 
22 cm. 
List Price: $ 56.70 Your Price: $ 51.00 
ISBN: 9789350530375 KK-105669 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:,~/wwwkka~enciescom/inde×.php?p sr&Uc 13579241056692468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dollars 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thru our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices We can set up an online account for placing 
their finn orders thin our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per yo~ convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks draxvn in US dollars (favottring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our coraprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>, 
<wxa~’.kkagencies.co.in> & <waa~w.GetIndiat~Books.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. NSttal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
F>mails: kkagencies@snhcom, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: xwzw.kkagencies.co.in, wxvw.kkagencies.com 

www. GetIndiatff3 ooks.c om 
More sites: wxvw.kkagencies.co.irVsitemap 
Phone: (~0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you ~vish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 



from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu;~ 

Today’s Headlines: Afgha~ Army’s Turnover Threatens U.S. Strategy 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This DaV 

C,~tomize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[#le~ j Sea rch 

October 16, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Threate~ls U,So Strategy 

The Afghan Army is so plagued with 
desertions and low re-enlistment 
rates that it has to replace a third of 
its entire force every year, officials 
say. 

POLITICAL MEMO 

Debt Impasse Shadows Race 

foe P*oesidency 

~II~e partisan fiscal shmvdown that is 
set to unfold in the weeks between 
Election Day and Inauguration Day 
is expected to set the tone for the next 
administration, no matter who wins. 

F,D,Ao ~&rarns ~t" Further Risk 

From Tainted Dr~lgs 

The drng agency said Monday that products fi’om a Massachusetts company linked to a meningitis 
outbreak may have also caused other types of infections. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There r~re drug trqffi{Qers mho mnnt to ~se our ~ni~sjbr their b~si~ess, ~n~m9 i~{f!ltmlors mho m~t to 

rr~i,se prob!ems, jr~i!birds who ~n~ ’tj~*d ~*g other fi~b." 

COL. AKBAR NTANI~AI, a senior official in the rect’ui~ment e~tot’t {’or the Afghan Natk~nal 

At’my. 

E~ectlon ao~ App 
Get the latest news and 
real-time debate 
analysis and live video 
on your phone. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The 

The 
I Ari~on~i j Arizonlflcatlon of cation 

On immigration policy, 

krizona leads the way, bnt maybe 
not where we thought it was going. 

Endeavour’s final mission 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

I say Missouri yo~ say. 

VP debate highlights, sorlgified 

WORLD 

Suicide ’hlsider’ Attack Kills Slx in ~,M’ghailis tan 

Two Americans are among the dead from a suicide vest detonated by a member of the Afghan 
intelligence. In a separate episode, Afghan officials say three children were killed in a coalition 
airstrike. 



UoSo to Help Create a~ Elite Libyan Force to Combat Islamic Extremists 

The Libyan force would help combat Islamic extremists, like those who killed the American 
ambassador last month, and help the country’s army counter fractious militias. 

Cli~ton Takes Responsibility for Security Failure in Libya 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton appeared to be trying to im)culate President Obama 
from criticism for any security lapses in Libya as he prepared for Tuesday’s debate. 

THIS LAND I DONNA’S DINER 

At’te~- a Childhood Pomq~g Refills, Rea~|fi~g Beyo~d the Past 

Bridgette Harvan, ~o, has worked at her grandmother’s diner since she was 9. But as the breakfast 
regulars reminisce of better days in Elyria, Ohio, she dreams of a brighter future in a rejuvenated 
town. 

Fneled in part by efforts to qualify fl~r grant programs or No Child Left Behind waivers, 36 states 
and the District of Columbia have introduced new policies. 

This year’s political advertising barrage is enough to shatter even Las Vegas-size notions of excess. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

The Blacld}er~y as Black Sheep 

The phone once coveted by the elite and the powerful is becoming an object of ridicule as _Androids 
and iPhones corner the smartphone market. 

Sig*~s of Posslb|e Recovesy Buoy Chinese Expo~ters 

With few exceptions, exporters at the opening of the Canton Fair, China’s main export show, said 
demand frmn emerging markets and the United States was beginning to recover. 

~ Chins Expo~s Rise, Hinthlg at a Glimmer of a Revival 

~ Chin~ Asselts b!~rket Setting Currency Value 

Spain ~Walts, a~d Et~rope D~ets 

Many economists and analysts are worried that Spain risks pushing the economy deeper into 
recession by waiting to take advantage of a bailout fund. 

~ Some Blame Gmrnany for Spain’s D~gay ! 1:28 AM ET 

S P 0 RTS 

GIANTS 7, CARDINALS 1 
V~ctory Is Gia~ts’ Best Reve~ge After, a Takeover S|ide by the Cardi~a|s 

Marco Seutaro, who was barrel-rolled in the first trying to turn a double play, ripped a two-run 
single in a messy fourth inning to help the Giants beat the Cardinals in Game 2 of the N.L.C.S. 

~E] Sox Score 

Giants Ouffielde~, Exceeds Fi||-I~ Status a*~d Leaves Cabre~’a~s Shadow 

M’ter Melky Cabrera was suspended for 5o games, Gregor Blaneo has had the chance to fill his 
mentor’s shoes on the Giants lineup, batting .~81 in 4~ regular season games during Cabrera’s 
absence. 

Ve~lander Is Imposi~g but No{ Pefect 

In Game 3 of the A.L.C.S., the struggling Yankees will face austin Verlander, the Tigers’ pitcher 
with a knack for piling up strikeouts. But the Yankees have proven before they can score off him. 



ARTS 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

}Vhe~*e H~mgpy Rats W’H] Do the Dirty. 

In Dishonored, a bodyguard fl’amed for a killing uses violent means to clear his name. 

Hey~ That’s My Professor Cursing o~ the Stage 

Teachers at Fairfield University leave the classroom for a little drama and a lesson in business and 

philosophy: a staging of "Glengarry Glen Ross." 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’The Rotmd Hot~se~ 

In "The Round House" Louise Erdrich takes us back to the North Dakota Ojibwe resetwatiom the 
backdrop of many of her earlier novels, and examines a brutal assault and its aftermath. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Devices Go Nose to Nose With Bomb-Snlffer Dogs 

Researchers working on explosives deteetors have made progress, but on sensitivity and selectivity, 
dogs still reign snpreme. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Parsing oi~ Data Led to Mixed Messages o~ Organic Food’s ~ahm 

As recent disparate conclusions on organic prodnee show, the way data is handled in a meta- 
analysis - a statistical compilation of earlier work by others - can make a difference in the findings. 

Steroid Shot Nea*° Spine Gives Illness an Opening 

A steroid drug tainted with a fungus has been recalled in a meningitis outbreak, but more eases are 
expected, even as experts examine why only a fraction of the people exposed have fallen ill. 

~ Trac~ip~ an Outbreak 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

If Roe v, ’~ade Goes 
A Romney-Ryan victory could result in re-eriminalizing abortion in much of America. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr, Rom~my Needs a ~No~’ki~g Calculator 
Mitt Romney’s claim that he can lower tax rates by 2o percent and pay for it by ending deductions 
has run into a wall. 

EDITORIAL 

Adolescents in G*oown-Up Jails 
Mixing young prisoners with adults is bad, and putting them in solitary confinement is even worse. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The P~’ice of a 5o-Yea~" Myth 

The "eyeball to eyeball" imagery of the Cuban missile crisis has contributed to some of our most 
disastrous foreign poliW derisions - and it is a myth. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

R~les fl~" C~,aftsmen 

It takes a complex cocktail of qualities to lead the country. Voters should be looking for the person 
who can most plausibly fix our political system. 

= " " Columnist Pa~e 

CP- ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

Pop Goes the President 

A candidate now needs to be up on Snooki as well as Bibi, and an up-to-the-minute playlist doesn’t 
hurt. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Oct. 16, 1964, China detonated its first atomic bomb. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University P~vss <highered.us@oup.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Available liar Spring 2013 Courses: Alston/Goodman: International Human Rights 

Take a look inside! 
A Companion Website 

features additional 
resources, including the 
first three chapters of 
the book, available for 

download 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Written by world-renowned 
scholars Philip Alston and 
Ryan Goodman, 

International Human Riqhts 
is the successor to the widely 
acclaimed International Human 
Rights in Context. 

Completely updated to 
include substantially revised 
material on women’s rights, 
economic and social rights, the 
UN human rights machinery, 

and more, this text also 
includes two new chapters 
and new sections on key 
topics. 

Visit us online to request an 
exam copy. Please remember to 
mention promotion code 
ALSTON2 in your request. 

Sincerely, 

Erin Brown 
Marketing Manager 
Oxford University Press 

Higher Education Group 
198 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

Click Here 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Becky <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:20 AM 

WiHia~ns, Tia Howell <tia william@unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@unc.edu> 

RE: SPA Salary Increases 

Becky 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Tuesday, 10::t9 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Williams, Becky; 
Subject: RE: SPA Salary Increases 

Eur~ice, 

I have update the worksheet to reflect the changes. 

Frora: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:56 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: FVV: SPA Salary Increases 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are doing well! 

I hate to bother you with work, but the attached has a deadline of 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

hence this email. I will appreciate any help you can extend on the matter. 

From: Williams, Becky 
Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
l:::c: Williams, Becky 
Subject: SPA Salary Increases 

10:25 PM 

Please see the attached memo regarding SPA salary increases. 

This email is only being sent to you, as department chair/director. We have not included department managers on this email. Please note the 

deadline and the need for quick turnaround of these requests. 

Becky Williams 

Director of Human Resources 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences 

CB# 3056, 03 Howell Hall 

(919) 962-9276 

rbwill@email.unc.edt, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                10:50 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Contact 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
I wanted to let you know that I have decided to accept the teaching position for Afam 

this opportunity. 
Is there anyone specifically that I need to contact to fill out paper~ork? 
Thanks aqain, 

for the Spring Semester. Again, thank you so much for your consideration and 

p.s. My apologies for transposing your name yesterday when I talked to you on the phone. For some strange reason my mind switched your first and last names. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 

To: 
Subject: Contact 

11:17 AM 

Dear 

I hope your semester is going well, 

Kindly call me at 962-2341. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 11:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

October 23 at 7pm >> GaJlery Talk: Jolm Peffer on South AtiJcan Portraiture 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

i~i Logo small                      ] 

Tuesday, October 23 at 7pro 

The Black Photo Album 

Join &.’, /*, .,,’~ P~t~e,,’~ for a gallery talk exploring the historical range of photographic 
portraits of black subjects made in South Africa, from nineteenth century images 
of human "specimens," to the early twentieth century "native studies" of A.M. 



Duggan-Cronin, and eventually to the dynamic "snaps" and composite portraits 
characteristic of late twentieth century urban studios. 
Tuesday, October 23 at 7pm. Free and open to the public. Reservations to 

contact@walthercoliection.com or call +1 212 352 0683. 
Currently on view at The Walther Collection Project Space, Part I of Dista~:.~ a~S 
D~s~i~~: ~,c.o~m~ with ~h~ A~’ica~ ~£~chi\~ is a dual exhibition juxtaposing 
Santu Mofokeng’s "The Black Photo Album / Look at Me," an archive of pictures 
commissioned by black South Africans in the early twentieth century, with A.M. 
Duggan-Cronin’s "The Bantu Tribes of South Africa," an eleven-volume study, 
published between 1928-1954, renowned and contested for preserving an 
ethnographic vision of African heritage. 

John Peffer is Associate Professor of Art History at Ramapo College. He is the 
author of "Art and the End of Apartheid" (University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 
and co-editor of the forthcoming "Portraiture and Photography in 
Africa" (indiana University Press, 2013). His current research is concerned with 
issues of color and the vernacular reception of photography in South Africa. 

Saturday, November 10, 9am=Spm 
NewYork University, 100 Washington Square East 

c c’,_,,’_~ ~u," ~’,, ~d £s e ~ c <,’, _,,"_! ,,%’. ~!2 ,~. c <,’, ,~’., 

+49 7:$1 t76 9",,’43 

Forward email 

] 

This emaiJ was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by contact@walthercollection.com 
_U_£d__a__t__e__!L~_9_[LLeL£~_La_[_A__d__d__rz_e__s__s. Mstant removal with ._S__a__f£_U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_{rzLv__a__c_~___(’_o_JLc_y__. 

The Walther Collection i 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York i NY :: 10001 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

. "_(}unc.edu;, 

Tuesday,                11:35 AM 

Summer Internship Opportuni~ at UNC-Chapel 

FinalMurapStudentAnnouce,nent2013.doc 

Dear Factd~ Member: 
Please forward the message below- mad the attached recruitment a~nnouncement to any potential applicmats. We axe hopeful to receive applications fi’om stndents at yonr 
institution. 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Progrmn (MURAP) invites applications for a ten-week paid su*nmer research internship fbr undergraduate students 
(rising juniors or rising seniors at the end of this academic year). The pro~’mn will be held from May 26-August 1, 2013 at the University of Norfla Carolina at Chapel ttill. 
The MURAP prograrn see’ks to prepa*e talented aa~d motivated students ti’om racially and ethnically diverse backgrounds, or those with a proven commitment to diversity, 
for graduate study amd academic careers in fields in the hmnanities, social sciences and fine arts. The pro~’am provides students with a rigorous resea*ch experience 
under the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor. Each student participam will receive: 

-Stipend 

-Campus Honsing 

-Meal Allowa_nce 

-Weekly or biweekly writing, communication skills and professional development workshops 

-GRE prep course 

-Paid domestic travel expenses 

The application deadline is Februaq, 8, 2013. For more details about the program please see the attached mmouncement. To access an application and for additional 
information about MURAP please visit our 
website at http:i/,~-w.unc.eduidepts/murap/or contact                                       ~nnc.edu 

Cordidly, 

and Prof. Rosa Perelmuter 
Director, MURAP 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road, 305C 
Campus Box 3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 

~unc.edu 
P[~one 9:19-962-68:1.:1 
About NURAP 

The UniOersity of Nol±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Departr~ent o~ Psychiaby 
.~med.unc.edu 

Phone 919-966-7358 
About PAS Pro~ect 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 1:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Triangle TaJko, New Exhibitions, Employee Appreciation, and More’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Tuesday, 16 October, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

FREE admission 

A harmless tooLing, middte-aged 

fortune tetter arrives at the        :IN 

apartment of bohemian actress 

Deniz. Over a cup of homemade 

Turkish coffee, the fortune teller 

reveals that she is a vengeful 

grandmother seeking justice for 

the death of her granddaughter, 

which she believes is the fautt of 

Deniz’s partner, Dr. Sema. She 

drugs Deniz and when the caretaker comes to her rescue and Dr. Sema 

arrives home, the three end up as prisoners at gunpoint. As night fails, 

each character is revealed to be someone other than who they present to 

the world. We reatize that no one is innocent and that each person has 

been tying to the others in some way. 

In the Qur’an, the pomegranate (nar) is a symbo[ of goodness and is 

thought to have healing powers. The story of a woman’s search for 

justice, Mar explores the tensions between our similarities and our 

differences, and the risks of challenging the community that binds us 

together. 

Omit 0hal is prominent and award-winning Turkish director whose film 9 

was the Official Turkish Entry for Best Foreign Language Film at the 2003 

Academy Awards. 

This is the second of three films presented in the series 

"Cinema of the G[obat Middte East," sponsored by 

Art/Istam, the Carohna Center for the Study of the 

Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, and the Duke-UNC 

Consortium for Middle East Studies. 

North Carotina Pubhc Radio WUNC is the officia[ media 

sponsor of the Acktand Firm Forum. 

Thursday, 18 October, 6:00 PM 

Sample Japanese matcha (green tea) 

white teaming about traditionat and 

contemporary tea practices in Japan. 

Then enjoy the Japanese art on view at 

the Ack[and during the Museum’s 

extended evening hours. 

Led by Nancy Hamitton, Cultural 

Programming Coordinator, Sarah P. Duke Gardens, and instructor in the 

Urasenke Tradition of Tea. 

Limited to 20 participants. 

$25 for Ackland members; $35 for non-members. 

Advanced registration is required. RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 



Friday, 19 October 

UNC employees: Visit the Ackiand Art 

Museum booth at the UNC 

Department Fair (inside the Student 

Union) from 9:00 AM - 3:00 PM this 

Friday during Employee Appreciation 

Day! 

Show your Faculty/Staff OneCard at the Ackland Museum Store and 

get these savings (Friday, 19 October only!): 

¯ 15% off selected items throughout the store 

¯ 20% off ail Ackiand Museum Memberships 

Ack~and Museum Store hours for Friday, 19 October: 10 AM-5:30 PM. 

You MUST present your valid UNC Faculty/Staff OneCard to receive these 

discounts. 

Opening Friday, 19 October: 

Pictures of Vanity Fair: The Traditional 

Japanese Print 

New Light on Japanese Painting: Recently 

Conserved Screens and Scrolls - Part 2 

Modern Japanese Ceramics from the Ack[and 

Art Museum Collection 

Sunday, 21 October, 2:00 PM 

Location: Hanes Art Center Auditorium, UNC Chapel Hill 

tile 

~niy 

~’ai ko 

~roup 

ih 

North Carolina and one of only a few in the Southeast -- returns for 

another dynamic performance during our Season of Japan. If you enjoyed 

their performance at our opening reception, you won’t want to miss 

seeing them again, this time at Hanes Art Center Auditorium~ where 

they’[[ have more drums and more drummers! 

FREE and open to the public. 

This performance is part of the Ackland’s ongoing Music 

in the Galleries series. 

Sunday, 21 October, 1:00-5:00 PM 

Be sure to see Hiroshi Sugimoto’s dramatic, large- 

scale photograph Li$htnin$ Fields no. 176, on 

view through Sunday, 21 October 2012. 

Lightning Fields no. 176 is the result of an 

experimental project involving the release of a 

significant electrical charge on film submerged in 

water, resulting in small flashes of light racing 

across the surface and creating complex textural 

effects. Accompanying the work are nineteenth- 



through twenty-first-century photographs from the AckLand’s collection 

that deal with scientific phenomena, the role of chance, the elimination 

of the camera from the process, and other related themes. 

Read the Independent Weekly review. 

In conjunction with the AckLand’s "Season of 

Japan," the AckLand Museum Store will feature an 

in-store Japanese Market showcasing Japanese 

products and crafts that quote tradition with a 

contemporary flair. 

A wide variety of textiles, bamboo and wooden 

items, ceramics, paper items, and metalwork will 

be available for purchase. SiLkscreen prints by 

Local artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks 

featuring ul<iyo-e graphics by ZubeLLe Bike & 

Board Factory wi[[ be avai[ab[e in [imited 

quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: I0:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: Oojira 

(Oodzill(~) 
Thursday, 25 October, 7:00 PM 

Art & la Carte: Hands-on Art 
Classes for UNC Students 
"Drawing Nature" 
Friday, 26 October, 4:00-7:00 
PM 

Bunka no Hi - Japanese Culture Day 

Saturday, 3 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Art For Lunch 
Wei-Cheng Lin on "Japanese Screens: History and Function 
in Early Modern Japan" 
Wednesday, 7 November, 12:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults students and children on 

the .V_.!S_!_T. page of our website. 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by generous support from 

AckLand Art Museum members and friends Like 

you. 

Become a member of the AckLand Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and 

how your membership dollars support our 

mission! 

Comments on the AckLand’s eonews? Send an 

emaiL to the editor. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders o]~ Lf[e on Earth, 1965; corot screen print. Merrill C. Berman 

Correction. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Sankei Kanze Noh, 1958; color screen print. Merri[[ C. Berman Collection. 

© Estate of Ikk6 Tanaka. 



Shoji Hamada, Japanese, 1894-1977: Flat Square Flask wfth turquofse decoratfon, c. 1965; stoneware with wood- 

ash 8raze. Acktand Fund. 

Hiroshi Sugimoto, Japanese, born 1948: Lf~htnfn$, Ffelds no. I76, 2009; gelatin silver print, 58-3/4" x 4T (149.2 cm 

x 119.4 cm), edition of 5. © Hiroshi Sugimoto, courtesy The Pace Gallery. Photo courtesy The Pace Gallery. 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carolina. 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by esbowles@email,unc.edu 
_U_#_d_a_t_e___!][_o_[[Le_~_E__n_!@_[L__A_d_d_rgs_s_ instant removal with ,_S__a__~__U__n__s__u__b__s__%[_b__e_" 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Get Your VHR Ticket 

Get Your Free Ticket Now! Visualizinq Human Riqhts 2012 
~This join us for or CGI’s genre-busting anti-conference, Visualizing Human Rights. It’s an year, 

~ incredible day filled with artists, performers, and advocates who use their skills to advance the 

struggle for dignity and human rights both locally and globally. 

We’ll be joined by The Story host Dick Gordon, Carolina to Congo, Paperhand Puppet intervention, and 

many more! 

C G I EVE N TS + R ESO U RC ES 
G~oba~ ~71~.~s~c Show 

~ Yhe Global Music Show is a monthly radio program in 

collaboration with WXYC 893 FM and The Area Studies 

Centers that intersperses world regional music with dialogue shared 

by relevant expe~ guests scholars from UNC Chapel Hill. 

Topic: Pamoja: UNC’s Beat Making Lab Goes Global 

Description: Giving youth the tools to create and share music in 

Chapel Hill, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and communities 

internationally. 
~ ~ wit~ ~i~ ~ M 

Guest: Pierce Freelon and DJ Apple Juice Kid (Stephen Levitin) 

Date and Time: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 at 9:00 p.m. ET 
~i~ to ~vei ~ ~i~ ~n~ 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Canter ~or (5~eba~ ~mt~sbvf~s 
~8 ~£~in~ ~r~n85 ~i88~ 

A live internet stream is available from the WX~’C 

LPd[!~SCORE: Get Your Tk:kets Now 

The event is free, but tickets for the screening are $15 for the public, 

$10 for UNC faculty and staff, $5 for students with ID Children under 

12 are free. Bu~, dcke~s on}ine o~ a1 :he M~mer:ai Ha~ Bo~ Offk;e 

The Carolina for Kibera Fellowship allows UNC-CH undergraduate 

and graduate students to apply their skills and talents while engaging 

in grassroots pa~icipatory development in Nairobi, Kenya 

~nt~mafiona~ Coffee Hour 

[~ln us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

nternat one engagement. Chat about 

oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to 

share. This month’s host is The Undergraduate Library. 

G~obN Projects Showcase 

f5 

Want to travel next summer? Want funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

provided. 

Megan Nelson "Health and consemation program evaluation 

and community mobilization in Madagascar" 

Matt Nolan "Internship with Asia Briefing Ltd. in China" 

CGI A~,NARD8 + 
F[~.LLOWSHIPS 

.,"-’~ <:t a.., P PO R TUN Irl [~;o 



Thailand’s peer support interventions" 

¯ Mimi Caddell "Sustainable water-use development and health 

education projects in Ghana" 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The event begins at 8pm and will include talks and discussion, along with dancing and music by Pluk:,pia, a 
contemporary reggae~/~orld music group. A donation of $7 is recommended with proceeds going to the Chapel Hill - 

Carrboro Human Rights Center. It’s going to be a lot of fun! 

The Yale J ..... I oMnternatio~at Affairs (YJIA)is a bi ..... I print j ..... I that seeks to bridge the gap berGen 

academia and the policy world YJIA publishes a~icles, interviews, and o~eds by academic scholars, think tanks, 
policy practitioners, and advanced graduate students on international affairs topics with implications for policy YJIA is 

currently accepting submissions for Volume III, Issue 1, to be published in Winter 2013. 

Take advantage of this easy one-stop shopping, on-campus oppo~unity to apply for or renew your US passpo~. 

Officials from the U.S. Depa~ment of State will be on campus for ~vo days to accept passpo~ applications and 

renewal applications (forms available at the event), and students, faculty, staff and their families are invited to a~end. 
You can have passpo~ photos taken at the event for $7 by U NC One Card, or before the event at the UNC Or~ Ca;q 

OtF~,:se You are encouraged to get your photos before the event to avoid waiting. 

~’~ ........ ~m" ~ o ¯ ¯ 3002 i C:~ 5!45 i C:i;aoei Hill NC 27599 Beviri Ti.(}h~.~ :: S01 P4u>~,~,,~, ,.~..~ .~.~,. oMl~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 3:32 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

October 22 talk by Marina Campos of the Raintbrest Foundation 5:30 pm at Duke 

Location & parking for Marina Campos ta~k.pdf 

The Working G~oup on the Envi~onment in Latin America (WGELA) 

presets 

atalk by 

Marina Campos 
Program Director, Rainforest Foundation - US 

Monday, October 22 

5:30 - 6:45 pm 

Physics Bldg Room 103, Duke Campus 

(see attached map and parking information) 

Talk abstract: 
For over 20 years the Raintbrest Foundation’s mission has been to support indigenous and traditional forest peoples in their efforts to protect their enviromnent and fulfill their rights We 
argue that recognizing the rights of forest peoples is one of the most effective strategies to maintain standing forests. In this talk, Marina will discuss the effectiveness, as well as the 
opportunities and challenges, that this approach provides tbr the conservation of tropical raintbrests The talk will focus on the work of Raintbrest Foundation in South and Central America, 
more specifically on Peru, Guyana and Panama. 

Dr Marina Campos is CUl~cently the Program Director of Natural Resource iVlanagement and Climate Change at Rainforest Foundation US. In this position, Marina works in partnership with 
indigenous groups and local grassroots organizations in Central and South America to secure rights to their lands and influence policies to protect their resources. Prior to joining the 
Rainforest Foundation US, she served as the State Coordinator on Climate Change tbr the state of Amazonas in Brazil and oversaw the design and implementation of first Brazilian payment 
for environmental services program ("Bolsa Floresta’) and the creation of Brazil’s first Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) prqject in the Juma Reserve Marina 
has been working in raintbrest conservation issues especially in the Amazon region since 1989 She received a B.Sc. and M.Sc. from Universi~z of $5o Paulo, Brazil and a PhD. in Social 
Ecology from the Yale School of ForestlT and Envirolwnental Studies 

For more information on this event, contact rachel.baker~duke.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 3:40 PM 

ttamll, Richard Caldwell <rharrill@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@anc.edu>; 
Blat~ Judith <judith blau@unc.edu> 

Judy Debetencourt < .~!yahoo.ca>; John Aluise < @bellsouth.net> 

Opportuni~ to host Maggie Barakitse on campus 

Dear Richard, Eunice, Jim, and Judith: 
This seems like an excellent opportunity for those on campus interested in human rights issues/Afrian affairs if the timing is right. Apparently she is interesting in coming to our 
campus while she is in the area to get an honoraPl degree from Duke. If you have an interest I will be glad to connect you to John and to Judy Debetencourt who is his contact. 
David 

John aluise is a long-time colleague and former Medical School faculty member. He passed this information on to me and I am forwarding this to you in case you would like to 
take advantage of this opportunity for your programs, or you know others on campus who might like to be involved 
31aggy Barankitse from Burundi, Africa is being given an Honorary Doctor’s Degree at Duke UniversiO, on klay 12 next year.... Last ),ear she spoke at 

the Jimmy Carter Center, at Fordham, Columbia, Johns Hopkins, the American Film Institute, Loyola (where she received the Hilton Social 

Entrepreneurship Award). Site has received awards from the hands of Kof! Aanan, Queen Sylvia of Sweden and Jacques Chirae in France, even in 

China. She speaks about Africa, the work that is being done there. She worked with Nelson 31andela to broker the peaee in Burundi (although she 

rarely cites his name. 

As you can see from her bio, she is certaMy an impressive person. Do you know of someone at UNC who might be interested in having this individual speak at UNC 
while she is in the ~yea. 

I will be hapw to follow up if you can provide a nmne and contact information. 

Thanks for your help, 

John 

Biography of Marguerite BARANKITSE 
Bumndi > Social : Marguerite BARANKrI’SE 

Marguerite BARANKITSE 

Marguerite BARANKITSE 

Click on a picture to enlarge 

Bio~aphy : 

Marguerite Baranldtse (born I957), is a B~ru~dian hmnanitarian with a big heart and is a woman of exception A real t~minine "Mandeld’, the person we call 

Maggy is giving her body mad ~ml to ensure a furore for her coun~wy. 

Originating ti~om Burundi, where the two ethnic tribes of Hums and Tuksis live in proximity as in Rw~mda. Marguerite Barankikse was born a Tutsi there in 1957. tter 

father died when she was 6 years old and her mother brought her up with her brother in joy and tolerance. Having become a teacher, Maggy battled with di~rimination 

which reigned in the establishment between the ~,o ethnic tribes, the Tutsis and Hums. One day, a young gift who had been raped, thrown out of her home by her 

fumily and excluded from her school, came to see her. Maggy took her and her baby in and helped her get back to school. However this gesture caused Maggy. in 

turn, to be rejected and she lost her job as a teacher. 

In 1993, Burundi was caught up in a temble civil war. After the assassination of the Republic’s first democratically elected President Melchior N’Dad aye, Hums and 

Tutsis wrought havoc with each and over 300 000 people were killed. Maggy was 36 years old whan the civil war started and she was living near Ruyigi in the south 

east of the country,, not far from the Tanzanian frontier where the rebels took refuge. She had already adopted seven children, a mix of Hums and Tutsis. On the terrible 

day of 24 October 1993 the civilian population ran away. Maggy and her seven children took refuge in the Archbishop of Ruyigi’s quarters. However, the rebels got in 

and Magi- was forced to hide the children in cupboards in the sanctualy of the church. Seventy two people were killed, the invading Tutsis wanted to kill her as she 
had saved the enemy’s children, however, Maggy being Tutsi, no one wanted to kill their sister. 

In order to kill her, they sent in some young ttums who were not ti~om the region and didn’t know her. Thinking that she was a nun, the hums approached the church 

and as soon as Maggy saw them she said" Sister Maggy has already gone". The brutes stripped her naked and attached her to a post and staxted beating her in order 

tbr her m tell M~ere she had hidden the children, and Maggy replied "I’d rather die than tellyou where they are". However in a country where tbod was scarce and 

the young killers were hungry, she thiough theln offby telling them where they could find hidden food. They untied her and one oftheln gave her a tee shirt. Maggy now 

had twenF five children and took them a friend’s holne, a german aid worker. She was recuperating Inore and more children. She created, with the help of a few 

others, a non government organization, caJded the House of Shalom. 

’][’he children had heard the word shalom on the radio, shalom means peace and hence the reason why the adopted this as the name they would use. Since the temble 

events of 1993, Maggy and her team have saved and educated over than 20 000 children. Since then orphans from families destroyed by Aids have added to her work 

and her little association continues to doits job. Under Maggy’s leadership they have created the City of Ai~gels to recuperate children from all backgl~ounds. She has 



set up an edncation system to ensure that, when ready, the children are prepared to take control of their lives and not depend upon assistance t~m others. In 2003 

with the help of, ti~ench film director, Thierry Nutchey, the Cinema of Angels in order liar the children to learn atx~ut the rest of the world. Today the hou~ of Shalom is 

part of the House of Angels (angels in hommage of all the children that died and who~ spirits watch over those lett alive). She created, with the help ofyonng people 

t?om the University of Marne la Vallde (France), the angels workshop to supply computers tbr the young ofRnyigi. Maggy has continued to work to ensure that inter- 

ethnic hatred does not destroy her count~. 

130 Angers homes have been created in the w~ious regions of Bumndi. Certain of the children that she has save& once grown up and having retained to their regions 

start Angers homes. Nothing s~tops Marguerite Barankitse, she doesn’t tire. She has ~eceived various disitinctions: The prize for the Rights of Mm~, Nobel prize tbr 

clfildren O, Vorld’s Children’s Prize tbr the Rights of the Child ), Prize for solidari~’, Prize for the defense of displaced persons, the North South p~e, the 

Four Freedoms nwnrd and is honorary doctor of the University of LouvnhMn-Neuve. The Nansen Refugee Award. 

The honors and intemalional recognition have served as fuel in helping her bring her coun~ into the 21st CentuD~. Her greates~ joy is that these hutas and tatsis live 

together. 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:44 PM 

To: The mlk~pc nailing list. <mlkAoc ~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: [mlkApc ] MLK PC Miuutes 6 

A~tach: 6 Minutes - .docx 

Hello All, 

Attached are the minutes from yesterday’s meeting. Have a wonderful fall break. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlkApc     as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pc 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32303971-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~b~listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32303971 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Aluise -~ ~bellsouth.net~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:13 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@emaJl.unc.edu>; Harrill, Richard Caldwell <rharrill@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Leloudi~ James L <leloudis@unc.edtr~; Blau, Judith <judith blau@unc.edu~ 

Judith Hoskins <              ~bgma~l.com> 

RE: Opportunity to host Maggie Barakitse oil campus 

Thanks David. 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 26, 2012 3:40 PM 
To-" Harrill, Richard Caldwell; SaNe, Eunice N; Leloudis, James L; Blau, Judith 
C¢; Judy Debetencourt; John Aluise 

Subject: Oppo~unity to host Maggie Barakitse on campus 
Dear Richard, Eunice, Jim, and Judith: 
This seems like an excellent opportunity for those on campus interested in human rights issues/Afrian affairs if the timing is right. Apparently she is interesting in coming to our 
campus while she is in the area to get an honorary degree from Duke. Tf you have an interest ~ will be glad to connect you to John and to Judy Debetencourt who is his contact. 
David 

John aluise is a long-time colleague and former Medical School faculty member. He passed this information on to me and I am forwarding this to you in case you would like to 
take advantage of this opportunity for your programs, or you know others on campus who might like to be involved 
31aggy Barankitse from Burundi, Africa is being given an Honorary Doctor’s Degree at Duke University on 3lay 12 next year.... Last year site spoke at 

the Jimmy Carter Center, at Fordham, Columbia, Johns Hopkins, the American Film Institute, Loyola (where she received the Hilton Social 

Entrepreneurship Award). She has received awards from the hands of Kof! Aanan, Queen Sylvia of Sweden and Jacques Chirac in France, even in 

China. She speaks about Africa, the work that is being done there. She worked with Nelson 3Iandela to broker the peace in Burundi (although she 
rarely cites his nmne. 

As you can see farm her bio, she is certainly an impressive person. Do you know of someone at UNC who might be interested in having this individual speak at UNC 

while she is in the a~rea. 

I will be happy to follow up if you can provide a name and contact inlbnnation. 

Thanks for your help, 

Jofin 

Biography of Marguerite BARANKITSE 

Bumndi > Social : Marguerite BARANKrI’SE 

Marguerite BARANKITSE 

Marguerite BARANKITSE 

Click on a picture to enlarge 

Bio~aphy : 

Marguerite Barankitse (born 1957), is a Burandian humanitarian with a big heart and is a woman of exception A real feminine "Mandeld’, the person we call 

Maggy is giving her body mad ~ml to ensure a furore for her coun~wy. 

Originating tk~m Bumndi, where the two ethnic tribes of ttutus and Tutsis live in proximity as in Rwanda. Marguerite Barankitse was born a Tatsi there in 1957. tter 

father died when she was 6 years old and her mother brought her up with her brother in joy and tolerance. Having become a teacher, Maggy battled with di~rimination 

which reigned in the establishment between the two ethnic tribes, the Tuksis and ttutus. One day, a young girl M~o had been raped, thrown out of her home by her 
fumily and excluded from her school, came to see her. Maggy took her and her baby in and helped her get back to school. However this gesture caused Maggy. in 

turn, to be rejected and she lost her job as a teacher. 

In 1993, Bumndi was caught up in a terrible civil war. After the assassination of the Republic’s first democratically elected President Melchior N’Dad aye, Hums and 

Tutsis wrought havoc with each and over 300 000 people were killed. Maggy was 36 years old when tile civil war started and she was living near Ruyigi inthe south 

east of the country., not far from the Tanzanian frontier where the rebels took refuge. She had already adopted seven children, a mix of Hums and Tutsis. On the terrible 

day of 24 October 1993 the civilian population ran away. Maggy and her seven children took refuge in the Archbishop of Ruyigi’s quarters. However, the rebels got in 

and Magi- was forced to hide the children in cupboards in the sanctuao, of the chm~ch. SevenU two people were killed, the invading Tutsis wanted to kill her as she 

had saved the enemy’s children, however, Maggy being Tutsi, no one wanted to kill their sister. 

In order to kill her, they sent in some young ttutus who were not ti~om the region and didn’t know her. Thinking that she was a nun, the hums approached the church 

and as soon as Maggy saw them she said" Sister Maggy has already gone". The brutes stripped her naked and attached her to a post and stayted beating her in order 

tbr her m tell Mrere she had hidden the children, and Maggy replied "I’d rather die than tellyou where they are". However in a country where tbod was scarce and 



the young killers were hangU she through them offby telling them where they could find hidden food. They untied her and one of them gave her a tee shirt. MagD now 
had twenly live children and took them a friend’s home, a german aid worker. She was recuperating more and more children. She created, with the help of a t}w 
others, a non government organ~ation, called the House of Shalom. 
The children had heard the word shalom on the radio, shalom means peace and hence the reason why the adopted this as the name they would use. Since the terrible 
eveuts of 1993, Maggy and her team have saved and educated over than 20 000 children. Since then orphans from families destroyed by Aids have added to her work 
and her little association coutinues to doits job. Under Maggy’s leadership they have created the City of Angels to recuperate children from all backgrounds. She has 
set up an education wstem to ensure thak when ready, the children are prepared to take coutrol of their lives and not depend upon assistance fi,om others. In 2003 
with the help oi; french fihn director, Thieny Nutchey, the Cinema of Angels in order for the children to leazn about the rest of the world. Today the house of Shalo,n is 
part of the House of ,%ngels (angels in hommage of all the children that died and whose spirits watch over those left alive). She created, with the help of young people 
from the UniversiD- of Marne la Vallde (France), the angels workshop to supply computers for the young of Ruyigi. Maggy has continued to work to ensure that inter- 
ethnic hatred does not destroy her count~. 
130 Angel’s homes have been created in the vaxious regions of Bumndi. Certain of the children that she has saved, once grown up and having returned to their regions 
start Angel’s homes. Nothing stops Marguerite BarankJtse, she doesn’t "tire. She has received various disitinctions: The pr~e for the Rights of Man, Nobel prize for 
children (World’s Children’s Prize for the Rights of the Child ), Pr~e for solidarity, Pr~e for the defense of displaced persons, the North South prize, the 
Four Freedolns award and is honorary doctor of the University of Louvain-la-Neuve. The Nansen Refugee Award. 
The honors and international recognition have served as fuel in helping her bring her country into the 21st Century. Her greatest joy is that these hutus and tutsis live 
together. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Harfill, Richard Caldwell <rharrill@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:17 PM 

John Aluise < ~bellsouth.net> 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~; Leloudis, J~unes L <leloudis@unc.edu>; Blau, Judith 
<judith blau~!unc.edu>; Judith Hoskins < ~gmail.com> 

Re: Opportunity to hos~t Maggie Barnkitse on campus 

My first impression is that she wotfld be an ideal Human Rights Week speaker for the Campus Y. We could connect domestic and international human rights tlnongh 

the work of the HRC in Carrboro (Go Judith!) and we could co~mect with CUAB at the FPG Union to see about co- sponsorship. Perhaps global studies and the 

Center for Global Initiatives as well? Le~s discuss. It looks like a promising opportunity,. Richard 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 4:13 PM, John Aluise wrote: 

Thanks David. 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October :~6, 20:t2 3:40 PM 

To-" Harrill, Richard Caldwell; SaNe, Eunice N; Leloudis, James L; Blau, Judith 
Cc-" Judy Debetencourt; John Aluise 
Subject-" Opportunity to host Maggie Barakitse on campus 
Dear Richard, Eunice, Jim, and Judith: 
This seems like an excellent opportunity for those on campus interested in human rights issues!Afrian affairs if the timing is right. Apparently she is interesting in 
coming to our campus while she is in the area to get an honorary degree from Duke. If you have an interest I will be glad to connect you to John and to Judy 
Debetencourt who is his contact. David 

John aluise is a long-time colleague and former Medical School faculty member. He passed this information on to me and I am forwarding this to you in case you 
would like to take advantage of this opportunity for your programs, or you know others on campus who might like to be involved 
Maggy Barankitse from Burundi, Africa is being given an Honorary Doctor’s Degree at Duke UniversiO, on May 12 next 3,ear.... Last year 

she spoke at the Jimmy Carter Center, at Fordham, Columbia, Johns Hopkins, the American Film Institute, Loyola (where she received 
the IIilton Social Entrepreneurship Award). She has received awards from the hands of Kofi Aanan, Queen Sylvia of Sweden and Jacques 
Chirac in France, even in China. She speaks about Africa, the work that is being done there. She worked with Nelson Mandela to broker 

the peace in Burundi (although she rarely cites his name. 

As you can see from her bio, she is certainly an impressive person. Do you laiow of someone at UNC who might be interested in having tiffs individua~ 
speak at UNC while she is in the area. 

I will be happy to follow up if yon can provide a name and contuct information. 

Thanks for your help, 

Johil 

Biography of Marguerite BARANKITSE 

Burundi > Social : Marguerite BARANKITSE 

<image00l .jpg~><image002.j pg-~- 

Click on a piclure to enhwge 

Biography : 

Marguerite Barankitse (born 1957), is a Bumndian humatfitarian ruth a big heart and is a woman of exception A real feminine "Mandela", the 

person we call Maggy is giving her bo@ and ~ul to ensure a future tbr her country,. 

Originating fi~om Bumndi, where the two ethnic tribes of ttutus ~md Tutsis live in proximity as in Rwanda. Maiguerite Barankit~ was born a Tutsi there in 

1957. Her lhther died when she was 6 years old and her mother brought her up with her brother in joy and tolerance. Having become a teacher, Maggy 

battled with di~rimination which reigned in the establishment between the tw’o ethnic tribes, the Tutsis and Hutus. One day, a young girl who had been 

rape& thrown out of her home by her family and excluded frown her school, came to see her. Maggy took her and her baby in and helped her get back to 

school. However this gesture caused Maggy, in turn, to be rejected and she lost her job as a teacher. 

In 1993, Burundi was caught up in a terrible civil war. After the assassination of the Republic’s first de~nocratically elected President Melchior 

N’]Dadaje~ Hutus and Tutsis wrought havoc with each and over 300 000 people were killed. Maggy was 36 years old when the civil war started and 

she was living near Rnyigi in the south east of the conntry, not far fiom the Tanzanian frontier where the rebels took refuge. She had already adopted 

seven children, a mix of Hutus and Tutsis. On the terrible day of 24 October 1993 the civilian population ran away. Maggy and her seven children took 

refuge in the Archbishop of Ruyigi’s qtrarters. However, the rebels got in and Maggy was forced to hide the children in cupboards in the sanctua~ of the 

church. Seventy two people were killed, the invading Tntsis wanted to kill her as she had saved the enemy’s children, however, Maggy being Tutsi, no 

one wanted to kill their sister. 

In order to kill her, they sent in some young Hutus who were not t?om the region and didn’t know her. Thinking that she was a nun, the hutus approached 
the chureh and as soon as Maggy saw them she said" Sister Maggy has already gone". The brutes stripped her naked and attached her to a post and 

started beating her in order for her to tell where she had hidden the children, and Maggy replied "I’d rather die than tellyou where they are". ttowever 

in a country, where food was scarce and the young ldllers were lmng~y she through them offby telling thegn where they could find hidden food. They 

untied her and one of them gave her a tee shirt. Maggy now had m, eiW five children and took them a friend’s home, a gern~an aid worker. She was 

recuperating more and more children. She created, with the help of a few others, a non government organization, called the House of Shalom. 

The children had heard the word shalom on the radio, shalom means peace and hence the reason why the adopted this as the name they would use. Since 

the terrible events of 1993, Maggy and her team have saved and educated over than 20 000 children. Since then orphans from families destroyed by 



Aids have added to her work and her little association continues to doits job. Under Maggy’s leadership they have created the Ci~ of Angels to 

recuperate children from all backgrounds. She has set up an education system to ensure "that, when ready, the children are prepared to take control of 

their lives and not depend upon assistance them others. In 2003 with the help of, ti~ench film director, Thierry Nutchey, the Cinema of Angels in order for 

the children to learn about the rest of the world. Today the house of Shalom is part of the tlouse of Angels (angels in hommage of all the children that 

died and whose spirits watch over those left alive). She created, with the help of young people frown the Universiiy of Marne la Vallde (France), the 

angels workshop to supply computers for the young ofRuyigi. Maggy has continued to work to ensure that inter-ethnic hatred does not destroy her 

countl~’. 

130 Angel’s homes have been created in the various regions of Burundi. Certain of the children that she has saved, once grown up and having returned to 

their regions start Angel’s homes. Nothing stops Marguerite Barankitse, she doesn’t tim. She has received various disitinclions: The prize for the Rights 

of Man, Nobel p~ize for clfildren (World’s Children’s Prize for the Rights of the Child ), Prize for solidarity, Prize for the defense of 

displaced persons, the North South prize, the Four Freedoms award and is honora~ doctor of the University of Louvain-la-Neuve. The 
Nansen Refugee Award. 

The honors and international recognition have served as fuel in helping her bring her count~ into the 21st Century. Her greatest joy is that these hutus and 

tutsis live together. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Aluise -~ "_@bellsouth.net~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:36 PM 

Hamll, RichoJcd CoJdwell <rhamll@email.anc.edtr’~ 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.eciu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu-~; Leloudis, Joshes L <leloudis@unc.edu>; Blau, Judith 
<judith blau~!unc.edtc,; ’Judith Hoskins’ < ~gmail.com> 

RE: Opportunity to host Maggie Barokitse on campus 

Richard, thank you for your quick and positive response. Please keep me informed as your plans evolve. I know that you will find Judy a genuinely delightful and talented 
person to work with on this project. Judy and I were high school classmates, back in the ’~60"s! 
John Aluise 

From: Harrill, Richard Caldwell [mailto:rharrill@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October :t6, 20:12 4::~7 PM 
To; John Aluise 
Co-" Kiel, David; SaNe, Eunice N; Leloudis, James L; Blau, Judith; Judith Hoskins 
Subject-" Re: Opportunity to host Maggie Barakitse on campus 

My first impression is that she would be an ideal ttuman Rights Week speaker [i~r the Campus Y. We could connect domestic and internationoJ human rights through 

the work of the HRC in Carrboro (Go Judith!) and we could connect with CUAB at the FPG Union to see about co- sponsorship. Perhaps global studies and the 

Center for Global Initiatives as well? Let’s discuss. It looks like a promising oppormniF. Richoxd 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 4:13 PM, Jolm Aluise wrote: 

Thanks David. 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 16, 2012 3:4-0 PM 
To-" Harrill, Richard Caldwell; Sahle, Eunice N; Leloudis, James L; Blau, Judith 
C¢; Judy Debetencourt; John Aluise 

Subject; Opportunity to host Maggie Barakitse on campus 

Dear Richard, Eunice, Jim, and Judith: 
This seems like an excellent opportunity for those on campus interested in human rights issues/Afrian affairs if the timing is right. Apparently she is interesting in coming to 
our campus while she is in the area to get an honorae! degree from Duke. If you have an interest I will be glad to connect you to John and to Judy Debetencourt who is his 
contact. David 

John aluise is a long-time colleague and former Medical School faculty member, He passed this information on to me and I am forwarding this to you in case you would like to 
take advantage of this opportunity for your programs, or you know others on campus who might like to be involved 
Alaggy Barankitse from Burundi, Africa is being given an Honorary Doctor’s Degree at Duke University on Alay 12 next year.... Last year she spoke at 

the Jimmy Carter Center, at Fordham, Columbia, Johns Hopkins, the American Film Institute, Loyola (where she received the Hilton Social 

Entrepreneur~hip Award). She has received awards from the hand~ of Kofi Aanan, Queen Sylvia of Sweden and Jacques Chirac in France, even in 
China. She speaks about Africa, the work that is being done there. She worked with Nelson Mandela to broker thepeace in Burundi (although she 

rarely cites his" name. 

As you can see ti~m her bio, she is certainly an impressive person. Do you know of someone at UNC who might be interested in having tiffs individual speoJa at UNC 

while she is in the oxea. 
I roll be happy to follow up if you can provide a name and contact information. 

Thanks for your help, 

Johl~ 

Biography of Marguerite BARANKITSE 

Bumndi > Social : Marguerite BARANKITSE 

<image001 .jpg > ~image002.jpg:~ 

Click on a pict~tre to enlarge 

Bio~’aphy : 

Marguerite Barankitse (born 1957), is a Bumndian humanitarian with a big heart and is a woman of exception A real feminine "Mandeld’, the person we call 

Maggy is giving her body and soul to ensure a future for her country.. 

Originating flora Burandi, M~ere the two ethnic tribes of Hutus and Tutsis live in proximity as in Rwanda. Marguerite Barankitse was born a Tutsi there in 1957. Her 

father died when she was 6 years old and her mother bl~onght her up ruth her brother in joy and tolerance. Having become a teacher, Maggy battled with 

discrimination wNch reigned in the establishment between the two ethnic tribes, the Tutsis and Hutus. One day, a young gift who had been raped, thrown out of her 

home by her fanffly and excluded from her school, came to see her. Maggy took her and her baby in and helped her get back to school. However this gesture caused 

Maggy, in turn, to be rejected and she lost her job as a teacher. 

In 1993, Bumndi was canght np in a terrible civil wo~. After the assassination of the Repnblic’s first democratically elected President Melchior N°][)adaye, Hutus and 

Tutsis wrought havoc with each and over 300 000 people were killed. Maggy was 36 years old Mren the civil war started ~md she was living near Ruyigi in the south 

east of the count~, not thr from the Ta~alffan fi~ontier where the rebels took refuge. She had already adopted seven children, a mix of ttutus and Tutsis. On the 

terrible day of 24 October 1993 the civili~m population ran away. Maggy and her seven children took refuge in the Arehbishop of Ruyigi’s quoxters, ttowever, the 

rebels got in and Maggy was forced to hide the children in cupboards in the soxactuaL~ of the chureh. Seventy two people were killed, the invading Tutsis wanted to kill 

her as she had saved the enemy’s children, however, Maggy being Tutsi, no one wanted to kill their sister. 

In order to kill her, they sent in some young Hutus who were not froln the region and didn’t know her. Thinking that she was a nun, the hutus approached the church 

and as soon as Maggy saw them she said" Sis~ter Maggy has already gone". ’][’he brutes stripped her naked and attached her to a post and sta~ed beating her in order 



tbr her m tell M~em she hM hidden the children, and Maggy replied "I’d ralher die than tellyou ~here lhey are". However in a coantry where tbod was scarce and 
the young killers were hangU she through them ott’by telling them where they could find hidden food. They uutied her and one of them gave her a tee shirt. MagD now 
had tvvenly live children and took them a friend’s home, a german aid worker. She was recuperating morn and morn children. She created, with the help of a t}w 
others, a non government organ~ation, called the House of Sh’,flom. 
The children had heard the word shalom on the radio, shalom means peace and hence the mason why the adopted this as the name they would use. Since the temble 
events of 1993, Maggy and her temn have saved and educated over than 20 000 children. Since then orphans from families destroyed by Aids have added to her 
work and her little association continues to doits.iob. Under Maggy’s leadership they have created the Ci~ of Angels to recuperate children Dom all backgrounds. She 
has set up an education system to ensure that, when ready, the children are prepared to take control of their lives and not depend upon assistance from others. In 2003 
with the help of, french film director, Thieru Nutchey, the Cinema of Angels in order for the children to learn about the rest of the world. To&y the honse of Shalom is 
part of the House of Angels (angels in hommage of all the children that died and whose spirits watch over those left alive). She created, with the help of young people 
from the UniversiD- of Marne la Vallde (France), the angels workshop to supply computers for the yonng of Ruyigi. Maggy has continued to work to ensnm that inter- 
ethnic hatred does not destroy her countU. 
130 Angel’s homes have been created in "the various regions of Burnndi. Certain of the children that she has saved, once grown up and having returned to their regions 
start Angel’s homes. Nothing stops Marguerite Barankitse, she doesn’t "tim. She has received various disitinctions: The pr~e for the Rights of Man, Nobd prize for 
children (Vt,~orld’s Children’s Prize for the Rights of the Child ), Pr~e for sdidarity, Pr~e for the defense of displaced persons, the North South prize, the 
Four Freedoms award and is honorary doctor of the University of Louvain-la-Neuve. The Nansen Refugee Award. 
The honors and international recognition have se~v’ed as fuel in helping her bring her country into the 21st Century. Her gmates~t joy is that these hutus and tutsis live 
together. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

Today’s Headlines: Rivals Bring Bare Fists to Rematch 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.8~ ] Business I Snorts i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis DsV 

C,~omize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Oetober 17, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

I~vals Bring Bare Fisis 1o 

Rematch 

In a charged and clenched debate, 
President Obama portrayed Mitt 
Romney as a former corporate 
raider, while Mr. Romney kept 
bringing the discussion bark to Mr. 

DEALBOOK 

Citlgroup’s Chief Resigns His 

Post in Surprise Step 

Vikram S. Pandit stepped down after 
long-simmering tensions with the 
board. John P. Havens, the bank’s 
president and a longtime associate of 
Mr. Pandit, also resigned. 

Easing Path Out of Co~mtry, Cuba Is Dropping Exit %r~sas 

The move by the government wmfld allow many Cnbans to depart for vaeations, or forever, with 
only a passport and a visa from the emmtry where they plan to go. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

CHARLOTTE RECARTE, on Mother’ .Marianue Cope, wbo is to be c;mouized ~s a saint on Sund;~y. 

~ IN’FEN NC’FIVE FE N’r URE: 

’I’tie Sec~_md PreMdentla~ 

Debate 
Follow along with this interactive 
replay of the second presidential 
debate, using fact-cheeks and 
graphics to take a closer look at 
attacks and assertions by President 
Obama and Mitt Romney. 

OPINION 

(3~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Wnl Pri~a~y ~o to 
the Dogs°? 

The Supreme Court 
should rule against the 
warrantless use of sniffing police dogs. 

WORLD 



Former Bos~thm Leader Beghts His Defe*~se at Ge*mclde ’I’rhtl 

Radovan Karadzie, the Bosnian Serb wartime leader, toht judges at the United Nations War Crimes 
Tribnnal on Tuesday that he should be "rewarded for all the good things I have done." 

g~:~ Million Severance Reported for Murdoch Aide 

Rebekah Brooks, who resigned as chief executive of Rupert Murdoeh’s scandal-plagued British 
newspaper group, still faces a variety of charges. 

New Pla~mlt h~ Neighborhood, Astronomleally Spealdng 

The discovery of the planet b~{ngs the search for another Earth about as dose as it will ever get. But 
don’t plan on moving in any time soon. Its surface temperature is 1,2oo degrees. 

More Worid News 

THIS LAND ] DONNA’S DINER 
In the Hard Fall of’a Favorite So~, a Remh~der of a City’s Sears 

Ike Maxwell walks the streets of Ely~a, Ohio, as if determined to break through life’s defensive line. 
Often he is shouting. But what is he trying to say? 

A Town Ab~lzz Over Prost~t~tlo~l a~d a Client I,~st 

The release of clients’ names has stirred dread and division in the postcard-perfect coastal town of 
Kennebunk, Me. 

Im’estigators Visit Compa~ay T~ed to Meningitis Cases 

Agents from the F.D.A.’s Office of Criminal Investigations visited the New Enghmd Componnding 
Center in Framingham, Mass., for the first time, acting on a sealed warrant. 

BUSINESS 

Maker of Batteries Files for Ban "kv~tptey 

The filing by Am3 Systems dealt a blow to the Obama administration’s program to jmnp-start a 
domestic battery industry and spur development of electric vehicles. 

DEALBOOK 

Im’estors Hope for Clar~ty; Q~fieMy 

~alysts see a need to jettison trailing bnsinesses and get more ont of the banking giant’s best 
performers. 

~ a = ~ : ’ = , S v of Power by Board’_4 

htcome hmq~lallty May Take Toll on Growth 

The concentration of income in a few hands might mean, many economists say, a less vigorous 

Mote Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

TIGERS 2, YANKEES 1 

Yankees Fall to the ’Iigers 

i.::: i.~:.’¢iL.. 

Detroit’s ace Jnstin Verlander pitched eight and a third superb innings in his Game 3 victory over 

the Yankees, who now face the possibility of being swept in the American League Championship 

Series. 

~Game 3 ~ Highlights and Analysis ] ~ Slide Show [ Box Score 

C" ~o S a; ,es [or C:~ues to Playo,[ Bat,in~ Slump ~r e ch 

ON BASEBALL 

A Symbol of October Struggles 

Curtis Granderson has provided power in the Yankees’ linenp, but his eontribntions may be 
marginal compared with what the outfiehter and pitcher the team gave up in the trade could have 
offered. 

~II~e hall of fame boxing referee age cortez, who officiated his final bout on Sept. 15, built his career 
by being the third man in the ring for many of the top fights of his generation. 



ART~ 

’Rebecca’ Prod~ce~° Exp|ai~s How Trust Bet~oayed His Dream of Mander~ey 

Ben Sprecher, now clear of any suggestion he did anything untoward to cause the musical’s 
collapse, has begun to spell out how it could have happened. 

Ha~th~g a Slow Fade to History 

Americans who knew the Iran hostage e~{sis firsthand reflect on "Argo," a film about a "footnote" to 
that episode in history. 

A Picasso and a Gaug~fin Are Amo~g 7 V~orks Sto|en From a D~tch Muse~m~ 

Art thieves made off overnight with seven paintings, including a Pieasso, a Matisse, a Oauguin and 
two Monets, from the Kunsthal museum in Rotterdam. 

More Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I BLANCA 

A T~D" Stage Full of" So~g ~ B~sl~w~ck 

At Blanca, the abundance of courses is Roman, the minimalism of the cooking is gapanese and the 
easy grace with which it all hangs together is American. 

BEERS OF TH E TIM ES 

From the V~’hlte Hot~se~ BeeP 

M’ter relentless demand that the administration hand over samples or at least discuss its methods, 

the White House yielded and published a recipe for its Honey Ale. We tasted, and here’s the verdict. 

The St~all ~Nra~gler 

Mary Stewart, a snail rancher, knmvs what makes a tender snail. And she’s also learned a lot about 
their sex lives. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
1Vlr, Obama Comes Back 
~I11e president offers a strong ease for his policies, and puts Mitt Romney on the defensive. 

EDITORIAL 
The Exci~slve E~ght 
A complaint from civil rights groups over a single test used to screen applicants to New York City’s 
elite public schools was overdue. 

EDITORIAL 

Po~t~cs and the Comets 
The next president will have many judgeships to fill and a broken confirmation process to fix. 

More Opinion 

Op-I::D 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

How to Score Ihe Debate 

It’s not about who had the best zinger. It’s abont who gave a fnll and honest explanation of the best 
way forward. 

~ Bolumnist Pa~e 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Obama’s Narrow 

The president did what he had to, but it was Romney who revealed his own weak spots. 

FRANK BRUNI’S BLOC 
Obama ]ga~’es [-I~s Teeth 

For this debate, the president honed a whole new ferocity. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 17, 1931, the mobster AI Capone was convicted of income tax ewlsion and sentenced to 11 



years in prison, tie was released in 1939. 

¯ See This Frm~t Page 
¯ Bu~ This F~’ont Page 

You ~eceived this message because you sl~ned tip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headli~les newsleLRe~ As a member of 

the TRUSTs privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your plivacy 

Manaf~e Subecriptions I Unsubscribe I Ct~an~e Your E-MailI Privacy Poiicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pew Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday,                7:59 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: AfaJn 

Mr. Richardson 

As far as I am concerned this is an inappropriate reqnest. Under no cimumstances will I entertain it. 

PeW Hall 
Department of Ati’ican and Afico-American Studies 

On 4:33 PM, Wally Richacdson wrote: 

Hello Dr. Hall, 

My name is Wally Richardson and I an~ an Acadelnic Counselor with the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes here at UNC. I introduced 
myself to you earlier this semester at the Carolina Black Caucns event at the Stone Center. I wanted to briefly speak to you about              I 

would appreciate it if you could give me a call when you have a chance. My office and mobile numbers are listed in my email signature. Thank yon in 

advance and I look forward to speaking with you. 

Sincerely. 
Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Umversity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 12:23 PM 

HildebraM, Reginald F <hildebra~email.unc.edtp; Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fwd: dlaft of flyer for DuBois workshop 

DuBois publicity dr~£t 1 .docx 

Dear Reg and Robert, 

I have called Shem a couple of times in the last 4 weeks and this is the third time I have ema~led her with the flyer. I will let you know right away when I hear from her, 

but it may be that the school system is just not interested at this tx~iut. And we are really running out of time tbr prep and publicity. I think Reg has made the good 

j udgemenl/observation that we don’t wa~t to tbrce this on the communi~, only to oIt~r it. We will see. Regards, B 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Fwd: draft of flyer for DuBois workshop 

Date:Wed, 17 Oct 2012 12:18:59 -0400 

From:Barbara Anderson <b anderson~)unc.edu> 
To:Sherri Martin ~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

CC: ~chccs.kl2.nc.us~ 

Dear Sherri, 
I hope this finds you well. Last week my Departmem Chair asked about the status of this workshop, and I realized we had not finalized a~Uthing with your office. Given 

that we are less than a month a~vay ti~om the proposed start-date tbr this, I would like to speak with you to ~e if this is still a project CHCCS would like to pursue. I 
understand if you believe this is not something that is tEasible lbr this year, but I j ust wa~ted you to know that we axe ve~ happy to move forward if you still believe it 

would be of benefit to your teachers and staf[~ 

If you would like to talk briefly about this, give ~ne a call ~ne on my cell , or suggest a time that I Inight call you. Or feel free to respond by elnail. 

I look forward to hearing from yon! ~Varmest regards, Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:draft of flyer for DuBois workshop 

Date:Tue, 18 Sep 2012 11:43:31 -0400 

From:Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

To       ~chccs.kl2.nc.us <       ~chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 
CC:Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>, HildebraM, Regina]d F <hildebm@email.unc.edu>, 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson~unc.edu> 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us @chccs.kl2.nc.u~, 

Dear Sherri: 
It was wonderful to meet with you last week. I am attaching a draft of a flyer for the DuBois workshop. If you could look this over (along with anyone else who might be 
interested) and suggest changes. I have highlighted a few things that I had questions about, but there may be other aspects that jump out to you. Thanks so much! Barbara 

Associate Dir>ster, Aft’Jean Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-Amesican Studies 

African Studies Cente~, CB#7582 

3027 F}iEx Giebal Educatien Cen~:e/~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 effice 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http ://africa. unc. edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.nnc.edus> 

Wednesday, 3:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr> 

Fwd: Progress report tbr student athletes 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Progress report for student athletes 

Date:Wed,            15:14:54 -0400 
From:Peru Hall <hallpa~email.unc.edu> 

To:harold woodard@nnc.edu 

Hal Woodard Interim Director 
Stdnt Success-Acad Counseling 

Dear Hall 

I can’t locate the form I received for reporting progress of 4 student athletes in my AFAM 

reported their progress in the table below. 

Thankyou 

class, which just completed its midterm. Notwithstanding, I have 

Perry 

NAME ATTENDANCE COURSE AVG GRADE TO DATE PCT OF FINAL GRADE 

iSSUES 

3 Unexcused 

absences 

3 Unexcused 

absences 

3 Unexcused 

absences 

42.5% 

42.5% 

42.5% 

42.5% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~lime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 4:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Politics, Food & Drink Issue and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/20121017/attimes htty~i 

[~iii @Times - October 17, 2012 ] 

Polities 

~ 

IINII 

Go to nytimes.com/polities for a complete recap of last 
niglWs town-hall presidential debate. See which of the 
candidates~ statements deserve a second look. Watch full video 
and read analysis of the debate. Find out what the post<lobate 
polls show and who had the most missteps. 

Food & Dr;a-~k                                          ~ 
Don’t miss the ~ood & Drink issue of The N ew York Times 
Magazine~ it’s all about Obsessions. What food is Gayle 
King iuto? Womlev where to get The Best Matzo Ball Soup on 
Earth? How is ,Ion Rimmerman selling $3o mi]liou worth of 
wine per year, ow~r e-mail? Why does Cht’istopher Kimball, 
publisher o[’ Cook’s Illustrated say "Cooking isn’t et’eative, and it 
isu’t easy. It’s serious and it’s hard to do well, just as ew~rything 
worth doingis damn hardY? Is this ~he year that the [bod 
mowm~eu t {}nally enters polities? Fimt all this and much more 
on nythnes~eo m/magazine, 

* Haute Stuff 

, At Home in a House of Hocrors 

, Nowadays, Wall Street Saviors May Wish They Werefft 

, Three t roven Ways to Conve~ Visitors Into Buyers Online 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~¥-r~ ......... 
(Between Oct 10, 20!2 - Oct. 16, 2012) 

*. The Self-Destruction of the 1 Percent 

2. ga’ugman: Death by Ideology 

3. K~is~ol’: A Possibly Fatal Mist:a]~:e 

4. [~’ugman: Triumph of the Wrong? 

5. Bide~ and Ryan Q~arrel Aggressively in Debate. Offering 
Coutrasts 

~ SLIDE SHO’W," Jumping 

Ft’om the Stvatosphi;re 
Felix Baumgartner, the 
professional daredevil, made the 
highest jump in history, ~4 
miles almve the New Mexico 
desert. 

~ INTEI~&CT~VE: Shopping 

for Vivid Colors 
aamie Drake, an interior 
designer, is known for his 
audacious use of color, and says 
that a single brightly colored 
piece of furniture or decorative 
aeeessm’y can enliven a sedate 
room. 

~ V[DEO~ W.P. Debate 

Highlights, Songffied’ 
The Gregory Brothers present a 
musical mash-up of the vice- 
presidential debate between 
Representative Paul D. Ryan 
and Vice President Joseph R. 
Biden Jr. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Missed 

Opportmfi/y 
Why putting 
Hillary on the 
ticket for ~om would have been 
the smart choice for Democrats. 
What do you think? Join the 
conversation. 

~ Jo~n the Com, ersat~on ~ 



Sign up for the Politics e-      ~ 

FoJlow The Agenda       ~ 

Follow Na~e Silver’s           ~ 
@fivethirt, yeight blog on 

lwitter 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYrimes.com marketing depaRment You received this message becalise you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsle~er 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chanqe Your E-MailI Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

[he New York limes Company I Copyright 2012 I NYT~nqes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New YorK, NY !00’18 
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To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 3:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Rival Campaigns Intently Pursue Votes of Women 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e_T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Rival Campaigns Intently 
Pursue Votes of Women 
By JIM RUTENBERG and JEREMYW. 
PETERS 

With Election Day loonfing, the push for 
votes is eonfing doma not only to a state- 
by-state fight, but also to one for the 
allegiance of vital demographic groups, 
chief among flaem undecided women. 

Bloomberg Starts ’Super 
PAC,’ Seeking National 
Influence 
By RAYMOND HERNANDEZ 

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg of New 
York, a billionaire and registered 
independent, will back cmadidates in 
close races who support some of his 
biggest policy initiatives. 

Colombia Tries Again to End Drug-Fed War 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

For the first time in a decade, rebels and the govenm~ent of Colombia came together with the goal of ending 
the longest-rtmning war in the Westen~ Henfisphere. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The viewers know what these candidates believe, but they don’t know what these candidates would do." 

INILLIAM A. GALSTON, a former adviser to President Bill Clinton and Vice President A1 Gore, on the 
televised debates. 

U,S, 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: This Land 
The dateline is Elyria, 
Ohio, a city of 55,ooo 
about 30 nfiles southwest 
of Cleveland. You know 
this toma, even if you have never been 



here. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Would You Please 

Let Me Finish ... 
By DEBORAH TANNEN 

Just as conversational 
styles vary widely, so do 
ideas about what constitutes 
interruptions, and whether they are 
good or bad. 

4 WEE  S 

WORLD 

Denial Slipping Away as War Rattles Damascus 
By JANINE DI GIOVANNI 

As his troops battled insurgents all aromad the country, Bashar al-Assad was deterufined that in Damascus, 
at least, he would preserve an air of normalcy, but such illusions are no longer possible. 
" ~ Video: Reality of War Creeps into Daily Life 

Iran and Turkey Join Syria Peace Envoy in Call for Truce 
By ANNE BARNARD and RICK GLADSTONE 

The new peace envoy, Lakhdar Brahinfi, said a temporary halt to the fighting would constitute only a tiny 
step toward resolving the conflict. 

, Vatican to Send Delegation to Syria 

¯ " Hezbollah Offering Direct Help to Syrian Army, Rebels Say 

MEMO FROM ROME 
Corruption Rattles Italians’ Already Shaky Trust in Politicians 
By RACHEL DONADIO and ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

Twenty years after Italy’s postwar political order collapsed in a scandal, accusations are again flying in new 
scandals flaat are eroding Italians’ trust in their politieimas. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THIS LAND I DONNA’S DINER 
With a New Menu and a Makeover, a Promise to Keep Going 
By DAN BARRY 

One constant in a struggling city like Elyria, Olfio, is the shared deterufination to make it through tlfis day 
and into the next. 

" ~ Interactive Feature: This Land 

Cheerleaders Gain Ally in Free Speech Fight 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

High school cheerleaders who are fighting to keep using banners with Bible verses at football games cma now 
count on Gov. Rick Perry as an ally. 

New Scrutiny of Company That Made Tainted Drug 
By DENISE GRADY and ABBY GOODNOUGH 

As a meningitis outbreak continues to grow, health officials are warning that other drugs by the New 
England Compotmding Center could also be eontanfinated. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

A New Painkiller Crackdown Targets Drug Distributors 
By BARRY MEIER 

In a new approach to combating prescription painkiller abuse, the federal goverument is focusing on the 
middlemen between drug makers and the doctors and pharmacies that dispense drugs. 

Lapses at Big Drug Factories Add to Shortages and Danger 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Goverument warnings have led to plant overhauls, but drug shortages have often been the result. 

Rosneft Said to Have Deal for BP’s Russian Venture 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Rosneft is likely to conclude a deal or deals to take effective control of TNK-BP, and its plans could be 
announced Thursday. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 3: CARDINALS 3, GIANTS 1 
After Beltran Is Hurt, Rookie Replacement Powers the Cardinals 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Cardinals, who lost Carlos Beltran to a knee injury and waited out a nearly three-and-a-half-hour rain 
delay, beat the Giants and lead the National League Championship Series, 2-a. 

" ~ Box Score I Giants’ Starter for Game 4 of N.L.C.S.? Good Question 

Armstrong Is Dropped by Nike and Steps Down as Foundation Chairman 
By KEN BELSON and MARY PILON 

Lance Armstrong stepped down as chainnan of Livestrong and Nike severed ties with lfim on Wediaesday, a 
week after officials accused the cyclist of widespread doping. 

:. ~Y?;; Interactive Timeline: Lance Armstrong’s Career 

’Tattooed Guy’ Pivotal in Armstrong Case 
By IAN LOVETT 

The successful doping case four years ago against a cyclist who worked at tattoo parlors grew into the 
investigation that culminated in Lance Armstrong’s lifetime ban from the sport. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Vision to Avoid Demolition for a ’7os Pioneer 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Jeanne Gang, a leading Chicago architect, has drawn up a plan to try to save the outmoded, late-Moderuist 
Prentice Women’s Hospital. 

," ~,~ Slide Show 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’ETHEL’ 
Cheerfulness Amid Calamity 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

A daughter’s look at Ethel Kennedy, Robert’s widow, has charufing clips of home movies but little self- 
awareness. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Stories of Love and Loss, and Other Food for Thought 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

The age-old struggle between hmnmfity’s higher mad lower impulses is the subject of Sherie Rene Scott’s very 
personal show, "Piece of Meat." 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 



Who Are You Calling Girly? 
By ERIC WILSON 

In three seasons, the designer Clare Waight Keller has put her own stamp on the house of Chlo& 

’: ~ Slide Show: Looks of Chlo6 Past 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 
Parsing the Pink 
By ERIC WILSON 

In the annals of rich lady problems, showing up in the same color? Well, that’s usually just being trendy, but 
when the guests are Miehelle Obmna and Ann Romney, people are going to talk. 

’. The Dresser Behind Ann Romney 

A Gossip Bad Boy Tries Being Nice 
By LAURA M. HOLSON 

After years of insulting celebrities, Perez Hilton says he is trying to make his life, and even his Web site, 
about something more positive. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.¥.l..e...>?. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Romney’s Version of Equal Rights 
During the debate, Ronmey bumbled his way through a cringe-inducing attempt to graft what he thinks 
should be 2oa2 talking points onto his a952 sensibility. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Putin’s Gift to Terrorists 
Russia is putting the world at risk by refusing ?anerican aid to clean up its nuclear weapon sites. 

EDITORIAL 
A Schizophrenic on Death Row 
The Florida Supreme Court’s decision to allow the state to proceed with the execution of a mentally ill man 
violates the Constitution. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Blunders and Binders 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The overall impression left by the second debate was of a president once again in control and a challenger 
out of control. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Scott’s Story and the Election 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The experience of a college friend who lacked health insurance has lessons for us and our country. 
’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Women and the Men Who Yell 
By GAlL COLLINS 

The women of America enjoy a good pander as much as anybody else, but could we cut down on the shouting 
and barking? 

’. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. ~8, ~968, the United States Olympic Committee suspended two black athletes, Tommie Smith and 

John Carlos, for giving a "black power" salute as a protest during a victory ceremony in Mexico City. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 9:19 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

October 22 talk by Marina Campos of the Raintbrest Foundation 5:30 pm at Duke 

Location & parking for Marina Campos ta]k.pdf 

The Working G~oup on the Envi~onment in Latin America (WGELA) 

atalk by 

Marina Campos 
Program Director, Raintbrest Foundation - US 

Monday, October 22 

5:30 - 6:45 pm 

Physics Bldg Room 130, Duke Campus 

(see attached map and parking information) 

Talk abstract: 
For over 20 years the Rainforest Foundation’s mission has been to support indigenous and traditional forest peoples in their efforts to protect their enviromnent and fulfill their rights We 
argue that recognizing the rights of forest peoples is one of the most effective strategies to maintain standing forests. In this talk, Marina will discuss the effectiveness, as well as the 
opportunities and challenges, that this approach provides for the conservation of tropical rainforests The talk will focus on the work of Rainforest Foundation in South and Central America, 
more specifically on Peru, Guyana and Panama. 

Dr Marina Campos is CUl~cently the Program Director of Natural Resource Management and Climate Change at Rainforest Foundation US. In this position, Marina works in partnership with 
indigenous groups and local grassroots organizations in Central and South America to secure rights to their lands and influence policies to protect their resources. Prior to joining the 
Rainforest Foundation US, she served as the State Coordinator on Climate Change for the state of Amazonas in Brazil and oversaw the design and implementation of first Brazilian payment 
for environmental services program ("Bolsa Floresta’) and the creation of Brazil’s first Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) prqject in the Juma Reserve Marina 
has been working in rainforest conservation issues especially in the Amazon region since 1989 She received a B.Sc. and M.Sc. from Universi~z of $5o Paulo, Brazil and a PhD. in Social 
Ecology from the Yale School of Forestu and Environmental Studies 

For more information on this event, contact rachel.baker~duke.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Friday, October 19, 2012 9:23 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Monday, 10/22, 7 pm: Musical Stars of E1Tejar/Estrellas Musicales de el Tejar 

*****please circulate widely***** 

The BorderWork(s) Lab in~’ites yeu to the next event in eur on.geing series: 

(919) 668-7967 
www.duke.edw’ ~aa76 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 9:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s Headlines: Seized by Rebels, Town Is Crushed by Syrian Forces 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~orts i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i OP-~-~,, i On ll~is Day 

C,u~tomize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 19, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Seized by Rebels, Town Is 

Crushed by S?~’ian Forces 

Airstrikes sent up dust and rubble 
and crushed several dozen people 
who had returned to what they 
thought was a new haven in a 
country mired in civil war, 
witnesses said. 

U,S. Marriage Act Is Unfair 

to Gays, Court Panel Says 
::.:. :oHI, it:.:~-F?:A::.~~ :’ 
A federal appeals court ruled that gay Americans are a class of people who deselw-e the same kinds of 
constitutional protections as many other victims of discrimination. 

Sn,~pect in L~bya Attack, in P~ah~ Sight, Sco~s at 

Days after President Obama vowed to apprehend those behind the Sept. ~ attack on American 
diplomats, a suspected ringleader spent an evening at a luxury hotel full of journalists. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They’re not after regaining the he~r~s c~f the popn!ation. ~he ea~en~ation is that what’s n~ded is~br th~ 

popnlation to start resen~n~ the rebels, not to start liking the Assad regime a~ain." 

E~ILE HOI~YEM. an analyst at the International Instib~te fur Strategic Studies, on the Syrian 

~ SLIDE 

History of Filipino 

Labor Leader 

Resides in 

Shadows 
Larry Itliong was a Nlipino labor 
leader whose pivotal role in the farm 
labor movement has gone largely 
unrecognized. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

Katie Finneran in "Annie" 
ALSO IN THEATER ;~ 

The time for ’Glengarry Gien Ross’ 

He knew it when he saw (and heard) it 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~rhy the VViidfires Still Rage                                                   ] 

A surprising nmnber of recent fires weren’t started naturally but by far more surprising human 
acts. Time for tougher legislation. 

WORLD 



A Rogt~e Cliff, ate Experh~tent Otttrages Sc~e~tlsts 

An environmental entrepreneur scattered lOO tons of iron dust in the Pacific Ocean this summer 
without any academic m’ government oversight, startling researchers and regulators. 

Twitter B~ocks German, s’ Access {o :Neo-Nazl Group 

~Ilte decision to block the group’s posts from being seen in Germany, but not other countries, was the 
first time that ’D,~itter acted on a policy knmvn as "country withheld content." 

.&fgha~ Off~clals Spar Over ao~4 Vote 

Western observers fear the next election might not be "acceptable," let alone "free and fair," if 
Afghanistan’s president and Parliament cannot agree on new laws. 

Mere Worid News 

UoSo Marriage Act ls U~falr f~o Gays~. Courf~ Pane| Says 

A federal appeals court ruled that gay Americans are a class of people who desmwe the same kinds of 
constitutional protections as many other victims of discrimination. 

Details of sexual abuse and what experts say was a corrosive culture of secrecy in the Boy Scouts of 
America came to light in documents on accusations across the cmmtry. 

Democra[s Use Health Law [o ~%ssa~l l*,ep~ibllca~s 

A provision of the law requiring members of Congress to use the new insurance exchanges has 
inspired a barrage of political advertising that stone call misleading. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

~Mrtime, a Pedigreed Sta~t-Up~ is Tested 

Oust four months after a much-hyped introduction, the video chat company has laid off employees 
and is tweaking its features. 

DEALBOOK 

C~earw~re is Sought by Sprh~t for Spec~rm~ 

Sp~nt disclosed on Thursday that it had offered to buy a stake in Clearwire Dora its founder, Craig 
O. MeCaw, the eellphone pioneer, effectively giving it majority control of the struggling broadband 
company. 

MEDIA DECODER 
.&t Newsweek, E~di~g Pri~t a~d a Ble~d of Two Styles 

The struggling weekly magazine will publish its final print edition on Dee. 3~ and move into an all- 
digital format next year, announced its editor, Tina Brown. 

~ Business Dsy Live: Newsweek to End Print Publication 

SPORTS 

A.L.C.S GAME 4: TIGERS 8, YANKEES 1 
In Playoffs, the $:aoo 1~’i~111o1~ Yal~kees Oive Their Poorest gff~rt 

The Yankees, the richest and most accomplished team in baseball, were swept fi’om the postseason 
on Thursday by the Detroit Tigers, who now adwmee to the World Series. 

G~rr e 4 ~ 

~ Misplsys in the FielrJ Cost Lhe Yankees 

~ Bats: A History of Sweeps 

ON BASEBALL 

’I’iogers~ Sweep F, nds Yankees’ Pm~chless Posiseasot~ 

The 2o~2 Yankees will be remembered fro’ hitting a record number of regular season home runs 
before experiencing the kind of sudden outage rivaling any blackout in the history of New York. 

~ RodMguez Says He Has No One to B;ame but Himselt 

~ Silenced in Series, but Not Pinning it on Hitting Coach 



L:: :.:.:,R ;:. 

Rtmning a marathon is only half the battle for "jogglers" like Jack ttirsehowitz, 67, who expects to 

juggle three balls for the entire distance. 

~ SHde Show: Joggle:’s Wod 3 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

Cool, Commercial Um~fistakableo 
i.::., d:i,k k .:..~L.. C:I,T~ Lq 

"Roy Lichtenstein: A Retrospective," at the National Gallery of Art, is the first major snrvey of the 

artist’s work since his death in ~997. 

~ SIMe Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

%ack to Blood’ 

Tom Wolfe’s novel "Back to Blood" imagines a city where "everybody hates everybody." 

Rex4ews and Reports From CMJ Music Marathon 

More than ~,3oo musical acts are convening in New York City this week for the ~Ola CMd Music 

Marathon. 

~ Slide Show: CMJ Day 1 

o More A~s News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW ] ~HE SESSIONS" 

Therapy at Its Most Touelfing 

"~Ihe Sessions" is a touching, profoun~y sex-positive film that equates sex with intimacy. 

MOVIE REVIEW ]’ALEX CROSS’ 

Tradh~g "W~g and Floppy Dres~ for a ~adge 

’l)-ler Perry plays the title character in "Alex Cross," based on a d ames Patterson novel. 

MOVIE REVIEW [ ’LE GRAND AMOUR’ 

Courtstfip, "VVedd~ng~ Ex~ste~rthd 

"Le Grand ~om’," dh’ected by Pierre Etaix, is a comic meditation about that thing called love and 

the flights of fancy it inspires. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Iss~e That L~oes I~nored 

The presidential candidates remain evasive about the need for effective and sane gun control laws, 

EDITORIAL 

Am:*ther Defe~t for the Defe~se of~arr~sge Act 

An appeals court ruling against the discriminatory 5996 law shonld help hasten its demise. 

EDITORIAL 

~ HIiV ¥’acch~e M)qch De’b~mked 

A study has repudiated the preposterous argument that vaccinating girls might encourage 

promiscuity. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

S~ow dob o~ dobs 

Mitt Romney says he has a plan that would create millions of jobs. It’s a five-point plan to nowhere. 

~ Columni~,t Page [ 81og 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Sad Oree~ Story 

What happened to the golden days of green technology? lt’s a tale of disappointed hopes. 



~ Columnist Page 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

A Finanele~- in Chief 
i.::., pi..i.~,: 

What would it really mean to have a man with Mitt Romney’s experience at Bain Capital in the 

White House? 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. ~9, 1987, the stock market crashed as the Dow Jones Industrial Average plunge(] 508 

points, or 22.6 percent in value -its second4)iggest percentage drop. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Page 

Yoti ~eceived this message because you signed tip for NYrimes corn’s loday’s Headlines newsle~e~ As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protectin9 your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubscdbe [ Change You[ E-Mail ] Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

ProQuest <proquestmai199@proquest.com> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 2:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

F.xclusive SHA HWtory Vault Luncheon Invitation- R SVP Today 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

.~.i Statistical Collections 

doin us for our special luncheon presentation at the Southern Historical Association 
2012 Annual Meeting: ProQuest History Vault[] Bringing the Archives to You with Digital 
Primary Sources. 

See how unlocking primary source content in ProQuest History Vault transforms 
research. Gain unprecedented access to essential archival collections, digitized and 
ready to explore. 

ProQuest 
Luncheon: 

Date: 

Time: 

Where: 

ProQuest History Vault[] Bringing the Archives to 
You with Digital Primary Sources 

Saturday, November 3, 2012 

Noon [] 1:30 p.m. 

Renaissance Riverview Plaza Hotel 
64 South Water Street 
Room: Bon Secour Bay 1 

Mobile, Alabama 36602 

At our luncheon, we will be exploring ProQuest History Vault, featuring the following 
modules: 

Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century I & 2 

Slavery and the Law 

NAACP Papers I & 2 

Southern Life and African American History, 1775[]1915, Plantations 

Records, Part 1 

New American Politics and Society from JFK to Watergate (1960-1975) 

New Struggle for Women[qs Rights, 1880-1990: Organizational Records, 

Part I 

Registration is required, and space is limited. 

Learn more about ProQuest History Vault, and check out our Libguides, where youlqll 
find complimentary webinars and more. Be sure to also see our Diversit3L Databases for 
an array of complementary resources. 

We hope to see you at our presentations at the Southern Historical Association 2012 

Annual Meeting. 

%:: www.proquest.com 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 
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TOP NEWS 

Blast ~n Bei~out Is Seen as an 

Exte~slon of S3~-i~’s W’ae 

An explosion in a Christian section of 
Lebanon’s capital killed an official 
viewed by Syria as an enemy and 
was the most provocative violence in 
Lebanon tied to the Syrian conflict. 

Syeians Place Booby Traps ~n 

Rebel Guns 

The Syrian government has salted 
the ammunition of antigovernment fighters with ordnance that explodes inside rebels’ weapons, 
wounding or killing them while destroying their guns. 

THE LONG RUN 
Romuey as a Manager: Unbm-rled aud Socratic 

A serial chief executive, Mitt Romney is steeped in management theory and eschews gnt instincts, 
wading deeply into the kind of raw data that is usually left to jnnior aides. 

. NYTimes corn Nome Pao~e 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Thrift u~anled to .r#~t him~ nm~ lh~]t got him." 

PAUL SALEM, aBa]yst with the Carm~gie Middle E;~s~ Ce~a~er, o~a the terror att;~ck i~ Beiru~ H~;~t 

killed Brig. Gem Wissam at-H;~ssam the iBtetligenee ehie[’ of Lebanon’s interred secnrity service. 

F’] INTERACTIVE MAP     ~] 

’I’es~ng ~he Sw~ng 

What will happen in 
the undecided critical 
states? "l~’y different 
scenarios and see tile outcomes. 

~3o [o E~ec[ora~ Map 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Stories 

Is Elizabeth Wan’en 
really part American 
Indian? It doesn’t matter. 

in a tiny kitchen, lots of idea 
rOOffl 
ALSO IN STYLE )> 

Franco Doodle Dandy 

Make your home market ready 

F ...... ] I:--: :-.:: 1 

WORLD 

A Biker, a Blonde, a Jil~adlst and Piles of C.LAo Cash 



A man says he arranged a marriage for the Qaeda affiliate leader Anwar al~&wlaki as part of efforts 

by Danish and American intelligence officials to hunt him down. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

’Malala Mordent’ May Have Fassed h~ Paklstan~ as Rage Over a Shooting Ebbs 

What had been a unified wfiee against the Taliban, and the possibility of action, is receding befl)re a 

backlash. 

]Habeas Fh~ds ~tselfz~g~ed ~V~tb ~srael Over Ex~re~n~st Groups 

Hamas is working to suppress the more radical Islamic militant groups that have emerged in Gaza, 

made up of extremists who are challenging its cease-fire with Israel, activists say. 

Mere World News 

Ho~seclea~h~g, Thet~ Dh~er? S]llcon Valley Perka Come Ho~ne 

As technology blurs the line between work and home, many companies are eschewing traditional 
benefits like bonuses for stress reducers like free housecleaning and dinner deliveries. 

Boys Now Enter Fuber~ Younger, Study Suggests~ but Ws Unclear Why 

Because of the lack of precision in earlier studies, it cannot be decisively said that male puberty is 
starting at a younger age, but the evidence points that way. 

Free Speech Is One Tlfing~ Vagrants, Another 

Hardly a stranger to political movements, the city of Berkeley has championed free speech, no 

mikes, the antiwar movement and now: no sitting on the sidewalk. 

BUSINESS 

Strafes Fail as Ear~fir~gs D~sappo[nt o~ V~:all SL 

Investors were spooked on Friday by a growing number of pessimistie repm’ts fi’om eorporate 
executives, 

~llomeRe~ 
le~ ~etl atH rr         High 

DEALBOOK 

A Secretary to a Salo~ox~ Is Acc~sed of Er~xbezzlh~g 

~.h: ~-"L~ L " 

The secretary for William R. Salomon, the former head of Salomon Brothers, has been accused of 

stealing nearly $2 million from her 98-year-old boss. 

Wlth 2 Big Deals Approaclfing~ Ros~xeft Stands Go Beco~e a Global OH Power 

Two pending deals would bring more than half of Russia’s oil industry under government control for 
the first time since the early ~99os and create a new player on the world stage. 

SPORTS 

GAME 5: GIANTS 5, CARDINALS 0 

Zito BaffJes Card~als a~d Gives Giarrts Hope for ~M~otber Co~nebaek 

Facing elimination in Game 5 of the National League Championship Series, the Giants beat the 

Cardinals on the strength of a gutsy pitching performance by Barry Zito. 

~ Box Score [ On Baseball. G~ants Need Pitching to Come Back 

The P~lnter ~akes His Pohlt 

Vikings punter Chris Kluwe’s writings about the fights of same-sex couples have lifted him off the 

sports pages and into the national conversation. 

SPORTS OFTHETIMES 

Yankees’ O~d Ways Catcl~ Up to Thegn 

The curse, if you will, of the Yankees is that they cannot stop overpaying for aging sluggers and 
pitchers. 

o Mere Sports News 

ARTS 

Despite Fa~s’ Fears, D~s~ey’s Cou*~t[T Bears Remain Cort~y 

Walt Disney World has changed its Country Bear ~Tamboree attraction, but not much. 



The Subject is Seler~ee~ the Style Is Faul "lurer 
f.::: CI .:. ]LLI.: :is,.: ]::,T i 

David Quammen says he approached his book "Spilloveri’ about animal diseases that have jumped 
to humans, with a belief that "nonfiction could be wondrous and imaginative, shapely and 
literary." 

DANCE REVIEW 
Swh°ls al~d Shifts h~ a Kalek~oscope 

American Ballet Theater presented the premiere of Alexei Ratmansky’s "Symphony ~9," a largely 
ebullient and pure-dance work. 

¯ More Airs News 

TRAVEL 

Callfor~fia h~ My Mhld 

Memories of grilled shrimp, vinyl records and surf culture pull a writer back to the Orange County 
coast of his youth. H ow do the beach towns of today hold up against those memories? 

OVERNIGHTER 

Ir~ Colorado, Swftchbacks arid ~The ShhH~g’ 

~I~ae author negotiates dauntin~ waling trails and haunted hotel history on a trip to Estes P~rk, 
Colo. 

THE GETAWAY 

I-hdlm#’ee~ ’I’tmrs That Give You the Creeps 

Looking to spend Halloween season somewhere spooky? Here’s a guide to several seaW spots in the 
Northeast. 

o More ]ravel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A ’~Vorld of Harm for 
Mitt Romney and Representative Paul Ryan promote an agenda that takes aim at international 
family planning and lifesaving care. 

EDITORIAL 

The ’Pervers~o~ Files~ Come to Light 

The doemrtents on the sexual abuse of boys by scout leaders expose a familiar pattern of secrecy and 

negligenee. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

h~ tAflseo~si~, Ser~ate Car~dldates Shift Their PoMt~o~s 

In a deeply divided swing state, former Gov. Tommy Thompson and Representative Tammy 
Baldwin have changed their minds on issues Dom health care to h’an. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Shades of Gay 
f.::: ,.:i .:. ]M.S .! 

In a recent national survey, people of color were more likely than whites to identify themselves as 

lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Least Popular Subject 

People, have you noticed how gun control rarely comes up in the presidential race? Let’s thank Nina 
Gonzalez for bringing it np. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Arhy Syracuse Isn’t Penn State 

The differences in the responses to allegations of sexual abuse at Penn State and Syracuse offer 
important lessons, 

ON THIS DAY 



On Oct. 20, 1973, in the so-called Saturday Night Massacre, President Nixon abolished the office of 

special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox, accepted the resignation of Attorney General Elliot L. 

Richardson and fired Deputy Attorney General William B. Ruckelshaus. 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo Officials Say irari Has                            ~ 

Agreed to Nuclear Tall{s 

Direct talks would be a first, but with Iran unwilling to talk until after the election, there is a risk 
that the apparent breakthrough is only an effort to buy time. 

Cash Flood F~le|s Fight to the E~ad in Lea~alng States 

To earn enough electoral w~tes to win the election, Mitt Romney will likely have to wrest Wisconsin, 
Iowa or Ohio from President Obama, tht’ee Midwestern states that Mr. Obama is trying to protect. 

For Presldeilt, a Complex Calcuhis of Race and Politics 
i.::., . .-..i.,i 
Since taking office, President Obama has attempted to balance two deeply held impulses: a belief in 
universal polities not based on t’aee and an embrace of black life and its challenges. 

I~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

WORLD 

Tricks i~ Syria~s 

Ci~-l| V~ar 
New York Times 
correspondent C.J. Chivers reports 
from Syria on government attempts 
to seed the black market with altered 
ammunition as an attempt to maim 
and kill rebel soldiers. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Goog~e’s c~ystal 
Ball 

How does the election 
look from the search window? 

"[31ondes make the best 
victims" 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

"Roy Lichtenstein: A Retrospective" 

A look at prohibition, hardly dry 

WORLD 

As Afgha~ Forces Kill.~ Truest Is Also a Casualty 

The details of an insider shooting that happened Sept. 29 underscore the escalating distrust that 
surrounds interactions between American and Al’ghan troops. 

[] Photographs: insider ~ttacks Fuel Distrust 



~fler Attack, Lebanese Oppos[t[on Calls for New Government 

The countt.w’s main opposition group called for the Hezbollah-led government to resign in the wake 
of a powerful bomb attack for which it blamed Syria. 

Guatemala Shooth~g Raises Concerns Abot~t Military’s Expanded Role 

Guatemala has forged closer military ties with the United States as it fights drug trafficking, but 
the fatal shooting of protesters and revelations of ties between former soldiers and drug gangs are 
worrying human rights groups. 

More World News 

Clhfic Raffles Could Make You a ~Ninner, and Maybe a Mother 

Demand for infertility treatment is increasing, but so are the number of clinics offering it, and 
more are seeking fi’ee publicity with a method that seems jarring. 

It’s an uphill battle for architectural preservationists in Phoenix, where many old structures have 

been felled by fire, decay or development. 

Gosh, ~A;ho Talkn Like That Now? R(mmey Does 

Mitt Romney’s way o~ speaking is polite, fi~rmal and anachronistic, linguistically setting him apart, 

and influencing the word choices of those who work with and for him. 

BUSINESS 

THE ENERGY RUSH 

After the Boom in Natnral Gas 

Low prices for consumers. Big profits for bankers. But the gas glut in the United States has meant 

much pain for gas exploration companies and their investors. 

STRATEGIES 

During President Obama’s first 1,368 days, the stock market has painted a much rosier picture 
than many other economic gauges. 

FAI R GAM E 

Cit~s Torch Has Passed, Now Fh~d 

Time will tell whether Citigroup’s new chief executive will shrink the bank to a more manageable 
size and protect American taxpayers from future bailouts. 

S P 0 RTS 

A~mstrong~s V~’all of S~lence Fell R~der by R~der 

Lance A~nstrong managed to keep the dark side of his athletic success quiet, investigators and 
cyclists said, by using guile and arm-twisting tactics that put fear in those who might cross him. 

Off Broadway 

The Indiana Pacers have welcomed back Donnie Walsh as president for basketball operations after 
three years with the Knieks and one in the brief retirement he was talked out of. 

Knicks 109, Celtios 98: Resfin~ Severa~ Starters. Knic~s Have Utile Time to Develop Chem~stW 

Fans of Tebow Lame*It His Limited Role on Jets 

Tim Tebow fans around the country had hoped to see him play a much bigger role for the 0ets than 
he has so far. 

~ Matchup: Jets ,3-3) at Patrio{s (3-3) 

¯ More Spolls News 



ARTS 

The choreographer Benjamin Millepied aims to make dance more visible on the expansive eultural 

scene in Los Angeles. 

i.::y i’..r.’..’i.". 
The artistic wanderings of RZA, mastermind of the Wn-Tang Clan, have led him to a $~o million 
movie, "The Man With the Iron Fists," which he directed and stars in. 

With a much-anticipated role in a much-anticipated revival, Katie Finneran is seeking the right 
balance for Miss Hannigan in "Annie." 

, Mo~e Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

Pa~I Rya~ Ca~t Lose 

No matter which way the election goes in November, the Republican vice-presidential nominee sees 
nothing but upside. 

~A;hat Happens h~ Brookly~ Moves to Vegas 

Tony Hsieh’s crazy urban experiment. 

In the dusty triangle where Afghanistan, h’an and Pakistan meet, there is more than one war going 
on. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

"l~-ist[~g the Facts About Hea|th Ca~*e 

Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan have been obfuscating their plans for Medicare, Medicaid and what 

they will do to reform the health care system. 

EDITORIAL I FOR UNITED STATES SENATE 

Kirste~ Gillibra~d fo~" New York 
Ms. Gillibrand has been a steady voice of reason in Washington. We endorse her for re-election to the 
Senate. 

EDITORIAL [ FOR UNITED STATES SENATE 

Christopher Murphy for Com~ecficut 
We endorse Representative Christopher Murphy, a thoughtful and productive public servant with 
an almost perfect voting record, for the Senate. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

Do~"t "l’el~ Dad, i~m Going to C~tba 

As the older generation on both sides of the Flm~da Straits die, so will the bitter passions that fueled 
more than 6o years of stalemate between Cuba and the United States. 

~[7] Slide Show: Cubs Reviste.t 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pampe~’ed P~ces Fii~g Gorilla D~st 

Even cloaked in humor, the barbs of Mitt Romney and Barry Obama drip with disdain. 

C 3; - F’aae 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama’s Best-Keplt See~ets 

Why aren’t we hearing more about the major reforms in schools and ears? 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

The Debatable ~A;o~qd 



For Mitt Romney, America must again be the nnchallenged power in the world. For President 

Obama, America must live in the moment, pre-eminent but not the sole power. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

’I’he Op~at~~ of 

of serious presidential candidates, and even of presidents, Americans demand constant reassnrance 

that their country, their achievements and their values are extraordinary. 

DATA POINTS 

G~tth~g to Vot~ ~s Getfir~g Harder 

New rules (:over voters in ~3 states. Here are fore" types of voter laws and where they have been put 

in place since 2o11. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 2~, ~879, Thomas Edison invented a workable electric light at his laboratory in Menlo 
Park, N.J. 
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TOP NEWS 

Benghazi and Arab Spring 
Rear Up in U.S. Campaign 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The attack in Libya last month has 
become the focal point of a fierce debate 
over what role the United States shotfld 
seek to play in shaping the new order 
emerging from the Arab Spring. 

Explanation for Benghazi 
Attack Under Scrutiny 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

As more information emerges about tl~e 
Ameriem~ response to tl~e attack on its 
diplomatic nfission h~ Benghazi, Libya, 
the White House looks increasingly 
vulnerable to criticism. 

’Worried Sick’: Meningitis 
Risk Haunts ~4,ooo 
By DENISE GRADY 

For tlaousands of people who may have been infected by a contanfinated drug, tlaere is little to do but wait 
and see what happens. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It made me feel like the biggest amateur computer user ever." 

KEITH MCCARTHY, a 59-year-old copywriter, on trying out tl~e new Windows 8 software. 

OBITUARIES 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
George McGovern 
Dies at 90 
George McGoven~, tl~e 
United States senator 
who won tl~e Democratic 
Party’s presidential nonfination in ~979 
as an opponent of the war in Vietnmn 



and a champion of liberal causes, mad 
who was then trounced by President 
Richard M. Nixon in the general 
election, has died. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR : :~: 

George McGovern 
By 3OSH GARRETT-DAVIS i ,~:: .... . 

PraiSe pop~ism, 
embodied by George 
McGovem, flo~ished in the ~97os. Not 
so much now. 

4 WEEKS 

WORLD 

Two Campaigns Skirt Talk of Tough Choices in Afghanistan 
By DAVID E. SANGER and THOM SHANKER 

For either President Obama or Mitt Ronmey, finding a satisfactory end to the war in Afghanistan and 
nmintaining American influence in Pakistan will be a challenge. 

Angry Lebanese Attempt to Storm Government Offices 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Lebanon’s jittery composure throughout the long Syrian uprising wobbled but held on Sm~day, as political 
and religious leaders quelled street protests. 

Explosion Rocks Damascus Neighborhood 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The latest violence came on a day when President Bashar al-Assad of Syria discussed the civil war with 
Lakhdar Brahinfi, the envoy representing the United Nations and the Arab League. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Three Killed in Shooting at Spa in Wisconsin 
By STEVEN YACCINO and MONICA DAVEY 

A gunman opened fire at a day spa in a suburb of Milwaukee on Sunday, killing at least three people and 
injuring four, the police said. 

GEORGE MCGOVERN I 1922-2012 

A Prairie Liberal, Trounced but Never Silenced 
By DAVID E. ROSENBAUM 

To the liberal Democratic faithful, Mr. McGovern remained a stmadard-bearer well into old age, writing mad 
lecturing even as his name was routinely invoked by conservatives as s)aaon)anous with what they considered 
the failures of liberal politics. 

~ ~ Slide Show: George McGovern Dies at 90 

In Texas, a Legal Battle Over Biblical Banners 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

A school superintendent’s stance on religious expression has put him at odds with his students, his 
neighbors, the governor, the attorney general and, some in his town believe, his God. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Disney, Struggling to Find Its Digital Footing, Overhauls Disney.com 
By BROOKS BARNES 



Figuring out the Internet is critical for all media companies, but Disney’s future in partictflar depends on a 
winning strategy. 

NBC Finds Itself in Unfamiliar Territory: On Top 
By BILL CARTER 

NBC’s surprise top-ranking among younger viewers is in large part a restflt of the poor perfonnance of its 
network rivals, which have failed to deliver may hot new shows. 

A Sale Gives a Magazine on Healthy Eating a New Lease on Life 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Eating Well is trying to forge its path in a world without Gourmet magazine, while avoiding high-calorie 
comfort food that became a popular topic during the recession. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GIANTS 6, CARDINALS 1 
Cruising to Victory, Giants Force Game 7 
By ANDREW KEH 

San Francisco opened the scoring early in Game 6 against the Cardinals, carrying naonaentum into Monday 
night’s game, which will decide who will move on to the World Series against Detroit. 

" ~ Box Score 

ON BASEBALL 
On a National Stage After Years in the Wilderness 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Ryan Vogelsong spent years in the minors after starting his major league career with Sm~ Francisco. Now, 
back with the Giants, he has been their pitching star of the postseason. 

, On Baseball: Another Novice Steps to the Forefront for St. Louis 

Giants Rebuilt Nearly From Scratch 
By JASON TURBOW 

Few players from the team that won the 2OlO World Series remain on the current Giants roster, but this 
year’s squad has relied on strong pitching to again advance deep into the playoffs. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Cacophonous Declarations of Independents 
By JON PARELES 

Bonanza and glut, harbinger and revival, party and business meeting, auditions and acclamations, a random 
sample of what’s new: the CMJ Music Marathon is all of them at once. 
" ArtsBeat: Reports From CMJ I ~:?~ Slide Show 

Lawsuits Claim Knoedler Made Huge Profits on Fakes 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Lawsuits against the former Knoedler Gallery in New York claim that markups on disputed artworks were 
suspiciously high. 

A WORD WITH: KAREN ALLEN 
A Lifetime of Regret, Born in a Moment 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

In "Summer Day" Karen Allen’s character revisits an afternoon, decades earlier, when her husband took a 
boat into the bay near their eotmtry house and never returned. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Weather Channel’s Parent Company Is Renamed 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The Weather Channel Companies became the Weather Company, signifying a slfifl to media outside 



television. 

Leon Jaroff, 85, Editor at Time and Discover 
By DENNIS HEVESI 

After nearly a decade of lobbying, Mr. Jaroff, a senior editor at Time magazine, convinced his corporate 
bosses that there was a market for a Time Inc. science magazine. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Print’s Poetry Still a Draw for the Publisher Felix Dennis 
By DAVID CARR 

The magazine publisher, who took America by stolan h~ the 199os with Maxim, still revels in the print 
business and prides lfimself on knowing what readers want. 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Myth of Job Creation 
Both President Obama and Mitt Ronmey have said govermnent does not create jobs. But the government 
does in fact create jobs, nfillions of important jobs. 

EDITORIAL 

Faith, Football and the First Amendment 
A Texas case about religious expression at a public school is testing whether a landinark Supreme Court 
rulh~g is still the law of the land. 

EDITORIAL 
For Congress From New York and Connecticut 
Here are endorsements in six Congressional races. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Secret of Our Non-Success 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The Ronmey camp denies and distorts the evidence about how we recover from a severe financial crisis. 

’. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Presidential Mitt 
By BILL KELLER 

Here’s what Mitt Ronmey can say in Monday night’s debate to sound like a credible commander in chief. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Undisclosed Mitt Romney 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

The Republican nonfinee has gotten away with a new secretiveness on his fundraising, his tax retula~S and 
his budget proposals - without paying much of a political price. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 22, 1962, President John F. Kennedy announced an air and naval blockade of Cuba, following the 
discovery of Soviet nfissile bases on the island. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 12:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

TODAY "talk by Marina Camv~s of the Raintbrest Foundation 5:30 pm at Duke 

Location & p~acking for Marina Campos talk.pdf; MarinaCamposTalk flyer.pdf 

The Working Group on the Envirolmaent in Latin America (WGELA) 

presents 

atalk by 

Marina Campos 
Progra~l Director, Rainfomst Foundation - US 

Monday, October 22 

5:30 - 6:45 pm 

Physics Bldg Room 130, Duke Campus 

(see attached map and parking information) 

Talk abstract: 
For over 20 years the Rainforest Foundation’s mission has been to support indigenous and traditional forest peoples in their efforts to protect their enviroun~ent and fulfill their rights. We 
argue that recognizing the rights of forest peoples is one of the most effective strategies to maintain standing forests. In this talk, Marina will discuss the effectiveness, as well as the 
opportunities and challenges, that this approach provides for the conservation of tropical rainforests. The talk will focus on the work of Rainforest Foundation in South and Central 2unerica, 
more specifically on Peru, Guyana and Panama. 

Dr. Marina Campos is currently the Program Director of Natural Resource Management and Climate Change at Rainforest Foundation US. In this position, Marina works in partnership with 
indigenous groups and local grassroots organizations in Central and South America to secure rights to their lands and influence policies to protect their resources. Prior to joining the 
Rainforest Foundation US, she set’,~ed as the State Coordinator on Climate Change for the state of Amazonas in Brazil and oversaw the design and implementation of first Brazilian payment 
for envirotwnental services progranr ("Bolsa Floresta") and the creation of Brazil’s first Reducing Emissions front Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) project in the Jmna Reselwe. Marina 
has been working in rainforest conservation issues especially in the .~azon region since 1989. She received a B.Sc. and M.Sc. fiom University of Sgo Paulo, Brazil and a Ph.D. in Social 
Ecology from the Yale School of Forest~" and Envirorwaental Studies. 

For more information on this event, see attached flyer or contact rachel.baker~duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 22, 2012 1:12 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wofld" News & Notes Digest 10-22-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 22M, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

10/29/2012 -The UNC Gillings School of Global Public ttealth and the UNC Student Global ttealth Committee will be hosting an event rifled "Whose Water is it 

Anyway?" from 6:00 7:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedF~x Global Edncation Center. This event will feature a tbnr-person panel of speakers 

(Dr. Myron Cohen, Dr. Mark Sobsey, Dr. Jacqueline MacDonald Gibson, and Dr. Uroqi Amjad) from UNC and "the local communi~ to share their experiences with 

water as it intersects with health, economics, politics, and human rights. A brief reception showcasing student water organizations will follow the tmnel discussing in the 

FedEx Atrium. 

10/29/12 - 2012 Water and Health Conference: Science, Policy and Innovarion to be held Oct. 29 Nov. 2, 2012 at fl~e William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing 

Education: http:#whconference.unc.edu/ 

11/01112 - Friday Center ’%:hat’s The Big Idea?" lecture given by Rachel T. NoNe rifled Rapid Molecular Methods: A Revolution for Water Quality Mm~agement from 

7 9 PM in the William & Ida Friday Center for Continning Education. 

11/08/12 - The Institute tbr the Environment at UNC will be hosting the 2012 Birdsall-Dreiss lecture with Dr. Jay Famiglietl~ titled "Water Cycle Change and the Huma3a 

Fingerprint on the Water Lm~dscape of the 21 st Century: Observations ti-om a Decade of GRACE." at 5:30 PM in the Tate-Tumer-Kumlt Auditorinm located in the 

IfNC School of Social Work. The Birdsall-Dreiss LecturesNp is sponsored by The Geological Society of America. tlydrogeology Division in memo~ of John 

Manning Birdsdtl. A Professor of Earth System Science and Civil Engineering at University of Califomia-Irvine, Dr. Famiglietti directs the UC Center for Hydrologic 

Modeling where his research focuses on hydrology and climate, remote sensing offl~e tenestrial and globa~ water cycles, a~nd hydrological and Earth system modeling. 

"~VATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Submission deadline extended for Water In Our World International Photo Competition - The deadline for snbmissions to the Water In Our World International 

Photo Competition has been extended from October 19th to November 30fl~ 2012, All photographs should be sent to the following address along with the forms 

attached below: watertheme(~unc.edu 

Photograph Submission Form- Adult 

PhotoRraph Release Form- Adult 

Photograph Submission Folm- Minor 

Photograph Release Form- Minor 

For contes~t roles and regulations, please consult the following document: 2012 International Photo Competition Rtfles final Oct 

VVATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Charles Fishm an visit planned to UNC - Charles Fislmaaa~, journalist and anthor of"The Big Thirst: The Secret Life & Turbnlent Future of Water," will be at UNC 

on Monday, October 29 and is open to meering with students and/or faculty. 

Mr. Fislunan is a former metro and national reporter for the Washington Post, and was a reporter and editor at the Orlando Sentinel and the News & Observer in 

Raleigh, NC. Since 1996, he has worked for the business magazine Fast Compe~ny. Fishman has won nume~ous awards, including three rimes receiving UCLA’s 

Gerald Loeb Award, the most prestigious award in business journalism. Mr. Fislunan’s previous book, the New York Times bestseller ’q’he W~-Mart Effects" was 

the first to clack open Wa]- Mart’ s w~l of secrecy, and has become the staa~dmd for understanding Wal- Mart’ s itnpact on how we live. 

If you would like to invite Mr. Fishman to yonr class or meet with him please contact Marissa Streyle at s~trevle~nnc.edu. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more intbnnation on the theme and other upcoming events, feel ti’ee to visit our website located at 
http:L/watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, comments, mad suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on 
Twitter at http ://twitter.com/UNCWater 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 3:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tue~tay: GalleO, Talk at 7pm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

i~i Logo small                      ] 

Tuesday, October 23 at 7pro 

The Black Photo Album 

Join &.’, /*, .,,’~ P~t~e,,’~ for a gallery talk exploring the historical range of photographic 
portraits of black subjects made in South Africa, from nineteenth century images 
of human "specimens," to the early twentieth century "native studies" of A.M. 



Duggan-Cronin, and eventually to the dynamic "snaps" and composite portraits 
characteristic of late twentieth century urban studios. 
Tuesday, October 23 at 7pm. Free and open to the public. Reservations to 

contact@walthercoliection.com or call +1 212 352 0683. 
Currently on view at The Walther Collection Project Space, Part I of Dista~:.~ a~S 
D~s~i~~: ~,c.o~m~ with ~h~ A~’ica~ ~£~chi\~ is a dual exhibition juxtaposing 
Santu Mofokeng’s "The Black Photo Album / Look at Me," an archive of pictures 
commissioned by black South Africans in the early twentieth century, with A.M. 
Duggan-Cronin’s "The Bantu Tribes of South Africa," an eleven-volume study, 
published between 1928-1954, renowned and contested for preserving an 
ethnographic vision of African heritage. 

John Peffer is Associate Professor of Art History at Ramapo College. He is the 
author of "Art and the End of Apartheid" (University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 
and co-editor of the forthcoming "Portraiture and Photography in 
Africa" (indiana University Press, 2013). His current research is concerned with 
issues of color and the vernacular reception of photography in South Africa. 

Saturday, November 10, 9am=Spm 
NewYork University, 100 Washington Square East 

c c’,_,,’_~ ~u," ~’,, ~d £s e ~ c <,’, _,,"_! ,,%’. ~!2 ,~. c <,’, ,~’., 

+49 7:$1 t76 9",,’43 

Forward email 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by contact@walthercollection.com 
_U_£d__a__t__e__!L~_9_[LLeL£~_La_[_A__d__d__rz_e__s__s. Mstant removal with ._S__a__f£_U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_{rzLv__a__c_~___(’_o_JLc_y__. 

The Walther Collection i 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York i NY :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 3:16 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha John~n <~iohnson@nationalhummaitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationa]humm~itiescenter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 
<kadipietro@nationa]lmmanitiescenter.olg> 

NHC Fellow Dyan Elliott to speak on Sca~da] in the Medieval Church, Thursday, Novetnber 8th 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordially invited to 

"The Medieval Church as a School for Scandal" 

Dyan H. Elliott, Northwestern University 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 -- 5:00 p.m. 

The term "scandal" is derived from a Greek verb meaning "to cause another to stulnble." An act need not be sinful to be considered scandalous: the salient attribute is its 

ability to occasion sin in another. But whether scandal was wrought by deliberate sin or a morally neutral act, it was an unmitigated evil fl’om the perspective of the 

medieval church In her lecture, Elliott will exatnine how ecclesiastical efforts to suppress scandal created a elitnate of secrecy that was especially prejudicial to the laity. 

This tradition of concealment, passed down through the centuries, helps render the recent spate of cover-ups by the modern church more comprehensible. 

Dyan H. Elliott is the Peter B. Ritzma Professor of the Humanities and Professor of History at Northwestern University. A historian of Western Europe in the Middle Ages, her 

interests center around gender, spirituality, and sexuality and the way these three variables interact. She is especially intrigued by how the margins help to define the 

center of a given society. Elliott’s publications include Spiritual Marriage: SexuaI Abstinenee in Medieval Wedlock (1993); Fallen Bodies: Pollution, Sexuality, and DemonoIogy in the 

Middle Ages (1999); Proving Woman: Female Spirituality and lnquisitiona! Culture in the Later MiddIe Ages (2004; winner of the 2006 Otto Grfindler Award); and 77~e Bride of 

Christ Goes to Hell: Metaphor and Embodiment in the Lives of Pious Women, 2oo-~5oo (~o11) Her research has been supported by fellowships from the ACLS, the Institute for 

Advanced Study (Princeton), the National Humanities Center, the Rockefeller Foundation in Bellagio, and the Liguria Study Center for the Arts and Humanities in Bogliaseo. 

A Fellow at the Center in ~997-98, Elliott returns this year as the first Kent R. Mullikin Fellow as she continues her work examining the concept of scandal and its practical 

and ideological consequences for church history. 

10 reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9)549-o66L ext. ~ 6, or mjohnson@naffonalhumanidescenter.or9 

National Hnmanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research ~)’iangle Park, _NT~ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Monday, October 22, 2012 6:18 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Latino/a Studies at Duke: 3 great lunchdme events next week and reminder about exhibit 

DeGuzlnan final Duke Nov 2 2012.pdf; Engel final Oct 30 2012.pdf, china medel Nov 1 2012.pptx 

From:Jenny Snead Williams <iennvsw~dukc~edu> 

Please help us spread the word, thanks! 

Three great lunchtime events THE WEEK OF OCT 29 - NOV 2 in the Friedl Bldg on Duke’s East Campus: 

Tuesday, October 30th at 11:45am in Fried1225 

A reading by novelist Patricia Engel from her debut work, Vida 

Time & location: 11:4S - l:00pm in Fried122S (across from Cart and between Wilson and Aycock dorms on Duke’s East Campus) 

LUNCH provided! 

Description: Engel’s work, framed by her Colombian-American world in suburban New Jersey and Miami, chisels out a rich canvas of Latino/a migrant life 

and coming-of-age universality. Vida (Grove Press, 2010) was named a 2010 New York Times Notable Book of the year, and was a finalist for the 

PEN!Hemingway Fiction Award. Engel teaches creative writing at the University of Miami. 

See more here: httP:iipatriciaengeLcomi with interview clips at: http:i/www.aarp.orgientertainment/booksiinfo-O9- 

2010/audio interview with engel.htrnl and a reading here: http://www.discogs.com/Patricia.-EngeI-The-Bridge!release/2259515. 

Sponsored by the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the Program in Literature, the Department of Romance Studies, and the English 

Department 

Thursday, Nov 1st at 1:00pro in Fried1225 

"Ghosts on the Border: Art, Media, and Imaginaries of the US-Mexico Border" 

with China Medel (Duke, Literature Program graduate student and instructor) 

Time & location: 1 to 2pm in Friedl 225 (across from Cart and between Wilson and Aycock dorms on Duke’s East Campus) 

LUNCH provided! 

Description: How does art allow us to see the unseen in a hyper visible space? Engaging with art and film practices about the US-Mexico Border, a space 

patrolled by drones and constantly captured on surveillance cameras, Medel’s research wonders at the different ways art allows us to see and imagine 

migration and the border differently. Looking at its intersections with activism, how does art help us envision new forms of politics at the border? 

Sponsored by the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South and Duke Students for Humane Borders (DSHB) 

Friday, November 2no at 12:00noon: 

A reading and book-signing by UNC-CH faculty member Maria DeGuzmdn from her new work, 

Buenas Noches, American Culture: Latina/o Aesthetics o[ Night 

Time & location: 12 noon to l:00pm in Friedl 115 (Fredric Jameson Gallery, ist floor, with D~ys of the De~d exhibit as back-drop to this reading) Friedl Bldg, 

(across from Carr and between Wilson and Aycock dorms on Duke’s East Campus) 

LUNCH provided! 

Description: Maria DeGuzm~n is Professor of English and Comparative Literature and Director of Latina!o Studies at U~l~apel Hill. De DeGuzm~n will 

read from her new work, Buenos Noches, American Culture: Latina/o Aesthetics oj:Niqht (Indiana Univ Press, 2012) and take questions afterward. From the 

IU Press website, "Often treated like night itself-both visible and invisible, feared and romanticized-Latinaios make up the largest minority group in the 

US. in her newest work, Maria DeGuzm~n explores representations of night in art and literature from the Caribbean, Colombia, Central and South America, 

and the US, calling into question night’s effect on the formation of identity for Latina/os in and outside of the US." 

Note: there will be a limited number of books for cash sale (~;28 per book). DeGuzm~n will also sign books following the O.&A. 

Sponsored by the Program in Latino!a Studies in the Global South and the Program in Literature 

And, DON’T FORGET to visit our EXHIBIT before it closes Nov 6: 

Days of the Dead From Mexican Roots to Prese;;t-Day Pract;ce ;n ~?~e Untied States features photography, a Oaxacan traditional altar, a student-designed murak videos; and more. Days 
of the Dead are a celebratory t~me to reune w~th the deceased, but ~t’s not about w~tches o~ mummies - ff yo~ are unfamiliar with the tradition, come find out mo~e about th~s beaut~fu~ 
live~y holiday~ focused on reflection and visitation 

Ohe~k o~t theBe a~t~eles~pest~g~ related to the ~ay~ o~#~e ~eade~h~B~t c~rrent~y on d~splay through November 6~h ~n the Jameson Gallery, 115 Fr~ed~ Building, East Camp~s: 

Blog posting from Oax~ca Cultural Navigator on Oct 9: 

A~icie in D¢i]~e Today on Sept 27: [~1:~}:i,’~od~w duke edui2012i09/da2so[thede~d 

Note: Gallery hou~ a~e M-Fd 8am-6pm open access Limited evening/weekend access for groups, dependent upon Duke staff availability Anyone coming to campus specificNly fo~ tRe 
exhibit should check with T~acy Carha~:racy.ca[har~({qduke.edu to ensure there is not a class or otRe~ group visit planned dudn9 tRat time. Large 9~oup and schooi visits are welcome, 
but need to be coordinated through Tracy Carha~ (above) and Jenny Snead Williams (jennysw@dul~e.edu). 
.............................. 

Jenny Snead Williams 

Executive Director 



Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South 

Duke University, Box 90441 

122 Friedl Building, East Campus 

Durham NC 27708 

jennysw@duke.edu 

http:/ila [_inostudies,duke.edu/i 

919-684-4375 

*Latino/a Studies on FB: -h--t--t-~--~/-/-~-W----W----W---.-t.-a-~-c--e-~-b-~-~---~-~-k-~--c---~---m--/-g-r--~---u-~---s/---2-~-1-~-~--~---~-~-6--9---6-~-5-~-6---~--1-~-9-~-3--3-/-- 

*Twitter: www,twitter,com!LSGSDuke <http:!iwww,twitter,comiLSGSDuke 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama and Romney Bristle From Start Over Foreign Policy 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama and Romney Bristle 
From Start Over Foreign 
Policy 
By PETER BAKER and HELENE COOPER 

President Obama and Mitt Ronmey 
engaged in a contentious exehmage over 
America’s place in the world as each 
sought to portray the other as an 
mareliable commander in chief in a 
dangerous era. 

Settlement Eases Rules for 
Some Medicare Patients 
By ROBERT PEAR 

Tens of thousands of people with 
chronic conditions and disabilities may 
find it easier to qualify for home health 
care, nursing home stays and outpatient 
therapy. 

THE TV WATCH 

Role Reversal Gives President Harder Line, and Punch Lines 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Monday night’s debate provided an odd role reversal that made Mitt Ronmey seem on the defensive, while 
President Obama offered sharp responses to criticism of his foreign policy. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"My team is not dirty. All the issues were on their side of the field. This is a football game, not a Hallmark 

moment." 
ScoTr IAZO, a Pop Warner football coach in Southbridge, Mass., after a gmne in which five opposing 

players, all ~ or younger, suffered concussions. 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: The Third 
Presidential 
Debate 



Follow along with this h~teractive replay 
of the final debate, using fact-checks 
and graphics to take a closer look at 
attacks and assertions by President 
Obama and Mitt Ronmey. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Debating Points, 
Global Edition 
By THE EDITORS 

Analysts look at the third 
presidential debate 
region by region, argmnent by 
argmnent. 

4 WEEg, S 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Romney Shifts to Center; Obama Tries to Tie Him To Policies Under Bush 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

For Mitt Ronmey, Monday night’s debate offered a chance to show he was conversant in matters of foreign 
policy and reassure a war-weary public that he would not plunge the eomatry into new conflicts. 

Lebanon and Jordan Move Quickly to Contain Syria-Related Violence 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and NElL MacFARQUHAR 

In the most significant sign yet of alarm over the strife spilling over from Syria, the two cotmtries used police 
action and strong words to urge eahn within their oma borders. 

" The Lede Blog: Video of Lebanese Military Taking to Beirut’s Streets 8:43 PM ET 

Iran’s Political Infighting Erupts in Full View 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad verbally attacked the goverument’s highest judicial official after being 
denied access to the jail where his top press adviser is being held. 

-’ U.S. and Iran Deny Plan for Nuclear Talks 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

U.S. Concern Over Compounders Predates Outbreak of Meningitis 
By WALT BOGDANICH and SABRINA TAVERNISE 

When the agency last year suspected sales of a substandard drug and sought smnp]es, a trade group for 
pharu~acists gave instructions on how to sidestep such requests. 

" ’Worried Sick’: Meningitis Risk Haunts 14,000 

Documents in Meningitis Case Show Complaints in 1999 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE and ANDREW POLLACK 

Hundreds of pages detailed violations at the New England Compom~ding Center, like unlawfully allowing 
doctors to fax orders without names of specific patients. 

Iowa Justice Who Ruled for Gay Marriage Faces Test That Peers Failed 
By JOHN ELIGON 

In 2OLO, three Supreme Court members behind a 7-to-o ruling lost their retention bids. This year looks 
different for 3ustiee David S. Wiggins. 

BUSINESS 

In Mobile World, Tech Giants Scramble to Get Up to Speed 



By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER and SOMINI SENGUPTA 

Compmfies like Google, Microsoft and Intel are scrambling to reinvent their businesses now that the old 
model - a ettstomer sitting at a PC - no longer applies. 

Across Corn Belt, Farmland Prices Keep Soaring 
By RON NIXON and JOHN ELIGON 

Despite the worst drought in decades, farmers seeking more land to plant and investors looking for a better 
long-term investment continue to buy farufland. 

In Report, Speed Trades’ Problems and Pluses 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

A British goverument study found that the increasing prevalence of computerized trading might lead to 
isolated incidents of instability ha the financial markets. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A 5-Concussion Pee Wee Game Leads to Penalties for the Adults 
By KEN BELSON 

Pop Waruer has tried to protect yotmg players from head injuries. Yet on any given Saturday, the rules may 
be bent or ignored, even by referees trader pressure from parents and coaches. 

GIANTS 9, CARDINALS 0 
A Pounding, Then a Soaking 
By ANDREW KEH 

Scoring early and often, the Giants shut out the Cardinals in Game 7 of the N.L.C.S., capping a dramatic 
playoff comeback to move on to the World Series. 

" ~ Box Score 

ON BASEBALL 
Tigers Have Ace, but Giants Are Resilient 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Pitcher Justin Verlmader and the Tigers will likely be the favorites in the World Series, but the Giants have a 
pesky habit of getting hits and having little firings add up. 

’. A Different Team When Facing Elimination 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

Always at Home, Wherever He Plays 
By NATE CHINEN 

Gary Clark Jr. has made a name for lfimself touring as a straight-up bluesman, but his new albmn, "Blak and 
Blu," presents him as a pop eclectic. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Gifts of Voice That Keep on Giving 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Following singers’ career arcs into their 7os and 8os, as Barbara Cook and Barbra Streisand deal with voice 
changes. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’The Oath’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

Jeffrey Toobin draws on interviews with the justices and their law clerks in a lucid, if opinionated, 
assessment. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Finding Zen in a Patch of Nature 
By JAMES GORMAN 

David Haskell, ma ecologist and evolutionary biologist at the University of the South, conducted no 



experiments for his latest book. He just sat, watched and listened to the forest. 

BASICS 
True Blue Stands Out in an Earthy Crowd 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

Scientists have lately been captivated by the color blue, h~trigued by its optical purity, chemistry, complexity 
and metaphorical fluency. 

OUT THERE 
Discovery Rekindles Wish for a Journey to the Stars 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

The news that there is a planet circling Alpha Centauri B, only a little more than four light-years away, set off 
an epidemic of daydreaming among the astronomical and sei-fi set. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Final Debate 
Mitt Ronmey sounded confused and incoherent and had no original ideas of substance. 

EDITORIAL 
Will Foreclosure Abuses Ever End? 
Proposed rules from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau would not give homeowners needed 
protections against mortgage abuses. 

EDITORIAL 
Trespassing in Your Own Home 
A prosecutor speaks up about the New York City Police Department’s questionable stop-and-frisk arrests. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
We Need to Talk About Our Eggs 
By SARAH ELIZABETH RICHARDS 

OB-GYNs need to let women know that freezing their eggs is ma option in family planning. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Heated in Florida 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The final presidential debate stayed true to the previous ones, giving us comedy, drama and some essential 
truths. 
. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Poll Addict Confesses 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Is all this 24/7 hysteria over the latest political poll doing us any good? 

’- Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 23, a983, a suicide truck-bombing at Beirut International Airport in Lebanon killed 220 U.S. 

Marines, a8 sailors and 3 Army soldiers; a near-simultaneous attack on French forces killed 58 paratroopers. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa__02~ 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu,; 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:29 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Tomorrow at Duke: Conor Bohan’s Talk at the Haiti Lab @ 3:45 pm*** 

Dear Colleagues and Friends -- 

Please join the HaitiProject ~minar as it hosts Conor Bohan, founder and execu~fve director of the Haitian Education and Leadership Project (HELP). Bohan will be 

speaking with the class about the Haitian e&~cation sys~tem and the iml~rtance of education to Haiti~ development. 

About Conor Bohan: Coimr lived and worked in Haiti from 1996 to 2008. Under his leadership, HELP has grown from a single student to the largest university 
scholarship program in Haiti. In addition to growing HELP, Conor was a volnnteer teacher, Deputy, Director of the National Democratic Institute (NDI) in Haiti, and 

Director of Haiti P~ograms for the Americaa~ Institutes for Research (AIR). He holds B.A. in History from Brown University. 

For drMr’..~ directions, ~iease check 

The Bull City Com-~ec~or bt~s stops at Nair~ St~eetiCampt~s Drive (East Campus erit.."ar~ce} arid Nair~ Street!Peabody Street (Coke ~}ottiir~g Pta..’~t)~ both are a sho..’t waik 

Our main entrance it at Bay 4~ op. the south s~de of the bu~ld~Bg complex (fadsg the Durham Freeway overpass). These doors are opeB to the public from 7:30am~ 

5:30pro ~Vkmday~F~~day. The Bay 5 south doors remNn open unt~ 7:30pro ~4onday@~day. Duke stude~ts, @taft, and faculty can swipe ~to the bu~k~ny after 

w~th their DakeCard. P~ease co,?tact ar~ FHL staff person? ~f you have quesEons aboa~ DukeCard access~ Ex~er~ded peb~ic access can be arra~?ged for ever~h-~g 

weeke~sd 

The parking lot on the south tide of the Smith Wa!ehouse can be accessed fmrn the f~laxweitiF.Suchanan or f~laxwetl/Campus Drive intersections. The lot offers 3 

options: 

Free 2~hour visitor spots outside of RSay 4, 

:~ .:mgated metered area ope~ to a~ v~s~or5 at ~he Bt~char~an entrance across From ~ay L The meter B h~ el:~ct flom 7am ~o 9pro weekdays and 9am ~o 9pro 

weekends. -The first 30 m~m~tes ~s free - you can obta~q a dashboard pass at t~e meter~ x]sereaft~r the rate is $2 p~r hour, 

staff w~kh premkm~deve~ parking passes can swipe bto khe Smith bt dur~r~g bu@-~ess hours,} 

Additional parking for FHi events it a;,aiiabie aftra Spin ~:~a s4,~eek~a-~.,s a~4 all 4a~ ~:~ s4,~eeke~ads at the yravei tot across from Smith on RSuchanan, iramediately 

adjacent ~o ~he railroad, 

Location, map & directions website: http://www.fl]i.duke.edu/about/smith-wm’ehouse 

For more infomiation, contact: aude.dieude,@duke.edu 





How to find the best scholarly articles 
Tips for choosing professor-approved sources for your research papers 

] Have you noticed [l~at your college instructors are a Io[ pickier Howto find 

: the best    [ about how ’~o[I conduct research for your term papers and research 

a~icl~sSch°larly    [ prq[ec~s? Do they keep mentioning the term "scholarly a~cles" 

[ when they ta[k about sources? 

jYouq[ have ~o show tha~ you’ve reviewed what already exists on 
your ~op[c bu~ have also arrived at conclusions all on your own. 

Sound tricky? Well, w~th term paper season 

get you th[nMng like a scholarly researcher on your next term paper or research 

project~ 

~ Read the [u[[ a~t~c~e 

Selecting primary and secondary Q I~sider: Questia’s creators reveal 

sources the biggest uDdates a~d brand new 

Become a master of prhnaW and features 

secondary sources, and you’ll have Our endre s[~e and its conteuts have 

a thoroughly researched ~erm paper been upgraded for an improved 

tha~ both you a~d your professor research experience. Get the scoop 

will be happy w~th~ the new and ~mproved Quest~a~ 

Write Better Papers Faster W~th Trusted Online Research 
We kept a~l of our great features, but we have redesigned the enthe site to be more 

user-friendly and useful for our users~ 

Read~ng Room 

voting through the ages, we’re sharing S of our rnost popular books on e~ect~ons 

and politics, Enjoy th~s o:mtent free for a month, and be sure to cast your vote to 

~ The Myth The Myth of the Rat~ona~ Voter: Why Democracies Choose 
of the Bad P3 ( es 

Voter: By g~’an Caplan 
Why 
a~mocr~c~ 

I ....... 

2:: The       Ihe Persuadable Voter:Wedge ~ssues in Presidential 
Persuadab Campa~qns 
le Voter: 
Wedge By D. Sunshiue Hil[ygus 



l 
’~iI TheAffect The Affect Effect: Dynamics of Emotion in Political ]hinking 

Effe~: and Behavior 
Dynamics 

of Emotion B~ W. Russe~ Neurnan 
in Politi~l 

~Thinking 
~ 

[~ 
Leaders’ Leaders’ Personalities and the Outcomes of Democratic 
Pe~onaliti Elections 
es and the 

Outcomes By Anthony King 
of 
Democrati 

~ 

~::candC°nsent:,Dem°cratiEle~i°nsL~e~’~i,,~, 

~BvL°sers" Dav]d Consent:b1. Fa[[e~ E~ections and Democratic Legitimacy 

Enjoy these 5 books, and if you wan[ to see more, check out the "Featu red" books 

section on Quest~a. 

...... win a 

¢ " c " . VISA gift For a chance t3 wu~ one of three SS0 &,~A gift cards lake our qu~ck 

suwey and help us gel to know our audience a Ht[le be[ter~ 

Hot research topics 

sometimes the hardest par of writing a research paper ~s finding ~nterestmg topics 

[o debate. We’ve selected some popular research paper topics [or you [hat are 

trending right now; a~l you have to do ~s choose one and get s[arted~ And we’ve 

even he~ped you on yo[Jr way by providing one Hbrarian-selected source for each 

topic below. E~!~oy~ 

~c ...... d Consumerism P~~ Envir .... Envhonmen[al 

...... ~ ff there’s one th~ng ...... ntal issues ~SSL]¢S 

American culture has never I Today’s current 
sh~ed away from, ~t’s envhonmenta~ 

consumerism, l issues pro~,oke a 
good deal of 

¯ Consumer consumption science, research and controversy. 

¯ Popular culture’s influence on . Sustainable deveaopment 

consumption . Em4ronmenta~ ethics 

¯ Consumer psychoh:~gV , Env~ronmenta~ policy 

¯ Development of modern consumer , Natura~ resource 

~ Connect~th Quest~a 

~ Quest:~i~ t~lo.~ ~ I..~ke u~; on Facebook 

~ Dowrfioad d’~e iPhon~/iPad app ~ Follow ~s on lw]tter 

~ Fo~o~; t~s on 2ouTube ~ Follow us on Goog~e-~- 





Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Standards of Living Are in the Shadows as Election Issue 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This Day 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 24, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Slta~dards of Living Ace in 
the Shadows as Ejection 

i.::., ..,A..:ii., i.i..i)~,ii :... i. 
A deeade4ong stagnation in family 
incomes, a bedrock issue for the 
nation, has been caused by 
automation and globalization, 
among other factors not easily 
remedied in Washington. 

~ Graphic: Income Stagaafion and 

~Arith Debates Over~ 

Ca~dldates Race to CH~mh 

V~tal States 

President Obama began a furious two-week effort to beat back a late surge by Mitt Romney and 
hang on to battleground states where many voters are already casting ballots. 

In Cyberattack on Satidi Firm; U,S, Sees Iran Firing Back 

American officials believe a virus unleashed on an oil giant was a return volley in a conflict begun 
by the United States and Israel with software that targeted Iran’s centrifuges. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The whole no~o~t of the Ameriea~t dream described a mass ~*pward mobility that is just a lot harder to 
achiever right now/’ 
F[~N K LEVN. an M.LT. economist, on conditions that have eontNbuted to middle class income 
stagnation in the United States. 

~ YqDEO FE A’FURE~" Attack, 

Then Attack Some More. 
A few examples of the negative ads in 
2012 House races from outside 
sources. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Getting More Bang for the 

t~’ed’s Bnck 

The Fed could lift the economy more 
by buying muni bonds instead of 
mortgages. 

Tkts booth expands services 
providing more options for 
theatergoers. 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

’5 Lesbians Eating a Quici~e’ 

A lifetime of regret, born in a moment 

WORLD 

ROME JOURNAL 

Buon Appetlto, but Not Next to ti~e Monuments 



A new ordinance outlaws eating and drinking at historic sites in Rome to better protect the city’s 

monuments, with fines of up to $650. 

Qata~*’s Emir Visits Gaza~ Pledging $4oo Million to Hamas 

The visit by the emir, Sheik Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani, threatened to widen the rift between 

Hamas, which controls Gaza, and Fatah, which leads the West Bank. 

BBC Leade~° Admits ’}to~orof as a Sexnal Abnse inqui~oy Opens 

The director general of the British Broadcasting Corporation said the organization’s response to a 

burgeoning sex abuse scandal was "the opposite of an attempt to hide things." 

Una~0med and Gm~ned Down by }-Io~neow~er in His *Castle’ 

Brice Harper shot anti killed Dan Fredenberg in September, but the county attorney did not 

prosecute, saying that Montana’s "castle doctrine" law protected Mr. Harper’s rights to defend 

himself in his home. 

SEATYLE JOURNAL 

Struggling z~galnst a Ventl Sta*°bucks Tide 

U:’, -" ~:K 

TuHy’s Coffee, a local chain that positioned itself years ago as the alternative choice for Seattle 

coffee-heads, filed for Chapter ~ bankruptcy protection this month. 

~ V~deo: Los~g Grou~d on Coffee 

S~erillty Fonnd Laddng at Dr*~g Site in Outbreak 

~II~e compounding pharmacy responsible for a deadly national meningitis outbreak repeatedly 

failed to follow standard procedures to keep its facility clean and its products sterile, Massachusetts 

officials said. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Safety Becomes a Conce~’n ~,4!~th Higb-Caffelne Drinks 

::7 ~::.::.~:::.P:" Miil i :. 
As consmnption of energy drinks soars in the United States, critics say the Food and Drug 

Administration has allowed the drinks to languish in a regulatory gray area. 

Collection agencies, whose sometimes aggressive tactics have earned them scrutiny, will come 

under supervision beginning of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau beginning dan. 2. 

Facebook Revenue Surpasses Forecasts 

The social network’s shares rose in after-hours trading, despite a net loss, as sales and earnings beat 

expectations. 

S P O RTS 

Tigers VSo Giants V~as a Century in the Malting 

The San Francisco Giants have reached the World Series ~9 times, the Detroit Tigers ~ times. Yet 

this is their first date for the championship. 

~ Bats: A World Series With a Venezuelan Accent 

~ Bumgarner to P~tch Game 2 for Giants 

A’I’own*s Passion fo~° Football, a Reti~°ed 
i.::., :.:....ii. 
Dr. Paul Bntlev created a stir when he suggested ending football at Dover ttigh School in New 
Hampshire, citing evidence of the peril the sport poses to the brains of players. 

Pe*~ce Has the Giants A]long fo~" the I-I~de 

Every group needs a leader, and in 29-year-old outfielder Hunter Pence, the San Francisco Giants 
found theirs. 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

:\n AFtlst’s Solo Show Contah~s Multitudes 

A highly unorthodox survey of more than three decades of Rosemarie ’lYockel’s work at Manhattan’s 

New Museum is her most prominent exposure in an American museum. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Unexpected Accents i~ Familiar Brahms 

Valery Gergiev is touring with two ensembles, the London Symphony Orchestra and the World 

Orchestra for Peace. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~The S~gna| a~d the Noise’ 

"The Signal and the Noise," by the statistician and blogger Nate Silver, examines the complex and 
often rudimentary science of prediction. 

Mere A~ts News 

DINING & WINE 

Good Thh~g~ Small Package 

New York has been a dumpling town for a long time, but lately the two-bite delights are being 
executed with meticulous care - and stuffed, pinched and twisted into fresh manifestations. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW ]’21’ 

A Public Display of Affectio~ 

To judge "21" as a restaurant is to miss the point of the place. It is at its best when you treat the food 

as a solid foundation for the liquid entertainment. 

DE GUSTIBUS 
Peanut B~tter Takes O~ a~ U~llkdy Bent lVrle~d 

~elly gets kicked to the curb, and pickles take its place, making the PB&P a cult snack option. 

o More DiP, iP, q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The A~sterity Trap 
Deep budget cuts in a weak economy haven’t worked in Europe, and they won’t work here. Yet Mitt 
Romney seems to believe otherwise. 

EDITORIAL 
A Htm~at~e Medicare Rt~le Cha~ge 
A proposed settlement of a class-action lawsuit should help chronically ill and disabled patients 
qualify for Medicare coverage. 

EDITORIAL 

On %aZom~ded K~ee 
Rossell Means, the Oglala Sioux protester who died on Monday, led a 71~tay standoff in 1973 over 
tribal corruption a a reservation in South Dakota. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~&rho Threw Israel U~der the Bus? 

Whenever the United States has put serious, sustained pressure on Israel’s leaders, it has come from 
Republican presidents, not Democrats. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

2~1)’ 1VI~,tt Fantasy 

We’re pining for bipartisanship, but a Romney-Biden White House might be a bridge too far, 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Our Secret Sauce 

The presidential debate on foreign policy provided some instructive contrasts to ponder. 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 24, 1945, the United Nations charter took effect. 

See ’Ibis F’~’ont Page 

Buy This Front Page 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As s membe~ of 

~he TRUSTe pdvacy program; we are committed to p~otec~ing yodr privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ AdveR~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beacon Press <bpexam@beacon.org> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@ema&unc.edu> 

Ideal for courses: The contributions, missteps, and myths of the labor movement 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

An examination of the twenty-one most common myths and 
misconceptions about labor in the United States 

They’re Bankrupting 

Us cover 

ideal for courses in: 
F] Labor History 

~ American Studies 
F] African American 

Studies 
F] Labor Law 

[~ American History 

[~ Read an excerpt 
F] Table of contents 

"They’re Bankrupting Us!": And 20 Other Myths about Unions 
Bill Fletcher Jr. 

Paperback Original I 978-0-8070-0332-9 I 224 pgs 

$15.00 I EXAm4 COP~f PRICE: $3.00 

In "They’re Bankrupting Us!’; And 20 Other Myths about Unions, Bill Fletcher Jr. 
unpacks the twenty-one most common myths that underlie the major debates 
about labor in the United States. Drawing on his experiences as a Iongtime labor 
activist and organizer, Fletcher traces the historical roots of these myths and 
provides an honest assessment of the missteps of the labor movement. He reveals 
many of labor’s significant contributions, such as establishing the forty-hour work 
week and minimum wage, guaranteeing safe workplaces, and fighting for equity 
within the workforce. "They’re Bankruping Us!" argues, ultimately, that unions are 
necessary for democrscy and ensure economic and social justice for all people. 

Praise for "They’re Bankrupting Us!" 

"A thriving union movement is crucial to the well-being of working men and women 
and to the overall health of our democratic way of life. This book-better than any 
other I’ve read-explains why." -Bob Herbert, Distinguished Senior Fellow at Demos 
and former op-ed columnist for the New York Times 

"Full of surprising stories and useful facts, this book uncovers everything we ever 
wanted to know about how unions work and the true role that unions have played in 
shaping the nature of our work today." -Ai-jen Poe, director of the National 
Domestic Workers Alliance 

"Fletcher answers the question of why unions are so essential-not just for 
economic uplift, but for democracy itself. Fletcher is one of our leading labor 
intellectuals, and, once again, he has the last word on a subject of central 
importance to all Americans." =Barbara Ehrenreich, author of Nickel and Dimed 

About the Author 

Bill Fletcher Jr. is a Iong4ime racial justice, labor, and international activist, 
scholar, and author. He has served in leadership positions with many prominent 
union and labor organizations, including the AFL=CIO and the Service Employees 
International Union. Fletcher is the immediate past president of TransAfrica Forum 
and is the coauthor, with Dr. Fernando Gapasin, of SolidadtyDivided: The Crisis in 
Organized Labor and a New Path toward Social Justice. 

~ w~,vw.beacon.org I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. Beacon Press is distributed by 

-- Random House Publishing Services. 

This is a commercial message. 

If you ~,ouid prefer not io r~c~ive I~tt~.." m~ssages I..’om this .~ender, pie~s~ Click Here and ~enlirm ye~r 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu; 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fmnily Day this Sunday, Japane~ Culture Day, mad Godzi]la Attacks! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Thursday, 25 October, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. 

Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 
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nonster 
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people of Japan, forcin8 them to relive the horrors of nuclear devastation. 

The people fish[ back, but Godzi[[a’s presence leaves lingering questions 

about the apocalyptic atmosphere of postwar Japan. 

This is the second firm in the series "Aesthetics of the End: Cinema of 

Apocatypse in Japan" presented in connection with the Acktand’s Season of 

Japan. 

North Carolina PuNic Radio WUNC is the off|cia[ media 

sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 



Friday, 26 October, 4:00-7:00 PM: "Drawing Nature" 

UNC students: Start your weekend creatively with this hands-on art class 

designed especially for Carolina students. 

Art a [a Carte participants (Oct 12) sketch desisns for [inoteum prints. 

See the Ftickr photo set for this session! 

Halloween is around the corner! In this session, we’ll practice capturing 

moody effects of shadow and texture in nature using artists’ pencils. 

Weather permitting, students wi[[ have the option of working outdoors. 

Spooky! 

Classes are designed for beginners, but are also suitable for students 

with some art experience. Instructors: Connie Zamorano, artist, and 

Erica Longenbach, art historian. 

Cost: $8 per class; all materials provided. 

Registration is required, as space is limited. Enrollment limited to 15 

people. RSVP to culbert@unc.edu. 

Art & la Carte on Friday, 2 November, 4-7 PM = Mixed-Media Collage! 

Saturday, 26 October, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Free and open to the 



public.                                                         3uiid 
museum memories with the children in your life at the Ackiand’s monthly Family Day! 

Throughout Family Day, museum docents will be available for Artful Conversations for 

families in the galleries, providing touchabies, stories, and information about the works 

of art on view. Join Story Time at 3:00 PM and get creative and the Creation Station 

from 2:00-4:00 PM. 

Family Day is FREE, so come for a little while or all afternoon! 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for chitdren ages 4-8 years old. 

Saturday, 3 November, 10:00 AM-5:00 

PM 

Celebrate the Japanese national holiday 

honoring culture and the arts at the Ackiand Art 

Museum! Explore the Ackiand’s exhibitions of 

Japanese art, take part in a hands-on workshop, 

and marvel at demonstrations of traditional 

Japanese arts and crafts throughout the day. 

We’ll explore haiku, origami, bonsai, and more! 

This all-ages event is present as part of the 

Ackiand’s "Season of Japan.=’ 

programs 

Saturday, 3 November, 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 



During this one-day sale, current Ackland Art Museum 

members will save 20% on their purchases at the Ackland 

Museum Store! 

In conjunction with the Acktand’s "Season of 

Japan," the Museum Store is currently featuring 

an inostore Japanese Market with a wide variety 

of products and crafts that quote Japanese 

traditions with a contemporary if.air. 

Textffes, bamboo and wooden items, ceramics, 

paper items, metalwork, and many other products 

are available for purchase. Si[kscreen prints by 

Local artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks 

featuring ul<iyo-e graphics by Zube[Le Bike ~t 

Board Factory are available in Umited quantities. 

STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum 

fJarefoot Gen 
Thursday, 1 November, 7:00 PM 

Art For Lunch 

"Japanese Screens: History and Function in Early Modern 
Japan" with Wei-Cheng Lin 

Wednesday, 7 November, 12:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults, students, and children on 
the 

._V_!__S_!_T- page of our website. 

The AckLand’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from AcMand Art Museum 

members and friends I.ike you. 

Become a member of the AckLand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership doUars support our mission! 

Comments on the AckLand’s e-news? Send an emaiL to the 

editor. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders of Lffe on Eerth, 

1965; color screen print. Merritt C. Berman Co[tection. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Sonkef Kunze Nob, 1958; color screen print. Merrill C. Berman Collection. © Estate of 

I kk6 Tanaka. 



John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: Howl,low, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carotina. 
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NYTimes.com <insiden.vtimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, Politics, T Mag~ine and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 2! 024/a mes 1 Y 

[[~:iI @Tim~s-October 24, 2012 ] 

Polities                                                ~ 
Don’t miss our up-to-the-minute coverage of the 
presidential race. Go to nytimcs.eom/pulitics and watch 
reactions to the final presidential debate, take an in-depth look at 
the topics not covered and learn how other nations view this 
presidential eleetiom 

’F 1~Iagazi:~e                                                ~ 
Halle Berry graces the cover of 7% latest fashion issue. 
The actress sits down with Joyec Maynard to discuss her 
caveer~ the paparazzi and her love life. Inside, the actress Bells 
tIeathcote~ the singer Grimes and the musical duo. The Dow~ and 
the WoK, wear the etothes of fl~e season, white The Setby drops 
on Ann de Amstel in Amsterdam. See move in tl~is issue. 

Don’t Miss on N’~Wimescom 

:.g.: 

’The Sessions," with John H~wkes and Iti;len Hnnt 

End Is Nigh tot Certain Tax F.xemptions 

Knowing When H Fays to Upgrade Your Gadgets 

~ SLIDE SHO’W," Sparring 

Ow~r Foreign Policy, Obama 
Goes on the Offense 
President Obama and Mitt 
Romney engaged in a 
contentious exchange over 
America’s plaee in the world as 
each sought to portray the other 
as an nnreliable eommander in 
chief in a dangerous era. 

~ VIDEO; 16 Cents and the 

Law 
Advocates of legal and political 
reform in China are pushing for 
an independent jndieiary. Cases 
like that of Yao Yongdong, a 
railway worker in Knnming, are 
throwing a spotlight on the 

Daily Report: Teeh Giants Scramble to Meet the Challenges of a 
Mobile Worl d 

issue. 

~ VIDEO; Geeks Thrive at 
* Changes Afoot at ’FK’FS Booth 

Top 8 Viewed Features o~, 
(Between Oct 17, 20!2 .. Oct. 23, 201211 

*. Krugman: The Secret of Ore" Non-Success 

2, The Electoral Map: Building a Path ~o Victory 

3, [~’agman: Snow Job on Jobs 

4. [~vals Bring Bare Fists to Rematch 

5. Get Up. Get Out. Don’t 

the East Coast Comic-Con 
For the first time, New York 
Comic-Con sold out all tickets 
before opening day, another sign 
that fantasy and geek culture 
thrives despite a dismal 
economy. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Debating 
¯ 

Points; Global 
~71+ 

Edition 
The editors of 
Campaign Stops 
asked out’ contributors and 
international analysts to share 
their reactions to the third 
presidential debate. Tune in 
here for regular updates. What 
do you think? Join the 
conversation. 



[] Join ti~e Conversation 

Sign up for ~he F’oli~ics e-      ~ 
mail newslet~e~ 

Follow The Agenda       ~ 

Follow Nate SiN’er’s           ~ 
@fiveti~h~eight blog on 

Twitter 

ABOUT THk!~ E-~A~L 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s @Times newslette[, 

The New York Ti~-nes Co!-npsny I Copyright 2012 I NYTiR-~es corn 620 Eighth Avenue New YorP,, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Inman, Education-Portal.cam <sara@educution-portal.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:51 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Latest Updates from Education Portal 

Professor Sahle- 

We’ve listened to the feedback we’ve received from s*udents and instructors and are excited to announce some updates to our collection of free educational videos: 

Final exams am now available! Studems have asked us for morn opporttmities to assess how much they’ve lea, ned. and we’re excited to announce that we’ve launched 
practice exams for ps’~lchology with many more to come! These exams are a great free study tool for students who are preparing for midterms or finals, or want to 
assess prior knowledge betbm enrolling in an advanced course. I hope you’ll check them out and let us know what you think. Topic-level exams are coming next! 

Our collection oft?ee online video msonrces continues to grow! We’ll be publishing videos in fl~e natural sciences conr~ this week (by "the time you mad this, it may 
alma@ be live) and hnmanities videos are coming shortly after. Yon can see our lull collection oftiee online educational videos hem: http:/iedncation- 
porta2l.com/academy/course/index.html. 

Don’t see an~hing you can use in your instruction? Reply to this elnaA1 and let ine know what kinds of videos you’d like to see’. 

Looking for advice for how to use our videos in your instruction? Education Portal’s Instructor Grant winners Alexandra Lezo of Los Angeles Valley College and 

Kathy Johnson of NYU share how tkey’ve incorporated our resources into their cumculum. Find out what worked, what they’d do diffemntly ne~ time, and what their 

students thonght of our videos’. 

Please don’t hesitute to share your thoughts on our videos; it’s how we make them better! This msoume is totally t?ee for anyone to use and share, and we want to 
make it the best it can be. 

Best regards, 

Sara hlman 

Education Portal 

Our collections are growing eveU day! Hem’s our progress so far: 

Math: Algebra, College Mathematics, Pmcalculus, Calculus (252 videos) 
Science: Biology, ChemistD’ (143 videos) 
Business: Management, Mm-keting, Inlbrmation Systems (94 videos) 
Social Science: Economics, Pwchology, E&tcational Psychology (203 videos) 
His~u: U.S. History, Wes~tern Civil~ation (102 videos) 
Literature and Composition: English Literature. American Literature and Composition (84 videos) 
Spanish: coming soon! 
Natural Sciences: coming soon! 
Hmna~ties: coming soon! 

To unsubscribe, click hem 
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New in Paperback: 

Is Marriage for White PeoNe? 
How the African American Marriage Decline Affects Everyone 

By Ralph Richard Banks 

Ralph Richard Banks, a distinguished Stanford law 
professor, examines the steep decline in marriage 
rates among the African American middle class and 
traces its socioeconomic effects and far-reaching 
consequences for American society. 

"A must=read for anyone who has an interest in 
understanding race relations in the United 
States."--The Los Angeles Times 

::~:*;]:: Is Marriage for White People? 

"Banks takes a solid, factua{ look at the paucity of 
partnering a~d family choices for African 
American women and comes up with some boid 
suggestions_..Bottom line: 1 couidn’t put this 
provocative book down. I will definitely assign it 
to a graduate c~ass a~d ~ can’t wait to hear the debates begin!"----.Pepper Schwartz, 
Univemity of WasMngton 

"Refreshingly, Banks offers a well=researched and probing discussion of why marriage 
rates are so low among b~ack Americans.._A~ iml~ortant book, and not only for those 
interested in African-American life."--The New York Times 

P lu me ¯ 304 pp. ¯ 978=0-452-29763-t ¯ $t 6.00 

For related titles, please view our Sociology and African American Studies catalogs 
at http:llus.pen~luin~lroup.comlsubiectcatalo~ls 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 
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TOP NEWS 

POLITICAL MEMO 
Obama Campaign Endgame: 
Grunt Work and Cold Math 
By JIM RUTENBERG 

The wave of passion that coursed 
through President Obama’s 
headquarters in 2008 has been replaced 
with a methodical approach to 
manufaeturhag the winning coalition - a 
more arduous task with no guarantee of 
success. 

Billions in Hidden Riches for 
Family of Chinese Leader 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

It is tmclear how much Prime Minister 
Wen Jiabao, who has staked a position 
as a populist and a reformer, knows 
about flae $2.7 billion in assets his 
fanfily has amassed. 
° ~ Graphic: The Wen Family Empire 

," Read This Article in Chinese I ~ Download PDF 

2 Siblings Killed in New York City; Nanny Arrested 
By WENDY RUDERMAN and MARC SANTORA 

A mother returned home to her Upper West Side apartment to find two of her children fatally stabbed in a 
bathtub by the fanfily’s nanny, the auflaorities said. 

" Shock on Upper West Side Over the ’Most Horrible Thing’ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The nation is on a teeter right now on union matters, and Michigan will give momentum to one side or the 

other depending on how this plays out." 

F. VINCENT VERNUCCIO, a labor policy analyst, on a Michigan referendum that would lock a series of 

labor protections into the state Constitution. 

U,S, 



GRAPHIC: Swing State Tracker 
Watching nine swing states, nfinute by 
nfinute, with polls from FiveThirtyEight, 
daily calendar and reports from the 
gromad. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Can Austin Keep Itself 
Weird? 
By RICHARD PARKER 

Austin’s profile rose with that of its 
hometown hero, Lance Armstrong. Will 
it sinfilarly decline? 

One ring, right under your 
nose 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Your Mum just died. Let’s go to Disney World. 

’The Book Thief receives a new life on the stage 

air|lines,  :om T H EATiE R 

WORLD 

Iran Said to Nearly Finish Nuclear Enrichment Plant 
By DAVID E. SANGER and WILLIAM J. BROAD 

The installation of the last of nearly 3,000 centrifuges, deep under a mountain inside a nfilitary base, puts 
Iran closer to being able to build a nuclear weapon. 

Police Prepare ’Arrest Strategy’ as BBC Sexual Abuse Case Grows 
By JOHN F. BURNS and ALAN COWELL 

The scandal at the BBC expanded from its focus on Jimmy Savile to questions about other parts of the 
institution and to suggestions of abuse at hospitals, news reports said. 

¯ . British Parliament Questions Former BBC Chief’s Role 

Media Decoder Blog: Amid BBC Scandal, Incoming Times Chief Receives Support 

Fish Off Japan’s Coast Said to Contain Elevated Levels of Cesium 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

New research to be published in the jounaal Science suggests that radioactive particles from last year’s 
nuclear disaster have aeemnulated on the sea floor and could eontanfinate sea life for decades. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Buyers of a Wright Home in Phoenix Reconsider a Deal ’Too Good to Be True’ 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

A development team that bought a Phoenix house designed by famed architect Frank Lloyd Wright will sell 
the house rather than accept landmark status for it. 

Early Worries That Hurricane Sandy Could Be a ’Perfect Storm’ 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Now barreling through the Bahamas as a Category 2 hurricane, the stolan could combine with a system over 
lmad in the United States to form a grave threat to the Atlantic coast next week. 

Spending on Medicaid Has Slowed, Survey Finds 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Enrolhnent in the program grew only modestly as well, but that may change as nfillions of people are due to 
become eligible in 2oa4 trader flae new national health care law, a survey fotmd. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Citi Chairman Is Said to Have Planned Chief’s Exit Over Months 



By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Once he became chailanm~, Michael O’Neill meticulously built a case for Vikram Pandit’s ouster, drawing in 
one person after maother until Mr. Pandit had virtually no allies left. 

Transcript of a944 Bretton Woods Conference Found at Treasury 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

Unknom~ to historians, a transcript existed of the meeting of Allied nations during the heat of World War II, 
and three versions were in Washington-area libraries and archives. 

Michigan Vote a Test Case on Enshrining the Rights of Unions 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Unions in Michigan are asking voters to approve a referendmn that would secure labor protections. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 2: GIANTS 2, TIGERS 0 
Giants Escape Duel With a Victory 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Giants, behind a strong pitclfing perfonnance by Madison Btunganaer and a lucky roll of a bunt in the 
seventh inning, beat the Tigers to take a 2-o World Series lead. 

" ~ Game 2 Highlights and Analysis ] Box Score ] ~..’.’~ Slide Show 

Stern to Pass Ball, Setting End Date on Tenure 
By HOWARD BECK 

David Stela~’s long, storied, occasionally polarizing tenure as N.B.A. commissioner will come to a close on 
Feb. a, 2oa4, exactly 3o years after it began. 

’- Where Does Stern Rank Among Commissioners? 

’- ~ Post a Comment 

Some Dietitians Say College Athletes Are Underfed 
BySTEVE EDER 

N.C.A.A. rules pennitonlyoneteam-providedmealperday, as wellassnacks, andcriticssaythatisnot 
enough. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSEUM REVIEW 
Bully! Museum Restores Its Shrine to Roosevelt 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

With the reopening of its Theodore Roosevelt Memorial, the American Museum of Natural History offers 
refreshed perspectives about the 26th president. 

’ ~ Slide Show 

Jacques Barzun Dies at ao4; Cultural Critic Saw the Sun Setting on the West 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

Mr. Barztm was a wide-ranging scholar, educator and author of dozens of books who tried to reconcile the 
cultural achievements of Europe with the tastes of 3aneriean life. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CLOUD ATLAS’ 
Souls Tangled Up in Time 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Cloud Atlas," wlfich lavishly adapts the David Mitchell novel, is a fihn about migratory souls and wayward 
eivilizatious, loaded with soaring themes and flights of feeling. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CHASING MAVERICKS’ 
Surf’s Up, but the Rest of Life Can Really Drag a Guy Down 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 



In "Chasing Mavericks," Gerard Butler takes a yomag surfer reader his wing to tutor lfim ha the ways of a 
famed Califonfia surf break. 
, Hanging 10 on Screen With Real Surfers 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE LONELIEST PLANET’ 
Two Hikers Who Need to Watch Their Steps 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "The Loneliest Planet" Gael Garcia Bemal and Hani Furstenberg play a couple on a pre-wedding hiking 
trip in the Caucasus Mountains. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE OTHER SON’ 
Parents Who Are Left Holding the Truth, Palestinian or Israeli 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "The Other Son," flaere are psychological and political consequences when children living along the 
Palestinian-Israeli divide are switched at birth. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Sprint to Election Day 
The appeals made by the two presidential candidates provide a stark contrast in the final days of the 
campaign. 

EDITORIAL 
Deeper Concerns About Drug Compounding 
Production problems and lax oversight at compounding phannacies are a threat to public safety and need to 
be addressed on a nationwide basis. 

EDITORIAL 
Blocking the Vote 
The Republican Party cut ties to a consulting firm after cases of voter registration abuse arose in several 
swing states. A thorough federal investigation is needed. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
How Castro Held the World Hostage 
By JAMES G. BLIGHT and JANET M. LANG 

The Cuban nfissile crisis proved that a small revolutionary state, backed into a comer and convinced of its 
denfise, can bring the world to the brink of catastrophe. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
What Moderation Means 
By DAVID BROOKS 

If the presidential candidates are going to spend the last days of their campaigns pandering to moderate 
voters, they should do it fight. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Pointing Toward Prosperity? 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Mitt Ronmey and President Obama both are promoting plans for econonfic recovery. Just how do the two 
plans stack up? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 26, a994, Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel mad Prime Minister Abdel Salam Majali of Jordan 



signed a peace treaty in a ceremony attended by President Clinton. 
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Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Earth Science is an eight-volume series, subdivided into two-volume sets. It is a thorough introduction to the 

earth’s features and processes, as well as those of the solar system in which it resides. Each set includes free 

online database access with the purchase of the printed reference. 

...... EARTH SC, ENCE: 
[~i ] 

,Earth’s Surface & Histon/ , 
" 

2 volumes; 650 pages 

~ .ist Price: $295; ISBN: 978-!-58765-977-5 ~ 

This set explores the land masses and seas of the world. It describes 

mountain ranges, the oceans, continental movement, and a wide variety of 

~eatures that have influenced life on earth. Detailed explorations of the 

evolution of dinosaurs, fish, birds, plant life and humans, as they were 

influenced by the earth’s surface, fill this set. 

EARTH SCIENCE: 

[ ~ ,Physics & Chemistry of the Earth 

2 volumes; 650 pages 

List Price: $295: ISSN: 978-1-58785-973-7 

A detailed look at the dynamics of the earth’s mass and how its chemistpy 

produces change, its scope is broad For instance, the set goes beyond the 

--basics of climate change to explore many underlying factors surrounding the 

issue, including geothermometry and geobarometry, glacial events, and 

mass extinction theories. 

Weatherz Water & Atmosphere                " 

2 volumes, 650 pages 

~ist Prics: $295; XSBN: 978-1-58765,-985-0 

This subset is a brilliant exploration of the fluids on the surface 

of the earth and the gases that surround us. The work explores 

the evolution of these interactions during the earth’s history, 

--theories regarding the future of the atmosphere and oceans 

and specific causes and effects that are at work. 

EaCh Materials & Resources ...... 

2 volumes, 650 pages 

~..i~: ~ti~r:~.: $295; ~.~: 978-:[-58765-981-2 

An encyclopedic review of the material world in which we live and 

the uses to which those materials can be put. Water, soil, 

minerals, radioactive substances, oil and gas, and an array of 

substances present on earth and mined from it are described in 

depth. In every case, the science behind the use of the 

resource is examined in full. 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Growth Rate Picks Up to 
2% 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

More positive consmner activity mad a 
healthier housing sector outweighed the 
effects of the drought, caution on the 
part of businesses and weaker exports. 
¯ " Stocks Subdued on Wall Street 

F.D.A. Details Contamination 
at Firm Tied to Meningitis 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE and ANDREW 
POLLACK 

A report from the Food and Drug 
Adnfinistration filled in a disturbing 
portrait of the pharmacy whose pain 
medicine set off one of the worst public 
health drug disasters since the a93os. 

U.S. Satellite Plans Falter, 
Imperiling Data on Storms 
By JOHN H. CUSHMAN Jr. 

A year or more without key satellites could result in shaky forecasts about storms like Hurricane Sandy, 
which is expected to hit the Northeasteru Seaboard early next week. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Consumers are feeling wealthier, so they are still out there spending." 

JOSHUA DENNERLEIN, an econonfist with Bank of America Merrill Lynch, on recent gains in the 
Americma economy. 

ARTS 

SPECIAL SECTION 
Fine Arts 
Musemns, galleries and 
auction houses are 
stepping into new         ~i~i,:: 
territory - often one 
another’s. A look at how the lines have 



blurred, and a re-exanfination of the 
Armory Show of a9a3 as its centennial 
approaches. 

" The Art World, Blurred 

’- Rethinking the Armory Show 

~ The Art Is Not on Loan. It’s an Exchange. 

, Go to Special Section 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Is Failure to 
Predict a Crime? 
By FLORIN DIACU 

In Italy, if a court ruling 
for failure to predict the 
future is not overtun]ed by wiser nfinds, 
it will be very harmful for public safety. 

WORLD 

Dozens Are Killed in Myanmar as Sectarian Violence Flares Again 
By THOMAS FULLER 

A week of violence between Muslims and Buddhists has left at least 6o dead in Rakhine State, a local official 
said. 

Berlusconi Is Found Guilty of Tax Fraud 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

Silvio Berlusconi, fl~e former Italian prime nfinister, was convicted in a case involving television rights. 

India’s Plague, Trash, Drowns Its Garden City During Strike 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

In Bangalore, the capital of India’s moderu economy, the ubiquity of garbage highlights the incompetence of 
goveruance and the dark side of fl~e cotmtry’s rapid econonfic growth. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Student’s Account Has Rape in Spotlight 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A 

A former student’s newspaper piece about being assatflted mad then treated poorly by adnfinistrators has 
prompted 3anherst College to re-exmnine its policies. 

Art That Irked Energy Executives Is Gone, but Wyoming Dispute Whirls On 
By DAN FROSCH 

E-mails show that a mfiversity official gave a false reason for the removal of an artwork that angered officials 
in the energy industry. 

:’ Related Article 

A Death in Custody Puts Focus on Police 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

Despite new policies requiring Milwaukee police officers to call an ambtflance when those in custody 
complain of pain, distrust of law enforcement continues. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Rise in Household Debt Might Be Sign of a Strengthening Recovery 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

In a shift, Americans are taking on more debt than they are shedding, indicating fl~at a more resilient 
recovery is on the way. 



U.S. Cuts Estimate of Sugar Intake 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

The Agriculture Department has lowered its estimate of annual sugar consumption to around 80 potmds a 
person from nearly aoo potmds, reshaping the debate over sweeteners. 

Reports on Energy Drinks Show Gaps in Safety Policy 
By BARRY MEIER 

While the Food mad Drug Adininistration regularly makes reports about drugs and medical devices public, it 
does not do so for dietary supplements like energy drinks. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Fister Is Fine, Tigers Say, a Day After Batted Ball Strikes His Head 
By PAT BORZI 

Two team physicians who exanfined pitcher Doug Fister said that other fl~an a scalp abrasion and a small 
ltunp, he had sustained no other injuries. 

5,800 Miles From New York, Ranger Finds Hockey and More 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Some 14o N.H.L. players have joined overseas leagues since the lockout began, including Rangers 
defenseman Ryan MeDonagh, who landed in Kazakhstan. 

-’ N.H.L. Cancels November Schedule of 191 Games 

A Duck’s Odd Path to Prestige 
By GREG BISHOP 

Despite his impressive numbers, despite a flashy car and both rare hair and rare air, Oregon running back 
Kenjon Baruer also seems perpetually overshadowed. 

¯ Mor_~9_rA_S_pS orts News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
He’s Got Plenty to Tell You, Most of It Self-Loathing 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The punk band Titus ?mdronicus returns with a third albmn, "Local Business," that’s full of Patrick Stickles’s 
whiny rasp and disgust with lfimself. 

Treasures of Toscanini, Even a Piano, Are for Sale 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The conductor Arturo Toscanhfi’s piano, batons, letters and scores are being auctioned next month by the 
fanfily of lfis grandson, who died last year. 

" ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I ’A GENTLEMAN’S GUIDE TO LOVE & MURDER’ 
Murder So Refined, It Deserves to Be Repeated, and Repeated 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The Tony-winning Jefferson Mays plays multiple members of a fanfily, all doomed to die, in the prenfiere of 
the musical comedy "A Gentleman’s Guide to Love & Murder" at Hartford Stage. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

To Ireland, a Son’s Journey Home 
By FRANK BRUNI 

His mother never made it to the cow-flecked hills, majestic cliffs, friendly pubs and potato-rich meals of her 
Irish roots. But, finally, he did. 

" ~ Slide Show: From Dublin to Dingle 

Testing Autism and Air Travel 
By RACHEL L. SWARNS 

For parents who struggle to navigate the nation’s airports and airlines with an autistic child, aviation officials 



are providing more help. 

EXPLORER 
Myths and Mountains in Nepal 
By EDWARD WONG 

On a trek through the remote Mustang region, encounters with towering peaks, enduring tales and 
transcendent faith. 

". ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Slow but Steady Improvement 
The signs of growth are better than expected, but the economy still needs help. 

EDITORIAL 
Making Revolution Work 
Libya’s new leaders have to do better in disarming rebels and providing public services, wlfich would build 
trust with its citizens. 

EDITORIAL 
For New York State Senate 
The New York Times’s picks in five important races. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Company Romney Keeps 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

A spokesman for Mitt Romney has made some pretty shocking statements recently. What does that say 
about the Republican presidential candidate? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Talk About a Way With Words 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Another debate between U.S. Senate cm~didates this week has made rape and abortion the political topics of 
the moment. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
For Romney, Ties That Bind 
By JOE NOCERA 

Connections from the Salt Lake City Olympics are big donors to Mitt Ronmey’s presidential campaign. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 27, 19o4, the first rapid transit subway, the IRT, opened in New York City. 
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TOP NEWS 

In Final Days of the Race, 
Fighting County by County 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

The fight for the White House is beh~g 
waged on intensely local terrain, in 
places whose voting histories and 
demograplfies have been studied in 
nfinute detail by both sides. 

’- ~ Interactive Graphics: Swing State Tracker 

How States Have Shifted 

" ~’~ Interactive Map: Building a Path to Victory 

-’ ~~ Slide Show: On the Campaign Trail 

Iraqi Sects Join Battle in 
Syria on Both Sides 
By YASIR GHAZI and TIM ARANGO 

Many Iraqi Shiites see the Syrim~ war, 
pitting the Sunni majority against a 
government donfinated by Alawites, as a 
religious conflict. 

THE NEW AMERICAN JOB 

A Part-Time Life, as Hours Shrink and Shift 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Retailers are relying on part-time workers, a trend that has frustrated nfillions of Mnericmas who want full- 
time jobs but must instead settle for reduced pay and benefits. 
-. ~_2.’~ Video: Part Time, by Necessity 

". ~ Graphic: Plight of the Part-Timers 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 
’Tt’s almost like sharecropping - if you have a lot of farmers with small plots of land, they work very hard 

to produce in that limited amount of land." 

BURT P. FLICK1NGER III, a retail consultant, on a sharp decrease in full-time jobs as companies cut 

costs. 

BUSINESS 

VIDEO: Part 



Time, by Necessity 
Tamara Green is one of the eight million 
part-time workers in the United States 
who would prefer full-time employment, 
and her shifts have been getting shorter 
and shorter. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I BEDSIDE ~;~ 

Skin 
~i~~ By THERESA BROWN 

Patients don’t act .......... 
according to market ....... 
models when fl~e "skin in the game" is, 
we~, their o~ skin. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

A Village Rape Shatters a Family, and India’s Traditional Silence 
By JIM YARDLEY 

An outcry over a string of recent rapes has focused national attention on India’s rising nmnber of sexual 
assaults mad exposed the male-dominated power structure in Haryana. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
A1 Qaeda-Inspired Groups, Minus Goal of Striking U.S. 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

Jihadis of various kinds are flourishing in Africa and the Middle East, where the chaos that followed the Arab 
uprisings has given them greater freedom to organize and operate. 

Chinese Premier’s Family Disputes Article on Riches 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

The statement about a New York Times article marks a rare instanee of a powerful Chinese political fmnily 
responding directly to a foreign media report. 

" Billions in Hidden Riches for Family of Chinese Leader 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Urgent Warnings as Hurricane Sandy Heads to Northeast 
By MARC SANTORA 

Thousands of people were evacuated and officials said that the storm’s impact would stretch inland all the 
way to the Ohio Valley. 
’- Interactive Map: Hurricane Sandy’s Path I Photographs 

,’ NIYIC. Subways May Close at 7 P.M. Sunday I Major Power Failures Expected 

, The Lede: Hurricane Sandy Prompts Evacuations 

Pentagon Reopens Program Allowing Immigrants With Special Skills to Enlist 
By JULIA PRESTON 

Late last month, the Pentagon reopened a program to recruit legal immigrants with special language and 
medical skills, which was active for a year before being suspended in January 2oao. 

U.S. Set to Sponsor Health Insurance 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The Obama achninistration will soon take on a new role as the sponsor of at least two nationwide health 
iusuranee plmas that will be offered to eousumers in every state. 

¯ More UIS. News 

BUSINESS 



In Dairy Industry Consolidation, Lush Paydays 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

Through certain deals, huge paychecks went to a small group of people, including the chief executive of Dean 
Foods mad a former head of a dairy cooperative. 

From Calm Leadership, Lasting Change 
By NANCY F. KOEHN 

Rachel Carson, who wrote the grotmdbreaking "Silent Spring" 50 years ago, offered an indelible example of 
the power of individual action. 

MEMO FROM LONDON 
European Union Exit? Concerns Grow for Britain 
By STEPHEN CASTLE 

With the euro zone ahnost three years in crisis, the British prime minister, David Cameron, has been hinting 
at a referendmn on relations with the troubled union. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 3: GIANTS 2, TIGERS 0 
The Tigers Are Down, and Almost Out 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Giants, who now have an authoritative three-games-to-none lead, have won six straight games in the 
postseason and have not trailed a single inning in those games. 

" ~ Highlights and Analysis I Box Score I ~ Photos I ~ Post a Comment 

Giants’ Lincecum Is Special Weapon in Bullpen 1:32 AM ET 

John Terry: Chelsea’s Dark Knight 
By SARAH LYALL 

One of the cmmiest, toughest and best defenders in English soccer, John Terry is also perhaps the country’s 
most reviled player. 

NO. 5 NOTRE DAME 30, NO. 8 OKLAHOMA 13 
Irish Continue Quest for Perfection, Knocking Off Sooners 
By TIM ROHAN 

The Irish defense supplied timely brawn as Notre Dame marched onward toward a chance at their first 
national ehampionslfip since 1988. 

" Roundup: A Big Day on Offense Can’t Save the Trojans 

¯ East: Rutgers Loses 7 Turnovers and Suffers First Defeat 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

No More Kid Stuff for Taylor Swift 
By JON CARAMANICA 

On her new albmn, "Red," Ms. Swift, now 22, finally begins to sound like an adult. 

Back From the Future 
By DAVE KEHR 

The director Robert Zemeckis, who has been making motion-capture fihns for a decade or so, talks about 
"Flight," his first live-action movie since "Cast Away." 

Rethinking the Armory Show 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

Exhibitions in NewYork and Montclair, N.J., will look back at the 1913 Armory Show, long thought to have 
shocked Americans wifla its displays of European modena art. 

" ~:~ Slide Show: Approaching a 100th Anniversary, Rethinking the Armory Show 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 



The Family That Cobras Together 
By ELIZABETH WElL 

For the Killicks, yoga is a team sport. 

My Multiday Massage-a-Thon 
By JOHN JEREMIAH SULLIVAN 

Pm epic quest to find comfort in being naked with strangers. 
¯ " [~ Slide Show: In the Land of Strip-Mall Massages 

Safety Lessons From the Morgue 
By ROBERT W. STOCK 

Susan Baker has saved thousands of lives in her career by starting with a simple question: What is killing us? 

¯ .ly]..o..r..e..Er..o...m...t.b..e....M..a.gazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Barack Obama for Re-Election 
We enthusiastically endorse President Obama, who has earned a second tenn; Mitt Romney offers 
dangerous ideas, when he offers any. 

’ ~ Interactive Feature: New York Times Endorsements Through the Ages 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 
When Mass Hysteria Convicted 5 Teenagers 
By BRENT STAPLES 

A new docmnentary about the Central Park Jogger case and the exonerated teenagers takes us back to a time 
when tlfings went very wrong. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Of Mad Men, Mad Women and Meat Loaf 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

As Election Day looms, Barry strives for hipness as Mitt embraces filddy-duddy. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama’s Squandered Advantages 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Despite the troubled economy, President Obama should be ahead of Mitt Romney. So why isn’t he? 

OPINION 
The Price of a Black President 
By FREDRICK C. HARRIS 

The Obama presidency has marked the decline, rather than the pinnacle, of a political vision centered on 
challenging racial inequality. 
’ ~ Slide Show: Opinion: Critical Thinkers 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
How Prisoners Make Us Look Good 
By SAM ROBERTS 

Does the high incarceration rate of many black men mean that the gains made by blacks in the society are 
large are statistically overstated? 

CAPITAL IDEAS 
Who Gets Credit for the Recovery? 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

A bullish economy is likely to strengthen whoever is elected. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 28, a886, the Statue of Liberty, a gift from the people of France, was dedicated in New York Harbor 

by President Grover Cleveland. 
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TOP NEWS 

Sharp Warnings as 
Hurricane Churns In 
By JAMES BARRON 

Forecasters said Hurricane Sandy wotfld 
bring "life-threatening" flooding to areas 
of the East Coast and officials warned of 
days of disruptions as the storm swirled 
toward some of the nation’s most 
densely populated areas. 

. ~ Interactive Map: Hurricane Sandy’s Path 

¯ . ~’~ Interactive Map: New York City Hurricane 

Evacuation Zones 

:’ ~ Submit Your Photos of the Storm 

’. ~ Interactive Feature: Live Images From Atop 

the Times Building 

POLITICAL MEMO 
In Middle of a Messy 
Election, a Nightmare Makes 
Landfall 
By PETER BAKER 

Recomats, contested ballots, an Electoral College at odds with the popular vote: now adding to the 
campaigns’ potential horrors, a freakish storm may warp an election two years in the making. 

Panicked Evacuations Mix With Nonchalance in Hurricane Sandy’s Path 
By CARA BUCKLEY 

In New York City, with memories of last year’s less-than-ferocious Hurricane Irene still fresh, some skeptical 
residents simply would not move. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re going to have a lot of impact, starting with the storm surge. Think, ’Big.’" 
CRAIG FUGATE, administrator of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, on Hurricane Sandy. 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 
Hurricane Sandy 
Approaches East 



Coast 
Forecasters warned of a "life- 
threatening" storm surge early Stmday. 

’: Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Billionaires Going 

Rogue 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

The political parties are 
losing control of the 
political dialogue, which nfight not be as 
good as it sotmds. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

Arrest of ’7os Rock Star Widens Sexual Abuse Case Tied to BBC 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

The sexual abuse scandal surrotmding the late television host Jimmy Savile widened after the British police 
arrested Paul Gadd, who performed as Gary Glitter, in connection with the case. 

Protests Over Chemical Plant Force Chinese Officials to Back Down 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

After three days of growing dissent, local officials pronfised to halt the plant’s expansion, sometlfing 
skeptical activists attributed to the current political climate. 

Governing Party Claims Victory in Ukraine Elections 
By DAVID HERSZENHORN 

The govenfing party of President Viktor F. Yanukovich declared victory in Ukraine on Sunday, but 
prelimhaary exit polls showed opposition parties making strong gains. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Shallow Waters and Unusual Path May Worsen the Surge 
By KENNETH CHANG and HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Experts pointed to several factors that could combine to make the tidal surge from Hurricane Sandy 
particularly far-reaching and destructive. 

The Coast Empties Out as the Storm Moves In 
By BRIAN STELTER 

One by one, hotels were closed mad storefronts were boarded up in Rehoboth Beach, Del., as Hurricane 
Sandy moved toward shore. 

Silos Loom as Death Traps on American Farms 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

Silos continue to be death traps for fannworkers - with many of the victims teenage boys - who are crushed 
or asphyxiated by grain in largely preventable accidents. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Bracing for Storm, U.S. Stock Markets to Close 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

The New York Stock Exchange plans to close its trading floor on Monday as Hurricane Sandy approaches, in 
the first weather-related closure in 27 years. 



" Wall a[ree[ ~-’repares [o WOrK from r~ome 

¯ ~ Hurricane Sandy: Live Updates I Interactive Map 

Advertising Relearned for Mobile 
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Advertising on devices like cellphones and tablets requires different approaches from advertising online, like 
taking advantage of the ability to track a eonsmner’s location. 

At Fox News, a Liberal Pundit Finds the Spotlight 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

Sally Kohn, a former commmfity orgmfizer, is winning attention for her political commentary on the Fox 
News Chmanel. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GIANTS 4, TIGERS 3, 10 INNINGS 
With a Sweep, Giants Are Champions Again 
By ANDREW KEH 

San Francisco completed the first World Series sweep since 2007 with a victory over the Detroit Tigers in lO 
innings, giving the Giants their second title in three years. 

". ~ Game 4 Highlights and Analysis I Box Score 

With Game and Title on Line, Romo Turns Up Heat on Cabrera 

ON BASEBALL 
A Heaping of Smarts, a Dollop of Luck 
By TYLER KEPNER 

San Francisco, seeking its second World Series title in three years, may have discovered a folanula worth 
copying. 

GIANTS 29, COWBOYS 24 
Giants Hang On to Victory, by a Finger 
By SAM BORDEN 

The Giants’ victory against Dallas came down to the final seconds when a touchdown reception by the 
Cowboys’ Dez Bryant was overtunaed because his right hand touched out of bounds. 

¯ " ~ Box Score I~ Slide Show 

¯ " Home Loss to Giants Leaves Cowboys Dispirited and Fans Disgusted 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Movies Try to Escape Cultural Irrelevance 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Worried that fihns have lost their cultural cachet, Hollywood is pondering initiatives meant to restore the 
attaelnnent fihns have to historical and cultural thinking in 3aneriea. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Going Beyond Cultural Kid Stuff With a Wary Sense of Adventure 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

A judgment call for parents: When is it appropriate to introduce children to challenging cultural material - 
whether it is sexy or profane, creepy or violent, or simply adult and intense? 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Waging Heavy Peace’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

Neil Yotmg has written a memoir, "Waging Heavy Peace," whose subtitle sets the mood: "A Hippie Dream." 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 



News Corp. May Bid for Penguin for Publishing Spinoff 
By AMY CHOZICK 

News Corporation is exploring a cash bid for Pearson PLC’s Penguin book division, a step that could ignite a 
bidding war for Penguin as the publishing industry begins to move toward eousolidation. 

Univision to Start Its First Digital Network 
By TANZINA VEGA 

On Monday, Univision will officially start its first digital network, UVideos, which will offer more than 1,5oo 
hours of long-form programming and about 2oo short clips a day free to users. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Chasing Armstrong With Truth 
By DAVID CARR 

3anid a conspiracy of silence about doping, a small group of dedicated cycling enthusiasts took to blogs and 
Twitter to dispute Lance Armstrong’s accomplishments. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....M...e...d.[.a....&....A..d...v..e..r.t.[.s.[.n.9. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Surveillance and Accountability 
The Supreme Court should let a legal challenge to warrantless wiretapping move forward. 

EDITORIAL 
Dark Money in Montana 
The activities of a "social welfare" group show why campaign spending laws are needed. 

EDITORIAL 
A Chance to Save the Southern Ocean 
An international commission should protect the ecologically rich Southern Ocean arotmd Antarctica from 
industrial fislfing. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Medicaid on the Ballot 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

This much is clear about a Ronmey presidency: Medicaid, an important and successful piece of the health 
care system, would face savage cuts. 

’- Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The No Agenda Myth 
By BILL KELLER 

Ignore the jaded ptmdits. If you don’t know what to expect from the presidential candidates, you haven’t 
been paying attention. 
’- Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Science Is the Key to Growth 
By NEAL F. LANE 

The Republican budget plan would kill research that leads to new jobs. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 29, 1929, stock prices collapsed on the New York Stock Exchange amid panic selling. Thousmads of 

investors were wiped out. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cbg@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 9:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Call for Applications - The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012: "The Power of the Arts & Culture to Promote Democracy 

& Glob~J Peace" (Berlin, December 13th - 16th, 2012) 

International Conferences 
- Call for Applications - 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf ol the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to bdng to your attention inlormation about our upcoming International Conferences and Young Leaders’ 
Weeklong Seminar,s, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with ether leading organizations. 

You are able to learn more about these opportunities and programs in the information below. I would also be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding the 
information below to anyone you think may be interested in attending. 

Yours, 

Mark Donfded & the ICD Team 

"The Power of the Arts & Culture to Promote Democracy & Global Peace" 

(Berlin, December 13m -- 16th, 2012) 
www.icd-academy.or.q 

The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the year-end concluding event of the institute for Cultural Diplomacy. Taking place in Berlin, the aim ol the 
conference is to review in detail, debate, and evaluate the most significant developments in 2012 ~n the field of Cultural Diplomacy, ~nternat~onN Relations, Peace-building, 

Human Rights, the A~s, and Culture. TMs year-end conference will bring together over 150 current and former heads of Rate and min~stem, as we~ as celebrities and 
d~gnitar~es, ~nclud~ng an in~erdisdplinary group of participants traveling ~o Berlin from all over the world to discuss Cultural Diplomacy in out ~nterdependent wodd. 

Conference Participants > 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals and students, as well as other interested individuals from across the world. 

~articipant Papers > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic teseamh and analysis of issues related to the goals ol the conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome the 
participants of our conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference, as well as to be included in the proposal document that 
will be issued following the conference which will be sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

__C___o___n_f_e__!Le___n_ _c_e_ _ _S_ R _e_a_ _k___e_r_ A _ _>_ 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics (including head of states and minisiet~), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory, Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory Board 
please click __H___E__B__E_. 

Speakers for the conference include: 

Afric Simone - World-renowned Singer & Musician 

Minister B. E. E. Molewa - Minister of Water & Environmental Affairs of South Africa 
]’he Hon. Anna Diamantopoulou - Greek Member of Parliament; Former European Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, and 

Equal Opportunities 
Anna Maria Darmanin IVlEP -Vice President of the European Economic and Social Committee of the European Union 
Bil~ Bailey - Celebrated British Comedian, Musician, and Actor 
Ekaterine Tkeshelashvili - Former State Minister of Georgia for Reintegration; Former Foreign Minister of Georgia 
Dr. Hassan B. Diab - Minister of Education of Lebanon 
lan GNan - Lead Singer and Lyricist for Deep Purple 
Arab. Katalin Bogyay - President of the General Conference of UNESCO 
Minister Manuel Obregdn Ldpez- Minister of Culture of Costa Rica 
Marcia Barrett - Lead Singer of Boney M 

Marie Noefle Francoise Labelle- Vice President of the Pan-African Parliament, African Union; Member of Parliament of Mauritius 
Dr. Muna Juma Essa Jassim Albahar Alsulaiti - Director, Dubai Foundation for Women & Children 
Minister Shaddad Attili - Minister of Water, PNestinian National Authority 
Tamara Stoj~evi~ - Deputy Secretary General of the Government of Serbia; Former Secretary General of the Government of Serbia 

If you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick HERE 

"Multiculturalism, the 2012 Global Debate: Strengthening Intercultural Relations" 



(Berlin, November 7th o 9th, 2012 - Held parallel to the 23rd Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin VValI} 

w~v.cult ural-bddges-in .-f4ermany.org 

The 2012 Cultural Bridges Conlerence in Germany will offer a wide diversity ol perspectives on [he issue ol Intercultural Relations internationally with a particular focus on 
Germany, During the conference, participants and speakers will discuss, create, and provide a proposal document that will be presented to the international community on 
how to overcome the challenges in the process of multiculturalism, and will offer best practices to achieve a successful and harmonic mulficultural society, In addition, the 
conference will examine different examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in different contexts. 

Forum Participants > 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as other interested individuals from across the world. 

Participant Papers > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic research and analysis of issues related to the goals ol the conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome the 
participants of our conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference, as well as to be included in the proposal document that 
will be issued following the conference which will be sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

_F___o__E_u____m_____S_#___e___a___k__e_L_s____>_. 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics (including head of states and ministers}, academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisoq," Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisoqi 
Board, please click ._H____E___R___E_.. 

Speakers fer the conference include: 

H,E. Arab. Abdul IBasit - Ambassador of Pakistan to Germany 
Anna=Maria de Giorgio - Head of Italian Cultural Institute, Embassy of Italy in Berlin 
Dagmar Freitag - Member of the German Parliament 
Arab. Dietrich von Kyaw- Former German Ambassador to the EU 

Dr. Eleftherios Iko~omou - Director, Greek Cultural Foundation 
Dr. Elena Cherniavska - Chairman, Institute for Democracy, Media, & Cultural Exchange e.V 

Dr. Franz A~t - Journalist and Author 
Hans-.Josef Fell - Member of the German Parliament 
GiJnther Schaefer - Photographer, Artist, and Berlin Ambassador 

Prof. Dr. Markus Gabrie~ - Professor of Philosophy, University of Bonn 
Dr. Mohamed Chtatou - Division of Relations and Cooperation with International Organizations, The Islamic Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization (ISESCO) 
H.E. Arab. Omar Zniber - Ambassador of Morocco to Gerrnany 
Dr. Ralf Brauksiepe - Member of the German Parliament 
Tristana Moore - BBC Correspondent, Berlin 
The Hon. Yasar Yakis - Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participants will be awarded an official cedificate of attendance upon completion of the program, which will provide details of the speakers and topics discussed. Each 
certificate will be authorized by members of the ICD Advisor,i Board. 

~f you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick HERE 

Call for Appliee~ions - led Young Leaders’ Conferences 

(Berlin, November- December 2012) 
w~v.icd-vlf.org 

The ICD Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining Intercultural Relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

The forums are open to applications from young professionals and students, as well as other interested stakeholders from across the worM. 

VVe are currently accepting applications for the following events: 

The Cultural Bridges in Germany Young Leaders’ Forum (Berlin, November 7th --- 11th, 2012) 
*Participants of this seminar will participate in The 2012 Cultural Bridges in Germany Conference 

--A--r-!~#--s-‘-~-C--,~-u-!Lu-!:~-a-~D--ip--L~--r-!)#--c-y-L--A--~--F--~-~[-u-~[A~-f--~--r-~--Y--~---u--r-!g~--L-##--d-~&r--s-‘. (Berlin, December 13th-18th, 2012) 

*Participants of this seminar will participate in The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 

The ICD Young Leaders’ Forum: Annual Conference 2012 (Berlin, December 13th-I8ti~, 2012) 
*Participants of this seminar will participate in The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 

To apply, please c~ick ._H___E____R___E_. 

Thank you for your attention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs, 



With warm regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FIoo~/Hochhaus) 
K~Jrfi3~.~tendamm 207=8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~:_c___u_!_t__u_La_Ld_ip_ J__o__r_[_~__a__c_y_:_o___rg 

info@cult u[aldiplomacy.org 
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TOP NEWS 

Stor~n Barrels Ashor% 

Leaving Path of Destr~mtlon 

The storm battered the mid-Atlantic 
region, its powerful gusts and stonu 
surges causing once-in-a-generation 
flooding in coastal communities and 
knocking down trees and power lines. 

GoOoP. ’I’ur~s Fire on Obama PHlar, the Auto Bailout 
f.h: M i Ui..N:!.. 2 ::m::i .f.RL".~Pf ~:::~ 
Mitt Romney’s latest attempt to win votes in Ohio, by criticizing aspects of the auto industry 
recovery, has provoked a backlash. 

Empty of Gamblers and Full of~,Vater, Atla~tle City. Reels 

Even as the first samplings of the stm~’s ravages descended on the New dersey coastline, a large 
portion of Atlantic City was already underwater. 

o NYlimes corn Home Pa.,qe >) 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"~he city is under siege. Sand~t is prett~t fiu’ioas ~t Atlandc C’iaj, She m~st Im~_,e ~ost a bet or something." 
THON[AS FOLEY, chief of emergency management in Atlantic City~ which was hit by high winds 
and heavy fluoding~ 

~ IN1PEI;E~CTIVE 

FE ATURE : Reader 

S~lbm~tted 

Photographs of 

Hurricane Sandy 
Readers are contributing 
photographs fi’om the path of the 
storm. 

~ Submit Your Storm Photos 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

G~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 
An Oyster in the 

Storm 

How a little bivalve 
could have lessened the 



WORLD 

Libya }Vzrltlngs }Vel.e Plentif~ll, bitt Unspecific 

Interviews suggest that though the State Department received many warnings about the 
deteriorating situation in Benghazi, none focused on the diplomatic compound that was attacked. 

Observe~*s Deuounce UkrMnlau Elect~om Citing Abuses by Rnle~*s 

A day after voting, outside monitors said an abuse of resources, media control and jailings had 
given the ruling party an unfair advantage. 

~G, 
" r ,i ,, Party Claims Victory in Ukraine Elections we n ng 

The declared Rmr<lay holiday truee in Syria ended on Monday much as it had begnn -with 
airstrikes, artillery barrages and other firelights that made a mockery of the cease-fire. 

S~toem Is Expected to ]Be Less Vowe~’fuL and Less Deellcblng, as I~t Moves 

The enormous storm is expected to become less monstrous, and less drenching, as it moves over 
land, 

THE LEDE BLOG 

State-b}~State 6u~de to the Storm 

A state-b y-state guide to the storm, with regular updates on evacuations, closings, power failures 
and flooding and wind damage Dom North Carolina to Rhode Island. 

~More 
Updates ,~ 

Hnr~*icane Sandy a Chauce at Redemption for FEMA 

Hurricane Sandy offers the disaster agency a chance to show the lessons it learned from its poorly 
managed response to Hurricane Katrina. 

BUSINESS 

Random House and Penguin Merger Creates Global Giant 

The deal between the media eompanies Bertelsmann, which owns Random House, and Pearson, 
which owns Penguin, might draw antitrust scrutiny. 

Awai~illg ~he Sto~’m’s Pi01ce Tag 

Economists played down the likely long4erm effects of the storm, adding that the recovery 
afterward could actually pump up growth temporarily in a few sectors. 

DEALBOOK 

UoSo Markets to Be Closed on Tuesday 

The New York Stock Exchange, Nasdaq and BATS Global Markets said in separate statements that 
they have agreed to dose, after eonsnlting with other exchanges and clients. 

~Gas and Oil Futures Rise As k~vestors Take Cover 6::34 PM ET 

~ Friday’s Data on JoNessness. Eagerly Awaited by Campaigns, Could Be Delayed by Storm 2.38 PM ET 

S P O RTS 

ON BASEBALL 

]Buster Posey~ t|~e Champions’ C|~anlpion 

Giants fans talk about Buster Posey, the eornerstone of the franchise, the way Yankees people talk 
about Derek deter, who also won two World Series in his fit’st three seasons. 

KEEPING SCORE 

Before the Tigers’ Miguel Cabrera struck ont looking Sunday night, the last player to take a ealled 



third stt~ike to end a World Series was the ttall of Fame outfielder Goose Goslin in 1925. 

In what is becoming a biennial tradition, the Giants, after winning the World Series, plan to pay 
homage to New York, the city where the fl’anchise played for more than 7o years. 

, MoFe Spo~ts News 

ART~ 

!ks if the Ot~oma~ Period Never E~ded 

Led by film and television, today’s Turks are expressing a fascination with the country’s Ottoman 

history. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

°I,eo~ardo a~d ’The Last S~pper" 

In "Leonardo and The Last Supper,’" Ross King deseribes the making and preservation of one of the 
worlffs most famous paintings. 

TELEVISION REVIBN I’BIG SKY, BIG MONEY’ 

On g~ectoral Map, the Green Is 

::7 ,:::/H :~1 ,.1.:~ 
"Big Sky, Big Money" looks at election shenanigans in Montana, and the picture it paints em~ainly 

suggests a beast out of eontrok 

Mere Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE: PETER G. NEUMANN 

KHIh~B t~he COmlmter to Save It 

Dr. Neumann, an 8G-year-old computer scientist at SRI International, is leading an effort to 
redesign emnputers and software frmn a "dean slate" to make them more secure. 

Thanks to a flurry of recent studies, flu expm~ts foresee a time when seasonal flu shots are a thing of 
the past. 

IN THEORY 
A Weak Spot h~ Hd,V,’s Armor Raises Hope for a Vacch~e 

Researchers announced that they had found a vulnerable spot on the virus’s outer shell that might 
present a good vaccine target. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A B~g Storm Req~ires Big GoYernme~t 
But Mitt Romney wants to give FEMA’s central emergency responsibilities to 5o flailing states. 

EDITORIAL 

Greece Arrests the B/Iesse~ger 

The Athens govermnent needs to investigate possible tax evasion instead of prosecuting journalists. 

EDITORIAL 

State tax law does not denote the difference between highbrow dance and lowbrow dance. All of it 

should be exempt fi’om sales tax. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Upside or" Opportunism 

If Mitt Romney wins, we’re more likely to get bipartisan reform. If President Obama is re-elected, 
it’d be more of the same small stuff. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

San dy the Soothsayer 

In the neck-and-neck presidential race between Baraek Obama and Mitt Romney, even the 
meteorological is political. 



~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

What did Mark Thompson, the incoming chief executive of The New York Times Company, know, 

and when did he know it? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 30, 1974, Muhammad Ali knocked out George Foreman in the eighth round of a 15-round 

bout in Kinshasa, Zaire, to regain his world heavyweight title. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTimes col’~’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

the TRUSTe ~rivaoy p[ograrn; we are committed to protecting yodr privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change You[ E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Adyerhse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 9:50 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 10-30-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday October 30th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/13/12 - Energy and Environment Lanch hosted by the Insritute tbr the Environmem at UNC featuring Vik Rao in the Dey Hall Toy Lounge at 12:00 PM. Dr. Rao is 

the Executive Director of the Research Triangle Energy Consortium and the author of the recently released tx~ok, "Shale Gas: The Promise and the Peril." Dr. Rao will 

speak abx~ ut his book mad will share his insights on fracking tbr shale gas production. The event will include a book sale and signing. 

11/29/12 - Beneath The Waves Mini - Fihn Fes~tival frown 7 9 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Glolml Education Center as pea~t of"Science As 

Stoly" Festival. http://sws.web.unc.edu/festiva]/ 

12/4/12 - Energy and Enviro~unent Lunch hosted by the Institute for the Environment at UNC featuring George Howard will be taldng place in the Dey Hall Toy Lotmge 

at 12:00 PM. George Howard is the President of Restoration Systems, LLC and a member of North Carolina’s new Oil and Gas Commission. He will speak atx~ut his 

experience in the Oil and Gas industD~ and environmental restoration, as well as the makeup, duties, and goals of the new commission. 

12/9/12 - A peribnnance by the UNC Baroque Ensemble ofJ.C, tteinfich Bach’s piece rifled "Ach, dass ich Wasser’s genug hatte" ("Oh, ifI only had enough water") 

at 3:00 PM in the Person Recita] tiall as part of its "Music by Bach and Other Germans" program directed by Brent Wissick. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Meet a Tar Heal: Piva Kerdlap - A research highlight ofUNC s~dent Piya Kerdlap and his research into solar thermal water heating technology as a better 

econo~nic and environmental option for Tho~ families than standard water heaters: https://www.unc.edu/meet-a-tar-heel/Piva%20Kerdlap 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Great Barrier Reef’s coral crisis could fred hdp in deeper waters - Institute of Marine Sciences at UNC professor John Bl-dno is quoted in the attached article 

which highlights efibrts to explore healthy deep water coral in the Great Barrier Reef that is thriving at levels higher than what is found at shallower depths: 

http://’worldnews.nbcnews.comi new~2~2/~/26/~4725855-great-barrier-ree~-c~ra~-crisis-c~u~d-hnd-he~p-~-deeper-waters?~ite 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World" - For more information on the theme and other upcolning events, feel free to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edw’. Question~ colnments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the ibllowing email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cbg@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 11:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Call for Applications - The ICD Aunual Couference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012: "The Power of the Arts & Culture to Promote Democracy 

& Glob~J Peace" (Berlin, December 13th - 16th, 2012) 

International Conferences 
- Call for Applications - 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf ol the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to bdng to your attention inlormation about our upcoming International Conferences and Young Leaders’ 
Weeklong Seminar,s, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with ether leading organizations. 

You are able to learn more about these opportunities and programs in the information below. I would also be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding the 
information below to anyone you think may be interested in attending. 

Yours, 

Mark Donfded & the ICD Team 

"The Power of the Arts & Culture to Promote Democracy & Global Peace" 

(Berlin, December 13m -- 16th, 2012) 
www.icd-academy.or.q 

The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the year-end concluding event of the institute for Cultural Diplomacy. Taking place in Berlin, the aim ol the 
conference is to review in detail, debate, and evaluate the most significant developments in 2012 ~n the field of Cultural Diplomacy, ~nternat~onN Relations, Peace-building, 

Human Rights, the A~s, and Culture. TMs year-end conference will bring together over 150 current and former heads of Rate and min~stem, as we~ as celebrities and 
d~gnitar~es, ~nclud~ng an in~erdisdplinary group of participants traveling ~o Berlin from all over the world to discuss Cultural Diplomacy in out ~nterdependent wodd. 

Conference Participants > 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals and students, as well as other interested individuals from across the world. 

~articipant Papers > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic teseamh and analysis of issues related to the goals ol the conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome the 
participants of our conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference, as well as to be included in the proposal document that 
will be issued following the conference which will be sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

__C___o___n_f_e__!Le___n_ _c_e_ _ _S_ R _e_a_ _k___e_r_ A _ _>_ 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics (including head of states and minisiet~), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory, Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory Board 
please click __H___E__B__E_. 

Speakers for the conference include: 

Afric Simone - World-renowned Singer & Musician 

Minister B. E. E. Molewa - Minister of Water & Environmental Affairs of South Africa 
]’he Hon. Anna Diamantopoulou - Greek Member of Parliament; Former European Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, and 

Equal Opportunities 
Anna Maria Darmanin IVlEP -Vice President of the European Economic and Social Committee of the European Union 
Bil~ Bailey - Celebrated British Comedian, Musician, and Actor 
Ekaterine Tkeshelashvili - Former State Minister of Georgia for Reintegration; Former Foreign Minister of Georgia 
Dr. Hassan B. Diab - Minister of Education of Lebanon 
lan GNan - Lead Singer and Lyricist for Deep Purple 
Arab. Katalin Bogyay - President of the General Conference of UNESCO 
Minister Manuel Obregdn Ldpez- Minister of Culture of Costa Rica 
Marcia Barrett - Lead Singer of Boney M 

Marie Noefle Francoise Labelle- Vice President of the Pan-African Parliament, African Union; Member of Parliament of Mauritius 
Dr. Muna Juma Essa Jassim Albahar Alsulaiti - Director, Dubai Foundation for Women & Children 
Minister Shaddad Attili - Minister of Water, PNestinian National Authority 
Tamara Stoj~evi~ - Deputy Secretary General of the Government of Serbia; Former Secretary General of the Government of Serbia 

If you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick HERE 

"Multiculturalism, the 2012 Global Debate: Strengthening Intercultural Relations" 



(Berlin, November 7th o 9th, 2012 - Held parallel to the 23rd Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin VValI} 

w~v.cult ural-bddges-in .-f4ermany.org 

The 2012 Cultural Bridges Conlerence in Germany will offer a wide diversity ol perspectives on [he issue ol Intercultural Relations internationally with a particular focus on 
Germany, During the conference, participants and speakers will discuss, create, and provide a proposal document that will be presented to the international community on 
how to overcome the challenges in the process of multiculturalism, and will offer best practices to achieve a successful and harmonic mulficultural society, In addition, the 
conference will examine different examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in different contexts. 

Forum Participants > 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as other interested individuals from across the world. 

Participant Papers > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic research and analysis of issues related to the goals ol the conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome the 
participants of our conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference, as well as to be included in the proposal document that 
will be issued following the conference which will be sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

_F___o__E_u____m_____S_#___e___a___k__e_L_s____>_. 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics (including head of states and ministers}, academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisoq," Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisoqi 
Board, please click ._H____E___R___E_.. 

Speakers fer the conference include: 

H,E. Arab. Abdul IBasit - Ambassador of Pakistan to Germany 
Anna=Maria de Giorgio - Head of Italian Cultural Institute, Embassy of Italy in Berlin 
Dagmar Freitag - Member of the German Parliament 
Arab. Dietrich von Kyaw- Former German Ambassador to the EU 

Dr. Eleftherios Iko~omou - Director, Greek Cultural Foundation 
Dr. Elena Cherniavska - Chairman, Institute for Democracy, Media, & Cultural Exchange e.V 

Dr. Franz A~t - Journalist and Author 
Hans-.Josef Fell - Member of the German Parliament 
GiJnther Schaefer - Photographer, Artist, and Berlin Ambassador 

Prof. Dr. Markus Gabrie~ - Professor of Philosophy, University of Bonn 
Dr. Mohamed Chtatou - Division of Relations and Cooperation with International Organizations, The Islamic Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization (ISESCO) 
H.E. Arab. Omar Zniber - Ambassador of Morocco to Gerrnany 
Dr. Ralf Brauksiepe - Member of the German Parliament 
Tristana Moore - BBC Correspondent, Berlin 
The Hon. Yasar Yakis - Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participants will be awarded an official cedificate of attendance upon completion of the program, which will provide details of the speakers and topics discussed. Each 
certificate will be authorized by members of the ICD Advisor,i Board. 

~f you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick HERE 

Call for Appliee~ions - led Young Leaders’ Conferences 

(Berlin, November- December 2012) 
w~v.icd-vlf.org 

The ICD Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining Intercultural Relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

The forums are open to applications from young professionals and students, as well as other interested stakeholders from across the worM. 

VVe are currently accepting applications for the following events: 

The Cultural Bridges in Germany Young Leaders’ Forum (Berlin, November 7th --- 11th, 2012) 
*Participants of this seminar will participate in The 2012 Cultural Bridges in Germany Conference 

--A--r-!~#--s-‘-~-C--,~-u-!Lu-!:~-a-~D--ip--L~--r-!)#--c-y-L--A--~--F--~-~[-u-~[A~-f--~--r-~--Y--~---u--r-!g~--L-##--d-~&r--s-‘. (Berlin, December 13th-18th, 2012) 

*Participants of this seminar will participate in The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 

The ICD Young Leaders’ Forum: Annual Conference 2012 (Berlin, December 13th-I8ti~, 2012) 
*Participants of this seminar will participate in The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 

To apply, please c~ick ._H___E____R___E_. 

Thank you for your attention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs, 



With warm regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FIoo~/Hochhaus) 
K~Jrfi3~.~tendamm 207=8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~:_c___u_!_t__u_La_Ld_ip_ J__o__r_[_~__a__c_y_:_o___rg 

info@cult u[aldiplomacy.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 3:33 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

This weekend at Duke: a staged reading of"A Brave Woman in Mexico" 

A Staged Reading of A Brave Woman in ~llexico this weekend at Duke 

The Dept. of Theater Studies Theater Previews New Works Lab presents a staged reading of A Brave Woman in kIexico, the first play- in the three-play cycle So 

Go the Ghosts of Mexico by Matthew Paul Olmos. The play- will be directed by Jonathan Cullen, visiting artist from Great Britain. 

The Satarday evening pertbm~ance will be preceded by a panel discussion at 6:30 pm in conjunction with the final reception tbr the Days of the Dead: From Alexican 

Roots to Present-Day Practice in the United States exhibit in the Fredric Jameson Gallery in 115 Friedl. Refreshments will be served. 

According to Olmos, "When twenty-two-yeaJc-old Marl volunteers to replace the recently beheaded Chief of Police, she seks offa chain reaction that starts with her 
husban& tnoves on to the narcos, and then fans oat to the refit of the people, living and the dead, in the coantry of Mexico. The play was inspired by tree events." 

Olmos has been selected by Sam Shepard as the inaugural recipient of the La MaMa ETC’s Ellen Stewart Emerging Play~vright Award, and will receive a 

production of A Brave Woman in Mexico at La MaMa in their 2012-13 season. Ohnos was also awarded the 2012 1 fincess Grace Award in I laywriling~ which 
includes a residency at New Dramatists. 

Theater Previews New Works Lab 

A Brave Woman in Mexico, the firs~t play- in the 
three-play cycle So Go the Ghosts (~’3/[exico 

by guest playwright Matthew Paul Olmos 

directed by guest director Jonathan Cullen 

East Duke 209, Duke East Campus 

November 2 & 3 at 8 pro, with pre-show panel discussion 6:30 pm on Saturday in 115 Friedl 

For more infom~atio~, contact: 

Miriam Sauls 

Director of Theater mad Communications 

Duke University Department of Theater Studies 

109 Page, Box 90680 

Durham, NC 27708 

919-660-3346, fax 919-684-8906 

cell 919-302-5454 

mmsaul ~s~dake.edu 
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TOP NEWS 

New Jersey Is Reeling From a 
Fierce Storm’s Punch 
By DAVID M. HALBFINGER 

Though Hurricm~e Sandy raged up the 
East Coast, it has become increasingly 
apparent that New Jersey took the brm~t 
of it. 

Long Gas Lines, Clogged 
Roads and Slim Hope for a 
Better Day 
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER and JOHN LELAND 

With some commutes into the city 
taking three hours, New Yorkers chmg 
to news that some subway and rail 
service would be restored on Thursday. 

¯ " ~. Interactive Map: Subway Service in New 

York City 

An Unlikely Political Pair, 
United by a Disaster 
By MARK LANDLER and MICHAEL BARBARO 

President Obama’s tour of New Jersey with Gov. Chris Christie confronted Mitt Ronmey with a vexing 
challenge just as he returned to the campaign trail in Florida. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It f!lled the city like a bathtub." 

DAWN ZIMMER, the nmyor of Hoboken, N.J., on the effects of Hurricane Sturdy. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO: 
Hurricane Sandy: 
View From Above 
Watching the hurricane 
from the 51st floor of the 
New York Times building. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Suicide by Choice? 
Not So Fast 
By BEN MATTLIN 

As a disabled man, I’m 
nervous about the "right 
to die" laws. 

4 WEEKS 

WORLD 

Wary of Future, Professionals Leave China in Record Numbers 
By IAN JOHNSON 

Although China’s economic boom has created millions of well-paying jobs, its skilled workers are moving 
elsewhere, in search of better quality of life, and religious and political freedoms. 

Turkey Given Reassurance by Germany on Talks 
By MELISSA EDDY and CHRIS COTTRELL 

Chancellor Angela Merkel met with Turkey’s prime minister and pledged that the European Union would 
continue to pursue talks "in good faith" over Turkey’s accession to the bloc. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
French Socialists, Under Fire, Display a Lack of Fraternit~ 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Buffeted by a bad economy and rising m~employment and facing angry voters, France’s Socialists are sniping 
at their oma leaders. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

New York Region Faces Rescues, Looting and a Rising Death Toll 
By JAMES BARRON 

New York faced horror in waterlogged neighborhoods, where rescuers pulled bodies from wreckage, and 
exasperation elsewhere as more than 3.75 million people entered a third day without electricity. 
," ~ Graphic: Assessing Damage From Hurricane Sandy 

, ~ Interactive Feature: A Map of Readers’ Photos I ~’~ Submit Yours 

-’ ~ Photographs: Region Crippled by Hurricane Sandy 

Governors Promote Lower Deductibles for Homeowners 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and SHAILA DEWAN 

Homeowners who suffered wind and storm damage this week will get financial relief from rulings that 
insurers must treat Sandy as a tropical storm and not a hurricane. 

Airlines Begin a Laborious Comeback 
By ROBBIE BROWN and CHRISTOPHER DREW 

Airlines are struggling to get flight crews and support personnel back in place for travelers unlucky enough 
to be heading home during Hurricane Sandy. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Apple Shake-Up Could End Real-World Images 
By NICKWINGFIELD and NICK BILTON 

A decision to fire Scott Forstall, the leader of mobile software development, memos the departure of a lfigh- 
ranking proponent of the visual design style for software favored by Steve Jobs. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: Apple’s Nostalgic Design Style 

On Twitter, Sifting Through Falsehoods in Critical Times 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

Twitter says it cannot possibly regulate the nfillions of messages on its service, and that a bit of 
nfisinfonnation and nfischief is to be expected. 

" Media Decoder Blog: How Hurricane Sandy Slapped the Sarcasm Out of Twitter 

For Builders, the Storm Is Good for Business 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL and SHAILA DEWAN 

Hurricane damage will help construction companies and the workers they plan to hire, many of whom have 
been idled and ailhag from the housing bust for nearly half a decade. 

" Bucks Blog: Hurricane Sandy and the Need for More Paperwork for Mortgages 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Fans in Brooklyn Have New Shoulder to Cry On 
By HOWARD BECK 

After 35 years in New Jersey, the Nets are a New York team now and their arrival has spawned a new breed 
of fan: the IOfieks-to-Nets defector. 

Nets’ Opener Against the Knicks in Brooklyn Is Postponed 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

The Nets’ regtflar-season debut at Barclays Center, scheduled for Thursday night, was postponed because of 
the lingering effects of Hurricane Sandy. 

ON BASKETBALL 
Hard to Tell Whose Contract Is Worse 
By HARVEY ARATON 

How can A-Rod’s deal be flae worst when, within the stone city, Panar’e Stoudenfire appears to be having a 
more deleterious effect on the IOfieks’ ability to sniff championship contention? 

" Stoudemire to Miss Six to Eight Weeks 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 
An Arena as Tough as Brooklyn. But Street Smart? 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Two Brookl)a~ architecture reviews in one: a rave for the Barclays Center arena, a pan for the larger 
development, and a plea to nmke the development worthy of the arena. 

¯ " ~ Slide Show 

Where Creations Faced Destruction 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

The storm has taken a toll on the art galleries between loth and llth Avenues in Chelsea, an important part 
of the arts economy. 

With Crane Overhead, Carnegie Is Off Limits 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Can~egie Hall canceled all concerts on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday after the city cordoned off streets 
surrotmding the hall and cut off utilities to the area for safety reasons. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 



In Shape, but Out of Focus 
By ELIZABETH WElL 

Race pictures are memat to imnaortalize your moment of trimnph. Instead, they often catch you looking your 
absolute worst. 

Classes Take a Tumble, Happily 
By COURTNEY ROBIN 

A rise in the number of children signing up for g3annastics classes after watclfing the Ol3anpics is predictable, 
but now adults are leaping to channel their inner g3annast. 

Glimmers of Light Downtown 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

The woes of a certain segment of downtown Manhattan pale in comparison to those of mmay other victims of 
the storm, but they nonetheless provided a vivid New York City tableau all their own. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Romney Versus the Automakers 
Mitt Ronmey can’t adinit that the auto bailout helped Detroit and America, so hastead he invents problems 
with it. 

EDITORIAL 
Worrying Beyond Hurricane Sandy 
Could surge barriers be a bargain against future eruptions of nature? 

EDITORIAL 
Sniffing Dogs and the Fourth Amendment 
The constitutional protection from searches without a warrant should include protection from the police 
using a dog to smell for drugs. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Guess Who It’s All Up To? 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Ohio has it all: a Real Recovery Road Rally, tons of TV ads and a problem with political lama signs. People, if 
this election is going to come down to one group, let it be Ohioaus. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Will Climate Get Some Respect Now? 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Climate chmage has virtually been ignored in this presidential campaign, but Sandy brought it front and 
center. 
". Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Liberty to Lie 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

A significant nmnber of voters who adinit that they don’t trust Mitt Ronmey say that they’re going to vote for 
him anyway. What gives? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 1, 1952, the United States exploded the first hydrogen bomb, in a test at Eniwetok in the Marshall 

Islands. 

¯ See This Front ..P.:.a.g.e_ 
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London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 3:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Our Paedophile Culture 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL. 34 NO. 21 Visit h:b.f.o~k [~ 

LRB cover art Our Paedophile Culture 
Ar~drew O~ Hagar~ 

The BBC isn ~ t the Catholic Chureh, but it has its own 

ideals and traditions, whieh eause people to pause 

before naming the unwise acts that have been 

pex{oxrned on its premises. Perhaps more than any 

ehureh, the BBC eontinues to be a powerhouse of 

virtue, of intelligenee and tolerance, but it is now 

sufl’ering a kind of eeelesiastieal terror at its own 

fallibility. One has to look further into the institution to 

see another, more obseure tradition, the one that leads 

to Savile and his liberty-ta!dng. There was always an 

element of it waiting to be picked up. Many people I 

spoke to wished to make that clear, but [] feeling the 

Chorus watehing from above [] they asked fi_~r 

anonymity. More 

The Pseudoscience Wars 
S~even Shapi~ 

Fifteen hundred years before the birth of Christ, a ehunk of stuff blew off the planet 

Jupiter. That chunk soon beeame an enormous comet, approaehing Earth several 

times around the period of the exodus of the Jews from Eg3-pt and Joshua [] s siege of 

Jericho. The ensuing havoc included the momentary stopping and restarting of the 

Earth[]s rotation; the introduction into its erust of oxkganie ehemieals (ineluding a 

portion ~ff tire world[] s petroleum resexs’es); the parring of the Red Sea, induced by a 

massive eleela’ieal diseharge from the comet to Earth; showers of iron dust and 

edible carbohydrates falling from the eomet[]s tail, the first turning the waters red 

and the seeond nourishing the Israelites in the desert; and plagues of vermin, either 

infecting Earth from organisms eanfied in the eomet[]s tail or caused by the rapid 

multiplication of earthly toads and bugs indueed by the seorehing heat of cometary 

gases. More 

People 
Alan 

I sometimes think that tny plays are just an excuse for the introduetions with which 

they are generally aeeompanied. These preambles, while often gossipy and with 

sidelights on the rehearsal process, also provide me with a soapbox from which I can 

address, sometimes more direetly than I []ve tnanaged in the play itself, sotne of the 



thrones that crop up in the text. In The History Boys it was private education; in The 

HaSit of Art biography; in People, though, I [~ m not sure. More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

E~io[ Weinberger: The Republic of E::er[ainment 

BeNamin Markovits: More khan a Big Ponzi Scheme? 

Short Cuts 

¯ Tlhe 

In Margate 

Alex Katz 

On the Sofa 

LeDe~’~ 

Hal Fos{er~ Medieva~ Modern Art 

Miel~ael Newtom I,aurent Binet 

Mat[I~ew Rey~olds~ Diego Marani 

C~arles Ni~:~o~h ’lT’~e ()the*’ Thomas 

J en ~y 1)~ sM ~ Murder a t 

Cop3,r[ght :1: Lcnd.~u RevJe>’ o[’ Bcoks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: :-egl :[:ar@[:b co :k [] You can :msubscl:ibe or ! i)d:~e yo:w emtil pleI~:e::ce ; at any tirne on oar website. 
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TOP NEWS 

Gasoline Runs Short, Adding 
Woes to Storm Recovery 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

Four days after Hurricane Sandy, the 
effort to secure enough gas for the 
region moved to the forefront of 
recovery work. In New York, the Taxi 
Conmfission warned of a thinner fleet. 

Bloomberg Backs Obama, 
Citing Fallout From Storm 
By RAYMOND HERNANDEZ 

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, an 
independent, said climate ehmage may 
have been a factor in Hurriemm Sandy 
and he believed President Obama was 
the best candidate to tackle the issue. 

Campaigns Brace to Sue for 
Votes in Crucial States 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Thousands of lawyers from both presidential campaigns will enter polling places next Tuesday with one 
central goal: tracking their opponents and, if need be, initiating legal action. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’re been pumping gas for 36 hours; I pumped 1,5oo gallons. My nose, my mouth is bleeding from the 

fumes. The fighting just makes it worse." 

ABHISHEK SONI, the oua~er of an Exxon in Montclair, N.J., where disputes on the line had become so 

heated that he summoned police officers to restore eahn. 

U,S, 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 
Hurricane Sandy 
Aftermath 
hnages of the fallout from 
the storm. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Innovative 
Immigrants 
By THOMAS K. McGRAW 

Why new Americans 
often make the best 
entrepreneurs. 

4 WEEKS 

WORLD 

Leader Ousted, Nation Is Now a Drug Haven 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Guinea-Bissau, the West African country taken over by its military in April, now appears to be a place where 
drug trafficking is approved at the top, drug trade experts say. 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
Grabs for Power Behind Plan to Shrink Elite Circle 
By EDWARD WONG and JONATHAN ANSFIELD 

A proposal by Chinese leaders to downsize the powerful Politburo Standing Committee offers one of the 
clearest windows available into the intentions of the party. 

. Previous Articles in This Series 

A Shield of Celebrity Let a BBC Host Escape Legal Scrutiny for Decades 
By JOHN F. BURNS and RAVI SOMAIYA 

Despite widespread suspicions about Jimmy Savile, police forces were unable to connect the dots, and his 
powerful connections made pursuing allegations against him tmpalatable. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

As Wolves’ Numbers Rise, So Does Friction Between Guardians and Hunters 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

The first modem wolf-hm~ting season in Minnesota and Wisconsin is raising concerns among those who are 
trying to protect the animals. 

Justices Asked Whether Decision on Deportation Warnings Applies 
Retroactively 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court heard arguments over whether a 2OlO ruling, which stated that lawyers mttst warn their 
clients that deportation could follow a guilty plea, should apply retroactively. 

Massachusetts Man Gets 17 Years in Terrorist Plot 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

Rezwm~ Ferdaus achnitted to plannh~g to blow up the Pentagon and the United States Capitol using remote- 
controlled planes laden with explosives. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Estimate of Economic Losses Now Up to $50 Billion 



By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

Damages from Hurricane Sandy double a previous forecast, with economists warning that it could shave a 
half percentage point off the nation’s eeononfie growth. 

" TV Medium Is Planning Storm Relief by Telethon 

DEALBOOK 
Energy Regulator Takes Aim at Wall Street 
By BEN PROTESS and MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s broad crackdown is aimed at manipulation of energy prices. 

¯ DealBook: How Barclays Allegedly Took Losses to Make Bigger Gains 

Nonpartisan Tax Report Withdrawn After G.O.P. Protest 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The Congressional Research Service withdrew a report that found no correlation between top tax rates and 
eeononfie growth after senators raised eoneerus. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Former Penn State President Is Charged in Sandusky Case 
By STEVE EDER 

The charges against Graham B. Spanier, wlfich include perjury, come as authorities examine how Penn State 
officials handled allegations of child sexual abuse involvhag Jerry Sandusky. 

Marathon Presses On as Backlash Builds 
By KEN BELSON 

Mary Wittenberg of New York Road Rmmers said the race was "about helping the city," and Mayor Michael 
R. Bloomberg said this "is a city where we have to go on." 

:. Marathon Is Set to Go On, Stirring Debate 

. Amid Storm Recovery, Marathon Expo Opens Doors to Runners 

Rescuing Horses as Industry Bides Its Time 
By JOE DRAPE 

Rescue groups are on the lookout for former racehorses that have landed at auctions and are en route to 
slaughterhouses in Canada and Mexico. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
Letters From Flopsy’s Real-Life Playmate 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

"Beatrix Potter: The Picture Letters" at the Morgma Library & Musemn explores that writer’s letters to 
children - which she illustrated. 

¯ " ~’~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’FLIGHT’ 
Life Takes Nose Dive, and Settles Into an Abyss 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Flight" is a story of survival that hits many fanfiliar recovery beats, partly because transfonnation is the only 
way out when a star plays an addict in an American mainstream movie. 

¯ " ~;~ Video: Robert Zemeckis on ’Flight’ 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’SEAL TEAM SIX’ 

A Macho Moment for America 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

"SEAL Team Six," a fictionalized account of the raid on Osmna bin Laden, on fl~e National Geographic 
Channel, is a renfinder of how far the United States has moved to the right regarding foreign affairs. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’WRECK-IT RALPH’ 
Bad-Guy Avatar Seeks Midlife Career Change 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Video games and cartoons meet in the new Disney feature "Wreck-It Ralph." 

" ~ Photos: Disney Goes Retro 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE MAN WITH THE IRON FISTS’ 
The Swordsman’s Arms Dealer of Choice (Wires Not Included) 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In "The Man With the Iron Fists," the hip-hop artist RZA of the Wu-Tang Clan has assembled a homage to 
the martial arts genre known as wuxia. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’A LATE QUARTET’ 
The Strings Play On; The Bonds Tear Apart 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"A Late Quartet" follows the upheavals that threaten a fictional elite string quartet in NewYork as its 
members quarrel, cheat, get even and jockey for power. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Junk Is Back in Junk Bonds 
As institutional investors pull back, individual investors need more wanting and protection. 

EDITORIAL 
Subject to Deportation 
The Constitution requires a lawyer to tell a client who is not m~ American citizen that pleading guilty to a 
erinfinal offense carries the risk of deportation. 

EDITORIAL 
Even Death Won’t Part Them Now 
After a state politician retires, goes to jail or dies, it’s time to close shop, including the campaign fund. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Blackmail Caucus 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

There’s something wrong with the argmnent that it’s better to vote for Mitt Ronmey because he can better 
navigate Washington’s "partisan gridloek." 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Final Reckoning 
By DAVID BROOKS 

President Obama began big but is ending small. If he’s re-elected, would he reach the high standards he once 
set for himself? 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
Nature Votes Last 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Republicans can get away with fact-denial, so long as reality does not shatter the picture. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 2, 1976, former Gov. Jimmy Carter of Georgia defeated Republican incmnbent, Gerald R. Ford, 

beeonfing flae first 3aneriean president from the Deep South since the Civil War. 
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TOP NEWS 

Hardsblp Straiiis Emotlo~ls 

il~ New York 

The region approached a breaking 
point on Friday as the collective 
spirit that prevailed in the first few 
days after Hurricane Sandy gave 
way to angry complaints of neglect 
and unequal treatment. 

In New York’s P~blic 

Ho~M~g, Fear Creeps in W’]th 

t|~e Dark 

Perhaps more so than in any other 

plaee in the city, the loss of power for 

people living in public housing 

projects has [oreed a return to a basle existence. 

Petraeus’s Quieter Style a~t CA,Ao Leaves Void o*~ Libya Furor 

The Benghazi crisis has been the biggest challenge in the first civilian job held by David H. 
Petraeus, who has gotten high marks in a markedly different culture fi’om that of the military. 

Ci A P~ayes Major Role Fighting Militants in Libya Attack 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s a se~*se of conm~mdly, Neighbors [ as~alffl do~*’t tnlk to, [ la~" go now," 

DAR~YL ~ACCULLUM, :z4, who ]i~es at the Jaeob R]is Honses ~n the East Village, where power 

has been out for days. 

~ INTERACTIVE ..... : 

t,’~ATUR~: 51~Z Paths I 

Explore the routes throngh the 
deetoral battleground and plot 
victory for either side. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My,~ersey s~ore, 
Now i~ Ruins 

Habits die hard, and it’s 
painful to imagine not 
going back to Manasquan next 
summer, no matter how much of it may be gone. 

WORLD 

U,N, Says Exect~tlon Video From Syria Shows Apparent VVar Crime 



A new video that seems to show Syrian rebels summarily executing a group of captured soldiers or 

militiamen could, if verified, represent evidence of a war crime, the United Nations said on Friday. 

A ban on financial transactions with Iran has inadvertently affected critical supplies that are 
exempted from Western sanctions. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

L~fe|ong Scholar of the Japauese Becomes O~e of Them 

This year, when Donald Keene, 90, a New York native and retired professor, became a citizen of 

Japan, he gained what eludes many Westerners who live there: acceptance. 

More World News 

For Some After the Storm, No ~A;ork Means No Pay 

Thousands of hourly workers took extreme measures to get to work following Hurricane Sandy with 

the fear that if they did not go to work ~ they probably wonld not be paid. 

Second Illness [s Infecting Those Strnck by Me~fing~fis 

ih: 3Li’9:..:,b:,i." 

People recovering from meningitis in a national outbreak are now being diagnosed with epidural 

abseesses. 

Campaigns Have Strateb~- for Couples YVho Disagree 

Discussions between spouses are considered as persuasive as television ads for undecided voters in 

the presidential campaign’s final weekend. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

M~lltary to Deliver F~el to Storm-Ravaged Region 

With lines at Northeast gas stations persisting, the government turned to the Pentagon for help and 

eased limits on foreign tankers. 

Latest Jobs Repovt Shows Persistent Economic Growth 

The Labor Department’s last pre-eleetion figures showed ~?Looo jobs added in Oetober, 

Unemployment edged up to 7.9 percent. 

A Promlsh~g Drug ~Aqth a F]aw 

The anticlotting drug Pradaxa, on the market only two years, is growing in popularity for its ease of 

use, but it has been associated with hemorrhaging, and it has no antidote to reverse its blood- 

thinning effects. 

S P 0 RTS 

Runners Express Shock, Anger and Rellef After Montl~s of Tralnlug 

Thousands of rnnners learned Friday that the New York City Marathon had been canceled after a 

public backlash had monnted against pntting on the race in the wake of H nrricane Sandy. 

~ Marathon Is Canceled ~s Hardship Strains Emotions in New York 

SPORTS OFTHETIMES 

V~qsely Stepping Aside ~n a Bombarded C~ty 
5y :,:.."~::,ff ’TL:: 9ff : 

New York has nothing to prove, and officials made the right decision to caneel the marathon after 

Hurricane Sandy, although it was 72 hours too late. 

KNICKS 104, HEAT 84 

Anthouy Sets To~e as Kn[cks Pro~’ide a Reason to C|~eer 

After their season opener had been delayed by tlnrrieane Sandy, Carmelo Anthony and the Knieks 

were fneled by the home erowd as they took an early lead against the Heat and never looked baek. 

~E3 ~ox Score 



ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

.~ hour in Chelsea last Saturday was a final look at what could become the old, pre-gandy gallery 

scene. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Cotint~y Nudges Its Elders Away 

The 46th edition of the Country Music Association Awards showed that the genre has become as 
ruthless as any other, displaying an almost complete blindness toward its past. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

On Point, in Their ,Jeans and Sneaker,s 

To an outsider watching a jookin "battle," a kind of virtuoso dancing that’s a relative of hip-hop, the 
evening comes as a revelation. 

o Mole Arts News 

TRAVEL 

S~ngle for the Holidays 

Being alone doesn’t mean being lonely. Not when you can discover a new city, bask in the sun or 
learn a new language, all without family in tow. 

PURSUrFS 

"lM’ists and Turns Along a Kentucky I)ot~ghnut Teall 

Picking up the scent of fried dough around Louisville, the author hunts glazed, cake, jelly and even 

maple bacon donghm~ts through central Kentucky. 

BFFES 

Restaurant Repot,t: Seasona| Pantry h~ VVaslfington 

Four nights a week this food shop tnrns into an intimate dining space, serving a single menn to a 
handfid of diners. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Jobs Ave G~,owh~g, Not Stagnating 
’]?he trend in unemployment is promising, but the politics of job creation remain clouded. 

EDITORIAL 

Syria’s M~sery 
The latest proposal by the Obama administration to strengthen anti-Assad forces is a pragmatic 
one. 

EDITORIAL 

OMahomans i aeMng Heat 
Macho enthusiasts display the intimidating power of the gun. 

o Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 
Lea~’ni~lg to Bounce Ba~k 

A new dialogne is emerging around the idea of resilience: how to hell) vulnerable people, 

organizations and systems persist, perhaps even thrive, amid unforeseeable disruptions. 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Noctu~’ne 

For one artist, the blackout offered a rare illumination of the unplugged world around him. 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Our Latest High-~,Vater Ma~’k 
f.h: C~.:.M,.: C iiL i.":.: 
Hurricane Sandy was not a fluke. High-water marks are consistently climbing. 

o Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 3, 1936, President Franklin D. Roosevelt was re-elected in a landslide over Republican 

Mfred M. "ALP’ Landon. 

See :ll)is Front Page 
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conI;erence at Duke on Global AlIirmative Action in aNeoliberal Age, Nov. 8-10, 2012 with two Br~ilian pazticipa~ts 

Global Affirmative Action in a Neoliberal Age 

Nov. 8-10th, 2012 

Duke University 

Brief: 

The Center for African and African American Research at Duke University and the University of Malaya will jointly promote thinking through the politics of Affirmative Actions 
as it has been practiced ttansnationally, particularly contrasting the practices of governance under the developmentalism versus the neoliberal economic agenda, in order to 
map the radical continuities and discontinuities inherent to regimes of globalization, 

Keynote: Professor Denise Ferreira da SHva, Queen Mary, University of London 

6 pm - 9 pm 

Thursday, Nov 8th 

Richard White Auditorium 

Duke University, East Campus 

Conference Patlels 

Friday, ~ev. ~h ~ am --- 6 pm 

Saturday, Nov, 10th 9 am - 3 pm 

Smith Warehouse Garage, Bay 4 

~nv~ted Guest Panelists: 

Colin Haa,’ey, Queen’s UNversffy Belfast, lreland 

Zimitd Erasmus, Universffy of ~he ~%,1twate~s~and, South Africa 

Lew~s Gordon, Tem#e Un~ve~dt~ 

Niraja Gopa~ Jayal, JawaharJal Nehm UnJversffy, New DeH~i 

RNph P[emdas, University of the West Indies, Trinidad 

Steven Ratuva, University of Auckland, New Zealand 

Catherine Walsh, UNve~idad And~na Sim6n BoHva[, Ecuador 

Sales Augusto dos Santos, University of BrasHia 

Terence Gomez, University of Malaya, Malaysia 

A~uro Escoba[, Unive~Hy d Nodh Carolina 

Kamala VJsweswaran, University of Texas, Austin 

J, Lorand Mato~, Duke UNve~ty 

WHHam DarHy, Duke UNversity 

Invited Panel Chairs: 

John French, Duke Univemity 

MichaeHne CricMow, Duke UNversHy 

Chades Plot, Duke UNvers~ty 



Kerry Haynie, Duke University 

Presented by: 

Duke’s Center for African & African American Research & The University of 

Duke Ur~iversity Co-sponsors: Office of the Provost, Franklin Humanities h~stitute, School of Medicine, AIrican & African 

American Studies, Atlantic Studies, A & S Dean’s Office, Multicultural Resource Center, Latino/a Studies, Cultural Anthropolo,~jy, 

Kenan Institute, Center for Human Rights, Department of Sociology, Center for International Studies, International Comparative Studies Program 

For detailed conference schedule, presentatior~ titles arid absIracIs go 1o: 
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Next weekend at Duke: Conve~ence 2012: The Geo/Body Politics of Emancipation 

Convergence- flyer final.pdf 

CONFERENCE 

The C~aduate Student Initiative of the Hemispheric Ins~titute ofPerfolmance & Politics presents 

Convergence 2012: 

The Geo/Body Politics of Elnancipafion 

November 9-11, 2012 
Richard White Lecture tlall 

East Campu~ Duke University 

Convergence 2012 brings together graduate students, professors, artists, and activists to think through diverse events of radical mobilization, from s~dent protests and 

occupations to uprisings and insurrections. We will discuss different forms of embodiment that have &veloped axound the reclai~ning of public space, and the demand 

for economic, social, and political change. We will question the ins~tmmentalizalion of technology as strategies of communication, organization and revolution. Generaling 

a space to discuss contemporaw notions of emancipation, liberation, revolulion, occupation, geopolitics, %xtivism," andmilitant resemck we will bring into dialogue the 

lived tensions of these concepts as they are enacted by bodies, in knowledge production, and in physical locations. 

Presenters 
Micha Cardena~University of Southern Cali~bmia 

Colectivo Situaciones, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Counter-Cartographies Coflective,University of North Carolina, Chapel ttill 
Ricmdo Dominguez,Universi .ty of California, San Diego 

E1 Kilombo Intergalactico,Durham, North Carolina 

Esther Gabara, Duke Universi .ty 

Macarena Gomez-Barri~UniversiU of Sonthern California 
Jack Halberstam,Universily of Southern California 

Michael Hardt, Duke UNversity 

Brian Holmes, Chicago, Illinois 

Josh Kun,UniversiU of Southern California 
Pedro Lasch, Duke University 

Walter Mignolo, Duke University 

Dannys Montes de Oca Moreda, 11 thHavana Biennial Curatorial Team 

Diane Nelson, Duke University 
Roya Rastegar, B~yn Mawr College 

Jacques Servin,The Yes Men/New York Universi~" 

SpiritHouse, Durham, North Cmolina 

Diana Taylor, New York UniversiU 

Wu Tsang,Direck~cWildne ss 

Organizers 

Zach Bias,Duke UniversiU 
Ana Paulina Lee,University of Southern Califbmia 

Leticia Robles- Moreno,New York University 

Duke University Co-organizers 

Kency Cornejo, Laura Jaramillo, Melody Jue, Camila Maroja, China Medel, A~nanda Suhey, andJasmina Tumbas 

See attached flyer for complete schedule. All Convergence sessions are free and open to the public. 
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.,ks Cai:didates Make Final 
Plea,~, Legal Battles Begi~ 

President Obama and Mi[t Romney 

hnnted for suppm’t in battlegronnd 

states even as their pat¢ies fared off 

in the first court skirmishes over 

presidential ballots and how they are 

eonnted. 

Ho~lM ng Nigh~tln a re Loom s 

Temperatures fell into the 3os on 

Snnday and are expeeted to drop 

below fl’eezing this week as tens of 

thousands of people search for 

someplace to live. 

%. 
I~l S~ghi ofManhallai: Skyi~ne~ Living Forlor~l aiid ~n [he Dark 

Accnsations of abandonment seemed colored by a growing belief that the storm recovery has 

cleaved along class lines. 

~D VirJeo: Lights Out in the Rockaways 

App 
Keep up with the latest 

fi’om the final 

campaign sprint, plus 

live video and results 

on election night, all in the palm of 

your hand. 

OPiNiON 

With Todd 
Oldham’ 

In an Op-Docs video, 

the designer Todd Oldham reviews 

the design of election ballots from across the United States. 

WORLD 

Coptic Church Chooses Pope \Vho I{(:~ects Political Role 

In Egypt, the first new Coptic pope in more than four decades promised a new era of tolerance 



between the country’s Christian minority and the politieally~iominant Muslims. 

I~l F’ractlotls Political Times, a Scion of India’s Dynasty Slays Quiet 

Rahul Gandhi, the heir apparent of an Indian political dynasty, has been reluctant to step into the 

spotlight. 

The party’s Central Committee endorsed the expulsion of Bo Xilai, who had been a contender for one 

of the party’s highest positions until his spectacular fall this year. 

More World News 

Voice Is Strai~ed, hut S~pl)ort on the Trail Unstlnti~g 

Whoever wins, the campaign has solidified (or restored) Bill Clinton’s status as the hardest-working 

man in a game he loves and plays like no one else. 

~E~ Slide Show: Clinton Cemcmts His Place as a Supc,~ Surrogate for Obama 

After th e Violen ce~ th e Rest of Th elf Liwes 

A Northwestern-led study has spent almost two decades tracking more than ~,8oo youths who 

have gone through the juvenile justice system, mostly because of gang violence. 

i.::., Li..?ii..L...: .:.~. U.: 

The rate of suickle in the United States rose sharply dnring the first few years since the start of the 

recession, a new analysis has fonnd. 

BUSINESS 

New legislation pressed by Pandora Media and other Internet radio services to reduce their royalty 

rates has touched a nerve in the music industry. 

After several nfissteps this year, news organizations have fine-tuned their safeguards and tried to 
prepare for a huge influx of social media reaction. 

A Sto~m :Barrelled Supply Chain Threatens Holiday Shopping 

In addition to shutting down shipping terminals and submerging warehouses, the stmTn tangled up 

deliveries, just as retailers normally receive final shipments for the holiday shopping season. 

S P 0 RTS 

Thousands of runners were determined that the cancellation of the marathon would not keep them 
fl’om completing the 26.2-mile course through New York City on Sunday. 

Ma~*athon Stmnbled Along a Route of I~declslot~ o~ Its VCay Toward 
Ca~mellal~ion 

Even before Hurricane Sandy passed, New York Road Runners had grappled with the question of 
how to proceed with the race, given the resources it would require. 

Rmmers Emb~ace Chance to Help Residents Recover 

Thousands of volunteers and runners dedicated their Sunday to helping families whose houses were 
damaged or destroyed by Hurricane Sandy. 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Back i~ the Groove After the Storm 

New York jazz clubs took a hit during Hurricane Sandy last week, but for many it was only a minor 

disruption. 



Hm-r~cane Spares Seaside Art 

HmTicane Sandy spared the first phase of a five-year, $13 million public art project in Atlantic 
City called "Artlantic," part of an effort to transform the city’s desolate public spaces. 

~E~ Glide Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Sweet Toot|~ ~ 

In Ian MeEwan’s "Sweet Tooth" what begins as a sort of eold war ]e Carr~ tale about a spy (and the 
psychology of spying) soon mutates into something else. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Storm Poses F~rst Major Test for NJTV News Coverage 
~;:: i..My.::, ~.:i..i ! 

With a minimal staff and rented equipment, the public station in New Jersey has broadcast np to 
three live newscasts, with many news breaks a day to keep up with the hurricane. 

As S~a~dal I,lared~ BBC~s Leaders Missed Re~l Flags 

Interviews with former BBC officials suggest that Mark Thompson and his top executives repeatedly 
missed opportunities to pursue a fuller picture of the BBC’s investigation into 3immy Savile. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

P~bllshers Abroad Take O~ ~oog~e 

Publishers abroad have joined anew- in the fight against GoGgle, arguing that it is picking their 
pockets every time it links to articles. 

Mere Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Rep~bllear~ Tax Priorities 
o.o.P, proposals call for tax cuts for wealthy heirs and tax increases for working families. 

EDITORIAL 

If the Palestinians are admitted as a "nonmember" observer state in the U.N. General Assembly, 

they will win a short-term victory with serious long term risks. 

EDITORIAL 

Copy~°ight o~ imported Works 
The Supreme Court is considering whether the law protects copyright holders who want to sell their 
works for reduced prices abroad. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Rep~b~ica~ Id 

At Miami University in Ohio, Paul Ryan’s mentor provides a window into the party’s thinking. 

~ Columnist Page j BIo~3 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sa~dy Verse, s I(atrlna 

The federal response to two hurricanes shows that govenmlent can help in times of crisis. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Perma~ent Militari~,ation of America 

We’ve ignored Dwight D. Eisenhower’s warnings about the militaryqndustrial complex, to our 
peril. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 5, z968, Republican Richard M. Nixon won the presidency, defeating Vice President 
Hubert H. Humphrey and third-party candidate George C. Wallace. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cbg@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 7:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Call for Applications - The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012: "The Power of the Arts & Culture to Promote Democracy 

& Glob~J Peace" (Berlin, December 13th - 16th, 2012) 

ICD lntemational Conferences 
- Call for Applications - 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf ol the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing 1o bdng [o your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the field of Cultural Diplomacy, as well 
as information about our new programs and upcoming International Conferences and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminm~, to be hosted by the ~CD in partne~hip w~th other 

leading organizations~ 

You can learn more about these opportunities and programs by reading the inIotmation below, ] would also be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding [he 
information below to anyone yo[l think might be interested in attending. 

Sincerely, 

Mark C, Donfried & the ICD Team 

"The Power of the Arts & Culture to Promote Democracy & Global Peace" 

(Berlin, December 13m -- 16th, 2012) 
www.icd-academy.org 

The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the year-end concluding event of the institute for CulturN Diplomacy, Taking place in Berlin, the aim ol the 
conference is to review in detail debate, and evaluate the most significant developments in 2012 in the field of Cultural Diplomacy, Mternat~onN Relations, Peace-building, 

Human Rights, the A~s, and Culture. This year-end conference will bring together over 150 current and former heads of Mate and min~stem, as well as celebrities and 
d~gnitar~es, including an in~erdisdplina~’ group of participants traveling ~o Berlin from all over the world to discuss Cultural Diplomacy in out interdependent wodd. 

Conference Participants > 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals and students, as well as other interested individuals from across the world, 

~articipant Papers > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic teseamh and analysis of issues related to the goals ol the conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome the 
participants of our conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the confetence, as well as to be included in the proposal document that 
will be issued following the conference which will be sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

__C___o___n_f_e__E_e___n__c_e___S_f~___e_a__k___e_r_A__>_ 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics (including head of states and minisie~), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisoq," Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory 
Board, please click ._H____E___R___E_.. 

Speakers for the conference include: 

Attic Simone - World-renowned Singer & Musician 

Minister B. E. E. Molewa - Minister of Water & Environmental Affairs of South Africa 
]’he Hon. Anna Diamantopoulou - Greek Member of Parliament; Former European Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, and 
Equal Qppor[unities 
Anna Maria Darmanin NEP -Vice President of the European Economic and Social Committee of the European Union 
Bil~ Bailey - Celebrated British Comedian, Musician, and Actor 
Ekaterine Tkeshelashvili - Former State Minister of Georgia for Reintegration; Former Foreign Minister of Georgia 
Dr. Hassan B. Diab - Minister of Education of Lebanon 
lan GNan - Lead Singer and Lyricist for Deep Purple 
Arab. Katalin Bogyay - President of the General Conference of UNESCO 

Minister Manuel Obreg~Sn L6pez- Minister of Culture of Costa Rica 
Marcia Barrett - Lead Singer of Boney M 

Marie Noefle Francoise Labelle- Vice President of the Pan-African Parliament, African Union; Member of Parliament of Mauritius 
Dr. Muna Juma Essa Jassim Albahar Alsulaiti - Director, Dubai Foundation for Women & Children 
Minister Shaddad Attili - Minister of Water, PNestinian National Authority 
Tamara Stoj~Sevi~ - Deputy Secretary General of the Government of Serbia; Former Secretary General of the Government of Serbia 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participants will be awarded an official cedificate of attendance upon completion of the progtam, which will provide details of the speakei~; and topics discussed. Each 
certificate will be authorized by members of the ICD Advisor,i Board. 

If you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick HERE 



"Multiculturalism, the 2012 Global Debate: Strengthening Intercultural Relations" 
(Berlin, November 7[h = 9[h, 2012 = Held parallel [o the 23rd Anniversa~ of the fall of the Berlir~ Wall) 

w~v.cult ural-bridges-in .-f4ermany.org 

The 2012 Cultural Bridges Conlerence in Germar~y will offer a wide diversity ol perspectives on [he issue ol Intercultural Relations internationally with a particular focus on 
Germany. During the corfference, participants and speakers will discuss, create, and provide a proposal document that will be presented 1o the international community 
how to overcome the challenges in the process of mu]ticulturalism, and will offer best practices to achieve a successful and harmonic mu]ticultura] society. In addition, the 
conference will examine different examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in different contexts. 

Forum Participants > 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as other irflerested individuals from across the world. 

Participant Papers > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic research and analysis of issues related to the goals of the conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome the 
participants of out conferer~ce to submit a paper [hey would like to be corrsidered for presentation at the conference, as well as to be ir~cluded in the proposal document that 
will be issued following the conference which will be sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

The speakers during the cor~ference will ir~clude leading figures and experts flora intema[ional politics (including head ol s[a[es and ministers), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Boa;~L To learn more about the ICD Advisory 
Board, please click HERE. 

Speakers for the conference include: 

H.E. Arab. Abdul Basit - Ambassador of Pakistan to Germany 
Anna-Maria de Giorgio - Head of Italian Cultural Institute, Embassy of Italy in Berlin 

Dagmar Freitag - Member of the German Parliament 
Arab. Dietrich yon Kyaw- Former German Ambassador to the EU 

Dr. Eleftherios Ikonomou - Director, Greek Cultural Foundation 
Dr. Elena Cherniavska - Chairman, Institute for Democracy, Media, & Cultural Exchange e.V 

Dr. Franz Air - Journalist and Author 
Hans-,Josef Fell- Member of the German Parliament 
GiJnther Schaefer - Photographer, Artist, and Berlin Ambassador 

Prof. Dr. Markus Gabriel - Professor of Philosophy, Universi%,’ of Bonn 
Dr. Moharned Chtatou - Division of Relations and Cooperation with International Organizations, The Islamic Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization (ISESCO) 
H.E. Arab. On, at Z#iber - Ambassador of Morocco to Germany 

Dr. Rail E~rauksiepe - Member of the German Parliament 
Trista~a Moore - BBC Correspondent, Berlin 
The Hon. Yasar Yakis - Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participants will be awarded ar~ official cedifica[e ol atter~dance upon completion of the program, which will provide details ol the speakers and topics discussed. Each 
certificate will be authorized by members of the ICD Advisory Board. 

~f you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick ._H____E___R___E__ 

Forthcoming Weeklong Seminars 

(Berlin, November- December 2012) 
w~v.icd-vIf.org 

The ICD Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young ir~dividuals with an interest in developing, suppo[tin9, and sustaining Intercultural Relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and p~fessiona] backgrounds from across the world. 

The forums are open to applications from young professionals and students, as well as other interested stakeholders from across the workL 

We are currently accepting applications for the followinq ever~ts: 

The Cultural Bridges in Germany Young Leaders’ Forum (Berlin, November 7th --- 11th, 2012) 

*Participants of this seminar will participate in The 2012 Cultural Bridges in Germany Conference 

--A--r-!~#--s-‘-~-C--,~-u-!Lu-!:-a-L-D--ip--L~--r-!)#--c-y-L--A--~--F--~-~[-u-~[A~-f--~--r-~--Y--~---u--r-!g~--L-##--d-~&r--s-‘. (Berlin, December 13th-18th, 2012) 

*Participants of this seminar will participate in The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 

The ICD Young Leaders’ Forum: Annual Conference 2012 (Berlin, December 13th-I8th, 2012) 
*Participants of this seminar will pmticipate in The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 

To apply, please c~ick ._H___E__R___E_. 



Thank you for your attention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs, 

With warm rega[ds, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KudSrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.cult u raldiplomacy.or,q 
info@cult u raldiplomacy.or.q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <icdapplications@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Call for Applications - The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies Forthcoming Programs 

Updates about our Forthcoming Programs 
- Call for Applications - 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing te bring to your attention a number of new and exciting epportunities in the fieht of Cultural Diplomacy, as well 

as information about our new programs and upcoming International Conferences and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminam, to be hosted by the ICD in partnemhip with other 
leading organizations. 

You can learn more about these opportunities and programs by reading the information below, I would also be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding the 
information below to anyone you think might be interested in attending, 

Sincerely, 

Mark C. Donfried & the ~CD Team 

Forthcoming Academic Programs 
(Berlin, from December 20I 2) 
~:_c_..c_d_._s_r.b_..e__rlJn:_d_.e_. 

The Center Ior Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of ~he ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) is the world’s leading center Ior the study of Cultural Diplomacy, olfering educational 
opportunities in partnei~;hip with Babes-Bolyai University and ether leading global institutiens. 

Educational programs range from week-long seminars and distance E- Learning programs, designed specifically for governmental officials, academies, and professionals who 
are no~ able ~o leave their current positions, to interdisciplinary Post- Graduate Programs for individuals pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, government, and!or ~he 
private sector, related either wholly or in part to the field of Cultural Diplomacy. 

The CCDS is currently accepting applications for the following programs: 

MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Babes-Bolya~ University in cooperaOon w~th the inst#ute for Caitaral Diplomacy 

(Start: Spring Semester - February 4th, 2013) 

MA in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy 

Babes-Bo~/ai University in cooperation with the Insdtute for Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: Spring Semester - February 4th, 2013) 

Distance Learning Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
Focuses: Cultural Diplomacy & International Relations; Cultural Diplomacy & the Media; Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy; Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 

(Start: December 3c-31 , 2012; January3rd- 31s~, 2013; February" 4th- 28th, 2013) 

The Academy for Cultural Diplomacy: December 2012 Session 

(Berlin, December 1 lth-16th, 2012) 

To apply, please c~ick ~I__E_._R_..E_. 

"The Power of the Arts & Culture to Promote Democracy & Global Peace" 
h h 

(Bedin, December 13’ - 16 ’, 2012) 
w~v.icd-academy.org 

The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the year-end conck~ding event of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, Taking place in Berlin, the aim ol the 
conference is to re~,’iew in detail, debate, and evaluate the most significant developments in 2012 in the field ef Cultural Diplomacy, Internatienal Relations, Peaceobuilding, 



Human Rights, the Arts, and Culture. This year-end conference will bring together over 150 current and former heads of state and ministers, as well as celebrities and 
dignitaries, including an in[erdisciplinary’ group of par[icipants traveling [o Berlin from all over the world 1o discuss Cultural Diplomacy in our interdependent world. 

Conference Participants > 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals and students, as well as other interested individuals from across the world, 

~articipant Papers > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic research and analysis of issues related to the goals ol the conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome the 
participants of our conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference, as well as to be included in the proposal document that 
will be issued following the conference which will be sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

__C___o___n__f__e_£_e___n_£_e_____$_~___e__a__~__e__r_A___>_ 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and expelts from international politics (including head of states and ministers), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory. Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisoqi 
Board, please click ._H____E___R___E_.. 

Speakers for the conference include: 

Attic Simone - World-renowned Singer & Musician 

Minister B. E. E. Molewa - Minister of Water & Environmental Affairs of South Africa 
The Horn A~na Diaraantopoulou - Greek Member of Parliament; Former European Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, and 

Equal Opportunities 
A~na Maria Darmanin MEP- Vice President of the European Economic and Social Committee of the European Union 
Bil~ Bailey - Celebrated British Comedian, Musician, and Actor 
Ekateri~e Tkeshelashvili - Former State Minister of Georgia for Reintegration; Former Foreign Minister of Georgia 
Dr. Hassan B. Diab - Minister of Education of Lebanon 
la~ Gilman - Lead Singer and Lyricist for Deep Purple 
Arab. Katalin Bogyay - President of the General Conference of UNESCO 
Minister Manuel Obreg6# L6pez- Minister of Culture of Costa Rica 
Marcia Barrett - Lead Singer of Boney M 

Marie Noodle Fra~coise Labelle- Vice President of the Pan-African Parliament, African Union; Member of Parliament of Mauritius 
Dr. Mu~a Juraa Essa Jassira AIbahar Alsulaiti - Director, Dubai Foundation for Women & Children 
Minister Shaddad Attili - Minister of Water, Palestinian National Authority 
Taraara Stoj~evi~; - Deputy Secretary General of the Government of Serbia; Former Secretary General of the Government of Serbia 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participants will be awarded an official cedificate of attendance upon completion of the program, which will previde details of the speakers and topics discussed. Each 
certificate will be authorized by members of the ICD Advisor,i Board. 

If you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick HERE 

Forthcoming Weeklong Seminars 

(Berlin, December 2012) 
www.icd-ylf.or.q 

The ICD Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining Intercultural Relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuMs of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

Forum Participants > 
The forums are open to applications from young professionals and students, as well as other interested stakeholders from across the world. 

We are currently accepting applications for the followinq events: 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum fer Younq Leaders (Berlin, December 13~i~-18[h, 2012) 

The ICD Younq Leaders’ Forum: Annual Conference 2012 (Berlin, December 13th-I8[i~, 2012) 

*Paflicipants of the above seminars will participate in The ICD Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 

To apply, please click HERE 

Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. 

With warm regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (leD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FloodHochhaus} 
Kud~3rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
.__v~__~:_c___u_!_t__u_!:_a_Ld_ipJ__o__r_[_~__a__c_y_:_o___rg 

info(’~,cult u rsldiplornacy.org 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 4:56 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

las abuelas documental, screening al UNC Nov 11 

SAVE THE DATE: Join us November 11, 2012, 5:00 pro, at 33 Carroll Hall, UNC Campus, 

CHICLE Language Institute, the UNC School of Journalism, and El Centro Hispano in Carrboro are sponsoring a showing of "Las Abuelas de Plaza de Nayo y Busqueda de la 

Identidad" --a Spanish language documentary about the women dedicated to finding theh" missing grandchildren who were taken away from theh- mothers during Argentina’s 

Dirb/War. Great historical footage= 

For a preview of the film check out the CHICLE facebook page or look on www.searchforidentitydocumentap/.com. You can also ema~ us at chicle@chi-cle.com for more 

information 

Free and open ~ the punic 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 10:58 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

MaJtha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhummaitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationa]humm~itiescenter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 
<kadipietro@nationa]lmmanitiescenter.olg> 

REMINDER: NHC Fellow Dyan Elliott to speak on Sca~da), in the Medieval Church, this Thursday~ November 8th 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordially invited to 

"The Medieval Church as a School for Scandal" 

Dyan H. Elliott, Northwestern University 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 -- 5:00 p.m. 

The term "scandal" is derived from a Greek verb meaning "to cause another to stulnble." An act need not be sinful to be considered scandalous: the salient attribute is its 

ability to occasion sin in another. But whether scandal was wrought by deliberate sin or a morally neutral act, it was an unmitigated evil fl’oln the perspective of the 

medieval church. In her lecture, Elliott will examine how ecclesiastical efforts to suppress scandal created a climate of secrecy that was especially prejudicial to the laity. 

This tradition of concealment, passed down through the centuries, helps render the recent spate of cover-ups by the modern church more comprehensible. 

Dyan H. Elliott is the Peter B. Ritzma Professor of the Humanities and Professor of History at Northwestern University. A historian of Western Europe in the Middle Ages, her 

interests center around gender, spirituality, and sexuality and the way these three variables interact. She is especially intrigued by how the margins help to define the 

center of a given society. EllJott’s publications include Spiritual Marriage: SexuaI Abstinence in Medieval Wedlock (1993); Fallen Bodies: Pollution, Sexualitv, and DemonoIogv in the 

Middle Ages (1999); Proving Woman: BemaIe SpirituaIitv and Znqt~isitiona! Culture in the Later MiddIe Ages (2oo/4; winner of the 2006 Otto Grfindler Award); and 77~e Bride of 

Christ Goes to Hell: Metaphor and Embodiment in the Lives of Pious Women, 2oo-~5oo (2o11) Her research has been supported by fellowships from the ACLS, the Institute for 

Advanced Study (Princeton), tile National Hulnanities Center, tile Rockefeller Foundation in Bellagio, and the Liguria Study Center for tile Arts and Humanities in Bogliaseo. 

A Fellow at the Center in ~997-98~ Elliott returns this year as the first Kent R Mu]lJkJn Fellow as she continues her work examining the concept of scandal and its practical 

and ideological consequences for church history. 

10 reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9)549-o66L ext. ~ 6, or mjohnson@naffonalhumanidescenter.or9 

National Hnmanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research ~)’iangle Park, _NT~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 4:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-06-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday- November 6th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/14/12 - Pete Kolsky lecture entitled "Cholera Management in Haiti: Some Ob~rvations from a Sanita~ Engineer" at 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center as part of the ’%Vater In Our World" Speaker Series. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water is focus of next Priceless Gem tour In keeping ruth the two-year "Water In Our World" theme, the Priceless Gems campus tour organized by the UNC 

Visitor’s Center will focus on water. Beginning on Nov. 9th, this "Meeting of the Waters" tour roll showcase both the histoiy and significance of water at UNC. For 

more ilffom~ation: http://~vvw.unc.edu/can~pus-npdates/Water-Tour 

V,~ATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Birdsall-Dreiss Lecture with Dr. Jay FamiNietti - The Insthute for the Environment at UNC roll be hosting the 2012 Birdsall-Dreiss lectnre with Dr. Jay Famiglietti 

titled ’%Vater Cycle Change and the Human Fingerprint on the grater Landscape of the 21st Centuo~: Observations from a Decade of GRACE" on Thursday 

November 8th at 5:30 PM in the Tate-Tumer-Kuralt Auditorium located in the UNC School of Social Work. The Birdsall-Dreiss Lectureship is sponsored by The 

Geological Sociely of America, Hydrogeology Division in memory of John Manning Birdsall. A Professor of Earth System Science and Civil Engineering at University 

of Calitbmia-Irvine, Dr. Famiglietti directs the UC Center for Hydrologic Modeling where his research tbcuses on hydrology and climate, remote sensing of the 

terrestrial and global water cycles, and hydrological mad Earth system modeling. 

RE ME MBE R ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World" - For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

http:/iwatertheme.unc.edu’. Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/rwitter.com/UNC~Vater. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center-<kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 4:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

9 Days until UTC’s next app. deadline - Nov. 15, 2012; Next Webinar is Nov.l 2, 2012 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for the Urban 
Teacher Center(UTC). UTC is an alternative teacher preparation program in 
Washington, DC and Baltimore {and soon other cities). This is the last reminder 
to our partners about our next application deadline: November 15, 2012. Our 
last webinar before the deadline to learn more about our program is Monday, 

November 12, 2012 at 9PM EST. Please share this information with individuals 
you think would make great urban teachers and would benefit from our unique 
training and support to prepare them for success in the career. There is an 
overview you can include at the end of this e-mail. 
UTC News: UTC recently received grants from local and national funders: 
Abell Foundation -$150,000; Carnegie Foundation -$300,000; Freddie Mac 
Foundation -$125,000. Read more at: 
https:!!www, u rba nteache rce nter.o r.q!news. 
Follow us on Social Media: Please like UTC at 
Facebook/UrbanTeacherCenter and follow us on Twitter @UrbanTeacherctr. 
Please share information about Upcoming Events: 
Nov. 8 
Info Session at UTC Headquarters, 1500 Union Ave., Suite 2200, 
Baltimore from 5:00-6:00PM. RSVP to Kerry Swart at 

Kerrys(~urbanteachercenter.orq. 
Evening with Industry: Math and Science at UMBC, 5:30-8PM 
Ohio State University Students for Ed Reform Career Fair, 2:30- 
5:00PM 
Nov. 9 
UTC staff attending Ed Trust conference 7:30-12:30PM. 
Coffee Chat at Georgetown University (outside of Career Services) 
from 1:15-2:00PM. 
Informational Session at George Washington University at Career 
Services 3:00-3:45PM 
Informational Session at City Year DC from 4:30-5:30PM 
Nov. 14 
Education Opportunities Fair at Franklin and Marshall 11:30-1:30PM 
University of Maryland, College Park Education and Youth Programs 
Fair 4:30-6:30PM 
Pioneerin8 Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 
Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 
program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 
additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 
followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 
middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 
teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 
MasterDs of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 
All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 
performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 
learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 
most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us ot 
the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our upcoming application deadlines for 
the 2013-14 school year are: November 15, 2012, February 1, 2013, and March 
15, 2013. The program for the 2013-2014 school year will begin on or around mid- 
June 2013. The application is available online at UTC’s website at 
www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next webinar-- 
November 12, 2012 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 
Kerry 



U!bsn ieaci;~! Ceriier i 1500 L.Im.’l~ .,",;}ill, S~;=te 2200 I B -~ltim-’l!~, [’,,ID 2121 ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 4:42 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Upcoming Event: Tues, Nov. 13 @ 12-1:15//"The Press in Haiti," a Roundtable With Frantz Duval aJ~d Jonatha~ Ka~ 

Dear Friends & Colleagues -- 

Join us on Tuesday, November 13tl~ from 12:00 - 1:15 pm for "The Press in Haiti," a Haiti Lab Rotmdtable Event with Frantz Duval and Jonathan 

Ka~z. Lunch roll be served. Location: Duke University, Haiti Lab, Bay 4, Smith ~Varehouse. 

Fran~ Dural is editor-~-chiefofLe Nouvellisle, ttaiti’s major newspaper. From 1995 to 2002, he ~rved in the Ministry of Public Works, 

Transportation, a~d Communication in Haiti m~d in the Ministry of Haitians Living Abroad. tte currently hosts Magik9, a radio program in Haiti, and has 

published three volumes containing his articles. Dural is a Fellow at the Media Fellows Program at the Santi~rd School at Duke this Fall 

Jonathm~ M. Kalz was the 2010 ~ecipient of the Medill Medal for Courage in Journalism a~d the 2012 wi~mer of the J. Anthony Lukas Work-h- 

Progress Awaxd for his book on the Haiti eaxthquake of 2010 entitled, Ihe Big 7htck Ihat Went By: How the World Came to Save Haiti and Lefi 

Behind a Disaster. He worked for the Associated Press for seven year~ including five based in Haiti and the Dominican Republic. 

For more information, please visit the Center for F~ench and Francophone Studies (CFFS) online at sites.duke.edu/cf£s or email ebd4~duke.edu. 

Smith ~Varehouse’s location, map & directions: http://~x~vw.thi.duke.edu/abouVsmith-warehouse 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Akira Kurosawa, Japanese Lacquer, Drawing in the Galleries, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Thursday, 8 November, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Students are FREE ~th valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. T~kets are avMlable at the Varsity Theatre Box 

A reinterpretation of William Shakespeare’s Kin9 Lear, Ran is Japanese 

fiimmaker Ak~ra Kurosawa’s epic tale of an elderly 16th-century wartord 

who announces that he wilt divide his Mnsdom equally amon8 his three 

sons, as he assumes that the three wi[[ act in consort to become stronser 

than one. In his dota£ze, he fails prey to the false flattery of his two 

treacherous sons, while banishin8 his younsest son, the only member of 

the family who loves him enou~lh to te[[ him the unvarnished 

truth. Because of his foolish pride, his domain collapses under its own 

weight as the sons battle each other for total control 

" For aficionados of the war movie, the western, and the period action 

epic, Ran is necessary viewhN...a firm of briitiantty composed panoramas 

and intricatety choreographed battles." -- Amy Taubin, The Village Voice 

This is the fourth and fina[ firm in the series "Aesthetics of the End: 

Cinema of Apocalypse in Japan" presented in connection with the Ack[and’s 



Season of Japan. 

Ackland 
Film 
Forum 
Logo 

See the full Ackiand Film Forum schedule. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the official media 

sponsor of the Ackiand Film Forum. 

Thursday, 8 November, 6:00-7:30 PM: "Japanese 

Lacquer" 

This informal evening seminar 

allows dose attention to intriguing 

and beautiful works of Japanese art 

from the Ack[and’s collection that 

are not currently on display. Join 

Timothy Riggs, the Ackiand’s 

Curator of Collections, in the 

Museum’s Study Room for an 

intimate look at a variety of works 

of Japanese lacquer. 

Limited to 15 participants per seminar. 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: ._a_c__k_!_a__n_.d_ .R__S_..V_ .P_ ~_ _u_n_ _ .c_ _._ .e_ d_ _u., 

$25 per session for Ackland members; $35 for non-members. 

Saturday, 10 November, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

On the second Saturday of every 

month, Amanda Hughes, the Ackiand’s 

director of external affairs, leads 

participants in a creative exploration 

of a particular object in the Museum’s 

collection. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, 

pencils, etc.). AI[ levels are welcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Saturday, 10 November, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

This program invites 10- to 13-year-oids to look at selected works in the 

Ackiand’s galleries and identify techniques that the artists used to make 

them. Gallery teachers demonstrate and teach participants technical 

skills, which tweens can then apply to their own artistic creations. A mix 

of drawing from works on display and creating one’s own original works is 

offered in each session. Materials are provided. 



Free to members J $5 non-members. 

Registration is required and space is limited. 

RSVP to culber~@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

.Jan Bardsley (UNC-Chapel Hill, Asian Studies) 

Wednesday, 14 November, 2:00 PM 

On select Wednesdays, Tea at Two 

features a spedal guest speaker 

accompanied by refreshments and 

conversation. 

American-style beauty contests, 

complete with young women in 

tiaras, sashes, and swimsuits, 

became big business in Japan in the 

1950s and were even hailed as 

displays of women’s rights in the 

new postwar, in this talk, Professor 

Jan Bardsiey wilt focus on the rise 

and fatt of It6 Kinuko, who captured 

the Miss Japan crown in 1953, 

thrilled Japanese by taking third 

place in the Miss Universe Contest, 

and became the nation’s first top fashion model, but tater feil prey to 

charges of greed, ego, and too much independence. 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Free for members I $10 for non-member guests. 

In conjunction with the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," 

the Museum Store is currently featuring an in-store 

Japanese Market with a wide variety of products and 

crafts that quote Japanese traditions with a 

contemporary flair. 

Textiles, bamboo and wooden items, ceramics, paper 

items, metalwork, and many other products are 

available for purchase. Si[kscreen prints by local artist 

Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks featuring 

uldyo-e graphics by Zube[ie Bike & Board Factory are 

available in limited quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 



Ackland Film Forum: Silent Films with Original Live Music 

performed by Ensemble Ascolta 
Thursday, 15 November, 7:00 PM 

"Art ~ la Carte" - Hands-on Art Classes for UNC Students: 

Self-Portrait Prints 
Friday, 16 November, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Tour: Art ~t Literature Connections 

Saturday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries: OnJuKai 
Sunday, 18 November, 2:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adutts, students, and chi{dren on 

the VISIT pa~e of our website. 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubUc pro£~rams are made possib[e by 

~enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends [iRe 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dolJ.ars support our mission[ 

Comments on the Ackl.and’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Ando Hiroshise, Japanese, 1 796-1858: UntiUed, n.d4 color woodblock. UNC AFt Department Co{tection. 

Akira Kurosawa, Sti~{ from Ran (I 985). 

Makoto Nakamura, Japanese, born 1926: Love in Color, ]~or Shiseido, 1970; CO,OF offset {ithoSFaph. MerriU C. Berman 

Col{ection. 

Album with Lacquer Covers, Japanese, 19th century; {acqueF. Gift from the Stephen White Co{{ection of Japanese 

Art. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: Nihon Buyo, for UCLA Asian Performin~ Arts Institute, 1981; corot offset 

[ithograph. Merritt C. Berman Co[[ection. 

Rose Piper, American, 191 7-2005: Slow Down Freight Train, 1046-1047; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Forward this email 

[ 

This email was sent to eunice,~email.Uncredu b~,, esbowles@email.unc.edu 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___ELo__fjj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A_d__d__r__e_s__s_ tnstant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U_n__s_£Lb__s__c_[!_b_~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_~t__E_o_[[_c_y..~ 



Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3400 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearfl~ <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 2:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Series Journey to Planet EaCh 

e n~ir~nmenta!iSSueSi~0u~nev~0PlanetEatthisa ~2~PiS~deD~DSe~ieS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 5:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Election Night Coverage, Holiday Movies mad More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: t p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/e@ pomo/20 2! 107/a mes 1 Y 

].~.] @~5 .... N .... ber 7, 2012 ] 

Election Night Cove,’age                                 11~1 

Don’t miss our highlights and analysis from election 
night. This time around, grand visions for the president 
have been replaced by the prospect of long negotiations on 
spending and taxes. Will this be the e~anee for President Obama 
to become a transformative figure like Abraham Lincoln? Nate 
Silver explains how he got it right. 

Holiday Movies                                        ~ 
Discover Daniel Day-Lewis as Lincoln, Naomi Watts in 
"The Impossible/’ A~ua Kat’e~ina re~urns and moFe in our 
speeia[ Holiday Movies seetiou, Read abou~ {’i[mmakeFs and 
aetoFs’ fas orite holiday movies. 

Don’t Miss or, NYTimes.cem 

* Garage sale at MoMA 

* Ilow Ilut’t’ieane Sandy shipped the sarcasm out of Twitter’ 

, Sex and the weigh[ of nature history 

* "F]ight" starring Oenze] Washington 

.~’ateh memes of the 2o12 eampaign 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on N’Y]i ...... 

(Be~,~/een Oct. 30, 2012 - Nov 6. 2012) 

~ YqDEO: PFesident Obama’s 

E[eetion Night Speech 

~ VIDEO: Mitt Romney’s 

Concession Speech 

~ IN’JI’ERAC’JI’P~;E: In thi; 

States 
A look at some of the most 
notable raees and ballot 
measures in all 5o states and the 
District of Columbia. 

Join the 
Conversation 

~. Smuly’s Aftermath: Live Storm Updates 

2, Bloomberg Endorses Obama, Citing Climate Change 

30b m’s E eeto ’a Co lege ’Fir ,as 1’ Holding in Polls 

Hope and 

Change: Part 2 
The people dearly 
told the president: 
We think you’re 
trying. Now try 
even harder. 

Sign Up for: 

A daily e.-mail 
newsletter on the 

4. The E[ectoraI Map - Presidential Race Ratings and Swing 
States 

5, Hurricane Sandy: View FFom Above 

busilsess of 

teciw~elogy, with 

coverage from 

Times staff 

writers and a 

roul~dup of Rews 

from across [he 

Web. 

DealBook 

Delivered before 

the opening bell 

B ts 



and after the 

market close, the 
DealBook e- mail 
newsletter 

provides 
breakin9 news 

a[coLIt M&A, IPOs~ 

venture capital, 
and more. 

Deal 

Curtails Up 

Ti~e latest 

Theater news 
~rorn Broadway 

and beyond 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s @Times newslette[, 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe I Ci~ange Your E-MaiiI Pdvac¥ Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times CompBny I Copyright 2012 j NYTiR-~es corn 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY !0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 3:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Back to Work, Obama Is Greeted by Looming Fiscal Crisis 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
November 8, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s_.. I Business I ..s.~...o_r.t..s. I .A_¢.s. I Fashion &..S.!~!..e. I Editorials I r~#~ I ..O...n....T..h.!.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

Back to Work, Obama Is 
Greeted by Looming Fiscal 

Crisis 
By JACKIE CALMES and PETER BAKER 

President Obama moved quickly on 
Wedi~esday to open negotiations with 
Congressional Republiem~ leaders while 
simultaneously preparing for significant 
cabinet changes. 

Little to Show for Cash Flood 
by Big Donors 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and JESS 
BIDGOOD 

While record outside spending affected 
the election in innmnerable ways, the 
prizes most sought by the emerging 
class of megadonors renmined outside 
their grasp. 

Senate Races Expose Extent of Republicans’ Gender Gap 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Going into the election, Republican candidates knew they faced obstacles with nfinorities and women, but 
candidates’ comments on rape were not among them. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It is time to sit down practically and say where are we going to add pieces to our coalition. There just are 

not enough middle-aged white guys that we can scrape together to win. There’s just not enough of them." 

TOM DAVIS, former Republican member of Congress. 

U,S, 

Diverse Base of 
Support .:. :!: 

:7 A survey of the groups 
responsible for the 



President’s re-election. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Can Obama Give 
Us Confidence? 
By RON SUSKIND 

President Obama’s task 
for lfis second tenn: 
inspire confidence. 

Katie Holmes in "Dead 
Accounts" 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Sean McNall in Charles Morey’s Figaro, at Pearl Theater 

The man who can make Bruce Lee talk 

aytimes, con= T H EA,TiE R 

WORLD 

Long Retired, Ex-Leader of China Asserts Sway Over Top Posts 
By EDWARD WONG 

Factions in the Chinese leadership had lacked a donfinant elder statesman like Jiang Zenfin to arbitrate 
disputes. 

Opening Meeting, China’s President Warns of Risks 
By IAN JOHNSON 

The weeklong Commmfist Party Congress is intended to cap a long trm~sition from the CUiTent leaderslfip of 
Hu Jintao to his presumed successor, Xi Jinping. 

¯ . Related Series: Changing of the Guard I Follow Our Reporters on Twitter 

Turkey Considers Deploying Missiles Near Syria 
By TIM ARANGO 

The move would effectively create a no-fly zone that could help safeguard refugees and give rebel fighters a 
portion of Syrian territory without fear of crippling airstrikes by Syrian forces. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

As Electorate Changes, Fresh Worry for G.O.P. 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

The demographic changes in the American electorate have left many Republicans, who have not won as 
ninny electoral votes as President Obanm did on Tuesday in 24 years, concerued about their future. 

~ G.O.P. Factions Grapple Over Meaning of Loss 

How a Race in the Balance Went to Obama 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY, ASHLEY PARKER, JIM RUTENBERG and JEFF ZELENY 

The first presidential debate sharply exposed President Obama’s vulnerabilities and forced lfis advisers to 
work to reclaim the cmnpaign over a grueling 3o days, ending with his trimnph on Tuesday. 

¯ . News Analysis: Obama Wins but Balance of Power Is Unchanged 

Triumphant Obama Faces New Foe in ’Second-Term Curse’ 
By ADAM CLYMER 

It is ahnost a truism that presidential second terms are less successful than first terms, especially 
domestically. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 

On Wall Street, Time to Mend Fences With 0bama 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

With the presidential election over, Wall Street titans who supported Mitt Romney now face the prospect of 
having to mend fences with the Obama achninistration. 

" DealBook: With an Obama Victory, Wall Street Pivots to Plan B 

Europe’s Woes and Worries Over U.S. Plans Rattle Markets 
By FLOYD NORRIS and NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

A one-two ptmch of worries about Congressional gridlock on urgent fiscal policies and econonfie weakness in 
Europe sent stocks reeling. 
:’ [~ Graphic: Postelection Blues 

0bama Victory Fails to Thrill European Business 
By JACK EWING and STEVEN ERLANGER 

Many executives would have welcomed a president who was one of their own and would have had more faith 
in Mitt Ronmey to steer the 3aneriean economy. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Darrell Royal, Football Coach at Texas, Dies at 88 
By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN 

Mr. Royal won 3 national championships and 11 Southwest Conference titles with the University of Texas 
and was elected to the College Football Hall of Fame in a983. 

The 22-Year-01d Retiree 
By GREG BISHOP 

Jordan Wynn was skinny, but he could throw the football, and he excelled as Utah’s quarterback. Then came 
the injuries. 

HEAT 103, NETS 73 
Miami Shows Nets They Have a Long Way to Go 
By HOWARD BECK 

LeBron James had 20 points, 12 rebomlds and 8 assists in just 30 nfinutes as the Heat handed the Nets their 
worst loss of the season. 

¯ " Box Score 

, In Heat, Lessons for the Nets 

¯ ..M...o..r.#...S.ports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SKYFALL’ 
What a Man! What a Suit! 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Daniel Craig returns as James Bond in "Skyfall," a playful oo7 movie with exotic locales, ma islmad fortress 
and a fight on a moving train. 

" ~ Sam Mendes on ’Skyfall’ 

Films Show an Israel Divided From Its Neighbors and Itself 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

The Other Israel Fihn Festival shows barriers of mm~y kinds for Israelis and their neighbors, and Israelis 
among themselves. 

No Method Acting: On Sitcom, Biden Plays Biden 
By BILL CARTER 

Now it cma be revealed: Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. plays a cameo role on "Parks and Recreation" on 
Nov. 15. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 



When the Power Came Back, So Did the Crowds 
By JACOB BERNSTEIN, BEE-SHYUAN CHANG, MARY BILLARD, ALEX WILLIAMS, RUTH LA FERLA, LAURA M. HOLSON 
and JOHN HARNEY 

For four sleepy nights, in the aftermath of Hurricm~e Sandy, the bars and shops that make downtown 
Manhattan a party and retail capital went dark, but when the lights came back, flaey were open practically 
within seconds. 

FRONT ROW 
Some Stores Struggle to Reopen 
By ERIC WILSON 

While Lower Manhattan was widely affected by the stonn, a handful of stores were seriously damaged by 
flooding. 

Jeans Tight? It’s Sandy 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

A craving for snacks and high-fat food during Hurricane Sandy is having an effect on the waistlines of some 
New Yorkers. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
An Invigorated Second Term 
Having won decisively, President Obama can now expand his agenda and isolate his opponents. 

EDITORIAL 
Republicans, Unplugged 
A diverse America heard the right-wing appeal to fear and resenhnent and voted against it on Election Day. 

EDITORIAL 
A Big Leap for Marriage Equality 
The nation’s march toward full equality for all took an important step forward on Election Day with victories 
for same-sex marriage. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Can Republicans Adapt? 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

How demography factored into the Republicans’ drubbing and is somethhag the party can no longer ignore. 

’. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Happy Days, Even With the Cliff 
By GAlL COLLINS 

The "fiscal cliff" doesn’t get here till the end of the year, so let’s just enjoy the election coming to an end for 
now. 

:. Columnist Page 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Picket Fence Apocalypse 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Political reality made for a great rending of garments and gnashing of teeth among conservatives. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On November 8, 196o, Senator John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts defeated Vice President Richard M. Nixon 

for the presidency. 



¯ See This Front Pa_gg¢_ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 3:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Rebels’ Missteps Weaken Support Among Syrians 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. ¯ Today,sHeadiines ........................................................................... 
~1)~ N’t’~, ~rk ~m~.~ November 9, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Rebels’ Missteps Weaken 
Support Among Syrians 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The Syrian public is increasingly 
disgusted with flae aetious of some 
rebels, including poorly planned 
nfissions, senseless destruction, 
criminal behavior and the coldblooded 
killing of prisoners. 

’ ~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s War 

Complete Coverage >> 

With Obama Re-Elected, 
States Scramble Over Health 
Law 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH and ROBERT PEAR 

After years of political and legal threats 
that kept President Obama’s health care 
law in a state of tmeertainty, his re- 
election all but assures it will survive. 
The next hurdle is making it work. 

Subways Find Magic on the Way to a Speedy Recovery 
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER 

After the most devastating storm in the New York City transit system’s history, most major lines were back in 
service within a week - quicker than ahnost anyone could have imagined. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You tried to create for all of us a worm as dark and evil as your own. But remember it always: You 

failed." 
MARK E. KELLY, the husband of former Representative Gabrielle Giffords, at the sentencing of Jared L. 

Loughrm~, who killed six people and wounded ]3 others, including Ms. Giffords, in a 2o]] shooting rampage. 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: The 
Rolling Stones at 
50 



The band is celebrating its 5oth 
anniversary with arena concerts and a 
new greatest-lilts albmn that hacludes 
two new songs. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

More Women, but 
Not Nearly Enough 
By TALl MENDELBERG and 
CHRISTOPHER F. 
KARPOWITZ 

Female representation 
nmtters, but only when there’s parity 
with men. 

Watch Sam Mendes discuss 
the making of "Skyfall" 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Watch images of upcoming films of the season 

Watch director Robert Zemeckis discuss the making 
"Flight" with Denzel Washington. 

nytim.es.com ARTS 

WORLD 

Iran Fired on Military Drone in First Such Attack, U.S. Says 
By THOM SHANKER and RICK GLADSTONE 

Pentagon officials said that while a SUlVeillance drone targeted in international airspace over the Persian 
Gulf last week was not lilt, flae incident prompted a strong protest to Tehran. 

On Way Out, China’s Leader Offers Praise for the Status Quo 
By IAN JOHNSON and KEITH BRADSHER 

The departing Chinese leader, Hu Jintao, has nmde it clear that he has little interest in the bold changes that 
many Clfinese now see as long overdue. 

:’ Long Retired, Ex-Leader of China Asserts Sway Over Top Posts 

’. An Intimate Look Inside the 18th Party Congress 

¯ . Series: Changing of the Guard I Follow Our Reporters on Twitter 

Obama to Visit Myanmar as Part of First Postelection Overseas Trip to Asia 
By PETER BAKER 

The visit, planned for just before Thanksgiving, will be the first by ma 3anerican president and is part of a 
new policy of openness toward Myamnar. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Gunman in Giffords Shooting Sentenced to 7 Life Terms 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

Former Representative Gabrielle Giffords for the first time confronted Jared L. Loughner, the man who shot 
her in the head during a rampage last year that left 6 dead and a2 others wounded. 

Man Held in Shootings That Terrorized Michigan Town 
By ERICA GOODE 

Police in Wixom, Mich., arrested a suspect they believe to be a highway gunman responsible for 24 attacks, 
which made residents of the Detroit suburb nervously eye each passing ear for weeks. 

Colorado Democrats Elect State’s First Gay Speaker 
By DAN FROSCH 

Moments after being elected speaker of the House, Mark Ferrandino vowed to reintroduce a bill to allow civil 
rations for gay couples that Republieaus had blocked in the spring. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Debt Ceiling Complicates a Tax Shift 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

Congressional leaders have made clear that the debt ceiling will be part of talks over the so-called fiscal cliff, 
with many members mawilling to raise the ceiling without a broader deal. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
For Obama, Housing Policy Presents Second-Term Headaches 
By PETER EAVIS 

President Obama’s econonfic team has said it wants the housing market to work without significmat 
government support. But it has taken few steps to advmaee that idea. 

Popular Wrench Fights a Chinese Rival 
By SHAILA DEWAR 

Sears, which sold many Bionic Wrenches last holiday season, is selling a sinfilar product this year - only now 
it is made in China instead of America. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

When Thugs and Hustlers Ruled Dark Alleys 
By GIANMARC MANZIONE 

In 196os New York City, "action bowling" was a high-stakes form of gambling in which bowlers faced off for 
thousands of dollars. 

Giants’ Fuzzy Pal: Blue Bear, Blue Bear, What Do You See? 
By SAM BORDEN 

One of the few constants in the Giants’ run to two Super Bowl titles in the past five years has been the 
presence of Little Bear, the offensive line’s prized stuffed anhnal. 

:’ N.F.L. Roundup: Colts Avoid Letdown, Cruising by Jaguars 

Crimson Tide’s Defense Fears Only One Man: Saban 
By TIM ROHAN 

Coach Nick Saban expects a lot from the Crimson Tide linemen and linebaekers, and the last tlfing they want 
to do is disappoint him. 

, No. 8 Florida State 28, Virginia Tech 22: Seminoles Rally With Late Touchdown to Beat Hokies 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
A Spectrum From Slaves to Saints 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

The rich and complex exchange between Africa mad Europe and how this is revealed in Renaissance art is the 
subject of an exhibition at the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore. 

’. ~.~.~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I ’ANNIE’ 
When Plucky Meets Boozy 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

As it did in 1977, the musical "Annie" arrives in a battered city and econonfically uncertain comatry, but this 
time with Katie Finneran as a Miss Hannigan who has glimmers of a eouseienee. 

" ~ Video Feature: So Many Tomorrows 

ART REVIEW 
Relics of a Sculptor’s Bronze Age 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Calder: The Complete Bronzes" brings together nearly all Alexander Calder’s forays into bronze in one 
place, the first exhibition to concentrate ahnost exclusively on these works. 

" ~.~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’LINCOLN’ 
A President Engaged in a Great Civil War 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Lincoln," starring Daniel Day-Lewis, is more a political thriller than a biopic, a civics lesson that is 
energetically staged mad alive with moral energy, placing slavery at the center of the story. 

¯ ’ Daniel Day-Lewis on Playing Abraham Lincoln 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SKYFALL’ 
What a Man! What a Suit! 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Daniel Craig returns as James Bond in "Skyfall," a playful oo7 movie with exotic locales, ma islmad fortress 
and a fight on a moving train. 

" ~ Sam Mendes on ’Skyfall’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’STARLET’ 
Less Than Visible, but Not to Each Other 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Two women, decades apart in age but bonded by their relative invisibility, connect in Scan Baker’s "Starlet." 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Where Hurricane Sandy Still Hurts 
NewYork City has not done enough to help public housing residents without power or heat or even food. 

EDITORIAL 
Greece Drinks the Hemlock 
More austerity may please the Germmas, but it is an tmnecessary tragedy for Greece and it won’t pay down its 
debt. 

EDITORIAL 
Californians Say Yes to Taxes 
Voters, in these hard times, agreed to pay more out of their pockets to shore up the state’s tattered public 
schools and universities. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Party of Work 
By DAVID BROOKS 

As Republicans reckon with a post-Reagan era, they might best rebuild by first listening to those who have 
come to dais land with the very hopes conservatives should want to affirm. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Let’s Not Make a Deal 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

President Obama should hang tough and hold his gromad even at the cost of letting his opponents inflict 
damage on a still-shaky economy. 

" Columnist Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR 
The Great Experiment 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Those who see nothing but decline, loss and failure in Tuesday’s results should take the long view. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 9, 1965, the great Northeast blackout occurred as several states and parts of Canada were hit by a 
series of power failures lasting up to 13 1/2 hours. 
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inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Pde~kohl M~m~, Beatfiz S <rie~kohl@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Duke Consortium 2013 Conference - call for paper/panel proposals 

Revising Visions conference call for proposals.docx 

The UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin America~ aJ~d Caribbean Studies is pleased to invite you to participate and/or (co,organize pmaels for the 9th annual Consortium 

Coi~rence, "Revising Visions of Latin America and the Caribbean" to take place February 15-16, 2013 at Duke University in the John Hope Franklin Center and at 

UNC-Chapel ttill in fire FedF~x Global Education Center. 

Please see the attached call tbr paper and panel submissions for ~nore details. The submission deadline is Monday December 10, 2012. 

For more infolmation~ contact: 

Natalie Hartman, nih~.%duke.edu 

Beatriz Pdelkohl- Muniz, riefkoN(~email.unc .edu 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, mlr34,@~duke.edu 

We look tbrward to receiving your submissions! 
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TOP NEWS 

Officials Say FoBAo K~ew of 

Petraeus AffMr i~ tl~e 

F.B.I. agents recognized the stakes of 
any investigation tied to David H. 
Petraeus, the C.I.A. director who 
resigned Friday, but were wary of 
exposing a private affair with no 
criminal or security implications. 

C~o~no to Seek S3o Billion in 

Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo’s request 
wonld exceed the roughly $ ~2 billion 
in FEMA disaster aid enrrently 
available in Washington without 
action from Congress, where there is 
likely to be strong opposition to additional spending. 

WASHINGTON MEMO 

In DelJt "Fa~ks~ Obama Is Rea¢ty to Go Beyo~d Beltway 

U:’...:..:KU...:,:,k 

Rather than hunker down in negotiations as he did in 2o11, aides said, the president will try to 

rally the pnblie for an aceord that conld set the tone fro’ his seeond term. 

~ ..... , h e ~ Je S g , " ~’ Into ~ Thorn~ BurJget Figh~ 
~Bus n ss Ch Is tea Gmge ly 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We eou tin~a~J.q errmk o~t ~oder~t~ ~oser qj?er moderate los~r." 

JOSHUA S, TREVINO, ;] speeehwriter iu George W. Bushes a{lministr;]tion, arguiug that voters 

bare pereeive~t "inauthenticity" in m;]ny Republican nominees. 

BOOKS 

~St~ort Nights of 

ti~e Shadow 

Alook at the work of ~e 
photographer Edward Cnrtis. 

~ Related Artic;e 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Mro Hami|ton~s Growtl~ 

Strategy 

We would do well today to look to the 
way Alexander Hamilton dealt with 
a staggering financial crisis shortly 
aRer the country’s birth. 

"Coming Up Roses" starring 
Bernadette Peters 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

"Liar s Autobiography," with Graham Chapman and 
Monty Python 

Lunch, Donna Kanter’s charming documentary about 
a Hollywood institution 

WORLD 

V~itl~ Eye on Aid, Syria Opposition Signs Unity Deal 



An umbrella group could pave the way for international diplomatic recognition and nmre foreign 

funds and military assistance. 

THE NBN ISLAMISTS 

Tmfisla Battles Over Pull)its, and Revo]t’s Legacy 

In the aftermath of Tunisia’s revolution, a heated competition is on to redefine the nation 

religiously and politically. 

BBC Chairman Says Network Needs Radical Overhaul 

The BBC is in a "ghastly mess" after its bungled coverage of a decades-old sexual abuse scandal and 
requires a fundamental shake-up, the chairman of the BBC Trust said. 

Lawmakers Question F.B.I, Handling of Petraeus Aft’alr 

Lawmakers expressed eoncern Sm~day that the F.B.I. investigation that led to the resignation of 
David H. Petraeus was conducted without the knowledge of the White House or Congress. 

Construction Site Offers Fleeting Glimpse of the Ch41 "War Past 

The construction of a courthouse in Fredericksburg, Va., had the imexpected effeet of exposing an 
almost perfectly preserved scene from a feroeious ~862 battle. 

GOGgle or GaIlnp? Cha~ges in Voters° Habits Reshape Pol]hlg ~Norld 

Whether polling firms conducted their surveys online or called eellphones made a big difference in 
predicting the election. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Millions of parents who have taken out loans to pay for their children’s college education make up a 
less visible generation in debt. 

The Anti:Fox Gah~s Ground 

Known to fans of polities as the nation’s liberal television network, MSNBC is looking to gain ground 
on the Fox News Channel in President Obama’s second term. 

Chlna’s ]ganldng Leaders Seekto Calm Concerns Over Loa*l Quality 

Chinese offieials tried to allay concerns on Sunday that the country was allowing its banking 
system to grow at a reckless pace as a way to sustain sho¢,-term economic growth. 

S P 0 RTS 

SEAHAWKS 28, JETS 7 

Gloom Engulfs Jets as Playoft" Hopes Fade in the Seattle Mist 

For the second consecutive visit, the Jets’ season has most likely slipped away in Seattle, their loss 

dropping them to 

~ Box Score I ~ Slide Snow 

More gebc.~ but A~so More ~rrors 

BENGALS 31, GIANTS 13 
Eookh~g Forward to Resth~g, the Giants Get a~ Early StaPt 

The Giants’ loss was their second in a row and left them in the unenviable position of stewing about 
their poor play for two weeks before facing the Packers. 

~1~ Box Score I [] Slide Snow 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

h~ an N.FoLo Sensing, It’s Never the Start That Matters 

Getting off on the best foot is not the goal. Being dominant down the stretch is. 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’IVANOV’ 

"Ivanov," Chekhov’s 1887 drama, featm’es a melancholy title character played by Ethan Hawke in 

the Classic Stage Company production. 

The husband-and-wife team of" Mark Ba]Tow and Sarah ParLe have one of the naore unusual 

working relationships in contemporary art. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Not tl~e Standa~’d Textbook Tales 

Showtime’s lo-part documentary "Oliver Stone’s Untold History of the United States" focuses on the 

country’s missteps over the decades. 

More A~ts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Book Awards Seek a Bigger Splasl~, Red Cavpei and 

Organizers of the National Book Awards dinner have added show business elements as part of an 
attempt to increase the event’s appeal. 

Oliver Luekett and his social media start-up, theAudienee, offer celebrities a ehanee to build a~a~aies 
of fans aeross the likes of Faeebook, Twitter, YouTube and Google Plus. 

BBC Director Quits i~ Fm’o~" Ove~" Cove~’age of Sexual Abuse 

George Entwistle stepped down Saturday amid a deepening controversy over BBC news reports on 
prominent public figures accused of pedophilia. 

Mere Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Fo~oelgn PoH~:y Agenda 
President Obama has a new chance to carry out national security initiatives. 

EDITORIAL 
T|~e Elite EighL on the Federa| R~da~ 

Controversial admissions policies at New York City’s top high schools deserve more scrutiny. 

EDITORIAL 

Remember the 
M’ter the destruction of Hurricane Sandy, city, state and federal officials should need no further 
reminders about the needs of the region’s transit system. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Questioning tl~e B~’ass 

It’s time to ask our military leaders some hard questions. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hawks and Hypoe~qte,s 

The deficit scolds have discredited themselves with argmnents that are wrong and also dishonest. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Blog 

~-ED COLUMNI~ 

The misery of Hurricane Sandy has created a fleeting moment of political will, a chance to assure 
the survival of our greatest metropolis, 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Blog 

° Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 12, 1942, the World War II naval Battle of Guadalcanal began. The Anlericans eventually 
won a major victory over the aapanese. 
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Flood Insurance, Already 
Fragile, Faces New Stress 
By ERIC LIPTON, FELICITY BARRINGER and 
MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The federal government’s flood 
insurance program, wlfieh fell $a8 
billion into debt after Hurricane 
Katrina, is once again strapped as the 
reconstruction from Hurricane Sandy 
gets under way. 

Democrats Like a Romney 
Idea on Income Tax 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Both parties are positioning for difficult 
negotiations to avert a fiscal crisis as 
Congress returns for its lame-duck 
session. 

Are, We ’,In a Bull Ma;riket? 

!f you have: a $500:.,000 poAfoiliio, you~ sh.ouldi 
downioadi the iatest report by Forbes 
co!iumniist Ken f::::ish~er’s firm. !t: te!l!s you 
where we think the stock market is. headed 
and why. This. m~s#~read m~ort i::nc~udes 
our I:~atest s.t.o~ marke[ fomc.asL plus 
msearc:h a~d a~aiys~s you can~ use ~i~n your 
portbl~o ri#ht now. Don"t miss it~ 

Cold, Dark and Damp, 
Pockets of Misery Persist 2 
Weeks Later 
By MICHAEL WILSON 

Monday marked 14 days since Hurricane Sandy upended lives on the Eastern seaboard, the longest two 
weeks of mm~y people’s lives. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The worst time to work together on a bipartisan basis is right before an election. The best time to work on 

a bipartisan basis is right after an election." 

JEB HENSARLING, chairman of the House Republican Conference, on the start of Congressional 
negotiations to avert a fiscal crisis. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO: Surviving 

in the Roekaways 
Life is still far from 
normal for residents in 



the Roekaways. Two weeks after Sandy, 
thousands are without power and heat 
and there are few services available in 
the neighborhood. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

r~ 

The Fiscal 
Delusion 
By ROBERT E. ROBIN 

We’re going down the 
wrong path. It’s simply 
not true that we can cut taxes and 
produce revenue by trinmfing some of 
our favorite deductions. It sotmds good, 
but it’s tmrealistic. 

"Short Nights of the Shadow 
Catcher," by Timothy Egan 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Watch the immortal work of photographer Edward S. Curtis 

"Mr. Penumbras 24-Hour Bookstore" by Robin Sloan 
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WORLD 

Afghan Warlord’s Call to Arms Rattles Officials 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Isnmil Khan, a former mujahedeen conmmnder, is calling on his followers to reorganize and defend the 
country as Western nfilitaries withdraw. 

. Insurgent Rockets Hit 3 Targets in Kabul 2:02 AM ET 

Top U.S. Commander in Afghanistan Is Linked to Petraeus Scandal 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

The F.B.I. is said to have found thousands of pages of correspondence between Gen. John Allen, the top 
NATO commander in Afghanistan, and Jill Kelley, who was seen as a rival for David Petraeus’s attentions by 
his nfistress. 

Motives Questioned in F.B.I. Inquiry of Petraeus E-Mails 
By SCOTT SHANE and CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Law enforcement officials and legal experts said the citizen complaint about unwmated e-mails was handled 
"on the merits" but that it was more intriguing because the e-nmils showed m~ inside knowledge of the C.I.A. 
director’s activities. 

’. ~ Competing Pressures for FB.I. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Concern Grows Over Top Military Officers’ Ethics 
By THOM SHANKER 

David H. Petraeus’s resignation comes during a year when a large nmnber of senior officers were 
investigated mad fired for poor judgment and sexual improprieties. 

Push Expands for Legalizing Same-Sex Marriage 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Buoyed by victories in four states, advocates of stone-sex-marriage rights plan to press their cause in 
Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Rhode Island, Minnesota, New Jersey and Oregon. 

Washington Steps Back From Policing Indian Lands, Even as Crime Rises 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

The federal government has cut its law enforcement efforts on Indima lands even as rates of murder and rape 
have increased, according to data. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Money-Market Pioneer and Son Cleared of Fraud 
By NATHANIEL POPPER and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

The jury’s decision for Bruce Bent is the latest blow to S.E.C. efforts to hold individuals responsible for the 
risk-taking that led to the 2008 financial crisis. 

U.S. to Be World’s Top Oil Producer in 5 Years, Report Says 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

The Inten~ational Energy Agency also said the United States would be a net exporter by 2030, partly because 
of advances in unlocking reserves in shale rock. 

MEDIA DECODER 
NBC Moves to Shake Up ’Today’ Leadership 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Alexandra Wallace, a senior vice president of NBC News, will be the first woman ever put in charge of 
"Today," the longtime first-place monfing show that slid to second place this year. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Panic Attack Leads to Hospital on Way to Golfer’s First Victory 
By KAREN CROUSE and BILL PENNINGTON 

During Charlie Beljma’s final chance to avoid having to requalify for rlae PGA Tour, his throat tightened and 
his heart raced. What happened next was one of the most frightening - mad renmrkable - rounds of golf ever. 

Blind Adventurer Trains for His Scariest Challenge Yet 
By ERIK OLSEN 

Erik Weihennmyer, the first person wirl~out sight to smnnfit Mount Everest, will next attempt to descend the 
Colorado River through the Grand Canyon in a kayak. 
. ~ Video: Paddling Blind 

" ~ Slide Show: A Blind Adventurer’s Next Challenge 

N.F.L. FAST FORWARD 
Backup Plans Could Shape the Future 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Head injuries sttstained by quarterbacks Jay Curler, Michael Vick and Alex Snfith could have m~foreseen 
consequences in Chicago, Philadelphia and San Francisco. 

¯ . Niners’ Smith Threw TD Pass With Blurred Vision 

’: N.F.L. Roundup: Steelers Lose Roethlisberger in Win Over Chiefs 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

At 97, He Has a Book (or 2) Left 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Helanan Wouk, author of 195os blockbusters like "The Caine Mutiny" and "Marjorie Morningstar," returns 
with a novel made of text messages, e-mails and Skype transcripts. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Untouchable: The Strange Life and Tragic Death of Michael Jackson’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

Randall Sullivan’s "Untouchable" chronicles Michael Jackson’s over-the-top fmne in a book that feels as 
though it was constructed out of recycled materials. 

Valerie Eliot, Wife and Editor ofT. S. Eliot, Dies at 86 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Mrs. Eliot, who early on served as the poet’s secretary, later went on to edit his letters and guard his 
reputation. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 



A Jane Doe Gets a Back Story 
By JAMES GORMAN 

Researchers used isotope analysis to help the police pin down the timeline and background of a murder 
victim in a 41-year-old cold ease in Florida. 

BASICS 
To Birds, Storm Survival Is Only Natural 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

Though observers feared the worst after Hurricane Sandy, biologists say there is remarkably little evidence 
that birds suffered mass casualties. 

Stone Tools Point to Creative Work by Early Humans in Africa 
By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD 

Hunting tools from 71,ooo years ago found in South Africa suggest modern hmnans with a well-developed 
capacity for abstract thought and a grasp of complex technologies, a new study concludes. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A New Chance for the Senate 
A larger and feistier Democratic majority could finally spell m~ end to filibuster abuse. 

EDITORIAL 
Incredible Prices for Cancer Drugs 
Sloan-Kettering shows how a refusal to pay and public pressure cma force a big drug company to bring down 
the cost of an overpriced cancer drug. 

EDITORIAL 
The Burden of Proof in Conspiracy 
The Supreme Court should reverse conspiracy convictions on the grotmds that they violate the Fifth 
Amendment’s right to due process. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama the Dealmaker 
By DAVID BROOKS 

President Obama has a chance to build a great nfiddle-elass economy, but he must isolate those who distract 
with their partisan hacentives and instead present a clear offer. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Texas Prosecutor Faces Justice 
By JOE NOCERA 

Too often, a prosecutor’s conduct goes unchallenged. Not this time. 
, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Siren and the Spook 
By FRANK BRUNI 

In clucking over the David Petraeus-Paula Broadwell affair, we’re casting roles and assigning blame with our 
usual chauvinism. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 13, 1956, the Supreme Court struck down laws calling for racial segregation on public buses. 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

HIPAA Privacy: A New Era of Enforcement - Audio Cont~rence 

HIPAA Privacy: A New Era of Enforcement 

~s~r~c~or: L~re~ ~o Licas~ro ~d Georgi~ L~ O~Har~ ~o~-ga~ 

HIPAA enforcement has ramped up considerably over the past year. Civil penaNes fer HIPAA 
violatio~s can be as high as $1.5 million per year, and criminal penalties can range up to $250,000 

and breach investigations, and new omnibus regulations expected very shortly are likely to include a 
mechanism for individual compensation modeled after existing whistlebbwer awards. 

Now is the time for all employers who provide group heNth plan benefits to their employees to take 
stock el th~.qr HtPAA compliance. This audk) conference presentation ~s designed ~i~r emph~yee 
benefits and human resources professionals, in-house ]egM counsel and other stakehoMers who have 
responsibility for H~PA~ privacy compliance related to the heaN~ benefi[s provMed by empbyers ~e 
empteyees in all industries. 

For complete details of this conference, please visit FXConferences.com 

Feedback on similar corfferermes from previous #articipar~ts: 

’ ~t ~as very wag org&~t~zed a~d set 

’ Y~ur conferences have been very helpful." 

Learning Objectives 

Why ifs important to take a fresh look at your HIPAA compliance 

Review of current audit a~d broach investiga[ion activity 

Howto put youmelf in the bes[ position for a~ audit 

The irnpoda~ce of a regular employee training program 

Why allocating appropriate resources to your privacy officer is essential 

Who shout4 attend? 

Human] R(,~soutces 

Employee Benefits Coordinatote 

[.ega~ Ceunset 

Regulatory Ikgahz~ 

Training 

About the spearers: 

Lauren B. Licastre, Esq. is ol counsel with Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP. Ms, Licastro counsels 
emptoy~.~rs on ma~l:~.~ related te heatth and weffare and retirement plans, including compliance ~,,il:h 

ERISA, the Internal Revenue Cede, COBRA, HIPAA and the Affordable Care Act. 

Geo~gina L O’Ham, Esq. is a senior associate with Morqan Lewis & Bockius LLP. Ms. O’Ham is 
inw)tw.’d m all aspects el the firm’s employee benefibs practice, including heMl:h a~]d welfare p~ans, 
de[erred compensation and executive compensation arrangements and regu~aloW compliance wilh the 

Intema~ Revenue Code, ER~SA, COBRA and HIP~. 

Over 50,000 attendees across hundreds of companies have taken advantage of our eaw4o-use audio 

coNerences to stay abreas~ of a Iast-changi~g business enviromnent. We specialize i~ distance 
educal:km lbr ~hose working in regufa~ed i~dustties including medical device, pharmaceuticals and 

feed & beverage. Come check out our librart d past audio conferences and see what’s mpcoming at 
FXConferences, 

Please contact AC Support at acsupport(~,fxtrans.com with any questions or assistance in 



registration. 

"~-~ The FXCo~fe[er~¢e.s.¢om 
’100’1 Ware[town Skeet 

Newton, MA 02465~5001, USA 
617.55&9760 x.10 

qlqis email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list, please click here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Allen, Robert C <robert aJlen@unc.edu-~; Scarry, Clara Margaret <~arry@email.unc.edtr~; 

mymby@emaJd.unc.edu; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkrame@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Fxelyne H 

<ehube@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Handa, Sudhanshu <shand~emaJl.unc.edu~; Mal~ly-Kipp, Laurie F <MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; 

how~:rd aJdrich@elna~l.unc.edu; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu> 

M~An Luther King BirtJaday Celebration Invitation 

MLK Department Letter.docx 

Good Morning, 

My name is         and I am the        of the Theta Omicron chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. I serve on the Martin Luther King Jr. Birthday Celebration 
Planning Committee and will be hosting an event during the week entitled "Behind the Scenes" acknowledging those integral in the Civil Rights movement who helped Dr. King 
and his mission. 

I would like to invite you and people in your department to speak on your experiences as well. Attached is a letter that further explains the nature of the event. Please don’t 
hesitate to contact me if you have any questions! 

Bes~, 



Psi Fraternit o 

and I am a Senior Management and Society major here at the University of 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. I serve on the Martin Luther King Jr. Birthday Celebration Planning 

as the representative for the Theta Omicron chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. 

g this year’s Celebration, my chapter is planning an event entitled "Behind The Scenes" in 
ch we highlight four individuals who were integral in the success Dr. King’s legacy. We would 
like to use a portion of the program to highlight current professors, staff, and faculty 

in the Civil Rights Movement both on and off this campus as well as in the community 
~g that era in which participants would partake in a roundtable discussion describing their role 

movem ent. 

ght now, the dates are tentative and would either be the                    and would be 
~m for all possible dates. I ask that you send this throughout your department listservs so that 

a diverse amount of faculty to stress how important this issue was to the campus and 
campuses at that time. Please don’t hesitate to contact me at @email.unc.edu. I look 

your response! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-13-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday November 13th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/29/12 - Beneath The Waves Mini Film FestivaJ scheduled from 7 9 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center as part of 

larger Science-as-story FestivaJ: http://sws.web.unc.edu/fesrival/ 

"~VATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water Institute receives Walls Fargo grant to document vulnerabili~ of water, sanitation systems During its recent Water & Health Conl~rence, the Water 

Institute at UNC a~mounced a $75,000 grant award from Wells Fargo & Company to develop a state-by- s~ate ra3aking system to show vulnerabiliF of municipal 

drinking water and sewage systems to h~ards associated with climate cha3~ge. The ranking will be based upon climate-related h~ards such as hurricanes and droughts, 

the condition of municipal systems and technologies, urban and rural population concentmrions, and the adaptive capacity of di~t~rent states a~d municipalities. The 
gra~t is part of a new Wells Fargo enviroranental giant progrmn that aims to award $100 million to nonprofit organizations mid universiries by 2020. For more 

mtbrmarion: 

http://www.sph.unc.eduischoolwi& news/water institute receives wells faacgo graaat to docmnent vulnerabiliW of u.s. water and sanitation sv 25286 8289.html 

Location chan~e for 11/14 Pete Kolskv lecture - Please be advised that Dr. Pete Kolsky’s lecture rifled "Cholera Management in ttmri: Some Observations from a 

Sanitary Engineer" will be taking place on the 4th Floor of the FedEx Globa] Education Center as opposed to the Nelson Mandela Auditorium. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Hurricane Sandy disaster relief hfformation For the full listing of disaster relief efforts that UNC is undertaking to assist in the aYtermath of Hurricmie Sandy, 

please visit the following webpage for more information: http:/%wvwvv.unc.edu/ccps/disasterrelief- sandv.php 

Band discusses iocal~ internafion al water woes - Published in the October 31 st edition of the University Gazette, Institute tbr the Environmem director Larry Ba~d 

is t~atured in an article discussing his views on the top water issues lacing the state of North Carolina a~d the world. To view the fnll sto~: 

http:/ig~ette.unc.edu/2012/10/30/band- discusses- local-intemarional- water- woes/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our V¢orld" - For more informarion on the theme and other upcoming evems, feel free to visit our website located at 
http:/iwatertheme.unc.edu’. Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(&unc.edu. Also, follow us 
on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11 - 13-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday November 13th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/29/12 - Beneath The Waves Mini Fihn Festival scheduled from 7 9 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center as pa~’t of 

laqer Science-as-sto~ Festival: http:i/sws.web.unc.edu/festivali 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water Institute receives \Veils Fargo l~’ant to docmnent v~merability of water, sanitation systems During its recent Water & HeaJ~th Conference, the Water 
Insritute at UNC announced a $75,000 grant award frmn Wells Fargo & Co~npa~ay to develop a state-by- s~te raNdng system to show vulnerability of municipa1 

drinking water and sewage systems to hazards associated with climate change. The ranking will be based upon climate-related hazards such as hurricaues and droughts, 

the condition of municipa~ systems and teclmologies, urban a~ad rural population coucentrations, and the adaptive capaciF of dilt~rent states and municipafiries. The 

grant is part of a new Wells Fargo euvironmental grant program that aims to award $100 million to nonprofit organizations and universities by 2020. For more 

information: 

http://www.sph.unc.edu/~hoolwide newgwater institute receives wells t?~’go grant to document vulnerability of u.s. water and sanitation sy 25286 8289.html 

Location change for 11/14 Pete Koiskv lecture - Please be advised that Dr. Pete Kolsky’s lecture rifled "Cholera Management in ttairi: Some Observations fiom a 
th Sanita~ Engineer" will be taking place on the 4 Floor of the FedEx Global Education Center as opposed to the Nelson Mandela Auditorium. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Hurricane Sandy disaster relief intbnnation For the full listing ofdisas~ter reliefeftbrts that UNC is undel~king to assist in the aftermath of Humcane San@, 

please visit the following webpage for Inore information: http:/iwww.unc.edw’ccps/disastelrelief- sandv.php 

Band discusses locaL international water woes - PuNished in the October 31 s~t edition of the University Gazette, Institute for the Euvironment director Larry Band is 

featured in an aNcle discussing his views on the top water issues facing the state of North Carolina and the world. To view the full stoD~: 

http://gazette.unc.edu/2012/10/30/band- discusse s- locaJ - iutemational- water- woe s/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our \Vodd" - For more informarion on "the "theme and other upcoming events, t}el free to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edtv’. Quesrion~ comments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(a)unc.e&L Also, tbllow us 
on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <~rriisher@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:32 AM 

~attglobal .net 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Chandler -- Title and Abstract 

Dear Nahum, 

I think this is a wonderful proposal. Thank you for sending it along. I am certain it will generate much interest m~d conversation. In fact, I just led a discussion of your 

2000 essay, "OriginaD~ Displacement," in our English 700 graduate seminar yesterday. Your statement of your keynote’s problematic reinforces the continued 

pertinence of the question of this "America" in which we live, ~md the persistent pressure Du Bois placed on it mad on other world-historical 

constructions/configurations. Would you mind ifI shared your abstract with the seminar? I announced our conference and your impending visit to the students, and I 

am sure that your topic will timher pique their interest. 

With dtl best wishes, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

ixfisher@email.unc, edu 

On Nov 12, 2012, at 8:40 PM, Nahuln Chandler wrote: 

Deal Eunice: 

Here is my title and abstract. My true apologies for taking this long to determine, finally, what I would propose for speaking. I 
had to decide that in fact I do wish to speak of and on such a big frame of reference; and then too, I had to decide whether or 
not I could do so within the time frame and context. I believe that I have sufficiently brought m~v position to focus such that I 
can attempt to do so with a reasonable chance of success. 

I have cut and pasted my title and abstract below. Too, I will respond forthwith as well to the event coordinator, beginning 
tomorrow. My apologies, and thank you for your patience; henceforth, all on Iny end should move comfortably on schedule. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum Chandler 

P.S. As Rebecka was kind enough to discuss my topic for this session with me, I have copied this note to her, as well. 
NDC 

Nahum Dimitri Chandler 
University of California, Irvine 

Title and Abstract for presentation at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, January 31 st, 2013. 

W. E. B. Du Bois and the Promise of "America" in the Centuries Yet to Come 

It may be said that the aftei~nath of the failure of Reconstruction following the Civil War in the United States not only remained 
the single most decisive historical reference in the intellectual itinerary of W. E. B. Du Bois, but that it stood for him as an 
exemplary example of a world historical problem. 

That problematic can be stated quite simply, even if in a somewhat fulsome manner. What is the relation of the centuries-long 
eventuality of European imperial and colonial subsumption of much of the globe from the fifteenth century to the early years of 
the twentieth century to the irmnediately subsequent, and now future, limits and possibilities of"democracy" on a world-wide 
historical scale? 

In this lecture, on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the "Emancipation Proclamation" in the United States, I propose to 
engage the force of this question in Du Bois’s thought, attempting to remark not only its locus within his thought on the African 



American situation, but also the planetary scale of its purview, noting especially the place of Africa and Asia, respectively, in his 
conception. We will consider thereby a renewed understanding of the distinctive character of’the line of practical-theoretical 
thought that Du Bois put at issue for us under the phrase ~’the problem of the color line." The civil war in the United States, as 
Du Bois formulated it at the turn to the twentieth century was just one ’~phase" of this ongoing historical problematic. Astride 
the still opening decades of the ~venty-first century, a new millennium, and an on-going ~vcalibration of modern globalizations, 
I propose that we together consider the question: how might the status and trajectory of a certain question of "America" be 
situated therein, not only for our present century’, but for "those yet to come? 

In our meditation on these questions, in addition to other annotations, we will take guiding references from four of Du Bois’s 
most important texts: The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (1903), Black Reconstruction: An Essay Toward a History 
of the Part Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (1935), The World and 
Africa: An Inquiry Into the Part Which Africa Has Played in World History’ (1947), and The Black Flame: A Trilo~’, Book 
Three, Worlds of Color (1961). 

<Chandler - UNC Title-Abstract.docxz <Chandler - UNC Title-Abstract.PDF> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqxheooflzcar@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 1:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Youth Studies - An Introduction 

Request your Coly~Nimentary E×am Copy of "Youth Studies’: today! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Youth Studies 

An Introduction 

T~is invaluable text explains concepts, theories and trends in 

youth studies with concise summaries of key texts and the ideas 

of impo~lant theorists, it features international case studies and 

discussion. 

Mentities 

C~t~zenship and Politico{ ~gageme~t 

academic and vocational courses, including sociology, politics, 

criminology, sociai policy, geography and psychology 

Read more about the author and this new booi,: by visiting our 

website 

Request a complimentary exam copy for your upcoming 

Sociology and Social Policy 

To be removed from our emNi i~st please click here to unsubscribe 

[N Taylor& Franois-Routledge-Psychol~yP .... CROP ..... Fo~IP .... 

Si,~n up by subject area to receive news and oilers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscbbe at any time. 

We respecl your privacy arid ,,,/ill not disciose, rent or sell your email address to any outside oroanisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 rayloF & Francis, an Informa business 

taylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of InfoFma UK Limited, registered in England under no 10Y2954. 

Registered once: Mortimer House, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH. 

Siqn up bv subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update yolo details ol unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disciose, rent or sell yo~ir email addless to any o~itside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Tayio~ & Francis, a~l Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo~ma UK Limited, ~egistered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Morti~Y~er House, 37-4! Mootimer Street London, W!T 3JH. 



If you ,~/ish to ~spsubscdbe, please click o~1 the link beiow Please note this is an automated operatiom 

htt p://tan df.ms~focu s com/u/11wTC6709Dyn JWI9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:42 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Conference Poster Draft 

Du Bois Conference Poster Draft 1 .docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Here is a draft of one of nay ideas tbr the cont~rence poster. I am in "the process of contacting the collection at Yale that owns the rigNs to this particular Du Bois 

photo. There axe not many images ofDu Bois on google that are public domafin (can be reprinted without pem~ission & citation) so I tried to find one that I could 

contact the owners of to reproduce. The other idea I had was a photo mosaic. I am m~ming into that same licensure problem for that as well. In the mea~time here is 

my firfft idea. I’ll keep working on finding images that we c~ print. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 3:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: Reqnest a 2013 CGI Calendar’. 

~ Request 20t3 CGI 

Drawn from this year’s submissions to the Carolina Global Photography Competition, our new water- 

themed 2013 CGI Calendar is on the way! Request yours now. Donations to suppo~ the costs of printing 

and shipping the calendar and other global work at UNC are greatly appreciated! 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U RC ES     NEW C 
~ ~Z__~_~_~_~d__~?_~_~_~z~_~zL~_~?): 

Representatives from various UNC-based units and student 

organizations will be on hand to take you through the life-cycle of 

global engagement: from designing and funding a project to 

connecting the experience back to your local community. 

~ N ew, tuber M~.~t~med~a: G~oba~ Amedcan 
So~th 

The seventh annual Global American South Conference will be held 

Friday, February 8th through Saturday, February 9, 2013 Karl 

Hagstrom Miller (University of Texas at Austin) will deliver the 

Chandler Lecture in Southern Business History as the conference 

keynote He is the author of S~;~~t~,:~ S~?u~?d./~?v~nti~?g f-~?/k 

f~op M~;ic ~y~ gt~ A~ of,J[t~? C;,:)t,v, which argues that the associations 

many musical genres have to racial and ethnic identities were 

created by scholars and the music industry, creating a "musical color 

line" in the South. 

The Saturday conference is free with registration. Tickets are 

available for purchase through Carolina Performing A~s to the Friday 

evening performance: C~ro~na C~ocol~te Drop~ ,~,~th 

.................................................................................................................................................... ~,/]shlasel~, and the Saturday evening performance of 

Washburn: and Ks} Welch s,,~tb Wu [:e~. [~c~(ets for I[(DxL~rqC are fo[ w[~ if 



available through their site 

.~:}a_!L’@_!_~ ~L ~: .u__!.t_u__~_~ L!~_~,-.-_.!:(~.~_:~_!. 
Each day during International Education Week we’ll offer hour-long 

interactive visual presentations focusing on a country or theme. 

Presentations are given by UNC-CH students with international 

expe~ise who are pa~icipating in the GLBL 290 Intercuflurat 

Education in K-12 Classrooms course. Each session will be 

interactive and feature photos, videos, stories, and time for Q & A 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

nternat ona engagement. Chat about 

oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to 

share This month’s host is The Undergraduate Library 

Gbba~ Pro~ecl:s Showcase 

Want to travel next summer? Want funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

FELLOWSHIPS 

OPPORTUNITIES 
provided. 

¯ Megan Nelson "Health and conservation program evaluation 

and community mobilization in Madagascar" 

® Matt Nolan "Internship with Asia Briefing Ltd. in China" 

¯ Dane Emmerling "An investigation of the effectiveness of 

Thailand’s peer support interventions" 

Mimi Caddell "Sustainable water-use development and health 

education projects in Ghana" 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
SURF In~om~atior~ Sessior~ 

Come hear an ovel~iew of the Summer Undergl~duate Research Fellowship and receive advice from former program 
paAicipants. Learn how to strengthen your research proposal for a $3000 fellowship oppo~unity. 

~’My Neighborhood" F~m Screen~g and 

From the producers of ~][£2L~£, ~#/;~__s~j#jb£’s new documentary features the pa~nership of Muslim and Jewish activists 

in protesting the eviction of a Muslim family in East Jerusalem Discussion will be led by Sd~sd Bsbaa, the Education 

Coordinator of Just Vision. A trailer of the movie can be viewed 

This will be an incredible week-long series of even~ including some of the world’s top social entrepreneurs, 

ne~orking events, competitions, prizes and a 24 hour entrepreneurathon. Check out the websJ~e for more information 
and snag your h.8,~>S:s on eventbrite before they run out~ 

~’Cu~tures of Resistance" F~m Screen~9 

Director lara Lee’s documentary featuring the work of a~ists and activists in the fight for social justice. Included are 

inten/iews with Iranian graffiti aAis~ and filmmakers who put cameras in the hands of young people in Lebanese 

refugee camps Discussion will follow the screening. For more information, please con~ct Regina Higgins at 

r~t[na NcZ~tLn~t~#~O£=sd#~, or visit the 



[ii~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



New Try,., 

Subject: New Try... 
Date: Mort, 23 Dec 2002 23:43:31 EST 

From:          ~aol.com 
To: bselassi@email.unc.edu 

Good evening, 

Hope this makes the cyber iourney to you, 

Wole 

"In their search for a direction for a post-independence future, African nations have passed through a period that 
can only be described as schizophrenic. Some leaders saw their way clearfy however - between the ideologies of 
East and West, they declared themselves torch-bearers of the progressive option.Their destination, however, was 
absolute power, and the total elimination of dissent. Bereket Selaisse’s play explores the dilemma of veterans of 
such struggles in the complex experience of Eretria, whose popular struggle against a feudalist order, and the 
military dictatorship of Mengistu Halle Mariam, was appropriated by a diminishing few in whose hands power was 
ruthlessly gathered. This is a cautionary tale - all too sadly familiar - of a revolution that eats up its own begetters, 
and children." 

W,S, 

I of i 2/25/2003 3:25 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                  4:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

The EtNcs of Cross-Cultural Service 

The Ethics of Cross-Cultural Se~,]ce: The S4Si Perspective 

WHEN? l~onda¥ @ 5 Plq - 6 PM 

WHERE? Union 3411 

Save the date for this great two-part lecture! We wi~ f~rs~ have Dr. Barbara Anderson (Assodate Direcbr of UNC’s African Studies Center & $45~’s Facul~ Advisor) speak about 

her experiences w~th S4Si and the ethics of doing non-profit work in d~fferent cultures and communNes. Then, the HusHm Student Assodation w~ll have a pane~ present an 
btroductbn to Islam with a focus o~ the in[ersectbn of Islam wi[h culture, gender, and commune. ~e lecture w~ be fo~bwed by a Q~ sessbn ~ Nbw for open Nabgue. 

Light snack£ and refreshments w~ be se~ed. 



From: ~livea~nc.edtc. 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:34 PM 

To: The mlk~pc mailing list. <mlk~pc 

Subje~’t: [mlk~pc MLK PC Minutes 

Attacl~: MLK PC Minutes Week docx 

@listserv.nnc.edw~ 

Hi Eye,one, 

Attached axe the minutes from Monday’s meeting. 

Onr next meeting roll be Monday, 

Best Regards 

at 5pm, Campus Y room 207. 

You are currently subscribed to mlk pc as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edw’u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32427938-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd(~listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32427938 



MLK, Planning Committee 
Meeting Minutes 

Attendance 
1. - ODMA 
2. - BSM 
3. - ROCTS 
4. - CWC 
5. - APhiA 
6. - Scholarship 
7. Dr. Clayton- ODMA 
8. - Stone Center 
9. - NAACP 

10. - DST 
11. - KAPsi 
12. - CUAB 
13. - Student Government 
14. - Campus Y 

Absent 
1. - CUAB 
2. -AKA 
3. - Campus Y 

Liaison Welcome and Remarks 

welcomed the committee. 

Committee Collaborations 
Everyone should be on the same page regarding events that have more than one 

committee sponsoring them 

Program Progress Reports 
¯      (BSM)- Students have been contacted about the program 

(MLK Scholarship)- No updates 

° (ROCTS)- None 

° (Campus Y)- Because of the budget there will be no panel. 
Herman Boone will speak. 

(Stone Center)- No updates.., still looking for performers (and 
looking for a piano) Achordants, EROT, music department’s classical 
orchestra and Gospel Choir confirmed. The MC is a work-study 
student from last year. 

° (KAPsi)- Speaker will be a prophyte from the 70s 
detailing experience about the civil rights movement 

¯ (NAACP)- No updates 



needs a solidified blurb from each organization. Blurbs should be 
ready by the next meeting and engaging for student body. 

Speaker 

¯ Most--to all--options have fallen through 
° After a short consensus the committee decides to look into booking Hill 

Harper 

Assignments for next meetinq: 

¯ EVERYONE needs to continue finalizing their event within the next week. 
° Blurbs 

NEXT MEETING: 
Monday, 
Campus Y Conference Room (207) 
5pm 

adjourned the meeting. 



Howto cite3/ourr 
Tips for creating proper citations, b~bHograph~es and worl<s cited pages 

I 

~w~o,~,~ to,~.~ up a ~ru~n~ I 
paper, you k,ow that just    I 

o~ work ~o~,,~ ~,:,t o.~. ~ro~, I 

citation errors, quallt}, writing I 
and. of course, absok~telv no    [ 

piagiaris m. 

The easiest way ~o knock out I 

those research papers and be I 
work? Read on~ 

Ouestia’s Most Vah~able Ouest~a’s Citation Showdown 

Professor scholarship coming Contest: Enter for a chance [o v, dn 

soon part o[ $2000 iR pHzes~ 

Lean, bow.lu~a Corh,e Barnes Questia is ~ooking for the best use o~ 

Stay tuned; scholarsMp entr~es w~l essayist? Submit your Mbl~ography 

be accepted start~na ~n December.      our Citation Showdown~ 

Write getter Papers Faster W~th Trusted Online Research 
We kept all of our great features, but we have redesigned the entire site to be more 

user--.fr~endlv and usefu~ ~or our users. 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Reading Room 

¯ ~( ¯ ~ ~ . . .. 
Elect~on ~..)1~. has come and gone as the United States ~elcomes a fam~har face 

back ~nto The White House. To celebrate America’s leaders past at~d present, we’re 

sharing books on the ~ most researched US presk]ents on Quest~a for free for a 

month. 

~:: George George Washington and the Origh~s of the American 
Washingto Presidency 
n and the 

Origins of By Mark J. 
the 

Ameri~n 



.~iI Abraham Abraham Lincoln and Civil War America: A Biography 
Lincoln By William E. C~enapp 
and Civil 

War 

Ameri~: A 
Biog~phy 

"~]~ Thomas Thomas jefferson: Reputation and Legacy 

~efferso~: Bv Francis D. Coc 
~eputat~on ’ 

and 

~:: Beaming    Becom~ngjFK:A Profile in Communication 

Communic .t,on 

~:~ Reading Reading Obama: Dreams, Hope~ and the American Political 
Ob~m~: Tradition 
Dreams, 

Hop .... d Byjames T. Kloppenberg 
the 

A~r~. 

Er~joy [hese ~ books arid loads more of them] CHck on the J~nk below to see all the 
featured books about elections and politic:s. 

~ View a~ featured books 

Hot research topics 

sometimes the hardest part of writing a research pape~ ~s finding ~nteresHng topics 

to debate. We’ve selected some popular research paper topics for you that are 

trenchng right now; a~l you have to do ~s choose one and get started~ And we’ve 

even helped you on your way by providing five I~b[afian--.selec[ed sources for each 

topic below. 

:x:: mum~ Human Rights. - :               X :S piritual .Spiritual, .... [ ~teracy 
..... Rights Human rights have come ..... Literaw Religious views, 

~ ~ong way over the years, s~andpoints ~nd beliefs 

remai~ a~ound the world, pa~t of society and 

¯ Human Hghts for the 21st centuni 

¯ F~ghtmg for human riqhts , How religlons view other 

¯ [he globa~ization of human rights religions 

¯ Hurnan rights in the European ~ C~oba~ religions 

cour[ * Religions of the ancient world 

¯ Human~tarian~ntewent~on , Relig~ons~nthemodernwoHd 

~ The sp,r,tua.htV 

~ Connect w~th Questia 

>~ Dowrdoad the iPhone/~Pad app ~ Follow us cm Twitter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: France Grants Its Recognition to Syria Rebels 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis Day 

C,~tomize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

November 14, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Recognitiol~ to Syria Rebels 

France on ~esday became the first 
Western country to recognize the 
coalition, seeking to inject 
momentum into a broad effort to 
build a viable and effective 
opposition that would hasten the end 
of a stalemated civil war. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

O~d~e Privacy iss~e is 2also in Pl~y i~ Petraeus Scandal 

The F.B.I. investigation that toppled David H. Petraeus, the director of the C.I.A., underscores a 
danger that civil libertarians have long warned about. 

D3~aasty of Diffe~oent O~ode*° Is I{eshaphag Ct:~na 

Despite rising controversy over their prominent role, China’s princelings are emerging as a class 
that has an increasingly important say in ruling the country. 

, NYFimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tf t~e C,LA. d~rector c~m 9et c~ugM, ~l’s pr*~tt.~ nu~ch opea seosoa o~ ever~oae e~se." 
MARC ROTENBERG, execotive dn’ector of the Electronic [ rivacy In[orm;]ticn Center 
Wash ngto , o : cybersecurity investigations. 

YOUR MONEY 

SPECIAL SECTION I ~ 

Your F~nances     I 
Stories of surviving and I 

preparing for crises, in I 
collaboration with the 
"Marketplace Money" radio program. 

OPiNiON 

Gargoyles and gaslight on the 
Upper West Side 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE ;> 

View a hisl:o!ic Upper West Side town house or 

The brownstone revisionists 



ROOM FOR DEBATE 

&&that Next for the Next for 

How the Republican 
Party can reeaptm’e 
the White Honse in 

WORLD 

Demonstrators burned tires, smashed traffic lights and blocked roads in an unparalleled show of 
anger at a government proposal to increase tirol prices. 

lt~ a German Town~ Court Finds That Mayor Cr~ed ~A;olf 

A district court found that Norbert Moosmann, of the Black Forest town of Riekenbaeh, had staged 
the throwing of an empty Molotov cocktail into his office. 

MEMO FROM MOSCOW 
Frosty Relatlot~s V~z~th Russia }}eg[~ to Thaw A~er Obama~s Re-eleefio~ 

~ abrupt change in tone set in last week in Moscow, muting the anti-American talk that began 
months ago, when Mr. Putin first accused the U.S. of stirring up protests. 

More World News 

Tampa Is Seen as Social lank for UnfoMh~g Scandal 

At the heart of an investigation involving former Gem David H. Petraeus is dill Kelley, who 
flmetioned as a kind of social liaison between the military and eivilian elite. 

zM’my Seeks Death Penalty ~n Afghan Massacre 

Staff Sgt. Robert Bales is accused of killing 16 Afghan civilians, but his lawyers said questions 
remained. 

Dozens of small and predominantly Latino emmnunities in the Central Valley region of California 
continue to be plagued by contaminated drinking water. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

On the New Shoppi~g I3st," M]~k, Bread~ Eggs and a Mortgage 

As big banks keep credit tight and more people have no bank at all, retailers like Costeo, Hmne 
Depot and Walmart are offering financial products like prepaid cards, loans and even life insurance. 

Money Fund Reform Has Top Snpport 

Financial regulators are pushing for stronger rules for money market mutual funds. 

Fuel From V#aste, Poised at a Milestone 

Large-scale commercial produetion would be a major renewable energy milestone, and plants in 
Florida and Mississippi say they are near that point. 

S P O RTS 

KNICKS 99, MAGIC 89 

Challe~lged Late: the Knlek~ Remai~ Ul~defeated 

Despite trailing in the fonrth qnarter for the first time, the Knieks forced seven tnrnovers in the 
period, holding Orlando to 13 points as they moved to 5-o for the season. 

~ga S or 

ON BASEBALL 

Marlins P~ll the Ping Agah~ 

In a multiplayer trade, the Marlins sent five players, including shortstop dose Reyes and the 
starting pitchers Mark Buehrle and dosh dohnson, to the Blue days for a group of prospects. 

On Course, Low Stakes Do~"t Mean Less 
i.:? .iA :. :.:ci 
Several players at Van Cortlandt Park golf conrse in the Bronx said they had experieneed anxiety 
attacks, similar to what PGA Tent player Charlie Beljan went through on Friday, while playing a 
round. 

o Mere S#erts News 



ARTS 

THEATER REVIEWI q-HE MYSTERY OF ED~M N DROOD’ 

Rals~g ~he Dickens h~ AH of Us 

A revival of "The Mystery of Edwin Drood" at Studio 54 offers a chance to play detective and enjoy a 

cast, including Chita Rivet’a, that throws itself into the winking spirit of the show, 

~ Slide Show ~ Od~na~ Broadway Rewew (1985) 

Ph]lhar~or~]e Establishes Part~e~’sh~p With 

The New York Philharmonic has established a four-year partnership with the Shanghai Symphony 

Orehestra that will include a residency in China and a stake in an orchestra training program. 

Sothebyts Accused of Decelt in Sate of Kh~ev Statue 

Federal prosecutors trying to seize a 1orb-century Cambodian statue from Sotheby’s have accused 
the auctioneers of colluding with the item’s owner to hide information that it was stolen. 

DINING & WINE 

Jacques Pbpi~’s Steam-Powe~’ed T~wkey 

A combination of steaming and roasting will yield a bird with an incomparable balance of crispness 
and moistness, complete with a burnished golden surface and tangy-fiery glaze. 

Shaking Up Side Dishes V~qth a Sen se of Davlng 

Vegetables have been moving to the center of culinary innovation, as these takes on brussels 
sprouts, squash and cauliflower demonstrate. 

HOWTO COOK EVERYTHING 

Roasted.° Smashed, Dolloped, Devoured 

The chef ~ean-Oeorges Vongerichten turns mashed squash into a dish that will impress your guests. 

More DirfirT1 & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

One Lesson F~’o~ a Messy Sca~da] 
The Pentagon needs clear rules on misconduct, and they should apply to all serving personnel, 
regardless of rank or gender. 

EDITORIAL 

New Leade~’shlp i~ China 
Can the world expect a real change in policy at a time of daunting domestic and international 
challenges? 

EDITORIAL 

Getth~g Away ~a, qth To~*tu~’e 
An appellate court rnling that denies American citizens who are tortured by the American military 
the right to sue for damages ignores an important Supreme Court precedent. 

o Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 
c, hh~a*s Great St~ame 

Why won’t the Chinese government allow the true tale to be told of the Great Famine? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

David Petraeus, the spymaster who eould not keep his salacious secrets. 

~ Go~ummst Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

)ban~ s N~g|~tma~e 

Forget the "fiscal cliff." What about the smoldering Syria? 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 



On Nov. 14, 1972, the Dow Jones Indnstrial Average closed above 1,ooo for the first time, ending 
the day at 1,oo3.16. 

See This Front Page 
Bu,,’ This Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headli:~es newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Ma!~age Sdbsc~iptiorls I Urlsclbscribe I Cha!~ge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:45 AM 

Williams, Tia ttowell <’6a willimns~unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 

I am displeased that you may not be able to pay me for services rendered, since I was promised compensation by Dr Sahle when I embarked on this project However, I understand that you 
may- not be able to pay me 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 AM 
To: 
Subjec t: R[~: payment for maps 

Please know I will do what I can, but also be prepared if we are not able to pay you. I am continuing to research the issue to find out if we can get an exception made because of the dates. 
,-,Tia 

Tia tlowell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel };fill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of Aficican and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle tlall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel t lill, NC 27599-3395 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:42 PM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

I was ~aware of that. Dr. Sahle said that it was fine for nre to do the wurk and that it would be no problem to pay- me. I have never done any other contract work, so I didn’t know that I was 
not following protocoh 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 PM 
To: 
SubJect: RE: payraont for maps 

And you were not actually hired in august, which is the issue vie are having. I carmot put hours in TIM for august because you were not officially- an employee. I am wurking on trying to 
figure this out with the College and the Grad School, but I cannot move fol~vard with the payrnnnt ttnough TIM for November as planned. We would not have been able to do this in 
September either because you would need to be hired before you actually stalted the work. 
~-Tia 

Frorrl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payraont for maps 

4:32 P_’vl 

Yes, I do have such an award. That is why I needed to be paid in August, as Dr. Sahle mentioned in the earlier emaih 

From: YVilliams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 P2vl 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Do you currently have an a~vard that stipulates that you are not to be put on UNC Payroll? If this is the case, we have another problem. Please give me a call to discuss at 919-%2-2,88 or 
919-966-1295. I will be at either office tomon-ow. 

~Tia 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

ll:36AM 

Thank you, Tia! I really appreciate it. 



Graduate Student, Geography Department 
]h~e-Doctoral Trainee 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 

~[ive.unc.edu<mai[to     (~r)live unc edu> 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: 
Sut~iect: payment ]2~r maps 

We finally figured out how to get you paid. In the future, you should be able to log-in to TIM to "clock-in/clock-out" when you do work :[’or [ffunice. Be sure that if you accept another 
different job at UNC-CH to let us know so that I can initiate the transfer process to the new department, which was the delay in this case 

I have put your 14 hours into TIM and I should have a paper check :[‘or you on 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-%6-1295 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:20 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I am a                                   PloD student in the Romance Language department and am also doing the African Studies graduate certificate. My research is on issues of human 
rights (,through the lens of Iilm and literature) in Francophone Africa. I ~vas hoping to take your AFRI    course this semester but it appears to be full. I, perhaps naively, didaa’t expect there 
to be any issues registering as our courses are never full. Based on the registrar site it doesn’t seem as though a waiting list is an option for the course I wanted to check with you to confirm 
that there is not a waiting list option and also check to see how likely you thil~ it may be that there will be an opening. 

Thank you in advance for any help/guidance. 

Sincerely, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live,unc.edu> 

Wednesday 11:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; WilliaJns, Tia ttowell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

RE: payment tbr maps 

Thank you so, so much, Ennice. I really appreciate your being willing to pay me out of your own Ihnds Would you like me to come by on the 
Thanksgiving ? Either way is fine, as am not going out of town. 

Thank you again!!’.! 

(this Friday) or the the day after 

From: Sable, Eunice N [ enniceffd2email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  8:54 AM 
To:          , Williams, Tia Ho;vell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Dear 

You did the work I asked you to for the depaltment and it is unjust for you not to be paid Thus, please stop by nay office next Friday at 330pm to pick a check for your services from my own 
funds. 

Many thanks for your ;vork and patience. 

Best wishes, 
Ennice 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:44 AM 
To: Williams, Tia tIowel[ 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 

I am displeased that you may not be able tu pay me ~k~r services rendered, since I was prumised compensation by Dr Sahle when ! embarked on this pruject However, I understand that you 
may nut be able tu pay me 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Ituwell [tia williams@unc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment fur maps 

Please knuw I will du what I can, but alsu be prepared if we are nut able to pay yuu. I am continuing to research the issue tu find out if we can get an exception made because ufthe dates. 
~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abemothy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Fronl: 

Sent: Tuesday 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:42 PM 

I was unaware of that. Dr. Sahle said that it was fine for me to do the work and that it would be no problem to pay- me. I have never done any other contract work, so I didn’t know that I was 
not following protocoh 

From: Williams, Tia Howell Itia williams@nnc.edn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

And you were not actually hired in august, which is the issue ;ve are having I calmot put hours in TIM t;ar august because you were not officially an employee. I am ;vorking on trying to 
figure this out with the College and the Grad School, but I cannot move t;arward with the payment through TIM for November as planned. We would not have been able to do this in 
September either because you ;vould need to be hired before you actually started the work 
~Tia 

From: 



Sent: Tuesday, 4:32 PM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell 

Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Yes, I do have such an award. That is why I needed to be paid in August, as Dr Sahle mentioned in the earlier emaih 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 PM 
To 
Subiect: RE: payment for maps 

Do you currently have an award that stipulates that you are not to be put on UNC Payroll? If this is the case, xve have another problem. Please give me a call to discuss at 919-%2-2788 or 
919-%6-1295. I will be at either office tomorrow. 

~Tia 

Frorrl: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

11:36AM 

That’: you, Tia! I really appreciate it. 

Graduate Student, Geography Department 
Pre-Doctoral Trainee 

The Univcrsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.m~c.edu<mailto:~    @live.unc.edu> 

From: YVilliams. Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 
To: ’ 

Subject: payment for maps 
Hi 

We finally figured out ho~v to get you paid. In the future, you should be able to log-in to TIM to "clock-in/clock-out" ~vhen you do work for Eunice. Be sure that if you accept another 
different job at L,~!C-CH to let us know so that I can initiate the transfer process to the new department, which was the delay in this case 

I have put your 14 hours into TIM and I should have a paper check for you on 

~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Your Cold War Paper 

Dear 

You are really posing a serious problem for me. I have given you man?’ opportunities to put ?’our paper in the con-ect format and to document it. However, the paper you submitted yesterday 
is not your original paper. You are not allo~ved to change ?’our paper. You either have to put your original paper in the proper format and document it, or I will have no choice but to give you 
a zero for the assignment I have been more than generous to you. 

Best, 
Pro£ Lee 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:45 PM 
To: l,ee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Your Cold War Paper 

Pro£ l,ee, 

Here is the paper with the proper documentation I used roughly two sources per paper Hopefully this will work out. 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@emaiI.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:08 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Cold War Paper 

Go to the writing lab first with my email and the paper. 

Pro£ Lee 

Froru: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Your Cold War Paper 

5:19 PM 

Professor Lee, 

In all honesty I don’t understand what I’m doing wrong in ray paper, rye done what you’ve asked rue to do. Can I come into your office hours to talk to you about this? 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leerac@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Cold War Paper 

Look 

I give up. If you want a zero for this assigmnent I will take this paper. Otherwise, as I told you earlier, you need to go to the writing center and get some help on how to document a paper. 

Pro£ Lee 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sulzject: RE: Your Cold War Paper 

8:59 AM 

Professor Lee, 

Here it is, I apologize for the misunderstanding. Thank you for your time 

Sincerely, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:23 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Cold War Paper 

Let me try this one more time. 



Headings: 

1. What was the Culd War? 

2. What were the Implicatiuns ufthe Cold War for World Pulitics? 

3. What were the Implications of the Culd War for Southern Africa? 

Under each heading yuu write your answer. 

Ducumentati on 
Where did yuu get your inJ2~rmation frum? If you du nut understand huw to docmnent yuu need to take my email to the class un documentatiun to the writing center and get some 
assistance. The paper is NOT documented. 

Best, 
Pru£ I,ee 

Sent: Munday, 12:36 AM 
To: I,ee, Margaret Carul 
Subject: RE: Yuur Culd War Paper 

Prufessur Lee, 

I added ducumentation, I numbered the sections. ! :figured that they were clear divisiuns with the paper based on huw it fluwed together. 

Sincerely, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Stmday, 8:40 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your Cold War Paper 

Dear 

I see no divisions of the paper (into tl~ee sections) and no documentation. I really dun’t understand what the problem is. Please read the directions from my- old emails. 

Pro£ Lee 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 11:36 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Your Cold War Paper 

Hello Professor Lee, 

My apologizes for the first paper, thank you for being so lenient. Hopefully this one will s~fffice. 

Sincerely. 

From: leemc@email uaac.edu [leemc@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:06 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: Your Cold War Paper 

H~ 

Please be advised that I cannot grade ?’our papers because they are not documented. Please go back into the old emails Iicom me to find the instructions I need for you to email me papers 
back By tomorrow. 

Best, 

Proil Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

~Vednesday, November 14, 2012 4:26 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

News t?om The Wa]ther Collection 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Log .... II 

Encounters with the African Archive 

On Saturday, November 10, The Walther Collection, together with NewYork 
University and University College London, presented an international 
symposium entitled "Encounters with the African Archive." 
Bringing together eminent scholars of art history and cultural studies from 
South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the United States, the symposium is 



part of the two-year exhibition and publication program ~ista~ss~ a~s~l Desi~’~: 

The symposium featured presentations critically investigating the issues 
related to anthropological and colonial images from Southern Africa, the 
counter-archives of photographs expressing African self-representation, and 
the diverse methods of contemporary artists whose work with the archive 
poses compelling questions about identity and memory. 
To see pictures from the event, visit our ~.~:B.~.~.~...~£/.~. 

Save Thu~sday~, t~ov~mbe~~ £9 for the opening of Distance 
and Desire, Part I1: Contemporary Reconfigurations, 
featuring recent photography and video by African and 
African American artists who engage with the archive 
through parody, satire, and appropriation. The invitation is 
forthcoming. 

Forward entail 

] 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by contact@walthercollection,corn 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal widl SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy’, 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Office ttours 

Hi Eumce, 

Another heads up. I will not respond to a student ~vho thinks I am invisible. This is a student who did not attend the lecture on the Cold War, signed an honor pledge on the first page of the 
essay indicating he had not received an?- assistance with the paper; collected incorrect information about the lecture and thus received 2 points out of 10. I have infurmed the entire class 
that I have put in my mailbox excellent papers that they must read before I will talk to them about their papers In most cases students understand the problem with their paper when they 
read excellent papers. This student, like the others, must follow procedure However, I will not be disrespected with such an emaih I do have a name and a title. We are truly faced ~vith a 
seriously compromised climate due to the crisis in the department and the way that some students feel the?’ can disrespect us. 

As you know, evelything must be documented in the event that matters are taken to a higher level. I will, however, talk to the student after class tomorro~v if he approaches me in a 
respectful manner. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: i 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Office Hours 

3:08 PM 

I wuuld like tu discuss my paper with you but I am unavailable during your office hours un Tuesday and Thursday. Is there an?’ way we could arrange a meeting surae other time? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 5:24 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

REMINDER: Jacques Pierre’s "OMEGA" Poetry Reading & "Toussaint Louve(ture" Film Screening Tomorrow at 5:00 pm @ the Duke 
H~Jti Lab 

Pierre Poet .ry Readin#F7FFBC (4).pdf; Haitian Film Series Fall 2012.1xtf 

Dear Friends and Colleagues -- 

We invite you tomorrow to the Haiti Laboratory at Duke University for an evening of poetry, art and film, starting at 5:00 p.m. We will 

begin with a reception and poetry reading by Jacques Pierre, followed by a screening and discussion of the film "Toussaint Louverture." 
All are welcome. 

Address: i[~ii ~.~b. 

Smith Warehouse 

Ca~a~ Ma~ (~aps,d~keed~), I:-or drM~’..g di~ectior~s, piease ci~eck ~Soo~le ~aps, 

The CliSmith campus bus stops leyulady oqtside Bay 6 or~ week days, See a 

The B8tl CiW Co~necto! bus @cops at .."4ain StleetiCampus Drive (~]ast Campus e!~tra~ce) a~d .."4ai~ Sbeet/Peabody Street (Coke So~ding Plant); both are a short 

Our mair~ er~bar~ce is at Bay 4; o~ the south sk~e of the bu~d~g complex (facing the Durham Fleeway overpass), These doors are ope~ to the public from 7:50am- 

St30pr~ b’tor~day.-Fr~day, The Bay 6 5ouds doors rema~¢~ open unt~ 7130pm Monday.-Fr~day, Duke student,s, stalT~ arid faculty can swipe ~o ~he bu~dh~g a~:ter hours 

w~th their %;keCar& Please contact as [:HZ staff person ~f yoa have questions abo~£ DukeCard access. ~:{xtesded p~sb~c access can be arranged for eves~sg and 

The parkisg lot os the soutt~ side of the Smith Wareho~;se can be accessed f~om the ~’4axweitiBi4char:an or ~’4axweti!Camp~s Drive ir:tersections, The lo~ offels 3 

optioRs: 

Free 2~hou~ visitor spots outside of [.Say 

week~,~id,s. 3-he first 3g r’..iiqutes is free - you ca~i ot.s’.::aiq a dashboard pass ~-’,t tt~e meter, Thereafter tiie rate is: $2 per hour, 

and s~aff w~th prenA~m-4eve~ perk~ng passes can swipe ~to the Smith bt dudqg bas~qess bourse) 

adjacer¢ to the 



Location, map & directions website: http://www.fhi.duke.edu/about!smith-wa~ehouse 

Feel free to spread the word and we look forward to seein8 you there! 

Best, 

A. 

Aude Dieud6 
Duke University 
Romance Studies Department 
PhD Candidate in French & Francophone Studies 
Primary Focus in Nineteenth-Century Haitian Literature 
Contact: aude.dJeude@duke.edu Website: http://sJtes.duke.edu/aude/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 6:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Theater, Thmaksgiving Cooking and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 2! 114/a mes 1 Y 

[ii.~ 
N .... ber 14, 2012 @Times- 

Theater                                                    ~ 
Thinking of seeing a show this holiday season? Don~t miss 
the extensive coverage in our Theater section. ’I’o assist 
with your selection, our Theater listing guide allows you to 
e~oose a show baaed on a variety of prefereneea~ Fuund a shuw? 
Preview* yuur choice using ore" video library, where yuu can 
watch clips frmn selected productions. 

Thanksgiving Cooking                                ~ 
Whether you like 3,our Thanksgiving cooking traditional 
oF unconw~ntiooal, The Times has everything you oeed 
to know .-~t’om features to t’ee~pes to step-{~ y-.step mu[timedi a 
how-.tos~ And cheek out our ~ew Thanksgiving [Ielp Line, whet’e 
Dining section staff and other e~perts answeF your’ questions on 
food. drinks, e~tertaining and more. 

Don’t Niss o. NYTirnes.corn 

Pop-Up StoFes to Offer Beatles’ Vim’[ Reissues 

The Fit’st Daughters as Fashion Mavens? 

’)Mmie" on Broadway 

* "Lincoln," a new film by Steven Spielberg, Stars Daniel Day- 

Lewis 

, House Hunfing in ... the Isle of Man 

Top 5 Viewed Features 
(BeS, veen Nov 7, 2012-. Nov. 13, 2012) 

z, President Map 

2. Divided U.S. Giw~s Obama More Time 

3. Special Coverage: The 2o:t2 Presiden~iaI Eleet~on 

-1. President Res~ts 

5~ Woman Linked ~o PetFaens Is a Wes~ Point Graduate a~d 
Lifelong ttigh Aehiew~r 

~ SLIDE SHO’W," Pietm’es of 

tl~e Day: New York and 

ElsewbeFe 

Photos from New York, Gaza, 

Turkey and Spain. 

~ INTEI~-&CTIVE: So Many 

"Tomorrow," more than any 
other song from the musical 
"Annie," best stuns up the title 
orphan’s aw-shueks hopefltlness 
for a better day. 

~ INTERACTgVE: A Boost 

flxr Same-Sex Marriage 
The elections brought victories 
for gay rights advocates in four 
states, three of which beemne 
the first to approve same-sex 
marriage by ballot initiative. 

Join the 
Conversation 

%q~at Next ~o~° " 

the GA),P,2    ~iii 
President Obama’s 
sweeping re- 

election victory 
has left a stunned 
Republican Party reevaluating 
its tactics for the next elections 
and beyond. Does the blame lie 
with Mitt Rmnney, or is it time 
for the party to make 
fundamental changes? What 
does the G.O.P. need to do over 
the next four years if it wants to 
take back the White House? 



[] Join ti~e Conversation 

A daily e-maii newsle~er on 
the business of technology, 
with coverage ~rom Times 

staff writers and a roundup 

of news from across the 
Web 

Delivered before the 

opening bell and a~er the 

market close, the DeelBook 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking news about 

IPOs, venture capital, and 
r~ore. 

lhe latest Theater news 

from Broadway and 

beyond. 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTinles corn’s @Times newsletter, 

The New York Times CompBny I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New Yor~,, NY 10018 



From: ~live.unc.edu;> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:14 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 4eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: URGENT’. 

Shikamoo Mwalimu Sahle, 

I am sorry T have not e-mailed recently. Things have been a bit busy on my end but I have not forgotten our date. I hope this finds you well and early~ I am free today 

(Thursday       from 2-3pro if you would have time, Otherwise we can meet tomorrow (Friday      , at 2pro. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Ferocious Israeli Assault on Gaza Kills a Leader of Hamas 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
November 15, 20m 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e_T_o_d..a. X2s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Ferocious Israeli Assault on 
Gaza Kills a Leader of Hamas 
By ISABEL KERSHNER and FARES AKRAM 

Israel hit at least 20 targets in aerial 
attacks that killed the nfilitary 
commander of Hamas, damaged Israel’s 
fragile relations with Egypt and 
escalated the risks of a new war in the 
Middle East. 

. Israel’s Military Begins Social Media Offensive 
as Bombs Fall on Gaza 

Obama Details Lines of Battle 
in Budget Plan, and on Libya 
By MARK LANDLER 

In lfis first news conference in eight 
months, President Obama signaled he 
wotfld grapple with Republicans over tax 
rates and the handling of the attack on 
Ameriemas in Benghazi. 

’. Transcript of President Obama’s Press 

Conference 1:56 PM ET 

Crises at BBC Brought Rules, Then a Failure 
By SARAH LYALL and NICHOLAS KULISH 

The corporation established elaborate procedures that placed more formal responsibility for delicate 
decisions in flae hands not of individual managers, but of rigid hierarelfies. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA~ 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
We Need to 
Retreat From the 

Beach 
By ORRIN H. PILKEY 

We need m~ approach to 
our shorelines that takes account of 
rising sea levels, intensifying storms and 
continuing erosion. 



4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

Burmese University, Awaiting Obama, Patches Over a Long Neglect 
By THOMAS FULLER 

Yangon University, wlfich fell into disrepair during military rule, is being spruced up for President Obmna’s 
visit on Nov. a9. 

Hospital Death in Ireland Renews Fight Over Abortion 
By DOUGLAS DALBY 

A woman was reportedly denied a potentially lifesaving abortion while she was having a miscarriage. 

Lessons for U.S. From a Flood-Prone Land 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

The Netherlands has been hailed for its ideas about protecting cities from flooding, but replicating its success 
would require a reshaping of American approaches. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Veteran F.B.I. Agent Helped Start Petraeus E-Mail Inquiry 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT, SCOTT SHANE and ALAIN DELAQUI~RII~RE 

Frederick W. Humphries II, a counterterrorism agent, took the initial complaint from Jill Kelley about e- 
mails accusing her of inappropriate behavior toward David H. Petraeus. 

Panetta Praises General Linked to Petraeus Scandal 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and ERIC SCHMITT 

Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta said "no one should leap to any conclusions" about Gen. John R. Allen, 
who is being investigated for e-mails he sent to a woman connected to the Petraeus affair. 

:’ ~ Video: The Petraeus Scandal Widens 

Adultery, an Ancient Crime That Remains on Many Books 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

In David H. Petraeus’s state of residence, Virginia, as in 22 others, adultery remains a crinfinal act, a vestige 
of the way the law has tried to anchor sexual activity within nmrriage. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Obama Meets C.E.O.’s as Fiscal Reckoning Nears 
By HELENE COOPER and NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

Without offering new policy details, the president used a Wlfite House meeting to rebuild his relationship 
with business leaders. 



Caffeinated Drink Cited in Reports of 13 Deaths 
By BARRY MEIER 

A high-caffeine energy drink, 5-Hour Energy, has been cited as possibly being involved in 13 deaths, 
according to Food and Drug Achninistration records. 

F.H.A. Audit Said to Show Low Reserves 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Escalating losses on the home mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration are said to be 
depleting its capital reserves, leaving it billions short of projections. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Texas A&M Hushes the Heisman Hype Over Manziel 
By GREG BISHOP 

In an era of over-the-top Heisman Trophy campaigns, the Aggies are taking a different approach with the 
freshmma quarterback sensation Jolmny Manziel. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 
Jets’ Tebow Engulfed in a Whirlwind 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Jets Coach Rex Ryan and the starting quarterback Mark Sanchez on Wech~esday defended Tim Tebow, who 
has been criticized in a published report by remained teammates. 

. N.F.L. Roundup: Roethlisberger Hopes to Return This Year 

N.F.L. ROUNDUP 
Roethlisberger Hopes to Return This Year 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Ben Roethlisberger said he believed he could return this season despite spraining his right shoulder and 
sustaining what he called a dislocated rib in Monday night’s overtime win against Kansas City. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Riding the Boy Band Wave While It Lasts 
By JON CARAMANICA 

On One Direction’s new album, "Take Me Home," the group is rushing through its gestation period on the 
way to the magic that may await on the other side. 

Relentless Bidding, and Record Prices, for Contemporary Art at Christie’s 

Auction 
By CAROL VOGEL 

The auction brought in $412.2 million, the highest total ever for a contemporary art auction at Christie’s, as 
collectors bid on the work of blue-chip artists for the second night in a row. 

Novel About Racial Injustice Wins National Book Award 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

Louise Erdrich won the fiction award for her novel "The Round House," while other awards were given for 
nonfiction, poetry, young people’s literature and 3aneriean letters. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

A Murder in the Family 
By JACOB BERNSTEIN 

With their father murdered and their mother dead of cancer, the 3anmon twins try to make seuse of fl~eir 
lives. A new docmnentary nfight help. 

Hip-Hop Comes to Men’s Wear 
By JON CARAMANICA 

How 2o-something designers, bloggers, editors and stylists who grew up with rap music are bringing 



bravado to nlen~s wear. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

FRONT ROW 
White House Style Watch Expands by 9 
By ERIC WILSON 

Label-checking the first daughters Sasha and Malia Obama, now 14 and 11, can be risky for designers if they 
seem to be capitalizing on the girls as celebrities. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..ty.I..e...>?. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Standing Tougher 
President Obama made a strong case for his tax agenda to flae public and Congress. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Israel-Gaza War? 
Israel’s right to defend itself against rocket attacks is tmarguable, but is a ferocious assault the best way? 

EDITORIAL 
Money to Rebuild After Sandy 
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut will have a better chance at persuading Congress for financing if they 
join forces and ask for an areawide relief package. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Men Are Vanishing Here 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

A visit inside Syria provides a chilling sense of growing torment. The West can help. 

" Columnist Page I Bloc 

OPINIONATOR 
Changing Times 
By LINDA GREENHOUSE 

Two recent election-related developments are directly relevant to cases on the Supreme Court’s docket and 
could influence the outcomes. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Is the Voting Rights Act Doomed? 
By NATHANIEL PERSILY 

The central question in the constitutional debate on the Voting Rights Act is whether times have changed 
enough to make the law obsolete. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 15, 1969, a quarter of a million protesters staged a peaceful demonstration in Washington, D.C., 

against the Vietnam War. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell <~ria williams~unc.edu~ 

Thursday, ~:30 AM 

@live. unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: payment tbr maps 

If you are willing to wait an additional week, we can get you paid the regular way on the          pay date I will have Eunice write a letter on your behalf to the scholarship committee 
explaining the circumstances and the correct work dates in August. That way, ;ve have everything recorded. 
~-Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:46 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N; Williams, Tia Ho;vell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Thank you so, so much, Eumce. I really appreciate your being willing to pat’ me out of your own funds. Would you like me to come by on the 
Thanksgiving? Either way is fine, as am not going out of town 

(this Friday) or the the day after 

Thank you again!’.!! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                    8:54 AM 
To:          Williams, Tia Howell 
Subjec t: R[~: payment fur maps 

Dear 

You did the work I asked you to fur the department and it is unjust fur you nut to be paid. Thus, please stup by my office next Friday at 3.30pro tu pick a check for yuur set, rices from my uwn 
funds 

Many thanks for your work and patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Frum: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:44 A[vI 
Tu: Williams, Tia Huwell 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subjec t: R[~: payment fur maps 

Tia, 

I am displeased that yuu may nut be able to pay me fur services rendered, since I was promised cumpensatiun by Dr. Sahle when I embarked un this project. IIuwever, ! understand that yuu 
may not be able to pat’ me. 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Please kno~v I will do what I can, but also be prepared if we are not able to pay- you. I am continuing to research the issue to find out if we can get an exception made because of the dates. 
~Tia 

Tia Howell Williants 
Business Officer 

UN-C-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall 
UN-C-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UN’C-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UN’C-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:42 

I was uaaaware of that. Dr. Sable said that it was fine for me to do the work and that it would be no problem to pay me. I have never done ant’ other contract work, so I didn’t know that I was 
not following protocol. 



From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 PM 
To: 
Subjec t: R[~: payment for maps 

And you were not actually hired in august, which is the issue we are having I carmot put hours in TIM for august because you were not officially an employee. I am working on trying to 
figure this out with the College and the Grad School, but I cannot move forward with the payment through TIM for November as planned. We would not have been able to do this in 
September either because you would need to be hired before you actually started the work 
---Tia 

Fronl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:32 PM 

Yes, I do have such an award. That is why I needed to be paid in August, as Dr. Sahle raentioned in the earlier email. 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payraent for maps 

Do you currently have an award that stipulates that you are not to be put on UNC Payroll? If this is the case, we have another problera. Please give me a call to discuss at 919-.o62-2788 or 
919-966-1295. I will be at either office tomorrow. 

~Tia 

Fronl: 

Sent: Sunday-, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

11:36AM 

Thal~ you, Tia! I really appreciate it 

Graduate Student, Geography Department 
Pre-Doctoral Trainee The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~,live uric edu<mailto: 2~llve.unc.edu> 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: payment t;ar maps 
Hi 

We finally figured out how to get you paid. In the future, you should be able to log-in to TEV{ to <<clock-in/clock-out" when you do work for Eunice Be sure that if you accept another 
different job at L~NC-CH to let us kno;v so that I can initiate the transfer process to the new department, which was the delay in this case. 

have put your 14 hours into TIM and I should have a paper check for you on 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
’]?he Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:45 AM 

Willia~ns, Tia Howell <tia william~unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: payment tbr maps 

Tia, 

I am fine ~vith whatever is the simplest and easiest way for me to be paid 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edn] 
Sent: Thursday,                  9:29 AM 
To:          ; Sahle, Eunice 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

If you are willing to wait an additional week, we can get you paid the regular way on the         pay date I will have Eunice write a letter on your behalf to the scholarship committee 
explaining the circumstances and the correct work dates in August. That way, ~ve have everything recorded. 
~Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:46 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N; Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

’]Thank you so, so much, Eunice. I really appreciate your being willing to pay me out of your own funds. Would you like me to come by on the 
Thanksgiving? Either way is fine, as am not going out of town 

(this Friday) or the the day after 

Thank you again!l![ 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  8:54 AM 
To:         ; Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: Ktz: payment for maps 

Dear 

You did the work I asked you to for the department and it is unjust for you not to be paid. Thus, please stop by my office next Friday at 3.30pro to pick a check for your set, rices from my own 
funds 

Many thanks for your work and patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Frorrl: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Cc: Sable, Eanice N 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

8:44 

Tia, 

I am displeased that you may not be able to pay rae for services rendered, since I was promised compensation by Dr. Sahle when I embarked on this project. However, I understand that you 
may- not be able to pay me. 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@m~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 
To: 
Subject: RE: payraent for maps 

Please kno~v I will do what I can, but also be prepared if we are not able to pay- you. I am continuing to research the issue to find out if we can get an exception made because of the dates. 
~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

U2x,-C-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abemethy Hall 
U2x,-C-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 
Sent: Tuesday’ 4:42 PM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

I was unaware of that. Dr. SaNe said that it was fine for me to do the work and that it would be no problem to pay me. I have never done any other contract work, so I didn’t know that I was 
not following protocoh 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

And you were not actually hired in august, which is the issue we are having. I cannot put hours in TIM for august because you were not officially an employee. I am working on trying to 
figure this out with the College and the Grad School, but I caunot move forward with the payment through TIM for November as plauned. We ~vould not have been able to do this in 
September either because you would need to be hired before you actually started the ~vork. 
~Tia 

Fronl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:32 PM 

Yes, I do have such an award. That is why I needed to be paid in August, as Dr. Sahle mentioned in the earlier emaih 

From: Williams. Tia Howell ltia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Do you currently have an award that stipulates that you are not to be put on kPqC Payroll? If this is the case, we have another problem. Please give me a call to discuss at 919-962-2788 or 
919-966-1295. I will be at either office tomol~cOW 

~Tia 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: YVillian~s, Tia Ho~vell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

11:36AM 

Thal~k you, Tia! I really appreciate it 

Graduate Student, Geography Department 
Pre-Doctoral Trainee The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~live unc edu<mailto: ?~live.unc.edu> 

From: Williams, Tia Howell Itia williams@unc.edn] 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: paymem for maps 
Hi 

We finally figured out how to get you paid. In the future, you should be able to log-in to TIM to "clock-in/clock-out" when you do work for Eunice Be sure that if you accept another 
dg’ferent job at UNC-CH to let us know so that I can initiate the transfer process to the new department, which was the delay in this case. 

I have put your 14 hours into TIM and I should have a paper check for you on 

,-,Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lambert. Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: INVITATION WOMENS BASKETBALI, GUEST COACH 

WBB GUEST COACH LETTER.doc 

Dear Eunice, 

T received this invitation from Beth Bridges. It seems to be a batch email. I did not reply. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Bddger, Beth 
Sent: Sunday, November :t:t, 2012 2:3:t PM 
Subject: INVITATION WOMENS BASKETBALL GUEST COACH 

Good Afternoon! 

My name is Beth Bddger and I am the Academic Counselor for the Women’s Basketball Team in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, College of 

Arts and Sciences. 

I would like to extend an invitation to you to be a Guest Coach during our 2012-2013 season. We have an exciting event planned our ACC-BIG :10 Challenge game on 

November 2Bth, as well as other home games this season. 

Please see the attached letter for more details. 

I hope to hear from you soon! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c; 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lamberk Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Geo~ia Tech Pre-Game Invite, November 10th 

THANKS Program Elevator.pdf 

Dear Eunice, Here is a lunch invitation I received. I after I failed to reply Wally left me a phone message asking if I would attend. I left him a phone message letting him know 
that I would not be there. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Thursday, November 0:t, 2012 7:49 PM 

To: Lambert, Michael C 
Subject: Georgia Tech Pre-Game Invite, November :~0th 

November 1, 2012 
On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we would like to invite you to our final 

Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place during the traditional lunch hour of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football Center 

on the Sth floor. This will be an opportunity for you to converse with colleagues and enjoy a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group at 

12:15pm and will take questions at the end of his speech. We hope that you can join us Friday, November 9th at 12pm. Please RSVP by 

Wednesday, November 7 at 5pm to wricha@uncaa.unc.edu or (919] 962-9893. We look forward to seeing you Friday{ 

Sincerely, 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
919 962 9893 (W) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Academic Luncheon, September 28th 

Dear Eunice, This was the first email T received from Academic Support. 3[ did not reply. Aside from the messages T forwarded to you the only apparent contact 3[ have had with 
the Academic Support Center was on October 5. On that day there was a non-student in the classroom who 3[ presume was sent by Academic Support to monitor the attendance 
the certain student-athletes. When 3[ realized he was in the classroom 3[ asked him to leave. He left the classroom before any academic activities began and, as 3[ recall, before 
the class was technically in session (before 10 am). To my knowledge he has not been to any other of my class meetings. 

did fill out and return the first student-athlete progress report sent to me by Harold Woodard. 3[ received the second report and will return them shortly, unless you feel that this 
is not appropriate. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From-" Wally Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Friday, September 22, 2012 1:56 PM 
To." mlambert@unc.edu 
Subject: Academic Luncheon, September 28th 

September 21, 2012 

Dear Professor Lambert, 

On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we would like to invite you to our first 
Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place during the traditional lunch bout of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football Center on 

the 5tl~ floor. This will be an opportunity for you to converse with colleagues and enjoy a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group at 
12:15pm and will take questions at the end of his speech. We hope that you can join us this Friday, September 28th at 12pm. Please RSVP by 
Wednesday at 5pm to ~L~2!_c___h___a____@____u_!Lc___a__a__:__u___n___c_:__e___d__t__t. or 11_9____1___9__}____9___6___2___2__9___8___9___3__. We look forward to seeing you Friday! 

Sincerely, 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 11:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Today’s meeting 

Hi Professor Sdtde, 

I babysit on Friday afternoons until 5. I would be happy to meet in the morning before 11 if that works for you! 

Best, 

On Thu, at 11:06 AM, SaNe, Eunice <eunice@emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Today’s has turned out to be a very busy day. 

Can we meet tomorrow Friday at 3.30pm? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 11:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Today’s meeting 

Yes that works for me! Writing is going fine but I’ve been sick again this week and need to make up for it this weekend! 

See you then! 

On Thu, at 11:18 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your quick response, 

T have commitments in the morning, thus can we meet next Tuesday at 4~OOpm? 

How is the writing going? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:14 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Today’s meeting 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I babysit on Friday afternoons until 5. I would be happy to meet in the morning belbre l 1 if that works tbr you! 

Best, 

On Thn, at 11:06 AM, SaNe, Eunice <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Today’s has turned out to be a vep! busy day. 

Can we meet tomorrow Friday Nov. 16 at 3.30pm? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:53 AM 

Willia~ns, Tia Howell <tia william,’~unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: payment tbr maps 

Tia, 
I will need to be paid directly by Dr. Sahle from her personal I~ads Otherwise it is going to be a lot of paper~vork for me, I was just informed, and may not go through at all due to the nature 
of my fellowship. 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, : 9:45 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Ho~vell; Sahle, Eumce 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 

I am fine ~vith whatever is the simplest and easiest way for me to be paid 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia wilIiams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To:, Sahle, Eunice 
Subjec t: RE: payment for maps 

If you are willing to wait an additional week, we can get you paid the regular way on the         pay date I will have Eunice write a letter on your behalf to the scholarship committee 
explaining the circumstances and the correct work dates in August. That way, we have everything recorded. 
~-~Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:46 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N; Williams, Tia Howell 

Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Thank you so, so much, Eunice. I really appreciate your being willing to pay me out of your own funds. Would you like me to come by on the 
Thanksgiving? Either way is fine, as am not going out of town 

(this Friday) or the the day after 

Thank you again!l![ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  8:54 AM 
To: Williams, Tia tIowel[ 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Dear 

You did the work I asked you to for the department and it is unjust for you not to be paid. Thus, please stop by my office next Friday at 3.30pm to pick a check for your services fiom my o~vn 
funds. 

Many thanks for your work and patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Cc: Sable, Eanice N 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

8:44 

Tia, 

I am displeased that you may not be able to pay me for services rendered, since I was promised compensation by Dr. Sahle when I embarked on this project. However, I understand that you 
may- not be able to pay me. 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Howell Itia williams@unc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Please know I will do ~vhat I can, but also be prepared if we are not able to pay you. I am continuing to research the issue to find out if we can get an exception made because of the dates. 
~-Tia 



Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abemethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept of African and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payraent for maps 

4:42 PM 

I was tmaware of that. Dr. Sable said that it was fine for me to do the work and that it would be no problera to pay rae. I have never done any other contract work, so I didn’t know that I was 
not following protocol. 

From: Williaras, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

And you were not actually hired in august, which is the issue we are having. I cannot put hours in TIM for august because you were not officially an employee. I ara working on trying to 
figtue this out with the College and the Grad School, but I carmot move forward with the payment through TIM for November as platmed. We ~vould not have been able to do this in 
September either because you would need to be hired before you actually started the ~vork. 
~Tia 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: YVilliarr~s, Tia Ho;vell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:32 PM 

Yes, I do have such an award. That is why I needed to be paid in August, as Dr Sahle mentioned in the earlier email. 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Do you currently have an award that stipulates that you are not to be put on LrqC Payroll? If this is the case, we have another problem. Please give me a call to discuss at 919-%2-2788 or 
919-966-1295. I will be at either office tomolTow 

~Tia 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: YVilliarr~s, Tia Ho;vell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

11:36AM 

’]?hank you, Tia! I really appreciate it 

Graduate Student, Geography Department 
Pre-Doctoral Trainee ][]he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill recall@live unc edu<mailto:mcallO~hve.unc.edu> 

From: Williams, Tia IIowe[] [tia williams@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 

To: 

Subject: payment :[’or maps 

Hi 

We finally figured out how to get you paid. In the future, you should be able to log-in to TIM to "clock-in/clock-out" when you do work for Eunice Be sure that i:[’you accept another 
different job at UNC-CH to let us know so that I can initiate the transfer process to the new department, which was the delay in this case. 

I have put your 14 hours into TIM and I should have a paper check 12~r you on 

,-,Tia 

Tia Howell \Villiams 
Business Officer 
The Universi[y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Departraent of African and At~o-A~nnrican Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-%6-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu~> 

FW: Summer credit tbr i 

I)eai Eunice, 

When we ]a~t ~pol, e abou~ tl~i% 5,ou ~ere goi~g to talk wifl~ Robe~ m~d make a decision abouI how you would like t~:~ ~esolve the issue below. ]>]ease a&ise how you 

would like to proceed 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~aken 
Pro~i.’ssor of Afi~o- A~nericrm Studies 

Dep~utment of Al~cm~ and Af?o- Ame~ 

109 Ba~tle t ~alL CB~ 3395 
l 5~fivemity ofNorN C.ardiua 

Chapd Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 
Click on a link ibr int;)rmati, m a~:~ut my pt~blica*ions: 

h~://u~vw~um~s~edu/umpmss/spr 97/ianken.html 

h~p:/iuncpress.uuc.edu/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibooDP00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibooDP00723 

F~m~ Oawson, ~l~ce C 
Sent~ Thursdag, November 1S, 2012 10:~ 
T~ Po~er, Robe~ S; 3anken, Kenneth 
Subjeet~ Summer credit for 
Dear Robert and Kenneth, 

I ~a following up concerning the summer I ’12 registration for . As you all m%v recN1, was 

enrolled in ARm     , sect.     , during the first summer session ’12. Due to an error in the Registrar’s Office, 

registration was cancelled. OUR contacted me about doing a post-semester add to correct this error. I am requesting that you all 

provide a letter on APAM letterhead stating that           completed ARm      sect.      for three hours of credit with a grade of X 

during summer session I ’12. This ~vill mlow me to reinstate this class on his record and correctly refiect his summer course work. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or conce~s, or if I can assist flirther. Many thanks for your time and help. 

Regards, 
Alice 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

10 14 Steele Building 

CB# 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

email: alice dawson(~unc.edu 
919.843-7727 

919/966-51 16 to schedule an appointment 

919/962-6668 fax Advising 
web site: _l~_l__l__p___:_!_~_B__~_l_~_~j_~_i_~tg~:~_r_~_c_’_:__e_4_[__t_=tJ_- 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged inlbrmation. Any unauthorized revimv, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:46 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] 2013 CSRI Conference on College Sport: Call for Papers 

CSR12013 Conference - Call for Papers_2.0.docx 

Hello alh 

I hope you all have a wonderful Thanksgiving. I wanted to make sure to remind the discussion list of the attached "Call for Papers" for the 2013 CSRI Conference on College Sport in 

Chapel Hill, NC. Please forward to your colleagues on campus and across the country~ The conference is the only one in the country dedicated to an open and critical discussion of 

college-sport issues. The conference is planned, organized and managed by out graduate and undergraduate sport administration students. 

You can also visit the conference website for more information: www.csrk:onferer~:e o% 

Hope you can submit a paper and/or attend. 

Take ca re, 

Richard 

The College Sport Research Institute welcomes the submission of abstracts for its 6th annual CSRI Conference on College Sport to be held on the ca mpus of The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC. The conference’s mission is to: "Provide students, scholars, and college-sport practitioners a public forum to discuss relevant and timely 

intercollegiate-athletics issues." 

Abstracts MUST be received no later than Friday~ January 11~ 2013 !11:59p.m. EST). Submissions received after this date and time will not be considered for acceptance. 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax- 9:[9,962,-6235 

~ R ~:~:~ ~.~.i.! ~’. ~ E~3.~ !.i.: ~.! ~.:"-.~.~!. 
UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSR] webs~te: ~(~(~(~:.~.~.~:.~/~.~ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: www,cs~cor~fe~ence,o~:g 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456~42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty-ath~etics-f~rum&~=32436836 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URLifthe line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32436836-50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 3:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Caaces, Carolina Shares North Carolina SECC 

And Tar Hee[~ Give More! To-date, UNC employees have given more than $686; 000 - and that is from just 20% of our employees. Please help us to 

reach our goal of 30 % participation and $1 AIILLION raised! 

¯ If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, T/’,,"-~\~ V(,’,,~.. 
¯ If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution tbr the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is groat but our 

opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, and payroll deduction a~lows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in January. or choose another payment method that works befit for you. 

If you give directly to your favorite charities, we ask you to consider malting your donation through tiffs Can~pmgn by designaling your favorite chozilies. Please consi&r 
pledging online with a noming~ commitment of $5 per PW period ($60 total for the year) or less may be given with a one-time payment via credit ca~rd, check or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee participation sends 

yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public ,service at the Universi~ of North Caacolina. 

hnpor~ant Inform atiom Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper tbrm 
and submit your tbrm and contribution to your team captaJm. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please dick on the "Give Now" link bdow 
and lbllow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! ~$Tlen you get to the website, enter your UNC-CI~lapd Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy’. There are only five steps, and the whole process shonld take only five minutes to 

complete. We believe that online giving is a true convmffence for ,naking your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Cliaritable Giving Campaign / State Employees Combined Cainpaign. \Ve deeply 

appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:09 PM 

Willia~ns, Tia Howell <tia william~unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: payment tbr maps 

When should I come by for my check? 

Thanks, 

Froln: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:52 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Ho~vell; Sahle, Eumce 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 
I will need to be paid directly by Dr. Sahle from her personal I~ads Otherwise it is going to be a lot of paper~vork for me, I was just informed, and may not go through at all due to the nature 
of my fellowship. 

Thanks, 

Froln: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:45 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell; SaNe, [~unice 
Subjec t: R[~: payment for maps 

Tia, 

I am fine with whatever is the simplest and easiest way for me to be paid 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Itowell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                  9:29 AM 

To:          ; Sahle, Eunice 
Subjec t: R[~: payment for maps 

If you are willing to wait an additional week, we can get you paid the regular way on the         pay date I will have [~unice write a letter on your behalf to the scholarship committee 
explaining the circumstances and the correct work dates in August. That way, we have everything recorded. 
~-~Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: We&aesday, 11:46 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N; Williams, Tia Howell 

Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Thank you so, so much, Eanice. I really appreciate your being willing to pay me out of your own funds. Would you like me to come by on the 
Thanksgiving? Either way is fine, as am not going out of town. 

(this Friday) or the the day- after 

Thank you againt !! ! 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.anc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  8:54 AM 
To:          ; YVilliams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Dear 

You did the work I asked you to for the department and it is unjust for you not to be paid. Thus, please stop by my office next Friday at 3.30pm to pick a check for your services from my o~vn 
funds. 

Many thanks for your work and patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Froln: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

8:44 AIM 

Tia, 

I am displeased that you may not be able to pay me for ser,Aces rendered, since I was promised compensation by Dr Sahle when I embarked on this project However, I understand that you 
may not be able to pay me 

Thanks, 



From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia 3villiams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Please know I will do what ! can, but also be prepared if we are not able to pay you. ! am continuing to research the issue to find out if we can get an exception made because of the dates. 
---Tia 

Tia Howell \Villiams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Frorfl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:42 PM 

I was tmaware of that. Dr. Sable said that it was fine for me to do the work and that it would be no problem to pay me. I have never done any other contract work, so I didn’t know that I was 
not following protocol. 

From: YVilliams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

And you ~vere not actually hired in august, which is the issue we are having. I cannot put hours in TIiVl for august because you were not officially an employee I am working on tlying to 
figure this out with the College and the Grad School, but I cannot move forward with the payment through TIM for November as planned. We would not have been able to do this in 
September either because you would need to be hired before you actually started the work. 
-~Tia 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: YVilliarr~s, Tia Ho~vell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:32 PM 

Yes, I do have such an award. That is why I needed to be paid in August, as Dr Sahle mentioned in the earlier email. 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Do you currently have an award that stipulates that you are not to be put on UNC Payroll? If this is the case, we have another problem. Please give me a call to discuss at 919-%2-2788 or 
919-%6-1295. ! will be at either oflSce tomorrow 

,-,Tia 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

11:36AM 

Thank you, Tia! I really appreciate it 

Graduate Student, Geography Department 
Pre-Doctoral Trainee The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill recall@live unc edu<mailto:mcallO~hve.unc.edu> 

From: Williams, Tia IIowe[] [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: payment for maps 
Hi 

We finally figured out how to get you paid. In the future, you should be able to log-in to TIM to "clock-irgclock-out" when you do work for Eunice. Be sure that if you accept another 
different job at LIWC-CH to let us know so that I can initiate the transfer process to the new department, which was the delay in this case. 

I have put your 14 hours into TIM and I should have a paper check for you on 

~Tia 



Tia Howell Williams 
Business O f~ficer 
’]?he University, or’North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of A:ffican and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chape! Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; WilliaJns, Tia Howell <tia willimns@unc.edu> 

RE: payment tbr maps 

Dear Eunice, 

I am attending a cont?rence in Asheville and will not be heading home until around 2 pm on Tuesday. Might I come by on Wednesday instead? 

Thanks and see you soon, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:47 PM 
To: , Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Dear 

Just drop by ofi)ce on Tuesday afternoon after 200pm 

Take care and see you then. 
Eunice 

Sent: Friday,                  1:09 PM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell; SahIe, Eunice N 

Subjec t: RE: payment for maps 

When should I come by for my check? 

Thanks, 

Sent: Thursday,                    11:52 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell; SaNe, Eunice 
Subjec t: RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 
I will need to be paid directly by Dr. Sahle from her personal funds Otherwise it is going to be a lot of paperwork for me, I was just informed, and may not go through at all due to the nature 
of my fellowship. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Thursday, i                 9:45 AM 
To: ~2~ illiams, Tia Howell; Sable, Eanice 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 

I am fine with whatever is the simplest and easiest ~vay for me to be paid. 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

If you are willing to wait an additional week, we can get you paid the regular way on the         pay date. I ~vill have Eunice write a letter on your behalf to the scholarship committee 
explaining the circumstances and the correct work dates in August. That way, we have everything recorded. 
~Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:46 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Thank you so, so much, Eunice. I really appreciate your being willing to pay me out of your own Ii~nds Would you like me to come by on the 
Thanksgiving ~ Either way is fine, as am not going out of town. 

this Friday) or the , the day after 

Thank you again!!’.! 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  8:54 AM 
To:          ; Williams, Tia Ho~vell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 



Dear 

You did the work I asked you to for the depaltment and it is unjust for you not to be paid Thus, please stop by my office next Friday at 330pm to pick a check for your services from my own 
funds. 

Man?- thanks for your ~vork and patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:44 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 

I am displeased that you may not be able to pay me for services rendered, since I was promised compensation by Dr Sahle when ! embarked on this project However, I understand that you 
may not be able to pay me 

Thanks, 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Please know I will do what I can, but also be prepared if we are not able to pay you. I am continuing to research the issue to find out if we can get an exception made because of the dates. 
,-,Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abemothy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Fronl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:42 PM 

I ~vas unaware of that. Dr. Sahle said that it ~vas fine for me to do the work and that it ~vould be no problem to pay- me. I have never done any other contract work, so I didn’t know that I ~vas 
not following protocoh 

From: Williams, Tia Howell Itia williams@nnc.edn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 P\{ 
To 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

And you were not actually hired in august, which is the issue ~ve are having I calmot put hours in TIM t;ar august because you were not officially an employee. I am ~vorking on trying to 
figure this out with the College and the Grad School, but I cannot move t;arward with the payment through TIM for November as planned. We would not have been able to do this in 
September either because you ~vould need to be hired before you actually started the work 
~Tia 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:32 PM 

Yes, I do have such an award That is why I needed to be paid in August, as Dr. Sahle mentioned in the earlier emaih 

From: YVilliams, Tia Howell [tia williams@nnc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ; 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Do you currently have an award that stipulates that you are not to be put on UNC } ayroll. If this is the case, we have another problem. } lease give me a call to discuss at 919-962-2788 or 

919-966-1295. I will be at either olYice tomon-ow. 

~--Tia 



Sent: Sunday: 11:36 AM 

To: ~Villiams, Tia Howell 

Subject: RE: payment for maps 

’]?hank you, Tia[ I really appreciate it 

Graduate Student, Geoaral~hy Department 
Pre-Doctoral Trainee The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~live.unc.edu<mailto: ~live.unc.edu> 

From: Williaras, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, 9:42 AM 
To 
Subject: payment for maps 
Hi 

We finally figured out how to get you paid. In the future, you should be able to log-in to TIM to "clock-ir~clock-out" when you do work for Eunice. Be sure that if you accept another 
different job at LIWC-CH to let us know so that I can initiate the transfer process to the new department, which was the delay in this case. 

I have put your 14 hours into TIM and I should have a paper check for you on 

~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Departraent of African and Aflo-Atnerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 2:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Follomng up 

Please call me when you get a chance. My mobile is 

Dee Reid (979) 843-6339 

Di rectx of Communi cations 

College oi Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

20b South Building, CB #31@@ 

Chape] Hill NC 27599-3100 
Web : ~i~!~L£££££iki~_~£g!2_:_Si~i£:.i~!~£ 

Facebook: httD : / iwww. facebook, com/UNC ~ Col ie@e 

Twitte~ : h t tp : / / ~iw:~ til er . cc~’!~ir!ccoi i ege 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Yole!At~ca US SponsorsNp Opportunity 

Dear Department of African and Afro-American Studies, 

My name is             and T am writing to let you know about Yole!Africa US, a new non-profit organization which is being launched at UNC Chapel Hill. Yole!Africa US is 

an educational non-profit that brings awareness to the resource conflict in the Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo through cultural exchange between youth in the US 
and in the Congo. This organization’s launch coincides with a course being taught by Dr. Ch~rie Rivers Ndaliko in the Music Department at UNC this semester. As a student in 
this course, I am part of a four-person team in charge of Communications and Outreach for Yole!Africa US. 

We aim to develop a website, educational and promotional audio-visual and textual materials, and organize an official public launch for Yole!Africa US. We are also engaging in 
fundraising for future events that will include inviting celebrated Congolese artists to speak and perform on university campuses across the US. As this is a non-profit 
organization, we are actively seeking your sponsorship through financial support and publicity. With the help of your $500 tax-deductible donation, we will be able to 
successfully launch this organization to the public, but more importantly, we will be able to carry out our objectives of raising awareness about international issues, specifically 
in the Congo by educating globally responsible citizens here in the US. 

In addition to our local efforts, part of our strategy of global education includes partnering with an existing organization in the Congo. In order for you to better understand 
what exactly it is that we will be promoting and what the education material will cover, here is a bit of information about the established organization in Congo, Yole!Africa. 
Founded in 2000, Yole!Africa "promotes peace in a war-torn region through art, equipping youth in Eastern Congo with the tools to create a different future. This organization 
also ’h~osters the mentality that everyone is an actor of his!her life and the society in which he!she lives and has the right and duty to make it a better place to live."Currently 
Yole!Africa serves over 24,000 youth in the Congo and has been recognized nationally and internationally for their success. The objective of Yole!Africa US is to create a 
cultural and educational bridge that extends the work of Yole!Africa into the United States. This includes raising awareness about the resource conflict in the Congo, which has 
already cost the lives of over 6 million Congolese. Tt also includes promoting aspects of Congolese culture so that young people in the Western world understand that there is 
more to Central Africa than violence and bloodshed. We believe that through cultural connections, youth around the world can more effectively get involved in bringing an end 
to unnecessary violence. 

As we know you will be interested in helping with this effort, all sponsors are cordially invited to spend an evening with us in which our work is to be formally launched. This 
will be a semi-formal event, held on the UNC Chapel Hill campus in the Kenan Rehearsal Hall within the Kenan Music Building starting at 6:30pm. We look forward to talking 
with you and hope to be able to spend a great evening of fellowship together in support of the Congo! Feel free to contact myself, or any of my colleagues listed below. 

Contact Information: 

Cherie Ndaliko: ndaliko@unc.edu Assistant Professor, UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 16, 2012 3:03 PM 

Department listserv <atHalhm@listscrv.unc.edu> 

[afriafan] FW: ttack your Classroom’. 

that may be of interest to you .... 

Kenneth R. Janken 

ProR:~or of A5o- Amedcat~ Studies 

Dep~rtmet~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~c~m St~dies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 

l 5~five~sib, ofNorN C.aroEna 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 

(9I 9) 966-2694 

Click on a linL ibr intbrmati, m a~:~ut my pt~blica*ions: 
/ 

[!~!p_?£)!rL~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.hUnl 
/ http;ci~]dpress.nd.edu, book’~ 00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~’P00723 

F~m: Platz, Gina B [mailto:gina~email.unc.edu] 

Nent: Frida~, November i6, 20i2 2:44 PN 

T~ Fal12012_classrooms 
Subject: [fal12012_classrooms] Hack gout 

U NC Instructors, 

The Center for Faculty Excellence and the ITS Classroom Hotline are offering two sessions this month on classroom technologies and how they can be used to 

further instructional goals. Join us for an overview and live demonstrations of technologies available in most of our general purpose classrooms here at Carolina. 

You will learn about options for: 

- Spending less time behind the podium 

- Showing and recording your work during class 

- Taking advantage of students’ mobile devices 

- Connecting with the outside world 

Bring a mobile device with you and participate in a hands-on experience! 

Date: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 

Time: 2:00 PM - 2:45 PM 

Location: Murphey Hall 105 

or 

Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 

Time: 2:00 PM - 2:45 PM 

Location: Genome Sciences Building (3010 

Please take a minute to register for either of these sessions at: 

https:iicfe.unc.eduievents.html 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:!!hotline.unc.edu 

919.962.1450 (v) 

(c) 
919.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

You are currently subscribed to fall2012classrooms as: l,aianken~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:iilists.unc.eduiu?id 54141825.54aa38accf000279t:aba08a0b297616f&n T&I fall2012 classrooms&o 32441672 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-32441672-5414.1825.54aa38accI1)00279tiaba08a0b297616ti~i~listserv.unc.edu 

You me currently subscribed to afi-ia~:am as: ._e_k~ .m_c__e_2;~iLe__r._n_g_i_!_.__t_Ln_9_.e__d__t!. 



To unsubscribe click here: htlp:i/lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=T&l=:al’riaIiam&o=32441778 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32441778-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~b~listser~,.anc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:51 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~; ~ema~l.unc.edu>; susan@boldprintdesign.com; 

@ema~l .unc.edu>; ~email.unc .edt~,; ~unc.edu>;. 

_ ~email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~-; ~unc.edu>; i 

@elnail.unc.edu>; @unc.edt~-; ~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; Blanchaxd, Lynn White <blm~chard@unc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B < wbcrisp@elnail.unc.edu>; 

campusy.communica~ions@gmail.com; Thorp, Holden <holden tho~p@unc.edu~; Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers <ndaliko@email.unc.edu~ 

Yole’.Africa US Launch Event 

For more information about Yole]Africa U.S., visit our ._F__a__£_e___b_o_o___k__p_a_K_e_ or _T____w__[_t__t__e_r.. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, November 17, 2012 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: As Battlefield Changes, Israel Takes Tougher Approach 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel j Editorials i Op- .BJJ i On This Day 

C,~[omize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Novetnber 17, 2o12 

TOP NEWS 

As Baitlefield Changes, israel 

Takes Tougher Approach 

Israel acknowledges that its 
dangerous world is growing more 
dangerous. For the country and most 
of its people, that means not 
concessions but toughness in pursuit 
of deterrence. 

Drug S|~ortages Persist in 

U,S,, Harmll~g Care 

A drug crisis caused largely by an 
array of manufacturing problems is 
leading health care workers to treat 
patients with less-effective 
alternative medicines and expired 
drugs. 

Helping Hands Also Expose a New "Yo~-k Did+de 

Relief efforts after Hurricane Sandy occasionally provoked moments of friction and 
misunderstanding in a city long fl’aetured by class, race, ethnieity, geography and culture. 

[] Slide Show: Offering Aid 

GUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The people i~* ~his cit9 didn ’~ elect Mike Bloomberg three times to give him a ling." 

MIGUEL CHA~’EZ, of Los P~geles. on a new toil to drive in express lanes on what has long been 

known as the freeway~ 

BUSINESS 

FEATURE: Quiz: 
Hostess and Its 

Cakes 
Hostess Brands announced plans to 
wind down operations and sell off its 
brands. Test your knowledge of 
Hostess and the cakes it is known for. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Be’ware the Smart 
Campaign 

The new winning 
formula: very 
expensive voter researeh. 

WORLD 

Mistaken Lull, Simple Errand, Deatl~ in Gaza 

Believing a erase-fire was in effect for the visit of Egypt’s prime minister, a man left his home to buy 



cooking gas and was killed in a blast. 

Mi Musa Daqduq, accused by American military prosecutors of the killing of American troops, 

ten’orism and espionage, was released despite the entreaties of the Obama administration. 

Ikea Admits Forced Labor \qas Used ;a~ 198os 

Ikea said political prisoners fi’om the former East Germany provided some of the labor that helped 

keep its prices so low. 

Toll Unsettles Los ~a~geles Moto~olsts Used to ’Free’ in Freeways 

Los Angeles County’s first toll went into effect last weekend, a jarring experience for motorists used 
to the "free" in fi’eeways. 

Grlef a~d Questlo~s .&bo~md A~er Fatal Parade Coll~slo~ 

Four people were killed and 16 were injured when a train struck a parade float carrying veterans in 
Midland, Tex. 

THIS LAND 
Back ~Vl~e~ a Chocolate P~ck Tasted, Guiltily, I,~ke America 

Consumers already knew that not everything is good for you, and this was never truer than with a 
Twinkie, a Sno Ball or a Ring Dins -the Dins Dons equivalent in the Northeast. 

° More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

.&s I,abor Talks Collaps% Hostess Tm’~s O~t Lights 

The bankrupt maker of cream-filled pastries like ~I~vinkies and Ho Hos said on Friday that it 
planned to liquidate, a week after one of the company’s biggest unions went on strike to protest a 
labor contract. 

~Z Banks to Settle Case for $4~7 MHllo~ 

aPMorgan agreed to pay $~96.9 million to settle with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
over the handling of subprime mortgages, and Credit Suisse agreed to pay Smo million. 

Gulf Coast States at Odds on Pe~alties for Oil Spill 

Gulf Coast politicians may seek $2o billion or more in civil pollution penalties for the 2ore spill, but 
negotiations over those penalties could be contentious. 

S P 0 RTS 

Garde~ Memories~ Faded by Time 

Madison Square Garden, which has not been home to an N.C.A.A. men’s basketball tournament 
game since 1961, will host the East Regional in 

Yale Still ’I’ald~tg }~[its, b*lt a New Set of Them 

After a year of eontroversies and the firing of its coach, Yale nears the end of another season of 
adversity, only this time with a banged-np team. 

GRIZZLIES 105, KNICKS 95 

Gr~zlles Knock K~ficks Off Their Roost 

The Knicks’ perfect start came to an end in Memphis against the team with the best record in the 
Western Conferenee. 

~ Sox Score 

~N 
B A Roundup: Thunde~ P~evail and Rest vs Hornets 



ART$ 

No Picassos~ but P|e~tty of Off-the-\’Va~| Ba*,’gaias 

The artist Martha Rosier is mmmting a garage sale in the Museum of Modern Art’s atrium; all are 
welcome to browse and buy. 

~ SIMe Show 

TELEVISION REVIBN I THE DUST BO£VL’ 

Ken Bm’ns lays out an ecologieal disaster story in his doeumentary "The Dust Bowl," being shown in 
two parts on PBS. 

A Farewell to 1,’angs~ Fur a~td Fandom 

As the gothic romance vampire series "’l~vilight" ends with the release of the final film, fans on 
rIl~ursday night in New York were not as fervent as those in other parts of the country. 

More Airs News 

TRAVEL 

My Hidde~ Prague 

After living in the city for 12 years, discovering the secret corners that guidebooks can miss. 

~ Forget Sleep: A Prague Day Planner 

~As 
Prague Grows Up, a Food Scene Slossoms 

FOOTSTEPS 

Cllmbi~g a Peak That S~ir~°ed Kero~ae 

On a trip to Washington State’s Desolation Peak, where aaek Kerouae spent a summer as a fire 
lookout, connecting the place, the person and his prose. 

NEXT STOP 

\~he*°e irish ’Troubles~ Bega~; ~he Ar~s Heal 

Derry, a city in Northern Ireland with a history of conflict, is poised for a yearlong celebration of 
the arts as the first United ~ngdom City of Culture. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

P~oes~dent Obama Goes to Asia 
Security is important, but the president must also address human rights on stops in Thailand, 
Myanmar and Cambodia. 

EDITORIAL 

The OtheP Tax B~*eaks fo~- the Rich 

Higher taxes on investment income must be on the table for serious budget talks. 

EDITORIAL 

Mo*~ta~tans Take a Stand 
Voters express outrage over corporate contributions and expenditures in elections, 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Anybody Notice a Parterre? 

It appears that Mitt Romney was a terrible presidential candidate, 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hacking Genes’a! Pet~’aeus 

Why is David Petraeus’s private life the business of the 1;.B.1. anyway? 

~ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
A|L Roared Two 

Shenanigans with the former heavyweight champion during his glory days. 

o More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 17, 1973, President Nixon told an Associated Press managing editors meeting in Orlando, 

Fla., that "people have got to know whether or not their president is a crook. Well, I’m not a crook." 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for r~lhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines r~ewslette[ As a membe[ o~ 
the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are cornmitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Uns{~bscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 11:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Meeting on Tuesday 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I thought that it would be fine for me to switch ruth the other babysitter for Tuesday afternoon but she went out of town early. I usually only babysit on Tuesday and 

Friday af[emoons! rm sor~ that it is creating such a problem for us meeting! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 3:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Israel Broadens Its Bombing in Gaza to Include Government Sites 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ i o.day;.,.s..He.adiin.es ............................................................................ 
~llc N’t’~= ~rk ~’%~ November 18, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.& I Business I _S.~_o_r.t..s. I .A_~_s. I ,_a_a.~.a_zj..n_e., I Editorials I _O.~=..E_d.. I .O_R_.T_h.Ls_D_a.z 

.C_u_s_t..o_m. i .z..e_ .T_o_d..a. ~Ls. _H_e_a_d. ! Ln_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Israel Broadens Its Bombing 
in Gaza to Include 
Government Sites 
By JODI RUDOREN and ISABEL KERSHNER 

Israel expanded its four-day assault on 
Gaza on Saturday to the civilian political 
infrastructure, leveling the headquarters 
of the Hamas prime nfinister and 
striking police and security buildings. 
" Photographs I #~ Video 

Arms With a Long Reach 
Help Hamas 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Recent Israeli attacks have been aimed 
at cutting file supply chain of rockets 
that for the first time enable Hamas to 
strike as far as Tel Aviv and 3erusalem. 

Diplomat on the Rise, 
Suddenly in Turbulence 
By MARK LANDLER 

Sttsan E. Rice, a bltmt ambassador said to be a favored candidate for secretary of state, finds herself in the 
nfiddle of a firestorm over the Benghazi attack. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 
"I mean, look: a lot of these are people’s homes that, probably, they may have even grown up in it, and it 

was their father’s house. I mean that’s the kind of communities we’re talking about." 

ROBERT L. LIMANDRI, New York City’s housing conmfissioner, on demolislfing homes severely 
damaged by Hurricane Sandy. 

(Correction: In the quote of the day on Saturday, a comment about Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg of New 

York was nfisattributed to Miguel Chavez of Los Angeles.) 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 
Storm-Tossed 



Memories 
Hurricane Sandy transformed cherished 
snapshots into an open-air exhibition of 
people’s lives. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE ........................................................... 
STONE i!! ~.:"ii:i :::: 

How to Live 

Without Irony 
By C H R ISTY WAM PO L E 

Life has becolne a 
competition to see who cares the least. 
That’s a collective nfisstep. 

"Giant," at Public Theater 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"Scandalous," a new Broadway musical about Aimee 
Semple McPherson 

Watch images from "The Mystery of Edwin Drood" 

nytim.es.com            TH EATiER 
.................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Obama’s Road to Myanmar Is Paved With New Asia Intentions 
By PETER BAKER and JANE PERLEZ 

President Obama is making lfis first overseas trip after the election to China’s backyard as the United States 
tries to increase its influence in the region. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Family Ties and Hobnobbing Trump Merit at China Helm 
By EDWARD WONG 

Critics, including some Commmfist Party insiders, say China’s process of selecting leaders produces a 
meritocracy of mediocrity. 

Already Desperate, Haitian Farmers Are Left Hopeless After Storm 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

Haiti is slipping deeper into crisis, officials say, after the huge blow from Hurricane Smady to the tiny nation 
still strugglhag to recover from the devastating earflaquake of 2oao. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Gas Boom County Strives for Economic Afterglow 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Williamsport, Pa., and its surromading area have made efforts to keep the benefits of the Marcellus Shale 
boom from evaporating in the event of a bust. 

Suit Contests Limits on Online Activities of Sex Offenders 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Under a new law passed by voters in California, sex offenders must inform the authorities of their e-mail 
addresses, user names and other Intenaet handles. 

Counting the Days Till Marijuana’s Legal 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

With Colorado mad Washington legalizing the recreational use of marijuana, the Seattle police are using a 
blog post called "Marijwhatnow" to inform residents. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Privatizing Greece, Slowly but Not Surely 
By klZ ALDERMAN 

As Greece redoubles its efforts to cut its debt and stoke its economy, privatization is viewed as a last hope for 



lurhlg foreign cash. But the effort has been sputtering. 

Slide Show: Stumbling Block in Greece 

FAIR GAME 
A Change in Carrots, Without a Stick 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

A Louisiana pension fund is suing the Simon Property Group board, contending that shareholders should 
have voted on the chief executive’s stock award. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 
Applause for the Numbers Machine 
By RICHARD H. THALER 

In tlfis election cycle, three groups deserve much admiration: people who rtm political polls, those who 
analyze the polls and those who figure out how to help campaigns connect with voters. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Golf Club to Divide Them 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Victories with long putters by Enfie Els at the British Open mid Guan Tianlang, 14, at the Asia-Pacific 
Amateur Championship have fueled debate over a possible ban. 

N.F.L.-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Led by a handful of well-prepared quarterbacks, rookies are having ml tmexpected impact in tile N.F.L. tiffs 
seasoll. 

STANFORD 17, OREGON 14 
A Stunning One-Two Punch Throws the B.C.S. Into Chaos 
By GREG BISHOP 

Minutes after No. 2 Kansas State was crushed by Baylor, No. 1 Oregon fell in overtime to Stanford, leaving 
the Ducks’ national titles all but vanished. 

" ~ Box Score 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

Goodbye, Frustration: Pen Put Aside, Roth Talks 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

Philip Rotll discussed ]fis decision to stop writing fiction: "I knew I wasn’t going to get anotller good idea, or 
ifI did, I’d have to slave over it." 
~ Times Topics: Philip Ruth 

Judd Apatow’s Family Business 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

In "This Is 4o" Mr. Apatow is at tile hehn, his wife, Leslie Mann, and tlleir daughters are in tile cast, and tile 
characters have grown up. 

’. ~5~ Slide Show: The Films of Judd Apatow 

Fleeting in the Ear, Forever in the Heart 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Some musical moments get stuck in tile listener’s head while otller passages go straight to tile heart. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Hazards of Growing Up Painlessly 
By JUSTIN HECKERT 

Ashlyn Blocker has a rare genetic condition tllat prevents her from feeling pain. But tllat doesn’t mean she 
can’t get hurt. 



Can American Diplomacy Ever Come Out of Its Bunker? 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

With the ever-rising need for security abroad, what can American diplomacy accomplish in the fragile 
nations that need it most? 

How to Survive Societal Collapse in Suburbia 
By KEITH O’BRIEN 

Preparing for a world stripped of conveniences has always appealed to cranks and extrenfists. But can it be 
sold as plain common sense? 

. The 6th Floor Blog: Let’s Put Hundreds of Things on Your Front Lawn, O.K.? 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 
New Hope on Immigration 
Now that Republicans are softening their position on immigration, President Obama and Congress need to 
act. 

EDITORIAL 
A Bad Idea Resurfaees 
Republican efforts to elimhmte a crucial cost-control board for Medicare are shortsighted. 

EDITORIAL 
The Next Round of Derivatives Regulation 
If done right, the rules will bring long-overdue transparency and oversight to the multitrillion-dollar 
derivatives market. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 
A Phony Hero for a Phony War 
By LUCIAN K. TRUSCOTT IV 

Generals given to preening aren’t so good at winning wars. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Liberal Gloat 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Yes, the Democrats had a winning coalition, but the future is not so rosy for its members. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Is Rice Cooked? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Why can’t women named Rice, yearuing to be secretary of state, stop spinning? 

. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
How Back Pain Turned Deadly 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

The use of steroid injections has skyrocketed, but at what risk? 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. a8, a976, Spain’s parliament approved a bill to establish a democracy after 37 years of dictatorship. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leemid@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 7:54 AM 

SaNle, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

RE: Following up 

http~//wwW~nev¢s~bserver.c~m/2~12/1~/17/249~476/insider-unc-t~erated-cheatinq~htm~ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Saturday, November 17, 2012 i0:34 AM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Subject; RE: Following up 

Dee, 

Is the an update on the matter? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:30 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Following up 

Please call me when you get a chance. My mobile is 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Director of CoK~unications 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The Uniw~’rsity o~ North CarcN Jna at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27699-3100 

Web: %~tt~ ://c>llege.ur~c.edu 

Facebeek : httD : //www. facebo >k. ce’iuNc. Col i eq9 

YouTube : httN:iiyoutube~co~iuse~!NNCColleqe 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@em~il.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 187 2012 11:45 AM 

discussion <Ihculty--athletics-ibrum@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[ihculty--athletics-forum] The fiction of The Collegiate Model 

lay & colleagues, 

Now that our university and athletlc department ls back on the front page, I would call everyone’s 

attention to another case (on the left coast - from sea to shlnlng sea) that highlights the 
arbitrary and capricious nature of NEAA investigations & provldes additional data on the nature of 
the cherished "Collegiate Model" of athletics. 

Shabazz Muhammad ls another personification of all blg-tlme revenue sport athletes. 

Here are a serles of informative artlcles that trace the tlmellne of thls case: 

http://www~1at1mes’com/sports/sportsnow/1a-sp-sn-shabazz-muhammad-uc1a-28121109~0~4254125"story 

http://art1c1es~1at1mes-com/2012/nov/14/sp~rts/1a-sp-1115~uc1a-shabazz-ncaa-2012111~ 

http://www~1at1mes~com/sports/sportsnow/1a-sp-sn-shabazz-uc1a-appea1-20121116~0~1353373~story 

Interestingly, when the NEAA’s investigation, whlch had dragged on for months, was revealed to be a 

sham, wlthln days it concluded wlth a reversal and Shabazz’s reinstatement. 

"Nothlng to see here; move along, move along!" 

I’m sorry, but the "Collegiate Model" (propped up by NEAA pseudo-investigations) ls a deliberate 
sociological propaganda campalgn developed by the NEAA natlonal offlce, whlch has been willingly 

supported and expanded upon by administrators wlthln the association (e.g. Conferences, associated 
organizations, media) and member universities. 

The data are the data... 

Our situation ls not unlque. It’s systemic! 

To paraphrase ]ames Carvllle, "It’s the system, stupid[" 

Rlchard 

Dr, Richard M. 

Associate Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office -919~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9~9.962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration webs[to: 

CSRI website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilis~s.unc.edu2u?id 50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I faculty--athletics-formn&o 32445130 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URI if the line is brokcn) 

or send a blank email to leave-32445130-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3(~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; WilliaJns, Tia ttowell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

RE: payment tbr maps 

Hi Etmice, 

I have class from 12:15 until 3:45 on Tuesday the 27th. However, I can come by beibre 12:15 or after 3:45. Is there another time that day that would work for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihtmc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:08 PM 
To ~; Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Dear 

Thanks for your emaih 

Unfortunately, I ~vill not be on campus on Wechaesday. Can you drop by on Tuesday the 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

~ at 3 00pm? 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 1:52 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N; Williams, Tia }Iowe]l 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Dear Eunice, 

I am attending a conference in Ashevil]e and will not be heading home until around 2 pm on Tuesday. k/hght I come by on Wednesday instead? 

Thanks and see you soon 

Fromi S21hle, Eunice N[eunlce@emalLunc~edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:47 PM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

[)ear 

Just drop by office on Tuesday ~gternoon after 2.00pm. 

Take care and see you then. 
E~ice 

Sent: Friday,                    1:09 PM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell; Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: payment for maps 

When should I come by for my check’.’ 

Thanks, 

Sent: Thuxsday,                  11:52 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell; Sahle, Eunice 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 
will need to be paid directly by Dr. Sahle from her personal funds. Otherwise it is going to be a lot of paperwork for tile, I was just informed, and may not go through at all due to the nature 

of my fellowship. 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:45 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Ho~vell; Sahle, F~tmice 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Tia, 

I am fine ~vith whatever is the simplest and easiest way for me to be paid 

Thanks, 



From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

If you are *villing to wait an additional week, we can get you paid the regular *vay on the         pay date. I will have Eunice *vrite a letter on your behalf to the scholarship committee 
explaining the circumstances and the correct work dates in August. That way, we have everything recorded 
-~Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:46 AM 
To: Sahle, E~xice N; Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Thank you so, so much, Eunice. I really appreciate yore being xvilling to pay me out of your oxvn funds. Would you like me to come by un the 
Thanksgiving ? Either way is fine, as am not going out of town. 

(this Friday) or th~ the day after 

Thank you again!!!! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  8:54 ~4 
To:          ; Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Dear 

You did the work I asked you to for the department and it is unjust for you not to be paid. Thus, please stop by my- office next Friday at 3.30pro to pick a check for your selwices from my own 
funds. 

Many thartks for your work and patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: YVilliams, Tia Ho~vell 
Cc: Sable, Em~ice N 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

8:44 AM 

Tia, 

I am displeased that you may not be able to pay me f,ar services rendered, since I was promised compensation by Dr. Sable when I embarked on this project. However, I m~derstand that you 
may not be able to pay me. 

Thanks, 

From: YVilliams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Please kno*v I will do what ! can, but also be prepared if we are not able to pay you. ! am continuing to research the issue to find out if we can get an exception made because of the dates. 
---Tia 

Ti a Howell ~Villiams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abemethy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept of African and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday 4:42 PM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

I was unaware of that. Dr. SaNe said that it was fine for me to do the work and that it would be no problem to pay me. I have never done any other contract work, so I didn’t know that I was 
not following protocoh 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 



And you were not actually hired in august, which is the issue we are having. I cannot put hours in TIM for august because you were not officially an employee. I am working on trying to 
figme this out with the College and the Grad School, but I catmot move forward with the payment through TIM for November as platmed. We would not have been able to do this in 
September either because you would need to be hired before you actually started the work. 
-Tia 

Fronl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

4:32 PM 

Yes, I do have such an award. That is why I needed to be paid in August, as Dr. Sahle mentioned in the earlier email. 

From: Williams, Tia Howell [tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

Do you currently have an award that stipulates that you are not to be put on LrqC Payroll? If this is the case, we have another problem. Please give me a call to discuss at 919-962-2788 or 
919-966-1295. I will be at either office tomol~ow 

~Tia 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: YVilliarns, Tia Ho~vell 
Subject: RE: payment for maps 

11:36AM 

Thal~ you, Tia! I really appreciate it 

Graduate Student, Geography Department 
Pre-Doctoral Trainee The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill @live uric edu<mailto ?~hve.unc.edu> 

From: Williams, Tia Howell Itia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 

To 

Subject: payment for maps 

Hi 

We finally figured out how to get you paid. In the future, you should be able to log-in to TIM to "clock-in/clock-out" when you do work 12~r Eunice Be sure that if you accep~ another 
dg’ferent job at UNC-CH to let us know so that I can initiate the transfer process to the new department, which was the delay in this case. 

I have put your 14 hours into TIM and I should have a paper check ]2~r you on 

,-,Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 
The Universi~,’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 BaNe Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 11:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edui~ 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view web versieis of this message. November 2012 

Coktege honors 18 newly named distinguished professors 
The CoRege of Arts and Sdences honored 

recenL[y appointed disLin~uished professors 

and distinguished term professors at a special 

recognition reception Nov. i ~. Pictured are 

Jonathan Hess, the Moses 

Ma[kin Distinguished Pro~essor and Director of 

the Caro[ina Center for Jewish Studies, and 

Dean Raren 

Student pioneers Chineseo[anguage TEDx talks in geijing 
Undergraduate Chenxi "Chex" Yu made history 

while participating in a UNC-Peking University 

summer entrepreneurship program. She 

taunched [he first Chh~ese-[anguage TEDx 

event, where presentations h~ Beijing were 

videotaped and broadcast ore[me. Check out 

OUr 

Yosemite video features UNC geologist and first-year students 
A National. Parks \ddeo abouL Yosemite’s 

famous granite cliffs and domes features 

UNC geologist Allen G[azner and First Year 

Seminar students doing field studies there. 

Our Carolina stars app,.at in this stunning, 

minute t, ideo a[ the 1:50 mark and again a[ 

4:35. At {e~t is a photo from Ehe Eal.[ 2012 

crass at Yosemite. 

More News 

Nov. t 8: Debussy: A Tribute at 150, solo p~ano concert by Thomas Otten. 

$10, $15o 7:30 pro, Hill Hall. 

Nov. 27: Charanga Carolina. 6 pro, P~aymakers Theatre. 



UNO Coiiec~.~ (if Arts 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lindsay Grego~ <lindsayg@Nconferences.com> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 12:13 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

E-learning & Computer-based Training Localization -- Trends, Techniques & Technologies - Audio Conference 

E-learning & Computer-based 
Training Localization -- Trends, 
Techniques & Technologies 

There has been significant growth in recent years in e-barning and computer-based training, as mere 

and r~’~ere sempanie.<~ recegn~ze [he value e~ CBT!e-feam~ng as a eernetstene e~ their lra~ning 

programs. The obvious benefits of being able 1o distribute online 1raining material and assess 

empbyees in real ~kne has lead to a rapM gr~’4h in e4earning and in the sheer number of p~atforms, 

s[andards and applicatbns available to meet the demand. 

Since many companies using CBTie-learning are doing business on a global scale, lranslation and 
localization becomes part of the devebpment precess, a~ld that aspect has a~so evolved dudng this 
period, TradNonal~y, ~he bcalizatbn s~ep would be le~ until the end of the course devebpmenL and 
weutd ~nvolve precessing seurse cerflent a~ler i1: was finalized, New, [he need te find eemptel:e 
sohJtbns to edearMng development, inchJd~ng ~ocalizatbn as an integral par1 of the process, is driqng 
the h~dus~ry, 

This audio cenference presentation e,,~amines current ~eshNques, [eeL<~ and technekxjie4; used in 

lecalizing e-barning material, and also debes inte what direction the industry, ma,¢ lake over lhe next 

several yea~s. 

Fer cernpk~te details el this cenferenee,, please vis[~ FXConferences.com 

Feedback on shnita~r conferences from previeus participants: 

’Very solid overview,’ 

A high4evel overview of current CBT environments and applications 

Challenges for localization of eolearnin9 (and support} contenl, both on the c~ienl and s~pplbr 

side 

Oppo~unifies during bo~h the developmen~ and production s~eps to ensure quality of localized 

deiiverables 

Future tndusl:ry [rends in e-learning and hew 1:his afie~As curren~ lecafizatk)n precesaea 

Labeling & Packaging 

Marketing 

Sales/Business Development 

Training 

Paul ~cOrory, is a senior lechnical services lead, al medical translation specialist ForeignExchange 
Translations whose primary focus ~s on new technobgies and procesdquN~ly developmenl, Prior to 
entering [he fieM of lecN~zafion, Pau~ was a seNor sembonduc~er process engh~eer based in 
Singapete. He has ever 20 years ef bsa~izal:km industry expedence in severa~ rnajet lecafizatk)n 
companbs such as MicrosofL h~ DuMh~, and LOJ~ h~ garcebna. Pau~ has a Maste~ of Science in 
Experimental Physbs flom Univers~[y Ce~bge Dublin. 



Over 50,000 ~’~ttendees ~’~cross hundreds of companies h~’we taken advsntage of o~r e~’~sy4eouse studio 
conferences to slay abreast of a fast-changing bus~n~ss environment, We specialize ~n distsnc~ 
education for thos(~ wofk~n~ ~n rogu[atod ~ndus[dos inCltEd~n~ rnedk;al device, pharmacodtk;als and 
food & beverage, Come check ol~t ol~r ~br’a~y of past ai~dio conferences and see what’s upcomh~g at 
FXConferences, 

Please contact AC Support at acsuppork~,fxtrans,com with any questions or assistance in 
registration. 

The 

1001 Wa[eftown 
Newton, MA 02465-5001, USA 
617.55&9760 x,10 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by PXConferences.com. To be removed from our list, please click here 



From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: The mlk~pc 

Subjed: [mlk~pc 

~live.unc,edu~ 

12:27 PM 

mailing list. <mlkApc ~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

] MLK Committee Meeting Today 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope this email finds you well. This email serves as a reminder that we have an MLK Planning Committee today at 5pro in Campus Y Room 207. Please come prepared to 
share updates on your events. You also need to be thinking about your blurbs as we discussed last meeting. Also, let me know if you will not be in attendance. See you all 
soon, 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk~pc      as: eunice(~:email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtr"u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-32448645-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~)listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32448645 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nnc.edu) 

Monday, 12:59 PM 

Chairs of Depa~menks and Curricula <dptcrchairs@list~rv.unc.edu> 

asmgr@lisl~rv, unc.edu 

RE:[dptcrchairs] Rules for Faculty ’donations’ to depagment trust accounts 

This message is being sent to aft Chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences with a copy to all Managers. 

I wanted to chime in on this discussion because there are strict federal guidelines for donations that I must mention. First, donations cannot be assigned to specific 

faculty when given to the University regardless of the donor. Any gifts that are given to your department must be allocated at the discretion of the chair and!or 

dean. We should not accept donations that are being given for a specific faculty member because this situation could potentially point to tax evasion. 

Funds should be given to faculty through grants or contracts, or directly using the external activities for pay. Also, note that faculty receiving money for external 

activities will want to speak with a tax accountant for guidance. 

For more details and other unallowable restrictions, review the FAQ section of the UNC Development Office’s website !lttlo;!ig!v!ng~unc.edp~/!low-to- 

give!individuMs!individual-gift-faqs/index.htm (restrictions are in the section, "What restrictions can I put on my gift"). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Handa, Sudhanshu [mailto:shanda@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday,                  10:40 AM 

To: Chairs of Departments and Curricula 

Subject: [dptcrchairs] Rules for Faculty ’donations’ to department trust accounts 

Colleagues: 

Do any of you have established rules or guidelines for faculty ’donations’ to department trust accounts. Sometimes faculty have sponsors make a payment directly 

to the department in lieu of services rendered (speaking engagement, training workshop, report, etc). I’d like to know if you routinely agree to this and under 

what conditions, what our obligations are to the faculty or the sponsor, what happens when the faculty member leaves the department (can they be transferred to 

someone else?), is there a time limit on the use of the funds, etc. 

Any input you can give me would be much appreciated, even if they are ’rules of thumb’. I am particularly interested in what happens when the faculty member 

leaves UNC. 

Thanks! 

-Ashu 

Sudhanshu (Ashu) Handa, Professor and Chair Department of Public Policy, University of North Carolina, CB#3435 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Tel: 919.843.0350; Fax: 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to dptcrchairs axsd: greenway@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32447814-56064082.1faf8c5925ea286c34f904eOb5f88cOO@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Gross Mcmillan, Amy <GROSSMCMILLANA@ecu.edu; 

Monday, November 19, 2012 1:36 PM 

Thomas, Sharon H ~shaxonthomas@unc.edu>; tawannah allen ( @ahoo.com); tallen@unct?~u.edu; Alhnendinger, Carolyn M 

<carolyn.allmendinge@unc.edu-~; Andrews, Wendy Ne~vton <wendy andrews@unc.edu>; artisr@ncat.edu; cblattne@uncc.edu; Dr 

Frances Bailey Burch (tburch@gaxdner-webb.edu); Cook, Alethia <COOKA@ecu.edu>; corre~a)ncsu.edu; Donahue, Katrina E 
<katrina donahue@med.unc.edu>; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@tnail.ecsu.edu); Dumlao, Rebecca J <DUMLAOR@ecn.edu>; 

patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaege@ncsu.edu); kapri001@tnc.dnke.edu; 

Hsiao <LAIH@ECU.EDU>; Sheppard Lynch, Niklda Sharae <nildda@nnc.edu>; McNnlty, Carol P. (mcnul~cp@uncw.edn); Dawn T. 

Forbes (d~nmphy@ncat.edu); Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi (imphd@ncsu.edu); lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura 

<PRIVIDERAL@ecu.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimon@ncsu.edu); 

paolasztajn@ncsu.edu; Thornsvard, Katie <katie@email.unc.edu~; Tripp, Teresa <TRIPPT@ecu.edu~; Van ~Villigen, Marieke 

<VANWILLIGENM@ecn.edu>;          ~earthlink.net; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; k lundg@uncg.edu; ltjefi~rson@st-aug.edu 

Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.e&t> 

RE: BRIDGES 2012 - Graduation S~ech 

Thanks, Sharon. One more item of potential interest: There was a last minute suggestion that we gather funds for a baby gift for Tendai, and I volunteered to 

gather said funds, A few of you have already given me some money ---~f any others want to contribute (nothing large, even ~5 from each sister would buy a ~ot of 

diapers@), you can send it to me (horne address:                                     . I w~ take whatever ~s sent and get a gift card for her (and rnaybe attach 

it [o a small pur#e on[fit?)--and perhaps we Greenvi~fe Sisters can gather for lunch for a mini baby shower (Tendai said she is not having a baby shower o[her than 

arnong workmates), 

Hope you a~l have a restful, peaceful Thanksgiving --- enjoy your t~me away from work~) 

AGM 

Amy Gross McMi~a~, PhD, PT 

Department of Physical Therapy 

F~m= ~omas, Sharon H [mailto:sharon_thomas@unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, November ~9, 20~2 ~:23 PN 
To= tawannah allen (          ~yahoo.com); ta~Mn@uncfsu.edu; AIImendinger, Carolyn N; Andrews, Wendy No,on; a~sr@ncat.edu; cbla~ne@uncc.edu; Dr Frances 
Bailey Butch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); Cook, Alethia; correa@ncsu.edu; Donahue, Katrina E; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); Dumlao, Rebecca ~; 
patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Gross Ncmi~lan, Amy; Hogan, Vijaya K; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapd00I@mc.duke.edu; Lai, Hsiao; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; 
NcNu~N, Carol P. (mcnulNcp@uncw.edu); Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); Ndabvonga, Tendai; 3u~iana Nfah-Abbenyi 0mphd@ncsu.edu); lisa.Ncke~@uncc.edu; 
Prividera, Laura; SaNe, EuNce N; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); paola_szNjn@ncsu.edu; Thomsvard, Katie; Tripp, Teresa; Van Wil~gen, Narieke; 

bea~hlink.net; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; ~lundgr@uncg.edu; I~efferson@st-aug.edu 

C¢= Nadden, Anne~e P 
Subject; BRIDGES 2052 - Graduation Speech 

Hello BRIDGES 2012 Sisters, 

~ hope tMs message finds a~ of you wel~ and preparing to enjoy a wonderful ThanksgMng bream Fm so sorry I had to ~eave our gr~duatio~ ear~g, but please know 

ths~: ~ look forward to contacl:~ng w~th sl~ of yot~ at a future BRIDGES ah.mmi even~:s (~) 

Annette suggested that I share my graduatkm speech w~th ew~ryone, so pb~ase find ~t attached if you’d ~ke to keep ~t among your BRIDGES rnemorab~aJ ~’w~ a~so 

cop~ed Annette on rny erna~[ b~ hopes that she’ll have a chance [o review it as wNI. (S~nce she was hard at work during the begbm~ng of graduation, she missed her 

accolades and applause[) 

A]~ the best, 

Sharon 

Sharon H. Thomas, NSW 
Director d Recruitment, Admissions & Financial Aid 
School d Social Work 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

325 Pi~sboro St., CB 3550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3550 

Office: (919) 962-4367 
Fax: (919) 843-8562 
sharon thomas@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 4:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-19-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Mond ay November 19th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

12/04/12- Energy and Environment Lnnch hosted by the Institute for the Environment t~aturing Geo~e Howard in the Dey Hall Toy Lounge at 12:00 PM. George 

ttoward is the President of Restoration System~ LLC and a member of North Caxolina’s new Oil and Gas Commission. He will speak abx~ ut his experience in the Oil 

and Gas industU and environmental restoration, as well a~s the maXeup, duties, and goals of the new commission. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

IMS Director Rick Luettkh ~Vins hnpact Award from DHC Rick Luettich, Institute of Marine Sciences director and professor of Physical Oceanography and 

Shallow Water Processes, w~Ls recently awarded the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Impact Award for his work ruth the ADCIRC storm surge and 

inundation model ahead of Humcane Irene in 2011. ADCIRC (The Advanced CIRCulation Model) is used to predict water heights and flooding in coastal areas under 

storm conditions. For more information: http://ims.unc.edwhomeinews/ 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

U.S. Department of EnerK-v RFP of interest to water-rdated UNC faculty The U.S. Depar~nent of Energy recently almounced a request tbr proposal for funding 

in the tbllowing research axeas: Exploring the frontiers of genome-enabled biology; discovering "the physical, chemical, and biological drivers and environmental impacts 
of climate change; seeking the geological, hydrological, and biological detemfinants of environmental sustafinability and stewmdship. Appro:dmately $400 million roll be 

ava~lable for new-, renewal, continuing, and supplemental grant and cooperative agreement awards that will be decided based on a number of factors, including peer 

review-, the number of applications received, and the availability of appropriated funds. For more information: http:i/pivot.cos.com/fundin~ opps/83092 

Open Water-rdated Facul~ Positions at the University of North Carolina- The Department of Geography and the Department of Geological Sciences at the 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill invite applications from outstanding scholars for two tenure-track Assistant Professor positions in the general area of water: 

Biophysical Dimensions of Water and Surface Water/Groundwater Interactions. 

Applicants tbr each position must snbmit a letter of application, statements of reseaacch mad teaching interests, vita, and contact inlbnnation (names, addresses, email, 
and phone numbers) of lbur ret}rences on-line at http://hr.unc.edwjobseekers"search.htm. Review of applications will begin on December 20th, 2012 and will continne 
until the positions are filled. 

For more information on the Depart~nents and the University please visit our web pages at http:i/geographv.unc.edu and http:i/www.geosci.unc.edu. For questions 
about the positions, please contact Dr. Chip Konrad, cek(c)!email.unc.edu (Tel: 919-962-3873 or 843-4527) in Geography or Dr. Tamlin Pavels~; 
pavelsks~,@unc.edu (Tel: 919-962-4239) in Geological Sciences. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our $Vodd"- For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit onr website located at 

ht~://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions. comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:#twitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 9:30 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: N.F.L-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Carolinas Pipeline to the Pros.JPG; NFL Pipeline.JPG 

Hello all: 

Based on the previous discussions, I thought some of you might like a photo or two for as a wallpaper on your computer: I’ll let the photos speak for themselves, but remember 

coaches are hired by universities to do a job. Fundamentally, they are really just doing their job. 

Happy Thanksgiving to everyone. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

Office - 9:19.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSRI webs~te: www.uru:.edt~!csri 

CSR~ Conference on College S~ort webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <j__a_Ei__s_m__j__t__h____@__e___m____a_!_L.__u___n__c__:__e__d___u__> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, November :19, 20:12 9:07 PM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum(a~lis[serv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <facuky-.-athletics--forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subjed:: Re:[faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: N.F.L-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Fascinating story, Rudi. Thanks for sending. Our old coach Mack Brown: 

"You’re doing drills with your guys that will be used at the combine. One of the recruiting pitches is we practice like the N.RL., we prepare you for the draft, we want to win our 

ballgames, we’re putting you in position to go to the N.F.L" 

To be fair, I’m sure that, as part of the recruiting pitch, Mack and his boys also talk about UT’s great Latin American history program. 

On 11/19/12 1:22 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi All, 

This article on rooki~:_~s in l:he NFL caught my eye on Sunday. It details how much of the prep-work of the NFL is devolving to (:o~k~ge programs ~i]~e 

UNC’s. The auLhor detsi~s how college cosches sLtract recruits by offering NFL-sLyle regh~~ens~ It a~so mentions that the ~ntens~ty and 

comprehensiveness of the training ~s h~l~ortsnL h~ co~ege ~rograrns so that they can get the vak~e out of p~ayers early ~n the careers before the best 

atMetes declare early for the draft. 

One small s~gn that this is h~ppening ~s Fedora’s practk:e scheduk~ during the season, Afl:er piaying Saturday, the team prac:~:ices Sunday ~md ~:hen has 

Monday oil in ~he way ~hat ~n ~he NF[ teams ph~y Sunday, practh::e Monday and then have Tuesday off. 

Rud~ 

Sent by rudi-colloredo@uiowa edu: 

Rookie Class Is Set to 
Re ,Mte Record Book 

Led by a haridful of weli--i_~,reparect quarterbacks, rootdes are having 
an m~ex])eeted impact in the N.F.L. this season. 

Or, 
copy and paste this URL into your browser: #_t__tAi~__n_2g_t_L_~l_S__/__U_Z__L__f__c__e_- 

To ensure delivery to yo.u inbo~ please add [!2g_t_d__Lr__e_~!.@~N_tL_m___e__s_:_~__o_j!! to your a,,dress book 



You axe currently subscribed to l?ac~d~--athlelics-tbrum as: ~)uthall(a;emaJl.unc.edu. 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to leave-32451037-48699884.3c0d£~)3868952acddd594a08487223e6~listsew.unc.edu 

You are cu~ently subscribed ~ t~culty--atNetics-forum ~s: eumce(a~email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: htlp:/,’lislsamc.eddu?id=50137456.42F235alSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=:I?~culty--athletics- forum&o=32451066 

(It may be neces~7 m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emaJl to leave-32451066-50137456.421235alLSa29175600ad39629242dTd3(a)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Gaza Crisis Poses Threat to Faction Favored by U.S. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ............................................................................. 
~11~ N’~= ~rk ~’~,~ November 20, 2019 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Gaza Crisis Poses Threat to 
Faction Favored by U.S. 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Demonstrations in the West Bank show 
growing support for Hamas and 
contempt for the govenfing Palestinian 
Authority, which Waslfington eousiders 
the only partner for peace with Israel. 

’ Photographs I @ Video I @ Map 

. Hamas Leader Dares Israel to Invade Amid 

Gaza Airstrikes 

Tax Talks Raise Bar for 
Richest Americans 
By DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 

The changes being discussed by the 
president and Congressional 
Republicans would take the biggest bite 
from the lfighest earners and a smaller 
share from those eanfing less than 
$500,000. 

Easing of Restraints in Cuba Renews Debate on U.S. Embargo 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

A new argument is gaining currency, even among many Cubans who had stayed on the sidelines: that more 
assistance from Americans could speed up tentative moves toward capitalism. 
" ~ Slide Show: Changes in Cuba Create Support for Easing Embargo 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Within three weeks, I had more feedback on my sociological ideas than I’d had in my whole teaching 

career." 
MITCHELL DUNEIER, a professor at Princeton, on teaching his sociology class online as part of the 

mfiversity’s offering of massive open online courses. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: 
Protecting Tunnels 



Against Disaster 
A look at an inflatable device flaat could 
save tmmels from flooding. 

’: Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Down With 
Supercommittees 
By PETER DIAMOND 

Why Congressional 
panels can’t solve 
?anerica’s budget woes. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

In Southern Israel, Urban Dwellers Learn to Sprint for Bomb Shelters 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

In cities hit by Palestinian rockets, residents have retreated to designated spaces and know to run when air- 
raid sirens blare. 

-’ Israeli Iron Dome Stops a Rocket With a Rocket 

Hoisting Dead Children, Gazans Mourn Family Killed by Israeli Strike 
By JODI RUDOREN 

A strike obliterated the Dalu fanfily’s two-story structure that had been home to 15 people in three 
generations. A spokeswonmn for the Israel Defense Forces described the attack as an accident. 

While Trying to Mediate, Egypt Blames Israel for Gaza Conflict 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A senior Egyptim~ official told foreign correspondents that the West was blanfing the victims, wlfich he said 
were the Palestinians. 

, The Lede: Defining a Target in the Gaza Conflict 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

VIRTUAL U. 
College of Future Could Be Come One, Come All 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

Colleges are btfilding global student bodies and tryhag to create models for nmssive open online courses, or 
MOOCs. 

A Class Where Opening Minds, Not Earning Credits, Is the Point 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

Pm online course on world music exposed one reporter to the sotmds of Tuva, Australia and Africa, teaching 
her, for example, that the humma throat can produce two notes simultaneously. 

Immigrants to Pay Tuition at Rate Set for Residents 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A 

Massachusetts will provide an in-state discomat at its public colleges for young people in the country illegally. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Retailers Add Politics and Nature to Their Holiday Worry List 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Some toy and game makers have held off product introductions, experienced logistics problems and reduced 



inventory because of recent events. 

Early Dividend for Wal-Mart Is Latest Move in Tax Tactics 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Rescheduling dividend pa3anents and selling stocks are among the strategies being employed to avoid higher 
tax rates set to take effect in 2Ol3. 

:. Labor Board to Act Swiftly on WaI-Mart’s Complaint 

Solar Companies Seek Ways to Build an Oasis of Electricity 
By DIANE CARDWELL 

While most solar panel systems are tied to the electrical grid and susceptible to widespread power failures, 
there are ways to tap solar energy when the grid goes down. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

After 489 Wins, Coach Chooses Retirement 
By PAT BORZI 

At 86, John Gagliardi is stepping down after 64 seasons as a college football coach, 60 of them at St. John’s 
University in Collegeville, Minn. 

A Jockey Is Cool, Calm and Collecting Millions 
By RYAN GOLDBERG 

Ramon Donfinguez, with an unorthodox style on New York racetracks, will lead riders in the United States in 
ealafings for a tlfird year. 

~ .~_’~’.~ Slide Show: Venezuelan Rider, at Home in NewYork 

ESSAY 
Indirect Path to Finish for Disabled Marathoner 
By ANDREW W. LEHREN 

Eline Oidvin, a runner with linfited sight, had planned to run in her first New York City Marathon. But 
Hurricane Sandy forced her to change course. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Vetoing Business as Usual After the Storm 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Fixing things in New York to avoid another hurricm~e catastrophe is a no-brainer. What’s standing in the way 
is democracy. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’A CHRISTMAS STORY, THE MUSICAL’ 
Dreams of a Big Haul From Santa Claus 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

"A Christmas Story," based on the popular 1983 movie and set in Indiana in 194o, glows with sepia-toned 
nostalgia for a Simpler Time. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’INVENTING DAVID GEFFEN’ 
The Rise and Rise of Power Personified 
By MIKE HALE 

"Inventing David Geffen" chronicles the career and life of the billionaire entertainment mogul. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Holding Back Floodwaters With a Balloon 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Engineers financed by the Homeland Security Department are testing a huge inflatable plug to prevent 
flooding in trmasit ttmnels. 
" Video I Graphic 



A Tsunami in Switzerland? Lake Evidence Says Yes 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Researchers say a large deposit of sediment in Lake Geneva is evidence of a deadly tsunami from the sixth 
century caused by a roekfall, and it could happen again. 

Seeking a Better Way to Find Web Images 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

Because an image can be found on the Interuet only if the text entered by a searcher matches the text used to 
label it, scientists are working on a new generation of visual technologies. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Hamas’s Illegitimacy 
Israel is not the only party responsible for fl~e current conflict in Gaza. 

EDITORIAL 

Justice Alito, Citizens United and the Press 
Recent comments from Justice Smnuel Mito Jr. of the Supreme Court again raises the role of the news media 
and how they are organized under American law. 

EDITORIAL 
A Step Back for Derivatives Regulation 
Exempting foreign exchange derivatives from rules trader the Dodd-Frank reform law could cause another 
crisis. 

OP-ED 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Justice and the Central Park Jogger Case 
Should New York City acknowledge mistakes in the Central Park jogger case and compensate those wrongly 
convicted? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Conservative Future 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Our political-entertainment complex makes it easy to caricature today’s G.O.P. But there’s an unorthodox 
crop of younger free-thinkers weaving a textured vision worth knowing. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Race and the N.C.A.A. 
By JOE NOCERA 

Is it just a coincidence that the most high-profile investigations into recruiting and eligibility involved black 
athletes .9 

Columnist Page ] Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 20, 1945, 24 Nazi leaders went on trial before an international war crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, 

Germm~y. 

¯ See This Front ..P.:.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 6:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: QuestionnaJ~re 

Hi Eunice, 

See below. Just keeping you informed of the progress with Joe. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Tucker, Joseph D 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2012 8:50 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Questionnaire 

Hi Margaret, 

This is great. I will make sure these are added to the UNC IRB and also put you on the UNC IRB (we will submit later this week), 

We can discuss details at our next meeting. I can Skype out to your office line or we can Skype. How does the week of Nov. 26th look for you? 

Cheers, Joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC ProJect-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] reed [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Skype: josephtucker (Guangzhou) 
Mobile: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Monday, November :tg, 20:12 9:5:t AM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D 
Subject: Questionnaire 

Hi Joe, 

Please find attached my first attempt at the questionnaire. Let me know what you think. It allows me to collect trade data as well as medical data. 

Best, 
Margaret 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:51 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhculLy--athlefics-tbrum] PC,;: NYTimes.com: N.F.L.-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Thanks [sr the photograpt~s, Richard. I had ibrgol~en about fl~enl. Aren’t they the ones o~ di spla5, in the buiMing right ac~:~ss from the Stone Con*or? The one ncm the 

Ch~]ie Justice statue? I would be surprised is there wasn’t something similar i~ the bas]~ctb~ muscun~ near the Smith ce~teL though [ N~;e ~ot been there~ 

I thiak the photos do double dub’. Ttaey sty: a reminder ~o potendN players and cl~mmt pla? era ofwha:~ the footlmll program promises them; that I sut~poae is the 

pipedrcam that Jay wfimmces. B~st they arc also o~ displa? fbr titus, and I a~e fhns i~¢ Ne buildi~g as ~x, eli as Families o~ canapus Who ask me R;r directions m tha:~ 

building. And hem the issue is not ~ much selli~N a pipedmam Nat ~dling a mF~h. 

I agree wifl: Richard that are coaches am doh:g fire job they wets: hired to do. To slalo fl:e O[)~riOtlS. I guess what we’ve been uyi[N to do hero is figure out ways k: 

rewdlc the job description: and pedbrmm~ce expeclalions. 

Kenneth 

Kennefl~ R..la~ken 

l"~ofbsso~ of Afio-. American Studio s 

Dep~utment of Afiican and Af~o-.Americ~m Studies 

109 Lutfl~ t tail CL,~ 3395 

Chapel [ till, N C z.,., 9 )-_ a ).. 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (flax) 
Click o~a a link R~r m~brmation ab:~ut my Dfl?licationa: 

htlp://wwwa~nmss.edu/mnpress, spr 97ijanken.hlml 

htlp:, /uncpress.m~c.edu, N~oks’~T-8059.html 

htlp:i/undpress.nd.ed~;boo~P00780 
~ttp2’/undpress.nd.ed~’b( c ~P00 ~ z3 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:38 AN 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] ~: N~imes.com: N.F.L-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 
Richard--that NFL pipeline stuff’is on OUR campus? I find it appaJling. It’s OK to have dreams, but it shouldn’t ~ OK ~br a University to sell pipe dream s. 

Umversifies ~11 educations. 

On 11/19/12 9:30 PM, Southa]l, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello o11: 

Based on the previous discussions, I thought some of you might like a photo or tw-o for as a wallpaper on your computer. I’ll let the photos speak for 

themselves, but remember coaches are hired by nniversities to do a job. Fundamentally, they are really just doing their job. 

Happy Thanksgiving to eveD,one. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director ,- College SporL Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9119.962-6235 

UNC Sport ~drninistration website: 

[?_t__.:_p__,’~_,’-~:_x_.~_~_~_:~_~)L~:_~_,_J__~_~!_,,_’~._~_~L~_~:j_~ £ ~: r~_~L~ ~_~Lr!2 ~ ~_~ r~ e c i a li z a .:i o n s i,s_[~o rt -a d m i e i s ~ ~a t i o r ~Lp_:,L~E%?_:?::Z 

CSRI website: www,unc,edu~csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www,csrico~;ferer~ce,org 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <j__a_y_s__m_j__t__h___@_____e___m___a_j_[:__u___n___c_:_e__d__u_> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <j__a_y__s___m___Lt__h____@_e___n_!_a__[!:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Bate: Monday, November :19, 20:1.2 9:07 PM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Co: discussion <facult¥-.-.a [hletics.-forum@listserv.anc.edu> 

Subject: Re:[faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: N.F.L-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Fascinating stoD’, Rndi. Thanks for sending. Our old coach Mack Brown: 

"You’re doing drills ruth your guys that roll be used at the combine. One of the recruiting pitches is we practice like the N.F.L., we prepare yon for the 

draft, we want to win our ballgames, we’re putting you in position to go to the N.F.L." 

To be lair, I’m sure that, as part of the recruiting pitch, Mack and his bx)ys also talk about UTs great Latin American history program. 

On 11/19/12 1:22 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 



Hi All, 

This artk:le on rooldes in the NFL caught my eye on Sunday. It details how much of the pfep.-wor]~ o[ ~:he NFL is dew:~lvk~ to college 

programs I~ke UNC’s The author de~:ai~s how college coaches attra(:~: recruits by offering N~:L--style regm~ens. It also mentions that ~he 

~nLens~Ly and comp~ehensiveness of the tra~nin~ ~s ~mportant ~n college p~’ograms so that they can get the va~ue oat of players early in 

the careers before the bes[ athletes declare esdy ~:or the drafL 

One small s~gn that th~s ~s happening ~s Fedora’s practice schedule during the season. After p]ay~ng Saturday, the team practices Sunday 

mad then has Monday off hs the way that hs the NFI. teams p~ay Sunday, practice Monday and then have Tuesday off. 

Sent by _r__u__d_j_:_a__o__[[_o__r__e___d__o__@_u__L_o_~’_@:__e__d___u_: 

NoF.L.-Read,v Roolde Class Is Set to 
Rewrite Record. Book 

Led by a haridful of weli--i_~,reparect quarterbacks, rootdes are having 
an unexpected impact in the N,F.I,. ~is season. 

Or, copy and paste this URL into your browser: [!_~_2_/_/_t)£_~_L_m_:9~_U___?___L__f_~£ 

ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nyt~ireat~,nytimes.com to your address book. 

~Try a Times Digital Subscdption for just $0,99, See Options ~, 

You are currently subscribed m lhculty--atl~letics- forum as: a)uthall~;email.~mc.edn. 

To unsubscribe click here: h~tp://~ists‘nnc.ed~iu?id=48699884"3c~d~)3868952acddd594a~8487223e6&n=T&l=facn~tY--athletics- l’orum&o=32451037 

(It ~nay be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-3245103%48699884.3c0dtl)3868952acddd594a08487223e6@istserv .unc.edu 

You aJ:e currently subscribed to faculb~--atNelics- forum as: kdja~ken(@email.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: h ttp:/,’li stsamc .edtVn?i d::4 8699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f&n:::T&l= l’acnlty- -a:tbletics-forum&o=32451840 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the abxwe [JR[, if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--atblelics-fomm as: eunice(~)email.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:iilists.unc~edu,’u?id 50137456A2f235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n T&I faculN--atblelics-fi:~rum&o 32451865 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste tl~e above URL if tl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32451865-50137456A2t235atiSa29175600ad39629242d7d3(i~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Pemn <andrewAperrin@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 8:13 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.tmc.edu> 

Re: [t:aculty--atNetics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: N.F.L.-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Friends - while as you know- I generally agree, I must ask: how many 
prospective Ph.D students do we tell about all our alumni who are 
underplaced, who never finish the program, or who can’t find the 
academic jobs we prize? I don’t kno~v about you, but our program 
routinely points out our alumni ~vho are tenure-track faculty at R1 
universities and elite liberal arts colleges. Granted, the probability 
of that outcome is greater than the probability of a UNC football player 
having an ix~VL career, but not by an order of magnitude. Is this, then, a 
pipe dream? 

I thil~ the real difference is that we consider big-time athletics 
illegitimate as a pursuit, so therefore the pinnacle of athletic 
pursuit--placement in professional sports--is also illegitimate I do 
think we disagree about this; I would prefer to see us emphasize our 
responsibility to academic integrity and see how well athletics can do 
in that enviromnent. 

Let me therefore just raise this as a question: In your view, is there 
an?’ appropriate role for big-time college sports on our campus? 

Best, 
Andy 

On 11/20,’2012 07:51 AM; Janken, Kenneth R wrute: 
Thanks fur the photographs, Richard I had forgotten abuut them. Aren’t 
they the unes on display in the building right acruss frum the Stone 
Center? The une near the Charlie Justice statue? I wuuld be surprised is 
there wasn’t sumething similar in the basketball museum near the Smith 
center, though I have nut been there 

I think the phutus du duuble duty They are a reminder tu putential 
players and c un-ent players uf what th e foutball prugram promises them; 
that I suppose is the pipedream that Jay references. But the?" are alsu 
on display for fans, and I see fans in the building as well as families 
un campus whu ask me for directiuns tu that building And here the issue 
is nut su much selling a pipedream but selling a myth. 

I agree with Richard that the cuaches are duing the job they were hired 
to do. To state the ubvious, I guess what we’ve been twing to du here 
is figure out ways to rewrite the j ob descriptiun and perfurmance 
expectations. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-Arnerican Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (Ihx) 

Click on a lira: for information about my publications: 

> htt’0 ://www.tnnass. edu&m~ress/sl)r 97/ianken.html 

http :i/uncpress. unc. eduibooksiT-8059.h~nl 

http ://undpress nd edu/book/PO0780 

http ://undpress nd edu/book/PO0723 

*From:*Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.nnc.edu] 
*Sent:* Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:38 AM 
*To:* discussion 
*Cc:* discussion 
*Subject:* Re: [faculty--athletics-formn] i%V: NYTimes.com: N.F L -Rea@ 
Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Richard--that NFL pipeline stuff is on OUR campus? I find it appalling. 
It’s OK to have dreams, but it shouktn’t be OK for a University to sell 



> pipe dreams. Universities sell educations 
> 

> On 11/19/12 9:30 PM, Southal[, Richard M~chael ~vrote: 

He[]o all: 

Based on the previous discussinns, I thought some of you might like 
a photo or two for as a wallpaper on your computer. I’[] let the 
photos speak :for themselves, but remember coaches are hired by 
universities to do a job. Fundaraentally, they- are really just doing 
their j ob. 

Happy Thanksgiving to evelyone. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of Neigh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell 

Fax - 919962-6235 

southall@email uric edu <mailto:southa ll@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http ://exss unc. edu/~raduate-pr~grams/specia~izati~ns/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri <http://www.ua~c edu/csri> 

CSRI Col~ference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 
<http ://www. csriconf erence, orgi> 

Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slo~vly, we’re here to 
live fully 

*From: *Jay Smith ~jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
<mailto:j a,rsmith@email uric edu >> 
*Reply-To: *"Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc edu 
<mailto:j a,rsmith@email uric edu >> 
*Date: *Monday, November 19, 2012 9:07 PM 

*To: *discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listser,z.unc.edu 
<mailto:fa cultv--athletics-ibrum@listserv.uaac edu>> 
*Cc: *discussion <facul~--athletics-forum@listser~ unc.edu 
<mai[to: faculty--athletics- forum(~listserv.unc edu>~ 
*Subject: *Re:[faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: 
NIF L -Ready Rookie (;lass Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Fascinating story, Rudi Thanks ~2~r sending. Our old coach Mack Brown: 
"You’re doing drills with your guys that will be used at the 
combine. One of the recruiting pitches is we practice like the 
N F.L., we prepare you for the draR, we want to win our ballgames, 
we’re putting you in position to go to the N.F.L." 

To be fair, I’m sure that, as part of the recruiting pitch, Mack and 
his boys also talk about UT’s great Latin American history program. 

On 11/19/12 1:22 PM, Colk~redo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi All, 

This article on rookies in the NFL caught my eye on Sunday It 
details how much of the prep-work of the NFL is devolving to 
college programs like UNC’s. The author details how college 
coaches attract recruits by offering NFL-style regimens It also 
mentions that the ~ntensity and comprehensiveness of the 
traimng is important in college programs so that they can get 
the value out of players early in the careers be~2~re the best 
athletes declare early for the draft 

One small sign that this is happening is Fedora’s practice 
schedule during the season. ARer playing Saturday, the team 
practices Sunday and then has Monday off in the way that in the 
NFL tearas play Sunday, practice Monday and then have Tuesday- off. 

Rudi 



Sent by rudi-colloredu@uiowa edu <mailtu:rudi-culluredoCa)uiu*w~.edu>: 

N F.L.-Rea~dy Rookie Class Is Set tu Rewrite Recurd Bouk 
<http://p.nytimes.cum/emai~/re?~ucatiun=InC]Vf~t~7g4BC~‘~pVhK~ieaZKVu8hq66/eMp&user id=b6ba0415843737f4d2337f734da24698&email type=eta&task id=1353348812785281> 

By JLrDY BATTISTA 

Led by a handful of well-prepared quarterbacks, rookies are 
having an unexpected irapact in the N.F.L. this season. 

Or, copy and paste this L~?,L into your browser: 
*http :i/nyti. msiU7L fce * 
<http://p.nytimes.c~p:~emai~/re‘~cati~n=InCMR7g4BCIL~VktKEeaZKVu8hq66/eMP&user id=b6ba0415843737f4d2337f734da24698&email type=eta&task id=1353348812785281> 

To ensttre delivet?, to yottr inbox, please add 
*nytdirect@nytimes.com* <mailto:nvtdirect(~nytimes.com> to your 
address book. 

Adveltisement 

0 

Try a Times Digital Subscription for just $0.99. See Options >> 
<t~ttp :i/p.nytimes. com,’elr~ailire ? 

location 4z5©7LhI~KVBjmEgFdYACDuqzkg71~v~‘~i1~QiYyN‘WYJ1W5drsCg~4xD2q~X6bqVB/vY~Hy~JJ~5Gfo~m~3K~i6GaUY7fZ7jcK~NFq+~9fmu8 &user id b6ba0415843737f4d2337f734da 
> 
> Copyright 2012 
> <http://p.ngtimes cona/emailire? 
location 4z5~)7Lh~KVBimE~FdYAC\~Eh~hWVu~IxganfKahJGpDcKtdpfztY~aaz23j1z6nDpx4eAAq~bY~:~5L56Ee~ &user id~6ba0415843737f4d2337f734da24698&email t~,pe eta&ta,, 

> i The New York Times Company 
> <http:/Tp.nytimes.cow2email/re?location 4z507LhI+KUv6vqdu/zT/DtUzLl(,)EcSh&user id b6ba0415843737t~4d2337f734da24698&email type eta&task id 1353348812785281> 
> ] NYTunes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Perrin <andrewAperrin@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 8:48 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussiou <faculty--athletics-ti~mm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTilnes.com: N.F.L.-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

I’m wit2a you on Option #2 :) 

ap 

On 11/20/2012 08:25 .@d, Jay Smith wrote: 
Maybe pipe dream ;vas a poor choice of words. What bothers me is the 
existence of a university-sponsored enterprise that openly conflicts 
with, and trun~ps, the educatiunal mission of the institution. When Mack 
Brown or Larry Fedora say: come play :[’or me and I’ll see that you get 
your shot in the NFL, they’re also saying: come here and we’ll make sure 
that the academic demands of the institution aren’t allowed to interfere 
with your (and our) real goal, which is to win games and draw attention 
to yourself as a player. This is why Mary Willingham’s concerns were 
ignored, it’s why we have a special admits committee, it’s why" the 
Loudermilk center exists as a separate concern. 

A role for big-time sports? In one of two ways: as a separate connnercial 
enterprise (my preference, though I know that’s a minority opinion) or 
as a completely different kind of enterprise where integrity reigns, all 
athletes are genuine students, and athletic goals are subordinated to 
academic goals I could live with option #2, certainly, but I think it 
will never happen in a million years I support those who are willing to 
fight 12)r it. 

On 11/20/12 8:13 ~MM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>> Friends - while as you know ! generally agree, I must ask: how many 
>> prospective PhD. students do we tell about all our alumni who are 
>> underplaced, who never finish the program, or who can’t find the 
>> academic jobs we prize’? I don’t know about you, but our program 
>> routinely points out our alumni who are tenure-track faculty at R1 
>> universities and elite liberal arts colleges. Granted, the probability 
>> of that outcome is greater than the probability of a UNC football 
>> player having an NFL career, but not by an order of magnitude. Is 
>> this, then, a pipe drear*x’.’ 
>> 

>> I think the real difference is that we consider big-time athletics 
>> illegitimate as a pursuit, so therefore the pinnacle of athletic 
>> pursuit--placement in professional sports-is also illegitimate. I do 
>> think we disagree about this; I would prefer to see us emphasize our 
>> respunsibility to academic integrity and see hoxv well athletics can do 
>> in that enviromnent. 
>> 

>> Let me therefore just raise this as a question: In yo~ viexv, is there 
>> an?" appropriate role for big-time college sports on our campus? 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> Andy 
>> 

>> On 11/20/2012 07:51 AM, Janken, Kenneth R wrote: 
>>> Thanks for the photographs, Richard. I had forgotten about them. Aren’t 
>>> they the unes on display in the building right across from the Stone 
>>> Center? The one near the Charlie Justice statue’.’ I xvould be surprised is 
>>> there xvasn’t something similar in the basketball museum near the Smith 
>>> center, though I have not been there. 

>>> I think the photos do double du)-. They are a reminder to potential 
>>> players and current players of what the football program promises them; 
>>> that I suppose is the pipedream that Jay references. But the?’ are also 
>>> on display for fans, and I see fans in the building as well as families 
>>> on campus who ask me for directions to that building. And here the issue 
>>> is not so much selling a pipedream but selling a myth 
>>> 

>>> I agree with Richard that the coaches are doing the job the?- ~vere hired 
>>> to do. To state the obvious, I guess what we’ve been trying to do here 
>>> is figure out ways to rewrite the job description and performance 
>>> expectations 

>>> Kenneth 

>>> Kenneth R. Janken 
>>> 

>>> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
>>> 

>>> Department of Aiicican and Afro-.~merican Studies 
>>> 

>>> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 



>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>> (919) 962-1519 @oice) 
>>> 

>>> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 
>>> 

>>> Click on a link for inl~nnation about my publications: 

>>> http ://www.umass. edu/~press/s pr 97/~anken.html 

>>> http :/iuncpress.unc. edu/booksiT-8059.h~nl 

>>> http:/iundpress.nd.edu/book/PO0780 

>>> http:/iundpress.nd.edu/book/PO0723 

>>> *From:*Jay Smith [mailm:~aysmith~email.~c.edu] 
>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:38 ~M 
>>> *To:* discussion 
>>> *Cc:* discussion 
>>> *Subject:* Re: [facul~--athletics-fol~n] ~V: NYThnes.com: N.F.L.-Rea@ 
>>> Rookie Class Is Set to Rewri~ Record Book 

>>> ~chard--that ~L pipeline st~f is on O~ campus? I find it appalling. 
>>> It’s OK to have &eams, but it shouldn’t be OK for a L~m~ersi~" to sell 
>>> pipe &earns. Universities sell educations. 

>>> On 11/19/12 9:30 PK{ Southall, Richard Nfichael wrote: 

>>> Hello all: 

>>> Based on the previous discussions, I thought some of you might like 
>>> a photo or two for as a ;vallpaper on yow computer I’ll let the 
>>> photos speak for themselves, but remember coaches are hired by 
>>> ~iversities to do a job. Fundamentally, they are really just doing 
>>> their j ob. 

>>> Happy Tha~sgiving to eveD’one. 
>>> 

>>> ~chard 

>>> Dr Richard M. Southall 
>>> 

>>> Associate Professor - Sport Ac~inistration 

>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 

>>> ~e Universi~/of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 

>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>>> 

>>> Ottice - 919.962-3507 
>>> 

>>> Call - 
>>> 

>>> Fax - 919.962-6235 

>>> southall@email unc.edu <mailto:southall(~emaihunc.edu> 

>>> UNC Sport Administration website: 

>>> ht~p://eXss.unc.edw~raduate-pro~rams/specia[iza~ions/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verVieW/ 

>>> CSRI webslte: w~a.~c.ed~csri <http:i/www.unc.ed~csri> 

>>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: w~a.csrico~gerence org 
>>> <http:i/www. csriconl~rence or~/> 

>>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 
>>> live fully 

>>> *From: *Jay Smi~ <j~ffsmith@email.unc.edu 
>>> <mailto:iaNsmith(~email.~c.edu>> 
>>> *Reply-To: *"Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.~c.edu 
>>> <mailto:ia~smith@email.~c.edu>> 
>>> *Date: *Mira&if, November 19, 2012 9:07 PM 
>>> *To: *discussion <faculty--afl~letics-%rum@listserv.unc.edu 
>>> <mailto:faculW--athletics-%rum~listserv.unc.edu>> 
>>> *Cc: *discussion <fac~l~--athletics-%mm@listser~.m~c.edu 
>>> <mailto:faculW--athletics-%rum~listserv.unc.edu>> 
>>> *S~bject: *Re:[facul~’--athletics-fotmn] ~V: NYTimes.com: 
>>> N.F.L.-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

>>> Fascinating sto~, Rudi. That,s %r sending. Ore old coach Mack Brown: 



>>> "You’re doing drills with your guys that will be used at the 
>>> combine One of the recruiting pitches is we practice like the 
>>> N.F.L., we prepare you [’or the draft, we want to win our ballgames, 
>>> we’re putting you in position to go to the N.F L." 

>>> To be fair, rm sure that, as part of the recruiting pitch, Mack and 
>>> his boys also talk about UT’s great Latin American history program. 

>>> On 11/19/12 1:22 PN{ Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudo[f J wrote: 

>>> Hi All, 

>>> This article on rookies in the NFL caught ray eye on Sunday-. It 
>>> details how much of the prep-work of the NFL is devolving to 
>>> college programs like UNC’s. The author details how college 
>>> coaches attract recruits by offering NFL-s~’le regimens. It also 
>>> mentions that the intensity and comprehensiveness of the 
>>> training is important in college programs so that they can get 
>>> the value out of players early in the careers before the best 
>>> athletes declare early- for the draft. 

>>> One small sign that this is happening is Fedora’s practice 
>>> schedule during the season. After playing Saturday, the team 
>>> practices Sunday- and then has Monday off in the way that in the 
>>> ~L teams play Sunday, practice Monday and then have Tuesday off. 

>>> Rudi 

>>> Sent by mdi-colloredo@uiowa.edu <mailto:mdi-colloredo~uiowa.edu>: 

>>> N.F.L-Rea@ Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 
>>><http://pnytimes com/email/re?location InCMRTg4BCIUPVhKEeaZKVuShq66/eMP&user id b6ba0415843737f4d23371734da24698&email ~pe eta&task id 1353348812785281> 

>>> By JL’DY BATTISTA 

>>> Led by a handful of ~vell-prepared quarterbacks, rookies are 
>>> having an unexpected impact in the N.FL. this season. 

>>> Or, copy arid paste this UR_L into your browser: 
>>> *http://nyti.ms/U7Lfce * 
>>><http://p.nvtimes.com/email/re?location InC\~Tg4BCIUPVl~KEeaZKVuShq66/eMP&user id b6ba04158437371:4d2337f734da24698&email type eta&task id 1353348812785281> 

>>> To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add 
>>> *nytdirect@nytimes.com* <mailto:nvtdirect@nvtimes corn> to your 
>>> address book. 

>>> Advertisement 

>>> 0 

>>> Try a Times Digital Subscription for j ust $0.99. See Options >> 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 
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University of North Carolina 
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ITEM Amount 
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Civil society al’~d democracy in post-apartheid South Aiicica : the 
OVERDUEX Do~As Library 00034511653 ............................ $17.50 

New languages of the state : indigenous resurgence and the polit 
OVERI)UEX [)avis Library 00033752724 ............................ $17.50 

Contesting citizenship in Latin 2,merica : the rise of indigenous 
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University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 
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ITEM                                Amount 
Ul~resolved tensions : Bolivia past and present / Crabtree, John, 
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Autonomy and power : the dynamics of class and culture in rural 
OVERDUEX Da~As Library 00010712115 ............................ $17.50 

Power and popular protest : Latin American social movements 
OVERI)UEX [)avis Library 00019616435 ............................ $17.50 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Pemn <andrew~perrin@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 10:04 AM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-Ii)mm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] FW: NYTi~nes.com: N.F.L.-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

I would be delighted to have that conversation, but can’t do it no~v (I’m 
under a major deadline). Perhaps at one of our meetings we could lay out 
those concerns? 

Basically: I do see a benefit in intercollegiate athletics to students, 
and I see no reason why our universities should be in the business of 
minor league professional sports. The only thing in the professional 
model that would make them college sports would be that the?, are owned 
by colleges! I also think that enfi~rcing academic integrity as a 
central piece of college athletics would require less of a change to the 
NCAA than the professional model, though I’m sure Richard disagrees with 
that. But my interest is more idealistic than pragmatic: I think real 
athletic competition among people who are real students would be, and 
has been, exciting, interesting, and good for students and universities 
I’d like to see us try and rescue that instead of taking the 
high-and-mighty position that athletics just don’t belong in 
universities, a position that is belied by history and public opinion 

I’m also unimpressed by the "tail wagging the dog" claim We have abont 

800 athletes at Carolina, out of a total undergraduate student bo~dy of 

abont 18,000, or about 4% of all undergraduate students At Maryland 

it’s 617 out of 28,000, or about 2%. A little perspective seems in order 

- the "monstrous beast giving the rest of us our marching orders" at 

Maryland is "shipping off’ 2% of students to Nebraska, instead of 

shipping them to Miami. That’s the change you’re up in arms about? 

Baltunore is 1,024 mrles from Omaha and 949 l~om Miami. 

As you know, I am as outraged as anyone about the compromise of academic 
integrity in the favor of big-time college sports But let’s recognize 
that the vast majority of students -- including plenty of athletes -- do 
*not* experience compromised academics, and it’s wildly out of 
proportion to suggest that most academic decisions are made on behalf of 
athletics. When they" do in i:act do so, we need to be absolutely firm and 
vigilant about stopping that. But the truth is that most universi~ 
business, including most undergraduate education, is not in fact 
threatened by the athletic enterprise, evun in the context of an utterly 
atrocious pattern like the one still being revealed at UNC. 

More, perhaps, in person later on! 

Andy 

On 11/20/2012 09:05 AM, Jay, Smith wrote: 
In all seriousness (not that I’m ever anything bi!! ), I’d be interested 
to hear someone (An@’.’?) explain why option #2 is deunred more 
"realistic" as a goal than my optiun #1. I tttirf~ #1 offers by far the 
more likely, scenario for "reform." Let’s rrlake a point of revisiting this 
issue 10 years from now- and see where we are. 

I’ve really, come to thirf~ that the conflicting imperatives of education 
and big-time sport can/~vill never be reconciled-the prospects of their 
reconciliation dim by the day-. Did you see ~vhat happened at Ma~land 
yesterday’.’ The president and AD went behind closed doors and accepted a 
bribe, a very rich bribe, to join the Big Ten. The faculty? NEVER 
CONSULTED! The "student-athletes"? Never asked. But they’ll be shipping 
off to Nebraska soon for a game of the week. 

Maryland is a self-respecting institution with a serious president (my 
daughter is a student there)--and what happened there yesterday could 
happen at any institution in the countly. This is no longer tail wagging 
dog. This is a munstrous beast giving the rest of us our marching orders. 

On 11/20/12 8:47 A2vl, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>> I’m with you on Option #2 :) 
>> 

>> ap 
>> 

>> On 11/20/2012 08:25 ANL Jay Smith ;vrote: 
>>> Maybe pipe dream was a poor choice of words. "¢~qaat bothers me is the 
>>> existence of a universi~-sponsored enterprise that openly conflicts 
>>> with, and trumps, the educational mission of the institution When Mack 
>>> Brown or LarD, Fedora say,: come play for me and I’ll see that you get 
>>> your shot in the NFL, they’re also saying: come here and we’ll make sure 
>>> that the academic demands of the institution aren’t allowed to interfere 
>>> with your (and our) real goal, which is to win games and draw attention 
>>> to yourself as a player. This is why Mary Willingham’s concerns were 
>>> ignored, it’s why we have a special admits con~nittee, it’s why the 
>>> Loudermilk center exists as a separate concern. 



>>> A role for big-time sports’? In one of two ways: as a separate comnnercial 
>>> enterprise (my preference, though I know that’s a minority opinion) or 
>>> as a completely different kind of enterprise where integrity reigns, all 
>>> athletes are genuine students, and athletic goals are subordinated to 
>>> academic goals. I could live with option #2, certainly, but I think it 
>>> will never happen in a million years. I support those who are willing to 
>>> fight for it 
>>> 

>>> On 11/20/12 8:13 AM, Andrew" Perrin wrote: 
>>>> Friends - while as you know- I generally agree, I must ask: how- many 
>>>> prospective Ph.D. students do we tell about all our alunmi who are 
>>>> ~mderplaced, who never finish the program, or who can’t find the 
>>>> academic jobs we prize’.’ I don’t know- about you, but our program 
>>>> routinely points out our alumni who are tenure-track faculty at R1 
>>>> universities and elite liberal arts colleges. Granted, the probability 
>>>> of that outcome is greater than the probability ofa UNC football 
>>>> player havis:~g an i’~FL career, but not by an order of magnitude. Is 
>>>> this, then, a pipe dream? 

>>>> I think the real difference is that we consider big-time athletics 
>>>> illegitimate as a pursuit, so therefore the pirmacle of athletic 
>>>> pursuit--placement in professional sports--is also illegitm~ate. I do 
>>>> think we disagree about this; I would prefer to see us emphasize our 
>>>> responsibility to academic integrity and see how well athletics can do 
>>>> in that envirorwacnt. 

>>>> Let me therefore just raise this as a question: In your view, is there 
>>>> any appropriate role for big-time college sports on our campus? 

>>>> Best, 
>>>> 

>>>> On 11/20/2012 07:51 AM. Jar~:en, Kenneth R wrote: 
>>>>> Thanks for the photographs, Richard. I had forgotten about them. 
>>>>> Aren’t 
>>>>> they the ones on display in the building right across from the Stone 
>>>>> Center? The one near the Charlie Justice statue? I ~vould be 
>>>>> surprised is 
>>>>> there wasn’t something similar m the basketball museum near the Smith 
>>>>> center, though I have not been there. 

>>>>> I think the photos do double duty The?’ are a reminder to potential 
>>>>> players and current players of what the football program promises 
>>>>> them; 
>>>>> that I suppose is the pipedream that Jay references But they are also 
>>>>> on display for fans, and I see fans in the building as well as 
>>>>> families 
>>>>> on campus who ask me for directions to that building. And here the 
>>>>> issue 
>>>>> is not so much selling a pipedream but selling a myth. 

>>>>> I agree with Richard that the coaches are doing the job they were 
>>>>> hired 
>>>>> to do. To state the obvious, I guess what ~ve’ve been trying to do here 
>>>>> is figure out ways to rewrite the job description and performance 
>>>>> expectations. 

>>>>> Kenneth 

>>>7.> Kenneth R. Janken 

>>>7.> Professor of Afro-American Studies 

>>>7.> Department of Afi-ican and Afro-American Studies 

>>>>> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

>>>>> University of North Carolina 

>>>>> Chape[ tlil[, NC 27599-3395 

>>7.>7. @19) 962-1519 &oice) 

>>7.>7. @19) 966-2694 (fax) 

>>>>> Click on a link lbr infi~rmation about my publications: 

>>>>>http://wwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/ianken html 

>>>>> http:i/un cpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059 h~n[ 

>>>>> http ://undpress.nd. edu/book/P00780 

>>>>> http ://undpress.nd. edu/book/P00723 

>>>>> *From:*Jay Smith [mailto:iagsmiff~,@,email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, iX-ovember 20, 2012 7:38 
>>>>> *To:* discussion 
>>>>> *Cc:* discussion 



>>>>> *Subject:* Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: 
>>>>> N.F L.-Ready 
>>>>> Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

>>>>> Richard--that NFL pipeline stuff is on OUR campus? I find it 
>>>>> appalling 
>>>>> It’s OK to have dreams, but it shouldn’t be OK for a Umversity to 

>>>>> pipe dreams Universities sell educations 

>>>>> On 11/19/12 9:30 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

>>>>> Hello all: 

>>>>> Based on the previous discussions, I tl-mught sorue of you ruight like 
>>>>> a photo or two for as a wallpaper on your coraputer. I’ll let the 
>>>>> photos speak for themselves, but remember coaches are hired by 
>>>>> universities to do a job. Fundamentally, they are really just doing 
>>>>> their job. 

>>>>> Happy That~:sgiving to eve~)~one. 

>>>>> Richard 

>>>>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 

>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

>>>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 

>>>>> The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 

>>>>> Woollen Hall 203C 

>>>>> Ofiice - 919.962-3507 

>>>>> Cell - 

>>>>> Fax - 919962-6235 

>>>>> southall@email uric edu <mailto:southall@email.unc.edu> 

>>>>> UNC Sport Administration website: 

>>>>> http://exss unc.edu/graduate-pr~grams/specia~izati~ns/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

>>>>> CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri <http://www.unc.edu/csri> 

>>>>> CSRI COlfference on College Sport website: wv~v.csricon%rence.org 
>>>>> <http :/i~vw~v. csriconference or~/> 

>>>>> Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 
>>>>> hve l~[ly 

>>>>> *From: *Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
>>>>> <m ailto :i a’~’smith (@email.unc. edu>> 
>>>>> *Reply-To: *"Smith, Jay M" ~iaysmith@emai[.unc.edu 
>>>>> <m ailto :i a’~’smith (@emaib unc. edu>> 
>>>>> *Date: *Monday, November 19, 2012 9:07 PM 
>>>>> *To: *discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@[istserv.unc.edu 
>>>>> <mailto:facu[W--athletics-forum (@listserv.unc.edu>> 
>>>>> *Cc: *discussion <faculty--athletics-]k~rum@listserv unc.edu 
>>>>> <mailto:facu[W--athletics-forum (@listserv.unc.edu>> 
>>>>> *Subject: *Re:[faculty-athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes corn: 
>>>>> N.F L.-Rea@ Rookie (;lass Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

>>>>> Fascinating StOlT, Rudi. Thanks %r sending. Our old coach Mack Brown: 
>>>>> ~Wou’re doing drills with your guys that will be used at the 
>>>>> combine. One of the recruiting pitches is we practice like the 
>>>>> N.F.L., we prepare you ]k~r the draft, we want to win our ballgames, 
>>>>> we’re putung you ~n position to go to the N.F.L." 

>>>>> To be fair, I’m sure that, as part of the recruiting pitch, Mack and 
>>>>> his boys also talk about UT’s great Latin American history program. 

>>>>> On 11/19/12 1:22 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

>>>>> Hi All, 

>>>>> This article on rookies in the NFL caught my eye on Sunday. It 
>>>>> details how much of the prep-work of the NFL is devolving to 
>>>>> college programs like ErNC’s. The autl-mr details how- college 
>>>>> coaches attract recruits by offering NFL-style rcginrens. It also 
>>>>> mentions that the intensity and coruprehensiveness of the 
>>>>> training is important in college programs so that they can get 



>>>>> the value out of players early in the careers before the best 
>>>>> athletes declare early J7~r the draft. 

>>>>> One small sign that this is happening is Fedora’s practice 
>>>>> schedule during the season After playing Saturday, the team 
>>>>> practices Sunday and then has Monday off in the way that in the 
>>>>> NFL teams play Sunday’, practice Monday and then h~ve Tuesday off. 

>>>>> Rudi 

>>>>> Sent by mdi-colloredo@uiowa.edu <mailto:mdi-colloredo~uiowa.edu>: 

>>>>> N.F.L.-Rea@ Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 
>>>>><http:/ip.nyfimes.com/email/re?location ~C~794BCg~EeaZKVuShq66/e~&user id b6ba0415843737f4d2337~34da24698&email Wpe era&rusk id 1353348812785281> 

>>>>> By ~Y BATTISTA 

>>>>> Led by a han~l of well-prepared quarterbacks, rookies are 
>>>>> having an ~cxpected impact in the N.F.L. this season. 

>>>>> Or, copy and paste this ~ into yore browser: 
>>>>> *htt~://nvti.ms/U7Lfce * 
>>>>><http:/ip.nvfimes.com/email/re?location ~C~7~4BCg~EeaZKVuSM66/e~&user id b6ba0415843737f4d2337~34da24698&email Wpe era&rusk id 1353348812785281> 

>>>>> To enswe delivelN to your inbox, please add 
>>>>> *wtdirect@nytimes.com* <mailto:nytdirecU~wtimes corn> to your 
>>>>> ad&ess book. 

>>>>> Advertisement 

>>>>> TU a Times Digital Subscription for just $099. See Options ~ 
>>>>> <http://p.ngtimes.co~email/re? 
location 4~Q7LhI~K~jn~dYACDuq~7~CI~b~iY~VYJ~W5&sCg~4~2q1X6bq~/v~HY~5Gfo~m~3K~i6GaUY7~7~c~q+Q9fmu8 ~user id b6ba0415843737f4d2337t734~ 

>>>>> Copyri~t 2012 
>>>>> <http://p.nvtimes.co~email/re? 

location 4~SQ7LhI~K’~dYAC~hNWV~Nga~ahJ@DcKtdpfm~a~3jlz6~x4e~qObY~f15L56Ee0 &user id%6ba0415843737Nd2337~34da2~98&email Wpe eta&~: 

>>>>> ~ ~e Netv YoN Times Company 
>>>>><http:/ip.nvfimes com/email/re?location~z507LhI~KUv6vqd~zT/DtU~lOEcSh&user id b6ba0415843737Nd2337t734da24698&email Wpe e~&~sk id 1353348812785281> 

>>>>> [ NYTimes com 620 ENh~ Avenue New YoN, NY 10018 

>>>>> You are cun-ently subscribed to lhculty--athletics-k~r~ as: 

>>>>> southall@email unc edu <mailto:sout hall(a)email.~c.edu> 

>>>>> To unsubscribe dick here: 
>>>>>http://lists.~c.ed~u?id 486998843c0dl~3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&1 l~culW--athletics-lb~n&o 32451037 

>>>>><http://lisks.~c.edu/u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I ]~culW--athletics-l~n&o 32451037> 

>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>>>>> broken) 

>>>>> or send a blank email tn 

>>>>> leave-32451037-48699884.3c0~)3868952acddd594a08487223e6@Iistserv.~c.edu 

>>>>> <maiIto:leave-32451037-48699884.3c0N~3868952acddd594a08487223e6@listse~.~c.edu> 

>>>>> You are currently subscribed to facul~-athletics-for~ as: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 10:35 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: N.F.L-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Jay, 

The pathway to the pros mural is no longer up, but the pipeline showcase is. I agree it’s fine to have dreams (many college football players do aspire to play in the NFL). However, 

the psychology epitomized in these murals is why I spend a good deal of time talking to and mentoring players when I can. I have conversations with players during which we talk 

little about football and much more about their coursework and their dreams and aspirations offthe field or court. 

I am highly critical (based on 12+ years of research) of the system, but I remain committed to the players trapped within the system~ I think we need to remember they are the 

ones who have little say re: their "working" conditions. 

Part of being a successful coach is getting your players to dream big, so again I don’t blame the coaches. 

It’s our job as faculty to bring rational thought and balance to all our students. I hope my overtures to our athletic department to develop a outside-the-lines program designed to 

offer football and men’s basketball players an academic and social "space" outside of athletics can result in a real-world faculty-student program, not populated by "jock-sniffer" 

faculty, but faculty who have come to understand the system and want to offer players an alternative educational system - one not worried about keeping them eligible and 

simply getting them a diploma, but a system in which they are offered an opportunity for a real education. 

We’ll see if this plan can be carved out within the current system. It may be necessary to tear down the current system in order for anything like I propose to be built. 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

Office ,- 919.962-,3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

hit :~:iie<ss,u~;c.edui~ra’duate- ;ro~ramsis ~e<:~a~zatk~nsis 

CSRI webs~te: www.uru:.edu!csri 

CSR[ Conference o~ College SDort weblike: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <j__a_Z_s_m__j__t__h__@__e___m____a_]_Lu___n__c__:__e__d___u__> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:37 AM 

To: discussion <faculty-.-.athletics-.forum@lisLserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <faculL¥-.-.athletics-.forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: N.F.L-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Richard--that NFL pipeline stuff is on OU R campus? I find it appalling. It’s OK to have dreams, but it shouldn’t be OK for a University to sell pipe dreams. Universities sell educations. 

On 11/19/12 9:30 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all: 

Based on the previous discussions, I thought some of you might like a photo or two for as a wallpaper on your computer. I’ll let the photos speak for themselves, but 

remember coaches are hired by universities to do a job. Fundamentally, they are really just doing their job. 

Happy Thanksgiving to everyone. 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M, Southal[ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dh-ector - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office .- 919.962--3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 91.9~962~6235 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

htt~:!ie:<ss.unc edu )ech~]>:atk~ns/sport-~dm~m~tr~L~on!overvk~wi 



CSRI websi~e: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 9:07 PM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <_f__a__c___u_!__t_y_--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re:[faculty--athletics-forum] FW: NYTimes.com: N.F.k-Ready Rookie Class Is Set to Rewrite Record Book 

Fascinating story, Rudi. Thanks for sending. Our old coach Mack Brown: 

"You’re doing drills with your guys that will be used at the combine. One of the recruiting pitches is we practice like the N.F.L, we prepare you for the draft, we 

want to win our ballgames, we’re putting you in position to go to the N.F.L" 

To be fair, I’m sure that, as part of the recruiting pitch, Mack and his boys also talk about UT’s great Latin American history program. 

On 11/19/12 1:22 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

This article on rookies in the NFL caught rny eye on Sunday. It details how rnuch of the prep--work ot: Lhe NFL is devolvin~ to coilege 

programs like UNC’s~ The author deLai~s how college coaches attracL recruits by offedn~ NFL--style ~egknens, It also rnentions that the 

~ntens~ty and comprehensiveness of the train|hA ~s ~mportant ~n coHese pro~m~s so that they cm~ 8eL the va~ue out of players early in 

the careers before the best athletes declare early for the draft. 

One small s~n that this ~s happeMng ~s Fedora’s practk:e schedule during the seas.an. AFter p~avmg S~:urdav, the tearn pr’ac:t~ces Sunday 

aRd then has Monday off: ~n the way thai ~n the NFL teams piay Sunday, practice Monday and [hen have Tuesday off. 

Rud~ 

Sent by rudi-colloredo@uiowa edu: 

N.F.L=Ready Rookie C]ass Is Set to 

Led by a haudfu~ of well-prepared qnarterbacks, rookies are having 

an mmN)eeted impact ~n the N.F.L. this season. 

Or. copy and paste [his URL inte your browseL http:flnytLrne,~UTLfee 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation for November 29 OpeNng 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Distance and Desire 

Part I1: Contemporary Reconfigurations 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, November 29, from 6pm=8pm 

Samuel Fo~so and Zanele Muholi 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
New York City 

The Walther Collection presents Part II of #ist~,,’,~c~ 
}~,’~’b ~’b~,-" A~’io~,~# ,,~’OlI~i~.,’~.~, a three-part exhibition series curated by Tamar Garb. 
C 0~ t~ ~1~ ~0~’~ ~’y ~CO ~’~I~ ~ (~ [ J ~"~t~ 0 ~1~ s offers new perspectives on the African 
photographic archive, reimagining its diverse histories and changing 
meanings. The exhibition centers on photography and video by African and 
African American artists who engage critically with the archive through 
parody, appropriation, and reenactment. 
Carrie Mae Weems introduces the themes of 
with her powerful series "From Here I SawWhat Happened And I Cried," a 
revision of nineteenth and twentieth-century anthropometric photographs of 
African Americans, overlaid with texts by the artist. Sammy Baloji and Candice 
Breitz rework ethnographic photographs onto large-scale collages. Zwelethu 
Mthethwa and Zanele Muholi examine sexuality, costume, and ritual. Samuel 
Fosso and Philip Kwame Apagya create exuberantly staged studio portraiture, 
using elaborate backdrops and sets to critique stereotypes and identities. 

Sabelo Mlangeni’s black and white photo-essay, "lmbali," documents the reed 
dances of KwaZulu-Natal, showing the display of virgins vying to be chosen 
as brides. Pieter Hugo’s series "There’s a Place in Hell for Me and My Friends" 
examines ethnicity and skin tonalities through anthropological mug shots. 
Working in video, Berni Searle performs as a statuesque deity engaged in 



domestic labor in "Snow White," and Andrew Putter gives an indigenous 
voice to the effigy of Marie van Riebeeck, wife of the first Dutch settler in the 
area known today as Cape Town, in "Secretly I Will Love You More." 

For this group of artists, a stereotype or ethnographic vision in one era may 
provide material for quotation, irreverent reworking, or satirical performance in 
another, illustrating how the African archive - broadly understood as an 
accumulation of representations, images, and objects -figures in selected 
contemporary lens-based practices, the exhibition stages a dialogue between 
the distance of the past and the desiring gaze of the present. 
~o~-~o~-~’y ~’~:.o~fi~}~.~’~io~ will be on view from November 30, 2012 to 

March 9, 2013. 

Forward email 

This email ~’,,as se~lt Lo eunice~!email.ur~c.edu by contacL~walthercollection.com 

Utdate ProfilejEmailAddress instant iemovalwith SafeUnsubscdbe~’ Privacy Policy. 

The Walther Collection i 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York i i’~Y :: [000[ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles~email.unc .edu-~ 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fmnily Day + Shop Local at the Ackland Museum Store 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN D.   RTMUSEUM 

FAMILY DAY 

Sunday, 25 November, 2:00-4:00 

Looking for something fun to do with the tittle 

ones and the extended famity over the tong 

holiday weekend? 

Take a break from the mat[ mayhem and come to 

the Ackiand Art Museum to make some museum 

memories with the chitdren in your tile! 

At this month’s Family Day, we’ll took at how 

artists in Japan represent people ~n their art. 

F~nd your favorite "art face," do your best impression of it, and 

snap your photo! 

Follow the dues and go on an artwork treasure hunt with your 

family! 

Visit our Creation Station to make your own artwork to take home! 

Join us for Story Time at 2:30 and 3:30 

Come to Family Day for a little while or stay for the whole afternoon 

--it’s all FREE! 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended ~or children ages 

4-8 years old. 

The Ackiand Museum Store is stocked with beautifut hohday gift items 

for young and old, as wet[ as decorations and greeting cards! 

Please note that the 

Museum Store Nil be 

closed on Thursday, 22 

November, for 

Thanksgiving. 

Beginning Friday, 23 November, the Museum Store will offer 

extended holiday hours: 

Monday, Tuesday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10:00 AM- 7:00 PM 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Friday, Saturday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

C H ~ I 5%%..".~ S [-’.V ~?~: 
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 



Acktand Museum Store: acktandstore@unc.edu (p) 919.962.0216 

xi 

In conjunction with the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," the Museum Store is 

featuring an in-store Japanese Market with a wide variety of products 

and crafts that quote Japanese traditions with a contemporary flair. 

Textites, bamboo and wooden items, ceramics, paper items, metalwork, 

and many other products are available for purchase. Siikscreen prints by 

local artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks featuring ukiyo-e 

graphics by Zubeiie Bike ~ Board Factory are available in limited 

quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

~’,,USEU~#S THAN~(SGIVING WEEkENd} ~OU~-~S 

Museum Closed: 

Thursday, 22 November 

Museum Open: 

Friday, 23 November, I0:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Saturday, 24 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Sunday, 25 November, 1:00 - 5:00 PM 

Bring your visiting friends and relatives to the Ackland for some 

quality time! As always, admission is FREE. 

Art ~ la Carte: Hands-on Art Classes for UNC 

Students 

~lakin9 ivlonoprints 

Friday, 30 November, 4:00 - 7:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum 

6aza Hospital 

Thursday, 29 November, 7:00 PM 

Art Adventures for Kids! 

Japanese Woodblock Prints 

Saturday, 1 December 

Morning Session: 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Afternoon Session: 1:00 PM- 2:30 PM 

Tour: "Perspectives on Japanese Ceramics" 

Sunday, 2 December, 2:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults, students, and children on 



the VISIT page of our website. 

~ 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

do[tars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Yusaku Kamekura, Japanese, 1915-1997: Hfroshima Appeals, 1983; color offset tithosraph. Merrill C. Berman 

Collection. 

Kunichika Toyohara, Japanese, 1835-1900: Warrior Unsheaths Sword, n.d., from Trfptych of Three Kabuki Actors As 

Warriors; woodcut. Transferred from Louis Round Wilson Library, Rare Book Collection, Bequest of Susan Gray 

Akers. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Sankef Kanze Noh, 1958; color screenpdnt. Merrill C. Berman 

Collection. 

Ando Hiroshige, Japanese, 1 796-1858: Untitled, n.d.; color woodblock. UNC Art Department Collection. 

Forward this email 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Jordan <jijordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:10 PM 

Tresolini, Ca~’ol P <caxol tresolini@med.unc.edu-~; Sahle, EuniceN <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Attendance at Amilcar Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

CARTA EM INGL~ S.docx 

Dear Carol and Eunice: 

I mn writing this to you, jointly; so you both will be aware of this dual request. 

Attached you will find an invitation t?om Pedro Pires, former President and Prime Minister of the Republic of Cape Verde and currently President of the Amilcax 

Cabral Foundation located there in Cape Verde, West Africa. The invitation, communicated through Jemadari Kamara, Associate ProtEssor at the University of 

Massachusetts, Boston (UMass Boston) and Director of the Center ti~r African, Caribbean and Community Development was sent to request my participation in the 

decennial Amilcax Cabml ContErence under the theme For Cabral, Always. Prof. Kamara’s communication to me is included bellow. 

The conference will be held under the auspices of the Foundation at it’s traditional site in Praia, Santiago, Cape Verde, West Attica on 19-20 January 2013. I will 

travel from 12 or 13th Janua~ and return on the 21 st. My presentation, in line with previous work done with the Foundalion and with the Center for African, 
Caribbean and Community Development at UMass Boston, will address the theme: Amilcar Cabral and~lartin Luther Ling: Between Utopia andAudacity. 

I am requesting permission to attend and participate in this important gatbering that has been held continuously since 1983. I participated in 1993 and 2003, and my 

paper ti’om the last gathering was included in a book published under the auspices of the Foundation. 

I will ask a colleague ti~om here on campus to cover the two sessions of my AFAM 340 class scheduled tbr 15 and 17 Janua~. A film screening is planned tbr those 

dates with remaining class time devoted to a short response paper executed in-class on the 17th. 

I am requesting some travel support form the Center for Globdl Initiatives and will use personal funds dlong with solne travel funds set aside in the Stone Center budget. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Please See Attached 

Begin tbr~vaxded message: 

From: Jemadari Kamara <      .~,yahoo.com> 
Subject: Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 
Date: November 5, 2012 12:50:59 PM EST 
To: "calmeida@umassd.edu" <calmeida@umassd.edu>, Tony Van Der Meer ~ ~yahoo.com>, Ron Daniels 
<         ~aol.com>, Joyce Hope <         @yahoo.corn>, "jrosa@umassd.edu" 
<irosa@umassd.edu>, "rrosa2@umassd.edu" <rrosa2@umassd.edu>, "ifiordan@email.unc.edu" 
<ifjordan@email.unc.edu>, Gunga Tavares <gttavares@cvconsulateb.org>, Reginald Jackson 
<reginald.jackson@simmons.edu> 
Cc: Cristalina Pereira < .~,¥ahoo.com> 
Reply-To: Jemadari Kamara < .~.¥ahoo.com> 

Deax Colleagues, 

I’m writing to invite your participation in the upco~ning anniversary celebration conference of the life and work ofAmilc~x Cabrdt in Cape Verde, Janumy 

18-20, 2013. As Inost of you are aware the University, of Massachusetts Boston will be t~king a delegation of students and community participants to 
two international conferences during Janumy 2013.We will first go to a celebration of the life and work of Leopold Senghor in Senegal and then on 

Janua~ 11, 2013 onto Cape Verde for an exchange mnong students and the formal conference. 

Because of your commitmant to our work with the Martin Luther King, Jr./Amilcax Cabral program over the years, I’m asking of your interest in 

participating in this firs~t commemorative program iniliative in Afirca with us. We are currently putling the program together with colleagues from the 

Amilca~" Cabral Foundation. Thereibre, I need to know of your interest as soon as possible. One of the central themes we have been asked to address is 

the linkage between King and Cabral. Under a separate email you’ll receive a letter of invitation we have recently received ficom President Pedro Pires. 

Participants will be responsible for their own transportation and food. Our hosts are working out accommodations and local transportation. In your 

response if you are interested please include a working theme tbr your presentation. I’m sure our time will be veD’ limited so presenters should be ready 

to present within limited timefmanes. However, we intend to publish the full articles in a volume ibllowing the conference. 

Please excuse this impersonal ibnnat, but I’m trying to communicate under difficult circumstaxices. If you have any ques~tions I will be av~lable for direct 

feedback after November 7. You may reach me at 617-287-7138w or c or thiough this elnail. 

I look foi-wa~rd to your early response. 
Best regards, 

JK 

Jemadari Kamara, Ph.D. 

Director, Center for African, Caribbean 
And Comm unity Development 

University of Massachusetts Boston 



100 Momssey Blvd. 

Boston, Ma. 02125 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonj a ttaynes Stone Center 

UrtiversiD- of North Carolina a’~ Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

i fi ordan(aO emai1.1inc, eda 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jijordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:17 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Attendance at Amilcar Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

Thank you. 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 3:14 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for the email. 

All the best at the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2022 2:09 PM 

To: Tresolini, Carol P; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Attendance at Amilcar Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

Dear Co~ol and Eunice: 

I mn writing this to you, joint155 so you both roll be aware of this dual request. 

Attached you roll find an invitation froln Pedro Pires, fom~er President and Prime Minister of the Republic of Cape Verde and cunently President of the 

Amilcar Cabral Foundation located there in Cape Verde, West Africa. The invitation, communicated through Jemadari Kamara, Associate Professor at 

the University of Massachusetts, Boston (UMass Boston) and Director of the Center for African. Caribbean and Communi~ Development was sent to 

reques~t my paxticipation in the decennial Amilcar Cabral Conference under the theme For Cabral, Always. Prof. Kamara’s communication to me is 

included bellow. 

The conference will be held under the auspices of the Foundation at it’s traditional site in Praia, Santiago, Cape Verde, West Atiica on 19-20 January 

2013. I will travel ti~om 12 or 13th J~muary and return on the 21 st. My pre~ntation, in line with previous work done with the Foundation and with the 
Center tbr AtiJcan, Caribbean and Community Development at UMass Boston, will address the theme: Amilcar Cabral and~artin Luther King: 
Between Utopia andAudacity. 

I am requesting peiInission to attend and participate in this important gathering that has been held continuously since 1983. I participated in 1993 and 

2003, and my paper frown the last gathering was included in a book published under the auspices of the Foundation. 

I will ask a colleague from here on campus to cover the two sessions of my AFAM 340 class scheduled for 15 and 17 January. A fihn screening is 

plmmed for those dates with iemaining class time devoted to a short lesponse paper executed in-class on the 17th. 

I am requesting some travel supIxwt forlrl the Center for Global Initiatives and will use personal funds along with some travel fi~nds set aside in the Stone 

Center budget. 

Thank you tbr your consideration of this request. 

Please See Attached 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jemadari Kamara <      ~yahoo.com> 
Subject: Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 
Date: November 5, 2012 12:50:59 PM EST 
To: "calmeida@umassd.edu" <calmeida@umassd.edu>, Tony Van Der Meer < ~¥ahoo.com>, 
Ron Daniels <         @aol.com>, Joyce Hope <         ~¥ahoo.com>, "irosa@umassd.edu" 
<irosa@umassd.edu>, "rrosa2@umassd.edu" <rrosa2@umassd.edu>, "jfjordan@email.unc.edu" 
<jfjordan@email.unc.edu>, Gunga Tavares <gttavares@cvconsulateb.org>, Reginald Jackson 
<reginald.iackson@simmons.edu> 
Cc: Cristalina Pereira < ~yahoo.com> 
Reply-To: Jemadari Kamara < ~¥ahoo.com> 

Dear Colleagues, 

I’m writing to invite your participation in the upcoming anniversaD, celebration conference of the lit~ and work of Amilcar Cabral in Cape 

Verde, January. 18-20, 2013. As most of you are aware the University of Massachusetts Boston will be taking a delegation of students and 
community participants to two international cord’erences during Janualy 2013.We will firfft go to a celebration of the life and work of 

Leopold Senghor in Senegal and then on Janumy 11, 2013 onto Cape Verde for an exchange mnong students and the fornial conference. 



Because of your commitment to our work with the Matin Luther King, Jr.iAmilcar Cabra] program over the yeazs, I’m asking of your 

interest in participating in "this first commemorative program iNtiative in Atirca with us. We are currently putting the program together ruth 

colleagues ti’om the Amilcar Cabral Foundation. Therefore, I need to know of your interest as soon as possible. One of the central themes 

we have been asked to address is the linkage between King m~d Cabral. Under a separate email you’ll receive a letter of invitation we have 
recently received from President Pedro Pires. 

Pa~licipants will be responsible for their own transportation a~d food. Our hosts are working out accommodations and local transportation. 

In your response if you are interested please include a worldng theme for your presentation, rm sure our time will be very limited so 

presenters should be ready to present within limited timefrmnes. However, we intend to publish the full asticles in a volume follomng fl~e 

conference. 

Please excuse this impersonal format, but I’m trying to communicate under diiticult circumstances. If you have any questions I will be 
available for direct feedback after November 7. You may reach me at 617-287-7138w or c or through this email. 

I look forward to your early response. 

Best regards, 

JK 

Jemadari Kamara, Ph.D. 

Director, Center tbr At~can, Caribbean 
And CommuniW Development 

University of Massachusetts Boston 

100 Momssey Blvd. 

Boston, Ma. 02125 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

j f{ ordas~(~; email .~mc. edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 6:23 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu:~; Jordan, Joseph F ~tjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Attendance at Amilcar Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

Sounds wonderful, Joseph. Of course you should go. 

Hope you have a good Thanksgiving-- 

Carol 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 20 Nov 2012 15:14:20 -0500 
To: Joseph Jordan <ifiordan@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>, Carol P Tresolini <carol_tresolini@med.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Attendance at Amilcar Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for the email. 

All the best at the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 3oseph 3ordan [ifiordan(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 20:[2 1:09 PM 
To: Tresolini, Carol P; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Attendance at Amilcar Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

Dear Carol and Eunice: 

I am writing this to yot~ jointly, so you both will be aware of this dual request. 
Attached you will find an invitation fiom Pedro Pires, former President and Prime Minister of the Republic of Cape Verde and currently President of the Aanilcar 
Cabral Foundation located there in Cape Vmde, West Africa. The invitation, communicated through Jemadari Kamara, Associate Professor at the University of 
Massachusetts, Boston (UMass Boston) and Director of the Center for African, Caribbean and Community Development was sent to request my 
participation in the decennial Amilcar Cabral Conference under the theme For Cabral, Always. Prof. Kamara’s communication to me is included 
bellow. 

The conference will be held under the auspices of the Foundation at it’s traditional site in Praia, Santiago, Cape Verde, West Africa on 19-20 
January 2013. I will travel from 12 or 13th January and return on the 21st. My presemation, in line with previous work done with the Foundation and with 
the Center for Aliican, Caribbean and Community Development at UMass Boston, will address the theme: Amilcar Cabral and Marlin Luther King: Between 
Ul opia and A udacity. 

I am requesting permission to attend and pasticipate in this important gathering that has been held continuously since 1983. I participated in 1993 and 2003, and my 

paper fiom the laser gathering was included in a book published under the auspices of the Foundation. 

I will ask a colleague from here on campus to cover the two sessions of my AFAM 340 class scheduled for 15 and 17 January. A film screening is planned for those 
dates with remaining class time devoted to a short response paper executed in-class on the 17th. 

I am requesting some travel snpport fom~ the Center for Global Initiatives and will us~ personal funds along with some travel fi~nds ,set aside in the Stone Center budget. 

Thank you tbr your consideration of this request. 

Please See Attached 

Begin lbm,aacded message: 

From: Jemadari Kamara <~      ~yahoo.com> 
Subject: Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

Date: November 5, 2012 12:50:59 PM EST 
To: "calmeida@umassd.edu" <calmeida@umassd=edu>, Tony Van Der Meer < ~yahoo.com>, Ron Daniels 
<         ~aol.com>, Joyce Hope <jhope2100¢b, yahoo.com>, "jrosa@umassd.edu" <jrosaOumassd.edu>, "rrosa2Cb, umassd.edu" 
<rrosa2@umassd.edu>, "jfjordan@email.unc.edu" <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>, Gunga Tavares <gttavares@cvconsulateb.org>, 



Reginald Jackson <reginald.jackson@simmons.edu> 
Co: Cristalina Pereira < .~.yahoo.com> 
Reply-To: Jemadari Kamara < ~vahoo,com> 

Deax Colleagues, 

I’m writing to invite your participation in the upcoming aJmiver~ry celebration conl~rence of the lit~ aM work ofAmilcar Cabra] in Cape Verde, Janua~ 

18-20, 2013. As tnost of you are aware the Universi~ of Massachusetts Boslon will be taking a delegation of students and cotnmuni .ty participants to two 

internationaJ~ conferences during Janu~acy 2013.We will firs1 go to a celebration of the life and work of Leopold Senghor in Senegal and then on JanumT 

11, 2013 onto Cape Verde for an exchange among students and the fornmJ~ conference. 

Because of your commitment to our work with the Martin Luther King, Jr./Amilcaac Cabral program over the years, I’m asking of your interest in 

participating in this first commemorative program iniliative in Atirca with us. We are currently puthng the program together with colleagues from the 

Amilcar Cabral Foundation. Therefore, I need to know of your interest as soon as possible. One of the central themes we have been asked to address is 

the linkage between King and Cabral. Under a separate ema~l you’ll receive a letter of invitation we have recently received from President Pedro Pires. 

Participe~ts will be responsible for their own transportation and food. Our hosts are working out accommodations m~d loca] tra~sportafion. In your 

respon~ if you are interested please include a working theme tbr your presentation, rm sure our time will be veU limited so presenters should be ready to 

pre~nt within limited timeffames. However, we intend to publish the thll a~4~cles in a volume following the conference. 

Please excuse this impe~sona2l the:mat, but I’m trying to communicate under difficult circums~x~ces. If you have any queslions I will be available for direct 

feedback after November 7. You may reach me at 617-287-7138w or             c or thiough this mnail. 

I look forwaM to your early response. 

Best regards, 

JK 

Jema&ad Kamara, Ph.D. 
Director, Center for African, Caribbean 
And Communi .ly Development 
University" of Massadmsetts Boston 
100 Morrissey Blvd. 
Boston, Ma. 02125 

Josq)h Jordan, Director 

Sonj a Haynes Stone Center 

Universi~j- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9] 9) 962-9001 

{ f{ ordm~,@ emai].~mc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <conl2014@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 6:39 AM 

nn329208@ohio.edu 

CFP (Updated): Ati-ican Studies Cont~rence. Second Announcement and Call for Panel Proposals 

2Announcement.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference titled "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New." The Conference roll take place at the 

Institute tbr Affcan Studies and the Institute lbr Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russi~m aM English. 

The Organizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel proposals, tbcusing on any particular topics related to the Conference’s umbrella theme. The 

deadline tbr panel propo~ls submitting is April 1,2013. The Organizing Committee will be glad to consider any panel proposal s (within 500 words in English or both 

English and Russian) received by this date. The iiffonnation to be submitted alongside with the proposal includes the proposed panel convenor (s)’ full name(s), title(s), 

insaitutional affiliation(s), full ma~l and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax #. The list of prospective papergivers with their paNculars is desirable. 

The Olganizing Committee will inform the applicants about the results of their panel proposals’ consideration by April 15, 2013. Besides thak the Organizing 
Committee reserves the right to establish one or more Flee Communication panels. The list of all the Conference participants is to become known by December 1, 

2013 due to the activities of both the Organizing Committee and panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its submitter(s)’ previous academic credentials, ethnic or national origin, sex, or otherwise, but only 

on the basis of the proposal’s relevance to, and importance tbr, the Conference’s genera] theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will send you in the beginning of 2014 the list of documents necessaxy to support your and your panel 

participants’ visa application process at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in the respective countries. 

The conference registration fee in Russian rubles, equivalent to $150 ($75 in rubles for students) is to be paid in cash onsite upon arrival. The regis~uation fee includes 

the visa application support (Officidt Invitation ), the Conference Book of Abstracts, stationa~ items, reception and coffee-breaks. The fee for an accolnpanying 

person, equivalent to $50 in rubles, includes the visa application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but independeut reservation is encouraged. Please note that early hotel reservation in fftrongly 
recommended, as the Conference is to take place in tourist high season. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Conference Organizing Committee, to the attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, Center of Information and 

International Relations, Institute for Ati-ican Studies (cont2014(a)gmail.com; tel.: + 7 495 690 2752) prospective international participants, or to the attention of Dr. 

Natalia Zherlitsyna, Secretary, Research Council tbr the Problems of AtiJcan Countries (ns inaJ?(a)mail.ru; tel.: + 7 495 690 6025) prospective Russian participants. 

The Organizing Comlnittee would appreciate your fmnilia:dzing the ihculty of your resealeh unit. as well as all interested persons, with the content of the present 

Armouncement. 

Sincerely yours, 

Centre for Information and International Relations 

Institute for African Studies 

Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:02 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences ~a~dd@listserv.unc.edu> 

[asddd] Status and funding of your non-personnel reques~ts 

This message is being sent to all deans, directors, department heads, and managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

I have re-opened the Non-Personnel System for you to review the status of your requests, https:i!npl.oasis.unc.edu!nonpersonnel!request. Your departments 

requested many important pieces of equipment and renovation projects, and we are thrilled to fund many projects this fiscal year. 

Please remember that OASIS will coordinate the purchase of requests for technology equipment. This is designated by a funding status of either "College to 

OASIS" or "OASIS". 

The remainder of this email has details on your request status and funding transfers. Feel free to contact me with questions at any time. 

The Dean’s Office has designated your requests with one of the following statuses: 

* Declined: This request was not funded, usually because the Dean’s Office does not provide funding for the type of item requested 

* De[erred: We did not have enough funding in the current year to approve, but you can re-submit this request in future years 

* Approved: Your request was funded 

~ Note - please review the funding section that follows for details on purchasing 

F~d~g Tra~ers ~nd T~ch~o~ogy P~rchases 
The Dean’s Office Finance Team will transfer state funds for approved requests over the next two weeks. The list below details each funding status: 

* Not Funded: only for declined or deferred requests 
* College to Department: We will transfer funds to the 3000 object l~ne of your main state account 
* College to O~15 and OASIS: These technology requests w~II be purchased by OASIS. Please contact Andy Lang or Barbara Olszanowski with inquiries on 

these ~tems. 
Again, please note that OASIS will coordinate the purchase of technology items marked "College to OASIS" and "OASIS", and the Dean’s Office will transfer state 
funds for all other requests. 
Let me know if you have questions. 
Kind regards, 

Business Operations, College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 71056 
office - 919.962.9275 
mobile - 
"It is hard to fail, but it is worse never to have tried to succeed"-Theodore Roosevelt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, November 22, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Israel and Hamas Agree to a Cease-Fire, After a U. S.-Egypt Push 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Today;,sHeadlines ............................................................................. 
~1}¢ N’~, ~rk ~t~.~ November 22, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e_T_o_d..a. X>. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Israel and Hamas Agree to a 
Cease-Fire, After a U.S.-Egypt 
Push 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and JODI 
RUDOREN 

Under a truce annotmced by Secretary 
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and the 
Egyptian foreign nfinister, Israel and 
Hamas agreed to end all hostilities. But 
it was tmelear how it would be enforced. 

-’ In Gaza Conflict, Fighting With Weapons and 
Postings on Twitter 

Egypt’s Leader Is Crucial Link 
in Gaza Deal 
By PETER BAKER and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

The cease-fire brokered between Israel 
and Hanms on Wednesday was the start 
of an unlikely alliance, one with a fair 
measure of risk for President Obama 
and Mohamed Morsi, lfis Egyptian 
counterpart. 

:’ Coverage from The Lede I Photos I ~ Videos I :{’~ Map 

Jailed and Jailers Pitched In Help After Storm 
By COREY KILGANNON 

Rikers Islm~d has donated gasoline, food and clothing from its stores, while inmates have contributed labor, 
doing 6,6oo pounds of latmdry for displaced New Yorkers in shelters. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2Z 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It seems the odds are stacked against the town. Football is a way we can persevere, ride the success of the 

team." 
TONI MCCLOSKEY, the principal at Clairton High School, which has won 59 consecutive games, tying a 

Pennsylvania state record. 

DINING & WINE 



FEATURE: Thanksgiving Help 

Line 
Have a Thanksgiving dilemma? The 
staff of The New York Times Dining 
section mad other experts are answering 
your questions on food, drinks, 
entertaining and more. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
On Being Not Dead 
By BILL HAYES 

We may be oblivious to the 
extraordinary. This is a reversible 
condition. 

4 WEE  S 

WORLD 

Public Anger Over Europe’s Budget, and Wine Cellar, Bubbles Before Talks 
By ANDREW HIGGINS and JAMES KANTER 

There is a mood of hostility toward the European Union, brought on in part by a perception of extravagant 
spending as national budgets shrink. 

o European Leaders Fail to Agree on Greek Aid 

Congo Rebels, After Victory, Vow to Take the Capital 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Up tmtil this week, many skeptics had disnfissed the M23 rebels as a small-time nfilitia with neither the 
resources nor the nmnpower to upend Congo, but now it seems they are rapidly gaining n~omentum. 

A Chinese Education, for a Price 
By DAN LEVIN 

In China, officials at state-rtm schools demmad steep payoffs from parents who want their children to get an 
aeadenfie edge. 

, Manufacturing in China Showed Growth in November 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Tech Start-Ups Find a Home on the Prairie 
By JOHN ELIGON 

From Des Moines to Omaha to Kansas City - a region known more for its barus than its bandwidth - a start- 
up teeh scene is blossonfing. 

Oversight Failures Documented in Meningitis Outbreak 
By ANDREW POLLACK and SABRINA TAVERNISE 

New documents show that the Food and Drug Adnfinistration threatened to use its full authority on the 
Massachusetts company implicated in the outbreak only to back away, citing lack of jurisdiction. 

When Phones Come Out Long Before the Turkey 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Given the nfillions who will be using social media to record their Thanksgivings mad share them with far- 
fltmg relatives, this year’s holiday could be the most docmnented in its history. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Retailer Shakes Off the Storm 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

The Eileen Fisher clotlfing stores and headquarters were hit hard by last month’s big storm, but insurance, 



some planning and much luck helped executives and employees reopen the business. 

TOOL KIT 
Click Wisely to Shop, and Enjoy the Pie 
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

A lot of online retailers are offering sales around the holidays. Here are tips so you can stay home on Black 
Friday. 

" Where Pilgrims Landed, Thanksgiving Is Kept at Table, Not Mall 

Oil Prices Stay Steady Despite Mideast Conflict 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

While Thanksgiving gas prices in the United States are higher than a year ago and at a record level, oil 
experts say plentiful global supplies will help prevent a jump in prices. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Football Team Keeps Mill Town’s Heart Beating 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

Apart from providing community pride, football serves as a neon advertisement that, despite its troubles, 
Clairton in western Pennsylvania remains open for business. 
," ~,~ Slide Show: AWinning Tradition Amid Uncertain Times 

Stuffing? Pass the Football! 
By SAM BORDEN 

Everyone plays, the car (or cona) is out of botmds, the quarterback can’t run and you can’t call the Statue of 
Liberty play too often. 

a38 Points, ao8 Shots and a Debate About a Record 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

Jack Taylor drew national attention for his N.C.A.A. basketball scoring record, with many questioning why 
one would take so many shots in such a lopsided game. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
The Dangers of Singing and Marriage 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

"Killer Karaoke" and "Wives With ~fives" bring slightly new, but considerably painflfl, twists to cable 
television reality shows. 

’. E# Video Excerpt 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE CENTRAL PARK FIVE’ 
Filmmakers Still Seek Lessons From a Case That Rocked a City 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The docmnentary "The Central Park Five" is equal measures crinfinal investigation, cultural exhumation and 
a eousideration of race in a presmnptively postraeial 3aneriea. 

’. Interview: Sarah Burns 

’Opening Doors’ Means Rattling Some Cages 
By PATRICK HEALY 

The playwright Chay Yew has taken over a Chicago theater company and is changing everything - including 
the roster of writers. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Guerrilla Fashion: The Story of Supreme 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

How Supreme and its press-shy founder, James Jebbia, created a street-wear brmad worslfiped by cool kids 
(and some adtflts) aromad the world. 



No. 279 Puts On Its Game Face 
By ERIC WILSON 

As H&M continues to expand in this country with stores like the recently opened Time Wan~er Cable center 
location, known at the company as No. 279, the company is trying to burnish its image as a fmnily-friendly 
retailer. 

¯ ’ ~ Slide Show: Behind the Scenes at an H&M Opening 

Scouting Report 
By JOANNA NIKAS 

Black Friday sales at Bloonfingdale’s, Henri Bendel, Opening Ceremony and others, and the retun~ of the 
Brooklja~ Bazaar. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.y[e..??. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A New Israel-Hamas Cease-Fire 
The temporary end to bon~bardment and violence is not enough to ensure peace in the region. 

EDITORIAL 
The Problem of Fake and Useless Drugs 
A strong international treaty is needed to prevent thousands of needless deaths caused by counterfeit drugs. 

EDITORIAL 
Lawlessness on Indian Land 
The rise of crime on American Indian reservations is a moral atrocity. Tribes need the resources they were 
pronfised to nmintain law and order. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Failed Experiment 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The presidential cmadldates may not have talked much about climate change or our declining infrastructure, 
but fanfilies sure are after countless power outages. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Turkey Chronicles 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Good news, people! In the nfiddle of all the plmming for Thanksgiving dinner, I took some incredibly 
important questions from dear readers. 

" Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR I TOWNIES 
My Celebrity Love Triangle 
By JEFF NISHBALL 

Pretending to worship Farrah Fawcett-Majors while secretly adoring her husband. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 22, 1963, President John F. Kennedy was assassinated while riding in a motorcade in Dallas. The 

suspected gumnan, Lee Harvey Oswald, was arrested. Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson was sworn in as the 

36th president of the United States. 

¯ See This Front..P.:.a.g.e.. 
¯ ..B...u..y. This Front .P..’..aN.e_ 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s tteadlines: Factions in Gaza Make Unib~ Vow After Cease-Fire 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i OP-~-~,, i On lNs Day 

C,M~tomize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

November 23, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

I~’actlo~s in Gaz~ Make 
Vow After Cease-Plpe 

Palestinians matpted in celebrations, 
vowing unity among rival factions 
and a commitment to resistance, 
while Israel sought to soberly sell its 
military operation to a domestic 
audience. 

MILITARY ANALYSIS 

For israel Gaza Contllct Is 

Test for an Ira~ 

Comfit’on tatlo~ 
i.::., f..r.vL., ~... t:.:..~:.f.R :r~d ~d."..M ":.5 
One view is that Israel was using the Gaza battle to learn the missile capabilities of both tlamas and 
Islamie Jihad - the group with the closest ties to Iran - with intent to disrupt those links. 

Day to Reflect After Beari~g 

Whether around dinner tables at home or alongside kindhearted strangers, storm victims gathered 
to celebrate Thanksgiving in steely defiance of life’s disruptions. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 ~eou~d*~ ’t s~.~ it ~s worth ~ hurrie~e ~o ~et it, but #’s Mee for the eit9 to tre~l us, ~he*~ ~e here 

nothh~g. " 

RAPHAEL L~LKER, whose [amily was displaced from their home in Belle [t;~t’bov, Queens b), 

t{ttrrieane Saudy, as they watched the Thanksgiving Day Parade and had a meat as guests o~ New 

York City, 

SCIENCE 

Keep~g It Coo~ 
Inside air conditioners 
are gases that allow the 
maehine to cool the air, but also 
deplete the ozone layer and 
eontt’ibute to global warming. 

OPINION 

Watch: Protecting tunnels 
against disaster 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Hewlel:t’.~ los.%: A golly unfolds, by 1:he number.% 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Degradi~g 

So far, education ...... ] 
"refrain" has given us J 

little but re-segregation and the same dismal scores in math and science. 



~ Opinionator I Schooling: What Should Children Read? 

WORLD 

Citi~g Deadlock, Egy])t’s I,eader Seizes New Power a~d Plans Mnbarak Retrial 

With a constitutional assembly near collapse, President Mohmned Morsi granted himself broad 
powers above any court and ordered the retrial of his predecessor, Hosni Mubarak. 

~ Eg~ptiar, President and Obama re;go UnR i;~ Gaza Deal 

REFORTER’S NOTEBOOK 

L~fe h~ Gaza’s Conrtyards: Displays of Prlde a~d Sacrifice 

Behind the scenes of destruction, mourning women talk of victory in death and idle young men 
laugh off bombings. 

In New Tack, Co~go’s Army Starts to Fight 

After a string of victories by rebels who have faced little resistance, the army began a 
counterattack in an effort to recover some of the territory it has lost in eastern Congo. 

~1--I Pi~o os¢ap~s: Violence Continues in Congo 

More World News 

CHILLING EFFECT 

EffoN [o Curb Da,~gerous Coola~t Fal~ters, Some[lines at Home 

Environmentally harmful HCFC-~ is being phased out, but common repairs to air conditioners 

keep the gas in circulation with little federal enforcement. 

~ Video: Keepir~g It Cool 

A Kansas Town Seeks Fame as a Chapter in Lincoh~’s Rise 

A publicity campaign in Leeompton, Kan., seeks national recognition of the tiny tmvn’s crucial role 
in the election of President Lincoln and in the Civil War. 

As Tallies Confirm Results of Arizona Races, Many Call for a Faster Way to 

The secretary of state insisted that the election system worked, but acknowledged that the counting 
process could be improved. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Case Casts a Shadow o~ a Hedge Fm~d 

Evidence suggests that Steven A. Cohen participated in trades that the government says illegally 
used insider information, but he has not been charged. 

~ Aqaiysis: A Lesson Learner;? For the Mets. Maybe Not 

The Shrewd Shopper Carries a Sma~¢phone 

Apps for Black Friday shoppers are now loaded with planning tools, prices and directions to parking 
spots. 

~[~] VideO: Apps for Biack Friday 

~Tool 
Kit CIi ;k V\;isely to Shop and Enjoy the Pie 

THE LEDE BLOG 

Shoppers D~ for the Lo~g Haul at Toys ~R~ Us 

The Lede is checking out the mood of Black Friday shoppers as the economically critical holiday 
season kicks off. In Times Square, some had been anticipating a sale for months. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

PATRIOTS 49, JETS 19 

Hmn~llated i~ a New York Mi~nte 

On national television Thursday, the Jets were pmnmeled by the Patriots, a defeat that 
reealibrated how words like embarrassing and absurd are used to describe the franchise. 

~E] 8ox Score I [] Slide Show 



~35 
StraighL Points Leaves .lets With More Questions 

I~l Oregon, Civil i~ivahT but Quirky O~le 

The Oregon vs. Oregon State rivalry is one of the oldest in college football, dating to 1894. But for 
the longest time, it lacked a central ingredient to any rivalry: something to win. 

ANALYSIS 

A Lesson Lear~md? }:05° the Mets~ Ma>~e Not 

The Mets owners, on the heels of the Bm~ard L. Madoff Ponzi scheme, sold a share of the team to 
Steven A. Cohen, a hedge fund manager whose operation was in the cross hairs of federal 
prosecutors. 

o More Spor~s News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIBN I ’HITCHCOC~ 
A Knife and a Showe~°~ Sounds Hit~heoeMa~ 

"Hiteheoek," starring ~thony Hopkins, is based on a book about the making of the horror dassie 
"Psycho." 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’RUST AND BONE’ 
Damaged So~is~ ’l’~yh~g to HeaL Learni~g to S~rv]ve 
i.:y A. O SD’.;~ " 
In "Rust and Bone," a museular mdodrama Dora aaeqnes Audiard, a wmmm who loses her legs in a 
whale attaek finds emoUonal healing throngh a relationship with a rongh boxer. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

~a~ R&B Soap Opera That Lets a Bad Boy Play Good-Guy Roles 

The singer R. Kelly’s set of new "~’apped in the Closet" musical minimovies, on IFC, makes sense 
only as an event, not as art. 

o More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEWI THE CENTRAL PARK FIVE’ 

Filmmakers StH| Seek Lessons tq.om a Case That Rocked a City 

The doenmentary "The Central Park Five" is equal measures criminal investigation, cultural 
exhumation and a consideration of race in a presumptively postraeial America. 

~ I~terview: Sarah Burns 

MOVIE REVIEW’I’LIFE OF PI’ 
Plenty of Gods, but ,lust One Fe|low Passenger 
i.::y ::, ".. 
"Dfe of Pi," direeted by Aug Lee and based on the novel by Yann Ma[~el, features a young man, a 
tiger and lots of talk about God. 

~ Slide Show: Behind the Tiger 

~Vtten Do \qe ~Get 

Filmmakers are pushing hard against, and sometimes dispensing with, storytelling conventions, 
and audienees seem willing to follow them. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The nation needs the European Union as much as the union needs it. 

EDITORIAL 

An H~efit’e, ctlve VVay to F~ght C*’ime 
Arrests for possession of small amounts of marijuana do not serve public safety. 

EDITORIAL 

More Questions on MoPtgage Re|ief 
Banks need more policing so tough new standards for modifying loans and processing foreclosures 
are followed. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



\’Vhy ’~%~e Love Politics 

The new movie abont Abraham Lincoln is a rare celebration of the paradoxical nobility of polities, 

its high vision often realized preeisely throngh less-than-noble means. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

G~-an d Okt 

That Marco Rubio interview in GQ was jnst another sign of how the Republiean Party pre[ers to 

suppress scientific evidenee if it coutradiets faith. 

~ Columnist Pa~e ~ Blcg 

OPINIO~TOR 

G~ve Pot a Chance 

Fro’get all the lame jokes abont Cheech and Chong: social revolntions in a demoeracy should not be 

lightly dismissed. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 23, 1943, during Worht War II, United States forces seized control of the Tarawa and 

Makin atolls from the &~panese. 

See This Front Page 
Buy Th{s Front Page 

YOU received this message because yeu signed up for N’¢limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I ,’%1racy ,’°olicy i Contact i Advertise 



Fi~oiFl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 23, 2012 11:19 .AM 

discussion <Ihculty--athletics-£~rum@listserv.unc.edu> 

[[hculty--athletics- forum] Some thoughts this day after Thanksgiving 

~ay, 

I read Steve’s letter to the editor with great interest as well. It provides additional data for an 

analysis of our situation in particular and that of big-time college sport in general. 

In addition, I would call your attention to today’s N & O article re: the selection process of our 

new chancellor. Two very different views on shared and open governance expressed by Mr. Funk and 

Mr. Stevens. While one is not inherently correct, the distinction is relevant. 
http:ffwww.newsobserver.com/2012/l 1/23/250067~search-~r-unc-ch-cha ncellor-has.html 

By the way, I think it highly likely Steve wrote his letter prior to his trip to Maul for the EA 
Sports Maui Invitational. His job during that tournament and throughout the year, is to place UNC 
athletics in as favorable 11ght as possible. 

To researchers such as myself, who look at the institution of college sport, one of his duties as 
SID ls to disseminate the athletlc department’s institutional propaganda (Black, 2001; ]owett & 
O’Donnell, 1992; Staurowsky & Sack, 2005). I would call your attention to a selection (p. 13) from 

a manuscript (just submitted for peer-reviewed publication) I co-authored wlth Dr. Ellen Staurowsky 
(Drexel University): Southall, R. M., & Staurowsky, E. (2012). Cheering on the CoLLegiate ModeL: 
Creating, D~ssem~nat~ng, and Imbedding the NCAA~s Redefinition of Amateurism. Submitted for 

publication. 

After establishing the one-year athletic grant-in-aid 

(GIA), a decision that effectively set up a system of pay for play that 

threatened the NCAA’s fundamental principle of amateurism, college sport 

leaders confronted the looming prospect that athletes would be identified as 

employees by state industrial commissions and the courts. "According to Walter Byers, the term student-athlete was created by 

the NCAA 

to convince workers’ compensation boards, as well as the general public, that 

scholarship athletes are students like any others" (Staurowsky & Sack, 2005, 

p. 10S). Mobilizing a newly emerging staff of public relations professionals in 

athletic departments called Sports Information Directors (SIDs), Byers issued 

strict instructions that "student-athlete" was to be used whenever 

possible. 

In his memoir he wrote, 

We crafted the term "student-athlete", 

and soon it was embedded in 

all NCAA rules and interpretations as a mandated substitute for such words as 

players and athletes. We told college 

publicists to speak 

of "college teams", not football or basketball "clubs", a word common to the 

pros (Byers & Hammer, 1995, p. 69). 

This pattern of linguistic subterfuge has formed the foundation for a 

commercial institutional logic that 

drives what Brand (2006, 2009) has termed ’the big-time college sport enterprise’ in general and the NCAA’s approach to 

business more specifically (Southall & Nagel, 2008; Southall et al., 2008; 

Southall, Southall, & Dwyer, 2009). The most recent iteration of this is 

the case under consideration here. 

Placed within this context, Steve is just doing the job for which the university has hired him. 

Rlchard 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 



Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

Office - 9:19.962-3507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www.~.uu: 

CSRI Conference on CoHere Sport webs~e: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-formn as: eunice@email.unc,edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.421235atSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32460653 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32460653-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vin Steponaitis <vps@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 4:49 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ii~mm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--atlfletics- forum] Some thoughts this day a£er That~sgiving 

Jay -- 

Having re-read the message on which I commented, I see that you ~vere 
indeed referring to strategies, not people. I apologize for that 
mismaderstanding. (Must have been the aftereIt’ect of too much turkey 
the night before!) 

But there’s a fine line here. If one expresses contempt and mockeiT for 
something another person says and believes, is that treating the person 
with respect? Let’s not forget that the vast majority of our colleagues 
who work for the athletics department believe in what they’re doing and 
are acting in good faith. Ditto for the athletes We can disagree with 
the NCAA and its policies, we can be be upset by some of the things that 
have gone on here, we can fairly criticize people [’or actions they’ve 
taken, and we can push [’or change, but I think it’s important that we 
keep our discourse on an even keel and not go over the top as we do 
this That’s all I was trying to say. 

Best, 
Vin 

On 11/23/2012 3:46 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Vin--if you read my message you’ll see that I’m referring to propaganda 

> strategies, not people. And obviously, my responses are mine alone -Jay 

> On 11/23/12 1:33 PM, Vin Steponaltis wrote: 
>> Jay -- I have to say that expressing "contempt and mockew" for our 
>> fello*v UNC employees is not something I find particularly useful or 
>> appealing. I’m happy to help look k~r practical solutions to the 
>> problems we’re all concerned about, but I believe strongly that we can 
>> find eff;ective ways to do that without treating our colleagues and 
>> co-workers with disrespect. Best, Vin 
>> 

>> 

>> On 11/23/2012 11:48 AM_ Jay- Smith wrote: 
>>> Thanks, Richard for your coutinuing work in uncovering the propaganda 
>>> strategies of the NCAA and its members. I guess it’s your job to point 
>>> out their existence. It’s the job of the rest of us to subject them to 
>>> the contempt and mockery they desei",~e. Time to fight fire xvith fire, 
>>> I’d say. 

>>> On 11/23/12 11:19 AM, $outhall, Richard Michael wrote: 
>>>> Jay, 

>>>> I read Steve’s letter to the editor with great interest as well. It 
>>>> provides additional data for an analysis of our situation in 
>>>> particular and that of big-time college sport in general. 

>>>> In addition, I would call your attention to today’s N & O article re: 
>>>> the selection process of our nexv chancellor. Two ver~" different views 
>>>> on shared and open governance expressed by Mr. Funk and Mr. Stevens. 
>>>> V~nile one is not inherently correct, the distinction is relevant. 
>>>> http://wavw.newsobsel~zer.cor~g2012/11i23/2500670/search-for-unc-ch-chancellor-has.html 

>>>> By the ~vay, I think it highly likely Steve wrote his letter prior to 
>>>> his trip to Maui for the EA Sports Maui Invitational His job during 
>>>> that tournament and throughout the year, is to place UNC athletics in 
>>>> as favorable light as possible 

>>>> To researchers such as myself, who look at the institution of college 
>>>> sport, one of his duties as SID is to disseminate the athletic 
>>>> department’s institutional propaganda (Black, 2001 ; Jowett & 
>>>> O’Donnell, 1992; Staurowslcy & Sack, 2005). I would call your attention 
>>>> to a selection (p 13) from a manuscript (just submitted for 
>>>> peer-reviewed publication) I co-authored with Dr. Ellen Staurowsky 
>>>> (Drexel Universi~#): Southall, R M., & Stauro~vslcy, E (2012). 
>>>>/*Cheering on the Collegiate Model: Creating, Disseminating, and 
>>>> Imbedding the */*NCAA’s Redefinition of Amateurism*. Submitted for 
>>>> publication. 

>>>> *After establishing the one-year athletic grant-in-aid * 
>>>> *(GIA), a decision that effectively set up a system of pay for play 
>>>> that* 



>>>> *threatened the NC2~t’s fundamental principle of amateurism, college 
>>>> sport* 
>>>> *leaders confronted the looming prospect that athletes would be 
>>>> identified as* 
>>>> *employees by state industrial commissions and the courts. "According 
>>>> to Walter Byers, the term student-athlete was created by the NCAA* 
>>>> *to convince workers’ compensation boards, as well as the general 
>>>> public, that* 
>>>> *scholarship athletes are students like any others" (Staurowsky & 
>>>> Sack, 2005,* 
>>>> *p. 105 ). Mobilizing a newly emerging staff of public relations 
>>>> professionals in* 
>>>> *athletic depaltments called Sports Information Directors (SIDs), 
>>>> Byers issued* 
>>>> *strict instructions that "student-athlete" was to be used whenever* 
>>>> *possible. * 
>>>> * 

>>>> * 

>>>> *In his memoir he wrote,* 
>>>> *We crafted the term "student-athlete",* 
>>>> *and soon it was embedded in * 
>>>> *all NCAA rules and interpretations as a mandated substitute for such 
>>>> words as* 
>>>> *players and athletes. We told college* 
>>>> *publicists to speak* 
>>>> *of "college teams", not football or basketball "clubs", a word common 
>>>> to the* 
>>>> *pros (Bycrs & Hanmacr, 1995, p. 69).* 
>>>> * 

>>>> * 

>>>> *This pattern of linguistic subterfuge has formed the foundation for a* 
>>>> *conwnercial institutional logic that * 
>>>> *drives what Brand (2006, 2009) has termed ’the big-time college sport 
>>>> enterprise’ in general and the NCAA’s approach to* 
>>>> *business more specifically (Southall & Nagel, 2008; Southall et al, 
>>>> 2008;* 
>>>> *Southall, Southall, & Dwy~er, 2009) The most recent iteration of 
>>>> this is* 
>>>> *the case under consideration here * 

>>>> Placed ~vithin this context, Steve is just doing the job lbr which the 
>>>> universit5’ has hired him. 

>>>> Richard 

>>>> Dr Richard M. Southall 

>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

>>>> Graduate h-ogram Coordinator 

>>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 

>>>> YVoollen Hall 203C 

>>>> Office - 919.962-3507 

>7,>7, Cell - 

>7,>7, Fax - 919.962-6235 

>>>> southall@email.unc.edu <mailto:southall(£email.unc edu> 

>>>> UNC Sport Administration website: 

>7,>7, http ://exss. unc. edu/graduate-pro~rams/specia~izations/sp~rt-administrati~n/oveP~iew/ 

>>>> CSRI website: w,~,as,.unc.edu/csri <http://www.unc.eduicsri> 

>>>7, CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 
>7,>7, <http://www.csriconference or~/> 

>>>7, Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 

>>>> live full?,. 

>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-t’orum as: 
>>> vps@email.anc.edu <mailto:~ps(~,email.tmc.edu>. 

>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>http://lists.anc.eduN?id 48916009.d79Na5d625c10c351ee99b491420602&n T&I faculW--athletics-fotarn&o 32460669 

>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above L~)-.L if the line is 
>>> broken) 



>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-32450669-48916009 d79[’da5d62~c10c351 ee99b491420602~listserv unc edu 
>>> < mailto:leave-32450669-48916009 d79fda5d625c 10c351 ee99b491420602 ~listserv unc edu > 

Vincas P. Steponaitis 
Professor of Anthropology 
Chair, Cm-riculum in Archaeology 
Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology- 

Mailing address: 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

tel.: (919) 962-6574 
fax: (919)962-1613 
email: vin@unc.edu 

-- You are c~trrently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~37456.42~235af5a29~756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~t~--ath~etics-fo1um&~=3246~936 or send a blar~k email to leave-32460936- 
50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad396~9242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@em~iLunc.edu~ 

Saturday, November 24, 2012 10:44 AM 

discussion <Ihculty--athletics-ibrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--a]hletics-ibrum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Athletes ~d admissions: UNC- Chapel Hill’s procedmes 

Colleagues, 

At the outset I want to apologize for the lengthy nature of thls post. Havlng spent the past three 
months (and really the past 13 years) conducting content analyses of NCAA natlonal of#lce, 
association and member university documents, speeches, op-ed pleces, etc., I wanted to call your 
attention to Steve Farmer’s (Vlce Provost for enrollment and undergraduate admissions) oplnlon 
plece in today’s N & O http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/11/24/2499222/athletes-and-admlsslons-unc- 

chapel.html 

Whlle in a prevlous discussion of Steve Kirschner’s opinion plece, I noted he ls hired by the university (through our 

athletlc department) to engage in publlc relations on behalf of athletics, Steve Farmer ls not specifically hlred to engage 

in public relations activities on behalf of UNC-CH. As a result~ ~ found it interesting that the tltle of his plece has 

little if anythlng to do wlth the substance of hls oplnlon plece. 

In addltlon~ there are several interesting highlights to Mr. Farmer’s editorial. I think a discussion of several points ls 

worthwhile and consistent wlth a macro examination of the institution of college sport and of the situation on our campus 

specifically 

A close reading of hls essay reveals Mr. Farmer does not specifically identlfy the number of "special admissions" the 

admissions offlce makes each year (upon the recommendation of the Advlsory Committee on Undergrad Admissions and the 

Subcommittee on Special Talent). However, his statement "A small share of these cholces - an average of 20 students each 

year since 2005 -lnvolve prospective student-athletes" suggests there are at least a hundred or hundreds of such admissions 

each year. In addition, he does not identify if there is a speclfic sport that garners the majority of these 20 yearly 

speclal admissions. Thls subtle use of language deflects attention from a discussion of the use of speclal admissions as a 

strategy to lncrease the athletic talent pool for a speclfic sport. Nor does it allow for a determination of EXACTLY how 

many (or the percentage) of such "special admissions" that athletics (or any speclflc sport) been granted each year slnce 

2005. 

A second significant element within his editorial is a plea that such special admission students not be "stigmatized." 

But most of these students have either graduated or made progress tow’ards their degrees, and they have done so by working incredibiy hard - perhaps harder than most of us will ever 

work at anything in our lives These students, in my view, deserve to be celebrated, not disparaged as "exceptions" or stigmatized by the poor choices of others 

The nuanced language of the phrase "most of these students have either graduated or made progress towards their degrees 

should not be overlooked, slnce "progress towards their degrees" is indicative of the practice of keeping athletes eligible 

in order for them to leave in good academic standard, but without a degree, a situation clearly ideritified by Nar’y 

Mlllingham. This practice is statistically abetted by the use of the NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate (GSR), which removes 

from a graduation rate denominator any athlete who makes progress toward a degree and ]eaves a university in "good academic 

standing" (i.e. eligible to compete according to NCAA standards). ~n this phrase Steve, intentionally or coincidental.].y) 

uses the term "most" to lump those who actually graduate (leaving aside any discussion of tbe quaiity of their education) 

with those who slmpiy retairi their eligibility prlor to ieavlng a university (e.g. Dropplng out, trarisferrlng, etc.). Thls 

process by which athletes are kept in good academic standing and make progress toward a degree is the very practice Nary 

Wiliingham has identified. 

Also, at the end of the paragraph, is the phrase "the poor choices of others." While allowing for poor choices having been 

made, Mr. Farmer fails to identify the "others." A~e tbe others the UNC admissions office, the Advisory Committee, the 

coaches who recruit them, the NCAA national office> the media, the fans? 

Are the poor choices made within the very admissions process he is defending? Throughout his piece he fails to acknowledge 

the existence and effect on the admissions process of a commercialized college-sport enterprise that relies upon 

athietically-.talented football players, 

Finaily, he justifies our 53 special admissions by saying: 

Of [i~e 53 foP[ball players recommerlded for admission by the faculty cemmit[ee over the last rive years, more than i~aif were effered sehoh~rships by fop-30 public or priva[e universities. 

This is ’begging the question,’ (a logical, fallacy) by referring to the admissions practices of other members of the college 

sport eriterprise in order to justify our admissioris policies. An example of this fallacy might be an eigbt-.year old saying 

to his morrb "]ohn’s morn lets him eat pizza and drink beer’ for’ breakfast, why can’t I?" 

Simply put, Mr, Farmer refers to the e-Fficacy of UNC’s special admissions standards in relation to that of other 
universities~ but does not identify if these players who were recommended for admission "offered scho].arships" were offered 

sucb scholarships tbrough a special admissions process. If tbe other top ]0 public or’ private universities also field big- 

time FBS football programs, they may well utilize a special admissions process just like our’s. Tbat does not mean ariy of the 

admissions processes are rigorous or legitimateo ~t simply means they have similar processes. This pizza and beer analogy is 

specious at best and disingenuous at worst. "Everyone else has special admissions, so our process must not be questioned. 



Referr~n8 to other admissions processes~ that may or may not be compromised, as a justification for one’s own admissions 

process is clearly begging the question. 

Finally, he subtly accuses any critics of not "standing behind these students." This subtle attack on Sack’s 

(2@69) "intellectual elitists" paints concerned faculty critics as not cabin8 about these students who "deserve to be 

celebrated, not disparaged as ’exceptions’ or stigmatized." Criticizing the status quo is therefore equated with not caring 

about students, This subtle refram£n~ of the discussion ~s very effect~ve~ since Mr, Farmer and the unidentified ’we’ who 

are "always working hard to improve/’ are placed in stark contrast to those who would tear down the integrity of a system 

that led the stru~iin~ aspirin~ student-athletes to join ’us~’ This aspirational ian~ua~e is very effective at paintin~ the 
institution (UNC & college spo~t) as providing educational opportunities to these "student-athletes," This use of language 
was used ~epeatedly by Myies Brand to place the NC~ and colle~e spomt as descendants of the civil rights movement, 

I welcome the opportunity to discuss my reading oT Mr. Farmer’s letter, with any oT you on th~s list. I also plan to seek an 

opportunity to discuss this with Steve at a time convenient ~or him. I do not seek this dialogue to -- in Jay’s words -- 

"fight ~ire with fire," Nor do I have co~rtempt for this process or the tactics employed. However, the tactics and language 

employed should be subject to critical scholarly examination° 

I apologize J.f there are grammatica]~ spe].].J.nZ, or syntactic errors in this pos% but [ have to begin watchJn8 ~ootba].]. 

today. By the way, during the telecasts count up the number o+ "educational" references during the telecasts. Makes +or 

interesting viewing o~ these educational sporting events:) 

{heers~ 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M. Sou[hall 

Associa[e Professor -- Spor[ Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

O[fice -919~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9~9.962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSR] websRe: wwwu~x:.edu/csr{ 

CSR] Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--atNelics- forum as: eunice~)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n T&I t?aculty--athletics-forum&o 32461607 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a blank emafil to leave-32461607-50137456.421235af5~29175600ad39629242d7d3(~]istserv.unc.edu 
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Today’s Headlines: U.S. Election Speeded Move to Codify Policy on Drones 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Election Speeded Move 
to Codify Policy on Drones 
By SCOTT SHANE 

M~ internal debate in Washington 
concerns when umnanned strikes are 
justified and whether they should be a 
last resort or a more flexible tool. 

Egyptian Judges Challenge 
Morsi Over New Power 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Judges rebelled against an edict by 
President Mohamed Morsi exempting 
his decrees from judicial review, calling 
for a judges’ strike as protesters took to 
the streets for a second day. 

26. WEEKS 

Lobbying, a Windfall and a 
Leader’s Family 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

The stock holdings of Prime Minister 
Wen Jiabao’s relatives took a solid jmnp after Ping 3m was granted a waiver to a rtfle that big finmaeial 
eompmfies be broken up. 

, Another Big Stake in Ping An 

’. ~] Graphic: Ping An’s Hidden Shareholders 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt will be winter outside and winter inside. We already wake up early because it is so cold." 

MOHAMED KHAIR AL-ORAIBY, a Syrian who fled to a shelter in Lebanon with his wife and two 

infants. 

FASHION & STYLE 

g{ INTERACTIVE :~i[:i.,.’:i:i:i:~:i:i~{i[i[i~i~ ~:~ 
FEATURE: Holiday liiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii’i: ~ 

Whether your seasonal      .::i:~:;:<:~:~:~:~: 



obligations stay local, involve cross- 
country train rides or require 
international flights, we’ve selected a 
range of useful gifts to nmke jet-setting 
modishly convenient. 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Is This the End? 
By JAM ES ATLAS 

Whether in 50 or lOO or 
200 years, there’s a good 
chance that New York 
City will sink beneath the sea. 

WORLD 

Cold Ravages Syria Refugees as Aid Falters 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Because of a lack of funds or access, htmdreds of thousm~ds face the onslaught of winter with inadequate 
shelter, senior government officials and relief organizations said. 

Cellphones Reshape Prostitution in India, and Complicate Efforts to Prevent 

AIDS 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

One result of the spread of cellphones in India is that more prostitutes have become independent of brothels, 
a development that has made AIDS prevention harder. 

At Least aa2 Dead in Bangladesh Fire, Official Says 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

An official says firefighters have recovered 112 bodies after a fire raced through a multistory garment factory 
iust outside Dhaka, the capital. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

States Want to Have Say During Talks Over Budget 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

With their states still recovering from the recession, goven~ors say they fear that talks in Waslfington to avert 
the so-called fiscal cliff will actually lead to deep cuts. 

California Cove Blessed With Nature’s Beauty Reels From Its Stench 
By IAN LOVETT 

In La Jolla Cove, art galleries and coffee shops meet a stretch of tmspoiled cliffs and Pacific Ocean, but the 
smell that emmaates from bird feces on the rocks has become a growing problem. 

’- ~’~ Slide Show: With Droppings a Problem, La Jolla Cove Fears for Business 

Antigay Crime Remains Steady in Washington Despite Work of Special Unit 
By THEO EMERY 

Critics say that a refit trained to respond to hate crimes has languished and that distributing its duties 
throughout the department has proved ineffective. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

For Martha Stewart’s New Fans, Tattoos Meet Appliqu6 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Martha Stewart’s focus on artisanal products has attracted a cult following among 20- and 3o-somethings 



who have begun their own businesses arotmd crafts and food. 

Nintendo Confronts a Changed Video Game World 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

Nintendo recently posted a loss as inexpensive, downloadable gmnes for smartphones and tablets have 
challenged its tuff. It is now eotmterattaeking with the Wii U console. 

FAIR GAME 
Many Moons Later, the I.R.S. Questions a Tax Deal 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Tax experts have long questioned a transaction that restflted in Fairfax Financial, a Canadian insurer, getting 
a $400 million tax benefit. Years after the fact, the I.R.S. has sided with the skeptics. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Game, and a Man, They Would Never Forget 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

Forty years ago, two Louisiana schools tied their state semifinal game, prompting a full replay- a rarity made 
more tmusual by fiercely tempestuous conditions. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: A Game Lives On 

Once Ubiquitous on Campus, ’Paterno’ Is No Longer Uttered 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

As the Penn State football team ended its first postscandal season, the longtime coach Joe Paterno had 
noticeably retreated as the emblem of the mfiversity. 

Giants’ Design for Desperation: Heave Into End Zone, Jump, Exhale 
By SAM BORDEN 

The Giants faithftflly (and a bit comically) practice a play called the Flood Tip - Coach Tom Coughlin’s 
version of the last-second heave to the end zone. 

¯ ’ Forged in Cold, a Rivalry Runs Hot 

-’ In a Slump, Giants Hope Phillips Can Help Them Out of It 

¯ More S orts News 

ARTS 

When Do We ’Get It’? 
By A. O. SCOTT and MANOHLA DARGIS 

Fihnmakers are pushing hard against, mad sometimes dispensing with, storytelling conventions, mad 
audiences seem willing to follow them. 

Larry Hagman, Who Played J.R. Ewing in ’Dallas,’ Dies at 8a 
By ENID NEMY 

Mr. Hagman portrayed J.R. Ewing, one of television’s most beloved villains, and led the CBS series to global 
poptflarity. 

Dancing Up a Storm but Dying to Rock 
By SIMON REYNOLDS 

On her second flfll-length album, "Warrior," Kesha takes her music in a somewhat more rocklike direction. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Hard Life of an N.F.L. Long Shot 
By CHARLES SIEBERT 

The story of a rookie hmaging on to the fragile hope of a professional football career, as told by his uncle. 

What Brand Is Your Therapist? 
By LORI GOTTLIEB 

Psychotherapy’s struggle to sell itself. 



Oliver Stone Rewrites History - Again 
By ANDREW GOLDMAN 

The fihnmaker motmts his biggest challenge ever to the received wisdom. 

’: ~ Slide Show: Oliver Stone’s History 

¯ ..M...o.r..#_F..r..o..~..t..h...e._lffl..a..gazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Care at the End of Life 
An enlightened approach already being used in several states gives patients more say in the medical 
interventions they want. 

EDITORIAL 
Juvenile Injustice 
The Supreme Court barred mandatory life sentences without parole for yom~g people, forcing states to 
rethink crinfinal penalties. 

EDITORIAL 
The G.O.P. and Violence Against Women 
Republicans can start to repair their standing among women, gay and inmfigrant voters by agreeing on a bill 
that would help protect all victims of domestic violence. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 
Sibling Rivalry: One Long Food Fight 
By GEORGE HOWE COLT 

Sibling rivalry plays out at the dinner - or ltmch or breakfast - table. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Our Enemy, the Payroll Tax 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Both parties shotfld do everything they can to make the payroll tax holiday pelananent. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
But Can They Eat 50 Eggs? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Two Cool Hands with a grip on the nation’s capital. The president should take some leadership lessons from 
the new football wunderkind. 

’: Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 25, 1986, the Iran-Contra affair erupted as President Reagan and Attoruey General Edwin Meese 

revealed that profits from secret arums sales to Iran had been diverted to Nicaraguan rebels. 

¯ See This Front..P.:.a.g.e_ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..’..aN.e_ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 10:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Meeting on Tuesday 

Solry it has taken so loug for me to respond. I thought I had respouded laser week. I can meet Wednesday afternoon anytime after 1. Would that work for you? 

On Sun,            at 4:10 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No womes . How about meeting Wednesday after the break? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 11:29 PM, @grnaJ~l.com> wrote: 

> Hi Professor SaNe, 
> 

> I thought that it would be fine for me to smtch ruth the other babysitter for Tuesday afternoon but she went out of town early. I usually only babysit ou Tuesday 

and Friday oZtemoons! I’m sorry, that it is creating such a problem for us meeting! 

> IYNC Class of 

UNC Class of 



From: ~live.unc.eduv 

Sent: Monday, 12:37 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Sub,iect: DTH stoD’ 

Dr. Sahle, 
Hi my name is 

and I’m a reporter from the Daily Tar Heel. I’m doing a stoD~ on UlqC’s independent study courses and rm tD’ing to get some ilfformation in regards to the AFAM 

department. Would you be available to answer a few of my questions tomorrow? l’m free any time after 12pm. 

Thanks so much, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 1:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Sponsorship tbr February Islamic Studies Graduate ConlErence 

DukeUNC IslamicStudiesCFP.pdf 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Good evening. I am writing you, as chair of the department, on behalf of the 10th Annual Duke-UNC Islamic Studies Graduate Student Conference. We are excited 

about this years theme, "(De-)Centering Islam and the Question of Authenlici~," and believe it will be fftrengthened and enriched by interdisciplinary connections across 
UNC ~md Duke University. 

In recognition of our historical connection with the AtiJcan and Ati~o- American Studies Department, and our anticipation of papers on the Ati-ican American experience 

in Islam, we would like to ask for your sponsorship ~md to provide some financial suptx~rt the coniErence                     I have attached the Call for Paper 

Announcelnent. that gives further &scriplion of our vision, and invite you to oiler suggeffdons or ask questions that you might have. 

Thank you for your time, and I look forwm~t to a fruitful confeience next semester. 

All the best, 

Doctora] student, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Courts Divided Over Searches of Cellphones 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines NovelllbeF 26, 2012 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

Werid I U.8 ] Business I 8~or[s i Arts ] Media & Advertisin~ I Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This Day 

Cus~omizeTocta~’sj:]eadhnes j Search 

TOP NEWS 

Courts Di~4ded Over 

Searches of Cellpbones 

Judges and lawmakers across the 
country are wrangling over whether 
and when law enforcement 
authorities can search suspects’ 
eellphones without a warrant, and 
interpretations range widely. 

Presst~re Grows on Egyptian 

Leader After Judicial Decree 

President Mohamed Morsi defended 
his decree, but his justice minister 
urged a retreat follmving a plunge in 
the country’s stock market and the 
threat of more street protests. 

Congo Slips Into Cl~aos Again as Rebels Gain 

In the past week the rebels have been unstoppable, seizing a provincial capital and eviscerating a 
chaotic Congolese Army. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"W~ nre ~*o~ a r~d~eI~ior~, We ar~ a r~voh~ior~," 
BENJAMIN MBONIMPA, a leader of the M23 rebel group, which has made advances across the 
Democratic Republic of Congo. 

ARTS 

~Siifister Pop~ 
Images from a new 
collection show at the 
Whitney Museum of American Art. 

~ Related Articie 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

SociMizing as a 

Political Tool 

Obama should take a 
tip from Thomas 
Jefferson and invite political 
opponents to dinner. 

WORLD 

UoSo Sbapi~g Scope of Force in Af~ha~fistan A~er ~o14 

Military planners are drawing up broad outlines of a force that would remain in Afghanistan after 

~o~4, including a small eounterterrorism unit with an eye tmvard AI Qaeda, senior officials said. 

Rebels Claim Tl~ey Seized .Mr Bases in Syria 

Rebels claimed to have seized three crucial installations and 11 mobile antiaircraft guns, 



demonstrating their ability to advanee in areas aronnd the capital despite facing aerial attaeks. 

Fatal Fire in Bangladesh Highlights the Dangers i,’ach~g Gar~nent V~;o~okers 

M least H~ bodies were recovered from a garment factory fire, and scores of injured were taken to 
hospitals with burns and smoke inhalation injuries. 

More World News 

F~om Man ~Who Insulted Mnhammad, No Regret 

How Nakoula Basseley Nakoula came to make "Innocence of Muslims" is a bizarre tale of fake 
personas and subterfuge. 

After Dozens of Deaths, Inquiry Into Bed Rails 

A woman whose mother died after getting her neck caught in rails on her bed catches the attention 
of the Consumer Product Safety Commission with a letter. 

~A;ith Bat~ on Drilli~g Practlce~ Town Lat~ds it~ Tblck of Dispute 

Longmont’s ban on hydraulie fracturing has inspired other cities to push for similar prohibitions. 
But it has also set the city head-to-head with oil companies and the state of Colorado. 

BUSINESS 

Oprah at a C~’oss~_~ads 

Tcying to bolster her media empire, Oprah Winfrey has been seeking to attract younger audiences 
to her magazine, which has experienced a decline in advertising revenue sinee her talk show ended. 

DEALBOOK 

New Breed of SAC Capital Hire is at Cen~er of Inslder Trading Case 

Mathew Martoma’s arrest signals the first time that proseeutors have linked Steven A. Cohen, the 
founder of SAC Capital Advisors, to possibly illegal trading aetivity. 

Early Push for Sales Undercnts Black Friday 

Sales on the day after Thanksgiving fell from those a year earlier, after stores started their 
"doorbuster" promotions early in the week and opened for business on Thursday evening. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

SPORTS OFTHETIMES 

A l~ahov to A~|d to the City’s Rich H~story 

Sooner or later, the l~ieks of New Ym’k and the Nets of Brooklyn will do something worth chanting 
about. 

~ Post 8 Comment 

~ K~flcks Fan Wilo Sees Toils Coming to Close 

Jake Phmm~e~" Reldnd~es His Love for the Game He Lef{ 

The former Broncos quarterback retired at 32 to live in Idaho and play handball, but years later, 
he felt a familiar itch. 

BRONCOS 17, CHIEFS 9 

Manning and the g~’oneos Roll to Sixth St~’alght liVh~ 

Peyton Manning threw fro" 285 yards and 2 touchdowns against the Chiefs, giving him his 149th 

victory as a starting quarterback, the second most in N.F.L. history. 

~E] Bo~ Score 

More Sports News 

ART~ 

DANCE REVIEW 
Let the Mo~th of Sngar Pitons Begln~ 

New York City Ballet began its annual season of George Bahmehine’s "Nutcracker" with three 
perfonmmees in two days. 

~ Slide Show: ’The Nutcracke;’ 



ART REVIBN 

~rhe~ Pop Art’s V~q~k ’I’ur~ed Moody 

"Sinister Pop," an exhibition at the Whitney, draws links between the consumerism of early ~96os 

Pop Art and the counterculture sentiment in Pop that soon followed. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

X3race: A l~elY~olr~ 

A dishy memoir fl’om Grace Coddington, Vogue’s lon~time creative director, is filled with comedie 

little drawings. 

More Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

At sSesame Street,s a Void in a Close-Knlt Troupe 

~.h: i..LiX::. ~.A..i ! 
Kevin Clash, the puppeteer behind Elmo, was a leader on the PBS show, and his resignation becanse 

of sex accnsations affected more than the Muppet he bronght to life for more than two decades. 

~M~chors Qult or~ ?dr~ but Reason Is Uaclear 
i.::,, ~.A~: ::, ~,i ,:~~[. . T :. ~: 

The eo-amdmrs for WVII and W~’X in Bangor, Me., cited .jom~alistic indepemlence as the reason for 

quitting ~esday, but the general manager of both stations said one of the two was to be fired. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Using War as Cover to Target do~r~allsts 

3ournalists who dig into dangerons corners of the world have grown accustomed to being 

threatened, but now some governments have decided shooting the messenger is a viable option. 

Mere Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Close Gua~t~namo Pr~so~ 

President Obama’s promise to shut down the notorious detention facility deserves high priority. 

EDITORIAL 

A Stubbor~ £)r~g S}~o~’tage 

The care of patients has suffered and there is no sign of a quick solntion, but regulators and industry 

are struggling to increase prodnction. 

EDITORIAL I THE RURAL LIFE 

The Owlish Nigt~t 

Owls always appear as a shape, a swift, peripheral presence. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Does the fiseal~:risis story even make sense? 

i ...... c ,, 5 ~a~e I ~1~o 
~ olumm t 

.. 

OPINIONATOR 

More Clfips For Tax Reform 

r.v :.: ~..,i~..~,~ ;.:.~. ’r’-~ 

As we seurry around looking for new revenue to help address the yawning budget deficit, let’s zero 

in on the proper rate for capital gains and dividends. 

CP- ED CONTRIBLq-OR 

Millionaires and billionaires shouldn’t be able to lobby their way out of paying their share of 

America’s bills. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 26, ~942, President Roosevelt ordered nationwide gasoline rationing, beginning December 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 8:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Haxtlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: DTH story 

Will do 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: http :i/col [e~e.unc. edu 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/UNC Colle~e 
Twitter: http ://twitter com/unccolle~e 

YouTube: http://voutube.com/user/UNCColle~e 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 7:27 AM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Cc: HartIyn, Jonathan 
Subject: R[~: D’Itl story 

Dear Dee, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be very grateful if you follow up with DTH on their eruail. Beyond the fact that this is a ve15, busy time of year, I am not sure what else the department can add on the theme of 
independent studies given that the Universit7- has addressed this nratter and it has been widely discussed in the public domain since last year. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

Front: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH story 

12:36 AM 

Dr. Sable, 
Hi my name is and rra a reporter froru the Daily Tar Heel. I’m doing a stots, on L~’C’s independent study co~trses and rm trying to get sorue irfformation in regards to the AFAM 
department. Would you be available to answer a few- of my questions tomorrow? rm free any- tirue after 12pm. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:44 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~; Sal~le, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

summer school 

Deai 

You are scheduled to teach Af’AM 102 at 1:15 during the second sumlner session. 

More information to follow. Please call me if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. JaJaken 

Professor of AIi~o- American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Unive~si~ ofNort~ C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:/iw~,w~umass~edu,’umpl~e ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edt~/books:T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu,’book!P00780 

htt p://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~Villiams. Tia Howell <tia~villiams~unc.edu~-- 

Monday ! 9:57 AM 

~unc.edu:* 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 
RE: Non-Personnel Funding 

Does this mean that we will receive an additional ~12, 200 to add to the 

"°Tia 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:45 AH 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Co: Flowers, Sabrina Dawn 
Subject: Non-Personnel Funding 

Tia, 

Jonathan wanted to fund the room 306 renovation and give your department an addition ~12,200 towards your other requests. We have updated the funding in the 

system to fund ½ of most of your requests, just to facilitate transferring the funds. 

Let us know which requests you may want to defer to future years and we can accurately update the system. 

Thanks. 

~SIS, PMP, MB-A candidate I 

"If at first you succeea, try something harder" -John C. Maxwell 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Economics <economics@routledge.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New Edition of ’Applied Health Economics’ - November 2012 

Complimentary Exam Copy Available- ’Applied Health Economics, 2e’ 

Is th~s email not displaying correct?f? View it in ),’our browser I Add to safe senders i Forward to a Friend 

New Edition of ’Applied Health 
Economics’ 

Dear Colleague, 

VVe are pleased to announce the new edition of: 

Applied Health Economics: 

Revised and updated throughout, tNs edition fully reriecls tile 

w!!y iatest acivances in the health economics fiekJ end the key 

iournal literature 

Empirical case studies are centra~ to tMs book and the 

emphas~s is on learNng by example 

health economies.’ - Martin Karisson, Institute of Ageing, 

University of Oxford. UK 

Why not tMk to us about: 

Teaching a course? Tell us what you need 

Read one of our books recently? Why not let us know what you 

thought Researching in this area? Ask if we have any titles that 

might be useful 
Looking to publish? --~-~!-~--#--~-E~-E~-j-S-‘A[-~--r-~-j-~-~--~--d-j!--~-[~--S---~--~-a--~----~--[~-e--~-~-~-~-d-~[£#~ 

Best Wishes, 

Jenny Ellis 

Routledge Economics 

Routledge 

2 Park Square i Milton Park i Abingdon I OX14 4RN 

+44 (0)20 701 75902 iennifer.ellis(~,tandf.co.uk 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers etrai,~jht to your i~bo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscribe at any time. 

We respect four privacy and w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyrir2hl [] 2012 Taylor & Francis¯ an Info[ma business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho[ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH 

you wish lo unsubscribe, please click on the link below. F’iease no, ~ lilis is an automated ope[ation 

htt p://t an df ms~focu s.com/u/11wTC670rowhdv71 



Froln ." 

Sent: Monday, 

To: The mlk~oc 

Subjet~: [mlk~oc 

@ive.unc,edu> 

12:15 PM 

mailing list. <mlk~oc ~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

MLK Committee Meeting Today 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope this email finds you well. This email serves as a reminder that we have an MLK Planning Committee today at 5pro in Campus Y Room 207. Please come prepared to 
share updates on your events. You also need to have your finalized blurb ready to present by today. Please email to let her know if you will not be in attendance~ See 
you all soon. 

Best, 

You are currently sub~ribed to mlkAoc      as: eunice(h)email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:i/lists.unc.edw’u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32466474-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~)listserv.unc.edu 

32466474 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Conference Poster Draft 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I co~dd meet very briefly at 1:00pm tomorrow. I plan to come in in "the morning t?om 9-11 as well. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 12:14 PM 

To= 
Subject= RE: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear 

I hope you had a great Thanksgiving break. 

Can we meet this week to discuss the poster and other matters pertaining to the conference? 
I am in the office most afternoons after 1.00pro. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday, 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Conference Poster Draft 

2:42 PM 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Here is a draft of one of tny ideas for the cotfference poster. I am in the process of contacting the collection at Yale that owns the rights to this paNcular Du Bois 

photo. There are not many images ofDu Bois on google that are public domafin (can be reprinted without permission & citation) ,so I tried to find one that I could 

contact the owners of to reproduce. The other idea I had was a photo mosaic. I am running into that same licensure problem for that as well. In the meantime here is 

my first idea. I’ll keep working on finding images that we caJl print. 

({blive.unc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~Villiams. Tia Howell <lia williams~unc.edu~-- 

Monday, 1:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

FW: Non-Personnel Funding 

Okay Eunice, 

We have to decide what our top priorities are for this year and save the rest for later. From explanation, it looks like we can use up to :[2,200. 

~1i a 

Sent: Monday, :t:0:t PM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: Non-Personnel Funding 

Hi Tia, 
No, the amount is not ~n addition to your current totak ~ apologize for the confusion. ~ )~st want to coordinate the requests that you plan on pursuing w~th the 

mo]ley ~hat we a~h:~cal:ed and to make sure that you u[)ders~amJ we dh~n"~ ~)~an on [unding Y~ of a~] o~ ~hose ~:ems. 

b~s[ead~ we wou~d ~ike for you to tell us your p~ans and I w~H update the sys[ern accordingly. 

Let me know if that still doesn’t make sense. 

Thanks. 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Monday, 9:57 AM 
To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Non-Personnel Funding 

Does this mean that we will r~-_~c~:_~ive an additional $12, 200 to add t:o t:he ~:;17,680. ? 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:45 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Cc: Flowers, Sabrina Dawn 
Subject: Non-Personnel Funding 

Tia, 

Jonathan wanted to fund the room 306 renovation and give your department an addition ~2,200 towards your other requests. We have updated the funding in the 

system to fund ~ of most of your requests, just to facilitate transferring the funds. 

Let us know which requests you may want to defer to future years and we can accurately update the system. 

Thanks. 

~SlS, PMP, MB’A candidate 

mobile 
"if at first you succeed, try something harder" -John C. Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, :1:26 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear Chair, 

I have to think about this a little .... Now that I see it on a flyer, the title of the conference sounds flat and without a cutting edge. That may be the heart of the problem. If 

you have a few minutes anytime tomorrow (Tuesday) I will drop by your office with my reactions and suggestions, and by then I hope that I will have heard back from the 
unconfirmed panelist. I will also let you know about the conversation I had with David Kiel just before break. He had some good ideas about ways to begin forging a working 
relationship between the Department, the two Centers and the Institute. Any time you have tomorrow can work for me._ just let me know. when to drop by. -Reg 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Monday, 12:15 PM 
To; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject-" FW: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear Reg, 

I hope you are doing well. The attached poster is the one that I mentioned in our conversation. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on it. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Conference Poster Draft 

2:42 PM 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

Here is a draAt of one of my ideas for the conference poster. I am in the process of contacting fl~e collection at Yale thai owns "the rights to this particular Du Bois 

photo. There aye not many images ofDn Bois on google that are public domain (can be reprinted without permission & citation) ~ I tried to find one that I could 
contact the owners of to reprodace. The other idea I had was a photo mosaic. I am running into that same licensure problem for that as well. In the meantime here is 

my first idea. I’ll keep working on finding images that we can print. 

~live.anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:59 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Conference Poster Draft 

See you then.-Reg 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:47 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear Reg, 

How about 2.00pm? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, :k26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear Chair, 

I have to think about this a little .... Now that I see it on a flyer, the title of the conference sounds flat and without a cutting edge. That may be the heart of the problem. Tf 
you have a few minutes anytime tomorrow (’ruesday) T will drop by your office with my reactions and suggestions, and by then i hope that 1" will have heard back from the 
unconfirmed panelist. 1" will also let you know about the conversation 1" had with David Kiel just before break. He had some good ideas about ways to begin forging a working 
relationship between the Department, the two Centers and the 1"nstitute. Any time you have tomorrow can work for me._ just let me know. when to drop by. -Reg 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, :~2::~5 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: FW: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear Reg, 

1" hope you are doing well. The attached poster is the one that 1" mentioned in our conversation. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on it. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, I 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Conference Poster Draft 

2:42 PM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Here is a draAt of one of my ideas for the conference poster. I am in the process of contacting fl~e collection at Yale that owns "the rights to this particular Du Bois 

photo. There aye not mmay images ofDn Bois on google that are public domain (can be reprinted withont permission & citation) ~) I tried to find one that I could 

contact "the owners of to reproduce. The other idea I had was a photo mosaic. I am running into that same licensure problem tbr that as well. In the mematime here is 

my first idea. I’ll keep working on finding images flaat we can print. 

~)live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 4:33 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APSA 2013 Call for Proposals 

Dear APCG Colleagues: 
The 2013 American Political Science Association annual meeting will be in Chicago on August 29 to September 1. The APSA call for papers is open and the deadline for 
submitting panel and paper proposals is December Ig, 2012. The theme for this year’s conference is "Power and Persuasion" and Iong4ime APCG member Catherine Boone 
is one of the program chairs. Despite repeated reminders, the APSA has been unusually slow at notifying APCG of our panel allocation, but we are guaranteed at least one 
panel and will try to get more (unlikely to be more than two total). 
To submit a panel or paper proposal, log into MyAPSA (http://vwvw.apsanet.or.q) and follow the instructions for submitting a proposal for the 2013 meeting. Be sure to select 
"R-AFRI African Politics Conference Group" as one of your "Division or Related Group choices." Our APSA 2013 selection committee will then review the proposals through 
the online system after the December 15 deadline. We are very grateful to the APCG members who have agreed to serve on this committee: Kim Yi Dionne, Jim Hentz, and 
Ngoni Munemo. 
Per APCG rules, and consistent with other organizations, you must be a paid APCG member to submit a paper or panel proposal to be considered for the APCG 
designated panels. Dues are $10 per year. The committee will confirm with the incoming treasurer, Gina Lambright (            @g__n_)__a_jL_c_9_Ln_), before reviewing your 
proposal to be sure that you are current on your dues. For information about how to pay your dues using PayPal, see the APCG website (www.africanpoliticsgroup.org). 
Best wishes, 

Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair (outgoing) 

[Please note that Anne Pitcher (pitchera@umich.edu) will take over as APCG Chair on Friday, November 30th.] 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science and Public Administration 

9201 University City Blvd. ] Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4-527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(tbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc,edtvu?id=40299565.t] 86558a010cd189c0tkt76eTdct0622e&n=:T&l=apcg&o=26194483 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 26, 2012 5:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-26-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday November 26~h, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

12/09/12- A performance by the UNC Baroque Ensemble of J.C. Heimich Bach’s piece titled "Ach~ dass ich Wasser’s genug hatte" ("Oh, 
if I only had enough water") at 3:00 PM in the Person Recital Hall as part of its Music by Bach and Other Germans program directed by 
Brent Wissick. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

"Water In Our World" International Photo Competition Deadline Reminder- The final deadline for photograph submissions to this 

contest is Friday November 30fl~. For more information on rules and submission guidelines, please visit 

http:/,waterinstitute.unc.edwphotocompetition2012. All photo submissions should be sent to the following email address: 
watertheme@unc.edu. 

Dec. 4th Institute for Environment event cancelled- Please be advised that the Institute for the EnviroIm~ent at UNC’s Energy and 
Emfironment Lunch extent scheduled for Dec. 4th at 12:00 PM in Dey Hall 210 featuring George Howard has been cancelled. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Clean Water Act at 40: Rivers No Longer Burn but Climate Threats and Runoff No~v Rush In- A November 14ga article published 

on the Scientific American website discussing issues that still remain to be addressed on the 40fl~ anniversal3~ of the passage of the 1972 

Clean Water Act. Marc Verhougstraete, a postdoctoral fellow and water-quality expert at UNC is quoted within the article in regards to 
managing runoff as a means to improve water quality. For more infoI~nation: http:/!us~’.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=clean- 
water-act-at-40 

IMS FaculD" Win Award for Camp Lejeune Ecological Project- IMS faculty members Hans Paerl, Pete Peterson, and Tony Rodriguez 
were recently recognized for their multi-year interdisciplinary ecological research program titled Defense Coastal / Estuarine Research 
Program (DCERP) at Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune. This particular research effort was designed to aid the U.S. Department of 
Defense in addressing ways to operate its coastal installations in more effective and sustainable ways. For more information: 
http://im s.unc.edu/home/news/ 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel flee to visit our website 
located at http:i/watertheme.unc.edui. Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: 
watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at http:/!twitter.con~LrNCWater 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 26, 2012 5:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-26-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday November 26~h, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

12/09/12- A performance by the UNC Baroque Ensemble of J.C. Heimich Bach’s piece titled "Ach~ dass ich Wasser’s genug hatte" ("Oh, 
if I only had enough water") at 3:00 PM in the Person Recital Hall as part of its Music by Bach and Other Germans program directed by 
Brent Wissick. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

"Water In Our World" International Photo Competition Deadline Reminder- The final deadline for photograph submissions to this 

contest is Friday November 30fl~. For more information on rules and submission guidelines, please visit 

http:/,waterinstitute.unc.edwphotocompetition2012. All photo submissions should be sent to the following email address: 
watertheme@unc.edu. 

Dec. 4th Institute for Environment event cancelled- Please be advised that the Institute for the EnviroIm~ent at UNC’s Energy and 
Em~ironment Lunch extent scheduled for Dec. 4th at 12:00 PM in Dey Hall 210 featuring George Howard has been cancelled. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Clean Water Act at 40: Rivers No Longer Burn but Climate Threats and RunoffNo~v Rush In- A November 14lh article published 

on the Scientific American website discussing issues that still remain to be addressed on the 40fl~ anniversal3~ of the passage of the 1972 

Clean Water Act. Marc Verhougstraete, a postdoctoral fellow and water-quality expert at UNC is quoted within the article in regards to 
managing runoff as a means to improve water quality. For more infoI~nation: http:/!us~’.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=clean- 
water-act-at-40 

IMS Faculty Win Award for Camp Lejeune Ecolo#cal Project- IMS faculty members ttans Paerl, Pete Peterson, and Tony" Rodriguez 
were recently recognized for their multi-year interdisciplinary ecological research program titled Defense Coastal / Estuarine Research 
Program (DCERP) at Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune. This particular research effort was designed to aid the U.S. Department of 
Defense in addressing ways to operate its coastal installations in more effective and sustainable ways. For more information: 
http://im s.unc.edu/home/news/ 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel flee to visit our website 
located at http:i/watertheme.unc.edui. Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: 
watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at http:/!twitter.con~LrNCWater 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, ] 7:49 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] looking tbr organizations that suplyort demands ~ainst TNCs [br transgenics 

Dear all: 

I am working with a campaign against transgenics in Colombia and we’re looking for international organizations that provide legal and/or scientific aid to farmers/peasant 
organizations that want to sue for the genetic contamination of certified organic crops, We are specially interested in organizations that can help with running tests and!or 

certifying there was genetic contamination of crops. Any recommendations, contacts? 

Thank you very much 

Greetings from Bogot~ 

Candidata a Doctora / PhD Candidate 

Universidad de Carolina del Norte en Chapel Hill / University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

¯ -- You are cnrrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32469062-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b2611357fcT~,~]istserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 11:10 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~anken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: summer school 

Dear Kenneth, 

That, s excellent news! Thanks so much for the opportunity, 

All best, 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, 

To:           SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: summer school 

9:43 AM 

Dear 

You are scheduled to teach AFAM 102 at 1:15 during the second summer session. 

More information to follow. Please call me if you have may ques~tions. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kelmeth R. Ja~ken 

Professor of Afro-Americm~ Studies 
Department of Afifican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universib, ofNortk C~olina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (Ihx) 
Click on a link lbr inibnnation about my publications: 

http://w~ w. uma~s.edu/umpms~spr 97~ianken.html 
ht~tp://unc~oress.unc.eda/books/T- 8059.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Efforts to Curb Social Spending Face Resistance 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Toda}y,sHeadlines ............................................................................ 
~llc N*~, ~rk ~.~ November 27, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Efforts to Curb Social 
Spending Face Resistance 
By ROBERT PEAR 

Republicans insist that changes to major 
entitlement programs be on the table in 
deficit talks, but Democrats have given 
no indication that they are willing to 
consider the policy changes. 

Seeming Retreat by Egypt 
Leader on New Powers 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MAYY EL 
SHEIKH 

President Mohamed Morsi appeared to 
backtrack from a sweeping decree that 
raised his edicts above any judicial 
review. It was not clear whether the 
opposition would accept his position. 

-’ ~ Video: Mounting Pressure on Morsi 

THE HARD ROAD BACK 
Learning to Accept, and 
Master, a $~o,ooo Mechanical Arm 
By JAMES DAO 

War veterans who have lost their upper limbs have fomad that replicating their complex actions with robotic 
arms can be excruciatingly difficult. 

" ~ Video: A Future Reset 

¯ ’ Previous Articles in the Series 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"As a baby, you can hold onto a finger. I have to relearn." 

CPL. SEBASTIAN GAI,I,EGOS, on his efforts to master a complex mechmfical arm after losing a limb in 

Afghanistan. 

~ VIDEO: A Future 

Reset 



After losing his ann in an I.E.D. 
explosion in Afghanistaaa, Cpl. Sebastian 
Gallegos has adjusted to his prosthetic 
limb. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Washed Away by 
Storms, Rebuilt by 
Taxpayers 
Should the federal 
government stop helping 
to rebuild properties in areas vuhaerable 
to natural disasters? 

"Love in the Time of Cholera" 
at the Gramercy Arts Theater 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Portraits of love, loss and gender confusion 

Santa’s helper seeks his Dad in Manhattan 

n~ylim.es, ¢o,m T H EA.TiE R 

WORLD 

Japan Is Flexing Its Military Muscle to Counter a Rising China 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

The pacifist nation of Japan is trying to raise its profile in a new way, offering nfilitary aid for the first time in 
decades and displaying its own alaned forces in an effort to build regional alliances. 
. ~ Territorial Disputes Involving Japan 

Audit Says Kabul Bank Began as ’Ponzi Scheme’ 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

The report asserts flaat Afghanistan’s largest financial hastitution existed primarily to allow a narrow clique 
tied to President Hanfid Karzai’s govermnent to siphon riches from depositors. 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
China’s Leadership Change Puts Pair Ahead of Their Peers for 2017 
By EDWARD WONG 

A new generation of Communist Party leaders has barely taken over in China and mmaeuvering has begtm to 
position their putative successors, known as the sixth generation, to key posts. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Vacant Lot Offers Refugees a Taste of Home 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

A plan to revitalize a vacant lot in Phoenix has offered refugees a place to grow their own produce. 

" ~ Slide Show: A Vacant Lot Filled With Promise 

Educator Aided Others at Cheating, U.S. Charges 
By MOTOKO RICH 

Prosecutors are investigating an educator who they say ran a test cheating ring in three Southen~ states for 
individuals who wanted to pass standardized teacher certification exams. 

After Drought, Reducing Water Flow Could Hurt Mississippi River Transport 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

An annual process meant to maintain irrigation systems may affect the shipment of $7 billion in agricultural 
and other projects. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Fierce Debt Puts Pensions at Risk in Puerto Rico 



By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

Officials try to raise money by selling assets and restructuring bonds. They have even been pitelfing Puerto 
Rico as a tax haven for hedge flmds. 

DEALBOOK 
Lehman Sells Property Firm in a Deal Worth 86.5 Billion 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

Archstone, the aparhnent complex company whose purchase in 2007 helped sink the Wall Street firm, will 
now be sold about $6.5 billion in cash mad stock to help pay off creditors. 

European Finance Ministers and I.M.F. Reach Deal on Greek Bailout Terms 
By JAMES KANTER 

The agreement means euro zone ministers have mfloeked loan instalhnents for Greece that total $56.7 
billion. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

NETS 96, KNICKS 89 (OVERTIME) 
Nets Take First Meeting of New York City Teams 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Nets groined their way through four quarters and overtime to defeat the Knicks at Barclays Center in the 
teams’ first meeting. The intracity rivals are now tied for first place in their division. 

" Box Score I Slide Show: Intracity Rivals Meet 

Nascent Rivalry for the Fans, Too 

Excited for Return to Brooklyn, Anthony Gets the Ending Wrong 
By RATE TAYLOR 

On Monday, Cannelo Anthony took the floor of the new Barclays Center, a few miles from the apartments he 
grew up in, as he led the ~fieks against the Nets in the christening of their rivalry. 

Kidd Sits, Highlighting Injury Risk of Veterans 
By JAKE APPLEMAN 

The ~ficks’ Jason Kidd was sidelined Monday against the Nets because of back spasms. His is the first 
casualty among the veteran starters. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

What’s in the Running This Year? 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Pm~dits have "Argo," "Lincoln," "Les Mis~rables" and "Silver Linings Playbook" as early favorites. What are 
your predictions? 

’ How the New Oscar Schedule Is Reshaping Campaigns 

¯ . More Awards Season Coverage 

A WORD WITH: HILDA CRONJE AND BONGILE MANTSAI 
Reality: Personal and National 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

A conversation with Hilda Cronje and Bongile Mantsai, the lead actors in "Mies Julie," Yael Farber’s South 
Afriema adaptation of Strindberg’s "Miss Julie." 

. ~ Slide Show I Review I Sex and the Weight of National History 

NEW MUSIC 
The Country a Rap-Rocker Calls Home 
By JON CARAMANICA, BEN RATLIFF and RATE CHINEN 

In two new albums, Kid Rock and his one-time sideman Uncle Kracker double dom~ on tom, try-music 
sensibilities. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 



Thinking Clearly About Personality Disorders 
By BENEDICT CAREY 

A new proposal to clarify diagnoses of recognized personality disorders and better integrate them into 
clinical practice, to extend and improve treatment, is meeting resistance. 

ESSAY 
Between Rock of Ages and a Hard Place 
By NICHOLAS WADE 

By allowing that evolution is a theory, scientists would hand fundamentalists the fig leaf they need to insist, 
at least among themselves, that the Bible is the literal, not metaphorical, truth. 

Looking to Cities, in Search of Global Warming’s Silver Lining 
By GUY GUGLIOTTA 

Cities, whose conditions can mimic what life may be like in the temperate zone of a heated plm~et, offer 
insight into how rising levels of heat and enfissions could provide some benefits. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Crisis in Egypt 
A brazen power grab by President Morsi of Egypt threatens a young democracy. 

EDITORIAL 
When ’Super PACs’ Become Lobbyists 
Combining mflinfited spending on elections with issue advocacy is a dangerous escalation. 

EDITORIAL 
Leadership at the S.E.C. 
President Obama’s nanfing of Elisse Walter as chairwoman does not create a conmfission that can advance 
much needed reform of the financial markets. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Good Neighbors, Bad Border 
By STEPHEN R. KELLY 

The United States and Canada need to fix their final territorial dispute. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How People Change 
By DAVID BROOKS 

One father’s harsh e-mail prompts some thoughts on what it really takes to change behavior in others. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama’s New Cabinet 
By JOE NOCERA 

President Obama need not look further. Here’s the perfect lineup for a second-term dream temn. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 27, 1973, the Senate voted 92-3 to confirm Gerald R. Ford as vice president, succeeding Spiro T. 
Agnew, who’d resigned. 

¯ See This Front Pa__02~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 



About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Greetings Dr. Sahle 

Dr. Sahle, 
My name is T am a ’ PhD student in the here at UNC. Though the semester is almost over ,T wanted to introduce myself. I have 
spoken a few tiems with Dr. Perry Hall. Also,              i and I are co-TAs this semester. Before joining the .... I earned a Masters in i 

at the Dr. Theresa Rajack-Talley, the Department Chair served on my thesis committee, which was an exploratory 
study of factors that contributed to land loss among black farmers in Central and Eastern Kentucky. 

I would like to be invovled with the AAS department in some capacity while a student at UNC. If you are free to meet in person the semester ends, I appreciate a few minutes 
of your time. Otherwise, I will attempt to meet with you in the spring. 

Regards, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:01 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Du Bois Coat’e~ence 

fwg.pdf; 708 1 If - Employee-Independent Contractor Determination Checldist[1].pdf 

Hello 

We need to make the process of booking travelers and payment for guests speaker a little more agile. 

Find attached the documents that the UNC required for travelers and guest speakers doing business with the University; as follow: { I will complete the 

forms this is just for general knowledge) 

¯ Independent Contractor form - this form is require for those guest speakers to be remunerated from Du bois fund. 

¯ W-9- this form is require for every traveler and guest speaker to be remunerated or the travel cost to be paid from Du bois fund. 

I just will need from you, for each participants: Name, social security number, home address. 

I understand it is sensitive information, maybe you want to call me to pass the information. My phone number in AFAM is 919-966-1295 and in Public 

Policy is 919-962-4854. 

Thankyou 

Sonia 

l ~.~.~ o~d ~o, b ..... 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Department of Public Policy 

919-962-4854 

Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 

African & Afro-American Studies 

919-966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Conference Website and Image 

WEB Du Bois Mosaic02.jpg 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Here is a link to the conference website http:/iduboisconference.web.unc.edu. Also attached is the image I am playing around with~ I should have a more complete 

version of it when 1 come in on Friday but this should give you a general idea of how it would look. 



From: @livea~nc.edu:. 

Sent: Tuesda5 2:50 PM 

To: The mlkA0cl mailing list. <mlkAoc 

Subject: [mlkApc ] MLK PC Minutes 

A~tach: MLK PC Minutes Week docx 

@listserv.nnc.edu-~ 

Hi Eye.one, 

Attached axe the minutes from Monday’s meeting. 

Onr next meeting will be Monday, 

Best Regards 

The University of North Carolina ’ 

at 5pm, Campus Y room 207. 

You are currently subscribed to mlk pc as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:_http:i/lists.unc.edw’u?id 55508243.2f042b366fcScac136387723839a42dd&n=T&l mlk pc 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32473661-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd(~listserv.unc.edu 

go 32473661 



Attendance 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6, 
7. 
8. 

Absent 

MLK, Planning Committee 
Meeting Minutes 

- ODMA 
- BSM 

- ROCTS 
- CWC 

- NAACP 
- CUAB 

-AKA 
- Campus Y 

1. - Campus Y 
2. - APhiA 
3. - Scholarship 
4. - ODMA 
5. - Stone Center 
6. - DST 
7. - KAPsi 
8. - CUAB 
9. - Student Government 

Liaison Welcome and Remarks 

welcomed the committee. 

Program Progress Reports 

CWC - 
O Professor Cam Jenkins backed out but Professor Charron at NCSU 

had be contacted in his place 
Still showing documentary 

Campus Y- 
o The Y has reached out to many groups and everything is set at this 

point 
o Herman Boone will speak 
o Campus Y representative will facilitate 

ROCTS- 
o The location is being confirmed 
o After the website is launched next week, registration will be available 

online 



Groups are being contacted for performances 
The event held in the Queen Anne Lounge (the date still needs to set 
but that will be based off the date of the keynote) 

NAACP- 
o The NAACP will meet with 

will look like 
to figure out what the program 

o BSM- 
o Cultural Diversity coordinators are reaching out to the performers 

needs a solidified blurb from each organization. Blurbs should be 
ready by the next meeting and engaging for student body. 

Event Pubbing 

If you are not already friends with       on Facebook, she will add you so you 
can be an administrator for the MLK Celebration page... 
MAKE YOUR EVENT FROM THE "MLK Celebration" PAGEt! 

and     will be painting a cube so people will know the events 
that are going on during the week. 

We will discuss pit sitting later 

Speaker 

¯ Most--to all--options have fallen through including Hill Harper 
¯ After a short consensus the committee decides to rank the new speakers 

given to      from Kepler Speakers: 

Assignments for next meetinq: 

¯ EVERYONE needs to continue finalizing events within the next week. 

NEXT MEETING: 
Monday, 
Campus Y Conference Room (207) 
5pro 

adjourned the meeting. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Giving Tuesday, Art Adventures, Perspectives on Ceramic~ and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

The Ackiand 

Art Museum 

encourages 

you to take 

part in a new 

and gratifying 

holiday 

tradition. 

GivingTuesday 

is a national 

day of g|ving 

at the start of 

the annual 

holiday 

season, 

celebrating 

and 

encouraging 

charitabte 

activities that 

support 

nonprofit 

organizations. 

As you 

consider your 

end-of-year 

gifts to 

charitable 

organizations, please consider giving to the Ackland Art Museum. There are many 

ways to give! 

Make a Donation 

iNi Adopt a Work of Art 

Volunteer at the Ackland 

Shop at the Ackland Museum Store 
Thanks fOF giving to the Ackiand AFt Museum on this 
inaugurai Giving Tuesday! YOUF geneFosity helps to ensuFe 
that the Ackiand and its aft wilt continue to be a valuable, 
accessible Fesource foF geneFations to come. 

ACKLAND F~LM FORUM 
Oaza Hospital (2009, dir. Marco Pasquini) 

Thursday, 29 November, 7:00 PM 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 

Admission is FREE. 

x 

in the 1970s, Beirut’s Gaza Hospitat was estabtished as the main medica[ 



services center run by the Pa[estinian Liberation Organization (PLO) in 

Lebanon. Today, the she[[ of the war-scarred building is home to 

hundreds of Palestinian refugee families. Drawing on archive film from 

the Hospital’s past, and on interviews with Hospital staff, Pasquini’s 

elegantly composed documentary chronicles this history, from the 

Hospital’s celebrated foundation as a cornerstone of a revolutionary 

welfare program begun by the PLO, to its destruction and subsequent 

transformation into a vertical refugee camp. 

This film is part of the series "Cinema of the Global 

Ackland 
Middle East," sponsored by Art/Islam, the Carolina 

Film Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim 

Forum I Civilizations and the Duke-UNC Consortium for Middle 

~ East Studies. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUHC is 

~i 
the official media sponsor of the 

Ackland Film Forum. 

Art & ~a Carte: Art Classes for UNC Students 

Friday, 30 November, 4:00-7:00 PM 

"Makin8 Monoprints" 

× 

Start your weekend creatively with a hands-on art class designed 

especially for Carolina students. Each Art ~ [a Carte class begins at the 

Ackland Art Museum, where you’ll examine the techniques, materials, and 

effects other artists have achieved. You"It then go to a studio in Hanes 

Art Center to try the techniques yourself as you create works of art that 

you can take home. 

MAKING MONOPRINTS 

Most prints come in multiple copies, but monoprints are unique. In this 

class you’[[ explore technique and color, and go home with a one-of-a-kind 

work of art that just might make a perfect holiday gift for that special, 

hard-to-shop-for someone in your tile. 

Instructors are Connie Zamorano, artist, and Erica Longenbach, art 

historian. Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for 

students with some art experience. 

Art ~ [a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: culbert@unc.edu. 

$8 per class. Materials provided. 

Art Adventures: Japanese Woodblock Prints 

Saturday, 1 December 

Mornin~l session: 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 
Afternoon session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 



Designed for 6- to 9-year-o[ds, Art Adventures sessions provide Rids with 

a guided view of art in the Ack[and’s galleries, followed by the opportunity 

to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio using newly- 

[earned art-making techniques. Materials are provided. 

This month, we wilt be [ook|ng at traditional Japanese woodblock prints in 

the galleries, then making our own woodblock prints in the studio. 

Please specify your desired time slot (AM or PM) when reserving. 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. 

Space is limited; RSVP to culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

TOURS o Free and Open to the Public 

"Buddhist Art" 

Thursday, 29 November, 7:00 PM 
Ack[and Student Guide Fortes[ Finch leads this discussion of the spread 

of Buddhism and Buddhist art throughout Asia. The tour wilt touch upon 

the basic tenets of Buddhist philosophy and the rehgious, social., and 

even economic rotes it has played in the hves of various peoples. 

"Water in Modern Japanese Posters" 

Saturday, 1 December, 2:00 PM 
Join Ack[and Student Guide Audrey Fisher on a water-themed tour of the 

exhibition Elegance and Extravagance: Japanese Posters ]~rom the Merrill 

C. Berman Correction. This conversational tour makes connections 

between water and post-war graphic design in Japan, and is offered in 

connection with UNC-Chape[ Hill’s pan-campus initiative, 

"Water in Our World." 

"Perspectives on Japanese Ceramics" 

Sunday, 2 December, 2:00 PM 

Trace the connections between the ancient 

vessets of the Japanese tea service and more 

contemporary ceramics seen in the Ack[and’s 

extensive collection with Morgan Pite[ka (UNC- 

Chapel. Hi[[, Asian Studies) and Amanda Hughes 

(Ack[and Art Museum, Director of External. 

Affairs). 

Holiday Shopping at the Ackland Museum Store 



EXTENDED HOLIDAY HOURS 

Now through the end of the year: 

Monday-Tuesday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM (extended hours) 

Friday-Saturday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

Christmas Eve, Monday, 24 December: I0:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

Christmas Day, Tuesday, 25 December: CLOSED 

Wednesday, 26 December: CLOSED 

New Year’s Eve, Monday, 31 December: 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

New Year’s Day, Tuesday, I January: CLOSED 

The JAPANESE MARKET continues at the MUSEUM STORE 

through 3f December 20i2. Learn more! 

Look~n~ Ahead,,. 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 4 December, 12:00 PM 

Art For Lunch: "The Art and Politics of 

Samurai Sociability" 

Wednesday, 5 December, 12:00 PM 

Tour: "Art of the Afterlife: Death and 

Remembrance in the Greek and Roman 

Worlds" 

Thursday, 6 December, 7:00 PM 

Drawin~l in the Galleries 

Saturday, 8 December, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Dra~ng for Tweens 

Saturday, 8 December, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults, students, and children on 

the VISIT page of our website. 

The AcMand’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from AcMand Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the AcMand’s e-news? Send an email to the 

editor. 

Edsar Desas, French~ 1834-1917: Sponfsh Dance, c. 1885~ cast 1921; 

bronze. Acktand Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hilt, Ack[and Fund. 

Yusaku Kamekura, Japanese, 1915-1997: Expo "70, Japon World Exposftfon, 1967; color offset lithograph. Merrill C. Berman 

Collection. 

Shoji Hamada, Japanese, 1894-1977: Flat Square Flask wfth turquofse decoration, c. 1965; stoneware with wood-ash glaze. Ackland 

Fund. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese~ born 1936: The Wonders of L~j=e on Earth~ 1965; color screen print. Merril~ C. Berman Collection. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eun ce@ema nc edu by esbow es@ema .unc.edu 
_U_~_~_a__t__e__E__r_o_£[L_e]g__m___a_[L__A__d__d__r__e__s__s. £nstant removal with .S_a__F~..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_r_i__b_.e_ " ~_~_LLv__a_~___~_~_o_Jj~y_. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:24 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBnlletin: TODAY Request a Calendar aJ~d Hear Gamelan Nyai Saraswati 

Drawn from this year’s submissions to the Carolina Global Photography Competition, our new water- 

themed 2013 CGI Calendar is on the way! Request yours now Donations to support the costs of printing 

and shipping the calendar and other global work at UNC are greatly appreciated! 

C e I E V E N Y S + R E S O U R C E S ~,~E w c G ~ SrO R ~ E S 
~lcbal M~sic Shaw 

~The Global Music Showis a monthly radio in program 

collaboration with WXYC 89.3 FM and The Area Studies 

Centers that intersperses world regional music with dialogue shared 

by relevant expert guests scholars from UNC Chapel Hill 

Topic: A short history of our rebellions: Three takes on music from 

Eastern Europe 

Description: This program unites three different decades and genres 

of music from countries that not long ago constituted ’Eastern 

Europe.’ Find out how beat, punk, and experimental rock were 

reflected and re-invented against many odds by some of the most 

important bands from the former Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and 

Soviet Union. 

Guests: Adrian D2umhur, Rosavera Kneller, and Kirill Tolpygo 

Date and Time: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 at 9:00 p.m. ET 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: ~’~ ~ ~’- =: " -’ 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

nternat ona engagement. Chat about 

oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to 

share This month’s host is The Office of Postdoctoral Affairs. 

~nformation Session 

.......................................................................... FLAS fe~o’s,,’sh~ps fund the study of Less Commonly Taught 
Languages and area studies coursework. This program provides 

academic year and summer fellowships to assist graduate students 

and advanced undergraduates in foreign language and area studies. 

Attend this info session to meet CGI FLAS Program Officer 

K~_~tchma and learn more about howto put together a competitive 

application. 

An Oas~s ~n Canga 
At Visualizing Human Rights 2012, Dick Gordon spoke with Petna 

Ndaliko and his wife, Ch~rie Rivers Ndaliko about their work in 

Goma, Congo In this inte~iew Dick speaks with Petna about working 

in Goma in the face of potential kidnapping and violence Petna is a 

community activist and filmmaker and has brought people together to 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Resented by Gamelan Nyai Sara9/~ati, free admission 
Named for the Hindu goddess of music, a~s and science, Gamelan Nyai 

Saraswati is a traditional Javanese musical ensemble. See their website for 

more information on the Gamela n and videos of their performances 

CGI AV’,/ARDS ÷ 
I::ELLOWSHI PS 



qualities t ...... demic end ..... that falls within the Universib/’s mission. 
Applicants must have the imaginati .... d ........ ful .... to plan a fellowship 
experi .... that allows you top ...... fan int .... interest well beyond the ~roj~t~i 
scope of an academic course or summer internship. 

.................................................................................................................................................... ~:~ ~~.~:~__~_~ ~__ ~.~_~_~__.~?_~_~[~__~_~__.~_~~__. 

In the 1970s, Beirut’s Gaze Hospital was es~blished as the main medical 

seHices center run by the Palestinian Liberation Organization in Lebanon 

Today, the shell of the war-scarred building is home to hundreds of Palestinian 
refugee families This is the final of three films presented in the series Cinema 

of the Global Middle Ea~. 

The Rhetoric of Coming Out: A~propriat~on, Undocuq~eer, and 

Professor Karma Chavez (Universi~ Wisconsin-Madison) will speak about "coming out," which became a predominant 
strategy in 2010 of the undocumented youth movement, paAicularly among those advocating for the DREAM 
(Development, Relief and Education for Alien Mino~) Act. 

~{£~_b_~_~_~]_L?.q__~_i~:9£~]_L?:9__~[_~i?_[9!,~?_h the Arts 

Join us for an a~ernoon of exploring Palestinian society through the aAs This event is free and open to the public. 

Refreshments will be provided. For more information, please con~ 

G~oba~ Heatth Grant Opport~m~tv 

The UNC Institute for Global Health and Infectious Diseases offer global health grants to UNC ~cul~ for international 

travel, or to bring international colleagues to campus These grants sere to establish or main~in research relationships 

orto unde~ke small research projects with international collaborators. The institute defines global health very broadly 

and the oppo~uni~ is available to all full-time facul~ in all schools and depa~ments. 

The Dav~s Pro~-~cts for Peace and HVal-t Rotary P~b~c Service Awards 

Develop local or international communi~-based projects during the summer of 2013 with these awards from the 
Carolina Center for Public SeHice. Davis Projects for Peace provides $10,000 to returning, full-time underg~duate 

students The Ronald W Hya~ Rotary Public Se~ice Award offers $2,000 and $3,000 in funding and is open to 

undergraduate and graduate student. For more information, please con~ct 

Boren Scho~arsMps and Fe~k)wsMps 

Study less commonly ~ught languages in Africa, Asia, Cent~l & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle 

East. U.S. Undergraduate studen~ can receive up to $20,000 for an academic year’s study abroad and graduate 
students up to $30,000 for language study and international research. In exchange for funding, recipien~ commit to 

working in the federal government for a minimum of one year. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:42 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

AFRI 266 

Dr. Sahle, 

Would it be possible for you to send me a copy of the syllabus for the AFRI 266 course? I was hoping to include it on the Water Theme website along with the 

course description. Thanks so much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

[919}962-3019 (office) 

(mobile) 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:54 PM 

Meinecke, Clm s <mei necke@nnc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Caldwell, KiaL <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia ttowell <tia william@unc.edn> 

RE: 2012-2013 IAH Academic Leadership Progrmn stipend 

tIello Chris 

Please made the lransi~r ~.o accom~t ~-68275 ( 0-68275 if you ;x, at~t to do a gift to 

Sonm 

962-4854 

F~m~ Caldwell, KJa k 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 27, 20~2 4:12 PN 

T~ Williams, TJa Howell; CNon, Sonia 

C¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Subjeet~ ~: 2012-2013 ~H ~cademic keadership Program stipend 

Tia and Sonia, 
WouM one of you please follow up with Chris Meinecke regarding my stipend for the ~AH Academic Leadership Program? Note details are listed below. 

Than~, 
Kia 
"~e most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 
- Alice Walker 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 BaSle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 929-962-8225 
Fax: 929-962-269~ 
klca~dwe@email.unc.edu 

h~p://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From-" Meinecke, Chris 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:06 PM 
To; Bolick, Cheryl Mason; Boxill, Jan; Caldwell, Kia L; Gerhardt, Michael J; j-a--t1-e--t-g--u--t-L~---m-jJJ--e--r--@--d---e--n---tj--s-t---ry-=u---n--c-~-e-~-~; Katz, Mark; Styers, Randall; Viera, Anthony J; Yaqub, Nadia 
Ce; Strom-gott~ded, Kim; Simmons, JeaNne M; Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca; Chandler, Jean F; Perry, Judy C; Williams, Susan Staples; Stone, Theresa; Toscher, Hope; Harris, 
Lod 
Subject; 2012-2013 IAH Academic Leadership Program stipend 

Hello Institute for the Arts and Humanities Academic Leadership Participants: 

Thls e-mall is to advlse you that your $5,OOO stlpend ls now available to be transferred to your department. Please note that 

the IAH cannot initiate any salary actlons with these funds but once they are transferred to your department you can use the 

funds as you wlsh~ consistent with university regulations. Past fellows have used these funds as salary (less beneflts)~ 

travel funds~ to hlre research assistants or to benefit thelr department. You can make those arrangements dlrectly wlth your 

department manager or accountant after the transfer and there ls no time llmlt on their use. You will be asked to report on 

thelr use by the Arts and Sciences Foundation in May 2013. 

Since our funds are trust funds please have your department manager or accountant contact me wlth your department number and 

the trust (O-6xxxx) account number to where you would 11ke the funds transferred. Once I receive thls information I wlll 

lnltlate the transfer through Flnance Central. 

If you have any questlons~ please contact me or have your department manager or accountant contact me at any tlme. 

Thanks~ 

Chrls 

Christopher G. Meinecke 

Business Officer 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Department 3211 

120 Hyde Hall 

Campus Box 3322 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3322 

T 919-962-6830 

F 919-962-1118 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

www.iah.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stuaxt Zicherman <stuart@tophatmonocle.com> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 5:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Web Based Clicker Online Meeting Request-Universi~ of North Caxolina Cha~l ttill 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I am contacting you on behalf of Top Hat Monocle, an educational software company that focuses on classroom response systems. 

Our system has been growing in the national spotlight as well as quickly spreading from campus to campus across North America, mainly because of the technological irmovation that 
professors and students alike find useful. You can see a ~vrite up about us in TIME magazine here: http://ti.me/RgHZd5 

For the upcoming academic year, we are looking for professors who would be interested in taking a look at our system, as well as, possibly testing it out in their classrooms 

Our system allows instructors to receive live feedback from students during their lecture, as well as employ a wide range of question types, discussion modules, and 3D-visual 
demonstrations, in and outside of class. Also, it allows students to utilize the very electronic devices they own (e.g laptops, iPads, iPods, smart-phones, and even traditional mobile phones) 
which means no hard~vare is necessary to purchase by either students or the universi~ Most importantly, our tool is as easy to use as PowerPoint and will coordinate smoothly with your 
lecture 

I would love to book you for a brief 20-minute demonstration in order to give you a comprehensive review of our tool Please let me know ~vhat dates and times work best for you in the 
coming weeks. For your convenience, our demos are conducted online. 

look forward to hearing from you 

Kindest regards, 

Stuart Zicherman 
Account Director 
Top Hat Monocle Corp 
Office 800-256-6027 
Cell 
Fax 888-643-3497 
Curporate Website: http://tophatmunocle.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 8:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Final F~x~m Question 

Eunice and Kenneth, 
I am writing to find out which circumstances qualify for students to reschedule a final exam. I have received a request from a student that seems to fall outside of the normal 
criteria and wanted to confirm university policy on this. 
Thanks, 
Kia 
"The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 

- Alice Walker 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: 

Sent: M’onda~, 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Absent for Final 

7:47 PM 

Good Afternoon again, 
This email is to serve as a reminder that I will not be able to attend our final on at 12 pm. I will be leaving town after my exam on Friday at 3:00 to prepare for my 
grandmother’s college graduation. This event is very special to me since she will be the second person in my immediate family to earn a degree after already starting a career. 
Please excuse my absence. I am however available to take the exam or make up exam on the following Monday in the afternoon. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: California Finds Economic Gloom Starting to Lift 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Today;,sHeadlines ............................................................................. 
~11~ N’~’~= ~rk ~’~,~ November 28, 2019 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.g. I Business I ..S.~_o_r.t..s. I .A_¢.s. I ,.D..LR.!.R.~t.~._W_!.R...e. I EditorialsI ..Qp=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.h.j.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

California Finds Economic 
Gloom Starting to Lift 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

After nearly five years of brutal 
eeononfie decline, government 
retrenchment and a widespread loss of 
confidence in its future, Califonfia is 
showing the first signs of a rebomad. 
" ~] Graphic: Recovering, but at Different 

Paces 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Sunni Leaders Gaining Clout 
in Mideast 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The United States is left somewhat wary 
about the rising Sunni Muslim alliance 
of Egypt, Qatar and Turkey and its 
potential for anti-Western sentiment. 

Rice Concedes Error on 
Libya; G.O.P. Digs In 
By MARK LANDLER and JEREMYW. PETERS 

Three Senate Republicans signaled that they would still oppose Susan E. Rice, the ambassador to the United 
Nations, if she is nonfinated for secretary of state. 

:’ ~ Video: TimesCast Politics I Strong Words After Susan Rice Visit 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It becomes fraudulent, even cruel to say that if you really want to change you could - that’s an awful thing 

to tell somebody." 

MICHAEL FERGUSON, a plaintiff in a lawsuit concerning "conversion therapy," which claims to help 

nlen overconle san]e-sex attractions. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO: Coming 
Back: Returning to 
Rebuild 



Ortley Beach, a community on the 
,Jersey Shore, begins the process of 
cleaning up and rebuilding after 
Hurricane Sandy. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Hunger in Plain 

Sight 
By MARK BITTMAN 

One in eight Mnericans 
get government 
assistance to buy food, yet ninny more 
are eligible. 

Leap of Faith 
:: ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Styled to a T: Stephen Arnell 

Keeping time 

n~times,~:o.m ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

Egypt Protesters Gather to Denounce Morsi in Scenes Recalling Uprising 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

President Mohamed Morsi’s attempt to soften his edict did little to constrain the crowd, which some 
estimates put at hundreds of thousands of people. 

~ ~ Video: Growing Fury in Streets of Cairo 

, The Lede Blog: Egyptians Explain Their Return to the Streets 7:26 PM ET 

Downing of Copter May Show a New Syrian Rebel Capability 
By ANNE BARNARD, C. J. CHIVERS and HWAIDA SAAD 

Rebels hit a nfilitary helicopter with a surface-to-air nfissile outside Aleppo, a video appeared to show, 
marking a major battlefield advance. 

Portuguese Join Europe’s Chorus of Discontent 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

Protests and work stoppages have become much more common, as daily life for many Portuguese fanfilies 
has become a struggle to stay afloat. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Portugal Passes Another Austere Budget 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Gay ’Conversion Therapy’ Faces Test in Courts 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

The method, wlfich claims to help men overcome tmwanted same-sex attractions, is the focus of two lawsuits 
in New ,Jersey and Califonfia. 

Servicewomen File Suit Over Direct Combat Ban 
By JAMES DAO 

Four nfilitaIT servicewomen, who all served tours in Afghanistan or Iraq, filed a federal lawsuit seeking to 
end the Pentagon’s ban on women servh~g in direct combat jobs. 

" ~ Document: Lawsuit on Combat Roles for Women 

Investigation Into General Narrows Look at E-Mail 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and SCOTT SHANE 

Pentagon investigators looking into e-mail exchanges between Gen. John R. Allen and a Tampa socialite 
have narrowed their focus to 60 to 70 e-mails. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



With a Billion Birthdays on File, Facebook Adds a Gift Store 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

Facebook has started an online gift service, hoping that the moneymaking potential of social gift giving will 
please its Wall Street investors. 

A Struggling CNN Worldwide Is Said to Be Drawn to Jeffrey Zucker 
By BRIAN STELTER 

If he is named, Jeffrey Zucker, the former chief executive of NBCUniversal, is likely to face an identity crisis 
at a ehmmel with many competing visions. 

Two Families Show an Uneven Rise in Consumer Confidence 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD, CHRISTINA CAPECCHI and CHRISTOPHER MAAG 

Panericm~ consumer confidence rose to the highest level in five years in November, according to prelinfinary 
figures, but two fanfilies’ holiday shopping illustrates how regional differences persist. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON BASEBALL 

Hall of Fame Voters Confront the Steroid Era and Its Questions 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The 2012 Hall of Fame ballot includes a collection of some of the most pronfinent performers in recent 
baseball history. A decade ago, all would have been locks for Cooperstown. Not now. 

Grudges Loomed Large in Hall of Fame Snubs of Miller 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Marvh~ Miller, the former ration leader, recognized that as long as baseball executives were judging lfim, the 
odds of his election in Cooperstown were slim. 

Marvin Miller, Union Leader Who Changed Baseball, Dies at 95 
By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN 

By btfilding the Major League Baseball Players Association into a force that revolutionized the game, Mr. 
Miller became one of the most influential figures in rite sport’s history. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MoMA Gains Treasure That Met Also Coveted 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

"Canyon," by Robert Rauschenberg, will go on display on Wechmsday at the Museum of Modem Art after 
being captured in a contest with the Metropolitan Musemn of Art, where it had resided on and off since 
2005. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
2 Views: Inward and Outward 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Pharrell Williams and M.I.A. each have new books, published by Rizzoli, that showcase their different 
outlooks on the world. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I’THE HOUR’ 
BBC’s Current Affairs? No, the 19508 Variety 
By MIKE HALE 

Season 2 of "The Hour," the series about a fictional current-affairs progrmn, arrives at the very moment 
when the BBC current-affairs show "Newsnight" is in the nfiddle of a scandal. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I DIRT CANDY 
Like a Kid in a Vegetable Store 
By PETE WELLS 

Pananda Cohen has been waging war on the "eat your vegetables" nfind-set, using hmnor as one of her 



weapons. 

~’ ~ Slide Show 

Fighting to Save the Flavor of New York 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

In a symbolic way, Hurricane Sm~dy’s assault on Coney Island restaurm~ts like Totonno’s and Nafl~an’s tore 
at the heart of the New York experience. 

HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING 
Cold-Proof Your Salad 
By MARK BITTMAN 

The champions of the moment are beets, turnips mad radishes. Their versatility, as well as their ability to 
withstand cold, has given these vegetables an underrated reputation. 

-’ ~ Video: Hard-Boiled Eggs 

¯ More Dining.& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Pace of Leaving Afghanistan 
President Obanm should move quickly to withdraw all forces in the next year. 

EDITORIAL 
Still Dodging Reality on Taxes 
A grudging Republican acceptance of additional revenues doesn’t show real flexibility in the negotiations 
over the "fiscal cliff." 

EDITORIAL 
Hurricane Sandy’s Rising Costs 
The federal government has to show the same nmgnaninfity it did after nmjor disasters in the past. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Raising the Dead 
By BESS LOVE JOY 

When does the scientific imperative for exhmnation shade into idle curiosity - and who gets to decide? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
My Secretary of State 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Here’s a case for making Arne Dm~can the secretary of state in President Obama’s second telan. It actually 
nmkes sense when you think about it. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Make Up Turned Break Up 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

A Capitol Hill mystery: Was the diplomat not diplomatic enough? Or did the Republican senators already 
have their nfinds made up and agendas set? 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 28, a943, President Roosevelt, British Prime Minister Winston Churclfill and Soviet leader 3osef 
Stalin met in Tehrma during World War II. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ ..B...u..y. This Front .P..’..aN.e_ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH UniversiIy Libmly <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

t,ibraW Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

l 1-28-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Motlhabi, Mokgethi B. G AUTHOR: 
The theolT and practice of black re Feminism and war : conticonting US i 
CALL NO: DT763 6 .M67 198~4 CALL NO: JZ6405 W66 F45 2008 

BARCODE: 00002855896 BAR(2ODE: 00032307254 

Davis Library DUE: 12-01-12 Davis Library DUE: 12-01-12 

AUTHOR: Nouwen, Henri J M. 

TITLE: The path of li*eedom 

CALL NO: BT825 .N686 1995 

BARCODE: 00012553569 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 12-01-12 

Re-imagining the social in South Af 
CAIL NO: HNS01 .AS R45 2009 

BARCODE: 00035932688 
Davis Library I)UE: 12-01-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:29 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Turn my late papers in 

Hi F.unic e, 

Will try to see you for a couple of minutes this at’ternoon. Will be around the office most of the afternoon See below-. 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Turn my late papers in 

Dear Professor Lee 

8:20 PM 

The only reason i didn’t turn my 
chance to turn my papers is this class and grade means a lot to me I know it may seem like i don’t care but i do and I want to learn a lot about afri 
Thanks 

paper in is because i didn’t save it on my database and i didnt turn my 

From: leemc@email unc.edu [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:16 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: Ignore emai[ 

Dear Class, 

Yuu may have received an email in errur. It was meant for only 7 students I will resend it to thuse students. 

Best, 

Pro£ Lee 

paper in becuase it was to late. I ask can you give me another 
and do well in it. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Turn my late papers in 

Thanks Eunice. See you then 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: Tuna my late papers in 

7:10AM 

Dear Margaret, 

Yes How about 3.00pm? 

Bestwishes, 
Eunice 

at 6:13 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Eunice, 
> 

> Will try to see yuu for a couple of minutes this afternoun. Will be around the office most of the afternuon. See beluw. 
> 

> 

> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 8:20 PM 
> Tu: Lee, Margaret Carol 
> Subject: Turn my late papers ~n 
> 

> Dear Professor Lee 
> 

> The only reasun i didn’t turn my ~aper in is because i didn’t save it un my database and i didnt turn my 
chance tu turn my I~apers is this class and grade means a lut tu me I know it may seem like i dun’t care but i du and I want tu learn a lut about afri 
> Thanks 
> 

> Frum: leemc@email.unc.edu [[eemc@email unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:16 PM 
> To: Lee, Margaret 
> SubJect: Ignure email 
> 

> Dear Class, 
> 

> Yuu may have received an email in errur. It was meant ]2~r unly 7 students. I will resend it tu those students. 
> 

> Best, 

> Prol! Lee 

paper in becuase it was tu late I ask can yuu give me anuther 
and do well in it. 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:50 AM 

To: The mlk~pc mailing list. <mlkApc @listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: [mlk~pc I Speaker 

Hey everyone, 

(Quick side note: If you do not know why we’re finding another speaker - basically Hill Harper declined the offer due to scheduling conflicts). 

Hope you all are doing well. I just wanted to throw an idea that was mentioned to me out there to you all...Stuart Scott? Let me know what you think about him versus the 
others that T mentioned last meeting. He’s a UN¢ alum, not pricey, and I’m sure he would be more than happy to come speak~ Another idea mentioned was Kevin Powell 
(www.kevinpowelLnet). 3ust let me know what you all think by today at 2pm~ If I don’t receive a response from you, I’ll assume that it does not matter to you who we get. 

Thanks! 

You are currently subscribed to mlkApc     as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243,2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pc 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32477728-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd(~listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32477728 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center-<kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 3:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Important UTC News.....Pl ease share ! 

Dear Eunice, 

Officially, our next application deadline is now February :[, 20:[3. However, we 
review completed applications on a rolling basis. If applicants complete an 
application by Friday, December 7 they can still participate in our January Final 
Interviews (January :[0, 20:[3 in Baltimore and January :[2, 20:[3 in Washington, 
DC). Our application is online on our website at www.urbanteachercenter.org. 
We will let folks know if they are accepted into UTC by January :[5, 20:[3. 
For individuals looking to apply by our February :[, 20:[3 deadline, we are hosting 
two webinars for individuals to learn more about our program: Dec. :[7 and Jan. 
2:[ at 9PM. You can register through "Events" on our website. We have several 
Final Interview Days scheduled in Feb., March. and April in Baltimore and 
Washington. We also have Final Interview Days in Chicago on March 5; Oakland, 
CA on March 2:[ and in Atlanta on April :[9. Please check ourwebsite for all the 
events we plan to attend in the new year! We will be coast to coast. 

UTC NEWS: 
New Partnership with Breakthrough Collaborative: We also wanted to share 
that UTC and Breakthrough Collaborative are now official partners working 
together to build one of the strongest pipelines into teaching in the nation. If you 
know underclassmen interested in teaching, encourage them to apply for the 
Breakthrough Collaborative Summer Teaching Internship in Summer 20:[3 and 
then apply to UTC after. Their application is now available on their website at: 
www.BreakthroughCollaborative.org. We have several Breakthrough alums in our 
program and just hired new ones for Cohort 20:[3 that starts in June. 
UTC Opening New Office in Washington, DC: Dec. 3, UTC is opening a DC 
Office in addition to our National Headquarters in Baltimore. The office is located 
at the Hill Center at 92:[ Pennsylvania Avenue, SE. www.~illce,~rdc,o~9. 
UTC Program Now Accepts AmeriCorps Education Awards: UTC confirmed that 
starting with our Cohort 2013, applicants with AmeriCorps awards can now use 
them towards the cost-of-living expenses of UTC. 
Follow us on Social Media: Please like UTC at 
FacebooldUrbanTeacherCenter and follow us on Twitter @UrbanTeacherctr. 
Please share information about UTC with your friends, family and 
colleagues that are interested in being one of the most effective and 
accountable teachers in the nation, Forward a short overview below: 
Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 
Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 
program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 
additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 
followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 
middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 
teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 
MasterLls of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 
All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 
performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 
learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 
most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us ot 
the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our upcoming application deadlines for 
the 20:[3-:[4 school year are: February :[, 20:[3, and March :[5, 20:[3. The 
program for the 20:[3-20:[4 school year will begin on or around mid-June 20:[3. 
The application is available online at UTC’s website at 
www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next webinar-- 
December :[7, 20:[2 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 
Kerry 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 5:42 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@unc.edu> 

Hello Dr. SaNe: Course to Circulate - Com~n 

COMM pdf 

~pring 

Hello Mwalimu!: 

Would you know any students who could benefit from taking this course? 

I was just emailing with Dr. Joseph Jordan at the Stone Center, one of our partners, who oft~red to circulate through their networks. I am hoping to find students ti-om 

any discipline tbr whom this will be a groat service to their education, careers. 

Also - ! - I am hoping to set up field trips for Spring events, a~y suggestions or favorites with the Dept you me so fearlessly ~ elegantly leading’? :) We will be 

collaborating wi the Bill T. Jones Residency in . I hope. I hope life is well tbr you, I think about you every single day. 

With *naw, many thanks, 

COM~ 

~,unc.edu 

ii~;~iI pastedGraphicpd, .~iI pastedGraphic lpdf I.~ii pastedGraphic 2pdf pastedGraphic 3pdf pastedGraphic 4.pdf 

What is this class?: 

What will we do?: 

Pre-Reqs: Comm or equivalent (with instructor permission). Questions?: .~,unc.edu, 

Si~In up for COMM -on Connect Carolina TODAY! 



COMM 

What is this class?: 

@unc.edu 

What will we do?: 

Pre-Reqs: Comm Questions?: @unc.edu, 

Sign up for COMM . on Connect Carolina TODAY! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Weighs Bolder Ettbrt to Intervene in Syria’s Contlict 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~ ion T ~ s Day 

C,g~tomize Todav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

November 99, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

UoSo "Weighs Bolder Effort to                           ~ 

Intervene in Syria’s Conflict 

The Obama administration, hoping that the war in Syria has reached a turning point, is 
considering more aggressive action there, including providing m~s to some opposition fighters. 

Post-Storm Cost May Force Many From Coast I.ife 

Insnranee preminms will inerease as standards for rebuilding become strieter and costlier, posing a 
serions threat to low- and middle-income enclaves. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Big Issnes Are Lost in Focns on Libya Talking :Points 

The parsing of [’out’ sentences, rather than important questions about the Benghazi killings, could 
deeide the fate of a leading candidate for secretary of state, Susan E. Rice. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

the.q ~Jo~ ’~" have arqt i~]!a~m~ m~r the ~x~mbnt.fore~s o~ the gro~md." 
JEFFREY ~V~HTE, a former Deflmse ~ntell~genee Ageney ~nte]l~genee offieer and specialist on the 
Syria milita t’y, 

Frnstratlon Over 

Los ~geles 
A new rail line in South Los ~geles 
may skip Leimm~ Park, a center of 
black culture. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Press Cli ,s       :g 
What is "the press" 
today? It is a question 
without a simple 
answer, either in today’s rapidly changing media landscape or in Supreme Court doctrine. 

Bill Murray in "Hyde Park on 
Hudson" 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

,Jennifer Carpenter in "Ex-Girlfriends" 

Anatomy of a Scene: =Hitchcock’ 

WORLD 

As Opposltloil Coalition Meets in Cairo, More Violence Kills Dozens iil Syria 

As a newly formed opposition coalition started talks on Wednesday, there were repots that 
insurgents had shot down another government aircraft. 

~ V~deo Fea[u~e: Watching Syria’s War ~ Complete Coverage .> 

~ 
T~rr ~sc t A Tsctical Shift in Syria 

Benghazi Violence Is Beyond the Control of Even the City’s Powerflfl Militias 

Recent killings, including that of the American ambassador, have brought attention to the 



lawlessness that has plagued the Libyan (:it)’. 

UoS. and Israel Look to Limit Impact of U.No Vote o~x Palestiaia~x A*~thorit)~ 

.~mticipating approval of the resolution, Western diplomats have pushed for a Palestinian 
com*nitment not to seek membership in the International Criminal Court. 

o More World News 

THE NEXT WAR 

Costliest Jet, Years h~ MMd~lg, Sees the Enemy: Budget Cuts 

The F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, still plagued by technologieal troubles, will ultimately cost taxpayers 

$396 billion if the Pentagon stieks to its plan. 

~ Graphic: The Pdce of Delay for the Military’s Siggest Program 

The Leimert Park neighborhood, the heart of black culture in Los Angeles, may be left without a 
stop on a new rail line. 

~ET] Slide Show 

Despite P**werbMl Odds~ a Mad R~sh to the Registers 

Across the country, Americans lined up for a chance to win a $55o million Powerball jackpot, the 
second-largest lottery jackpot in United States history. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

Medicare Is Fa~lted on Shift to Electro~fic Records 

A sharply critical report says the agency has not put in place safeguards against fraud and abuse in 
encouraging the switch to electronic medical records. 

For U~ited, Big ProMems at Biggest Airline 

Two years after its merger with Continental, United Airlines has struggled with delays and 
computer glitches, and it has failed to settle on a contract with employees - all while losing money. 

DEALBOOK 

Insider l~qtfiry Se~ds a Recluse into the PuMic Eye 

Steven A. Cohen now has an unwanted role: defending his hedge fund, SAC Capital, Dom an 
intensifying inquiry. 

S P 0 RTS 

NETS 95, CELTICS 83 

Nets Show °I’ot~ghness And Keep Their 

The Celtics’ Rajon Rondo and the Nets’ K~{s Hmnphries were involved in a shoving match that drew 
players from both teams and ended up with Rondo being ejected with 26.2 seconds left in the first 
half. 

~Box Score 

Firing a Coach, at a Price, V~qth Little E~ide~ce the Move Pays Off 
f.::: E E 
LTniversity administrators appear willing to pay coaches of struggling college football teams huge 
sums of money to go away and make romn for new hires. 

KNICKS 102. BUCKS 88 

35-Year-Old Rookie Ghzes Fe|ton a BreakA~d the Knlckn a Boost 

Pablo Prigioni, the oldest rookie in the N.B.A. at age 3.5, came off the bench to score n points, which 
fled his season-high and handed out 7 assists, as the Knieks beat the Bneks. 

~Box 
Score I Schedule Gi¢es Knicks Litt;e Time to Prsctice 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

I Came~ I Sawed; I Got a Hat 

A man with no chain-saw carving experience sees what can be created in a few hours when tutored 



by a noted reality-TV chain-saw carver. 

The Awards Season Starts, Now Prepare for the Surreal 

The awards season begins for movies, with a wide range of favorite films. 

~[Z] Video: The Red Carpet Se’_ason Begins 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

From Su~da~ce, a Co~pefifio~ Slate That Co,rid Be Called Aeeess~ble 

The Sundance Film Festival unveils a lineup that could be considered accessible. 

FASHION & STYLE 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

A]lexa~der "Wang Appears as Leading Candidate for Bale~c~aga 

~exander Wang appears to be the leading candidate to succeed the designer Nicolas Ghesqniere at 

Balenciaga, and an annonneement of his appointment could be made as early as next week. 

Once an anchor of social life in New York, the intimate gathering around a dinner table is fighting 

for survival. 

~On the Runway Blog: Mo~e Than Setting a Table: R~les From Experts 

The ~rorld Catcl~es Up to Yoko O~o 

~II~e artist is now designing men’s wear, accepting awards (and giving them) and, of course, coming 

out with a new album. 

More Fashion & Style 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 

Health Care Entlt[en~e~t,~ 

There is not much room for big cuts to Medicare and Medicaid in the negotiations over the so-called 

fiscal cliff and deficit reduction. 

~ Edit,3~i~l ] F~e Second Term: Go,is ice the Second Term 

EDITORIAL 

The Pa|estlnlans’ U.N. Bid 

A nod fi’om the General Assembly is not progress toward a two-state solution. Ws past time to begin 

a new negotiating effort. 

EDITORIAL 

Harass~n e~t in tl~ e W’orkp~ a ce 

The Snpreme Court shonht overtnrn an appellate court’s narrow~ unfair definition of a supervisor. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

End t~’e~era| 1.]oo~ I~s~ra~ce 

It is long past the time that the government stopped subsidizing people who live and build in 
dangerous flood zones, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Happy Talking 

If the issue of the filibuster and whether the Senate should have one comes up over the holiday, 

what are you going to say? I want you to be prepared, people! 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Japan’s N~c|ear ~’Hs[ake 

Japan’s plutonium recycle program sets a terrible precedent and creates a tempting target for 
terrorists. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 29, 1947, the L-.N. General Assenlbly passed a resolution calling for Palestine to be 

partitioned between Arabs and Jews. 
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From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: Hello 

I will be in tomorrow morning but I can stop by today befolv 12:30 if need be. 

"SaNe, E~mice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Do you plan to be here today or tomorrow? 

We need to meet to discuss urgent matters concerning the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicklbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, ~, 9:54 AM 

Office tbr U ~dergmduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Oltice tbr Undergraduate Research          e-newsletter 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published two times per month to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, 

accomplishments of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at www.unc.edu!depts!our or email us at 

our@unc.edu. 

OUR News and Events 

OUR Blog: 

¯ Read ; mid-summer reflection 

on her research project. 

Alum            :shares the importance of his 

undergraduate research experience and how it 

continues to inspire him. 

GRC Blog: 

! talks about helping students 

develop critical thinking and research skills in a 

First Year Seminar. 

OUR People: 

The College of Arts and Sciences appoints 

Distinguished Professors, including four in 

Research and Undergraduate Education: 

Carolina Research Scholar Program Participant 

wins a Rhodes Scholarship. 

During her     SURF experience, 

organized a TedX conference in Chinese. 

OUR News: 

Now available: our new searchable da[abase of 

GRC courses. Thanks to OUR staffer 

for all his hard work on this project. 

Check out these pictures from our 

SURF Information Session. 

Other Events and News: 

OU R Events 
Bringing Research to Scale in the 

Undergraduate Curriculum: Celebrating 10 

years of Graduate Research Consultant 

Courses 

Thursday, 

2:00 - 5:00 p.m. 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Are you interested in inquiry-based pedagogy 

and thinking about how to embed research 

experiences in your undergraduate courses? The 

OUR Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) 

program is a resource for you. This program funds 

a graduate student to work with you and your 

undergraduates throughout the semester to 

coach undergraduates during the research 

experience. 

This year marks the lOth anniversary of the GRC 

program, which has involved over 21,000 

students in over 700 courses in all disciplines 

thus far. On Thursday, December 6, the Office for 

Undergraduate Research and the Center for 

Faculty Excellence will bring together faculty, 

GRCs and undergraduates to celebrate the 

successes of the program and to provide 

opportunities for faculty members who might 

want to adopt the approach in their own courses 

learn more. There will be caf~-style discussions 



¯ Abstract submission for the ~ 
South Undergraduate Research Symposium is 

now open and closes 

¯ Are you an undergraduate student working on 

issues related to Latin America and North 

Carolina. __W____o___r_[_d___v_!__e____w_. is accepting proposals for 

seminar presentations until 

SURF Information Session Pictures: 

OUR Director Pat Pukkila talks to workshop attendees. 

Former SURF recipients                       , and 
prepare to speak to the audience. 

Like OUR on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for 

Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 

www.unc.edu/depts/our 

during the first session, where you will have an 

opportunity to hear details about how research 

projects have been embedded in specific 

courses. Then there will be small facilitated 

brainstorming sessions where an experienced 

faculty member will help you consider how you 

might use a GRC in your courses. Finally, we’ll 

come back together to close with a brief Lessons 

Learned!Next Steps discussion. 

Please register here and take advantage of this 

occasion to talk with colleagues about innovative 

pedagogy and inquiry-based learning. 

SURF Information Session 

Tuesday, 

S:30-7pm 

Frank Porter Graham Student Union 

Room 3408 

Are you considering applying for a Summer 

Undergraduate Research Fellowship this 

summer? Join us at our next information session 

and learn more about the program. You’ll hear 

from former SURF recipients about their 

experiences and we’ll also tell you about the 

support that is available to help you with your 

proposal. 

Call for Proposals 

World View: An International Program for 

Educators at UNC at Chapel Hill seeks concurrent 

session presentation proposals for its annual 

Latin America and North Carolina Seminar on 

topics related, but not limited, to Latin America, 

Latinos living in NC, Latino identity, etc. 

Please submit a word document with the 

following information: 

1. Proposed presentation title 

2. Description of how the session will be 

structured, i.e., PPT presentation, 

lecture, web-based resources, images, 

hands-on artifacts, group activities, etc. 

(50-150 words) 

3. Summary of research, conclusions, 

and/or point of view (300-500 words) 

4. Additional comments that might assist us 

in review of your proposal, including 

relevance to the Seminar theme 

(maximum of 150 words) 

5. Your faculty mentor for this research 

6. Name(s) of any co-presenters 

7. Presenter name, year of study, major, 

email address, and phone number 

Proposals should be submitted by 

Please submit proposals and any questions 

via email to Katharine Robinson, Assistant 

Director for Curriculum, World View 

( ._k__r__o___b__!~__s___o_~ @_ _u_ _ ~_ _c_ ;_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ ). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:42 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Today at 5:00 pm at Duke: Current issues in Coffee Production in Latin America - pre~ntation and coffee ’tasting 

From: Susan Sandford [susan.sandford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 20:1.2 9:42 AM 

Sponsored by the Working Group on Environment in Latin America 0NGELA) 

Reminder that today WGELA will be hosting a talk about coffee production in Latin America at S:OOpm in the LSRC room A247 at Duke. The speakers will be Ernesto 
IVlendez, associate professor of agroecology and environmental studies from the University of Vermont, and Kim Elena Loenscu, sustainability manager for Counter Culture 

Coffee. 

Dr. Mendez will be discussing his work on the interactions and tradeoffs between food security, environmental conservation and coffee production for smallholders and 
cooperatives. Ms. Lonescu will present a brief overview coffee sustainability issues in Latin America as well as projects that Counter Culture has sponsored and collaborations 

they are involved in currently. 

The presentations will be followed by a coffee tasting of some of Counter Culture’s delicious Latin American coffees and a short panel discussion by the speakers. Food will be 
provided! 

Susan Sandford 
Duke University I Nicholas School of the Environment 
Master of Environmental Management, Candidate 2013 
Ecosystem Science and Conservation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu; 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:47 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu 

Snnday Dec 2 screening of"To SW or Go? Voices firom Oaxaca" at CI{ICLE La~guage Institute 

20tl, CH1CLtT Lar’..gua~e h]stitute, aiong witi] the national o~ice of Witr:ess ior Peace~ orgarJs?~ed a de[egaSo~] to visit the ~,~exica~] state of Oaxaca to took 

fam~k~es. This fih~ b the story of wha: the members of the delegation [ealned and experier~ced~ P~ease ~o~r~ us for the s~owinB~ Free and open to the public 

CHICLE LANGUAGE iNSTITUTE 

101 East Weaver 

Ca rd:~oro ~qC 27510 

emai[ chicl.e@chi-c[e.com and website www.chi-cl.e.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Cultural Studies <unccultumlstudies@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 11:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

S~a~ing Invitation: Cultural Studies@UNC Spring Colloquium 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

We would like to invite you to participate in what we hope will be a unique and exciting event. Some students have decided to "relaunch" Cultural Studies at UNC, on the 
occasion of its 15th year as a program, with the hope of (re-)energizing a lively inter-disciplinary and inter-institutional community. 

We want to celebrate this effort with a highly visible colloquium in the Spring entitled "Future Crises." We are tentatively thinking that it would be held one evening (Mon-Thurs) 
of the week of February 4-7. 

We sincerely hope that you will agree to be part of this event, and with it, our efforts to revive cultural studies as a space of intellectual-political work. We are only asking you 
to give a brief talk (10-15 minutes) on the coming--perhaps not yet even visible--crises. Our framing question is this: What are the future crises whose seeds are planted in 
the present? 

We are confident that your participation would attract a diverse audience, and that your comments-centered on one future crisis of your own choosing-would help produce an 
invigorating atmosphere of informed conversation among the undergraduates, graduates, and faculty audience. 

We are inviting four speakers, whose short talks will be followed by a formal conversation period and an informal reception. Please tell us that you are able and willing to 
participate? 

Thank you for your consideration, and we look fowvard to hearing from you. Kindly reply by December 15th so we can continue planning this exciting event. 

Cheera- 
and 

Cultural Studies @ UNC 
Go-managers 

Cultural Studies @ UNC 

htP0://culturals~mdie s.web.unc .edu,’ 

https:i/w’,xw.facebook.com,’CulturalStudies.UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.N. Assembly, in Blow to U.S., Elevates Stares of Palestine 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ T.od.ay;is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ............................................................................. 
~l)c N’~= ~rk %"~m~ November 30, 2019 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

U.N. Assembly, in Blow to 
U.S., Elevates Status of 
Palestine 
By ETHAN BRONNER and CHRISTINE 
HAUSER 

More than 13o countries voted to 
recognize Palestine as a nomnember 
observer state, a stinging defeat for 
Israel and the United States and a boost 
for President Mahmoud Abbas of the 
Palestinian Authority. 

~ .~_’;~ Slide Show: AVote Elates Palestinians 

and Worries Israel 

¯ . After Vote, Palestinians and Israel Search for 
the Next Step 

Complaints Aside, Most Face 
Lower Tax Burden Than in 
~98o 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and ROBERT 
GEBELOFF 

Most Americans in 2OlO paid far less in total taxes - federal, state mid local - t]mn they would have paid 30 
years ago. 

-’ About This Report 

:’ ~N Video: What Is Fair? 

’ ~; Interactive Graphic: Howthe Tax Burden Has Changed 

Ethnic Hatred Tears Apart a Region of Myanmar 
By THOMAS FULLER 

In westen] Mymm]ar, clashes have left at least 167 people dead and lOO,OOO people homeless, most of them 
Muslims. 

-’ Slide Show I Video 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The GeneraI Assembly is called upon today to issue a birth certificate of the reality of the state of 

Palestine." 

MAHMOUD ABBA& President of the Palestinian Authority, before a vote granting Palestine the upgraded 

status of nomnember observer state at the United Nations. 



U,S, 

~_~ VIDEO: What Is 

Fair? 
Taxes are still a hot topic 
after the presidential 
election. But as a cotmtry 
that spends more than it 
collects in taxes, are we asking the fight 
taxpayers to pay the fight amotmts? 

" Related Article 

," ~, Interactive Graphic: Howthe Tax Burden 

Has Changed 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
A Liberal Moment 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

What we’re seeing is the 
advance of progressive 
political ideas by a 
nmjofity that spunks an obvious label. 

"Killing Them Softly," with 
Brad Pitt 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

The creators of "Modern Family" answer your questions 

David Nasaw’s "Patriarch," on Joseph P. Kennedy 

nytiutes, com AR~ 

WORLD 

Violent Raid Breaks Up Myanmar Mine Protest 
By THOMAS FULLER 

The action was the largest crackdown on protesters since the civilian govenm~ent of President Thein Sein 
came to power 20 months ago, and analysts say it could hurt the popularity of the president. 

" ~ Photographs: Security Forces Raid Protest Camp 

U.S. Moves Toward Recognizing Syria’s Opposition 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and MARK LANDLER 

The shift is the most immediate decision facing the Obama achninistration as it weighs how to end the 
govenm~ent of Bashar al-Assad and stop the violence consmning Syria. 

Israel’s Antimissile System Attracts Potential Buyers 
By THOM SHANKER and WILLIAM J. BROAD 

Iron Dome’s most salient feature, according to Amefican experts now exmnining after-action reports from 
Gaza, nmy well be its software. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In Colorado, No Playbook for New Marijuana Law 
By JACK HEALY 

In the tmcertain weeks following the state’s vote to legalize small amotmts of marijuana, how authorities 
handle nfinor drug cases depends less on the law than on location. 

Under One Roof, Building for Extended Families 
By PENELOPE GREEN 

Multigenerational living, a throwback to flae past, is a growing trend in the struggling economy, and major 
homebuilders are designing flexible layouts. 

End of the Line for an Oyster Farm 
By FELICITY BARRINGER 

Intefior Secretary Ken Salazar ended a longstanding dispute that pitted wilderness advocates against 
supporters of a Northern Califonfia oyster farm on National Seashore land. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Chamber Competes to Be Heard in the Fiscal Debate 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

For the Chamber of Commerce, long the leading business voice in Washington, negotiations over the 
nation’s debt will be a test of whether it can retah~ its influence. 

U.S. Growth Revised Up, but Year-End Slowdown Is Feared 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The Commerce Department increased its estimate of tlfird-quarter econonfic growth from a 2 percent annual 
rate, but econonfists do not see that level continuing. 

. Shares Close Up on Hopes for Budget 4:1 1 PM ET 

Sales at Nation’s Retailers Fell Short of Expectations in November 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Major chains including Macy’s, Nordstrom, Kohl’s and Target said their sales declined in November, which 
included the hnportant Black Friday kickoff of the holiday shopping season. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Twenty-Five Years of Schmoozing 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

Steve Somers, who hosts a nightly call-in show on WFAN, is flmny, even irreverent, about sports, and for 
ninny listeners that is part of the appeal. 

For-Profit University’s Shift to Division I Stokes Debate 
By TIM ROHAN 

Grand Canyon University, a for-profit institution in Phoenix, announced this week that it would join the 
Westen~ Atlfletic Conference, beconfing the first school of its kind to compete at the highest level of N.C.A.A. 
athletics. 

Suspension and 2 Fines After Brawl 
By PETER MAY 

The Celtics guard Rajon Rondo was suspended for starting a shoving match with the Nets’ Kris Hmnphries 
that escalated into a melee with other players. 

’- Off the Dribble: Nets Say Lopez Will Miss 2 Games With Foot Sprain 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Evolving Toward Ecstasy 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Matisse: In Search of True Painting," at the Metropolitan Musemn of Art, is one of the most thrillingly 
instructive exhibitions about this painter, or painting in general, that you may ever see. 

o ~’~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’KILLING THEM SOFTLY’ 
One Bad Turn Deserves Another 
By A. O. SCOTT 

When a poker game is robbed, the tlfieves must pay: enter Brad Pitt, who stars, along with Richard Jenkins, 
James Gandolfini and Ray Liotta. 

° ~’;~ Painting a Blood Bath in Sounds 

:’ Scene City: ’Killing Them Softly’ Premiere 

THEATER REVIEW I ’DEAD ACCOUNTS’ 
Prodigal Son, Dripping Sweat and Mystery 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Norbert Leo Butz and Katie Hohnes star as siblings in Theresa Rebeck’s fanfily drama "Dead Accotmts." 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 



The Awards Season Starts, Now Prepare for the Surreal 
By MELENA RYZIK 

The awards season begins for movies, with a wide range of favorite fihns. 

’: ~ Video: The Red Carpet Season Begins 

THE CARPETBAGGER 
From Sundance, a Competition Slate That Could Be Called Accessible 
By BROOKS BARNES 

The Sundanee Fihn Festival tmveils a lineup that could be considered accessible. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’KING KELLY’ 
A Rowdy Tale, Told by Cellphone Cameras 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

Andrew Neel’s "King Kelly," fihned ahnost entirely on cellphone cameras, is a satire that follows a teenage 
stripper on a night of drugs and booze. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Rules for Targeted Killing 
The 0bama a~hninistration nee~ to write antiterror guidelines, and the world should see fl~em. 

EDITORIAL 
Press Freedom at Risk 
The regulatory remedies proposed to address the phone hacking scandal in Britain are excessive and 
potentially dangerous to traditions of a free press. 

EDITORIAL 
New Protections for Whistle-Blowers 
Taxpayers should applaud a new law that protects whistle-blowers’ rights, who too often suffered retaliation 
by their superiors. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Tipping the Scales in Housing Court 
By MATTHEW DESMOND 

If we appointed lawyers in eviction cases, we could reduce homelessness and uphold our ideals of 
fundamental fairness. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Class Wars of 2012 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The same people who bet big on Mitt Ronmey, and lost, are now trying to win by stealth the ground they 
failed to gain in the election. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Let’s Talk About X 
By DAVID BROOKS 

It’s time to break out of the 1986 paradigm of closing loopholes and lowering tax rates. Here’s a case for the 
eousumption tax. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 30, 1995, President Clinton became the first U.S. chief executive to visit Northern Ireland. 

¯ See This Front Pa__a2~ 



¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Could you help me ruth a paper? 

I have only been a professor at UNC since 
university in prior decades. 

and thus am not able to speak authoritatively about the history, of the department or the departlnent’s role at the 

As for the academic problems at the department that you reference below. I wonld encourage you to review the dean’s report on the matter, released last    and 

available on the universi~"s website. I would point you to the finding that only one professor in the depamneut engaged in teacNng inegularities. Julius Nym~g’oro’s 

actions, while deserving of severe rebuke and perhaps further sm~ction, were in no way representative of the depextment as a whole. 

I have been privy to no other lhcts thm~ have been made publicly available and do not have anything else to add to your research. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Iydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On at 9:05 PM, 

Could you help me with a paper’? 

wrote: 

My name is              and I am at N.C. State. I’m writing a paper for a class on the UNC AFAM department and its history. You may have 
gotten the sheet I brought to Battle Hall Wednesday. 

In short, in the wake of the academic scandal, all eve~one has looked at is the athletics side. I’m curious what has happened to the department because 

not only is it an academic issue, but given the subject nmtter of the department, some have inevitably made it a race issue, whether they should have or 

not. 

I want to know how the department’s impact has changed on campus. The department obviously had a~ impact in the past, as the curriculum began at 
the vely s~a(t of the AFAM movelnent in the 1960s. 

In other words, forget the academic scandal. If you can help me on the history of the depa(tment and its role in racial awareness/discourse on campus, 
that would be greatly appreciated. I also would like to know how it has changed given recent events. Howevec I want whatever I can get. 

I am perfectly rolling to drive to Chapel Hill m~d meet if phone is not good. 

Plea~ help me in a~y way that you can, especially with the historical impact of the department since that has nothing to do with the scandal. 

I work with the NCSU College of Engineering co~nmunications office, so I unders~nd public relations and the touchiness of this issue. I jus~t wanted to let 

you know my intentions mid that there is absolutely no dirt-digging here. 

A lot of students have responded to my emails, so I don’t know if that changes whether you would like to have your side heard. 

Plea~ help me however you can on this paper "that is 20 percent of my final grade. It is due 

Sincerely, 



P.S. There is a chance, if my research goes well, that I could turn this into an article for the student newspaper at NCSU. However, recognizing the 

nature of this subject, please let me know, and I will keep close tallies of the requests of my sources, if you want to be left out of that potential version. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 1:05 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Reminder: Dec 10 is submission deadline for UNC-Duke Consortium 2013 Conference - call tbr paper/panel proposals 

Revising Visions conference call for proposals.docx 

The UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to invite you to participate an&or (co)organize panels for the 9th annual Consortium 
Conference, "Revising Visions of Latin America and tim Caribbean" to take place February, 15-16, 2013 at Duke UniversiU in the John Hope Franklin Center and at 

UNC-Chapel Hill in the FedEx Global Education Center. 

Plea~ see the attached call tbr paper and panel submissions for more details. The submission deadline is Monday December 10, 2012. 

For more information, contact: 

Natalie Hartman, nih~duke.edu 
Beatriz RieikoN- IVlm~, riefkohl~emaJl.unc .edu 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, mlr34(~duke.edn 

We look forward to receiving your submissions! 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:00 PM 

To: The mlkA~c mailing list. <mlkAoc 

Sub.ie~’t: [mlkApc l Blurbs 

~listserv.unc.edu> 

Hello All, 

I hope that this email finds you in good spirits. In order for us to begin ruth publicizing the event, we roll need all of the blurbs completed and entailed to me by the next 

meeting on Monday,                  You can email me your updates at :      ~livea~nc.edu. At the next meeting there roll be a sheet attached to the agenda 

with the blurbs that have aheady been sent to        Some of the blurbs will have highlighted sections that will need to be updated. Therefore, we are asking that you 

would please look over your blurb again and try to include all of the information that you were unsure about before. We look forward to hearing about your updates 
and blurbs. Have a great weekend! 

Humble Regards, 

You are currently sub~ribed to mlkApl as: eunice~,~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edtgu?id 55508243.2t042b366t~Scac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc 

(It may be neces~ry m cut aM paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank enm~l to leave-32489117-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32489117 



The Swa~.p ~°ox i~i bland simpson 

Native son Bland Simpson 
never set out to do it, but he’s 
become the unofficial 
chronicler of North Carolina’s 
Outer Coastal Plain, including 
his old stomping ground: the 
Gre~t Dismal Swamp. 

~EA~URES 

Do the bugs in our bellies When one of our required Undergrad researchers 

cause more trouble than courses was canceled, help people help 

we think? we cooked up our own. themselves. 

I N ~E PA C ~1 ~ E M A P BE Q GPOS ~S 

i~ interactive map: NC public 
health projects 

Pubdc health research in 

Norll~ Cu~rolir!u~: Learn 

about research projects 

the Gillings School of 

N~ghtlifa: Alan Shapiro’s latest book of poetry offers more than an 

after-dark tour of America’s public spaces, (M .~ik My Wold.~) 

absolutes with qualifiers. (Bl~rgon 

conducting in our state.      I ~ 

"Most banks in Charlotte would leave; most researchers in RTP 

would leave. Companies would close. With horribly depleted 

resources, North Carolina would have to defend its borders and ........................................................................................................................................................... 

police the population. Property values would collapse. Social 

Security, Medicare, and Medicaid would disappear, so elderly 



~ video: granite in yosemite 

Yosemite National Park is 

known throughout the 

world for its exceptional 

high cliffs and rounded 

domes. Visitors to the 

park, from hikers to rock 

climbers, experience a 

landscape dominated by 

rock. UNC geologist Allen 

Glazner helps you explore 

~ amy Iocklear hertel 

"Whu~t you put out kfl:o th.9 

yod:" Amy Locklear Hertel 

and the American Indian 

Center’s beautiful 

mission, i UnA’er~;i~y 

and poor would all have to leave North Carolina. In fact, anyone 

in their 50s would probably feel as though they should move 

soon. And that is just the beginning" 

--Joseph Glatthaar, in Secession petitions: selious movement 

or just a post-election tel:qper tantrum? tThe AW,ain Deaier) 

"[Online petitions] carry absolutely no legal weight" 

--Michael Gerhardt, in Secession. Se: ua y? (The News and 

Record, Greensboro) 

Learn more in this Endeavors blog post: What if bie£h Carolina 

seceded? A trip down the rabbit hole with UNC historian Joseph 

Glatthaar (Mark M:; Wi)rds) 

The Fuiure of Obamacar.9 (UNC i--ieaifl~ Cale) 

standards ~n math (L;NC News 

vobanoes {UNC G~oba:} 

Hea~h Care} 

[] Endeave:s on Fscebook [] Endeavors en Twitter [] RSS Feed 

9~’.t to eunice@ernail uric edu ---]@t2£.dJ.d.~LsJ£[.bt2/£~ 

UNC Chapel bti:.l : CB 4~06 ¯ C’hape:. Hi:l, Nc 2z59g 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry, Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 3:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Dr. ttall and Ms. Parker, 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Dr. Hall and Ms. Parker, 

Date:Fri, 13:16:05 -0500 

From: ~,%ncsu.edu> 

To: <hallpa~b~email.unc.edu> 

Dr. Hall and Ms. Parker, 

Dr. Walter Rucker told me, Dr. Hall, that you have been coming up with the history of the AFAM department and you have some of the founding 
papers from the time when the curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies was first approved. Could I see some of those? Are they in a 
library somewhere? I’m interested in the ideas behind the UNC AFAM department, as I have been learning a lot about the civil rights movement 
and how the movement started in 1968 in San Francisco. 

And Ms. Parker, act like 2010 on doesn’t exist, and could yon help me learn how the UNC AFAM department has played in the diversity discourse/awareness on 
campus since 1969 when the cnrriculum began? 

I think I was recently given a sweeping, ~mewhat cordial "beat it" order, but I wanted to t~ one more dine. I’m not aa~ Aiiicaa~ American or involved in the Africm~ 

American Cultural Center atNC State. What role do these departments play on your campus? 

Sincerely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Re: Dr. ttall and Ms. Parker, 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: Dr. Hall and Ms. Parker, 

Date:Fri, 15:32:34 -0500 

From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

To:Hall, Perry A <ItALLPA(a)EMAILMNC.EDU> 

Perry, 

I don’t appreciate the tone or tenor of your email. I responded in an honest fashion to a request before receiving Eunice’s email later in the day. If you have a problem 
with what I stated in the email, yon need to find a more appropriate way to express it to me as I do not take your words as an~hing but an unnecessaW provocation. 

To be clear, I am not someone you should provoke. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
Afiicm~ & Afm-Americm~ Studies 

On at 3:27 PM, "Perry Hall" <halltm~emafil.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Walter 

What is this about’? Why is this person writing to me using yonr name. The dean’s office has been dealing with this gny, and you shouldn’t be referencing 

me without my kmoMedge; especially to blind side me like fl~is. 

Perry 

Original Message ........ 

Subject:Dr. Hall and Ms. Parkm; 

Date:Fri, 13:16:05 -0500 

From: (~ncsn.edu> 

To: <hallpa(&email.tmc.edtc, 

Dr. Hall and Ms. Parker. 

Dr. Walter Rucker told me, Dr. Hall, that you have been coming up with the history of the AFAM department and you have some of the 
founding papers from the time when the curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies was first approved. Could I see some of 
those? Are they in a library somewhere? I’m interested in the ideas behind the UNC AFAM department, as I have been learning a lot 
about the civil rights movement and how the movement started in 1968 in San Francisco. 

And Ms. Parker, act like 2010 on doesn’t exist, and conld yon help me learn how the UNC AFAM department has played in the diversity 
discourse/awareness on campus since 1969 when the cumcnlum began? 

I think I was recently given a sweeping, somewhat cordial "beat it" order, but I wanted to try one morn time. I’m not an Atiican America~ or involved in 
the At~can American Cultural Center at NC State. What role do these departments play on your cmnpus? 

Sincerely, 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, December 1, 2012 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: ttousing Move in Israel Seen as Setback for a Two-State Pla~ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

~s Setback for ~ Two-State 

Plan 

TWo settlement aetions seemed timed 
to punish the Palestinians for 
securing upgraded status at the 
United Nations, and appeared to 
show that hard-liners had prevailed 
in the debate over a response. 

A Hospital War Reflects a 

Bind for Docto~°s in the 

With fewer providers competing 
aggressively for health eare 
business, doetors who sell their 
praetiees are feeling pressed to meet 
finaneial targets. 

Yom~g Im~n~g~-ants Say It’s Obama*s Time to Act 

A group that had worked effectively but largely under the radar to advance the prospects of 
undocumented youths learns to be more comfortable in the spotlight. 

~E] 
Viseo: F’usiling the Dream 

(~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

CAR LOS NAAVEDRA, natiooa~ coot’dinator of United We [)t’eam, on a rejuvenated push 

aomng the young for iom~igvation regorm. 

WORLD 

FEATURE : 

Challenges i~l 

Def~nlng an 

There are major hurdles in drawing 
borders between Israel and a fnture 
Palestine. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Monticello 

The ugly truth about 
our slave-owning tifird 
president. 

WORLD 

In South Af~’ica, Lethal Battles for Even Smallest of Political Posts 
i.::., L’¢D :’-’. ~-Oi. 2RLi2 .i 
Dozens of officials, including ward councilors, party leaders and mayors, have been killed in what 
has become a desperate, deadly strnggle for power and its spoils. 



For Syria’s lqiebe~ Movement, Skype Is a Useful and I*~creaslng~y Da~tgerous 

Tool 

Using satellite technology, much of it smuggled in fi’om abroad, activists are still communicating 
online, but the government is finding ways to listen. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

State Secret Revealed: Mitterraud as a f)~tlng Father 

Mazafine Pingeot, the daughter of Frangois Mitterrand and .~ne Pingeot, his longtime mistress, 
has written a diary that includes her memories of Mr. Mitterrand as an attentive and doting 
father. 

More World News 

Aid Changes Raise Issue of D~versity at Colleges 

Wesleyan and other highly selective colleges are changing their financial aid formulas, raising 
concerns about how campus diversity - both economic and racial -might be affected. 

I~t Texas, zkr~other Sk~rmlsh Brews at the zklamo 

An investigation into the organization charged with earing for the Alamo found that it misused 
state money for its own benefit and hid the depths of the organization’s financial distress from the 
Texas Legislature. 

S~tpreme Court to Look at a Ge*~e Issue 

The Supreme Court announced on Friday that it would deride whether human genes may be 
patented, setting out to tackle the legal question if isolated genes are "hmnan-made inventions" or 
"products of nature." 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Solar I~d~stry Borrows a Page, and a Party~ From T~pperware 

Solar parties, like Tupperware parties, are being used by solar companies to sell their products to 
neighbors of homeowners who have installed the arrays. 

Retail Frenzy: Prices on the !4~eb Change Hourly 

Retail price wars online have entered a new era of speed and precision, creating a confusing 
landscape for shoppers in which prices leap and plmm~et on short notice. 

Small Employers V~;elgh impact of Providing Health Ins~rance 

Businesses like restaurants and hotels that rely heavily on low-income workers are trying to deeide 
how to change their business models for the new health rare law. 

S P 0 RTS 

\~r]ght Stays at Me1, for Better or Worse 

David Wright and the Mets agreed to a new deal Friday, but now a struggling team that has been 
forced to downsize needs to find a way to build around him. 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
Spurs Coach Puts His Team First, Much to Con~mlss~oner’s Chagr~ 

Though Spurs Coach Gregg Popovieh has rested his big three before, he is too smart not to have 
antieipated the league commissioner David Stem’s reaction this time. 

~ Post a Comment: The Coach vs. the Commissioner 

~ aur Freed $2 000 For Restir~g 4 i 
..... S~ s . 5( ,, Sta;ters 

~er Lowest Po~nL M~rray Nears Peak 

Georgia quarterback Aaron Murray rebounded Dom a ernshing loss and news of his father’s cancer 
to lead the Bulldogs to the SEC title game against Alabama on Saturday. 

~ Georgia Coordh~ator Follows Ssban’s ’Big’ Advice 

Mere SpeC;s News 

ARTS 

MUSEUM REVIEW 
Bursting \~th Scleace~ Some of It Unsettling 

The Perot Museum of Nature and Science, with ~8o,ooo sqnare feet of spare and 11 exhibition 



halls, is opening in Dallas. 

~E~] Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

In Ital~a~ Ruins, New Yo~’k 

An earthquake dewtstated L’Aqnila, Italy, in April 2009, But magical thinking is more prevalent 
there than new ideas fro’ reeonstitnting the city’s homes. 

THEATER REVIEW 

Lewis Carrol~ Is h~ a Hosp~ta| 

f.h: i.::f.N 

"Then She Fell" is an immersive theater experience at a fm’mer hospital that incorporates seenes 

and eharaeters from Lewis Carroll’s writing and life. 

~ Slide Show 

TRAVEL 

Seventy-fore’ years ago Georgia O’Keeffe discovered a tropical dreamland. Today, visitors ean still 
see Mani as she painted it. 

~.& 
Night in Bohemian Hana 

THE GETAWAY 

’I’est-F|yh~g the 787 [)~eam[[~er 
i.::., ":..T :..~ i.M, if. i .." t::. .iL:i. %F,b 

Big windows, power for smartphones and even a crowd-pleasing toilet are all part of the Dreamliner 

experience, as the anthm’ discovered on the plane’s first North American charter. 

~ Videc,: On a P~ane of the Future 

NEXT STOP 
"Va|ladol[d~ a Ci~T ofYuea~c~l Coo]l 

Not far from the beaches of Tulum and Canefln, Valladolid offers a scene of serene sophistication. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
~Ieas~red Approach to ~he ~y~’[an CraMs 
It is necessary to look for ways to raise the pressm’e on President Bashar al-Assad and encourage a 
stable postwar Syria without arming the rebels. 

EDITORIAL 

Vghat’s MisM~g in the Latest Greek Bailo~[ 
The deal offers temporary debt relief, but no way forward for a shrinking economy. 

EDITORIAL 

Ultimate Culpability fop a Mh~e D~saste~ 
Federal prosecutors are wise to pursue the path of corporate responsibility in their investigation of 
the West Virginia mine disaster. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

M[Itt~s O’vM Office Mome*~t 

A makeup meal at the White Honse doesn’t even have to make the loser feel better. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Bad Luck of V~flmfi~g 

Two lucky tieket-holders strnek it rich this week in the Powerball. Why do so many lottery winners 
wind up broke? 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

To Save Congo~ Let It Fall Apart 

Congo isn’t too big to fail; it’s too big to succeed. Rather than striving to hold it together, we should 
let it break up. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dee. 1, 1959, representatives of 12 countries, including the United States, signed a treaty in 

Washington setting aside Antarctica as a scientifie preserve, free fl’om military activity. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: A project for you 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

could come by anytime on Monday. 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 11:53 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject; A project for you 

Dear 

I hope you are a good week. 

I have brief project for the coming week and I am wondering if we can meet on Monday. Let know what times would work from your 

The project would be helping reconfigure our department website along some of the best at UNC - e.g., Geography, Music, American Studies, etc. There is some urgency to 
this hence my sending you an email over the weekend. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:04 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: A project for you 

Dr. Sahle, 

Sure, I will see you at 8:30am on Monday. 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 11:59 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject; RE: A project for you 

Great 

How about 8.30am? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From= 

Sent= Saturday, 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: A project for you 

11:55 AM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I could come by an~ime on Monday. 

~lNe.unc.edu 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 11:53 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: A project for you 

Dear 

I hope you are a good week. 

I have brief project for the coming week and I am wondering if we can meet on Monday. Let know what times would work from your end. 

The project would be helping reconfigure our department website along some of the best at UNC - e.g., Geography, Music, American Studies, etc. There is some urgency to 
this hence my sending you an email over the weekend. 

Kindly let me know. 



Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <janDlopp@unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 1, 2012 3:39 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr> 

Re: Con’tact 

Hi, Eunice, 

I roll give you a call this evening, if that’s convenient 

Best, 
Jan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 1:19 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.anc.edu-~ wrote: 

Thanks Jan. 

If at all possible, it would be great if we touched base this weekend or before 9.00am on Monday. Over the weekend, you can reach me on home # 

and on Monday 962-2341. 

Best regards, 

Eunice 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 12:38 PM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" <jan yopp@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Eunice, 
Good to hear from you. I will be working at home Monday morning. How about 10 am? Where can I call you? 

have a good weekend. 

Jan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 11:56 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jan, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Do you have time for a brief conversation this week or early Nonday morning? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 1, 2012 4:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: China STD Research Training Conference - May 27th-31 st, 2013 

FYI -- I will be attending this conference in Guangzhou. 

From: Tucker, Joseph D 
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2012 3:24 PM 
To: Cohen, Myron S; Lemon, Stanley M.; Leone, Peter Anthony; Sena-Soberano, Arlene C; WoN, David A; Smith, Jennifer S; Weir, Sharon Stuckeu Miller, William C; 
Henderson, Gail E; Emch, Michael; fwong3@emory.edu; Adimora, Adaora A; Swanstrom, Ronald I; beng.goh@bartsandthelondon.nhs.uk; wongwcw@hku.hk; Hightow- 
Weidman, Lisa B; Lee, Margaret Carol; ChenXS@ncstdlc.org; rosanna.peeling@Ishtm.ac.uk; kif2@cdc.gov; Sparling, Fred; david.mabey@Ishtm.ac.uk 
Co: Leysieffer, Kirsten E;’         ~hotmail.com;     _~hotmail.com 
Subject: China STD Research Training Conference - May 27th-31st, 2013 

Dear all, 

Hope you are well. Two updates from the UNC-South China STD Research Training Research Center: 

1) May conference. Our next conference is tentatively scheduled for May 27th-31st, 2013 in Guangzhou. Like this year, the focus will be on building research capacity and 
expanding collaborative STD research. We will build on the success of this year’s inaugural conference and look to strengthen the substance and technical aspects of this 
capacity building exercise. Please reply to this note and let me know if you will be able to join us then. 

2) D43 Training Grant application~ To my surprise the grant was scored (33), but in today’s funding environment I doubt it will get funded~ The comments are a great 
foundation for a revision and I will inquire about this possibility (China is no longer eligible for other FIC training grants). The STD leadership (Drs. Chen Xiangsheng, Yang 
Bin, Zheng Heping) are excited to move forward the conference and expand collaborative research, so let me know if I can connect or re-connect any of you to China experts. 

Thanks for all of your support - onward and upward! 

Cheers, Joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 

Email: idtucker [at] reed [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Slelpe: 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nydirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Flow of Arms to Syria Through Imq Persists, to U.S. Dismay 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Flow of A~0rns 

Thro~gh Iraq Persists, to 

U.S. Dismay 

Iraqi airspace has emerged as a main 
supply route for weapons from Iran, 
which has an enormous stake in 
Syria, at a time when President 
Bashar al~ssad is under increasing 
pressure fl’om rebel fighters. 

Aide to Obama Faces a Big 

Test in Fiscal Talks 

Quiet, religious and fiercely 
meticulous, President Obama’s chief 
of staff, Jacob J. Lew, may be the most unassuming power broker in Washington. 

UNITED STATES OF SUBSIDIES 
As Con~panles ~eek Ta~ Deals, Go~er~ments Pay High Price 

States, cities and counties are giving up more than $8o billion a year to attract or keep companies 
and the jobs they provide. But officials and governments rarely track how many jobs follow, and 
many do not know the value of all their awards. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’2~’arviving spouses ~re b’,~pped without ~ clear wag to preserve their home." 
A~gELLE ~IALIN IN, a huusmg la~vyer, on a rise in fereclusnres against widows whose husbands 
alone were hulders of the mortgage. 

BUSINESS 

~rar 
Incentives are made in 
the name of job 
creation, but the balance between 
lower taxes for businesses and 
benefits to the community is rarely 
clea~cut. 

OPINION 

OPINION I: : I 

New Love: A Short I:..x I 
~h~.!.r:[~} ft’ 

The thrill fades almost I [ 
as quickly as the joy of 
a new job, new home or new coat. 

WORLD 

Amid Eg?~pt’s Duel on Democracy~ MorM Calls for Vote 

President Mohamed Morsi, whose recent tone and actions have reminded critics of his autocratic 
predecessor, set a referendmn on a new constitution for Dee. ~5. 



In Paulc]~" Russia, It’s Officla]t Eud of V¢or]d Is Not Near 

As rmnors of an impending apocalypse, prompted by the Mayan calendar, stir anxiety in Russia, 
the government has stepped in to encourage calm. 

North Korea Says It V¢ill A~empt to Test Another Long-Rouge Rocket 

North Korea said Saturday that it wonld try to lanneh another long-range rocket later this month, 
a move that is likely to heighten already strained tensions with Washington and its allies. 

Nun Uses MuMc to Convey Spirited Message Against the Vatican’s Rebuke 

A song by Sister Kathy Sherman, written in response to the Vatiean’s rebuke of the main association 
of American nuns, has become an anthem. 

Effort Io Secure Border Crhnps Com~uer~e ~dong H 

An imposing wall of corrugated steel disconnects main streets, businesses, shared histories and 
binational family ties along the Mexican border in Arizona. 

Utah Huuters Criticize Market Approach to Licenses and Couservatlou 

More than any state in the West, Utah has expanded hunting opportunities for the well-to-do and 
has begun to diminish them for those seeking permits directly from the state. 

BUSINESS 

Mortgage Catch Pushes ~%qdows Iuto Foreclosure 

Just as the housing market is recovering, a growing group of homeowners - widows over 5o whose 
husbands held the mortgage - are losing their homes to foreclosure. 

Jol~n McAfee Plays Hide:aud:Seek in Belize 

Sought by the police in Belize as a "person of interest" in the investigation of a neighbor’s murder, 
the teeh legend John McAfee has moved his noisy life underground. 

[] Slide Show: A Person of Interest 

FAI R GAM E 

In an F,H.Ao Checkup, a Startling Nmnber 

The Federal Housing Administration may be headed for a rescue, with a sudden, steep decline in a 
mortgage insurance fund’s value -a reminder that the housing crisis is still with us. 

S P O RTS 

Chiefs Llnebacker Commits Su~c~de at 

Kansas City Chiefs linebacker 3ovan Belcher shot and killed his girlfriend, then drove to the team’s 
headqnarters and took his own life early Saturday, the police said. 

[] Post a Comment: Should the Game Go On? 

ALABAMA 32, GEORGIA 28 

Alabama Hopes Thrill~ng Title Is Prelude to Ultimate Prize 
f.:; .:, tLG i.q’:.5 ?,v 

When the final seconds ticked off an instant classic Saturday, Alabama celebrated, father wildly, 
its SEC championship win over Georgia that earned it a spot in the B.C.S. title game, opposite Notre 
Dame. 

, x Score 

Immovable on Lh~e~ ’Fide Sprh~l to Victory 
i.::., ~.:.r.v .-: i. 
Eddie Lacy rushed for ~8~ yards and No. 2 Alabama 02-0 won the SEC championship game over 
No. 3 Georgia, but there was mm’e than Lacy at wm’k in the Georgia Dome. 

ARTS 

~Vi[tl Bill M*~rray, J us~ Take [tie Trip 

Bill Murray, the free-form actor who’s starring as Franklin D. Roosevelt in the coming fihn "Hyde 
Park on Hudson," takes an interviewer on an adventure. 

Middle-Earth ~%’~,ard s Not-So-Silent Partuer 

Fran Walsh has won 3 Oscars and has co-written m of Peter daekson’s movies, but has remained 



largely outside of the spotlight associated with "The Hobbit." 

Che "[d~ov Mela1~choly, Never So Welcome 

New York stages have recently been crowded with productions of Chekhov. 

MAGAZINE 

Cal~ a Jellyfish U~lock the Secret of ln~luortallty? 

rllle little creature of the sea that appears to debunk the most fundamental law of the natural 

world: you are born, and then you die. 

%Vho Do ()~l~l~e Adverfiser~ Tlfi~k Y<m 

The extreme microcategorization of consumers means advertisers can bid for the chance to show 

you exactly what you might be interested in. The trouble is, that’s all you’ll see. 

RI~: 

Successful reality-TV shows are never about what they claim to be about. Once you realize that, 

there is much to be learned. 

o Mole From the Maoazine ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 

The ~o~tgage Ch a ~len ge 

Even as the housing market recovers, debt relie~ for troubled homeowners is still needed. 

~ Editorials: GoMs for a New lerm 

EDITORIAL 

Mro C~omo’~ Next B~g Ta~k 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo should use his political stature to keep promises on campaign finance reform. 

EDITORIAL 

Mlowing corporate donors to pay for the day’s galas would send the wrong signal to a nation wary of 

Washington’s business as usual. 

OP-ED 

A Health Insura~ce DetecfiYe Story 

How much will my medication cost me next year? Does anybody know? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

M[ore Babies, Please 

America has had a demographic advantage, but that is no longer a sure thing. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

What would Alfred Hitchcock make of Carrie Mathison and Hillary Clinton? 

~ Columnist Page 

More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

How Capltal~st Are the C~bans? 

Cuba seems to be sputtering, but not roaring, toward capitalism. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 2, 1954, the Senate voted to eondemn Sen. Joseph R. MeCarthy for "eonduet that tends to 

bring the Senate into dishonor and disrepute." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 11:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

gurlice - 

No need to apologize. I’m always happy to talk. I’ll call within the hour. 

Chris 

S~:ttt from it~’ ~%rizon tVirele~’s 4( :~ L TE DROID 

"Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chris, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am very sorry to write to you on a Sunday, but I am wondering if you have time for a brief conversation either today or Monday before 9.00am. If you have time today you 
can reach me on my home number            and tomorrow I will be in the office (919-962-234:t). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: UBS Is Retx~rted to Be Near a Deal on Rate Rigging 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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World I U.S~ ] Business I Sgod:s i Artis ] Media & Advertisin~ I Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This 
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TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 

UBS Is Repot:ted to Be Nea~¯ a 

DeM on Rate R?gglng 

~Ilxe Swiss banking giant UBS is 
expected to pay American and 
British fines of more than $45o 
million to settle claims that it 
reported false rates to increase its 
profit, according to officials briefed 
on the matter. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Pushh~g GoOoP. to Negotiate, 

Obama Ends Giving In 

President Obama has emerged as a 
different kind of negotiator in the 
past week or two, fi’nstrating 
Republicans on the other side of the 
bargaining table. 

UNITED STATES OF SUBSIDIES 

Lines Blue as Texas G~ves Indust~’ies a I~o~an~a 

Texas offers more incentives to attract business than any other state, but qnestions remain about 
who benefits more, the companies or the people of Texas. 

~E] 
nteractl~e e ur E×plore the Subsidies 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

so~s, I hate ~ffl the peOpI~U I ~e~ hate m,qse~j:" 

~USSA[~&N S[IALOUF, who had one son executed by llamas and another jailed on suspicion that 

they were collaborating with israel, 

Pushing foi° 

Immig~’afion 

Refoem 
The United We Dremn network’s 
platform calling for an "inclusive 
pathway to citizenship," will increase 
pressure on President Obama and 
lawmakers to pass a comprehensive 
overhaul. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Lies,* Mmodee! Lexlcog~’aphy~ 

Sorry, but dictionaries are not made by cloak-and-dagger cabals full of deep, dark secrets. 



WORLD 

Collaborafiou in Gaza Leads to Grls~y Fate 

Recent vigilante-style killings of seven Palestinians suspected of providing intelligenee to Israel 

highlighted the pathetie plight of collaborators. 

Egypfia~ Cot~rt Postpones ~ullug o~t Co~tst[tultlo~al ~%ssembly 

Judges delayed their much-awaited decision and aeensed a crowd of Islamists of intimidating them, 
but what actually took place at the courthouse is a matter of dispnte. 

Syria Moves Its Chemical ~:eapons, a*~d UoSo cad !~II~es Ca*~tlously Take Note 

The United States and several allies warned President Bashar al-Assad that he would be "held 
accountable" if his forces used the weapons against the rebels. 

Mere World News 

Viet~mm Veterans, Discharged U~]der C~oud, File Suit Sayi~]g Trauma ~Nas 

Cause 

A suit against the armed forees argnes that many Vietnam veterans had post-traumatic stress 
disorder when they were issued other-than-honorable discharges. 

Missouri Bishop’s Co*~vlct~on Leaves Clerg)~ Divided 

Many priests in the Diocese of Kansas City-St. Joseph have lost confidence in Bishop Robert W. Finn 
since he was convicted for not reporting a pedophile under his supmwision. 

A Georgia ~{aln Street Paved ~u Red Carpet 

No town has been better than Senoia, Ga., in taking advantage of the state’s tax incentives for 
filmmakers, and its biggest claim to fame is the hit show "The Walking Dead." 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Morga~ Sta~ley Trader Faces Iuq~firy on Possible Manlpulafiou 

Glenn Hadden, who is now head of the global interest rates desk at Morgan Stanley, is under 
investigation over his trading in Treasury futures while at Goldman Sachs, according to a 
regulatory filing. 

Some Aualysts Doubt Dire Predictions o;q Tax Increase Fallout 

Judging from tax changes in the past, some economists see a mostly mild effect on markets if tax 
rates on dividends and capital gains rise at the end of the year, as the White House has proposed. 

DVR Use One Factor iu Networks’ Low 

CBS, ABC and Fox have all had deereases in ratings, explained partly by the shift toward delayed 
viewing and partly by a generally weak slate of new shows. 

S P O RTS 

Study Bolsters Link Between I-Ioiltlne Hits a~id Brai~l Disease 

Researehers flmnd evidence of long4erm degeneration in the brains of athletes, including John 
Maekey and Derek Boogaard, military veterans and others. 

~ 
The Spectrum of Disease in Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy 

JETS 7, CARDINALS 6 

McE~roy Replaces Saucl~ez and Leads ,:~ets to ~,~ctory Over Cardluals 

On his first drive after taking over for Mark Sanehez in the third quarter, Greg MeEh’oy revitalized 
a stagnant offense by throwing a touchdown pass, one of the few highlights in a dismal game. 

~ Box Score [ ~ Slide Show 

STEELERS 23, RAVENS 20 

Batcl~ Helps tl~e Steelers Look Like the Steelers 

The Steelers looked like their vintage selves in a last-second victory against Baltimore that may 
have rescued their season. 

~E] Box Score 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Rebom~(|, as Demm-e as Ever 

Shania Twain, opening a residency at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas, revisited the over4he4op glitter 
of her arena tours of the late ’9os and early 2ooos, though in a more controlled format. 

Big Boys Lay Ot~t Their Oscar Bait 

The big studios hope to take top Oscars back from the independents, who have won major awards 

THEATER REVIEW I THE ANARCHIST’ 

~ar of ~¢V~|~s~ Vocabt~ar~es a~d ~tt~es 

Patti LuPone and Debra Winger star in David Mamet’s "Anarchist," a heavily embroidered slip of a 

play. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
Chief of News Corpo Unit ~n Br~taln Is Res~gn~ag 

Tom Moekridge, a longtime News Corporation official who served as chief executive of the 
company’s British newspapers in the aftermath of a phone hacking scandal, announced on Sunday 
that he will step down. 

~.V T A .IZ ,P:, 

On Monday, Univision~ the dominant Spanishqanguage network in the United States, will nnveil 
UniM~s~ a new name and look for its second-largest network~ TeleFntura. 

A New ~dl~fe Maga ~,h~e Aimed at the VePy Yom~g 

Ranger Rick ~r., featuring Rieky Raccoon, a mascot for children ages 4 to 7, is a new magazine from 
the National Wildlife Federation, which is tapping into interest in ecology at an earlier age. 

o More Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Pro~r~ises ~m AIDS ~toe N~t E~o~gh 
A new American plan for fighting the virus offers little in firm goals or money. 

EDITORIAL 

Marine Life on a Warm~ng Planet 
The plan of one state, Washington, to save its shellfish Doin the ravages of ocean acidification. 

EDITORIAL 

A Troublh~g Portrait of Domestic ~ork 
Achieving basic rights shouldn’t have to depend, haphazardly, on the kindness of employers. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Be~ ng There 

Reporters, like diplomats, can’t work in a fortress. 

= " " C ’, s Page [ Bloo 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Big B~dget Mmnble 

Obama versus the party of no ideas. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~ 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Do Fillbnsters Sta|~ the Senate or Gdve It Pro’pose? 
Many want to improve the filflmster vnles. But can the)’ change without losing the Senate’s valne 
as a eountm~veight to the House? 

ON THIS DAY 

On De(’.. 3, ~984, mot’e than 4,000 people (tied after a cloud of gas escaped fi’om a pestieide plant 
operated by a Union Carbide subsidiary" in Bhopal, India. 



See This Front Page 
Bu,,’ Th{s Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headli:~es newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Ma!~age Sdbsc~iptiorls I Urlsclbscribe I Cha!~ge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 7:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Call for Applications - The Annual Conference on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 2012: "Options on the Table": Soil Power, Intercultural 

Dialogue, and the Future of US Foreign Policy (Washington D.C., Januau 9th - 1 lth, 2013) 

"Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue, and the Future of US Foreign Policy 

~,,’ashington D.C., January 9ti~ - 1 lth, 2013) 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to inferm you about our forthcoming conference in the USA, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other 
leading organizations. 
You can learn more about the conference by reading the inli~tmafion below. I would also be grateful il you could share this announcement by for¢~arding the information below 
to anyone you think might be interested in attending. 
With warm regards frem Berlin, 
Mark C. Donfried & the led Team 

"Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue, and the Future of US Foreign Policy 

(L~iashington D.C., January 9th - 11th, 2013) 

www.icd-usforei.qn policy.org 
In the wake ol the recent U.S. Presidential Election, the strategy of America’s Foreign Policy has become an increasingly crucial issue, with the international community 
waiting expectantly to see how America’s Foreign Policy approach will adapt to the new chaNenges confronting the international arena. 
Over the past years, the international community has come to see soft power and Cultural Diplomacy play a more significant role within US Foreign Policy and International 
Relations in general, as it has been recognized and become apparent that these approaches can assist in creating a multi-lateral consensus, as opposed to confrontation= 
However, the challenges facing the international community within the contex~ of globaNzation continue ~o deepen due to a fragmented in~emational framework filled with 
mistrust, competition, and economic and poNtical fragility, 

The foreign policy goals and priorities of individual nation states will increasingly be required to take into account an interdependent, multi-polar, international environment, and 
balance the pursuit of national interests with the pursuit of global public goods. The h~stitute for Cultural Diplomacy has therefore dedicated its bi-annual conference on the US 
Foreign Policy to debate and explore the continuing concepts of soft power, intercultural dialogue, and Cultural Diplomacy, particularly as they relate to American Foreign 
Policy, and assess the role they will play in the next years. 

Conference Partici_pants > 
Participation in the conference is open ~o governmental & diplomatic olficiNs, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
reptesentatk,’es, young professionals, and students, as wen as other interested individuals from across the world. 

Participant Papers > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic research and analysis of issues related to the goals ol the conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome the 
participants of our conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the confetence, as well as to be included in the proposal document that 
win be issued following the conference which will be sent to aN governments and leaders of the international community. 

Conference Speakers > 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and exper[s flora international politics (including head ol s~a~es and ministers), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Boa~L To learn more about the ICD Advisory 
Board, please click HERE. 

Speakers for the conference include: 
,, The Hon. Dr. Alfredo Palacio - Ptesident of the ICD Advisory’ Board: Former President of Ecuador 

,, The Hon. Dr. Ali Abroad da~ali o President of the ICD Advisory Board; Former Interior Minister d Afghanistan 
® Sir Anthony Russell Brenton - ICD Advisoq/Board Member: Former British Ambassador to Russia 
,, David Soul - Celebrated American Actor; best known for his Role as Detective Kenneth "Hutch" in the television program "S~arsky and Hutch" (Video Lecture) 
,, The Hon. Dr. Emil Constantinescu o President of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy; Former President of Romania 
¯ The Hon. Erna Hennicot Schoepges - Vice President of the ICD Advisory Board; Former Luxembourgian Minister of Culture and Religious Affairs 
,, Frank Ucciardo - UN Correspondent, CBS News "Up To The Minute" 
¯ ~an GiHan - Lead Singer and Lyricist for Deep Purple 0/ideo Lecture) 
,, The Hon. Sir James R. Mancham - ICD Advisory Board Member; Founding President of the Republic of Seychelles 
® The Non. Dr. Nazar A~ Bahama - ICD Advisory, Board Member: Former Foreign Minister of Bahrain 
,, The Hon. Nouzha SkMli - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Moroccan Minister of Social Development, Family, and Solidarity 
,, The Hon. Paula Dobrianski - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former US Under Secretary of State for Democracy and Global Affairs 
¯ Ribal AFAssad - Chairman, Iman Foundation 
,, The Hon. Dr, Solomon isaac Passy - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Foreign Minister of Bulgaria 

,, Governor Steve Merrill - 77th Governor of New Hampshire; President, Bingham Consulting t%/ideo Lecture) 

,, The Hon. Stockwell Day - Former Canadian Minister of International Trade 0/ideo Lecture) 

,, The Hon. Yasar Yakis o President of the ICD Young Leaders’ Forums; Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 
If you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please click HERE 

Thank you for your attention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming ptograms. 
With warm regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD} 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FIoor/Hochhaus) 
Kurf[~rs~endamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
vwwv.cult u ra[dipiomacy.org 
i_r_~__r__o_@_o_’_u__[Lu_X:_a_!git_&o_m#__c_7<__o_s_g. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, December 3, 2012 8:42 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 12-03-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday December 3rd, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

12/04/12- DRAM FYS 089 "Ecology and Perfonnance" final perlbnnance presentations schednled to take place t?om 2:15 3 PM in Room 102 of the Center for 

Dramatic Art. In this course, UNC t~eshman syathesized re,arch on environmental issues and conservation, peribrmance techniques, and creative storytelling inlx~ 15 

minute peribrmance pieces to promote socio- ecological sustamabili~ with a particulm- focus on the theme of water in suptx~rt of the pan-campus initiative, ’%,~ater in 

Our World". 

12/05/12 Caxolina Environmental Faculty Seminax scheduled for 11:30 AM 12:30 PM in the 6th Floor Coat’erence Room of the Bank of America Building. Dr. Phil 

Berke will be the featured speaker and the topic of this talk will be resiliency in coastal communities. 

01/14/13- Bob McDonald, CEO of Proctor & Gamble, lecture at 5:30 PM in the Koury Auditorium of the McColl Building as part of the Kenan-Flagler Business 

School Dean’s Speaker Series. Mr. McDonald’s talk will focus on P&G’s Global Water Project work in Africa. 

.https:i/secme.www.alumniconnections.com’olc/pub/UBS/events/UBS2358638.html 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water Insfitute Partners with Water Nonprofit in the Netherlands- In a recent announcement, the Water Institute at UNC has entered into a strategic data- 

sha~ing pa~taership with the IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre located in The Hague, The Netherlands, in an attempt to enhance the well-being of people 

in developing countries through improved water; sanitation and hygiene. For more infom~alion: http://alobal.unc.edw’index.php? 

oplio~wcom content&view a(ticle&id 3605&Itemi&94 

~VATER NEWS AT C.MIOLINA 

UNC Observes World Toilet Day- The following news sto~ on the UNC Global website chronicles the recent observance of World Toilet Day on November 19th, 

as well as ellbrts made by the Gillings School of Global PuNic Health, ~Vater Institute at UNC, and Depaxtment of Environmental Sciences and Engineering at UNC, to 

address worldwide water and sanitation issues. For more information: http://global.unc.edu/index.php?option com content&vie~article&i~3604&Itemi&94 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our \Vorld"- For more intbrmation on the theme and other upconaing event~ feel ti-ee to visit our website located at 
http://watertheme.unc.edw’. Question~ co~nments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the tbllowing email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Bill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

We have been summoned.~. 

Eunice: 

Several faculty from our department, myself included, have been "summoned" to meet with the Committee~ I wonder if you would have a chance to call 

me sometime today (            ). Pretty much anytime is fine as I’m working at home all day. If it doesn’t work out, not a problem. 

Thanks. 

Balthrop 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 11:16 AM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumm~itie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley art 

<lor~!nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Noted Litera~ Scholar Stefan Collini to speak at the Nafiona] Humanities Center this Thursday, Dec. 6 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

"Complex Words: History in English Literary Criticisln" 

Stefan Collini, University of Cambridge 

ii’~] Inline image 1 

Thursday, December 6, 2o12 - 5:oo p.m. 

In his tatk, Stefan Cottini wit[ exptore some of the ways in which the "dose reading" style of [iterary criticism dominant in Britain and the 

United States in the middle decades of the 20th century was presumed to be indifferent or even hostile to history. 

Co[[ini is professor of English literature and intellectual history at the University of Cambridge. His research interests include the relation 

between [iterature and intet[ectua[ history from the [ate 19th century to the present, inctuding the "question of intet[ectua[s," the retation 

between academic critics and "men of letters," and the rote of cu[turat criticism, as we[[ as the work of figures such as T.S. Eliot, F.R. 

Leavis, Wi[tiam Empson, George Orwe[t, Raymond Wfltiams, and Richard Hoggart. 

To reserve space, please.[bllow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. H6, or rnjohnson(a~,nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

Nalional Humanilies Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 11:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Monday 

Will do. It will be about 30 minutes. 

Sem.#"om my Ver’izor~ IFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Sanie, Eunice N" <eunice@email.tmc.edu;, wrote: 

Dear Chris, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please give me a call when you have a chance. I am in the office (919-962-2341) you can also reach on my cell 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: Monday, 

To: The mlk~oc 

Subjet~: [mlk~oc 

~}live.unc.edu> 

1:16 PM 

mailing list. <mlkAoc ~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

MLK Pl~mning Committee Meeting Reminder 

Hello All, 

I hope that this em~Jl finds you well. This email serves as a reminder for the MLK Plmming Committee today at 5:00 pm in Campus Y Room 207. Please remember to 

have your blurbs ready by today aaad/or the additional information needed for the blurbs that have already been sent to       If yon cannot make today’s meeting, 

please email       to let her know. I look forward to seeing you today! 

Best Regards, 

You are cnrrently subscribed to mlk~pc as: etmice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edtr’n?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pcl2-13&o 32496879 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-32496879-55508243.2t042b366tiz5cacl 3b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 2:30 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Common on LDOC 

Hello 

I am writing to ask fl~at you consider sending the follomng blurb to your students and/or am~otmce the event in class. This program is a rare opportunity and I want to 

be sure all comers of campus are reached and aware of it. 

On             the CUAB Music and Forum committees are hosting CUAB Presents: Common. The "King of Conscious Hip Hop," Common is one ofmusic’s 

most poetic and respected lyricists. Not just a musician and actor: he is a role model. In 2007, he launched "the Common Ground Foundation, an o~anization dedicated 

to the empowerment and development of America’s urban youth. 

Common will be pertbrming and speaJ~ing at Memorial Hall on ILDOC) at 7PM. 

Tickets are on sale at Memorial Hall and online at http:i/memori~lhall.unc.edu/ 

Thanks so much, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 3:07 PM 

discussion <thcalty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcal .ly--athletics-tbrum] Fwd: December 6 room announced 

I’d like to see the issue of freshman eligibility on the list for discussion, 

Willis Brooks 

From; Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, December 03, 20:12 2:04 PM 
T~-" discussion 
$,,bject-" [faculty--athletics-forum] I:wd: December 6 room announced 

The moment you’ve been waiting for... 

We’ll meet in Hamilton 423 on December 6, 2-4. In addition to the six items I suggested in my last email, let me also propose fl~at we discuss the term "student-athlete" 

and how we might abolish it, and also the possibility of appointing a university Ombudspermn specifically for NCAA issues. I can explain Thin, day._ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:December 6 

Date:Sun, 02 Dec 2012 12:49:56 -0500 
l;rom:Jay Smith :[j_’_aLt:~_n_!i_t__[L(_a2__eji_n__’_a_i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u:__:: 

To:discussion 2f_’~__u_]_t2::_: ~_e__t_i__c___s::__l~_?!:__%~ ~L~ !_i_~__k_s__e__~_!::~!~_:~2 

OK, it looks like at least 8 of us (i. e., eveuone who responded) can make it for a meeting on Thursday, December 6, between 2-4pm. Place TBA. There we roll 

discuss our strategy for pushing Thorp-guided reforms in fl~e spring and for influencing the composition of the Rawlings committee (which is likely to be annotmced 

within days/weeks--swift action is imperative.) To spark discussion, here’s a short-term agenda we might consider adopting--drawn in part from a reform document 

that Lew, Andy, and I drafted in consultation with Charlie Clotfelter last summer, and in part from recent conversations I’ve had with several of you... 

1. Require that scholarships for athletes be granted for a minimum of four years. [Could this be done unilatemlly?] 

2. Place all academic support structures aM progran]s under the administrative and financial j urisdiction of academic uni~B. 

3. Guarantee athletes their rights to due process; promptly provide legal counsel to any athlete accusecFsuspected of wrongdoing. 

4. Abolish the "Special Talent" admissions committee. 

5. Hire 8-10 literacy specialists, to be housed in the English departanenk to develop reading and writing skills. 

6. Adopt a finn ~nini~num score of 900 (combined verbal mad math) on the SAT. 

See you Thursday. 

You are currently subscribed to thculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.nnc.edu. 

(It may be neces~ly m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email m leave-32497159-54562879.d37ef12dff~5e61b6907f4f42ala2fM~listse~.unc~edu 

You axe cure,My subscribed k) ~acul~--a~lefics-tbmm as: eunice(i~email.m~c.e&L 

To unsubscfi~ click here: http://~ists.unc"edu~u?id=5~37456~42~235a~5a29~756~ad39629242d7d3&n=:T&~=~ctd~"--athlefics-tbn*m&o=32497487 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email m leave-32497487-50137456.42t235at5,~9175600ad39629242d7d3~j_~_~_~j_11:_~!~:_~_~ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

i ~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:00 PM 

Chairs of the Social Sciences Departments <sschairs@lis"tserv.unc.edu-~ 

ssMgrs@lis"tserv.unc.edu 

RE: [ssch~firs] FROM ’][’HE DEAN: CaJ1 lbr Nominations for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Dis~dnguished Ch~fir in Public Policy 

The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being forwarded on Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn’s behalf to all department and curriculum chairs in the social 

sciences division, with an information copy to their administrative managers. 

Please be reminded that the deadline for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy nominations is this F~iday, ~t 4P~. Please 
note that Chairs who are not nominating anyone should notify the Dean’s Office by this deadline as well. 

Please send nomination materials and notification of non-nomination to me by replying to this email, or by emailing me at @live.unc.edu. 

Best, 

@email.unc.edu 

From: Reid, Dee [mailto:deereid@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                11:18 AM 
To: Chairs of the Social Sciences Departments 
C¢: ssMgrs@listserv.unc.edu;            ; Gil, Karen IVl 
Subject: [sschairs] FROM THE DEAN: Call for Nominations for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 

The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being sent to all department and curriculum chairs in the social sciences division, with an information copy to their 

administrative managers. 

### 

TO: Department and Curriculum Chairs in the Social Sciences Division 

FROM: Karen Gil, Dean of the College 

RE: Call for Nominations for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 

DATE: 

The College of Arts & Sciences is seeking your assistance in identifying impressive, promising candidates for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy. Your nominations to the Dean will serve as the basis for the College nominations to the Provost-level selection committee. We are asking each of 

you to nominate one candidate if you believe you have a faculty member who meets the appropriate criteria. You may nominate up to two candidates, but if you 

do so please rank them in a separate cover letter. If you do not plan to nominate anyone, please also advise us of that by the deadline date for nominations, which 

is Friday,         a~ ~prn. 

The Office of the Provost intends to name three new recipients of the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy this academic year, with 

appointments to commence           for a period of five years. These term endowed Chairs are meant to be used to attract or retain (in this case, to retain) 

three distinguished teachers and scholars in the area of public policy to the UNC College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Law, the Kenan-Flagler Business 

School, the School of Social Work and the School of Government. Recipients of this term endowed Chair will receive a salary supplement of $10,000 a year (plus 

benefits) for the five-year period, as well as an annual research fund of $10,000 for this same period. A faculty member who currently holds a term chair would be 

eligible, but would be required to resign that term chair if appointed to the Lambeth Chair. 

The selection criteria are: 
¯ How the Chair would contribute to the development of public policy in North Carolina. 
¯ How the Chair will demonstrate the value of public service. 

= How students will be involved in the work of the Chair. 

In addition: 

How the Chair would serve collaboratively between the participating schools. 

These chairs will be named by a selection committee chaired by Ronald Strauss, Executive Vice Provost, and composed by Deans (or designees) from the UNC 

College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Law, the Kenan-Flagler Business School, the School of Social Work and the School of Government, plus a representative 

of the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation (appointed by the President of the Foundation). 

The College and the other Schools are each asked to provide no more than three nominations to the Provost level selection committee. 

Please submit your nominations to the Dean’s office via email attachment to                     ~31ive.unc.edu by Friday                  ,4pm. Nomination 

material consists of a letter by the Department Chair addressing the nominee’s qualities and fulfillment of selection criteria, with a copy of the nominee’s c.v. 

I look forward to your response. Thank you. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: As~d Suffering Reversals in Fighting and Diplomacy 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i E,’!Rorials I Op-Ed I On This r-?~V 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 4, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Assad Sllffer~ng Reversals in 

Fighting and Diplomacy 

As the battle for the Syrian capital 
worsened, a Turkish official said that 
Russia had agreed to try a new 
approach to persuade President 
Bashar al~&ssad to relinquish power. 

~ Related Article 

UNITED STATES OF SUBSIDIES 

Michigan Town ~Woos 

Holl)~’ood, b~t Ends Up 

A studio was built to attract 
filmmakers and bring jobs to 
Pontiac, Mich., but for millions given 
in incentives to the film industry, only a handful of local jobs have appeared. 

~ Slide Show" No Ho yv,’ood Fnding I Vid,’o On Location in New York City 

More than lOO Hazaras have been killed by Sunni extremist gunmen this year, many in broad 
daylight. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~IEATHER MERCIER, a retit’ed police officer, a[’ter trees crashed into her house am] b~to the 

mobile home where she and her husband were liviug while the house was repaired. 

~ SLIDE SHO’W: No 

Hollywood Eiiding in Old Car 

Town 
A movie studio that arose from the 
x~ins of a General Motors complex in 
Pontiac, Mich., did not lead to job 
creation and eeonmnie 
improvement. 

~ Related Article ~ ~ Video 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

(7,one, BIll 

B~ckley? 

The Republican I arty is 
crying out for smneone in the mold of William E. Buekley dr. 

WORLD 

UoSo VVa~*ns Syria on Chemical VVeapons 



The White House said it would take action if such arms were used, suggesting even the possibility of 

military force. 

5 European Nations Smnmou Envoys of Israel 

The unusually sharp diplomatic step by Britain, France, Spain, Sweden and Denmark reflected the 

growing frustration abroad with Israel’s plans for settlement constructiom 

Americau Commauder Details iM Qaeda’s Streugth iu Mall 

A Qaeda affiliate is operating terrorist training camps in northern Mali and using momentum 
there to rec~uit across sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and Europe, Gem Carter F. tiara said. 

o More Worid News 

Rep*~blicans Make Co*mteroffer in Fiscal Talks 
f.h; t..."~,,.:,~~ ::qq W.,~~.!::,?~ 

The Repubfican deficit reduction proposal is far heavier on spending cuts but embraces $800 billion 
in new taxes over lO years. 

~F’I Graphic 

InitiM Deficit Cuts Are Sticking Point in Negotiations 

’]?he White House and Congress cannot seem to agree on the first measures that would replace the 
automatic spending cuts and tax increases that make up the "fiscal cliff." 

E.PoA~ Rule Complicates Runoff Case for 0h~stlces 

Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. sounded frustrated over an Environmental Protection Agency 
regulation issued Friday that addressed the heart of an environmental group’s lawsuit against 
loggers. 

° More US. News 

BUSINESS 

More Dads Buy the Toys, So Barhle, aud Stores, Get Makeovers 

Toy makers are seizing on a marketplace shift that has more fathers making buying decisions as 
girls are increasingly encouraged to play with toys that develop math and science skills. 

Geueric Drug Makers See a Drought iMmad 

More than 4o brand-name drugs lost patents this year’, but genet’ie drug makers have been 
scrambling to make up revenue next year when far fewer patents expire. 

R~lling Ix Victory for Dmlg Companies in Promoting Medicine h)r Other Uses 
13:< :’:1 :’. t’i 
~II~e federal appellate decision overturned the conviction of a sales representative who said a ban on 
promotion of unapproved uses violated his fi’eedom of speech. 

SPORTS 

REDSKINS 17, GIANTS 16 

A Tight Loss and a Tighter Race 

~II~e Giants, who had appeared to snap out of their second-half slump, took a step back with a loss in 

Washington that cut their division lead to a game. 

~E] no Score [ [] Slide Show: Giants Falter Late 

~ ..... ~ , e sir - " Hair fo~ Bennett, but That’s :~ 
~1 npr s e F~rs[ 

,, 

Impressive First Half for BeunetL but That*s It 

A strong offensive first half for the Giants, highlighted by- five catches by tight end Martellus 
Bennett, sputtered after the Redskins played more zone coverage and plugged a leaky run defense. 

McEh’oy Makes the Most of His Momeut 

Greg MeElroy, the Jets’ third-string quarterback, has used his time on the practice field and in the 
film room to prepare for the kind of opportunity that befell him Sunday against the Cardinals. 

° Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

DANCE REVIEW 
Ca ptmq ug the Vibes of the Past Right Now 



Ballet Hispanico performed three premieres at the Apollo Theater, including "A Vueltas con los 

Ochenta." 

MUSIC REVIEW 

As Co~certos Fly by, a Rolllcki~g Bacl~ T~e I~ Had by AI~ 

~eremy Denk conducted six of Bach’s seven keyboard concertos fi’om the piano on Sunday with the 

Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~The Re¥oh~tlo~ Was Televised° 

In "The Revolution Was Televised," the critic Alan Sepinwall analyzes a dozen dramas - ’~iad Men," 

"The Sopranos" and "Breaking Bad" among them -that he says have transformed television. 

o Mole Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

THE LEDE BLOG 

Ma[’s Rove~" D~sco’ve[’y Revealed 

After all the speculation about the discovery by the Curiosity rover, scientists played down the 

finding, saying that it was too early to say what they found in a pinch of sand. 

Pushing Science’s I.h~its in Sign Language Lexicon 

Expressing scientific terms through sig~ language has long been difficult, but the Internet and 

online videos are helping to broaden the available vocabulary. 

ESSAY 

I~ La b I,]t~ Fictlo~ Meets Science of the Real W’orld 

A genre of serious fiction deploys strong characters dealing with realistic scientific issues. 

Mete Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e Ho~se Makes a~ ’Offer’ 
Repnblieans didn’t bother with even baste calculations in their proposal to the White House to ent 
the deficit, 

EDITORIAL 

Mr, Ne~anyahu s Strategic Mistake 

Expanding settlements in contested areas will hurt Israel’s long-term security interests. 

EDITORIAL 

Treaty Rights for the Disabled 

If the Senate ratifies the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons With Disabilities, it ean 

extend protections for the disabled beyond the United States. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Truly Grand Bargah~ 
L:: i.~:,’¢K,, 

Next year conld be historie if the Republicans were to insist on aehieving the Grand Bargain the 

White ttouse says it wants. Here’s a path to get there. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pro Football’s Viole~t 

The bloody end of the Kansas City Chiefs linebaeker Jowm Belcher raises broader questions about 

the destrnctive cnltnre of pro football. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Next Tobacco? 

The N.C.A.A. plays fast and loose, and gets caught. 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. 4, 1945, the Senate approved U.S. participation in the United Nations. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:09 AM 

Chairs of the Social Sciences Departments qsschair@lislserv.unc.edu-~ 

ssMgrs@lislserv.unc.edu 

RE: [sschaJ, rs] FROM THE DEAN: Ca11 for Nominations for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished ChaJ, r in Public l~blicy 

This message is being sent to all department and curriculum chairs in the social sciences division, with an information copy to their administrative managers. 

Dear Chairs, 

Mv a~logies for any confusion caused by my wording of "this Friday." The deadline for your nomination is ne×t Friday, I 

From: ,@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:00 PM 
To: Chairs of the Social Sciences Departments 
C¢: ssMgrs@listserv.unc.edu 
S,,bject: RE:[sschairs] FROM THE DEAN: Call for Nominations for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 

The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being forwarded on Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn’s behalf to all department and curriculum chairs in the social 

sciences division, with an information copy to their administrative managers. 

Please be reminded that the deadline for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy nominations is this ~iday, at ~P~. Please 
note that Chairs who are not nominating anyone should notify the Dean’s Office by this deadline as well. 

Please send nomination materials and notification of non-nomination to me by replying to this email, or by emailing me at 1~live.unc~edu. 

Best, 

,@ernail.unc.edu 

From: Reid, Dee [mailto:deereid@~n~edM] 
Sent: Wednesday,                :t:t: :t8 AM 
To: Chairs of the Social Sciences Departments 

C¢: ssMqrs@listserv.unc.edu; Gil, Karen M 
Subject: [sschairs] FROM THE DEAN: Call for Nominations for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 

The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being sent to all department and curriculum chairs in the social sciences division, with an information copy to their 

administrative managers. 

### 

TO: Department and Curriculum Chairs in the Social Sciences Division 

FROM: Karen Gil, Dean of the College 

RE: Call for Nominations for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 

DATE: 

The College of Arts & Sciences is seeking your assistance in identifying impressive, promising candidates for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy. Your nominations to the Dean will serve as the basis for the College nominations to the Provost-level selection committee. We are asking each of 

you to nominate one candidate if you believe you have a faculty member who meets the appropriate criteria. You may nominate up to two candidates, but if you 

do so please rank them in a separate cover letter. If you do not plan to nominate anyone, please also advise us of that by the deadline date for nominations, which 

The Office of the Provost intends to name three new recipients of the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy this academic year, with 

appointments to commenc~           for a period of five years. These term endowed Chairs are meant to be used to attract or retain (in this case, to retain) 

three distinguished teachers and scholars in the area of public policy to the UNC College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Law, the Kenan-Flagler Business 

School, the School of Social Work and the School of Government. Recipients of this term endowed Chair will receive a salary supplement of ~10,000 a year (plus 

benefits) for the five-year period, as well as an annual research fund of ~:10,000 for this same period. A faculty member who currently holds a term chair would be 

eligible, but would be required to resign that term chair if appointed to the Lambeth Chair. 

The selection criteria are: 

* How the Chair would contribute to the development of public policy in North Carolina. 

* How the Chair will demonstrate the value of public service. 

* How students will be involved in the work of the Chair. 

In addition: 

How the Chair would serve collaboratively between the participating schools. 

These chairs will be named by a selection committee chaired by Ronald Strauss, Executive Vice Provost, and composed by Deans (or designees) from the UNC 

College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Law, the Kenan-Flagler Business School, the School of Social Work and the School of Government, plus a representative 

of the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation (appointed by the President of the Foundation). 

The College and the other Schools are each asked to provide no more than three nominations to the Provost level selection committee. 

Please submit your nominations to the Dean’s office via email attachment to                    .d~live.unc.edu by Friday                  4pm. Nomination 

material consists of a letter by the Department Chair addressing the nominee’s qualities and fulfillment of selection criteria, with a copy of the nominee’s c.v. 

I look forward to your response. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Rob <rob holliday~unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 10:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I hope your week is off to a good start. 

Dee Reid from the College’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. What does your 
schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could extend that if you 
would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. I look forward to meeting and 
working with you soon. 

All the best, 

Rob 

Rob Holliday ¯ News Studio Manager ’ The University of North Carolh~a at C~pe~ Hil~ 

919.843,6322 (office) [ ~ (mobile) ] 919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob_holliday@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O21ive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 11:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Urgent: Grade Change Issue with AFAM Pro[~ssor 

Dr. Sahle~ 

i was a student of Dr. Caldwell,s in the spring semester in her AF~aZ/I course, and I have been unable to reach her t° res°lve a matter s° I am emailing y°u t° ask f°r y°ur input 

Last semester, I was unable to turn in a final paper 
and acquired an official exam excuse, h~ accordance with this, I was temporarib~" assigned a grade of AB. "~,~aile 

never submitted the final paper, it only accourxed for 25% of my total grade, and because I had attended class regularly and finished all other assignments (receiving high marks on them) I 

believe that my grades still qualified me for a passing grade in her course. 

I have contacted Dr. Caldwell asking her to change my grade to whatever it totals up to ~vith a "0" for the final paper, however I received an automated message from her email stating that 
she is currently unavailable. I believe that if she ~vere available, she would comply with my request. However, my concern is that soon the AB will automatically turn to an *F and I will not 

receive an?’ credit for the course at all 

Please let me know if you can be of assistance in this matter. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:03 AM 

Chairs of the Social Sciences Departments qsschair@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

ssChair@list~rv.unc.edu 

[sschairsl FW: Internal Call for Proposals National Science Foundation - Major Research Instrmnentation (MRI) 

The following call for proposals is being sent to all Fine Arts and Humanities and Social Sciences department and curriculum chairs, with an information copy to 

their administrative managers. 

A copy has already been sent to Natural Sciences chairs. 

From: Bartolone, Regina F 
Sent-" Friday, 4:08 PM 
To; Bartolone, Regina F 
Subject: Internal Call for Proposals National Science Foundation - Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) 

National Science Foundation 

Major Research Instrumentation (MRI} 

Internal deadline 

*Please distribute to your chairs and faculty* 

The Major Research Instrumentation Program (MRI) serves to increase access to shared scientific and engineering instruments for research and research training in 

our Nation’s institutions of higher education, and not-for-profit museums, science centers and scientific!engineering research organizations. This program 

especially seeks to improve the quality and expand the scope of research and research training in science and engineering, by supporting proposals for shared 

instrumentation that fosters the integration of research and education in research-intensive learning environments. Each MRI proposal may request support for 

the acquisition (Track 1} or development (Track 2} of a single research instrument for shared inter- and/or intra-organizational use; development efforts that 

leverage the strengths of private sector partners to build instrument development capacity at MRI submission-eligible organizations are encouraged. 

To accomplish the program’s goals, the MRI program assists with the acquisition or development of a shared research instrument that is, in general, too costly 

and!or not appropriate for support through other NSF programs. The instrument is expected to be operational for regular research use by the end of the award 

period. Proposals must be for either acquisition ITrack 1} or development ITrack 2}, and must be for only a single instrument or for equipment that when combined 

serves as an integrated research instrument (in contrast to requests for multiple instruments that enable research in a common or focused research domain, which 

MRI does not support). An integrated research instrument means that an ensemble of equipment that defines the instrument enables a specific research 

experiment or type of research experiment to be undertaken; separating or removing an element or component of such an integrated instrument would and 

preclude any experiments from occurring or succeeding. The MRI program does not support the acquisition or development of a suite of instruments to outfit 

research laboratories!facilities or to conduct independent experiments simultaneously. Similarly the MRI program does not fund common, general purpose 

ancillary equipment that would normally be found in a laboratory and/or is relatively easily procured by the institution. 

Program Purpose and Goals 

The primary purpose of the MRI program is to facilitate scientific and engineering research and research training through the acquisition or development of a major 

research instrument. The MRI program does not support requests for general purpose ancillary laboratory equipment or multiple instruments that serve to outfit a 

laboratory or research environment. The MRI program also does not support the acquisition or development of instrumentation used primarily for science and 

engineering education courses (this and other uses of the instrumentation may serve to facilitate the broader impacts of the project). 

An MRI proposal must conform to the program’s primary goals of: 

Supporting the acquisition of a shared major state-of-the-art instrument, thereby improving access to, and increased use of, a modern research and research 

training instrument by scientists, engineers, and graduate and undergraduate students; or 

Fostering the development of next generation of major instrumentation, resulting in a new type of instrument that is more widely used, and!or open up 

new areas of research and research training; and 

Enabling academic departments, disciplinary and cross-disciplinary units, and organizations and multi-organization collaborations to integrate research with 

education and thereby enhance research training of the next generation of scientists and engineers. 

An MRI proposal may also address additional program goals which include: 

Supporting the acquisition and development of research instrumentation that makes use of, advances, and/or expands the Nation’s cyberinfrastructure 

and/or high performance computing capability (while avoiding duplication of services already provided by NSF investments). M RI proposals that are aligned 

with the evolving NSF vision (see "Cyberinfrastructure Framework for 21st Century Science and Engineering" at 

http~//www.nsf.gov/pubs/20]:O/nsf~OO~!5/nsf:[OO~,5~Ddf), including those that support development of computational and data-intensive science and 

engineering programs, or that provide pathways to regional and national infrastructure, are strongly encouraged. 

Promoting substantive and meaningful partnerships for instrument development, including partnerships between the academic and private sectors. MRI 

proposals involving partnerships with applicability to NSF-supported centers, including the NSF Industry!University Cooperative Research Centers (I!UCRCs) 

program are encouraged. Such proposals are expected to create innovative ideas or products with wide scientific or commercial impact. Investigations of 

commercial impact may be supported through the NSF’s Innovation Corps (l-Corps) Team program (h~p~i/www:n~:~v/~ws/~ec!~! 

._c_9__r~__sJ__p__r__o_g_r__a____m___.j__s_p__); as M RI development projects mature, applications to this program are strongly encouraged. 

2. MRI Program Scope 

The MRI program assists in the acquisition or development of major research instrumentation that is, in general, too costly or not appropriate for support through 

other NSF programs. An MRI proposal must be for either the acquisition or development of a single instrument or for equipment that when combined serves as an 

integrated research instrument. 

a. Instrument Acquisition (Track 



The science and engineering research enterprise relies on the availability of modern instrumentation, much of which can be acquired with little/no modification 

from existing sources. An acquisition (Track 1) proposal is characterized by a purchase requiring limited personnel and having little risk to complete. An MRI 

acquisition proposal is characterized by a demonstrated need for the purchase or upgrade of a generally available, yet sophisticated, instrument with little or no 

modification. MRI does not support the lease of a research instrument. The MRI program does not support requests for general purpose ancillary laboratory 

equipment or multiple instruments that serve to outfit a laboratory or research environment. An acquisition proposal must meet these guidelines to be 

considered for MRI support. 

b. instrument Development (Track 2) 

The academic research enterprise relies on new generations of sophisticated research instrumentation and NSF encourages individual investigators, and teams of 

researchers, to apply for instrument development support. A development (Track 2) proposal is characterized by a demonstrated need for a new or extensively 

upgraded instrument that can provide enhanced or potentially transformative use and performance, open up new areas of research and research training, and!or 

have potential as a commercial product. "Performance" may include accuracy, reliability, resolving power, throughput speed, sample capacity, flexibility of 

operation, breadth of application, user-friendliness, and/or new types of measurement or information gathering. MRI development efforts tend to require longer 

timescales for completion than acquisition efforts, and involve design, construction, testing and commissioning such that the equipment cost may not represent 

the largest portion of the budget. A development proposal also tends to involve greater risk to complete. 

The M RI program does not consider the acquisition of individual pieces of equipment simply combined in a new system, the mere purchase of an upgrade, or the 

development of enabling technologies, devices, products or techniques to constitute instrument development. Spiral development efforts that do not lead to a 

stable, long-term research instrument at the end of the award period are not appropriate for MRI support. The purchase of a computer(s) and the subsequent 

porting of application-specific software also does not constitute instrument development. 

A development proposal with a commercial partner(s) must be substantive, meaningful and build capacity for instrument development within MRI submission- 

eligible organizations; a proposal that "outsources" the development to the commercial partner will be considered to be an acquisition proposal by the MRI 

program. A development proposal must describe the improved performance of the new instrument over existing options and the expected impact of this new 

instrument on the broader research community. 

NSF reserves the right to carefully examine development proposals to ensure that they are appropriate for this proposal category and adequately distinguish 

between instrument development and instrument acquisition or research. A development proposal must meet the above guidelines to be considered for MRI 

support. 

The MRI program will NOT support proposal requests for any of the following: 

Construction, renovation or modernization of rooms, buildings or research facilities - this category refers to the space where sponsored or unsponsored 

research activities (including research training) occur, whether "bricks-and-mortar", mobile, or virtual; 

Large, specialized experimental facilities that are constructed with significant amounts of common building material using standard building techniques. 

Instruments in general can be decoupled from the structure or environment that contains them; 

General purpose and supporting equipment; this category includes (but is not limited to) general purpose ancillary computers or laboratory instruments. 

Supporting equipment refers to basic, durable components of a research facility that are integral to its operation (e.g., fume hoods, elevators, laboratory 

casework and cryogen storage systems); 

Sustaining infrastructure and/or building systems; this category may include electrical and plumbing systems, routine multi-purpose computer networks, 

standard safety features, and other general purpose systems (e.g., HVAC, electrical generation and distribution systems, toxic waste removal systems, and 

telecommunications equipment). 

General purpose platforms or environment; this category may include (but is not limited to) general purpose fixed or non-fixed structures or manned 

vehicles whose role is to host or transport an instrument. 

Instrumentation used primarily for science and engineering education courses; other programs at NSF (e.g., the Transforming Undergraduate Education in 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (TUES) program - http:!/www.nsf.govifunding/pgm summ.jsp?pims id=5741) provide funding for the 

development of exemplary courses and teaching practices, including instrumentation to support such projects. 

Proposals seeking support for the above items/activities are subject to return without review (if noncompliance is established prior to review) or decline (if 

noncompliance is established as a result of the merit review). 

Proposals for a major research instrument will be considered for all NSF-supported fields of science, mathematics, and engineering. Researchers using this 

instrument need not be supported by NSF or the Federal government. 

The program will not provide support for instrumentation to be used in medical education (such as medical school courses). Instrumentation intended for research 

with disease-related goals, including work on the etiology, diagnosis or treatment of physical or mental disease, abnormality, or malfunction in human beings or 

animals, is normally not supported. Instrumentation for research on animal models of such conditions or the development or testing of drugs or other procedures 

for their treatment also is not eligible for support. However, instrumentation for bioengineering research, with diagnosis- or treatment-related goals that applies 

engineering principles to problems in biology and medicine, while also advancing engineering knowledge, is eligible for support. Instrumentation for 

bioinformatics, biocomputing and bioengineering research to aid persons with disabilities also is eligible. 

To view the full solicitation please click on the link below. 

NSF deadline: 

ORD deadline 

Number of applications per institution: Three (3) as described below. 

If three proposals are submitted, at least one of the proposals must be for instrument development (i.e., no more than two proposals may be for instrument 

acquisition). 

To ensure a balanced instrumentation award portfolio at diverse organizations, across varied research topics, and in support o,f a broadly inclusive science and 

engineering work.force across the entire Nation, the MRI program requires that an MRI-eligible organization may, as a per,forming organization, submit or be 

included as a signi,ficantly ,funded1 subawardee in no more than three MRI proposals. To promote instrumentation development, the program requires that i,f an 

organization submits or is included as a signi,ficantly ,funded1- subawardee in three MRi proposals, at least one o,f the three proposals must be,for (Track 2) 

instrument development. 



NSF reserves the right to carefully examine development (Track 2) proposals to ensure that they meet the requirements for this proposal type (see Section II). If a 

proposal submitted as development is deemed to be an acquisition proposal either before or during the review, the proposal is subject to return without review 

or decline. 

1An unfunded collaboration does not count against the submission limit. Inclusion as a funded subawardee on a development (Track 2) proposal at a level in 

excess of 20% of the total budget request from NSF, or as a funded subawardee on any acquisition (Track 1) proposal, will be counted against an organization’s 

proposal submission limit. Separately submitted linked collaborative proposals of either type (Track I or Track 2) count against the submission limit of each of the 

submitting organizations. However, if a subaward to an organization in a development (Track 2) proposal 20% or less of the proposal’s total budget request from 

NSF, the subawardee’s submission limit will not be affected. For subawards within a linked collaborative proposal, the 20% threshold applies to the budget request 

from NSF in the proposal containing the subaward(s), not to the combined budget request from NSF for the collaborative project. 

Cost Share requirements: 

General Information: Cost-sharing at the level of 30% of the total project cost is required by Ph.D.-granting academic institutions of higher education and 

by non-degree-granting organizations. Only non-Ph.D.-granting academic institutions of higher education are exempt from the cost-share requirement. 

See Section IV for definitions of organizations as used by the MRI program. 

¯ Calculating Cost-share Amounts 

The following sections explain how to calculate the cost-sharing requirements for your MRI proposal, and what costs may be included in your cost-sharing. 

Cost sharing, when required, must be at the level of 30% of the total project cost, not 30% of the amount requested of NSF. Cost sharing is an MRI eligibility 

criterion and not a review criterion; inclusion of voluntary committed cost sharing is prohibited. 

To calculate cost sharing: 

* Add all eligible project costs (see below) for your project to determine the 

total project cost. This is the total amount that is required to complete the project as described in the proposal (minus any ineligible costs). 

~ Calculate 70 percent of your total project cost. This is the amount that corresponds to "Funds Requested by Proposer", and reflects only those costs that are 

requested from NSF and included in the budget request. 

~ Calculate 30 percent of your total project cost. This is the cost-share amount that must be included as a commitment from the organization. 

~ The amount requested from NSF plus the cost-sharing amount equals the total project cost. 

Note concerning discounts: Manufacturers’ discounts are strongly encouraged for reducing project cost but they may not be designated as cost sharing. 

Note concerning subawards: Cost-sharing applies to the portions of a budget that go to organizations that are not exempt from the cost-sharing requirement, even 

through subawards. 

¯ If all organizations (submitting and subawardees) are required to cost-share, the 30% cost-sharing requirement applies to the total project cost for the 

proposal. 

¯ If the submitting organization is required to cost-share, but one or more of the subawardees is exempt from the cost-sharing requirement, the 30% cost- 

sharing requirement applies to only the portion of the total project cost budgeted to the non- exempt organization(s). 

If the submitting organization is exempt from the cost-sharing requirement, but one or more subawardees is subject to cost-sharing, the 30% cost-sharing 

requirement applies to only the portion of the total project cost budgeted to the non-exempt organization(s). 

There is no requirement as to which organization (submitting, subawardee or third party) must provide the cost-sharing amount, only that the required amount 

(from non-Federal sources) be included in the proposal. 

Estimated Number of Awards: 175 awards - Proposals that request funds from NSF in the range ~100,000-~4 million may be accepted from any MRI-eligible 

organization. Proposals that request funds from NSF less than ~3[00,000 may also be accepted from any M RI-eligible organization for the disciplines of mathematics 

or social, behavioral and economic sciences and from non-Ph.D.-granting institutions of higher education for all NSF-supported disciplines. 

Estimated Award amount: ~90,000,000 - proposals submitted in response to this program solicitation will be competing for about .~90 million, pending availability 

of funds and quality of proposals. Up to $35 million of these funds will be available to support proposals requesting $1-~4 million from NSF, depending on overall 

proposal pressure and quality 

Important Information and Revision Notes 

Please be aware that significant changes have been made to the PAPPG to implement revised merit review criteria based on the National Science Board (NSB) 

report, National Science Foundation’s Merit Review Criteria: Review and Revisions. While the two merit review criteria remain unchanged (Intellectual Merit and 

Broader Impacts), guidance has been provided to clarify and improve the function of the criteria. Changes will affect the project summary and project description 

sections of proposals. Annual and final reports also will be affected. 

A by-chapter summary of this and other significant changes is provided at the beginning of both the Grant Proposed Guide and the Award & Adn’~hfistmt,~on Guide. 

Please note that this program soficitation may contain supplemental proposal preparation guidance and/or guidance that deviates .from the guidefines established in 

the Gn-~,t F~ropo.~M Guide, 

The MRI program has introduced specific tracks for the acquisition (Track 1) and development (Track 2) of a research instrument, and provided guidance that 

must be followed when applying for each track. 

A template certification of institution type has been included which must be included as a supplemental document to certify the awardee organization as a 

Ph.D.-granting institution, a non-Ph.D.-granting institution or a non-degree-granting organization per MRI definitions (see Section IV). This template 

supersedes certification formats that may have previously been used in MRI proposals. 

A template for the budget breakdown has been provided that must be used in the Budget Justification to specify the amounts being requested of NSF and 

(when required) the organization’s cost sharing. 

Reference to the NSF Innovation Corps (I-Corps) Teams program is provided for consideration as instrument development efforts in possible MRI awards 

progress. 

Proposals requesting over ~:1 million should address the potential impact of the instrument on the research community of interest and at the regional or 

national level when appropriate. For large multi-user instruments that provide service beyond a single institution, concrete plans for enabling access by 

external users (including those from non-Ph.D, and/or minority-serving institutions) through physical access and/or cyberinfrastructure should be 

presented, and the uniqueness of the requested instrumentation should also be described. 

A statement has been added noting that instruments to be deployed in the field may require additional information to assess compliance with any 

applicable laws such as the National Environmental Policy Act, National Historic Preservation Act, and Endangered Species Act. 



To meet NSF’s                deadline, please submit the following in ONE document (either PDF or Word) to Regina Bartolone, Associate Director, 

_r__e_g!_~__a_ bartolone@unc.edu by no later than 

A} a pre-proposal with a project title and 5-6 pages containing the following information: 

1) the proposal category: instrument acquisition or instrument development; 

2) indication of whether the proposal would involve the participation of other institutions; 

3) the names of the principal investigator(s) and outside collaborators, if any; 

4) a description of the proposed instrumentation; 

5) the research and research training to be conducted with the instrumentation~ 

6) the reasons why new or further developed instrumentation is needed for this research activity, including a list of related instrumentation available at UNC 

CH or nearby; 

7) the impact on research and educational activity that would result if the proposal were funded; 

8) a brief description of the management plan; 

9) a brief description of the postdoctoral research mentoring plan 

10) a brief overview of the proposed budget including approximate total cost; 

11) an established strategy for meeting the 30% cost sharing requirement 

if the internal pre-proposal is a resubmission of a proposal previously submitted to the MRI program, reviews from the NSF and a response of up to one page 

should accompany the pre-proposal. 

B) summary CVs or biosketches (not more than 4 pages each) of proposed Principal and Co-lnvestigators. 

C} a list of up to three internal (to UNC) faculty members who could knowledgeably discuss the proposal as part of an internal review panel. Please do not include 

the names of chairs or deans on this list so as to avoid a potential conflict of interest. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with questions or assistance at regina bartolone@unc.edu or 962-7504 
RcginaBartolone, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Office of Research Development 
A Division of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
The Universi%" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 4012, 307 Bynum Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-7504-Tel. 
919-962-7505-Fax 

regina battolone~a!~nc edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mulima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Dear 

Your case requires that you call the office of the Dean and have permission to take your final exam early than expected. Once you can such a permission, than write 

to me or class me at 

It has to be officially done. I am sorry. 

A,Mutima 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Per~ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 4:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

meeting 

Dear Eunice 

I don’t have my phone so you’ll have to call my office phone 

I may be meeting with students. 

Perry 

~ to let me know when our meeting should start. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Afri    Spring Semester 

Dr. Sahle, 

My name is             and I would really love to take your class on ’.                   . the Afri 
closed, but T was wondering if there is anyway I can still get into it? I look forward from hearing back from you! 

Thank you, 

class this spring. On Connect Carolina it says that the class is 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Subject: RE: Atii ~ Spring Semester 

I’m sorry I meant Afri not 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4::t5 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: Afri : Spring Semester 

Dr. Sable, 

My name is             and I would really love to take your class on                     the Afri    class this spring. On Connect Carolina it says that the class is 

closed, but I was wondering if there is anyway I can still get into it? I look forward from hearing back from you! 

Thankvou, 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Tasks - previous email 

Dr. SaNe, 

No womes, I aheady updated it. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:35 AM 
To: 
Ce: Gore, Travis 
Subject; Tasks - previous email 

Dear ~. 

I know you’re busy today and for the rest of the week. Thus T have asked Travis to carry out the tasks that I mentioned in the previous email. 

Let’s touch base early next when it will be a bit easier for you. 

Best wishes, 
DL SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, December 5, 20 ! 2 ! 1: 55 AM 

discussion <t~zulty--athletics-lbrum@listservxmc.edu> 

l~culty- -atlaletics- fomm@list~rv.unc.edu 

Re:[~acul~--atNetics- forum] M~xtinez column 

Unfortunately, Rick Martinez has given credence to Mark Twain’s advice to 
keep one’s mouth shut in order to leave doubt as to one’s ignorance. From 
a social science perspective, which he summarily dismisses, His colunm 
lacks an?’ credibili~z and is a great example of institutional propaganda 
within the corporate college sport institutional field. In short, I 
thought about responding to his column, but then thought it would be a 
waste of time. 

Hope that conveys my take on his column! 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hail 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
(;ell - 
Fax - 919962-6235 
southall@email.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http ://exss unc. edu/araduate-pro~rams/specializations/sport-administration/ 
overview/ 

CSRI website: v, as, w.unc.edu/csri <http://wwwunc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Corfference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 
<http : i/~vw~v, csricotff erence, or~/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 12/5/12 11:46 A_’v2 ’Win Steponaitis" <vps@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Richard - I’d be interested to hear your take on Rick Martinez’s colmnn 
>in today’s N&O (see link below). Best, Vin 
> 

>http:i/www.newsobsel~er.com/2012/12/04/2524575/winnitN-football-by-degrees 
>.html 

>Vincas P. Steponaitis 
>Professor of Anthropology 
>Chair, Curriculmn in Archaeology 
>Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
> 

>Mailing address: 
>Research Laboratories of Archaeology" 
>University of North Carolina 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 
> 

>tel.: (919) 962-6574 
>fax: 019) 962-1613 
>email: vin@unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456 42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32506746 or send a blank email to leave-32506746- 

50137456.42t235afSa29175600a &’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vin Steponaitis <vps@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 12:10 PM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ii~mm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--athletics- forum] Maxtinez column 

Richard -- For ~vhat it’s worth, I don’t think a brief letter to the 
editor pointing out the problems with the graduation indexes used by the 
NCAA would be a ~vaste of time. It’s important that the general public 
be made aware of these issues, and you as a researcher have special 
credibility in doing so. But if you prefer not to or don’t have time, 
of course that’s fine too. 

And Jay, of course I’m interested in ?’our comments! I directed my 
question to Richard only because Martinez was treading on his research turf. 

Best, 
Vin 

On 12/5/2012 11:55 AM, SouthaH, Richard 2/lichael wrote: 
VilL 

Un]2~rtunately, Rick Martinez has given credence to Mark Twain’s advice to 
keep one’s mouth shut in order to leave doubt as to one’s ignorance From 
a social science perspective, which he summarily dismisses, His column 
lacks any credibility and is a great example of institutional propaganda 
within the corporate college sport institutional :field In short, I 
thought about responding to his column, but then thought it would be a 
waste of time 

Hope that conveys my take on his column[ 

Richard 

Dr Richard M. SouthaH 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email.unc.edu 

UNC Sport A&ninistration website: 

http ://exss.unc. edu/graduate-programs/specializationsisport-administration/ 
OVel~,’ie~v/ 

CSRI website: ww~v.unc.edu/csri <http://www.unc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Spo~t website: w~vw.csriconfcrence.org 
<http:i/www.csriconference.org/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to lb,~e 
fully. 

On 12/5/12 11:46 AM, "Vin Steponaitis" <vps@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Richard -- I’d be interested to hear your take on Rick Martinez’s column 
>> in today’s N&O (see link below-) Best, Vin 
>> 

>> http:/iwww newsobserver, com/2012/12/04/2524575/wmning-football-by-degr ees 
>> html 
>> 

>> Vincas P Steponaitis 
>> Professor of Anthropology 
>> Chair, Curriculum in Archaeology 
>> Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

>> Mailing address: 
>> Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
>> Universi~ of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

>> tel: @19) 962-6574 
>> fax: (919) 962-1613 
>> email: vin@unc edu 



> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-J2~rum as: vps@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 489160()9 d79fda5d625c10c351ee99b491420602&n T&I facult’~,--athletics-forum&o 32506746 or send a blank email to leave-32506746- 
48916009.d79fda5d625cl 0c351 ee99b491420602@[iskserv.unc edu 
> 

Vincas P. Steponaitis 
Professor of Anttnopology 
Chair, Curriculum in Archaeology 
Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

Mailing address: 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

tel.: (919) 962-6574 

~ax: (919) 962-1613 

email: vin@~mc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults~--athletics-forurn&o 32506826 or send a blap2~: email to leave-32506826- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 1:10 PM 

UNC Conference Center <cont:erencecenter@unc.edu> 

Howell, TiaN. <’da williams@unc.edu~~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Rates 

Good ~lkzrnoon Gloria 

Depa~lme~t: .Al:dcan Alio- Amedca~ Steadies 

Dept # : 3287 

Address: 170 E Franklin Street 

CB 3395 

Phone # : 919-966-5496 / tiax 962-2694 

Acco~mt mm~r : 6.-d8275 

Sonia Colon 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday, Oecember 0S, 20~2 12:58 PN 
To~ ONC Con%fence Center 
¢¢~ Howell, Tia N.; Colon, SoMa 
Subject: RE: Rates 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Gloria, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

I am copying this email to Tia Williams (Business Officer) and Sonia Colon (Ac. Tech) and they will be in touch with the details you have requested including billing information. 

Many thanks for working with us on this event. 

Eunic 

From: UNC Conference Center 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 22:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Rates 

Good afternoon~ Dr. SaNe, 

I am s[:ill hok’ling tl’u:_~ sp~ce for your }:acul[:y Retreat on March 22nd, W~I~ Vou pk?ase forward [:o me vour U NC department, address; and tek?phone number? 

Thank you, 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, November 26, 2022 4:32 PN 

T~= UNC Con%fence Center 
Subject= RE: Rates 

Dear Gloria, 

Thanks so much for your response. Just to be sure, is the $26 lunch fee per person in addition to the $23? 

Many thanks and I look forward to working with on this. 
Eunice 

From: UNC Conference Center 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2022 4:28 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Rates 

Dr. SaMe, 

Our IJNC rate is 523.00 per person per day. This rate includes your primary meedng space, all set-up and clean--up, a lectern with microphone (if needed), 

registration area, parking and both AM and PM food/beverage breaks. The AM ~s out from 7:30--- :It:00 AM and the PM times are I:30 ---4:00 PM. Lunch, served buffet 

style, h~ our D~n~ng Room ~s St6.00 per person. 

?hanks and ~ k~o~ forward to hearing flom you, 

Gloria 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, November 26, 2022 11:23 AN 

T~= UNC Con%fence Center 
Subject= RE: Rates 

Dear Gloria, 



Thanks so much. 

I am a Chair of a department at UNC-Chapel Hill. I am planning a day long - 9.00am-3.00pm - faculty retreat and would like to utilize services offered by the Friday Center. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" UNC Conference Center 
Sent-" Monday, November 26, 2012 11:18 AM 

To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Rates 

Good rnornk~g, Dr. Sahh:~, 

Thank you t:or your inquiry. I would be happy to price for you; however, I r~eed to kr~ow it: you are a non--profit or for profit company. Also, do you have any 

technology needs? 

~ ~ook forward to hearing from you. 

Glorh~ 

C~loria T. Fam~r 

~oRfe~eRce ~erviges Manager 

The WHliam arid Ida Friday Cer~ter for Con[~nu~ng Educat~oR 

Campus gox :~020 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel H~]~ NC ~7599.-1020 

Phone (929) 9~2--2598 

Fax (919) 

gfarrar@email.unc.edu 

From= Sahle, Eunice N 
~ent= Sunday, November 25, 2022 7:33 PM 
To= UNC Conference Center 
S~bject= Rates 

Hello, 

1 am planning a forum and would be grateful if you provided the following information: 

1) Rate for a room - it is full-day forum on a Saturday in either late February or early March 2013 
2) Rate for food (25 people) - lunch and 3 coffee/tea!water breaks 

Many thanks for your help. 

Dr, Eunice Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Tasks - previous email 

Dr. SaNe, 

I roll make the necessary adjustmems later this evening. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tasks - previous email 

Thanks 

Most of the panels (UNC or otherwise) still have the original long descriptions, thus I am attaching the changes - hope you can read my hand writing) I had anticipated to the 
email, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" 

Sent-" Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Tasks - previous email 

Dr. SaNe, 

No womes, I already updated it. 

: 10:45 AM 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:35 AM 
To; 
Cc; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Tasks - previous email 

Dear 

I know you’re busy today and for the rest of the week. Thus I have asked Travis to carry out the tasks that I mentioned in the previous email. 

Let, s touch base early next when it will be a bit easier for you. 

Best wishes, 



Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5,2012 4:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Sounds great - thanks so much, Eunice. I’m looking forward to working with you. Would 2pm on Monday (12/17) work? 

Rob 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:43 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subje¢t: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Many thanks for this and other emails. 

:::::: Yes, T would like to take the training. December 17 and 18 anytime in the afternoon would work. 

:~i:~ Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 
::i:: Eunice 

~ From: Holliday, Rob 
iii Sent; Tuesday, December 04,, 20:[2 :[0:06 AM 
iiiiiI To; SaNe, Eunice N 
i~i Subject: Media Interview Training Session? 

iii Hi Professor Sahle, 

i~il hope your week is offto a good start. 

~ Dee Reid from the College’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. What 
iii does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

iii We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
~ extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. I 
i~i look forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

::i:: All the best, 

Rob 

Rob Holliday. News Studio Manager ¯ The University of No[th Ca[eliza at Chapel 

919.843.6322 (office) (mobile) 1 919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob hollidav@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 6:08 PM 

discussion <Ihculty--athletics-ibrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fi~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--athletics-forum] M~xtinez column 

Vin, Jay & colleagues: 

I’m starting to work on a response. There are so man?’ issues, I’m first simply prioritizing them:) 

Thanks for the gentle prodding:) 

Richard 

Sent from my iPhone 
Richard M Southall 

On Dec 5, 2012, at 12:11, "Vin Steponaitis" <vps@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Richard -- For what it’s worth, I don’t think a brief letter to the editor pointing out the problems with the graduation indexes used by the NCAA would be a waste of time. It’s important that 
the general public be made aware of these issues, and you as a researcher have special credibility in doing so. But if you prefer not to or don’t have time, of course that’s fine too 
> 

> And Jay, of course I’m interested in your comments! I directed my question to Richard only because Martinez was treading on his research tur£ 
> 

> Best, 
> vm 

> On 12/5/2012 11:55 AM, Southal[, Richard Mrchael wrote: 
>> Vin, 

>> Unfortunately, Rick Martinez has g~ven credence to Mark Twain’s advice to 
>> keep one’s mouth shut in order to leave doubt as to one’s ignorance. From 
>> a social science perspective, which he summarily dismisses, His column 
>> lacks any credibility and is a great example of institutional propaganda 
>> within the corporate college sport institutional field. In short, I 
>> thought about responding to his column, but then thought it would be a 
>> waste of time. 

>> Hope that conveys my take on his column! 

>> Richard 

>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>> The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>> YVoollen Hall 203C 
>> Office - 919.962-3507 
>> Cell - 
>> Fax - 919.962-6235 
>> southall@emaihanc, edu 

>> LrNC Sport Administration website: 
>> httl~ ://exss .unc. edui~r aduate-’0ro~r ams/sl~ecializations/s port-administration/ 
>> overview/ 

>> CSRI website: ~’w.unc.edu,’csri <http:i/~’w.unc.edu/csri> 
>> CSRI Corffe~ence on College Sport website: www.csricorfference.org 
>> <http ://www.csriconference.orgi> 

>> Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
>> full?’. 

>> On 12/5/12 11:46 AM, "Vin Steponaitis" ~vps@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Rachard -- I’d be interested to hear your take on Rick Martinez’s column 
>>> in today’s N&O (see link below). Best, Vin 
>>> 

>>> http ://w~vw.newsob sel-,zer c om/2012/12/04/2524575/winning-football-by-degrees 
>>> .html 

>>> Vincas P. Steponaitis 
>>> Professor of Anthropology 
>>> Chair, Cun-iculum in Archaeology 
>>> Director, Research L aboratories of Archa eology 



>>> Mailing address: 
>>> Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
>~> University of North Carolina 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

>>> tel. : (919) 962-6.574 
>>> fax: (919) 962-1613 

>>> email: vin@unc.edu 

>> -- You are CUlTently subscribed to faculty--athletics-formn as: vps@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
>> clickhere: http://lists.anc.edu/u?id 48916009.d79fda5d625c10c351ee996491420602&n T&I facultv--athletics-fomrn&o 32506746, or send a blank emailto leave-32506746- 
48916009.d79fda5d625c 10c351 ee99b491420602@listscp<tmc.edu. 

> Vincas P. Steponaitis 
> Professor of Anthropology 
> Chair, CulTicuhm~ in Archaeology- 
> Director, Research Laboratories of ArchaeoloE~" 

> Mailing address: 
> Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
> Universib" of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

> tel. : (919) 962-6574 
> fax: (919) 962-1613 
> email: vin@unc.edu 

> -- You are cmrently subscribed to faculty---athletics-fortm~ as: southall@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> clickhere: htt~://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I facultv--athletics-fomrn&o 32506826, or send a blank email to leave-32506826- 
48699884.3c0d1~03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are cttrrently subscribed to facult’y--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:t/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456 42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32508611 or send a blank email to leave-32508611- 
50137456.421235afSa29175600a ck’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 6:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
@Times: Top 5, The New York Times Magazine, DealBook Conference and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/ads/emailads/editpromo/20121205/attimes.html 

nytim,es,�om: 
!i 

i!::iiii iiii ; ~ Decem bet 5, 2 012 

The New York Times Magazine 
The latest issue of tlae Magazine brings you a world’s 
worth of ideas -- from a look at a jellyfish that just 
nfight have fotmd the fountain of youth, to an 
exanfination of tlae life lessons lfidden in reality TV, 
to insights on dealing with (or avoiding) conflict with 
neighbors, to personal reflections from "Restless" actress Charlotte 
Rampling. 

TomorrowDealB°°k Conference: Opportunities for 

~O" " """ ~" 

The inaugural DealBook conference, "Opportmfities 
for Tomorrow," is just a week away. DealBook 
founder and colmnnist mad CNBC anchor Andrew 
Ross Sorkin will be joined by journalists from The 
Times, as well as financial and corporate leaders including Lloyd 
Blankfein, Janfie Dimon, Indra Nooyi and Eric Schnfidt, to explore tile 
post-election outlook for the economy. The Dec. 12 event will be 
available to the public via free live stream. Follow @DealBook for live 
updates from the conference and use #DBconf to join the 
conversation. 

NN SLIDE SHOW: From Model to 
Editor 
Grace Coddington, the creative 
director at Vogue, through the 
years. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

~ GIFT GUIDE: From Kitchen to 
Table, Gifts to Tempt 
From pans to panettone, staff 
members and contributors of the 
Dining section share a variety of 
their favorite holiday gifts for food 
lovers. 

-’~T ~’~.~ -’~’. , x~. ~ ~.’ .": .-~"~* ~"~ ~’~. :: ~~"~ ~, ~’~ "~, ~" , .’ ~" 
~ ~ x t ~ ~ ~ ~ t 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Don’t Miss on NYTimes.com 

~. INTERACTIVE: Pushing for 
Greater hmnigration Reform 
The United We Dream network’s 
platform calling for an "inclusive 
patl~way to citizenship," will 
increase pressure on President 
Obama and lawmakers to pass a 
comprehensive overhatfl. 



¯ Royal Baby a ’Delight,’ Especially to Britain’s Tabloids 
¯ New Love - A Short Shelf Life 
¯ Resisted for Blocking the View, Dm~es Prove They Blunt Storms 
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Ben Brantley 

Takes Readers’ 

Theater 

Questions 
Have questions 
about what 
Broadway show to see? Want to 
know what’s happening Off 
Broadway? Ben Brantley, the chief 
theater critic for The New York 
Thnes, is taking readers’ questions 
about what’s happening in the New 
York theater scene. 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S.-Approved Arms for Libya Rebels Fell Into Jihadis’ Hands 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S.-Approved Arms for 
Libya Rebels Fell Into 

Jihadis’ Hands 
By JAMES RISEN, MARK MAZZETTI and 
MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

The Obama achninistration secretly gave 
its blessing to arms slfipments to Libym~ 
rebels from Qatar, but Mneriean 
officials grew alarmed at evidence that 
Qatar was turning some of the weapons 
over to nfilitants. 

Boehner Gains Strong 
Backing of House G.O.P. 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

The strong embrace from a broad 
spectrum of the rank-m~d-file may 
empower Speaker dolm A. Boehner as 
he tries to strike a deal on spending cuts 
and tax increases. 

’o4 Drug Retest May Give U.S. Olympic Gold 
By MARY PILON 

Four medalists from the Athens Games will lose their medals because officials found evidence of doping in 
retested urine samples. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re like Rip Van Winkle waking up and saying, This is not O.K.!" 

DIANA AVIV, chief executive of Independent Sector, an umbrella group for nonprofits, on tax proposals 

that they fear could reduce charitable contributions. 

ARTS 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: 
Listening to Dave 
Brubeek 
Tracks and peffonnances, 
from YouTube, by the 
influential j azz pianist, 



who died Wedi~esday at 9a. 

:’ Related Obituary 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR ...... 
Raise the 
Economy’s Speed 
Limit 

We’ve got to stop setting 
fiscal traps for o~selves and start taking 
the steps that can get this economy back 
up to speed. 

WORLD 

Blood Is Shed as Egyptian President’s Backers and Rivals Battle in Cairo 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Three senior advisers to President Mohamed Morsi resigned during the battles, blaming lfim for the 
violence. 

Philippines Struggles to Reach Typhoon’s Victims 
By FLOYD WHALEY 

Rescuers sought to reach isolated villages Wednesday after a typhoon struck the region, killing at least 325 
people and leaving thousands homeless. 

-’ The kede Blog: Video and Twitter Photos of Devastation 

. ~ Photographs: Hundreds Dead After Typhoon in Philippines 

Pressure Builds on Syrian Opposition Coalition; Fears of Chemical Weapons 

Rise 
By ANNE BARNARD, MICHAEL R. GORDON and CHRISTINE HAUSER 

As the opposition struggled to select leaders, American intelligence detected that Syrian troops had mixed 
together snmll amounts of precursor chemicals for a deadly nerve gas. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Bigger Role Seen for Breast Cancer Drug 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

A study says that the breast cancer drug tamoxifen should be taken for lO years rather thma for the 
customary five years to help reduce the risk of death. 

States Cut Antismoking Outlays Despite Record Tobacco Revenue 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

States have spent less on tobacco prevention over the past two years than in may period since a settlement in 
a998, despite high revenues from the settlement and taxes, according to a new report. 

State May Oversee Detroit’s Finances 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The city, straining to manage its debts and meet its payroll, may be nearing circmnstances dire enough to 
require the state to step in, Mielfigan officials warued. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



Trail to a Hedge Fund, From a Cluster of Cases 
By PETER LATTMAN 

Federal investigators have charged many former employees of SAC Capital Advisors, the hedge fired owned 
by Steven A. Cohen, with trading on insider information. 
:’ ~ Graphic: Insider Trading and a Top Hedge Fund 

John McAfee, Software Pioneer, Is Arrested in Guatemala 
By ELISABETH MALKIN 

Mr. McAfee slipped over the border from Belize, where police wm~t to question him in a neighbor’s death. 

DEALBOOK 
Citigroup to Cut aa,ooo Jobs and Take Sa Billion Charge 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

The cuts will reduce Citigroup’s work force by roughly 4 percent and come after the chainnan, Michael E. 
O’Neill, engineered the ouster of the bank’s fonner chief executive. 

, ~ Post a Comment 

~ ~’~ Graphic: Still Recovering 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Ryan Chooses Sanchez and Feels ’Great’ About It 
By DAN DUGGAN 

Quarterback Mark Sanchez will start against the Jaguars this week after being removed from the game 
against the Cardinals last Stmday. 

¯ ’ N.F.L. Roundup: Injuries Force Jaguars to Ad-Lib Against Jets 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 
Clipboard Chairman in Focus for Jets 
By BILL MORRIS 

When the third-string quarterback Greg McElroy bounced the starter Mark Sanchez from the huddle, a low- 
teeh N.F.L. custom took the spotlight. 

KNICKS 100, BOBCATS 98 
Warm-Up Game Forces Knicks to Sweat 
By VIV BERNSTEIN 

With Carmelo ?mthony nfissing the final two nfinutes with a lacerated finger, J. R. Smifla made the game- 
winning shot at the buzzer for the I~ficks’ fourth consecutive victory. 

’ Box Score I The Bobcats Were the Worst, but Much Has Changed 

¯ . Off the Dribble: Felton Sheds His Bandages and Helps Topple the Bobcats 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

Behind a Flop, a Play(wright) Within a Play 
By PATRICK HEALY 

The rapid fall of David Mamet’s new play, "The Anarchist," raises questions about business on Broadway, 
especially the producer-playwright relationship. 

DAVE BRUBECK 11920-2012 
His Music Gave Jazz New Pop 
By BEN RATLIFF 

Mr. Brubeck, best known for "Take Five," experimented with time signatures and polytonality and explored 
baroque compositional devices and foreign modes. 

¯ ’ ~ Listen to Dave Brubeck I ~;’:~ Slide Show 

Oscar Niemeyer, Architect Who Gave Brasilia Its Flair, Dies at ao4 
By NICOLAI OUROUSSOFF 

Mr. Niemeyer, the Brazilian architect, created flowing designs that infused Modernism with a new sensuality 
and inspired generations of architects worldwide. 

" ~ Slide Show: A Legendary Modernist 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

They Get Around 
By JOSHUA DAVID STEIN 

Robin Stmadefer and Stephen Aleseh, the design team behind spots like the Ace Hotel, are putting their retro 
design fingerprints over wide stretches of New York. 

" ~ Slide Show 

SCENE CITY 
One Big Cocktail Before the Art Is Served 
By DENNY LEE 

Art Basel Miami Beach nmy not have opened, but that dich~’t prevent the festivities from starting. 

~’ ~ Slide Show: Art Basel Miami Beach Starts With a Bang 

. The Buzz: Partying Is an Art, Too 

HASHTAG NATION 
Gossip Girl 
By STUART EMMRICH 

Has there ever been a celebrity more suited for Twitterati stardom thm~ Lindsay Lohan? 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Next Debt-Limit Debacle 
Having led the economy to near disaster in 2oaa, Republicans now want to do so again. 

EDITORIAL 
Race to the Bottom 
States should invest in public services and education, not subsidize big business by giving them billions a 
year in tax breaks. 

EDITORIAL 
A Check on Bad Eyewitness Identifications 
Paa Oregon Supreme Court ruling shifts the burden of proof to prosecutors to show that eyewitness 
identification is sufficiently reliable to be admissible as evidence at trial. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Gifts That Change Lives 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

If you are looking for ways to say Happy Holidays that are noble and truly make a difference, here are some 
little-known organizations doing meaningful work. 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Santorum Strikes Again 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Good news, people! Thanks to a big Senate vote this week, now we know what happened to Rick Santorum. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-DOCS 
’Forgotten in Iraq’ 
By BETH MURPHY 

Kirk Johnson, a former U.S.A.I.D. employee, struggles to help resettle Iraqis whose lives are in danger 
because of their loyalty to the United States. Is President Obama to blame? 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 6, 1923, a presidential address was broadcast on radio for the first time as President Calvin Coolidge 

spoke to a joint session of Congress. 

¯ See This Front..P.:.a.g.e.. 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..’..aN.e.. 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo-Approved ~M0ms for 

Libya Rebels Fell Into 

31hadls’ ttands 

The Obama administration secretly 
gave its blessing to arms shipments 
to Libyan rebels ti’om Qatar, but 
American officials grew alarmed at 
evidence that Qatar was turning 
some of the weapons over to 
militants. 

Boehner Galus Stroug 

BaeM~g of House 

The strong embrace from a broad 
spectrum of the rank-and-file may 
empower Speaker John A. Boehner 
as he tries to strike a deal on spending cuts and tax increases. 

’04 Drug Retest May Give U,So Olympic Gold 

Four medalists fl’om the Athens Games will lose their medals because officials found evidence of 
doping in retested urine samples. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"W~’r~ ~ike Rip 17m Wink~.e wr~Mng up cmd s~.qirqL This is ~ot O.K..’" 
DIANA AVIV, chief exeeutive of Independent Sector. ;m nmbrelta group for nonprofits, on 
proposals tha~ H~ey fear eonld reduce charitable contributions. 

ARTS 

VIDEO              :: 
FEATURE; Listening I          [ 

to Dave Brubeek               [ 
Tt’acks aml 
performanees, fl’om You~be, by the 
influential jazz pianist, who died 
Wednesday at 9L 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Eeonomy°s Speed 

Limit 

We’ve got to stop setting 

fiscal traps for ourselves and start taking the steps that can get this economy back up to speed. 

WORLD 

Blood Ix Shed an EgTptia~ Preside~t’s Backers and Rivals BaSle in Cairo 

Three senior advisers to President Mohamed Morsi resigned during the battles, blaming him for the 
violence. 



Philipph~es Str*~gles to Reach Typhoon’s Victh~s 

Rescuers sought to reach isolated villages Wednesday after a typhoon struck the region, killing at 

least 325 people and leaving thonsands homdess. 

~Yhe kede BierS: Video and Twitter Photos of Devastation 

~E~ Photographs: Hundreds Dead .ABet [yph¢on in Philippines 

As the opposition struggled to select leaders, American intelligence detected that Syrian troops had 

mixed together small anmunts of precursor chemicals for a deadly nerve gas. 

More World News 

A stmiy says that the breast cancer drug tamoxifen shmfld be taken for ~o years rather than for the 

cnstomary five years to help reduce the risk of death. 

States C*~t A~tlsmo "ld~g 0 utlays Despite Record Tobacco Revert ae 

States have spent less on tobacco prevention over the past two years than in any period since a 

settlement in ~998, despite high revenues fi’om the settlement and taxes, according to a new 

report. 

State May Oversee Detro~t°,~ Finances 

’]?he city, straining to manage its debts and meet its payroll, may be nearing circumstances dire 

enough to require the state to step in, Michigan officials warned. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

DE&LBOOK 

Trail to a Hedge F~md, From a Cluster of Cases 

Federal investigators have charged many former employees of SAC Capital Advisors, the hedge 

fund owned by Steven A. Cohen, with trading on insider information. 

Jolm MeAfee, Soft’are Pioneer, Is Arrested i~ G~atemMa 
::;7 ~21 .73..’:.B::2 i-~ "¢..’:.~ i .: 
Mr. MeAfee slipped over the border from Belize, where police want to question him in a neighbor’s 
death. 

DEALBOOK 

Citigroup to Cut 1:~,ooo aobs and TM¢e $1 Bi]lioll Charge 

~II]e cuts will reduce Citigroup’s work force by roughly 4 percent and come after the chairman, 

Michael E. O’Neill, engineered the ouster of the bank’s former chief executive. 

~ 

Mere Business News 

S P O RTS 

Ryan Chooses SaneI~eT, a~d Feel~ ~Great° About It 

Quarterback Mark Sanchez will start against the Jaguars this week after being removed from the 

game against the Cardinals last Sunday. 

~N.FL Roundup: Injuries Force dsguars to Ad-Lib A~ainst J~;ts 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 
Clipboard Chairman in Foc~s for Jets 

When the third-string quarterback Greg McElroy bounced the starter Mark Sanchez frmn the 
huddle, a low-teeh N.F.L. custom took the spotlight. 

KNICKS 100, BOBCATS 98 

Warm-Up Game Forces ][(~icl~g to Sweat 

With Carmelo Anthony missing the final two minutes with a lacerated finger, a. R. Smith made the 

game-winning shot at the buzzer for the Knieks’ fourth consecutive victory. 

~Box Score ~ Tl~e Bobcats Were the Worst, but Much Has Cl~anged 



~ Off the Dribble: Feltoq Sheds His Bandages and Helps Topple the Bobcats 

ARTS 

]Behind a F|op, a Play(wr~ght) V~iitlfin a P|ay 

The rapid fall of David Mamet’s new play, "The Anarehist," raises questions about bnsiness on 
Broadway, especially the produeer-playwright relationship. 

DAVE BRUBECK ] 1920-2012 

Mr. Brnbeck, best known for "Take Five," experimented with time signatm’es aml polytonality and 
explored baroqne eompositional devices and foreign modes. 

~ Listen to Dave Brubeck [ ~ Slide Show 

Mr. Niemeyer, the Brazilian arehiteet, ereated flowing designs that infi~sed Modernism with a new 
sensuality and inspired generations of architects worldwide. 

¯ Mole Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

They Get A~ou~td 

Robin Standefer and Stephen Aleseh, the design team behind spots like the Ace Hotel, are putting 
their retro design fingerprints over wide stretches of New York. 

SCENE CITY 

O~e ]Big Cocktail Before the Ar~ Is Serve~ 

Art Basel Miami Beaeh may not have opened, bnt that didn’t prevent the festivities from starting. 

~ 
Slide Show: A;t Basel Miami Beach Starts ~Mth a Bang 

~The 
Buzz: F’arty~ng ~s an A~t. Too 

HASHTAG NATION 

Gossip G~rI 

Has there ever been a celebrity more suited for Twitterati stardom than Lindsay Lohan? 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

T|~ e Next Debt=Lira ~t Dehae~e 
Having led the economy to near disaster in 2oH, Republicans now want to do so again. 

EDITORIAL 

Race to the ]Bo~om 
States should invest in publie serviees and edueation, not snbsidize big bnsiness by giving them 
bilhons a year in tax breaks. 

EDITORIAL 

An Oregon Supreme Court ruling shifts the burden of proof to prosecutors to show that eyewitness 
identification is sufficiently reliable to be admissible as evidence at trial. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Gifts That Cha~tge Lives 

If you are looking for ways to say Happy Holidays that are noble and truly make a difference, here 
are some little-known organizations doing meaningful work. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

@-ED COLUMNI~ 



Good news, people! Thanks to a big Senate vote this week, now we know what happened to Rick 

Santornm. 

~ Columnist Page 

’Fo~-gotte~ -i~ Iraq~ 

Kirk Johnson, a [ormer U.S.A.LD. employee, struggles to help resettle h’aqis whose lives are in 

danger because of their loyalty to the United States. Is President Obama to blame? 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 6, 1923, a presidential address was broadcast on radio for the first time as President Calvin 

Coolidge spoke to a joint session of Congress. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Libral?- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-(;6-12 05:01AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Motlhabi, Mokgethi B. G AUTHOR: 
The theol3z and practice of black re Feminism and war : conticonting US i 
CALL NO: DT763 6 .M67 1984 CALL NO: JZ6405 W66 F45 2008 
BARCODE: 00002855896 BAR(2ODE: 00032307254 
Davis Library DUE: 12-01-12 Davis Library DUE: 12-01-12 

AUTHOR: Nouwen, Henri J M. 

TITLE: The path of l?eedom 

CALL NO: BT825 .N686 1995 

BARCODE: 00012553569 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 12-01-12 

AITII tOR: 
Re-imagining the social in South Af 

CAIL NO: HNS01 .AS R45 2009 
BARCODE: 00035932688 
Davis Library DUE: 12-01-12 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1 6:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

From: leemc@email.unc.edu [leemc@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:28 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

Dear 

I hope this note finds you doing well. I am writing to let you know that I am not allowing an?’ students to audit my classes next semester The reason for this decision is the following. Since 
students that audit courses are not required to do the actual course work and can come to class when the,~- desire, I find this to be rather disruptive for the other students and mysel£ You 
are the first student that I have allo~ved to audit a course of mine, so I learned this from your presence in     However, I would be happy to have you join the class as an official student 

All my best, 

ProIi Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 8:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-(;6-12 08:55ALM 

Faculty’ Bill Adjustment: The tbllowing items were returned and the 
replacement charges on your account have been reduced accordingly. 
ITEM                                Amount 
Social movements in Latin America : neoliberalism and popular re 
OVERDI=~X Do~As Library 00040325246 ............................ $24.00 

TOTALS24 00 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
~AI~’RICAN & A[:RICAN-~/LV;ER STUDIES 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

14:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 8:58 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Wonderful! When would be a good time to chat by phone before the interview? I wanted to talk about some potential interview topics you would like to practice. 

Thanks again, 

Rob 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 5:00 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

:::::: Dear Rob, 

That works. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

Fron~I Holliday, Rob 
Senti Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:47 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Sounds great th~ks so much, Eunice. I m lo~ king fbrw~d to working with you. Would 2pm on Money (12/17) work? 

Rob 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

~:~ Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:43 PM 
::i:: To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

i~i Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

:::::: :::::: Dear Rob, 

i::i iii Many thanks for this and other emails. 

i::i iii Yes, I would like to take the training. December 17 and 18 anytime in the afternoon would work. 

iii iii Best w shes and looking fo ard to working w th you. 

:::::: i::i From: Holliday, Rob 
iii iii Senti Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:06 AM 
i::i ::i:: To: SaNe, Eunice N 

~ ~ Dee Reid from the College’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point= 
iiiiii 

iiiiii What does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

~i~ i~i We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 

~i~ i~i extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. 

iii iiiIIook forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

:::::: :::::: 

iii iii 919.843.6322 (office) I 
(mobile) 1919.843=9875 (studio) 



rob hollidav@unc.edu 



College instructors spill the beans 
Tips on how to study and get better grades on your final exams 

AroL r d ~ s ~ ~ e of year you ~ av beg n to : Ti s on howto stud and et better rades ¯ ,. . ~~et b~ter grades 

exams are ra#~d~v approaching, Not [o 

spi~ the beans on how students can get 

better grades on final exams~ Check out 

C~ting ~he ~,ickiest of sources Apply Now ~or Questia’s Mos~ 

stra~ghdorwa,d, but wha~ about After much antidpat~on, applications 

more tricky or unique bcpes, such as to the ju~a Codne Barnes Scholarship 

~nte~’iews, Mog comments or text are being accepted now through jan 

messages? Impress your professor 31,201 ~ 

by becoming a master o~ urfique 

dtatiou ru~es. Learn howto"qua~ify, and what to 

submk m order to be considered. 

>> Read the f~ 

x. Apply 

Best offer of the year on Quest~a~just ~n t~me for finalsl 

~ 
..... 

~ 
Get 25% off a montMy membership 

~ ~ 
plan with code: EQTA2 5 g now 

/ / 

thr°ugh December 21 ’ 20’ 2~ 

~ ~ 
It may be the holidays, but 

you need it the most to c~et those 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

Reading Room 

The Quest~a library is constantly growing and evoMng wN~ the needs of our users~ 

To he~p showcase our w~de range of content, we’re sharh~g some o~ d~e books most 

newly added to our collection for ~ree for a month. Enjoy~ 



.~iI Before Before Fidel: The Cuba I Remember 
Fidel: The 

By Francisco_los~ Moret~o 
Cuba I 

Remember 

~i Abnormal Abnormal and Clinical Psychology:An Introductory 
...... and 

Clinical Textbook 

Psycholog By Paul Bennett 
y: An 

I ntrodu~or 

~ 

~ Buffalo Buffalo Soldier Regiment: History of the Twenty-Fifth 
....... Soldier ¯ - " --    ~- - 

Histo~of By John H, NanMvel~ 
the 

~:: Voicesof Voices of Russ~ L~terature: ~nterv~ews w~th Ten 
~uss,an Contemporary Writers 

~nte~’iews B~’ Sall~’ Laird 
with Ten 

co~t~o~ 

~:~ Photog)ap Photograph}’: The Key Concepts 

C .... pts 

Enjoy these ~ books arid loads more o~ them~ Click on the ]h~k below to see our 

n~w~’ added books. 

Questoids 

Learn something ~ew, or test Vou~ h~stodca~ reca~l~ Here are olJr p~cks fo~ h~stor~ca~ 

facts that happened ~n the month of December. 

December 7, ] 94].-- The.japanese ..... 

attack Pear~ Harbo~ and the Ut~ited 

States et~ters World War IL 

D~ccmbcr ] 3, 1990- President De 

K~erk of 3outb A~[~ca m~ets ~l~h Ne~s3r~ 

D~ccmbcr 28, 1832- JohnC. 

Calhoun becomes the first 

President to resign,                    -- 

.............. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 
~ Connect w~th Quest~a 





r~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 10:47 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, KiaL <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Howell, TiaN. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

RE: 2012-2013 IAH Academic Leadership Progrmn stipend 

Hi Sonia, 

,IE #027764 ~, for 55,000 should be on its way to you now, 

Take care, 

Chris 

Christopfu:_~r G, Meinecke 

Business Officer 

hsstitute for the Arts and Humanities 

Department 321t 

~20 Nyde Hal~ 

Ci~mpus Bo’,< 3:~22 

Chapel Ni[~ NC 27599-3~22 

T 919-962--6890 

F 919-962-1~18 

me~necke@ema~l,unc~edu 

www,iah.unc,edu 

F~m: Colon, Sonia 
Se,t= Tuesday, November 27, 20~2 4:54 PM 

Te: Meinecke, Chris 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice ~; CaldweJJ, Kia L; WiJJiams, Tia Howell 
S~bject: RE: 20~2-20~ IAH Academic Leadership Program stipend 

.H<dlo Chris 

.l~]ease made fl~e lranstbr 1o accotm~ ~%68275 ( 0-68275 ityou ~x, aat ~o do a gift to g.[.{~ lrans/<:r)_ 

Sonm 

~62-4854 

F~: Caidwell, Kia L 
S~t: Tuesday, ~ovember 27, 20~2 ~:~2 PM 

T~i Williams, Tia Howell; Colon, Sonia 
~: SaNe, Eunice ~ 
Su~j~ti B: 2012-2013 ~H Academic Leadership Program stipend 

Tia and Sonia, 
Would one of you please follow up with Chris Meinecke regarding my stipend for the ]&H Academic Leadership Program? ~ore details are listed below. 

ThanB, 
Kia 
"~e most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’~ have any." 
- ~lice Walker 
Kia Lilly Caldweii, Ph.D, 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
U~C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 BaRle Hall 
Chapel Hill, ~C 27599 
Phone: 9~9-962-8225 
Fax: 9~9-962-269~ 
klcaidwe@emaiL unc~edu 
hRp://afriafam~unc~edu/ 

From: Meinecke, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:06 PM 
To-" Bolick, Cheryl Mason; Boxill, Jan; Caldwell, Kia L; Gerhardt, Michael J; J-a---n---e--t---g--u--t--h----m-j~--e--r-@-d---e--n---tj--s-t-I~--u---n--c-~--e--d---u-; Katz, Mark; Styers, Randall; Viera, Anthony J; Yaqub, Nadia 
Ce: Strom-gott-fded, Kim; Simmons, JeaNne M; Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca; Chandler, Jean F; Perry, Judy C; Williams, Susan Staples; Stone, Theresa; Toscher, Hope; Harris, 
Lori 
Subject-" 2012-2013 IAH Academic Leadership Program stipend 

Hello Institute for the Arts and Humanities Academic Leadership Participants: 

Thls e-mall is to advlse you that your $S,OOO stlpend ls now available to be transferred to your department. Please note that 

the IAH cannot initiate any salary actlons with these ~unds but once they are transferred to your department you can use the 

~unds as you wlsh, consistent with university regulations. Past ~ellows have used these ~unds as salary (less benefits), 

travel ~unds, to hlre research assistants or to benefit thelr department. You can make those arrangements dlrectly wlth your 

department manager or accountant a~ter the transfer and there ls no time llmlt on their use. You will be asked to report on 

thelr use by the Arts and Sciences Foundation in May 2013. 

Since our ~unds are trust ~unds please have your department manager or accountant contact me wlth your department number and 

the trust (O-6xxxx) account number to where you would 11ke the funds trans£erred. Once I receive thls information I wlll 

lnltlate the transfer through Flnance Central. 

I~ you have any questlons, please contact me or have your department manager or accountant contact me at any tlme. 

Thanks, 

Chrls 

Christopher G. Meinecke 

Business Officer 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 



Department 32:11 

120 Hyde Hall 

Campus Box 3322 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3322 

T 919-962-6830 

F 919-962-1118 

meinecke(~email.unc.edu 

www.iah.unc,edu ......................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <ti%william@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 10:53 AM 

Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <~nia colon@med.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emal.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu~> 

RE: 2012-2013 IAH Academic Leadership Progran stipend 

Approved. 

Thank you. 

"°Tia 

From: Meinecke, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 10:47 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Howell, ~a N. 
Subject: RE: 2012-2013 IAH Academic Leadership Program stipend 

Hi Sonia, 

JE #0277643 for ~5,000 should be on its way to you now. 

Take care, 

Chris 

Christopher G. Meined~e 
gus~ness Officer 

ff~stitute for the ~rts and Numanit~es 

Department 32~ 

:[20 Hyde Hal~ 

(:~mpus Bo’.( 3322 

Chapel N~ NC 27599-3322 

T 919-962--8830 

F 919--962-1118 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

wwwJah.unc.edu 

~m: Colon, Sonia 
~eBt: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:54 PH 

To: Heinecke, Chris 
~e: SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Williams, Tia Howell 
~bjeet: RE: 2012-2013 IAH Academic Leadership Program stipend 

Hello Chds 

Please made flae transtbt to accoum ~%68275 ( 0-68275 if you ~x, aat ~o do a gift to g~fl tr~msfet).. 

That~k p~m 

Sonia 

962-4854 

F~m~ CaMwell, Kia L 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:12 PN 

To~ Williams, Tia Howell; Colon, Sonia 

C¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Subjeet~ ~: 2012-2013 ~H Academic Leadership Program stipend 

Tia and Sonia, 
WouM one of you please follow up with Chris Neinecke regarding my stipend for the IAH Academic Leadership Program? More details are listed below. 

Than~, 
Kia 

"~e most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 

- Alice Walker 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #339B, 208 BaSle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-822S 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe~Nemail.unc.edu 
[[~R;j/afriaN m. u nc.ed u] 

From: Meinecke, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:06 PM 
To: Bolick, Cheryl Mason; Boxill, Jan; Caldwell, Kia L; Gerhardt, Michael J; j-a--t1-e--t-g--u--t-LLm-j-[Le--r--@--d---e--n-.-tj.-s-t-~=.-u---n--c-=--e--d---u-; Katz, Mark; Styers, Randall; Viera, Anthony J; Yaqub, Nadia 
Co: Strom-gottfded, Kim; Simmons, Jeanine M; Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca; Chandler, Jean F; Perry, Judy C; Williams, Susan Staples; Stone, Theresa; Toscher, Hope; Harris, 
Lod 
Subject: 2012-2013 IAH Academic Leadership Program stipend 

Hello Institute for the Arts and Humanities Academlc Leadership Participants: 

Thls e-mail is to advlse you that your $5,000 stlpend is now available to be transferred to your department, Please note that 

the IAH cannot lnltlate any salary actlons wlth these ~unds but once they are transferred to your department you can use the 

~unds as you wlsh~ consistent with university regulations, Past ~ellows have used these ~unds as salary (less bene~lts)~ 

travel ~unds, to hlre research assistants or to bene~lt thelr department, You can make those arrangements directly wlth your 

department manager or accountant a~ter the transfer and there ls no time llmlt on their use, You ~ill be asked to report on 

thelr use by the Arts and Sciences Foundation in May 2013, 

Since our ~unds are trust ~unds please have your department manager or accountant contact me ~lth your department number and 



the trust (O-6xxxx) account number to ~here you would like the funds transferred. Once I receive this information I will 

initiate the transfer through Finance Central. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or have your department manager or accountant contact me at any tlme. 

Thanks, 
Chrls 

Christopher G. Meinecke 

Business Officer 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Department 3211 

120 Hyde Hall 

Campus Box 3322 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3322 

T 919-962-6830 

F 919-962-1118 

rneinecl<e@ernail,unc.edu 

www.iah.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegran~unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly aJmouucement <cwc anuounce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] CWC Weekly Update 

Weekly !tJpdate 

::~:: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

’Like’ the CWC on Facebook for updates throughout the week on campus feminist and gender equity programs and other 

opportunities and follow us on Twitker! 

CWC News and Events 
Reading Day Study Break/Study Session 

11:00 am - 3:00 pm, Carolina Women’s Center 
Start finals off right by stopping by the CWC for a change of scenery from the library or to take a break from papers and exams! Use one of our 
spaces as a group study room, or relax with friends. All are welcome; hot drinks and other refreshments will be available! 
Spend Your Spring Break with the CWC! 
Please join the Carolina Women’s Center for an Alternative Spring Break trip! We’re going to pack up and head to eastern NC to work with local 
domestic violence, sexual assault, and child serving organizations. If you’re interested in learning more and/or being a part of this trip, please 
contact                 ~l ve unc edu) and sign up to receive the application once it’s released in January. 
Now Accepting Nominations for the University Awards for the Advancement of Women 
The Carolina Women’s Center is pleased to announce the call for nominations for the     University A~vards for the Advancement of Women. 
This award recognizes contributions to the advancement of women at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Each year, three individuals--one faculty member, one staff member, and one undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar--may be 
selected to receive the award. The faculty and staff recipients each receive $5000 and the undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar 
recipient receives $2500. Awardees are honored in a ceremony during the Carolina Women’s Center’s annual Gender Week Celebration in 
March. For more information and to nominate, please see: https://womenscenter.unc.edu/ now-accepting-nominations-for- 
universitv-awards-for-the-advancement-of-women/ 

Other Campers and Coramunity Events and Opport nRies 
Carolina Center for Public Service seminar in the Skills and Practices of Engaged Scholarship series: 
"Engaged Scholarship in Promotion and Tenure Guidelines at ONC-Chapel Hill" 
When: Friday, 
What time: 9:00 - 10:30 a.m. 
Where: Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 
To register: http//tinyurl com/engagedpromotion 
Please see the attached flyer for full details. 

"Tea wfth Lee," ,4:30-6:30 pm 
Foster’s Market, Chapel Hill 
On                 Lee Smith will host the annual fundraiser, "Tea with Lee" at Foster’s Market in Chapel ttill. This will be the ninth annual 
"Tea with Lee." Each year the beloved Hillsborough writer Lee Smith invites one or two North Carolina women writers to speak and read from 
their work. Past speakers have included Elizabeth Spencer, Jill McCorkle, Haven Kimmel, and Sarah Dessen. Lee has invited two area authors to 
join her this year. Minrose Gwin and Anna Jean Mayhew have each recently published highly acclaimed debut novels grappling with racism in the 
mid-ce ntury S outh. 

Do yon have a passion for reprodnctive rights? Are you looking to gain non-profit experience and to develop connections in the 
progressive community? NARAL Pro-Choice North Carolina is seeking self-motiw~ted, dependable, and organized interns to work 10-15 hours 
per week remotely and in our Raleigh office. For descriptions of each position’s qualifications, responsibilities, and benefits, please visit our 
website: http://www.prochoicenc.org/about-us/jobs-and-.internships.shtml. To apply, please ernail your resume and a brief cover letter (and 
writing sample where requested) to our Internship Coordinator atinfo@ProChoiceNC org Applications will be considered until Friday, i 

SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP (SURF) 
Fellowships: $3000. Please share this opportunity with others. Applications are due . For more information: 

FORD FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS 
Ford Fellowship competitions are NOW OPEN and currently accepting applications 

Through its Fellowship Programs, the Ford Foundation seeks to increase the diversity of the nation’s college and university faculties by 
increasing their ethnic and racial diversity, to maximize the educational benefits of diversity, and to increase the number of professors who can 
and will use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students. 
Eligibility to apply for a Ford fellowship is limited to: 

¯ All citizens or nationals of the United States regardless of race, national origin, religion, gender, age, disability; or sexual orientation, 



¯ Individuals with evidence of superior academic achievement (such as grade point average, class rank, honors or other designations), 

¯ Individuals committed to a career in teaching and research at the college or university level. 

For more information, please see: http://sJtes.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFe]lowships/index.htn~ 

HAVEN Training Opportunities 
Ongoing 

HAVEN helps UNC students, staff, and faculty learn how to respond to sexual and relationship violence in our campus community and how to 

become informed allies. Training dates and registration information are available at }~..t.t.p..k/./.E.a..f.‘..e.:..u...n-c.....e...d...~.e...t~.iJ~.y-~..[.v-e...d../.]La-v-eJ~Le.g.{~.~.~ For 

general information about interpersonal violence, including One Act trainings and resources on and off campus, please visit http~!!safe.unc.edu 

i~i Description: Description: Description: Description: 

" Description: Description: 

cid:irnage002.jpg@01CD86AC.E 1405900 

The Carolina Women’s Center’s mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where gender is not a barrier to success, 

difference and diversity are celebrated, and everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal treatment. 

150 South Road, Suite 101 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 

cwc@unc.edu [ 919-962-8305 
http:[!womenscenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 3:53 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Cheering on the Collegiate Model 

Cheering on the Collegiate Model_Complete Text_l.0.doc 

Colleagues: 

If interested, here is a manuscript (submitted to Journal of Sport and Social Issues) tracing the NCAA national office’s process of creating, disseminating, and imbedding the 

term "Collegiate Model of Athletics" in the NCAA (all three entities) lexicon. 

I would appreciate any feedback and critical comments from any one. 

Thanks for allowing me to contribute to this dialogue. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Gradua[_e Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell -- 

Fax- 919,962.-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI websi[_e: www ~(:.eduic~,ri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=faculty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32512629 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32512629-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?rtdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Morsi Detbnds Wide Authority as Turmoil Rises in Egypt 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials 

~M~ornize~ctav’~ j:]#ad[irle~ j Sea rch 

December 7, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Mors~ Defends \V~de 

in Egypt 

President .Mohamed Morsi vowed to 
proceed with a vote on an Islamist- 
backed constitution that has set off 
deadly battles between his 
supporters and opponents. 

Make Sonde Maes ~n U,S, 

Some analysts are hopeful that the 
move by a big, innovative company 
like Apple could inspire a broader 
renaissance in American manufacturing, but a number of experts remain skeptical. 

THE HUMAN PRICE 
Hor~’iflc Fire Re~’ealed a Gap i~ Saf’ety l-’~)r G~oball 

A blaze that killed ~2 workers in Bangladesh last month exposed a disconnect among retailers like 
Sears and Walmart, the monitoring system to protect workers and the factories filling the orders. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ABU NAYEEM MOH~IMAD SHAHIDUL~H~ director general of Bangladesh’s natiuna] fire 
service, on the actiuns of some managers during a fatal fire at a garment faetury. 

DINING & WINE 

FE zkTURE : For 

E~’ery i-iol~da~’ 

Pa~y~ the Right 

Drink 
Cocktails that will match the food, 
match the company, match the 
feeling in the air. 

~r~ Slide Show: More Winter Drink 

Recipes 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBLrI-ORS 

Bun~p 

Policy makers need to 
acknowledge the monmnental impact of the retirement of the baby boom generation on the budget 
and tixe eeonmny. 



WORLD 

~Arlder Chaos Feared as Syrian Rebels Clash ~A;ith Kt~rds 

Kurdish militias have joined the fighting in Syria and are seeking autonomy, raising fears of 
balkanization if the govermnent of President Bashar al-Assad falls. 

%. 
VENICE JOURNAL 

Eutt~rlsfic V[slon for a City Rooted in the Past 

The fashion designer Pierre Cardin has a dream of turning a Venice industrial dump into a 

fltturistie palazzo~ leading to a debate about the city’s future. 

Star Publicist in Britain l[s Questioned in Sex Case 

Max Clifford, known for advising pop stars, was the fifth person to be arrested in an imluiry set up 
in the wake of allegations of widespread sexual abuse by Jimmy Savile. 

Disputed Murder Co~ffesslo~ Casts a Spo~tllght on a M[sso~rl Sect 
Lb" . ’ X:,’. ;:.’..’..D. 

The authorities in Jackson Count)’, Mo., are investigating allegations that Bethany Deaton~ 27~ a 
nurse, was drugged, sexually assaulted and killed on the orders of hey hnsband. 

Two Laws A~’e Welcomed After Mid~ight h~ Seattle 

Gay couples and recreational marijuana users in Washington State stayed up late to usher in their 

Rules Eased for Veterans’ Brah~ I~jmT Be~efits 

The Department of Veterans Affairs will propose new regulations to make it easier for veterans to 
receive treatment for illnesses linked to traumatic brain injury. 

~ Mole US. News 

BUSINESS 

As part of a national rush to capitalize on rising rents, new apartment complexes are being built at 
the fastest pace since 2oo8. 

I~ Obama~s Pla~l to Tax iqgch, $:a5o~ooo Figure May Mislead 

A large majority of families making up to $3oo,ooo -as well as hnndveds of thousands of families 
with even greater ineomes -would not pay taxes at a higher marginal rate. 

A Big ~°t Lo’ver~ a~d Mo~eyma~, Is Missing at the Falr 

Steven A. Cohen, the billionait’e t)undet’ of SAC Capital Advisor’s and owner of a rich trove of art, is 
a regular at Art Basel Miami Beach. But he’s absent this year. 

Mote Business News 

S P O RTS 

Back ~to Old Spending ~Ways, Yanks Offer Yo~fldlis a Deal 

General Manager Brian Cashman defended a lack of spending as the Yankees made an $~2 million 
contract offer to Kevin Youkilis, the former Red Sox third baseman. 

KNICKS 112, HEAT 92 

Long-Ravage Allack I?t~els 

Playing the second game of a back-to-back on the road and without Carmelo Anthony, the ~icks 

hit ~8 3’s en route to routing the defending champion Miami Heat. 

Box Score [ F’oo~ Defense Costs ~eat Their First Home De,ea, 

No Talk~ng~ A To~gh R~fle to Enforce 

Saints Coach Scan Payton has been prohibited from contacting his team for one year, but the 

N.F.L.’s options are limited when it comes to monitoring him. 

~ 3iants o;~ Their Turf, Will T;y to Slow the Saints’ Fast-Paced O[fe;~se 



¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEV¢ 
T|~e A~d~ence as AJ:’t Moveme~t 

Ann Hamilton’s art installation "the event of a thread," at the Park Avenue Armory, featnres an 

immense cnrtain that dances when visitors swing. 

~ Slide Show: Swings and lMn~s 

THEATER REVIBN I ’GOLDEN BOY’ 

T|~e Sweet Science vs, the St~-ad~varlus 

IJncoln Center Theater’s blistering production of Chfford Odets’s "Golden Boy," directed by Ba~¢lett 

Sher, featm’es a superb cast of almost 2o actors. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’HYDE PARK ON HUDSON’ 

K~ssing Cousins: One Is Preslde~t 
i.::,, M.:,.b.’i .:, i.".:.....:.i:.: 

Bill Mnrray portrays Franklin D. Roosevelt in "Hyde Park on Hm]son," which depicts a dalliance 

with his eonsin Daisy Suekley. 

MOVIES 

Dreaming a D~*eam of More Awards 

After some recent stumbles, Working Title Films, a prodncer, looks to change its fm~nnes with "Les 

Mis~rables." 

~ k, lore Awards Coverage 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’PLAYING FOR KEEPS’ 

Too Old to Score Goa|s, He Still Lives to 

In Gabriele Muccino’s "Playing for Keeps" Gerard Butler pin, rays a former soccer star who spends his 

time coaehing his son’s team and bedding mothers of his young players. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’TCHOU PITOU LAS’ 

A New OHeans Odyssey 

Brothers in their teens, and their adventures in New Orleans, filmed by the brothers Bill and 

Turner Ross. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Egypt’s Agony 

President Mohamed Morsi should delay the vote on the draft constitution as a step toward resoh,ing 

the nation’s latest crisis. 

EDITORIAL 

Keep the State Tax Deduction 
Citizens should not be penalized for choosing to pay for strong state and local governments. 

EDITORIAL 

Two Impo~ant Steps foe V¢omen 
’Phe National Defense Authorization Act approved by the Senate promotes equitable treatment of 

women. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The RepubHea~ G~asnost 

Speeches this week by Senator Marco Rubio and Representative Paul Ryan were the faint 

beginnings of a Republican revival. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The i.’o~0golte~ MHllo~s 

The "fiscal eliff" has everyone talking about a fiscal erisis. Bnt what we should be talking abont is a 

very real job erisis. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Than]~ for Not Sharh~g 

There is a new nrge to behave as if life were some global high~chool reunion at whieh everyone has 

taken a horrific tell-all drug. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 7, 1941, Japanese warplanes attacked the home base of the U.S. Pacifie fleet at Pearl 

Harbin’ in Hawaii, drawing the LTnited States into World War IL More than 2,300 Americans were 

killed. 

See This Front Page 
Buy Th{s Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe [ Change Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaikunc.edu> 

Friday, 3:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

From: 
Sent: Thursday 7:46 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

Dear Professor Lee, 

I already enrolled your    class officially [’or next semester. However, I feel sorry that I left a relauvely bad impression. The reason I did not show up for the last few periods of classes is 
that I realized I was not doing the :final assignment, so it was ineffective for me to present in class That is why I decided to emoll your class in spr~ng semester, and then I can really use the 
time. 
Best 

From: leemc@email unc.edu [leemc@emaihunc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 6:28 AM 

To: Lee, Margaret 

Subject: <t;rom the desk of MARGA[L[~T 

Dear 

I hope this note :finds you doing well I am writing to let you know that I am not allowing any students to audit my classes next semester. The reason lbr this decision is the lbllowing. Since 
students that audit courses are not required to do the actual course work and can come to class when thee/desire, I find this to be rather disruptive for the other students and mysel[~ You 
are the :first student that I have allowed to audit a course of mine, so I learned this from your presence in    . However, I would be happy to have you join the class as an official student. 

All my best, 

Pro£ Lee 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

S ent: Friday, 3: 50 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

Dear 

OK. I look forward to having you in class as an ol!ficial student. 

Best, 
Pro[~ Lee 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 7:46 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: R[{: <From the desk of MARGARI{T LEE> 

Dear Professor l,ee, 

I already enrolled your    class officially for next semester. However, I feel sorry that I left a relatively bad impression. The reason I did not show up for the last few periods of classes is 
that I realized I was not doing the final assignment, so it was ineffective for me to present in class. That is why I decided to enroll your class in spring semester, and then I can really use the 
time. 
Best 

From: leemc@email.unc.edu [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:28 AM 
To: l,ee, Margaret 
Subject: <From the desk of MARGARET 

Dear 

I hope this note finds you doing ~vell. I am writing to let you know that I am not allowing any students to audit ray classes next semester. The reason for this decision is the follo~ving. Since 
students that audit courses are not required to do the actual course work and can come to class when they desire, I find this to be rather disruptive for the other students and myself You 
are the first student that I have allowed to audit a comse of mine, so I learned this from your presence in    . However, I would be happy to have you join the class as an official student. 

All my best 

Pro[~ Lee 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

Hi Eunice, 

I am m the office. Will leave you a note in your mailbox. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 7:01 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sulziect: RE: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for this and other emails. 

Bestwishes and take care, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday: 3:49 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: b~V: <From the desk of MARGARET 

Frorc 

Sent: Thursday, 7:46 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: R[~: <From the desk of MARGARI~T LEE> 

Dear Professor l,ee, 

I already enrolled your    class officially for next semester. However, If eel solry that I left a relatively bad impression. The reason I did not show up for the last few periods ofclasses is 
that I realized I was not doing the final assignment, so it was ineffecuveforme to present in class. That is why I decided to enroll your class in spring semester, and then I can really use the 
time. 
Best 

From: leemc@email.unc.edu [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:28 AM 
To: l,ee, Margaret 
Subject: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

Dear 

I hope this note finds you doing ~vell. I am writing to let you know that I am not allowing any students to audit ray classes next semester. The reason for this decision is the follo~ving. Since 
students that audit courses are not required to do the actual course work and can come to class when they desire, I find this to be rather disruptive for the other students and mysel£ You 
are the first student that I have allowed to audit a comse of mine, so I learned this from your presence in     However, I would be happy to have you join the class as an official student. 

All my best 

Pro[~ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxq?~eyqfcqews@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Friday, December 7, 2012 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Punishment - Now Available for Sociology and Criminology classes 

Request your Co~!-~bli~!-~entary E’zam Copy of "Punishment" today! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Eunice, 

Punishment 

,,’!olicymakers Why should we punish crirrfinals? Which theory ef 

punishment is most compelling? is the death penalty ever 

justifiedo These questions and many others are addressed in 

this highly engaging guide 

i:~untshment is a critical introduction to the philosophy of 

benefit readers or all bacl<greuraJs u, nd interests. The first crificai 

guide to examine all leading contemporary theories of 

punishment this book expiores - among others - the 

communicative theory of punishment, restorative justice~ and the 

offending and domestic abuse. F’unishm, ent highlights the 

problems and prospects of different approaches in order to                                      :: 

argue for a more pluralistic and compelling perspectwe that ~s 

novel and groundbreaking. 

philosophy, criminal justice criminology, justice studies, law 

politics, and sociology.                                                      . 

Read more about the author and this new book by visiting our 

website. 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able 1o update your details or u[lsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disciose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis, an Inforr.,na business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo~ma UK Limited, ~egistered in ~ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-4,! Mor~ime~ St~eeL London, W!T 3JH. 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox ~rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~sabons. 

Copyright [] 2012 Tayio~ & Francis, a~l Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforly~a UK LhY~ited registered in ~.ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Morbmer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London, WI[ 3dH. 

If you wish to upsubscdbe, please click o[1 the link beiov¢ Please note this is an automated operatiom 
http://tandf.ms~4focus com/u/11wTC670tQA7SHGO 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?rtdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, December 8, 2012 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Today’s Headlines: Supreme Court to Hear Two Challenges to Gay Marriage 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I .q.~or[s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~.; j O:~ This Day 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Deeember 8, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

ChaJlenges to Gay Marriage 

A California ease could establish or 
reject a right to same-sex marriage, 
while a New York ease contests a law 
denying federal benefits to couples 
married in those states that allow it. 

THE HUMAN PRICE 

Ce~ified Safe% a 1Factory in 

Karactli Still Qulcldy I~lr~led 

Retail giants have helped create and 
champion numerous factory 
inspection systems, but industry- 
backed auditing was no protection 
for at least 262 Pakistanis who died 
in a September blaze. 

I~ ~,%,’ik~Leaks Case,~ Def~’nse Puts the Jailers on Trial 

While Pfe. Bradley Manning faces a life sentence if eonvieted, his lawyer is demanding answers 
about his treatment at the Marine base where he was kept. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

AI~NAD A~,-QANATNI, the comm~nder of ~ rebel milit;~ry battalion i]a Syria, on promised 

MOVIES 

Witt~ Mict~aei 

Calne 
The cinema fixture 
Michael Caine gives Melena Ryzik an 
interview and an acting lesson. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"Fl,(, ’I’rue Meani~lg 

of" Hun ~lkka I~ 

Hanukkah’s elevation 
as a widely celebrated 
holiday ignores and sanitizes its historical basis and real meaning. 



WORLD 

Morsi Turns to His Islaufist Backers as Egypt’s Crisis Grows 

President Mohamed Morsi is betting that the Muslim Brotherhood’s political machine can overcome 

even the re-energized secular opposition. 

Prank Call Seeking Royal Family Secrets Takes Horrifying Turn 

A nurse tricked by Australian D.J.’s who called posing as Queen Elizabeth and Prince Charles to get 

information about Kate Middleton’s pregnancy was fonnd dead on Friday. 

[he Lede: ]rag~c ]urn ~n Prank Call About Pregnant Princess 

Rebel Groups i~ Sbqola Make Framework for Military 

After three days of intensive talks, military commanders of the main Free Syrian Army units from 

all over Syria agreed Friday to a nnified command structure. 

¯ Mole World News 

A Killer Ends Half-Told Tale of His Crimes With Sniclde 

Investigators are now trying desperately to illuminate the dark shadows left by Israel Keyes, the 

admitted killer in .amchorage who took his own life last weekend. 

A decision to dismantle tsunami sirens on the Oregon coast has some residents concerned that the 

new warning system -texts and phone calls -will not reach everyone. 

Obama Asking Congress for 860.4 Billion to Help States Recover From Storm 

The amount, which requires Congressional approval, is less than what regional leaders had 

requested for Hurricane Sandy relief but more than the administration had estimated just a few 

days ago. 

BUSINESS 

Jobless Rate Edges Down to Its Lowest Levd in 4 Years 

Unemployment dropped to ?.? percent as the economy continned to recover in spite of the lingering 

budget stalemate and the damaging effects of Ilurricane Sandy. 

COMMON SENSE 

In a New F.ra of I~slder Trading, It’s Risk VSo Reward Sqnared 

The tactics and technologies available to inside traders today are more sophisticated and more 

difficult both to detect and to prove. 

Justices ~o Take Up Generic Drug Case 

The ease involves a decadeqong battle over whether a pharmaceutical emnpany should be allowed 

to pay a competitor to keep a generic copy of a best-selling drng off the market. 

S P O RTS 

Pacquiao, Like All Boxers, Is i~t Fight Agah~st ’I’in~e 

As he faces auan Manuel Marquez on Saturday for the fourth time, Manny Paequiao, 33, may be on 
the cusp of a moment all boxers experience -the realization that it’s no longer wise to keep going. 

Eyes of th e Soccer }Vorld Tu r~ to Ma*~eh ester 

~II~e rivalry between Manchester City and Manchester United, the top teams in the Premier League, 

will be on display when the teams dash Sunday. 

Are the KJ~ficks This Good? 
’]?he gmicks are atop the Eastern Conference with a ~4-4 record. ~Ihey were expected to be 
competitive, but can they keep up this pace? A cast of die-hard basketball fans offer an outlook. 

, Mole Sports News 

ARTS 



zk~ Ar~ \qorld Gathering, D~v~ded by Mo~ley 

Art Basel Miami Beach is under way this weekend, and even before it opened, some critics said it 

was an example of something wrong in the art world. 

Producers behind the 12-12-12 benefit concert for Hurricane Sandy victims denounced professional 

brokers for offering tickets for many times their face value. 

THEATER REVI BA/I ~FHE KILLING OF SISTER GEORGE’ 

~l[e~ ~Aqth Her~ or N~t~ Youql Get a~ Earfu~ 

Kathleen Turner plays the leading role and directs the ~964 play "The l~lling of Sister George" at 

the Long Wharf Theater in New Haven. 

Mote Airs News 

TRAVEL 

Take out a globe and pick a spot: In any month, there is a slope worth tackling. 

On a visit to S&lden fro" the season’s first Wm’ld Cup race, the author skis glaciers, eats indulgently 

and survives a vivid encounter in a co-ed sauna. 

~ Slide Show 

Q&A 

Concierge of°tl~e Mou~tai~ 

"If it’s legal, we’ll do it for you," says Ray McNutt, a ski concierge in Aspen. 

More Travel 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Ne~t C~.~I R~g]hts L~dmark 

The battle over marriage eqnality finally lands on the Supreme Court’s docket. 

EDITORIAL 

Scrooge, The Grh~ch, Co~greSSo 

Extending federal jobless benefits is the least the lawmakers should do before they leave town fro" the 

holidays. 

EDITORIAL 

As Congress waits for negofiators to resolve the budget standoff~ there is business in political ethics 

that eonld be accomplished. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

l)~osa~rs a~d De~ia~ 

Senator Marco Rubio created quite a stir with comments abont the age of Earth, but his answer was 

in line with the consensus of the Repnblican Party. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Twenty a~d 

So there are going to be more women in Congress. But what does that mean? 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

It*s Hard to Be a Hero 

What would you do if you saw someone pushed onto the subway tracks? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 8, 1941, the United States entered ~ orld War II as Congress declared war against Japan 

one day after the attack on Pearl Harbor. 



See This Front Page 
Bu,,’ Th{s Front Page 
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You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy plegram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtF~ 

Today’s Headlines: Opponents of Egypt’s Leader Call for Boycott of Charter Vote 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines December 10, 2012 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Media & Adver~isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On lhis Day 

~M~ornize~ctav’~ j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Oppo~lents of Egyp~t’s Leader 

Call for BoycoI~ of Charter 

The Egyptian opposition signaled 
that it had given up hope of 
defeating the draft constitution at 
the polls and would opt instead to try 
to undermine the referendum’s 
legitimacy. 

New R~ckoiilng to 
f.::: .,:~ dl %:. 
A torrent of lawsuits could add 
significantly to billions of dollars 
settlements in mortgage securities 
eases. 

HoilMng Age*~cy’s Flaws Revealed by Storm 

~II~e New York City Housing Authority was woefully unprepared to reach its residents stranded by 
HmTieane Sandy without heat, power or access to supplies. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

eo~mtr~ ~s es well" 

NUZ~&N NE B. GOLDBERG, a law professor at Coltm~bia, on the veeeot decision by the St~preme 

Court to hear eases on same-sex marriage, 

HEALTH 

An Experimental 

Treatment for 

Leu kemla 
Seven-year-old Emma Whitehead 
has been in remission since May, 
after an experimental treatment for 
leukemia at Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Killer B~gs 

Bacteria are quickly 
growing resistant to the 
antibiotics we have - but our model for making new drugs is broken. It’s time for a fresh approach. 



WORLD 

CHANGING OFTHE GUARD 

Sig~als in China of a More Open Economy 

Xi Jinping, the new head of the Communist Party, appears to be tapping more deeply into the idea 
of a national revival than his recent predecessors. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
IT.N. Ambassador Questio~led on U.S, Role in Congo Violence 

Susan E. Rice, a candidate for secretary of state, is close to Rwanda’s president and is being 
scrutinized over the United States’ position on the Congo conflict. 

Fighfi~g D~qves an Old Sense of Peace F~-om Damascus 

Through decades of repression, Syria’s capital held on to an atmosphere of tranquility, but the 

proximity of recent clashes has left residents afraid to leave their neighborhoods. 

More World News 

SIDEBAR 

Same-Sex Issue P~xs]~es Jl~st]ces Into OverdPiYe 

The Supreme Court’s speedy decision to hear two cases on gay man’iage could result in a split 

decision that would provide benefits to couples in some states, but permit other states to forbid 

same~ex marriages. 

In OirPs Last Hope~ Alfered Immm~e Cells Beat Leukemia 

Emma Whitehead, 7, has been in fhll remission for months after scientists used a disabled form of 
H.LV. to reprogram her immune system to kill cancer cells. 

Three Dozen P~qvate-College Presidents Earned Over 81 Millim~ in 2o~o, Study 

Finds 

The highest paid chief executive in 2o~o, earning more than $3 million, was Bob Kerrey of the New 

School in New York City, according to an analysis of federal tax documents by The Chronicle of 
Higher Education. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Fed Is Likely to Snstah~ Its Sthnulns Program 

The Federal Reserve must still determine what to buy and how much to spend, and officials 
continue to debate the best way to describe when the agency is likely to stop buying. 

NBC Rldes SThe Voice’ F~’om ~rorst to First Place 

With its prime-time sehednle in tatters, NBC bet on the singing competition show "The Voice" by 
adding a second weekly edition. The gamble paid off. 

Bloomberg \Ve~ghs Malting B~d for The F[na~ch~l Thnes 

Michael R. Bloomberg, who has an a[‘finity for The Financial Times, is said to be weighing the 
wisdom o[‘ buying the newspaper if it is pnt up [’or sale by Pearson. 

S P O RTS 

GIANTS 52, SAINTS 27 

~Arith a Breakout Game Pronl V~riIson,, Giants Topple 
f.h: :.:":J.:~ 
Baeknp running back David Wilson had three tonehdowns, Eli Manning threw for fonr more seores 
and the Giants maintained a one-game lead in the N.F.C. East. 

~ Box Score ] ~ Slide Snow 

i ~~~ 
B~g P ays on Defense, but StIH Room for Improvement 

JETS 17, JAGUARS 10 

As Jets Stand by Sanchez, They Run Past Jaguars 
f.h: ~.::f.5.~ :.: ~."~:i:~.k 
A week after pnlling him h’om a game, Rex Ryan gave the ball to Mark Sanehez, but installed a 



safe, protect-the-ball-first plan that foeused on the rnn. 

~E] Bex Score I [] Slide Show 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

In Florida, where the Jets beat Jacksonville, Tim Tebow hat] nothing to do for the winning team. He 

might have been luekier to have ended up with the losers. 

ART$ 

Brt~adway on the Elbe 

"Tarzan," "The ][,ion King" and now "Rocky" are tnrning Hamburg, Germany, into a profitable eity 
big, splashy musicals. 

~A 
Iht in Germany, a ’Rocky Musical Aims at Broadway 

MUSIC REVIEVV 

What is a Rolling Stones show in 2ore? At the Barelays Center in Brooklyn on Saturday it was 
slapping guitar Dora Keith Riehards and irrepressible stamina Dom Miek dagger. 

~kiKe 
the Band They Follow, Stones Fans Are Grayer but Still Spry 

THEATER REVIEW I ’GLENGARRY GLEN ROSS’ 

Ft~g~e fo~ ~++rung:Out q’i~hoPt+s 

In Daniel Sullivan’s deflated prodnetion of "Glengarry Glen Ross," snbtext has been dragged to the 

surface and beached like a rusty submarine. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

1~ Bid fo~ Spo~ts l)omi~a~ce, Ya’hoo and NBC Make ~eb l)ea~ 

The two media companies will promote each other’s online sports offerings and will wm’k together to 
produce original video content for the Web. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
D,~MiVY=>.,"M Aims to Slfi~ to Web Streami~g as a 

The radio station WM~W-FM in Martha’s Vineyard may be reinvented as a nonprofit Web streaming 
venture if it can raise $6oo,ooo in donations. 

aoh~t Silva~ Maker of "I’elecopter’ Camera, Dies at 9a 

Mr. Silva earned two Emmy Awards for his pioneering technical work, inelnding fi~r his conversion 
of a small helicopter into the first airborne virtual television stndio. 

o More Media & AdveltJsinq biews ~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Fire Safety i~ Garment Factories 
Recent deadly fires in Bangladesh and t akistan show the need to protect the people who make our 
clothes. 

EDITORIAL 

**~ Questlo~ of Ho~or, Falr~ess a~(| PT~D 

Vietnam veterans are suing the armed forces, arguing that they had PTSD when they were given 

other-than-honorable diseharges. 

EDITORIAL 

Checking tt~e Costs of Homela~d Sec~rlty 
Senator Tom Coburn is right to demand greater vigilance from Congress on the state of the program 
and its costs. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Robots a~d Robbe~" 

Why are workers being leR behind? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



Sonth Africans have some advice for Egypt~ Libya and other conntries trying to emerge from 

oppressive rnle. 

~ Columnist Page [ Bieg 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

f.::: :.:;:,i. :.:i i.::i:L,.’:i)’,i 

Snsan E. Rice’s support fro’ Afi~can despots over the years wonld make her a troubling selection for 

secretary of state. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. lO, 1948, the U.N. General Assembly adopted its Universal Declaration o:1 Hnman Rights. 

See :[’[:is Front Page 

g~v ~I’his Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 11:13 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] FW: CHE Scholarly Colloquium article 

I thought I’d forward this article from today’s Chronicle of Higher Education. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell -- 

Fax- 919.962.-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: v~’v~’v~’.u~c.edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: www,csr~cor~ference,o~:g 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Nick Infante <nick _@corp.collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: Monday, December 10, 2012 8:47 AM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: CHE Scholarly Colloquium article 

Richard- 

Greetings from Clips. Good Monday Morning. 

Great article on the CHE site: "NCAA’s Tolerance for Dissenting Views at Its Academic Forum Appears in Doubt." Good remarks by you. 

The parts about the NCAA’s Wally Renfro are interesting. I don’t know for sure, but I have read about!heard about/observed him to be one of the 
more, ah, sensitive (over-sensitive?) NCAA people around. Qualifier: If I worked at the NCAA for a long time I would get sensitive!oversensitive 

too. Seemingly everybody seems to want to complain about the NCAA seemingly all the time. That must get tired. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty-ath~etics-f~rum&~=32521558 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32521558-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Esther Cooper Jackson 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Dr. Hildebrand recommended I contact Esther Cooper Jackson this week to discuss her talk for the conference. Though he recommended I speak to you first before doing so. is 

there anything in particular you’d like me to address with her? [ knew we are still working out how to set up her presentation. Dr. Hildebrand said we might consider her recording 

it in advance, though we’d miss the interaction of questions and answers. Please let me know of your thoughts. Also I do not have her contact information, should I get that from 

you of Dr. Hildebrand? 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 



~:ror~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.ur~c.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Med Deli Menu for Review 

Med Deli Menu .pdf 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Attached you will find the proposed menu that Med DeE sent me. Please review and I can confirm with them. I know you mentioned negotiating with them so let me know if you’d 

like to speak with them first. 

~live.unc.edu 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:39 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

So you know if these reservations are for the conference? April, the manager at the stone center is telling me that the multipurpose room is already reserved but I am not sure. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

_~live.unc.edu 

From: <Spruill>, April R <.a__p___r_!L_s_p__r___u_!!_L__@____u__n___c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Monday, 12:36 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi 

Unfortunately those dates are not available. AFAM has the Hitchcock Room on the from lpm-7:3Opm; I’m assuming this is for the same thing. And the 

are not available due to an event Dr. Jordan has agreed to host in the Stone Center. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From= 
Sent= Monday, 12:07 PM 
To= Spruill, April R 
Subject= Re: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 
Hi April, 

I wanted to check back in to see if you had finalized your schedule for next semester. We’d like to reserve the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room for 

and all day on                  (8:00am-5:OOpm). Please let me know if these days/times are available. Thanks for your help. 

and 

(4:30pm - 7:00pm) 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <Spruill>, April R <april...spruill@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 4:21 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi 

We have yet to release the rooms to the public as we haven’t finalized our spring program schedule. Keep checking back. Hopefully this will be done within the 

next couple of weeks. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From= 
Sent= Thursday, " 11:15 AM 
To= Spruill, April R 
Subject= Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 
Hi April, 

I am working with the AFAMiAFRI Department and I am wondering if anyone has officially reserved the Hitchcock Multipurpose room for our conference which will be from 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



.~. live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:35 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: Call for papers:     Annual "Abriendo Brecha" Cont~rence 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

ABRIENDO BRECHA 

ACTIVISM * SCHOLARSHIP * JUSTICE 

University of Texas at Ans~dn 

We invite you to The Universi~ of Texas at Austin    Annual "Abriendo Brecha" Conference on Activist Scholarship. To celebrate onr first decade, we have 

decided to cast this Cont~rence as a reunion of all the firs~t rate scholar-activists "that UT has produced in the past ten years, and to learn ficom the work "that they are 

doing across this country, and beyond. We "also want to invite current students to submit proposals for paper presentations. While we roll not be able to 

accommodate all "the submission in the AB Progra2n, we hope you attend our forums and panel sections as this will be an occasion tbr you to connect with old friends 

and colleagues, and to strengthen the network of activist scholars. 
IMPORTANT: Students interested in presenting at AB should send a short abstract along name and title of paper to abriendobrechasx~gmail.com by Friday~ 

¯ Keep in mind: while this call aims to accommodate current s~tudents (regaxdless your status, i.e., if you axe in the tield, taJ~ing courses, or on leave) in 

the conference, we will have to select the subtnissions that best fit in the conversations on Activism, Activism and Justice. 

Abriendo Brecha will take place between Thursday,           and Saturday           . It will include thiee featured speakers who, though they have no fom~al 

connection with UT, we consider to be inspiration~ leaders in the theory and practice of activist research methodologies. They will anchor each of the three days with a 

featured lecture, and possibly other activities¯ 

Please direct all email correspondence to Jaime Alves at: 

abriendobrechasx(~gmail¯com 

Shannon Speed, 

Cha~lie Hale 

The ABX Organizing Committee 

abriendobrechasx~gma~l.com 

A paz d fmto dajustica! 

La paz es fi’dto de la justicia 

,, -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32522421-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

It was on the advice of      and       that we moved the conference up from    to               was present for all the meetings were the decisions were made 
about the site for the conference, and he voiced his support. He has also received every update, and every update identifies the Stone Center as the location for the 
conference. BUTwe should have confirmed. That’s my fault. IAH would be absolutely terrific for Friday and Saturday, and there may be a space in Global Studies that could 
work as well. The Pleasants Meeting Room in Wilson library is a little large, but that might work. We can still do the dramatic reading and reception on Thursday at the Stone 
Center as planned,     nailed that date so be sure that could begin working on the performance. -Reg 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Monday, 12:43 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject-" RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Dear Reg, 

1 hope you are doing well. Kindly see below. 

From the first draft of the schedule which indicated that the conference would be at the Stone Center, I thought this matter was settled by the planning committee since 
was on that committee. 

At any rate, it seems this is not the case. I will ask to start looking for another space for the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, :[2:39 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi Dr. Sahle~ 

So you know if these leservations are for the conference? April, the manager at the stone center is telling tne that the multipurpose room is already reserved but I am 

not sure. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel t till 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Spruill>, April R <april spruill@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:36 PM 

To: ~]_!.v__.e_= ~_ ~__c_..__e_.d__.u_. > 

Subje~: RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi 

Unfortunately those dates are not available. AFAM has the Hitchcock Room on the from ipm-7:3Opm; l’m assuming this is for the same thing. And the 

are not available due to an event Dr. Jordan has agreed to host in the Stone Center. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From-" 
Sent; Monday, :t2:07 PM 
To: Spruill, April R 
Subject-" Re: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 
Hi April, 
I wanted to check back in to see if you had finalized your schedule for next semester. We’d like to reserve the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room for 

and all day on                  (8:00am-5:00pm). Please let me know if these days/times are available. Thanks for your help. 

and 

(4:30pm - 7:00pm) 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@~live.unc.edu 

From: <Spruill>, April R <april spruill@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                 4:2:~ PM 

Subject: RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi 

We have yet to release the rooms to the public as we haven’t finalized our spring program schedule. Keep checking back. Hopefully this will be done within the 

next couple of weeks. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (9:1_9) 962-3725 

Sent: Thursday, 11:15 AM 
To; Spruill, April R 
Subject; Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 
Hi April, 
I am working with the AFAMiAFRI Department and I am wondering if anyone has officially reserved the Hitchcock Multipurpose room for our conference which will be from 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: jackson contact info 

at the bottom of this email I sent you on you will find the contact inf,armation Press on, -Prof H 

From: Hildebrand. Reginald F 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: jackson contact info 

10:13 AM 

this is the contact information for Esther Cooper Jackson. She is 95 and has been in the fight :[’or racial and social justice since the 1930s She worked with, and was a personal friend 
of, both W.EB. Du Bois and Shirley Graham Du Bois. She was also the founding editor of an important journal called FRE]b;DOMWAYS. I have asked Prof. Sahle if we could bump her 
honorarium up from what we are giving panelists. I suggested at least $500 and I will also be thinking of some sort of plaque or gift we can send to her as well as a tribute I saw Prof. Sahle 
this morning and she looks swamped! I doubt that she will be able to even think about this until Thursday, So, if you need or want to touch base with her before you contact Ms 
Jackson... you probably should wait until after the department meeting on Wednesday. We just need to begin to get the logistics ~2~r Ms. Jackson’s talk worked out with her and with the 
Stone Center. ’]’hanks much. -Prol! H 

> 

>From: @earthlink net [ ~earthlink net] 
>Sent: Thursday,             10:02 PM 
>To: tIildebrand, Reginald F B 
>Subject: jackson contact info 
> 

>Hi Reg, 

>I kept forgetting to send this info. 

>Esther Cooper Jackson 

>Phone: 
> 

>As I indicated in my phone message, she is reluctant to travel (She will be 95 in August.) Nevertheless, she seemed happy to be considered and wants to discuss the possibility of 
speaking at the UNC Souls event. I gave her your name. I hope you can call her soon. 
> 

>Happy Solstice! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, 4:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wotld" News & Notes Digest 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Mond ay 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

- Bob McDonaJd, CEO of Proctor & Gamble, lecture at 5:30 PM in tl~e Komy Auditorium of the McColl Building as part of the Kenan-Flagler Business 

School Dean’s Speaker Series. Mr. McDonald’s talk will focus on P&G’s Global Water Project work in Africa. 

.https://secure.www.alumnicomiections.conv’olc/pub/UBS/events/UBS2358638.html 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

The Swamp Fox An Endeavors mag~ine feature on Bland Simpson, a UNC professor whose writing has tbcused primarily on the Outer CoasIal Plain region of 
NorthCavolina. Formoreinformation:http://endeavors.unc.edtv’the swan~p tbx?utm source Endeavors+newsletter&utm campaign 3t94d76c2d- 

Endeavors                 30 2012&utm ~nedimn e~nail 

WATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

UNC-Ctt Student Receives Coastal Policy Fellowship-                a doctoral candidate in [YNC’s Curriculum tbr the Environment and Ecology prograan 

was recently awarded a     Coastal Policy Fellowship sponsored by the N.C. Coastal Resources Law, Planning and Policy Center and North Carolina Sea Grant. 

The Mbrementioned t~llowship progran~ is designed to tbster researeh on coastal policy issues wiflain North Carolina, including exploration of the legal implications. 

work will be to compare and contrast climate adaptation practices in North Carolina and Maryland in an attempt to assess thctors that influence a 

co~nmunity’s degree of planning for sea level rise. For ~nore information:http:/iwww.ncseaarant.o~a/home/about-ncsg/news- events? 

task showArticle&id 1360&cateaorv news&limitstaxt 

New Challenges Lead to New Stormwater Utility Models- An editorial piece from the Environmenta1 Finance Center at kgiqC that details the high cost of 

maintaining stormwater utilities across the state of North Carolina. For more information: http:/iefc.web.unc.edu/i inew-cha~lenges-lead-to- new- s~tormwater- 
utility- models/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water ]hi Our \Vorld"- For more information on the thelne and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

ht~://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions. comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Mond ay 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

- Bob McDonaJd, CEO of Proctor & Gamble, lecture at 5:30 PM in tl~e Komy Auditorium of the McColl Building as part of the Kenan-Flagler Business 

School Dean’s Speaker Series. Mr. McDono]d’s talk will focus on P&G’s Global Water Project work in Africa. 

.https://secure.www.alumnicomiections.conv’olc/pub/UBS/events/UBS2358638.html 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

The Swamp Fox An Endeavors mag~ine feature on Bland Simpson, a UNC professor whose writing ha~s tbcused primarily on the Outer CoasIal Plain region of 
North Carolina. Formoreinformafion:http://endeavors.unc.edtv’the swan~p tbx?utm source Endeavors+newsletter&utm campaign 3t94d76c2d- 

Endeavors                 30 2012&utm ~nedimn e~nail 

WATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

UNC-Ctt Student Receives Coastal Policy Fellowship-                a doctoral candidate in [YNC’s Curriculum tbr the Environment and Ecology prograan 

was recently awarded a     Coastal Policy Fellowship sponsored by the N.C. Coastal Resources Law, Planning and Policy Center and North Carolina Sea Grant. 

The Mbrementioned t~llowship progran~ is designed to tbster researeh on coastal policy issues wiflain Norih Carolina, including exploration of the legal implications. 

work will be m compare and contrast climate adaptation practices in North Carolina and Maryland in an attempt to assess thctors that influence a 

co~nmunity’s degree of planning for sea level rise. For ~nore information:http:/iwww.ncseaarant.o~a/home/about-ncsg/news- events? 

task showArticle&id 1360&cateaorv news&limitstast 

New Challenges Lead to New Stormwater Utility Models- An editorial piece from the Environmenta] Finance Center at k~qC that details the high cost of 

maintaining stormwater utilities across the state of North Carolina. For more information: http:/iefc.web.unc.edu, inew-cha]lenges-lead-to- new- s~tormwater- 
utility- models/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water ]hi Our \Vorld"- For more information on the thelne and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

ht~://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions. comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:35 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Esther Cooper Jackson 

I am sending this to you now, because I am in the midst of grading, and I fear that I may forget tomorrow....but in regards to the presentation by Ms. Jackson, I agree 
with Prof. Sahle. Something "in the can" will give us one less thing to worry about on I hope that all your exams are done and you can take a deep breath, and 

then... Press on, -Prof. H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqyxedanouxqy@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 12:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

New addition to International Library of Sociology Series 

Request your Copy of "Trsnsforming images’= today! 
Is this email not displsying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For’,qsrd to a Flier~d 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Eunice, 

Recommended for Academic Libraries 

Transforming Images 

Screens, affect, futures 

Contemporary social and cultural life is increasingly organized 

around a logic of self-transformation, where changing the body is 

functions within this transformative logic to indicate the potential 

of a materiaiiy better time. The book ex#eres the crucial role that 

in making possible, or not, the materialization of a better future. 

Coiertlan asks the questk?ns: which [utures are appareling and to 

Wt )(3 [~] ? ~I~ C))X’ ~] ~) ~mages h~p into and r¢~produce w~d~H social and 

Drawing on the recent ’turns’ to affect and emotion and to 

understanding life in terms of wtality, intensity and ’liveness’ in 

soc~a~ and cultural theory, the book develops a framework for 

scr~ens across popular culture --. [h~ scr~ens of shopping, 

makeover television programs, online dieting plans and 

government health campaigns - it traces how images of self- 

transformation bdng the future into the present and effectively 

Transformdng/mages will be of ~n~eres~ 

wod<ing~nsock~k~gy, medias1 d~s, cultural studies and gender 

studies. 

Learn more about our International LibraN of Sociology 

Read mere about the author and this new book by visiting our 

website. 

Stein up bv subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscdbe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside olIganisstions 

Copyrighl [] 2012 Taylor & Francis. an Info~ma business 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name og Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under rio 107295,’1. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, \&I!T 3JH 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and oilers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 



You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We [espect your privacy and will not rJisclose, rent or seil you[ errlail arJdress to any outside orgarfisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Inferma business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered iR England under no. 1072954 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,~H 

If yo[i wish to unsubscdbe, plesse click on the link beiow Please note this is an 8utomated operstion. 

http://t an df.msgfocus.com/u/llwTC670sYH kjrwp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Obesity in Young Is Seen as Falling in Several Cities 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i E,’!Rorials I Op-Ed I On This 

D~tornize~@dav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 11, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Obesity in Young is Seen as 

Faililig in SeverM Cities 

The deefines are small but 
significant because they offer the 
first indication that the obesity 
epidemic, one of file nation’s most 
intractable health problems, may be 
reversing course. 

Morsi’s Opponents Describe 

Abuse by Peesldent’s AHies 

Revelations that Islamist supporters 
of Mohamed Morsi detained dozens of 
his political opponents last week 
threaten to undermine the Egyptian 
president’s eredibifity. 

DF-ALBOOK 

HSBC to Pay 81,92 Biillion Fine to Settle clllarges Over Lamlderlng 

Federal and state authorities plan to announce a $L9 billion settlement with HSBC on Tuesday, a 

major victory in the government’s broader crackdown on money laundering at banks. 

o NYlimes corn Home Pa.,qe ~) 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s been nothing b~t bad newsjbr 30 ~tears, so the fact that we Imve any good ~ews is a hi9 stor~t~ 
DR. THO~IAS FAKLEY~ health commissioner in New ~urk, one of several cities reporting 
decline in the number of obese sehuo[childrem 

ARTS 

Celebrating Renee 

R~blnson 
Alvin Alley American 
Dance Theater feted the retiring 
dancer at City Center Theater on 
Sunday evening. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

For Marriage Eqnali~,~ the 

Racking up more state legislative 
victories and continuing the 
momentum in public opinion are vital as the Supreme Court considers same-sex couple marriage. 

House hunting in ,.. Mexico 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

See images of San Miguei de Allende a hillside home 
built by ad:isans 

Tapping Into the potential of stylish living in Peru 

WORLD 

Pentagon Says Afghan Forces Still Need Assistance 

Just one of 23 Afghan brigades is able to operate on its own without air or other military support 
fi’om the United States or NATO, a report found. 



Ew,.,pfian President Tr~es to Clarify MH~tary Order 

The directive to keep pnblic order during Saturday’s constitutional referendum was not a bhmket 

authorization for the Egyptian Army, a spokesman said. 

Lib)~m Reluctance Hampers U,S, investigation Into Deadly Benghazi 

Three months after the attack that killed Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens, the Libyan 

authorities are loath to move against Islamist extremist suspects who belong to powerful militias. 

¯ More World News 

M~etfigan Labor Fight Cleaves a Un~un I~ulwark 

With Democratic leaders warning of lasting political discord, Michigan’s Republican-led Legislature 

was on the verge of approving new limits to nnions. 

Obama, V~3th Shoe-Collar Backdrop, P~si~es fl*r Higher Taxes o~ the R~chest 

President Obama took to the road again in the fiscal debate, touring a German-owned truck factory 

in Michigan where a new investment of $~2o million was announced. 

Drought and Economy Plague Sheep Farmers 

Over the last few years, skyrocketing costs, a brutal drought and plunging lamb prices have 

battered sheep ranchers across the country. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Boom hi ~4ongo|]a Deflates After Deal That Stavted It Is Threate~md 

New regulations in Mongolia could stifle a deal to develop the Oyu Tolgoi mine, the world’s biggest 

new source of copper, and hurt the country’s broader economy. 

Apps for Children Fail Short on Disclosure to Parents, Report Says 

Only ~o percent of mobile apps for children provided disclosures about their data collection 

practiees, according to a new Federal Trade Commission report. 

DEALBOOK 

Bailout Over, UoSo Treasury Phms to Sell AoLGo Shares 

The government will sell its final holdings of the American International Group, the insurance 

giant it bailed out in 2008 - and at a profit. 

S P 0 RTS 

ON BASEBALL 

Royals Trade the Fntnre fur 

Kansas City, which missed the playoffs for the 27th year in a row, has made a major sacrifice in 

executing the next phase of its plan, trading the minor league player of the year to the Rays for two 

starters. 

N.FL FAST FORWARD 

Facing a Defhfing S~mday After a De~a~tlng One 

A dream day of matchups next Sunday was set up by a series of sometimes stunning results that 

elevated some teams and exposed others that had seemed assured of playoff runs. 

NFL ROUNDUP 

Rhlh~g Brady, Patriots VVh~p a Collter~der 

Tom Brad)’ threw four touchdown passes as the New England Patriots turned their much-hyped 

game against the visiting Houston Texans into a 42-~4 mismatch on Monday night. 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

DANCE REVIBN 

A Compelling Sah~te to 

In her finale after more than 3o years of professional dancing, Renee Robinson was still a 

eompelling image of style. 

~ Slide Show 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

°Zero Dark Thh’~" Catches Even Cant Members by 

At a luncheon for "Zero Dark Thirty," one of the film’s co-stars, dason Clarke, said that he didn’t 

expect the fihn to open with a scene involving the World ’IYade Center. 

Jemfi R~vera, Mex~camAmer~can $~nger~ D~es at 43 

Ms. Rivera was one of the biggest stars of banda, a brassy, percussive form of Spanish-language pop 

music. 

o Mole Arts 

SCIENCE TIMES 

A Rising T~de of No~se Is Now Easy’ to See 

The depths have become a noisy place because of human activity, and experts say the rising clamor 
is particularly dangerons to marine mammals. 

Hawking and CERN Teams ~,V[n Prizes From R~sslan 

Ynri Milner, a billionaire who deseribes himself as a "failed physicist," is set to announee 

multimillion-dollar prizes to Stephen Hawking and researehers at CERN for the diseovery o[ the 

Higgs boson. 

Oppor~,m~ty~ a Mars Rover Pant its Bent-By Date, Keeps Goh~g 

NASA’s older rover, whieh landed on the red planet in 2oo4, has been exploring an intriguing plot 

of Martian real estate. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~d Qaeda h~ Syria 

The presence of rebel fighters in Syria that were trained and supported by AI Qaeda poses a serious 

problem for the United States and ~ estel~ allies~ 

EDITORIAL 

A Republican measure to damage unions that is expected to be approved by the State Legislature 

would reduce wages and benefits in a hub of the labor movement. 

EDITORIAL 

\4!he~ a Fh~rrlcal~e Strain, s Those h~ Need 

Mayor Bloomberg must require the New York City Housing Authority to draft a workable 

emergency response plan for public housing that it did not have for Hurricane Sandy. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Show Me the Money 

When college sports executives get together, it’s not the athletes or their educations that they talk 

about. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The God Gh~t 

A West Point cadet’s experience suggests our lax observance of the line between church and state. 

~ Cokimnist Page ] Blot.?, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Social Sc~em~e Palooza III 

Social science continues to remind us of the power of social context, and the thousands of variables 



that shape out’ unconscious. Here’s a smattering of recent research. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dee. 11, 1941, Germany and Italy declared war on the United States; the U.S. responded in 

kind. 

* See This Frm~t Page 

* Buy Th~s Fro~t Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for NYlimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I ,’%1racy ,’°olicy i Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:35 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Touching base 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I am doing well! Exams are always a bus?- lime but rm halfway done now. I am planning to have a new draft of my thesis done by Thursday night. I would be happy to 

meet an.vtime on Thursday or Friday morning before 12, if that works for you! 

Thank you, 

On Tue, at 7:34 AM, Sable, Eunice <eanice@email.anc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

How are gou? I would like us to meet before you leave campus for the holida‘/s. Can we meet this week? 

I hope ,/our exams are going well. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 10:44 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr"~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Congratulalions 

Dear Kemqeth, 

Hearty congratulations for your selection as an Academic Leadership Fellow at the Institute of the Arts and Humanities This is a great honor for our department, and I wish you great 

success in your activities there. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }lill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.. 



Flolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 11:41 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Okinawan Theater, Japanese Stones, ttoliday Shopping, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news [rom the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Tomorrow! 
Tea at Two: "Theater of the Streets: Popular 
Performance in Postwar OMnawa" 
Wednesday, 12 December, 2:00 PM 

On selected Wednesdays, Tea at Two features a special guest speaker 

accompanied by refreshments and conversation. 

Acktand members are invited to join us 

this Wednesday for an exptoration of 

the performing arts and artistic tile in 

postwar Japan, as Chris Nelson 

(Anthropotogy, UNC-Chapet Hitt) 

examines the rote of theater and 

comedy in shaping and reshaping 

Japanese cultural memory. 

Nelson’s recent book, Dancing with the 

Dead: Memory, Performance, and 

Everyday Life in Postwar Okinawa, 

examines traditional forms of social 

organization and genres of ritual and 

performance, building on severat years 

of ethnographic and archival research 

that he carried out in Okinawa, Japan. 

Presented in connection with Elegance and Extravagance: Japanese 

Posters from the A4errilt C. Berman Collection. 

Free for members I $10 for non-member guests. 

An RSVP is required, as space is limited: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the generosity of Shirtey Drechse[ and Wayne 

Vaughn. 

Book Club Night 
Thursday, 13 December, 6:30 PM 

This speciat program for art- and book- 

[overs Mike focuses on Japanese poetry 

in connection with the AckIand Art 

Museum’s Season of Japan 

exhibitions. 

Throughout the Batteries, visitors wilt 

find poems paired with works of art on 

view. After reading and looking, 

explore the artistic connections that 

hnk these works with friends from 

your book dub--or meet new book- 

[overs--in a guided discussion. 

Free and open to the public. No RSVP 

required. 

Hlustrated Talk & Book Signing 
"The Aesthetics and Spirit of Stones in Japan" 
Saturday, 15 December, 3:00 PM 



Norris Brock Johnson (UNC-Chapel Hill, 

Professor Emeritus, Anthropoiosy) will 

discuss archaic and contemporary 

animistic conceptions of stones and 

rocks both naturally-occurring and 

placed, as well as rituatized behaviors 

toward them. Examples from Professor 

Johnson’s recent book, Tenry6-ji: The 

Life and Spirit of a Ky6to Garden, reinforce rocks and stones as the basis 

of garden landscaping in Japan. A book signing wi[i follow the talk. 

Free and open to the public. No RSVP required. 

Ange[s,.,and Airplanes 
Natalia Goncharova’s ~tystical Images of War 

For its contribution to the campus- 

wide celebration of The Rite of Spring 

at 100, the Ackiand Art Museum is 

exhibiting Natal.ia Goncharova’s 

Mystical Images of War, a powerfu[ 

portfolio of fourteen Lithographs 

published in Moscow the year after 

Stravinsky’s artistic bombshell. 

With their fascinating combination of 

primitivism and modernity, violence 

and redemption, Goncharova’s hybrid 

images, published just after the 

outbreak of the First WorLd War, 

bring together many of the features 

that characterized the radicality of 

Strav~nsky’s piece. Learn more about the exhibition. 

On view through 6 January 2013. 

Ho|iday Shoppin~ at the Ack[and Museum Store 

Open unti! 8:00 PM this Friday, 14 December, 
for 2nd Friday ArtWalk! 

EXTENDED HOLIDAY HOURS 

Now throu~lh the end of the year: 

Monday-Tuesday: I0:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10:00 AM o 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM (extended hours) 

Friday-Saturday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

Christmas Eve, Monday, 24 December: I0:00 AM- 4:00 PM 

Christmas Day, Tuesday, 25 December: CLOSED 

Wednesday, 26 December: CLOSED 

New Year’s Eve, Monday, 31 December: 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

New Year’s Day, Tuesday, I January: CLOSED 



The JAPANESE MARKET continues at the MUSEUM STORE 
through 31 December 2012, 

LooMn~ Ahead... 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 18 December 

12:00-1:00 PM 

Coming 1 February 2013 

More Love: Art, Pol,itics, and 

Sharin~ since the 1990s 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and publ,ic prosrams are made possibl.e by 

~enerous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends l,iRe 

you. 

Become a member of the Ackl,and Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dol,[ars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackl.and’s e-news? Send an email, to the editor. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Sankef Kanze Noh, 1958; color screenprint. Merrill C. Berman 

Co[[ection. 

Cami[te Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the O~se, Near Ponto~se, 1876; oil on canvas. AcMand Fund. 

Ando Hiroshise, Japanese, 1 796-1858: Untitled, n.d.; cotor woodblock print. UNC Art Department Co~tection. 

Nata[ia Goncharova, Russian, 1881-1962: Angels and Aeropianes from A~yst~cal tma~es o]~ War, 1914; [ithosraph. 

Lent by Peter and Cecity Nisbet. ~ 2012 Artists Rishts Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: ~tore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. ~ Tracey Emin, 

Courtesy the artist and Lehmann k~aupin Ga[tery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Forward this email 

This email was sen~ to eunice@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc~edu 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith Safe[JnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :[0:[ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global Studies 

Tuesday, 3:33 PM 

For CIAS l?aculU <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

a2filiatel~ ulb,@li stserv .unc .edu 

[ciasfaculty] GENDER, WAR AND VIOLENCE: [~EMEMBEPdNG THE 1990s BALKi~N WARS 

From the Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies: 

The DUKE-UNC "GENDER~ WAR AND CULTURE" Series (http://gwc,web,unc,edu/) 
CO-CONVI~ERS: 
UNC-Chapel Hill College of Arts & Sciences, UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies, UNC Center for European Studies, UNC Center for Global Initiatives, 
UNC Institute for the Arts and Humanities, UNC Curriculum in Peace, War and Defense, UNC History Department, UNC Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, Research 
Triangle Seminar Series on the History of Military, War and Society, Triangle Institute for Security Studies and West Triangle Chapter of the United Nations Association. 

Events with Dubravka Zarkov, Associate Professor of Gender, Conflict and Development at the International InstituM of Social Studies at the Erasmus Universi~ 
Ro~erdam. She punished The Body of War: Media, Ethnici~ and Gender in the Break-up of Yugoslavia (2007) and Gender, Conflict, Development (2008). 

Th~rsday~ 
5:00-9:00 p~ UNC-Chapel Hill, Fed~ Global Center, Nel~n Handela Auditorium 
Robe~ M, 3enkins (UNC, Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies): THE 1990s BALKAN WA~ - AB~EFI~DU~ON 

5:20 pm: MOVIE SCREENING: 
"ZN THE ~ND OF BLOOD AND HONEY" 
(USA,    ), Director: Angeli~a ]olie 
Set against the backdrop of the Bosnian War that tore the Balkan region apa~ in the 1990% In the Land of Blood and Honey tells the sto~ of Danijel and Ajla, a man and a 
woman from different sides of a brutal ethnic conflict. Danijel, a soldier fighting for the Serbs, and Ajla, a Bosnian held captive in the camp he oversees, knew each other 
before the war, and could have found love with each other. But as the armed conflict takes hold of their lives, their relationship grows darker, their motives and connection to 
one another ambiguous, their allegiances uncer~in. 

h~p:!/~Jnthe~andofbloodandhoney.com/ 
B~ 
7=20 p~= POIDIUM IDISCUSSION ON THE MO~E= 6ENDE~ W~ AND ~OLENCE IN THE &990s BA~ W~ 
MODE~TION= Kava Hage~aB~ (UNC-Chapel Hill Depa~ment of Histo~) 
ROUNDT~= 

Robert M. 3enkins (UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies) 

Dubravka Zarkov (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The International Institute of Social Studies) 

Adrian Dzuhmur (UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies) 

.31oanne Hershfield (UNC Department of Women’s and Gender Studies) 

4:00-6-’00 pro, UNC Institute for the Arts and Humanities, Hyde Hall, University Room 

PUBLIC LECTURE: 
MASCULINITY~ SEXUAL VIOLENCE~ AND ETHNICITY IN THE 1.990s BALKAN WARS AND BEYOND 
IDubravka Zarkov (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The International Institute of Social Studies) 
The wars in former Yugoslavia were notorious for the rape of women as one of the major war strategies. It is less known fact that, within the war camps, detained men faced 
systematic sexual assaults too. Why were the assaults on men invisible? Why the academics and media that wrote extensively about rapes of women did not pay attention to 
sexual assaults on men? Is this a special, isolated case, or are there other wars and violent conflicts where sexual assaults on men are invisible? And if the violated bodies of 
men were exposed in other conflicts, what accounts for this exposure? In trying to answer those questions, the lecture explores the nexus of masculinity, heteronormativity 
and power, in intersections with ethnicity, race, and religion. 

12:00 am-2:00 pro, UNC-Chapel Hill, FedEx Global Center, Room 4003 

LUNCHEON READING SEMINAR: GENDER~ SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND WAR 
with IDubravka Zarkov (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The International Institute of Social Studies) 

For the reading see:_h__~p__:J_]_g~£_.~_e___b__.__u____n_&_e___d___u__/_. 
MOIDERATION-" Karen Hagemann (UNC Department of History) 
INTRODUCIION: 

¯ Dubravka Zarkov (Erasmus University Rotterdam, The International Institute of Social Studies) 

COMMENTS: 

¯ Sarah E. Wagner 0"he George Washington University, Department of Anthropology) 

Michele Lew (North Carolina A&T State University, Department of English) 

A registration for the Luncheon Reading Seminar is necessary until 
Please register with ~email.unc.edu 
Organizers: 

Karen Hagemann, James G. Kenan Distinguished Professor of History, Email:h~c]emann@unc.edu 

Robert M. Jenkins, Director, UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies, Email:[jenkins@emaiLunc.edu 

Jacqueline M. Olich, Associate Director, UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies, Email:jmolich@email.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11,2012 4:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you’re having a good week so far. 

Does Monday at 2pm still work for you? Since Carroll Hall can be really hard to navigate, I can meet you on the front steps of Carroll, on the side that faces the 
Polk Place quad. How does that sound? I can also get you a parking spot if it’s easier for you to drive to Carroll. 

I think we should be able to do the session in about an hour. Is there anything in particular you would like to talk about or practice? Among other things, I 
thought we could talk some about the department, why it’s necessary and some of the reforms that are being put in place to make sure there aren’t academic 
irregularities. Does that sound ok? 

Thanks again for coming by next week. I look forward to getting together! 

Rob 

Rob Holliday ¯ News Studio Manager ’ The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hil~ 

919.843.6322 (office) [ (mobile) ] 919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob_holliday@unc.edu 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 5:00 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

That works. 

Nany than~. 

From= Holliday, Rob 

Sent= Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:47 PH 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Sounds great thanks ~ much, Eunice. I’m looking forward to working wifl~ ?~ou. Would 2pm on Mon&y (12/17) work? 

Rob 

~mm: <Sable>, [unice N <eun~ce@emaH.unc.edu> 

~ate: Wednesdag, Oecember 5, 2012 3:43 PM 

Tm 8ob Nollidag <rob holHdag@unc.edu> 

5ub~e~: 8[: Media ~nterview Training Session? 

:::::: Yes, I would Hke to ~ke the training. ~ecember ~7 and 18 an~me ~n the a~ernoon would work. 

?:~ gest w~shes and Iook~n~ 

~ Sent= Tuesday, December 04, 2022 ~0:06 AM 

~ To= SaNe, Eunice N 

::~:: ~ee ~eid from the 



What does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. 

iii I look forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

All the best, 

Rob Holliday ¯ News Studio Manager. The U,~iversity of North Caroli~a at Chapel 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) 1919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob holliday@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11,2012 4:59 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Excellent - thanks, Eunice! I’ll see you at 2pm on Monday, then. 

Rob 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, December :1:1, 20:12 4:26 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

::i:: Thanks so much for your email. 

:::::: Yes, Monday at 2.pm works from this end and let’s meet on the front steps of Carroll Hall. The topics you have are suggest are great for the session. 

:~i:~ Best wishes and see you then, 
::i:: Eunice 

::~:: 
~ From: Holliday, Rob 
iii Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:05 PM 
iiiiiI To: SaMe, Eunice N 
i~i Subject: Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

iii Hi Professor SaNe 

iii I hope you’re having a good week so f:ax. 

Does Monday at 2pm still work for you? Since Carroll Hall can be really hard to navigate, I can meet yon on the front steps of Carroll, on the side that faces the 

Polk Place qua& How does that sonnd? I can also get you a parking spot if it’s easier for you to drive to Carroll. 

I think we shonld be able to do the session in about an honr. Is there an~lhing in particnlar you would like to talk abont or practice? Among other things, I thought 

::i:: we could talk some about the department, why it’s necessary and some of the retbnns that are being put in place to maJae sure there axen’t academic irregularities. 

::i:: Does that sound ok? 

::i:: Thanks again tbr coming by’ next week. I look forward to getting together! 

Rob 

Rob Holliday. News Studio Manager. F~e L~a~versiD’ ~;~fN nrtb Caro~{~a at Ch:~pel Hill 

919.843.6322 (offke) I (mobile) 1919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob holliday~unc.edu 

iili From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

iii Date: Wednesday, December 5, 20:12 5:00 PM 

~ TO: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 
::i:: Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

:::::: :::::: Dear Rob, 

::~:: :::::: That works. 

:::::: i::i Many thanks. 
iii iii Eunice 

~i~ i~i From: Holliday, Rob 
~ ~ Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:47 PM 
i::i ::i:: To: Sahle, Eunice N 
iili ilill Subject: Re: Media Interview Training Session? 



From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Bate: Wednesday, Decemb~r 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Media interview Training Session? 

iiiiiI Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 

iii From." Holliday, Rob 
iiiiiI Sent; Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:06 AM 

iii To; Sahle, Eunice N 
ilill Subject-" Media Interview Training Session? 

i~i Hi Professor Sah~e, 

I hope your week is offto a good sta . 
iiiiii Dee Reid from the Gollege’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. 

i::i What does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

~i~ We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
iii extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the 

:::::: 

:::::: 

i~i 919.843.6322 (o~ice) I (mobile) 1919.843.9875 (studio) 

~i~ rob hollidav~,unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 11: 57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

On Africa/S ub- Saharan Africa - Some Select Titles, vaxiousaspects 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

LIST: 1237 
SPL 

Here are some select titles on the area/s of your specialisation 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Jan 2013"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges You 
may give a reference to this bulletin while ordering. For ordering details 
please refer at the end. 

1. Adversity to Advantage : The Saga of People of Indian Origin in South 
Africa / Editors: Anand Singh, Ravindra K Jain and Shobhita Jain. I st ed. 
Delhi, Kamla-Raj Enterprises. 2010. xvi, 179 p ills (partly col.) 
maps. 25 cm. (Journal of Social Sciences Special Volume - No. 11 ). 
List Price: $ 8530 Your Price: $ 76.80 
ISBN: 81852(y4562 KK-92131 

2. Africa and Energy Security : Global Issues, Local Responses / Editors: 

Ruchita Beri and Uttam Kumar Sinha. 1st ed New Delhi, Academic 

Foundation 2009. 260 p. ills. maps. 24 cm. 

In association with the Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses 

(]I)SA), New" Delhi 

List Price: $ 5970 Your Price: $ 53.70 

ISBN: 8171887545 KK-75501 

3. Africa, India and the New World Order /Dr. Surya Narain Yadav. 1st ed 
New Delhi, Jnanada Prakashan (P & D). 2009. x, 281 p. ills. 23 cm 
ListPrice: $60.00 Yourprice: $54.00 

ISBN: 9788171393015 KK-76733 

4. African American Women Playwrights : A Study in Race, Gender and (;lass / 
T. Sarada. 1 st ed New Delhi, Prestige Books 2010. 256 p. 22 cm. 
List Price: $4620 Your Price: $41.50 
ISBN: 8178510723 KK-81846 

5. African Culture and Tradition / A. P. Mathews. 1st ed New Delhi, Sumit 
Enterprises. 2009. vi, 258 p. ills. (col.). 23 cm. 
Listprice: $55.00 YourPrice: $49.50 

ISBN: 9788184201604     KK-78893 

6. African Politics and Government : Post-Cold War Challenges / Dr. Sur~’a 
Narain Yadav. 1st ed. iX,-e~v Delhi, Jnanada Prakashan (P & D). 2009. x, 285 
p. 23 cm. 
Listprice: $53.90 YourPrice: $48.50 

KK-75513 

7. African Women Novelists : Re-M~aging Gender / Edited by- Mala Pandmang 
and Ar~ze B artels. 1 st ed. Delhi, Pencraft International. 2010.216 p. 23 cm. 
ListPrice: $46.20 YourPrice: $41.50 
ISBN: 9788190941631     KK-87003 

8. Against Stigma : Studies in Caste, Race and Justice since Dinban / 
Edited by Bahnurli Natrajan and Paul Greenough. 1st ed. iX,-e~v Delhi, Orient 
Blackswan Private Limited. 2009. xii, 490 p. 23 cm. (Ncw Perspectives in 
South Asian Histoti~ - 26). 
Listprice: $55.00 YourPrice: $49.50 

ISBN: 9788125036005     KK-79216 

9. Agriculture in Development of Select African Co,retries : Lir~zages with 
Trade, Productivity, Livelihood and Food Securi~’. Jaipur, CUTS Consuruer 
Up.ity and Trust Society. 2011. 

ListPrice: $34.60(Ubd.) YourPrice: $31.20@Nd) 
ISBN: 9788182571426 KK-104262 

10. Apartheid and Indian South Africans / T. G. Ramamurthy. New Delhi, 
Reliance Publishing House. 1995. 
List Price: $ 26.90 Your Price: $ 24.20 
ISBN: 8185972877 KK-91400 

11 Art of Negro People / A P Mathews 1st ed. New Delhi, Sumit 
EntelT)rises. 2009 vi, 229 p. ills. (col.). 23 cm 
List Price: $ 5500 Your Price: $ 49.50 
ISBN: 9788184201598     KK-78859 



12. Articulating Resistance : In African American Slave Narratives / Seema 
Shalrna. 1st ed. New Delhi, Mittal Publications. 2012. x,~zi, 194 p. 23 cm 
ListP’rice: $45.80 Yourprice: $41.20 

ISBN: 8183244157 KK-108181 

13 Assessment of Democratic Trends in Nigeria / Editors: Sarafa I. 
Ogundiya, Ola~ewaju A. Olutayo and Jimoh Amzat 1st ed. New Delhi, Gyan 
Publishing House. 2011 413 p. ills. 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 65.00 Your Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9788121211369     KK-98779 

14 Bandung Revisited : The Legacy o:[’the 1955 Asian-Afi-ican Corfference for 

International Order / Editors: See Seng Tan and Amitav Achawa Singapore, 

N1JS Press Pte Ltd. 2008 248 p. 

List Price: $12220 (Ubd) YourPrice: $110.00 (Ubd) 

ISBN: 9789971693930     KK-104771 

15. The Baobab and the Mango Tree : Lessons about Development Afi-ican and 
Asian Contrasts / Nicholas Thompson and Scott Thompson. Bangkok, White 
Lotus Press 2000. 208 p 21 cm 
List Price: $ 88.20 (Ubd) Your Price: $ 79.40 (l~d.) 
ISBN: 978185(-,498104 KK-103094 

16 The Black Land History and Civilization of Ancient Egypt / Prol~ Merlin 

Peris. Colombo, Godage International Publishers (b’vt)Ltd. 2001. 144 p. 

List Price: $ 3850 Your Price: $ 34.60 

ISBN: 9552048680 KK-9494(~ 

17. ~Ilne Blogging Revolution : How the Newest Media Revolution is Changing 
Politics, Business and Culture in India, China, Iran, Syria, Egypt, Cuba 
and Saudi Arabia / Antony Loewenstein. I st Impression. Mumbai, Jaico 
Publishing ttouse. 2012. viii, 294 p 22 cm. 
List Price: $ 26.90 (Ubd) Your Price: $ 24.20 (l~d.) 
ISBN: 9788184952865 KK-100916 

18. Challenges of Economic Developruent in the Middle East and North At~ica 
Region / Julia C. Devlin. Singapore, World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. 
Ltd. 2010. 558 p. 
Listprice: $277.80 Yourprice: $250.00 

ISBN: 9789812793447     KK-105864 

19. Chinua Achebe : Moulded and Shaped Litclatsz Identity of Africa / Dr. 
Neeta Pandey. 1st ed. Delhi, Authorspress. 2011. xvi, 136 p. ills. maps. 
23 cm. 
Listprice: $34.60 YourPrice: $31.20 

ISBN: 9788172735685     KK-89522 

20. Citizen Leadership : Deepening Democratic Acco~mtabili~ in India, 
Brazil and South Africa / Editors: Vikas ~rha, Bhavita Vaishnava and Kaustuv 
Kanti Ban@opadhyay. 1st ed. New Delhi, Academic Foundation. 2011. 278 
p. 24 cru. 
In association with Society for Participatory Research in Asia (PRIA), 
New Delhi. 
ListPrice: $55.00 Yo~trprice: $49.50 

ISBN: 9788171888672     KK-94213 

21. Competition Policy : Essential Element for Private Sector Development 
in Eastern and Southern Africa / Udai S. Mehta and R~iit Sengupta. Jaipur, 
CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment & Economic Reg. 2008. 
ListPrice: $25.00(Ubd) YourPrice: $22.50(L’od.) 
ISBN: 9788182571143 KK-1(;,4273 

22 Contemporary Africa : Issues and Concerns / Edited by Dr. Islam Ali and 
Dr Ashutosh Tr~vedi. 1 st ed Ne~v Delhi, Global Vision Publishing 
House 2011. xx, 312 p. ills. maps 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 65.00 Your Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9788182203716     KK-89328 

23 Contempora~z Discourses on Media and Theatre Arts Studies in Nigeria / 
Editors: Hyginus O. F~kwuazi, Charles O Aluede and Osakue S. Omoera 1st 
ed. Delhi, Kamla-Raj Enterprises. 2012 x, 147 p. ills. (partly col.). 
maps 25 cm (Special Volume of the Anthropologist - No 9). 
List Price: $ 6770 Your Price: $ 60.90 
ISBN: 8185264619 KK- 100977 

24. Development and Foreign Policy : Ghana’s Experience, 1966-69 / A. S. 
Shahid. 1st ed. Delhi, Kalinga Publications. 1991 x, 190 p. 21 cm. 
List Price: $ 38.50 Your Price: $ 34.60 
ISBN: 8185163170 KK-84727 

25 Development and Livelihoods in Southern Africa / Piet A 
Erasmus. Delhi, Kamla-Raj Enterprises. 1999. 70 p. 24 cm. (Special 
Issue of Journal of Social Sciences - No 4) 
ListPrice: $65.00 Yourprice: $58.50 

KK-92976 

26 Development of Sustainable Groundnut Seed Systems in West Africa : 
Proceedings of the Final Workshop, 2-3 July 2007, Bamako, Mall / Edited by 
Bonny R. Ntare, Jupiter Nc[ieunga and Farid Wahyar. 1st ed Patancheru, 
International Crops Research Inst. for the Semi-Arid Tropics 2008. vi, 



188 p ills. 24 cm 

List Price: $ 70.60 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 63.50 (Ubd) 

ISBN: 9789290665090 KK-78457 

27. Development Planning in an Ali*ican Economy : The Experience of Nigeria 
/Dr. Satish C Mehta. 1st ed. Delhi, Kalinga Publications. 1990 ×iv, 
244 p 22 cm. 
Vol 1. 1950-1980. 
List Price: $ 25.00 (Vol 1) Your Price: $ 2250 (Vol 1 ) 
ISBN: 8185163146      KK-84755-v.001 

28. The Economy of Africa / Haljinder Singh. 1st ed. Delhi, Kalinga 
Publicatiot~s. 1992. x, 224 p. 22 cm. 
List Price: $ 22.50 Your Price: $ 20.30 
ISBN: 8185163286 KK-84753 

29. Egyptian and African Empires / Ea. M. I. Naved, edited by- Dr. M. H. 
Syed. 1st ed. New Delhi, Ar~’nol Publications Pvt. Ltd. 2010. x, 308 p. 25 
cm. (Encyclopaedia of Islamic Empires and Dynasties Series). 
List price: $200.00 YourPrice: $180.00 

ISBN: 9788126141494     KK-86871 

30. Errlerging Africa : Potential and Challenges/Dr. Reji D. Nair. 1st ed. 
New Delhi, Concept Publishing Company. 2009. xxiv, 248 p. ills. maps. 23 cm. 
Africa in the Nexv Millemxium. 
ListPrice: $50.00 YourPrice: $45.00 
ISBN: 9788180695971     KK-76800 

31. Engaging with a Resurgent Africa / Dilip Lahiri, Jorg Schultz and 
Manish Chand. New Delhi, Macmillan India Ltd. 2009. 244 p. 24 cm. 
Listprice: $55.00 YourPrice: $49.50 

ISBN: 9780230639980     KK-83822 

32. Epidcmiology of HIViAIDS in South Africa / Santosh Kumar. 1st ed. 
Gurgaon, Hope India Publications. 2011 230 p. ills. maps 22 cm 
ListPrice: $45.80 Yotu-price: $41.20 

ISBN: 8178711583 KK-106781 

33 Equalimng Access : Affllrnatlve Action in Higher Education in India, 
United States, and South Africa / Edited by Zoya Hasan and Martha C. 
Nussbaum 1 st ed New Delhi, Oxford University Press. 2012 
ListPrice: $55.00 Yotu-price: $49.50 

ISBN: 9780198075059 KK-100422 

34 Feminism in West African Novel / M Farida Begum 1st ed. New Delhi, 
Prestige Books. 2010. 128 p 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 3080 Your Price: $ 27.70 
ISBN: 8178510537 KK-83298 

35. A Fire that Blazed in the Ocean : Ganclhi and the Poems of Satyagraha in 
South Africa, 1909-1911 / Introduced and Translated by Prof~ Surendra Bhana 
and Neelima Shukla-Bhatt. 1 st ed. New Delhi, Promilla & Co, 
Publishers. 2011 213 p. ills. 23 cm 
ListPrice: $46.20 Yotu-price: $41.50 

ISBN: 9789380188133     KK-92874 

36 Flo~v Across Our Ocean : Singapore and South Aticica / Ed~vin 
Thumboo. Singapore, Ethos Books. 2011.36 p 
List Price: $ 6500 Your Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9789810882907     KK-103877 

37. France and Africa : An Indian Perspective /Edited by Prof. Dr. &jay 
Dubey. I st ed Delhi, Kalinga Publications 2009. xii, 188 p. maps. 23 cm. 
In association with African Studies Association of India (ASA India), 
New Delhi. 
ListPrice: $55.00 Yourprice: $49.50 

ISBN: 819074<5103 KK-73207 

38 From Dutch South Africa to Republic of South A:[’rica, 1652-1994 : The 
Stop)~ of Three and a Half Centuries of White Imperialism / Pro:[’. I)aleep 
Singh. 1st ed. New" Delhi, Allied Publishers Ltd. 2010 xiv, 386 p ills 
maps. 25 cm. 
List Price: $5500 Your[Nice: $49.50 
ISBN: 9788184245820 KK-93465 

39. From the Bottom Up : Capaci~ Building on Competition Policy in Select 
Countries of Eastern and Southern Africa. Jaipur, CUTS (;entre ]2~r 
Competition, Investment & Economic Reg. 2007. 
List Price: $ 55.00 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 49.50 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9788182570825 KK-104268 

40. Gandhi and the Nonconfi~rmists : fincounters in South Africa / James D. 
tIum. Reprint ed. New Delhi, Promilla & Co., Publishers 2011. xvi, 159 
p. ills. 23 cm. 

List Price: $ 30.40 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 27.40 (l~od.) 
ISBN: 9789380188171 KK-99820 

41. Gender and Health Management in Afro-Indians / Ankita AlTa and Anup 
Kumar Kapoor. 1 st ed. Nexv Delhi, Global Vision Publishing 
House. 2012. xii, 227 p. ills. maps. 25 cm. 
List price: $122.20 Yourprice: $110.00 



ISBN: 9788182205031     KK-109559 

42. The Geography uf South Africa / ChiefEditur: Prof Dr. At’zal Shariefi\ 
editurs: Dr Masuod All Khan and Dr. A. Balakishan 1st ed. New Delhi, 
Sarup Bouk b’ublishers Pvl Ltd. 2010. x, 533 p maps 23 
cm (Encyclupaedia uf World G eography - 17) 
List Price: $100.00 YourPnce: $90.00 
ISBN: 9788176256650 KK-87809 

43. The Geography of Western Africa / Chief Editor: Prol[ Dr. Afzal 
Sharieff, editors: Dr. Masood Ali Khan and Dr. A. Balakishan. 1st ed. New 
Delhi, Sal"dp Book Publishers I%~. Ltd. 2010. x, 204 p. 23 
cru. (Encyclopaedia of World Geography - 24). 
ListPrice: $55.00 YourPrice: $49.50 
ISBN: 9788176256728     KK-89308 

44. India Africa Relations / Edited by Dr. R. R. Ramchandani. 1st ed. 
Delhi, Kalinga Publications. 1990.22 cm. 
List price: $166.70 (2-vol. Set) Your Price: $150.00 (2-vol. Set) 
ISBN: 8185163103 (Set) KK-84762-mvp 

45. India and Francophone Africa Under Globalisation / Edited by Prof. Dr. 
Ajay Dubey. 1st ed. Delhi, Kalinga Publications. 2009. x, 262 p. 22 cm. 

In association with African Studies Association of India (ASA India), 
New Delhi. 
List Price: $ 56.70 Your Price: $ 51.00 
ISBN: 81907d6113 KK-75439 

46. India and South Africa : A Fresh Start / Edited by- Dr. Ankush B. 

Sawant. 1st ed. Delhi, Kalinga Publications. 1994. x~c, dii, 332 p. ills. 

maps. 22 cm. 

ListPrice: $55.00 YourPrice: $49.50 

ISBN: 8185163561 KK- 84744 

47 India-South Africa Relations : Political, Economic and Strategic 
Perspectives / Dr Surya Narain Yadav 1st ed. New Delhi, Global Vision 
Publishing House 2010. x~i, 255 p ills 23 cm. 
ListPrice: $53.10 Yourprice: $47.80 

ISBN: 9788182203082     KK-83174 

48 Indian Diaspora in Africa : A Comparative Perspective / Prof. A jay 
Dubey. 1 st ed. New Delhi, M. D. Publications i%¢. Ltd 2010. xviii, 241 
p. 23 cm 
In collaboration with Organisation for Diaspora Initiatives (ODI) 
and African Studies Association of India, New- Delhi. 
ListPrice: $55.00 Yourprice: $49.50 

ISBN: 9788175332324     KK-86058 

49 Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Sustainable Development : Relevance 
for Africa / Editors: Prol[ Emmanuel K Boon and Proll Luc Hens. 1 st ed. 
Delhi, Kamla-Raj EntelT)rises. 2007 x, 262 p ills maps 25 
cm. (Studies of Tribes and Tribals Special Volume - No. 1). 
List price: $ 8530 Your Price: $ 76.80 

ISBN: 8185264465 KK-92945 

50. Indo - ~Affrican Relations : In the Post - Neh~u Era, 1965-1985 / Ajay 

Kumar Dubey 1st ed. Delhi, Kalinga Publications. 1990 x, 96 p. ills 

23 cm. 

List Price: $2500 Your Price: $22.50 

ISBN: 8185163073 KK-84757 

51. [ndo-Nigerian Economic Relations / Dr Deep Ma[vinder Singh 1 st ed. 

Delhi, Kalinga Publications. 1996. x, 238 p 22 cm. 

ListPrice: $55.00 Yuurprice: $49.50 

ISBN: 818516374X KK-84726 

52 Islam ~vithuut Fear : Egypt and the New Islamists / Raymond W~lliam 
Baker 1 st ed. Karachi, Royal Buok Company. 2004. 
List Price: $4230 Your Price: $38.10 
ISBN: 9694073073 KK-91758 

53. Law Relating to Prutect~on ofWumen frum Domestic Viulence / Suman 
Rai Reprint ed. Delhi, Orient ~ublishing CumpaW. 2010. 
An exhaustive cummentary un Protectiun ufWomen from Domestic Violence 
Act, 2005 with emphasis on various studies by UNO, WItO, UNICEF, 
Amnesty International and other National and Internatiunal organisatiuns 
on the topic alongwith Australia, Japan, Malaysia, Mauritius, Singapore, 
Suuth Africa, Sri Lanka, UK and Zimbabwe laws un domestic viulence. 
List Price: $9000 Your Price: $ 81.00 
ISBN: 8187197684 KK-103477 

54. Liberation Lite : The Routs uf Recoluniz~tiun in Southern Africa / Juhn 
S Saul. 1 st ed Gurgaon, Three Essays Collective 2011 viii, 136 p. 22 cm 
Listprice: $20.00(Ubd.) YourPrice: $18.00(L’od.) 
ISBN: 9788188789634 KK-92419 

55. Manageruent of National Parks and Biodiversity Consel~’ation in Africa / 
Editors: Prol[ Dr. Emmanuel K. Boon, Prof. Luc Hens and Gonzalo 
Oviedo. 1st ed. Delhi, Kamla-Raj Entcl]orises. 2012. xii, 340 p. ills. 
maps. 25 cm. (Human Ecology" Special Volume -No. 16). 
List price: $108.30 Yourprice: $97.50 



ISBN: 8185264600 KK-102243 

56. Namibia and the World : The Story of the Birth of a Nation/Dr. S. (2 
Saxena. I st ed Delhi, Kalmga Publications. 1991. x, 382 p. maps 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 30.80 Your Price: $ 27.70 
ISBN: 8185163190 KK-84745 

57 Nelson Mandela and Apartheid in South Africa / IN- K. K. Virmani. I st 
ed. Delhi, Kalmga Publications. 1991 x, 110 p. 23 cm 
List Price: $ 25.00 Yo~tr Price: $ 22.50 
ISBN: 8185163200 KK-84758 

58. Pan-African Event, India and Antarctica / N. C. Pant. Kolkata, 
Geological Survey of India. 2008. (Geological Surcey of India, Special 
Publication - No. 91). 
Listprice: $26.90(kVod.) YourPrice: $24.20(lJ~od.) 

KK-104130 

59. Policy Perspectives for the Visually- Impaired : Post-Apartheid South 
Africa and India / Dr. Ramesh Kmnar Sarin. 1st ed. Delhi, Academic 
Excellence. 2009. xwiii, 524 p. 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 76.20 Yo~tr Price: $ 68.60 
ISBN: 9788189901875 KK-85429 

60. Political Violence, Democracy and Human Rights : Africa and Asia in 
Comparative Perspective / Dr. S. N. Yadav. 1st ed. New Delhi, Jnanada 
Prakashan (P & D). 2013. x, 286 p. 23 cm. 
ListPrice: $60.00 Yo~trPrice: $54.00 
ISBN: 9788171394388 KK-109760 

61. Politics in Africa / Dr. S. C. Saxena. 1 st ed. Delhi, Kalinga 
Pulqications. 1993. viii, 424 p. 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 38.50 Yo~ Price: $ 34.60 
ISBN: 818516343X KK-84733 

62. The Politics of the (Im)Possible : Utopia and ES~stopia Reconsidered / 
Edited by Bamita Bagchi. 1st ed. New Delhi, Sage Publications India 
Ltd 2012. 256 p. 22 cm 
List Price: $ 5500 Your Price: $ 49.50 
ISBN: 9788132107347     KK-103668 

63. Regional World History, : Asia, Aticica and Oceania / Dr. M M. 
Tripathi. 1st ed. New Delhi, Cyber Tech Publications. 2013 viii, 247 p. 
22 cm. 
List price: $ 5670 YourPrice: $ 51.00 

ISBN: 9789350530375     KK-105669 

64. A Room of their Own : Women’s Voices in Africa / Twinkle Suri 1st ed. 
New Delhi, Books Plus. 2006. viii, 121 p. 22 cm. 

ListPrice: $25.00(Ubd) YourPrice: $22.50(L~od.) 
ISBN: 8187403187      KK-79290 

65 A Siamese Embassy Lost in Aiidca, 1686 : The Odyssey of Ok-Khun Chamnan 
/ Edited by Michael Smithies. Chiang Mai, Silkwolrn Books. 1999. 134 p 
21 cm. 

ListPrice: $56.70(Ubd) YourPrice: $5h00(L~od.) 
ISBN: 9747100959      KK-101393 

66 The Socio-Political Role of the Ulama in Egypt, 1798-1870 / Sa?9’id M. 

Yunus G ilani. New Delhi, Adam Publishers & Distributors. 2007. xxiv, 176 

p. 22 cm 

List Price: $20.00 Yourprice: $18.00 

ISBN: 8174355632 KK-75878 

67 South Africa and Bantustans / Dr. Abnash Kaur. I st ed. Delhi, Kalinga 
Publications. 1995 x, 169 p. ills maps 23 cm. 
List Price: $5500 Your Price: $49.50 
ISBN: 8185163626 KK-84734 

68. Studies in African American Literature / Mallikarj un Patil. 1 st ed 
New Delhi, Sarup Book Publishers b’vt. Ltd. 2012. xii, 326 p. 22 cm. 
ListPrice: $65.00 Yourprice: $58.50 

ISBN: 9788176258180 KK-110239 

69 A Time for Action : Analysis of Compeution Law Regimes of Select West 
African Countries Jaipur, CI.YI’S (;entre for Competition, Investment & 
Economic Reg. 2010 
Vol. 1. ’]’he Gambia, Ghana and Nigeria 

ListPrice: $6500(Vol 1)(l_~d.) YourPrice: $58.50(Vol. 1)(Ubd) 
ISBN: 9788182571402     KK-] 042(~t-v 001 

70. A Time for Action : Analysis of Competition Law Regimes of Select West 
African Countries. Jaipur, CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment & 
Economic Reg. 2010. 
Vol. 2. Burkina Faso, Mall, Senegal and Togo. 
List Price: $65.00 (Vol. 2)(lJ~od.) YourPrice: $58.50 (Vol. 2)(L~od.) 
ISBN: 9788182571433     KK-104264-v.002 

71. Towards More Inclusive Trade Policy Making : Process and Role of 
Stakcholders in Select African Countries. Jaipur, CUTS Constmmr Uni~ and 
Trust Socieb’. 2009. 



List Price: $ 26.90 (Ubd) Yuur Price: $ 24.20 (l_~d.) 

ISBN: 9788182571235 KK-104261 

72 Trade-develupment-poverty Linkages : Reflections from Selected Asian 
and Sub-Saharan Al}ican Countries / Razzaque, A. Mohammad and Selim 
Raihan. Jaipur, CUTS Cunsumer Unity and Trust Socie~’. 2008. 
List Price: $ 65.00 (Ubd) Yuur Price: $ 58.50 (l_~d.) 
ISBN: 9788182570979 KK-104297 

73. Trends in Indo-African Relations / Prof. A jay Dubcy. 1st ed. New 
Delhi, Manas Publications. 2010. 356 p. ills. 23 cm. 
In collaboration xvith African Studies Association of India, Nexv Delhi. 
ListPrice: $55.00 YourPrice: $49.50 
ISBN: 9788170493594 KK-78291 

74. Voyaging Across Times : Reflections on Indo-South African Cultural 
Relations / Dr. Bistmupriya Padhi. 1 st ed. Nexv Delhi, Manak Publications 
F~t. Ltd. 2012. xxx, 458 p. 23 cm. 
List Price: $111.10 YourPrice: $100.00 
ISBN: 9789378313127     KK-108740 

75. Western Sahara : No Alternative to Armed Struggle / Dr. S. C. 
Saxena. 1st ed. Delhi, Kalinga Publications. 1995. x, 311 p. maps. 23 cm. 
ListPrice: $55.00 YottrPrice: $49.50 
ISBN: 8185163596 KK-84730 

76. Wildlife Issues and Crisis in a Changing World : A Naturalist’s 25 
Years Jungle Journey in Asia, Africa and South America / Govindasamy 
Agoramoorthy. 1st ed. Delhi, Daya Publishing House. 2009. xiv, 378 p. 
ills. maps. 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 70.60 Your Price: $ 63.50 
ISBN: 9788170356110     KK-77202 

77. Words in Motion : Language and Discourse in Post-New Order Indonesia / 
Edited by Keith Foulcher, ivlikihiro Moriyama and Manneke Budiman 1st ed. 
Singapore, NUS Press De Ltd. 2012. xii, 312 p ills. maps 23 cm. 
In association with Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of 
Asia and Africa, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies (TUFS), Tokyo. 

List Price: $144.40 (Ubd.) Your Price: $130.00 (L~od.) 
ISBN: 9789971696337     KK-103820 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their fllrn orders thin our site 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www kkagencies.com>, 
<~vww.kkagencies.co in> & <w~v.GetlndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making yuur experience with us mure enjuyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mitull 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store uf Indian Publicatiuns 
H-I 2 Bali Nagar, New Delhi-110015 / India 
]~gmails: kkagencies@vsnl.cum, iNk~@)kkagencies.cum 
Mare sites: v,.a,w kkagencies.cu in, www.kkagencies.com 

www.Getlndian[3uuks cum 
Mure sites: www.kkagencies cu.in/sitemap 
Ph~)ne: ~+0091/11)25465925 Fax: ~k0091/11 )25173055 

For Postpuning: 

If you *vish to put uff mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net.in> with "Pustpune + Your E-mail address (tu which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we ~vill suspend yuu from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by yuu Thank yuu, 

Fur Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
froru all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center-<kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 9:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

New Fast Facts Released’. UTC Webinar Dec. 17/Next Deadline Feb. 1 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is KerrySwarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for Urban Teacher 

Center. Our next application deadline is February :1, 20:1:3, however we review 

applications on a rolling basis. Our application is online on our website at 

www.urbanteachercenter.or8. We have two upcoming webinars to learn more 

about our program--Monday, December :17, 20:12 at 9PM and January 2:1, 20:1:3 at 

9PM. You can register through "Events" on our website. 

We have several Final Interview Days scheduled in Baltimore and DC in February 

March and April. We also have Final Interview Days in Chicago, IL on March 5; 

Oakland, CA on March 2:1; Los Angeles, CA on April 5; and Atlanta, GA on April 

:19. Please check our website for all the events we plan to attend in the new 

year! We will be coast to coast. 

UTC FAST FACTS: 

UTC tripled the number of its partnership schools from 20:10 to 20:12. UTC 

teachers and residents will serve in 50 public schools across Baltimore and 

D.C. region this year. 

UTC holds our residents highly accountable for the quality of work with 

children. On average, only 80% become teachers. 

92% of UTC teachers assessed met student performance expectations. 

25% of applicants are accepted into the program. 

:100% of principals reported being very satisfied or satisfied with the UTC 

Program. 

50% of incoming 20:12 residents are people of color. 

Incoming residents entered the program with a 3.4 average GPA. 

40% of incoming 20:12 residents are from within the mid-Atlantic region. 

UTC draws it’s incoming class from 27 states. 

Follow us on Social Media: Please like UTC at 
Facebook!UrbanTeacherCenter and follow us on Twitter @UrbanTeacherctr. 
Please share information about UTC with your friends, family and 
colleagues that are interested in being one of the most effective and 
accountable teachers in the nation. Forward a short overview below: 
Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 
Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 
program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 
additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 
followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 
middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 
teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 
Masterlls of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 
All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 
performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 
learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 
most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us o~ 
the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our upcoming application deadlines for 
the 20:13-:14 school year are: February :1, 20:1:3, and March :15, 20:1:3. The 
program for the 20:1:3-20:14 school year will begin on or around mid-June 20:1:3. 
The application is available online at UTC’s website at 
www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next webinar-- 
December :17, 20:12 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 
Kerry 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

CGI eBnlletin: International Travel Awards and New Calendars 

Drawn from this year’s submissions to the Carolina Global Photography Competition, our new water- 

themed     CGI Calendar is on the way! Request yours now Donations to support the costs of printing 

and shipping the calendar and other global work at UNC are greatly appreciated! 

C e I EVE N YS + R E S O U R C E S NEW C G I STO R t E:S 

Pre}ect G~ar~ai~al:o Paid Stm~me~ h~temship 

Apply nowfor one oftwo paid 
~ team leader positional I~ ’ 

Go abroad this summer with an 

internship to Guanajuato, 

Mexico 

Project Guanajuato is an 8- 

week summer internship in 

community development for 

UNC undergraduates 

sponsored by the UNC Latino 

Migration Project and the Mexican NGO Fundaci6n Comunitaria del 

Bajio Students will help teach English, recreation, a~s and dance 
~ ~i~ i~ i~ ~ !i~ 

classes at local elementary and high schools, and living with families ~v~ ~ ~ ~oj~ 
in rural communities that experience high levels of emigration to the .................................................................................................................................................... 

us. CG~ AWARDS -~ 
~ntemat~o~a~ Coffee Hour                     FELLOWSHIPS 

]-i)~5~;~-~;;;,~w 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

nternat one engagement. Chat about 

oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to 

share This month’s hosts are CGI and The Study Abroad Office. 

G~oba~ Pro~ects Showcase r~-,~, 

Want to trave next summer? 

Want funding for your global 

project? Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences 

and travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. 

Learn more about past international summer projects the Center for 

Global Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch 

will be provided. 

"A Masterpiece of Resistance: The Impact and 

Role of the Arts on the West Bank-Palestine Occupied 

Territory" 

"Faith and religious tolerance in the Republic of 

Moidore" 

® "A Cultural Crossroad: Senegal’s Dak’Art 

Biennale 

"Public Relations and Multimedia: An Internship 

with the US. Embassy in Ecuador" 



These awards help get Ph.D candidates into the field to do 

preliminary explorations of potential research materials/sites in 

preparation for writing a dissertation proposal. These awards will 

therefore not fund disse~ation field research. 

’ "~ .... o ’ ¯ The "¢~vlh" ~,,,,~:-d Is intended to suppo~ UNC 

Undergraduate and Master’s-level students in completing self- 

directed or designed group projects internationally during the 

summer. The award provides funding for travel as well as supplies 

needed to implement the project. The Center embraces diversity in all 

of its forms and encourages applications from those less commonly 

represented in international work. 

G L O BA L A N N O U N C E M E N T S 

The UNC Institute for Global Health and Infectious Diseases offer global health grants to UNC faculty for international 

travel, or to bring international colleagues to campus These grants sepve to establish or main~in research relationships 

or to unde~ke small research projects with international collaborators. The institute defines global health very broadly 

and the oppo~uni~ is available to all full-time facul~ in all schools and depa~ments. 

The Davis Projects for Peace a~~d Hyatt Reta~y Public Se~v~ce Awa~-ds 

Develop local or international communi~-based projects during the summer of      with these awards from the 
Carolina Center for Public SeHice. Davis Projects for Peace provides $10,000 to returning, full-time undergraduate 

students The Ronald W Hya~ Rotary Public So.ice Award offers $2,000 and $3,000 in funding and is open to 

undergraduate and graduate student. For more information, please con~ct 2c~;s~un. edu. 

Wodd ~.i~e~,v Study V~s~ts to Costa R~ca 

Travel with World View this summer and gain confidence to add global content to your teaching, make lasting 
connections, and create a global learning environment at your school or college See below for more information on this 

exciting oppo~unity! During the Costa Rice Study Visit educators will learn about Costa Rice’s education system, the 

Spanish language,development and environmental issues. We also will explore significant cultural and historical sites 

and interact with Costa Rican families. 

Boren Scho~arsMps and Fe~bwsMps 

Study less commonly ~ught languages in Africa, Asia, Cent~l & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle 

East. U.S. Undergraduate studen~ can receive up to $20,000 for an academic year’s study abroad and graduate 
students up to $30,000 for language study and international research In exchange for funding, recipien~ commit to 

working in the federal government for a minimum of one year. 

J 

Be,/in Tighe == 30i PiSsboro Sti-eet Suite 3002 [ C8 5145 [ ¢;n~<~:: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 

~1anage Yo~ S~bscdp~io~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Esther Cooper Jackson 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I spoke with Ms. Jackson today. We discussed setting up for her to do the recording at the Brooklyn campus of Long Beach College, which is about 2 blocks away from where she 

lives. She received and honorary doctorate form them a few years ago and said that she would contact some folks she knows there. I will also be contacting the school to find out 

what sort of resources they’d have to help her with the recording. I discussed the honorarium and will be sending her all of the necessary paperwork via postal mail tomorrow. She 

should be mailing it back, I am including a self-addressed envelope that will say % Sonia Colon on it to make sure it gets to the right person over the break. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Syria Uses Scud Missiles in New Effort to Push Back Rebels 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S__ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~.~,, ~On T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 13, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Rebels 

The Syrian leadership may be 
calculating that it can resort to such 
lethal arms without fear of 
intervention partly because 
Washington has set its "red line" at 
the use of chemical weapons. 

~ 
Video Feature: Watching Syria’s 

War ~ Complete Coverage >> 

~ 
Trackin~ the Vioience in Damascus 

Fed "lies Rates to 

,}’oblessness, ~AT~.tl’~ Target of 6,5% 

Making it plain that job ereation had become its foeus, the Federal Resmwe said it would suppress 
interest rates so hmg as nnemployment stayed above a certain level. 

~ ...... ex i F e a; Reserve’s Policy Statement 
~[ toftne ed r 

A Hail’way Itouse lluHt on Exaggerated CiMms 

The fonnder of Community First Services in Brooklyn has left a trail of exaggerated claims and self- 
dealing. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

7LoLs of WeMern co~*tries r~re p{~]i~ag ~normot;s sm~s to lh~Lfih~disls. Ttw soaree oj’o~r.ji~a~ncin9 is the 
~4~sl~r~l eo~Mries. Tke9 r~re p~fling.fi~rjih~d." 

OUMAR OULD HA}IAHA, an ~slamist commander is western A~t’iea. on the ransoms militants 
have co]leered after kidnapping Westevuevs. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Seco*lds With 
Pogue: Google’s 
Mall) App 
David Pogue reviews Google’s newly 
released map app for the iPhone. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBLq-ORS 

Solar P~lnels fo~ E~,e~T Home 

As we rebuild after Hurricane 

Sandy, let’s reduce our dependence 

on the grid. 

Watch 13 of the dreamiest 
performances of 2012 
Also on NYTimes.com 

Heiiyweod’s year of heroine worship 

Watch images of Hollywood heroines 

WORLD 



Millions i*~ Raw, sores Fuel Militar~ts’ Clout in ’West i~d’elca 

Kidnapping is such a lucrative industry for extremists that it has reinforced their control over 
northern Malt and eomplieated plans for a campaign to take back Islamist-held territory. 

Member’s of~asad°s Sect Blamed in S)~’ia Killings 

A pro-government Alawite militia is believed responsible for killing scores of other Alawites. 
Survivors said that victims were killed by a group that had been professing to defend them. 

Kim Jong~~m Earths Cachet ~With Rocket’s S~ccess 

North Korea’s rocket launch reinforced the idea among its people that despite isolation and 
sanctions, the Kim dynasty is on the right track. 

More Worid News 

Portraya| of ColoA. Torture in Bin Lade~ Film Reopens a Debate 

Critics, journalists and activists are divided over the suggestion that calculated infliction of pain 
and fear may have produced useful clues in hunt for Osama bin Laden. 

Rising Temperatures ’I’hreate~t 1,’u~tdame~tal Change fo~0 S~d S~opes 

As temperatures rise, analysts predict that scores of the nation’s ski centers, especially those at 
h)wer elevations and latitudes, will eventually wmish. 

Se~oles of T~ts*~ing Points Lin~ited Death Toll at Oregon 

Law enforcement officials expressed a kind of bleak gratitude that a masked gunman with a 
semiautomatic rifle did not kill or wound more people in a crowded mall. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

STATE OF THE ART 

Maps App for iPho~m Steers Right 

Google’s maps app for the iPhone offers smooth navigation and intelligent direetions for d~{ving, 
walking and public transportation. 

~ Whiie Appie Regroups Google (~fers a Maps App ! 1:27 PM ET 

VVhile Apple Regroups~ Google Offers a i~iaps App 

The release of a new Google Maps app for the iPhone may help Apple customers find their way, but 
it will not relieve Apple of the pressure to improve its own service. 

Dri~k h~gredle~t Gets a Look 

Use of brominated vegetable oil in foods, like Duit-flavored sodas, has long been allowed by federal 
regulators, but consumers have raised new concerns about the ingredient. 

S P 0 RT$ 

NETS 94, RAPTORS 88 
Nets E~(| Losi~g Skid, b~t It’s Not Easy 

Behind Joe aohnson’s 23 points, 19 of which came in the second half, the Nets held off a late rally by 
the Raptors and ended a season-high five-game losing streak. 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
D’Antoni Still Struggling to Find the Right Fit 

Mike D’Antoni, whose Lakers have lost three straight, returns to Madison Square Garden on 
Thursday to face his former team, the ~fieks, for a nationally televised game. 

OFFTHE DRIBBLE 

The Knicks Have a New Number: 3 

The Knieks’ shooting spree is a product of a healthy offense rather than a symptom of a flawed 
philosophy. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

ARTSBEAT 

O~t 1a-12-12~ So~gs in Rep|y to a Storm 



Jon Pareles reported live fi’om the 12-1 2-12 benefit concert for victims of Hurricane Sandy at 

Madison Square Garden. 

~E:] Slide Show: Concert to B~;nefit Ssndy Victims 

A composer, trained in both Eastern and Western musical traditions, Mr. Shankar helped foster a 
worldwide appreciation of India’s traditional music. 

V+~oman Declares Louis A~*mstrong ~ras Her Father 

A Florida woman is selling letters to her mother from Louis Armstrong, who she says was her 
father; she is also releasing a memoir. 

FASHION & STYLE 

It takes a cool head and a keen fashion eompass to navigate the winter sales. Here are some tips fi’om 
the experts. 

~On 
the Runway BIog Ground Rules for ~ Shepper 

R N E PaNTS 

Fancy Pants 

Amid all the formal dresses, pants ean make for a standont look. 

L’~V~’en Scott; Fashion, M~ck ~Ia~es and Now a F~0ag~’ance 

Fame, fortune, fragrances, diamonds or men - however they come, and in what order, has little to 
do with luck. 

* More Fashion & Style 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 

~h~dges Needed for Fede~’al Co~r~s 
President Obama and the Senate must make filling the federal judiciary, which has been terribly 
neglected, a priority in the coming year. 

~ Editorials. Go,is for a New Term 

EDITORIAL 

After a successful rocket launch, how can the North and its young leader be reined in by the 
international community? 

EDITORIAL 

Global Inteenet Diplomacy 
A group of countries led by Russia and China are trying to undermine the open spi~t of the Internet 
by seeking more control and regulations. 

* More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The lVIeanhlg of lVIhmpilty 

The browning of America is very real and unrelenting. Our task is to find our way into this new 
Ecru Era with as much ease and grace as we can muster. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ilt+s a Stoat’t, Smart, Smart 

No wonder you loyal readers have such high I.Q.’s. The "Flynn Effect" explains it all. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~o~her ]Boom Yea~" 

Look no further, people! We’ve got all the zombie news that’s fit to print in one column right here. 



~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dee. 13, 1981, anthorities in Poland imposed martial law in a crackdown on the Solidarity labor 

movement. Martial law formally ended in ~983. 

See Th~s Front Page 
Bin,’ This Front Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up fer N’Climes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plagram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc~iptiorls ~ Unsabscdbe ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Pdvacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:53 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Esther Cooper Jackson 

@live,unc,edu> 

hope that you enjoyed talking with Ms. Jackson...what a great spirit! Is there anyone who you still have not been able to reach? If so, please let me know. -Prof. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 8:49 AM 
To: 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Esther Cooper Jackson 

Dear 

Thanks for the update. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Esther Cooper Jackson 

7:59 plVl 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I spoke with Ms. Jackson today. We discussed setting up for her to do the recording at the Brooklyn campus of Long Beach College, which is about 2 blocks away 

t?om where she lives. She received and honorary doctorate tbnn them a few years ago and said fl~at she would contact some tblks she knows there. I will aJ~so be 

contacting fire school to find out what sort of resources fl~ey’d have to help her with the recording. I discussed the honorarium and will be sending her a]l of the 

necessary paperwork via posta] mail tomorrow. She should be mailing it back, I mn including a self-addressed envelope that will say % Sonia Colon on it to make sure 

it gets to the right person over the break. 

UniversiI?~ ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:12 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhculF--athlefics-tbrum] Temple’s president... 

Jay, I agree. Just bringing together two heads of universities is a good thing; maybe the group could be expanded into a panel that could have national/news potential greater than the sum 
of the parts. But please note a big difference: he is worried about developing a program in which tblks turning pro after completion/near completion of their degrees, while LWC seems to 
seek those who may go pro after half that time 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~z--athletics-forum as: eunice@email uric edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere:http:/71istsunc.edu/u?id 50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32534199 orsend ablal~emailto leave-32534199- 

50137456.42~35af5a 29175600ad39629242d7d3@listser~, uaac.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Imnan, Education Portal <sara~education-portal.com> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:56 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Help your stadents s~tay engaged over winter break 

Professor Sahle: 

Education Portal has over 900 free online educational videos that can help your spring semester/winter quarter s~adems keep their minds active and fresh over winter 

break and allow them to jump into 2013 ready to take on new material. Students can watch our free videos on their own time to review topics or brush up on the skills 

they’ll need for your upcoming courses. 

You can see all of our available videos hem: http://education-tx)rmJ.com/academy/course/index.html 

We’ve recently added some new subjects: Sociology and Basic Genetics! Both of these subjects aace still in the very early stages of developmem and we’ll be adding 

new videos and topics over "the coming weeks, so please check back to see what’s new. Coming mon: Spanish and Anatomy! 

If you don’t see your subject and would like to request it, please fill out this form and we’ll pass your feedback along to our cumculum development team. Ifyou’m 

using our videos in your instruction, or plan to do so soon, you’re eligible for our $1000 Instructor Grant. Click here to learn Inore and apply! 

On behalf of the team here at Education Portal, I wish you a relaxing winter break. You deserve it. 

Best regards, 

Sara Inman 

Education Portal 

Check out our available video collections and sham them with students and colleagues: 

His~ry: US History and Wefftem Civilization (126 total videos) 
Math: Colleae Algebra. College Mathematics, Pmcalculus, Calculus (302 total videos) 
Science: Biology, Chemisary, Natural Sciences. Genetics (281 total videos) 
Social Science: Psychology, Educational Psychology, Sociology, Humanities (221 total videos) 
E~glish: English Literature, American Literature, Composition (142 total videos) 
Business: Macroeconomics. Marketing, Management. Inforumtion Sys*ems (193 total videos) 

To unsubscfibe, click hem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu~~ 

The Strange Career of Robert Oppenheimer 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V()L~ 34 )40. 24 Visit 

LRB cover art The Strange Career of Robert 
Oppenhei met 
Jackson I,e~,; 

Oppenheimer longed to be at the eentre of evel3r 

important theoretieal debate and policy diseussion he 

eould manage to enter; a child of wealthy and 

assimilated German Jews on the Upper West Side of 

Manhattan, he was the quintessential outsider as insider 

[] yet never quite the insider he aitned to be, in part due 

to his o~n eontrafian instincts. Committed to 

Enlightenment ideals of open inquitT, he submitted to 

regimes of suspieion and seereey though without ever 

giving up his own doubts. Mor~~ 

Nancy ’Astor 

B~e Wi[so~a 

In Mareh 1936, a few days after the German invasion of the Rhineland, Nancy Astor 

threw a party, to whieh she invited various League of Nations delegates, the 

Atneriean and Russian ambassadors, an assortment of English friends and Hitler[] s 

~ambassador-at-large[~, Joachim yon Ribbentrop. She placed Ribbentrop next to 

her at dinner. After the meal, she announeed a game of musieal ehairs, whispering to 



the English guests that they must let the Om~nans win. More 

Larkin v, Amis 
Christopher Tay[er 

Amis said he got the germ of Luek~t dim from a visit to Larkin at Leicester University. 

Larkin, who supplied editorial guidance and connived in the use of Moniea E aka, in 

Amis[]s letters, []Money-cur[] and ~that grim old bag~ [] as a modal for the 

manipulative Margaret Peel, can []t have been uneomplieatedly thrilled when the 

book made Amis rich and famous. He dropped his attempts to write a third novel 

and grumbled privately about being [] chief unpaid gagman to Amis Ine[]. Mo~’e 

At Los Alamos 

At the Movies 

}Iie~ae~ Wood 

P@ter Oreer~a Ca~lim aeB ~s 

Da~{d C~’Mga WalMt,g Et*gland 

M~el~ae~ %¢rood~ Proust, l)~Wfus, Israel 

Kevi~ Kope[~o~ Kate Moss 

Rar~acha~dra Gul~a: The B]a& Hole 

{;I~a~es Hope~ I a~ca 

Ter~’y Eag~eto~= Music Hall 

3e~ny DiMd~ Ma~?.. Whi1:ehouse[;}s 

Ba~ba*’a Graz~oai~ Sebald is my husband 

Copyright i;i [.clxd.’~u RevJe>’ o[’ Bcoks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: :-egl ¢:a-@[:b co ~k [] You can ~msubscnbe cr ~pdaJe yo~w emtJl pleJ~tence ; at any tirne on oa* website. 

ii~iI Gift Subscriptions 

Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 1:30 PM 

Hall, PerD’ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.[YNC.EDU>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edtr~; Janken, Kenneth R 

<krjanken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sable, Eunice N <euuice@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Meetiug Next Tuesday 

Since we dealt ~vith 52 candidates in one hour and a half. one hour and a half should be enough to discuss the remaining 10 candidates 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Pero~ Hall [hallpa@email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:21 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kermeth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hall, Perry A; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Fwd: Meeting Next Tuesday 

[)ear Colleagues 

Our next meeting is scheduled for next Tuesday, Dec. 18, 1-3 pm. Kia has informed me that she wall have to leave the meeting at 2:3(i. 

As alternatives we can choose between re-scheduling the meeting for Tuesday morning (before 12:30), or simply reckoning that we can complete our business in an hour and a half. 

Whatsay ye? 

Thanks 
Perry 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sut~iect:    Meeting Next Tuesday 
])ate: Wed, 12Dec 2012 21:09:23 -0500 

From: Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email unc.edu><mailto:klcaldwe(@email.unc.edu> 
To: Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU:><mailto:HALLPA(~EMAILUNC.EDU> 

I will need to leave out meeting at 2:30 pm next Tuesday. I hope I won’t miss too much of the discussion. Eunice has scheduled a meeting for another cormnittee at 12:30, so ~ve probably 
wouldn’t be able to move our meeting up to that time. If you think we’ll need the full two hours to meet, I will also be available during the morning (until 12:30 pro) on Tuesday. 

Best, 

Kia 

"The most corcanon way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 

- Alice Walker 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Ailco-American Studies 

L~NC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-8225 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

klcald;ve@email.unc.edu<mailto:klca ldwe@email.unc.edu> 

http ://afria famunc.edu/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@ema~l,nnc,edt~ 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 1:56 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.nnc.edw~ 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Janken~ Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Ennice N <eun~ce@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Meeting Ne,’~ Tuesday 

Georges, if you are available at 10 I’d rather do that, because I’d 
rather over-estimate the time necessaW for a ihll discussion than 
under-estimate it. 

Perry 

On 12/13/2012 1:29 PM, Nzongola-Ntalala, Georges wrote: 
> Since we dealt with 52 candidates in one hour and a hall; one hour and a hall! should be enough to discuss the remaining 10 candidates. 
> Georges 
> 

> Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 BaNe Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel 
> 

> [ ...... Perry ~tall [h~ilp~@em~il;unc 

> Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:21 AM 
> To: Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hall, Perry A; SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: Fwd: Meeting Next Tuesday 
> 

> [)ear Colleagues 
> 

> Our next meeting is scheduled for next Tuesday, Dec 18, 1-3 pm Kia has inl2~rmed me that she will have to leave the meeting at 2:30. 
> 

> As alternatives we can choose between re-scheduling the meeting for Tuesday morning (before 12:30), or simply reckoning that we can complete our business in an hour and a hall" 
> 
> What say ye? 
> 

> Thanks 
> Perry 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject:    Meeting Next Tuesday 
>Date: YVcd, 12 Dec 2012 21:09:23 -0500 

>From: Caldwell, Kia L<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu><mailto:klcaldwe(~email.unc.edu> 
> To: Hall, Pclry A<HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU><mailto:HALLPA,@~EMAIL.L~C.EDU> 
> 

> 

> 

> Perry, 
> 

> I will need to leave our meeting at 2:30 pm next Tuesday. I hope I won’t miss too much of the discussion. Eunice has scheduled a meeting for another corrmfittee at 12:30, so we probably 
wouldn’t be able to move our meeting up to that time. Kyou think we’ll need the full two hours to meet, I will also be available during the morning (until 12:30 pro) on Tuesday. 
> 

> 

> 

> Best, 
> 

> Kia 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> "The most common way people give up their po~ver is by thil~ing they don’t have any." 
> 

> - Alice Walker 
> 

> 

> 

> Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 
> 

> Associate Professor 
> 

> African and Afro-American Studies 
> 
> UN-C-Chapel Hill 
> 

> CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



Phone: 919-%2-8225 

I~’ax: 919-%2-2694 

klcaldwe@email unc edu< mailto:klcaldwe(~email.unc.edu> 

http://afriafam unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 3:26 PM 

Hall, Peny A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; .Panken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.e&t>; Sahle, Eunice N <eurfice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Meeting Next Tuesday 

10 am is fine with me. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

Fromi Pen3’ ItaH [hallpa@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~[hursday, December 13, 2012 1:55 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sutzject: Re: Meeting Next Tuesday 

Georges, if you are available at 10 I’d rather do that, because I’d 
rather over-estimate the time necessary for a :Full discussion than 
under-estimate ~t. 

Pen3~ 

On 12/13/2012 1:29 PM, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges wrote: 
> Since we dealt with 52 candidates in one hour and a hall; one hour and a hall! should be enough to discuss the remaining 10 candidates. 
> Georges 
> 

> Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> Universi)- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel. 
> 

> From: Petr~" Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:21 AM 
> To: Caldwell, Kia L; Jaaken, Kctmeth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hall, Perry A; Sable, Eunice N 
> Subject: Fwd: Meeting Next Tuesday 
> 

> Dear Colleagues 
> 

> Our next meeting is scheduled for next Tuesday-, Dec. 18, 1-3 pm. Kia has itffom~ed me that she will have to leave the meeting at 2:30. 
> 

> As alternatives we can choose between re-scheduling the meeting for Tuesday morning (before 12:30), or simply reckoning that we can complete our business in an hour and a half. 
> 
> What say ye? 
> 

> Thanks 
> Perry 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject:    Meeting Next Tuesday 
> Date: Wed, 12 Dec 2012 21:09:23 -0500 

>From: Ca ldwell, Kia L<klcaldwe@email unc.edu><mailto:klca ldwe@emaihuaac.edu> 
> To: Hall, Peny A<HALLPA@EMA1L.Lr>,-C.EDU><mailto:FL~LLPA,~E~L~kEbU~!C.EDU> 
> 

> 

> 

> Pela-y, 
> 

> I will need to leave our meeting at 2:30 pm next Tuesday I hope I won’t miss too much of the discussion. Eunice has scheduled a meeting for another committee at 12:30, so we probably 
wouldaa’t be able to move our meeting up to that time. If you think we’ll need the full two hours to meet, I will also be available during the morning (until 12:30 pm) on Tuesday. 
> 

> 

> 

> Best, 
> 

> Kia 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



"The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 

- Alice Walker 

KiaI.ill?’ Caldwell Phi). 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-.o62-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klc aldwe@eraail.tmc, edu<raailto :klcaldwe,@,el~ail.unc. edu> 

http ://afriafam. unc. edv : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

FW: exam 

Heads up. There are several emails. Don’t know if she will take it further. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? I have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so I’m wondering how badly I did on the exam to earn a 
Thanks, 

in the class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: exam 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

6:14 PM 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for your 
is . Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down, You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent-" Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? I have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so I’m wondering how badly I did on the exam to earn a in the class. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: exam 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

Prof. Lee, 
Why did I get a out of on the paper? 

7:16 PM 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for your 
is Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? T have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so I’m wondering how badly T did on the exam to earn a in the class. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: exam 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

7:17 PM 

Do you have office hours I could meet with you and discuss the paper? 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of : for your 
is . Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? T have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so I’m wondering how badly T did on the exam to earn a in the class. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: exam 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

9:56 PM 

No, but whatis there todiscuss atthis late date? 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

7:17 PM 

Do you have office hours I could meet with you and discuss the paper? 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for your 
is . Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? I have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so rm wondering how badly I did on the exam to earn a in the class. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: exam 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

9:58 PM 

I don’t know, but atthis point1 can’ttakeresponsibilityfor your papenWhy did you not getit from me? There is nothing that can be done atthis point. 
Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

7:16 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
Why did I get a out of on the paper? 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for your 
is . Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? I have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so rm wondering how badly I did on the exam to earn a in the class. 
Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: exam 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

10:01 PM 

Professor Lee, 
It was an email copy and I did not expect you to print it. I’m sorry for the inconvenience but I still do not understand why I got a 
that I had to re-do it later than everyone else. 

Thanks, 

on it. It was late because you emailed me 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

z don’t know, but at this point I can’t take responsibility for your paper. Why did you not get it from me? There is nothing that can be done at this point. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

7:16 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
Why did I get a out of on the paper? 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for your 
is Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof: Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? T have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so rm wondering how badly T did on the exam to earn a in the class~ 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: exam 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

t0:09 PM 

If you were not concerned enough to get your paper in        , again, there is nothing I can do at this point. I don’t remember the details, but if I gave you an opportunity to 
redo it, I did not penalize you for it being late. I brought the papers to class for weeks and you did not bother to get yours. I am very sorry. There were 60 students in your 
class and therefore I can’t be responsible for someone who did an assignment and didn’t pick it up. I even sent a general email out to the entire class with instructions about 
reading good papers if you had any questions about your grade. I am very sorry and have no idea why you only got 

All the best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

I0:01 PM 

Professor Lee, 
It was an email copy and I did not expect you to print it. I’m sorry for the inconvenience but I still do not understand why I got a 
that I had to re-do it later than everyone else. 

Thanks, 

on it. It was late because you emailed me 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

I don’t know, but at this point I can’t take responsibility for your paper. Why did you not get it from me? There is nothing that can be done at this point. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

7:16 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
Why did I get a out of on the paper? 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for your ~ 
is . Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? 1 have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so I’m wondering how badly I did on the exam to earn a in the class. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqxs~exw~@epcg@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 12:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

New addition to International Library of Sociology Series 

Request your Copy of "Trsnsforming images’= today! 
Is this email not displsying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For’,qsrd to a Flier~d 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Eunice, 

Recommended for ~cadern~c Libraries 

Transforming Images 

Screens, affect, futures 

Contemporary social and cultural life is increasingly organized 

around a logic of self-transformation, where changing the body is 

functions within this transformative logic to indicate the potential 

of a materiaiiy better time. The book ex#eres the crucial role that 

in making possible, or not, the materialization of a better future. 

Coiertlan asks the questk?ns: which [utures are appareling and to 

Wt )(3 [~] ? ~I~ C))X’ ~] ~) ~mages h~p into and r¢~produce w~d~H social and 

Drawing on the recent ’turns’ to affect and emotion and to 

understanding life in terms of wtality, intensity and ’liveness’ in 

soc~a~ and cultural theory, the book develops a framework for 

scr~ens across popular culture --. [h~ scr~ens of shopping, 

makeover television programs, online dieting plans and 

government health campaigns - it traces how images of self- 

transformation bdng the future into the present and effectively 

Transformdng/mages will be of ~n~eres~ 

wod<ing~nsock~k~gy, medias1 d~s, cultural studies and gender 

studies. 

Learn more about our International LibraN of Sociology 

Read mere about the author and this new book by visiting our 

website. 

Stein up bv subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscdbe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside olIganisstions 

Copyrighl [] 2012 Taylor & Francis. an Info~ma business 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name og Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under rio 107295,’1. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, \&I!T 3JH 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and oilers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 



You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We [espect your privacy and will not rJisclose, rent or seil you[ errlail arJdress to any outside orgarfisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Inferma business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered iR England under no. 1072954 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,~H 

If yo[i wish to unsubscdbe, plesse click on the link beiow Please note this is an 8utomated operstion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Rice Ends Bid for Secretary of State, and Fight With G.O.P. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Rice Ends Bid for Secretary of 
State, and Fight With G.O.P. 
By MARK LANDLER 

In withdrawh~g her name, Susan E. 
Rice, the ambassador to the United 
Nations, removed a major source of 
tension between the White House and 
Congressional Republiem~s. 

In Cairo Crisis, the Poor Find 
Dashed Hopes 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Away from the protests in the rtm-up to 
a referendmn Saturday on a 
constitution, residents of the ermnbling 
Botflaq neighborhood of Cairo have 
their oma reasons to be consumed with 
the crisis. 

DEGREES OF DEBT 
Building a Showcase Campus, 
Using an I.O.U. 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

Colleges have gone on a building spree, channeling the movie mantra, "If you build it, they will come." Now 
they are $205 billion in debt, with students and taxpayers facing the bill. 
’ ~ Graphic: Greater Debt Loads at Schools 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We borrowed a lot of money, but we had no choice. I wasn’t going to watch the buildings fall down." 

THOMAS H. POWELL, president of Mount St. Mary’s University in Maryland, on why his college, like 

many others, has accrued debt to pay for construction on campus. 

MOVIES 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 

2o~3 Golden Globe 
Nominees 
A slide show of images 



from the fihns nonfinated. 

:’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Workers’ Paradise Lost 
By THOMAS J. SUGRUE 

Et tu, Michigan? Its rations aren’t 
powerless, but tlaeir influence is waning. 

The look of the moment: 
Katie Holmes 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Acropolis now 

A quirky little bookshop in cyberspace 

~y|im.e~,~om ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

Russia Offers a Dark View of Assad’s Chances for Survival 
By ELLEN BARRY and STEVEN ERLANGER 

The outlook for President Bashar al-Assad of Syria suffered when his most powerftfl foreign ally said he was 
losing the struggle against tlae insurgency. 

. ~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s War 

-’ ~.~ Tracking the Violence in Damascus 

Life Expectancy Rises Around the World, Study Finds 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

More people worldwide are living into old age, but tlae gains in tlae United States were much smaller, 
according to a new study. 

Japan Scrambles Jets in Islands Dispute With China 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

A Chinese surveillance plane entered what Japan considers its airspace above disputed islands on Thursday, 
prompting flae nations to exchange accusations. 
" ~ Territorial Disputes Involving Japan 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

As State Budgets Rebound, Federal Cuts Could Pose Danger 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

State officials fear that Washington’s efforts to tame the federal deficit cotfld end up furtl~er whittling away 
the federal aid that states depend upon. 

~ ~ Document: National Governors Association Fiscal Survey of States 

Paper Links Nerve Agents in ’9a Gulf War and Ailments 
By JAMES DAO 

A new scientific paper suggests tlaat American troops staged in Saudi Arabia were exposed to nerve agents 
released by tl~e bombing of Iraqi chenfical weapons depots during the Persian Gtflf War. 

Church Opens Arms to Muslim Group, and Is Taken to Task 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

Pm Episcopal rector says he has come under fire before, but never so much as when he told the Muslim 
Public Affairs Council it could hold its manual convention at lfis church. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

N. JOSEPH WOODLAND, 1921-2012 
If It’s for Sale, His Lines Sort It 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Mr. Woodland, who died on Stmday at 91, conceived file modern bar code, a technology that helped 
revolutionize tile retail industry and graces nearly every surface of contemporary life. 

DEALBOOK 
UBS Unit Is Said to Be Close to Guilty Plea in Rate Scandal 
By BEN PROTESS and MARK SCOTT 

Along with a rare adnfission of crinfinal wrongdoing at its Japanese subsidiary, UBS could face about $1 

billion in fines and regulatory sanctions. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
A Fed Focused on the Value of Clarity 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

A greater appreciation for the virtues of transparency has been one of the most important shifts in central 
banking in recent decades. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Fans Jeer D’Antoni, but Sting Is in Defeat 
By HOWARD BECK 

Mike D’Antoni enjoyed a brief reunion with his wife and his son before his Lakers faced the IOficks at 
Madison Square Garden, where the reception was more hostile. 

.. Bryant’s Frustration Grows as Free Fall Continues 

Another Lakers Headache: Missed Foul Shots by Howard 

KNICKS 116, LAKERS 107 
After Fast Start, Anthony Limps Off and Knicks Hold On 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Calanelo Anthony scored a team-high 30 points in 22 nlinutes before leaving the game in the third quarter 
with an ankle injury in Mike D’Antoni’s return to Madison Square Garden. 

’- Box Score I Woodson Reveals That He Challenged His Stars 

ON BASEBALL 
Angels Hoping Hamilton Builds on His Legacy 
By TYLER KEPNER 

It is tempting to say that the Josh Hanfilton deal swings the balance of power in the ?anericml League West 
to the 3algels, but we learned last winter that it really doesn’t work that way. 

’- ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

MUSEUM REVIEW 
Opening the Doors to the Life of Pi 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

Tile goal of tile new Museum of Mathematics, its fotmders say, is to show that math is ftm, engaging, 
exciting. And despite its flaws, it is exhilarating to see math so exuberantly celebrated. 

ART REVIEW 
Where Opposites Attract 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

The Yale University Art Gallery, always a respected museum, is now a must-see one since its renovation and 
expansion. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Saul Steinberg: A Biography’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

"Saul Steinberg: A Biography," by Deirdre Bair, suffers from restrictions that result in a book much less lively 
than one of Steinberg’s illustrations. 



¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

THE CARPETBAGGER 
’Lincoln,’ With 7 Nominations, Leads a Tight Pack 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Steven Spielberg’s fihn "Lincoh~" led the way but was followed closely by "Les Mis~rables," "Argo" and 
"Silver Linings Playbook." 

" ~ Photos: 2013 Golden Globe Nominees 

. Analysis: ’Django’ and Tarantino Receive an Oscar Boost 

¯ . List of Nominees I More Coverage >> 

MOVIE REVIEW ’THE HOBBIT: AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY’ 
Bilbo Begins His Ring Cycle 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In Peter Jackson’s 3-D adaptation of "The Hobbit," Bilbo sets out with the wizard Gandalf mad a posse of 
dwarfs to battle a fearsome dragon. 

". The ABC’s of HFR 3-D 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ANY DAY NOW’ 

Ahead of Their Times, but Resolved to Love 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In "Any Day Now," directed by Travis Fine, Alan Cumming plays a drag queen in 1979 who struggles to adopt 
an abandoned teenager with Douaa syndrome. 

" Snapshot: Travis Fine 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Pain Behind the Budget Cuts 
There is still time to tmdo an arbitrary sequester, which would slash billions in discretionary spendh~g, 
before it does real harm to vital services. 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Flawed Constitutional Vote 
Can a chaotic and divisive process move the cotmtry to a true democracy? 

EDITORIAL 
The Cost of Solitary Confinement 
New York’s policy on isolation is inhumane. The prison system needs clearer guidelines from the State 
Legislature as to when isolation can and cannot be used. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Hark! The Herald Angels Didn’t Sing 
By T. M. LUHRMANN 

It takes a strong imagination to approach Scripture literally. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The G.O.P.’s Existential Crisis 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

This is worth repeating: We’re not having a debt crisis. What we’re having is a political crisis. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Holidays Without God 
Can you really celebrate Chrishnas and HantLkkah without paying tribute to God? 



¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 14, 1981, Israel annexed the Golan Heights, seized from Syria in 1967. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: exam 

Eunice, 
T really don’t know what this student is talking about. I don’t even know what she looks like. I am no longer responding to her because she is not making sense. Don’t know if 

she will contact you to complain, so I want you to have aii these emails. I have had no conversations with students about their papers due to my staled policy. Why would I tell 

a student her paper is fine and not give it to her? 

Sorry for the continued drama from my students. 

Best, 

Margaret 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

10:59 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
T did not pick up the paper because the first and second one I turned in were the wrong format. The digital one was the one you should have graded. When I asked you about 

how I did, you said I did fine so T did not worry about it. You did not have a hard copy so T could not retrieve one with my grade on it. rm sorry for this continued inconvenience 

but T will do anything to fix this problem. I do not believe I deserve that grade and think that it was a result of a misunderstanding. Please reconsider your decision and let me 
know if there is anything I can do. Can I resend the paper? It did not deserve a out of 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:09 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

If you were not concerned enough to get your paper in         again, there is nothing I can do at this point. I don’t remember the details, but if I gave you an opportunity to 
redo it, I did not penalize you for it being late. I brought the papers to class for weeks and you did not bother to get yours. I am very sorry. There were 60 students in your 
class and therefore I can’t be responsible for someone who did an assignment and didn’t pick it up. T even sent a general email out to the entire class with instructions about 
reading good papers if you had any questions about your grade. T am very sorry and have no idea why you only got 

All the best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

10:01 PM 

Professor Lee, 
It was an email copy and I did not expect you to print it. I’m sorry for the inconvenience but I still do not understand why I got a 
that I had to re-do it later than everyone else. 

Thanks, 

on it. It was late because you emailed me 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

I don’t know, but at this point I can’t take responsibility for your paper. Why did you not get it from me? There is nothing that can be done at this point. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

7:16 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
Why did I get a out of on the paper? 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for your, 
is . Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? I have gotten an 
Thanks, 

on everything so far in the class, so I’m wondering how badly I did on the exam to earn a in the class~ 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: exam 

Thanks. 
And you take care also, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

8:07 AM 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for all the emails and there is no need to apologize. 

Take care, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: exam 

6:54 AM 

Eunice, 
I really don’t know what this student is talking about. I don’t even know what she looks like. I am no longer responding to her because she is not making sense. Don’t know if 

she will contact you to complain, so I want you to have aii these emails. I have had no conversations with students about their papers due to my stated policy. Why would I tell 
a student her paper is fine and not give it to her? 
Sorry for the continued drama from my students. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

10:59 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
T did not pick up the paper because the first and second one I turned in were the wrong format. The digital one was the one you should have graded. When I asked you about 

how I did, you said I did fine so I did not worry about it. You did not have a hard copy so T could not retrieve one with my grade on it. rm sorry for this continued inconvenience 
but I will do anything to fix this problem. I do not believe I deserve that grade and think that it was a result of a misunderstanding. Please reconsider your decision and let me 
know if there is anything I can do. Can T resend the paper? Tt did not deserve a out of 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

If you were not concerned enough to get your paper in         again, there is nothing I can do at this point. I don’t remember the details, but if I gave you an opportunity to 
redo it, I did not penalize you for it being late. I brought the papers to class for weeks and you did not bother to get yours. I am very sorry. There were 60 students in your 
class and therefore I can’t be responsible for someone who did an assignment and didn’t pick it up. I even sent a general email out to the entire class with instructions about 
reading good papers if you had any questions about your grade. I am very sorry and have no idea why you only got 

All the best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

10:01 PM 

Professor Lee, 
It was an email copy and I did not expect you to print it. I’m sorry for the inconvenience but I still do not understand why I got a 
that I had to re=do it later than everyone else. 

Thanks, 

on it. It was late because you emailed me 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

I don’t know, but at this point I can’t take responsibility for your paper. Why did you not get it from me? There is nothing that can be done at this point. 



Best, 
Prof. Lee 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

Prof. Lee, 
Why did I get a out of on the paper? 

7:16 PM 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                6:14 PM 
To:       ~ 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for your, 
is . Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? I have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so I’m wondering how badly I did on the exam to earn a in the class. 

Thanks, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 9:51 AM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul~--athlefics-tbrum] more from Michigan 

Miles’ question should be answerable by Joy and should include Lissa Broome. I can certify that lots of generosity was offered in the 90s--all the way to the head of Faculty Council--but I 
have no knowledge of recent years 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:~vm[letch@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 1:09 AM 
To: discussion 
Su~iect: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

Dear Jay and An@, 

It simply seems commonsensical to me that if one is a member of the University of Michigan’s Advisory Board for Intercollegiate Athletics or the I~’C Facul~ Athletics Committee and if 
those committees are supposed to play some sort of watchdog role one cannot accept an?- special privileges from that university’s Department of Athletics. Such an action not only seems 
improper, but it also creates an avenue for improper imquence and hence an increased possibility of improper influence Organizations usually do not bestow- generous treatment to select 
people just because of pure generosity 

Do members of the UN(? FAC receive any "perks" from the UNC Athletics Department? 

Miles 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: AndrewPerrin [mailto:andrew perrin(a)unc.edu] 
Sent: ~I1nursday, December 13, 2012 9:56 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sut~iect: Re: [facutty--athletics-forum] more fi-om Michigan 

Sure, maybe he would, maybe he wouldn’t. But the point is that the wrong he did had to do with compromising his integrity, not accepting sporting tickets "Follow the money" is just a 
convenient way of making an ad hominem argument without seeming like you’re doing so. 

ap 

On 12/13/2012 09:36 PM; Jay Smith wrote: 
Compromised integrity always a bad thing, agreed. But lay point is 
that, you know, maybe he would have had a little more backbone, maybe 
he would not have been so eager to "help" those students, if he had 
not had such a cozy relationship with athletics (which, I admit, I’m 
only guessing at--! don’t know all the details on that.) I would think 
that it’s easier to keep your perspective if you’ve kept at arm’s 
length the people who will be affected by the enfi~rcement or 
n on-enforcement of the rules. 

As for the students themselves-that’s a tough one, I’ll admit. We 
always want to be supportive, encouraging, etc. But I always make it a 
point not to be the students’ friend. 
On 12/13/12 9:01 PM. Perrin, Andrew J ~vrote: 

>> So here’s the thought experiment. If your exemplar Michigan prof 
>> hadn’t had good seats at the games, would his compromised integrity 
>> have been any worse? I say- not. And that’s why I think it’s far more 
>> important to practice and enforce real integrity instead of worrying 
>> about the appearance of impropriety: to be rather than to seem. There 
>> can be irapropriety where the appearance thereof is absent, and vice 
>> vcrsa. 
>> 

>> Andy 
>> 

>> Andrew- Perrin, l~2XlC Sociology 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> OnDec 13, 2012, at 8:41 PM, "Jay Smith" njaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I’m with Miles on this one. Faculty enjoying college athletics is 
>>> fine, sure. And when the athletics dept gives *all* faculty and 
>>> staff discounts on tickets (when we’re playing East Idaho State), 
>>> it’s fine to take advantage of it if you enjoy that sort of thing. 
>>> But the faculty athletics corrm~ittee is supposed to be our ~vatchdog. 
>>> I ~vould like to think of it as a regulatory agency of sorts. The 
>>> regulators can’t be in bed with those regulated, no matter how 
>>> subtle and seemingly harmless the inducements offered. In the 
>>> Michigan case, why did those faculty have to be flown out to LA and shown a good time? 
>>> There’s only one reason: athletics (and the univ administration, 
>>> undoubtedly) wanted to promote the right kind of "sympathy" for the 
>>> enterprise, should that sympathy be needed at some point. As it 
>>> happens, the very year this controversy arose in Aim Arbor (2008), 
>>> it ~vas revealed that a veiN friendly faculty member in Psyc was 
>>> handing out easy credits by the bushel. He also had choice seats 
>>> right behind the bench at UM basketball games Think that was a coincidence? 
>>> And--the biggest scandal of all--a faculty committee reviewed the 
>>> practices of this guy and said, ah, no big deal He sure loves his 



>>> students! I’ll never think the same way about the Universi~" of 
>>> Machigan again. The tipping point has tipped for me. rIlae facuhy 
>>> have been co-opted (though maybe they’re beginning to emerge from 

>>> hypnosis.) 

>~> ttere at UNC, we now have reasons to think that many people at this 
>>> University, including some facul~, may have had reason to wonder 
>>> what was going on in Julius’s classes in 2006 or thereabouts Are we 
>>> to suppose that the athletics dept’s ability to cultivate so many 
>>> people in so many ways over so many years had nothing whatever to do 
>>> with the failure of faculty and staffto be appropriately- suspicious 
>>> (or to act on their suspicions)? 

>>> Let’s just avoid the appearance of improprie~. You want to go to a 
>>> game? Buy your ticket like anybody else. And *especially* if you 
>>> exercise some function of "value" to the athletics dept (FAR, FAC 
>>> rnembcr, Dean, Dept chair, etc.), refuse all favors and blandishments 
>>> unless they" are made available to everyone else. I’m sure that 
>>> Cincim~atus, Robespierre, Hairy Trun~an, and Ralph Nader ~vould all 
>>> agree on this common sense position. 
>>> On 12,’13/12 8:01 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>>>> There is no inherent conflict of interest in facul~ enjoying 
>>>> college athletics, and even being given discounted or free tickets, 
>>>> as long as they do not compromise academic integrity- (and are not 
>>>> pressured to do so). Presun~ably most of us have enough of a 
>>>> commitrr~ent to the intellectual enterprise to resist that. But then 
>>>> again I’ve never been much of a "follow the money" guy: 

>>>> httl~://scatter.wordpress, corn/2011/01 i02idont-follow-t he-money/ 
>>>> http:i/scatter.wordpress.com,’2011i09i02/tea-l~artv-research-and-the- 
>>>> public-sphere/ 

>>>> On 12/13/2012 06:31 PM, Fletcher, W Males wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Jay, 

>>>>> I have just started to read this alticle and notice that it 
>>>>> mentions Teresa Sullivan as the provost at Machigan in 2008 who 
>>>>> refused to change the policy of the Athletic Department paying tbr 
>>>>> members of the Advisory Board on Intercollegiate Athletics to 
>>>>> travel to Michigan’s bowl games Is this the same Teresa Sullivan 
>>>>> who is currently the president at UVA? 

>>>>> This perk creates obvious comqicts of interest lbr the members of 
>>>>> the Advisow Board. Even just one page into the article, the 
>>>>> rationalizations given for the perks are disappointing if 
>>>>> predictable Of course the members of the Adviso~ Board want to 
>>>>> keep their privileges Then, we have to keep in mind that, as we 
>>>>> read before, this is the same institution where a faculty 
>>>>> con~mittee several years ago cuncluded that a psychology professor 
>>>>> teaching dozens of independent study courses to athletes per 
>>>>> semester was not only an acceptable practice but that it also 
>>>>> represented an ideal approach to higher education. 

>>>>> As someone on the listserv wrote weeks or months ago, the 
>>>>> University of Michigan has an excellent academic reputation. 
>>>>> Perhaps a universi~" can tolerate a certain amount of this kind of 
>>>>> faculty behavior without having the overall quali~ of academic 
>>>>> programs being compromised. Flagship public umversities are, 
>>>>> after all, large and complicated organizations with multiple purposes 
>>>>> One can speculate, though, if there is a tipping point. 

>>>>> Miles 

>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:ia~/’smith(~email unc edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 12:28 PM 

>>>>> Sublect: [facul~’--athletics-forum] more li~om Mrchigan 

>>>>> Another Michigan Daily article, from 2008, highlights an issue I 
>>>>> think we need to confront openly at UNC: how faculty impartiality 
>>>>> can be preserved in a context of sport boosterism (and 
>>>>> questionable perks doled out to involved facul~ ) 

>>>>> http://www.michi~andaily, com/content/na/athl-dept-perks-prac tice-r 
>>>>> aises-conflict-interest-questions?page 0,0 

>>>>> -- You are currently- subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> wmfletch@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>htrp://lists.unc.ed~,’u?id 48699893.07ca~43763 f69abbbb 8526663985856e 
>>>>> c&n T&I faculty-athletics-folum&o 32534565, 
>>>>> or send a blat~ email to 

>>>>> leave-32534565 -48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listse1~’.unc.edu. 



>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> andrew perrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>> http://lists.unc edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868 
>>>>> d&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32536161, 
>>>>> or send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-32536161-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv unc.edu. 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew~perrin@unc.edu - http:/iperrin.socsci.unc.edu Associate Professor of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 Universi~" of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3210USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: wmfletch@eruail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec&n T&I faculty--athletics-foruru&o 32536369. or send a blank eruail to leave-32536369- 
48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listsep<~mc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edv.’u?id 54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42ala2Po4&n T&I facult’y--athletics-fol~m~&o 32536696 or send a blankemailto lea’,~e-32536696- 
54562879.d37efl 2dfi35e61 b6907f4i:42a 1 a2~4@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are c~trrently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: httl~:~,’lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facult’v--athletics-folum&o 32537574 or send a blar~k email to lea’,~e-32537574- 
50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.anc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Important AIx~ut my Final Grade 

Sent: Friday 10:36 ~vl 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Impoltam About my Final Grade 

Hello Professor Lee 

I was just wondering where could i see my exam grade at and ask if there was anything i could do to pass your class because i need to be eligible for next year so i can be able to graduate 
and hopefully p]a?        ]2~r my last year I gave all my effort in this class even though the difficult circumstances i have deal with during this semester ~s there anything i can do to get a 
passing grade I showecl you my paper on the         i couldn’t turn in another copy because i didnt save it on my computer when i gave to its so im asking please for a chance to pass. 

Thanks 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@emai].unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:41 AM 
To: 
Sut~ject: RE: Turn my late papers in 

[)ear 

Please see me after class or come to my office hours this morning 

Thanks, 
Pro£ l,ee 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:20 PM 
To: l.ee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Turn my late papers in 

Dear Professor Lee 

The only reason i didn’t turn my        paper in is because i didn’t save it on ray database and i didnt turn my          paper in becuase it was to late. I ask can you give me another 
chance to turn my papers is this class and grade means a lot to me. I know it may seem like i don’t care but i do and I want to learn a lot about afri and do well in it. 
Thanks 

From: leemc@email.m~c.edu [leemc@email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:16 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: Ignore email 

Dear Class, 

You may have received an email in error. It was meant for only 7 students. I will resend it to those students. 

Best, 

Pro£ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Important Atx~ut my Final Grade 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday, 10:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Import.ant About my Final Grade 

Dear 

I am sorry, but if you did not save your        paper, you should have done it over I treat all students the same in my courses Also ’~’ou missed a significant number of lectures 
Unfortunately I am not scheduled to be in tlae o:tJ~tce until next year 

Again, I am very sorry and I tried to help you in the beginning, but you didn’t respond appropriatel’~’ and now this is the consequence. 

Best, 
Pro£ l.ee 

From: 
Sent: Fri&iy, 10:36 AM 
To: l.ee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Important About my Final Grade 

ttelIo Professor Lee 

I was just wondering where could i see my exam grade at and ask if there was anything i could do to pass your class because i need to be eligible for next year so i can be able to graduate 
and hopefully play        12~r my last year I gave all my efl~rt in this class even though the difficult circumstances i have deal with during this semester is there anything i can do to get a 
passing grade I showed you my paper on the        i couldn’t turn in another copy because i didnt save it on my computer when i gave to its so im asking please for a chance to pass. 

Thanks 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:41 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Turn my late papers in 

Dear 

Please see rrle after class or come to my office hours this morning. 

Thanks, 
Pro£ Lee 

Fronl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Turn my late papers in 

8:20 PM 

Dear Professor Lee 

The only reason i didn’t turn my        paper in is because i didn’t save it on rrly database and i didrlt turn my          paper in becuase it was to late. I ask can you give me another 
chance to turn my papers is this class and grade means a lot to me. I know it may seem like i don’t care but i do and 1 want to learn a lot about afri and do well in it. 
Thanks 

From: leemc@errlail.ur~c.edu [leemc@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:16 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: Ignore email 

Dear Class, 

You may have received an email in error It was meant for only 7 students. I will resend it to those students 

Best, 

Pro£ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 12:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Rebecka 
Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear      Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 

chair of AFRT/AFAM. 
Thursday, 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:40 ( would you double check this?) 
-Welcoming remarks and introductions, 5:40-6 

starts 6-6::~0, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 

-announcements after performance 
Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things,      has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s} of the 21st Century 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: exam 

Response revised.docx 

Eunice, 
I am not dealing with this at this point. This is unacceptable!!! Do they think we are stupid? I will not respond to her academic advisor. 
Best, 
Margaret 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

12:48 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
Here is the paper I emailed you that you should have graded. I think the misunderstanding was that you graded the one that T turned in hard copy. Please take a look and get 
back to me. I will have my academic advisor contact you to discuss the issue~ I know that T should have verified by email what grade I got, but we talked about it in person and 

I thought that the verbal confirmation was acceptable at the time. I’m sorry for the inconvenience and I hope you understand where I am coming from. 
Best, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

If you were not concerned enough to get your paper in         again, there is nothing I can do at this point. I don’t remember the details, but if I gave you an opportunity to 
redo it, I did not penalize you for it being late. I brought the papers to class for weeks and you did not bother to get yours. I am very sorry. There were 60 students in your 
class and therefore I can’t be responsible for someone who did an assignment and didn’t pick it up. I even sent a general email out to the entire class with instructions about 
reading good papers if you had any questions about your grade. I am very sorry and have no idea why you only got 

All the best, 
Prof. Lee 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

10:01 PM 

Professor Lee, 
It was an email copy and I did not expect you to print it. rm sorry for the inconvenience but ~ still do not understand why I got a 
that I had to re-do it later than everyone else. 

Thanks, 

on it. It was late because you emailed me 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

I don’t know, but at this point I can’t take responsibility for your paper. Why did you not get it from me? There is nothing that can be done at this point. 
Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

7:16 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
Why did I get a out of on the paper? 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a out of for you 
is . Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

paper, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 3:03 PM 



To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? T have gotten an 
Thanks, 

on everything so far in the class, so 1’m wondering how badly T did on the exam to earn a in the class~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:04 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; 
Rebecka Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) ofthe 21st Century 

@live.unc.edu>; Fisher, 

This sounds fine for me. Kathy 

Professor Kathy A. Perkins 
Department of Dramatic Art 
Center for Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3230 

919-962-1132 
kathyaperkins.com 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent; Friday, 12:10 PM 
To: Perkins, Kathy A.; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

Cc-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-" W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear      Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 
chair of AFR][/AFAM. 
Thursday, 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:4.0 would you double check this?) 
-Welcoming remarks and introductions, 5:4-0-6 

starts 6-6:10, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 
-announcements after performance 
Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things,      has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:07 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; 
A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) ofthe 21st Century 

@live.unc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy 

Hi Reg, 

Thanks for this. It sounds fine to me. Have you also touched base with to make sure that all is running apace? 

Hope all is well, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor English & Comparative Literature 
Assistant Department Chair and Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 

From: "Hildebrand, Resinald F" <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 12:10:11-0500 

To: @live.unc.edu>, "Perkins, Kathy A." <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>, Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Co: Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear     , Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 
chair of AFRI/AFAM. 
Thursday, 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:40 i would you double check this?) 
-Welcoming remarks and introductions, 5:40-6 

starts 6-6:10, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 
-announcements after performance 
Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things,      has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:50 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Flights: Urgeut 

Hi Dr. Sdtde 

I’ve sent emails about tl~is to participants several times including this week. I spoke to Sonia yesterday to give her their contact info so she can also follow up. The last 

email I sent was on Monday. The issue is that we have to wait for them to send W9 forms first which only lwo have done so far. I do know that a few will be driving 

(Dr Provezo and Dr Aldridge) so really we are waiting on Dr Chandler and Dr Je~mings. Dr Horne submitted a request to the agency but we have been waiting for his 

w9 to mrive which he mailed last week. I finally got in touch with Dr Pierre ~                                                           She emailed her W9 

this week and Sonia has it. She has not to my knowledge contacted the agency. Dr. Jennings has a contlict which he believes roll be resolved but he has not reslyonded 

to the latest emails I’ve sent about booking a tlight. I haven’t heard ti~om Dr Chandler since the first email excha~ge. I have copied all of my corresvmdence with him to 
his personal email address he gave me but have not heard back. I am driving home to    right now but I cm~ place phone calls to each of their office numbers to tbllow 

up. 

"Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.tmc.edu;, wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am worried that no flights - Viking has not contacted the office for CAP numbers - have been booked at this moment for scholars who are flying in. As per our discussion 
earlier in the semester, this item needed to be taken care of very early on so as to cut cost. 

Please follow up on this today as a matter of urgency. 

Many thanks for taking care of this. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Flights: Urgent 

Dtone SaNe, 

Jus~ called Dr Jennings and Dr Chandler and left voicemails. Dr Chandler’s assistant roll also be contacting him to help follow up. 

"SaNe, E~mice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doino well. 

I am worried that no flighN - Vikino has not contacted the office for CAP numbers - have been booked at this moment for scholars who are flyin9 in. As per our discussion 
earlier in the semester, this item needed to be taken care of very early on so as to cut cost. 

Please follow up on this today as a matter of uroency. 

Many thanks for takino care of this. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 2:22 PM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Renner, Joy J ~\loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

I~W: [faculty,--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

At Joy’s request, I forward her response to nay con~aent about perks at FAC in the 90s. 

Thank you for the reassurance. 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:JovRenner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 10:26 ~M 
Tu: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: RE: [l’aculty--athletics-formn] 

Yuu must have cume thruugh during the generuus years and when this was very common practice and almost expected un all cullege campuses. UNC discuuraged the practice probably 
shurtly after you left as others who have preceded my time on the FAC alsu have said there were nut "perks" associated with pamcipation on this cummittee 

Jny J. Renner, MA., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Prufessur and Directur 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill Schuol ufMedicine CB ~7130 UNC-CtI Bundurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CON[V;Dt:.NTIAL[TY NO,lICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended unly [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain cunfldential and/ur 
privileged material. Any ---unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies ufthe original message. 

Email currespundence to and from this address ma’~’ be subject tu the Nurth Carulina Public Recurds law and may be disclused tu third parties by an authurized state official (NCG S. ch. 132). 
Student educatiunal records are subj ect tu FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brooks, Edwin W [mailto:ewbrooks(&live.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 9:51 .~xSvi 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from 2vfichigan 

Miles’ question should be answerable by Joy and should include Lissa Broome. I can certify that lots of generosity was offered in the 90s-all the way to the head of Faculty Co~cil--but I 
have no knowledge of recent years. 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:wr~fflctch(&email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, December 14, 2012 1:09 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

Dear Jay and Andy, 

It simply seems commonsensical to me that if one is a member of the University of Michigan’s Advisory Board for Intercollegiate Athletics or the L~’~’C Faculty Athletics Cormnittee and if 
those committees are supposed to play- some sort of watchdog role one cannot accept any special privileges from that m~iversity’s Department of Athletics. Such an action not only seems 
improper, but it also creates an avenue for improper influence and hence an increased possibility of improper irNuence. Organizations usually do not bestow- generous treatment to select 
people just because of pure generosity. 

Do members of the UNC FA~ receix e any "perks" from the UNC Athletics Department? 

Miles 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Andrew Pel~m [mailto:andre~v~errin@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 9:56 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

Sure, maybe he would, maybe he wouldn’t. But the point is that the wrong he did had to do with compromising his integrity, not accepting sporting tickets "Follow the money" is just a 
convenient way of making an ad hominem argument without seeming like you’re doing so. 

ap 

On 12/13/2012 09:36 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Compromised integrity always a bad thing, agreed. But my point is 
> that, you know, maybe he would have had a little more backbone, maybe 
> he would not have been so eager to "help" those students, if he had 
> not had such a cozI~ relationship ~vith athletics (which, I admit, I’m 
> only guessing at--I don’t know all the details on that.) I would think 
> that it’s easier to keep your perspective if you’ve kept at arm’s 



length the people who will be affected by the enfi~rcement or 
n on-enforcement of the rules. 

As :for the students themselves--that’s a tough one, I’1l admit. We 
always want to be supportive, encouraging, etc. But I always make it a 
point not to be the students’ friend. 
On 12/13/12 9:01 PM, Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 

>> So here’s the thought experiment. If your exemplar Michigan prof 
>> hadn’t had good seats at the games, would his compromised integrity 
>> have been any worse? I say- not. And that’s why I think it’s far more 
>> important to practice and enforce real integrity instead of worrying 
>> about the appearance of impropriety: to be rather than to seem. There 
>> can be irapropriety where the appearance thereof is absent, and vice 
>> versa. 
>> 

>> Andy 
>> 

>> Andrew- Perrin, IJ2,1C Sociology 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> OnDec 13, 2012, at 8:41 PS{ "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I’m with Miles on this one. Faculty enjoying college athletics is 
>>> fine, sure. And when the athletics dept gives *all* faculty and 
>>> staff discounts on tickets (when we’re playing East Idaho State), 
>>> it’s fine to take advantage of it if you enjoy that sort of thing. 
>>> But the faculty- athletics corrm~ittee is supposed to be our xvatchdog. 
>>> I would like to think of it as a regulatolT agency of sorts. The 
>>> regulators can’t be in bed xvith those regulated, no matter how 
>>> subtle and seemingly harmless the inducements offered. In the 
>>> Michigan case, why did those faculty have to be flown out to LA and shown a good time? 
>>> There’s only one reason: athletics (and the univ administration, 
>>> undoubtedly) wanted to promote the right kind of "sympathy" for the 
>>> enterprise, should that sympathy be needed at some point. As it 
>>> happens, the ve~ year this controversy arose in Aim Arbor (2008), 
>>> it ~vas revealed that a veiN friendly faculty member in Psyc was 
>>> handing out easy credits by the bushel. He also had choice seats 
>>> right behind the bench at UM basketball games Think that was a coincidence? 
>>> And--the biggest scandal of all--a faculty committee reviewed the 
>>> practices of this guy and said, ah, no big deal He sure loves his 
>>> students! I’ll never think the same way about the University of 
>>> Michigan again. The tipping point has tipped for me The faculty 
>>> have been co-opted (though maybe they’re beginning to emerge from 
>>> t2aeir 
>>> hypnosis) 
>>> 

>>> Here at UNC, we now- have reasons to think that malay people at this 
>>> University, including some faculty, may have had reason to wonder 
>>> what was going on in Julius’s classes in 2006 or thereabouts. Are we 
>>> to suppose that the athletics dept’s ability to cultivate so many 
>>> people in so many ways over so many years had nothing whatever to do 
>>> with the failure of faculty and staff to be appropriately suspicious 
>>> (or to act on their suspicions)? 
>>> 

>>> Let’s just avoid the appearance of impropriety. You want to go to a 
>>> game? Buy your ticket like anybody else And *especially* if you 
>>> exercise some ti~nction of "value" to the athletics dept (FAR, FAC 
>>> member, Dean, Dept chair, etc.), refuse all favors and blandishments 
>>> unless they are made available to everyone else. I’m sure that 
>>> Cinciunatus, Robespierre, ttarry Truman, and Ralph Nader would all 
>>> agree on this common sense position. 
>>> On 12/13/12 8:01 PM, 2mdrew Perrin wrote: 
>>>> There is no inherent conflict of interest in faculty enjoying 
>>>> college athletics, and even being given discounted or free tickets, 
>>>> as long as they do not compromise academic integrity (and are not 
>~>> pressured to do so) Presumably most of us have enough of a 
>>>> commitment to the intellectual enterprise to resist that. But then 
>>>> again I’ve never been much of a "follow the money" guy: 

>>>> http:i/scatter.wordpress.com/2011/01/02/dont-follow-the-monev/ 
>>>> http://scatter wordpress com/2011/09/02itea-parW-research-an d-th e- 
>>>> public-sphere/ 

>>>> On 12/13,’2012 06:31 PM; Fletcher, W Males wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Jay, 

>>>>> I have just started to read this article and notice that it 
>>>>> mentions Teresa Sullivan as the provost at Machigan in 2008 who 
>>>>> refused to change the policy of the Athletic Department paying :for 
>>>>> members of the Advisor,f Board on Intercollegiate Athletics to 
>>>>> travel to Michigan’s bowl games. Is this the same Teresa Sullivan 
>>>>> who is cmrently the president at UVA? 

>>>>> This perk creates obvious corfflicts of interest for the members of 
>>>>> the Advisory Board. Even just one page into the article, the 
>>>>> rationalizations given for the perks are disappointing if 
>>>>> predictable. Of course the rnembcrs of the Adviso15, Board want to 
>>>>> keep their privileges. Then, we have to keep in mind that, as we 



>>>>> read beJk~re, this is the same institution where a faculty 
>>>>> committee several years ago concluded that a psychology professor 
>>>>> teaching dozens of independent stu@ courses to athletes per 
>>>>> semester was not only an acceptable practice but that it also 
>>>>> represented an ideal approach to higher education. 

>>>>> As someone on the [istsep~ wrote weeks or months ago, the 
>>>>> University of Michigan has an excellent academic reputation. 
>>>>> Perhaps a university can tolerate a certain amount of this kind of 
>>>>> faculty behavior without having the overall quality of academic 
>>>>> programs being compromised. Flagship public universities are, 
>>>>> after all, large and complicated organizations with multiple purposes. 
>>>>> One can speculate, though, if there is a tipping point. 

>>>>> Miles 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Jay Smith [rr~ailto:iaysrr~ith(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 12:28 PM 
>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>> Subject: [faculW--athletics-fot~m~] more from Michigan 

>>>>> Another Michigan Daily- article, from 2008, highlights an issue I 
>>>>> think we need to corffront openly at UNC: how faculty irapartiality 
>>>>> can be presel~’ed in a context of sport boosterism (and 
>>>>> questionable perks doled out to involved faculty.) 

>>>>> http://www.raichi~andailv, com/content/naiathl-dept-perks-l~ractice-r 

>>>>> aises-confiict-interest-questions?page 0,0 

>>>>> -- You are currently- subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> wmfletch@email.anc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>> ht~://lists.uaac.eduiu?id 48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856e 
>>>>> c&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32534565, 
>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>>> leave-32534565 -48699893 07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listserv unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-fola.Un as: 
>>>>> andrew pen-in@uric edu To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>> ht~://lists.uaac.edu/u?id 48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868 
>>>>> d~;ri T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32536161, 
>>>>> or send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-32536161-48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listse1~z.unc.edu 

Andrew J Perrin - andrewj~errin@unc edu - http://perrin socsci.unc.edu Associate Professor of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 University of Nort2a Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: wmfletch@email.uaac.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists unc.eduiu? 
id 48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec&n T&l~’acultv--athletics-ibrum&o 32536369 or send a blank email to leave-32536369- 

48699893 07ca43763 f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.uncedu/u? 
id 54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42ala2:Po4&n T&[ facultv--athletics-fnrum&o 32536696 or send a blank emai[ to leave-32536696- 
54562879 d37~l 2dJi’35e61 b6907f41:42al a2fb4@lisksep~ uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Joy Renner@med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.uncedu/u? 

id 58571604.229eT17e31d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32537574 or send a blank email to leave-32537574- 

58571604.229e717e31 ck387e13836b56d20al cSa5@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&[ facu[t~/--athletics-forum&o 32538920 or send a blank email to leave-32538920- 
50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Queslion 

Dear 

assume you have already leI’t Chapel Hill ~Vhen you arrive please do send me a contact number, particularly if you have additional information to share concerning the matter you brought 
to my attention. As I am stare you know we take matters of intellectual integrity vesz seriously. We also need to address these issues in a timely manner so that measured consideration can 
be given to all the evidence, 

Best wishes, 

Michael Lambert, PhD. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On , at 10:31 AM, .~live.unc edu> wrote: 

My flight to leave for is actually this afternoon so I don’t think I will have time! I am so sorry. Please let me l~ow what I can do! 

From: Lambert, Michael C [mlambert@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:15 AM 
To: 
Subject: Question 

Would you have time to meet sometime today? 

Thanks, 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
12niversig~" of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nahum Chandler -~ ~attglobal.net~ 

Friday, December 14, 2012 6:18 PM 

@attglobal .net 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Preference to honorm~um 

Dear Ennice: 
I thought that I would resend this note in case it did not get through. 
Thank you and most sincerely, 
Nahum 

On 12/10/12 10:09 AM, Nahum Chmidler wrote: 

Dear Etmice: 

An idea has just occurred to me that I would very’ much like to propose to you and the department. 

Although I did not say so, I really do not wish to receive an honorarimn. 

Hence, I would like to suggest another idea. 

The first of my forthcoming books that will come imo actual print -- called Toward an AJkican F~tture -- of tl~e Limit qfl~orM - 
- should come off the press in mid-January. (The book is about the place of the global level historical example in the thought of 
Du Bois. My talk at UNC is about, shall we say, the other side of this problematic, the place of something often called ’America’ 
in this global horizon -- of the future -- now greatly resituated astride the 21 st century, and headed toward a millennium from 
when the first Africans were enslaved by in the Atlantic basin b powers from outside of the continent, etc.) I wish to suggest that in 
lieu of an honorarium the department purchase and provide free of charge to conference attendees (perhaps 100 -200?) copies of Toward an African 
Furore. Let me briefly explain, first the publishing background, and then the character of the book (by way of the abstract cut and 
pasted below). 

The book is being published by a collective of internationally dispersed scholars -- it is called the Living CoIr~nons Collective -- 
of which I am a member. My book is one of the first two being published (the other by Denise Ferreira da Silva of Queen Mary, U 
London). While authors retain copyright, they receive no royalties ~?om books put forward under the Living Commons imprint. 
Rather, all proceeds cover the cost of the pro&iction of the books only or feed back to the collective to enable the publication of 
future books. It allows us to simultaneously put books tinder peer review but to do so according only to intellectual or scholarly 
concerns by the authors and their reviewers, as opposed to the commercial concerns that so often now dominate publishing 
scholarly publishing. 

Since, in fact, I really do not want an honorarium, this might be a good way to make things work. In addition, it would help get our Living 

Commons project fully latmched. 

The book runs just about 105 letter sized manuscript pages. While the cost has not yet been finally determined -- final layout 
and design being brought to term and final cost being detei~nined just now -- my intuition is it will be quite reasonable. (Due to 
timing, I have had to write before I know this information.) I would anticipate aW final decision on your part -- you and the 
department -- to be possible only with this information (which should come sometime this week.) 

(Two single author books and an annotated edited collection of some ofDu Bois’s earliest essays is forthcoming later in 2013 from Fordham 
Press, likely all proximate to each other as they are closely inter-related.) 

I have been motivated to come to UNC Chapel Hill for this conference for the interest of the discussion (and sharing the 
occasion) with the whole department and the other scholars that will be part of the conference, but especially, I should say, with 
Rebecka. So, an honorarmm is really not in m~v response to the invitation. 

look forward to your thought of this idea. I have put the abstract below. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum 

ttere is the abstract of the book: 

Toward an Afiqcan Future -- of the Limit of Worm 

"This study prolx~ses the va3ue of the pre~ntation of the global level historiographical example in the discourse ofW. E. B. Du Bois for theoretical 

reflection about contemtx~rary historici~,. It proceeds first by way of an outline of the catholici~ of his engagement with such figures on a worldwide sca3e 

ofrei~rence. Further, it then explores the question of the place ofa ce(taAn conception, in which the itineraD’ of modem slavery is crucial, of the historicity 



of modem colonialism a~d iks aftermath within Du Bois’s thought. The theoretical disposition in question is admnbrated by taking rot}fence to two nodal 

texts by Du Bois, both of which were issued in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War: Color mad Democracy: Colonies and Peace (1945) 

and The World m~d Africa: An Inquiry into the Part which Africa has Played in World History (1947). Building from a perspective that Du Bois hat begun 

to develop in the closing decade of the nineteenth century, but which he productively elaborated across his enfire mature cour~ of thought and practice, 

those texts fundeanentally questioned the domina~nt promises taking shape to define the post-World Wax II global order, in parficular the Bmtton-Woods 

system, at its inception and delineated a profound sense of the implication -- the limits - - that it portended for collective forms of human existence for 

decades, and perhaps centuries, to come. Yet, too, within his octogenmim~’s sensibili~" a certain equally profound sense of hope found its wW to a 

renewed kinetic articulation in thought and imagination. For, themir~ Du Bois’s critical affirmation of the differential articulation of histofial profile, beyond 
the limits of modem colonial horizons or their aftermaths, was otherwise than retrospective. Rather, it was a pragmatic problematization of the past such 

that its organization could be shown to yield the very terms for the fom~ulation of hope for a future that had not yet shown its face or found its right of 

historial passage. As such, thinking ruth Du Bois’s initiative in engaging the radical order of the organization of the historial, the name Africa may be 

adduced as a theoretical metaphor which could propose a certain hyperbolic re-nazrativization of the ~’stems of modern historicity, not only as pasts, but 

as thtures. In such a path of thought, necessity in the tbrm ofa cer’mJm finality, even as placed under the mark of death, may well be understood to yet 

always remain distended in its own possibility. In such a thought, limit can only show by way of its other side: that is, possibility. Limit, approached on the 

order of necessity itsell~ if you will, is still, always, thus already a thought of the future as possibili~. Such a thought may outline one path m think ruth 

beyond the contemporary tbrms of the at~.eflit~ of modem slavery, colonialism, and imperialism." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, December 15, 2012 3:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Gunman Massacres 20 Children at School in Connecticut 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ............................................................................ 
~llc N*~ ~rk ~¢.~ December 15, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=~... I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I y..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

TOP NEWS 

Gunman Massacres 20 
Children at School in 
Connecticut 
By JAMES BARRON 

A man with no apparent motive, armed 
with senfiautomatie pistols and a 
senfiautomatie rifle, fatally shot 26 
people inside a Newtown elementary 
school before taking his own life. 

" Photographs: Mass Shooting in Newtown 

’: The Lede I Live Blog: Latest Updates on the 

School Shooting 

’Who Would Do This to Our 
Poor Little Babies’ 
By PETER APPLEBOME and MICHAEL 
WI LSO N 

Witnesses at Sandy Hook Elementary 
School recalled the moments during and 
after the shooting that claimed more 
than two dozen lives. 

Obama’s Cautious Call for Action Sets Stage to Revive Gun Debate 
By MARK LANDLER and ERICA GOODE 

In the wake of the deadly shooting in Connecticut, some legislators have remahaed silent, but liberal 
Democrats said it was time to move forward with serious gun laws. 

, ~ Video: Obama on Connecticut School Shooting 

, FiveThirtyEight: In Public ’Conversation’ on Guns, a Rhetorical Shift 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I can’t imagine who would do this to our poor little babies." 
LAURA FEINSTEIN, a teacher at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtoma, Conn. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 
Mass Shooting in 
Newtown, Conn. 



Parents, neighbors mad the president 
tried to make sense of a shooting spree 
on Friday that left more than two dozen 
dead, mostly children. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Looking for 
America 
By GAlL COLLINS 

We have to nmke 
ourselves better. 
Otherwise, the story from Connecticut is 
too unspeakable to bear. 

-’ Columnist Page 

L’Wren Scott: Fashion, Mick 
Jagger and now a fragrance 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Follow the bargain hounds 

Ground rules for a shopper 

~t~tim.es,~co,m FASHilOiN 

WORLD 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
Opposition to Labor Camps Widens in China 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Opponents of China’s "re-education through labor" system say new leadership could put an end to abuses at 
the labor camps, which confine perceived troublemakers without trial. 

’- China’s Leadership Transition: Full Coverage >> 

Obama Walks a Fine Line With Egyptian President 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

As President Mohamed Morsi and his Muslim Brotherhood allies stood accused of authoritarianisna, 
President Obama, via phone, urged him to offer lfis opposition compromises. 
’ ~ Slide Show: Egypt Prepares to Vote on Draft Constitution 

¯ . The Lede: Filmmakers Urge Rejection of Charter 

Hard-Line Israeli Foreign Minister Resigns 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberumn resigned on Friday after being charged with fraud and breach of trust, 
in a move that could have repereussious for next month’s eleetious. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Nation’s Pain Is Renewed, and Difficult Questions Are Asked Once More 
By WILLIAM GLABERSON 

After the second deadliest mass shooting in the comatry’s history, Americans find themselves debating access 
to guns, security practices and mental health issues. 
~ ~’~ Mass Shootings in the U.S. 

Most Governors Refuse to Set Up Health Exchanges 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The failure to file plans was a setback to President Obama’s hopes that Republicans would join a campaign to 
provide health iusuranee to all Mnerieaus. 

Wild Horses Are Running Out of Room, on and Off Range 
By DAN FROSCH 

The question of what to do with horses who roam the rural West has confounded the federal government for 
decades. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

On Capitol Hill, Fiscal Talks Now Turn to U.S. Borrowing Limit 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The United States is expected to reach its $16.4 trillion debt ceiling at the end of December, starting a 
countdown to when Washington rtms out of money to pay its bills. 

COMMON SENSE 
Tax Plan Is Popular, but Not Quite Fair 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

A proposal to lhnit tax deductions nfight be politically popular, but it is not the evenhanded approach to 
closing loopholes it appears to be. 

" Debt Reckoning: The Fiscal Deadline in Washington >> 

YOUR MONEY 
For Student Borrowers, Relief Now May Mean a Big Tax Bill Later 
By RON LIEBER 

Two federal loan programs that include loan forgiveness can result in a huge tax bill years later when the 
remaining balance is forgiven. 

. ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Top College Wrestlers Take On the Garden 
By VINCENT M. MALLOZZI 

Fourteen colleges and mfiversities will square off in dual-meet competition Sunday in the first collegiate 
wrestling event at Madison Square Garden. 

Authority of Coaches Is Absolute No Longer 
By TIM ROHAN 

There are increasing questions about the actions of strict coaches when the sort of behavior that used to be 
thought of as hard-nosed discipline is actually just abusive. 

" Rutgers Suspends Coach for Three Games, Citing Behavior 

Showing Tireless Speed, Giants Rookie Gets Second Shot 
By TOM PEDULLA 

After early struggles with holding on to the ball, the Giants switched rmming back David Wilson to a kick 
returner. But with injuries to the top two backs, he is front and center again at rtmning back. 

’. The Fifth Down: Week 15 Matchups I Fantasy Football Matchups 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Different War Horse Does the Trick 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Metropolitan Opera is bringing back its visually striking version of "Les Troyens," with a score lasting 
four and a half hours, in a season that also has a nmnber of new productions. 

DANCE REVIEW 
Breathtaking Feats of Footwork From a Master Choreographer 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

The Richard Alston Dm~ce Compm~y’s perfonnance at Montclair State University showcases its fotmder’s 
superb skills in choreography. 

Artist’s Exit Sets Back Gagosian Gallery 
By CAROL VOGEL 

A move by Damien Hirst to depart lfis longtime representative raises questions of loyalty in a shifting art 
world. 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

A Critic’s Tour of Literary Manhattan 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Have Manhattm~’s literary ham~ts faded away? A tour reveals hotels posing as libraries, bookstores buzzing 
with browsers and bars in which a book is still a calling ear& 

-’ ~’~ Slide Show: New York, Chapter and Verse 

JOURNEYS 
Chasing Anchovies on Turkey’s Black Sea Coast 
By ROBYN ECKHARDT 

The Black Sea anchovy season, anticipated for centuries, inspires a fevered road trip ha search of the elusive 
fish. 

BITES 
Restaurant Report: Le Bee Fin in Philadelphia 
By ALEXANDER LOBRANO 

A legendary French establishment retunas, with new hands at the controls. The early verdict? High marks for 
the food, question marks about the service. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Death in Connecticut 
When will the day come, as President Obmna said, to "take meaningftfl action to prevent more tragedies like 
this"? 

EDITORIAL 
A Step Forward in the Euro Crisis 
European Central Bank oversight of euro-zone banks is just one piece of the puzzle. 

EDITORIAL 
Official Secrets by the Petabytes 
The president should heed a new report and take on an overclassification mania that gravely hinders an 
informed democracy. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Yuletide’s Outlaws 
By RACHEL N. SCHNEPPER 

Who started the War on Christmas? Our Puritan forefathers. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Tragedy of Silence 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

When will our elected officials and lawmakers finally confront the gun lobby? 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Should Kids Play Football? 
By JOE NOCERA 

With brain researchers continuing to study the effect of concussions, the answer to parents is ... maybe. 

:. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 15, 1916, the French defeated the Germans in the World War I Battle of Verdtm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Freelon, Pierce <~pfi~eelon@email,unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 15, 2012 3:16 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: summer school 2013 

Greetings Dr. Janken, 

Unfortunately I am unavailable this summer. 

Sorry for the late reply. I only check my UNC account eve~z few days or so, since U~,’C cancelled email forwarding I hope this did not inconvenience you 

For future reference my primaiy email is: {~gmail.com 

Professor Pierce Freelon / 
UNC Chapel Hill /North Carolina Central Umversity 
www.thebeastmusic.com 
www.black ademics.org 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 2:18 PM 
To: Freelon, Pierce 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: summer school 2013 

Dear Pierce, 

Are you interested in teaching the first summer session in 20137 We have an opening to teach AFAM 259 Please let me know quickly. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle }{all, CB¢¢ 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about ray publications: 
http:/iw~wz.umass.edu/mnpressispr 97/ianken.html 
http :/iuncpress. unc. eduibooks/T-8059.h~l 
http ://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http:i/undpress.nd.edu/bookiPO0723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 12:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Good Afternoon 

Good Afternoon, 

I had been having issues in one of my courses throughout the duration of the semester, but I tried to look past it and do my best Multiple times I got singled out and treated with great 
disrespect. Some of my assigmnents have been given ul~fair grades, and unfortunately, it has gotten to the point that it has affected my grade I have held on to an all semester long 
regardless, but received an unfair grade on our last large assignment I have tried multiple times to email my professor and meet with her in order to discuss my grade and the paper, but I 
have yet to receive any response I do not know ~vhat to do at this point, and I was wondering if you could offer any advice or help. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, December 16, 2012 4:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Children Were All Shot Multiple Times With a Semiautomatic, 
Officials Say 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
December 16, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I u.s__~ I Business I ~ I A~__~s I ~ I Editorials I ~ I On This Day 

.C...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e....T..o...d..a..~’s Headlines I Search 

TOP NEWS 

Children Were All Shot 
Multiple Times With a 
Semiautomatic, Officials Say 
By JAMES BARRON 

On a day of anguish and mounting, 
other details emerged about how but not 
why the devastating school attack in 
Connecticut had happened, including 
acts of bravery during the maelstrom. 

’. ~:~ Photographs I Names of the Victims I ~ 
Mass Shootings in the U.S. 

’. Motherlode: How Not to Talk to Kids About the 
Shooting 

A Mother, a Gun Enthusiast 
and the First Victim 
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER and RAVI 
SOMAIYA 

Nancy Lanza loved grins, and it was one 
from her collection that was apparently 
used to take her life Friday, when her 
son went on a shooting rampage. 

Egypt Islamists Expect Approval of Constitution 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM FAHIM 

The main group aligned with President Mohamed Morsi predicted ratification of a constitutional 
referendmn after Egyptians voted peacefully mad in large nmnbers. 

’. ~.’;~ Slide Show 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"All of these babies. We need to find peaee for them, for the whole world." 

JENNIFER ZULLI, mother of a 5-year-old girl in Newtown, Conn., speaking about survivors of the school 

nlassaere. 

ARTS 

~?~ INTERACTIVE 



FEATURE: The Year in Culture 
Headlines 
From dubstep to Dickens and Mozart to 
Middle Earth, here’s a year’s worth of 
Arts & Leisure articles. Look back on 
2012 and read fl~em all. 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Making Us Safer, 
One iPad at a Time 
By STEVE COHEN 

The antiquated and 
inefficient way police 
officers have to communicate arrest 
information is like a game of telephone, 
in which the message is ultimately 
garbled. 

New games include Little Inferno 
and Assassin’s Creed III 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Holiday guests from Archie Bunker to Doctor Who 

"The Book of Gin," by Richard Barnett 

nytimes, com ARTS 

WORLD 

An Afghan Mystery: Why Are Large Shipments of Gold Leaving the Country? 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

Officials have said the "obvious suspicion" is that at least some of the apparent growth in gold shipments to 
Dubai is tied to illicit activities that have come to define Afghanistan’s economy. 

Foreign Minister Blames Sanctions for Syria’s Troubles 
By ANNE BARNARD and C. J. CHIVERS 

Walid al-Moallem called on the United Nations to push for lifting the measure as government forces 
continued air and artillery strikes in the Damascus suburbs. 

China Steps Up Pressure on Japan in Island Dispute 
By JANE PERLEZ 

Pmalysts say China has fixed upon a strategy to take back the islands known as Diaoyu in Clfina and the 
Senkaku in Japan, by using air and naval patrols as evidence that they are in charge. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Debate on Gun Control Is Revived, Amid a Trend Toward Fewer Restrictions 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

As the country absorbs yet another mass shooting, both supporters and opponents of stricter gun laws are 
asking whether the ealaaage nfight change a trajectory toward fewer restrictions. 

’- FiveThirtyEight: In Public ’Conversation’ on Guns, a Rhetorical Shift 

THE HARD ROAD BACK 
Used to Helping, a Chaplain Finds the Tables Turned 
By JAMES DAO 

For Lt. Col. Richard Brtmk, a former Army chaplain, two instances of traumatic brain injury from Iraq tug 
away at a mask of good cheer. 

’- ~ Video: A Counselor in Need I Full Series >> 

Under Many Aliases, Mislabeled Foods Find Their Way to Dinner Tables 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Using genetic testing, an ocean conservation group found that nearly 40 percent of the seafood from 81 
grocery stores and restaurants was not what flae establislnnent claimed it was. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Quiet Doctor, Lavish Insider: A Parallel Life 
By NATHANIEL POPPER and BILL VLASIC 

While he appeared a grandfatherly academic, Dr. Sidiaey Gihnan advised a network of Wall Street traders 
through SAC Capital and eventually crossed the line into erinfinal behavior. 
:. ~ Graphic: A Stock’s Rise and Fall 

How to Attack the Gender Wage Gap? Speak Up 
By JESSICA BENNETT 

When it comes to negotiating for better pay, women often hesitate, studies show. But new programs around 
the United States are aimhag to elinfinate those fears. 

FUNDAMENTALLY 
The Economy and Stocks: A Big Disconnect 
By PAUL J. LIM 

Although econonfic growth has been subpar this year, stock returns have been healthy. It’s another sign of 
how the economy can have nothing to do wifla nmrket performance. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

In Payroll, Dodgers Tell Yankees to Move Over 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The Los Angeles Dodgers, trying to catch up to the top teams quickly, will ahnost surely have the highest 
payroll in baseball history in 2o13. 

Tuba Player Towers Over L.S.U. Basketball Team 
By BRETT MICHAEL DYKES 

The 7-foot-3 3mdrew Del Piero made Iris first start at center for L.S.U. in a victory against Seton Hall on Nov. 
29, capping a remarkable series of events that led hhn to that moment. 

’Train Wreck of a Play’ Collides With Consciences 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The debate surrounding the idea of elinfinating the kickoff is a nficrocosm of a broader question: when is the 
way the game is played altered so drastically flaat it is no longer the same game? 

o Jets Must Win Them All for Playoff Puzzle to Work 

¯ ..M...o..r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

Against the Odds, Smart Films Thrive at the Box Office 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

This has been a bumper year for movies big and small, imported and domestic, some made for hm~dreds of 
nfillions of dollars and others made for about the price of a grande soy latte. 
" ~ Slide Show: Manohla Dargis’s Picks 

25 Favorites From a Year When lo Aren’t Enough 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Despite the year’s critical cries of despair over the declining fortm~es of cinema, fl~e fihn industry responded 
with a resounding "So what?" 

:’ ~ Slide Show: A. O. Scott’s Picks 

The Year of the Body Vulnerable 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

The body - not exalted, but in its weaknesses - gets focus in many significant fihns of 2012, ilaeluding 
"Amour," "The Sessions" and "Rust and Bone." 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

What’s a Store For? 
By CATHY HORYN 



A window into the soul of Barneys mad the future of shopph~g. 

:’ The 6th Floor: Bonnie the Mannequin’s Wild New York Adventure 

Feast in a Day 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Mark Bittnmn mad Sam Siflon show you how to cook m~ tmforgettable holiday dinner in eight hours - and 
nmke the process itself a celebration. 

," ~ Video I ~ Slide Show 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 
Welcome to Saudi Albany? 
By ADAM DAVIDSON 

Fracking isn’t just going to change the energy business; it could chm~ge every bttsiness. And that’s pretty 
scary. 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
When the Doctor Is Not Needed 
Well-trained health care workers can do some jobs as well or better, and for much less money. 

EDITORIAL 
Sending Natural Gas Abroad 
The United States can make money and help fl~e planet by lifting export restrictions. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 
A New Job Description for Treasury Secretary 
By TERESA TRITCH 

President Obama needs to choose a Treasury secretary with a different focus for the second term. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

DISPATCH 
The Total Agony of Family Time 
By ETHAN HAUSER 

There are leagues of people for whom the holidays are bliss. Who are they? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Our Corrosive Guessing Games 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The media’s insistence on looking far, far into the political future isn’t just silly. It’s damaging. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Watch Out Below! !! 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

I’m hanging on by my fingernails in the era of cliff diving. 

-’ Columnist page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
The World’s Worst War 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The conflict in Congo is one of the bloodiest since World War II, and each time I come back, I meet a new set 
of thorouglfly tramnatized people. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 16, 195o, President Truman proclaimed a national state of emergency in order to fight "Communist 
imperialism." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtp 

Fwd: Athm 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Afam 

Date:Sat, 19:56:36 -0500 
From: :~live.unc.edt> 

To:Hall, Perry A <ItALLPA(a)EMAILMNC.EDU> 

Hello, 

Ho~e all is well with gradir~g and t~ansitJoning t} SakaJ 100% f~}m blackboaiE1. I am wri~ing to thar~k you f}r the class, Bven th 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <tia william@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Preference to honorarium 

Hey Eunice, 

I am sure this is fine, Sonia should iust be able to order the books with that money~ I have asked Debbie to double check with Ryan or Laura first~ I did not get to 

this on Thursday~ My apologies! 

"~’1"i a 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Sunday, December 16, 20~2 3:07 PN 

Te~ Howell, Tia N. 
Subjeet~ N: Preference ~ honorarium 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

We discussed the matter below last week. Please let me know if what Professor Nahum is proposing falls within our University hon. payment rules. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaMe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:04 PM 
To:      @attglobal.net 
Subject: RE: Preference to honorarium 

Dear Nahum, 

Thanks for your email. I will have an answer for you this week. 

Many thanks and T hope you are doing well. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler       ~attglobal.net] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 6:18 PM 

To:      ~. attglobal.net 
Ce: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Preference to honorarium 

Dear Eunice: 
I thought that I would resend this note in case it did not get through. 
Thank you and most sincerely, 
Nahum 

On 12/10/12 10:09 AM, Nahum Chandler wrote: 

Dear Eunice: 

An idea has just occurred to me that I would ve~ much like to propose to you and the department. 

Although I did not say so, I really do not wish to receive an honorarium. 

tlence, I would like to suggest another idea. 

The first of my forthcoming books that will come into actual print -- called Toward an Aj)’ican Future -- of the Limit oj14ZorM - 
- should come off the press in mid-Janua6~. (The book is about the place of the global level historical example in the thought of 
Du Bois. My talk at UNC is about, shall we say, the other side of this problematic, the place of something often called ’America’ 
in this global horizon -- of the future -- now greatly resituated astride the 21st centuw, and headed toward a millennium from 
when the first Africans were enslaved by in the Atlantic basin b powers from outside of the continent, etc.) I rash to suggest that in 
lieu of an honorarium the department purchase and provide t?ee of charge to cont~rence attendees (perhaps 100 -200?) copies of Toward an AJbican 
Putztre. Let me briefly explain, first the publishing background, and then "the character of the book (by way of the abstract cut and 
pasted below). 

The book is being published by’ a collective of internationally dispersed scholars -- it is called the Living Commons Collective -- 
of which I am a member. My book is one of the first two being published (the other by Denise Felieira da Silva of Queen Ma6~, U 
London). While authors retain copyright, they receive no royalties from books put forward under the Living Commons imprint. 



Rather, all proceeds cover the cost of the production of the books only or feed back to the collective to enable the publication of 
future books. It allows us to simultaneously put books under peer review but to do so according only to intellectual or scholarly 
concerns by the authors and their reviewers, as opposed to the cormnercial concerns that so often now dominate publishing 
scholarly publishing. 

Since, in Fac’~ I really do not want an honorarmm, this might be a good way to make things work. In addition, it would help get our Living 

Conmaons project fully launched. 

The book runs just about 105 letter sized manuscript pages. While the cost tins not yet been finally determined -- fi~ml layout 
and design being brought to term and final cost being determined just now -- my intuition is it will be quite reasonable. (Due to 
timing, I have had to write before I know this information.) I would anticipate aW final decision on your part -- you and the 
department -- to be possible only with this info~Tnation (which should come sometime this week.) 

(Two single author books and an annotated edited collection of ~me ofDu Bois’s earliest essays is tbrthcoming later in 2013 from Fordhan~ 
Press, likely all proximate to each other as they are closely inter-related.) 

I have been motivated to come to LrNC Chapel ttIll for this conference for the interest of the discussion (and sharing the 
occasion) with the whole department and the other scholars that will be part of the conference, but especially, I should say, with 
Rebecka. So, an honorarium is really not in my response to the invitation. 

look forward to your thought of this idea. I have put the abstract below. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum 

Here is the abstract of the book: 

Toward an African Future -- of the Limit of World 

"’][’his stady proposes the value of the presentation of the global level historiographical example in the discourse of W. E. B. Du Bois for theoretical 

reflection about contempom~?, historici!y. It proceeds first by way of an outline of the catholici~ of his engagement with such figures on a worldmde scale 

of reference. Further, it then explores the question of the place of a certain conception, in which the itineraq~ of modern slavery is crucial, of the historicity 

of modern colonialism and its aftermath within Du Bois’s thonghk The theoretical disposition in question is adumbrated by taking reference to two nodal 

texts by Du Bois, both of which were issued in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War: Color and Democracy: Colonies and Peace (1945) 

and The World and Afi~ica: An Inqni~ into the Part which Africa has Played in World History- (1947). Building fi~om a perspective that Du Bois had begtm 

to develop in the closing decade of the nineteenth centuD,, but which he p~oductively elaborated across his entire matinee course of thought and practice, 

those texts fimdamentally questioned the dominant premises taJaing shape to define the post-World Wax II global order, in particular the Bretton-Woods 

system, at its inception mad delineated a protbund sense of the implication -- the limiks -- that it portended lbr collective tbrms of human existence 

decades, and perhaps centuries, to come. Yet, too, within his octogenarian’s sensibili~ a certain equally proli~und sense of hope ti~md its way to a 

renewed kinetic articulation in thought and imagination. For, therein, Du Bois’s critical allirmation of the differential articulation of historial profile, beyond 

the limits of ~noderu colonial horizons or their aftermaths, was otherwise than retrospective. Rather, it was a pragmatic proble~natization of the past such 

that its organization could be shown to yield the very terms for the formulation of hope for a future that had not yet shown its face or found its right of 
historial passage. As such, thinking with Du Bois’s initiative in engaging the radical o~ter of the organization of the historial, the name Africa may be 

adduced as a theoretical metaphor which could propose a certain hyperbolic re-na~rativization of the ustems of modern historicity, not only as pas~ts, but 
as futures. In such a path ofthonght, necessi~ in the form of a certain finally, even as placed under the mark of death, may well be understood to yet 

always remain distended in its own possibilily. In snch a thonght, limit can oNy show by way of its other side: that is, possibiliV~’. Limik approached on the 

order of necessity itsel£ if you roll, is still, always, thus already a thought of the future as possibiliVy. Such a thought may onthne one path to think ruth and 

beyond the contempormy forms of the a£terlife of modern slaveD’, colonialism, and imperialism." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Flights: Urgent 

Sure Dr. Sahle, 

I just want to make sure that is all we need because I don’t want to give them the misimpression that we do not need the W9 if we do. When Dr. Home made his reservation a few 

weeks back, we had that information, preferred departure times and home airport, as well as his social security number, birthdate, and his name as it appears on his license. We 

went through that process and ran into trouble afterwards because I did not have Dr. Home’s wg. Sonia said that we could not finalize the reservation without iL Because he took 

more that 48 hours to get back to us we lost the reservation. 

As an additional note, Dr. Chandler has made his reservation request to Alison at Viking travel. He cc’ed me on the email on Friday evening. Regarding Dr. Jennings, last we spoke 

he indicated that he may be able to make his conflict work out, and that if so he might not be able to arrive until Friday night or Saturday morning. 

I will email Dr. Pierre and Dr. Jennings to ask them to send me their reservation requests by tomorrow. I just want to make sure we will not run into the same problem we had with 

Dr. Home with Dr. Chandler and Dr. Jennings because we do not have either of their W9 forms yet. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 2:59 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "sonia colon@med.unc.edu"<sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Flights: Urgent 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Unless something has changed, all we need to book their flights is the following information: their preferred departure and return times and where they are flying from. We 
then provide this information to Deby (or any other agent) at Viking. Viking would then request a CAP # from Sonia and book the tickets. The Independent Contractor form 
that they have to complete is for the hon. and not needed for booking their flights. 

Kindly sent a mass email to the scholars who are flying in and ask them to send details so that we can finalize their tickets by tomorrow. Please indicate that this is urgent and 
they have to send their details by tomorrow at the latest. Kindly cc. Sonia and I to email. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From= 

Sent= Friday, 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Flights: Urgent 

1:50 PM 

Hi Dr. SaNe 

I’ve sent emails about this to participants several times including this week, I spoke to Sonia yesterday to give her their contact info so she can also follow up, The last 

email I sent was on Monday, The issue is that we have to wait for them to send W9 forms first which only two have done so far. I do know that a few will be driving 

(Dr Provezo and Dr Aldridge) so really we are waiting on Dr Chandler and Dr Jennings. Dr Home submitted a request to the agency but we have been waiting for his 

w9 to arrive Mtich he mailed last week. I finally got in touch ruth Dr Pierre who                                                    She emailed her W9 

this week and Sonia has it. She h&s not to nay knowledge contacted the agency. Dr. Jennings has a conflict which he believes will be resolved but he has not responded 

to the latest emails I’ve sent about tx)oking a flight. I havefft heard from Dr Chandler since the first email exchange. I have copied all of my correspondence with him to 

his personal email address he gave me but have not hea:d back. I am driving home to    right now but I can place phone calls to each of their oil]ce nmnbers to 

follow up. 



"SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~b~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am worried that no flights - Viking has not contacted the office for CAP numbers - have been booked at this moment for scholars who are flying in. As per our discussion 
earlier in the semester, this ibem needed to be taken care of very early on so as to cut cost~ 

Please follow up on this today as a matter of urgency~ 

Many thanks for taking care of this. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nahum Chmadler - ~attglobal.net> 

Sunday, December 16, 2012 5:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Preference to honorarium - thanks tbr the note 

Thanks, indeed. 
for now, 
Nahum 
On 12/16/12 12:04 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahum, 

Thanks for your email. 3[ will have an answer for you this week. 

Mlany thanks and I hope you are doing well. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler       ~att~llobal.net] 
Sent: Friday, December 24, 2022 6:28 plVl 

To:      @attglobal.net 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Preference to honorarium 

Dear Eunice: 
I thought that I would resend this note in case it did not get ttuough. 
Thank you and most sincerely, 
Nahum 

On 12/10/12 10:09 AM, Nahum Chandler wrote: 

Dear Eunice: 

An idea has just occurred to me that I would very much like to propose to you and the department. 

Although I did not say so, I really do not wish to receive an honorarium. 

Hence, I would like to suggest another idea. 

The first of my forthcoming books that will come into actual print -- called Toward an AJkican Future -- of the Limit 
of~Vorld -- should come off the wess in mid-Januao~. (The book is about the place of the global level historical 
example in the thought ofDu Bois. N~ talk at UNC is about, shall we say, the other side of this problematic, the 
place of something often called ’America’ in this global horizon -- of the future -- now greatly resituated astride the 
21 st centuo~, and headed toward a millennium from when the first Africans were enslaved by in the Atlantic basin b 
powers from outside of the continent, etc.) I wish to suggest that iu lieu ofa~ houorarium the department purchase and provide 
free of charge to coat’erence attendees (perhaps 100 -200?) copies of Toward an Afiqcan P~uture. Let me briefly explain, first the 
publishing background, and then the character of the book (by way of the abstract cut and pasted below). 

The book is being published by a collective of internationally dispersed scholars -- it is called the Living Commons 
Collective -- of which I am a member. My book is one of the first two being published (the other by Denise Felieira da 
Silva of Queen Maly, U London). ~rnile authors retain copyright, they receive no royalties from books put forward 
under the Living Commons imprint. Rather, all proceeds cover the cost of the production of the books only or feed 
back to the collective to elmble the publication of future books. It allows us to simultaneously put books under peer 
review but to do so according only to intellectual or scholarly concerns by the authors and their reviewers, as 
opposed to the commercial concerns that so often now dominate publishing scholarly publishing. 

Since, in facL I really do not want an honorarium, this might be a good way to make things work. In addition, it would help get our 

Living Commons project fully launched. 

The book runs just about 105 letter sized manuscript pages. While the cost has not yet been finally deteI~nined -- 
final layout and design being brought to term and final cost being determined just now -- my intuition is it will be 
quite reasonable. (Due to timing, I have had to write before I know this infoI~nation.) I would anticipate any final 
decision on your part -- you and the department -- to be possible only with this information (which should come 
sometime this week.) 

(Two single author books and an annotated edited collection of some ofDu Bois’s earliest essays is forthcoming later in 2013 



t?om Fordham Press, likely all proximate to each other as they are closely inter-related.) 

I have been motivated to come to UNC Chapel t1Ill for this conference for the interest of the discussion (and sharing 
the occasion) with the whole department and the other scholars that will be part of the conference, but especially, I 
should say, with Rebecka. So, an honorarium is really not in lny response to the invitation. 

I look forward to your thought of this idea. I have put the abstract below. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum 

ttere is the abstract of the book: 

Toward an AJbican Future -- of the Limit of World 

"This study proposes the value of the presentation of the global level histo6ographical example in the discourse ofW. E. B. Du Bois for 

theoretical reflection abx~ at contemporary historici~. It proceeds first by way of an outline of the catholici~ of his engagement with such 

figures on a worldmde scale ofret~rence. Further, it then explores the question of the place of a certain conception, in which the itinera~ of 
modem slavery is crucial, of the historicity of modem colonialism and its aYtennath within Du Bois’s thought. The theoretical disposition in 

question is admnbrated by t~ldng reference to two nodal texts by Du Bois~ both of which were issued in the immediate aftermath of the 

Second World War: Color and Democracy: Colonies and Peace (1945) and The World and Africa: An Inquiry into the Pa~ which Africa 

has Played in World History (1947). Building frown a perspective that Du Bois had begun to develop in the closing decade of the nineteenth 
centu~’, but which he productively elaborated across his entire mature course of thought and practice, those texts fundamentally questioned 

the dominant premises taking shape to define the post-~Vorld War II global order, in particular the Bretton-Woods system, at its inception 

and delineated a profound sense of the implication -- the limits -- that it portended for collective forms of human e~fftence for decades, and 

perhaps centuries, to come. Yet, too, within his octogenarian’s sensibility a certain equally protbund sense of hope tbund its way to a 

renewed kinetic articulation in thought and imagination. For, therein, Du Bois’s critical altirmation of the ditt~rential articulation of historial 

profile, beyond the limits of modem colonial horizons or their aftermaths, was othe~vise than retrospective. Rather, it was a pragmatic 

problematization of the past such that its organization could be shown to yield the ve~ terms tbr the formulation of hope for a future that had 

not yet shown its face or found its right of historial passage. As such~ thinking with Du Bois’s initiative in engaging the radical order of the 

organization of the historial, the name Africa may be adduced as a theoretical metaphor which could propose a certain hyperbolic re- 

na~rativization of the syfftems of modem hifftoricity, not only as pasts, but as futures. In such a path ofthoughk necessity in the form of a 

certain finali~, even as placed undar the ma~rk of death, may well be understood to yet always re~nain distended in its own possibility. In such 

a thought, limit can only show by way of its other side: that is, possibility. Limit. approached on the order of necessi~ itsel£ if you will, is still, 

always, thus already a thought of the future as possibili~. Such a thought may outline one path to think with and beyond the contempora~ 

forms of the a~erlife of modern slave~, colonialism, and imperialism." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:45 PM 

Pierre, Jemima <jemima.pierre@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Tuesday, 4:57 PMMichael Jennings 

[MichaeI.Jennings@ utsa.edu] 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Travel Reservation for UNC Du Bois Conference 

Good Evening Invited Speakers, 

As we are now into 

information: 

our office very urgently needs to finalize travel arrangements for all of our invited guests to the conference. Please directly send me the following 

Name (as it appears on your license) 

Social Security Number 

Birth Date 

Home Address 

Home Airport 

Preferred Departure and Arrival Dates & Times 

I will forward this information to our agent and contact you with the proposed itinerary. Please kindly send this information to me no later than tomorrow,               I 

understand that this is highly sensitive information. If you prefer, you may call me on my cell phone: . and tell me the information, which I will destroy after relaying it 

to our agent. Thank you again for your participation in our event. Happy Holidays! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:00 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edw~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Address for Documents 

Sonia. 

FYI Dr. Horne no longer needs travel arrangements. 

........ Original Inessage ........ 

Subject:RE: Address for Documents 

From:"Home, Gerald" <GHome@UH.EDU> 
To ~live.unc.edu~ 

Cc: 

tIave had change of plans--will be at Du Bois conference: however you can cancel my travel from tlouston as I will be in Chapel Hill that weekend: please advise, thank you. 

From: ~!live unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:39 AM 
To: ghorne@uh edn 
Subject: Address for Documents 

Here you are Dr. Home -- 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
CB# 3395 Battle Hall 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 

h ttp :iAw¢w. linkedin, com/pr ofileiview?id=4341496 l&trk=tab pro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Todas;s Headlines: ’These Tragedies Must End,’ Obama Says 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines DeeelIlbe£ 17’ 2°12 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Media & #,dver[isin~ 

~M#~ornize~ctav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Says 

In a bereaved Connecticut town, 
President Obama chided the nation 
for not having done enough to 
protect its children from attacks like 
the one Friday that left 2o 
elementary school students dead. 

Speech 

A Painful Duty: Consoling a 

Town Prepa~qng to Bm-y Its 

CMldre~ 

~II~e clergy of Newtown, Conn., are 
preparing to bury 2o children, a 
wrenching task that includes helping secure tiny coffins and eulogizing lives that had just begun. 

The Nat~on Heads Back to School VVith New VVorrles About Safe%~ 

Across the nation officials and parents spent the weekend worrying about how to talk to students 
about what happened at Sandy Hook Elementary School and how best to discourage it from 
happening again. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We can’t accept events like this as ro~ne. Are we real!9 prepare~ to say we’re pou, erIess in the f!Tee qf 

PRESIDENT OBA~MA, at an interfaith vigil m Ncwtown. Conm 

N.Y. / REGION 

Longer Anytown 
As relatives and 
neighbors in Newtown, 
Conn., tried to process the tragedy at 
Sandy Hook Elementary School, 
memorials and holiday decorations 
blurred into one. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE ~ The 
The Freedom of Freedo 
an 2~med Society I nq of an [ 

ownership remains a 

mark of library. But weapons stifle 

the expression that the true 

Ameriean projeet requires. 

Look of The Moment: Anne 
Hathaway 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >~ 

One-stop oniine shops 

Party perfect clutches 

WORLD 

Japan Election Retm’us Power to Old Gnard 

The Liberal Democratic Party was returned to power in parliamentary elections Sunday in what 



analysts say is more a w)te against the incumbents than a mandate. 

For Spa~fiards, Ha~4~g a J oh No Lo~ger Gnara~tees a Paycheck 

With the regional and municipal governments deeply in debt, even workers like bus drivers and 
health care attendants, dependent on government financing for their salaries, are not always paid. 

A Syrian Airstrike Kills Palesti~fiaR~ Refl~gees a~d Costs Assad Support 

Government forces killed at least eight people in the Ya~a~ouk district of Damascus and reportedly 

drove dozens of fm~nerly pro-government Palestinian fighters to defect to the rebels, 

More World News 

Obama Expected to Nam e Kerry as Secretary of State 

John Ker~7, who had hoped for the position when President Obama was first elected in 2oo8, would 
likely win a large number of Republican votes for confirmation. 

Alaska~s Open Spaces Open Up Eve~ MoR*e 

New rules in the federal retirement system are forcing sweeping changes at Alaska’s parks and 
preserves as seores of top officials take early retirement. 

Same-Sex l~arrlage Finds Allies i~ Conse~ovatlves of a Cevtai~ Age 

Opinion and exit polls have been showing a sharp increase of support in a short time among every 
age group, including among the baby boomers. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Years ago, two lawyers saw Mierosoft’s fast grip on the PC software market as antiemnpetitive. 
Today, they disagree on whether Google represents a similar force in search. 

~ Bits. Google Antitrust Case is Said to Be Nearin~ End 9:10 PM ET 

Economists see a number of sources of underlying strength, but some envision slower growth in 
even if Washington avoids a stalemate in the fiscal talks. 

Commenting on a Death Gets a Puppet ira Trouble 

The latest scandal involves a gossipy, big-haired puppet in Puerto Rico, known as La Comay, who 
has become one of the island’s most controversial, and most watched, media figures. 

S P 0 RTS 

Rape Case Unfolds on Web aud Splits City 

Football at Stenbenville High School is an everyday topie. Bnt rape charges against two players 
have some residents questioning the cnlture of football in the Ohio eommnnity. 

FALCONS 34, GIANTS 0 

One-Sided Defeat Leaves the Gia~ts in a Three-}Vay Tie 

The Falcons ronted the Giants to further establish their dominance in the N.F.C. and virtually 

assure that the Giants will have to endure their same old story of a white-knnekle endgame. 

~E:] ~ox Score ] [] Slide Show [ Will the Real Giants Team Stand Up’? 

ON BASEBALL 

Mets Show Gratitude %Vith a Pitch ira the Dirt 

The decision to trade the Cy Young Award winner R. A. Dickey shows a lack of gratitude and tells 
Mets fans that they will have to keep waiting. 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Som~dtrack as Co-Star 

The music in "Nashville" maintains a stripped-down quality despite the flash that comes with that 

TV drama. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 



"Antifl’agfle," Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s follmv-np to his "Black Swan/’ argues that top-down efforts to 
eliminate volatility in public and private lives end np making things more fragile, not less. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Comedhm Brhtgs Her Act Flome, to }~om and Dad 

In her new Web show Maria Bamford performs for the toughest audience of her career: her parents. 

¯ More Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLQG 

Herding Cats for Ho|lywood 

Finding cats awdlable to play the supporting roles for the planned movie "Heatheliff" isn’t as easy as 
it sonnds. 

I1~e most intimate and heartbreaking of catastrophes and the insatiable beast of global media are 
locked in an awkward union in a bucolic New England town that never expected to encounter 
either. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

B~tff~ted by the bVeb~ but Now l#ddlng It 

Digital technology has overwhelmed many of those who sought to master it. Brian Lam was both a 
prince and casualty of it. 

o More Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Big Declskm o~ ~M’ghanlsta~ 
The Pentagon’s bleak progress report offers good reasons for a speedier withdrawal of American 
troops Dom Afghanistan. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Fight Homdessness 
11rough the homeless population has held steady during the recession, more help is needed for 
struggling families with children. 

EDITORIAL 

St;a~gy City Hall 
Why is Mayor Michael Bloomberg making it so hard for people affected by Hurricane Sandy to get 
emergency food stamps? 

, Mole Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The country is still making the transition Dom liberation movement to government. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Now, for a little perspective on the scary- deficit. 

CP- DOCS ] SCENES 

°The Pub|~c Sqm~re’ 

In Times Square, bystanders at an anti-Islamic speech by the pastor Terry aeries protest by singing 

the Beatles. 

o More Opinien ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 17, 19o.’3, Orville and Wilbur Wright made the first successful man-powered airplane 
flight, near Kitty Hawk, N.C, 



~out Thi~ 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines nevvsle~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTe prwacy program, ~ve are cornmitted ~e protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve£ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 4:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Todas;s tteadlines: ’These Tragedies Must End,’ Obama Says 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines DeeeIIlbe£ 17’ 2°12 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s 

~M#~ornize~ctav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Says 

In a bereaved Connecticut town, 
President Obama chided the nation 
for not having done enough to 
protect its children from attacks like 
the one Friday that left 2o 
elementary school students dead. 

Speech 

A Painful Duty: Consoling a 

Town Prepa~qng to Bm-y Its 

CMldre~ 

~II~e clergy of Newtown, Conn., are 
preparing to bury 2o children, a 
wrenching task that includes helping secure tiny coffins and eulogizing lives that had just begun. 

The Nat~on Heads Back to School VVith New VVorrles About Safe%~ 

Across the nation officials and parents spent the weekend worrying about how to talk to students 
about what happened at Sandy Hook Elementary School and how best to discourage it from 
happening again. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We can’t accept events like this as ro~ne. Are we real!9 prepare~ to say we’re pou, erIess in the f!Tee qf 

PRESIDENT OBA~MA, at an interfaith vigil m Ncwtown. Conm 

N.Y. / REGION 

Longer Anytown 
As relatives and 
neighbors in Newtown, 
Conn., tried to process the tragedy at 
Sandy Hook Elementary School, 
memorials and holiday decorations 
blurred into one. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE ~ The 
The Freedom of Freedo 
an 2~med Society I nq of an [ 

ownership remains a 

mark of library. But weapons stifle 

the expression that the true 

Ameriean projeet requires. 

Your **Homeland" questions 
answered 
ALSO IN ARTS ~> 

MuseuFn of Mathematics at Madison Square Park 

Baryshnikov .A~1s Center announces 2013 season 

WORLD 

Japan Election Retrains Power to O~d Gnard 

The Liberal Democratic Party was returned to power in parliamentary elections Sunday in what 



analysts say is more a w)te against the incumbents than a mandate. 

For Spa~fiards, Ha~4~g a J oh No Lo~ger Gnara~tees a Paycheck 

With the regional and municipal governments deeply in debt, even workers like bus drivers and 
health care attendants, dependent on government financing for their salaries, are not always paid. 

A Syrian Airstrike Kills Palesti~fiaR~ Refl~gees a~d Costs Assad Support 

Government forces killed at least eight people in the Ya~a~ouk district of Damascus and reportedly 

drove dozens of fm~nerly pro-government Palestinian fighters to defect to the rebels, 

More World News 

Obama Expected to Nam e Kerry as Secretary of State 

John Ker~7, who had hoped for the position when President Obama was first elected in 2oo8, would 
likely win a large number of Republican votes for confirmation. 

Alaska~s Open Spaces Open Up Eve~ MoR*e 

New rules in the federal retirement system are forcing sweeping changes at Alaska’s parks and 
preserves as seores of top officials take early retirement. 

Same-Sex l~arrlage Finds Allies i~ Conse~ovatlves of a Cevtai~ Age 

Opinion and exit polls have been showing a sharp increase of support in a short time among every 
age group, including among the baby boomers. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Years ago, two lawyers saw Mierosoft’s fast grip on the PC software market as antiemnpetitive. 
Today, they disagree on whether Google represents a similar force in search. 

~ Bits. Google Antitrust Case is Said to Be Nearin~ End 9:10 PM ET 

Economists see a number of sources of underlying strength, but some envision slower growth in 
even if Washington avoids a stalemate in the fiscal talks. 

Commenting on a Death Gets a Puppet ira Trouble 

The latest scandal involves a gossipy, big-haired puppet in Puerto Rico, known as La Comay, who 
has become one of the island’s most controversial, and most watched, media figures. 

S P 0 RTS 

Rape Case Unfolds on Web aud Splits City 

Football at Stenbenville High School is an everyday topie. Bnt rape charges against two players 
have some residents questioning the cnlture of football in the Ohio eommnnity. 

FALCONS 34, GIANTS 0 

One-Sided Defeat Leaves the Gia~ts in a Three-}Vay Tie 

The Falcons ronted the Giants to further establish their dominance in the N.F.C. and virtually 

assure that the Giants will have to endure their same old story of a white-knnekle endgame. 

~E:] ~ox Score ] [] Slide Show [ Will the Real Giants Team Stand Up’? 

ON BASEBALL 

Mets Show Gratitude %Vith a Pitch ira the Dirt 

The decision to trade the Cy Young Award winner R. A. Dickey shows a lack of gratitude and tells 
Mets fans that they will have to keep waiting. 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Som~dtrack as Co-Star 

The music in "Nashville" maintains a stripped-down quality despite the flash that comes with that 

TV drama. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 



"Antifl’agfle," Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s follmv-np to his "Black Swan/’ argues that top-down efforts to 
eliminate volatility in public and private lives end np making things more fragile, not less. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Comedhm Brhtgs Her Act Flome, to }~om and Dad 

In her new Web show Maria Bamford performs for the toughest audience of her career: her parents. 

¯ More Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLQG 

Herding Cats for Ho|lywood 

Finding cats awdlable to play the supporting roles for the planned movie "Heatheliff" isn’t as easy as 
it sonnds. 

I1~e most intimate and heartbreaking of catastrophes and the insatiable beast of global media are 
locked in an awkward union in a bucolic New England town that never expected to encounter 
either. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

B~tff~ted by the bVeb~ but Now l#ddlng It 

Digital technology has overwhelmed many of those who sought to master it. Brian Lam was both a 
prince and casualty of it. 

o More Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Big Declskm o~ ~M’ghanlsta~ 
The Pentagon’s bleak progress report offers good reasons for a speedier withdrawal of American 
troops Dom Afghanistan. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Fight Homdessness 
11rough the homeless population has held steady during the recession, more help is needed for 
struggling families with children. 

EDITORIAL 

St;a~gy City Hall 
Why is Mayor Michael Bloomberg making it so hard for people affected by Hurricane Sandy to get 
emergency food stamps? 

, Mole Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The country is still making the transition Dom liberation movement to government. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Now, for a little perspective on the scary- deficit. 

CP- DOCS ] SCENES 

°The Pub|~c Sqm~re’ 

In Times Square, bystanders at an anti-Islamic speech by the pastor Terry aeries protest by singing 

the Beatles. 

o More Opinien ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 17, 19o.’3, Orville and Wilbur Wright made the first successful man-powered airplane 
flight, near Kitty Hawk, N.C, 



~out Thi~ 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines nevvsle~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTe prwacy program, ~ve are cornmitted ~e protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve£ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:34 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Flights: Urgeut 

Good u~orr~ng 

m the past wc talk about the iu~portance of the W- 

The sysl~:m do not accep~ tmrdliliatcd travelers witho~ a W-9. 

Thank 
Sophia 

Sent: Sunday, 5:23 PN 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Co= Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Flights: Urgent 
Sure Dr. Sahle, 

~ just want to make sure that is a~l we need because I don’t want to give them the misimpression that we do not need the W9 ff we do. When Dr. Home made his reservation a few 

weeks back, we had that information, preferred departure times and home airport, as well as his social security number, birthdate, and his name as it appears on his license. We 

went through that process and ran into trouMe afterwards because ~ did not have Dr. Horne’s W9. Sonia said that we could not finalize the reservation without iL Because he took 

more that 48 hours to get back to us we lost the reservation. 

As an additional note, Dr. Chandler has made his reservation request to Alison at Viking travel. He cc’ed me on the email on Friday evening. Regarding Dr. Jennings, last we spoke 

he indicated that he may be able to make his conflict work out, and that if so he might not be able to arrive until Friday night or Saturday morning. 

~ will email Dr. Pierre and Dr. Jennings to ask them to send me their reservation requests by tomorrow. I just want to make sure we will not run into the same problem we had with 

Dr. Home with Dr. Chandler and Dr. Jennings because we do not have either of their W9 forms yet. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 2:59 PM 

To: @live~unc.edu> 

Co: "sonia colon@med.unc.edu"<sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Flights: Urgent 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Unless something has changed, all we need to book their flights is the following information: their preferred departure and return times and where they are flying from. We 
then provide this information to Deby (or any other agent) at Viking. Viking would then request a CAP # from Sonia and book the tickets. The Independent Contractor form that 
they have to complete is for the hon. and not needed for booking their flights. 

Kindly sent a mass email to the scholars who are flying in and ask them to send details so that we can finalize their tickets by tomorrow. Please indicate that this is urgent and 
they have to send their details by tomorrow at the latest. Kindly cc. Sonia and I to email. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Flights: Urgent 

1:50 PM 

Hi Dr. SaNe 

I’ve sent emails about this to participants several times inclnding this week. I spoke to Sonia yesterday to give her their contact info so she can also follow up. The last 

email I sent was on Monday. The issue is that we have to wait for them to send W9 forms first which only two have done so far. I do know that a few roll be driving 

(Dr Provezo and Dr Aldridge) so really we are waiting on Dr Chandler and Dr Jennings. Dr Home submitted a request to the agency but we have been waiting for his 

w9 to arrive which he mailed laser week. I finally got in touch with Dr Pierre                                                        . She emailed her W9 

this week and Sonia has it. She has not to my knowledge contacted the agency. Dr. Jeimings has a conflict which he believes will be resolved but he has not responded 

to the latest emails I’ve sent about tx~oking a flight. I havefft heard from Dr Chandler since the first email exchm~ge. I have copied all of my correspondence with him to 

his per~nal email address he gave me but have not heard back. I am driving home to    right now but I can place phone calls to each of their otlice numbers to follow 

up. 

"SaNe, Eunice N" < _e___Ul~_i_cL _e_@ _e_g! _a_4_l_:__UlLC_:__e__@_ > wrote: 

Dear 



I hope you are doing well. 

I am worried that no flights - Viking has not contacted the office for CAP numbers - have been booked at this moment for scholars who are flying in. As per our discussion 
earlier in the semester, this item needed to be taken care of very early on so as to cut cost. 

Please follow up on this today as a matter of urgency~ 

Many thanks for taking care of this. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, i 9:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Demck Alfidge- W-9.1xtf; Eugene Provenzo - W-9.pdI~ Michael Je~mings- W-9.pdl:, N~um Chm~dler- W-9.pdf 

Dear Eunice 

According with our conversation this morning, please find attached W-9; for signature and address of the travelers: 

¯ Derrick Alridge 

¯ Michael Jennings 

¯ Eugene Provenzo 

¯ Nahum Chandler 

For the managing of sensitive information, the social security number can be added, at the moment of submit the T number to the travel agency. 

can obtain the social security though telephone. 

Thankyou 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4354 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599=3435 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966=1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:35 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Du Bois Coat’e~ence 

Hello 
We need to update the Du Bois Conference initial participants list; please see below list and let me know if they are going to participate on Du Bois 

Conference, 
¯ Sylvia I. B. Hill 
¯ Jesse Weaver Shiplay 
¯ Adriene Lentz Smith 
¯ Brenda Gayle Plummer 
¯ PennyVon Eschen 

Thankyou 

ii~iI old well banner 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry, Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, December 17, 2012 10:06 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaAl.unc.edtr~; Ja~ken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Hall, PerD’ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Candidate document 

Colleagues 

I can’t seem to open                  writing sample. If any of you 
have, can you tell me how or send me a copy? 

Perry 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 11:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.eduh 

[Consilience] Issue X Call for Submissions 

Dear Professor SaMe, 

My name is Ale×andra Sing, and I am the Editor-fn-Chief 

of Consfffence: 7be Journa~ of 5ustafnab~e Development. 

Consi[~nc~ ~s a g[obal~ sLud~nt.run, online journal 

based at Columbia U~vers~ty h~ Lhe C~Ly of New York. 

~s dedk:ated to promoting mterdisdplmary d~atogue on 

sustainable de,m[opment, and ~s t~e Rrst student- 

founded academic journat of its kind. 

Given your expresse~l interest in sustainable 

deveLepmer~t~ our Editorial Board irr~iles you and 

students thaL yod may kr~ow~ beth undef~faddate arid 

graduate, to conl:ribul:e Le Cons~[ience, ~ encoura~;e 

you Le forward and share this note wiLh your 

co[league% as welt as current and past stude~ts. 

welcome you Le "4sit our websH:e to view past issues 

s~bmiss~ons process or Cons~ence, Nease do not 

hesitate to contact me i~L :~):[:.:::.~[.L~:.:~;[ ~ :.:.:.~.::.~):)).:.?~) !~:....:~.:.:.i.[:. or 

!:][:).~[ ~:.~::::2b.:~ .,::][:).~[ : ~.:?.~[ [::~:.:~:~:. Z:.~:.:::.U:.5 We look foreCard to 

werk~ng (:[ose~y wH:h you throu~houL the submission 

Alexandra Sing 

Edit:er-ln-Chi 



Ce~silie~ce I ~00~ Leri]er H~:I12920 Bro~:d~,v8-~’~’i Ne\,v Yoi-k Ne,~,, York I002? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Du Bois Conference 

Hi Sonia, 

The updated schedule only includes Penny Von Eschen and Adrienne Lentz-Smith. On last check, Dr. Von Eschen had not responded to the invitation yet. I am cc’ing Dr. Hildebrand 

and Dr. Sable to answer on her attendance. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@ live.unc.edu 

From: <Colon>, "E.o__p__!~_59_!2!!~_~_:~_ES=~_d__L~." 

Date: Monday 9:34 AM 

To: @live,unc,ed~> 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice" <~.W!!f~.~.~/~.~!.!:.~:.:~!~).> 

Subject: Du Bois Conference 

Hello 
We need to update the Du Bois Conference initial participants list; please see below list and let me know if they are going to participate on Du Bois 

Conference, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

Thankyou 

[ i~i old well b ..... 

$onia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Department of Public Policy 

919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

African & Afro-American Studies 

919-966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

<!--[endif]-->Sylvia I. B. Hill 

<F-[endif]-->Jesse Weaver Shiplay 

<!--[endif]-->Adriene Lentz Smith 

<!--[endif]-->Brenda Gayle Plummer 

<!--[endif]-->Penny Von Eschen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dlive.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

<rrfisher@ email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Hello Everyone, 

The Stone Center was actually booked already when I followed up with the manager. We have moved the conference to the Institute for Arts and Humanities’ University Room in 

Hyde Hall. The dinner will still occur as planned. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 12:10 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, "Perkins, Kathy A." <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>, "Fisher, Rebecka" <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear      Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 
chair of AFRT/AFAM. 
Thursday. 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:4,0 ~ would you double check this?) 
-Welcoming remarks and introductions, 5:40-6 

starts 6-6::~0, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 
-announcements after performance 
Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things, Shelby has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:05 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Re: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Hi Dr. Sahle and Sonia, 

As I noted on Friday, neither Dr. Alddge nor Dr. Provenzo will be flying to Chapel Hill for the conference. Do we still need them to fill out the W9? 

I have sent the form again to Dr~ Chandler to fill out. I have not heard anything from Dr. Jennings, and last we spoke, he could not confirm his attendance yet. I already sent him an 

email last night which I cc’ed both of you on. Should I send him another email with this form? I do not want to overload him with too many confusing emails with conflicting 

information, especially since I already left voicemails about this form on Friday. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <.e..~.)!.£~.~,~..r-~[~#.!!.:[~[!f~:..e..£’~.£!.> 

Date: Monday, 9:19 AM 

To: 

cc: "~E~.&..~£[££@£!~:_~L~.G.~" 

Subje~: FW: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Dear 

Thank you for your follow up emails. 

Give that we are in         now, we cannot wait for the W9 that are in (or will be) in the mail this week or the next. Thus, kindly send the attached W9 which are in pdf 
format and ask the professors to sign them, scan and send them email - with a cc to Sonia - attachments today. Ask them where and when you can call them to get their SS# 
today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From; Colon, Sonia 
Sent-" Monday, 9:11 AM 
To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Dear Eunice 
Accordin8 with our conversation this mornins, please find attached W-9; for sisnature and address of the travelers: 

Derrick Alridse 
Michael Jennings 
Eugene Provenzo 
Nahum Chandler 

For the managing of sensitive information, the social security number can be added, at the moment of submit the T number to the travel agency. Shelby 
can obtain the social security though telephone. 
Thankyou 

l ii.~.iI old well b ..... 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Department of Public Policy 

919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 

African & Afro-American Studies 

919-966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:07 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W-9 / DuBois Cont~rence participants 

We will need the W-9 tb~ l>r*o~a~J~um [x~yment. 

Fhanl~: yo~ 

Sophia 

Sent~ Nonda7, 12:05 PN 

To~ SaNe, [uNce N; Colon, SoMa 
Su~jeet~ Re: W-9 / DuBo~s Con%fence pa~dpanN 

Impo~ance: High 

As I noted on Friday, neither Dr. Alfidge nor Dr. Provenzo will be flying to Chapel Hill for the conference. Do we still need them to fill out the W9? 

~ have sent the form again to Dr. Chandler to fill out. I have not heard anything from Dr. Jennings, and last we spoke, he could not confirm his attendance yet. I already sent him an 

email last night which I cc’ed both of you on. Should I send him another email with this form? I do not want to overload him with too many confusing emails with conflicting 

information, especially since I already left voicemails about this form on Friday. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <,-:~unice@ernail.tmc.,:_~du> 

Date: Monday, 9:19 AM 

To: 

Cc: "sonia colon@med~u~c.edu"<sonia colon@rned,tmc.edu> 

Subject: FW: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Dear 

Thank you for your follow up emails. 

Give that we are in         now, we cannot wait for the W9 that are in (or will be) in the mail this week or the next. Thus, kindly send the attached W9 which are in pdf 
format and ask the professors to sign them, scan and send them email - with a cc to Sonia - attachments today. Ask them where and when you can call them to get their SS# 
today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From; Colon, Sonia 
Sent; Monday, 9:1J. AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Dear Eunice 
According with our conversation this morning, please find attached W-9; for signature and address of the travelers: 

Derrick Alridge 
Michael Jennings 
Eugene Provenzo 

Nahum Chandler 
For the managing of sensitive information, the social security number can be added, at the moment of submit the T number to the travel agency. Shelby 
can obtain the social security though telephone. 
Thankyou 

l i~i old well b ..... 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Department of Public Policy 

919-962-4854 

Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 

African & Afro-American Studies 

919-966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:16 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Thank you Sonia, 

Have you received Dr. Horne’s W9 yet? He has now informed me that he will not need travel or hotel accommodations because he will already be in Chapel Hill before the 

conference occurs. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

Date: Monday, 12:07 PM 

To: ~live unc,edu>, "Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@email unc, edu> 

Subject; RE: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

F~= 
Sent= Monday, 12:05 PN 

SaNe, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
S~bje~t= Re: W-9 / DuBois Conference paRicipan~ 
Impo~ance: High 

~r. 5ahl~ and 5onia, 
noted on Friday~ n~ith~r ~r. Airidg~ nor ~r. Prov~nzo will b~ flying to Chapel Hiii ~or th~ conference. ~o w~ still n~d them to fill out th~ W97 

hav~ s~nt th~ ~orm again to ~r. Chandler to fill out. I hav~ not h~ard anything ~rom ~r. J~nn~ngs, and ~ast we spoke, h~ could not confirm his att~ndanc~ y~t. ~ already sent him an 

email last night which I cc’ed both o~you on. Should I s~d him another ~mail with this ~orm? i do not want to overload him with too many con~using ~mails with conflicting 

information, ~sp~cially sinc~ I already i~ff voic~mails about this ~orm on Friday. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~31ive.unc.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <.e..~3!.~.~o?..c-<D~.!!.=~FK4:..e..~.~!.> 

Date: Monday, 9:19 AM 

To: ~_[!_v_~_:~_.~ ~:_:~ ~_!_J. > 

Cc: "sonia cokm(?~)rned.unc,ed~.E"<~;onk~ cokm(a~med,unc.edu> 

Subje~: FW: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Dear 

Thank you for your follow up emails. 

Give that we are in         now, we cannot wait for the W9 that are in (or will be) in the mail this week or the next. Thus, kindly send the attached W9 which are in pdf 
format and ask the professors to sign them, scan and send them email - with a cc to Sonia - attachment~ today. Ask them where and when you can call them to get their SS# 
today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, 9:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
S~bject: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 



Dear Eunice 
According with our conversation this morning, please find attached W-9; for signature and address of the travelers: 

Derrick Alridge 
Michael Jennings 
Eugene Provenzo 

Nahum Chandler 
For the managing of sensitive information, the social security number can be added, at the moment of submit the T number to the travel agency. Shelby 
can obtain the social security though telephone. 
Thankyou 

[ ii~iI old well b ..... 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

@Iive.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

No [ ba~’en’ t. We vdll ~ued it fi:~r hot~:~raritm~ paymen ~.. 

Sent: Honday, : 12:~6 PN 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: W-9 / DuBois Conference pa~icipan~ 
Thank you Sonia, 

Have you received Dr. Home’s W9 yet? He has now informed me that he will not need travel or hotel accommodations because he will already be in Chapel Hill before the 

conference occurs. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Colon>, "soni~ col.:_~n~’,m,:_~d.unc.edt£’ <sonia £:oJotl~)med.u~?c, edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:07 PM 

To: ...................... @.[~}~#.:.£~£:~>, "SaMe, Eunice" 
Subje~: RE: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

~[dlo 

We wi]] need the W-9 fb~ h~ ~no~a~ um v~yment. 

Sonia 

Sent: Monday, 12:05 PN 

To= SaNe, EuNce N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject= Re: W-9 / DuBois Conference pa~icipanN 
Impedance= High 

Hi Dr. SaMe and Sonia, 
As I noted on Friday, neither Dr. Alridge nor Dr. Provenzo will be flying to Chapel Hill for the conference. Do we still need them to fill out the W97 

I have sent the form again to Dr. Chandler to fill ouL I have not heard anything from Dr. Jennings, and ~ast we spoke, he could not confirm his attendance yet. I already sent him an 

email last night which I cc’ed both of you on. Should I send him another email with this form? I do not want to overload him with too many confusing emails with conflicting 

information, especially since I already left voicemails about this form on Friday. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <~.~!?!.~.2o)..r-~[?~.!!.:~{[!f~:.~.~.g!.> 

Date: Monday, 9:19 AM 

To: @_[!y_~_:~Lq ~_: ~._~_!_J. > 

Co: "sonia colon~bmed,unc,edu"<5;.:?nk~ co~on~a?med,tlnc.edu> 

Subje~: FW: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Dear 

Thank you for your follow up emails. 

Give that we are in         now, we cannot wait for the W9 that are in (or will be) in the mail this week or the next. Thus, kindly send the attached W9 which are in pdf 
format and ask the professors to sign them, scan and send them email - with a cc to Sonia - attachments today. Ask them where and when you can call them to get their SS# 
today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, 9:11 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: W-9 / DuBois Conference parUdpants 

Dear Eunice 



According with our conversation this morning, please find attached W-9; for signature and address of the travelers: 

Derrick Alridge 

Michael Jennings 

Eugene Provenzo 

Nahum Chandler 

For the managing of sensitive information, the social security number can be added, at the moment of submit the T number to the travel agency. Shelby 

can obtain the social security though telephone. 

Thankyou 

l li~iI old well b ..... 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, 12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~W: Thanks’. Re: Du Bois conference: (UNC, CH) 

Spring syllabus.docx 

FYI-Reg 

I am so glad to know about this conference! It comes at a perfect time in my syllabus for the spring--see attached draft. Do I need to let anyone know already to expect a 
crowd of up to 3[; for the opening panel from ENGL 129? For extra credit, of course! I will register and attend as much of it as I possibly can. It looks great. 

Cheers and Merry Christmas to you and yours, 
Sally 

On Mon,            at 11:26 AM, Sherryl Kleinman <          ~nc.rr.com> wrote: 
From Reg Hildebrand (Dept. of African & Afro-American Studies, UNC, CH): 

110 years ago, W.E.B. Du Bois wrote: "The problem of the 20th century is the problem of the color line, - the relation of the darker to the lighter races of men in Asia and 

Africa, in America and the islands of the sea." 
50 years ago, Du Bois died on the eve of the historic March on Washington. 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AND AFRO-AHERICAN STUDIES WILL HOST A CONFERENCE ON: 

"W.E.B. DU BOIS AND THE PROBLEM(S) OFTHE 21st CENTURY" 

SAVE THE DATE!!!!! 
Click on link to departmental website for more information and free registration http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~NV: SAVE THE DATE! DU BOIS CONFERENCE 

FYI- Reg 

From: Bowles, John 
Sent: Monday, 11:29 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: SAVE THE DATE! DU BOIS CONFERENCE 

Hi, Reg, 

Thank you for the advance notice, rll include this in my syllabi and encourage students to attend. 

Happy holidays! 

--John 

John P. Bowles 
Associate Professor of African American Art 
Department of Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

115 South Columbia Street, Hanes Art Center, CB# 3405 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 

Phone: 919/962-2015 
Fax: 919/962-0722 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES WILL HOST A CONFERENCE ON: 

"W.E.B. DU BOIS AND THE PROBLEM(S) OFTHE 21st CENTURY" 

SAVE THE DATE!!!!! 
Click on link to departmental website for more information and free registration http://afriafam.unc,edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 2:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Eunice, 

T hope you had a good weekend. 

Are you still able to come by and do some interview practice today? Tt’s no problem if we need to re-schedule...1 just wanted to make sure I didn’t miss you in front of Carroll 
somehow. 

All the best, 

Rob 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:26 PM 
To: l-lolliday, Rob 
Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Yes, Monday at 2.pro works from this end and let’s meet on the front steps of Carroll Hall. The topics you have are suggest are great for the session. 

Best wishes and see you then, 
Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:05 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
S,,bject: Re: Media Tnterview Training Session? 

Hi Professor Sa~hle, 

I hope yon’re having a good week so far= 

Does Monday at 2pm still work for you? Since Carroll Hall can be really hard to navigate, I can meet you on the front steps of Can~oll, on the side that faces the Polk 

Place quad. How does that sound? I can also get you a parking sIyot if it’s easier tbr you to drive to Carroll. 

I think we should be able to do the session in about an hour. Is there an,vthing in particular you would like to ta]k about or practice? Among other things, I thought we 

could talk some about the department, May it’s necessary and some of the reforms that axe being put in place to make sure there aren’t academic irregularities. Does 

that sound ok’? 

Thin,ks again for cotning by next week. I look forward to getting together! 

Rob 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) 1919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob holliday@unc.edu 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 20:12 5:00 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Trainin8 Session? 

:::::: Dear Rob, 

::i:: That works, 

iiiiiI Many thanks. 
:::::: Eunice 

~ From: Holliday, Rob 
i~i Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:47 PM 



iii To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
iii S..bject: Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

iii Sounds great thanks so nmch~ Eunice. I’m looking forwmd to working with you. Would 2pro on Monday (12/17) work? 

iii Rob 

iii From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

iii Date: Wednesday, December 5, 20:12 3:43 PM 
::i:: To: Rob Holiday <rob holiiday@unc.edu> 
:::::: Subject: RE: Media interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Many thanks for this and other emails. 

Yes, I would like to take the training. December :[7 and 18 anytime in the afternoon would work. 

Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 

From-" Holiday, Rob 
Sent; Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:06 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Dee Reid from the Gollege’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. 

iiiii What does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. 

iii I look forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

Rob Holliday~ News Studio Manager~ The Ur~iversity of North C~roli~a at Chapel Hill 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) 1919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob holiday@unc.eeu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:58 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dr. Sahle, 

No we have the reservation there was some confusion because different people have contacted the Stone Center about the same event so I thought we did not have it when it had 

already been reserved by Professor Perkins. I checked back in with April, the manager there, and am waiting to make sure that we do not have the Stone Center for Friday and 

Saturday. It may be that she has the reservation on the books but does not know it has to do with the conference that I contacted her about. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 1:27 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear 

Thanks for the email. 

Just to clarify, we do not have the Stone Center space for all the events of 

Thanks for your work. 

Dr. SaNe 

From; 

Sent; Monday, 11:55 AM 
To; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Perkins, Kathy A.; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

Cc; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Hello Everyone, 

The Stone Center was actually booked already when I followed up with the ,nanager. We have moved the conference to the Institute for A~ts and Humanities’ 
Universib’ Room in Hyde Hall. The dinner will still occur as planned. 

University of North Caacolina at Chapel 

~lNe.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 12:10 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, "Perkins, Kathy A." <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>, "Fisher, Rebecka" <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "SaNe, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear      Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 
chair of AFRT/AFAM. 



Thursday, 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:40 would you double check this?) 

-Welcomina remarks and introductions, 5:40-6 
. starts 6-6:10, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 

-announcements after performance 

Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things, Shelby has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 3:02 PM 

ttall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAILMNC.EDU>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJd.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@emaiL unc.edu>; ttalI, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; SaNe, EuNce N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

ILE: Candi&te document 

I had the same issue when I tried to re-open the document Here is a link to the article: 

The writing sample also appears in file, right after the page that states that there was trouble uploading it and right before his teaching evaluations 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-~merican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle tlal[, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 @~x) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://wv#s,.umass eduiumpress/spr 97/ianken.html 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059 htrnl 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/PO0723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pel~, tlal[ [mailto:hallpa(@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 2:42 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kermeth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hall, Perry A; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Candidate document 

Colleagues 

I have three computers, and they all respond the same *w~y to           document. On the UniversiD" website, *vhen I click "writing/research sample" I am sent to a (3 oogle search page 
with googledoc sites. When I try to open Kenneth’s copy I get "there was a problem opening the document" (on 2) and "document appears to be a later version of Adobe.." 

Kenneth, can you scan the document or convert it to another format and re-send it? 

Pelwy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pew Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 
Monday, December 17, 2012 3:11 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjm~ken@emaJl.unc.edu~> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emml.tmc.edu~>; Nzo~gola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@ema~,l.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 
<~eunice@email.unc.edt~> 

Re: Candidate document 

Thanks 

On 12,’17,’2012 3:01 PM, Janken, Kenneth R wrote: 
> I had the same issue when I tried to re-often the document. Here is a link to the article: 

> The writing sample also appears in :file, right after the page that states that there was trouble uploading it and right before his teaching evaluations. 
> 

> Kenneth 
> 

> 

> ~enneth R7 ~ank;n 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB//3395 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 (lhx) 
> (;lick on a link for information about my publications: 
>http://wwwumass.edu/umpress/spr 97/ianken.htm l 
> http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.html 
> http:i/tmdpress.nd.edu/bookiPO0780 
> http ://tmdpress.nd.eduibook/P00723 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa(d~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 2:42 PM 
> To: Caldwell, Kia L; Jaaken, Kctmeth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hall, Perry A; Sable, Eunice N 
> Subject: Candidate document 
> 

> Colleagues 
> 

> I have three computers, and they all respond the same way to doc~tment. On the University website, when I click %witing/research sample" I ara sent to a Google search page 
with googledoc sites. When I try to open Kenneth’s copy I get "there was a problem opening the docmnent" (on 2) and "document appears to be a later version of Adobe..." 
> 

> Kenneth, can you scan the docmnent or convert it to another format and re-send it? 
> 

> 

> Perry 
> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 3:38 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emml.unc.edu>; ttall, Perry A <tlALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU:~; Caldwelk Kia L 

<klcaldwe@email.unc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaAl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Candidate document 

Thanks, Kenneth, for making this accessible. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 3:01 PM 
Tu: Hall, Perry A; Caldwell, Kia L; Nzongola-Ntal~ia, Geurges; Hall, Perry A; Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Candidate ducument 

I had the same issue when I tried to re-open the document. IIere is a link tu the article: 

The writing sample also appears in 

Kenneth 

file, right aRer the page that states that there was trouble uploading it and right be~2~re his teaching evaluatiuns. 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Prufessor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB¢¢ 3395 
University uf North Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (vuice) 
(919) 966-2694 (15x) 
Click on a link for infurmation abuut my publicatiuns: 
http://wwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/ianken html 
http :/iuncpress. unc. eduibooks/T-8059.h~ll 
http ://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http:i/undpress.nd.edu/booki1200723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pelry Hall [mailto:hallpa(d~,,email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Deccrabcr 17, 2012 2:42 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Jar~zen, Kermeth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hall, Perry A; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Candidate document 

Colleagues 

I have tl-tree computers, and they all respond the same way to           docmnent. On the University website, when I click "writing/research sample" I am sent to a Google search page 
with googledoc sites. When I t~" to open Kenneth’s copy I get "there was a problem opening the document" (on 2) and "document appears to be a later version of Adobe..." 

Kenneth, can you scan the document or convert it to another fore, at and re-send it? 

Perly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, December 17, 2012 5:40 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 12-17-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday December 17th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/16/13- 2013 Nannerl Keohane Distinguished Visiting Prot~ssor Lecture t~aturing Dr. Jeffrey McDonnell scheduled tbr 5:30 PM in file Nel~n Mandela Auditorium 

of the FedEx Global Education Center. Dr. McDonnell is a watershed hydrologist and eco- hydrologist at the Global Institute tbr Water Security at the Universi~ of 

Saskatchewan and Distingnished Professor at fire University of Aberdeen and Oregon State University. The Nannerl Keohane Distingnished Professorship was created 
in 2004 by then-UNC-CH Chancellor James Moeser to honor Keohane, Duke’s president at the time. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

2012 Water in Our World International Photo Competition Winners Almounced- The category wirmers in this year’s Water In Our World International Photo 

Competition have recently been announced. To view the photographs and descriptions of each prize winning entry,, please click on the following link: 

http:/iwaterinstitute.unc.edu/photo contefft 2012 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Student-produced series on N.C. state parks airs on UNC-TV A three part series produced by UNC School of Journalism students that tbcuses on three North 

Carolina state parks was recently featured on the UNC-TV show °’North Carolina Now". The three tEatured parks either contain or are contignous to a major body of 

water. For more information: http:, iwww.iomc.unc.edu/homepaae- news-slot-23-mer~ed/s~adent-produced-series-on-no~N-caa’olina-state-parks-to-~fir-on-uric - tv 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water In Our World"- For more infolrnation on the theme and other upcoming events, feel fiee to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edu". Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(&unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Pro-Gun Democrats Signaling Openness to Limits 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ .To.d.ay.is...H.eadi.i.nes ............................................................................ 
~11~ N’t’~= ~rk ~’~m~ December 18, 9019 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _S...c.i..e..n...c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I 9..n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Pro-Gun Democrats Signaling 
Openness to Limits 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and CHARLIE 
SAVAGE 

In the aftermath of the Connecticut 
school killings, momentmn was building 
on Capitol Hill for tightening controls 
over firearms. 

How Wal-Mart Used Payoffs 
to Get Its Way in Mexico 
By DAVI D BARSTOW and AL E JAN DRA XAN IC 
von BERTRAB 

Wal-Mart de Mexico was an aggressive 
and creative corrupter, offering large 
payoffs to get what the law otherwise 
prohibited, an exmninafion by The New 
York Times fotmd. 

With the Why Elusive, Two Boys, Two Burials 
By DAN BARRY 

The people of Newtouaa buried two boys on Monday afternoon, in the first of the many ftmerals to follow last 
week’s massacre at the Sandy Hook Elementary School. The boys were both 6 years old. 

:. Photographs: Laying the Children to Rest 

. Howto Help in Newtown 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 used to do everything with him. We liked to wrestle. We played Wii. We just played all the time. I can’t 

believe I’m never going to see him again." 

NOLAN KRIEGER, an eight-year-old boy speaking after a flmeral service for his friend Jack Pinto in 

Newtown, Conn. 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Wal-Mart 
Comes to 
Teotihuacfin 
A New York Times 



investigation fotmd that Wal-Mart paid 
bribes as it sought to build in the 
shadow of one of Mexico’s most revered 
etfltural lanchnarks, the pyranfids of 
Teotihuaefin. 

" Related Article I ~ Photos I ~ A Protest 
Leader 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Don’t Blame Autism for 
Newtown 
By PRISCILLA GILMAN 

We can’t let the tragedy further 
stignmtize children with 
neurodevelopment disorders. 

A start-up finds traction 
through e-mail marketing 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

This week in small business: Free iPads 

How the sale of a business can go terribly wrong 

ny|im.es.com iBUS~N 

WORLD 

South Korea Vote Will Change Policy Toward North 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Park Geun-hye and Moon Jae-in, the top candidates in flae South Korean presidential election, say they 
wotfld take a softer approach toward North Korea than the departing president. 

Bangladesh Finds Gross Negligence in Factory Fire 
By JULFIKAR ALl MANIK and JIM YARDLEY 

A govenunent inquiry says crinfinal charges should be brought against the owner of the Tazreen Fashions 
factory, where a Nov. 24 fire killed 112 people. 

West Bank Land, Empty but Full of Meaning 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

A battle over El, a largely empty patch of the West Bank, speaks to the seenfingly insurmountable differences 
between the Israelis and the Palestinians. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Deal Signed to Overhaul Juvenile Justice in Tennessee 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The sweeping changes to the Shelby Cotmty, Tenn., justice system show a growing n~on~entum of finding 
new ways to treat teenagers who break the law, advocates say. 

Silent Since Shootings, N.R.A. Could Face Challenge to Political Power 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE, MICHAEL COOPER and MICHAEL LUO 

The National Rifle Association wields one of the biggest sticks in politics, but some opponents argue the 
Newtown tragedy may provide the N.R.A. its first genuine test in over a decade. 

MEMO FROM WASHINGTON 
After Tragedy, Partisanship May Cool a Bit 
By JACKIE CALMES 

Though seenfingly tmrelated, the emotionally wrenching school shooting may soften the hearts of politicians 
as they try to resolve the fiscal crisis. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Big, and Risky, Energy Bet 
By JOHN M. BRODER and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 



Sasol, a South African company, plans to take advantage of a glut of cheap gas to make diesel and other 
refined products at competitive prices in Louisiana. 

As Europe Presses Google on Antitrust, U.S. Backs Away 
By JAMES KANTER and STEVE LOHR 

Google appears to be emerging from an major antitrust investigation in the United States essentially 
mlseathed. But the outlook is not as bright for Google in Europe. 

. Bits Bloc: Google Antitrust Case Is Said to Be Nearing End 

Mining Executive Receives Payout of Taoo Million, Russia’s Largest Ever 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Vladimir Strzhalkovsky, chief executive of Norilsk Nickel and an ally of President Vladimir Putin, stepped 
down as part of the settlement of a shareholder dispute. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ROCKETS 109, KNICKS 96 
In Return, Lin Plays as if He Never Left 
By NATE TAYLOR 

3eremy Lin scored 22 points and had 8 assists and James Harden scored 28 as the IOficks suffered their first 
loss of tile season at Madison Square Garden. 

’. Box Score I In New York, kin Craze Is Out of Fashion 

ON BASKETBALL 
Emotional Times for McHale and Lin 
By HARVEY ARATON 

As the Rockets went to Madison Square Garden, Kevin McHale was wrestlhlg with the death of his daughter, 
and 3eremy Lin was revisiting the primary site of last season’s heroics. 

N.F.L. FAST FORWARD 
Questions That Require a Super Bowl to Settle 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

On Statement Sunday, the game between San Francisco and New Englmld, a 41-34 victory by the 49ers in 
Foxborough, Mass., created more questions than it answered. 

, N.F.L. Roundup: Differing Accounts of Fracas Involving a Redskin’s Relatives 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ZERO DARK THIRTY’ 

By Any Means Necessary 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Zero Dark Thirty" treads on mlusual territory for moviegoers used to Hollywood’s practice of simplifying 
morality. 

No Big Hits, but Bookshops Say They’re Thriving 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

Even without best sellers on the scale of last year’s Steve Jobs biography, owners of independent bookstores 
say sales are good, and that Kobo e-readers have been a boon. 

Landfill Park Proves Savior in Hurricane 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

The future Freshkills Park on Staten Island buffered residential areas aromld it from the worst effects of 
Hurricane Sandy. Perhaps that will prompt the city to get the park ready for visitors. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

In Island’s Shifted Sands, Signs of a Hurricane’s Power 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Scientists aim to take advantage of Hurricane Smldy’s aftermath to learn more about how Fire Island, and all 



barrier islands, respond to and recover from major natural events. 

Ancient Bones That Tell a Story of Compassion 
By JAMES GORMAN 

In Vietnam, archaeologists say, a Stone Age comnatmity took care of a man who coukha’t take care of himself. 

Children Can Usually Recover From Emotional Trauma 
By DOUGLAS QUENQUA 

For yotmg people exposed to tramnatic violence like the Newtown school shooting, recovery can be 
torturous, marked by anxiety, nightmares or substance abuse. But the good news is that most children do 
heal. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Reason to Hope After the Newtown Rampage 
This country has a history of facing tragedy and beconfing better for it. Our next challenge is to address the 
epidenfic of gtm violence. 

EDITORIAL 
Personal Guns and the Second Amendment 
The courts must be very cautious about extending the individual right to own a gma. 

EDITORIAL 

In Other Countries, Laws Are Strict and Work 
Stricter gma control laws in other comatries have worked to curtail firearm honficides. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
What Drives Suicidal Mass Killers 
By ADAM LANKFORD 

Terrorist bombers and rampage shooters have much in common. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Bullet’s Legacy 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Gunfire atop the Empire State Building changed everything about a vibrant TOting man’s life. It changed 
nothing about our armed, dangerous and ridiculously pernfissive ways. 

¯ " Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Let’s Get M.A.D.D. About Guns 
By JOE NOCERA 

Other countries have tightened their gun laws to good effect. Why not us? 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

David Brooks is off today. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. a8, a957, the Shippingport Atonfic Power Station in Pennsylvania, flae first civilima nuclear facility to 

generate electricity ha the United States, went online. 

¯ See This Front Pa__a2~ 



¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

CO pY d g h t2012 1 T h e a e~o [ ~ Tim e s � o ~13 a ny I P~ i~a cy P o !!cy I N ~Tirn e S i COrn 620Eig h th Av e a~ ea e ~Yo rk; a ~ 10 Q t8i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:40 AM 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~W: The Caxolina Inn Reservation Confirmation for Demck Alridge 

Good morning 

Dr. Sahle prefer to make a reservation for Dr. Demck Alridge, to secure a room jus~ in case he needed. I can modify this reservation as soon you get information about 

Dr. Alridge’s attendance plans. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: The Carolina Inn [mailto:cireservations@carolinainn.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 8:35 AM 
To-" Colon, Sonia 
C¢; cireservations@carolinainn.com 
Subject; The Carolina Tnn Reservation Confirmation for Derrick Alridge 

Dear Der.~oiek Alr~dge, 

As a pre[~rred Inn Club member we are pleased to host yo~ and yore’ gl~ests while 

"l?}~e (;aro~i~a [oo, Eojoy world--class service, eh~gant~y appointed g~test acc(m~nodatkms, 

saperb d~ai~g~ ou~s~a~ad~ag rneeti~g and ba nqt~e~ fhci]ities, and a~ expert s~afg We 

N~gl~tly R*~te~ $ ~ 64.00 



are a ~oo% non--smoking l~oteL If’ ~ g~ es~ (~ ooses ~o smoke 
be a ~i2;’.;o eh~wge ~q~plJed to your a~count. Smoking is not 

F’or dh:eciions to The C~wolina Inn, please click }~e~e. For special events t~appeni~ a~ The 

l’laank you for including The Carolina Inn in your travel phons. "We look f%rward ~o welcoming 

you to ou~" histo~qe hotel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Kreuser <Sociology.skozxqzosyjznemkn@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Top Sociology Titles in 2012 firom Routledge 

Get yo(ir complimentary exsm copies of these key books today! 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

Dear Eunice SaNe, 

As we close out the year here at Routledge Sociology, we wanted to highlight some of our most 

important titles from the last 12 months. With texts on food studies, masculinity, modern concepts 

el punishmenL and visual sociology, as well as ~seamh titles on major figures such as Weber and 

Lomb[oso, we’ve got something to interest you iF~ 2013! 

Now you can request a complimentary exam copy or recommend these titles to your library- 

just follow the links below, fill in our simple, pre-se~ terms, and we’ll take care el the rest! 

Top 2012 Titles from Routledge Sociology 

Visual Sociology 



~pplied Statisti f a l 
Sciences 

e ndt b y b~rian 

C e sare kombr o ~, ,:~ ;o,,~ 

We hope you Iind ~hese ~itles ol interest. Thanks ve~.’ much for your ~ime. 



Best regards 

Joe Kreuser 

Marketing Assista~t, Routledge Sociology 

~andf.co.uk 

i:~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We respect your privacy acid will not disclose, rent or seil your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered ill England under rio 1072954. 

Registered office: Mootimer Ho[ise, 37-4! Mortimer St~eet, London, W!T 3JH 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, please click on the link below Please note this ~s an 8utonqated operation. 

http://tandf.msqfocus.com/u/11wTC670AT8qsiEs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <~cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 9:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Last Call lbr Applications - "Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue & the Future of US Foreign Policy (Washington 

D.C., January 9th- 1 lth, 2013) 

"Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue, and the Future of US Foreign Policy 

~A,,’ashington D.C., January 9ti~ - 1 lth, 2013) 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to inferm you about our forthcoming conference in the USA, to be hosted by the ICD in padnership with other 
leading organizations. 
You can learn more about the conference by reading the information below. ~ would be grateful ~ you could share this announcement by for¢~ardin9 the information below 
anyone you think m~ght be interested in attending. 
With warm regards frem Berlin, 
Mark C. Donfried & the led Team 

"Options on the Table": So~ Powe& Intercultural Dialogu@ and the Future of US Fore~n Policy 

(L~3shington D~C., Janua~ 9th - 11th, 2013) 

~.~cd-usforeign policy.or# 
In the wake N the recent US Presidential E~ection, the s~rategy of America’s Foreign Policy has become an ~ncreasingly crucial ~ssue, with ~he ~ntemafiona~ community 
waiting expectantly to see how America’s Foreign PNh;y approach wi~ adapt to the new challenges confronting the intemafionN 
The institute for Cultural Diplomacy has therefore dedicated its hi-annual conference on US Foreign Policy to debate and explore the continuing concepts of soft power, 
intercultural dialogue, and Cultural Diplomacy, padiculady as they re~a~e to Amedcan Foreign Policy, and assess the role they will play in the next years. 

Conference Participants > 
Pa~icipafion in the conference ~s open to govermnental & d~plomatic offic~Ns, academics & schelars, economisls, journN~sts, artists, c~vil society pract~tieners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as other interested individuNs from across the world. 

The ~nstitute for Cultura~ D~plomacy encourages academic reseatch and analysis of issues related to the goals of the conference. The ~CD wouM therefore like to welcome 
pa~icipants to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference, which wouM also be included in the proposal document that will be issued 
following the conference and sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

Conference Speakers > 
Speake~ during the conference will include leading figures and expeRs from international po~tics (including head of states and m~nisters), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers wi~ include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisor" Board. To learn more about the ~CD Adviso~ 
Board, please click 

Speakers for the conference include: 
. The Non. Dr. Alfredo Palacio - PtesMent of the ICD Advisory Board: Former President of Ecuador 
* The Hen. DL All Abroad daMIi - Former Interior Minister d Afghanistan 

* H.E. Arab. Arif Havas Oegroseno - Ambassador of Indonesia to the European UNon 

* David Soul - Celebrated Amedcan Actor; best known as Detective Kenneth "Hutch" from "Starsky and Hutch" ~Jdeo Lecture) 

* The Hart. Dr. Emil Constantinescu - President of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy; Former President of Romania 

* H.E. Arab. E~n Suleymanov - Ambassador N AzerbNjan to ~he United States 

. The Hon. Erna Hennicot Schoepges - V~ce P~sk]ent of the ICD Advisow Board; Former Luxembourgian MiniNer of Culture and Religious Affairs 

. Frank Ucciardo - UN Correspondent, CBS News "Up To The M~nute" 

* H.E. Arab. Houda Norton - Ambassador of Bahrain to the USA 

* ~an GiHan - Lead Singer and Lyricist for Deep Purple ~Meo Lecture) 

* The Hen. Sir James R. Mancham - ICD Adviso~ Boa~] Member; Founding PresMent of the Republic of Seychelles 

* The Hon. DL Nazar AI Bahama - ICD Advisop/Board Member; Former Foreign MiniNer of Bahrain 

* The Hon. Nouzha $kal~i - ~CD Advisor, Board MembeK Former Moroccan M~nis~er of Socia~ Development, Family, and SolMari~y 

* The Hon. Paula Dobr~ansk~ - ICD Adv~so~ Board Member; Former US Under Secretary of S~a~e for Democracy and G~obN AflNrs 

. R~bal A~-Assad - Chairman, hnan Foundation 
* The Hon. DL Solomon Isaac Passy - ICD Advisoq Board Member: Former Foreign MiNster of Bulgaria 

* Governor Steve Nerri~l - 77th Governor of New Hampshire; President. Bingham Consulting ~ideo Lecture) 

* The Hon. Stockwell Day - Former Canadian M~nis~er of ~n~emafional Trade (Video Lecture) 

* The Hon. Yasar Yakis - President of the ~CD Young Leaders’ Forums: Former Foreign MiNNer of Turkey 

If you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick HERE 

Thank you for your a~ention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. 

With warm regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FloodHochhaus) 
KudSrstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 

u~,w.cu~t u raM~plomac~,.org 
info~cult u ra MjNomacv:oN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                 9:55 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Smnmmy ofaccomodalins and flights for Du bois Conf gues~t speakers 

Du Bois Conference vim] infom~ation.xlsx 

Hello 
Please see attached a summary of the lodging and flight requirements, according with last information received from. 

Thanks 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu7 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 11:12 AM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: School-to-prison pipeline gets Senate attention 

FYI 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [progfac] School-to-prison pipeline gets Senate attention 

Date:Tue, 18 Dec 2012 11:04:10 -0500 

From:She@ Kleimnaa~ _< @nc.rr.com~ 

Reply-To:She@ Kleimnaa~ _~ [~nc.rr.com> 

To:The progihc mmling list <pro~fac(~listserv.unc.edu> 

http://mdvpendent.org/2012/12/17!school-prison-pipelme-gets-its-first-ever-airmg-senate <ul> 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

sej- factflU as: <a h~e~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</av. To unsubscribe send a blank ~r> 

email to <a href "mafilto:leave-32547763- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32547763- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<~/a7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:39 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Hi Dr. H, 

Here is a break down of where we stand with each of the speakers. Essentially contact has been initiated with all but Penny Von Eschen. Last I spoke to Dr. Sahle she had not 

responded to the initial invitation. I have only recently made contact with Adrienne Lentz-Smith as she is local. I am waiting for her reply. Other then those two, everyone is 

confirmed and has at least started the travel reservation process if they require it (Dr. Provenzo, Dr. Horne, and Dr~ Alridge have alternate means of getting to Chapel Hill). The 

paperwork issues are something that I need to worry about but I am hoping to get everything wrapped up this week. At the most right now we would need a replacement for Dr. 

Von Eschen, Dr. Lentz-Smith may just be slow to reply like all of the other speakers have been. 

Nahum Chandler - Confirmed, has sent travel request, waiting to receive his formal paperwork (last contact on 

Jemima Pierre - Confirmed (she was unavailable for so long because she had complications with her pregnancy), has not sent travel request, have received her W9 (last contact on 

Derrick Alridge - Confirmed, will drive to chapel hill, waiting on formal paperwork (last contact on 

Eugene Provenzo - Confirmed, will drive to chapel hill, waiting on formal paperwork (last contact on 

Michael Jennings - Confirmed, has made travel request, waiting on formal paperwork (last contact on 

Gerald Home - Confirmed, made travel request but no longer needs it (will be in chapel hill prior to the conference), formal paperwork is in the mail (last contact on 

Adrienne Lentz-Smith - Not confirmed, no contact 

Penny Yon Eschen - Not confirmed, last time I spoke to Dr. Sahle about Dr. Eschen she had not responded to the initial invitation 

Esther Cooper Jackson - Confirmed, will pre-record her talk at Long Island College (it is a few blocks from her house and she recently received an honorary doctorate there so she 

has contacts that may be able to help) I am in the process of contacting their IT department to set up the recording session, mailed the paperwork to her home address last week 

(last contact 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 2:13 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

No problem,     . The logistics of travel are urgent for Dr.Sahle and our budge. For me, the most time sensitive task is trying to replace speakers - Did you reach Jemima 
Pierre? 1 remember that you said at one point that she was problem. -Did you ever get any response from Von Eschen? -Did you say there was also a problem with Lentz- 
Smith? - Where do things stand with arrangements for Ester Cooper Jackson to pre-record her talk? If you could let me know about those people by tomorrow noon, T will try 
to find replacement panelists Also let me know how your conversation with April at the Stone Center goes. It may be confusing when she has to deal with several different 
people who may be reserving space under different names for the same conference. -Prof. H 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:38 PM 

To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Subject: RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dr.H. 

UnfortunatelyI amin ; a]ready. However I can put together a subs~ntive breakdown ofhow we s~tand on each participant’s anangements and logis~tics. Iknow 

there have been a lot of different email strands going on so it’d be good to have a status report. Additionally I caaa be available by phone during a time when you mid 

Dr. SaNe can meet. I already sent an email to the speakers I’ve been in contact ruth to let them know how to reach me over the break. 



"HildebraJ~d, Reginald F" <hildebr’,~ema 1 unc edu> wrote 

And when you talk with April, please make sure that Dr. Jordan didn’t reserve the Hitchock room for us on Friday and Saturday as well. We did check the dates with him. It 
seems strange that he would forget since he was on the planning committee. We are already covered for Friday and Saturday at the IAH, but our conference could be the 
event that Jordan told April he was hosting on Friday and Saturday. We should be sure. Finally, will you be around at all tomorrow morning or afternoon? If so let’s just 
touch base about where things stand before we all take off for break. You and Dr. SaNe are doing all the serious work, but I would still like to leave knowing whatever it is 
that I still have to do when we get back. Thanks and press on. -Prof. H 

From-" 

Sent; Monday, 12:21 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject-" Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Absolutel~ 

I will let yon know once I have confirmation. 

Univel3iW of North C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:20 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

That’s probably what happened       Kathy Perkins is sure that she reserved the Hitchcock room, but I don’t know under what name. If she did, it is for us. We did not 
confirm space in the hallway for the reception though, the same way you set up the reception!refreshments for the MURAP Conference. 1 hope you will be able to do that. 
Thanks much. 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 
To-" Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject-" Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

I will speak with the manager at the Stone Center again today. I believe there may have been some confusion in my reserving the space and her thi~:ing the space was 
already reserved for a different event. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

i~live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:03 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

the Stone Center was booked by Kathy Perkins for the public performance on Thursday,           wasn’t it? I think so, but please double check that, and if it was, 
please also see if we can have the reception in the hallway outside Hitichcock during the schedled time~ - Prof. H 

From; 

Sent-" Monday, 11:55 AM 
To-" Hildebrand, Reginald F; Perkins, Kathy A.; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

~c; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



Hello Everyone, 

The Stone Center was actually booked ~Jready when I lbllowed up with the manager. We have moved the conference to the Institute for Arts and Humanities’ 

Universi~ Room in Hyde Hall. The dinner will still occur as planned. 

University ofNortla Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

(~live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 12:10 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, "Perkins, Kathy A." <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>, "Fisher, Rebecka" <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "SaNe, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear      Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 
chair of AFRT!AFAM. 
Thursday,          : 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:40 ( would you double check this?) 
-Welcoming remarks and introductions, 5:40-6 

, starts 6-6:10, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 
-announcements after performance 
Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things,      has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:47 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summary of accomodatins and flights for Du bois Conf guest speakers 

Du Bois Conference - Speaker Status .xlsx 

Hi Sonia, 

[ have added a line to your spreadsheet for Jemima Pierre. She is confirmed and has sent her W9. Have you been able to process it yet? She has not initiated her travel reservation 

yet, I last sent her a reminder email on       Derrick Alridge does need a reservation, thank you for confirming that. Another note, Dr. Jennigns is going to rent a car while he is 

down here so we will need to cover his parking~ That will be the case for Dr. Alridge and Dr. Provenzo as well because they are driving in. Can we continue to check with the 

Carolina Inn periodically about Dr. Provenzo’s room? He specifically requested two double beds. I know this was not available at the time of reservation but I’d like to keep 

checking, perhaps something will open up closer to the date. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Colon>, "so~ia col.:_~n@m,-:~d.unc.edu" <sonia colo~med.unc, edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 9:55 AM 

To: 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice" <~..u..n.!5~ ~.r?.~!~.:.u..r2~:.:?.d..u.> 

Subject: Summary of accomodatins and flights for Du bois Conf guest speakers 

Hello 
Please see attached a summary of the lodging and flight requirements, according with last information received from. 
Thanks 
Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc,edu> 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Summmy ofaccomodatins and flights for Du bois Colffguest speakers 

Thank you       for the updates. 

Yes, Jemima is already add as a vendor. 

Yes, I will add to actual hotel reservation, parking cost for DR. Jenings, Dr. Alridge and Dr. Provenzo. 

Yes, I am continuing checking with Carolina Inn, for two beds room for Dr. Provenzo 

Thank you for this wonderful update. 

Sonia 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:47 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
C¢: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Summary of accomodatins and flights for Du bois Conf guest speakers 
Hi Sonia, 
I have added a line to your spreadsheet for Jemima Pierre. She is confirmed and has sent her Wg. Have you been able to process it yet? She has not initiated her travel reservation 
yet, I last sent her a reminder email on       Derrick Alridge does need a reservation, thank you for confirming that. Another note, Dr. Jennigns is going to rent a car while he is 
down here so we will need to cover his parking. That will be the case for Dr. Alridge and Dr. Provenzo as well because they are driving in. Can we continue to check with the 

Carolina inn periodically about Dr. Provenzo’s room? He specifically requested two double beds. i know this was not available at the time of reservation but i’d like to keep 
checking, perhaps something will open up closer to the date. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <Colon>, "soeia colon ?:~,med4~t~c.edu" <sonia coh:)eO-~med.urlc.*:_~du> 
Date: Tuesday,                  9:55 AM 

Cc: "SaNe, Eunice" <~.~£~£~_~_#.Q!#_[~:_~L[?_~=##~> 

~ubje~: Summary of accomodatins and flights for Du bois Conf guest speakers 
Hello 
Please see attached a summary of the Iodsin8 and flisht requirements, accordin8 with last information received from. 
Thanks 
Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Depa~ment of PuNic Policy 
919-962-~54 
Abemethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~5 
Afri~n & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
BaSle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Thanks much, So, I need to find a replacement for Von Eschen. Got it. If I cannot find one, you may have to serve as a panelist (just kidding...have a good break). - 
Prof. H. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:39 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Hi Dr. H, 

Here is a break down of where we stand with each of the speakers. Essentially contact has been initiated with all bnt Penny Von Eschen. Last I spoke to Dr. Sahle she 

had not responded to the initial invitation. I have only recently made contact ruth Adrienne Lentz- Smith as she is local. I am waiting for her reply. Other then those 

two, eveo,one is confirmed and has at least s~rted the travel reservation process if they require it (Dr. Provenzo, Dr. Home, and Dr. Alridge have alternate means of 

getting to Chapel Hill). The paperwork issues are something that I need to wor~ abont but I am hoping to get everything wrapped up this week. At the most right now 

we would need a replacement tbr Dr. Von Eschen, Dr. Le~rrz-Smith may just be slow to reply like all of the other speakers have been. 

Nahum Chandler Confirme& has sent travel request, waiting to receive his formaJ papera, ork (last contact on     ) 

Jemima Piene Cotffirmed (she was unavailable for so long because she had complications with her pregnancy), has not sent travel request, have received her W9 

(last contact on     ) 

Derrick Alridge Confirmed, will drive to chapel hill, waiting on formal paperwork (laser contact on 

Eugene Pmvenzo Confirmed, will drive to chapel hill, waiting on formal paperwork (last contact on ) 

Michael Jennings Confim~ed, has made travel request, waiting on tbrmaJ paperwork (last contact on 

Gerald ttorne Confimred, made travel request but no longer needsit (will be in chapel hill prior to the conference), tbrmal paperwork isinthe maJl (last contact on 

Adrienne Lenlz-Smith Not confirmed, no contact 

Penny Von Eschen Not confirmed, laser time I spoke to Dr. Sahle atx~ut Dr. Eschen she had not responded to the initial invitation 

Esther Cooper Jackson Confirmed, will pre-record her talk at Long Island College (it is a few blocks fi~om her house and she recently received an honora~- 

doctorate there so she has contacts that may be able to help) I am in the process of contacting their IT department to set up the recording session, mailed the 

paperwork to her home address last week (last contact 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 2:13 PM 

To: _~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

No problem,       The logistics of travel are urgent for Dr.Sahle and our budge. For me, the most time sensitive task is trying to replace speakers - Did you reach Jemima 
Pierre? T remember that you said at one point that she was problem. -Did you ever get any response from Von Eschen? -Did you say there was also a problem with Lentz- 
Smith? - Where do things stand with arrangements for Ester Cooper Jackson to pre-record her talk? Tf you could let me know about those people by tomorrow noon, I will try 
to find replacement panelists Also let me know how your conversation with April at the Stone Center goes. Tt may be confusing when she has to deal with several different 
people who may be reserving space under different names for the same conference. -Prof. H 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:38 PM 



To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: W. E. 13. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dr.H. 

there have been a lot of different emaJl strands going on so it’d be good to have a status report. Additionally I can be available by phone during a time when you and 
Dr. SaNe can meet. I already sent an email to the speakers I’ve been in contact with to let them kmow how to reach me over the break. 

"Hildebrand, ReginaJd F" <hil&bra(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

And when you talk with April, please make sure that Dr. Jordan didn’t reserve the Hitchock room for us on Friday and Saturday as well. We did check the dates with him. It 
seems strange that he would forget since he was on the planning committee. We are already covered for Friday and Saturday at the IAH, but our conference could be the 
event that Jordan told April he was hosting on Friday and Saturday. We should be sure. Finally, will you be around at all tomorrow morning or afternoon? If so let, s just 
touch base about where things stand before we all take off for break. You and Dr. SaNe are doing all the serious work, but I would still like to leave knowing whatever it is 
that I still have to do when we get back. Thanks and press on. -Prof. H 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 22:21 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Absolutely, 

I roll let you know once I have confirmation. 

University of North Ca~’olina at Chapel 

~live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:20 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: I~E: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

ThaWs probably what happened       Kathy Perkins is sure that she reserved the Hitchcock room, but I don’t know under what name. If she did, it is for us. We did not 
confirm space in the hallway for the reception though, the same way you set up the reception/refreshments for the IVlURAP Conference. I hope you will be able to do that. 

Thanks much. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Thank you Dr. H. 

I will spea$: with the manager at the Slxme Center again today. I believe there may have been some contbsion in my reserving the space and her thinking the space was 

already reserved tbr a different event. 

UnivmsiW of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 



From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:03 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

, the Stone Center was booked by Kathy Perkins for the public performance on Thursday,          : wasn’t it? f think so, but please double check that, and if it was, 
please also see if we can have the reception in the hallway outside Hitichcock during the schedled time. - Prof. H 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Perkins, Kathy A.; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Hello EvelTone, 

The Stone Center was actuaJly booked ~2[ready when I followed up with the manager. We have moved the conference to the Institute for Arts and Humanities’ 
University Room in Hyde Hall, The dinner will s~ill occur as plmmed, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 12:10 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu>, "Perkins, Kathy A." <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>, "Fisher, Rebecka" <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Co: "Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear Shelby, Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 
chair of AFRI/AFAM. 
Thursday,. 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:40 would you double check this?) 
-Welcomin~ remarks and introductions, 5:40-6 

, starts 6-6:10, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 
-announcements after performance 
Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things, Shelby has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc,edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 1:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc,edu> 

Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Eunice, 

it was wonderful meeting you yesterday. Thanks for coming by the studio. I have a DVD of the practice interview that I’ll bring by Battle Hall later today. 

You did a good job answering a lot of the questions yesterday. Here is a re-cap of some of the things we talked about: 

(1) Anticipate the questions you’re dreading the most and know how you’re going to answer them. It might even be good to write your responses to help them ’stick’ in your mind a 

bit more. 

(2) Keep your answers as brief as you can, to a minute or less. Be sure to finish your thought before you get into an example. Your answer about how hard this has been for the 

faculty was good, but it would have been better if you finished talking about the challenges you and your colleagues have faced before getting into the analogies and examples. 

(3) Humanize your answers as much as possible. The people who read, hear and see what you’re saying will be able to relate if you talk about how difficult it is to see the 

department’s reputation heavily damaged by no fault of your own. 

(4) As much as possible, keep your eyes focused on the interviewer. You don’t need to lock eyes necessarily, but it’s great to keep your eyes in the same general spot, even when 

you’re thinking of a response. 

A few specific things: 

(1) It’s ok to say you and your colleagues are very angry and hurt and it’s ok to say that strongly. It’s not enough to say that all this has been annoying or irritating - you’re angry, 

and rightfully so. As long as you’re not shouting or appearing irrational, expressing anger and a stern, strong tone about what happened is ok. 

(2) It’s ok to acknowledge that the department had major problems in the past and things went on that should not have been going on. But make sure the answer has 2 other 

components: that you and your colleagues are outraged and that the reforms that are now in place will prevent issues like this from ever happening again. Any time you mention 

the difficulties of the past, it’s important to balance that by talking about the reforms of the present and future. 

(3) Have a strong sense of the 3 most important reforms in your mind. It would be great if you could rattle them off by saying ’we’ve strengthened oversight, restricted 

independent studies, etc.’ to make sure these problems never happen again. You can elaborate on how each reform will work, but it would be great if you could quickly outline all 

3 in a sentence or two before going into deeper explanation. 

(4) You can use the same technique for describing what the department does. Think of 3 of the most important roles the department has and outline them in a sentence or two 

before elaborating. As we talked about yesterday, making the point that African and African-American studies plays a similar role to Asian and Latin American studies is important, 

especially given Africa’s growing importance in the global economy. AFAM helps give students the broad training they’ll need to serve our state, our nation and our world in the 

21st century. 

(5) If the question about the previous chair’s leadership comes up, you have a good answer already: as a junior faculty member, you were trying to get familiar with your 

responsibilities of teaching and doing research. As you said yesterday, you didn’t worry about the department’s management style because you were focused on your 

responsibilities. This is also a chance to mention the reforms and how you’re running the department much differently now. 

I think that’s pretty much it. I’m sorry to hit you with such a long list! If you get a chance, you might want to watch some TV news and see how people interviewed answer 

questions, but that’s not essential. Please be in touch if you have any other questions. 

All the best, 

Rob 

Rob Holliday ¯ >~ews Studio Mana£er ¯ The Ul~ive!~-tity o~ iZ:~;~ti~ Car’o]iis;~ ~i 
919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) I 919.843.9875 (studio) 
~’ob_holliday@ urle.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, December 17, 2012 2:32 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

I had to deal with an urgent development and just wrapped up, I am deeply sorry, Can I come by in the next i0 minutes? 

Once again my deep apologies! 
Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 2:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 



Hi Eunice, 

hope you had a good weekend. 

Are you still able to come by and do some interview practice today? It’s no problem if we need to re-schedule...I just wanted to make sure I didn’t miss you in front of Carroll 
somehow. 

Allthe best, 

Rob 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:26 PM 
To: Holliday, Rob 
Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Yes, Monday at 2.pm works from this end and let’s meet on the front steps of Carroll Hall. The topics you have are suggest are great for the session. 

Best wishes and see you then, 
Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Prot}ssor SaNe, 

I hope you’re having a good week so 

Does Monday at 2pm ffdll work for ? ou, Since Carroll Hall can be rea2lly hard to navigate, I can meet you on the front steps of Carroll, on the side that faces the Polk 

Place quad. How does that sound? I can also get you a parking spot if it’s easier for you to drive to Carroll. 

I think we should be able to do tlae ,session in about an hour. Is there anything in particular you would like to talk about or practice? Among other things, I thought we 

could talk some about the department, why it’s necessaD~ and some of the reforms that are being put in place to make sure there aren’t academic irregularities. Does 

that sound ok? 

Thin,ks again tbr coming by next week. I look forward to getling together! 

Rob 

Rob Holliday. News Studio Manager. ’I’l~e Ur~iversi~:3’ ~f Nor~:t~ Caroli~ a~ C~~apel Hil~ 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) 1919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob hollidml~unc.edu 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 20:12 5:00 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

That works. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:47 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Sounds great thanks so muck Eunice. I’m looking forward to working with vou. Would 2pm on Monda? (12/17) work~ 

Rob 



iiiii From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

iii Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:43 PM 

~ To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 
::i:: Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Many thanks for this and other emails. 

Yes, I would like to take the training. December :17 and :18 anytime in the afternoon would work. 

Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 

Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 20:12:10:06 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

iiiii I hope your week is offto a good start. 

Dee Reid from the College’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. 
What does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. 

iii I look forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

All the best, 

Rob Holliday ¯ News Studio Manager. T~e University of North Caroli,~a ~t C~a~3el Hill 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) 1919843.9875 (studio) 

rob holliday@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Du Bois Panel Substitution 

.. Prof. OMAR ALl of UNC-Greensboro has agreed to be on the panel on "Du Bois on War and Peace." His contact information can be found on the link below. He only has 
to travel from Greensboro. There is no point in trying to contact Prof. Von Eschen anymore. Thanks for trying to reach her, but we are now done with that effort. Please touch 
base with Prof. SaMe about whether we provide mileage or housing for a panelist from Greensboro. He should receive the same honorarium as the other panelists. [1 did not 
tell Prof Ali that he was a substitute. You shouldn’t either.] -Prof. H 

Omar H. Ali African American Studies Proqram & Depantment of History, UNCG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Tuesday, 6:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hi Dr./Mw. Sable: Cau you help me by seudiug to your students/Dept this week?? 

COMM pdf 

Hello Dr Sahle, Mwalimu :): 

Happy holidays -- and in the spirit of them, I have a *gigantic* favor to ask My class needs 3-4 more students to "make" for the spring, and I am so exhilarated about teaching it. 

It would mean so much if you can simply forward this to a few students and say "you might really like this class, they need a few more students for next semester, please sign up by the 

end of the week if you’re able!" And/or, to your colleagues in I::lept of African Studies.’? 

Thank you :) 

COMM 

@ unc. edu, 

-- PLEASE SEE ATTACHMENT-- 

Siqn upfor 

Contact the instructor 

backqrounds and disciplines. 

- on Connect Carolina TODAY - we need 5 more students by 

(~,unc edu, if you’ve not yet taken COMM you may still be eliqible! We are Iookinq for a qroup of students from all 



COMM 

What is this class?: 

@unc.edu 

Pre-Reqs: Comm or equivalent (with instructor permission). Questions?: @unc.edu, 

*Field trips/Partnerships such as Carolina Performing Arts, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture+History, Southern Oral History Program. 

Sign up for - on Connect Carolina TODAY! 



Froln; 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: The mlkAx 

Subjet’t: [mlkApc 

~live.unc.edu> 

8:30 PM 

mailing list. <mlkAoc     ~listserv.nnc.edu-~ 

Opportunity to Meet MLK Speaker 

Hello All, 

I hope that your winter break has been very rela~ng and that you have enjoyed yourself thus far. We need a representative from the committee to ride with the driver 

to pick up Kevin Powell mid keep him engaged in conversation during the ride. In addition to the a£orementioned, this person would also have to meet him at the 

baggage claim and escort him to the car. Please let me know if you would like to serve in this capacity and I will sign up the first person to email me. I thank yon in 

advance for your support! 

Happy ttolidays, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk pt as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pcl 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32549785-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd,@]istserv.nnc.edn 

32549785 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 12:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books Utxtate - ~-At?ica/12I 12J 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/IN’ormation Specialist: 

--~adl-ica/12112J 

Here is one recent title on the area/s of your specialisation added to our 
database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Jan 2013"*. Also, ~ve 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

2013 

Demarcating Contours of the World History / Dr M. M. Tripathi. 1 st ed 
New" Delhi, Cyber Tech Publications. 2013.22 cm. 
List Price: $ 22220 (3-vol Set) Your Price: $ 200.00 (3-vol Set) 
ISBN: 9789350530399 
(Set)    KK-108142 

Others 

1. Articulating Resistance : In African American Slave Narratives / Seema 

Sharma 1st ed New Delhi, N/littal Publications 2012. xxvi, 194 p 23 cm. 

List Price: $4580 Your Price: $41.20 

ISBN: 8183244157 KK-108181 

2. The Complete Bingraphy of Mahatma Gandhi / Dr. Ani[ Durra Mishra and 

Prof. Dr Sohan Raj Tater 1st ed. New Delhi, Concept Publishing 

Company. 2012 25 cm. 

List Price: $ 26670 (3-vol Set) Your Price: $ 240.00 (3-vol Set) 

ISBN: 9788180698910 (Set) KK-10844~5 

3. New Reginnalism in Internatinnal Political Economics : Post-Cold War Era 

/ Wim Swarm. 1st ed. New Delhi, Global Vision Publishing 

House. 2012. xii, 308 p 25 cm. 

List Price: $12220 Your Price: $11000 

ISBN: 9788182204966 KK-108479 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase ordcrs thru our 
sites, e-mail, ~ax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders third out site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per yo~tr convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>, 
<wv~v.kkagencies.co.in> & <~w¢w.GetIndiartBooks.coru>. 

We at KK are dedicated to raaking your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Pulqications 

H- 12 Bali Nagar, Ne;v Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-mails: kkagencies@snl.com, intb@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: w~,;v.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www GetIndial~B ooks.c om 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 
Phone: (-0091/11)25465925 Fax: (,+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 



all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Unsubscribe ~ Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Rebecka 

Rutledge <rrfisher@ email.u nc.edu> 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Hi 

I’m a little confused. I thought Clarissa had confirmed the Hitchock Room for for the presentation, which was my understanding, when I 
communicated 
with her a while back. I am not familiar with Hyde Hall. Is there access to a rear projection screen and projector with audio? Please confirm as the 
presentation that i     and I are working on will require audio/video. Thank you. 

Kathy 

Professor Kathy A. Perkins 
Department of Dramatic Ant 

Center for Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3230 
919-962-1132 
kathyaperkins.com 

From-" 

Sent-" Monday, 11:55 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Perkins, Kathy A.; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: W. E. B. Du Bois &. the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Hello Everyone, 

The Stone Center was actually booked already when I tbllowed up with the mmaager. We have moved the cont~rence to the Institute tbr Arts and Humm~ities’ 
University Roo~n in Hyde Hall. The dinner will slill occur as planned. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live. unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 12:10 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu>, "Perkins, Kathy A." <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>, "Fisher, Rebecka" <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "SaNe, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Dear ... Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 
chair of AFRI/AFAM. 
Thursday, 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:40 would you double check this?) 
-Welcoming remarks and introductions, 5:40-6 

starts 6-6:10, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 
-announcements after performance 
Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things, Shelby has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s} of the 21st Century 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Bengh~i Panel Strongly Assails Role of State Dept. in Attack 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-E~ ] On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 19, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Benghazi Panel Strongly 

Attack 

An independent inquiry into the 
attack on the United States 
diplomatic mission in Benghazi 
faulted the State Department for a 
lack of seasoned security personnel 
and for ignoring requests for more 
guards. 

~ 
Uncisssified Version of the Rer)o~ 

I~trodaced h~ V’¢ake of 

Shooting 

The first eonerete responses to the shootings in Newtown, Conn., began emerging ~esday, as state 
leaders, corporations and the White House pointed to gun control measm’es. 

WHITE HOUSE MEMO 

Obama Facing Critical Choice After Shooting 
~.::., ;d.. ~..~.: 
ttnrrieane Sandy, last month’s Latino turnout for Democrats and now the Newtown, Conn., 
shootings have presented President Obama with many deeisions - and openings to make new 
arguments. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DR. AMMAR DIAR BAKER[A’. on Ah~ppo~ Syria, ;] cry under siege wi~h shot’tages of oi]~ 
medicine and gas. 

WORLD 

~ vmEo: The    ~] 

Fight for ~,~eppo 
In Syria’s largest city, a 
sustained and pitched 
battle between rebels and the Syrian 
army has left the city in ruins. 

~ Related Article i Photographs 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Puzzle of Black 

Rep~bllcans 

Representative Tim Scott will 
become a South Carolina senator, 
but modern black Republicans have 
been more tokens than signs of progress. 

Thanks for the holktay desserts 
ALSO IN VIDEO 

Watch how to make an unforgettabie dinner in only eight 
hokirs 

Bill Cunningham: Men first 

WORLD 

Rubble and Despai~ of %rat Redefine Syria Jewel 



Aleppo, Syria’s largest city and the bloodied stage for a battle now running into its sixth month, is 

administered by no one and slipping into disaster. 

Photo.3rsphs: Syris’s ksrgest City Resha,ged by Scarcity snd Miolence 

Gunmen in Pakistan Kill V¢omen ~ATl~o X&Tere Giving Clfildren Polio Vaccines 

The attacks, which killed five female health workers, dealt a fresh setback to an eradication 

campaign dogged by Taliban resistance in a country that is one of the disease’s last global 

strongholds. 

Congolese Rebel Leader is Acquitted of VVar Crimes 

Testimony was "too contradictory and too hazy" to convict Mathieu Ngudjolo of a 2oo3 attack on a 
village that left 200 dead, the International Criminal Court said. 

zM’ter Recesslon~ More Yoimg Adilits z~e L~lg on Street 

Across the conntt’y, tens of thonsands of jobless yonng people -many with college credits or work 

experience - are struggling to house themselves since the recession. 

Details Are Revealed in Brotiiers’ Terror Case 

A federal proseeutor said one of two brothers accused of eonspiring to set off a bomb traveled to New 
York City last month to scout targets for his plan. 

Congressional Negotiators Drop Bal~ on Indefinite Detention of Citlzel~s, 

’]?he House and the Senate are expeeted to pass a comprmnise version of the annual military 

authorization aet this week. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Opens an Inquiry into Data Brokers 

Federal ’Ik’ade Commission is looking at nine companies that collect, sell or analyze information 

Hospitals Fear Tl~eyql Bear Brm~t of Medlcare Cuts 

Consensus is building around the idea that the largest Medicare savings should come from 

institutional providers of care. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Goodbye, (7,overnmel~t, Under Either Fiscal Pla~ 

The contemplated cuts in discretionary spending would make the federal government little more 

than a heavily armed pension plan with a health insurer on the side. 

S P O RTS 

N,BoAo Pipeline Bypassing New York for New Jersey 

New Jersey has become more of a talent hotbed than New York City, coaches say, with some top 

high school basketball players departing the boroughs. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Sanchez’s Fail is Clear; His Fnture Isn’t 

Options for the Jets include keeping quarterback Mark Sanchez, who had 24 turnovers this season, 

as a backup in 2o~3 or trading him to a team that would take on his salary. 

Debacle Is J ust ~Saiother Drop in J ets’ Bncket 

On Monday night against the Titans the Jets added another’ sad episode to a franchise history 

replete with failnre. 

ARTS 

~M’ler Crltlcism~ Pnblic Library Offers Peek at Re~lovatloii Plans 
~.::,, ~:,~.::~;,~ ..,.’or,~:..:,~ 
On Wednesday, the New York Pnblie I,ibrary plans to unveil the Norman Foster design for’ a new 
circulating library in its Fifth Avenue landmark bnilding. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’AMOUR’ 
~tude o*~ Agi~lg, Its Graces~ its i~tdlg~fities 



A masterpiece about life, death and everything in between, Michael Haneke’s "Amonr" is about an 

elderly French couple - played by two titans of French cinema - in their final days. 

MOVIE REVIEW I THE GUILTTRIP’ 

On the Road, W~th Thei~° Baggage 
i.::,, ":..Ti... ii..N i:’,.i.Li" 

A mother and son, played by Barbra Streisand and Seth Rogen, set off on a drive across the eounttT 

in "The Guilt ~’ip." 

~Q and A.. Barbra Sheisand and Seth Rogen 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEWI L’APICIO 

A First Impression That Lasts 

LTneven in ways that would be fatal for another restaurant, L’Apieio can deliver a very enjoyable 

night out if you don’t ask too much of 

\~Zrapped in T~°ad~fion 

The ritual of tamaladas, or tamale-cooking feasts, takes on a special meaning during the holiday 

Please, Mon~ and Dad: J ust Have a Taste 

Can food, so often portrayed this time of year as the glue that binds a family together, also be the 

wedge that drives us apart? 

More Dining & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Yawnhig Loophole iii the Gun Laws 

To strengthen the country’s porous gun laws, Congress must subject all buyers to background 

checks. 

EDITORIAL 

President Obama Offers a Deal 

The president has offered to give away a lot, both politically and substantively, but it shonh] be his 

last offer because Speaker John Boehner keeps saying no. 

EDITORIAL 

Why VVe Need Sandy Relief Now 

If Congress doesn’t move swiftly to provide a full package of fhnds to help the Northeast region 

recover, the nation’s overall fiscal condition will suffer. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Emperor of AH Identities 

Google’s aim isn’t only to sell ads, it’s to collect personal data: yours. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

On a retm~ trip to Vladimir Putin’s Russia, Moscow just seems to be more of the same-old~ same-ol& 

~ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Preventing chronic diseases is not a matter of technology or of miracles, but of policy. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 19, 1984, Britain and China signed an accord returning Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty 
on July ~, 1997. 



You received this message because you signed lip for NYTimes col’n’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As s member of 

~he TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to p~otec~ing yodr privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ] bnsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail ] Privacy Policy i Contact i Adverhse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyn, Jonathm~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:01 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Final Grade for Afri    Class 

Dear            Please contacL the Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, Eunice Sable, copied on this email. She can [:oflow up with the 

instructor and with you. When you contact her, I suggest you ~nform her of the course an~ the ~nstructor. 

Sincerely, .Jonathan Hartlyn 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The Url~vers~ty of North Carolina at Chapel H~H 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~H NC 27599.-3100 USA 

Ema~l: )_~_[~]_yn @ u n c.e d u 

Off:ice: 9~9 962-1~65 Fax: 919 962-2408 

$ent= Tuesday, ~0:30 PN 
Te= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject= Final Grade for Afri    Class 
Dr. Ha~lyn, 

My name is          and I am a          undergraduate at UNC. For the fall semester 
I was enrolled in an Afri " clas~. I missed the final exam and was incorrectly awarded 

a grade of "FA" by my instructor (correct grade should have been "AB"). After making up the exam, 
I informed my instructor of this error and was told that he had submitted my grade change (to a B) 
to the dean’s office. 

My instructor told me that he submitted the change on Wed       I am worried that this change has not 
taken place as my grade for the course is still showing on connectcarolina as an FA. 

This is lowering my GPA and causing me concern as I am an                            and know 
they heavily consider GPAs. Normally I would simply be patient but as I am leaving the country this Thursday 
I was curious if there was anything that could be done to expedite this grade change or if there is anyone I 
need to contact to ensure the change does occur, lvly PID 

If necessary I would be happy to come into your office to offer additional details. I understand your office 
must be busy and I thank you for your time concerning this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~live,unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Space Reservations 

Dear Chair, 
I have already forwarded this message to Kathy and 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Goodlett, Clarissa 
C¢: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Space Reservations 

8:20 AM 

-Reg 

Good morning, 

The Hitchcock Room has been reserved on the i    from lpm-7:3Opm. I will need someone to confirm the setup as what is specified on the form is not feasible. 

Kathy noted that she wanted the projector in the corner, but it is mounted so that cannot be moved. I’m assuming you all just want theatre style seating? It also 

says that risers are needed. You will need to check with the Union regarding the risers; we do not have those here. Lastly, a caterer was not noted on the form. 

Please let me know who you all plan to use. As for the          I, someone else has these rooms reserved. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

~Vednesday, December 19, 2012 10:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Holiday Shopping, Museum ttours, and More Love! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Holiday Shopping at the AcMand Museum Store 

Shop at the Acktand Museum Store for 

beautifu[ gifts for everyone on your list! 

EXTENDED STORE HOURS 

Now through the end of the 

year: 

Monday-Tuesday: 10 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10 AM - 7:00 PM 

Thursday: 10 AM - 8:30 PM 

Friday-Saturday: 10 AM - 7 PM 

Sunday: 12 - 5 PM 

Exceptions: 

Christmas Eve: 10 AM - 4 PM 

Christmas Day: CLOSED 

Wednesday, 26 December: CLOSED 

New Year’s Eve: 10 AM - 4 PM 

New Year’s Day: CLOSED 

Visit the JAPANESE MARKET within the MUSEUM STORE 

through 31 December 2012! 

F~nal Weeks! 
A Sea,on of Japan on view 

Sunday, 6 January 201 3 

Exuberant posters. Serene woodbtock prints and scrotts. Sassy 70s films. 

With five exhibitions and hundreds of works of art, the Acktand’s Season 

o~ Japan has something for everyone, but those somethings won’t be 

around for much [ongeH Sunday, 6 January 2013, is the last day you can 

see these masterpieces of Japanese art spanning ten centuries. 

Bring guests visiting from our of town: the Ack[and offers FREE 

admission to a[[ and setections from our permanent co[[ection are also on 

\dew[ 



Art is Good for You! 
Take a Break in our Galleries this Season,.. 

Throughout December 2012, the Ackland 

v~ll be open during its regularly 

scheduled hours: 

Wednesday, Friday, Saturday: 10 AM - 5 PM 

Thursday: 10 AM - 8 PM 

Sunday: 1 PM- 5 PM 

The Ackland is always CLOSED on 

Mondays and Tuesdays, including these 

dates: 

Mon, 24 December (Christmas Eve) 

Tue, 25 December (Christmas Day) 

Mon, 31 December (New Year’s Eve) 

Tue, 1 January (New Year’s Day) 

Shop the UNC Press Sale (Books Aake Great 

Gifts) ! 

Save 40 percent on all UNC Press 

books this holiday season! 

Shop UNC Press for Acktand titles 

such as Thornton Dial: Thoughts 

on Paper and Circa 1958: Breakin~ 

Ground in American Art. 

Orders of S75.00 or more 

receive FREE shipping! 

Enter code 01 HOLIDAY at checkout to receive your discount. 

LooMn8 Aheado., 

Coming 1 February 2013 

More Love: Art~ Politics~ and 
Sharin9 since the 1990s 

ivlore Love is the first major 

exhibition to investigate the ways 

in which contemporary artists have 

addressed love as a political force, 

as a philosophical mode[ for equitable knowledge exchange, and as social 

interaction within a rapidly changing landscape of technology and social 

media. 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ackiand Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Membership supports our mission and benefitsyou! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Sankei Kanze Noh, 1958; color screenprint. Merdtt C. Berman 

Collection. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Ofse, Neor Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders of Lffe on Eorth, 1965; color screen print. MerriU C. Berman 

Collection. 

Takaku Aigai, Japanese, 1 796-1843: Snow-Covered Plum Tree, early to mid 19th century; hanging scroll; color on 

paper. Gift of Ruth and Sherman Lee. Conservation treatment for this scroU painting, completed in 2012, was made 

possible by grants from the Institute of Museum and Library Services, the E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter 

Foundation, and the Office of the Office of the Provost of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt. 

Egon Schie[e, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman, 1918; black colored pencil Burton Emmett Collection. 



Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: 44ore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. &~ Tracey Emin, 

Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin Ga[tery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc,ed~i b~,, esbowles@email.unc.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nstant removal widl SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill IIC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Important Atx~ut my Final Grade 

Hi Etmice, 

Don’t know what to do with this. 

Best, 
Margaret 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:04 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Important About my Final Grade 

Professor Lee, 
Is there anyway that I could meet with you ;vhen you get back into your office? I understand that you treat all your students the same, and I appreciate you trying to help me in the 
beginning and throughout the semester 
I am not trying to make excuses but I ;vent through alot of vely’ stressful personal situations this semester, especially at the beggining. Alot of things that were going on in my personal life 
made it almost impossible for me to focus on anything else which is why I had such a hard time in this class with attendance. I know that it may be past the point, but I ;vould really like a 
chance to sit down and talk with you if I can. 

Thanks. 

Frum: Lee, Margaret Carul [leemc@emaiknnc.edu] 
Sent: Friday: 10:46 AM 
Tu: 
Subject: RE: Impurtunt Abuut my Final Grade 

;)ear 

I am sorry, but ifyuu did nut save yuur.        paper, you should have done it over. I treat all students the same in my courses. Also, you missed a significant number of lectures. 
Unfortunately I am not scheduled to be in the office until next year. 

Again, I am very surry and I tried to help yuu in the beginning, but you didn’t respund apprupriately and now this is the cunsequence. 

Best, 
Prof Lee 

Frum: 
Sent: Friday, 10:36 AN{ 
Tu: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sutzject: Impurtant Abuut my Final Grade 

Hello Professor Lee 

I ~vas just ~vondering where could i see my exam grade at and ask if there was anything i could do to pass your class because i need to be eligible for next year so i can be able to graduate 
and hopefully play        for ray last year. I gave all my effort in this class even though the difficult circnn~stances i have deal with during this semester is there anything i can do to get a 
passing grade. I showed you my paper on the       " i couldn’t turn in another copy because i didnt save it on my computer when i gave to its so ira asking please for a chance to pass. 

Thanks 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Th~trsday, 5:41 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Turn my late papers in 

Dear 

Please see me after class or corae to ray office hours this morning. 

Thanks, 
Pro-( Lee 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Subject: Turn my late papers in 

8:20 PM 

Dear Professor Lee 

The only reason i didn’t turn my        paper in is because i didn’t save it on my database and i didnt turn my         y paper in becuase it was to late. I ask can you give me another 
chance to turn my papers is this class and grade means a lot to me I know it may seem like i don’t care but i do and I want to learn a lot about afri and do well in it. 
Thanks 

From: leemc@email tmc.edu [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:16 Pivl 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: Ignore email 



Dear Class, 

You may have received an email in error. It was meant for only 7 students I will resend it to those students. 

Best, 

Pro~ Lee 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewlimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 2:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Awards Season, ttoliday Gift Guide m~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/20121219/attimes htlyd 

[[~ @Times - December 19, 2012 ] 

Awards Season                                     Ii~l      iNi 
As the 2o13 awards season officially gets underway, The~ ¯ ¯ 

Carpetbagger has all the latest Tinsd Town news -- with 
details of the Golden Globe nominations~ inch~di~g the seve~ 
nominations snagged by "Lincoln"; the sta~ of the Oscars voting 
process; the opening-weekend s~eeess of "The Hobbit’; a~d 
Hollywood’s response to the Newtuw~ tragedy. 

Holiday Gii~ Guide uola: The Stars’ Year to Rock    ~ 

’n’ Write 

LueM]y lk~r the rook ’u’ roller on your holiday gitt list, tios 

and memoirs of musicians have begnn turning np everywhere 

since the huge success o[ Keith Nchards~s "Life" two years ago .... 

[}’om Neil Young’s disarmingly eaudid memoir, to an as~nte 

portrai~ of Leonard Cohen, to Rod Steward’s highly entertaining 

~ SI,IDE SHO’W; A T[hree- 

Bedroom House in an Old Sngav 
Mill on Nevis 
Verwdn Mill, converted in ~98o 
and renovated in the ~99os, is 

aecount of wilder da) s, to tomes on ~he legendary Fleetwood 
Mac, early R&B star ge~tje LaVette and The Who’s lead 
guRarist, Pete Towushend. 

¯ .~ovies: 25 Fa’, orJtes From a Year When ]o Aren’t Enongh 
¯ ]n Gun [)eba[e~ a Misguided Voeus on Mental Illness 
¯ The Giving Spree: Designers discuss holiday Biffs 
¯ Ancient Bones Ttxat Tell a Story of Compassion 
¯ ’~A Christmas Story" Climbs the Broadway Box Offiee Charts 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~v-r~ 
(Between Dec. 12, 2012 - Dec 18, 2012) 

*. Nation Reels After Gunman Massacres 20 Children at School 

in Connecticut 

2. A Gun man. Recalled as Intelligent and Shy, Who Left Few 

Footpt’ints in Life 

3. A Mother, a Gun Enthusiast and the First Victim 
4. K~istof: Do We ttaw3 the Conrage to Stop This? 

5. Children Were All Sbo{ Multiple Times With a Semiaatoma{ie, 
Offici;da Say 

on the market for $~.95 million. 

~ INTERACTIVE: The gear 

in Culture Headlines 
From dubstep to Dickens and 
Mozar~ to Middle Earth, here’s a 
year’s worth of Arts & Leisure 
articles. Look back on 2o12 and 
read them all. 

~ V~DEO: J aekie H offman of 

"A Chanukah Charol" 
In a scene fl’om her solo show "A 
Chanukah Charol," aaekie 
Hoffman impersonates family 
members having a holiday 
dinner at her mother’s home. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Mar~’iage Finds ] ....... 

of a Ce~[Mn 

Age 
Opinion and exit polls have been 
shmving a sharp increase of 
support in a short time among 
every age group, including 
among the baby bomners. 

~ Joir~ t~e Conve;saSon > 

+ A daily e-maii newslet,er on 

the business of technology, 



witi~ coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

Delivered before ti~e 
opening bell and after [he 

market close, the DealBoek 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking nears ebout 

M&#’~,s, I.P O.s, venture 
capit~sl and more. 

All things fashion f[om The 
New York limes, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

and runway coverage 

fro[~l acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing depaitment You received ~his messege becaclse you signed up 

for NYlimes,com’s @limes newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Imtx~rtant About my Final Grade 

Hi Eumce, 

I will be with you in spirit tomon-ow. I leave for home tomorrow I truly hope you get a break. Have a nice holiday also. I am claiming it for you :). 

Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:30 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Import.ant About my’ Final Grade 

DearMargaret, 

Thanks for the update. 

Have a great Holiday Season and see you after the break. 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:22 PM 
To: Sahle. Eunice N 
Sutziect: FW: Important About in?’ Final Grade 

Hi Eunice. 

Don’t know what to do with this 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:04 AM 
To: I.ee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: R[~: Important About my Final Grade 

Professor Lee, 
Is there anyway that I could meet with you when you get back into your office? I understand that you treat all your students the same, and I appreciate you trying to help me in the 
beginning and throughout the semester. 
I am not trying to make excuses but I went through alot of very stressful personal situatinns this semester, especially at the beggining Alot of things that were going on in my personal life 
made it almost impossible for me to focus on anything else which is why I had such a hard time in this class with attendance I know that it may be past the point, but I would really like a 
chance to sit down and talk with you if I can. 

Thanks, 

Front: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, [ 0:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Important About nry Final Grade 

Dear 

I am sorry, but if you did not save your        paper, you should have done it over. I treat all students the same in my courses. Also, you missed a significant nmnber of lect~es. 
Unfortunately I am not scheduled to be in the office until next year. 

Again, I ant very sorry and I tried to help you in the beginning, but you didn’t respond appropriately and now this is the consequence. 

Best, 
Pro£ Lee 

Front: 

Sent: Friday-, 10:36 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Important About my Final ~.~ade 

Hello Proi?ssorLee 

I was just wondering ~vhere could i see my exam grade at and ask if there was anything i could do to pass your class because i need to be eligible for next year so i can be able to graduate 
and hopefully play        for nay last year. I gave all my effort in this class even though the difficult circumstances i have deal with during this semester is there anything i can do to get a 
passing grade. I showed you my paper on the         i couldn’t turn in another copy because i didnt save it on my computer when i gave to its so im asking please for a chance to pass. 

Thanks 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [ leemcg~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:41 AM 
To: 



Sul~iect: RE: Turn my late papers in 

][)ear 

P]ease see me after class or come to my office hours this morning 

Thanks, 
Pro£ Lee 

Fronl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Turn my late papers in 

8:20 PM 

Dear Professor Lee 

The only reason i didn’t turn my        paper in is because i didn’t save it on ray database and i didnt turn my          paper in becuase it was to late. I ask can you gi’,~e me another 
chance to turn my papers is this class and grade means a lot to me. I know it may seem like i don’t care but i do and I want to learn a lot about afri and do well in it. 
Thanks ’ 

From: leemc@email.unc.edu [leemc@email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:16 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: Ignore email 

Dear Class, 

You may have recei’,~ed an email in error. It was meant for only 7 students. I will resend it to those students. 

Best, 

Pro~ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

alZam- web@unc.edu 

Final Grade for Afri    Class 

Dr. SaNe, 

My name is          and I am a          undergraduate at UNC. For the fall semester 
I was enrolled in an Afri    class. I missed the final exam and was incorrectly awarded 

a grade of "FA" by my instructor (correct grade should have been "AB"). After making up the exam, 
I informed my instructor of this error and was told that he had submit-ted my grade change (to a B) 
to the dean’s office. 

My instructor told me that he submitted the change on Wed       I am worried that this change has not 
taken place as my grade for the course is still showing on connectcarolina as an 

This is lowering my GPA and causing me concern as I am an applicant to UNC’s             and know 
they heavily consider GPAs. Normally I would simply be patient but as I am leaving the country this Thursday 
I was curious if there was anything that could be done to expedite this grade change or if there is anyone I 
need to contact to ensure the change does occur. My PID is: 

The course was Afri        and the instructor was Nzongola. If necessary I would be happy to come into your 
office to offer additional details. I thank you for your time concerning this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Nlive.unc.edu 



Christmas Op~ni~9 Hours: 

Christmas Eve - ~ 0am - 4 pm 

Christmas Day - closed 

Boxing Day - closed 

27th December - 10 am - 6.B0 pm 

28th December - ~0 am - 6,B0 pm 

29th December - ~ 0am - 6,B0pm 

BOth Decernber - 12 pm - 6 pm 

New Year’s Eve - 10 am - 4 pm 

New Year’s Day- 12 pm - 6 pm 

2nd January - 1~ am - 6.30 pm 

Cake Shop Opening Hours: 

Christmas Eve - 10 am - 3 pm 

27th December - 12 pm - 6.30 pm 

New Year’s Eve - 10 am - 3 pm 

2ndJanua~ - 12 pm - 6.30 pm 
Last orders are 30 minutes before closing time. 

We have a limited number of signed copies of People by Alan Bennett 

in hardback. 

To order a copy, d~ck here and request a signed copy in the order 

notes. Please indicate whether you would be happy to receive an 

unsigned copy once the signed copies have sold out. 
[ 

Say What You Mean About n+], with ~£~ SayWhatVou 

..... " Mean About n+l 
Marco Roth, Ke~th Gessen and C.hr~st~an withM .... Roth.’ 
ho ~e R tz e R 

Keith Gessen a n~ 

........ Chr~an 

] ~1[~’SL~3y ~ / .j~.~I~3FV ~[ ~7 D,m, Lorentzen 

New York-based literal’ magazine n+l was launched in 

2004. Dissatisfied with the American intellectual scene 
and its ’demented self-censorship’, the editors cited as 
their mode~ for the new venture the early years of 
PaABan Review and Lingua Franca. In the eight years 
since then, the magazine’s controversial take on 
politics, culture and society has made it one of the 
most criticised, lauded and generally talked about 
periodicals of the new centu~. ChrBtian Lorentzen, 
senior editor at the LRB, was involved right at the start, 
as he describes in his foreword to a new anthology of 
writings from n+l published by Notting Hill Editions, 
the title of which is taken from the closing words of the 
magazine’s first issue: ’it is time to say what you mean.’ 

Two n+ 1 editors, Keith Cessen and Marco Roth, wil~ be 
joining Lorentzen at the shop for a discussion about 
magazines, literature, n+l, youthful ambition and 



Roth’s family memoir The Scientists, due to be 
published by Union Books inJanuaw, Read more and 
buy tickets 

The Real jane A~Jsten: ,A Life in Small ×i TheRealJane 
...... " Au~en: A Life in 
~hmgs w~th Paula gyFne and John Mullah SmallThingswith 

John Mullah 

In an innovative new biography, Paula Byrne draws on 
material objects from the life of Jane Austen - a 
silhouette, a vellum notebook, a topaz cross, a laptop 
writing box, a royal~ cheque, a bathing machine - to 
describe the life and mind of a woman at once more 
grounded in the social and political realities of her age, 
and paradoxically more modern, than has customarily 
been thought. To mark the 200th anniversa~ of the 
publication of Pride and Prejudice Byrne will be at the 
shop to talk with John Mullah, Professor of English at 
University College London. Read more[aud buy 

Madness and ~magination: John Burnside 
, ", Imagination: John and Roger Carfltt ~ur,~aea,d 

How dangerous can the imagination be? How easily can 
the pattern-making essential to it slip over into 
paranoia and psychosis7 These are some of the 
questions that John Burnside and Roger Gaffitt, ~o 
writers who know how permeable the border can be 
between imagination and insanity, will raise when they 
read at the London Review Bookshop. John Burnside’s 
new collection of stories Something Like Happy, draws 
on the territo~ he mapped so vividly in his celebrated 
memoirs A Lie about My Father and Waking Up in 
Toytown. Roger Gaffitt’s own memoir, The Horseman’s 
Word, was described by John Burnside in the Guardian 

as ’one of the finest first-hand accounts of madness I 
have read.’ 
Read more and ~uy tickets 

[~:: Peter~amm in 

’ conversat on wth 
Peter Stature ~n conversation w~th ~ ~m       TimParks 

Our second Litera~ Friendships event will bring 
together Tim Parks and Peter Stature in conversation. 
Described by the NewYorker as one of Europe’s most 
exciting writers, Swiss writer Peter Stamm’s novel, 
Seven Years, translated by Michael Hofmann, has been 
called an existentialist classic in the making. Stamm 
h~mself says, ’It has always been my goal to make 
literature out of ordina~ people’s lives. I don’t like the 
extremes; I don’t think that they teach us much about 
ourselves.’ The Swiss Embassy will supply sparkling 
wine for the event. Re;~d more and buy t~ckets 

Boris Akun~n h~ conversation w~th James 2~ ~o~,u~ 
~ ¯ ~ ..... " conversation with 
]V~ ¢ e ~( 

James Meek 

Russian crime writer Boris Akunin will talk with James 
Meek about how his writing reflects and interacts with 

literal’ traditions, as well as Russian culture, histo~ 
and politics. A philologist, critic, essayist and translator 
of Japanese, Boris Akunin published his first detective 
stories in ] 998 and has already become one of the most 
widely read authors in Russia. His Erast Fandorin books, 
full of litera~ games and allusions, are translated into 
English by Andrew Bromfield. Last year, Akunin 
abandoned work on his current novel to become one of 
the figureheads of the opposition protests. After taking 
pa~ in a rally in Bolotnaya Square, he wrote in his blog: 
’1 never thought I would speak at a rally. It’s hard to 
imagine anything more al~en to my whole temperament.’ 
Read more aud buy dckeLs 

[ 



Translation Workshop .... Russian with ~i:: Translation ~ ~ 
Workshop - 

Robert Chandler Russian with 
~.~.~H {.~ly P. ~(~L~y ~l )z ~,~, 

Robe~Chandler 

The art of literary translation is at the heart of the Worm 
Literature Series at the London Review Bookshop. Over 
the year, we will run a programme of masterclasses led 
by a team of Britain’s most distinguished literal, 
translators. Each half-day workshop is limited to ten 
participants, focusing on a single language, and will be 
structured around close work on texts sent in advance 
to paRidpants. Discussion will centre on the 
differences in approach evident in variant translations 
of the same texts. Pa~idpants should have a good 
working knowledge of the language and will be invited 
to prepare their own translations of the texts under 

discussion. Read more ;~nd bL~, t~ckets 

We no longer have any tickets for the following events: 
[rans~at~on Workshol:~-- Spardsh w~th Mar~aret J~d~ CosLa 

]n~ns~ation Workshop- French ~,~th Daniel Hahn 
T~ns~ation Wo~ kshop -- Cer~man w~Lh Shaun Whkes~de 

[ 

1. Artwork by Peter Campbell 

2. Ra~tracks by John Berger and Anne Michaels 

]. B~tke~ Lol~do~] by lain Sinclair 

21¢ ~h~gs They Don’t ~eI~ You About (::ap~ta~ism by Ha-Joon 
4. 

Chang 

S. I~ Fares the Land by TonyJudt 

6. Wh~, Marx was R~ght by Ter~ Eagleton 

7. The Memo[>~ Chalet by TonyJudt 

8. Maps edited by Ross Bradshaw 

9. Bring Up the Bodk~s by Hila~ Mantel 

10. Occupy by Noam Chomsky 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Ullum Fund Usage - need your help’. 

6-63153 Uhnm~ FY expuse report.xlsx 

Eunice, 

Please see the note below from our stewardship office. Can you help answer the questions below? 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

FROM JOANNA WORRELL: 

Hi Ishna, 

Attached is the spreadsheet with the information Sonia provided us about the Ullum Fund’s usage in We need specifics regarding all of the usage, 

including the following: 

¯      It looks like             , a postdoctoral fellow, received just over       from the fund. We need to know what she received Ullum support for; or if the 

fund was used for general support of her fellowship, we need some information about        and her research in 

¯     There is a ~;I,000 "payment for videographer for the Wilmington 40TH anniversary commemoration at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center on          "We 

need more details about this event and what it was, and what exactly the videographer filmed. 
°     ~337.04 went to Kia Caldwell for her to attend the "Conference of the Brazilian Association and the Congress of Black Brazilian." It would be nice to know 

more details (including when and where) and if she presented any research. 

There’s also mention of "reimbursement for the payment of the department newsletter copies"- does this mean the department has a newsletter? Is it something 

that could be shared with Eli? 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(9:19) 962-253:1 (fax) 
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45 3411iPRINTING AND BINDING K303410 

46 
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4 Transaction Description 
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11 
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13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Post doctoral Fellow 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

Amount 

$161.34 

$166.68 

$166.68 

$166.68 

$166.68 

$166.68 

L     $994.74 

$10.00 

$10.34 

$10.34 

$10.34 

$10.34 

$10.34 

$2.34 

$2.42 

$2.42 

$2.42 

$2.42 

$2.42 

So.s6 
So.s8 
So.s8 
So.s8 
So.s8 
So.s8 

$79.60 

36 641429/MIKEL*BARTON 

37 641429/MIKEL*BARTON 

38 

39 

4O 

41 EO4662/KIA LILLY*CAL 

42 EO4662/KIA LILLY*CAL 

43 

44 

45 KIA LILLY*CALDWELL 

46 

$758.52 

$241.48 

$1,000.00 

$269.83 

$67.21 

$337.04 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 

Mll REG 

M12 REG 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 

Mll REG 

M12 REG 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 

Mll REG 

M12 REG 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 

Mll REG 

M12 REG 

$23.91 E84804 

218756 

218760 

218761 

218766 
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3O 
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38 
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42 
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K 

Payment for videographer for the Wilmintong 40TH anniversary 
commemoration at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center on 

- attend Conference of the Brazilian Association and the Congress of 
Black Brazilian 

Reimbursement for the payment of the Department newslettr copies 
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47 

48 ONCAMPUS TRANSIT FEE 

49 ONCAMPUS TRANSIT FEE 

50 ONCAMPUSTRANSIT FEE 

51 ONCAMPUSTRANSIT FEE 

52 ONCAMPUSTRANSIT FEE 

53 ONCAMPUSTRANSIT FEE 

54 

55 

56 

$0.35 M07 REG 

S0.37 M08 REG 

$0.37 M09 REG 

$0.37 M10REG 

$0.37 M11REG 

$0.37 M12 REG 

i 
$2.20 

Total S2,437.49 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <~cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 4:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Last Call lbr Applications - "Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue & the Future of US Foreign Policy (Washington 

D.C., January 9th- 1 lth, 2013) 

"Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue, and the Future of US Foreign Policy 

~A,,’ashington D.C., January 9ti~ - 1 lth, 2013) 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to inferm you about our forthcoming conference in the USA, to be hosted by the ICD in padnership with other 
leading organizations. 
You can learn more about the conference by reading the information below. ~ would be grateful ~ you could share this announcement by for¢~ardin9 the information below 
anyone you think m~ght be interested in attending. 
With warm regards frem Berlin, 
Mark C. Donfried & the led Team 

"Options on the Table": So~ Powe& Intercultural Dialogu@ and the Future of US Fore~n Policy 

(L~3shington D~C., Janua~ 9th - 11th, 2013) 

~.~cd-usforeign policy.or# 
In the wake N the recent US Presidential E~ection, the s~rategy of America’s Foreign Policy has become an ~ncreasingly crucial ~ssue, with ~he ~ntemafiona~ community 
waiting expectantly to see how America’s Foreign PNh;y approach wi~ adapt to the new challenges confronting the intemafionN 
The institute for Cultural Diplomacy has therefore dedicated its hi-annual conference on US Foreign Policy to debate and explore the continuing concepts of soft power, 
intercultural dialogue, and Cultural Diplomacy, padiculady as they re~a~e to Amedcan Foreign Policy, and assess the role they will play in the next years. 

Conference Participants > 
Pa~icipafion in the conference ~s open to govermnental & d~plomatic offic~Ns, academics & schelars, economisls, journN~sts, artists, c~vil society pract~tieners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as other interested individuNs from across the world. 

The ~nstitute for Cultura~ D~plomacy encourages academic reseatch and analysis of issues related to the goals of the conference. The ~CD wouM therefore like to welcome 
pa~icipants to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference, which wouM also be included in the proposal document that will be issued 
following the conference and sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

Conference Speakers > 
Speake~ during the conference will include leading figures and expeRs from international po~tics (including head of states and m~nisters), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers wi~ include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisor" Board. To learn more about the ~CD Adviso~ 
Board, please click 

Speakers for the conference include: 
. The Non. Dr. Alfredo Palacio - PtesMent of the ICD Advisory Board: Former President of Ecuador 
* The Hen. DL All Abroad daMIi - Former Interior Minister d Afghanistan 

* H.E. Arab. Arif Havas Oegroseno - Ambassador of Indonesia to the European UNon 

* David Soul - Celebrated Amedcan Actor; best known as Detective Kenneth "Hutch" from "Starsky and Hutch" ~Jdeo Lecture) 

* The Hart. Dr. Emil Constantinescu - President of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy; Former President of Romania 

* H.E. Arab. E~n Suleymanov - Ambassador N AzerbNjan to ~he United States 

. The Hon. Erna Hennicot Schoepges - V~ce P~sk]ent of the ICD Advisow Board; Former Luxembourgian MiniNer of Culture and Religious Affairs 

. Frank Ucciardo - UN Correspondent, CBS News "Up To The M~nute" 

* H.E. Arab. Houda Norton - Ambassador of Bahrain to the USA 

* ~an GiHan - Lead Singer and Lyricist for Deep Purple ~Meo Lecture) 

* The Hen. Sir James R. Mancham - ICD Adviso~ Boa~] Member; Founding PresMent of the Republic of Seychelles 

* The Hon. DL Nazar AI Bahama - ICD Advisop/Board Member; Former Foreign MiniNer of Bahrain 

* The Hon. Nouzha $kal~i - ~CD Advisor, Board MembeK Former Moroccan M~nis~er of Socia~ Development, Family, and SolMari~y 

* The Hon. Paula Dobr~ansk~ - ICD Adv~so~ Board Member; Former US Under Secretary of S~a~e for Democracy and G~obN AflNrs 

. R~bal A~-Assad - Chairman, hnan Foundation 
* The Hon. DL Solomon Isaac Passy - ICD Advisoq Board Member: Former Foreign MiNster of Bulgaria 

* Governor Steve Nerri~l - 77th Governor of New Hampshire; President. Bingham Consulting ~ideo Lecture) 

* The Hon. Stockwell Day - Former Canadian M~nis~er of ~n~emafional Trade (Video Lecture) 

* The Hon. Yasar Yakis - President of the ~CD Young Leaders’ Forums: Former Foreign MiNNer of Turkey 

If you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick HERE 

Thank you for your a~ention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. 

With warm regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FloodHochhaus) 
KudSrstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 

u~,w.cu~t u raM~plomac~,.org 
info~cult u ra MjNomacv:oN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 10:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

UTC is growing....new staff’positions announced/Next Deadline for Teacher Prep Program is Feb. 1 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is KerrySwarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for Urban Teacher 
Center. Our next application deadline for our alternative teacher preparation 
program in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD is February :1, 20~L3, however we 
review applications on a rolling basis. Our application is online on our website at 
www.urbanteachercenter.orR. Our next webinar to learn more is January 2~L, 20:13 
at 9PM. You can register through "Events" on our website. 
We have several Final Interview Days scheduled in Baltimore and DC in February 
March and April. We also have Final Interview Days in Chicago, IL on March 5; 
Oakland, CA on March 21; Los Angeles, CA on April 5; and Atlanta, GA on April 
:19. Please check our website for all the events we plan to attend in the new 

year! We will be coast to coast. 

UTC is growing! We are hiring five new positions in our DC, Baltimore and 
National offices: 
Assistant Director of Assessment (National Office, Baltimore) 
Assistant Site Director (DC Office) 
Executive Director (Baltimore) 
Site Program Associate (Baltimore) 
Clinical Faculty (Baltimore and DC) 
Please share these openings with your networks! You can see job 
descriptions for each of these positions at: 
http:!!www.urbanteachercenter.org/node!87. 
Follow us on Social Media: Please like UTC at 
Facebook!UrbanTeacherCenter and follow us on Twitter @UrbanTeacherctr. 
Please share information about UTC with your friends, family and 
colleagues that are interested in being one of the most effective and 
accountable teachers in the nation, Forward a short overview below: 
Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, IVID 
Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 
program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 
additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 
followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 
middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 
teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 
MasterLls of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 
All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 
performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 
learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 
most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us o= 
the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our upcoming application deadlines for 

the 2013-14 school year are: February 1, 2013, and March 15, 2013. The 
program for the 20:13-20:14 school year will begin on or around mid-June 20:13. 
The application is available online at UTC’s website at 
www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next webinar--January 
2:1, 20:13 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 
Kerry 

U!bsn Teaci;,~! Ceater i 1500 U~’.io~’. Mill Suite 2200 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s t teadlines: Obama Presses Stripped-Down Plan to Limit Tax Increase 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Eushsess I Spod:s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials i Op-.~J i On [his r.?av 

~##rnize~ctav’# j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 22, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Down Plal~ to L]mlt Tax 

President Obama, conceding that a 
"grand bargain" for deficit reduction 
with Speaker John A. Boehner is 
unlikely, called for Congress to 
approve a more modest measure by 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Events Recall a 

Biparilsan E~’a, and Highlight 

Grldlock of Today 

A political opposition that is still bitter about President Obama’s victory remains unwilling to 
compromise on social policy, economies or foreign affairs. 

Officials in Newtown, Conn., are not ready to think aimut the [’utnre of Sandy ttook Elementary, 
but some lessons may come from what has happened to other terror scenes. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Th~ on~J lt~i~g ~hat slops ~ bad ga~] wi~t~ ~ g~ is ~ good g~q ~ith a g~m." 

~’AYNE LAPIERRE, ~iee preside~[ of (he N~tional Rifle Association. 

SPORTS 

Q, and A,: The the 
Avalanche at ....... Seventh 

Tlinnel Creek Heaven 

John Branch, who 

wrote "Snow Fall: ~II]e 

Avalanche at Tunnel Creek," a 

multimedia project that appeared 

online this week, answers questions 

Kom readers about the undertaking. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Need Russia 

Bashar al-Assad’s fall 
would not mean the end of Syria’s troubles. A negotiated peace, rather than a rebel triumph, offers 
the best chance for stability. 

WORLD 

Support for Eg’ypt~s Muslim Brotherhood Erodes in an Islamlst Bastion 



Residents complain about the government’s confusing economic polieies, its near-monopoly on 

power anti the nse of force against opponents, 

[] Slide Show: Potential Backlash for the Muslim Brotherhood 

Italian Q*fits Post, bnt Can’t Be Cornered Ont 

Whether he runs in early elections or not, Prime Minister Mario Monti has already radically shifted 
Italy’s political landscape. 

Cars, jewelry, carpets and other assets that once belonged to the deposed president of Tunisia, Zine 
el-Abidine Ben All, will be auctioned at a monthlong sale and exhibition. 

More World News 

Dangerous Abscesses Add to Tah~ted 1)png’s Threat 

The contaminated drug that caused a nationwide meningitis outbreak has created a second, 
growing wave of serious spinal infections. 

N.R.A. Envisions ~a Good Guy }Vith a Gun’ in Every School 

After a weekhmg silence, the National Rifle Association implicated violent video games, the news 
media and lax law enforcement - not guns - in a rash of mass shootings. 

Shop Owners Report I~se in Firearm Sales as Buyers Fear Posslb~e New Laws 

With gun-control legislation getting more serious disenssion after the mass shooting in Conneetieut, 
some dealers report they’ve nm out of some models as eonsumers stock up on weapons and 
ammunition. 

BUSINESS 

Eaglneered Fish Moves a Step C~oser to Approval 

The Food and Drug Administration concluded that a genetically engineered salmon would have "no 
significant impact" on the environment. 

Retailer’s Try to Adapt to Dex4ce-Hopplng Shoppers 

Online merchants are trying to figure out hmv to tie together the several methods a eustmner may 
use on the way to buying something. 

YOUR MONEY 
~Walldng the Tightrope on MentaI HeaIth Coverage 

While many people with health insurance also have mental health coverage, some are reluctant to 
use it - or can’t find a practitioner who will accept it. 

~ Post 8 Comment 

SPORTS 

BULLS 110, KNICKS 106 
Ugly Game at the Garden Looks Bea*ltlful to the B*llls 

The ~ieks’ Carmelo Anthony and three others were thrown ont of a frail-filled game as the Chicago 
Bulls beat the ~ieks on Friday night fi~r the second time this season. 

~ ao 
~ ..... = x Score 

Football, and it’s Not PolltlcaI 

When Senator Marco Rubio attends a Miami Dolphins game, do not ask him if he will run for 
president; the subject is the N.F.L., period. 

ESSAY 

E_M~losion Of B~°ands And Erosion Of Sonl 

’Phe corporate sponsorship binge in college football, particularly during bowl season, tells us 
something about the soul of the country. 

, Me~e Sperts News 

ARTS 



Beyond Wizards and Va~nplres, ~o Sex 

"New adult" is emerging as a popular fiction genre as young-adult authors spice up their stories 
with some sex. 

Beltway Stop +n the Oscar I~+ce 

Washington has become an unusual second front in the battle for Hollywood’s best picture Oscar, as 
three leading contenders find their prize campaigns entwined with the nation’s politics. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Ontbm’sts of FuH:Bod+ed Joy 

The Musica Sacra Chorus and Orchestra is presenting a wonderfully natural and flowing 

performance of Handel’s "Messiah" at Carnegie Hall, 

o Me~e Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Inside Disney’s New Fantasy|and 
i.::y ":..T :.P~ i/.141ff i og:. .ff;i.."..©b 
With a new generation of princesses and a new generation of visitors thronging to see them, Disney 
World had only one option: more. 

~ Slide Show: Manifest ffantasy ] A Magical Day at Disney 

OVERNIGHTER 

In To~edo~ Layers of Spardsh H~story 

dust 3o minutes from Madrid by train, Toledo feels like a living musemm its textured history left 
largely intact through the many violent takeovers of Spain. 

36 Hours in Qileens~ 

If you want an alternative New York experience, something with grit and spice, consider Queens, 
where a splintered world collides in a jumble of diversity. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The NoR.A. Crawls From Its Hidey Hole 
Wayne LaPierre, the N.R.A.’s vice president, accuses everyone but his group of being responsible for 
the Newtown massacre. 

EDITORIAL 

R*~sslan Orphans as Political Pawns 
Barring United States citizens fl’om adoptions is a cynical and cruel response to a new American 
hmnan rights law. 

EDITORIAL 

XAranted: Transit ~qzard 

Gee. Andrew Cuomo should quickly find one talented person to take over the most important public 
transit job in the nation. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ouns~ S~oke and Mirrors 

The National Rifle Association blames gun violence on everyflfing except the proliferation of guns. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

\¢r~sh You a Lh|n-i,’ree Ct~ristmas 

Did that National ~fle Association press conference have you wondering if the world had imploded 
per the Mayan ealendar after all? No wonder’. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Guns and Their Makers 



It’s a little late for the firms behind the gun manufacturers to have a conscience after reaping all 

those profits. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 22, 1864, during the Civil War, Union Gen. William T. Sherman sent a message to 

President Abraham Lincoln from Georgia, saying, "I beg to present yon as a Christmas gift the city 

of Saw~nnah." 

See ’£his Front Page 

g[]~,’ This Front Page 

You received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubscribe [ Change Your E-Mail ] Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:50 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: RE: Final Grade for Ati-i    Class 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for your quick response. Connectcarolina is still showing my grade as an FA. Is there anyone else that I can contact to make sure the change does take place, as my GPA is still 
incolTect? 

Sincerely, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Final Grade for Afri Class 

Dear 

Thank you for your email. 

The grade change form ~vas submitted and this change should be reflected on ComaectCarolina. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:03 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Cc: afam-web@unc, edu 
Subject: Final Grade fur A[~ri (;lass 

Dr. SaNe, 

My name ~s i            and I am a            andergraduate at UNC For the fall semester 
I was enrolled in an Afti    class. I missed the final exam and was incurrectly awarded 

a grade uf "FA" by my instructor (correct grade should have been "AB"). After making up the exam, 
I informed my instructur uf this errur and was told that he had submitted my grade change (to a B) 
to the dean’s office. 

My instructor tuld me that he submitted the change on Wed         I am wurried that this change has nut 
taken place as my grade fur the course is still showing un connectcarolina as an FA 

’]?his is [uwering my GPA and causing me concern as I am an applicant to UNC’s                and know 
they heavily consider GPAs. Normally I would simply be patient but as I ara leaving the country this Thursday 
I was curious if there was anything that could be done to expedite this grade change or if there is anyone I 
need to contact to ensure the change does occur. My PID is: 

The course was Afri        and the instructor was Nzongola. If necessary I would be happy to corae into your 
office to offer additional details. I thank you for your time concerning this matter. 

Sincerely 

~live.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, December 23, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: For Poor, Leap to College Often Ends in a Hard Fall 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ i o.day;.,.s..H.eadiin.es ............................................................................ 
~llc N’~= ~rk ~’~,~ December 23, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.& I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _.a..a.~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O...n....T...h.!.s....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

For Poor, Leap to College 
Often Ends in a Hard Fall 
By JASON DePARLE 

Low-income students have long trailed 
affluent peers in school performance, 
but from grade-school tests to college 
completion, the gaps are widening. 
" ~ Video: The Diploma Divide 

° ~’~ Graphic: Affluent Students Have an 

Advantage and the Gap Is Widening 

As Charter Nears Passage, 

Egyptians Face New Fights 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MAYY EL 
SHEIKH 

An Islanfist-backed constitution 
appeared to be headed for approval, 
propelling deeply split political factions 
into a new phase in the battle over 
Egypt’s future. 

GENETIC GAMBLE 
Drugs Aim to Make Several Types of Cancer Self-Destruct 
By GINA KOLATA 

Three pharmaceutical finns are trying to restore a naechanism that normally tells cells to die if their DNA is 
badly damaged, an approach that nfight work against half of all cancers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s becoming increasingly unlikely that a low-income student, no matter how intrinsically bright, moves 

up the socioeconomic ladder. What we’re talking about is a threat to the American dream." 

SEAN REARDON, a sociologist at Stanford. 

MULTIMEDIA 

LENS BLOG 
The Images of 

20a2: New York 
By ALAN FEUER 

Compelling photographs 



from NewYork and the region, 
including Hurricane Sandy, the 
Weshniuster Kennel Club Dog Show 
and the school shooting in Newtown, 
Conn. 

OPINION 

OPINION                 ~.s-~ ~ ...... 
One Nation Under 
God? 
By MOLLY WORTH EN 

The Christian consensus 
that long goverued our 
public square is disintegrating. 

36 hours in Queens, N.Y. 
ALSO IN TRAVEL ~ 

Your frugal holiday gift ideas 

Preparing for spontaneous travel 

nytimes, co.m TRAViEL 

WORLD 

In Ravaged Syria, Beach Town May Be Loyalists’ Last Resort 
By an EMPLOYEE of THE NEWYORK TIMES in SYRIA and NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The resort town of Tartus is seen as a possible place for Alawites, including President Bashar al-Assad, to 
establish a rump state if lfis goverument falls. 

Taliban Hint at Softer Line in Talks With Afghan Leaders 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG and TAIMOOR SHAH 

Senior figures have signaled a willingness to work in Afghanistan’s political mainstream, but getting Afghans 
to believe the group might abandon its brutal ways is a tall order. 

Boston Priest to Lead Oversight of Sexual Abuse Claims at Vatican 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN and RACHEL DONADIO 

Pope Benedict XVI on Saturday named a priest from Boston, the epicenter of the sexual abuse crisis in the 
United States, as the Vatican’s new sex crimes prosecutor. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

N.R.A. Call to Guard Schools Is Criticized as Too Simplistic 
By MOTOKO RICH 

Teachers, parents and the police reacted to a National Rifle Association proposal for aru~ed security, some 
concerned about school culture and others worried about who nfight get shot. 
" N.R.A. Envisions ’a Good Guy With a Gun’ in Every School I ~ Video 

Cats at Hemingway Museum Draw Tourists, and a Legal Battle 
[By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

The charms of the 45 celebrated six-toed cats at the Ernest Henfingway Home and Museum in Key West, 
Fla., have proved powerless against federal regulators. 

Russia’s Move to Block U.S. Adoptions Sets Off a Wave of Worry 
By ERIE ECKHOLM 

Russian adoptees and their American fanfilies say an advanchag bill would put children’s health and welfare 
at risk. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Fascination of Wall St., and Investigators 
By JENNYANDERSON, PETER LATTMAN and JULIE CRESWELL 

Interviews paint a complex portrait of Steven A. Cohen, the billionaire whose finn, SAC Capital, once 
employed several people whom a goverument inquiry has linked to insider trading. 



The War Against Too Much of Everything 
By JEFF SUMMER 

Kalle Lasn of Adbusters magazine, who helped create Occupy Wall Street, is taking on what he sees as 
overeonsmnption of all kinds, most recently with a "Buy Nothing Christmas" campaign. 

FAIR GAME 

A 2013 Guide to Better Behavior in Business 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Here’s a wish list for what might bring happiness to United States investors, taxpayers, home buyers and 
consumers in the new year. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Snow Fall: The Avalanche at Tunnel Creek 
By JOHN BRANCH 

A group of world-class skiers and snowboarders set out to ski Tunnel Creek. Then the motmtain moved. 

Amid Success and Unrest, Goodell Remains Resolute 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Despite a successful television season for the N.F.L. and increased steps for player safety, Commissioner 
Roger Goodell has been criticized more than lauded. 

, Falcons Clinch Top Seed; Lions’ Calvin Johnson Breaks Record 

Being Considered the Next Serena Is a Compliment and a Detriment 
By KAREN CROUSE 

As 16-year-old Taylor Townsend gets ready to tuna professional, she is drawing comparisons to Serena 
Williams - including unflattering references to her body type. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THE VISIONARIES 

Quentin’s World 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

From "Reservoir Dogs" to "Djmago Unchained," the writer and director Quentin Tarantino has concocted a 
genre of his 

:’ ~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’Django Unchained’ 

The Kitten Makes Way for the Cat 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Scarlett Johansson, gravitating toward portraying flintier characters than those she portrayed earlier in her 
career, has returned to Broadway in Tennessee Willimns’s "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof." 

Colorblind Casting Widens Opera’s Options 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Opera productions can take advmatage of the racial makeup of cast members to deepen flae audience’s 
tmderstanding of certain roles and stimulate new takes on a work. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Jerry Seinfeld Intends to Die Standing Up 
By JONAH WEINER 

The comedy star is 58, rich beyond imagination and still working. 

¯ ’ ~:~ Video: Howto Write a Joke 

The 6th Floor Bloc: Last-Second Gift Suggestion From Jerry Seinfeld, Sort Of 

Is the Cure for Cancer Inside You? 
By DANIEL ENGBER 

How one scientist’s losing battle against his own cancer might save the rest of us. 



LIVES 
Our Family Christmas, Rescinded 
By HEATHER HAVRILESKY 

When my mother stopped hosting Chrishnas, her (grown) children panicked. 

¯ ..M..gi.e...E.r..o...m...t..h..e._..M..a._qazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Scourge of Concealed Weapons 
The federal government can push back against the vigilantism craze in many states, where carrying a 
concealed hm~dgun in public is increasingly possible. 

EDITORIAL 
Bye-Bye to the Big Board? 
Regulators must answer whether tim proposed sale of the New York Stock Exchange can be regulated in a 
way that protects the public interest. 

EDITORIAL 
Pardons for the Wilmington ao 
The governor of North Carolina should finally pardon a group of civil rights activists who were falsely 
convicted mad imprisoned more than 40 years ago. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Father’s Journey 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Dad dicha’t know what to make of me. That was long ago. 
¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
From Apocalypse to Dystopia 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The N.R.A. solves the puzzle on gun violence: it’s the media’s fault. 

.’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
When Bahrain Said: Get Lost 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Bahrain, our ally, is so determined to keep its repression from making headlines that it keeps American 
journalists, including yours truly, out of the country. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Has Lego Sold Out? 
By MATT RICHTEL and JESSE McKINLEY 

Some worry that Lego’s success diminishes the demmad for imagination, which is what made it a success in 
the first place. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Wounded Warrior Pose 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

Yoga can be dangerous for men, who have more muscle and less flexibility thma women. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 23, 1986, the experimental airplane Voyager, piloted by Dick Rutm~ and Jeana Yeager, completed 
the first nonstop, around-the-world flight without refueling as it landed safely at Edwards Air Force Base in 

California. 

¯ See This Front Pag~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, December 25, 2012 3:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Real and Virtual Firearms Nurture a Marketing Link 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
December 95, 9019 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.., I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ..S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.j?=..E..d.. I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Real and Virtual Firearms 
Nurture a Marketing Link 
By BARRY MEIER and ANDREW MARTIN 

The makers of firearms and the 
producers of violent video games have 
quietly forged a mutually beneficial 
marketing relationship. 

No Easy Route ifAssad Opts 

to Go, or to Stay, in Syria 
By ANNE BARNARD and HWAIDA SAAD 

President Bashar al-Assad’s meeting 
with a United Nations envoy on Monday 
raised questions about how the Syrian 
leader will choose to respond to 
mounting pressure to step down. 
, ~ Graphic: An Update on the Assad Inner 

Circle 

Battered Seaside Haven 
Recalls Its Trial by Fire 
By N. R. KLEINFIELD 

Ranking mnong the most devastating residential fires in New York City history, the fires that enveloped the 
eonmaunity of Breezy Point, Queens, left a hole in the heart of this genial shore eonmaunity. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"No one really cares. Your father goes, gets deployed. War - it’s normal. It’s not like a big deal that we’re 

still at war." 

TYISHA SMITH, speaking of the world outside the Fort Campbell nfilitary post, where she is a senior in 

high school. 

WORLD 

AT WAR BLOG 
Troops in 
Afghanistan Find 
Cheer With a Yule 
Logon 



By ROD NORDLAND 

Online video chats and packages sent to 
and from home help 3anerieaus at a 
base in Kabul overcome their isolation 
at Christmas. 

,’ With a Parent Off Again at War, a Holiday of 
Pride and Isolation 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Prayer at 
Christmas 
By ANN HOOD 

I spent a lot of time angry 
at God, mostly over the 
sudden deaths in my fmnily. Then I 
found comfort in prayer, in a pew at St. 
Patrick’s. 

4 WEE  S 

WORLD 

Russian Prosecutor Seeks Acquittal in Lawyer’s Death 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

The prosecutor’s turnabout crone as the Russian government was moving to retaliate against the United 
States for adopting a humma rights law nmned for Sergei L. Magnitsky, a lawyer who died in prison. 

GAZA CITY JOURNAL 
Gaza Cease-Fire Helps Fishermen, but Risks Remain 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and FARES AKRAM 

The deal that halted fighting between Israel and Hamas allows fisheruaen to go six nautical nfiles out to sea, 
instead of three, but arrests by Israeli patrols are still possible. 

" ~ Video: New Rules Restore Old Opportunities 

Officials Push to Postpone Swearing-In of Chfivez 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Aides to President Hugo Ch{~vez, who is recuperating from cancer surgery in Cuba, say they will push back 
the inauguration scheduled for Jan. ao if he is too ill to returu to Venezuela. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

With a Parent 0ffAgain at War, a Holiday of Pride and Isolation 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

The high sehoo] at Fort Campbell, Ky., offers a window into the fanfilies of the all-volunteer nfilitary force 
over 11 years of war. 

" ~ Slide Show: Deployed Yet Again 

" AtWar Blog: Troops in Afghanistan Find Cheer With a Yule Logon 

Antigovernment Graffiti Restored, Courtesy of Government 
By MALIA WOLLAN 

The authorities usually go to considerable trouble to remove graffiti, but the National Park Service has 
worked to keep the markings made by Native 3anerieaus during an occupation of Alcatraz Island. 

THE WELL COLUMN 
Laws of Physics Can’t Trump the Bonds of Love 
By TARA PARKER-POPE 

Jeffrey Wright uses wacky experiments to teach clfildren about the mfiverse, but it is his o~a personal story 
that teaches them the true meaning of life. 

" ~ Video: Wright’s Law 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Mexico Finds Unlikely Allies in Trade Fight 
By ELISABETH MALKIN 

A battle over tl~e Nortl~ American Free Trade Agreement highlights tl~e interlocking interests between tl~e 
United States and Mexico. 

California Law Tests Company Responses to Carbon Costs 
By FELICITY BARRINGER 

Begimfing dm~. 1, under tl~e terms of a grotmdbreaking law known as AB 32, compmfies will pay for 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

7-Eleven Shifts Focus to Healthier Food Options 
By STEPHANIE STRUM 

The convenience store chain turned to fresh foods to offset increased competition from otlaer outlets and 
declines in cigarette sales. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 
Clinging to Now, but Looking to Future Changes 
By SAM BORDEN 

As tl~e Giants mentally prepare for Sunday’s game against tl~e Eagles - a must-win for a slim playoff 
possibility - some players are focusing on team changes in the off-season. 

-’ The Fifth Down: What Giants Need to Make the Playoffs 

N.F.L. ROUNDUP 
Vick Set to Start Against Giants 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Eagles quarterback Nick Foles has a broken hand and Coach Andy Reid said tl~at Michael Vick was likely to 
start Sunday against the Giants. 

N.F.L. FAST FORWARD 
A Pleasant Surprise Amid the Sure Things 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

For tl~e first time since tl~e N.F.L.-A.F.L. merger, tl~e postseason could feature tl~ree rookies starting at 
quarterback, providing a showcase for players who are the future of the league. 

" N.F.L. Roundup: Vick Set to Start Against Giants 

¯ More ..S.ports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’LES MIS~RABLES’ 

The Wretched Lift Their Voices 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

?maid tlae grime, power ballads and surging strings, tlaere is a fanfiliar, reassuring story of oppression, 
liberation and redemption. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’DJANGO UNCHAINED’ 

The Black, the White and the Angry 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Django Unchained" is pulpy, digressive, jokey, giddily brutal mad ferociously profmae, but it is also a 
troubling and importmat movie about slavery and racism. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WEST OF MEMPHIS’ 
A Happy Ending, Sort of, Comes With No Closure 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"West of Memphis" follows the successful but prolonged legal battle to free the so-called West Memphis 
Three, who were released from prison last year trader a plea bargain. 

¯ More Arts News 



SCIENCE TIMES 

Gifts That Keep Giving (if Not Exploding) 
By JENNIFER A. KINGSON 

Today’s science kits lack the flee-play style and sonaetimes dangerous materials of yore, but many argue that 
they can still spark a lifelong interest in inquiry. 

-’ ~ The Science Desk Remembers Their Favorite Childhood Toys 

Practical to Career-Oriented to Just Plain Fun 
By JENNIFER A. KINGSON 

A brief history of chenfistry sets: Utilitarian tools of the trade made way for skill-building sets and, later, 
zany approaches to "kitchen ehenfistry." 

These Were a Few of Their Favorite Things 
By LAURA GEGGEL 

Science Times asked five noted scientists about the toys they remember flora childhood. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Approaching Illness as a Team 
The Cleveland Clinic hospital system finds innovative ways to cut the costs of treating a patient. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Try at Nuclear Negotiations 
Waslfington should be ready to ease some sanctions in retula~ for action flom Iran. 

EDITORIAL 
Unpacking Christmas 
The archive of decorations, songs and rituals gathered over time still seem flesh on this date every year. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The 2012 Sidney Awards I 
By DAVID BROOKS 

It’s that time of year! Here is the first batch of the best magazine essays of 2012. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
These Wretched Vessels 
By FRANK BRUNI 

It’s the season of resolutions. Don’t let yours confuse the body you inhabit with the contentment you cma 
know. 

¯ " Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Power of a Mom’s Love 
By JOE NOCERA 

The nfission is to help people with special needs find their place in the world. 
:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 25, 1991, Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev went on TV to announce his resignation as the 

eighth and final leader of a Commmfist superpower that had already gone out of existence. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Pew A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

~live .unc .edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Grade issue 

Dear 

I did submit the change on i        Unlike submission of original grades -- which are now submitted electronically -- grade changes have to go through a paper process ~vith several levels 
of approval. I also think changes of permanent grades are receiving more scrutiny these days. I’ll check into it 

Pro£ Hall 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Hall, Perry A 
Subject: Grade issue 

12:17 PM 

Dr Hall, 

The grade has still not been updated. I thought I’d let you know because it has been more than a week now, if I am not mistaken, since you put the submission in Can you look into it? 
Please write me back at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you veW much. Happy Holidays. 

Cordially, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nahum Chandler < @attglobal.net~ 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 1:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Preference to honorarium- opinion 

Dear Eunice: 
Thank you got your response, indeed. I am sorry that the Administration took so long. Actually, too, it seems that they misunderstood my 
request. On the one hand, I do not wish to receive an honorarium. On the other hand, it would seem to me that the book purchase would 
not be much different than distributing to conference attendees copies of a brochure, the cost of which would be paid as no~ual for such 
events. The purchase would indeed be the University’s proper~, which would then be made available to those participating in the event. 
My apology, but, I will bring the books myself and simply make them available at my own expense. There is no need to involve the 
Administration if their idea is such. Thanks sincerely and looking forward. 
Nahmn 

On 12/26/12 8:53 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahum, 

I hope you are doing well. 

As promised, I followed up with the University administration on your question re: preference to honorarium. The response is as follows: 

"Unfortunately it wouldn’t be appropriate to purchase books for the speaker because once an item is purchased with university funds it is university 

property." 

I am sorry it took so lon~ to send you a response but I hope you understand that it has been a very hectic period in our ~eo~raphy. 

With best wishes for 20:13 and lookin~ forward to your visit in January, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

AFRI    - First Day of Class Spring 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

My name is and I am enrolled in your section of AFRI for the spring semester. I am 

cunently a senior so I am completing job interviews right now, and I have one in on I am from the suburbs of , and I wanted to save 

myself some money by not flying back home 2 days after classes start (rather than coming back for this class          and my other classes on            ) 

Would it be okay with you if I miss the first day of class in order to stay kehind in      for this interview? 

Please let me know when you have a chance so that I may schedule flight(s). 

Best wishes and happy holidays! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emailamc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 8:03 PM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat?am] FW: Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Bahm Zewde-~eview- Bereket.pdf 

Dear colleagues, 

I understand that the muck dumped by the Asmara government’s paid agent, Ms. Tesfamariam, sent a "review" of my two memoirs penned by the regime under pseudo- 
names. I recognized one of the pen names, which was used ten years ago by the unelected president himself. It was used in an attack against me at the time when we 

established a democratic opposition party. 
I am emailing you a review by an eminent Ethiopian historian of my memoirs, the Crown and the Pen. What a contrast from the muck penned by the regime!! 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Geda, Yonas E., M.D. [geda.yonas@mayo.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 3:[, 20:[2 4.:20 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Aya Bereket : hope you are recovering well. We will call you over the weekend. I have attached Prof Bahru’s review of your book. It is a highly 
sophisticated review on a book that touches the hearts of both Eritreans and Ethiopians. Yonas 

From: prvs=55863dadb=bselassi@email.unc.edu [mailto:prvs=55863dadb=bselassi@email.unc.edu] On Behalf Of Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 20:[2 5:4-6 PM 

To: Geda, Yonas E., M.D. 
Subject: FW: Chapter :[4 

Selam Yonas. 

I hope you can open the attachment 

Regarda 

Bereket, 

From:             @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 20:[2 6:38 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Fwd: Chapter :[4 

Dr Bereket, 
I sent this e-mail 7 hours ago. To my surprise it went somewhere else. 

I will call. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: @aol.com> 
To:          @telecom.net.et> 
Sent: Sun, Aug 5, 2012 11:12 am 
Subject: Chapter 14 

Good Morning Dr. Bet~ket, 
Please find the last chapter attached. 
Have a safe trip to DC. 
Regards, 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 32564856 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-32564856-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Per~ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 9:26 PM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [ati-iafam] Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Mzee 

I believe in and support 

Your brother colleague (and mzee) 

From= Selassie, Bereket H [mailto:bselassi@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, December 26, 2052 8:03 PM 
To= Department listserv 
Subject= [afriafam] InN: Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 
Dear colleagues, 

I understand that the muck dumped by the Asmara government’s paid agent, Ms. Tesfamariam, sent a "review" of my two memoirs penned by the regime under pseudo- 
names. [ recognized one of the pen names, which was used ten years ago by the unelected president himself. It was used in an attack against me at the time when we 
established a democratic opposition party. 
I am emailing you a review by an eminent Ethiopian historian of my memoirs, the Crown and the Pen. What a contrast from the muck penned by the regime!! 

Best, 
Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Profes~r of Athca~ Studies 

UNC-Chapel ttill 

From= Geda, Yonas E., M.D. [geda.yonas@mayo.edu] 

Sent= Friday, August 3:[, 20:[2 4:20 PM 

To= Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject= Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Aya Bereket : hope you are recovering well. We will call you over the weekend. I have attached Prof Bahru’s review of your book. It is a highly 
sophisticated review on a book that touches the hearts of both Eritreans and Ethiopians. Yonas 

From: prvs=55863dadb:::bselassi@email.unc.edu [mailto:prvs=55863dadb:::bselassi@email.unc.edu] On Behalf Of Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent= Sunday, August 05, 20:[2 5:46 PH 

To= Geda, Yonas E., N.D. 
Subject: FVV: Chapter :[4 

Selam Yonas. 

I hope you can open the attachment 
Reg~Jcda 

Bereket, 

From=             @aol.com] 
Sent= Sunday, August 05, 20:[2 6:38 PH 

To= Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject= Fwd: Chapter :[4 

Dr Bereket, 
I sent this e-mail 7 hours ago. To my surprise it went somewhere else. 
I will call. 

.... Original Message .... 
From _@ _a___o_ J_: _c_’_o__[_t3_. > 
To:          ,~,telecom.net.et> 
Sent: Sun, Aug 5, 2012 11:12 am 
Subject: Chapter 14 

Good Morning Dr. Bereket, 
Please find the last chapter attached. 
Have a safe trip to DC. 
Regards, 

You a~ce currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: hallpag;emailamc.e&t. 

To unsubscribe click here: _l!t_~p:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361597.149a4fe4dctbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n T&l afi-iaJ[~ml&o 32564856 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice(F~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http://lists.unc.edu,’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afi’iat:am&o 32564909 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32564909-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(F~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 9:43 PM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [at~afam] Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Thanks, Bereket This is an excellent revie~v, indeed, by a scholar that I happen to know and to respect. It stands out against the smear campaign by Ms. Tesfamariam and her network. A 
lnta continua’. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Selassie, Bereket H [bselassi@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 2012 8:02 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Dr Bahru Ze~vde’s review- of your book 

Dear colleagues, 

I understand that the muck dumped by the Asmara goverrunent’s paid agent, Ms. Tesfamariam, sent a "review" of my two memoirs penned by the regime under pseudo-names. I recognized 
one of the pen names, which was used ten years ago by the unelected president himself. It was used in an attack against me at the time when we established a democratic opposition par~’. 
I am emailing you a review" by an eminent Ethiopian historian of my memoirs, the Crown and the Pen V~’nat a contrast from the muck penned by the regime!! 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of A[~rican Studies 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

From: Geda, Yonas E., N D [gedayonas@mayo edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 4:20 PM 
To: Selassie, Ber&et tt 
Sut~iect: Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Aya Bereket : hope you are recovering welh We will call you over the weekend I have attached Prof Bahm’s review of your book. It is a highly sophisticated review on a book that touches 
the hearts of both Eritreans and Ethiopians. Yonas 

From: prvs=55863dadb=bselassi@emaihunc.edu [mailto:prvs=55863dadb=bselassi(a)email unc edu] On Behalf Of Selassie, Bereket tl 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 2012 5:46 PM 
To: Geda, Yonas E, M.D. 
Sut~iect: 1’~: Chapter 14 

Selam Yonas. 

I hope you can opun the attachmunt 

Regarda 

Bereket, 

From:            @aohcom] 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 2012 6:38 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Fwd: Chapter 14 

Dr Bereket, 
sent this e-ruail 7 horns ago. To my su12orise it went somewhere else. 
will call. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From @aol.com> 
To:          ~telecom.net.et> 
Sent: Suaa, Aug 5, 2012 11:12 am 
Subject: Chapter 14 

Good Morning Dr. Bereket, 
Please find the last chapter attached 
Have a safe trip to DC 
Regards, 

You are currently subscribed to aIiciafam as: nzongola@emaihuaac edu<mailto:nzongola@emaihunc.edu> 



To unsubscribe click here: http://[ists.unc.edu/u?id 32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&[ afriafam&o 32564856 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32564856-32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listser~ unc.edu<maiIto:leave-325(~856- 
32361604 9392 b42c[’3020d674366e839be54c f6c~listserv.unc.edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafarn&o 32564918. or sendablat~zcmailto leave-32564918- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Senators to Return With 5 Days Left and No Clear Fiscal Path 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Oday,sHeadiines ............................................................................ 
~11¢ N’t’~o ~rk ~’~,~¢~ December 27, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 
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TOP NEWS 

Senators to Return With 5 
Days Left and No Clear Fiscal 
Path 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN and JENNIFER 
STEINHAUER 

Adding to the tension over a pileup of 
threatened tax increases and spending 
cuts, the treasury secretary notified 
Congress that the government would lilt 
its borrowing linfit on Monday. 

Storm Weakened a Fragile 
System for Mental Care 
By NINA BERNSTEIN 

The odds of securing mental health 
treatment in a crisis in New York City 
have worsened significantly since 
HulTieane Sandy knocked out hospitals 
and disrupted outpatient services. 

THE IECONOMY 
Signs of Changes Taking Hold in Electronics Factories in China 
By KEITH BRADSHER and CHARLES DUHIGG 

After the hardships of workers in China’s electronics factories were exposed to a global audience, working 
conditions have changed. 

:. Apple’s Statement on Factory Conditions in China 

. Graphic I Video I Slide Show 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The regime army has lost control over most of the country." 

MAJ. GEN. ABDUL AZIZ JASSEM AL-SHALLAL, chief of the Syrian nfilitary police, who has defected 

from President Bashar al-Assad’s government. 

BUSINESS 

iEeonomy: Factory 
Upgrade 



Change comes to factories in China. 

:’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-CHART                   ~ 
The Year in 
Questions... ...,. 

If, as Soren Kierkegaard !!!! ....... i~, 

believed, life is best 
tmderstood backward, then the holidays 
are an ideal time to attempt to tmravel 
the secrets of our age through an end-of- 
the-year quiz. 

House hunting in ... South 
Africa 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Explore homes you get for $2.4 million 

A 300 year old farm near Cape Town 

at~ylimes,¢ont R~L ESTATE 

WORLD 

Coca Licensing Is a Weapon in Bolivia’s Drug War 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

The world’s third-largest cocaine producer has taken an unorthodox approach to controlling the growing of 
coca that veers nmrkedly from the wider war on narcotics. 

Syrian General Whose Task Was Halting Defections Flees 
By KAREEM FAHIM and RICK GLADSTONE 

Maj. Gen. Abdu] Azia Jassem a]-Sha]]a] is the highest-rm]king officer to abandon President Bashar a]-Assad. 
,’ ~’~ Graphic: An Update on the Assad Inner Circle 

Russian Measure Banning Adoptions by American Citizens Is Sent to Putin 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

If President Vladinfir Putin signs off on the ban, the departure of 46 children ready to be adopted by U.S. 
parents could be blocked. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

STATEHOUSE JOURNAL 
Washington State Senators Cross Aisle and Tilt Ideological Balance 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

One of the creators of a new majority coalition said state politics had become too "Seattle-centric," too liberal 
to be representative of Washington as a whole. 

NBC’s Display of a 3o-Shot Gun Magazine Prompts a Police Inquiry 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

The Metropolitan Police Department in Washington said they were looking into whether David Gregory 
broke the law when he showed a high-capacity magazine on "Meet flae Press." 

Potent Winter Storm Moves East After Pouncing on Wide Area of the Country 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Severe weather that brought tornadoes to the South and snow from Texas to Ohio could bring 12 to 18 inches 
of snow to an area from westen] New York to central Maine. 

". ~ Slide Show 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Toyota Agrees to Settle Lawsuit Tied to Accelerations 



By BILL VLASIC 

Toyota would pay more than $1 billion, giving cash to vehicle owners for the loss of value from multiple 
recalls and installing special safety features on up to 3.2 million ears. 

Dockworkers Strike Threatens to Close East Coast Ports 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

After nine months of troubled contract negotiations, East Coast longshoremen are threatening a strike 
beginning Stmday that would shut seaports from Massachusetts to Texas. 

’Crowdfunding’ Rules Are Unlikely to Meet Deadline 
By ROBB MANDELBAUM 

delay by the Securities and Exchange Commission has frustrated backers of a provision that exempts small 
companies from having to register before they can sell stock to the public. 

~ Post a Comment 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

KNICKS 99, SUNS 97 
Hobbled by Injuries, Knicks Win on Last Shot 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Jason Kidd, the 39-year-old veteran, scored 23 points and recorded 8 assists, and J.R. Smith made a difficult 
jmnper as time expired to lift the IOfieks over the Suns on Wednesday. 

-’ ~, Box Score 

After 460 Starts, a War Horse’s Last Stand 
By RYAN GOLDBERG 

Tattler’s Jet, a 14-year-old Midwestela~ folk hero with 12o victories, will be at Monticello Raceway on 
Thursday to cap lfis harness racing career. 

Red Sox Get All-Star Closer Hanrahan From Pirates 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The Red Sox acquired the All-Star closer Joel Hm~rahan from the Pittsburgh Pirates in a six-player deal 
completed Wechaesday. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Pop’s Big Nights 
By JON PARELES, JON CARAMANICA, BEN RATLIFF and NATE CHINEN 

A rotmdup of the year’s best pop and jazz concerts, in New York mad beyond includes names like Jay-Z, 
Fiona Apple mad Cecil Taylor as well as stars of South Asian folk, K-pop and flamenco. 

’- ~ Slide Show 

Compromising Dolls and Pink Panthers 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

The Norwegian artist Bjalaae Melgaard displays a gentler side than you’d expect from an artist of sexually 
graplfie installations. 

Pasolini’s Legacy: A Sprawl of Brutality 
By DENNIS LIM 

The life and work of the Italian fihmnaker Pier Paolo Pasolini is invariably seen through the prism of his 
gruesome death, but a MoMA retrospective reveals greater complexity. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

The Curator of the ’Brooklyn Look’ 
By BEE-SHYUAN CHANG 

Jennifer Mankins had no doubt that Brookl)aa was ready for faslfion-forward stores; the customers were 
already there. 



FRONT ROW 
Making Anyone Feel Beautiful 
By ERIC WILSON 

Veronica Webb’s designs, which she named after her children, evoke her down-to-earth approach. 

Scouting Report 
By ERIKA ALLEN 

Take in a movie or an exhibit or shop for clothing and accessories on sale. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Fiscal Endgame 
Not reaching a sensible deal in the "fiscal-cliff’ negotiations would bring about deeper and more immediate 
pain for low- and middle-income Americans. 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Flawed Constitution 
Both President Mohamed Morsi and his opponents must seek compromise and unity if they want to build a 
more constructive future. 

EDITORIAL 
The Gun-Game Complex 
Many of the video games fl~at the N.R.A. blamed for the Newtown, Conn., shootings have marketing 
relationships with the makers of firearms and ammunition. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How Giving Became Cool 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Ted Tunaer’s $1 billion donation to United Nations causes 15 years ago changed a business culture and 
reshaped philanthropy. 

’. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Holiday Doldrums 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

This may be the season to be jolly, but not if you are a Republican. 

" Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
The N.R.A. at the Bench 
By LINDA GREENHOUSE 

The National Rifle Association has taken an increasingly active role in judicial nominations. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 27, 1979, Soviet forces seized control of Afghanistan. President Hafizullah Panin, who was 

overthroma and executed, was replaced by Babrak Kannal. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:.a.g.e.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.eduv 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 9:22 AM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [at~afam] Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Thank you, Georges, 

A luta continua Vittoria e certa! 

Bereket 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 2012 9:43 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] Dr Bahau Zewde’s review of your book 

Thanks, Bereket This is an excellent revie~v, indeed, by a scholar that I happen to know and to respect. It stands out against the smear campaign by Ms. Tesfamariam and her network. A 
luta continua’. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor ufAfrican Studies 
Department uf African and Afru-American Studies 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Bux 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]?el.. ~ 

From: Selassie, Bereket H [bselassi@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 2012 8:02 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Dr Bahru Zewde’s review ofyuur bouk 

Dear colleagues, 

I understand that the muck dumped by the Asmara gnverrunent’s paid agent, Ms. Tesfamariam, sent a "review" of my twu memuirs penned by the regime under pseudo-names. I recognized 
one of the pen names, which was used ten years ago by the unelected president himself. It was used in an attack against me at the time when we established a demucratic oppositiun par~’. 
I am emailing yuu a review" by an eminent F.thiupian historian of my memoirs, the Cruwn and the Pen What a cuntrast from the muck penned by the regime!! 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Prufessur uf A[~rican Studies 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

Froru: Geda, Yonas E., M.D. [geda.yonas@mayo.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 4:20 PM 
To: Selassie, Bercket H 
Subject: Dr Bahm Zewde’s review of your book 

Aya Bereket : hope you are recovering well. We will call you over the weekend. I have attached Prof Bahm’s review of your book. It is a highly sophisticated review on a book that touches 
the hearts of both Eritreans and Ethiopians. Yonas 

Froru: plus 55863dadb bselassi@email.anc.edu [mailto:pl~’S 55863dadb bselassi(~,email.unc.edu] OnBehalfOfSelassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 2012 5:46 PM 
To: Geda, Yonas E., M.D. 
Subject: FW: Chapter 14 

Selaru Yonas. 

I hope you can opun the attachment 

Regarda 

Bereket, 

From:            ~)aol com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 2012 6:38 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Fwd: Chapter 14 

Dr Bereket, 
sent this e-mail 7 hours ago. To my surprise it ~vunt somewhere else 
will call. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @aol.com> 



To:          @telecom.net.et> 

Sent: Sun, Aug 5, 2012 11:12 am 

Sut~iect: Chapter 14 

Good Morning Dr. Bereket, 
Please :find the last chapter attached. 
Have a safe trip to DC. 
Regards, 

You are curruntly subscribed to affiafam as: nzongola@email.unc.edu<mailto:nzungola(&,’err~ail.unc.edu>. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u’.’id 32361604.9392642cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&l afriafam&o 32564856 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP, L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-32564856-3236~6~4.9392b42cf3~2~d674366e839be54cf6c@~istserv.~nc.edu<mailt~:~eave-32564856- 
32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c(~listserv.~c.edu> 

-- You are currently- subscribed to afriafarn as: bselassi@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361610.83037494399b4b13b0db0fla2843d7fT&n T&I afriafarn&o 32564918. or send a blaak email to leave-32564918- 

32361610.83037494399b4b 13b0db0fl a2843d7fT@listse1~.unc.edu. 

-- You are cmrently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice@eruail.unc.edu. To m~subscribe 
click here: httlx//lists.unc.edtvu?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 32565494 or send a blank eruail to leave-32565494- 
32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.~c.edu. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:49 PM 

Dore, Florence Weiler <fdore@nnc.edu-~; Havice, Elizabeth <havice@emml.nnc.edu-~; Jo, Ji-Yeon O <joj@email.unc.edtr~; Joubert, 

Clement <joubertc@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Laura J <moorelj@emaJl.unc.edu>; Moulton, Jeremy Crrant <monlton@email.nnc.edu-~; Pier, 

David <dpier@emaJl.unc.edu>; Yang, Clara H. <cyangl 8@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cobb, Dmfiel M. <dcobb@email.unc.edu>; Cable, Jaye Ellen 

~-j ecable@email.unc.edu> 

Taylor, Beverly W <btaylo@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; 

Davis, Barbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; Bardsley, J~lice B <bardsley@ad.unc.edu>;                   ~email.unc.edu>; Conway, 

Patrick J <patrick conway@unc.edu;,; Diconcilio, Joseph W ~oseph diconcilio@unc.edu>; Glazner. Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Craig- 

Schwmz, Rhonda L. <~rhonda@unc.edtc,; Handa, Sudhanshu <shmad~}email.nnc.edu~; Howell, TiaN. <tia williams@nnc.edu~; Sahle, 
Ennice N <eunice@email.unc.edtc,; Kalz, MaJck <mkatz@emaJl.unc.edu>; Williams, Susan Staples <swms@unc.edu>; Herman, Bernie 

<blherman@email.unc.edn>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu;,; McKee, Brent A <~bmnckee@email.unc.edu;,; Helton, Del 
ttunt <del.helton@m~c.edu>; (~il, KaJcen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu>; Reid, Dee 

<deereid@unc.edu> 

RE: FROM TIlE DEAN: Kena~ Trust Facnlty Report Request. Deadline 

KENAN FACULTY FORM .docx 

This is just a friendly reminder thaL we will need these forms returned in early January~ Due to the holiday, we were able to gel an extension, The new due date is 

As noted in the original email, please send them to Del HNton, w~th a copy to 
Thank you ~or your ass~st~nce. 
T~lmmy 

Tammy HcHa~e 
Sr Assoc Dean - Fk~ance and P]ann[ng 
College of Ar~ f~ Sdences 
CB #3~00, 20~ South Building 
Chapel I-~ NC 27599-3500 
(919) 962-i~65 
fax: (919) 962-2~8 

F~m: ReM, Dee 
Sent: Wednesday 12:S7 PN 
To: Christianson, Hans; Dote, Florence Weiler; Havice, Elizabeth; Jo, JFYeon O; Joube~, Clement; Nihalik, Jason P; Moore, Laura J; Noulton, Jeremy Grant; Pier, David; Trop, 
Gabriel Stephen; Yang, Clara H.; Kanai, Yosuke; Cobb, Daniel N.; Cable, Jaye Ellen 
C¢: Nucha, Peter J; Inman, Rhonda L; Taylor, Beverly W; Richardson, Mark; Pickles, John; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Bardsley, Janice B; I         Conway, Patrick J; Dicondlio, 
Joseph W; Guskiewicz, Kevin N; Currin, Denise C; Glazner, Allen F; Craio-Schwarz, Rhonda k.; Honda, Sudhanshu; Howell, ~a N.; SaNe, Eunice N; Koelb, Clayton T; 
Bernhardt, Valerie N; KaY, Mark; Williams, Susan S~ples; Ashby, Valerie S; Hyde, Ruth ~; Herman, Bernie; Richardson, Mark; NcKee, Brent A; NcHale, Tommy J; Helton, Del 
Hunt; Gil, Karen N; Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: FROM ~E DEAN: Kenan Trust Facul~ Repo~ Request, Deadline 
Impo~nee: High 
[The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being sent to 14 faculty members in the College, with an information copy to their department chairs and respective 
administrative managers.] 
Dear Colleagues, 
As you know, you are among a group of faculty members who are supported by a generous gift to the University by the William R. Kenan, Jr. Charitable Trust. We 
have just received a notice from University Development, requesting that you complete the attached form describing your academic activities during the past year. 

Please complete the form and return ~t by         to Del Helton at the Arts and Sciences Foundation (del.helton@unc.edu), with a copy to Senior Associate Dean 
Tommy McHale (~mchale@emaH.unc.edu.). Del will submit all of the faculty reports to University Development at one time. ~ apologize for the short notice, 
especially at this time of year. This information is very important for the Trust’s records. 
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 
With my best wishes, 
Karen 
Karen M. Gil 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
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TOP NEWS 

S~mimoned Back to ~,~ork, 

Senators Chafe at hiactlol~ 

Lawmakers were fully united, if only 
around their sadness and frustration 
at being stuck in Washington in a 
holiday week, peering over the edge 
of the fiscal abyss. 

on the Rise in North Mall 

Amputations have occurred at least 

14 times since the Islamist takeover 
of the region last spring, with a vow 

BREAKDOWN 

S~d(|en Death of Show Pony 

Clouds image of 

In horse racing, industry leaders have taken significant steps against the overmedieating of horses. 

But in the eloistered eqnestrian world, the issue has attracted less notice. 

~ Vioeo: Jumping for Show 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I did~dt rerdiz~ how ~m~¢J~ [ didr~’l wrmt to b~ twr~ ~t~l [got twre." 

SENATOR CHARLES E, SCIiUMER, Demoer;~t of New Yovk~ on returning to the C3pi[OL 

a~mping for Show 
Records show that since 
2OLO, random drug 
tests of horses competing at 
equestrian events have tested 
positive for substances such as 
cocaine, antipsyehoties and 
depressants. 

OPINION 

Nummer|schanz returns 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"[he Holiday Guys: Happy Merry Hanu-Mas!" a must-see 
addition to the December cr~sh 

"Flipside" delivers 28 Patti Page hits CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Isn’t Enough 

Some politicians think 
~eriea can raise the revenue it needs to balance its books without raising tax rates on anyone. 
There’s a word for that: hogwash. 

WORLD 

Carbon Taxes Make Irehu~d Even Greedier 

Over the last three years, h’eland embraced a novel strategy to help reduce its staggering deficit: 



charging households and businesses for the environmental damage they cause. 

For hundreds of Amm4eans enmeshed in the costly, complicated adoption process, President 
Vladimir V. Putin’s decision to endorse an adoption ban had a deeply personal effect. 

Bet~’ayed ~While Asleep, Afghan Police Die at Hands of Tl~elr Com~trymen 

The fear of insider attacks has been an even bigger concern for Afghan security forces than it has 
been for NATO and American forces. 

More Worm News 

Gem H. Norman Sehwarzkopf, who was lauded for his leadership during the war, was awarded the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom, and Queen Elizabeth II made him an honorary knight. 

~1--I 81ide 8how 

One-Stopllgl~t Town SeeRs Just O~e Mayo~" 

In many small towns, a generation of politicians is retiring, and young people are going off to 
college and not returning to take their place. 

Lib~’arles See Openh~g as Bookstores Close 

As librarians struggle with the task of redefining their roles in a digital age, many are seeing an 
opportunity to fill the void created by the loss of traditional bmtkstores. 

BUSINESS 

Stalemate h~ ~WasMngton [s Eroding Confidence of Consumers 

Consumer eonfidenee fell sharply in the first half of December despite improvement in new home 
sales and a slight drop in new jobless claims. 

~ Shares Edge Down 

Instantly Yoil~’s~ fo~" a Fee 

Fear of Amazon.eom has pushed a variety of stores to embrace delivery within hours as a must- 
have promotion, even though it’s costly and logistically complicated. 

Car Facto~"ies Ofit’e~¯ Hope fl*~ Spanish Indnst~T a~d %’orRers 

With labor costs so low, Spain is attracting ear manufacturers that see a large competitive 
advantage in producing there rather than in other European countries. 

o Mole BusJr~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

~zffter being dismissed from previous N.B.A. coaching stints, including with Golden State, where he 
was infamously choked by Latrell Sprewell, P.a. Carlesimo will take over as the Nets’ interim coach. 

Matsni~ Sta~* in Two Continents, Is Retiring 

Hideki Matsui, who announced his retirement on Thursday, hit 332 homers for the Yomiuri Giants 
in aapan before joining the Yankees for seven seasons, helping them to a World Series title. 

Suddenly Reeling, the Nets 1,ire Their Coach 

Despite the Nets’ franchise-best start, reeent tnrmoil led Nets ownership to dispateh Coach Avery 
,Johnson. 

ARTS 

Looking ahead to the new year’s offerings in music, theater, film, TV and video games in New York. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’PROMISED LAND’ 

Deep Down, He ~ants to Help 
i.::y .:, .".. 
Gus Van Sant’s "Promised Land," starring Matt Damon as a drilling-rights salesman, is an earnest 



attempt to dramatize the central arguments about fi’acking and its impact. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’A I-Iis[o~*y of Ope~°a~ 

Carolyn Abbate and Roger Parker have written an insightfnl and readable history of opera, but 

their book pays scant attention to contemporary works. 

¯ More Airs News 

MOVIES 

THE OSCARS ISSUE 

Love, Ages Apart 

Michael IIaneke’s "Amom’" and David O. Rnssell’s "Silver IJnings Playbook" differ in many ways, bnt 

in each, a home plays a critical vole. 

Splelberglan~ o*~ a Budget 
~:::.....’:. : 

~Ilte indic "Beasts of the Southm~a Wild" and the big-budget "Lincoln" have more in common than 

initially meets the eye. 

MOVIE REVIBN I ’ALLEGIANCE’ 

Unde~’belly of a B~’otherhood 

::7 ~L.MI .:::D~::~ ." :: i3-b~ < 
"Allegiance" exposes the gears of race and privilege that grind beneath a National Guard unit’s easy 

familiarity. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Time to Confrorrt Clhnate Change 

President Obama has the tools to reduce gas emissions significantly. He should use them. 

EDITORIAL 

An Aff~’ont to Mi*zh~gan Women 

Gov. Rick Snyder shonld veto ideologically driven Repnbliean bills that restrict aceess to abortion 

serviees. 

EDITORIAL I THE GUN CHALLENGE 

A proposal from Senator Dianne Feinstein would provide a far more effective ban than the loophole- 

riddled law that lapsed in 2oo4. 

More Opinien ;~ 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

We’ve been hearing a lot about the short-run projections for our economy. But when it comes to the 

prospects for the long run, we know less than we think. 

~ Coiumni~t Page [ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ~o~ Sidney Away’de, Pa~’t H 

What did you think of the first round of winners of the best essays of the year? Well, here are the 

rest! 

~ Columnist Pa t2,e 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

What are libraries tot, and how should they evolve? 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dee. 28, ~98~, Elizabeth Jordan Carr, the first American test-tube baby, was born in Norfolk, 

Va. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Fron~ Page 

About This 

You received this message because yeu signed up fer NY]imes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <bD,ana@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 3:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate the Season of Giving 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Celebrate the season with a gift to the Ackland Art 

Museum! 

As we look to the New Year, we see More Love on the horizon. Opening 

on February 1, More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s 

brings works by 35 emerging and estabtished artists who demonstrate 

love as a potitica[ force, as a phitosophica[ mode[ for equitable knowledge 

exchange, and as social interaction within traditional and new media. 

The exhibition wi[[ undoubtedly challenge and engage, confound and 

delight, as visitors are invfted to reconsider love in contemporary art. 

We hope you wit[ join us in this extraordinary project by making a gift 

today. 

In addition to More Love, in the coming year, your gift wi[[ support: 

EducationM programs that serve the people of North Carotina and 

beyond 

Exhibitions that present and interpret an outstanding collection 

Technology that makes our art and scholarship avai[abte to 

electronic visitors from around the world 

Annual operating fund to keep the Ack[and free for at[! 

To donate ptease visit: 

htLps://secure.dev, unc.edu/gift/Default aspx?s=513200381452733 

and select Acktand Art Museum. 

In the last days of 2012, you can make a difference at the Ack[and. I hope 

you wilt remember the Museum as we ring in the New Year. 

With sincere thanks, 

Emity Kass 

Director 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@ernail.unc.edu by biyana@email.unc.edu 
IJpdate Profile/Email Address Instant rennavalwith SafeLJnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 
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Saturday, December 29, 2012 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s t teadlines: Senate Leaders Set to Work on a Last-Minute Tax Agreement 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I Spod:s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On YNs Day 

~##rnize~dav’# j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 29, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Serrate Leaders Set Go Work 

on a Last-Mim~te Tax 

Mter weeks of fruitless negotiations 
with the House speaker, John A. 
Boehner, President Obama turned to 
Senator Harry Reid and Senator 
Miteh MeConndl to try to avert a 
fiscal crisis. 

Record Low for New Y~rk 

C~ty 

Overall crimes increased slightly, 

officials said, because of a rise in 
thefts -a phenomenon based solely 
on robberies of iPhones and other’ Apple devices. 

A Record ~Vovth Vqiltlng For: Death VMley Is Hotter Than 

Death Valley is officially the hottest place on earth, now that meteorologists have invalidated a 
~36.4~tegree reading claimed since ~922 by a city in Libya. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The ho~r fi~r immediate! ~ctio~ is twre. [t is m)w." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, m’ging Congress to aYert a fiscal crisis. 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

~ INTEI{ACTI’VE 

b’EJYI’U RE : 2.012: 

The Year 

Pictures 
Colum MeCann reflects on the 
images - distm’bing, inspired and 
absurd - that shaped our collective 
consciousness this year. 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Menstruation 

Basic lavatory facilities 
are one of the easiest 
ways to keep Indian girls in school after they reach puberty. 

WORLD 

~s "Wahnart Makes Safety Vows, it’s Scent as Obstacle to Change 

Critics of Wahnart say its factory monitoring system is flawed, and the company has shown little 
interest in changing the practice of demanding that factories meet safety standards at their own 
cost. 

Exile i~ Comfo~¢ for I,eaders Like 



Barvikha, a town of villas and luxury boutiques near Moscow, is a magnet for deposed leaders given 

asylum in Russia, and offers a possible future for Syria’s president, Bashar al-Assad. 

China Tougl~ens Its Restrictions on Use oft|me Internet 

New rules require Internet users to provide their real names to service providers, while assigning 

eompanies greater responsibility for deleting forbidden postings. 

More World News 

The Tennessee city, whieh had been named one of the worst cities in Ameriean for eyclists, has 
opened dozens of miles of bike lanes as it tales to ehange eommuting habits. 

Shipping companies and doekworkers reached a deal on their main dispute, and the longshm’emen’s 
union agreed to drop its threat of a strike this Sunday. 

Newspaper on Cape Cod Apologizes for a Veteran Reporter~s Fabrlc~t~o*~s 

A not-quite-right article set off alarm bells for an editor at The Cape Cod Times and the diseovmT of 
years of made up subjects by a longtime reporter who had appeared "down in the dumps." 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

YOUR MONEY 

How to Prepare \~he~ NeW Year’s Tax Rates ~,~e ~yo~&s Guess 

~II~e fiscal stalemate in Washington has left many with no idea how much they’ll be paying in 
federal incmne taxes in 2o13, but taxpayers can take some steps amid the uncertainty. 

PasChal Deal With U~on Averts a Strike at ~4 Ports 

Shipping companies and doekworkers reached a deal on their main dispute, and the longshoremen’s 
union agreed to drop its threat of a strike this Sunday. 

Revival of Hitac|~i t|~e Company Is a Detriment to Hitachi the City 

After a staggering loss in 2oo9, the Hitachi Corporation has engineered a stunning turnaround, 

costing jobs and opportunity in its home city of Hitachi, Japan. 

S P O RTS 

A Fierce Playmaker ~ o Shrugs Off Praise 

The quiet demeanor and humility of A. J. Green, considered one of the top receivers in the N.F.L., 
only add to the admiration his Bengals teammates and coaches have for him. 

NETS 97, BOBCATS 81 

Nets Beat the Bobcats but Pine for Jackson 

Interim Coach P. & Carlesimo is on the bench for now, and he guided the Nets to an easy win on 

Friday, but Brooklyn has firmly targeted Phil Jackson to take over. 

~E] Box Score 

Q&A 

Covering J, Ro Smith: A Knick Talks About His Tattoos 

I~fieks guard & R. Smith, who lost count of his body art at "around 7o-something," said he once told 
himself that he "would never get like this." 

Mote Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
TV ~Where Takh~g It Too Far Is Never Far Enougl~ 

::;7 .:::/H (:5 41,:~ 
Was 2012 a nadir for reality television? Can the offerings possibly get any worse? Has the genre 
become too ludicrous to paro@? 



MUSEUM REVIBA/ 

A Place Comfortable ~,~th Boeh~g, A~arch~sts and ’#asler’ 

A revamped History a Industry Museum has a new home on Lake Union in Seattle, with some 

5o,ooo square feet of exhibits about that city’s past and future. 

The VVhole Nine Yards About a Phrase’s Orlgh~ 

Word sleuths, in hot pursuit of the origin of the phrase "the whole nine yards," have made a 
discovery that sheds light on the mystery. 

More Airs News 

TRAVEL 

Destlnatlon: ~Wel In ess 

Wellness retreats, wellness rooms, wellness resorts, wellness weekends. Answering the insistent call 

of wellness tonrism and trying to fignre out what it all is. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

For Some~ the Slopes° For Her~ the Cheese° 

On a trip to the mountains in southeastern France, the author finds that soft powder can’t compete 

with silky cheese. 

JOURNEYS 

Sichuan~s Tibetan Corner~ Outside of Thne 

Remote Tagong, one of the highest towns in the world, has a slow-paced existence that revolves 

around a Tibetan monastery. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The illusions peddled by rifle makers put deadly power in the wrong hands. 

EDITORIAL 

Rape i~ the Work|’s Largest Dernoc~oacy 

India can never realize its potential if it does not treat women with dignity and justice. 

EDITORIAL 

St~H VVa]fing for Sandy Relief 

When a storm hits, lawmakers shmdd provide immediate t’elief instead of letting ideology trump 

common sense. 

o More Opinion ~ 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Dwlndlh~g A(loptions 

Russia’s new ban is jnst one more factor in a steep decline in international adoptions by United 

States citizens. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Both better gnn regulations and treatment programs for the mentally ill are needed. 

~ Columnist Page 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Do We SfiJ| Nee~ Libraries? 

What are libraries for, and how should they evolve? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 29, 194o, during World ~%Tar II, Germany began dropping incendiary bombs on London. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hall, Per~ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Sunday, December 30, 2012 4:34 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Dr Balma Zewde’s review of your book 

Mzee 

I sent this last Wednesdav. I don’t know if you got this, I wanted to make sure you got it. 

Perry 

From: Hall, Perry A [mailto:HALLPA@ENAIL.UNC.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 2012 9:26 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: RE:[afriafam] Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Mzee 

I believe in and support you 

Your brother (:olleague (~md mze~:_~) 

Perry 

Froro: Selassie, Bereket H [mailto:bselassi@email.unc.edu_] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 20:~2 8:03 PM 
Te: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 
Dear colleagues, 

I understand that the muck dumped by the Asmara government’s paid agent, Ns. Tesfamariam, sent a "review" of my two memoirs penned by the regime under pseudo- 
names. I recognized one of the pen names, which was used ten years ago by the unelected president himself. It was used in an attack against me at the time when we 
established a democratic opposition party. 
I am emailing you a review by an eminent Ethiopian historian of my memoirs, the Crown and the Pen. What a contrast from the muck penned by the regime!! 
Best, 

Bereket ttabte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Prot~ssor of African Studies 

UNC-Chapel tlill 

From: Geda, Yonas E., M.D. [geda.yonas@mayo.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 20:~2 4:20 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Dr Bahru Zewde’s review of your book 

Aya Bereket : hope you are recovering well. We will call you over the weekend. I have attached Prof Bahru’s review of your book. It is a highly 
sophisticated review on a book that touches the hearts of both Eritreans and Ethiopians. Yonas 

From: prvs=SS863dadb=bselassi@email.unc.edu [mailto:prvs=55863dadb:::bselassi@email.unc.edu] On Behalf Of Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 2012 5:46 PM 

To: Geda, Yonas E., M.D. 
Subject: FW: Chapter 14 

Selam Yonas. 

I hope you can open the attachment 
Regarda 

Bereket, 

From:             @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 2012 6:38 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Fwd: Chapter ~4 

Dr Bereket, 
I sent this e-mail 7 hours ago. To my surprise it went somewhere else. 
I will call. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: @aN.corn> 
To:          ~,telecom.net.et> 
Sent: Sun, Aug 5, 2012 11:12 am 

Subject: Chapter 14 

Good Morning Dr. Bereket, 
Please find the last chapter attached. 
Have a safe trip to DC. 
Regards, 

You a~re cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _~r:a_!!r?La_~_e_~r_a_j_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e_st___u_. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: hallpa2tbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp:#lists,unc.edt¢u?id=32361597.149a4tE4dclbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32564909 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32564909-32361597.149a4fe4dclbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99(~listse~z.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, December 31, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Day of Seesaw Talks Produces No Accord on Fiscal Crisis 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Day of Seesaw Talks Produces 
No Accord on Fiscal Crisis 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The Senate was set to reconvene 
Monday after failing to produce a fiscal 
deal with just hours to go before large 
tax increases and spending cuts were to 
begin taking effect. 
, ~] Graphic: Changes Coming if Congress 

Takes No Action 

¯ . ~ Slide Show: Heading for the Cliff 

Settlement Expected on Past 
Abuses in Home Loans 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Bankh~g regulators are said to be close 
to a $1o billion settlement with 14 banks 
that would end the government’s efforts 
to hold lenders responsible for 
foreclosure abuses. 

Troubled Past for Suspect in Fatal Subway Push 
By MARC SANTORA and ANEMONA HARTOCOLLIS 

Erika Menendez, charged with shoving a strm~ger to his death trader a train in Queens, has a long lfistory 
with New York City’s law enforcement and mental health establishments. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is not an isolated incident. This is the story of every Indian woman." 

ANKITA CHEERAKATHIL, a 2o-year-old student protesting the rape of a young woman and the 

harassment of women in India. 

U,S, 

~ VIDEO: Green 

Kingdom 
The head of Jay Peak ski 



resort in Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom 
is using a federal visa program called 
EB-5 to weatherproof his resort and 
kick-start the local economy. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Let’s Give Up on the 
Constitution 
By LOUIS MICHAEL SEIDMAN 

Our history is filled with constitutional 
disobedience. What’s kept our eotmtry 
stable isn’t parchment, but institutions 
and the sense that, as one nation, we 
must work out our differences. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

Indian Women March: ’That Girl Could Have Been Any One of Us’ 
By HEATHER TIMMONS and SRUTHI GOTTIPATI 

Protesters say they and others like them will never fully take part in the pronfise of a more prosperous nation 
mfless something flmdamental changes. 

Family of Chinese Regulator Profits in Insurance Firm’s Rise 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

Dai Xianglong oversaw the insurance industry when a company his relatives helped control made an 
investment that came to be worth billions. 

:’ Princelings: A Series on the Families of Chinese Officials 

~. ~ Graphic: A Lucrative Stock Sale 

Israel, in Shift, Lets Building Materials Cross Into Gaza 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

The easing of restrictions on imports is a result of continuing talks in Cairo meant to anchor the cease-fire 
between Israel and Hanms. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Philadelphia School District Plans to Close Dozens of Schools 
ByJON HURDLE 

Facing deep financial problems, Philadelphia’s school district proposed an unprecedented downsizing and 
other changes that would affect 17,ooo students. 
’- ~=~ Slide Show: Philadelphia Plans to Close Some Schools 

Lure of Green Cards Brings Big Investments for Remote Resort in Vermont 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Developers with big plans for Jay Peak and nearby Newport, have got nfillions in financing trader a program 
that gives foreigners a green card in exchange for a $500,000 investment. 

. ~ Video: Green Cards for Vermont’s Kingdom 

9 Are Killed in Bus Crash in Oregon 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

About 20 others were injured in the crash, including the driver of the bus, owned by a Canadian company. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Maxim Recruits a Readership in Uniform 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 



Maxim, a magazine featuring adolescent hmnor and plenty of scantily clad actresses, has courted the armed 
forces, veterans and their fmnilies as a source of growing readership. 

Big Depositors Seek a New Safety Net 
By NATHANIEL POPPER and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

With $1.5 trillion of bank deposits losing an unlimited government guarantee granted in the financial crisis, 
services are parceling cash into F.D.I.C.-insurable bundles at multiple banks. 

U.S. Clears DNA Firm’s Acquisition by Chinese 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The controversial purchase of a Silicon Valley-based DNA sequencing company by a Chinese finn has raised 
concerns about 3aneriema competitiveness in a field that is becoming a big business. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

REDSKINS 28, COWBOYS 18 
Two Rookies Help Redskins Summon Team’s Glory Days 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

As a lingering knee injury tun~ed Robert Griffin III into Robert Griffin one-and-a-half, Alfred Morris rushed 
for 2oo yards and 3 touchdowns to help the Redskins clinch the N.F.C. East title. 

" ~ Box Score 

GIANTS 42, EAGLES 7 
Giants Do Their Part but Miss Out on Playoffs 
By SAM BORDEN 

The Giants, hopeful for a playoff spot, pummeled the Eagles, but the result was rendered meaningless when 
the Bears beat the Lions. 

" ~ Box Score I~ Slide Show 

, Two Rookies Who Had Stumbling Starts Achieve Promising Finishes 

Game Not Known for Ferocity Claims a Casualty Who Was 
By MIKE TIERNEY 

While his peers and fans praised Ryan Freel’s headfirst approach throughout an eight-year career in the 
major leagues, the person closest to him beemne tormented by it. 

ARTS 

When the Costume Isn’t Enough 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The soprano Elza van den Heever said she was moved to shave her head to play Elizabeth I in "Maria 
Stuarda" as a way of contributing to the professionalism she saw at the Metropolitan Opera. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’A Man of Misconceptions’ 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

"A Man of Misconceptions," by John Glassie, profiles the 17th-centutT Gennan poljanath Athanasitts 
Kireher, whose sprawling r~sum~ was said to include lfieroglyphies translation mad a "eat piano." 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Mellower? Maybe, but the Barbs Still Sting 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

The comedian Sandra Bend~ard fltu~g out some choice words for the past year in a performance of outspoken 
talk mad musical nmnbers at Joe’s Pub. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Thomas the Tank Engine to Receive a Multimillion-Dollar Sheen 
By BROOKS BARNES 



Mattel, which om~s the gentle, chubby-cheeked British train and his friends, will be taking steps to ramp up 
the brand’s presence inten~ationally, trying to retain the sweetness of fl~e characters. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Engineering a Reversal of Fortune in 2013 
By DAVID CARR 

Given the number of changes in the media industry, the coming year is particularly important for a group of 
leaders who confront steep challenges ahead. 

ADVERTISING 
A Campaign Seeks to Infuse a Bank With Humanity 
By TANZINA VEGA 

TD Bank is trading the celebrity endorsement of Regis Philbin for m~ approach reflecting its slogan as 
"America’s Most Convenient Bm~k," focusing on personal touch in a new campaign. 

¯ More Media & Advertisinq. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Broken System for Tracking Guns 
The agency charged with stopping illegal fireaian sales needs leadership and new rules 

EDITORIAL 
No Easy Answers in Mali 
The United Nations plm~ to support the ouster of extremist Islamists faces many challenges. 

EDITORIAL 
The Military’s Dirty Secret 
The Pentagon must address a culture that has led to high levels of sexual assault and harassment. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Babes in Arms 
By BILL KELLER 

What next from the N.R.A.? hnagine. 

° Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Brewing Up Confusion 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Starbucks spreads nonsense about budgets and bipartisanship. 
. Columnist Page I Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Has Facebook Ruined Love? 
Are tweets, status updates and tagged photographs encouraging romance or ruining it? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 3a, a946, President Harry S. Truman officially proclaimed the end of hostilities in World War II. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.,.~.e. 
¯ Bu2 This Front ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.nk> 

Monday, December 31, 2012 6:05 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

World Literature Series: Translation, Cn]ture, Friendships 

2012-13 

Read more > 

Arts C .... il England 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Ullum Fund U~ge - need your help! and upcoming contbrence 

Thanks Eunice! How is the planning going for the conference. Are there dates I should share with 

Happy New Year! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 12:54 PM 
To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: RE: Ullum Fund Usage - need your help! 

Dear Ishna, 

I am following up on this and will have an answer for you soon. 

Many thanks for your support this year. 

Happy Holidays and a I wish you a great 

Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Thursday, 11:39 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Ullum Fund Usage - need your help[ 

Eunice, 

Please see the note below from our stewardship office. Can you help answer the questions below? 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

FROM JOANNA WORRELL: 

Hi Ishna, 

Attached is the spreadsheet with the information Sonia provided us about the Ullum Fund’s usage in We need specifics regarding all of the usage, 

including the following: 

¯      It looks like             , a postdoctoral fellow, received just over       from the fund. We need to know what she received      support for; or if the 

fund was used for general support of her fellowship, we need some information about       and her research in 

¯     There is a $1,000 "payment for videographer for the Wilmington 40TH anniversary commemoration at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center on          "We 

need more details about this event and what it was, and what exactly the videographer filmed. 
°     ~337.04 went to Kia Caldwell for her to attend the "Conference of the Brazilian Association and the Congress of Black Brazilian." It would be nice to know 

more details (including when and where) and if she presented any research. 

There’s also mention of "reimbursement for the payment of the department newsletter copies"- does this mean the department has a newsletter? Is it something 

that could be shared with Eli? 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, 9:31 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.nnc.edu-~; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboy@email.unc.e&~; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaMwe@email.unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.e&~; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; kmcharron@ncsu.edu; blmkelley@ncsu.e&~; 

susanna lee@ncsu.edn; thavolia@duke.edu; peckgw@duke.edu; willimn.darity@duke.edu; wah@duke.edu; a~nakhulu@duke.edn; 

cpiot@duke.edu 

Requested Information <READ> 

Hello, 

We are three eighth grade students at                        writing to you today in search of some information regarding America’s Civil 

War. You see, we’re doing a project for our social studies class that focuses on the long term and short term effects o~the Civil War on race 

relations. The assignment requires that we collect data, examine specific details, analyze facts, and use many aspects in our interpretations. 

As for research, we figured we should just take ours to a higher standard. We decide to consult with history experts. We did some searching, 

and found each of you to be well-qualified for our purpose. We think you will provide us with the best information that is required for our task. 

Since all of you specialize in the studies of African Americans (their anthropology, sociology, cultural arts, etc.), we thought that we could 

somehow schedule a time where we could meet with some o[ you and get interviews done that will help us improve our knowledge of the Civil 

War. We would really like to arrange individual interview sessions on dates some time between now and. , The interview time 

periods wi[[ be short and quick, yet sufficient for us to gather enough pertinent information {that is adequate for our purpose}~ 

Please, acknowledge our reason and consider our request. We really hope that most of you will be willing to dedicate some of your time to 

help us with our school work. We’d really appreciate it if you could respond to this ernail as soon as possible. Your feedback is very important to 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 1, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Senate Passes Legislation to Allow Taxes on Affluent 1~ Rise 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i E,’!Ronals I Op-Ed I On This r-?~V 

D~tornize~@dav’~ L~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Januai~ 1, 2Ol3 

TOP NEWS 

Senale Passes Legislation to 

Allow Taxes on Affhtent to 

The Senate easily passed the 
measure, which also put off cuts in 
spending, early on Tuesday after the 
deadline on the so-called fiscal cliff 
had passed. Republican House aides 
said a vote Tuesday was possible. 

~News 
Anaiysis. Grand Deals Give Way 

to Legislative Quick Fixes 

~ Chief Justice Prods Congress to 

Resolve Budge[ Talks 

~ 
Graphic: The McConnelI-B~den 

Plan i ComMete Coverage ~> 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

G~’and 1)eMs Give ~,~q y to Legislative Q~ick Fixes 

In Washington, where President Obama and the Republican-controlled House are apt to clash, big 

bipartisan legislative dreams seem all but certain to be miniaturized as incremental policy visions. 

~99~ Victory O~,er Iraq VVas Swift, but Hardly Flawless 

The 1991 Persian Gulf war has been east as a model for a successful intervention, but debates 
continue today about the way the White House brought the war to an abrupt end. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’iPs,q appeared right wk~ we were r~dfl lo l~ke G(~gnrm~ g~ob~d~ We ~re~M,q be~ie~e we r~re on par 

NI~IN YEON-~EE, the district’s mayor, ou ~he pop star who made the dance video "Gaugnam 
Style?’ 

WORLD 

iNTER~ CTFi~E ....... unem~io 
FEAT URE .~ ElltPope~s yment__ 
Dd,t C~isi,~: No ~%~ 

Ho~’izon 
European Union officials have 
struggled to turn things around - 
debating new treaties, shoring up 
banks, securing more funding. ~Ilxe 
people of Greece, Spain, Portugal, 
Ireland and Latvia have dealt with 
economic troubles in various ways. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

of Abe Lincoln 

The Emancipation 

Quentin Tarantino’s "Django 
Unchained" stars Jamie Foxx 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

¢#atch anatomy of a scene: "Django Unchained" 

"West of Memphis," by Amy Berg 

I :      I 



Proclamation evolved 
dnring the Civil War years~ as did the thinking of its anthor, 

WORLD 

SEOUL JOURNAL 

Tre~dy Spot Urges Tourists to Ride I~ and Spewed, ’Ga~g~an~ Style’ 

The success of the "Gangnam Style" video, by a midlevel star who goes by Psy, has fueled grand 
ambitions by a district that wants to be known as a center of conspicuous consumption. 

Iran Tests New Version Of Missiles In Exercise 

A wide-ranging naval exercise focused on striking hypothetical unmanned aircraft and vessels in 
international waters to the south of the country. 

~,~oleuce it~ Iraq 8wells at Year~s Eud; 1,ea~ing at Least 3 Dozeu Dead 

The attacks signaled a bloody end to a year of rising ethnic, political and sectarian troubles that 
showed little sign of easing. 

UoSo Bi~hra~e Dips as Hispanic Pregnancies Fall 

The national birthrate is now abont half what it was during the late 195os, as Hispanic women, 
who have generally had the highest fertility rates in the cmmtry, are chin)sing to have fewer 
children. 

As Pheasa~ts Disappear~ Htmters h~ Iowa Follow 

Once king of Iowa’s nearly half-a-billion~tollar hunting industry, the pheasant is vanishing from 
the state, and the loss is both eeonmnie and cultural. 

CAVE CREEK JOURNAL 

O~e-Stop Stmday Mor~ings for Cowboys and Cowgirls in a~ Arlzo~a Town 

~II~e Ecclesia church in Cave Creek, Ariz., is smnetimes called the cowboy church for its location at a 
local saloon. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Shares End Higlmr on Hope for F~scal Deal 

Stocks surged after reports emerged that an agreement might be near in Washington. 

Bond Craze Co~xld Ru~ Its Course i~ New Year 

A growing number of professional investors are betting that the craze for bonds has gone too far, 
perhaps dangerously so. 

A Year of Market Ga~ns~ Despite Turmoil 

Stoek markets in Enrope and the United States tnrned ont to be good investments in 2o12~ even as 
governments battled economic problems that threatened disaster. 

S P 0 RTS 

Big Innova~ious in Football Are Just Past the End Zot~e 

Fans may not give football goal posts a second thought, but manufaetnrers eontinnally tweak 
prodnets like them to adapt to facilities’ ehanging needs, budgets and safety concerns. 

~ Slide Show: Building a Better Goal Post 

I~t SIarllng O~’er, No Time to Lose 

Even by the tnmultuous standards of the end of an N.F.L season, this season’s Black Monday stood 
out: a total of seven eoaehes and five managers were fired. 

~E[J Multimedia Feature: The 12 Men Ou~ 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Jets and Giants: Contrasts in Failure 

Marginally talented and nsually on the sideline, Tim Tebow somehow drew more attention than Eli 
Manning, whose inconsistency was worthy of weekly disseetion. 



ART$ 

The Beatles, See*~ From Un*~sual ~M~gles 

The photographer H enry Orossman is rdeasing "Places I Remember," a new book of photographs of 
the Beatles. 

~ Slide Show 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Coldp~ay Delivers h~ the U s~ai Way 

Coldplay’s concert on Snnday night in Brooklyn, dominated by Chris Martin and visual effects, 
preeeded a sehednled New Year’s Eve double bill with aay-z. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Playing by HearL Vglth or "Witho~it 

The rigid protoeol in classical musie whereby solo performers are expected to play h’om memory 
seems finally to be loosening its hold. 

o More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

The L~fe of FL a~d Other 

In the ever-evolving view of scientists, philosophers and other scholars, there really is no single, 
implacable entity called infinity. 

~ Science T~mes F’odcast. Infkfit~ and Bed Bugs 

In a Place for the Dead, Studying a Seenfingly Immo~¢a[ Species 

Anne Pringle, a Harvard mycologist, believes that lichens growing on a grave marker may help 
determine if immortality is biologically possible. 

~Worm,~ Produce A~m~her K~nd of Gold for Growers 

New research suggests that vermieompost, a worm-erected soil additive, helps plants grow with 
more vigor, and makes them more resistant to disease and insects, than those grown with other 
types of composts and fertilizers. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Tepid Fiscal 2kgreeme~t 
The tentative deal reaehed between leaders in the Senate raises taxes but falls far short of meeting 
the nation’s long-term needs. 

EDITORIAL 

Rei~ef fi_w Stude~t Borrowers 
A useful federal program intends to help graduates who walked right into a recession and faced 
lower earnings and higher unemployment rates. 

EDITORIAL 

Juve~fi[e Co~rt Reform in Tem~essee 
Failure to provide proper rehabilitation for ymmg offenders has led to a deal that could bring 
change to the system there and provide a model for the nation. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

zM~othe~01,1seal 1,1op 

The deal we are heading toward is discouraging. It doesn’t involve a single hard decision. 

C, ,, " Pace 

OPINIONATOR 

America ~ 2o1~ as To~d "h~ Chart~ 

Nine charts tell the story of the United States in 2ore. 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 
Announcing the Latest Big Thh~g 

Don’t be a retrograde loser. This is the newest new normal. 

ON THIS DAY 



On Jan. 1, 1959, Fidel Castro led Cnban revolutionaries to vietory over Fulgencio Batista. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~ Tills F~’ont Page 

You ~eceived this message because you sl~ned lip for NY[imes com"s loday’s He~dli~les newsle~e~ As ~ membe~ of 

the ~RUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed D pro~ec[ing your plivacF 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Important Atx~ut my Final Grade 

Sent: Tuesday, , 1:13 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Import.ant About my Final Grade 

Professor Lee, 
I was just wondering if you saw the emai[ that I sent you before Christmas? 
Elope your holidays are going well. 
Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:30 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Importaa~t About my Final Grade 

Dear 

Yes, I did receive your email, but as I indicated before, there is nothing I can do about the grade. I gave you the grade you earned in the class If you have any other concerns about grade 
policy in our department we can schedule a meeting, along with the chair of the depaltment. I have copied her on this email. 

All my best, 
ProIi Lee 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 : 13 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Important About my Final Grade 

Professor Lee, 
I was just wondering if you saw the email that I sent you before Christmas’? 
Hope your holidays are going well. 
Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:53 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affM?am] FW: From the Desk of the Chief of Stafl) Departmental Website Review 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~t~ S~udies 

Dep~utment of Al~cm~ and A[?o- Americ~m Sl~dies 

109 Battle t hlL Ct3~ 3395 

l 5~five~ity ofNorN C.aro~iua 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 

Click on a link ibr int;)rnlati, m a~:~ut my pt~blica*ions: 
/ / / ht~p:/)~,u~:~rn ~s~:edu, umpm ~/spg 97cja~ken.html 

h~p:/iuncpress.uuc.edt~/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 10:30 PM 

Subject: From the Desk of the Chief of Staff: Depa~men~l Website Review 
Est~d ~oH~a~ues: 
My name is               , and ] serve as the 
review the websites of each depa~ment within the College of Arts and Sciences, an explicit priority of the Student Body President. 

In my capacity, I have been charged with an effort to 

Our goal is to use a questionnaire to determine the effectiveness of each website in conveying information regarding course offerings and major requirements, facul~ and stafI; 
undergraduate research opportunities, graduate studies, related cvents and organizations, and career and internship opportunities. We will review and send the results of the questionnaire 
to each department. We hope that each department will use the results to determine ho~v best to improve each website in accordance to student and community needs. 
We have been working ~vith important stakeholders, such as Information Technology Services and Qualtrics. We are extrernely close to finalizing and unveiling our comprehensive 
questionnaire to each department While you are under no obligation to adopt an?- reconmaendations that result from the questionnaire, ;ve ask that you aid us in con~nnnicating the 

importance of this proj ect. At ynur earliest cunvenience, please nntig." the faculty and staff of yuur department that this opportuni~- will be available shurtly Once the qu estionnaire is made 
available, we hope that the facul~ and staffwill also help us to distribute the questionnaire to achieve maximum student input 
We hope you have a wonderful holiday season! 
Thank you, 

~)live.unc.edu) 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u=T&l=:afrmfam&o=32575150 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a blank emafil to leave-32575150-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~b]istser~,.nnc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 4:11 PM 

discussion <t~zulty--athletics-lbrum@listservxmc.edu> 

Re: [tZaculty--athletics-lbrum] more on ARG meeting times 

Thanks for your email re: meeting times arid dates for this spring. Just 
FYI, I’m scheduled to have a                                tomorrow, 
and so likely will be unable to attend the January 8 meeting. Much to 
discuss in the weeks ahead. I hope to be back up and functioning sooner 
rather than later 

Happy New Year to eye,zone as well! 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Spolt Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southalI@email unc edu 

UNC Sport Achninistration website: 
http :i/exss. unc edu/~raduate-programs/specializations/sport-administration/ 

CSRI ~vebsite: ~vww.unc.edu/csri <http://~vww.unc edu~,csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference org 
<http://www csriconference.org/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully 

On 1/2/13 3:40 PM, ".fay Smith" <j aysmith@email unc edu> wrote: 

>I should have sent a reminder about all dates/times; organization not my 
>strong suit. So let me remind eveD’one of the line-up 12~r spring. (All 
>meetings are at 3:30): 
> 

>Jan. 8 
>Feb. 12 
>March 19 (changed from March 12) 
>April 9 
> 

>There is a possibility that we’ll need to schedule a second Januat3~ 
>meeting, but I can’t say- anything more at this point. I’ll let the 
>group know as soon as I know anything definitive. 
> 

>- You are cmiently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: 
>southall@eraaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 
>faculty--atl-~letics-fortma&o 32575747, or send a blank email to 
>leave-32575747-48699884.3cOdfr)3868952acddd594aO8487223e6@listsel~’.unc.edu. 

-- You are c~trrently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:t,’lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-folum&o 32575876 or send a blar~k email to leave-32575876- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.anc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@nUdme s.com> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 4:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, The Lives They Lived, The Music They Made and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/e@ pomo/20 30102/a mes 1 Y 

l .~iI @Times-J ..... ~2, 2013j 

The Lives l[’lmy Lived                                 [iw] 

Both a celebration of life and. after the tragedy in 
Newtown. Conn.. an unavoidable expression of grief, this 
remarkable obituary reportage uffers an ~mforgettable luok at 
the people, places and events that defined the year just passed -- 
incl.di~g the first hm~an tu set foot on the muom a pioneering 
funny woman, a~ era-defining hair stylist, a~d a pop superstar 
with the voice of an angel but a host of personal demons. 

The Music They Made                                 ~ 

The filth annual installment of this sound cot]age 

[’eatures the musicians who died in the past year. Themes 

i~ ~he mi~ for 2(H2 included a statistieat]y improbable number 

of divas, two o[ the greatest soul bassists ever to record ---- and 

move sitar than you wou~d expect. Also, eheek out prevkms 

* The Year in Questions 
, }tet’e’s Why Fvont-t age ()bittmvies Mot’e Than Doubled in 2o~2 

, Chess ~ The Year in Review 

* Good and Bad, the ~ttle Things Add Up in Fitness 

* Look of the Year ~ Kdsten Stewart 

Top 8 V~ewed Features 
(Between Dec. 26, 2012 - Jan. 1,201T~) 

~ SLIDE SHO’W: 2o~2: The 

Year in Culture 
A look back at performances, 
exhibitions, films, books, movies 
and video games. 

~ INTEI~_&CTIVE: 2012: 

The gear in Pictures 

As ~0~1 slid back into history, a 
lean promise of optimism fell 
over 2012, writes Colum 
MeCann. The images burned 
into our minds. 

~ INTERACTgVE: What to 

Expect in New York in 2o~3 
The Times’s Metro reporters 
forecast what will make news in 
the city and region in the 
coming year. 

L {)owd: Why, God? 

2. Wmnan Is Charged With Murder as a Hate Crime in a Fatal 

Subway Push 

3. The Lives They Lived 

4. Wright’s Law 

5. Exercise and the Ever-Smarter Human Brain 

Join the 
Conversation 

The Eeo~ttomy 

The U.S. economy 
is supposed to approach normal 
growth this year. Has the 
recession taught its consumers 
anything? 

[] Join the Conversation 

.A daily e.-mail newsle[ter on 
the business of technology. 



witi~ coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

Delivered before ti~e 
opening bell and after [he 

market close, the DealBoek 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking nears ebout 

M&#’~,s, I.P O.s, venture 
capitP~i and more. 

All things fashion f[om The 
New York limes, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

and runway coverage 

fro[~l acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing depaitment You received ~his messege becaclse you signed up 

for NYlimes,com’s @limes newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New yopr, NY 10018 



From: @live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: FW: Sponsorship for 

Attach: .pdf 

Dear Prof¯ Sable, 

Good afternoon; I hope this finds you well. I wanted to check in again about the DukeiUNC conference this upcoming               on’ 

We have one paper relating to Eg?~pt, and are excited to bring the scholar here to enrich the African and Afro-American Studies 

departments at both UNC and Dnke. If tx~ssible, we would greatly appreciate any financial stx)nsorship to support this conference and continue onr interdisciplina~ 

connections. I am again attaching the CFP and would be happy to answer any questions yon might have abont it. 

Best, 

Doctors] Student. 
University of North C2rolina at Chapel Hill 

Sent: Monday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: Sponsorship for 

1:56 AM 

Dear ProtEssor Sahle, 

Good evening¯ I am writing you, as chafir of the depa~tment, on behalf of the 

about this years theme, 

UNC and Duke University. 

¯ We are excited 

and believe it will be s~trengthened and era-iched by interdisciplina~ connections across 

In recognition of our Ns~torical cormection with the African and Afro-American Studies Department, and our anticipation ofpapcrs on the African American experience 

in Islam, we would like to ask for yonr sponsorship and to provide some financial supIx~rt the conference                   ¯ I have attached the Call for Paper 

Announcement, that gives further description of our vision, and invite you to of[Er suggestions or ask questions that you might have. 

Thank you for your time, and I look forward to a fruitful contErence next semester¯ 

All the best, 

DoctoraJ s~dent. 

U~five~sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Lawmakers Gird for Next Fiscal Clash, on the Debt Ceiling 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................  oday,sHeadiines ........................................................................ 
~l)c~’t’~= ~rk ~.~ January 3, 2o13 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Lawmakers Gird for Next 
Fiscal Clash, on the Debt 
Ceiling 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and JACKIE CALMES 

Even as Republicaus vow to leverage the 
federal borrowing limit in their 
demmads for spending cuts, President 
Obama, who signed the tax bill 
Wechaesday, says he won’t join in more 
charged talks on the issue. 

-’ Debt Ceiling Doubt and Its Costs 

Stalling of Storm Aid Makes 
Northeast Republicans 
Furious 
By RAYMOND HERNANDEZ 

The depth of the anger that followed the 
House’s refusal to take up a package of 
assistance for Hurricane Sandy victims 
was extraordinary and exceedingly 
personal. 
" ~ Representative Peter King on CNN I ~ Gov. Chris Christie on Federal Aid 

Expenditures for a Hurricane, and Beyond 

A Soaring Homicide Rate, a Divide in Chicago 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The killing of one man outside the fmaeral for another emphasized gang violence in some of Clfieago’s 
neighborhoods. 
’ ~ Graphic: A Chicago Divided by Killings 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 
’Tt’s gotten to the point, unfortunately, where something as significant as a funeral is subject to gang 

violence, and I can’t even believe that we’re having this conversation." 

GARRY MCCARTHY, the police superintendent of Chicago, where homicides climbed in ~o1~. 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ VIDEO: New 



Year’s Resolutions Apps 
New Year’s resolutions can be hard to 
keep, but smartphone apps may help 
you get to the g3an, quit smoking mad 
leave work on time. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
My Last Day in Congress 
By GARY L. ACKERMAN 

"Who am I2" a departing congressman 
asks, after nearly 30 years of service in 
the House. Offer your suggestions to a 

cash-poor entrepreneur 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Highlights from a year in the You’re the Boss trenches 

How to run a small business 

n~,tim.es.coat iBUS~NESS 

WORLD 

In China, Grass-Roots Groups Take On H.I.V./AIDS Outreach Work 
By DAN LEVIN 

Community organizations are slowly facing less resistance from government officials as they offer services to 
H.I.V.-infeeted people, many in the gay community, who are often stigmatized. 

Afghan War Commander Gives Options for After ’14 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and ERIC SCHMITT 

Gen. John R. Allen has submitted military options to the Pentagon that would keep 6,000 to 20,000 
Ameriema troops in Afghmfistan after the NATO mission ends in 2oa4. 

Report Says Mubarak Dictated Fierce Response to Egypt Protests 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

Former President Hosni Mubarak "knew everything, big and small" regarding the brutal response to protests 
against him last year in Egypt, a report says. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Clinton Out of Hospital After Treatment for Clot 
By DENISE GRADY and MARK LANDLER 

Doctors said Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton would make a full recovery after being treated for 
several days for a blood dot in a vein in her head. 

Together a Century, City and Oil Giant Hit a Rough Patch 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Chevron has spent millions in recent years trying to shore up its relationship with Richmond, Calif., but 
many residents still oppose the company’s efforts to repair a refinery hit by a fire. 

In Drug Fight on Texas Border, Some Officers Play Both Sides 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Some officers swon~ to fight the drug trade along the Texas border with Mexico give in to the temptation of 
corruption, authorities say. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
A1Jazeera Seeks a U.S. Voice Where Gore Failed 
By BRIAN STELTER 



A1 Gore’s low-rated cable channel will provide the pan-Arab news giant with something it has sought for 
years: a pathway into American living rooms. 

YOUR MONEY 
Piecing Together a Tax Plan’s Effects 
By RON LIEBER 

The recently concluded federal budget agreement could raise the tax bill for people with incomes over 
$250,000 by thousands of dollars. 
-’ ~ Graphic: How the New Limits on Deductions and Exemptions Might Work 

Battered by Expensive Crises, Toyota Declares a Rebirth 
By HIROKO TABUCHI and BILL VLASIC 

Ambitious changes to the automaker’s lineup and resolution of recalls and supply chain issues signal a 
recovery, the company says. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

NETS 110, THUNDER 93 
Nets Show New Resolve in Blowout of Thunder 
By HOWARD BECK 

Joe Johnson scored 33 points and Deron Williams had 13 assists as the Nets, confing off a dismal December, 
beat Oklalaoma City for the first time in eight attempts. 

~ ~% Box Score 

Governor Sues Over Penalties to Penn State 
By STEVE EDER 

Governor Tom Corbett of Pennsylvania said Wednesday that the penalties imposed by the N.C.A.A. against 
Penn State for its child sexual abuse scandal violated federal antitrust laws. 

Tinker to Evers to Chassis 
By HILLEL KUTTLER 

Christopher Tinker, an automobile mechanic, memorialized his great-grandfather Joe Tinker, the Cubs Hall 
of Famer, with a tattoo when he lost his baseball ear& 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Ambushed by Sundry Treasures 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The Artist’s Choice torch at the Museum of Modem Art has been passed to Trisha Donnelly, a Conceptual 
and performance artist known for her poetic way with mediums like drawing, photography, video, fihn and 
sound art. 

ART REVIEW 
Crowdsourced Exhibition Looks Kind of Familiar 
By MARTHA SCHWENDENER 

The Brookl)aa Musemn took the open-studios model and used it to create a contest in which the award was a 
spot in "GO," the group exhibition now on view. 

A Careful Writer Stalks the Truth About Scientology 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

Lawrence Wright’s book "Going Clear: Scientology, Celebrity, and the Prison of Belief’ explains that more 
people appear willing to discuss Seientology’s image problems. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

The Clothes Make the ’Girls’ 
By KAREN SCHWARTZ 

The fashions on the HBO comedy series "Girls" may not be aspirational, but they are very much intentional. 



To Thine Own Character 
By STUART EMMRICH 

Three memorable television characters who dressed for success (and sonaetimes to excess). 

Uzoamaka Maduka Leaves a Paper Trail With the American Reader 
By AMY O’LEARY 

As the editor of the fledgling literary journal, The Mnerican Reader, is proof that some paper-based dreams 
have not died. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.y!.e..2~. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I DERELICTION OF DUTY 
Hurricane Sandy Aid 
Speaker Jolm Boehner failed the thousands devastated by the storm when the relief package that passed the 
Senate was ignored ha the House. 

EDITORIAL I DERELICTION OF DUTY 

More Battles Ahead 
The unwillingness of House Republicans to work for the common good suggests that the aa3th Congress will 
be bitterly tmproductive. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Attempt to Deny Japan’s History 
The new prime nfinister may revise Japan’s apologies regarding World War II, which would inflame tensions 
in the region. 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Our Absurd Fear of Fat 
By PAUL CAMPOS 

A new study illustrates just how exaggerated and m~scientific the government’s claims are on the 
relationship between weight and mortality risk. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Cliff After Cliff 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Not only is the era of grand bargains over, but the era of basic governance is screeching to a halt. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Looking Forward 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Wasn’t the ll2th Congress something else? Well, don’t worry, people. The next one won’t entirely be more of 
the same. 

Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 3, a959, President Eisenhower signed a proclamation adnfitting Alaska to the Union as the 49th 
state. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_Ag~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Important About my Final Grade 

Hi Eumce, 

The same to you! 

Now for shop talk, I have been sort of stressed about the courses listed for next year. I don’t know the new- numbering system, but I hope that I am scheduled to teach Southern Africa and 
the 21st Century Scramble for Atldca. Would you please clarify’ this for me. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wechaesday, 6:12 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Import~nnt About my Final Grade 

Dear Margaret, 

Happy New Year! Wishing you all the best in 

Thanks :[’or the update. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:29 AM 
To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Important About my Final Grade 

Dear 

Yes, I did receive your email, but as I indicated before, there is nothing I can do about the grade. I gave you the grade you earned in the class. If you have any other concerns about grade 
policy in our department we can schedule a meeting, along with the chair of the department. I have copied her on this email 

AH my best, 
Pro£ l.ee 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:13 PM 
To: l.ee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Important About my Final Grade 

Professor Lee, 
I was just wondering if you saw the email that I sent you before Christmas? 
Hope your holidays are going well. 
Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday 10:50 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Hello’. 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
How are you? I’m sorry I’ve been so out of touch, but I got locked out of my UNC email and things have been so, so hectic this semester! I wish we had gotten the chance to 
catch up while I still lived in NO. Currently,                            ! It’s very difficult and busy, but a lot of fun. How is UNC? How are your classes going? Have you 
gotten to go to travel much recently? I learned so much in the two classes I took with you and am so grateful to you for your mark on my education. 
If you’re ever in NYC, I would love to catch up. My students would love to meet you! 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

I@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 4:31 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJ, humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tlta Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

The National Humanities Center kicks off an exciting year with two special events, Jatmary 7 and J~uacy 10, 2013 

"The Abolitionists" 
~:: Inline image 3 .~iI Inline image4 

a preview screening and discussion with Heather Williams, UNC - Chapel Hill 
cosponsored with UNC-TV 

Monday, January 7, 2o13 -- 5:00 p.m. 

This documentar5 from t BS s acclaimed series American Experience reveals how the abolitionist movement took shape, setting the nation on 
a collision course. In the face of personal risks--beatings, imprisonment, even death--abolitionists held i:ast to their cause, laying the civil rights 

groundwork for the future and raising weighty constitutional and moral questions that are with us still. 

Heather Willimns is professor of history at the U niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill where her research and teaching focus on the 
lives of African Americans in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In 9007- 08 she was the John Medlin Fellow at the National Humanities 

Center. 

"Our Own Dark Ages: The Colonial Period and the Story of America" 

Fred Anderson, University of Colorado, Boulder 

Andrew Cayton, Miami University 

i’~’il I nline image 1 ~:iI Inline image 2 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 -- 5:00 p.m. 

Over the last six decades an extraordinary efl’lorescenee of scholarship in social, economic, and cultural history has transformed historians’ 
understanding of North America in the century beibre the Deela ration of Independence. It has also shattered a once- familiar story of dawning 
nationhood into a multitude of local stories, many of them dark and violent, difl?eult to relate to each other and hard to connect to the history 

of the United States. In their talk, Fellows Fred ka~derson and Andrew Ca)~on will describe the framework within which they are working 
to assemble the fragmented stories of North American colonial development into a narrative at once consistent with modern scholarship and 

relevant to the national narrative recounted in later volumes of 2"he Oxford History of the United States. 





Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 3, 2013 5:39 PM 

discnssion <thculty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.nnc.edu> 

RE: [liicul~--athletics-tbrum] more on ARG meeting times 

Hi Jay! 
Thank you for the meeting information. I do not kno;v how flexible the group and you can be on scheduling It is beneficial for me to hear discussions first hand and to find out what 
information and questions can be helpful to FAC as we car~ out our charge So I ;vould like whenever possible to attend the ARG meetings and I would hope some of the ARG members 
would like to attend FAC meetings. There are conflicts ;vith FAC meetings and a Chancellor’s advisoljz meeting and others with your current schedule 
For example, the meeting next week is occurring at the same time as the FAC meeting. 

If you are amenable to changing any of the dates, let me know and I will let you know my thoughts on what might work All cormnittees ibr faculty council have their meeting schedule 
posted I believe. If not, I will make sure you have the schedules 

Thanks for the consideration 

Joy 

Joy J. Relmer, M.A, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 U~C-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CON[~’;DENTIAL[TY NO,lICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCG S ch 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:iagsmith(h?email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 3:41 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] more on ARG meeting times 

I should have sent a reminder about all dates/times; organization not my strong suit. So let me remind everyone of the line-up for spring. (All meetings are at 3:30): 

Jan. 8 

Feb. 12 

March 19 (changed from March 12) 

April 9 

There is a possibility that we’ll need to schedule a second Janua13, meeting, but I can’t say anything more at this point. I’ll let the group know- as soon as I kmow anything definitive. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forun~ as: Joy Renner@med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id=5857~6~4.229e7~7e3~d387e~3836b56d2~alc8a5&n=T&~=facu~t~--athletics-f~rum&~=32575747, o1 send a blaak email to leave-32575747- 
58571604.229e717e31 d387e13836656d20al cSa5@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forun~ as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u’.’id=50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facults,--athletics-forun~&o=32580313 or send a blain email to leave-32580313- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listse1~.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Platz, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January, 3, 2013 6:37 PM 

Spring2013 Technology Classrooms <spring2013classroom@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[spring2013classrooms] Apologies for incorrect listserv i 

Hi all, 

It seems that I have included all instructors for all of carupus in error on this listserv. Everything roll be updated and for those of you in the professional schools, you roll 

be reruoved. My apologies’. 

Sorry again! 

On Jan 3, 2013, at 1:29 PM, "Pla~, Gina B" <gina,~;emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Welcome back everyone! I have created this listserv from the classroom scheduling data for the Spring 2013 term in order to communicate better with 

you all, the faculty and instructors who are using technology enhanced classrooms during the spring semester. (If you are on this listserv by mistake, 

please let me know and I will remove you!) 

Please contact the Classroom Hotline office via phone or website (962.6702 or _h___t_t_p__:_/_~__h___o__t_!!__n___e_:_u___n___c_:_e___d___u_. ) to schedule a technology demonstration of any 

room that you are scheduled to teach in during the semester. Our demos usually take ~15 minutes and can save you valuable class time once the 

semester begins. 

We highly encourage you to schedule a demo PRIOR to classes starting next week. Once classes begin, the rooms are very difficult to get time 

scheduled. 

The Center for Faculty Excellence (CFE) held a "Hack your classroom" workshop this past December. I have included a link here for the slides for those 

of you who could not attend: http:!!cfe.unc.edu!teaching!handouts!hackyourclassroomslides.pdf 

Other Useful Reminders: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->lnterested in VHS conversion to DVD? Email me directly and I’ll send you more info! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <!--[endif]-->lnterested in controlling the computer with your mobile device (Smartphone, Ipad, etc)? Check out this 

link and email if you have further questions: 

h ttp :/icfe. u nc~edu/teaching/handoutsispla sht optutor!a!.pdf 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3) <!--[endif]-->lf the touch panel (or monitor) appears black, make sure the power is on. They often get turned off and 

the power button is right hand side/edge. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4) <!--[endif]-->lf you are unhappy with your current room assignment, please work with your department scheduling 

officer to reschedule. My team does not schedule the rooms. 

We appreciate your support and feedback - please let me know if you have any questions about the technology found in the classrooms. 

Thank you and happy semester start up, 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http://hotlin e.u nc.ed u 

919.962.1450 (v) 

(c) 
919.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

You are currently snbscribed to spring2013classroorus as: gina~emaikunc~edu. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.t~nc.edu/u?id 59422909.8d10909458722f4fc655cf18e60b9c85&n I&l sprin~2013 classrooms&o 32578852 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blm~k email to leave-32578852- 59422909.8d10909458722l:4fc655cfl8e6Ob9c85(a)listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to spring2013 classrooms as: .e_._%~_i_.c__e__@_e__~._r_~.~i.l_: _u._r_Lc_:.e__d_._u_. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:/ilists.t~nc.edu/u?id 59428181.cae9335c75929at~)b3de50b374b89297&n T&I spring2013 classrooms&o 32580408 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32580408-59428181 .cae9335c75929alT063de50b374b89297,~;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: A Victory for Google as F.T.C. Takes No Formal Steps 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................  oda y,sHeadiines ........................................................................ 
~1)~’~ ~rk ~i~ January 4, 2o13 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

A Victory for Google as F.T.C. 
Takes No Formal Steps 
By EDWARD WYATT 

A finding by the Federal Trade 
Conmfission that Google had not broken 
the law by highlighting its om~ services 
in search results could strengthen the 
finn’s already donfinant position. 

Obama Disputes Limits on 
Detainee Transfers Imposed 

in Defense Bill 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The president said he had the power to 
override a defense measure’s linfits on 
the executive branch’s ability to transfer 
detainees out of nfilitary prisons. 

Boehner Retains Speaker’s 
Post, but Dissidents Nip at 
His Heels 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Representative John A. Boehner of Ohio was re-elected speaker of the House anfid open dissent from 
conservatives that suggested the last Congress’s turmoil would live on. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re all trying to move on, but there’s a nervous sickness. I’m not sure that’ll ever go away." 

SEAN MURRAY, whose 9-year-old son, Brendan, was among the Sandy Hook Elementary students 

retunfing to classes. 

U,S, 

~:~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Finding a Center 
in Prison 
Three times a week, 
Robbie Norris teaches 
yoga in a windowless 



room to imnates at the Richmond City 
Jail in Virginia. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The New Tell-All Fed 
By RANDALL S. KROSZNER 

The best playbook for the economy right 
now may not be to stimulate it, but 
rather to avoid surprising it. 

Titillation, with breeding and 
manners as the tease 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Shirley MacLaine joins the cast of "Downton Abbey" 

TV’s missed opportunities in 2012 

~y|im.e~.~om ARM 

WORLD 

Insider Attacks in Afghanistan Shape the Late Stages of a War 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

Interviews with an Afghm~ soldier who opened fire on Americans reveal the rage that officials worry may 
disrupt the training nfission at the core of the United States’ withdrawal plan. 

Charges Filed Against 5 Over Rape in New Delhi 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

Rape, murder and other charges were filed on Thursday against five men sttspected of carrying out an attack 
on a 23-year-old student in a ease that has sparked outrage and protests across India. 

" India’s New Anti-Rape Legislation Could Be Named for Victim of Brutal Attack 

Drone Kills a Pakistani Militant Behind Attacks on U.S. Forces 
By SALMAN MASOOD and ISMAIL KHAN 

The death of Maulvi Nazir, reported by security officials, was seen as a seriotts blow to Taliban fighters who 
attack United States and allied forces in neighboring Afghanistan. 

:’ ~ Video: The Drone Campaign in Pakistan 

. Secrecy of Memo on Drone Killing Is Upheld 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Lawyers, Saying DNA Cleared Inmate, Pursue Access to Data 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Attorneys for a man incarcerated for lO years for a rape say his exoneration by DNA evidence, after months 
of litigation, proves such data nmst be made available to defense lawyers. 

Why You Won’t Be the Person You Expect to Be 
By JOHN TIERNEY 

According to research in the jourual Science, people tend to underestimate how much their personalities and 
tastes will change in the future. 

Gerda Lerner, a Feminist and Historian, Dies at 92 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

Dr. Lerner was a prolific writer whose novels, short stories, essays and teachings helped forge graduate 
programs for women mad college courses on women and society. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



MEDIA DECODER BLOC 

Gore Went to Bat for A1 Jazeera Network, and for Himself 
By BRIAN STELTER 

A1 Gore used the same arm-twisthlg he employed to build up Current TV to persuade cable distributors to 
keep showing it after it was sold to M 3azeera. 

" ~ AI Jazeera Buys Current TV 

Rig Owner Will Settle With U.S. in Gulf Spill 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Transocean, the driller whose Deepwater Horizon rig blew out ill 2010 to cause a massive oil spill, agreed to 
a resolution of the federal govenunent’s civil and criminal clainls. 

HIGH AND LOW FINANCE 
Lessons From Europe on Averting Disaster 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

The euro zone, despite some predictions, did not break up ill 2012. Call a shared conunitnlent to averting 
disaster carry over to Waslfington? 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Winning Is No Laughing Matter for Notre Dame’s Nix 
By TIM ROHAN 

Louis Nix III, the Notre Dame nose guard and team cloual, tolled down the antics this season as his team 
went tmdefeated. 

KNICKS 100, SPURS 83 
Knicks Sharpen Their Defense in Rout 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Led by Cannelo Anthony, a balanced offense and tight defense, the IOlicks ran away from San Antonio on 
Thursday, ending the Spurs’ seven-game winning streak. 

" ~ Box Score 

’: D’Antoni Responds to Criticism From Stoudemire With Praise 

A Rebel’s Methods Go Mainstream 
By SAM BORDEN 

Jerry Tarkanian’s legacy is often seen ill terms of his battles with the N.C.A.A., but ill college basketball 
today, his coaching mefllods, once considered unusual, hardly seem out of place. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Reflections 
By HOLLAND COTTER, KEN JOHNSON, KAREN ROSENBERG and ROBERTA SMITH 

Four art critics for Tile New York Times select artworks from New York museunls and discuss tile varied use 
of light. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Refined Titillation, With Breeding as the Tease 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Season 3 of "Downton Abbey" begins on Sunday with Shirley MacLaine as Lady Mary’s pushy and 
presmnptuous visiting American grandinother. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
A Nerdy-Dirty Primer on Primal Urges 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Tile School of Life, a new Picador series, includes self-help books by Alain de Botton mid Philippa Perry. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’56 UP’ 



The British Class Divide, on a Personal Scale 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

This latest instalhnent of Michael Apted’s "Up" docmnentary series finds the Britons he has been chronicling 
since they were 7 as barometers of the British class system. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 
Rethinking Those Words for Screen 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Oscar-nonfinated writers discuss the challenge of adapting books and plays to the screen. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 
Below the Line: The Sets of ’Argo’ 
By MEKADO MURPHY 

Sharon Seymour, the production designer of "Argo," discusses her process. 

" More Below the Line >> 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Penn State: Lessons Not Learned 
Gov. Tom Corbett took a nfisguided step when he sued the N.C.A.A. for the sanctions it imposed on Penn 
State. 

EDITORIAL 
Misplaced Secrecy on Targeted Killings 
A federal court ruling denies access to information involving the killing of an American citizen. The public 
has the right to know. 

EDITORIAL 
A1 Jazeera in America 
Doubts about the independence of A1 dazeera do not justify removing it from cable and satellite systems. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINIONATOR 
Better, if Not Cheaper, Care 
By EZEKIEL J. EMANUEL 

It’s a myth that a majority of our health care spending goes to the final year of life. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Suffering Fools Gladly 
By DAVID BROOKS 

This phrase is often used to excuse the rudeness of those deemed too important to stoop to lower mortals. 
Maybe we should take a look at our om~ foolishness first. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Battles of the Budget 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Let’s put the cliff deal, which was part of a larger class war, in perspective. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 4, a965, President Ljmdon B. Johnson outlined the goals of his "Great Society" in his State of the 
Union address. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_g~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 9:33 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul~--athlefics-tbrum] Jan 8 

Thank youfortrying 

Joy J. Relmer, MA., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
~ell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if an?’, is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited ]1"you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina PuNic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:iagsmith(h?emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: [~’riday, Januapf 04, 2013 9:22 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Jan 8 

Thanks to those of you who weighed in. It turns out that Joy can’t make that particular switch, and I’ve not heard back form either tutor anyway. Let’s just keep the original meeting time of 
3:30 and we can brief Joy on what we learned. If we need to change some other dates, we can discuss possibilities at the Jan. 8 meeting See you next week. 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Joy Renner@med.unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 58571604 229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n T&I facult~/--athletics-forum&~ 32581769 or send a blank email to leave-32581769- 

58571604.229e717e31 ck387e13836b56d20al cSa5@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 5013745642f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults,--athletics-formn&o 32581821 or send a blank email to leave-32581821- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



.............................................................................................. 2 ................................................................................................... 
Isolation Desolation 

UNC demographer Yang Yang 
finds a new link between our 
health and our connectivity to 
friends, family, and social 
groups. 

E EA~URES 

Study: you don’t need 10 How kids cope with How life su~ives in places 

or 12 college-level trauma and what it seemingly shouldn’t 

courses to get into UNC educators can do to help. 

I~ REVIE~ MOS? READ ENDEAVORS S~ORIES O~ 2~ 

/ 

We know more about 

fragile X syndrome than How do the nutrients we Underage drinkers buy 

any other piece of the get in the womb and in the alcohol using a 

autism puzzle How close early pa~s of our lives sophisticated tech nology 

are we to a cure? affect our brains? called the internet. 



The top 5 water problems Carl Ernst explains some 

facing North Carolina and of the QuCan’s most North Carolina’s barrier 

the world, confusing passages, islands are on the move. 

Time 

The Blue Ridge Parkway that’s on the rise and unofficial chronicler of the 

as you’ve never seen it. j tough to diagnose, j Outer Coastal Plain 

A photographic po~rait of 
America’s last great steam- 
powered railroad. 

SURF~sUPBEOG~OS~S 

"Frem Lienlish Hunt.or lo 

k.ittle Miss Marin.e 

Biok’lgist:" Serena 

Playing favorites: Stories that will stay with me through the New 

Year. (Mark My Words) 

One word or twa: Three confusing expressions, explained 

(Biargon Jog) 

.ackerett blegs about her 
Summer Undergraduate 

Research Fellowship 

experience. (O!-f~c~-~ for "It’s not like all the businesses that used to be in Washington 

Unde~omdust{~ R{~sea~ch) state found it now way more worthwhile to relocate to Idaho and 

take advantage of the lower minimum wage." 

--m. William Lester, in New Year Brings M.inh-num Wage Hikes in 

lg Stat.es ~NaiioI~ .’l Public 

HQDESWINNER 

Ru, chel Myr:ck is tha iat.est 

UNC-C:hap.el Hill winner 

the Ri~odes Sci~oiu’rship 

Myron Cohen: 20~ 2 far Heel of the Year (News 

Study shows increase it: negative messages about Muslims 



The student body VP. and 

Morehead-Cain scholar 

has worked in a domestic 

violence shelter in Belize, 

designed and taught her 

own course at Carolina, 

and organized a TED 

conference on campus. 

Radio program The State 

of Things speaks with 

Myrick about her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 11:52 AIVI 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussiou <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [faculty--athlelics- forum] quely on meeting Jan 8 

Since I cannot attend the ARG this Tuesday due to a scheduling conflict, I let Abigail Panter know about the meeting She chairs another faculty advisoly group related to academic support 
lbr athletes. I thought it could be beneficial to her in her work with that connnittee to hear this discussion She is aware of the time (3:30) and location (Alumni 313A) If time or location 
changes, let me know and I can pass it on to her 

Joy 

Joy J. Relmer, M.A, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universi~ nf North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CIt Bondurant Hall 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-%6-5147Desk 

2ell 

919-%6-6951 Fax 

-CON[V]~[)t:.NTIAL[TY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by repl?’ e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address ma?’ be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NC(I S ch 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:ia,vsmithO~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 6:34 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy J 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

Joy--I appreciate the problem. Ideally, we would avoid these corffticts. The challenges for next week are many, though. I’ve asked two grad students to give up sonre of their free time to 
come talk to us about tutoring. I’m not sure they can reschedule at this point, though I’m xvilling to ask thera. The 3:30 nreeting time was decided by the group ttuough doodle polling last 
nronth, and I fear that a change to another hour nright lose us as rrmny people as we would gain. I also would prefer, I admit, not to have to waste too nruch nrore of rriy tirae on scheduling 
issues. 

Can we take one shot at it and give up if it doesn’t work out? We raight consider a 2pm meeting time this once, for example. I would need to confirm with the students, but assmning they can 
nrake the switch...could others weigh in? Would a switch to 2 from 3:30 create problems’.’ If you were planning to corae for the 3:30 meeting, would this switch be manageable? Or would it 
prevent you frora coming? 

Those xvith thoughts, please share them. -Jay On 1/3/13 5:39 PM. Renner, Joy J xvrote: 
> Hi Jay! 
> Thar~ you for the meeting information. I do not know how flexible the group and you can be on scheduling. It is beneficial for me to hear discussions first hand and to find out xvhat 
information and questions can be helpful to FAC as xve carr~" out our charge. So I would like whenever possible to attend the ARG meetings and I would hope some of the ARG menrbers 
would like to attend FAC meetings. There are conflicts with FAC nreetings and a Chancellor’s advisory- meeting and others with your current schedule. 
> For example, the meeting next week is occurring at the same tinre as the FAC meeting. 
> 

> If you are anrenable to changing any of the dates, let nre know and I xvill let you know my- thoughts on xvhat might xvork. All committees for facult7- council have their meeting schedule 
posted I believe. If not, I will make sure you have the schedules. 
> 

> That~zs for the consideration. 
> 

> Joy 
> 

> Joy- J. Rctmer, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
> Associate Professor and Director 
> Umversity of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 
> #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 
> 

> 919-%6-5147Desk 
> Cell 
> 919-%6-6951 Fax 
> 

> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if an?,, is intended only for the -person or enti~z to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. An?’ ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law- and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 
132). Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:javsmith@email.ua~c.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 02, 2013 3:41 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Sulliect: [faculty--athletics-ibmm] more on ARG meeting times 
> 



> I should have sent a reminder about all dates/times; organization not my strong suit. So let me remind everyone of the line-up for spring (All meetings are at 3:30): 
> 

> Jan. 8 
> Feb 12 
> March 19 (changed fi-om March 12) 
> April 9 
> 

> There is a possibility that we’ll need to schedule a second Januau meeting, but I can’t say anything more at this point. I’ll let the group know as soon as I know anything definitive 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to facul)---athletics-forum as: JoyRenner@med.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u? 
id 58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n T&l facule~’--athletics-fotvm&m 32575747 or send a blartk email to leave-32575747- 
58571604.229eT17e31 d387e13836b56d20al cSa5@listset,<tmc.edu. 

-- You are cttrrently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u’.’id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults~--athletics-forum&o 32582496 or send a blank email to leave-32582496- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listselv.tmc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 11:58 AlVl 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussiou <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [facul~’--athle~ics- forum] quely on meeting Jan 8 

Great - I believe you are right. I have only been to a couple of their meetings so I am not sure on the total composition of that cormnittee yet. 

Joy J. Relmer, M.A, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 I_,~!C-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599-7130 

919-%6-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-%6-6951 Fax 

-CON[V]~Dt".NTIAL[TY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, l£you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by repl’>’ e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address ma’>’ be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NC(I S ch 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:ia,vsmithO~email unc edu] 
Sent: }:riday, January 04, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Rennet, Joy J 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

We’d be happy to have Abigail (1 believe that Kenneth Janken is also on the committee to which you refer, and I think he’s planing to come, 
too) 
On 1/4/13 11:51 AM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 
> Since I cannot attend the ARG this Tuesday due to a scheduling conflict, I let Abigail Panter knoxv about the meeting. She chairs another faculty advisory group related to acaderaic 
support for athletes. I thought it could be beneficial to her in her xvork xvith that cormnittee to hear this discussion. She is aware of the time (3:30) and location (Ahmmi 313A). If time or 
location changes, let me kmow and I can pass it on to her. 
> 

> Joy 
> 

> Joy- J. Rctmer, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
> Associate Professor and Director 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> School of Medicine 
> C’~ #7130 UNC-CH Bond~ant Hall 
> 321-A South Colmnbia St. 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 
> 

> 919-%6-5147Desk 
> Cell 
> 919-%6-6951 Fax 
> 

> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attacbanents, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. An?" ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> Email correspondence to and frora this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law- and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NC’GS. ch. 
132). Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, Januar,v 03, 2013 6:34 PM 
> To: Relmer, Joy J 
> Cc: discussion 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] query, on meeting Jan 8 
> 

> Joy--I appreciate the problem. Ideally, we would avoid these conflicts. The challenges tbr next week are maw, though. I’ve asked two grad students to give up some of their free time to 
come talk to us about tutoring. I’m not sure they can reschedule at this point, though I’m willing to ask them. The 3:30 meeting time was decided by the group tl~rough doodle polling last 
month, and I fear that a change to another hour might lose us as maW people as we would gain. I also ~vould prefer, I admit, not to have to waste too much more of my time on scheduling 
issues. 
> 

> Cari we take one shot at it and give up if it doesn’t work out? We might consider a 2pm meeting time this once, for example. I would need to confirm with the students, but assuming they 
can make the switch, could others weigh in? Would a switch to 2 from 3:30 create problems? If you were planning to come lbr the 3:30 meeting, would this switch be manageable? Or would 
it prevent you licom coming? 
> 

> Those with thoughts, please share them. -Jay On 1/3/13 5:39 PM, Rem~er, Joy J wrote: 
>> Hi Jay! 
>> Thank you for the meeting information. I do not kno~v how flexible the group and you can be on scheduling It is beneficial for me to hear discussions first hand and to find out what 
information and questions can be helpful to FAC as we cari~’ out our charge. So I would like whenever possible to attend the ARG meetings and I would hope some of the ARG members 
would like to attend FAC meetings There are conflicts with FAC meetings and a Chancellor’s advisol~- meeting and others ~vith your current schedule. 



>) For example, the meeting next week is occurring at the same time as the }"AC meeting 
>> 

>) If you are amenable to changing any of the dates, let me know and I will let you know my thoughts on what might work All committees for faculty council have their meeting schedule 
posted I believe If not, I will make sure you have the schedules. 
>> 

>> rl]aanks J2~r the consideration 
>> 

>> Joy 

>> 

>> Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
>> Associate Professor and Director 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 
>> #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321 -A South Columbia St. 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 
>> 

>> 919-966 -5147Desk 
>> Cell 
>> 919-966-6951 Fax 
>> 

>> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attacl~nents, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity- to which it is addressed and may- contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiah Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
>> 

>> Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law- and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 
132). Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay- Smith [mailto:i avsmith~ email.unc, edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 3:41 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] more on ARG meeting tmres 
>> 

>> I should have sent a reminder about all dates/times; organization not ray strot~g suit. So let me remind every’one of the line-up for spring. (All meetings are at 3:30): 
>> 

>> Jan 8 
>>Feb 12 
>> March 19 (changed from March 12) 
>> April 9 
>> 

>> There is a possibility that ~ve’ll need to schedule a second January meeting, but I can’t say anything more at this point rll let the group kno~v as soon as I know anything definitive 
>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: JoyRenner@med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id 58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n T&I facultv--athletics-fomm&o 32575747 or send a blank email to leave-32575747- 
58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20al cSa5@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@emailunc edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere:http:/71istsunc.edu/u?id 50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32582516 orsend ablankemailto leave-32582516- 

50137456.42~35af5a 29175600ad39629242d7d3@listser~, uaac.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,              1:24 PM 

~|ive.unc.edu~; McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edu-~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Du Bois Coat’e~ence 

Dear         and Tim, 
Could we touch base early next week, say Tuesday at 10 or 11? 

has done this before. I haven’t...and so I just want to make sure that rve at-tended to everything that 1 

was supposed to have attended to. 
By the way the conference website is really fantastic, and I think it makes the whole department look very good. 

- A few updates for the website: 
a. Omar Ali from UNC Greensboro will replace Penny Von Eschen on Panel II 
b. Rebecka Rutledge Fisher will replace Reg Hildebrand on Panel III 
c. Eugene Provenzo, .Ir. will offer comments following Panel IV on Saturday 
d. Eugene Provenzo, Jr will be giving an illustrated talk during lunch on Saturday based on his forthcoming book on Du Bois’s photographic exhibit at the 1900 Paris Exposition 

Universelle 
All the Best, -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, Januao~ 5, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtF~ 

Today’s Headlines: F.D.A. Oflers Broad New Rules to Fight Food Contamination 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I .q.~or~s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .r~J j On This r.)aV 

D~tornize~@dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

January 5, 2o13 

TOP NEWS 

FoDo2~ Offe~os Broad New 

R~les to Fight Food 

Co~tami~atlo~ 

Under a proposal, the Food am| Drug 
Administration would shift fi’om 
taking action after contamination 
occurred to requiring measures to 
prevent it in the first place. 

Job Cl’eafioli Is Stlil Steady 

Despite Vgorey 
i.::., .:A i Ki?. ~,:,r.b"::.i.i. 
Employers added ~55,ooo jobs in 
December, attout apace with job 
growth over the last year, the Labor 
Department repro’ted on Friday. The 
unemployment rate was 7.8 
percent. 

In Reversal, A~,mstrong Is Said to ~Nelgh Admi~iiig Drl~g Use 

Lance Air, strong, now barred fi’om competing in all Olympic sports, reportedly has told associates 
that he may admit he used performance-enhancing drugs during his cycling career. 

, NYrimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’iMe aad rmj aeighbors, ~J~! vv~!re ~he first ~o go do~cn to the street a~d scream that ~ce wm~l ~ eom~try, a 

rea~ eouutry, aot a p~autat~oa, flat this arrm~d re~o~tio~b I r~use it as rm~eh ~s I r~2~se the regime," 

SAMAR HADDAD, who runs a Syrian [mblishing house. 

MOVIES 

~Veek°s NIo~es I 

Jan. 4, ~o~3 
The New York Times 
critics on "56 Up," "On the Road" and 

"This Is 4o." 

OPiNiON 

Is Google Like Gas 

or Like Siteel? 

~Ilxe F.T.C. decision 
permits Google to continue to use its 
own judgment in analyzing search 
requests and presenting pertinent results, a victory for online expression. 

WORLD 

ICally Sig~als Fatah’s Rift ~Zith }lamas May Ease 

A show of unity between riwd Palestinian factions posed a diplomatic quandaW for the United 



States, which considers Hamas a terrorist organization. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

zM’ter Years h~ Solitary, ar~ Austere Life as Urnguay~s President 

Jose Mujica, a former guerrilla who took office in 2o~o, shuns opulence, donates most of his salaW 

and lives modestly, as he says a leader of a proper democracy should. 

President Hamid Karzai’s government in _Afghanistan released 8o people as part of an effort to asse~t 

sovereignty over detainees, a source of tension with the United States. 

o Mere World News 

Preg~ancy Centers Gai~ In~]~m~ce ~n A~ti-Abortlo~ Arena 
::’.:’ PAt.: ~ :. "~ 

Pregnancy centers, largely run by conservative Christians, say they are taking a "compassionate 
approach" to efforts to restrict abo~ion. 

Massachusetts Pla~s Stricter Co~trol of Compom~dlng Pharmacies 
B::i’,B::’...~,.::i:?i:::::.~:~i- .’:’::’, !~ti,~ ":it 

Gov. Deval Patrick proposed changes to prevent another public health disaster like the meningitis 
outbreak tied to a Framingham company. 

On the Trail of a Counterfeiter Called ’The Prlnter~ 
i.::,, ?rib 

Arresting an Athmta-area man suspected of printing $~ million in fake money required months of 
detective wot’k and another man’s ill-fated decision not to bail someone out. 

BUSINESS 

~M’ler Fiscal Deal, Tax Code May Be the Most Progressive Since *-979 

By some measures, the tax code might now be the most progressive in a generation, with abont 

99.3 percent of United States househohts seeing no change in their income taxes. 

~E] 
Graphic: Growing Tax Surde;1 for the Wealthiest 

Exports of ~Mnerlcan Nat~ral (}as May Fall Short of High Hopes 

Global demand for natural gas - which would be shipped from the United States in a condensed form 
- could taper off by the time new and costly export terminals are ready. 

U,S, Settles .&cc~sat]ons That Doctors O~rtreated 

A hospital in Ohio agreed to pay $3.9 million over allegations that doctors billed Medicare for 

unneeded heart procedures. 

Mete BusJr~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

Riuks h~ Canada’s Avctlc Turn to Cooling Systems 

Climate change has forced arena managers in the northernmost reaches of Canada to forgo relying 

on natural ice for the entire skating season. 

Texans’ Schaub Looks to Reassert Himself 

As Houston struggled through the end of the regular season, losing a top seed for the playoffs, 
quarterback Matt Schaub has shouldered much of the blame. 

In No Rush to Leave Saban’s Shadow 

Alabama’s defensive coordinator, Kirby Smart, attracts interest frmn other programs but says his 
job of coaching with Nick Saban is tough to beat. 

o Mere Sports News 

ARTS 

SfJDE SHO’~V: Other F~elds to Conquer 
After 33 previews and 7~8 performances, "War Horse" wraps up at the Vivian Beaumont Theater 
on Sunday. 

Drying Out ,a~ter a Storm, and Moving On 

Tim Griffin, the new director of the Kitchen art gallery and theater in Chelsea, is trying to get his 
programs back on track after Hnrrieane Sandy swept in. 

A New Era’s Filmmakers Fi~d Their %’ay i~ C~ba 

Using inexpensive digital technology, movie directors in Cuba are laying the foundations for an 
industry independent of the state apparatus of the Castro years. 



o Mere A£s News 

TRAVEL 

Despite having some of the biggest mountains in the East and reliable snowfall, Maine is one of the 

best-kept ski secrets around. 

36 Hours in Ph~|ade~ph~a 

During a weekend in this historic city, visit revived and relocated museums, mix cocktails with 
Prohibition and even sneak in a game of Ping-Pong. 

EXPLORER 

10splayed, F~’om Icy Phmge to Blazh~g 

North of the ~’etie Circle in Finnish Lapland, a visitor darts between extreme hot and cold, watches 
colors paint the sky and experiences a reindeer nuzzle. 

Mere Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A~ d at the Bottom of th e W’age Sca|e ,,o 
Workers in lO states *viii get a raise this year, but a long overdue increase in the federal minimum 
wage would help many more. 

EDITORIAL 

The ~Va~" o~ Paklsta~s Aid Workers 
Recent attacks, possibly by militants, are jeopardizing critical efforts to wipe out polio in Pakistan. 

EDITORIAL 
A Bap~’~e~* D~’ops fo~* ~g|]tapy ~Vome;q 
An important part of the military bndget bill will provide female service members with insurance 
coverage for abortions in eases of rape and ineest. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

INTERACTIVE FEATURE: The 201,3 Pop Quiz 
It’s time to test your New Year’s knowledge. People, there is to be no Googling to look for the right 
answer~ 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Escaph~g Slavery 

The idea that progress toward racial harmony would or should be steady and continuous is fraying. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Over the Cliff a~d ]Back 

A new year. A new Congress. Could we get some new results out of our lawmakers in Washington? 

~ Columnis{ Pa~e 

o Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 5, 1914, Hem’y Ford, head of the Ford Motor Company, introduced a minimum wage scale 

of $5 per day. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Front t age 

About This E-rvlaH 

You ~eceived this message because yes signed u~ for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e~ As e meinbe~ o~ 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed te protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-MailI Privacy Peiicy i Contact i Advertise 





From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Byant < ~triad.rr.com~ 

Saturday, Janua~ 5, 2013 12:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC academic scandal 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes (as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 2013 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-Solem Journol. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

~triad.rr.com 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnswers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 

public]...believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a great university...." 

As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 
Studies is not a great university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 

What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendment. Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 

UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca L. Bryant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Byant < ~triad.rr.com~ 

Sunday, Januao, 6, 2013 3:38 PM 

Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krja~ken@email.unc.edu> 

UNC academic scandal 

To Dean Karen Gil, 

Yesterday I emailed the letter beiow to Eunice SaMe and Kenneth Janken in tt~e African and Afro-American Studies department. Since this department fails 

under the Coilege of Arts & Sciences I felt it was important that you receive a copy aiso. As a resident of North Caroiina I am deepiy troubied by this 

breach of UNC’s public trust. 

Rest regards, 

Rebecca Bryant 

From: Rebecca Byant [mailto:      ,~. triad.rr.com] 

Sent: Saturday, 3anuary 05, 2023 22:25 PM 
To-" ’eunice@email.unc.edu’; ’krjanken@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject-" UNC academic scandaI-AAS Dept 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes (as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 20~3 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-Selem JourneL I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

.~triad.rr.com 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnswers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 
public]._believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a g~at university...." 

As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 
Studies is not a great university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 

What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendment. Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 

UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca L. Bryant 





From: ~live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Sunday, 10:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI 

Shikamoo Mwalimu Sahle, 

I hope you have had a good and well-rested holiday. Too bad last semester we did not have a chance to meet. Perhaps we can schedule something soon before things get too 
busy for you. I am also wondering about the class you are teaching this semester about                           . I have noticed that it is closed and am wondering if 
that is fixed. I would love to take your class as I imagine you will not be teaching much given your role as head of the department. Also, I cannot leave UNC without taking at 
least one of your classes! 

Hope to hear from you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama’s Pick for Defense Is an Ally, and a Lightning Rod 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama’s Pick for Defense Is 
an Ally, and a Lightning Rod 
By SCOTT SHANE and DAVID E. SANGER 

The Wlfite House is betting that 
opposition to Chuck Hagel, a maverick 
Republican former senator set to be 
nonfinated for defense secretary as soon 
as Monday, won’t stop his confirmation 
in the Senate. 

Major Companies Push the 
Limits of a Tax Break 
By DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 

The practice of exchanging one asset for 
another without incurring taxes has 
spread to major corporations from the 
fanfily farmers the tax break was 
intended to help. 

Should you be buying 
stocks right now? 

VIRTUAL U. 
Students Rush to Web 
Classes, but Profits May Be Much Later 
By TAMAR LEWIS 

New companies are partnering with universities to offer online courses, in an effort that could define the 
future of higher education - if anvone can figure out how to make money. 

. ~ Video: Online Learning, En Masse 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is a dark, dark tunnel. There is no good ending to this. Assad believes he is winning." 

JOSHUA LANDIS, director of the Center for Middle East Studies at the University of Oklahoma, on a 

speech in which President Bashar al-Assad of Syria defended a crackdown mad sought to rally supporters. 

EDUCATION 

~N VIDEO: Online    ~. 
x:,’...:;.., ib-f.L 

Learning, En 
.... ~i::.~.:.;::::..:.,:~:-~ :~.:~:~:.. 

More top colleges are ~" ----~==~----- " 
:’~" :~".k" " 



offering free massive open online 
courses, but companies and universities 
still need to figure out a way to monetize 
this tool for democratizing higher 
education. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OpIED CONTRIBUTORS 

Catholic 
Education, in Need 

of Salvation 
By PATRICK J. McCLOSKEY 
and JOSEPH CLAUDE 
HARRIS 

Without an overhaul of money and 
personnel, flae future of Catholic 
education is grim. 

4 WEE 4S 

WORLD 

Defiant Speech by Assad Is New Block to Peace in Syria 
By ANNE BARNARD 

President Bashar al-Assad ruled out talks with the armed opposition and ignored its demand that he step 
down, instead using a nearly hourlong speech to justify his crackdown. 

° ~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s WarI Complete Coverage >> 

Israel Plans to Construct a Syrian Border Fence 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said a barrier was needed to protect Israel from "infiltration and 
terrorism" by extremists. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Test for New Leaders as Chinese Paper Takes On Censors 
By IAN JOHNSON 

Turmoil at a leading newspaper is posing an early challenge for Xi Jinping, pitting a pent-up demand for 
change against the Comnatmist Party’s desire for a finn grip. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Plan to End Methadone Use at Albuquerque Jail Prompts Alarm 
By DAN FROSCH 

Many are angered by a plma by Ramon Rustin, the warden of the Metropolitan Detention Center, to end the 
privately administered treatment of addicts in a state plagued by heroin. 

In Race to Fill Jackson’s House Seat, Candidates Court Chicago’s Black Clergy 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

With no Democratic Party endorsement, black ministers’ support is thought to be particularly important for 
a special primary election in a district that has been remapped. 

a2 States Get Failing Grades on Public School Policies From Advocacy Group 
By MOTOKO RICH 

With 12 states branded with an F, StudentsFirst, led by the former schools chancellor in Washington, D.C., 
wotfld seem to be building a reputation as a harsh grader. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

At Disney Parks, a Bracelet Meant to Build Loyalty (and Sales) 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Disney’s coming electronic bracelets will allow its theme park visitors to pay for things as well as guide them 



to attractions, but the company will gain access to valuable infonnation on its customers. 

DEALBOOK 
After Madoff, Financial Fraud Defies Policing 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and SUSANNE CRAIG 

For more than two years, Plfilip Horn, a financial adviser at Wells Fargo, systematically executed and 
canceled trades in clients’ portfolios, pocketing the profits, according to court doemnents. 

Deal in Foreclosure Case Is Imminent, Officials Say 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

A $1o billion settlement to resolve claims of foreclosure abuses by major lenders is expected to be announced 
on Monday, several people with knowledge of the discussions said. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

SEAHAWKS 24, REDSKINS 14 
In Redskins’ Defeat, a Little Agony 
By SAM BORDEN 

Seattle will face the Falcons next week, but Washington’s rookie quarterback, Robert Griffin III, may face a 
tougher road after reinjuring his right knee. 

. ~’~ Box Score I Lynch Atones for Fumble With Decisive Touchdown 

RAVENS 24, COLTS 9 
Ravens Extend Lewis’s Last Run and End Luck’s First 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The Ravens and Ray Lewis, who will retire after this season, ended a remarkable season by Andrew Luck and 
the Colts and moved on to a nmtchup against the Broncos. 

’ ~ Box Score I Poignant Day for the Face of a Franchise 

ANALYSIS 
Shortened Season Is Only the Start of N.H.L. Hurdles 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

After another crippling lockout the league once again has alienated fans and business partners, and the 
owners’ hard-line demands has helped create an atmosphere of nfistrttst. 

. N.H.L. and Players Union Reach Tentative Agreement to End Lockout 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’INFLATABLE FRANKENSTEIN’ 
Mayhem Oozes From the Womb 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Radiohole’s "Inflatable Frankenstein" is all about the difficulties of the act of creation. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

On Their Way to Broadway, Eventually. Maybe¯ 
By PATRICK HEALY 

For multiple reasons several shows meant for Broadway’s 2012-13 season have been delayed or canceled. 

Still Rifting Over Coffee Cups, Seinfeld Renews a Web Series 
By BILL CARTER 

Jerry Seinfeld mad Sony Pictures Television will produce a second season of the experimental Internet series 
"Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee." 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Investor in Movie Soundtracks Buys a Record Label 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

The Cutting Edge Group is growing more aggressive in the fihn score business, and it is planning for its new 
record label to increase its output quickly. 



Cable Companies Squeeze More Obscure Channels 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Distributors are reviewing low-rated channels, and those without a major media company to back them are 
in dmager of being dropped. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Old Media’s Stalwarts Persevered in 2012 
By DAVID CARR 

For the time being, the sky over traditional media is blue and it’s raining green. 

¯ More Media & Advertisinq. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Choices on Afghanistan 
Should there be American troops left in Afghanistan after aoa4? Ideally, no, but the Pentagon is pushing for 
them. 

EDITORIAL 
The Next Round of Tax Increases 
The fiscal cliff deal could nmke tax reform more difficult. 

EDITORIAL 
Scorecard on Health Insurance Exchanges 
As the deadline approaches, states are deciding whether they will run their own exchanges.. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Big Fail 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Sometimes good tlfings happen to bad ideas. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Greece’s Rotten Oligarchy 
By KOSTAS VAXEVAN IS 

Can a dmnaged democracy be saved from its elite? 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
In Asia, Ill Will Runs Deep 
By ODD ARNE WESTAD 

The resentments between China and Japan predate World War II by centuries. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 7, a979, Vietnamese forces captured the Canabodima capital of Phnom Penh, overthrowing the 
Khmer Rouge goverument. 

¯ See This Front Pa_Kg_q 
¯ ..B...u..y. This Front ..P.;.aKe.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Janum3~ 7, 2013 6:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Just FYI 

Dear Chair, 
I will be having a ’touch base’ meeting with (and ~m) on Wednesday at 1 in the space where she works in :tO9. Everything seems to be going just fine, I just want to 
reassure myself that I am doing everything thing that I should be doing for the conference. If there happen to be some details that require your assistance, judgment, or 
approval, we will let you know. As you know, I am a novice at this, so I really appreciate the way you have somehow found the time to get all of this funded and set up 
properly. (If you want to drop in on Wednesday, please do.) -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edn> 

Monday, Janumj’ 7, 2013 8:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu>; Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@nnc.edw~; Ja~ken, Kenneth R <k~anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC acade,nic scandal 

Dear Karen and Eunice, 

I can d~aft a response from Karen and cc to Eunice and Kenneth, if that’s a~reeable. 

Best, 

D e ~-’_! 

Ch~;H] s{iii NC 27699--31C’C’ 

Web: ?~ttp://c)llege.ur~c.edu 

Yol/[’r 2p( ; ht tD : iiyoutube, co-%iuse£ / NNCColleqe 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Sunday, Janua~ 06, 20~3 3:58 PM 

To= Gil, Karen N 
Ce= Ha~lyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject= ~: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Dean Gil, 

I hope you are doing well. 

forwarded the original email to Dee Reid and to SAD Jonathan Hartlyn yesterday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecca Byant [      _~triad.rr.com] 

Sent: Sunday, January u% zu,3 3:38 PM 
To: Gil, Karen M 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: UNC academic scandal 

To Dean Karen Gil, 

Yesterday I emailed the ietter below to Eunice SaMe and Kenneth Janken in the Africa~ and AfrooAmerican Studies department Since this department falis 

under the Coilese o1: Arts & Sciences I felt it was important tha~ you receive a copy aiso. As a resident of North Carolina I am deeply troubied by this 

breach o1: UNCs public trust 

Bes~ regards, 

Rebecca Brva nt 

From: Rebecca Byant [mailto       ~triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2023 22:25 PM 
To: ’eunice@email.unc.edu’; ’krjanken@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: UNC academic scandal-AAS Dept 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes (as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 2013 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-So/err} Journo/. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

~triad.rr.com 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnawers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 
public]_.believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a gt~at university...." 
As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 



Studies is not a great university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 
What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendment. Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 
UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca L Bryant 

~triad.rr.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;> 

Monday, 8:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttuman righks and global issues l?aculty/student working group 

Dear Eunice, 

I did have a nice holiday. I hope you did as well. 

had not heard about this from 

I would be delighted to participate in this. Do you know, generally, when meeting times will be? 

Thank you for thinking of me. 

Sincerely, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: Human rights and global issues faculty/student working group 

Dear 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

As you may have heard from ~ ., this semester I am organizing a working group that will be based in Global Studies. The intellectual entry point for the group would the 
intersection of human rights and global issues. The group would pick a theme to work on in a given semester or academic year. 

To start the dialogue going, I thought a focus on the ways in which novelists whose work focus on political conflict (and post-conflict reconstruction, e.g. peace-building) 
articulate or embedded human rights in their work would be a good way to begin. It would also give us an opportunity to host the Nigerian writer Chimamanda N. Adichie - 
check her TED Talk which I have used in my classes on development, ’qhe Danger of a Single Story" - when she visits UNC in February. and I have been working on 
inviting here for a while. 

Anyway, this would be a small group of between 8-12 people including I am hoping some Global Studies Seniors or Juniors who are interested in human rights frameworks as 
lens through which interrogate and study global issues. We would be meet twice a month - with a preliminary meeting in January to map out our agenda - and a dinner would 
be served. I would be delighted if joined me in this effort. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Janum3~ 7, 2013 8:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Travel fuMing 

Dear Eunice, 
I am plauning to participate in a cont?rence on activist scholarship at UT Austin next month ~/~¥ travel funds for the year were spent at the International AIDS cont?rence in July 2012. I 

was ~vondering if additional travel funding might be available for this upcoming COl~ference. They will pay for my plane fare, but I need to cover room and board. 

Best, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, January~ 7, 2013 9:05 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 01- 07-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday January 7th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/10/13- Water In Our World International Photo Competition Reception scheduled from 6 - 7 PM in the Sonya ttaynes Stone Center. The winning photographs from 

this year’s contest, which will be iniria~ly displayed in the Stone Center before being moved to ~veral dilt~rent locations across campus, will be presented and each 

pa~’ticipa3at will be recognized individually. Refreshments will be provided. 

01/14/13- Bob McDonald, CEO of Procter & Gamble, lecture scheduled for 5:30 PM in the Koury" Auditorium of the McColl Building as paxt offl~e Kenan-Flagler 

Business School Death’S Speaker Series. Mr. McDonald’s talk will focus on P&G’s Global Water Project in Africa. Admission is tree, but pre-regisntration is required. 

Paxking is available only in Business School Deck. 

https://secure.~w.alumffaco~mections.com/olc/pub’UBS/events"UBS2358638html 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

University-wide course on Water set for Spring 2013- Set to launch during the Spring 2013 semester, ’%Vater In Our World" is the firs~t of many University-wide, 

interdisciplinaxy courses that will coincide with "the two-year campus wide theme which is al~ rifled ’%Tater In Our World." For more intbrmation and to view the 

syllabns for this course: http://watertheme.anc.edu/2~2/~2/28/aniversitv-wide-c~ur~-~n-water-set-Ibr-spring-2~ 3-3/ 

WATER NEWS AT C.MIOLINA 

Recruitment deadline tbr 2013 UN C Science Expo- Wednesday January" 23rd is the recruitment deadline for volunteers to participate in the 2013 UNC Science 

Expo. The event itseli~ which is held as paxt of the annuaJ~ NC Science Fes~tivaL is scheduled for Saturday April 13th froln 10 AM - 3t M and attracts thousands of 

visitors, primarily school-aged children and their families, to UNC to learn about science in a fi~n and interacrive setting. This year’s Expo is eager to feature water- 

related acrivities in keeping with the two-year "Water In Our World" theme as there will be a special water area situated axonnd the Old Well on the day of the festival. 

All such submissions are invited. For more information on the UNC Science Expo: http:i/~.ncsciencefesrival.org/. To submit yonr acrivity proposal: 

http://v,~ww.nc science fesrival.or~get- involved,’host- an- even~’ snbmit- your- evenV 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more information on "the "theme and other upcoming event~ t~el free to visit our website located at 

htto://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, com~nents, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~z~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:46 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Travel Reservation- Jemima Pierre 

Hi Sonia, 

I spoke with Alison at Viking Travel and she has let me know that none of the reservations have gone through yet. I suspected this to be the case with Dr. Chandler and Dr. Jennings 

because I still haven’t received Wgs from them but I forwarded Jemima Pierre’s W9 to you already. Can we check on what the issue is with her ticket? As for Jennings and Chandler, 

I do not know how many email reminders and phone calls and voicemails I have left at this point but I still haven’t gotten their Wgs. I am not really sure what else to do at this 

point. These are the only three participants that require flights. 

As for honorarium, given how exceedingly difficult it has been already to get paperwork from our guests I think it’d be easiest to wrap these forms up when they are here for the 

conference. I can send out more emails to our participants about this and we do have 3 weeks, I am just thinking practically about whether we will even get anything back. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(_oJIive.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@medamc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:53 AM 

@lJve.unc.edu-* 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Reservation - Jemima Pielre 

Hello 

Yes, we akeady recei~’ed ~he W-9 ~;rom Dr. Herin I was na~ aware ~h~4 A~liso~ bare a flight dck~:t ~br her 

Please I need tt~e Dr, Pienc’s flight ~:bedt~le a~d I ~x, ill mmaediatdy submitted m 

Sonia 

T~i Colon, Sonia 
Ce~ SaNe, Eunice N 
gubj~[i Travel Rese~ation - Jemima Pierre 

Hi Sonia, 
I spoke with ~lison at Viking Travel and she has Jet me know that none of the reservations have gone through ~et. I suspected this to be the case with Dr. Chandler and Dr. Jennings 

because I still haven’t received Wgs from them but I forwarded Jemima Pierre’s W9 to you already. Can we check on what the issue is with her ticket? As for Jennings and Chandler, 

I do not know how many em~il reminders and phone calls and voicemails I have left at this point but I still haven’t gotten their Wgs. I am not really sure what else to do at this 

point. These are the only three participants that require flights. 

~s for honorarium, given how exceedingly difficult it has been already to get paperwork from our guests I think it’d be easiest to wrap these forms up when they are here for the 

conference. I can send out more emails to our participants about this and we do have 3 weeks, I am just thinking practically about whether we will even get anything back. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:54 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Conference Space & Meeting 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Happy New Year[ I hope you had a wonderful break~ I wanted to meet to give you a status report on the conference. It may be good if we also meet Sonia because I will need to 

begin ordering supplies such as the programs and drinks for the catered receptions and we have not yet worked out how we will pay for those (the other department I worked for 

had a P-Card which allowed us to make tax-free purchases at places like Sam’s Club). 

As for travel, none of the flights have been booked yet. I have sent numerous email reminders and phone calls and voicemails to those participants who we are waiting on W9s for 

(Jennings & Chandler) I have enough information to put a ticket on reserve for each of them but I do not have the W9 form to be able to finalize it. I plan to send another email 

today but I think it may be paid more attention to if it came from you since I have been asking for this information since november to no avail. 

As for meeting, I am available all day every day this week except Tuesday, I have a meeting with Dr. Hildebrand and Dr. McMillan at l:00pm on Wednesday so I will be around the 

office then for sure. Otherwise I am in my office in Peabody. 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@emaiLunc.edu; 

Monday, JanuaD, 7, 2013 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Harflyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Reid, Dee -<]eereid@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC acade~nic scandaJ 

Thank you, Eunice. 

I will respond to the letter and copy you. 

Karen 

I<aren M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College .:)[ Arts anc~ 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Pro~essor o[ Psychok)gy 

CB # 3100 

Univers~t~ of North Carolina at 

Chapel HHL NC 27599-3100 

919-9~2G082 

919-962-II~5 
919-982-.2408 fax 
kgd~emad.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 3:58 PM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
Cc: Hart[yn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Dean Gil, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I forwarded the original email to Dee Reid and to SAD Jonathan Hartlyn yesterday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecca Byant [       .~triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 06~ 20i3 3:38 PM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
~c: SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: UN¢ academic scandal 

To Dean Karen Gil, 

Yesterday f emailed the ickier below to Eunice Sable and Kenneth Janken in the African and Afro-American Studies departmenL Since this department falis 

u~der the Coilege of Arts & Sciences I felt it was important that you receive a cop,i aiso. As a resident of North Carolina I am deeply troubied by this 

breach of UNCs public trust. 

Best regards, 

Rebecca Bryant 

~triad.rr.com 

From: Rebecca Byant [mailto:      }triad~rbcom] 

Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: ’eunice@email.unc.edu’; ’krjanken@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: UNC academic scandaI-AAS Dept 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes (as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 203L3 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-Solem Journol. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

~triad.rncom 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnswers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 
public]...believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a great university...." 
As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 



Studies is not a gr~at university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 
What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendmenL Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 
UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca L. Bryant 

.~triad.rr.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:16 PM 

Chairs of Depa~menks and Curricula <dptcrchairs@list~rv.unc.e&~> 

[dptcrchairs] Important: Changes to start-up allocations ir 

This message is being sent to managers of all departments and curricula in the College of Arts and Science% and copied FY! to all chairs. 

Please submit changes to start-up allocation schedules (spreadsheets) by Monday,               , which is the deadline for returning start-up funds in 

You will not be able to return funding a~ter this deadline, so consider changes if the faculty member has doubts about being able to spend the 

money by 

This message includes details on which faculty are eligible to submit changes, how to submit changes, and who to contact. 

Eligibility to change the Dean’s Office allocation schedule 

Faculty are allowed to request changes to their start-up plans in year one and year two of the start-up package. For faculty with start-up plans longer than 

three years they may request changes in all but the final year. Please check with your faculty to determine if they are currently projecting a 

positive/negative balance at the end of and they would like to request an adjustment to shift funds to the next fiscal year or request additional 

funds for this fiscal year. 

How to submit changes 

If the faculty member would like to make changes please update the start-up spreadsheet and email it to your Budget Analyst. Contact your Budget 

Analyst with any questions regarding start-up changes. 

Contacts for requesting a change in start-up funds 

If you have any questions, please contact your budget analyst (listed in the table below): 

Division Budget Analyst Name Phone Email 

Fine Arts and Humanities Sabrina Flowers 2-6731 Sabrina Flowers@unc.edu 

Natural Sciences Laura Yurco 2-6221 Laura Yurco@unc.edu 

Social Sciences Laura Yurco 2-6221 Laura Yurco@unc.edu 

Changes to allocations must be emailed to your budget analyst by 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Cultural Studies <unccultumlsmdies@gmail.com~ 

Monday, Januao~ 7, 2013 2:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Cultural Studies Colloquium 

Dr. SaNe, 
Happy New Year! Have yon had a chance to consider our request? 

Best, 

On Wed, Dec 19, 2012 at 10:07 AM, [YNC Cultural Studies <uncculturalstudies,~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dr. Sahle, 
Yes the first week of Januaxy would be fine. Tha~k you, and we look forward to your reply! 

Season’s Greetings, 

On Man, Dec 17, 2012 at 12:19 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~)elna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

My apologies for the delayed response. It is has been (and continues to be) a hectic time for me hence the delay. 

Can I give you an answer the first week of January? 

Thanks somuch. 

With best wishes, 
ES 

From: UNC Cultural Studies [uncculturalstudies@qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 1:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Cultural Studies Colloquium 

tMlo Dr. SaNe, 

A while back we sent you a reques~t to pre~nt in the 2013 Cultural Studies Colloquium "Future Crises". Have you had a chance to think about participating? 

Best, 

~ program in Cultural Studies 

Cnlmral Studies @ UNC 

http://culturals~dies.web.nnc.edu/ 

https://~-w, facebook.com/CultumlStudies.UNC 

Cultural Studies @ UNC 

http://cultumls~die s.web.unc .edu/ 

https:i/~vw, facebook.com/CulturalStudie s. UNC 

Cultural Studies @ UNC 
http://c ulturalstudie s. w-eb.tmc .edtv’ 

https:i/~vw, facebook.com/CulturalStudie s. UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pero/Hall < i@gmafil.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 7, 2013 3:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

wording ofema~l 

Does this work? 
ph 

Dear 

One of the members of our search co~urnittee will, uaafortunately be absent 
because of an international cornmitment. Because we feel that it is 
important for the entire con~nittee participate in your interview, we 
hoped we could interview you in advance of your presence here, by Skype, 
on Wednesday, January 16, between 12:15 and 2 pm Eastern time. 

Please let us know if and how we can make such arrangements as soon as 
possible. 

Thanks 
Perry 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Peri3.’ Hall < @gmaAl.com > 

Monday, JanuaD, 7, 2013 4:05 PM 

Caktwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaAl.unc.edtr~; Janken, Kenneth R <k~anken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Hall, PerD’ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Interview and Itinera~ documents 

Candidate Itinera~ .docx; Intei~iew Queslions.docK Cmididate Ilinerary .docx; Candidate Ilinermy docx 

Dear Cornmittee Colleagues 

Thank you all very much ~2~r another veW producuve meeting! 

From our meeting I am forwarding documents that list our interview 
questions and our three candidate itineraries. Note that dinners will 
take place at the Four Eleven West (411 West Franklin Street) rather 
than the Siena or the Carolina Inn. 

You should, of course, point out any errors or deficiencies. 

Thank you 



Candidate Itinerary 

January 18, 2013 

Breakfast w/committee (Carolina Inn) 

Chair picks up candidate 

Meeting wi Hartlyn 

Meeting w/Chair 

Campus Tour (Tim) 

Department Lunch (Hyde Hall) 

Job Talk (Hyde Hall) 

Committee Interview* 

Individual meetings w/faculty 

Free time (back to Carolina Inn) 

8:00-9:15 

9:15 

9:30-10:00 

10:00-10:30 

10:30-11:00 

11:-00-12:00 

12:00-1:00 pm (40 minutes; 20 minutes Q&A) 

1:00-2:45 

3:00-5:00 

5:00-6:30 

Dinner w/University guests to be determined 

( 411 West) 6:30 

*Full committee interview by Skype scheduled for Jan. 16, 12:15-2:00 p.m. 



Candidate Itinerary 

January 14, 2013 

Breakfast w/committee (Carolina Inn) 

Chair picks up candidate 

Meeting wi Hartlyn 

Meeting w/Chair 

Campus Tour (Tim) 

Department Lunch (Hyde Hall) 

Job Talk (Hyde Hall) 

Individual meetings w/faculty 

Committee Interview 

Free time (back to Carolina Inn) 

8:00-9:15 

9:15 

9:30-10:00 

10:00-10:30 

10:30-11:00 

11:-00-12:00 

12:00-1:00 pm (40 minutes; 20 minutes Q&A) 

1:15-3:15 

3:30-5:00 

5:00-6:30 

Dinner w/Baumgarten and Una from Poll Sci; others to be determined 

( 411 West) 6:30 



Pickup (Perry; Siena Hotel) 

Breakfast w/committee (Carolina Inn 

Chair picks up candidate 

Meeting wi Hartlyn 

Meeting w/Chair 

Campus Tour (Tim) 

Department Lunch (Hyde Hall) 

Job Talk (Hyde Hall) 

Committee Interview (Hyde Hall) 

Individual meetings w/faculty 

Free time (back to Siena) 

Candidate Itinerary 

January 11, 2013 

7:45 

8:00-9:15 

9:15 

9:30-10:00 

10:00-10:30 

10:30-11:00 

11 :-00-12:00 

12:00-1:00 pm (40 minutes; 20 minutes Q&A) 

1:00-2:45 

3:00-5:00 

5:00-6:30 

Dinner wiPoli Sci colleague, Jerma, Karolyln Tyson, Tanya Shields, Reg, Bereket, Michael 

Terry (linguistics) 

411 West 6:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hall, Ishna <ishnakall@unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD, 7, 2013 4:07 PM 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shand@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: DRAFT - 1-07-2013 Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation Feb 2013 deadline 

Z Slnith Reynolds Foundation Feb 2013 deadline progrmn areas.docx 

FYI._ 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwazded message: 

Fr(tm: "Nolan, Angela J" <aa~gela nolan(a)unc.edu> 

Date: Jmmary 7, 2013 3:50:07 PM EST 

To: ADV Corporations and Foundations <ADV CorporationsandFoundations,@~ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: I;W: DRAFF - 1-07-2013 Z. Smith Reynolds Foundalion Feb 2013 deadline 

Dear Colleagues, 

As the University Development prospect manager for the Z. Smith Reynolds (ZSR) Foundation, I would like to remind you that the 
next proposal deadline is February 1, 2013 at 3 pm. Below are the focus areas of the foundation and a detailed overview of all focus 
areas is attached. There is no limit to the number of proposals ZSR will accept from UNC Chapel Hill. ZSR applications are considered 
grants so approval from the Office of Sponsored Research is required. 

Please note that the ZSR Foundation is very focused on serving the people of North Carolina (http://www.zsr.org/vision.htm) and 
their primary emphasis is not academic research. UNC Chapel Hill proposals that have been successful have applied faculty expertise 
to benefit those outside the campus community. 

The Foundation currently focuses on the foliowing fiw~ areas: (http://www.zsr.org/focusareas.htm} 

Cemtnui?itv Ecot~omJc Deve[optnent 

Stren~:~hening I)emocracv 

Social k~stice and Equity 

Public Education 

While the listed ~ocus areas are of highes[ pr[ori[y for its grantmakir% [he [:oanda[ion also wishes to serve as a catalyst for new practices and ideas arid respond 

challenges and!or opporturfit[es [hat are clrt[qcle ~0 North Carolina, In addWon to [und[r~g projects that achieve the goals o~ each area o~ focus, the Foundation ~s 

interested in building the capadW o~ nonprofi~ organiza[ions and the nonprofi~ sector, 

There are, however, a r~aPr~ber of k:ses, programs ar!d redpien:_s to a&[ch [Pie [:oundat[on (a4th rare excep[ior~i does no:_ make grants (follow lir!k or’ see below). The Board 

of Trustee5 ..’)~ ti~e Four!datior! reserve ti~e right to remair~ flexible its grantr~akir!g 

Please respond to this email or give me a call if faculty or staff in your units have an interest in submitting a proposal, so I am aware 
of all U NC-Chapel Hill proposals in development. Typically, ZSR program officers are open to brief telephone conversations regarding 
the fit of proposed projects. I’d be pleased to arrange a conversation with a program officer to seek preliminary feedback on an 
application. Our Office of Corporate & Foundation Relations (CFR) can help Pls/applicants during the proposal development process 
by discussing proposal ideas, arranging conversations with the foundation, and reviewing draft applications and budgets. 

Please share this with the appropriate people in your units. I look forward to hearing from you. 

A~ gela 

Angda J. Nolm~ 

Sr. Associate Director of Corporate & l:out}dafio,~ Rdafioi~s t’or Academic 

T~e 15m~ersib, of North Carolina 

Phot,e 919-962-3426 -- Mobile -- Fax 919-843-3314 

Z, Smith ReynoMs [:ou!~dation is restricted to making grants to charitabie ~o Pr~aking grams to charitable, tax e,~empt, 501 (c}(3} orgar!iza[io!~s a!~d gover nPr~er!t en~i[ies, 

The Foundatior~ does 1]~!1; make grar!ts or loans to small basiness arid does not make gran[s [o i~ldividuals for an,/ purpose, 

With re, re exception, the Foundation also does not make grants [or activities in the foilowing areas: 

Academia 

Academic research 

Cm-ric~lum dcvdcWnent 



Computer hardwarc or software pBuchase (where iE is d:e principal pu~:pose of 8:c granQ 

Endowment f~mds 

Equipment or fm:nl[u~e purchases 

Payments of debts 

~.iv[cs 

,~ "[)oct[rn enla rJ es a~,.d :(~ tins 

~ tYcsc.w~t[,m o:[his~or~c pr~per~es 

Animal or pla[lt species preservatior~ or rehabilitation 

},:m’iro];mer~ta] cduca tion progr a]."[s fo~ children 

He;~[l:h and M’edic[ne 

e :qedical research 

® Emergency medicai serv:cc ,)rganizs[i,)ns 

Sociai and }~uma!~ O[!’ect Se!’v[ces 

C[IHd abuse [rc’atrnent o[ p~dven[,lon p~ograms 

Crisis intervention 

:[tomeless shelters o[ ~ansJ~Jonal housing 

Local a[ii]mtes of’statewids organi;,’.at[ons (eg :[tabl[at fb~ :[t:~namb0 

Local ChUrl alternatives programs 

Local prJsnner re-entr) programs 

:qediatinn services 

Semo~ citb,cn se[vi,:;es 

Be[vices :[br the menially o~ p~,-si,:sa~y disabled 

Substancs abuse treatment or rehabilitation 

Wo~ kJk)~ce d~velopmen[ 

**Other local o~Nanizatiot~s that fbcus exclush’siF on direct services 

Youth 

Adoption and ~oster care 

A [~er-scbnoi or out-o:( school hrne programs 

Athletic ~;vents or teams 

K--J2 civic education 

]:. oca [ pa~enb.Leac~Le~ organizatiot~s or si tni[ar grou[~s 

Local affiliates (£ statewide organiza[ions (eg~ Bo)’s and C, ids Clubs, Co[~xnt~[it[es m Schools, e~c) 

C)ngomg operating expet~ses 20r 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: In Deal, Bank of America Extends Retreat From Mortgages 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ i o.day;.,.s..He.adiin.es ........................................................................ 
~l)c ~’t’~ ~rk ~"~im~ January 8, 2o13 
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.C_u_s_t..o_m.. Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2 .s. _H...e_a_d..! Ln_e_s. I 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 

In Deal, Bank of America 
Extends Retreat From 
Mortgages 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and 
PETER EAVIS 

The problems at Bm~k of America have 
cut doma its mortgage ambitions, ceding 
market donfinanee to Wells Fargo and 
aPMorgma Chase. 

" DealBook: Banks to Pay $8.5 Billion to Speed 
Up Housing Relief 

Hints of Syrian Chemical 
Push Set Off Global Effort to 

Stop It 
By ERIC SCHMITT and DAVID E. SANGER 

In a show of international cooperation 
that havolved Russia and Iraq, Syria was 
persuaded to stop ehenfieal bomb 
preparation. But the United States and 
Europe are not resting easy. 

" ~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s WarI Complete Coverage 

world TOiLKIiEN 

began to revea|.." 

Choice to Lead C.I.A. Faces a Changed Agency 
By SCOTT SHANE and MARK MAZZETTI 

John O. Brennan may have to decide whether the C.I.A. should remain at the center of secret American 
parmni]itary operations or rebuild its traditional espionage capabilities. 
" ~ Video: Obama’s New National Security Picks I Brennan on Key Issues 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"He was very, very relaxed. It was like there weren’t normal emotional responses. He seemed very 

detached from it all." 
OFFICER JASON OVIATT, at a hearing, recalling the day James E. Hohnes was arrested in the killing of 

a2 people at a movie theater in Aurora, Colo. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: Saving 



Chatham 
The nfiddle-class enclave of Chatham, 
on the South Side of Chicago, has 
struggled to remain stable through the 
recession. It had done so for decades, 
but poverty from surrounding areas is 
closing in. 

’ Related Article 

OPINION 

EDITORIAL 
Nominations for Defense and 
the C.I.A. 
Before they can expect confirmation by 
the Senate, Chuck Hagel and Jolm 
Brennan have serious questions to 
answer. 

Screenplay excerpts from "Argo," 
"Moonrise Kingdom" and more 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

News about The Golden Globe nominations 

Ewan McGregor on acting with youngsters 

rtyliraes,�om M:OVliES 

WORLD 

Protest Grows Over Censoring of China Paper 
By EDWARD WONG 

A battle over media censorship intensified Monday with an outpouring of support for journalists at a 
newspaper who are protesting what they called overbearing eeusorship by Chinese officials. 

~ News Analysis: Test for New Leaders as Chinese Paper Takes On Censors 

, The Lede: Video of Chinese Censorship Protest 

China Says It Will Overhaul Sprawling System of Re-education Through Labor 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Legal advocates said m~ announcement fueled hopes that the draconian system of labor camps, established 
in the a95os, would be significantly modified. 

MEMO FROM TEL AVlV 
For Netanyahu, Being Favored to Win Carries Its Own Risks 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The presumption fl~at Prime Minister Benjanfin Netanyahu will win another term has led many of his 
supporters to flirt with smaller parties that eater to special interests. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Questions Left for Mississippi Over Doctor’s Autopsies 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

People arguing that they were wrongftflly convicted on the basis of Dr. Steven T. Ha3a~e’s testimony charge 
that he nfisrepresented his qualifications and proposed theories that lie far outside standard forensic science. 

At Hearing, Police Recall Details of Horror at Colorado Movie Theater 
By JACK HEALY and DAN FROSCH 

The suspected gunman, James E. Hohnes, was described as being eerily cahn mad detached from the chaos 
he had created. 

Huge Amounts Spent on Immigration, Study Finds 
By JULIA PRESTON 

The Obama adininistration spent significantly more on inmfigrafion enforcement last year than its spending 
on all the other major federal law enforcement agencies combined, according to a report published Monday. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 
Rescued by a Bailout, A.I.G. May Sue Its Savior 
By BEN PROTESS and MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

A lawsuit claims tlaat tlae rescue by tlae government deprived A.I.G.’s shareholders of texas of billions of 
dollars mad took private property for public use without appropriate compensation. 

In Japan, a Painfully Slow Sweep 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Much of 3apan’s post-Fukushima cleanup is prinfitive, slapdash and bereft of tlae cleanup metlaods lauded by 
scientists as effective in removing radioactive cesium. 

Mobile Apps Drive Rapid Change in Searches 
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Devices like tablets and smartphones have transformed tim way people use tim Internet, making tim 
donfinanee of a company like Google potentially more precarious than it seems. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ALABAMA 42, NOTRE DAME 14 
All Alabama in Title Game 
By GREG BISHOP 

Alabmna’s national title is tlae SEC’s seventla in a row and tlae Crimson Tide’s tlfird in four seasons, a feat 
accomplished by only two other temns in league history. 
" ~ Box Score I Analysis and Highlights I ~=~ Slide Show 

When Irish Fans Have Nightmares, They Will See ’42’ in Red 
By TIM ROHAN 

Mabmna rmming back Eddie Lacy made it look easy as he knifed tlarough Notre Drone’s defense for 14o 
yards rushing mad 2 touchdowns. 

ON FOOTBALL 
A Lesson for Icons: Statues Can Come Down 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Having led Alabmna to flae title gmne tlaree times, tlae coach Nick Saban has earned a statue - and tlae right to 
at least eousider leaving. But statues have a way ofbeeonfing tanfished. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Late-Night Ratings Are Becoming a Three-Way Race 
By BILL CARTER 

Witla Jimmy Kimmel’s move to 11:35, late-night television now has tlaree entertaimnent talk shows on tim 
traditional broadcast networks. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’THE ABOLITIONISTS’ 
Well Before Lincoln, Enemies of Slavery 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

"The Abolitionists," a new three-part "American Experience" series on PBS, recounts the impact of five 
Paneriemas, including Frederick Douglass and John Brouaa. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’COUGAR TOWN’ 
A New Dawn for a Florida Clique 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

The fourtla season of "Cougar Town," wlfich begins on Tuesday night, finds it at a new network - TBS - and 
without its creators, Bill Lawrence mad Kevin Biegel, at the hehn. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

HANGING ON 
Diagnosis: Battered but Vibrant 



By BENEDICT CAREY 

?maid recession and violence, the resilience of Chatham, on Chicago’s South Side, bolsters a theory that sees 
a community’s character as the key to its success. 

Oil Sands Industry in Canada Tied to Higher Carcinogen Level 
By IAN AUSTEN 

Alberta’s oil stands industry has raised the levels of cancer-causing compounds in surrotmding lakes well 
beyond natural levels, researchers reported. 

Digital Globes Offer a Dynamic Vision 
By MARK VANHOENACKER 

Their expense has so far made them rare, but with prices confing douaa, these glowing, programmable 
spheres are set to become more common. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE GUN CHALLENGE 
The Bid to Stop Gun Trafficking 
A national crackdown on the devastating flow of illegal gm~s is long overdue. 

EDITORIAL 
Dreaming and Driving 
Young undocmnented inmfigrants who are allowed to work legally should be allowed to drive legally, too. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Bloomberg Takes on the N.R.A. 
By JOE NOCERA 

The country needs New York’s mayor to lead it to a smaer gun policy. 

. Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Hagel Was Picked 
By DAVID BROOKS 

As our budget braces for Medicare’s tyranny, we just need a good overseer to manage the inevitable nfilitary 
decline. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
For Each Age, Its Agonies 
By FRANK BRUNI 

"This is 40" and "Girls" uphold the tradition of deenfing your own juncture of life the most significant of all. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 8, a9a8, President Woodrow Wilson outlined his a4 points for peace after World War I. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ ..B...u.y. This Front ..P.&g.e_ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peri3/Hall ~ ~gmafil.com> 

Tuesday, Januao~ 8, 2013 9:27 AM 

Baumga~tner, Frank R. <lbaum@email.~mc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Candidate dinner job talk 

Hello Frank 

I am writing to invite you j o in us when we have dinner with our first 
job candidate this Friday, Janualy 11, 6:30 pm, at the Four Eleven 
West restaurant (411 W. Franklin Street) Please let us know (me or the 
chair, Eunice Sable) if you can attend. 

You and your colleagues are also invited to attend the candidate’s j ob 
talk (titled ""Liberal Black Republicanism: A Eulogy") which will take 
place earlier in the day, at 12 noon, in the Incubator Room of Hyde Hall 

We hope to see you soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baumgartner, Frank R. <lbaum@emaikunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Januao~ 8, 2013 9:32 AM 

Perry tM1 ~       @gmail .corn> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Candidate dimmer job talk 

PelTy, 

Thanks so much for this. We have a faculty meeting this Friday at noon in order to finalize a search in political economy. So I’m afraid there won’t be much turnout for this talk from our 
department, ul~fortunately 

I can’t make the dinner but you might ~vant to invite Andrea Benjamin or Chris Clark, two of our newer colleagues whom you may not know Their emails are here: 
Andrea Benjamin @gmail.com 
Christopher Clark II < @gmail.com> 

Thanks for reaching out; I hope more of us can come to the other talks .. 

Best, 

Frank R Baumgartner 
h ttp :/ /www. nnc. edu/ -,Poaum/ 

From:Perry HallI       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 9:26 AM 
To: Baumgartner, Frank R. 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: (;andidate dinner job talk 

IIeHo Frank 

I am writing to inwte you join us when we have dinner with our first 
job candidate this Friday, January 11, 6:30 pro, at the Four Eleven 
West restaurant (411 W. Franklin Street) Please let us know (me or the 
chair, Eunice Sable) if you can attend. 

You and your colleagues are also invited to attend the candidate’s j ob 
talk (titled ""Liberal Black Republicanism: A Eulogy") which will take 
place earlier in the day, at 12 noon, in the Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. 

We hope to see you soon 

Perly 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Per~ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 10:54 AM 

Jackson, Jerma A <jaj@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Candidate dilmer and visit 

Dea~ Jerma 

regret that my earlier message about our job candidate failed to sufficiently identify the candidate, including only the title of the tall(. To make up for that error 

am including the following summary of the candidate’s b~ckground. 

Please accept my apologies for the omission. 

Perry Hall 

I=rem: Hall, Perry A 

Sent-" Tuesday, January 08, 2013 9:59 AM 

To: Jackson, Jerma A 

C¢; SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject; Candidate dinner and visit 

Dear Jerma 

I a~’ writing to invlte you join us w~e~ we Pave din~er with our first 

job (;ar~didat~" this Friday, Ja:luary ]]~ 6:30 p.m., aL the Four Eleven 

West restaurant (411 W. Franklin Street). Please let us know (me or the 

chair, Eunice Sahle) if you can attend. 

You and your colleagues are also invited to attend the candidate’s job 

talk (titled .... Liberal Black Republicanism: A Eulogy") which will take 

place earlie~ in the day, at 12 noon, in the Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. 

We hope to see you soon 

Perry 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqzheadynvadp@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Tor’tllre - A new addition to Framing 21st Centu~ Social Issues Series 

Red[iest your Compli~y~entsry Exam Copy of "Torture" today! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Torture 

A Sociology of VioLence and H~man 

Rights 

Torture is indisputably abhorrent. Why, you might ask, would you 

even want to think or read about torture? That is a very .good 

question, and one this book addresses in a compeiiing and 

subjected to this odious practice--and many are endurin.q torture 

right now as you read these words 

website and learn about the rest of Routiedge Frami.b, 

.................... ................... 
::.~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychol~y P .... CRC P ..... Fo~l P .... 

Siqn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and wiii not disclose, rent or sell your small address to any outside organ~sabons. 

Copyright [3 2012 Taylor & Francis, an Informa b~isiness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under 11o. 1072954 

Registered office: Morbmer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London WI[ 3JH. 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at all? time. 

We respect your privacy and will not diSClOSe, rent or soil your ernail address to any outside organisa[io[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 ~aylor & Francis an Informa business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Infornaa UK Lir.,a~ted registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-ai Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,JH 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe, please click on the link beiow Please note this is an automated operation. 

http://t an df.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC670xdg E7WsM 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqzteNxbgehwb@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Now Available - The Disabilib~ Studies Reader, 4th Edition 

Hed~iest your Complimentary Exam Copy of :’The Disabiiity Studies Header ~th Edition" today! 

Is this email not displaying cor!ectiy? \liew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Frier~d 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

The Disability Studies Reader 

Ideal for Disability Studies, Social Policy and Medicai Sociology 

ceurses, the Feudh Edition of [i~e Disability S~udie~.; ~eader 

breaks new ground by emphasiz~lg the glebaL transgender, 

homonationN and posthuman conceptions of disability. 

~nc~d~ng phys~ca~ disabilities, but exploring ~ss~es around pa~n, 

menta~ disability, and invisible dissbilities, this edition explores 

[he leg~l, seci~l, ~nd cul[~Jral give ~ broader pk;i:ure of disability 

than ever before. 

Read more about the editor a~d l:Yfis new bool< by v~siting our 

website, and order your complimentary copy here. 

to be remo¢ed from our email list please click here to unsubscribe 

Sign up by subieet area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

YOU will be able to update yolo details of unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~sat~ons. 

Cop?right [] 2012 Ta?io~ & Francis, a~l Informa business. 

Taylor & Fi-ancis is a tl-ading name of Informa ~JK Limited registered in ~.ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: MortilY~er House, 37-4! Moltimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We [espect your privacy and will not rJisclose, rent or seil you[ ernail arJdress to any outside organisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Tayior & Flancis, an Informa b[isiness. 

laylor & Francis is a trading name of Infornqa UK Lir.,q~ted registered in England under no. 1072954 

RegJstererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-ai Morth’ner Street. London, WIT 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe, plesse click on the link beiow Please note this is an sutomated operstion. 
http://tandf msgfocus.com/u/11wTC670D2112iZ0 



From: 

Sent: 

-fo: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, $$:$6 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc.edu> 

Dr. Ali 

Hi Sonia, 

Are we providing housing for our newest presenter - Dr. Omar All? [ ask because he is coming from Greensboro. 

, Department of Afro & African American Studies 

live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Dr. Ali 

I have no knowledge abom DR. Omar was coming. 

I will need to know the Dr. Omar’s arrival date and departure date to be able to make hotel reservations. 
Please, I need to know if yon have other people coming that need hotel arrangement. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:16 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Dr. Ali 
Hi Sonia, 
Are we providing housing for our newest presenter- Dr~ Omar AIR I ask because he is coming from Greensboro~ 

Department of Afro & African American Studies 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melz, Winifred F <’freddie@email.unc.eduv 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@live.unc.edu>; Klaiber, Crreg <klaibe~@email.unc.edu-~ 

lomaing ca~eras for your conl~rence 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you’re doing well and enjoying the staxt of the new year. 

I saw the announcement for yonr Dnbois conference this month and wanted to lend some snpport fiom the Media Resources Center. 

It looks like you all are plmaning to video the conference and you have a g~eat volunteer program underway for videogmphers. While we do not have st~q’to help tape 
the cont~rence for you, the MRC would be ve~ hapw to reserve in adva~ce m~d make available video camera equipment tbr the dates of your cont~rence for your 

UNC student volunteers to use. We cm~ also book time liar the students to complete their editing in the Media Lab. 

Plea~ let me know if this is of interest a11d would be helpful. 

Best, 
Winifred 

Winifred Fordham Metz 
Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 
House Undergraduate Library 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie@email.unc.edu 
919.962.4099 
http://www.lib.unc.eduihouse/mrc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@ema~l,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 11:38 AM 

Department listserv ~ati~a~m@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[af’rialTam] Candidate meetings 

Dear Colleagues 

Regarding the upcoming visit of our first job candidate. , on Friday, I am resending this notice. 

In addition to the departmental lunches and job talks that Eunice addressed in her email, time has been made available forthe candidate to meet (in fifteen 

minute intervals) with individual faculty. We have scheduled the hours from 3-5 p.m. for such faculty meetings. Those who wish to meet with should access 
the "doodle poll" I set up for that purpose by tomorrow and sign up for one of the available time slots. 

You can find the doodle poll at this URL: 

~gpUL~__o___o__�!!_g.__c__o__~/~Lc~_v__~_~Z_cth__v_~ 

Any colleague wishing to meet the candidate who is not available during the specified hours should make arrangements through me to meet the candidate during 

the morning of Saturday, January 12. 

Similar periods for individual faculty access to candidates will be specified for the two subsequent visits when details are finalized. 

Thanks for your support 

Perry 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _l!a!!r?:_a_~_e_~!~_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e_St___u_. 

To unsubscribe click hele: http:/ilists.tmc.edulu?id 32361597.149a4tE4dcfbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n T&I afriaf~am&o 32590029 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32590029-32361597,149a4tk:4dcflz~e07d55b669b2c4e2de99(/~listserv~unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to at~al?am as: eunicef;email,tmc,e&~. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafarn&o 32594882 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32594882-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listse~w.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:14 PM 

Michael Jennings <MichaeI.Jennings@utsa.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Travel Paperwork- Urgent 

W9 - editable version.pdf 

Hello Dr. Jennings, 

We very urgently need you to complete the attached W9 paperwork in order to secure your travel arrangements. In our system we cannot pay for your flight until we have this 

form on file, so while we can make a reservation, it will only be lost after 24 hours without this form. Please return this form to me as soon as possible. If you have any questions 

please email or call. 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:15 PM 

Nahum Chandler ~attglobal.net> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Travel Arrangements - Urgent 

W9 - editable version.pdf 

Hello Dr. Chandler, 

We very urgently need you to complete the attached W9 paperwork in order to secure your travel arrangements. In our system we cannot pay for your flight until we have this 

form on file, so while we can make a reservation, it will only be lost after 24 hours without this form. Please return this form to me as soon as possible. If you have any questions 

please email or call. 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:25 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Travel Reservation. for JEMIMA PIERRE 

Sonia, 

Here is Jemima Pierre’s final itinerary just in case you need it for your records. (Just click the "print itinerary" button at the top) 

~live.unc.edu 

From: VIKING TRAVEL <elie~@vikin~J:ravei corn> 

Date: Tuesday, 1:07 PM 

To: ~livem,qc.edu> 

Subject: Travel Reservation for JEMIMA PIERRE 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqztedlpunaiz@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Food and Culture 3rd edition is still a first-of-its-kind 

Request your Co~y~Nimentary E×a~y~ Copy of "Food and Cuitu~-e Third Edition" Coming Soon! 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Food and Culture 

A Reader 

NEW Third Edition 

Considered THE classic text on [he subject, this 3rd edition is 

ever-evoMng emerging discipline. Seventeen newly written or 

revised aRicles, neady half of the previous edition’s content. 

provide bd~ant and riveting writing on food. culture and society 

~rem the classic te the pest-modern 

social, symbolic, and political-economic role of food and 

examines the meanings of food and eating across cultures, w~th 

particular attention to how men and women define themselves 

di~erently through their foodways. 

From "Why We Overeat" to "~ndustrisl Food" to "As Mother Made 

It" browse the.~?row)ca[~e and ~nsighl~ul centen[ from the Table of 

Contents 

"lt~ly thrust .cod and aulture upon me d~dn~ the three ye~rs I 

lived [here in the 19, 0s. It~lians’ gas,ronomic eLu~ience,                                              : 

passion and skill ensnared me into my life’s work." 

website 

Request a complimentary exam copy for got~r 

of Food or Oultura~ Studies class loday. 

::.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychol~y P .... CROP ..... Fo~IP .... 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We [espect your privacy and will not rJisclose, rent or soil you[ ernail arJdress to any outside organisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Tayior & Flancis, 8n Informa b[isiness. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforr.qa UK Lir.q~ted registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3?-4~ Mortimer Street London W;[ 3JH. 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You ,frill be abie to up.tare your de.ails or unsubscribe at a~l,¢ time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside o~-ganisetions 



wish to unsubscribe, plesse click on the link below Please note this ~s an 8utonqated operstion. 
http://tandf ms~focus.com/u/11wTC670CZJsmmZ8 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI First Day of Class 

Hi Professor Sagt~le, 

I emailed you a couple weeks ago about possibly missing the first day of class in order to stay in        for a final interview for a job this Friday. I am from 

greater        area, so staying behind saves me from additional flight expenses. I never heaacd back from you, so I just wanted to tU to touch base with you again. I 

am really interested in taking your class and I want to make sure that I am not dropped from the roster for being absent the first day. I have scheduled travel 

arrangements around the interview. ,so I will be missing class tomorrow (          ). but I roll be present the follomng week. 

Thank you for )’our consideration, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;~ 

Tuesday, January. 8, 2013 7:25 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@em~Jl.unc.edtp; J~ken, Kenneth R <ko%~ken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sahle~ Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Candidate dinner mid visit 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: Candidate dinner and visit 

Date:Tue~ 8 Jan 2013 19:22:33 -0500 

From:Unah, Isaac J <unah(i~unc,edu> 
To:Hall, Perry A <ltALI ,PA(i~EMAIL,I JNC,EDIL~ 

Thank you Perry for inviting me to this dinner, which I accept. I look forward to seeing you, SaNe, and    and learning more about her work. Unfortunately, I will not be able 
to attend     job talk at Noon as it conflicts with another invited talk here in my Department at the same time. 
See you Friday. ----Isaac. 

From: Hall, Perry A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 I0:52 AM 

To: Uriah, Isaac J 
Subject: FW: Candidate dinner and visit 

Professor Utla 

I regret that my earlier message about our job candidate failed to sufficiently identify the candidate, including only the title of the ta~k. To make up for that error 

am including the following summary of the candidate’s b~ckground. 

Please accept my apologies for the omission. 

Perry Hall 

From: Hall, Perry A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 20~3 9:57 AM 

To: Uriah, Isaac J 
Ce: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Candidate dinner and visit 

Dear Professor Una 
I a"~’ writing to invlte you join us wV~e~ we Pave din~er with our first 

job candidat~ this Friday, January ]]~ 6:30 p.m., aL the Four Eleven 

West restaurant (411 W. Franklin Street), Please let us know (me or the 
chair, Eunice Sahle) if you can attend. 

You and your colleagues are also invited to attend the candidate’s job 

talk (titled .... Liberal Black Republicanism: A Eulogy") which will take 

place earlie~ in the day, at 12 noon, in the Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. 

We hope to see you soon 

Perry 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 9:01 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@em~Jl.unc.edtp; J~ken, Kenneth R <krj~ken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Pen), A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sahle~ Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Candidate dinner mid visit 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: Candidate dinner and visit 

Date:Tue~ 8 Jan 2013 19:59:29 -0500 
From:Shields, T~J~ya L <tshields(~bm~c.edu> 

To:I tall, Perry A <HAM ,PA(i~EMAIL,I JNC,EDU> 

Dear Perry, 

IVls. sounds like an exciting candidate. Unfortunately, I am unable to join you all for dinner, but I will try to attend the talk. Thanks so much for the invitation. 

Take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Hall, Perry A 

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 i0:55 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
Subject: FW: Candidate dinner and visit 

Dear Tanya 

I regret that my earlier message about our job candidate failed to sufficiently identify the candidate, including only the title of the talk. To make up for tha~ error I 

am including the fo~low~ng summary of the candidate’s background. 

Please accept my apologies for the omission. 

Perry Hall 

From: Hall, Perry A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 10:02 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Candidate dinner and visit 

I am writing to invite you join us when we have dinner with our fizst 

job candidate this Friday, January 11, 6~30 p.m., at the Four Eleven 

West restaurant /4~ W. ~’ranklin Street). Please let us know O~’e or the 

ohair, Eun~ce Sable) J~ you ,san aCCeded. 

You and your colleagues are also invited to attend the can@i@ate~s job 

talk (titled .... Libezal Black Re~ublioai~ism: A Eulogy") which w~ll take 
place ~’arlier J n the day, at 12 noon, in the Incubater Reem of Hyde Hal ]. 

We hope to see you soon 

Pe~y 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <maJl.skozxqzge~zzdubg~@taJ~d£msgfocus.com~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 9, 2013 11:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New addition to Routledge Advances in Sociology Series 

Reques yo[i~ Copy of "Youth, A~ts, and Education" today! 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Youth, Arts, and Education 

Reass.e, m bling ,}gbje.ctivity 
m ro u g n ~rtre ct 

:~-Iow are the a!t,% irr~po!tan[ in young peopl~!’s lives? Youth, Ar~s 

and Education offers a g~oundbreak~n9 theory of aAs education 

Anna Hickey-Moody explores how the axs are ways of belonging, 

resisting, being governed and being heard. 

fhrough examples from the United Kmgdom and Australia, Anna 

H~ckey-Moody shows the cul[ur~i significance of the kinds ef 

~earn~ncj that occur in and threugh arts Drawing on [h~ thought of 

Giiies aeieuze, she develops the theory of effective pedagogy, 

which explains the p~ocess of learNng that happens through 

aesthetics 

Bridging d~vides between cr~tica~ pedagogica~ theory, youth 

studies and arl:s educ~tk?n scholarship, this book: 

~ Exp~ams the cul[ur~l significance ef [h~ Idnds o~ learning 

that occur in and through a£s 

~ Advances a theory of aesthetic citizenship crested by 

youth a~ts 

¯ Demonstrates ways in which a~ts practices are forms 

popular and public ped~gogy 

Cri[iqtaes popta~r ideas that ~rt can b~ used to fix 

problems ~n the lives of youth st risk 

Youth, Arts and Education is the first post-critical theory of 

education. ~t w~ be of interest to students and scholars across 

the social sciences and humanities, ~n pmlicd~ar in the sociology 

o[ (~d~o~[~on, arl:s e~ lx: fin , yo ~ st d ~ s, sociology ef [h~ arl:s 

[.~m mor~ about our Routledqe Advances in Socioloqv Ser~es. 

website. 

~~ 7~’~orSFr~oi,-aou,~e-P,~’oho~TP .... CaCP ..... Fo=~ 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscdbe at any time. 

VVe respect your privacy and w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyrir2hl [] 2012 Taylor & Francis. an kilo[me business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registe~ed in England under no 1072954. 



Registerer~ office: MorLimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street. London. WIT 3,~-~ 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your i~bo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [i¢~subscribe at any time. 

respect your privacy and w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

~_-:opyrir~hl [] 2012 Taylor & Francis. an Info[ma b~sirless 

Taylol & Francis is a trading name of Info~ma [JK Limited, !egisteled in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mootimer Ho[ise, 37-4! Mortimer St!eet, kondon, \&*’!T 3JH 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, please click on the link below Please note this ~s an automated operation. 

http:/~t an df.ms#focus.com/u/11wTC670xbTI7zt M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mai189.us4.mcsv.net~ 

~Vednesday, January 9, 2013 11:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

SAVE THE DATE: 6fl~ Annual Conference 

SAVE THE DATE 

Please join us at the 6th Annual ASMEA Conference! 

Tides of Cqiange: Looking Back and Fo~ing Ahead. 

in the Middle East & Afi’iea 

November 21-23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

More information and "Call fbr Papers" coming soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 11:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Updates ti~om Jodi Solomon Speakers! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward email 

This email was sen~ to eimice@emafl.unc,edu by iodisolomon@iodi~lomonspeakers.com 

Updat~ Profij~L~m~jjAddress InsLant removal wlLh Saf:eUnsubscribe" Privac~Po[icv. 

Jodi Solomon Speakers :: Huntington Avenue :: Boston :: MA :: 02115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Baumgartuer < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 9, 2013 11:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

course on race and the death penalty 

Prof. Sahle, 

I wanted to let you know of a course I’m teaching which may be of interest to a number of your majors; I’d appreciate it ifyoffd forward this to any faculty- or students 

in your department. The course web site is here: 

http://~vw.unc.edw’. ~fbaum/teaching/POLI 195 Spl 3/poli195- sp 13-home.htm 

Also, associated with that course, but open to the public, I’m going to organize a speakers series, and the current list of speaJaers is listed here: 

http:i/~,w.unc.edw ~tbaum/teachingiPOLI 195 Spl 3/Speakers.pdf 

If your department would like m co- sponsor this speakers series I’d be very pleased. That would involve no tinancial contribution, but maybe some help ruth 

adveNsing so we ensure a big turnout. 

Thanks vmy ~nuck 

FB 

Frank R. Baumgartuer 

http://~,.unc.edu/.-4baum 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 12:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting 

I’~n not available tomorrow morning but I a~l av~lable Friday morning mid aYternoon. Would that work for you? 

Thankyon’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:18 AM, "SaNe, Ennice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Hope you had a great holiday season! 

i would like to us to meet this week. Are you available for a meeting tomorrow (Thursday) morning? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, JannaU 9, 2013 12:59 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Haztlyn, Jonatha~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Eunice and Jonathan, 

Enclosed is a draft response from Karen which we will copy to Eunice and Kenneth since Ms~ Bryant contacted both, Please review tMs and let me k~ow ~f you have 
any comments. Ym hoping to send tMs to Ms~ Bryant today if possible 

Dee 

D~T 

Dear Ms. Bwant, 
Thank yon for m~ng the time to share your thoughts. I w~t ~ emphasize ~vo imp~t points. First, we rake these maUem veD’ ~fiously and am commiUed k~ doing 
eveuthing possible to ensure ~at consistent standards Dr acalemic excellence are applied to all ~culty, students and programs across the College of~ts and 
Sciences. The ex~nM reviews conducted by foyer Governor Matin and the Baker Tilly consM’mnts coi~i~ thai problems were isolated within a sub-set of courses 
in one department involving two individuds who no longer work hem. The reviews al~) co~i~ed that ~e pmNems have ende& a]]d the numerous new procedures 
that a,e now m pl~e am appropriate tbr helping ns ful~ll our commitment to excellence and integrity going grwaO. We ~lieve the Umversity, the College and the 
depa~ment will ~ even stronger ~ a result of improved practices. 
My second point h~ not received as much aRention but k is equdly imposer. That is ~mt the exploration of ~ficm~ a~d ~ro-~nefican studies has been an es~ntial 
program on this campus for more than four decades and it remains m today. The academic a~omalies of~e ~st do not accurately reflect the excellence of the 
de~mnent’s faculW, students and pmgm~s ~en or now. Former Governor Matin emphasked ~is ~int in his remarks to the board of trustees and I’ve stressed it in 
my public presen~ons. 
The de~mnent has 20 facul~, teaches thousands of s~dents each year, and has about 90 unde~raduate majors from diverse backgrounds. Its classes and research 
are intmdi~iNina~ and global, reflec~ng ~vo top priorities of the College orals and Sciences. F~Mb’ mem~m make imp~nt con~butions to the unders~nding of 

the heritage of ~ican ~eficans ~d the cultural lh~ages and redo-pliticd realities of the ~ople of ~fica and the A~can Diasporas. The depadment also provides 
instruction in several impotent A~can lang~ges and collaborates wi~ the AtHena] Studies Center a]]d the Institute for Al~can-Amedcan Research. 
Prolbssor Eunice Shale has ~en providing excellent leadership as de~tment dmJr since Jan~u 2012. She is the mciBent of two undergralnate teaching awaits 

her re~amh lbcnses on urban governance and citizenship in Dnrbm~ Toronto and Pad~ and on ~e geographies ot’pli~cd violence, temto~- and state ~b~ation 
Kenya. 
I hope this gives you a morn complete Bc~m of A~can and ~ro-~efica~ s~dies hem. Thank you ~aJn Br caring about Cmolina. 
Sincerely, 

Kamn M Gil 
Dem~ College orals and Sciences 
co: gnnice SaMe ~d Kenneth ]a~ken 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
S~Bt= Saturday, ]anuaw 05, 2013 12:50 PH 
T~= Reid, Dee 
C~= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
$ubje~t= ~: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Dee, 

Happy New Year! 

Kindly see the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecca Byant [      @triad.rr.com] 

Sent= Saturday, .lanuary 05, 2013 12:25 plVl 

To= SaNe, Eunice N; .lanken, Kenneth R 
S,,bject= UNC academic scandal 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes {as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 2013 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-5~lem Journal. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 



not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

:@triad,rr.com 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnswers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 

public]._believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a gr~at university...." 
As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 
Studies is not a great university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 
What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendment. Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 
UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca L. Bryant 

@triad,rr.com 



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: The mlkA~c 

Subject: [mlk~oc 

~live.unc,edu~ 

1:21 PM 

mailing list. <mlkApc     @listserv.nnc.edu-~ 

] Last MLK Planning Committee Meeting (Please Read) 

Hello Everyone. 

I hope this email finds you well and that first day of classes are off to a good start! I’m emailing to tell you all that we will have our last MLK Planning Committee Meeting 
before the week of the Celebration Monday,             at 5pro in the Campus Y Conference Room (Rm. :t03). It is imperative that everyone is in attendance as we 
well be going over all of the important details concerning the Celebration, such as lecture participation, dinner, and your events. 

If you have not done so, create your event through the MLK Celebration page on Facebook this week. This needs to be done by the end of the week. No exceptions. 
Here is the link: https://www’faceb~k.c~m/pac~es/UNCs.Annua~.~artin.Luther.Kin~-Jr.Birthda¥.Ce~ebrati~n/249:~66:~484~:I?fref=ts. You are all administrators to the page to 
do this. 

If you have any questions, feel free to email me. See you all soon. 

Best 

(.C~llVe.unc,edu 

You are currently subscribed to mlk pcl2-13 as: eunice~emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhe~e: http:/ilists.unc.edu/n?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pcl2-13&o 32601403 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32601403-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd,@Jistserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 9, 2013 1:27 PM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Sable, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: UNC acade~nic scanda] 

Responsde DRAFT cmt.docx 

Dee and Eunice, Some rninor suggested edits in track changes attached. Eunice, is the # ot: t:aculty correct? 
Jona tha n 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
SenR~r Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 
Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB ~:].00 
Chapel H~l~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Erna~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 
Office: 9~.9 962-1~.(55 Fax: 93.9 962-2~)8 

F~m= Reid, Dee 
Sent; Wednesday, Janua~ 09, 20~3 $2:59 PN 
Te= SaNe, Eunice N 
~¢= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject; RE: UNC academic scandal 
~m~e~anee= High 
Dear Eunice and Jonathan, 
Enclosed is a draft response from Karen which we wit~ copy to Eun~ce and Kenneth since Ms. Bryant contacted both. Ptease review this and ~et me know ~f you have 
any comments. ~’m hoping to send tMs to Ms~ Bryant today if possible 
Thanks, 
Dee 

D~T 

Dear Ms. B~ant, 
Thank you tbr raking the time to shaze your thougNs. I want b emphasize two im~)~nt ~ints. First, we rake these ma~e~ ve~ ~fiously m~d am committed to doing 

eve~thing possiNe to ensure ~at consistent standards for ac~iemic excellence are applied m N1 t~culty, stu&nts and programs across the College of~ts and 

Sciences. The exmnN reviews coMucted by foyer Governor Maain and the Baker Tilly consN’mnts co~d]~ that proNems were isolamd mthin a sub-set of courses 

in one department involving two inNviduNs who no longer won hem. The reviews N~) co~]~ed fl~at ~e problems have ende& a~d the numerous new procedures 
that aze now in Nace am appropriate for imping us ~lfill our commitment ~ excellence and integfib~ goi~N tb~vaN. We ~lieve tim Umversib; the College and the 

depa~ment roll ~ even stronger ~ a result of improved practices. 

My second point h~ not received as ~nuch a~ention but k is equNly impo~at. That is fl~at the exploration of ~ficm~ a~d ~ro-~neficm~ studies has been an es~ntiN 

program on this campus for morn thm~ four decades and it mmmns ~ today. The academic aaomNies of~e Nst do not accurately reflect the excellence of the 

deNment’s facul~, smdeNs and programs then or now. Foyer Governor Matin emphas~ed ~is ~int in his remarks to the board of trustees and 

my public presentations. 

The deN~meN has 20 faculb-, roaches thousands of students each year, and has about 90 unde~raduate majors from diverse backgrounds. Its classes and research 

are inteNi~iplina~ and globN, reflecting two top priorities office College of Aas and Sciences. F~Nty mem~ make img)~nt conNbutions to the un&rstanding of 

the heritage ofNHcan Ameficm~s a~d the cnltura] li~ages and ~)cio-~INcN mNifies of the Nople ofN~ca a~d the ANcm~ Diasporas. The depaament 

inslruction in seveM im~)rmnt ANcan lang~ges and collaborates m~ the ANcm~ StuNes Center a~d the Institute for Al~can-American Research. 

Prol~ssor Eunice SMe has ~en providing excellent leadersNp as deNCtment char since Jan~ 2012. She is the recipient of two m~dergr~k~ate roaching awa~is 

her m~amh focuses on urbm~ governance and citizenship in Durbam Toronto and Pafim m~d on fl~e geographies of ~lificN violence, temto~ m~d state fom~afion in 

Kenya. 

I hope this gives you a morn complete picture ofANcan m~d ~ro-~efican s~Nes hem. Thank you ~Nn for ca~ng about Cmolina. 

SinceMy, 

Km~n M. Gil 

Deam College of Ags and Sciences 

cc: Etmice SaNe ~d Kenneth Jm~ken 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, ]anua~ 05, 2013 12:50 PN 
Te: Reid, Dee 
¢¢: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: ~: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Dee, 

Happy New Year! 

Kindly see the email below. 

Best wishes, 



Eunice 

From: Rebecca Byant [      :@triad.rr.com] 

Sent-" Saturday, .lanuary 05, 2013 12:25 plVl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; .~anken, Kenneth R 
Subject; UNC academic scandal 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes (as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 2013 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-Salem Journal. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

~ t_-~j.~ ~,_~__~.__c: .o__~. 
In An Academic Scandal, T#T?e forAnswers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 

public]...believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a great university...." 
As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 

Studies is not a great university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 
What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendment. Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 
UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca L Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry, Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 2:11 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edtp; Ja~ken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Candidate dinner and visit 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: Candidate dinner and visit 

Date:Wed, 9 Jan 2013 13:37:45 -0500 
From:Terry, Jules M qmten?@~unc.edu> 

To:Hall, Perry A <ltALI ,PA(i~EMAIL.I JNC.EDIL~ 

Dear Perry (if I may, and please call me Mike), 
Many thanks to you and your department for your kind invitation to join you for dinner with you first job candidate and to her talk. As much as I would like to attend both, I 
have prior commitments related to the Mind Reading, Understanding, and Emotion conference taking place in the Philosophy department on the 11th and 12th that won’t allow 
me to make it. I do, however, hope that you will keep me in mind for future such events. I am very interested in establishing a closer relationship with my home department of 
Linguistics and the department of African, African-American, and African Diaspora Studies. 

Best wishes and Happy New Year, 
Mike 

J. Michael Terry 

Associate Professor 

Department of Linguistics 

303 Smith Building, CB #3155 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 USA 

it_r_~_t___e_t:r_~_~__u__t~__c_~_e_~_u_. *h_~p__tLL~:__u__o__c:__e_~_u_j__~’_~__e__L~__m__ 

From: Hall, Perry A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: Terry, Jules M 
Subject: I=W: Candidate dinner and visit 

Dear Professor Terry 

I regret that my earlier message about our job candidate failed to sul:f:iciently idendfy the candidate, including only the title of: the tall(. To make up for that error I 

am including the following summary of the candidate’s background~ 

Please accept my apologies for ti~e omission, 

Perry Hall 

From: Hall, Perry A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 i0:03 AM 

To: ’Terryim(@email.unc.edu’ 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Candidate dinner and visit 

I am writing to invite you ~oin us when we have dinner with our first 

job candidate this ~’~iday, January 11, 6:30 p.m., at the Four Eleven 

West ~estaurant (411 W. Franklin Street). Please let us know (me or the 

chair, Eunice Sahle) if yell can attend. 

You and your colleagues are also invited to attend the candidate’s job 

talk (tJ Lied .... Liberal Black Repub] J canasta: A 8ulegy") which wi] ] Lake 

place earlier in the day, at 12 noon, in the Incubator Room of Hyde Wall. 



Perry H~II 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 9, 2013 2:42 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Create, Experience, Learn, Enjoy...all at the Ackla~d’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Low-key, Hands-on Art Classes for Carolina Students 

Select Fridays, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Couldn’t get in to the studio class you 

wanted this semester? Fee! like trying 

something new and artsy in a no- 

pressure environment? 

Ease into the new semester creatively 

this Friday with an art crass designed 

espedai[y for you! 

Offered on select Friday afternoons, 

"Art & [a Carte" classes are designed 

for beginners, but also suitable for 

students with some art experience. 

Learn more... 

Cost: $8 per class covers all 

materials. Take your art home with 

you! 

Friday, 11 January~ 4:00W:O0 

Learn how to play the Surrealists’ favorite cooperative drawing game. 

Distortions and juxtapositions result in fantastic composite figures (note: 

results witl be exquisite but do not involve corpses!). 

Re,~ster online. 

Art ~ [a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council 

Drawing for Tweens 

Saturday, 12 January, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Now with online registration available! 

Learn more... 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, 12 January, 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

Learn more... 

At the Museum Store 

Japanese Market extended through Sunday, 13 



January! 

The Japanese Market features a wide variety of products and crafts that quote 

Japanese traditions with a contemporary flair. 

Te×tiies, bamboo and wooden items, ceramics, paper ~tems, metalwork, and many 

other products are available for purchase. Siikscreen prints by local artist Vidabeth 

Bensen and skateboard decks featuring ukiyo-e graphics by Zubeiie Bike ~ Board 

Factory are available in hmited quantities. 

AND...the Museum Store *SALE* continues... Enjoy 50% off SELECT holiday (and 

other) merchandise through Sunday, 13 January. 

Open~n~ 1 February 201 3 
More Love: Art, Politics, ond Shoring since the I ggos 

More Love is the first major exhibition to investigate the ways in which 

contemporary artists have addressed love as a political force, as a 

philosophical mode[ for equitable knowledge exchange, and as soda[ 

interaction within a rapidly changing landscape of technology and soda[ 

media. Learn more! 

LooM~ Ahead,,, 



Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture: Sharon Lee Hart 

Thursday, 17 January, 6:00 PM 

121 Hanes Art Center 

Ackland Fi~m Forum: The Pruitt I~oe I~yth 

Thursday, 17 January, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre on Frankhn 

Winter Pajama Party! 
Saturday, 19 January, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Presented in collaboration with P[ayMakers Repertory Company. 

Music in the Galleries: 

"Cryoacoustic Orb" - A Sound installation by Jonathon Kirk 

and Lee Weisert 

Sunday, 20 January, 1:00-5:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possib[e by generous 

support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: /~ore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. 

© Tracey Emin, Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin Gat[ery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent Lo eunice@email.ur~c.edu by esbow[es@emai[~urlc~du 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 34,00 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Wednesday, Jannary 9, 2013 3:12 PM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tlta Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Fred Anderson & Andrew Cayton to speak on Colonial America tomorrow at the Nationa] Humanities Center: 

"Our Owai Dark Ages: The Colonial Period and the Story of America" 

Fred Anderson, University of Colorado, Boulder 

Andrew Cayton, Miami University 

::::*:;i Inline image ~1 ~i Inline image 2 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 -- 5:00 p.m. 

Over the last six decades an extraordinary efflorescence of scholarship in social, economic, and cultural history has transformed historians’ 
understanding of North America in the century before the Declaration of Independence. It has also shattered a once- familiar story of dawning 
nationhood into a multitude of local stories, many of them dark and violent, difficult to relate to each other and hard to connect to the history 

of the United States. In their talk, Fellow’s Fred Anderson and Andrew Cayton will describe the framework within which they are working 
to assemNe the fragmented stories of North American colonial development into a narrative at once consistent with modern scholarship and 

relevant to the national narrative recounted in later volumes of The OxJbrd History of the United Stales. 

To reserve space.for these events, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (~)~ O) 540- o 66L ext. ~ ~ 6, or miohnson@nationaIhumanitiescenter.orct 

Nalional Humanilies Center 

7 T. W. Alexander DHve 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 3:27 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

AFRI    Discussion Pret~rences 

Good o£ternoon Dr. Sahle, 

My name is      and I am a s~adent in your AFRI    class. I am very. excited to move forwai~t with this course and look forward to lea~’ning more about human 

rights. My preferences for the Discussions are as follows: 

Thank you very much. Have a wonderful firs~t week of class and I will see you next week! 

All the bes~t, 

"Change will not come if we wait for some other person or some other time. We are the ones we’ve been waiting for. We are the change that we 

seek."- President Barack Obama 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Discussion Pret~rences: AFRI 

Professor Sable, 

I would prefer Discussion 1, then Discussion 3, and then Discussion 4 I hope that this is what you meant when you asked about student led discussion preferences! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Discussion Pret~rences: AFRI 

Professor Sable, 

I would prefer Discussion 1, then Discussion 3, and then Discussion 4 I hope that this is what you meant when you asked about student led discussion preferences! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

E Reserves 

Hello Dr. Sable, 
So I am in the library trying to print out the readings for next week 
and it looks like the libraw doesn’t have you listed under e-reserves 
so I was unable to access the readings. I am sure I can find them 
using the search engine but I just wanted to let you know just in 
case I am excited for this semester! 
Thanks for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 4:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
@Times: Top 5, Awards Season, The New York Times Magazine and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/ads/emailads/editpromo/20130109/attimes.html 

nytime s.� ore: ~ i!:~ iiii iiii , ~ ~ 0 u ~ ~ 9, 2 013 

Awards Season 
As the 2o13 awards season continues to heat up, with 
the Golden Globes just days away, turn to The 
Times’s Awards Season section for complete 
coverage, including a profile of "Flight" newcomer 
Kelly Reilly, a recap of yesterday’s National Board of 
Review awards ceremony and the winners and losers of the Directors 
Guild of Mnerica nominations. 

The New York Times Magazine 
Check out the current issue for a wealth of fascinating 
stories -- including an evocative cover story on 
George Saunders’s fourth book of stories, "Tenth of 
December." There’s a profile of playwright David 
Mamet’s daughter, Zosia, who’s makh~g a name of her 
om~ in "Girls," a powerful tale of two bereaved parents’ remarkable 
forgiveness of their daughter’s killer, and much more. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

N~ SLIDE SHOW: In Chad, 
Hidden Dangers in Guarding 
Wildlife 
Dozens of African park rangers 
have been killed in recent years, 
many in revenge-driven mnbushes. 
Ivory poachers, it seems, are 
becoming increasingly wily and 
ruthless. 

~.~ PHOTOS: Scenes From London 
Fashion Week 
Scenes from the London fashion 
week photo diary of Kasia Bobula, 
Jacob Lillis, Roberta Ridolfi, Victor 
Frankowski, m~d more. 

Don’t Miss on .YTimes.com 

Michelle Obama, First in Fashion 

~ VIDEO: Fisher Island, Paradise 
Built 
Tlu:ee miles off the coast of Miami 
lies a 216-acre man-made island 
that has long been home to the rich 
and powerful. But legal troubles 



’ Ada LOUiSe Huxtable, champion of Livable Architecture, Dies at 91 

¯ Relocation Therapy 
¯ Energy Drinks Promise Edge, but Experts Say Proof Is Scant 
¯ Storua Panel Recommends Major Changes in NewYork 

Top 5 Viewed Features on ,YTimes.com 

(Between Jan. 2, 2013 - Jan. 8, 2013) 

a. Rape Case Unfolds on Web and Splits City 

2. What You Think You I<haow (but Don’t) About Wise Eating 

3. Snow Fall - The Avalanche at Tmanel Creek 

4. The Lives They Lived 

5. Let’s Give Up on the Constitution 

ADVERTISEMENT 

may intrude upon the seclusion 
residents covet. 

Join the Conversation 
Legalizing of 
Marijuana 
Raises Health 
Concerns 
Even though 

marijuana is the 

most commonly used illegal drug in 

the United States, questions about 

its health effects remain, 

particularly for teenagers. 

Join the Conversation 

A daily e-mail newsletter 
on the business of 
technology, with 

from Times coverage 
staff writers and a         ::i: :: 
roundup of news from 
across the Web. 

Delivered before the 
opening bell and after 
the market close, the 
DealBook e-mail 
newsletter provides 
breaking news about .............. 
M&As, I.P.O.s, venture 
capital and more. 

All things fashion 
from The New York 
Times, featuring the 
latest in news, 
trends and runway 
coverage from 
acclaimed critics 
and reporters. 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message because you signed 
up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

..M...a..0..a.g..e....S..u...b..s..c.rjp.t.i.o..0..s. ] Unsubscribe ] .C...h..a..Qge Your E-Mail ] E.rj.v...a..c.y...P..o..I.i..c.y. ] ..A..d..y..e..rt..i..s..e. Contact 

he N ew~o r k Time S C0 m pany ] c 0 pyrig ht20 !31N YTimes co m620 E ig ht h Ave n ue N ew~o r k; N~ !00 !8 



From: ~live.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Discussion Group Liszt 

4:13 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipieuts 

From: 

Hello Professor Sahle 

As requested my list of desired discussion groups in order are 

Thank you again. 

Sincerely, 

This tbrwaJcded nressage was sent via The University of North CaJcoliua at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "AFRI, 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       .SI~ 

.SP ’ site. To reply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:18 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: Race Workshop Spring (for fac. & grad. students) 

From: [mailto ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,              i0:49 AlVl 

To: UNC BGPSA Email; c~radsoc@listserv.unc.edu;, 

Subject: Fwd: [socgrad] Race Workshop Spring 

minorit-cstudentca ucus@clmail.com; 
; Caldwell, Kia L; 

; hllsa@listserv.unc.edu; 

FYI 

Please distribute widely! Professors and graduate students from all disciplines are welcome. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: [socgrad] Race Workshop Spring 

Date: 8:58:06 AM EST 

To: sociology graduate student listserv <soc,qrad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: @live.unc.edu> 

For those of you who are not on the race workshop listserv, please email me if you would like to be added. This semester the race workshop is listed as a 1-credit course, 

SOCI950.008 in ConnectCarolina, and the workshop will meet every other Wednesday from 10am-12pm~ Our first meeting will be next Wednesday, at 10am in 

Greenlaw 321. 

The description is as follows: 

This 1-credit workshop provides the space for a multidisciplinary group of graduate students and professors to meet for two hours every other week to engage different theories 

and perspectives about race and racial stratification and develop writing skills. This interdiscipfinary working group provides students with the opportunity to read and discuss the 

literature on race and ethnicity and exchange feedback on developing projects. Each week, a member of the workshop will briefly present a paper and engage the group in a 

guided discussion about the project. Students are expected to attend the workshop, read and cridque other students’ work, present their own projects to the group for comments 

and feedback, and engage the literature on race/ethnicity. 

Please email me with any questions or to be added to the listserv. 

Happy new year! 

Doctoral Student 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

<u[> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<iul> 
socgrad as: <a href="mailto: @email.unc.edu</a>.<br> 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to <a href=,~mai~t~:~eave-32599465-9624852.4dbfa42b~ef52c~559f7c7~I52f5faab@~istserv.unc~edu" >leave-32599465- 

9624852.4dbfa42b0ef52c0559f’7c70152f5faab@listserv.unc.edu</a> 

Doctoral Candidate, 
The UniversiU of Noffu Ca~:olina at Chapel Hill 



@email .nnc.edu 

<ul > 

-qi> -- You are currently snbscribed to 

</nl> 

wmst as: <a hre~"mailto:klei~maan~emafila~nc.edu">kleinma~emafil.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave- 32601354- 201657.accbcf60842ce62529647c 1867127961 ~listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32601354- 

201657.accbcf60842ce62529647c186712796 l~listserv.nnc.edn</a> 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

fsn as: <a href "tnafilto:kleinmaa(~email.nnc.edn">kleitm~an(~emal.unc.edu</a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

email to <a ~.e~’’mai~t~:~eave-326~486-4883~8.3d8ac9~858c985ef46~8~b3c9cfda12f~listse~w.unc.edu’’>~eave-326~486- 

488308.3d8ac90858c985ef46080b3c9cfda12f(~listserv.unc.edu<Ta> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej- faculb~ as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@email.unc.e&~">eunice@email.~mc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to <a l~ref "mailto:leave-32602760- 3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edn">leave-32602760- 

3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.nnc.edn</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 6:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Di~ussion preferences 

Hello agai!! 
My preferences on discussion groups are listed belo~v: 
1. Discussion 4 
2. Discussion 3 
3. Discussion 2 

Thank you again, 

Sent Iicom my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Jannary 9, 2013 9:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

AFRI416.001 Spring 2013: Materials added to Conrse Reserves 

Dear Instructor, 

We have processed the reserve materials you requested for AFRI416.001 Spring 2013 

To view your electronic reserve items, click: 

http ://eres.lib uric. edu.libprox¥ lib.unc.edu~’eres/coursepa~e.aspx?cid 3633 

(Please Note: The electronic items may not be vie~vable until a t?~v days before the semester begins for copyright reasons.) 

You may also see the items by clicking on "Resel-,zes" on the libraw homepage and searching for your course 

If there are an?’ problems or inquiries regarding your reserves, please let us know 

Thank you, 

R eserves Prucessing 

Undergraduate Library Reserves 
R.B. Huuse Undergraduate Library, CB# 3942 

reserve reading@unc.edu<mailtu:reserve reading(a)unc.edu> 
919.962 1355 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:57 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Menls and womenls basketball adjusted graduation gap {AGG) report 

2012 MWBB_D-I AGG Report EMBARGOED COPY 0100 EST 10 January, 2013 Final Jan 7 2013.pdf 

Hello all, 

Attached please find a copy of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap {AGG) report for NCAA men’s and women’s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director -- College Spot[ Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport AdrninBtrstion webs~te: 

CSR~ webs~te: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http~//~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=326~4462 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32604462-50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

Today’s Headlines: New York Is Moving Quickly to Enact Tough Curbs on Guns 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S ] Business I S~or[s i Arts ] Fashion & Style I Editorials i OP-~-~,, i On This Day 

CustomJzeTocta~’sj:jeadhnes j Search 

JanuaiT 10, 2013 

TOP NEWS 

New York Is Moving Qlficldy 

to Enact Tongh C~llq~s on 

Guns 

The dash to put new gun controls in 
place made New York the first flash 
point in the battles over firearm 
restrictions that are expected to 
consume several state capitals this 
year. 

Elu V~idespread,o Leading a 

Pnblie health officials say the flu 
season is offto an early start with an 
unusually aggressive virus. 

DEALBOOK 

Emid Titans Battle Over }terlballfe 

Daniel S. Loel;s Third Point disclosed that it had acquired more than 8.2 percent of the nutritional 
supplements eompany. That puts him at odds with his fi’iend William A. Aekman. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Ar~flone who has n sash, bring it along, be~:aase tomorrow the people wi~l be in*~es?ed as pr~sident (f 

~he rep~ddiG b~n~a~se the peOfde are Chfi~ez," 

DIOSDADO CABELLO, preside~t of Venezuela’s National Assembly, on [fla~s for the inauguration 

of Hugo Chfivez, who will uot be ;~ble to a~tend. 

HOME& GARDEN 

~SLmE s.ow: 

~Vheee Cats 

FPee 
In Pittsboro, N.C., 
Siglinda Searpa has turned her home 
into an animal sanctuary. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Debt C, eil~ng~s Escape 

Hatch 

The president has a plausible way to 

work around the nation’s borrowing 

limit. The sooner Congress knows that, the better. 

WORLD 

Chfivez~ or at Lease His Sash, is Set for Venezuela Ina*~gnratlon 

President Hugo Chfivez’s health crisis and decision to proceed on Thursday with a quasi-presidential 
inauguration that he is unable to attend is producing a stream of bizarre developments and 
national angst about who is in charge. 



A Vietnamese court on Wednesday convicted 14 democracy activists of plotting to overthrow the 
government and sentenced them to jail terms ranging fl’om 3 to 13 years. 

At Once Catholic and Sec~lar~ Fra~ce Debates Gay Marriage 
i.::y ":., T :. V :. .I 

There appears to be broad support for gay unions in France, but when it comes to marriage, it may 
be another matter, 

Cas|~ for Hay Drlv~ng T|~ieves to Move Bu~]dles 

~.h: :’.’.GL 

Drought and grass fires have pushed the price of hay to near records, making it an increasingly 

irresistible target for thieves or desperate peers, 

Pap Test Co~ld Help Find Cance~os of UIerus and Ovaries 

~II~e presence of genetic material fi’om two other cancers in Pap smears, used to detect cervical 
cancer, suggests it may become possible to look for three diseases with one test. 

~Waslfington National Catl~edral A~lnounces It ~VHI Hold Same-Sex ~,Veddh~gs 

The cathedral’s dean said on Wednesday that they wanted to give gay and transgender people "the 
same tools for living their lives faithfully that straight people have always had." 

More U~. News 

BUSINESS 

[LS~ Consumer ~Vatcbdog to Iss~e Mortgage R~fles 

In an attempt to prevent future housing crises, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has 
issued new laws for lenders. 

DEALBOOK 

Deep Cuts Raise Questions About Morgan Sta~ley 

Whether Morgan Stanley can avoid shrinking further and revive its fixed-income trading business 
will have significant ripple effects in the financial world. 

DEALBOOK 

AoLGo Says It Will No~ 3oh~ Lawsuit Agains~ Oovernme~t 

The board of the American International Group was weighing a suit arguing that shareholders lost 
tens of billions of dollars because of onerous terms on the insurer’s federal bailout. 

Comment 

S P 0 RTS 

Bonds (and Everyone) Strikes Out 

In the most resounding referendum yet on the legacy of steroids in baseball, voters for the Hall of 

Fame emphatically rejected the candidacies of Barry Bonds and Roger Clemens in balloting results 

announced Wednesday. 

Questions of Strate,~., as Griffin Has S~rgery 

The injnry to Robert Griffin III has cast doubt over his awdlability next season and also called into 
question whether his dynamic style of play can, or shmfld, be continued when he returns. 

Despite No Dhoecl Tie to Steroids, Piazza Fa]Hs Short 

Mike Piazza hit more home runs as a eateher than any player in baseball but suspicion about 
perfm’mam’.e-enham’.ing drngs may have prevented him from being elected to the IIaH of Fame. 

~-)n 
Baseball A Vo~irlg Process Ore[due [o[ Reform 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

V~q~ere ~Io~er~ ~ty Frances 

With London enduring a case of Skyscrapers Gone Wild, the new headquarters fl)r Rothschild Bank, 

at a mere ~5 stories, still manages to cut a distinguished profile. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Oscar Memories of the LasL or First, Time 



Christoph Waltz, Rachel Weisz, Sally Field, KathlTn Bigelow and others share thoughts on a 

moment in the Academy Awards spotlight. 

~Fq Video: Ac~deRiy Aw~r~ M~mories 

It was only a matter of time before Hollywood~ where antidepressants are common as after-dinner 
mints, turned them into a high-stakes movie thriller. 

o Mote Arts [’Jews 

FASHION & STYLE 

The new vanguard of gender activists wants a broad~ inclusive way to describe sexual minorities. 

From Engla~d~ l~’ashlo~’s Latest 

The earefcee style of the singer Rita Ora, a Jay-Z prot6g6e, appeals to designers, with a blend of hip- 
hop, bling and ’9os Gwen Stefani. 

~ Video: Shopping With Rita Ora 

~ Slide Show 

Eas.~2golng TMlori~g a~d Tweeds in Prefall Collections 

As a sign of the shows’ importance, creative directors attended, as did store chiefs, editors and a few 
celebrities. 

~ Slide Show 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Democracy h~ the House 
To block extremists, Speaker ~ohn Boehner should open up votes to lawmakers of both parties. 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Cuomo°s V~5,M~ List 
The governor offered many ambitious plans for New York, but he should start with real gun 
control, a minimlma-wage increase and campaign finance reform. 

EDITORIAL 

A Step Backward H~ Bank Regulatlo~s 
New watered~town rules suggest banks are again dictating public policy in ways that could risk 
another crisis. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Defense of Hage| for Defense 

Chuck Hagel, with his Vietnam combat experience, would be an excellent defense secretary. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ~Voe,~ of Roe 

Forty years after the Supreme Court handed down the great abortion rights deeisiom Americans 

remain permanently uncomfortable with the issue. 

~ Columnist Par2e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Refranfing the (3u~ Debate 

This time, something must be done about gun laws. And it looks as if something will. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. lO, 1946, the first General Assembly of the United Nations convened in London. 



You [eceived this message because you signed up for r~lhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines ~ewslette[ As a membe[ o[ 

the TRbSFe prwacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe [ Change Your E-MailI Pdvscy Policy [ Con~ct ~ AdveA~se 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicklbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:13 AM 

Office tbr U ~dergmduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Oltice for Undergraduate Research 1.10.2013 e- newsletter 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published two times per month to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, 

accomplishments of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at www.unc.edu!depts!our or email us at 

our@unc.edu. 

January 10, 2013 

OUR News and Events 
OUR Bloq: 

¯ shares real-time challenges and 

commitment to persevere during her SURF project on 

agriculture and hunger. 

GRC Blog: 

Take a look at the blog archives and watch for new Nog 

entries in our next newsletter. 

OUR People: 

¯ Meet SURF alumna and learn about her 

research on hydrology and water quality. 

¯ OUR Ambassador and SURF recipienl is 

profiled by UNC Admissions. 

OUR Associate Director Donna Bickford’s presentation 

at the Modern Language Association conference is 

highlighted in the Chronicle of Higher IEducation. 

Other Events and News: 

Apply to present at the Big South Undergraduate 

Research Symposium on April 5-6, 2013. The deadline 

to apply has been extended to January 28, 2013. 

~~B~~~e~~c~~~o~~~m~~~!~n~~g~~~a~~~n~~~~E~~f~~~f~~e~~c~~~t]~~v~~~e~~~~~M~~~e~~~n~~~t~~o~£: A workshop for 

graduate students and postdocs in the natural or 

medical sciences who are interested in mentoring 

undergraduate students in scientific research. 

Meet 

OUR Events 
SURF Information Session 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 

5:30-7pm 

Frank Porter Graham Student Union 

Room 3408 

Are you considering applying for a Sumrner 

Undergraduate Research Fellowship this summer? Join us 

at our next information session and learn more about the 

program. You’ll hear from former SURF recipients about 

their experiences and we’ll also tell you about the support 

that is available to help you with your proposal 

Also, if you’re applying for a SURF and wish to work with 

a peer writing advisor, complete the request form. 

Research Methodologies in the Arts: A Roundtable for 

Undergraduates 

Thursday, January 31, 2013 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

Location: Graham Memorial 039 

What does research look like in the Arts? How do 

scholars conduct research in these disciplines? Are you 

interested in Art, Music, or Dramatic Art but wondering 

how you would develop a research project in your area of 

interest? Join us for this roundtable and explore the 

answers to your questions. 

Adam Vers6nyi (Milly Barranger Distinguished Professor 

of Dramatic Art), Anne MacNeil (Associate Professor of 

Music) and Beth Grabowski (Zachary Smith Distinguished 

Term Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies in 

Studio Art) will discuss the research methodologies and 

approaches in their fields, describe undergraduate 

research projects conducted by Carolina students, and 

provide advice and guidance for undertaking research in 

the Arts. 

You’ll also have an opportunity to ask your own questions 

and engage in conversation with the panelists. 

Please register by emailing Dr. Donna Bickford, Associate 

Director in the Office for Undergraduate Research, at 

dbickford@unc.edu. 

Becoming an Effective Mentor 

This workshop is intended for graduate students and 

postdocs in the natural or medical sciences who are 

interested in mentoring undergraduate students in 

scientific research. 

Good mentoring can be learned! Effective mentoring in 

the lab can lead to greater research productivity, 

efficiency, and satisfaction. This mentodng skills workshop 

will offer a framework for developing a philosophy and 

style to guide decisions and actions in working with 

undergraduate students as well as a forum in which to 

discuss dilemmas that arise in working with those 

students. The six-week workshop curriculum was 

developed by the Wisconsin Program for Scientific 

Teaching and is supported by the Howard Hughes Medical 

Institute. Those who complete the workshop will earn a 

certificate in effective mentoring in the research 

laboratory. 

During the workshop, we’ll delve into the following 

questions: 

- How do I design a (good) research project for an 

undergraduate student? 



Note: You can learn more about 

blog posts for the 

work by reading her 

series. 

linked image004 07B96D91-213A- 

453A-BAE8-DAE4D79FC4EB.jpg 

- Why are clear expectations so important? 

- How do I establish effective communication with my 

student? 

- How do I know when my student is ready to be more 

independent? 

- My mentodng experience is going terribly, how can I fix 

it? 

- What is my mentoring philosophy? 

Other seminar goals: 

- Discuss strategies for recruiting high quality 

undergraduates to assist with your research 

- Write and revise your personal mentodng philosophy 

- Network with other mentors from different disciplines 

- Learn how to effectively manage your relationship with 

your own mentor 

The workshop will meet for six weeks, at one hour per 

week, from Jan. 30- Mar. 6 2013. Participants will be 

expected to attend all six sessions. Snacks will be 

provided. Meeting times and locations are TBD. 

Space is limited, so we cannot accept everyone that 

registers. By registering atthe link below, you will be 

entering an application process wherein the workshop 

administrators will select the participants. You will receive 

a follow-up email if accepted or waitlisted. If interested, 

please apply at: httP~i/tinyur!.com/aceStnj 

Questions? Please email Jenny Hayden at 

jenny hayden@med.unc.edu 

Like OUR on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. .................................................. 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for 

Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:39 AM 

discnssion <t~ulty--athletics-lbmm@listservxmc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul .ty--athlefics-tbrnm] 2012 CSRI Men’s m~d women’s basketball adjnsted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Jay, could you elaborate on your last point a little more. "Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I 

would submit that degrees earned through following paths of least resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the same value as 
degrees earned the old-fashioned way." 

The content of a deg~ee earned is determined by the UNversi~ and is any true for any student receiving that degree. 

How are paths cleared for athletes by their fifll-time counselors? Ifa student completes degree requirements as set-forth by the Universi~ what is meant by degrees 

earned the "old-fashioned" way? 

Would a student who balanced her ,schedule with a mix of courses she had required for her major and courses that peaked her interests with a t~w classes she heard 

from classmates and saw on Pick a Prof a~d were easier than others bnt till requirements have a °less valued" degree? 

Joy 

JoyJ. Refiner, M.A., R](R), FAE~R5 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

Universib~, of North Carolina a[ Chapel FIq~ 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

B21-A 5ou[h Columbia St, 

Chape~ HHI, NC 27599-7130 

................................ 
919-gg6-.5147Desl< 

Cel~ 

919-9 ~; 6-.t~95~ Eax 

-CON~IDENY~AMTY NOTICE: This e--mad message, [ncludh-~g attachments, [f any, is intended en~y for the -person or entity to which [t is addressed and may ce~tain confident~a~ and/or 

pdwleged mater[ai, Any -----unauthorized rewew, use, disclosure or d~stdbut[on ~s prohibited, If you are net the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mad and 

destroy all copies of the or~gh-~al message 

authorize8 ~ate efficia[ (NCGS, ch, ~32), Student educational records are s~bject to F~RPA, 

F~m= Jay Smith [mail~:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, ]anua~ t0, 2013 9:19 AN 
To= discussion 
C¢= discussion 
Subje{t= Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Nen’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 
Richard, one would think that yonr comment on the boom of ~ge 4-~p of Nge 5 in tNs document would a~iculate ~e principled psition of UNversib- faculb~ 
across the l~d, including those at ~C-CH. It’s so sad that that will probably never be the c~e. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but "there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit "that degrees earned through follomng 

paths of least resistance, paths cleared tbr the athletes by their lull-time co~mselors, do not have the sa~ne value as degrees earned the old-fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Sonthall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a coW of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSPd) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA men’s and 

wome~f s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Richa~l 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - Co~ege Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax -- 919.962-.6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http://exss‘unc~ed‘4~graduate~pr~grams/Speciali~ati~n~/Sport~administrati~n~verview/ 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri 

CSRI Corfference on College Sport website: wwwX:sricomr,’-m~mce.oq;~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@em~iLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 9:48 AM 

discussion <Ihculty--athletics-ibrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discassion <faculty--athletics-[brum@listscrv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Jay. 

I could not agree more with your assessment about the equal access to education. Over the last three years I think our data smmgly suggest "Pw~fit-atNetes"may - in 

fact - be denied (as a result of structural elements in the college sport enterprise) eqnal access to an edncation. 

This is why it’s crilical to compare full-time s~dents with full-time athletes (especially the profit-athletes as opposed to expenditure-athletes). We are t~ing to do 

rigorous analyscs to move the discussion from simply opinions to policy changes based on data. 

You will note 2 ditt~rent terms: the firs~ profit-athletes and the second expenditure-athletes. This diI%erenfiation of NCAA Athletes is critical. Not all college athletes 

have the same background, or experiences. To try to lump them all together and report their graduation rates or experiences as being the same is, in my opinion, 

disingenuous. 

I hope this discussion and this report can help ffmne this listse~w’s discussion a~d discussion of the group In general. 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Sent from my iPhone 

RichaM M. Southall 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 9.19, Jay Smith .laysm~th,?b~emaal.unc.edu- wrote. 

Richard, one would think that your comment on the bottom of page 4-top of page 5 in this document would articulate the principled position of Universi~ 

faculty across the lmad, including thosc at UNC-CH. It’s so sad that that will probably never be tile case. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit that degrees earned through 

following paths of least resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the salne value as degrees earned the old- 
fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello ~]1, 

Attached please find a copy of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (ACK]) report for NCAA 

men s and women’s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the repaint with any of you. 

Best regards, 
Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen I-{all 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919,962-6235 

U NC SDort Administration websRe: 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an ohligation. V~ e’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 1Ne fully. 

You axe currently subscribed to fuculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. 
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fornm&o=32604462 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shuster, Elizabeth O <eshuster@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:54 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul .ly--athlelics-tbrum] 2012 CSRI Men’s m~d women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

I agree with the report that the disparities in graduation rates are disturbing, but I’m very concerned at the thought that certain majors are considered less worthy 

than others. I deal with many, many students who start out in the sciences but find them too cha~engh~g and/or t~me consumh~g. Yve seen these students sw~tch 

~:o other fie~ds (kH::hxling h~storv) -in some (no~: all cases) the switch is to make more time for other pursuRs Does this me~n that any student who faib ~:o 

compkd:e a BS h~ Chemistry, gio~ogy or Physics is [o~Jow~ng a path of h~ast resistance? There are many non-athletes in aH of the rrH~]ors on campus -are their 

degrees of less vafue? 

~gsin, I understand that there are ~ssues with the demands placed on sdfletes and ] would love to see u major reform in [he NCA~ ruies governing/constraining 

athletes. However, we need to be very careful about d~sparag~ng academic choices available to a]J students. 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3110 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph: 9~9-843-8918 

fax: 919-962-6888 

advising.unc.edu 

F~m: Rennet, Joy J [mailto:Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:39 AN 

To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [NculN--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted 9raduat~on pap (AGG) repo~ 

J~, couN you elaborate on gout ~ast poh~t ~ ~i~e more. "Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I 

would submit fl~at &gmes earned tNough followiiN pa~s ofle~t resistance, pa~s cleared for the athletes by their ~ll-fime counselors, do not have ~e ~me value ~ 

degrees earned the old- ihshioned way." 

The content of a &gme earned is &tennined by the UNve~i~ m~d is any tree for ~y s~&nt receiving that degree. 

How ~xe Nths cleared for atNetes by their full-fi~ne com~selors? Ifa sm&nt completes degree requirements as set-fo~h by ~e Umve~iF what is meant by degrees 

earned the "old- f~Noned" way? 

WoNd a student who baJanced her ~hedNe with a mix of courses she had required for her major and courses that peaked her interests with a few classes she heard 

from classmates and saw on Nck a Prof and were easier than othe~ but fill requirements have a "less valued" degree? 

Joy 

JoyJ. Ren!~er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~R5 

Associate Pro[essor and Oh’ec[or 

Universib~, of North Carolina at Chapel 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

B21-A Sou[h Co~umNa St, 

Chape~ HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-g56-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-9[~6-16951 Fax 

-CONFIDENT~AL~IY NOTICE: lhis ~_~--mail message, [nch.~d[ng attachments, [f any, is intended oniy for the -person or entity to which [t is addressed and may contain conf[dent~a~ and/or 

priwleged material. Any -----unauthorized rewew, use, disclosure or d~stribut[on ~s prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-mad and 

destroy all copies of the original message 

F~m: Jay Smith [ma~]~o:jaysm~hC@emaU.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:19 AN 
To: discussion 
¢¢: discussion 
Subje{t: Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 
Richard, one would think that your comment on the boom of ~ge 4-~p of Nge 5 in tNs document would a~iculate ~e principled psition of UNve~sib- faculb~ 
across the l~d, including those at ~C-CH. It’s so sad that that will probably never be the c~e. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but "there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit "that degrees earned through following 

paths of least resistance, paths cleared tbr the athletes by their thll-time co[mselors, do not have the sa~ne value as degrees era]red the old- fa.shioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a coW of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report tbr NCAA men’s and 

womeffs Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Richald 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:02 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Elizabeth, 

Thanks a great deal for your email and your thoughtful response. I could not agree more that we never should unilaterally judge the quality of an education, or specifically the 

value of a degree. The critical word in this discussion is "choice." I hope we as faculty always value diversity in education. As long as any student has the ability to make an informed 

choice regarding their education, we as faculty and staff should do everything to support them. 

My concern, based on 13 years of conversations with college athletes, as well as research focused on the relationship between higher education and the college sport enterprise, is 

that not always, but too often, college athletes {especially profit--athletes) are structurally denied or impeded from exercising such choice. In my opinion, we as faculty must 

always put the best interests of our students first. 

So with this in mind I hope that my comments and the AGG report is never saying as disparaging academic choices, but rather providing data for reasoned discussions regarding 

the college sport enterprise and its effects on College athletes and the University. 

Again thank you for your willingness to openly discuss these issues. 

Best wishes for a great 2013. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Sou~hall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director -- College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9:19.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9:19.962-6,235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSR] Conference on College Sport webs~te: ~,~,~,~::~[~.9.~.~.~[~.D.~:~£~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <Shuster>, Elizabeth O <eshuster@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Shuster, Elizabeth O" <eshuster@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, January :10, 20:13 9:54 AM 

To: discussion <.t..a...c...u.].t..y.~:.a~t~.h.~e~t.Lc~s.:.f..~...r..u..~m..~@‘.!!~s~t~s..e~.r..v.:..u...n~c..:~e~d...u..> 

Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] 20:12 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

f agree with the report tl’u~t the dispari~:ies in gr~duation r~tes are disturbing, bu~: I’m very concerned ~I: ~:he thought that certain nlaiors are considered h-_~ss worthy 

Lhan others. I deal with many, rnany students who start out in the sciences but find them too challenging and/or time consuming. I’ve seen these students switch 

to other fields (including history) ---in some (not all cases) Lhe switch is to make more time for other pursuits. Does this mean that any studenL who fails to 

complete a BS in Chemistry, 8iology or Physics is following a path of least resistance.> There are many non-athletes in all of the maiors on campus - are their 

degrees of less vahJe? 

Ag~in, I understand that there are issues with the demands ph~ced on ~l:hle~es and t would love to s~-_~e a maior reform in ~:he NCAA rules governing/constraining 

athletes, However~ we need to be very careful about disparaging academic choices available to NI s[udents, 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3110 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph: 919-843-8918 

fax: 919-962-6888 

advising.unc.edu 

From: Rennet, Joy J [mailto:Joy Renner.@med.unc~edu] 

Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:39 AM 

To-" discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 ¢SRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

.h3 y, could you eh3borat~-_~ on your las~: point a lil:~:le more. "Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I 

would submit that degrees earned through following paths of least resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the same value as 

degrees earned the old-fashioned way?’ 

The content of a degree earned is determined by the University and is any tree for any sludent receiving that degree. 

ttow a~e paths cleared tbr athletes by their full-time counselors? Ifa student completes degree requirements as set-lbrth by the University what is meant by degrees 

earned the "old-thshioned" way? 

Would a student who baJanced her ~hedule with a mix of courses she had required [br her major and courses that peaked her interesls with a few classes she heard 

t]rom classmates and saw on Pick a Prof and were easier than others but fill requirements have a "less valued" degree? 

Joy 



,Joy J, Rennet, M.A, £[(R), 

Associate_¯ Professor ;rod 

Uniw_~rsity of North Ca~oiina at Chapel 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondur;~nt 

321-A Sou[h Coh~rnbia 

Chape~ H[H, NC 27599-7.130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 
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pdvqeged mal:erh}L A~’ -.--unauthorized review, use, dh~dosure or d[s[r[butk)n is prohiNl:ed. If ~ou are not the h~[ended recipk~nt, please co~t;}c:[ the sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy all copk~s of i:he original message. 

F~m= lay Smith [maHto:jaysmith@emaH,unc,edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 3anuaw 10, 2013 9:19 AN 
To= discussion 
Co= discussion 
Subject= Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Nen’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 
Richar& one would think that your comment on ~e bottom of~ge 4-top of~ge 5 in this document would adicula~ the principled ~)sition of Unive~ib~ [hculty 
across the land, including those at I~C-CH. It’s so sad that that will probably never be the c~e. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit that degrees earned through following 

paths of least resislance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the same value as degrees eazrned the old-fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richmd Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a copy of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA men’s and 

women’s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associa[e Professor .- Spor[ Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

0 ~fice - 919.962- 3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9:19.962-6235 

souti~ali@email.ulsc.edu 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

ht~:p:iiexss.~nc.eduigradu~;~:e-prograrns/spe 

CSRI webs~te: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Pemn <andrew~perrin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 10:06 AM 

discnssion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.tmc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculU--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Jay, I actually think the latter argument is the better one. We know 
that lots of students - athletes and not - seek classes that they expect 
to be easy, or pad their GPA, or whatever. All of these constitute 
perverse incentives and detract from educational quali~z. I think ~ve all 
assume that ASPSA ~vorks specifically to find and exploit these 
weaknesses, and that’s a problem, but the better, systemtic fix would be 
policy to avoid offering such disparate educational quali~ and 
expectations across the curriculuna. (The Carolina Contextual Grading 
policy, 
http ://facc oun unc. edu/wp-content/uploads/201 1/03/R eso]uti on -2011-3- full.pall’. 
~s one small step in that project. The first achievement on that process 
will be rolled out at tomorrow’s facul~" council meeting.) 

All best, 
Andy 

On 01/10,’2013 09:59 AM. Jay Smith wrote: 
A degree is a degree is a degree, and the Universi~ vouches [’or the 
value of each, to be sure. I don’t contest that. My point is simply 
this: if the structural imperatives of the athletics program effectively 
inhibit athletes’ access to various educational options and 
opportunities (including, for example, the opportunity to fail an 
archaeology class), and if those same imperatives encourage counselors 
to steer athletes toward paths of least resistance (i e., we know this 
pro[’is friendly, we know that language doesn’t require a lab and that 
one doesn’t even require mastery of the language, we know these majors 
have been easily completed by athletes in the past,) then athletes’ path 
to the degree is a somewhat impoverished path. And the impoverishment is 
structurally determined, at least in part. And that should g~ve us pause. 

If you want to argue that, well, then it’s the University’s job to make 
sure there are no easy paths anywhere. It’s up to the facul~. I would 
say: OK, let’s get busy closing down all easy- paths. Is athletics going 
to be happy with that? Maybe so. That sure wouldn’t be the first tirue 
I’ve been surprised in the last two years. 

On 1/10/13 9:38 AM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 
>> 

>> Jay, could you elaborate on your last point a little ruore. "Graduation 
>> is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the 
>> content of the degrees earned. I would submit that degrees earned 
>> through following paths of least resistance, paths cleared for the 
>> athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the same value as 
>> degrees earned the old-fashioned way." 
>> 

>> The content of a degree earned is determined by the Universi~ and is 
>> any true for any student receiving that degree. 
>> 

>> How are paths cleared for athletes by their full-tirue counselors? If a 
>> student completes degree requireruents as set-forth by the University 
>> what is meant by degrees earned the "old-fashioned" way? 
>> 

>> Would a student who balanced her schedule with a mix of courses she 
>> had required for her ruajor and courses that peaked her interests with 
>> a fcw classes she heard from classmates and saw on Pick a Prof and 
>> were easier than others but fill requirements have a "less valued" degree? 
>> 

>> Joy 
>> 

>> Joy J. Reuner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
>> 

>> Associate Professor and Director 
>> 

>> University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> School of Medicine 
>> 

>> CB #7130 I~rNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
>> 

>> 321-A South Columbia St 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919-966-5147Desk 
>> 

Cell 
>> 



>> 919-9(x%6951 Fax 
>> 

>> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTIC]~*;: ’]’his e-mail message, including attachments, 
>> if any, is intended unly for the -person or entity to which it is 
>> addressed and may cuntain confidential andiur privileged material. Any 
>> ---unauthorized review, use, disclusure or distribution is pruhibited. 
>> Ifyuu are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by 
>> reply e-mail and destruy all copies of the uriginal message 
>> 
>> *Email correspondence to and from this address ruay be subject to the 
>> North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 
>> patties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student 
>> educational records are subject to FERPA.* 
>> 

>> *From:*Jay Smith [mailto:ia~,,smith(~cmail.unc.edu] 
>> *Sent:* Thursday, Janual?, 10, 2013 9:19 AM 
>> *To:* discussion 
>> *Cc:* discussion 
>> *Subject:* Re: [~aculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s 
>> basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGO) report 
>> 

>> Richard, one would think that yo~tr comruent on the bottom of page 4-top 
>> of page 5 in this document ~vould articulate the principled position of 
>> Universit’y faculty- across the land, including those at UNC-CH. It’s so 
>> sad that that will probably never be the case. -Jay 
>> 

>> PS Graduation is of comse critical, but there is one other issue to 
>> consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit that 
>> degrees earned through following paths of least resistance, paths 
>> cleared for the athletes by their full-time co~mselors, do not have 
>> the same value as degrees earned the old-fashioned way. 
>> 

>> On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, $outhall, Richard Michael wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Hello all, 

Attached please find a copy of the 2012 College Sport Research 
L~stitute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) repolt for NCAA 
men’s and women’s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with an?’ of you 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Wuollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

(;ell 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

suuthalI@emaiI.unc.edu --.mailtu:southall(~email uric edu> 

UNC Sport Achnmistration website: 

http ://exss. unc edu/~raduate-~ru~rams/specia~izatiuns/sp~rt-administrati~n~uverview/ 

CSRI website: www uric edu~,csri <http://www.unc.edu/csri> 

CSRI Cunference un CulIege Spurt website: www csricunference urg 

<http://www csricunference.or~/> 

Life is an ubligation. We’re not here tu die slowly, we’re here to 

Yuu are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-furum as: 
j a?’sraith@email.unc.edu <mailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu>. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699857.6599779164b45b38dgf69522ac998cag&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32604462 
<http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id~48699857.65997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998cag&n T&I faculV~’--athletics-fomrn&o 32604462> 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP.L if the line is 
broken) 



>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-3260~’52-48699857.65997791 b4b45b38d9J~9522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 
>> <mailto:leave-32604462-48699857.65997791 b4b45b38dgf69522ac998ca9(~listserv.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--ath[etics-formn as: 
>> JoyRenner@med.anc.edu <mailto:Jo’~ Renner(~med.unc.edu>. 

>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>http://lists.anc.edu/u?id 58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n T&l~acult,/--athletics-forum&o 32605259 
>><http://lists.anc.edu/u?id 58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n T&l ~acult~--athletics-forum&o 32605259> 

>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-32605259-58571604.229e717e31 d387el 3836656d20a 1 cSa5@listser,~.unc.edu 
>> <mailto:leave-32605259-58571604.229e717e31 d387e 13836b56d20a 1 cSa5(~listsel~’.unc.edu> 

> You are currently subscribed to faculty---athletics-forum as: 
> andrew~perrin@~mc.edu <mailto:andrew ~errin(~unc.edu>. 

> To unsubscribe click here: 
>httl~://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&l facult~---athletics-forum&o 32605545 
><htt~://lists.unc.edv.’u?id~48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&l ~acult~---athletics-forum&o 32605545> 

> (It may be necessalN to cut and paste the abo’,~e URL if the line is broken) 

> or send a blank email to 

> leave-32605545-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listsel~’ unc edu <mailto:leave-32605545-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d~d)listsel~’ tmc edu> 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew~errin@unc, edu - http ://perrin.socsci.unc edu 
Associate Professor of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 
University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~z--athletics-forum as: eunice@emailunc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:/~lists unc.edu/u?id=50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facults~--athletics-forum&o=32605596 or send a blank email to leave-32605596- 

50137456.42~35af5a 29175600ad39629242d7d3@listser~ u~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 11:08 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@lis~servxmc.edu> 

RE: [l~u1.1y--athletics-thrum] 2012 CSRI Men’s m~d women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Thank you .Jay for theclarificat~on. ~ think what you are hearing is a word of caution on the wording and tone of remarks that can be interpreted and 

misinterpreted in a variety of ways that was not your intent~ 

Jo~/J. Re~qer, M.A., r~T(R), FAE~RS 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel HHI 

School of Medicine 

CB #7~30 UNC-CH Bondurar~[ Hall 

B 21-A South Colum bia SL 

Chapei FI[H, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-965-5952,’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This em~aH message, iqcludh~g attachments, if aqy~ is inEer~ded only for the -person or entiw to which [E is addressed and may cor~tain corffident[a~ and/or 
privileged ma[er[aL Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is prohibi[ed, If you are not the intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender b~, reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal message. 

F~m= Jay Smith [mailto:jaysm~th@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 10:00 AN 

Te~ discussion 
~¢~ discussion 
Subject= Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball aCusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

To be cleat l’m not disparaging any CHOICES. None. 

On 1/10/13 9:54 AM, Shustec glizabeth O wrote: 

] agree w~th the report that the disparities in graduation rates are d~sturb~ng, bu[ ~’m very concerned s[ [he thought that certab~ ma~ors are considered 

~ess worthy than others. ~ deal with many, many students who start out in the sdences but find them too challenging and!or~ time consuming. I’ve 

seen these students sw~tch to other fie~ds (including Mstory) --. ~n some (not al~ cases) the sw~tch is to make more t~me for other pursu~ts~ Does th~s 

mean that any student who falls to complete a BS m Chem~strv, Biology or Physics ~s following a path o[ least res~stan(:e? There are many non-athkd:es 

~n all o[ [he ma~ors ot~ campus -8re [:heir degrees of less value? 

Again, ~ understand that there are issues w~th the demands pbced on sdfletes and ] would love to see a ma~or reform in [he NCAA rules 

goverNng/constrab~ng atMetes. However, we need to be very careful about d~sparagh~g academic choices avaHsNe to a]~ students. 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3~10 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph: 9~9-843-8918 

fax: 919-962-6888 

advising.unc.edu 

F~m: Rennet, Joy J 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:39 AN 

To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [NculW--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball aNusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

Jay, coutd you e{aborate on your tast point a t~ttle more. "~ad~tion is ofcour~ cfificM, bN them is one other issue to consider: the content office 

degrees earned. I would submit that &gmes earned through following Nths of least resistance, Nths cleared ibr the athletes by their full-time counselors, 

do not have the stone vMue as degrees earned the old-Nshioned way." 

The content of a degree earned is &te~ined by the UNversi~ and is any tree for oay sm&nt receiving that degree. 

How are paths clewed for atNetes by ~eir full-time cotmselors? Ifa student completes degree mqNmments ~ set-fo~h by ~e UnNersib, what is 

meant by degrees earned the "old- f~Noned" way? 

Would a s~dem who bManced her schedule with a mix of courses she had required for her major and courses that peaked her interests with a few classes 

she heard from classmates ~d ~w on Pick a Profand were easier than others but fill mqmmments have a "less vMued" degree? 

Joy 

JoyJ. Rennet, M.A,, R-[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Schooi of Medicine 
CB #7).30 UNC-.CR gondurant Rail 

32 J.-.R South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5 J.47Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951~ l:ax 

--CONI:ID~NTIALI]h~ NOiIC~: [I~,L e-mail message, ~ncluding attachments, ~f any, ~s intended only for the -person or entity, to which ~t is addressed and ma~, conta~ n 

confidential and/or privdeged ;llatel’ial, An~’ --.-unautholfized review, use, disclosure or d[str~but~on is prohibited. If you are not the ~tended redpient, please contact the 

sender b~ reply e-mail and destro~ aH cep[es of the original message. 



F~m: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: discussion 
Gc: discussion 
S~bjeCt: Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

Richard, one would think that your comment on the bottom of page 4-’~p of~ge 5 in ~is docnment would a~culate the principled ~sition of Unive~ity 

facnlF ~ross the la~d, including tho~ at I~C-Ct£ It’s so sad that that will pro~bly never be the case. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issne to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I wonld submit that degrees earned through 
follomng paths ofleas~t resistaxice, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-ti,ne counselors, do not have the same vaJue as degrees earned the old- 

fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a coW of the 2012 College Sport Research Inslitute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA 

men’s and women’s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen I-tall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919,962-6235 
southall@ema[I.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration websRe: 

hti:p:/~exss‘u~c~edu/gradu~i:e~programs/spe~ai~z~:k~ns/sport~.a(~m~n~s~:rat~uerv~ew~ 

CSRI website: 

CSRJ Conference on College Sport website: www,csdconference,orB 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are cnrrently subscribed to faculty---atNetics- forum as: ia’/smitb,%emedl.unc.edu. 

To nnsubseribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduht?id=48699857.65997791 b4M5638d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&l=facnlty--athletics- 

fbnm~&o=32604462 

(It may be necessau to cut and pasle the above UI~L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to l..e..~y..e..-..~3...2..~.(.!.4...4...~.2~-..4...8~..}~.8..~.7~.9...c.)..7..7.~.N.b~.~.~j.~1~2~.~.~.~9.~j.~.~i~ku~£:~j.u. 

You are currently subscribed to faculU--athletics-forum as: Joy Rem~er({hned.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc .edt~’n?i d=58571604.229e717e31 d387e 13836b56d20al c8a5&n=T&l =fact@v--athletics-tbrnm&o=32605259 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema]l to l..e..{bie.~2~6~(.!.5~2...5..2-...5...8~5..Z.~..~.(.!.4..~:.2.~2..~9..~e..Z.~..7.e..~.~.~.d.~S.~.~7~e~.~S.~.~.b~5..~!:a~£~.@~rZ:~,u 

You axe currently snbscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eshus~ter~enm~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 48737285.009bdbbeeb5344a8a694becb968e2cf2&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 32605399 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32605399-48737285.009bdbbeeb5344.a8a694becb968e2c12~;listserv.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.eduq Ha~tlyn, Jonathan <ha~tlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks. Iql incorporate all changes and send the email today. 

Best, 

Dee 

t,~ ~,b : ~ ttp://colleqe.unc, edu 
:";~ ::eb,5o]: : http://www.faceboc)k.cozz/JNO.Ooqqec~c? 

YOLa’" ZbG : httr~ : //youts~be. com/ur~ez/UNCColieqe 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Senti Thursday, Janua~ ~0, 20~3 ~0:55 AN 
T~: Ha~lyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: UNC academic scandal 

DearJonathan and Dee, 

I have added some minor edits ~ooi Kindly see attached document. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Har~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 1:27 PM 
To; Reid, Dee 
Co-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: UNC academic scandal 

Dee and Eunice, Some minor suggested edits in track changes attached. Eunice, is the # of faculty correct? 

.Ionatha n 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The t_Jniv~-:!rsity of North Carolina at Chape~ H~II 
Sen~or Associate Dean for Social Sdences and 

GIo~a~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckfotd Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South B@lding, CB 3100 

Chapel H~II NC ~7S99113j(}0 USA 

Ema~l: hartl~npunc.edu 

Off:ice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~m= Reid, Dee 
$entl Wednesday, Janua~ 09, 2013 12:59 PN 
Te~ SaNe, Eunice N 
¢~ Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
~ubje~t~ RE: UNC academic scandal 
lm~olan~el High 

Dear Eunice and Jonathan, 

Enclosed is a draft response from Karen whkh we wi]~ copy to Eunke and Kenneth sh~ce Ms. Brym~t contacted both. Please review this and ~et me know if you have 

any comments. ~’m hoping to send l:h~s to Ms Bryant today if possible 

Thanks, 

Dee 

D~T 

Dear Ms. Bwant, 

Thank yon for ~ng the time to share your thoughts. I w~t ~ emphasize m~o im~t ~ints. First, we ~ke these ma, ers veD’ ~fiously and am commi,ed ~ doing 

eveD~hing possible to ensnre that consistent s~ndards for academic excellence are applied to all facul~-, students and programs across the College of~s and 

Sciences. The e~ernal reviews conducted by fom~er Governor Matin and the Baker Tilly consnltants co~ that problems were isolated witNn a sub-set of courses 

in one department involving two individuals who no longer work hem. The reviews al~ co~i~ed that ~e problems have ende& aJld [he numerous new procedures 

that a~e now in pl~e am appropriate tbr helping ns fulfill our commitment to excellence and integrity going forwaN. We ~lieve the U~versity, the College and the 

department will ~ even s~ronger ~ a result of improved practices. 



My second point has not received as much artention but it is equally important. That is that the exploration of Atfican and Atko-American stadies has been an es~ntial 

program on this campus liar more than tbur decades mad it remains ~ today. The academic anomalies of the past do not accurately reflect the excellence of the 

deparbnent’s lhculty, students and progran~s then or now. Former Governor Maxtin emphas~ed this point in his remarks to the board of trustees and I’ve stressed it in 

my public presenta~6ons. 
’][’he department has 20 faculb~, teaches thousands of students each year, and has about 90 undergraduate majors from diverse backgrounds. Its classes and research 

are interdiscipliua~7 and globaJ, reflecting two top priorities of the College of A~ts and Sciences. Faculty members make important contributions to the unders~tanding of 

the heritage of African Americans and the culturaJ linkages and socio-politic~J realities of the people of Africa and the Afi~ican Diasporas. The department also provides 

instruction in several important African languages and collaborates with the African Studies Center and the Institute for African-American Research. 

Professor Etmice Shale has been providing excellent leadership as department chair since January 2012. She is the recipient oflwo undergraduate teaching awards and 

her research focuses on urban governance and citizenship in Durban, Toronto and Paris, and on the geographies of politicaJ violence, territory and state formation in 

Kenya. 

I hope this gives you a more complete picture of African and Afro-American s~dies here. Thank you again for ca~ing about Caroliua. 
Sincerely, 

Karen M. Gil 

Derek, College of Arts and Sciences 

cc: Eanice Sable and Kenneth Janken 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Saturday, January 05, 2013 12:50 PM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Cc; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject-" FW: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Dee, 

Happy New Year! 

Kindly see the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecca Byant I      @triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 12:25 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject-" UN¢ academic scandal 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UN~-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes {as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 2013 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-Salem Journal. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

@triad.mcom 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnswers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 

public]...believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a great university...." 
As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 

Studies is not a gr~at university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 
What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendmenL Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 
UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca L. Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leemid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 11:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Typo/UNC academic scandal 

Eunice, 

So sorry I mangled the speUing of your name, glad you caught it! I’ve typed it so many times it should be automatic by now. 

D e e 

Dee ><Jd (9;~9) <43-339 

Web: http://c>llege.ur~c.edu 

". ; u’r xb~ : h t tp : //vou%i~}e. cc)-.!use r/NNCCol leqe 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice R 
Sent: Thursday, Januaw 10, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Ha~lyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 
Subject= RE: UNC academic scandal 

DearJonathan and Dee, 

I have added some minor edits too. Kindly see attached document. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent= Wednesday, Januae! 09, 2013 1:27 PM 
To: Reid, Dee 
�::c: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: UNC academic scandal 

Dee and Eunice, Some minor sugges[ed edits in track changes attached, Eunice, is the # of faculty correc[? 

Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Senior Associate Dean fl:~r 5ocia] Sdem:es and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth A Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel HU] NC 27599-gt00 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc,edu 

Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 919 962-.2~08 

F~m= Reid, Dee 
$eBt= Wednesday, Januaw 09, 2013 12:59 PH 
Te= SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
~jeCt= RE: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Eunice and Jonathan, 

Enclosed ~s a draft response from Karen wMch we wiU copy to Eun~ce and Kenneth s~nce Ms. BWant contacted both. P{ease review tMs and let me know ff you have 

any comments. Fm hoping to send this to Ms. BWant today if possible 

Thanks, 

D e e 

Dee ¢~Jd (9:~9) 843-339 

20) S)Lth [’.:~5]d~ng, 7B #3]00 

D~T 
Dear Ms. Buant, 
Th~k you for taMng the time to share >~ur thoughts. I wm~t to emphasize >vo im~t ~ints. First, we rake these ma~em veU ~iously and am commiRed ~ doing 
eve~hi~g possiNe m ensure that consistent standards tbr academic excellence are applied m all lhculty, stu&nts and programs across the College orAls and 
Sciences. The external reviews conducted by tb~er Governor Ma, tin and the Baker Tilly consultants confi~ that proNems were isolated witNn a sub-set of courses 
in one depa~ment involving two individuals who no longer work hem. The reviews aim confi~ed that the problems have ende& m~d the numerous new procedures 
that are now in pl~e am appropriate for helping us thlfill our commitment k) excellence and integrity going tbrwaKL We ~lieve the Universi~, the College and the 
depm~ment will ~ even s~ronger ~ a result of improved practices. 
My second point has not received as much aRention but it is equally impoma~t That is ~at the exploration of ~fica~ mid ~?o-~mfican studies has been an es~ntial 



program on this campus Ibr more than tbur decades mad it remains m todW. The academic anomalies of the past do not accurately reflect the excellence of the 
deparb~ent’s lhculty, students and programs then or now. Former Governor Martin emphas~ed this point in his remarks to the board of trustees and I’ve stressed it in 
my public presenta’dons. 
The department has 20 faculty, teaches thousmads of students each 5,ear, and has about 90 undergraduate majors from diverse backgrounds. Its classes and research 
are interdiscipliualT and globaJ, mtlecting two top priorities of the College of Arts and Sciences. Faculty, members make important coutributions to the m~derstanding of 
the heritage of African America~ns m~d the culmraJ linkages m~d socio-politicaJ realities of the people of Africa a~nd the Afiica~n Diasporas. The department also p~ovides 
instruction iu several important Africm~ languages and collaborates with the Africa~n Studies Center m~d the Institute for African-Americm~ Research. 
Professor Eunice Shale has beeu providiug excellent leadership as department chair since January. 2012. She is the recipient ofm, o undergraduate teaching awards 
her ms~alvh focuses on urban govemm~ce and citizenship in Durban, Toronto and Paris, and on the geographies of political violence, territory and state formation in 
Kewa. 
I hope this gives you a morn complete picture of African and Afro-American s~dies hem. Thank you again for caring about Camliua. 
Sinceml>; 
Karen M. Gil 
Derek, College of Arts and Sciences 
cc: Eunice SaNe m~d Kenneth Janken 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 20J.3 12:50 PM 
To: Reid, Dee 
C¢: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
S~bject: FW: UNC academic scandal 

Dear Dee, 

Happy New Year! 

Kindly see the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rebecca Byant       @triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 12:25 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: UNC academic scandal 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes (as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 2013 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-Salem Journal. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

@triad.mcom 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnswers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 

public]...believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a great university...." 
As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 
Studies is not a groat university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 
What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendmenL Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 
UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca L. Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:44 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI. 

My name is              al"~d I recently em-olled in your AFRI    class. 
Unfortunately I em-olled after the class period yesterday so I was unable to go to the first class and at the time was in another class that I ended up dropping. I ~vas wondering if there ~vas 
anything I needed to know- from the first day that I missed and if there was a syllabus, etc. 
Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:42 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edw~ 

asddd@listserv.unc.edu 

[asddd] Changes to lulnp sum paylnents for hourly work 

Hours worked tracking for EPA lump sum payments.xlsx 

This message is being sent to all 3:lanagers #t the College of Arts and Sciences with an infl)rmational copy to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Dear Managers and Chairs, 

Effective                you will be required to attach a summary of hours worked to the EPAWeb action with the supervisor’s signature of approval for all 

hourly based lump sum payments. This documentation is needed to record hours for employees not using the TIM system. 

I have included a template for you to use to track time and payments, and you should attach the summary page (or a similar document) with the supervisors 

signature to the EPAWeb action. 

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu-; 

Thursday, 1:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

My Discussion Group Choices 

Good adtemoon, 

My choices in order are: 

1. Discussion #2 

2. Discussion #4 

3. Discussion #1 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 

,~,live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Di~ussion Pret~rences 

rll send you another email Saturday as a reminder for the study guide! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 2:07 PM 

Sherryl Kleinman             @nc.rr.com>; The progthc mailing list <progl?ac@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Campbell, Lain., <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emml.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<shmidraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita mumll@unc.edu:>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [progfac] The scan stuff& a response 

Hi Sherryl. Happy New Year! The Carolina Black Caucus held its annual "State ot: Lhe University" meeting with Chancellor Thor£ yesterday. (Note: ~ asked the 

Chancellor to add a glad( one to the Provost’s Search Committee. He apologized for the oversight and agreed to do such.) We discussed the Strategic D~rect~ons 

Initiative and our concerns regarding d~vers~ty and "effidency/’ ] suggested a response letter from the Caucus as an option. 

~ am confident that my steerh~g committee would be ~n agreement of a joh~t-response with PFN and!or other Uke-minded associat~ons~ 

Please advise, 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Faculty, gxerdse at~ Sport Sdet~ce Deparkmet~k 
Chair, Carolina B[ack Cauct~s 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW." 

F~m= Sher~l Kleinman                @nc.rr.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 1~:38 AN 
To= The progfac mailing list 
Subjemt= [progfac] ~e scary stuff & a response 

Evevone: 

What’s not being reported on is the fact that two key sections of the strat, plan will not appear in draft (or other) form until Wed. Jan 16th, 
which gives the Faculty Assembly (and faculty,, period) just about no time to respond. I listened to some of the video of the Adv. Comm. 
on Strat. Directions last night. Under "l~mXilnizing efficiencies" (one of the 2 sections not available until next week), the person from the 
Gen. Adm. spoke about looking at "low enrollment and low productivity programs"; also, at the open meeting of the working group the 
week before, "consolidation of programs" was referred to. And I ~btmd out from someone "that "section size" was on one of the slides 
yesterday (though it didn’t appear in the video), which refers to classroom size. The overall language used for the "education bucket" (yet 
another term) is "active portfolio management strategy" (what they can do re: programs, etc. to increase "efficiency"). 

These are curricular matters, and should have faculty involved--and at the very least time to give feedback to the FA members before they 
meet on the 18th, and giving them more time to respond to the final draft. 

My concerns have had no uptake with reporters, so how about a letter from PFN? Anything to get this out there. The latest pieces in the 
N&O and Durham Herald are about other things. 

Please email if you have other ideas, 

Sherryl 
<ul> 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed m 
<"ul> 
progfac as: <a href"mailto:dstro@unc,e&P>dstro(i~unc,eduv£a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
emaJl to -4a href "nmilto:lmve- 32606297- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(i~li stserv, unc.edu’bdeave-32606297- 
~_~_%__s___o__2___%~_@£_b__4__-_~__o___%7_!_)_~Z 9__1__~__4_~ Lb_~!~ k@?__b_~.~ !Ls_t_~£,_~::m:m:_~ ~_~ ~d_~ > 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Subject: Atii 

Professor SaNe, 

My name is           and I am a      here at UNC. I am ve~31 interested in taking your AFri 

your syllabus for me to look over. 

Thankyou reD’ much and have a great day. 

course, but I was wondering if you would be willing to send me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edup- 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 2:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [progiZac] The sca~ stuff& a response 

To Black Faculty --. In light of this email exchange and the important discussions taking place regarding the future of UNC-Chapel Hill, 1 share the following resource 

with you: 

Progressive Faculty Network: If you want to be on the listserv/in the org., you need to go to the website for PFN 

and read the statement of principles. If ~ou agree to the principles, and to being listed on the website, then email 

Karen Booth (kmbooth~emaiLunc.edu} in WMST to sa~ ~ou’ve read them and want to be on the listserv: 

h ttp~//~[Qgfacunc.wordp~:~Q~/ 
Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing i~ the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~gnorance and conscientious stupidity,’* 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:07 PN 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: RE: [progfac] ~e sca~ stuff & a response 
Hi SherryI. Happy New Year! The Carolh~a Nack Caucus held its annua~ "State of the University" meeth~g w~th Chancellor Thorp yesterday~ (Note: ~ asked the 
Chancelk)r ~:o add a Black male to the Provost’s Search Committee. He apologized for the oversight and agreed ~:o do such.} We discus;sed the Strategk: D~re*::t~ons 
h~tia[:~ve and our concerns regarding diw?rs~tv and "effickmcy/’ ~ sugges[:ed a respons;e letter from the Caucus as an option, 

~ am confident Lhat my steering committee would be ~n agr’eement of a jo~nL-response with PFN and/or oLher ]H<e--minded associations. 
Please advise. 
d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, P}~.D. CLU 
Faculty gxerdse and Sport Science Depar[men[ 
Chair, Carolina Black Cauct~s 
gn,qcN~, g,~’plor~:~, g’mpower, 

9~9~843~0336 

"NetNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiw," 

F~m: Sher~l Kleinman                @nc rr com] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 11:38 AN 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] ~e scary stuff ~ a response 

Eve~’one: 

What’s not being reported on is the [’act that two key sections of the strat, plan will not appear in draft (or other) form until Wed. Jan 16th, 
which gives the Faculty Assembly (and faculty, period) just about no tilne to respond. I listened to some of the video of the Adv. Coman. 
on Strat. Directions last mght. Under "maximizing efficiencies" (one of the 2 sections not available until next week), the person from the 
Gen. Adm. spoke abom looking at "low enrollment and low productivity programs"; also, at the open meeting of the working group the 
week before, "consolidation of programs" was referred to. And I found out from someone that "section size" was on one of the slides 
yesterday’ (though it didn’t appear in the video), which refers to classroom size. The overall language used [’or the "education bucket" (yet 
another terns) is "active portfolio management strategy’" (what they can do re: programs, etc. to increase "efficiency"). 

These are curricular matters, and should have faculty involved--and at the ve~ least time to give feedback to the FA members before they 
meet on the 18th, and giving them lnore time to respond to the final draft. 

My’ concerns have had no uptake with reporters, so how about a letter from PFN? Anything to get this out there. The latest pieces in the 
N&O and Durham Herald are about other things. 

Please email if you have other ideas, 

Sherryl 
<ul> 

<li> - - You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu’>dstro(a)unc.edn<;/~. To unsubscfibe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32606297-56223020.18abcb43200370a2c1248 Ib5dt~leb9b(~)listserv.unc~edu">leave-32d0d29% 
56223020.18abcb43200370a?c 12481 b5dtk: 1 eb9b(~)listsm~.unc ~edu</a> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a href"mailto:dstro~;unc,edu">dstro(i~unc,edu~ga>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a href "maill~xl~ve- 32607320- 56223020.18abcb43200370a~c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(i~li slserv, unc.edu’~leave-32607320- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegrant@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:13 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly announcement <cwc_announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc_announce] CWC Weekly Update 

WeeMy ~pdate 

:::~:::: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

...... Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

’Like’ the CWC on Facebook for updates throughout the week on campus feminist and gender equi~ programs and other 
@r~n~d~ on T~fi~er~ 
~el~e back! ~ hope y~ad a fun and relaxing Winter Break! 
CWC News a~d Evm~ts 
Spend Your Spring Break with the CWC! 
Please join the CarolJna Women’s Center for an Alternative Spring Break trip[ We’re going to pack up and head to eastern NC to work with local 
domestic vlolence, sexual assault, and child serving organizations. If you’re interested in learning more and/or being a part of this trip, please 
contact                ~lwe.unc.edu) and sign up to receive the application once lt’s released in January. 

1/23: Screening of Fundi: The Story of Ella Baker 

Join us in recognizing the accomplishments of women throughout the Civil Rights Movement. Fundi "reveals the instrumental role that Ella Baker, a friend and 
advisor to Martin Luther King, played in shaping the American civil rights movement" and portrays the challenges Baker lhced as a woman worMng with primarily 
male counterparts. Light refreshments will be provided. Join the event on Facebook! 

Sponsored by the Carolina Women’s Center. This is an official MLKJro Celebration Week even~ For the full schedule, see: 

http://wwwounc.edu/diversitF/mlk/index, htmo 

Other Campers arid Community Events Opportur ities 
OCRCC Support Group for Male Survivors of Sexual Assault & Abuse 
When: February 5-March 26, 2013 
Time: 7-gpm,Tuesdays 
Where: ~)__C_._R_(~ Q 
Cost: Free 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for adult, male-identified survivors of sexual assault and abuse. We will meet weekly on Tuesday 
evenings for 8 sessionsb%inning February a, 2013. This group is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from others with similar experiences of sexual 
violence. Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. 
For more information, contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 9 ~ 9-968-4647 or laurJe@ocrcc.org as soon as possible. Screenings ~qll be scheduled January 4- 
February 1. 

Other Tentative Group Oppoi~unities: 

Dance-based support workshop for female-identified survivors (tentatively scheduled to begin in Spring 2013) 

Healing with Nature - horticulture-based support group (tentatively scheduled to begin in spring 2013) 

Seeking lnterest: 

LGBTQl-identified survivors of sexual violence (All-genders group) 

Volunteers Needed! iBuscando voluntarios! 

The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is accepting applications for our upcoming Volunteer Companion training classes that will begin 
in early February 2013. The Center seeks dedicated individuals with diverse backgrounds to volunteer. Crisis Companions provide support and 
resources to survivors by responding to our 24-Hour Help Line. 

The deadline for applications is lanuary 22, 2013. Spanish speakers and individuals with availability through summer 2013 are strongly 
encouraged to apply. Additionally, individuals interested in summer internships would need to complete this spring training. 

For information about volunteer positions, training schedules, and how to apply, please visit .:,~ky~_:_9___c__r___c__c_:32__Lg£c_32J__n__p___a_~!~9__j!E. Contact the Orange 
County Rape Crisis Center at 919-968-4647 or info@ocrcc.mg. 

Compass Center for Women and Families Support Groups 
Domestic Violence Support Group; Divorce and Separation Support Group 

Anyone interested in joining these groups can set up their screening interview now by contacting the Support Group Coordinator at 919-929- 
7122 or Connie@fvpcoc.org. 



Compass Center Volunteer Opportunities 
Domestic Violence Hotline Advocates: 

Spring 2013 Hotline Advocate Training will take place Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 5:30- 9:00. Training dates are: Tuesday, February 5 

through Thursday, March 21. Training is off the week of’ March 11, UNC’s Spring break. 

Spanish-speaking interpreters are asked to attend 8 hours of training. For further information please contact, Susan Friedman, Director of 

Domestic Violence Crisis Services, 919-929-3872 or _s___~E_a___n__@_~y__p___c__t_?__c_:_t_?__r_g. Applications online at: }~)~:~p___c__t_?__c__._£~__r_g 

First Response Volunteers: 

Spring 2013 First Response Volunteer Training will take place Tuesday February 5th and Thursday February 7th from 5:30- 9:00. 

For further information please contact, Lisi Martinez Lotz, Volunteer and Community Outreach Coordinator, 919-968-4610 or 

.y_9_l___q__n___t__e___e___r_~)___w___t_?j__n___e___n__~p__L!_c___e_:_£~__r_g. Applications online at: www.womensp____a__c___e_:_t_?__r_g 

IN 2013 THE DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES WILL HOST A CONFERENCE ON: 

"WoEoBo DU BOIS AND THE PROBLEM(S) OF THE 21st CENTURY" 

JANUARY 31st - FEBRUARY 2rid 

SAVE THE DATE![ [[! 

Click on link to departmental website for more information and free registration http://afY~afam.unc,e du/ 

Safe Zone Training 
The Safe Zone Ally program is a symbol of this University’s efforts to increase awareness and acceptance of the diverse gay, lesbian, bisexual, 

transgender, and queer community. Email               @live.unc.edu to register. Please include your first and last name; the date of the 

training you wish to attend; whether you are a staff, faculty, undergraduate, graduate or postdoc student; department affiliation and (if 

applicable) your anticipated year of graduation. The Safe Zone training is a four hour program open to all UNC-CH community members. 

Spring 2013 Safe Zone training dates are as follows: 

1/16, 3-7 pm 

1/29, 3-7 pm 

2/13, 10a-2 pm 

2/21, 2-6 pm 

3/26, 10a-2 pm 

4/3, 3-7 pm 

HAVEN Training Opportunities 
Ongoing Spring 2013 
HAVEN helps UNC students, staff, and faculty learn how to respond to sexual and relationship violence in our campus community and how to 
become informed allies. Training dates and registration information are available at http://safe.unc.edu/~et-involved/haven-registeri. For 

eneral information about interpersonal violence, including One Act trainings and resources on and off campus, please visit http: iisafe.ur~c.edu 

i.~.i Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 

cid:image002.jpg@01CD86AC.E 1405900 

The Carolina Women’s Center’s mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where gender is not a barrier to success, 
difference and diversity are celebrated, and everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal treatment. 
150 South Road, Suite 101 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 
cwc@unc.edu I 919-962-8305 
http://womenscen~er.unc.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Follow up to our tirst class 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Here are my top 3 options: 

1. Discussion #2 
2. Discussion #3 
3. Discussion #4 

Stku Nema, 

From: eunice@emaihunc.edu l eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:00 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice 
Subject: Follow up to our first class 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

It is was great to meet you yesterday Here are important updates: 

1 ) I have posted an updated syllabi. Please use this version of our syllabi as we move forward. Bring the version we reviewed yesterday to class next week. 

2) rlhis is to also cor~firm that readings by Stephen A. James are available on E-Reserves 

3) Send your discussion group list (3 choices) as soon as possible. To those who have send theirs, I say many thanks 

4) Reminder: Engaging with the history of human rights 

As I suggested yesterday, map out a timeline and key themes and thinkers as you read the material for this week and the next 3 weeks 

Best wishes and see you next week. 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Di~ussion Pret~rences 

Dr. Sahle, 

Mv t~references for the discussions in AFRI include: 

See you next week! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:02 PM 

Social Movemems Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: [dcrp-students] Save the Date: John Pucher speaking at UNC 

Jolm Pucher flyer.pdf 

FYI 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

UNCoChapel Hill, North Carolina, 

EmNk @live.unc,edu 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:18 PM 
To: The dcrp-students mailing list 
Subject: [dcrp-students] Save the Date: John Pucher speaking at 

Save the date for a free seminar by Professor John Pucher from Rutger’s University titled: 

"Promoting Cycling and Walking for Sustainable and Healthy Cities: 
Lessons from Europe and North America" 

The lecture will be in UNC’s New East Reading Room (2nd floor) on Wednesday, fi~om 12:30-1:30. 

The presentation will cover: 
V~hat policies and programs are needed to make cycling and walking safe and convenient? 
How do Dutch, Danish and German cities get virtually everyone (incl. women, children and seniors) on bikes for a wide range of trip 

purposes? 
What can communities in North Carolina do to increase walking and cycling while also making them safer and more convenient for everyday 

travel to work, school, and shopping? 

See attached flyer for more details. 
Feel flee to email me at    2~live.unc.edu if you have any queslions. 

~live.unc.edu 

i~live.unc.edu <ul> 

<li> =- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 
dcrp- students as: <a hre~"l @live.unc.edu"> ~}live.tmc.edu</a>. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-32607874- 31484897.b9e81334156525155f0be473e744062e@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-32607874- 

31484897.b9e81334156525155 f0be473e744062e@listserv.unc.edn</a> 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

smwgO1 a~s: em~ice@ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32608369-4140465.0c3d4556662tBO45bRt361b26fb57tE7@listserv.unc.edu 



Carolina 
Transportation 
Program 

ohn Pucher 
Wednesday, 

12:30-1:30 

New East Reading Room 
205 East Cameron Ave, Chapel Hill 
(2 buildings east of the Old Well) 

Don’t miss this presentation by Professor Pucher who will share 
his latest research on cycling and walking. We’ll learn: 

What policies and programs are needed to make cycling and 
walking safe and convenient? 

}-low" do Dutch, Danish and German cities get virtually 
eveDTone (incl. women, children and seniors) on bikes for a 
wide range of trip purposes’? 

What can communities in North Carolina do to increase 
walking and cycling while also making them safer and more 
convenient for everyday travel to work, school, and 
shopping? 

Iohn Pucher is a professor in the School of 
Planning and Public Policy at Rutgers 

University in New Jersey. For over three 
decades, he has examined differences in 

travel behavior, and transport systems and 
policies in Europe, Canada, the USA, and 

Australia. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Additional haines 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you kindly authorize these students to be added in my classes? 

S ECTION I 

Section 2 

Best regards 

Alassane 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Baumgartner @gmail.com> 

Thursday, Januau 10, 2013 5:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu~> 

Re: course on race and the death penal~ 

Eunice, 

Thanks so mnch on both counts. I’m veu pleased your dept can cosponsor. 

BTW, I had confirmation that Judge Weeks, who retired from the bench in December. and who made the RJA rulings just before then, will speak in April. I’m sum he’ll 
have interesting things to say! 

Best, 

FB 

On Thu, Jan 10, 2013 at 4:58 PM, S ahle, Eunice N < eunice(~enm~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello again, 

I forgot to indicate that the department would be delighted to co-sponsor the series. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Frank Baumgartner 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 09, 2013 11:43 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: course on race and the death penalty 

(~gmail.com] 

Pro£ Sable, 

I wanted to let you know of a course I’m teaching which may be of interest to a number of your majors; I’d appreciate it ifyoffd forward this to any faculty or 
students in your department. The course web site is here: 

http://~vw.unc .edu/. ~fimun~/teachinpjPOLI 195 Spl 3/poli195- sp 13-home.htm 

Also, associated with that course, but open to tile public, I’m going to organize a speakers series, and the cunent list of speakers is listed here: 

http:i/~w.nnc.edtr/.- lbanm/teachingiPOLI195 Spl3/Speakers.pdf 

If your departmem would like to co- sponsor this speakers series I’d be vmy pleased. That would involve no financial contribution, but maybe some help ruth 
advertising so we ensure a big turnont. 

Thanks very much, 

FB 

Frank R. Baumgartner 
http:/iwww.unc.edu/.-lbaum 

Frank R. Banmgartner 
http://www.unc.edu/4baum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 5:02 PM 

@triad.rr.com 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krja~ken@email.unc.edu> 

UNC academic scm~dal 

Dear Ms. Bryant, 

Dean Gil asked me to send you her response, enclosed below, to your emails. 

Sincerely, 

Dee Reid 

Director of Communications 

UNC College of Arts and Sciences 

Dear Ms. Bryant, 

Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts. I want to emphasize two important points. First, we take these matters very seriously and are committed to 

doing everything possible to ensure that consistent standards for academic excellence are applied to all faculty, students and programs across the College of Arts 

and Sciences. The external reviews conducted by former Governor Martin and the Baker Tilly consultants confirm that problems were isolated within a sub-set of 

courses in one department involving two individuals who no longer work here. The reviews also confirmed that the problems have ended, and the new policies 

and procedures that are now in place are appropriate for helping us fulfill our commitment to excellence and integrity going forward. We believe the University, 

the College, the Summer School, and the department will be even stronger as a result of improved practices. 

My second point has not received as much attention but it is equally important. That is that the exploration of African and Afro-American studies has been an 

essential program on this campus for more than four decades and it remains so today. The academic anomalies of the past do not accurately reflect the excellence 

of the department’s faculty, students and programs then or now. Former Governor Martin emphasized this point in his remarks to the board of trustees and I’ve 

stressed it in my public presentations. 

The department has 21 faculty, teaches thousands of students each year, and has about 90 undergraduate majors from diverse backgrounds. Its classes and 

research are interdisciplinary and global, both of which are significant priorities of the College of Arts and Sciences. Faculty members make important 

contributions to the understanding of the heritage of African Americans and the cultural linkages and socio-political realities of the people of Africa and the 

African Diasporas. The department also provides instruction in several important African languages and collaborates with the African Studies Center, the Institute 

for African-American Research, and the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 

Professor Eunice SaNe has been providing excellent leadership as department chair since January 2012. She is the recipient of two undergraduate teaching awards 

and her current research focuses on urban governance and citizenship across three continents, and historical and contemporary processes of globalization and 

development. 

I hope this gives you a more complete picture of African and Afro-American studies here. Thank you again for caring about Carolina. 

Sincerely, 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

From: Rebecca Byant       @triad.rr.com] 

Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 3:38 PM 
To: Gil, Karen M 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: UNC academic scandal 

To Dean Karen Gil, 

Yesterday I emailed the ietter below to Eunice SaMe and Kenneth Janken in the African and Afro-American Studies department. Since this department falis 

under the Coile~e of Arts & Sciences I felt it was important that you receive a copy aiso. As a resident of North Carolina I am deeply troubied by tMs 

breact~ of UNC:s public trust. 

Best regards, 

Rebecca Bryant 

~triad.rr.com 

From: Rebecca Byant            @biad.rr.com] 

Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 12:25 PM 

To: ’eunice@email.unc.edu’; ’krjanken@email.unc.edu’ 

Subject: UNC academic scandaI-AAS Dept 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies departmenL Allowing student-athletes (as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 2013 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-Salem Journal. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnswers at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 



public]...believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a great university...." 
As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 
Studies is not a great university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 
What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendment. Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 
UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca L. Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Baumgartner @gmail.com> 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 5:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv> 

Re: course on race and the death penal~ 

Yes~ when I finalize things I’ll prepare a nice poster and aJso a better web page announcing tile series. But feel free to distribute tile link that I already gave; rll update 

that UILL as I get Inom information. 

Best, 

FB 

On Thu, Jan 10, 2013 at 5:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <emaice(a)emaJl.mac.edu> wrote: 

Great to hear Frank. 

I think the series will generate interesting conversations. Thanks for organizing it. Will there be a flyer for the series or can I just circulate the information you sent 
concerning the series? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Frank Baumgartner @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, .January 10, 2013 5:00 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: course on race and the death penalty 

Eunice, 

Thanks so much on both counts. I’m very pleased your dept can cosponsor. 

B’[W, I had confirmation that Judge Weeks, who retired from tile bench in Decmnber, and who made the I~IA rulings just before then, will speak in April. I’,n sum 

he’ll have interesling things to say! 

Best, 

FB 

On Thu, Jan 10, 2013 at 4:58 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <emaiceSb~emaJl.mac.edu> wrote: 

Hello again, 

I forgot to indicate that the department would be delighted to co-sponsor the series. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Frank Baumgartner 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 11:43 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: course on race and the death penalty 

@gmail.com] 

Pro£ SaNe, 

I wanted to let you know of a course I’m teaching which may be of interest to a number of your majors; I’d appreciate it if you’d forward this to aW facul~ or 
s~dents in your department. The course web site is hem: 
http://www, unc.e&¢ 4baum/teachingiPOLI 195 Spl 3/poli195- sp 13-home.htm 

Also, associated with that course, but open to the public, I’m going to o~anize a speakers series, and the current list of speaI:ers is listed hem: 

http://www.unc.edu/~tbaum/teaching/POLI 195 Spl3/Speakers.pdf 

If your department would like to co-sponsor this speakers series I’d be veu pleased. That would involve no financiaJ contribution, but ,naybe so,ne help with 
advertising so we ensure a big turnout. 



Thanks ~Tery much, 

FB 

Fr~x~k R. Baumgart~er 

http:/i~a~-w.unc.edu/.-,~aum 

Frmak R. Bamngartner 

Frm~k R. Baumgartner 

http://~-.unc.edu/.-lbaum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu; 

Thursday, 9:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Can we add these tbur students to AFAM 

Eunice, 

T sure hope that all is well with you. 

I would vePl much like to add the following four students to my AFAM Note that all were present on the first day. Listed in order of priority: 

Best, 
Robe~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Follow up to our tirst class 

Hello Professor’. I ~vould like to be in Discussion group 2, but I don’t mind being in a different one’. Thanks’. 

See you next week 

From: eunice@emaihunc.edu [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:00 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice 
Subject: Follow up to our first class 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

It is was great to meet you yesterday Here are important updates: 

1) I have posted an updated syllabi. Please use this version of our syllabi as we move forward. Bring the version we reviewed yesterday to class next week. 

2) This is to also confirm that readings by Stephen A. James are available on E-Resettles 

3) Send your discussion group list (3 choices) as suon as possible. To thuse whu have send theirs, I say many thanks 

4) Reminder: Engaging with the histury of human rights 

As I suggested yesterday, map out a timeline and key themes and thinkers as you read the materia[ fur this week and the next 3 weeks 

Best wishes and see you next week. 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI Discussion Group Pret~rences 

Dr. SaNe, 

I apologize for not submitting my discussion group preferences sooner. They are: 

University of North Carolina 



From: ~live.unc.edu~-- 

Sent: Thursday, 10:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Ali-i 

Hello’. 

I just added your AFRI    class. Because I wasn’t in class yesterday, I was wondering ifyou couldtell me what all I would need to do to be prepared for next Wednesday Also, I didn’t take 
AFRI     but I saw- that the course was recommended. Would you advise that I not take the class since this is the case? I’m vel5’ interested in this topic, and would really enjoy taking the 
class this semester. If it’d be easier to see what all I need to do ibr next week/go over the course policies, perhaps I could meet you at your office hours 

Thank you’. 



Fl’oill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@em~il.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 11:22 PM 

discnssion <Ihculty--athletics-ibrum@listserv.nnc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fi~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

NCiL&ScholmlyColloquiumPoster SouthaJ1-Staurowsky.pd£ Division-I College Athletic Depa:ctments 1.0.docx 

Jay, 

For a number of years, several college sport scholars - including myself- have grappled with how best to categorize college athletes. For a variety of reasons, the NCAA’s 

development and use of term "student-athlete" has been spontaneously accepted and successfully embedded in the public consciousness as inherently good, right and authentic. 

Recently, a colleague at the University of South Carolina (Dr. Mark Nagel) and I developed the terms "profit-athletes" and "expenditure-athletes" in our analyses of the college 

sport enterprise (Brand, 2004, 2006, 2009). As I’ve discussed before, one of the elements of the college sport enterprise, which Dr. Brand - the late former president of the NCAA - 

articulated in numerous NCAA State of the Association addresses, was the need to maximize revenue generation (from the athletic labor of profit-athletes) and redistribute the 

generated excess revenues (profits) to provide athletic opportunities for the "400,000 student-athletes going pro in something other than sports." 

Most NCAA student-athletes are expenditure-athletes, whose benefits far exceed their market value or revenue-generating capacity. Profit-athletes, on the other hand, have 

greater market value than the benefits they accrue. As long as the term student-athlete is used to describe all college athletes in a monolithic manner such economic analysis is 

more difficulL 

To your question regarding a national movement related to the use of the term student - athlete, several academic journals have (to varying degrees) developed editorial policies 

encouraging abandonment of the term. However, as the attached poster (that will be presented at the NCAA scholarly colloquium next week) highlights, the NCAA’s hegemony is 

quite often seen by the majority of expenditure - athletes, University faculty and administrators, and the general public - including fans - as beneficent. To my knowledge no 

university faculty council has addressed the use of the term. 

To provide additional context for discussion, I have also attached Jonathan Weiler’s and my abstract for our presentation at the NCAA convention: "Division-I College 

Athletic Departments: Utopia~ or Exploitative Company Towns?" 

HoN this inib~mation is helpful. 

Take care, 
Richmd 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport P~esearch Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919,962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: v~v~v~:.~L~.G.~}~:~.~[ 
CSR~ Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, January 10, 2013 1:21 PM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Richard--could you tell us here on the list whether there is a campaign underway nationally to insist on precisely what you’re suggesting here--doing away with the "student- 

athlete" terminology and discussing athletes with analytical categories that make sense, that illuminate more than they obscure? This, it seems to me, is one of those critical areas 

on which people of good will, and certainly faculty of good will, ought to be able to agree. We must use language that facilitates analysis, not language that impedes analysis. Yet 

we know that the NCAA has a vested interested in impeding (witness its veiled threats to do away with the annual conference where NCAA practices have recently come in for 

withering criticism.) Look, I’ll admit that there’s a case for saying openly and transparently that, from the perspective of the University, it’s actually OK if the profit-athletes [I like 

that tern]] don’t have the same educational opportunities as everyone else. OK, let’s hear that argument. There’s also, I’m sure, a case to be made that the profit-athletes do get 

the same basic experience as all other athletes. Let’s have the discussion, and let’s have it every year. 

What’s not OK is reliance on an analytical vocabulary that short-circuits the possibility for these discussions and arguments. 

If there is no such campaign to do away with the term student-athlete (or to make it only one of many), should U NC serve as the birthplace for one? 

On 1/10/13 9:48 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 



Jay, 

I could not agree more with your assessment about the equal access to education. Over the last three years I think our data strongly suggest "Profit-athletes"may - 

in fact - be denied (as a result of structural elements in the college sport enterprise) equal access to an education. 

This is why it’s critical to compare full-time students with full-time athletes (especially the profit-athletes as opposed to expenditure-athletes). We are trying to do 

rigorous analyses to move the discussion from simply opinions to policy changes based on data. 

You will note 2 different terms: the first profit-athletes and the second expenditure-athletes. This differentiation of NCAA Athletes is critical. Not all college athletes 

have the same background, or experiences. To try to lump them all together and report their graduation rates or experiences as being the same is, in my opinion, 

disingenuous. 

I hope this discussion and this report can help frame this listserv’s discussion and discussion of the group In general. 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Sent from my iPhone 

Richard M. Southall 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 9:19, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Richard, one would think that your comment on the bottom of page 4-top of page 5 in this document would articulate the principled position of 

University faculty across the land, including those at UNC-CH. It’s so sad that that will probably never be the case. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit that degrees earned 

through following paths of least resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the same value as degrees earned 

the old-fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 

Attached please find a copy of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA men’s 

and women’s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 20gC 

Office - 9:[9.962-3507 

Fax- 919,962,-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSR[ website: ~:.~.~:~:.~5~.~ 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport webs[te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=4~699857.65997791b4b45b3~d9f69522ac99~ca9&n=T&~=facu~ty--ath~etics- 

forum&o=32604462 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above U RL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32604462-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--atNelics- forum as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists,unc.edu/u?id 50137456.421235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n T&I faculty--atNelics-forum&o 32609797 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a blank emafil to leave- 32609797- 50137456.421235af5~29175600ad39629242d7d3~listserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Friday, January 1 l, 2013 1:05 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books - On African Studies / EP 9293 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/information Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (EP): 9293 

Here are seven ne~vly-added publications on African Studies which could be 
of interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Feb 2013"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . 

1. Common Property Resources and Human Rights : Politics of Water Struggles 
in India / Dr. Rose Mary George 1st ed. New Delhi, New Celrtul~’ 
Publications. 2012. x~x:viii, 271 p. 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 55 70 Your Price: $ 50.10 
ISBN: 9788177083200     KK-107919 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.l<_kagencies.com/lndex.php’?p sr&Uc 13579241079192468013> 

2. Crup Science and Technology [’or Foud Security, Biuenergy and 
Sustainability / Editurs: Pru£ Dr. R K. BeN, Dr L Buna, Pru£ Dr. J. 
Paul<, Prol~ Dr. W. Merbach and Prol~ Dr. A Veha. 1 st ed. Judhpur, 
Agrubius (international) 2012. xxxii, 501 p ills. maps. 25 cm. 
Proceedings uf the Internatiunal Seminar on Crop Science for Fuod 
Security, Biuenerg?" and Sustainability from June 1-3, 2010. In assuciation 
with International Fuundation fur Sustainable Development in Africa and 
Asia (IFSDAA), Guettingen, Germany 
List Price: $166.40 YourPrice: $149.80 
ISBN: 9788190430982 KK-107279 
Fur mure details kindly visit the link 
<http:,t/wwwkka~enciescum/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241072792468013> 

3. Foreign Policy uf India in the 21st Century / Dr. Biswaranjan 
Mohan~. I st ed. New Delhi, New Century Publicatiuns 2012. x×, 413 p. 
25 cm. 
List Price: $98.30 Yuurprice: $ 88.50 

ISBN: 9788177083187 KK-107322 
Fur mure details kindly visit the link 
<http:/;’wv~v.kkagencies.cop:dindex.php?p sr&Uc 13579241073222468013> 

4. International Haman Rights / Pro£ Subhram Rajkhowa and Dr. Stuti 
Deka. 1st ed. New Delhi, Anmol Publications Pvt. Ltd. 2013.24 cm. 
List Price: $ 782.60 (6-vol. Set) Your Price: $ 704.40 (6-voh Set) 
ISBN: 9788126150908 (Set) KK-107983 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://w~’.kkagencies.com/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241079832468013> 

5. Science and Tecl~ology for Rural Development / Editors: Seetha I. 
Wickrcmasinghe, _’via. Josefina P. Abilay and Jayasamara Gunaratne. 1 st ed. 
New Delhi, Daya Publishing House. 2012. xx, 338 p. ills. (~partly col.). 
maps. 25 cm. 
In association ~vith Centre for Science and Tecl-mology of the 
Non-Aligned and Other Developing Com~tries (NAM S&T Centre), New Delhi. 
List Price: $90.00 YourPrice: $ 81.00 
ISBN: 9788170358015     KK-107900 
For more details kindly- visit the link 
<htPo:/;’wv~v.kka~encies.cop:dindex.rlhp?o sr&Uc 13579241079002468013> 

6. Voyaging Across Times : Indo-South African Cultural Relations / Dr. 
Bistmupriya Padhi. 1 st ed. Ne~v Delhi, Manak Publications Fa~t. 
Ltd. 2012. x~’,~, 458 p. 23 cm. 
List Price: $111.10 Yourprice: $100.00 

ISBN: 9789378313127     KK-108749 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://w~vw.lckagencies.co~rdIndex.php?p sr&Uc 13579241087402468013> 

7. World Encyclopedia of Islamic Empires / Edited by Syed Akhtar 
Husain. 1 st ed. New Delhi, Disc ovel3z Publishing House t~t. Ltd. 2012.25 cm. 
List Price: $ 652.20 (5-vol. Set) Your Price: $ 587.00 (5-voh Set) 
ISBN: 9789350561324 (Set) KK-107984 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://~v,a~vkkagenciescom/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241079842468013> 



Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thru our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding inw~ices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thru our site 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K AGENC]ES~) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>, 
<w,~v.kkagencies.co.in> & <~wzw.GetIndiartBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to raaking your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-mails: kkagencies@vsnl.com, irffo@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: waa~w.kkagencies.co.in, xvwxv.kkagencies.com 

ww~v. GetIndianB ooks.c om 
More sites: xvwxv.kkagencies.co.in/siteraap 
Phone: (~0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you xvish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

ffyou wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net in> ;vith "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we ;vill remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Reference <mail.skozxqzrekkpbarfi~}tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 4:53 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Forthcoming Europa Handbooks 2013 

Routledge Reference - your esser~tial library resource! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Friend 

~ Routledge 

New Nandbooks from Europa 
Newly commissio~ed, cu~.ting~ed{.]e 

A New Year and a host of new HandbooktJties publishing under the esteemed 

titles offer key insights into world-wide themes 

The Hungry Dragon 

~,y s~gfr~do ~urgos Coceres, So~ha~ 

This book explores ChinaTs quest fo~ energy sources, raw materials and natural .................. 

resources around the world, wi[h a specific emphas~s on oil China"s ub~guRous 

p,esence ~n A~,~’,~, Asia a~d Latin Ame,~o~ ~ ,~sh~p~n~ ,~e world w~th ,e~a~ds to 
economics, politics and national security More... 

To Be Published 9th January 2013 by Routiedge O 186 pages.. 

Hardback: 9;’8-!-85743-686-0 

Recommend to Librarian                                                                      :: 

Law of International Business 
~y Ch~,-~e~ Ch~tt~r~ 

inl:erna~k)nal business law. Famiiiarizin9 s~udents with negol:iabng [echniqaes for ......................................................... ~ ................................ 

international contracts, this concise volume is the pe~ct introduction and handy ............................................................................................ 

reference to intemationai business law More... 

To Be Published 28th March 2013 by Routledge " 320 pages 

Hardback: 978-!-85743-383-8 

Recommend to Librarian 

East and South-East Asia 

Edited by AndrewT.H Tan 

W~fl~ some oH:he ~ar~eat ecenemk~s, and ~enerally h~h eoonomk: ~row~h rat~s ............................................................................................. 

compared to the rest of the world, it is unsurprising that East and South-East 

.Asia has become the subject of global interest More... 

To Be Published 4~h April 2013 by Routiedge L] 300 pages Mi~w~5~i~ ~ 
Hardback: 978-I-85743-6~9-.6 ~ro#~ C~iB~ ~ 

Recommend to Librarian 

Handbook of Africa’s International Relations 
Edited by Tim M u rithi 

AfricaBs mternsbona~ relations have o~en been defined and oriented by the 

dominant international and geopolitical agendas of the day In the aftermath of 

cokm~a~sra the Ook~ War became a dorrfinan~ paradigm l:ha~ defined the nature 

of the contme~tOs relationship with the rest of the world M~re... 

To Be Published 25th July 2013 by Ro~t~edge B 500 pages 

Hardback: 978-!-85743-633-4 



Recommend to Librarian 

The Democratization of international Organizations 

By Giovanni F~nizio 

The demecrabzaben of international organizations is a theme increas~ngiy 

debated all over the world This is the first work on international democracy that 

systematicsHy assesses the dynamics of democratization a~ectmg most 

international organizations More... 

Te Be Published 6th June 2013 by Routiedge " 500 pages 

Ha~dba~: 978-!-857.q 3-704-i 

Recommend to Librarian 

Handbook of ~icrofinance 

Edited by J~de Femando 

differ among disciplines, including economics, history, political science gender 

studies etc and among individual scholars and practitioners (for example from 

NGO, government and donor agency backgrounds). More... 

To Be Pubiished 2nd May 2013 by Routiedge .512pages 

Hardback: 978-I-85743-640-.2 

Recommend to Librarian 

Handbook of Centra~ American Governance 
Edited by Diego San,’:hez-Ancachea, Salvador Marl:’~ ~ Puig 

political, economic and social perspecbve or reviews recent research in such 

detail As such, th~s handbook ~s of value to academics, students and 

researchers as well as to pohcy-make~s and those w~th an interest ~n 

To Be Published 19th September 2013 by Routk~dge ~’ 400 pages 

Ha~dba~: 978-I-857-43-674-7 

Recommend to Librarian 

The Politics of Development 
A Su~ey 

By He~o=se Weber 

A unk,’,ue and insigiWul guide to the politics surrounding developmenL Thk% new 

politics of development More... 

To Be Published 6th June 2013 by Routiedge ~ 320 pages 

Hardback: 978-!-85743-500-9 

Recommend to Librarian 

A O~ctiona~ of Ethnic Conflict 
By F,~ja~ Gangu~y 

Containing apl;roximak,qy 500 entries, ti~is deiailed Dictk’mary gives autherRatiw~ 

and up-to-date inR;rmal:ion on ethmc groups involved in oonflkst More.. 

To Be ~ublished 6th June 2013 by Roul:~edge ,, 400 pages 

Hardback: 978-i-85743-059-2 

Recommend to Librarian 

Handbook of indigenous Peoples’ Rights 
Edited by Damien Sho~, Corinne Lennox 

This handbook will be a comprehensive interdisciplinary ovemaew of indigenous 

peopleslq rights Chapters by expe~ls in the field will examine legal 

philosophical, secielogical and ,oaiitk;al issues, addres.%ing a wide range of 



ti~emes at lbe hea!t i;f debal:e‘’~ e!~ ti~e righls ,’if indigenous i;eoples More... 

Ti; Be Published 19th Septercber 2013 by Routledge ,, $88 pages 

Hardback: 978-i-85743-641-9 

Recommend to Librarian 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscdbe at any time. 

We respecl your privacy a~ld ,,,/ill not disciose, rent o~ sell your email address to any outside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor 8 Francis, a¢~ Informa business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa OK Limited, registered in England under no 10Z2954. 

Registered office: [~,~ortirner House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! ] 3JH 

If you wish to [insubscribe, please click on the link belong. Piease note this is an automated operatio¢~ 

http:/,Can df.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC670CgFU8~ii 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Byant @triad.rr.com> 

Friday, January 1 l, 2013 8:20 AIVI 

Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krja~ken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC acade~nic scandaJ 

Dear Ms. Reid, 

Please pass along my reply (below) to Dean Gil. Thank you very much for your help. 

Best regards, 

Rebecca Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 

Dear Dean Gil, 

7hank you for taking the time to respomJ to my ema~Js. 

~ have m) doubt ~:hat you (and Professors Sahh~ and Janken} are committed to academk: excellence. Although the recent e)’,[er~lal reviews have been comple[ed, 

and former department chair Julius Nyang’oro and administrator Deborah Crowder are no ~onger w~Lh Lhe school, trouMk~g questions remain, as ~ am sure you are 

aware. What prompted their actions? How did Lhe bogus courses escape scrudny for so ~ong? (It is hard to believe that other’s d~d not know Lhat something was 

am~ss.) And ~arger questions, such as -- What are the underlying beliefs and perceptions ~nherent ~n the culture of UNC that made the deception poss~Me? I hope 

that you and your co~leagues have pondered and continue to ponder these questions. 

~ commend you for the steps you have taken to preve~lt th~s from happening ~n the future. Academia exists, however, in a rarefied atmosphere so, unfortunately, 

your efforts and your remarks to the board and ~n public presen~:atkms have probably reached very few of us here "on ~:he ground". Here UNC remains, for now, a 

schoo~ where Lhe study of African and Afro-American heritage and history is d~srespected, and where b~ack sLudent-athletes are assumed to be incapable of 

legitimate academic achievement. P~ease understand that ~ don’t say that to belittle your efforts or to increase your anguish but to make the poh~t that the damage 

done ~s ~nca~culaMe and on many, many ~evels. 

HopeflJ~ly th~s u~[ortlJ~la[e occlJrre~(:e w~l~ 81so prove ~:o be an experience [:hat sparks deep ~nstil:utiona~ and persona~ exam~ns~:~on, for aH of us, of what ~t means 

~:o have sn equitable sodetv. 

Thank you again for your rep~y. ~t is Lru~y appredated, and ~ wish a~ of you we~l k~ aH your current and future endeavors. 

Sb~cere~y, 

Rebecca Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 

F~m= Re~d, Dee [mailto:deereid@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January ~0, 20~3 5:02 PN 

@triad.rr.com 
~¢= SaNe, Eunice N; 3anken, Kenneth R 
S~bject= UNC academic scandal 
~mpo~ance= High 
Dear Ms. Bryant, 

Dean Gil asked me to send you her response, enclosed below, to your emails. 

Sincerely, 

Dee Reid 

Director of Communications 

UNC Collese of Arts and Sciences 

Dear Ms. Bryant, 

Thank you for takin~ the time to share your thoushts. I want to emphasize two important points. First, we take these matters very seriously and are committed to 

doin8 everythin8 possible to ensure that consistent standards for academic excellence are applied to all faculty, students and prosrams across the Collese of Arts 

and Sciences. The external reviews conducted by former Governor Martin and the Baker Tilly consultants confirm that problems were isolated within a sub-set of 

courses in one department involvin~ two individuals who no lonser work here. The reviews also confirmed that the problems have ended, and the new policies 

and procedures that are now in place are appropriate for helpin8 us fulfill our commitment to excellence and intesrity 8oin8 forward. We believe the University, 

the Collese, the Summer School, and the department will be even stronser as a result of improved practices. 

My second point has not received as much attention but it is equally important. That is that the exploration of African and Afro-American studies has been an 

essential prosram on this campus for more than four decades and it remains so today. The academic anomalies of the past do not accurately reflect the excellence 

of the department’s faculty, students and programs then or now. Former Governor Martin emphasized this point in his remarks to the board of trustees and l’ve 

stressed it in my public presentations. 

The department has 22 faculty, teaches thousands of students each year, and has about 90 undersraduate majors from diverse backsrounds. Its classes and 

research are interdisciplinary and 81obal, both of which are sisnificant priorities of the Colle~e of Arts and Sciences. Faculty members make important 

contributions to the understandin8 of the heritase of African Americans and the cultural linkages and socio-political realities of the people of Africa and the 

African Diasporas. The department also provides instruction in several important African lan~uases and collaborates with the African Studies Center, the Institute 

for African-American Research, and the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 

Professor Eunice SaNe has been providin8 excellent leadership as department chair since January 2022. She is the recipient of two undersraduate teachin~ awards 

and her current research focuses on urban 8overnance and citizenship across three continents, and historical and contemporary processes of 81obalization and 

development. 

I hope this 8ives you a more complete picture of African and Afro-American studies here. Thank you asain for carin~ about Carolina. 

Sincerely, 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean, Collese of Arts and Sciences 

### 
F~m= Rebecca Byant @triad.rr.com] 
Sent= Sunday, 3anua~ 06, 20~3 3:38 PM 

To= Gil, Karen M 
~¢= SaNe, Eunice N; 3anken, Kenneth R 



Subject: UNC academic scandal 

To Dean Karen 6il, 

Yesterday I emailed the ietter below to Eunice SaMe and Kenneth Janken in the African and Afro-American Studies department. Since this department 

under the College of Arts & Sciences I felt it was important that you receive a copy a~so. As a resident of North Carolina I am deeply troubled by tMs 

breact~ of UNC:s public trust. 

Best re~ards, 

Rebecca Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 

From: Rebecca Byant             !~triad.rr.com] 

Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: ’eunice@email.unc.edu’; ’krjanken@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: UNC academic scandal-AAS Dept 

Greetings, 

I am writing to express my outrage and sense of loss regarding the academic travesties recently exposed in the UNC-Chapel Hill African and Afro- 

American Studies department. Allowing student-athletes (as well as other students) to receive credit for non-existent coursework reinforces the notion, so 

prevalent in this country, that people of color are incapable of academic achievement. That, indeed, African-Americans are of no value except, perhaps, 

when serving in the role of "gladiator" or some other form of entertainment and amusement for the powers-that-be. You have delivered that message not 

only to the public at large but, specifically, to all the African-Americans who have passed through any department of UNC-Chapel Hill. The achievement of 

all of them has been tainted by your "lowering of the bar". If you were attempting to provide evidence of the "contemporary socio-political realities of the 

peoples of Africa and the African Diasporas" as a maligned people in a racist country you have succeeded most admirably. 

Below please see my Letter to the Editor that was published in the January 2, 2013 edition of my local newspaper, the Winston-Salem Journal. I hope your 

department is taking steps to ensure that the devaluation of African-Americans and our heritage and history - of our very existence - by your department is 

not allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 

In An Academic Scandal, Time forAnawera at Carolina (Monday, December 17, 2012), the editors of the News and Observer of Raleigh opine that "the members of [the 
public]...believe UNC-Chapel Hill is a groat university...." 
As a member of the public, I take issue with this assertion. Any academic institution that demonstrates such complete disdain and scorn for African and Afro-American 
Studies is not a great university. By its actions, UNC has made clear that it considers study of the history and existence of black people in this country and throughout the 
world as unworthy of serious scholarship; as nothing more than an excuse for an ’easy A’. 
What a slap in the face to African-Americans throughout the state of North Carolina, and particularly to the UNC-Chapel Hill student-athlete African-Americans. And to add 
insult to injury, this slap in the face comes during the five-year sesquicentennial of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 13th amendment. Unwittingly, UNC-Chapel Hill has 
become a metaphor for the distorted thinking that established a nation underpinned by the atrocities of the Middle Passage and the genocide of Native Americans. 
UNC-Chapel Hill is not-and will not be-a great university, until it addresses this egregious lapse and makes the entirety of its African and Afro-American Studies curriculum a 
rigorous course of study that is second to none. 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca L. Bryant 

@triad.rr.com 

No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - ~,_~,___w__:_~L~_~g:_c_’~?~! 

Version: 2013.0.2805 / Virus Database: 2637/6023 - Release Date: 01/10/13 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Friday, Jannary 11, 2013 8:20 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

PI,EASE SHARE: UTC’s next application deadline is Feb. 1, 2013 - Next Webinar is Jan. 21 

Dear Eunice, 

Happy New Year! My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for 

the Urban Teacher Center {UTC). Please share information about UTC with 
individuals you think would make great teachers! Our next application deadline is 
February 3-, 203-3. We also have a webinar scheduled for January 23_ at 9PM EST 
for anyone who wants to learn more about our pioneering teacher preparation 
program. You can apply and register for the webinar through "Events" on our 

website at www.urbanteachercenter.org. 
Below is an overview of our program that describes the unique aspects of our 
program. Please share with others that might be interested in being one of the 
nation’s most expert and accountable teachers. Please follow us on Twitter 
@UrbanTeacherCtr and like us at Facebook/UrbanTeacherCenter. We are going 

to be at career events all over the country over the next three months! Thanks! 
Kerry 
Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 
Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 
program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 
additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 
followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 
middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 
teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 
Masteries of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 
All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 
performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 
learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 
most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us o~ 
the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our upcoming application deadlines for 
the 203_3-3_4 school year are: February 3_, 203_3, and March 3_5, 203_3. The 
program for the 203_3-203_4 school year will begin on or around mid-June 203_3. 
The application is available online at UTC’s website at 
www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next webinar--January 
23_, 203_3 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 
Kerry 

Lirban Teacher Center i 1500 ~Jnion Mill Suite 22001Bsltimore;MD2~2~1 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, Jannary 11, 2013 9:47 AlVl 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Visiting Artist Lecture: Pablo Helguera, Thurs. Jan. 17, 5:30 PM at Duke 

Helguera draftl .pdf 

Please see attached fiver for details. 

From: John Taormina <taormina@duke.edu> 

Subject: Visiting Artist Lecture: Pablo Helguera, Thurs. Jan. 17, 5:30 PM 

Date: January 10, 2013 1:50:29 PM EST 

To: ArtFacReg <artfacreg@duke.edu>, ArtFacTemp <artfactemp@duke.edu>, artfacadj <artfacadj@duke.edu>, ArtStu 
<artstu@duke.edu>, ArtStaff <artstaff@duke.edu>, MFAEDA Students <mfaeda-students@duke.edu> 

John J. Taonnina 

Director. Visual Media Center and 

Coordinator; Co~nmunications & Publications 
Dept. of Art. Art History & Visual Studies 

Duke University 

Box 90764, Durham NC 27708 

Ph: 919-684-2501 

E-m~il: taormina@duke.edu 

http:i/aahvs.duke.edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, January 1 l, 2013 9:48 AIVI 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat?am] Ja~ 16- department meeting (update) 

Dear Colleagues, 

I hope your first week of classes is going well. 

Here are some details about our .fan. :t6 meeting: 

a) Please note the structure of our meeting next week will be different. Here are details: 

:l.:l..20am- 1.2.00pm-" All faculty members in attendance. 

b) In the later part of our meeting, Vice-Chancellor Winston Crisp will join us for a dialogue. 
Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You ace currently subscribed to aI?iaJ~am as: eunice@emai].unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiiafam&o 32611184 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32611184-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d,~distserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, Jannary 11, 2013 9:56 AIVI 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Jan 16 - department meeting (nlxtate) 

Hi Eunice, 
Where will the faculty meeting take place? 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:t9-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January :l.:I, 20:13 9:48 AN 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Jan :t6 - department meeting (update) 

Dear Colleagues, 

I hope your first week of classes is going well. 

Here are some details about our Jan. :t6 meeting: 

a) Please note the structure of our meeting next week will be different. Here are details: 

:t:t,2Oam-:l.2,0Opm: All faculty members in attendance. 

b) In the later part of our meeting, Vice-Chancellor Winston Crisp will join us for a dialogue. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You a~re cunently subscribed to afriafam as: klcaldwe~)e~nail.anc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7fgl 3a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o 32611184 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32611184-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 12:46 PM 

MURAP Mentor App Deadline 1/25 

Fin~JMurapFacultyAnnouncement2013 .doc; FinaJMurapStudentAnnoucement2013.doc 

Dear Colleagues: 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications fi’om UNC-Chapel Hill faculty in the social sciences, humanities mad fine 
who would like to pa~icipate in our ten-week summer research progrmn (May 28-July 31, 2013) and serve as tnentors to two students with matching acadetnic interests. 
MURAP seeks to prepare students from racially and eflmically diverse backgrounds or those with a proven commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic 
ca~reers in the fields mentioned above. 
The twenty undergraduate students (rising juniors or rising senio~ at the end of the current academic year) fi’om colleges and universities all over the nation who are 
selected for the program will work closely with ten faculty mentors who will guide them closely in their rigorous research experience. 

Attached you will find more detailed information about duties and the application process for faculty fellows. THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR FACULTY 
FELLOWSHIPS IS JAN~UARY 25, 2013. Additionally, we have enclosed a recruitment announce~nent to distribute to potential student applicants at Carolina amd to 
colleagues who might help you to identify other students nationally. We hope you use them to ensure that we have suitable candidates in your specific areas of interest 
(student applications are due no later than Februa~ 8, 2013). 

Fu(ther details about the MURAP program can be found on our website: http:i/~vw.ut~c.edu/depts/murap/index.html. If you have additional questions, please contact Ms. 
Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator (m~rap@unc.edu) or Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, Director (rppere!m(q’,email.unc.edu). 

Cordially, 

Rosa Perehnuter 
and Marissa Garcia 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:54 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Subjet~: PID number 

Hi Professor S~2t~le, 

My PID is 

Thankyou’. 

UNC Class of 



T o: S ahI e i Eunic e N~ eunie e@ em a!l uric edu 
Subject: E~en{s at the Bookshop 

London Review Bookshop newslet + 11January2013 i www:lFbshopicoiuk 

Costa Book Awards 

The category winners for the 2012 Costa Book Awards have been 

announced, and they are: 

!i~::!::.. . ...:::::.::: i : t     : : 

First Novel Poetry Biography 

The Innocents The Overhaul Dotter of Her 

Francesca Segal Kathleen Jamie Father’s Eyes 

£14.99 £9.99 Mary Talbot and 

Bryan Talbot 

£14.99 

Children’s Novel 

Maggot Moon Bring Up the Bodies 

Sally Gardner Hilary Mantel 

£6.99 £20 



Boris Akunin in conversation with James 

Friday 1 February at 7 p.m. 

Russian crime writer Boris Akunin will be in 

conversation with James Meek about how his writing 

reflects and interacts with literary traditions, as well as 

Russian culture, history and politics. A philologist, .............................................................................................. 

critic, essayist and translator of Japanese, Boris Akunin ..................................................... 

published his first detective stories in 1998 and has 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: already become one of the most widely read authors in 

Russia. His Ernst Fandorin books, full of literary games 

and allusions, are translated into English by Andrew 

Bromfield. Last year, Akunin abandoned work on his 

current novel to become one of the figureheads of the 

opposition protests. After taking part in a rally in 

Bolotnaya Square, he wrote in his blog: ’1 never thought 

I would speak at a rally. It’s hard to imagine anything 

more alien to my whole temperament.’ Read more and 

buy tickets 

For more information on the World Literature Series, visit: 

www.lrbshop.co.u k/wls 

The Real Jane Austen A Life in Small 

Things with Paula Byrne and John ....................... 

Mullan 
Thursday 31 January at 7 p.m. .......... ~::~ :i:::i:: .......................... 

In an innovative new biography of one of Britain’s best- 

loved writers, Paula Byrne draws on material objects    i iiiiiiiiiii ii!!:~iiiiiiii il if:.: :i 

from the life ofJane Austen -- a silhouette, a vellum .............................................. 

notebook, a topaz cross, a laptop writing box, a royalty 

cheque, a bathing machine -- to describe the life and 

mind of a woman at once more grounded in the social 

and political realities of her age, and paradoxically 

more modern, than has customarily been thought. To 

mark the 200th anniversary of the publication of Pride 

and Prejudice, Byrne will be at the shop to talk about 

Austen with John Mullan, Professor of English at 

University College London. Read more and buy tickets 



Madness and Imagination: John 

Burnside and Roger Garfitt 
Tuesday 5 February at 7 p.m. 

How dangerous can the imagination be? How easily can 

the pattern-making essential to it slip over into 

paranoia and psychosis? How do we distinguish 

between obsession and the intense concentration on 

the love object that marks the beginning of art and, 

arguably, of religion too? These are some of the 

questions that John Burnside and Roger Garfitt, two 

poets and writers who know how permeable the border 

can be between imagination and insanity, will raise 

when they read at the shop. John Burnside’s new 

collection of stories Something Like Happydraws on 

the territory he mapped so vividly in his celebrated 

memoirs A Lie about My Father and Waking Up in 

Toytown. Roger Garfitt’s own memoir The Horseman’s 

Wordwas described by John Burnside in the Guardian 

as ’one of the finest first-hand accounts of madness I 

have read’. Read more and buy tickets 

The Art of the Amateur: Alan Rusbridger 

and Richard Sennett 
Thursday 14 February at 7 p.m. 

The sociologist Richard Sennett and the editor of the 

Guardian, Alan Rusbridger, are both keen amateur 

musicians, passionate about the art of making music 

simply for the love of it. In Play itAgain. An Amateur 

Against the Impossible (Cape), Rusbridger describes 

how, in one of the most momentous years in the 

Guardian’s history and against the background of 

WikiLeaks, phone hacking and the Arab Spring, he 

found the time to practise and perfect Chopin’s Ballade 

No.l, a piece that inspires awe and dread even in 

professional pianists. Richard Sennett’s latest book, 

Together. The Rituals, Pleasures and Politics of Co- 

operation (Penguin) continues the exploration of ’the 

skills people need to sustain everyday life’ which he 

began in The Craftsman. Rusbridger and Sennett will be 

at the shop to talk about their ideas and experiences, 

and to celebrate the importance of doing something 



well for its own sake. Read more and buy tickets 

James Lasdun: Give Me Everything You 

Have - On Being Stalked 
Tuesday 19 February at 7 p.m. 

James Lasdun’s latest book is a true-life account of 

how a former student turned against him, and using 

techniques she herself described as ’verbal terrorism’ 

sought to ruin him with malicious internet postings, 

hatemail and accusations of sexual misconduct. Lasdun 

uses this terrifying episode to explore subjects as 

diverse as the seductions of literature, anti-semitism, 

the anonymity of the internet and the power of words. 

Lasdun will be at the shop to read from and discuss his 

memoir Give Me Everything You Have (Cape). Read 

more and buy tickets 

The Palm Beach Effect: Reflections on 

Michael Hofmann, with Michael 

Hofmann, Andr~ Naffis-Sahely and 

Julian Stannard 
Thursday 21 February at 7 p.m. 

Michael Hofmann - poet, translator, critic - has been an 

iconic figure for his generation. His poetry continues to 

be a defining influence on younger writers; his 

translations (of Joseph Roth, Wolfgang Koeppen, Herta 

M011er and many others) have enlarged our world. The 

Palm Beach Effect (CB editions) reaffirms Hofmann’s 

central place in contemporary literature. The 

contributions include essays on particular aspects of 

Hofmann’s work, poems, memories of 1 980s literary 

London and reports from some of Hofmann’s former 

students at the University of Florida. An evening of 

readings and conversation in celebration of Michael 

Hofmann will feature the editors of The Palm Beach 

Effect, several of its impressive list of contributors, and, 

of course, Hofmann himself. Read more and buy tickets 



2. The Testament of Mary by Colm T6ib~n 

3 Sa~ What Yo~ Mean by 

4. Capitalby John Lanchester 

5 i Railtrack~ by J o h n Be ~g e an d Anne M ic h ae IS 

6. How to Cure a Fanatic by Amos Oz 

7i TheMa~Wh WalkedThro ugh Wa IlsbyM a r ~e I Ay me 

8.    III Fares the Landby TonyJudt 

9 iFinding~ by Kat h l e e n J a m i e 

10. Blake’s London. the Topographic Sublime by lain Sinclair 

Contemporary thought joins contemporary music 

on 21 Febuary, in the musical realisation of Will 

Selrs digital essay Kafka’s Wound, commissioned 

by the LRBand currently on The Space. 

Will Self joins Notes In,gales as guest narrator to read fragments of 

Kafka over performances of some of the music against film 

projections. Come and enjoy the cosy underground bar Club In,gales 

at 180 North Gower St, near Euston station. 21 February2013, 8pm, 

bar open from 7 pm. Tickets £12/£7 on door, £10/£6 in advance. 

To book visit: www.clubinegales.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

RE: Atii Additional names revised 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you kindly authorize these students to be added in my classes? 

S ECTION I 

Section 2 

Best regards 

Alassane 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociolo~- <mail.skozxqzulzslvenlg@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 2:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Food and Culture 3rd edition is still a first-of-its-kind 

Request your Co~y~pli~-nentary E×a~y~ Copy of "Food and Cuitu~-e Thi~d Edition" Co!-ning Soon! 
Is this email not displsying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Flier~d 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Food and Culture 

A Reader 

NEW Third Edition 

Considered THE classic te:d on [he subject, this 3rd edition is 

ever-evoMng emerging discipline. Seventeen newly wd~en or 

revised aRicles, neady half of the previous edition’s content. 

provide bd~ant and riveting writing on food. culture and society 

~rem the classic te the pest-modern 

social, symbolic, and political-economic role of food and 

examines the meanings of food and eating across cultures, w~th 

psrt~cular attention to how men and women define themselves 

differently through their foodways. 

From "Why We Overest" to "~ndustrisl Food" to "As Mother Made 

It" browse ~he.~)row)ca~ve and insighl~ul cen~en~ frora the Table of 

Contents 

"lt~ly thrust .cod and aulture upon me d~dn~ the three ye~rs I 

lived ~here ~n the 19, 0s. It~l~ans’ gas,ronom~c eLu~ence,                                              : 

passion and skill ensnared me into my life’s work." 

website 

Request a complimentary exam copy for ~ot~r 

of Food or Cultural Studies class loday. 

::.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychol~y P .... CROP ..... Fo~IP .... 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and ofters straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not r~isclose, rent or soil your ernail ar~dress to any outside organisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Yayior & F~ancis, 8n Informa brininess. 

laylor & Francis is a trading name of Infornqa UK Liv..q~ted registered JR England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3?-4] Mortimer Street London W][ 3dH. 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You ,frill be abie to up.tare your de.ails or unsubscribe at a~l,¢ time. 

We respect your privacy a~d will not disclose, rent o~ soil your email address to any outside o~-ganisetions 



wish to unsubscribe, plesse click on the link below Please note this ~s an automated oper3tion. 

http://tandf.msqfocus com/u/! 1wTC670DLGczm7M 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting early next week 

Sounds great! 

I am available on Mon. and Wed. anytime after 2pm. On Tues. and Thurs. I’m available anytime after 12:15 pm. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Best, 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 2:29 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear 

Happy and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

Sorry that we could not meet often last semester. To say that it was a very stressful and hectic semester would be a gross understatement. 

At any rate, I have a big surprise - something to do with Nigerian literature.. - for you. Thus can we meet sometimes new week? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ive.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:30 PM 

The mlkA0c mailing list. <mlkApc @listserv.unc.edu-~ 

,@live.unc.edu> 

[mlk pc ] MLK Private Com~nittee Dinner (Please Respond) 

MLK Sign Up.docx 

Hello All, 

I hope that you have had a great start to this new semester! I aJn emaJling you in reference to the MLK Memorial Dinner that will be held on            at 5:00 pm 

at the Carolina hm. Please restx~nd to this email to confim~ whether you or aJ~other representative tiom your respective orga~ization will be attending this event. If you 

sign up liar the diimer you must attend. If you choose not to attend the dinner, you will owe the office $40 for your meal. Attached you will find the amount of 

slots that have been reserved for your organization as well as the people who we currently have signed up. Please confirm whether or not this information is correct 

and send me m~y changes if it applies to your group. If you do not respond to this email or inibrm us of who ~Jll be attending from your organization by 

Monday, we will assume that you do not want to attend mid I~ive your seats away. I thm~k you in advance for your cooperation ~d I am looking fora, al~t to 

seeing our hard work pay offduring MLK Week. 

Hnmble Regards, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk pc as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pcl2-13&o 32613538 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32613538-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd,@]istserv.nnc.edn 



CUAB (3 slots) 

Student Government (1 slot) 

BSM (1 slot) 

ROCTS (1 slot) 

SHSC (1 slot) 

AphiA (1 slot) 

KAPsi (1 slot) 

DST (1 slot) 

AKA (1 slot) 

Women’s Center (1 slot) 

NAACP (1 slot) 

Campus Y (2 slots) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RieflcoN Muniz, Beatdz S <rieflcoN@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 11, 2013 3:45 PM 

clas~utli sis. utexas.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

tmc.yucatec.program@gmml.com; gwannstrong@wisc.edu; Natalie Hartmm~ <njh@duke.e&t> 

21st Summer Yucatec Maya Institute 

Maya2013 flyer FINAL.doc 

The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University is pleased to announce the 21st 

Summer Yucatec Maya Institute. 

The Maya Institute offers an intensive language learning environment that provides a solid foundation in Yucatec Maya -reading, writing, listening, and speaking-- 

combined with a field-based, experiential program. From beginning to advanced classes, students participate in meaningful engagement with Yucatec Maya 

communities. The goal is not only to advance fluency but also enhance intercultural communication. 

Summer Intensive Courses in Yucatec Maya, June 10-July 19, 2013 

Students in the Intensive Yucatec Maya Courses will have the unique opportunity to take a comprehensive look at the Yu catfin through a combination of classroom and field 

activities. Students visit a range of important historic and cultural locations. Trips to archeological and colonial sites as well as other Mayan villages are led by Mayan scholars, who 

will introduce them to the cultural importance of each site. M6rida, the beautiful capital of the Mexican state of Yucat5n, offers its visitors both modern and historic aspects of city 

life. Valladolid is home to an innovative Maya culture and language program that promotes intercultural learning and trains a new generation of Maya-speaking students. Xocen, 

situated 12 kilometers southeast of Valladolid, is located in the milpa area of the Mexican state of Yucatfin. Xocen is an ancient town that played a key role in the Caste War and was 

the original home of the Talking Cross For program participation basic knowledge of Spanish is required. 

Beginning (Level 1) 

LEVEL I, 6 credil hours, 160 conlacq hours 

Weeks 1-2 - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

l .evel I students receive six hours of intensive classroom instruction daily. The first two weeks students meet on the UNC campus and the final four weeks in the Yucatfin. At UNC, 

the course is taught by Dr. David Mora Marln from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Gerdnimo Can Tec, native speaker instructor and graduate of the Maya 

Culture and Linguistics program at the Universidad de Oriente. Incorporated into the program at UNC are films, special lectures and a workshop on Mayan hieroglyphics. 

Weeks 3-6 - V~ll~dolid ~nd Xocen 

During the next four weeks, Level 1 students work in Valladolid, M6xico. They continue intensive classroom instruction with Ger6nimo Can Tec, participate in lectures led by local 

scholars, and participate in fieldtrips. Students work in small groups with a Maya university student for additional practice sessions and opportunities to speak Maya in both casual 

and classroom settings. Every week students travel to the village of Xocen where they join in the daily activities of Mayan families. There will be opportunities to visit in homes, 

share meals, and interact with families. While in Xocen, Level I stu dents ~vill carry out a field study project to share with classmates at the end of the program. There will also be 

visits to neighboring villages and opportunities to visit the archeological sites of Ek Balan~, Cobfi and several cenotes in the area. In many of the communities the majority of the 

villagers only speak Maya, offering students an excellent environment in which to practice and enrich their language skills. 

Intermediate (Level 2) 

LEVEL II, 6 c~,,)dit hours, 160 contact hours 

Weeks 1-2 -Universidad Na~’ional Autdnoma de 3/ldxico en Mdri&~ (UNAM in Mdrida) 

This course begins with two weeks of intensive classroom instruction in M~rida, Mexico. Students will attend class six hours a day, five days a week taught by the linguist and native 

speaker, lsmael May May, who has over eighteen years’ experience teaching Yucatec Maya. The course will incorporate Mayan texts and literature appropriate to this level. For the 

first two weeks, Level II students live with Mexican host families. 

Weeks 3-6 -V, ll~dolid ~nd Xocen 

During the next four ~veeks, I .evel lI students work in Valladolid, M~xico. They continue intensive classroom instruction, attend lectures by Mayan scholars and work on a class 

project. Mayan native speaker and linguist Hdencio Bricefio Chel, one of the best known and respected linguists of the region, leads Level II classes Students work in small groups 

with a Maya university student for additional practice sessions and opportunities to speak Maya in both casual and classroom settings. They also participate in homestays and daily 

sessions in the village of Xocen. There will be opportunities to visit homes, share meals, and interact with families. There will also be visits to neighboring villages and opportunities 

to visit the archeological sites of Ek Balarn, Cobfi and several cenotes in the area. In many of the communities the majority of the villagers only speak Maya, offering students an 

excellent environment in which to practice and enrich their language skills. 

Advanced (Level 3) 

LEVEL III, 6 credit hours, 160 contact hours 

Weeks I-6 

Level II1 prepares students to carry out fieldwork and to achieve fluency in the target language. The course is taught by Mayan native speaker and linguist Fidendo Bricefio Chel, 

one of the best known and respected linguists of the region. For the first two weeks of the course, students live in M~rida and use as their home base the UNAM in M6rida. There 

they attend formal classes four hours daily as well as work with native speakers on site. After two weeks at the UNAM, the students, who will have already chosen a fieldwork site, 

will carry out their work under the supervision of BriceiSo Chel. The final week will be spent in Valladolid in formal language review and working together to analyze their projects. 

Students will be evaluated on their projects as well as their Yucatec Maya writing, reading and comprehension skills. Students will be constantly exposed to native speakers and will 

be invited to participate in workshops, radio programs and conferences held during their stay in M6rida and Valladolid. Although not required basic knowledge of Spanish is helpful. 

Cost 

Approximately $5000 covers tuition and fees, accommodations in Mexico, scheduled meals, educational site visits and museum fees, and transportation for all excursions. It does 
not include airfare(s), passport fees, some meals, housing in Chapel Hill for those in the beginning level course, laundry service or personal expenses. Excellent funding opportunities 
avNlable for eligible students. See below. 

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) Fello~vships are available for U.S. citizens and permanent residents at several U.S universities through their local Latin American 

Studies center or you may apply to UNC/Duke Latin American Studies programs for consideration. Partial funding and/or tuition waivers available for students not eligible for FLAS. 

For more information contact: riefkohl(;~:,email.unc.edu. Funding applications are considered separately from program admission deadlines listed below. Check early as FLAS and other 

grant deadlines may be set for January or February. 

APPLICATION & ENROLLMENT 

Total combined enrolhnent for all three levels is limited to 20 students. Students are encouraged to apply early. Applications are invited from anyone who wishes to study Yucatec 

Maya. Application deadline for program admission is March 15. FOR APPLICATIONS CONTACT: The Stu@ Abroad Office, Universihd of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, FedEx Global 

Education Center CB# 3130 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3130, 919 962 7002, 919 962 2262 (fax) http:l!~tudv:abroad.~nc.ed~Ipro,qrams.cfm ?pk=1883 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Visit http://isa.unc.edu or https://isa.unc.edu/language-progravas/yucateomaya-institute/. You may also contact Beatriz Riefl~ohl Mufiiz at: The Yucatec Maya Summer Institute, FedEx 

Global Education Center CB#3205, Chapel Hill NC 27599-3205, (919) 962-2418 or email: riefkohl@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 8:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Research assistant 

Hi Eunice, 
just finished the bibliography. She spent 30 hours at $:tO per hour. 

Thanks so much! 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, January 12, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Sales of Guns Soar in U.S. as Nation Weighs Tougher Limits 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Toda y,sHeadiines ......................................................................... 
~l)c N’~’~I= ~rk ~’~,~ January 12, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e..Lo.~..a.~>....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Sales of Guns Soar in U.S. as 

Nation Weighs Tougher 

Limits 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

The rapid growth in gm~ sales began 
after President Obama’s re-election and 
surged after the Dee. ~4 shooting at a 
school in Newtown, Conn. 

New York Ties Doctors’ Pay 

to Quality of Care 
By ANEMONA HARTOCOLLIS 

The plan, affecting physicians in public 
hospitals, represents a push away from 
the traditional model of rewarding 
doctors for the volmne of services they 
order. 

A Trail of Bullet Casings 

Leads From Africa’s Wars 

Back to Iran 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Researchers worked for years to locate the source of rifle and maclfine-gma mmnmfition in war-tom regions. 
The manufacturer was not one of Africa’s usual suspects. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2Z 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If I had 1,000 AR-15’s I could sell them in a week." 
JACK SMITH, a gun dealer in Des Moines, Iowa, referring to a popular style of semiautomatic rifle. 

TRAVEL 

The 46 Places to 
Go in 2o13 
From art in Rio to wine in 
China to food in 
Washington, D.C., here 
are dozens of reasons to 
escape and explore this year. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Cancer Cycle, 

From Here to 

China 
By DAN FAGIN 

For more than a century 
and a half, companies have polluted the 
environment with synthetic dyes. Death 
has followed. Bill Cunningham I Coat of Arms 

ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Easygoing tailoring and tweeds in prefall collections 

From England, fashion’s latest darling 

nytirnes,�ora FASHilOiN 

WORLD 

France Battling Islamists in Mali 
By ADAM NOSSITER and ERIC SCHMITT 

France answered an urgent plea from the govelam~ent of its former colony to help blunt an advance into the 
center of the country by Islanfist extrenfist nfilitants. 

Obama Accelerates Transition of Security to Afghans 
By MARK LANDLER and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

After meeting with President Hmnid Karzai of Afghanistan, President Obama said Americm~ troops would 
play a supporting role to Afghans beginning this spring. 

" At War Blog: Highlights From the Leaders’ News Conference 

Report Depicts Horrific Pattern of Child Sexual Abuse by BBC Celebrity 
By JOHN F. BURNS and ALAN COWELL 

The report on Jimmy Savile documents more than 200 cases of sexual abuse, and prosecutors achnitted that 
"shortconfings" in interviewing some victims allowed him to escape prosecution. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Drivers With Hands Full Get a Backup: The Car 
By JOHN MARKOFFand SOMINI SENGUPTA 

New teclmology is poised to refashion driving fundmnentally long before completely autonomous velficles 
aITiVO. 

Makers of Violent Video Games Marshal Support to Fend Off Regulation 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

With the Newtown, Conn., massacre spurring concern over violent video games, makers face their biggest 
regulatory threat in two decades. 

. Gun Control Group Urges Expanded Background Checks 

Fund-Raising Is Lagging, So Far, for Inaugural Plans 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

The Obama inaugural conmfittee is struggling to enlist corporate donors to help toward its $50 nfillion goal. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Smartphones Become Life’s Remote Control 
By BRIAN X. CHEN 

At the Consmner Electronics Show, many app-powered accessories are on display that allow consmners to 
turn off lights, tmloek doors or monitor flaeir blood pressure. 



YOUR MONEY 
A Shocking Death, a Financial Lesson and Help for Others 
By RON LIEBER 

After Chm~el Re)a~olds’s 43-year-old husbm~d died in a bicycling accident, she had to suddenly face the 
financial tasks that grown-ups are supposed to have completed by nfiddle age. 

’. ~ Post a Comment 

Unions Back Revisions of Labor Law in France 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

Unions and the main employers’ lobby settled on new rules that would overhaul swaths of the rigid labor 
market and restore France’s international allure as a place to do business. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Horse Deaths at Aqueduct Stir Action by State Board 
By JOE DRAPE 

After four fatalities at Aqueduct’s meet, which opened Dec. 12, the New York State Racing and Wagering 
Board said neeropsies would be performed on all horses that sustain deadly racing injuries. 

What Came First? The Sack 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Von Miller, the Broncos’ imposing second-year outside linebacker, aspires to be the best defensive player in 
the N.F.L. and then nmybe a top chicken farmer. 

ESSAY 
When Rangers Roamed the Halls 
By TONY GERVINO 

How much trouble could the 1983-94 Rangers cause in a suburban hotel for a few months? The answer is 
plenty. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSEUM REVIEW 
A Big Exhibition About an Even Bigger War 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

The National World War II Musemn, in New Orleans, opens its third building on Stmday. 

New Jersey Symphony President Quits After Questions on His Past 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Richard Dare, the president of the New Jersey S)anphony, resigned after nine days when questions arose 
over a past erinfinal ease and over his business experience. 

For Golden Globes, It’s a Good Time 
By BROOKS BARNES 

After a few rough years, the Hollywood Foreign Press Association mad its Golden Globes are on the rebound. 

¯ ’ Slide Show: 2013 Golden Globe Nominees 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

My Travel Wish List 
By PAUL THEROUX 

After traveling the globe, from Congo to Patagonia, where does Paul Theroux still want to go? 

FRUGAL TRAVELER BLOG 

9 Ways to Save on Travel in 2013 
By SETH KUGEL 

Looking to be a smarter frugal traveler tlfis year? Consider using some old-school tools, from phones to your 



imagination. 

~’ Post Your Comment 

36 Hours in Naples, Italy 
By INGRID K. WILLIAMS 

If you only know Naples for crime, pizza or Motmt Vesuvius, take another look at tlfis evolving southern 
Italian city. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Afghan War’s Last Chapter? 
President Obanm and President Karzai described some encouraging progress, but they still have some big 
decisions to make. 

EDITORIAL 
Senator Reid Takes Fresh Aim 
The Senate nmjority leader, a gun enthusiast, is now calling for better protections. 

EDITORIAL 
New York’s Pension Muscle 
New York State’s comptroller, Thonms DiNapoli, wants to use lfis financial clout to get a nmjor company to 
disclose its political contributions. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Revolutionary Language 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Extrenfists make sensible gun control hard to discuss, let alone achieve. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Flu. Who Knew? 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Don’t we go through this every winter, people? Let’s blame John Boehner. 

:. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How to Shoot a Gun 
By JOE NOCERA 

A visit to Bud’s Gun Shop ha Lexington, Ky., and to the shooting range offers some perspective on the appeal 
of guns. 

-’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 12, 1915, the United States House of Representatives rejected a proposal to give women the right to 

vote. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 



the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Study Guide Reminder 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

This is the reminder for the Study Guide! 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqzveqqowgaqf~tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Saturday, Janua~ 12, 2013 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Now Available - Religion in Today’s World 

Request yollr Complimentary Exam Copy of "Religion in Today’s World" today! 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Religion in Today’s World 

Globa~ ~sues, S, pciological 
verspectlves 

- Penny Edgefl. Sociology, Univers~,ty of ~,#innesota 

-- John Schmaizb~uor, Reiigious Studies. Missouri State University 

The importance of religion and religious ~ssues m today’s wodd 

iS undeniable. Yet aocio/ogy of religion as i[ iS conventionally 

lower-division student population With the pubiication of this 

new, innovative tex~reader ~nstructors are given an oppo~unity to 

reach a greater ndmber of students and achieve the following 

important teaching goals (s~e bek?w) 

An analytic~lly rigorous presentation. 

~ The unique combination of original foundational essays 

connected to 32 adapted readings allows instructors to 

involve their undergraduate students h~ the broad 

debates and ~ssues that will equip them to analyze, 

discuss, ~nd make their ewn judcjmen[s abeut 

The first text to offer instructors and depaRments the 

opportunity to take a "pubhc sociology" approach to 

religion/social issues¯ 

foundational essays encourage students to demonstrate 

their working knowledge of key concepts¯ 

Read more about the editor and this new book by visiting our 

Ferspecdves Ser~es her~ 



To be removed fro~-n our emaii list please click here to unsubscribe                                                            :: 

::i~.~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your i~bo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at 8ny time. 

VVe respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

Copydghl [] 2012 Taylor & Fiancis. an InfoTma business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! ] 3JH 

you wish Lo unsubscribe, please click on ~he liTlk below. F’iease note Lili~ i~ an automated opeTation 

htt p:/~t an df ms~focu s.com/u/11wTC670EbfFIClH 



From: @livea~nc.edtc, 

Sent: Sunday, 8:22 PM 

To: The mlk~rx mailing list. <mlkAoc 

Subject: [mlk~ocl 2-13] MLK Celebration Pubs 

~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

As we are approaching our week-long celebration I wanted to ask committee members if you could send Facebook invites for the lecture event page, in addition to 

your own event. Please do this in an efibrt to reach out to as many people as possible. 

Thanks in advance! 

The University of North Carolina 

You are currently sub~ribed to mlkAocl2-13 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:,//lists.unc.edtr"u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc12-13&o 32617793 

(It may be uecessa~ to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-32617793-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, Januao~ 14, 2013 8:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 01-14-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday January- 14th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/14/13- Bob McDonald, CEO of Procter & Geaa~Ne, lecture scheduled for 5:30 PM in the Koury Auditorium of the McColl Building as part of the Kenan-Flagler 

Business School Deea~’s Speaker Series. Mr. McDonald’s t~lk will focus on P&G’s Global Water Project in Africa. Adtnission is free, but pre-regis~tration is reqnired. 

Peaking is available only in Business School Deck. 

https:i/secure.‘‘~vw.alumniconnections.com’olc/pub/UBS/events/UBS2358638.html 

01/16/13- 2013 Nannerl Keohane Distinguished Visiting Professor Lecture featuring Dr. Jeffiey McDonnell scheduled tbr 5:30 PM in "the Nelson Meaadela Auditorium 

of the FedEx Global Education Center. Dr. McDonnell is a watershed hydrologist and ecohydrologist at "the Global Institute for Water Security at the University of 

Saskatchewan and Distinguished ProtEssor at the University of Aberdeen and Oregon State Universi~. The Nannerl Keohane Distinguished ProtEssorship was created 

in 2004 by then-UNC-CH Chancellor James Moeser to honor Keohane, Duke’s president at the time. The professorship is to spark collaboration between the two 

universities, a mission McDonnell has embraced. He will spend January through March, 2013 in North Carolina working primarily from UNC’s Institute for the 

Envirorm~ent in Chapel Hill ea~d spending one day a week at Duke Universi .ty working with colleagues at the Nicholas School of the Environment. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Coverage of Water In Our World Photo Competition reception on Chapelboro website- Some photos from the Water In Our World International Photo 

Competition reception were featured on the Chapelboro website. To view: http://chapelboro.com/pageff15250700.php 

Recruitment deadline for 2013 UNC Science Expo- Wednesday Januaxy 23rd is the recruitment deadline for volunteers to paJ;ticipate in the 2013 IfNC Science 
th Expo. The event itself, scheduled forSaturday April 13 fiom 10am- 3pm., attracts thousands of visitors, prima:rily school- aged cNldren and their i:axnilies, to UNC to 

learn about science in a fun and interactive setting. This yea~r’s Expo is eager to feature water-related activities in keeping with the two-year %Vater In Our World" 

theme as there will be a specidt water area situated around the Old Well on the day of the festival All such submissions are invited. For more information on the UNC 

Science Expo: http://www.ncsciencefes~tived.omi. To submit your activity, proposdt: http://www.ncsciencefestival.or~et-involved/hos~t-ea~-eventJsubmit-vour-event/ 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

2013-2014 Global Research Institute Aff’fliated Fellowship Prod’am Information- In keeping with the two-year campus ,,vide theme of’’Water In Our World," 

the UNC Global Re~a~’ch Institnte has just eamounced the creation of its Affiliated Fellowship Program that will offer financial suptx~rt to a limited number of individua]s 

who axe conducting research projects ielated to water, Milch is a]so the GRI’s research emphasis through 2014. For Inore iifformation: http://~fi.unc.edu/applicea~ts/ 

i Fracking reknflator: Rules must balance industry needs with resident protections- A DaAly Tar Heel ar6cle which continues the discussion about the future of 

fracking in the s~te of North Carolina, this time choosing to focus on the town of Seaaford and its discourse on the topic. To view the full story.: 

http:/ www.dailyV~heel.com/ aNclei2013iO1ican-nc- frack- i~dv 

15’ince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz International Prize for Water- The following link includes details on the Prince Sult~x~ Bin Abdulaziz Intemationa] Prize for Water, 

which is now heading into its sixth year of exisntence. Although fairly young in te~ms of longevity, this sizable award a~ns to ~eward breakfl~rough wate~elated scientific 

worlc The official deadline for nominations is December 31 s~t, 2013 and a]l Universities, research ins~titutes, co~npanies, agencies and individuals are invited to sub,nit 
proposals. For more information: http:i/psipw.o ,miindex.php?option com content&vie~x=axticle&i&313&Itemid~80 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Inwflved with "Water In Our ~Zorid"- For more information on the theme eaad other upcoming events, t~el free to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, com~nents, ea~d suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Conference Space & Meeting 

Hi Dr. SaMe, 

Just wantto confirm our meeting fortomorrow at9:3Oam. 

Happy Monday, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 11:39 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "sonia colon@med.unc.edu" <sonia colon#med.unc.edu>, "Hildebrand, Reginald" <hildebra@email.unc.edu>, "Howell, Tia N." <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Subject: Conference Space & Meeting 

Dear 

Happy and I hope you had a great break too. 

Can we meet on Tuesday next week at 9.30am? This week is extremely busy. 

In the meantime, Sonia will attend the meeting with you and Drs. McMillan and Hildebrand tomorrow at 1.00pro. Kindly let Sonia know about any purchases that we need to 
deal with before our meeting next week. 

Tn terms of space, Dr. Hildebrand and T decided to go ahead with Hyde Hall. 

Looking forward to seeing next week and thanks for your work. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, Januao, 14, 2013 9:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Call for Applications: The Center tbr Cultural Diplomacy Studies - Spring & Summer Semesters of Academic PmgraJns and Conl~rences 

Spring & Summer Semesters: 
Academic Programs and Conferences 

- Call for Applications - 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the field of Cultural Diplomacy, as well 
as information about our new programs and upcoming International Conferences and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other 
leading organizations. 
You can learn more about these opportunities and programs by reading the information below. I would also be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding the 
information and attached flyer to those who you think might be interested in attending= 
Sincerely, 
Mark C, Donfried & the ~CD Team 

Forthcoming Academic Programs 
(Berlin, flom February, 2013) 
www.ccds-berlin.de 
The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) is the wodd’s first center for the study of Cultural Diplomacy, offering educational 
opportunities in partnership with ._B_#___b_#__s_r__B___o_]y/a_LU___0_[~_e__t’__s_[!y. and other leading global institutions. 
Educational programs range flora weekolong seminars and Distance Learning Programs, designed specifically for governmental officials, academics, and professionals who 
are not able to leave their current positions, to interdisciplinary PostoGraduate Programs for individuals pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, government, and/or the 
private sector, related either wholly or in part to the field of Cultural Diplomacy. 

The CCDS is currently accepting applications for [he Iollowing programs: 
~ The Academy for Cultura~ Diplomacy: February 20t3 Session 

(Berlin, February 13th=17th, 2013) 

¯ MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Babes-Bolyai Univer.si6, ~n cc, opemtion with the institute for Cultural D~plomacy 

(Start: Spring Semester- February 18th, 2013; Summer Semester- June 10th, 2013) 

¯ MA in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy 

Babes-Bo/yai Universi(v in cooperadon wi~h the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: Spring Semester- February 18th, 2013; Summer Semester- June 10th, 2013) 

Distance Learning Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

Focuses: Cultural Diplomacy & International Relations; Cultural Diplomacy & the Media; Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy; Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 

(Start: February 4’, 2013; March 4 , 2013; or April 1~, 2013) 

*The ICD is still accepting applications for the 2013 Spring Semestet~ 
To apply, please chick HERE 

"innovative Nation Brat~dit~g in the 2~~t Cet~tury;° Combining Intercultural Relations, SustainaMe Developmen& Ecologica~ Tourism, and Socially 

Responsible investment" 

(Bar n, March 6th -I0th, 2013) 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 2013 will focus on innovative Nation Branding techNques and strategies in the 21 Century in allowing countries to achieve 
economic gNns and financial stability through the uses of sustainable development, ecological tourism, and socially responsiMe ~nvestment. This conference will look to 
create an open dialogue on the oppo~unities and challenges of new approaches to Nation Branding, as well as the potential for creative promotion strategies in improving a 
nation’s image, consequently presenting pempectives not only from the field of Economics, but also from the international arenas of Politics, ~nvestment, Culture, 
Deve~opmenL Tourism, Civi~ Society, and the Private Sector. 

Conference Participants > 
Pa~icipafion in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, a~ists, civ~ society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young profess~onNs, and students, as we~l as o~her #flerested indiv~duNs from across the wodd. 

Participant Papers > 
The lnstitute for Cultural D~plomacy encourages academic research and analysis of issues related to the goaN of the conference. The ICD wouM therefore l~ke to welcome the 
pa~icipants of our conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference. 

The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and expeds from economh~s. ~ntemafional politics (including head of states and ministers), academia, the 
d~plomatic communi~,, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers wi~ include a number of ~ndividuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To ~earn more about the 
Advisory Board, please click .~_~.. 
Certificate of Attendance 
All patticipants will be awarded an official ce~ficate of attendance upon completion of the program, which will provMe detN~s of the speakers and topics d~scussed. Each 



certificate will be authorized by members of the ICD Advisor,/Board. 
If you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please click __H___E____R___E_. 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments in Africa" 

(P~etori~, Apdl 8th - 12th, 2013) 

TMs unprecedented gathering within the African continent will seek to highlight Mrica ~s seif-a~tained achievements with regards to its s~anding ~n the international community, 
as wel~ as it’s ~ncreasing emancipation from the often assumed dependency on the Western workL The focus of the conference w~i be on the [o~e and successes of the 
African Union as an intergovernmenta~ regional organization seeking to combat political, social, and economic h~equalities. Past achievements will be considered while 
simultaneously accenting the future oppoAunities and challenges the AU faces. 
It will be demonstrated that the application of Cultural Diplomacy is pe~’as~ve within the Aflican Union’s activities, as it has charged itself with the task of uniting higMy 
differentiated cultures within Africa with the aim of achieving greater unity and solidarity between the African countries and the peoples d Afdca. Cultural Diplomacy wi~ be 
shown to suppo~ and solidify such effo~s. 
If you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please click HERE 

"Enhancing the ~nter~cultura~ Dialogue be~een Europe a~d Africa to Promote the Stability a~d Economic Devetopment within the Two 

(~u~se~s, ~pd117~h - 19th, 20~3) 

~v.au-eu-pa Anership.org 
The ~CD ~ecogn~ze~ the unique paAne~hip shared by Africa and Europe, two MgMy dive~e yet h~te~depen~ent continents. To exemplify this f~ct and f~Aher bu~d on this 
mutually beneficial relationship, the second European African Alliance wfll be held by ~he [CD. As the po[fl~cal epicenter of Europe, Brsssels will sewe as the venue for tMs 
unparalleled conference. 
The conference seeks to explore the dynamics of interreg~onM cooperation be#~Teen twe major world p~ayers; Africa and Europe. Potentia~ paths to the ~mprovement of 
exchange ~n the spheres of economics, politics, and culture will be examined, drawing upon successful models from their respective experiences. The European Afdcan 
Alliance a~so seeks to c~a[ify that, while both continents are interdependent, they are simultaneously independent. This combination of cooperative and self-determined action 
M]ows Afdca and Europe to acl as sponsors of stability within their t~g~ons as well as between the regions. 
The first pa~ of the conference w~l~ beg~n by exploring the novel oppodunifies that Africa and Europe can seize in the quest to promote their cooperation ~n the fieMs of 
sustainable development youth education, women empowerment, and peace and security. The second topic wi~ offer an ~n-depth analys~s o~ the current economic situation in 
both continents and w~]] provide an ~ns~ght ~nto corporate behavior and ent[epreneurship, allowing patios to exchange expe~se. Finally, the conference will integrate Oultura~ 
Diplomacy as a highly conducive mean d strengthening the European-African a~Hance. 
The ICD believes that CulturM D~plomacy plays a key ro~e in fo~ifying Europe and Africa’s alliance. Through music, cinema, and the a~s, both continents can experience 
Cultural Diplomacy in practice with the aim of expanding non-tradifiona~ methods of cooperation. 
If you would I~ke to reserve a position and participate ~n the conference, please cl~ck HERE 

Fo#hcoming Weekiong Semina~ 

(Bed~n, Brussels, London: Februarf -March, 2013) 
~Jcd-ylf.or# 
The ICD Young LeadeD’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young ~ndividua~s w~th an interest in developing, supposing, and sustainh~g intercultura~ relations. 
The first Young LeadeD’ Forum was developed in 2003, and has since developed into a variety d various M~atera~ and mu~fila~era~ forums focusing on a diveBe range o~ 
re]afionsMps acress the wedd. Over the past decade, the ]CD Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to become one d Europe’s largest ~ndependent cultural exchange 
organizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among young indivMua~s of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

The forums are open to applications from young professionals and sludents, as we~ as other ~nterested stakehoMers from across the worm 

Forum Speakers > 
The speakers during the conference will h~c~ude leading figures and expeds from h~ternafionM politics, academia, the diplomatic community, c~v~ society, and the pdvate 
sector from across the wodd. These speakers w~ll include a number of individuals from ~he ICD Adv~so~ Board. To ~eam more about ~he ~CD Adviso~ Board please click 
here. 

We are currentl,¢ accepfin# applications for the followinq events: 
¯ A~s as Cultural D~plomacy: A Forum for Youn9 Leade~ (Berlin Februa~ 13th - 17th, 2013) 
¯ Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (Brussels, February 24th - 28th, 2013) 

¯ Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy: A Forum for Youn# Leaders (Berlin, March 4th - 10th, 2013)* 
¯ The UK Meets Germany: A Forum for Young Leaders (London, March 18th - 22nd, 2013) 

¯ Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum fer Young Leaders (CDA) (Brussels, Apri~ 15th - 19th , 2013)** 
¯ Panic,pants of the CDEC seminar w~H also padicipate ~n "The Bedin I ntemafiona~ Economics Congress 2013" 
¯ *Participants of the CDA seminar will also participate in "The European-African Alliance Conference 2013" 

To apply, please click HERE 

Thank you for you[ a~ention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. 
~th warm regards, 

~ark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICB} 

Ku’damm Karree (3[d F]oor/Hochhaus) 
KudOBtendamm 207-8 Bedim Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.culturald~plomacy.org 
info@culturaMiplomacv.or# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting early next week 

Good morning Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well and you had a great weekend. 
Please let me know when you want to meet this week. I am excited to hear the news. 
Sincerely, 

, Class of 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, [;:29 PM 
To: 
Subject: Meeting early next week 

Dear 

Happy and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

Sorry that we could not meet often last semester. To say that it was a very stressful and hectic semester would be a gross understatement. 

At any rate, I have a big surprise - something to do with Nigerian literature.. - for you. Thus can we meet sometimes next week? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:25 AM 

Dore, Florence Weiler <fdore@unc.edu>; ttavice, El~abeth <havice@email.unc.edu>; Joubed, Clement <joubertc@email.unc.edu>; 

Moore, [,aura J <moorelj@email.unc.edu>; Moulton, Jeremy Crra~t <moulton@emaAl.unc.edu>; Pier, David ~dpie@email.unc.edu>; 

CaN e, Jaye Ellen <j ecable@email, unc.edu> 

Taylor, Beverly W <btaylo@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; 

Davis, Baxbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; Conway, Patrick J --~patrick conway@unc.edu>; Diconcilio, Joseph W 

<joseph diconcilio@unc.edu>; Glazner, Allen F <~afg@unc.edu>; Craig-Schwarz, Pd~onda L. <rhonda@unc.edu>; Handa, Sudhmishu 

--%handa@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <tia~villiams@unc.edu;; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu;~; Seim, Harvey E 

<hseim@email.unc.edu>; Helton, Del Hunt -<lel.helton@unc.edu~; Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu~;; Reid, Dee 

<deereid@unc.edu;, 

URGENT: FROM TIlE DEAN: Kenan Trust Faculty Report Request, Revised Deadline 

KENAN FACULTY FOR1V .docx 

This is a reminder that these reports are due today by 5 pm (see initial email requests below). If you are unable to meet this deadline, please let us know today so we can make 

additional arrangements with you. 

To the chairs and managers of these units (copied on this email), if the faculty receiving this email are away, can you please let us know the best way to get in touch with them to 

complete their reports? 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Tammy 

From: <McHale>, Tammy McHale <tmchale@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                 i :12:48 PM 

Subje~: RE: FROM THE DEAN: Kenan Trust Faculty Report Request, Deadline 

This is)~st a friendly reminder that we will need these forms returned in early January. Due to the holiday, we were able to get an extension. The new due date is 

As noted in ~:he original ema~l, please send ~:hem to Del Helton, w~th a copy ~:o me. 

Thank you ~or your assistance. 

Tamrny 

Tammy McHale 
Sr Assoc Dean - F#~ance and Planning 

Colfege of ~rN & Sdences 

C8 #3100, 205 South Building 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3100 

(919) 962-i~5 
fax: (9~9) 962-2~8 
monte: ~ 

F~m: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Wednesday, I 12:57 PM 
T~: Christianson, Hans; Dore, Florence Weiler; Havice, Elizabeth; Jo, Ji-Yeon O; Joube~, Clement; Mihalik, Jason P; Moore, Laura J; Moulton, Jeremy Grant; Pier, David; Trop, 
Gabriel Stephen; Yang, Clara H.; Kanal, Yosuke; Cobb, Daniel M.; Cable, Jaye Ellen 
~: Nucha, Peter J; Inman, Rhonda L; Taylor, Beverly W; Richardson, Mark; Pickles, John; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Bardsley, Janice B;          Conway, Patrick ~; Dicondlio, 
Joseph W; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Currin, Denise C; Glazner, Allen F; Craig-Schwarz, Rhonda L.; Handa, Sudhanshu; Howell, ~a N.; Sanle, eumce N; Koelb, Clayton T; 
Bernhardt, Valerie M; KaY, Mark; Williams, Susan S~ples; Ashby, Valerie S; Hyde, Ruth F; Herman, Bernie; Richardson, Mark; McKee, Brent A; McHale, Tammy J; Helton, Del 

Hunt; Gil, Karen M; Cllne, Alexis L 
SuDje=t: FROM ~E DEAN: Kenan Trust Facul~ Repo~ Request, Deadline 
lmp~an=e: High 

[The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being sent to ~4 faculty members in the College, with an information copy to their department chairs and respective 

administrative managers.] 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you know, you are among a group of faculty members who are supported by a generous gift to the University by the William R. Kenan, Jr. Charitable Trust. We 

have just received a notice from University Development, requesting that you complete the attached form describing your academic activities during the past year. 

Please complete the form and return it by January 2 to Del Helton at the Arts and Sciences Foundation (del.helton@unc.edu), with a copy to Senior Associate Dean 

Tammy McHale (~_~_&[~_~_&~_~J_[:_9_E~:_~9_). Del will submit all of the faculty reports to University Development at one time. l apologize for the short notice, 

especially at this time of year. This information is very important for the Trust’s records. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

With my best wishes, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 12:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI    Readings 

Dr. Sahle, 

I had a quick question regarding the readings for class this Wednesday. On the syllabi, Stephen .lames’s second chapter "World War 11 and its Aftermath" is listed. I did not see 
this article on the Sakai website, and T wanted to make sure T wasn’t supposed to be looking for it in a different place and am just not seeing it or if it will be posted to SakaL 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina 



From: ~@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:46 PM 

To: The mlk~pcl mailing list. <mlkApc 

Subje~’t: [mlk~pc Meeting Reminder 

~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Hello All, 

I hope that this email finds you in good spirits. This emafil serves as a reminder for our ve~ last MLK Planning Committee Meeting which roll be held at ~:~)1) p~n 

todny in Cnmpus Y 21)7. This is the last s~tretch of all of our hard work~ so I hope that each of you come ready to finish out with our productivi~l. It is vital for all 

committee members to be present so that we can ensure the utmost success for our events. Thank you in advance’. 

Humble Regards, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk p~ as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pcl2-13&o 32621125 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32621125-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Monday, January 14, 2013 12:59 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

APCG Newsletter Submissions Deadline February 7th 

Dem colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in the middle of February. As discussed at onr ASA business lneeting this pas~t November. we are now moving to a twice- 

per-year schedule so that "Issue 1" of each year roll be released in February m~d "Issue 2" roll be released in September. 

The deadline for submissions this time is February 7th. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website tbrm: http:/iafricaJ~politicsgroup.o~/index.php/submit-new~ 

2. Forward any news flint you might have to mbnel~n(~wesleyan.edu. 

Relevm~t news items might include new publications, news about giants, new jobs, Inember cmeer changes, announcements for conferences, etc. I am also interested 

in ~y photos or ilnages yon Inay have that illusq_rate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email m~d due to the space limitations of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://ati-i ca~Ix~litic sgroup.org/index.php!news/newsletter~ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Wesleyan University 

860,685,3023 

mbnelson@wesleyan,edu 

http:/Iwww, michaelnelson,info 

http: llafrica,blo,qs, wesleyan, edu! 

You m’e cm~ntly subscribed to apcg as: eunice~?e~noJl.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edtvn?idM0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&l apeg&o~6639984 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-26639984-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dctOb22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting early next week 

On my way 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:31 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I am in the office right now so feel free to drop by. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :t0:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting early next week 

Good morning Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well and you had a great weekend. 
Please let me know when you want to meet this week. I am excited to hear the news. 
Sincerely, 

Class of 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:29 PM 
To: 
Subject: Meeting early next week 

Dear 

Happy : and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

Sorry that we could not meet often last semester. To say that it was a very stressful and hectic semester would be a gross understatement. 

At any rate, I have a big surprise - something to do with Nigerian literature.. - for you. Thus can we meet sometimes next week? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: New York H&s Gun Deal, With Focus on Mental Ills 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRerials I Op-Ed I Onlhis Day 

C,u~omize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Janualy 15, 2Ol3 

TOP NEWS 

New Yo~’k :Has Gun Deal, 

The state Senate on Monday passed a 
plan that expands a ban on assault 
weapons and includes measures 
focused on the mentally ill. The 
Assembly planned to vote ~esday 
on the bill. 

Control 

Obama Willing lo Use 

Executive Orders on Guns 

President Obama is expected to 
signal his intention to engage in the 
biggest Congressional fight over guns in nearly two decades. 

Anti-Semitic remarks that President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt made in 2o~o have come back to 
haunt him, raising doubts about his efforts to present himself as a moderate. 

~1--I Video Morsi’s Speech in 20!0 (YouTube.com) 

. NYTimes corn Nome Page 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

SCIENCE 

VI[DEO; A Tiil~.~ ....... 

to vi,~ht         I 
Faced with the         I 
foreclosure of her home, I 
Detroit resident LaKeisha ’I~lggle 
devised creative solutions to weather 
economic hardship. 

~ Related Article j [] Saving Chatham 

OPINION 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

lYlarijuana lYluddle 

The legalization of pot 
raises many questions, 
including whether we’re formalizing a tacit permission. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

Starbucks will open a care in 
Vietnam 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE >) 

Spices: When to grind, when to toast 

WORLD 



Mallau Rebels Take "l’ow*~ add Vow to Avenge Fre~tch A:ttack 

The takeover of Diabaly, a small town in central Mall, came .just hours after the Freneh foreign 
minister, Lanrent Fabius, said his cmmtry’s intervention had blocked a rebel advance. 

Hhm~inating Jewish Life in a Muslim Empire 

Manuscripts frmn a Persian part of the Muslim empire in the Hth century, unveiled at the 
National Library of Israel, shed new details about the life of a little understood Jewish society. 

Shots Fh’ed Iuto Offlees *)f Greek Gover~h~g ParD" 

Unidentified gunmen sprayed bullets into the headquarters of Greece’s governing New Democracy 
party in Athens, adding to a wave of politically motivated violence. 

Mere Worid News 

Obama a~d O.O.Po lssue Challeuges on the Debt Limit 

With each side claiming popular support, President Obama and Congress’s Republican leaders dug 
in on their posi~ons. 

~gu;I 
lranscrlpt 

A Poorer San Bernardlno, and a More Dangerous Our,. Too 

Officials in San Bernardim}, Calif., were making headway against violent crime nntil the economic 
flora’ fell out. 

R*~blo Pushes His Par~y on Imm[gratloa Changes 

Senator Mareo Rubio of Flo~{da is asserting his leadership among Republicans on immigration, 
previewing a proposal that includes measures to give legal status to millions of illegal immigrants. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

How Purs~i~ of Billlo~a~re Hit Oar Dead E~d 

The investigation of SAC Capital Advisors highlights the ehallenges of using lowerqevel workers to 
build a ease against their boss. 

To Get Mo*~es iato China, I-Ioli3~’ood G~ves Ce*~sors at Preview 

Eager to tap China’s movie market, Hollywood studios try to win censors’ approval -taking on 
Chinese partners, tweaking story lines and, when fihning in China, inviting bureaucrats to the set. 

Callf~rnia to Gh~e D,/eb Co~rses a Big Trial 

Udaeity, a start-up that offers online college courses, will offer low-cost remedial and introductory 
classes to students at San dose State University and local community colleges and high schools. 

S P 0 RTS 

Questions Linger After Knlcku’ Seud=Offto London 

Amid disclosures of a restricted diet and recorded court conversations involving Carmelo Anthony, 
the Knieks flew to London to play the Detroit Pistons. 

V~oHd Cup Skier V~orks at Being 17 

Mikaela Shiffrin, who leads the worldwide slalom rankings and is often referred to as the next 
Lindsey Vonn, is the first Ameriean to win two World Cup rares before turning 18. 

~Momstro~tg Admits Doplug, and Says He \VH1 Testify 
i.::y .;L i:.T 
Lanee Armstrong admitted using perfm’maneemnhaneing drugs in a ~" interview set to air 
Thursday, and he plans to testify against people who knew abont his doping and possibly facilitated 
it. 

~The 
Banker Who Put His Fsith in Armstrong 

~ A:mstrong’s Business Brand. Bound Tight With His Charity 

~ 
inter8ctive Timeline Lance Armstrong Milestones 



ARTS 

TH E TV ’WATCH 
The ]L~fth~g of a VeH~ Discreet|y 

Jodie Foster came out as gay, sort of~ in her speech at the Golden Globes, but was more elliptical 
than loud and proud. 

Sh o~tlm e Ven tu ~’~n g I ~to Doemn e~ta ~’y Te~’Htory 

Richard Pryor, Dick Cheney and Muammar el-Qaddafi are among the personalities that will be the 
focus of Showtime’s new documentary features. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

BJack a~d Famous lint Out to Pastm’e 

The new BET shiny "Real Husbands of Hollywood" purports to be a genderOipped satire of reality TV, 
but it is also a subtle commentary on the limited options for black actors on television. 

o Mo~e Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

HANGING ON 

Life h~ the Red 

Millions of Americans have been keeping the lights on with borrowed money, and recent research 
suggests that debt can often reinforce reckless financial behavior. 

~ E~I Video: A Time to FR3ht 

Deep Ut~der Antarctica, Lookh~g got Slg~s of Life 

A Sm million American expedition is dose to beginning work to drill through to a subglaeial lake in 
Antarctica, looking for signs of microbial life and insight on glaciers. 

This ~ras Supposed to Be My Co|umu for New Year’s Day 

Psyehologists suggest that procrastination, if structured, can have smrte benefits, by getting yon to 
complete some tasks, even if only to avoid the ones you’re meant to be doing. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Moment fo~- Aetlot~ ou Ouus 
The White House has a rare chance to propose and push through an agenda of tougher laws for 
public safety. 

EDITORIAL 
A W~k|e~h~g ~Va~" h~ Ms ~i 
France can help, but Mall must win the fight against Islamist rebels. 

EDITORIAL 

Don’t SMmp ou Sandy 
After more than H weeks since the devastating storm, New York, New aersey and Cmmeetieut are 
still waiting on adequate federal aid. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

V~;hy "V~:e Must Help Save Ma~?~ 

Islamist terrorists want a lawless stronghold in West ADiea. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Foreclosu~oe Fiasco 

How has the government fumbled the Great Foreclosure Crisis? Let’s count the ways. 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Dim Hopes for a Free P~°ess h~ Chh~a 

Investigative reporting and opinion eommentaW are the two high grounds of Chinese journalism, 
and the Communist Party has cracked down on both. 



ON THIS DAY 

Oil Jan. 15, 1967, the first Super Bowl was played as the Green Bay Packers of the National Football 

League defeated the Kansas City Chiefs of the American ]/ootball League, 35-1o. 

¯ See ’11"ds },’ro~[ Page 

You received this message because you signed up [er NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headli!les rlewsietter. As a member of 

the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford UniversiU Press <libra~.marketing@oup.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Access leading scholarly e-bx~oks in your field of interest 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Contact Us 
.~’~i Oxford U niversity Press 

Dear Eunice, 

Access leading [~umanities scholarly e-books 

Did you know that your institution now has access to top scholad,{ e-books in the humanities 
through Univerd~y Press Scholarship Online? UnA/ersi~y Press Schoiarsh~# Online is a vast and 
rapidly expanding cross-searchable library that offers quick and easy access ~o the full ~ext el 
academic e-books across a number of university press publist’~ers. 

Start your research now by visiting www.universitypressscholarship.com or search across our 
subject area pages today to discover con~ent in your Iield el interest. 

Sincerely, 

Oxford University Press 

I on,,ooP oduO  

Update Your Preferences ;: Unsubscribe i Customer Service 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MDR Market Research <IVlDRResearchDept~}dnb.com> 

Tuesday, January. 15, 2013 2:12 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Important Educator Research Suv~,ey - Your Feedback Needed 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Educator, 

You have been chosen as part of a select group of college faculty from across the country 
to tell us about your utilization of online digital content and email within your university 
community. 

This online survey will take no more than 10 minutes. 

As a way to thank you for your time, all those that complete the survey will have a chance 

to win one of THREE $100 gift certificates to Amazon.com, which can be used for personal 
purchases, or donated to the school or charity of choice. 

To start our brief survey now, click on the following link: 

https:Hon~necom.k~nesissu~ey.com/sur~ey/ht mL pro?~ D=325& ktentifie~= 01579054~5956 

Your feedback will be used to advise leading education companies about how to effectively 
communicate with you regarding their products and services. 

We appreciate your time and valuable feedback. Thank you for working with us! 

Regards, 

MDR Market Research Team 
6 Armstrong Road 

Shelton, CT 06484 

P.S. Don’t forget that we will be selecting THREE completed survey responders for a $:[00 
Amazon Gift Certificate so be sure to fill in your contact info at the end of the survey. 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Gun Proposal to Look Beyond Mass Shootings 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Toda}y,sHeadlines ......................................................................... 
~11¢ N’~’~ ~rk ~"~im~ January 16, 2o13 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.& I Business I ..s.~_o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,.D..Lnj.n.~t.~...w.j.n...e. I EditorialsI ..O.p.=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.hj.s....D...a.~ 

.C...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e....T..o...d..a.~Ls....H...e..a..d..lLn..e...s. I r .S...e..a..r..c..h., 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Gun Proposal to Look 
Beyond Mass Shootings 
By MICHAEL COOPER, MICHAEL LUO and 
MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

Some of the proposals that President 
Obama is expected to nmke on 
Wech~esday will be intended not only to 
prevent mass shootings, but also to curb 
everyday gm~ violence. 

Internal Forces Besiege 
Pakistan Ahead of Voting 
By DECLAN WALSH 

M~ enigmatic preacher with thousands 
of followers is denmnding the 
government’s ouster, the top court has 
ordered the arrest of the prime nfinister 
and violence is surging. 

Facing the French, Mali 
Rebels Dig In and Blend In 
By ADAM NOSSITER and ERIC SCHMITT 

Airstrikes alone may not be enough to root out battle-hardened Malian rebels, who have spent months 
aeemnulating arms, constructing defenses and reinforcing their ranks. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The government is twisting in the wind, and they are just watching it happen." 

AYAZ AMIR, an opposition member of parliament in Pakistan, on the nfilitary’s response to political 

turmoil. 

U,S, 

~ AUDIO & PHOTOS: 
In North Dakota: 
An Abundance of 
Oil, a Shortage of 
Women 
Male workers and female 



residents describe life near the 
testoterone-soaked oil fields of North 
Dakota. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Deafness at 
Doomsday 
By LAWRENCE M. KRAUSS 

Policy makers should not 
ignore the advice of 
scientists on issues like climate change 
and nuclear proliferation. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

Slowdown in Germany Worries Euro Zone 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and JACK EWING 

Germm~y’s econonfic decline late last year and a flurry of disappointing results recently in other major 
eeononfies raised questions about Europe’s ability to escape recession. 
o ~, Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis [ ~ No Relief on the Horizon 

In Russia, Ban on U.S. Adoptions Creates Rancor and Confusion 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Panericma adoptive fanfilies are left in legalistic limbo as officials within Russia’s bureaucracy try to figure 
out what higher-ups at the Krenflin actually want and expect them to do about the ban. 

Syrian Rebels Find Hearts and Minds Elusive 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Despite its nfilitary successes, Syria’s opposition has failed to shape a political strategy to win over many of 
its eountr)anen. 
" ~ Graphic: Tracking the Violence in Damascus 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Warning Signs of Violent Acts Often Unclear 
By BENEDICT CAREY and ANEMONA HARTOCOLLIS 

Forestalling violence by keeping closer tabs on those with mental illness is an appealing idea, but it poses 
more difficulties than are at first apparent. 

An Oil Town Where Men Are Many, and Women Are Hounded 
By JOHN ELIGON 

The autlaorities in Williston, N.D., say that crimes against women have increased in this area, where single 
men greatly outnmnber single women. 
:’ ~ Audio & Photos: In North Dakota: An Abundance of Oil, a Shortage of Women 

. ~ Graphic: A Migration of Unmarried Men 

A Fight Over Historic Preservation Brews in Art Deco Country 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

A couple’s proposal to demolish their 1925 house has abruptly set in motion a campaign by preservationists 
to better protect the city’s historic homes. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Walmart Plans to Buy American More Often 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

The retailer’s lo-year conmfitment, totaling $50 billion, comes as it is under pressure over its overseas 
sourcing following a deadly fire in November in Bangladesh. 

2 Makers Press the Case for Electric Cars 
By BILL VLASIC 

Two of the biggest nmkers of electric cars are puslfing plans to lift sales: General Motors, ainfing for the 
luxury market with the Cadillac ELR, and Nissan, with a cheaper Leaf. 

-. ¢--’~ Interactive Photo Gallery: 2013 Detroit Auto Show 

A.I.G. Seeks Approval to File More Bank Suits 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

A.I.G. must win a court fight with an entity rtm by the New York Fed, which the insurer says is blocking its 
efforts to go after banks that halaned it financially. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Forging Path to Starting Line for Younger Disabled Athletes 
By MARY PILON 

Sports organizations are encotmtering more questions regarding inclusion of athletes with disabilities, but 
what is reasonable accommodation under the law has been debated. 

Looking Upstream in Doping Cases 
By CLAUDIO GATTI 

In the wake of Lm~ce Armstrong’s achnission of using performance-enhancing drugs, some critics contend 
eompmfies nfight prefer to stand by quietly rather than moving to expose their pitchman. 

" Armstrong Admits Doping, and Says He Will Testify 

On 49ers, Moss Reinvents Himself as Role Model 
By JASON TURBOW 

No longer the best receiver in the N.F.L., or even on his own team, Randy Moss has become a sly veteran, 
using his wiles to extract yardage and the occasional score from linfited playing time this season. 

’- Keeping Score: A Quarterback Who Can Run Away With the Title 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

Church Portraits Speak to the Earthly World 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Ribera’s portraits, hidden up lfigh and in the darkness of a church in Naples, Italy, are, like the city, 
expressions of the spiritual embedded in the profane. 

Brooklyn Museum Finds Some Problematic Gifts Can’t Be Returned 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

A quarter of the artworks left to the musemn by one benefactor have turned out to be fakes, nfisattributions 
or of poor quality, but the museum cannot easily get rid of them. 

Q. AND A. 
An Eclectic Rock Pioneer Traversing the Borderline 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

John Gale, the experimental-rock pioneer, is presiding over two programs at fl~e Brooklyn Academy of 
Music: one a tribute to Nieo, one a perfolananee of his albmn "Paris a9a9." 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Bandages Not Included 
By ALEXANDRA JACOBS 

The immersion blender enables the quick whipping-up of soups, sauces and other soft foods directly in the 



pan or serving bowl. It can also enable a quick trip to the emergency room. 

:’ Adding Convenience and Danger 

RESTAURANT REVIEW ] ARLINGTON CLUB 
Bending the Steakhouse Rules 
By PETE WELLS 

Arlington Club doesn’t know how to follow the script of a traditional steakhouse, but its improvisations are 
inspired. 

o ~ Slide Show 

" Diner’s Journal: The Future of the New York Steakhouse 

Returning Zing to Dutch Cooking 
By DAVID SEGAL 

The Netherlands has never been known as a culinary destination, but a blogger turns a critical eye on 
Amsterdam’s restaurants and finds that the situation is improving. 

¯ " ~ Slide Show 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D..Ln.Ln.g" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
New York Leads on Gun Control 
The state is the first to change its laws, mostly for the better, since the Connecticut shooting. 

EDITORIAL 
President Morsi’s Repulsive Comments 
The leader of Egypt made scurrilous comments nearly three years ago about Jews and Zionists, which just 
came to light. Does he still believe what he said? 

EDITORIAL 
Behind Double-Digit Premium Increases 
Both the federal govermnent and the states need more power to reject price spikes that can’t be justified. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Takes One to Tango 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

For Barry, it’s really, really lonely at the top. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama’s a-2 Punch? 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Here’s hoping the president goes big in his plans for his second tenn. 

. Columnist Page 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
A New Line in the Sand Against Terror? 
How can northern Africa avoid fostering terrorism and beconfing the next Afghanistan? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 16, 1991, the White House announced the start of Operation Desert Storm to drive Iraqi forces out of 

Kuwait. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <maJl.skozxqzurich~ap@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New Edition to Contemporary SociologicaJ Perspectives Series 

ReQ(iest your ComplhY~entery Exem Copy of "t.ife and Death Decisions=’ todey~ 

Is this email not displaying correctly? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Life and Death Decisions 

issues ef Life and Death such as abortion, assisted suicide, 

capital punishment and others are among the most contentious 

in many societies Whose rights are protected? How do these 

rights and protections change over time and who makes those 

sociological processes which underlie the quest for morality and 

justice in human societies ]he Author’s goal is not to advocate 

this slim paperback is priced and sized to be easiiy assigned in 

a variety of undergraduate courses that touch on the social 

bases undedym9 these contested and contenbous ~ssues 

Read more about the author and th,s new book by vis,ting our 

website and [earn more about the Cot~tem~o~a~y 

~er~ecdve~ Sedes her~ 

To be removed flora our ernaH Hs~ please click here to unsubscribe 

::.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychol~y P .... CROP ..... Fo~IP .... 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not diSClOSe, rent or soil your ernail address to any outside orgarfisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Tayior & Francis, 8n Informa b[isiness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Infornna UK Lir.,n~ted registered in England under no. 1072954 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 2:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, The 46 Places to Go in 2013, Movies Update and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30116/a mes 1 Y 

.~iI ¢Ti .... J .... [y 16, 2013 

As the weather warms and the days grow longer, it’s time 
to start planning your 2olg travel itinerary. Here are 
dozens of reasons to escape and explore this year -- from the 
burgeuning art scene in [do de Jadeite tu a~ ~nexpeeted wi~e 
region west of Beijing to the epicurean e~tposts of Washington, 
D~C., and m~eh more. Let the wanderlust begin~ 

ltiovies Update                                            ~ 

With the Golden Globes behind us and the Academy 

Awards on the horizon~ uow’s ~he time to sign np for 

Movies Dpda~e, an e-mailed rmmdup of ~he [ates~ reviews, 

releases aud more, Sen~ evet’y Friday, it helps yon stay on top of 

Ct’ifies’ Picks, blockbusters and independent films --- a~d migh~ 

just giw~ yon a leg up in tha~ office Oscar’ pool. 

Don’t Niss or, NYTimes.cem 

¯ The Lifting of a Veil, Discreetly 
¯ Urov;ned Miss America 2o13, Li~dng in a Borough of Ms. 
¯ A Data Crusader. a Defendant and Now, a Cause 

Top 8 ~iewed Featu 
(Be~,~/ee~ Jan 9, 2015 - Jan 15, 2013) 

~. Snow Fall -The Avalanche at Ttmnel (;reek 

2. Wal-Mart Comes to ’reotihuaefin 

3. The ~o Best Books of ~.to12 

4. Rape Case Unfolds on Web and Splks City 

5~ 6 rips for Better Po~raits 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." The Red 

Carpet at th e Golden Globes 
Styles and fashions from the red 
carpet of the Golden Globes. 

~ INTEI/ACTIVE: The 

Weekly Health Quiz 

In the news: flu, marijuana and 

sugarless gmn. Test your 

knowledge of this week’s health 

news. 

~ SLIDE SIIO’~¥: On the 

Market: Second Homes in Miami 
A beaehfront contemporary, a 
waterfront Mediterranean, a 
South of Fifth condo, a Venetian 
Islands waterfront and a 
Downtown condo. 

Join the 
Conversation 

’The Heavy’: A 

Mom, a 7- 
Year-Old and a 

Diet 
An interview with 
Dara-Lynn Weiss, author of "The 
Heavy:" "I did what worked for 
us, and I stand by it. I’m glad I 
did it." 

+ A daily e-rrtaii newsier,or 

the business of technology, 

with coverage ffom Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

of news ~rom across 

Web. 

Delivered before ti~e 
opening bell and after 



market ciose, the DeaiBoak 
e-mail newslettel provides 

breaking ne~,s about 

M&As, I.P O.s. venture 
capitsi and more. 

All things faslsiorl f[om The 

~Je,/~ York ]imes. featuring 

the latest in news, trends 
and rdnwsy coverage 
fronl acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 
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Fi%)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, January. 17, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama to ’Put Everything I’ve Got’ Into Gun Control 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~ ion T ~ s Day 

C,g~tomize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

JanuaIT 17, 2o13 

TOP NEWS 

President Obama on Wednesday 
unveiled plans to introduce 
legislation by next week that 
includes a ban on assault weapons, 
limits on high-capacity magazines 
and other steps. 

Milltants Seize Americans 

and Other Hostages 

The State Department said Americans were among hostages captnred by Islamist extremists in 
Algeria on Wednesday, in what the attackers called retaliation for France’s intevvention in Mall. 

The rush of violent events has masked the fact that officials in Washington still have only an 
impressionistie understanding of the militant groups that have established a safe haven in Mali. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"l know ~m~y of us as ~co~Hd rnther hm~e hm~ oar tooth pu~ed than ase the word ’recover,’ it was so 
~mscfeat~fie. N~m, we ea~ use it, though ~ thiak we ~eed to stress that ft’s rm’~L" 
NALLY OZONOFF, of the MIND Institute at the Uni~,ers~ty of (aI~fornia~ Dav~s, on a stndy finding 
[ttat that some chiIdcen who exhibit symptmns of au[iam cecover eomple[ely, 

MAGAZINE 

Obama’s People, I 
pR2"r~r4~iltts ~rdo m 2 o o 8 I 
and aoo9 of Barack Obama’s 
incoming administration and an 
update of who is still around. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Who Says Y~m Can Kill 

Americans, ..’Mr. Preslden~? 

President Obama should declassify 
and release the legal analysis he relies on for targeting and killing American eitizens. 

WORLD 

UoSo blilita~,y Stops Sending Detallmes to Some Afghal~ P~,isol~s on Rights 



Setbacks on detention issues that have created tension between the countries~ am] to years of 

international efforts to promote humane treatment of prisoners. 

~ Pakistan Criticizes Obama’s Plan for fuming Over Military Command in Afghanistan 

Leader Iss~es Popnllst Vows in Hong Ko~tg 

Leung Chun-ying pledged to help produce rod,Odd new units of housing by streamlining 
approvals, opening up undeveloped lands for housing and even tapping rock caverns for 
development. 

~ Hor~g Kong Takes a Second LooR at Changes to Corpora{e Database 

Prime Minister David Cameron is heading for Amsterdam on Friday to set out his vision of a 
sharply whittled-down role for Britain in 2~st-eentury Europe. 

o Mere World News 

~Whe~ P~ls Fail Th~s, er, Option Proxddes a Cure 

Transplanting feces from a healthy person into the gut of one who is sick can quickly cure severe 
intestinal infections caused by a dangerous type of bacteria that antibiotics often cannot control. 

A~ Added ..’Mission for Arizot~a Sherlff~s lmmlgratlo~ Posse: School Patrols 

Volunteers for Sheriff" aoe Arpaio of Marieopa County, Arizona, look a lot like his paid deputies as 
they keep an eye on schools. 

So,he ~ith Autism D[agnosls Ca*~ Overcome Symptoms, St,~dy Fiords 

A new stndy suggests that some people who have received an antism diagnosis are able to improve 
signifieantly and not qualify for the diagnosis later in life. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

THE EDUCATION REVOLUTION 

NeW Made=it~=Chlna Boom: College Graduates 

China is making a hnge investment in its universities, hoping to leverage its enormous population 
into ~95 million college graduates by the end of the decade. 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorgan~s Board Uses a Pay Cu~ as a Message 

The annual compensation for aPMorgan Chase’s chief exeentive, aamie Dimon, was slashed in half 
as a way to send a message that the bank’s board was a strong watehdog. 

F,AoA, Grounds U,So-Operated Boeing 787s 

The directive applies to United ~rlines, the only American earrier nsing the new plane, after 
several safety incidents in recent weeks. 

~ 
Graphic: A Tough S~art 

~Eee~ 
nmg r Is o 

S P 0 RTS 

Hoax is Revealed as irish Star Says He Vgas Duped 
i.::y ST :. ",’17 
An investigation by the Web site Deadspin found that Notre Dame linebaeker Manti Te’(;s 
girlfriend, who was thought to have died of lenkemia, never existed. 

\~hat to 2%sk zM~ter Years of Denials 

An interview of Lance _4a’mstrong by Oprah Winfrey is scheduled to be televised Thursday and 
l~’iday. Here are the questions she needed to ask if she wanted to "go deep" with her inquiry. 

~ Lookir,~ Upstream in Doping Cases 

~ 
h~terac~we T~meline Lance Armstrong Mlles~o~es 



I~ Britain, Basketball Can Be a To~gh Sell 

The Knicks will play the Pistons on Thursday before a capacity crowd in London, but that doesn’t 

mean interest in the sport is intense. 

o More Spe~s News >> 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Twealdng Rap’s Rtdes~ bt~t With l<espeet 

ASAP Rocky, one of hip-hop’s brightest new stars, makes his major-label debut with 
"Long. Live.ASAP." 

Sellh~g Some Old Sparlde F~’om Nights at Studio 54 

Bill Hamilton, the former companion of Steve Rubell, a co-founder of Studio 54, will auction items 
Dom that famous disco. 

~ 
Slide Show: Rube~l MemoFabiiia at Auction 

A Show Makes F¥1e~ds and HistoW 

KmTy Washington, in "Scandal" on ABC, is one of the few M’riean-Ameriean female leads in a 
network drama in American television history. 

o Mole Arts [’Jews 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIEW 

I~ Italy, a British Outpost 

In Milan, designers all seem to have gotten the same Anglophile memo. 

THE BUZZ 
2~-IJst Guide to the Ii~aug~lratloi~ Pavtles 

A roundup of inaugural events to covet this year. 

UP CLOSE 
The Ma~mequi~ Also Speak~ 

While not using her body as a public art piece, the performance artist Nareissister is, in fact, 
private and shy. 

o More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE GUN CHALLENGE 

C,m~ Reform flu" a Gene~’atlo~ 
After years of sorrowful declarations and inaction h’mn American presidents, President Obama 
steps up. 

EDITORIAL 

A~ othee Face=Off fo~ Nuclear:Armed Rivals 

Simmering disputes between India and Pakistan have taken a turn for the worse. 

EDITORIAL 

New York Leads o~ Gin* Co~*trol 

The state is the first to change its laws, mostly for the better, since the Connecticut shooting. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How does one play the global face of evil? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"Fl~e Point of Lance 

Once you get past that now-void race record, is there really much of anything to Lance Armstrong? 

clumnlst .. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 
Lessons ~+¥om gm~s and a Goose 



If you think guns make us safer, consider this sto~7 of a goose that almost led to a shootout. 

~ Columnist F’a~e I BIog 

More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 17, 1893, Hawaii’s monarchy was overthrown as a group of" businessmen and sugar 
planters forced Queen Liliuokalani to abdicate. 

You received this message b~cause yell si~n~d Lip for NYTimes corn’s Todey’s Headlines nsws~$~e~ As a membe~ of 

the TRUSTe pdwcy program~ we are committed to p~otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ AdveR~se 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <~cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 9:18 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

"Using Cinema to Tran~end Cultural Bamers and Foster Peace" (Berlin Februa~ 13th - 17th, 2013) 

Young Leaders’ Forums, Winter Sessions 
(Berlin, Brussels, London: February- April, 2013) 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf el the institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I would like [o wish you a Happy New Year 2013. 
We. are writing to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the field of Cultural Diplomacy, as well as information about our upcoming International 

Conference and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. 
You can learn more about these opportunities and programs by reading the information below. I would be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding the 
information below to anyone you think might be interested in attending. 
Sincerely, 
Mark C. Donfried 
& the ICD Team 

Forthcoming Weekiong Seminars 
(Bedin, Brussels, London: February -March, 2013) 
wv~v.icd-ylf.org 
To apply, Nease click HERE 
The ICD Young Leadem Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting and sustaiNng intercultural relations. 
Over the past decade the ICD Young Leaders Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s ~argest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young indivMua~s of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 

The [orums are open to applications from young prNessionNs and Nudents, as welt as other ~ntereNed stakehoMers from across the 

Forum Speakers > 
The speakers during the conference will ~nclude ~eading figures and expels from ~nternafiona~ politics, academia, the diplomatic commuNty, civil society and the private 
sector, flom across the worM. These speake~ will include a number d indivMuals from the ICD Adv~so~ Board. To learn mote about the ICD Adv~so~’ Board p~ease click 
here. 

We are accepfin~ applications for the fellow~n~ events: 
The Art as Cultural Di~lomacg Confe[ence: A Forum for Young Leaders 
"Us~n~ Cinema to Transcend Cultural Bamers and Foster Peace" 
(Ber~n February 13th - 171h, 2013) 

The Cultural Diplomacy in Europe Conference: A Forum for Youn~ Leaders 
"The Future of EU Foreign Policy: Responsibili~ to Engage at a t~me o~ Global Crisis" 
(Brussels, February 24th- 28th, 2013) 

Mo~e Events: 

USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Youn~ Leaders (Brussels, Februa~ 24th - 28th, 2013) 

The UK Meets Germany: A Forum for Young Leade~ (London, March 18th- 22nd, 2013) 
Cultural DiNomacy in Africa: A Forum for Youn~ Leade~ (Brussels, April 15th - 19th, 2013) 

*PaNc~pants of the above seminar wil~ a~so pad~dpate in "The Berlin Internat~onal EconorNcs Congress 2013" 

"State Multiculturalism: An Interdisc~plin~ Analysis of Political, Economic & Cultural Dhnensions" 

(London, March 20th - 22rid, 2013) 
~.uk-mulficu~turalism.org 
The pattern and process of multiculturalism ~s in fact transforming and increasing following economic, social and political changes in an ~nterdependent and globalized world. 
is therefore, essential ~hat governments do no~ negate from the need to integrate their m~nor~y populations, while accepting and accommodating for diversity through policies 
that ensure better and sustained c~t~ral cohesion. Considering muNculturalism w~tMn a European framework, the Institute for Cultura~ D~plomacy believes that t~ferms in the 
fields of migration, social affairs, and education are required to fully address the pressing issues of integration and accommodation. However, it Nso acknowledges the various 
obstacles that hinder tMs course. 
The 2013 Cultural Bridges in United Kingdom Conference will offe~ therefore a wide diversity of pe~pecfives on the issue of intercultural relations internationally with a 
pa~ic~ar focus on the UK. The Conference w~ create and previde a proposal document that will be presented to the internafiona~ community on how to overcome mult~c~t~ml 
challenges. In addition the proposal document will offer best practices to acMeve a successful and harmonic mulficultural society. The Conference will also examine, in depth, 
d~fferent examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in a different contexL 
If you would like to reserve a position and participate ~n the conference, please click HERE 

"innovative Nation Branding Strategies: integrating Sustainable Development, Youth Education & Development, Ecotourism, and S~mtainable 

Action for Climate Change" 

(Berlin, March 06th - I0m, 2013; Held Parallel to the InteraationN Tourism Exchange Conference -’ITB Berliff~ 

The Berlin International Economic Congress 2013 wi~ focus on innovative Nation Branding techniques and strategies in the 21st Century in albwing countries to achieve 
economic gNns and financial stability through the uses of sustainable development, ecological tourism, and socially responsiMe ~nvestment. 
This conference will look to create an open diNogue on the oppo~unities and challenges of new approaches to Nation Branding, as well as the potential for creative promotion 
strategies ~n ~mproving a nation’s image, consequently presenting perspectives not only from the field of Economics, but also ~rom the international a~enas o~ Politics, 
Inveslment, Culture, Development, Tourism, Civil Society, and the Private Sector. 
If you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please click HERE 



"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments in 

(Pretoria, April 8th - 12th, 2013) 

www.au-cult u raldiplomacv-conference.oEc~ 
This unprecedented gathering w~h~n ~he African continerfl will seek to highlight Africa’s self, trained achievements with regards to i~s standing ~r~ the ~rflernat~onal community 
as well as it’s ~nct~asing emancipation from the o~en assumed dependency on the Western wodd. The fecus w~ll be on the role a~d successes of the African Union as an 
iatergovernmental regiona~ organization seeking to combat political, social and economic inequalities. Past achievements wi~ be considered while simultaneously accenting 
the future challer~ges the AU faces, 
It wi~ be demonstrated that ~he application of cultural diplomacy is pep~asive within the Aflicar~ Union’s activities, as it has charged itself with the task o~ un~ing highly 
d~fferentiated cultures withiR Africa with the a~m of achieving "greater u~ity and solidarity between the African countries and the peoples of Africa’~ OuJtur8l Diplomacy wil~ be 
shown to suppo~ and solidify such errors. 

"Enhancing the Inter-cultural Dialogue be~een Europe and Africa to protnote the S~bility and economic Development with#~ the ~o 

Continent" 
(~russe~s, April 17th --- 19th, 2013) 

~v.au-eu-pa dnership.org 
The ICD recognizes the unique pa~ne~hip shared by Africa and Europe, two highly diverse yet interdependent continents. To exemplify this fact and fudher build on this 
mutually beneficial relatior~ship, the second European Aflicar~ Alliance w~ll be held by ~he ~CD. As the political epicenter of Europe, Brussels will sewe as the venue for this 
unparalleled conference. 
The fi~t pa~ of the conference w~ll beg~a by exp~odng the novel oppo~un~ties that Africa and Europe can seize in the quest to £romote their coo£erafion ~n the fields of youth 
e~ucatJon, women empowermerfl an~ peace and security. The second topic w~l ofle[ ar~ ir~4epth ar~alysJs of the cu[rent economic s~tuat~on in both cont#~ents an~ w~l provide 
an ~ns~ght ~nto co~porate behav~o~ and entrep[eneurshJp, allowing pa[tJes to exchange expe~Jse. Finally, the conference w~ll ~rfleg[a~e cultural ~Jplomacy as a highly conducive 
means of strengthening the European African 
~f you would ~ke to reserve a pos~t~on and participate ~n the confe[ence, p~ease C~ck HERE 

The Academy for Cultural Diplomacy - Februa~ Session 

(Berlin, Februa~ 13th - 17th, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin.de 
ICD Academy Sessions are weeklong p[ograms that explore the ro~e of cu~turaJ diplomacy ~n contemporary intemafiona~ relations. Each program [eatures ~ectures, seminars 
and workshops ~ead by expeds from the fields of ~nternafional politics, di£1omacy, academia, c~v~ society, and the private sector. Durh~g their time in Berlin panic,pants wil~ 
a~so have the oppoAurfity to take pad Jn cultu[al and socia~ activities and to visit #~st~u~ions such as the Go[man Foreign Office, the Ge~mar~ Parl~amenL ~he 8e[~r~ C~ty Hall 
cu~turaJ institutions and Berlin-based embassies. 

Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation ~n sharing the news of our upcoming programs. 
W~th warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
Kufhrster~amm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u rald~plomacy.org 
~nfo~cult u ra~dj£~omacwoEq 
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TOP NEWS 

In Reversal, House G.O.P. 
Agrees to Lift Debt Limit 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Republicans said they would back down 
on the borrowing limit to open a 
window for Congress to pass a budget 
and begin talks on long-term deficit 
reduction. 

Hiding, Praying, Tied to 
Bombs: Captives Detail 

Algerian Ordeal 
By LYDIA POLGREEN and SCOTT SAYARE 

Hostages who escaped or were freed 
described gtmshots ringing out during 
breakfast, followed by foreigners being 
separated from Algerians. 

’ ~’ Map: Site of Kidnapping I ~ Timeline: 

Sahara Turmoil 

Harsh Light Falls on Bolshoi 
After Acid Attack 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Moscow awoke to the horrifying news on Friday that a masked man had throuaa acid on Sergei Filin, the 
artistic director of one of the city’s jewels, the Bolshoi Ballet. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eclA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You have to find the balance between waving the flag to get your name out there and waving the flag so 

much you smack people in the face with it." 

JONATHAN PRINCE, a former State Department official, on the competition for ambassadorships. 

WORLD 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: Turnloil 

in the Sahara 
A timeline of the crises 
tmfolding in Mali and 



Algeria, which have raised the 
possibility of drawing an increasing 
number of foreign countries into direct 
involvement. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Eat Like a 
Mennonite 
By FLORENCE WILLIAMS 

An extreme regime can 
help you avoid some 
common chemicals, but so could 
meaningful regulations. 

Scarlett Johansson in "Don 
Jon’s Addiction." 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Mark Wahlberg in "Broken City" 

A snub by Oscars? Affleck has an answer 

a,ytimes, ~om MOV li ES 

WORLD 

As Algeria Hostage Crisis Goes On, U.S. Says American Died 
By ADAM NOSSITER and RICK GLADSTONE 

Defying the Algerian Anny’s demmads to give up, kichaappers still held at least lO hostages. The United States 
said that 3aneriean citizens were still being held and one was killed. 

German Priests Carried Out Sexual Abuse for Years 
By MELISSA EDDY 

The priests plmmed their assaults and often abused the same children repeatedly for years, according to a 
report, based on victim accounts and released by the Roman Catholic Church in Germany. 

As Dispute Over Islands Escalates, Japan and China Send Fighter Jets to the 
Scene 
By JANE PERLEZ 

The long-simmering dispute over some uninhabited islands prompted both sides to send out fighter jets, 
increasing risks of a mistake flaat could lead to armed conflict. 
. ~ Territorial Disputes Involving Japan 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THIS LAND 
Steps to Disarm (Get Gift Card) at Ohio Church 
By DAN BARRY 

At a church in Cincinnati, dozens of people traded in their gmas for $100 gifts cards in a program to reduce 
violence, although the effectiveness of buybaeks has been questioned. 

~ ,~_’;’~ Slide Show: Getting Owners to Shed Their Guns 

Former Mayor of New Orleans Is Charged in Sweeping Corruption Case 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

C. Ray Nagin was indicted by a federal grand jury on Friday on 21 comats including conspiracy, bribery and 
money latmdering. 

Tough Flu Season in U.S., Especially for the Elderly 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

The season has been particularly bad for older people, but appears to have peaked, with reports of new cases 
declining in most of the nation. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Days Before Housing Bust, Fed Doubted Need to Act 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The Federal Reserve has released the full record of its discussions in 2007, when the housing market, the 
financial system and the economy took a fateful turn. 

:’ Transcripts Revive a Tiff of Two Fed Presidents 

" ~ The Transcripts I ~ Timeline 

Boeing Closer to an Answer, but Not to Getting 787s Back in the Air 
By JAD MOUAWAD and MATTHEW L. WALD 

It is possible that the Dreanfiiner’s batteries were overcharged, but to lift a grounding order, Boeing must 
demonstrate that it can prevent sinfilar episodes from happening. 
~ ~’~ Graphic: Safer Skies 

YOUR MONEY 
Finding Advice for More Modest Retirement Investments 
By RON LIEBER 

More companies are popping up to help the vast majority of people who have at most several htmdred 
thousand dollars to invest when they retire. 

’- ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Amid Tears, Armstrong Leaves Unanswered Questions 
By JULIET MACUR and IAN AUSTEN 

Lance Armstrong choked up as he spoke of revealing his doping to his son, but his other answers during the 
second part of his interview with Oprah Winfrey failed to persuade antidoping officials that he was telling all 
he knew. 

Te’o Maintains Innocence in Hoax 
By STEVE EDER 

Manti Te’o broke his silence Friday and told ESPN that he did not make up the story of a girlfriend who had 
died to bolster his chances of winning the Heisman Trophy. 

, In Notre Dame’s Handling of Two Episodes, Some See Inconsistency 

Gussie Moran, a Tennis Star Who Wore a Daring Wimbledon Outfit, Dies at 89 
By LENA WILLIAMS 

Ms. Moran, who made it as high as No. 4 in fl~e United States rankings, showed up at Wimbledon in 1949 
wearing an unconventional short skirt with lace-trimmed tmderwear. 

¯ More Business News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A Foot-Stomping Night at Carnegie Hall 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by its music director, Yannick N6zet-S6guin, perfonned a concert of 
works by Ravel, Sz)ananowski and Shostakovieh at Carnegie Hall. 

New Blow in Art Clash of Titans 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Ronald O. Perehnan and Larry Gagosian, friends for years as well as business partners, are now enenfies in 
court. 

A Writer’s Strange Route to Hollywood 
By BROOKS BARNES 

A 29-year-old director with only one movie trader lfis belt got David Sedaris to agree an adaptation of lfis 
work, to be shown at Stmdance. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 



I Just Got Back From Medellln! 
By HENRY ALFORD 

The cartel days are gone, mad parks, museums, hotels and night life have arrived. Just don’t tell anyone you 
took the Pablo Eseobar tour. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: Medellin, From Sky to Street 

CULTURED TRAVELER 
The Lights and Nights of Reykjavik 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

In winter, when the sun sets early and darkness dominates, Reykjavik offers plenty of options to escape 
hiberuation. 

EXPLORER 
In a Minnesota Bog, a Festival of Birds 
By GUSTAVE AXELSON 

Amid tiny towns and deserted dwellings sits a world-class birding site, the Sax-Zim Bog, where people from 
around the world travel to glimpse hard-to-spot species. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Teacher Evaluation Fight 
Failure to reach agreement might mem~ the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars ha state and federal money 
for the city’s schools. 

EDITORIAL 
Maryland and the Death Penalty 
The state’s use of capital punishment has been arbitrary and capricious. It is time to get the law off the 
books. 

EDITORIAL 
The Starry Messenger 
Galileo’s achievement was the end of geocentrism, but ignorance and magical thinking continue to this day. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Investing in Guns 
By JOE NOCERA 

In spite of Newtown and all the other mass shootings, a look at one Cerberus investment fund wotfld suggest 
that it’s still all about making money, not saving lives. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Girl of My Dreams 
By GAlL COLLINS 

She’s fictional, but you can’t have everytlfing. 
¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Please Take Away My Right to a Gun 
By WENDY BUTTON 

People like me who suffer from depression need to be kept safe from ourselves. I don’t want a gun in nay 
house. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. a9, a937, the millionaire Howard Hughes set a trmascontinental air record by flying his monoplane 



from Los Angeles to Newark, N.J., in 7 hours, 28 minutes and 25 seconds. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxracoitsxpxea@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 19, 2013 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New Edition to Contemporary SociologicaJ Perspectives Series 

Reo.(iest your ComplhY~er~tery Exem Copy of "t.ife arid Death Decisions:’ todey~ 

Is this email not displaying correctly? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Flier~d 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Life and Death Decisions 

Ju he,.Que. st. for Mor,.,ality a, pd 
s~ce ~n ~uman bocle~es 

issues ef Life and Death such as abortion, assisted suicide 

capital punishment and others are among the most contentious 

in many societies Whose rights are protected? How do these 

rights and protections change over time and who makes those 

sociological processes which dndedie the quest for morality and 

justice in human societies ]he Author’s goal is not to advocate 

this slim paperback is priced and sized to be easiiy assigned in 

a variety of undergraduate courses that touch on the social 

bases undedym9 these contested and contenbous ~ssues 

Read more about the author and this new book by vis,ting our 

website and [earn more about the Cot~tem~o~a~y 

~er~pecdve~ Sedes her~ 

To be removed flora our ernaH Hs~ please click here to unsubscribe 

::.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychol~y P .... CROP ..... Fo~IP .... 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your ernail address to any outside organisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis, 8n hlforma b[ishless. 

layior & Francis is a trading name of Inforr.,qa UK Lir.,q~ted registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Morbmer House, 3?-4] Mortimer Street London W][ 3dH. 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally tk’ne. 

We respect your privacy arid will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Inferma business. 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered kl England under rio 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho[ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, kondon, W!T 3JH 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please click on the link below Please note this ~s an automated operation. 

htt p:#t an df ms~focu s.com/u/11wTC670Htn4eV85 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 21, 2013 7:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~~ 

[Consilience] Issue X Call for Submissions 

Dear Professor SaMe, 

b,~y name is Alexandra ShN~ a~d f am the Editor-h~-Chief 

Cons~[ience h; a gk~baL student-run, online joun~a~ 

based at Cotumbia Un~w~rsi~5’ in the C~ty of ~lew York. ~t 

is dedicated to promoting interdisdplh~aD" diatogue o~ 

sustah~able development, and is the first stude~t- 

founded ac:ademic jourB~[ o~ ~ts kind. 

~¢7e are pleased to ani~eunce the recent pub~k:atJon of 

Issue ~X, which can be found at ~:he following address: 

;:::::’?. This issue explores a diverse range of topics, 

indudhN climate eharNe, urban deve~opmenL and 

to medium scale development projects. ,%s a~ways, we 

welcome your feedback, questions, and c:d[Jqueso 

I am atso pleased to a~nounce that we are now 

accepth?g submissions to Issue X, to be published in 

Spr~ng 2013. AK a~tk:[es must be submitted by 

~_~z_~_~]_}., and may be submit[:ed onth~e via ou~ web 

detailed Call for Submissio~s at: 

Consi[ience also pubtishes a weekly ~:o[umn, 

Br~ffngs, [:e which we accep[: submissions on a rolling 

basis. For more details please 

Given your expressed interest in .~ustainable 

developmei~t, our Editorial Board h~dl:es you and 

students that you may k~ew, both undergraduate a~d 

graduate, to contribute to Cons~Uence~ ] encourage 

you [:o ~o~ward and sha~e this note wi 

co[[eagues~ as well as cur~e~t a~d past studer~ts. 

of the journal If you have any questions regardh~g the 

submissions process or Cons~l~e~ce, please do not 

hesitate to eonta~:t me a[: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: o~ 

We took ~orward to 

working ck~se~y w~th you throughout the submission 



Best re~ards~ 

A[exandra 

Ed~toroln-Chief 

Ccrisilier!ce I ! 005, Leiner Hs~l12920 Bros~dw;.~yi New l"ork, New l"ork 10027 [i~i iContact - Try It Free! 
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Tuesday, January 22, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Offers Liberal Vision: ’We Must Act’ 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Offers Liberal Vision: 

’We Must Act’ 
By PETER BAKER 

President Obama renewed his oath of 
office on Monday and used his inaugural 
address to define his version of modern 
liberalism, with m~ emphasis on 
expanding opportmfity. 

Speech Gives Climate Goals 
Center Stage 
By RICHARD W. STEVENSON and JOHN M. 
BRODER 

Democrats said the president would 
begin an aggressive campaign to address 
the issue, using his executive powers to 
sidestep Congressional opposition. 

, ’We Are Made for This Moment, and We Will 
Seize It’ 

Algeria Defends Tough Response to Hostage Crisis as Toll Rises 
By ADAM NOSSITER and ERIC SCHMITT 

As the death toll from the crisis in the Sahara rose sharply to 37, Algeria’s prime minister said that the 
hostage takers intended to kill all their captives and that flae army saved many by attacking. 

," ~ Yimeline: Sahara Turmoil 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"My fellow Americans, we are made for this moment, and we will seize it - so long as we seize it together. 

For we, the people, understand that our country cannot succeed when a shrinking few do very well and a 

growing many barely make it." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: President 
Obama’s Inaugural 
Address 
Reporters and editors 



from The New York Times offered 
context and analysis on President 
Obama’s inaugural address. 

, ~ Interactive: A Closer Look I ~ Related 
Slide Show 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Leeches, Lye and 
Spanish Fly 
By KATE MANNING 

Desperate to end 
pregnancies, women have 
endured agony. 

The haircut of the year has 
arrived 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

From celebrity to entrepreneur 

Sophie Gimbel’s designs on view 

nylimes, com FASHilON 

WORLD 

French Airstrikes Push Back Islamists and Regain Towns in Central Mali 
By LYDIA POLGREEN and PETER TINTI 

Malian and French troops appeared to recapture two important towns from militants who have overrun the 
country’s northen~ half. 

Moscow Is Sending Planes to Lebanon for aoo Russians Leaving Syria 
By ELLEN BARRY and HANIA MOURTADA 

The move reflects Moscow’s assessment that President Bashar al-Assad’s forces are losing control of Syria, 
but it is not clear if a large-scale evacuation of Russian citizens will ensue. 

Coup Attempt by Rebel Soldiers Is Said to Fail in Eritrea 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Govenament troops quelled a rebellion, but many analysts said it was only a matter of time before President 
Isaias Afwerki is overthrown. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Los Angeles Cardinal Hid Abuse, Files Show 
By IAN LOVETT 

Church records show Cardinal Roger M. Mahony’s personal involvement in keeping evidence of child 
molesting by priests from the police. 

At Stanford, Clinical Training for Defense of Religious Liberty 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Students at the Religious Liberty Clinic are taking cases focused on free expression of religion and will avoid 
the other side of the issue - challenging govenunent endorsement of faith. 

Arizona Sale of Rare Cars Draws Rich and Envious 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

The Barrett-Jackson auction sold vehicles like the original 1966 Batmobile and a Mercedes-Benz once owned 
by Clark Gable. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
China’s Focus on Aerospace Raises Security Questions 
By KEITH BRADSHER 



As Beijing’s leaders try to find new ways to invest $3 trillion of foreign reserves, aerospace deals prove 
attractive even as they give China’s neighbors a reason to wonder about security threats. 

DEALBOOK 
With Tax Advantages Looking Shaky, Private Equity Seeks a New Path 
By JANE SASSEEN 

The private equity industry is discussing how to respond to a new reality: its long-held tax advantages are 
likely to disappear. 

LEDs Emerge as a Popular ’Green’ Lighting 
By DIANE CARDWELL 

Consmners are buying more LEDs, but over time, the long-lasting bulbs will result in fewer sales, nmking the 
race for market share all the more urgent. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Harbaughs Set to Meet Biggest Fan: Each Other 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

49ers Coach Jim Harbaugh and Ravens Coach Jolm Harbaugh, separated by just 15 months, will meet at flae 
Super Bowl, a story line both have played down. 

Flacco Shrugs Off Critics and Chalks Up Another Win 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Joe Flacco threw three touchdown passes Stmday, addh~g Tom Brady’s nmne to a ledger of beaten opponents 
that already included Peyton Manning and Andrew Luck this year. 

, On Pro Football: Debate Over Brady’s Place Among the Best Returns 

THE FIFTH DOWN 
Pressure? Niners Were 5-0 in Super Bowls With Montana and Young 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

Panong franchises with more thma two Super Bowl victories, San Francisco has the only untanfished record. 

:’ Threat of Kaepernick Spurs a Comeback 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE SUIT’ 
Revenge Comes in a Tight Embrace in a South African Tale of Infidelity 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"The Suit," at the Harvey Theater, retells a story about adultery and pitiless pmfislnnent by the South Africm~ 
writer Can Themba. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’My Beloved World’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

Sonia Sotomayor’s searclfing and emotionally intinmte memoir, "My Beloved World," charts her life’s 
iourney to become a Supreme Court justice. 

It’s a Sadistic Story, and France Wants It 
By ELAINE SCIOLINO 

France’s National Library is negotiating to buy the manuscript of "The 12o Days of Sodom," the Marquis de 
Sade’s tale of rape, murder and torture, which Sade believed was lost in the stolaning of the Bastille. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

TEMPERATURE RISING 
How High Could the Tide Go? 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

In a bid to better project the expected rise in sea level from global warnfing, a team is studying a past era, the 
Plioeene, that appears to have experienced a sharp rise, too. 



" i~eaa i--’as[ ~r[icles in i nls aeries >> 

¯ ~ Graphic 

Raising Devils in Seclusion 
By CARL ZIMMER 

Australian officials are racing to save the fierce doglike marsupials from a rare infectious cancer and as a 
backup have set up a tmnor-free poptdation on another island. 

ON VIEW 
Many Hands Make Fractals Tactile 
By MARGARET WERTHEIM 

For a project to teach math concepts, people used 48,912 business cards to build the Mosely Snowflake 
Sponge, now on display at the University of Southern California. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
President Barack Obama 
The Inaugural Address for his second term makes a forceful argument for a progressive agenda. 

EDITORIAL 
A Chance to Fix the Senate 
On Tuesday, the Democrats can use a simple majority to end fl~e routine abuse of the filibuster. 

EDITORIAL 
The Governor’s Megabucks 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s campaign is benefiting from the scandalous finance laws that he has vowed to reform. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Better Reporting for Abortions 
By CHARLES A. DONOVAN 

Wherever we stand on abortion, we can agree that we ought to have high-quality, up-to-date statistics on the 
procedure. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Collective Turn 
By DAVID BROOKS 

President Obama’s second Inaugural Address makes a compelling case for a pragmatic and patriotic 
progressivism. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Map of Human Dignity 
By FRANK BRUNI 

In lfis inaugural remarks, President Obmna connected three places to one quest for a better America. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 22, 1973, the Supreme Court handed down its Roe vs. Wade decision, which legalized abortion. 

¯ See This Front ..P.:.4g.e.. 
¯ ..B_u.y This Front .P..:.a.g.e_ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 22, 2013 8:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

London Review of Books - Winter Lectures 2013 

1£45 dail;i) o~ visit 

www.lrb,co uk/win~erlectures 

Hila.W Mantel 

Monday 4 February, :1.8o3o 

BP Lectm’e Theatre, British Museum 

Is royal ilesh 

t~oieyz ~o Kate Middleton, we are @scinated b3- the regal hod3-~ ks 

eon~ested aKributes, ks capacity for shape-shifting and posthumous 

survh:@L ~ Hlary Mantel s~m’es rudely at some toys4 pe~’sons, and 

wonders ~fthey 

ttJlaW Mantel has written ele~:en r~o~:e[s, a memoir and a collection of 

short stories. The first t,~R~ novels b~ he~’ trilogy about Thomas 

2 he 67 of Aznerican 

David Run.ehnan 

Monday 11 February, :IS,3o 

BP Lecture T]k~atre, Britist-~. Museum 

Amerie~m democracy is in trouNe agabu divided, broke, its po,~ver on 

d-~e wane~ h-~ t}~ past, k }]~s alw~ys seen off its doub~ers: every time 

it has i%ccd a cfis~s ~t has ~%und a way to review kse]f, Writ Amerk:a~ 

demoeraey rediscover ks promise this time? Or is this the efis~s too 

David Runeiman% books, which include Po~idca~ flgf;ocrisg and ~%~’ 

~b~i~fcs qf(7ood/n&’n~foHs, have been nominated R:~r the ()rwe}] and 

David Watt Prizes. He is a fciR)w of Trini%" College, Cambridge, 

w}~ere he teaches polit~es~ 

Monday 25 February, 1So3o 

BP Lecture ’I’heal.re~ British Museum 

No composer be{bre or sic..c£.~ ]’..as divided taste a~d opiniou as 

-vkie@l5 as Wagner has, ~n eve~7 ge~eratk}n of musicians and 

listeners there are those who worship Wagner, those who cannot 

abide him azd those who [::ei love and distas[e by [urzs. Ak the star[ 

of the Wagner bieer~tenary ye~r, Nicholas Spice asks: how do ,~ get 

Wagner s~r~ight ~r~ our heads? How does h~s music work on us ~md 

what does tl-~s te][ us about our rdationship with music in genera[? 



v,, ww.lrb.co.uk, v,, mtedecmrcs 

To unsubscfibe, click here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, January. 22, 2013 2:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Register tbr the Music and the Global American South Cont;erence 

So,if:hem Se~n¢lsiO~t ef Be~n¢ls; M~sic arid the GbbN Amedcan South 

Join musicians and scholars while we explore the culture, 

meaning, and practice of music from the globalized American 

South across boundaries of borders, genres, and identities 

The conference is free with registration. Tickets are available 

for purchase through Carolina Performing A~s to the Friday 

evening pedormance: CaroUSes eho~o~a~e [-~rogss ,:4t*~ V~e} 

Na*~a~}a, and the Saturday evening performance of ANgla~ 

Wasb~re aed Ka~ We~ch w~[h Wu }~} Conference 

registrants receive a 20% discount code while ticke~ last. 

Register Now~ 

The Music and the Global American South conference is presented by the Center £~r G/obai ~[;~hat~t,~=~; and 

the (’~n~er ;%~ th,~ 5~ud~ o~ the Am~n(:3n 5oa~h in collaboration with d.31o~ ~-:’~;~orm~no Art~ 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
VIMY Global Team Award I~ffo Session 

The V~MY (Sbbs~ Team Awsrd is intended to support UNC ................................................... 
Undergraduate and Master’s-level students in completing self- 

directed or designed group projects internationally during the 

summer. The award provides funding for travel as well as supplies 

needed to implement the project. The Center embraces diversity in all 

of its forms and encourages applications from those less commonly 

represented in international work. 

G~oba~ Music S~~ 
~] -he Global Musi~ Show is a monthly radio in program 

~ collaboration with WXYC 89 3 FM and the Area Studies 

Centers that intersperses world regional music with d~aiogue shared 

by relevant expe£ guests scholars from UNC Chapel 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Carolina As~s Center 

The Powe~ of Yot~ Ow~~ Sl:or)’: Empowe~h%~ 

Ken Harper is an award 

winning designer, 

photojournalist and media 

educator. He is the project director of Together Liberia, a digital news 

agency that brings together universities and leading Liberian media 

to empower Liberians to speak for themselves. Liberia experienced 

decades of civil war that left over L~¢o hundred thousand civilians 

dead 

Suffering from trauma, still immersed in extreme pove~y and 

corruption, the storytellers and journalists of Liberia struggle to move 

fo~’ard. Together Liberia is dedicated to telling the stories of the 

Liberian people through word, audio and visual media. 

After this lecture by Harper, awards will be presented to Carolina 

Global Photography Competition winners Sponsored by CGI, Study 

Abroad and UNC Global. 

Fe~bwsh~ps 

Graduate students and advanced undergraduates are awarded 

fellowships for academic year and summer courses in foreign 



language and area studies. CGI’s priority languages are Chinese, 

Korean, Japanese and Hindi/Urdu. 

Faculty, develop new courses with significant global content, or 

enhance global content in existing courses. Priority will be given to 

courses that focus on water, the 2012-13 pan-university theme, 

especially those in schools/depa~ments that currently lack such a 

focus. 

~k, ba~ P~e~ects Shewcase 

Want to travel next summer9 ¯ 
Want funding for your global 

project? Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences 

and travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. 

Learn more about past international summer projects the Center for 

Global Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch 

will be provided. 

¯ Wissuta Prase~pol "Providing Research Suppo~ on 

Documenting Human Rights Violations in Kyrgyzstan" 

¯ Kathleen Tompkins "The Impact of Incentivizing Facility 

Delivery on Healthcare SeRqce Utilization in Zambia" 

Shengjun Zhu "Changing Industrial Policy and Firm Strategies 

in China’s Apparel Industry 

Andy Weinhold "Developing a SuB/ey to Inform HIV Testing 

Practices in Tanzania" 

~ntem~tio~~ Ceffee 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

international engagement. Chat about 

oppo~un t es and cha enges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting 

offices with great resources to share. This month’s hosts are ....... 

Apply fer Ca~e~na Fe~ K~be~a b~temsh~ps~ 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to Communications, 

Non-Profit Management, Fundraising, or Event Planning. Take on 

themed projects that connect to your interests and abilities. To apply, 

please send your resume and a cover letter detailing which 

internship is the best fit for you and why you would be the ideal 

candidate to 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Hvatl F~otat’y Public Service Awa~ds 

Develop local or international communi~-based projects during the summer of 2013 with this awards from the Carolina 
Center for Public SeHice. The Ronald W. Hya~ Ro~ry Public Se~ice Award offers $2,000 and $3,000 in funding and is 
open to undergraduate and graduate student. For more information, please contact f/:#~_~k[l~g)£:ff~i). 

Bo~’en Scholarships 

Study less commonly ~ught languages in Africa, Asia, Cent~l & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle 
East U S. Undergraduate students can receive up to $20,000 for an academic year’s study abroad and graduate 

students up to $30,000 for language study and international research. In exchange for funding, recipien~ commit to 

working in the federal government for a minimum of one year. 

Be,A!; T}gile i 30! F’i11:.~bo[o Streei Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i Chspel Hill. NC 27599 





Ditch those poor learni~ habits a~d start the new 
’ear off 0n the right foot~ 

::’~ Tipson howtostudyandgetbettergrades The top 7 habits of h~gh~y 
" successfu~ students 

Ever wonder how some of 

/our c:[ass n~ates 

~cadern~c success ~ook so 

darn easy? Wish you couid 

p~ck theh brain without 

actuaHV ha.v~r~g to co~fess 

you don’t have all the 

answers yourself? Take 

look at our latest I~s[ of the 

top 7 I~abits of Nghly 

successfld students and see 

just what you cm) do to get 

yourself started down the 

rigl~t path for the new yeaH 

>> Read the f~i~ 

Whether you hit the books every co ate ~t 

waking moment or never saw [he Our entire webs[re and its co,tents 

who~e different ball game compared research experience. Get the scoop on 

bad habits h, the new schoo~ year~ check ou[ al~ our freshly added 

content~ 

Write getter Papers Faster W~th Trusted O~ine Research 
We kep[ all of our #teat features, but we have redeskjned [he entire site to be more 

user-friendly and usefu~ for our users. 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

Readin# Room 

Ques~[a is cous~an~[y Drow[nD and evoMnD with ~he uee~s of our users. To 

showcase our wide range o[ content, we’re shar[n~ some of the books mos~ new[~ 

added to our collection for free for a month. Enjoy~ 

~ R~inventio    Reinvention 

How to Make the Rest of Your Ufe the 8est of Your Life 

gy Brian Tracy 



~(iI Yes, You YeS, You Can! 
can[ ] ~200 Inspiring Ideas Ior Work, Home, and Happiness 

By Sam Deep 

¯ The Psychologist’s Book of Personality Tests 
~ The " ............................................................................................................................................................................. 

: : Psychologi 24 Revealing Tests to Identify and Overcome Your Personal 

st’s Book Battlers to a Better Life 

2 ,._ By Louis Janda 
rersonau~ 
Tests 

X~ ~:t~ What’s Holding You Back? 
" " g 8 Crit~ca~ Choices for Women’s Success 

You 

Back?      By Lmda S, Austin 

X Winner .... 

....... TakesAII Exceptlona~ People [each Us How to ~md Career and Personal 
c r.- ¯ " - ,    - 3u_cess m the 2 

Enjoy these 5 books and loads more of them. Click on the ~nk below to see our 

~ View aH newhi added books 

Quest[a Poll 

What ~ew school year’s resolutions d~d you make fo~ 20137 

¯ Ask for help more 

~ tak~ ou, 

~ Follow us on’fou~t~be ~ Follow us on Coos[e+ 
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TOP NEWS 

Tepid Vote for Netanyahu in 
Israel Is Seen as Rebuke 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Prime Minister Benjanfin Netm~yahu of 
Israel is likely to serve a third term, but 
voters gave a surprising second place to 
a centrist party founded by a celebrity 
who emphasized kitchen-table issues. 

Obama Speech Leaves G.O.P. 
Stark Choices 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

As President Obmna’s second term 
begins, Republican leaders appear ready 
to accede at least in the short term on 
some matters, like increasing the debt 
linfit. 

Algerian Attack Puts Focus on 
Worker Security 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS and STANLEY REED 

The attack in Algeria could lead some energy companies to pull out of especially volatile countries, although 
analysts said the siege is not likely to fimdamentally reshape the industry. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If you’re a woman in distress, the last thing you want to do is go to the poliee." 
VRINDA GROVER, a human rights lawyer based in New Delhi. 

MULTIMEDIA 

LENS BLOG 
Trapped Between 
Africa and Saudi 
Arabia 
By DAVI D GO NZAL EZ 

As the son of Spaniards 
who moved to find work, Samuel 
Aranda knows the sacrifices parents 



make for a better life. For Africans in 
Yemen whom he has photographed, it’s 
a tough way station. 

OPINION 

OP-DOCS 

~ 

’Gospel of 

Intolerance’ 
By ROGER ROSS WILLIAMS 

The fihnmaker Roger 
Ross Williams reveals 
how money donated by American 
evm~gelicals helps finance a violent 
antigay movement in Uganda. 

Tasty? A celebrity will decide 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Scenes from Winter Jazzfest 2013 

New York radio gets a new country station 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

For Rape Victims in India, Police Are Often Part of the Problem 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

In many rape cases, the police spend more time seeking reconciliation, even marriage, between the attacker 
and the victim, instead of pursuing an investigation. 

~ India Ink: Supreme Court to Consider Moving Delhi Gang Rape Trial on Wednesday 

Defying Common View, Some Syrian Kurds Fight Assad 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Thousands have taken up arms on the rebels’ side, saying that they have also suffered under President 
Bashar al-Assad. 

India Warns Kashmiris to Prepare for Nuclear War 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

An advisory published Monday suggested that residents of Kashnfir build bombproof basements mad 
stockpile food and water, adding to tensions between India mad Pakistan. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

New Sexual Abuse Files Cast Shadow on Legacy of Los Angeles Cardinal 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

Personnel files released this week as part of a civil court case show that Cardinal Roger M. Mal~ony and his 
top adviser knowingly protected priests from being prosecuted. 

Governor of Nebraska Backs Route for Pipeline 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

The revised route sets up a decision for President Obama that pipeline opponents say will be a crucial test of 
his intentions on climate change. 

:’ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

Unfinished Luxury Tower Is Stark Reminder of Las Vegas’s Economic Reversal 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

The Halanon Tower, part of the $8.5 billion complex known as CityCenter, remains in build-it-or-tear-it- 
down legal limbo after inspectors fotmd construction defects in 2oo8. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Maker Aware of 40% Failure in Hip Implant 
By BARRY MEIER 

Documents from a California court case show that a Johnson & Johnson analysis estimated that a 



subsidiary’s hip implant would fail within five years in nearly 40 percent of patients. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 
A Tax Bite Tailored to Help All 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

Everyone agrees that federal spending mttst be drastically cut. But there is an altenaative: raising more 
money from all taxpayers, including the nfiddle class. 

Japan’s Bond-Buying Plan Quickly Meets Criticism 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ and HIROKO TABUCHI 

The Break of Japan set an ambitious 2 percent inflation target and pledged to ease monetary policy but there 
are doubts about just how much of an effect the moves will have. 
’. ~ Graphic: Holding Back the Japanese Economy 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Stephens Upsets Williams in Stunner 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

The 19-year-old Sloane Stephens advanced to the senfifinals of the Australian Open by rallying to defeat her 
3a-year-old American elder Serena Willimns, 3-6, 7-5, 6-4. 

" Straight Sets: Williams Sisters Lose in Doubles 

For Djokovic, Recovery Is the Routine 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Novak Djokovic took to the court Tuesday after a marathon in the previous rotmd and looked every bit the 
smooflHnoving champion while defeating Tomas Berdyeh. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 
Akers’s Leg Has the 49ers Crossing Their Fingers 
By GREG BISHOP 

San Francisco place-kicker David Akers has made only 69 percent of his field-goal attempts this season. 

:’ Harbaughs Set to Meet Biggest Fan: Each Other 

. Flacco Shrugs Off Critics and Chalks Up Another Win 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

At Bolshoi, Regrets and a New Appointment 
By SOPHIA KISHKOVSKY and ELLEN BARRY 

The Bolshoi Ballet has made Galina Stepanenko, a former principal dancer, its acting artistic director. She 
takes over for Sergei Filin, who after suffering an acid attack, said that he regretted not accepting protection. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’LIFE AND TIMES: EPISODES 1-4’ 
Like, Innocence, and, Um, Experience 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

"Life and Times: Episodes 1-4," a postmodena pop opera from the Nature Theater of Oklahoma, is an eight- 
hour epic journey of a young woman’s life. 

A WORD WITH: ROBERT WILSON AND SHERYL SUTTON 
The Field Hand Who Was an Artist From Midnight to 6 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

Robert Wilson is directing a new chamber opera based on the life of the outsider artist Clementine Htmter, a 
black womma bona in the a9th century. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

In the Dairy Case, Ripe Prose 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

Some of the most amusing and captivating writing in the city is being produced in the service of selling (or 



not selling) cheese. 

:’ Diner’s Journal: Are You a Master of Cheese Description? 

Creole Spices Power a Super Bowl Feast 
By SUZANNE LENZER 

A New Orleans chef is asked to come up with a Super Bowl Sunday menu that is as much fm~ for the home 
cook to make as it is for guests to enjoy. 

THE POUR 
Exploring Wine Pairings Without Fear or Favor 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

The repeated exercise of picking a wine with dinner cma help conquer self-doubt and develop an instinctive 
sense of what works. 

:’ Diner’s Journal: Modestly Sweet Wines for Spicy Super Bowl Snacks 

¯ More Dining.& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Justice and Prosperity 
As President Obmna’s Inaugural Address made plain and rulings of the Roberts Supreme Court shows, the 
two have very different visions of America. 

EDITORIAL 
Amgen Gets a Gift From Congress 
Senate aides inserted a giveaway into fl~e "fiscal cliff" bill that will benefit the drug maker, but will cost 
Medicare $500 million. 

EDITORIAL 
The School Bus Mess 
Mayor Bloomberg needs to hold his ground on the bus strike in order to bring rtmaway costs under control 
and genuine competition to the bidding process. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
The Missing President 
By ALBERTO BARRERA TYSZKA and CRISTINA MARCANO 

Venezuelans are stuck in a magical realist novel. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Break All the Rules 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

At a time when we measure our secretaries of state more by nfiles traveled than nfilestones achieved, what’s 
the next secretary to do? Here’s a plan. 

. Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
Coke Blinks 
By MARK BITTMAN 

When it comes to solutions to obesity, the soft-drink maker is definitely not "it." 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 23, a973, President Richard Nixon announced an accord had been reached to end the Vietnam War. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_.02~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 23, 2013 9:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

"Using Cinema to Tran~end Cultural Bamers and Foster Peace" (Berlin Februa~ 13th - 17th, 2013) 

Forthcoming Conferences - Winter 2013 
(Berlin, Brussels, London, Pretoria: February- April, 2013) 

www.icd-conferences.org: www.icd-ylf.org 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute fer Cultural Diplomacy, ] weuld like to wish you a Happy New Year 2013. 
We are writin9 to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the fieM of Cultural Diplomacy, as well as information about our upcoming Intemafiona~ 
Conferences to be hosted by [he ICD ~n padnetsh~p w~[h o[her lead~ng organ~zations~ You can learn more about [hose oppor[unNes and programs by reading the iNormat~on 
be]ew, 

We would be gratefu~ ~f you could share this announcement by fo~a~aNing the ~nformation below to anyone you think might be interested h~ a~endin9. 
Sincerely, 

Mark C. Donf~ed 
& the ICD Team 

Forthcoming Conferences 
(Berlin, Brussels, London: February- April, 2013) 

To apply, Nease click HERE 
The ICD Young Leaders" Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, suppoding and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past decade the ICD Young Leaders Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facili[a[e in[etaction arnon9 young individuals N all cultutN, academic, and prNessional backgrounds, ~rom across the world. 

W~ are currently acceptinp applications fer the fellow~n~ conferences: 

"Using Cinema to Transcend Cultural Barriers and Foster Peace" 
(Berlin February 13th- 17~h, 2013; HeM Pa[alle~ to the 8er~n F~lm Festival) 

g~Jcd-a~asculturaldiplomacy.org 

"The Future of EU Foreign Policy: Responsibility to Engage at a time of G~obal Crisis" 
(Brussels, February 24~h - 28th, 2013) 

~Jcd-europe.org 
More Yeun# Leaders" Conferences: 
The USA Meets Europe Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels, February 24th - 28~h, 2013) 

g~Jcd-usame.orq 
Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n the G~oba~ Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(eer~h~, March 4th - 10th, 2013)* 
~Jcd-cdec.org 
The UK Meets Germany: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(London, March 18th - 22nd, 2013) 

Cu~turN Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Brussels, Apdl 15th - 19th 2013) 
~Jcd-africa.o£g 
*Pad~c~pants of the above seminar w~ll also participate ~r~ "The Berlin Intemat~ona~ Economics Congress 2013" 

Fo~hcoming Conferences - Winter 2013 
(eer~a, Brussels, London, Pretoda: Febma~ -Apdl, 2013) 

The ICD organizes a number N international conferences, wNch take place throughout ~he year and around the worM. The international conferences provMe an oppodunity for 
larger m~diences to actively pmtic~pete and engage in ~eatures, debates, and discussions featuring Ngh profile figures from the fields of ~nternationa~ politics, diplomacy, 
Culture, academia, end the private sector. The events have an inclusive pa~cipefion policy and are open to ind~vMuMs from MI academic, CLI~tLIraL and professionM 
backgrounds. 

We are currently accepfin# 8pN~cations for the fe]low~n~ conferences: 

"Innovative Nation Branding Strategies: integrating Sustainable Development, Youth Education & Development, Ecotourism, and Sus~inable 

Action for Climate Change" 

(Berlin, March 06th --- 10th, 2013; Held ParalM to the ~nternationN Tourism Exchange Conference .--’ITB 

~.Nec.de; v~.S ustaina ble-Action-for~limate-Cha nge.or#; 
The Berlin Internat~onM Economic Congress 2013 wi~ focus on innovative Nation Branding techniques end strategies in the 21st Centu~" in allowing countries to achieve 
economic ga#~s and financial stability through ~he uses of sustainable development, ecological ~oudsm, and socially responsible ~nvestment. 
TNs conference w~ ~ook to create an open diNogue on the oppo~unities end chN~enges of new approaches to Nation Branding, as we]] as the potential fer creative promotion 
strategies ~n ~mproving 8 nation’s image, consequently presenting perspectives not only from the field of Economics, but Nso from the international arenas of Politics, 
Investment, Culture, Development, Tourism, Civil Society, and the Private Sector. 
If you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ck HERE 

"State Mu#icu#uralism: An Mterdisciplina~ Analysis of Political, Economic & Cultural Dimensions" 

(London, March 20th -22nd, 2013) 
~v.u k-mu~ticult u rM~sm,org 



The pattern and process of multiculturalism is in fact transforming and increasing following economic, social and political changes in an interdependent and globalized world. It 
is therelore, essential that governments do not negate from the need to integrate their minority populations, while accepting and accommodating for diversity through policies 
that ensure better and sustained cu]tura~ cohesion. Consk~er~ng mu~ticultural~sm w~th~n 8 European framework, the Institute for Cultura~ D~plomacy believes that reforms ~n the 
fie~ds of m~g[ation, soc~a~ affairs, and education are required to fully address the pressing ~ssues of ~ntegrafion and accommodation. However, ~t a~so acknowledges the various 
obstacles that hinder th~s course. 
The 2013 Cultura~ Bridges ~n United Kingdom Confem£ce w~ offer therefore a wide d~versRy of pe~pect~ves on the ~ssue of intercultural relations Jnter£at~ona~y with a 
pad~cu~ar focus o~ the UK. The Conference w~ create end prevk~e a proposal document that w~ll be presented to the internafiona~ community on how to overcome mult~cu~tuml 
challenges. ~n addition the proposa~ document will offer best practices to achieve a successful and harmonic mulficultum~ society. The Conference w~ 81so examine, in depth, 
d~fferent examples and best practices of Cultura~ Diplomacy that might be applied Jn a different contexL 
If you would ~ike to reserve a posRion and participate ~n the conference, p~ease cl~ck HERE 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments #~ Africa" 
(Pretor a, April 8th - 12th, 2013) 

This unprecedented gathering within the African continent will seek to highlight Africa’s self-attained achievements with regards to its standing in the international community 
as well as it’s increasing emancipation from the often assur~qed dependency on the Western world. The fecus will be on the role and successes ef the African Union as an 
intergovernmental regional organization seeking to combat political, social and economic inequalities. Past achievements will be considered while simuRaneously accenting 
the future challenges the AU faces. 
It will be demonstrated that the applicatien of cultural diplomacy is peHasive within the African Union’s activities, as it has charged itself with the task of uniting highly 
differentiated cultures within Africa with the aim of achieving "greater unity and solidarity between the African countries and the peoples of Africa’. Cultural Diplomacy will be 

shown to support and solidify such efforts. 

"Enhancim.t the h~ter-cuitural D#iogue between Europe and Africa to promote the Stabifity and economic Development within the two 

Continents" 
(Brussels, April 17th - 19th, 2013) 

vw~w.au-eu-pa rt nership.org 
The ICD recognizes the unique partnership shared by Africa and Europe, two highly diverse yet interdependent continents. To exemplify this fact and further build on this 
mutually beneficial relationship, the second European African Alliance will be held by the ICD. As the political epicenter of Europe, Brussels will sewe as the venue for this 
unparalleled conference. 
The first part ef the conference vdll begin by exploring the novel opportunities that Africa and Europe can seize in the quest to promote their coeperation in the fields of youth 
education, women empowerment and peace and security. The second topic will offer an in-depth analysis of the current economic situation in both continents and will provide 
an insight into corporate behavior and entrepreneurship, allowing parties to exchange expertise. Finally, the conlemnce will integrate cultural diplomacy as a highly conducive 
means ef strengthening the European African alliance. 
if you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, p~ease C~ick HERE 

Weekiong Seminar on Cultural D~DIomacy - February Session 
(Berlin, February 13th - 17th, 2013) 

ICD Academy Sessions are weeklong programs that explore the ro{e of cultural diplomacy in contemporary international re{ations. Each program features lectures, seminars 
and workshops lead by experts from the fields of international politics, diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector. During their time in Berlin participants will 
also have the opportunity to take part in cultural and social activities and to visit institutions such as the German Foreign Office, the German Parliament, the Berlin City Hall, 
cultural institutions and Berlin-based embassies. 

Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the naves of our upcoming programs= 
With warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FlooriHochhaus) 
KurfOrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.cu Ru raldiplomacy.org 
info@cult u raldiplomacy .org 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu,; 

~Vednesday, January, 23, 2013 12:36 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Film, Family Fun, aM "More Love" ou the Horizou! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

f om ,he ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Ackland F~lm Forum: F~ Wars 
Thursday, 24 January, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 1 23 E. Franklin Street, Dewntown Chapel 

Hill 

What happens when gay white 

homebuyers move into a working-class 

btack neighborhood? Shot over a four- 

year period, Linda Goode Bryant and 

Laura Poitras’ Fla9 Wars (2003) is a 

poNnant and very persona[ took at a 

community in Columbus, Ohio, 

undergoing 8entrification. 

Winner of the Jury Award at the South 

by Southwest Film Festival, Flag Wars 

is a candid, unvarnished portrait of 

privilege, poverty and local politics 

taking place across America. 

Presented in connection with 

Ptaymakers Repertory Company’s productions of A Raisin in the Sun and 

Clybourne Park (26 Jan - 3 Mar 2013). 

Free and open to the public. 

North Carotina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media .~ 

Sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

See the complete Ack[and Film Forum 

~¢,-’i Ackland spring schedule. 
Film Forum 
Logo 

Follow the Ack[and Film Forum on Facebook. 



Friday, 25 January, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Start your weekend creatively with a 

hands-on art class designed especially 

for Carolina students. 

Each Art ~ la Carte session begins at 

the Ackiand Art Museum, where you’[[ 

examine the techniques, materials, and 

effects other artists have achieved. 

You’ll then go to a studio in Hanes Art 

Center to try the techniques yourself as 

you create works of art that you can 

take home. 

Classes are designed for beginners, but 

also suitable for students with some art 

experience. Materials are provided. 

This week’s session is Charcoal 

Drawing. Using this staple of artists’ studios, you’[[ practice drawing 

shapes, forms, and gestures without getting bogged down in detail. 

See a fuji schedule and descri tions of u comin sessions[ 

$8 per class. All materials provided. 

Registration is required, as space is limited. RSVP online here! 

These classes are supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ 

Council 

Family Day: "Hats Off to You!’~ 
Sunday, 27 January, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Famity Day is back in fuji swing for 2013! 

Th~s Sunday, wear your favorite hat to the Museum and look for works of 

art with people wearing a variety of hats and headwear. Be inspired to 

make and decorate your own hat to wear home. Join us for Story Time at 

3:00 and 4:00 PM white wearing your new creation. Come for a tittle while 

or stay for the whole afternoon! 

Please note that Family Day acti\dties are recommended for children ages 

4 to 8 years old. 

Free and open to the public. 



More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin9 since the 1990s includes nearly 50 

works of art that actively engage with love and the many ways it can be 

expressed through beauty, emotion, humor, texts, elaborate craft, sound 

environments, and interactive projects. For each of the artists in the 

exhibition, love is a significant tool or strategy that constitutes a creative 

practice built on generosity, ~nciusiveness, sharing, and questioning. 

Learn more! 

Follow the Ackland on Facebook, as we introduce you to the 33 

artists in More Love! 

Ope~ Ca~ for Volunteers! 
Be a part of a Yoko Ono piece in t~tore Love 

Time to Tell Your Love (2012) by Yoko Ono invites Ackiand visitors to 

demonstrate their love while in the Museum, and to have that gesture 

photographed in exchange for the gift of a glass prism provided by Ono. 

Volunteers are needed during the 

entire run of the exhibition More Love 

to help make Time to Tell Your Love 

possible. YOU can volunteer to be one 

of the people who snaps a photo of 

visitors demonstrating their love and 

helps distribute glass prisms. 

Sign up today to volunteer! 

More Love Openin~ Weekend Events 
Members’ Preview 

Thursday, 31 January, 5:00-6:00 PM ...... 

Drinks, hors d’oeuvres, and the first look 

at More Love! 

Members: RSVP online 

Public Opening Reception 

Thursday, 31 January, 6:00-8:00 PM 

I~tore Love Book Signing 

Saturday, 2 February, 2:00 PM 

Ackland Museum Store 

Curator’s Tours of t~lore Love 

Sunday, 3 February, 2:00 PM and 3:30 PM 

Led by Claire Schneider 



THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubUc prosrams are made 

possible by 8enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends Uke you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an emai[ to the editor. 

Edgar Degas, French, 1834-191 7: Sponfsh Dance, c. 1885, cast 1921; bronze. Ackland Art Museum, The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hi[[, Ack[and Fund. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Ofse, Near Pontofse~ 1876; oi~ on canvas. Ack~and Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: MyBest Thfn~ (video stig), 2011; digital video. TRT: 1:39:1 7 minutes. ¢3 Frances 

Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: More Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. ¢~ Tracey Emin, 

Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin Ga[[ery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Janine Antoni, American, born 1964: Mortar and Pestle, 1999; chromogenic print. 47 15/16 x 47 15/16 inches (121.8 

x 121.8 cm), edition of 10. ~’-~ Janine Antoni. Courtesy of the artist and Luhring Augustine, New York. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eimice@~mail.unc.ed~i b~/esbowles@email.unc.edu 
._U_##__a_t__e___[_~7:_o__Fjj_e_~__E_L~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant remo,,al with _S_’_a__F__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_cLb_A’’’ !~__rj2_a__c_~/__E_o_[[_c2. 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 4:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Environmental Series - Journey to Planet 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. The series is hosted by Matt Damon. 

Special Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 10:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Master Program in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy (Program Start: Summer Semester - June 10th, 2013) 

Spring & Summer Semesters: 
Academic Programs and Conferences 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute fer Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the field of Cultural Diplomacy, as well 
as information about our new programs and upcoming International Conferences and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other 
leading organizations. 
You can learn more about these opportunities and programs by reading the information below. ~ would Nso be grate[ul if you could share this announcement by fopt¢arding ~he 
information and a~ached flyer to those who you think might be ~nterested ~n attending. 
Sincerely, 
Mark C. Donf~ied 
& the ICD Team 

Forthcoming Academic Programs 

(Berlin, flora February 2013) 
www.ccds-berlin.de 
The Center Ior Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) is the world’s first center Iot the study ol Cultural Diplomacy, offering educational 
opportunities in partnership with Babes-Bolyai University and other leading global institutions. 
Educational programs range from week-long seminars and Distance Learning Programs, designed specifically for governmental officials, academics, and professionals who 
are not able to leave their current positions, to interdisciplinary Post-Graduate Programs for individuNs pursuing careers in academia, dipbmacy, government, and/or the 
private sector, related either wholly or in pad to the fieM of Cultural Diplomacy. 

The CCDS is cur~ntl~, accept~nfl applications for the fN~ew~nfl pro~rams: 
~ The Academy for Cultura~ Diplomacy: February 2013 Session 

(Berlin, Februa~ 13th-17th, 2013) 

¯ MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Babes-Bolyai University #~ cooperation with the Inadtute tbr Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: Sumrner Semester = June 10th, 2013; Fall Sernester- October 2nd, 2013) 

¯ MA in Cultural Diplomacy & the Global Economy 

Babes-Bo~vai University in cooperation with the institute for Cultural D~r~iomacy 

(Start: Summer Semester - June 10th, 2013; Fall Semester- October 2nd, 2013) 

Distance Learning Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
Focuses: Cultural Diplomacy & International Relations; Cultural Diplomacy & the Media; Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy; Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 

(Start: Februa~ 4th, 2013; March 4th, 2013; or April 1~, 2013) 

To apNy, Nease click HERE 

Forthcoming Conferences 
(Berlin, Brussels, London: February- April, 2013) 
~%j__c__d_zyJ_f_:_o__r_g 
To apply, please chick HERE 
The ICD Young Leaders" Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over [he past decade the ICD Young Leaders Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultu[al exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate in[e[action among young individuals ol all cultu[N, academic, and prolessional backg[ounds, Irom ac[oss the world. 

W~ are currently accepfinp applications fer the fellow~ng conferences: 

"Using Cinema to Transcend Cultural Barriers and Foster Peace" 
(Berlin Februa[y 13th- 17~h, 2013; HeM Pa[alle~ to the Ber~n F~lm Festival) 

g~Jcd-adasculturaldiplomacy.org 

"The Future of EU Foreign Policy: Responsibility to Engage at a time of G~obal Crisis" 
(Brussels, February 24~h - 28th, 2013) 

~v.~cd-eu rope.or~ 
More Youn~ Leaders" Conferences: 
The USA Meets Europe Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels, Feb[uary 24th - 28~h, 2013) 

g~Jcd-usame.orq 
Cultural Diplomacy in the G~oba~ Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bed#L Marsh 4th - 10th, 2013)* 
~vJcd-cdec.org 
The UK Meets Germany: A Forum for Young Leaders 



(London, March lath - 22nd, 2013) 
~ :_u___k_ E ! #__e__~__s~l__e__r_! _n_ ia___n_ y :__o__r~l. 
Cuitura~ Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Brussels, April 15th o 19th 2013) 
www.icd-africa.oEq 
*Padicipan[s of the above seminal will also participate in "The Berlin International Economics Congress 2013" 

Forthcoming Conferences = Winter 20!3 
(Berlin, Brussels, London, Pretoria: Februaq/-April, 2013) 

www.icd-conferences.org 
The ICD organizes a number of international conferences, which take place throughout the year and around the world. The international confe[ences provide an opportunity for 
larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, debates, and discussions featuring high profile figures from the fields of international politics, diplomacy, 
culture, academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive participation policy and are open to individuals from all academic, cultural, and professional 
backgrounds. 

We. are currently acceptinf4 applications for the followin.q conferences: 

"innovative Nation EJranding Strategies: #~tegrating Sustainable Development, Youth Education & Developmen& Ecotourism, and Sustainable 

Action for Climate Change" 

(Berlin, March 06th - 10th, 2013; Hold Parallel to the h~temational Tourism Exchange Conference -’ITB Berlin") 

vw~w.biec.de; vwvw.S ustaina ble-Action-fer-Climate-Cha nge.org; 
The Borlin International Economic Congress 2013 will focus on innovative Nation Branding techniques and strategies in the 21st Century in allowing countries to achieve 
oconomic gains and financial stability through the uses of sustainable development, ecological tourism, and socially responsible investment. 
This conference will look to create an open dialogue on the opportunities and challenges ol new approaches to Nation Branding, as well as the potential for creative promotion 
strategies in improving a nation’s image, consequently presenting perspectives not only from the field of Economics, but also from the international arenas of Politics, 
Investment, Culture, Development, Tourism, Civil Society, and the Private Sector. 
~f you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please c~ick ._H__E___R___E__ 

"State Multiculturatism: An Interdisciptinary Analysis of Potitical, Economic & Cultural Dimensions" 

(London, March 20th -22nd, 2013) 
~,_u__k_-__m__c_tLtLc__u__l_t__u___r__a_!i_s___m__._o__r_g 
The pattern and process of multiculturalism is in fact transforming and increasing IOIIowing economic, social and political changes in an interdependent and globalized world. It 
is therefore, essential that governments do not negate from the need to integrate their minority populations, while accepting and accommodating for diversity through policies 
that ensure better and sustained cultural cohesion. Considering multiculturalism within a European framework, the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy believes that reforms in the 
fields ol migration, social alfairs, and education are required to fully address the pressing iss~Jes ol integration and accommodation. However, it also acknowledges the various 
obstacles that hinder this course. 
The 2013 Cultural Bridges in United Kingdom Conference will offer therefore a wide diversity of perspectives on the issue of intercultural relations internationally with a 
particular focus on the UK. The Conference will create and provide a proposal document that will be presented to the international community on how to overcome multicultursl 
challenges. In addition the proposal document will offer best practices to achieve a successful and harmonic multicultural society. The Conference will also examine, in depth, 
different examples and best practices of Cultural Diplomacy that might be applied in a different context. 
If you would ~ike to reserve a position and participate in the conference, p~ease click HERE 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments in Africa" 

(Pretoria, April 8th - 12th, 2013) 
~_ , _a_ _ _u_ _-_ _o_’_ _u_ [Lu_ !]~_~_]__d_i I_)_[ Q_r_ ! )__a__o_’y__-_c___o__0_[_e__[_e__ E _c_#<__o__r~l. 
This unprecedented gathering within the African continent will seek to highlight Africa’s self-attained achievements with regards to its standing in the international community 
as well as it’s increasing emancipation from the often assumed dependency on the Western world. "The focus will be on the role and successes of the African Union as an 
intergovemmental regional organization seeking to combat political, social and economic inequalities. Past achievements will be considered while simultaneously accenting 
the future challenges the AU faces. 
It will be demonstrated that the application of cultural diplomacy is pervasive within the African Union’s activities, as it has charged itself with the task of uniting highly 
differentiated cultures within Africa with the aim of achieving "greater unity and solidarity between the African countries and the peoples of Africa’. Cultural Diplomacy will be 
shown to support and solidify such efforts. 

"Enhanc#~g #~e Intar-cultural Dialogue between Europe and Africa to promote the Stability and econotnic Development wi#~in the two 

Continents" 
(BrusseL% April 17th- 19th, 2013) 

vw~w.au-eu-pa rt nership.org 
The ICD recognizes the unique partnership shared by Africa and Europe, two highly diverse yet interdependent continents. To exemplify this fact and further build on this 
mutually beneficial relationship, the second European AIrican Alliance will be held by the ICD. As the political epicenter ol Europe, Brussels will serve as the venue for this 
unpmalleled conference. 
The first part of the conference will begin by exploring the novel opportunities that Africa and Europe can seize in the quest to promote their cooperation in the fields of youth 
education, women empowerment and peace and security. The second topic will offer an in4epth analysis of the current economic situation in both continents and will provide 
an insight into corporate behavior and entrepreneurship, allowing parties to exchange expertise. Finally, the conference will integrate cultural diplomacy as a highly conducive 
means of skengthen~ng the European African a~ance. 
~f you would ~ke to reserve a pos~t~on and participate ~n the conference, p~ease C~ck HERE 

Week~ong Seminar on Cultural Diplomacy - Februa~ Session 

(Berlin, Februa~ 13th - 17th, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin.de 
ICD Academy Sessions are weeklong programs that explore the role of cultural diplomacy ~n contempormy ~aternat~ona~ relations. Each program features ~ec~ures, seminars 
and workshops ~ead by expeds from the fields of international politics, d~plomacy, academia, c~v~ society, and the private sector. Dudng their time in Berlin pa~icipants 
a~so have the opportunity to take part ~n cultural and socia~ activities an~ ~o visit ~nsfitutiorrs such as the German Foreign Office, the German Parliament, the 8er~n City 
cultural institutions and Berlin-based embassies. 

Thank you fer your attention and for your cooperation ~n shadag the news of our upcoming programs. 
W~th warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Dkector & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FloodHochhaus) 
Kuff£~endamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 



Phone: 00.49(0)30,2360-7680 
. .v~._..’~_ _=_c_..u_!_t._u_r._a_Ld_ip_l..o_ It) .a__c_y_=#_[g 
info~,cult u raldiplomacy.org 
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TOP NEWS 

Governors Push Bigger 
Reliance on Sales Taxes 
By RICHARD W. STEVENSON 

Ambitious experiments in collecting 
revenue that are taking place at the state 
level could shape the national approach 
on taxes. 

Towns’ Next Hit From 

Hurricane Is to Tax Revenue 
By ALISON LEIGH COWAN 

As a result of property dmnage, localities 
hit by Hurricane Sandy cannot expect to 
reap the same property taxes from 
holneowllers. 

DEALBOOK 

S.E.C. Pick Is Ex-Prosecutor, 
in Signal to Wall Street 
By BEN PROTESS and BENJAMIN WEISER 

President Obama’s choice to lead the 
Securities and Exchange Conmfission, Mary Jo Wlfite, a former United States attorney, suggested a resolve 
to hold Wall Street accountable for wrongdoing. 

, DealBook: The Dual Duties of the Next S.E.C. Chief 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s not enough to change the law. We also need cops on the beat to enforce the law." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA 

U,S, 

~ VIDEO: Border 

Outpost 
Luis Col6n Diaz is among 
the thousm~ds of Border 
Patrol agents who have 
been stationed at a 
growing nmnber of military-style 



outposts near the United States-Mexico 
border. 

, In Desert Outposts, Border Agents Keep 

Watch 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Northeast Faces Stark Choice 
on Climate Pollution 
By PETER SHATTUCK and DANIEL L. 
SOS LAND 

The future of the Regional Greenhouse 
Gas Initiative, a market-based cap-and- 
trade system, is in question. 

4 WEE  S 

WORLD 

THE EDUCATION REVOLUTION 
Chinese Graduates Say No Thanks to Factory Jobs 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Millions of Chinese graduate from college every year, but they struggle to find jobs in an economy that is still 
dominated by blue-collar industries. 
" ~ Graphic: Educated and Jobless 

Mali Army, Riding U.S. Hopes, Is Proving No Match for Militants 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

The Malian Anny’s frequent defeats and spotty human rights record have rekindled longstanding doubts 
about whether it can - or perhaps even should - be left to hold on to the gains French troops have made. 

U.N. Panel to Investigate Rise in Drone Strikes 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

A prominent British human rights lawyer said the panel would investigate the "exponential rise" in drone 
strikes, focusing on "whether there is a plausible allegation of tmlawful killing." 

-’ Simple, Low-Cost Surveillance Drones Provide Advantage for U.S. Military 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

When the Bullets Flew, ’They Didn’t Care That I Was a Woman’ 
By JAMES DAO 

The question that now looms over the Pentagon as it moves toward full integration is whether women can 
perform the same dangerous and demanding tasks day in and day out. 

. AtWar Blog: Women Have Long Served in Combat Roles 

Military Chiefs’ Personal Encounters Influenced Lifting Women’s Combat Ban 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and THOM SHANKER 

Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta and Gen. Martin E. Dempsey said that not every woman would become a 
combat soldier but that every woman deserved the chance to try. 

-’ Pentagon Is Set to Lift Combat Ban for Women 

Armed Forces in Canada Resolved Issue Long Ago 
By IAN AUSTEN 

More than two decades later, the debate in Canada over the suitability of women as combat troops has all but 
faded from the nation’s collective memory. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



In a French Case, a Battle to Unmask Twitter Users 
By ERIC PFANNER and SOMINI SENGUPTA 

In yet anoflaer struggle over speech on the Internet, a French court told Twitter to identify people who had 
posted anti-Senfitie and racist entries on the social network. 

" Bits Blog: Twitter Introduces Vine, a New Video Feature, but With Privacy Snags 

Judge Orders HCA to Pay Foundation $162 Million 
By JULIE CRESWELL 

A judge fotmd that HCA, the nation’s largest profit-nmking hospital chain, had not nmde improvements it 
agreed to make when it bought several hospitals ha the Kansas City area. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 
Housing Offers Hope of Strength in the Economy 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

The United States housing market is not yet in good shape, but it is getting better, and in that there maybe 
hope for a surprisingly strong economy this year. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

KNICKS 89, CELTICS 86 
Victory for Anthony and for Knicks 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Caruaelo Anthony scored a game-high 28 points against the Boston Celtics. There was little interaction 
between 3mthony and Kevin Garuett, after an exchange in their last meeting. 

" ~-’~ Box Score 

:’ Boston Crowd Boos Anthony, an Expected but Tame Tactic 

A Timeout Jeered Round the World 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY and LYNN ZINSER 

A lo-nfinute break by Victoria Azarenka during her match with Sloane Stephens at the Australian Open 
shifted naonaentum and added fuel to a debate over the legitimacy of medical timeouts. 

Djokovic Relentless in Defeat of Ferrer 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Novak Djokovic gave lfimself the rare chance to get to bed at a reasonable hour by transforufing lfis night- 
session Australian Open senfifinal with David Ferrer on Thursday into a 6-2, 6-2, 6-a rout. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
The Great Outdoors 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

A new Met exlfibition includes 50 French paintings from the years between neo-Classicism and 
Ronmnticism, with a particular love for gleanfing oil sketches that were done outdoors. 

Those Cute Spies Around the Corner 
By JEREMY EGNER 

In "The Americans," which has its prenfiere on Wednesday, Keri Russell and Matthew Rhys portray K.G.B. 
agents posing as 3aneriean suburbanites in a98os Virginia. 

¯ ’ ~.~ Video Excerpt I Q. & A.: Keri Russell and Matthew Rhys 

ART REVIEW 
Squiggles From the Id or Straight From the Brain 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Drawing Surrealism," a new exlfibition at the Morgan Library & Museum, shows how drawing was the ideal 
art form for the Surrealists to explore their wide-ranging interests. 

" ~ Slide Show 



MOVIES 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Independent Voices Drown Out the Buzz 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The Sundance Fihn Festival was distinguished by aesthetic mnbition, a number of female directors mad 
abtmdant sexuality on screen. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’PARKER’ 
Violence and Thievery Find Room for Honor 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Jennifer Lopez mad Jason Statham star in "Parker," where action and revenge are central to the plot. 

Directors Favored, Directors Snubbed: What’s Going On? 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Recent lfistory indicates that if you win the guild’s feature award, you’ll win a directing Oscar, and your 
movie will be named best picture. But this year, maybe not. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Women in the Battlefield 
Ending the ban on women in combat memos greater opportunity mad a stronger nfilitary. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Cuomo’s Low-Buzz Budget 
By Albany standards, Governor Cuomo’s budget is mostly low traunm, but it does need a few fixes. 

EDITORIAL 
Hubris in the Commonwealth 
No sooner had a Democratic state senator left for the inauguration than Republicans, in a power grab, 
passed a partisan redistricting map. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Diderot, an American Exemplar? Bien Sti!! 
By ANDREW S. CURRAN 

What Denis Diderot, the great provocateur of the Enlightennaent, can teach us about freethinking. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Great Migration 
By DAVID BROOKS 

As the winners of our meritocracy hold the reins of progressive power, they may struggle to nfitigate the 
inequality their own ascendance has helped produce. 

’- Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Deficit Hawks Down 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

President Obanm barely mentioned the budget deficit in his hmugural Address, mad that’s a very good thing. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 25, 1915, the inventor of the telephone, Alexander Graham Bell, inaugurated U.S. transcontinental 

telephone service. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2013 7:18 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

F.xclnsive Free Screening at the I.ondon Review Bookshop 

Critics1 Commentmy 
Wednesday ;}o Janua~%~ 7 ~(~,m, at the Lon&~n Review 

part~ersb~p with inno~’ato~:s [rom the industYy, the L~B ~i[] host 

’eriti,~l commentary’ evenings of con-versadon~ film, deb~b~ and 

refreshments. 

The first event will include a thir[;: minute screening of 

iute~view with Orsou We[lea, courtesy of Neb.vo~’k [)istribution. 

David f]’om Network ,~vi]l int~’ot]uce this g~’otmd breski~g pro~3amme, 

~u which Welles offsets h~s ear~d~d views o~ the fi]r~ industry. 

sc~:ecning w~[i be i~[]owed by a discussion with Hug]l and Dick 

consultant to t]]e B}-’i~ on changing attitudes to cdebrib’ m TV 

I(’you would like’o~., ~,.,.e,~d"" " " t[~e screenir..g se~?d us an emai] at 

events(~ [rbshop.eo.uk with TEM F’O in the sub cot line. This event 

free but places are strictly lh-nited, so booking ~s essential. 
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Today’s Headlines: Senators Oltbr a New Blueprint tbr Immigration 
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TOP NEWS 

Se~ators Offer a Ne~ 

Bluepr~t f~r Imn~igratlo~ 

A bipartisan group of senators has 
draRed a set of principles that 
includes a pathway to citizenship for 
illegal immigrants that hinges on 
increased border security and 

~[~ B pa sat Framework for 

Eg?~t’s Leader Declares State 

of Emergency in ’I’l~ree Cities 

President Mohamed Morsi resorted to 
the authoritarian weapon of his 
deposed predecessor as esealating 
violenee in the streets threatened his government and Egypt’s democracy. 

Frenzied Seeile as Toll Tops ~oo i~i Idrazll Blaze 

A fire ignited by a band’s pyvoteehnies swept through a nightclub early Sunday in Santa Maria, 
Brazil, killing at least 233 people and injuring many others, police said. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Paqe >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~lJ~iLO DE TOLEDO TIECIt~I~, a med~ea~ student, describing the panic during a five at a 
nigh[club in San[a Maria, Brazil, that killed a[ least 233 people. 

S P O RTS 

Tl~e Se~ol~ d 

A~ n ~al Crystal 

Bow! 
Pvediet the outcome of Super Bowl 
XLVII, eompete with your friends 
and return as the T~mes seores your’ 
picks during the big game. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Confessions of a Liberal Gun 

How a hurricane changed my mind 
about firearms. 

The courtesy control 
malfunctions 
Also on Nhq-imes.com 

�?anted: Mausoleum wlWi-Fi, cable, river vu 
Sexual myopia 

WORLD 

Israel Girds for A~aclls as Syria Falls Apart 



At least one Iron Dome missile defense battery was deployed in northern Ist’ael amid t’eports that 

Syt’ia’s chemical weapons cmdd possibly fall into IIezbollah’s hands. 

[] Growth o1 the Zaatad Refugee Camp 

Vgith Fighte*°s Gone~ Mallans Welcome Normal Days 

Residents of GaG, who had been under occupation for nearly a year by lslamist fighters, celebrated 
the arrival of Malian and French troops. 

Norway Debates Ove~’seas Vent~res After Siege [n AIge~’[a 

Oil and gas made Norway one of the richest countries, but the siege that killed four Statoil 
employees has forced the nation to rethink how far its petroleum companies should go for profits. 

More World News 

GA).P.’s Ca~tor~ Looking Pant Politics of Debt 

Representative Erie Cantor is reasserting himself in the IIouse after Republican election losses, with 
plans to unveil softer proposals beyond reining in the debt. 

An OiI Boom Takes a Toll on Health Care 

Swamped by uninsured laborers in dangerous jobs, medical facilities in North Dakota are sinking 
under skyrocketing debt, grnesome injuries and bloated bnsiness costs. 

[] Slide Show: Hospitals And lhe Oil Boom in North Dakota 

~ging h~ B~oain Fou~td to Hurt Sleep Needed fo~0 Memo~oy 
L:: i.::ff ,ILD C " 
A report in Nature Neuroseienee suggests that natnrM physical changes interfere with quality 
slumber, blunting the ability to remember new information for the long term. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

As employers increasingly use their workers’ recommendations to find new hires, the odds narrow 
for unconnected job seekers, especially among the long-term unemployed. 

DEALBOOK 

Be~teath the Calm~ SAC Works to Contah~ Fallo~tt 1,’tom an D~quh’y 

As federal authorities continue to press an insider trading investigation, SAC Capital Advisors, 
owned by Steven A. Cohen, is working to retain clients and staff members. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Forllfyhtg lhe Empire ’South Park’ Built 

Matt Stone and Trey Parker embrace a crucial lesson for the entertaimnent industry: if you tell 
stories that people want to hear, the audience will find you. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

KNICKS 106, HAWKS 104 
Ni~m 3-Polntees, 42 Poi~ts and a Layup to ’~’Vh~ It 

Carmelo Anthony completed a three-point play on a driving layup with 12.5 seconds left to lead the 
Knieks past the Ilawks in front of a national television audience. 

~[] Box Score 

CELTICS 100, HEAT 98 (2OT) 

Ce[tles VVin ~A;itho~t Rondo and Then Leaen He ~ron’t Be Back This Season 

Boston beat Miami in donble overtime without Rajon Rondo, who was seratehed before the game 
and later fonnd to have a torn anterior erueiate ligament in his right knee. 

~ ~ox Score ~ NB..& Roundup: New Roles, New Result for kakers 

The Harba~igh ’~Vho Did Not Lasi in Baltlmore 

,Jim IIavbangh’s qnarterbacking stint in Baltimore, brief and unprodnetive, was the opposite of his 
older brother John’s experience while coaching the Ravens to three A.F.C. title gaines in five years. 



ARTS 

~ 2a°t Vah~es l~se~ So Do Coaceras About Ma~oket~s OverMght 

Steps to strengthen protections for art buyers at auctions and galleries are slow to advance, and 
some question whether they are even necessary-. 

~F-~: Behind [ile Sale 

Ma cdo~gal St~*eet Horn eMck Blues 

Joel Coen sheds stone light on "Inside Llewyn Davis," the Coen brothers’ forthcoming film about a 

musician trying to make it in the ~96os Greenwich Village folk music scene. 

MUSIC REVlBN 

Flowers From the Cotton F~elds 

’]?he world premiere of Robert Wilson’s opera "Zinnias: The Life of Clemenfine Hunter" is presented at 

Montclair State University in New ~ersey. 

, Mo~e Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

The New Rep~bllc Relmagh~es Its F~ture 

A young co-founder of Facebook is revamping a magazine with a rich history but an uncertain road 
to profitability. 

Teaching a~ Old To~gue New Tr~ck,~ 

Encouraged by what it sees as renewed interest in Yiddish among younger people, The Forward 
newspaper plans to introduce a rejuvenated and enhanced Yiddish Web site on Feb. 4. 

Matte| ls Rev~dng Max Steel Action F~gm*e for a New Media Age 

In reviving the dormant toy line, Mattel shifted its marketing foens to a multimedia campaign, to 
be followed by Max Steel toys. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Beyond Selma-to-Stonewall 
President Obama’s elevating inaugural message on gay rights needs legal follow-through. 

EDITORIAL 

Paying Doctors for Perl~orma~ce 

New York City’s public hospital system is moving away from cost-of-living increases. 

EDITORIAL 

The CardH~a| and the Tr~th 
The breadth of his cover-up of crimes committed by predator priests has been revealed with the 
release of seamy church records. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Car~oots for Docto~os 

Can we pay our way to better, cheaper health care? 

(3~- ED COLUMNIST 

Class warfare comes out into the open. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

The Rise of the Per~aneat Temp Economy 

To awfid union opposition, the postwar temp indnstry exploited eultnral ambivalence abont middle- 
class white women’s work. Then it became a model for corporate America. 

ON THIS DAY 



On Jan. 28, ~986, space shuttle Challenger exploded 73 seconds after liftoff from Cape Canaveral, 
killing all seven i;rew members. 

See Th~s },’~’o~t Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’f]qmes.com’s Today’s Headli:qes newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSIe privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsnge Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Monday, Janua~ 28, 2013 12:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

[Consilience] Issue X Submissions Deadline F, xtended 

Dear Professor Sable, 

global, sLudent-run, orflff~e jeurna[ based at Columbia 

University h~ the City ef ~lew Yerk, is p~eased to 

announce the extension of its deadline for submissions 

to Issue 10. CondUence is the first studenbfounded 

~cademi~: journal of ~ts kind in the world and h~s 

published a[~k:~es ffem top institutions on 

continenLs, AH articles musL be subm~tl:ed by Februa~ 

5, 2013, and may be submitted o~line ~a our web 

Consi[ience also publishes a weekly ~:o[urnn, 

gH~’~inS, s, t:o whk:h we a((:ept: submissions on a rol[in~ 

basis. For more details please 

P./!:’2’.~.~:.~.~ ::~:=.?=:::.:Z/. :: ~. ~ =. L~.!:Y..~.~: :. :.: :~ ~. Z=:: ~: ZL::. .~:’:[ 

Given your expressed interest in sustainable 

development, ou~ Editorial BoaR~ 1n~dl:es yo~$ and 

students that yo~$ may knew, both unde~g~achsate and 

£raduate, to co~tribute ~o Co~s~Ue~ce~ ~ encourage 

you to forwar~ and share this note with your 

Past issues of the journal may be viewed on eur 

websfLe. ~f ycm have any questions regarding the 

submissions process or ~Lons~U~nce, please do not 

hesitate to contact the Editor-h~-Chief 

:fi~: b We k~ok forward to 

werkmg (:[ose~y wiLh you l:hrou~lhouL the submission 

Alexandra Sing 

Editer-ln-Chfef 

GonsHience: the Journa~ of Sustah~,able Development 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



[ii~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, JanuaO, 28, 2013 1:25 PM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumm~itie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley art 

<lesley.scott- orr@nationa]humanifiescenter.org> 

Fellow Ruth Morse to Spe~k on the Ethics of Crone Fiction Thins., Feb. 7, at the Nationa] Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

"Murder as a Fine Art: The Ethics of Crime Fiction" 

Ruth Morse, Universit~ Paris-Diderot, Sorbonne 

i:~i Inline image 1 

Thursday, February 7, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

In her talk, Ruth Morse wilt begin from the disdain in which popular genres have often been herd and argue that crime fiction at its best 

has always exptored key sociat and geo-pohticat issues, including internationat threats such as arms, drugs, tabor, money, and prostitution, 

and, through its conventions, has opened its readers to think about the world’s e[sewheres, white insisting upon universal moral and ethical 

ideas. 

Since 1995 Morse has been professeur des universitOs at the Universit6 Paris-Diderot. She previousty taught at the universities of London, 

Sussex, Leeds, and Cambridge, where she was director of studies in Enghsh at Fitzvd[[iam Cottage for ten years. She is author or editor of 

eight books inctuding Truth and Convention in the Middle Ages: Rhetoric, Reality, and Representation (2005 [1991]) and Shakespeare, 

les franqois, les France (2008) for the Cahiers Charles-V, of which she was generat editor for five years. Two additionat edited volumes, 

Continuum Great Shakespeareans voL XIV (Les Hugo, Pasternak Brecht, and C6saire) as we[[ as Medieval Shakespeare: Pasts and Presents 

(with Peter Hot[and and Heten Cooper), are forthcoming in 2013. Morse is a frequent contributor to the Times Literary Supplement, and a 

judge for the UK Crime Writers Association. 

To reserve space, pleaseJbllow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. H6, or rnjohnson(a~,nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

Nalional Humanilies Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 6:53 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Is the outrageous exploitation of college athletes coming to an end? 

Thought this article might be of interest to some of you. 

While this may not be directly related to our situation, I think the exploitation may speak to some of the issues that have played out on our campus. 

Richard 

http://www.salon.com/2013/O1/28/is_the_outrageous_exploitation of college athletes coming_to_an_end_partner/ 

Dr. Richard M. 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director -- College Spot[ Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport AdrninBtration webs~te: 

CSR] Conference on College S~ort webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http~//~ists~unc.edu/u?id=5~137456~42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32687719 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32687719-50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:01 AM 

[@live.unc.edw~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc .edu> 

DuBois Conference website 

A few minor corrections to the website in the Welcome section: In the following sentences please make the corrections indicated in red and line-though. The sooner you can 
make the corrections the better. Thanks. 

Tim 

On behalf of those who have given support for this conference: the Office of the Provost, the College of Arts and Sciences, the Sonja Haynes Stone 

Center for Black Culture and History, the Institute for the Arts and Humanities, the African Studies Center, the Institute for Aflican American 

Research, and the Center for Global Imtiatives, th~nk you again for your interest, We look forward to your attendance at our event and wek:ome your 

engagement throughout each of our ~st~m~d pane~s. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, i 

To: 
Cc: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Web 

4:07 PM 

Dear 

This is to introduce you to Dr. McMillan who is the department’s Webmaster. I would be grateful if you arranged to meet with him at 10.00am on Monday. You will be 
consulting with him about the web project. 

See you at 8.30am on Monday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: DuBois Conference 

Dr. Sahle, 

FYI Dr. Jennings will not be able to come to the conference. I am working with to cancel his reservations. 

@live.unc.edu 

From: @utsa.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, 9:47 AM 

To: "Hildebrand, Reginald" <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: DuBois Conference 

Dr. Hildebrand: 

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to make the trip to U NC as I had previously planned. I am still ~ and my 

I am saddened to miss out on a truly wonderful opportunity to participate on a panel with several world class scholars. I look forward to possibly reading the presented papers as 

part of an edited book or a special issue of a journal. 

On , at 10:50 AM, "Hildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebra@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

thanks for the email. Go home, get rest, get better, and get here by Saturday. -Reg 

From: I ,~. utsa.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:18 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Subject: DuBois Conference 

Dr. Hildebrand: 
Hello! Despite the wonderful weather here in , I’m found myself quite under the weather for the past few days. With that in mind, 

As you can imagine, this may effect my ability to travel to Chapel Hill later this week for the 
DuBois conference. I’m hoping that this isn’t the case, but I will see what the doctor says and how I’m feeling over the next day or two. 
Please look to hear from me tomorrow with a definitive answer regarding my attendance. Hopefully, I will be feeling better and I’ll get an opportunity to travel to 
Chapel Hill to take part in this wonderful opportunity! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:36 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Dr. Chandler and Dr. Pierre 

Hi Sonia, 

So I did not realize that Dr. Chandler’s flight was reserved for Sunday            . It was supposed to be for the 2nd but I guess he told,     that he wanted to leave later. We 

need to put him up somewhere for that evening, perhaps the Franklin St. Hotel, because the Carolina Inn is completely booked. Also Dr. Pierre informed me that she changed her 

flight to Sunday too. She asked if we could extend her reservation and she would cover the additional cost. I let her know that the Inn is booked. Could we look into finding her a 

room at the Franklin St. Hotel as well? We would not need to pay for it but I want to help her find a place to stay that evening. 

~li’ve.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara hnnan, Edncation Portal <sar~education-portal.com> 

Wednesday, Januagr-30, 2013 11:55 AlVl 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

1180 video lessons to help your students study 

Professor Sable, 

As you kick offthe spring telrn we’d like to remind you that we have over 1,100 video lessons that are a great tool to help your students study. 

Our video collection is growing eveu day and we now have over 1100 online educational videos across 25 subiect areas. Our Edncational Psychology, College 

Algebra, College Composition and English Literature collections are ahnost 100% developed so keep an eye out as they are completed over the next few weeks! 

Yon can view our complete collection of videos here: http:/ie&~cation-porta~.com/academy/courseiindex.html 

Many prot}smrs are already using our video les~ms to supplement their classroom instruction. Read about how communication Prot~ssor Michael Mc Donald u~d 

Education Po~21 videos to enhance the leazning experience of his students. 

Our videos are co,npletely free to use and share, with no bamers and no strings, so please share them with your students! 

If you don’t see the subject you teach, please fill out this fo~rn and tell us which subject areas you’d like us to cover next. We’d love to hear from you. 

Best regards, 

Sara Inman 

Education Portal 

To unsubscribe, click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 12:58 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

What are they doing in Mali? 

London Review of Books newsletter 

VOL. 35 NO. 3 Visit lrb.eo.uk 

~ LRB cover art 

~ LRB blog 

What are they doing in Mali? 
Stephen W. Smith 

Observers still tend to explain what Paris does in sub- 

Saharan Africa as an effect ofla Fran[]afrique. But if 

France [] s decision to intervene in Mall had anything to 

do with la Fran [] afrique, at least some of the following 

conditions would be met: Hollande would enjoy a cosy 

relationship with the []big man[] in power in Bamako, 

who would have secretly funded the French Socialist 

Party; thousands of French expats would be making a 

good living in the former colony; Mall[] s mineral or 

agricultural resources would be firmly in the hands of 

French companies; and the country[] s diplomacy would 

follow the French lead as unerringly as a sunflower 

follows the daystar. More 

Peter Pomerantsev: Liberate the Language! 

Ben Rawlence: Where does DFID [] s money go? 

Edward Pearee: The Uneleeted 

Glen Newey: Cameron [] s Euro Fudge 

Letters to Mussolini 
Richard J. Evans 

Shortly after he was forced out of office, Silvio Berlusconi told the press he was 

spending his time reading the last letters written by Mussolini to his mistress Clara 

Petacci. []I have to say,[] he confessed, []that I see myself in many aspects of those 



letters. [] In the Duce [] s view, Italy was ungovernable. []What sort of democracy is 

this? [] Mussolini had wondered. When a j ournalist suggested that it might not be 

entirely accurate to describe Mussolini [] s Italy as a democracy, the former prime 

minister replied: []Well, it was a democracy in a minor way.[] More 

Google Invades 
Rebecca Solnit 

The buses roll up to San Francisco[]s bus stops in the morning and evening, but they 
are unmarked, and not for the public. Most of them are gleaming white, with dark- 
tinted windows, like limousines, and some days I think of them as the spaceships on 
which our alien overlords have landed to rule over us. There are hundreds of luxury 

buses serving mega-corporations down the peninsula, but we refer to them in the 
singular, as the Google Bus. More 

Also in this issue 

Short Cuts 

Tariq Ali 

At MoMA 

Hal Foster: 

[] Inventing Abstraction [] : 

Letters 

Subscribers can also read: 

Keith Thomas: Bacon[] s Lives 

(;olin Kidd: Loyalism v. Unionism 

Susan McKay: Belfast Protests 

Greg Afinogenov: Alexander I 

Andrew Bacevich: Hanoi[] s War 

Pankaj Mishra: Nadeem Aslam 

Christian Lorentzen: George Saunders 

Walter Benn Michaels: Racecraft 

Michael Rossi: Twin Studies 

Robert Crawford: Les Murray 

Amanda Vickery: Vauxhall Gardens 

Andrew Sugden: Leaves 

Poems by Robin Robertson 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
email: registxar@lrb.co.uk [] You can unsubscribe or update your email preferences at any time on our website. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 2:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

The Strayhom House Benefit Concert 

Strayhom House Fundmiser Flyer:jpg 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 

Preservation Chapel Hill is an organization dedicated to protecting the character and heritage of the Town of Chapel Hill, and other neighboring communities. On Sunday, 
PCH will host a benefit concerl celebrating the home of Toney and Nellie Strayhorn - former slaves who prospered during the Reconstruction Era. We would love 

to have students and s~alf of UNC in attendance! 

Attached is a flyer with more information regarding the event, May you please disseminate this information to the relevant contacts within your department? 

Sincerely, 

Preset, ration Chapel Hill 
University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Du Bois Coat’e~ence 

Dear Chair, 
I had some business that has taken me off campus but PLEASE TELL EVERTHING I SHOULD BE DOING BETWEEN NOW AND TOMORROW AFTERNOON. I can be on campus at 
4:30. I want us all to sleep well tonight, -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VIVlI Center for Leadership and Ethics <cle~’mi.edu@m~ill 1.usl.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 3:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

VMI Honor Conference 2013: Registration Open! 

Dez;r Colleag~w, 

co~/erence addressh~g the topic of 

honor~ Wkat ~s ho~or and what 

look Bke? What st~-ps can yo~ take 

d oes yo~ v ~ch oo[ do w~th chef, toys? 

Or~ 4 ~l;d 5 Mare}t 2o13, ~1: the 

C.m;l:er for i.eadev~}tip a~d Eth h?~ in 

I-exingb:,n, Vi vgin~a, j,:,i~ stub] ents, 

opportunity to share your s~oHcs and 

hear how others are raish~g the bar 

Confirmed Keynote Speakers 

Martin Smith prod ~cev a ~.’] corresp.%m:le~ t [or PBS 

FRONTLINE, i~vesl:~gated ~he reb~tiot~ship betwee~ Wa[~ Street 

a~d the govev~ met~t ot~ The Untouchables. He h;~ produced 

sevet’a~ docum~ ntaries im;l uding Druq Wars and The BJadoff 

Affair, 

Dewey Bozella v:;~s ~crd;enced to ~o year~ k) lid ~ Si~g Sirv4 

Eo~.clb~ ~e~.er gave up fi~,hHrv4 - ~n the rb~g and the courtroom - 

inspit’e. 

~he A~torney Get, eraS, Virginia School Board Associatio~, s~d 

pracHci~ag a ttor~aey~ wi~h signific;~at expev~e~ce ~ ho~or cases, 

This ) em"s c,’)n%verw~e i,s ;; fl;llow-~l p io the 2012 Leadership Con%rence, 

"Cheating, IMn~ and Honor in Amei’iea’s High Schools, Colleges and Universities/ 

The foc~s of the c*:m~i’re~ce h~gh~ighted ~he epidemic of che;~t~g i~ the 

s}:a~ed ~ast Mare}L wh~[e ofR’Ht~g ~e~siot~s that will ~ay out the m~ts and bolts 

hom)r ~ystems. Click here to view the preliminary a~enda for more details. 

With best wishes from the instih~te, 



unsubsc:-ibe from this iist I odate s bsc:- pt on prefere:°:ces 

Ce!~ter fo! Leadership isrld Ett!ics ¯ 500 Andersorl Drive , \,’ircjirlia Plilita!y ]r ~ te , e< n)tor!, %’a 24450 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 5:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, The Gun-Control Debate and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/ads/emailads/editpromo/20130130/attimes.html 

nytimes,�om { i!:~ iiii iiii ~ ~ Janua ry 30, 2 01 3 

The Gun-Control Debate 
Tuna to The Times for the latest on a topic that’s 
riveting the nation firearms, and the future of gun 
control with coverage including former 
Representative Gabrielle Giffords’s passionate 
testimony today before the Senate Judiciary 
Committee’s first hearing since the mass shooting at Sandy Hook 
Elementary in Newtom~, Conn., last month; the intractable problem of 
fatal shootings in Chicago, a city with some of the nation’s most 
stringent gun laws; opinion on possible solutions to the epidemic of 
gun violence; and a shared bipartisan perspective from politicim~s 
more accustomed to being on opposite sides of issues. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Don’t Miss on NYTimes.com 

¯ Modesty in Ultra-Orthodox Brookl3a~ Is Enforced by Secret Squads 
¯ A City Drenched in Sugar 
¯ When Jim Crow Drank Coke 
¯ Keeping Blood Pressure in Cheek 
¯ Bringing the Sinatra Style Out in "Rigoletto" 

N~ SLIDE SHOW: A Scene-Stealer 
and a Lmadmark 
A six-bedroom brom~stone, built in 
1888, that has made repeated 
appearances on "Law & Order," is 
about to go on the market for $8.75 
million. 

~iii INTERACTIVE: Make Your 
Oscar Picks 
Vote for, share and keep track of 
your Oscar favorites with The 
Thnes’s interactive ballot. 

~ VIDEO: Gospel of Intolerance 
The fihmnaker Roger Ross 
Williams reveals how money 
donated by 3anerican evangelicals 
helps to finance a violent antigay 
movement in Uganda. 

Join the Conversation 



Top 5 Viewed Features on ,YTimes.com 

(Between Jan. 23, 2013 - Jan. 29, 2013) 

i. Krugman: Makers, Takers, Fakers 

2. North Korea Issues Blunt New Tln:eat to United States 

3. That Daily Shower Can Be a Killer 

4. Friedman: Revolution Hits the Universities 

5. Older Brain Is Willing, but Too Full 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Taking a 
Harder Look at Fraeking 
and Health 
A coalition of academic researchers 

is preparing to shine a rigorous 

scientific light on the polarized and 

often emotional debate over 

hydraulic fracturing. 

Join the Conversation 

A daily e-mail newsletter 
on the business of 
technology, with 

from Times ii~l~ ~i coverage 
staff writers and a ,.. 
roundup of news from 
across the Web. 

Delivered before the 
opening bell and after 
the market close, the 
DealBook e-mail 
newsletter provides 
breaking news about 
M&As, I.P.O.s, venture 
capital and more. 

All things fashion 
from The New York 
Times, featuring the 
latest in news, 
trends and runway 
coverage from 
acclaimed critics 
and reporters. 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message because you signed 
up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

..M...a..n...a.q.e....S...u..b..s.9.r.jp..t.Lo..n..s.. I Unsubscribe I ..C...h..a..n..q.e....Y...o..u..r...E..:..M...a.j! I ..P..r.[.v..a..c..y..E.o.!Lc.y I .A...d..v..e..~j.s...e. Contact 

he N ew¥0 r k Time s co m pany I co pyrig h~20 !31N YTimes: CO m620 E ig ht b Awe ~ ue N ew¥o ~ ki N ¥ !00 !8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Absence from Class 

Professor SaNe, 

I wanted to write and explain why I was absent from class today Wednesday           . Immediately after your class last wednesday I went to the 
¯ That visit was followed up by three days (Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday) of                                 . If you need any documentation 

I can get that too you. I understand how vital attendance is and I do not want to let this affect my grade. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Meeting 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

What time would you like to meet tomorrow (today)? 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:24 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Alii 

I just discovered your course and I would like to ask if it would be possible to be added to your Afri    class. I always love to learn and hear about human rights because I 
find it so important. While at Carolina, I’ve taken one other human rights course; however, I would greatly value the opporunity to continue to grow in this subject matter. I 
realize that I have already missed 4 classes; however, I will work overtime to catch up to the class and make up for whatever I have missed so far. I am currently a : so 
this semester is the only time I will be able to take the course. I truly hope I can be added to the class, rm sure I would love it. Please let me know if this will be possible and 
thank you for your time. 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, January 31, 2013 3:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Israeli Airstrike in Syria Targets Arms Convoy, U.S. Says 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Toda y,sHeadiines ......................................................................... 
~llc~’t’~0 ~rk ~i~¢~ January 3z, 2o13 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Israeli Airstrike in Syria 
Targets Arms Convoy, U.S. 
Says 
By ISABEL KERSHNER and MICHAEL R. 
GORDON 

Israel carded out a strike deep inside 
Syria, American officials reported, 
saying they believed the target was a 
shipment of antiaircraft weapons meant 
for Hezbollah in Lebanon. 

Hackers in China Attacked 
The Times for Last 4 Months 
By NICOLE PERLROTH 

The tinting of the attacks coincided with 
reporting for an investigation that fotmd 
that the relatives of China’s prime 
nfinister had aeeumtflated a fortune 
worth several billion dollars through 
business dealings. 

U.S. Growth Halted as Federal Spending Fell in 4th Quarter 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ and BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The govenunent played a role in slowing the econonfic recovery as cuts in nfilitary spending and other 
factors overwhehned the Federal Reserve’s expanded campaign to spur growth. 

~ Stocks Slip on Wall Street 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Thirty years ago if you were looking to get on the escalator to upward mobility you went to business or 

law school. Today the law school escalator is broken." 

WILLIAM D. HENDERSON, a professor of law at Indiana University, on the declining number of 

applications to United States law schools. 

.~ INTERACTIVE 

~PHIC: The Red 
Carpet Project 
Of all the faslfionable 
events that take place 



during awards season, the red carpet at 
the Academy Awards remains the main 
attraction. Explore an archive of Oscar 
red carpet looks that spans a5 years by 
name, designer, color, silhouette and 
year. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Keep the Fishing Ban in New 
England 
By CALLUM ROBERTS 

Depleted stocks are still recovering from 
over-exploitation. 

4 WEE}{S 

WORLD 

Syrian Opposition Leader Says He’s Open to Talks, With Conditions 
By HANIA MOURTADA and RICK GLADSTONE 

Sheik Ahmad Moaz al-Khatib expressed a willingness for the first time to talk with govenunent 
representatives. 
o ~ Photographs: Intense Fighting in Damascus 

" ~ Video: Watching Syria’s War 

. AtWar Blog: The Battle for Minakh Air Base 

Opposition in Egypt Urges Unity Government 
By KAREEM FAHIM and NICHOLAS KULISH 

A pronfinent opposition leader called on President Mohamed Morsi to hold a national dialogue one day after 
the nation’s top general warned that Egypt was in danger of collapse. 

-’ Egyptian President in Berlin on Shortened Europe Visit 

Pressing Mali Effort, French Forces Enter Rebel Stronghold 
By LYDIA POLGREEN and SCOTT SAYARE 

French troops took control of the airport at Kidal, the last major northern town still under rebel control, 
officials said on Wednesday. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Law Schools’ Applications Fall as Costs Rise and Jobs Are Cut 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Applications are headed for a 3o-year low, reflecting hacreased concena over soaring tuition, cruslfing 
student debt and dinfinislfing prospects of lucrative emplo3anent upon graduation. 

Officials Back Deep Cuts in Atlantic Cod Harvest to Save Industry 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE and JESS BIDGOOD 

New England fishery management officials say the only way to save the centuries-old cod fishing industry is 
to sharply linfit it. 

" ~ Video: Cod Fishery in Crisis 

Federal Rule Limits Aid to Families Who Can’t Afford Employers’ Health 

Coverage 
By ROBERT PEAR 

In deciding whether an employer’s health plma is affordable, the Internal Revenue Service said it would look 
at the cost of coverage only for ma individual, not for a fanfily. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

ADVERTISING 
Super Bowl Ad Previews Draw Online Attention, With Criticism 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

Versions of Super Bowl ads are already online, in stark contrast to a decades-old strategy of building 
anticipation by keeping them under wraps until the game. 

Making ’Every Patient Counts’ a Business Imperative 
By KATIE THOMAS 

A drug for short bowel syndrome, intended for fewer than 5,000 people, is aimed at the orphan drug market, 
where companies can charge a premium to treat overlooked diseases. 

During Trial, New Details Emerge About Hip Maker 
By BARRY MEIER 

The first of more than lO,OOO lawsuits against the DePuy Orthopaedics division of Johnson & Johnson 
began last week. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Super Bowl Tickets Available; Bring Cash, Lots, to the Hotel 
By BRETT MICHAEL DYKES 

With the big game only a few days away, ticket brokers are rtmnh~g around New Orleans with backpacks full 
of money as they try to match tickets with buyers. 

ON GOLF 
An Admission by Singh, an Opportunity for the Tour 
By KAREN CROUSE 

The PGA tour’s response to a doping incident involving Vijay Singh affords it a wide-open window to let in 
transparency and public accountability. 

Where Waters Receded, Scars Remain 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

Seven years after Hurricm~e Katrina, the New Orleans neighborhood where Marshall Faulk grew up lags 
behind the city’s recovery. 

’. The Fifth Down: New Orleans’s Facelift, From Hand-Wringing to Happy Occasion 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

THE TV WATCH 
Tina Fey Signs Off, Broken Barriers Behind Her 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Ending its rma on Thursday night, "30 Rock," the show Ms. Fey created and starred in, was a witty sendup of 
network television that cut dose to the bone. 

Patty Andrews, Singer With Her Sisters, Is Dead at 94 
By ROBERT BERKVIST 

Ms. Andrews was the last living member of the sister trio that gained fame with hit songs like "Boogie 
Woogie Bugle Boy (of Company B)." 

Ask Elizabeth Meriwether About ’New Girl’ 
By JEREMY EGNER 

Ms. Meriwether, the creator of "New Girl," will answer questions from readers. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Illness Walks the Runway 
By TIM MURPHY 



With Fashion Weeks approaching in NewYork and in Europe, the fear over the flu epidenfic is bordering on 
hysteria. 

All He Touches Turns to Cashmere 
By ERIC WILSON 

Greg Chait, the designer of the Elder Statesman, seems as perplexed as anyone that his collection of women’s 
and men’s knits has been such a lilt. 

FRONT ROW 
An Early Trip to Ralph Lauren’s Land 
By ERIC WILSON 

Ralph Lauren sets the stage for its men’s wear and the C.F.D.A.’s flap about juice cleanses. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Political Power Needs to Be Used 
Senate Democrats could have the wind at their backs, if only they would act with resolve instead of fear. 

EDITORIAL 
Israel Ducks on Human Rights 
Withdrawing from the United Nations Hmnan Rights Council’s review process of its hmnan rights practices 
is a serious nfistake. 

EDITORIAL 
Wal-Mart’s Modest Steps on Fire Safety 
A new policy at foreign factories includes some positive changes, but it does not go far enough. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
When the Music Stopped 
By ANTONIO XERXENESKY 

The calanfity in Santa Maria revealed the best and the worst of Brazilian society. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Meet the Champs 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Our national high school chess champions are the unlikeliest bunch of nfiddle schoolers. See what a little 
help can do for bright kids? 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Take a Bow, H.C. 
By GAlL COLLINS 

After 956,733 nfiles and 570 airplane meals and 112 different countries and 1,7oo meetings with world 
leaders, Hillary Clinton deserves a break. Or at least a nap. 

o Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 31, 1865, the House of Representatives passed a constitutional amenchnent to abolish slavery. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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African Centre for Social and Economic Research 

No 28 Iorzua Ayatse Street, along Commissioner’s Quarters, 

P0 BOX 1365,Makurdi,Benue State, Nigeria 

Dear, Eunice Sahle 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

University of Northern Carolina at Chapel Hill 

USA 

REQUEST FOR AFFILIATION OF INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL AFRICA-DYNAMICS OFSOCIAL SCIENCE 

RESEARCH 

It is my pleasure to write and introduce Africa- Dynamics of Social Science Research,an international 

journal based in Nigeria and housed by African Centre for Social and Economic Research in collaboration 

with Benue State University, Makurdi Nigeria. 

Established in 2011 the journal is an academic publication that seeks to publish researched papers on 

Africa and the world at large. 

Our website is www.aceser.net, email is infodesk@aceser.net. You can visit our website for further 

information. 

We will appreciate if we can collaborate with youby affiliating the journal with your department where 

you can access papers and provide us with expertise advice and provide your staff/students access to 

contribute papers for the journal. 

Yours Sincerely 

DR Tyodzua Atim 

Editor 

Mobile phone- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Kloes <kloes@bard.edn> 

Thursday, January. 31, 2013 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

Call for Applications: International t tumaJ~ Rights Exchange -- Deadline: March 1, 2013 

Dear Colleague: 

May we ask for your help in sharing information on the International Human Rights Exchange (IHRE) program in Johannesburg, South Africa wit[~ students who may be 
interested? Our upcoming application deadline for the Fall 2013 semester is March 1, 2013. We thank you in advance for your assistance. Please find a brief description 
below. 

International Human Rights Exchange 
Johannesburg, South Africa 

The International Human Rights Exchange (IHRE) is the world’s only full-semester, multidisciplinary program in human rights for undergraduate students. The program is 
based at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa and is a joint venture with Bard College. Each semester students and faculty from Africa and North 
America come together to participate in a deep and multifaceted intellectual engagement in human rights. In addition to a core course, students choose from 12 or more 
electives exploring human rights from the perspective of a variety of academic disciplines. 

IHRE also opens up possibilities for substantive participation in human rights work. Students enrolled in the Engagement with Human Rights course intern with an NGO 
working on contemporary rights in post-apartheid South Africa. Participants also explore human rights challenges in rural South Africa through a Community Human Rights 
Workshop, visit the Apartheid Museum and other important cultural and historical sites, and attend guest lectures by human rights experts from South Africa and around the 
world. 

Application Deadlines 

March 1, 2013      Fall 2013 Semester 
October 15, 2013 Spring 2014 Semester 

Generous scholarships are available for students with financial need. 

For more information: http://www.ihre.org 

Best wishes, 

Jennifer Kloes 
Director of Recruitment / International Program Manager 
Institute for International Liberal Education 
Bard College 

Tel: (845) 758-7081 
E-mail: kloes(~,ba rd.ed u 

To opt out of future program announcements: Contact Preferences 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:37 AM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hum~m Rights Group-- Students 

Human Rights Worldng Group-Students.xlsx 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I received a couple more emails from students interested in joining the group, but not in a few days. I went ahead and made a spreadsheet with the names and emails of 

eveo~one who has contacted me. I also wrested to make sure that you saw the email from     about our room reservations. 

Hope you are having a good week! 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Du Bois conference - Opening ceremony Thursday 

Professor SaNe, 

Thank you for sending us the information regarding the Du Bois conference. I am very interested in attending, but I noticed on the schedule that Registration runs only from 
4:30-5:00 and the Reception begins at 5:00. I would love to attend the Reception and some of the panels, but I have a prior engagement at Duke University this afternoon and 
will not be back on UNC’s campus until around 5:00pm. Do you know of any way I can register before the event, or if registration will remain open a little past 5:00 so that I 
have time to make it? 

Thank you again, 

University of North Carolina 
Anthropology and African Studies Major 
Chemistry Minor 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday,               :6:27 PM 
Subject-" Du Bois conferer~ce - Opening ceremony Thursday 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice Sdtlle 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

As I pro~nised, please see the link below for details of the Du Bois conference and the opening ceremony tomorrow at the Stone Center. 
http:i/duboisconference.web.unc.edu’schedulei 

Hope to see you tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This tbrwaJcded message was sere via The University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "AFRI, 

link to access Mes~ges for this site: AFRI 

’ site. To reply to this message click this 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, ,2:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I’m emailing you today because I’m very interested in joining your AFRI                  class. I understand if it’s too late in the semester for you to feel comfortable 
adding me but I thought it helpful to say I have two very good friends in the class who would help catch me up and I would be able to take the first test whenever you felt it 
necessary. Please let me know if this is at all possible. Thank you very much for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 31, 2013 3:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: PrograJn - Du Bois conference 

Hi, Eunice: 

Have already done so, but I can send reminders! 

Best. Sherryl 

On 1/31/13 12:43 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Sherryl, 

I hope you are doing well. Kindly circulate the attached program (Du Bois conference) as widely as you including the 
prog. faculty network. 

Best wishes and thanks for everything, 
Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 31, 2013 4:17 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@ema~l.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhir~ht~:email.unc.edu>; Weisert, Lee 

<weisert@email.unc.edu>; Simpson, Bland <bsimpson@emaJd.unc.edu>; Colver, Reed <rcolver@unc.edu>; Meanza, Jetti~ey 

<mea~za@email.unc.edu>; Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu>; CoNe, McKay <acoble@email.nnc.edw~; Taylor, Beverly W 

<btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Sdtde, Eunice N <eunice@emaAl.unc.edu>; Scg~es, Ti~n <tscales@e~nail.nnc.edu>; Pollocl, x Della 

<pollock@email.unc.edu>; Alexander Cra£t, Renee Jacqueline <renee.olex~der.cmft@unc.edt~-; Mumby, Dennis K 

~qnumby@e~n~fil.unc.edu>; Kaiz, Mark <mkaiz@e~nail.unc.edu>;                 @live.unc.edu> 

RE: Advisory Committee for the Process Series 

To the Advisory Committee and Department Chairs, 

Based on early returns the first meeting of the Advisory Committee for the Process Series will beTuesday, Feb. 12 at 3p.m. at Hyde Hall in the Fellows room. I will send you all 
a more detailed agenda and a detailed request to bring proposals for next year’s series. 

If you (or your dept. representative) can’t make it, let me know. You can send proposals for the process series for next year to me directly and I will bring them to the meeting. 
We already have three proposals in place. 

We are starting with a budget of $16,000, but T anticipate additional funds from various sources, this will also be a subject of discussion. 

Thank you and look forward to starting this process. 

Best, 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Director of the Process Series 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:54 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence; McGowan, John; Hirschfield, James; Weisert, Lee; Simpson, Bland; Colver, Reed; Meanza, Jeffrey; Navalinsky, David B; CoNe, McKay; Taylor, 
Beverly W; SaNe, Eunice N; Scales, Tim; Pollock, Della; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Mumby, Dennis K; Katz, Mark; Weiss, Ken 
Subject: RE: Advisory Committee for the Process Series 

Partners and Members of the Advisory Board for the Process Series: 

This is                 workstudy student and the                                  Below is a link to the Doodle poll to schedule the first Advisory Board 
meeting. Please fill this out, and T will send an email in a few days with the final time. It will be held at TAH no matter what time the meeting is. Please note that there is an "If 
need be" option so that you can make note of which available times might be more difficult. 

If you need anything, you can reach me at this email address or at @gmail.com. Thank you! 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence [megel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 1:46 PM 
To: McGowan, John; Hirschfield, James; Weisert, Lee; Simpson, Bland; Colver, Reed; Meanza, Jeffrey; Navalinsky, David B; CoNe, McKay; Taylor, Beverly; SaNe, Eunice; 
Scales, Timothy; Pollock, Della; Alexander Craft, Renee; Mumby, Dennis; Katz, Mark; Ken Weiss 

Subject: Advisory Committee for the Process Series 

To our new partners and members of the advisory committee for the Process Series. 

Hope the beginning of the year has treated you well. 

We are planning a meeting the week of 

My work study student,          will be sending you a google schedule doc (or similar scheduling tool) to determine when the best time for our next meeting for the new 
Advisory Committee the Process Series. It will be held at the IAH. 

These are are current representatives as far as I understand. If you have different or another member to recommend please let me know (including any at large suggestions). 
Though we want to keep the committee to a reasonable number. 

From IAH John McGowan 
From Drama David Navalinsky (McKay CoNe chair) 
From Art Jim Hirschfield 

From Music Lee Weisert <weisert@email.unc.edu> (Mark Katz chair) 



From English & Comparative Lit ] 
From Comm Studies 
From African Americatt/African Studies Eunice Sahle chair 
From Playmakers 
From CPA 

At large members: 
Jules Odendahl James - Duke 
Ken Weiss 
Tim ScaJe~ marketing specialist 

(Beverly Taylor chair) 
(Dem~is Mumby chair) 

The agenda for the meeting includes: 

1. Selection and budgeting for next year 2013-14 (we have $16,000 in hand at this point with more to raise) 

2. Student Selection 

3. ~W1 & Water Projects 

4. Development - funding (strategic partners/residency grant,endowment) 

5. Swain ttall - raising thnds for flexible seating black bx~x a~d creating a "smart stage" - digital media and perfonnm~ce space (in partnership with CPA?) 

Please bring ideas tbr possible selection for next year (or coming years). Check in with yonr thculty liar ideas. Look at visiting artists that might be already coming. 

I will also send you p~3pos~Js for projects that are already in the works. 

Thankyou, 

Joseph Megel 
Director of the Process Series 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:[9-843-7067 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday, 7:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AFAM registration 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: afam-web@unc.edu 
Subject: AFAM : registration 

: 2:36 PN 

To Whom This May Concern, 
My name is            and I have a problem regarding my status in my AFAM    course this semester. Without going into details here, I would like to get this remedied 
as soon as possible before my options run out, which they may have already. Who can I speak with and when? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 3:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Timbuktu Endured Terror Under Harsh Shariah Law 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... ¯ Today,sHeadiines ......................................................................... 
~llc N’t’~ ~rk ~tl~.~ February 1, 2013 
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World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I _a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Timbuktu Endured Terror 
Under Harsh Shariah Law 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

Shops omaed by Arabs have been looted 
in the city and some residents have fled, 
a foretaste of ethnic strife that many fear 
will roil Mali for years. 

¯ " Mali’s Culture War: The Fate of the Timbuktu 
Manuscripts 

DEALBOOK 
Doubt Is Cast on Consultants 
Hired to Fix Banks’ Abuses 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and BEN 
PROTESS 

Authorities are scrutinizing the private 
eompmfies hired to dean up financial 
nfisdeeds, taking aim at a conflict- 
riddled, billion-dollar industry. 

. ~ Post a Comment 

Senator Has Long Ties to Donor Under Scrutiny 
By RAYMOND HERNANDEZ and FRANCES ROBLES 

Senator Robert Menendez has been helpful to Dr. Sa]omon E. Me]gen, a friend and contributor, in ways that 
could be lucrative for the doctor, according to records and interviews. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They tried to take away everything that made Timbuktu Timbuktu. They almost succeeded." 
MAHALMOUDOU TANDINA, an Islanfic preacher, on nfilitants’ occupation of the city in Mall 

~ VIDEO: Cod 
Fishery in Crisis 
Jim Ford, a cod 
fishermm~ out of 
Gloucester, Mass., faces 
an uncertain future after 
the New England Fisheries Management 



Council voted We~h~esday on painful 
reductions to cod harvests. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Pension for Security, Not 
Politics 
By ALICIA H. MUNNELL 

Don’t tuna our public retirement plans 
into vehicles for gtm policy. 

A ticket to love (and new 
sandals, too) 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"All the Rage," Martin Moran’s one-man show 

In Performance: Gia Crovatin 

n~,tim.es. �orn T H EATiE R 

WORLD 

Spain’s Premier Is Drawn Into a Widening Graft Scandal Gripping His Party 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

Spain’s leading newspaper published excerpts from ledgers of Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy’s party, 
showing he received payouts above lfis salary. 

U.N. Panel Says Israeli Settlement Policy Violates Law 
By NICKCUMMING-BRUCE and ISABEL KERSHNER 

A report by the United Nations Hmnm~ Rights Council on Thursday called for an immediate halt to all 
settlement activity in the occupied Palestinian territories. 

Russia Revives the Namesake of ’Uncle Joe’ 
By ANDREW RUTH 

The city government of Volgograd voted to officially restore its onetime Conmatmist-era name, Stalingrad, 
for six days each year. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Small Town in Alabama Confronts Boy’s Kidnapping 
By RUBBLE BROWN and KIM SEVERSON 

A standoff continued between the authorities and an unstable man who took a 5-year-old boy hostage, 
testing residents. 

Focus on Mental Health Laws to Curb Violence Is Unfair, Some Say 
By ERICA GOODE and JACK HEALY 

Critics say focusing on mental ilhaess as a component of gun violence tmfairly singles out people more likely 
to be a victim of violence than a cause. 

Cardinal in Los Angeles Is Removed From Duties 
By JENNIFER MEDINA and LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, who is retired, was removed as the church complied with a court order to release 
thousands of pages of internal documents that show how the cardinal slfielded priests who sexually abused 
children. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Labor Union to Ease Walmart Picketing 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 



The United Food and Commercial Workers pledged not to try to unionize Wahnart workers to avert charges 
that it engaged in illegal picketing. 

Europe Says Drug Makers Paid to Delay a Generic 
By JAMES KANTER and KATIE THOMAS 

Johnson & Johnson and Novartis were accused of colluding to delay the availability of a less expensive 
version of a pain medication for cancer patients. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 
Case Offers Peek Behind the Curtain of a Security 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

As the government calls a program to buy mortgage-backed securities a success, a court case is a reminder of 
how much information is still not publicly available about that market. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Strong-Arm Tactics of Two Quarterbacks 
By GREG BISHOP 

The Ravens’ Joe Flacco and the 49ers’ Colin Kaepernick are not physically imposing by N.F.L. stmadards, but 
their passes are. 

A Ravens Star Returns to Louisiana Roots 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The Super Bowl will be a honaecomhag of sorts for Baltimore Ravens safety Ed Reed, who played high school 
football in Destrehan, La., about 25 miles from the Superdome in New Orleans. 

49ers’ Star Run Blocker Is Content to Create Holes, Not Attention 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

Mike Iupati, a Pro Bowl guard, is a big reason the 49ers’ groined game has excelled tlfis season. 

’ ~ Graphic: How the 49ers’ Mike lupati Clears Paths for Frank Gore 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Feeling Right at Home on the Fringe 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The Outsider Art Fair, which has moved to a new space in Chelsea, offers ma array of outstanding things to 
see and some impressive new names. 

," ~ Slide Show: Outsider Art Fair 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’HOUSE OF CARDS’ 
Political Animals That Slither 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

"House of Cards," starring Kevin Spacey as a Southena congressman, is a new series on Nefflix that revels in 
the familiar but always entertaining underbelly of govenunent. 

ART REVIEW 
Don’t Call the Cleaning Crew¯ That Yellow Spill Is Art. 
By KEN JOHNSON 

Wolfgang Laib’s "Pollen From Hazelnut" is a room-size work at MoMA featuring pollen gathered near his 
home in Gelanany. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WARM BODIES’ 
It’ll Be a Mixed Marriage: Just One of Them Is Alive 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In "Walan Bodies" zombie meets girl. Zombie loses girl. Zombie - well, you know the rest, though here the 
familiar balance comes with hmnan tartare. 



" I ne r~lgm I one for a oensl[ive/-.omDle 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’KOCH’ 
How Did He Do? A Mayor’s Story 
By A. O. SCOTT 

A docmnentary about Edward I. Koch, mayor of New York during troubled years, exanfines his city as well as 
his personality. 

ARTSBEAT 
SXSW Film Festival Announces Its Feature Lineup 
By MEKADO MURPHY 

The festival feature lineup includes over lOO fihns and 69 world premieres. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Confirmation Ordeal 
Republicans did their best to disparage Chuck Hagel at his hearing, but the full Senate should confirm him 
as defense secretary. 

EDITORIAL 
Myths About Gun Regulation 
The gun lobby propaganda is convincing lawmakers that the lo-year ban on assault weapons was ineffective. 

EDITORIAL 
Treatment, Not Jail, for the Mentally Ill 
In an ideal system, the mentally ill who commit minor offenses and pose no real danger to the public would 
never see the inside of a jail. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
My Valuable, Cheap College Degree 
By ARTHUR C. BROOKS 

With costs rising and returns falling, a degree for $1o,ooo makes a lot of sense. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Looking for Mister Goodpain 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Where are the austerity successes? Britain? Ireland? Keep looking. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Easy Problem 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Taken on cold economic grotmds alone, the case for immigration reform is a no-brainer. 

-’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 1, 196o, four black college students began a sit-in protest at a lunch counter in Greensboro, N.C., 
where they’d been refused service. 

¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, February 1, 2013 8:24 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

El Futuro Cont~rence 2013-- There are still openings-- REGISTER TODAY’.! 

From: El Futuro [ksiu@elfuturo-nc.orq] 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward this email 

El Futuro :[36 E Chapel Hill St. Durham :: NC 27701 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <~cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, Febrnary 1, 2013 11:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 2013 - "Intercultural Relations, Youth Development Advancement, Environmental 
Responsibility & Ecotourism" (Berlin March 6th - 10th, 2013) 

"Intercultural Relations, Youth Development Advancement, Environmental Responsibility & Ecotourism: Opportunities for Successful 
Nation Branding in the 2~st Century" 

(Berlin, March 6th- 10th, 2013) 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, ] wouM like to wish you a Happy New Year in 2013. 
We are writing to bring to your attention our upcoming International Conference, hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations, as well as information about 
our Iorthcoming conferences Ior young leaders. 
We would be grateful ilyou could share this announcement by forwarding the information below to ~hose who you ~hink might be interested in a~tending. 
Sincerely, 
Mark C. Donfried & the ~CD Team 

"intercultural Relations, Youth Development Advancement, Environmentat Responsibility & Ecotourism: Opportunities for Successful Nation 
Branding in the 21st Cent~ry" 

Berlin, March 6~h - 10th, 2013 
(Held Parallel to the International Tourism Exchange Conference -’1TB Berlin’) 
www.biec.de 
The Berlin International Economics Congress is one of the world’s leading global conferences combining the fields of International Relations, International Economics, 
GIobNization and Nation Branding with an interdisciplinary and multinational program. The Congress 2013 is held parallel ~o the ITB Berlin (Internationale Tourismus-Bhrse 
Berlin), which is the world’s largest ~ourism trade fair. 
The issues of intercultural relations, environmental tesponsibility, and youth development advancement are becoming incteasingly significant topics within the international 
community and are currently even included as priorities in the second-term agenda of the Obama Administration. Concurrently, global challenges such as climate change 
migration, graduate unemployment, intercultural dialogue and sustainable developmen~ continue to dominate the agendas of global governance organizations and 
governments. Due to the prominence of these universal dilemmas, the Institute fer Cultural Diplomacy has dedicated the 2013 Congress to exploring best practices in raising 
awareness and finding solutions. 
The 2013 Congress will focus on innovative strategies to promote nation branding activities as a means to tackle economic, environmental, social and cultural concerns. With 
nation branding as its core theme, the Congress aims to explore and present the benefits and opportunNes for s~a~e’s nation branding campaigns established on the 
promotion of intetcultural relations, sustainable development, youth education and advancement, ecotourism and environmental responsibility. The Congtess will create a 
blueprint for the opportunities for States and institutions to apply new approaches of Nation Branding. 
__C___o__£_f__e_£_e__£_c___e_____P__a__[_tj__c_j_p__a__[_l_t_~___>__>__ 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, artists, journalists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young 
professionals and students as well as other interested individuals from across the world. 

If you would like to reserCe a position and participate in the conference, please chick HERE 

Congress Speakers >> 
We. are privileged to include as speakers many worm leaders and distinguished experts from the fields of international politics, economics, diplomacy, the private sector, and 

civil society; these speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory Board, please click here. 

Speakers for the Congress include: 
Secretary Alfred Camilleri o ICD Advisory Board Member; Permanent Secretary, MiNstry of Finance, the Economy, and Investment, Government of Malta 

The Hon. Cassam Uteem - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former President of Mauritius 
The Hon. Eka Tkeshelashvili - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Vice Prime Minister, State Minister of Georgia for Reintegration; Former Foreign Minister 
The Hon. Dr. Erhard Busek - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Vice-Chancellor of Austria; Former Minister for Science and Reseamh of Austria 
Hans B. Sicat - President & CEO, the Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc 
Ivana Gazic - President of the Zagreb Stock Exchange 
Deputy Minister Ivo Madnov - Deputy Minister of Economy, Energy, and Toudsm d Bulgaria 
The Hon. Sir James R. Mancham - ICD Advisory Board Member; Founding President of the Republic of Seychelles 
The Antdnio Mascatenhas Monteiro - Former President of the Republic of Cape Verde 
Amb. Mohamed Orabi - Former Foreign Minister of Egypt 
The Hon. Dr. Nazat AI Bahama - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Foreign Minister of Bahrain 
The Hon. Nouzha Skalli - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Moroccan Minister of Social Development, Family, and Solidarity 
Minister Remus Pdcopie - ICD Advisory, Board Member; Minister of Education of Romania 
Minister Saadoun N-Dulaimi - Minister ol Culture & Defense ol Iraq 
Minister Sanja Vlahovic - Minister of Science of Montenegro 
President Staffan Nilsson - President of the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) 
Prof. Dr. Thomas Jung - Professor, Climate Sciences, AIfred-Wegenerqnstitute for Polar and Marine Research 

Minister Zane~a Jaunzeme-Grende - Minister of Culture of Latvia 

Forthcoming Conferences 
(Berlin, Brussels, London: February---April, 2013) 

wv~v.icd-ylf.org 
The ICD Young Leaders" Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the pas~ decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forum has grown to become one ol Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs ~hat 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from acress the world. 

We are currentl,! acceptin.q applications for the following conferences: 

"Using Cinema to Transcend Cultural Barriers and Foster Peace °’ 

(Berlin February 13th - 17th, 2013; Held Parallel to the Bedin International Film Festival) 

wv~v.icd-a rtascult u mldiplomacy.org 



"The Future of EU Foreign Policy: Responsibility to Engage at a Time of Global Crisis" 

(Brussels, February 24th - 28th, 2013) 

More Yeunq Leaders" Conferences: 
The USA K~eets Europe Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(BrL sse s, FebrL a5~ 24th - 28th, 2013) 

*Cultural D~p~omacy [n the G~oba~ Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bed~n, March 4th - 10th, 2013)* 
~vJcd-cdec.org 
*Ped~c~pants of th~s seminer w~[[ also pa~cipate in "The Berlin International Economics Congress 2013" 
To apply, p~ease c~ck HERE 

Weeklong Seminar on Cultural Diplomacy: Februa~ Session 

(Bet n, Februa~ 13th - I7th, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin.de 
ICD Academy Sessions are weeklong programs that explore the role of Cultura~ Diplomacy ~n contemporary Intemat~ona~ Relations. Each program features lectures, 
seminars, and workshops led by expeds from the fields of international politics, diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector. During their time ~n Berlin, 
pa~icipants will a~so have the opportunity to take part ~r~ cuitura~ and social activities and visit ~nst~tutions such as the German Foreign Office, German Parliament, 8erl~n C~ty 

Ha~l, cu~turaJ institutions, and ~edin-based embassies. 

Thank you fer your a~ention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upoom~ng 

W~th warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
Kufhrsten~amm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
~nfo~cult u ra~dj£~omacv~oEq 



Re se ar~ and~re ativ ~ ac ti ~it?: at ~ar~iina,~BNa~-2013 

W, " ~r Ri,[r-,’ ~ ~ ....... y~ter park 
Wro~gs ....................... .............................. 

Cities run out of water, wells ......................................... tox,c, ,  ckin  
backing, and a new breed of 
polluter fouls our most precious 
wate~ays. ~11 Noah Carolina 
have enough water? And how 
will we keep it clean? 

] 

g EA~ORES 

UNC photojournalism How do doctors choose Carolina brings the world 

students aim their lenses which rneds to presribe? back home through 

on Wilmington, North John Buse has some images of ser,!ice, 

Carolina. answers learning, and research 

S E IDE S HQ W BL Q GPOS ~$ 

i :: ~"~ slideshow 

New Yea:, O d :raditio~s: 
After weeks of quiet 

stillness, campus bustled 

back to life with the start of 

the new year and the 

Genetic .Jurlk or .Jewek<¢? UNC researchers find a way to unlock 

the secrets of DNA’s dark matter (Mark ~,:y 

Less ~pecula[~on Mere knowledge. We know that drinking 

alcohol while pregnant can be dangerous. But we need to know 

more. {The ~:Vay~ See 

Student writers at Endeavors What are stories without emotion? 

spring semester. 

CANOE IN A i Q U O ~ED 



~ barbara fredrickson 

Barbara Fredricksom 

professor of psychology 

and director of the Positive 

Emotions and 

Psychophysiology 

Laboratory, talks to radio 

host Brian Lehrer about 

her research into love and 

its effects on health and 

happiness {WNYC.Fbl} 

"The Coca-Cola Company still remains one of the major causes 

of obesity in the USA and globally. Yes, other foods matter, but 

the biggest single-source contributor to child and adult obesity in 

the USA is sugar-sweetened beverages." 

--Barry Popkin in Cdl cs aria( k (3( ke’.s ant-obesity ad 

MQRE IN RESEARCH 

R~sk oenes fer .,eqzhe=mer’s and mental =llness dnked to brain 

ch~nges at birtI~ (UNC: He~th Care) 

Fsculty member’s app to improve senter, c~a9 process (UNC 

look at their huge di\,ers~ty (UNC Heaith Cede) 

GEPCONNECNED 

[] Ea.-!,eavo.m. on Facebook ~ Eadeavors oa~wi~er ~ RSS Feed 

Sent toe nce@en’al ~ nc 

u~c c~-:ep~l HiU Ce 4:’O6 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 2, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Today’s Headlines: Birlh Control Rule Altered to Allay Religious Objections 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~o~s i Art__s ] Travel j Editorials i Op- .E~J i On YNs Day 

C,~[omize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

February 2, 2013 

TOP NEWS 

Birth Control Rule Altered to 

Allay Rellglo~s Objections 

The Obama administration proposed 
a compromise that it said would 
guarantee fl’ee coverage of birth 
control while allowing churches and 
religious organizations not to pay for 
it. 

Diocese Papers in Los 

Angeles Detail Decades of 

Cardinal Roger Mahony, the former 
archbishop of Los Angeles, insisted 
that his approach to sexual abuse had evolved as he learned more over the years. 

EDWARD I. KOCH 11924-2013 

A 3-Term Mayor as BraM~ Nh~’ewd a~d Colorfl~ as the City He Led 

Mr. Koch, a showman of City Hall, was a three-term mayor who steered New York City through the 

fiscal austerity of the late ~97os and the racial conflicts of the ~98os. He was 88. 

~ Last Word: Ed Koch ~ TimesCsst 

~ More Photographs I C~ty Room Remembering Ed Koch 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I wash ’t lging, I wash ’t embdlishin9, I wash ’t making it ~p~ It shows the pattern ojcomplici~, It 
shows the cover-up~" 
ESTHER MILLER. 54, who said she was ab~sed by a priest when she was in high school and says 
t~at flxe Los )3xge[es Archdiocese should have done far more [o stop abuse~ 

OBITUARIES 

X&rord I Ed Koch 
In an interview 
conducted in 2007, 
former Mayor Edward I. Koch 
reflected on his life and political 
career, and talked of how he would 
like to be remembered. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Trick Coln 

If I toss a coin, but hide 
the result every time it 
comes up tails, it looks as if I always throw heads. 

WORLD 



Algeria’s antiterrorism policy of playing favorites among various armed groups backfired last 

month when extremists seized a gas field, but signs of concern were evident months before. 

A journalist was also hurt in Ankara, the capital. Officials in Turkey blamed the attack on a 
homegrown Marxist group. 

Feuds between opposing political factions have fed an atmosphere of growing polarization that 
many Egyptians blame for the rising tide of violence. 

~ Video and images of New Clashes in Cairo 

~ 
Photographs: C~ashes Near Presidential Ps~sce 

More World News 

The announcement last week ending the ban on women in combat only accelerated a sweeping re- 
examination of fitness standards in the American military. 

In a Memphis Cheating Ring~ the Teacl~ers Ave the Accused 

Federal prosecutors said a Memphis educator paid teaehers to take qualifying exams for others in 
three states who were afraid they would not pass. 

C ’r Documents trom a Cheating Scanda~ 

As S)ficides l~se in UoSo, Veterans ~aoe Less of Total 

The convergence reflects the fact that snieide nnmbers are rising slightly among both veterans and 
everyone else, but has inereased more in the general popnlation. 

~ Document: Suicide Data Report, 20!2 

BUSINESS 

As L!,S, Growth Lags, Some Press the Fed to Do Still 

Federal Reserve officials believe the bank eonld do more to increase the paee of inflation and aid 
growth. They simply are not persuaded that the benefits outweigh potential costs. 

Job G)’o}~¢h Slteady~ b~t Unemployme~lt Rises to 7,9% 

The jobs report combined with improving statistics on construction spending, manufacturing and 
consumer sentiment to ease fears that the recovery was flagging. 

~ Zconomix Bio~: A Bad Jobs Report Was Wrong [ Comparin~ ,Jobs it) Recessions and Recoveries 

Dow Tops 14.000 for ,he Firs[ Time Since 2007 

Brothe~’s 1)evelop New De~{ce to Hallt Alle)’gT¢ Attack~ 

A quest that two brothers with severe food allergies began ~5 years ago has culminated in a new 
device to inject epinephrine in the event of a severe allergic reaction. 

S P 0 RTS 

Baseball Officials Navigate Puzzle of A~ti-Agi*~g Clinics 

Baseball officials and law enforcement officers are investigating anti-aging clinics in Florida and 
the wm’k of Anthony Bosch. The clinics might be linked to players and the possible use of banned 
substances. 

49ers Coach Jim flarbaugh ean convey boredom, surprise, happiness and eontempt with his facial 
contortions. 

~ SIMe Show: the Many ~aces of Harbaugh 



lh F~h Down: the Brothers Harbaugh, Live on Stage 

The 49ers’ Joe Staley was a slim and lanky tight end when he entered college. But then his coaches 
wanted him to play on the offensive line. 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

How Do Ym~ Gel to Carnegie Hiall? Start h~ Kab~d 

Unimaginable not so long ago, students from the Afghanistan National Institute of Music are 
coming to the United States for a ~3-day tour, including a Carnegie Hall performance. 

MUSEUM REVIEW 

\aglmre Las Vegas S~ard~st Rests h~ Peace 

The "boneyard" that has been the Neon Museum of Las Vegas has grown a bit more sophisticated, 
with a visitors’ center made of the lobby of the ~96~ La Concha motel. 

DANCE REVIBN 

(h~ the Beach~ "V~:ith ,Jerkys 

In its premiere on Thursday night at the David H. Koch Theater, austin Peek’s "Paz de La aolla" set 
New York City Ballet down at the edge of the Pacific Ocean. 

o More Arts News 

TRaVeL 

In Travel~ We’re/U1 Boomers Now 

From backpacking to glamping, the postwar generation has long influenced travel choices. This 
year it’s truer than ever. 

Offthe Tourist Grid in the Bahamas 

On mail boats, as little as $45 buys a one-way ticket to the island of yore" choice. The local tips you 

get on the way are free. 

FOOTSTEPS 

~Arhere a Poet’s ~Aslm~ Lh,es on in Irldla 

A trip to Shantiniketan, three hours north of Kolkata, is a cultural pilgrimage for Indians thanks to 
what the Nobel Prize winner Rabindranath Tagore started there in ~9OL 

Mere Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

1FIore I,essol~,~ Abo~t Cha~er Schools 

States will only replicate mediocrity if the), expam| eharters to() quiekly. 

EDITORIAL 

H[is I-Iono~, :M~o Koch 
Edward Koch made an uber-career of distilling and billboarding New York City’s essence as he saw 
it, usually with himself at the center of things. 

EDITORIAL 

A £}ood Comproluise o1~ Col~U’acepiiol~ 

The Obama administration’s latest proposal again proteets both religions liberties and women’s 

right to affordable birth control. 

° Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rosa Parks, Revisited 
i.::y .:i :.... i. i..’:.. M f.:i. ©Vz. 
A new book seeks to restore a heroine’s wholeness, even at the risk of stirring nnease. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Ed Koch Show 
f.::: ;Off ? OCf.RA 
A new documentary about Hizzoner says a lot about what makes a great mayor. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBLq-OR 

The King of New York 



Even when wrong, Edward Koch was brave and earnest in ways I didn’t at first comprehend. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 2, 1943, the remainder of Nazi forces from the Battle of Stalingrad surrendered in a major 

victor), for the Soviets in World War II. 

About This 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. ,As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~e protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unst~bscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ] Priwcy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 10:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

International Student Friends 

Hello, 
My name is, and I am a member of . We are an executive board committee that focuses on the needs of International Students, On 

we are hosting an international speed "friending" at R&R Bar and Grill. This is an opportunity for new exchange students to find relationships on campus. We 

wanted to know if it would be possible for your department to help us fund this event with small monetary donations, Anything will help us make the event a success. Please 
let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for your time! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@sociologynetwork.org> 

Sunday, February 3, 2013 12:58 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Check out "RN18 - Sociology of Communications and Media Research - Communication, Crisis, Critique and Change" 
on Think Tank for Global Sociology 

i%i Think Tank 
...... fQ. 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the blog post ’RNt8 - Sociology of Communications and 
Media Research - Communicationr Crisisr Critique and Change’ 

Blog post added by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

RN18 - Sociology of Communications and Media Research Coordinator:Christian Fuchs 

christian.fuchs@uti.at Uppsala University, Uppsala, Swed... 

Blog post link: 

RN18 - Socioloqy of Communications and Media Research - Communication Crisis, Critique 

and Chanqe 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 
Sociology 

2057 members 3~t2 discussions 

710 photos ~t0 Events 

134 videos 406 blog posts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tucker, Joseph D <jdtucker~med.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 3, 2013 1:41 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch on Februaxy 13 

Dear Margaret, 

Sounds great. Will look forward to chatting then. 

Cheers, Joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] reed [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Skype: 
Mobile: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 :t:t:56 AM 
To-" Tucker, Joseph D 

C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject; Lunch on February 

Dear Joe, 

It seems that our project is growing in popularity. The associate director of the Center for African Studies, Barbara Anderson, also would like to join us for lunch on Feb. 
Do you think it would be possible for us all (including Eunice) to meet at the Carolina Inn for lunch instead of the hospital? One of the advantages of having both Eunice and 
Barbara join us is that I have been talking with Barbara for sometime about having a conference on China-Africa relations. Since she is at the Center and Eunice is the chair of 
our department, this might be a time to brainstorm about the possibility of having such a conference at UNC sometime in 20:t5. It would be amazing if we could have a 
conference that would spearhead a conversation among global health professionals and social scientists. Please let me know if this will work for you. 

All my best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 3, 2013 2:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

E- book addi’6 on notifica’6 on 

Dear Instructor, 

We have added an E-book link to the online course reserves page for AFRI416 Spring 2013, James’ Universal Human Rights We have replaced the PDF excerpts with links to the appropriate 
chapters You can access them via the online course reserves page (at http://eres.lib uric edu.libproxy lib.unc.edu/eresicoursepage aspx?cid 3633) or through the UNC online card catalog 
system (at http://search.lib.unc.edu/search?R UNCb7308081). Although for copyright reasons online course reserves pages are only accessible during the semester their corresponding 
class is taught, E-books can be accessed at any time through the UNC online card catalog system. 

Thank you, 

UL Reserves 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 3, 2013 4:40 PM 

Tucker, Joseph D <jdtucke@med.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Andersou, Barbara S <barbara andersou@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch ou Februaxy 13 

Hi Joe, 

Barbara just emailed me to say that she has a meeting at 1 pm, so do you think we can me at 11:30 instead of noon? I hope I am not driving you crazy with all these changes. 
(And Barbara I hope this will work better for you.) 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Tucker, Joseph D 

Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 1:40 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: Lunch on February 13 

Dear Margaret, 

Sounds great. Will look forward to chatting then. 

Cheers, Joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] med [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Skype: i 

Mobile: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: Lunch on February 13 

Dear Joe, 

It seems that our project is growing in popularity. The associate director of the Center for African Studies, Barbara Anderson, also would like to join us for lunch on Feb. 13. 
Do you think it would be possible for us all (including Eunice) to meet at the Carolina Inn for lunch instead of the hospital? One of the advantages of having both Eunice and 
Barbara join us is that I have been talking with Barbara for sometime about having a conference on China-Africa relations. Since she is at the Center and Eunice is the chair of 
our department, this might be a time to brainstorm about the possibility of having such a conference at UNC sometime in 2015. It would be amazing if we could have a 
conference that would spearhead a conversation among global health professionals and social scientists. Please let me know if this will work for you. 

All my best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tucker, Joseph D <jdtucker@med.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 3, 2013 5:51 PM 

Lee, Mat,garet Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.e&~> 

RE: Lunch on Februa~cy 13 

Sure, no problem. Margaret - can you send me your cell phone number in case I am held up in the hospital I can ring you then? 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] med [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Slelpe: 
Mobile: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 4:40 PM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: Lunch on February 13 

Barbara just emailed me to say that she has a meeting at i pm, so do you think we can me at 11:30 instead of noon? I hope I am not driving you crazy with all these changes. 
(And Barbara I hope this will work better for you.) 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Tucker, Joseph D 
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 1:40 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: Lunch on February 13 

Dear Margaret, 

Sounds great. Will look forward to chatting then. 

Cheers, Joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] med [dot] uric [dot] edu 
Skype: 
Mobile 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: Lunch on February 13 

Dear Joe, 

It seems that our project is growing in popularity. The associate director of the Center for African Studies, Barbara Anderson, also would like to join us for lunch on Feb. 13. 
Do you think it would be possible for us all (including Eunice) to meet at the Carolina Inn for lunch instead of the hospital? One of the advantages of having both Eunice and 
Barbara join us is that I have been talking with Barbara for sometime about having a conference on China-Africa relations. Since she is at the Center and Eunice is the chair of 
our department, this might be a time to brainstorm about the possibility of having such a conference at UNC sometime in 2015. It would be amazing if we could have a 
conference that would spearhead a conversation among global health professionals and social scientists. Please let me know if this will work for you. 

All my best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 6:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

@gma~l.com; @live.unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Welcome to the Humaaa Rights Grou!! 

@gmaJl.com; @gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi eye,one, 

Onr first meeting roll be this Thursday at 5:30 in GEC 2008 and 2010. A light dinner roll be served. I roll be sending articles later this week! 

This is the schedule tbr this semester: 

5:30-7pm I GEC 2008/2010 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC4003 

5:30-7pm I GEl2 4003 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

Chimimanda’s special event is on 

Thankyou! 

is for 5:30-8pm in GEC 4003. 

BA Glob~J Studies, Politico] Science 

UNC Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 7:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Welcome to the ttuman Rights Oroup! 

I added her to the list! As for dinner, should I contact a restaurant? 

On Snn, 
Dear 

at 6:59 PM, SaNe, Eunice <eunice~,%emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I forgot to cc you to the email below. Kindly add 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

to the group. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 6:57 PM 

To: 
Subject: Welcome to the Human Rights Group! 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Below are details of the human rights group. I will have 

Best wishes and see you soon, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:32 PM 

To: @qmail.com; 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Welcome to the Human Rights Group! 

Hi eveolone, 

(thanks) add you to the list. 

~qmail.com; ~qmail.com; 

Onr first meeting roll be this Thursday at 5:30 in GEC 2008 and 2010. A light dinner roll be served. I roll be sending articles later this week! 

TNs is the schedule for this semester: 

5:30-7pm I GEC 2008/2010 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC4003 

5:30-7pm I GEC 4003 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

special event is on 

Thankyou[ 

is for 5:30-Sprn in GEC 4003. 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 7:46 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Welcome to the ttuman Rights Group! 

Hi Professor Sdtde, 

I have found a couple of articles that introduce self-determination and humma rights. W&s there something more specific that you would like me to look for? 

Here are a few: 

Sell’- Detern~inafion &s a Universal ttuma~ Right: 

http:i/search.proquest.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/docview/821671689 

Sell’-Determination: A Hum~m Rights Approach 

http://www,i stor.org.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/stablei761004 

Self-determination in regional human rights law: from Kosovo to Cmneroon: 

http://~o.~ale~roup.com.libproxw.lib.unc.edu/ps/i.do?acfion inteipret&id GALE%TCA257128492&v~.l&u unc main&it r&p LT&s~w&authCount 1 

Let me l, mow if you’d like me to look for something more focused on conflict. 

Best, 

On Sun, 
Dear 

at 6:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I forgot to cc you to the email below. Kindly add 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

to the group. 

From= Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Sunday, 6:57 PM 

To: 
Subject: Welcome to the Human Rights Group! 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Below are details of the human rights group. I will have 

Best wishes and see you soon, 
Dr. SaNe 

(thanks) add you to the list. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:32 PM 
To: @clmail,com; @clmail.com; @clmail.com; 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Welcome to the Human Rights Group! 

everyone, 

Our first meeling will be this Thursday at 5:30 in GEC 2008 and 2010. A light dinner will be served. I will be sending a(ticles later this week! 

This is the schedule for this semester: 

5:30-7pm I GEC 2008/2010 

5:30-7pm I GEC4003 

5:30-7pm I GEC 4003 

5:30-7prn I GEC 3024 

5:30-7prn I GEC 3024 

special event is on is for 5:30-8pm in GEC 4003. 

Thankyou! 



BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fhunsu, Donato <dlhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tluman Rights and Global Issues - Facul~ and student working group 

Bonjour Eunice, 
Merci de m’avoir envoy~ I’horaire. 
Thank you for your message and for the working group’s meeting schedule. 
I noticed that all the meetings are on Thursday, except the one on 
I ? There is no problem; it is just an observation. 
I look forward to the exchanges. 

Best, 
Donato 

which has been scheduled on a Friday. Is that because Thursday I 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the 
senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 

- Helen Keller 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 7:13 PM 
To: Fhunsu, Donato 
Subject: Human Rights and Global Issues - Facul~ and student working group 

Boujour Donato, 

I hope you are doing. 

Well, I finally have more information about the new working group that I mentioned earlier in the semester. 

As I mentioned the themes for are human rights in the context of conflict and post-conflict reconstruction. For our first meeting we will focus on human rights discourse and 
the question of self-determination - this is in preparation of our reading of Chimamanda Adichie’s novel "Half of a Yellow Sun which is inspired by the Biafra war in Nigeria. 
Chimamanda will be joining us for discussion over dinner on Monday Shortly, - a former student of mine - will be circulating 2 pieces for our upcoming 
discussion. 

Schedule for the semester: 

5:30-7pm I GEC 2008/2010 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC4003 

5:30-7pm I GEC 4003 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

Chimirnanda’s special event with us is on ,, 5:30-Sprn in GEC 4003. 

Hope to see you soon. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 3:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Broad Powers Seen for Obama in Cyberstrikes 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Toda}y,sHeadlines .......................................................................... 
~llc~’~’~= ~rk ~.~ February 4, 2oz3 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _.a..e...d.!.a....&....A...d..v..e..~!.s.!.n.~ I EditorialsI .O..R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..h.!.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

Broad Powers Seen for 
Obama in Cyberstrikes 
By DAVID E. SANGER and THOM SHANKER 

The achnhfistration is movhag to 
approve the nation’s first rules for how 
the nfilitary can defend, or retaliate, 
against a major eyberattaek. 

Cuomo Seeking Home 
Buyouts in Flood Zones 
By THOMAS KAPLAN 

Gov. 3mdrew M. Cuomo’s proposal to 
spend as much as $400 nfillion to buy 
homes wrecked by Hurricane Sandy 
would be among the most mnbitious 
purchase programs ever undertaken. 

RAVENS 34, 49ERS 31 
Power Fails and 49ers Surge, 
but Ravens Win 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

After a game delay because of a power failure, M.V.P. Joe Flacco and the Ravens, leading 28-6, withstood a 
determined comeback by the 49ers to win the Super Bowl. 

," ~, Box Score I ~:z.I Slide Show I Highlights and Analysis 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They belong to all of humanity. It is our duty to save them." 
ALI IMAM BEN ESSAYOUTI, who laid ancient nmnuscripts from extrenfists who had invaded Timbuktu, 

Mall 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Super Bowl 
Replay: Ravens 34, 
49ers 3~ 
The Baltimore Ravens 
survived a second-half 



rally by San Frm~cisco and a power 
outage to win in New Orleans. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Tracking the Pack 
By EMILY ANTHES 

Modern communications 
technologies are 
reshaping our 
relationships with other species. 

House Hunting in ... Austria 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

In the Austrian Alps, an antique Tyrolean Chalet 

Making real estate web sites completely addictive 

nytimes,�om REAL ESTATE 

WORLD 

Rise in Oil Tax Forces Greeks to Face Cold as Ancients Did 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

After a 450 percent increase, many residents have switched to firewood but still cannot keep warm, as smoke 
and logging raise enviromnental worries. 

As Extremists Invaded, Timbuktu Hid Artifacts of a Golden Age 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

Residents fotmd ways to lfide delicate artifacts from the Islanfists who reigned over the city tmtil last 
weekend, when fighters set fire to dozens of ancient nmnuscripts. 

" ~ Interactive Feature: Turmoil in the Sahara 

Official Says Iran Is Open to New Round of Nuclear Talks 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Ali Akbar Salehi, Iran’s foreign nfinister, restated a call for direct talks with Washington, but his comments 
were viewed as more atmospheric than definitive. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Untouchable in Iraq, Ex-Sniper Dies in a Shooting Back Home 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ and MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 

Chris Kyle, a former Navy SEAL, had taken a troubled fellow veteran to a gm~ range for a kind of therapy 
session, but the police said the man turned lfis gma on Mr. Kyle. 

Sotomayor, a Star on the Book-Tour Circuit, Sees a New Niche for a Justice 
By JODI KANTOR 

The release of her memoir, "My Beloved World," suggests Sonia Sotomayor has broader ambitions than her 
colleagues - to play a larger and more personal role on the public stage. 

Service Is Held for School Bus Driver Who Tried to Prevent Kidnapping in 

Alabama 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

The funeral for Charles Albert Poland Jr., who saved as many children as he could when a kidi~apper 
boarded lfis bus last week, drew hundreds. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
New Details Suggest a Defense in SAC Case 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN and PETER LATTMAN 



New details on the insider trading ease also raise questions on whether the govermnent will be able to build a 
ease against Steven Cohen, the billionaire owner of SAC Capital Advisors. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Shunning the Safe, FX Indulges Its Dark Side 
By DAVID CARR 

Behind FX’s recent success is its willingness to give its shows creative freedom. 

Fresh Questions Over a Bank of America Settlement 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

The bank continued dubious mortgage modification practices even after its acquisition of Comatrywide, court 
doemnents show. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Before Game is Decided, Superdome Goes Dark 
By KEN BELSON 

The lights on one half of the Superdome’s roof suddenly went out, making for one of the oddest, most 
embarrassing moments in Super Bowl history. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 
Amid All the Contradictions, Another Championship for Lewis 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Even in festive New Orleans, the mood for Ray Lewis’s retirement party had been subdued, but the 
celebration began anew after the Ravens’ victory, sending Lewis out in style. 

" ~ Slide Show: After 17 Seasons, Lewis Retires 

For the Ravens’ Jones, a Trip Home and 2 Trips Into the End Zone 
By SAM BORDEN 

Jacoby Jones caught a touchdown pass and retun~ed a kickoff an N.F.L. postseason-record lO8 yards for 
another in Iris return to his native New Orleans. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

The Author Himself Was a Cat in the Hat 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

A tour featuring hats from the collection of Theodor Geisel, also known as Dr. Seuss, will begin Monday at 
the NewYork Public Library’s Fifth Avenue buildhag. 

Lawyers Fight to Keep Auction Sellers Anonymous 
By TOM MASHBERG 

The common auction-house practice of granting anon3anity to sellers could change, depending on the 
outcome of an appeal to be heard by a New York State court. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’WOMEN OF WILL’ 
Shakespeare’s Mighty Sorority 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

The topic at hand in "Women of Will" is the bunting issue of pants versus dresses, which assumes genuine 
urgency. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Film Financier Faces a Critical Juncture 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Time will tell if Thomas Tull, one of the most successful walk-on players in movie lfistory, really is the latest 
outsider to win an insider’s game through his compmay, Legendary Entertainment. 

Teen Vogue, a Survivor at lo Years 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 



The magazine has outlasted a string of rivals in a sector notable for its audience outgrowing it every few 
years. 

ADVERTISING 
Super Bowl Ads Speak to a Generation¯ But Which One? 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

The ads CBS broadcast nationally represented a nfissed opportunity for marketers to show that they 
tmderstood how modern eonstuners think and behave. 

-. News From the Advertising Industry 

:’ ~ Interactive Feature: Readers React to Super Bowl Ads 

¯ More Media & Advertising. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Million Jobs at Stake 
The dire effects of the sequester are clear, but no one in Washington seems able to stop it. 

EDITORIAL 
Europe Moves Ahead on Privacy 
The United States is far behind when it comes to protecth~g people’s data online. 

EDITORIAL 
New Jersey’s Useful One-Gun-a-Month Law 
The law does not, as an N.R.A. affiliate argued, infringe on Second Aanendinent rights. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Friends of Fraud 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Republicans are fighting to make America safe for financial abuse. 

’- Columnist Page I Bloc 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Selling Amnesty 
By BILL KELLER 

How to get real inmfigration reform past a right-wing blockade. 

," Columnist Page I Bloc 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
A New Space Race, or Chances to Collaborate? 
How should the U.S., Europe and Russia respond to developments in Iran, the Koreas and China? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 4, a974, newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst was kidiaapped in Berkeley, Calif., by the S3anbionese 

Liberation Army. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:20 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Med Deli 

Hi Professor Sa2tile, 

I called Med Dell and got a price estimate. I asked for falafel, chicken kabobs, hummus and pita, and a greek salad and it came out to $13 a pe~on for 13 people. Is 

that okay or should I edit the order? 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
[YNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <proquestmai199@proquest.com > 

Monday, FebruaD~ 4, 2013 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Celebrate Black Histo~ Month ruth Free Access to ProQuest Resources 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

ProQuestl 

Celebrate Black History Month 

with free access and trials of key ProQuest resources. 



~i: ProQuest2 

There’s a lot to celebrate this year! It’s the 150th anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation and 

the 50th anniversary of the March on Washington Plus, Barack Obama has been sworn in for his 

second term as President of the United States. 



Check out all of the FREE resources that ProQuest is making available in celebration of Black 

History Month. 

ProQuest History Vault--Explore the most well-known and unheralded events from the18th century 

through the 20th century¯ 

Ask your librarian to siqn up for free trials of ProQuest History Vault Modules: 

Black Freedom Struqgle in the 20th Century 

NAACP Papers Collections 

Slavery and the Law 

Southern Life and African American History, 1775- 

1915, Plantations Records 

Check out all of the ProQuest History Vault modules, LibGuides, and webinars. 

GET FREE ACCESS TO THE FOLLOWING RESOURCES DURING BLACK HISTORY MONTH. 

ProQuest Historical NewspapersTM - Black Newspapers--The 

complete story with nine full-image titles that are and cross- 

searchable with other ProQuest Historical Newspapers, 

ProQuest Civil War Era, and with the Black Studies Center. 

Access it free now. 

Black Studies Center-- Primary and secondary sources for 

Black or African American studies--including the only periodical 

resource focused exclusively on African and African American 

studies and the full Chicago Defender newspaper from first 

issue to 1975. Access it free now. 

.~.i books 

ProQuest Civil War Era--Comprehensive, full-image primary 

source materials cover a vast range of topics that led to the 

abolitionist movement and emancipation. Access it free now. 

ProQuest African American Heritage--Groundbreaking digital 

resource that not only brings together records critical to African 

American family research, but also connects to a community of 

research experts. Access it free now. 

Ask your librarian to sign up for free trials of: 

Black Abolitionist Papers--Unlike other abolitionist resources, it presents primary 

sources of Black activists in the global abolitionist movement, from1830-1865. 

Colonial State Papers--Original manuscripts relating to England’s governance of, 

and activities, in the West Indies during the period of colonization between 1563 and 

1757. 

Be sure to also check out our complementary ebrary Black History Month resources plus our 

diversity databases: African American Biographical Database, African American Poetry, Twentieth= 

Century African American Poetry, and more. 



~ii ProQuest3 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages t?om this sender, please 
click on fl~e following e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 

Click here for e-n~il 

You will receive one additioned e-mail message co~Nm~ing your removal. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Fwd: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Mediterranean Ddi (p) <catering~mediterranem~deli.com> 

Date: Mon, at 11:54 AM 

Subject: 

To: @live.~mc.edu 

Dear 
I hope all is well. 
We can do a menu of: 
Chicken Kebob 
Tzatzild 
Falafel 
Tahini 

Greek Salad (Feta on the Side) 
Hummus 
Pita Bread 
for $12.00 per person. 
Your order is confirmed. This would be for the Department of Afro/Afr. American Studies on UNC campus going to the Fed Ex Global Ed 
Center, Room 2008-2010. For 13 people. 
All N~ Best, 
Parker Emmerson 
Mediterranean Deli, BakeW & Catering 
Voted Winner of Best Caterer in Chapel Hill 
by Independent Weekly and Chapel Hill Magazine readers 
Wim~er of Business of the Year I Award by Chapel Hill-Carrboro 
Chamber of Commerce 
wu-~v.mediterraneandeli.com 
Like us on Facebook 
410 West Franklin St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919.967.2666 
catenng(~mediterrancandeli.com 
http:/A~7.ghitenfreepitabread.com 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, 12:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

l@live.unc.edtr~; solon colon@med.nnc.edu 

FW: Fees for Use of the Stone Center 

Dear Chair, Kathy 

From: Perkins, Kathy A. 
Sent: Monday, :tO: 59 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: FW: Fees for Use of the Stone Center 

Hi Reginald, 
Dear Chair, and Sonia, 
Kathy Perkins is about to get a bill for the use of the Stone Center for the reception and performance on Please rescue her. -Reg 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Friday, :t2:2:t PM 
To: Perkins, Kathy A. 
Subject: Fees for Use of the Stone Center 

I am in the process of assessing fees!billing for the use of the Stone Center. I will be preparing an online billing journal entry or an invoice for your usage of the 

Center on Please provide a copy of the catering invoice and a billing account number/dept, number so that I can complete the invoice and route 

correctly. 

If you have any questions, please email or call me at 843-2668. 

Thank you, 

April 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 
Emaih april spruill@unc.edu [ Web: soniahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 12:47 PM 

ttuman Pdghts Faculty Student Group <human right@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[human rights] Human Rights Faculty-Student Group: Readings and Dates 

Hello all, 

Again, our first meeting will be this Thursday at 5:30 in GEC 2008 and 2010. Mediterranean Dell will be served! Here are the readings that 
we will discuss pertaining to human rights and self-determination. You can prioritize them in the following order: 

~L) Self-determination in regional human rights law: from Kosovo to Cameroon: 

2) Self-Determination as a Universal Human Right: 

3) Self-Determination: A Human Rights Approach 

ht~r~ ,lib rox~ ,lib.unc,edu~76/,004 

And here is the schedule for the semester again! The original email I sent said , but the actual date will be Thursday 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 200812010 

I 5:30-Tprn I GEC 3024 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 4003 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

The dinner with Chimimanda will be on Monday, from 5:30-8pm in GEC 4003, 

Thank you! 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 

You a~:e currently subscribed to humm~ rights as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtv’u?id 60620095.51fe3c891b483f68822900d343861c6e&~T&l human ri~hts&o 32713516 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32713516-60620095.51 fe3c89 lb483f68822900d343861c6e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Monday, 1:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: [humma fights] ttuma~ Rights Faculty-Student Group: Readings a~d Dates 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
Thank you for your email. T hope you’re doing well too. 

I’m not going to be able to take on any additional commitments this semester unfortunately. However, I would love to be added to the list for any ’public’ events and maybe I 
can join in next semester. 

On a separate note, it is truly ridiculous and unfair how you and some other professors have been targeted by the Pope Center. Please know that there are many of us - grads 
and rm sure undergrads - who value the work that faculty like you do. 

Take good care, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: PW: [human_rights] Human Rights Faculty-Student Group: Readings and Dates 

Dear          , 

I hope you are doing well. 

It has been a very busy period, hence this delayed response. At any rate, the faculty-student working group on human rights and global issues is about to commence its 
journey. Let me know if you are interested and I will have - a former student who is helping me coordinate the group - add you to the listserv. 

The theme for this semester is an engagement with the literature on conflict and post-conflict reconstruction through the lens of human rights. In preparation of a dinner 
discussion with Chimamanda Adichie - focusing on her novel ’Half of a Yellow Sun’ - we will start off with a focus on the intersection of human rights and self-determination in 
the post December :tO, :t948 period. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, :t2:47 PM 
To: Human Rights Faculty Student Group 
Subject: [human_rights] Human Rights Faculty-Student Group: Readings and Dates 

Hello all, 

Again, our first meeting will be this Thursday at 5:30 in GEC 2008 and 2010. Mediterranean Deli will be served! Here are the readings that 
we will discuss pertaining to human rights and self-determination. You can prioritize them in the following order: 

J.) Self-determination in regional human rights law: from Kosovo to Cameroon: 

2) Self-Determination as a Universal Human Right: 

3) Self-Determination: A Human Rights Approach 
htt ’~~r, orc ,Iib ~rox 

And here is the schedule for the semester again! The original email I sent said , but the actual date will be Thursday 

5:30-7pm I GEC 2008/2010 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 
5:30-7pm I GEC 4003 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 
5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

The dinner with Chimimanda will be on from 5:30-8pm in GEC 4003. 

Thank you! 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 



UNC Class of 

You are currently subsc6bed to human rights as: eunice(~:email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.eduiu?id 60620095.51fe3c891b483f68822900d343861c6e&~T&l humaaa fights&o 32713516 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32713516-60620095.51 fe3c89 lb483f68822900d343861c6e(~listse~.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Monday, Februaw 4, 2013 6:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Environmental Series - Journey to Planet 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. The series is hosted by Matt Damon. 

Special Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 9:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Django Unchained 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Per our conversation at dinner, I looked into an outing to go see "Django Unchained." Do you think faculty would be more likely to attend on a weeknight or over the weekend? 

I was thinking perhaps next Wednesday night (Wednesday the    ). According to current schedules, the best option (really the only option) would be a 5:30 showtime at the 

Carmike Wynnsong theater in Durham (15-20 minute drive from campus). 

I don’t think we can wait any longer than that as it’s rapidly leaving theaters. Let me know what you think. 
I thoroughly enjoyed getting to know more faculty in the department during the wonderful conference this weekend! 

Thank you for inviting me to dinner Friday and, generally, for making me feel very welcome and involved. 

All best, 

PS I would like to inquire about possible teaching opportunities with the Af/AfAm department for the 

Would it be Professor Janken? 

academic year. To whom should I direct such an inquiry? 

Tutor/Training Coordinator, UNC Writing Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Afi-i    Exam 

Hi, ~/~¥ name is              and I am in your Wed 2:00 AFRI    class. Sunday Morning I had to go to campus health after a weekend of being very sick and they diagnosed me with the 
Flu. I am now having to be out of classes for a few days because of being contagious and also just very sick. I am concerned about what to do about our exam on wednesday though I 
would try to take it on wednesday but I dont think I will be well in time and also havent had a chance to stud?, since being on bed rest 
I was wondering if you could give me an?’ options I would have at this time 
I also do have a note from campus health as well if that helps legitimize my illness and excuse. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@sociologynetwork.org> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 2:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Check out "Human Rights Funds, Grants and Fellowships - A Practical Guide for Civil Society" on Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

i%i Think Tank 
...... fQ. 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the blog post ’Human Rights Fundsr Grants and Fellowships 
- A Practical Guide for Civil Society’ 

Blog post added by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

Human Rights Funds, Grants and Fellowships - A Practical Guide for Civil SocietyWhat you 
need to know about training and funding opportuni... 

Blog post link: 

Human Riqhts Funds, Grants and Fellowships - A Practical Guide for Civil Society 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 

Sociology 

2055 members 342 discussions 

710 photos 40 Events 

134 videos 408 blog posts 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2013 8:09 AM 

apcg@lists.wisc.edu 

APCG Newsletter Submission Deadline THIS FRIDAY! (Feb 8) 

REMINDER: 

Dear colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in the middle of February. As discussed at onr ASA business lneeting this pasl November. we are now moving to a twice- 

per-year schedule so that "Issue 1" of each year will be released in February and "Issue 2" will be released in September. 

The deadline tbr submissions this time is February 8th. There are two options tbr submitting news: 

1. Use our website ~brm: http:#affcanpolitics~roup.o~/index.php/submit-new~ 

2. Forward any news that you might have to mbnelson~weslevan.edu. 

Relewa~t news items might include new publications, news about giants, new jobs, ~nember cmeer changes, announcements for conferences, etc. I am also interested 

in any photos or images yon may have that illustrate your work and/or field experiences. Photos mnst be sent by email and due to the space limitations of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of them will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://ati-i canIx~litic sgroup.org/index.php!news/newsletter~ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 
http://www.michaelnelson.info 

http: ilafrica.blo!qs, wesleyan, edu/ 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edwn?idM0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&l apeg&o~6919213 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ4 to leave-26919213-40299565.1718b558a010cd 189c017d76e7dctOb22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Re: Google Doc 

ProfSahle, 

I don’t have their email addresses. Do you happen to have that information? 

Thanks! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
h ttps: / /www.facebook.com/UNC.AFROTC.D ET 

On , at 9:06 AM, "SaNe, Euuice N" < euuice(~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      , 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am not on the email list for the Googledoc, thus, I think contacting your colleagues is the best option. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Google Doc 

9:27 PM 

Professor, 

Just wondering if you had gotten word abom the Googledoc, or have the emaJl of other classmates so I can ask them about it? 

Looking forward to seeing you Weduesday, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
https://www.facebook.com/UNC.AFROTC.D ET 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Google.document 

Professor Sable, 
I must have misinterpreted her email address, I ~vill be sure to take 
care of this right a~vay! Thank you for the heads up! 

On Tue, at 10:54 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deal- 

I hope you are doing well 

from our seminar is seeking information about the google.document I copied 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle 

to this email in the hopes that you can help her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 5, 2013 11:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

NFL Cornerback on Temn Solidarity & Lit~ Lessons 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by iodisolomon@iodisolomonspeakers,com 

Uz~date ProfiiejEmaiiAdd[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[ivacy Policy, 

Jodi Solomon Speakers :: 295 Huntington Avenue :: Boston MA 02115 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: Exam 

Hello again, 
I was just making sure that the following readings are the only ones 
that we are responsible for, for the test tomorrow: 
Micheline R. Ishay, "Human RigNs and the Enlightemnent" 

John Locke, John Locke, Second Treatise of Ooverl~ment, pp. 7-16 

Stephen A James, Chapter 1 "Universal Human Rights: From the 
earliest days to 1939" 

Stephen A. James, Chapter 2 "World War II and its Aftermath" 

Stephen A. James, Chapter 3 "The UN. Charter and the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights" 

Jack Dolmelly, Chapter 2 - "The Universal declaration ModeF’ 

Stephen A James, Chapter 4 "The 1966 Covenants" 

’]?hank you, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 12:57 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBnlletin: GO’. Mixer for International Research Today! 

So,if:hem Se~n¢lsiO~t ef Be~n¢ls; M~sic arid the GbbN Amedcan South 

Oom musicians an6 scholars wMb we explore the culture, 

meamng, an6 pracbce of mush from the 91obal~ze6 Amedcan 

South across boundaries of borders, genres, and identities 

The conference is free with registration. Tickets are available 

for purchase through Carolina Pe~orming A~s to the Friday 

evening performance: CaroUSes C}~oco~a~ Dro~s ,:4t~ V~e~ 

~&}~as~}a, and the Saturday evening pedormance of ANg!<q~ 

Wa~b#~re aed Ka~ We~ch w~}~ Wu }~} Conference 

registrants receive a 20% discount code while ticke~ last. 

Register Now~ 

The Music and the Global American South conference is presented by the Cen~e~ for G~oba~ ~[;/ha~/t,~=~; and 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Go! Mi×er: International R÷s÷arch 

Are you interested in doing an international research project this 

summer, but don’t know where to sta~? Come to the GO! Mixer on 

International Research! Find out about funding options, the IRB, and 

everything else you’ve wanted to know about international research! 

Two faculty/staff expels will walk you through the essential things you 

need to know, then you’ll have the oppo~unity to mingle and chat with 

them one-on-one! In addition to the faculty/staff expels, you’ll also 

have the oppo~unity to meet and chat with students who have already 

successfully completed their own global research project(s). 

You’ll come away with the knowledge and confidence to conduct your 

LLZZJ coiiaboratk?n with WXYC 89 3 FM and The Area S[udies 
Centers that intersperses werld regional music with diaiogue shared FELLOWSHIPS 

Sponsering Area Studies Center: h~ ~::~u:e for ~h~ Shx~v o~ the 

Cu~r[c~k~m Devebpmer~t Awa~d 

Faculty, develop new courses with significant global content, or ~i~iY w~r~ ~f ~J~ 

enhance global content in existing courses. Priority will be given to 

courses that focus on water, the 2012-13 pan-university theme, 

especially those in schools/departments that currently lack such a 

focus. 

Global. Proiects Shewcas~ ~r~s~>’~ Fe.b~ary ql, 2f~3 

Want to travel next summer~ ¯ 
Want funding for your global 

project? Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences 

and travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. 

Learn more about past international summer projects the Center for 

Global Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch 

will be provided. 



Wissuta Prasertpol "Providing Research Support on 

Documenting Human Rights Violations in Kyrgyzstan" 

Kathleen Tompkins "The Impact of Incentivizing Facility 

Delivery on Healthcare Service Utilization in Zambia" 

Shengjun Zhu "Changing Industrial Policy and Firm Strategies 

in China’s Apparel Industry 

Andy Weinhold "Developing a Survey to Inform HIV Testing 

Practices in Tanzania" 

Int~emational Coffee Hour 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

international engagement. Chat about 

opportun t es and cha enges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting 
pmJec~s~ offices with great resources to share This month’s hosts are The 

Writing Center and The Undergraduate Library 

~ Request a 20 t ,~ ....t:~l ~lendad 

Drawn from this year’s submissions to the Carolina Global 

Photography Competition, our new water-themed 2013 COl Calendar 

is on the way! Request yours now. Donations to suppo~the costs of 

printing and shipping the calendar and other global work at UNC are 

greatly appreciated! 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Arc of Empire: AmeMca’s Wars in ~ia from the Philippines to Vietnam 

Michael Hunt and Steve Levine will discuss empire and the trajectory of American involvement in Asia from 1898 to 

to more recent American imperial-style ventures in Iraq and Afghanistan. This talk is sponsored by the Ca~ o[~n~ 

.................................................................... 
Study less commonly ~ught languages in Africa, Asia, Cent~l & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle 
East, U,S, Undergraduate studen~ can receive up to $20,000 for an academic year’s study abroad and 9raduate 
students up to $30,000 for language study and international research In exchange for funding, recipien~ commit to 

working in the federal government for a minimum of one year, 

The 2013 Duke-UNC Consoaium Conference focuses on Muslim women’s veiling practices in tmnsnational contexts. 

The one and a half day conference is a forum for an interdisciplinary discussion of the cultural, religious, historical and 

and communiW college teachem, and the public at large are welcome The conference is free, but paAicipants must 

.......................................................................... ~e~ister before February 15 SuppoSed in paw by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

WoddView 

and colleges This seminar is for all educators of every grade-level and discipline. Immediately following the Latin 

international study visit Past seminar titles have included The Complexity and Vibrancy of Africa, Understandi,~g 

Russia and Its Neighbors, KastAsia in the 2fat Centupy, and The Middle East and the West. 

Be,/in Tighe == 30i PiSsboro Sti-eet Suite 3002 i C8 5145 i Cnn<~:: ........ Hill NC 27599 

~1anage Yo~ S~bsc~ip~io~ 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Aul Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februao, 5, 2013 2:42 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Do More, Find More, See More...LOVE at the Ackland! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

[ om ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Tuesday, 5 February, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre 

In Haiti, there is one band that has 

seen it at[: SeptentrionaL 

For six decades, this 20-piece band 

has been making beautiful music--a 

fusion of Cuban big band and Haitian 

vodou beats--that attracts thousands 

of fans each time it prays. Led by 80- 

year-old ’Maestro’ Ulrich Pierre-Louis, 

its trumpeters, drummers, sax 

prayers, and guitarists have prayed 

through dictatorships, natura[ 

disasters, coup d’6tats, and chaos, 

navigating the ups and downs of 

Haiti’s history. The passion, 

commitment, dreams, and joy of 

Septentrional’s musicians reveal the 

indomitable Haitian spirit. With a sweeping narrative and infectious 

music, this is the story of not just one band’s survival, but also Haiti’s 

survival 

Ackland Film 
Forum Logo 

Screening at The Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin 

Street, Downtown Chapel Hi[[. 

Free admission for students with valid 

university or high school ID. $4 for all others. 

Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box 

Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media 

Sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

Wednesday, 6 February, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Ackiand invites members of the University and the wider community 

to bring a bag lunch (yes, people dot) and enjoy an hour of inspiration and 



information about art currently on view at the Museum. 

What if rove is brash, obscene, unhinged--and atso a disciptine? In this 

tatk, Michette Robinson (American Studies, UNC-Chapet Hitt) witt exptain 

how James Batdwin’s essays and Jim Carrey’s "oeuvre" might provide 

coordinates for thinking about the Acktand exhibition IVlore Love: Art, 

PoUtics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s. 

Free to Ackland members and UNC One Card holders, $5 for all 

others. 

Please RSVP here~ as space is limited. 

Workshop 
Thursday, 7 February, 4:00-5:30 PM 

Discover how artists show rove for 

their family and friends in the 

Acktand exhibition More Love: Art, 

Potitics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s. 

Starting off at the Acktand, kids 

examine works by Dario Robteto and 

others, rooking at some of the speciat 

materiats and processes artists can 

use to demonstrate their feehngs. 

Kids witt then go to the Kidzu studio 

nearby to make a coot cottage about 

someone they rove to share on 

Vatentine’s Day. 

$5 per child. 

Participants must be 4 to 8 years old and registration is required. 

Please call Kidzu at 919-933-1455 to register. 

D~win~ fo~ Tweens 
Saturday, 9 February, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Ten- to 13-year-otds are invited to took at setected works in More Love: 

Art, PoUtics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s and be inspired by the 

techniques that the artists used to make them. Gattery teachers read 

participants in both drawing from artworks on disptay and creating their 

own originat art. Materiats are provided. 

Free for members, $5 for non-members. 

Please RSVP here as space is limited. 

Saturday, 9 February, 10:00 AM-12:00 PM 



On the second Saturday of every 

month, Amanda Hughes (the Ackland’s 

Director of External Affairs) leads 

participants in a creative exploration 

of a particular object in the Ackland’s 

collection. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, 

pencils, etc.). All levels are welcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Saturday, 9 February, 2:00 PM 

The twenty-eight short stories that comprise 

Italo Ca[vino’s Di]~]~icult Loves pull readers into 

the author’s imaginary worlds, where he 

explores love in its various forms: physical, 

emotional, spiritual, self, political, and 

material. Read the book and join this guided 

tour of the exhibition Iviore Love, featuring 

artists who visuaUy explore some of these 

same forms of love. 

Free and open to the public 

Sunday, 10 February, 2:00 PM 

Peter Nisbet (Chief Curator, Ackland Art 

Musuem) and Amy White (arts writer, artist, 

and MA, Art History, UNC-Chapel Hill) will lead 

this "take two" tour of ivlore Love: Art, Politics, 

and Sharin~ since the 1990s. 

Free and open to the public. 

Thursday, 14 February, 6:00-8:00 PM 

FREE and open to the public. 

Enjoy ivlore Love with friends--or that special someone--at the Ackiand 

on Valentine’s Day! During the evening you’ll enjoy: 

Seeing our newly-opened exhibition, More Love: Art, Politics, and 

Sharin~ since the 1990s! 

Taking a self-guided love hunt thFough OUF peFmanent collection! 

Sending a special "MoFe Love" postcaFd to your sweetheaFt OF 

making yOUF own valentine from scFatch{ 

Eating sweet tFeats and listening to lovely love songs! 



Sponsored by the Student Friends of the Acktand. 

~ore Love ~t the ~eum Store 

The Ack[and Museum Store is stocked with gifts that say "1 Love You!" 

Show your love for the Ackland Art Museum by becoming a member! 

You’ll save 10% on all your Store purchases, receive invitations to special 

exhibition pre\dews, and enjoy free admission to many of our paid 

programs. Memberships may be purchased at the Acktand Museum Store 

or online. 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharing 

since the 1990s is accompanied by a futty- 

ittustrated, 240-page catatogue with 

essays by consutting curator Ctaire 

Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 

Jackson, and Dario Robteto, among 

others. It atso inctudes additionat 

materiats by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sate, 

Janine Antoni, Hadassa Gotdvicht, and 

Miranda Jury. 

Stop by or contact the Store 

(919.962.0216, acklandstore@ uric. edu) 

to purchase your copy. 

Upcom~ P~og~’ams Yo~4’U LOVE~,o 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 12 February, 12:00 PM 

Register ontin@ 

Ackland Film Forum: Los Chi~ualeros 

Tuesday, 12 February, 7:00 PM 

Art a la Carte: Hands-On Art Classes for UNC Students 

"Prints with Friends" 



Friday, 15 February, 4:00 PM 

Tea at Two: "The Alchemy of Desire" 
Teka Setman, Duke University 

Wednesday, 20 February, 2:00 PM 

Register ontine! 

Music in the Galleries: "Community Love Jukebox"~ Vol. 1 

Sunday, 17 February, 2:00 PM 

i×ii THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an email to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. Q) Tracey Emin, Courtesy of 

the Artist and Lehmann M, aupin GalLery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: MyBest Thfn9 (video stilt), 2011; digita[ video. TRT: 1:39:1 7 minutes. 

© Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Camitte Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Bonks O]~ the Ofse, Neor Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Hadassa Gotdvicht, Israeti, born 1981, and Anat Vovnoboy, Israeti, born 1982: Lulloby (video stir[), 2012; singte- 

channet sddeo. TRT: 51 minutes. Lent by the artists. 

Egon Schiete, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seoted Woman, 1918; btack colored pendt. Burton Emmett Co[tection. 

Janine Antoni, American, born 1964: Mortor ond Pestle, 1999; chromogenic print. 47 15/16 x 47 15/16 inches (121.8 

x 121.8 cm), edition of 10. © Janine Antoni. Courtesy of the artist and Luhring Augustine, New York. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of 

the Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hong Kong. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:08 PM 

McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edu>; Hir~hfield, James <jhirscht@email.unc.edu>; Weisert, Lee <weisert@email.unc.edu>; Colver, 

Reed <rcolver@unc.edu>; Meaa~a, Jeffrey <meanza@email.unc.edu>; Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edtr~; Coble, McKay 

<acoble@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu>; Tim Scales 

(tim@wagonwheel~xts.org); Polloc~ Della <pollock.a)em~l.unc.edt~; Alexander Croft, Renee Jacqueline 

<lenee.alexander.craft@unc.edu>; Mamby, Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Kaiz, Maxk < mkalz@emoJl.nnc.edt~>; 

<      ,~!live.nnc.edt~>; Kim, Heidi K <heidikim@email.unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S <j skasson@email.anc.edtc>; Wisdom, Maria L~Monaca 

<mmsdom@email.unc.edu:> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: A&isory Committee for the Process Series on 

Dear Advisory Committee Members (& Dept. Chairs), 

Looking forward to next week’s meeting at Hyde Hall on Tuesday at 3p.m. 
If you can, please bring the following ideas to the meeting 

I. Any suggestions for artists or works to bring to the series for our season. 

2. Any knowledge of a visiting artist coming during the school year who might be interested in bringing a performance to the series. 

3. Any student performance work that rises to a level of accomplishment that we could be invite to the series. 

4. Any ideas for performances about water (next year) or World War :t (      ) 

In addition to season planning, we will also be discussing program development (fundraising, residencies, grants), budget, strategic partnerships, transforming Swain Studio 6 
- "as flexible smart stage space, and adding at large committee members. 

I will be sending you out proposals for next season that have already been submitted. You can send me ideas before the meeting or bring them directly to the meeting. 

Looking forward to seeing you. 

Do note that our next Process Series Event is student Sam Peterson’s f to m to octopus on at Swain Hall Studio 6. 

Best, 

Joseph Megel 
Director of the Process Series. 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence -cmegel@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:54 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Pier, David ~dpier@email. unc.edu>; @live. unc.edu> 

RE: Advisory Committee for the Process Series - Department’s representative 

yes you have. thank you for the reminder. 

3oseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:[9-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:30 PM 
To: Megel, 3oseph Lawrence 

Subject: Advisory Committee for the Process Series - Department’s representative 

Dear 3oseph, 

As I mentioned in a previous email, I have appointed 

Thanks for organizing the Series. 

With best regards, 
Eunice 

(thanks!) as the department’s representative to the Process Series Advisory Committee. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Adviso~ Committee tbr the Process Series - Department’s representative 

I’d love to catch you up re. the Process Series. In the meantime, please know that our next meeting is Tues. at 3p.m. at Hyde Hall. 

I will send you additional background material. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:30 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Subject: Advisory Committee for the Process Series - Department’s representative 

Dear Joseph, 

As Z mentioned in a previous email, I have appointed 

Thanks for organizing the Series. 

With best regards, 
Eunice 

(thanks!) as the department’s representative to the Process Series Advisory Committee. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:57 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Adviso~ Committee tbr the Process Series - Department’s representative 

Eunice, 

T am working on my course proposal, 3[ will have a draft: by end of the week~ 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:t9-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:30 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 

Subject: Advisory Committee for the Process Series - Department’s representative 

Dear Joseph, 

As I mentioned in a previous email, I have appointed 

Thanks for organizing the Series. 

With best regards, 
Eunice 

(thanks!) as the department’s representative to the Process Series Advisory Committee. 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@tlnc.~d~; 

Tuesday, 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

FW: joining some dots 

Eunice, Especially since the GRI is in the GEC, I think it would be appropriate if there is a roundtable for the African Studies Center to be a co-sponsor with the 

Department --- any objections? Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The Uqivers~ty of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Sociat Sdences and 

GIo~a~ Pro~rarns, Cotlese of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckfotd Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdesce 

205 So(~th Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~ NC 27599.-3:[00 LiSA 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

~: Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:00 PM 
To= 
Cc= Ha~lyn, Jonathan; Sahle, Eunice N; Ba~ram, Jamie; @gmail.com 
Subject= RE: joining some dots 
Thank you,       ~ a~d thanks, too, for the d~rificatiom 

Terw 
CC Hart~yn, Sable 

-Ferry E~ien Rhodes 

Senior Assodate Dea~, Fh~e Arts and Humanities 
Co[l(~ge of Ar~s and Sciences 

Professo~ of Music 
205 Sou~h Bodd~sg, CB # 3100 

Uaiversky o[ Nort:h Carolina a~ Chape~ 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-3~00 

919-952d 165 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodes@emailmnc.edu 

$e,t~ Tuesday, 4:58 PM 
Te: Rhodes, Terw Ellen 
6¢: Hartlyn, 3onathan; SaNe, Eunice N; Ba~ram, 3amie; ~gg~ail.com 
$~bject: RE: joining some dots 

Dear Terr~ - great meeting w~th ,ins this mo~ning and thmsks so much for th~s follow up. ~ am glad to tsear that oar co~lesgues at rise Department of Aflqcsn 

mad Afro-American Studies are ~nterested - th~s is great news. 

One clarification is fmportant however- the ~rw~tees [o the meeting we are planning on are not F~nance M~nistets, but rather sen~or Finance 

Mfnbtry offidaB that ate responsible for brfeffng Finance Ministers. We are ~ooking st the process by which advocacy ~nformsdon gets turned into 

compelfing briefings by civil servants and [n turn results in the commitment of the M~nistet to engage with the water and sanitation sector. 

As ~ mentioned, so far we have acceptances from Uganda, Nigerfa, The Gsmb[s and 5~erra Leone. We are sdl~ fo~low~ng up wffh Sudan, South 

Zimbabwe and Liberia. 

~ understand that Prof Nzongo~a has vecy kindly already spent some time with Mike FisheG one of Jsm[e’s post.-docs who is doin~ some background 

research for me on the ~overnment structures in each of the participant countries. 

~’~ discuss more with Peter Codanb tomorrow and get back [o you. ~ look [orward to meeting Eunice and Jonathan [n due course~ 

Best wishes 

Global Research Institute Research Fellow 
University of North Carolina 

tel: 
@]_Lv__e_:__u___n_c_~__e_O_u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Carolina Week- Black College Coaches 

Hi Professor SaNe, hope all is well. My name is            , I’m a       with            and         , the UNC          news and sports TV shows 
respectively, rm working on a story on the state of the black coach in college athletics. I was wondering if you’d be in a position to speak on it, and if so, if you’d be available to 
speak with me sometime in the next several days. Thanks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 3:l0 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Drone Strikes’ Dangers to Get Rare Moment in PuNic Eye 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis Day 

C,u~tomize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

February 6, 2013 

TOP NEWS 

Drone Stiolk(~s’ Dangers to 

Rare Moment in PnMic Eye 

The chief arehiteet of a clandestine 
campaign of targeted killings, ,lohn 
O. Brennan, will face a Senate 
hearing Thursday as President 
Obama’s nominee for C.I.A. direetor. 

Obz ma Urges Cong~’ess to Act 

to StaYe Off Cuts 

President Obama pressed lawmakers 
on Tuesday to pass a package of 
limited spending cuts and tax 
changes to avoid the aeross4he- 
board reductions set to take effect on March L 

~ 
Video: Obama’s Sequester Plan 

DEALBOOK 

Court documents offer a look at the inner win’kings of Standard & Poor’s, which the government 

says inflated credit ratings with dire consequences for the entire eeonmny. 

~ Post a Comment j Read 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

who’s u*~der it," 
K~RK NOBLE BLOODS~()RTH, the first ioma[e in the nation to be sentenced to death and theo 
exooevated by DNA evidence, 

S P 0 RTS 

~Iu sl~ ~ng Season 
It has been an 
unn s ually warm 
winter in Alaska, and that has 
eaused trouble for mushers and their 
sled dogs. 

~ Related Article i [] Siide Show 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

t~’eed~ng a Disease VVith Fake 

Drng~ 

Shoddy medicines could lead to an 
epidemic of drug-resistant 
tuberculosis. 

Super Bowl ads use outdated 
tactics 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Last word.’;: Ed Koch 
Ang Lee on directing "Life of Pi" 



WORLD 

Cairo Activist Fighting Tear Gas With Tear Gas 
i.::,, i.,t,’,:ii." i.. 

Two years after the Mubarak government fell, street violence continues as the new Islamist leaders 
disappoint some who had hoped for an end to authoritarian rule in Egypt. 

~ s r , , ~v , 
s Mar Start of Fan President’s Egypt Visit Un c [pted ~oment 

B~°i~ish House of Commo~ts Approves Gay Ma~oriage 

Prime Minister David Cameron championed the measure, but faced a major rebellion by 

lawmakers in his party. 

Bulga~’ia Implicates He~,bollah i~ 3~ly Al~ack o~ Israelis 

The finding could have repercussions for Europe’s d~tente with the Lebanese militant group 

Hezbollah, which is an influential force in Middle East politics. 

More World News 

Lost Votes, Problem Ballots, I,o~g g~alts? Flaws Are }Videspread~ St~dy Finds 

Problems in the election system extend beyond isolated voting issues in a few locations, according to 
a study from the Pew Charitable Trusts. 

Small Towu Wins Its Standoff%~ith a Kiduapper 

Residents of Midland City, Ala., filled pot luck dinners and prayer meetings to help law enforcement 
face down a violent man. 

With a Super Bowl Ad~ Scle~ttology Gets a C~°owd 

The Chnreh of Seientology’s emmnereial, alongside pitches for Budweiser, Coea-Cola and Mereedes- 
Benz, came in the wake of criticism of treatment of ehnreh members. 

BUSINESS 

Health I~tsurers Get in Shape for ao~4 

After years of marketing plans to employers, not individnal consumers, health insurers are making 
radical changes beeanse of the Affordable Care Act. 

State Debt Ouara~tees That Are ’Hidde~’ Add to Worries i~ E~rope 

The hawks who watch government debt are starting to focus on what they consider the under- 
reported financial obligations of countries like Slovenia, Malta and others. 

Study Looks at Particles Used in Food 

The group As You Sow said nanopartieles, the size of molecules, have been found in the blood stream 
after ingestion and inhalation. 

S P 0 RTS 

A Report L~nks Braun to a Florida Clluic Under Scrutiny by Baseball 

The name of Brewers slugger Ryan Braun is said to be on records from the shuttered clinic that is 
under investigation for distributing performance-enhancing drugs. 

Crash Injuries End Vonn’s Season~ but Not He~° Hopes 

Lindsey Vonn, whose ski racing career has mixed stirring triumph with Dightening spills, tore two 
knee ligaments and was airlifted from the Alpine wm’ld championships. 

~ 
V~deo o[ Vonn’s Crash (YouTube.com) 

LAKERS 92, NETS 83 

Gliding Across New Stage, Bryant Slices Right Through the Nets 

Withont Dwight Howard or Metta Worht Peace at his side, Kobe Bwant attacked often and found his 
way to the rim frequently, scoring 2~ points as the Lakers beat the Nets. 

~ g~ Score 

ART$ 



Sign Up Scarlett or iU, ~Veql Do a Show (a Broadway Revival)° 

For Broadway producers, a ttollywood star can be the key to financing a Broadway revival, and to 
tnrning a profit. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Captur~ Moder~fism’s Chic a~d Sheen 

Ezra Stoller’s photographs of architectnre helped fix modern design into America’s consciousness. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

~ArHd, Wlred~ Rein em bered 

Assessing Richard Pryor’s film legacy as the retrospective "A Pryor Engagement" comes to the 

Brooklyn Academy of Mnsic’s BAM Rose Cinemas. 

DINING & WINE 

The Best D~ ~:he Box 

The Dining section eondneted a blind tasting of 27 candies to find the best American smalld)atch, 
handmade chocolate-covered salted caramels. 

~ 
Graphic: Chocolate Caramel~ WoPhy of Your SweetheaP 

Diner’s Journal: W~th Chocolate, Go for a Fortified Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I MAYSVILLE 

N~mnee Meets ~ts Ke~tueky Roots 

A new restam’ant on West 26th Street named after the birthplace of Kentneky bom’bon is a 
confident restatement of the American tavern. 

~E~ Slide Show 

\~lnnlng a Loshlg BallIe 

aesse Sehenker, the chef at Reeette, has shown that even someone constantly surrounded by food 
can control his consumption enough to shed 55 pounds. 

More Dinin,q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

To Viii an i~er~can 
A new document underscores the Obama administration’s chilling analysis of executive power. 

EDITORIAL 

Standard & Poor’s Sta~ds Accused 
But will the austiee Department make the civil frand charges against the credit-ratings agency 
stick? 

EDITORIAL 

Mr, Cuomo~s Sandy Plan 
Buying damaged properties and returning them to their natural state to protect residents Dom 
flttm’e floods is one of the best ideas to come along. 

More 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Oloba~ Farmland Rush 

Agribusinesses are using land in poor countries for crops that are exported and do not improve food 
security. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ii~dla 

Which one will thrive the most in the alst century? The race is on. 

= " " Columnist Pa~e 

OPINIONATOR 
The Cosmetics ~Wars 

We’re all being used as guinea pigs in the test of new product safety. 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 6, 1952, Britain’s King George VI died; he was succeeded by- his daughter, Elizabeth II. 

* ~.~:.’.£~.~ ..~’.9.~.L ~.~ ~ 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for r~lhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e[ As a mernbe[ o~ 

the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Uns{~bscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI    exam 

I just wanted to email you today to tell you that unfortunately I will not be able to take the exam today. I am still very sick with the flu and definitely am not in the shape to take the exam. I do 
have a doctors note from student health that I can give you! Hopefully it will not be a problem! Please let me know ho~v I can make the exam up. I’m sorw f,ar any trouble! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 1:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: 5th Nyerere Intellectual t~stival 

Dear Eunice, 

As you will see from Issa’s letter of invitation, I will have to cover the cost of travel I hope to do so from my Distinguished Chair funds; but in case there is a shortfall, I may ask you to help 
fill in the shortfall. 

Best regards, 

Bereket 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 8:54 PM 
To:         @yahoo.cam 
Subject: FW: 5th Nyerere Intellectual festival 

Mamma mia, 

This is for your info. Print and keep a copy 

BHS 

From: Issa Shivji [       @cats-net.coral 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:20 AM 
To: Selassie, Ber&et tt 
Cc:          @gmail cam Luanda 
Subject: 5th Nyerere Intellectual fesuval 

Dear Berekett: 

I am pleased to write to you once again as we come closer to organizing our 5th Julius Nyerere Intellectual Festival, to which you were the third Distinguished Nyerere Lecturer. ’]7he 5th 
Fesuval on 10, 11 and 12th of April, 2013, will be the last Festival of my tenure. It is my aim to make it grand and also to take the opportunity to sum up the issues raised in the last FOI~YR 
Festivals. Professor Thandika Mkandawire has been nominated the 5th Distinguished Nyerere Lecturer, 2013. The broad theme of the Festival this time around is PAN-A[~’RICANISM: 
AL’IZ~;RNATIVE PAT[IS TO I)EVELOPMI~N~. 

It is our intention to have the Vice-Chancellor’s Palaver, which will be on the main theme, to be composed of all the previous Distinguished Nyerere l,ecturers, which means Wole Soyinka, 
Samir Amin, yourself as the third Nyerere Lecturer, Professors Macere Mugo and Thandika Mkandawire I have the great honour, on behalf of the Vice-Chancellor and on my own behalf, to 
~nvite you to the Festival and to participate in the VC Palaver. Once you have expressed your availability, I will send you a J2~rma[ invitation 

As you know, as a matter of principle, the Mwalimu Nyerere Chair does not solicit funds from foreign donor agencies or multinational companies It raises money for its modest budget from 
local public and not-for-profit institutions We would thereJ2~re have to request you to bear your own fare though we will take care of your transfers, accommodation and subsistence 

hope to hear from you soon and, needless to say, you will do us a great honour if you once again visited Dar es Salaam to honour a great African leader, Mwalimu Nyerere. 

Berekett, I am really looking fot~a, ard to have you in Dar once again. 

with vet5, warm regards 
Issa 

Issa Shivji 
Mwalimu i’~’erere Professor of Pan-African Studies 
University of Dar es Salaam 
P. o. Box 35091 
Dar es Salaam 

Tanzania 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <ti%william@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 1:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Position 

Eunice, 

EEO has approved the first interim. Jonathan has not approved the hiring proposal That is what we are waiting on. You must wait for Jonathan to approve~ 

~1i a 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 l:16 PN 
Te~ Howell, Tia N. 
Subject~ RE: Position 

Dear Tia, 

checked the website and it seems the EEO has completed it~ review. Does this mean we have the EEO’s approval? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, 33a N. 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2023 11:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Position 

I left a message for Teresa Wilkinson to let me know what the hold is. I am waiting to hear from her. 

~:Fia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2023 22:22 AM 

Te: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Position 

Dear -r]a, 

Is there an update on the approvals? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



T5 ÷ Pc rta b 
Nalcolm X R÷ader 
Edited by Manning Marable and Garrett Felber 
Preface by Garrett Felber 
introduction by Manning Marable 

The Portable Malcolm X Reader represents the first 
collection of major documents addressing Malcolm X in 
decades and features 8~ic~es from major newspapers 
and underground presses as well as never-before- 
published material, including oral histories, police 
repots, and FBI files. Assembled by Marable and his 
key researcher, Garrett Felber, prior to Marable’s 

~.~.~n ~t,, T.e Po~e M~o~ X Re~de~ 
conceived as both a companion to the biography and a stand-alone volume that grounds 
Msl¢olm X histori¢811y and theoretically through major cdti¢81 8rid journslisti¢ esssys from suCh 
renowned writers and scholars as George Plimpton, James Baldwin, Robin Kelley, and Marable 

"Gathered in th~s ~ead~ [}s]_.the raw mater~a~ with which scholars, act~v~sts, and the 

p~ese~t, At a t~me whe~ students’ u~dersta~ng 

..... X: A Life AIso 

I of. Malcolm X: A Life of Reinvention 
............................................................................................................................................................ Re=nvent 

Penguin ¯ 608 pp ¯ 978-0-14-312032-2 ¯ $18.00 ............................................................................................................................................................ 



M a ~ c o ~ rn X: A L i fe of Re i n ve r~ti o n ~,’t~o~: E 
De~x~ eBook ~oo~ 

Experience Malcolm X like never before --~ 

Manning Marable’s Pulitzer Prize-winning biography, Malcolm %" A Life of Reinvention, has 
been hailed as a masterpiece by critics and academics across the nation. The deluxe eBook 
adds even more depth and richness to this extraordina~ work with multimedia enhancements 

that will make the sto,~ of Malcolm X come alive. 

¯ h~ De~u~e ~8ook ~aitio. 

¯ an interactive map of Harlem as it was in Malcolm’s time 

¯ archival footage of Malcolm X, Marlin Luther King, Jr., Elijah Muhammad, and othe~ 

¯ inteHiews with Manning Marable’s family, colleagues, students, and edito~ 

¯ clips of Manning Marable lecturing 

¯ photographs 

For additional information, including a list of all multimedia enhancements and a guide to using 
classroom projectors with eBooks, visit penguin=oom/maloolmx= 

Penguin ¯ 608 pp.. 978-1-10-1618814. $12.99 

This eBook is available in iBooks for the iPad and iPhone, Barnes & Noble for the Nook Color, 
Google Books for the desaop, and the Amazon app for any lOS device. 

Sorry, exami~a#on copies of the eSook are ~ot available. 

For related titles, please view our 
African American Studies catalog and brochure 
at ,ttp://us.penguingroup.com/subiectcatalog, 

P~nguin Speakers Bureau brings ~w~rd~inning 



....... Yo~t:~x~:[l::rece~ ¢::o~e:add~.t~on~::~.m:a~]:me ¢:zon~:~:m: :$osr:remo~,a~ .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Thursday, February. 7, 2013 8:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

UTC’s FINAL application deadline is Maxch 15, 2013/Recording of Webinar/Video of Presentation at TeachingWorks 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for the Urban 
Teacher Center {UTC). Please share information about UTC with individuals you 
know are interested in starting their career in urban education reform by being an 
effective teacher! Our final application deadline is March :!.5, 20~L3 at ~_:[:59PM 
EST. We will be holding interviews around the country in Baltimore, Washington 
DC, Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Oakland. We review completed 
applications on a rolling basis. 
Last week, I hosted a webinar for referring partners such as yourself. I’m 
including a link to the recording so you can listen at your leisure to learn more 
about UTC’s program and who we are looking for. Other referring partners from 
around the country found it very useful and shared it with individuals in their 

network: https:/!urbanteachercenter.webex.com/urbanteachercenter/Isr.php? 
AT=pb&SP =EC&rlD=32328:[97&rKey= 57e44b63e328cd :[3 

I also am providing a link to a seminar held last week at TeachingWorks at the 

University of Michigan School of Education. UTC’s work training novice teachers 

to use data to improve student learning was highlighted: 

http://www.teachingworks.org/training/seminar-series/event/detail/january- 

seminar-using-data-to-inform-instruction. 

Below is an overview of our program that describes the unique aspects of our 

program that you can include on your listservs, Facebook page or newsletters. 

Please follow us on Twitter @UrbanTeacherCtr and like us at 

Facebook!UrbanTeacherCenter. We are going to be at career events all over the 

country over the next few months! Thanks! 

Kerry 

Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 

Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 

program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 

additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 

followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 

middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 

teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 

Master[Is of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 

All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 

performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 

learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 

most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us 

the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our final application deadline for the 

2013-14 school year is: March 15, 2013. The program for the 2013-2014 school 

year will begin on or around June 21, 2013. The application is available online at 

UTC’s website at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next 

webinar--February 20, 20:[3 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 

Kerry 



EF College Study T .... 

:1 

(:’(,~{~ ,~ ~,. 600-675-2’.!50 

Eunice, travel free with sttldents from University Of North Carol#~a~Chape! Hillo 

The initiative to lead students abroad should be, and is, ~ewarded with multiple opportuNt~es to t~avel free, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <~cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The Reykjm4k Congress on Human Rights (Reykjavik, Iceland; April 10th - 13th, 2013) - "Human Rights Protection & International Law: 

The Multifaceted Dilemma of Restr~fining and Promoting International Interventions" 

"Human Rights Protection & International Law: The Nlultifaceted Dilemma of Restraining and Promoting International interventions" 
Co-hosted by the institute for Ct~ltural Diplomacy and the Ministry of Interior of Iceland 

(Reykjavik, Iceland; April I 0t’~ - 13~h, 2013) 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

We are writing to bring to your attention our upcoming International Conference, co - hosted by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy and the Ministry of Intedor of Iceland. We 
would be grateful if you could share tMs announcement by forwarding the infermation below to those who you think might be interested in attending. 
Sincerely, 
Mark C. Donf~ied & the ICD Team 

"Humat~ Rights Protection & International L~w: The Mtdtif~ceted Dilemm~ of Restrah~ing at~d Promoting h~ternatiot~al Inte~et~tions" 
Co=hosted by the Institute for CulturN Diplomacy and the M~nistry ol Interior N Ice~and 
(Reykjav~k, ~celand, April 10th- 13th, 2013) 

~.cuituraldiNomacv.org/gphdindex.php?en rchr-2013 
The international community acknowledges the increasing and persistent cases of mass atrocities and cr~mes against humanly occurring on a vast scale= 
Understanding the complexity in bringing these crimes to an end, the Neykjavik Congress on H~man Rights aims to argue and debate the notion of the responsibility to 
protect from a human r~ghts perspective, taking into account the divergent dimensions in restmiNng or promoting international intewenfion. 
Through the discussions and exchange of this conference, we aim to consider the current most vehement cases of human rights violations, and fu~her comprehend the varied 
iasue~ and approaches to these mas~ atrocities and cdmes agNn~t humanity from a theoretical perspective, analyzing the complex layers and structure~, and taking into 
account the etMca~ dilemma surrounding the responsiN~ity to protect and international ~ntewention. 
The 2013 Congress will create and publish a discussion document that wil~ be presented to the international community on how to overcome the dilemma of restraining and 
promoting al~ form~ N International ~ntetvenfion~ ba~ed on coordinated global coalition efforts between governments, NGOs, and International In~fitutions. 
The Congress will focus h~ pafficular on ~e following Issues: 
Humanitarian Cris~s = This section of the conference will sewe as an introduction to current and most pressing cases of cr~mes against humanity, considering the role of race 
and ethnicity throughout. The examples covered will include a focus on escalated mass atrocities during wa~ime such as in contempora~ Mali, the ongoing and systematic 
violence in Dar~uL an analysis o~ gender based viNence as a ~orm of genocide and ~inally the international focal poin~ for crimes against humanity such as in Syria. 
The UN Genocide Convention & R2P - Following the in=depth discourse on ctm~nt cases of human rights crisis areas, this section of the conference will focus on the ethical 
dilemma of foreign intewentions. The conference aims to achieve an outline of innovative solutions for how to overcome the dilemma of foreign intewention based on 
coordinNed global coalition efforts between governments, NGOs and ~n~emafiona~ 

Conference Speakers 
Speaket~ dudng the Conference will ~nc~ude leading figures and expels from ~ntemational politics, economics, academia, d~plomac,~, c~vil society, and the private sector. The 
speakem will also include a number of individuals from the ICD Adviso~ Board. For fudher information on the ICD Advisor" Board, please click here. 

Conference Participants 
Pa~icipation in The Reykjav~k Congress on Human Rights is open to governmental & d~plomatic officials, academics & scholars, human rights activists, journalists, mt~sts, 
civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as other interested individuals from across the world 
If you would like to be considered ~o~ a place in the Weeklong Seminar please ~[~9_~__~9_[~ to complete the online application form. 

Thank yo~ fer your attention and for your cooperation ~n sharing the news of our ~pcoming programs. 
With warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (IGD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FloodHochhaus) 
Kuffg~endamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathan <hartlyn@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 1:11 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

FW: UNC Board of Governors panel examining academic fraud releases report 

Subject: FW: UNC Board of Governors panel examining academic fraud releases reporl: 

UNC Board of Governors pand exatnining academic fraud rdeases report 

Published: February 7, 2013 Ulxtated 28 minutes ago 

By Dan Kane Staffwriter 

A 31-page report released Thursday by a special panel of the UNC Bomd of Goveruors looking into the long- rulming academic fraud at UNC-Chapel Hill places the 

blame on a former depa(tment chain:man and his longtime assistmlt, but also expresses dissatisfaction that scores of bogus classes were offered over a 14-year period 

with no one "effectively" coming tbm,aacd to stop it. 

"It is still difficult to comprehend why no one came forward effectively to identi~ and attempt to stop this past academic miscon&~ct," the report said. "It is frustrating 

that we may never know." 

The report laacgely accepts the findings of former Gov. Jim Martin m~d the Baker Tilly management consulting firm, which reported in December that the fraud stretched 

at least as thr back as 1997, though some snspect classes date back to 1994. The report found more than 200 lecture-style classes that showed little or no instruction, 

560 grade changes that lacked proper authorization, and hundreds of independent studies that had little or no supep~ision. 

Martin and Baker Tilly found that atbletes accounted for 45 percent of the enrolhnents ill bogus classes held from the fall of 2001 to the summer of2011, when the 

fraud was discovered. MaNn has said the fact that nonathletes accounted for 55 percent of the enrollments during that period is evidence that athletics did not drive the 

scandal. 

The panel’s report does not reflect that certain~. 

"We may never know whether some student-athletes were advised to enroll in irregular courses specifically as a mechanism to help preserve their academic eligibility, 

but no evidence has been found to support a conclusion that a conspiracy or collusion e~sted between the Athletic Department and the Academic Support Program for 

Student Athletes, on the one hand, and the two complicit former employees in the AFAM department on the other hand," the report said. 

The fraud took place within the Afiican and Afro-American Studies department. The panel accepted prior findings that depa;tment chairman Julius Nyang’oro and his 

assistant, Deborah Crowder, were solely responsible. 

But the report also questioned a key finding in the Baker Tilly repo(t, that officials with the athletic depm~tment and the academic support program for athletes had 
raised concerns about tile classes with the Faculty Committee on Athletics in 2002 and 2006. An official with Baker Tilly admitted that finding was not correct after 
several faculty on the committee said they did not recall such concerns, or said it never happened. They had not been interviewed by Marlin or Baker Tilly. 

"There appears to be, however, some dispnte as to whether qnestions were ever raised by academic connselors or others in the (academic snpport program) about 
’paper-only’ courses that were nominally listed as lecture courses," the report said. "This panel acknowledges the open question abont what might have occurred yeaacs 
ago, but believes that it is immaterial to its focus on current practices in both Academic Affairs and the (academic snpport p~ogram) that rednce the risk for aW such 
anomalies occurfng in the ti~t ure." 

The report was approved by the panel after a short discussion Friday morning. The full board is expected to "take up the report later in the day, bat is not expected to 
vote on the report’s findings until a later meeting. 

Kane: ’ 

Read more here: http://www.newsobsewer.com/2013/02/07/2661108/unc-board-of-,qovemers-panel-examinin,q.html#storylink=cpy 
Mike McFarland 
Univemity Relations 
mike mcfarla~d@unc.edu 
919-962-859~ (o) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,_               2:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

First Test Grade 

Prof SaNe, 

Will you be IX~sting the grades this week on Sa£ai or by class on Wednesday? 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC PC <~uncperformancecoordinator@gmail.com> 

Thursday, February, 7, 2013 3:14 PM 

5249@duke.edu; Smith, Aaron <aaronsm@live.unc.edu-~; Cable, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu-~; Eljabaly, Abdnl-rahman K 

<aeljabal@live.nnc.edtv~; aevart@live.unc.edu; aflorex@emml.live.edu; Gautam, Amber <agautam@live.unc.edu-~; ahanu67@ahoo.com; 

allison.stashko@gmaJl.com; allisoncharrison@gmaSd.com; a] umni.purohiV~:gmail.com; Amelia Meath <amelia.meath@gmaSd.com>; Amy 

Fischer--~amywfische@gmail.com>; Hamilton, Anthony -~nhamilt@live.nnc.edu>; Padma, Anisha <apadm@live.anc.edu>; Pelaez, Alisa 

<apelaez@live.unc.edu:>; axgove@live.unc.edn; Ariel Laaren Wilson <ariel.lauren@gmaAl.com>; Stewaxt, Allison --~axstewm@live.unc.eda>; 

asifane@gmail.com; Babatunde, Omololu Refilwe <babatund@live.unc.edu>; Blyce Eima~ <bceiman@gmail.com>; ben dlper 

<bdelpe@gmail.com>; bellyha@live.unc.edu; brent@art21m~lambert.com; brittanydcharez@gmail.com; Brown, Blanche 

<brownba@live.unc.edu>; brzoz@syr.edu; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@emaAl.unc.edu>; cafish@live.unc.edn; Caleb Dagenhaxt 

<calebdagenhart@gmail.com~; Mary, Casady <casady.mao~@gmail.com>; Casan-ubias Ramirez, Ma~ia <casarrub@email.unc.edu~; 

Castillo, Angelica <caslila@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Charlotte Grace <charlotg@live.unc.edu>; chrisb@enph.com; 

christal@emaAl.unc.edn; Chuka~-ural~, Anwuli <chukavura@live.tmc.edu;,; ckip@me.com; Leipold, Catherina L --Meipol&~}live.unc.edu>; 

cmbs9i7@live.nnc.edu; Agil, Deana <dagil@live.unc.edu>; Daixi Xu ~daAxi.xu@gmml.com>; dan.osheyack@timewaruer.com; 

davey@live.unc.edu; Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu-~; dbx~ng@emaJl.unc.edu; deeny@live.unc.edu; 

dennis.mlliam@hbx~.com; dritt@mindspring.com; Dylan Matt <dyla~.mott@gmail.com>; Crreenlee, Gale <egreenle@email.unc.edu>; Eric 

Gregory <egregory04@gmail.com>; el~abeth.la~desberg@duke.edu; Ellling, Ben <elling@live.unc.edu-~; Yosra Elsayed 

<elsayedy@gmail.com>; Roberts, E~nily <emrob@live.unc.edu>; erwin.maas@minbuza.nl; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtc,; 

famsboraokat@gmail.com; Ferzin hani <ferziniva~il 7@gmaAl.com>; Philip Maier <fiilco@g~na~l.com>; Ramirez, Faima Maria 

<fmrmnire@live.unc.edt~-; fmste@live.anc.edu; ggihnerl@nc.rr.com; Hm-vey, Grace <gha~,ey@live.nnc.edu>; gibsonl@alumni.unc.edu; 

gperan@email.unc.edu; gracz@liu.edu; Hamberis, Alexmidra alga <hamberis@live.nnc.edu>; harris.tasia51 @yahoo.cam; Giles, Hannah 
Catherine <~hcgile@live.unc.edu~; Hammh Knibb <hdknibb@gmail.com~; hola@carlosmanuel.com; Holt, Amanda Marie 

<holtam@live.unc.edu>; hrogers@alumni.unc.edu; imalab 200@yahoo.cam; Ilyas. Memoona <ilya@live.unc.edu>; inj@email.unc.edu; 

irancke@email.unc.edu; Thomas Goading ~.thomas.gooding@gmail.com>; Jabeclc Molly <jabeck~live.unc.edn>; 

jacquisbreach@hotmail.com; jadilday@gmail.com; Jimmy Garver ~amesgarve@gmail.com>; Janet Whiteside 

<janetwhiteside@gmail.com>; Ja~fice Wedel <janice.wedel@gmail.com>; ChaJ~raborty, Jay Raj <jayc@live.unc.edu>; Jay, Johnny 

<jcjay@live.unc.edu>; Ribo, John D <jdlibo@email.nnc.edu-~; Simmons, Jeanine M <jeanine.simmon@unc.edu-~; 

Jea~stack94@gmml.com; jenlabeV~:yahoo.com; Ji, Hanna @~a~na@live.unc.edu-~; Hirschtield, Ja~nes <jhirschf@email.unc.edn>; Lang, J.j. 

<jjla~g@live.unc.edu>; Park, Jennit~r <jmpark@email.unc.edu>; John Paul Gaylor ~pgaylo@gmail.com>; McGowa~, Jolm 

~-jpm@email.unc.edu>; jschwade@ahoo.com; Wile, Jeremy <jwile@live.unc.edu>; kalyan@decksayre.com; Sebastian, Kyle Ann 

<kamselms@live.unc.edu>; kate@thefivepointstar.com; kcampbe2@eagles.ncca.edu; kemi@dreamactivist.org; ke~wmw@missouri.edn; 

Ka .iNn Shaw <keshawbeny@gmail.com>; kimndeepsirah@hotmail.com; l&evin.russell@metawavemedia.com; K Lassiter 

<klassiter5@gmail.com>; Heruandez, Ka~ina <kleon@live.anc.edu>; Murphy, Katy <komurphy@live.unc.eda>; Turtle, Korde A 

<ktuttle@live.tmc.edu~; Weiss, Ken <kweiss@live.nnc.edu>; Lauren B <Labbess@gmail.com>; Banios Camacho, Lama 

<lbarcam@live.nnc.edu>; leswilk@gmail.com; lilly.rodentx~ugh@gma~l.com; Pennington, Lincoln Ross <lincolnp@live.unc.edu~; 

maggiemares@gmail.com; MaNuka, Meredith <maNuka@live.unc.edu>; mamike@live.unc.edu; mmnitre@alaoo.com; 

marergl3@live.unc.edu; maqoleeshelrnan@gmaAl.com; mariam.elsayed@gmaAl.com; Martin, Molly <maxtinml@live.nnc.edu>; Matthew 

Nielson <mat@soundlabstudios.com:~; Matt Vicmria~o <mattvictoriano@gmail.com>; Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edtr~; 

McClee~ Amanda E <mcclees@live.unc.edu>; Mea~a, Jeffrey <mea~@email.unc.edu>; metrranb@gmail.com; Aguilar Noyola, Maria 

Guada]upe <mgaguila@live.unc.edw~; mjmitch@clemson.edu; Maria J. Obando <mjobandol@gmail.com>; Simpson, Melanie 

<m~isimp09@live.unc.edu>; Kalz, Mark <mka~@email.unc.edu-~; Howell, Maggie <mmhowell@live.m~c.edu>; mplottsl@ahoo.com; 
ncsanborn@gmail.com; DSA NSCPP New Sm&nts < newstudents@unc.edu>; nicolajoy@gmail.com; nsky@duke.edu; Armwood, 

Porscha --~Porscha Armwood@unc.edu>; Finn, Kelly Carver <kellyfinn@unc.edu>; phterrell@gmail.com; l?ollock, Della 

<pollock@ema~l.unc.edu:>; Wamngton, Peter James <pwamng@live.unc.edU>; Quran, La,vla KhaJid <qaran@live.unc.edu>; 

mbdulg2@eagles.nccn.edu; Johnson, Rachel <rachelje@live.unc.eda>; Devas~thali, Rakhee Shirish--~raldaee@live.anc.edu>; George 

Ramsay <ramsay.george@gmaAl.com>; antoine williams <~rawgoods@gma~l.com>; Fam~w, Raymond Benjamin 

<raymond farrow@unc.edu;,; rbab@duke.edu; Colver. Reed <rcolve@unc.edu~; Dahrouge, Ryan <~rdahroug@live.unc.edu>; Rebeiz, 

Linda Dounia <rebeiz@live.unc.edtc,; Alexander CraB, Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexander.cmft~nnc.edu~; River Takada-Capel 

<river.rei@gmml.com>; Rivera, Jenina <riveraj@live.nnc.edw~; Brock, Becky <~brock@live.unc.edu>; 

rlevimw@theatrewithoutbovders.com; rmis@duke.e&t; Meredith Robbins <robbins.mc@gmail.com>; Ri~bert McDowell 

<robertm748@aol.com>; robstephens50@gmail.com; rozf@creativevisions.com; Lncas, Ashley E <luca~s@email.unc.edu>; Ryan Maxtin 

<rymar@gmml.com>; salam.elrakhawy@youthfree.org; savin004@aol.com; sbrown@histo~.ucla.edu; seagrabow@email.unc.edu; Bass, 

Shelby < sebass@live.unc.eda>; shebata@live.unc.edu; Sherif E1-Hefnawy <sherif.hefna~@gma~l.com>; Fishburue, Sarah Hart 

<shfishb@live.unc.edu>; Lacy Schmidt <shoelace8@gmail.com>; Sarah Lyn Bmff <~slbruff@gma~l.com>; Swartz, Sydney Leigh 

<slswm~z@live.unc.edu>; Lukomwa, Shamira <slukomwa@live.anc.edu>; S~nithers, Aaron N <~smithers@email.unc.edu>; 

smoneil@ilsm.edu; snweiss@e~na~l.anc.edu; soapstarjoe@hotmail.com; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvin@email.anc.edu>; Tolax, Stephanie 
<stolax@live.unc.edtc,; swillib@eagles.nccu.edu; umoujim@gmail.com; t.defmnlz@duke.edu; Tamoore Arshad 

<tamoore.arshad@gmail.com>; Thavec Tehseen <tehseen@email.unc.edn>; tomroche@pobox.com; Taivyaba Qureshi 

<Tqureshi@gmaAl.com~; Jill Trufant <trufant~gmail.com>; Scales. Tim <tscales@email.unc.edu>; lysmane@ahoo.com; UNC SDS 

<unc.sd@gmaAl.com>; uncchisp~gmail.com; uncpreol~le@store.unc.edu; UPCS <upcs@unc.edu>; usfox@ema~l.unc.edn; van Bleyle, 

Fxe <vbleyle@live.unc.edu>; Bamnger, Will <wbamng@live.nnc.edtr~; Weisert, Lee <weisert@email.unc.edu>; mlliamsj@ict.usc.edu; 

woldorff@gmaJl.com; Wolfgang ttastert <wolt~angha~s~er@gmml.com:~; Michael Woloshin <woloshinlaw@gmml.com>; 

writefreedom09@email.com; Sayre, Wilson <wsayre@live.unc.edu>; Wt~ Alan <wua@email.unc.edu>; Allison, Christine Mae 

~xtineall@live.unc.edu-~; Krasner, Zach <zachkrasne@unc.edu>; Merdi, Zaka~ia <zmerdi@live.unc.edu-~; DedeauN Ari 
<~arideaux@live.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K <mumby@ema~l.nnc.edu>; James, Eric <ericj@live.nnc.edu>; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

<megel@email.unc.edt~-; Kim, Heidi K --~heidildm@ema~l.unc.edu:>; Wells, Olivia <owells@live.unc.eda>; Tariq Luthun 

<fluthnn@gma~l.com> 

The UNC Process Series Presents: F to M to Octopus 



;~ I nfineimage 1 

F to M to Octopus 

Feb. 15 & 16 at 8 pro, Swain Hall, Studio 6 Theater 

Free and Open to the Public 

The Process Series at UNC is pleased to present F to M to Octopus by Sam Peterson: a story of one man’s surprising lit~ journey from New York to LA, male to 
female, and even human to cephalopod! We would like to invite you to come see this truly unique and gmundbreaking new show. 

Stun Peterson is a UNC student who, a~er working as a tattoo artist and writing and performing spoken word on both coasts, came to Chapel Hill and created an 
exceptional autobiographical show that discusses his life’s process of switching genders. 

The showing will be presented free of charge, though donations will be gratefully accepted. We hope to see you there! 

A Production of the Process Series: New Works in Development 

Please like our Facebook page for Process Series updates, shows, and information 

For more intbrmation, contact Joseph Megel at megel(a)email.unc.edu 

(;]IA~]{[ H]%L [1 was o~%- ]as~ year ~hm San=, ,Pelerson’s autobiographical show ~’~ to M to Octopus became ~he crfi~caily aeclaimed~ ~heater-JS]H~g eria%’ R~r the Solo Fesl 20] 2 prgjeet a~d 

was ~an~ed one o[’the bes~ or/gma~ new scripts in 2012 by ~he ]a@ Week. 

A ~ eteran per[~rma~ce ar~s~ and ;,)~mer [at~ooist Pe~erscm has used his poetry and per[~maance lo explore his quixotic reiationsh~p wflh his body and gender and ~he i~atura} world. 

Pe~erson brings 12he naaniJ~station of 1 hal exp[oralion back to Chapel Hi]] ~bt two nights, beginning Februa~’ IS 

Agtzt writing, performing and teaching J’emmist spoken wo~d on both coasts, :Petztson moved to Chapel Hill to attend UNC A szt[e~; of catastrophes :[b[]owed: heartbreak, death and 

nza~ [y derailed Petz~son% [)]arm Jk)~ a new strut, until being protnpted by a friend led h~m to wor]~ with UNC [)ro£’~;~;or Joseph >,degel Now, ~he show returns fbilowmg a wzeklong 

at New York (htv% 3-.Legged Dog Theate% a studio we]i-]~town ~)[ pK)v~dmg a venue that ~amres cNting-.edge digital pe~f0rmance works 

Jo mmg Pe~erson’s team is na~ionaliy ~enowned digitai designe~ Ja~ed Mezzocchi o~" 3-Legged Dog Theate~ ~rm always t~Ning to find ways that video can become more al lye m the space 

and breathe wida dae sto:?,telling," Mezzocchi said ~ae },~orld that Sails work co~mres becomes a rich iandscape fnr projections design.. We really began to expiore fl~e visual landscape 

of Sam’s vision and I thiri trui~ embody his "transdomney "" 

Peterson emphasized that the fluidi%" or bck fl~ereof widam his journey was key to expressi~N it, bat the important elc~nents iie in his varioas co~muaities daat have heiped carry him 

through dais venture. 

Megei, [bunder o:{i2he ~rocess Series no~es~ "’]?he ~%c~ that ~his work started in a per[brn~ance sludges class m [ ?N%~ and has growi~ and soared ~n become such an exquisite and sough1 after 

new perR~nna~ce piece a total%- ~r~gi~ai expression ~[’a ii:[~ experience li].:e i~ ol2her you ha~e e~er seen. This is what ~he Process Ser~es ~hr~ves ~n, emerging new works of ar~ ~hat are 

~ota] %- trans[brmal~ve" 

About ~he Pro~:ess Serbs 

The Process Series was founded by Joseph MegeL an instructor at UNC.-Chapel Hili I)q)arttneng of" Cormmm bafion Studies, who has spent the last 20 yea~s focusing on ~he direction and 

devzh)pment of new and s~gn[f[can~ works for theate< film and video. The PK~ces~; Seie~; features [)rofess[ona]iy mounted developtnental performances of new womb; m progress The 

tress[on of the series ~s [o illumina[e the ways in whbh mtistic ideas take form, to follow a~ tists and [)erJk)m~er~; as they e~phxe and discc~ver, and to examine the ~Jqae creative Frocess 

each ar[ist presented. The series is co-sponso[ed by Carolina PeK[brming A[ts and the Depar[ment of Comtnunica[ion Stad[e~;. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Re: AFRI    exaJn 

Dr. Sahle, 
Unfortunately I cannot take it tomon-ow because of a conflict but I ~vill be there at 8:00 AM on monday! 
Sorry for any trouble! 
Thank you, 

On at 4:07 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Dear 

I am sotW to hear I hope you are feeling better 

You can write a make up exam tomorrow (Friday) or Monday FebruaU 18 (at the latest) between 8.00am-1 lam on either day. Please bring 
day you write the exam 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 12:37 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: AFRI exam 
> 

> Hi, 
> I just wanted to email you today to tell you that unfortunately 1 wil[ not be able to take the exam today. 
do have a 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

to my office Battle Hall 101 the 

and definitely am not in the shape to take the exam. 
that I can give you! Hopefully it will not be a problem! Please let me know how I can make the exam up I’m sorry for any trouble! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Thursday, Febma~ 7, 2013 6:55 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Feb 24 film screening at CHICLE Language Institute - Las Abuelas de Plea de Mayo y Busqueda de Ia Identidad 

February 24, 201 3, 5:00 pro, at CHICLE Lar~ua~e Institute 
101 East Weaver StreekThird Floor, Suite G- 1 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Email- chicle~chi-cle.com 

~-.chi-cle.com 

The Gra/sdmothers of the P{aza de Mayo arid the Search for ~dent~ty / Las 

Abue(as de P(aza de £ayo y gusqseda de ~a ~dent~dad......Esg(~sh ~asguage 

www.chi-cte.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

SpeaJaer lbr Activist Panel 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

I am the                                                                   , a program that helps U~!C students explore the many facets of sustainability through a student-designed 
curriculum. This month we are discussing the sustainability of activist movements, and I ~vas hoping that you would consider participating in a panel discussion on FebruaW 26th about the 
importance of and variety within activist movements. Specifically, you would be speaking about your research into the growth of and ideals behind social movements in Durban and 
Toronto 

The panel will be ti’om 8:30-10:00 pm in Morrison Dorm, but if this time frame doesn’t work for you I am definitely open to discussing alternatives. Thal~ you for your time, and I look forward 
to hearing from you[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 10:37 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Last Call: APCG Newsletter Submission Deadline THIS FRIDAY’. (Feb 8) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu> 
Subject: APCG Newsletter Submission Deadline THIS FRIDAY! (Feb 8) 
Date: February 5, 2013 8:09:26 AM EST 
To: apc.q@lists.wisc.edu 

f~EMINDER: 

Dear colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming ant in the middle of February. As discussed at our ASA bnsiness meeting this past November, we are now moving 

to a twice-per-year schedule so that "Issue 1" of each year will be released in February and "Issue 2" will be released in September. 

The deadline lbr submissions this time is February 8th. There are two options for submitlJng news: 

1. Use our website tbrm: http://africanpoli’dcsgroup.org/’index.php/submit-news’ 

2. Forward any news that you might have to mbnelson,@meslevan.edu. 

Relevant news itelns might include new publications, news about giants, new jobs, member career changes, announcements for conferences, etc. I am 

also interested in any photos or ilnages you Inay have that illuslrate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by emaJ1 and clue to the 
space limitations of the newsletter I cannot guarantee all of them roll be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

hrtp: i/africanpoliticsgroup.orgiindex.phvnews/newslerters’ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 

http://wwm.michaelnelson.info 

httla:!/africa, blocls.weslevan.edu/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

mbnelson@wesleyan edu 

http:/iwvvw michaelnelson.info 

http: ilafrica.blo~qs, wesle,Tan, edul 

You aace currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv,u?id~299565.~]8b55ga~cd~g9c~k~76e7dc~b22e&n T&l apcg&o~6947726 

(It mW be necesmry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-26947726-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 12:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books - On African Studies / EP 9343 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/information Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (EP): 9343 

Here are four newly-added publications on African Studies which could be of 
interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till ~8 Feb 2.;13 . Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . 

1. A£dcan and Afro-American Literature : Insights and Interpretations / 

Prof. Dr. K. V Dominic. 1st ed. Delhi, Authorspress. 2012 ~vi, 345 p 

ills 23 cm. 

List Price: $7060 Your Price: $63.50 

ISBN: 9788172736835 KK-111020 

For more details kindly visit the link 

<http://www.lcka~encies.com/lndex.php?p sr&Uc 13579241110202468013> 

2. Gender and Health Management in Afro-Indians / Ankita Arya and Anup 

Kumar Kapoor. I st ed. New Delhi, Global Vision Publishing 

House. 2012 xii, 227 p. ills maps 25 cm. 

List Price: $12220 Your Price: $11000 

ISBN: 9788182205031     KK-109559 

For more details kindly visit the link 

<http://www.lckagencies.com/lndex.php?p sr&Uc 13579241095592468013> 

3. Political Violence, Democracy and Human Rights : Africa and Asia in 

Comparative Perspective / Dr. S. N. Yadav. 1st ed. New Delhi, Jnanada 

Prakashan (P & D). 2013. x, 286 p. 23 cm. 

List Price: $6000 Your Price: $54.00 

ISBN: 9788171394388 KK-109760 

For more details kindly visit the link 

<http://www.lcka~encies.com/lndex.php?p sr&Uc 13579241097602468013> 

4. Women’s Political Empowerment : Obstacles and Opportunities /Abida 
Samiuddin and R Khanam 1st ed New Delhi, Global Vision Publishing 
House. 2013 x, 497 p. ills. 25 cm 
List Price: $194.40 YourPrice: $175.00 
ISBN: 9788182205178     KK-110602 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://w~’~’.kkagencies.com/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241106022468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thru our 
sites, e-mail, ~ax or post and pay routinely after receipt of nutterials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thpd out site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per yo~tr convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one tinre order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>, 
<wv~v.kkagencies.co.in> & <~wzw.GetIndiartBooks.cora>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us rr~ole enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, Ne;v Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-mails: kkagencies@vsnl.com, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: w~,;v.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www GetIndial~B ooks.c om 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 
Phone: (-0091/11)25465925 Fax: (,+0091/11)25173055 



For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
---kkagen@nda.vsnl net in> with "Unsubscribe ~ Your E-mail address @~ which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Today’s Headlines: Drones Are Focus as C.I.A. Nominee Goes Bdbre Senators 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i OP-~-~,, i On lNs Day 

C,M~tomize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

February 8, 2Ol3 

TOP NEWS 

D~oo~les zM~e Foeiis as CA 

Nominee Goes 

Senato~os 
i.::.. M;:. ’ i::. b’:...g2i.. T ~?:d 
Members of the Senate Intelligence 
Cmmnittee pressed John O. Brennan, 
the nmninee for director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency, on the 
secrecy of targeted killings and their 
legal basis. 

~ Video: 8rennan In[e~rupted by 

Protesters 

Senate Hearing D~*aws Out a 

Rift in U,S, Policy on Syria 

Deep divisions in the Obama 
administration over rising violence in Syria spilled into public view for the first time in a bhmt 
exchange between Senator John MeCain of Arizona and the leaders of the Pentagon. 

For a Global Lif(~, Bloombeeg Builds :His Ow~ B~°ii~sh Empi~°e 

Michael R. Bloomberg, imagining life after City flail, is exporting w~st quantities of financial, social 
and political capital to London, where he has long yearned for influence. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

r 

i~ t~midated bg tkese actions." 

AYATOLLAH AIA KHAN EN EI, Iran’s supreme leader, on bilateral talks with the United States, 

REAL ESTATE 

V~DEO," T]’~ e Giangra 

Sal Giangrande is the I ::::, I New York Conch 
Doetor. The ailments he cnres afflict 
pieees of fi~rniture, mainly sofas, 
that have outwitted delivery crews 
or movers and gotten stnck. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

l[)et,,olt; the      :~’; 

Billionaire’s 

Pla)ground 

Detroit now faces the 
prospect of running out of eash. Welcome to the Commonwealth of Belle Isle? 

Steven Soderbergh’s "Side 
Effects" 
ALSO IN ARTS ;> 

C:i~ris Brown goes 1:o oourl:, with Rihenna in the front row 

Straight out of CoRg~ess: A hip-hop tribute to "House of 
Cards" 

WORLD 

R~t-S~ze A~cesto~, Said to Link ~an and Beast 

A lowly occupant of the fossil record, Protungulatum donnae, had anatmnieal characteristics for 



live births that anticipated all placental mammals, a Science report says. 

Supreme Leader of Iran l(ejects Direct ’l’al~cs With U,S, 

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei dismissed the idea of bilateral talks with the United States on Thursday, 

while scoffing at Iranian officials who might consider such negotiations. 

Indian Government Faulted o~ Child Sexual Abuse 

Human Rights Watch said that child protection laws were not properly enforced, and that many 

cases went unreported. 

More World News 

Manhunt ou for Ex-Of~cer Accused of Police Vende~a 

The Los Angeles police said a former officer was targeting members of the department and their 
families. His truck was found burned near a ski area east of Los Angeles. 

A Loug Struggle for Equality in Schools 

A federal judge approved a plan intended to lift a hmg-standing desegregation order that has served 
as a reason and an excuse much that has gone wrong in a Tucson distriet. 

Ranchers Find Hope in Flightless Bhod’s Fat 

Emu oil, which comes from a block of fat that covers most of the bird’s body, has proved a boon for 
ranchers in an industry struggling with decline. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

In Acfions~ So&P, Kisked ~derseu’s Fate 

A federal suit paints Standard & Poor’s as willing to cut eorners to keep its customers -much as the 
aeemmting finn did in the Enron seandal. 

Business aud Labor Unite to Try to Alter Immigration Laws 
::7 Si 5",,,’5N R;:5 ,:?i i .!3 

’]?he oft-feuding groups, the A.F.L.-C.I.O. and the Chamber of Commerce, have formed an unusual 
alliance to find a way for immigrants illegally in the United States to gain citizenship. 

UoSo Official Faults FoA, A, for Missi~g 787 Battery Risk 

As a transportation official said tests in 2oo7 failed to anticipate potential incidents, the Federal 
.Aviation Administration approved flights of the Boeing jet to collect data. 

S P 0 RTS 

L~ne Up, Shut Up, and Maybe Mr. Jeter V~’ilI S~gn 

Armed with jerseys, baseballs, folding chairs and coffee, baseball fans and memorabilia dealers 
gathered before dawn near a training facility to await the Yankees’ iconic shortstop. 

45 Years 2kgo~ a Stand That Turned Deadly 

On the 45th anniversary of the Orangebnrg Massacre, the commitment of South Carolina State 
football players and the price they paid remains notable. 

1[{ice’s Diplomatic Sldlls Exte*~d to Golf Co*~rse 

’]?he former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice was teamed with Oason Bohn at the AT&T 
Pebble Beach National Pro-Am. 

, Me~e Spears News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Love is in the z~r, aud ~ the Act 

With Valentine’s Day just around the corner, there are plenty of manifestations of love in art to see 
in New York City. 

~ 
Slide Show: Looking [or Love 

Even for the Dead~ There’s s Race to Make the A-List st Oscars 

A spot on the yearly scroll of recently deceased movie luminaries has beemne one of the most hotly 
contested honors of the Oscar show. 



Grammy Dramas ~o Watch For 

There are plenty of minidramas to wateh for at the Grammy Awards on Snnday, even thongh no 
one dominates the field. 

¯ More Airs News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW [’SIDE EFFECTS’ 

M[ay Cause Greecl~ gu~t o~- Reth-eme~t 

Steven Soderbergh’s "Side Effects" follows twists and turns involving a fietitions antidepressant 

(which has its own real Web site). 

MOVIE REVIEW [ ’LORB 

No Ordh~a~y Tv~p to G~a~dma~s 

In "Lore," five children cross Germany in ~945. 

Stua*ot Freeborm ’Star ~Nars’ Makeup 2~vt[st~ D~es at 98 

Mr. Freeborn ereated eharaeters like Yoda and did extensive work on dozens of other films. George 
Lmms, the "Star Wars" director, called him "a makeup legend." 

~ S;ide Show: rhe Work of Stua~ Freeborn 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

lVla~,y Jo ~qfite at the 
She has smarts and guts, but site needs to make clear that she can be a strong regulator of Wall 
Street. 

EDITORIAL 

A Long Overd~le 1)~seusMon 
Unfortnnately, the right questions about the Obama administration’s emmterterrm’ism polieies 
were not asked of the C.I.A. nominee, and his answers were unsatisfying. 

EDITORIAL 

A New Front h~ Gh}bal Trade Wars 
Legally approved piracy is not the answer to a decade-old trade dispute between the United States 
and Antigua and Barbuda. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

F’lo~oel~ee arid the Dro~ms 

As we debate the ethics of using drones, it might be surprisingly useful to take a page out of 

Machiavelli’s tough-minded view of human nature. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Kick ’£hat C,a~ 

Given the state we’re in, now is not the time for spending cuts. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 

Yes, our immigration system needs set’ions reform. But let’s not fix what isn’t broken in the prm:ess. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 8, ~996, in a ceremony at the Library of Congress, President Clinton signed legislation 
revamping the telecommunications industry, saying it would "bring the future to our doorstep." 

¯ See This Fcont Page 
¯ Buy This },~’ont PaRe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <~cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 8:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The Reykjm4k Congress on Human Rights (Reykjavik, Iceland; April 10th - 13th, 2013) 

"Human Rights Protection & International Law: The Nlultifaceted Dilemma of Restraining and Promoting International interventions" 
Co-hosted by the Institute for Ct~ltural Diplomacy and the Ministry of Interior of Iceland 

(Reykjavik, Iceland: April 10t’~ - 13th, 2013) 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

We are writing to bring to your attention our upcoming International Conference, co - hosted by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy and the Ministry of Intedor of Iceland. We 
would be grateful if you could share tMs announcement by forwarding the infermation below to those who you think might be interested in attending. 
Sincerely, 

Mark C. Donf~ied & the ICD Team 

"Humat~ Rights Protection & International L~w: The Mtdtif~ceted Dilemm~ of Restrait~ing at~d Promoting h~ternatiot~al Inte~et~tions" 
Co=hosted by the Institute for CulturN Diplomacy and the M~nistry ol Interior N Ice~and 
(Reykjav~k, ~celand, April 10th- 13th, 2013) 

~.reykjavikcon9 rosa.or9 
The international community acknowledges the increasing and persistent cases of mass atrocities and cr~mes against humanly occurring on a vast scale= 
Understanding the complexity in bdnging these crimes ~o an end, the Reykjavik Congres~ on Human Rights aims ~o argue and debate the notion of the responsibility to 
protect from a human r~ghts perspective, taking into account the divergent dimensions in restmiNng or promoting international 
Through the discussions and exchange of this conference, we aim to consider the current most vehement cases of human rights violations, and fu~her comprehend the varied 
iasue~ and approaches to these mas~ atrocities and cdmes agNn~t humanity from a theoretical perspective, analyzing the complex layers and structure~, and taking into 
account the etMca~ dilemma surrounding the responsiN~ity to protect and international ~ntewention. 
The 2013 Congress will create and publish a discussion document that wil~ be presented to the international community on how to overcome the dilemma of restraining and 
promoting al~ forms of International ~nte~entiona baaed on coordinated global coalition effo~a between governments, NGOs, and International Institutions. 
The Congress will locus in pa~cular on the following Issues: 
Humanitarian Cris~s = This section of the conference will sewe as an introduction to current and most pressing cases of cr~mes against humaNty, considering the role of race 
and ethnicity throughout. The examples covered will include a Iocu~ on escalated ma~s atrocities during wa~ime such as in contempora~ Mali, the ongoing and systematic 
violence in Dar~ut, an analysis o~ gender based viNence as a ~orm ol genocMe and ~inallg the international focal poin~ for crimes against humanity such as in Syria. 
The UN Genocide Convention & R2P - Following the in=depth discourse on ctm~nt cases of human rights crisis areas, this section of the conference will rocks on the ethical 
dilemma of foreign intewentions. The conference aim~ to achieve an outline of innovative solutions for how to overcome the dilemma of foreign intewention ba~ed on 
coordinated global coalition effo~s between governments, NGOs and ~nternafiona~ Insfitution~. 

Conference Speakers 
Speaket~ dudng the Conference will ~nc~ude leading figures and expels [rom ~ntemational politics, economics, academia, d~plomacy, civil society, and the private sector. The 
speakem will also include a number of individuals from the ICD Adviso~ Board. For fu~her information on the ICD Advisor" Board, please click here. 

Con[erence Participants 
Pa~icipation in The Reykjav~k Congress on Human Nights is open to governmental & d~plomatic officials, academics & scholars, human rights activists, journalists, 
civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young pto[essionala, and students, as well as other interested individuals from across the world 
If you would like to be considered for a place in the Weeklong Seminar please cl~ck here to complete the online application form. 

Thank yo~ fer your attention and for your cooperation ~n sharing the news of our ~pcoming programs. 
With warmest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd FloodHochhau~} 
Kuffg~endamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 

~.cult u raldiplomacy.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday,               9:01 AM 

Chairs of the Social Sciences Departmems <’,sschairs@lis~tserv.unc.edu-* 

ssMgrs@lis~tserv.unc.edu 

[sschairs] Colrection:        Chairs’ Luncheons with Dean Ha~tlyn: Please update your calend~rs! 

This message is being sent to all chairs of Social Sciences Departments and Curricula in the College, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

Dear Social Science Chairs: 

Please note the change I’ve made to the          Schedule (below) for Social Sciences Chairs’ Luncheons with Sr. Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn. The 

Wednesday, meeting has been rescheduled to Wednesday, 

Wed, 

Wed, 

Wed, 

Wed, 

Wed, (formerly Wed, 

Wed, 

All Chairs of Social Science Departments and Curricula in the College are invited to attend these lunches, at which a modest meal and beverage will be provided. 

All lunches are noon to l:00pm in 3020AB Steele Building. 

Best, 

College of Arts anti Sciences 

UNC---Chapel Hill 

Ci~mi:a~s Bo:< 3100 

ChaD:’l Hill, NC 27599.-310{} 

919/962-1165 

~_[m_{&_~:_~_@. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Frida~v, 1:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Subject: Books 

Hi Professor Sable, 

I just wanted to check and see if you needed my help ordering books or anything! 

Sent from rny iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <tia william@unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 8, 2013 4:07 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: hiring proposal approved 

~Tia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 4:03 PM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: hiring proposal approved 

Great. Thanks Tia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: hiring proposal approved 

You may call to e×tend the official offer~ 
~Tia 
Tia N, Howel~ 
O NC42hapel Hill Department of African and AfrouAmerican Studies 

109 Battle Ha~l, CB#3~95 
Chape~ Hill NC 275994395 

Phone: 919-96~-1295; Fax: 919-9~2-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, FebmmT 8, 2013 4:13 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maztha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhummfitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lorr~!nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Human Rights and The Huma~ties~ March 21-22, 2013 at the National Humanities Center 

%i Inline image 1 

Please join us March 21-22 tbr the ~cond mmual contErence on "Human Rights & The Humanities." Speakers at flais yeais contErence will tbcus on flae state and 
role in hummi rights discourse, action, a~d intervention. 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 
7:00 #,m~     E.e~’~ote. Addre&s 

Friday, March 22, 2013 

9;00 

David Wo~, D~ 7k~niv~r’siW 

5;00 pore. CIosi~-~g R~.e-ption 

To register for the full COlfference, including the Thurs., March 21 opening evem, please %llow this li~. Please note: colqference registration fee of $20 
$10 for students with valid ID and senior citizens) includes all meals and sessions on Friday, March 22. 

To rese~we space fer the Thurs., March 21 openirtg keynote address ONLY, please %llow Lhis link. This event is fl-ee and open to the public. 

Himan Rights and the Humanities is made possible through the generous support of the Research Triangle Foundation of North Carolina, Triangle Universities Center for Advanced Studies Inc., Duke 
University, North Carolina State University, the Nniver sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the Ca*negie C.*po*ati.n of New Yo*k. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinman <kleinnmn@enmil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:51 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: UNC Conti~rence on Race, Class and Gender: at Law School 

FYI. Invitation to the conference. 

CRCGE is a student organization affiliated with the UNC School of Law, Founded in 1996 by a group of UNC law students, the Conference was designed as an academic forum 

in which recent political and legal developments could be examined through a social justice perspective, This year’s conference is "Bo@ as Battleground: WI~, tt~e Law Continues 
to Faii Women." It ~ili be tMd on Saturday,              in tt~e Rotunda ofL%’C ScimM of Law Specifically, the continence invites legal scholars, activists, and practitioners to explore fl~e 
really" beneath the rl~et~ric of the war on w~men We wili challenge panelists to recenciie t)~e narrow scope office political discourse sm~ounding tt~at narrative wit)~ t)~e bread.~)~ of what 
women face wit)~in our culture on a daily basis. For more ilfformation about the scope of tt~e conference, please see our website: ht~p:i/~ude~erg~.iaw tmc.eduicrc~<eideF, iu[i aspx. 

Satt~rday, 

One way we’re hoping to protnote corr:,muni~- engage~’aec,,: is to direct otn participants’ energy ic,,*.o voiuc,,*.eer and advocacy efi~rts To ,*.hat end, we’re inviting cormntmi~- organizations to 
table in the Upper Rotunda during our lunchtime period and provide iiterature and volunteer opportunities to participants on Saturday, Februa~T 23. Lunct:, is tentati-velv sci-~ed,aled f~,r 12:30 
pm ~,~ i :45 p.m. ~n the day of the con[?re~ce and wiil be provided on-si~,e 

O~ven your organizations goais and missions :[it so well with this year’s conference, we hope yo~,~ wili consider joimng us on 
l.:now by emailing me back at       ~@[ive.unc.edu 

,"[’you are interested in participating, please let me 

Sincerely, 

UNC School of Law 

JD. expectec 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

sej-faculty as: <a hmD"mailto:etmice@email,unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.eduq’a>, To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email ~o <a hreD"mailto:leave-32737259-3692316.Sedd0fl2bPol g0510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc,edu">leave-32737259- 

3692316.Sedd0fl2bfbl g0510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<~/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, February 9, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Storm’s Heavy Snow and High Winds Lash at the Northeast 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Toda}y,sHeadlines .......................................................................... 
~11¢ N’t’~0 ~rk ~im¢~ February 9, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e..Lo.~..a.~2.s....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Storm’s Heavy Snow and 
High Winds Lash at the 
Northeast 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

After a day of pelting wet snow, five 
states had called states of emergency, 
and Massachusetts had banned ears 
from every road in the state. Conditions 
quickly worsened after dusk fell. 

" A Storm Is ’No One,’ and Means Very Little 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Debating a Court to Vet 
Drone Strikes 
By SCOTT SHANE 

Some want to apply the model of the 
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act 
court, which reviews eavesdropping on 
Ameriema soil, to the targeted killings of 
terrorism suspects. 

A Faceless Teenage Refugee Who Helped Ignite Syria’s War 
By KAREEM FAHIM and HWAIDA SAAD 

A yomag man from Dara’a, Syria, carries a burden - maybe an honor, too: He knows that he and his friends 
helped start an uprising. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I don’t think it’s going to be as bad as they’re saying, but I said that with Sandy, too." 
LAVEL SAMUEL& 4~, as she filled her tank at a gas station in the Far Rockaways. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ INTERACTIVE 

GRAPHIC: How 
Much Snow Will 
Fall This Weekend 
Snow forecasts for this 
weekend’s storm. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~ 

How the Post 

Office Made 

America 
By RICHARD R. JOHN 

Do we want the mail to 
remain a vital American institution in 
the digital age? 

Grammy dramas to watch for 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Looking for love 

"Identity Thief’ stars Jason Bateman and Melissa 
McCarthy 

WORLD 

Ttmisians’ Anger on Display at Funeral 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

The killing of Chokd Belaid, a harsh critic of the ruling Islanfist-led party, has led to fears that polarization 
and growing political violence will imperil Tunisia’s transition. 

" Photographs: Slain Opposition Leader Buried 

¯ . The Lede: Social Media Images From Tunisia 

Gunmen Kill Nigerian Polio Vaccine Workers in Echo of Pakistan Attacks 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

The killings at two clinics, with sinfilarities to attacks that killed nine women in Pakistan, presented another 
setback for the global effort to eradicate polio. 

Berlusconi Remains Wild Card in Italy Race 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

With two weeks to go, the Italian campaign has become surreal, with folaner Prime Minister Silvio 
Berlusconi trailing the front-runner by single digits in recent polls. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Shooting Suspect’s Racism Allegations Resound for Some 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Whatever the changes since the days of rampm~t racism and corruption at the Los Angeles Police 
Department, an alleged killer’s charges - however unhinged - have struck a chord. 

Suspect in Botched Shooting Bought Gun Legally Despite Mental Illness 
By KIM SEVERSON and ROBBIE BROWN 

Teachers at Ashley Hall in Charleston, S.C., remained on edge, trying to grasp how Mice Boland, a woman 
with a public history of mental illness, managed to buy a gtm a week earlier. 

Boy Scouts Say Gay Debate Was Ignited by a Leak 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Early word of a proposal to end a national bma on gay members flawarted the executive board’s plan to 
discuss the matter quietly, leading to a delay, leaders said. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

NEWS ANALYSIS 



European Leaders Agree, Finally, to a Lower Budget 
By JAMES KANTER and ANDREW HIGGINS 

The slimmer budget maintains Europe’s climate of austerity, but the colossal effort that was required to 
reach a deal raises serious questions about the linfits of European integration. 

YOUR MONEY 
More Than Pushing Cookies 
By RON LIEBER 

Selling Thin Mints and Samoas has brought Mary Ruiz self-esteem, money skills, a sense of accomplishment 
and some great electronic gear. Not bad for a ao-year-old. 

’. ~ Video: The Cookie Titan of Tucson 

’- ~ Post a Comment 

COMMON SENSE 
Following a Herd of Bulls on Apple 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Why so many analysts failed to foresee a pltmge in Apple’s shares. 
, ~ Apple’s Stock Analysts vs. Its Price 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Fashion Weak: Give That Coach’s Outfit a Red Card 
By SARAH LYALL 

The way the coaches dress, there’s no mistaking the English Premier League sideline for a fashion runway. 
’- ~Audio and Photos: Better Not Rely on Style Points 

~ ~ Post a Comment: Success and Failure, Fashionably Speaking 

Newspaper Wrestles With M.L.B.’s Request for Documents 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and STEVE EDER 

Commissioner Bud Selig dispatched two of his top advisers to Miami to ask the editor of a weekly newspaper 
to share documents that reportedly link a number of player to perfolananee enhancers. 

Reversing Course on Reports About a Classic 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Reports before the release of "The Pride of the Yankees" said the fihn had been flipped to make Gary Cooper 
resemble the left-handed Lou Gehrig. A researcher isn’t so sure. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
A Comedian as Artist 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

A lesser-known persona of Andy Kauflnan - stand-up innovator, satirist and cult figure - is on view in 
"Creating Reality, by Andy Kaufinan." 

Oh, Baby! That Duke Sure Is a Dreamboat in the New ’Rigoletto’ 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The Met production of "Rigoletto" not only is set in 196os Las Vegas, but also pushes the boundaries of the 
libretto by translating seat-back titles into Rat Pack-speak. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’GOOD PERSON OF SZECHWAN’ 
To Earth, Seeking Goodness 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Taylor Mac and Lisa Kron are among the cast of the Fomadry Theater’s production of Brecht’s "Good Person 
of Szeehwan," at La MaMa. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 



Seven Days on the Queen Mary 9 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Sex, food and the allure of the wintry North Atlantic aboard the biggest ocean liner in the world. 

’: ~ Slide Show 

Is There Anything We Can’t Do on a Cruise? 
By ELAINE GLUSAC 

Looking to lure a wide group of travelers, the cruise industry is offering everything from Broadway-style 
shows to Barbie-themed eabius. 

THE GETAWAY 
How to Cruise Solo 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

Whether you’re looking for romm~ce, enriclnnent or rest and relaxation, here are tips for setting sail on your 
OW1L 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Menendez’s Ethics Problem 
The New Jersey senator’s dealings with a major Florida donor raise serious concerns about nfisconduct. 

EDITORIAL 
An Assassination in Tunisia 
Hopes of a democratic future are shaken after the murder of an outspoken critic of file goveruing party. 

EDITORIAL 
The Archbishop Rebukes the Cardinal 
Cardinal Roger Mahony’s removal was necessary after newly released records revealed a cover-up, but it 
wasn’t sufficient. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
’Suicide Conservatives’ 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

What’s a party that has lost its way to do? 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Fitness for Office 
By GAlL COLLINS 

How do we measure a good governor? Some people seem to think physical fitness and waist size is a good 
place to start. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Innovation Nation at War 
By JOE NOCERA 

Can one federal judge put a stop to the dumb smartphone patent battles? 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 9, 1943, the World War II battle of Guadalcanal in the southwest Pacific ended with an ?maerican 
victory over Japanese forces. 

¯ See This Front Pa_ff~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rhodes, Ten?- Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:33 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-~; Coclanis, Peter A <cocla~fis@unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edtr~; 

Bartram, Jamie <jba~am@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: prom discussion? 

Thanks 

I mn copying Eunice in on this reply in order that the two of you may proceed ruth planning. 

Ten?’ 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On at 4:05 PM, " ,@Jive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Temi 

Thanks for your message, and it was great t~ meet J~na~han face ~o face, 

Peter and 1: had a very 9ood meetb9 on Wednesday~ He ~s also keen ~ proceed with the pane~ discussbn. He very much l~ked the idea of havin!? Prof NzotNoJa 
as a pa~cipant -- perhaps as the moderator. 

We have had a spate of new acceptances in the ~ast day or so, and now the lis~ of people who have accepted ~s as follows: 

Mr Xavier N Ekpo 

Assis~nt Director(Infrastruture) 

Ninist~ of Pinance 

Nigeria 

Mrs. Hawa Nusa 

Senior Development Pinance Adviser 

Sierra Leone 

Mr. Omer Nohamed Ahmed EIHaj- DG International ~inance Cooperation Administration of ~deral Ninist~of Pinance 

And 

Mr. Nusa Nohamed Osheik ~brahim 

DG of S~te Ministry of Pinance and Economic and Labour ~orces, Kassala State, Eastern Sudan 

Sudan 

Mr Fred Nuhumuza 
Economic Advisor 
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development 

Uganda 

Mr Sana Jawara 
Chief Public Health Officer 
lvlinistry of Health and Social Welfare 

The Gambia 

Mr Moses MaNor Deu, 

Director of Aid Coordination 

South Sudan 

Ms Lilian Best 

lvlinistry of Finance 

Liberia 



Of course, some of these invitees still need to get visas, which always presents challenges~ and we need to arrange travel for them (some have ve~i complicated 
itineraries, for instance the participant ~rom Sou~h Sudan, who wN be coming to us directly from another meeting in East Timed) But all in att, ~t is turning ou~ ~o 
be a ve~ interesting group of peopie~ 

I am going to be back in Chapel Hill at the end of next week, and [ was hoping to meet with Prof Nzongola ~ get some insights from him on ~he h~sti~utional 
~ssues ~n each one o~: these countries. Perhaps a~ the same ~ime we could look a~ how ~o s~ruc~u~e ~he panel discussion, and what areas ]~ would be interestkN ~o 
explore with the pane~]s~? 

I believe Peter is working with Ten-y Tamari to set up logistics arrangements regarding the panel, so I will let him respond about that, 

Thanks--- and very glad to be working with you all on this! 

University of North Carolina 

tel: - 
@unc.edu 

@live,unc.edu 

From: Rhodes, Terry Ellen [RHODES@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:44 PM 
To: 
C:¢: Coclanis, Peter; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Bartram, 3amie 
Subject: March 6 panel discussion? 

Dear 

Jonathan let me know that you and he had six, ken yesteNay concerning the possible panel discussion ruth our facul~ and Al~ican guests on 

in the College are ~zery excited about that prospect, and wonder if and how we should be proceeding. 

Many thanks, 

Te~ 

CC Bartram, Hartlsa~, Coclanis 

Tenor5, Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Music 

205 South Building, CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodes (c~ email.unc.edu 

We 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coclanis, Peter A <coclanis@unc.edn> 

Saturday, 8:55 AM 

Rhodes Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; " @live.unc.edu> 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Bartram, Jamie <jbaytram@emml.unc.edtv~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: panel discussion? 

Thanks, Terry. We’ve also talked about the Wed. program with Mike Lambert and Barbara Anderson at the African Studies Center. Best, Peter 

From: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Sent: Saturday, 8:33 AM 
To: 
Co: Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Coclanis, Peter A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Bartram, Jamie; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re:       panel discussion? 

Thanks 

I mn copying Eunice in on this reply in order that the two of you may proceed ruth planning. 

Ten?, 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On , at 4:05 PM, " ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Terry 

Thanks Ibr your message, and it was great to meet Jonathan face ~o face, 

Peter and I had a very good meeting on Wednesday~ He is afso keen to proceed with the pane~ discussion, He very much ~ked the idea of having Ptd: Nzongo~a 
as a patt~dpant - perhaps as the moderator. 

We have had a spate of new acceptances h~ the ~ast day or so, and now the lis~ of people who have accep~d ~s as follows: 
Mr Xavier N Ekpo 

Assis~nt Director(Infrastruture) 
Ninist~ of Finance 
Nigeria 
Mrs. Hawa Nusa 
Senior Development Finance Adviser 
Sierra Leone 
Mr. Omer Mohamed Ahmed EIHaj- DG International Finance Cooperation Administration of ~deral Ninist~of Finance 
And 
Nr. Nusa Nohamed Osheik Ibrahim 
DG of S~te Ninistry of Finance and Economic and Labour Forces, Kassala State, Eastern Sudan 
Sudan 
Nr Fred Nuhumuza 
Economic Advisor 
Ninistry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development 
Uganda 

Mr Sana Jawara 
Chief Public Health Officer 
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare 
The Gambia 
Mr Moses MaNor Deu, 
Director of Aid Coordination 
South Sudan 
Ms Lilian Best 
Ministry of Finance 
Liberia 
Of course, some of these invitees still need to get visas, which always presents challenges, and we need to arrange travel for them (some have very complicated 
itineraries, for instance the partidpan~ ~:rom South Sudan, who wN be coming to us directly from another meeth~g in East T~mod) But all in att, ~t is turNng ou~ ~o 
be a very ~nteres~ing group of people, 
1: am going to be back h~ Chapel H~]] at the end of ne>:t week, and I was hoping to meet w~th Prof NzongNa to get some insights from him on the ~nstitut~onal 
~ssues h~ each one of ~hese countries, Perhaps at the same time we could look at how to structure the panel d~scussion, and what areas ~t wou~d be interes~h~g to 
explore with the pane~st~? 
I believe Peter is working w~th Terry Thmar~ to set up logistics arrangements regarding the panel, so I w~]l let Mm respond about that. 
Than~ --- and very glad to be working w~th yo~ all on ~Ms[ 

University of North Carolina 

tel: 
.~unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Rhodes, Terry Ellen [RHODES@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Fdday, 3:44 PM 
To: 
Cc: Codanis, Peter; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Bartram, Jamie 



Subject= panel discussion? 

Deal ~ 

Jonatha~ let me know that you mid he had spoken yesterday concerning the possible paJ~el discussion with our faculty and Afiican guests on 

in the College are very excited about that prospect, mid wonder if and how we should be proceeding. 

MaJ~y thanks, 

Ten-y 

CC Bartram, Hartlyn, Coclanis 

TenT Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Free Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Professor of Music 

205 South Building, CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

We 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Storm Leaves Northeast Reeling and Digging 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................. T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ........................................................................... 
~1}~ ~’~’~ ~rk ~’~ February 10, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e_T_o_d..a. ~2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Storm Leaves Northeast 
Reeling and Digging 
By N. R. KLEINFIELD and MARC SANTORA 

A nfidwinter storm buried several states 
in snow, leaving behind a debilitated 
region digging through plmnp wlfite 
drifts and reeling from gale-force winds. 

" Latest Updates I N.Y. Area Service Updates I 

The Storm’s Tally 

~ ~’g~ Slide Show: Huge Blizzard Buries 

Northeast 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Obama’s Turn in Bush’s Bind 
By PETER BAKER 

A onetime critic of Iris predecessor, 
President Obanm finds himself 
justifying muscular defense policies 
while detractors complain that he has 
sacrificed core values. 

Mali War Shifts as Rebels 
Hide in High Sahara 
By ADAM NOSSITER and PETER TINTI 

Expelling the Islanfist nfilitants may have been the easy part of retaking Malian tom~s. Now French forces 
are focusing on a harsh motmtain range where ninny of those nfilitants are hiding. 

:’ ~-, Timeline: Turmoil in the Sahara 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq.&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I think it is fair to say we were very lucky." 

MAYOR MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG, on the storm’s effect on New York City. 

BUSINESS 

SPECIAL SECTION 
Your Taxes 
The tax rules have grown 
even more complex this 
year, and gay couples face 



extra hurdles. A guide with news, tips 
and musings. 

" The Tax Deal That Simplified Nothing 

" A Doubly Trying Tax Season for Same-Sex 
Couples 

, Go to Special Section 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Relax! You’ll Be 

More Productive 
By TONY SCHWARTZ 

To be at your peak, don’t 
work so much. 

WORLD 

German Fascination With Degrees Claims Latest Victim: Education Minister 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and CHRIS COTTRELL 

Annette Schavan resigned on Saturday, the second time a nfinister has quit the govenunent of Chancellor 
Angela Merkel for plagiarism in less than two years. 

Obama’s Plan to Visit Mideast Stirs Hopes, Slightly 
By JODI RUDOREN 

President Obama and lfis new secretary of state’s plans have signaled that the United States is re-engaging in 
the Middle East, but both sides renmin skeptical that much will change. 

Plugging In, Dutch Put Electric Cars to the Test 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

The Netherlands, with its small size and $8.5o-a-gallon gas, may be the ultimate feasibility test for electric 
velfieles. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

At Boys’ Home, Seeking Graves, and the Reason 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

From the time it opened in 19oo until it closed, in 2011, the home in Marimma, Fla. became s3aaon3anous 
with beatings, abuse, forced labor, neglect and, in some eases, death. 

-’ ~’~ Slide Show: Looking for Answers and Bodies in the Ground 

Washington Officials Join in Mourning a Young Shooting Victim in Chicago 
By MONICA DAVEY and STEVEN YACCINO 

Michelle Obama was among those at the ftmeral of Hadiya Pendleton, who performed at President Obama’s 
inauguration, and whose death has come to represent the cost of gun and gang violence. 

Holding States and Schools Accountable 
By MOTOKO RICH 

The federal education law has still not been reauthorized, as controversy continues over its last version, No 
Child Left Belfind, and its requirements on student progress and teacher evaluations. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEGREES OF DEBT 
Battling College Costs, a Paycheck at a Time 
By RON LIEBER 

The modena realities of soaring tuition and other expenses are testing, but not defeathag, the tradition of 



working one’s way through school. 

FAIR GAME 
On the Waiting List at the Debt-Rating Club 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Legislators have tried to open the world of credit-ratings agencies to more competition. But for one small 
finn, it’s been tough to gain federal recognition. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor and Your Economists, Too 
By N. GREGORY MANKIW 

Many economists are receptive to the concept of immigration, partly because they tend to have a libertarian 
streak. But immigration has also benefited economists’ own profession. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Leg Rebuilt, a Life Renewed for Jay Williams 
By GREG BISHOP 

A decade after a motorcycle crash that ruined lfis N.B.A. career, the former Duke star Jay Williams realizes 
he has much more to achieve. 

. ~ Slide Show: Rebuilding a Career in Basketball 

Safety Concerns Stoke Criticism of Kennel Club 
By MARY PILON and SUSANNE CRAIG 

The 3anerican Kennel Club is best knoma as the go-to place for registering purebreds and as the governing 
body for dog shows. But the club is coming under increased scrutiny. 

A Big Hitter’s Baseball Life, Without the Bombshells 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

In "Long Shot," Mike Piazza, the former Mets catcher, achnits that he used androstenedione before baseball 
banned it, but says he did not rely on steroids. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

A Million Pieces of Home 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

The Ghanaian artist E1 Anatsui, whose retrospective exlfibition just opened at the Brookl3aa Museum, 
invented a new art folan using Nigerian-nmde liquor bottle tops. 

," ~ Slide Show: The Art of El Anatsui 

Go West, Young Band 
By JON PARELES 

Years of building a local following in Denver gave the Lmnineers momentmn that led to a Top lO single, "Ho 
Hey," mad two nominatious at Sunday’s Grammy Awards. 

’- ~ Popcast: The kumineers, Top 40’s Unlikeliest Act 

Defying Wagner With Buckets of Blood 
By CORINNA da FONSECA-WOLLHEIM 

Reputed to be undirectable, Wagner’s "Parsifal" is retunfing to the Metropolitan Opera in a new production 
led by Franqois Girard. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Frank Ocean Can Fly 
By JEFF HIMMELMAN 

Being the hottest tlfing in pop music meaus believing you can do absolutely anytlfing you want. 

Azerbaijan Is Rich¯ Now It Wants to Be Famous¯ 
By PETER SAVODNIK 



Oil-rich, velvet-rope-poor Azerbaijma, a country about the size of South Carolina on the Caspima Sea, would 
very much like to be the world’s next party capital. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 
Money Changes Everything 
By ADAM DAVIDSON 

According to new research, money actually does buy happiness - with one notable exception. 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Spying on Law-Abiding Muslims 
Once again, the courts may need to stop the New York Police Department from illegal surveillance activities. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 
The Gradual Selling of America the Beautiful 
By VERLYN KLINKENBORG 

It’s a big country, but commercial interests have been chipphag away at it. So far, President Obama hasn’t 
done enough to protect the public’s land. 

EDITORIAL 
India in the Slow Lane 
Reviving the economy requires New Dellfi to make hard regulatory reforms. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 
In Bed With the President of Ghana? 
By ANDREW SOLOMON 

It is tmsettling to be implicated in a national scandal, but any debate on homosexuality in an African country 
is itself progress. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Land of the Binge 
By FRANK BRUNI 

With sequestration around the con~er and bacon on every plate, America could use a dose of moderation. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
I’m Begging, Don’t Hack the Hacks 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

W. not only clears brush, he’s also good with a brush. Who knew? 

, Columnist page 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 
It’s Not Easy Being Green 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

The strongest argtunent for a major government response to climate change is the obvious argument: 
climate change. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. lO, 1962, the Soviet Union exchanged the captured American U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers for 

Rudolph Ivanovieh Abel, a Soviet spy held by the United States. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 4:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Week 6 readings 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

I hope your weekend’s going well. I just want to let you know that .lack Donelly’s piece "Equal Concern and Respect" is not yet posted on E-Reserves. 

And, I hope to come in Monday morning for a chat. 

Siku njema! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 12:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Speaker lbr Activist Panel 

Not a problem-- thank you for your prompt reply! 

, at 9:34 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> 

> 

> Dear       ’, 
> 

> Many thanks for this invitation. I wish I could join the discussion. Unfoltunately because of extensive responsibilities my calender is completely full this semester 
> 

> I wish you all the best with the proposed panel 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> From: k .;r)gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 8:17 PM 
> To: Sahie, Eunice N 
> Subject: Speaker J2~r Activist Panel 
> 

> Professor Sahle, 
> 

> I am the a program that helps UNC students e×piore the many facets of sustainabili~ through a student- 
designed curriculum. This month we are discussing the sustainability of activist movements and I was hoping that you would consider participating in a panel discussion on February 26th 
about the importance of and variety within activist movements Specifically, you would be speaking about your research into the growth of and ideals behind social movements in Durban 
and Toronto. 
> 

> The panel will be from 8:30-10:00 pm in Morrison Dorm but if this time frame doesn’t work [’or you I am definitely open to discussing alternatives. Thank you [’or your time, and I look 
forward to hearing from your 
> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Make-up exam, AFRI    exam - chaJ~ge of time on Monda 

Dr. Sahle, 
I have class at 11 so I can’t do the 10:30, but flae 2:00 pm works for me! 
Thank you, 

On at 4:12 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

> 

> Dear 
> 

> I have to address something urgent earl?- in the morning tomorrow-. Thus, here possible times for you to write the make-up exam: 
> 

> 1) 10 30am-h30pm 
> 2) 2.00pm-5.00pm 
> 

> Please let me know which of these times will work from your end 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: 

> Sent: Thursday, 4:21 PM 
> To: SahIe, Eunice N 
> Sut~iect: Re: AFRI exam 
> 

> Dr SahIe, 
> Un]2~rtunately I cannot take it tomorrow because of a conflict but I will be there at 8:00 AM on monday[ 
> Sor~ for any trouble! 
> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> On i , at 4:07 PM; "Sable, Eunice N" eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Dear 
>> 

>> I am sorry to hear that you are sick. ! hope you are feeling better. 
>> 

>> You can write a make up exam tomorrow (t;riday) or Monday February 18 (at the latest) between 8.00am-11 am on either day Please bring 
the day you write the exam. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: 
>> Sent: YVednesday, ; 12:37 PM 
>> To: Sable, Eanice N 
>> Subject: AFRI exam 
>> 

>> Hi, 
>> I jttst wanted to email you today to tell you that unfortur~ately I will not be able to take the exam today. I am still 
do have a 
>> 

>> Thartks, 
>> 

> 

to my office Battle tIall 101 

and definitely am not in the shape to take the exam. I 
that I can give you! Hopefully it will not be a problem! Please let me know how- I can make the exam ~p. I’m sorl)~ for any trouble! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:45 PM 

Coclmfis, Peter A <coclanis@unc.edu~; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; 

<, @live. unc.edu> 

Bartrmn, Jamie <jbam’am@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambe(t, Michael C <mlmnbert@email.unc.edw,; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barba~ra anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: panel discussion? 

Dear P’eter and       , At this point, I believe it makes sense for Terry and me to take a step back and allow the two of you to work with Eunice, M~chae~, Barbara, 

and Georges to deride the spedfics of organ~zb~g a pane~ dbcuss~on on This seems ~l<e a very exalting opportuniW. Once the detN[s are known, I am qu~te 

sure that both Katie Bowler at UNCGIoba[ and Dee Reid in the College 

the same. 

Unforttmate~y, t haw~ severM commitments that day, but wH~ certainly attend ~f [ can dependh~g on the ~:ime. 

Thar~]~s aga~t~ [:o all, Jot~al:han 

Jonathan Nartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and 5cierH::es 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PolRical Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel N~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

O~ce: 919 962-~:].65 Fax: 9:1.9 962-2408 

On ;, at 4:05 PM,’ ~tblive.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dea~ Te~ry 

Tharfl~s for yoa~ message~ and it was grea* to meet Jonathan ii~ce to race. 

Peter m~d I l~ad a veE~ good meelh~g on Wednesday ,He is also keen to proceed with flae pa~ael d[scnssk~n. He vet~’ much ]Eked flae idea ofhavi~g Pa~f 

Nzoagola as a paNcilamt perhaps as dae moderator. 

We t~ave l~ad a spakz of ~ew acceptances h~ 1he last day or so, and now the ]ist of peoCe wt~o l~m~e accet~kzd is as lbl]ows: 

Mr Xavier M Ekpo 

Assistant Director(IntPastruture) 

Mini s’t~, of Fi na~ce 
Nigeria 

Mrs. Hawa Musa 
Senior Development Finance Adviser 

Sierra Leone 
Mr. Omer Mohamed Ahmed Elt-tN- I)G International Finance Cooperation Administration of Federal Ministryof Finance 
And 

Mr. Musa Mohamed Osheik Ibrahim 

DG of State Ministry, of Finance and Economic and Labour Forces, Kassala State, Eastern Sudan 

Sudm~ 
Mr Fred Muhumuza 
Economic Advisor 
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development 
Uganda 

Mr Sana Jawara 

CNef Public Health Officer 

Ministo~ of Hea]th and Socia] Welfare 

The Gambia 

Mr Moses Mabior Deu, 
Director of Aid Coordination 

South Sudan 

Ms Lilian Best 
Mi nis~my of Finaa~ce 

Liberia 

Of course, some of these im;itees ~til] i~eed to get v~sas, w~ich always prcse~ts c]xdlenges, m~d we need to arrange travel lbr them (s~me have ~ery 

complicated itiner~uie~ lbr ms,race the pamcipant fi,)m Soath Sudal~ ~ho will be c~ ~mi~g to us direct]5, ti~m another meeting m E~ast ’l’im~ ~r’. ) But all 

it is tumi~g out t,) ~ a se~}, ink~resting group ofpeople~ 

I am goi[N to be back ia Ci~apel Hill N 1he end of aexl week, and I ~x, as hoping lo meet with ProfNzongola to get some J~asighls from t~m on the 

Jnstilafioaal issues ia each one of these com-tlries. Peflaaps at Ne aqme time we conld look al how to str~]cture the paacl discussion, aad wl~at areas 

woald be ink~rcstmg to exp]otv ~x, ifla die panelists? 

I believe Peter is workiag wifl~ Te~’ Tamad k) set up logistics ~aagemen~,s regarding d~c ~nel, so I wi]l let him ms~x~rtd abont 

University of North Carolina 



~_.u__~_~_c_=_e_.~_!u. 
C’O ve uric edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 11, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama to Renew Drive for Cuts in Nuclear Arms 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines February 11’ 2°13 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~er[s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On lhis 

~M~ornize~ctav’~ j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Obama to Renew Drive for 

Cuts in Nuclear Arms 

White House officials are looking at a 
cut that would take the arsenal of 
deployed weapons to just above 
1,ooo, compared with the current 

Damascus on Edge as 

Seeps into S~’ian Capital 

For months, Damascus has hunched 
in a defensive crouch as fighting 
raged in suburbs, but a rebel 
advance has created a new level of 
alarm and disorder. 

Details Emeeghig 

Menendez Case 

Senator Robert Menendez discouraged any plan by the government to donate port security 
equipment to the Dominican Republic, citing concern for a company run by his ti’iend. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We lost po~er i~ bo~t~ qf ~,~ tmrri~a~es ..jbr five 

BETI~ HANILTON~ whose family’s home i]a Old Lyme, Conn., has been withm~t power siuce the 
weekemt blizzar~t hit the 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW:      :": 

Aw~ ~’d s                       [ 
Gotye’s "Somebmty That 
I Used To Know" won record of the 
year, while Fun. won best new artist 
and Kelly Clarkson won best pop 
vocal album for "Stronger." 

~ Relate J Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Tax to Pay for 

The budget talks offer an 
opportnnity to impose a war tax. By tying military action to additional revenue, the president 
wmfld have a freer hand in deciding when to nse force. 

WORLD 

"!A~ith New Control Gene[’al to Foc~s on ~Vithd[’awM 

In a ceremony, Gen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr. took command from Gun. John R. Allen in managing the 
withdrawal of American and international troops from Afghanistan. 



B~a~il~ %Vhere a Judge Made $36L5oo i~ a Mon~hv Fu~cs O~ Pay 

Exploiting generous benefits and h)opholes, some public sector employees are earning more than 

$26o~ooo ~n a year, even as many people struggle to scrape by. 

~ Vioeo: B~azil’s Rise [o G~obal Fla~e~ 

ScoHa~d Faces More H~rdles if It Approves Indepe~de~ce 

A legal opinion from the British govermnent could intensify the debate over the terms under which 

Scotland might achieve a divorce from Britain. 

More World News 

A Growling Tre~ld: You*~g~ I,]beral and Ope~ to Big Gover~lme~t 

In a trend that is surprising pollsters and jangling the nerves of Republicans, a majority of young 

people embraces President Obama’s notion that government can be a constructive force. 

With I~qu~Py~ an Attempt to Reassure Los Angeles 

As the police chief tried to lure in a fmaner officer accused of three murders, he also tried to assure 
the public that his department is not backsliding on accusations of racism and conniption. 

A Call for Drastic Cha~ges in Educating New Lawyers 

A task force says it is time for radical changes in the regulation of law schools, including cutting 

curriculums, requiring on-the-ground training and licensing legal technicians. 

BUSINESS 

Complex l~vestments Prove R~sky as Savers Chase Bigger Payoff 
~.::., ~,~.<. ~ ~,....’-J~..~. .m:..:.~: 

Brokers used to promote bad investments mainly to people trying to get rich quick. Bnt with 

traditional portfolios fidling in value, ordinary retirement savers are being duped in growing 

nnmbers. 

Ir~ Makeover~ a Cha~nel Takes Ils C~le Fror~ Esquire 
~:::... ::iii -;:’.::,~ ~ ~ :. 
NBCUniversal has concluded a deal with Hearst Magazines to rebrand one of NBC’s existing cable 
properties, the G4 network, as the Esquire Netwm’k. 

The Financial ~Iimes is celebrating its msth birthday on Wednesday. While the print editions are 

fading, the news organization has figured out how to make money from new outlets. 

S P O RTS 

SPURS 111, NETS 86 
Ne~s Fans Make a Lot of No~se, b~t Thls T~n~e, It’s a Negatlve Message 

The Nets have had an extended honeymoon in this maiden season in Brooklyn, but they were booed 
Sunday night as the Spurs pulled away for a 25:point victory. 

CLIPPERS 102, KNICKS 88 

A~tho~ly Scores 4’% but Clippers Sh*lt Hhn Down ~he~l It Co*lnts 

Carmelo Anthony scored only 4 of his game-high 42 points in the fourth quarter, allowing the 

Clippers to send the ~icks to their second loss in three games. 

~ SOX Score ] Oil the Dribble: Ma;g~n For Er;or Shrinks Without Anthon~ 

HEAT 107, LAKERS 97 

da~nes, VVith Wade, Makes \Vi~ni~g Look Easy for Heat 

The Heat’s LeBron James scored 32 points and Dwyane Wade had 3o to silence the Lakers, who had 

eight tnrnovers in the fourth qnarter. 

~ Sox Score I ~aagic Snap Skid at 12 With Win Over Bl~ze~s 



ARTS 

Mumford & Sons Wlii ~Xlbt~m of ihe Year 

The Black Keys took home four trophies, including best roek album, but it was the British folk-rock 

group Mmnford & Sons that won the coveted album of the year for "Babel." 

~1~ Slide 8how: The 2013 Grammy Avoa~ds 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

New Appreciation for tl~e Old Days: A Little Bit Raw 

Grammy w)ters want popular music to have credibility, breadth and a kind of moral weight. But 

they are also, and always have been, tired of new complieations. 

ARTSBEAT 

Watching the 2o13 GramnLv Awards 

Rnnning commentary from Jon Caramaniea, a pop mnsie critic for The New York Times, and Dave 

Itzkoff, a eu|ture reporter. 

¯ Mere Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

ADVERTISING 

Self Magazine Refoe~ses for a Yom~ger A~dlence 

L:; T/. .I::: .P:. V.’:/. 

Executives hope a new look for the magazine will draw readers interested in lifestyle topies as well 

as fitness. 

~News From the Advert~sin~ ~ndust~y 

MEDIA DECODER BLQG 

NPR Campaign Seeks t|~e Quirk.’,’ Listener 

The public radio netwm’k aims to match its shows to potential listeners with even the oddest 

interests. 

Hoiig Kong "~%~ Drama Plays Out Uneasy Ties ~Vi~:h China 

A Hong Kong series has tapped into the tensions between the city’s residents and mainhmd Chinese 
visitors, striking a nerve on both sides of the border and drawing the attention of Chinese eensors. 

o Mere Media & Adve~tisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Quietly Killing a Cow, Shiner Wa[ct~dog 

Senate Republicans are using the filibuster to stop regulation of financial abuses. 

EDITORIAL 

RevltaHzlng l’~lalihaDan°s }~{idto~ East 
The area is due for rezoning, but a new development plan should not be rnshed. 

EDITORIAL 

I~ish ~n tt~e Global Balance 

The fillet on your plate is more likely to be farmed these days, but that doesn’t mean wild fish are off 

the hook. 

More Opirfien ;~ 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Conscience of a Corporation 

Stretching religious freedom to the breaking point. 

~ Columnist Page j BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ti~e Ignorance Canc~s 

The G.O.P. refuses to live in an evidence-based world. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

~Ilxe gulf between China’s booming cities and its poor eountwside has become a major source of 

social unrest. 

o Mere Opinien ~ 



ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 11, 1945, President Roosevelt, B~tish Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet leader 

Josef Stalin signed the Yalta Agreement during World War II. 

¯ ~.~:.’..~.i~ ..~’.9.~.L ~.~ g~ 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette[ As a membe[ o~ 

the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are commi~ed te protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, Februao~ 11, 2013 9:32 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wofld" News & Notes Digest 02-11-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 11th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

02/13/13- Lecture by Dr. Tim Burr, Professor of Geography and Dema for Enviro~m~ental Sustainability at Duxham (United Kingdom) University, rifled "Long-term 

monitoring of nitrate concentrations implications for science, polic55 aad management" scheduled for 10:00 AM in 106 Gardner Hall. 

02/17/13- The Chapel Hill PNlharmonia, a community based orches~tm, roll be performing Handel’s WaterMusic and Claude Debussy’s LaMer as part of their 

Winter Concert performance entitled "Rising Swells: Music on Water" at 7:30 PM in the Hill Hall Auditorium. This concert is free and open to the public. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Information on 2013 Water & Health Conference: \Vhere Sdence Meets Policy- The website dedicated to providing information on the 2013 Water & He~Ith 

Conference: Where Science Meets Policy, scheduled for October 14th 18th, 2013, is now online. For details on how to register, the event schedule, as well as to 

submit an abstract, please visit the following web address: http://whconference.unc.edu/ 

’Water in our wnrld’ class makes a splash nn students- An arricle published in The Daily Tax Heel that gives some insight into the ENVR 890 course "that has been 

set up in conj uncrion with "the rwo-year campus theme of"Water In Our World". To view the full sto~: http://www.dailytarheel.com/arficle/2013iO2iwater-in-our- 

world- class- makes- a- splash- on- students 

"Water In Our World" now on Facebook- Visit the Facebook page for the two-year campus rode "Water In Our World" theme at the follomng address: 

http://~vw, facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld 

\VATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Paid research opportunities ibr mider~raduate students- The Institute for the Environment at UNC’s IDEA (Increasing Diveisity and Ebiiancing Academia) 

progrmn provides paid research opportunities to full-tilne un&rgraduate s~dents attending UNC-Chapel Hill, Elizabeth City State, Nol~Lh Coxolina Central Univelsity 

and other North Carolina HBCUs to increase the participarion of underrepresented minority stadents(defined by the National Science Foundation as African 

American/Black Latino/Hispanic, Native American and persons with disabiliries) in the geosciences and provide the support and training necessaiy to pursue a 

graduate degree. The application deadline for Summer 2013 has been extended to Friday. February 15th for all those who a~e interested. For more information on the 

IDEA program: http:i/~.ie.unc.edu/IDEA/under~rad summer positions.cfin. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For Inore information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel tree to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, com~nents, and suggestions for tile theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http:#w~x~v.facebook.com/WateflnOur~Vofld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <proquestmai199@proquest.com > 

Monday, FebruaD~ 11, 2013 10:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edt~> 

Black Histow Month: Free Access to Explore Civil Rights 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

ProQuestl 

Celebrate Black History Month 

with free access and trials of key ProQuest resources. 



~i: ProQuest2 

Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the March on Washington with free resources that ProQuest 

is making available in celebration of Black History Month. 



Gain valuable insight--from first-hand accounts on slavery to the influence of activists and the 

NAACP to the Civil Rights Bill and its impact on history through present day. 

ACCESS THE FOLLOWING FOR FREE THROUGH FEBRUARY. 

ProQuest Historical NewspapersTM - Black Newspapers--The 

complete story with nine full-image titles that are and cross= 

searchable with other ProQuest Historical Newspapers, 

ProQuest Civil War Era, and with the Black Studies Center. 

Access it free now 

Black Studies Center-- Primary and secondary sources for 

Black or African American studies--including the only periodical 

resource focused exclusively on African and African American 

studies and the full Chicago Defender newspaper from first 

issue to 1975 Access it free now. 

books 

ProQuest Civil War Era--Comprehensive, full-image primary 

source materials cover a vast range of topics that led to the 

abolitionist movement and emancipation. Access it free now. 

Explore topics including civil rights marches and riots, voting rights, Brown v. Board of Education, 

the NAACP’s influence, and more. Ask your librarian to siqn up for free trials of ProQuest History 

Vault modules: 

Black Freedom Struqqle in the 20th Century 

NAACP Papers Collections 

Slavery and the Law 

Southern Life and African American History, 

1775-1915 Plantations Records 

Plus, check out all of the ProQuest History Vault modules, LibGuides, and Black History Month and 

other webinars. 

Gain additional insight from complementary resources: 

ProQuest African American Heritaqe--Groundbreaking digital resource that not 

only brings together records critical to African American family research, but also 

connects to a community of research experts Access it free now. 

ebrary Black History Month resources 

Ask your librarian to siqn up for free trials of: 

Black Abolitionist Papers--Unlike other abolitionist resources, it presents primary 

sources of Black activists in the global abolitionist movement, from1830-1865. 

Colonial State Papers--Original manuscripts relating to England’s governance of, 

and activities in, the West Indies during the period of colonization between 1563 and 

1757. 

And, see our diversity databases: Ethnic New’swatch, African American Biographical Database, 

African American Poetry, Twentieth-Century African American Poetry, and more. 



~ii ProQuest3 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages t?om this sender, please 
click on fl~e following e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 

Click here for e-n~il 

You will receive one additioned e-mail message co~Nm~ing your removal. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC PC <~uncperformancecoordinator@gmail.com> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 2:15 PM 

5249@duke.edu; Smith, Aaron <aaronsm@live.unc.edu>; Eljabaly, Aixtul-rahman K <aeljabal@live.unc.edu>; aevart@live.unc.edu; 

a~lore~email.live.edu; Gautaan, Amber <agautam@live.unc.edu-~; ahanu67@yahoo.com; allison.stashko@gmail.com; 

alli~ncham son@gmaJd.com; a]umni.purohi@gmail.com; tt~milton, Anthony ~mthamil@live.unc.edtr~; Padma, Anisha 

<apadma@live.unc.edu>; Pelaez, Alisa <apelaez@live.unc.edu>; avgove@live.unc.edu; Stew~xt, Allison <arsteu.ar@live.unc.edu>; 

asifune@gmaAl.com; Babatunde, O~nololu Refilwe --~lmbatund@live.nnc.edu:>; be~D’ha@live.unc.edu; brent@~xthur-lambert.com; 

brittanydcheaez@g~nail.com; Brown, Blanche <brownba@live.unc.edu>; brzoz@syr.edu; Ta,vlor, Beverly W -~taylor@email.unc.edu>; 

cafish@live.unc.edu; Casamlbias Ramirez, Maria --~casmrab@email.unc.edu>; Caslillo, Angelica <castil@ema~l.unc.edu>; Thompson, 
Charlotte Grace <~charlotg@live.unc.edn>; chrisb@enph.com; christal@email.unc.edu; Chukwumh, Anwuli <chukwur~live.unc.edu>; 

cldp@me.com; Leipolck Catherina L <~cleiIx~ld@live.unc.edu>; cmbs9/7@live.unc.edu; Agil, Deana ~<lagil@live.nnc.edu~; 

dan.osheyack@timewamer.com; davey@live.unc.edu; Navalinsl~; David B <~dbnav@email.unc.edu>; dbong@email.unc.edu; 

deeny@live.unc.edu; dennis.mlliams@hbo.com; dritt@mindspring.com; Greenlee, Gale <~egreenle@email.tmc.edu;,; 

el~abeth.l~mdesbevg@duke.edu; Ellling, Ben <elling@live.unc.edu>; Roberts, Emily <emrob@live.unc.edu>; er~vin.ma~s@minbuza.nl; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; famsboraokat@gmail.com; Ramirez, Faima Mafia <tinramire@live.unc.edu>; 

fi-uste@live.unc.edu; ggilmerl@nc.rr.com; ttarvey, Grace <gharvey@live.unc.edtr~; gibsonl@alumni.anc.edu; gperan@emaJl.nnc.edu; 

gracz@liu.edu; ttamberis, Alexandra Olga <hmnberi@live.unc.edu>; hards.tasia5 l@yahoo.com; Giles, ttannah Catherine 

<hcgiles@live.unc.edu>; hola@carlosmanuel.com; HolL Amanda Marie <holt~xn@live.unc.edu>; hrogels@almnni.unc.edu; 

ianlab 200@yahoo.com; inj@emo~l.unc.edu; irancke@email.unc.edu; Jabeck, Molly--~jabeck@live.unc.edu>; jacquisbreach@hotmail.com; 

jadilday@gm~l.com; Chakraboi%~, Jay Raj <jayc@live.unc.edu>; Jay, Johnny <jcjay@live.unc.edu>; Ribo, John D 

<jdribo@email.unc.edtc,; Simmons, Jeanine M--~jeanine.si~nmons@unc.edu>; Jeanstack94@gmail.com; jenlabet@yahoo.com; Ji, Hanna 

"~hanna@live.unc.edu;,; Hirschfield, Jmnes <jhirscht~@email.unc.edu;,; Lang, J.j. <jjlang@live.unc.edu~; Park Jennifer 

-~mpark@email.unc.edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edu~; jschwade@yahoo.com; Wile, Jeremy <jwile@live.unc.edn>; 

kalya@decksavae.com; Sebastian, Kyle Ann <kamsebas@live.unc.edn>; kate@thefivepointstar.com; kcampbe2@eagles.nccu.edn; 

kemi@dreamaclivist.ovg; ke~a~mw@missouri.edu; kimndeepsirah@hotmail.com; kkevin.mssell@metawaven~edia.com; Hemandez, Karina 
<kleon@live.unc.edu>; Murphy, Katy <komurphy@live.anc.edu>; Turtle, Kovde A <ktuttle@live.unc.edu>; Weiss, Ken 

<kweis@live.unc.edu>; Barrios Camacho, Laura <lbaream@live.nnc.edu>; lesmlk@gmail.com; lilly.rodenbough@gmail.com; 

Pennington, Lincoln Ross <lincoln~live.unc.edu>; maggiemareff(~:gmail.com; MaNuka, Meredith <maNuk@live.unc.edtr~; 

mamike@live.nnc.edu; mamitre@yahoo.com; marergl3@live.unc.edu; margoleesherman@gmaJd.com; mariam.elsaye@gmail.com; Marhn, 

Molly <~nartinml@live.unc.edtc,; Bullmd, Melissa M. --~mbullard@email.unc.edu>; McClees, A*nanda E <mcclees@live.nnc.edu:>; Meanza, 

Jeffrey --~meanz@ema~l.unc.edu>; metrranb@gm~l.com; Agnilar Noyol& Maria Guadedupe <Ingaguil@live.unc.edu>; 

mflnitch@clemson.edu; Simpson, Melanie <~njsimp09@live.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <~nkaiz@em~l.nnc.edu:>; Howell, Maggie 

<mmhowell@live.unc.edu:>; mplottsl@ahoo.com; ncsanbom@gmail.com; DSA NSCPI? New Students <news~dents@unc.edtc,; 
nicolajoy@gmail.com; nsky@duke.edn; Armwoock Porscha <Porscha Am~wood@tmc.edu~; Finn, Kelly Carver <kellvtinn@tmc.edu~; 

phterrell@gma~l.com; Pollock, Della <pollock@email.unc.edu>; Warrington, Peter Jmnes <pwarring@live.unc.edu~; 

mbdulg2@eagles.nccu.edu; Johnson, Rachel <rachelje@live.unc.edu;,; Devasthali, Rakhee Shirish <rakhee@live.unc.edu;,; Farrow, 

Raymond Benjamin <raymond fa~ow@nnc.edu~; rba[~}duke.edu; Colvec Reed <~rcolve@nnc.edu~; Dahrouge, Rvan 
<rdahroug@live.unc.edu>; Rebeiz, Linda Dounia <rebeiz@live.anc.edu>; Alexander CrMt, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.alexander.crafl@unc.edu~; Rivera, Jenina <riveraj@live.unc.edw~; Brock, Becky <rjbrock@live.unc.edu>; 

rlevitow@theatrewithoutborders.com; rmi@duke.edu; robstephens50@gmail.com; rozt@creafivevisions.com; Lucas, Ashley E 

<lucas@email.unc.edu>; salam.elrakhawy@outh[i~ee.org; savin004@aol.com; sbrown@history.ucla.edu; seagrabow@email.unc.edu; 

Bass. Shelby <sebass@live.unc.edu>; shebata@live.unc.edu; Fishbnme, Sarah Hart <shfishb@live.nnc.edu>; Swartz, Sydney Leigh 

<slsw~xtz@live.unc.edu:>; Lukomwa, Shanfim <sluko~nw@live.unc.edu>; Smithers, Aaron N <smither@email.unc.edu>; 
smoneil@ilstu.edu; snweiss@email.unc.edu; soapstaq.oe@hotmail.com; Melvin, Virginia J--~vjmelvin@email.unc.edu:>; Tolar, Stephanie 

<stolar@live.unc.edu>; swillib@eagles.nccu.edn; symoujim@gmail.com; t.defmntz@duke.edu; Thaver, Tehseen <tehseen@e~nail.unc.edu>; 
tomroche@pobox.com; Scales, Tim <tscales@email.unc.edn>; tysanne@vahoo.com; uncchisp~gmail.com; uncpreorde@store.unc.edu; 

UPCS <npcs@unc.edu~; usfox@email.tmc.edu; von Bleyle, Eve <~vbleyle@live.unc.edu>; Barringer, Will <wbarring@live.unc.edn>; 

Weisert, Lee <weisert(,@email.unc.edu~; mllimnsj@ict.usc.edu; woldorff@gma~l.com; writefreedom09@email.com; Sayre, Wilson 

<wsayre@live.unc.edu>; Wu, Alan <wua@email.unc.edu>; Allison, Christine Mae <xtineall@live.unc.edu>; Krasner, Zach 

<zachkrasne@unc.edu>; Merdi, Zakaria <zmerdi@live.unc.edu>; Amelia Meath <amelia.meath@gmail.com>; Amy Fischer 

<amy~4~sche@gmail.com~; antoine willian~s <ra~vgood@gmail.com:~; Ariel Lanren Wilson <ariel.lauren@gmml.com>; ben alper 

<bdalper@gmail.com>; Bryce Eiman <beeiman@gmail.com>; Caleb Dagenhart <calebdagenhart@gmail.com>; Daixi Xu 

~aixi.xa@gma~l.com>; Dedeanx, Ari <arideanx@live.unc.edu>; Mumbv; Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Dylan Mott 

~ylan.mott@gmail.com>; Eric Gregory <egregol3~04@gm~l.com>; Felzin Iraqi <felzinirani 17@gma~l.com>; George Rmnsay 

<ramsay.george@gmail.com>; Hannah Knibb <hdknibb@gmail.com>; James, Eric <ericj@live.unc.edu>; Janet Whiteside 

~-janem, hiteside@gmail.com>; J~xiice Wedel <janice.wedel@gma~l.com>; Jill Tmfant <tmfant~!gm~l.com>; Jilnmy Gai’~’er 

<jamesgarver@gmail.com>; John Paul Gaylor ~pgaylo@gmail.com>; Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.nnc.edu~; K Lassiter 

<klassiter5@gmail.com>; Karyn Shaw <~keshawben.5@gmail.com>; Kim, Heidi K <heidikim@email.unc.edu~; Lacy Schmidt 

<shoelace8@gmail.com>; Lanren B <Labbess@gmail.com>; Qnmn, Layla Khalid <qumn@live.unc.edu>; Maria J. Obando 

<mjobandol @gmail.com>; Ma~ Casady <casady.mary@gmail.com>; Matt Victoriano <mattvictoriano@gmail.com>; Matthew Nielson 
<matt@soundlabstudios.com>; Coble, McKay <acoble@emml.unc.edu-~; Ilyas, Memoona <ilyas@live.unc.edtr~; Meredith Robbins 

<robbins.mc@gmaJd.com>; Michael Woloshin <~voloshihlaw@gmail.com>; Wells, Olivia <owell@live.unc.edtr~; Philip MaJer 

<fiilco@gmail.com>; River Tak~ta-Capel <river.rei@gmaJl.com>; Robert McDowell <robertm748@aol.com>; Ryan Martin 

<rymar@gmail.com:~; Sm’a]~ Lyn Bruff<slbmlt@gmail.com>; Sherif El-ttefi~awy ~<sherif.heiiaawy@gmail.com>; TaJ~yyaba Qureshi 

<Tqureshi@glnail.com>; Tamoore Arshad <tanioore.arshad@glno~l.coln>; Tariq Luthun --~tluthun@gma~l.com>; Tholnas Gooding 

<j.thomas.gooding@gma~l.colr;>; UNC SDS <unc.sds@gm~l.com>; Wolfgang Hastert <wolfganghas~te(t@gmail.com >; Yosra Elsayed 

<elsayedy@gmail.com> 

F to M to Octopns 



;~ I nfineimage 1 

F to M to Octopus 

Feb. 15 & 16 at 8 pro, Swain Hall, Studio 6 Theater 

Free and Open to the Public 

The Process Series at UNC is pleased to present F to M to Octopus by Sam Peterson: a story of one man’s surprising lit~ journey from New York to LA, male to 
female, and even human to cephalopod! We would like to invite you to come see this truly unique and gmundbreaking new show. 

Stun Peterson is a UNC student who, after working as a tattoo artis~ and writing and performing spoken word on both coasts, crone to Chapel Hill and created this 

exceptional autobiographical show that explores his quixotic relationship with his own bo@ and its perceptions of animal and spiritual realms. 

The showing will be presented fiee of charge, though donations will be gratefully accepted. Thank you for your support! 

A Production of the Process Series: New Works in Development 

Please like our Facebook page for Process Series updates, shows, and information 

For more intbrmation, contact Joseph Megel at megel(a)email.unc.edu 

(;]IA~]{[ H]%L [1 was o~%- ]as~ year ~hm San=, ,Pelerson’s autobiographical show ~’~ to M to Octopus became ~he crfi~caily aeclaimed~ ~heater-JS]H~g eria%’ R~r the Solo Fesl 20] 2 prgjeet a~d 

was ~an~ed one o[’the bes~ or/gma~ new scripts in 2012 by ~he ]a@ Week. 

A ~ eteran per[~rma~ce ar~s~ and ;,)~mer [at~ooist Pe~erscm has used his poetry and per[~maance lo explore his quixotic reiationsh~p wflh his body and gender and ~he i~atura} world. 

Pe~erson brings 12he naaniJ~station of 1 hal exp[oralion back to Chapel Hi]] ~bt two nights, beginning Februa~’ IS 

Agtzt writing, performing and teaching J’emmist spoken wo~d on both coasts, :Petztson moved to Chapel Hill to attend UNC A szt[e~; of catastrophes :[b[]owed: heartbreak, death and 

nza~ [y derailed Petz~son% [)]arm Jk)~ a new strut, until being protnpted by a friend led h~m to wor]~ with UNC [)ro£’~;~;or Joseph >,degel Now, ~he show returns fbilowmg a wzeklong ~zs[dency 

at New York (htv% 3-.Legged Dog Theate% a studio we]i-]~town ~)[ pK)v~dmg a venue that ~amres cNting-.edge digital pe~f0rmance works 

Jo mmg Pe~erson’s team is na~ionaliy ~enowned digitai designe~ Ja~ed Mezzocchi o~" 3-Legged Dog Theate~ ~rm always t~Ning to find ways that video can become more al lye m the space 

and breathe wida dae sto:?,telling," Mezzocchi said ~ae },~orld that Sails work co~mres becomes a rich iandscape fnr projections design.. We really began to expiore fl~e visual landscape 

of Sam’s vision and I thiri trui~ embody his "transdomney "" 

Peterson emphasized that the fluidi%" or bck fl~ereof widam his journey was key to expressi~N it, bat the important elc~nents iie in his varioas co~muaities daat have heiped carry him 

through dais venture. 

Megei, [bunder o:{i2he ~rocess Series no~es~ "’]?he ~%c~ that ~his work started in a per[brn~ance sludges class m [ ?N%~ and has growi~ and soared ~n become such an exquisite and sough1 after 

new perR~nna~ce piece a total%- ~r~gi~ai expression ~[’a ii:[~ experience li].:e i~ ol2her you ha~e e~er seen. This is what ~he Process Ser~es ~hr~ves ~n, emerging new works of ar~ ~bat are 

~ota] %- trans[brmal~ve" 

About ~he Pro~:ess Serbs 

The Process Series was founded by Joseph MegeL an instructor at UNC.-Chapel Hili I)q)arttneng of" Cormmm bafion Studies, who has spent the last 20 yea~s focusing on ~he direction and 

devzh)pment of new and s~gn[f[can~ works for theate< film and video. The PK~ces~; Seie~; features [)rofess[ona]iy mounted developtnental performances of new womb; m progress The 

tress[on of the series ~s [o illumina[e the ways in whbh mtistic ideas take form, to follow a~ tists and [)erJk)m~er~; as they e~phxe and discc~ver, and to examine the ~Jqae creative Frocess 

each ar[ist presented. The series is co-sponso[ed by Carolina PeK[brming A[ts and the Depar[ment of Comtnunica[ion Stad[e~;. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LiMsay Gregow <lindsayg@Exconferences.com> 

Monday, Februao, 11, 2013 3:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

EU Medical Device Vigilance Reporting Requirements Under MEDDEV 2.12-1 Rev 7 - Audio Cent Encore Presentation 

EU Medical Device Vigilance 
Reporting Requirements Under 
MEDDEV 2,12-1 Rev 7 

In an effort to provide a value-added sewice to our customers and parh~ers, FX Conferences is pleased 
to invite you to an encore presentation of: EU Medical Device Vigilance Reporting Requirements 
Under MEDDEV 2.12-I Rev 7. If you think [hat somebody else at your company would be interested, 
pf~,~a,se f~,~el fre.e b) pass en this emait. 

The ~evised MEDDEV 2. ’l 2-1 Rev 7 guidance concerning medical device vigilance came into effect[ in 
June 2012. While ne~ legally binding, ~his guidance dees reflec~ EU cempeNmt autheri~y expecb~iens, 
and companies are advised to build thee" vigilance ~;~stem around the guk~ance. 

In this audio conference presentation, our speaker reviews the guidance, explains some key 
definitions and respens~b~fit~ee, prev~des a v~gifance process map and d~ecusses the criteria 
repealing using sew~ral examples ~n addNen, the presen~a~km rev~e~ the changes fl’om the fast 
version of the guidance. F~nN~y, 1he speaker d~scusses event trending and how to use the ~nfermation 
tha~ is delivered via the vigilance system. 

For complete details of this conference, please visit FXConferences.com 

Feedback on this or similar conferences from previous participants: 

’ The o~an~za#en~ t~fents of the presenter are a~ways important. Hden 

Who should attend? 

Regulatory affairs 

Quality managers 

Safety managers 

Design engineers 

Sales and marketing 

Learning Objectives 

Vigilance system definitions and goals 

hnpe~lant d~.ffinitions and respens~Nfit~ee 

A v~]~a~(:e preoees map 

Cr~teda fl>r reporting (using examp~ee) 

Repe~tin~ timefines 

Trends 

About tt~e speaker: 

Helen Colquhoun is Senior Vice Presiden~ of Cromsoume Inc with responsibility for Cromsource’s 
medicat d~.~vice d~v~skm. Helen was prevbusly feuDder and GEe ef P~eiad, a epeciafis[ medical device 
CRO. Helen has worked h~ 1he medical device and pharmaceutical ~nduslr~es for nearly 25 yearn. She 
is a physician w~th a depth of experience ~n v~gilance, pharmacovig~ance, regulatory affa#s, clinica~ 
e~LEdy dee~gn amJ management, and produc[ dew)k)pment planning. Her expertise eevers Nodh 
Amedca and E~rope. She is based ~n Cambridge, Massachusetls. 

Ow;r 59,900 atb~,ndees across hundte, ds ef cempanies haw) ~aken advantage ef eur e~sy,-[e-Lpse aL~die 
conferences to stay abreast of a fast-changisg business envirom’nent. We specialize in Life Science 
conlerences, along with topics teleran[ for HR, Marketing, Legal, and Finance prdessionals. Ceme 
cheek eut eur library of past audie center,races and see what’s upceming at FXConferences. 



Follow us on Twitter for announc÷ment.~, disoo~lnis, a~d special events 
ht~s://twiiter.¢on~lFXConferences 

Please c(mtact AC Suppoll at acsuppor~(~,fxtrans.com w[lh any questions or assistance in 
registration, 

The Localization Institute 

1901 Water~own Street 
Nev~4on, MA 02465-5001, USA 
617-564-3177 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list use the following link: 

http ://ww’~,~.fxconferences.com/unsubscribe.aspx?E NAI L=eunice@email.unc.edu 
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Sent: 
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Love on Valentine’s Day, Greek Pottery, Music, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

~ L~y~ or~ Va/~t~s Day 
Thursday, 14 February, 6:00-8:00 

Join us on Valentine’s Day for the Acktand’s "Be Our Valentine" 

Celebration ! 

Enjoy art, tours, music, food, and crafts. 

Take a self-guided love hunt through our permanent collection. 

Enjoy seein8 our new exhibition, 44ore Love: Art, Politics, and 

Sharin9 since the 1990s, with friends or that special someone. 

Send a special "More Love" postcard to your sweetheart. 

Make your own valentine from scratch. 

Eat sweet treats and listen to lovely love sonss. 

Hosted by Student Friends of the Acktand. 

FREE and open to the public! 

Tuesday, 12 February, 12:00-1:00 PM 



yoga poses inspired by the art in the gattery, 

Take a 

break 

from your 

day and 

exptore 

the wortd 

of yoga in 

the 

beautiful 

setting of 

the 

Ack[and! 

The hour- 

offered b~ 

registerec 

yoga 

teacher 

Joanne 

Marshall 

opportuni~ 

series of 

gentte 

Beginners are wetcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortabte c[othing that witt 

a[tow you to stretch. 

Space is limited. Please register online. 

Free to Ackland members I $5 non-members. 

Tuesday, 12 February, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 12:3 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Los Chiguateros cerebrates the music 

of one of Ecuador’s most famous 

orchestras. Like many parts of Latin 

America, Ecuador has an African 

history that is evoked through the 

mix of sounds in the music of 

Chiguateros. The firm presents the 

lives of the orchestra members white 

also exploring topics of deforestation 

and environmenta[ degradation in 

the region. 

In Spanish with Engtish subtittes. 

Presented by the Institute for the 

Study of the Americas in cerebration 

of Black History Month. 

Free admission for students with valid university or 

high school ID. $4 for all others. Tickets are available at 

the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carotina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media 

Sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

Saturday, 16 February, 2:00 PM 



Join Ackiand Student Guide Benjamin 

Ossoff for a closer look at the 2,500- 

year-old Greek pottery in the Ackiand’s 

collection. Why were these pots made? 

Who made them? How did Greek pottery 

get its distinctive look? We wiil look at 

the development of the Greek vase in the 

Archaic Period (ca. 600-480 BCE)--from a 

Corinthian wine-mixing bowl by the 

Cavalcade Painter through a cup by the 

prolific Athenian painter Makron--and 

e×plore the changes in technique, 

decoration, and function of these vessels 

over ti me. 

Free and open to the public. 

Sunday, 17 February, 2:00 PM 

Bring vinyl records, cassette 

tapes, CDs, tPhones, and/or tPods 

with recordings of the love songs you 

love. You’[[ work with your fellow 

music-lovers and WXYC DJs to create 

a great "love mix." 

The piayhst will be compiled and made available on the Ack[and website, 

and selected songs and stories will also be woven together to create a 

Thursday Night Feature program on WXYC (89.3 FM). 

Free and open to the public. 

Wednesday, 20 February, 2:00 PM 

Teka Se[man (Asst. Director, MFA in 

Experimental and Documentary Arts, 

Duke University) wii[ discuss the 

intersection of mystery and meaning in 

the work of contemporary artist Dario 

Robieto, among others. 

Space is limited. RSVP online. 

Free for members, $10 for non- 

member guests. 

The Ackiand is looking for partidpants to help bring the exhibition ~lore 

Love to life! Here are some ways in which you can be a part: 

Help Create a Work of Art by Yoko Ono 

Volunteers are needed to take digital photographs of Ackiand visitors 

demonstrating their love as part of Yoko Ono’s piece Time to Tell Your 

Love (2012). The photos are displayed on the gaLLery wail, and later wiLL 

become part of Yoko Ono’s archives. As a volunteer, you also distribute 

the glass prisms that are given to those who have their photograph 

taken. Camera and prisms provided--all we need is your time and 

enthusiasm! Sign up online. 

Have a Sketch Made of your First Love 

In Rivane Neuenschwander’s piece First Love, participants are asked to 

describe the physical facial characteristics of their first love to a forensic 

sketch artist. Conducted over a two-hour appointment, and with the aid 

of an FBI identification book, the process challenges both memory and 

communication. The resulting drawings are displayed on the nearby wail 

for the duration of the exhibition. 

Sign up online. 



Express Your Love Regrets to the World 

Not to be a Debbie Downer, but most of us 

have toveorelated regrets. Commissioned for 

the Ack[and, Chris Barf’s nottmeforlove.com 
accumutates stories from peopl.e wortdwide 

who chose another activity over a toying 

encounter. An iPad at the AcMand enabtes 

individuats to submit their regrets when 

viewing More Love or to browse the hundreds 

of submissions al.ready on the site. 

The Ack[and Museum Store is stocked with gifts that say "1 Love You!" 

Show your love for the Ackland Art Museum by becoming a member! 

You’t[ save 10~ on at[ your Store purchases, receive invitations to speciat 

exhibition previews, and enjoy free admission to many of our paid 

programs. Memberships may be purchased at the Acktand Museum Store 

or ontine. 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin9 

since the 1990s is accompanied by a fu[ty- 

ittustrated, 240-page catatogue with 

essays by consutting curator Ctaire 

Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 
Jackson, and Dario Rob[eto, among 

others. It also includes additional 

materials by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sate, 

Janine Antoni, Hadassa Gotdvicht, and 

Miranda Jury. 

Stop by or contact the Store 

(919.962.0216, acklandstore@ uric. edu) 

to purchase your copy. 

Ackland Film Forum: Untitled 

(Jim Hodges, Carlos Marques da Cruz, ~ Encke King, 2010) 

Thursday, 21 February, 7:00 PM 

Art ~ la Carte: Hands-On Art Classes for UNC Students 

"Wire Scutpture" 

Friday, 22 February, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Re,gister onUne! 

Family Day: "1 ~ Art" 
Sunday, 24 February, 2:00-5:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public prosrams are made possible by 

~enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 



Tracey Emin, A4ore Love, 2010; neon. 18 118 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. q~ Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist 

and Lehmann Maupin Gal{ery, New York and Hon8 Kons. 

CamiLLe Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Bunks of the Ofse, Near Pontofse, 1870; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Hadassa Go[dvicht, Israeli, born 1981, and Anal Vovnoboy, IsraeLi, born 1982: Lulloby (video stilt), 2012; singLe-channeL 

video. TRT: 51 minutes. Lent by the artists. 

Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphoro) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, btack-fisure ware. 

Ackiand Fund. 

Dario Rob[eto, American, born 1972: Deffont Gordens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (pulp made from soldiers’ teLLers sent 

home and wife/sweetheart letters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier piseon skeletons, WorLd War II-era piseon 

messase capsules, dried flowers from various battLefieLds, hair flowers braided by war widows, mournin8 dress fabric, excavated 

shrapnel and bullet Lead from various battLefieLds, various seeds, various seashells, cartes de visite% !oLd teal, silk, ribbon, wood, 

8Lass, foam core, 8rue. Lent by The Mint Museum, CharLotte, North CaroLina. Gift of the Mint Museum AuxiLiary, 2012.6. I mase 

courtesy of the Inman Garter% Houston, TX. 

Chris Barr, No Tfme [or Love: Worldwide Res~rets Counter for Mfsplaced Prforftfes, 2013; interactive website. 

Forward this email 

rhea emsil was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu b,! #_s__b__o_%y_j__e_s__@__e___m__a_jj:__u_[!£:_e__d__u_ 

Update Profile/Emai] Address [nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :[0:[ S. Columbia Street CB 34-00 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Successor to Benedict Will Lead a Church at a Crossroads 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i E,’!Rorials I Op-Ed I On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Februalyla, 2o13 

TOP NEWS 

Lead a Church at a 

Pope Benedict Xvrs choice to resign 

sets up a struggle between 

conservatives, who advocated a 

smaller church of more fervent 

Catholics, and those who feel the 

church can grow its reach. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

A Turbulent Tenure for a 
Quiet Scholar 

When it came to the major challenges facing the Roman Catholic Church in the real world, Pope 

Benedict XVI often appeared to carom ti’om one crisis to the next. 

NoNh Korea Confirms It Conducted 3rd Nuclear Test 

North Korea set off a nuclear test on Tuesday, its official news service said, and preliminary 

estimates suggested it was far larger than the previous two conducted by the North. 

~] I m hn North Korea’s Nuclear Program 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1~ todag’s world, subject to so many rapid changes and shake~* by qttestio~s of deep releva~*ce ~br the 

l~b ojfidd~, i~* order to govern the bark of S’L Peter m~d procl~dm dw ffospeI, both strength of mb*d a~d 

bodlt m’e necessar~t, strength which in the lastjbw months has deteriorated i~ me to the extent dmt 1 

have had to recog~ize ~,q i~eapacit~] to adeq~ate~/jb~fi~l ~he ~r~inistry e~tr~sted to me," 

POPE BENEDICT ~rI, a]~nou]~cJt~ h~s resignation. 

BUSINESS 

SPECIAL SECTION 

Advice on planning for 

the new tax increases, 

and a caution: A single- 

minded focus on taxes is 

probably not the best way to invest. 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Farewell to an Uninspiring 

Pope 

I have watched the wealth of the Catholic Church turn into a subsidy for wrongdoing and a prop for 



the continuing campaign against women’s rights and homosexnality. 

WORLD 

Candidates h~ Kenya’s Fh-st Presidential 1)ebate Condemn Ethnic Politics 

One of the two fl’ont-runners in the election faces charges fl’om the International Criminal Court, 

while the other says he was cheated out of winning last time in 2007. 

MEMO FROM TUNIS 

R~|i~g Islamlsts, U~der Attack, Reject Blame for Tm~isi~’s ~Woes 

Facing public anger and internal divisions after the assassination of an opposition leader, the 

Ennahda party, did not seem to look inward. 

Thousands of Afghans have built homes and careers on an influx of foreign money and are fearful 
that their lives could implode as Western forces disappear. 

More Worid News 

Slower Growth of Health Costs Eases U,So Deficit 

The Congressional Bndget Office says the slowdown has erased humh’eds of billions of dollars in 

projected spending on Medieare and Medicaid. 

Milltal~t Threats Test Role of a Pe~ltagon Command in Africa 
i.::,, fiR.." ’:Ai ib" Ti 

Created to train African forces and buiht social, politieal and economie programs, the Pentagon’s 
Africa Command finds itself facing a new generation of Islamist militants. 

Zen Groups Distressed by Acc~sations ~%gainst Teacher 

.an independent council of Zen leaders has said that the Buddhist teacher Joshu Sasaki sexually 

harassed female students. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

It will be four years on Tuesday since the last fatal crash in the United States, a record unmatched 
since propeller planes gave way to the jet. 

"1%r Show Mirrors a Japanese Battery Maker*s Bind 

The plot of the Japanese television series "Made in Japan" underscores the hopes the country has 

pinned on technologies like lithium-ion batteries, 

Shell Vessels Sidelined, i~nperillng Arctic Plans 

The company’s ambitions oil exploration program in the Arctic has been hindered by delays for the 
last seven years. 

o More Busir~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

Showing Off Their Manners on the Big Stage 
i.::y KEN 

~Ilze winning dogs of four categories - hounds, toy, nonsporting and herding - earned their spot in 
the Best in Show competition at the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show. 

~ Hiohliobts From Dog Show~ ~ Slide Show. Fk~ding the Next Charnp~on 

Keeph~g Theh" Dogs From Loo|dng Like Ours 

For the Westminster Dog Show canines, it was just another day of staying dean and being styled for 
the show. 

Missi~g Three Stars, Spurs ~ASn 

Call it a win for the system and the subs. Tony Parker, Tim Duncan and Manu Oinobili sat out with 
injuries as the San Antonio Spurs won handily in Chicago. 

° Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

A WORD WITH: BRYAN FERRY 
Roxy NI~slc’s Roari~g Twenties 



Bryan Ferry discnsses "The Jazz Age," which recasts some of his best-known songs from Roxy Music 

and his solo career as instrnmentals in the style of the 192os. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Gramm>~ Measure Prese~ by the Past 

The struetnre o[ the award-giving, in which representatives of yesteryear weigh in on the aets of 

today, preelndes the Grammys from eapturing the shape, seale and range of modern musie. 

NEW MUSIC 

?albums by P~sha T a~d Ben Goldberg 

A new mixtape fl’om Pusha T featm’es hard-nosed tales of the drng~iealer life, and the clarinetist 

Ben Goldberg releases two albnms. 

¯ More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Mice 1,’all Short as Test S*~bjects ~or [-hm~a~s’ Deadly Ills 

Mice have been the species of choice in the study of human diseases, but a new paper offered 

evidence that the mouse model has been totally misleading for sepsis, burns and trauma. 

New research suggests violent games can stir hostile urges and aggressive behavior in the short 
term, but it is not dear whether the habit increases the likelihood of committing a violent crime. 

Stra~nh~g to Hear a~d Fend Off Dementia 

There is no clear explanation why, but compared with individuals with normal hearing, those with 

hearing loss have an increased risk of developing dementia. 

~ 
Podcast [ [] lranscr~pt for the He~ring-lmp~ired ~ [] Katherine Bouton on the 

~1~ Mideo: Experiencing Hearing Loss 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Modernize ~r~e~strat~o~ arid Req~lh’e Early Vofil~g Period,~ 

President Obama needs to make good on his [u’omise to fix a broken election system. 

EDITORIAL 

Move New York C~t)"s I?rh~ar~es to J~ne 
This would give the city’s dysflmetional Board of Elections plenty of time to prepare for a September 

runoff. 

EDITORIAL 

For Two Se~ators, Pet~- Po|]fics Comes F~rst 
Senators Lindsey Graham and James Inhofe are abnsing their enormous power by trying to derail 

the nomination of Chuck Hagel as Pentagon chief. 

o MoreO~[nion >~ 

OP-ED 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 
The Cha~ge Upo~ Christ’s Rock 

A papal resignation, and the futnre of the church. 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 
The Pope Could Still Right the V~r(mgs 

Pope Benediet has one last chance to right some of the wrongs of the recent past by forcing on( 

Cardinal Angel() Sodano. 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Hm~ble Pope 

Benedict’s resignation reminds ns of the chnreh’s need for true renewal. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 12, 1973, the first release of American [u’isoners of war from the Vietnam conflict took 
place. 

See This Front Page 
Buy T~ctis Front Page 
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inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

NI-UPEP EI Seminar - Friday, February 15 - Catherine Tucker - Contlict, Compromise, and Community: Managing Forests and Water 

Resources in Western Honduras 

Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions and UPEP Environmental Institutions Seminar Series Spring 2013 

Conflict, Compromise, and Community: Managing Forests and Water Resources in Western 
Honduras 

Catherine Tucker 
Associate Professor 
Indiana University 
Friday, February 15 
LSRC A158, D~lke campus 

10:00-11:30 AM 
Students, faculty and staff are invited to attend the fifth presentation of the Spring 2013 Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy 

Solutions and UPEP Environmental Institutions Seminar Series. ()ur speaker will be Catherine Tucker, Associate Professor in the 

Department of Anthropology- and Associate Faculty at the Center for the Study of Institutions, Population, and Environmental 

Change (CIPEC) at Indiana University. 

Conflict, Compromise, and Community: Managing Forests and Water Resources in Western Honduras 

Achieving forest conservation becomes particularly difficult when multiple stakeholders assert rights, the resource base is threatened ~vith 

degradation, and properD- rights are disputed. The Montafia Camapara Reserve in Honduras exists within these challenges. It was formed in 

2002 by three municipalities that share rights to the mountain, after a decade-long effort to end incursions and deforestation that threatened 

the springs that supply water to surrounding villages. Despi~e border disputes, the municipalities reached a compromise to recognize and 

maintain the reserve, but also allowed for institutional differences in reserve management that respected their distinct socioeconomic 

circumstances. The reserve’s creation occurred without national goverrwnent involvement; therefore its emergence and subsequent 

regeneration of forest contradict the prevalent notion that successful, strictly protected reserves require state intervention. Drawing on 

theories of institutional analysis and environmental conflict management, this stu@ explores how the reserve developed collaboratively and 

why it has endured despite ongoing tensions. The analysis indicates that under certain conditions, shared dependence on a watershed and 

contexts of scarcity- may motivate cooperation and conservation. At the same time, three municipalities have had differing degrees of 

comrmtment to the reserve, which appear to correlate xvith their availability~ (or lack) of alternative water sources. More generally, contributing 

factors for reserve’s emergence and survival include engagement of all disputing factions, emergence of shared understanding, and local 

construction of equitable rules and rights governing resource use. 

Spring 2013 Seminar Series schedule: http_:/,_/_ nlcholasm s tm~te.duke.ed__n_~ semmarsenes 

Like us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter or subscribe to our YouTube channel for more updates or recordings from these and other 

lectures. 

Please ~-eel free to fot~x,ard this on to others who may be interested. 
Apolog{es for duplicate postings. 
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The 2013 Cultural Bridges Cont~rence in "the UK (London, Maxch 20th - 22nd, 2013) 

"State Multiculturatism: An Interdisciplinary Analysis ot~ Political, Economic, and, Cultural Dimensions" 

(London, March 20t~ - 22nr~, 2013) 

"Human Rights Protection & International La~’: The Multifaceted Dilemma of Restraining and Promoting International Interventions" 

(Reykjavik, Iceland: April 10~h - 13th, 2013; Co-hosted by the institute for Cultural Diplomacy & MinistD" of interior of Iceland) 

_v_~_ ~ :_r_~ _kj _a__~ i_k___c_QI~_ g [__e__s_" ~ :_o__r_ g 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

We are writing to bring to your attention our upcoming International Conferences. \hie would be gratelul if you could share this announcement by fowl, staling the information 

below to those who you think might be interested in attending. 
Sincerely, 
Mark C. Donf~ied & the ~CD Team 

"S~te Multiculturatism: An Interdisciptina~" Analysis of Political, Economic, and Cultural Dimensions" 

(London, March 20th - 22nd, 2013} 

In our g~obalized worM, Mult~cultura~sm ca~ be v~ewed as ~ natural phenomenon a~d ~esu~t of the eve~-cha~g~ng gbbN m~gration p~ttems. Ma~y countries such ~ the 
Germaay, Fraace, B~lg~m, Netherlands, Spain, Italy, USA, A~stralia, and Canad~ ~re constantly eng~ghN w~th ~ct~v~ muNc~ltura~sm policies, wNch are continually being 
amended and ~einvented. 
The p~ttem and process of mul~ioultura~gm ~ i~ fact transforming ~nd increasing fol~ow~ng economic, socia~ and po~t~cN changes in an ~nterdependen~ and g~oba~zed wodd. 
is therefore, essential that 9ev~mment~ do ~ot ~egate f~om the need to ~tegrate their m~nor~ty populations, while accepting a~d accommodating for d~versity through 
that eas~re better and sustained cultura~ 
The 2013 Cu~tura~ Bridges ~n United Kingdom Conference w~ offer therefore a wide dhierg~y of perspectives on the ~gsue of in~emu~tural relations ~ntem~t~onN~y wN~ a 
p~rt~ou~ar focus oo the ~K. The OoR[ereoce w~ c~eate a~d p~ov~de a proposN document that w~ll be presented to the international oommuoity on how to overcome mu]~ou~tura[ 
challenges. ~n addNon the proposa~ documeat will offer best practices to acNeve a successful ~nd b~rmoNc m~Ncultura~ society. The Coafereace w~ also examine, in d~pth, 
d~fferent example~ and best pract~c~ of Cultura~ Diplomacy that might b~ ~pp~ed ~n a different context. 
Conference Speakers 
Speaket~ dudng the Conference will ~nc~ude leading figures and expels [rom ~ntemational politics, economics, academia, d~plomacy, c~vil society, and the private sector. The 
speakem will also include a number of individuals from the ICD Adviso~ Board. For fu~her information on the ICD Advisor" Board, please click here. 

Con[erence Participants 
Pa~icipation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, a~ists, civ~ society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young profeasionNs, and students, as we~ as other ~nterested indiv~duNs from across the world. 
~f you woul~ like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please click HERE 

"Human Rights Protection & international Law: The Multifaceted Dilemma of Restraining and Promoting international Inte~entions" 

(Reykjavik, ~celand: April 10th - 13th, 2013; Co-hosted by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy & MiNst~" of interior of ~celand) 

~. rey kjav~kco ~ress.o cq 
The ~ntemat~onal community acknowledges the increasing and persistent ca~e~ of mass atrocities and crimes agNn~t humanity occulting on a vast acre. 
Understanding the complexity in bringing these crimea to an end, the Reykjav~k Congress on Human Nights aims to argue and debate the notion of the responaiN~ity to 
protect from a human right~ perspective, taking into account the divergent dimensions in restraining or promoting international intewenfion. 
Through ~he discussions and exchange ol this conlerence we aim ~o consider the curren~ most vehement cases of human rights violations, and ~utther comprehend the varied 
issues and approaches to these mass atrocities and cr~mes against humanly from a theoretical perspective, anNyzing the complex layers and structures, and taking into 
account the ethical dilemma surrounding the responsibility to protect and internationa~ intewention. 
The 2013 Congress will create and publish a discussion document that will be presented to the international community on how to overcome the dilemma of restraining and 
promoting all ~orms ol In~emafiona~ Intewentions based on coordinated global coNNon eflo~s between govemment~, NGOa and International Institutions. 

Conference Speakers 
Speakem during the Conference will include leading figures and expels from international politics, economics, academia, diplomacy, civil society, and the private sector. The 
speake~ wil~ also include a number ol individuals flora the ICD Advisory Board. For Iudhet information on ~he ICD Advisory ~oard, please ~_~_~_~_~_~!~.. 

Conference Participants 
Pa~icipat~on in The Neykjavik Congress on H~man Rights is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, h~man rights activists, journN~sta, artists, 
civil ~ociety practitioners, private sector repre~entative~, young professionals, and students, aa well aa other interested individuals from across the world 
~[ yo~ would like to reserve a ~osition and participate ~n the conference, please cl~ck ~_~_~g. 

Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. 
With warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (IGD) 

Ku~damm Karree (3td FloodHochhaus~ 
K~0rstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0}30.2360-7680 
~.cu It u raid iglR~y,_grg 

i nfo@cultura 
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TOP NEWS 

A Call for ’Smarter 
Government’ to Act 
By MARK LANDLER 

President Obama pledged to fight for a 
higher nfinin~um wage, more 
govermnent investment in schools and 
clean energy, and deficit reduction 
through spending cuts and tax 
increases. 

’ ~ Video and Text of Speech I ~ Slide Show: 

Obama’s Address 

-’ ~~ Graphics: Obama’s Themes I The Fate of 

Speech Wishes 

, G.O.P. Aims for a Calmer Face, Except Maybe 
for That Wild-Eyed Rocker 

Bitterly Divided Senate Panel 
Backs Hagel for Defense 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

The Senate Armed Services Conmfittee 
on Tuesday approved the nonfination of 
former Senator Chuck Hagel as defense secretary, sending it to the full Senate. 

California Fugitive Is Believed to Have Died in Blaze 
By IAN LOVETT, JENNIFER MEDINA, MICHAEL WILSON and FERNANDA SANTOS 

Christopher J. Domer, the ex-Los Angeles police officer, was thought to be inside a cabin that burned after a 
shootout. 

Before Speech, News Focused on California 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eclA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Every day, we shouM ask ourselves three questions as a nation: How do we attract more jobs to our 

shores? How do we equip our people with the skills to get those jobs?And how do we make sure that hard 

work leads to a decent living?" 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, in his State of the Union address. 

U.S. 

VIDEO: President 



Obama’s State of the Union 
Address 
Video and text of President Obama’s 
address to a joint session of Congress on 
Feb. m, ~o~3. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
New Pope? I’ve Given Up 
Hope 
By GARRY WILLS 

Only the pope has the authority to make 
the changeless church change, but his 
authority is what stands in the way of 
change. 

The mascara crowd muscles in 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Bill CunninghamI Shape Shift 

Fashion Week weather woes 

ul~tim.es.com VliDEO 

WORLD 

’Constant Drumbeat’ Sped the Pope’s Exit 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

"It wasn’t one thing, but a whole combination of them" that caused Pope Benedict XVI to resign, an expert 
said. Scandals have battered the papacy relentlessly. 

China Looms Over Response to Blast Test by North Korea 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and JANE PERLEZ 

China will ahnost certainly join the United States in supporting tougher sanctions over Tuesday’s nuclear 
test, accompanied by sterner reprimands from Beijing against its recalcitrant ally in Pyongymag. 

’- ~ Timeline: North Korea’s Nuclear Program 

Silenced in Israel, Spy Tale Unfolds in Australia 
By JODI RUDOREN 

3m Australian news report that identified a mysterious prisoner as a Mossad agent is testing Israeli 
eeusorship. 

. The Lede: Australian Report on Israel’s ’Prisoner X’ 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
In an Age of Spending Cuts, Making the Case for Government 
By RICHARD W. STEVENSON 

President Obama asserted that "we can’t just cut our way to prosperity" and suggested that it was time for a 
more balanced approach. 

Raising Minimum Wage Would Ease Income Gap but Carries Political Risks 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The president’s proposal to raise minimmn wage to $9 ma hour directly addresses the country’s yauafing 
levels of inequality. 

College Health Plans Respond as Transgender Students Gain Visibility 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A 

Administrators at several campuses said it was students who brought the issue to their attention, part of a 
push to accommodate transgender students. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In Europe, a Risk-Filled Choice for Britain 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 



As the country’s econonfic forttmes sag, the prospect of leaving the European Union jeopardizes Britain’s 
access to trade with the Continent. 

Dispute Develops Over Discount Drug Program 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Drug makers say a system of discomats intended for low-income and uninsured patients is being abused, but 
hospitals say they can’t do business without it. 

’. ~ Document: White Paper on 340B Hospitals 

’- ~’~ Graphic: A Popular Discount Drug Program Under Fire 

ECONOMIC SCENE 
In Shovels, a Remedy for Jobs and Growth 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

Econonfic growth remains blighted by the recession, and Waslfington’s policy makers could be doing more 
about it, like investing in infrastructure. 
’- ~’~ Graphic: The Cost of the Recession 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

No Ordinary Affenpinscher, Banana Joe Is Named Best in Show 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Banana Joe, a black dog with a monkeylike face, defeated six dogs to become the first affenpinscher to win 
Best in Show at the Westnfinster Kennel Club Dog Show on Tuesday night. 

" ~ Interactive Feature: Westminster’s Best of Breed 

Once Known for Hunting, Now for Humor 
By MARY PILON 

Long a household favorite, Russell terriers competed in the Westnfinster Kennel Club Dog Show for the first 
time this year. 

ON BASEBALL 
Perhaps Too Much Old Glory for Yanks? 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The Yankees won 95 games last year. Age or the strength of their roster aside, if they say it enough, maybe 
they can will it to happen again. 

¯ " Bats: Rodriguez to Stay Away as Yankees Report 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Marching to an African Beat 
By JON PARELES 

Advocates of an effort to create a parade gromad for Salvador’s Afro-Brazilian drmn groups say it would help 
the city’s earnaval reclaim its soul. 

Q. AND A. 
Glenn Frey and Don Henley on ’History of the Eagles’ 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

A new Showtime docmnentaiT directed by Alison Ellwood mad produced by Alex Gibney tells the story of the 
best-selling rock group in tmflinehing detail. 

A Museum Broadens Its Identity 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

In her first year as the Jewish Mttsemn’s director, Claudia Gould has had to juggle expectations about her 
initiatives. 

DINING & WINE 

Everything but the Cook 



By JULIA MOSKIN 

A host of new services are delivering proportioned, ready-to-cook ingredients for recipes that can be 
prepared quickly at home. 

¯ . Do the Dinner Kits Deliver? 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I ASKA 
Guided by the Northern Lights 
By PETE WELLS 

At Aska in Willimnsburg, Brookl)a~, the cuisine is renovated Scandinavian, and there’s a sense that even fl~e 
chef isn’t sure what will happen next. 

" ~ Slide Show 

American Vermouth: Anything Goes 
By ALICE FEIRING 

European law requires vermouth to be made with wormwood, but on this side of the Atlmatic, makers are 
free to tinker. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The President’s Challenge to Congress 
In the State of the Union address, Mr. Obanm pointed to a way out of austerity and the stalenmte on Capitol 
Hill. 

¯ . Taking Note: Rubio’s Rebuttal 

EDITORIAL 
North Korea’s Defiance 
The country is ignoring waruings and possibly moving toward actually being able to put a bomb on a nfissile. 

EDITORIAL 
Victimized by Credit Reports 
The problem is quite real. Errors can drive up borrowing costs for consumers, and cause them to be denied 
jobs or turned away by landlords. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Germany’s Political Masochism 
By ANNA SAU ERBREY 

Germmay’s hunger for scandal and moral self-flagellation when it is found has fed a deep, slow-burning crisis 
infecting our political culture. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
When E.T. and I.T. Meet ID 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

hmovation is alive and well in India. Just look at these start-ups. 

-’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Rap on Rubio 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Gotta start makha’ changes, as Tupac says. Mad Marco Rubio is doing just that as he leads a desperate wlfite, 
male Republican Party away from eotmtry to gangsta. 

o Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 13, 1935, a jury in Flenfington, N.J., found Bruno Richard Hauptmann guilty of first-degree murder 



in the kidnap-death of the infant son of Charles mad Anne Lindbergh. Hauptmann was later executed. 

¯ See This Front Pagg_ 
¯ Buy This Front Pag~ 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama ]Bid for Europe Trade 

Tough economic times and a 
perceived need to unify Europe’s 
frayed union - and the growing 
economic might of China - could help 
a free-trade agreement succeed now, 
experts said. 

VVitl~ Guns~ Killer and Victim 

:\re Usually Sanie 

Despite the attention on mass 
shootings and assault weapons, far 
more Americans die by turning 
firearms on themselves. 

Tentati~,e Step by Falle~ Star 

to Co~ne Back 

~Ille presence of dohn Galliano, disgraced after an anti-Semitic tirade in Paris, was felt in Oscar de la 
Renta’s fall 2ol3 fashion show in Manhattan. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If you ~se ~ gun, go~ r~su~y don’t gel ~ seeo~d ehm~e*~." 

DR, NATTIIE~ ~IILLER~ assoei;~te diYeetof of the IlarvaYd I[:jut’y (;o[:[ro~ Keseavch Centev~ on 

the nearly 20,000 gtm dea[hs in the United Slates in 2olo [ha[ wet’e suicides. 

TECHNOLOGY 

"*~IDEO: "[’he 

Daw~ of Comp~ter [ [ 
Low 

I [ 
In ~959, two 
undergraduate engineering 
students, Philip Fialer and James 
Harvey, created what is very likely 
the first computer matching dating 
service for a class at Stanford 
University. 

OPINION 

C:P- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Neo=C~a,~s[cal Rep~I[can ism 

The Republican Party should go back 
to its beginnings as the party of freedom. 

WORLD 

In Higll-Tech Japan~ the Fax Machi~les I,~oll On 

The reluctance to give up fax machines offers a revealing glimpse into an aging nation that can 

often seem quietly determined to stick to its tried-and-true ways. 

New Leader in So~th Criticizes North Korea 

The incoming President Park Geun-hye of South Korea wai~ed on Wednesday that North Korea’s 
pursuit of nuclear weapons would bring its regime "self-destruction." 



Indian couples have not always embraced kissing in front of others. Recent studies, backed by 
interviews with sociologists and psychiatrists, suggest that is changing. 

More World News 

Extending a Theme, Obama P~-omotes Resurgence h~ 

President Obama traveled to North Carolina on Wednesday to promote the vesta’genre of American 
manufacturing, a eore message fi’om his State of the Union address. 

~Obam 
Plecg sPush c     EconomyforMiddleCl~ss 

Few States Look to Extend Preschool to ~MI 4-Year-Olds 

While supporters herald President Obama’s plan to extend preschool, erities argue that providing 
universal aeeess could result in federal money being squandered on ineffective programs. 

North Caroi[na Approves Steep Be*~efit Cnts for Jobless in ]Bid to lqteduce Debt 

In a debt-reducing effort, the Republican-controlled legislature voted to cut maximum weekly 
benefits to $35o from $535, a 35 percent drop. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

MEDIA DECODER BLQG 

Time \Varne~" Considers Spinning Of~" Some of Its ~agazh~es 

Early diseussions involve putting most of its titles - but not Time, Fmtune m’ Sports Illustrated - into 
a separate company with Meredith magazines. 

t 
Pos a Common I Read 

DEALBOOK 

Ame~"ma~ a~d US A~rways Vote to Jo~n Into ~i~gest Caerle~" 

Both companies’ boards approved the eombination, deem’cling to two people with knowledge of the 
vote, paving the way to make the nation’s lat’gest airline. 

I Post a Comment [ Read 

Small Basinesses StHi St~&gi% and ’l’ha~s 1repealing a Re¢overy 

Loans are still tight, consumers are timid, and the action - m" lack of it - in Washington has 
heightened pessimism among small-business owners. 

~ Post a Comment 

o More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Soccer Fixing Inqn~ry Hinges on a Shadow.v Singaporea*~ 

European authorities are binning in on Tan Sect Eng, called "the boss," as they examine a scandal 
that could involve hundreds of soccer games. 

OFFTHE DRIBBLE 

As J an~es~s Game Takes Off, Co~nparlsons cM~e Harder 

With six consecutive basketball games in which he has scored at least 3o points and shot 6o percent 
or higher, LeBron dames is on a great roll for any field. 

~E] 
post a Cornme;lt: What Compares to James’s Demi;lance? 

RAPTORS 92, KNICKS 88 
Iga~cl~s Sta~’t Slow and Fh~isb Even ~fol[’se 

In the last game before the All-Star break, the Knieks lost to Toronto with too many missed layups, 
3oointers and free throws in the final three minutes. The sellout crowd grew increasingly 
annoyed, groaning and booing every mistake. 

~ ao 
~ ..... = x Score 

¯ Mere Spolls News 

ARTS 



MOMIE REVIEW I ’BEAUTIFUL CREATURES’ 
DhLg, :L’~o~g,~ The V~tch Is Cute 

"Beautiful Creatures" has sweet young things and supernatural shenanigans. 

The sereenwriters of three politically tinged Osear-nominated films diseuss their work. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’A GOOD DAY TO DIE HARD’ 

Vghe~ Actlo~ Is the Family Bushiness 
i.:y A. o sc.>i 
Bruce Willis takes his fifth turn playing John McClane, this time in Moscow, in the stunt-loaded 
film "A Good Day to Die Hard." 

¯ More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIBN 

Out of Sight, but MaMng His Preseuce K~owu 

A fashion review of the Rodarte, Nareiso Rodriguez, Michael Kors, Oscar de la Renta and Vera Wang 
eolleetions. 

S~eve Maddest ls Back 

It’s been a decade since Mr. Madden was famously sentenced to 41 months in prison for stock fraud. 
He is now creative and design chief of the shoe empire he founded in 199o. 

FASHION REVIEVV 

With younger men taking more risks with their style, designers are free to express themselves 
forcefully. 

More Fashion & SWle ;> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A (.’~_mP~ fo~° ’I’a~’geted Kill~gs 

If national security policy is going to adhere to the rule of law, the White House cannot be both the 

judge and executioner of terror suspects. 

EDITORIAL 

P~,eventh~g a Cm’~’e~cy 
The way to revive stagnant economies is with stimulus, not by manipulating exchange rates. 

EDITORIAL 

zMaothe~° Step Toward 1,’a~r~ess 
The limited expansion of benefits will improve the treatment of gay and lesbian military personnel 
and their families. 

OP-ED 

OPINIONATOR I TOWNIES 

A Hea~’tb~’oken Temp at Br~de,nocom 

My nuptials were off, but at work, weddings were everywhere. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The State of’the 4-Yea*’-Olds 

When it comes to preschool, everything old is new again. And again. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The 1-~ea~ ()bama 

This is how politicians who needn’t worry about re-election look: more like themselves. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 14, 1929, the St. Valentine’s Day Massacre took place in a Chicago garage as seven rivals of 
A1 Capone’s gang were gunned down. 
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TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 

~With Confidence on an 

Up,~wlng, Mergers Make a 

Comeback 

Merger activity has snddenly roared 
back to life, with the latest megadeal 
being the Berkshire4ed acquisition og 
Heinz. 

~B 
rK h re and 3G Capital in a S23 

Read 

The move to stall Chuck Hagel’s nomination for defense secretary was likely to worsen pm~isan 
tensions while keeping the White House fi’om assembling its national security team. 

~ Senate Roll Call Vote 

Device Offers Partial V~slon for the Blind 

Regulators on Thnrsday approved the first method for giving some people who are blind the ability 
to discern shapes, using a technology called the artificial retina. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’iEvergo*~e is ta~kb~g about reforub but i*~ jbct evergom~ has r~j~ar oj’r@~rm." 

MA YON(3, a histot’ian at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, on the conflicting messages 

dehvered by China’s Communist Party officials on their commitment to reforms. 

MOVIES 

Artists Behln d 

’Life of Pi’ 
Melena Ryzik pays a 
visit to Rhythm & Hues, the 
production studio that created the 
Oscar-nominated visual effects for 
"Life of Pi." 

~The 
Splashes and Roars of ’l.ife of 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Downto 

Do~,r~:or~ a;qd 
n and 

DO~’ll ~’aFd ~’r;Wnw 

While upward mobility 

Britain, and most of Western Em’ope, is rising, the American dream of oppm’tnnity is vanishing. 



WORLD 

Vows of Change in China Be|ie Pri~te ~Ararnlng 

Behind closed doors, Xi Jinping held up the Soviet Union’s collapse as the risk of wavering from 

traditional ideology. 

ANafio~ Reels as a Star Rum~er Is Charged in Girlfriend’s Death 

The paralympie champion Oscar Pistorius was eharged with murder after his girlfi’iend~ Reeva 
Steenkamp, was fatally shot in his home in Pretoria, aeeording to Sonth ~rican police offieials. 

I h Adrenaline-Fueled Life of Oscar P~stodus 

Mah~ Hurdle in z~ghan ~Nithdrawah Getth~g the Gear Out 

A huge task is complieated by bad roads, a landlocked cmmtry and a complex relationship with 
neighboring Pakistan. 

o More World News 

Cruise Line’s Woes z~e Far i,’rom Over as Ship Makes Port 

For 4,2oo hungry, seared people whose ship limped into dock Thursday, an ordeal was finally 
ending. For Carnival Cruise Lines, the work was just beginning. 

San Diego Ex-Mayor Confro~ts g:~ Billion Gambli~g Problem 

Maureen O’Connor, 66, blamed an addiction aggravated by a brain tumor for a gargantuan spree 
that she financed in part by taking Dom her husband’s charity. 

Now Atlanta Is Turning Old Tracks Green 

The Atlanta BeltLine is an ambitious proposal to transfm’m ~2 miles of vine-covered railroad into 
parks, housing and public transit around the city. 

BUSINESS 

Merck Settles Snlts Over Cho[estero~ Drug 

The drng maker agreed to pay $688 milfion to settle two lawsuits that said it had harmed investors 
by delaying the release of unfavorable stndy resuRs for a cholesterol drng. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

One Step Toward Rethinking Taxes 

A proposal by Dave Camp of the House Ways and Means Committee would change the way 
derivatives are taxed and the way capital gains are calculated. 

Ser*4ce Cnts May Follow Merger of ?drllnes 

some consumer advocates are w-arning that the merger of American Airlines and US Airways, if 
approved, could bring rising fees and fares as well as service cuts to smaller cities. 

~ Graphics C onsolidatiop Coqtinues [ BenefiLs of Combining 

Mete Business News 

S P O RTS 

ON BASEBALL 

3~,’o Pitchers for Yank~s Face PH’otal Season 

The Yankees’ Phil Hughes, a first-rounder in 2oo4, and aoba Chamberlain, a 2oo6 first-rounder, 
are nseful pitchers who eould be elsewhere next season. 

~ Bats: YouRflis Arrives Early, Co;orful History in "[,:~:’/ 

ANALYSIS 

:Pistorlns Has Inspired and Divided 
i.:y EE LOR’:M.:,.I 
The career and personal life of the Sonth Afi’iean rnnner Oscar Pistorins were complicated. In the 
world of track and field, he was inspiring and polarizing. Today, Pistofins is in poliee custody on 
murder charges. 

~ Pistorlus Charge~ With Murder in Shooting of Girlfriend 

Injury Raises Quesfio~ts Aboat Insurance for College Stars 

Nerlens Noel, projected by some to be the N.B.A.’s to[} draft choice this year, tore a knee ligament 
Tuesday and helped renew debate over limitations on college athletes’ insnring themselves. 



¯ Mere Sj0olts News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’BEYONC~: LIFE IS BUT A DREAM’ 

A~other Cog in the :Machhmry of Dh,ahood 

The autobiographical documentary "Beyone~: Life Is but a Dream," Saturday on HBO, is a song-and- 

dance defense brief on behalf of a celebrity who is feeling misunderstood. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

+My Brothcr+s Book’ 

Maurice Sendak wrote "My Brother’s Book" in memory of his brother, but it also feels like an elegy 

fl)r his companion. 

THEATER REVIB/V I’THE LARAMIE PROJECT CYCLE’ 

Laranfie~s Past Is~t Dead° Ires Not Even Past° 

"The Laramie Project," about the killing of a gay man, Matthew Shepard, in Wyoming in ~998, 

returns to New York with the city premiere of the cycle’s second part. 

~ In Performance: "f~e Laramie Project’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I’NO’ 

Try F~eedom: Less Fill~ng[ Tastes Great,~ 

The campaign to remove Pinochet from rule in Chile becomes an advertiser’s job in "No," with Gae] 

Garcia Bernal. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BEAUTIFUL CREATURES 

Dh~g, Do~g.~ The V~’~tch Is C~te 

"Beautiful Creatures" has sweet young things and supernatural shenanigans. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’A GOOD DAY TO DIE HARD’ 

~Arhe~ Action Is the Family Bush~ess 

Bruce Willis takes his fifth turn playing 8ohn MeClane, this time in Moscow, in the stunt4oaded 

film "A Good Day to Die Hard." 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Am erkm ~ A~rl~ es B~flk~ Up 

Antitrust regulators should scrutinize a merger that could hurt consumers. 

EDITORIAL 

A Defense Secretary~ Blocked by Poi[t[es 

Republicans use the filibuster to deny a vote on Chuck Hagel, President Obama’s nominee to lead 

the Pentagon. 

EDITORIAL 

Su~cMe Made Easier 

When law-abiding gun owners don’t have foolproof controls at home, their families may be at risk. 

Mere Opinien >> 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

VVhy Syria’s Isla~n~sts ~’e Gahfing 

f.v b /, ...’ML?.:" ...::,.,.::.,:, 
In ~eppo, Islamists win support by showing a sense of direction and providing soeia[ se~viees, while 

the Free Syrian Army displays no vision for the future. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~he~ Fam~lk~s Fa~l 
i.::,, f.A’.:ii.", 

President Obama’s new prekindergarten initiative focuses on reform, as it should. 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

Rublo a~d the Zo~fl~ies 

The Republican response to the State of the Union sure was revealing. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 



ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 15, 1898, the U.S. battleship Maine blew up in Havana ttarbor, killing 9_60 crew members 
and escalating tensions with Spain. 
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TOP NEWS 

St~ock Wa~’e of Fireball 

Meteor Ra~les Siberia, 

Injuri~g 1,2oo 

Scenes from a city rocked by a shock 
wave when a meteor hit the 
atmosphere offered a glimpse of an 
apocalyptic scenario that scientists 
said had never before hurt so many 
people. 

~ Answering Readers’ Questions About 

the Meteorite Strike in Russia 

~W~s 
that Fireball a Meteor or a 

Meteorite? 

~ 
Slide Show: A Strar~ge Si~o,,v in the 

Sky Over Siberia 

As American troops prepare to speed up their withdrawal, it is clear some of it will happen under 
fire, as Taliban fighters try to strike at departing soldiers. 

Rise of Drones in UoSo Dri~,es Effoi~s to Limit Use by Police 

Drones ave becoming a darling of law enfi~reement officials across the country. But they have 
prompted fears of government snrveillance, often even before they take to the skies. 

Violence i~l 

Clalcago 
On the streets with the 
nonprofit group Cure Violence. I An 
interview with Garry F. McCarthy, 
Chicago’s superintendent of police. 

OPINION 

(3~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Poor leadership allowed 
the sport’s enemies to 
take it down. 

WORLD 



Size of I~last and N mnber of Injnrles A~oe Seer as Rare fo~° a Rock Frown Space 

The meteor that exploded over Russia was said to have set off the largest explosion of its kind in 

more than a century. And more unusual, it left many people hnrt, mostly fi’om flying glass. 

z~azo~ ~o Investigate Claims of \~orke~° h~thn~dafio~ at Distributor in 

Germa~y 

Immigrant workers from across Europe tell of intimidation by guards in neo-Nazi clothing and 
jackboots, from a subcontractor named H.E.S.S. 

In Spain~ Graft Inq*firy Is "Widening 

A high-level corruption scandal has foeused Spaniards’ anger on a formerly obscm’e bookkeeper, and 
it has also shined an uneomfortable light on offieials’ relations with the coYporate elite. 

o More Worid News 

As Fisheries Strug,gle, Deba~te [-lea~ts U p Over How to Help 

The prospect of millions of dollars in aid, aimed at reviving the fishery industry, has divided 
fishermen and officials in Gloucester, Mass., over the future of the area’s shoreline economy. 

Its Passenger,n Depar~ted~ Cruise Ship to Undergo I~specfion 

An investigation that experts say could last months will focus on the engine fire that knocked out 
power and plumbing for the Carnival cruise ship Triumph. 

Ashley audd, a potential challenger to Senator Miteh MeConnell, has already become a target of a 
Republican "Super PAC." 

° More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

SAC Clien~ts Said to Seek $~,7 Billion in Refunds 

The outflows are a blow to the fund founded by Steven A. Cohen, which has one of the best 
investment track records on Wall Street, but they are expected to have little impact on its business. 

Incomes Flat in Recovery, b~t Not for the 1% 

New data show nneven benefits from the economic reeovery of 2OLO-11, with a big rise for the 
highest earners and little change for others. 

COMMON SENSE 

The Myth of the Rich VCho Flee From Taxes 
i.::y ..:j.;ii..’:.~ i.: 
Despite what low4ax advoeates might say, jobs, cost of housing, family ties and climate tend to be 
stronger reasons for relocation, according to recent academic stndies. 

S P 0 RTS 

Livestrong ’I’a~ttoos as Renfinder of pe~osonal Connectlo~ts~ No~t Tar~fished 

Brand 

Lance ~’mstrong’s confession of dl~g use has, for some, done little to diminish the meaning of the 
tattoos that bear the name of his foundation to raise cancer awareness. 

Lance Armstrong has experienced an extraordinary fall from grace in recent months, and the 
cancer-fighting foundation he founded has experienced some turbulence. 

U,S. Soccer Player Opens Up About ]gelng Gay 

It was nuclear whether Robbie Rogers was phmning to retire fi’om soccer or simply take a break 
Dom playing, thongh the emotional toll of his decision to come out was evident. 

~ Goal: Teammates Reset on Twitter 

ARTS 

A Flash in Russian Skies, as Insplrat[on f~_}~° Fantasy 

Past and [}resent praetitioners of fantasy fiction in print and movies reacted to the views of the 
meteor that whistled and boomed aeross Russian skies on Friday with awe - and some new ideas. 



Amid Turmoil at M~seo del Barrio, [its Director Steps Down 

Margarita Aguilar’s departure as E1 Museo del Ban’io’s director comes as the museum cuts operating 
hours and staff. 

THEATER REVIEW [’THE GLASS MENAGERIE’ 

The Shape of Memory, Both Fragile a~d Fierce 

In the gorgeous new production of "The Glass Menagerie" at the ~erican Repertory Theater in 

Cambridge, Mass., something both momentous and commonplace has happened. 

~ Reim~gining a Classic, Gee included 

o More A~s News 

TRaVeL 

The city is billed as "new," ready to welcome the world. For a first-time visitor and her young 
daughter, it was lush, exciting and more complicated. 

~ETJ Slide Show: Sun, Surf sn,! Soccer ~n R~o 

~ Rio: No. 1 of Otlr 46 Places to Go in 2013 

CULTURED TRAMELER 

In Grenada, Ocea~ Views With a Spice Sce~t 

Venture beyond the beach on this Caribbean island and you’ll find everything fl’om nutmeg and 

cocoa to hidden watedalls. 

JOURNEYS 

Skli~g Old Trails of the New Deal 

On mountains across New England, a chapter of Great Depression-era history is revealed to skiers 

willing to work for it. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Getting Preschool Ed~lcalion I¢Sght 
President Obama’s proposal for expanding high-quality preschool education, which aims at 
excellence, deserves a fair hearing. 

EDITORIAL 

~[l~’~estors 

Riskier investments are growing again, but federal investor protections are fading. 

EDITORIAL 

Renew the Violence Against Women Act 
The reauthofization of the Senate bill provides a refreshing demonstration of bipartisanship that 
the House would do well to emulate. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Do~ ~t lVlyihologlze Christopher l)orner 

He is the wrong emblem for those wronged by the system. 

~ Cokamnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Senators Overboard~ 

What’s going on with the process of getting us a new secretary of defense? Sometimes Washington 
really is a Carnival. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Notes From a Gm~ Buyback 

New aersey is using "every means neeessaW to reduce gun violence, traditional and 
nontraditional." That includes turning guns into bracelets. 

o More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 16, 1923, the burial chamber of King Tutankhamen’s recently unearthed tomb was 

unsealed in Egypt. 
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TOP NEWS 

Cuomo Bucks Tide With Bill 

to Ease Abortion Limits 
By THOMAS KAPLAN 

Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo is preparing 
legislation that would guarantee women 
in New York the right to late-term 
abortions, and remove the issue from 
the state’s penal law. 

THE EDUCATION REVOLUTION 
In China, Betting It All on a 
Child in College 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Millions of Chinese sacrifice heavily for 
their children’s education, but as college 
graduates saturate a slowing job market, 
the security fl~ey seek is increasingly 
elusive. 

~ ~ Slide Show: A Difficult Path for an 

Education 

¯ . Previous Articles in the Series 

Pope Electors Are Sizing Up a Field of Peers 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

The cardinals who will file into the Sistine Chapel next month to elect a new leader of the Roman Catholic 
church have been quietly evaluating potential successors for years. 

:’ ¢’-’~ Interactive Feature: The 117 Men Who Will Choose the Next Pope 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq.&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"People are reluctant to speak about themselves. So you go to a friend and say, Can you tell me about 

cardinal so-and-so ?" 

CARDINAL FRANCIS GEORGE, on sizing up cm~didates for pope. 

T MAGAZINE 

Spring Women’s 
Fashion 
The new issue highlights 



elegance and simplicity. 

-’ The Real Lee Radziwill 

. Art of Perfection I Azzedine Alafa 

. Francois-Henri Pinault: The Man Behind The 
Curtain 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Why Gender 
Equality Stalled 
By STEPHANIE COONTZ 

Betty Friedan prompted a 
revolution in attitudes. 
But our system still favors old 
stereotypes. 

WORLD 

Explosion in Crowded Market Kills Dozens in Pakistan 
By DECLAN WALSH 

The bombing in Quetta occurred in an area dominated by a Shiite ethnic minority that has suffered many 
attacks at the broads of Stmni militants. 

Little Hope Amid Push for Afghans on Peace 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN and DECLAN WALSH 

Diplomats from eight comatries are refocusing on talks between Afghanistan and the Taliban before NATO 
troops leave, but the major players’ sharply different visions for peace have hindered the effort. 

-’ U.S. Military Faces Fire as It Pulls Out of Afghanistan 

Group of 20 Vows to Let Markets Set Currency Values 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

At the end of a conference in Moscow, the group promised: "We will refrain from competitive devaluation. 
We will not target our exchange rates for competitive purposes." 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Vindication for Entrepreneurs Watching Sky: Yes, It Can Fall 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

The meteor that rattled Siberia on Friday brought new life to efforts to deploy adequate asteroid detection 
tools. 

Gun Advocates Press for More Inroads on Campuses 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A and SUSAN SAULNY 

Though weapons are banned from most state colleges, their advocates have made inroads on the issue in a 
handful of states, most recently Colorado. 

Development Grant Sales Are Brisk in Los Angeles 
By ALISON LEIGH COWAN 

The buying and selling of federal commmfity development grm~ts has been longstm~ding practice in Los 
Angeles Comaty, but not everyone agrees that it is the best use of the money. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

The Slugfest in the Executive Suite 
By AMY CHOZICK 

Mixed martial arts has become hugely popular - and lucrative - on television. That is leaving media giants 
locked in a battle over the future of the sport. 



’- ~::~.~ ~llae anow: u.r.~, s I-irs[ women s I lTle I-ign[ 

FAIR GAME 

Don’t Blink, or You’ll Miss Another Bailout 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

A deal involving Bm~k of America tl~at came to light recently shows how bank bailouts have continued, even 
if in a much quieter form than in the depths of the finm~cial crisis. 

PROTOTYPE 
Cabernet and Jerky, in the Same Sentence 
By NICOLE LaPORTE 

Jon Sebastiani, in tl~e fourth generation of a Sonoma Valley wine fanfily, sees lfis new company, Krave Jerky, 
as a way to change attitudes about a snack food. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

N.B.A. Players Dismiss Union Leader 
By HOWARD BECK 

Billy Hm~ter was fired by tl~e N.B.A. players ration on Saturday, ending his long and sometimes tumtfltuous 
tenure as executive director. 

Age and Size Stand Out, but So Does Talent 
By MIKE TIERNEY 

The wild contrast of tlae ll-year-old point guard Julian Newman’s stature on tlae court witla his varsity 
teammates has brought global attention. 

’- ~ Video: Big Talent, Tiny Point Guard 

a7-Year-Old Takes All the Attention in Stride 
By JOE SPRING 

Jahlil Okafor, ranked tlae top high school junior by MaxPreps, has lfis eyes locked on tlae N.B.A. but handles 
the peripherals with as much aplomb as he handles double teams. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Going With the Flow 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

The Netl~erlands has held back tl~e sea for centuries; now it is letting it in, as tl~e Dutch realize tl~ey are facing 
a losing battle. 

¯ " ~ Slide Show 

Still Too Good, Too Bad or Invisible 
By NELSON GEORGE 

Several of tiffs year’s Oscar-nonfinated fihns raise tl~e age-old question of whetl~er wlfite fihnmakers are 
ready to grant agency to black characters. 

A Warm Croon Wrapped in an Enigma 
By JODY ROSEN 

The group Rhye has been hard to pin down. Its debut albmn, "Woman," may help clear tlfings up - to a 
degree. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Connie Britton Is a Late Bloomer 
By SUSAN DOMINUS 

The 45-year-old known for her exemplary television marriage and amazing hair has built tlae rare career for 
an actress: one that gets better with age. 

EAT 
Such a Chowder! 



By SAM SIFTON 
Straight from the appetizing com~ter, a smoked-sahnon chowder that tastes of old New York. 

How Napoleon Chagnon Became Our Most Controversial Anthropologist 
By EMILY EAKIN 

Napoleon Chagnon tramped through a rain forest, macovering the lives of indigenous tribes. But to some, 
he’s anything but a hero. 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Real Cost of Shrinking Government 
The budget sequester will soon affect American life in hundreds of painfill ways. 

TAKING NOTE 
Unsolicited Advice for Sally Jewell 
By ROBERT B. SEMPLE JR. 

President Obama’s surprise nominee to run the Interior Department shotfld realize that conservation does 
not loom large at the White House. 

TAKING NOTE 

East Midtown, Below Ground 
By JULIET LAPIDOS 

Mayor Bloomberg’s rezoning plan doesn’t really grapple with transit. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The End of a Catholic Moment 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Both Republicans and Democrats are losing interest in the church’s ideas. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Oscar for Best Fabrication 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Why are Hollywood’s makers of historical fihns such slaves to fiction? 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How to Unparalyze Us 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

A new Grmad Bargain is just what we need. And to reach one, President Obama is going to have to lead from 
the chin. 
¯ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Doctors Who Don’t Speak Out 
By BARRY MEIER 

While experts say that doctors have an ethical obligation to warn their peers about bad drugs or medical 
devices, they don’t always do so. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. aT, a972, President Nixon departed on his historic trip to Clfina. 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Seeking to Boost 
Study of Human Brain 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

The Obama achninistration is plmming a 
decade-long scientific effort to exanfine 
the workings of the hmnan brain and 
build a comprehensive map of its 
activity. 

Obama’s Plan Sees 8-Year 
Wait for Illegal Immigrants 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and JULIA PRESTON 

Disclosure of the proposal set off 
political recrinfinations and questions 
on Sunday about President Obanm’s 
pronfise to allow bipartism~ 
Congressional talks to take precedence. 

In Kabul’s ’Car Guantfinamo,’ 
Autos Languish and Trust 
Dies 
By AZAM AHMED 

Behind high stone walls are thousands of cars, trucks, vans, motorcycles and even bicycles, lined up in 
velfieular purgatory after falling afoul of the Kabul traffic police. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt has become a huge Irish-American issue. It’s another county of Ireland." 

AINE SHERIDAN, of the Adrian Flannelly show, on Ireland’s efforts to help Breezy Point, Queens, which 

was lilt hard by Hurricane Sandy. 

U,S, 

~ AUDIO & PHOTOS: 
Caught Between 
Love and Country 
For gay 3anericaus with 
foreign spouses or 
partners, federal 



restrictions on what defines marriage 
mean they sometimes end up uprooting 
their lives to remain together. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~ 

The Second- 
Mortgage Shell 
Game ...... 

Banks have fotmd a clever 
way to "forgive" mortgages - while still 
foreclosing on struggling homeowners. 

WORLD 

Suez Canal Kept Open in Spite of Egypt Protests 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The protests are the closest that chaos has come to threatening the operations of tim critical shipping artery 
over the last two years. 

In Russia, Ruins and Property Spared by Meteor, Side by Side 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Infrasound waves, scientists say, would explain the apparent randonmess of phenomena like cracked dishes 
and dead electronics behind unscathed windows. 

President Correa Handily Wins Re-election in Ecuador 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

The vote showed the broad popularity of President Rafael Correa’s govenunent’s social programs and 
support for the poor. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In Arduous Officer Course, Women Offer Clues to Their Future in Infantry 
By JAMES DAO 

The Marine Corps is assessing female voltmteers in a grueling training course to see whether women can 
make it in the infantry. 

With No Shortcut to a Green Card, Gay Couples Leave U.S. 
By JULIA PRESTON 

Federal laws do not let Americans get green cards for same-sex partners, so often the immigrm~t mttst 
choose to stay illegally or the couple mttst move. 

." ~ Audio & Photos: Caught Between Love and Country 

Some Employers Could Opt Out of Insurance Market, Raising Others’ Costs 
By ROBERT PEAR 

Officials are worried that companies with healthy employees will self-insure, leaving commercial insurers 
with disproportionate nmnbers of sieker people, driving up premiums. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Obama Faces Risks in Pipeline Decision 
By JOHN M. BRODER, CLIFFORD KRAUSS and IAN AUSTEN 

In deciding whether to approve the Keystone oil pipeline, President Obama faces a choice between alienating 
enviromnental advocates or causing a deep rift with Canada. 



’Fast & Furious’ Stresses Social Side of Fandom 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Universal’s "Fast & Furious" series is a second-class citizen in Hollywood, but not online, where it has more 
Faeebook "likes" than any active fihn series except "Avatar." 

Inquiry Into China Film Trade Unnerves Hollywood 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

A clfill between Hollywood and Clfina remains ahnost a year after word leaked about an S.E.C. investigation 
into possible corrupt practices. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
Speaking Up, Star Becomes the Most Valuable of Players 
By HOWARD BECK 

When LeBron James "practically cross-examined" lawyers during Saturday’s meeting to restore the players’ 
ration, the room fell silent. Players respect James not just for lfis talent, but his business savvy mad ability to 
connect. 

, Off the Dribble: Chandler Savoring His First All-Star Game 

A Prodigy on the Way to Stardom 
By TIM ROHAN 

Cmmor McDavid is skilled but not yet strong, respected but im~ocent and naive. He is only 16 but is widely 
considered the favorite to be chosen first in the 2o15 N.H.L. entry draft. 

" ~ Video: The Next Great One? 

RANGERS 2, CAPITALS 1 
Rangers Take Their Time Getting a Lead, but Hold On to It 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Rick Nash had an assist, Carl Hagelin scored his fifth goal ha four games and Derek Stepan added the winner 
as the Rangers beat Braden Holtby and the Capitals. 

" ~ Box Score I N.H.L. Roundup: Blackhawks Escape Kings and Move to 12-0-3 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

ARTSBEAT 
Julian Fellowes Discusses a Season of Comings and Goings at ’Downton Abbey’ 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

dulim~ Fellowes, the creator and writer of "Downton Abbey," talks about some key departures on the series 
and how he is thinking about his own exit from the show. 

Kill These Characters at Your Own Risk 
By BILL CARTER 

"Downton Abbey" fans shocked by the killing of a popular character can take solace in this: shows that shake 
up their viewers often thrive. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Dark Nights of the Soul in the Kingdom of the Holy Grail 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Wagner’s "Parsifal," mnong the most metaphysical, ambiguous and profotmd, if inexplicable, operas ever 
written, is presented by the director Franqois Girard in a post-apocalyptic setthag. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
Business Insider Names Executive Editor 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The founder of Business Insider, the online news franchise, promoted a managing editor into the new 
position of executive editor to help handle the site’s growth. 



MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
Dog Expert’s Dos and Don’ts for Pet Owners in China 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Cesar Millan, the star of the "Dog Whisperer" television series, is planning an extensive celebrity branding 
campaign in Chhaa. 

A Game Aims to Draw Attention to Women’s Issues 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

A new social game intended to raise awareness about issues like female genital nautilation and child 
prostitution will be introduced on Faeebook in March. 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
About Those Black Sites 
Many countries are complicit in America’s brutal treatment of terror suspects. 

EDITORIAL 
From the Bottom Up 
Raising the mhfimmn wage can help ensure fair pay and stinmlate the economy, yet it renmins a political 
challenge. 

EDITORIAL 
Assault, Battery and Government Liability 
A federal innmte’s claim of being abused by prison guards has caught fl~e attention of the Supreme Court. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Raise That Wage 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

A higher nfinhnmn wage is good policy. 

," Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Catholicism Inc. 
By BILL KELLER 

The church is a troubled business. Maybe it shotfld act like one. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Reaganism After Reagan 
By RAMESH PONNURU 

Republicans need to develop a comprehensive program that looks at the problems we have now, not at the 
ones we had in the Reagan era. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 18, 1861, Jefferson Davis was sworu in as president of the Confederate States of America in 

Montgomery, Ala. 

¯ See This Front Pa_92~ 
¯ ..B...u..y, This Front ..P.j0g.e_ 

About This E-Mail 



You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, Februao~ 18, 2013 8:18 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 02-18-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 18th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

5:30 PM on the 4th Floor of the FedEx Global Education Center as tmrt of the "Water In Our World" Speaker Series. 

"~VATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Upcoming One in Eight banquet hosted by A Drink For Tomorrow A Drink For Tomorrow, a UNC studem organization dedicated to addressing global water 

issues, is hosting its Second Annual One In Eight banquet scheduled tbr Friday MaJcch 1st, 2013, at 7:30 PM in the Great Hall of the FPG Stadent Union benefitting 

the group’s clean water and sanitation projects in Latin America. The evem will ~Eature will ~Eature a catered dinner from Ci~ Kitchen, a special presentation by climate 

change expert and published author Felix Dodds, a~d musical and artistic displays by UNC students. Tickets are Sl 5 for students and $35 ~br non-students and can be 

purchased by calling the box office at 919-962-1449. All proceeds will directly fund this summer’s sustainable water project in Peru. Questions can be directed to the 

following email address: adftunc@gmail.com. For more information on the A Drink For Tomorrow organization: http:#~,.adft.or~Home.html 

WATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

UNC students win innovation prize for "No Sweat" project- Congratulations to the UNC studems who took home the Institute fbr Emerging Issues Prize 

Innovation with "their project "No Sweat". For more information on "this project: http:#www.youtabe.com/watch?featare player embe&ted&v tTXoiXxe- 8U. To find 

out more about the Institute for Emerging Issues: http:#iei.ncsn.edu/. 

Melting pet~nafrost could double atnount of ~Teeuliouse gas- A recent stoo~ published on the UNC homepage that details research being conducted in the Gillings 

School of Global Public Health regarding the release of trapped carbon from melting permali’os~t that could potentially double the amount of greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere. To view the full sto~: http:i/~-w.unc.edu/campus-updates/permafrost-greenhouse-gas/. 

Sahnon use Earth’s ma~netic field to find their way home- A recent news sto~ which was also featured in the Current Biology periodical that highlights research 

conducted by marine biologists at UNC that is now being confirmed to prove how sahnon, as well as sea turtles and sea turtles, are able to navigate back to their 

birthplace using Eaxth’s magnetic forces. To view the full story: http:#uncnews.unc.edtr/contenVview/5858(74i. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more intbrmation on the theme and other upcoming events, feel t?ee to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edtv’. Question~ comments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us 

on Twitter at http:i/t~vitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Monday, Februao~ 18, 2013 9:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu> 

Royal Bodies 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL 35 NO. 4 Visit h:b.comk V~ 

LRB cover art Royal Bodies 
Hi]ars’ Man~e] 

.amtoinette as a royal consort was a gliding, smiling 

Nsaster, much like Diana in another time and ano~er 

countW. But ~te Middleton, as she was, appem’ed to 

have been designed by a eommi~ee and built by 

erafNmen, with a perfect plastic smile and the spindles 

of her limbs hand-turned and gloss-varnished. When it 

was announ~d that Diana was to join ~e royal family, 

tim Duke of ENnbur~ is said to have given her his 

approval because she would ~breed in some height~. 

Presumably Kake was designed to breed in some 

mannem. More 

Robe~± Hanks: The Man %h)%’~ ould b ~ Pope 

Oliver Miles: IJbya v, the 

Mike Davis: Christopher Dorner 

The Profl~mo Affair 
David Runeiman 

New governments get away with a lot, but they are also more alert to what they can 

get away with. Then, when they become old, they become less alert and they get 

away with less. New Labour found this out. So too will the coalition, if it lasts that 

long. Economic incompetence might destroy the present government before fl~en. 

But if it doesn ~t, don[~t expect the seandals to bite for another five years at least. 

Anyone hoping that Leveson might bring down Cameron was being wishful. It is too 

soon. The ability of a scandal to destroy a government usually has very little to do 

with the mel~tS of the ease. More 

Penn State Press History 

Sale 

in Syria 
<;-haith AbdubAbad 

So how do you form a battalion in Syria? First, you need men, most likely young 

men from the countryside, where the surplus of the underemployed over the 

centuries has provided for any number of different armies and insurgeneies. 

Weapons will eome fl’om smugglers, preferably via Iraq or Turkey. You will also 

need someone who knows how to operate a laptop and/or a eameorder and can post 

videos on the internet [] essential in applying for flmds from the diaspora or Gulf 

finaneiem. A little bit of ideologo" won ~t hmt, probably with a hint of Islamism of 

some vafie~. You,ll also need money, but three or four thousand dollars should be 

enough to start you off. More 

Adam Mars-,i~ones: Jim Craee 



Short Cuts 

At the Royal Academy 

::~:: Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 

Cepy~igt;t ,~ Lot;den Re*Jew of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WCIA 2HN 

email: ~eg~st~a;~glrbco~a;: r, YOU cart :l~subsc~ibe o~ ~pdate ))o:1~ en:aiI prel~’~~*:~ces at any time on ore- website. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Monday, February 18, 2013 5:05 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

APCG Newsletter 9(1) 

APCG Newsletter Feb2013.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached onr most recent newsletter. Yon roll soon be able to download the document at: htlp:/iafricanpoliticsgmup.orNindex.php/news/newsletters/. We 

also encourage you to share the newsletter ruth anyone else who may be interested in receiving it. 

Here are ~me of the higblights: 

Page 1. Letter ficom our new Chair, Anne Pitcher. 

Page 2. Symposiuln: Field Research in Africa: New Challenges and Strategies in the 21st Century, Gues~t Editor Lauren M. MacLean. The syanposium includes 

contributions from Joyce A. M. Ejukonemu, ParaJ~ Hoon, Richard Houessou, Happy Kayani, Lauren M. MacLean, Adel Saleh Mohmed, Sethunya Tshepho 

Mosime, Felicia Odame, Azeez O. Olaniyan, and Jeffrey W. Paller. 

Page 16. Review of Jay Ulfeldei2s Democracy/Autocracy Data Set. written by Dongh.vun Danny Choi. 

Page 18. Announcement of our award winners, Claire Adida (Best Article Award in African Politics) and Adrienne LeBas (Best Book Award), as well as honorable 

mentions in both categories. 

Page 21. Cont~rence "The Politics of Institutional Reform in Sahelian Atiica" is THIS Thursday at the University of Florida. 

Page 23. APCG Panel Submissions for ASA are DUE FEBRUARY 25’. 

And there is ~nore! 

Best, 

Mike, 

Your Editor 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: ennice~b, emaAl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o~7099038 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-27099038-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Deparhnent of Government 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson(~,wesleyan edu 

hffp:/iw~w, mich~elnelson.info 

htfp:i/~frica, bloqs.wesley~n.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Symposium on Climate Change <conferences@london-symposium-on-climate-change.com> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:45 PM 

conferences@london- symtx)sium- on- climate- change.corn 

London Symposium on Climate Change 

We are pleased to invite you to participate in the London Symposium on Climate Change at the Oxford and Cambridge Club, London, 22, 23 and 

24, June, 2013. 

The London Symposium on Climate Chancle is a special interest meeting of London Symposia, an organization devoted to scholarly research, writing 
and discourse. This interdisciplinary conference is an opportunity for academics and policy makers from the different disciplines to meet and discuss 
the many issues related to climate change. 

The meeting will bring to the table scholars from the realms of economics, engineering, health, law, trade, agriculture, nutrition, political science, 
philosophy, education and the physical and chemical sciences to present papers and engage in discourse relevant to global warming and its effects on 
human welfare and progress. 

You are invited to present a paper in your area of expertise and to respond to other papers that are presented at the session. You may, also, attend 
the meeting as an observer. If you decide to present a paper you will be requested to submit a brief abstract of 300 words or less for review by the 
Symposium Programme Committee. 

Notations for the London 2013 meeting are-" 

Abstracts submitted for presentations of papers must be approved by the Programme Committee of the Symposium 

Tf authors wish to submit their research papers for publication they must do so within thirty days of the last day of the Symposium. 

All research papers submitted for publication are subject to external peer review. 

Papers submitted for publication may be published in a Symposium Review, as an edited book or as a journal article. 

Please see the ""Research Topics" for the range of Symposium interests. 

__R___e_gj__s__t__e___r. for the symposium here before May 5, 2013. 

For more information, please use the contact form or email: conferences@london-symposium-on-climate chanqe.com 



Writer’s block: St,o,~ping it before it starts 
IlIop [iFaS lot resear.h paper s _ason 

Are vou prone [o wri[er’s block? Even the "~ng it before it starts 
most creative and d~e most dedicated o[ us 

can sometimes .get stuck thmMng of a 

term paper topic or idea for a science I I 
project. Once you know the causes of 

I 
wri[er’s block, you can take steps to 

preven[ it~ Learn how to pracdce s[~ess 

relief techniques to get the creative juices I [ 

Beating writer’s b~ock ~t ~,)uestia’s Res .arch Tutorials 
happens We at Quest~a are happy to 

Wdter’s block already have you h~ announce the release of our brand new, 

its snare? We’ve all been there. ]G’ interactive research tutorials des[‘gned 

these unique [ricks and you may be to improve students’ abilities [o write 

surprised a~ how well [hey can get even better research papers faster. 

the creative juices pumping 

Write Better Papers Faster W~th Trusted Online Research 

We kept all of our great features, but we have redesigned the entire site to be more 
user-friendly and useful for our users. 

::~:: Que~ia 

Readi~cg Room 

To honor die important people and events hi AffJcan--.Arnerican bis~or% we’re 

sharing books on well-known African-American authors from the 1700s to present 

day-free for a month. Enjoy~ 

Biack American Poets and Dramatists 

~efore the Har[em Renaissance 

By Harold Bloom 

~ F reder~ck Douglass 

Freedom’s Voice, ~ 8~ 8- ~ 845 

8y Gregoni P. I.ampe 

Black American Prose Writers 

Before the Harlem Rena~ssanc:e 

By Harold Bloom 



~ 
B ooker T. Washington 

The Wizard of Tuskegee 1901 --1915 

By Louis R. Harlan 

~ 
W.E.B. Du Bois 
An Encyclopedia 

By Gerald ~orne 

Enjo;, these 5 books and loads more of them~ Click on the ~nk below to see our 
new~y added books. 

>~ k,’ie~ ;~ r~ew~y added books 

Hot research topics 

sometimes the hardest part of writing a research paper ~s finding ~nteresting topics 

~o debate. We’ve selected some popular research paper [opics ~or you dla~ 

t~end~ng right now; a~l you have to do ~s choose one and get started~ And we’ve 

even heJped you on your way by p~ov~ding five I~b~ar~an-selected sou[ces for each 

topic below. Enjoy~ 

Library [.overs Month 

Not just a holiday for d~e bookworms, 

it represents the educational 

advancements we lucky humans have 

encountered since day one of the 

written word! Check out books such as: 

Books Alive: A Profane Chronicle 

of Literary Endeavor and Literary 

Misdemeanor 

The I.iterani Detective: 100 

Puzzles in Classic Fiction 

African American Authors 

African American Authors 
Black }-Iistoiy Month began in the 1920s 

in [he United Slates, but African-- 

American writers have been working 

towards the basic right of civil equality 

for centuries. 

Richard Wright - "Shouting 

Cu~’ses" 

Toni Morrison-- "Toni Morriso~1’s 

World of Fiction" 
Zora Neale ~qurston - "Zora Neale 

October 6, 1 876 - The American Library Association (ALto) is founded by Dewey 



Decimal System creator, Melvil Dewey. 

September 26, 201 I - Google pa~tne,s with Ishmael to publish the Dead 

Sc~o~s online for the fb~s~ t~me. 

~ Connect w~th Questia 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 3:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: A Digital Shift on ttealth Data Swells Profits 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld j U.S~ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This Day 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

FebrualT2O, 2Ol3 

TOP NEWS 

A Digital SMft o~l Health 

Data Swells Pvot]ts 

As doctors and hospitals struggle to 
make new records systems work, the 
winners are big companies that 
lobbied for the health records 
legislation that allowed their sales to 

Supreme CouN Takes Case 

ol~ Overall I,imlt to Political 

Gifts 

The justices said they would examine 
eaps on aggregate eontributions by 
individual donors, setting the stage 
for what could end np as the most important campaign finance ease sinee the 2ore decision in 
Citizens United. 

~S’ ) , o ’ t ’33,’ 1o Defend Patent o~ Soybean uf reme ~our ~ ~ ears 

~ Supreme Court Gives F.~C AWin on Hospita~ Mergers 

I[ Takes a B.A. to Fi~d a Job as a File Clerk 

II~ese days, Busch, Slipakoff & Sehuh, a law firm in Atlanta, hires only people with a bachelor’s 
degree - no exceptions. And it is far from alone. 

¯ N"tTirnes.com Home Paqe >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NUZANNE NANZAGO L, ;m e~eeu[ive teat’rater in the Atlanta ;]t’ea, on the increasing number of 

businesses requiring bachelor’s degrees for even the Iowest-le~’el jobs, 

MOVIES 

~ 
INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: 

D~sseeth~g a 

’I’raHer~ The Parts 

of the Fihn That Make lhe 

How scenes fl’om five of the nine best 
picture nominees were reassembled 
to promote the films. 

~Your Oscar EN~ot 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tnrning Texas blue - or 

even purple - will 

require hard work, 

political infrastructure and a vision of Hispanic voters that goes beyond immigration reform. 



WORLD 

Fast New Test Could Find Leprosy Before Damage Is Lasting 

A simple, cheap screening offers the hope of diagnosing and curing leprosy, even in the poorest 

places, before victims are permanently disabled or disfigured. 

OSLO JOURNAL 

Bark Up or Down? Firewood Splits Nomve~ans 

A TV program about firewood, mostly showing a fireplace in use, has aroused passions in Norway. 

In Affidavit at Ball Heath+g, Track Star Denies He Intended to Kill Girlfriend 

Oscar Pistorius, a double amputee track star, maintains that the killing of his girlfciend, Reeva 
Steenkamp, was an accident. 

This Charleston Harbor Battle Is Over Cruise Ships 
i):,, +.:ib 

A genteel South Carolina city is debating the benefits and disruptions of building a newer cruise 
ship terminal. 

Slate Con+trol Draws Close*" for De+trolt After Fiscal Review 

If Gov. Rick Snyder concurs with the findings of a Michigan panel, officials will appoint an 
emergency manager with relatively broad powers to reshape Detroit’s budget. 

Four Are Dead After a String of Shootings in California 

A gunman killed three people and wounded at least three others before killing himself, the 
authorities said. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

N]cke]odeo*~ Hopes Its App %~,qns Hearts 

Nickelodeon designed its first app as a noisy, colorful smorgasbord of animated dips, music videos 
and games. But there’s very little actual television. 

Battle Lines Drawn for BP’s Day in 

A collection of cases on the Deepwater Horizon spill are headed for federal court, where they are 
expected to have a broad effect on enviromnental law. 

The ease, over a farmer who reproduced and saved seeds patented by Monsanto, questions whether 
natural replication can constitute patent infringement. 

Mete Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

A Hockey Pioneer+s Moment 

Larry Kwong was the first hockey player of Chinese descent to appear in the N.H.L., playing briefly 
for the Rangers during the ~947-48 season. 

Gardner~ Ya~kees’ Pest at Plate~ Awaits His Place 

Brett Gardner is not the type of player who posts overwhelming numbers, but what he does well is 
run up pitch counts and cause problems when he reaches base. 

A Company That Runs Prisons YVill Have Its Name on a Stadium 

Florida Atlantic University ++’ill name its football building GEO Group Stadium, after the prisons 
corporation, leading critics to wonder just how far colleges and teams will go for revenue. 

ART~ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Langhs Can Be Cheap at a Comedy Theater 

Upright Citizens Brigade Theater has become a major player in the comedy world partly by not 
paying some perfm’mers. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Hip-Hop Moment+ but Is It At+the++fic? 



Macklemore’s "Thrift Shop" and Baauer’s "Harlem Shake" are wildly popular, signifying either a 

tremendous cultural victory for hip-hop or the moment when hip-hop has begun to lose its 

meaning. 

Scholar Finds Flaws in Work by Archenemy of Comic,~ 

A recent study of the materials Dr. Fredric Wertham used to w~te "Seduction of the Innocent" 
suggests that he misrepresented his research and falsified his results, 

DINING & WINE 

V~fild Oats 

Once-hnmble granola is now a high-end growth industry as chefs pair it with everything from 
yognrt "leather" to foie gras. 

~ Diner’s Journal: How Do You Granola? 

A T~0oplcal Madelelne 

Pnffy, sweet buns summon teenage days shopping in Old San dnan, and the treats savored 
afterward. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I LOURO 

The Joys of Cooldng 

At Lonro, the chef doesn’t tW to show off to his enstomers - he hosts a party for them. 

~E] Slide Show 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Though President Obama is taking steps to deter hacking into computer networks by the Chinese, 
negotiations with Beijing are also needed. 

EDITORIAL 

Csmpalg~ Do*~atlo~s and Political Corr~ptKm 

The Supreme Court has decided to review a eampaign finance ruling that it should have left alone. 

EDITORIAL 

Repeodt~cti~,e Rights i~ New York 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo aims to re-establish the state’s pre-eminence on equal rights with an omnibus 

agenda on women’s equality, starting with a bill to ease limits on abortion. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Belly Da~ci~g Ba~’ometer 

Democracy definitely isn’t easy. dust look at how Egypt today is more divided than ever. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

How to Preve*~t More Board iq:ati*~g i,iascoes 
What should be done to reform the credit ratings industry? 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Old and Rich’? Less Help for You 

A possible compromise: allocate Medicare and Social Security benefits according to need. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 20, 1962, astronant dohn Glenn became the first Ameriean to orbit Earth as he flew aboard 
the Friendship 7 Merenry eapsnle. 

¯ See This Front Page 
¯ Buy This Front Page 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYFimes conq’s loday’s Headlines newsleReF As a member of 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 8:56 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Tomorrow: Migration, Human Rights, and Children’s Health 

GH Exchange Pablio Ceriani.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Fwd: Migration, Human Rights, and Childreffs Health 

Date:Thu, 14 Feb 2013 10:42:04 -0500 
From :Cydney Justman <cydney,iustmanSb~duke.edu> 

Join us tomorrow, Thursday February, 21 at 6 pin, for a seminar about ~:~,’i~::.r¢:.,~’i:,:.~ .,.’~.,".~:~a,,:¢:.,~ .,"~i:.,...".~:~ ~:~m~ ( )’~i~t’,,"~..~ ’.~ ~.,.%~,,’.;.,".g? by Dr. Pablo Ceriani, professor of 

Migration and Human Rights at the Universidad Nacional de Lanfis. Refreshments will be served. 

’][’his event is sponsored by Duke Global Health Institute, Worldng Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas, and The Consortimn in Latin 

American and Caribbean Stndies. The lecture is open to the public s~ please spread the word to your colleagues and students. 

Hosted by- the Working Group of Reproductive Justice and Migration. Free parking available in the lot behind the Pickens Health Clinic. 

Contact: Cydnev Justman. 

..’.’.~ ~,.., .~.~’... :.~.~.. " 
~ ~ 

..... . I!~,’,,’.’,,,’",,~,~,~,.,"~ 2~ " 

6 7 p.m. 

John Hope Franklin Center 

Room 240 

(free parking is available in the lot behind the Pickens Health Clinic, across Trent Drive from the Franklin Center - no parking pass is required) 

Throughout history, humans have been moving around the planet. Globalization compounded by economic, environnrental, and political strit~ has increased migration 

within and across all continents. In the Wes~tem Hemisphere, ~nigrants experience varying levels of discrimination, afi~cting basic human rights and health. 

Pablo Ceriani, PhD, currently works as a lawyer in Argentina. He is a professor of Migration and Human Rights at the UnNersidad Nacional de Lanfis and a member 

of the Facul~ of Law in Migration Policies at the Universidad de Buenos Aires. He coordinates the program on Migration and Human Rights at the Human Rights 

Center of the Universidad Nacional de Lantis. He will speak about human rights and migration policies in the Americas, and the effects on children’s health. 



For move information atx~ut this event, contact: 

Cydney Elizabeth Jus~tmm~ 

MSc in Global He~J~th Candidate 

Duke Unive~sily 2013 

Skype: SemillaEkua 

cvdnev.iustman~duke,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 1:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~~ 

Carolina A~ts & Sciences News: Making a difference 

Click to view y/.9~.!{~£~jg.q.of this rnessa~e.                           February 2013 

Our ~o~o~ies to those who m~}, h~ve received this newsletter twice. A technic~ 

~roblem blocked half of our outgoin9 messuges on Monduyo 

~ gaay k~nds or staph mfect~ons are aow resistant to a[~ but one aaHbiot~c. 

Chegfist Matt 8edmbo’s team has ~deat~ied a mechaa~sm by which such killer 

iafections spread and suggested ways ~o slop thorn before H’s too Late. 

~ Global Entrepreneur 
Pub[k: Policy Professor ga~Nana Feidman has woa the Global Award for 

Entrepreneurship Research from the Swedish EntrepreneursNp Forum aad the 

Research lnst[tu~e of ladusU’ia[ Ecoaomics. She’s an expert on the geography of 

innovation -- where b~siness and in&~stries c{L~sLer a~d ~ 

~ Terrific TeacMng 
Va[erie Ashby, professor and chair of the department of chemisitry, is one of 

two dozen faculty and ~raduate students who have won UniversiW awards for teachin~ 

excellence. Learn about e[~ of them here. 

What’~ love ~ot to do ~th it? 
What ff eve~ithh~ you kaow about [eve is wreak? In her new book. Love 

psychotogist Barbara Frednc~on draws on science to give voice to the body’s 

definition of tore. Did we mention that ~R[~). likes it? 

How ~almon find their way home 
Marine b~o[ogist Kenneth kohmaan has discovered that 

{}[~O~.{}~L~[~;~}..to help thorn find their way back to their birthplaces, across 

thousands o~ mi[es of open sea. He believes sen turtl.es do the same ~hing. 

State of the Union reflects UNC research: President Obama’s 
argumeat that raisin~ the minimum wa~e would not have an adverse effect on 

employment relies oa resear<h co-authored b,£ Pro~esso~ T. Wi[~iara rosierz aa 

economic development expert in the department of city and ~e~iona[ planning. 

5o¢ia~ entrepreneurs in action: Check ouL ~ro~t: UNC, delivering [oca[I.y- 

growa food to campus aad rua by studeats in the College. 

More News 

Events Calendar 

Forbes: Chemist Alexander Miller a top under-30 innovator 
Time: Senior Associate Dean gobbi Owen on how we increased 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

DTH Article- apartheid divestment 

My name is         and rm a reporter with the Daily Tar Heel. I wasn’t sure exactly who to direct this email to but I am working on a story comparing the current student 
efforts to divest the University from coal to the campaign of the :t980s to divest from apartheid South Africa. I was hoping to get in touch with Dale McKinley in order to hear 
from a student who was active in the campaign of that time. I read that he lectured here in the past, so I was wondering if someone in the department might be able to refer 
me to his contact information. Or, if you by any chance know of anyone else on campus who would be able to speak about the apartheid divestment movement at UNC I would 
of course love to hear more. 

Thank you! 

Best, 





Africana 
Breaking 

Philosophy: 
New Ground 

Lucius Outlaw (Professor of Philosophy and African American and Diaspora Studies, Vanderbilt) 

Ryan Preston-Roedder (Assistant Professor of Philosophy, UNC) 

(PhD candidate, UNC) 

Blanche Curry (Professor of Philosophy, Fayetteville State University) 

Bill Lawson (Distinguished Professor of Philosophy, University of Memphis) 

Caldwell Hall 105 

To view the complete conference schedule, visit: http://parrcenter.unc.edu/events 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Subject: Thesis 

Hi Professor Sa2tile, 

I have changed my thesis focus a little bit in a way that I am much happier with, but I may need a few more days to work on it. I hope that won’t be too much of a 

problem. I think I can send it to you by Monday or Tuesday and it will be much move fully formed. I can toy’ to have it to you by Friday morning as well, but I’m not 

sure that I’ll have it finished by that time. I’m son?’ for the late notice but it’s been a hard week! 

I also wanted to know when you would like my final thesis dratt? I have to defend it by 

Thank you’. 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 3:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: G.O.P. Resists Obama’s Push for Tax Rise to Head Off Cuts 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................. Toda),sHeadlines ........................................................................... 
~11¢ N’~’~= ~rk ~’~m~ February 21, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

G.O.P. Resists Obama’s Push 
for Tax Rise to Head Off Cuts 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

House Republicans have dug in against 
President Obama’s proposals to avert 
$85 billion in wide spending reductions 
set for March a, believing they hold the 
upper hand in this fight. 

, Budget Cuts Seen as Risk to Growth of U.S. 

Economy 

White House Tactic for C.I.A. 
Bid Holds Back Drone Memos 
By SCOTT SHANE and MARK MAZZETTI 

The achnhfistration may deny Senate 
Democrats information on targeted 
killings but tell Republieaus more about 
a militant attack in Libya to win 
confirmation for aolm O. Brennan as 
C.I.A. director. 

Trial Offers Rare Look at Work of Hezbollah in Europe 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Hossam Taleb Yaacoub said he staked out locations frequented by Israelis in Cyprus and acted as a courier 
for Hezbollah inside the European Union. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Do the right thing and fall further behind." 
ERROL JOSEPH, who has been struggling with the demands of bureaucracy as he tries to rebuild his 

home in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina. 

THEATER 

~ VIDEO: Tom 
Hanks Makes His 
Broadway Debut 
The star of the play 
"Lucky Guy," written by 



Nora Ephron, sits down with Patrick 
Healy at the Broadhurst Theater. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Who Will Mind the Drones? 
By N EAL K. KATYAL 

To oversee the adnfinistration’s drone 
program, form a "national security 
court" within the executive branch. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

Pistorius Defense Rebuts Police Testimony at Bail Hearing 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

The prosecution’s push to solidify charges that Oscar Pistorius had murdered his girlfriend deteriorated as 
its main witness withered under eross-exanfination at a bail heating. 

Chinese Plan to Kill Drug Lord With Drone Highlights Military Advances 
By JANE PERLEZ 

China considered using a drone strike to kill a Myanmar drug lord wanted in the murders of 13 Chinese 
sailors, but decided instead to capture lfim alive, according to reports. 

Iceland Looks to Export Power Bubbling From Below 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

A huge and potentially lucrative market beckons, if Icelm~d can find a way to transnfit electricity across 1,ooo 
nfiles of frigid sea. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Routed by Katrina, Stuck in Quagmire of Rules 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

As people in the Northeast set off on the road back from Hurricane Sandy, Errol Joseph sees lfis story in New 
Orleans as a cautionary tale. 

From New York, Making Guns the Issue in a Chicago Race 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

The "super PAC" financed by Michael R. Bloomberg is paying for television ads mad mailings aimed at 
defeating a Democrat running for the House in Illinois because she supports gun rights. 

." ~ Interactive Timeline: Anatomy of a PAC Attack 

Survey Finds That Fish Are Often Not What Label Says 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

A new study offish bought and genetically tested in 12 metropolitan areas found that about one-tlfird of the 
samples were nfislabeled. 
" ~’~ Graphic: Fish Are Commonly Mislabeled, Study Finds 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Budget Cuts Seen as Risk to Growth of U.S. Economy 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM and ANNIE LOWREY 

The cuts could reduce growth by about one-half of a percentage point in 2o13, according to a range of 



govenunent and private forecasters. 

Boeing to Propose Redesign of 787 Battery to F.A.A. 
By CHRISTOPHER DREW 

A top executive will meet with agency officials on Friday to outline efforts to get the Boeing 787 back in the 
air. 

Quel Brouhaha! A Diatribe on Unions Irks the French 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

An American executive delivered a broadside as he rejected France’s plea to take over a Goodyear plant 
scheduled for closure. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

New Era for Coach, Team and Region 
By CRAIG FEHRMAN 

After 50 years at fl~e hehn, Vito Montelli, 80, stepped down last year as coach of the St. Joseph High School 
basketball team in Trumbull, Conn. 

" ~ Slide Show: A Life in Basketball 

PACERS 125, KNICKS 91 
In Their First Game After the Break, the Knicks Fail at Everything 
By NATE TAYLOR 

The IOffcks did not take their thrashhag from the Pacers with grace: While giving up 74 points in the first half 
alone, they whined to officials mad argued with one another. 
,. ~T, Box Score 

ON BASEBALL 
Posada Is Set to Help, as Berra Helped Him 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Catcher Jorge Posada, who retired following the 2Oll season after 17 years as a Yankee, will be a guest 
instructor at spring training, while Yogi Berra stays home tiffs year. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MEDIA DECODER 
Robin Roberts Returns to ’Good Morning America’ 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Robin Roberts, who took a leave to fight a life-threatening illness, retun~ed to "Good Monffng America" on 
Wedi~esday. 

Tom Hanks, Broadway’s New Kid 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Mr. Hanks is making lffs Broadway debut in "Lucky Guy," written by his friend Nora Ephron. 

:’ ~ Video: Tom Hanks Makes His Broadway Debut 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Staging Stories That Are Torn From the News 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Two productions in Chicago, "Teddy Ferrara" and "columbinus," exemplify the challenges that playwrights 
face when they draw on a specific real-life events. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Commercially Creative 
By CATHY HORYN 

A fresh generation of London’s fashion talent has struck a balance between creativity and commerce. 

" ~’~ Slide Show 



FASHION REVIEW 
Bold Tailoring and Patterns, and a Golden Girl 
By CATHY HORYN 

The looks included high-definition style, bold patterns mad a nod to a golden girl. 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 
Rihanna Steals the Attention at London Fashion Week 
By STUART EMMRICH 

For the thousands of yomag fans who packed New Oxford Street in central London during London Fashion 
Week, there was only one faslfion designer who mattered: Rihanna. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Immigration Reform and Workers’ Rights 
Any worthwhile overhaul will have to attack the systenfic abuses of inmfigrant labor. 

EDITORIAL 
A Trans-Atlantic Grand Bargain 
The United States and the European Union could bolster the global economy wifl~ a balanced deal that 
reduces trade barriers and offers sensible regulations. 

EDITORIAL 
Tucson Takes on the Gun Lobby 
Requiting background checks at gtm shows at city-owned facilities is a welcome step. Congress should enact 
the mandate nationally, if it can muster the courage. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Cry, the Misogynistic Country 
By EUSEBIUS McKAISER 

The Pistorius case shows that violent crime is not linfited to the poor or conmfitted only by impoverished 
blacks against wealthy whites. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Peculiar Naming Rites 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Now, we’re not ones to go around spreading rmnors. Why, really, we’re just not the gossipy kind! 

-’ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
Our M.I.A. Surgeon General 
By MARK BITTMAN 

The current chief doctor could make a name for herself by taking a filan strand on controlling the halanful 
practices of the food hadustry. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 2a, a965, Malcohn X was shot and killed by assassins as he was about to address a rally in New York 

City; he was 39. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa__02~ 

About This E-Mail 



You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elyse Crystall, @mindspring.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 7:32 AM 

JFJP <j faj pnc@googlegroups.com> 

talk on medgar evers 

minrose is a good friend and an engaging speaker, please share with others. 

MEET THE AUTHOR: DR MINROSE GW1N 

Tuesday, February 26, 7 p.m. 

Main Library 

Durham County Library will host author, scholar and educator Minrose Gwin on Tuesday, February 26 at 7 pro. for a discussion of her new book, Remembering Medgar 

Evers: Wdting the Long Civil Rights Movement. As the first NAACP field secretary fer Mississippi, Medgar Wiley Evei~ put his life on the line to hwestigate racial cdmes 

(inck~ding Emmett Till’s murde0 and to organize boycotts and voter registration ddves. On June 12, 1963, he was shot in the back by white supremacists. Gwin engages the 

powerful body of work that has emerged in response to Evers’ life and death: fiction, poetry, memoir, drama, and songs from James Baldwin, Margaret Walker, Eudora Welty, 

Lucille Clifton, Bob Dylan, Frank X Walker and Willie Morris, among others. The author also examines local news accounts about Evers, 1960s gospel and protest music as 

well as contemporary hip-hop, the haunting poems of Frank X Walker, and contemporary fiction such as The Help and Gwin’s own award winning novel, The Queen of 

Palmyra. A book signing will follow the reading. 

Gwin lives in Chapel Hill and teaches literature and creative writing a~ the University of Nodh Carolina and Iiction and cl~a~ive nonfiction workshops at the University el New 

Mexico Taos Writers Conletence. 



To: S ahle; EuniCe N~euniee@ em a!l unc edu 

Subject: Books and Events from the London ReView Bookshop 

o ndonReViewBookshopnewsletter, 21 Februa~2013 + ~ilrbshop;co:uk 



i  on& m Rm iew 
Oi:’ gO{}:RSa~ .................. 

~~ .............................................................................................................................................. 

Behind the Beautiful Forevers 
By Katherine Boo 

Katherine Boo, a staff writer at the Ne~ Yorke< 
s~ent more than three years livin~ with the residents ~: ................. : ............................ ~:. : 

of Annawadi, a slum close to Mumbai air~ort. In 

Behind &e Beauti~ulFore~ers she distils hundreds of 

hours of interviews and thousands of official 

documents into one of the most extraordinary 

~ieces of reportage ever written. Boo absents herself 

entirely from the narrative, whose central thread 

concerns a bizarre act of self-destructive reven~e, 

and allows the slum-dwellers to s~eak in their own 
voices. ’Astonishing’, wrote Neel Mukherjee in the 

Times. ’One’s first reaction is disbelief, followed by 

stunned silence. Boo is unsentimental, 
unjud~mental, uncondescendin~, yet brimful of 

compassion.’ 

Granta, was £9.99 
Now £8.99 10% off 

,. ............................................................................ ...................................................................................................................... 
The next late night shopping event will be on Wednesday 6 March. Visit 

the shop between 6.30 p.m. and 8.30 p.m. for complimentary drinks, 

snacks, and a 10% discount on all purchases. 

I rbshop.co.u k/late-shoppi ng 



Live Translation - Translating Sex with 

Adriana Hunter and Polly McLean 
Friday 8 March at 7 p.m. 

Our second Live Translation event will introduce a new 

challenge - translating sex. Our two translators, Adriana 

Hunter and Polly McLean, will share their versions of a 

specially-commissioned short story by the French writer 

Emma Becker, whose debut novel, Monsieur, translated 

into English by Maxim Jakubowski, is a reverse Lolita 

story, about the brief but intense relationship between a 

younger woman attracted to an older man. Le Figaro 

described the novel as’°Colette meets Catherine Millet.’ 

With Sarah Ardizzone in the chair, and Emma Becker 

herself on the panel, Adriana Hunter and Polly McLean 

will explore the particular challenges of translating 

erotic fiction, discussing the decisions they’ve made 

about voice and vocabulary. We"11 find out how they~ve 

made a French erotic short story sound just as sexy in 

English. Read more and buy tickets 

Translating Sex Masterclass: with Emma 

Becker and Polly McLean 
Saturday 9 March at 10 a.m. or 2 p.m. 

On Saturday, we offer you the chance to experiment and 

tackle the challenges of translating erotica. We will run 

two half-day translation masterclasses, both from 

French into English, structured around close work on 

Emma Becker’s short story. The story will be sent in 

advance to participants, who will be invited to prepare 

their own translations. During the masterclass, 

discussion will centre on the differences in approach 

evident in these various translations. Becker herself will 

be present. 

I0 a.m.. Adriana Hunter with Emma Becker 

2 p.m.. Polly McLean with Emma Becker 

Read more and buy tickets 



Shadow Lives: Victoria Brittain and 

Lo u ~ s e C h r~ st~ a n 
Tuesday 26 February at 7 p.m. 

In Shadow Lives. The Forgotten Women of the War on 

Terror(Pluto) Victoria Brittain explores a hidden 

dimension of the ’9/11 wars’- the impact on the wives 

and families of the men imprisoned at Guant~namo Bay 

and under house arrest in Britain and the US. Beatrix 

Campbell has written: ’This is a book to make you gasp, 

weep, shout, but above all a book to admire: the lovely 

writing, the complexities made clear, the everyday 

heroism of survivors. It is a terrible story, beautifully 

told.’ Victoria Brittain, described by John Pilger as ’one 

of the greatest reporters’, will be at the shop to talk 

about her book with the award-winning human rights 

lawyer Louise Christian, who has acted on behalf of 

several Guantanamo detainees. They will tell the 

horrifying stories of several of the families affected by 

extra-judicial detention, and discuss the wider 

implications of policies which flout the rule of law, 

breach fundamental human rights, and run counter to 

the basic principles of human decency. The evening will 

be chaired byJeremy Harding, contributing editor at the 

LRB and author of Border Vigils. Keeping Migrants Out of 

the Rich World. Read more and buy tickets 

The Silence of Animals: John Gray with 

Pan kaj Mishra 
Thursday 7 March at 7 p.m. 

In The Silence of Animals. On Progress and Other 

Modern Myths(Allen Lane) political philosopher John 

Gray continues the powerful critique of liberal 

humanism that has been at the heart of his work for the 

last three decades, most notably in his 2002 work Straw 

Dogs to which The Silence of Animals is a sort of sequel. 

Gray examines human life in extremis, drawing on the 

works of Borges, J.G. Ballard and Joseph Conrad, to 

analyse the stories that we tell about ourselves in order 

to survive. ’John Gray is one of the most consistently 

interesting and unpredictable thinkers in Britain,’ wrote 



Jason Cowley in the Observer. ’He is unpredictable 

because, unlike most political commentators, he never 

ceases to question the underlying assumptions of his 

own beliefs and prejudices.’ He will be at the shop to 

talk about his latest book, in conversation with the 

essayist and novelist Pankaj Mishra. Read more and buy 

tickets 

A.L. Kennedy: On Writing 
Thursday 14 March at 7 p.m. 

A.L. Kennedy’s latest book On Writing (Cape)collects 

together her Guardian blog posts on the authorial craft 

and the script of her celebrated one-person show. She 

will be at the shop to read from and discuss her work as 

novelist, essayist and stand-up comic. Read more and 

buy tickets 

James Wood: The Fun Stuff 
Tuesday 19 March at 7 p.m. 

James Wood’s essays in the IVew Republic, the IVew 

Yorkerand the London Review of Books have established 

him as the leading popular literary critic of his 

generation. The Fun Stuff(Cape)collects pieces written 

between 2004 and 2011 on canonical authors such as 

Hardy, Lermontov and Tolstoy, as well as on important 

contemporary writers such as Cormac McCarthy, Lydia 

Davis and Kazuo Ishiguro, but takes its title from an 

essay on the musician Keith Moon. James Wood will be 

at the shop to talk about his work, and to discuss life, 

literature, and the role of the critic. Read more and buy 

tickets 

The Revo ut on of Everyday L fe Dona d 

Nicholson-Smith in conversation with T. 

J. Clark 
Tuesday 26 March at 7 p.m. 

Raoul Vanei,gem’s The Revolution of Everyday Life and 

Guy Debord s The Society of the Spectacle, both 

published in 1967, were the main programmatic 

statements of the Situationist International, each serving 



in its own way to kindle and colour the upheaval of May 

1968¯ Donald Nicholson-Smith has translated both over 

the years, and will talk about his recent completely 

revised version of Vaneigem’s ’classic of subversion’ (PM 

Press) with T.J. Clark¯ How much of Debord and 

Vaneigem’s language has proved translatable? And how 

much of their politics survived (and survives) the process 

by which, for a while, the Situationist movement tried to 

live up to its ’International’ claim? Read more and buy 

tickets 

~ Together. The Rituals, Pleasures and Politics of Co-operation by 

Richard Sennett 

GroSz 

4.    Something Like Happyby John Burnside 

5:Is The t a Fish in You~ Ear? by Da~idB ell o s 

6. Wolf Hallby Hilary Mantel 

Twenty Three Things They Don’t Tell You About Capitalism by 

i Ha-JoonChang 

8. Artwork by Peter Campbell 

9 Keeping Up withtheGerman3 byPhili p OIte~m an n 

10. III Fares the Land by Tony Judt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Tomorrow’s seminaJc, etc 

ProfSahle, 

I’m so sorry for missing class yesterday. I’ve been feeling prelly sick pas~t couple days, bm I am also going to have to drop this class. I really enjoyed onr conversations 

on hnman rights and have learned so muck but I can’t manage all the readings right now on top of my other classes and I want to be able to give it my full attention. I 

hope to have you as a professor in the future, though. Thank you so much for your insight! 

Very Respectfully, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

h ttps://www.facebook.com/ 

On , at 7:53 PM, eunice~,%email.m~c.edu wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice S~Ne 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

I hope yon axe doing well. Here are some updates: 

1) I began feeling sick on Thursday and I got quite sick as the days went by, hence the delaying in poffting yonr grades. IVly apologies. While I am not a 

100 percent OK yet. I will be in class tomorrow to continne leading our intellectual journey. 

2) Agenda: Please note that I have sent a note from Sa]~ai indicating our agenda tbr tomorrow. I am looking tbrward to our diseussion. 

3) Two important events next week: 

Chimamanda Adichie forum at GEC - see poster on Sakai. 

Seodi White (a lega] and human rights scholm from Malam) will give the following public lecture: 

"Human Rights and Gender Justice in Malawi and Southern Africa", GEC 1005 5 30-7.00pm 

Looking forward to seeing you at both events. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 

Dr. Sahle 

This fom-aKled message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: 

’ site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 11:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Oscar Excitement, Cosmic Surprise and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 3022!/a mes 1 Y 

11~ @Times - FebruaB/21, 20131 

Oscar Excitement 

~ 

ilXiI 

It’s ahnost here: The 85th Academy Awards ceremony 
happens this Sunday, Feb~ 24 -- so now’s the time to prep 
fur the main event! Use our Oscar Ballot tu make your picks and 
predictions, then share your ballot with your friends. And who 
doesn’t enjoy watching the stars arrive for Hollywood’s big 
night? Our interactive Red Carpet Project gives you a 
fascinating recap of :5 years’ worth of Oscar fashions. 

Cosmic Surprise 
Last week’s fiery meteor exp[oshm osev a small Siberian 
cry was one {or the record books. The Times brings yon 
complete cow,rage--- i~e]nding dramatic imageW o[’ the eye,t, 
its immediate and subsequent efl’eets, the seiem:e behind the 
shock wave, possible ramifications {’or U,S, bnsiness and policy, 
and musings by fantasy writers on science fiction becoming 
reali 

Don’t Niss o. NYTimes.cem 

* P~sto~ius Disputes .~{urder Charge ~]~ Com’t 
~ J aI/;m Fel[owes on "Downton Abbey" Comings and Goit~gs 

* A Dazzling Priest’s Lurid Fall, to D~g Case Suspect 

* Incomes Flat in Recovery, but Not for the 

, House Hu~tingin ... Barbados 

Top 5 Viewed Features 
(Beh~Jeen Feb 13.20~3- Feb ~f~, 20~3) 

*. Texas Senator Goes on Attack and Raises Bipm~isa~ Hackles 

2. Chinese ~’my Unit 

3 WhyFo~’Wo’ko~s~ W k May Be Better Than Six 

4. Rubio and the Zombies 

5~ That "resla Data: What It Says a~d What It Doesn’t 

~ StJDE SHO’W: Sun~ Surf 

and Soccer is Rio 
See scenes from the city as it 
prepares for two big turns on the 
worht stage. 

~ PHO’FOGIL&PtlS ~ New 

York Panorama 
Every Sunday in the 
Metropolitan section, a 
photographer will offer a new 
slice of New York. 

~ V~DEO: Calorie Detective 

With the help of a science lab, 
fihnmaker Casey Neistat finds 
highly inaccurate calorie 
listings on food labels. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Ex~’aordi~ a~T 
Science of 

Addle{ive 

am~k Food 
Inside the hyperengineered, 
savagely marketed, addiction- 
creating battle for American 
"stomach share." 

~ .loin the Conversatba ~> 

~ daily e-mall newsleEer oa 
the business of technology, 
w~t~ coverage from Times 
st~ff writers and a roundup 

Web, 



Delivered before the 

opening bell and after the 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai174.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 12:47 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A~mouncing New Travel Grants from ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
6th Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply foB the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be engiaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitingi! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:20 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads iu the College of Arts & Sciences ~a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[asddd] Nadine Kinsey helping the College with PeopleSoft preparation 

This message is being sent to aft managers, deans, directors, and department heads in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The Dean’s Office is thrilled to announce that Nadine Kinsey has returned to the College and is helping us part-time to prepare our financials for the PeopleSoft 

implementation. She will be in touch with staff in your department while working on accounting projects including account closings, deposit reviews, and account 

attribute corrections (and projects in other areas as well). 

Nadine retired as the manager of the History department in 2010. She also worked in Sociology and Religious Studies prior to her position in History. 

Contact me with questions. 

Ryan 

Director of Finance 
Business Operations, _(;~_]_l__e_Ke____o_f___A___r__t_s____&___~_c_j__e__n__c_e_._s_ 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 
office - 919.962.9275 
mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@grnail.corn on behalf of 

Luisa Dantas -<ldantas@j oluproducfions.corn> 

Thursday, Februa~ 21,2013 3:15 PM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@ernail.unc.edtv~ 

Davis Library ] DocurnentaU for African American His~to~y Monfl~ 

Hi Eunice, 

I wanted to reach out to you about ~t{~t~(.t~.{iQ~2~2tt~2t~J~L{, a transmedia documentary that your university purchased in June 2o12. As we celebrate African 

American History month, it is important to examine the role that race plays in (re)building our cities. L~u~d ~~ is an award-winning documentary that 
captures the contentious reconstruction of post-Katrina New Orleans through the eyes of those on the fi’onflines. The film showcases African-American 

community organizers, displaced youth, and public housing residents fighting to rebuild their lives, homes and communities in a city devastated by disaster and 

polarized by race and class. By exploring and discussing these stories of struggle and resilience, your students will gain a deeper understanding of African 

American history in the making and contemplate the future of urban America. As our tagline says, this is "Happening to a city near you..." 

Land of Opportuni& has been used as a teaching resource in African-American Studies departments in academic institutions across the country, including Emory, 

University of California - Berkeley, and University of Illinois, Chicago and is located in the Davis Library. Should you wish to delve deeper into the discussion, the 

filmmakers are available to travel for QSa~ sessions with students or engage in discussion via Skype. 

To learn more about the film, please visit our ~!?.~$.t~:. If you have any questions about the project, please do not hesitate to contact us at 

ldantas(~joluproductions.com. Thank you for your time and interest. 

Sincerely, 

Luisa Dantas, Director/Producer 

Luisa Dmltas, Producer/Director 

Rebecca Snedeker, Producer 

Land of Opportunity 

ldm~tas@joluproduetions.com 

landofopportunitymovie,eom 

facebook.eoln/landofopportmfi~~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 4:16 PM 

@hotmaJl.com 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

IFNV: Travel Reservation Febcaoay 24 for SEODI WHrFE 

Good a~lemoo~ Ms. White 

Please find t)elow lhe lh~k of your travel rese~’adon; regarding yot~r visit ~o Chapel Hill North Carolina. fiom 2:24,2013 ~hm 2/28/2013 

P~ease do not t~esit~te ~o contact me, if you ~eed additiot~al infommtion. 

Souia 

F~ma VI~NG ~VEk [mailto:ellen@vikinotravel.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 4:11 PN 
T~= Colon, Sonia 
Subject= Trave~ Rese~ation Februa~ 24 for SKODI WHKE 

by sende! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 3:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Governors Fall Away in G.O.P. Fight Against More Medicaid 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................. To.day.is...H.eadi.i.nes ........................................................................... 
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World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Governors Fall Away in 
G.O.P. Fight Against More 
Medicaid 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH and ROBERT PEAR 

After vigorous lobbying by the health 
industry, seven Republican governors 
are moving to accept federal funds 
reader the health care law to add medical 
coverage for more low-income people. 
" ~ Graphic: States Planning to Expand 

Medicaid 

Neighbors Kill Neighbors in 
Kenya as Election Tensions 
Stir Age-Old Grievances 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

In less than two weeks, Kenyans will line 
up by the millions to pick their leaders 
for the first time since a disastrous vote 
in 2oo7, wlfieh set off clashes that killed 
more than 1,ooo people. 

Buying a Gun? States Consider Insurance Rule 
By MICHAEL COOPER and MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

States weighing liability insurance mandates hope they would reward safe behavior, with lower rates for 
people with safety locks or less dangerous weapons. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There are three reasons for this war: tribe, land and polities." 

ELISHA BWORA, an elder in the Pokomo tribe in Kenya, which has seen ethnic violence erupt as the 

country prepares for national elections. 

MOVIES 

FEATURE: Among 

the Oscar 
Contenders, a Host 



of Connections 
With few exceptions, tlfis year’s 
nominated actors, directors and 
producers have long worked on fihns 
with Oscar histories. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Case for a 
Higher Gasoline 
Tax 
By VALERIE J. KARPLUS 

If our goal is to get 
Ameriem~s to drive less and use more 
fuel-efficient vehicles, and to reduce air 
pollution and the emission of 
greenhouse gases, gas prices need to be 
even higher. 

4 WEE}{S 

WORLD 

Investigation of Spanish Duke Draws Royals Into Scandal 
By DOREEN CARVAJAL 

An intensifying investigation aimed at Ifiaki Urdangarin, the Duke of Pahna and the king’s son-in-law, has 
placed the palace trader siege. 

The Rise of a Protest Movement Shows the Depth of Italy’s Disillusionment 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

A protest party draws support from voters who are fed up with politics, but its success could make governing 
Italy even harder than it already is. 

Deadly Bombings Hit Southern Indian City 
By HEATHER TIMMONS and GARDINER HARRIS 

Two bombs planted on bicycles killed at least 11 people and wounded 50 in a busy shopping district in 
Hyderabad Thursday night in what officials said may have been a coordinated attack. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Titan’s How-To on Breaking the Glass Ceiling 
By JODI KANTOR 

Shery] Sandberg, the chief operating officer of Faeebook, is attempting nothing less than a Betty Friedan-]ike 
feat: a national discussion of a gender problem with no name. 

" ~ Document: Sheryl Sandberg’s ’Lean In’ Foundation and Movement 

$82 Million Fraud Was Staged With Bad Checks, U.S. Asserts 
By SAM DOLNICK 

Saquib Khan was trying to save his Staten Island dells and supply business, officials say, by writing himself 
dozens of bad checks in a matter of weeks. 

Federal Spending Cuts Threaten Delays in Air Travel 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

Airlines and airports are preparing for across-the-board federal budget cuts as if they were a hurricane, with 
takeoff delays mad slower security lines possible. 

:. F.A.A. Weighs Criteria for Allowing Boeing 787 to Fly 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Sign of a Comeback: U.S. Carmakers Are Hiring 
By BILL VLASIC 

Ford said it would spend $200 million to renovate a Cleveland plant to produce small, turbocharged engines 



for use in its top-selling models. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 
A Tax That May Change the Trading Game 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

A financial transaction tax could discourage the excesses of the trading system if Europe can pull it off. 

Despite Aid, Borrowers Still Face Foreclosure 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Thousands of homeowners who received help on their second mortgage are still facing foreclosure on their 
first mortgage, according to housing advocates. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

N.F.L. Tries New Method for Testing Mental Agility 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

A psychological assessment, given in addition to the long-used Wonderlic test, resembles exams given to 
firefighters because they, like football players, must make quick deeisious under stress. 

ON BASEBALL 
Another Renovation for Twins’ Ryan 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Terry Ryan, who is starting the second season of lfis second stint as the general manager of the Minnesota 
Twins, is in full rebuilding mode. 

ON BASKETBALL 

C’mon, Knicks: Go Bold¯ Go Old. 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

The IOficks, who started the season as the oldest team in N.B.A. history, just got older, by adding the 35- 
year-old forward Kenyon Martin. Here are some players the IOaieks could have added who go way back. 

° After Shipping Off Brewer, Knicks Add Martin to an Already Volatile Mix 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

THE CARPETBAGGER 
The Envelope, Please 
By MELENA RYZIK 

With the bestowing of the Academy Awards looming, some last-minute handicapping of the competition for 
the major awards. 

’- ~ Interactive Oscar Ballot 

The Carpetbagger’s 2013 Oscar Predictions 
By MELENA RYZIK 

To prepare for Sunday’s Academy Awards broadcast, here’s the Carpetbagger’s inside look at the front- 
runners and back stories. 

ART REVIEW 
The Cross-Dressing of Art and Couture 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The Met’s exhibition "hnpressionism, Fashion and Modernity" brings together great paintings, lavish 
galanents and accessories to detail the entwined rise of modelaa painting, modern fashion and modelaa 
(upper middle-class) life in the a9th century. 

’ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’RUBBERNECK’ AND ’RED FLAG’ 
It’s All About My Failed Romance 
By RACHEL SALTZ 



"Rubberneck" mad "Red Flag," two wispy, douaabeat movies, were written mad directed by Alex Karpovsky, 
the actor who plays Ray the barrista on the HBO show "Girls." 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SNITCH’ 
A Deal With the Devil to Save a Beloved Son 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"Snitch" stars Dwa)a~e Johnson as a company owner who enters the illegal-drug world to help reduce the 
sentence of his imprisoned son. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’11 FLOWERS’ 
A Child-Eye’s View of Life in a97os China 
By JEANNETTE CATSOULIS 

In "11 Flowers" the director Wang Xiaoshuai draws on boyhood memories, including an encounter with a 
murderer, for a story set near the end of the Ctfltural Revolution. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Why Taxes Have to Go Up 
Without new revenues, safe and sane deficit reduction is impossible. 

EDITORIAL 
Making Some Painkillers Harder to Get 
Widely abused prescription drugs like Vicodh~ need tighter restrictions to curb the epidenfic. 

EDITORIAL 
What Gov. Cuomo’s Budget Needs 
A distressing hole is one of several concerns about the Sa42 billion state package for the 2oa3-~4 fiscal year. 

¯ More Opinion >~ 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
To Fight India, We Fought Ourselves 
By MOHSIN HAMID 

At the heart of Pakistm~’s troubles is the celebration of the nfilitant. And the need of the hour, of the year, of 
the generation, is peace. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Sequester of Fools 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Here we go again! That terrible fiscal crisis we were wala~ed about two years ago is just around the COla~er. Is 
anyone interested? 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The D.C. Dubstep 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Politicim~s in both parties are dancing as though they’re secretly in love with sequestration, a total disaster 
for the eotmtry. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ ..M.. 
9.r..e....O.. p. j.n..i..o..n.. 2>" 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 22, ~98o, in a sttmning upset, the United States Ol)anpic hockey team defeated the Soviets at Lake 

Placid, N.Y., 4-to-3. (The U.S. team went on to win the gold medal.) 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane, Molly <’Molly.Kane@devp.org> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 9:47 AM 

Claire Boychuk          @gma~l.com>; Eunice Sable <           @gmail.com>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thought you would ~nd this of interest: The new milita~ urbanism: how the securi~ doctrine is permeating eve~day urba~ life. 

Sent from my BlackBero’.c~ smartphone 

From: "Brian K Murphy" <brian@radicalroad corn> 
Date: FV, 22 Feb 2013 08:46:53 -05~.) 
Subject: The new military urbanism: how the security- doctrine is permeating everyday urban life. 

h ttp://w ~vw o p e n d e m o c r a c v. n e tio p e n s e c u r it,i-/s t ep h e n-g r ahal~’fo u c a ult%E2 % 80 % 99 s-b o om e r a n g-ne ~v-milit al.,~-u r b a ni s m 
Foucault’s boomerang: the new military urbainsm 

by Stephen Graham i opeed3emocracy ] 14 February 2013 

As our planet urbanizes more rapidly than ever before, an insidious set of boomerang effects, linking security, doctrine in cities in the global North with those in the South, are permeating 
state tactics of control of everyday urban life. 

On 4 February 1976, Michel Foucault, the eminent French social theorist, stepped gingerly down to the podium in a packed lecture at the Coll~ge de France in the Latin Qualter on Paris’s 
South Bank. Dehvering the fifth in a series of 11 lectures under the title ’I1 faut ddfendre la societY’ (’Society must be defended’), for once Foucault focused his attention on the relationships 
between ~vestern societies and those elsewhere in the world Moving beyond his legendary re-theorisations of ho~v kno~vledge, power, technology and geographical space were combined 
to underpin the development of modern social orders within western societies, Foucault made a rare foray into discussions of colonialism. 

Rather than merely highlighting the histuW thruugh which Eurupean puwers had colunised the world, however, Foucault’s approach was more nuvel Instead, he explored how the ~2~rmation 
of the colunies had invulved a series of political, social, legal and geographical experiments which were then actually uften bought back to the West in what Foucault - drawing possibly on 
Hannah Arendt’s famous work on totalitarianism - called ’buomerang effects’. 

’It should never be forgotten,’ Foucault said: 
"that while colonization, with its techniques and its political and juridical weapuns, obviuusly transported European models to uther continents, it alsu had a considerable boumerang effect 
on the mechanisms uf power in the West, and un the apparatuses, institutions, and techniques of power. A whule series of colunia[ mudels was brought back to the West, and the result 
was that the West could practice something resembling culonizatiun, ur an internal colunialism, un itself" 

Such ’buomerang effects’ centred on ordering the life uf populations at home and abroad - what Foucault called ’binpuwer’ and ’biopulitics’ - rather than un prutecting suvereign territuW per 
se 

Fuucault did little to elucidate these in detail, and rarely tuuched on colunialism ur postcolonialism again ttowever, his notion of culonial buomerang effects is powerful because it points 
beyund traditinnal ideas uf colonisation toward a two-way process in the linw of ideas, techniques and practices of power between metropolitan heartlands uf colunia[ powers and the 
spaces of culonised peripheries. 

Such a perspective reveals, fur example, that Europe’s imperial cities were much mure than the beneficiaries and control pu~nts orgamsing explicitly ’colunial’ ecunomic techniques of plunder 
and dispossession through shipping, plantatinns, mining, oil extraction or slavery. They were alsu much more than a product ufthe economic buoms that came with the processing and 
manufacturing of resources extracted from the colunies. 
[Image : A Panopticon Prison Craig Sefion.] 
From the famous Panupticon prisun, thruugh Baron ttaussmann’s radical restructuring uf Paris thruugh easily-surveilled boulevards, tu the adoptiun uf fingerprinting: many ufthe great 
transfurmations in 19th century Eurupean cities had already been tried in culonial cities and peripheries. Colonised cities and spaces also pruvided the zones of experimentation through 
which western puwers were able to try out and hone techniques of aerial bombing, mass incarceratinn within cuncentration camps and genucida[ extermination that laid the key foundatiuns 
[’or tutalitarian rule and total war in Europe in the 20th century 

[Image : Protesters clash with riot police on the streets of Athens. Demotix/Nikolas Georgiou. All rights resel~’ed. 

Cities ~der siege 
As our planet urbanizes more rapidly than ever before, a new and insidious set of boomerang efi;ects are permeating the fabric of cities and urban life. Fuelled by, and perpetuating, the 
extreme inequalities that have mushroomed as neoliberal globalisation has extended across the world, this new ’military urbanism’ is a constellation of ideas, techniques and norms of 
security and military doctrine. As I demonstrate in my recent book, Cities Under Siege, these are linked intimately into the militarized and neocolonial predation of distant resources 
necessary to sustain richer and western cities and urban lifestyles. They fuse seamlessly with popular cultural worlds centred on militarized electronic entertainment, automobility, and urban 
lifestyles organised through new technologies that have military origins. And they relate closely to a proliferation of non-state insurgencies which appropriate the very architectures and 
circulations of cities as the means to launch their violence. 

Thus, Israeli drones designed to vertically subjugate and target Palestinians are now routinely- deployed by- police forces in Nolth America, Europe and East Asia. Private operators of US 
’supermax’ prisons are heavily involved in mtming the global archipelago organizing incarceration and torture that has burgeoned since the start of the ’war on terror.’ Private military 
corporations heavily colonise ’reconstruction’ contracts in both Iraq and New Orleans. Israeli expertise in population control is regularly sought by those planning security operations for 
major summits and sporting events. Guided missiles and private am~ies work to securitise key events, from Olympics or world Cups, to G20 summits and political surcurfits. 

Even the ’shoot to kill’ policies developed to confront risks of suicide bombing in Tel Aviv and Haifa have been adopted by police forces in Western cities (a process which directly led to 
the state killing of Jean Charles De Menezes by London anti-terrorist police on 22nd July 2005). 

Meanwhile, aggressive and militarized policing against public demonstrations and social mobilisations in London, Toronto, Paris or New York now utilize the same ’non-lethal ~veapons’ as 
Israel’s artW in Gaza or Jenin. Constructions of ’security zones’ around the strategic financial cores of London and New York echo the tecl-miques used in Baghdad’s Green zone. And many 
of the techniques used to fortify enclaves in Baghdad or the West Bank are being sold around the world as leading-edge and ’combat-proven’ ’security solutions’ by corporate coalitions 
linking Israeli, US and other corapanies and states. 

Crucially, such boomerang effects linking security and military doctrine in the cities of the west with those on colonial peripheries are backed up by the cultural geographies which underpin 
the political right and far-right, along with hawkish commentators ;vithin western militaries themselves. These tend to deem cities per se to be intrinsically problematic spaces - the main sites 
concentrating acts of subversion, resistance, mobilization, dissent and protest challenging national security’ states. 

In rendering all 1nixed-up cities as problematic spaces beyond the rural or ex-urban heartlands of authentic national commuinties, telling movements in representations of cities occur 
between colonial peripheries and capitalist heartlands. The construction of sectarian enclaves modeled on Israeli practice by US forces in Baghdad from 2003, for example, was widely 
described by US security’ personnel as the development of US-style ’gated communities’ in the country. 

In the aftermath of the devastation of New Orleans by Hurricane Katrina in late 2005, meanwhile, US Arm?- Officers talked of the need to "take back" tdae City from h-aqi-style "insurgents" 
Iuner city’ orientalism 
As ever, then, the imaginations of urban life in colonized zones interacts powerfully with that in the cities of the colonisers Indeed, the proj ection of colonial tropes and security exemplars 
into postcolonial metropoles in capitalist healtlands is fuelled by a new ’iuner city’ Orientalism’. This relies on the widespread depiction amongst rightist security or military commentators of 
immigrant districts within the west’s cities as ’backward’ zones threatening the body politic of the ;vestern city and nation 



In France, for example, postwar state planning worked to conceptualized the mass, peripheral housing projects of’the banlieues as ’near peripheral’ resep~ations attached to, but distant from, 
the country’s metropolitan centres. Bitter memories of the Algerian and other anti-colonial wars saturate the French far-right’s discourse about waning ’white’ power and the ’insecurity,’ 
caused by the banlieues - a process that has led to a dramatic mobilization of state security’ forces in and around the main immigrant housing comple×es. 

The 2005 riots were only the latest in a long line of reactions towards the increasing militarization and securitisation of this ]2~rm of internal colonization and enforced peripherality within 
what Royal tlolloway Geographer, Mustafa Dike~, has called the ’badlands’ of the contemporary French Republic.. 

Indeed, such is the contemporary right’s conflation of terrorism and migration that simple acts of’migration are now often being deemed to be little more than acts of warfare This discursive 
shift has been termed the ’weaponization’ of migration (Cato, 2008) - the shift away from emphases on moral obligations to offer hospitality to refugees toward criminalizing or dehumanizing 
migrants’ bodies as weapons against purportedly homogenous and ethno-nationalist bases of national power. 

Here the latest debates about ’assymetric,’ ’irregular’ or ’low intensity war,’ where nothing can be defined outside of boundless and never-ending definitions of political violence, blur 
unconffortably into the growing clamour of demonisation by right and far-right commentators of the west’s diasporic and increasingly cosmopolitan cities. Samuel Huntington, taking his 
’clash of civilisations’ thesis further, now argues that the very fabric of US power and national identity is under threat not just because of global Islamist terrorism but because non-white and 
especially Latino groups are colonizing, and dominating, US metropolitan areas (Huntington, 2005). 
The new security economy 
Given the two-way movement of the exemplars of the new ruilitary urbanism between western cities and those on colonial frontiers, fuelled by the instinctive anti-urbanism of national 
security states, it is no surprise that cities in both domains are starting to display startling similarities as well as their more obvious differences. 

In both, hard, military-style borders, fences and checkpoints around defended enclaves and ’security zones,’ superimposed on the wider and more open city, are proliferating. Jersey-barrier 
blast walls, identity checkpoints, computerized CCTV, biometric surveillance and military-styles of access control protect archipelagos of fortified enclaves fiom an outside deemed unruly, 
impoverished, or dangerous. In the former case, these encompass green zones, war prisons, ethnic and sectarian neighbourhoods and military bases; in the latter they are growing around 
strategic financial districts, embassy zones, tourist spaces, airport and port complexes, sport event spaces, gated communities and export processing zones. 

Crucially, the new military urbanism is sustained by a rapidly growing new security economy. This encompasses sprawling, transnational industrial complexes fusing military and security 
companies with technology, sm~’eillance and entertainment ones; a wide range of consultants and industries who sell ’security’ solutions as silver bullets to complex social problems; and a 
complex mass of security and military thinkers who now argue that war and political violence centres overwhelmingly on the everyday spaces and circuits of urban life cities. 

As vague and all-encompassing ideas about ’security’ creep in to infect virtually all aspects of public policy and social life, so these emerging industrial-security complexes work together on 
the highly lucrative challenges of perpetually targeting everyday activities, spaces and behaviours in cities and the circulations which lirtk them together. 

The proliferation of wars sustaining permanent mobilization and preemptive, ubiquitous SUlweillance within and beyond temtorial borders means that, as Georgio Agamben has put it, the 
imperative of ’security-’ now "imposes itself of the basic principle of state activity." 

Amidst the global economic crash, so-called ’homeland security" industries - sometimes more accurately labeled by critical con~mentators the ’pacification industly’ - are in bonanza mode As 
the post 9/11 US paradigm of ’Homeland security’ is being diffused around the world, the industry - worth $142 billion in 2009 - is expected to be worth a staggering $2.7 trillion globally 
between 2010 and 2010. Growth rates are between 5 and 12% per year. 

Importantly, the same constellations of ’security’ companies are often involved in selling, establishing and operating the techniques and practices of the new military urbanism in both ~var- 
zone and ’homeland’ cities. The main security contractor for the London Olympics- G4S, more familial- uaader its old Group 4 moniker - the world’s largest security company, is an excellent 
example here. Beyond its £130m Olympic security contracts, it operates the world’s largest private security force - 630,000 people - taking up a myriad of outsourced contracts. It secures 
prisons, asylum detention centres, and oil and gas installations, VlPs, embassies, airports (including those in Doncaster and Baghdadi) and inficastmcture and operates in 125 countries 

According to its ~veb site, G4S specialises in particular in what they term "executive style life-support in hazardous envirol~ments." (Presumably this refers to Baghdad and not East London). 
After buying up the ArmorGroup mercenary company in 2008, it also now runs a large number of Blackwater-style security operations in Iraq. 

The new military urbanism is stealthy and insidious. Its circuits and boomerang effects operate beyond democratic scrutiny to in tuna undermine democratic rights of dissent. Above all, its 
various elements work together to stealthily constitute a new- notion of ’normal’ urban life. This is based on pre-emptive surveillance, the criminalisation of dissent, the evisceration of civil 
rights, and the obsessive securitisation of everyday life to support increasingly unequal societies 

The first challenge fbr those straggling against such trends, therefore, is to demonstrate that the?- are not an inevitable given in the nature of things. Rather, they are elements of a wider 
prctiect of market-fundamentalist neoliberalism which, whilst utterly failed and wholly illegimate, rumbles on without (,_yet) a fially fledged competitor 
*** 

Stephen Graham is Professor of Urban Technolo~z at the School of Architecture, Plamaing and Landscape, Newcastle University. Among his research interests are technology and urban 
planning, and urban surveillance 

S][~;E ALSO: 
shttp ://www. opendemocracy net/opensecurity/austin-zeiderman/sec uring-bogot%(23 %A 1 
Securing Bogotfi 
Austin Zeiderman ] openDem ocracy ] 14 February 2013 

Bogotgs lauded transition from chaotic city of crime and violence to cosmopolitan hub of commerce and creathnty belies the mariner in which ’security,’ has been differentially mobilized over 
the past fifteen years, to stigmatise and displace the city’s most vulnerable residents 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <tia william@unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 22, 2013 11:36 AM 

Ronald Williaans II ~gmaJl.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Need updated CV please 

Hi Ron, 
As I suspected, the Dean’s office would like you to send your CV with the following info: 
"The CV needs a date of latest revision and any publications that have been refereed need to be marked". Meaning, Please put last revised date in the bottom 
left corner and the page number in the bottom right corner. Any publications that you share with persons who served as your references AND/OR publications 
to which your references refer to in their letters should be marked on your CV. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 

The UNversibl of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle ttall; CB#3395 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Flight i’finera~. ~ 

Good afternoon Eunice 

Just to let you know, Ms. "¢,qaite has confirmed that her travel from New- York to North Carolina, is all set up. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Seodi V-R White [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 12:59 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Flight itinerary 

~hotmail corn] 

Thank you so much Sonia. We are all set. 
Greetings! 
Sent Iicom my BlackBew® smartphone provided by Air;el Malawi 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Colon Sonia <soniacolon@med uric edu> 
Dabe: Thu, 21 Feb 2013 21:19:02 

To: <          @hotmaihcom> 
Sutzject: Flight itinerary 

Ms White 

Just in case, here is the copy of the itinerary. 

’]?hank you 

Sonia Colon 

Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W. 8-12, T 1-5, F 8-12) 

African & Afro - American Studies - 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 

(T 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, F. 1-5) 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, February 22, 2013 1:13 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

j ason.mendez@duke.edu 

Feb. 28 talk by Dr. Juan Carrillo on Mexican-Origin Scholmship Boys and the Politics of Holne 

I Can’t Sell Out.jpg 

Please join us Thursday, Feb. 28 for Dr. Juan Carrillo’s talk on Mexican-Origin Scholarship Boys and 
the Politics of Home. 

When: Feb 28th, 2013 
Time: 12-1:30pm 

Where: Friedl 225, Duke East Campus 

Lunch Provided 

If you plan on attending please "Join" the event at https:i/www.facebook.comievents/628063433876347i 

Sponsored by the Program in Education and the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South at 
Duke. 

Juan F. Carrillo is an Assistant Professor in Education at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill School of Education. Dr. Carrillo is a native of the barrios of south Los Angeles and is 
the son of Mexican immigrants. Carrillo’s research includes a focus on Latinoia, Chicano/a 
education, Latino males (k-12 & higher education), the social and cultural foundations of education, 
and anthropology of education. He received his Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction, with a 
concentration in Cultural 
Studies in Education, and a Mexican American Studies Graduate Portfolio from the University of Texas 
at Austin. 

Carrillo’s research lncludes a focus on Latino/a, Chicanoia education, Latino males (k-12 & higher 
education), the social and cultural foundations of education, and anthropology of education. His 
current work explores the schooling trajectories of working-class, Mexican-origin males. He ls 
particularly interested in exploring competing conceptions of "making-it," intellectual 
masculinities, the gender gap in education, and the strategies used by Latino "ghetto nerds" to 
succeed academically all while affirming a hybrid cultural identity. 

Please "like" us on Facebook at https:/!www.facebook.com/pages/Duke-Program-in- 
Education/146053818889515 

For more information, contact: 

Jason Mendez, Ph.D 

Visiting Professor of the Practice 

Director of the Minor in Education 

Program in Education 

213 West Duke Building 

Box 90739 

Duke University 

Durham, NC 2770 

(919) 684-1318 office 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:35 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Thesis, Chimamanda ~md auction 

HL 

I think all of our members roll be there Monday. No one has emailed me to let me know that they won’t be coming. 

I sent an email to Lara letting her know that we have 6 extra people coming for catering pnrposes! 

See you soon! 

On Thu, at 9:06 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice,~’email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for the update on the thesis. No worries. Looking forward to receiving it soon. If you can send it by next week that would be fine. 

I would like to receive the final draft of thesis by at the latest so that Professor Weiler will have enough time to read it before your oral defense in late March. The 
deadline for oral defenses is 

On Monday dinner with Chimamanda: Any updates on this? How many members of our group will be joining us? T think it is important confirm for catering purposes, Also we 
will be joined by 6 guests for the dinner and dialogue. 

I will be at conference on Saturday but I hope to stop by the auction. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Seat: Thursday, 2:53 AN 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I have changed my thesis focns a little bit in a way that I am much happier with, but I may need a few more days to work on it. I hope that won’t be too mnch of a 

problem. I think I can send it to you by Monday or Tuesday and it roll be mnch mo~e fully formed. I can try to have it to yon by Friday morning as well, but I’m not 

snre that I’ll have it finished by that time. I’m sony for the late notice but it’s been a hard week! 

I also wanted to know when you would like my final thesis draft? I have to detEnd it by 

Thank you! 

[fNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 8:40 PM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] FW: Charlotte Business Journal -- CQ, Op Ed 

Dear colleagues, 

I thoughtthatyoumight enjoy reading the response ofthe president ofmyAhnaMater to Gov. McCrory. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Ho~vell, Marya [mahowell@davidson.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:32 AM 
To: Atkinson, Alvin; Barbara Boyce Whitesides; Bill Lear (william.lear@skofirm.com); Bob Shaw ( ~aol corn); Bryant Barr; Charlie Shaw; DiFiore, Paul; 

~gmail corn; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Howell, Marya; Ike Bailey (ibailey@thesunnews corn); Julia Boyd Mitchener; Lee Ann Stackhouse Patterson; lisa hasty@acrmcom; 
Liz Boehmler; Mike Torres; Iwamoto, Milmie; N~cole Vail Watson; Susan Clayton (sclayton@lhps.org); Susan Cunningham Jonas; Tom Jeffersun ~    .~aol corn); Tonidandel, Scott; 
Vincent Benjamin (vincent.benjamin@bernstein.com); Whimey White Sum-Punpong ~ ~gmail corn); William Mills (wamills@paolayams cum); Yvette Pita Frampton 
SubJect: Charlutte Business Journal -- CQ, Op Ed 

ttellu Alumni Associatiun Board members, 

I thought yuu would enjoy reading this article that came out in the Charlotte Business Journal today written by President Quillen She is making the case fi~r the rule ufa liberal arts 
education in uur society today. 

Enjuy . . 

Charlotte Business Journal 

SUBSCRIBER C()NT[~N~: Feb 22, 2013, 6:00am EST 
Point uf View 
The case fur liberal arts 
Carol Quillen 

Gov. Pat McCrory<http://wwwbiziuurnalscum/charlutte/search/results?q Pat%20McCrury> reasonably suggests that higher educatiun should prepare students fur securing jubs. 
Huwever, we rush tu judgment in assuming a clear cunnectiun between field of sturdy (philosophy, for example) and employability. The governor’s remarks beg a mure fundamental questiun: 
ttow, in tuday’s econumy, can we best prepare talented yuung people for meaningful careers? 

At Davidson Cullege<http://wwwbiziuurnalscum/profiles/cumpany/us/nc/davidsun/davidsun college/3217274>, we focus on develuping humane instincts and disciplined, creative minds. 
Students learn to analyze complex questions riguruusly and tu express themselves compellingly tu multiple audiences. They take intellectual risks. Because the?’ live with equally talented 
people whuse backgruunds differ frum their own, they cullaborate across boundaries of race, economic status and pulitical al!filiation to serve the cummun goud 

Davidson does not offer "preprofessional" majors or focus on job-specific skills. Yet, six months after graduation, more than 94% of the class of 2012 were in professional/graduate school or 
employed in a career-related job. Davidson oflhrs no business major, yet more than 26% of employed 2012 graduates students who majored in history, chemistry, psychology and German 

had jobs in business. Our students got jobs irrespective of their course of study. Employability, in our experience, does not depend on major. 

While Davidson is a private college, tl-tree factors that contribme to our job-market success are relevant to current debates about public funding for higher education. 

First, globalization and technology have changed the world of work. Workplace environments are global, industries change rapidly- and opportunities constantly shift. Our students may 
pursue jobs that do not yet exist. And even if students never leave North Carolina, they will live and work with people from different backgrounds, cultures and religious traditions. 

Under these circmnstances, j ob-specific skills are less important than the talents that ~derlie them, and knowing how to learn trmnps technical expertise. In one recent study 
(~’w.naceweb.urgis 10242012iskills-abilities-qualities-new-hir es<http :i/www.naceweb.or~/s 10242012/skills-abilities-qualities-new-hires>), employers ranked the ability to conwnunicate 
clearly inside and outside an organization as most important. Other key talents included tearawurk, quantitative analysis, setting priorities and making decisions. All rar~ked higher than 
technical l~mwledge related to the job. 

The talents most sought by today’s employers are precisely those developed through the liberal arts and sciences. Over time, these disciplines evolve. Davidson deliberately has added new 
courses of study gender studies, neuroscience, genomics, computer science and environmental studies are examples and today we offer Arabic and Mandarin. Internships, research 
opportunities and a planned entrepreneurship initiative now complement our curriculum. We add these programs not in response to transitory shifts in job availability, but rather to deep or 
permanent changes in the scope of human endeavor and inquiry. 

Second, like the l~x,-C system, Davidson makes equal opportunity real. We practice need-blind admission and meet financial need tl’trough grants and campus jobs without requiring loans. 
Davidson recruits talented students from across the socio-economic spectrum, and we work hard to ensure these young people thrive, while they- are here and after they graduate. 

Third, like America’s great public universities, Davidson attracts extraordinary students, faculty members and staff who are conm~itted to unfettered intellectual inquiry in the sel~’ice of 
something larger than themselves. These people nurture an extraordinal7 community that transforms lives. Our graduates lead companies that add jobs, build schools to eliminate the 
achievement gap and work as physicians to ensure the highest-quality care at the lowest cost. The?’ create art that transforms how we understand the world and each other. The?- serve as 
leaders in neighborhoods, school boards and communities of faith 

When faculty members and students pursue learning across the arts and sciences, whether at public or private institutions, the students not only get jobs they build meaningful lives 
that exert impact for good in their communities. The investment required to make this happen is big, and the societal return is clearly worth it. 

Carol Quillen<http://www.bizioumals.com/charlotteisearchiresults?q Carol%20©uillen> is president of Davidson College 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eumce@email.unc.edu To uaasubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 32796351. or send a blank email to leave-32796351- 

32361608 e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listser~ uaac.edu. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 3:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Fear of U. S. Cuts Grows in States Where Aid Flows 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................. To.day.is....H.eadi.i.nes ........................................................................... 
~1)~ N’~’~.~ ~rk ~’~i~;~l~.~ February 23, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~p...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.C...u..s..t..o...m.i.z..e..Lo.~..a.~2.s....H...e..a.~!Ln..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Fear of U.S. Cuts Grows in 
States Where Aid Flows 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

States fear that the budget impasse in 
Washington will saddle them with 
across-the-board spending cuts that 
threaten to slow their fragile recoveries 
or thrust them back into recession. 

White House Uses Air Delays 
as Budget Prod 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN and MICHAEL D. 
SHEAR 

The focus on disruptions if spending 
cuts take effect showed that the Obmna 
achninistration believed that the threat 
of widespread travel problems could 
force Republieaus to the bargaining 
table. 

Obama’s Backers Seek Big 

Donors to Press Agenda 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

President Obama’s political team is attempting to raise $50 nfillion to convert his re-election campaign into 
a powerhouse lobbying group for his second-term goals. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is really, really serious for our nation. It’s serious for our economy. It’s affecting people’s lives. It’s 
time for Congress and the administration to sit down and work together to find a common path, but I’m 

worried that they may not." 

GOV. MARY FAI J,IN OF OIOAHOMA, on the threat of across-the-board cuts in federal spending. 

FASHION & STYLE 

}5~ VIDEO: Bill 

Cunningham I 
Wrapping Up 
New York Fashion Week 



is a dazzling display of more than 200 
designers proposing looks that the 
shows’ guests will soon make their own. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
What Our Brains 
Can Teach Us 
By DAVID EAGLEMAN 

We have the world’s best 
model for futuristic 
technology inside our heads. 

WORLD 

No Exit: China Uses Passports as Political Cudgel 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

People who speak out against the govenunent as well as members of minority groups are often barred from 
leaving or re-entering. 

Internal Documents Portray BBC as Top-Heavy, Bickering and Dysfunctional 
By SARAH LYALL 

Some 3,000 pages released Friday paint a picture of a top-heavy organization weighed down by mistrust, 
poor communication, buck-passing and squabbling. 

U.S. Opens Niger Drone Base, Building Africa Presence 
By ERIC SCHMITT and SCOTT SAYARE 

The new base, annotmced by President Obama on Friday, is an indication of the priority Africa has become 
in 3aneriean antiterrorism efforts. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Catholics Gather in California, Haunted by Cardinal’s Scandal 
By JENNIFER MEDINA and LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

At the Religious Education Congress in Los Amgeles, the nation’s largest annual gathering of Roman 
Catholics, ninny have been re-evaluating Cardinal Roger M. Mahony’s legacy. 

Thin Snowpack in West Signals Summer of Drought 
By JACK HEALY 

Farmers, ranchers and officials across the area had hoped for plentiful snows to replenish the ground mad 
refill rivers, but that has not come to pass. 

Drone Pilots Are Found to Get Stress Disorders Much as Those in Combat Do 
By JAMES DAO 

A Defense Department study, the first of its kind, showed that pilots of drone aircraft experience mental 
health problems much like those of pilots who are deployed to Iraq or Afghanistan. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

YOUR MONEY 
In Paid Family Leave, U.S. Trails Most of the Globe 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

The United States has among the world’s worst leave laws for new parents or for tending to a sick child, 
prompting some to seek an overhaul of the rules. 



EURO WATCH 
Renewed Signs of Europe’s Economic Weakness 
By JAMES KANTER 

As a leading European official warned that the euro-area economy would shrink for a second year, Moody’s 
downgraded Britain’s govermnent bonds from its top rating. 

DEALBOOK 
Judge Sides With Einhorn and Halts an Apple Shareholder Vote 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

A federal judge ordered Apple to halt collecting shareholder votes on a proposal to change some of its 
corporate charter, handing a victory to the hedge ftmd nmnager David Einhorn. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Government Joins Suit Against Armstrong 
By JULIET MACUR 

A whistle-blower suit claims that Lance Armstrong and his associates defrauded the govelaunent by allowing 
doping on the United States Postal Service team. 

The Yankees’ One-Tool Player 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Travis Hafl~er, who has not fielded a position since the smnmer of 2007, only brings a bat to work these days 
as the Yankees’ new designated hitter. 

Valentine Will Add Athletic Director to His R~sum~ 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Bobby Valentine, the former Red Sox manager, will join Sacred Heart University as the athletic director. 

, Bats: Mets Push Back Santana’s First Appearance 

ARTS 

CRITICS’ NOTEBOOK 
Confronting the Fact of Fiction and the Fiction of Fact 
By MANOHLA DARGIS and A. O. SCOTT 

When movies like "Lincoln," "Argo" and "Zero Dark Tlfirty" traffic in history, exactly what are their 
obligations? 

A 9/11 Victim’s Family Raises New Objections to ’Zero Dark Thirty’ 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

Survivors of a flight attendant who died in the Sept. 11 attacks say fihnmakers should apologize for using a 
recording of her voice. 

As One Renaissance Door Closes, Others Open 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel may be closed to the public wlfile a successor for Pope Benedict XVI is chosen, 
but Raphael’s rooms are on view in all their glory after a 3o-year restoration. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Extreme Alaska 
By ETHAN TODRAS-WHITEHILL 

Snow-kiting, ice climbing mad biking on snow: just a few ways to pass the time in a state where the chill just 
adds to the thrill. 

. ~ Video: In Alaska, Fun on the Snow and Ice 

HEADS UP 
Royal Remains Draw the Curious to Leicester 



By MATT BOLTON 

The discovery of King Richard III’s skeleton has created a buzz of activity in tlfis town north of London, with 
visitors taking tours and gawking at a now-famous parking lot. 

UPDATE 
This Is a Hostel? 
By CHRISTINE AJUDUA 

A new breed of hostels is emerging, built for design-conscious 20- and 3o-somethings on a budget. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Better Charter Schools in New York City 
A new study shows how New York can build on its stronger-than-average record. 

EDITORIAL 
Too Good a Deal to Pass Up 
Seven Republican governors shed their ideology for compelling reasons and have embraced Me~caid 
expansion, a critical element of the Affordable Care Act. 

EDITORIAL 
The Scope of a Search Warrant 
The Supreme Court sensibly rules against letting officers detain someone no longer in the immediate vicinity 
of searched premises. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Dire Consequences and Denial 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

There are two fundamentally different perspectives on a budget solution. Only one is supported by a majority 
of Americans. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Sequester for Dummies 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Don’t worry, Concerned Citizens. With all the gossip these days swirling arotmd budget cuts, I’m prepared to 
answer all your important questions. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
This War Is No Longer Invisible 
By JOE NOCERA 

An Oscar-nominated doemnentary shortehmages the militarys serious response to rape. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 23, a954, the first mass inoculation of children against polio with the Salk vaccine began in 

Pittsburgh. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 



You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:50 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] FW: Cazolina Seminar on American Indian a~d Indigenous Studies 

Emilio del VaIle Escalante 
Associate Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 

CB 3170, Dey Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P (9:19) 962~2059 
Webpage: http:i/wvw~,,u nc.ed ui~edelvall 

From: I@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:20 PM 
To: UNC American Indian Center 
Subject: [americanindiancenter] Carolina Seminar Next Week 

FYI: Remember to mark you calendars for this. 

The American Indian Center will host the next meeting of the Carolina Seminar on American Indian ~nd Indigenous Studies on Monday, 

Our next speaker is Ms. Brooke M. Bauer, Ph.D. Candidate of History at UNC Chapel Hill. She will he presenting, ~Eighteenth Century C~tawha Indian 

Women, IGnship, and Identi~f." 

The seminar will be held in the Donovan Lounge, on the second floor of Greenl~w ttall, on the UNC Chapel ttill c~mpus. Light refreshments will be setz:ed 

from 5:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., followed by a 20 25 minute presentation and then discussion. The seminar will adiourn at 6:30 p.m. 

For additional information or general questions please entail the American Indian Center at aic(a~unc.edu. 

Carolina Seminar Convener: 

D r. Christopher Teuton, teuton @unc.edu 

¯ -- You are cmretNy subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@,email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blaaak etnail to leave-32798576-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 9:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Study in Mexico and Tm~ania 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

My name is            I am a current        at UNC. I recently stumbled upon a webpage discussing the UNC Semester in Tanzania and Mexico that took place in 
that was led by you and Dr. SaNe. I actually traveled to Arusha, Tanzania last year and am majoring in                     : is there any trip being planned with a similar 
focus to this trip (having a focus on development in both Africa and Latin America) or was there a publication spawned from that trip in ? I am super interested in this 
topic and would love to learn more about it! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] sexual assault news 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 5:34 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Colleagues: 
>I wanted to share this disheartening emai] I just received from Melinda 
>Manning. The Honor Court distinguishes itself once again--charging one 
>of the key complainants in the sexual assault case against the 
>University. This outrage must be resisted. -JS 

>As of yesterday morning, one of the named survivors I I in 
>the complaint was formally charged with violating the honor code I 
>believe the actual charge is "creating a harassing environment". 
>created this "harassing environment" by telling other students and 
>members of the media that she was raped. She has never mentioned her 
>assailant by name or given any other identifying information. The 
>"evidence" against her is actually copies of news articles that she is 
>quoted in. 

>I can’t believe that the universi~ would stoop so low to silence a 
>student. I have been almost physically sick since I heard the news. I 
>feel like sending back both of my diplomas-as well as my award for the 
>advancement of women. 

and I met for several hours-it is her desire for this news to be 
>shared all over campus. I am asking everyone to try to tell at least 
>five other people. If you are so moved, also consider emailing the 
>Chancellor or writing letters to the editor on her behalf. We hope that 
>by applying enough pressure the charges will be dropped and she can go 
>back to being a successful student. 

>Sinccrely-Melinda Matming 

>-- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To 
>unsubscribe send a blaak 
>email to 

>leave-32797493 -56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday, 11:47 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: [hum~m rights] Chim~unandaDinner Monday 

Could Professor Weiler bring his daughter on Monday? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Weiler, Jonathma D" <jweiler~email.unc.edu~ 

Date: 7:24:45 PM EST 

To: ~gmaJd.com> 

Subject: RE: [human_rights] C~imamanda Dinner Monday 

Hi 

I don’t know whether it’s going to work out in any event, but would it be possible for my daughter to come to the dinner tomorrow evening. If the spots are all 
spoken for, or if it’s a closed meeting, that’s all perfectly fine appropriate. I just wanted to find out whether this was a possibility. 

I assume you got my last email about defense times, yes? 

Thanks. 

Jonathan 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 5:5:t PM 
To: Human Rights Faculty Student Group 
Subject: [human_rights] Chimamanda Dinner Monday 

Hi aJ1, 

I hope you are enjoying your books so far! This is jus~t a leminder that our dinner with Chimamanda is at 5:30 on Monday in GEC 4003. 

See you there! 

UNC Class of 

You axe currently subscribed to human rights as: iweiler(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 60620096.082788b67f65c5705182cefelt2d78M&~T&l human rights&o 32796101 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32796101- 60620096.082788b67f65c5705182cefe I f2d78b4(a)li stserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M Galvin @gmafil.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 25, 2013 12:52 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

urgent re: ASA cont~rence 

Dear Eunice 

We are putting a panel together for ASA (21-24 November in Baltimore) under their sub-theme, Politics mad Governance. The follomng people have confirmed: 

Mike Williams (U of CA, Smff)iego, chair of political science) 

Loren Landau (Wits Univ., Head of the Insitute for Forced Migration Studies) 

Mary Galvin (U of Joburg, School of Anthropology mad Development Studies, Senior Research Associate) 

We axe just working out our panel theme and goals etc. 

Are you interested in collaborating on this? Will you be participating in the ASA? I think your project in NC and SA would be a great fi!! 

Please let me know asap. 

Thanks, 

Mmy 

Mary Ga]vin 

Director 

Umphilo waMa~i 

tel/fax 27-31- 205-9034 

cell 

Blue Planet Project Orgmfiser 

Blog: htlp://canadians.org/blogi?autho~- 18 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 25, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Afghanislan Bars Elite U.S. Troops From a Key Province 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines February 25’ 2°13 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On lhis Da’~, 

C,M~omize T~dav’~ j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

zM’ghaifistan Bars Elite U.S. 

Troops Froln a Key Proa4nce 

Officials cited complaints that 
Afghans working for American 
Special Forces had killed and 
tortured villagers in a strategically 
important province adjoining Kabul. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

A N~w Cold War~ 

Cyberspace, Tests UoS. Ties 

to China 
f-h: 3~:,’dlL, f. 

The Obama administration is 
weighing how direetly to eonfi’ont 
China over hacking as it escalates demands that Beijing halt the state-sponsored a~aeks it insists it 
is not mounting. 

Palesti~ians 1)isp~te Israel’s Findings on a Prisoner’s Death 

Israeli authorities said the 3o-year-old prisoner died of a heart attack, but Palestinian officials said 
he was tortured during his interrogation in an Israeli jail. 

o NYlimes corn Home Pa.,qe >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Fiscal q~est~ons trump d~’fense ~u a u,~y they m~ver would hm, e ~fter 9/JL But the war in lr~q ~s m,~r. 

~)’oops are coming home fi’om~)hanistan, and we want to secure the cuts." 

REPRENEN’FAT[VE TOni COLE~ Republican of Oklahoma, on the willingness of many 

Republicans to accept shmp spending e~ts to defense programs in the so-called sequester. 

MOVIES 

the 20:~3 Oscars 

Red Carpet 
For all the fashionable 
events that take place 
during awards season, the red carpet 
at the Academy Awards remains the 
main attraction. 

~E] 15 Years of Red C~rpet 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Costly al~d Unj~st Perk 

This huge tax benefit enriehes an 
ah’eady privileged sliver of 
fimmeiers and violates basic standards of [airness and common sense. 

Jesus as a teenage runaway 
rocker 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

What gets actors to high-profile stage roles’? 

~7omen with some,hing to say 

WORLD 

Turks Debate Modest Dress Set for Takeoff 

Proposed new unifomxs for Turkish Airlines flight attendants, including long dresses and Ottoman- 



style fez eaps, have created an uproar over how the flagship carrier should be pereeived. 

Top British Cardinal Faces Acc~sat[ons of Comm~ttlng ~Inappruprlate Acts~ 

Complaints by three priests and one former priest had reached the pope’s diplomatic representative 

in Britain the week before Pope Benedict XVI announced his resignation, the Observer newspaper 

reported. 

qVramework~ A~mom~ced for Peace h~ Congo 

The plan calls for greater cooperation between Congo’s neighbors - some of which are accused of 

supporting rebel groups - and political changes by its government. 

More Worid News 

Crossed Paths: ClficaguSs Jacksoas and Obamas 

The rise of the current leading black political family in the United States is inextricable from the 
unraveling of an older one. 

’Bloodless’ Lung Transplants Offer Hh~t at Surgery’s F~ture 

Hospitals are working to further innowtte "bloodless" operations, both to treat those who shun 
transfusions and to adwmce teehniques for all patients. 

Ad~flts ~M~e Floc "ldng to College That Paved ~;ay for FlexlbH]ty 

’]7here are almost as many routes to a degree as there are students at Thomas Edison, which has 
offered adults highm~education alternatives since ~972. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

I~ Tm’~mbout, NBC Prhue Them Lairds in the 

As sweeps month nears its end, the network is struggling to recover from an embarrassing and 

potentially costly ratings plunge. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

(?d~dng V~ewers ~What They ~V~nt 

In any business, the ability to see into the future is the killer app, and Netflix may be getting close 
with "House of Cards." 

L~ck **f B~ckup Power Puts Cruise Passer, gets at the Ocean’s Mercy 

Nearly all cruise ships lack backup systems to help a ship return to port should power fail because to 
install them would have cost operators more money. 

Mote BusJr~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

Seattle fans feel hopeful but also wa~% and somewhat guilty, with the sale of the Sacramento Kings 
and the prospect of the SuperSonics’ return. 

KNICKS 99, 76ERS 93 

Shuffled IJneup Cllck% and K~ficks Snap to IJfe 

Coach Mike Woodson put Tyson Chandler on the court with his fom" regular reserves, helping the 
Knieks earn their first win since the All-Star break. 

~E] ~ox Score 

Role Limited, Stuudemlre Shows AI| That He Ca~ Do 

Twe nty-tht’ee games into his season, Amar’e Stoudemire has had to return to shape and adapt to a 

new role. Thus far, he has done both. 

ARTS 

West Picture for ’Argo’ in ~trled Oscar Fie~d 

Hollywood gave its top honor to Ben Affieek’s "At’go," which was onee a long-shot contender’, in an 
awards show that no one film seemed to dominate. 

~ Red Carpet Photos 

i ~~~ 
~ Awa;d Wkme;s List [ FuW Coverage ,~ 

A WORD WITH: AI WEIWEI 



He May Have Nothing ~o Hide; but He~s ,Mways Under ~’Va[ch 
£::: .::’F:i ’: F:Oi 7i..Fi 
Ai Weiwei discusses "Ai Weiwei: Never Sorry," a documentary that looks at his artistic and political 
activities. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

Stuart Nadler’s new "Wise Men" follmvs a father and son on Cape Cod and their complicated 
relationship. 

o More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

ADVERTISING 

lt~ Thr~i~y T~mes for Publishers, Food Finds Success 

With sales down for both magazines and Walmart, Delish - a magazine available only at the 
retailer’s stores -is having remarkable success. 

~News 
From the Advertising indus ry 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

NBCUniversal’s movie tieket service, with the Spanishdanguage broadcaster Telemundo, will 
introduce Fandango Clue, which will highlight movies, actors and video meant to resonate with 
11ispanies. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Spot~fy Adapts Its Mobile App for Ford Vehicles 

The partnership is the latest example of a digital media serviee embedding its product in ear 
dashboards. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Defe~se and the Sequester 
The military budget not only ran be rut, but should be rut, though not with this kind of pofitieal 
machete. 

EDITORIAL 

DNA a~d the Co~st~tutlo~ 

The Supreme Court should uphold a Maryland ruling proteeting Fom’th Amendment rights. 

EDITORIAL 

Banks have been structuring debt relief in ways that help their own balance sheets rather than 
borrowers. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

O~ Keep~g 0~ 

One fighter pilot’s simple rode for life. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A~ster~ty, Ita~a~ Style 

i.::., FL~:. Lii. 

The eonntry is trapped between eomics and delusional Enroerats. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Is the % o~g l~ghts Act Still Needed! 
Critics say that the law’s approach to voter protection, based on rare and 196os dynamics, no 
longer makes sense. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 25,187o, Hiram R. Revels, Republican of Mississippi, became the first black member of the 
United States Senate as he was sworn in to serve out the unexpired term of Jefferson Davis. 

See "Dfis Front Page 
Buy This Front Page 



About This E-lVlai{ 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~o protecting your privacy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <proquestmai199@proquest.com > 

Monday, FebruaD~ 25, 2013 9:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Free Access in Celebration of Women in Black Histo~ 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

:~.; ProQue~tl 

Celebrate Black History Month 

with free access and trials of key ProQuest resources 



~i: ProQuest2 

Celebrate notable women in Black history with free access and trials of ProQuest resources 

during Black History Month, 



Explore the influence of key Blackwomen and the path to freedom ProQuest History Vault modules 

span topics from slavery in the 18th century to the founding of the National Association of Colored 

Women_s Clubs in the last decade of the 19th century to events of the last decade of the 20th 

century. 

Black Freedom Struq~qle in the 29th Century 

NAACP Papers Collections 

Slavery and the Law 

Southern Life and African American History, 

1775[qt915 Plantations Records Rosa Parks and 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

Sign up for our webinars, including "Women during the Civil Rights Era," on March 5. Plus, 

check out all of the ProQuest History Vault modules and LibGuide% and ask your librarian to sign 

up for free trials. 

See the writings in Black Abolitionist Papers of activist Black women in the fight to abolish slavery, 

such as Mary Ann Shadd Cary--the first Black woman publisher in North America and the first 

woman publisher in Canada. And, explore the issues relating to colonial plantations and slave 

trade in the West Indies between 1563 and 1757 in Colonial State Papers. Ask your librarian to 

sign up for free trials. 

Access the following resources for free during Black History Month--and stay tuned for more as we 

celebrate Women--s History Month during March. 

ProQuest Historical Newspapers_ - Black 

Newspapers[q Read the poems that Gwendolyn Brooks, the first ......................................... 

African American to win a Pulitzer Prize (1950), wrote as a 

teenager in the Chicago Defender (1934-37)_just one of the 

full-image titles that are cross-searchable with other ProQuest 

Historical Newspapers, ProQuest Civil War Era, and with the 

Black Studies Center Access it free now. 

For more works by G~vendolyn Brooks, see Twentieth-Century 

African American Poetry. 

Black Studies CenterD Includes a scholarly overview on Black 

womenL~s history: written by Dr. Noliwe Rooks (Princeton 

University) On This They Stand An Overview of Btack Women[Js 

Studies. Access it free now. 

ProQuest Civil War Era_-Comprehensive, full-image primary 

source materials cover a vast range of topics that led to the 

abolitionist movement and emancipation Access it free now. 

ProQuest African American Heritaqe[JSearch records critical 

to African American family research in this groundbreaking 

digital resource Access it free now. 

Be sure to also see the complementary ebrary Black History Month resources. Plus, our 

additional diversity databases: Ethnic Newswatch, African American Biographical Database, and 

more. 



~ii ProQuest3 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, Februao~ 25, 2013 9:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 02-25-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 25th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

5:30 PM on the 4th Floor of the FedEx Global Education Center as tmrt of the "Water In Our World" Speaker Series. 

03/01/13- Second Annual One In Eight banquet scheduled for 6:00 7:30 PM in the Great Hall of the FPG Student Union hosted by A Drink For Tomorrow 

benefitting the group’s clean water and sanitation projects in Latin America. The event will feature a catered dfimer from City Kitchen, a special presentation by climate 

change expert and punished author Felix Dodds, and musical and artistic displays by UNC students. Tickets are $15 for students and $35 tbr non-students and can be 

purcha~sed by calling the box office at 919-962-1449. Questions can be directed to the tbllowing email address: adftunc@gmail.com. For more inibrmation on the A 

Drink For Tomorrow organization: http://www.adft.org/ttome.html. 

03/04/13- John Kao, author of"Innovation Nation," and UNC punic health alumnus Gary White, co- fotmder and cNef executive officer of Water.org, will discuss 

"Changing the World through Irmovation" in a free punic talk moderated by Chancellor Holden Thorp scheduled for 5:30 PM in the grotmd floor auditorium (G- 100) 

of the Genome Sciences Building at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. No tickets or reservations are required. Free parldng is available after 5 p.m. in the 

Bell Tower parking deck. Details: http:i/college.unc.edu/2013/02/12/2013frevtalk/. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Worldng Toward Water Justice h~ North Carolina- Working Toward Water Justice in North Carolina: A SA~nposium of Short Talks and Big Ideas’ event is 

scheduled for Tuesday March 26th, 2013 from 6:00 8:00 PM in Hyde Hall and presented by the UNC Graduate School’s Weiss Urbax~ Livability Program. This 

event aims to catal3~e engaged scholarship by bringing together students, faculty, and communi~ leaders to present their ideas, research, and/or work related to 

pressing water justice issues within the state. A lightning round of presentations, followed by a poster,’table expo form the basis of the program and refreshments will be 

provided. TaNe space will be provided for individuals and organizations to share their work, as well as for non-presenters to display posters and organization materials. 

To apply, submit a brief summary of the work/information that you will share at the following site by March 8: 
http:#gmdschool.unc.edu/funding/gradschooliweiss/ssqnposiun~iform expo.html. This event is free and open to the public but RSVP is required. For more infimnation 

and registration details: http://gradschi~ol.anc.edu/fundin~/gradschool/weiss/~wmposiunv’. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

NBC17 story about UNC ahunna’s Sanitation Creations LLC orgatfization- A news clip featured on NBC17 News about Liz Morns, a UNC alumna, and her 

Sanitation Creations LLC organization dedicated to off~ring environmentally-friendly, hygienic sanitation solutions. Their most recent patent-pending creation, the 

Dunga~:oo, is an odorless, waterless retrofit for primitive toilet setups that seals waste in specially lined bags which block odor and tam the waste into safe-to-use 
fertilizer or bio-gas. The individual bags are collected and disposed of without using the current expensive, water-intensive sanitation tracks. To view the news clip: 

http:#w~,.wncn.com/video?antoStart true&topVideoCatNo default&clipId 8435721#.UST gBBT7kU.gmail . For more intbrmation on Sanitation Creations: 

http://sanitationcreations.com/. 

2013 UNC-Duke China Leadership Sununit Thisyea:r’s UNC-Duke China Leadership Summit is scheduled for April 5th 7th, 2013 and sponsored by the 

Carolina China Network. This year’s conference will focus on Sustainability, ranging from political and econo~nic to envhi3rmiental and social topics. Hear lectures by 

esteemed speakers, enjoy Q&A sessions with knowledgeable professionals and collaborate ruth undergraduate and graduate students from across the American 

Southeast and China to brainstorm innovative ideas for tackling future U.S.-China issues. To become a delegate, submit an application to 

http:/itin’~url.com/dukeuncclsapp/. Applications are due at 11:59 PM on Friday, March 8. For more information on conference speakers and schedules, visit our 

website at http:/idukeunccls.org/. For questions, please contact conference directors Stefanie Schwemlein and Ellis Gyrngyrs at dukeunccl~gmail.com. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water ]hi Our \Vorld"- For more information on the thelne and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

ht~://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions. comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://w~-.facebook.com/WaterInOurWofld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Toby Moorsom < @gmail.com> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 12:20 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Participating iu a CAAS pe~el? 

Deal Eunice, 

Your uame was suggested to Ine by Firoze Mm~ji and Molly Kane. They thought you might be rolling to trek up to the CI’u~kS conference in Ottawa this year and 
thought you’d have a lot to contribute to this discussion. Please let me know if you’d have any interest. Thanks veD~ much, Toby 

ContemporaD~ hnperialism and the Academy: Conjunctures and Resistance 

This round-table discussion seeks to extend m~alysis of Africa amidst crisis aud dramatic change in the global economic system. It is also iutended as a space to extend 

our networks and plan actions to support ongoing popular resistance to imperialism. We are partly seeking responses to a debate piece in the Rc~,iew (fAfrican 

Political Eco~tomy (DATE) that argued for the establishment of a collective to write about the neoliberal sources of popular unrest and revolution that were manifested 

in the ’Arab Spring’. Researchers, bloggers and others have since expressed interest in the collective, m~d the CAAS round table will discuss creating such a collective 

for critical ~malysis, not just of Egypt and other Arab countlies, but of AfricaJ~ countries generally. This round table will attempt to develop strategies tbr organizing 

writiugs that relate current events, socia1 mid politicdl phenomena in Africa to the hegelnonic world order. It will also discuss the possibiliF of creating a formal uetwork 

of"Concerned Scholars" who could Inonitor Canadian complici~ in coutemporary processes of imperialism a~d advocate for policy change on specific issues that 

involve the Canadian state, Canadian citizeus, organizatious and corporate eutities. 

Panel Couveuers: Toby Leon Moorso~n mid Moa~on Dixon 

Discussants: 

Chris Web 

Wangui Kimari 
Bonnie Campbell 

Marion Dixon 

Eunice Sahle 

Toby Moorsom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arme Pitcher <pitcher~umich.edu~ 

Monday, February 25, 2013 1:08 PM 

APCG Ati-ica < ~gmail.com>; apcg@lists.wisc.edu 

EXTENSION: APCG 2013 Call for Proposals for ASA due Feb. 27-5pm EST 

Dear APCG Colleagues: 

I am writing to let you know that we are extending the APCG internal deadline for paper or panel proposals for the APCG sponsored panel at the African Studies 

Association meetings to Wednesday, February 27 at 5pm Eastern Standard Time. This deadline is the APCG internal deadline and will allow the APCG ASA 

2013 Selection Committee to review the proposals prior to ASA’s March 15 deadline. The theme for this year’s conference is "Mobility. Migration and Flows" and the 

Con[~rence will take place from November 21 to 24 in Baltimore, Maryland. 

The African Politics Conference Group has been guaranteed one panel at the cont}mnce, ruth the possibility of one or two more (which will be reviewed by the ASA 
Program Committee). We are also seeking pa(ticipants in a roundtable on "Teaching Africmi Politics." If you would like to be considered for participation in this 

roundtable please also submit a proposal by the February 27 deadline. 

To submit a panel, paper, or roundtable proposal, please email your proposal to the APCG ASA 2013 Selection Colnmittee. The committee members serving this 

year are Lahm Smith (ls356(~georgetown.edu). Kevin Fridy (kevin~fridy.com), and Warigia Bowman        ~gma~l.com). 

As per APCG rules, and consistent with other organizations, you must be a paid up APCG member to submit a paper or panel proposal to be considered for the 
APCG designated panels. Dues are $10 per year. The committee roll confirm with the treasurer, Gina Lambright t            ~gmail.com), before reviewing your 

proposal to be sure that you are current on your dues. For information about how to pay your dues using PayPal, see the APCG website 

(www.africanpoliticsgro up.org ). 

We look ibl~vard to receiving your proposals. To view the ASA call for proposals, please visit their website at http:i/www.afiJcanstudies.or~iindex.cfin? 

FuseAction Abroad.ViewLink&Parent ID 0&Link ID 9E03FB90-26B9-564D-D66B771C7Cl18F7C 

Sincerely; 

La~ra Smith, Kevin Frid,v and Warigia Bowman 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https:i/lists.wisc.edu/u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o~7258201 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-27258201-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e~lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 5:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Wettstien Article 

He?’ Professor Sahle, 
I was going back over my articles and I noticed that the Wettstien 
article is not on sakai. An?’ suggestions? 
Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Bartlett @gmaJl.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 25, 2013 7:51 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Conference On Race Issue 

Deal Eunice, 

I am pleased to be able to write to your Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

I represent a conference organization named Theology & Peace (http:i/~x~vw.theologvandpaace.org/our- s~ory.html ) wNch is holding its sixth annual conference in 

Chapel Hill, June 4-6. Our title this year is "Lynching, Scapegoating and Actual Innocence," and you will find our conference page ruth speakers at 

http://www.theologyandpeace.or~/contbrence.html 

As our organization’s name implies we are concerned with the formation of an ett~ctive theology in response to the violence of our ~cie~ and culture. And this year, as 

is evident, we are concerned with the terrible legacy of racism. 

I and our Conference Co-ordinator plan to visit Chapel Hill for conference promotion in March, from the afternoon of the 26tl~ through the 28th. We would love to visit 

you at your office, if only briefl?~ ibr the chance to share our gools and publicize the coifference. 

The morning of tlrc 27th is booked but apart from that our timetable is open at the moment. 

Thank you for your attention and looking forward to your response. 

Respectfully, 

Dr. AnthoW Ba~J~ett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11 : 15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

F~xtra coW of Adichie’s book. 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

I had a great time tonight. It’s always so interesting and comforting to see other Africans having similar sentiments about "home","identity", and the complications that arise 
from these. I’ve picked up an extra copy of Adichie’s Half Of A Yellow Sun that I found on the table. It was next to a Student Stores plastic bag with pink sticky notes in it. I 
think it is one of the ones you brought for her to sign? There is no name signed in it. I’ll bring it to tomorrovCs public talk. 

Usiku mwema, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Saudis Step Up Help for Rebels in Syria With Croatian Arms 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. .To.d.ay.is....H.eadi.i.nes ........................................................................... 
~11~ N’~’~= ~rk ~%~,~ February 26, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _S...c.i..e..n...c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.#=..E..d., I 9..n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Saudis Step Up Help for 
Rebels in Syria With Croatian 
Arms 
By C. J. CHIVERS and ERIC SCHMITT 

Weapons that Western officials say were 
bought by Saudi Arabia and funneled to 
opposition fighters in Syria have been a 
factor in the rebels’ small tactical gains 
this whiter against President Bashar al- 
Assad. 

-’ Weapons From Former Yugoslavia Spread 

Through Syria’s War 

Republicans Sign Brief in 
Support of Gay Marriage 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

Dozens of pronfinent Republicans 
signed an anficus brief that will be 
subnfitted to the Supreme Court ahead 
of argmnents in two eases next month. 

Save $1 5 ,off a Fri,, or Sat, 
Grand Tasting Ticket: 

Children Toil in India’s Mines, Despite Legal Ban 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

Poverty, corruption and decrepit schools drive pervasive work by clfildren in India, a problem with no better 
illustration than "rathole" nfines in an isolated state. 
~ ~’~ Photographs: Child Labor Is Still a Problem in India 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"How can we not work? We have to eat." 
SUREStt THAPA, ]7, who has worked for years in coal nfines in India. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: An Avian 
Tribe Apart 
Scientists mM bird lovers 
delve into the subtle and 
surprising world of owls. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Now the Desert Is 

Just a Desert 
By RUBI~N MARTiNEZ 

What’s hidden behind the 
living diormna of the 
Ameriema Old West. 

2013 Oscars red carpet 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

MacFarlane hosts an Oscar show for all ages 

David Carr and A. O. Scott talk about the Academy 
Awards and the way social media has enriched live events 

nytimes,~ora               ~ 

WORLD 

Top British Cardinal Resigns, a Day After Charges of ’Inappropriate Acts’ 
By RACHEL DONADIO and JOHN F. BURNS 

Britain’s most senior Roman Catholic cleric, Cardinal Keith O’Brien, said he would step down and would not 
attend flae Vatican conclave to elect a new pope. 
." ~ Video: A Troubled Papacy 

Mediterranean Diet Shown to Ward Off Heart Attack and Stroke 
By GINA KOLATA 

Until now, evidence that the MediteiTanean diet reduced the risk of heart disease was weak, and some 
experts had been skeptical that the effect of diet could be detected. 

’- ~ TimesCast: The Benefits of Olive Oil 

¯ Fill Your Days With Nuts, Olive Oil, Chocolate and Wine 

Ikea Recalls Meatballs After Detection of Horse Meat 
By ANDREW HIGGINS and STEPHEN CASTLE 

The funfiture company’s decision demonstrated that even closely guarded brand names have found 
themselves vulnerable to food adulteration. 

¯ . U.S. Exposure to Horse Meat: Answers to Common Questions 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Low Pay at Weight Watchers Stirs Protest as Stars Rake It In 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Hundreds of the leading weight-loss company’s rank-and-file workers are waging an open rebellion that has 
management scrambling to improve working eonditious. 

Trusts Offer a Legal Loophole for Buying Restricted Guns 
By ERICA GOODE 

Shooting enthusiasts are creating legal trusts to acquire firearms whose sale is limited by federal law, a 
mechanism that can bypass the requirement for a criminal baekgrotmd cheek. 

YOSEMITE JOURNAL 
Recipe for a Perfect Photo: Clear Sky, Sunset and Water 
By MALIA WOLLAN 

For a week out of each year, photographers flock to Horsetail Fall in the hope of getting a shot of a stream of 
water made golden by the setting stm. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Treasury Pick Tries to Cast His History as Right for the Job 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and ANNIE LOWREY 

Jacob Lew, who faces a Senate panel on Tuesday, is expected to be confirmed as Treasury secretary despite 
questions about his finances and pa)anent for past work. 

:’ Obama Treasury Pick Got Unusual Exit Pay at N.Y.U. 

U.S. Exposure to Horse Meat: Answers to Common Questions 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

The Department of Agriculture says the United States imports no beef from any of the European countries 
where horse meat mixed with beef has been found. 

, Ikea Recalls Meatballs After Detection of Horse Meat 

-’ A Hint of Horse Meat Has a Nation Squirming More Than Its Neighbors 

As Oil Spill Trial Opens, Push for a Deal Continues 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS and BARRY MEIER 

Opening arguments cataloged BP’s failures in the 2OlO disaster, but negotiators were said to be working on 
mtfltibillion-dollar settlement. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Fresh Five Push Michigan Into the Title Picture 
By TIM ROHAN 

Reminiscent of the Fab Five of the early 199os, five freshmen have helped make Michigan an N.C.A.A. 
tournament contender. 

Whistles May Harm Hearing, Study Shows 
By JOYCE COHEN 

A study found referees were more likely to report s3anptoms of ringing in the ears and trouble hearing than 
people of the stone age in the general poptdation. 

ON BASEBALL 
Yankees Suddenly Seem Short of the Long Ball 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The unfinished rehabilitation of Derek Jeter and the loss of Curtis Granderson to injury leave the Yankees 
without seven of their top nine homer hitters from last season. 

, Bats: One-Upping His Dad, Josh Pettitte Throws No-Hitter 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
Not the Same Old Cup of British Tea 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN kEY 

"Parade’s End," beginning on Tuesday on HBO, looks like a lush elegy to the Edwardian age, but it’s not 
nearly as swoony and nostalgic as most others of the genre. 

Academy Award Show Raises Ratings and Hackles 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY and BROOKS BARNES 

Seth MacFarlane delivered higher ratings as well as some controversy at this year’s Oscar show. 

" ~ Red Carpet Photos I ~ Winner Photos 

, .~ Award Winners List I Full Coverage >> 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
In the Future, Everybody Will Be Commissioner for 15 Minutes 
By MIKE HALE 

The premise of "Golden Boy," a police drama on CBS, concen~s the education of a young New York City 
detective who becomes commissioner in the not-too-distant future. 
" ~;~ Video Excerpt 

¯ More Arts News 



MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

At 125 Years, a Rechristening for The Herald Tribune 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY and ERIC PFANNER 

The New York Times Company said it was planning to rename The International Herald Tribtme, its 125- 
year-old newspaper based in Paris, and would also redesign its Web site for international audiences. 

The Spy Novelist Who Knows Too Much 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

The espionage tlarillers of G6rard de Villiers have more tlaan tlae ring of trutla to tlaem. 

¯ More Media & Advertising. News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

The Owl Comes Into Its Own 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

Only lately have scientists begtm to tmderstm~d owls in detail, mad to puzzle out the subtleties of behavior, 
biology mad sensory prowess that set them apart. 

A DNA Lesson, From the Expert’s Pen 
By NICHOLAS WADE 

A letter from Francis Crick to his son, Michael, two weeks after solving the DNA puzzle in 1953, is the first 
written description of tlae code and is being put up for auction. 

, ~ Document: My Dear Michael, We’ve Discovered DNA 

THE CONSMER 
Questions About Robotic Hysterectomy 
By RONI CARYN RABIN 

Doctors pronfise tlaat robot-assisted surgeries reduce complications and speed up recovery, but new studies 
show the differences with laparoseopie hysterectomy to be nfinimal, wlfile the cost is significantly higher. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The States Get the Bad News 
With only a few days to go, the White House released details of widespread govenm~ent spending cuts and 
the pain they would inflict on every state. 

EDITORIAL 
Confirm Chuck Hagel 
The filibuster was pelaficious from the start, and Mr. Hagel should be approved as defense secretary without 
further delay. 

EDITORIAL 

We Paid for the Research, So Let’s See It 
The Obanm adininistration is right to direct federal agencies to nmke public, witl~out charge, all scientific 
papers financed by the government. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Our Second Adolescence 
By DAVID BROOKS 

We need a president ready to shift tlae terms of tlae debate around big-versus-small govenunent mad nurture 
future investment in creative and courageous ways. 

:. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Rebuilding on Their Own 



By JOE NOCERA 

If New Orleans is a guide, then the Rockaways will grow back organically, block by block. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Wages of Celibacy 
By FRANK BRUNI 

A needless pledge does the Catholic Church, its priests m~d its parishioners no favors. It should go. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page ] Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 26, 1993, a bomb exploded in the garage of New York’s World Trade Center, killing six people and 
injuring more than 1,ooo others. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.,.~.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscfibe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Seodi V-R White, ~hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:42 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

FW: The paper 

I3HR_2010_Seodi_White.pdf 

@gmail.com 

Sis1 
This paper will be the basis of my discussion today. 
Seodi 

SEODI VENEKAI-RUDO WHITE 
NA TIONAL COORDINA TOR 
WOMEN AND LAW IN SOUTHERN AFRICA RESEARCH TRUST 
NEXT TO LIMBE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
OPPOSITE ADMARC FLATS 
KANJEDZA, L/MBE, MALA WI. 
PRIVA TE BAG 534, 
LIMBE. 
MA LA W/. 
TEL: +265888829033 OR +265999829033 
EMAIL: @~otmail, com and seodi(~.wlsamalawi.orq 
Skype: seodi.white 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Estrada, Oswaldo <oestrad~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 2:42 PM 

Romance Languages FacnlU (romlangthc@listserv.unc.edu); intl-duncplas@duke, edu (infl-dnncplas@duke.edu); 

mem s~hcnl~@listserv.unc.edu 

elvilche@ncsu, edu (elvilche@ncsu.edu); anca koczkas (      @gmail.co~n); S~nither, Tom <tomnc@nnc.edu> 

This Thursday at UNC: ELVIRA VILCHES, The Indies Paradox. Notions of Va]ue mad Wealth in Early Modem Spain 

The Indies Paradox 
Notions of Value and Wealth in Early Modern Spain 

DR, ELVIRA VILCHES 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Thursday, February 28th 
4:00 - 5:30 PM 
TOY LOUNGE, DEY HALL 

How could the Spanish Monarchy control the gold and silver of the Americas yet rule over so many impoverished subjects in its Iberian heartlands and be itself subject to 
foreign creditors? This "Indies paradox"vexed sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spanish conquistadors, poets, moralists, and economic thinkers. Elvira Vilches examines how 
diverse genres grappled with the increasingly complex mechanisms of finance and the resulting distortions in notions of economic value and individual merit. 

Elvira Vilches is the author of New World Gold: Monetary Disorder and Cultural Anxiety in Early Modern Spain (The U of Chicago P, 2010), which was included in the Choice list 
of outstanding academic books for 2011. She is currently working on a Spanish edition and translation of her first book. Her new book project 
is entitled Doing Business: Commerce and Mercantile Culture in Early lvlodern Spain. Professor Vilches has been the recipient of an ACLS Fellowship of International Studies at 

the Library of Congress, and a Fellowship of New World Comparative Studies at the John Carter Brown Library. She has received several grants from the Folger Library, and 
the International Seminar in Atlantic History. 

Sponsored by the Department of Romance Languages, MEMS, and the Institute for the Study of the Americas 

Oswaldo Estrada 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Director of Graduate A&nissions 
324 Dey Hall, CB # 3170 
Department of Romance Languages 
Universi~" qt~Vorth Carolina at Chapel [till 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3170 

oestrada@email uric edu 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI class tomorrow 

Hi Professor, 

I jns~t wanted to remind yon that I will not be in class tomorrow, because I have an interview for a position ruth 

Thank you for understanding and I will see you tonight at the human rights lecture, 

Best wishes, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:39 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

invitation to MaJcch 5 lunch meeting at Duke Haiti Lab re: USMC Haitian archives 

March 5.pdf 

March 5, 2012 

Noon - 2:00 

COME FOR LUNCH ATTHE HAITI LAB WITH 

J. MICHAEL MILLER 

Director, Marine Corps Archives 
History Division and Gray Research Center 

U.S. MARINE CORPS UNIVERSITY 

QUANTI CO, VI RGI NIA 
MR MILLER WILL SHOWAND TELL ABOUT HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS ON HAITI 

AT THE US MARINE CORPS HISTORY DIVISION 
Including letters and artifacts of Charlemagne Peralte 

RSVP holly=ackerman(~d u ke.ed u 

iNi peralte-monument 

Holly Ackerman, Ph.D. 

Librarian for Latin American & Caribbean, Iberian and Latino Studies 

Duke University Libraries 

Box 90195 

Durham, NC 27708 

holly.ackerman @duke.edu 

Phone 919 660 5845 

Fax 919 668 3134 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
Could you confirm with us what we’re doing tomorrow in class? I feel unclear about what readings we are expected to have done by tomorrow and next week. 
Thank you! 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rntledge <rrfishe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebruaD’ 26, 2013 5:46 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Reminder - toNght 

Dear EuNce~ 
I’m veu soru. but I’ m going to have to miss CN~mmanda to,night. Just so ma~%: tbi~gs going on. inchiding a crisis with one of 
grad s~udems tha~ I need ~o ha~dle.i~s~ ~m~’, and the fi~c~ tha~ my co~ractors at home ha~:e letS: my htmse m~k~cked, so I ~eed to attend 
to that,         told me how amazing., .= Chimamanda was yesterday ..... ~ I’ m so som~ to miss her.               ..A~d I. have       ~vour- gift_, from       i~ 
m~:~ car~ F m even sorrier not to be able to give i~ to yot~ fl~is evening, but we w~ll catch ~p ~ooner rafl~er fl~an later, ff~r 
Take care, and see you soon~ 
Rebecka 
Rebecka Rufledge Fisher. PhD 

Assi s{at~ Prof~:s~:~r of English and Comparads e Literature 

D irec tot of Gm&a~te S*~dies i~ Con~parafi ve Litem~ 

I hfivemity of NorM C.aro~ina at CBaw~ t 

CB 3520 

F~m= SaNe, EuNce N 
Sent= Nonday, ~brua~ 2S, 20~3 11:07 ~ 
T~= Fisher, Rebecka Rut]edge 
Subject= R[: Reminder - ~night 

Rebecka, 

We will miss you tonight but I am delighted to hear that you will be there tomorrow. Please join us (even if it is for a little while) for the reception right after the public form. 

Cheers and all the best, 
Eunice 

From-" Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 i0:57 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Reminder - tonight 

Dear Eunice, 

Yes, last Friday was wonderful! Thank you for including me it was lovely to see you and to meet your friend fi’om Canada. Unfortunately, though, I won’t be able to 

have dinner with Chimamanda. a thing that I sorely regret! I began reading Halfa Yellow Sun over the weekend, and it’s beautiful. But I must s~y at home to work 

tonight. I have to finalize our graduate admissions with letters to admits and wait lists, and I need to make recruitment calls. I have tests to grade, a PhD exam to grade, 
and on and on. I’ll stop listing my tasks here they make me sad! 

I will, though, see you tomorrow at the reading! 

Take care, 

Rebecka 
Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 

Assistant t rot}ssor of English & Co,npaacative Literature 

Assistant Depaxtanent Chair of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <_r__r._fLs_b__e_[_~_.e__g0_a__![:__u__.n_.c_:.e__d__u_> 
Subject: Reminder - tonight 

Dear Rebecka, 

It was good to see yon last Friday. 

This is just a quick reminder "that our dinner mfl~ Chimamanda AdicNe is at 5:30 on Monday in GEC 4003. 

Cheers and see you then, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Concerning AIM 

Hello Professor, 

My name is               and I am a senior. I am emailing regarding the possibility of being added to your class. I understand that it is extremely late in the semester but 
I am willing to work swiftly and diligently to make up any and all work that I have missed thus far. I am in a desperate situation, as I need to drop a class but will need 3 credit 
hours in order to be able to graduate this May as planned. I am desperate and hoping that you can consider my unique case when deciding. Again, I will work as diligently and 
effortlessly as I can to complete any and all missed work. Please let me know if there is a possibility that I can be added to this class. Thank you so much for your 
consideration and I hope to hear back soon. 

best 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <servicedesk@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 7:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Reme@ Ticket 2483423 

Client Information 
eunice n sable, Location : 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Afi)liation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919)962-2341 and Email: eunice@email uric edu 
Short Description: Onyen Password Reset 

Email Text : Dear Customer: 

Now that you have a current Onyen password, we would like to encourage you to take advantage of a service which allows you to instantly reset your password and eliminates the need to 
send a fax 

To set this service tap, follow the follo~ving steps: 

1. Go to the onyen page at: 

http://onven unc.edu 

2. Click on "Manage Password" 

3. Scroll down to the section "Challenge-Response Password Resets" 

4. Click on the link for "Challenge-Response": 

https ://onyen unc. edu/cgi-bin/unc idichpwqa.pl 

’]7his will lead you through the process of setting up your security questions; you would also visit the same page if you later need to use the service to reset a forgotten password. 

Please keep in mind that if you l~ow your password you can always change it on the top of the Manage Password page - even if it is expired! 

Thank you, 

IT Response Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@~medy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 7:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc,edu:~ 

Ticket 2483423 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 02/27/13. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short su~wey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Phone Selwices group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/survey followup.pl?ticket 2483423 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Shaun (lhllers) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: eunice 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PIIONE: (919) 962-2341 
I)EPARTMENT: african & afidcan-amer studies 
TICKET NI~i~/;[3[IR: 2483423 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Onyen Password Reset 

Onyen - Forgot Password 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t ~I2 
http :,’,’help unc.edu 

’Like’ us at http://wwwfi~cebookcom/unchelpdesk, to get important updates for campus technology and outages. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 4:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

honorarium payment 

Hello Eunice 
I can try to do a wire transfer to 
Please let me know. 
Thank you and have a nice evening 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

for honorarium payment instead a check requisition, if you agree. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cairns, Brnce A <brucecairns@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Charles, Anthony <anthony charles@med.unc.edu-~ 

VW: Sm&nt faculty. Mixer 

Faculty-Student Mixer Invitation.doc 

Dear Eunice: 

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!! 

It was such a pleasure to see you again and to meet Seodie White and Chimimanda Adichie. I was so ~ncredib~v h~pressed w~th both of them- overwhelmed, 

~t was; so nice of you to ~nvite us to the reception. I know Anthony Chadesb h~5; wife and their two chiklren really enjoyed ~:he opportunity ~:o mee~: and ~:alk 

with Seodk~ and Chknimanda- again so very nk:e of you. 

Anthony is truly impressive and a superstar-- honestly, no exaggeration. We had a very n~ce talk with Seodie about hospital data collection and gender based 

v~olence- and hopefully th~s wN help her get resources she needs for a she~ter; advance her cause, 8tc. 

There ~s so much more to talk about~ 

~rt the meantime, ~ was so excited about all the activity that I forgot: to mention that Ant:hony m~d are hosl:~ng a Faculty- Mh~odt:y Student Mixer (wit:h t:he 

Students National Medk:a] AssociatRm) at ~:hek house ( this Saturday, from 5.-7pm (see attached invi~:ation). 

~t wouM be wonderfu~ if you couM come. Anthony wanted me Lo r~ake sure thsL ~ had persona]~y ta~ked with you about iL and followed up w~th an ema~L Sorry 

messed up on the firsL count- please come so I don’t have to answer to Anthony for faHb~g down on my duties (though ~ thk~k he is used to ~t by now). 

Please take care. Regardless, we are all very exalted about meeting w~th you again and talMng about future collaborations. 

Again, thank you~ 

Bruce 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 
John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 
Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 
Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 
101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 
Phone: (919) 966 8159 
Fax: (919) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West (!ms~_~:b~_m~_~:_!~fz~_:~:~tM.) 
Administrative Coordinator 

F~m= Charles, Anthony 
Sent: Monday, :5:ll PN 
Tol 

Subject: Student facuity Mixer 

You are aJll cordially invited. 

Kids are welcomed too. 

See attached 

Anthony 

Anthony Charles MD,MPH,FACS 
Assistant Professor of Surgery 
UNC School of Medicine 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Public Health 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina 
4008 Bumett Womack Building 
CB 7228 
Tel: 919-966-4389 
Fax: 919-9660369 
..a....n.~.t~.h....c-b~..a.-r.@~.m.....e.~.d..~....u.~.n..~.c.~..~.e....d.~.u..~ 



Dr. Anthony Charles and the university of North Carolina school of Medicine Chapter 

of the student National Medical Association cordially invite you to join us as we 

bring together minority medical students and clinical faculty for an evening of 

dialogue. Come enio~ hors d’oeuvres, wine, and conversation as we aim to share 

experiences and f-orge professional relationships. 

RSVP please reply via email with the appropriate response to 

RS VP 

__I plan to a~end 

regretfully am unable to attend 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 5:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

@Times: Top 5, Academy Awards Wrap-Up, Milan Fashion Week Recap m~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30227/a mes 1 Y 

Academy Awards Wrap-Up 

)mother Oscars ceremony is behind us, and this one 
raised ratings and hackles thanks in large part to a 
controversial performance by first-time host Seth MacEarlane~ 
Relive the evening with highlights fl’om ’the ’t’imes’s life 
corerage, join the debate about the award eeremony’s 
importance and, of course, rerel in all the usual red carpet 
finery and star-studded celebrations. 

Milml Fashion Week Recap                           ~ 

Milan Fashion Week wrapped up yesti~’rd;~y, and The 

Times has all the details [rom the runways .--- intruding 

reviews ranging h’om gottega Vene~a k~ V;~ [extra: reports o~ 

vetvo inspir;~tion, metaphors, [ex[ures and [eng[hs; ;rod even 

thoughts o~ H~e differenees between rome and [ema]e designers’ 

collections. And don’t miss T Mag;~ziue’s intet’aeti ve feature and 

mnl~imedi;~ blog postiugs. 

Don’t Niss o. N’~gimes.com 

Mediterranea~ Diet Shown to Wat’d Off Heart .,\ttae],: and 

Stt’oke 

’Avatar -The Exhibition," at the Liberty Science Center 

Bob Hope Estate in Palm Springs Is Up for Sale 

Yahoo Orders Home Wot’ki~’rs 

Women Wkh Something to Say 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on ~’~J= 
(BeSs’een Feb 20, 20!3- Feb 2~, 20!3) 

z. The Extraordinary Science of Addictive Junk Food 

2. Pt’omine~t Republicans Sign gt’ief Suppot’ti~g Gay Marriage 

3. Top (uomo Aide Rebukes State Wot’ker Who TaIked to the 

Press 

4. College Degree Required by Increasing Number’ of Compa#ies 

5. What Really Causes Celiac Disease? 

~ SLIDE SHO’Wt The Wee[,: 

in Picturi~’s [~’om Culture for Feb. 

Cultural highlights from BAM to 

Broadway to Lincoln Center to 

the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

~ VIDEO." Gnocchi With 

Squash 
Mario Batali shares his recipe for 
gnoeehi with butternut squash 
with Mark Bittman. 

~ S]LIDE SI4!O$V: Laughing 

All the Way to the Bank 
The vehicles from Bruce 
Weiner’s microear collection 
may look like clown ears, but 
they sold for serious money. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Ht~rdle to Gm~- ] ...... ] 

Law Reform [ [ 

Opposing the ] 
record-keeping 

requirement of private gun sales 

would render the background 

checks provision toothless. 

~ Join the Com, ersat~on ~ 

A dN[y e-maii newsle~er on 

the bcls[ness o~ technology; 
with coverage ~rom Times 

staff writers and a rouqdup 

of news from across the 
VVeD. 



opening bell and aRer the 
market ciose, the DeaiBook 

e-mlail newsletter p~ovides 

brealdng news about 

M&As, I.P O.s, venture 
capitsi and more. 

All things fashion from The 

New York Times, featuring 

the latest in news. ~ends 
and runway coverage 

from acclaimed critics and 

re po rte rs 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsle~er 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubsc~ibe I Chanqe Your E-MailI Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Voting Rights Law Draws Skepticism From Justices 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. .To.d.ay.is...H.eadii..nes ........................................................................... 
~11¢ ~’~ ~rk ~"~im~ February 28, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Voting Rights Law Draws 
Skepticism From Justices 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

A central provision of the Voting Rights 
Act of a965 maybe ha peril, judging by 
tough questions from the Supreme 
Court’s more conservative members. 

¯ " Brief Supporting Same-Sex Marriage Gets 

More Republican Support 

¯ Corporate Call for Change in Gay Marriage 

Case 

U.S. Offers Training and 
Other Aid to Syrian Rebels 
By MARK LANDLER and MICHAEL R. 
GORDON 

The United States is helping to train 
rebels at a base in the region and for the 
first time offering armed groups 
nonlethal assistance and equipment that 
could help their campaign, said senior 
achninistration officials. 

Parties Focus on the Positive as Cuts Near 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

With little real effort under way to avert automatic budget cuts, substantial and growing wings of both 
parties are learning to live with - if not love - the so-called sequester. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 
’Tt’s going to happen. It’s not the end of the world." 

REPRESENTATIVE JIM JORDAN, Republican of Ohio, on the automatic budget cuts that are to take 

effect this week. 

~ VIDEO: Owning 

the Past 
Women who have just 
completed an intensive 



therapy program for veterans in Long 
Beach, Calif., shared their experiences of 
sexual tramna in the nfilitary, which led 
to homelessness for some. 

:’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Our Debt, Ourselves 
By ROBERT M. SOLOW 

Six facts about the federal debt that 
many Americans need to be aware of. 

"The Madrid," starring Edie 
Falco 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Ask Charles Isherwood about the new theater season 

In performance: Ethan Hawke and Dana Lyn 

nytint.es.�o,nt AR~ 

WORLD 

As Castro Era Drifts to Close, a New Face Steps In at No. 2 
By DAMIEN CAVE and VICTORIA BURNETT 

Miguel Diaz-Canel Bermfidez, 52, the top contender to succeed the Castros, will need to display the authority 
of a future president wlfile acting as if he does not want the job. 

North Koreans Blame U.S. for Fueling ’Explosive Situation’ 
By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE 

North Korea’s representative to the United Nations in Geneva made vitriolic statements at the Conference on 
Disarmament in Geneva, capping a week of fiery rhetoric. 

Clashes Over Land Seizures Batter the Police in Myanmar 
By THOMAS FULLER 

The police tried to disperse villagers in a township in the Irrawaddy River delta who were protesting the 
taking of land by a private company. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

HONOR BETRAYED 
Trauma Sets Female Veterans Adrift Back Home 
By PATRICIA LEIGH BROWN 

Returning servicewomen are the fastest growing segment of the homeless poptflation, an often-invisible 
group botmcing between friends’ sofas and shelters. 

. ~_A~ Video: Ownin9 the Past 

. ~ Slide Show: Female Veterans With Lives in Limbo 

Drought Takes Its Toll on a Texas Business, a Town and Its Families 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

The closing of the Cargill beef processing plant memos the loss of more than 2,000 jobs and an mmual 
payroll of $15.5 nfillion in a town of 23,000 people. 

-’ ~’~ Slide Show: Beef Plant Closing Takes Toll on Texas Town 

Incarceration Rates for Blacks Have Fallen Sharply, Report Shows 
By ERICA GOODE 

The decline from 2000 to 2009 marks a significant slfift in the racial makeup of America’s prisons, according 
to a report released Wednesday. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Samsung Armors Android to Take On BlackBerry 
By BRIAN X. CHEN and IAN AUSTEN 

The South Korean electronics gim~t is adding security enhancements to Android software to make its phones 
more attractive to big corporations. 

DEALBOOK 
Heinz Case May Involve a Side Bet in London 
By BEN PROTESS and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Regulators have escalated an havestigation into suspicious trades placed ahead of the $23 billion takeover of 
H. J. Heinz, focusing on a complex derivatives bet routed flarough London. 

Chief Talks of Mistakes and Big Loss at J.C. Penney 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

As the company reported a fourth-quarter loss, the chief executive, Ron Jolmson, said customers had not 
responded to his turnaround strategy. 

¯ . DealBook: J.C. Penney’s Poor Showing Is Another Retail Miss for Ackman 

SPORTS 

A Faith Is Tested, and Then Renewed 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Joe Picaro dedicated his career to a New Jersey high school, but struggles in lfis personal life and the 
church’s plans to close the school ahnost broke him. 
" ~ Slide Show: Saving a High School From Vanishing 

Out West, Reaching the Summit 
By DAN FROSCH 

The lanky IOfights of Lone Peak are the No. 1 high school team in the nation. Amd they have not just been 
beating their opponents. They’ve been cruslfing them. 

A Fresh Five Push Michigan Into the Title Picture 
By TIM ROHAN 

Renfiniscent of the Fab Five of the early 199os, five freshmen have helped make Michigan an N.C.A.A. 
tounmment contender. 

ESSAY 
Hope for the Teamless in Seattle 
By GREG BISHOP 

Seattle fans feel hopeful but also wary, and somewhat guilty, with the sale of the Sacramento Kings and the 
prospect of the SuperSonics’ return. 

KNICKS 109, WARRIORS 105 
Curry Steals Show, but Knicks Nab Win 
By HOWARD BECK 

The IOficks escaped Golden State despite a career-high 54 points from the Warriors’ Stephen Curry, who 
sank 11 3-pointers. 

:’ ~ Box Score 

. Season-Ending Surgery for Wallace 

Wave of Concussions Hits the N.H.L. 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Penguins star Evgeni Malkin, the N.H.L.’s reigning most valuable player, is among 11 players believed to 
have sustained eoneussious in the past two weeks. 

Whistles May Harm Hearing, Study Shows 
By JOYCE COHEN 

A study found referees were more likely to report symptoms of ringing in the ears and trouble hearing than 
people of the stone age in the general population. 

KNICKS 99, 76ERS 93 
Shuffled Lineup Clicks, and Knicks Snap to Life 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Coach Mike Woodson put Tyson Chandler on the court with his four regular reserves, helping the IOficks 
ealaa their first win shaee the All-Star break. 



’- ~:~ ~ox ocore 

¯ Role Limited, Stoudemire Shows All That He Can Do 

Johnson’s Absence Is Chance for Others 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

With Joe Jolmson sidelined with a heel injury, Deron Willimns has stepped up for the Nets. He scored 33 
points, 11 in the final 90 seconds, against the Hornets. 

N.F.L. Will Expand Concussion Efforts During Games 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Starting next season, all 32 teams will use a concussion assessment tool available on an iPad, and 
independent neurological consultants will join team doctors on the sideline. 

-’ ~ Document: The N.F.L.’s Sideline Concussion Test 

ON BASEBALL 
Yankees Suddenly Seem Short of the Long Ball 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The unfinished rehabilitation of Derek Jeter and the loss of Curtis Granderson to injury leave the Yankees 
without seven of their top nine homer hitters from last season. 

-’ Bats: One-Upping His Dad, Josh Pettitte Throws No-Hitter 

GRIZZLIES 76, NETS 72 
Nets Point to a Noncall, but Have Themselves to Blame in a Loss 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Nets were frustrated by their own h~eptitude against the Grizzlies and incensed over the officiating, 
specifically the lack of a foul call after Deron Willimns was hammered with 26 seconds to go and the game 
tied. 

~ ~ Box Score I N.B.A. Roundup: Nowitzki Stars, but Bryant Shines Brighter 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Van Cliburn, Cold War Musical Envoy, Dies at 78 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Mr. Clibula~ won the first-place award at the 1958 Tchaikovsky International Competition in Moscow, a 
victory viewed as an 3aneriema triumph over the Soviet Union at the height of the cold war. 

° ~ Video I ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE WILD BRIDE’ 
Faustian Bargain in a Bluegrass Fairy Tale 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Emma Rice’s "Wild Bride," a retelling of a Grimm fairy tale, takes place in a setting evoking the American 
South and the Great Depression. 

Universities Join Artists to Conjure the Civil War 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

A dozen theatrical works will be part of the National Civil War Project, which commemorates the 15oth 
anniversary of the war. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

A Hush-Hush Topic No More 
By MATT HABER 

Devotees of sex play involving bondage and donfination want to make their voices heard. 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC 

Classic With an Extra Twist, or Two 
By CATHY HORYN 

Surely someone at Rochas was not making a ptm in the program notes, which called fabric for generously cut 
coats a "Prince of Whales Check." 

Liza Thorn, the Unforgettable Face of a Muse 
By WILLIAM VAN METER 

The rocker’s look has captured the attention of Hedi Slimane. 



¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Congress’s Power to Protect the Vote 
The Supreme Court should respect the 2006 renewal of the Voting Rights Act and Section 5. 

Gail Collins is off today. 

EDITORIAL 
Italy Chooses None of the Above 
A protest vote driven by public anger is not surprising, but with no party holding a majority in the new 
Parliament it will be a challenge to have stable government. 

EDITORIAL 
A Shift on Violence Against Women 
Here’s hoping that the House Republicans will finally end the year-and-a-half impasse and approve a 
measure that will protect all victims of domestic violence. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Vatican Spring? 
By HANS KONG 

How to save the church. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Vulnerability of the Vote 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The fundmnental question is whether states that have a history of voter suppression should forever have to 
live with the legacy of that past. 

’ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
It’s the Sugar, Folks 
By MARK BITTMAN 

There’s nothing sweet about the effect sugar has in the diet. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 28, 1993, a gtm battle erupted near Waco, Texas, when Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

agents tried to serve warrants on the Branch Davidians; four agents and six Davidians were killed as a 51-day 

standoffbegan. 

¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Estrada, Oswaldo <oestrad~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 9:20 AM 

Romance Languages FaculU (romlangthc@listserv.unc.edu); intl-duncplas@duke, edu (infl-duncplas@duke.edu); 

mem s~hcu]~@listserv.uuc.edu 

m~ca koczkas (     @gmail.com); elvilche@ucsu, edu (elvilche@ucsu.edu); S~nither, Tom <tomnc@unc.edu> 

TODAY: Elvira Vilches, THE INDIES PAIL~dgOX @ 4:00pm, TOY LOUNGE (DEY HALL) 

The Indies Paradox 
Notions of Value and Wealth in Early Modern Spain 

DR, ELVIRA VILCHES 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Thursday, February 28th 
4:00 - 5:30 PM 
TOY LOUNGE, DEY HALL 

How could the Spanish Monarchy control the gold and silver of the Americas yet rule over so many impoverished subjects in its Iberian heartlands and be itself subject to 
foreign creditors? This "Indies paradox"vexed sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spanish conquistadors, poets, moralists, and economic thinkers. Elvira Vilches examines how 
diverse genres grappled with the increasingly complex mechanisms of finance and the resulting distortions in notions of economic value and individual merit. 

Elvira Vilches is the author of New World Gold: Monetary Disorder and Cultural Anxiety in Early Modern Spain (The U of Chicago P, 2010), which was included in the Choice list 
of outstanding academic books for 2011. She is currently working on a Spanish edition and translation of her first book. Her new book project is entitled Doing Business: 
Commerce and lvlercantile Culture in Early Modern Spain. Professor Vilches has been the recipient of an ACLS Fellowship of International Studies at the Library of Congress, 
and a Fellowship of New World Comparative Studies at the John Carter Brown Library. She has received several grants from the Folger Library, and the International Seminar 
in Atlantic History. 

Sponsored by the Department of Romance Languages, MEMS, and the Institute for the Study of the Americas 

Oswaldo Estrada 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Director of Graduate A&nissions 
324 Dey Hall, CB # 3170 
Department of Romance Languages 
Universi~" qt~Vorth Carolina at Chapel [till 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3170 

oestrada@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, Febma~ 28, 2013 10:30 AM 

Howell, TiaN. <tia william@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

appl~owJ 

Tia, please approve check requisition K569247; Dr. Sahle reimbursement for expenses regarding 

Ms. White was a guest speaker. 

Thankyou 

[ ::.~.:: old well b ..... 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

visit to UNC Chapel Hill. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:23 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiafa~n] FW: Internship opportunities at the Southern Oral ttistory Program 

SOHP Internship Application.docx; SOHP Undergraduate Internship.pdf 

Dear Colleagtles, 

Plea~ let your interested students kaow of the oppodumt} descdk~d I~lo~ at~d in the altachments 

Keat~eth 

Pro[(ssor of’Afto-American Studies 

Depa~men~ of A t~i ca n m~d A ~io -America~ S t~di es 

109 Balfle Ha~L CB# 3395 
University of’NorJ~ C~’olina 

Chat el [ {~IL NC .... 9, , 3 ,~ 

(9I 9) 962- 1519 (voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 
Click on a lh& tbr in.tbmaafiot~ alxx~{ my pun 

h~p:/7~vw.umass.edu/u m pm sa’spr 97/ja~ken.Nml 

hRp:i/uucpress.unc.edw’N~ogw"I’- 8059.html 

hRp:/,/undpress.nd, edw’book,’PO0 7 80 

http:L,’undpress.nd.edt ibook, P00723 

We wanted to let you know that we are now accepting applications for the Southern Oral History Program’s Undergraduate Internship. We’re hoping you 
can send this information along to interested student& Attached is a document explaining the components and benefits of the internship as well as the 
application for next Fall. 

Applications are due at 11 pm. Please feel free to email @gna con with questions. 

Thank you for your time, 

<ul> 

, SOHP Internship Coordinators 

<li~ -- You are cnrrently snbscribed to 

</ul> 

hisl~- tZaculty as: <~a href "mailto:krinnken@email.nnc.edu">k~ianken(~email.unc.edu--~a>. 

Yon axe currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: ennice,~;email.nnc.edu. 
To unsubscribe clickhere: htl~p://lists.unc.edu/n?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati~alTarn&o 32818(1138 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



Name: 

Email: 

PID: 

Phone Number: 

Address: 

Expected Date of 
Graduation: 

Please answer the following questions with one paragraph per question and type your answer directly on 
to this application form. 

Describe your interest in, exposure to, and experience with oral history. 

~&at do you think are the purposes and values of oral history? 

What about the SOHP (its projects, mission, or history) makes you want to intern with us? 

Which of the beats listed in the internship packet so~nds interesting to you ? i4,~af do you think you ~ilI learn 
thro~gh this beat ? ~’7~t skills ~nd experience do ya~ bring to the t~ble that wo~d be benqficid in this beat ? 
also ca~er beats to experience. ~Fnat skills do you have that migh~ be beng~Kial to the SOHP as a whole? (photo- 
video editing, writing skills, pe~formance etO 



SOHP interns receive 3 credit hours. Each intern must register through a university department 
for the course in that department that carries academic credit for external internships. Each department 
has different rules and guidelines for doing this, so we ask that each applicant identify the department 
they will register through (students often register through their major’s department). Be sure you 
understand that department’s protocol for internship credit and process for registering. If accepted to the 
SOHP internship program, you will need to make arrangements with the appropriate faculty and/or staff 
member in that department. 

Below, please identify the department through which you would register for internship cTedit if 

accepted and list the name and contact information for the faculty and/or staff member responsible for 
overseeing internships. (In some departments, there is one faculty or staff member responsible for 
overseeing all internship credit; in others, you will need to have a faculty member agree to serve as your 
advisor/director.) 

Department: 

Faculty and/or 

Staff Member and 
contact 

information: 
Briefly summarize 
the department’s 
protocol for 
undergraduates 
registering and 
receiving credit 

for external 
internships: 

Please complete this application (do not send additional attachments) and send it to 

@gmail.com by            a[ 11pro. 
Applicants will be notified of decisions by 

Questions or concerns can be directed to at 
@gmail.com or 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <Nghered.us@oup.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 2:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Available in Mareh for Fall Courses: Goodhart: Human Rights. Second Edition 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Featuring twenty-two chapters written by a 
multidisciplinary group of international 

experts, Human Right,s: Po~fdc,s ~nd 

Pra~fce, Second [dition, takes politics 

students beyond a purely legal perspective 

with discussions of core theoretical 
approaches and detailed studies of major 

issues. A Companion Webs~te provides 

resources for students and instructors. 

NEW TO THIS EDITION 

A new chapter on feminist and 

non-western challenges to human 

rights 

An expanded chapter on 

measurement that introduces 
cutting-edge technologies 

Expanded treatment of such 

controversial issues as group 

rights and social and economic 

rights 

A more in-depth discussion of 
future directions and challenges 

for human rights 

Visit us online for more information or 

to request an exam copy, Be sure to 

mention promotion code GOODH1 in your 
request. 



If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the follomng e-mail link and send a message ruth or mthout 

a~ay text: 

You will receive one additional e-mail mes~ge continning yonr removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

[x~ving Millx~n 

V( )Lo 35 NO. 5 Visit 

:;~ LRB ...... rt Lo~ng Milton 
Colin Burrow 

How is it possible to like Milton? There is certainly a 

great deal to dislike. Most people would think of him as 

an overlearned poet who eombines labyrinthine syntax 

with a wide ran ge of moral and intellectual vices. His 

views on sex and women, for example, were mostly 

gruesoine. Even in the prelapsafian world imagined in 

Paradise Lost women are condemned to a seeondaly 

i~lationship ~o the divine. Milton’s most dislikeable line 

- ’Hee for God only, shee for God in hiin’ - suggests 

that Eve spent all day gazing at Adam for shadows of 

reflected divinity. More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Jonathan Meades 
Owe~ H~ther]ey 

What Meades does tnost often is praise things, espeeially things that are habitually 

ignored: he is surely our greatest exponent of what the Russian Formalists ealled 

oseranenie, ’maNng-strange’. ~’ehiteeture, as an ate form, isn’t quite mundane 

enough to be made strange, and for Nat t~ason Meades would seldom re~gnise his 

miring as being about ’arehiteeture’ as such. Rather, it is about Place, somewhere 

arehiteeture happens, at times in a veW ~’amafie way, but doesn’t necessarily have 

the leaNng role. :More 

Hallucinations 
Mike JW 

In Februmy 1758 the 9o-yeat~old Charles Lullin, a retired Swiss eivil smwant whose 

sight had been progressively failing sinee a eataraet operation five years before, 

began to see considerably more than he had beeome aeeustomed to. For the next 

severn months he was visited in his apartment by a silent proeession of figures, 

invisible to evelyone but him: young men in magnificent cloaks, perfectly eoiffured 

ladies carrying boxes on their heads, ~rls dancing in silks and ribbons. More 

::X:: Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 

At Eton 

Adam Shatz: Sona]]ah IM’abim 



Short Cuts 

Diary, 

Fanfie 

Nick R~chardsom Jakob Wasse~mnn 

Poems by Michael I.o~gley and 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I want to apologize for missing class yesterday. I have been dealing with a serious medical issue and yesterday I had to work out a lot of insurance information. I haven’t 
talked to my professors about it this semester because they first told me it was 

Thanks for understanding, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               7:34 AM 
Subject: Urgent - Update our seminar today 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

Unfortunately Ms. Seodi White is not feeling this morning. Thus she needs to rest most of the day in light of her public lecture. Consequently she roll not be giving a 

guest lecture in our class this afternoon. 

Here is the amended agenda: 

1) Reflections on Chimamanda AdicNe’s public thrum last night. 

2) Continue the discussion that we began last on development, poverty and human lights. Thus, review your readings from last week and come to class ready to 

discuss them. Please review our syllabi tbr the~ readings. 

Best wishes and ~e you later in the day, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwaxded ~nessage was sent via The Universil5~ ofNo(th Caxolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

site. To leply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S. Asks That Justices Reject California Gay Marriage Ban 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Asks That Justices Reject 
California Gay Marriage Ban 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ and ADAM LIPTAK 

In a sweeping argmnent to the Supreme 
Court, the Obama adininistration said 
any law prohibiting same-sex marriage 
should be subjected to a heightened 
form of judicial scrutiny. 

Boehner Halts Talks on Cuts; 
G.O.P. Cheers 
By ASHLEY PARKER 

Speaker Jolm A. Boehner seems to have 
decided that he may have more to lose 
by negotiation over the impending 
spending cuts than letting them happen. 

Soldier Admits Providing 

Files to WikiLeaks 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Pfc. Bradley Mmming confessed in open 
court to providing vast archives of nfilitary and diplomatic files to the antiseereey group WikiLeaks. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I am simply a pilgrim beginning the last leg of his pilgrimage on this earth." 

POPE BENEDICT XVI, as he retired, beconfing the first pope in 600 years to step doma. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: 
Harlem Shake: 
One Name, Two 
Separate Dances 
The worldwide dance 
contagion that has 
spawned over 12,ooo YouTube 
infitations is not the real Harlem Shake. 

, Related Article 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Give Up Your Pew for Lent 
By PAUL ELIE 

If the pope can quit, Catholics can, too. 

The real Lee Radziwill 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

An unexpectedley sophisticated retreat in Mexico 

Peek into the working lives of the duo behind the label 
Proenza Schouler 

n~,t|nt.es.cont ~ MAG~7"il NE 

WORLD 

Discord Remains at Vatican as Pope Benedict Departs 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

As the sun set on Rome and on his turbulent eight-year papacy, Pope Benedict XVI, a shy theologim~ who 
never seemed fully at home in flae limelight, was wlfisked by helicopter into retirement. 
" ~ Videos: Pope Benedict’s Address I ~ TimesCast: A Papal Farewell 

o ~ Text of His Remarks 

Fighting Shortages, Syrian Civilians Take Reins in Rebel Areas 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Local comacils in rebel-held towns are trying to set up courts, police forces and social services, amounting to 
Syria’s first experiments in self-govelaament after years under the Assads. 

," ~,~ Slide Show: Syrian Civilians, Empowering Themselves 

’- ~’~ Map: Northern Front of the Syrian War 

U.S. Steps Up Aid to Syrian Opposition, Pledging $60 Million 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

The United States said on Thursday that it would provide the nonlethal aid to help Syria’s opposition provide 
basic services in areas they control. 

. U.N. Warns of Dire Rise in Refugees From Syria 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Study of Ice Age Bolsters Carbon and Warming Link 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

A paper published online Thursday by the journal Science suggests that the sharp wanning that ended the 
last ice age occurred in lock step with increases in carbon dioxide. 

An Iowa Farmer’s Quest for No Ordinary Pig 
By JOHN ELIGON 

Carl Edgar Blake II is trying to breed the perfect pig - fatty, meaty and flavorful - in hopes of transfornfing an 
industry. The early reviews have been pronfising. 

’- ~ Video: The Perfect Pig 

Woodward Is New Hero for the Right (Yes, Really) 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY and BRIAN STELTER 

Conservatives have long considered Bob Woodward a scourge for helping to break the Watergate scandal, 
but this week many lauded his accotmt of a dispute with the Wlfite House over lfis fiscal coverage. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

In California, What Price Water? 
By FELICITY BARRINGER 

A plant for making seawater drinkable in Carlsbad, Calif., will offer a peek into a future when prices for water 
reflect the real costs of obtaining it. 

U.S.D.A. May Approve Horse Slaughter Plant 
By STEPHANIE STRUM 

If the U.S.D.A. approves a New Mexico horse slaughtering plant, it would be the first time since 2007 that 
equine meat for htunan eonstunption would be produced in the United States. 

Groupon Dismisses Chief After a Dismal Quarter 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

The daily deals Web site reported weak fourth-quarter earnings on Wechaesday, and fired its chief executive, 
Pmdrew Mason, a day later. 

" DealBook: The Long, Strange Trip of Groupon’s Chief 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON BASEBALL 
In Miami, the Last Slugger Standing 
By TYLER KEPNER 

After laslfing out at the Marlins in the off-season for trading ninny of their stars, Giancarlo Stanton has 
shifted his focus to the future. 

An N.F.L. Payday, Now a Bit Cheaper 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Last year, several N.F.L. teams used the franchise tag on players who fell well short of the franchise 
quarterback standard. 3aad with a new formula, the salaries have dipped. 

Years After His Heyday, Thailand’s Favorite Son Returns to Home Ring 
By JOSEPH HINCKS 

Sonfluck Kamsing became a muay Thai star 20 years ago. Now, at age 40, he’s back at Iris home ring mad 
trying to bring artistry back to Bangkok. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

Not Just ’The Rose,’ but Also the Garden 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

"Jay DeFeo: A Retrospective," at the Wlfitney Musemn of Americm~ Art, does more than offer an artist’s 
singular, rarely seen great work; it gives a context for her entire career. 

’- ~=~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE REVISIONIST’ 
A Private World, Heedlessly Invaded 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Vanessa Redgrave plays a Polish survivor of the Holocaust in "The Revisionist," written by her co-star, Jesse 
Eisenberg. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’PASSION’ 
Close Enough to Singe Your Soul 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

John Doyle’s version of Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine’s "Passion" comes across as a pulsing 
collective fever dream. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’STOKER’ 
Darkness Descends on a Family 
By A. O. SCOTT 

The territory staked out in "Stoker" - a landscape of family secrets, sexual subtext and aristocratic 
entitlement - is at times reminiscent of a Henry James tale. 

. South Korean Crossover in Hollywood 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’JACK THE GIANT SLAYER’ 
A Mighty Beanstalk Grows a New Twist 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Jack the Giant Slayer" sticks with the familiar bedtime story, embellishing it with 3-D mad other effects, 
noisy battles and an occasional wink at the material. 

Armchair Travels With Screen-Worthy Children 
By LAUREL GRAEBER 

France, India, Italy, Japan, Taiwan and 30 more countries are represented in the NewYork Intenaational 
Children’s Fihn Festival, starting on Friday in seven theaters in Manhattan. 

. ~ Slide Show 

¯ . ~ Exclusive Clip: ’Ernest & Celestine’ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The White House Joins the Fight 
The Obama adininistration made a powerful argument against California’s gay marriage ban, but it 
disappointingly stopped a step short. 

EDITORIAL 
Help for Syrian Rebels 
President Obama’s caution in resisting the opposition’s calls for military intervention and weapons remains 
the wise approach. 

EDITORIAL 
Home Care Rules in the Home Stretch 
It will be a great injustice if nfinimtm~-wage and overtime protections for home care workers are not 
approved by the Obama adininistration. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A 4o-Year Quest for Justice 
By SHAHIDUL ALAM 

Four decades after independence, protesters in Bangladesh are demmading that war criminals finally be 
punished. 

’. ~:~ Slide Show: Bangladesh’s Winter of Discontent 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Learning Virtues 
By DAVID BROOKS 

A book on education cultures finds that the Chinese tend to define learning morally while Westela~S define it 
eognitively. 

’. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Ben Bernanke, Hippie 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

That dismissive attitude toward anyone who spoke out against the Iraq war lO years ago is back to disparage 
any critic of fiscal austerity. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 



¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Marcia 1, 1932, the infmat son of Charles and Mane Lindbergh was kichaapped from the family home near 

Hopewell, N.3. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skoz~bgekmtopbax~tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 11:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Celebrate Reading Day ruth Routledge 

Celebrate Reading Day: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders [ Forward to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Dear Professor SaMe, 

Celebrate Reading Day 
with Routledge! 

Now until March 5th use discount code DRK63 and 

receive 20% OFP ail tities, r~ernember, a[[ web orders 

over $35 receive FEE SHIPP~NG in the US and 

*Offer valid only wi~h web o~ders at routfedge.com, 

focaloresscom, psypresscom or 

routtedgementafhealth, com. 

Share the S~vit~gs with 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any tk’ne. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside organisstions 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho[ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please click on the link below Please note this ~s an automated operation. 

htt p:/ftandf.msqfocu s.com/u/11wTC670U Kf2vdFw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

7~gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.e&~> 

Friday,             11:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Student Enriclm~ent Fund 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I wanted to follow up on a letter I mailed you a few weeks ago 
regarding the Jon Curtis Student Enrichment Fund. (You may recognize 
it as the same program that I spoke to the Water Theme steering 
committee about). I am hoping to meet with all of the department 
chairs before I graduate to talk about establishing a relationship 
with the program. Would it be possible to meet with you on a Monday or 
Friday in the next two weeks? 

All the best, 

Pulitical Science ] Peace, War, and Defense 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Reconstructi~g       ~i pc,’ .... 
Nison 

Paleontologist doe Carter and 
his team have recreated the full 
skeleton of a one-of-a-kind 
prehistoric reptile that they 
discovered in ] 994. Now the 
ancient bones could become 
the official state fossil of NoRh 
Carolina. 

F EA~ORE8 

Eat. This, Walk Tt~at Fat ha Places ~:ou Infants and fl~e 

High calorie counts may 
-~ ~ 

not get people’s attention, 
~4-,t ~ a~ 

Does television exposure 

6oes. our health, in childhood obesity? 

l~~ ~, .... ~ ..... . 
wi. b~ ~ o~ ~i~ in tim~ fo~hu~io~ ~on. <r,~r~,:My 

~’,,ordsDeping ~’,,ith grieP th re,;gha~d piatares: 
Ih~’. :t~9 ,<,~rk., ] 

Alexander Craft wrote the 

~ook"~ wi, co~e You w.’~.’~} Everywhere Always" a~er 

the death of her friend and ~ 
UNC alumna Maleikka I Hardy. {~JNC borne page) Firefly Mice: Could glowing rodents come to the aid of cancer 



researchers, and patients? (Mark My Wards) 

~ mentoring spectacular 

Mentorin..q ~lelps faculty 

Samulski has a thing for 

Monarch butterflies Not as 

a collector, but as a 

chemist with a crazy idea 

about how he might 

harness their hidden 

power, i(JNC 

"We don’t know how long you take it before the prevention starts, 

and how long the prevention lasts after you stop taking it It can 

take years of taking aspirin for the cancer benefits to begin -- but 

that could be 10 years of bleeding without benefits, and that’s a 

problem" 

--John Baron, in The Right rime to fake Aspirin (?v~en’,s JoamaO 
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TOP NEWS 

As Cuts Arrive, Parties Pledge 
to Call Off the Budget Wars 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and JONATHAN 
WEISMAN 

As a deal to break a budget impasse 
failed to emerge on Friday, both the 
president and his Republican 
adversaries said they would not carry 
the fight over the cuts into the eonfing 
effort to finance the govenunent. 

" ~ TimesCast: How Federal Spending Cuts 

Will Unfold 

¯ A Peek Under the Hood of Sequestration 
Politics 

¯ . A Monument to a Long Tradition of Budget 
Brinkmanship 

Michigan Naming Fiscal 
Manager to Help Detroit 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Gov. Rick Snyder of Miclfigan 
announced on Friday that the city of Detroit is so snarled in financial woes that the state must appoint an 
emergency manager to lead it out of disaster. 

A Divide on Voting Rights Where Blood Spilled 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

McComb, Miss., was a battlegromad in the war for voting rights in the South. Residents disagree over 
whether their state and eight others need federal approval for voting changes. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The Chinese hoM the key to the elephants’ future. If things continue the way they are, many countries 

couM lose their elephants altogether." 

IAIN DOUGLAS-HAMILTON, fomader of Save the Elephants. 

WORLD 

~!~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 
Homeless in an 
Instant 



As Lagos aims to become a prenfier 
business center, the city’s poor and 
homeless are beeonfing the 
goverllnlen[’s enenly. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS ~ Argentina’s About- 
Face on Terror 
By FABIAN BOSOER and 

FEDERICO FINCHELSTEIN 

Why is Iran being let off 
the hook for a deadly a994 attack on 
Jews? 

Monique Lhuillier is branching 
out from the altar 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Her crowning glory in a box 

Murder She Wrote, Yaz Bukey’s new accessory collection 

n¥1iaes,~:om FASHilOiN 

WORLD 

THE PRICE OF IVORY 
From Elephants’ Mouths, an Illicit Trail to China 
By DAN LEVIN 

Trade in elephant tusks continues to thrive in China, even as conservation groups call on Beijing to do more 
to crack down on flae slaughter of African elephants. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: ’White Gold’ in China 

:. Previous Articles in the Series 

Way to Reach Kim Jong-un? Follow the Ball 
By CHOE SANG-HUN and DAVID E. SANGER 

Dennis Rodman and his traveling companions are now the only Americmas known to have met the North 
Korean leader since he took power more than a year ago. 

" In Rodman Stunt, Reality TV and Propaganda 

-’ South Korea’s Leader Exhorts North to Tread ’Path of Change’ 

Kerry Comes to Turkey With Rebuke of Its Leader Over Zionism Remark 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Secretary of State John Kerry said that Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan had made "objectionable" 
remarks when he east Zionism as a crime against hmnanity in comments at a United Nations meeting. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Report May Ease Path for New Pipeline 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

A revised federal statement on the Keystone XL pipeline offers no environmental reasons that it should not 
be built, giving President Obanm political cover to approve it. 

Soldier to Face More Serious Charges in Leak 
By SCOTT SHANE 

Despite a guilty plea, nfilitary prosecutors decided to proceed with a court-martial that could result in a 
sentence of life without parole for Pfe. Bradley Manning. 

Under Fire, the Mayor of Pittsburgh Quits Race 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Luke Ravenstalfl abruptly dropped his bid for re-election anfid a federal investigation of the city’s Police 
Department. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Penney’s and Macy’s Battle Over Martha Stewart Products 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

A trial between J.C. Penney and Macy’s shows how competitive the middle-market home goods category is 
and how much a brand like Martha Stewart can nmtter. 

COMMON SENSE 
Refusing to Be Late on Gay Marriage 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Corporate America has historically been slow to take up civil rights issues, but companies have rushed to 
show support for same-sex marriage. 

" ~ TimesCast: Gay Marriage Shift 

YOUR MONEY 
Fighting the Insurer Over Hurricane Sandy Damage 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

A Brooklyn couple say their insurance company will pay $49,000 for home repairs, while an adjuster they 
hired put the figure needed at $2oo,ooo. 

’ [~ Post a Comment 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ESSAY 
When Fans Flood Floor, Ritual Trumps Peril 
By TONY GERVINO 

Duke Coach Mike Krzyzewski was critical of the risk to his team after Virginia fans stormed the court on 
Thursday, but the phenomenon is on the rise. 

McIlroy Walks Out as Concern Creeps In 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Top-ranked Rory Mcllroy walked off the course midway through the second round, his third poor showing 
since switching to Nike dubs. 

¯ " Wet Conditions Raise Issue of Lift-Clean-and-Place Rule 

KNICKS 96, WIZARDS 88 
Knicks Start Busy Stretch by Handling the Wizards 
By HOWARD BECK 

To outlast the Wizards, the I~ficks lem~ed on Cannelo Amthony for scoring and their defense to contain John 
Wall. 

¯ " ~ Box Score 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW I’THE BIBLE’ 
God’s Word, the Greatly Abridged Version 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

The History channel mini-series "The Bible" puts the emphasis on moments of suffering rather fl~an 
messages of joy. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’RED WIDOW’ 
Drawn Into Crime, Trying to Get Out 
By MIKE HALE 

In "Red Widow," a new drama on ABC, Radha Mitchell plays the daughter of a Russian gangster forced into 
a drug-smuggling deal to protect her children. 

" ~ Video Excerpt 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Comedian as Nice Guy Next Door? 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Is John Mulaney the next Jerry Seinfeld? Maybe his new NBC sitcom pilot will tell. 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

9 Spring Breaks, From Budget to Beyond 
By JENNIFER CONLIN 

We gave a few travel agents an assignment: come up with three weeklong vacations for a family of four. The 
result is nine trips, from thrifty Florida to in-your-dreams French Alps. 

PURSUITS 
Getting Comfortable With the New Vail 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

From a Wi-Fi-equipped gondola to smart lift tickets, the Vail experience has been transformed. A veteran 
skier retun~s to the resort to see if new also means improved. 

’ ~ Slide Show: Vail at 50 

UPDATE 
Spain’s Paradors Face an Uncertain Future 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

Financial woes are forcing cutbacks and closings in govermnent-owned hotels known as paradors, many of 
which occupy striking historic buildings. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
As the Cuts Hit Home 
Republicans who applaud the budget cuts are cheering for misery. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Try at Nuclear Talks 
With Iran, agreeing to meet again keeps alive the slim chance of a diplomatic solution. 

EDITORIAL 
Better Care for Young Offenders 
The new juvenile justice administrator should push more states to lock up fewer yom]g people. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Poison Pill Politics 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Our political system is broken beyond m~34hing even remotely resembling a functional government. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Changing Minds After Newtown 
By JOE NOCERA 

A budding campaign aims to encourage a cultural shift on guns after Newtown. 

:’ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Singing the Sequester Soap Opera 
By JOE SCARBOROUGH 

The sequester isn’t as bad as it looks - and Republicans aren’t as dmnb as they look. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 2, 1877, Republican Rutherford B. Hayes was declared the winner of the 1876 presidential election 



over Democrat Samuel 3. Tilden, even though Tilden had won the popular vote. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jane Thrailldll <tkill@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:50 PM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--atbletics-ti~mm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculW--athletics-fomm] scaaadal U? 

Court 4 back of gym... 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 1:02 PM, Jay Smitl~ ~iaysmith(tb~emaJl.anc.edu> wrote: 

This AP story about obviously isn’t directly related to what we’re doing, but I found this offhand characterization of UNC telling: 

Generally regarded? Perhaps a sign that the cascade of scandals is s~tarting to take a toll. 

You are currently subscribed to lhculty--atlaletics- forum as: tkill(a)unc.edu. 

T~nsubscribeclickhere:http://~ists.~nc.edu/u?id~869988~.839bedd6228~33~c87d~82b3bb~88e7b&n T&I facnl~’--athlelics-fomm&o 32827307 

(It ~nay be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32827307-48699880.839bedd62280330c87d182b3bb088e7b(~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.421235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n T&I thculty--athletics-forum&o 32827360 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave- 32827360- 50137456.421235af5~29175600ad39629242d7d3~listserv.unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thesis 

Hi, 

Do you think that Monday afternoon would work? Professor Weiler said afternoons were usually best for him and I have classes on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons, 

Thank yo~ 

On Sat,           at 1:35 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for sending the thesis. 

In terms of the defense here are some possible dates and times: 

:t) Monday (9.00am-:t0.30am) 
2) Tuesday (:t 1.00am-:t230pm) 
3) Wednes6ay ’ (9.00am-:t0.30am) 
4) Thursday (9.00am-:t0,30am) 

Human rights and global issues working group: 

Thanks. Ask folks to confirm their attendance so that we can make informed decisions about catering. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:19 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis 

Hi Prot}smr SaNe, 

My thesis draft is attached! Would you like to try to schedule a day tbr my thesis defeuse? What days work best tbr you? 

Also, do you have any i&as for our Human Rights dinuer ou Thursday? 

BA Global Studies, Polilical Science 
UNC Class of 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Cuts to Achieve Goal for DeficiL but Toll Is High 
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TOP NEWS 

Cuts to Achleve Goal for 

DefleCt, b~t Toll Is H~gh 

The latest budget impasse ushered in 
a new round of austerity, with the 
nation facing reduced federal 
services, canceled contracts and 
layoffs fl’om cuts that reduce 
projected deficits but could hamper 
the economy. 

¥1r#nla’s Feast on 

Funds Nears an End 
i.::., iB9 .":.:..:ii... 
The Washington metropolitan area is 
in line to experienee the largest 
eeonmnie hit of any region fi’om the $85 billion in spending cuts that President Obama made official 
on Friday. 

~ Graphic: Sequestration’s ~mpact 

WATCHI NG TH E LI NE 

Long Border, Endless Strn~41e 

Is the United States-Mexican border better secured than it used to be? Answering this question is 
complex, much like the 1,954-mile boundary itself. 

Interacbve Graphic I Slide Show 

~ NYTimes corrl Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’~ro nIore movies, no more out-to-dinners, no more f~n," 

ROBIN ROBERTS, a civihan employee of the Defense Department, describing the preparations she 

and her husband have made for the effects of budget cuts. 

BUSINESS 

~ St,~DE SHOW: Adapting to Extre~ne Condltlo~s 

Alaska Airlines had the industry’s best on-time performance for the third consecutive 
year in 2o12, despite Alaska’s harsh weather and terrain. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 

The Perils of Perfeetlon 

The dominant ideology of Silicon Valley today is: what could be disrupted should be 
disrupted - even death. 

from a 

WORLD 

Think New York Is Costly? In New Delhi, Seedy Goes for 8 Figures 



Real estate prices in New Delhi, especially for bungalows built during the British Raj, are among 

the world’s highest. 

In Benedict’s Resignation, the Potential to Place Limits on Fut~re Popes 

Vatican experts and some church leaders said Pope Benedict XVI’s decision to quit could set limits for 

fltture popes and make them more subject to pressure from critics. 

Chad Said to Have Killed Mastermind of Algerian Attack 
i.::,, ::,i.:’.’.’,~i ?i%i.:t: i L 

Mokhtar Behrtokhtar’s death was announced on state television in Chad, but the claim has not been 
confirmed. 

o More World News 

A University Steak to Go V~;ith That Sweatshirt? 

Washington State is the latest college to enter the meat market, offel~ng premium beef, alongside 
its longtime staple, Cougar Gold, cheese in a can. 

~ 
Slid~ Show: OniwrsiUes Offer a 8ire or Nostalgia 

Experts VVant Mo~’e Studles of 1)let’s Role for the Heart 

A study has infused the field of cardiovascular medicine with optimism, as scientists are calling for 
similarly rigorous studies of other popular diets. 

Ha~’dy Surx{v**~" of a Vanishing Pri~t Era Is Still Deliveri~g tim Newspaper at 

93 

Newt Wallace, one of eight carriers for The Winters Express, has been walking the same blocks of 
downtown Winters, Calif. (population about 6,600) since 1947. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Selling the Home Bra~d; A Look Inside an Elite ~1PMorgan Unit 

While finaneial advisers at other firms are typically Dee to offer a variety of investments, 
,lPMorgan pressures brokers to sell the bank’s own prodnets, eurrent and former employees say. 

~ Pes~ a Comment 

~Maska ?drllnes~ Flying Above an Ind*~stry’s Troubles 

Born in rugged terrain, Alaska Mrlines fortified itself - and has resisted the cycle of bankruptcy and 
mergers buffeting its industry. 

~ Slide Show: Adaptin~ to Ext;eme Conditions 

~ 
Graphic: Taking Off 

FAI R GAM E 

Pronfises~ Promises a~ tim New "z’t~°k Fed 

A secret agreement shows that in exchange for $43 million, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
agreed to testify on Bank of America’s behalf in a battle over fcaml claims. 

o Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

JEKYLL VS HYDE 

The Happy VCarr~or Meets the Obsessive Competitor 

An obsessive drive to win is often cited as a trait of those who reach the pinnacle. But perhaps 
LeBron James has a better model: the happy athlete. 

Oftn Dribble IHaddenlngelmp e 3ftn 

Nothing ’Mid’/Lbout Oo~tzaga 

Gonzaga Coach Mark Few has stayed to eonstruet a program that year after year is the equal of the 
best in the major conferences. 

The Braves’ Craig Kimbrel is a hitter’s nightmare: his fastball, reaching into the upper 9os, has an 
extra gear. Last season, he struck out more than half the batters he faced. 

Mere Sports News 



ARTS 

Big Bang Theo~’~es: Viole~ce o~ Seree*~ 

With American culture becoming ever more screen focused, film, TV and video game critics of The 

New York Times take a closer look at what we wateh and why. 

Co~eeplt~al I~spi~,atlo~ by the Book 

A new show at Gagosian Gallery records the obsessions of the artist Ed Ruseha and those inspired by 
him: largely, for art on the printed page. 

There are signs evewwhere that the Woman’s Project production of Elfriede aelinek’s "0aekie," about 
aaequeline Kennedy Onassis, is not a traditional bio-play. 

More Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

Massimo Vitali, who has traveled the world documenting how and where people gather, turns his 
eameva on Brazil for the magazine’s Voyages Issue. 

~T~ e g y~g~s Jssu~ 

The Magical Realism of No~owegla*~ Nights 

How the Arctic light delineates the world. 

~E7] 
Slide Show: God’s Light Show 

How to Spewed 47 Horn’s o~ a T~’aln and Not Go C~a~,y 

On a train trip across America, incredible subcultures take shape. Then vanish. 

More From the Maqszine )> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The ~Vh[te I-~ottse J oins the Cash 
A new advocacy group debases the presidency by trolling for unlimited corporate money. 

EDITORIAL 

Locatlo~ Locatlo~, Locafio~ 
Companies will need to finesse their policies on teleeommuting by employees. 

EDITORIAL 

A Class Aetlo~ i~ tt~e Pubi~e interest 
By letting a securities fraud ease proceed, the Supreme Court embraced an important principle. 

OP-ED 

GRAY MATTER 

T|fis Sto~-y Sti~ks 

Online reader comments have a bigger effect on our understanding than many of us realize. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

How 1M[a~-y Feels Abot~t Be~g a V~egi~ 

A bold, brazen author looks at where the church has been, and where it goes now. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Sca~’y H~dde~ St~’esso~" 

The brutal winter drought in China is connected to a global wheat shortage is connected to the Arab 
Spring is connected to ... 

More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

N E\/VS ANALYSIS 



The }-Io|oea*~st d~st Got More Shoek~g 

The Germans had vastly more work camps and ghettos than anyone knew. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

A growing nnmber of pilgrims are laeing up boots and sneakers to walk across America. 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 3,199~, in a case that sparked a national outcry-, the motorist Rodney King was severely 
beaten by Los Angeles police officers in a scene captured on amateur video, 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As s membe~ of 

~he TRUSTe pdvacy program; we are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ AdveR~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caims, Bruce A <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Eunice: 

You are amazing.- never slop working!!! Thanks so mucll for coming Lo Lhe reception last nigllt-. I ho~)e you had a nice time-- t Imow 

it. 

I have responded to your emait to Ishna-- this is very exciting_Not surprisingly, you get things done fasL- I am not sure if I can keep up with you! 

Have a great weekend and again, thanks for coming. 

Bruce 

Frera: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, IVlarch 02, 2013 9:27 PM 

To: Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Bruce (if I may), 

Just a little note on my email to lshna Hall, 

Ishna Hall - is a Development Officer with UNC’s Arts and Sciences foundation and I work with her on development matters for the department. 

Wendell McCain - the person who give a gift to the department last year. His father - - is one of 1961 Greensboro Four, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

appreciated 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 9:57 PM 

ttuman Pdghts Faculty Student Group <human right@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[humanfights] Dinner Thursday 

Hi everyone, 

This is just a reminder that we roll be having a Human Rights Group dimmer this Thursday. I roll send out readings tomorrow. Please let me know if you won’t be able to 

make it so that I can factor that into the catering order! 

Thankyou’. 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 

You are currently subscribed to human rights as: eunice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 60620095.51fe3c891b483f68822900d343861c6e&~T&l human rights&o 32829448 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-32829448-60620095.51 fe3c891 b483f68822900d343861c6e(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Thesis Detbnse 

Hi Professor Sa2tfle, 

Professor Weiler said that Monday 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 

12.00pm- 1.30pro would work for him. Where should the defense take place? 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Recovery in U.S. Lifting Profits, Not Adding Jobs 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & #,dv,sr~isin~ I Editorials ] Op-~ ] On lNs r.?~v 

~M#~ornize~dav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

March 4, 2013 

TOP NEWS 

Recove~oy i~l U,S, Lifting 

Profits, Not Addling 3obs 

Experts estimate so-called budget 
sequestration could cost the country 
about 7oo,ooo jobs, but Wall Street 
doesn’t expect the cuts to 
substantially alter corporate profits 
or threaten stock markets. 

In Medical FirsL a Baby VVith 

HoloV, Is Deemed Cured 

It further study shows the proeedure 
works in other infants, it could lead 
to more aggressive treatment of 
babies infected at birth and a sharp 
reduetion in the number of ehildren living with H.I.V. 

As }lacking ~4qgalnst UoSo Rises, Experts Try to Pin Down Motive 

Motives for a eyberattaek, which could range from industrial spying to disabling the power grid, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

N.Y. / REGION 

Tracki~g T~’oM~led l 
Yo~ths 
The New York City 
Police Department is taking a novel 
approach to help teenagers with 
criminal backgrounds to stay out of 
trouble. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Stubbing O~lt 

Cigarettes for 

Good 

We’ve done a good job of 
reducing smoking rates. Now it’s time to finish the job. 

When diet meets delicious 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Analyzing the couch 

Guided by ghosts of the speakeasy 

WORLD 

Blast Kills at Least 45 Paldstanls in Shlite District of Ka~oachl 

The attack snggests Snnni militant groups are widening their brutal campaign against the 



country’s Shiite minority, 

A dester No More, italy’s Gadfly of Politics Reflects a Movement 

In a rare interview, Beppe Grille said his goal was to do away with a system that had "disintegrated 
the country" and build "something new." 

Follow~g Reslguat~ou, Top Br~t~sh Cardinal AcK~owledges Sexual Misco~duct 

Cardinal Keith O’Brien, Britain’s top Roman Catholic cleric and the head of the Scottish church, is 
the highest-ranking priest in recent history to make such an admission. 

More World News 

National Attention and Cash i~r Los A~geles School Vote 

M’ter years of trying to curb the power of school boards, some advocates of overhaul are backing 
board candidates in the hope that they will support their causes. 

Obama Asks Health Plans to Repo~t RiMing Rates 
f.::: R©L:i..Fii .:.:.... 
New rnles being issued by the administration will extend a previous requirement to report all rate 
increases for health plans sold to individuals, families and small bnsinesses. 

As A~ttomat[c Budget Cuts Go into Effect, Poor May Be }tlt Pattie*flatly Hard 
2.’.:.r :. 5 " 

Unless a deal is reached, the $85 billion in cuts will affect programs including those that provide 
housing vouchers and fortified baby formula. 

~ Graphic: Sequestration’s impact 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Bar, ks Find More Vgrongflfl Foreclosu*oes Among ~!,lH;.ta~oy Memhers 

Banks uncovered the foredosnres, which eclipse earlier estimates, in an analysis done as part of a 
mnltibillion-dollar settlement deal with federal authorities. 

One More Trip to La*~d of Oz 

Disney’s movie studio, which has stumbled recently, takes a bold risk with a preqnel to the beloved 

~939 nmsieal, "The Wizard of Oz." 

Swiss Voters Approve a Plan to Severely L~mlt Executive Compe*~satlon 

Ignoring a warning from the business lobby, Swiss citizens voted to give shareholders a binding say 
on the overall pay packages for executives and directors. 

o Mole BusJr~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

games a~d the Heat A~’e Always in the Knlcks’ ~Way 

As long as LeBron James plays for the Miami Heat, the ~fieks and their fans face an ultimately 
grim future. 

~A~er 
!0 Uneventful Days Martin Hopes to Stay a Few More With Knicks 

Tottenham Fm~s Sere~ade Their Hero While They Still Can 

Gareth Bale, 23, is in his sixth season at Tottenham, but richer dubs in Europe are circling as he 
scores one stunning goal after another. 

N.HoLo BargMns for Rights in Excha~rge got Suspending Play for Olymp~cs 

Though the N.H.L. is expected to send players to the Olympics in Soehi, Russia, next year, the 
league is still trying to get extra concessions fi’om Olympic officials. 

o Mole Sports News 

ART$ 

THEATER REVIEW I ’RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN’S CINDERELLA’ 

Oo~s From the House of Sincere & Snark 

"Rodgers & Hammerstein’s Cinderella" wants to be reassuringly old-fashioned and reDeshingly 
irreverent, sentimental and snarky, sincere and ironic, all at once. 

THEATER REVIEW] ’BELLEVILLE’ 



A marriage um’avels in "Belleville," Amy Ilerzog’s new drama set in Paris. 

I~’ee~ Fi; Fo~ Fizzle: ’.lack’ Disappoh~ts at khe Bo~ Office 

Warner Brothers and a financing partner spent about $~9o million, and $8o milfion in marketing 

costs, for a film that made $~8 million. 

~ Me~e Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Da~’edex{l Media O~tlet Behind Rodman°s T~’~p 

Vice, a Brooklyn media company with a daredevil streak, approached H Be with the idea of 
arranging a trip to North Korea that centered on basketball, a sport that the nation’s leader, Kim 
aong-un, loves. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

At AMC, Zombies Topple Network TV 

Being a cable network is less of a disadvantage than it used to be, as broadcast networks beemne just 
one more click on a seemingly infinite dial. 

In less than a year, journalists at every major television news station in the Bay Area have been 
robbed of expensive cameras, sometimes at gunpoint, and it is changing the way they report. 

More Media & Advertis#lq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Bleeding the Borrower 
Regulators need to erack down on payday lenders’ raiding checking accounts. 

EDITORIAL 

~.’req~m~t I~lle~,s~ Prepare to Pay ~ore 
A new standard could make it easier for airfines to raise fares on some customers. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

Main 8{ree~ Gets the dm~ News Feom ~A;ashlno,~On 

Hope is fading fast for a ban on the type of bullet-spraying assault rifle that took the lives of 2o 
children at the Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Is it O.K. if em~porations do it? 

~ " " c ’. s Page I Sloe 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama’s Fa~|t 

bad timing and missed opportunities that brought us to the sequester zone. 

~ Cokamnist Page j Bier3 

OPINIONATOR 

lt’s called a jobs act, but it’s really a con job for small investors. 

o More Opinien ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 4, ~933, the start of President Roosevelt’s first administration brought with it the first 

woman to serve in the cabinet: Labor Secretary Frances Perkins. 

About This Ed~’~ail 

You ~eceived this Paessage because yod si~ned up for N~qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette~ As a rnernbe~ o~ 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~e protecting yoLIr privacy 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 7:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Please share! UTC’s FINAl. application deadline is March 15, 2013 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for the Urban 
Teacher Center {UTC). Please share information about UTC with individuals you 
know are interested in starting their career in urban education reform by being an 
effective teacher! Our final application deadline is March 15, 2013 at ll:59PM 
EST. We will be holding interviews around the country in Baltimore, Washington 
DC, Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Oakland. We review completed applications on a 
rolling basis. 
Below is an overview of our program that describes the unique aspects of our 
program that you can include on your listservs, Facebook page or newsletters-- 
including. We are hosting a webinar on March 7, 2013 at 9PM for anyone that 
wants to learn more. They should register through "Events" on our website. 

Please follow us on Twitter @UrbanTeacherCtr and like us at 
Facebook/UrbanTeacherCenter. We are going to be at career events all over the 

country over the next few months! Thanks! 
Kerry 
Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 
Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 
program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 
additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 
followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 
middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 
teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 
Master[3s of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 

All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 
performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 
learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 
most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us ot 
the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our final application deadline for the 
2013-14 school year is: March 15, 2013. The program for the 2013-2014 school 

year will begin on or around June 21, 2013. The application is available online at 
UTC’s website at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next 
webinar--March 7, 2013 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 
Kerry 

Lirban Teacher Center i 1500 ~Jnion Mill Suite 22001Bsltimore;MD2~2~1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 4, 2013 9:35 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-04-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 4th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/07/13- Carolina Science Cafe Series event titled "Water To Live By and Die For" featuring Dr. Jamie Battram, Don and Jennifer Holzworth Distinguished Professor 

of Environmental Sciences and Engineering and Director oftl~e Water Insritute at UNC, both housed in the Gillings School of Globe1 fhablic Health, scheduled for 

Thursday March 7th, 2013 at 6 PM in the Back Bar area of Top of the Hill Restaurant. The focus of Dr. Bartam’s talk will be global water issues at large. This event is 

tree and open to tl~e public. Beverages axe available for purchase from Top of the Hill’s menu, and free appetizers, while they last, are provided by the UNC chapter of 

the Society of the Sigma Xi. For more i~fformarion: http://www.moreheadplanetarium.org/index.cfm?fuseactio~page&filename~urrent science fomms.html. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

New Sanitation FiCures Compete with UN Statistics for Meetin~ MBlermium Development Goal~ Through u~ ofa ditt~rent acconnting method, Water 
Institute at UNC researchers are disputing the United Nations’ cla~m that 2.5 billion people lack access to proper toilet thciliries by pushing that figure up to 4.1 billion. 

To view the full sto~y: http:/iwww.circleolblue.org/watemew~2013/world/new- sa~tarion- figures-compete- with- official - m- s~aristics- 6- in- 10-lack- proper- facilities- 

study- finds~’. 

\VATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Public lecture by 2013 Hanes Visiting Artist-in-Residence related to water- The UNC Art Depariment, with support fi-om the At?ican Studies Center and UNC 

Global, will present a lecture by artist Bright Ugochukwu Eke, the 2013 UNC Hanes Visiting Artist-in-Residence, rifled "Water as a Medium, Idea, and Concept tbr 

Art" scheduled for Tuesday March 19tl~, 2013 at 6:00 PM in Hanes Art Center. 

While at UNC he will collaborate with students to create a large, site-specific installation in the FedEx Global Education Center as one of three components in the 

e:daibit ’q’he Water of Life: Artistic Expressions." "The Water of Life" will open on March 21 beginning with ~l a(t viewing and reception at 6 p.tn. followed by a 

presentation from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. including artists’ remarks and mulrimedia works with live musical accompaniment. A celebration for the complerion of Eke’s 

installation will take place March 28 at 5 p.m. 

An endowment established in 1983 through the generosity of Nancy and Robin Hanes supports the Art Department’s Visiting ANst Series. This important program 
brings both established and emerging artists to campus to discuss their work in public lectures and to olt~r individual critiques to UNC’s M.F.A. students. All lectares 

are t?ee and open to the public. 

Please contact Carol Magee cmagee@emaSd.unc.edu tbr more inibrmation. 

The Retu~a of FerrvMon- A recent stoiy in Endeavor’s Magazine focusing on a water monitoring system devised by UNC professor Hans Paerl to track changes on 

the N.C. coastline that will be reintroduced this year in rime for hnnicane season after a brief budget- related hiatus. To view the full stow: 

htip:/endeavors.unc.edu/the return of ferrymon. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For Inore informarion on the theme and other upcoming events, feel tree to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, conunents, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/WaterlnOurWorld. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozxrbnewbqttebrb@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Celebrate Reading Day ruth Routledge 

Celebrate Reading Day: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders [ Forward to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Dear Professor SaMe, 

Celebrate Reading Day 
with Routledge! 

Now dnti[ March 5th use discount code DRK63 and 

receive 20% OFP ail tities, r~ernember, a[[ web orders 

over $35 receive F~E SHI~P~NG in the US and 

*Offer valid only wi~h web o~ders at routfedge.com, 

focaloresscom, psypresscom or 

routtedgementafhealth, com. 

Share the S~vit~gs with 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any tk’ne. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside organisstions 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho[ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please click on the link below Please note this ~s an automated operation. 

http:#tan df.msqfocu s.com/u/11wTC670YiNFsXiE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 1:51 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Board of Visi tots Class vi sits 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 i:50 PM 
To: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject: RE: Board of Visitors Class visits 

Dear Linda: Yes, the UNC Board of Visitors can attend my class. My class meets in 2:10 Graham Memorial and I have some 24 students. Due to the limited seating in the 
classroom probably only one person could attend. Please let me know for certain if they plan on attending. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Board of Visitors Class visits 

Hi, 

I am preparing for the meeting of the UNC Board of Visitors on Thursday, April :i:1, 20:13. In some past years we have offered the members an opportunity to sit in 

on classes. We realize that a lot of the classes only have a few extra seats so they sign up for the classes on a first come, first served basis. 

I recall that we have offered the class "Masquerades of Blackness" in the past. Do you mind if we offer your class as one of the options for April 117 If so, how many 

members of the UNC Board of Visitors could you accept? What are the time and location of the class on Thursday, April 11? 

For more information about the UNC Board of Visitors and to see a directory, please visit _h_ttp:i!www.unc.eduibov!. 
Linda Brewn Douglas 
Director of Community Relations 
University of North Carelina at Chapel Hill 
210 Pittsbore Street, Campus Box 6225 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6225 
Telephone: 919-843-9393 
Fax: 919-962-2279 
Cell: 

Lind~_Douglas@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Convenient Honor System Information 

Dr. SaNe: 

Good afternoon! Attached please find a compilation of FAQS about the Honor System and a diagram of the Honor System process. 

Given the recent discussions surrounding the Honor System, we believe it is incredibly important for students, faculty, and administrators to understand the purpose and 
process of the Honor System. The Honor System Outreach Team works to provide support for the entire University community and increase understanding of the Carolina 
Way. While the Outreach Team serves as the spearhead of such ventures, transparency is extremely important to all branches of our Honor System. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact either, the Undergraduate Student Attorney General, or I.         ~ can be 
reached at usag@unc.edu and is more than happy to arrange a one-on-one discussion. Should you desire, I am also available for one-on-one discussions or group 
presentations. Thank you very much for your time as we work together to strengthen our University community. 

Best, 

UNC Chapel Hill, Class of 
Business Administration 
Honor System Faculty Outreach Coordinator 

@live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <conl2014@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 2:50 AM 

nelsonj@ohio.edu 

CFP (Updated): African Studies Conference. Fourth Announcement: Final Call tbr Panel Proposals 

FinalAnnouncement.pdf 

Dear colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference titled "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New." The Conference roll take place at the 

Institute tbr Affcan Studies and the Institute lbr Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russi~m aM English. 

The Organizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel proposals, tbcusing on any particular topics related to the Conference’s umbrella theme. The 

deadline tbr panel propo~ls submitting is April 1,2013. The Organizing Committee will be glad to consider any panel proposal s (within 500 words in English or both 

English and Russian) received by this date. The iiffonnation to be submitted alongside with the proposal includes the proposed panel convenor (s)’ full name(s), title(s), 

insaitutional affiliation(s), full ma~l and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax #. The list of prospective papergivers with their paNculars is desirable. 

The Organizing Committee will inform the applicants about the results of their panel proposals’ consideration by April 15, 2013. Besides thak the Organizing 
Committee reserves the right to establish one or more Flee Communication panels. The list of all the Conference participants is to become known by December 1, 

2013 due to the activities of both the Organizing Committee and panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its submitter(s)’ previous academic credentials, ethnic or national origin, sex, or otherwise, but only 

on the basis of the proposal’s relevance to, and importance tbr, the Conference’s genera] theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will send you in the beginning of 2014 the list of documents necessaxy to support your and your panel 

participants’ visa application process at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in the respective countries. 

The conference registration fee in Russian rubles, equivalent to $150 ($75 in rubles for students) is to be paid in cash onsite upon arrival. The regis~uation fee includes 

the visa application support (Official Invitation ), the Conference Book ofAbs’tracts, stationa~ items, reception and coffee-breaks. The fee for an acco~npanying 

pelson, equivalent to $50 in rubles, includes the visa application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but independeut reservation is encouraged. Please note that early hotel reservation in fftrongly 
recommended, as the Conference is to take place in tourist high season. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Conference Organizing Committee, to the attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, Center of Information and 

International Relations, Institute for Ati-ican Studies (cont2014(a)gmail.com; tel.: + 7 495 690 2752) prospective international participants, or to the attention of Dr. 

Natalia Zherlitsyna, Secretary, Research Council tbr the Problems of AtiJcan Countries (ns inaJ?(a)mail.ru; tel.: + 7 495 690 6025) prospective Russian participants. 

The Organizing Colnmittee would appreciate your familiarizing the faculty of your research unit, as well as all interested persons, with the content of the present 

Armouncement. 

Sincerely yoras, 

Centre for Information and International Relations 

Institute for African Studies 

Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: A Stealth Tax Subsidy for Business Faces New Scrutiny 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
March 5, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..Q#.=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

A Stealth Tax Subsidy for 
Business Faces New Scrutiny 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and LOUISE 
STORY 

Many companies are borrowing money 
for projects using tax-exempt bonds 
called qualified private activity bonds, 
costing federal taxpayers htmdreds of 
nfillions of dollars. 

U.S. Disavows 2 Drone 
Strikes Over Pakistan 
By DECLAN WALSH 

Officials’ best guess is that Pakistm~ 
carried out one or both of the strikes 
and blamed the C.I.A., a striking 
reversal from years past, when the 
Pakistani Army would falsely claim 
responsibility to mask American drone 
activities. 

A Private Boom Amid Detroit’s Public Blight 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Across the country, businesses have recovered while the private sector has struggled. But Detroit may be the 
most extreme example of a city’s dual fates diverging. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’m here and I’m committed. This city has had so many heartbreaks." 

SHEL KIMEN, a former New York advertising executive, who is among a growing nmnber of business 

investors working in Detroit. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: Collision 
Course 
It was the longest, most 
costly mmfl~unt in 
science, for an elusive 
particle that was said to 



be key to the workings of the universe. 
For a generation of physicists, it was an 
appointment with lfistory. 

¯ . Related Article I ~,Timeline: Theory to Reality 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Can We Afford to 
Forgive Atrocities? 
Does fl~e threat of 

D ~i: 17~ AT E 
prosecution make 
dictators more reluetm~t 
to step dome? Would it be better for 
democracy if survivors forgave mad 
moved on? 

Alexander Wang’s debut at 
Balenciaga 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

H&M crashes Paris Fashion Week 

Street style: military inspired 

~t~|im.es,~:o,at STYLE 

WORLD 

Massacre of Syrian Soldiers in Iraq Raises Risk of Widening Conflict 
By DURAID ADNAN and RICK GLADSTONE 

More than 40 Syrian soldiers who had sought temporary safety in Iraq were killed on Monday in an ambush, 
in the most serious spillover of violence into Iraq since the Syrian conflict began. 

Report Blames Climate Change for Extremes in Australia 
By MATT SIEGEL 

A government report argues that the frequency and ferocity of recent extreme weather events demands 
action to prevent further changes to the enviromnent. 

Biden and Netanyahu Stress Points of Unity in Speeches to Pro-Israel Group 
By MARK LANDLER 

In contrast to past friction over settlements or the peace process, the focus was on threats from Irma and 
Syria. 

’. Biden May Take on Expanded Role in Foreign Policy in Second Term 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Ex-Governor Hopes a Lively House Race Is His Comeback Trail 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Mark Stafford, who tun]ed the phrase "hiking the Appalachian Trail" into a euphenfism for an affair, is one 
of 18 candidates vying for a Congressional seat in an upconfing special election. 

Racist Incidents Stun Campus and Halt Classes at Oberlin 
By RICHARD P~REZ-PE~A and TRIP GABRIEL 

A liberal campus is jolted by slurs, swastikas and a late-night sighting of someone in a robe and hood. 

Texans Rebut Governor on Expansion of Medicaid 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Supporters said the expansion would provide coverage to more than one nfillion low-income Texans and 
ease the burden on local taxpayers. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Justices to Take Up Case on Generic Drug Makers’ Liability 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Karen Bartlett was grievously injured by a nfild painkiller, and the Supreme Court will hear argmnents tlfis 



month on whether the maker can be held responsible. 

Chinese Stocks Plunge on Plan to Tax Home Sales 
By DAVID BARBOZA and KEITH BRADSHER 

China’s cabinet, or State Council, said home sellers would soon pay a 20 percent capital gains tax. 

Britain Takes On Brussels in Fight Over Bank Pay 
By JAMES KANTER 

The British finance nfinister, George Osbolaae, is expected Tuesday to urge his European Union counterparts 
to water down proposed rtfles restricting the size of bankers’ bonuses. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON GOLF 
In Code of Golf, a Bruised Ego Is No Excuse 
By KAREN CROUSE 

When Rory Mcllroy, the world’s top player, walked away after eight bad holes at the Honda Classic, he broke 
an unwritten code of conduct. 

Seeing Riches in Sports TV, Fox Will Create New Network 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR and AMY CHOZICK 

Fox’s chief executive, Rupert Murdoch, hopes to challenge ESPN for some of the lucrative revenue that the 
sports media giant has had largely to itself for more thma three decades. 

Big Shot on Campus, and Everywhere, After Buzzer-Beater 
By GREG BISHOP 

Khalil Ediaey becmne a basketball star of the moment on YouTube and national television after he heaved a 
winning 55-foot shot at the buzzer for New Rochelle High School. 

ARTS 

Like Herding Cats? Well, Try It on Broadway 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Will act for herring: The director of "Breakfast at Tiffany’s," confing to Broadway, is facing predictable 
challenges in casting - and rehearsing - the onstage eat. 

’ ~ Video: (Real) Cats on Broadway 

THEATER REVIEW I’OLD HATS’ 
Aging Clowns and Brand-New Gags 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

"Old Hats" is an ebullient new show from the veteran stage clowns Bill Irwin mad David Shiner. 

’- ~ Slide Show: ’Old Hats’ 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Maybe Stuffy, Certainly Sumptuous 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Vienna Philharmonic presented three programs over the weekend at Carnegie Hall, conducted by Franz 
Welser-M6st, the Austrian maestro best known as the music director of the Cleveland Orchestra. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Chasing the Higgs 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

At the Large Hadron Collider near Geneva, two arnfies of physicists struggled to close in on the Higgs boson, 
the Great White Whale of modern science. 

Particle Physicists in U.S. Worry About Being Left Behind 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

3anericm~ scientists are wondering what role, if any, they will play in the future in high-energy physics - the 



search for the fundamental particles and forces of nature - a field they once dominated. 

All Signs Point to Higgs, but Scientific Certainty Is a Waiting Game 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

It will take more work and analysis before physicists have the cold nmnbers that clinch the case that the new 
particle annotmeed last atfly is in fact the long-lost Higgs boson. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt Needs to Act 
America’s $250 million in aid should inspire Mohamed Morsi and his opponents to stop the infighting and 
turn around their failing state. 

EDITORIAL 
A First Amendment Storm 
The First ?anendinent does not allow a Hurricane Sandy exception to pay for the rebuilding of damaged 
houses of worship with federal money. 

EDITORIAL 
The Intriguing Case of a Baby Cured of H.I.V. 
If confirmed, this would be the first time a person has been cured with simple drug treatments, making a 
lifetime of antiviral therapy unnecessary. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Come Home, America 
By ELIZABETH COBBS HOFFMAN 

Our allies must pick up more of the cost of policing the world. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Brutality Cascade 
By DAVID BROOKS 

In some competitions, the most brutal player gets to set the rules. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Reading God’s Mind 
By FRANK BRUNI 

An author asks, can those who condenm gays and lesbim~s be so sure of God’s will? 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 5, 1946, Winston Churchill delivered his famous "Iron Curtain" speech at Weshnhaster College in 

Fulton, Mo. 

¯ See This Front Pa__02~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 6:45 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Reminder Today at Noon - Haitian archives 

image003:ipg; Attached Message Part; March 5.pdf; Attached Message Pa(t 

SotW for any cross--posting. 

March 5, 2012 

Noon - 2:00 

COME FOR LUNCH ATTHE HAITI LAB WITH 

J. MICHAEL MILLER 
Director, Marine Corps Archives 

History Division and Gray Research Center 
U.S. MARINE CORPS UNIVERSITY 

QUANTI CO, Vl RGI NIA 
MR MILLER VVILL SHOWAND TELL ABOUT HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS ON HAITI 

AT THE US MARINE CORPS HISTORY DIVISION 
Including letters and artifacts of Charlemagne Peralte 

RSVP holly.ackerman@duke.edu 

This event is stx~nsored by flae Haiti Lab and the Center tbr Latin American and Caribbea~ Studies at Duke. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:53 AM 

ttuman Pdghts Faculty Student Group <human right@lislserv.unc.edu> 

[huma~ rights] Readings’Video Clips for Thur~tay 

Hi all, 

Our subject this week is Genocide, the International Criminal Court and Human Rights: 

Here are clips and articles. 

Scream for ~ioody Nurde~ clips: 

E s peciall y th is o n e (e~ d o f th e m ovie ): ~o ul:~ be. co m.~’~ c h~v:::c 3 re ~’vWn b::( M 

~?://w~’,,w vo~;tube, com/~’,,~tch?’v:::glYXS’~ (Bosnia-Herzegovina) 

t~~ Gvl (Rwanda) 

A~cles on the ICC: 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of: 

S4Si 

You are currently subscribed to human rights as: eunice~,~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 60620095.51fe3c891b483f68822900d343861c6e&~T&l huma~ rights&o 32836061 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32836061-60620095.51 fe3c89 lb483f68822900d343861c6e~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <oxfordpmmotion@oup.com> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 10:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Now Available for Your Courses (Request Exam Cow) 

Now available for your courses¯ View web version¯ 

Democracy’s Fourth 
Wave? 

Table of Contents 

Presents new causal theory 

of digital media and political 

change in the Arab Spring 

Includes unique digital data 

collected during and after the 

events and makes use of 

new fuzzy set methodology 

Incorporates fieldwork from 

Tunisia, Lebanon, Egypt, and 

other countries 

Democracy’s Fourth Wave? 
Digital Media and the Arab Spring 
By Philip N. Howard and Muzammil M, Hussain 

ISBN: 9780199936977 

Paperback, 2013, 160 pp. 

List Price: $24A~5 

Request Free Examination Copy 

Did digital media really "cause" the Arab Spring, or is it an important factor of the 

story behind what might become democracy’s fourth wave? An unlikely network 

of citizens used digital media to start a cascade of social protest that ultimately 

toppled four of the world’s most entrenched dictators. Howard and Hussain find 

that the complex causal recipe includes several economic, political and cultural 

factors, but that digital media is consistently one of the most important sufficient 

and necessary conditions for explaining both the fragility of regimes and the 

success of social movements. This book looks at not only the unexpected 

evolution of events during the Arab Spring, but the deeper history of creative 

digital activism throughout the region. 

",, brings clarity and insight to the conundrums of new technologies as factors in 

regime fragility and protest success," 

--Monroe E, Price, Annenberg School for Communication, University of 

Pennsylvania 

Philip H. Howard is Associate Professor in the Department of Communication 

at the University of Washington, with adjunct appointments at the Jackson 

School of International Studies and the Information School. 

Muzammil M. Hussain is a Ph.D. candidate in Communication at the University 

of Washington and Visiting Scientist at the Center for Comparative and 

International Studies, ETH Zurich. 

Access hundreds of political science monographs online in University Press 

Scholarship Online (UPSO) 

::X:: Universib~ Press 
....... Scholarship Online 

Save valuable research time by: 

¯ Viewing abstracts at book and chapter level 

¯ Saving favorite books, chapters, and searches to access in future 

sessions 

Sharing chapters, searches, and abstracts with your colleagues and 

students through UPSO’s social bookmarking tools 

Learn more about UPSO with this video. 

Ask your librarian if University Press Scholarship Online is available at your 

institution. 



Oxford University Press will never sell, rent, or trade your email address to other companies To unsubscribe or update your subscription 

preferences, please follow the links above. 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages t?om this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will ~eceive one addilioned e-ma~,l message confim~ing your removaJ. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 11:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Updates ti~om Jodi Solomon Speakers! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Neil deGrasse Tyson, 
America’s Astrophysicist and Host of the new 
Cosmos TV series re-make! 
Video: TODAY News: Dr. Tyson on the meteorite 
in Russia 



Edith Widder, the biologist, adventurer and 
explorer, and tile first person in history to 
capture footage of the elusive Giant Squid. 
Video: CNN interview on Giant Squid footage 

Stephanie Coontz, renowned author of 
A Strange Sdrtfng, revisits Betty Friedan’s     . . 
The Feminine ~stique                  ~.~.~ 
on its 50th anniversa~, and the progress of 
the feminist movement to date 

Link: NYT Op-Ed: Why Gender Equality Stalled 

×:: Sandra Steinqraber~ the "voice" of 
...... 

: nntvii-rf:naCrnkeinntgalacdodnr::rSn~S today’s biggest 
.................................... Video: Speakin.q at the Albany Capital Buildin.q 

explores the effect that tourism has on small 

su~dest~nat~ons. 
Video:  rave, Guide to . oaraqua 

confronts bullying and advocates for I ..... 
tolerance, diversity and leadership 

~ 

FoP, Nard email 

This email was sen~ to eimice@emafl.unc,edu by iodisolomon@iodi~lomonspeakers.com 

Updat~ Profij~L~m~jjAddress InsLant removal wlLh Saf:eUnsubscribe" Privac~Po[icv. 

Jodi Solomon Speakers :: Huntington Avenue :: Boston :: HA :: 02115 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 11:41 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Film, Literature, and Drawing in "the Galleries + Members’ Sale! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Friday, 8 March, through Sunday, 10 March! 
During the Members-Only Sale, al~ current Ackland Art 

Museum Members will save 20% off all regularly-priced 

merchandise in the Store. 

A[[ customers are welcome to shop additional sale merchandise that 

be avaitab[e, some at 50% off! 

AIr may visit the Museum Store’s new 5 8: 10, a section featuring items 

for $5 and $10. 

Please present your Ackland Membership Card to receive your 20% 

discount. Not a Member? Purchase a new membership when at the Store. 

No additional member discounts apply to already marked down 

merchandise or the 5 & 10. 

Museum Store Hours: 

Monday - Wednesday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Friday, Saturday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

#MoreLove TweetUp with Amy White 
Thursday, 7 March, 12:00 PM 

Amy White-- local freelance arts writer and 

author of numerous artist entries in the More 

Love catalogue--will be tweetin£ about the 

exhibition this Thursday, 7 March, at 12 noon! 

Join us for this #TweetTour, ask questions, 

comment, and use the hash[as #MoreLove to 

fo[tow atong[ 

Follow the Ackland Art Museum on Twitter: 

@AcklandArt 

Ackiand Fi~m Forum: 
Me and You and Everyone We Know 
(Miranda July, 2005) 

Thursday, 7 March, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 



A4e and You and Everyone We Know tells 

the story of Christine Jesperson (played 

by July), an eccentric artist and 

"Eidercab" driver, who uses her 

fantastical artistic visions to draw her 

aspirations and objects of desire closer 

to her. Christine and Richard (John 
Hawkes), a lonely shoe salesman, seek 

togetherness through tortured routes 

and find redemption in small moments 

that connect them to someone else on 

earth. 

In Juiy’s modern world, the mundane is 

transcendent and everyday people 

become radiant characters who speak 

their innermost thou£hts, act on secret impulses, and experience truthful 

human moments that at times approach the surreal ~4e and You and 

Everyone We Know won four awards, including the Critics Week Grand 

Prize, at the 2005 Cannes Film Festival 

Presented by the Ack[and Art Museum in connection with the exhibition 
A4ore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin9 since the 1990s (on view through 31 

Mar 2013), which also features the work of Miranda July. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 

for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North CaroLina Public Radio WUNC is the 

Official Media Sponsor of the Acktand Film 

Forum. 

Art and Literature in the GaUeries: 

The Price o[ Salt 
Thursday, 7 March, 6:30-8:00 PM 

Read the book, look at the art, and join 

the discussion at the Ackiand Art 

Museum’s popular Art & Literature in the 

Galleries series. 

This month, Micheite Robinson (American 

Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) joins co- 

facilitator Leslie Ba[kany for a discussion 

of The Price of Salt by Patricia Highsmith. 

This 1952 novel depicts a lesbian 

relationship between a young, poor sta£e 

designer and an upper-middle c[ass 

housewife, examinin8 [ove as an 

experience with intense social 

repercussions. Despite opinions of the book at the time of its pub[ication- 

-"disgusting," "pitiful," "shamefuL," even "passionate"--it broke new 

8round in homosexual fiction. Similarly, works of art in the exhibition 

A4ore Love by Jim Hodges, Gi[[ian Wearing, and others push the envelope 

about what is acceptab[e as art. 

Free for Ackland Members, valid UNC One Card holders, and high 

school students with ID; $5 for all others. 

Pre-registration is required and space is limited. Only a few spaces 

remain! 

Email ack~andRSVP(~,unc.edu or call 919.843.3687 to register. 

Drawin8 in the GaUeries 
Saturday, 9 March, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 



Join Amanda Hughes (Director of External. Affairs) as she l,eads 

participants in a creative expl,oration of a particul,ar object in the 

Ackl,and’s col,l,ection. Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencil,s, etc. 

l,eve[s are wel,come. 

Free and open to the public. 

Drawing for Tweens 
Saturday, 9 March, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

This program invites 10- to 13-year- 

ol,ds to l,ook at selected works in the 

Ack[and’s gal,[eries and identify 

techniques that the artists used to 

make them. 

Gallery teachers demonstrate and 

teach participants technical, ski[Is, 

which they can then appl,y to their 

own artistic creations. A mix of 

drawing from works on displ,ay and 

creating one’s own original works is 

offered in each session. 

Material,s are provided. 

Free to members I $5 non- 

members. 

Registration is required and 

space is limited. 

Register online! 

He{p Create a Work of Art by Yoko Ono! 
Participate in I~tore Love! 



Volunteers are needed to take digital photographs of Ack[and \4sitors 

demonstrating their love as part of Yoko Ono’s piece Time to Tell Your 

Love (2012). 

Learn more and si~In up online. 

Read More, Learn More, Love More 

~lore Love: Art, Politics, und ShurinB 

since the 1990s is accompanied by a ful.[y- 

i[l.ustrated, 240-page catal.ogue with 

essays by consul.ring curator CI.aire 

Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 

Jackson, and Dario Robl.eto, among 

others. It also incl.udes additional. 

material.s by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sal.e, 

Janine Antoni, Hadassa Gol.dv~cht, and 

Miranda July. 

Stop by or contact the Store 

(919.962.0216 acklandstore@ unc. edu) 

to purchase your copy. 

Upcoming Programs You’ll LOVE... 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 12 March, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries: Community 

Love Jukebox~ Vol 2 
Saturday, 17 March, 2:00 PM 

Tea at Two: "The Work of Art, 

Technolo~ly, and Love in the A~le of Di~lital 

Reproduction" 
Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 



THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by generous support from 

Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 
you. Become a member of the Ackland Art 

Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 

news? Send an email, to the editor. 

Dario Robleto, American, born 1972: Deffant Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (pulp made from 

sotdiers’ letters sent home and wife/sweetheart letters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon 

skeletons, World War II-era pigeon message capsules, dried flowers from various battlefields, hair flowers braided 

by war widows, mourning dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and bullet lead from various battlefields, various seeds, 

various seashells, cartes de visites, gold leaf, silk, ribbon, wood, g[ass, foam core, glue. Lent by The Mint Museum, 

Char[otte, North Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Image courtesy of the Inman Gallery, Houston, 

TX. 

Francois-Xavier Fabre, French, active in Italy, 1 766-1837: Henry Rfchard Vassall Fox, Lord Holland, 1705; oil on 

canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: MyBest Thfno~ (v~deo stilt), 2011; digital video. TRT: 1:39:17 minutes. 

Q~ Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. o Tracey Emin, Courtesy of 

the Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Forward this email 

This email was sen~ to e n ce(Oema i nc ed by esbow es@ema nc ed 
U.odat~ Pr~fij~L~m~jjAddress InsLant [emoval wlLh SafeUnsubscribeTM Privac~Po[ic~’. 

Ackland A~t Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 3:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Awaxd Deadlines Extended 

Award Deadlines E£ended 

keep on keeping on~ Applications are completed ~f!iJJZ~}.. Contact-L[J~X2_~L~!Ji~£~}. for more information. 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U NO ES     NEW 

[-~eq}ste~ nowfor the Duke-UNC 

Rotary Center 10th annual spring ....... 

conference, "Beyond the Comfo~ 

Zone: Challenging Conventional 

.a~r~t,~ o, ~e~c~." C,a~ ~ ~ot~ ~ace ~,,ow~ w,,, ~e ~r~ent,~ 
their Master’s theses. The 

conference takes place Saturday, 

April 6, 2013, from 8:30 AM-3:30 PM, the FedEx Global Education 

Center. 

W~eeday~ Narc~ 2~ 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community FELLOWSHIPS 
members and students excited about 

international engagement. Chat about 

oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting 

offices with great resources to share This month’s hosts are The 

Graduate School, the Preparing International Teaching Assistants 

Program, and the Graduate and Professional Student Federation. 

*Lesfie wiff #ive this presen~adon from aalaysia, where she is 

currendy teachin~ as a Fufbri~ht scholar. 

Bring the world to your students by pa~icipating in one of our spring 

visual presentations~ They’re free and open to all K-12 teachers and 

students 

App~}’ for a Rotar~ Peace F’e~bwsM~ 
Each year 

the Duke- 

u~c Rota~ 
Center for 

International 

Studies in 

conflict 

resolution 

selects and 
trains R[:ZSOU RC ~!~S 
international 

~,d-~e~r 
Is as Rotary 

Peace 

Fellows. Fellows complete fully-funded master’s level degrees in a 

variety of fields. They also gain preparation to have a significant, 

positive impact on world peace and conflict resolution during their 

future careers. Learn more about howto apply, what our current and 

past fellows are doing, or how you can become involved in our events 

and activities, (US students can apply to one of five other Rotary 



International Peace Fellows Program, and features an alumna of our 

center, Louisa Dow, of Class 7. 

(The Duke-UNC Rotary Center for Peace is jointly managed between 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCeMeNTS 
.......................................................................... F~na~cin~ Devek@men~ in Aflica: Na~ona~ ~~k~iath~es a~~d Donor Support 

Join us for a panel discussion featurin9 six distinsuished visitors from a diverse Stoup of African nations The 
panelists, Senior Finance M inistry Officials, will discuss ways in which African nations and their development pawners 

grapple with thorny issues in development financing Who sets priorities? What issues dominate the dialogue be~een 

donor countries and recipient countries? What would an ideal process for allocating donor assis~nce look like? This 

session is sponsored by the Global Research Institute, the Center for African Studies and the DepaRment of African 

and Afro-American Studies, 

The A~’ch~l:ect~e of H{m;an R~ghts 

James Goldston oversees the Open Society Justice Initiative, which promotes rights-based law reform and the 

development of legal capaci~ worldwide. A leading practitioner of international human rights and criminal law, he has 
litigated several groundbreaking cases before the European Cou~ of Human Rights and United Nations treaty bodies, 

and sep, led as coordinator of prosecutions and senior trial a~orney in the Office of the Prosecutor at the International 

Criminal Cou~. The event is pa~ of the Folklore Colloquium Series sponsored by the Depa~ment of American Studies 

G~oba~ Voices: 

Perhaps your global adventures have taken you no fu~her than the campus dining hall, where a 

celebration of ethnic cuisine awaits. And if you are an international student studying here in Noah 

Carolina, we ARE your destination! Wherever your next international foray takes you - at home or abroad - 

we want to hear your story. So grab your camera - and your imagination - and pa~icipate in the University 

of Noah Carolina’s first annual international video competition. Prizes will be announced soon on the 

website! 

B~wi!; Tigile i 3~:." i Pil£sbo[o Street S~;ita 3g02 i C[~ 5145 i Chaeal I-qii [92:2}’599 

~lanage Yo~ S~bee~ip~io~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: As Fears Recede, Dow Industrials Hit a Milestone 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-F~ ] On This E)aV 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

March 6, 2013 

TOP NEWS 

As Fears Recede, Dow 

Industv~Ms Hit a Milestoue 

There are concerns about whether 
the forces that have driven the 
market rally - government spending 
and banner corporate profits -will be 
sufficient to push it higher. 

Ch~vez Dies, I.eav~ng a 

Bitterly Divided Venez~e|a 

Shortly after the announcement, 
police officers were highly visible as 
people ran through the streets, 
calling loved ones on eellphones and 
rushing to get home. 

South Afelcaus Seek Meaning in a Shooting 

Reeva Steenkamp, who was shot by the sprinter Oscar Pistorious, had big plans for her newfound 
fame, including speaking about violence against women in South Africa, friends and family said. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1~ regimes that are so perso~-based, the moment dmt the person o~ which ever~thb~9 han~s is 
removed, the en~rejbm~da~o~ becomes very weak because there was nothi~ else s~ppor~ng this 
other Nan this figure." 
JAVIER CORJ~LEN, a professor of pohtieal science at ~nherst College, on the death of 
Venezuelan leader Hugo Chfivez. 

WORLD 

Chfivez, 1954-xo~3 
Simon Romero, The 
’Fimes’s former Caracas 
bureau chief, reflects on the 
presidency of Hugo Chfivez. 

OPINION 

(3~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Honle Is VVhel’e the H~II’I~ Is 

Many abduction cases are not black- 

and-white stories of evil parents 

stealing away children from a loving 

home but rather result from 

domestic abuse situations. 

Melissa Clark makes kimchi 
radish pickle 
ALSO IN VIDEO 1> 

Bill Cunningham: Fight OR red 

In [ erformanc~: "Much Ado About Nothing" 

WORLD 

Keu:,’au Accused by Rights Court Is Leading Vote 

Uhnru Kenyatta, who has been charged with crimes against humanity, was leading by a wide 
margin, but eonfusion rose when officials annolmeed a late-night change in tabulating votes. 



Trail of Fraud a~td Ve~gea~tce Leads to Kabul Ba~tk Co~vlctior~s 

After the failure of Kabul Bank, which investigators have described as a Ponzi scheme, two top 
executives were given fivesear sentences, and others were convicted of a range of crimes. 

Ca*~ada’s Novth~ Home to Bears~ and O~ce~ Camels 

A paper published in Nature Communications details the 2oo6 diseoveW of the fossilized remains of 
a giant camel in Canada. 

Mere World News 

UoS~ Catholics i*a Poll See a Ch~rch Out of To~ch 

In a New York TimesiCBS News poll, Catholics said that while their pa~sh priests were in touch 
with their needs, the Church and most American bishops were not. 

A~ger a~d Kt~dos as Florida Governor Tacks Left 

Gov. Rick Scott said he did not change so much as Florida’s economy and defter changed, freeing 
him to spend money. 

Callfornla~. on Bri~k of RecoYery, Braces for Setback on Federal Aid 

State officials estimate $9 billion of cuts in federal aid and are trying to anticipate where those cuts 

will hit hardest as they wait for details from Washington. 

BUSINESS 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

The Payoff I~ De[a)4ng Retiremet~t 

One way of dealing with the federal deadlock is to have older, healthy Americans work a little 
hmger. 

STRATEGIES 

I~vestors’ Qua~dary: Get I~ Now? 

As the Dow snrpasses a milestone, investors are weighing whether the market has spent its 
momentum reaching a peak or if it is about to danee to new heights. 

Stone of the 3o companies in the Dew Jones industrial average are still down from their peaks, 
reflecting a move in financial power. 

~E] Graphic: The D~,,¢’s Mevers 

S P 0 RTS 

REAL MADRID 2, UNITED 1 

Flash of Red Leaves U~xited Speech|ess 

Cfistiano Ronaldo’s goal with about ~o minntes left gave Real Madrid a 3-2 aggregate lead over 
Manchester United, securing Real’s passage to the Champions League quarterfinals. 

~E] ~ox Score 

~" ~4c, rld Cup Problem lIhat Won’t Go Away 

Extreme Grief 

Headlines of skiers buried by avalanehes and the recent deaths of a snowmobiler and a skier have 
overshadowed concerns about the Hsks of extreme sports and their impact on families. 

For Zubaz, Plans Cha~ge, Not the Stripes 

~II~e partners who launched Zubaz, the loose-fitting, zebra-print pants of the early ~99os, are 
enjoying something of a rebirth, thanks to Adidas’s new shorts for the N.C.A.A. tournament. 

o Mere Sper~s News 

ARTS 

Da~cer Held i~ Acid Attack o~ Bolshol Director 



Police officials in Moscow on Tuesday detained a dancer at the Bolshoi Ballet, Pavel Dmitrichenko, 

in connection with a January acid attack on the company’s artistic director. 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

A Sports (’.omplex Shows Its Brai~s a~d Brawn 

Columbia University’s new sports complex, by Steven [toll Architects, fills a difficult site at the 

northern tip of Manhattan. 

THEATER REVIENV I TALLE’¢S FOLL~P 

I~e~dh~g O~f a~ ,~a~tic S~fitor Who Came Late to Hope 

Danny Burstein and Sarah Paulson star in the Rmmdabout’s revival of "Talley’s Folly," Lanford 

Wilson’s romantic comedy, 

¯ More Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIENVI MIGHTY QUINN’S BARBEQUE 

B~g League BBQ Arrives 

f-h: Pf- f- vV. L’:., 
True barbecue in New York? Mighty Quinn’s Barbeque in the East Village is leading the charge. 

~[~] M gh y Qu nn’s Barbeque [ Br ske own and Fie chefs BrockMq Barbecue 

A L~mchroom Called Capitol HIll 

There are more than a dozen restaurants, cafes, sandwich bars anti formal dining rooms on the Hill 

- almost all good for people watching, when you can get in. 

A New Ita[~a~ Spot? You’ve Been There Before 

Carbone in Greenwich Village looks to summon up a spirit of 195os, big-meatball abundance. 

~E] Slide Show 

More Dining & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

President Obama’s energy and environmental nominees suggest a broad attack on global warming. 

EDITORIAL 

A~other Roared of" Sa~etlo~a o~ NotCh Korea 
Creative thinking is needed to break the endless cycle of punishments and threats in order to 

disrupt the North’s nuclear program. 

EDITORIAL 

Free Speech on the Street Cor~er 

It is heartening to see an appellate court block the anti-solicitation provision of M’izona’s 

immigration law, calling it unconstitutional. 

More 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Cou~try That Stopped Readh~g 

Nowadays more children attend school than ever before, but they learn much less. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

This just in from the former vice president: Everyone else is wrong. Yes, Condi, he’s talking to you. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Profes,nors’ Big Stage 

The MOOCs revolution will go through many growing pains, but it is here and it is real. 

~ Cokimnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 6, 1857, in its Dred Scott decision, the Supreme Court held that Scott, a slave, could not 

sue for his freedom in a federal court. 



Yoli ~eceived this message becalise you sl~ned lip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headli~les newsleLRe~ As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protec[ing your plivacy 

Marla~le Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Charl~e You[ E-Mail I Priwcy Poiic~,’ i Con "~c,’_ i Advertise 



Eunice, travel abroad for free with students from L~n~versity Of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. 

p~ofesso~s ~d their s~ude~s, Whe~he~ i~’s msk~g .~9_[]~9_[]_~9_~[_£~@~3£~ o~ ~_[[~)3_}t9_~£__~£~[~[}.~ we offer ~l~ ar~s~y of 

Toge~e~ we ~ill cra~ your ideal program and create a personalized plan to make your trip a success. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEAi Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mail70.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

~Vednesday, March 6, 2013 11:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

"Call for Papers" & Travel Gra~t: 2013 Am~ual Cont~rence 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
6th Am~N ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pr~!semt at the Conferences. Umqu¢~ proposals from senior graduat~ sbJdents (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics ~elated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outiine of newand unpubiished research A recent C.V with all contact data also must be included with name. 

C Vs can be submi~ed NE~. 

ViEW the list of papers presented at the 2012 Annual ASMEA Conference HERE 

Travel Gran~ 

Those interested in submitting abstracts may also be eligible to apply for the ASMEA Travel Grant Program 

Download an application and find out more information, HI=RE 

Any questions or for mere information contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info@aemeaeeholare,orq 

www, asmeas~holars.or~ 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:45 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

~@email.unc.edu>; i 

RE: Financiug Development iu Africa, Wed. 

ive. UllC .edu> 

Dear Eunice, and 

I had hoped to make it over to today’s panel discussion, but I need to deal with some issues which have come up here at South Build~ng. I hope that the 3-day 
period has been a success, 
Thanks, 
Terw 
l-e~ry E~len Rhodes 

Senior Assodai:e Dean, FMe Arts anal Human~[~e5 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Musk: 

205 South Bu~ld~ng, CB # 3~00 

University of North Carofk~a at Chapel 

Chapel H~I[, NC 
9.19-962-I I{~5 
919-982-.2408 fax 

Fmm~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, i 12:55 PN 
To= Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen 
Subject= Financing Development in Africa, Wed. 
Dear Ter~, 

It was good to see you last night. 

As promised, below are details of tomorrows forum. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Please join Prof, Georges Nzongola and six distinguished visitors: 
Fhmncing Development h~ Africa: 
National Initiatives and Donor Support 

Wednesday,              .12:00 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-C~I 
A panel di~ussion moderated by Prof. Georges Nzongola m~d [~aturing six distinguished visitors [h)m a diverse group of African nations. The p~J~elists, Senior Finance 

Ministry ONciaJ s, will discuss ways in which AfiJcan nations and their development pml~ers grapple with thorny issues in development financing. Who sets priorities? 

What issues dominate the dialogue between donor countries and recipient countries? What would an ideal process tbr allocating donor assis~tance look like? Sponsored 

by the African Studies Center, Global Research Initiatives, and the Department of African and Ati~)-Americm~ Studies. 

Partjcipauts: 

Ms. Lilian Best, Special Assistant to the Minister, Ministry, of Fiuauce, Republic of Liberia 

Mr. Xavier M Ekpo, Assistaut Director (Infrastructure), Ministiy of Finance, FederaJ Republic of Nigeria 

Mr. Sana Jawara, Chief Public Health OfficenMinistry of HeaJth and Social Welfare, Republic of the Gambia 

Mr. Moses Mabior Deu, Director of Aid Coordination, Ministo~ of Finance & Economic Plam~ing, Republic of South Sudan 

Mrs. Hawa Musa, Senior Development Finance Adviser, Ministry of Finance and Economic Development, Republic of Sierra Leone 

Mr. Fred Muhumuza, Economic Advisoc Minist~ of Finance, Plam~ing and Economic Development, Republic of Uganda 

Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b m~derson@unc.edit Ii)r more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:03 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edw~ 

@live.anc.ed~ 

RE: Financing Development in Africa, Wed. 

These few days have been a huge success as far as I can see 
Sorry you cannot be with (as but we can update whenever we next meet 

Jamie Bartram 
Don and Jenn~fi~r Holzwor~:h Dis~:mgu~shed Proh~ssor 
Department of Env~ronmen~ai Sciences and Engk~eering 

Director, Water inst~tute 
Gi~HnAs School of Globa~ Public Hea~th 
University o[ North Carolina a~: Chape~ Iqli 

www.wate~nst~tu Le~unc.edu 
5A VE ~he DATE: 4/ote~ ~nd He~/th Con/e~e~nce 

in C,~ape/ Hi/~ NC 
http:i!WHConference.usc.edu 

~= Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen 
Seat= Wednesday, ~:45 AN 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
6¢= Bartram, Jamie; 
Sabject= RE: Financing Development in Africa, Wed. 
Dear Eunk:e, Ja~ie~ and 

~ had hoped to make ~t over to today’s pane~ d~scuss~on, but ~ need to dea~ wid~ some issues which have come up here a~ South Building. I hope that the 3-day 
period has been a success. 
Thanks, 
Terw 
ferry E~len Rhodes 

Sesior Assodate Deas, Fh~e Arts and Human~[}e5 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Musk: 

205 Sou[h Bu~ld~ag, CB # 3100 

Univers}t~, of North t:aro~n~ at Chape~ H}H 

C~apel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
9.19-962-I165 
919-962-.2408 fax 
rhodes@emsiLunc.edu 

F~m: SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:55 PM 
To= Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen 
Subject= Financing Development in Africa, Wed. 
Dear Ter% 

It was good to see you last night. 

As promised, below are details of tomorrow’s forum. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Please join Prof. Georges Nzongola and six distinguished visitors: 
Fhmncing Development h~ Africa: 
National Initiatives and Donor Support 
Wednesday,              ,12:00 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CII 

A panel di~ussion moderated by Prof. Georges Nzongola and [baturing six dislinguished visitors [h)m a diver~ group of African nations. The panelisk~, Senior Finance 

MinislD" OfficiaJs, will discuss ways in which African nations and their development pmlners grapple ruth thorny issues in development financing. Who sets priorities? 

What issues dominate the dialogue between donor countries and recipient countries? What would an ideal process for allocating donor assistance look like? Sponsored 

by the African Studies Center, Global Research Initiatives, and the Department of African and Afm-A*nerican Studies. 

Participants: 

Ms. Lilian Best Special Assistant to the Minister, Ministry, of Finance, Republic of Liberia 

Mr. Xavier M EkIx~, Assistant Director (Infrastructure), Ministry of Finance, Federal Republic of Nigeria 

Mr. Sana Jawara, Chief Public Health OfficenMinistry of HeaJtl~ and Social Welfare, Republic of the Gambia 
Mr. Moses Mabior Deu, Director of Aid Coordination, Ministry of Finance & Economic Planning, Republic of South Sudan 

Mrs. Hawa Mu~, Senior Development Finance Adviser, Ministry of Finance and Economic Development, Republic of Sierra Leone 

Mr. Fred Muhumuza, Economic Advisor, Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development, Republic of Uganda 



Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson(~unc.edn for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott. Tj <tj scott@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 3:46 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Ja~ken, Kenneth R <krjm~ken@email.unc.edu-~; ScaJry, Clara Margaret 

<sca~ry@emaJl.unc.edu>; Kin’~, Robert S <rkintz@email.unc.edu>; ttards, Lori <lehards@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 

<sundance@unc.edu>; Nilsen, Ryan Brent <rbnilsen@unc.edu>; rlg@bme.unc.edu; Batts, Donnyell <dlbatls@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, 

Ashmate N. --~ashante@unc.edu>; Miles, Kim S <KMILES@email.unc.edu>; Legrys, Vicky A --~vicky leg~?~s@med.unc.edu>; Pope, Alice 

<Alice Lambert@med.unc.edtc,; fli(t <tlirt@email.unc.edu>; tumbull@cs.unc.edu; wood@cs.unc.edu; Kinsella, Tmaya E 

<teldnsel@email.unc.edu>; Markstein, Lain --~lara~@email.unc.edu>; terry, b~:rke@dentis~t .ry.unc.edu; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair 

<jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Walker~ Victoria Ward <vu~,alke@email.unc.edu>; BryaaL Anne K <abryan2@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L 

<tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Todd, Aaron J. <ajtodd@email.unc.edu~; McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; Moody, Aaron 

<aaronm@email.unc.edu~; Bernhardt. Valerie M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, ShenT <srhodes@email.unc.edu~; Wallace, Wanda 

L. <allace@email.unc.edu~; Rogers, Rusly <rus~’@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley --%cla]~ke@email.unc.edu~; Garrett, Megan 

<megaaa.ga~ret@unc.edu>; Vauglm, Kimberly L <kim vaughn@unc.edu~; Kelley-Gosk, Meghan <meghan kg@unc.edu;,; Mclver, 

Samelia <mcive@email.unc.edu>;                    @live.unc.edu-~; Pippitt, Megan <mmurphyl @email.unc.edu>; Stedman, Su~n 

F <sstedman@email.unc.edu>; Klebanow, Susan A <skleb@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Katherine A <mooreka@email.unc.edu>; Lambert 
Ward, Jessica Nona <jessica~@email.unc.edtr~; GormmL Jackie <jackie@unc.edu>; Fanfani, Katie <kfaa~fm~i@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, 

Shmmon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; tteske, Susan Jmae <sheske@email.unc.edu>; DePersia, Laura <laumde~rsi~unc.edu>; 
Pickard, Sha~ron L <Picka~rd@sog.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmaxy@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <:loy Renne@med.unc.edu>; 

Quick, Myra C <~luick@unc.edu>; Jones, Mea?~ J <~njonesl l@email.unc.edu>; Poythress, Coum~ey Machelle 

< cmpoythr@email.unc.edu>; Carter, Jm~is < carterl@email.unc.edu>; Bailey, Lain J <]jbailey@email.unc.edu>; KasDzak, John B 

<kasprzaJc@etnail.unc.edu>; Camenzind, Haaanala Leigh <camenzin@etnail.unc.edu>; Faxabee, Ann C --~atm farabee@med.unc.edu>; 

Caudill, Dana H <dmhedge@email.tmc.edu~; Gary, Robin Marie <gaxyv:~bi@email.unc.edu>; Diana, Ina <ina dian~med.unc.edu>; 

Kieber, Alison J <kiebe@emaikunc.edu~; Hutchison, Sarah A <sahutchi@email.unc.edu;, 

Smith, Jane C. <jane smith@tmc.edu~ 

Commencement Intbmmtion Day, 

Colleagues, 

Ph:,ase share ~:his imp.:_~rtant informatiot~ below with the Graduating Sen~ors in your school or department, tF you can send ~t out before Spring Break that would b~ 

great, or send ~t ou~: ot~ Monday, ]t~s~: as they re~:urn, t ~ppredate your help m pub~h::~zk~g th~s important event. Please (:ot~tact me if you or your students 

have questions. 

Jane C. Smith 

Associate D~rector, University Events 

The University of North Carolina 

208 W. Franklk~ 5~:reet 

Campus Box 2050 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-2050 

9:[9-962-004.5 Office 

Blackberry 

919-.~3-6:~19 

For Cor~l[T~e]?cement questions, Vi~it www.unc.eduicomrnencement 

~ ~:.:: ~ cid:image003.jpg@01CE 1A7E 8B385790 

Come to the 2013 Commencement Information Day on Wednesday, from 10 am - 5 pm in the Great Hall of the Student Union. Get answers to all your 

Commencement questions. 

Buy graduation announcements, class rings, diploma frames, and your cap and gown! This is the only day caps and gowns will be sold until , when they go 

on sale in Student Stores. Undergraduate regalia costs $59.99, and stoles will be ~30.00. They can also be purchased online through the Student Stores website 

from (if you preorder online, it will be mailed to you). 

Representatives will be there to help you with parking and shuttle bus information for Commencement weekend. Students who have elderly or handicapped 

family members can speak with an Accessibility Services representative. Students can confirm their status and their home address with the Registrar. They can 

also join the General Alumni Association, donate to the senior class gift, and join the Rams Club. The Graduate School and Career Services will also be there! Look 

your best because you can also have your portrait made in your cap and gown! 

For more information, please visit www.unc.edu!commencement. For questions, contact Jane Smith at jane smith@unc.edu or TJ Scott ’:12 at ti scott@unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 5:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Women Take Center Stage, Designing Women and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30306/a mes 1 Y 

11~ @Times - FebruaB/27, 2013l 

%qomen Take Center Stage 

~ 

ilNiI 

A brigade of outspoken women is poised to take uver 
Bruadway this season, and The Times has an inside look 
at what they’ll be talking about - from Holland Taylor’s homage 
to irascible former Texas governor _amn Riehards> to Bette 
Midler’s turn as Hullywood tiber-agent Sue Mongers, to Fiuna 
Shaw% interpretation of the Virgin Mary, to Emilia Clarke’s 
retooling of Capote’s classic Holly Oolightly. 

Designing "Women                                     ~ 
Speaking of powed’nl womem check ou~ ore" Fashion & 
Sty] e seet~ou Joy ~n-depth (’.oYeFa~e o[ the entire work[ o[ 
wearable art --ira:]riding a Q&A with puuk pioneer and 
prow~ea~em" Vivienne Westwood~ a slide show ofYaz Bukey’s 
co]odh] aeeessoNes JiBe, the latest trends sported street-.side by 
[emale fashiouistas, am] a profile of a prominent desiguev’s rock-. 

Miss o. NYTimes.com 

As Fears Recede. Dow IndustHa[s Hit a Milestone 

Like Het’ding Cats? Well, Try ]t on Broadv~’ay 

Russian Police Say Dancer and Two Others Confess to Bobhoi 

Attack 

A Raiubow o{’ Root Vegetab{es 

Car~telot’s Widow, Wi~hoat Mythology 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~, ~,~ ......... 
(Be>,veen Feb 27, 20!3 - Mar 05, 20!3) 

1. We Found Our Son in the Subway 

2. It’s the Sugar, Folks 

3. As CuLs An’ire, Parties PIedge to (al! Off the Budget Wars 

4. What Housework Has to De With Waistlines 

5. The E>;traordinary Science of Addictive Junk Food 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Iu Dumbo, 

Showing an Industrial Aesthetic 
the Door 
A colorful renovation to soften 
the rough edges. 

~ VIDEO: ]~to the Blue 

Striking imagery of a dive to the 
bottom of an ice-covered 
Antarctic lake. 

~ SLIDE SItOSg: Sand, Sut’[ 

and Seafood in Panama City 
geaeh, Fla. 
Venture to the Florida 
Panhandle to get a taste of this 
coastal town. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Campers and 

HMt Classe~ 

Oberlin 
A liberal campus is jolted by 
slurs, swastikas and a late-night 
sighting of someone in a robe 
and hood. 

~ Jo~n the Conversation 

A dN@ e-ms~ newsle~er 
the business of technology, 
with coverage ~rom Thnes 
staff writers and a rolJqdup 

of news from across the 
Web 



Delivered before the 

opening bell and after the 

market close, the DealBook 
e-mail newslettel provides 
breaking news abod~ 

M&As, I P.Os, venture 

capital and more 

.~.11 things fashion from 
New York Times, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

and runway coverage 

from acclaimed critics and 

repolters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 6:56 PM 

discnssion <t~zulty--athletics-lbrum@listservxmc.edu> 

Re: [tZaculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COIYNCII, etc. 

CSRI Conference Program 2013 3-6-2013.docx 

Colleagues: 

CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and organization and 
also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know and ~ve 
can get to work on this 

In addition, at our conference ~ve will have three panels that should be of 
interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
faculty "town-hall meetthg" that will address the larger issue of academic 
freedom 

I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for everyone’s information 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email unc edu 
@hotmail corn 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http ://exss unc. edu/graduate-programs/specializations/sport-administration/ 
over, dew/ 

CSRI website: waYw.unc.edu/csri <http://w~vw.~mc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csricortference.org 
<http : i/www, csriconf erence, org/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 3/6/13 6:45 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@eraaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process xvill not begin 
>until April 19. A week before the end of the terru? Huge mistake to 
>wait that long, in my opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us up for 
>the I:all... 
>On 3/6/13 6:42 PM. Perrin, An&ew J ~vrote: 
>> Since Rawlings will presumably be stalting his revimv this spring, it 
>>might make sense to suggest the conversations in conjunction with that 
>>process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town otherwise 
>>would go to the meeting 
>> 

>> Andrew Perrin, L2qC Sociology. 
>> Sent from my- iPhone 
>> 

>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@emaihunc edu> ;vrote: 
>> 

>>> Hello: 
>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>for Friday-. Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the moment, 
>>>I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly-) and ask the Couaacil 
>>>for its endorsement of our basic request--i e., that someone 
>>>immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>athletics at L~.-C. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, but 
>>>there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to vohmteer, please 
>>>contact me I believed I am on the program now, but ;vould happily cede 
>>>if someone is interested (As you know, I’ve been saying for some time 
>>>now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously it will 
>>>be taken.) So...let me know if you’d like to take on the task. I 
>>>can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing. 



>>> As [’or FAC: 
>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>several key personnel from ASPSA to come e×plain the tutoring process. 
>>>Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt Jl~r them 
>>>because they have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, Wayne 
>>>and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 
>>>"closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not sure I 
>>>will even remember all of the discussion I was present [’or, but for me 
>>>the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 
>>> 

>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some telling 
>>>numbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from footbalh 
>>>Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the program 
>>>are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading comprehension 
>>>levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate increased 
>>>abili~ to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>would say...you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged (and 
>>>I for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of these 
>>>students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT 

>>> --In a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>(the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read (as 
>>>the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KK)S WHO CAN GR~MDUATE FROM LEEP? 
>>>HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of h~tmor, but 
>>>this palticular kind of gallows hmnor seems pretty telling. 
>>> --Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists work in Loudermilk, 
>>>said "two, maybe two and a half." This conflicts with other things 
>>>we’ve heard recently. The problem may be definitional, but it’s clear 
>>>that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 
>>>two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 
>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new program are in 
>>>their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping score 
>>>at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>challenged people every year. 
>>> --Another eye-popping figure came from a presentation about numbers of 
>>>students served. Something very,, very strange happened over in ASPSA 
>>>in fall, 2011 That fall there ~vel-e 1,110 a ppoinlments ma de and 439 
>>>students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>included.) Immediately thereafter, tutoring ~vas limited to the 
>>>academically needy (especially football) and the number of students 
>>>with appointments dropped all the ~vay to 379 (~vith 172 served in 
>>>total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>Ii*om fall 2011 is sla-iking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>adequately explained. 
>>> 

>>> Those are my highlights. Others ~vho were there (including committee 
>>>members) should feel free to chime in 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-Ibruln as: 

>>>andre~vA~errin@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http://lists uric edu~’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 
>>>l faculty--athletics-forum&o 32845368, or send a blank email to 

>>>leave-32845368-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868@listserv unc.ed 

>-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>southall@emaih unc edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 486998843c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&[ 
>faculty--athletics-forum&o 32845568, or send a blank email to 

> leave-32845568 ~48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@liskserv uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 5013745642f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facult-,,--athletics-forurn&o 32845587 or send a blank email to leave-32845587- 
50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collomdo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 9:59 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: liquid--athletics-thrum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Hello Eye,zone, 
I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday and I am sorry about that 
I am grateful to Jay for eveuthing he has done to keep the ARG active and informed and yes I can imagine people want to shrug of the ARG and Jay in particular, but we are far better off 
having Jay speak bluntly and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
Before we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is ~vorth reminding people about what a mess we have. I was at UCLA when the basketball coach was fired for falsifying receipts, and I 
was at Iowa when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal involving football players. Those were nothing compared to we have done to our university: NFL-bound 
players banned from the L~’,-C team, football coach fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic department resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, faked classes, 
academic support program under suspicion, report after report offered, then challenged, and finally the entire university’s credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic officer 
of the university is sending out inspectors to see if professors a ctual teach classes. 
We need a response that matches this hon-ible record The to~vn hall meetings need the involvement of people who lead this university and who are committed to getting things back on 
solid ground and out of this quicksand 
For me, that would need to include the dean of the college. I would like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally values, not what the NCAA tells us we should 
value. I would like to hear where her limits are At what point is too much asked of her students who play on a sports team? 
To matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one of the to~vn hall meetings I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any questions but I ~vant to hear what these degrees that his 
players have earned at Carolina and at Kansas mean to him. ~aat does a Carolina education meun to him when he thinks about his players? Given all that is expected of him and his players, 
has he ever risked success on the court tbr one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
These same questions should be put to Larr,v Fedora. He has been to such different academic institutions, his perspective could be interesting 
And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the events of the last three years have alt’ected their view of sports and whether they think any real damage has been done here. 
I will also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the citizenr,v (or faculty) should produce binding results. I grew- up in a small town in Massachusetts ~vhere people ran the town in 
the town meeting. When l was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to town meeting so that they would have quorum and the voice votes could happen to pass the planning 
ordinance or buy the bulldozer or whatever was in the warrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our elementary school, where showing up in the second grade classroom for 
Howard Dean or library for Mike Huckabee meant you were actually casting your vote The town hall meetings that we are calling [’or are not to vent, but to fi× things in a practical way 

Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning el’fort. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom 
Ross. l think it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council meeting where it can be given its due. 

RUdi 

Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Colleagues: 

CSRI *viii be glad to help facilitate a series of calnpus 
conversations/meetings We can help with the planning and organization and 
also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know and we 
can get to ~w)rk on this. 

In addition, at our conference we will have three panels that should be of 
interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
faculty’ "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of academic 
freedom. 

I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for evelTone’s irfformation. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research h~stitute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell- 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email.nnc.edu 
@hotmaihcom 

UNC Sport Adrninistration website: 
htt~ :i/exss. unc. edu&raduate-~roarams/s~ecializations/sl)ort-administration/ 
ovet’,qewi 

CSRI website: vavw.unc.edu/csri <http://wwwunc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport ~vebsite: ~vw~v.csriconference.org 
<http://www.csriconference orgi> 

Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slo~vly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 3/6/13 6:45 Piv~ "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email nnc edu> wrote: 



>Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process will not begin 
>until April 19 A ~veek before the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>wait that long, in my opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us up for 
>the fa 11... 
>On 3/6/13 6:42 PM. Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 
>> Since Rawlings will presumably be starting his review- this spring, it 
>>might make sense to suggest the conversations in coRiunction with that 
>>process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town otherwise 
>>would go to the meeting. 
>> 
>> Andrew Perrin, UNC SociologT. 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hello: 
>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>for Friday. Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the moment, 
>>>I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the Council 
>>>for its endorsement of our basic request--i, e, that someone 
>:>>immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>:>>athletics at UNC I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, but 
>>>there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to volunteer, please 
>>>contact me. I believed ! am on the program now, but would happily cede 
>>>if someone is interested. (As you know, I’ve been saying :[’or some time 
>>>now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously it will 
>>>be taken.) So. let me know iFyou’d like to take on the task. I 
>>>can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing. 

>>> As for FAC: 
>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>several key personnel from ASPSA to come explain the tutoring process. 
>>>Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I Felt for them 
>>>because the?" have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, Wayne 
>>>and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 
>>>"closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not sure I 
>>>will even remember all of the discussion I xvas present for, but for me 
>>>the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 

>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the nexvly designed 
>>>program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some telling 
>>>nun~bers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 frora football. 
>>>Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the program 
>>>are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading comprehension 
>>>levels and fluency w-ith college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate increased 
>>>abili)- to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>would say-...you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged (and 
>>>I for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of these 
>>>students will not have achieved these goals even .@’TER FOUR YEARS AT 
>>>L~-C. 
>>> --In a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>(the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read (as 
>>>the last "goal"): HOW ABOLrr ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN GRADUATE FROM LEEP? 
>>>HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 
>>>this particular kind of ga llows humor seems pretty telling. 
>>> --Bethel, ~vhen asked how- man?’ learning specialists work in Loudermilk, 
>>>said "two, maybe two and a half." This conflicts with other things 
>>>we’ve heard recently. The problem may be definitional, but it’s clear 
>>>that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 
>>>t~vo people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons 
>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this ne~v program are in 
>>>their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping score 
>>>at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>challenged people eveQz year 
>>> --Another eye-popping figure came from a presentation about numbers of 
>>>students served. Something ve~’, ve~- strange happened over in ASPSA 
>>>in fall, 2011. That fall there were 1,110 appoinWaents made and 439 
>>>students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>included.) Immediately thereafter, tutoring was limited to the 
>>>academically nee@ (especially football) and the number of students 
>>>~vith appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 
>>>total) The nun~bers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>from fall 2011 is striking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>adequately explained 

>>> Those are my highlights Others who ~vere there (including committee 
>>>members) should feel free to chime in. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-forum as: 
>>>andrew perrin@unc.edu To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id~8699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>>>1 facul~--athletics-forum&o 32845368, or send a blank email to 



>>>leave-32845368-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868@listsep~ unc.ed 

>-- You are currently subscribed to facul~’-athletics-fomm as: 

>southal[@email.unc edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lisks.unc.edu/u?id 486998843c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 
>faculty-athletics-forum&o 32845568, or send a blank email to 
>leave-32845568 -48699884.3c0d1"03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: collored@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&I facults~--athletics-forurn&o 32845587 or send a blap2~ email to leave-32845587- 
56378608.d5e258f~94f240dc7b76849651 e6e 185@listsep<~mc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults~--athletics-forurn&o 32845914 or send a blap2~ email to leave-32845914- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Arkansas Adopts a Ban on Abortions After 12 Weeks 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Arkansas Adopts a Ban on 
Abortions After a2 Weeks 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

A law enacted Wech~esday contradicts 
the 24-week linfit established by the 
Supreme Court, and abortion rights 
groups pronfised a suit to block the ban 
before it goes into effect. 

A Leader Cries, ’I Am Chfivez,’ 
as U.S. Seeks Clues on Policy 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN and GINGER 
THOMPSON 

As President Hugo Chfivez of Venezuela 
neared death, Vice President Nieolfis 
Maduro’s infitations of him became 
apparent. Less clear are Mr. Maduro’s 
intentions toward the United States. 

-’ ~, Interactive Feature: Reactions to the Death 
of Hugo Ch~vez 

C.I.A.’s History Poses 
Hurdles for a Nominee 
By SCOTT SHANE 

John O. Brennan’s first diffictflt challenge at the C.I.A. maybe confronting the agency’s past, rather than its 
future. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"After they call you back after the sixth interview, there’s apart of you that wants to say, ’That’s it, I’m not 

going back,’ but then you think, ’Hey, maybe seven is my lucky number. ’" 

PAUL SULLIVAN, 43, a video editor in Washington, on the increasingly lengthy interviewh~g process he 

has experienced in his job search. 

U,S, 

~ VIDEO: The 
Struggle for Jihad 
Two opposing groups 
battle to define the word 



jihad on public buses and subways. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR ¯ : 
Newly Discovered, 
Nearly Extinct :~ ~:*:’~:~:~: ~:~ ..... 
By JOHN W. FITZPATRICK .;v:g.::i~:ii~:~i’ ,~’:: 

The Gmmison sage 
gro~e, only recently ~::: 
knom~ to science, is going extinct, right 
before our eyes. Chanel demands a closer 

look 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Givenchy’s layers of emotion 

The secret weapon behind Rihanna’s look 

~ty’tim.es.~o,m FASHION 

WORLD 

Syrian Rebels in Golan Region Hold U.N. Peacekeeping Team 
By RICK GLADSTONE and ALAN COWELL 

Syria’s civil war entangled the peacekeeping operation in the disputed Golan Heights area Wechaesday, when 
3o armed fighters for the insurgency detained a group of peaeekeepers. 

Delays in Vote Tallying Leave Kenyans on Edge 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Confusion and fear arose on Wechaesday as results from the presidential election were delayed by an 
electronic breakdown in a vote-transmission system. 

With Worries for Its Economic Future, Cuba Bids a Sad Goodbye to a Generous 
Any 
By VICTORIA BURNETT 

The death of Hugo Chfivez, the Venezuelan leader, sent a ripple of sadness mad uncertainty across Cuba, 
which has long relied on Venezuela’s hefty oil subsidies. 

" The kede: Ahmadinejad Says Ch~vez Will Rise Again 

¯ . Obituary: A Polarizing Figure I Full Coverage 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

BEARING ARMS 
Charity Takes Gun Lobby Closer to Its Quarry 
By MIKE MclNTIRE 

The Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation allows its donors to mix with lawmakers and press issues 
important mainly to the firearms industry. 

" ~ TimesCast: Guns and Congress 

Unreported Side Effects of Drugs Are Found Using Internet Search Data, Study 

Finds 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

Scientists have detected evidence of mareported prescription drug side effects before they were found by the 
Food and Drug Administration’s waruing system. 

Endangered or Not, but at Least No Longer Waiting 
By MICHAEL WINES 

Under the terms of a 2011 settlement, the Interior Department has promised to rule on the endangered 
status of dozens of species by 2018. 

" ~ Photos: Threatened Species 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

With Positions to Fill, Employers Wait for Perfection 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Many companies remain reluctant to hire, stringing job applicants along for weeks or months before they 
make a decision. 
¯ " ~ Graphic: A Shift Toward Higher Job Vacancy Rates 

DEALBOOK 
Wall St. Ties in a Prospect for Deputy at the S.E.C. 
By PETER LATTMAN and BEN PROTESS 

As Mary Jo White confronts scrutiny over her ties to big Wall Street firms, a leading candidate to be her 
enforcement chief - 3aadrew J. Ceresney - has trod a sinfilar path. 

MEDIA DECODER 
Time Warner Announces Spinoff of Magazines 
By AMY CHOZICK 

The company said it would make Time Inc. an independent company after a deal with Meredith Corporation 
fell through. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Nascar Driver’s Deeds Fail to Match Her Words 
By VIV BERNSTEIN 

Tia Norfleet has long portrayed herself as an accomplished driver, but the discrepancy between her true 
record mad her public comments has drama objections from racing officials. 

Yanks Lose Another Big Bat to Injury 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

A strained right wrist tendon will sideline Mark Teixeira for 8 to lO weeks and leave the Yankees with a hole 
in the nfiddle of their lineup for the first month of the season. 

Venezuelans Recall Leader’s Love of Game 
By KEN BELSON 

Members of the Venezuelan national temn getting ready for the World Baseball Classic in Puerto Rico 
refrained from discussing Hugo Chfivez’s politics. 

¯ ’ Bats: Rodriguez, Set to Face Mets, Hopes for Return 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

Parsing Motives in Bolshoi Attack 
By ELLEN BARRY and SOPHIA KISHKOVSKY 

The motive for an acid attack on the Bolshoi Ballet’s artistic director may partly turn on a ballerina, 
Pmzhelina Vorontsova, who is ronmntically involved with another company dancer who has confessed to 
involvement in the attack. 

" Dancer and Two Others Confess to Attack 

DANCE REVIEW 

Order and Disorder, as Dawn Casts a Glow Over a Funereal March 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

The opening night gala for the Paul Taylor Dance Company’s three-week season at Lhacoln Center included a 
work from a956 and one world prenfiere. 

" ~,~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE AUDIENCE’ 
That’s Quite a Guest List at Buckingham Palace 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"The Audience" is a sort of starched-bosomed nmmy of a play, offering the artistic equivalent of nursery food 
and equally digestible history lessons. 

¯ ’ ArtsBeat: Ben Brantley’s London Theater Journal 



¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIEW 
Clothes Worthy of Their Label 
By CATHY HORYN 

While some high-end labels lazily rest on status, Hermes appeared to put some effort into its new collection. 

Michelle Harper, a Woman of Mystery 
By GUY TREBAY 

Is the ubiquitous, flamboyantly dressed Michelle Harper this generation’s Holly Golightly? Or is she its 
Sylvia Miles? 

’- ~ Slide Show: The DNA of Cool 

FRONT ROW 
If a Rabbit Wore a Mini 
By ERIC WILSON 

The nfini-trend of the fur skirt was one signature of fall fashion weeks in New York, Milan and Paris. 

. ~,~ Slide Show: Trend Report: Fur Skirts 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.y!.e..2>. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
From One Budget Fight to the Next 
At a time when Republicans are divided on many social issues, the budget wars are one of the few firings that 
mfite them. 

EDITORIAL 
Death in the Forests 
China’s voracious appetite for ivory continues to devastate Africa’s elephants. 

EDITORIAL 
Hugo Chfivez 
His policies improved conditions for poor Venezuelaus, but he left a stained legacy, and his main theme 
seemed to be taunting the United States. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Cry About the Real Wolf 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Alarmism erodes credibility, but real danger can still lurk. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Talk Of The Town 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Rand Paul just goes on and on and on. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 
The Good, Racist People 
By TA-NEHISI COATES 

What does it mean when Forest Whitaker is frisked at a deli? 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On March 7, 1965, a march by civil rights demonstrators was broken up in Sehna, Ala., by state troopers and 
a sheriffs posse. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 7:05 AM 

discussion <t~zulty--athletics-lbrum@listservxmc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fi~mm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--atNetics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Rudi, 

Your points are exactly on target. My oiler is to help plan, organize, publicize & staff any such meetings We can offer support & coordinate such meetings. We cannot determine the 
participants, content or expected outcomes 

As you have noted, Unless these meetings are open, honest & outcome driven meetings of the umversity community (~vith relevant individuals) to address what has occurred, the town hall 
meetings will not be effective. You’ve outlined many of the issues & individuals ~vho should take part. We can help facilitate; ~ve can’t decide the questions or the people invited. 
As I said, I’m rea@ to provide the support. 

Richard 

Sent from lay iPhone 
Richard M. Suuthall 

On Mar 6, 2013, at 21:59, "Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudulf J" <cullured@email unc.edu> wrute: 

> Hello fiveryune, 
> I am une ufthuse who cannut make the meeting Friday and l am soru abuut that. 
> I am grateful tu Jay for everything he has done tu keep the ARG active and informed and yes I can imagine people want tu shrug nfthe ARG and Jay in particular, but we are far better off 
having Jay speak bluntly and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
> Befure we talk about the tuwn hall meetings, I think it is worth reminding people about what a mess we have I was at UCLA when the basketball cunch was :fired for falsil}’ing receipts, and 
I was at Iowa when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal involving foutball players. Thuse were nuthing compared tu we have done tu our university: N[VL-bound 
players banned frum the UNC team, foutbal[ coach :fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic department resigmng, chancellur resigning, hundreds uf suspicious grades, faked classes, 
academic support prugram under suspicion, repurt after repurt offered, then challenged, and finally the entire university’s credentials questioned, so much su that the chief academic ufficer 
of the university is sending out inspecturs to see if professors actual teach classes 
> We need a response that matches this hurrible record. The town hall meetings need the invu[vement of people whu lead this university and whu are cummitted tu getting things back un 
solid ground and uut of this quicksand. 
> For me, that wuuld need to include the dean uf the college. I wuuld like tu hear what she values in the spurts program what she personally values, not what the NCAA tells us we should 
value. I would like tu hear where her limits are. At what point is tuo much asked ufher students who play un a sports team? 
> Tu matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one uf the town hall meetings I don’t mind if he is cuddled and leaves withuut taking any questiuns but I want to hear what these degrees that his 
players have earned at Carolina and at Kansas mean to him What dues a Carulina educatiun mean tu him when he thinks about his players? Given all that is expected nfhim and his players, 
has he ever risked success on the cuurt 12~r une of his player’s achievement in the classruom? 
> These same questions should be put to Larry- Fedora. He has been to such different acadunric institutions, his perspective could be interesting. 
> And to matter, the facul~" needs to speak up about hoxv the events of the last three years have affected their view of sports and xvhether they think any real damage has been done here. 
> I will also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the citizenry- (or facul~) should produce binding results. I grew- up in a small toxvn in Massachusetts where people ran the town 
in the toxvn meeting. When I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to town meeting so that they would have quorunx and the voice votes could happen to pass the planning 
ordinance or buy the bulldozer or xvhatever xvas in the xvarrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our elementary school, where showing up in the second grade classroom for 
Howard Dean or library for _’vlike Huckabee meant you were actually casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling for are not to vent, but to fix things in a practical way. 
> 

> Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning effort. The timing evidently has been determined by- Tom 
Ross. I think it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council meeting where it can be given its due. 
> 

> RUdi 
> 

> 

> From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: Re: [facult-v-athletics-foturn] FAC, FAC COUN-CIL etc. 
> 

> Colleagues: 
> 

> CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
> conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and organization and 
> also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know and we 
> can get to work on this. 
> 

> In addition, at our conference we will have three panels that should be of 
> interest, two keynote speakers ~vho can add to the conversation, and a 
> facult5’ "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of academic 
> ticeedom. 
> 

> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for eve~’one’s information. 
> 

> Richard 
> 

> 

> 

> Dr Richard M. Southall 
> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
> Graduate Program Coordinator 
> The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
> ;Voollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 
> Cell- 
> Fax - 919.962-6235 
> southall@email unc.edu 
>              .2~hotmail corn 



UNC Sport Administration website: 
h ttp : // exss unc. edui~raduate-pro~rams/specializations/sport-administrath)n/ 
ovelwiewi 

CSRI website: www uric edwcsri <http:i/www.unc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 
<http://www.csriconference.orgi> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 3/6/13 6:45 PM, "Jay- Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Yes, but I heard just today- that the Rawlings process will not begin 
>> ~mtil April 19. A week before the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>> wait that long, in ray opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us up for 
>> the fall... 

>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM. Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 
>>> Since Rawlings will presumably be starting his reviexv this spring, it 
>>> might rnake sense to suggest the conversations in conjunction with that 
>>> process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town otherwise 
>>> xvould go to the meeting. 

>>> An&ew Perrin, l~ix,-C Sociology 
>>> Sent fiom my iPhone 

>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM. "Jay Sraith" <jaysmith@cmail.~xc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hello: 
>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>> for Friday Let me begin ;vith Friday As things stand at the moment, 
>>>> I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the Council 
>>>> for its endorsement of our basic request--i e., that someone 
>>>> immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-;vide, 
>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>> athletics at UNC I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, but 
>>>> there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to volunteer, please 
>>>> contact me. I believed I am on the program no;v, but would happily- cede 
>>>> if someone is interested. (As you know, I’ve been saying for some time 
>>>> no;v that tdae more ARG is identified with me the less seriously it will 
>>>> be taken.) So.. let me know- it’you’d like to take on the task I 
>>>> can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing. 

>>>> As for FAC: 
>>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>> several key personnel from ASPSA to come explain the tutoring process 
>>>> Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt for them 
>>>> because they- have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, Wayne 
>>>> and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 
>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not sure I 
>>>> will even remember all of the discussion I ;vas present for, but for me 
>>>> the highlights (and sources o17 continuing concern) were: 

>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>> program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some telling 
>>>> nmnbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from football. 
>>>> Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the program 
>>>> are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>> self-regulated learning; 2 demonstrate increased reading comprehension 
>>>> levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate increased 
>>>> ability to compose college-level texts NOW..the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>> would say ..you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>> reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>> situation In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged (and 
>>>> I fi~r one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of these 
>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT 
>>>> UNC. 
>>>> --In a faux pas fi~r the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>> (the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read (as 
>>>> the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT AI)MITTING KINDS WHO CAN GRADUATE FROM LEEP? 
>>>> HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense ofhmnor, but 
>>>> this particular kind of gallows humor seems preW telling. 
>>>> --Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists work in Loudermilk, 
>>>> said "two, maybe two and a half" ~I1qis conflicts with other things 
>>>> we’ve heard recently The problem may be definitional, but it’s dear 
>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 
>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 
>>>> --He also noted that most of the people th this new program are in 
>>>> their first and second years, xvhich suggests (if you’re keeping score 
>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>> challenged people eveU year. 
>>>> --Another eye-popping figure came fiom a presentation about nttmbers of 
>>>> students served. Something yew, very strange happened over in ASPSA 
>>>> in fall, 2011. That fall there were 1,110 appointments made and 439 



>>>> students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>> included.) Immediately thereal~er, tutoring was limited to the 
>>>> academically nee@ (especially lk~otbal[) and the number of students 
>>>> with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 
>>>> total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>> frnm fall 2011 is striking and-as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>> adequately explained 

>>>> ’]]hose are my highlights. Others who were there (including committee 
>>>> members) should feel free to chrome in. 

>>>> -- You are currently- subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: 
>>>> andrew~emn@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> click here: 
>>>> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id~48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 
>>>> 1 faculty-athletics-forum&o 32845368, or send a blat~ email to 
>>>> leave-32845368-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868@listser,~.unc.ed 

>> -- You are CUl~ently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> southall@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http:iilists.unc.edu/u?id 48699884.3c0dl~’)3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>> facul~--athletics-fot~.m~&o 32845568, or send a blatf~ email to 
>> leave-32845568 48699884.3c0di’03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listser,~.unc.edu. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-forum as: collored@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> clickhcre: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608.d5e258f994f240dcTb76849651e6e185&n T&l~acultw---athletics-ibrum&o 32845587. or send a blat~ email to leave-32845587- 
56378608.d5e258f~94f240dc7b76849651 e6e 185@listsep<~mc.edu. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: southall@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> clickhere: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I facul~--athletics-formn&o 32845914, or send a blank email to leave-32845914- 
48699884 3c0dii’.)3868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.u~c.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456 42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32846604 or send a blank email to leave-32846604- 

50137456.421235afSa29175600a &a9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vin Steponaitis <vps@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:10 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ii~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Jay -- Just a piece of friendly advice: It’s fine to convey the ideas in 
Rudi’s email, but I would not read it verbatim from the podium. It’s 
veW likely that doing so would be counterproductive for a variety of 
reasons, not the least of ~vhich is length The lack of response you’ve 
seen in the past is not because faculty council members are asleep, but 
because either (a) they’re not full?- on board with your message, or (by 
because the tone and tenor of your remarks makes people reluctant to 
follow your lead. YVhen you’re trying to build support in faculty 
council, sumetimes "less is more" -- a calm, fair, and respectfal 
demeanur works best Vin 

On 3/6/2013 10:22 PM; Jay Smith wrote: 
Ru&--nu need to apologize fi~r not being there. The Friday before 
spring break is easily the worst possible time to have one uf these 
meetings, and I wasn’t trying tu "guilt trip" anyune abuut that 

Your remarks are very useful, thuugh, and with your permission I think 
I’ll read straight frum them Friday I hear you on the request tu move 
tu a later meeting, and I’m alsu frustrated that uur issue is given a 
whupping 10 minutes, but if we wait until later, we might as well write 
uff this semester, I think. I’d hate to du that. (My sense is that 
these issues will never be adequately addressed at Fac Cuunci[; the 
agenda is way tou crowded and the dynamics are all wrong) I’ll just 
try tu be my most efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a 
respunse frum the crowd Mi~ybe I’ll blow a whistle to wake everyune up. 
I’ll play the fight song! I think you’re right abuut Williams and 
Fedura, by the way And yes, administrators need tu stand and answer our 
questiuns fi~r unce And yes, tuo, that we need tu figure out a 
mechanism to "uperationalize" the majurity views that cume out uf these 
discussions. -Jay 
On 3/6/13 9:58 PM. Culloredu-Mansfeld, Rudu [f J wrute: 

>> Hello Everyone, 
>> I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday and I am sor~ 
>> about that. 
>> I am grateful to Jay for everything he has done to keep the .%RG active 
>> and informed and yes I can imagine people want to stnug of the ARG and 
>> Jay in particular, but we are far better offhaving Jay speak bluntly 
>> and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
>> Before ~ve talk about the town hall rnnetings, I think it is wotth 
>> renrinding people about what a nress we have. I ~vas at UCLA when the 
>> basketball coach ~vas fired for falsifying receipts, and I was at Iowa 
>> when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>> involving football players. Those were nothing compared to we have 
>> done to our university: ~L-bound players banned from the UNC team, 
>> football coach fired, NC.~ sanctiuns, chair of academic department 
>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, faked 
>> classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after report 
>> offered, then challenged, and finally the entire m~iversity’s 
>> credentials questioned, so nmch so that the chief acadunric officer of 
>> the university is sending out inspectors to see if professors actual 
>> teach classes. 
>> We need a response that matches this horrible record. The town hall 
>> meetings need the involvernnnt of people who lead this university and 
>> who are corcanitted to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
>> this quicksand. 
>> For me, that ~vould need to include the dean of the college. I would 
>> like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally 
>> values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I ~vould like to 
>> hear ~vhere her limits are At what point is too much asked of her 
>> students who play on a sports team? 
>> To matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one of the town hall meetings 
>> I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking an?- questions 
>> but I ~vant to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 
>> Carolina and at Kansas mean to him VVhat does a Carolina education 
>> mean to him when he thinks about his players? Given all that is 
>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
>> court for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
>> These same questions should be put to Larry Fedora. He has been to 
>> such dift?rent academic institutions, his perspective could be 
>> interesting. 
>> And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the events of 
>> the last three years have affected their view of sports and whether 
>> they think an?’ real damage has been done here. 
>> I will also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the 
>> citizemy’ (or faculty) should produce binding results I grew up in a 
>> small town in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the town 
>> meeting When I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to town 
>> meeting so that the?- ~vould have quorum and the voice votes could 



>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or whatever 
>> was in the warrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our 
>> elementary school, where showing up in the second grade classroom :[’or 
>> Howard Dean or library J2~r Mike tluckabee meant you were actually 
>> casting your vote. r~[]ae town hall meetings that we are calling [’or are 
>> not to vent, but to fix things in a practical way. 
>> 

>> Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion 
>> of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning 
>> effort. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I 
>> think it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a 
>> council meeting where it can be given its due. 
>> 

>> RUdi 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Southall, Richard _’vSchael [southall@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-fot~m~] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 
>> 

>> Colleagues: 
>> 

>> CSRI will be glad to help i~acilitate a series of campus 
>> conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and organization 
>> and 
>> also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know and we 
>> can get to work on this. 
>> 

>> In addition, at our conference we will have three panels that should 
>> be of 
>> interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
>> faculty "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of 
>> academic 
>> freedom 
>> 

>> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for everyone’s 
>> information. 
>> 

>> Richard 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>> Office - 919962-3507 
>> Cell - 
>> Fax - 919.962-6235 
>> southall@email.unc, edu 
>> @hotmail corn 
>> 

>> UNC Sport Administration website: 
>> http ://exss.unc. edu/~raduate-pro~rams/specializationsisport-adaninistration/ 
>> 

>> overview/ 
>> 

>> CSRI website: vaYw.unc.edu/csri <http://vaYw.unc edu/csri> 
>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www csriconference org 
>> <http :i/www.csriconference or~/> 
>> 

>> 

>> Life is an obhgation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
>> fully. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM. "Jay Smith" <laysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Yes, but I heard j ust today that the Rawlings process will not begin 
>>> until April 19 A week bel2~re the end of the term’? Huge mistake to 
>>> wait that long, in my opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us up for 
>>> the fall.. 
>>> On 3,’6/13 6:42 PM. Perrin, 2mdrew J wrote: 
>>>> Since Rawlings will presumably be s~rting his review this spring, it 
>>>> might make sense to suggest the conversations in con)unction with that 
>>>> process. The topic is certainly related I will be out of town 
>>>> otherwise 
>>>> would go to the meeting. 
>>>> 

>>>> Andrew Perrin, UN-C Sociology 
>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PN2 "Jay Smith" <jaysrriith@eraail.tmc.edu> wrote: 



>>>>> Hello: 
>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>>> for Friday. Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the moment, 
>>>>> I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the Council 
>>>>> ]2~r its endorsement of our basic request--i, e., that someone 
>>>>> immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>>> athletics at UNC. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, but 
>>>>> there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to volunteer, please 
>>>>> contact me. I believed I am on the program now, but would happily 
>>>>> cede 
>>>>> if someone is interested. (As you knoxv, I’ve been saying for some 
>>>>> time 
>>>>> now- that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously- it xvill 
>>>>> be taken.) So...let me know if you’d like to take on the task. I 
>>>>> can’t imagine it will be mure than a 3-5 minute thing. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> As for FAC: 
>>>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>>> several key persotmel fiom ASPSA to come explain the tutoring process. 
>>>>> Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt for them 
>>>>> because they have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, 
>>>>> Wayne 
>>>>> and I) had to leave about 20-30 rains early because they went into 
>>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not sure I 
>>>>> will even remember all of the discussion I was present for, but for me 
>>>>> the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 

>>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>>> program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 
>>>>> telling 
>>>>> numbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from footbalh 
>>>>> Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the program 
>>>>> are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>>> self-regulated learning; 2 demonstrate increased reading 
>>>>> comprehension 
>>>>> levels and fluency ~vith college-level vocab; 3 demonstrate increased 
>>>>> abilit7 to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>>> would say..you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>>> reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>>> situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged (and 
>>>>> I for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of 
>>>>> these 
>>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT 
>>>>> U2"qC. 

>>>>> --h~ a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>>> (the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read (as 
>>>>> the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN GRADUATE FROM LEEP? 
>>>>> HA The guy shouktn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 
>>>>> this particular kind of gallows humor seems pret~z telling 
>>>>> --Bethel, ~vhen asked how many learning specialists work in Loudermilk, 
>>>>> said "t~vo, maybe two and a hal£" This conflicts ~vith other things 
>>>>> ~ve’ve heard recently The problem may be definitional, but it’s clear 
>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 
>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 
>>>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new- program are in 
>>>>> their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping score 
>>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>>> challenged people every year. 
>>>>> --Another eye-popping figure came from a presentation about numbers of 
>>>>> students served. Something veu, very strange happened over in ASPSA 
>>>>> in fall, 2011 That fall there were 1,110 appointments made and 439 
>>>>> students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>>> included.) Immediately thereafter, tutoring was limited to the 
>>>>> academically nee@ (especially fi~otball) and the number of students 
>>>>> with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 
>>>>> total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>> >:from ~l12011 is striking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>>> adequately explained. 

>>>>> Those are my highlights. Others who were there (including committee 
>>>>> members) should feel free to chime in. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> andrew perrin@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>> click here: 
>>>>> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>>>>> 1 faculty--athletics-fomm&o 32845368, or send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-32845368 -48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc ed 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’-athletics-forum as: 
>>> southall@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>> http://lists.~xc.edu/u?id~48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>>> facul~-athletics-fot~.m~&o 32845568, or send a blare: email to 



>>> leave-32845568-48699884 3c0d0~)3868952acddd594a08487223e6@listser~ unc.edu. 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-J2~mm as: 

>> co[]ored@emai[.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

>> click here: 

>>http://[ists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608.d5e258f994~40dcTb76849651e6e185&n T&I facul~’--athletics-fomm&o 32845587 

>> or send a blank emai[ to 

>> leave-32845587-56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7b76849651 e6e185@[iskserv.unc edu 
>> 

>> 

>> - You are currently subscribed to facul~’-athletics-fol~n as: 

>> jaysmith@eraail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

>> click here: 

>>http://lists.anc.edu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998cag&n T&I facultv-athletics-fomrn&o 32845914 

>> or send a blank email to 

>> leave-32845914~8699857.6599779164b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listse1~.~mc.edu. 

>> 

>> 

-- You are cmrently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

vps@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: 

>http:iilists.unc.ed~,’u?id 48916009.d79fda5d625c10c351ee99b491420602&n T&l ~acultv--athletics-forum&o 32845948 

or send a blare: email to 

leave-32845948-48916009.d79fda5d625c 10c351 ee99b491420602@listser,~.anc.edu. 

Vincas P. Steponaitis 
Professor of Anthropology 
Chair, Cm-riculum in Archaeology 
Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology- 

Mailing address: 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

tel.: (919) 962-6574 
fax: (919) 962-1613 

email: vin@unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456 42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32846754 or send a blank email to leave-32846754- 

50137456.42t235afSa29175600a &’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:41 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Maxch 21 WGELA Film Screening - Cerro Rico, Tierra Rica 

Love Auditorium and P~xkmg.png; cerro rico tierra rica poster.pdf 

CERRO RICO, T[ERRA RIICA 

Film Screening 

The Working Group fbr Environment in Latin America (WGELA I is hosting a screening o[ !!.~f~r.~ig...~.~.~..~)~r.~i~..~2~, on Thursday, 

Maret~ 21st in Love Auditorium (LRSC at Duke University)° Refreshmel~ts will be served starting at 5:3opm and the screening 

~,~]1 start at 6:oopm. Joining ~s ~.~.~1] be J~m~ Vallejo, director of the piece, who has agreed to participate in a discussion m~d 
Q&A after the sereel~ing. This event is free and open to the public. 

Below is a description of the film and attached to this emafl is a map of where to park near I,ove Auditormm: 

Carte Rico, Tierra Rice tells two unique paraflel stories of mining sites ~hat help create a compelling observational mosaic of mining life in 

Latin Ames~ca: an elegy ~o the high plateaus of ~he Andes mountains and a stunning record of manual labor in southwestern Bolivia. Towering 

above t,#e city of Potosi~ Carte Rico is an enoffnous conical mountain and the richest silver field in mining history, ft provided the Spanish 

Empire half of the world~ silver during colonial times. ~efivia has recently discovered it also contains half of the wodd’s /ithium reserves in the 

Safer de Uyuni, located also in the Potosi region. 

As a who/e the film offers a strong denunciation of the hardships of ~he working dass, and of the alienation inherent in industrial work inside ~he 

mines. Bu~ it is also an ac~ of nosta!gia for ~he loss of caSein ~radtions and cultural legacies ~he miners ways of fife, unique customs, colorful 

garments and use of language. ?~he indigenous culture of ~efivia has survived and maintained, ff sometimes humbly, its sense of power, pdde 

and seif4<nowtedge, even after the ravages of co/oniafism and e.~pfoitation. Mine~s dig the tunnels of t,#e Cerro, or extract the ever-abundant 

sal~ in the plains of ~he Sa/ar de UyunL Their work represents bo~h the past and ~he future of a mining nadon. 

For more intbnnation, contact susan.sandfoM~duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Pemn <andrew~perrin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:48 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-Ii)rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Colleagues, 

I am concerned that this path will, once again, marginalize the ARG with 
respect to other groups on campus. Specifically: because the next step 
in what the Chancellor has already planned is to have Hunter Rawlings 
lead a panel to discuss the role of athletics at UNC and potentially 
more broadly, I think an?- reasonable outside obsel-,zer would see the 
request here that we have a series of conversations on precisely that 
question as redundant. I think it would be far wiser for the request to 
be that the Rawlings connmssion be asked to handle its task through a 
very open, conversational process like the one envisioned in our document. 

Here’s where we stand, in my view. We asked for FEC to launch a 
faculW-led investigation of what happened. They did so, and in large 
part because of us they recommended high-status independent inquiries 
into (a) what happened; and (b) the role of athletics at UNC in general. 
The administration responded by agreeing to do both: :first the Martin 
invesugation, then the Rawlings commission. I think we all agree that 
the Martin invesugation was very" shoddy, but that doesn’t change the 
fact that the administration chartered it largely because faculty asked 
them to do so. 

Now, having asked ]2)r and been granted a high-profile, independent panel 
assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month be:tore 
that panel is due to begin its work, we contemplate standing up at 
FaculW Council to launch another request, for all the world vew 
related to the Rawlings cotranission? I£ I were Holden, or Jan, or frankly 
any random member of Facul~" Council, I would look very negatively on 
this unless there’s some way in which it is distinct from the process 
that’s alrea~dy happening *and* a reason why it has to happen now instead 
of once that process is over 

Best, 
Andy 

On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM, Jay Smith ~vrote: 
Rudi--no need to apologize for not being there. The Friday- before spring 
break is easily- the worst possible time to have one of these meetings, 
and I wasn’t trying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 

Your remarks are very useful, though, and with your permission I think 
rll read straight front them Friday. I hear you on the request to move 
to a later meeting, and I’m also frustrated that our issue is given a 
whopping 10 minutes, but if we wait ur~til later, we might as well write 
off this semester, I think. I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that these 
issues will never be adequately- addressed at Fac Council; the agenda is 
way too crowded and the @namics are all wrong.) I’ll just try to be ray 
nrost efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
front the crowd. Maybe rll blowy a ~vhistle to wake evel~one up. rll play- 
the fight song! I thip2~: you’re right about Willianrs and Fedora, by the 
way. And yes, administrators need to stand and answer our questions for 
once. And yes, too, that we need to figure out a mechanism to 
"operationalize" the majority views that come out of these discussions. 
-Jay 
On 3/6/13 9:58 r)M, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

>> Hello Everyone, 
>> I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday- and I am sorry- 
>> about that 
>> I am grateful to Jay for evelything he has done to keep the ARG active 
>> and informed and yes I can imagine people want to sl~rug of the ARG and 
>> Jay in particular, but we are far better off having Jay speak bluaatly 
>> and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
>> Before we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is worth 
>> reminding people about what a mess ~ve have I was at UCLA when the 
>> basketball coach was fired for falsifying receipts, and I was at Io~va 
>> when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>> involving football players Those were nothing compared to we have 
>> done to our university: NFL-bound players banned from the UNC team, 
>> football coach fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic department 
>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, faked 
>> classes, academic suppolt program under suspicion, report after report 
>> offered, then challenged, and finally the entire university’s 
>> credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic officer of 
>> the umversi~z is sending out inspectors to see if professors actual 
>> teach classes. 
>> We need a response that matches this horrible record. The town hall 
>> meetings need the involvement of people who lead this university and 
>> who are con~aitted to getting things back on solid grouaad and out of 
>> this quicksand 



>> For me, that *wmld need to include the dean of the college. I would 
>> like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally 
>> values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I would like to 
>> hear where her limits are. At what point is too much asked of her 
>> students ~vho play on a sports team? 
>> To matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one of the town hall meetings. 
>> I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any quesuons 
>> but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 
>> Carolina and at Kansas mean to him. What does a Carolina education 
>> mean to him xvhen he thinks about his players? Given all that is 
>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
>> court for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
>> These same questions should be put to Larry Fedora. He has been to 
>> such different academic institutions, his perspective could be 
>> interesting. 
>> And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the events of 
>> the last three years have affected their view of sports and whether 
>> they think an?" real damage has been done here. 
>> I will also say- I have high expectations. Public meetings of the 
>> citizet~-y (or faculty) should produce binding results. I grew up in a 
>> small toxvn in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the town 
>> meeting. When I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to town 
>> meeting so that they- would have quorum and the voice votes could 
>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or whatever 
>> was in the warrant. I also got to vote in txvo Iowa caucuses at our 
>> elementary school, where showing up in the second grade classroom for 
>> Howard Dean or library for Mike Huckabee meant you were actually 
>> casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling for are 
>> not to vent, but to fix thit~gs in a practical way. 
>> 

>> Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion 
>> of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning 
>> effort. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I think 
>> it would be xvise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council 
>> meeting where it can be giver~ its due. 
>> 
>> RUdi 
>> 
>> 

>> From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Sulzject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COLr>,’CIL etc. 
>> 

>> Colleagues: 
>> 

>> CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
>> cunversations/meetings. We can help with the plauning and organization 
>> and 
>> also with contacting local or national participants Let me know and we 
>> can get to ;vork on this 
>> 

>> In addition, at our conference we will have three panels that should 
>> be of 
>> interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
>> faculty "to;vn-hall meeting" that ;vill address the larger issue of 
>> academic 
>> iiceedoln. 
>> 

>> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for everyone’s 
>> information. 
>> 

>> Richard 
>> 
>> 
>> 

>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>> Associate Professor - Sport A&ninistration 
>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>> Woollen Hall 203(2 
>> Olfice - 919.962-3507 
>> (;ell - 
>> Fax - 919.962-6235 
>> sout h all(~r} ern ail.un c. edu 
>~ @hotmail.com 
>> 

>> UNC Sport Administration website: 
>> http ://exss.un c edu/~r aduate-pro~ramsispecializations/spor t-administration/ 
>> 
>> overview/ 
>> 
>> CSRI xvebsite: xa~’w.unc.edu,’csri <http:iixa~’w.unc.edu/csri> 
>> CSRI Confe*ence on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 
>> <http ://www.csriconference.orai> 
>> 
>> 

>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
>> fully. 
>> 



>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM; "Jay Smith" ~iaysmith@email unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process will nut begin 
>>> until April 19. A week be[ore the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>>> wait that hmg, in my opinion. We’ve alrea@ waited far tuo long 
>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us up for 
>>> the fall... 
>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 
>>>> Since Rawlings will presumably be starting his review this spring, it 
>>>> might make sense to suggest the conversations in cor~iunction with that 
>>>> process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town 
>>>> otherwise 
>>>> would go to the meeting. 

>>>> Andrew Perrin, UNC Sociology 
>>>> Sent from ray iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> Hello: 
>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>>> for Friday. Let me begin with Friday-. As things stand at the moment, 
>>>>> rm prepared to introduce o~tr document (briefly) and ask the Council 
>>>>> for its endorsement of our basic reqnest--i, e., that someone 
>>>>> immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>>> athletics at UNC. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, but 
>>>>> there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to volunteer, please 
>>>>> contact me. I believed I am on the program now, but would happily cede 
>>>>> if someone is interested. (As you know, I’ve been saying for some time 
>>>>> now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously it will 
>>>>> be t.nken.) So...let me know if you’d like to take on the task. I 
>>>>> can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing 

>>>>> As f,ar FAC: 
>>>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>>> several key personnel from ASPSA to come explain the tutoring process. 
>>>>> Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt for them 
>>>>> because the?’ have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, Wayne 
>>>>> and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 
>>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not sure I 
>>>>> will even remember all of the discussion I was present for, but for me 
>>>>> the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 

>>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>>> program ibr "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 
>>>>> telling 
>>>>> numbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from ibotball 
>>>>> Using po~verpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the program 
>>>>> are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>>> self-regulated learning; 2 demonstrate increased reading 
>>>>> comprehension 
>>>>> levels and fluency ~vith college-level vocab; 3 demonstrate increased 
>>>>> ability- to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>>> wuuld say..you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>>> reading at cullege-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>>> situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged (and 
>>>>> I for une appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that sume of 
>>>>> these 
>>>>> students will nut have achieved these guals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT 
>>>>> UNC. 
>>>>> --In a faux pas fur the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>>> (the guals slide) some text that he had meant tu delete. It read (as 
>>>>> the last "gual"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN GR~klNJATE },T~OM LEEP? 
>>>>> HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 
>>>>> this particular kind of gallows humur seems pretty’ telling 
>>>>> --Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists won in Loudermilk, 
>>>>> said "twu, maybe two and a hal:[’." This conflicts with uther things 
>>>>> we’ve heard recently The problem may be definitional, but it’s clear 
>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 
>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 
>>>>> --He also noted that most <?:[’the peuple in this new program are in 
>>>>> their first and second years, which suggests (ifyuu’re keeping scure 
>>>>> at hume) that the foutball prugram brings in abuut 20 seriously 
>>>>> challenged peuple eveW year. 
>>>>> --Another eye-popping figure came frum a presentation abuut numbers of 
>>>>> students served. Sumething veu, very strange happened uver in ASPSA 
>>>>> in fall, 2011 That fall there were 1,110 appulntments made and 439 
>>>>> students served (apparently because "Olympic spurt" people were 
>>>>> included.) Imrnediately thereafter, tutoring was limited to the 
>>>>> academically needy (especially football) and the number of students 
>>>>> with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 serv’ed in 
>>>>> total). The nurabers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>> >from i:all 2011 is striking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>>> adequately explained. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Those are my highlights. Others who xvere there (including cormnittee 



>>>>> members) should feel free to chime in. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> andrew perrin@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>> click here: 
>>>>> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>>>>> 1 faculty--athletics-forurn&o 32845368, or send a blank eruail to 
>>>>> leave-32845368 -4869988 h dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listscp,~.unc.ed 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-forum as: 
>>> southall@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>> http://lists.anc.edu/u?id~48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>>> facul~--athletics-fot~m~&o 32845568, or send a blat~ email to 
>>> lea-,~e-32845568-48699884.3c0d1~03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.anc.edu. 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-fol~n as: 
>> collored@eruail.unc.edu. To ansubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>htt~://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 56378608.d5e258f~94~240dc7676849651e6e185&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32845587 
>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-32845587-56378608.d5e258f~94f240dc7b76849651 e6e185@listsep<~mc.edu. 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-fol~n as: 
>> jaysmith@eraail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http://lists.uncedu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facult~’--athletics-lbrum&o 32845914 
>> or send a blank email to 

>> leave-32845914~-8699857 65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522a c998ca9@listser~ u~c.edu. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
> andrew p.errin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I faculrg--athletics-fortm~&~a 32845948 
> or send a blank email to 

> leave-32845948-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu. 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew~errin@unc edu - http ://perrin socsci.unc, edu 
Associate Professor of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 
Universi~z of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 5013745642f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32846925 or send a blank email to leave-32846925- 

50137456.42t235afSa29175600a &’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vin Steponaitis <vps@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:10 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ii~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

I think Andy’s points are right on target. Vin 

On 3/7/2013 8:48 .@A, Andre~v Perrin ~vrote: 
Colleagues, 

I am concerned that this path ~vill, once again, marginalize flae ARG with 
respect to other groups on campus Specifically: because the next step 
in what the Chancellor has already planned is to have Hunter Rawlings 
lead a panel to discuss the role of athletics at UNC and potentially 
more broadly, I think ant’ reasonable outside observer would see the 
request here that we have a ser~es of conversations on precisely that 
question as redundant I think it would be far wiser for the request to 
be that the Rawlings commission be asked to handle its task through a 
very open, conversational process like the one envisioned in our document 

Here’s where we stand, in my view. We asked fi~r FEC to launch a 
faculty-led investigatinn of what happened. They did so, and in large 
part because of us the?" recommended high-status independent inquiries 
into (a) what happened; and (by the role of athletics at UNC in general. 
’]7he administration responded by agreeing to do both: first the Martin 
invesugation, then the Rawlings commission. I think we all agree that 
the Martin investlgatinn was very shoddy, but that doesn’t change the 
fact that the administration chartered it largely because facul~ asked 
them to do so 

Now, having asked for and been granted a high-profile, independent panel 
assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month before 
that panel is due to begin its work, we contemplate standing up at 
Facul~" Council to launch another request, for all the world very 
related to the Rawlings commission? If I were tlolden, or Jan, or frankly 
any random member of Faculty Council, I would look vep)~ negauvely on 
this m~less there’s some way in which it is distinct frora the process 
that’s already happening *and* a reason why it has to happen now instead 
of once that process is over. 

Best, 
Andy 

On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM. Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Rudi-no need to apologize for not being there. The Friday before spring 
>> break is easily the worst possible time to have one of these meetings, 
>> and I wasn’t tlying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 
>> 

>> Your remarks are ve~ useful, though, and with your permission I think 
>> I’ll read straight from them Friday-. I hear you on the request to move 
>> to a later meeting, and I’m also frustrated that our issue is given a 
>> whopping 10 minutes, but if we wait until later, we might as well write 
>> off this semester, I think. I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that these 
>> issues will never be adequately addressed at Fac Council; the agenda is 
>> way too cro~vded and the dynamics are all wrong.) rll just try to be my 
>> most efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
>> from the crowd. Maybe I’ll blow a whistle to wake everyone up. I’ll play 
>> the fight song! I thitlk you’re right about Williams and Fedora, by the 
>> way. And yes, administrators need to stand and answer our questions for 
>> once. And yes, too, that we need to figme out a mechanism to 
>> "operationalize" the majority views that come out of these discussions. 
>> -Jay 
>> On 3/6/13 9:58 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
>>> Hello Eve~une, 
>>> I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday and I am sony’ 
>>> about that. 
>>> I am grateful to Jay for eye.thing he has done to keep the ARG active 
>>> and informed alrd yes I can imagine people want to shrug of the ARG and 
>>> Jay in particular, but we are far better offhaving Jay speak bluntly 
>>> alrd directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
>>> Before we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is worth 
>>> reminding people about ~vhat a mess we have. I was at UCLA when the 
>>> basketball coach was fired for falsifying receipts, and I was at Iowa 
>>> when t~vo vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>>> involving football players. Those were nothing compared to we have 
>>> done to our umversity: NFL-bound players balmed from the L~NC team, 
>>> football coach fired, NC.~ sanctions, chair of academic depaltment 
>>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, faked 
>>> classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after report 
>>> offered, then challenged, and finally the entire universi~’s 
>>> credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic ofi)cer of 
>>> the university is sending out inspectors to see if professors a ctual 
>>> teach classes 



>>> We need a response that matches this horrible record The town hall 
>>> meetings need the involvement of people who lead this university and 
>>> who are committed to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
>>> this quicksand. 
>>> For me, that would need to include the dean of the college I would 
>>> like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally 
>>> values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I would like to 
>>> hear where her limits are. At what point is too much asked of her 
>>> students who play on a sports team? 
>>> To matter, Roy Williarus needs to be at one of the town hall meetings. 
>>> I don’t ruind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any questions 
>>> but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 
>>> Carolina and at Kansas ruean to him. V~’nat does a Carolina education 
>>> mean to hiru when he thirf~s about his players? Given all that is 
>>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
>>> comt for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
>>> These same questions should be put to Larry" Fedora. He has been to 
>>> such different acaderuic institutions, his perspective could be 
>>> interesting. 
>>> And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the events of 
>>> the last three years have affected their view of sports and whether 
>>> they think any real damage has been done here. 
>>> I will also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the 
>>> citizems~ (or faculty) should produce binding results. I grew up in a 
>>> small town in Massachusetts where people ran the to~vn in the town 
>>> meeting. When I was old enough to vote, my ruother dragged me to town 
>>> meeting so that they" would have quormn and the voice votes could 
>>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or whatever 
>>> was in the warrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our 
>>> elementary school, where showing up in the second grade classroom for 
>>> Howard Dean or libralN for Mike Huckabee rueant you were actually 
>>> casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling for are 
>>> not to vent, but to fix things in a practical way. 

>>> Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion 
>>> of all these problems ~vill be upstaged by the strategic plalming 
>>> effort. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I think 
>>> it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council 
>>> meeting where it cari be given its due. 

>>> RUdi 

>>> From: Southall, Richard NIichael [southall@emaihunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wechaesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 
>>> To: discussion 
>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COLrKCIL etc. 

>>> Colleagues: 

>>> CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
>>> conversations/meetings We can help with the planning and organization 
>>> and 
>>> also with contacting local or national participants. Let me kno~v and we 
>>> can get to work on this. 

>>> In addition, at our conference we ;vill have three panels that should 
>>> be of 
>>> ~nterest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
>>> faculty "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of 
>>> academic 
>>> freedom 
>>> 

>>> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program :For everyone’s 
>>> irfformation. 

>>> Richard 

>>> Dr. Richard M Southa[l 
>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>>> ~Ihe L’niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>>> Woollen Hall 203(; 
>>> Olt]ce - 919962-3507 
>>> Cell - 
>>> Fax - 919962-6235 

>>> southall@emaih unc.edu 
>>>              ~)hotmaih corn 

>>> L2qC Sport Administration xvebsite: 
>>> http://exss.unc.edu,’graduate-programs/specializationsisport-administratiorg 

>>> oveP,4ew/ 

>>> CSRI xvebsite: xw~v.tmc.edu/csri <http:i/www.unc.edu/csri> 
>>> CSRI Cotffcrence on College Sport website: wxa~’.csricorfference.org 
>>> <http:/iwww. csriconference, orgi> 



>>> Life is an ubligation. We’re nut here tu die slowly, we’re here to bye 
>>> fully. 

>>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM. "Jay Smith" ~iaysl~ith@email.~mc.edn> wrote: 

>>>> Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process will not begin 
>>>> until April 19. A week before the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>>>> wait that long, in my opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us up 

>>>> the fall... 
>>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM. Pemn, Andrew J wrote: 
>>>>> Since Rawlings will presunrably be atatting his review this spring, it 
>>>>> might make sense to suggest the conversations in conj~mction with that 
>>>>> process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town 
>>>>> otherwise 
>>>>> would go to the meeting. 

>>>>> An&ew Perrin, UNC Sociology 
>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 P_’v5 "Jay- Smith" <ja?’srr~ith@eraail.unc.edu> 

>>>>>> Hello: 
>>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>>>> for Friday. Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the moment, 
>>>>>> rm prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the Council 
>>>>>> for its endorsement of our basic request--i, e., that someone 
>>>>>> immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>>>> athletics at UNC. I have asked 34 of you to do this in my stead, but 
>>>>>> there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to volunteer, please 
>>>>>> contact me I believed I am on the program now, but would happily 

>>>>>> if someone is interested (As you know, I’ve been saying for some 

>>>>>> no~v that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously it 
>>>>>> will 
>>>>>> be taken) So .let me know if you’d like to take on the task I 
>>>>>> can’t imagine it ~vill be more thari a 3-5 minute thing. 

>>>>>> As for FAC: 
>>>>>> Yesterday’s ~vas a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>>>> several key personnel ii’om ASPSA to come explain the tutoring 

>>>>>> Evel)’one who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt for them 
>>>>>> because they have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, 

>>>>>> arid I) had to leave about 20-30 rains earl?’ because the?’ went into 
>>>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not 

>>>>>> will even remember all of the discussiun I was present for, but 

>>>>>> the highlights (and suurces uf continuing cuncern) were: 

>>>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP prugram, the newly designed 
>>>>>> prugram for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 
>>>>>> telling 
>>>>>> numbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 li’um football. 
>>>>>> Using powerpuim slides, he noted that the three guals ufthe program 
>>>>>> are to get students tu 1. demunstrate increased levels of 
>>>>>> self-regulated learning; 2. demunstrate increased reading 

>>>>>> levels and fluency with cullege-level vucab; 3. demunstrate increased 
>>>>>> ability to cumpose cullege-level texts NOW .the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>>>> wuuld say.. yuu’re huping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>>>> reading at college-level? Are yuu seriuus? But yes, that’s the 
>>>>>> situatiun. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel alsu acknuwledged (and 
>>>>>> I :[’or one appreciated his candur) that they’re aware that some uf 

>>>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFT[{R FOIjR YEARS AT 
>>>>>> UNC. 
>>>>>> --In a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included un une ufhis slides 
>>>>>> (the goals slide) sume text that he had meant to delete It read (as 
>>>>>> the last "gual"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN GRADUATE FROM 
>>>>>> LEEP? 
>>>>>> HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of hunmr, but 
>>>>>> this particular kind of gallows httmor seems pretty telling. 
>>>>>> --Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists work in 
>>>>>> Loudem~lK 
>>>>>> said "two, maybe two and a half." This conflicts with other things 
>>>>>> we’ve heard recently. The problem may be definitional, but it’s clear 
>>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 
>>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 



>>>>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new program are in 
>>>>>> their :first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping score 
>>>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>>>> challenged people every year 
>>>>>> --Another eye-popping figure came from a presentation about 
>>>>>> numbers of 
>>>>>> students served. Something very, vepy strange happened over in ASPSA 
>>>>>> in fall, 2011 That fall there were 1,110 appoimments made and 439 
>>>>>> students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>>>> included.) hnmediately thereafter, tutoring was limited to the 
>>>>>> academically needy (especially %otball) and the n~tmber of students 
>>>>>> with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 
>>>>>> total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>>> >from i:all 2011 is striking and--as i:ar as rm concerned--not yet 
>>>>>> adequately explained. 

>>>>>> Those are my highlights. Others who were there (including committee 

>>>>>> members) should feel free to chime in. 

>>>>>> -- You are c~rently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>> andrew~perrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>http:/ilists.tmc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>>>>>> l~’aculty--athletics-fomm&o 32845368, or send a blank email to 

>>>>>> leave-32845368-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.~c.ed 

>>>>>> u. 

>>>> -- You are currently- subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>> southall@email tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> click here: 
>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699884.3c0dtf.)3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>>>> faculty--athletics-forum&o 32845568, or send a blal~ email to 

>>>> leave-32845568-48699884 3c0d1~)3868952acddd594a08487223e6@listser~ unc.edu. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-ibruln as: 

>>> collored@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http://lists.uncedu/u?id 56378608.d5e258g)94t240dc7676849651e6e185&n T&I faculW--athletics-f,amm&o 32845587 
>>> 

>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-32845587-56378608.d5e2581~994~40dc7b76849651 e6e185@listserv.unc edu 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-ibruln as: 
>>> jaysmith@email uric edu. To tmsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 4869985765997791b4b45638d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I faculW--athletics-ibrum&o 32845914 
>>> 

>>> or send a blank email to 
>7.> leave-32845914-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9 f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 

>7. -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-~2~rum as: 

>> andrew perrin@unc.edu To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id~8699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 32845948 

>> or send a blank email to 

>> leave-32845948 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc edu 

Vincas P Steponaitis 
Professor of Anthropology 
(;hair, Curriculum in Archaeology 
Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

Mailing address: 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

tel.: (919) 962-6574 

i:ax: (919) 962-1613 

email: vin@tmc.edu 



-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:/71ists.unc.edu/u?id=50137456 42J235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facult-,,--athletics-formn&o=32847053 or send a blank email to leave-32847053- 
50137456.42:t235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:14 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Andy, 
I agree To be clear, however, the reason the call is in our 

document was because no date had yet been almounced for the Rawlings 
visit (and although Jay has recently learned it will begin April 18, as 
far as I know, that is still not public) We can simply modify our call 
by saying that we welcome Rawling’s prRjected visit as a first step, but 
that we hope there will be further events and actual follow through. At 
this point, beginning the "conversation" at the end of April, with the 
Chancellor leaving, really means starting uver in the Fall. 

Wayne E. Lee 
Prufessor of Histu~ 
(;hair uf the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 
wlee@unc edu 
www.unc, edu/~-~welee 
www.amazon.con’b, Wayne-R-Lee/eiB001KHRXK\V/re~nttathr dp pel 1 

On 3/7/2013 8:48 AM. Andrew Perrin wrote: 
Colleagues, 

I am cuncemed that this path will, unce again, marginalize the ARG 
with respect tu other gruups on campus. Specifically: because the next 
step in what the Chancellor has already planned is to have Hunter 
Rawlings lead a panel tu discuss the role of athletics at UNC and 
putentially inure broadly, I think any reasunable uutside observer 
would see the request here that we have a series of cunversatiuns un 
precisely that questiun as redundant. I think it would be far wiser 
[’or the request to be that the Rawlings commissiun be asked to handle 
its task thruugh a very open, conversational process like the une 
envisioned in uur document. 

Here’s where we stand, in my view We asked :[’or FEC to launch a 
faculty-led investigation of what happened. They did so, and in large 
part because of us they- recommended high-status independent inquiries 
into (a) what happened; and (b) the role of athletics at L~N’C’ in 
general. The a&ninistration responded by agreeing to do both: first 
the Martin investigation, then the Rawlings corrm~ission. I think we all 
agree that the Martin investigation was veW shod@, but that doesn’t 
change the fact that the administration chartered it largely because 
faculty asked them to do so. 

Now, having asked for and been granted a high-profile, independent 
panel assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly- a month 
before that panel is due to begin its work, we contemplate standing up 
at Faculty Council to launch another request, fi~r all the world very 
related to the Rawlings corcanission? If I were Holden, or Jan, or 
frankly any random member of Faculty Com~cil, I would look Vel~ 
negatively on this unless there’s some way in which it is distinct 
frora the process that’s already happening *and* a reason why it has to 
happen now instead of once that process is over. 

Best, 
Andy 

On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM. Jay- Smith wrote: 
>> Rudi-no need to apologize for not being there. The Friday- before spring 
>> break is easily the worst possible time to have one of these meetings, 
>> and I wasn’t trying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 
>> 

>> Your remarks are rely useful, though, and with your permission I think 
>> I’ll read straight from them Friday I hear you on the request to move 
>> to a later meeting, and I’m also Iicustrated that our issue is given a 
>> whopping 10 minutes, but if we ~vait until later, we might as well write 
>> off this semester, I think I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that these 
>> issues ~vill never be adequately addressed at Fac Council; the agenda is 
>> way too crowded and the dynamics are all wrong.) rll just tiy to be my 
>> most efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
>> from the cro~vd. Maybe I’ll blow a whistle to wake evelTone tap I’ll play 
>> the fight song! I think you’re right about Williams and Fedora, by the 
>> way. And yes, administrators need to stand and answer our questions for 
>> once. And yes, too, that we need to figure out a mechanism to 
>> "operationalize" the majority views that come out of these discussions. 
>> -Jay 
>> On 3/6/13 9:58 P\{, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
>>> Hello Eveiyone, 
>>> I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday and I am SOl~.V 
>>> about that. 
>>> I am grateful to Jay for eveiything he has done to keep the ARG active 
>>> and informed and yes I can imagine people ~vant to shrug of the ARG and 



>>> Jay in particular, but we are far better off having Jay speak bluntly 
>>> and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
>>> Before we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is worth 
>>> reminding people about what a mess we have I was at UCLA when the 
>>> basketball coach was fired for falsifying receipts, and I was at Iowa 
>>> when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>>> involving football players. Those were nothing compared to we have 
>>> done to our universl~: NFL-bound players barmed from the UNC team, 
>>> football coach fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic department 
>>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, faked 
>>> classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after report 
>>> offered, then challenged, and finally the entire university’s 
>>> credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic officer of 
>>> the university is sending out inspectors to see if professors actual 
>>> teach classes. 
>>> We need a response that matches this horrible record. The town hall 
>>> meetings need the involvement of people who lead this university and 
>>> who are conmaitted to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
>>> this quicksand. 
>>> For me, that would need to include the dean of the college. I would 
>>> like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally 
>>> values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I would like to 
>>> hear where her limits are. At what point is too much asked of her 
>>> students who play on a sports team’.’ 
>>> To matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one of the town hall meetings. 
>>> I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any questions 
>>> but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 
>>> Carolina and at Kansas mean to him. What does a Carolina education 
>>> mean to him when he thinks about his players? Given all that is 
>>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
>>> court for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
>>> These same questions should be put to Larry Fedora. He has been to 
>>> such different academic institutions, his perspective could be 
>>> interesting. 
>>> And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the events of 
>>> the last three years have affected their view of spolts and whether 
>>> they think any real damage has been done here. 
>>> I ~vill also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the 
>>> citizen~z (or faculty) should produce binding results I grew up in a 
>>> small town in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the town 
>>> meeting. "¢~qaen I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to town 
>>> meeting so that they would have quorum and the voice votes could 
>>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or ~vhatever 
>>> was in the warrant I also got to vote in two Io~va caucuses at our 
>>> elemental?,’ school, where showing tip in the second grade classroom for 
>>> Harvard Dean or library for Mike Huckabee meant you ~vere actually 
>>> casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling for are 
>>> not to vent, but to fix things in a practical ~vay 
>>> 

>>> Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion 
>>> of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic plalming 
>>> effort. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I think 
>>> it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council 
>>> meeting where it can be given its due. 

>>> RUdi 

>>> From: Southall, Richard Mrchael [southall@emaihunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
>>> To: discussion 

>>> Su~iect: Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCII, etc 
>>> 

>>> Colleagues: 
>>> 

>>> CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
>>> conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and organization 
>>> and 
>>> also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know and we 
>>> can get to work on this. 

>>> ]n addition, at our corfference we will have three panels that should 
>>> be of 
>>> interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
>>> faculty "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of 
>>> academic 
>>> freedom. 

>>> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program ]2~r evep)~one’s 
>>> in]~nnation 

>>> Ihchard 

>>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>>> Associate Professor - Sport Adrninistration 
>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>>> Woollen Hall 203C 



>>> O:t]Sce - 919.962-3507 
>>> (;eli - 
>>> Fax - 919.962-6235 
>>> suuthall(~em aihunc edu 
>>> ~hutmaihcom 
>>> 

>>> UNC Spurt Administration website: 
>>> http ://e× ss.unc.edu/graduate-programsispecializations/spur t-administratiur~, 

>>> overview/ 

>>> CSRI website: wa~’.anc.edu/csri <http:/iwww.unc.ed~’csri> 
>>> CSRI Corfference on College Sport website: wv~v.csriconference.org 
>>> <http:i/www. csricotfference, or~/> 

>>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
>>> full?,. 

>>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@cmaihanc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlit~gs process will not begin 
>>>> until April 19. A week before the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>>>> wait that lot~g, in tW opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us 
>>>> up for 
>>>> the fall... 
>>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM. Pcrrin, Andrew J wrote: 
>>>>> Since Rawlings will presumably be starting his review this spring, it 
>>>>> might make sense to suggest the cunversatiuns in conjunction with 
>>>>> that 
>>>>> process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town 

>>>>> ~vould go to the meeting. 

>>>>> Andrew Pen-in, UNC Sociology 
>>>>> Sent from my iPhune 

>>>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmifla@emaihunc.edu> 

>>>>>> Hello: 
>>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>>>> for Friday Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the moment, 
>>>>>> I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the Council 
>>>>>> for its endorsement of our basic request--i, e., that someone 
>>>>>> immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>>>> athletics at L~.-C. I have asked 3~ of you to do this in my stead, 
>>>>>> but 
>>>>>> there are no takers as of yet If anyone ~vants to volunteer, please 
>>>>>> contact me. I believed I am on the program no,v, but would happily 

>>>>>> if someone is interested. (As yuu knuw, I’ve been saying fur some 

>>>>>> now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriuusly ~t 
>>>>>> wi]l 
>>>>>> be taken.) So...let me l~uw if you’d like tu take on the task. I 
>>>>>> can’t imagine it wi[] be more than a 3-5 minute thing 

>>>>>> As fur FAC: 
>>>>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting tu sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>>>> severa] key personne[ fi-om ASPSA tu cume explain the tutoring 

>>>>>> Everyone who came is ubviously dedicated and seriuus; I felt fur 

>>>>>> because the?’ have huge and challenging jubs. We (Rudi, Junathan, 

>>>>>> and l) had to leave abuut 20-30 rains early because they went intu 
>>>>>> "cIused session" tu hear abuut individual students, and I’m not 

>>>>>> wi]l even remember a[] of the discussiun I was present ]2~r, but 

>>>>>> the highlights (and suurces uf continuing cuncern) were: 

>>>>>> --Bradley Bethe] discussed the LEEP prugram, the newly designed 
>>>>>> prugram fur "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 
>>>>>> te]ling 
>>>>>> numbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from football. 
>>>>>> Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the 

>>>>>> are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>>>> self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading 
>>>>>> comprehension 
>>>>>> levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate 
>>>>>> increased 



>>>>>> ability to compose college-level texts NOW .the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>>>> would say.. you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>>>> reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>>>> situatinn. In :[’act, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged 
>>>>>> (and 
>>>>>> I ]~r one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of 
>>>>>> these 
>>>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR YEAR S AT 
>>>>>> UNC. 
>>>>>> --In a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>>>> (the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read (as 
>>>>>> the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS \VHO CAN GR~DUATE FROM 
>>>>>> LEEP? 
>>>>>> HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 
>>>>>> this particular kind of galloxvs humor seems prettT telling. 
>>>>>> --Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists work in 
>>>>>> Loudermillc~ 
>>>>>> said "txvo, maybe two and a halE" This conflicts with other things 
>>>>>> xve’ve heard recently. The problem may be definitional, but it’s 
>>>>>> cleat 
>>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have 
>>>>>> exactly 
>>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 
>>>>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this nexv program are in 
>>>>>> their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping 
>>>>>> score 
>>>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>>>> challenged people every year. 
>>>>>> --Another eye-popping figure came from a presentation about 
>>>>>> numbers of 
>>>>>> students served. Something very, very strange happened over in ASPSA 
>>>>>> in fall, 2011. That fall there were 1,110 appointrnents made and 439 

>>>>>> students ser,~ed (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>>>> included.) hnmediately thereafter, tutoring was limited to the 
>>>>>> academically nee@ (especially football) and the number of students 
>>>>>> with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 selwed in 
>>>>>> total) The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>>> >from fall 2011 is striking and--as far as rm concerned--not yet 
>>>>>> adequately explained. 

>>>>>> Those are my highlights Others who were there (including committee 
>>>>>> members) should feel free to chime in. 

>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~#--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>> andrew~pelTin@unc.edu To unsubscribe 
>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>>>>>> l~’acul~#--athletics-folqaln&O 32845368, or send a blank email to 

>>>>>> leave-32845368-48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521(>40193868d@listserv.unc ed 

>>>>>> u. 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-folqaln as: 
>>>> southall@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> dick here: 
>>>> http://lisks.unc.edu~,u?id 48699884.3c0dg)3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>>>> facul~--athletics-forum&o 32845568, or send a blank emai[ to 
>>>> leave-32845568-48699884 3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listser~ unc.edu. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>> collored@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http:i/lists.uncedu~,u?id 56378608.d5e258f99&f240dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&I ~cu[tv--ath[etics-forum&o 32845587 

>>> or send a blank email to 

>>> leave-32845587-56378608.d5e258:N94f240dc7b7684965 le6e185@listserv.unc edu 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>> jaysmith@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http://lists.unc.edu~,u?id 4869985765997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 32845914 

>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-32845914-48699857.65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listse1~z.unc.edu. 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-fol~n as: 



>> andrew ~errin@unc.edu To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http://[ists.unc.edu/u?id~8699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&[ ~cu[N--athletics-forum&o 32845948 
>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-32845948 4869988 h dac530c599cck3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc edu 
>> 

> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults~--athletics-forum&o 32847090 or send a blap2~: email to leave-32847090- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaikunc.eduv 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:27 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

I don’t think it’s all that baffling. I remained quietly observing for a 
long time, awaiting the outcome of various promised investigations, 
believing that once we had something in hand, then we could start 
talking about it. But then it seemed like one investigation was 
succeeded by another, and meanwhile more damaging facts emerged. At 
that point I started engaging ~vith this group, but I suspect man?’ 
faculty are content to await @et another) report. The Martin Report 
was a joke (in many ways; useful in others), but there is still the 
promise ufRawlings’s whatever-it-is-he’s-guing-tu-du Faculty want tu 
let that happen. I’m happy to have his wurk conjuined with what we’re 
demanding That doesn’t mean we can’t still make uur call for specific 
immediate action. Even the DTH’s repurting ufit has guosed the AD tu 
con-anent on weeknight games; the discussion is un. Let’s keep it in 
people’s view. 

Wayne E Lee 
Professur uf History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 
wlee@unc.edu 
www .unc. edu/-,welee 
wwwamazuncum/Wayne-E.-Lee/e/BOO1KHRX2KW/ref ntt athr dp pe[ 1 

On 3/7/2013 9:18 AM, Jay Smith ~vrote: 
> I have to say: I am baffled by this discussiun, and baffled by whu is 
> sudden]y driving it (this also happened in September) 
> 

> I’m happy tu tell Jan tu pull us frum the agenda. But at that point, 
> I truly am done with ARG. 
> On 3/7/13 9:14 AM, Wayne Lee wrote: 
>> Andy, 
>> I agree Tu be clear, however, the reason the call is in uur 
>> ducument was because no date had yet been announced for the Rawlings 
>> visit (and although Jay has recently learned it will begin April 18, 
>> as far as I know, that is still not public). We can simply modify 
>> our call by saying that we ~velcome Rawling’s projected visit as a 
>> first step, but that we hope there will be further events and actual 
>> follow through. At this point, beginning the "conversation" at the 
>> end of April, with the Chancellor leaving, really means starting over 
>> in the Fall. 
>> 

>> Wayne E. Lee 
>> Professor of History 
>> Chair of the Cm-riculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

>> wlee@unc.edu 
>> v~vw.anc.edu/~welee 
>> ~’w.amazon.com/Wayne-K-Lee/e/BOOl~RXKW/re~ntt athrdp~el 1 
>> 

>> On 3/7/2013 8:48 ~aS~{ Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>>> Colleagues, 

>>> I ara concerned that this path ~vill, once again, marginalize the ARG 
>>> with respect to other groups on campus. Specifically: because the 
>>> next step in what the Chancellor has already planned is to have 
>>> Hunter Rawlings lead a panel to discuss the role of athletics at UNC 
>>> and potentially- more broadly, I thip2K any reasonable outside 
>>> obsep,~er would see the request here that we have a series of 
>>> conversations on precisely that question as redundant. I think it 
>>> would be far wiser for the request to be that the Rawlings 
>>> cormnission be asked to handle its task through a very open, 
>>> conversational process like the one envisioned in our document 

>>> Here’s where we stand, in my view-. We asked for FEC to launch a 
>>> faculty-led investigation of what happened. They did so, and in 
>>> large part because of us they- recommended high-status independent 
>>> inquiries into (a) what happened; and (b) the role of athletics at 
>>> LrNC in general. The administration responded by agreeing to do both: 
>>> first the Martin investigation, then the Rawlings commission. I 
>>> think we all agree that the Martin investigation was verb, shoddy, 
>>> but that doesn’t change the fact that the administration chartered 
>>> it largely- because facul~ asked them to do so. 

>>> Now-, having asked for and been granted a high-profile, independent 
>>> panel assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month 
>>> before that panel is due to begin its work, we contemplate standing 
>>> up at Facul~ Council to launch another request, for all the world 
>>> very related to the Rawlings cormnission? If I were Holden, or Jan, 
>>> or frankly ant’ rand om member of Faculty Council, I would look verb’ 
>>> negatively on this unless there’s some way in which it is distinct 
>>> from the process that’s already happening *and* a reason why it has 



>>> to happen now instead of once that process is over. 

>>> Best, 
>>> An@ 

>>> On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>> Rudi--no need to apologize for not being there. The Friday befi~re 
>>>> spring 
>>>> break is easily the worst possible time to have one of these meetings, 
>>>> and I wasn’t trying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 

>>>> Your remarks are verb, useful, though, and with your permission I think 
>>>> I’ll read straight from them Friday. I hear you on the request to move 
>>>> to a later meeting, and rm also frustrated that our issue is given a 
>>>> whopping 10 minutes, but if~ve wait until later, we might as well 

>>>> off this semester, I think. I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that 

>>>> issues will never be adequately addressed at Fac Council; the 
>>>> agenda is 
>>>> way too crowded and the dynamics are all wrong.) rll just tlW to 
>>>> be tW 
>>>> ruost efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
>>>> from the crowd. Maybe I’ll blow a whistle to wake everyone up. I’ll 
>>>> play 
>>>> the fight song! I think you’re right about Williams and Fedora, by the 
>>>> ~vay. And yes, administrators need to stand and answer our questions 

>>>> once. And yes, too, that we need to figure out a mechanism to 
>>>> "operationalize" the ruaj ority views that corue out of these 
>>>> discussions. 
>>>> -Jay 
>>>> On 3/6/13 9:58 PM. Colloredo-*iansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
>>>>> Hello Everb, one, 
>>>>> I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday and I am sorrb’ 
>>>>> about that. 
>>>>> I am grateful to Jay for everything he has done to keep the ARG 

>>>>> and informed and yes I can imagine people ;vant to shrug of the ARC, 

>>>>> Jay in particular, but we are far better offhaving Jay speak bluntly 
>>>>> and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
>>>>> Before we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is worth 
>>>>> reminding people about what a mess ;ve have. I ;vas at UCLA when the 
>>>>> basketball coach ;vas fired for falsi~ing receipts, and I was at Iowa 
>>>>> when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>>>>> involving football players Those were nothing compared to we have 
>>>>> done to our university: NFL-bonnd players banned from the UNC team, 
>>>>> football coach fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic department 
>>>>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hu~dreds of suspicious grades, faked 
>>>>> classes, academic suppolt program under suspicion, report after 

>>>>> offered, then challenged, and finally the entire nniversity’s 
>>>>> credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic officer of 
>>>>> the university is sending out inspectors to see if professors actual 

>>>>> We need a response that matches this hon-ible record The town hall 
>>>>> meetings need the involvement of people who lead this university and 
>>>>> who are committed to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
>>>>> this quicksand. 
>>>>> For me, that would need to include the dean of the college. I would 
>>>>> like to hear what she values in the sports program what she 
>>>>> personally 
>>>>> values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value I would like to 
>>>>> hear where her limits are. At what point is tnn much asked of her 
>>>>> students who play on a sports team? 
>>>>> To matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one of the town hall meetings. 
>>>>> I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any questions 
>>>>> but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 
>>>>> Carolina and at Kansas mean to him. What does a Carolina education 
>>>>> mean to him when he thinks about his players? Given all that is 
>>>>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
>>>>> court for one of*his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
>>>>> These same questions should be put to Larry Fedora. He has been to 
>>>>> such different academic institutions, his perspective could be 
>>>>> interesting. 
>>>>> And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the events of 
>>>>> the last three years have affected their view of sports and whether 
>>>>> the?’ think any real damage has been done here. 
>>>>> I will also say I have high expectations Public meetings of the 
>>>>> citizen~ (or faculty) should produce binding results I grew up in a 
>>>>> small town in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the town 
>>>>> meeting. ~,\~en I was old enough to vote, ray mother dragged me to town 
>>>>> meeting so that they- would have quorum and the voice votes could 
>>>>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or 

>>>>> ~vas in the ~varrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our 
>>>>> elementary school, where showing up in the second grade classroom for 
>>>>> Howard Dean or library for Mike Huckabee meant you were actually- 
>>>>> casting your vote. The town hall rueetings that we are calling for are 
>>>>> not to vent, but to fix things in a practical way. 



>>>>> Having shared all this, ! see that for a second time, the discussion 
>>>>> of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning 
>>>>> el’fort, rflqe timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I think 
>>>>> it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a 

>>>>> meeting where it can be given its due. 

>>>>> RUdi 

>>>>> From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday-, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 

>>>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-fol~n] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

>>>>> Colleagues: 

>>>>> CSRI xvill be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
>>>>> conversations/meetings. We can help xvith the plannit~g and 

>>>>> also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know 

>>>>> In addition, at our conference we will have three panels that should 
>>>>> be of 
>>>>> interest, txvo keynote speakers xvho can add to the conversation, and a 
>>>>> faculty "toxvn-hall meeting" that xvill address the larger issue of 

>>>>> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for evetTione’s 
>>>>> inibrmation. 

>>>>> Richard 

>>>>> Dr. Richard M Southall 
>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
>>>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>>>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>>>>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 
>>>>> Cell - 
>>>>> Fax - 919962-6235 
>>>>> southa ll@email.unc.edu 
>>>>>              @hotmail.com 

>>>>> UNC Sport Administration website: 
>>>>> http :i/exss. unc edu/graduate-programs/specializations/sport-administration/ 

>>>>> CSRI website: ww~v.unc.edu/csri <http :/Avw~v.unc. eduicsri> 
>>>>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: w*vw csriconference.org 
>>>>> <http ://www csriconference.or~/> 

>>>>> Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 

>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email unc edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process will not begin 
>>>>>> until April 19. A week before the end of the ten:n? Huge mistake to 
>>>>>> wait that long, in my opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>>>>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us 

>>>>>> the fall 
>>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, Perrin, ~mdrew J wrote: 
>>>>>>> Since Rawlings will presumably be starting his review" this 
>>>>>>> spring, it 
>>>>>>> might make sense to suggest the conversations in conjunction 
>>>>>>> with that 
>>>>>>> process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town 

>>>>>>> would go to the meeting. 

>>>>>>> An&ew Perrin, U2"qC Sociology- 



>>>>>>> On Mi~r 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM, ".ray Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

>>>>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our 

>>>>>>>> Jk~r Friday Let me begin with Friday As things stand at the 

>>>>>>>> I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the 

>>>>>>>> for its endorsement of our basic request-i, e., that someone 
>>>>>>>> immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>>>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>>>>>> athletics at UNC. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my 

>>>>>>>> there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to volunteer, 

>>>>>>>> coutact me. I believed I am on the program now, but would 
>>>>>>>> happily cede 
>>>>>>>> if someone is iuterested. (As you know, I’ve been saying for 

>>>>>>>> now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously 
>>>>>>>> it will 
>>>>>>>> be taken.) So...let me knoxv if you’d like to take on the task. I 
>>>>>>>> can’t imagine it will be more than a 3 -5 minute thing. 

>>>>>>>> As for FAC: 
>>>>>>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>>>>>> several key- personnel flora ASPSA to come explain the tutoring 

>>>>>>>> Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt 

>>>>>>>> because the?" have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, 

>>>>>>>> and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 
>>>>>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not 

>>>>>>>> will even remember all of the discussion I was present fbr, but 

>>>>>>>> the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 

>>>>>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>>>>>> program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 
>>>>>>>> tellir~g 
>>>>>>>> numbers There are 80 athletes m the program, 40 ficom football 
>>>>>>>> Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the 

>>>>>>>> are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>>>>>> serf-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading 

>>>>>>>> levels al’~d fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate 

>>>>>>>> abilit’y to compose college-level texts NOW..the cynic (that’s 

>>>>>>>> would say..you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>>>>>> reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>>>>>> situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also 
>>>>>>>> acknowledged (and 
>>>>>>>> I for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of 

>>>>>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR 
>>>>>>>> YEARS AT 
>>>>>>>> UNC. 
>>>>>>>> --In a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>>>>>> (the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete It 

>>>>>>>> the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMIT]TING KIDS WtIO CAN GR~.DUATE 
>>>>>>>> b~)M L[£EP? 
>>>>>>>> HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 
>>>>>>>> this particular kind of gallows humor seems preW telling. 
>>>>>>>> --Bethel, when asked how maW learning specialists work in 
>>>>>>>> Loudermillg 

>>>>>>>> said "two, maybe t*vo and a half." This conflicts *vith other things 
>>>>>>>> we’ve heard recently. The prnb[em may be definitional, but it’s 

>>>>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have 

>>>>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I think)Beth Lyons. 
>>>>>>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new program are in 
>>>>>>>> their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping 

>>>>>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>>>>>> challenged people eve® year 
>>>>>>>> --Another eye-popping fig~e came fiom a presentation about 

>>>>>>>> students served. Something yew, veW strange happened over in 
>>>>>>>> ASPSA 
>>>>>>>> in fall, 2011. That fall there were 1,110 appointments made and 
>>>>>>>> 439 
>>>>>>>> students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>>>>>> included.) Irmnediately thereafter, tutoring was limited to the 



>>>>>>>> academically needy (especially football) and the number of 
>>>>>>>> students 
>>>>>>>> with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 
>>>>>>>> total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>>>>> >from fall 2011 is striking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>>>>>> adequately explained 

>>>>>>>> Those are my highlights. Others who were there (including 

>>>>>>>> members) should feel free to chime in. 

>>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty---athletics-forum as: 

>>>>>>>> andrew~r~errin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>>>> click hcre: 
>>>>>>>> http://lists.tmc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>>>>>>>> l~acul~---athletics-forurn&o 32845368, or send a blap2~: email to 

>>>>>>>> leave-32845368-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.m~c.ed 

>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>>>>> southall@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>http:~,’lists.tmc.edu/u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>>>>>> faculty--athletics-forum&o 32845568, or send a blartk email to 

>>>>>> leave-32845568-48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listsel~’.unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~z--athletics-fola.Un as: 
>>>>> collored@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608 d5e258g~94f240dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&I facultv--athletics-fomm&o 32845587 

>>>>> or send a blal~ email to 
>>>>> leave-32845587-56378608.d5e2581~)94f240dc7b76849651 e6e 185@listserv.unc.edu 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-fola.Un as: 
>>>>> jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 4869985765997791b4645638dgf69522ac998ca9&n T&l~’acultv--athletics-forum&o 32845914 

>>>>> or send a blal~ email to 
>>>>> leave-32845914-48699857.65997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>~>> andrew perrin@unc edu To unsubscribe 
>>~> click here: 
>>>> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I facultv--athletics-[brum&o 32845948 

>>>> or send a blank email to 

>>>> leave-32845948-48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc edu 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-formn as: 
>> jaysmith@email.unc edu To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>htt~:i/lists.uncedu~,u?id 48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I faculty--athletics-[brum&o 32847090 
>> or send a blank email to 

>> leave-3284709048699857 65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listser~ unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Pemn <andrewjperrin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:39 AM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-Ii)rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Do you disagree ~vith the argument? 

On 03/07/2013 09:18 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> I have to say: I am baffled by this discussion, and baffled by who is 
> suddenly driving it (this also happened in September) 
> 

> I’m happy to tell Jan to pull us Iicom the agenda. But at that point, I 
> truly am done wifla ARG. 
> On 3/7/13 9:14 AM. Wayne Lee wrote: 
>> Andy, 
>> I agree. To be clear, however, the reason the call is in our document 
>> was because no date had yet been announced ~2)r the Rawlings visit (and 
>> although Jay has recently learned it will begin April 18, as far as I 
>> kno~v, that is still not public). We can simply modify our call by 
>> saying that we welcome Rawling’s projected visit as a first step, but 
>> that we hope there will be further events and actual follow through 
>> At this point, beginning the "conversation" at the end of April, with 
>> the Chancellor leaving, really means starting over in the Fall. 
>> 

>> Wayne E. Lee 
>> Professor of History 
>> (;hair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and De[’ense 
>> wlee@unc edu 
>> www.unc.edu/-.welee 
>> www.amazon.com/Wayne-K-Lee/e/BOOlKItRXKW/re:~ntt athr dp pel 1 
>> 

>> On 3/7,’2013 8:48 AM. Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>>> Colleagues, 

>>> I am concerned that this path will, once again, marginalize the ARG 
>>> with respect to other groups on campus. Specifically: because the 
>>> next step in what the Chancellor has alrea~dy planned is to have 
>>> Hunter Rawlings lead a panel to discuss the role of athletics at krNC 
>>> and potentially more broadly, I think any reasonable outside observer 
>>> would see the request here that we have a series of conversations on 
>>> precisely- that question as redundant. I think it would be far wiser 
>>> for the request to be that the Rawlings conm~ission be asked to handle 
>>> its task ttnough a very open, conversational process like the one 
>>> envisioned in our doctanent. 

>>> Here’s where we stand, in my view. We asked for FEC to launch a 
>>> facul~-led investigation of what happened. They did so, and in large 
>>> part because of us they recorrmrended high-status independent inquiries 
>>> into (a) what happened; and (b) the role of athletics at UNC in 
>>> general. The administration responded by agreeing to do both: first 
>>> the Martin investigation, then the Rawlings corrmrission. I think we 
>>> all agree that the Martin investigation was vein shoddy, but that 
>>> doesn’t change the fact that the a&ninistration chartered it largely 
>>> because faculty asked them to do so. 

>>> Now, having asked for and been granted a high-profile, independent 
>>> panel assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month 
>>> before that panel is due to begin its work, we contenrplate standing 
>>> up at Faculb" Council to launch another request, for all the world 
>>> vely related to the Rawlings cotr~mission? If I were Holden, or Jan, or 
>>> frankly- any random meraber of Faculty Council, I would look very- 
>>> negatively on this unless there’s some way in which it is distinct 
>>> from the process that’s already happening *and* a reason why it has 
>>> to happen now instead of once that process is over 

>>> Best, 
>>> Andy 

>>> On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM. Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>> Rudi--no need to apologize for not being there. The Friday before 
>>>> spring 
>>>> break is easily the worst possible time to have one of these meetings, 
>>>> and I wasn’t trying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 

>>>> Your remarks are very useful, though, and with your pelrnission I think 
>>>> I’ll read straight fi-om them Friday. I hear you on the request to move 
>>>> to a later meeting, and I’m also frustrated that our issue is given a 
>>>> whopping 10 minutes, but if we ~vait until later, we might as well write 
>>>> offthis semester, I think. I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that 

>>>> issues ~vill never be adequately addressed at Fac Council; the agenda is 
>>>> way too cro~vded and the dynamics are all wrong.) I’ll just try to be my 
>>>> most efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
>>>> iicom the crowd. Maybe I’ll blow a whistle to ~vake every-one up. I’ll 



>>>> play" 
>>>> the fight song! I think you’re right about Williams and Fedora, by the 
>>>> way And yes, administrators need to stand and answer our questions for 
>>>> once. And yes, too, that we need to figure out a mechanism to 
>>>> "operationalize" the majority views that come out of’these discussions. 
>>>> -Jay 
>>>> On 3/6/13 9:58 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
>>>>> Hello Everyone, 
>>>>> I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday and I am sor~ 
>>>>> about that. 
>>>>> I ara grateful to Jay for evel~/thing he has done to keep the ARC, active 
>>>>> and informed and yes I can imagine people want to shrug of the ARC, and 
>>>>> Jay in palticular, but we are far better off having Jay speak bltmtly 
>>>>> and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
>>>>> Before we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is wolth 
>>>>> reminding people about what a mess we have. I was at UCLA when the 
>>>>> basketball coach was fired for falsifying receipts, and I was at Iowa 
>>>>> when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>>>>> involving football players. Those were nothing compared to we have 
>>>>> done to our ~W,~crsity: NFL-bound players banned from the U~-C team, 
>>>>> football coach fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic departrnent 
>>>>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, faked 
>>>>> classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after report 
>>>>> offered, then challenged, and finally the entire universitT’s 
>>>>> credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic officer of 
>>>>> the universi)- is sending out inspectors to see if professors actual 
>>>>> teach classes. 
>>>>> We need a response that matches this horrible record. The town hall 
>>>>> meetings need the involvement of people who lead this universi)- and 
>>>>> who are committed to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
>>>>> this quicksand. 
>>>>> For me, that would need to include the dean of the college. I would 
>>>>> like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally 
>>>>> values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I would like to 
>>>>> hear where her limits are. At what point is too much asked of her 
>>>>> students who play on a sports team? 
>>>>> To matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one of the town hall meetings. 
>>>>> I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any questions 
>>>>> but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 
>>>>> Carolina and at Kansas mean to him. ~fl~at does a Carolina education 
>>>>> mean to him when he thinks about his players? C,iven all that is 
>>>>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
>>>>> court for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
>>>>> These same questions should be put to Larry Fedora. He has been to 
>>>>> such different academic institutions, his perspective could be 
>>>>> interesting. 
>>>>> And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about hotv the events of 
>>>>> the last three years have affected their view of sports and whether 
>>>>> they think any real damage has been done here. 
>>>>> I will also say I have high expectatmns Public meetings of the 
>>>>> citizenry, (or faculty’) should produce binding results I grew up in a 
>>>>> small town in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the town 
>>>>> meeting. V~nen I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to town 
>>>>> meeting so that they would have quorum and the voice votes could 
>>>>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy- the bulldozer or whatever 
>>>>> was in the warrant. I also got to vote in ttvo Iowa caucuses at our 
>>>>> elementary school, tvhere showing up in the second grade classroom for 
>>>>> Howard Dean or library for iVhke Huckabee meant you were actually 
>>>>> casting your vote The town hall meetings that we are calling for are 
>>>>> not to vent, but to fix things in a practical way 

>>>>> ttaving shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion 
>>>>> of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning 
>>>>> eff’ort The timing evidently" has been determined by Tom Ross I think 
>>>>> it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council 
>>>>> meeting where it can be g~ven its due. 

>>>>> RUdi 

>>>>> From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

>>>>> Colleagues: 

>>>>> CSRI *vill be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
>>>>> conversations/meetings We can help with the planning and organization 

>>>>> also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know 

>>>>> can get to wo~k on this. 

>>>>> In addition, at our confurence we will have three panels that should 
>>>>> be of 
>>>>> interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
>>>>> facul~" "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of 

>>>>> freedom 



>>>>> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for evewone’s 
>>>>> information. 

>>>>> Richard 

>>>>> Dr. Richard M Southall 
>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administratthn 
>>>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>>>>> The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>>>>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>> Office - 919.962-3507 
>>>>> Cell - 
>>>>> Fax - 919.962-6235 
>>>>> southall@email.unc.edu 
>>>>>              ~hotrnail.com 

>>>>> UNC Sport A&ninistration website: 
>>>>> http :/iexss. unc.edu/graduate-programs/specializationsisport-a&ninistration/ 

>>>>> CSRI website: ww~v.unc.ed~’csri <http://~vw~v.unc.eduicsri> 
>>>>> CSRI Conference on College Spolt website: w~w¢.csricotffcrence.org 
>>>>> <htth :/iwww. csriconference.or~/> 

>>>>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 

>>>>> fully. 

>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> Yes, but I heard just today that the Ra;vlings process will not begin 
>>>>>> until April 19 A ;veek before the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>>>>>> wait that long, in my opinion We’ve alrea@ ;vaited far too long 
>>>>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us 

>>>>>> the fall... 
>>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 
>>>>>>> Since Rawlings will presumably be starting his review this 
>>>>>>> spring, it 
>>>>>>> might make sense to suggest the conversations in conjunction with 

>>>>>>> process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of to;vn 

>>>>>>> would go to the meeting 

>>>>>>> Andrew Perrin, L~NC SociologT 
>>>>>>> Sent from my/Phone 

>>>>>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM, "Jay Smith" ~jaysmith@email unc edu> 

>>>>>>>> Hello: 
>>>>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our 

>>>>>>>> :For Friday. Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the 

>>>>>>>> I’m prepared to introduce our document (brief’t?,) and ask the 
>>>>>>>> Council 
>:>>>>7,>> for its endorsement of our basic request--i e., that someone 
>>>7,>>7,> immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>7,>>>>:>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 

>>>>>>>> athletics at UNC. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my 

>>>>>>>> there are no takers as of yet If anyone wants to volunteer, please 
>2>>>2>>>2> contact me. I believed l am on the program now, but would 
>>>>>>>> happily cede 
>2>>>2>7>>> if someone is interested. (As you know, I’ve been saying :tot- 

>>>>>>>> now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously 
>>>>>>>> it Wll] 
>>>>>>>> be taken.) So.. let me kno*v if you’d like to take on the task. l 
>>>>>>>> can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing. 

>>>>>>>> As for FAC: 
>>>>>>>> Yesterday’s was a great meetthg to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>>>>>> several key- personnel from ASPSA to come explain the tutoring 

>>>>>>>> Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt for 

>>>>>>>> because they have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, 



>>>>>>>> and I) had to leave about 20-30 rains earl?’ because the?’ went into 
>>>>>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not 
>>>>>>~> sure I 

>>>>>>>> will even remember all of the discussion I was present for, but 

>>>>>>>> the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 

>>>>>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>>>>>> program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 
>>>>>>>> telliag 
>>>>>>>> numbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from football. 
>>>>>>>> Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the 

>>>>>>>> are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>>>>>> self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading 

>>>>>>>> levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate 

>>>>>>>> ability to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>>>>>> would say...you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>>>>>> reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>>>>>> situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged 

>>>>>>>> (and 
>>>>>>>> I for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of 

>>>>>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR 
>>>>>>>> YEARS AT 
>>>>>>>> 
>>>>>>>> --In a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>>>>>> (the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read 

>>>>>>>> the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO C’AN GRADUATE FROM 
>>>>>>>> LEEP? 
>>>>>>>> HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 
>>>>>>>> this particular kind of gallows humor seems pret~ telling 
>>>>>>>> --Bethel, when asked ho~v many learning specialists work in 
>>>>>>>> Loudennilk, 
>>>>>>>> said "t~vo, maybe two and a halt\" This conflicts with other things 
>>>>>>>> ~ve’ve heard recently The problem may be definitional, but it’s 

>>>>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have 

>>>>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I thil~) Beth Lyons 
>>>>>>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new program are in 
>>>>>>>> their first and second years, ~vhich suggests (if you’re keeping 

>>>>>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>>>>>> challenged people every year. 
>>>>>>>> --Another eye-popping figure came from a presentation about 

>>>>>>>> students served. Something very, very strange happened over in 
>>>>>>>> ASPSA 
>>>>>>>> in fall, 2011. That fall there ~vere 1,110 appointments ma de and 439 
>>>>>>>> students sel"ced (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>>>>>> included.) Immediately thereafter, tutoring ~vas limited to the 
>>>>>>>> academically nee@ (especially tbotball) and the number of students 
>>>>>>>> ~vith appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 
>>>>>>>> total) The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>>>>> >li’om fall 2011 is striking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>>>>>> adequately explained. 

>>>>>>>> Those are my highlights. Others who were there (including committee 
>>>>>>>> members) should feel free to chime in 

>>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>>> andrew perrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>>>> click here: 
>>7.>.’>>.’>> http://lists unc edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>7.>>>>.’>> l faculty--athletics-forum&o 32845368, or send a bkmk email to 

>>.’>>>7.>.’> leave-32845368-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listser~ unc.ed 

>7.>7.>.’> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>>7.>> southall@email.unc edu To unsubscribe 
>7.>.’>>> click here: 
>>>>>> http://lists unc.edu/u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>>>>>> faculty--athletics-forum&o 32845568, or send a blartk email to 

>>>>>> leave-32845568-48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently- subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>>>> collored@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 



>>>>> click here: 
>>>>> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608.d5e258f994~40dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&I facult~/--athletics-fomm&o 32845587, 

>>>>> or send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-32845587-56378608 d5e258 f~)9~f240dc7 b7684965 le6e 185@listser~ unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> jaysmith@email.anc.edu. To ansubscribe 
>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>http:/ilists.~c.edu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4645638d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&l~’acult~--athletics-folmn&o 32845914. 

>>>>> or send a blap2~ email to 

>>>>> leave-32845914-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998cag@listserv.~c.edu. 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>>> andrew~errin@~mc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> click here: 
>>>>http://lists.~mc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I faculP~’--athletics-fomrn&o 32845948 

>>>> or send a blat~k email to 
>>>> leave-32845948-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu. 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-fol~n as: 
>> jaysmith@eraail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http://lists.uncedu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facult~’--athletics-lbrum&o 32847090 
>> or send a blank email to 

>> leave-32847090~-8699857 65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522a c998ca9@listser~ u~c.edu. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
> andrew~perrin@u~c edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://listsuncedu~’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I faculW--athletics-folam~&o 32847135. 
> or send a blank email to 

> leave-32847135-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc edu. 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew~errin@unc, edu - http ://perrin.socsci.unc edu 
Associate Professor of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 
University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~z--athletics-forum as: eunice@emailunc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:/~lists unc.edu/u?id=50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facultv--athletics-forum&o=32847274 or send a blank email to leave-32847274- 

50137456.42~35af5a 29175600ad39629242d7d3@listser~ u~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Pemn <andrew~errin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:47 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-Ii)rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Please, feel free to continue as planned I have no particular status 
other than as an obsel-,zer and marginal participant 

On 03/07,’2013 09:44 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Yes, I disagree with the argument in the strongest terms. But I no 
> longer have the energy to reIhte all arguments for inaction. Especially 
> at the last second. Again. I’m bus?- until the end of the day You people 
> decide ~vhat’s happening, and I’ll check in at 5. 
> On 3/7/13 9:38 AM~ Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>> Do you disagree with the argument? 
>> 

>> On 03/07/2013 09:18 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> I have to say: I am baffled by this discussion, and baffled by who is 
>>> suddenly driving it (this also happened in September.) 

>>> I’m happy to tell Jan to pull us from the agenda But at that point, I 
>>> truly am done with ARG. 
>>> On 3/7/13 9:14 AM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

>>>> I agree. To be clear, however, the reason the call is in our document 
>>>> was because no date had yet been announced for the Rawlings visit (and 
>>>> although Jay has recently learned it will begin April 18, as far as I 
>>>> l~ow, that is still not public). We can simply modify our call by 
>>>> saying that we welcome Rawling’s projected visit as a first step, but 
>>>> that we hope there will be further events and actual follow through. 
>>>> At this point, beginning the "conversation" at the end of April, with 
>>>> the Chancellor leaving, really means starting over in the Fall. 

>>>> Wayne E Lee 
>>>> Professor of History 

>>>> (;hair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

>>>>wwa¥.amazon.corr~Vayne-E-Lee/eiB001KHP, XKW/re~nttatktr dp~r~el 1 

>>>> On 3/7/2013 8:48 AM, ~mdrew Pcrrin wrote: 
>>>>> Colleagues, 

>>>>> I ant concerned that this path will, once again, marginalize the ARG 
>>>>> with respect to other groups on campus. Specifically: because the 
>>>>> next step in what the Chancellor has already planned is to have 
>>>>> Humer Rawlings lead a panel to discuss the role of athletics at UNC 
>>>>> and potentially more broadly, I third: any reasonable outside observer 
>>>>> would see the request here that we have a series of conversations on 
>>>>> precisely that question as redundant. I think it would be far wiser 
>>>>> for the request to be that the Rawlings corcanission be asked to handle 
>>>>> its task through a very open, conversational process like the one 
>>>>> envisioned in our docun~ent. 

>>>>> Here’s where we stand, in my view. We asked for FEC to launch a 
>>>>> ~aculty-led investigation of what happened. They did so, and in large 
>>>>> part because of us they reconm~ended high-status independent inquiries 
>>>>> into (a) what happened; and (b) the role of athletics at UNC in 
>>>>> general. The adnrinistration responded by agreeing to do both: first 
>>>>> the Martin investigation, then the Rawlings commission. I third: we 
>>>>> all agree that the Martin investigation was very shoddy, but that 
>>>>> doesn’t change the fact that the adnrinistration chartered it largely 
>>>>> because faculW asked them to do so. 

>>>>> Now, having asked for and been granted a high-profile, independent 
>>>>> panel assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month 
>>>>> beIbre that panel is due to begin its work, we contemplate standing 
>>>>> up at Faculty Council to launch another request, for all the world 
>>>>> very related to the Rawlings commission? If I were Holden, or Jan, or 
>>>>> frankly any random member of Faculty Couaacil, I would look veiy 
>>>>> negatively on this unless there’s some way in ~vhich it is distinct 
>>>>> from the process that’s alrea@ happening *and* a reason why it has 
>>>>> to happen now instead of once that process is over. 

>>>>> An@ 

>>>>> On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>>>> RuN--no need to apologize for not being there The Friday before 
>>>>>> spring 
>>>>>> break is easily the worst possible time to have one of these 

>>>>>> and I wasn’t tlying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 



>>>>>> Yuur remarks are very useful, thuugh, and with yuur permission I 
>>>>>> think 
>>>>>> I’ll read straight frum them Ffiday I hear you on the request tu 
>>>>>> move 
>>>>>> tu a later meeting, and I’m also fi-ustrated that our issue is given a 
>>>>>> whupping 10 minutes, but if we wait until later, we might as well 
>>>>>> write 
>>>>>> offthis semester, I think I’d hate tu du that. (My sense is that 
>>>>>> these 
>>>>>> issues will never be adequately- addressed at Fac Council; the 
>>>>>> agenda is 
>>>>>> way too crowded and the @namics are all wrong.) I’ll just try to 
>>>>>> be my 
>>>>>> most efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
>>>>>> frora the crowd. Maybe I’ll bloxv a whistle to wake everyone up. I’ll 
>>>>>> play 
>>>>>> the fight songt I third: you’re right about Williams and Fedora, by 
>>>>>> the 
>>>>>> way. And yes, administrators need to stand and answer ottr 
>>>>>> questions for 
>>>>>> once. And yes, too, that we need to figute out a mechanism to 
>>>>>> "operationalize" the majority views that come out of these 
>>>>>> discussions. 
>>>>>> -Jay 
>>>>>> On 3/6/13 9:58 PM. Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
>>>>>>> Hello Everyone, 
>>>>>>> I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday- and I am sorry 
>>>>>>> about that. 
>>>>>>> I am grateful to Jay- for everything he has done to keep the ARG 
>>>>>>> active 
>>>>>>> and informed and yes I can imagine people want to shrug of the 
>>>>>>> .4RG and 
>>>>>>> Jay in particular, but we are far better off having Jay speak 
>>>>>>> bluntly 
>>>>>>> and directly about all this that keeping quiet 
>>>>>>> Before ~ve talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is ~vorth 
>>>>>>> reminding people about what a mess we have. I was at UCLA when the 
>>>>>>> basketball coach was fired for falsifying receipts, and I was at 
>>>>>>> Iowa 
>>>>>>> when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>>>>>>> involving football players. Those were nothing compared to we have 
>>>>>>> done to our university-: ixTL-bound players banned from the UNC team, 
>>>>>>> football coach fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic department 
>>>>>>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, 
>>>>>>> faked 
>>>>>>> classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after 
>>>>>>> repolt 
>>>>>>> olt’ered, then challenged, and finally the entire ut~iversity’s 
>>>>>>> credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic 
>>>>>>> officer of 
>>>>>>> the unlversi~z is sending out inspectors to see if professors actual 
>>>>>>> teach classes. 
>>>>>>> We need a response that matches this horrible record The to~vn hall 
>>>>>>> meetings need the involvement of people ~vho lead this university and 
>>>>>>> who are committed to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
>>>>>>> this quicksand. 
>>>>>>> For me, that ~vould need to include the dean of the college I would 
>>>>>>> like to hear ~vhat she values in the sports program what she 
>>>>>>> personally 
>>>>>>> values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I would like tu 
>>>>>>> hear where her limits are. At what point is tuu much asked of her 
>>>>>>> students whu play on a spurts team? 
>>>>>>> Tu mat*er, Ruy Williams needs tu be at une ufthe tuwn hall 
>>>>>>> meetings. 
>>>>>>> I don’t mind if he is cuddled and leaves without taking any 
>>>>>>> questinns 
>>>>>>> but l want to hear what these degrees that his players have 
>>>>>>> earned at 
>>>>>>> Carulina and at Kansas mean to him What dues a Carulina education 
>>>>>>> mean to him when he thinks abuut his players? Given all that is 
>>>>>>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success un the 
>>>>>>> court for une ufhis player’s achievement in the classroum? 
>>>>>>> These same questiuns should be put tu Larry Fedura. He has been tu 
>>>>>>> such different academic institutiuns, his perspective could be 
>>>>>>> interesting 
>>>>>>> And tu matter, the facul~" needs tu speak up abuut huw the events uf 
>>>>>>> the last three years have aff’ected their view of spurts and whether 
>>>>>>> they think any real damage has been done here. 
>>>>>>> I will also say I have high expectatmns. PuNic meetings of the 
>>>>>>> ciuzenry (ur faculty) shuuld produce binding results I grew up 

>>>>>>> small tuwn in Massachusetts where peuple ran the town in the tuwn 
>>>>>>> meeting. ~f~nen I was old enough to vote, my- mother dragged me to town 
>>>>>>> meeting so that they would have qnnrum and the voice votes could 
>>>>>>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or 

>>>>>>> was in the warrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at out 
>>>>>>> elementary school, where showing up in the second grade classroom 

>>>>>>> Howard Dean or library for Mike Huckabee meant you were actually 
>>>>>>> casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling for 



>>>>>>> are 
>>>>>>> not to vent, but to fi× things in a practical way. 

>>>>>>> tlaving shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion 
>>>>>>> of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning 
>>>>>>> el!tort The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. ! 

>>>>>>> it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a 

>>>>>>> meeting where it can be given its due. 

>>>>>>> RUdi 

>>>>>>> From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
>>>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>>>> Subject: Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUlXICII, etc. 

>>>>>>> Colleagues: 

>>>>>>> CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
>>>>>>> conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and 

>>>>>>> also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know- 

>>>>>>> can get to ~vork on this. 

>>>>>>> In addition, at out conference we will have three panels that should 

>>>>>>> interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, 

>>>>>>> faculty "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of 

>>>>>>> I’ve attached a cop?’ of our conference program for eveJTone’s 

>>>>>>> Richard 

>>>>>>> Dr Richard ivl. Soutfaall 
>>>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
>>>>>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>>>>>>> The Unwersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>>>>>>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>>>> Ofilice - 919.962-3507 
>>>>>>> Cell - 
>>>>>>> Fax - 919962-6235 
>>>>>>> southall,@,email.unc, edu 
>>>>>>>              ~hotmail.com 

>>>>>>> UNC Sport Administration website: 
>>>>>>> http://exss.unc edu&raduate-pro~ramsispecializations/sport-administrationi 

>>>>>>> CSRI ~vebsite: www uric edu/csri <http ://w~vw uric. edu/csri> 
>>>>>>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 
>>>>>>> < http ://*vw*v.csricon feren ce.or~/> 

>>>>>>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 

>>>>>>> fully 

>>>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM, "Jay Smith" <ja.ysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>> Yes, but I heard just today that the Ra*vlings process will not 

>>>>>>>> until April 19. A week before the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>>>>>>>> wait that long, in my opinion We’ve already waited far too long. 
>>>>>>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us 

>>>>>>>> the fall... 
>>>>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, Perrin, Andrea" J wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> Since Rawlings will presumably be startit~g his rcvicw this 

>>>>>>>>> might make sense to suggest the conversations in conjunction with 

>>>>>>>>> process. The topic is certainly related. I xvill be out of town 



>>>>>>>>> otherwise 
>>>>>>>>> would go to the meeting. 

>>>>>>>>> Andrew Perrin, UNC Sociolo~ 
>>>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>>>>>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM; "Jay Smith" <jaysmi~@email.~c.edu> 

>>>>>>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our 

>>>>>>>>>> for Friday-. Let me begin with Friday-. As things stand at the 

>>>>>>>>>> I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly-) and ask the 

>>>>>>>>>> for its endorsement of ore basic request--i, e., that someone 
>>>>>>>>>> i~nediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>>>>>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>>>>>>>> athletics at L~C. I have asked 3-4 of yon to do this in my 

>>>>>>>>>> there are no takers as of yet. R" anyone wants to vokmteer, 

>>>>>>>>>> contact me. I believed I am on the program noxv, but xvould 
>>>>>>>>>> happily cede 
>>>>>>>>>> if someone is interested. (As you ~ow, I’ve been saying for 

>>>>>>>>>> noxv ~at the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously 
>>>>>>>>>> it will 
>>>>>>>>>> be taken.) So...let me ~ow if you’d 1Ne to take on ~e task. I 
>>>>>>>>>> can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing. 

>>>>>>>>>> As for FAC: 
>>>>>>>>>> Yesterday’s xvas a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had 

>>>>>>>>>> several key persom~el I?om ASPSA to come explain the tutoring 

>>>>>>>>>> Eye,zone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt 

>>>>>>>>>> because they have Nage and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, 

>>>>>>>>>> and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they ~vent into 
>>>>>>>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not 

>>>>>>>>>> will even remember all of the discussion I was present for, but 

>>>>>>>>>> the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) ~vere: 

>>>>>>>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>>>>>>>> program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 

>>>>>>>>>> numbers ~ere are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from t~aotball. 
>>>>>>>>>> Using powe~oint slides, he noted that the three goals of the 

>>>>>>>>>> are to get sRadents to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>>>>>>>> se~-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading 

>>>>>>>>>> levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate 

>>>>>>>>>> abili~ to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cymc 
>>>>>>>>>> (that’s me) 
>>>>>>>>>> would say. you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>>>>>>>> reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>>>>>>>> situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged 

>>>>>>>>>> [ for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of 

>>>>>>>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR 
>>>>>>>>>> YEARS AT 
>>>>>>>>>> UNC 
>>>>>>>>>> --In a 13~x pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his 

>>>>>>>>>> (the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read 

>>>>>>>>>> the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT AI)MITTING KIDS WttO CAN G~INIATE FROM 
>>>>>>>>>> LEEP? 
>>>>>>>>>> HA ’]Ne guy shoul~’t be crucified fi~r having a sense of h~or, 

>>>>>>>>>> this particular kind of gallows humor seems pretty telling. 
>>>>>>>>>> --Bethel, when asked ho~v many learning specialists work in 
>>>>>>>>>> Loudenni[k, 
>>>>>>>>>> said "t~w~, maybe two and a hal£" This conflicts with other 

>>>>>>>>>> we’ve heard recently. ~e problem may be definitional, but it’s 

>>>>>>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have 

>>>>>>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I thirN) Beth Lyons. 
>>>>>>>>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new program 

>>>>>>>>>> their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping 



>>>>>>>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>>>>>>>> challenged people every year. 
>>>>>>>>>> --Another eye-popping f~gure came from a presentatinn about 

>>>>>>>>>> students sep~ed. Something very, very strange happened over in 
>>>>>>>>>> ASPSA 
>>>>>>>>>> in fail, 2011. ’]’hat fall there were 1,110 appointments made 

>>>>>>>>>> students served (apparently- because "Olynrpic sport" people were 
>>>>>>>>>> included.) Irrmrediately thereafter, tutoring was limited to the 
>>>>>>>>>> acadenrically needy (especially football) and the number of 

>>>>>>>>>> with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 
>>>>>>>>>> total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big 

>>>>>>>>> >from ~all 2011 is striking and--as far as I’nr concerned--not yet 
>>>>>>>>>> adequately explained. 

>>>>>>>>>> Those are nry highlights. Others who were there (including 

>>>>>>>>>> ruembers) should feel free to chime in. 

>>>>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>>>>> andrew~errin@tmc.edu. To ~subscribe 
>>>>>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>>>>>httt~:iilists.tmc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>>>>>>>>>> l~’acul~’--athletics-fol~n&o 32845368, or send a blaak email to 
>>>>>>>>>> leave-32845368 ~8699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listsel~’.unc.ed 

>>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>>> southall@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

>>>>>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 486998843c0dr’03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>>>>>>>> facul~¢--athletics-folXUn&o 32845568, or send a blank email to 
>>>>>>>> leave-32845568-48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>> collored@email.tmc.edu To unsubscribe 
>>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608d5e258g~94~40dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 32845587 

>>~>>~> or send a blank email to 
>>>>>>> leave-32845587-56378608 d5e258f994f240dc7b76849651 e6e185@lisksep~ uric edu. 

>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to :[’acuity--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>> jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 4869985765997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998cag&n T&I facult’v--athletics-forum&o 32845914. 

>>>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>>>>> [eave-32845914~48699857.65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@liskserv uric edu. 

>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>> andrew perrin@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>http://listsuncedu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I facult-,,--athletics-forum&o 32845948 

>>>>>> or send a blaak email to 

>>>>>> leave-32845948-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.tmc.edu. 



>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>> jaysmith@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> click here: 
>>>>http://lisks.unc.edu~,u?id~4869985765997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I l’acult-,,--athletics-forum&o 32847090 

>>>> or send a blank emai[ to 
>>>> leave-32847090-48699857.65997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>> andrew~perrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http:i,qists.~mc.edu,’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I facultv--athletics-fomm&o 32847135 

>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-32847135-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listser,~.anc.edu. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-formn as: 
> andrew~perrin@~mc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&l faculty--athletics-forum&o 32847313. 
> or send a blank email to 
> leave-32847313-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listser,~.unc.edu. 

Andrew J Pel~in - andrew~r~errin@unc, edu - http ://perrin.socsci.unc. edu 
Associate Professor of Sociology- +1 (919)962-6876 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~z--athletics-forum as: eunice@emailunc edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere:http:/71istsunc.edu/u?id 50137456.42t235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults~--athletics-forum&o 32847335 orsend ablankemailto leave-32847335- 

50137456.42~35af5a 29175600ad39629242d7d3@listser~ uaac.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaikunc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:49 AM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussiou <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

I’m not suggesting that we pull ourselves from the agenda. I only 
suggest that ~ve add a phrase connecting Rawlings’s visit to our call for 
a wider series of town halls. 

Wayne E. Lee 
Prot?ssor of Histo~ 
Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 
wlee@unc edu 
www.unc, edu/~-~welee 
www.amazon.con’b, Wayne-R-Lee/eiB001KHRXK\V/re~nttathr dp pel 1 

On 3/7/2013 9:44 AM. Jay Smith wrote: 
> Yes, I disagree with the argument in the strongest terms. But I no 
> longer have the energy to refute all arguments fi~r inaction 
> Especially at the last second. Again I’m busy until the end of the 
> day. You people decide what’s happening, and I’ll check in at 5. 
> On 3/7/13 9:38 AM; Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>> Do you disagree with the argument? 
>> 

>> On 03/07/2013 09:18 AM. Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> I have to say: I am baffled by this discussion, and baffled by who is 
>>> suddenly driving it (this also happened in September.) 

>>> I’m happy to tell Jan to pull us from the agenda But at that point, I 
>>> truly am done with ARG. 
>>> On 3/7/13 9:14 AM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

>>>> I agree. To be clear, however, the reason the call is in our document 
>>>> was because no date had yet been announced for the Rawlings visit (and 
>>>> although Jay has recently learned it will begin April 18, as far as I 
>>>> l~ow, that is still not public). We can simply modify our call by 
>>>> saying that we welcome Rawling’s projected visit as a first step, but 
>>>> that we hope there will be further events and actual fallacy tl~ough. 
>>>> At this point, beginning the "conversation" at the end of April, with 
>>>> the Chancellor leaving, really- means starting over in the Fall. 

>>>> Wayne E. Lee 
>>>> Professor of History 

>>>> Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 
>>>> wlee@unc.edu 

>>>>~vwa~.araazon.corr~Vayne-E-Lee/eiB001KHP.XKW/re~nttatktr dp~r~el 1 

>>>> On 3/7/2013 8:48 AM, .~mdrew Pcl~in wrote: 
>>>>> Colleagues, 

>>>>> I ant concerned that this path will, once again, ruarginalize the ARG 
>>>>> ~vith respect to other groups on carupus. Specifically: because the 
>>>>> next step in ~vhat the Chancellor has already planned is to have 
>>>>> Humer Rawlings lead a panel to discuss the role of athletics at UNC 
>>>>> and potentially more broadly, I third: any reasonable outside obsetwcr 
>>>>> would see the request here that ~ve have a series of conversations on 
>>>>> precisely that question as redundant. I think it ~vould be far wiser 
>>>>> for the request to be that the Rawlings corcanission be asked to handle 
>>>>> its task through a very open, conversational process like the one 
>>>>> envisioned in our docnn~ent. 

>>>>> Here’s where we stand, in my view. We asked for FEC to launch a 
>>>>> facul~-led investigation of what happened. They did so, and in large 
>>>>> part because of us they recommended high-status independent inquiries 
>>>>> into (a) what happened; and (b) the role of athletics at UNC in 
>>>>> general The administration responded by agreeing to do both: first 
>>>>> the Martin investigation, then the Rawlings commission. I think we 
>>>>> all agree that the Martin investigation was veW shoddy, but that 
>>>>> doesn’t change the fact that the administration chartered it largely 

>>>>> because facul~ asked them to do so. 

>>>>> Now, having asked for and been granted a high-profile, independent 
>>>>> panel assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month 
>>>>> before that panel is due to begin its work, we contemplate standing 
>>>>> up at Faculty Council to lannch another request, for all the world 
>>>>> yew related to the Rawlings commission? If I were Holden, or Jan, or 
>>>>> Iicankly ariy random member of Faculty Council, I would look vely 
>>>>> negatively on this unless there’s some way in ~vhich it is distinct 
>>>>> from the process that’s alrea@ happening *and* a reason why it has 
>>>>> to happen now- instead of once that process is over. 

>>>>> An@ 



>>>>> On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM; Jay Smith ~vrobe: 
>>>>>> Rudi--no need to apologize for not being there The Friday befi~re 
>>>>>> spring 
>>>>>> break is easily the worst possible time to have one of these 
>>>>>> meetings, 
>>>>>> and I wasn’t trying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 

>>>>>> Your remarks are very useful, though, and with your permission [ 
>>>>>> think 
>>>>>> I’ll read straight from them Friday-. I hear you on the request to 

>>>>>> to a latcr nreeting, and I’m also frustrated that out issue is 

>>>>>> whopping 10 ruinutes, but if we wait until later, we might as well 

>>>>>> offthis semester, I thicfK. I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that 

>>>>>> issues will never be adequately addressed at Fac Cout~cil; the 
>>>>>> agenda is 
>>>>>> way too crowded and the dynamics are all wrong.) I’ll just try to 

>>>>>> nrost efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
>>>>>> from the crowd. Maybe I’ll blow- a whistle to wake everyone up. I’ll 
>>>>>> play 
>>>>>> the fight songt I think you’re right about Williarus and Fedora, 
>>>>>> by the 
>>>>>> way. And yes, administrators need to stand and answer our 
>>>>>> questions for 
>>>>>> once. And yes, too, that we need to figure out a mechanisru to 
>>>>>> "operationalize" the majority vie~vs that corae out of these 
>>>>>> discussions. 
>>>>>> -Jay 
>>>>>> On 3/6,’13 9:58 PM. Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J ~vrote: 
>>>>>>> Hello Everyone, 
>>>>>>> I am one of those who cam~ot make the meeting Friday and I am sorry 

>>>>>>> I am grateful to Jay for everything he has done to keep the ARC, 

>>>>>>> and informed and yes I can imagine people want to shrug of the 
>>>>>>> ARC, and 
>>>>>>> Jay in particular, but we are far better offhaving Jay speak 
>>>>>>> bluntly 
>>>>>>> and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
>>>>>>> Before we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is Wolth 
>>>>>>> reminding people about what a mess we have I was at UCLA when the 
>>>>>>> basketball coach was fired ibr falsil~ing receipts, and I was at 

>>>>>>> when two vice-presidents ;vere fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>>>>>>> involving football players Those were nothing compared to we have 
>>>>>>> done to out- university: iN]VL-bound players banned from the UNC team, 
>>>>>>> football coach fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic department 
>>>>>>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, 
>>>>>>> faked 
>>>>>>> classes, academic support program under suspicion, report ai’ter 

>>>>>>> offered, then challenged, and finally the entire university’s 
>>>>>>> credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic 
>>>>>>> officer of 
>>>>>>> the university is sending out inspectors to see if professors 

>>>>>>> We need a response that matches this horrible record The town hall 
>>>>>>> meetings need the involvement of people who lead this university 

>>>>>>> who are committed to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
>>>>>>> this quicksand 
>>>>>>> For me, that would need to include the dean of the college. I would 
>>>>>>> like to hear what she values in the sports program what she 
>>>>>>> personally 
>>>>>>> values, not what the NCT’~I. tells us we should value. ! would like to 
>>>>>>> hear where her lunits are. At what point is too much asked of her 
>>>>>>> students who play on a sports teal:n? 
>>>>>>> To matter, Rny Williams needs to be at one of the town hall 

>>>>>>> I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any 

>>>>>>> but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have 

>>>>>>> Carolina and at Kansas mean to him. What does a Carolina education 
>>>>>>> mean to him when he thinks about his players? O~ven all that is 
>>>>>>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
>>>>>>> court for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
>>>>>>> These same questions should be put to Larry Fedora. He has been to 
>>>>>>> such different academic institutions, his perspective could be 
>>>>>>> interesting. 
>>>>>>> And to nuttter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the 

>>>>>>> the last three years have affected their view of sports and whether 
>>>>>>> they think any real daruage has been done here. 
>>>>>>> I ~vill also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the 



>>>>>>> citizenry (or faculty) should produce binding results I grew up 

>>>>>>> small town in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the town 
>>>>>>> meeung When I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to 

>>>>>>> meeting so that they would have quorum and the voice votes could 
>>>>>>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or 

>>>>>>> was in the warrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our 
>>>>>>> elementary school, where showing up in the second grade 
>>>>>>> classroom for 
>>>>>>> Howard Dean or libralN for Mike Huckabee meant you were actually- 
>>>>>>> casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling 

>>>>>>> not to vent, but to fix things in a practical way. 

>>>>>>> Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the 
>>>>>>> discussion 
>>>>>>> of all these problems will be upstaged by- the strategic planning 
>>>>>>> effort. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I 
>>>>>>> think 
>>>>>>> it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a 

>>>>>>> meeting where it can be given its due. 

>>>>>>> RUdi 

>>>>>>> From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Wechiesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
>>>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>>>> Subject: Re: [facul~--athletics-forurn] FAC, FAC COI~2XIC]I, etc. 

>>>>>>> Colleagues: 

>>>>>>> CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
>>>>>>> conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and 

>>>>>>> also with contacting local or national palticipants Let me know- 

>>>>>>> can get to work on this. 

>>>>>>> In addition, at our conference we will have thi-ee panels that 
>>>>>>> should 

>>>>>>> interest, t~vo keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, 

>>>>>>> facul~z "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of 

>>>>>>> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for eveezone’s 
>>>>>>> information 

>>>>>>> Richard 

>>>>>>> Dr. Richard M. Southal[ 
>>>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
>>>>>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>>>>>>> ~I1ne University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>>>>>>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>>>> Office - 919.962-3507 

>>>>>>> Fax - 919.962-6235 
>>>>>>> southall@emaih unc.edu 

>>>>>>> UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 
>>>>>>> http:/iexss unc.edu/graduate-programs/specializations/sport-aNninistration/ 

>>>>>>> CSRI website: vaYw.unc.edu/csri <http://www.unc edu/csri> 
>>>>>>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www csriconference org 
>>>>>>> <http ://www csriconference.org/> 

>>>>>>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 



>>>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM. "Jay Smith" ~iaysmith@email uric edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>> Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process will not 

>>>>>>>> until April 19 A week before the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>>>>>>>> wait that long, in my" opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>>>>>>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us 

>>>>>>>> the fall... 
>>>>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> Since Rawlings will presumably be starting his review this 

>>>>>>>>> might make sense to suggest the conversations in conjtmction with 

>>>>>>>>> process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town 

>>>>>>>>> would go to the meeting. 

>>>>>>>>> Andrew Perrin, UNC SocioloE," 
>>>>>>>>> Sent from ray iPhune 

>>>>>>>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM. "Jay Smith" ~iaysr~ith@er~ail.unc.edu> 

>>>>>>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our 

>>>>>>>>>> for Friday. Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the 

>>>>>>>>>> I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the 

>>>>>>>>>> for its endorsement of our basic request--i, e., that someone 
>>>>>>>>>> inm~ediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>>>>>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>>>>>>>> athletics at L~NC. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my 

>>>>>>>>>> there are no takers as of yet. K anyone wants to volunteer, 

>>>>>>>>>> contact me I believed I am on the program now-, but would 
>>>>>>>>>> happily- cede 
>>>>>>>>>> if someone is interested (As you know, I’ve been saying for 

>>>>>>>>>> now- that the more ARG is identified ~vith me the less seriously 
>>>>>>>>>> it will 
>>>>>>>>>> be taken) So .let me know if you’d like to take on the task I 
>>>>>>>>>> can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing. 

>>>>>>>>>> As for FAC: 
>>>>>>>>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had 

>>>>>>>>>> several key persormel from ASPSA to come explain the tutoring 

>>>>>>>>>> Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt for 

>>>>>>>>>> because they- have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, 

>>>>>>>>>> and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went 

>>>>>>>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual studems, and I’m not 

>>>>>>>>>> will even remember all of the discussion I was present for, but 

>>>>>>>>>> the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 

>>>>>>>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>>>>>>>> program ]2~r "especially" challenged" athletes, and provided some 

>>>>>>>>>> numbers There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 fi-om footbalh 
>>>>>>>>>> Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the 

>>>>>>>>>> are to ge~ students to l. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>>>>>>>> self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading 

>>>>>>>>>> levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate 

>>>>>>>>>> abili~ to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic 
>>>>>>>>>> (that’s me) 
>>>>>>>>>> would say’. you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>>>>>>>> reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>>>>>>>> situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged 

>>>>>>>>>> ! for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that 

>>>>>>>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR 
>>>>>>>>>> YEARS AT 

>>>>>>>>>> --In a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his 
>>>>>>>>>> slides 
>>>>>>>>>> (the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read 



>>>>>>>>>> the last "goal"): ttOW A[3OUT AD),4[TTING KIDS WHO (;AN (IRAI)UATE FROM 
>>>>>>>>>> LEEP? 
>>>>>>>>>> HA The gw shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of 

>>>>>>>>>> this particular kind of gallows humor seems preW telling. 
>>>>>>>>>> --Bethel, when asked how maW learning specialists work in 

>>>>>>>>>> said "two, maybe two and a hall’" This conflicts with other 

>>>>>>>>>> we’ve heard recently. ~e problem may be definitional, but 

>>>>>>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have 

>>>>>>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I third) Beth Lyons. 
>>>>>>>>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new program 

>>>>>>>>>> their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping 

>>>>>>>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>>>>>>>> challenged people eveU year. 
>>>>>>>>>> --Another eye-popping figme came from a presemation about 

>>>>>>>>>> students se~’ed. Something yew, veW strange happened over in 
>>>>>>>>>> ASPSA 
>>>>>>>>>> m fall, 2011. ~at fall ~ere were 1,110 appointments made 
>>>>>>>>>> m~d 439 
>>>>>>>>>> students selwed (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>>>>>>>> included.) I~ediately thereaker, tutoring xvas limited to the 
>>>>>>>>>> academically needy (especially football) and the n~nber of 

>>>>>>>>>> with appoin~m~ &opped all the way to 379 (with 172 selwed in 
>>>>>>>>>> total). The nt~bers have gone up a bit since, bm the big 

>>>>>>>>> >from fall 2011 is s~-ikmg and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>>>>>>>> adequately explained 

>>>>>>>>>> Those are my highlights. Others who were there (including 

>>>>>>>>>> members) should feel free to chime in 

>>>>>>>>>> -- You are cu~ently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-Ibmm as: 

>>>>>>>>>> an~ew~el-rin@~c.edu To m~subscribe 

>>>>>>>>>>ht~://lis~unc edu~’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 

>>>>>>>>>> l~acul~--athletics-fo~&o 32845368, or send a bla~ email to 
>>>>>>>>>> leave-32845368 48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listse~.unc.ed 

>>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-Ibmm as: 

>>>>>>>> southall@email tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>>>http://lists ~cedu/uTid 48699884.3c0~’03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>>>>>>>> facu[ty--athletics-k~r~&o 32845568, or send a blank email to 

>>>>>>>> leave-32845568-48699884.3c0d~3868952acddd594a08487223e6@liskse~’.~c edu 

>>>>>>> -- You are cu~ently subscribed to l~culty--athletics-k)r~ as: 

>>>>>>> collored@email.~c.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>> ht*p://lis~ unc edu/uTid 56378608.d5e2581>94~40dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&[ faculty--athletics-k~rum&o 32845587. 

>>2>>>2>> or send a blank email to 

>>>>>>> leave-32845587-56378608.d5e2581>94~40dc7b76849651 e6e185@lis~erv.~c.edu. 

>>>>>>> -- You are cu~ently subscribed to l~culty--athletics-k)r~ as: 
>>>>>>> jaysmith@email unce& To unsubscribe 
>>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>> http://lists.nnc.ed~n?id 48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I faculW--athletics-fo~n~ 32845914. 

>>>>>>> or send a blm~ mnail to 

>>>>>>> leave-3284591448699857.65997791Mb45638d9f69522ac998ca9@1istser~.~c.edu. 



>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed tu faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>> andrew perrin@unc.edu Tu unsubscribe 
>>>>>> click here: 
>>>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I facult~/--athletics-furum&~ 32845948 

>>>>>> or send a blank eruail to 
>>>>>> leave-32845948-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listsc1~’.unc.edu. 

>>>> -- You are currently- subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>> jaysraith@eruail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> click here: 
>>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id~48699857.65997791b4645638d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I faculty--athletics-fol~m~&,~ 32847090 

>>>> or send a blav2K email to 
>>>> lea-,~e-32847090-48699857.65997791 b4b45b38dgi~59522ac998cag@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-forum as: 
>>> andrew~’~errin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http://lists.ur~c.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&l ~acultv--athletics-forum&o 32847135. 

>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-32847135-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.uaac.edu. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
> welee@email.uaac edu To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.uaac.eduiu?id 55814421.ec0061e393d0t272ea3t~Sabld658656&n T&I facult~---athletics-folama&o 32847313. 
> or send a blank email to 
> leave-32847313-55814421 .ec0061 e393d0~72ea3feSab 1d658656@listsel~’ unc edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u ?id=50137456 42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facultv--athletics-forum&o=32847348 or send a blank email to leave-32847348- 
50137456.42t235afSa29175600a ckg9629242d7d3@listser~¢.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:21 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 3anken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: May I meet with you to discuss a few things? 

Dear 

Unfortunately, for reasons beyond my control, at this point it will not be possible to complete the work for this class~ 

3[ will you the best of luck. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:29 PM 
To: Lambert, Michael C 
Subject: May 3[ meet with you to discuss a few things? 

Dear Professor Lambert, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is          . , and I had taken Afri    with you in the Fall of    . I had some issues that led me to take a year off of school. I 
just back in the country, and 3[ am trying to finish my degree and hopefully graduate in My advisers are willing to work with me get on track towards graduation 
however, I do have a few classes that I didn’t get to complete. 
They are willing to let me get grade changes for them, however I would have to make sure that the professor is ok with that. I know I had emailed you a few times but never 
turned in the leftover coursework. 
I am mailing to find out if you would kindly be willing to meet with me to discuss this issue, and also for me to explain myself in more detail. 3[ will be in town until Friday. 
I know this is a lot to ask, however I’m just trying to do all I can to ensure that I finish my degree this time around. 

hope you will be able to meet with me for a few minutes at your earliest convenience. 

truly appreciate your time and consideration, and 3[ look forward to hearing back from you. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Symposium on Climate Change <conferences@london-symposium-on-climate-change.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:27 AM 

conferences@london- symtx)sium- on- climate- change.corn 

London Symposium on Climate Change 

We are pleased to invite you to participate in the London Symposium on Climate Change at the Oxford and Cambridge Club, London, 22, 23 and 

24, June, 2013. 

The London Symposium on Climate Chancle is a special interest meeting of London Symposia, an organization devoted to scholarly research, writing 
and discourse. This interdisciplinary conference is an opportunity for academics and policy makers from the different disciplines to meet and discuss 
the many issues related to climate change. 

The meeting will bring to the table scholars from the realms of economics, engineering, health, law, trade, agriculture, nutrition, political science, 
philosophy, education and the physical and chemical sciences to present papers and engage in discourse relevant to global warming and its effects on 
human welfare and progress. 

You are invited to present a paper in your area of expertise and to respond to other papers that are presented at the session. You may, also, attend 
the meeting as an observer. If you decide to present a paper you will be requested to submit a brief abstract of 300 words or less for review by the 
Symposium Programme Committee. 

Notations for the London 2013 meeting are-" 

Abstracts submitted for presentations of papers must be approved by the Programme Committee of the Symposium 

Tf authors wish to submit their research papers for publication they must do so within thirty days of the last day of the Symposium. 

All research papers submitted for publication are subject to external peer review. 

Papers submitted for publication may be published in a Symposium Review, as an edited book or as a journal article. 

Please see the ""Research Topics" for the range of Symposium interests. 

__R___e_gj__s__t__e___r. for the symposium here before May 5, 2013. 

For more information, please use the contact form or email: conferences@london-symposium-on-climate chanqe.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@ualionalhumanitiesceuter.org> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:58 AM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Musicologist Jmro Moreno to spea1¢ at "the Nationa] Humanities Center, Thursday, March 14 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Making Latin American Music ’Latin’ 

Jairo Moreno, University of Pennsylvania 

Thursday, March ~4, 2o13 -- 5:OO p.m. 

During the 1970s, spurred by the international success of Latin American letters and a long tradition of antagonism with the US, intellectuals in 
Latin America insisted on conceiving the region as a culturally and politically unified totality. Against this background, this lecture examines first, 
the eruption in Latin America of popular, mass-mediated music made in New York City and, second, the tensions resulting from the interaction of 
newly arrived musicians from Latin America with more established immigrant groups.[Note: The description of Prof. Moreno’s talk has been 
u pdated.] 

Moreno is associate professor of music at the University of Pennsylvania. He has written a major study of the history of listening in early modern 
and modern music theory and analysis, Musica! Representations, Subjects, and Objects: The Construction of Musical Thought in Zarlino, 
Descartes, Rameau, and Weber (2004). He has also published on jazz performance poetics, the politics of aesthesis, and Latin-American 
popular music in the U.S. during the long twentieth century. A former professional bassist, he received five Grammy Award nominations for 
recordings with the late Latin and Jazz percussionist Ray Barretto, appeared in numerous other recordings, and performed chamber music with 
guitarist David Starobin and the Ciompi String Quartet. Vvhile at the National Humanities Center he is working on Syncopated Modernities: 
Musical Latin Americanisms in the U.S., 1978-2008, an archival, critical, and ethnographic study of music’s precarious share in political 
practices during late capitalism. 

~!b reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (0~0) 540-o66L ext. ~6, or mjohnson@nationalhumanidescenter.org 
Nadonal Humanides Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Co~ Elizabeth Shirer <escox@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:29 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Gradualion Application Question 

As it’s not on the list in the Bulletin or Tar Heel Tracker, weql need documentation of it being okay. I’ve copied Eunice Sable on this email for her assistance. 

Best, 

Elizabel:h Cox 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Acsdemic Advisor 

Graduat~o~ Division a~d h~terd~sc~p~h~ary Studies 

UNC-Chapel HN Academic Advising Program 

G-.I7C Sl:ee~e Building, CB#3:1:10 

Chspel H~H, NC 27599-3:110 

escox@emaiLunc.edu 

a dv~sk?g~unc,edu 

$ent~ Monday, I ll:08 AN 
Te~ Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Su~jeet~ ~E: Graduatbn Applicatbn Question 
Hey Ms. Cox, 
I believe I am using AFRI, as my final course from List A. I had ta~ked to academic advising about it but rm not sure if I need to do an~hing e~se for approval I was told 
that the oNy reason it didn’t appear on the ~isN was because some of the courses hadn’t been updated in some time. Is there somebody I should talk to to fu~her figure this 
out. Than~ and sorry for the confusion. 
Sincerely, 

From= Cox, Elizabeth Shirer [escox@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, i0:46 AM 
To= 
Subject= Graduation Application Question 

[)ear 
nd I hope you’re doing well. I’m currently reviewing your graduation application and am having trouble finding your required :2 "List A" AFRI course. I have a 

letter on file from Dr. Janken approving    as~istA~butwhatarey~uusingasthe2ndcourse?~fit~sasub~p~ease~etmekn~wh~witwasc~nfirmed.Pleaselet 

me know if you have any questions, and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Best, 

Elizabeth Cox 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-17C Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:10 

(P) 9:19-843-6640 

(F) 9:19-962-6888 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Graduation Application Question 

1)one. 

Kenneth R..Ianken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~t~ Studies 

Departmet~ of Afdcaa and Afro- Ame~can Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 

l 5~five~sib, ofNorN C.aro~iua 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([?~x) 

Click on a link ibr intbrmati, m a~:~ut my pt~blica*ions: 
/ 

[!~![~_?()’_~!r!_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 
/ ) http;c/’E~dpress.nd.edu, book’[ 00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 

F~m~ SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent: Thursday, 11:42 AN 
To= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE: Graduation Application Question 

Dear Kenneth, 

I would be very grateful if you dealt with this matter. I can confirm that ~ is a student in the class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Thursday, 1:1:28 AM 
To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 

As it’s not on the list in the Bulletin or Tar Heel Tracker, we’ll need documentation of it being okay, I’ve copied Eunice Sable on this email for her assistance. 

Best, 

Elizabe~:h Cox 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Se~or Academic Advisor 

Graduatio~ Division a~d h~terd~sdp~h~ary Studies 

UNC--Chapel Hi~ Academic Advising Program 

G-.I 7C Steele gu~lding~ 

Chapel Hil~, NC 27599-31~0 

(~} 919-gg2-68&l 

escox@email.unc.edu 

a dv~s~g u~c,edu 

$ent~ Monday, ll:08 

Te~ Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Su~ject~ ~E: Graduation Application Question 
Hey Ms. Cox, 
I believe I am using AFRI    as my final course from kist A. I had talked to academic advising about it but rm not sure if I need to do an~hing else for approval. I was told 
that the oNy reason it didn’t appear on the ~isN was because some of the courses hadn’t been updated in some time. Is there somebody I should talk to to fu~her figure this 
out. Than~ and sorry for the confusion. 
Sincerely, 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer [escox@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: Graduation Application Question 

Dear 

I hope you’re doing well. I’m currently reviewing your graduation application and am having trouble finding your required 2nd "List A" AFRI course. I have a 

letter on file from Dr. Janken approving    as List A, but what are you using as the 2nd course? If it’s a sub, please let me know how it was confirmed. Nease let 

me know if you have any questions, and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Best, 

Elizabeth Cox 



Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-17C Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(P) 919-843-6640 

(F) 919-962-6888 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:41 PM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.anc.edu> 

RE: [lhcalty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Right on. And add Bubba to the invited list. In fact, he should be invited to the first gathering to set a precedent. If he isn’t asked it will be harder to persuade 
coaches et alii, 

From: Silvia Tom~gkov~ [mailto:tomas@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, :t2:26 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 
~d~; 

ARG is not asking for an OUTSIDE intervention or discussion. To the contrary, ARG is asking for an honest UNC conversation about issues that should trouble us all. 

A report generated by some firm is not getting ns offthe hook as much as many wonld wish to move on. ARG is asking that UNC FACULTY, adminislration and 

athletics have a face-to-face honest exchange of opinion, so that each side knows where they st~d. Hiring an outside firm or inviting someone to tell us what we should 

think is nice and an easy way out. 

Silvia 

On 8:48 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 

Colleagues, 

I ani concerned that this path will, once again~ marginalize the ARG with respect to other groups on campus. Specifically: because the next slep in what 

the Chancellor has already planned is to have Hunter Rawlings lead a panel to discuss tbe role of atlfletics at UNC and potentially ~nore broadly, I think 

any reasonable outside observer would see the request here that we have a series of conversations on precisely that question as redundant. I think it 

would be i:ar mser for the request to be that the Rawlings commission be asked to handle its task through a very open, conversational process like the one 
envisioned in onr document. 

Here’s where we stand, in my view. We asked for FEC to launch a faculty-led investigation of what happened. They did so, and in large part because of 

ns they recommended high- status independent inquiries into (a) what happened; and (b) the role of athletics at UNC in general. The administration 

responded by agreeing to do both: first the Martin investigation, then the Rawlings commission. I think we all agree that the Martin investigation was very 

shoddy, but that doesn’t change the l?act that the administration chartered it la~cgely because faculty asked them to do so. 

Now, having asked tbr and been granted a high-profile, independent panel a~ssessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month betbre that 

panel is due to begin its work, we conte,nplate standing up at Faculty Council to launch another request, for all the world ve~y related to the Rawlings 

commission? IfI were Holder~ or Jan, or frankly any random member of Faculty Council, I would look very negatively on this unless there’s some way in 

which it is distinct from the process that’s already happening *and* a reason why it has to happen now instead of once that process is over. 

Best, 
Andy 

On 10:22 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Rndi--no need to apologize for not being there. The Friday before spring 

breaJ~ is easily the worst possible time to have one of these meetings, 

and I wasn’t trying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 

Your remarks are very useful, though, and ruth your permission I think 

I’ll read straight from them Friday. I hear you on the request to move 

to a later meeting, and I’m also fi-ds~_rated that our issue is given a 

whopping 10 minutes, but if we walt until later, we might as well write 

offthis semester, I think. I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that these 

issues will never be adequately addressed at Fac Council; the agenda is 

way too crowded and the dynamics are all wrong.) I’ll just try to be my 
most efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 

ficom the crowd. Maybe I’ll blow a whistle to wake everyone up. I’ll play 

the fight song! I think you’re right about Williams and Fedora, by the 

way. And yes, administrators need to stand and answer our questions tbr 

once. And yes, too, that we need to figure out a mechanism to 

"operationalize" the majority views that come out of these discussions. 

On 9:58 PM, Colloredo-Mansfel& RudolfJ wrote: 

Hello Every-one, 

I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday and I am sorry 

about that. 

I am grateful to Jay for everything he has done to keep the ARG active 



and intbnned and yes I can imagine people want to shrug of the ARG and 
Jay in pa~iculaac, but we are far bet’mr offhaving Jay speak bluntly 
and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
Betbre we talk about the town hall meelings, I think it is worth 
reminding people about what a mess we have. I was at UCLA when the 
basketball coach was fired for falsi~ing receipts, and I was at Iowa 
when ~,o vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rope scandal 
involving football players. Those were nothing compared to we have 
done to our universi~: NFL-bound players banned from the UNC team, 
football coach fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic depaxtment 
resigning, chancellor resigning, hi~ndreds of suspicious grades, faked 
classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after report 
offered, then challenged, and finally the entire university’s 
credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic officer of 
the university is sending out inspectors to see ifprot~ssors actual 
teach classes. 
We need a response that matches this horrible record. The town hall 
meetings need the involvmnent of people who lead this university and 
who axe com,nitted to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
this quicksand. 
For me, that would need to include the dean of the college. I would 
like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally 
values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I would like to 
heaa: where her limits are. At what point is too much asked of her 
studems who play on a sports team? 
To matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one of the town hall meetings. 
I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any questions 
but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 
Carolina and at Kansas mean to him. What does a Carolina education 
mean to him when he thinks about his players? Given all that is 
expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
court for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
These same questions should be put to LaW Fedora. He has been to 
such different academic ins~titutions, his perspective could be 
interesting. 
And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the events of 
the last three years have afl}cted their view of sports and whether 
they think any real damage has been done here. 
I will also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the 
citizenu (or t~culty) should produce binding results. I grew up in a 
small town in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the town 
meeting. When I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to town 
meeting so that they would have quornm and the voice votes could 
happen to tress the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or whatever 
was in the warrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our 
elementary- school, where showing up in the second grade classroom for 
Howard Dean or library, for Mike Huckabee meant you were actually 
casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling for ave 
not to vent, but to fix things in a practical way. 

Having shared all this, I see that tbr a second time, the discussion 

of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning 
etibrt. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I think 

it would be rose to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council 

,neeling where it can be given its due. 

RUdi 

From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:55 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Colleagues: 

CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series ofcan~pus 
conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and organizalion 
and 
also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know and we 
can get to work on this. 



In addition, at our conference we will have three panels that should 

be of 

interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 

Paculty "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of 

academic 

freedom. 

I’ve attached a copy of our conference progran for everyone’s 
info~rnaflon. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Prot}ssor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office- 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax- 919.962-6235 

soutl~all(~email.uuc.edu 

~hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

!attp:i,’ exssamc.edu/_~raduate-progmms/specia!i~’a~ons,’sport-admmis~uaion/ 

overviews/ 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri <http:/,%a~’w.uuc.e&~/cm> 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: w~v.csriconference.org 

<http:/,’w~v.c sriconference.orai > 

Lit~ is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 

fully. 

On 6:45 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith~email:unc:edu> wrote: 

Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process will not begin 
until April 19. A week betbre the end of the "term? Huge mis~ke to 

waist that long, in my opinion. We’ve already waited thr too long. 

Perhaps Rawlings can help "tie up the spring discussion and set us up for 

the fail... 

On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, PeNn, Andrew J wrote: 

Since Rawlings roll presumably be s~xflng his review this spnng, it 

~night make sense to suggest the conversations in conjunction with that 

process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town 

other~vise 

would go to the meeting. 

Andrew PeNn, UNC Sociology 

Sent t?om my iPhi~ne 

On , at 5:36 PM, "Jay Smith" %iaysmith(a)~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello: 

Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 

for Friday. Let me begin ruth Friday. As things s~nd at the moment, 

I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the Council 

for its endorsement of our basic request--i, e., that someone 

immediately begin the process ofiniflating a campus-rode, 



no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 

athletics at UNC. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, but 

there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to volunteer, please 

contact me. I believed I am on the program now, but would happily cede 
if someone is interes~ted. (As you know, I’ve been saying for some time 

now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously it will 

be taken.) So...let me know if you’d like to take on the task. I 

can’t imagine it will be more than a 3- 5 ~ninute thing. 

As for FAC: 

Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 

several key perso~mel from ASPSA to come explain the tutoring process. 
Everyone Mao came is obviously dedicated and serious; I t~lt for them 

because they have huge a~d challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, Wayne 

mad I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 

"closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not sure I 
will even remetnber all of the discussion I was present for, but for tne 

the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 

--Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 

program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 

telling 

numbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 l~om football. 

Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the thiee goals of the program 
are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 

self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading 

comprehension 

levels mad fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate increased 

abili~ to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic (that’s me) 

would say...you’re hoping that eventaally they’ll be writing 

reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 

situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged (and 
I for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of 

these 

students roll not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT 

UNC. 

--In a timx pas t~r the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 

(the goals slide) some text that he had memat to delete. It read (as 

the last "goal"): ttOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WttO CAN GRADUATE FROM LEEP? 

HA The guy shouktn’t be crucified tbr having a sense of humor, but 

this l~rticulm kind of gallows humor seems pretty telling. 

--Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists work in Loudermilk, 

said "two, maybe two and a hal£" This conflicts with other things 

we’ve hemxt recently. The proble~n may be definitional, but it’s clear 

that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 

two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 

--He also noted that most of the people in this new program are in 

their first and second yeaacs, which suggests (if you’re keeping score 
at home) that the football program brings in atxmt 20 seriously 

challenged people every year. 

--Another eye-popping figure came them a presentation about numbers of 

students served. Something very, very s~trange happened over in ASPSA 
in fall, 2011. ’][’hat £:all there were 1,110 appointments Inade and 439 

students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 

included.) Immediately thereafter, tutoring was limited to the 

academically needy (especially football) aaad the number of stadents 
with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 

total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 

>from fall 2011 is striking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 

adequately explained. 

Those axe my highlights. Others who were there (including committee 

members) should t~el free to chime in. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrew~perrin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 2:33 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussiou <faculty--athletics-ii~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculF--atlfletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Fine by me 

On 03/07/2013 12:25 PM, Silvia Tomfigkov~ ~vrote: 

Andy, 

ARG is not asking for an OUTSIDE intervention or discussion To the 
contrary, ARG is asking for an honest *UNC* conversation about issues 
that should trouble us all. A report generated by some firm is not 
getting us offthe hook as much as many would wish to move on. ARG is 
asking that UNC FACULTY, administratinn and athletics have a 
face-to-face honest exchange of opinion, so that each side knows where 
the?’ stand Hiring an outside :firm or inviting someone to tell us what 
we should think is nice and an easy way out. 

Si[via 

On 3/7/2013 8:48 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>> Colleagues, 
>> 

>> I am concerned that this path will, once again, marginalize the ARG 
>> with respect to other groups on campus. Specifically: because the next 
>> step in what the Chancellor has already planned is to have Hunter 
>> Rawlings lead a panel to discuss the role of athletics at UNC and 
>> potentially more broadly, I think any reasonable outside observer 
>> would see the request here that we have a ser~es of conversations on 
>> precisely that question as redundant I think it would be far wiser 
>> for the request to be that the Rawlings commission be asked to handle 
>> its task through a very open, conversational process like the one 
>> envisioned in our document 
>> 

>> Here’s where we stand, in my view. We asked for FEC to launch a 
>> facul~-led investigation of ~vhat happened. The?" did so, and in large 
>> part because of us the?" recommended high-status independent inquiries 
>> into (a) what happened; and (b) the role of athletics at L~’NC in 
>> general. The administration responded by agreeing to do both: first 
>> the Martin investigation, then the Rawlings commission. I think we all 
>> agree that the Martin investigation was very shod@, but that doesn’t 
>> change the fact that the administration chartered it largely- because 
>> faculty asked them to do so. 
>> 

>> Now, having asked for and been granted a high-profile, independent 
>> panel assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month 
>> before that panel is clue to begin its work, we contemplate standing up 
>> at Facul~ Council to launch another request, for all the world very 
>> related to the Ra~vlings commission? IfI were Holden, or Jan, or 
>> frankly any random raeraber of Facul~" Council, I ~vould look very- 
>> negatively on this unless there’s some way in which it is distinct 
>> from the process that’s already happening *and* a reason ~vhy it has to 
>> happen now instead of once that process is over. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> An@ 
>> 

>> On 03/06/2013 10:22 Plk~ Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> Rudi-no need to apologize for not being there. The Friday before spring 
>>> break is easily the worst possible time to have one of these meetings, 
>>> and I wasn’t tlying to "guilt trip" anyone about that 

>>> Your remarks are very useful, though, and with your permission I thili,: 
>>> I’ll read straight from them Friday. I hear you on the request to move 
>>> to a later meeting, and I’m also frustrated that our issue is given a 
>>> whopping 10 minutes, but if~ve wait until later, we might as well write 
>>> off this semester, I think. I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that these 
>>> issues will never be adequately addressed at Fac Couaacil; the agenda is 
>>> way too crowded and the dynamics are all ~vrong ) I’ll just try to be my 
>>> most efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
>>> tlcom the crowd. Maybe rll blow a whistle to wake everyone up. rll play 
>>> the fight song! I think you’re right about Williams and Fedora, by the 
>>> way. And yes, administrators need to stand and ans~ver our questions for 
>>> once. And yes, too, that we need to figure out a mechanism to 
>>> "operationalize" the majority vie~vs that come out of these discussions 
>>> -Jay 
>>> On 3/6/13 9:58 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
>>>> Hello Everyone, 
>>>> I am one of those who caunot make the meeting Friday and I am sorry 
>>>> about that. 
>>>> I am grateful to Jay for everything he has done to keep the ARG active 
>>>> and informed and yes I can imagine people want to shrug of the ARG and 



>>>> Jay in particular, but we are far better offhaving Jay speak bluntly 
>>>> and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 
>>>> Before we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is worth 
>>>> reminding people about what a mess we have. I was at UCLA when the 
>>>> basketball coach was fired for falsi~ng receipts, and I was at Iowa 
>>>> when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape scandal 
>>>> involving football players Those were nothing compared to we have 
>>>> done to our university: NFL-bound players banned from the I~2NC team, 
>>>> football cunch fired, NCAA sanctions, chair of academic department 
>>>> resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, faked 
>>>> classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after report 
>>>> offered, then challenged, and finally- the entire university’s 
>>>> credentials questioned, so much so that the chief academic officer of 
>>>> the university is sending out inspectors to see if professors actual 
>>>> teach classes. 
>>>> We need a response that matches this horrible record. The town hall 
>>>> meetings need the involvement of people who lead this university and 
>>>> who are cormnitted to getting things back on solid ground and out of 
>>>> this quicksand. 
>>>> For me, that would need to include the dean of the college. I would 
>>>> like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally 
>>>> values, not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I would like to 
>>>> hear where her limits are. At what point is too much asked of her 
>>>> students who play on a sports team? 
>>>> To matter, Roy Williams needs to be at one of the town hall meetings. 
>>>> I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any questions 
>>>> but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 
>>>> Carolina and at Kansas mean to him. \Xrhat does a Carolina education 
>>>> mean to him when he thinks about his players? Given all that is 
>>>> expected of him and his players, has he ever risked success on the 
>>>> court for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 
>>>> These same questions should be put to Larr~" Fedora. He has been to 
>>>> such different academic institutions, his perspective could be 
>>>> interesting. 
>>>> And to matter, the faculty needs to speak up about how the events of 
>>>> the last three years have affected their view- of sports and whether 
>>>> they think any real damage has been done here 
>>>> I will also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the 
>>>> citizem7 (or faculty) should produce binding results. I gre~v up in a 
>>>> small town in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the to~vn 
>>>> meeting lVhen I ~vas old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to to~vn 
>>>> meeting so that they would have quorum and the voice votes could 
>>>> happen to pass the planning ordinance or buy the bulldozer or whatever 
>>>> ~vas in the warrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our 
>>>> elementary school, where showing up in the second grade classroom for 
>>>> Howard Dean or libral7 for Nfike Huckabee meant you were actually 
>>>> casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling for are 
>>>> not to vent, but to fix things in a practical way. 

>>>> Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion 
>>>> of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic plunning 
>>>> effbrt. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I think 
>>>> it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council 
>>>> meeting where it can be given its due. 

>>>> RUdi 

>>>> From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
>>>> To: discussion 
>>>> SubJect: Re: [lhculty--athletics-formn] [vAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

>>>> Colleagues: 

>>>> CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
>>>> conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and organization 

>>>> also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know and we 
>>>> can get to work on this. 

>>>> In addition, at our conference we will have three panels that should 
>>>> be of 
>>>> interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
>>>> faculty "town-hall meeting" that will address the larger issue of 

>>>> freedom 

>>>> I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for everyone’s 
>>>> irfformation. 

>>>> Richard 

>>>> Lvr. Richard M. Southall 
>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Adrmnistration 
>>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Director - College Spolt Research Institute 
>>>> Woollen Hall 203C 



>>>> OJTice - 919962-3507 
>>>> Cell - 
>>>> Fax - 919962-6235 
>>>> southall@email.unc, edu 
>>>>              @hotmaihcom 

>>>> UNC Sport Administration website: 
>>>> http ://exss. unc. edu/graduate-programs/specializationsisport-administration/ 

>>>> ovel~iew/ 

>>>> CSRI website: ~vwa¥.unc.edu/csri <http://www.unc.eduicsri> 
>>>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: waYw.csricotfference.org 
>>>> <http:/iwww.csriconference.org/> 

>>>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, ~ve’re here to live 
>>>> fully. 

>>>> On 3/6/13 6:45 PM. "Jay Smith" ~iaysl~ith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process will not begin 
>>>>> m~til April 19. A week before the end of the term? Huge mistake to 
>>>>> wait that long, in my opinion. We’ve alrea@ waited fat too long. 
>>>>> Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us 
>>>>> up for 
>>>>> the i:all... 
>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM. Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 
>>>>>> Since Rawlings will presmnably be stalting his review this spring, it 
>>>>>> might make sense to suggest the conversations in conjunction with 

>>>>>> process The topic is certainly related I will be out ofto~vn 

>>>>>> would go to the meeting 

>>>>>> ~amdrew Perrin, UNC Sociology 

>>>>>> Sent iicom my iPhone 

>>>>>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM. "Jay Smith" ~iaysmith@email unc.edu> 

>>>>>>> Hello: 
>>>>>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>>>>> for Friday. Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the moment, 
>>>>>>> I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the Council 
>>>>>>> for its endorsement of our basic request--i, e, that someone 
>>>>>>> immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>>>>> no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>>>>> athletics at UNC. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, 

>>>>>>> there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to vohmteer, please 
>>>>>>> contact me I believed I am on the program now, but would happily 

>>>>>>> if someone is interested (As you know, I’ve been saying for some 

>>>>>>> now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously it 
>>>>>>> roll 
>>>>>>> be taken) So.let me know if you’d like to take on the task I 
>>>>>>> can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing. 

>>>>>>> As for FAC: 
>>>>>>> Yesterda3?s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>>>>> several key personnel l~;om ASPSA to come explain the tutoring 

>>>>>>> Evei3’one who came is obviously dedicated and serious; ! felt for 

>>>>>>> because they have huge and challenging jobs We (Rudi, Jonathan, 

>>>>>>> and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 
>>>>>>> "closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not 

>>>>>>> will even remember all of the discussion I was present :[’or, but 

>>>>>>> the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 

>>>>>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>>>>> program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some 
>>>>>>> telling 
>>>>>>> nmnbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from football. 
>>>>>>> Usit~g powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the 

>>>>>>> are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>>>>> self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading 
>>>>>>> comprehension 
>>>>>>> levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate 



>>>>>>> ability to compose college-level texts. NOW..the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>>>>> would say..you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>7,>>7, reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 

>>>>>>> situation In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged 
>>>>>>> (and 
>>>>>>> I for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of 
>>>7,>>7, these 
>>>>>>> students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT 
>>>>>>> [iNC. 
>>>>>>> --In a faux pus for the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>>>>> (the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read (as 
>>>>>>> the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS V~KIO CAN GRADUATE FROM 
>>>>>>> LEEP? 
>>>>>>> HA The gw shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 
>>>>>>> this paticular kind of gallows humor seems prett-v telling. 
>>>>>>> --Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists work in 
>>>>>>> Loudem~ilk, 
>>>>>>> said "two, maybe two and a halE" This co~fflicts with other things 
>>>>>>> we’ve heard recently. The problem may be definitional, but it’s 
>>>>>>> clear 
>>>>>>> that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have 
>>>>>>> exactly 
>>>>>>> two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 
>>>>>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new- program are in 
>>>>>>> their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping 
>>>>>>> score 
>>>>>>> at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>>>>> challenged people every year. 
>>>>>>> --Another eye-popping figttre came from a presentation about 
>>>>>>> nttmbers of 
>>>>>>> students SelWed. Something yew, veW strange happened over in ASPSA 
>>>>>>> in fall, 2011. That fall there were 1,110 appointments made and 439 
>>>>>>> students selwed (apparently because "Olympic sport" people xvere 
>>>>>>> included.) I~maediately thereafter, ~atoring was limited to the 
>>>>>>> academically need>- (especially- football) and the number of students 
>>>>>>> with appointments dropped all tfl~e way to 379 (with 172 served in 
>>>>>>> total) The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>>>> >licom fall 2011 is striking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>>>>> adequately explained. 

>>>>>>> Those are my highlights. Others who were there (including con~mittee 

>>>>>>> members) should feel free to chime in 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@uafionalhumanitiesceuter.org> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 3:26 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Musicologist JaJ, ro Moreno to speak at the Nationa] Humanities Center, Thursday, March 14 

Please forgive the image error in our previous message. 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 
Making Latin American Music ’Latin’ 

Jairo Moreno, University of Pennsylvania 

i.~.i Inline image 1 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 -- 5:00 p.m. 

During the 1970s, spurred by the international success of Latin American letters and a long tradition of antagonism with the US, intellectuals in 
Latin America insisted on conceiving the region as a culturally and politically unified totality. Against this background, this lecture examines first, 
the eruption in Latin America of popular, mass-mediated music made in New York City and, second, the tensions resulting from the interaction of 
newly arrived musicians from Latin America with more established immigrant groups.[Note: The description of Prof. Moreno’s talk has been 
u pd ated .] 

Moreno is associate professor of music at the University of Pennsylvania. He has written a major study of the history of listening in early modern 
and modern music theory and analysis, Musical Representations, Subjects, and Objects: The Construction of Musical Thought in Zarlino, 
Descartes, Rameau, and Weber (2004). He has also published on jazz performance poetics, the politics of aesthesis, and Latin-American 
popular music in the U.S. during the long twentieth century. A former professional bassist, he received five Grammy Award nominations for 
recordings with the late Latin and Jazz percussionist Ray Barretto, appeared in numerous other recordings, and performed chamber music with 
guitarist David Starobin and the Ciompi String Quartet. VVhile at the National Humanities Center he is working on Syncopated Modernities: 
Musical Latin Americanisms in the U.S., 1978-2008, an archival, critical, and ethnographic study of music’s precarious share in political 
practices during late capitalism. 

To reserve space, please./bllow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9 ) 549-o66L ext. H 6, or mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

~\ational Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 4:49 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

mark your calendars - March 20 talk at Duke by Frank Mora 

Frank Mora flyerjpg 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke University 

presents a talk by 

Dr. Frank Mora 

Former Deputy Assistant Secretary. of Defen~ for the Western Hemisphere 

(under President Obama) 

"Is the US Losing Influence in the Western Hemisphere? A New Paradigm" 

Wednesday March 20 

12:00 - 1:00 pm 

Room 240 Franklin Center, 2204 Erwin Road 
Duke campus 

Part of the Wednesdays at "the Center series; a light lunch will be served. 

Free and open to the public. 

See attached fiver for more infom~ation. 

Mr. Mora’s visit is co-sponsored by the American Grand Strategy program at Duke. 

Na t::a i i ~" Ha r tmar~ 

Associate Di~ecto~ 

Center for Latin A"erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke Ur~ J ve rs ~ ty 

phone 919-68i-3983~ fax 919-681-7966 
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TOP NEWS 

New Sanctions on North 
Korea Pass in Unified U.N. 
Vote 
By RICK GLADSTONE and DAVID E. SANGER 

A resolution in response to North 
Korea’s nuclear test last month, 
negotiated between the United States 
and Clfina, won mmnimous approval 
from the United Nations Security 
Council. 

-’ South Korea Pushes Back on North’s Threats 

Bin Laden Relative With 
Qaeda Past to Have New York 
Trial 
By MARK MAZZETTI and WILLIAM K. 
RASH BAU M 

A son-in-law of Osama bin Laden who 
once served as a spokesman for A1 
Qaeda will appear in court Friday to face 
terrorism charges that could bring a life 
sentence. 

~ ~ Document: Official Indictment Against Sulaiman Abu Ghaith 

A Senator’s Stand on Drones Scrambles Partisan Lines 
By RICHARD W. STEVENSON and ASHLEY PARKER 

Senator Rand Paul’s filibuster won praise from the Tea Party movement and civil-liberties-nfinded liberals, 
but two pronfinent fellow Republicm~s accused him of scaremongering. 
¯ . ~ Interactive Graphic: How the Senate Voted 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Politics really understands a couple of things - votes and dollars. My father always used to tell me, ’No 

peso, no say-so.’" 

HENRY R. MUNOZ III, the finance chairman of the Denmcratic National Conmfittee, the first Latino to 
hold the job. 

ARTS 



Postal Service Looks to Sell 
Historic Buildings 
See a small sample of the buildings that 
the Postal Service is currently selling, or 
considering for sale, around the eotmtry. 

o Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
It’s About the 

Work, Not the 
Office 
By JENNIFER GLASS 

Corralling workers in one 
place doesn’t necessarily lead to 
productivity or innovation. 

Bright Lights, Big City 
(Redux) 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Gap introduces a Jimi Hendrix T-shirt 

Last stop before the outlet center 

~t~ytim.es,¢ont STYiLE 

WORLD 

Leader of Vote Count in Kenya Faces U.S. With Tough Choices 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The Obama adininistration has signaled its disfavor for Uhuru Kenyatta, accused of war crimes, who was 
ahead in presidential balloting. But rejecting him could harm ties to a vital ally. 

. ~ Slide Show: Kenyan Election May Offer U.S. Tough Choice 

MEMO FROM ROME 
Pope Wanted¯ Must Possess Magnetic Charm. And Grit¯ 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN and DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Cardinals who will select the next pope would like to find one with the charisma of Pope John Paul II, mad 
the touglmess to tackle Vatican disarray. 

. ~ Interactive Feature: The 115 Men Who Will Choose the Next Pope 

On Eve of His Funeral, Debating Chfivez’s Legacy 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Venezuela had one of the lowest rates of econonfie growth in the region during the 14 years that Hugo 
Chfivez was president. 

° Ch~vez Transformed the Way Venezuelans View Themselves 

:’ Thousands Line Up for Last Glimpse of Ch~vez 

. ~ Video: Ch~vez Lives On 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

To Place Graduates, Law Schools Are Opening Firms 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Efforts like creating school-rtm law firms are trying to address the glut of heavily indebted graduates with no 
clients and a vast majority of Americans tumble to afford a lawyer. 

Looming Cuts Add to Problems at Nuclear Site 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

The Hanford nuclear cleanup project in Richland, Wash., has been hit by leaking waste, layoffs and delays; 
now more trouble is ahead. 

Global Temperatures Highest in 4,000 Years 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

The modem wanning period is mfique over a longer period than previously thought, according to research to 
be published in the journal Science. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Government Takes Legal Action Over Phone Spam 
By EDWARD WYATT 

In eight federal civil eases, the Federal Trade Conmfission named 29 individuals, most of whom worked for 
compmfies that were hired to send the unsolicited text messages. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 
Regulators Get Latitude in the Split of MBIA 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

A court action brought against MBIA said it had made inaccurate regulatory filings before it split up. The 
case’s disnfissal allows the insurer to pursue its strategy for corporate survival. 

DEALBOOK 
In Letter, Icahn Pledges to Fight Dell Over Sale 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

A special conmfittee of Dell’s board said it had received a letter from Carl C. Icahn hinting at "years of 
litigation" if the company went ahead with a $24.4 billion sale to its founder. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON BASEBALL 
Next Step for Yankees’ Rivera: Closing a Career 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The Yankees’ Mariano Rivera, revered as one of baseball’s gentlemen mad perhaps its greatest closer, is 
expected to annotmee that this season will be lfis last. 

’ Bats: Rivera’s Expected Announcement I Injuries Like Teixeira’s Can Linger 

Injuries Like Teixeira’s Can Linger 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Jose Bautista injured lfis wrist on July 16 and was forced to have season-ending surgery. The Yankees can 
only hope that is not the path that Mark Teixeira will follow. 

THUNDER 95, KNICKS 94 
Knicks’ Spark Vanishes in a Flash 
By HOWARD BECK 

With Carmelo Anthony sitting out, J. R. Snfith had 36 points to keep the Knicks competitive. He came up 
short, though, and the Thtmder won. 

’ ~ Box Score 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Post Office Buildings With Character, and Maybe a Sale Price 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Preservationists are fighting what they consider shortsighted decisions to sell architecturally distinctive post 
office buildings. 

’- Photographs: Postal Service Looks to Sell Historic Buildings 

New Proposal to Merge Art Museums in Los Angeles 
By CAROL VOGEL 

The Los Angeles County Museum of Art has proposed combining with the Musemn of Contemporary Art. 

ART REVIEW 
A Camera Ravenous for Emotional Depth 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The British photographer Bill Brandt, whose work is on view at MoMA, took pictures whose balance of art 
and humanity is frequently called strange, mysteriotts mad irresistible. 

¯ ’ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’OZ THE GREAT AND POWERFUL’ 
That Man, Before the Curtain, and Before Dorothy, Too 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Oz the Great and Powerful," starring James Franco and Michelle Williams, is Disney’s prequel to the 
orighml story. 

" We Aren’t in the Old Kansas, Toto 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BEYOND THE HILLS’ 

The Power of Faith, for Good and Ill 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "Beyond the Hills," by the Romanian director Cristian Mungiu, a girl who visits her friend at an isolated 
rural convent is suspected of being possessed. 

, Sacrifice at the Altar of Intolerance 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’EMPEROR’ 
The American General Who Ruled Japan 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In "Emperor," Tommy Lee Jones plays Gen. Douglas MacArthur during the American occupation of Japan 
that followed World War II. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Brennan’s Excuse 
The newly confiruaed C.I.A. chief should commit to making a Senate report on torture public. 

EDITORIAL 
Arkansas’s Attack on Abortion 
A new law, which violates 40 years of Supreme Court precedent, bans abortions at 12 weeks of pregnm~cy. 

EDITORIAL 
Shareholders in Europe Demand Control 
Swiss measures are the newest and most far-reaching of the say-on-pay policies now in place or under 
consideration in ninny European nations. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Market Speaks 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Yes, the Dow Jones hadustrial average has been setting new records this week, but the message from the 
nmrkets is actually not a happy one. 

¯ " Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Orthodox Surge 
By DAVID BROOKS 

A thriving Jewish comaterculture prompts reflections on collective comnfitments in the moderu age. 

:. Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
Hicks Nix Climate Fix 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Who better to convince farmers of the perils of climate change than a farmer? 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On March 8, 1917, Russia’s February Revolution (so called because of the Old Style calendar used by 
Russians at the time) began with rioting and strikes in St. Petersburg. 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Celebrate International Womeffs Day with Routledge 

Celebrate; International Women’s Day 29% OFF 

Is this email ilot displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Celebrate International 
Women’s Day with Routledge! 

social achievements of women around the world. To view a wide-range 

of related titles, click here, or take a look at our online cataloq! 

Literature Ser~es offers a selection of titles from a time of great cha~ge 

in feminist stteJies Ta view this series, please click here. 

Naw unlil Mu, rch I ! th use disceunt (:ade DRK64 and receive 2~}% OFF" 

these titles¯ Remember, all web orders ever $35 receive FR~E SHIPP~NG in the US and Canada *Offer 

valid on!y with web orders at routfedge.com, focalpress.com, psypress.com er 

routted_CLementafhealth, com. 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~sat~ons. 

Copyright F12012 Tayior & Francis, an Informa b[isiness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of InforR-~a UK [.hY~ited registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London, WI[ 3JH. 
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TOP NEWS 

Share of Homes With Guns 
Shows 4-Decade Decline 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE and ROBERT 
GEBELOFF 

The data suggests that even as the 
debate over gun control remains 
contentious, the demographics of 
ownerslfip are shifting. 

Power Struggle on Reforming 
Vatican Bank 
By RACHEL DONADIO and ANDREW 
HIGGINS 

The Vatican is under mounting pressure 
to clean up its bank - long the subject of 
dark intrigue - in a push by the 
European Union to apply common rules 
for the use of the euro. 

How a U.S. Citizen Came to 
Be in America’s Cross Hairs 
By MARK MAZZETTI, CHARLIE SAVAGE and SCOTT SHANE 

3m account of how the United States came to use a drone strike to kill the American-bon~ terrorist leader 
3mwar al-Awlaki highlights the perils of a war conducted behind a classified veil. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I would still eat these meatballs. No problem." 

ZUZANA NAVELKOVA, an official at a Czech laboratory who discovered horse meat in Swedish 

meatballs, fueling a firestorm over food labeling in Europe. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 

Capitol Redux 
A visual tour of the New 
York State Capitol in 
Albany. Its renovation 
was completed in 2012. 
" Related Article 



OPINION 

OPINION 
Living With Less¯ 

A Lot Less. 
By GRAHAM HILL 

The many tlfings I 
consumed ended up 
consuming me. 

"The Audience," starring 
Helen Mirren 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"Talley’s Folly," revived at The Roundabout 

"As You Like It," at The New Victory Theater 

nyiim.es, corn T H EATiE R 

WORLD 

Recipe for Divided Europe: Add Horse, Then Stir 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

At a time of immense strains brought on by the euro crisis and austerity, the horse meat scandal has brought 
into the open the deep divisions that bedevil Europe. 

Kenyatta Is Declared the Victor in Kenya, but Opponent Plans to Appeal 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The election commission said Saturday that Uhuru Kenyatta had received 50.07 percent of the vote, but the 
other top contender, Raila Odinga, indicated that he would not concede defeat. 

China Says It Won’t Forsake North Korea, Despite Support for U.N. Sanctions 
By JANE PERLEZ 

Careful remarks by the foreign minister masked the plain-spoken discussions among Clfina’s officials and 
analysts about the value of supporting North Korea even as it continues to develop nuclear weapons. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Too Young to Retire, but These Deals Can’t Wait 
By HOWARD GOODMAN and MICHAEL WINERIP 

Baby boomers are finding themselves drawn to condominimns at 55-and-older retirement communities 
where prices have pltmged since the recession. 

" Our Generation: Kings Point, a Magic Kingdom for the Retirement Set 

Neighborhoods Seek to Banish Sex Offenders by Building Parks 
By IAN LOVETT 

Because of limits on where such offenders can live, the measure is effective for a commtmity, but may be 
counterproductive to public safety over all. 

For Some, Owning Guns Doesn’t Necessarily Mean Liking Them 
By SUSAN SAULNY 

It is these voices of ambivalence that policy makers say are likely to be drowned out by the passion at the 
extreme ends. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

The Price of Marriage in China 
By BROOK LARMER 



China’s econonfic surge - and vast wealth inequality - have bred a new type of matchmaker, referred to as a 
love hunter. 

FAIR GAME 
Corralling Mobsters, if Not Many Big Banks 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Mary Jo Wlfite, nonfinated to head the S.E.C., has a long r6sum6 as a prosecutor, though it includes few 
cases against large financial institutions. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Yes, We’re Confident, but Who Knows Why 
By ROBERT J. SHILLER 

History shows that public confidence is fickle and little understood, but it can have great influence on the 
markets and the economy. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

As Big East Basketball Tournament Fades, a Block Remains Fresh 
By GREG BISHOP 

For a toun~ament that defined a conference and became synonymous with the Garden, the 1986 final 
provided the Big East wifla a blueprint. 

ON BASEBALL 
Calmness of Seattle Inspires Second Chances 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Oliver Perez and Jason Bay, who both struggled witla the Mets, have shown the benefits of escaping to a 
faraway setting like Seattle. 

Rowdiness Becomes a Business Strategy for the Tour 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Donald J. Trmnp’s plans for Doral Resort demonstrate the way golf tournaments are trying to attract a 
broader audience by inviting noisier galleries. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Disney Stars Throw Off Their Past in ’Spring Breakers’ 
By BROOKS BARNES 

The transition out of children’s entertainment is perhaps Hollywood’s trickiest professional maneuver. 

Gosh, We’re Bad Now! 
By JON CARAMANICA 

There was once a long arc from newfotmd fame to scandal and disgrace, but now the fallen teen idol 
embodies potential mad letdown all at once. 

ARTS & LEISURE 
The Singer Who Fell to Earth 
By SIMON REYNOLDS 

David Bowie’s new albmn, "The Next Day," to be released on Colmnbia on Tuesday, is receiving acclaim as 
the artist’s strongest effort in decades. 

" ~ Slide Show: 50 Years of Bowie 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Allergy Buster 
By MELANIE THERNSTROM 

?m experimental new treatment seeks to release children from the terror of severe food allergies. 

The Professor, the Bikini Model and the Suitcase Full of Trouble 
By MAXINE SWANN 



A world-renomaed physicist meets a gorgeous model online. They plan their perfect life together. But first, 
she asks, would he be so kind as to deliver a special package to her? 

LIVES 
A Public Apology for My Sofa 
By DAVE BRY 

Allow me to explain why we left that couch outside our door for two weeks in 1995. 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Repeal the Military Force Law 
The 2OOl resolution, enacted after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, has outlived its purpose and become the 
basis for perpetual war. 

EDITORIAL 
Student Debt and the Economy 
Borrowers with private loans need help before they are ruined by default. 

EDITORIAL 
Putting Corporate Cash to Work 
What should profitable companies like Apple do with their growing piles of money? 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

EXPOSURES 
Life’s Unequal Beginnings 
By ALICE PROUJANSKY 

A photographer looks at the struggle to provide women with safe, respectful care during child birth. 

" ~ Slide Show: Birth Culture 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Rigging the I.P.O. Game 
By JOE NOCERA 

What a decade-old dot-corn I.P.O. case says about Wall Street today. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Of Fraud and Filet 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Food surprises on both sides of the Atlantic are renfinders that ahnost every bite we take is a leap of faith. 
. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Suicide, With No Warning 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Studies show that lax gtm laws contribute to the suicide rate. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
The Revolution Will Be Tweeted! 
By MARC LAVALLEE and ALEXIS MAINLAND 

Hugo Chfivez was the world’s leading Socialist on social media, with over four nfillion followers on Twitter. 

ON THIS DAY 



On March lO, 1985, Konstantin U. Chernenko, the Soviet leader for just 13 months, died at age 73. His death 

was announced on March 11th. The Politburo member Mikhail S. Gorbaehev was chosen to succeed him. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Conference Center <conferencecenter@unc.edn> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Upcoming Retreat, Maxch 22 (9-4.00pm) 

Good morning, Eunice, 

I look forward to speaking to you this week. I plan to be in the office daily; however, my schedule changes from day to day.. Today, 7am-4.pm, tomorrow, 7:30am 

until abot~t (~::~0prn. Shotted ~ (:NI yot~? 

Gloria T. Farrar 

Conference Services Manager 

The W~iam and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

{::arn~)us gox 1020 
Univers~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Chapel H~[< NC 27599--1020 

Phone (9~9) 962--2598 

Fax (919) 962-2061 

gfarrar@emaiLunc.edu 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, Hatch 10, 2013 8:~7 PM 
Te: UNC Conference Center 
Subject= Upcoming Retreat, March 22 (9-4.00pm) 

Dear Gloria, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if we touched base this week on the March 22 retreat scheduled to begin at 9.00 ending 4.00pm. 

Kindly let me know when it would be a good time to call. This week you can reach on my cell: 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christopher Brown <chrisbrown@mcgraw-hill.com~ 

Monday, March 11, 2013 10:53 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Book orders will be here soon! How cm~ I help? 

Hello Professors! 

This is Chris Brown, your Humanities, Social Sciences and World Languages representative with McGraw-Hill. I hope the spring semester is off to a good 

start for you! 

Before book orders start coming due in a few short weeks, please consider McGraw-Hill for solutions to your instructional needs. You can call or email me 

any time if you,d like to receive a sample textbook or review online resources. I try mv best to respond quickly. Take a spin through our list of updated 

titles and request sample copies online here: 

http:!/catalogs.mhhe.com/mhhe/viewNode.do?node type=mnc&descr=H urea nities%2C+Social+Sciences% 

2C+a nd+World+La nguages&pa rid=830SSS&catid=920237 

Thinking about implementing new learning technology tools, but need some guidance? I,lm here for you! Have you heard about CONNECT? 

~..w.~..w....w..:~.c.gy.:.a-w..!)~!~c.~.~.~.n.~.n.~.e.~.c..t.~.c.~9~.r..n./~) CONNECT is a web-based assignment and assessment p(atform that helps students and instructors connect to their 

coursework. It,s auto-grading and reporting can save you time! Say the word if you,re interested in a demo! 

Have you ever thought about tailoring a book to fit the way you teach your course? You can do that through CREATE! {._w_____w____w__:L_n___c_g_Ea____w_h__!J_[_c_£__e__a___t__e__:_c___o__gff_.) 

CREATE is our publish-on-demand site that allows instructors to draw from our content and put together customized texts that fits their specific needs. 

11311 even build a sample for you based on your syllabus if you,d like! 

Thank you very much for your consideration! We are striving at McGraw-Hill to provide quality solutions for higher education in today,s world. Take care, 

and I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Best Regards, 

Christopher Brown 

Publisher’s Representative 

Humanities, Social Sciences and Languages 

chds.__brown@ mcgraw-hill.corn 

(c) 

~¥ou can aJso write to: Privacy, McCrraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Compa~ies Corporate Privacy 

Policy tbr more informalion or contact privacy@mcgraw-hill.com. 

To unsubscribe, click here 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@uationalhumanitiesceuter.org> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 1:29 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJ, humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhum~mitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lorv~!natiouedhumanitiesceuter.org> 

REMINDER: Musicologist J~J, ro Moreno to speak at the Nationa] Humanities Center; Thursday, March 14 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Making Latin Ame~dcan Music ’Latin’ 

Jairo Moreno, University of Pennsylvania 

i.~.i Inline image 1 

Thursday, March 14, 2o~3 - 5:oo p.m. 

During the 1970s, spurred by the international success of Latin American letters and a long tradition of antagonism with the US, intellectuals in 
Latin America insisted on conceiving the region as a culturally and politically unified totality. Against this background, this lecture examines first, 
the eruption in Latin America of popular, mass-mediated music made in New York City and, second, the tensions resulting from the interaction of 
newly arrived musicians from Latin America with more established immigrant groups. 

Moreno is associate professor of music at the University of Pennsylvania. He has written a major study of the history of listening in early modern 
and modern music theory and analysis, Musical Representations, Subjects, and Objects: The Construction of Musical Thought in Zarlino, 
Descartes, Rameau, and Weber (2004). He has also published on jazz performance poetics, the politics of aesthesis, and Latin-American 
popular music in the U.S. during the long twentieth century. A former professional bassist, he received five Grammy Award nominations for 
recordings with the late Latin and Jazz percussionist Ray Barretto, appeared in numerous other recordings, and performed chamber music with 
guitarist David Starobin and the Ciompi String Quartet. Vvhile at the National Humanities Center he is working on Syncopated Modernities: 
Musical Latin Americanisms in the U.S., 1978-2008, an archival, critical, and ethnographic study of music’s precarious share in political 
practices during late capitalism. 

~lb reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (0~0) 54~-o66L ext. ~6, or mjohnson@nationalhumanidescenter.org 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Monday, March 11, 2013 3:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Yoga, Love Songs, m~d Art-Inspired Theater in the Ackland’s Gal]erie!! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 12 March, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Exhale...it’s Spring Break at UNC (= easier to park downtown)! 

Exptore the world of yoga in the beautiful setting of the Acktand during 

this hour-long session offered by registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshall. You’[[ practice a series of gentte yoga poses inspired by the art 

surrounding you. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortabte 

clothing that wi[[ at[ow you to stretch. 

Free to Ackiand members, $5 for non-members. 

Registration is limited. Click here to register online! 

Music in the Galleries: Community Love 

Jukebox, Vol. 2 
Sunday, 17 March, 2:00 PM 



Bring vinyl records, cassette tapes, 

CDs, iPhones, and/or iPods with 

recordings of the love songs you 

love to the Ackland. You’ll work 

with your fellow music-lovers and 

WXYC DJs to create a great "love 

mix." 

The p[aylist will be compiled and made available on the Ackland website, 

and selected songs and stories wiil also be woven together to create a 

Thursday Night Feature program on WXYC (89.3 FM). 

Free and open to the public. 

"Activated Art~" Returns to the Ackland! 
By popular demand, the Ackiand is 

i i~i again presenting "ekphrastic theater" 

in its galleries. Through an upcoming 

series of live theater performances 

entitled ACTIVATED ART, works of art 

in the Ackiand’s permanent collection 

may be experienced in unexpected and 

thought-provoking ways. 

Each performance of ACTIVATED ART 

comprises five original ten-minute 

plays, each inspired by a different work 

of art in the Ackiand Art Museum’s 

permanent collection. These plays 

"Widget" by Daniel Wallace construct dramatic narratives 

in Activated Art 2012 perceived in painting and sculpture, 

capturing the art works’ most essential 

nature. 

Learn more about ACTIVATED ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 

(919.962.0216) through Ackland Museum Store today! 

Read More, Learn More, Love More 

~Aore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ 

since the 1990s is accompanied by a fully- 

illustrated, 240-page catalogue with 

essays by consulting curator Claire 

Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 

Jackson, and Dario Robieto, among 

others. It also includes additional 

materials by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sale, 

Janine Antoni, Hadassa Goidvicht, and 

Miranda July. 

Stop by or contact the Store 

(919.962.0216 acklandstore@ uric. edu) 

to purchase your copy. 

For Members Only: SOUP2NUTS with 
i~ore Love Artist Dario Robleto 

Tuesday, 26 March, 6:00 PM 

"Soup to nuts" is an American English 

idiom meaning "from beginning to 

end." Ackiand members are invited to 

a simple, casual dinner-- starting with 

soup and ending with nuts, as you 

might expect!-- featuring a discussion 

by artist Dario Robleto, who will give 

us the "soup to nuts" of his creative 

process. 

This evening is our way of saying 

thank you to our Members for their 

ongoing support. 

Please bring your own wine to be 

served at your table. 

FREE; space is very limited. Members R.S.V.P. here. 



The first Soup2Nuts was organized at the Halsey 

Institute of Contemporary Art in Charleston, SC. We 

are pleased to carry on the tradition at the Ackland. 

Special thanks to Ackland National Advisory Board 

Member Kate Nevin. 

Coming in April: Triangle East Asia Colloquium 

The Ackiand is pleased to host this 

year’s Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium (TEAC) from 12-13 

April 2013. An annual event that 

promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 

is organized by the faculty from 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke University, 

and North Carolina State 

University. 

This year, the coiloquium’s theme 

is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six papers wiil investigate different ways 

in which one art medium represents art of another medium, e.g. a 

painting about music or a film about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and re~ister online. 

Up¢omin~ Programs You’ll LOVE. 

Tea at Two: Paul Jones 

"The Work of Art, Technology, and Love in the Age of 

Digital Reproduction" 

Wednesday, 20 March, :2:00 PM 

Charlotte O’Neal ("Mama C"): Spoken-Word and Music 

Performance 

Wednesday, 20 March, 4:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: Pariah (201 1 ) 

Thursday, :21 March, 7:00 PM 

~ "Put a Little Heart Into Your Art" 

Sunday, 24 March, 2:00-5:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by generous support from 

Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 
you. Become a member of the Ackland Art 

Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 

news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of 

the Artist and Lehmann Maupin GaKery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: Slow Down Fref~ht Trafn, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Hadassa Go~dvicht, Israeli, born 1981, and Anat Vovnoboy, Israeli, born 1982: Lullaby (video stiK), 2012; single- 

channel video. TRT: 51 minutes. Lent by the artists. 

Dario Rob[eto, American, born 1972: De]~fant Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (pulp made from 

soldiers’ letters sent home and wife/sweetheart letters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon 

skeleton% World War II-era pigeon message capsules, dried flowers from various battlefields hair flowers braided 

by war widows, mournin8 dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and buKet lead from various batt[efie[ds, various seeds, 

various seasheKs, cartes de visites, gold leaf, silk, ribbon, wood, o=[as% foam core, glue. Lent by The Mint Museum, 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Image courtesy of the Inman GaKery, Houston, 

TX. 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sen~ to eunice@email.unc,edu by esbowies@emaikunc.edu 

Update Profije!EmajjAddress instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: ~0~ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3400 



fFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Judge Blocks New York City’s Limits on Big SugaO, Drinks 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i ~,’!Rorials I Op-Ed I On This r-?~V 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

March 12,2013 

TOP NEWS 

Judge Bloclcs New York 

Cib’*s Limits on Big Suga~’y 

Drinks 

A state eonrt judge inwdidated new 
restrictions on sweetened beverages 
on Monday, a day before they were 
set to take effect, saying the rules 
were "arbitrary and capricious." 

~,Sdespread F~aws Found in 

Ova~ian Cancer Treatment 
f.h: 3Li" t::. 
Most women with ovarian cancer, 
which kills ~5,ooo Americans a 
year, miss ont on treatments that could add a year or more to their lives, a study fmmd. 

UoSo Demands China Block Cyberaitacl~s and ~kgree to Rules 

A speech by a White House official was the first pubfie confi’ontation with China over 
cyberespionage and came days after a Chinese official rejected evidence of a mifitary role in 
hacking. 

¯ NYTirnes.com Home Paqe >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tw~ 9or to defend m~j eM~dren, nttd gouts, ottd do wh¢zt ~ right to sore liv¢~s. ()besitg kifls. TIwre ~ no 
question il kiIM " 
NAYOR NICHAEL R~ BLOO~BERG, defending New Yot’k (;iLy’s [[miLs on large, sngary drinks, 
which were sLrt~ek down by a jndge. 

SCIENCE 

FEA’FURE: z~.he~ld of 

the Class 
For three young 
finalists in the Intel Science Talent 
Search, there were some big 
questions that needed answering 
before the end of high school. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Down 

The word "bullying" is 

overnsed - expanding, 

aeeordionfike, to encompass both appalling violence or harassment and a few mean words. 

An everywoman? In so many 
ways, no. 
ALSO IN THEATER ;> 

’;C:iowr~ Ba!"’ a[ ,he Parkside [.ounge 

The heavy mantle of Holly Golightly 

WORLD 



In affluent Mazar-i-Sharif, an increasing number of suicides among young women has grown with 

such speed that the city’s hospital and police say they have been overwhelmed. 

Ritual and Secrecy Surround Conclave 

The conclave to elect a pope, which starts Tuesday, begins with prayers chanted in an ancient 

language and ends with the unveiling of the supreme pontiff. 

Conc|ave Smoke’s Recipe Is a Mystery 

Progress during the papal eonclave will be measured in the colors of the smoke that will emerge 
after the w~ting, but just how those eolm’s are made remains a mystery. 

For Det~oolt, a Crisis Born of Bad Decisions and Crossed Fingers 

One of the largest dries to face mandatory oversight has come as a result of millions in uncollected 
fees, a flight of its affluent tax base and misguided hopes that downturns might melt away. 

Arkansas’s Abo~tlon Ban and One Man’s Strong Will 

Dm Arkansas bill to restrict abortions to early pregnancy, passed in spite of tough opposition to the 
lawmaker behind it, energized advocates of similar measures elsewhere. 

MedlcMd ExpanMon Is Rejected in Florida 

Rebuffing Gov. Rick Scott, a Florida Senate committee proposed using federal money to enroll low- 
income residents in private insurance as a compromise. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Illinois Is Accused of Fraud by 

In announcing a settlement, the agency said the state had misled investors about the health of its 
pension system. 

On the Brink in Italy 
s,, ~.~.~: .* ~.r.,:. ~:~,/,:,,~ 
Among Italy’s estimated six million companies, businesses of all sizes have been going belly tip at 
the rate of 1,ooo a day over the last year. 

Britain invesklgatlng Claims Over a Botched Deal by H.P. 

The inquiry, by the British Serious Fraud Office, is the latest legal fallout from a deal that has 
saddled H.P. with huge losses and depressed its stock price. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Left Behind, UConn Ponders Sta~¢ing Over ~galn 

As the current Big East dissolves, Connecticut is contemplating an immediate future in an 
unheralded league and the likelihood of no traditional or natural geographic rivals. 

Penny-Plnchlng in Pinstripes? Yes, the Yanks Are Reining In Pay 

Long known for lavish payrolls, the Yankees are showing an unfamiliar restraint to get themselves 
under a $~89 million threshold that Major League Baseball has established for ~o~4. 

~ Graghic: Yankees Embrace Frugality as New Business Model 

A Hobbled Cushman Goes l~shing for Infielders 

General Manager Brian Cushman sent out feelers to veterans from DelTek Lee to Scott Rolen to 
Chipper Jones in holies of saving the Yankees fi’om their numerous injmies. 

AR"rS 

DANCE REVIBN 

Reaping Connections Paul Taylor Has Sown 

Paul Taylor recombines and juxtapose dances, like the new "To Make Crops Grow" alongside the 
veW different "Le Saere du Printemps (The Rehearsal)." 

City Suspends Pension Payments for Arks Institutions 

New York City is questioning whether it is paying more than its fair share into a system that 
includes stone of its best-knmvn cultural institutions. 



THEATER REVIEW I ’N EVA’ 

Self-Abs~_~°bed, %Vith Cheld~ov as a Backdrop 

"Neva" is a Guillermo Calder6n play set in ~9o5 Russia and centering on Chekhov’s widow, Olga 

Knipper. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

A Laboratory Grows Yom~g 
f.::: .i l /. .i 

The annual Intel Science Talent Search, with 40 finalists from more than ~,7oo applicants this 
year, encourages young students to enter a life of science. 

~ V~d~o ~eature: A Look at Three Finalists 

BY DEGREES 

H~ Search of Ene~ogy Mhoacles 

While scientists raee to develop a technology, probably nuclear-based, that ean slake our energy 

thirst without a huge environmental cost, it would be folly to wait that long to tackle carbon 

emissions. 

~amalyzing the DNA of dangerous butterflies who copy other unpalatable species, scientists have 
found that some shared role>controlling genes, signaling past interbreeding. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A L!~fiversal l~ght ~:~_~ Vote 

New legal protections are needed to expand the guarantee of ballot access in every state. 

EDITORIAL 
Unholy A|llance 
At a United Nations conference, Iran, Russia and the Vatican are working to block global standards 
protecting wmnen against violence. 

EDITORIAL 

The Grim Bacldog at Veterans Affairs 
A new report paints a distressing portrait of an agency buried helplessly in paperwork. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The A~is of Enr~ul 

Effective energy innovation is not happening where you think it is, Dear Reader. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

In Oregon, extremists fight gun laws with harassment, It’s the post-Newtown world. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~3 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Cow,clare’s Fixed li¢ays 

The process for choosing the next pope is a recipe and metaphor for the Roman Catholic hierarchy’s 
aloofness. 

o Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 12, 1947, President Truman established what became known as the ~IYuman Doctrine to 
help Greece and Turkey resist Communism. 



You received ~his message because you signed up [er NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. As a member of 

the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy. 
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French alternative to 1he Red C,oss, the MSF has grown into 

an btemafiona~ institution w~th a repu~a~bn fo~ outspoken 

JSBN: 97g0S2027~18S:~ simple ethical geal pre’#es deeply complex ~n practice, Its 

oFgan~zatbna~ histoG, ~lustra[es be~h the ~ogb and ~he 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eatman, Debra H. <~eatman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Eunice - Plea~ call me ~ we can lind a time to reschedule the breakt?ast meeting with you and Winston. THNX! Debm 

Debra Eatman 

Executive Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

113 Carr Building, Campus Box 5000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5000 

919.966.4045 (0) 

919.962.2090 (F) 

Fostering Student Learning and Success 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:49 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Noted Scholars ti-om Canada, China, Israel, Germany among speakers at upcoming NHC conference March 21-22 

Please share with colleagues, students, and friends 

Ni Inline image 1 

March 21 - 227 2012 

at the National Humanities Center 

Keynote Add ress: Midmel Ignafieff, Toronto University and t talward Kennedy School 

Daniel Bell, Tsinghua University 
Aalat Biletzki, Tel Aviv University and Quinnipiae University 

Christopher Browning, University of North Carolina at Chapd Hill 

Jeml Bethke Elshtain, University of Chicago and Georgetown University 
Catherine Gallagher, University of California - Berkeley 

Hm~s Joas, Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies and University of Chicago 

Ben KdernmL Yale University 
Thomas Laqueur, University of California - Berkeley 

Robert Post, Yale University- Law School 

Wmlg Hui, Tsinghua University (concluding speaker) 
Richard Wilson, University of Connecticut 

David ~,~ong, Duke University 

One of the most striking features of the contemporary, world is the extraordinaW variety of situations that are claimed to involve human rights 
issues. But do we know what human rights are? Can we describe the difference between human rights and other kinds of rights? Do we have 
an adequate understanding of rights, and of humans, as they are conceived in cultures around the world? 

The full range of issues surrounding human rights cannot be grasped by the language of statutes, treaties, declarations, or conventions; nor can 
human rights be reduced to on-the-ground negotiations. A more durable and productive understanding would require a reflective approach 
based on a thick description of historical, philosophical, and cultural thetors. Human Rights and the Humanities will seek to bring the vast 
resources of the humanities to bear on the understanding of this, one of the central issues of our times. 

Htunml Rights mid the Hmnanities will seek to underscore the contribution of the humanities to an understanding of human rights and to 
stimulate and support fresh thinking on this subject by humanistic scholars. 

A registration tee of $2o ($10 for seniors and students with valid ID) provides entry to all sessions and meals. The keynote address by Michael 
Ignatieff on Thursday, March 21, is free and open to the public. 

For further details or to register for the conference, contact Martha Johnson at (919)549-o661(x128) or 
mjohnson(~nationalhumanitieseenter.org or visit http://wu~’.nationalhumanitieseenter.org/news/9ol3springevents.htm#eonferenee 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <~ecs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Reminder - Department Retreat March 22, Friday 

It is on his calendar! Yes, please have David contact Holden~ Email should be fine. 

Erin 

Frera: SaNe, Eunice N 
Senti Sunday, March 10, 2013 9:06 PN 
Te: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject; Reminder - Department Retreat March 22, Friday 

Hi Erin, 

hope you are doing well. 

As the department’s retreat date draws near, I thought I would sent you a quick note so that you can remind our Chancellor of the event. I am very grateful that he graciously 
agreed to join us for a panel discussion which I will moderate in the afternoon (2.00-3.30pm followed by a reception). The retreat will be at the Friday Center. 

I also wanted to let you know that David Kiel - who will be facilitating the retreat - would like to briefly touch base with the Chancellor to outline the modality of the afternoon 
panel. Let me if this is OK. If you have questions you can reach me at            this week. 

Regards and thanks, 

Eunice 



Poems for" the Millennium, Volume Four fo.ho~,~,, ........ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The University of California Book of No~~h African 

L~terature 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Edited and w~th Commentaries by P~erre Jods and HaMb 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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TabJe of Conte~ts 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
In ~h~s rough volume of the landmark Poems lbr 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~9~3N: ’978052027385~ the Maghreb, the ~eg~on of Noah Afdca tha~ spans 
~s.:9.9~; me,Jem natkm states of Ubya, "[’un]s~a, Algeria, Morocse, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

. .......................................... 

Ambo-Be,ber and Jewish ~tera,y curium of AkAndalus, which 

flourished in Spare be[ween [he nm~h and fifteenth centurk~s. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study office Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mail129.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

~Vednesday, March 13, 2013 12:04 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A~monncing New Travel Grants from ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
6th Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply for the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be eng~aged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitin£~! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Contact 

May I call you this afternoon at 4pm? If this does not work, please let me know a good time.David 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 20:t3 9:52 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: Contact 

Dear David, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if you called me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Contact 

Will call then. David 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:55 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Yes David. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Mar 13, 2013, at 12:49 PM, "Kiel, David" <ldel~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

May I call you this afternoon at 4pm? If this does not work, please let me know a good time.David 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:52 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: Contact 

Dear David, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if you called me at ’ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bailey, Dogma Jean WaJker <dbaJleyl@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Friday is fine for me at the same time and place_J can’t imagine that you would have ~mforeseen circumstances © 

Here is my phone number as welJ ~ust in case you get caught at the last rninut:e 

See you Friday,, 

Donna 

E~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat; Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:06 PN 
To= Ba~ley, Donna ~ean Walker 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Donna, 

Hope you are well. 

Because of unforeseen developments, I am writing to see if we can meet on Friday, same location instead of Thursday. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 3:07 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Touching base 

I would love to have coffee. I miss you and being around the 
department. I’m in Western NC until Friday, but could meet Saturday 
aI’temoon or Sunday. I’m flexible early next week as well 

launched a new series with PBS today Please check it out and share 
it with the department: http://wv~v.youtubecona/~vatch?v= dTk3iiOZS8 

On 3/13/13, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

I hope you are doing 

Life continues to be very hectic in my part of the world, hence the silence 
Can we have coffee in the next week or so? 

I hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Professor Pierce Freelon 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
North Carolina Central University 

My work / 
Congo Beat Lab / http://www.¥outubecom2watch?v 0Jeex7i×mUE 
Umi Says/http:i/www.goutube com/watch?v 3mfD91cp7sw 
Freedom Suite /http://music.thebeastmusic.com/aibun~,freedom-suite 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden,vfimes@nUdme s.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 5:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, T Men’s Fashion Spring 2013, New York, Arts Capital and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30313/a mes 1 Y 

@Times-March 13, 2013 ] 

’if’ Men’s Fasl~ion ~pzoi~g ~o~3                            [i~1 

Belgian actor Matthias SchoenaeAs~ photographed by 
Bruce Weber, graces the cover of the spring men’s fashiun 
issue uf T, while inside are an essay about t~e average male’s 
rising Style Quotient, an introduetio~ to five talented yuung 
puets, a visit to perfumer Ben Gurham’s Stuck~ulm studio, a 
rmmdup uf athletic gear, a treatise on male friendships and a 
primer on dressing stylishly today. 

New Yo~’k~ A~’ts Capital 
Wh en it i;omes to [hi; At°~s~ New York offers an 
embarrassme~ of riches. Let The Times help ensure 
don’t miss a tbing~ wi~h listings of ~oteworthy cul~ra[ events 
H~e metvopotRan region this week .--- ArL DamuL Jazz, Movies. 
Theater, Children’s Ewmts and more ---. plus an ovevview of the 
week ahea& There’s even a sortable Arts & Entertaimnent Guide 
covering eve~ts in the city and beyond, selected by Times 
crRics. 

* Nova Ephvon’s Final Act 

, Unemployment at 4-Ye;~t’ Low as U.S. Hiving G;m:s S~eam 

* Yes, Yon Can I Sheryl Sandberg’s "Lean In" 

* Disruptions: Thank gou for Yore" "Thank You" Comments 

* ’~Ve --Str mg The Singing S ’bag Qu rt t" at West Side Y 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~v-r~ ......... 
(Between M~r. 6, 2013- Mar. 12. 2013) 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Living 

A]ol~g CentrM Park West 
Tony residential buildings look 
out onto an oasis of green along 
one of New York City’s grandest 
stretches. 

~ PHOTOGI/APIIS: 

Threatened Species Have a 
Chance fur Protection 
The Fish and Wildlife Service 
has pledged by 2o18 to decide 
the fate of all backlogged 
candidates for federal protection. 

~ V]DEO: A Night at the 

Bates Motel 
Times reporter Nell Genzlinger 
spends a night on the set of A&E’s 
prequel to Hiteheoek’s "Psycho." 

Join the 
Conversation 

L Liv{ng With Less. A Lot Less. 

2. OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST i ’£he Good. Racist People 

3. The Profi;ssov, the Bikini Model and the Suitcase Ful{ 
~i t’ouble 

4. New Sanctions on Norfl~ Korea Over N~dear Teat 

5. CaB a Radical New Treatment Save Children With Sewwe 
Food A~lergies2 

GoGgle 
Shows .~:iI 

Off ~ mple 

Apps 

Glasses 
At the South by 
Southwest Conference, GoGgle 
gave a demonstration of its 
Project Glass and showed how 
some apps would work with the 
eyewear. 

+ A daily e-maii newsleker 

the business of techlsology, 



witi~ coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

Delivered before ti~e 
opening bell and after [he 

market close, the DealBoek 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking nears ebout 

M&#’~,s, I.P O.s, venture 
capitP~i and more. 

All things fashion f[om The 
New York limes, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

and runway coverage 

fro[~l acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing depaitment You received ~his messege becaclse you signed up 

for NYlimes,com’s @limes newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New yopr, NY 10018 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: New Pope Shifts Church’s Center of Gravity Away From Europe 

We’re happy to present our redesigned Today’s Headlines 

n e ws 1 e tt e r. i;ou’l] co~atinu e to receive all [he i’~’~;Times, corn contort[ thai 

u Streamlined mobi[e~i¥iendly design 

u Quick access links to NYTimes~com social media and mobile platf~m*s 

u l"or paid subscribers, a special recommended articles section 

ream more about Times digital subscription options. If ),ou have questions 

l)edback, please co~tact ~s a~ help@ nytimes~com or visit *ay~n-aes.com.,l*elp~ 

Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO~" Catl~ol~es Speak: F~lli~g tl~e Pews 

.as the conclave of cardinals in Rome names Jorge Mario 

Bergoglio of ~’genti~m as the new pope, Catholics from around 

th e world (:on sider how }}e will in crease th e size of the eh urch duri~ g h is papa 

Related Videos: Modernization I Dipiomat I More 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

lDeat|~ to l’Vltist]e-Blowers? 

What could be more destructive to an infom~ed citizenry than "~e darcak of the 

death pe,mIty or life imprisonment l))r whiskle.-blowers? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

C~:ii~~::~!’~i!,i,i~.,~::;~:~!’).~:;: .~!~~i~:ii:..~,~!?: ,C.~!~~iO.~:;:~?:~"~i O:~!"i’~? ii!~i!..:~ii~;~".::~ 

:~::ii:ii:L.:~::?:!::.:~!, ii!) ;i: :i: :i!: ~!~:i’~:::?:hii:; [ ~:::i’.:i!?i’. 



POPE FRANC~ after 

World 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

For Outsider~ :Big Challe~ge 

The choice of a New World pope sent messages about the Roman 

Catholic C~ureh: that its flame" lies i~ the global south a~d that a 

scholar with a eormnon touch may inspire its faithful 

V~tican 

UoS. Genera| Puts Troops on Security Alert 

K~rzai Remark~ 

Oen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr. told his top commanders khat 

Western troops were now ak greater ~isk of 3track. 

Hamid 

Karzai’s 

Obama’s Israe| Itinerary Includes Some ~;~ A visit to 
Sta~adard Stops, ]but Not Others the 

Church 

Before he even departs for next week’s trip, Presiden t Obama is [ ~*~"~’ 

confronting the reality that in a land so l~’eigh[ed with 

symbolism, any place he chooses to visit, or not visit, can str~ke a ne~’e. 

U.S. 

FoDo.A, P|ans Looser Rules on Appro~ng Alzheimer’s Drugs 

Showing improvement on memory or reasoning tests, but no lc.,nger necessarily 

in daily i?mctioning, eonld lead to approvals. 

Lessons for Detroit in a City’s Takeover 

Pontiac, Mich., once a healthy blue-collar city, has been guided 

by emergency managers for the last four years. 

i~ The 
....... jobs 

boa rd 

U~So Citizens Join l[~legal Inmfigrants in Pressing 

Lawmakers tk~r Change 

Citizens a~ slopping l~rward in favor of comprehensive 

legislagon that would include a qtfick and direct path to 

citizenship for] ~ million people living in the country illegally. 

Support 

~ migmti 



ALSO IN T MAGAZINE ~ 

Athletic gear is edging in on fashion’s turf 

Tile Monkey’.~ Pu, w may be pt~bli.~hing’s greal new hope 

Business 

At NBC, a Str~ggJe to Revive the ~¢lorr~g Magic 

The last year tbr Matt Lauer, the o~ce-popular hos t of the 

he.york’s "Today" show, is a lesson o~ how a combJ~mfion of 

missteps can predpitatc a star’s fail 

Spinoff of’llme Ineo Rattles Employees 

:M:ter the spliL occms, Time I*m. will no lo*w~r have the lucrative 

film a~}d television} assets of Time Warner to prop ~t ~p. 

Cities Weigh ’Faking Eleetrieity Bttsi~esa From 

Mm~h?ipalifies are showing a~ interest i~ creafi~% their o~s~ 

utilities, wfleeting concerns abouk climate change and responses 

to power disruNio*~s. 

~ ~ Graphic: Private vs. Government UNities 

Matt 

Lauer 

Time 

Inc. is 

separati 

Valmont 

power 

plant in 

Sports 

Rivers Is Taki~g Robi~so~t’s 40~ to Its Last Stop 

When basebaI1 retired aackie Robinson’s No. 4~ in ~997, the ~3 

major leaguers with No. ~ we~ allowed b-~ keep weari*~g it. 

MarJano Rivers w~]] be the last. 

, aeter Continues Rehabilitation. ~ack at Sho~op 

The Last ~Va]lk 

Mike Areseo, the commissioner of what’s leR of the Big East, has 

no choice but to see good days ahead as tl~e conference 

dissolves. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

I~ ~Ve]lke~° B~°c’akup, It% Not Him; It’s T]hem 

The Pat]:iots, who allowed receiver Wes Welker to sig~ a modest 

deal with the Broncos, hinked ak kheir lukewarm feelings early 

last seasom 

Rivers, 

I 9 I 

Welker, 

Arts 



ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

The "Henri Labrouste" exhibition at fl~e Modern easts this ]9th- 

century b’i~’neh architect as a radical reinventor of public spaces. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Henri 

~eL~:b .... 

~Structur 

Turmoil at CF° Twombly Fo~mdatior~ 

The foundation has been roiled by accusa[ions in a lawsuit thak 

one of the l))ur people who run it took mo~ than $300,000 in 

unauthorized t~es tbr investment se~wiees. 

:: Twom bl 
y with 
his work 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

’Bmflmads’ Fans Hope fox" More 

"Bunheads," which may or may not he back for a second season, 

features ±~ny Sherman-.Palladino’s hyperverbaI, serewball s tyle 

and amusingjy neurotic characters. 

Fashion & Style 

A~t? Oh, Yea][~. ]But We~’e Here to 

Entangling fl~reads of art, hi,at lit>, music and fi~shion, the Hole, 

a contemporary ark gallery in [~wer ManhaEan, has emerged as 

a successor to the departed Deiteh ProjeeB on the downtown 

soeial circuit. 

The 

Hole, on 

the 

 °2er , 

FRONT ROW 
ii~ Patrick 

l~ck- Starting a Colleetio~ I ..... 
Robinso 

Patrick Robinson got a business education in fashion the hard 

way, Now he’s back; _&n interview with Makthew Terry, the abs of 

the CaNin Klein underwear campaigns; and a study on sodal media impact 

dnring Fashion Weeko 

A T~oainer to lt][~e Stars Who~s a Sta~o-to 

Harley Pasternak has made himself into the fit]aess go-to man to 

the star~, and gained celebrity- himself. 

i~ Harley 

j: 2~,stern J 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

I~adequate T~’eat~ttent of Ova~’iatrt Cm~eer 

A study that shows widespread failure in ovarian-cancer treatment suggesLs a 

need for new ways to help patienb and doet~-~rs find specialists wh~-~ can help 

them. 

EDITORIAL 

Awkward Cl~oiee h~ Ker~F°a 

Kenya’s derision to elect a president charged "~ith crimes against humanity 

poses a chalIenge tbr the West. 

EDITORIAL 

~’I adiso~ Square Garde~ s Overreach 

In order to replace the dismal and inadequate Pennsylvania Station, the 

massive sports arena should not be given a new lease. It skould move. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I,s Any l-l~pe Lel~ fo’~" N[Jideasl- Peaee? 

The [srae]~-Pa]estJeim} "peace process" has actually helped make 

peace less at~ainable than ever. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"lille Old Peaee Is Dead, but a Ne~ Peace is Possible 

z~s zM’ubs and Israelis book look inward, ~I~e eimnee for a New Peace emerges -- 

cot loft3.’ dedarafioes, but a pragmatie, gradual process that advances mulam] 

needs and interests. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~:ro Obam~ Goes to Israe~ 

Here are a Dw questions ~tm presidet~t might ask on his visi~ ~o 

~sruel ~ext week. 

~ Columrli~ Page 

For m~):e opini~m, ~o t~) NYTimee.eom/Opinion >,, 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I B~ythie Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes F’interest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® [ iPad® I Android [ All 

Visi~ The New Yo~k Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ Help $ectio~ ~ ’ m.nyt,com ~ 

About This E4,lail 

This is an automate.d e-mail Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for N’¢limes,com’s Today’s Headlines newslelter, 

As a member of the TRUSTe privac’f program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe i Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E.,[vlail == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adver[ise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozxrboffmhzevbs@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day with 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

Celebrate Resding St Patrick’s Day: 20!/~, OFF 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For, qsrd to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Dear Professor SaMe, 

Now until March 18th use discount code HRK74 and receive 2t3% 

OFF" all titles [o view our St. Patty’s Day titles click here. 

Remember, ali web erders ew~r ,$35 re,’:eiw! FREI~ SHIPP}NG in the 

US and Canada 

"Offer wdid cn~v’ with web orders a~ routledge com. focafpress.com, 

psypress com or routtedqementatheafth.com 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and otfers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscdbe at any time. 

We respecl ~our privacy a[ld ,,,/ill not disciose, rent o[ sell your email address to any outside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor 8 Francis, an Infoqy~a business 

taylor & granc~5 ~5 a trading name of Informa LIK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered once: Mo[timer House, 37-4! Mortime[ St[set, London, W!T 3Jl-I. 

If you wish to [insubscribe, please click on the link below. Piease note this is an automated operation 

htt p://tan df msgfocus.com/u/11wTC670YsodvA87 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 1:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Deadlock in Cairo 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL, 35 NO. 6 Visit h:b.f’o~k [~] 

LRB cover art Deadlock in Cairo 
Hazem Kandil 

If there is a coup in E&vpt, it will be presented as a 

necessity and applauded by the revolution-wear), 

tniddle class. But the armed forces eanL~t hope to 

impose militm3~ rule, and any coup will be carried out in 

collaboration with whichever political faction seems 

most likely to be able to restore stabilib~. The best hope 

for the revolution is an alliance between the 

organisationally strong tnilitary and tnetnbe~ of the 

extremely disorganised revolutionatT camp. An 

alliance of that sort would compel the revolutionaries 

to give up many of their demands, but it would also 

place the country on a quite different path [] which is 

why the security apparatus will do evetTthing it can to 

prevent it. Mock; 

Ice Age Art 

T.& Clark 

The long moment in which a woman [] s body became other to itself in order that 

another might issue fl’om it would have been thought of as fearful, astonishing, 

ominous. Everything in the British Museum [] s show eonfix~ns the eomtnonsense 

picture we have of hunter-gatherer society.s inwardness with the ways of wild 

beasts. Sm’ely such knoMedge would have put in relief the sheer dreadful 

inefficiency [] the pain, waste and danger ~ of the hmnan animal[] s means of 

reproduction. The figures from the settlements along the Danube and Don seem to 

me to be trying to reeognise the dreadfulness, perhaps in order to make it bearable. 

Censorship in Ireland 
Arme Em’ight 

In September 1954, my parents went to ENnbur~ on their honeymoon. There is a 

picture of them Nken in PNnees Street Gardens, in front of the ~4ew of the Castle, 

my mo~er is wearing her white fun fur jacket, my Nther is wearing a big smile; ~ey 

look full of their moment and altoge~er content. No one ~ows why they went to 

Edinburgh, they just wanted to, and after that they went to Lourdes. In fact, my 

mo~er earned more than ~is, as yet undeclared, baby through Irish customs. My 

father told her to mke the suitcase and said nothing, so she stood in all innocence in 

front of the customs man while he checked the contents. In among the clothes and 

the souvenir bo~les of holy water were a couple of paperback books. :~Xfore 

,Justin Bieber 

!~i Gift Subscriptions 



Pop stars come ufith expit.w dates. In search of career longevity they constantly have 

to shape-shift with evolving musical tastes, and revamp themselves for fans who are 

groudng older themselves. On the night of the Grammy Awards, Bieber announced 

he would do an hour-long live video interview on the website Ustream. At 8 p.m., the 

titne the awards ceremony was to begin, an oddly tough-looking Bieber sat shiftless 

in front of a video camera, his chest muscular and tattooed, ready to take his fansFq 

questions. Ustream crashed almost immediately. More 

Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 

Short Cuts 

~ames i~’Ieek 

At the Movies 

~’]l~ehae~ ¼rood: 

¯ The Gospe~ Accor~llr~g to 

Da~dd R~clmam American Democracy 

Christopher- Tayte~ 3 .;~f. Coetzee 

M~chael ~Vood~ Why does the world exist? 

Aa~o~ Ma~z~ Raymond R~d]guet 

Cv:.{:,3~{gI;t. L.:mdc.u Review oi’ B.:)oks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC] A 2HN 



Fl’Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s Headlines: JPMorgan Ignored Warnings in Los~ Inqui~ Finds 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 
i~ A 

JPN[orgm~ Ig~ored ~Varni~gs in Loss~ I~q~firy : Senate 
panel 

~,p,o~ 

3P.Morgm~ Chase ig~ored risk eon~:o]s and withheld ~nformation 

from regulakors during big trading losses last year, a Senate inquiry found. 

, DealBook: In In[ema~ Messages, G~owing Fear 

U~dercover Inq~firy Leads Gm~ Shows to 31ghte~ 

Checks 

New ~%rk State’s attorney ge~eral brokered a deal ,-~ r~ew rules 

after an operation i~ which age~N were able to buy weapons 

wi tkout a ny sereenin g. 

David 

Petronis 

promote 

~ [] Video: Enforcement Effort 

Perso~al War 

A battle for a strek:h of northern road that gover~me~k forces 

still risk ush% pin a co~we~tional a~e~al against fi~ate~s armed 

wikh Nith as much as weapons. 

~ ~ Slide Show: The BaSle Over Syria 

sofan 

Islamic 

tbhr~a de, 



Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

Tim Danielson was among an exclusive group of nmners who 

broke the elusive four-minutc barrier. Now he is a mm~er 

shacMed, charged with killing his ex-wife. 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

Stop Sl-ealing From Our Kids 

Forget the sequester. Washington’s focus should be a sho~-Drm 

growt~ straLc~, coupled with long-term relbrm of entitlemenk 

programs thee khreaken the nation’s fiscal solvency. 

The 

program 
for the 

Stealing 

From 

Our K ds 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SIGNE:~ARY I~leKERNAN, ;m author of a stud) on the financial outlook for young adu[ts. 

World 

Niuslim Brol-herhood’s Statement on Women 

St~rs L~berals’ Fears 

~n a statement on a proposed i hiked Nadons declara~on to 

condemn vio]enee agNnst women, the Brotherhood issued a ]ist 

of objections, which formally laid out its views on women. 

Snub of Refractors’ Choice Seen Before Pope’s 

Anohath~g 

Francis’ nmre.h to khe papacy began with the meetings of 

cardinals that occurred before the conelave. His remarks struek 

a chord, but he held on to a low profile. 

~ [] interactive Feature Readers Consider the Selection or a New Pope 

woman 

on a 

Pop° 
Francis 
led 
Mass at 

Bm~nese Laureate Heckled Over Backing Copper 

The hostile reception by farmers for Dew Aung San Sun ~’i 

undersem>a the roekiness of her tranaifion @ore international 

symbol to elected offidal. 

Aung 
San 

U.S, 

Spring Rah~, Then Foul A|gae h~ Ai|ing Lake Erie 

Lake EHe was once considered an environmental success slotT 

after it was pnlled Dora the blink of &ath. Now it is sick again. 

~ ~ Graphic: Coated With Aigae 

Ba~fl~a’uptey Lau-yer is N amed to l~lanage an 

Ailing Detroit 

Michigan’s governor reeommended Kevyn D. (:)rr, a Im+Ter who 

worked on Ch*TsleOs bankruptcy, to be Detroit’s first 

Algae 
blooms, like this I 

Kevyn 
err with 
Mayor 



emergency manager. 

Lessons for Detroit in Another Michigan City’s Takeover 

Mental health professionals, law enforcement agencies alld 

schools collaborate in one of the nation’s most intensive 

to identil~ potential perpetrators of violent chines. 

Tony 

Beliz I 

s°~:ee 

**The Nan Who Sells the 
Noon" 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Papal expectations 

Catholics speak: filling the pews 

Business 

Younger Generations Lag Parents in "~Veall-h- 

Building 

A s[u@ fiuds dmt youuger working ad~flks are uot doing 

financially than the previous generation. 

~ ~ Graphic: Stagnant Wealth for Younger Generations 

Brady of 

Critic of JapaWs Central Bank is Now Its Leader 

Haruhiko Kuroda, a Nnance Minist~T veteran and lover of Greek 

philosophy, has been charged with turning a~x~nnd an insfihNon 

reviled for iN monekary policy. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

Hidden Numbers l~lake Ba~dc~s Even Bigger 

New accounting rules wilI force betker disclosure of assets and 

lia bilities of Am erican ba~ks tb at trade b eavi]y in derivatives. 

i~ 
°Haruhik 
Kuroda 

thha~s sa d 

Sports 

Chaos and Folly at the Finish 

The first game of the Atlantic 1 o’s tirst tom’nament in Brooklyn 

ended with three teclmieMs and an qieetion in the final sea~nds 

as Charlotte pulled off an improbable vietoqv over I~ehmond. 

Losing 20 Games, Not Faith, on the ~A:ay to the 

N,C,AoAo To~rname~at 

After star dng o-8, Liberty finisked aS-~o by upsetting four 

straight Big South O)nferenee rivals 1o earn an automatic berth. 

ii~ Richmo 

nd’s 

Cedrick 

Liberty 

players 

after 

beating 



ON BASKETBALL 

Wednesday’s rout of the K]~icks should leave lJ~e doubt thai the 

NnAgeks have become kl~e superior keamjust two yeats after 

Carmelo ~thoW forced a trade k3 New York. 

K .... th 

Faried 

had 11 

points 

Arts 

Takir~g Up Pafa~tb~sl~es, Not A~ms 

To demonstrate loyalty it~ the face of the Mi*~g det)at, some 

17th-centnr7 Chinese artists ehose to signal thdr resistm~ce 

khrou~ paintings, which are now on display in "Fhe At [f~fl Recluse" at Asia 

Society. 

ART REVIEW 

Awash ~ a Cu]t~aral D~]lug~ 

"The Hugo Boss Pr4ze 2o12: Danh Vo I M U U R 2" atthe 

Gu~gen~eim Mnseum is a homage to an artist’s ambiguous 

cultural exploratio~s. 

~ ~ SHde Show: Asia~ Art 

The 

Hugo 
Boss 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’THE WORLD ACCORDING TO DICK CHENEY’ 

~’.,~. ALi’. 9"~.;:,NDRA 

h~ "The World According to, Dick Cheney," o~ Showtime, 

fbrmer vice preside~t det’en ds his ardent push to go to war 

againsk lraq but races few tough follo~up questions. 

World 
Aocordi 

ng to 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SPRING BREAKERS’ 

(Woo-HooD 

"Sp~t~g breake~" delves into a deeply z~neriean [opie: the 

pursuit of happi~ess take~ to ~ihi]istic e~remes. 

~ Disney Sta~s Tarow Off Their Past 

Can you 
find 

aness 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’GINGER & ROSA’ 

Tiekh~g Bomb i~ Their" Fr~e~dship 

In "Gi~ger & Rosa," a eomi~g-oi~age sto~3, directed by Sally 

Potter, fl~e dose fl~endship d two teenagm~ comes undone with 

an act of [reaeheryo 

Englert, 

left, and 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE INCREDIBLE BURT WONDERSTONE’ ~ From 

S]eepwalki~tg N{ag~cim+ PttRs a New Self O~t of a le~. 
Steve 

Carell, 

In "The I,~erectible Burr Wot~derstone," Steve Care]I is a 

successful [,as Vegas magician who faces a chal]e~ge fl:om a t~ke-~o-prisoners 

newcomer played by Jim Carrey. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Partism~ Politie~ m~d Gm~ Vio|e~ee 

Three important weapons bills reach the Senate floor over stro~g Relmblica~ 

opposition. The need is urgenk b> give tkem an up-or-down yoke. 



EDITORIAL 

Widl no definitive resulg~ ti’om a messy election, Italy can’t push through the 

kind of radical c 3anges it needs to grow its eco 3omy 

EDITORIAL 

N ew York’s Edut°ation Deficit 

School aid is skewed 1o help dist~ets of poiitie~dly powerful ]egisiato~. 

should be changed to spread more moeey to impoverished areas, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

God Is ~n Argentirm 

The ele~’tion of Pope Francis confirms what we always 

suspected, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How bdovements Reeove~ 

Augustine’s handling era church in crisis provides a 

counterintuitive model for how to revive a troubled movement. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Alff.er the F~mtlam 

From th e reaction to Paul Rya n’s latest cruel j eke of a bu dget 

proposal, it seems as if Washington is finally getting serious 

about fiscal poliey. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo9 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, March 15, 2013 9:14 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Princeton in Latin America [PiLA] Executive Director search 

pila EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR job descripion.5.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Princeton in Latin America (PiLA) is searching for an Executive Director. See the attached job description for more details. See the web site 
http ://v~vwprinceton.edu/.-pila/for more infolrnation about the organization 

Natalie Ha rtman 

Associate Directo~ 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke Nniversity 

Room 14@ Franklin Center, Bex 90254 

Durham, NC 27708-0254 

phone 919-681-3983 

email ~jh@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <Westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 11:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Middle East Studies texts now available tbr your Fall courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI~ssor Sable: 
Westview Press proudly announces new texts for your Middle East Studies conrses: 

Ne~, Edition 

A Concise History of the Middle East, Tenth Edition by Aahur Gold~hmidt Jr. 

m~d Lawrence Davidson (ISBN 978-0-8133-4821-6) 

Ne~, E~fion 

~_~r~2_9~)_~__~£~=~_~_~,__~L~J£~: by Willia~ Cleveland 
Matin Bunton (ISBN 978-0-8133-4833-9) 

New 

The Arab Spring: Chan~e and Resistance in the Middle Eas~ edited by David W. 

Lesch and Mark L. H~s (ISBN 978-0-8133-4819-3) 
ForthcomMg New Edition 

The Govel~lent m~d Po~fics of the ~fiddle East ~d North Africa edited by 

David E. Long, Bernard Reich, and Mark Gasiorows~ (978-0-8133-4879-7) 

Order Your F~E Ex~ Copy TtMay~ 

For more infommfion on these and other Middle East Studies books, visit our Middle 
East Studies Discipline Page. Corn#ere fl~e online exam copy order tb~ to order. 

(Memion so urce code XV311. ) 
Look for our postcaN m your mail to learn nlole, or visit us on the Web m ~,_~})_~}_~}j_~,_pr~s.com. 

Sincerely. 

Wes~iew Press 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Bouldec CO 80301 

www.wesDiewpr~s.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon ~gmail.com> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 ll:10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Re: Touching base 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

I leave for Senegal next Friday so if you would like to meet before April 11 it would need to be this weekend or early next week. Looking forward to re- com~ecling. 

Best, 

On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 3:06 PM, Pierce Freelon ~gmml.com> wrote: 

I would love to have coffee. I miss you and being around the 

department. I’m in Western NC until Friday, but could meet Saturday 

afternoon or Sunday. I’m flexible early next week as well. 

I launched a new series with PBS today. Please check it out and share 

it with the detmst~ment: http:/iwww.,ioutube.com/watch?v dTk3iiOZS8 

On 3/13/13, S ahle, Eunice N <etmice~email.nnc .edtc, wrote: 
> 

> Dear Pierce, 

> I hope you axe doing. 

> Life continues to be vely hectic in ~ny tmrt of the world, hence the silence. 

> Can we have coffee in the next week or so? 
> 

> I hope you axe doing well. 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 

C~va.~ :,’~:~-’.~ i ~l:’~ ~ http://w~-w.youtube.com/watch?v 0Jeex7ixmUE 

~J~,a; S:.:~, ~/http://www.youmbe.com/watch?v 3mtD91cp7sw 

i:>x:d~ S~ik. /http:/imusic.thebeas~tmusic.com/album/freedom-suite 

Professor Pierce Fmelon 

University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central University 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Lab Ep. 1: http://www.¥ontube.com/watch% dTk3iiOZS8 

Umi Says: http:/iwww.youtube.com/watch?v 3mlD91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeastmusic.confalbunftieedom-suite 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Williams II < ~gmail.com> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 3:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting During Our Visit 

Dear Eunice, 

We are looking forward to seeing you during our upcoming visit. 

Please let me klmw which day works best for lunch for you? We are thinking either Monday or Tuesday. We are flexible on the time. So just let me know. 

Cheers, 

Ron 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@wfimes.com> 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Bolstering Missile Defense to Deter North Korea’s Threats 

,"d:::~r [-~oi:i.:ii: ~.:dee 

Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E#aAIL I 1~~ NYT I World U.S Bus~ness 

On This Day ~ 

Top News 

~N Secretar Korea ,~ Tlweats 
g Chuck 

Th e Pentagon will deploy m ore missile ~nterceptors on th e             J2~: 

Pacific Coast to counter tke growing reach of Nortk Korea’s 

weapons, a decision aeee]eraked by PyonKvang’s recent belligerence. 

~ [] interactive Timeline: North Korea’s Nuclear Progpam 

~ Nolth Korea Sees South and U.S Behind Cyberstrikes 

DEALBOOK 

Insider trading settlements to~ling $6~6 million underscore SAC Capital 

Advisors’ ce~tral role i~ the govermne~t’s push to prosecute illegal set, rib~ by 

traders and executives. 

t PostaC ........ ~ Read 

"Worldly at 35, m~d Shaping Obm~a’s Voice 

Be~!}arnin d. Rhodes is a 35-year-old depuU ha’dons1 security 

adviser with a soft voice, strong opitfions and a repukation as 

mau who cha~ d s Presi de~t Obama on foreig~ poli 

Editors’ Picks 



US 

~ vm~o: Sec.uring the Border 

United States Border Patro~ agents i~ Arizona’s Tucscm sector 

say "~e border is safer and more secure than ever, but can it 

w~thstand a potential new wave o~illegal imnfigration? 

~ Related A~icle 

..... woman 

in 

N~rgi~ales 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

The ~¢:~ter of the }~[onareh 

Butterfly colonies are sh~it~Mng in the forests of Mexico. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JAMES J. 8ANDMAN~ presiden~ of the Legal Services Corporation. 

World 

Vatican Rejects Claims of Pope’s "iies to 

Argent-ina*s *Dirty War’ 

Reacting with unusual svdf~ness, the Vatican on Friday dismissed 

any suggestion that Pope Frands was implicated in abuses by 

~M’gentit~a’s dictatorship h~ the 

,~s Hong Kong Presses for More Democracy, 

Friction ~q~t Beijing ~ses 

bbetionnl sDug~es in Be]j]ng have spi]]ed into ~ong Kong, where 

tens o[ thonsands of peopIe have joined ]a~%e s~reet 

d em on stmtkms again st th e Be~) ~ n g-b a eked governm ent. 

Boom Over, St. Patrick’s Isle :Is Slithering Again 

Du~qng the Cd’dc Tiger boom, snakes Became a popular pet 

among the Irish nouveau fiche. Bnt after tim Bubble bnrst, many 

owners a ba~doned the pets th ey could ~o kruger affon-l. 

prayer 

at St. 

~Pneters 

i’~’{ The 

police 
tried to 

Kevin 
Cunning 
ham, 

2 and ng 

U.S, 

Right to Lawyer Can Be E~npty Promise tbr Poor 

Fi[ty years after the Supreme Com’L ru]ed in Oideon v. 

Wainwt]ght, the promise of legal repn’sentation Ibr aI] is not 

fulIy realized. 

~ ~ Document: [~e [inqes’s ~963 A~icle on the Gideon v. Wainwright Decision 

WATCHING THE LINE 

Arizona Border Quiets .A~.er Gains in Security 

As Co~gress debates an overhaul of ~mmigratJon laws. border 

officials i~ .&~zona say that they have already made many 

enforcement advances tha~ lawmakers seek. 

, El Readers Capture Complexity of the US-Mexican Border 

~ [] Photos: A Border Evolves i [] Grapi~ic: ’varying Results 

, [Z3 Video: Securing the Bolder i [] Slide Show: A Barrier Transformed 

Russell 
Davis, 
37, was 
jailed 

woman 

in 



B~ in North D~ota Bans Abortion 

Hero, beat is Fom~d 

Sho~Iy after_,M’kansas adopted Lhe coant~7’s most st~fingent 

aboriio~ limits, North Dakota’s Legislatm?e appnwed a bill 

blo~ing the procedure as early as six weeks into pregnancy. 

] ~ Rep .... ] 

~te’ RtieVe 

F(.’~ mc.,~e US. news ge 1:o NYTimee.comlUS ~ 

~nvestigators shed new light on 

ALSO IN BUSINESS *> 

.Are you sticking w~th expensive financing too ~ong? 

What hespitals charge the ~minsumd 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

aPMorgm~ Executives Face Withering Questions at Senate 

Hearing 

Lawmakers took aim at ,lPMorgm~ tbr misleading investors and 

about th e disastrou s be k, building off a sea khin g, 3 o o-pa ge Congressional report 

released Thursday. 

Ethanol Surplus ]~ay Lift Gas Prices 

To meet federal mm~dates, refiners trade "ethanol credKs," 

whose ptqees have jumped nearb’ tenfold since aanuar.,’, adding 

to e~.,sts at the pump, experts say. 

66 in 
Lawren 

After Negotiations, C>Tp~s _Agrees to a Em’o Zone B~lout 
Package 

The agreement reached early Saturday puts some of the burde~ for sho*dng up 
the island’s beleaguered economy on its bank depositors. 

Sports 

SYRACUSE 58, GEORGETOWN 55 

A Leet, ][.,o]~g Goodbye at the ~7~a~oden 

The final conference tom’nanmnt meeting between fierce rh’als 

Syracuse a~d Georgetown took place i~ a dream matchup that 

lived up to the hype. 

a ~ Box Score ] Maryland Upsets No. 2 Duke; Kentucky Fells and Frets 

i~ii C.J. 
Fair 
scored 

6 points ] 

ON BASEBALL 
]~ Turned 

Giambi Reh~vents Hin~self, and BasebaLl is ..... down 
for a Intrigmed 
~nl~a gin 

,Jason Giambi, who said his leaked testim(my abou~ using 

skeroids was freeing, was a managerial candidake over "~e winter and is now a 



respee[ed veteran in Indians eampo 

Road R~mners Faeb~g More Diftieulty 4 Mont|ks Afte~° 

MaraCJton Uproar 

New York Road Runne~, which was cH deized ore; its hand]h~g of the canceled 

New Y~)rk (Sty Marathon, has had fewer finishers a~ its races this year. 

Arts 

~M~ Old-SWIe Boy Brutal, With l~lodern $~rooing          I~u, 
Pr~isy, L: i :ON :-,R a;,~.,, N K~ ..... ~rln~et° 

The boy band Mindless Beha~qor is an AfHcan-.&mefiean answer 

to British groups like the Wanted and One Dk~etion. But iN lad( 

of success reflects how thorou~ly blad< aBqes have been absorbed i~to pop. 

Movie Review I ’Mindless Behavior’ 

Turmoil at Fine Arts NIuse~lm,s of San Francisco 

More than a year after the death of their director, the Fine Arts 

Museums of San Frandseo endure staff departurx;s and 

eomplainLs about the board president. 

The de 
Young 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

]In Sly Tweets, a Rich Lod[e for Comedy 

Was tha* tongue-in-cheek? By flirting creatively with ambiguity, 

comedians branch out into fresh lk)rms of humor. 

angry to 

banal, 

Travel 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

Up the Yang~tze River With a $5o Paddle 

Afew rookie mistakes and some grand discoveries while 

traveling in China on a budget. 

~ Frugai Traveier: In China: Lessons Learned on the Yangtze (and in Shanghai) 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

Sha~ghai on a Dime? Pretty Close 

Even with a budget of only $50 a dw, Shang}~d is more t}~an 

manageable. 

This vibrant, sprawling city of eontrasks is beeoraing easier to 

navigate, buk khe main reason visib)rs return is the people. 

~ [] Slide Show 

Clockwi 
se from 
top left, 

~c[ossing 

The 

Pudong 

district I 

Onthe 

steps of 

the Wat 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Senate Democrats Fiscally Take a Stand 

Their 2oz4 budge~ is a strollg eountet~’eight to the recMess House proposals 

from Paul Ryan. 

EDITORIAL 

Over l-l~e Line 
Br ><. ~.~.~ ro~>,.~. 



zM:g)mnistan’s president has shown his truly sinister side in demonizing the 

!Tn ited States. 

EDITORIAL 

Go~gi~g tlm Poor in New York 

Bills that would allow cheek-cashing stores to enter the lending business and be 

exempt ti’om the usm3, law are a bad ideao 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Dread ’i’~t is Ted 

~,M’ker Senator Ted Cruz gave an extensive lecture to Senator 

Dianne Feinstein this week, ~ think we have a candidate for the 

senator who could patronize a doorknob. 

~ Columni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Real Carbo~ Sol~tio~ 

A lot is tiding on ~e Texas (:lean Energy Project. Its technolog3~ 

could be a climate-saver. 

~ Columnis~ Page I giog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

i Was a Teenage Mother 

I don’t need an ad campaign ko tell me about the challenges of parenthood, I 

need support, not stereot3,~)es and shame. 
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From: ennice@email.nnc,edu 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: 

Subject: Seodi White - On CNN 

1:35 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

I hope you a~e enjoying )’our Spring bre~Ja’. 

Thought you would like m know that our recent visitor Seodi WNte - the humm~ rights lawyer ti~om Malawi - is featured on CNN, Ati-ican Voices) this week. Here is 

the link: 

http://www.cnn.conv’CNNI/Programs/affica.nvoicesi 

Best wishes and see you on Wednesday or before, 

Dr. SaNe 

This tbrvwJcded message was sent via The University ofNoVth CaJcolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "AFRI, 

link to access Mes~ges for this site: AFR 

s~te. To reply to this message click this 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon ~gmail.com~ 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 12:32 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Touching base 

Sounds great. See yon then’. 

On Fri, Mar 15, 2013 at 1:17 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

How about breald’ast at 9.00am at the Carolina Inn on Monday? 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 11:11 AM, "Pierce Freelon" ~ @gmM.coln> wrote: 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

I leave for Senegal next Friday so if you would like to meet before April 11 it would need to be this weekend or early next week. Looking forward to 

re-connecting. 

Best, 

On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 3:06 PM, Pierce Freelon < ~gmM.com> wrote: 

I would love to have coffee. I miss you a~d being around the 

depastment. I’m in Western NC until Friday, but could meet Saturday 

afternoon or Sunday. rm flexible eMy next week as well. 

I launched a new series ruth PBS today. Please check it out and share 

it ruth the department: http:i/~.voumbe.com/watch?v dTk3iiOZS8 

On 3/13/13, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Pierce, 

> I hope you are doing. 

> Life continues to be vely hectic in ~ny tmrt of the world, hence the silence. 

> Can we have coffee in the next week or so? 
> 

> I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sable 

(;,,~,.,!~;: ~:~<.,~ .i ,~/~ / http://~,w.youtube.cona/watch?v 0Jeex’~ixmUE 

Lii~.’.,~ S~’,s:i htlp://www.youtube.com/watch?v 3mtD91cp7sw 
i :i~x:d~’.,~. S~i{<. /http:/imusic.flaebeas~tmusic.com/album/ffeedom- shire 

Professor Pierce Freelon 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central University 



My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Lab Ep. 1: http://www.youtube.com/watch% dTk3iiOZS8 
Umi Says: h~p:/7~wvw.voutube.com/u~atch?v 3mlD91cpTsw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeas~unusic.com/album/freedom- suite 

Professor Pierce Freelon 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central Universi~ 

My work / 

PBS x Beat MaJdng Lab Ep. 1: http:/i~-.,~’outube.com/watch?v dTk3iiOZS8 

Umi Says: http:/iwu~,.,~oumbe.com/watch?v 3mlD91cpTsw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeas~tmusic.conv’a~bunv’lieedo~n-suite 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vlime s.com> 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 3:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Better Colleges Failing to Lure Talented Poor 

Top News 

Better Colleges Failing to L~re Taler~ted Poor 

Most low-.income students who have top test scores and grades do not even 

apply to the ~ ation’s best colleges, whi ch contributes to wid enin g economic 

inequality, eeonomisN say. 

~ ~ GrapNc: Now Top Students o~ Diffe~en[ ~ncomes A~ply for College 

New Apart~ents %’ill Complicate Jerusalem 

Issue 

Israeli residences are being sandwiched into @e fabie ofzM’ab 

East aemsalem, a construction maW say undermines the ~dea 

that the area could serve as the capital of a Palesdnian s~te. 

, ~ Map: israeli Areas Near the Old City 

When Cold Cases Stay Cold 

A few years ago, the F.B.I. began reopening dozens of cold eases 

invoMng blacks killed in the South decades ago, but resolufim~ 

has been elusive. 

, [] Civil Rights Coid Cases: ’We Are Writiog to ioform voo ...’ 

NATCH 
EZ, 
MISS., 
FEB 

Editors’ Picks 



WORLD 

~ vu~:o: G|ohal Flamenco 

The thousands of foreigners who h’ain in southern Spain’s 

flamenco se]~oois are e~oVdng iLs culture and passion 

different counh~es. 

Related Article 

OPINION I OPINION 

[foes Affi~native Air[ion Do What it Shmfld? 

Some mhm~{~" students who get into a top school with the help 

of a~irmafive action might be he~er so,wed hy a~ending a less 

e]ite institution. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

STAFF CART, VAD~ STADN~KOV, head of security for the Terek Cossack Army, 

World 

The Cossacks Are Back° May the Hills Tremble° 

Revered as fierce horsemen who once secured an empire’s 

fl’o~fier, Cossaeks are gaining a~ ~ncreash% rde in Dw 

enforcement in a newly eonsmwadve, na~ionalist Russia. 

~ ~ Video: Russia’s Cossack Revivai 

, ~ Slide S~ow: Cossacks Expand Thek Role 

China Names New Team to Secure Its Place in 

Asia a~d Face UoS. Competition 

A new foreign policy team was named to manage Be~jing’s si& of 

the escalating compefith:m in Asia he~veen Chin a and the United 

Sta tes. 

Facing Bailmlt Tax, Cypriots ’Fry to Get Cash O~lt 

of Banks 
L:., ~i:L 

The move revived fears of bank rims elsewhere in the CUrD zone, 

espedaIIy after a top European o[fidal declined to rule out 

shn]lar measm’es on depositors hi eounhqes beyond ~3’prus. 

~ ARer Negotiations, Cyprus Agrees to a Eum gone ~ailout Pacl,;age 

center, 

bank in ] 

Limassol 
] 

U,S, 

Days of Promise Fade for Ethanol 

Five ycar~ ago, rural Amc*~ca was giddy for ethanol But nearly 

lo pervert[ of the nation’s ethanol plants have s~opped 

production over the past year. 

~ ~ Slide Show: As Kthanoi’s Luster Fades. Communities Struggle 

storage 

at the 

ethanol 

An Aging American Legion Fi’~hts JFor Relevancy 

h~ American Legion halls across the country, old age, apathy and 

budget deficits have become fl~e enemies of an organization 

seeking to overhaul i~s image and increase membe*.~hip. 

Thursda 
ydinner 

Accuser Testit~es in Ohio Rape Case; Verdict Expected 



The trial abruptly ended Satur&~y night after the girl’s testimony, and the 

juvenile com-ljndge who is hearing the case said he would issue a verdict at ~ o 

a.m. on SundW. 

~ Text Messages at Center of Rape Trial Testimony 

The many stages of baking 
ALSO IN DINING&WINE >> 

Making pasta With Nigeiia Lawson 

What’s for dinner? 

Business 

~s the Se~le~¯ to Blame? 

After a soh:lier died, his parenks took aim at a d~etary supplement 

- and d~e rehfil chain GNC, where he bought 

~ ~ Video: DebaN Over a Suppiement 

FAIR GAME 

dPNlorgan’s Follies, for All to See 

The nation supposedly has new safeguards agains t another 

finandal erisis. But a Senate report on JPMorgan Chase’s $6.2 

billion trading loss offers cause for worw. 

~ Senate Report Sinews Anxious Moments for JPMorgan Traders 

PROTOTYPE 

Coffee’s Eeo~mm~cs, RewTitte~ by Farmers 

Some coffee farmers are taMng control of more of the supply 

chain, tx)asting and marl<eting their own beans for g~)ater profit. 

~ [] Slide Show: Taking Over the Supply Ci~ain 

~h rOte of 

~ In Costa 
Rica, 
Sergio 

~Ca<s~<a nt 

Sports 

LOUISVILLE 78, SYRACUSE 61 

Lotfisville Takes T~°ophy on Its "Way Out 

The Cardinals rallied from a double-digit halftime deficit to beat 

the Orange in the last Big East final befo~ they leave for the 

~ [] ~3ox Score I [] Slide Show: Big East Tournament Replay 

Peyton 

Siva 

splitting 

the 

ON BASKETBALL 

For Sy~’ae~,se, Leavi~g ]g~g Ernst Means Lea~ir~g a 

The basketball team’s coaches, players and fans say they will be 

ha& at Madison Square Oardem but it won’t be the same. 

e beat 

j Oeorg~ j 



ON BASEBALL 
:i~ Dodgers 

~rJodgt~.~rs C4qtt(?|ler A.~L E||is~s toJ~g C~n~ to ~ catcher ~ 

A.J. 
Ellis, 31, 

E]fis, 3~, developed plate disdpI~e patience because he couldn’t 

hit, and in 2ore he led the National League ]n pitches per at--bat and had a gaudy 

on-base percentage. 

, On Baseball: Giambi Reinvents Himself, and Baseball Is Intrigued 

Fo~ me;e sperms ne’,,,s; go to NYTimee,eom,~Sporte >> 

Arts 

History Evergreen 

.an Irish histm~an planned to spend six weeks organizing,lackie 

Clarke’s collection of more than loo,ooo items documenting 

h’eland’s st~q~gg~e to @ee itself or" En ~sh yule, but right yea~ 

later, she’s still at R. 

, Audio & Photos: A Fish Merchant=s Gems ~ Slide Show 

Mother of AR Comedy "][’op~es 

Comedies like "Adnfission," sbar~ng Tins Fey, examine women 

m~d chiMbi~th: when they seek motherhood, when they don’t and 

when gray give up childre~ for adoption. 

~ ~ SHde Show: The Rise at Morn-Corns 

The Seeo~ld Coming of’Heave,~’s Gate’ 

"Heaven’s Gate," the *980 film that toq)edoed both a legendsW 

studio and the New Hollywood era, has been restored and gets a 

new lease o~ fife. 

~{ Kris 

Magazine 

Is Th~s ~’~here the Third Intifada Wi]| Start? 
L: i ~EN L~fRENI.~EiCH 

One village in the West Bank tests the limits of unarmed 

resistan 

, [] Slide Show: The Resisters 

fleeing 

Kacey Musg~oaves’s Rebel Twat~g 

The 24-year-old singer is hardly the fizst to push the btRtons of 

the eoantry--nmsie establishment, but she might be the best at iL 

SJide Show 

Coaches of men’s college basketba]l go era~g on the sidelines. 

~{ Kacey 

For mo:e from the Sur=dsy magszine, go to NYTimee,com;Magazine >,, 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Rea~ Spending Problem 

Tax giveaways are the costliest benefits the government provides. 

~ Mauceen Dowd ,~ off, today 

EDITORIAL 

Un f~dr Ptmislnnents 

Denying food stamps and welfare to former di’ag ofl’enders encourages 



dangerous behavior like prostitution, 

EDITORIAL 

Goog|ing Yo~ 

A ~986 federal law does cot address new fbrms of privacy invasioe, Bke 

Google*s mapping prqject, which also collected personal data. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Slm~ghte~° of the A~’ican Elephm~ts 

Poachers in central Africa are pushing elephants to extinction. 

, ~ S~ide Show: E~e~han~ in Danger 

..... : fmbosel 
National 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It’s Lose-:Lose ~s, ~;~n- V~in- %~in-~;~n- Win 

A carbon tax wonld be a belter budget sobNon lhan the lbolish 

sequestcr. 

~ Co~umnis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beyond the Bedroom 

The Catholic Chnrch is more pe~,~uasive on econonfie justice 

than on sem~al morality. The new pope should put his focus 

there. 

~ Columrli~ Page ] BIo9 

Sunday Review 

DISPATCH 

Reading, Writing and Video Games 

The concepts of work and play have beeome fareieally reversed: 

schoolwork is meant to be supeffun and play, like homework, is 

meant to teach. 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® ]iPad® Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >; 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Sectiot~ ~ ’ mlnyt,com >> 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-.msiL Please do not repiy d#ectly to [his e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed up for N"Wrimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member or the TRUSTe privacy prog[am, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe i Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contac:~ i Advertise 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon ~gmail.com~ 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 2:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Touching base 

Hey Dr. Shdte, 

I have a 10am meeting I completely forgot about. Can we meet at 8:30 instead or in the afternoon? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 1:17 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

How about breald’as~t at 9.00am at the Carolina Inn on Monday? 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 11:11 AM, "Pierce Freelon" -- (~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

I leave for Senegal next Friday so if you would like to meet before April 11 it would need to be this weekend or early next week. Looking 

forward to re-connecting. 

Best, 

On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 3:06 PM, Pierce Freelon ,       @gmail.com> wrote: 

I would love to have coffee. I miss you and being around the 

department. I’m in Western NC until Friday, but could meet Saturday 

afternoon or Sunday. I’m flexible early next week ~s well. 

I launched a new series with PBS today. Please check it out and share 

it with the depafunent: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v dTk3iiOZS8 

On 3/13/13, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice,@~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

I hope you are doing. 

Life continues to be very hectic in my part of the world, hence the silence. 

Can we have coffee in the next week or so? 

I hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

( ~:~g,~ }~.:,’,i il/,’,i~ / http:#www.youtube.com/watch?v 0JeexTi:cmUE 

~i ~:~5~ / http://~wvw.voutube.con~/~atch% 3mlD91cp7sw 

i:,: e~: lo,~ 5 ~,~; ~,.. / http://music.thebeastanusic.com/edbum/freedom- s~ite 



ProtEssor Pierce Freelon 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Centra] Uuiversit.5, 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Lab Ep. 1: http://w~a~.voutube.com/watch’h~ dTk3iiOZS8 

Umi Says: http://~-w.,~’oumbe.com/watch% 3mlD91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http:i/music.thebeastmusic.com/album/freedom- suite 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon @gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:23 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Touching base 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was able to push my 10AM meeting back to 11AM so if we could keep 9AM at Carolina Inn as originally planned, that would actually work best for me. 

I apologize for going back and forth on meeting times last minute. I will be checking my email as early as 8:00AM this morning for your response. 

If you have already re-arranged your day, I understated m~d cm~ make 3:30 work. 

Best. 

On Sun, Mar 17, 2013 at 4:36 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(dbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

How about meeting at 3.30pro in my office? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Pierce Freelon        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2013 2:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

Hey Dr. Shale, 

I have a 10am meeting I completely forgot about. Can we meet at 8:30 instead or in the afternoon? 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 1 : 17 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

How about breald’ast at 9.00am at the Carolina Inn on Monday? 

Best rashes, 

Dr. Sahle 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 11:11 AM, "Pierce Freelon" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

ttey Dr. Sahle, 

I leave tbr Senegal next Friday so if you would like to meet betbre April 11 it wo~dd need to be this weekend or early next week. Looking 
fora, ard to re-connecting. 

Best, 

On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 3:06 PM, Pierce Freelon       (~gmail.com> wrote: 

I would love to have coffee. I miss you and being around the 

department. I’m in Wes~tern NC until Friday, but could meet Saturday 

afternoon or Sunday. I’m flefible early next week as well. 

I lannched a new series with PBS today. Please check it out and share 

it with fl~e department: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v dTk3iiOZS8 

On 3/13/13, Sable, Eunice N < eunice@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Pierce, 
> 

> I hope you are doing. 



> Lit~ continues to be veo~ hectic in my part of the world, hence the silence. 

> Can we have coffee in the next week or so? 
> 

> I hope you axe doing well. 
> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

http:#u~,w.5~outube.com/watch?v 0JeexTixmUE 

http://www.;~oumbe.com/watch?v 3mfD91cp7sw 
http://music.thebeastmusic.com/albumifieedom- suite 

Professor Pierce Freelon 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Cmolina Central Universi~ 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Lab Ep. l: http:i/w~x~v.,~-outube.comiwatch% dTk3iiOZS8 

Umi Says: http:i/~x~vw.¥outt~be.com/watch% 3mlD91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http://n~usic.thebeas~rnusic.con~,’album,’ffeedom- s~ite 

Professor Pierce Freelon 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central Universi .ty 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Lab Ep. 1: http:i/w~-.,v’outube.com/watch?v dTk3iiOZS8 

Umi Says: http://wx~-.voumbe.com/watch?v 3mlD91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeastmusic.com/aJbum/freedom-suite 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <ti%william@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 18, 2013 6:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Ma~y Leigh <llmary@emaJl.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

~Tia 

UNC-Chapel Ni~l Department of Public Policy 

~5 Abemethy HBI~, CB# 3435 

Phone: 919-9g~-27~; Fax: 919~2-5824 

UNC-Chapet H~l Department of Mdcan ~nd Afro-American Studies 

~09 Battle Hal~ C8#3395 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:30 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Touching base 

Absolutely. See you there. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 8:05 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

I have a commitment until 9.20am. Can we meet at 9.30am in my o~ice? 

Best wisbes, 

Dr. SaNe 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 3:23 AM, "Pierce Freelon" ¯ ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was able to push my 10AM meeting back to 11 AM so if we could keep 9AM at Carolina Inn as originally planned, that would actually 

work best for me. 

I apologize for going back and forth on meeting times last ~ninute. I roll be checking my email as early as 8:00AM this ~noming for your 

response. 

If you have alrea@ re-arranged your day, I underskand and can Inake 3:30 work. 

Best, 

On Sun, Mar 17, 2013 at 4:36 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

How about meeting at 3.30pro in my office? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Pierce Freelon _       ,~. qmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, Narch 17, 2013 2:33 PN 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

tley Dr. Shale, 

I have a 10ran meeting I completely forgot about. Coa~ we meet at 8:30 instead or in the af[emoon? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 1:17 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <euhice~,%email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Pierce, 

ttow about breakfast at 9.00am at the Carolina Inn on Monday? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

On Marl 5, 2013, at 11:11 AM, "Pierce Freelon .... ~)gm~Al.coln> wrote: 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

I leave for Senegal next Friday so if you would like to meet before April 11 it would need to be this weekend 



or early next week. Looking tbrward to re-com~ecting. 

Best, 

On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 3:06 I?M, Pierce Freelon ~gmml.com> wrote: 

I would love to have coffee. I Iniss you and being around the 

department. I’m in Western NC until Friday; but could meet Satmv~ay 

afternoon or Sunday. I’m flexible early next week as well. 

I launched a new series with PBS today. Please check it ont and share 

it mtk the department: http:ilw~.v’oumbe.com/watch?v dTk3iiOZS8 

On 3/13/13, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(a)ema]l.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Pierce, 
> 

> I hope you are doing. 
> 

> Life continues to be ve~ hectic in my part of the world, hence the silence. 

> Can we have coffee in the next week or so? 
> 

> I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sable 

> 

(;~’.,!>~ {:;t.<~ Lai; http:i/~’.vout~be.com/watch?v 0Jeex’~ixmUE 
~.i~ D~.,-s hitp:i/www.youtube.com,’watch?v 3miD91 cpTsw 

i;,~<..odom S t,;t~, i htlp:/imusic.thebeasttnusic.com/aJbum/freedom- suite 

Professor Pierce Freelon 

University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central U~iversily 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Lab Ep. 1 : http:/A~’w.youtube.com/watch?v dTk3iiO7,S8 

Umi Says: http://~wwv.voutube.con~/watch% 3mfD91cpTsw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeastmusic.com/edbum/freedom- suite 

Professor Pierce Fmelon 
UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central University 

My work i 

PBS x Beat Making Lab Ep. 1: http://www.5~oumbe.comiwatch% dTk3iiOZS8 

Umi Says: http://www.voutube.comiwatch% 3mlD91cp7sw 
Freedom Suite: http:i/music.thebeas~mmsic.con~/a]bun~/fieedom- suite 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Monday,              11:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc 

Humm~ Rights Working Group 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had a good break! I wanted to check with you about our human rights group meeting on Thursday You suggested that I get the truth aad reconciliation documentar,v. Did you 

want an?’ articles to accompany the film? Also, what day would you like to move our following meeting to? 

Thanks’. 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke,edu~ 

Monday 12:05 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Workshop on His~tory and Memo~ in Haiti 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:         Historv and Memory in Haiti 

Date:Thu, 17:29:34 -0400 
From:claire payton @duke.edu> 

To:haJtilablist~duke.edu 

Dear friends, 

We are pleased to invi~le you to partioJpate in a lunoh workshop a~: 
noon on March 20th to discuss the work of ~eremy Pe~kin and 
~ean-~ierre ~e Gla~ne~. Both of these scholars are expie¢ing the role 
of ~’emory in Haitian history and history-making, and the workshop will 
previde an opportunity to put their wo~k in diaiegue and oensider it 
in the wider context of the burgeoning field of Haitian studies. The 
workshop, which will <un from 12:00-1:30, will be devoted to brief 
p~esentatiens e[ the werk a~d a disoussien the two pre-oJrculated 
papers. 

Dr. Popkin will be discussing first-person testimonies of the 2010 
earthquake in Haiti J~ his paper ~Life in the Ruins: Personal 
Narratives and the Haitian Earthquake of 2010". Dr. Le Glaunec will 
a@@ress the ~’emory of the battle of Verti6res in his paper "~Aux 
armes, citoyens!’ ou ’Grenadiers, ~ l’assaut!’: histoire musicale de 
la bataille de Verti~res". 

If you would like to join us, please contact 
9duke.edu) ix) receive oepies ef [:he papers. 

Looking forward to seeing you there! 

S i noerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc,edu~ 

Monday, March 18, 2013 12:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Howell, Tia N. <ti~william@uuc.edu> 

I~V: Revised Quote 

SC-Quote-3-18-13.pdf; ABEI~JNETHY HALL - PRICE QUOTE - AREA RUG.pdf 

I hope you had a nice weekend. 
Please see attached esth~nate for the furniture. 
The quote included: 

i Fridge $274.00 

2 Desk L444.00 

3 Bookcase :1,006.00 

:[ lateral file 358~00 

:1. E×ecutive (Faculty) Chair ~:1.7.00 

10 chairs w~th taMe~ option 2,582.00 

$5,98]..00 

Please, see a~so attached quo[e for the area rug for d~e con[:erence room. ~ should bring toRlorrow a rug sample, so you can see [ex[ure and co,or. 

Have a Nce day. 

Sonia 

F~m= Trey Jones [mailto:trey@triangleofficeequipment,com] 
8ent~ Monday, March 18, 20~3 12:2~ PM 

Te~ Colon, SoMa 
Su~ject~ Revised Quote 

Here you go - 

Thanks 

Trey Jones 

300B South t?~lR~l:t Rd 

Chapel H~ NC 275~? 

Office 9I%929.4203 

Fax 9:1.9.929.7647 

MoN~e 

wwwAriangleofficeequipment.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu.-- 

Monday, 6:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Seodi White - On CNN 

Hi Dr.Sahle, 

I hope your spring break was enjoyable’. I have a quick question relating to the assignment. Are we supposed to use 2 additional referred books or journaJs that we’ve 

used in class or sepmate works that we find ourselves? 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Global Studies!Peace War and Defense major ; Social and Economic Justice minor 

@live.unc.edu 
University of Sevilla, Spain Fall 

On , at 1:35 PM, <eunice(~emafil.unc.edu> 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Huma~ Pdghks Scholars, 

I hope you axe enjoying your Spring breaJ~ ! 

Thought you would like to know that our recent visitor Seodi White - the human riglits lm~yer from Mg~awi - is featured on CNN (African Voices) this 

week. Here is the link: 

htip://www.cnn.com/CNNI/Progrmn,~’africanvoice s’ 

Best wishes and see you on Wednesday or before, 

Dr. SaNe 

This folwarded message was sent via The Universi .ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

message click tills link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       SP 

SP ’ site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo < @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 9:39 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke, edu <intl-duncplas@duke.edu-~ 

Cerro Rico, Tierra Rica film screening on Thursday 

CERRO RICO, TIERRA RICA 
Film screening followed by discussion and Q~ with director Juan Vallejo 

Love Auditorium - Duke Universi~ 
Refreshments will be se~ed starting at 5:30pm and the screening with start at 6:00pm 

Synopsis: 
Cerro Rico, T~erra Rica is a detailed observational mosaic about h,^7o distinct mining communities in southwestern Bolivia - an elegy to the landscape of the altiplano (the high 
plateaus of the Andes mountains) and a valuable ethnographic record of manual labor in the region. During the :16th and :17th centuries, Cerro Rico (Rich Hill), an enormous 
conical mountain that towers over the city of Potosi, provided half of the world’s silver and sustained the economy of the Spanish Empire during colonial times. Nost of the 
mineral wealth of Cerro Rico has been depleted, but today rnore than ten thousand miners still work on the slopes and tunnels of the mountain looking for zinc, tin, lead, or a 
good vein of silver. Bolivia has recently discovered it contains half of the world’s lithium reserves in the Arctic-looking plains of the Salar de Uyuni, also in the Potosi region. 
These reserves are, for the moment, completely untapped. The parallel histories of these bcvo sites help create a compelling portrait of mining life in Latin America -- and 
rnakes us wonder if Bolivia will finally be able to harness these mineral resources for itself and for its own development. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JC MaJrkatos < @mindspfing.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 11:27 PM 

Duke-UNC CLACS <intl-duncplas@duke.edu> 

BAJ Mar 20: Colombia’s People, US Mines & the New Trade Deal 

Balance & Accuracy in Journalism meets Wednesday March 20 

to hear from recent participants in a ~Vitness for Peace delegation to Colombia. 

What a mix Colombia is... 

5 million internally displaced people... 

...Collie plantations ... Cut Flowers, Oil, and Drug exports... 

Afro-Colombian and Indigenous people displaced at gunpoint... 

Happy Planet Index ranking Colombia in the top six countries. 

When Congressman Price voted for the Colombia Free Trade Agreement, 
he promised that the worker rights enforcement he’d negotiated would 
render irrelevant the opposition from his own political party, and Colombian 
labor organizations. We will hear about the record so far. 

Wednesday we visit the gold mines and coal mines of Colombia 

via two US travelers just back from a Witness for Peace delegation. 

If we have time at the end and you wish to stay, we’ll 

show flamboyant BBC investigative reporter Greg Palast’s 

22 min. video on Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez. 

- Jerry Markatos 

Wednesday March 20, 7:30 pm 

in the Community Room across the courtyard 

t?om the sanctuary ot the Community Church of Chapel Hill 

106 Purefoy Road 

Bg, ance & Accuracy in Journalism, ruth 

Witness for Peace SE 

BO GLENN and RUTH ZALPH 

on 

COLOMBIA’S PEOPLE, US MINES 

AND TtIE NEW TRADE DEAL 

The Witness for Peace delegation that recently returned from Colombia 
was briefed by journalists, workers, in-country Witness staffers and US Embassy staff. 
They visited communities whose families and livestock are bearing the 
brunt of toxic effluents and diversion of rivers and streams. 

Two local people who participated were Ruth Zalph, BAJ member and 
veteran citizen activist, and Bo Glenn, chair of the Social Justice Committee 
of the Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. 

Glenn recommends the PBS Frontline documentary linked below, 

on Afro-Colombian women’s struggle for land rights 

[WOLA Senior Associate Gimena Sanchez worked closely with PBS on The War We Are Living, the fourth in a five-part series on women and war, released on November 1 on 
PBS. The War We Are Living details the campaign led by Clemencia Carabali and Francia Marquez, two Afro-Colombian women in La Toma, Cauca, who fought to prevent 
armed groups from evicting La Toma residents from their lands after the government granted a Colombian businessman a mining permit.] 

http://www.wola.or.q/video/women war and peace the war we are livinq 

DIRECTIONS TO THE COMMUNfD? CHURCH OF CHAPEl.. HILL: 

106 Purefoy Road, in Ct~apel Hill 

FROM EITHER DIRECTION OH THE CHAPEL HILL BY-PASS: 
Exit at the 15~501 Pittsboro exit, 



/ks yeu exiL TURN a~ the t~affic light ~owa~d Chapel Hill. 
In half a block, T~JRI’q R IGHT j~st sha~t of the convenience stere. 
Th~t~s PUREFOY ROAD. and you take ~t a~most a h~lf m~le. 
passing s~de streets and curving ~eft up the hi~] past speed bumps and 
an ext~a slop s~gn [un[i~ yo~ can just see the step s~gn at t~e ~-.~n~ersect~on.~ 
~Natch for a ddveway on the left with a wMte-painted curb 
and a tan colored s~gn fo~ t]~e c]~urch~ 
that drive,tray takes you to ~he parking let and the Communky Ch~.~ch~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:46 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

(Africm~ ins~timtions and humm~ rights).ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:48 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

)- Afi’icm~ ins~itulions m~d hummi rights).ppt 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 10:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Please share! UTC’s FINAL application deadline is extended to April 7, 2013 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for the Urban 

Teacher Center {UTC). Please share information about UTC with individuals you 

know are interested in starting their career in urban education reform by being an 

effective teacher! Our final application deadline was extended until April 7, 

2013 at 11:59PM EST. We will be holding interviews around the country in 

Baltimore, Washington, DC, Atlanta, and Los Angeles. We review completed 

applications on a rolling basis. 

Below is an overview of our program that describes the unique aspects of our 

program that you can include on your listservs, Facebook page or newsletters-- 

including. We are hosting a webinar on March 25, 2013 at 8PM for anyone that 

wants to learn more. They should register through "Events" on our website. 

Please follow us on Twitter @UrbanTeacherCtr and like us at 

Facebook/Urba nTeacherCenter. Thanks! 

Kerry 

Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 

Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 

program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 

additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 

followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 

middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 

teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 

MasterDs of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 

All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 

performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 

learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 

most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us o~ 

the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our final application deadline for the 

2013-14 school year is: April 7, 2013. The program for the 2013-2014 school 

year will begin on or around June 21, 2013. The application is available online at 

UTC’s website at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next 

webinar--March 25, 2013 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 

Kerry 

Lirban Teacher Center i 1500 ~Jnion Mill Suite 22001Bsltimore;MD2~2~1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:40 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

mmck yonr calendexs: April 3 event at Duke: A Conversation with Sidney Min~ 

S Minlz flyer-3-18-2013.pdf 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

and the Haiti Hunmnities Lab at Duke 

are proud to present 

Anthropology and Caribbean History: A Conversation with Sidney ~4intz 

Sidney Mintz, whose work in Anthropology and Histo~y transformed both fields, and has profoundly shaped Caribbean Studies, 

will reflect here on his intellectt~] trajectou, his life and field work and the furore of the disciplines. 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 

4:00 pm 

FHI Garage 

Bay 4, Smith Warehonse 

114 S. Buchanan Blwt. Dnrham, NC 
Visitor paxking is available on the ~mth side of the building 

Reception ~o tbllow 

See the attached flyer for more details. 

This event is free and open to the punic. Please join us! 

Natalie Na~tman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke U~ J ve rs i ty 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fanfani, Katie <kfanfani@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:15 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Upcoming lecture 

Boxill_flyer.doc 

Hello Eunice, 

I hope this finds you well. 

Attached, please find a flyer for an upcoming talk by Bernard Boxill, as part of our lecture series. Would you mind having it posted in your department? 

Thank you, 

Katie 

Katie Fanfani 

Events Coordinator 

Parr Center for Ethics 

De~arl:merd: of Philosophy 

University o~: North Carolina s~ Chape~ H~fl 

207 Caldwe~ Hall, CB#3125 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599 

kfar~fam @unc.ed~.~ 

O: (919} 843--55~) 

C: 

F: (959) 843-.3929 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Politics & Intl Relations <Announcements@news.sagepub.com~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:35 PM 

SaNe, E~tnice N <e~tnice@email. unc.edu> 

Get free access to top-read ar~icles firom Political Reseaxch Quarterly 

Political Research Quarterly: Free access to top-read articles! 

~:: w¢,~’ sagep b corn 

Get FREE access to top-read articles from 
Political Research Quarterly for a limited time! 

Po~itic~i Research ~u~rteHv (PRO), a peer-reviewed 
quarterly, publishes original research in all areas of political 
science. One of the top ranked journals in the field, PRQ 
publishes scholarly research of exceptionally high merit that 
covers the entire t~nge of topics and subjects in political 
science, including 

American politics 

International relations 

Comparative politics 

Public policy and 

public administration 

Political theory and 

philosophy 

Public law 

Gender and sexuality 

Race and ethnicity 

Xi ~RC~ 

Enjoy online access to these recently published, top- 
read PRQ articles*--FREE through April 30, 2013. Visit 

~!:[~[?.;!.."~£[~:~g.~[4~.~:.~?.t~ to explore more of this must-have 
content from PR~. 

The oocial Ori.qins of Authoritarianism by Frederick Solt 

Marria.qe Ballot Measures by Joshua J. Dyck and Shanna 
Pearson-Merkowitz 

Ins[itutionN DetetreNs el Corruption by Carl Dahlstr6m, Victor 
Lapuente, and Jan Teorell 

Editors: Cornell Clayton, 

Washington State University" 

Amy Mazur, 

Washington State University 

Impact Factor: 0.921 

Ranked: 45 out of 149 in 

Political Science 

Source: 2011 Journal Citation 

Reports~ (Thomson Reuters, 

2012) 

Western Political Science 

between Network Diversity and PoINcal ParticiR#~!gn by Ellen Quintelier, Dietlind Stolle, and 
Allison Harell 

Torture Is Not a Game: On the Limitations and Dan~ers of Rational Choice Methods by Dustin 
Ells Howes 

Puttin~’~ Tvpologies to Work: Concept Formation, Measurement, and Analytic Rigor by David 
Collier, Jody LaPorte, and Jason Seawright 

~’~.p!~..o.t~..Lo.[L~..e.E0.Q~?L~]L.i~?..![g}}:! by G0ne9 Murat Tezctir, Taghi Azadarmaki, Mehri Bahar, and 
Hooshang Nayebi 

Exo#enous Political Institutions? Constitutional Choice in Posfindependence Francophone Sub- 
~.r~.~.[~.[).:~[d£~. by Robert Elgie 

Buvin.q Policy? The Effects of Lobbyists’ Resources on Their Policy Success by Amy McKay 



.~iI www ssgepublicatior~s corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 2:51 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; k~jankin@emaJl.unc.edu 

Potential Sponsorship/Partnership Optx~rtunity 

The Chair, The Dance Sumlnau.doc 

Dear Professor SaNe and Professor Janken, 

I hope that this email finds you well and that your spring breaks were restful. I am writing to you this afternoon with the hopes that the Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies might be interested in sponsoring or partnering with me for a staged reading of a full-length play that I’ve written for my     honors thesis, on       at 
[;:30 pm in Swain Hall. I am also in the process of organizing a talk back after the show. I apologize for the incredibly short notice. Everything has fallen into place very quickly 
and admittedly caught me by surprise. 

Comprised of two original components, a full-length play and a critical analysis, the entirety of my project explores masculinity at the intersection of race and sexuality in black 
barbershops in the South. More specifically, this body of work analyzes the performance of black masculinity, situates that performance within historical tropes of black and 
queer masculinity, and seeks to provide insight into the highly nuanced submersion of male femininity in the black barbershop. In this work, male femininity is not defined or 
restricted by the traditional gender roles typically assigned to female-identified persons. Instead, it is more closely aligned with the idea of feminine energy; varying degrees of 

male behavior falling outside of the narrow boundary markers of "acceptable" racialized, masculine performance. 

I know that the reading is only two weeks away, but let me know what your thoughts are! I’ll attach a summary of the play, and let me know if you’d like an electronic copy of 
the script. Hope to hear from you soon! 

Cheers, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

B.A. Communication Studies, Dramatic Art 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: The mlk_pc 

Subject: [talk_pc 

@live.unc.edu> 

2:59 PM 

mailing list. <mlk_pc @listserv.unc.edu> 

] MLK Celebration Debrief Meeting 

Hello MLK Celebration Committee, 

I hope this email finds you all in good spirits. As we approach the end of the semester, I find it important that we set aside time for a debriefing meeting concerning the MLK 

Celebration Week. The days that I would like for us to meet are either Monday, at 5pro or Thursday, at 5pro. I ask that you please go to this link 

(http://doodle.com/xibqhmimv4cck6br) and respond to the doodle by Wednesday, letting me know which date works best for you based on your availability and 

schedule or if you will not be able to attend at all. Once everyone has submitted a date, a confirmation email will be sent letting everyone know the official date and time of the 

meeting. 

The purpose of this committee meeting is to ensure the continued success of the MLK Celebration Week. There will be an open discussion of the strong points and weak points from 

this ‘/ear’s celebration week as well as some new changes that we will be implementing in the future MLK celebrations. I know that man,/of ,/ou all are seniors or will not serve on 

the committee next year; however, I would still like for ,/ou to attend this meeting ALONG WITH the potential person that will be taking on ,/our position next ,/ear. Food will be 

provided and we will have plent,! of topics to discuss. Please come prepared to have a productive meeting. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns at @live.unc.edu or . :) 

Best, 

Universib" Of North Carolina at Chapel t till I 
B.S. Chemistrv/Pre- Pharmacy 

You are currently subscribed to mlk_pc as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n=T&l=mlk pc 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32890000-55508243.2f042b366fcScac13b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 

&o=32890000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

First Response Paper 

He?’ Professor, 
I guess I was a little confused but I have been going by the old 
syllabus which said our response was not due until the 30th. I just 
looked at the ne~v syllabus and realized that the paper is due this 
Friday I was completely unaware of this change considering I have 
been using the old syllabus. Is this infolrnation correct? Also do we 
have a study guide for the second exam, I wanted to be clear on the 
readings that I have to know for the second exam and wanted to start 
my study guide as soon as possible. 
Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Tuesday,              4:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Dral~ 

MGNew Hip Hop Paper.docx 

Still rough, especially at the end~ but I thought you might like to see the progress. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:36 PM 

ttuman Pdghts Faculty Stadent Group <human right@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[humaa~ rights] No Meeting this Thursday 

Hi everyone, 

I hope you all had a wonderful Spring Break! Professor SaNe requested that we poslpone our meeting scheduled for this week until next week, 
contact you this weekend ruth more details for that meeting’. 

Best, 

¯ I will 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 

You are currently subscribed to human rights as: eunice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 60620095.51 t~3c891 b483ti58822900d343861c6e&~T&l human rights&o 32890674 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emadl to leave-32890674-60620095.51 fe3c89 lb483f68822900d343861c6e(~listsetw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Berket H. Selassie Reading 

Dr. SaNe, 

Do you have the Selassie reading? It said it would be posted to Sakai but it is not up there. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 1:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books Update - ~-Atii ca/12K 12I, 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

--Africa/12K12L 

Here are some titles on the area/s of your specialisation added to our 
database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Apr 2013"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

1. Exclusion, Social Capital and Citizenship : Contested Transitions in 

South A[~rica and India / Editors: Tina Uys and Sujata Patel. New Delhi, 

Orient Blackswan Private Limited. 2012. 688 p. 22 cm. 

List Price: $ 5970 Your Price: $ 53.70 

ISBN: 9788125047780     KK-110396 

2. Studies in African American Literature / Mallika[iun Patil. 1st ed. New 
Delhi, Sarup Book ["ublishers Pvt. Ltd. 2012. xii, 326 p. 22 cm. 
ListPrice: $65.00 Yourprice: $58.50 

ISBN: 9788176258180 KK-110239 

Prices indicaed are in US dollars 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thru our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices We can set up an online account for placing 
their finn orders thin our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars @n~ouring <KK.A(IENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.k_kagencles corn>, 
<www.kkagencies.co.in> & <v, as, w.(ietIndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Nhttal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
F,-mails: kkagencies@snhcom, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: ~wzw.kkagencies.co.in, w~vw.kkagencies.coru 

www. GetIndiarff3 ooks.c om 
More sites: w~vw.kkagencies.co.irdsitemap 
Phone: (-0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off ruailing until another tirue, kindly send an e-ruail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you frora 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you ~vish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s Headlines: G.O.P. Optx~sition to Immigration Law Is Falling Away 

Top News 

G,OoPo Opposition to l~m~figration Law is Fallh~g 

Away 

A scramble by leadi~g Republican lawmakers to halt a loss of 

support anaong Hispanic voters is providing strong momentum 

tbr an immigration ove~tmulo 

Senator 

Rand 

Deal ir~ .Albany Would Extend Higher Taxes on Top Ear~ers 

Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo and New York lawmakers are fina]izh~g a sm’prise dea~ 

to extend a high-tax bracket firsk approved in lake 2Oll as a temporazT 

response to disappointi~g revenues. 

Jailed for ~ Decades ir~ Rabbi’s Death, Unjustly, 

Prosecutors Nay 

In t~e 22 years since a jm3’ convic[ed David Ranta d murdezfiug 

Chaskel Werzberger, nearly every piece of evidence in khe case 

has fallen away, and ~ow prosecutors plan to call for his release. 

Ranta, 
58, who 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING 

~ ~P~c: There Will Be No Le~.over~ 

The Di~ing section tasting pa~e~ U’ied ~ varie~ of hams that were 

wet cured, smoked over wood and miaima~]y processed, ttere 

are the results, 

Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

What ~neriea Learned in iraq 

Some hope that the enorrnous price of the h’aq war wus ~ot paid 

entirely in vain. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

i!:,i: :fi~:o i!:,i: ::~:::i~:~; :~::dii:,i.:~,::. T:i!d:!i; ::::::::::::::::::::::: ;;::~i;i~i~h:!:~d T:i,:i,.!!:f i!:.it::#i~:oi!:~::!: ,~!iii:;::!:.. 

DAVID RANTA, who was com’[eted o[ a ~99o ~rmrder but is expected to be released [rom 

prison soon at the request of the Brooklyn district attorney, 

World 

Sectarian StrMns Pit Some Iraqis Against Their 

Ou~ Leaders 

l~afe al.-Essawi, until reee~kly Iraq’s finance mi~fister and highesb- 

rm~king Sunni politician, is now on the run from the Shfite-led 

govern men t. 

On Gay Ul~Jons, a Pragmatist Before He W&s a 

Pope 

By suggesting in 2olo that the ehm’ch in Argentina support civil 

unions for gay couples, Cardinal 3orge Mat% Bergoglio revealed 

himself to be a deuI maker willing to eornpromise. 

Syria and Activists Trade Charges on Chem~ea]l 

%~eapons 

The Syrian government said rebels fired chemical weapons in 

Aleppo; ac[ivists accused t~e government of the same attack. 

Pope 

Francis 

arriving 

at St. I 

A b~/rian 
Army 
soldier, 

~?nUnde 

U.S, 

Administration Official Defends Release of 

Detainees 

The director of hnm@-ation and Customs Enf’orceme~t told a 

House subcommittee that the release of over 2,200 immigranN 

in Febnmty wus solely a budgeLary savings rneasure. 

John T. 
Morton, 
the 

College Grm, ps Connect to Fight SeJvaal Assault 

Campaigns against sexual assault on campuses have connected 

people who, M~ile sometimes seeking advice elsewhere, have 

la~Nely Ieamed from one unother. 

Andrea 
Pino, 

left, and 

Annie 

Former Governor Advances in Sout3~ Caro]~m Rare 



Mark San%rd won enough p~imary votes to qualif~ for a runoff bebxeen 

Republicans for a Congressional sea+, while Democrats ovenvhelm ing]y 1Ad<ed 

Elizabe’dn Colbet’~ Busch. 

For more i J9 ne’++~, ~1o to NYTimes,eomtUS ~> 

New Pope shifts tone at Vatican 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

A new cookie for a new Rope’s followers 

A Catholic group suppo.,’ting G L.B ] rights talks about 

what they want from Rape Francis 

Business 

In a New Aisle, Energy Drinks Sidestep Some 

The producer of Monster Ene~;gy will no longer be required to 

tell federal t~gulators about reports potentially ]inMng iLs 

products to deaths and injm’ies. 

Rejection of DepoMt Tax Scuttles Dea~ on Bailout 

~or Cyprus 

Cyprus’s pr~;sident, Nicos .&nas~siades, was set to return to 

negotiations wikh lenders al~er Dwmakers rejected a package 

that would tax depositors to help fired a finandal rescue. 

~ Cyprus Bad,out Promises Crucial Test ~or Germany 

, ~Nal~ Street Is Uneven A~er Cyprus 

~ ]imesCast: rumh~g DowR a Deposit rax ~n Cyprus 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

A Model for Red,ruing Emissions 

Ene~L~" costs and markebdriven technological advances have led 

to a major reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. 

~ ~ Graphic: Gleaner Fue~ Means Lower Ern~ons 

Monster 

eBeverag 

~ o~rporat 

Sports 

Praisir~g Griner I roves Far Easier Than Stopping 

Her 
21: J+.RE i.ON:3?.!AN 

Center BriRney Oriner, who has ~mproved her technique and 

composure, is kl~e s~r attraction on a Baylor keam thak is 

confident ik will rehm~ ko the Final Fore’, 

~ ~ ]oumame~t Bracket aed Foreca~ ~ ~ Nate Silver o~ the Bracket 

Griner’s ] 

736     ] 

blocked ] 



Sw~r]ls of Stain, the Art ofNoCoAo~A, Brand~ng 

Universities and college conferences, and even the N.C.A.A. 

itself, increasingly see khe basketball court as one d the last, 

untapped frontiers for image making. 

~ Big East Secures lIV Deal w~th ESPN 

of tall fir 

Bad 

Fox,yard Kurt Thomas may need two to four weeks to recover 

from his fight look injury, buk een[er ’[~son Cbamdler will ~eed 

only abou~ a week to recover ti’om a bulging disk in his ned<. 

For me=e spai!.s i~,’,’s, ~3o to NYTimes,¢om;Sports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

B~filding a Narrative That’s Explosive 

For the new edikion of Gears of War, the writem were in the room 

almost from tbe beginning. 

CRITICS’ NOTEBOOK                                               ii~ Isaiah 

gton F~mmakers                                             ~d~ .... 

bihn critics’ flint picks for the first week of New Directors/New 

Films, the animal venh~re of the Film Sode~, of I ~ncoln Center and the Musemn 

of Modet~ Art. 

~ [] Slide Show: Piayin9 at New Directors/New Films 

Eiserahowec Memorial h~ Criticism Barrage 

Simmering confliet over a memoda] to Dwight D. Eisenhower 

designed by Frank Gehry for the National Mail came out into [he 

open on Tuesday at a Congressional healing on the projecL 

g of the 

[  ro so[ 

Dining & Wine 

What says Easter more than the bunny? A roast ham, the 

traditional feast thaFs nok as easy ko get ~ghk as it may seem. 

~ ~ Graphic: There Will Be No Le~overs: A Selection of Hams 

R ESTAU RAN T TAKEAWAY 

Creamy Banm~a I a~ddir~g With i ista~tbio 

The banana pudding at Fedora in the West Village is irresistible: 

sweet, creamy, salb’, crnnehy and all too easy to lap up. 

Inviting Tropical F~fits to Stick &a’otmd 

With the season for mangoes and pineapples finaIb’ arz{ving, 

prese~we them while they are at theft: best. 

:i~ Pineapp 
...... le sauce 

poured 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Ten Yem’s 
B~. ><. i.~.~ r,’~:~×i. 

An ill-conceived war continues to affect American policy. 



Editorial Iraq’s Fragile Future 

EDITORIAL 

I~’aq~s Fragi]le F~ture 

Iraq eontio u es to face political strife, seetafi an violen ee and 

corTup’dou and mismanagement. 

EDITORIAL 

For ~ G,OoPo, It’s Not ,J~st tl~e Message 

if Republican leaders wan~ a broader appeal, t}~ey si~ould re-exarnk~e timir 

divisive policies, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Decade 

(:)~ltside, tile bombs went off. Inside, we toasted tile q~leen. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Iraq: $~qmre Te~o~oo~’ists Go to Selmol 

Qaeda-affiliated militanks drawn to Iraq since 2003 have been battle-tested. 

"D~ey are taking the fig[~t to neig]aboring count~ies, especially Syria. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Demoeral-s, D~oago~s or 

h’aq m@~t seem to have been the last place ~n the MkMle East we 

should have tried to help eab~blish a democracy, but it was the 

most impo~anL 

ii.~ LTh .... 

nF~edma 

Fol more opinion; r:~o to NYTimea.comtOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I 8uythia Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~ @NYiimes Pinterest 

[]     ~i .~. ’~"~’ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® l iPad’,~) Android I 

Visit The New York 
’ Times Sto~e ~> 

Have qBestions? Visit OBr mobile website at 
Help Sectio~ ~ m.nyt,com ~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directiy io this e-maii 

You received ~[lis message because you signed up rot NYTimes.corMs Today’s Headlines newsietter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program= we are cemmited to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscdbe i Manage .%abscriptions I Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 6:20 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

lecture (Afri. ) African institutions ~d human rights).ppt 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 1:41 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: International Col];ee Hour - Tonight! 

Enrich IntercutturN Educaher~ i~ K--t2 Classrooms, E~~rotl ~n <~LBL zS0 

This sen/ice-learning class combines face-to-face and online learning to build intercultural 

communication, leadership and multimedia skills, while investigating current and effective methods of 

teaching global education to K-12 students across North Carolina. This class meets the Public So.ice 

Scholars Program and Experiential Education requirements. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
F~LLOWSH~ PS 

h~te~nat~ona~ Coffee Hour ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

I JoJn us for a monthly socJal hour to 
I brJng together JnternatJonal UNC 
I community members and students 

I excJted about international 
J engagement. Chat about 
oppo~unJfles and challenges on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting offJces with great resources to 
share ThJs month’s hosts are The Graduate School, thePreparJng 
InternatJonal TeachJng Assistants Program, and the Graduate and 
Professional Student FederatJon. 

Carol~r~a Nav~qaters ~.t~rtua~ Preser~tatior~s 

*Leslie wil! give this presentation from Malaysia, where she is 

cu~rendy teaching as a Fufbright scholar. 

Bring the world to your students by pa~icipating in one of our spring 

visual presentations! They’re free and open to all K-12 teachers and 

students. 

The Global Music Show is a menthiy radio program in ceiiaboratian 

with WXYC 89.3 FM and The ~-,rea Studies Cen~ers ~hat intersperses 

world regional music with dialogue shared by relevan~ exper, guests 

scheiars from UNC Chapel Hill 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: African Studies Center 

[~[~]2_ for a 
Each year 

the Duke- 
UNC Rotary i~#t~i# ~#~i~##~ 

Center for 

International 

~eace and     ~8~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~ OS~ 
co~fHct 
resolution i~restN i~}~ a ~re~ reN~ ~ 
selects and 

t~in~ 
~nt~n~tion~ 
mid-career ................................................................. 

Is as Rotary 

Peace 

Fellows. Fellows complete fully-funded master’s level degrees in a 

variety of fields. They also gain preparation to have a significant, 

positive impact on world peace and conflict resolution during their 

future careers. Learn more about howto apply, what our current and 

past fellows are doing, or how you can become involved in our events 

and activities, (US students can apply to one of five other Rotary 

centers outside the US). This video showcases the Rotary 



International Peace Fellows Program, and features an alumna of our 

center, Louisa Dow, of Class 7. 

(The Duke-UNC Rotary Center for Peace is jointfy managed between 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Mama C: Urban Wa~dm ~n the Afi~can B~.~sh fi~m and d~sc~ss~en 

UNC Stone Center Iqi[chceck Multbpurpose Room 

~:~im ~nd .’~scu ~si(~r~ with the Di~ecte~ and Mama C herself 

Ackland Air Museum 

Come see a film on Mama C Charlotte O’Neal: poet, musician, a~ist, activist, and hear from the a~ist 

herself! These events are sponsored in par by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

"Human R~ghts ~n G~oba~ Hea~th: From H~V 

Dr. Benjamin Mason Meier will discuss the application of human rights lawto global health policy -tracing 

the evolution of a health and human rights movement from individual claims for access to HIV treatment to 

public health advocacy for water and sanitation systems 

Acclaimed National Geographic environmental photographer 

James Balog headed to the Arctic on a tricky assignment: to 

capture images to help tell the story of the Ea~h’s changing 

climate. That first trip noah opened his eyes to the biggest story in 

human history and sparked a challenge within him that would put 

his career and his very well-being at risk. His hauntingly beautiful 

videos compress years into seconds and capture ancient 

mountains of ice in motion as they disappear at a breathtaking 

rate 

This event is free and open to the public ~_t~)_1:~d:~:~d2 required 

UNC Soc~a~ ~nr~ovat~or~ ~d(-~a Compet~t~or~ 

We know far more about the world’s problems than about the world’s problem solvers. We are calling out 

to any student at Carolina who has an idea for creating positive social change with an open invitation to 

your ideas! 

G~oLa~ Voices, ~ntemat~ona~ V~deo Compet~t~o~ 

Perhaps your global adventures have taken you no fu~her than the campus dining hall, where a 

celebration of ethnic cuisine awaits. And if you are an international student studying here in Noah 

Carolina, we ARE your destination! Wherever your next international foray takes you - at home or abroad - 

we want to hear your story. So grab your camera - and your imagination - and pa~icipate in the University 

of Noah Carolina’s first annual international video competition. Prizes will be announced soon on the 

website! 

~m-~ ,> ¯- 3002 i C~ 5!45 i C:i;aeei Hiii NC 27599 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Absence 

Hi Professor, 

I’ll be leaving for New York and Singapore tomorrow morning. I’ll be in NYC for my citizenship test m~d I’ll be in Singapore to attend a Asian Pacific Leadership 
Conference sponsored by AIESEC, the largest student run organization in the world. I won’t be back until Sunday, so when should I plan on taking the 

exam seeing as I won’t be here? I’m very, sorry for the inconvenience but there was no way around the timing of the events. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Global Studies/Peace War and Defense major ; Social and Economic Justice minor 

@live.unc.edu 



Fl’Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~,aime s.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.nnc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Sudden Rise in Home Demand TaJaes Builders by Surprise 

Top News 

Sudden R~se h~ Home Demand Takes Banders by 

As welcome as a ]o~g-awaited iml:,roveme~t in the American 

housing market may be, the unusually low level of homes for sale 

is ereadng problems f,-~r buyers and sellers alikeo 

~ D Graphic: Housing is Finally on the Mend 

~ Gerraldo 

I Za~b~o I 

Cell Therapy Shows Pronfise for Acute "l?,Nl~e of 

Leukemia 

Geodetically a~tering a patient’s immm~e cells has, ~)~" 

Brae, produced remissions in adulks wRh a viruleut blood tauter. 

In one patient, the disease va[~ished in eight days. 

David 

aAtPont~, 

Chem~ca|s Would Be ~Game Cha~ager’ ~n Sya’ia, ~.~ nP[esido 

Obmna Says 
o~a 

President Obama*s rein arks represen ted both an eliot k ko warn 

Syria’s governmen[ of the eonsequermes of using i[s chemical 

msenal and to sigtml suppose for ~srae], the mai~ point of his t~’ip there. 

Editors’ Picks 



ARTS I SPECIAL SECTION 

Major museums are devoting more atten’do~ [o photography 

than evm’ betbre, w~th i[~ovative exhibitio~s ~h’a~ng much-. 

coveted younger audiences. A survey of museum people, [rends 

and e~fib]tions. 

, The Lens Rises in Stature 

~ A Bu~ldin9 Boom ~n Ghana 

~ Go te Special Section 

WORLD 

America~ts ~’y to ~mde~sta~d the war as Iraqis live with its 

~ Related Arkicle 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Companies: Show Us tim Money 

The financial rs;gu]ator can - and should - force corporations to dJsclose theft’ 

poIitieal donatiot~s. 

World 

VHlagers Take On TaHbm~ in Their Heart[a~d 

The uprising in Pan~wai is cm~sidered significant beeause ~t is the first 

sou~ern Afghanis~m, in the spiritual heaYtland of "~e Ta]iban movement. 

In Israel, Obama Seeks to Offer Reassarar~ee of 
’lhibreakable ]Bonds* 

As President Obama t~:aveled to Israel for rite first time in his presidency, he 
conveyed a message of solidad[y and defense against "d~rea’LS. 

and h~’o of the collntFy’8 largest broadcasters were b~t 

Wednesday in attacks that some expet’B suspected oz{g]nated in No¢~h Kot’ea. 

U,S, 

Pediatrics Grottp Backs Gay Marriage, Sa3qing It 

Helps C~dren 

The zMner~ean Academy of Pediat~{es said gay at~d lesbian 

pare~ts should be allowed to marry because it helped guayantee 

*~ts, benefi~ and IonDter’ra secm~ty [or children. 

Rya n - 

Young 



Colorado Rce|s Afi-er K~lling of Top Ofl~cial Over 

Prisons 

The kilting of Torn C]ements, executive director of the 

Departmet~t of Corrections, east a shadow ot~ the si~fing of 

stiffer state gun em~tr4 measures. 

Curreilt Laws May Offer Little Shield Agaialst 

Dro,~es, Senators Are Told 

There is little in pdw~ey law that would limit the use of drones 

*br surveillance i~ the U~fited State8 because the law8 were ~ot 

wfiRen with gae aircraft in rahad, wi’messes said at a heating. 

John W 

Hickenl 

Patrick 

The Explorer’s Club serves a 
235 - pound ostrich 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Motorino takes its pizza to Hong Kong 

Haroseth truffles from Melissa Clark 

:--:: ] F ....... ] 

Business 

’Tonigl~t,’ With New Host, Set to Roe|aim Its New 

York Roots 

An always-franL~ous changing of the guard on the late-night show 

will this dine be accompanied by a change of sceneU. 

Jimmy 

Fallon, 

left, 

c~nP~are 

Chinese Solm° Pa~el Maker Falters as Prices 

Sm~teeh Power, which became the wmqd’s largest produeer of 
panels, has been pushed into bankn~ptey. 

The Face of Future Health Care 

3lti~oagh Kaiser Permane,~tc is considered at~ example of the 

future of health earn, its ehief a&~owledges that it has nee bee~ 

able to deliver that care aL a low enough cost. 

Workers 

assembl 

e solar 

Jason 
Snitzer 

Sports 

Kno~ for 3= Point Prowess, Underdog Expands 

Its Attaek 
L:., f:.F~...": 

Belmot~L, a No. 11 seed that will face zM{zona iI~ its N .C.A.:~ 

tourname~t opener, has evolved into more thm~ just a h:mg-range 

threat. 

..... Clark 

helped 

 t m2°t 



Fab Five, A~I Family 

The Tinkles may be the most talented basketball family in the 

eounLry, wi~ two generations of playing and coaching in "~e 

family set to collide this weekend in the N.C.A.Ao tom’namenL 

, ~ tournament Bracket and Foreca~ ~ ~ Nate S~lver on the Bracket 

Tinkle 

family, 

The Missing Piece 

:~ the United StaLes national soccer team prepares tBr bye 

impotent World Cup quali~4ng matches, much fi:~cus is on 

Landon Donovan, who has taken a break l¥om the spozL 

:i~ Landon 

Donors 

A~ts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Count~"s Straight-Talk Femi~fists 

Ashley Monroe’s "IJke a Rose" and Kaeey Musgraves’s "Same 

Trailer Different Park" are a pair ~ff acidic and beantifid new 

eountry M bum s. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S’ 

~lore V~’aifish Thm~ Wild, the l~g~t~e 

The new "Breakfast at Tiffany’s," on Broadway at the Cort 

Theater, is more faithflfl to Tnmmn Capote’s novdla than 

1961 fi]nl WaS, yet far more melancholy. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Flexibility m~d Mo~de Cm~ Save ~Yest Side 

Should the pem~it for Madison Square Garden be extended in 

peq~etuity, fixing Penn Stafon in place for the R~ture? 

~onroe, 
~ho 

urrents 

°mfela nch 

ii~ Current 

..... plans 

call for 

Fashion & Style 

Jusfir~ l[’imberlake, He’s M1 Dressed Up 

Justin l"imberlake, no stranger to sartorial makeover, has 

transfom~ed himself into a new Ca~T Grant. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Justin 

kTiemberla 

SCENE CITY 

The l~an oftlm 14lout, or Foyer 

Anderson ( ’.ooper is honored and Madonna is the star at tim 

(]eng~y) Olaad Media Awards. 

A Disguise for When Yoga Want to Be Seer~ 

}tow came can you go? D~es Van Noken’s spring show was just 

the tip cg a brown and dark g~en mo~led h::eberg. 

a ~ Slide Show 

Cooper 
with 

~rom 
left: 

Patrik 

Ervell, 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Seq~mster Hits the Reservatio~ 

The budget cuLs known as Lhe sequester now threaten basle health care for two 

million American h~dians. 



EDITORIAL 

Stron get" state ~aws are needed to require abusers to surrender their gm~s. 

EDITORIAL 

Deterring Pre~latory Lending 

New policies intended to skield customers from predakoEv lenders are a good 

first step, but hanks should be doing more. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

In PrMse of Priestly Marriage 

At home, P-.,pc Franr:is showed ~:ompassion to c~erk~aI families. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~ly Prayer: Let Women Be Priests 

The problem is not with God, but with an all-.male ele~ea~ culture that views 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

The K~ds Lef~ :Beh~n~l by tim Boom 

I,adn America’s growth hasn’t closed the ~ift between Heh and 

poor. 

Fer m~):~, ~)pit~i~)n, ~o t~) NYTimee.eom/Opinion >,, 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

[]     ~i .,~ ’-""~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® ]iPad® Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
T{mes Stere >; 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help 8,ectiot~ ~ ’ mlnyt.com >> 

About This E-~aH 

This is an automated e-mail Please do not repiy directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member o[ the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commiv_ed to projecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe i Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contac:~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweile~@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 10:5 8 AM 

@gmaJ~l.com>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Thesis 

is fine with me. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, :t0:04 AM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject= Final Thesis 

Hi, 

My finaJ fl~esis is attached. Sorry "that it is a little late! I wanted to read through it one more time betbre submitting it to you this morning. 

I also wa~ted m confirm with you that my thesis defen~ will be on at noon. I hope that still works tbr both of yo!! 

Thank you, 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:21 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads iu the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu~ 

RE:[asddd] Dept unit questions to manual report 

T,~Ls ¢,~mssr~ge ~5 beh~,g sent to ~fl ¢,~m~ogers, chah% dlrec~ors, ~nd dep~rtment head5 in the Coflege of Arts ~nd Sci~nces. 

Please copy Sem~ Semone, Semone@email.unc.edu., on your emaUs w~th questions on ~dd~ng dep~rtmenta~ questions in the Annua~ Report System as Tae Lerch 

will be on w~ca~:~on until Tuesday, 

Kind regards, 

From; Hartlyn, Jonathan [mailto:hartlyn@unc,edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,             2:19 PN 
To; Chairs of the Social Sciences Departments 
Co; Social Science Department Nanagers; Pickles, John 
Subject; [sschairs] FW: Dept unit questions to annual report 
[)~-’_~ar colleagues, Following up on t h~-’_~ qLE~:~.d:iOr~ at the Chair’a bag ]LEn~:h [odav, the ema~] Deiow exph;ina how you may add umt ~q:H?cifk: quest:ions to the Armual 

reporL 

Questions should be directed to Tse Lerch, OASIS. 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlvn 
The University of Nor~:h Carolma at Chape~ 

Sen~or Associs[e Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3~00 

Chapel H~[[ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962--~165 Fax: 9~9 962-.2408 

F~m= Lerch, Tae 
Sent; Wednesday, 2:~0 PN 
To= Ha~lyn, Jonathan; Lang, Andrew; 
Subject: RE: Dept unit questions to annual report 
DepartmerR Chairs and the primary department managers have the abiHl:y Lo add those quesl:h:ms themselves. 

To add questions, they must: 

1. Logan to the annuN report 

2. From the options at the top, choose "Configure’->"Pages & 

3. From the resulting Hst of question pages, c]~ck on the "Questions" Hnk for "faculty[80l Unit Questions". 

4, They may add either questkms or secl:Rms(whh::h group quesl:h:ms). 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Urges Young Israelis to Lead the Push for Peace 

Top News 

Obm~a Urges ¥oamg Israelis to Lead the Push 

t~r Peace 

Preside~t (:)bama moved closer to Israel’s posit~on on resuming 

stalled peace hllks ~’~ "~e Palestinians, even as he passionatdv 

implored a young aaNenee to get ahead of its own leaders. 

~ TranscdN of Obama’s Speech ~ ~ V~deo: Speech Highlights 

Once Few, "~:omen Hold iVlore Power J~ Se~ate 

Female senato~ ~3main an anomaly, b~R with 2o ~ow in oiSce 

they have become a new force on importa~t eommi~ees and 

legislation. 

~ ~ inNractive Graphic: Women ~n the Senate 

Obama 

Fast-Growh~g Brokerage Firm Often Tm~gles X’Vith 

Reg~ato~os 

The Iow.-eos t model that has aided LPL I,’ina~ei~d’s explosive growth has brought 

with ~t a host ,:ff sho~comi~gs, authoNt~es m~d mmlysB say. 

~ ~ Graphic: Growing Fast, but Stumbling Along the Way 

For moi~ toi) news g~) to NYTimes.com 

Editors’ Picks 



NYREGION 

~ vine:o: Ghols ~n the Band 

Mariaeh i Flor de To]oache, a New York ba n d, m ay be ~h e fi rst 

all-l~male mm~aehi ensemble in the oily. 

~ ~elate~ Article 

OPINION [ OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Obama’s Nixonian Precedent 

The bombing of Cambodia in the Vietnam War era ca~t be used 

to j usti~’ today’s drone attacks. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ABDUL£~B OCALAN, the jailed Kurdish rebel leader, in a letter read to crowds 
heavily Kin’dish southern ~trkey that c.aHed Joy a cease-. [h’e between Kut’ds aBd 

~trks af~et’ three decades of at’meal conflict, 

World 

,%s Polhlfion "Worsens in 

Sueemnb to Infighting 

Even as top officials admit the severity of China’s environmental 

woes, conflict within the government is one of the biggost 

obstacles to enact~n g stron get 

Jailed Leader of the iKurds Offers a Trance %~ith 

Turkey 

It was a hm(knark momenk for a newly energized effork ko end 

three decades of armed conflict wi~h the Turkish governme~t. 

Universe as a~ infant: Fatter Than Expected 

and Kind of Lumpy 

A P]anek satellite image shows [he cosmos as ik appeared only 

37o,ooo years aRer the Big Bang. 

~ ~ Video: Mappk~g the Big Bang ] ~ Graphic T~e Early Universe 

~$ Smog 
veiled 

the 

China 

Flags 
bore the 
image of 
the 

°c~f ;hgc I 

~icrowa 

U.S. 

Chicago Says It Will (?lose 54 Public Sdmols 

~M’ker weeks of uncertainty, principals were officially notified of 

the closings, which represent the largest group of campuses to be 

shut down ak one time by a city in recent memory. 

s from ] 

Robert [ 

Emmet ] 

States Vie to Condu~ Connnereial Drone Tests 

Fedora] aviation officials phm [o choose six silos where 

commerda] use of drone aircraft will be tested. 

i~ ~redator 

Marketing Deal Gives a Small Tou~ an Identity / ps sprout 

Dish, Tex., got its name as pa~ of a deal wifl~ the DJsb Nehs’ork 

satellite ]Y service. But the town is not exactly ]Yland, and the arrangemenk 

did not turn the pIa~ into a household narne. 



~E] Slide Show: Es<perimental Marketing 

U.S. said to ~ook into Microsoft 
bribery a~egations 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Cyprus parliament turns down a deposit tax 

JRMorgan Chase inquiry reveals status quo after financiai 

CrISiS 

Business 

Mood Darkens in Cypress as Deadl~e Is Set fo~° 

Cypriots flocked to cash machines as the European Central Bank 

sa~d it wr~[dd shaL off’low-.cost bank financing if an accord is not 

reached by Monday. 

~ Eu:o Zone’s Slide Accelerates, Data Show 

, Negotiator New te the Game ral,;es B~ame for Cyprus Failure 

About 

2OO 

proteste 

rs faced 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

Niasked by Gibberish, the Risks Rm~ Amok 

The Senate rel.~O~ ou 3PMorgau Chase’s multibi]~h:m-dollar 

trading loss documents incompetence and stupidity by "~e ba~k 

and iN regulators. 

Hockey Gear Is the Focus of Tar~ffCut in Canada 

The out was meant to match the prices of American online 

retailers, bu t has hi.lighted a source of embarrassmen t: tha t 

rnost hockey gear is made in Chinao 

Hockey 
players 
on Lake 

Louise¯ 

Sports 

WEST REGION 

1[~ Day’s Biggest Sm’p~oise~ Ha~oard Beats 

Seed New 
2: +:.++’:) 

Harvard, a No. ]4 seed, upset the Lobos to win an N.C.A.A. 

tournament game for the first time in keam histoU. 

...... Moundo 

;;Missi 

Lots of Food, Little Sleep, arid Hope for I 
~O ~.~l[h erl~l~ 

DeriCkBeltra n,~ 

Twenb~-~:mr hours with the 5aguars included meetings, film 

review, a walk-through wid~ an apple as a basketball and much more. It also 

almost included an upset over Oonzagao ~Mmost. 

Big Talk and Large Hail for Cololful Opponents Ole Miss and Wisconsin 



Baseball Said to Be Sui~g People IJ~ked to F|orida Clinic 

A suit says people tied to an anti-.aging clinic hurt the spo~ by supplying drugs. 

It eoukl a]so provide a way got M@7~r I ~ague Baseba]l to pumne 8uspected 

dopers who haven’t tested positive. 

A~ts 

O Revelations.~ Le~te~’s, O~tce Bamted, Flesh Out 
~’ViRa rather 

~M~ anthdogy of lettet~ sheds light on 

Ca*her, now thag her ban on publication of her correspondence 

has been liried decades arier her 

~ Excerpt: From Scaling Windmills to Literary Editor 

Ris~ Stereo,s, 99, S~lwa~ at t~m i~’let for Dec~des 

i~ Carme~t Role~ Is Dead 

Ms. Stevens, a mezzo--soprano, practically owned ~he role of 

Carmen &wing the 19408 and ’5o~ and gained 1.~opularit3i through 

her appearauees ou radio, television and in raovies. 

ART REVIEW 

The Re++aissa++ce Followed Him 
L: : NOL i./,ND E," T7 ER 

The National Gallew’s new e.~ibition of works by Mbreeht 

Diirer covers his career from beginning to cud. 

ii~ Ris& 

..... Stevens 

had a 

Albrecht 

Diirer 

This 

exhibitio 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ADMISSION’ 

S]~e~s Not Impressed? T]~le~ Yore’re Not I~ 

Tiua Fey stars as au a&nissions offiee~ at Pt’inceton in 

"Admission/’ a comedy direeLed by Paul WeiLz. 

~ Mother of A~ Comedy Topics 

~ ~ Slide Show: The Rise of Morn-Corns 

Foy wit h 

Paul 

Rudd n 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’GIMME THE LOOT’ 

Larceny f(~r the S~ke of 

Two Bronx graffiti a~ dsts go on a daylong quest to finance an 

ambitious proje~’t: the tag~ng of a big ikastic apple in Shea 

Stadium. 

~ SnapshotI Adam Leon 

....... Hickson 

and 

~ ash an 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’OLYMPUS HAS FALLEN’ 

He’s Wea~*y, lb~at Psyched to Save Demo~:~oacy 

~n fl~e "Die HaM" h~adifion, the ]ead char~ctec in "Olympus Has 

Fallen" is a world-weaU prol~ssioua] battling evil amid 

pyrotechnics. 

Gerard 

aBsUtlaer 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

.¢Xter the ’Lo~do~ "~Vhale’ 

We will soon find ouL whether J£}vlorgan’s ~’ading 15asco will change anything. 

EDITORIAL 

~I Speak i-o ¥(m ~s ~ F~*ie~d ...’ 



President Obaraa’s speech in Israel was a rhetor{eal success. But now what? 

EDITORIAL 

No~’[I~ C~ro]]na Overreae]~es 

The Supreme Court correctly slapped down a law that could squeeze far more 

money fi:om beneficiaries tba~ they actually owe. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fo~°eeastir~g Fox 

One man unveils a s!a’ateKv tbr better forec,~sting. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Treasm°e Isla~d Trauma 

From the way things are go~ng with C3~)rns, yon’d think the 

finanda] e~qsis didn’t teach our leaders anything. 

~ Coiumnist Page [ BIo9 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

For Sri Lm~ka, More Erupt" Words 

For too long, "due S~ Lankan government has turned a blind eye to iN human 

rig)~ks ab useso U nited Nutions resolutb-,,ns .- without tough a~’tion -won’t get ik ko 

ehange. 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

del Valle Esealante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 9:27 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] New op-ed on Rios Moutt Trial and President Otto PErez Molinds denial of genocide "Genocide is not an ’Armed 

Colffmntatioff" 

COURT STARTS FIRST ORAL AND PUBLIC DEBATE.doc~ ATT00001 .c; ATT00001.c 

As some of you may know, thera is an on,~;oin,~; trial for ,~;enock~e in Guatemala against General Efrain Rios Montt, who between 1980-1982 orchestrated some of the worst 
ceunterinsurgency campaigns in the rural areas of the country, especially targeting the Maya population under the claim that they were collaborating with the opposition, The 
trial has given rise ~o many debates in Guatemala about whether or not what ha£pened was really "genocide’L Even the curren~ £residenk Otto Perez Melina, an exm’filitary 
comandante, has publically denied that there was 9enockte in the country [see: http://www.prensalibre.com/noticias/iusticia/Presidente-Otto-Perez-.qenocidio- 
guerra 0 885511786.html], f3elow I include some links that were sent te me by anthropologist Victoria Sanferd, who has done extensive work on the topic. Please feel free te 
share ~his information with others. I would appreciate it, 

Thanks in advance! 

Emilio del Valle EscalanLe 
Associate Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 
C£ 3~170, Dey Hall 
Universib/of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P (9~.9) 962-2059 

Webpage: h ~tp:i/v,~v.u nc,ed u!~edelvall 

From: cas-lasa-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [cas-lasa-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Marc Edelman [medelman@hunter.cuny.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:31 plVl 
To; CAS-LASA 
Subject; CAS-LASA] new op-ed on Rios Montt Trial and President Otto PErez Molina’s denial of genocide "Genocide is not an ’Armed Confrontation’" 

From Victoria Sanford: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: VICTORL~ SANFORD < ~,~gmail.com> 

Date: Thu, Mar 21, 2013 at 3:27 PM 
Subject: My new op-ed on Rios Montt Trial and President Otto PErez Molina’s denia] of genocide "Genocide is not an ’Armed Confiontation’" 

To: Vdlsal~brd <         (~aol.com > 

Dear Friends, 

The historic Rios Montt genocide lrial began on Tuesday, Mm~ch 19 in Guatemala CiU despite evew move you can imagine (including defense la~yers abandoning 

Rios Montt) to "a-y to delay the trial. 

I am sending you links to an op-ed I wrote entitled "El genocidio no es una confrontacion armado" tbr E1 Faro which has just been published by Plaza Publica in 

GuatemaJa. It would be great if you could add these links to your thcebook page if you do thcebook or just share ruth tiJends. Below these links are some others "that 

may be of interest to you about the trial. 

http~~www~p~azapub~ica~c~m~~~t~c~ntent~e~~qen~cidi~-n~-es-un-enfrentamient~-armad~ 

h ttp://www.dfaro.net/es/201303/opiniolVl1448/ 

For ongoing trial summaries, commentaP¢ and analysis, see a new Website launched by the Open Society Justice Initiative in partnership with the National Security Archive, 

the International Center for Transitional Justice, CEJIL and the Guatemalan on-line news site Plaza PONica: 

~ :LM,-~,~’~,, de sine ntt 4 rim ,org~ 

And, last but not least, you can read about the first day of the trial in the attached documeuts written by the Association for J ustice a nd Reconciliation AJ R 

Center for Human Rights Legal Action CALDH-- the two NGOs who have been instrumental in moving the case tbrward and are representing the victims as 
querrellantes adhesivos - lawyers working with the prosecutors to prosecute the case on behalf of the victims. 

Please circualte widely. 



Many thanks, 
Victoria 

Victoria Sanford, PHD 

Director 

Center for Human Rights & Peace Studies 

Professor of Anthropology 

Lehman College & the Graduate Center 

City University of New York 

"Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere." 

Mea~tin Luther King Jr., Letter from Bi~ningham Jail, April 16, 1963 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak email to leave- 32903520- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b261l~57 fc7~,~list serv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News: Liberal Arts 2.0 

Cl~ck to view web version of th~s message. 

~ L iberal Arts 
A new "Super Cou~ se" co-taught by ChanceUor Tho~p is one exampte of teaming 

opportunities across the Cottage that are engaging, experiential and entrep~e~ 

neuriaL Read abeut some of them h~ eur sprin~ rnagaz~ne. ~£~:~£~!.and 

~Pat PukM~a’s Legacy 
Two-tNrds of undergraduates wfl.[ ~ain experience h~ research by the Lime they 

[eave Caro[[na. Lhanks to Pat Pukk~a’s ~e~xJersMRo During 14 years as the founding 

directo~ of the Office for Undergraduate Research, she made our program a 

mode[. She retires in June after 34 years at UNC as a teacher, scho[ar and leader. 

~ C arolina Coursera 
The University has joined the MOOCs bandwagon through a 

}t{~:::.~}..~:<..!).[.~!;~.: Carolina’s four "massive, open on-Une courses" include: FundamentaLs 

of Rehears~n~ Music Ensembl.es, introduction to DMronmenta[ Law and Pohcy, 

Me~adata, and Epidemio[o~y. 

~ Standi~g tail as a long leaf pine 
Pub[ic Po[~ Professor DaNe[ Gitterman was tapped for the 

~.2~!~..~.~25:~ one of the state’s hNhest hono~s. UNC President Tom Ross presented the 

award to Gitterman test month, rec:egniNn~ his sen, dee to N.C. as a hearth poUcy 

adviser during the Perdue administratien, 

~ Seventh Super 
When graduates in he wiU be U~e I.ast of seven g~awvers 

who can*re to Carobna on majo~ scho[arships and prayed ~n the Tar Hee[ n-farthing 

band.        have won two Morehead-Cain scho[arships, one Robertsom two 

Pegues. a Gates M[tteniurn and a Rotap! International 

~ Women’s Studies Trailblazer 

&tun?ha Rache{ Burton (women’s studies ’96) didn’t just {and a great job, }.[~.. 

invented one. As the pioneering co-[ounder of Piedmont giofue[s [n P[ttsboro N.C.. 

she has won nationa[ recognition as a [cadet in the biodiese[ wor[d. 

More Ne~ 

Pablo Burette ’06 filmed Oscarowinning documentary short 

Professor Top_pin at White House for Women’s History Month 

Need to identif~L~ wildflower? There’s a UNC app for that 

Research shows owners of L~reen’ homes default less 

.~9~:~..~!~...~R~.~I.: maMng musi~ a~ the top of the bell tower 

Events Calendar 

Media 

Talk of the Nation: Biologist Bob Goldstein on ’Water Bears’ 
Politico: PoliticN Scientist Jason Roberts on tax reform 
~.~.~. Music Professor Louise Toppin on composer Margaret 
Bonds 



UNC College o[,’-’v-b 8, Scieqces ] UNC Soi;til B~iiidir!g j Chs~pel Hiii, NC 27599 i~i iContact - Tq¢ It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 3:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Immigrants Held in Solitary Cells, Often for Weeks 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THIS E-MAIL ":~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine 

This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On 

Top News 

Immigrants Held in Solitary Cells, Often for 
Weeks 
By IAN URBINA and CATHERINE RENTZ 

New federal data shows that on any given day, about 3oo 
immigrants are held in solitary confinement at Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement centers, a practice psychiatrists worry is overly punitive. 

Bloomberg’s TV Blitz on Guns Puts Swing 
Senators on the Spot 
By MICHAEL BARBARO 

Mayor Michael R. B]oomberg spent $12 million on a national 

campaign that names senators he believes might be persuaded to 
support federal gun regulations. 

Shadow of Roe v. Wade Looms Over Ruling on 
Gay Marriage 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

Even supporters of abortion rights believe the 1973 Supreme 

Court ruling went too far, too fast, a lesson opponents of same- 
sex marriage hope the court, hearing two eases, will take to heart. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

T-MAGAZINE 

Spring Travel Issue 

T explores the world’s new cultural capitals. 

: The New New S~o Paulo 

¯ Brooklyn: The Brand 

¯ The Reincarnation of Seoul 

FASHION 

~ VIDEO:VOws: Jenn and Meadow 
Jennifer Barton and Meadow Braun each wanted to experience 

proposing and being proposed to, so they popped the question 

twice. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Pity Earth’s Creatures 
By EDWARD HOAGLAND 

Humanity’s advances are intertwined with cancerous excess. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Animals, like wolves, refuse to live in such places. But 
we have to accept this." 

ABDULKADER DARWISH, a Syrian who moved with his fmnily into a cave to escape the war. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Russian Ties Put Cyprus Banking Crisis on East- 
West Fault Line 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

With Cyprus’s role as a provider of financial services for 

Russians, what began as another episode in a familiar narrative 

has escalated into a drama with geopolitical implications. 

Jammed in Roman Caves, Ducking Syria’s War 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

The Syrian cave dwellers are among the four million people who 

the United Nations estimates have been forced by the war from 

their homes. 

Russian Oligarch and Critic of Putin Dies in 
Britain 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Once a close ally of Boris N. Yeltsin who helped install Vladimir 

V. Putin as president, Boris A. Berezovsky later exiled himself to 

Britain after a bitter falling-out with the Kremlin. 

................................................................................................ Ee~ [p~re w0dd ~e~s, go to N¥~imes~�om!W~r!d ~ 

U,S, 

Detroit Waits, Apprehensive, for Manager to 
Take Over 
By BILL VLASIC and STEVEN YACCINO 

A city whose finances are in a dire state loses the power to run 

itself, and everyone waits to see what will happen next. 

Automatic Cuts Are Felt at Nation’s Air Shows 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Attractions like the Navy and Marine Corps’ Blue Angels and the 

Air Force’s Thunderbirds draw crowds to air shows around the 

nation, but they will soon be grounded by budget cuts. 

A Tireless Connoisseur of Texas Barbecue Gets 
Ready for the Main Course 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Daniel Vaughn, a tireless barbecue aficionado, has been hired by 

Texas Monthly as its first barbecue editor, a position that exists 

at no other magazine in America. 

For more U,S, news, go to NYTimes,comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



36 Hours in Brisbane, Australia 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Fun down under in Brisbane 

And snoring in 14E ... 

~ytim.es.~om VI::DE0 

Business 

Tackling Concerns of Independent Workers 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The Freelancers Union, one of the nation’s fastest-growing labor organizations, 
seeks to make health insurance and other benefits more affordable for 
independent workers. 

FAIR GAME 

Mortgages’ Future Looks Too Much Like the Past 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

An alternative under discussion to replace Fannie Mac and 
Freddie Mac, the big mortgage guarantors, sounds an awful lot 
like the status quo, with taxpayers as the backstop. 

The Attachment That Still Makes Noise 
By PHYLLIS KORKKI 

The stapler remains the one office tool that gives the satisfying 
click of a job that’s done. 

................................................................................... For E~o[e b~s!r~ess r~e~ys, go to NYTimes,�om!Business ~ 

Sports 

WEST: NO. 9 WICHITA STATE 76, NO. 1 GONZAGA 70 

For Surprise No. 1, It’s Two Games and Out 
By GREG BISHOP 

Gonzaga, which had secured the first No. 1 seed in university 
history, fell to No. 9 Wichita State, exiting the N.C.A.A. 
tournament before the second week for the fourth straight year. 

: The Quad: Updates and Analysis for N.C.A.A. Tournament 



EAST: MARQUETTE 74, BUTLER 72 

Marquette Rallies Again to Survive Butler 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Back and forth went Butler and Marquette, their game coming 
down to the final play, the final second, before the Golden Eagles 
escaped with a win. 

Joe Weider, Founder of a Bodybuilding Empire, 
Dies at 93 
By ROBERT D. McFADDEN 

Mr. Welder, who was a mentor to Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
created a world of muscle magazines, fitness equipment and 
dietary supplements, helping popularize the sport. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes,comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Dream Big, Girl 
By PATRICK HEALY 

"Matilda," a hit in London, arrives on Broadway as the theater’s 
latest shot at the dream of a global blockbuster. 

~ ~.~ Video: ’Matilda’ Comes to Broadway 

Outside the Citadel, Social Practice Art Is 
Intended to Nurture 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Social practice artists blur the lines among object making, 
performance and activism, creating participatory work that often 
flourishes beyond galleries and museums. 

The Nerd as Auteur in BioShock Infinite 
By HAROLD GOLDBERG 

The third installment of the video game series BioShock is 
packed with cultural references high and low, going back in time 

to the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair. 

¯ Q. and A.: Ken Levine on BioShock Infinite 

........................................................................................................ F0[ n~or~ a[ts r~e~s, g0 t0 NYTimes~c0m!Art~ tt 

Magazine 

The Epic Ups and Downs of Peter Gelb 
By CHIP BROWN 

What it takes to run the Metropolitan Opera. 

. ~’~ Video: Scenes From Two Days at the Metropolitan 

, ~g Interactive Feature: Inside the Metropolitan’s Stage 



Becoming the All-Terrain Human 
By CHRISTOPHER SOLOMON 

For Kilian Jornet, running across the Pyrenees is like a jog in the 

park. What one elite endurance athlete can tell us about the 

human body’s potential. 

Kate Atkinson’s ’Groundhog Day’ Fiction 
By SARAH LYALL 

The British novelist hasn’t met a plot too complicated - even if it 

means telling a story backward or a starting over in every 

chapter. 

............................................................ Ee[ ~re fr~ the S~r~day ~aga~ir~e, ge ~o NY~imes~�om!Magazine ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Report Card on Health Care Reform 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Political attacks ignore the considerable benefits delivered to millions of people 

since the Jaw’s enactment three years ago. 

EDITORIAL 

Heightened Scrutiny 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The justices should be as dubious about distinctions based on sexual orientation 

as on gender. 

EDITORIAL 

Shrinking Prisons, Saving Billions 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Imprisonment rates continue to decrease, but more states need reforms to keep 

the population and cost down. 

..................................................................................................... F0E r00r~ 0pi(a!0~, g0 t~ NYTimes,�0m!0pin!0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks, the Sequel 
By REBECCA SKLOOT 

After its contributions to science, the HeLa cells may help create 

laws to protect the privacy of the family of Henrietta Lacks - and 

yours. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Marriage and the Supremes 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The context for the high court’s hearings on gay marriage is a 

profound social and political revolution. 



Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Israel: Bits, Bytes and Bombs 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

President Obama paid a visit. Now what will the Israelis and 
Palestinians do? 

¯ Columnist Page 

..................................................................................................... E0E I~lor~ 0pir~!0r?! gO t£ N~Tirnes:�om!OpinJon ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Life After Oil and Gas 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Wind, water and sun could power the United States. But will 
they? 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 24, 1989, the nation’s worst oil spill occurred as the 
supertanker Exxon Valdez ran aground on a reef in Maska’s Prince 

William Sound and began leaking 11 million gallons of crude. 
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Sent: 

To: 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 3:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Arms Airlift to Syria Rebels Expands, With C.I.A. Aid 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Monday, March 25, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Editorials I 

Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Arms Airlift to Syria Rebels Expands, With C.I.A. 
Aid 
By C. J. CHIVERS and ERIC SCHMITT 

Military aid to Syria’s opposition fighters from Arab governments 

and Turkey has increased in recent months, and the C.I.A.’s role 

has shown an American willingness to help support lethal aid. 

~ ~ Graphic: An Arms Pipeline to the Syrian Rebels 

E.U. Officials Agree to a Deal Rescuing Cyprus 
By JAMES KANTER, LIZ ALDERMAN and ANDREW HIGGINS 

The deal, struck after hours of meetings in Brussels, would 

drastically reduce the size of the country’s banking sector and 
scrap the controversial tax on bank deposits. 

¯ Foreign Businesses in Cyprus Grind to a Standstill 

Tennessee Race for Medicaid: Dial Fast and Try, 
Try Again 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

The state opens a health care hot line for a few hours each year 

for patients who do not qualify for Medicaid. Thousands try, but 

not many qualify for the limited funds. 

................................................................................................................... Eo~ n~or~ top r~eEs, go ~o N~’Tirne~�om ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

US 

~ VIDEO: A Human Touch 
On Wednesday, Jackie Dean, who began working on the Golden 

Gate Bridge 18 years ago, will be one of more than two dozen toll 

collectors who will be replaced by a completely automated 

system. 

: Related Article 

MAGAZINE I FROM THE MAGAZINE 

Spring Feast in the South 
How to create a spring dinner party with friends - and not kill 

each other in the process. In the video above, Mark Bittman and 

Sam Sifton travel to Charleston, S.C. 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

Is the Estate Tax Doomed? 
By KENNETH F. SCHEVE JR. and DAVID STASAVAGE 

As inequality has risen in the developed world, many 

governments have been dismantling - not increasing - estate 

taxes. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s like the Oklahoma land rush for an hour. We 
encourage people to use multiple phones and to dial 

and dial and dial." 
RUSSELL OVERBY, a Legal Aid lawyer, on a program in which Tennessee opens a hot line for 
a few hours a year to people who are not eligible for Medicaid, but who cannot afford health 

care. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

For Homesick Russian Tycoon, Instant of Ruin 

Came in Court 
By SARAH LYALL 

After Boris A. Berezovsky, who was found dead on Saturday, lost 

a $5.1 billion lawsuit against a former associate in August, he 

began to divest himself of his assets. 

Musharraf Greeted in Pakistan by Threats and 

Small Crowds 
By SALMAN MASOOD 

Former President Pervez Musharraf ended more than four years 

in self-exile on Sunday, seeking a possible political comeback in 

defiance ofjudicial investigations and death threats. 

President Is Said to Flee as Rebels Seize Capital of the 

Central African Republic 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

The rebels met little opposition and the whereabouts of President Franqois 

Boziz6 were not immediately clear. 

................................................................................................. F£r r~oFe ~v0r!d r~evys, g0 t? N~Times.�0m~W0r!d tt 

U,S, 

A Last Smile and a Wave for Bay Area 

Commuters 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Jackie Dean and other to]] collectors on the Golden Gate Bridge 

will be replaced this week by a fully automated system; some are 

lamenting the loss of the friendly faces on the bridge. 

¯ ~ Video: A Human Touch 

THIS LAND 

With Shovels and Science, a Grim Story Is Told 
By DAN BARRY 

Excavation of a mass grave of Irish railroad workers in 

Pennsylvania, who died during a cholera epidemic in 1832, 

answers some questions and raises many more. 

Infants Are Fed Solid Food Too Soon, C.D.C. Finds 
By DOUGLAS QUENQUA 

Doctors now recommend waiting until a baby is at least 6 months old, but a 



national survey found that many mothers were unaware of the guidelines and 
that many struggled to buy formula. 

......................................................................................................... ~-Qr rj?0re U.S. r~s, g0 t0 N~’Times.cQm!U,S ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

"Matilda" arrives on Broadway 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

It’s a bird ... it’s a plane ... it’s "Superman" at City Center 

"Easter," by Strindberg, at the Gene Frankel Theater 

nyti~es,~:om TN EATiE.R 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

9 Rivals Complicate Deal for Dell 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

The private equity giant Blackstone Group and the investor Carl C. Icahn have 
each separately submitted preliminary takeover proposals for Dell, the 
embattled computer maker. 

~ DealBook: The Difficult Choices Ahead for the Dell Board 

Pension Funds Wary as Bankrupt City Goes to 
Trial 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

In Stockton, Calif., bondholders and insurers want the pain of 
the city’s bankruptcy to be evenly distributed. Calpers, the 
country’s largest pension system, prefers to protect its retirees. 

NBC Risks Its Late-Night Dominance With a 
’Tonight’ Gamble 
By BILL CARTER 

Jay Leno is still the ratings king of late-night television, but his 
expected replacement, Jimmy Fallon, has Internet skills and 
cross-generational appeal. 

For more business news, go to NYTirnes.cornlBusiness )) 



Sports 

SOUTH: FLORIDA GULF COAST 81, SAN DIEGO ST. 71 

15th Seed Makes Round of 16 for First Time 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

In only its second season eligible for the N.C.A.A. tournament, 
Florida Gulf Coast has gone from an unknown team to perhaps 
the most celebrated. The Eagles beat No. 7 San Diego State on Sunday. 

THE QUAD 

N.C.A.A. Tournament Analysis, Round of 32, Day 

By THE NEWYORKTIMES 

Times editors and reporters detailed Sunday’s action from the 

N.C.A.A. tournament as the field was cut to 16 teams. 

¯ N.I.T.: Freshmen Help Oust the Red Storm 

SOUTH: KANSAS 70, NORTH CAROLINA 58 

Kansas Surges Past North Carolina and Williams 
By PAT BORZI 

The top-seeded Jayhawks overcame a halftime deficit against 
their former coach Roy Williams and advanced to the Round of 

16. 

.............................................................................................. E 0[ n~Q r~ s PQ rts r~ev~s~ gQ t? N ~T!mes.com~S po rt s )~ 

Arts 

A Man of Many Realms, Most Recently Daytime 
TV 
By BRIAN STELTER 

A successful new daytime syndicated TV talk show, "Steve 
Harvey," has helped cement Mr. Harvey’s status as one of the 

foremost entertainers in America. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Still an Ecstatic Rebel Spirit, but Easing Up on 
Shock 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Lil Wayne’s new album, "I Am Not a Human Being II," is 
consistent with music from his sober period: slapdash, a mix of blustering 

boasts, spiteful sex, warm sex and flashes of self-realization. 

Watch Out for the Horses on Your Way to the 
Train 
By MELENA RYZIK 

An arts project is bringing life-size horses, each made colorful 
raffia and fitting two dancers, to the main concourse of Grand 



Central Terminal. 

¯ ~ Video: Galloping in Grand Central 

....................................................................................................... For r~ ore arts ~?ews, gO to N ~Times.�orn~A rt S >~ 

Media & Advertising 

F.C.C. Shift May Thwart a Murdoch Media Deal 
By AMY CHOZlCK 

News Corporation wants the F.C.C. to waive a ban on 
consolidation between TV stations and newspapers in local 

markets, but it is not without setbacks. 

ADVERTISING 

Ads That Speak the Language of Social Media 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

The new starring role of social media in ads signals that agencies 
and advertisers believe they are prevalent enough to refer to 
without the risk of being misunderstood. 

~ News From the Advertising Industry 

MEDIA DECODER 

A Magazine Article on Race Sets Off an Outcry 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Philadelphia Magazine’s article "Being White in Philly" provoked a rebuke from 
the mayor, angry comments and the threat of a boycott, as well as a sales bump. 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Time to Strengthen Family Immigration 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Reuniting loved ones will bolster communities and the economy, as it always 
has. 

EDITORIAL 

The Credit-History Pariah Class 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

People whose credit history was damaged in the recession should not be shut 
out of the job market. 

EDITORIAL 

Europe Caps Bank Bonuses 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The restrictions just passed are unlikely to make bankers more accountable or 
the financial system more sound. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >~ 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

States Gone Wild 
By BILL KELLER 

Is our indivisible nation coming apart at the seams? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hot Money Blues 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Dealing with love-’em-and-leave-’em investors. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Three Cheers for the Nanny State 
By SARAH CONLY 

Give me a 32-ounce soda or give me death! Seriously? 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 25, 1965, the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. led 25,000 

marchers to the state capitol in Montgomery, Ala., to protest the 

denial of voting rights to blacks. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I !!iiiii!~:@NYTimes I ::~ii Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone®liPad®l Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions?Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store~" Help Section minyticom ~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-25-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 25m, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/26/13- Worldng Towa:rd Water Justice in North Carolina: A Symposium of Short Talks and Big Ideas event scheduled for 6:00 8:00 PM in Hyde Hall and 

presented by the UNC Graduate School’s Weiss Urban Livability Program. This event aims to catal~e engaged scholarship by" bringing together students, t:aculty, and 

community leaders to present their ideas, reseaxch, and/or work related to pressing water justice issues within the state. This event is free and open to the public but 

RSVP is required. For more information and regis~tration &tails: http://~radschool.unc.edu!fundin~/~mdschooFweiss/symposium/ 

03/27/13- Lecture by Felix Dodds, tbmrer executive director of the St~£eholder Forum for a Sustainable Future, titled "The Emerging Role of Water in the Global 

Climate Negotiations" at 5:30 PM on the 4th Floor of the FedEx Global Education Center as part of the "Water In Our World" Speaker Series. The lecture will focus 

on "the difficulty of bringing water to the tbrefront of global negotiations on climate change, the role that water plays throughout the process of migration and adaptation, 

and the increasing challenges to water availability in the future. 

04/02/13- Screening of the documentaxy film Chas#tg Ice and discussion featuring JeffOflowski, the director and producer of the film and Professor Josd Rial of 

UNC’s Department of Geological Sciences scheduled for 5:30 PIvl in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. This event is free and 

open to the public but regis~tration is required which can be done atthe following address: http:/itin;,ufl.com/d2zprpp 

For more intbnnation: http:i/go.anc.edu/chasingice 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

The Water of Life: Artistic Expressions -             - A Daily Tar Heel multimedia feature on            the undergraduate s~dent whose artwork is 

prominently displayed as part of"Tbe Water of Life: Artistic Expressions" art exhibition currently on display- in the FedEx Global Education Center, To view the full 

video clip: http:i/w~v.dail ,vtarheel.com/multimedia/17093 Some of         amvork is currently available for auction in support of A Drink For Tomorrow’s 

sustainable water project in Las Cocas, Peru this summer. For more information: http://paintingforpipeline.orgi 

Rising ~lobal conflict over water calls tbr more cooperation- An editorial piece published in The Daily ’Far Heel in recognition of World Water Day that focuses 

on the need for continued cooperation in solving the global water crisis. To view the full stoly: http://~-.dail,¢tmheel.convm/axticle/2013/03/world-watel~ day 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Matt Damon and Ga~ Vfhite on the Road From TED to World Water Day- A IEature story published The Daily Beast website that highlights Water.org, co- 

tbanded by Matt Damon and UNC alumnus Gary White, mad their organkation’s impact in alleviating the global water crisis. To view the full story: 

http: i/www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/03/22/matt- damon- and- gary. - white- on- the- road- from - ted- to- world- water- day.html 

\Vofld Vision blog by UNC alton Greg ~Mlgood- The follomng link is the first post in a blog written by UNC alumnus ~            , a Procter & Gamble Company 

employee who was instrumental in the creation of their Children’s Safe Drinking Water Program. The blog details P&G’s quest to do their part in ending the global 

water crisis. To view part one of this series: h~tp://bl~g.w~dvisi~n.~rg/partnerships/my-walk-with-wo~d-visi~n-t~-give-water-t~-the-thirsv~.- part- 1/ 

The Water Institute Recruiting Associate Director for Research- The Water Institute at [YNC is recruiting an Associate Director of Re,arch who will guide the 
Ins~itute’s research efforts and work alongside Water Institute facul~, resemchers, students and stakt: Require~nents include a doctoral degree in public or 

environmental health or a related field, a minimum of five yems of experience and expertise that aligns with one or more of the WaSH focus areas of the Institute. For 

more information: https://unc.peopleadmin.com/pos~ti~Ns/7567 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Inwflved with "Water In Our ~Zorld"- For more information on the theme mad other upcoming events, t~el free to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Question~ comments, and suggestions lbr the theme can be directed to the tbllowing email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/IYNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.thcebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:38 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

This Thursday March 28 talk by Su~nna Hecht on "The Social Life of Am~on Forests" at Duke 

susam~a hecht flyer- 1 .pdf 

’]7he Social Life of Amazon Forests: From Geopolitical Scramble to 
Eco-Catastrophe to Tropical Paradigm’? 

a talk by 

Professor Susanna Hecht 
Department of Urban Planning and Institute of the Environment & 
Sustainability 
UCLA 

Thursday March 28 
3:00pm 

Room 201 Old Chemistry Building, 
Duke West Campus 

Co-sponsored by Earth and Ocean Sciences and the Center Jk~r l.atin 
American and Caribbean Studies at Duke 

See attached flyer 12~r more information 

Natalie Harm’~an 
Associate Director 
Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Univer si)- 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7.o66 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:45 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Tomorrow 3/26 at 5:00 pm: Talk by the Director of the National Library of Cuba, Wilson Libra,, at UNC 

The National Library as Patrimony: Preserving Cuba’s Cultural Heritage in the 21st Century 

Dr. Eduardo Tortes Cuevas, Director of the National Library of Cuba 

Tuesday March 26, 5:OOpm, Wilson Library, Pleasants Assembly Room, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Torres Cuevas will discuss the many ways in which the National Library is actively preserving Cuba’s written cultural heritage as well as providing an 

overview of the Library’s collections and innovative user services. 

Eduardo Torres Cuevas was born in Havana in 1942. His diverse research interests include religion in Cuba, the institutional history of the Catholic Church, the 
evolution of Masonry in Cuba, slavery, and the study of historical figures such as Antonio Maced, Jos~ Marti, and Fernando Ortiz. Torres Cuevas has earned 

numerous distinctions In Cuba and abroad. He is a member of the Unidn Nacional de Historiadores de Cuba, the Unidn Nacional de Escritores y Artistas de 

Cuba, the Asociacidn de Historiadores Latinoamericanos y del Caribe, and the New York Academy of Sciences. He is current president of the Cuban Academy of 

History and Director of the National Library of Cuba. For an extended bid sketch in Spanish, please click: here 

5:00 p.m. Reception, Main Lobby 

5:30 p.m. Program, Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

Sponsored by: The University Library, Friends of the Library and the Institute for the Study of the Americas (ISA) 

For more information contact Teresa Chapa at 919 962-3948 or at: tchapa@unc.edu 

Parking is available in most campus lots starting at 5:00 p.m. For a map showing available after-hours parking please click: here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j~jordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:01 AM 

Reyes, Alvaro Andres <alvaroar@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-NtaJaja, Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eanice N 

<eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Daynali Flores <       ~gmml.com:~; Fouzi Slisli <t~lisli@stcloudstate.edu>; mireille fanon-mend~s l}ance 

,~aol.com:~; mireille l~a~on-mend~s l~ance < @gmaJl.com>; Mireille Fanon Mendes-France 

(~hotmail.com> 

Re: Fanon Issue - TBS 

To All: By now you should have received the news that the Fanon Issue of TBS is out. According to Maize they roll be maAling directly to each of you, as long as they 

have a current address. 

I note also that, from the UNC Libra ,ry page, if you go to e-resources you can go to the database Academic Search Complete, and ~pe in ’The Black Scholar’, 

EBSCO host has the entire issue (Vol. 42 Nos. 3/4) available on-line ruth each article avmlable via downloadable PDF’s 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: Maize Woodford <woodford@theblackscholar.orq> 
Subject: Nailing Address Fanon Issue - TBS Request 
Date: March 20, 2013 6:14:00 PM EDT 
To: Daynali Flores <, @.qmail.com>, AIvaro Andres Reyes <alvaroar@email.unc.edu>, shannon hanks 
< ~gmail.com>, < @.clmail.com>, <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>, 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>, <pavlic@uga.edu>, <eunice@email.unc.edu>, <          @aol.com> 

Dear Esteemed Authors, 

I hope this finds you well. Our issue on Fro~atz Fanon, Vol. 42, No. 3/4, is at last out. We me extrelnely glateful to you for your contributions and for 

your patience with us during a rather extended process of journal production. 

If you please, so that we may send you your complimentaD, two author’s copies and enter your free one-year subscription to The Black Scholar, which is 

our standaxd compensation for contributors, 

would you kindly give us the mailing address at which you would like to receive them? Also, if anyone can help us out ruth contact info. for Fouzi Slisli, 

we would be most grateful. 

Sincerely, 

Maize Woodford 
Executive Editor 
The Black Scholar 
PMB #484 
2232 S. Main St. 
Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

email: woodford@theblackscholar.orcl 

PS: If your nmne is below, we aJready have a campus address for you fi~om a website or from previous correspondence. 

If you want us to use your publicized campus address tbr the above purpose, you can simply reply to me with the word "campus," if you wish. 

E. Patrick Johnson 

George Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Ed Pavlic 
Alva~ro Reyes 

Eunice SaNe 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~email unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 9:38 AM 

UNC Speakers Speakers 

Dr. Jeremy Petranka receives the 

@gmail.com> 

Hello, 

The                    is fl~e only completely                                   at Carolina. After reviewing many nominations, the selection committee, 

composed of a diverse group of students from all over campus, selected Dr. Jeremy Petranka from the Economics Department to be the 

Recipient.As a part of this a~-ard, Dr. Petranka was invited to give a guest lecture on aJ~y topic of his choosing. 

Dr. Petranka roll give his lecture, "A Game Theorist’s Guide to Peace, Love, and Understanding" on Wednesday, in Germrd at 6:30pm. 

Please tbrward the message below on to your students and t~culty. This promises to be a fantastic event and want to make sure as ma~y people as possible have a 

chance to attend. 

Best, 

Speakers at Carolina (a special project of Student Government) is very excited to announce that the                       Recipient is economics professor Jeremy 

Petranka! We are fortunate to have such an engaging and innovative professor at UNC and are thrilled by the opportunity to honor his dedication to education. As the recipient 
of the award, Professor Petranka wi~ g~ve the lecture that he’s a~ways wanted to ~ve, wNch he has tit~ed "A Game Theorist’s Guide ~ Peace, Love, and Unders~ndin~," 
Whether you’ve had Nm as a professor before and ~oved him, heard his name and wanted to see what the buzz ~s about, or just want ~ get some usefu~ advice on ~Mng ~fe 
from a charismatic professor, we suggest you come out to tNs fun and free event~ 

This lecture will take place in Gerrard Hall on Wednesday at 6:30pro, 

What is the ? 

The is a completely student-run and student-selected teaching award at UNC, Originally founded by a student working with UNC Hillel, this is the first 
year that the award has been run via the Speakers at Carolina committee, For more information about the crib~rion used by the selection committee for choosing the recipient, 

as well as history and a chance to see the nomination ~orm, go to our webs~: h~p:ii          .web.unc.edui 

A big thanks to our wonderful sponsors: UNC Hillel, RHA, and 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

~£mail.com 

~live.unc.edu 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Continuing Education Instructors 

q[" N OI~’I’H CAROLI~NA 

The instructor named below has been recommended to teach, author or revise a course through the 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. An individual leaching a course af UNC-Chapel Hill 

~ho will be fhe Insfrucfor of Record and/or ~ho will be awardin~ grades is required fo have beforehand an appropriafe 

faculty appoinfmenf in an apEropriafe academic unif. The Friday Center for Continuing Education needs your 

assistance to provide this instructor an appropriate faculty rank (if required) and to implement the 

appropriate method of payment. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE FRIDAY CENTER: 

Instructor’s Name: Charlene Regester 

Department Granting 

Faculty Appointment: African & Afro-American Studies 

Proposed Faculty 

Rank: Lecturer 

Type of Appointment: Friday Center Program(s): 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New appointment teaching an existing 

course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New appointment teaching a new course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Continuing appointment teaching the 

same course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Continuing appointment teaching a new 

course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Carolina Courses On-line 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Self-paced Courses 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Part-time Classroom studies 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Outreach Instruction to 

Inmates 

Course(s) to be Taught: AFAM 101 

Rank Begin Date: 7/1/2013 Rank End Date: 12/31/2013 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 

Revised 3/09 



TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPOINTING SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

The Friday Center is authorized to pay this instructor as indicated below: 

Pay for Teaching: 

Pay for Authoring or Revising Course: 

Total: 

Check the appropriate payment by course type: 

For Self-paced Courses: 

For Carolina Courses On-line & Part-time 

Classroom Studies: 

CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

/ 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

Lump sum payments by Overload 

CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

/ 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 

Base Salary (teaching during academic year only) 

Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

Lump sum payments by Overload 

Lump sum payments as Summer Salary 

(9 mo. faculty only) 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 

Revised 3/09 



KB 

OX 

The payment received by this instructor from the Friday Center will not exceed the annual overload limit for 

this individual. 

I affirm that this instructor is being appointed to a faculty rank within this School!Department and meets the 

minimum requirements for teaching the course(s) listed above. I further affirm that this instructor meets the 

minimum requirements of UNC-CH’s accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 

and that the instructor’s credentials are consistent with those required by our School’s/Department’s faculty 

personnel guidelines for his/her designated faculty rank. 

Signature of Department Chair or Dean 

Date: 

Printed Name of Department Chair or Dean 

To facilitate the hiring process, Sherry Sparks (Onyen is surrea{) from the Friday Center has been granted an 

Invitation in EPA Web to process actions for this employee for the full time period of this appointment. 

Date: 

Signature of Department Representative Phone: 

E-mail Address: 

Return signed form to Kristi Kremer via e-mail or campus n-tail: 

Kristi Kremer 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB# 1020 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

***Remember to keep a copy for your records 

Eraail address: kristikreraer@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-843-8684 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 

Revised 3/09 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,              i:I0 plVl 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com; _~email.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; 
@gmail.com; @unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: You are invited to... A Critical Pedagogical Workshop, 

Hello friends and colleagues, 
Please join us for this pedagogy workshop and pass on to others interested in teaching strategies. RSVP by 

Best, 

Please forward widely...workshop is for geographers and non-geographers alike! 

"But that’s just natural (right?)!" 

Teaching Critical Geography to Skeptical Beginners 

A Collaborative Pedagogical Workshop 

How can we explain concepts through concrete activities? 
How can we make theory accessible? 

How cc~n we fhink like beginners in designing our cIc~sses? 

How can we make ’the critical’fun? 
Ho~v can we turn student resistance into teaching moments? 

When: 3:30-5:30, Friday, 

Where: Saunders 220 (the colloquium ~space) 

Limited~space! Please RSVP to                ~emaiL unc. edu) by 

Join us for food, caffeine, games, and geograph!! 
No preparation or experience reqnired 

Open to graduate students and faculty from any department 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg0:t as: eunice@email.unc,edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32913729-4:t40465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT@ stserv unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:23 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Humm~ Rights Meeting this week 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I jus~t wmated to check with you atx~m the meeting this week. Does Thursday this week still work? Should I look for articles in addition to the document~ary? 

Thank you, 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re,arch Assistant 

Good Afternoon Prof. SaNe, 

Sorry to be emailing a bit late. I found the offices closed on Thursday and didn’t get an opportunity to visit on Friday. I have spoken with a representative at the office and she 
let me know that the first step is to get a Social Security Number. So, I need a letter of employment from your Human Resources facilitator which details the job title and 
duties, the start date, and salary. I would then present this letter to the OISSS (Office of International Student and Scholar Services) where they would assign me a temporary 
payroll number (valid up to 90 days). After this step, they would help me apply for the SSN. After getting this, I would have to issue an I-9 form with your department. 

So, you could put me in contact with the HR facilitator or e-mail the letter to me. Whichever works best for you! 

Thanks! 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR 

AND PROVOST 

218 SOUTH BUILDING 

CAMPUS BOX 8000 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-8000 

919-962-1091 
919-962-2437 

January 15, 2013 

Professor Perry Hall 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
CB #3395, 109 Battle Hall 
Carolina Campus 

Dear Professor Hall: 

I am happy to inform you that your request for a Senior Faculty Research and Scholarly 
Leave has been approved for Fall 2013. This leave will provide you with full pay for the period 
of the leave, up to a maximum of $ 

Additional information describing the initiation of requests for the expenditure of the 
funds will be forthcoming. 

Within thirty days of the completion of your leave, please submit to my office a brief (up 
to three pages) report of the results of your project, and describe how it has benefitted both you 
and the University. 

I hope that your leave will be both rewarding and pleasant. I extend my congratulations 
and best wishes to you. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Vice Chancellor &,PA~ovost 
Chair, Committee on Faculty Research 

and Study Leaves 

Ronald P. Strauss 
Executive Vice Provost 
Vice Chair, Committee on Faculty Research 

and Study Leaves 

BWC/goj 

Eunice Sable, Chair 
Tia Howell, Business Manager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Re~axch Assistant 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

Thanks, I have emailed Tia Williams. 

See you Wednesday! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mtonday, 10:07 PM 
To: 
Co: Howell, Tia N.; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Research Assistant 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

The department’s Business Officer - Tia H. Williams - has the details and will follow up with you and OISSS. 

Here is the broad title of the project I am working on: 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Mtonday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Assistant 

2:48 PM! 

Good Afternoon Prof. SaNe, 

Sorry to be emailing a bit late. I found the offices closed on Thursday and didn’t get an opportunity to visit on Friday. I have spoken with a representative at the office and she 
let me know that the first step is to get a Social Security Number. So, I need a letter of employment from your Human Resources facilitator which details the job title and 
duties, the start date, and salary. I would then present this letter to the OISSS (Office of International Student and Scholar Services) where they would assign me a temporary 
payroll number (valid up to 90 days). After this step, they would help me apply for the SSN. After getting this, I would have to issue an I-9 form with your department. 

So, you could put me in contact with the HR facilitator or e-mail the letter to me. Whichever works best for you! 

Thanks! 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR 

AND PROVOST 

218 SOUTH BUILDING 

CAMPUS BOX 8000 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-8000 

919-962-1091 
919-962-2437 

January 15, 2013 

Professor Perry Hall 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
CB #3395, 109 Battle Hall 
Carolina Campus 

Dear Professor Hall: 

I am happy to inform you that your request for a Senior Faculty Research and Scholarly 
Leave has been approved for Fall 2013. This leave will provide you with full pay for the period 
of the leave, up to a maximum of $ 

Additional information describing the initiation of requests for the expenditure of the 
funds will be forthcoming. 

Within thirty days of the completion of your leave, please submit to my office a brief (up 
to three pages) report of the results of your project, and describe how it has benefitted both you 
and the University. 

I hope that your leave will be both rewarding and pleasant. I extend my congratulations 
and best wishes to you. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Vice Chancellor &,PA~ovost 
Chair, Committee on Faculty Research 

and Study Leaves 

Ronald P. Strauss 
Executive Vice Provost 
Vice Chair, Committee on Faculty Research 

and Study Leaves 

BWC/goj 

Eunice Sable, Chair 
Tia Howell, Business Manager 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR 

AND PROVOST 

218 SOUTH BUILDING 

CAMPUS BOX 8000 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-8000 

919-962-1091 
919-962-2437 

January 15, 2013 

Professor Perry Hall 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
CB #3395, 109 Battle Hall 
Carolina Campus 

Dear Professor Hall: 

I am happy to inform you that your request for a Senior Faculty Research and Scholarly 
Leave has been approved for Fall 2013. This leave will provide you with full pay for the period 
of the leave, up to a maximum of $ 

Additional information describing the initiation of requests for the expenditure of the 
funds will be forthcoming. 

Within thirty days of the completion of your leave, please submit to my office a brief (up 
to three pages) report of the results of your project, and describe how it has benefitted both you 
and the University. 

I hope that your leave will be both rewarding and pleasant. I extend my congratulations 
and best wishes to you. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Vice Chancellor &,PA~ovost 
Chair, Committee on Faculty Research 

and Study Leaves 

Ronald P. Strauss 
Executive Vice Provost 
Vice Chair, Committee on Faculty Research 

and Study Leaves 

BWC/goj 

Eunice Sable, Chair 
Tia Howell, Business Manager 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR 

AND PROVOST 

218 SOUTH BUILDING 

CAMPUS BOX 8000 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-8000 

919-962-1091 
919-962-2437 

January 15, 2013 

Professor Perry Hall 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
CB #3395, 109 Battle Hall 
Carolina Campus 

Dear Professor Hall: 

I am happy to inform you that your request for a Senior Faculty Research and Scholarly 
Leave has been approved for Fall 2013. This leave will provide you with full pay for the period 
of the leave, up to a maximum of $ 

Additional information describing the initiation of requests for the expenditure of the 
funds will be forthcoming. 

Within thirty days of the completion of your leave, please submit to my office a brief (up 
to three pages) report of the results of your project, and describe how it has benefitted both you 
and the University. 

I hope that your leave will be both rewarding and pleasant. I extend my congratulations 
and best wishes to you. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Vice Chancellor &,PA~ovost 
Chair, Committee on Faculty Research 

and Study Leaves 

Ronald P. Strauss 
Executive Vice Provost 
Vice Chair, Committee on Faculty Research 

and Study Leaves 

BWC/goj 

Eunice Sable, Chair 
Tia Howell, Business Manager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting Before Exam 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 
I have been looking over the material for the exam and I am just a 
little confused about some things and didn’t kno~v if I could meet with 
you tomorrow. 
I hope all is well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

On African Studies - Tha~la~d, Singapore & Cambodia Publicationsti’om India 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

LIST: 1343 
SPL 

Here are some publications of Thailand, Singapore & Cambodia on the area/s 
of your specialisation. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 20 Apr 2013"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

1. Bandung Revisited : The Legacy of the 1955 Asian-African Conference for 
International Order /Editors: See Seng Tan and Amitav Acharya. Singapore, 
NUS Press Pte Ltd. 2008. 248 p 

List Price: $122.20 (Ubd.) Your Price: $110.00 (l_~d.) 
ISBN: 9789971693930     KK-104771 

2. ’]7he Baobab and the Mango Tree : Lessons about Development African and 
Asian Contrasts / Nicholas Thompson and Scott Thompson. Bangkok, White 
Lotus Press. 2000 208 p. 21 cm. 
List Price: $ 88.20 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 79.40 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9781856498104 KK-103094 

3. Challenges of Economic Development in the Middle East and North A[’rica 

Region / Julia C Devlin. Singapore, World Scientific Publishing Co Pte. 

Ltd 2010. 558 p. 

List Price: $ 27780 Your Price: $ 25000 

ISBN: 9789812793447     KK-105864 

4. Flow Across Our Ocean : Singapore and South Al?ica / Edwin 

Thumboo. Singapore, Ethos Books 2011 36 p. 

Listprice: $65.00 Yourprice: $58.50 

ISBN: 9789810882907 KK-103877 

5. A Siamese Embassy Lost in Africa, 1686 : ~,[lqe Odyssey of Ok-Khun Chamnan 

/Edited by Michael Smithies. Chiang Mai, Silkworm Books. 1999. 134 p 

21 cm. 

Listprice: $56.70(Ubd.) YourPrice: $5h00(L~od.) 

ISBN: 9747100959      KK-101393 

6. Words in Motion : Language and Discourse in Post-Ncw Order Indonesia / 
Edited by Keith Foulcher, Mikihiro Moriyama and Manneke Budiman. 1st ed. 
Sit~gapore, NUS Press Pte Ltd. 2012. xii, 312 p. ills. maps. 23 cm. 
In association with Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of 
Asia and Africa, Tokyo Universit7- of Foreign Studies (TUFS), Tokyo. 
List Price: $144.40 @Pod.) Yo~ Price: $130.00 (lo~od.) 
ISBN: 9789971696337     KK-103820 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions ruay straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-ruail, fax or post and pay- routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thru our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favo~tring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www kkagencies.com>, 
<~vww.kkagencies.co in> & <w~v.GetIndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
c onvenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 



H-12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi-I 10015 / India 
~mails: kkagencies@vsnl.com, m[’o@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: www.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www G etIndianBooks.com 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 
Phone: ~÷ 0091/11)25465925 Fax: ~ 0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you frora 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 11:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: F~xaJnination Excuse -- 

Dear Eunice: Please see the information below and let me know how I should respond to the student enrolled in my AFAM class ( ). Thanks for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 2:14 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Examination Excuse -- 

Dr. Regester, 

One of your students in your AFAM course, has requested an examination excuse from our office and reports that you are willing to accrpt 

her final paper at an earlier date, pending approval from their Dean’s Office. University policy limits the circumstances in which our department, Academic 

Advising Program (the dean’s office for students in the General College and College of Arts and Sciences) can issue exam excuses. According to the policy, we only 

issue exam excuses for final exam conflicts where the student has 3 exams in 24 hours or 2 at the same time. 

We respect the relationship between faculty and their students as well as a faculty member’s discretion in situations like this. If you are willing to allow~ 

to turn in the final paper early, that is perfectly fine ~vith our office and does not ~varrant an exam excuse. 

Please contact m e if you have additional questions or concerns. I am glad to be of assistance. 

Best regards, 
Chloe J. Russell, M. Ed. 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
9~9-S43-139~2 (p) 
919-962-6~ (f) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, incfi~ding ally attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, yo~ are herehy notified 
that any use, dissemination, copying or retenUon of this e-mail or file information contain ed he~-in is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in error, pl ease ilnmediately notify the sender hy telephone or 
reply hy e-mail, axial porma~lently delete this e-lnail from your computer syst ore. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:08 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

UPDATED: April 11 & 12 HumanitaJfanism in Hmti: Visions and Practice 

finaJ~poster IVL~kRCH 7.pdf, Humanitarianism & Haiti Press Release Local (1).doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:UPDATED: April 11 & 12 Humanitaria~lism in HaAr: Visions and Practice 

Date:Tue, 26 Mar 2013 13:03:50 -0400 

From :chfi stina chia <cmc7@duke.edu> 

Program schedule is now available for the HUM~\NITARIANISM IN ILMTI conference’. Please scroll down below to see the conference press release. Speaker 

bios and other details can be found at http://sites.flai.duke.edu/humastitm’ianisminhaAtii 

HUMANITARL~NISM IN HAITI: 

Visions and Practices 

Thursday - Friday, April 11 - 12, 2013 

Franklin Ilumanities lnsfimte 

Smith Warehouse 

Duke University 

DAY ONE ~ 

9:30-10:00 
Introduction 

Lament Dubois 

10-12:30 

Pand A: Donor Politics 

Vijaya Ramachandran, Yasmine Shamsie, Michble Pierre-Louis, Jonathan Ka’~ 

12:30-2:00 
Lunch 

2:00-4:30 

Panel B: Practitioner Models (in Ka’eyrl & English) 

Benjamin Krause, Matthew Marek, Camille Chalmers, Chenet Jean-Baptiste, Mark Schuller 

4:30-5:30 

Reception 

DAY TWO * 

10-12:30 

Pand C: ISablc Health 

Megma Coffee, Brian Concannon, Nancy Dorsinville 

12:30-2:00 

Lunch 

2:00-4:30 

Panel D: Capacity Building 

Conor Bohan, Father Joseph Philippe, Marie St. Cyr, Tatiana Wah 

4:45-5:30 

Closing/Steps 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:CONFERENCE: April 11 & 12 Humanitarianism in Haiti: Visions and Practice 

Date:Thu, 07 Mar 2013 12:18:40 -0500 



From :claire payton <cap50@duke.edu> 

To: haitilablist@ duke .edu 

Humanitarianism in Haiti: Visions and Practice: a Conference at Duke University: Durham College Students Host Symposium to Discuss Vision and 
Practice in Aid Ddivery 

DURHAM, NC - Scholars from Duke and North Carolina Central would like to announce a cont~rence entitled tIumanitarianLsm in HailS: ~Tsion andPractice. 
On April 11 and 12, 2013, the Franklin Humm~ities Institute at Duke University will bring together high-profile government officials, donors, gmssroots activists, legal 
advocates, and international NGO workers to assess delivery, of relief and development efl’orts in the Caribbean nation. Among the panelists are former Haitian Prone 
Minister Mich~le Pierre-Louis; Nancy Dorsinville, Senior Policy Officer of the United Nations Special Envoy to Haiti; Brian Concannon, director of the Institute for 
Justice and Democracy in Haiti; and Jonathan Katz, award-winning author of The Big Truck That Went By: How the World Came to Save Haiti and Left Behind a 
Disaster. This event is the culmination of a joint Duke-NCCU course called "Humanities in ttuma~titaadanism: The Haiti Project," which has analyzed the structure, 
coordination, and delivery of international aid to Haiti. 

Three years after a devastating earthquake killed an estimated 300,000 and displaced 1.5 million ttaitians from their homes, the humanitarian and development eflbrt 
contim~es to grapple ruth how best to deliver aid while contending with issues of transpaacenc~; efficacy, and coordination between local, international, and govermnent 
actors. Meanwhile critics of the aid effort point to exa3nples of lack of accountability and local involvement in plmming and implementation. The cholera epidemic 
introduced by UN soldiers in 2010 has killed nearly eight thousand Haitians and infected halfa million more, further exacerbating tensions around these issues. 

The co~fference roll feature two panels per day, one in the ~norning and one in the afternoon. They will be co~wersational in sVle with ample opportunity for audience 
engagement. Issues that the participants will address include: donor politics, grassrooks capacity building, and public health, among other topics. Krbyol, Englisk and 
French will be represented at the event. Discussions will be livestreamed through the conference website, and questions can be sent via twitter with the hashtag 
haitipmject. 

"Humanities in Humanitarianism: the Haiti P~oject" developed from a Humanities Writ Large fellowship intended to foster greater collaboration between NCCU and 
Duke University. Over the course of the year the students have explored together the stakes imzolved in international aid eflbrts. For NCCU senior Langston Harris, the 
cholera epidemic has sharpened his awareness of the complete’ of aid interventions. Hams says. "the UN’s response to the ombma£ demonstrates that in spite of 
good intentions, huma~tazian interventions sometimes hurt the people they intended to help." Professor Joshua Nadel believes the intmqnstitutional course ofl’ered 
through the Franklin Humanities Ins~titute offers an "interdisciplinau academic foundation necessary- to effectively moderate dialogue between Haitians and the 
international aid communiU." 

Humanitarianism in Haiti: Vision and Practice is sponsored by the Duke Humanities Writ Large initiative, the Franklin Humanities Institute, the Duke Haiti Lab, 
the Department of Histoo~ at North Carolina Central University and the Bank of America Foundation. The event is free and open to the public. To register for the 
cont~rence, to view the event via live stream, and to find additional information, please visit the cont~rence website ht~p://sites.thi.duke.eda/hanmnitaxianisminhaitii. 

### 

Contact 

JoshuaNadel, Ph.D., 

or 

Claire Payton 

Haiti Lab 

Duke University 

C106C Smith Warehouse, Bay Four 

Box 90403 Durham NC 27708 

(919) 613-6168 

joshuanadel@duke.edu 

claire.pavton(&duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:32 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Fwd: The     Sisters of the Academy Research BootCamp 

Brochure-Rev.pdf;     RBC Reminder.pdf 

FYI. 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject:The     Sisters of the Academy Research BootCamp 

Date:Tue, 12:56:05 -0400 

l;rom: @live.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: ~)live.unc.edu> 

The Sisters of the Academy Research BootCamp® will be held in Tallahassee, Florida at the Florida State University College of Education. 

The Institute of African American Research has support for 3-4 eligible jr. faculty or administrators interested in attending and participating in the 
BootCamp. Support for attendance in the amount of $850 is available. If you are interested please send a letter with your name, rank or position, 
University department or unit by Tuesday, ,5 pm to." IAAR, Sisters of the Academy Research Project - jr. faculty/Administrator Support; Suite 309, 
The Stone Center CB#3393 
Chapel Hillr NC 27599-3393 

Interested applicants should contact the Sisters of the Academy Program directly to pay all required deposits as soon as possible as an 
was mentioned for space reservations. If you have questions #ease contact April Spruill at 919-843-2668. 

deadline 

Support decisions will be made and awardees notified on 5 April. For more information please see attached announcement and brochure. 

The Sisters of the Academy Research Boot-Camp® will be held in Tallahassee, Florida at the Florida State University College of Education. 

The     Research BootCamp® is designed to create a forum for senior scholars, junior scholars, administrators, and doctoral students to advance their research skills. In 
addition, to connect participants with mentors and colleagues who will assist them in their development as scholars in the academy. The Research Boot-Camp® is an intense, 
one-week program designed to assist doctoral students, administrators, and junior faculty members in developing the skills necessary for success in the academy. Senior 
scholars, statisticians, and theorists will facilitate workshops intended to help doctoral students conceptualize and design key components of their dissertations. 

Senior scholars will also assist administrators and junior scholars in the development of manuscripts for publication, and clarification of a future research agenda. Along with 
the research component, each participant will be linked with a senior scholar to help cultivate a mentoring relationship. 

Do not delay your opportunity to access a wealth of resources this summer to help meet your research and scholarship goals. Lock in your slot now with a $100 deposit as 
seats are filling up quickly. To ensure you are able to attend we have extended the deadline to           for you to apply. All application materials should be postmarked or 
received via online application process (with PayPal deposit) by.          for priority consideration. 

See the attached brochure for more details. If you should have any questions regarding financial assistance, lodging, travel arrangements, or any general inquiries, please 
contact the committee Chair or Co-Chair via phone or email provided below. 

We look forward to seeing you soon. 

Tamara Bertrand-Jones, Ph.D. 
Research BootCamp® Chair 
TBertrand@admin.fsu.edu 850.645.9558 

Nia Imani Cantey, Ph.D., MSW 

Research Boot-Camp® Co-Chair 
ncantey@tnstate.edu 615.967.7098 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej- facul’t.5~ as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@ema~l.unc.e&~">eunice@email.~mc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emaJd to <a href" maJ~lto:leave- 32919526- 3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32919526- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Tuesday, 1:58 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

@gmail.com>; 

Migration, RuraliU and Eaxly Pregna~lcy in Lujan, Argentina 

CydneyJustman thesis presentation.txlf 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Migration, Rurality and EaJcly Pregnancy in Lujan, Argentina 

Date:Tue,            17:27:05 +0000 
From:Agata Rocka <a~ata~rs(a)duke.edu> 

Join us for a student thesis presentation by ~’i.,’~ ........ ~ ........ ,,,, ~ ~,s,, ............ 4 <:,,~ ............. ..-~,,,~,...~ a~,~,,,,.~ ....... ~:.~"~." This event is free and open to the public so please 

spread the word to your colleagues and friends. 

",",h~.,"~d~.’,v, I Add to calendar 
:12 - :l p.m. 

Join via livecast 

Adolescent pregnancy and fertility rates in Lujan, a relatively small municipality in the province of Buenos Aires, are triple of those in the capital city, just 65 km 

away. This research explores intergenerational influences and social isolation as determinants of early pregnancy in Lujan’s rural communities, which are home to 

generations of migrants from neighboring nations and northern provinces. 

Cydney received her BA in Medical Anthropology from the University of Colorado where she first began researching women’s health and migration trends in Latin 

America. Since then, she has had the opportunity to live and conduct research in Mexico and several countries in South America. She is currently studying a MSc in 

Global Health at Duke University. She is also the Duke coordinator for the UNC-Duke consortium Working Group in Reproductive Justice and Migration in the 

Americas and aspires to build a career in migrant fertility research. 

Agata Rocka Stadiem 
Special Events Coordinator 
Duke Global Health Institute 
310 Trent Dr, Room 120 
Durham, NC 27708 
T: 919.668.4036 
F: 919.681.6045 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

The Final Days of"More Love" - Be a Part of The!! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Final Days! See Nore Love by Sunday! 

More Love is in its FIVE final 

days at the Ackland! 

It’s a must-see, but don’t just take our 

word for it... 

"...one of the biggest and most 

chat[enging shows of the year .... In at[ 

sincerity, this exhibition might weft 

make you cry, as wett as grow." 

-- Chris Vitietto, IndyWeek 

to behotd," "fascinating, interesting," and "the tatk of the town"! 

"Last Look" Tour of 

More Love 

Saturday, 30 March, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Led by Amanda Hughes (Director of External Affairs, Ack[and Art 

Museum). 

Come 

see 

(or 

see 

again!) 

the 

exhibit 

our 

visitor: 

are 

ca[ling 

pl.easut 

Crick for Museum & Store hours. 

AcMand Film Forum: Films by Yoko Ono 



Fly (1970) and No. 4 (Bottoms) (1966) 

Thursday, 28 March, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre on Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill 

In connection with its exhibition More Love, the Ackiand wiii screen two 

16mm experimental films by Yoko Ono, whose work is also featured in 

the exhibition. Learn more. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

:i~:i Ackland The Ackiand Film Forum is made possible, in part, with 
Film 
Forum support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of 

Sma Catharine Boyer. 

North Carohna Public Radio WUNC is the Offida[ Media    I I 

Sponsor of the Acktand Film Forum. 

Performances begin Friday, 5 April 2013. 

Tickets are on sale now! 

By 

"The Last Word" by Dana Coen in Activated Art 2012 
theater 

entitled ACTIVATED ART, works of art in the Ack[and’s permanent collection may 

be experienced in unexpected and thought-provoking ways. Learn more about 

ACTIVATED ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 



(919.962.0216) through the Ackland Museum Store today! 

Designed for kids ages 5-12, these 

workshops provide a Tyvek kite and a 

wide assortment of materials for 

decorating it. Finished kites go on display 

in the Museum Store’s gallery space! 

Saturday, 6 April 

First session: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Second session: 1:00 - 3:00 PM 

Sunday, 7 April 

First session: 12:00 - 2:00 PM 

Second session: 2:30 - 4:30 PM 

REGISTRATION INFO HERE! 

A~’t £dve~’~t~res: Greek 

Saturday, 6 April 

Morning Session: 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM 

Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

The Ackiand is pteased to host this 

year’s Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium (TEa, C)from 12-13 

April 2013. An annual event that 

promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 

is organized by the faculty from 

UNC-Chapel HiU, Duke University, 

and North Carolina State 

University. 

This year, the coiioquium’s theme 

is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six papers wiii investigate different ways 

in which one art medium represents art of another medium, e.g. a 

painting about music or a film about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and register online. 

Lookin~ Ahead,~. 
Ackland Film Forum 

The Munchuriun Cundidute (John Frankenheimer, 1962) and 

Pull My Duisy (Robert Frank 8 Alfred Leslie, 1959) 

Tuesday, 2 April, 7:00 PM 



THANK YOU! 
The AcMand’s exhibitions and public prosrams are 

made possible by 8enerous support from Ack[and Art 

Museum members and friends [ike you. Become a 

member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an email, to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 × 47 1/4 inches (46 × 120 

cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist and Lehmann 

Maupin Gallery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Visitors to ~fore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharir~ since the f990s, seen 

with Jim Hod~es’ You, (1997); Hadassa Goldvicht and Anat Vovnoboy’s, 

LuiLoby (2012); Tracey Emin’s L Thfnk tt’~ fn My Heed (2002); and Chris 

Johanson’s UntitLed (F~LLinF~ Up Time) (2012). 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Rivane Neuenschwander and Sersio Neuenschwander: Love Lettering, 2002; sins[e-channel video with audio. TRT 6 minutes, 

22 seconds. Lent by Linda Pace Foundation, San Antonio. 

Milton Avery, DeviLish Nude, 1%2; oil on canvas board. Ack[and Art Museum, Bequest of Charles and Isabel Eaton. 

Bucci Painter, Greek, Attic, 6th century B.C.: Vessel (Neck Amphore) w~th ApoLLo, Leto, ond Artemis. c. 540-530 BCE; terra 

cotta, black-fisure ware. Ackland Art Museum, Ackiand Fund. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by esbowles@emaiLunc.edu 

U#dat# r>rofij~/~m#jjAddress instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Priva~t Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: ~0~ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: The mlk_pc 

Cc: 

Subject: [mlk_pc: 

@live.unc.edu> 

4:07 PM 

mailing list. <mlk_pc @listserv.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

MLK Celebration Debrief Meeting Date 

@live.unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu> 

Hello MLK Celebration Committee, 

Thank you for all those that responded to the Doodle. Based on the majority of the responses, the MLK Debriefing Meeting will be held on Thursday, 

please mark your calendar! The location for the meeting will be in the Student Union (Room 3206-A) and food will be served. 

;at 5:00 pm, so 

Please keep in mind that the purpose of this committee meeting is to ensure the continued success of the MLK Celebration Week. There will be an open discussion of the strong 

points and weak points from this year’s celebration week as well as some new changes that will be implemented in the future MLK celebrations. Also, if you are a senior or do not 

plan to serve on the committee next year, please be sure to come WITH the new representative for your organization. 

I will be sending out a friendly reminder email about the meeting closer to the date for everyone’s convenience. I look forward to speaking with you all and working towards the 

start of the     MLK Celebration Week. Have a wonderful remainder of the day! :) 

Best, 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I 
B.S. Chemist~iPre- Pharmacy 

You are currently subscribed to mlk_pc: as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:!!lists.unc.edu/u?id=55508243.2fO426366fcScac136387723839a42dd&n=T&l=mlk pc 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32920563-55508243.2fO426366fc5cac136387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 

&o=32920563 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

FW: request to complete Afri 

Dear Eunice, 
This matter involves the case of a young woman who took one of my classes two years ago, but dropped out due to some personal issues. She asked me to give her 
the required assignments in order to complete the missed course and assuming that she obtains the appropriate grade thus fulfilling the fulmillment of the class ezecute a 
grade change. 
I remember the student as a very attentive and active member of the class, and am willing to give her the appropriate class assignments and thus lead to grade change. 
However, if you as chair see any potential problem in this T will inform the student accordingly. 

Warm regards, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Dawson, Alice C 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:52 plVl 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 

Subject: request to complete Afri 

Dear Professor Selassie, 

I am contacting you concenfing request to complete Afri from the Fall semester. When it is 

possible for a student to complete unfinished work within a reasonable time frame, as long as the instructor is willing to work with 

the student, we m’e happy to accept late grade changes that allow this completion. My understanding is that you m’e indeed willing 

to work with            as long as this is allowed by our office, and it is not only allowed but supported. The determination of what 

work remains mad may other requirements to COlnplete the course are deterlnined by the instructor. 

I do have one suggestion before you mad            proceed. As you know, the change of grade process is being more strictly 

observed. Because changes of grade require approval of the depm-tlnent chair before it COlnes to our office, I would suggest that you 

discuss the situation with your departlnent chair to be sure that s/he is willing to approve the chmage of grade. 

I hope that this is helpful. Please let ine know if you have any questions or concenas, or I can assist i\~rther. 

Regards, 

Alice Dawson 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Progrmn 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1014 Steele Building 

CB# 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

elnail: alice dawson(~,unc.edu 

919.843-7727 

919/966-5116 to schedule an appoinlment 

919/962-6668 fax 

Advising web site: h~p://advising.unc.edu/ 

**Confidentiality notice: This emall message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and m%v contain 

confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: ~@ive.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:49 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: update 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

Thanks again for the help today. Sorry for sending this email so late. I just wanted to let you know that I think I have everything hashed out now about the Wettstein article 
and how it relates to virtues. See you tomorow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Justices Say Time May Be Wrong for Gay Marriage Case 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines     Wednesday, March 27, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining &Wine I Editorials I Op-Ed 

I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Justices Say Time May Be Wrong for Gay 
Marriage Case 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

Six justices questioned whether the case was properly before the 

court and hinted they might vote to dismiss it. 

~ ~ Graphic: The Players in the Same-Sex Marriage Hearings 

¯ The Lede: Updates on Hearing at Supreme Court 

. The Caucus: Polls Show Consistent Gains in Support for Same-Sex Marriage 

Firm Is Accused of Sending Spam, and Fight Jams Internet 
By JOHN MARKOFF and NICOLE PERLROTH 

A squabble between a group battling spam and a Dutch company that hosts Web 
sites said to be sending it has escalated into an attack clogging up key online 
infrastructure worldwide. 

Good Friends, Same Party but Legal Opponents 
By SCOTT SHANE 

Two conservative Republican lawyers, Theodore B. Olson and 

Charles J. Cooper, argued opposite sides of the historic Supreme 

Court case on gay marriage. 

¯ ~ Video: An Account of the Arguments 

~ ~ Video: The Conservative Case for Gay Marriage 

.................................................................................................................. F?r r~ ore ~0 P ~e~VS, g? t£ N~Tirnes~£0m >t 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

US 

g, INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Key Moments From the Hearing on Gay 
Marriage 
Times reporters offered analysis of the hearing, with audio excerpts, over the 
constitutionality of Proposition 8, California’s law banning same-sex marriage. 

~ Related Article 

US 

~ VIDEO: The Conservative Case for Gay Marriage 
Ken Mehlman, the former chairman of the Republican National 

Committee, discusses the arguments before the Supreme Court. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTORS 

Justice Flunks Math 
By LEILA SCHNEPS and CORALIE COLMEZ 

In the Amanda Knox case, ignorance of math may be a detriment 

in the courtroom. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"These things are essentially like nuclear bombs. It’s so 
easy to cause so much damage." 

MATTH EW PRI NC E, clfief executive of the security finn Cloudflare, on denial of service 
attacks, wlfich threaten to overwhehn the Internet. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

HERSCHEL SCHACTER 11917-2013 

Rabbi Who Cried to the Jews of Buchenwald: 
’You Are Free’ 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Rabbi Herschel Schacter, as an American Army chaplain, entered 
the concentration camp an hour after its liberation in 1945 and told frightened 
inmates, "Peace be upon you, Jews, you are free!" 

Group of Emerging Nations Plans to Form 
Development Bank 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

A big goal is set by the so-called BRICS countries - Brazil, Russia, 

India, China and South Africa - which seem to have little in 
common. 

Europeans Planted Seeds of Crisis in Cyprus 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

The path that led to Cyprus’s crisis leads back to a decision in late 
October 2Oll to help rescue Greece at its hour of financial need. 

~ Head of Cyprus’s Biggest Bank Resigns 

¯ In Cyprus, Big Losses Expected on Deposits 

................................................................................................. F£r rj?0[e ~v£r!d r~evys! go t? N~]~imes,�om~!or!d ~ 

U,S, 

Oral Arguments Echo in Gatherings Across 
Nation 
By KIM SEVERSON and JEREMYW. PETERS 

As the Supreme Court weighed a challenge to California’s ban on 
same-sex marriage, the weight of the decision that the justices 
will make was felt in thousands of communities. 

~ A Marriage Born Where Tables for 2 Women Were Common 

New Laws Ban Most Abortions in North Dakota 
By JOHN ELIGON and ERIK ECKHOLM 

Gov. Jack Dalrymple signed the nation’s toughest abortion 
restrictions into law on Tuesday, including a measure that bans 
the procedure as soon as six weeks into a pregnancy. 

~ ~ Graphic: States Chipping Away at Roe v. Wade 

Officials to Review Immigrants’ Solitary 
Confinement 
By IAN URBINA 



Janet Napolitano, the homeland security secretary, said she 

would exam policies on solitary confinement after new data 

showed that some people were held for lengthy periods. 

......................................................................................................... For r~o~e U.S. r~s, ge te N~’~Eimes.com!US tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 

36 hours in Bangkok 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Melissa Clark shows how to make rice pudding 

Julie Sahni shows Mark Bittman how to make the perfect 
vegetarian lentil dish 

nytintes,~om VliDEO 

Business 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Copyright Ruling Rings With Echo of Betamax 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

A 1984 Supreme Court decision to permit home videotaping 
shaped the evolution of digital media. A ruling last week might 

have a similar effect. 

In Cyprus, Big Losses Expected on Deposits 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

International lenders have assumed the country’s economy 
would shrink 3 percent, but with the chaos of recent weeks it may 
shrink 5 to lO percent. 

¯ Head of Cyprus’s Biggest Bank Resigns 

. Europeans Planted Seeds of Crisis in Cyprus 

New Prostate Cancer Tests Could Reduce False 
Alarms 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Sophisticated new tests might supplement unreliable readings of 
the protein P.S.A., which often detect cancers that are unlikely to 



cause harm. 

~ ~ Graphic: New Ways to Assess Prostate Cancer 

¯ ~ Video: Less Can Be More 

................................................................................... ~0[ I~£re b~lsil~eS$ EleV~S! ,go t£ N~Times:�0m~Bu~ines~ ~ 

Sports 

KNICKS 100, CELTICS 85 

Knicks Poised to Take Celtics’ Crown 
By HOWARD BECK 

With one more victory, the Knicks can claim the season series 
against the Celtics for the first time in nine years, and that 
chance will come Sunday at Madison Square Garden. 

¯ ~: Box Score 

Battered and Beaten, Celtics Play as if Best Days 

Are Behind Them 
By PETER MAY 

The Celtics lost for a fifth straight time and showed no sense of 
urgency in a game against the Knicks. 

Suns and Brothers 
By JER¢: LONGMAN 

The twins Markieff and Marcus Morris play for the Suns, a team 
that is no stranger to twins and brotherly dynamics in the N.B.A. 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes.com/Sports ~ 

Arts 

Publishers Revel in Youthful Cruelty 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

Books about bullying, for youngsters and adults, are now so 
numerous they are a genre in themselves. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

A Poet in Hiking Boots (Not the Happy ~ 

Wanderer) 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

The English poet Simon Armitage hikes the Pennine Way, giving 
readings en route, and chronicles his experience in the book "Walking Home." 

Plans for Ground Zero Arts Hub Shift Again 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Instead of having one anchor, a performing arts center in Lower 
Manhattan is to be a multidisciplinary space. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes,comlArts ~ 



Dining & Wine 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Treasures on Every Block 
By PETE WELLS 

For variety, charm, oddity and rugged urban beauty, there is 

nothing in New York like eating and drinking your way across 

Red Hook. 

¯ F;. Interactive Feature: A Food and Drinks Tour of Red Hook 

RESTAURANT REVIEWI THE DINING ROOM AT THE MODERN 

Art on the Walls and on the Plates 
By PETE WELLS 

At Danny Meyer’s restaurant on the ground floor of the Museum 

of Modern Art, a view of the sculpture garden and a dining 

experience that goes from one delight to another. 

, ~ Slide Show 

To Join This Club, Be a Star 
By FLORENCE FABRICANT 

For Chefs Club, visiting chefs from around the country and the 

world will contribute dishes and occasionally cook for diners. 

....................................................................... Eo[ rpore dioirN r~e~s a~d [eF!pes, go ~o N~Times~�orn!Dining ~z 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The California Marriage Case 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

On the merits, the Supreme Court should endorse basic rights for same-sex 

couples. 

EDITORIAL 

Down to the Wire 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

It is past time for the United Nations to approve a tough international treaty 

intended to keep conventional weapons out of the wrong hands. 

EDITORIAL 

Gen. Musharraf Returns 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

General Musharraf, who has shown his preference for autocracy over 

democracy, is not the man to "save" his country. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~o[e £#!No£, go to N¥]ime~:com!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



Caution, Curves Ahead 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

There is a strong argument for everyone doing more to end the 

Syrian civil war, but satisfactory answers are needed first to some 

crucial questions. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Courting Cowardice 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The highest court in the land is bold at all the wrong moments of 

history. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-DOCS 

’In Japan, a Portrait of Mistrust’ 
By ITAI KESHET 

Two years after a tsunami and nuclear meltdown in Fukushima, 

Japan, the filmmaker Itai Keshet presents a documentary 
portrait of public fear, mistrust and suspicion about the safety of food. 

..................................................................................................... F0[ I~lor~ opi[a!or?! gO t£ N~Tirnes:�0m!Opinl0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 27, 1958, Nikita Khrushchev became Soviet premier in 
addition to first secretary of the Communist Party. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

:~:.4.~: Pinterest FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I !iiiii~: @NYTimes I ~ 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone®liPad®lAndroid IAII 

Visit The New York Have questions?Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store~" Help Section m:n~:com ~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:30 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu~ 

[asddd] [Spending Guidelines tbr FY ] Continue to Submit A&S Travel Grant Requests 

TravelReg FY .lxtf; A&S Travel Grant Application Form FY .dot 

This message is being sent to all managers, deans, directors, and department heads in the Cofiege of Arts and Sciences. 

The Dean’s Office will continue to support the Arts and Sciences Travel Grants program using non-state funds in accordance with the recent spending guidelines 

from Governor Pat McCrory. 

Please have faculty in your department continue to submit their requests for travel reimbursements following the guidelines for the program, attached, and we 

will reimburse eligible faculty from non-state funding. 

Contact your budget analyst with any questions. 

All the best, 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate ( ) 

Business Operations, ColleRe of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 
office - 919.962.9275 
mobile - ~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.jex~t: 

@gmail,coni> 

Wednesday,               10:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Meeting tomorrow 

Hi Professor Sable, 

just wanted to confirm tomorro~v’s meeting with you. Should I find readings in addition to the documentary yon suggested? 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study office Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mail175.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

~Vednesday, March 27, 2013 10:58 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

APPI,Y NOW: Travel Grants from ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
6th Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply for the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be eng~aged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitin£~! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

ttuman Rights Faculty Student Group <human right@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[huma~ rights] Meeting Tomorrow! 

Hello everyone’. 

Son)’ for the late notice but we are having a meeting tomorrow in GEC 3024 at 5:30. We will be watching a documentaD~, s~ there aren’t any’ readings for this week! 

Thank you, 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
[Yi’,IC Class 

You are currently, subscribed to hnman rights as: eunice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 60620095.51fe3c891b483f68822900d343861c6e&~T&l humma rights&o 32923970 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve [JR[. if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32923970-60620095.51 fe3c891 b483f68822900d343861c6e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:39 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subjet~: Are we Ready? 

Attacl~: Photo on at 1.35 PM.jpg 

We’ve beens studying! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 6:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~ine Spring Travel 2013, Spotlight on Op-Docs and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/e@ pomo/20 30327/a mes 1 Y 

[.~iI @Times- March 27 2013 ] 

With its theme of"America and Beyond/’ the spying 

~rave[ issue of T beings you photographer M;~rio 

Sorccnti’s take on fashio~a’s new minima]ism; a piece on how 

Pau[o is being redefined: a report on Seoul. South Korea’s 

i~eccasingly fashion:~blc eapital: a~ essay on Brooklyn as :~ 

global brand; pro{ties of young chefs vewdnfio~izing Paris; 

Chri s tiara Lo ubo utin’s visit t o the Marrakesh film festival : 

musings o~ Hmse mos~ quintessentia~ of hotel souvenirs: 

matchbooks. 

Npotllgbt ot~ Op-Do~s                                     ~ 

Ch6"elk out O[ --D e , The .+~ew Yo ’k Tim edi[or]a~ 

department’s focnm foc short, opiBioaated doeumeBtacies 

covering cuvve~at affairs, co~atcmporavy life a~ad histociea[ 

subjects. Recent videos covey the world ~md beyond--- from 

Fukushima, Jap~m, two years after the tsunami aad nuclear 

meltdowm to ~:ganda, where money [>om Americ~m 

evangeliea[s is [iua~acing a violent antigay movement; ~o 

Nevada~ where a m~m makes his living "sel[ing" p[ots of land o~ 

Don’t Miss o,~ NVTimes.com 

+ So Uot~sual for a ’Fhea [et’ Tunes~rfith 

¯ The Marvels in Your Mouth 

¯ Watch Out for the Horses on Yore" Way to the 

¯ The Sly Coyote Becomes a gouoty Hunters’ Target in Utah 

+ New Re so ~s t( Ch ~ ge IJgbt Bulbs 

Top 8 Viewed Features o, 
(£etweer~ Mar. 20~ 2013- Mar. 26, 2013) 

L Becoming the Alb-Tcrr~in Human 

2. Nick D’A~oisio, ~7, Sells Suololb~ A])[~ to "~ ahoo 

3. Cat’son Makes Conservatives Look to 2o16 

~ SLIDE SI410~V: Yun Down 

Under io Brisbane 

See culture, grab a cocktail and 

get a little crazy in this trip 

around Australia’s third-largest 

city. 

~MULTLMEDIA~ Off the 

E~ ten Path 

Pete Wells explores the tastes of 

Red ttook, Brookl~. 

~ SLIDE NtlO~ Bavarian 

Castle. Moat Included 

A ~2th~entury castle in 

~pfenberg, Germany, is on the 

market for 87.4 million. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation 

Skeptical of 
Ban on 

Gay Spouses 

For a second day, the Supreme 

Court will focus on same-sex 

marriage, but the question 

before the justices Wednesday is 

modest compared with 

Tuesday’s arguments in a 

challenge to a California ban. 

~ Join the Conversatbn ;> 



A daily e-mail newsletter 

on the business of 

~eci~nology~ with 

coverage from lqmes 

staff writers and a 
roundup of ~ews from 

across the Web 

Delivered before tile 
opening bell and aRer the 

market close, the DealBook 
e-mail newsle,ff, er provides 

breaking news about 

M&As, I,P O,s, venture 
cspitsl and more. 

All things fashion from The 

New YOrK Times, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 
and runway coverage 

from acclaiFned critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT TH~B 

@Times comes to you fram the NYTimes corn marketin9 depaltment, You received this message because you signed up 

for N’¢Times,com’s @Tinles rlewsle~ter 

The New York Times Compa~iy I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beacon Press <bpexam@beacon.org> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 9:32 AM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@ema&unc.edu> 

Ideal for courses: The coupling of religion and activism in American history 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

A broad, definitive history of the profound relationship between religion 

and movements for social change in America 

Prophetic 

Encounters cover 

ideal for courses in: 
F] Religion 

~ Social Change 
F1 American Studies 

r] Read an excerpt 

~ Table of contents 

Prophetic Encounters: Religion and the American Radical 
Tradition 
Dan McKanan 

Paperback I 978-0-8070-1317-5 1336 pgs 

$24.00 [ EXAm4 COPY PRICE; $12.00 

McKanan challenges simple distinctions between "religious" and "secular" 
activism, showing that religious beliefs and practices have been integral to every 
movement promoting liberty, equality, and solidarity. From Frederick Douglass, 
John Brown, and Elizabeth Cady Stanton in the nineteenth century to Dorothy Day, 
Martin Luther King Jr., and Starhawk in the twentieth, American radicals have 
maintained a deep faith in the human capacity to transform the world. This radical 
faith has always been intertwined with the religious practices of Christians and 
Jews, pagans and Buddhists, orthodox believers and humanist heretics. Their 
vision and energies powered the social movements that have defined America’s 
progress: the abolition of slavery, feminism, the New Deal, civil rights, and others. 

In this groundbreaking, definitive work, McKanan treats the histories of religion and 
the Left as a single history, showing that American radicalism is a continuous 
tradition rather than a collection of disparate movements. Emphasizing the power of 

encounter-encounters between whites and former slaves, between the middle 
classes and the immigrant masses, and among activists themselves-McKanan 
shows that the coming together of people of different perspectives and beliefs has 
been transformative for centuries, uniting those whose faith is a source of activist 
commitment with those whose activism is a source of faith. 

Praise for Prophetic Encounters 

"The most important book on the radical tradition in America to emerge in years .... 
It is not only a brilliant work of scholarship, but a stirring handbook for present and 
future radicals." -John Stauffer, Professor of English and Professor of African and 

African American Studies and author of The Black Hearts of Men 

"All too few historians have taken genuine heed of the diverse band of prophetic 
radicals who have stirred and galvanized the American Left. Dan McKanan’s history 
captures the spirit of that activist tradition and offers a prophetic history in sync 
with-and worthy of-the Left’s deepest aspirations." -Leigh Eric Schmidt, Edward 
Mallinckrodt University Professor at Washington University in St. Louis and author 
of Heaven’s Btfde 

"The most accessible and comprehensive study to date of the ’sibling’ relationship- 
and rivalry--between radicalism and religion in American history.... This book is a 
must-read for activists and academics, people of faith and non-believers alike?’ = 
Timothy Patrick McCarthy, Adjunct Lecturer on Public Policy at the Harvard 
University John F. Kennedy School of Government 

About the Author 

Dan McKanan is the Ralph Waldo Emerson Unitarian Universalist Association 
Senior Lecturer at Harvard Divinity School and the author of Identifying the Image of 
God, Touching the World, and The Catholic Worker atter Dorothy. His writing has 
appeared in Sojourners, America, and many other journals. 

~ w ww.beacon.or.q I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. Beacon Press is distributed by 

-- Random House Publishing Services. 

This is a commercial message. 

you wouid prele~ nei to ~eceive furlhsr mess~t~]es from ibis sender, piease Click Here and confirn~ your request,~ 





From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:51 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: SWAtt Exam 

Hello Eunice! 

I need to move my SWAH, Exam but cannot find the Dean’s email address. Could you help me? 

Thank you so much, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Williams II < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 10:39 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Executive chair 

Hi Sonia, 

I~s good tohearfromyou. 

Thanks for sending me the image of the chair. It looks quite nice to me. Thank you very much tbr taxing case to order it. 

I’m sorry I didfft get a chance to see you when I visited campus this week. But I did want to let you know that I received the reimbursement for my interview expenses 

in the mail. Again, thanks. 

Also, when I Inet with Eunice, she asked if there was anything else that I needed for my office. She also mentioned that thele is a person that I should contact about 

ordering my co~nputer. Should I work ruth you on these items directly? Please advise. 

Again, many thanks. 

Non 

On Mar 28, 2013, at 5:39 AM, Colon, Sonia wrote: 

Good morning Professor Williams 
I hope all is well. 

Please find attached an image and description of the executive chair for your new office at AFAM. The model is the 3rd one from left to right. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 
<imageOO2.jpg> 
Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

<Highmark emme.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaila~nc.edu; 

Thursday, 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Urgent matter 

contact information is as follows: 

U NC email account:       ~email.unc.edu 

She also ofh:_~red her gmaiJ account as           @gmaiLcom 

TNs could be usefLd to contact her, but no off~da~ busb~ess may be sent w~th a non--UNC account. 

Phone: 

Home address: 

I am not sure it: d~at is her parents’ address or if she actualf¥ lives [here 

Thank you t:or your attention in this matter. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions, 

Best, 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Thursday, 12:~ PM 
Te~ Nay, Lee Y 
Subject~ Urgent ma~er 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Lee, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please call me (office direct - 919-962-2341) as soon as you can. I would be very grateful if you called me today before 3,30pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 3:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Is Wagner bad for us? 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL, 35 NO, 7 Visit lrb.f’o~k E~ 

LRB cover art Is W a~nel bad for 
N ie}~ola s Spice 

Respecting boundaries was not Wagner~ s thing. 

Transgression he took in his stride [] stealing other 

tnen [] s wives when he needed them, spending ~Xher 

people.s money without woruing too much about 

paying it back [] while artistieally his ambitions knew 

no bounds. There is something awe-inspiring about his 

productivity under hos tile eonditions, the way, though 

living on the breadline, he turned out tnasteKpieees 

when thet~ was no reasonable prospect of any of them 

being performed: ~gantie works, pushing singet~ and 

musidans to the limits of their teehnique, and taldng 

music itself to the edges of its known universe. More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 



R~in~ the Death Rate 
Paul Taylor 

The statistics presented in the Francis Report suggest that at Mid-Staffs hundreds of 

patients died who might well have lived had they been treated in a good, or even an 

average hospital. Some newspapers have consistently claimed that 19oo patients 

died unnecessarily. It isnDt quite clear how they alrived at this total, and it matters, 

because the mortality statistics and their reliabilit7 are crucial to ally assesslnent of 

what happened. More 

Game of Thrones 
,~ohn La~cbester 

Game of Thrones was filst described to me, by someone familiar with the project 

fl’om before its initial broadcast, as ~ The Sopranos meets Lord of the Rings. [] At 

that point, I knew I was going to like it. It was far from dear that anyone rise would 

like it. So I have to admit I feel an obscure and entirely unjustified sense of 

vindication at the fact that now, with the third series about to start airing, Game of 

Thrones is univemally seen as a roaring success. More 

Facebook Feminism 

Faeebook mW have started as a way to rank one womanDs hotness over another[~s, 

but it has been quick to produce its first feminists. Evewthing goes faster in Silicon 

Valley: code is written overnight; engineers get around the office on aerodynamic 

skateboards; a company less than ten years old is worth 8~o4 billion for a day 

before losing 835 billion in value. Arid so, as SheDq Sandberg, Silicon ValleyUs 

~pom-pom gM for feminism~, might have said to he~self, why eanDt a movement 

effectively stalled for third, years be kiekstarted with a ~5-minute online tall{, a 

book with an alliterative title and appearances on acid-bright TV studio sofas? Mot’e 

Short Cuts 

3e~-emy 

After Leveson 

Step~xer~ Sed~ey 

Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 

::.~.i Gift Subscriptions 

::~i Gift Subscriptions 

C~:p,,,rigl-..t " l ,en&:t; b!evie~a of Beo;:s [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email reglsr:ar~-,; :b co ~ [] You can :.msubscr~be or ~pdate yo:.u e~ ~fil j;~efelences at arty firne on our website 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Symposium on British Literatme ~:conference@london-~’ml0osium-on-british-literature.com> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 3:50 PM 

aa <contTerences@london- ~mFosium- on- british-literature.corn> 

Invitation to the London Symposium on British Literature 

I NVITATION" 
LONDON SYMPOSIUM ON BRITISH LITER.ATURE 

at the Oxford and Cambridge Club 

We are pleased to invite you to participate in the London Syrnposiurn on British Literature which will be held 28, 29 
and 30, June, 2013, at the Oxford and Cambridge Club, London. 
The London Symposium on British Literature is a special interest meeting of London Symposia, an organization devoted 
to scholarly research, writing and discourse. 
You are invited to present a paper on an aspect of British Literature, or you may wish to attend as an observer or panel 
member. If you would like to present a paper you will be requested to ,_,_,_,_,_,___,____,,,_,_,___,_,_,_,,,_,, for review by the 
Programme Committee. 

Notations for the London 2013 meeting are: 
¯ Abstracts submitted for presentations of papers or literary works must be approved by the Programme Committee of 

the Symposium 
° If authors wish to submit their research papers on literary works for publication they must do so within thirty days 

of the last day of the Symposium. 
¯ All research papers and literary works submitted for publication are subject to external peer review. 

¯ Papers or literary works submitted for publication may be published in a ,~]/mposium Review or as journal articles 
¯ Presentations at the Symposium may include best practice methodologies in teaching literature. 

¯ Thematic topics may encompass literature of the Renaissance and the Restoration, as well as Victorian, Romantic 
or Modern Ages. 

° Please see the "Suggested Topics" for the range of Symposium interest. 

Register for the symposium here before May 1, 2013. 

For more information, please use the contact form or email: conferences@london-syrnposiurn-on-british- 
literature,corn 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 7:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: African Livelihoods PaJ~ership project document summary 

Africa~ Livelihoods Partnership - Summasy.docx 

Eunice, per our conversation about developing a livelihoods program in Kenya. This just came to me. 

The author Vijay Mahajan is an Miq- Ph. D., an Indian national, and a global micro-finance leader. I know him through my mentor Roll Lynton, who writes me from India 
(below) where he is consulting with PRADAN N. India’s award winning rural livelihoods program. 

https:Z!www.ashoka.orq!fe!!ow!viia¥- maha~an 

http://www@rada n.net! 

Hope the meeting went well yesterday morning, I was in the main dining room! 

From-" Vijay Mahajan Gmail I ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 2:37 AM 
To; ’rolfp Lynton’; Kiel, David 
Subject; RE: African Livelihoods Partnership project document summary 

Thanl~s Roll, Hullo D~vid 
I attach a surnmary of the African Livelihoods Partnership project document. This project is being launched on Apt 8 ~n ~rusha. 
Best 
Vijay Maha~an 

From: rolfp Lynton [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 20~3 [0:4~ AM 
To: David Kiel 

S~bject: a fascinating evening with the Mahajans - with some action implications - for you too (1 fear) 
D~ar David: 
oh yes~ you a~ also r~drafling our part 3, I know - and I’ll then g~t to it ~onest (with end-April the cut-off- in Co~nhagen, where ] can ~ sur~ ofth~ necessaD’ tim~ 
and computer). 

Now n~ws: ]. 
youth + Aloka. So --- 
To my asto~sl~ent, be denies ~vc~iving our own Pa~s ] a~d 2 or Bill Cousin’s recent paper on communib, dovelopmont. Can you pl.copy them to Nm. along with 
your other rec~nt 
2. Savita is quite a dovdoper in her own fight~ ~er dea~ng the Indian Businoss School here, she now has, over ~ve y~a~s, doveloped its second £ull- sko resident 
oampns in the No~h, in Cbandi~arb, Punjab’s capim]. Now, ready ~d all s~t £or a sab~tica] yoar, she’d like to d~volop spocial compotonc~s as gxocntive Coach - 
and quito possibly i~ the US. (Sbo’s an expefiencod travdor.) ~ tbi~k she’d bo v~ry good ~ that too. 

BD,an 
photography and po~e~ - po~o~ too is on S’s agenda - wo~ con~ti~g t~om first? 
It’s now 40 C here, while you are heading into NC’s gentler, so beau~l~l Spring. (And you with no window in the o~]~e~) 
Hugs, also l~om Rotate - ROLE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, March 29, 2013 11:06 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Wednesday April 3 event at Duke: A Conversation with Sidney Mine 

S Minlz flyer-3-18-2013.pdf 

*please circulate widely* 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

and the Haiti Humanities Lab at Duke 

are proud to present 

Anthropology and Caribbean History: A Conversation with Sidney ~4intz 

Sidney Mintz, whose work in Anthropology and Histo~y transformed both fields, and has profoundly shaped Caribbean Studies, 

will reflect here on his intellecttml trajectoo~, his life and field worl~ and the furore of the disciplines. 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 

4:00 pm 

FIll Garage 

Bay 4, Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Blwt, Durhmn, NC 
Visitor proking is available on the south side of the building 

Reception ~o ibllow 

See the attached flyer for more details. 

This event is flee and open to the public. Please join us! 

Natalie Nartman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American anl Caribbean Stulies 

Duke University 

phone 919-68i-3983; fax 9i9-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}livea~nc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFAM classes fall 

Ennice Sahle, 

I was looking to enroll in an AFAM or AFRI class for next semester, however I can’t find any classes on connect carolina. YVhenever I search for an AFAM or AFRI class, no matter ~vhat 
the course number is, it also comes up with the message that states "the search returns no results that match the criteria specified" My advisor recommended that I email someone in the 
department to check and see ~vhat this means. Have the classes not been posted yet? Are there none being offered next semester? Or could this possibly be a problem ~vith connect 
carolina? 

I really hope you can help me figure this out. I was really looking forward to taking some of these classes. 

Thank so much and hope you’re having a ~vonderful holiday ~veekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, 6:55 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: AFAM classes fall - ANOTHER THOUGHT 

Deal Eunice, 

What do yon think of my wrifing a short letter to the DTH editor stating that onr depaxtment classes roll have the new subject code beginning ruth the fall registration? I 

can include the link to the explanation that is on the department website, too. I can also send ma email with this ilfformation to our list of majors and minol~. 

Let me know if you want me to do these. I can do it tomorrow, Snnday at latest. 

Kenneth 

Kermeth R. Jmiken 

Professor of Afro-A*nericma Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~ of No(th Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link fi~r information abxmt nay publications: 

http://www.umass.edtv’umpress/spr 97/j a~ken.html 

http://uncpress.nnc.eduibooks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edw’boolc/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edw’boolc/P00723 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, i 5:24 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 

Cc: Ja~ken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: AFAM classes thll 

DearTravi~ 

Please check on this matter. 

Be~wishe~ 
Eu~ce 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: AFAM classes 

4:35 PM 

I was looldng to enroll in an AFAM or AFRI class for next semester, however I can’t find may classes on connect carolina. Whenever I search for an AFAM or AFRI 
class, no matter what the course number is, it also comes up with the message that states "the search returns no results that match fl~e criteria specified." My advisor 

recommended that I email someone in the department to check and see what this means. Have the classes not been posted yet? Ale there none being offered next 

semester? Or could this possibly be a problem with connect carolina? 

I really hope you can help me figure this out. I was really looking forward to taking some of these classes. 

Thank so much a~d hope you’re having a wonderful holiday weekend’. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 3:15 AIM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Guest Workers Are at Crux of Groups’ Deal on Immigration 

,"d:::~r [-~ei:i.:ii: ~.:deo 

Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E#aAIL I 1~~ NYT I Werld U.S Business 

On This Day ~ 

Top News 

Guest Workers _Are at Cr~ of Groups’ Deal on immigration 

P~-,,gress in b~lks betwee~ top business a~d labor groups~ which had stalled, 

bolstered hope among a group of senators that they would be able to introduce 

overha~fl legislation soon. 

DEALBOOK 

Insider inqifilT at SAC Reaches into Higher 

Ranks 

When Michael S. Steinberg became the most senior employee to 

be ensnared in tke investigation, his charmed life came undone. 

~ ~ GrapNc: Insider Trading Cases at a Top Hedge Fund 

As NmCfh Korea Blusters, U.S. ~:orries About 

Q~ieter R~sks 

Actions that are ~tSculk [o trace to North Korea, like an oiJii~e 

assault on Sonth Korea’s bm~ks m~d a 2OlO a~aek on a 

submarine, concern kl~e U~iked SNk’s more "~an its brash threab. 

~ Global Powers Cast Waq Eye as Korean Tension Escalates 
, ~ Multknedia Feature Tkneline on Norta Ke~ea’s Nuclear Prog~arn 

~ ~ Graphic: Estimated Range o~ No~ Korean Missiles 

students 

~ narche 

Editors’ Picks 



~ vm~:o: Vows: Vintage-Inspired Sty|e 

The wedding si3qe gm’u Mark Ingrain and the S~tes reporter 

Bce-Shyuan Chang discuss thc ~92os s~ile weddi ~g Lrcnd a ~d 

oN~r ways {o incorporate a little Daisy Buehana~ i~{o yore" wedding-day look. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Nat~°e% Case for Same-Sex Marr~t~ge 

The biologh::a~ evidence r~ gj~t ot~tside the Supreme Ccm~’s 

chambers makes a natural case for gay marriage. 

World 

Cost of Enviromental Darr~age in CFJ~m Growfa~g 

Rapidly .Amid Industrialization 

A rei:,oF~ from the Minist~57 of Environmental Protection put the 

figurc at $23o billion in 2o~o, based on costs rising from 

pollutio~ a~d ctamage to the ecosystem. 

Workers 
demolis 
hing the 

Easter Gets an Exemption From Spanish 

Austerity 

Fund-raising for holiday celebrations underlines "abe elotK of the 

Spanish Catholic C[mreh, whose impo~’[anee as a charitable 

i~stkufion has been enhm~ced hy the eountry’s economic crisis. 

’Voti][lg Irl’eglo~il,~.l~t].~s ~1~ K~. El~iolI-~’~ ]].~ Clerks ] 

Confirmed, Adding F~el to D~spute ~u~ 

Kenya’s Supreme Court released results fl’om a recount in the ~allots 

presidenfia~ election that Ubm’u Kenya~a won, narrowly 

avoi~*~g a nmoff and eiinehit~g @e presidency l:y a few @ousand ballots. 

U.S. 

E~-Schools Chief in Atlanta Is Indicted in 
Testing Scandal 

A third--grade teacher’s 2OlO choice to aid a state investigator 

..... 2Y~-year 

investig 



h elped lea d to th e il~ dietm ent F~day of a former super{ntendeDt 

and 34 others in a vast alleged chea[ing scheme. 

~ [] Document: h~dictnlents in the ,Atlanta Public Schools C~eating Scandal 

Women (and Men) Face B~ H~lrd~es ~n Training 

for Marine Infm~t~W U~fits 

A tra~niDg com’se h~ Quanth:~o, Va., was the most recent test of 

the goal of plating women in [he toughest combat 

~ ~ Slide Show: Fighth~9 to 3ok~ the Raaks 

~: 

course 

totrain 

Suspcct*s Death Puts Reward in Question 

The d~ndling bound/in the ease of a fo~’me~’ police offiem’ who 

Mlled himself while the subject of a fl’enzied manhunt looms as a 

po{enfial emba~’rassment, 

ii~ Mayor 
..... ~ntonio 

~::e~ me~e US. news [e 1:o NYTimes.eomlLlS ~ 

"Game of Thrones" begins its 
third season on Sunday 
ALSO IN ARTS >~ 

Watch the tour of "Thrones" 

ABC F~mily pl~ns sph~off of "F~rel~y Li~th~ [.h~rs" 

Business 

U.So May Sell A~rwaves That HcIp Broadway 

The Federal Commmfications Commission is considering plaDs 

to force the useL~ of" cordless mJeropho~es to move to a less 

desirable spot on the nation’s air’waves. 

Hospitals Qucstdon Medicare R~des on 

Rcadmissions 

h~ response to new federal regulafioDs, institutions ace speDding 

millions to help patients avoid ~s;~urning to d~e hospital 

some say that the penalties ~hey seek to avoid are unjusL 

COMMON SENSE 

Bad Director’s and V~;hy They At’en~t Thrown Ot~t 

The track record of the board of Hewlett-Paekard is calamitous, 

add yet they have retained [heir’jobs, because efff~t~_s to remove 

such dh’e~.tc.,rs a~) not alwws made and ~’arely succeed. 

Cassidy, ~ 
the     ~ 

Tiffany 

Phan, 

left’a I 

Sports 



MIDWEST: DUKE 71, MICHIGAN STATE 61 

L:.: PAi 

The second-seeded Blue L"evils used stout de/~nse, Seth Curry’s 

3-point touch and a second-hall" run ko top No. 3 Michigan State. 

~ M~dwest: Louisville P~[Is Away From Oregon 

Seth 

Curry, 

snp~o rOt ng 

Some Ym~kees Fm~s Have Gnawing Feeli~g That _adl Is Not 

Well 

?alarmed by injuries und an aging [~)ster, some Yankees fans believe [hey ure 

ah:eady i~ the same boai as MeN fans, dreadi~% the season to come. 

a Kiffy-One Years Across Town, bcl[ United ~r~ Misery for Sk 

~ As Home Opener Nears. t~e Yankees Are Still LooMeg for Help 

SOUTH: MICHIGAN 87, KANSAS 85 

..’Mk~higan Stuns No. t Seed Kansas 

Trey Burke hit a bring 2.-1)ointer with three seconds leR in 

regula~ion Lo give Michigan early momenhnn in overtime. The 

Wolverines shut down Ben MeLemore ~o edge Kansas. 

Michiga 
n guard 
Trey 

~_ urke s 

F<;r in~:e spelts news, fie to NYTimee.¢om/Sporte >., 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Applause in Unlikely Places: A Condtmtor V~;ho 

Rewr~l-es the 

Gustavo Dndame] led the Los Angeles Philharmonic at AverT 

Nsher Hall for ~wo pr~gt’ams this week. 

Angeles 

Philharm 

.¢Xter 2~ Years, NPR is Ending ’Talk of the Nation’ 

N PR will end the calMn show "I’alk of the N ~Rion" [his summer and m%e radio 

stations to replace it wkh the Boston-based 1)ro~am "Here and Now," which has 

a magazine style. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

The Vuh~erM~le Side of ar~ lnvh~cible Heroism 

In a new version of Tomb Raider, the creato~ have tried to turn 

Lara (5:oft into something new: a realistic, relat~ ble pe~.~on. 

Travel 

Hiking Beyond Borders in the Balkans 

In the once-tense border region separating Albania, Kosovo and 

Monkenegro, a new trail ol’[2~rs a pad~ lk)r kravelers to explore the 

a~vu’s dramatic beauty. 

, ~ Slide Show: into the Albanian Alps 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

In Paris, i’91ixing the Conten~pora~T With the 

Classics 

AtoM the db"s countless historic treasm’es, several modern-day 

architectural prqjects are worth seeMng o~R. 

36 Hot,re ~ Bangalore, india 

A s ’tare eupikaI and India’s informakion teehnoloKv hub, 

Bangalore also boasts era& beer, bahny weather and boMing. 

~ [] Slide Show: A Taste of Bangaio~e 

Monten 
egro 

ii~ 

Citro6n 1 
showroo / 



Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Campaign to Ou~h~w Abortion 

Extreme tmw restrictions in North Dakota and elsewhere are clearly 

u ~coe stitutionaL 

EDITORIAL 

Strengthening the 

It is in America’s interest that Congress ratit}, proposed changes to the l’und. 

EDITORIAL 

A Prescription for Sick Workers 

Fitmll.v. a bill that will help more employees e@)y a basic benefit moves to the 

City Council 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The G,O.P.’s Diversi~" Deserts 

Too many House Rel.mb]ical~ dis~’iets are isolated in natura]]y 

homogeneous areas or gerrymandered ghettos. 

~ Columnisf Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Attack of the Killer Sa~rph~s 

Can a state be too rich for iLs own good? Well, ~ings are 

defitfitely in flux in No~fh Dakota. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Coach Who Fo~aght Back 

After a decade oflitigatioe, can one man cha~%e the N,C,A,A.? 

~ Columnist Page ] [31o9 

i~ii cGoalillins 

For mo;e opinion, go to NYTimee,com,~Opiaion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

See this groat Page I Buy this groat Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® ]iPad® Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> m.nyt.com a 



This is an automated e-mail Please do not repiy directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for N’r’limes,com’s Foday’s Headlines newslel~er, 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cemmiSed to protecting yeLIr privacy 

Ur~subscribe i Manage Subscriptions I Char~ge Your E-,rvlail ~ Privacy Policy I Contac~ i Advertise 



Flora: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <Questia.EmaJl@maill.questia.com~ 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 10:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Get Questia for 50% off- Ends Apr 4’. 

Don’~ miss an emaii from Questia! Add us to your address book: Ques~ia Ei-cs.ik~ eqail I qu~stia com. 

Can’t see images? View Web version. fo s~op receiving these emaiis, you may unsubscribe aow 

Limited Time Only: 
Write better papers, faster - Get 50% off Questia 

Dear, 

Take the library with you and write better papers, faster with Questi& Access 
Questia now with our special offer of 50% off a semester plan! Expires April 4, 
2013, 

Save 50% on a semester plan! 

Questia combines powerful research wriHng tools wRh a deep 

Ubraty of fulFtext books and journal adcicles: 

Thousands of research topics: Use Questia’s topic 

kteas to put you on the path to a pertect research 

paper. 

Credible, scholarly sources: Get peace of mind and 

good grades, kt~owing you’re using the bes~ sources. 

Powerful research tutorials:A Questia exclusiv!! 

guilt by instructors, these inV2tactive quizzes, videos 

and examples help instruct the research and dt~ng 

~rOCeSS, 

Promotion code SEMESTERDEAL 

:~ Questia iOSapp 
Now you can use Questiaon the 

The new ,U.uestia app for iPhone/iPad dOS)will help 

you access information on the go and write better 

papers faster! 

Bookmark and save titles for later use 
Mobile-Friendly reading and easy navigation 
Project support for Quest a st bscr bets 

QtieatK~ iS operated bv Ce ,j ~.:3e L e ~ n ng @ 2013 All rights reselved 

Questia, ~ N S~te Street, 8uita 900, Chicago, II. 60602, United States 

You have subscribed to receive ernaiis from Questia. You provided your e- maii address (eunice@email unc.edu) 

w~en you registered or purchased from us. To unsubscribe from such emails click here 

About Guestia [ Contact us [ Privacy policy I Eme de very pete e~ces 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Sunday, March 31, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Short of Money, Egypt Sees Crisis on Fuel a~d Food 

Top News 

Food 

The cash shorb~ge is raising questions about E~5~)t’s abi]ib" to 

keep impoVdng wheat that is essential to the food supply, stirring 

t)ars of an economic eatasbx)pheo 

As OSHA Em phas~ ~.es Safety, Long-Term Health 

OSHA, the watchdog agency that manyAmc~cans love to hate 

and indusbT often fiml[s as overzealous, has largely ignored 

long-term threats. 

~ D Video: A Daogerous Trade 

~ Documents: lnvestigaSng 8 C~emical’s Hazards 

I:i:~{ Egyptia I 
....... nsina 

Sheri 
Farley’s 
doctors 
say she 

Hitched to m~ _Agi,~g Star: .~atomy of a Deal, 

and Doubts 

Alex Rod riguez’s con tract - th e largest ever in Am eH ea n sports 

hangs over [~eafly overly decision that the Yankees make. 

hit .120 

Fer mor~r top news gr) te NYTimee.com ~., 

Editors’ Picks 



US 

~ Vn~EO: A Dangerous Trade 

Tb e forced removal of one t3.~)e of chem h::a~ paved the way for 

something worse: a substance "~at threatens the health of 

workem who ham~e ik each dayo 

~ Related A~icle 

ARTS 

~ vmEo: "l[’he Sweet Spot ] Pay to Play 

David Cart and.,~ O. Scott talk about paywalls, whak we 

download, and what e~}te~ainment is worth. 

OPINION I OPINION 

State-Wrecked: The Cor~u~ption of Capitalism h~ 

America 

Eight decades of bipartisan Keynesian spending and Federal 

Resetwe money-prinfi~g have leR us exhausted and bankrupt. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DAVID t~IICNAELS, director of OSHA, on the ;~gency’s record in dealing wi[h workphme 
he;dth tht’eats. 

World 

Kenym~ Court Upholds Election of Candidate 

Fach~g Charges in The Hag~m 

The decision eliminated khe last hm’~e for Uhuru Kenyat~, who 

has been charged wkh er~mes agains~ hnmani~’, to take o~ice. 

Prokests erupted soon after. 

~ Photographs: Election Resuits Upheld in Kenya 

Security 

forces 

chased 

~ eop e 

Wary Easter "Weekend for Christians ir~ Syria 

The holiday is i~fused ~’~ u~cet~minty for Syria’s Christians, 

with many saying they fear not only [he eount[7’s genera] chaos, 

bnt also the rise of religious intolerance. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Christians ir~ Syria Ce~ebraN Good Friday With Hope and Fear 

Syrian 

 ChaTOn 
Zaytoun 

North Korea Threate~ts to Close Factories It Runs With 

South 

Some leading government-.rm~ Web sites stopped operating in what may be 

, Pyon~yang ~lusters, and U.S. Worries About Quiete~ Risl,;s 



U,S, 

Anger Over Pla~ to Sel! Site of~Vom~ded l~ee 

The location of an infamous massacre in 189o, and a violent 

standoff in ~973, has again become the subject of introspection 

and dispute. 

Hi~-Tech Means of Production Belies the 

Nostalgic Image of l~laple S,Wup 

Maple syrup conjures images of old-~ashioaed rural New 

England, but the realib~ is changing with the hdp of keehnologyo 

~ ~ Slide Show: Maple Syrup Takes Turn Toward Technoiogy 

...... Red 

Star Fire 

Thw~t~der 

Morse, 

left, and 

his 

{nthAr 

Oil Pipeline Ruptalres in A~kansas 

~r~ E~xon Mobil crude oil pipeline rupb~red r~ear Mayflower, Az’k., spilling as 

many as m,ooo barrels of oil ~he company said. 

more U5 heWS. f;o to NYTimea~comiUS ~ 

Paul Giamatti as Hamlet at 
Yale Rep 
ALSO IN THEATER ~> 

"Harlds on a Hardbody," at tile B!ool<s Al:l<irlson Theu, ter 

Exce!p[: "Hands on a Hardbody" 

Business 

We’re One Big Team, So Rtm Those Stairs 

CrossFit, the wGrkout fitness program, is viewed by some 

companies as a way to improve worker procb~’tion and morNe. 

, ~ V~deo Feature Sweating It for t~e Company 

FAIR GAME 

Ira Fund T~lms on a Dime, "Watch Your Dollars 

The demise of the Willow Fund, which was sponsored and sold 

by [TBS, of[~?Fs two lessous iu investmeut Hsk. 

NOVELTIES 

Freed From Its Cage~ the Gentler Robot 

New factory robots, designed [o work and play well with 

~o longer haYe to be f~nced in to protect workers from 

aceiden ts. 

..... es of 

Datal°giI 

Baxter ] 

robot    ] 

from    ] 



Sports 

WEST: WICHITA STATE 70, OHIO STATE 66 
ii~ Wichita 

%’iehita State Upsets Ohio State to Emerge Fron~ ~ate’s 
Fr~ Topsy-’lh~cvy West va nVlee 

Wichita State, seeded *dnth, held off Ohio StaLe’s seeond.-half 

rNly to advance to the Nnal Four. The No. 2 Buckeyes came withi~ 3 points in 

the final minu~es. 

Buckeyes’ Less, Something Was Missing: Them 

ON COLLEGE BASKETBALL 

I O~e ~iore 3"irne~ an Old-Fas~ione~:l Big East 
~!te’sMarquet 

Chris 

~ule, 

Syraeuse’s flmmpiz~g of )vlarque~Le could he viewed as a dine 

capsule mome~t for a disappearhag genre: an old-t~shh:med Big East basketball 

game with Cos& Jim Boeheim leading khe way, 

Heat’s Streak May Be Over, but Show Roils On 

LeBron James and the Heat appear to have shaken off the loss 

thai ended theh" 27-game wi~ streak. They domi~ated the 

HerreN, with dames’s grabbing 36 pNnts. 

busines / 

Arts 

Som’ing Like Dragons 

Before "dse show’s ~ird season, HBO brought "Game of Thrones" 

ska~s and producers to Los ~)lgeles, Sa*~ Fra*~eiseo at~d Seattle 

fbr a promotional tom:. 

~ D Slide Show 

Emilia 
C,arko I 
ins 
scene 

From Tabloid Myth to Opening Night 
L:;: jim 

Jim D~Ter, a friend and competitor to Mike MeA]ary, the 

subject of Nora Ephron’s "Lucky Guy," recalls kl~e circumstances 

behind ~he play. 

Phil Ramone, Prod~aeer fo~¯ M~,sie’s Biggest Stars, 
Dies at 79 

Mr. Rarnone deft n ed t~e role of record producer as being 
roughly equivalent to thak of a movie director. 

Phil 
Ramone 

Magazine 

Is Giving the Secret to GeDir~g Ahead? 

The organizatiotml psychologist Adam Orant argues thak khe key 

to h ?~.~el’e~eiel~ cy is t~vlessly helpin g others. 

~ D Videe: StisaR [.)omhs[~s lalks to Adam Grant Abotit Givers vs Fa kers 

Get Ye~° Yeah Yeah "geahs Out 

Karen O at~d her han~ktm~es have never seemed eomfor~hIe as 

rock s~. Which has only made them that much more 

eompellin g. 

, The 6th Fioor Blog: What the Yeah Veah Yeahs Listened to When They Were Kids 

The 

Yeah 

Yeah 



Bobby Cannavak~ Broadway’s Hottest Outsider 

He has starred with Chris Rock, AI Pacino a~d Alec Ba]d~@~. And 

now he’s getting "dne best pat k~. 

Cannav 

play 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Social Security, Present and Futa~re 

There are sensible ways to reform Social Seem~ty, but it is *~ot d~@ing the 

deficit. 

EDITORIAL 

Resurrecting Ca|ifor~ia’s P~b~c Universities 

More robust budgeN, not online couzses, are Lhe beak answer. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 

Until there are leaders who will push tbr the i~terests of Europe 

as a whole, e:q~ect more near-disaste~ like 

Op-Ed 

GRAY MATTER 

O~r ]Inconsistent Etl~ieal 

We like to believe t~a[ our principles are rooted in eo[~victiono 

But much researck shows thak tkey oRen prove to be 

i~eo[~sis[ent intuifio[~s. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Childless Byst.ander ,~ Baffled Hy~nn 

We’re obsessed with every m~a~ce of child-rearing. Here’s the 

view from khe bleaehe[s. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Will Gays Be Pm~ished for Succe~? 

Once more, the Supremes are singj~g: You can’t hurry love. 

~ Columnis~ Page 

Fol more epiRion; ge to NYTimea.comtOpinion ~ 

Sunday Review 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

[mm[gr~Jat DetNnees and the Right to Cou~se] 

Is a ]a~3,er a necessib, or a financial drain on the immigration 

system? 

ii~ 

dDetaine 

Hondur 

OPINION 

Ameri~:a t|~e 

As China becomes richer, Js Jt destined to pass the Vnited States 

as the world’s most inventive 

RemembeVmg a~ Easter Miracle ir~ Northern / soldier 

/ behind 

The Irish peace l.~rocess reaffirms the possibilib" that - despite 

the weight of evidence against human nature - we are all s tilI capable of small 



ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I 8uythia Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~ @NYiimes Pi~terest 

[]     ~i .~. ’~,,~’ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone(~) l iPad(~) Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m~nyt.¢om ~> 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail. Flease do not reply directiy to this e-maii. 

You received this message because geu signed up for NYTimes corn’s Todag’s Heedlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe p~ivacy program, we a~e commited to protecting your ~rivacy 

U~subscribe i Manege .~.ubscriptions I Cha~geYour E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: ennice@email.nnc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 5:44 PM 

To: 

Subject: Viljoen (tbr Wednesday) - chapters (4, 5 and 11 ) 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Scholars, 

In the agenda piece that I sent today, "the chapters by Viljoen should have read as follows: 

4, 5 and 11. I have posted the correct agenda on Sakai. 

Best wishes mid see you on Wednesday, 

Dr. Sable 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 

link to access Messages for this site: 

site. To reply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

T&F <do not reply textboold’eedback@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 12:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; do not reply textbookt~edback@laylorandti~ancis.com 

Complimentary Exam CoW Request Contirmation 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

Thank you for your request for an complimentaW exam cop?- of Health and Human Rights in a Changing World, 3 by Michael Grodin. This has now- been processed, so you should be 
receiving your copy shortly 

In flae next few- weeks ~ve will send you an e-mail and ask for your feedback about this title. Please do take a few minutes to complete this form as your feedback is impoltant - positive or 
negative - and helps us develop our textbooks. 

This is an automated email please do not reply. 

Taylor & Francis 

The information contained in this email message may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient, an?’ use, interference with, disclosure or copying of this material is unauthorised 
and prohibited Although this message and an?’ attacl~nents are believed to be free of viruses, no responsibility is accepted by lnforma for any loss or damage arising in an?- ~vay Iicom 
receipt or use thereoL Messages to and from the company are monitored for operational reasons and in accordance with lawful business practices 

If you have received this message in error, please notify us by return and delete the message and any attacl~nents. Further enquiries/returns can be sent to postmaster@informa com 

Taylor & Francis Group is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no. 1072954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@sociologynetwork.org> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 3:53 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "Multiple Internship Opportunities with The Development Caf~" on Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Think Tank 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the blog post ’Multiple Internship Opportunities with The 
Development Caf~’ 

Blog post added by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

Dear Colleagues, The Development Caf~ is a registered non profit organization. 

(Registered with the NGO Coordination board in the Republi... 

Blog post link: 

Multiple Internship Opportunities with The Development Caf~ 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 

Sociology 

2059 members 3~t2 discussions 

710 photos ~t0 Events 

:[3~t videos 409 blog posts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, April 1, 2013 8:16 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; tiz- residents@duke.edu 

Earth Day 5k Fun Rtm fundraiser - April 21 st - Duke UniversiW 

Sign up for our Earth Day.-o5K Fu~:~ Run Fundraiser at Duke! 

Duke University’s student group, the Working Group for the Environment in Latin America (WGELA), will be hosting a benefit 5K Fun Run as part of 

the Nicholas School of the Environment’s celebration of Earth Day, All proceeds will benefit a Health Clinic Expansion project in Honduras. 

Who: Duke University’s WGELA and the Nicholas School of the Environment 

What: Earth Day 5-K Fun Run 

~S,~e_r_!: Sunday, April 21,2013 

Signqn starts at 12:00pm 

Fun Run starts: 1:00pm, ends: 2:00pm 

Snacks and socializing will happen afterwards. 

Where: Levine Science Research Center, 308 Research Dr. 

West Campus, Duke University 

Durham, NC 27708 

~b_y_: To raise funds for the Honduras Health Clinic and to celebrate Earth Day by getting outdoors and exercising. 

How: Register online HERE. 

Early registration will be $25 and goes from April I st until April 17th= After the 17th, registration will be $30. A~I registration fees wN go towards tile 

health clinic project. 

The Earth Day 5-K promises to be a fun, family-friendly spring weekend activity at Duke’s beautiful West Campus. We hope you join us in running (or walking) in the name of 
health! 

The 5-kilometer route meanders around Duke’s scenic West Campus. Runners will pass Duke Chapel, Duke Gardens, Cameron Indoor Stadium, and the beautiful gothic 
architecture of the Main Quad. In April, the trees on campus are in full bloom and it is hard not to appreciate the natural beauty of spring in North Carolina as a celebration of 
Earth Day. 

Participants can park in the on street parking along Lasalle Street and Circuit Drive and walk to the sign-in table in front of the LSRC. 

* Kids under 10 register for free. Bring the family! 

* Awesome prizes will be awarded to the first place male and female runners. All other contestants will be entered into a raffle for a third prize. 

* Refreshments will be provided after the race at the LSRC. 

We hope to see you there! 

The WGELA Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 1, 2013 8:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

otfice furniture Quote- non personnel funds 

SC-Quote-R3-3-28-13.pdf 

f hope you had a nice weekend. 

Please see attad~ed quote for tt~e office furniture: tot;I ’.~4,327,8d 

3 desks 

3 bookcases 

~ fi~e cabir~e~ 

:[ m~n~ fridge 

1 executive chsir 

Thank you, 

Sonh~ 

F~m~ Trey Jones [mailto:trey@biangleofficeequipment.com] 
Sent~ Friday, Narch 29, 2013 7:07 

T~ Colon, Sonia 
Subje~t~ RE: Revised Quote 

Good Mornhsg, 

Please see the attached revbed quote. Thanks h:~r the opportunity 

Have a great weekend 

Trey Jones 

~da~gle Office Equipment 

300B South E[l~ott Rd 

Chapel t-H~ NC 27514 

Offk:e 919929.4203 

Fax 919.92%7647 

Mobile 

wwwAdangleofficeequipment.com 

F~m: Colon, Sonia [mailto:soNa colon@med~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Hatch 27, 2013 3:42 PN 
T~: Trey ]ones 
Subject: RE: Revised Quote 

Please, included in the quotation/invoice: 

Department of African Afro-American Studies UNC-CH 

Battle Hall Building, 3rd floor 

East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Thanks 

Sonia 

F~m: Trey ]ones [ma~lto:trey@triangleofficeequipment.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Hatch 27, 2013 3:31 PN 

T~: Colon, 
Subject: RE: Revised Quote 

~ w~l~ send a quote aJap 

Yea-check request i3 fine 

Thanks 

Trey Jones 

3008 South E~l~ott Rd 

Chapel EN~ NC 27[,14 

Office 919.929.4203 

Fax 919~92%7647 

www:t rianBbofficeegu~pm entmom 

F~m~ Colon, Sonia [mailb:sonia colon@med.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Narch 27, 20~3 3:24 PN 

T~ Trey Jones 

Subjeet~ RE: Revised Quote 

Hello Trey 

Please submit a quote/invoice for the following: 

3 Single Ped Rect Desk, 36x66x29 UDRBBF36668F 

3 Bookcase-4 wood shelves 14x36x67 M BC4SW 

1 Pack Lateral File w!top 2-high, 36w PSLAT236 

1 mini fridge 

1 [MM[, High Back, Std. Seat, Ht/Wd Adj. Arms 4110.A28 

Can we pay through the university check request system? 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

Fmm~ Trey Jones [mailto:trey@triangleofficeequlpment.com] 

Sent~ Wednesday, Narch 27, 2013 12:53 PN 



To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject." RE: Revised Quote 

Please take a look at the link below ---let me know if any of the frames will work --- they are all inexpensive --- 

~.et me know how 1 can help 

Tha~ks 

Trey 

Triangle Office Equipment 

300B South Eil~ott Rd 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27514 

Office 919.92%4203 

Fax 9~.9,929.7547 

Mobile 

~m= Colon, Sonia [mailto:sonia colon@med.unc.edu] 
SeBtl Monday, March ~8, 20~3 ~2:23 PN 
Te: Trey Jones 
$~BjeCt~ RE: Revised quote 

When we can ~ave the c~a~rs sample? 

Sonis 

F~m: Trey 3ones [ma~lto:trey@triangleofficeequi~ment.com] 
Seat= Monday, March 18, 2013 12:21 PN 
To= Colon, Sonia 
Subject= Revised Quote 

Here you go - 

Thanks 

Trey Jones 

Triangle Office Equi#ment 

300~3 So~th 

Ch~pel H~H NC 275:[4 

Office 9~9.929.4203 

Fax 919~929.7547 

Mob~{e 

www.triang~eofficeequipment.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edtP 

Monday, April 1, 2013 9:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Howell, Tia N. <ti~william@uuc.edu> 

RE: office furniture Quote- uon persouuel funds 

SC-Quote-R3-3-28-13.pdf 

Sorry Tia, forget to copy you 

Frem: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 8:50 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: office furniture Quote- non personnel funds 

Good r~’~ornirq~ }!unite 

I hope you ha~J a ~ce weeker~d. 

Please see attache~ quote for the o~:f~ce Furniture: tot~ 54,327,84 

3 desks 

3 bookcases 

~. f~e 

1 executive chair 

~ha~k you, 

Soni~ 

Fmm~ Trey Jones [ma~lto:trey@triangleofficeequipment.com] 

Sent~ Friday, March 29, 2013 7:07 AN 

Te~ Colon, SonJa 
Subject= RE: Revised quote 

Good Morning, 

Please see the attached reuised quote. Th~nks for the opportun~tg 

Haue a great weekend 

Trey Jones; 

300B South £fl~ott Rd 

Chapel H~ NC 27554 

Office 91%929.4203 

Fax 9:1.9.929.7547 

MoM~e 

www:t rian~eofficeegu@m entmom 

F~m= Colon, Sonia [mailto:soNa colon@med.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 27, 20~3 3:42 PN 

Te~ Trey Jones 

Su~je¢t~ RE: Revised Quote 

Please, included in the quotation/invoice: 

Department of African Afro-American Studies 

Battle Nail Building, 3rd floor 

East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Thanks 

Sonia 

F~m= Trey Jones [mailto:treg@triangleofficeequipment.com] 

Sent~ Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:3~ PN 

Te~ Colon, Sonia 
Su~jeet~ RE: Revised Quote 

~ wil~ send a quote a~u~p 

Yes - check request is fine 

Thanks again 

Trey Jones 

Tdm~gle Office 

300B South E~l~ott £d 

Chspel H~J~ NC 27514 

Office 9~9.929.4203 

Fax 919.929.7547 

Mobile 

www.triang~eofficeequipment.com 

F~m: Co,on, Sonia [mailto:soNa co~on@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:24 PN 

Te: Trey Jones 

Subject: RE: Revised quote 

Hello Trey 

Please submit a quote! invoice for the following: 

3 Single Ped Rect Desk, 36x66x29 UDRBBF3666RF 

3 Bookcase-4 wood shelves 14x36x67 M BC4SW 

1 Pack Lateral File w/top 2-high, 36w PSLAT236 

1 mini fddge LLRR 



:1 EMME, High Back, Std. Seat, Ht!Wd Adj. Arms 4:1:10.A28 

Can we pay through the university check request system? 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Trey Jones [mailto:trey@triancjleofficeecJui:[~ment~com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:[3 :[2:53 PM 
To-" Colon, Sonia 
Subject; RE: Revised Quote 

Please take a I.:)ok at t h~-_~ link below - let me Imow if any of the flarnes will w.:)rk - tl’u-_~¥ are all inexpensive - 

f_et rne know how t can help 

Thanks 

Trey ~oRes 

Tfia~gle Offi~e Equipment 

300B South ~Hott Rd 

Ch~pel H~H NC 

Office 9:19.929.4203 

Fax 919.929.7647 

Mobile 

www.trianBleofficeequipment.com 

~m~ Colon, Sonia [mailto:son~a colon~med.unc.edu] 
9eBt~ Monday, March [8, 2013 ~2:23 PM 
T~ Trey Jones 
~bjeet~ RE: Revised Quote 
Thank you 

When we can have the chairs sample? 

Sonia 

~mm~ Trey Jones [ma~lto:trey~#triangleofficeequipment~com] 
9eBt~ Monday, March [8, 2013 ~2:2[ PM 

T~ Colon, Sonia 
~bjeet~ Revised Quo~ 
Here you go - 

Thanks 

Trey Jones 

300B South E~Hott Rd 

Chspel H~H NC 275~4 

Office 9:[%929.4203 

Fax 9:[9.929.76~]7 

Mobile 

www.tr~ang]eofriceequipment:com 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edus, 

Monday, April 1, 2013 9:20 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 04- 01-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday April 1st, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

04/02/13- Screening of the documentaay fihn Chasing Ice and discussion featuring JeffOrlowsld, the director and producer of the fihn and Professor Josd Rial of 

UNC’s Depal~tmeut of Geological Sciences, scheduled for 5:30 PM in the Nelson Man&la Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. This event is free and 

open to tile public but regifftration is required which can be done at the following address: http:/ifin,vurl.com/d2zpipp 

For more information: htlp://go.unc.edwchasingice 

04/05/13- 2013 UNC-Duke China Leadership Summit scheduled for April 5th 7th and sponsored by the Carolina China Network and the Duke East Asia Nexus. 

This year’s conference roll focus on SusCainability, ranging from political and economic to enviroranental and social topics. For more information on conference 

speakers and schedules: http://dukeunccls.org/. 

04/06/13- Carolina Science Ca£e Series event featuring Lee Weisert, Assistant Prot~ssor and composer in the UNC Department of music, tiffed "Fluid Music: 

Exploring Cryoacoustic Orbs and Hydrophonic Sound Ins*allations at 6 PM in the Back Box axea of Top of the Hill Restaurant. This talk will focus on how technology 

is enabling musicologists to explore envirolm~eutal soundscapes. This event is free and open to the public. For Inore inibnnation: 

http:/iwww.moreheadplanetarium.or,~index.cfin?fuseaction~a~e&filename current science fom~ns.html. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Buster Simpson public lecture on April 9th_- The UNC Art Department will present a lecture by Buster Simpson titled "Fare Thee Well (again and Again) Water 

Repurposed: The Poetic Utility of Art and Water" on Tuesday April 9th at 6:00 PM in the Hanes Art Center Auditorium. This event is ficee and open to the public with 

support fromthe ’%Vater In OurWorld" can~pustheme. For more in[bmmtion: http://axt.unc.edu/News Events/Eveat~CCM3 039721 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

A Drhflt For Tolnorrow honored with Carolina Public Service Award- A Drink For Tomorrow, a UNC studem organization dedicated to addressing issues 

related to the global water crisis, was recently awarded the Ronald W. Hyatt Rotary Public Service Award at this year’s Carolina Center For Public Service awards 

ceremony. This award, named in honor of the late UNC professor, recognizes projects which embody the "scrvice above self’ motto of RotaD’ International. For more 

information and to view the other winners: http:/iuncnews.unc.edwcontentAdewi5949/68/ 

Water dironider- A UNC homepage stoly highlighting the life and work of UNC English professor Bland Simpson who has written extensively about the Outer 

Coastal Pl~n of North Caxolina. To view the full sto~y: http://x~a~av.unc.edu/spotlight/water-chronicler/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more intbrmation on the theme and other upcoming events, feel t?ee to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edw. Question~ comments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the following email address: waterflaeme(a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us 

on Twitter at http:i/t~vitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/WaterlnOurWorld. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozxrcaqoybyoiz~tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Monday, April 1, 2013 10:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Joke’s on us! 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

April Fool’s~ 20% OFF! 

Is this email i~ot displsying correctiy? \/iew it h! your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Flierld 

ii"~ Routledge 

Remember, all web orders over $35 
receive .,,<:#E~-.~ SNIPPING in the US and 
Canada, 

*Offer vaiid on!g ~,;,ith web orders at routtedqe com. 

focafDress.com, DsyDress.com or routfedqementalhealth com. 

iN Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside organisstions 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered ill England under no 1072954. 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,JH 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe, piesse click on the link below Please note this is an sutomated operstion. 

htt p:/,landf.msgfocu s.com/u/11 wTC6714orzMCR5 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edup, 

Monday, April 1, 2013 4:18 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Register today for GO! Global Orientation 

ethical challenges, prepare for engagement in communities, and develop intercultural competencies The 

event features a welcome by UNC’s chief international officer, Dr. Ron Strauss; student panels, small 

group discussions, connections to others traveling in your destination region, critical workshops and 

networking opportunities. The orientation is open to UNC students who will complete global engagement 

work - service, internships, research or service-learning, or a study abroad experience that incorporates 

these. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
~=ELLOWSHI PS 

,,~l:>ly fore Carolir~a Na,,4~al:ors ~rfl:emsh~p 

Carolina Navigators has ~o intern positions available for the 2013- 

2014 school year. 

* Intern Position # 1 :: Communications Coordinator 

* Intern Position # 2 :: Media Center Coordinator 

Please email your resume and a cover le~er detailing (1) why the 

internship is a good fit for you and (2) why you would be the ideal 

candidate to Dr. Cute Brubaker at cate@unc.edu Please indicate 

whether you are interested in an unpaid internship or work-study 

position (you must already be work-study approved). 

~ntemat~o~a~ Coffee Hour 

I IJ°in us f°r a m°nthly s°cial h°ur t° 

~ I bring together international UNC ~ ~i~i~ ~iv~ ~i~ 

I Ic°mmunity members and students 

I I excited about international ~ ~i~i~ ~ ~ 

~ engagement Chat about ~#~#~ ~ro~ %~ 

oppo~unities and challenges on i~n~ ~#~ 

campus Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to #~Ni~ ~ii~ g~re~in~ 

share. This month’s hosts is the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs. ~# g~rv~# i#~r~in~ ~r~J#~g 

Caro~i~a Nav~qators V~d~.~a~ Prese~t~t~o~s RESOURC[~.S 

Bring the world to your students by pa~icipating in one of our spring 

visual presentations! They’re free and open to all K-12 teachers and 

students. 

Parr Center Lecture Series: N~k:~a~s S~:e~ner 

Niklaus Steiner, Director of UNC’s Center for Global Initiatives, 

presents "What Kind of World Do We Want to Live In?" This event is 

free and open to the public, and no registration is required. Seating is 

<~<,ba~ M~s~c Show 

W~YC 89,3 

The Global Music Lshew is a mentMy radk) program in ceiiaboration 

with WXYC 89.3 FM and The/-.rea Studies Cen~ers ,hat inters#erses . 
world regienai music wi[h dialegue shared by relew~ni exper~ guests 

scheiars frem UNC Chapel Hill 

Sponsering Area Studies Center: Center for European Studies. 



GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
~:_ ~t:~___~:V~L~_._h_~____~ ~_~_÷;:__ ~__:~ ~:!_ t_~_~_~:L._L_q_~__ ~ 

At the Finals, we’ll be giving away $50,000 in seed capital to a total of 12 new ventures from across UNC’s 

campus This is the capstone event of the Carolina Challenge year and our teams have worked very hard 

to get to this point~ The stakes are high and that makes it all the more fun - our first place team will walk 

away with $15,000~ 

Pa~ of the Trs~snat~oRa~ NoAh Korea F~m Sedes: M~gratJo~ and ~mm~grat~oR, this fi~m by Zhang Lu 

concerns the friendsMp snd tensions between two boys, an ethnic Korean and a NoAh Korean defecto~ 

This event is sponsored in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

"The FL~t~.~’e of LGBT R~ghts ~ Amedca 

A conversation with F~nk Bruni of The New York Times and Jonathan Ca )eha~ of the Washington Post 

and MSNBC. This event is sponsored in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

UNC Soc~a~ ~~ovat~o~~ ~dea Compet~t~o~ 

We know far more about the world’s problems than about the world’s problem solvers. We are calling out 

to any student at Carolina who has an idea for creating positive social change with an open invitation to 

send us a 1 minute video and compete for a chance to win $1,000 Help us create a platform to celebrate 

your ideasl 

Perhaps your global adventures have taken you no fu~her than the campus dining hall, where a 

celebration of ethnic cuisine awaits. And if you are an international student studying here in Noah 

Carolina, we ARE your destination l Wherever your next international foray takes you - at home or abroad - 

we want to hear your story. So grab your camera - and your imagination - and pa~icipate in the University 

of Noah Carolina’s first annual international video competition. Prizes will be announced soon on the 

websitel 

...................................................................................... ¢(~ ~:~;~:~:~: ~ ~:~J<~ S~: ~ ~ 

Be,~in T}gile i 30! F’ifi:sbo[o 8treei Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i Chs}pel Hill. NC 27599 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 4:28 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Art ttistorian Morea O%leill to speaJ~ "this Thursday at the National ttummaities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

The Decorative Art of Display: 

The Case of Hugh Lane (1875-1915) 

Morna O’Neill, Wake Forest University 

iNi Inline image 2 

Thursday, April 4, 2o 3 - 5:00 p.m. 
In her talk, O’Neill will explore the intertwined discourses of fine and decorative art in the Edwardian era through an examination of the career of 
Hugh Lane. A successful dealer of Old Master pictures and collector of modern art based in London, Lane invented the role of freelance curator, 
and his projects suggest the ways in which decorative art is able to be both public and private in the same moment, a product of individual will and 
collective action. 

Morna O’Neill is assistant professor of art history at Wake Forest University where her research focuses on the intersection of politics and artistic 

practice in late nineteenth-century Europe. She is the author of Walter Crane: The Arts and Crafts, Painting, and Politics, 1875-1890 and 
coeditor with Michael Hatt of The Ed~/ardian Sense: Art, Design, and Performance in Britain, 1901-1910. She was curator of the exhibition fArt 

and Labour’s Cause is One:’ Walter Crane and Manchester, 1880-1915 at the Whitworth Art Gallery, University of Manchester, in 2008-09 and 
author of the exhibition catalogue. O’Neill has received fellowships from the Frick Collection and Art Reference Library, the Paul Mellon Centre for 
Studies in British Art, the Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, and the Huntington Library. In 2013, she is working at the Center as the 
Benjamin N. Duke Fellow on Decoration and Display: British Art and International Exhibitions, 1888-1910. 

To reserve space, please follow this link, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (O~O ).q40-o66~, ext. ~ 6, or miohnson@naNonalhumanil~escenter.ora_ 

Nalional Humanil~es Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday-,            5:50 PM 

SaNe, Eun~ce N <eunlce@emml.tmc.edu> 

}leads up -- 

Hi Eunice, students have failed with 50/100, and one student, 
I hope you are getting the work done. Just want to give you a heads up about my midterm grades for 
who is very "smart" but clearly did not do the work for the exam, got a generous 75/100. The latter person might be the one to complain. Iffs a real good class, but I can now 

see that many students were not reading and some have serious writing problems. I really don’t anticipate any complaints, but just in case... 

Best, 
Margaret 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 3:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s Headlines: Low-Cost Drugs in Poor Nations Get a Lift in Indian Court 

Top News 

Low-Cost Dr~gs in Poor Nation,s Get a 

I~dian Court 

Production of cheap eopycat dru~s ibr H3.V. and cancer used 

by peep] e i n developing court kH es in Afl~ea a~d .~sia wa s en sn red 

on Mon&~y in a ruling by India’s Supreme 

Health Care Advocates Cheer Indian Rulin9 7:04 AM ~ 

~ Video: Dru9 Debate 

Japan Nlfifth~g Fmother Away From Pacifism 

A mock island iuvasion called Iron Hat is the latest sign d~at 

d apan’s anxieties abouk China and North Korea are pushing 

leaders i?nN~er away from poshvar paNfism. 

N[odern Stat~ B~h~g ~,’%~R to B~oadeast Booth 

(B.A.B.LP., Too) 
~;~. t~~r.vr: ~.~.~r.~: 

k~aseball ra~o ])roadcasts have long filled the smnmer air with 

aphorisms, but some broadeasters are wading, cautiously, into 

the realm of advanced baseball s tatis ties. 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vm~o: Remembe~g Patt2°eake, Beloved 

The Bronx Zoo’s Patl?~’cake died on Sunday at the age of 4o. The 

first gorilla born in New York, she became an ius[iku[ion in khe cib, and a 



highI~g)~t of a t~Sp to the zoo %r countless cMldre*x, 

Related Obitua~y 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ponce de Le6n~ Exposed 

bqorida is like Play-Doh: we tLv to mold it i*~ the shape of our 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JOHN MeKIRNEY~ ;] Republica]~ who [’ep[’ese~[ts Ne~vtown ;is the Co~mecticut Semite 
mmo~’ity lea(le~’, describ~rtg agreemm~t amo~g lawmakers oft toagh ~e~v state guta 

World 

A S|iee of Londo~ So Exclusive Even tJ~c O~mers 
.~e Visitors 

Fo~’ many recent s aperwealthy fo~’dgn buyer’s, London is j ust a 
stop i~} 

:s home 

to some 

American V~’omax~ Gang=Raped and Beaten o~ Brazilian 

Transit Van 

The harrowi*~g assavdt strained rilally i*~ B~’azil, especi{flly as t~o de -[aneiro tries 

to promote itself as a ei~~ o~ the me~}d and prepares to host file ~o~ 4 World 

Cup and 2ol 6 Olympic Games, 

North Korea to RestaK~ Yongbyon N udear Reactor 

No~-th Korea will resta~t its shuttered Yo*~gbyo*~ nuclear ~’eaetor, its offi~’ial 

KCNA ~mws sewee said o*~ Tuesday, a move that could enable it to extract more 

plutonium to bolster its a~omie stockpile for use in nuclear weapons. 

Sprawli~ag CounD~ h~ Texas Seeks Clues to 

Prosecutors’ Deaths 

N o~hi,~g about a largely rural area’s e~imes has helped explain 

why ~vo Kanfman Counb’ prosecutors were shot m~d ldlled in 

the span of dgbt weeks. 



Prosec~ators Are at Risk~ b~at Sec~-it.~ Is Lir~ited 

~,[aki~g people a~gr3’ is a~ o~c~patio~al hazard of being 

impossible to k~ow who m~ght 

11~ ~rashingtoi~, Al~o~’tio~ Debate Com~ters Trend 

Washi~gton, the only" st~te ever to have legalized abo~Lion 

thr¢)~[gh a pop~Iar vote, is no*~, debating a law tha~ ~’¢)~[ld req~[ire 

health insurer’s to pay for a*~ elective abortion. 

Business 

Rumors of a Cheap- Energy Jobs igoom Remain 

,J ~st 1~hat 

Despite pre~detiot~s that ehe>~per t~{R~tral gas would generate big 

increases i~ factoW pay~’olls, manuf~ctm:ers at’e inct’easi~gly 

a~ttoma~ed and still ha’~’e two million f(;~’er worker’s tl~an in 2oo7. 

, [] Gra[~i~ic: P~od~ictiot~ Up~ Jobs Dow!~ 

gas is 
used at 

C,~priots Feel Betrayed by Europea~t U,~io~t 

~,,*any C3’p*iots are sho&ed and augW at *~,hat they consider 

their economic exeom~nunieatio,~ from the E*~ropean pt’o.ieet. 

Aiexa~ld 

Ru|ii~g Sets Up Pe~sion Battle i~ Bankr(,pt 

Aj~idge’s r~iing deferred a de~:ision on whether bondholder’s 

could force ~’eti~’ees to shat’e the pain of the ha*~kruptey of 

Stockton, Calif. 

St~ckto 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

g~ee~otain~..~, Is Ye~. a~o~.her Ne~’~omer for 
I    ~"ia~ I 

The advice t~at Joe Oirardi said he gave his ~ew players o~ 

opening day was, "j~ist be who yogi are." If players heeded that advice, as ~�lex 

R~:~drig~ez did, Ya~]<ees fans are i~ tbr a lo~g season. 

Red Sox 8, Yankees 2: Yankees’ Patcl~wo~k I.ine[Jp Is No Match for Red Sox 

Red Sox Phenom Arrives Before His Time, as Good as Hoped 



ON BASEBALL 

Mets Meet Their Own Expectations 

The Mets’ .654 winning pereen~ge on opening day ~s the best of 

any m~jor league team, but there was reason for fl~eir v~c[o~T 

over the Padres to feel especially satisf}’ing, 

~ Mats ~ 1, Padres 2: Me~ Co~ti~ue Habit of WinN~g OpeRers 

~ From Out of Nowhere, Makin9 Mark as New Me~ 

threw 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
i+ T J 

Openh~g Day, a iUt~al of Shared Optimism H+dl~> 

March Madness rnay be the best three weeks in spo~{s, but             Yankee 

baseball’s ~:g~ening day is the most invigorating 24 houlN we 

have. A celebration of new lil), a new season, legitimate hope and a dean slate. 

Ar{s 

Glories Restored, Rijksmuseum Is Reopening 

?ffter lo Years 

The Rijksrnuseutn is poised to [~)open on @ril z3, arm’ a lengthy 

renovation that restored much of its 19tl>centur1: grandeur, and 

paired it wi[h mst-eenturT Iigh~ng and technoloAv. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I ’LUCKY GUY’ 

Old-School Newsmm~, _After Deadline 

In the Nora Ephron play "Lucky Guy,++ at the Broadhm~t 

Theater, Tom ttanks makes his Broadway debar playing the 

newspaper columnist Mike MeAlar1:. 

~ [] Video: Tom Hanks ol5 ’Lucky GiJy’ 

Six Movies That Helped Lead a Playwright From 

the C~neplex to the Stage 

The [hHll of going ko the movies is a k khe heark of Annie Baker’s 

bittersweek play "The Flick," now at Playwrights Ho~zonso 

Asked about her ~nfluenees, she offers thoughts on six. 

~ ~ Audio & Photos Flicks and ’The Flick’ 

..... Guy 
Tom 

Louisa 

Science 

Nature’s Drone, Pretty m~d Deadly 

N ew research s u~es ts that dragonflies may well be Lhe rnos t 

brutal]y effective hunters in the anima] kingdom. 

, D Video: Dragonflies: Daing, but Deadly 

~ ~ Graphic: Precision Hunters 

Climate Maverick to Quit NASA 

James E. tlansen, a longlirne NASA scientist, retires this week 

and plans to pursue even greater pditical and legal efforts to 

limit greenhouse gases. 

Of Medical Gian ts, Accolades and Feet of Clay 

A debate is raging around a prize named after Dr. Thomas Parran 

Jr., who has been linked to unethical expmimenLs, indnding the 

Tuskegee syphilis s Judy. 



Today’s Video 

~ wr~,o: Decoded: Chris Hayes Takes On 

Prime Time 

With MSN BC set t~-~ premiere ":~I In," the Times~s B~un S teller 

takes a e]oser look at why the cable news ue~’ork moved host 

ChH s Hayes ko prime- 

~ vwEo: Dragonflies: Dainty but Deadly 

These highly developed insects e.un pinpoint Lheir prey, predict 

its fa’ajeetory m~d ehomp through a victim’s body in midflight. 

Related Article 

Hardbody’ 

Nlison Case and Jay Armstrong Johnson, accompanied by Trey 

zMmstasio on guitar, sing ’Tin Gone" from [he new Broadway 

musical, 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

One Imhlstry’s Hohl on the Scnate 

Medical-device companies persuaded la~nakers, even liberal senators, to 

s~ppot’a repea] of a vi~]ly needed tax. 

EDITORIAL 

Cyprus Was Not a~ Exception 

Europe needs to address Hsks in other financial hubs like L~embourg and 

Malta, which have banking systems much bigger tban their economies. 

EDITORIAL 

The immigra[ion jus[iee system inflicks arbitral), cruelty when ik kolds 

detainees in soI~tary eonfinemen[ as punishment lbr eiv~I violations. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Freedom Loses One 

If same-.sex mun-iage becomes Lhe law of the hind, it will be a 

victory for livi~g in a socie~, tbat i~duces you to ~an’ow your 

choices aud embrace your obligatious. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Investor Activism Gone Wild 

If J .Co Penney succumbs to its finuncial troubles, a sha~h~-~lder 

activist w~l] shoulder mueb of the blame. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"When TV Takes Its Time 

The answer to too many "Housewives" and k~o much foreusie 

hullabaloo? The genLle tempo and steu(gask puzzles of shows like 

Ja]~e Ca mlA on’s "Top of tb e I ake." 



ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I B~ythis Front Page 

FOLLOV,~US:     Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times Irom anywhere with our suite el apps: 

iPho~e® [ iPad® I Android [ All 

Visi~ The New Yo~k Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store )) ’ Help Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt,com )~ 

About This E-~ail 

This is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directly ta this e-mail 

You received this message because you sigaed up for ~J’r’~imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newslelter. 

As a member at the TRUSTe pdwc’f program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe i Manage Subscrip,’Jo~s I Change Your E..M~il == ~dvacy ~alicy I Co~tact i Ad,;er[ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

> Dear Professor Sable, 
> 

> I am a rising at UNC. I am emailing you because I am really interested in finding out more about the class you will be teaching in the fall I am 
, and I think this class could be a great fit for me 

> 

> Would it please be possible for you to send me the syllabus or outline if you have one available? I am cun-ently studying abroad in Cape Town, South Africa, so I would like to find out as 
much as possible about the class from the syllabus since I am not at UNC to ask questions in person. 
> 

> Thank you veW much, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> @live uric edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <Questia.EmaJl@maill.questia.com~ 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

We need your professor nominations tbr Questia’s MVP! 

Nominate your professor in Questia’s Most Valuable Professor Competition! 

Nominate Your Professor for MVP! 
lt~s easy and you could win 

Do you have a truly great professor that has made a profound impact 

h~m o~ h(~ ~o~ MVP--k, los[ Vah~ab~e P~ofessor~ 

To nomk~ate a professor.,~isit our Facebook pa.!~ie and in only 400 
character, s or less, [elf us why your p~ofessor deserves the Most Valuable 
Professor title, 

Nominate your professor today! 

Questia is operated by Cenga~e Learr~infj © 2013 All rights resec~’ed. 

Questta, i N State StreeL Sui[e 900, Chicago, IL 60602, United St’ales 

You have subscribed to receive emails from Questia You provided your e-mail address (eunice@enqail.unc edu) 

wi~en you registered or purchased from us To unsubscribe from such emails click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rontledge Books <mail.skozxacizvwparci@ta~ad£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Don’t Miss 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

ii"~ Routledge 

Now until April 2rid use discount code 
[3RK,S~ and receive 
Remember, a~ web orders over $35 

*Offer valid on!y v¢ith web orders at routtedqe com. 

focafpress.com, psypress.com or routfedqementalhealth com. 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We respect your privacy acid will not disclose, rent o~ soil your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered ill England under rio 1072954. 

Registerer~ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,~H 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe, please click on the li~d~ beiow Please note this is an sutoly~ated ope~stion. 

htt p:/~t andf.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC6717 Ugk JCt J 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 10:30 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

TOMORROW: Wednesday April 3 event at Duke: A Conversation with Sidney Mine 

S Minlz flyer-3-18-2013.pdf 

*please circulate widely* 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

and the ttahi ttumanities Lab at Duke 

are proud to present 

Anthropology and Caribbean History: A Conversation with Sidney ~4intz 

Sidney Mintz, whose work in Anthropology m~d His~to~ transformed [x~th fields, and has p~ofoundly shaped Caribbean Studies, 

will reflect here on his intellecttml trajectoo~, his life and field worl~ and the furore of the disciplines. 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 

4:00 pm 

Fill Garage 

Bay 4, Smith Warehonse 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd, Durham, NC 

Visitor proking is available on the south side of~e buikling 

Reception ~o tbllow 

See the attached flyer for more details. 

This event is free m~d open to the public. Please join us! 

Natalie Hat tman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American anJ Caribbean Stulies 

Duke University 

phone 919-68i-3983; fax 9i9-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:02 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu~ 

asmgr@listserv.unc.edu; asddd@li stserv.unc.edu 

[asddd] hnportant - Ammd[ Repo(t open for facul~ 

College AnnuaJ Report Faculty Manual.lxtf 

This message is being sent to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences with a copy to unit chairs]directors and administrative managers. 

The College Annual report system is now open for faculty to summarize their activities and accomplishments. Please complete your report, including stewarding 

private funds, by 

Please bookmark the address -- https:iicar.oasis.unc.edu!car!. Contact OASIS if you cannot access the system. 

The remainder of this email includes sections on the purpose of the Annual Report, details on stewardship, instructions on accessing the system, and how to get 

help using the system. 

Description]Purpose of the Arts & Sciences Annual Report 

All faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences are required to prepare an annual report of some of your activities and accomplishments for their department or 

curricula for the period            to              These reports are used for a variety of assessment and evaluation purposes within your units, but they are 

also an important component of the units’ required report to the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Details on Stewardship 

You may also be prompted to complete a tab labeled "Stewardship." This section is included if you have received funding from private sources. 

Your contributions last spring helped the Arts and Sciences Foundation produce nearly 600 letters to our generous College donors. This annual "stewardship 

report" explains how the fund was used, and includes information about the fund’s investment performance. Donors often respond with a thank-you note in 

appreciation. 

If you have questions about the Stewardship section, please contact one of the following staff members at the Arts & Sciences Foundation: 

Del Helton, deM~elton@unc.edu 962-8216 

Jim Magaw, jim.magaw@unc.edu, 962-6123 

Joanna Cardwell, joanna.cardwell@unc.edt~ 962-8342. 

We very much appreciate your assistance with another round of outstanding stewardship letters! 

Instructions for Accessing the Annual Report and Stewardship Section 

Follow the instructions below to access the Annual Report System online. Details on resetting your id!password are contained in the "Your Onyen" section, and 

contact OASIS with system problems. 

1) h ttps://car.oasis.u nc.eduica ri 

2) Login with your onyen and onyen password 

3) You can access the Stewardship system through a tab on the Annual Report. 

*For responses from years prior to 2010/2011 - His~oHcai System. 

Your Onyen 

Website: http:iionyen.unc.edu 

Your ONYEN is the first part of your email address, e.g. for an email address of jdoe(at)email.unc.edu your ONYEN is "jdoe" without the quotes. 

If you lose or forget your ONYEN password, you can get a new one by taking your UNC One Card (or another picture ID) to IT Response Center at Wilson Library suite 

300. It is not possible to recover your old password and for security reasons, you can get a new password only with a picture ID. 

If you have forgotten your ONYEN you may look it up by selecting the "Forgotten Onyen" button and supplying your last name and your PID. 

How to Get Help Using the Online System 

The attached help document explains the design and navigation for the system (new as of academic year 

Please contact OASIS for additional help. 

Thank you for completing your annual report in the online system by Friday, 

Kind regards. 

D~rector of Finan ce 

University of North ~ro~il~ at Chapel 
CB 3O56 
o f~ce - 919!:1~27~275 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday: 12:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fall Reseaxch Oppo~uities 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

My name is              and I am a rising      at UNC interested in engaging in research in the Fall. By way of background, I am a 
double major that is focusing on African politics, society, and diaspora. If you are willing, I would love to hear about any research projects that I would be able to access next 
year either with you or graduate students you may know. I am looking to expand my academic research as I progress with my thesis project about central and eastern Africa. 

Thanks so much. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 12:57 PM 

ttuman Pdghts Faculty Student Group <human right@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[huma~ rights] Meeting Next Thursday 

Hi everyone, 

We are moving the meeting from this Thursday to the follomng Thnrsday. I hope that still worlcs for everyone! 

See you then, 

UNC Class of 

You are currently subscribed to human rights as: ennice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 60620095.51fe3c891b483f68822900d343861c6e&~T&l humaaa rights&o 32946423 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32946423-60620095.51 fe3c891 b483f68822900d343861c6e(~listserv.unc.edu 



FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <Questia.EmaJl@maill.questia.com~ 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 2:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

We need your professor nominations tbr Questia’s MVP! 

Nominate your professor in Questia’s Most Valuable Professor Competition! 

Nominate Your Professor for MVP! 
lt~s easy and you could win 

Do you have a truly great professor that has made a profound impact 

h~m o~ h(~ ~o~ MVP--k, los[ Vah~ab~e P~ofessor~ 

To nomk~ate a professor.,~isit our Facebook pa.!~ie and in only 400 
character, s or less, [elf us why your p~ofessor deserves the Most Valuable 
Professor title, 

Nominate your professor today! 

Questia is operated by Cenga~e Learr~infj © 2013 All rights resec~’ed. 

Questta, i N State StreeL Sui[e 900, Chicago, IL 60602, United St’ales 

You have subscribed to receive emails from Questia You provided your e-mail address (eunice@enqail.unc edu) 

wi~en you registered or purchased from us To unsubscribe from such emails click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<campus@dail?4arheel.com~ 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Congratulate your seniors with The Daily Tar Heel 

Hello Eunice, 

As graduation is approaching, now is the perfect time to congratulate graduating seniors and wish them well in their future endeavors. Rtmning an adverlisement with 

The Daily Tar Heel is a great way to honor these seniors and flmnk them for their dedication and hard work during their time spent at UNC. 

The Graduation theme page wonld be an ideal place to mn yonr advertisement. This issue includes congratulatoo~ messages and baby pictures for seniors to have as a 

timeless keepsake as one of their last memories from [5NC. This issue will be published on Monday, 

I look tbrward to hearing ti~om you ~on. Please let me know if you have any ques~tions. 

Best, 

Account Executive 

The Daily Tar Heel 

919-962-1163 ext. 2 

campus@dailvtarheel.com 

Drive traffic & revenue to your business, let us build your affinity app! 
For a first-hand demo, click here to check it out! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~s~g.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

First Annual UNC Day Invitation 

Greetings to Ms. Eunice SaNe: 

On behalf of the UNC Chapter of New Bethel College MinistD~, your presence as our special guests has been requested as we host out First Annual UNC 

Day’. The purpose of UNC Day is for organizations, faculb~ members and students across the Universibl of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to come together for an 

annual event as we lift up fl~e name of Jesus Christ! Special performances Nil be forth coming, you roll be recognized, and reEeshments Nil be served immediately 

follomng the event. We ask that you reply via email whether or not you will be able to attend the eveut by 

Date: Sunday, 

Time: 11ran- 1:00pm 

Location: New Bethel Missionary Baptis~t Chmeh 

We will also be hosting a cookout on Saturday, 

at midnight. 

2508 Crest Street 

Durham, NC 27705 

in preparation for UNC Day. The cookout will take place from 2pm-6pm on the basketball 

court of Morrison Dormito~. Free tbod will be provided to the campus along with basketball tournameuts, water balloons, spades, etc. I encourage you to join us for 

the cookout if you axe available! Thank you for the impact that you have had on our campus and we hope that you can be a part of our Firs~t Annual UNC Day! 

Sincerely, 

UNC Campus Representative 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Media Production I Department of Communications 

.@email,unc,edu i 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Lawmakers in New York Tied to Bribery Plot in Mayor Race 

Top News 

Lawmakers in New York "l[’~ed to Bribery Plot ir~ 

Mayo~° Race 

State Se~mtor Maleohn A. Smith is accused of maki~g payme~ts 

to a city councilman as pat’a of a bid to get on the mayoral bailer 

in New ~¢ork. Six people were arrested in the ease. 

~ ~ Vide°: Riggin~ New York Ci~f’s Mayora~ Race? 

~ ~ Graphic: Uotanglin9 the ArroWs 

~ ~ Documeot: The Complaint Aga~ost Smith, Malcohn, Et A~ 

Retaile~ "[’rack Employee ’l’hef~s h~ Vast 

Databases 

Databases that are used by major retailers to prevent workers 

accused of stealing from getting another job are increasingly 

ander scrutiny li"om lav~t’e[~ and federal regal~[ors. 

Some American lawmake~ wor~?: fl~at a pathway to citizenship 

could encourage il]egaI immigration, but in some parts of Mexico 

there seem to be few people leR to come. 

, ~ Slide Show: EmpW Viilages Raise DouNs on New ~mmigratioo Wave 

~ lalcolm 

..... man}, 

Editors’ Picks 



u.~. slia~ s~,o~, 

Tennessee is one of a handful of states am:mpting a radical 

experiment in which schools are removed fl’om the oversight of traditional 

school boards a~d pooled ~n~o special dis~’iets. 

Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Diag~mMs: H~man 

Is being human fast becomi~% a eondit.i<m to be eo~tah~ed by 

presefip~on drags? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

JOSE LUgS LOPEZ> 32> a laborer m PeraIes, Mexico, on suggestions that immigration 

reform in the United States would draw mere migrants fi’om Nexieo, 

World 

North Korea Blocks Workers From South at Border 

The move carrie fore’ days after a threat to shut &~w~ a~ industrial park in the 

No~h that South Korea helps operate. 

UoNo Trea~" Is First A~med at Reg~lath~g Global 

Arms Sales 

The United Naiio~s Ge~eral ~sembly overwhelmi~gly 

apl.~roved a pioneering treab~ that links sales of eo~ve~fional 

weapons to the human Jghts n’cords of the buyer~. 

De,egat 

United 

Egyptians Strug,~e as Wary Tourists Stay Away 

gKvptians whose busit~esses rely on foreign visitocs say 

1.~roblems with securib, z m~d rising prices have caused alarm. 

visitors 

Were at 

Crucible of Chm~ge h~ Men~phis as State Tm"kes 

On Failing Schools 

h~ Memphis, a Mississippi River towt~ marked by pockets of 

e~trencbed black pover~z, some of the wo~t schools in the st~te 

~ ranklin, 



are in the midst of a radical experiment in reinventing public education. 

~ [] Slide Show: Turning Around Failing Schools 

Ssmdbag Season Has Fargo Tlfi~fldag of a Better 

Way 

Fargo, N.D., is preparing for its fom’th flood in the last five years, 

but plans are m~der way to wall offthe city from the Red River’s 

spring rages, 

More 

Adva~ces ir~ Scierme of Fi~°e Free a 

4" Years 

Release offe*s only a smalI measure of redemption for Ixmis 
Taylor arm’ his arson conviction for a deadly ~97o hotel fire 

Taylor 
a~ter his 

Business 

Addictive .~MtimM lNebeams Get Network               ~h~ 

Atte~tion                                                      ~or 
icks 

~6ma] Planet’s live lnkernek stream is promoting lO a&~tionaI 

Web cha n n d s th is week, i nclud~n g webcam s i)x" an ts, pen guJn s an d even 

cockroaches. 

J.C. Permey S|ashes Pay of Its Chief 

In a sign of dissatisfae@m at the t~x-mbled retail chain, the board 

of J.C. Penney gave Ron Johnson and other top executives no 

cash bonuses for 2oi2. 

SQUARE FEET 

A ]gui]ldir~g Not dust Green~ ]b~t Practica||y Ne|tL 

The Bullitt Center in Seattle is an expm~ment in sustainability, 

using ~cyded rainwater, solar panels and eompos king toilets. 

, [] Slide Sho,t¢: More Than Just Green 

The 

Buliitt 

Center 

Sports 

"vMth New Move, aay=Z Enters a Spo~ots Age~t 

State of Miad 

Jay-Z has long Been in the inner circle of A-Iist athletes, and now 



he is making a move to tam those relationships into big business 

in a more fl)rma] way. 

KNICKS 102, HEAT 90 

Anthony, With the Stage to Himself, Scores 5o 

Carmelo Anthony sco~wd a career high 5o poinLs against the 

Heat, who played a second consecutive game without ~Bron 

James, D~Tane Wade and Mario ( :halmera. 

Camqelo 

set his 

Cano Fires Agent and Sig~s With Jay-Z’s Agene, y 

Rohinson (?ano fired Scott Boras and hired an agency founded 

by Jay-Z, a move that may enhance his ehanee8 of s~ying with 

the Yankees beyond this seascm. 

~nd, ay- 

Arts 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’SPIES OF WARSAW’ 

Lonely Spy i~ a Love Triangle 

In "Spies of Wmsaw," a mini--series on BBC z~neriea based on ~he 

novel by Alan Furst, a French spy almost sh~gular~y watches 

Hitler’s tqse amid the inttqgues of Poland, France and Get~any. 

Chastened, Folk .~t i~l~semn Puts Down 

Healthier Roots 

Having sold its ex~’avagant Midtom~ building and embraced 

at,~et [?seal eon trds, ~e American Folk Art Museum has 

experienced a rise in atten&mee and the retnrn of some 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Arts Hub for All May Work for None 

When an arts building, like the planned hub at gronnd zero, is 

designed to be adaptable to eveud~ing, it can ~nd up bring not 

especially good for anythingo 

~ Spi~s of 

Tennant 

Edward 

S!ancha 

Dining & Wine 

CITY KITCHEN 

Banish "~inter V~qth the Taste of Sprhag 

In places where spring’s arNval isn’t yet full--blown, nfinfie its 

flavom with the r~ght use of local winter produce. Or cheat with 

something from [at~her away. 

R ESTAU RAN T TAKEAWAY 

Beet and B~gm" Salad 

A beet and bulgm" salad from Telepan on the Upper Wes t Side is 

catchy, b~gbt and exuherant]y different. 

A GOOD APPETITE 

A Cbd~ldhood Favorite Grows Up 

Tomato soup with grilled cheese is unbeatable, but grown-up 

additions like fennel and ehile powder take the dish to a higher 

level 

and 

Today’s Video 



The Times’s Que~tin Hardy talks with Ma~?~ Roach about her 

new book, "Gulp: Adventures on the Alimentat3, Canal." 

~ T~e bta~vels in Your Mouth 

~ Gulp! The Quiz 

For more video. ~; to NYTimes.com/Video ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Justice (;i~sbmog’s Misdire~rtion 

The lessoi~ o[ Roe v, Wade is that the Supreme Com’t must not wait on 

flmdamental rights. 

EDITORIAL 

Swift approval of the bipartisan bill would scud a message to the entice eounhT 

that some issues must rise above polides~ 

EDITORIAL 

Tcou bling testim ony emerges from a thh:d stop-an d-fl’isk case agai~st th e New 

York Police Departra eu t. 

mere ,.’.piRion; ",.4o to NYTimee.comtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ever wonder how your kid’s school compares ~th one in China? 

Now you can find out. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Happily Neve~° A~e~°°? 

~r, unmodern e.omf debates a modem issue, all of which has left 

a fl’ie~d eompletely exhausted. He shares his perspective. 

a Coiumnis[ Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Did :P~tin Nirik 

Paranoia i~ Russia drove hi~liol~s of rubles offshore, seeking safety. 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I Buythie Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinteres[ 

[]     iI .’>. ’~"~’ I 

Access The New York Times Item anywhere with our’ suite el apps: 

iPhone® I iPad® j Android I 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mebile website at 
Times Store ~> ’ Help Sectio~ >> ’ m.nyt,com >> 



About This E-~,~ail 

This is ala automated e-mail Please do not reply directly te ’(his e-mail 

You received ~his ~T!essage because yOLI aigrled up for NYq-imea.com’s Today’s Headiir!es r~ewsietter. 

As a member of the IRUSTe privacy program, we are ce~mi~ed to pretecth~g your privacy 

U~subscribe i Mana#e Subscriptio~s I Cha~.qe Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Cow,tact i Advertise 



Department of African American and Diaspora Studies (AAAD) 
CCO Courses to be offered via the Friday Center 

Fall 2013 

Carolina Courses Online (CCO) 
CCO courses operate on the regular semester schedule, are totally online (asynchronous), and are offered 
during fall and spring semesters and over one summer session that spans both UNC summer sessions. 

Instructor Names* 
Course Number and Name and PID 

AAAD 101 Timothy McMillan, PID 

Email address 
and Instructor Rank 

Senior Lecturer 
Tj m 1 @em ail.unc, edu 

*It would be helpful if you used the instructors’ official names associated with their PIDs. 

Note: If courses tend to enroll ten or fewer students each semester, please consider offering them 
just once a year. 

The potential impact of overload pay should be considered for any instructors who are full-time 
faculty members~ Each time an instructor revises and teaches a course, they receive      (for TAs) or 

(for faculty and others with PhDs)~ If they have recently authored the course, they receive an 
additional        If these amounts exceed the overload limit for any instructor, please contact us so that 
alternative arrangements can be discussed. 

Please sign below and return to Judith Benowitz at the Friday Center (CB# 1020) by March 1, 2013. 

By signing below, you affirm that these instructors have been or will be appointed to the appropriate rank 
within your department/school and meet the minimum requirements of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools, our accrediting agency, for teaching the course or courses designated. 

Dean, Department Chair, or Associate Chair Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anspach, Amy <anspach~email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:40 AM 

Anspach, Amy <anspach@email.nnc.edu> 

Pierce, Jackie <japievce@email.unc.edu>; Rio, ttolly <holly rio@unc.edu~>; barb@pointmade.com; Dayne Harrison 
(dayne@pointmade.com) 

ACRED Cocktail Reception Confirmation & Paxking Inib 

Cocklail Party, Directions.doc 

Hello all! 
We look forward to seeing you at the ACRED Cocktail Reception this Thursday night from 6-Spm. Thank you to Barb and AIston for opening their home for this event 

Free parking will be available in the Preservation Chapel Hill lot at the Horace Williams House, 610 E. Rosemary Street. See the attached 

document for specific driving directions and a map. 

Business casual attire please. 

You may contact me directly with any questions. 

Thank you, 

Amy 



Department of African American and Diaspora Studies (AAAD) 
CCO Courses to be offered via the Friday Center 

Fall 2013 

Carolina Courses Online (CCO) 
CCO courses operate on the regular semester schedule, are totally online (asynchronous), and are offered 
during fall and spring semesters and over one summer session that spans both UNC summer sessions. 

Instructor Names* 
Course Number and Name and PID 

AAAD 101 Timothy McMillan, PID 

Email address 
and Instructor Rank 

Senior Lecturer 
tjml @email.unc.edu 

*It would be helpful if you used the instructors’ official names associated with their PIDs. 

Note: If courses tend to enroll ten or fewer students each semester, please consider offering them 
just once a year. 

The potential impact of overload pay should be considered for any instructors who are full-time 
faculty members. Each time an instructor revises and teaches a course, they receive      (for TAs) or 

(for faculty and others with PhDs). If they have recently authored the course, they receive an 
additional       If these amounts exceed the overload limit for any instructor, please contact us so that 
alternative an-angements can be discussed. 

Please ~ign below and return to Judith Benowitz at the Friday Center (CB# 1020) by March _1_,_.2_0.1_3_.._ 

By signing below, you affirm that these instructors have been or will be appointed to the appropriate rank 
within your department/school and meet the minimum requirements of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools, our accrediting agency, for teaching the course or courses designated. 

Dean, Dep~rtr~ent Chair, or Associate Chair Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, April 3, 2013 11:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Create Inspirational Events! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

::Ni JodiSolomon Speakers 

Nei~ deGrasse T~gson 
America’s 8strophysicist and host of the "Cosmos" TV sedes sequel 

[Edith W}dder 
BioiogisL Adventurer, Deep Sea Explorer .- and the first person in histo~ai to 
capture footage of the elusiws G a -~t Sc!~ d 



~ Ledbette~ 
The story of the courageous woman whose discrimination battle inspired 
the Ledbetter Fair Pay Restoration Act. 

Famed essayist on issues of race, religion and education in America 

Josh K~ein 
Expert HackeL inr’..ovator and Host of Nat.ionai Geog~aphic’s "The 

Forward this email 

] 

[his email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by j-~--d--i-s--~-~-~-~-m-~-~J-1-@~-~--d-[~-~-~-~--n--s-~-~-a-~-k--e-L‘F-:-c--~-~-11 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

:lodi Solomon Speakers :: 295 Huntington Avenue i Boston MA 02115 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atldns, Carolyn A <casquire@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 11:46 AM 

~embarqmail.com’; @gmail.com’; Davis, Nancy K <nancy davis@unc.edu-~; Harper, James R 

<james hatper@med.unc.e&~; Sahle, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu> 

2013 Massey Au.ards announcement 

Hello 2013 C. Knox Massey Distinguished Award Winners! 
Announcements were posted this morning at: 
http://unc.edui 
http://gaze~te.unc~edu/2~3/~4/~2/six..at..car~ina..receive.prestigi~us.massey..awards/ 
.h---t-t--P--~-~--.-~--.-~--.~-u---~--c--..-e-.-d-.y~.n--~-a-.s--£e--$~.~-a-.r--d-.~-~ 
congratulations! 
Carolyn 
Carolyn Atkins 

Director of Stewardship 

The Ur~Jversity ef North Ca;~lina at Chapel Hill 

Oilice of University Deveiooment 

Campus Box 6100, 208 West Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 

O~ice: (919) 962-1536 

E-maii : 

Fax: (919) 962-2387 



OVERLOAD ACTIVITY APPROVAL FORM 

This form must accompany any payment request for overload activities performed. The overload activity 
must conform to the applicable Division policy. The requesting department should initiate this form. 

[~ Academic Affairs 
[] Health Affairs 

Name Barbara Anderson Home Department 

Title    Associate/Director Requesting Department 

African Studies Center 
African and Afro American 
Studies 

Amount of 
Overload Activity: From: 06/20/2013 To: 07/26/2013 Compensation: 
(Please describe.) Source of Compensation: [] State Fds [] Trust Fds [] Ctrts & Grants 

Summer Salary for SS2 - Barbara will teach AFAM 101, Section 1 during Summer 
Session 2 for the Department of African and Afro American Studies. 

Previous overload activities in requesting unit (in the two years preceding this request): 

[] None 

Dates: 210112013 to 0513112013 

Activity: TEACHING AFAM COURS DURING SPRING 2013 SEMESTER 

Dates: 

Activity: 

Dates: 

Activity: 

The total of overload payments per fiscal year is limited to 25% of current annual salary for EPA 
9-month employees and 20% of current annual salary for EPA 12-month employees. It is the 
employee’s responsibility to ensure this limit is not exceeded. Employees may not receive 
overloads while on leave. 

Initial 

Initial 

I understand payment will not be made for amounts exceeding the overload limit. 

I certify I will not be on leave during the time period of this overload request. 

Employee Signature: Date 

An overload activity must be approved by the head of the unit where the person’s regular appointment 
lies, the dean/director of that unit, the head of the unit where the overload is to take place, and the 
dean/director of that unit prior to commencement of duties associated with the overload. 

Approved:                                                       Date 
(Requesting Chair) 

Approved:                                                       Date 
(Requesting Dean/Director) 

Approved:                                                       Date 
(Home Chair) 

Approved:                                                       Date 
(Home Dean/Director) 

Approved:                                                       Date 
(EPA Non-Faculty Office or Provost’s Office) 

Return form to: Tia Howell 
CB #3435 
115 Abernethy Hall 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 12:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Barbara Anderson 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth 

I am happy to inform you, Tia confirmed Professor B. Anderson’s summer salary will be cover by the Summer School personnel budget. Please see below 

Tia’s message. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Howell, -Ra N. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 11:58 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Barbara Anderson 

Hey~ I spoke with Erin in Summer School and Barbara’s salary should be coming from the Summer School Personne~ gudget~ I have sent an overload form that 

need to be attached ~:o ~:he EPAWeb action that you aheady a~roved ~’m g.Nng to try and push that through ~:his week. 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Wednesday, April 03, 2013 11:12 AM 

T~ Howell, Tia N. 
Su~je~t~ RE: Barbara Anderson 

Hello Tia 

I am sorry to bother you again about this matter. We need to know if I have to move funds from the 3000 object code to cover Barbara’s summer salary. 

We have a plan committed with Dr. SaMe and Professor Janken, to spend the summer school supplies and materials fund, however, we cannot implement 

the plan until we know, for sure, if the summer school budget is enough to cover Barbara’s salary. 

Please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Monday, April 01, 2013 9:22 AM 

T~ Howell, Tia N. 
Su~je~t~ RE: Barbara Anderson 

-rha~ will be greaL 

Thanks 

F~m= Howell, ~a N. 
Sent= Monday, April 01, 2013 9:21 AM 

To~ Colon, Sonia 
Subject= RE: Barbara Anderson 

~ think summer salary shouM have enough [o cover her added dass. ~ hope [:o hear back ~rom Erk~ at Summer School 

~T~a 

From= Colon, Sonia 
Senti Monday, April 05, 2053 9:20 AN 

To= Howell, Tia N. 
Subject= RE: Barbara Anderson 

Do you th~nk Summer Schoo~ salary have enough to cover 8arbma? Or~ have to se{ aside d)~s fl"om d~e 3000 object code? 

P~ease ==at me know. 

Sortie 

F~m~ Howell, ~a N. 
Sent~ Monday, April 01, 2013 9:~2 AN 

Te~ Colon, SoMa 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject~ RE: Barbara Anderson 

Hey Eunice and Sonia, 

FYI. I re--did the calculation based on Surnmer School Salary calculator. For g credit hours, Barbara’s Summer Salary should be 

~T~a 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 20, 2013 ~:53 PN 

Te~ Howell, Tia N. 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Su~ject~ RE: Barbara Anderson 

Eunice and Tia, just to give ~ou the figures we have at this point on Summer School budget, to cover Professor Anderson summer session salarg - 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 1:21 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Barbara Anderson 

Her amount for summer session 2 should be but, we may have enough personne~ money k~ summer schoo~ to cover ~t. Let me check w~th Erin Mose]ey over 

h~ the su]~]n~er school dept. once ~{mk:e kd:s me know whk:h class Barbara w~H ~:each. 

~’T~a 

Fmm: Colon, Sonia 



Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 :~:19 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject-" Barbara Anderson 

Tia, when you get a chance, can you tell me how much is going to be pay to Barbara during summer session. 

Thankyou 

ii’~’iI old well b ..... I 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Department of Public Policy 

919-962-4854 

Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 

African & Afro-American Studies 

919-966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



OVERLOAD ACTIVITY APPROVAL FORM 

l T his form must accompany any payment request for over~oad activities performed. The overload activity 
must conform to the applicable Division policy. The requesting department should initiate this form. 
[] Academic Affairs 
[] Health Affairs 

Name Barbara Anderson 

Title Associate/Director 

Home Department African Studies Center 
African and Afro American 

Requesting Department Studies 

Amount of 
Overload Ac~vity: From: 06120/2013 To: 07t26/2013 Compensation: 

(Please describe.) Source of Compensation: [] State Fds [] Trust Fds [] Ctrts & Grants 
Summer Salary for SS2 - Barbara will teach AFAM 101, Section 1 during Summer 
Session 2 for the Department of African and Afro American Studies. 

Previous overload activities in requesting unit (in the two years preceding this request): 

[~ None 

Dates: 2101/2013 to 05/31/2013 

Activity: TEACHING AFAM COURS DURING SPRING 2013 SEMESTER 

Dates: 

Activity: 

Dates: 
Activity: 

The total of overload payments per fiscal year is limited to 25% of current annual salary for EPA 
9-month employees and 20% of current annual salary for EPA 12-month employees. It is the 
employee’s responsibility to ensure this limit is not exceeded. Employees may not receive 
overloads while on leave. 

understand payment will not be made for amounts exceeding the o~rload limit, 

certify I will not be on leave during t_he time period of this overload request. 

An overload activity must be approved by the head of the unit where the person’s regular appointment 
lies, the dean/direc[or of that unit, the head of the unit where the overload is to take place, and the 
dean/director of that unit prior to commencemen[ of duties associated with the overload. 

Approved:                                                      Date 
(Requesting Chair) 

Approved:                                                      Date 
(Requesting Dean/Director) 

Approved:                                                      Date 
(Home Chair) 

Approved:                                                      Date 
(Home Dean/Director) 

Approved:                                                      Date 
(EPA Non-Faculty Office or Provost’s Office) 

Return form to: Tia Howell 
CB #3435 
115 Abernethy Hall 

Revised 02/12 



OVERLOAD ACTIVITY APPROVAL FORM 

l T his form must accompany any payment request for overload activities performed. The ovedoad activity 
must conform to the applicable Division policy. The requesting department should initiate this form. 

[] Academic Affairs 
[] Heafth Affairs 

Name Barbara Anders~                Home Department African Studies Center 
African and Afro American 

Title AssociatelDirector Requesting Depaament Studies 

Amount of 
Overload Ac~vity: From: 06120/20t3 To: 07/2612013 Compensation: 
(Please de~fibe.) Source of Compensation: ~ State Fds [~ Trust Fds [] Ctrts & Grants 

Summer Salary for SS2 - Barbara will teach AFAM 101,Section 1 during Summer 
Session 2 for the Department of African and Afro American Studies. 

Previous overload activities in requesting unit (in the two years preceding this request): 

[] None 

Dates: 210~t2013 to 0~131/2013 

Activity: TEACHING AFAMCOURS DURING SPRING 20t3 SEMESTER 

Dates: 

Activity: 

Dates: 

Activity: 

The total of overload payments perfiscal year is limited to 25% of current annual salary for EPA 
9-month employees and 20% of current annual salary for EPA 12-month employees. It is the 
employee’s responsibility to ensure this limit is not exceeded. Employees may not receive 
overloads while on leave. 

¯ ~ ! understand payment will not i~e made for amounts exceeding the o~rload limit. 

~ ! certify I will not be on leave during t_he 5me period of this overload request. 

An overload activity must be approved by the head of the unit where the person’s regular appointment 

ties, the dean/direc~or~ of that unit, the heart of the unit where the overload is to take place, and the 
dean/director o~th~tunit.prior to commencemert of duties associated with the overload. 

Approved: ~ -- ~ ~ L2. . ~ ~L~L Date ~ ~-- 
v ~ (Requesting @air) . 

Approved:                                                     Date 
(Re.questing Deat)/Dimcter~ 

Approved:                                                     Date 
{Home Chair) 

Approved:                                                   Date 
{Home Dean/Director) 

Approved:                                                   Date 
(EPA Non.Fa~utty ONce or f~fovo~t’s Office) 

Return form to: Tin Howell¯ 
CB #3435 
~ 15 Abemethy Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Lecture.docx; and (presented) lecture (Afri. 



Lecture: Afri 

Tensions underpinning the OAU 

Local level: 

¯ Weak vs strong approaches (African institutional and 
political unity) 

¯ Nationalism 
. Sovereignty (OAU charter- sovereignty equality, non- 

interference and respect for sovereignty and territorial 
integrity) 

. Different national historical trajectories (historical 
memories, development ideologies and political 
projects 

¯ Generic commitment to the principles of the 1948 
UDHR 

Nature of state forms 
. Structural power (weak material base 
¯ Political base (fragmented - civic vs cultural/spatial citizenship ) 

- - production and politicization of ethnic identities (Rwanda and 
Kenya) 

¯ Ruling elites (focus on state security and consolidation of 
political power) 

Global Level: 
¯ Geopolitics of the Cold War 
¯ Ethos of modernization theory 
¯ Support for military and civilian dictatorships in scholarly and 

public policy circles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland AJ~ Museum <esbowles~email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 2:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Activated Art and More! 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

"Act~wr~d Art" Ret~.m~s to th~ Acktand 
Performances begin Friday, 5 April 2013. 

Tickets are on sale now! 

"The Last Word" by Dana Coen in Activated Art 2012 theater 

entitted ACTIVATED ART, works of art in the Acktand’s permanent collection may 

be experienced in unexpected and thought-provoking ways. Learn more about 

ACTIVATED ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 

(919.962.0216) through the Ackland Museum Store today! 

Save the Date! 

ACKLAND SPRING LUNCHEON 

Thursday, 2 May 

11:30 AM- 2:00 PM 

The Great Room at Top of the HiLL 

Gather with members and friends of the 

AckLand to cerebrate a wonderful year of 

exhibitions and events. 

ixii 

Tickets on sate April 11 at the Museum Store. 

Thursday, 4 April 

1:00-4:00 PM 

Every other month, the Acktand Art Museum 

invites members of the public to bring in a 

work of art for consideration by an Ackiand 

expert. Curators may offer insight into the 

significance of the piece and its subject 

matter, as we[[ as the techniques used by the 

artist and the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ack[and staff is unable to 

authenticate or financia[ty appraise works of 

art. Limit one work per person. 

Registration required: ca[[ 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 



Art &/a Q:~rte 
Friday 5 April, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Saturday, 6 April, 1:00 - 4:00 PM 

Start your weekend creatively with hands- 

on art classes designed especially for 

Carolina students. Each class begins at the 

Ack[and Art Museum, where you’[[ examine 

the techniques, materials, and effects 

other artists have achieved. You’[[ then go 

to a studio in Hanes Art Center to try the 

techniques yourself as you create works of 

art that you can take home. 

This week: Printmaking: Linoleum Prints - Q: When is a picture also a 

sculpture? A: When it’s a relief print, like the one you’ll make in this 

class. First, you’ll design an image, then you’ll carve it in a block of 

linoleum, and finally ink the image and transfer it onto paper. Take home 

both your very own fine art print and the block you make it with! 

Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with 

some art experience. 

These classes are supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ 

Council 

Location: Meet in the Ack[and lobby 

Cost: S8 per c[ass~ materials provided 

Instructors: Connie Zamorano, artist, and Erica Longenbach, art 

historian. 

Registration is required, as space is limited..R_ _S._V_..P__9_0_!)..n_~__h_._ejLe_! 

Ki te~-iv~a ki ~-x.~ Workshops 
Designed for kids ages 5-12, these 

workshops provide a Tyvek kite and a 

wide assortment of materials for 

decorating it. Finished kites go on display 

in the Museum Store’s gat[ery space! 

Saturday, 6 April 

First session: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Second session: 1:00 - 3:00 PM 

Sunday, 7 April 

First session: 12:00 - 2:00 PM 

Second session: 2:30 - 4:30 PM 

REGISTRATION INFO HERE! 

Art Advemtures: Greek 

Saturday, 6 April 

Morning Session: 10:30 ~ - 12:30 PM 

Afternoon Session: I:00 - 2:30 PM 

Th~s Apr~: Tr~arL~II÷ East Asia Colloquium 



The AcMand is pleased to host this 

year’s Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium (TEAC)from 12-13 

April 2013. An annual event that 

promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 

is organized by the faculty from 

UNC-Chape[ Hill, Duke University, 

and North Carolina State 

University. 

This year, the co[[oquium’s theme 

is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six papers wilt investigate different ways 

in which one art medium represents art of another medium, e.g. a 

painting about music or a film about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and register online. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ackiand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackiand Art 

Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 
James Lesesne Welts: Mask Composftfon, n.d.; Linoleum-cut. Ackland Art Museum, Burton Emmett Co[[ection. 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Bucci Painter, Greek, Attic, 6th century B.C.: Vessel (Neck Amphora) ~fith Apollo, Leto, and Artemfs, c. 540-530 BCE; terra 

cotta, btack-fisure ware. Acktand Art Museum, Ackland Fund. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to euniceC~email.unc~edu by _e_ _s_ _b_ _o_ _w_ _ [ _e_ _s_ _@_ _e_ _n)_ _a_ [ Lu_ _n_ _c_ ~_ _e_ _d_ _u_ 
Update Profile/Email Address Iristant [emoval witil SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 3:11 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]lmmanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationallmmanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Art Historian Moma O2qeill to,no,row, April 4, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

T~e Dec~ra~- _A_~~ ~f D~splay: 

Morna O’Neill, Wake Forest University 

~:N~ Inline image 1 

Thursday, April 4, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 
In her talk, Morna O’Neill will explore the intertwined discourses of fine and decorative art in the Edwardian era through an examination of the 
career of Hugh Lane. A successful dealer of Old Master pictures and collector of modern art based in London, Lane invented the role of freelance 
curator, and his projects suggest the ways in which decorative art is able to be both public and private in the same moment, a product of individual 
will and collective action. 

O’Neill is assistant professor of art history at Wake Forest University where her research focuses on the intersection of politics and artistic 
practice in late nineteenth-century Europe. She is the author of Walter Crane: The Arts and Crafts, Painting, and Pofitics, 1875-1890 and 
coeditor with Michael Hatt of The Edwardian Sense: Art, Design, and Performance in Britain, 1901-1910. She was curator of the exhibition IArt 
and Labour’s Cause is One:’ Walter Crane and Manchester, 1880-1915 at the Whitworth Art Gallery, University of Manchester, in 2008-09 and 
author of the exhibition catalogue. O’Neill has received fellowships from the Frick Collection and Art Reference Library, the Paul Mellon Centre for 
Studies in British Art, the Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, and the Huntington Library. In 2013, she is working at the Center as the 
Benjamin N. Duke Fellow on Decoration and Display: British Art and International Exhibitions, 1888-1910. 

To reserve space, please follow Ibis link, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. H6, or rnjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

Nalional Humanities Center 
7 ~I: W. Alexander Drive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:43 PM 

AtiJcan American Studies <M~m-web@~mc.edu>;          @unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 

<ehube@email.unc.e&~>; Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@emaJl.unc.edu>; Aldrich, ttoward E <ttoward Aldrich@unc.e&~>; 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@ad.unc.edtr>; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershtd@emaJl.unc.edu>; Maflly-Kipp, Laurie F. 

<IVLA2FFLY@email.nnc.edu>; Kaamer, Lloyd S <ll~ame@etnail.unc.edu>; DePersia, Laura <lauradepersia@nnc.edu>; Ca~celli, Regina M 

<rca~relli@email.unc.edt~-; Religious Studies Depazlnent <religion-web,@unc.edu>; MeMn, Virginia J <~jmelvin@email.unc.edu>; Handa, 

Sudhanshu < shanda@email.unc.edu>; Thotnpson, Karen <l~hompsl@etnail.nnc.edu:> 

Fwd: Department Emails 

Good Evening, 

I hope that this message finds you well. My na~ne is             and I am currently a 

Each year the Residence ttall Association and the National Residence Hall ttonoraU come together with DttRE to organize aiming to raise 

awareness about the different tbnns of          that axe present on cmnpus and in the larger society,                                      where participants 
experiences, skits~ media, m~d passive areas illuminating          in our socieF. Then there is a half hour processing time ruth a professiondl s~alt’mem~r. This 

year’s event is scheduled to take place             and is open to the public. 

I am emailing you ~cause I thought that students in your departneut might be interested in attending the event. Registration is ongoing up until the nights before each 
? v tour and it is completely free. Would you be able to pass the below message along to your listserv’~ Thank you for ~ our time and consideration and please let me know 

if you have any questions or would like additional infommtion. 

Best, 

i.~.i Inline imago 1 

Hello, 

Are yon interested in r ~ ould you like to learn more about different forms of and how it has impacted students here on-campus? Attend the 

If you have any ques~tions abont registration, please direct them to 



Thankyou’, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~,aimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 6:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiMmc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Real Estate Savvy, Catting-Edge Video and More 

Real Estate Savvy 
Whet get’ you’ve a buyer, a se[li;r or just a dreami;r~ t:vust 
The New York Ti mes’s Real Estate section for the world’s 
best [peal and global listings, with an advanced search function 
that allows you to tailor yore" hunt by dozens of criteria. 
eom’se, you’ll also fiud a wot’ld of articles, in tevviews, profiles, 
graphics aud ew~ryone’s favorite: slide shows. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: t p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/e@ pomo/20 30403/a mes 1 Y 

.glI @Vi .... April 3, 2013 ] 

Cuttlng-Edge Vkleo 
The Times’s legeBdat’y reportage i:ontinnes to ew)b, e with 
the gt’owing importance o[ video storytelling, 
haeovporated i~ to ewmy [aeet 
World, Business. Se~euee, Opinion, Arts, Style, Spovts~ And dou’t 
miss EdRors’ Choice, a eurated collection of videos, or TimesCast, 
weekday a[Iernoon videos by Times edRot’s and repm’u~rs 
off eying insight i~to the day’s most important ~ews sto~es. 

Don’t Nis$ on NWimescom 

¯ Ponce de Ledn, Exposed 
¯ N ature’s Drone, Pretty and Deadly 
¯ Sta~e-Wt’eeked: The Corruption of Capitalism in Amet’iea 
¯ Reasons Not to Stretch 
¯ Obama to Unveil Initiative to Map the Human grain 

Top 6 Viewed Features 
(Be>s’een Ma[ 27, 20!3 -Apr. 2, 2013) 

¯ . OMine Dispute Becomes ~nternet-Suarling Attack 

~.~, Snndown in America 

3. Is Giving the Secret to Getting Ahead? 

4. Kevin Wards Gruesome injury From an Innocuous Play 

5. Mo’e Di Rnos of A.D.H.D. C using Con rn 

~LENS BLOG: Pieh~res of 

the Day 
Photos fi’om the West Bank, 
Myanmar, South Africa and 
Nepal. 

~ SLIDE SHOSV," Pattycake: 

A look back at the life of 
Pattyeake, an instant star, who 
drew huge erowds charmed by 
her sweet antics. 

AUDIO: NYTimes~emn Podcasts 
Listen to New York Times 
editors, critics and reporters 
discuss the day’s news and 
features. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Fast Food Is 

Possible. But 

Edible°? 
Time to supersize 
your bean burger and sweet 
potato ti’ies. 

[] Join ti~e Conversation 

A daily e-mail nevcsleRer 

on [he business of 

technology, with 
ooverage from F~mes 

staff writers and a 

roundup of news from 

across the Web. 

Delivered before the 

opening bell and a~er the 

market close, the DealBook 
e-mail newsle~er provides 
breaking news about 

MS&s, I P.O s, ven[u~e 

capital and more 



All ~hings fashion from Tile 
New York Times; featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

Item acciaimed critics and 

re po Re rs. 

ABOUT TH~S E-IVIA~L 

@Times comes to you [ram ~he N~q-imes corn marketing departmerlL You received this message because you signed up 

for NY[inles corn’s @Times :qewsle.ff, er. 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes corn 820 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: ~live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:42 PM 

To: 

Subject: F,-;ecutive Branch Cabinet Applications 

Good Evening, 

I hope this email finds you well. As chair of your department, I am hoping that you will be able to send out an announcement over your listserv about the Executive 

Branch Cabinet application process. We are currently recruiting students to apply for co-chair positions for Student Government and would greatly appreciate your 

support and help by spreading the word. Below is the blurb I have sent to various listservs already. 

As the year winds down and thoughts o,f next semester begin to creep up amidst exam preparation and daydreams of summer, it is the perfect time to consider how 

you will give back to Carolina next year. And if you find yourself wondering how you’ll carry on the spirit of Carolina next year - how you’ll impact that ever-growing 

sea of Tar Heel blue -you’re in luck; the administration has just what you’re looking for. 

The         administration is now accepting appfications from driven, eager and innovative students to chair the more the 14 Executive Branch committees and 

special projects for the       academic year. 

These committees and special projects plan and implement a variety of innovative projects and events to ensure that aft students" voices on campus -from Ram’s 

Head Plaza to the Sundial -are heard and represented. 

Please visit unc.edu/studgov to download the cabinet appfication. Applications are due back Friday, 

Thank you very much for your help! 

Best, 

at 5:00 PM. 

University of North Carolina at Chape! Hill, 



From: @live.unc,edu:" 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:49 PM 

To: 

Subject: Carolina Priceless Gems Event 

The First-Year Focus Council of Student Government will be hosting its first ~nnual Priceless Gem£ event - ~ night for C~ro~ina students to sh~re how they have left their 

Heelprint at UNC. Nominated undergraduates will share the# stories to ~nsp~re others ~ embrace their p~sbns and m~ke the# dreams a re~, The event will be Fdday, 

at 7:30 PN ~n the Stone Cen~r, 

SPEAKERS INCLUDE: 

SPECLAL PERFORNANCES BY [,IIPSO with emcee 

Free hors d’oeuvres and desserts will be served! The event is open to all UNC students and faculty, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Dementia Cost, Already High, Is Projected to Double by 2040 

,"d::ar Poi:i.:ii: V@:’o i :~i~::s,-:iibe: Di9~l / Home Delb’eR~ 

Today’s Headlines 

INTHISE4~IAILI :~i NYT I World U,S Business i Sporks Arts i Fashion&Style Today’s 

Video i Editorials Op-.~JA i OnF~is Day i 

Top News 

Dementia Cost, Already H~gh, is Projected to :~ the. 
Dolllb]le |~,’ ~O~O ...... Hebrew 

Home at 

The most Hgorous study to date of how much it costs to (tare fix" 

Americans wi’~ demen[ia %und ~at the financial burden is ak 

least as high as thak for either heart disease or cancer, and is probably higher. 

Power Struggle GNpph~g ][ran Ahead of Vote 

With only mcmths to go before his last presidential term, 

elections in June, Mahmoud AbmadiuQiad has suq~rised many of 

his critics by ehalle[~ging a coalition d traditionalists. 

Upsta,~ Group Puslies Harder Than the 

Although it is dwmqed by the Natio~al Rifle Association, 

Owners of Amet{ca, a pro-gun lobbying group, ~as grown in 

i~fluenee since the debake over gun eo~troI ~aas surgedo 

...... Pratt, 

: xacutiv 

Editors’ Picks 

THEATER 

~ VmEO: _Alee Baldwh~ Back or~ Broadway 

Alec gald~’vin. Ben Foster a~d Tom S~rriclge dise~ss the gfi~~ 

drama "Orphans," Mr. BMdwin’s first Broadway appearance 

since 20o4. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How the LRoSo Hurts Mothers 

Ore: tax code discourages maW mktdle-elass mothers from 

working. 

World 

Taliban Assm~lt on Afghtm Compmmd Leaves 

Dozens Dead 

In one of the war’s deadliest insnrge~t attacks, ni~m Tali bm~ 

fighters stormed a government compound, killing at least 44 

people and wounding more than loo in a hostage standoff’. 

U,So Speeds Missile Defense to G~m After Nm~ 

Korea Bars So~th’s Workers 

T~e North’s threats and provocative acts prompted the 

Pet~tagon to announce the deplwment of an advanced radar 

batteW a~d antimissile sysDm to Guam. 

, [] rimeline an No~:h Korea’s Nuclear Prog~m 

i~ This 
image 

from 

N~ultip~ying [he Old Divisions of Class in Britain 

Usi~g an onli~e questionnaire filled out by over ~61,ooo people, 

the BBC has concluded that in today’s complicated world, there 

are seven social classes, not three. 

U,S. 

Alabmna Legislature Passes New Ua~fits on 

Abortion Cli nicks 

Dot-:tot~ who perform abortion, s wouM be required to have 

admission pi{vileges at local hospitals, which the political 

climate could make difficuR for them to obtaim 

Opening Up, Stud ants Tran sform a Vieio~as 

Circle 

Restorative justice, which encourages yom~g people to develop 



empathy %r one another, is increasingly offered in schools 

see]dng au alter~mtive to "zero tolerance" poIMes. 

~ [] Slide Show: Defusing Conflict in Schools 

Veterans .Affairs Officials Offer Reassurance 

Abo~t Troubled lqosp~t~ 

At a public meedng over an embattled medical center in 

d admen, Miss., statemet~t* by a senior he~flth official drew 

skeptical respouses. 

Wbe’: i la ce 

For mere US. news, ~ie to NYTimes.comlO8 ~ 

Business 

%~almart Strains to Keep Aisles Stocked Fresh 

The retailcr is grappling with low customer coufidence aftcr it 

cut so many workers that it cannot stock iL~ sheh’es properly, 

aeeon-liug to some employees m~d iudustU analysts. 

Suit by Ex-~ ire of SAC s Cohen Revived on             ..,,~ o, 

Appeal                                                             st~.ve~ 

S revert A. Cohen’s ex--wKe accused him of hiding millions of 

dollars in assets whe~ they divmved and claimed his hedge tim& SAC Capital 

Advisors, was a "racketeezqng scheme." 

STATE OF THE ART 

BreaMng Fre, e of the Cellphone Carrier 

Conspiracy 

T-Mobile, the smallest of fl~e Big Four eellphone carriers, steps 

awW fl’om the two-year, unbreakable contract that SpHnL, VeHzon and 

live by. 

~ [] Video: 60 Seconds WRh Pogue on Ceilphone Billing 

Sports 

Rutgers Leaders Are Faulted on Abusive Coach 

Mike Rice’s dismissal after the release of a video did little to 

quiet exqtics, who called for the jobs of univexsi{y offidals and 

asked why Mr. Riee was not fired soouer. 

~ D When Tough Turns Cruel ] The Quad: A HistoB, o~ Abuswe Coaches 

RED SOX 7, YANKEES 4 

Kuroda Is Hurt~ Along V~;ith Ya~ks P*°ide 

The Ya~kees suffered m~ceher pote~tial sethack as statler Hiroki 

Kuroda had to be removed in the second inning after his finger 

was Bruised in a loss to the Red Sex. 

, [] Box Score 1 OI! Baseball: Cane as Entertainer’? Yanks Have to Hope Not 

At 97, the Oldest Li,4ng Brookl.~ Dodger 

Reflects 

Mike Sand]ock, 97, is one d the few Iiviug athletes who played 

professional baseball before and during World War II. He 

the game with memories of some of baseball’s greaN. 

~ [] Slide Show: The Life of a Dodger 

Mike 

....... 



Arts 

Hopis Try to Stop Paris Sale of Artlfat~us 

The Hopi Indians of Arizona have asked federal officials to he~p 

stop a high-price auction of 7o sacred masks in Paris ~e~ week, 

but the S~te and Interior Departments say there is little they can 

doo 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Broadway Baby Bids Goodbye to New 

:\t a farms’ell show at the Cafb Carlyle, E]ai~m Striteh’s 

perfom~anee consisted alraost endrdy of personal anecdotes, 

eraeldngjokes and payi~g t~bute to other enter~fi~mrs. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

][n SeH~s~a Sons and Trolls, Swollen Egos Nl-~oide 

tlm Stage 

Several plays in this year’s Hnma~a Festival in Louisville explore 

the shaping of the human psyche. 

Waller 
and 

Fashion & Style 

The Seat of Power 

Bridget Foley, t~e executive editor of Women’s Wear Daily, is 
litqe known outside the fashion world, but she wields enormous 

dour *qthin 

, [] Slide Show 

Does Anyone Here Speak _At~t and Teel~? 

Sofbvare millionaires are not buying line art, w~ieh worries 

galleries, Bat tan the art world’s inclusiveness be partly to 

blame? 

::.?,.~] Aview j 

A Gt~eei-Fueled Pttrsttit of a New Sense of 

Identity 

What spendit~g $6,38,412 on Gueei clothing means to Buzz 

Bissinger, the Pu]itzer Prize whiner, and to a few obsem;ers. 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: 60 Seconds V~;ith Pogue: 

Cellphone lBillhag 

DavM Pogue says T-Mobile’s bil~ing makes a lot more sense than 

that of iN competitors. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Rot h~ 

A convolnted bribery plot over a spot on the New York City mayoral ballot 

exposes the worst in the s Nte’s political eukure. 



EDITORIAL 

The t~pe of an abusive baskeg)al] coach is a timely warning not only to Rutge~ 

bnt to university pr’eside~ts everywker’e of an out-of-control sports culture. 

EDITORIAL 

It’s Nol~tl[t Korea, Again 

As t~e r~etoHc fl’om ~m Jong-un escalates and becomes even more a~ressive, 

the world powers h ave to 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Remembe~-ing tl[~e Affair to Remember" 

Mark Sanford is back, aed South Caro]ina’s got him and his 

Argen’dne squeeze and his campaign l~)r a House seat. 

~ Coiumnist Page 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

He ~:ears the Mask 

In the long win ter of Obama, Dr. Benjamin Ca~on is the 

Consel~’ative Black Hope c,f the moment. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Calm :Down, Coael~es 

Coaches can be Jucredibly positive influe~ces on at~fletes’ lives, 

and most are, but too many can also be temperamenNl and 

explc, sive, verbally abusive and misogynistie. 

~ Columqist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

i.i~.: ,.’: i:: , : :ili ~’b:!;::d.::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: K:’i~!::q’i.in i..uiiii~<i 
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As a member or the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi,’_,’_ed ~o pre~ecting your privacy. 
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From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:26 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subject: Fwd: Exam 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~gma~l.com> 

Date: 7:17:00 AM EDT 

To: "eanice@live.anc.edu" <eanice@live.anc.edu> 
Subject: Exam 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I’m writing you this as I’m walking to the bus to go to campus health. I think I may be getling         again. Given the results that the doctors give me, will 

I be able to take the exam at 1 pm? I’m ve~ sony for the inconvenience but I really don’t feel well at all and have been studying all night to be ready for 

this morning’s makeup so I’m ready. I inset don’t feel well enough to take it right now since I feel faint and rm having trouble breathing. 

Best, 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: @undp.org> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:44 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Cc: ~un.org; ~undp.org~ 

Subject: My daughter sick and going to see the Doctor’s 

Dear Pr. SaNe, 

I am writing to kindly request you to excuse my daughter for the exam this morning. She called me and doesn’t sound well and I am very concerned. She is on her way to the 
Doctor’s right now. Would it be possible for her to take the test another time? 

Should you need to contact me or her father (copied to this email) please do not hesitate. 

Thanking you in advance for your understanding. 

With best regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 7:49 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Meeting this morning 

Good morning Professor Sahle! 

I woke up a little late this morning but I am still going to try. and come by your offic!! 

I hope all is well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicklbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:31 AM 

Office tbr U ~dergmduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Oliice tbr Undergraduate Research        e-newsletter 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments 

of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at www.unc.edu/depts/our or email us at our@unc.edu. 

OUR News and Events 
OUR Blog: 

Visit the ._O____U___R____B__[9__g and read the entries in our Research 

Madness Bracket Contest. We’ll announce the winner 

on 

GRC Blog: 

Watch for new GRC Nog posts in our next newsletter. 

OUR News: 

Are you teaching a Maymester or Summer Session 

class? The deadline to apply for a GRC is 

OUR People: 

OUR Director           is profiled in the current issue 

of the College of Arts & Sciences journal. 

Read about the wide range of research undertaken by 

graduating OUR Ambassador 

OUR Ambassadors 

presented the keynote address at this year’s PIT 

Journal conference. 

Other Events and News: 

The NC Science Festival offers science-related events 

all across the state during April. The OUR Celebration of 

Undergraduate Research is listed in the Festival events 

catalog. 

Are you doing research abroad this summer? Register 

for the        GO! Initiative p~d~parture orientation 

and learn to "evaluate expectations, anticipate 

potential cultural and ethical challenges, prepare for 

engagement in communities, and develop intercultural 

competencies." 

Learn about undergraduate research in English and/or 

Comparative Literature at the ._S_..O__..U__.L__C__O_..N__. 

Submissions are due by 

BIGSURS the regional undergraduate research 

symposium of the Big South Athletic Conference, is 

The Carolina Center for Genome Sciences is hosting 

their Spring Symposium "From Genome to Proteome: 

Proteomic Innovations and Technologies" on 

Lunch and Breakfast are provided for .r___e_~[_s__t__r__a___n__t__s_. 

Undergraduate researchers can submit their work for consideration 
for publication in _E___x_p__!_9_£_a___t_!__o___q_s- or .t__h__#_ 

OUR Events 
The Celebration of UnderL~radua[e Research is 

from 1-3:15 in the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. Check 

out the Platform Schedule and the Poster Session Schedule to 

get a glimpse of the wide range of research projects 

conducted by Carolina undergraduates. Please join us. 

Here are some of the pictures from our Presymposium Preparation 

Workshop, 

OUR Director speaks with attendees. 

Students practice their "one minute WOW." 



In[erna[ional Journal of Undergradua[e Research and 

Creative Activities. 

The Office for Postdoctoral Affairs is accepting 

applications for Postdoctoral Awards for Research 

Excellence. 

PIT Journal conference: 

This semester’s PIT Journal conference was held on Thursday, 

Two OU R Ambassadors, 

presented the conference keynote. 

arovided a lot of information, strategies and advice. Here are 

ust a few of their key points: 

Do research about things you care about and things that 

matter to you. 

Conducting research is a valuable experience, whether 

you do a small project or a large one. 

Research is organic and evolves. Your questions will 

change as your project moves along. 

It’s very satisfying to move to a mentor-mentee 

relationship with a faculty member instead ofjust 

professor-student. 

Do you want to know more? Please feel free to contact any of 

the OUR Ambassadors directly. They are eager to help you have 

a successful undergraduate research journey. 

The Office of Postdoctoral Affairs is pleased to accept 

applications this spring for Postdoctoral Awards for Research 

Excellence. The awards, open to postdocs in all disciplines, are 

designed to recognize research potential and to assist scholars 

with professional development needs, such as conference 

travel, written materials, skills workshops, or other activities 

that directly enhance the individual’s professional 

development. The awards can fund up to $1000 in professional 

endeavors and must be expended between           and 

The application deadline date is Friday, 

EXPLORATIONS is a hard copy undergraduate research and 

creativity journal open to students at North Carolina colleges 

and universities. Submissions should be no more than 6000 

words of text (not counting figures, tables, title, abstract and 

references). The deadline for submissions is see 

submission instructions for more details, 

Like OUR on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate 

Research? You can make a gift here. 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 

www.unc.edu!deptsiour 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 12:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gallery Talk: The South Atiican Photo Album 

, 

Tuesday, April 9 at 7pro 

Album 

historic photo albums in South Africa. Tuesday, April 9 at 7pro. 

Free and open to the public. Reservations to contact@waRhercollection.com or 
call +1 212-3524)683. 
The Walther Collection Project Space 



508-516 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
Currently on view, "Poetics and Politics," the third exhibition in the three-part 

together late-nineteenth and early=twentieth-century portraits, cartes de visite, 
and postcards from Southern and Eastern Africa. The exhibition also features 
vintage album pages of ethnographic and personal imagery, showing striking 
juxtapositions of prominent figures in both African and Western contexts. 
"Poetics and Politics" raises critical questions about the politics of colonialism, 
its manifestation in the picturing of people, and the role of photography in 
negotiating the complex issues of gender, race, and identity. 

~:: Mokoena and Finley 

ii--iil~s,~r.d~s:i.~:~,~ i~:,$~;~.ii~r:r~:.~~.~r.~ a earned her PhD from the University of Cape Town and is 
now associate professor of Anthropology at Columbia University. She is the 
author of "Magema Fuze: The Making of a Kholwa Intellectual" (2011), which 
explores the history of the first Zulu speaker to publish a book in the Zulu 
language and the conditions of black intelligentsia in late-nineteenth and early- 
twentieth-century South Africa. 

C i~e~r>.ii Fi~r.~ii:~,:~y, who specialized in art history and African-American studies at 
Yale University, is associate professor in the Department of the History of Art 
and Visual Studies at Cornell University. With a focus on photography, she has 
contributed to publications including "Teenie Harris, Photographer: An 
American Story" (2011); "Harlem: A Century in Images" (2010); and "Diaspora, 
Memory, Place: David Hammons, Maria Magdalena Campos-Pons, Pamela 
Z" (2008). 

Forward entail 

] 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by contact@walthercollection,com 
._U_£d___a_Le___f_~_Lo__fj]_e_LE_[~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_A‘’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_Y., 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 1:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Cour~ credit question 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

I had a question related to my African Studies minor m~d my advisor though I could ask you about it. I have all of the lequired courses completed for the minor except 

one more course from list A. We were wondering ifAfri    counted as that course. I had previously spoken to Kenneth Janken and he had said the course listings 

were not updated for newer classes. Does our class qual@ as one from list A? Sorry if this is confusing and I’d be more than happy to meet with you in person if that’s 

easier. Thmak you for all your help! 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

TIM 

EunJce: 

I have not been following correct protocol in the approval of Tia’s timesheet (TIM). The protocol is that she prints the time sheet each two week period and the 

hard copy is approved by her supervisor Ide lure me, but de facto you and me), and placed in a department file. Then, the College approves it electronically. 

I propose that we begin to do this, and that she provide timesheets for the last 3-4 periods as a start. Then, in the future, she will email the pdf timesheet to both 

of us. Then we can either have the default be ’approval’ from you if we don’t hear from you within say 48 hours, OR that you send us an emaii that you approve. 

Then I will print and sign for the files. 

In addition, I would like to clarify the days she is expected to be at PP and at AFAM (I have forgotten, that is all)--I will ask her to do that for my benefit. Finally, in 

case of illness or other out-of-office situations or change of location, she should inform BOTH of us in the SAME email. 

What do you think of this? My cell phone is if you want to discuss. 

Thanks, 

-Ashu 

Sudhanshu (Ashu) Handa 

Professor and Chair, Dept. of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina, Abernethy Hall, CB#3435, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

V: F: 9:19-962-5824 

http:/fpub!!cpol!cy.u n c~edu[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victoria Baker @gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 5:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Checking in on the Undergraduate and Graduate Education Index 

Hi Eumce, 

I hope you are ~vell. 

I am following up with you to see if you had the opportuni~z to review the resource that I had sent you? 

Please let me know- what you think, I look forward to hearing an?- feedback that you may have 

Thank you, 

Victoria Baker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

RFx FYI - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

I’m not sure. Iql check with Chris and Regina and let you know. 

Pac }p-( ] : htt~ : iiwww, facebook, com!UNC, 

%witter: http:!/twltter.co’!uElccoiiege 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Thursday, 5:0~ PN 
To= Reid, Dee 
Subject= RE: ~ - responsive records for             (D~) - re: AFAN ~ AFRI grade distribution 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks. 

zs the same data from last year from "MyEDU"? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, 4:45 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= FVV: FYI - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM &, AFRI grade distribution 

Dear Eunice, 

FYI in case you wish to share with the Faculty nam~:_~d on the attached spread sheet As before, if they get rnedia calls, they can refer dlern to me i[ they wish. 

D e e 

Dee R~Jd (9:~9} <4-;339 

20) S)Lth [’,:~J]d~ng, ::B #3]00 
Ch~p6] ~{ii£ NC 27699--31PP 

Web: htt~ ://c>llege.ur~c.edu 

5’ac~ xx:, k : ht1:m : //www. facebook, co’iuNc. Col i eq9 

You[’rilp( : http:iiyoutube.co’~iuser!NNCCol]eqe 

~ent: Thursday,            12:10 PM 
T~: Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Schue~pelz, Erin C; Reid, Dee 
~: McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; S~bile, Re~ina 
~ubje~t: ~ - responsive records for (D~) - re: AFAN ~ AFRI grade distribution 
FYI -the attached records have been prepared for (The Daily Tar Heel) regarding his request (see attached) for grade distributions for AFAM and 
AFRI for 
Zach J. O~h, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of Universi~ Counsel j UNC-Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall ~ CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. j Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct) j (919) 8431617 (~x) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FYI - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

Yes, it’s from the rnyedu. 

:w :. !: !: er : h t tp : //Lwl tt er. co’!urx:co i i ege 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 5:0~ PN 
To= Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: ~ - responsive records for             (D~) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks. 

Zs the same data from last year from "MyEDU"? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, 4:45 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: I=W: FYI - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

Dear Eunice, 

FYI in cs~se you wish to shs~r’e with the [aculW rH~m~:_~d on the sH:[ached spread sheet As before, if they get media calls, they can refer [hem to me if [hey wish. 

D e e 

Dee R6Jd (919} <43-;339 

20) S)Lth B~J]ding, ::B #3]00 
{h~;H] ~{iii NC 27599--~1PP 
Web: http://c)llege.ur~c.edu 
5’a H x o k : httr~ : //www. facebo )]<:. co’iUNC. Col ~ eq9 

i ou’rup( : http:iiyontu~e,co’~iuser!NNCColleqe 

F~m: O~h, Zach 
~ent: Thursday,            12:10 PM 
T~: Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Schue~pelz, Erin C; Reid, Dee 
~e: Mc~arland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; S~bile, Re~ina 
Subject: ~ - responsive records Br (D~) - re: AFAN ~ AFRI grade distribution 
FYI -the attached records have been prepared for (The Daily Tar Heel) regarding his request (see attached) for grade distributions for AFAM and 

AFRI for 

2a:h d. O~h, d.B., PubH: Re:~rds S~e:ialist 

Office of Universi~ Counsel I UNO-Ohapel Hill 
~10 Bynum Hall I CB # 9~05 

222 E. Cameron Ave. I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct) I (9~9) 843 ~6J7 (~x) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu> 

RE: FYI - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

No, They made the request about a year and a half ago, .so they may be surprised to be finally getting this info. NO way to know how it will be used. 

By the way, CONG RATU rATIONS on the Massey! You’re a star and I’m so g~ad you’re getth~g the recognition you deserve. 

Ch~pe[L Hill NC 2’,’599-3100 

Twitt6 E : httr~ : //twittez . com/unccoiie@e 

YOUTL] )~ : ht:t:D : //youtube. col /useriUNCCo] i eqe 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 8:29 PN 

To: Reid, Dee 
Subject~ Re: ~I - responsive records for (D~) - re: AFAM ~ AFRI grade distribution 

O~ ~m~s De~. Do you ~ow when tho~ p]m~ to publish 

Bes~ wishes, 

Em~ce 

O11 , at 8:25 PM, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, it’s from fl~e 

T~@ Nl~iV(’S~ty O~ ]qort} 

W~b: http:iicoileqe.unc.edu 
F~boo~: http://ww~.facebook.com/UNC.Colleqe 
T,~.:i::ex: hLLp://twitter.com/unccolleqe 

~: SaNe, Euni:e N 
~e~t: Thursday, 5:01 PH 
T~: Reid, Dee 
~jeCt: RE: ~ - responsive re~ords for             (DTH) - m: AFAH & AFRI grade distribution 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks. 

Is the same data from last year from "MyEDU"? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, . 4:45 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: FYI - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

Dea~ Eunice, 

1;YI m case you wish to sha~e wi~ fl~e fimulb, n~u~ed on the aria:bed spread sheet, As beR~rc, if they get medm call s, they can reIbr fl~em to me if they 

7:apel Hil: NC 

F,~,.c:~ k: ) )k: ~):~@i) : //www. :[ a,:sel:)ook, com/UNC. CoiLieqe 

Tv,, J L [:e:: : http : / / tw ~ Lt:e:. comi L]EK:CO ] i e?e 
YOUUi~ : http:!/y~outube.com!ug~e’/UNCColleqe 

F~m= O~h, Zach 
Sent: Thursday,            ~2; ~0 PM 
T~: Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Schue~pelz, Erin Q Reid, Dee 



C¢; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; S~abile, Regina 

$,,l~ject-" FYI - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

FYI the attached records have been prepmed tbr (The Daily rI’~ Heel) regarding his request (see attached) for grade distributions for 

AFAM and AFRI tbr 
Zach J. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I _U_~:_C___h__a_p__e_[__H__i![ 

110 Bynum Hell I CB # 9105 

222 E, Cameron Ave, I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843,8894 (direct) I (919) 843,1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Massey 

meant to include thi3 link to our story: 

https:i!college.unc,edu! 

Ch~pefL Hill NC 2’,’599-3100 

YOLITL] )~ : ht:t:r~ : //youtube. coz/user/UNCCo] i eqe 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 8:29 PN 

To: Reid, Dee 
Subject~ Re: ~I - responsive records for (D~) - re: AFAM ~ AFRI grade distribution 

O~ ~m~s De~. Do you ~ow when tho~ p]m~ to publish 

Bes~ wishes, 

Em~ce 

O11 at 8:25 PM, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, it’s from ~he 

Tie Nl~iV(’sJty o~ ]qort} 

W~b: http:iicoileqe,unc,edu 
F~boo~: http://ww~,facebook,com/UNC,Colleqe 
T,xi::ex: hLLp://twitter.com/unccolleqe 

~: SaNe, Euni:e N 
~e~t: Thursday, 5:01 PH 
T~: Reid, Dee 
~jeCt: RE: ~ - responsive re~ords for             (DTH) - m: AFAH & AFRI grade distribution 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks. 

Is the same data from last year from "MyEDU"? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, 4:4S PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: P~ - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

Eunice, 

m case you wish to sha~e wilh fl~e iimulb, n~uned on the atta:hed sproad sheet, As beR~rc, if they get medm call s, they can ivtbr fl~em to me if they 

U]apel Hill NC 

N,5. C;e k: D D](: ~):J_~_i) : //www, la,zebook, cc)m/UNC. CoiLieqe 

Lk: : http : / / tw ~ Lt:ez. comi L]EKXX:, ] i eqe 
YOUU~ : http:!/y’outube.com!use~/UNCColleqe 

O~h, Za~h 
Thursday,            12:l0 PM 

Kirs~hner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; S~hue~pelz, Edn C; Reid, Dee 



C¢; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; S~abile, Regina 

$,,l~ject-" FYI - responsive records for (DTH) - re: AFAM & AFRI grade distribution 

FYI the attached records have been prepmed tbr (The Daily rI’~ Heel) regarding his request (see attached) for grade distributions for 

AFAM and AFRI tbr 
Zach J. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I _U_~:_C___h__a_p__e_[__H__i![ 

110 Bynum Hell I CB # 9105 

222 E, Cameron Ave, I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843,8894 (direct) I (919) 843,1617 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 9:24 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hello 

Dear Pierce, 

I hope you had a great time in Senegal! 

Any news following your meeting with Dr. Katz? 

In terms of the commencement, do not worel about it this year. Given that your dad is the commencement speaker at NC he will be busy that week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March :tg, 20:t3 4:35 AM 
To: Pierce Freelon 
C¢: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: commencement date? 

Dear Pierce, 

The department commencement is Saturday May :t:t at :t:t.00am at the Stone Center. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: Pierce Freelon I      @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 20:13 I::12 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Gore, Travis 
Subject: commencement date? 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

Thanks for meeting with me today. I am meeting ruth Dr. Ka~z on Wednesday and will explore the possibilities of 

I just wanted to confirm the date of commencement before asking about my fafl~eis availability. Was it Sunday May 12th? 

He is the commencemem speaker atNC State this year, so I know he’ll be busy that weekend (and possibly conflicted - he is an State grad - boo!). Once you 

confirm, I roll pass the request on. 

Tha~ks, 

Professor Pierce Freelon 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central University 

My work / 

PBS x Beat MaJdng Lab Ep. l : http:i/~’.voutube.con~/watch% dTk3iiOZS8 

Umi Says: http://www.youtube.con~/watch?v 3miD91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeastmusic.com/album/freedom-suite 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 9:25 PM 

prv~80001 e90f eunice@email .unc.edu 

MaJdng Beaks in Senegal Re: Hello 

I am building a Beat Making Lab with a dozen young women and girls in Dakar, Senegal. I roll have limited access to emails and roll respond as soon as I can. I return 

April 12th. 

Please subscribe to our PBS x Beat Making Lab youtube channel and follow our progress: htlp:i/w~x~v.,~-oumbe.com/beatmakinglab 

Talk soon, 

Professor Pierce Freelon 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

NortJ~ Carolina Central Universi .ty 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Webisodes: http://~x~x~v.,~-outube.com/beatmakinglab 

Umi Says: http://www.,voumbe.com/watch?v 3mlD91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeastmusic.com/aJbum/freedom-suite 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 11:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

ACRED Meeting April 5 

Eurlice~ 

I’m so glad you could join you us tonight. Please feel free to join us as your schedule permits on Friday, April 5th. We axe meeting between 8:30 m~d 3:30 at the 

Upendo Lounge on the first floor of SASB north. 

My mobile number is             if you need to reach me. 

Jackie 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 10:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I wanted to thank you for your help yesterday afternoon. I know that you are a bnsy woman mid it means a lot to me, and I am sure the rest of your students, how 

much yon reach out to us and are rolling to help. Attached is my paper! It’s finished, finall!! 

Have a great weekend, 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday,            10:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Dr. SaNe, 

At-~ached is my first response paper. I was not sure whether to email or dropbox but then I did not see a dropbox on our sakai so I just emailed 1 hope its ok. 

Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 10:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @gmaJl.com 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
I wanted to thank you for your help yesterday afternoon. I know that you are a busy woman and it means a lot to me, and I am sure the rest of your students, how much you 
reach out to us and are willing to help. Attached is my paper! It’s finished, finall!! 
Have a great weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts @me.corn> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 11:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Friday May 10th 

I believe that I can give the talk. Can you give me the parameters of doing it .. YVhen, how many folk ~vill be there, ho~v long would be the optimal talk, etc 

Again, I am flattered by your request 

Chuck 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I’ve attached my reading response. Congrats again on your award, and enjoy your weekend! 

See you next week, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts @me.cam> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 11:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Friday May 10th 

Yes and the 1 lth can work 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 5, 2013, at 11:49 AJ~L "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Dear Chuck, 
> 
> This is excellent ne~vs! !! 
> 

> The only COlTection is the date: My deep apologies The depaltment’s commencement will be Saturday May 11 at the Stone Center at 11.00am and lunch will be served. 
> 

> Let’s have hmch at the Carolina Inn before the end of April to discuss the ’parameters’ of your commencement duties. Kindly let me kno~v which dates would ~vork for you so that I can 
make the necessaW alTangements. 
> 

> With thanks and best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> Fromi C~arIes Watts @me.cam] 
> Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:42 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Friday May 10th 
> 

> I believe that I can give the talk Can you give me the parameters of doing it ... When, how many folk wil[ be there, how long would be the optimal talk, etc 
> 

> Again, I am flattered by your request. 
> 

> Chuck 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts @me.cam> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 11:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Friday May 10th 

Also can you send me something on the history of the department? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 5, 2013, at 11:49 AJ~L "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Dear Chuck, 
> 
> This is excellent ne~vs! !! 
> 

> The only COlTection is the date: My deep apologies The depaltment’s commencement will be Saturday May 11 at the Stone Center at 11.00am and lunch will be served. 
> 

> Let’s have hmch at the Carolina Inn before the end of April to discuss the ’parameters’ of your commencement duties. Kindly let me kno~v which dates would ~vork for you so that I can 
make the necessaW alTangements. 
> 

> With thanks and best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Charles Watts @me.cam] 
> Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:42 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Friday May 10th 
> 

> I believe that I can give the talk Can you give me the parameters of doing it ... When, how many folk wil[ be there, how long would be the optimal talk, etc 
> 

> Again, I am flattered by your request. 
> 

> Chuck 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma~l.com> 

Friday, 11: 54 AM 

@gmail.com>; 

Real Silent Stun Plaque Writing Committee 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Dear Members of the Real Silent Sam Plaque-Writing Committee, 

We hope you’re all well, and approaching spring with peace and excitement! Thank you so much for agreeing to contribute to our effort to place a plaque in 
front of the Confederate Monument, better known as Silent Sam. We’re very excited to be a part of this process with you, and we’re confident that we’re 
moving forward with the the right group of people. 

We would like to invite you to our first of two plaque committee meetings, Thursday,         from 6:30 to 8pro in Howell Room 201. By the end of 
these two sessions our goal is to have a final draft of plaque language to be submitted to Chancellor Thorp. This plaque will be placed in front of the statue 
in effort to accurately contextualize the complex and racist history of the Confederate Monument. Please RSVP by replying to this email. Again, we are 
deeply honored to continue in this struggle for historical accuracy with all of you. 

Sincerely, 
The Real Silent Sam 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saunders, Barry F <barry. saunders@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, 12:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@ema£unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

I:W: [bho~nc] Bullitt Club Noon Lecture, 

Dear African & African-American Studies colleagues, 
Please share news of this upcoming talk with any faculty or students interested in twined histories of race & biomedical technology. The presenter is a professor in Africana 
studies at Brown. All are welcome. 
-Barry Saunders, Social Medicine 

From: Barbara Tysinger [btysingr@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday,            :~2:14 PM 
To-" Bullitt History of Medicine Club 
Subject: [bhomc] Bullitt Club Noon Lecture, 

Please join us for the next in the series of Bullitt Club Lectures 

12:00 noon 

UNC Itealth Sciences LibranT, Room 527 

"Ordering Bodies: Race, Labor, and Vital Capacity Measurements" 

by Lundy Braun, Ph.D. 
Professol; Pathology m~d Laboratoly Medicine 

mid Africana Studies, Brown Universi~" 

Co-Sponsored by the UNC Dept. of Social Medicine 

Meeting begins at 12:00 Noon. Refreshlnents provided. 

For more information: 919-962-0500 
Or see the Bullitt Histoly of Medicine Club website at: 

http ://w~v~v. med uric. edu/bhomc/ 

You are curreR~iy sb~bscribed ~o bhomc as: bfsab~nde@med.b~nc.edb~ 

To unsubscrJbe send a b~ank emai~ to leave-4580452-191865.8443dd417eece4ba4e268af9afblO831@iistserv.m~ 



From: ~@ive.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 2:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my submission for our first response assignment. Thank you. 



E’ ~" .~}. ~r° ~k ~ ............................................................................................................................................................ a t C ae ed. ~:,~ 
Ope~ 

UNC’s Rose Co~ has 

unmasked a new culprit in the 

case of quickening climate 

change. 

E EA~URE 

cou~ ~e prevent ~n~t~t~t~ o~ M~,-~n~ r~ ~tor~ ~e~,~ ~w, 
Alzheimer’s and hea~ Sciences built a machine the third album from 

~i~e w~th the ~m~ to ~wer that que~Uo~ ~n Ste~he~ ~o~’~ j~zz 
type o~ ~u~ ~re~t ~t~,. t~io 

SPOT EIGHtS B EQGPOSTS 

How do brain scans work? 

UNC’s Aysenil Belger 

explains, ii&~4~i,;,s & 



~ ph ...... heart 

Psychology professor 

Barbara Fredrickson asks 

what screen time might be 

doing to our ability to truly 

What can we do to restore 

"There are more pollen bullets and the bullets are bigger." 

--David Peden, in Allergy .season will be e~’er~ worse this year 

("Today," 

MQRE IN RESEARCH 

humpH) intestinal tissue (UNC -~e ~t Ca ~’~ 

F~oudde hq drh’:14ng water cuts tooth decay hq adLHts (UNC News 

UNC mobile app ~o expound knowledge of plap~ species 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 6:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Defense on Monday 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Great’. I’m looking forward to it! 

Best, 

O11 , at 5:46 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <etmice@emaS~l.tmc.e&t> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

i look forward to seeing you on Monday at :[2.00pm. Given how busy the rest of 

lunch at the Carolina 1"nn following your defense. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

is, 1" am writing to let you know that 1" have made plans for you and 1" to have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

a£ri, 

Afri Paperl .docx 

Reading Response 1 attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Friday, 9:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N >eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

@live.unc.edu> 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Friday, ,11:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Response #1 

Attacl~: WM.AFRI, Response #1 .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.~mc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@gmail.com 

Response Paper 1 

Paper Response 1 .docx 



From: @live.unc.edw~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu-~ 

Co: @gmail.com 

Subject: AFRI Response Paper 1 

Attach: 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I am sending you my paper now. I just wanted to let you know that some of the citations are missing page numbers because I bought Viljoen’s book on my kindle and I only 

just realized today that there is no way to access true page numbers on the device. Sorry for the trouble! 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reading Response Essay 

Reading Response 1 .docx 

Professor SaNe, 

My reading response essay is attached. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 3:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Judge Strikes Down Age Limits on Morning-After Pill 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book¯ 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Saturday, April 6, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ":~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Travel I Today’s Video I Editorials 

Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Judge Strikes Down Age Limits on Morning- 

After Pill 
By PAM BELLUCK 

An acidly worded decision raised a broader question about 

whether a cabinet secretary can decide on a drug’s availability for 

reasons other than its safety and effectiveness. 

Hiring in U.S. Tapers Off as Economy Fails to 
Gain Speed 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Employers added only 88,ooo jobs in March, a pace of growth 

too sluggish to make a big dent in the backlog of idle workers. 

The jobless rate dipped to 7.6 percent from 7.7 percent. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Missing in Action 

: Stocks End Down After Jobs Report 

Detecting Shift in Beijing, U.S. Makes Its Case on 
North Korea 
By MARK LANDLER 

The Obama administration, seeing signs of Chinese frustration 

toward Pyongyang, is pressing China to crack down or face more 

of an American military presence in Asia. 

¯ Embassy Warning Joins North Korea Threats 

: ~ Post a Comment 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.................................................................................................................. F0r r~ ore ~o p r~e~vs, go t0 N~Times,~0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Drought on the Range 
The United States cattle herd is at its lowest level in 60 years, 
largely because of the drought. Many ranchers are struggling to 
hang on. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Interfaith Unions: A Mixed Blessing 
By NAOMI SCHAEFER RILEY 

Interfaith marriages often come with a heavy price, including 
marital dissatisfaction and divorce, but they also contribute to 
religious tolerance. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I started crawling. I’d stop for a few minutes, then 

start crawling again." 

MARGARET E. SMITH, 89, describing her ordeal after she was kich~apped, locked in a car 
trm~k for two days and then dmnped at a rural graveyard. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

U.N. Agency Suspends Food Aid in Gaza After 
Protesters Break Into Its Compound 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The United Nations Relief and Works Agency in the Gaza Strip 

stopped food distribution and other services for refugees 
indefinitely, an official said Friday. 

China Escalates Its Response to Outbreak of 

Avian Flu 
By AN DR EW JACOBS 

The government warned people to avoid live poultry and 
slaughtered more than 2o,ooo birds at a wholesale market in 
Shanghai. 

U.N. Says It Is Running Out of Money to Assist 
Wave of Refugees From Syria 
By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE and SEBNEM ARSU 

A Unicef official says that with 1.25 million Syrians registered as 
refugees, "the needs are rising exponentially and we are broke." 

................................................................................................. E0[ r££re wodd [?e~s, go to N¥~imes,�om!Wo!!d ~ 

U,S, 

THIS LAND 

Payment for Act of Kindness: 2 Days in Car 
Trunk at Age 89 
By DAN BARRY 

When two girls in Delaware wanted a ride and Margaret E. 
Smith, 89, obliged, their journey became a frightening encounter along the way. 



More This Land Columns 

Less Culpable, but With Longer Sentences 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

Cases in which a defendant with less involvement in a crime or 
guilt draws the harshest sentence are not uncommon in Arizona, 
and elsewhere around the country. 

~,~ Documents: Debating Death Penalties 

Texas Police Seeking Clues to How Killer Got in 
Home 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ and SERGE F. KOVALESKI 

The police are looking into the possibility that a Kaufman County 
district attorney and his wife who were shot dead last Saturday 
may have known the killer. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

What you get for ... $2.3 million 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Explore a triplex penthouse at The Pierre with an asking 
price of $125 million 

Renovation, Italian style 

nytin~es.�o~ REAL ESTATE 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorgan Campaigns to Keep Dimon in 2 Top 
Jobs 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Board members are making an unusual effort to persuade 
investors that dPMorgan Chase’s chief, damie Dimon, should keep his chairman 
title amid fallout from a trading loss. 

¯ ~ Post a Comment ] Read 



COMMON SENSE 

Even After New Highs, the Rally May Last 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

A study of past returns from the Standard & Poor’s 5oo suggests 
that the index’s recent highs should not discourage investors. 

YOUR MONEY 

A Quick Electronic Signature at the Car Rental 

Office, and Then Trouble 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

Some Dollar Rent a Car customers say they unwittingly signed up 
for insurance even though they had verbally declined it. 

¯ ~ Post a Comment 

For more business news, go to NYTirnes.cornlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Death Again Visits a Racecourse on Trial 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

The deaths of two horses at the Grand National meeting at 
Aintree Racecourse have dampened spirits before the main event 
and reignited concerns over the forbidding fences. 

Rutgers Tries to Calm Furor as More Officials 

Quit 
By KATE ZERNIKE and STEVE EDEN 

The circle of those who saw video of a coach’s abusive acts as 
soon as December was wider than had been understood. 

¯ ~ Investigation Report on Mike Rice 

~ Pressure Builds on Rutgers President 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

A Motivational Thread Ties the Junction Boys to 
Rutgers 
By WILLIAM C. RHODEN 

It’s easy to say Bear Bryant’s tactics in 1954 would be universally 
unaccepted today. Then we see how the Rutgers coach firing played out. 

.............................................................................................. E0~ n~0r~ sp0rts 0evys, g0 tP N~Times.�0m~Sp0rts ~ 

Arts 

AN APPRAISAL 

Ebert Was a Critic Whose Sting Was Salved by 
Caring 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Roger Ebert cared deeply about the human emotions and 
aspirations that movies represented, and was happy to share those feelings with 



just about anybody. 

Family Seeks Return of a Matisse Seized by the 
Nazis 
By TOM MASHBERG 

The family of the Parisian dealer Paul Rosenberg wants a 

Norwegian museum to relinquish a 1937 painting that was once 

held by Goering and was later bought by one of the museum’s founders. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

In Jodhpurs, Hailing Caesar With Seduction 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

An imaginative "Giulio Cesare" at the Metropolitan Opera casts 

the Romans as British imperialists and the Egyptians as a motley 

crew of non-Westerners. 

Slide Show 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Travel 

TH E GETAWAY 

Business or Pleasure? Try Both. 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

Conferences like South by Southwest and TED are more than 

career enhancers. They offer a chance to explore cities, connect 

with like-minded people and maybe even find love. 

UPDATE 

Tourism in Java’s Land of Ghosts 
By ROB DAVIS 

The devastated site of a volcanic eruption in Indonesia opens its 

ruins to visitors, hoping paid tours can help ease recovery. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

Glimmers of Jewish Glory Days in Baltimore 
By JENNIFER MOSES 

Inspired by family history and her father’s stories, the author 

goes searching to connect the city’s Jewish past with its present. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel )~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO." The Sweet Spot I Amateur Pursuits 

People do the darndest things. In this week’s episode David Carr 

and A. O. Scott scour The Times’s newsroom for moonlighting 

musicians, dancers and artists. 



~ VIDEO: TimesTalks: Roger Ebert 
Roger Ebert spoke with The Times’s film critic, A. O. Scott. 

............................................................................................................. Eo~ n~ore y!deo, go to N¥~ime~�omNide~ ~? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Hunger Strike at Guantfinamo 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The protest is an act of despair by the detainees, and the humane response is to 
end indefinite detention and close the prison. 

EDITORIAL 

Progress on Okinawa 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

An agreement to shrink America’s military presence could reduce local tensions. 

EDITORIAL 

A Tax Scandal Adds to French Malaise 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

What happened to those promises of dean government and economic revival? 

..................................................................................................... F0E I~lor~ 0pir~!0r~! gO t£ N~Times~�0m!Opini0n tt 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Young are the Restless 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The millennial generation is the generation of change. Advantage 
Democrats. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A New Era in Political Corruption 
By GAlL COLLINS 

New York’s recent corruption scandals shatter our confidence 
that taking money was the one thing politicians know how to do 
well. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why Rutgers Blinked 
By JOE NOCERA 

The Rutgers incident is just one example of the problems with 
big-time college sports. 



Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 6, 19o9, the explorers Robert E. Peary and Matthew A. 

Henson became the first men to reach the North Pole. The claim, 
disputed by skeptics, was upheld in 1989 by the Navigation 

Foundation. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 6:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

The International Symposia on Cnltural Diplomacy 2013 (Berlin, Bucharest, Pretoria, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, 
London; May-July 2013) 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting National and International Governance" 
(Berlin, Bucharest, Pretoria, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; May-July 2013) 

vw’cw.i-s-c -d.org 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce a number of new and exciting opportunities available in the field of Cultural Diplomacy and also wish to bring to your attention our forthcoming 
International Conlerences and Young Leaders’ W’eeklong Seminars, to be hos~ed by the ~CD ~n partnership with other prestigious orgaNzafions. 
The information a~ached belew provMes further details on the epportuNfies and programs provk~ed at these events. We weuld also be extremely gratefu~ if tMs anneuncement 
couM be shared with other h~terested pa~es by fowvarding the ~nfonnat~on provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku~rstendamm 207=8 Bedin, Gennany=10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
info@cult u ra~di~lomacw~Eq 
Wbat ~s Cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supportin~ N~tional ~nd International Governance" 
(Ber~n, Bucharest, Pretor~a, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; May=July 2013) 

~.i-s-c4l.org 
The Intemafiona~ Symposia on Cultura~ DiNomacy 2013 is the worM’s leading and ~argest event in the field of Cu~tura~ D~plomacy. The Symposia 2013 will include ~arge-scale 
events explor#N the Po~entia~ fat CultutN DiNomacy in Supporting Nafiona~ and ~n~ernafiona~ Governance. The events will take Race in different cities ~hroughout ~he months 
of May - Ju~y 201& 
The follow~n~ Events w~ take place during Mav - Ju~’f 2013: 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Germany 

Befi#~ as a Mul#cuttura~ ~xample: A Case Study for ~mbracin# German Cultural Plurality 
(Berlin; May 19th - 22rid, 2013) 
v’~.kuffurbr£icken.de 

* Symposmm on Cultural DiNomacy #~ the Levant 
"Levant, Cradle of Cultural D~plomacy: Rediscovering the Mediterranean" 
(Bucharest; May 23rd - 25th, 2013) 

~.l~-v~-n-t .or~ 
* Symposmm on Cultural Diplomacy & Human Rights 

"Towards a Global Human Rights Culture: The Need for a Co#ecdve A#i~nce in #~e Protec#on & Promo#on of Human Right" 

(Berlin; May 27th --- June 1st, 2013) 

v’~.bhrc.de 
Symposmm on Cultu~a~ Diplomacy in the African Union 
"African Perspec#ves: An African Vision for Pos~Ove Developments in Africa" 

(Pretoda, June 4th - 7th. 2013) 
~.au-cult u raldi#lomacy ~onference.oEq 
Symposmm on Cultural D~plomacy in the Asia Pacific 
"The App~icaOen of Cultura~ Diplomacy in FosteNng Relations within ~e Asi~ Paci#c" 

(Bed~n; June 07th - 09th, 2013) 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & Nor~-South ReMdons wi~in the EU" 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th. 2013) 

* Symposmm on Cultural D~p~omacy ~n Afghanistan & Centra~ Asia 
"Democracy, Development, and Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central 

(Ber~n June 21st- 2ord 2013~ 

Cultural DiNomacy ~n Afghanistan & CentrN Asia 
~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 

"US Cultural Diplomacy: ~e Use of ~e A~s in Promoting Dialogue, Fostering Peace, and Inida~ng Mutual Unders~nding amongst WaNd Cultures and 
Civ~izadons" 
~ashington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - ~Sth. 2013) 

v~.~cdqntemational-sy mposiu m-usa.orq 
~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy ~n the European Union 

"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promoting a European Iden#ty Regionally and 
(Brussels; July 3rd = 5th, 2013) 

~.eu-cult u raldiplomacy ~onference.or# 
Symposium on CuRura~ D~Nomacy in the UK 
"Using Cultural Diplomacy to Promote Human Rights, Democracy, Peace & $Nbflity #~ ~e BHOsh Commonwealth" 
(London; Ju~y 10th -12th, 2013) 

re#beaming Conferences 
(Belgrade, Brussels, Bet~ir~, WasMngton D.C. & New York C~y; April - June, 2013) 



www.icd-ylf.or.q 
The ICD Your~g Leaders" Forums are ir~ternational r~etworks of like-mir~ded young individuals with an interest ir~ developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past (Jecade, the ~CD Young Leaders’ For~Jms have grown to become one of Europe’s largest i~dependent cultu[a~ exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all o~Jlt~Jra~, academic, an(J professional backgrounds from across the world. 

~e are currently acceptinq applications for the follow~nq conferences: 
Cultura~ D~plom~cy in Europe: A Forum fo~ Young Leaders 

(Belgrade, Apr~ 15th = 19th, 2013) 

~.~cd-europe.org 
Cultural Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Brussels, April 15th - 1#h, 2013) 

~.icd-africa.oEq 
Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, April 22nd = 26th, 2013) 

~v.~cd-emr.org 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, June5th -9th, 2013) 

Cultural D~p~omacy in East Asia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, June 7th - 1 lth, 2013) 

The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
~’ashin#ton D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

~.~cd-usame.orq 
To apply, please click 

What is Cultural D~plomacy? Click Here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <socialmovements@gmail.com~ 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 4:12 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Fwd: Graduate semina~c on comparative- historical methods 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Kurzman, Charles <kurzman~nnc.edu> 

Date: Thu, Apr 4, 2013 at 8:53 AM 

Subject: Graduate seminar on comparative-his~torical methods 

To: SMWG UNC <socialmovements,~gmail.com> 

Dear all, 

I am olt~ring an inteMisciplina~cy course on comparative-historical ~nethods this coming tall, and would welcome SMWG’ers and others. 

Cheers, 

- Charlie 

Charles K urzmm~ 

http:i/knrzma~, unc.edu 

Comparative-Historical Methods (graduate seminar) (SOCI 814), Fall 2013 

Professor Charles Kurz~nan (http:/iledrzman.unc.edu) 

This course addresses methodological issues that social scientists face in qualitative comparative-historical studies, using an interdisciplinary set of readings. The course 

begins with prescriptive debates, beginning with John Stuart Mill in the 19th centuD, and continuing to the present. The conrse then examines several classic works in 

comparative-historical mmlysis, such as Barrington Moore’s fmnous book, The Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy (1966), as well as texts nominated by 

the students in "the course. In the final segment of the course, students present m~d discuss methodological plans tbr their own reseaJcch. Course assignments include 

written notes responding to each reading and a 2,000-word project prov~sal in lieu of a final research paper. Further details are available at 

http:/ikurzman.nnc .edu/teaching/com paJcati ve- historical. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

s~nwg01 as: eunice~?e~noAl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32965917-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Sunday, 1:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: AFRI Response Paper 

Hi Professor, 

That sounds like a good idea. What time roll you be in your olfice tomorrow? I could come by an~ime after 9 A.M. 

On Sat, at 11:04 AM, Sahle, Eunice <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks so much for email and the heads up on citation. 

Given the situation with your kindle, I suggest that you drop by my office on Monday and borrow my copy of Viljoen’s text so that your citations will be complete for your 
response 1 and 2 assignments. Please send me your complete response 1 paper by Wednesday. 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 

Dr. SaNe 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 11:40 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: @gmail,com 
Subject: AFRI, Response Paper 1 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I am sending you my paper now. I just wanted to let you know that some of the citations are missing page numbers because I bought Viljoen’s book on my kindle and I only 
just realized today that there is no way to access true page numbers on the device. Sorry for the trouble! 

Best wishes, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Kevin O’Quinn <koquinn@hendersoncollegiate.org> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 6:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Henderson Collegiate College Trip 

Dr. SaNe 

I hope this emaJl finds yon well. IVly name is Kevin O’Quinn and I am a 6th grade teacher at Henderson Collegiate. We are a charter school in Henderson, North 

Carolina and the ~eason I mn emailing you is because on Thursday we roll be visiting the UNC campus. To familiarize yourself with our school and our mission the link 

below roll take you to a 7 minute video that is really worth watching. 

htlp:i/hendersoncollegiate .org/2011/03/introdnction-video/ 

I also was hoping that you might be able to help us. We are coming to cmnpus on Thursday, April 11 th m~d had originally lined up tour guides t?om other KIPP schools 

in Eastern North Carolina. Unlbrtunately, being busy college student~ they are not able to help us out as originally intended. We axe hoping that your office may be able 

to provide us with somewhere between 7-10 tour guides that could: 

a) Show us around campus. 

b) Let our students sit in on a class for 15-20 minutes. They would be in groups of axound 10-15 m~d each group would have a Hen&rson Collegiate faculty tnember 

with them. 

c) Each lunch with us and tell us a little about their own college experience. 

The overall time commitment would be from m~otmd 10-12:15 Thursday morning. I know that this is short notice but it would be great if onr students could see and 

speak with other multicultural s~dents who have made the climb to college as we say at our school. Please let me know if you can assist us with finding these tour 

guides’. 

Thank you so much, 

Kevin O’Quinn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ronald Williams II < @gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 11:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiL~mc.edu> 

Oltice Needs 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope all is well. 

I’m following up from our conversation during my recent visit. You asked me if there ~vere things that I needed for my office and if so we should order them before the end of the year Should 

I work with you directly on this or should I work with Travis or Sonia. Plea se let me know. 

All the best, 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 3:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Targeted Killing Comes to Define War on Terror 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Monday, April 8, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

RISE OF THE PREDATORS 

Targeted Killing Comes to Define War on Terror 
By SCOTT SHANE 

Despite administration officials’ statements that their strong 

preference is for capturing terrorists, an overwhelming reliance 

on killing terrorism suspects, which began in George W. Bush’s administration, 
has defined the Obama years. 

With Swagger, Afghan Army Takes the Lead 
By AZAM AHMED 

On a recent mission, a unit of the Afghan National Army gave 
some clues to how prepared it was to fight the Taliban after 
American forces were gone. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Afghan Army Learns to Fight on Its Own 

WHITE HOUSE MEMO 

Obama Must Walk Fine Line as Congress Takes 
Up Agenda 
By JACKIE CALMES 

President Obama’s second-term priorities - the deficit, gun safety 

and immigration - may hinge on his ability to inject himself into negotiations to 
just the right degree. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Afghan Army Begins to Take the 

Lead 

Each mission is a step toward answering critical questions: Can 

Afghan forces effectively fight after the Americans leave? Can 

they gain local support? 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Slow Death of the American Author 
By SCOTT TUROW 

The new, global electronic marketplace is rapidly depleting authors’ income 

streams. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Wow we carry out a proportional retaliation without 
triggering a general conflict, or an assault on Seoul, is 

the hardestpart of the problem." 

GARY SAMORE, a former aide in the Obama administration, on the challenge of responding 
to moves by North Korea. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

U.S. Designs a Korea Response Proportional to 
the Provocation 
By DAVID E. SANGER and THOM SHANKER 

_American officials said new "counterprovocation" plans ca]led for 

a response that would hit the source of any attack by North Korea 

with similar weapons. 

Attack on Christians in Egypt Comes After a 
Pledge 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM FAHIM 

The third day of sectarian violence in Egypt tested the pledge of 
the nation’s Islamist president, Mohamed Morsi, to protect the 
Christian minority. 

In France, Foreign Aid in the Form of Priests 
By M,~iA de la BAUME 

Clergymen from the developing world are increasingly settling in 
France, where the number of Catholic priests is declining and the 
hope is that the new priests will energize the church. 

................................................................................................. Eo[ r££re world [~e~s, go to NYTimes,�om!Wm!d ~ 

U,S, 

Scientific Articles Accepted (Personal Checks, 
Too) 
By GINA KOLATA 

The number of fake journals and conferences has soared as 
scientific publishing has shifted from a traditional business 
model to open access on the Internet. 



LILLY PULITZER, 1931-2013 

Heiress Who Gave Elite Clothes a Tropical 
Splash 
By ERIC WILSON 

Ms. Pulitzer, whose tropical print dresses became a fashion 
classic, got her start in 1959 by spilling orange juice on her clothes. She died 
Sunday at 81. 

Culprit in Heart Disease Goes Beyond Meat’s Fat 
By GINA KOLATA 

Research showed that the association between red meat and 
heart disease risk might be related not just to fat but also to 
bacteria that thrive on a component of red meat. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Robert Redford’s "The Company 
You Keep" 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

TimesTalks with Robert Redford and Shia LaBeouf 

The Times critic Stephen Holden reviews "The Company 
You Keep" 

nytintes,~om 

Business 

New Trouble for Euro in Portugal 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

Portugal’s prime minister warned on Sunday that additional 
spending cuts were needed after a court struck down some 
austerity measures agreed to for a bailout two years ago. 

Sponsors Now Pay for Online Articles, Not Just Ads 
By TANZINA VEGA 

The strategy of advertisers sponsoring or producing content that looks much 
like traditional editorial content has become increasingly common as publishers 



try to create more sources of revenue. 

Eye on Ratings, ABC Peers Into the Disney Toy 
Chest 
By BROOKS BARNES and BRIAN STELTER 

ABC had always stood apart from the Disney way, but recently 
the network has floated a few pilots on concepts drawn from its 
powerful parent’s library. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Shrewd Marketing Moves for Top-Ranked Chess 
Player 
By SARAH LYALL 

Chess has its superstars, but on a wider stage, there is no one like 
Magnus Carlson, who uses his intelligence, looks and charm to 
increase his profile outside of the game, as if he were a tennis or golf star. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Top Chess Player’s Strategy 

CONNECTICUT 83, NOTRE DAME 65 

Huskies Conquer Demons, and Irish 
By JER~ LONGMAN 

Connecticut had lost to Notre Dame in seven of their last eight 

meetings, but Breanna Stewart delivered a career-high 29 points 

to put the Huskies in the N.C.A.A. title game. 

LOUISVILLE 64, CALIFORNIA 57 

Cardinals Win and Big East Celebrates 
By HARVEY ARATON 

California tried to bust up a Big East matchup in the women’s 
national championship game, but Louisville proved too much, 
rallying from a zo-point halftime deficit to win. 

.............................................................................................. E 0~ n~0 r~ s P0 rts r~ev~s~ go t? N ~T!mes.�0m~S po rt s ~t 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A Voice That Burns With a Controlled Flame 
By JON PARELES 

Despite a soulful singing voice that refused to be upstaged, 
spontaneity wasn’t part of the package during Micia Keys’s highly 
choreographed show at Barclays Center. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

A Fig Leaf Is Dropped in Islamic Societies 
By JANET MASLIN 



In "Sex and the Citadel," Shereen E1 Feki asks an array of highly 

personal questions about present-day sexual relations in Muslim 

societies. 

Trouble Stalking Night-Life Paradise 
By ALEXEI BARRIONUEVO and BEN SISARIO 

Pacha, a decades-old dance club on Ibiza, is part of a hedonistic 

night-life world in which the center of gravity is shifting to places 

like Las Vegas. 

....................................................................................................... F0r r~ ore arts [~ews, go to N ~Times.�0rn(A rt s ,~ 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Roger Ebert as a Builder of an Empire 
By DAVID CARR 

A big part of what Roger Ebert left behind was a remarkable 

template for how a lone journalist can become something much 

more. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Contest Seeks to Honor Anti-Advertising Ads 
By NOAM COHEN 

Using a contentious medium to try to shape its future. 

ADVERTISING 

A Cosmetics Freebie With a Cause 
By ANDREWADAM NEWMAN 

When shoppers buy two Clarins items at Macy’s, Clarins will 

donate $1 to an antihunger group, the equivalent of paying for 

school meals. 

¯ News From the Advertising Industry 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia >> 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO:VOws: Headhunter / Matchmaker 
For work, Andy Hunter matches executives with jobs; for fun he 

matches hearts. He and his wife, Sarah Hunter, have played 

matchmaker for five married couples, including a niece, Sally 

King McBride. 

............................................................................................................ FO r r~ ore ~{id e£~ go t£ N ~Ti mes.�0m!Vid e0 >~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 



Reforms for Work Visas 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Congress must fix policies that leave skilled workers and their families in limbo 
for years. 

EDITORIAL 

The Trouble With Drones 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama still hasn’t laid out a formal legal framework for drone strikes. 

EDITORIAL 

Betting on the Buzzer Beaters 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Nevada gets millions of tax do]Jars from legal sports betting. No wonder other 

states want a piece of the gambling pie. 

FOr more 0pini0n, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

About the Children 
By BILL KELLER 

What it means for kids when gay parents can marry. 

~ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Insurance and Freedom 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Is health coverage the death of liberty? 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 8, 1973, the artist Pablo Picasso died at his home near 

Mougins, France, at age 91. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I ’-iiiiiii~: @NYTimes I:,,,~ Pinterest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:42 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

(Graded response 1- lemmed) 

graded (afri. paper 1).docx; (graded - response no. 1) 

graded response no. 1 .docx; 

Response 1 .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:50 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wofld" News & Notes Digest 04- 08-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday April 8th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

04/09/13- The UNC Art Department will present a lecture by Buster Simpson tiffed "Fare Thee Well (again and Again) Water Repurposed: The Poetic Utility of Art 

and Water" at 6:00 PM in the Hanes Art Center Auditorium. This event is free a~ld open to the public with support froln fl~e "Water In Our World" campus theme. For 

moreinfonnation: http:i/att.unc.edu/News Events/Events/CCM3 039721 

04/12/13- UNC Visitor’s Center Priceless Gems tour rifled "Meeting of the ~Vaters" which will begin at 3:00 PM from the UNC Visitor’s Center located at 250 E. 

Franklin Street. Learn about water on campus in collaboration wifl~ the pan-campus fl~eme of"Water in Our World." For more intbrmation: 

https://www.unc.edu/visitors/priceless-gem-tours/ 

04/13/13- 2013 UNC Science Expo scheduled from 10 AM - 3 PM as paxt of the annual NC Science Fes~tival. For more informarion: 

http://~v.ncsciencefestival.o~/ 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Global Research Institute "Water In Our \Vodd" speaker for April- Mark Hay, professor and Harry & Linda Teasley Chair in Environmental Biology at 
Georgia Tech, roll present a lecture titled "Can coraJ reefs be saved’? Chelnical ecology, as a Rosetta Stone for effecrive conseivarion" on April 24th, 2013, at 5:30 PM 

on the 4th Floor of the FedEx Globa1 Education Center as part of fl~e "Water In Our World" Speaker Series hosted by the UNC GlobaJ Research Insritute. In this 

lecture, Professor Hay roll use reefs in Fiji as examples of how locaJ intervenrion can have lmge positive eftbcts and how an un&rstanding of the chemical signals and 

mechanisms involved in structuring biotic intemcrions on coraJ reefs can provide addirionaJ options for more effecrive stewardship of coastal mm-ine resources. 

Book review: ’Drinking Water: A History’ by Duke’s James Salzm an- An editorial piece published recently in The Charlotte Observer newspaper by UNC 

thculty member and Water Theme steering committee member Peter Coclanis that reviews fl~e book "Drinking Water: A History" written by Duke law professor James 

Salzman. To view the fi~ll aJricle: http:#w~’.charlot~teobserver.com/2013i03/29/3948000ibook-review-dm~king-water-a-his~ry.hlml 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Carolina Virtual Story Museum exhibit on water- In connection with the university’s two-year Water in Our World theme, a new exhibit has been added to the 

Carolina Sto~ Virtual Museum. ’%later at UNC-Chapel Hill" highlights the ways water has been a part of campus his~toly and development fi~om the "abtmdance of 

springs" described by founder William R. Davie to the water conservarion efforts of today. See the new exhibit at: http:i/museum.unc.edu/exhibits,’watev’ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For Inore informarion on ff~e ff~eme and oflier upcoming events, feel tree to visit our website located at 

http:/iwatertheme.unc.edw. Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http:#w~x~v.facebook.com/WateflnOur~Vofld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

honors defense 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this note finds you well. Please forgive the late request, but I am in need of a second reader for          honors defense. I wasn’t aware 
until week before last that I needed to invite a second faculty member myself (in English, that’s all coordinated for us).         will require time 
beyond the deadline of Apr 15, so we’re taking advantage of the honors program’s guidelines, which allow students to file by the end of classes. If 
you’d be able to meet for the defense one afternoon between 4/22 and 4/24, I’d be most grateful. (I’m cci’ing Kenneth, so he’ll be aware of our 
plans.) 

Take care, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Director of Graduate Studies and Graduate Admissions in Comparative Literature 
Assistant Chair, Department of English & Comparative Literature 
Assistant Professor of English & Comparative Literature 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 1:46 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Cuban musician ZENAIDA ROMEU COMING TO NC SOON! 

ii~iI Inline image 1 

For more i~fformation contact: 

Linda S Howe 

Associate Prot~ssor of Romance Langnages 

Wake Forest University 

howels@wfu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:l0 PM 

Social Movements Working Crroup <smw~ 

[smw~ ] fall course on intersectionality 

@listserv. unc.edu> 

For those who may be interested: 

WMST 890: Special Topics: Exploring Intersectionality: Theories, Methods, and Practices of Social Change 

Course Overview-Tuesdays 3:30-6:15 

’lntersectionality’ (the attention to interlocking forms of oppression and privilege), as an interpretative tool is one of the prominent contemporary contributions made by scholars in 

the field of women’s studies that now broadly extends across the humanities, social sciences and natural sciences. This course takes stock of this transformative paradigm. 

We will seek to 3.) examine diverse interpretative frameworks of intersectionality: How have scholars used it as a theory, paradigm, concept, and practice of social change? 

2) Examine its development across many fields of study: Intersectionality is a term applied to different approaches, perspective, and methodologies. We will look for patterns, debates 

and controversies, sifting through and extracting insights that are most useful for our current research. 

3) Examine methodological innovations: Intersectional approaches suggest a breadth and applicability to wide variety of communities, topics and research methods. As such, an 

intersectional approach typically requires a degree of researcher self-reflexivity and insight into the shape, design, and analysis of a project. We will consider the challenges and 

opportunities of employing intersectional research. 

4) Examine ’bridging theory and praxis’: Many scholars who employ intersectional approaches also make linkages between theorizing about ’matrices of domination’ and engaging in 

efforts to ameliorate such inequalities. What are practical applications for using intersectional knowledge that help to achieve positive institutional change and social justice? 

We will especially focus on issues of race, class, gender, ability, nation and sexual orientation. Graduate students from all fields welcome. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

slnwg as: eunice~)elna~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32971281-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(gblistserv.unc.edu 



rl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBnlletin: Prepare betbre you travel! - Register for C4)! Global Orientation 

The GO! Initiative is designed to help students evaluate expectations, anticipate potential cultural and 

ethical challenges, prepare for engagement Jn communities, and develop intercultural competencies. 

Highlights include a welcome by UNC’s chief international officer, Dr. Ron Strauss; student panels;small 

group 6iscussions; connections to others traveling in gour 6estination region; critical workshops; an6 

networking opportunities. 

Workshops topics include: 

The orientation is open to UNC students who will complete global engagement work - se~ice, 

internships, research or seRdce-learning, or a study abroad experience that incorporates these 

l 

Be,An righe == 30i PiSsboro Sti-eet Suite 3002 i C8 5145 i ¢;~<~:: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 

Nonage You~ S~bsc~ip~io~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Cultuml Zephyr e.V. <bicdaa~ce@aol.com> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Fes~tival Announcement 

XXVIII, Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

"Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition 2013 

District Tempelhof-Sch~.ineberq, Berlin/German’g 

Nil, Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

Carnival Homecomin~ - A Poem by Ursula Troche 

THE COLLEGIUM Archive on YouTube please click >here< 

http : i/www, youtube.com/user, thecollegium 

Dance Pro~jram Collection at the IO South Bend Archives 

Fountainhead® Mission Statement 



A FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ TH~/~TRE PRODUCTION 

A Complexion Change 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

~III. Black Tnternationai Cinema 
Berlin/Germany & U.S.A. 2013 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung: 

Prof, Donald Mu~drow Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 

Gabriele GQn Tank 



Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

in association with / in Verbindung rail der 

Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Botschaft tier Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

Venue / Veranstaltungsort 
Rathaus SchBneberg (city hall) 
John-F.-Kennedy Saal, Kinosaal, Bibliothek 
John-F.-Kennedy Hall, Cinema, Library 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz, :[0825 Berlin/Germany 

free / Eintritt frei 

"...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pu# away from 
stereotypical categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International 
Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of Germany. 
I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, 
a cultural highlight which is unique Germany-wide_." 

"...Kunst und Kultur kSnnen hier Bracken bauen, Grenzen #berschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig f#r die Hauptstadt. 
Mein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulture!les Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist..." 

Gabriele GUn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin!Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezhks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." - African Proverb 

"Nut wenn LSwen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden J~ger aufh6ren, 
Helden zu sein." - Afrikanisches Sprichwort 

http:/!www.b~ack=intemational-cinema.com / BIC ~,3/bic 3.3.htm 

FESTIVAL PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
please download the festival program >here< (pdf) 

6 pm / ~8 Uhr 

Presenters 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
co-founder/producer/publisher/director!curator!moderator 

Fountainhead~ Tanz Th@#tre / B#ck International Cinema Berlin / 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhib#ion / Cultural Zephyr e. V. 

Representative of the Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Gabriele Gen Tank, Commissioner for Integration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin 

Filmmakers 

Guests 

Catering 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 

Director, producer and writer William Greaves began his career as a featured actor 
on Broadway and in motion pictures. His dedication, professionalism, creative and 
academic abilities behind and in front of the camera have earned him over 60 
international film festival awards, including an Emmy and four Emmy nominations. 
1980, he was inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, and in the same year 

he was the recipient of a special "homage" at the first Black American Tndependent 
Film Festival in Paris. Tn :[986, he received an "[ndy" - the special Life Achievement 
Award - from the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers. 



For two years, Greaves served as executive producer and co-host of the pioneering 
network television series Black lournal, for which he was awarded an Emmy. 

Regisseur, Produzent und Autor William Greaves begann seine berufliche Karriere 
Hauptdarsteller am Broadway und in Spielftmen. Seine Hingabe, Professionalit£t 
sowie kreativen und akademischen F£higkeiten hinter und vor der Kamera trugen 
ibm 0bet 60 internationale Filmfestivalpreise ein, sowie einen Emmy und vier Emmy- 
Nominierungen. Im ]ahr 1980 wurde er in die Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame 
aufgenommen und war im selben :]ahr Empf~nger einer besonderen "Hommage" auf 
dem ersten Black American Independent Film Festival in Paris. 1986 erhielt er den 
"Indy" - die besondere Auszeichnung for das Lebenswerk - yon der Vereinigung 
Unabh~ngiger Video- und Filmemacher. 

Zwei Jahre lang war Greaves geschSftsf0hrender Produzent und Ko-Moderator der 
wegbereitenden Fernsehreihe Black Journal im US-amerikanischen Sendenetz, for die 
er mit einem Emmy ausgezeichnet wurde. 

RALPH BUNCHE~= AN AMERICAN ODY~EY 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 

USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

KAKOOT~ 
Director: Mohammad Hassanzadeh Ghomi 
Narrative, Color, 95 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

SAYEHA DAR AKHARIN KHATEREH ROD / 

Director: Reza Mohammadi 

Animation, Color, 6 min. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

RETURN TO THE WORLD OF DANCE 
Directors: Dan Boord, Marilyn Marloff & Luis Valdovino 
Experimental, Color, 7 min. 

USA 2011 
English 

MA PA~L~ION 
Directors: Matthias G. Ziegler & Sidoine Boris Talom 
Experimental, Color, 22 min. 

Cameroon 2012 
French with English subtitles 

Director: Sergio San Martin 
Documentary, Color, 27 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

GUILLERMO OYAGOEZ MONTERO 
Director: Antonio G6mez-Olea 
Documentary, Color, 29 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

T~-~o.~r,~d~-~~’~ ~ t~-~~’~ ~ (Ki ..... IiCi .... ) 

4 pm / :t6 Uhr 

A PORTRAIT OF ROSWITHA GUNTHER 
EIN PORTRAIT OBER RO~WITHA GONTHER 
Director: PFOf. Donald Muldrow GFiffith 
Documentary, CO]OF, 80 min. 
GeFmany 2013 
GeFman with English subtitles 

6 pm / :t8 Uhr 

TA~KO: INOCHI NO KODO 

Director: Ivan Muioz 



Documentary, Color, 15 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish and Japanese with English subtitles 

.1UBA YOUTH 
Since South Sudan became independent in July 2011, the country faces its "zero 
hour". Despite the challenging situation in the country, it is particularly the young 
South Sudanese who are optimistically guiding their lives towards a better future. 
But what exactly are they looking for and what issues are close to their hearts? 
Within the framework of the project JUBA YOUTH, five South Sudanese filmmakers 
present local adolescents and their means of living both in fictional and 
documentary short films~ The project was financially supported by the German 
Federal Ministry for Economics Cooperation and Development (BMZ). 

Seit S0dsudan im Juli 2011 unabh£ngig wurde, durchlebt das Land seine "Stunde 
Null". Trotz der momentanen Herausforderungen im Land sind es besonders die 
jungen S0dsudanesen, die optimistisch fur ihr Leben eine bessere Zukunft sehen. 
Abet was genau suchen sie und welche Themen liegen ihnen am Herzen? Im Rahmen 
des Projekts JUBA YOUTH pr£sentieren f0nf s0dsudanesische Filmemacher sowoh[ in 
fiktionalen als auch in dokumentarischen Kurzfilmen einheimische Jugendliche und 
ihre Art zu leben. Das Projekt wurde vom Bundesministerium fur wirtschaftliche 
Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung (BMZ) finanziell gef6rdert. 

Director: Joice John Thomas 
Documentary, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

Director: Alex Taban 
Narrative, Color, 10 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DOWRY OF LIFE / MITGIFT 
Director: Simon Bingo 

Narrative, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English with German subtitles 

WANI AND HIS VISION / WANI UND SEIN TRAUM 
Director: Ochan Hannington 
Documentary, Color, 6 mira 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

Director: Mary Kadi Manoah 

Narrative, Color, 5 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English and Arabic with English subtitles 

MELVIN & 3EAH~" AN AMERICAN I~TORY 
Director: Maia Wechsler 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 
USA/France 2012 
English and French with English subtitles 

MARY BURRILL’S AFTERMATH= CONNECTING WITH THE PAST THROUGH DRAMA 
Director: Precious B. Stone 
Documentary, Color, 52 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
IDA B, WELLS: A PASSION FOR :JUSTICE 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 58 min. 
USA 1989 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

~’4 IKEL°S FAITH 
Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 32 min. 
USA 2011 
English 



23rd PSAL~o" REDEHPTION 
Directors: Cornelius Booker III & Christopher C. Odom 

Narrative, Color, 72 rain. 
USA 2012 
English 

HAZOR 
Director: Miro Mastropasqua 

Narrative, Color, 22 
Germany/Ttaly/Spain 2013 
German with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

A PORTRAIT OF ROSWITHA GUNTHER 
EZN PORTRA%T OBER ROSWITHA GONTHER 
Director: Prof. Donald MuldFow Griffith 
Documentary, COIOF, 80 rain. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

HOHENTS OF AWAKENINGS 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 23 rain. 
Germany 2008 
English 

PRESENT PAST TOffORROW 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany 2011 
no dialogue 

CYCLE OF EXlrSTENCE 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 25 min. 
Germany 2012 
no dialogue 

~id~ o ~t’~ ~LO (Ki ...... ItCJ .... ) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

GHATRE GHATRE / G~I"TV 
Director: Seyed Sajad Moosavi 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

Director: Seyed Hadi Mohaghegh 
Documentary, Color, 40 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

HILAGROSo" HADE IN MEXICO 
Directors: Martina Guzm~n & Monique Vel~squez 
Documentary, Color, 56 min. 

USA/Mexico 
English and Spanish with English subtitles 

~l~id~%,a~ . ~,~ ~LO (Bibliothek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Seminar 

ALL POLITICS ARE LOCAL / ALLE POLZTIK ZST LOKAL 
How we betray today’s victims of genocide in Central Africa / 
Wie wir die heutigen Opfer von V61kermord in Zentralafrika verraten 

Presenter/Pr~isentatorin; Dr. Sabine Grund 
and Guests / und G~iste 

Dr. Sabine Grund and guests explore the ’hidden hands’ behind the atrocities in 
Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Who has covered up all 
these crimes and prolonged the suffering? And what needs to be done to restore 
justice? 



Dr. Sabine Grund und ihre G~ste untersuchen die ’versteckten H~ichte’ hinter den 
Grausamkeiten in Ruanda, Uganda und der Demokratischen Republik Kongo. Wer hat 
all diese Verbrechen vertuscht und das Leiden verl~ngert? Und was muss 
geschehen, um Gerechtigkeit wiederherzustellen? 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
HALCOLFI X~" NAT]EONAL:IST OR HUHANIST? 
ProduceFiDiFectoF: Madeline AndeFson 
Executive PFoduceF: William GFeaves 
Documentary, B/W, 14 rain 
USA 
English 

~,UARTERBACK = A LOOK AT DR. ERNEST C, W:ITHERS 
Director: Chuck O’Bannon 
DocumentaFy, ColoF, 20 rain. 
USA 2012 
English 

TO~4 L::[NSON el:ILL 
Director: Lisa Kaselak 
Documentary, Color, 70 min. 
USA 20:i2 
English 

~*iday’ o Hay’ :~,0 (Bibliothek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

Presenter/Pr~isentator: Wolfgang Busch 
and Guests / und G~ste 

As documented in the film "How Do I Look" (director: Wolfgang Busch, presented 
during the XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), the Harlem "Ball" traditions 
originated in the 70’s, which were historically an off shot from the Harlem "Drag 
Balls" from the 20’s. Because of the loss of hundreds of members and leaders of the 
"Ball" community due to the HIV epidemic, "How Do I Look" was able to record an 
important aspect of the history and legacy which was still available. 

Wie in dem Film "How Do I Look" dokumentiert (Regie: Wolfgang Busch, pr~sentiert 

w~hrend des XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), hat die Harlemer "BalF- 
Tradition ihren Ursprung in den 70er lahren und ist geschichtlich ein Nebenzweig der 
Harlemer"Drag-Balls" aus den 20ern. Da es dutch die HIV-Epidemie den Verlust yon 
Hunderten von Nitgliedern und Fahrungspers6nlichkeiten der "Ball"-Gesellschaft zu 
beklagen gibt, stellt "How Do I Look" mit dieser Aufzeichnung ein unsch~itzbares 
Zeitzeugnis dar. 

~:~iday’ o Hay’ :~LO (Ki ...... I/Ci .... ) 

:I.0 pm / 22 Uhr 

Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Canada 2010 
no dialogue 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 15 rain. 
USA 2012 
English 

BERL:IN ANGELS 
Director: Jens Roth 

Narrative, Color, 21 min. 
Germany 2012 
English, German and Pashto with English subtitles 

ON VA~4PYRES AND OTHER SY~4PTO~S 
Director: Celia Novis 
Documentary, Color, 74 min. 
Spain 2011 
English, Spanish, French and Catalan with English subtitles 



2 pm / ~L4 Uhr 

Director: Ibrail Abubakr 
Documentary, Color, 17 min. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

Dl[E ROCRKEHR VON "RO~BEZAHL" IN DEN BERLINER STADTWALD / 

Director: Wolfgang 3ohannes Lechner 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 60 min. 
Germany 2012 
German 

EI"N~ ZWEl[~ DREI 
Director: Stuart Pound 
Experimental, Color, 1 rain. 
UK 2012 

NI~,ISAT 8ADTAR / HALF AN HOUR LATER 
Director: Mohammad Reza Lotfi 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Tran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

3.0 ~:lrRKE / :~0 SECONDS 
Director: Ako Aziz Merza 
Narrative, Color, 85 rain. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

Saturday . 
6 pm / 18 Uhr 

COl[NED 
Director: Elijah Hasan 
Experimental, Color, 8 min. 

USA 2010 
English 

Directors: All Allie & Ruben Reyes 

Narrative, Color, 99 min. 
Honduras!U.S.A. 2012 
English, Spanish and Garifuna with English subtitles 

Saturday . ~ay 11 (Bibliot:hek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

RAP IS THE KEY / RAP IST DER SCHLOSSEL 

Conductor/Dirigentin: Harina Treichel 
Participant/Teilnehmer: Borris Diederichs, Deutsch-Franz6sisches 3ugendwerk 

and Guests / und G~iste 

Music - Film - Dialogue are door-openers between young people, adults and 
societies, on the upward path towards education, understanding, cooperation and 
constructive societal participation, resulting from the contribution of a universal 
spoken word music entitled RAP, which is a key component towards, A Complexion 
Change - Future Blossoms. 

Musik - Film - Dialog sind TOr6ffner zwischen jungen Menschen, Erwachsenen und 
Gesellschaften auf dem Weg nach oben in Richtung Bildung, Verstandnis, 
Kooperation und konstruktiver gesellschaftlicher Beteiligung, welche aus dem Beitrag 
einer universellen Musik des gesprochenen Wortes mit Namen FLAP resultieren, der 
ein Schl0sselelement for A Complexion Change - Future Blossoms (den Wandel im 
Erscheinungsbild - BNiten der Zukunft) darstellt. 

Saturday , Hay, 11 (Ki ..... I/Ci .... ) 
8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
THE FIRST WORLD FESTIVAL OF NEGRO ARTS 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 40 min. 
USA 1967 
English 



Production & Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow GfiffithiFountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Documentary, Color, 50 min. 
Berlin/Germany 2004 
English 

Saturday . ~ay ~L ~L (Bibliot:hek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

Perfo~r~nce 

Presenter/Pr~isentator; Rolf G~nsrich/OKBeat, Author 
Guests / G~ste: Heiko Welker/Music, Dave/Author 

Spoken word, music, pantomime and much more. 

Gesprochenes Wort, Nusik, Pantomime und vieles mehr... 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

BAZ ~tARAN! / P-J~N AGAIN! 
Director: Hohammad Reza Khavari 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 8 min. 
[ran 2012 
no dialogue 

CRITERIOH 
Director: Alberto Blanco 
Documentary, Color, 19 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish with English subtitles 

SHIRIN GHANARI BOD / SNIP, IN W~ A CANARY 
Director: Davood Tohidparast 

Narrative, Color, 90 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

(DIS) LOCATION - SAI~PA 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 42 min. 
Canada 2011 
English subtitles 

Director: Floreal Peleato 
Documentary, Color, 71 min. 
Spain 2009 
French and Portuguese with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

Director: Ondine Geary 
Experimental, Color, 12 min. 

USA 2012 
English 

STEPPING." BEYOND THE LINE 
Director: Dee Garceau 
Documentary, Color, 43 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

~4 ~XICO FLAI4ENCO 
Directors: Josep Badell & Carlos S~nchez-Llibre 
Documentary, Color, 53 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish and Catalan with English subtitles 



"TEMPELHOF 42" 

Presenters/Pr~isentatoren: Regina Gerschke, Hans-Jiirgen Gomme 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

PINKFONIK 
Director: Sergio R. Zaurin 
Documentary, Color, 55 mm. 
Venezuela 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

VIVIR EN LA MOSICA / LIVE IN MUSIC 
Directors: Galina Likosova &, Hern~n Humberto Restrepo 
Documentary, Color, 59 min. 
Colombia 2013 
Spanish with English subtitles 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
RALPH BUNCHE: AN AMERICAN ODY~EY 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

TA NABZE KHISE SOBH / UNTIL THE WET PULSE OF MORNING 
DirectoFs: Farid Mirkhani, Siavash Gholami & Shiva Gholami 
DocumentaFy, Color, 20 min. 
IFan 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

L’ITALIE / ITALY 
Director: Arnold Pasquier 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 20 min. 
France 2012 
French and Italian with English subtitles 

Director: Tman Tahsinzadeh 
Documentary, Color, 72 min. 
Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

Program subject to change 

April, 8, 2013 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational ~. Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 
PFoduction/DiFection/CuFation 
PFof. Donald Huldrow GriffithiFountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 

"..,VISIONS BECOME REALITY,,," 
" .,,VISIONEN WERDEN WIRKLICHKEIT,,," 

Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
3ohn- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Sch6neberg 

back to top 





XXVII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

http :/’iwww, bRack-international- cinema,com!BIC~.2ihtml/bic_12_presse, htm 

back to top 
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Today’s tteadlines: Invoking Newtown Dead, Obama Presses G~m Laws 

,"d:::~r [-~ai:i.:ii: ~.:dee 

Today’s Headlines 

INTHIS~#~IAILI i~i NYT I World U.S Business i Sporks Arts i Science i Today=sVideo 

Editorials i Op-~ i Onr~is Day i CUSTOMIZe>> 

Top News 

I~vokir~g Newtou~ Dead, Obama Presses 

Laws 

As President Obama gave an impassioned speech ~n 

Republicans on Capital Hill were "~reatening ko prevent a gun- 

eontr~-~l measure from even e~-~ming up for debateo 

, ~ V~deo: president Obama’s Speech on Gun Control 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
~ Mourner 

Thatcher Fiscal Policies _ka’e Still a Tot~gl~ Nell I s looked 

for Europe ~t 

Margaret Thateher’s conservative preser~p~m~s ibr her 

country’s economy have never found feYti]e soil on khe ContinenL not even 

amid a gk~om at leas k as dark as that of ’7os Britain. 

~ [] Video: Kissinger Remembers Thatcher 

MARGARET THATCHER, 1925-2013 

’]Iron Lady’ Who Set Britah, or~ a N ew Coa~rse 

Mrs. Thakcher, who sek her country on a rightward econc, mie 

path, hdd her nation’s top o~ee longer than any other British 

politician in the 2otl~ eenturT. She was 87. 

I    Thatehe [ 

Readers Respond i Full Coverage 

Editors’ Picks 



Thatcher in Her Ow~ ~:ords 

A selection from key speeches, letters and interviews from the 

life and career of the first woman to bec.ome prbne minister of BritahL 

Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Open the Slaughterhouses 

Let’s instal] webcams in abattoh~ so we can see how we get our 

meat 

World 

Protesters and Merkel Criticize Putin~ Who 

I’d’ears a Sn~e 

The German chancellor, zM~ge]a Merke], met wkh President 

Vladhnh’V. Putin of Russia in Hanover, Oern~any, and expressed 

dismay over the treatment of nongovernmental organiza~ons. 

Vladimir 

N ax~° Deploying Laser Weapon Prototype N ear iran 

The laser atback weapon has been shown in tests to disable patrol boats and 

blind or destroy surveillance drones. 

Eve~ ~n :Death, ChAvez [s a Powerfi~l Prese~ee 

.As NicolSs Madnro invokes Hugo Chflvez’s ghost at rallies, 

Henrique Cap[iles Radons]d, Mr, Maduro’s opponent in 

Sunday’s presidential vote, is wooing rivals of the late leader. 

rids 

atten~e 

U.S. 

No Lawyer for ~oo Country Miles, So O~e Rura| 

State Offers Pay 

With rural Americans increasia~y uaderscrved by legal firms, 



Soukh Dakoka has enaeked a financial indueernent flint e.ould 

become a model. 

A Gove~aor Retrenches on a Big Idea 

Gov. Bobby JindaI d Louisiaaa announced ~hat he would shelve 

a plan ko gel rid of stake income and coH~or3 Le t3xes, saying thak 

he was listenfi~g to those who had e:qweaaed concerns. 

With He|p From Nature, a To~/~h~s to Be a 

Solm" Capit~l 

R. Rex Parfis, khe mayor of ~neaster, Calif., wants the Nty to be 

the first to produce more elech’hfiB~ fl’om solar energy thma it 

~ Slide Show: 8o~ar Sol%Sufficiency 

Bobby 

Jindal in 

Marylan 

What’s in a (dog) name? 
ALSO IN VIDEO ~ 

Do dried blueberries provide the same antioxidant 

benefits as fresh berries? 

You don’t have to eat olive oil to benefit from it 

Business 

%~a~" of China, Companies Head to Cambodia 

Foreign mamffacbn’ers are flocking to Cambodia as a way 

limit their overwhelming reliance on f~ctories in China. 

brines 

facto@, 

~ [] interactive Feature: China Still Dominates, but Some Manufacturers Look Elsewhere 

l[n Em’ope, New 1[ ~’otest Ove~" Google 

European antitrust officials have received a formal eomplah~k 

ti’om Google’s rivals about its Android mobile operating system. 

3 oCo Permey Oaasts Clfief of ~7 Months 

/MTter ~7 months, the retailer ousted Ron Johr~son, khe leader it 

bronght ]n Dora Apple, a~d reinstalled Myron E. Ulhnm~ 

~ DealBook: Penney Turns to Cl~ef Who Dealt With A~ivist Investors 

Joilnson 

Penney’ 

Sports 

LOUISVILLE 82, MICHIGAN 76 

_.’No. ~ at the StaN, m~d No. ~ at the Finish 

Louisville, the top seed in khe N.C.A.A. tournamenL played like 

it until the end. The Cardinals roared bad< fl’om a 12-point 

deficit and seized control of the game, defeating Michigan. 

players 
after 



The Quad: Highlights and Analysis 

[] Slide Show: Louisville Wins Championship 

For 2 Unheralded Players, a 3-Point Shootm~t 

Michigan’s Spike Albrecht got oft" to a torrid start, but 

Louisville’s Luke tlat~eock ultimately pt~vNled it~ a 3-poit~tcr 

Sh owd OWI% 

Aibrecht 

THE QUAD 

Hig~flights and Analysis of Men’s N.CoA.Ao Finn 
Spika 

Louisville topped Miehiga[L 82.-76, and I~ck Piti[~o became the 

first coach to win a national title at bvo schook. Mike 

a~d o’~ er 31m es repot k’rs provid e highlights a~d an aIysis 

game. 

Arts 

ARTSBEAT 

Nlore ’i’hm~ ’the h°on Lady’: Margaret Thateher, 

Icon 

The Me~T1 S h’cep biopie excepted, rn usieians, novelists and playwdghts were 

usuaIIy harsh in [hch" depic[ions of khe former BHfis]~ prime minister. 

Annette Famicello, 7o, Dims; Beloved as a 
Mouseketeer and a Star of Beach Movies 

Ms. Fnnicello won America’s heart on televisio~ in "The Miekey 

Mouse Club" and later captivated adolescent baby boomers in 

slightly spi~T beach movies. 

~ [] ArtsBeat: Video Hi~hii~hts From Funicelio’s Career 

...... Mickey 

THEATER REVIEW I ’FINKS’ 

A Choice to Name N~unes, or Else 

In "Nnks," Joe OiKorH’s new play, young people must choose 

whether to protect their caree~.~ or their friends in the time of 

MeCarthyism. 

Science 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 

Chining Her Own Course 

A Nobel-winning molecular biologist explores the connections of 

emotional stress, heNth a~d DNA. 

~ Video: Elizabeth Blackburn ] Series: Profiies in Science 

~ Eiiza be[ 
h H. 
Slackbu 

BY DEGREES 

Reba~dir~g the Shores, increasing the Risks 

Coastal development has soared, and this rush toward the sea is 

the biggest factor in the rising eosts of storm hai]outs. 

THE WEEK 

Mo~ng m~ ~k~teroid~ Mapping the Brain m~d 

More 

Rceent developrnenB i~ health and scie~ee ~ews and a gla~ee at 

what’s ahead. 

spacecr 



Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Margare[ Thatcher’s 

Memorable speeches from Mrs. Thatcher’s 1979 ~fic~o~y, d~e end 

of {he Fa~Mands war and her fight against European in~egratiom 

~ V~DEO: ’l~aesl?all~s: ’Mad MeW 

The cas t and crew of zLMC’s "Mad Men" speak with The Tirn es’s 

David Itzkoff about the process of shooting a season, a~d 

explore what’s next f,’)r the award-.v~4nning dramao 

F~r more ,:ic~eo g~ to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

What Refor~r~ W~I1 Req~dre 

Nothi ~g would do more to clean up politics in New York than healthy hard- 

fought elections. 

EDITORIAL 

Nlargat’et Thateher~ Pri~e 1M[i~tister 

A ~eader who transfom~ed Britain by pushing the nation in new direction, s. 

EDITORIAL 

~Vher~ ICE llar~ _ka~ok 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement is putting new policies into place after a 

series of botched raids on innocent immigrants. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Th~tehe~"s Divided 

A polarizing leader, she left behind a less equal, less civil B~tain. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Thatcher, Reagm~ and Their S]pecial Relationshi]p 

The late p~me minister had, with Ronald Reagan, the most impor ’rant :~@o-- 

America~ al]ia~ee since that of Winston Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The milib~ry academies wouldn’t lower Lheir standards to enroll 

top athletes. Would they? 

mere ,,’.piRion; ",.4o to NYTimea.comtOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I 8uythia Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~ @NYiirnes Pinterest 

[]     ~i .~. ,,-,,,,~, i ~[] 



Access The New Yor~ Times from anywhere with our suit÷ of ~pps: 

iPhoneOb l iPad’,~) Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ m.n2t,com ~ 

About This E~~lail 

This is an automated e-mail Please do nor reply directiy te this e-rneii 
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As a member of tl~e IRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe i Manage .~.ubscriptions I Change Your E-Mail := Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 9:02 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Mistaking Africa, Third Edition, available tbr thll courts 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI?ssor Sable: 
Westview Press proudly announces the publication of a new edition for your courses: ~staldn~ Attica: Curiosities mad 

Inventions of the American Mind. Third Edition, by Cm~i~ Keim (978-0-8133-4894-0). 

For mmay Americans ~e mention of Al~ca immediately coNures up images of sal~fi~ ferocious ammals, s~angely dres~d 

"tfi~sme~" mad im~netmble jungles. MislakingAJ~ca looks at the historical evolution oftNs mindset a~d e~mines the role 

popular media play in ~nefica~ mis~rceptions of the diverse peoples a~d cultures of Africa. U~ta~d throughout, fl~e fl~ivd 

edition includes new exmnple~ new itn~e~ m~d a di~ussion a~ut "Where is the Rea] ~rica." 

Order Your F~E Ex~ Copy T~ay~ 

~__~,_£~_y~_~;~2£~:_~_~__~L~_9_~_j~)E~_~R~d?K~_~E~Kyour free exmn £9~;~ (Complete the online exam copy order 

fomi a~d mention Source Code W391 .) 
Look for our postcard in your mail to le~ mo~e, or visit us on ~he Web at w~’.w~4ewpress.com. 

Sincemb; 
Wes~iew Press 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Avenue 

Boulder, CO 80301 

w~,.w~[ew press.corn 

il’his is a commercia] message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tonight: Galle~ Talk at 7pm 

, 

Tuesday, April 9 at 7pro 

Album 

historic photo albums in South Africa. Tuesday, April 9 at 7pro. 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
508-516 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
Currently on view, "Poetics and Politics," the third exhibition in the three-part 



together late-nineteenth and early=twentieth-century portraits, cartes de visite, 
and postcards from Southern and Eastern Africa. The exhibition also features 
vintage album pages of ethnographic and personal imagery, showing striking 
juxtapositions of prominent figures in both African and Western contexts. 
"Poetics and Politics" raises critical questions about the politics of colonialism, 
its manifestation in the picturing of people, and the role of photography in 

negotiating the complex issues of gender, race, and identity. 

.~,~.’:: Mokoena and Finley 

ii-.-iil~:.~r.~i~::~i.~,:~ i~::~ioii~r:r~:.~~.~r.~::~ earned her PhD from the University of Cape Town and is 
now associate professor of Anthropology at Columbia University. She is the 
author of "Magema Fuze: The Making of a Kholwa intellectual" (2011), which 
explores the history of the first Zulu speaker to publish a book in the Zulu 
language and the conditions of black intelligentsia in late-nineteenth and early- 
twentieth-century South Africa. 

C i~=~.,:.~r:~fii ii.i~rd:~,:W, who specialized in art history and African-American studies at 
Yale University, is associate professor in the Department of the History of Art 
and Visual Studies at Cornell University. With a focus on photography, she has 
contributed to publications including "Teenie Harris, Photographer: An 
American Story" (2011); "Harlem: A Century in Images" (2010); and "Diaspora, 
Memory, Place: David Hammons, Maria Magdalena Campos-Pons, Pamela 
Z" (2008). 

West 26tb St,~’e<.-’~ S~,,’iSe 718 

Forward entail 

] 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.ed~i by contact@walthercollection.com 

Update Profile/Email Address ]:ns~a~lt i~me,,’al ~’~idl SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Polic~’. 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Iranan, Education Portal <sar~education-portal.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Can the~ videos help engage your students? 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Education Portal has over 2,500 free online video lessons. I invite you to explore our lesson catalog and share our resources with your 
students. Our videos are completely free to use and share, with no barriers and no strings. 

See all 2,500 video lessons here. 

Many instructors are using these video lessons to flip their classroom, supplement instruction and as extra practice. Read about how Columbia 
State College Professor Michael Mc Donald used Education Portal videos in his classroom. 

You can also browse our lessons by subject: 

Science (678 videos) 

Business (344 videos) 

I=n.qlish (222 videos) 

History (185 videos) 

Math (316 videos) 

Social Science (291 videos) 

Humanities (53 videos) 

Forei~ln Lan~lUa~le (6 videos) 

Looking for something else? We’re adding over 50 new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around for ten years and our free video lessons 
are our newest and boldest way to achieve this goal. Our lessons are and always will remain completely free to use with no barriers to access. 

We know that these lessons can’t replicate the work you do in the classroom, but we hope you can use them as a fun and engaging way to 

reinforce key concepts. 

I hope you will share these resources with your colleagues and students. If you have any questions or hesitations please feel free to contact 
me. I love to hear how professors are using our lessons and answer their questions. 

Best regards, 

Sara Inman 

Education Portal 

See all 2,500 lessons or browse some of our most popular subjects: 

Bioloqy 

Physics, Earth Science & Astronomy 

Anatomy & Physioloqv 

Chemistry 

Basic Genetics 

Microbioloqv 

Management 

Marketing 

Macroeconomics 



Information Systems and Computer Applications 

Business Law 

Orqanizational Behavior 

English Literature 

College Composition 

American Literature 

Analyzing and Interpreting Literature 

Western Civilization I 

U.S. History I 

U.S. History II 

College Algebra 

Calculus 

Precalculus 

College Mathematics 

Psycholoqy 

Educational Psychology 

Human Growth and Development 

Sociology 

Intro to the Humanities 

Spanish 

To uns~bscribe, click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 12:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Spring at the Ackland: Live Theater, Film, and More! 

By popular demand, the Ackland is 

again present~n~ "ekphrastic 

theater" m ~ts 8atter~es throush a 

ser~es of [lye theater performances 

entitled ACTIVATED ART. Come 

experience wor~ of art in the 

Acktand’s permanent collection in 

unexpected and thou~ht-provokin~ 

ways! Learn more. 

8:00 PM 

Thursday, 11 Aprii, 8:00 PM 

Saturday, 13 April 8:00 PM 

Sunday, 14 April, 6:00 PM 

Friday, 19 April, 8:00 

Saturday, 20 April, 6:00 PM 

Sunday, 21 April, 8:00 PM - SOLD OUT 

*A discussion with the plapNrJoohts [ollows Friday’s performances. 

As performances take place in the galleries, seating is very limited. 

Buy your tickets in person or by phone (919.962.0216) through the 

Ackland Museum Store today! 

Tuesday, 9 April, 7:00 PM 

Mohamed Diab’s C~iro 578 is a brunt but 

powerfu[ portrait of three women of varyin8 

social backsrounds rebetiin8 asainst the 

sexual harassment endemic to that country’s 

cutture. A[thou£h the firm veers uneasily 

between character study, socia[ criticism and 

visitante action, it nonethetess sheds 

important tisht on a rarely depicted subject. 

Presented as the finat firm of the "Cinema of 

the Global. Middl.e East" series and sponsored 

by Art/Istam, the Carohna Center for the 

Study of the Middl.e East and Musl.im 

Civil.izations, the Duke-UNC Consortium for 

Middl.e East Studies, and the Media Resources Center at UNC-Chapel. Hil.L 

Co-presented by the Gtobal. Fil.m Institute. 

Free and open to the public. 

This screening will be held at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St, 

downtown Chapel Hill. 

~ 
T he Ackl.and Fil.m Forum is made possibte, in part, with 

support from Ruby Lerner, with 8iris in honor of Catharine 

Boyer. 

North Carolina Pubhc Radio WUNC is the ~ 
Official Media Sponsor of the Ack[and Film I :~° 

Forum. j 



The Ack[and is pleased to host this 

year’s Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium (TEAC) from Friday, 

12 ApMI, through Saturday, 13 

April An annual event that 

promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 

is organized by the faculty from 

UNC-Chape[ Hit[, Duke University, 

and North Carolina State 

University. 

This year, the co[[oquium’s theme is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six 

papers wilt investigate different ways in which one art medium 

represents art of another medium, e.g. a painting about music or a film 

about photos. 

Keynote Address: Friday, 12 April, 6:00 PM 

Ackland Art Museum 

"Mixing Media, Chinese Painting and Architecture: Problems in 
Methodology" 

Jerome Si[berge[d, Princeton University 

The colloquium is free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and re~ister online. 

Opening Reception: 

Wednesday, 17 April 

6:00-8:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Every spring, the Ack[and presents an 

exhibition of the most contemporary 

of contemporary art: a show by UNC- 

Chapel Hi[Us graduating MFAs! 

This year, the exhibition, entitled 

Sincerely Yours, illuminates ways in which contemporary art can separate 

genuine expression from strictly sentimental or sardonic connotations, 

revealing sincerity to be a subversive strategy. 

The exhibition’s eight contributors--the 2013 Master of Fine Arts 

candidates at The University of North Carohna at Chapel Hilt--employ this 

mode to confront both persona[ and proscribed issues and engaging 

timely topics such as social prejudice, sexual confinement, capitalist 

hegemony, outmoded forms of expression, and estrangement from one’s 

cultural roots and the natural environment. 

Learn more about Sincerely Yours~. 

Se~-~or N~sht: Con~r~t% Cta~ of 2013! 
Thursday, 18 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Free admission! 

As part of Senior Week, UNC-Chape[ Hit[ 

seniors are invited to Senior Night at ..... 

the Ackland. Enjoy food, drinks, music, 

and impressive artwork as you mingle 

with your feUow seniors. 

Sponsored by Student Friends of the 

Ack[and, the Class of 2013 Senior 

Marshals, and the Ack[and Art Museum. 

Save the 
ACKLAND SPRING LUNCHEON 



Thursday, 2 May, 11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

The Great Room at Top of the Hill 

Gather with members and friends of the 

Ack[and to celebrate a wonderful year of 

exhibitions and events. 

Tickets on sale Thursday, 11 April., at the 

Museum Store. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ackl.and’s exhibitions and publ.ic programs are made possibl.e by generous support from 

Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an email, to the editor. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Bonks of the Ofse, Neor Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. ¢) Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Min Qiji (b. 1580), A Puppet Theater, n.d., co[or print. I[[ustration for the nove[ The Story of the Western Chomber. 

George Jenne, American, b. 19 73: Spooky Understonds (video stiff); digitat high definition video. TRT 00:21:27 min. 

Courtesy of the artist. 

Forward this email 

[ 

This email was sent Lo eurlice@emafl.ur~c.edu by 
Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Threat to Block Debate on Guns Appears to Fade in Senate 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Wednesday, April, 0, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining &Wine I Today’s Video I 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Threat to Block Debate on Guns Appears to Fade 
in Senate 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Several Senate Republicans said they would not join in any 

filibuster of the first major gun control bill since 1993, and 

Senator Harry Reid said he would set an initial showdown vote. 

¯ ~_~ Graphic: A Republican Split 

Obama Pushes Choice to Join Appeals Court 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

The nomination of Sri Srinivasan to a federal appeals court will 
test an aggressive new strategy that the White House and Senate 
Democrats are hoping will put Republicans in a bind. 

A Billion-Dollar Gift Gives the Met a New 
Perspective (Cubist) 
By CAROL VOGEL 

Leonard A. Lauder, the cosmetics tycoon, will donate his 
collection of 78 pieces of Cubist art to the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, filling a glaring gap. 

~ ~ Multimedia Feature: A Cubist Trove 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

g, MULTIMEDIA FEATURE: A Cubist Trove 
Consisting of 33 Picassos, 17 Braques, 14 L~gers and 14 works by 

Gris, the Leonard A. Lauder Cubist Collection has been promised .......................................................... 

to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. In this feature, Emily Braun, 

the curator of the collection, discusses highlights. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

A Killer’s Notebook, a Reporter’s Rights 
By THEODORE J. BOUTROUS Jr. 

A Fox News journalist who covered a deadly shooting in a Colorado theater 

could face jail time for protecting her sources. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"In one fell swoop this puts the Met at the forefront of 

early-2oth-eentury art." 

THOMAS P. CAMPBELL, director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, on the promised gift of 
78 Cubist paintings, drawings m~d sculptures. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Peace Envoys From Taliban at Loose Ends in 
Qatar 
By ROD NORDLAND 

After peace talks with the United States broke down in Doha, 

Taliban negotiators remained there without a mission. 

A Very Busy Man Behind the Syrian Civil War’s 
Casualty Count 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The grandly named Syrian Observatory for Human Rights is 
virtually a one-man band, run by Rami Abdul Rahman from a 

drab city in Britain. 

Silence on Awkward Topics at Inauguration of 
Kenya’s President 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Uhuru Kenyatta, son of Kenya’s first president, has taken the 
reins of power, despite accusations of war crimes. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

As Gun Control Advances in States, It Meets an 
Unforgiving Math in Congress 
By MICHAEL COOPER, JACK HEALY and JONATHAN WEISMAN 

As states like Colorado have enacted tougher firearm restrictions, 
the arcane rules of the United States Senate have dimmed the 
prospects of new federal regulations. 

- ~ Slide Show: A Frontier State Passes Gun Measures 



Oyster Farm Caught Up in Pipeline Politics 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

The fate of a family-run business north of San Francisco has 
drawn the attention of a Louisiana senator, Tea Party supporters 

and Alice Waters, the owner of Chez Panisse. 

New Guidelines Call for Broad Changes in 
Science Education 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

New standards for curriculum, which at least 26 states have 
pledged to consider, take a firm stand on climate change and 
evolution and emphasize hands-on learning. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

TimesTalks: celebrity chefs 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Jessica Chastain talks about working with Kathryn Bigelow 
and women in film 

Josh Groban talks about his path to success 

nytimIes.col’n VliDEO 

Business 

Chief’s Silicon Valley Stardom Quickly Clashed 
at J.C. Penney 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

In his 17 months trying to remake the chain, Ronald B. Johnson 

relied on his instincts and rebuffed the doubts of others, 
associates say. 

~ A Solution for Penney May Be to Sell Itself, or Some Assets 

DEALBOOK 

Ex-Regulators Find Home With a Powerful Firm 
By BEN PROTESS and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Promontory Financial is a consulting firm stocked with former government 



officials and paid billions by banks to help it navigate an onslaught of new 
regulations. 

Japan Re-emerges in the Aerospace Arena With 
a New Jet 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

In World War II, the country produced the feared Mitsubishi 
Zero fighter planes. Today, the same company is working on a 
regional jet that it hopes will propel it into the industry’s big leagues. 

................................................................................... FOE r~0re b~l~il~e~ r?~v~s, go t~ N~Times,c0m~Bu~ines~ ~ 

Sports 

CONNECTICUT 93, LOUISVILLE 60 

An 8th National Title, Built on Spirit, Not Stars 
By JER¢: LONGMAN 

UConn battled through injury and self-doubt to win a national 
title over Louisville and give Coach Geno Auriemma the same 
number of championships as his nemesis, Pat Summitt. 

¯ ~: Box Score I ~ N.C.A.A. Women’s Bracket 

. ~,~’~ Slide Show: N.C.A.A. Championship Game 

ON BASKETBALL 

An Appreciation of Perseverance 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Caroline Doty, who has battled numerous knee injuries, reached 
the career finish line Tuesday night in the national title game 
against Louisville, pretty much on one leg. 

ON BASKETBALL 

Pitino’s Week Kept Getting Better 
By GREG BISHOP 

Louisville’s national title capped a tremendous run for Coach 

Rick Pitino, who was elected to the Hall of Fame, whose son was 
hired to coach Minnesota and whose horse won the Santa Anita Derby. 

, Bump in Ratings for Men’s College Basketball Final 

¯ Louisville Guard Smith Said to Be Leaving for N.B.A. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Christie’s Is Poised to Auction Art in China 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

The auction house has received a license to operate 
independently in China, which has overtaken the United States 
as the world’s largest art and auction market. 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Taking Country Less Conservative 
By JON CARAMANICA 

On his latest album, "Wheelhouse," the traditionalist country 

singer Brad Paisley touches on several social issues, among them 

race relations. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Old Songs and Regret, the Anger Still Fresh 
By JON PARELES 

At Madison Square Garden on Monday, Fleetwood Mac 
performed songs from "Rumours," an album that’s much prettier 
than what the lyrics say. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Dining & Wine 

Soaking Up the Sake 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Japanese pubs called izakayas give both customers and chefs a 

space to get a little messy. 

: ~:~ Slide Show 

CRITIC ON THE ROAD 

Making Houston a Destination 
By PETE WELLS 

At Oxheart and Underbelly, two conversations about dining: one 
addressing the world, the other reflecting its city. 

¯ ~.;¢~ Slide Show 

HUNGRY CITY I XIXA 

Start in Mexico, and We’ll Go From There 
By LIGAYA MISHAN 

At Xixa, there’s a kind of culinary free association that can be 

borderline bizarre or brilliant, sometimes both at once. 

, ~.~ Slide Show 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Top Republicans to Watch in 

Congress 
The Times’s Rick Berke, Ashley Parker and Jeremy Peters pick 

the top Republicans to watch as Congress begins a week of 

intense debate on gun legislation and immigration reform. 

VIDEO: The Top Democrats to Watch in 



Congress 
The Times’s Rick Berke, Ashley Parker and Jeremy Peters pick 
the top Democrats to watch as Congress begins a week of intense 

debate on gun legislation and immigration. 

~ VIDEO: Thatcher, Through Bold British 
Headlines 
In Westminster, Londoners remember Margaret Thatcher while 

picking up their favorite newspapers, each splashed with its own 

take on the former prime minister. 

~ Related Article 

~ Related Videos 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Public Wants Background Checks 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Even some Republican senators may see a need to keep guns out of the wrong 

hands. 

EDITORIAL 

Not Enough Reform on Derivatives 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Attempts in the House to undercut derivatives regulation would lead to future 

bailouts of reckless risk-taking by banks. 

EDITORIAL 

Worry Over Attention Deficit Cases 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Is the rise in reported cases of A.D.H.D. in school-age children accurate, and are 

the potent drugs to treat it being overused? 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~o[e £p!r~ioq, go to NYTime~�om!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Disturbing Pablo Neruda’s Rest 
By ILAN STAVANS 

What will Chile gain from exhuming the body of its most beloved 

poet? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Tale of Three Women 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Iconic items from three 2oth-century women: mouse ears, a 

bright flowered shift and a handbag. 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Arab Quarter Century 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The Arab Spring now seems more akin to the Thirty Years’ War 

than the fall of the Berlin Wall. 

¯ Columnist Page 

..................................................................................................... E0[ m0r~ 0pin!0n! go t? NyTimes~�0m!Opin!0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On April lO, 1947, Brooklyn Dodgers president Branch Rickey 
announced he had purchased the contract of Jackie Robinson from 

the Montreal Royals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 5:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, The Food & Drink Issue, Bits of Inlbnnation and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: f p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30410/a mes 1 Y 

’[’he Food & Drink issue 

@Times-April 10, 2013 

Dig into the latest Food & Drink issue of rDle New York 
Times Magazine. with stories on the quest for healthful 
fast food. the transformational power of the right spice, the 
philosophy of a riskdoving N apa Valley winemaker, chefs’ 
recollections of their worst kitchen disasters, and some notable 
New York City residents’ descriptions of their favorite foods~ 

lB[tts of information                                      ~ 
Subscribers to Bits, ore" daily e-mail newsletter on the 
busim~ss of ~eehno]ogy, enjoy coverage {tom Times s~aff 
writers amt a roundup of uews from across the Web. Receut 
s[ories i~eh~de a look at a developing problem for emertainme~t 
streaming sites, the multimil[ion-dot]ar business of fake Twitter 
followers, Faeebook’s m~w push for A~droid phone users, amt the 
art of a pp ra isi ~ g s t ar b:u p s. 

Don’t Niss on m’rimescom 

¯ g "e k og F ’e o’fl~e Celtphone Carrier Co~spiraey 

¯ Ebet’t W;~s a Critic Whose Sting Was S;dved by Caring 

¯ Taping of Farm Ct’uelty Is Becoming [he Crime 

¯ Do We Really Hate A~ne Hathaway? 

¯ Amaette Fuuieel]o, 70 Dies 

Top 8 Viewed Features on ~¥r~ 
(Between Apt 3. 201T� - Apr 9, 20!3) 

~. The Joke’s on Louis C.K. 

2. Social Programs Face Cutback in Obama B~dget 

3, Can ~’e Get Hitlary WRhout the Foolery? 

4. North Korean Missile Mm~ed to Coast 

5. Study Points to New Culprit in Heart Disease 

~ V~DEO." Shaggy 

Four black sheep are the new 
groundskeepers at the Pads 
municipal archives, where the 
grass is green and tasty. 

~ ’£HEATER: Aloe Baldwin 

& Cast Discuss "O~phans" 
.Mee Baldwin, Ben Foster and 
Tom Sturridge discuss the gritty 
drama "Orphans," Mr. Baldwin’s 
first Broadway appearance since 

2004. 
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Mexandra Horowitz, a dog 
cognition expert, interviews dog 
owners about the names of their 
pets. 
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Top News 

Obama Budget Opens Rift for Democrats on 
Social Benefits 
By JACKIE CALMES 

President Obama’s gamble in making concessions to Republicans 
on Medicare and Social Security drew anger from those to his 
left. But others in his party see such changes as necessary. 

, Interactive: The Scale of the Budget ] Document: Obama’s Proposal 

¯ The Caucus: Highlights From Obama’s Budget Proposal 

~ Budget Embodies Obama’s Vision for Remaking Economy 

Study of Babies Did Not Disclose Risks, U.S. Finds 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

A federal agency said blindness and death risks were not properly 
communicated to parents, depriving them of information when deciding 
whether to participate. 

A Senator’s Search for an Ally Keeps a Gun Bill 
Alive 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Two of the National Rifle Association’s favorites in the Senate 
came together in a last-ditch effort on a background check deal 
that opened the door for Congress to consider new gun laws. 

¯ Gun Control Meets an Unforgiving Math in Congress 

................................................................................................................... E0~ ~?r~ t0p r~e~s, g0 ~? N)fTime~:�om tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC: The Scale of the President’s 
Budget 
How spending in President Obama’s 2o14 budget compares with 

proposals from both parties and historical averages, as a share of 

the economy. All future proposals reflect lo-year averages from 2o14-2o23. 

Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Child Migrants, Alone in Court 
By SONIA NAZARIO 

They flee violent gangs, cross the desert, and when they get to the 

U.S., have to face a judge alone. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m an atheist, but I thought that was kind of 
touching." 

CLAY Pl PKIN, on a New York City cab driver who refused a reward for retunfing a lost 
dimnond ring because "God has provided enough." 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

ROBERT G. EDWARDS, 1925-2013 

Changing Rules of Conception With the First 
’Test Tube Baby’ 
By GINA KOLATA 

Dr. Edwards, a physiologist working out of the University of 
Cambridge in England, changed the prospects for infertile couples and forged a 
brand-new industry. 

Move to Widen Help for Syrian Rebels Gains Speed in West 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and MARK LANDLER 

The United States is poised to increase its nonlethal aid to opposition groups as 
pressure builds to lift a European Union embargo on sending arms to Syria. 

- Arab Israeli Is Accused of Joining Rebels in Syrian Revolt 

, Sisters in Arms Join the Fighting in Syria 

Parliament Debates Thatcher Legacy, as Vitriol 
Flows Online and in Streets 
By JOHN F. BURNS and ALAN COWELL 

A parliamentary session called to commemorate Margaret 
Thatcher was unusual because of its expected duration and 

because lawmakers were recalled from recess. 

¯ City Room: Steinem on Thatcher 

................................................................................................. E~r r~e~e ~v~r!d r~ev~s! go t? N’~~imes:�om~Wor!d tt 

U.S. 

Texas Considers Backtracking on Testing 
By MOTOKO RICH 

Lawmakers in the state that spawned test-based accountability in 



public schools say changes would allow teachers to be more 
creative and give students more flexibility. 

Army Judge Raises Burden in Private’s Trial on 

Leaks 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

A judge ruled that prosecutors must prove beyond a reasonable 

doubt that Pfc. Bradley Manning had "reason to believe" that 

files he leaked could be used to harm the United States or to aid a foreign power. 

Postal Service Halts Push to End Delivery of Mail on 

Saturdays 
By EMMARIE HUETTEMAN 

The service’s board of governors said it had come to the decision after Congress 

passed a measure in March requiring it to continue delivering mail six days a 

week. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 
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Jackie Robinson, the hero, in "42" 

"Sex and the Citadel," by Shereen El Feki 
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Business 

Food Politics Creates Rift in Panel on Labeling 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

A committee of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics dismissed a member 

whose objectivity on genetically modified food was questioned, but she also 

questioned others’ objectivity. 



Gold, Long a Secure Investment, Loses Its Luster 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Gold has lost 17 percent of its value since 2011, a remarkable 
turnabout for an investment that many have regarded as one of 

the safest of all. 

DEALBOOK 

Seeking Relief, Banks Shift Risk to Murkier Corners 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

Banks are shedding risky assets to show that they are not as vulnerable as they 
once were, but in some cases that just means shifting the risk to a less regulated 
area of Wall Street. 

¯ ~ Post a Comment I Read 
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Sports 

California Examines Puzzling Trend of Horses’ 
Sudden Deaths 
By JOE DRAPE 

Seemingly healthy horses have been dying at an alarming rate in 

California. In the last 16 months, seven horses under the care of 
the trainer Bob Baffert have died suddenly, necropsies revealed. 

A U.S. Soccer Star’s Declaration of 
Independence 
By SAM BORDEN 

While many of her fellow American players are gearing up for the 
new National Women’s Soccer League, which opens this 

weekend, Megan Rapinoe is enjoying playing and living in France. 

BARCELONA 1, PARIS ST.-GERMAIN 1 

A Hobbled Messi Helps Barcelona Advance 
By SAM BORDEN 

Lionel Messi came off the bench on Wednesday and helped set 

up the decisive goal against Paris St.-Germain that sent 
Barcelona to the semifinals of the UEFA Champions League. 

¯ ~ Box Score I European Soccer Proposes 10-Game Race Abuse Ban 
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Arts 

12-Year-Old Building at MoMA Is Doomed 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Just 12 years old and critically acclaimed, the former American 
Folk Art Museum will be torn down to make room for an 



expansion by its neighbor, the Museum of Modern Art. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

I Went to a Movie and an Art Exhibition Broke 
Out 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Manet comes to life in a film about an exhibition at the Royal 

Academy; it will be shown on Thursday in theaters. 

Taymor and ’Spider-Man’ Producers Reach 
Settlement 
By PATRICK HEALY 

The terms of the agreement were not disclosed in the suit 
between the producers of "Spider-Man: Turn Offthe Dark" and 
the musieal’s former director, Julie Taymor. 

For more arts news~ go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Fashion & Style 

Picky, Picky: A Critic’s Spring Fashion Guide 
By CATHY HORYN 

Cathy Horyn’s practical, and ornery, guide to spring shopping 

(but don’t hold her to it). 

, ~ Slide Show: Take Me to September 

For Margaret Thatcher, a Wardrobe Was Armor 
By SUZY MENKES 

The former prime minister expressed exactly where working 

women stood in the 198os: in tailored suits that were a carapace 

of protection in what was essentially a man’s world. 

Lilly Pulitzer’s Uniforms for an Entire Class 
By WILLIAM NORWICH 

Loyal customers and friends remember how Ms. Pu]itzer’s 
designs brought colors to drab wardrobes. 

~ ~.~’~ Slide Show: Lilly Pulitzer’s Legacy 

¯ Related Obituary 

For more fashion news, go to NYTimes~comlFashion ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Bette Midler on Her Return to 

Broadway 
Ms. Midler discusses her return to the theater in the one-woman 
play "I’ll Eat You Last: A Chat With Sue Mengers." 



~ VIDEO: Hail, Hail, Freedom in Cyprus 
On the island of Cyprus, the filmmaker Ira Radivojevic explores 

how the economic crisis has contributed to a rise in hostility 

toward immigrants. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Intersection: Style Outside MoMA PSi 
On a recent chilly afternoon in Long Island City, we talked to a 

few visitors (and an employee) about how they put personal 

touches on their transitional spring looks. 

............................................................................................................. E0r r~ore y!de0, go to N¥~ime~comNideo ~? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The President’s Budget 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The plan for 2014 includes a troubling cut to Social Security and other better 

ideas that put Republicans on the spot. 

EDITORIAL 

Mental Illness in California Prisons 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Constitution requires better treatment and suicide prevention for inmates. 

EDITORIAL 

From Poverty to a Top-Tier College 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The problem of qualified low-income students who rarely end up at elite 

colleges is easy to fix and can be done at very low cost, a compelling study 

shows. 

.................................................................................................... F~r r~0re ~l#!r~i0rL g0 t0 NY]ime#~com!Opinion ~z 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Yipes, It’s Congress on the Move 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Listen up, people! There is so much more to current events than 

just ferrets. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rand Paul Goes to Howard 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

How the Republican Party lost the black vote. 

, Columnist Page 



OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

In China, Feudal Answers for Modern Problems 
ByYU HUA 

Chinese Communists are often finding that it’s the old feudal 
recipes that best enable them to keep a firm grip on society. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 
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On April 11, 1951, President Truman relieved Gen. Douglas MaeArthur 
of his commands in the Far East. 
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Top News 

Pentagon Says Nuclear Missile Is in Reach for 
North Korea 
By THOM SHANKER, DAVID E. SANGER and ERIC SCHMITT 

A report by the Pentagon’s intelligence arm concluded North 
Korea has learned to make a nuclear weapon small enough to be 
carried by a missile, but cautioned its "reliability will be low." 

, ~ Timeline of North Korea’s Nuclear Program 

Soaring Charges by a Contractor With Special Ed 
By DAVID M. HALBFINGER 

The lavish spending and questionable performance of a company 
that provided therapy underscores problems that have surfaced 
in the city and state’s special ed pre-K program. 

With Police in Schools, More Children in Court 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Youth advocates and judges say more children are being sent into 
the criminal justice system for acts like scuffles and truancy that 
are better handled in the principal’s office. 

: ~ Slide Show: Schoolhouse Discipline 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes,com >> 
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Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ MULTIMEDIA FEATURE: Timeline on North Korea’s 
Nuclear Program 
The country’s nuclear weapons program and its development of 
long-range rocket systems have angered many in the West, 
including in the United States. 

¯ ~ Range of North Korean Missiles 

¯ Reactions From South Korea 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Save Wounded Knee 
By JOSEPH BRINGS PLENTY 

Wounded Knee should be preserved as a monument, not sold at 

auction. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s remarkable. You can’t turn a corner in the Capitol 

this week without meeting a family of a gun violence 

victim. It’s hard to say no to these families." 

SENATOR CHRISTOPHER S. MURPHY, Democrat of Connecticut. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Military in Syria Is Accused of Massacre 
By RICK GLADSTONE and ALAN COWELL 

A report by Human Rights Watch said the Syrian Air Force 
carried out indiscriminate and in some cases deliberate airstrikes 
against civilians. 

¯ The kede: gilmmakers Capture Chaos After Airstrikes in Syria 

~ Move to Widen Help for Syrian Rebels Gains Speed in West 

ZARGALI JOURNAL 

Rebel Keeps Kurds’ Guns Close at Hand in Peace 
Talks With Turkey 
By TIM ARANGO 

The defiance of Murat Karayilan, commander of the Kurdistan 
Workers’ Party, suggests that the process could be longer and more arduous 
than anticipated. 

Emirates’ Laws Trap a Doctor Just Passing 
Through 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

A South African doctor on a layover in the United Arab Emirates 
is trapped there by criminal charges he had not been aware of. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

A Busy California Port Seeks to Grow, but a 
Neighbor Objects 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Plans for a new railyard at the Port of Los Angeles have struck a 



nerve in the town of Long Beach, whose working-class 
neighborhoods are near the port. 

Checks Find Unsafe Practices at Compounding Pharmacies 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Federal regulators said they had found problems like black particles floating in 
vials, rust and mold in clean rooms and improper air flow at about 3o 
compounding pharmacies. 

School Vote Stirs Debate on Girls as Leaders 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

A letter by girls at Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass., cites 
embarrassment at the plight of female students at a progressive 

institution. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Student Election Sparks Gender Equality Debate 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 
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Business 

DEALBOOK 

Former Partner at KPMG Charged With Insider 
Trading 
By PETER LATTMAN 

Federal prosecutors flied charges against Scott London, who 

spent nearly 29 years at the accounting giant KPMG, laying bare a brazen two- 

year scheme. 

, ~ Post a Comment I Read 



At 11th Hour, China’s Censors Bar ’Django 
Unchained’ 
By GERRY MULLANY and MICHAEL ClEPLY 

The Oscar-winning movie was pulled on its opening day despite 
reports that the filmmakers had edited scenes to comply with the 
wishes of Chinese censors. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

A Plot Twist at Herbalife Draws in the Auditors 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

Herba]ife’s next auditor wi]] be watched closely by the 
participants in a stock fight being waged by hedge funds. 

: DeaIBook: I-terbalife Ties to ’Work From Home’ Promoters May Draw New Scrutiny 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Baseball Pays for Clinic Documents Tied to Doping Case 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and STEVE EDER 

Major League Baseball’s purchase underscores how determined it has become to 
find out what went on at an anti-aging clinic suspected of dispensing 
performance-enhancing drugs. 

BULLS 118, KNICKS 111 (OT) 

Robinson Helps Bulls End Knicks’ Streak 
By HOWARD BECK 

Nate Robinson, the Chicago Bulls’ sprightly 5-foot 9-inch guard, 
exploded for 35 points, including 8 in overtime, sending the 

Knicks to their first loss since March 17. 

~ .~ Box Score 

Impressive 73 for 14-Year-Old 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Guan Tianlang of China displays a composure and a short game 
that has him on the verge of making the cut at the Masters. 

.............................................................................................. For r)?0re sports r~ey~s, go to NYTimes,�om!Sport~ ~ 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

Window Shopping With a Pop Patriarch 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

No artist cooked up a tastier version of the primal Pop recipe 
than Claes Oldenburg in the late 195os and early ’6os, a time 
explored in two Museum of Modern Art shows. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Oldenburg at MoMA 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Festival Now Comfortable in Its Skin 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In its 12th season the Tribeca Film Festival, which begins 
Wednesday and includes the premieres of 53 features, has woven 

itself into the fabric of the New York cultural schedule. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Playing at Tribeca 

THEATER REVIEWI ’MATILDA THE MUSICAL’ 

Children of the World, Unite! 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"Matilda the Musical," a British import adapted from Roa]d 

Dah]’s 1988 novel, is a tale of empowerment told from the 

perspective of the most powerless group - little children. 

, ~,~:~ Slide Show 

~ ~ Video: ’Matilda’ Comes to Broadway 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes:comlArts ~ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I’TO THE WONDER’ 

Twirling in Oklahoma, a Dervish for Love 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Paris, and Oklahoma, are wonderlands in Terrence Malick’s 
newest t~m, a spiritually minded romance starring Ben Affleck, 
Olga Kurylenko and Javier Bardem. 

~ Muses in Motion, Captured on Camera 

MOVIE REVIEW 1’42’ 

That Rookie at First Is in a New Position 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"42," Brian He]ge]and’s new film about Jackie Robinson, is blunt, 

simple and sentimental, using time-tested methods to teach a 
clear and rousing lesson. 

MOVIE REVIEW I’THE ANGELS’ SHARE’ 

A Temperament for Trouble and a Nose for Fine 
Whisky 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In Ken Loach’s "Angels’ Share," a hot-headed hooligan from 
Glasgow’s underc]ass turns out to have an extraordinary talent for identifying 

different varieties of whisky. 

..................................................................... Fc~[ ~£re ~o~ie [~e~s ar~d re~!e~s, g£ to NYTimes~�om!MoYie~ ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Bitcoin Has Real-World Investors 



The Times’s Nathaniel Popper discusses Bitcoin, the online 
currency that has attracted a number of investors, including 
Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss. 

~ VIDEO: Christie’s China Debut 
The Times’s David Gillen spoke with Christie’s C.E.O. Steven 

Murphy about the tastes of the Chinese as the company prepares 

to be the first independent auction house in mainland China. 

~ VIDEO: Ask Well: Dried or Fresh Blueberries? 
Do dried blueberries provide the same antioxidant benefits as 

fresh berries? 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Rugged Road for Gun Control 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

As the Senate opens debate, the gun lobby is waiting with several killer 
amendments. 

EDITORIAL 

Sequestration of Justice 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Budget cuts for federal public defenders are gutting the constitutional right to 
counsel. 

EDITORIAL 

Brain Disease and the N.F.L. 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Retired players deserve the chance to prove in court the ]ink between the violent 

professional game and head trauma and that the league failed to protect them. 

..................................................................................................... FOE ~or~ oPil~!or~! gO t~ N~Times:�om!OpinJon ?? 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bold on Both Ends 
By DAVID BROOKS 

President Obama’s budget is admirable for its ideological 
compromises but cuts out the resources needed to address some 
pressing social problems. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



Lust for Gold 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

In modern America, everything is political. And that goes for 

investments as well as voting. 

: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tell the Truth About the Arms Treaty 
By RACHEL STOHL 

The United Nations accord on global arms trade can’t touch Americans’ guns. 

But it can make it harder for the world’s rogue actors to get them. 
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ON THIS DAY 

On April 12, 1945, Franklin D. Roosevelt, the 32nd president of the 
United States, died of a cerebral hemorrhage in Warm Springs, Ga., at 

age 63. Vice President Harry S. Truman became president. 
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Textbooks 
i.~.i American Politics 



Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be 8t any time 

We ~espect your privacy and will not r~isclose, rent or seil you~ email ar~dress to any outside organis~lio~ls 

If yo[i ,~vish to unsubscdbe, plesse click on the lird~ beiow Please note this is an 8utomated operstion. 

htt p://t an df.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC6719Xd 1XI Ba 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s Headlines: Obama’s Budget Revives Benefits as Divisive Issue 

[ :’":: ...... I M:::~r [-~oi:i.:ii: Vdee i :~i~:sciibe: Di9~31 / Home Delb’eq~ 

Today’s Headlines  ooo.y, 

INTHI~E4~AILII~i NYTI World U.S Bus~oess ~ S~o~s Arts Magaz~oe Today’s Video 

Editorials Op-~ ~ Ol~Yhis Day ~ CUSTOMIZE~ 

Top News 

Obama’s Budget ReYives Benefits as Divisive Isstte 

It seems certain that liberal Democrats will focus on Soeia] SeeuH[y and 

Medicare in the midterm elections ne:,~ year - and 1.~erhaps in fl~e 2o16 

presidential co.teaL 

Kerry ir~ Cl~,a to Seek Help ~, Korea Crisis 

~&mid fea~ [hat North Korea is tea@ to Iaur~ch a me~um-range 

missile, the United States is t~ing to enlist China’s assishmee 

defi~sing kensions. 

~ in Seoul, Kerry V~]ams Nor[h Korea Against Missile Tes[ 

y ol 
State 

JUSTICE DENIED 

Falteri~g Com’ts, N[~red in Delays 

.at a time of slaskedjudicial budgets across the eoun~T, 

Bronx, N ew "~ork’s poorest borough, is a stark pietm’e of 

h appen s M~en an overwhelm ed j ustice system can n ot keep 

1he 

at the 

Bronx 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZINE 

T Spri~g Desi~a 

, 4ianne Mo -~,re pushes the limib. The arehibet z~u~dca does 

not understand. Lo~do~Ys most secre~ve address. Interk~r 

design reimagined. Garden-.ir~spired haute--eouture. 

, Jul~anne Moore Poshes the Limls 



, A Gel]] of an Apaltment, in Paris 

,A Lush Garden in Nantucket 

~ A Provencal Retreat 

OPINION I OPINION 

Go Simp|e 

SimpIil3~ing the system wouk] snve billions of hours. 

QUOTATiONOFTHEDAY 

KA~TLYNN GASTON, ou tlhe long delay before the i:ase o{’ iher {’a thi;r’s murder was heard 

World 

Russi~t Bars t8 Americans Aider Sanctions by 

day after the United States imposed sanctions, Moscow 

respm~ded with a l~st of Amerh::ans linked to prosecutions agai~st 

ussian dt]zen s and haish in terr~ga’don m e[hod s. 

U S. Penalizes Russians ~or Human Riggers Violations 

Mubarak Appears at Trial, V~hieh Ends Abruptly 

in Egypt 

Hosni Mubarak, Egypt’s former president, appeared b-~ display 

new confidence in corn% or perhaps a certain sehadenfi:eude, as 

he appears~d at a healing to open his retHaI. 

Palestk,qdan Prhne ~ik~ister Resigns, Adding 

Uncertainty’ to Gover~unent 

Prime Minister Salam Fa3Tad had dashed po]itiea]ly with 

Mahmoud Abbas, the president of the Western-backed 

Pa]estinian .,Mtthority, which governs the West Bank. 

Gamal 

Mubara 

k, lett, 

’with his 

~ PHme 

U,S. 

Condu~r~ at Issue as Military Officers Face a New 
Review 

The Ameriea~ mi]ibtU tbr the first time will reqnire generals and 
admirals to be evahmted by the people they command on 

~ Gun 



qualities kMudi~ ehara~.ter. 

Quietly, I~dians Resht~pe Cities a~d 

Rese~afions 

High unemployment and violence continue b> aflbct more than 7 

of *o ~Mnexiean Indians t~ow livit~g in urban areas, according to 

new Census Bureau data. 

~ ~ Slide Show: As Indians Move to Cities; New Challenges Fellow 

For Evangelicals, a Shift in Views on 

lnmfigrafion 

The shift among evangelical Cht{stia~s toward supporting a path 

to citizenship for immigra~ts could have a powerful effect on the 

fight in Washi~%tom 

~ [] Videe: Preaching Citizenship 

painted 

House Hunting in ... Hungary 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE )> 

.A traditionai Hdngadan home ovedooXing Lake Balaton 

How to make a basic studio look monumental 

Business 

A Missionary’s Q~aest to Remal~e l~lotor City 

Against tall odds, Da~ Gilbe~% fl~e Qnid<en Loa~s chairman,, is 

putdng do~3 mo~ey [o revive a two-square-mile area dmt ~s 

once Detroit’s core. 

~ Slide Show: A Big Bet on Downtown Detroit 

Sometimes, }~e Want Prices to Fool Us 

E~ec’.ause of the quirks of humar~ psychology, simpii~’ii~g pricing 

~.?n t sc snnp~e. ,.. 2. Penner learned that lesson the hard way. 

FAIR GAME 

Note to New SoEoCo C~ief: The (;lock is Ticking 

For a l~.,t ~ff eases invoh’ing questionable practices and 

disclosm’es arising from the mortgage bust of ~oo8, time is 

running out. 

pricinc 

Sports 

Attention, Seeond-G~mssers: GolfTmkes Calls 

(and "Fexts) 

~r~ illegal bali 4rop by Tiger Woods was first brought to the 

l"iger 

~a king a 
drop 



a~en[ion of Masters officials in a text message, highlig)~[ing the 

mmsual relafio~ship bebveen those who enff~ree the rules m~d televisio~ 

viewers. 

At a College., Droppi~g Sports h~ Favor of Fitne.ss 

Speiman~s highly unusual move to eliminate ~he athletic 

depar~ne~t comes at a time when few ina~tntions seem to be 

able to resist the b~re of intercollegiate sports. 

up 
before 

AoB.Ao, or Sometlfiilg Unlike. it 

No Dr. J, no Moses Malone. Bat the z~xne~ean Baskekhall 

Association, found#d in ~967, is back. 

~ [] Slide Show: Basketball’s Renegade Spirit 

F~r i=~re spel!s news, go to NYTimes.¢om/Sporte >,, 

Arts 

Pol Wate.he.rs: EvelTone.’s a Bad Guy 

Modern series abouk government include plen[y of sleazy 

politicians, unprincipled repo~ers and conniving spouses, but 

idealistic newcomers are hard to find. 

~ ~ SHde Show 

Dark Rooks of a Pop Maste.r’s Sunshine 

As a new Museum of Modem Axt show reveals Claes Oldenburg~s 

early, pre-Pop ±’u’t work, he speaks abo~R the rimes in which tha~ 

After Years of P|a)@~g iBette, A~other Role. 

After a 4o-year absence, BeRe Midler returns ko Broadway, 

playing the Hollywood agent Sue Mengets in ~he solo show "I’ll 

Eat You Last," 

~ [] Video: Bette Midler on Her Re[urn to Broadway 

Glees 

Oidenbu 

stud o 

Midler 

as the 

H olly,,,’o 

Magazine 

.~tl~ony Weh~er and Hmna Abe.din s 1[ ost- 

Scandal Playbook 

Ta]dng the phmge bad< into public life aRer a marital (m~d 

poli ticaI) ca ~s trophe. 

~ Weiner Jogs Mayor’s Race by Say~n9 He May En[e[ It 

Abedin 
and 

Anthony 

Prairie. Ja, z Compmdo~ 

Mall a Seh n d der blends big-ba~d j azz, poet~7 an d chamber 

music. Ik’s nok as easy as R soundso 

Marie 

Schneid 

er with 

Tobacco That’s So Brook|3~ but Made in Belgium 

Deep in the Ardennes, ther~:’s a man who lives out of time, 

tending a strange, near-mydde tobacco as if life depended on the 

pleasure of a pipe. 

Today’s Video 



Spri ag fashions, along with the parks’ palette of daffodil yellow 

and tulip pink, set the s b’le tone. 

~ vmeo: How to Cut Up a ~hole Chicke~ 

Not only do you save money by cutdng up a whole chicken 

yourself, but you also get the backbone to make stock. Melissa 

Clark demonstrates how. 

Related Alticle 

Fol mole video ",: e to NYTimes,eomNideo >) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Four yea~s after the murder of an abets_ion provider in Wichita, a new women’s 

medical clinic has opene& 

EDITORIAL 

Publk~ Pop,siena i~ BPa~a°uptey CouN 

A ease in CalKornia could se~ a precedent for how cities deal with retirees’ 

benefits. 

EDITORIAL 

Karl Rove’s Crossroads GPS highlighted the F.E.C.’s impotence when it rebuf[bd 

the agency’s inqniW on iN campaign spending. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

The Tramna of the Pink Shirt 

Words can wound in the oddest wayso 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Chris l~lm~phy’s Crucible 

Senator Chris Mm>hy of Connecticut, barely on the job, sees a 

tipping print in trigger-happy America. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

]galas:lee a~d Ig~as 
L: ; F?O~.X; i.’OUi NAT 

The problem with the media’s quest %r neutralib" is that 

coexists wikh khe obvious ideologieal thrust of iks editot{M 

de~’isions. 

~ Coiumnist Page I BIo9 

...... Douthat 

Per me;e opinion, go to NYTimee,eomtOpinion >> 

Sunday Review 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Th~nk Those Chen~ie~s Have Been Tested’.a 

The overwhelming majority of chemicals in use today have 

never been independently tested for safety. 



NEWS ANALYSIS 

In (,)attar, z~<~a~ wind{era ca~’t cha~ge jobs or leave t]~e com~h’y 

wi[hou~ pe~ission. 

wod,;ers [ 

slept on 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I Buythi~ Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pin[ere.~l 

[]     iI .~. ’""~’ I iIZ] 

Access The New York Times lrom anywhere wittl our’ suite el apps: 

iPhone® I iPad® j Android I 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mebi[e website at 
Times Store >> ’ Help Section >> ’ m.nyt,com >> 

About This 

This is an automate.d e-mail Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received [his message because you signed up for NYTirnes.corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cemmitted to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe i Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, April 15, 2013 12:28 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

clacs- co uncil@duke.edu 

The 2013 Anthony J. Drexel Biddle, Jr. Lecture on International Studies at Duke - The Honorable Donna J. Hrin~k speaking 

E 1B902A3- C586- 48C 1 - 97EB - 87176C 1 BA63F .png; POSTER- hrinak biddle lecture .2013 .lxtf 

The 2013 Anthony Joseph Drexel Biddle, Jr. 

Lecture on International Studies 

The Honorable Donna J. Hrinak, fbm~er U.S. Ambassador to Brazil, ~,nezuela, Bolivia & the Dominican Republic 

and currently President of Boeing Brazil will speak on: 

Lattn America: 3/Iore Than Just an Asterisk?" 

Tuesday, @ril 23, 2013 

5.00p.m. 

SanJbrd School of Public Policy, Room 04 

Duke Unive~s’ity 

Donna Hrinak is currently president of Boeing Brazil, The Boeing Company. Previously, she was vice president of global public policy and 
government affairs at PepsiCo, Inc. She has served as U.S. ambassador to four countries: Brazil, Venezuela, Bolivia, and the Dominican 
Republic, and as deputy assistant secretary of state for Mexico and the Caribbean. She also had assignments in Colombia, Honduras, Mexico, 
and Poland. Ambassador Hrinak’s honors include the U.S. government’s Distinguished Public Service Award and the State Department’s Career 
Achievement Award. In 2005, she was named international businesswoman of the year by the Miami chapter of the Organization of Women in 
International Trade. She serves on the board of directors of the Inter-American Dialogue and on the board of counselors of McLarty Associates. 
She is based in S~o Paulo, Brazil. 

Free and open to the public. 

Parking accessible behind the Sanford building. 

Sponsored by the Duke University Center for International Studies. 

Nancy Hare Robbins 

AssWtant Director 

Duke Universi~ Center tbr International Studies 

2204 Erwin Road, Box 90404 

Durham NC 27708-0404 

919.684.6454 (p); 919.684.8749 (f) 

nhare~)duke.edu 

"Educational exchange can turn nations into people, contributing as no other form of communication can to the humm~ing of international relations." 

- Senator J. William Fulbright, 1983 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu; 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

MFA Show O~ns, UNC Seniors Celebrate, m~d Gregory Sale Return!! 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

18 April ~o 26 May 2013 
Opening Reception: 

Wednesday, 17 April 

6:00-8:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

UNOChapel Hit[’s Art Department! 

Every spring, the Ackiand presents 

an exhibition of the most 

contemporary of contemporary art: a 

show of work by the graduating 

Master of Fine Arts students from 

This year, the exhibition, entitled 

Sincerely Yours, illuminates ways in 

which contemporary art can separate 

genuine expression from strictly 

sentimental or sardonic 

connotations, revealing sincerity to 

be a subversive strategy. 

The show’s eight contributors--the 

2013 Master of Fine Arts candidates at The University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hil.i--empioy this mode to engage timely topics such as serial 

prejudice, sexual confinement, capitalist hegemony, outmoded forms of 

expression, and estrangement from one’s cultural roots and the natural 

environment. 

Learn more about Sincerely Yours,. 

Se~ior N~yht: Cong~rat% Cl~ss of 2013! 
Thursday, 18 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Free admission! 

As part of Senior Week, UNC-Chapei 

Hill seniors are invited to genior Night 

at the kckland. Enjoy food, drinks, 

music by WXYC DJs, and impressive 

artwork as you mingle with your fellow 

seniors. 

Sponsored by Student Friends of the 

Ack[and, the Class of 2013 Senior 

Marshals, and the Ack[and Art Museum. 

ACKLAND S~:~RING LUNCHEON 
Thursday, ~ May, 11:~0 AM - ~:00 PM 

The Great Room at Top of the Hill 

Special Guest Speaker: Artist 
× 

Gregory Sale from the recent 

exhibition ~ore Love 

We invite you to gather with friends of 

the Ackland to celebrate a wonderful year 

of exhibitions and events. Following 

lunch, this year’s graduating MFAs from 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s Art Department wiil be available in the Ackiand’s 



gaLLeries to talk about their work on view in the exhibition SincereLy 

Yours,. 

Tickets are $50, of which $25 is deductible. Buy yours at the AckLand 

Museum Store, in person or by phone at 919.962.0216. 

Thursday, 18 April, 7:00 PM 

Las Abuelas de Plaza de I~ayo and the Search for 

Identity 
This film by C.A. TuggLe (UNC-ChapeL 

HILL, School of JournaLism and Mass 

Communication) teLLs the story of an 

Argentinian human rights organization 

of grandmothers committed to finding 

their Lost grandchildren, who they 

believe were stolen by their country’s 

government some 30 years ago. At 

least 10,000--and some estimate as 

many as 30,000-- dissidents of the military dictatorship were kidnapped, 

tortured, and kiLLed during Argentina’s Dirty War from 1976-1983. Las 

AbueLas has Located more than 100 missing grandchildren, many who had 

no knowledge of their true identities. 

Tuesday, 23 April, 7:00 PM 

I Have Always Been a Dreamer 

FiLmmaker Sabine Gruffat (Art 

Department, UNC-ChapeL HILL) 

presents a v~suaL essay about 

gLobaLization and urban ecology 

that Looks at two cities in 

contrasting states of 

development: Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates, and Detroit, Michigan, 

USA. ALthough these cities 

represent two different economic 

eras (Fordist and Post-Fordist), both v~v~dLy iLLustrate the effects of 

economic monocuLtures and the arbitrary consequences of geopoLiticaL 

advantage. I Have Always 13een a Dreamer documents politicaL, cuLturaL 

and economic change white tracing the ways each city’s development is 

tied to technologies of communication, production, tabor, and 

consumption. 

Swain Lot FiLm FestivaL: Festival Shorts 
Part I: Thursday, 2 May, 7:00 PM 

Part I1: Thursday, 9 May, 7:00 PM 

The annual festival of student 

films at UNC, now in its second 

year of partnership with the 

Ack[and FiLm Forum, is a juried 

show of the best works 

produced in 2012-13 by the 

media production students in 

the Department of Communication Studies at UNC-Chape[ HILL. 

Location: ALL screenings at Varsity Theatre, Franklin Street, 

Downtown Chapel 

Tickets: Students free v~th valid university or high school 

ID, $4 for all others. 

~ 
T he AckLand FiLm Forum is made possible, in part, with 

support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of Catharine 

Boyer. 

North CaroLina PubLic Radio WUNC is the 

Official Media Sponsor of the Ack[and FiLm 

Forum. 

THANK YOU! 
The AckLand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from 

AckLand Art Museum members and friends Like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 



Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Camii[e Pissarro, French, 1831 -1903: The Bonks o]= the Ofse, Neer Pontofse, 1876; oi1 on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

George Jenne, American, b. I 973: Spooky Understends (video stilt); digita[ high definition video. TRT 00:21:27 min. 

Courtesy of the artist. 

William Thomas, Red, 2013; printed b{anket, 80 in. x 60 in. Courtesy of the artist. 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oi1 on canvas. Ack[and Fund. ¢~ Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by _e_ _s_ _b_ _o_ _w_ _ [ _e_ _s_ _@_ _e_ _n)_ _a_ [ Lu_ _n_ _c_ ~_ _e_ _d_ g 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:57 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Apply for a Carolina Navigators Internship 

Apply for a Carolina Navi(]ators }ntemship 

Carolina Navigators has hvo intern positions available for the 2013-2014 school year: Communications 

Coordinator and Media Center Coordinator. 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to communications, global education, and program 

management It’s an excellent fit for those interested in global studies, education or internationally- 

focused careers and issues These positions are offered as work-study 83 level positions or as unpaid 

internships for professional experience (with the possibility of receiving academic credit) A 10-12 hour per 

week commitment is expected Positions begin August 21, 2013 and are only offered as an academic 

year oppo~unity with a possibility of renewal during the 2014-15 school year. 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U NO ES     cG~ AWARDS + 

/Join us for a monthly social hour to 

/ bring together international UNC 

/community members and students 

/ excited about international 
] engagement. Chat about on 

campus. Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to 

share. This month’s hosts is the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs. 

Bring the world to your students by pa~icipating in one of our spring 

visual presentations! They’re free and open to all K-12 teachers and 

students 

Niklaus Steiner, Director of UNC’s Center for Global Initiatives, 

presents "What Kind of World Do We Want to Live In?" This event is 

free and open to the public, and no registration is required Seating is 

limited. 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio program in collaboration 

with WXYC 89.3 FM a~d The Area Studies Cente~ that intersperses 

world regio~ai music with dialogue shared by relevant expe~ guests 

scholars from ’ ~ ’ ’ ~ JN. Chapel H~I, 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Center for European Studies. ~O~t~ b£ ON~ ~#~ts 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 



This is our third edition of Living Galapagos, and this year we focused on Isabela, the island with the 

largest land mass but the second-smallest population. Students again rose to the challenge, producing 

compelling content on water quality, hunting of invasive mammals, health care, tourism, agriculture, 

the "Queen of Isabela" pageant, and more. Come enjoy some refreshments and experience Living 

Gafapagos through the work of our talented students! 

C et~erfo Iobal!t~itiative 

Be,A!; T}gile i 30! F’i11:sbo[o Streei Sui[e 3002 i CB 51,~5 i C?is}pel Hill. NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ques~ia <Ques~ia.EmaJl@maill.questia.com~ 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Get Questia for 50% off- Ends Apr 24’. 

Donk miss an emaii from Questia! Add us to your address book: Ques~ia Ei-ca.i[,~ ::,~ail I qu~stia, com. 

Can’t see images? View Web version. fo s~op receiving these emaiis, you may unsubscribe now 

Limited Time Only: 
Write better papers, faster - Get 50% off Questia 

Dear, 

Take the library with you and write better papers, faster with Questi& Ac:cess 
Questia now wi~h our special offer of 50% off any plan! Expires April 24, 2013, 

Save 50% on anV plan! 

Quest[a combines powed:ul research writing tools with a deep 

library of ful~-~ext books and journal attkles; 

Thousands of research topics: Use Questia’s topic 

ideas to put you on the path to a perfect research 

paper, 

Credible, scholaHy sources: Get peace of mind and 

good grades, knowing you’re using the best sources. 

Powerful research tutorials: A Questia exclusive! 

guilt by instructors, these interactive quizzes, videos 

and examples help instruct the research and citing 

prOCeSS, 

Promotion code: HALFANY 

:~-~ Questia iOSapp 
Now you can use Questia on the 

The new ,U.uestia app for iPhone/iPad dOS)will help 

you access information on the go and write better 

papers faster! 

Bookmark and save titles for later use 
Mobile-friendly reading and easy navigation 
Project support for Questia subscribers 

Questia is operated by Ger:gafje i..earnin9 © 2013. All rights reseP~ed 

Questia, ! N State Street, Suite 900, CNcago, IL 60602, Unitad States 

You have subscribed to receive emails from Questia. You provided your e-mail address (eunice@email unc.edu) 

when you registered or purchased from us. To unsubscdbe from such emaiis click here 

Abou{ Qees~ia [ Contact us [ FMvacy policy ] Email delivery preferences 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Boston Bombs Were Loaded to Maim 

Top News 

Boston Bombs Were Loaded to Mah~ 

©ffieials said thcy wer~ still at the start of an inqniry on the 

attack at the Bosto~ Marathon that killed three people and hurt 

more than we, using what were likely kitchen pressure cookers 

set up to shoot shrapnel. 

For Trauma Smogeons, ..Saving Lives, if Not Legs, 

%~itl~ No T~me to Fret 

Trauma surgeons like to reach agreement among two doctors 

before deei~ng to arnpub~te a limb, which many vicdms of the 

Boston Maraflaon blasts lost on Monday. 

Seeki~g Gu~ or Selli~g One, l’Veb IS a Lm~d of 

Few Ra~les 

A Times examination found that free elassified ads Weh sites for 

guns alh:~w unlicensed sellers to advertise scores of weapons 

where people legally barred from gun ownership can buy them. 

A vigil st 
tile 

Boston 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vmEo: Vigil for a Boy ir~ Dorchester 

At a candleli~t vigil, residents of Boston’s Dorchester 

~eighborhood rememhered the life of Martin Richard, an 8-year- 



old boy’ MIled by a bomb ])last duri*xg the city’s maraLhon on Monday~ 

, Related Article 

Nessing Witl~ the ~¥ro~g City 

When the authorities find the terminally maladj us ted eulp~ or 

e~fli)rits of the Boston terrorist aRack, we’ll roll our eyes at 

whatever backward ideolo~ ~hey embrace and move on ~qth our lives. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

trauma s~rgery chief at Boston .qedieal Center, on the challenge of 
treating victims of the Boston Marathon bombing. 

World 

P~th, N emesis Stays Defiant .¢dmad of Trial 

’II~e antieorrupt~on blogger Neksd A. Nava]ny is tD4ng to etd~ a 

lasth~g image i~ the punic imaginatio~ befbre his ~:Jal on 

embezzlement &argos begins Wednesday. 

~ Q and A.: ’~ Am Absolutely Sure We V~}ill W~n’ 

Post- E]eefio~ Tensions Escalate i~ Venezuela as 
Demor~strations Tmon Dea~y 

NieoI~s Ma&m), the newly eleded p>side*~L atN his opponent, 

Hem:iqne Capriles Radonski, blamed each ofl~er fl:~r the vio]e~ee 

that has killed at leaak seven people. 

~ ~ Vi~eo: Maduro’s G~oomy Victory 

WHITWELL JOURNAL 

As Tltatdter Goes to Rest, Mi~ers Feel No Less 

miner, at 

Wedz~esday’s funeral [{kes for Margaret Thak&er, the former 

British prime minister, bare become a ma~er of dispute J~ WhO.’eli, where 

many lost ~eir jobs during the ~98os eoaI battles. 



Terrorism Attacks h~ 

There has been a gradual decline in the number of te~’ofist attacks since the 

197os, according to the Global Terrorism Database. 

~ ~ Graphic: Decades of Decline in A~acks 

Obama Calls Blasts m~ ~Act of Terrorism’ 

President Obama labeled the Boston blasts a terrorist attack tbr the fi~.~t time, 

but he said offiNals did uot know whether it was the work of foreig~ or domestic 

groups or individualso 

Vietnam, s, Ages 8 and ~9~ Re~embe~’ed fo," 

l(h~&~ess arid Laughter 

In addition to Martin Richard and Krysfle Campbell, a female 

graduate sla~dent fl’om China was Meutified as the third spectator 

ki]Ied in the marathon b]asks. 

..... rs and 
friends 

°’Branko: Return to Auschwitz" 
ALSO IN VIDEO *> 

Highlights of Jonathan Winter’s career 

In performance: Nathan Lee Graham 

Business 

New Publishe*° A~thors Trust: Themselves 

Self:publishing is exl~andJng beyond fi~t-time v~Titers who can’t 

get dens, as big names like David Mamet are choosing this route. 

FoDo.A, Bars Ge~e~’ic Ox2~or~th~ 

The move by the Food and Drug Arkninistration represen B a 

victory tbr the mamffaeturer and others who feared feediug 

street demand for the powerful painkilIer. 

DEALBOOK 

The firm t’epo~fed a first-quarter profit of $2.19 billion, or $4.29 

a s~are, up from the year-ago period and driven by investmenk 

banking and len~ng. 

~ DealBook: BlackRock Earnings Rise 10% 

’.,,.,inning 

F D.A.’s 

,decision 

Sports 

1:~ Grisly Image, a Father Sees His So~ 

The family of Jeff Bauman, who lost his legs in the bombin&s, 

learued of his fa ke from an image of the bloodied young raan 

being 



being Lended Lo by a man in a ~wboy hal 

, Photographs: investigation O nder Way in Boston 

~ [] Boy, 8, Among Victims i [] Sortin9 the Debris 

Secmqty Experts Ponder V~:hether .~y Long Race 

Can Be Completely Safe 

Race organizers in London and New York may consider 

addition al safe~" measures a~er the bombings in BostolL 

~ ~ V~eo: Uberty Versus Security 

Brttins mtd Sabres Prepare to Play On After Bombings 

The gmne will be the first prot>ssional spordn g event to take place in Boston 

since the bombings at the {3oskon Marathon. 

sports ne>,s; ,’,.4o to NYTimes,oom,~Sporte >> 

Arts 

Tlfis Rmmh i~ Detroit I5 Not for Sale. It’s Art. 

"Mobile Homestead," a model of Mike Kelley’s childhood home, 

open a~ ~he Mnsemn of ContemporaW ±M’t DetmiL 

MUSEUM REVIEW 

An Emphasis on Ne~a¢on’s Laws (and a Little 

Lawlessness) 

The Exp]oratorium, a science center, opens in a new $22o 

million building in Sm~ Fra~cisrx:L 

~ ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW [ ’THE BIG KNIFE’ 
::’~ The Big 

Straining Against ]li[ol!ywood’s Golden ....... 

Clifford Odets’s 1949 drama, "The Big Knife," opened on 

Broadway in a slutish, soulless revival s~arring ~he talented Bobby Cannawde. 

Dining & Wine 

The &flee- Bar Brawl ]ix] 

investors see the nectar of profit in cold-pressed juice. Its 

, Dk~er’s Journal Dr. Leo Gal~and Is Answering Yodr Fresh Juice Questions ] ~ S~e Show 

When Dinner Has a Gleam in Its Eye 

China’s economic boom is driving a eulina]T revival, as ehef~ 

rediscover dishes that haven’t been seen for decades. 

~ Video ]~ Slide Show 

A rabbit 

head in 

DE GUSTIBUS 

Ice Cream’s ldenti .tT Crisis 

A Breyers ear,on in lke h’eezer might say one thing, buk Lhe 

k%reyers carton t{ght beside it might be something called "frozen 

daiW desset¢." 

Today’s Video 



AU-ack 

Authorities ~dll a tlempt to sir du’ou~ scores of images and 

vide*-~ clips submitted by wilnesses to piece together the s~o~y of 

the bombing a~ the Boston Marathon. 

~ Related AAicle 

~ vn)~:o: Boy, 8, Among Viol-ires h~ Boston 

Blasts 

The Times~s John El~gon describes "~e scene ~n South Boston’s 

Doi~hestcr neighborhood, where Mardn I~chard, an 8-.year-.old 

victim in fl~e Boston Marathon bombing, i~ved. 

~ vmEo: Rabbit Head: A Spicy Specialty 

In Beijing, restaurants serve food from M~ over China, including 

colo~fll] oddities like spicy rabbit head. 

Related Article 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

An Immigration Blueprint 

A Senate agreement ofi~rs, finaJly, something to build on and improve. 

EDITORIAL 

Indisputable Torl~u’e 

A new nonpartisan shldy confronts the legacy of brutality against detainees by 

the Bush a&niniskration. 

EDITORIAL 

A~lother Bh°d Fh~ Oui-break 

There is reason tier health authorities to remain hypervigilant but no reason 

anyone od~er than travele~ to China to take precautions. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bring on the Next Marathon 

We’re j us t n o t ah’aid anymore. 

The C. LAo’s Ang~~ Bi~od s 

°l’inker~ tailor drone operator. 

~ Columrli~ F’age 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Living Thrm~gh Terror, h~ Rawalpind~ and Boston 

After the bombs went off, I realized that not only was I a victim of terror, but I 

was also a potential suspec t, 

ON THIS DAY 
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FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:42 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

April 23, Hands-On Global Education: Projects t?om the Dnke ttaiti Lab (A Workshop tbr K-12 and College Edncators) 

Hands On Global Ed-Projects from the Duke Haiti Lab Workshop Flyer.pdf; Attached Message Part 

Hands-On Global Education: Projects from the Duke Haiti Lab 

A Workshop for K-12 and College Educators (See attached flyer) 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 - 5:15-7:15 pm 

FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

To register, go to: bit.l¥/VbKii7 

In this workshop with Duke Haiti Lab Co-Director Deborah Jenson and members of the Haiti Lab, participants will explore various ways to 

incorporate Haitian history and culture into their classes using interactive online projects, including The Vodou Archive, Mental Health in 

Haiti, Slave Nations, History Embedded in Amber, Haiti Digital Library, & Women’s Rights in Haiti. Educators will learn about Vodou religion 

& culture with documentarian scholars Eric Barstow and Claire Payton. Their multimedia website the Vodou Archive offers video, audio, 

photography, and written text documenting Mr. Barstow and Ms. Payton’s week-long research trip to Gonaives, Haiti, where they 

recorded religious rituals and interviewed a priest and other members of the religious community there. Participants will have an 

opportunity for collaborative brainstorming, and all will leave with resources on Haiti and hands-on activities they can utilize in and adapt 

for their classrooms. Registered participants will receive materials including a copy of Haiti Lab co-director Laurent Dubois’ Haiti: The 

Aftershocks of History. 

Presented by the Outreach Office of the UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. For more information, contact 

the Consortium’s Outreach Program Coordinator Emily Chavez at emily.chavez@duke.edu 

**This workshop is recommended for social studies, social sciences, English language arts, French language, and visual and performing arts 

teachers; however, educators of all subject areas are welcome to attend. 

Light dinner will be served. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

UNC PC <~uncperformancecoordinator@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:21 PM 

5249@duke.edu; aarondoubleyou@gmail.com; Smith, Aaron <aaronsm@live.unc.edu>; abigaJlet~rrell@gma~l.com; Eljabely, Abdul- 

rahman K <aeljabal@live.unc.edu-~; aevaW~:live.unc.edu; Finn, Arthur Leonard <Mi~m@med.unc.edu>; a~]orex@email.live.edu; Gautam, 

Amber <agautam@live.unc.edtv~; a]~anu67@yahoo.com; allison.s~shko@gmail.com; alli~mcharfson@gmail.com; all~hotmail.com; 

Roddy, Ashley <alroddy@live.unc.edtc,; ~lumni.purohi@gm~fil.com; Han~ilton, Anthony <anhamil@live.unc.edtc,; 

annalou228@hottnail.com; Padma, Anisha <apadm@live.unc.edu>; Pelaez, Alisa <apelaez@live.unc.edu>; axgove@live.unc.edu; 

m~noldr@dentis~t .ry.unc.edu; Stewark Allison <ars~tewar~a~live.unc.edu>; asifune@g~nail.com; as~nan~w201 l@hotmail.com; Babatunde, 

Omololu Refilwe <babatund@live.unc.edt~-; ben?~ha@live.unc.edu; blanchkraai@gmafil.co~n; Boulette, Matthew <boulette@live.unc.edu>; 

brady5@live.tmc.edu; Branscnm, Olivia <branscnm@live.unc.edu;,; bren~arthuMmnbert.com; brentwebbmitchell@gmail.com; 

brittanydchaxez@gmail.com; Brown, Blanche <brownba~live.unc.edu>; blzoz@syr.edu; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylo@ema~l.unc.edu>; 

cafish@live.unc.edu; Casamlbias Ramirez, Maria <casarmb@email.unc.edtc,; Castillo, Angelica <castil@email.nnc.edu~; Barletta, 

Cristina <cbexle~live.unc.edu>; cdollie@unc.edu; Thompson, Charlotte Grace <charlotg@live.tmc.edu~; chinomn@email.unc.edu; Chris 

Alton <chrisaltonl 1 @gmail.com>; chrisb@zenph.com; chris~tal@emml.unc.edu; ChukwuralL Anwuli <chukwura@live.unc.edu>; 

ckip@me.com; Leitx~ld, Catherina L <cleipold@live.unc.edtr~; CliffHaac <clitthaac@gmail.com>; cmbs9/7@live.unc.edu; Moran, 

Candice Nicole clmaoran@email.unc.edu>; d017A720@live.unc.edu: Agil, Deana <dagil@live.unc.edu>; 

dan.osheyack@timewamer.com; Dandan~e153@gmail.com; davey@live.unc.edu; Navalinsky, David B ~dbnav@email.unc.edu>; 

dbong@etnafil.unc.edu; deeny@live.unc.edu; dennis.willian~@hbo.cotn; dritts@mindspring.com; Greenlee, Gale 

<egreenle@emafil.unc.edu>; elizabeth.landesberg@duke.edu; Ellling, Ben ~-elling@live.unc.edu>; emonson@duke.edu; Roberts, Emily 

<emrob@live.unc.edt~-; epmette@mac.com; el-vvin.maas@minbuza.nl; esaunduncan@gmafil.com; Sa~hle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; evan.ferry@yahoo.com; fan’isboraoka .~gmail.com; firedancer.kelly@gmail.com; flimfl@em~fil.unc.edu; 

Ramirez, Fatima Maria <fmmmire@live.unc.edu~; fruster@live.unc.edu; Generous, Tom <generous@email.unc.edu>; ggilmerl@nc.rr.com; 

Harvey, Grace <gharvey@live.nnc.edu~; gibs~nl@alumni.unc.edu; gperan@email.unc.edu; gmcz@liu.edu; Hamberis, Alexandra Olga 

<hamberi@live.unc.edu>; harijal0@yahoo.com; harris.tasia5 l@yahoo.com; Giles, Hannah Catherine <hcgiles@live.unc.edtc,; Helen 

Griltin <helengriffiM8@gmafil.com>; hemckjeffrey@yahoo.com; hola@carlosmanuel.com; Holt, Amanda Marie <~holtam@live.unc.edu>; 

hroger@a]umni.unc.edu; Hynson, Rachel <hynson@emaJd.unc.edtr~; ianlab 200@a~hoo.com; iN@ema~l.unc.edu; irancke@email.unc.edu; 

Seim, Ian <iseim@live.unc.edu>; Jabeck, Molly <jabeck@live.unc.edu-~; j acklwiddy@gmail.com; jacquisbreach@hotmail.com; Jessica 

Dilday <jadilday@gmail.com>; jamieamoran@gmaJl.com; O’com~or. Jamie Lee <jamieo@live.unc.edu-~; Chakraborty, Jay Raj 

<jayc@live.unc.edu>; Jay, .!ohnny <jcjay@live.unc.edu-~; Ribo, John D <jdritx~@email.unc.edu>; Simmons, Jeanine M 

~-jeanine.simmon@unc.edu>; Jeans~ck94@g~nail.com; jenlabe@yahoo.com; Ji, Hanna ~hanna@live.unc.edu>; Hirscltt]eld, Jmnes 

~-jhirsclff@email.unc.edu>; Lang, J.J. <jjlang@live.unc.edu>; jlwoolen@gma~l.com; jtnjacklic@gmail.com; Park, Jennit~r 

~-jmpark@email.unc.edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edu>; jschwade@ya~hoo.com; Wile, Jeremy <jwile@live.unc.edu:>; 

kalyan@decksayre.com; Sebastian, Kyle Arm <kamsebas@live.unc.edu>; kate@thefivepointstar.com; kcampbe2@eagles.nccu.edu; 

kemi@dreamactivist.org; Kennedy, Joseph E <kennedy4@email.unc.edu~; keonaAper~ @ahoo.com; kerwinw@missonri.edu; 

ldrandeepsirah@hotmafil.com; kimienert~nc.rr.com; kkevin.russell@metawavemedia.com; Hemandez, Karina <kleon@live.unc.edu>; 

Murphy, Kaly <komurphy@live.unc.edu>; Konitshek, Haley <konitshh@live.unc.edu>; konitshu~email.unc.edu; Tuttle, Korde Amngton 

<ktuttle@live.unc.edtc,; Weiss, Ken <kweiss@live.unc.edu>; Bamos Camacho, Laura <lbexcam@live.unc.edu~; lesmlks@gmail.com; 

lilly.rodenbough@gmail.com; Pe~min~on, Lincoln Ross <lincolnp~live.unc.edu-~; maggiemaxes~:gmail.com; MaNuka, Meredith 

<maNuka@live.unc.edu>; mamike@live.unc.edu; mamitre@ya~hoo.com; marergl3@live.unc.edu; maxgoleeshemmn@gmail.com; 

marimn.elsaye&~gmml.com; marineax~fist@me.com; Martin, Molly <ma~inml@live.anc.edu-~; Bullard, Melis~ M. 

<mbullard@emaJl.unc.edu>; McClees, Amanda E <mcclees@live.unc.edu>; Meanza, Jelt?ey <meanza@emaJl.unc.edu>; Meanza, Jeffrey 

<meanza@email.unc.edu>; Mendouga, Mimi <tnendouga@live.unc.edt~-; metnanb@gtn~fil.com; Aguilar Noyola, Mea~ia Guadalupe 

<mgaguila@live.unc.edu>; mjmitch@clemson.edu; Simpson, Melanie <mjsimp09@live.unc.edu>; Katz, M~rk <tnkalz@etnail.unc.edu>; 

Howell, Maggie < mtnhowell@live.unc .edu>; mplottsl @ahoo .coin; Wisdom, M~ria LaMonaca <tnwisdom@email.unc .edu>; 

ncsanborn@gmail.com; DSA NSCPP New Students <newstudents@unc.edn>; nicolajoy@gmafil.com; nsky@duke.edu; Armwood, 

Pol~cha <Porscha Armwood@unc.edu>; Chapel Hill Philosophy <philosophy~unc.edu~; phterrell@gmail.com; Pollock, Della 

<pollock@email.nnc.edu~; Warrington, Peter James <pwarring@live.unc.edn>; rabdulg2@eagles.nccu.edu; Johnson, Rachel 

<rachelje@live.unc.edu>; Devasthali, Rakhee Shirish <rakhee@live.tmc.edu~; Fan~ow, Raymond Benjamin <raymond farrow@unc.edu~; 

rbab@duke.edu; Colver, Reed <rcolver@unc.edu-~; Dahrouge, Ryan <rdahroug@live.unc.edu>; Rebeiz, Linda Dounia 

<rebeiz@live.unc.edu>; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline <renee.a]exander.cral?(~:unc.edu>; rerean~4@gmaJd.com; Rivera. Jenina 

<6veraj@live.unc.edu>; Brock, Becky <~jbrock@live.unc.edu>; rlevitow@theatremthoutborders.com; rmis@duke.edu; 

robstephens50@gmail.com; rothan~larry@a~hoo.com; rozt~:creativevisions.com; rsncowtx~y@ahoo.com; Lucas, Ashley E 

<lucasa@email.unc.edu>; salam.elrakhawy@outhfree.org; savin004@aol.com; sbrown@histoly.ucla.edu; seagrabow@email.unc.edu; 

Bass, Shelby <sebass@live.unc.edu>; shebata@live.unc.edu; Fishbume, Sarah Ha(t <sltt]shb@live.unc.edu>; Swartz, Sydney Leigh 

<slswm~z@live.unc.edu>; Lukomwa, Shamira <slukomwa@live.unc.edu>; S~nithers, Aaron N <~smithers@email.unc.edu>; 

smoneil@ilsm.edu; snweis@e~nafil.unc.edu; soapsta~oe@hot~nafil.co~n; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvin@e~nail.unc.edu>; Smart Somer 
<ssome@earthlink.net~; Tolar, Stephanie <s~tola@live.nnc.edu~; smllib@eagles.nccu.edu; symoujim@gmail.com; t.defrantz@duke.edu; 

Thaver, Tehseen <tehseen@email.unc.edu~; ~owers ems@hotmail.com; liffbreindel 90@ahoo.com; Tom.Hahn@us.icapenevgy.com; 

tomroche@pobox.com; Dodge, Taylor <trdodge@live.unc.edu>; Scales, Tim <tscales@email.unc.edu~; ~sanne@yahoo.com; 

uncchispa~gmail.com; STS - UNC Preorder <uncpreorde@store.unc.edu~; UPCS <upcs@unc.edu~; usfox@email.unc.edu; yon Bleyle, 

Fxe <vbleyle@live.unc.edu>; Bamnger, Will <wbamng@live.unc.edu>; Weisert, Lee <weiser~(~:emaJd.unc.edu-~; wes@live.unc.edu; 

mlliamsj@ict.u~.edu; woldo~@gmaJl.com; writetieedom09@emml.com; writetomarie@gmail.com; Sayre, Wilson 

<w~yre@live.unc.edu-~; Wu, Alan <~a)email.unc.edtr~; Allison, Christine Mae <xtineall@live.unc.edtr~; Krasner, Zach 

~achkrasne@unc.edu>; Merdi, Zakaria ~zmerdi@live.unc.edu>; Amelia Meath ~mnelia.meath@gma~l.com>; Amy Fischer 

<mns’vvfische@gmail.com>; Angela Zoss--~angela.zoss@gtnail.cotn >; antoine mlliams <rawgood@gm~fil.com>; Ariel Lamen Wilson 

<~ariel.lauren@gtn~fil.com>; ben alper <bdalpe@gmail.com>; Bl?~ce Eiman <beeiman@gmail.com>; C~leb Dagenhm~t 

<cg~ebdagenha(t@gmail.com>; Daixi Xu <daixi.xa~@gmail.com>; Damon Sells <damon.seils@gmail.com >; Dedeaux, Ari 

arideaux.a~live.unc.edu ; Mumb?, DeImis K <~numby@email.unc.edu>; Derek Bird ~terek.bird@g~nail.com>; Dylan Mott 

--~dylan.mo~gmail.com~; Emily Berman <ebemmn2@gmail.com>; Eric Chego~ <~egrego ~ry04@gmail.com~; Felzin Irani 

<ferziniranil7@gma~l.com>; George Ramsay <ramsay.george@gmafil.com>; Hannah Knibb <hdknib[~}gmail.com>; James, Eric 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<ericj@live.unc.edu-~; Janet Whiteside <janetwhiteside@gmail.com>; Janice Wedel <janice.wedel@gmail.com>; Neal, Jennil~r Elizabeth 

<nealj@live.unc.edu>; jesi harris <jesitheharris@gmail.com>; Jill Trul?ant <tmti~n@gmail.com>; Jimmy Garver <jamesgaawer@gmail.com>; 

Jolm Paul Gaylor <jpgaylo@gmail.com>; Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu>; K Lassiter <klassiter5@gmail.com>; Kaoq~ 

Shaw <keshawberry@gmail.com>; Kerstin Lindgren <cares~teen@gmail .corn>; Kim, Heidi K <heidikim@email.unc.edu~; Lacy Schmidt 

< shoelace8@gmail.cotn>; Lake Potter <lakepotte@mac.com>; Laura Friederich <laurawf@gmail.com>; Laura t~att 

<laurapyalt~!gmail.com>; Lauren B < Labbess@gmail.com >; Lauren Thie <thie27@gtnail.com>; Quran, Layla Khalid 

<zluran@live.unc.edt~-; Maa-ia J. Obando <tnjobando 1 @gmail.com>; Ma~ Casady <casady.maxy@gmail.com>; Matt Victoriano 

<mattvictoriano@gmail.com>; Karkutt, Matt <keakult@email.unc.edu>; Matthew Nielson < matt.~soundlabsludios.com>; Coble, McKay 

--~acoble@email.unc.edu>; Ilyas. Memoona <ilyas@live.unc.edu>; Meredith Robbins <robbins.mc@gmail.com>; Michael Woloshin 

<woloshinlaw@gmail.com>; Michelle Johnson <michelle.socialworker@gmail.com~; Molly De Marco <~mollydemarco@gmail.com>; 

MoNca Byrne <monica.catherine@gmail.com>; natalie griffin <~grinatalie@gmail.com>; Logan, Nathan Je~emy <~anse@live.unc.edtc,; 

NathanM Blichmaam <nblichmann@gmail.com>; Nell Slater <neil.j.slater@gmail.com~; Wells, Olivia <owells@live.unc.edu~; Philip Maier 

<tiilco@gmail.com>; R. S. Buck <rsbuckdesigns@gmaJl.com>; Richard Foegele <rfoegele@head-research.com>; River Takada-Capel 

<river.rei@gmail.com>; Robe(t McDowell <robertm748@aol.com>; Ryan Martin <~mars@gmail.com>; Ryan Spears 

<ryanspearsl @gmail.com>; Sarah Lyn Bmff<slbruff@gmail.com>; Ga~dhavadi, Saa-vmai <sarvanig@live.unc.edu>; SherifEl-Hethawy 

<sheril:hefnawy@gmaJl.com>; summer phi <summerphi@gmail.com>; TaJ~yaba Qureshi <Tqureshi@gmail.com>; Tamoore Arshad 

<tamoore.aacshad@gmail.com>; Tanya Jisa <tejisa@gmail.com>; Tariq Luthun -Nuthun@gmail.com>; Theresa Fine <ta£bee@gmail.com>; 

Thotnas Gooding ~.thomas.gooding@gmail.cotn>; UNC SDS <unc.sds@gmail.com>; Wolfgm~g Haffte~l <wolfgm~ghastert@gtnail.com>; 

Yosra Elsayed <elsayedy~!gmail.com> 

Upcoming Performance: The Elektra Project 

Elektra Process Series Release - CPA.doc 

HAYMAKER TAKES A STAB AT ELEKTRA 

Haymaker, Artist in Residence of UNC’s Process Series, 

presents The Elektra Project. 

March 15, 2013 

Contact: 919.912.9429 

howdv(~ gohaymaker.com 

(Chapel ttill, NC) ttaymaker, a Darham pertbrmance company, invites audiences to see a new dra£t of its Elektra project "this April. 

Can you love and hate at the same time? 

As 2012-13 Artist in Residence of the Process Series at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Haymaker invites the audience to collaborate in the experiments 

that will generate the final performm~ce of its adaptation of Elektra next year. 

A first draft presentation in Janua~ brought audiences face to face with the violence in the Elektra story. What does take to #~ict violence? Haymaker, along with 

violinist Jenavieve Varga and a cast of collaborators, now turns to the troubled family relationships of the main characters. Do you recognize yourself in Elektra or in 

her mother Clytemnestra? Can an ancient text feel like your own life? 

Haymaker’s The Elektra Pr~[ect is a devised exploration created to unearth our personal connection with an ancient myth. The final product aims to be part 

interactive art pop-up, part classical music concert, and part theatrical performance. Audience reaction and t~edback on this draft pertbnnance will have a hand in 

shaping this new work in its early stages. 

The Elektra Project is created by Aldva Fox. Emily Hill, and Dan VanHoozer with assistance from Jade Bettin, Leah Gibson, Julianne Harper, Mao Hu, Shrara 

Jamieson, Dana Marks, Amelia Meath, Kashif Powell, Andrea Ryan, Nick Sanborn, Amelia Sciandra, Steph Scribner, Alex Smith, Megan Thrift, Chase Varga, 

Jenavieve Varga, Jenny Wales, m~d Amber Wood. Original music and sound design by Jenavieve Va~ga. Cos~me design by Jade Betlin. 

All performances will be at Swain Hall on the campus of the Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Performances are at 8:00pm on Monday, April 22 and Tuesday 

and April 23. A talk-back will follow the performance. Tickets are free, reservations are required. Tickets can be reserved online at ElektmProcess.EventBrite.Com. 

More details at gohavmaker.com. 

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE 

Monday, April 22 at 8:00pm 

Tuesda55 April 23 at 8:00pm 

All performances will be at Swain Hall on the campus of the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 

TICKETS 

Tickets for Haymaker’s Elektra Project draft presentations are free, but reservations are required. Visit ElektraProcess.EventBrite.Com for reservations. 

CALENDAR LISTING 



The Elektra Project, draft performance - "Ugh, I wish my mom would die." As artist in residence of the Process Series at UNC~Chapel Hill, Haymaker invites you 

to collaborate in the experi,nents that will generate its adaptation of Elektra next year. This draft focuses on the relationship between Elektra and her mother. The 

Elektra Project performances are Monday, April 22 and Tuesday, April 23 at 8pm. Tickets are fiee, reservations required: gohaymaker.com. 

ABOUT THE PROCESS SERIES 

The Process Series was founded by Joseph Megel, an instructor at UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Communication Studies, who has spent the last 20 years focusing 

on the direction and development of new works for theater, film and video. The Process Series is dedicated to the development of new and significant works in the 

perfolrning axts and features professionally mounted developmental performances of new works in progress. The mission of the series is to illuminate the ways in which 

artistic ideas take form, to follow artists and performers as they explore and discover and to examine the unique creative process tbr each artist presented. The series is 

a program of Carolina Performing Arts and co-sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies. 

ABOUT CAROLINA PERFORMING ARTS 

The mission of Carolina Performing Arts is to enrich lives by creating and presenting exceptional arts experiences and connecting them to the UNC community and 

beyond. Established in 2005 at UNC-Chapel Hill, Carolina Performing Arts presents the veW best from the full spectrmn of the performing arts: internationally 

renowned recitalists and orchestras; dance and chamber ensembles; jazz, folk and world music performers; and opera and theater companies. Carolina Performing 
Arts strives to nurture artistic innovation and the development of new works on and off campus; to challenge and inspire audiences with powerful and transformative 

performances; and to integrate the arts into the life of the Universi~, embracing its mission of teaching, research and public service, www.carolinaperforming~xts.org. 

ABOUT HAYI~kKER 

tiaymaker is a performance company located in Durham, NC producing original work by collaging tbund texts and personal experience. North Caroliua productions 

have included "l,iving with the Tiger" (Manbites Dog Theater, October 2011 ) and "What’s That Cost: The Federal Budget and You" (Burning Coal Theatre, June 

2012). They are artists in residence of UNC’s Process Series where they are currently working on an adaptation of Elektra with violinist Jenavieve Varga. 

gohm’maker.com 

ARTIST BIOS 

Aldva Fox was raised in Massachusetts, and attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he fonnded a company to perform Shakespeare. After an internship at 

Philadelphia’s Wihna Theater. he received an MFA in dramaturgy from the American Repertory, Theater Institute at Harvard University, where he also taught and 

directed undergraduates. He then spent six seasons as the Dramaturg and Literao, Manager at the Shakespeare Theatre Company of Washington, D.C. Working with 

world-renowned artists, he researched, worked on, wrote about and talked about more than thirty- productions of classic plays. He was a freqnent gnest lecturer at 
D.C.-area universities, and a director in the local non-equity community. Ite directed and performed in the ensembles that created The Christmas Show, a wake, 

Living with the Tiger, and What’s That Cost: The Federal Budget and 1~ou. He suptx~rts himself primarily on game show winnings. 

Emily Hill was raised in Pennsylvania and attended the Honors College of Millersville University. She has worked in production management at the Williamstown 

Theater Festival, the Shakespeare Theatre Company, the University of Ma~land, and rs~npan 43. She also served as the Development Manager for Signature Theatre 

of Northern Virginia, which received its Regional Theater Tony Awmd during her tenure. As a producer and perfonner~ she was a part of the ensembles that devised 

77~e Pabst andPopcornHour Presents the Tragedy of Dr. Faustus, The Christmas Show, The Tree Project, Tragedy: A Fairy Tale, a wake, Living with the 

Tiger, and What’s 7hat Cost: The Federal Bu~get and Fou. She is also a professional mascot. 

Dan VanHoozer is an Army brat, born in Texas and raised all over America. Since birth, he’s graduated from the UniversiU of Texas, spent a brief period teaching, 

and has worked for eight years in arts administration for The Shakespeare Theatre Company, the Foundation of the National Archives, and PlayMakers Repertory- 

Company. He’s also maxketed America’s finest lager Pabst Blue Ribbon for eighteen solid months throughont the Washington, D.C. metro area. He directed and 

performed in the ensembles that created ~en I wake up, The Pabst and Popco~ Hour Presents the Tragedy of Dr. Faustus, The Christmas Show, The Tree 

Project, Punch, Unscheduled Track Maintenance, a wake, Living with the Tiger, and What’s That Cost: The Federal Budget and You. He is an Eagle Scout 

and a black belt. 

3enavieve Varga began her classical violin training at age three, and was a fellow of the highly renowned Chamber Music Connection Program in Colmnbus, OH. 

She studied Performance and Music Business at the Berklee College of Music and has been coached by several legenda~3~ string musicians, including Peter Salatt’and 

Michael ’Free. She has completed several full US tours, most recently as the violinist for the orchestral/folk indie-rock band Lost in the Trees ~4NTI-Records), 

performing at venues such as NYC’s Lincoln Center and Chicago’s Millennium Park. Her creative endeavors expand into the reahns of artistic direction for ~nusic 

videos, costume and makeup design, and her most recent residency as Assistant Artistic Director for the historic Alhambra Theater in Portland, OR. 



ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage over two days --April 20-21, starting at 

8:00am on Saturday, Apri120, and ending around 5:00pm on Sunday April 21 ConnectCarolinaand 

other systems will be unavailable during this time frame. More information is on the :’:".~:i~!i~!21L~i.:::~i!:=.~ 

page. 

The ConnectCarolina team is installing an upgrade from Oracle during the ~..’L~Li!~.~!q..2L2~;i:~i!..:.ii=~::=.i~.! .... 

:~:i~i~.:i.i::’,. Current ConnectCarolina users may encounter some issues when first using the software after 

the upgrade, Here are some of those potential issues and solutions, 

Are you curious about what PeopleSoft looks like? A 

brief webinar called "PeopleSoft 101" will provide a 

)review of what the new system will look like and 

howto navigate in PeopleSoft HR screens. 

With the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance getting closer, the 

ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where training will be delivered.. 

.i::!!.~! ~:.q..g L;.i.i~:! ~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 3:37 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Nobel Laureate JMG Le Cldzio: 4/18 Duke event at FItI/Haiti Lab 

Le Clezio flyer ruth Duke events.pdf 

*** Please circulate widely & post attached flyer *** 

* ** See upd ated detMled pro@’mn here: http:iiintercultur’,flitvandarts.wordprt~s.comiapril-19th-duke-program/* * * 

REVOLUTIONS: Weaving Histories across the Indian Ocean and the 

Caribbean 

- a conversation/interview with - 

Nobel Literature Prize Laureate J M G LE CLI~ZIO & 

Mauritian Scholar/Writer/Activist ISSA ASGARALLY 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 
2:00 - 4:00 PM 

Franklin Humanities Institute Garage 

C105, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse (114 S. Buchanan Blvd.) 

Reception to Follow 

The FHI and the Haiti Lab are honored to host a conversation/interview with Jean-Marie Gustave Le Cl6zio, 2008 Nobel Laureate for 

Literature, and Dr. Issa Asgarally, Mauritian scholar, writer, activist. Together they are co-founders of the Foundation for Interculturality 



a nd Peace. Inspi red by ke Cl~zio’s globe-span ning novel ROvolu tionN~is event explores the importance of literature and histories ruth live reading, music 

with live performances, and the axts in giving voice to heterogeneous histories of resistance - in Manritins, Haiti, and beyond. See updated and detailed program here: 

htlp://interculturalitvandarts.wordpress.com2april- 19th- duke- pmgrmn/ 

This event is part of a joint visit by Le Cl~zio and Asgarally to UNC and Duke (April 17-19), organized around the theme of Interculturality 

and the Arts. For information about other events during this visit, including a concert on the evening of April 19, please see 

http://interculturalityandarts.wordpress.com/. 

Author of 51 books to date, JMG Le Cl~zio received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2008. For more on his life, work, and career, please 

see the Nobel Prize "Bio-bibliography": http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel prizes/literature/laureates/2OO8/bio-bibl.html. His award 

acceptance speech, "Dans la for~t des paradoxes (In the Forest of Paradoxes)", can be read or viewed here: 

http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel prizes/literatu re/la u reates/2OO8/clezio-lectu re.html 

christina "~’. chia, pP.d. 

john hope franklin humanities institute 

duke university 

christina, chia@duke, edu 

ph 919.668.1902 I fx 919.684.1658 

www. fhi. duke. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
@Times: Top 5, Go to Video, The Pulitzers and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/ads/emailads/editpromo/20130417/attimes.html 

nytimes:.�om: i!::iiii iiii ~ ~ april 1 7,201 3 

Go to Video 
The Times’s ever-expanding trove of video reporting 
covers the range of hunmn experience -- from fl~e 
profound to the polarizing, the curative to the 
restorative, the delicious to the divine. Check out the 
latest videos, or search by categories such as World, 
U.S., Business, Science, Opinion, Arts and Style. 

The Pulitzers " 

The Pulitzer Prizes were announced on Monday, and 
The Times brings you the complete list of winners in 
letters, drama and music. And don’t nfiss our om~ ’:i 
award-winning journalism, which includes two 
awards for reporting on the actions of companies like 
Apple and Wal-Mart overseas, mad another for ma exanfination of flae 
hidden wealth of the Chinese prenfier’s fanfily. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Touring Taipei 
Scenes from the cultural and 
political center of Taiwan. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Fifth Avenue 
Co-op at $25 Million 
The eighth floor apartment 
includes a grand salon with design 
details renfiniscent of a Faberge 
egg. 

Don’t Miss on .YTimes.com 

¯ Getting a Brain Boost Through Exercise 
¯ Agents Descend on a New York Gallery, Charging Its Oua~er 
¯ The Power of Talking to Your Baby 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Drink Your 
Fruits and Vegetables 
Cold-pressed juice has morphed 
from a corner-shop curiosity to a 
nmjor industry. 

Join the Conversation 
Recipe Lab 

Video Chat: 
"Vegetable 



’ Robin WilliamS ReCalls the ~SS0nS 0fJ0nathan winters 

¯ Report on U.S. Meat Sounds Alarm on Resistant Bacteria 

Top 5 Viewed Features on ,YTimes.com 

(Between Apr. 10, 2013- Apr. 16, 2013) 

1. Site of the Boston Marathon Explosions 

2.2 Blasts at Boston Marathon Kill at Least 3 and Injure More Than 

lOO 

3. Hunger Striking at Guant~namo Bay 

4. The Woman With 1 Billion Clicks - derma Marbles 

5. Anthony Weiner and Huma Abedin’s Post-Scaaadal Playbook 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Literacy" 
The cookbook author Deborah 

Madison and Julia Moskin of The 

Thnes spoke with three home cooks 

in a Google+ Hangout about 

vegetable recipes. 

Join the Conversation 

A daily e-mail newsletter 
on the business of 
technology, with i 

from Times ii~.~ ~/~i coverage 
staff writers and a 
roundup of news from 
across the Web. 

Delivered before the 
opening bell and a~er 
the market close, the ......... 
DealBook e-mail           ’:l~l~e~ ;; 
newsletter provides       ~? : 
breaking news about 
M&As, I.P.O.s, venture 
capital and more. 

All things fashion 
from The New York 
Times, featuring the 
latest in news, 
trends and runway 
coverage from 
acclaimed critics 
and reporters. 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message because you signed 
up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

..M...a..n..a.~q.e....S_u..b..s_c.r.ip..t.i..o..n..s.. I Unsubscribe I ..C..b..a..n.A.e....Y...o..u..r...E..:..M...a.i! I ..P..rLv..a..c..L.P...o.![£~ I _A_d..v..e_r!j.s..e.. Contact 

he N e~o r k ~ime s co m pany I c 0 pyrig h~20 !31N ~T!mes: CO m620 E!g ht h A~e n ue N e~o r ki N ~ !00 !8 



Fi~Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Berezovsky’s Last Days 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL, 35 NO. 8 Visit h:b.f’o~uk[~ 

LRB cover art Berezox<sky: s Last Days 
Peh~r Pon mra~ltsev 

I was in Moscow the day Berezovsky died, and it was a 

tribute to his reputation that people asked: ~What new 

stunt is this? Why did he do it? Was he killed? Was it 

the Kremlin? Did he fake his death? ~ Even the name 

the body was officially identified as belonging to 

wasn,t his own: since bring granted British citizenship 

the name on Berezovsky~s passpoI~, was Platon Elenin, 

after the hero of a film, Oligarch, based on his life, in 

which the oligarch Elenin fakes his own death to take 

revenge on a Kremlin out to destroy him. More 

:~-~ LRB blog                                                           ] 

JenrB Diski: The Ve[ero of [tistor3 

,lon Day: 0~ the Way to St Paul ~s 

Ten Myths about Th;.~tcber 

Who benefits? 

Ross McKfbbin 

People believe that 41 per eent of the welfare budget is spent on the unemployed: 

the figure is actually 3 per cent. They believe that 97 per cent of the welfare budget 

is claimed fl’audulen tly: the government estimates it is o.7 pet’ cent. Immigrants are 

big net contributors to the eountw~s finances and are less likely to claim housing or 

unemployment benefit. What eharaetefises the welfare state, in fact, is the 

increasing dependence of working households on child and housing benefit. More 

Khomeini ,~ses 



Adam Sha~.z 

At the end of the Second Wodd War, an anonymous pamphlet surfaced in the 

seminaries of Qom. The Unveiling of Secrets accused Iran [] s monarchy of tt>ason: 

[]In your European hats, you strolled the boulevards, ogling the naked gins, and 

thought yourselves fine fellows, unaware that foreigners were earring off the 

eountw[]s patrimony and resources. [] It[]s unlikely that anyone outside Qom read 

The Unveiling of Secrets, but just three decades later its author, Ruhollah Khmneini, 

led a revolution against the monarchy and established himself as Iran [] s supreme 

leader, with powers even the shah would have envied. More 

Stalking James Lasd un 
Nick Richards~ ~n 

Stalking, a kind of et~me passionnel, confuses our sympathies: how do you feel about 

someone who loves you but wants to []ruin[] you; who massages your ego as she 

damages your career; who has read your books more attentively than anyone else, 

but slates them on Amazon; who can be sickeningly offensive one day, and the next 

mfite: [],James, you should marry me and I[]ll support all of the Lasduns.[] Or: 

[]I []m still in love, so much in love. Can we have coffee?[] More 

Short Cuts 

Tariq A]g 

In the Library 

l~nigo Th oma.~ 

LeDem~ 

Sul~scr4ber~; c~ 

.~ames N~eek: Nikolai Leskov 

David Rm~clmam The New Deal 

Adam Mars.-ao~es: Rupel k Thomson 

Lidlja Haas: dar~e Bowles 

Pete~- G ~-ee~: Ahfi biad es th c Vandal 

Terry Ezg~etom Bishop BerkeIey 

R~semary HHh Roy Sh’ong~s Vanities 

Poems by 

and Anm~ Carson 

::.~.i Gift Subscriptions 

i.~.i Follow us on Twitter 

:::~:: Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 2:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2013 - "The PotentiaJ for Cultural Diplomacy in SuppoNng National m~d International 

Governance" (Berlin, Bnchaxest, Pretoria, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; May-July 2013) 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting National and International Governance" 
(Berlin, Bucharest, Pre~oria, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; May-July 2013) 

vw’cw.i-s-c -d.org 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce a number of new and exciting opportunities available in the field of Cultural Diplomacy and also wish to bring to your attention our forthcoming 
International Conlerences and Young Leaders’ W’eeklong Seminars, to be hos~ed by the ICD in partnership with other prestigious organizations. 
The information attached belew provides fulther details on the epportunities and pro.qrams provided at these events. We weuld also be extremely grateful if this anneuncement 
could be shared with other interested parties by forwarding the infonnation provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku[f~rstendamm 207=8 Bedin, Gennany=10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.cult u raldiplomacy.or.q 
www.i-c-d.de 

i n fo@£u!~u[# Id]£!orna cy=~N 
What is Cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 
Cultural Diplomacy, How it Operates Today? Click Here 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting National and international Governance" 
(Berlin, Bucharest, Pretoria, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; May-July 2013) 

The International Sympesia en Cultural Diplomacy 2013 is the world’s leadin.q and largest event in the field of Cultural Diplomacy. The Sympesia 2013 will include laRge-scale 
e~,’ents exploring the Potential for Cultural Dipk~macy in Supporting Natienal and International Governance. The e~,’ents will take place in different cities threu.qhout the months 
of May - July 2013. 

The following Events will take place during May - July 2013: 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Germany 
"How did Berlin become a Multicultural Example? Berlin as a Case Study for Embracing German Cultural Plurality" 
(Berlin May 19th - 22nd, 2013) 
www~kulturbr~icken.de 

~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the Levant 
"Levant, Cradle of Cultural Diplomacy: Rediscovering the Mediterranean" 
(Bucharest; May 23rd - 25th, 2013) 

t~v.l-e-v~-n-t .org 
* Symposium on Cultura~ Diplomacy & Human Rights 

"Towards a Global Human Rights Culture: The Need for a Collective Alliance it~ the Protection & Promotion of Human Rights" 

(Berlin May 27th -June 1st, 2013) 

www.bhrc.de 
~ Symposium on Cultura~ Diplomacy in the African Union 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments in Africa" 

(Pretoria, June 4th - 7th, 2013) 
t~,~v.au-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 

~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the Asia Pacific 
"The Application of Cultural Diplomacy in Fostering Relations within the Asia Pacific" 
Held Parallel to the Asia-Pacific Weeks Conference Berlin 2013 

(Berlin; June 07th - 09th, 2013) 
www.asia-pacific-conference.orq 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in ItMy 
"italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 
~:_[t _a__ty _-__c:_u__tt _u__r___a_! ~_[ pLo_ m _a__~ y_~__o__0! gr_ #_r_~_c___e_,£ ~9 
Symposium on CulturM Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia 
"Democracy, Development, and Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia" 

(Berlin: June 21st - 23rd, 2013) 
._C___u__tt__u__r__a__hD__[pJ__o_m_a___c_’y;_L0____A__fg b_’_a__r_~_j_s_’_t__a__r_L~__#_¢ N [#J__& #i~ 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 
"US Cultural Diplomacy: The Use of the Arts in Promoting Dialogue, Fostering Peace, and Initiating Mutual Understanding amongst WeNd Cultures and 
Civilizations" 
(Washington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

www.icd-intemational-sy mposiu m-usa.org 
® Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the European Union 

"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promoting a European Identity Regionally and Globally 
(Brussels; July 3rd - 5th, 2013) 

vwvw.eu-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.or.q 
Symposium on Cultura~ Diplomacy in the UK 
"Using Cultural D~plomacy to Promote. Human Rights, Democracj,; Peace & Stability in the British Commonwealth" 
(London; July 10th-- 12th, 2013) 

www.u k-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.or.q 



(Belgrade, Brussels, Ber~n, Washington DC~ & New York City; April - June, 2013) 

~Jcdwlf.or9 
The ICD Young Leaders" Forums are international networks of like=minded young individuals with an interes~ in developing, supporting, and sustaining intemulturai relations. 
Over ~he past decade, the ~CD Young Leaders’ Forums have grown 1o become one of Europe’s largest independen~ cultu[a~ exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

We are currently accepting sppl~cations for the foilowin~ conferences: 
Europe ~eets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, Ju~e5th- 9th, 2013) 
~Jcd-emc.or~ 
Cultural Diplomacy in East Asia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(aedin, June 7~h = 1 lth, 2013) 
~v.~cd-cdea.org 
The USA Meets Europe: A Foru~ for Young Leaders 
~2ashington D.C. & New York CRy; June 24th = 28th, 2013) 

~.icd-usame.orq 
To apply, please c~ick HERE 

Forthcom#~g Academic Programs 
(May - October, 2013) 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy fo~ Cu{tu~a[ Diplomacy) offem educational programs in partnership with other leading orga~izatbns. 
Educational programs include Ce~ficate Programs, Study Abroad Programs, D~stance Learning Programs (designed specifically for governmental officials, academics, and 
professionals who are not able to leave their current posit~ons), snd Postgraduate Programs (for ~ndividuals pursuing careers in academ~s, d~plomacy, government, snd/or the 
private secto[, rela~e~ either wholly or in part to the fie~d of Cultural Diplomacy). 

The CCDS is currently accepting applications for the following programs: 

Distance Learning Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: May 6th - 31st or June 3rd -28th, 2013) 

MA Program in ~nternationa~ Relations & CuRural Diplomacy 

(Start: Fall Semester - E~erlin, October 2nd, 2013) 
MA Program in ~nternational Economics & Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

(Start: Fall Semester - Berlin, October 2n~J, 2013) 
Study Abroad Programs in international Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: Summer Semester- Berlin, June 17th -August 16th, 2013) 

Certificate Programs in ~ntemat~ona~ Relations & Cultura~ Diplomacy 

(Start: Summer Program = Berlin, July 1~ = 31~, 2013) 

(Start: Summer Program = 8edin, August 1 ~ = 30th, 2013) 

~CD Academy for CuRural Diplomacy: May Session 

(aer~n, May 13th- 17th, 2013) 

To apply, please click HERE 

What is Cuitura~ Diplomacy? _cJj_c_!k___._H._e___r_..e_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 3:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: F.B.I. Posts Images of Pair Suspected in Boston Attack 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Friday, April 19, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Editorials 

I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

F.B.I. Posts Images of Pair Suspected in Boston 
Attack 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE, MICHAEL COOPER and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

In a direct appeal for help from the public, the F.B.I. released 

pictures and video of two young men officials believe may be 

behind the deadly explosions during the Boston Marathon. 

~ Photographs: Search for Suspects Intensifies in Boston 

Plant Explosion Tears at the Heart of a Texas 
Town 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ and JOHN SCHWARTZ 

A day after a blast in West, Tex., so powerful it registered as an 
earthquake, the cause was unclear but the effects - as many as 15 

dead, up to zSo hurt and much of a town gone - were plain. 

¯ ~ The kede: Video of the Explosion 

For Gun Bill Born in Tragedy, a Tangled Path to 
Defeat 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

The failure this week of the Senate’s search for consensus on gun 

control after the Newtown shooting can be traced to timing, 

convoluted rules and a counterproductive alliance. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Gun Control Bill’s Winding Path to Failure 

~ ~ Where Senators Voted Against Their Party 

.................................................................................................................. F£r r~ ore !o p qe~vs, g£ t£ N’~Times~£0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

U.S. I Q. ANDA. 

Submit Your Questions on Immigration 

Overhaul 
By THE NEWYORKTIMES 

Julia Preston, The New York Times’s national immigration 

correspondent, will answer readers’ questions about the immigration system 

and the proposals before Congress to overhaul it. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

When Senators Defy the Voters 

If 90 percent of Americans support background checks but most 

senators don’t, is the system broken? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Somebody out there knows these individuals as 
friends, neighbors, co-workers, or family members of 
the suspects. Though it may be difficult, the nation is 
counting on those with information to come forward, 

and provide it to us." 

RICHARD DESLAURIERS, of the F.B.I., asking for help identifying two suspects in the 
bombings at the Boston Marathon. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

WARSAW JOU RNAL 

Polish Museum Repairs a Tie to a Jewish Past 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Among civic leaders in Warsaw, a new Jewish museum is seen as 
a major step toward recognizing Poland’s Jewish past and 
recovering from its 2oth-century traumas. 

President Xi Takes a Taxi? Yes, Too Good to Be True 
By CHRIS BUCKLEY 

A Hong Kong newspaper admitted that a story that was almost too good to be 

true was, in fact, not. 

After Airstrike, Afghan Points to C.I.A. and 
Secret Militias 
By ROD NORDLAND 

In critical remarks, a spokesman for the Afghan president said 
that an airstrike in which 12 children were killed was part of a 
C.I.A.-run operation. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Charges Set in Killings of Officials in Texas 
By LAUREN D’AVOLIO, SERGE F. KOVALESKI and ETHAN BRONNER 

Eric Lyle Williams, a former justice of the peace, was charged 
with killing the Kaufman County, Tex., district attorney and an 

aide. 

THE LEDE 



New, Higher-Resolution Image of Boston 

Marathon Suspect Emerges 
By RAVI SOMAIYA and JEREMY ZILAR 

A photo that a man took on his iPhone after finishing the Boston 

Marathon on Monday includes an image of one of the suspects 

featured in the video released Thursday afternoon by the F.B.I. 

......................................................................................................... F0r ~0re U.S. 9~s, g0 to N~’Times.c0m!US tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Mortgage relief checks go out, 
only to bounce 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

Morgan Stanley swings to a profit, beating estimates 

Efforts to revive the economy lead to worries of a bubble 

nyfim.es, co,m 

Business 

F.A.A. Expected to Approve Fix to Dreamliner Batteries 
By CHRISTOPHER DREW 

The decision by the Federal Aviation Administration would allow the planes, 

grounded for more than three months, to return to service after the proposed 

repairs are made. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

After Apple’s Rise, a Bruising Fall 
By NATHANIEL POPPER and NICK WINGFIELD 

Shares of Apple were trading for more than $7oo last year, but 

they have tumbled back and analysts are trying to understand 

why. 

~ Software Sales Bolster Microsof( Profit 

. ~ Graphic: Steady Slide in Share Value 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

One Man’s Currency Is Another Man’s Bet 
By FLOYD NORRIS 



To the faithful, gold is different from any other commodity. But 
its precipitous rise since the financial crisis, and its recent sharp 

fall, sure make it look like one. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Price of Gold 

................................................................................... E£r r£o~e b~s!gess r~e~s, go to NYTimes:�om!Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

DIAMONDBACKS 6, YANKEES 2 (12 INNINGS) 

Small Fracture Will Delay Jeter’s Return to 
Yanks 
By JORGE ARANGURE Jr. 

After the Yankees announced Derek Jeter would probably be out 
until after the M]-Star Game because of a small fracture in his anne, they lost to 
the Diamondbacks in extra innings. 

¯ ~-’;; Box Score 

ROCKIES 11, METS 3 

Mets Fall to Rockies to End Road Trip 
By ANDREW KEH 

After a peculiar tour with postponed games because of snow and 
three straight losses, including a pounding by Colorado, the Mets 

return home. 

¯ F;. Box Score 

~ Bats: Injury Sidetracks Mets’ D’Arnaud 

For Two Stars, a Matchup as Potent as Their 
Pitches 
By ANDREW KEH 

Matt Harvey and Stephen Strasburg, two dominant 24-year-olds, 
will share the mound Friday night at Citi Field as the Mets face 

the Nationals. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

Tendrils of the Artist’s Essence 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Fine Lines," an exhibition of American drawings at the Brooklyn 
Museum, offers a startling array of works from the institution’s 

collection. 

~ ~}~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

LPs With Goodies on the Side 
By JON CARAMANICA 



Record labels like Get On Down have been slowly redefining the 

role and shape of the reissue in the digital age. 

¯ ~ Slide Show I Ringing Up the Sales on Record Store Day 

THEATER REVIEWI ’ORPHANS’ 

A Hostage Who Turns Into a Dad 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Despite its violence, "Orphans," a revival of Lyle Kessler’s 1985 

play starring Mec Baldwin, Tom Sturridge and Ben Foster, has a 

soft touch. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’OBLIVION’ 

After the Apocalypse, Things Go Downhill 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In "Oblivion," Tom Cruise is a repairman on a post-apocalyptic 

Earth who finds himself confronting a stranger-than-usual work 

order. 

Scare Me, Sure, but Also Make a Statement 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

The Midnight Section at the Tribeca Film Festival features a 

collection of horror films that have more than a little to say. 

~ Tribeca Film Festival: ’Mr. Jones’ 

Tribeca Film Festival: ’Mr. Jones’ 
By ERIK PIEPENBURG 

Karl Mue]]er talks about his horror film "Mr. Jones," part of the 

Midnight Section at this year’s Tribeca Film Festival. 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes,com/Movies ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: F.B.I. Identifies Suspects in Boston 
At a news conference, the F.B.I. released photos and surveillance 

video of two young men it believes are connected to the Boston 

Marathon bombings. 

~ VIDEO: Guns: Did Newtown Change Anything? 
The Times’s Michael Luo discusses whether attitudes toward 
guns have changed in America since the Newtown shooting, even 
though legislation died in the Senate this week. 

VIDEO: The Bowery: A Bounty of History 



The Bowery in Lower Manhattan is one of New York City’s oldest 

addresses. That history is now being preserved, as the Bowery 

has just been listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 

¯ Related Article 

............................................................................................................. EO~ n~ore ~(!deo, go to N¥~ime~�omNide~ ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Criminalizing Children at School 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Districts should think twice before deploying more cops in schools because it 

might hurt students more than it helps them. 

EDITORIAL 

Toward a Nuclear Deal With South Korea 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The United States must not allow the government in Seou] to go down the road 

to uranium enrichment. 

EDITORIAL 

The Constitution and Blood Testing 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court was right to block a policy that allowed the police to order a 

blood test of a driver without obtaining a warrant. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Jewish Hero History Forgot 
By MARCI SHORE 

Not everyone who fought in the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising saw a 

Jewish state as the ultimate goal. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Excel Depression 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Did a coding error basically destroy the economies of the 

Western world? You be the judge. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Second Wave 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The meltdown of the gun control bill won’t have an overt political 

effect on the Republican Party. Immigration, rather, is where it’s 



at. 

¯ Columnist Page 
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ON THIS DAY 

On April 19, 1995, a truck bomb exploded outside the Alfred P. 
Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, killing 168 people and 

injuring 5oo. (Timothy McVeigh was later convicted of federal murder 
charges and executed.) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.; 

Friday, April 19, 2013 1:23 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Monday at Duke: Mother’s Early Mamage Predicts Child Malaria in the Peruvian Amazon 

Join us for a student thesis presentation lecture by Sheng Liu, Master of Science in Global Health candidate, titled ~i4~,,,~;~,’.~,-~3 

~.,"~ :~¢~,~ ~-’.~,"~,,~2<~.,"~ ;~,’,,’:~a.:~:~.’,. This brown bag lunch is free and open to the public so please spread the word to your colleagues and students. 

Trent Hall, Room 124 
12 - I p.m. 

Can’t attend? Join via 

About the lecture: 

40% of Peruvian women are married and have their first child before 18 years old, and the majority of adults living in the Amazon Basin are engaged in labor 

migration that increases in-home malaria transmission to the family. This research explores the hypotheses that younger maternal age of marriage, young 

maternal age at birth and family member’s involvement in labor migration are associated with increased malaria risk among their children. 

About the speaker: 

Sheng is an MSc in Global Health at Duke University. She conducted her fieldwork of child malaria and human migration in lquitos, Peruvian Amazon Region of 

Loreto in 20:12. She also served as a Paralegal Intern at the United Nations Headquarters, assisting in the programs of eHealth access campaign and anti-corruption 

in international medical donations. 

::X:: email 

icon website 

Agata Rocka Stadiem 

Special Events Coordinator 

Duke Global Health Institute 

3~0 Trent Dr, Room ~20 

Durham, NC 27708 

T: 9~9.668.4036 

F: 919.68L6045 

~£_~__t~_:_r__s_~_d___u_J_<__e_:_e___d_~. 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 3:06 AM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteaxtlines: 2nd Bombing Suspect Caught After Frenzied Hunt Paralyzes Boston 

Top News 

"~d Bomb~g Suspect Caught _After ia’re~zied 

Hunt Paraly~es Bosto~ ...... 

The teenage suspect i~a the Boston Marathon bombings, 

Dzhokhar A. Tsamaev, was taken into custody in %~ra keAown, 

Mass., aRer a search [hat lefk his brother dead and the Boston area virtually 

shut down. 

Boy at Home h~ U.S, Swayed by One "Wlm Wasn’t 

Life as an immigrant seemed easy for Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. 

his older brother, Tamerlan, also a suspect in khe bombi[~gs and 

now dead, it seemed more fl:aught. 

~ [] Videos: E×-Ciassmates on Suspect I Social Media Profile I Chec~en Origins 

I :z:, I 

The hub of khe uuive~se, as Boskou*s popular hi&name would 

have it, was on IocMown from fi~t lighk and] near dark on 

Friday. 

Editors’ Picks 



~ ~P,. The Hunt t~r the Boston Bombing 

Onc suspect in thc Boston bombin~ is dcad and the second was 

taket~ i*~to custody l,iqday nigt~L 

Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Texas on Fire, _Again and Again 

I [ is iirne for the pathol~-~,gical avoidance of oversight to e~d in 

Texas. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

.... ii:4 q:::i !:i.i!’~i:::~ :i! ii~;i :ii??:i ~. ~’ 

THONAS [,4. NEN~NO, rm]yor of Boston, on ’I54,[tter after the c;]pture of the second suspect 

in [he Boston Mar;~thon bombings. 

World 

Trial _¢mmdment h~ Guatemala Re;iected by         ~.~ 
Judge 

The confusion sm’rom~ding the ge[mcide trial of Gem gfrah~ t~os 

Mon~ h~gh]ighted t}~e polarized emoSons raised by a month of 

kestimony about tke bloodiesk ehapker in the eoun~T’s long civil war. 

Serbia and Kosovo Reach Agreement on Power- 

Shinning 

The accord over m 

paves "~e way lbr Kosovo and Serbia to pursue membership in 

the European Uniom 

Top U,N. Rights Of~eial Denounces Executions 

in Iraq as ’Obscene’ 

The olticiaL Navi Pillay, accused the Baghdad government of 

kil~i~g prisoners "~ike animals in a slaughterhouse." 

U.S, 

Violent Trail .Adds ~a VicUms~ Ot~cers Linked by Friendship 

m~d Dedication 

Two police o~eers involved i~ last ~ight’s chase became frie~ds as classmates 

in a police academy; now one is dead, and the other is hospitalized, fighting for 



his life. 

Ncws Media and Social Media Become Part era 

Reporters l~mnd themselves in a eomplex rdadonship with the 
autho*qfies, being thanked and chastised at the same dine, 

Members 

A proposal announced on Ft{day would end a long ban on openly 

gay seouis but eondnue to exelude gay adnlts as leaders. 

~ [] Document: A Proposed End io San on ®~y S¢ou~s 

For mere U8. 

Business 

Boeing Fix fo~° Battery Is Approved by F.AoA. 

The dedsion~ which came three months after the passenger jets were grcmnded~ 

could a]low the pianos to retnrn to smwiee iu weeks. 

Many students face a choice be>veen a college that offers liR~e 

finandal aid but has a supetqor reputation era less presfi~ous eollege 

offi~rs a merit scholarship. 

, ~ Pea a Comment 

COMMON SENSE 
i~j Raymon 

The Casc of H,PJs Obstinate Dire{~or 
I d La~e I 

it took the combined efforLs of ttewlett-.Packard’s chief ~ ~f~ ~ 
executive, other board members and the company’s largest 

shawholder to get Raymond lane to give up his role as H.P.’s chairman. 

Sports 

20!3 NB.A PLAYOFFS PREVIEW 

LcBron Jm~ms vs, the V~orld 

The N.B.A. playofl~ will begin this weekend, *~dth four games on 

Saturday, including the Cellos at New York and the Bulls at 

Brooklyn, and ibm" more on Snnday. 

are !5 



From ,Janitor to Rookie, Hitting Fo~ai-th for 

Braves 

Evan Osiris was 19 when he disappeared offthc baseball g~d in 

2006 to do some soul searching and work a number of odd jobs, 

Now he’s the Atlanta Braves’ catcher and No. 4 hitter. 

Ratgers Men’s Coach Suspended ~:ith Pay Amid 

hwestigation 

Brian Brecht was suspended, the university said on F~day, as R investigates 

acm~sations of verbal abuse, 

Arts 

From Wrinkles to Rap, a Rock Award’s Shitting 

Cast 

Randy Newman, Public Enemy and Quincy ,Jones were among 

the honorees Thursday night at {he Ro& and Roll Hall of Fame’s 

i~duction ceremony in [~s At%eles. 

I].~ CL, ck ] 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE DANCE OF DEATH’ 
].~ The 

Pass the Salt, :Dear. Now Let Me Look at That o~ce 

S~{ndberg’s "Dance of Deaktf’ can t)el like a hm>olLthe--aoth-- 

eentmT Scal~dinavian template for Edward Albee’s "Who’s Afraid of Virginia 

Woo]f?" 

A WORD WITH: SAM BEAM 

A Sonic Journey From Minimal to M~aeh 

Sarn Bearn (a k a Iron and Wine) ehaL~ about the genesis of his 

new studio album, "Ghost on Ghost," and how his career as a 

guitarist, singer and songwriter has evolved. 

Travel 

Europe, h~ 9 ~;alks 

From urban explorations in London and Prague to rustic treks in 

Tuscany and Seo{land, this is slow travd for khe senses. 

~ ~ SHOe Show: On Your Feet ~n Klirope 

On Trails Less Traveled 

For those looking to walk some of Europe’s less e.elebraked 

regiol~s, there are outfitiers providing a path. 

Quirks of~nsterdam, Revealed Durh~g Lm~ch 

A midday stroll near the author’s office tells a stoU of a city 

defined by water, 

~ Amsterda m: No. 8 o* 46 P~aces to Go in 2013 

Monte. 

New 

io~using] 

Today’s Video 

I~i M;~o vine, o: ,repressions of the Bombing 

Suspects 

h~ Cambr{dge, Mass.. where the m~speet Dzhokhar A. Tsarnaev 

lived, residents shared dmir memot%s of him and his brother’. 



[ ~i Mi~° Wr~F,O: Treating Those ~nj~red h~ Boston i~ 

1 

Ca~age 

A conversation w~th Dr. R. MMcohn Smith, chief of orthopedic 

tranma set~ice a k Massachusetts General Hospi~I. Dr. Smikl~ 

talks about treating the i*~iured aKer khe Boston Marathon Bombing A[laek. 

~ vwEo: Thds Week’s Movies ] April ’9, 

The New York Times critics on "oblivion," "The I,or’ds of Salem" 

and "In the ttouse." 

For more video go to NYTimes.comfVideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

New York Reform = P~ablie Finar~cing 

Gee. Cuomo should not let a good scandal go to waste. 

EDITORIAL 

~ore P~oblems fo~° a l~Io~’tgage Dea~ 

A compensatkm--cheek problem highlights the need tbr independenk 

EDITORIAL 

Reaehting an Axetie Aeeord 

What ice once protected, it is now up to humans to prokect. 

For r/ie;e opkfien, go to NYTimee,comtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Mind of a "i’erro~" 

ttis tweeks paint a fuller picture. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

That Sph~eless Gm~ Vote 

Even the personN pleas from a sm~-ivor of Columbine cau’t 

trump the power of the N ,R,A. on Capitol 

~ COKimRJ~ Page [ BIog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Besian Meets Coim~bine 

~s the root of the Boston marathon bombing in America or Cheehnya? 

Fer mere opinion, 90 to NYTimee.com/Opinion >,, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vlime s.com> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Suspects Seemed Set tbr Attacks Beyond Boston 

Top News 

Suspects Seemed Set for Attaeks Be.~nd Boston 

The two men suspected i[~ the Boston Marathon be, tubings were 

armed with a small arsenal of guns, ammuuitJon and e:,y~losives 

when they fi~t cou~ronted police. 

Search for Home Led S~lspeet to Land Marred by 

Strife. 

Tamerlan Tsarimev, oue of the suspects iu the Bostoi~ bombings, 

found eomfork iu Dagestan, a region iu [he Nozth Caucasus that 

is dm center of violent Islamic ii~surgeney in Russiao 

Aetivist~s Death in Egypt Spm°s Charges of Police 

Ab~e 

The dead~ has underscored one of tl~e most vexiug challenges 

facing the new govemme~k: how to tame g&vpt’s unaccountable 

and despised seeurJb/ibrces. 

nova, 

Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: A C]~eehe~ Fm~y Reacts to 

Bombh~gs 

A Cheehen family thak settled it~ the subm’bs of bostot~ over a 

decade ago is particularly dishearten ed to hear that the maratho~ bombing 



suspects have bee*~ linked to Cheehnya, 

~ Related Article 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

The E~ysta~ders V~:l~o Coald t!~e Heroes 

Do bysta~ders bare a responsibility to intervene in crimes? Why 

do some iudix4duals rush to help rather dmn to escape harm? 

World 

Slaugl~ter RepoNed Near DPa~ascas 

Syria~ oppositio~ activists said Sunday khat government forces 

had killed at least 8o people in Jdaidet al-Fadl a~d then ma4e 

mass arrests as r~;sidenks tied to bm:v khe bodies. 

Tal~ban At~acl~s in Northwest PakJstm~ 

Reshaping Ba~ot 

:\t~ inte~se campaign or" arracks i~ the regkm has all but deraile4 

the governing peppy and has st~’uek fear in its eandidakes. 

Rape of Girl, 5, Draws Foetus to Cl~ild ~gssm~lt h~ 

Ir~dia 

Amid m~g~T protests, a~other gill who was raped was treated in 

d~e same hospital as the 5-year-old who was tortured ]ask week. 

Khan 

Police 

:0nfr°nt 

,,1:,:1; 

U,S, 

In Atlanta, 3~,o Churches Lie in New Stadium’s 
Path 

The mayor is championing a new skadium as a~ engi~e for 

eo~struct~on jobs m~d a way to transform a~ ~mpover~shed 

secdon of do~town. 

"Water l~dgNts ’Fear at a~ India~ Reservation 

The dispute at the Nathead Reservation centers on a proposed 

bill th at wou ld specil~., wh o is entitled to tb e water, and h ow 

;dendsh 
Baptist 

i i 



roach they can take from the reservoirs and ditches. 

Bombh~gs 

Bostonian s received assurance tha t danger is pas L b u k kl~e 

investigation eonfin ued, with o[fidals stru~Iing to learn 

wheflaer the ~o suspects had help or operated alone. 

~D SHde Show: Mourning and Moving Forward 

’ woman 

cried 

~ Jrin9 a 

more US i:ew,,s, go to NYTimes,eomlUS >> 

Sun and surf in a small 
g, lexican beach town 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

is Eurepe still a s~re thi~g’~ 

What does motorcycle culture in America look iiRe today’? 

Business 

Restyled as Real :Estate Tr~lsts, Varied 

B~sinesses Avoid Taxes 

Redefining companies as real estate investment trusts can nearly 

- even completely - eliminate t~deral taxes. 

U.No Box Of~ee Heroes Pro~4ng Nlortal ii~ Chi~a 

Hollywood hlockbusters appeared poised last year to take over 

China’s box office, but something unexpected happened on the 

way to the bank: demand tapered off shingly. 

Correcti 

ons 

Corporat 

ers in 

In E~rope, Paid Pe~r~il-s fi)r Pollut~on Are 

Fizzlh~g 

The low price of earbou credits means the nmrket is uot doing its 

iob: pashing po]Iutexs to ~duee carbon emissions, wtfieh most 

elinmte seieutists believe couh’ibute to global warming. 

floor at 

Sports 

A Franc|rise ir~ Ruins and a Coacl~’s Futa~re ir~ j d~pam~r I 

Doubt ~ of 

~:..ux:, ,’ ~, rr~r.~, ~:’ff~ 

The h’ade of cornerback Darrelle Revis [o the Buccaueers makes 

ik much more difficult to irna~ne a ~ets R~ture that includes Coach Rex Ryan. 



A Deal That Seemed I~evitable: Revis Is a 

Buccaneer 

The Buccaneers acquired the ,Jets’ .&]l-Pro cornerback, Darrelle 

Revis, who agreed to terms with Tampa Bay c,n a new long-term 

eoutraet, fl)r six years a~d $96 milliom 

From Phenom to Everyday N.BoA. Player 

The former Knick aeremy Lin, with a big contract and big 

expects[ions, has focused on improving his game with the 

Houston Rod<eta, who are now i~ the playoffs. 

Lin, 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW I ’MACBETH’ 

Om~ ~ad Power Grab~ Many Dramatic Roles 

The Scotsmau AJa~ Cummi~g plays every major role in a 

production of "Macbeth" at the Barrymore Theater. 

g plays 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
]~ Amsnda 

Tales From the Priso~ of international 

Amanda Ktmx - charged, eonvh::ted aud acquired in au Italian 

murder, ~dth more to come - wrens her perspec[ive in a memoir "~at is by 

turns sympathetic and enigma~ieo 

The 6 People Streisand ~Vmats at Her Dimmr 

Party 

Ahead of receiving a lifetime achievement award h’om d~e Nlm 

Society c,f Lincoln Center, Barbra Streisand answered some 

, [] Slide Show: garbra Streisand in Pictares 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

The Pressure 1-o Be the TV News Leader 

Tarnishes a Big Brand 

Whe~ big news breaks, a ~:mm~on impulse is to tm’u to ( ’~NN, but 

the network sufli~rs from se]r-infliek’d damage. 

Web Helps M~sid~ms Sell Shares of Royalties 

Web sites like khe RoyNty Exchange Nlows musiNans to sell 

parts of their royalV ineome to investors and define whieh rights 

ko sell and which ko retNn. 

In an Overha.l, Clorox Aims to Get Green Works 
~,,,o~k~ 

Ol, t of[ts Niche 

] {~ 
A marketing overhaul for the euvironmenkally fl~endIy 

housecleaning produe[ leads to lower pNees and a new promotion stra[eKv. 

Today’s Video 



~ vm~o: The Fasl-est Way to Caramelize 

Gm01ie 

lX[e]issa Clark shows how to cararaelize garlic cloves while 

keeping their insides soft and sweet. 

~ vmEo: ’Sm~day in the Park’ in Par~s 

Parisians are developing a taste for American musicals. Stephen 

Sondheim’s ~984 musical "Sunday in the Park Wi’~ George" 

opened April 15 in PaNs, at the Th~tre du Chfitelet. 

Related Alticle 

Tiffany’s fl:~cus on the jazz age era coincides with a foreeflil trend 

in men’s wear, a 2~sbeentury take on the Oatsby s[yle, seen on 

men passing the stooge’s facade, 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

How to Handle a Terrorism Case 

Despite Republican catcalls, the civilian legal system can best prosecute the 

EDITORIAL 

Broken Justice in the Bronx 

Unconscionable delays plague criminal couYts i~ dm Bronx. 

EDITORIAL 

\"~sa Reforn~s for Skilled Workers 

Though it needs some improvements, the immigration bill would make ±’u~mrica 

more hospitable to skilled and hard-working immigrants. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Blogger on Trial 

Why the pr~see ~tion of_,Meksei Navalny matLerso 

~ CohJmni~ Page ] BD9 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Jobless Trap 

We are creating a pem~anent class of uneml.~loyed Americans. 

, Co~unqni~ Page ] Bbg 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Modern City ~n East Midtown? 

At its most i~mdamenta] level, the problem ~th the so-called East Midtown 

planning study is that it’s not a plan. The best pad~ toward ensuring the future of 

the area may well be that of prese~afon. 

ON THIS DAY 
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Sent: 
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Subje~: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 22, 2013 8:13 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 04-22-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday April 22no, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

04/24/13 - Lecture by Mark Ha~; professor and Hany & Linda Teasley Chair in EnvironmentaJ~ Biology at Georgia Tech, tiffed "Can coral reefs be saved’? Chelnical 

ecology as a Rosetta Stone for effecfive conservation" at 5:30 PM on the 4th Floor of the FedEx Global Education Center as part of the "Water In Our World" 

Speaker Series. In this lecture, Professor Hay will use reefs in Fiji as examples of how local intervention can have large positive effects and how an understanding of the 

cbemical signals and mecha~ais~ns involved in structuring biotic interactions on coral reefs can provide additiong~ options for ~nore effective stewmdship ofcoas~ ~na~ine 

resources. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

2013 Water and ttealth Conference Abstract Submission Deadline - Abstracts tbr oral and poster presentations, as well as side event proposals, for the 2013 
Water and Health Conference will be accepted unfil April 30. As a reminde~; the coat’erence roll be held October 14-18, 2013, and is organized by The Water 

Institute at UNC. 

This year’s thelnes are: 

-Hygiene a~ad behavioral change 

-M&E: local, global and human right persNctives 

-Institution~ finance mad sustainability 

- Sanitation and health 

-Water supply and qualiF: from catchment to consulner and back 

Scholarships are available for US student authors with the highest ra~aked abstracts, as well as anthors from low- and middle-income countries. For more information: 

ht~://whconferance.nnc 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Water Resources Research Institute call for FY 2014-2015 research funding proposals - The Water Resources Research Institnte (WRRI) of the University of 

North Caxolina invites pre-proposals t~m thculty members of colleges and universities in North Carolina for FY 2014-2015 reseaxch funding. Pre-proposals are 

welcome on any topic of significance tbr North Carolina water resources. Successftd pre-proposals must make a strong case for the proposed project’s relevance and 

impotence to North Carolina, whether or not the exact project topic appears on the list of research priorities. WI~RI encourages collaboration among reseaxches from 

different institutions, and with federal state, and local agencies. Additional consideration will be given to qualified pre-proposa~s frown principal investigators in eaxly- 

career status. Pre-proposals are due at 12:00 PM on Monday June 3, 2013. Pre-proposal detafils, as well as WRI~,I’s research priorities can be found at the following 

address: http:/iwww.ncsu.edu/wrfi/code/reseoachicallfororoposals.htm 

Rota~ World Peace Fellowship for International Students - The Rota~ Center for Intemafional Studies in peace and conflict resolufion and The Water Institute 

encourage highly-qualified university graduates from outside the U.S. to apply tbr a Rotary Peace Fellowship to support their studies tbr a master’s degree in public 

health with a concentration in water and sanitation. The funding supports tuition and fees, a living stipend, a sanamer internship, conference and research funding, and 
travel to and from the home count~. Ten t~llowships are awarded each year at UNC and Duke University. The application deadline is July 1, 2013. For more 

iatblmation: http:i/rotarvpeacecentemc.or~ifor- prospective- fellows~how-to- apply/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our \Vorld"- For more infom~ation on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit onr website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Question~ comments, and suggestions fi~r the theme can be directed to the tbllowing email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http://’tw,itter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.thcebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 22, 2013 8:14 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 04-22-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday April 22no, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

04/24/13 - Lecture by Mark Ha~; professor and Hany & Linda Teasley Chair in EnvironmentaJ~ Biology at Georgia Tech, tiffed "Can coral reefs be saved’? Chelnical 

ecology as a Rosetta Stone for effecfive conservation" at 5:30 PM on the 4th Floor of the FedEx Global Education Center as part of the "Water In Our World" 

Speaker Series. In this lecture, Professor Hay will use reefs in Fiji as examples of how local intervention can have large positive effects and how an understanding of the 

cbemical signals and mecha~ais~ns involved in structuring biotic interactions on coral reefs can provide additiong~ options for ~nore effective stewmdship ofcoas~ ~na~ine 

resources. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

2013 Water and ttealth Conference Abstract Submission Deadline - Abstracts tbr oral and poster presentations, as well as side event proposals, for the 2013 
Water and Health Conference will be accepted unfil April 30. As a reminde~; the coat’erence roll be held October 14-18, 2013, and is organized by The Water 

Institute at UNC. 

This year’s thelnes are: 

-Hygiene a~ad behavioral change 

-M&E: local, global and human right persNctives 

-Institution~ finance mad sustainability 

- Sanitation and health 

-Water supply and qualiF: from catchment to consulner and back 

Scholarships are available for US student authors with the highest ra~aked abstracts, as well as anthors from low- and middle-income countries. For more information: 

ht~://whconferance.nnc 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Water Resources Research Institute call for FY 2014-2015 research funding proposals - The Water Resources Research Institnte (WRRI) of the University of 

North Caxolina invites pre-proposals t~m thculty members of colleges and universities in North Carolina for FY 2014-2015 reseaxch funding. Pre-proposals are 

welcome on any topic of significance tbr North Carolina water resources. Successftd pre-proposals must make a strong case for the proposed project’s relevance and 

impotence to North Carolina, whether or not the exact project topic appears on the list of research priorities. WI~RI encourages collaboration among reseaxches from 

different institutions, and with federal state, and local agencies. Additional consideration will be given to qualified pre-proposa~s frown principal investigators in eaxly- 

career status. Pre-proposals are due at 12:00 PM on Monday June 3, 2013. Pre-proposal detafils, as well as WRI~,I’s research priorities can be found at the following 

address: http:/iwww.ncsu.edu/wrfi/code/reseoachicallfororoposals.htm 

Rota~ World Peace Fellowship for International Students - The Rota~ Center for Intemafional Studies in peace and conflict resolufion and The Water Institute 

encourage highly-qualified university graduates from outside the U.S. to apply tbr a Rotary Peace Fellowship to support their studies tbr a master’s degree in public 

health with a concentration in water and sanitation. The funding supports tuition and fees, a living stipend, a sanamer internship, conference and research funding, and 
travel to and from the home count~. Ten t~llowships are awarded each year at UNC and Duke University. The application deadline is July 1, 2013. For more 

iatblmation: http:i/rotarvpeacecentemc.or~ifor- prospective- fellows~how-to- apply/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our \Vorld"- For more infom~ation on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit onr website located at 

http:#watertheme.unc.edw. Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http:#w~x~v.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozxrcarjgzqex~vt@taJ~d£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 11:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Celebrate Earth Day: 20% OFF* 

Celebrste Esrth Day: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders ] For’,qsrd to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Now unti~ Apri~ 24th use 
discount code DRK67 and 

view our Earth Day online 
catalog, p~ease click here. 

Remember, all web orders over 835 receive FEE 

SHIPPIN6 in the US and Canada 

focalpress com. #sypress com or 

routtedgementatheafth.com 

Share the Savings with Frie~de & Family: 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and otfers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscbbe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright rq 201.3 Taylor 8 Francis, an Infoqy~a business 

[aylor & granc~s ~s a trading name of Informa LIK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click her~e. Please note this is an automa[ed operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SM3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 2:01 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Reminder: Re/constituting Relational Communities: A Politics of Possibility, or Romanticism? April 27th 

Interrogating Communi .ly Invite.pdf 

Please forward widely 

Re/constituting Relational Communities: A Politics of Possibility, or Romanticism? 

Saturday April 27, 10-Spm 

Fedex GEC, Room 1005 

UNC Chapel Hill 

This one-day workshop explores the topic of community and collectivity while continuing to flesh out the practices of what we have been 
calling a theory and politics of relationality. We will do this by engaging with various practitioners who are elaborating, experimenting with, 

and even theorizing about the problems and possibilities in various forms of communal or collective practice. 

Speakers include: 

Kenneth Bailey, founder Design Studio for Social Intervention, http://ds4si.org/, Boston, Mass. Local activists from E1 Kflombo, Carrboro 

Greenspace, Weaver Street Cooperative Housing Association, and more. 

Please RSVP to sociahnovements@gmail.com, so we bare a headcount for food, etc. Email Arturo (aescobar@email.unc.edu) or Michal 
(osterwei@email.unc.edu} with any questions. 

Concept: 

In recent years, activists, scholars and other practitioners, have been developing novel political imaginaries, discourses and practices. Key to 
these new politics are notions of collectivity--socialit>; conviviality and community (gibson graham 2006). This ranges from projects that seek 
to "re-socialize economic relations" through collective and cooperative enterprises and various forms of sharing, to social centers, community 
gardens, community kitchens and other projects that seek to insert communal or collective logics and spaces into the fabric of everyday life. 

The workshop seeks to explore elements that are central (albeit at times implicit) in many of these projects: 1) the emergence of a politics of 
~nultiplicity and relationality -a substantial practice and ethics of re-connection with fellow humans, all living beings, and spirituality; 2) a critique 
of one of the most deep-seated and entrenched entities of our dominant cultural and political terrain, na~nely, the individual. Many of the 
projects based on these notions, intentionally or not, seek to denaturalize the myth of a rational individual supposedly able to act upon an 
objective world s/he is not embedded or emneshed in. Projects do this by showing on the one band how notions of rational autonomous selves 
is a modern illusion, and on the other hand, by making a case for both the empirical truth, and normative benefits, of relational collectivities 
and ’communities.’ At the basis of these changes in perception is a shift to a relational worldview, one premised on relationships, multiplicity and 
connectivity, rather than on discrete entities whose existence is allegedly unaffected by the relations that constitute them. At its most abstract, 
projects based on relationality refer to an ontological politics--a politics that seeks to make visible and enable the existence of new and/or 
different modes of being, knowing, and doing. 

Key Questions we will seek to explore: 

ttow do we conceive of community? Is there a distinction between "community" as an aggregate of individuals and a deeper sense 

of "relational conmmnities"? 

Why do you believe in building collectivity or community? Does it matter which term we use? 

What are effective practices of building community? 

How do we deal with the issue of diversity and dynamics of inclusion/exclusion? What are some of the risks of invoking "community"? 

Is autonomy a useful concept when thinking/practicing community? 



How do we navigate the tensions between the collective and people’s experience of themselves as individuals, when these come into conflict? 

Can we strike a balance? Is "community" or communal-based social -even socio-ecological--life for everybody? How about those (like many 

of us in the US) who did not grow up with a sense of community? 

What are some practices that might help us to denaturalize our certainty about our individual-hess? 

How does this relate to more mainstream social movement politics? Are communal logics inevitably "romantic" atthe political and economic 

level? Or can community / "the communal" really become the basis for genuinely different notions of politics and the econom~’? 

Program: (subject to change) 

10am Intros and Keynote Speaker, Kenneth Bailey 

12:15 Lunch Break 

1-3pm Panel on Community and Collectivity 

3-Spin Discussion and Group activities. 

*7pm Dinner 

o -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: socMmovements(~gmail.com To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32960019- 

15963127.6d907bf96ac832141 lb8e66471767a9d~listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b, emM.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33028616-4140465.0c3d4556662fiS045btkt361b26fb57fi:7(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00204626] for Eunice Sahle has been recewed 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20134 A~D AAAD315 001 
0821418092 The Roots of African conflicts: the causes & costs Alfred Nhema and Paul Tiyambe Zelezn 

The term code prefacing each order describes the ?’ear and term number. 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, fbeH amy@email.unc.edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@wlime s.com> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Boston Suspect Is Charged and Could Face the Death Penalty 

Top News 

Deal][~ Penall-y 

The surviving suspect in the marathon bombings was h~dicted 

explosives charges at his hospital bed, where he admitted to a 

role in the attacks and said he and his brother had acted alone. 

For Wounded, Daur~ting Cost; for Aid Fund, 

Tough DedMons 

Many of the people wounded in kl~e Boston bombings could Nee 

staggering biIIs tbr care and rehabilitation, and compensation 

fired a d mJ ~is~:ators m u st decide wh at to cover. 

~.~] Victi .... 

[~ aratho 

Ci~" Plmt Sets at as Lega~ Age to ]Buy Tobacco 

The age to buy dgar~ktes legally would rise to ~ from ~8 under a 

pt~)posal that oltieiNs unveiled on Monday, a measm’e that 

would give New York the strictest ~imits of any m;~or AmeHcm~ 

eiLy. 

Bautista 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

[~Ki ,nteractiv~ Feature ] ¯ 
I[N’I[’EI.L&CTIVE ~’£A’r UaE: 4:o9*43 

One week ago the t]~s t of two bombs exploded near the finish line 

of the Bosto~ Marathom Here are the stories of the r~nnera, 



spectato~ and others seen in [his image. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

O~ly an Aee~dent 

Are vie6 m s of industr~a l e~qJosion s die, rent fl’om vicfi ms of terror~sm ? 

World 

in China, Breathi~g :Becomes a Childhood Risk 

High levels of deadly pollutanLs in Beiji~g and other cities have 

led parents k) alker their ehiI&~n’s day-.ko-day activities 

drastically, m~d some plan to leave the eount~3,. 

U,So m~d China Put Focus on Cybersecur~" 

A Chinese general said he pledged to work with America on 

eyberseenrity because the consequences of a major akback might 

3~,o _A~’e Accused ~n Csmada of Plotting Trah~ Derailment 

The Royal Canadian Mou~ted Police said they attested two forcig~ nationals on 

Mon&~y, but offered few details c,f a plot the}’ linked [o ’Yd Qaeda elements" in 

h’an. 

U.S. 

Hund~oeds Gather at Services Held fin° Ma~oal-hon    ~~] ~.~IIb~ 
Victims                                                     W~t~ 

The scmdce fora ~9-year-old woman killed in the bombings’1 ~7:2 

drew an overflow er-~wd, and members of ~he Boston k niversity 

commm*i~, gathered to remember a 23-year-old graduate student from China. 

BremMng Laws and Fighting Fire Ants in a Rush 

to the Texas Bluebom, et Fields 

The skate flower’s b~ef blooming period is also trespassing 

sea son, as crowds ~’am p N ton gh privately owned farm s a n d 

Wilcox 



ranches for the perfect photo, 

F]iglhts De]layed Across Country Amid 

Cut Fmqo~ghs of ~" Controller’s 

Pilots, gate agents and ofl~ers blamed budget cuts, but the F.A.A. 

said it was tc~o scion to assign blame for delays of up to two hems. 

, O S. Extends Ban on Knives on Jets 

.... s ws ited 

Business 

Trucki~g l[nda~stry is Set to Expand its Use of 

Natural Gas 

Natural gas is exl)ected to gain popularib7 as a truck fl~e] for a 

nnmber of reasons, including its low cost and demand from 

companies that ship goods. 

DEALBOOK 

It,law ,lo White, the new c’b airwoma n of th e a gency, is lm~n g togefl~er h er 

team~ including one of her longtime ]ieutenan N. 

DEALBOOK 

Fed ..qtill Owes Cong~°ess a BbaepMnt on Its E~nergeney 

Lend~ng 

Dodd-Frank, passed in 2o~o, req~fired the Fed to develop policies and 

procedures to safeguard taxpayers when making emergency loans "as soon as is 

Dractieable." 

Sports 

BULLS 90, NETS 82 

lq~ting O~t of Co~oner, the Ba~Rs P~evai] in 

Round 2 

Run over in the series opener, the Chicago Bulls wizened up, 

buckled down and handed "~e SeN a stern wake-up call. 

~ ~ Box Score I ~ Slide Show: Nets vs Bulls i~ Game 2 

ON BASKETBALL 

A Changed Smitl~ Gets NLxth 

up for a 

The Knicks’ ,I.R. Smi~, who won the N.B.A.’s Sixth Man of the ~ ..... 

Year Award, has been regarded as one of the most gifted 

shooting guards in the league, but with a questionable head. In mid-March, his 



outlook changed. 

~ Knicks’ Pdgioni Is Likeiy to Return; Chandler Says He Feels Fine 

~’Voodso~ Mentor-T~rned-Cons~dtant Has Celtic 

Roo~ a~ F]ayer and Coaeh 

B~. ~-’~.r~.~ ~,..~.~:,v 

M~ke Woodson’s coo ch~ n g con sulta~ t, Ch ris Ford, spent 15 years 

w~fl3 Bostou as a player and a coach, but is now ~zTing to oust his 

fbrmer team fl’om the playoffs. 

Arts 

Amazon Brooder, s Its Terra~ 

The journalist David Blmn has found success as the editor of 

Amazon Kindle Singles, a Web se~siee that is hell:4ng to 

populaHze novella-length essays and 

WATCH LIST 

Original Pilots, J~dged by the Masses 

In another foray into original content, Amazon streams piloLs for 

eight new comedies and iuvites visitors to influeuce their fate by 

re’ring them. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’KESHA: MY CRAZY BEAUTIFUL LIFE’ 

A Star, Vital and Vuh~erable 

The pop star Kesha comes across as a run-.chasing woman on [Lie 

road with morn ents of vu lnera b J lib.: J ~ the n ew MqW 

documenkary series "Kcsha: My Crazy Beautiful IMe." 

Science 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 

He helped eradicate smallpox, and as vice presidenk %r heal’~ 

programs at the Carter Center, Dr. Donald R. tiopldns is 

targefiug Guiuea worm disease. 

~ ~ Video: Donald R. Hopkins: Guinea Worm Slayer 

How Tlherapy Can He~p in tlhe Go]der~ Years 

:~,s :\merieans live longer and the stigma of psychological help 

diminishes, more eld erly people a re t@ n g therapy ko alleviate 

problems they face late in life. 

says 

A Virtual Pack, to Study Cmfi~e M~r~ds 

A company offers online cognition tests for dogs with the hopes 

of col] eeti~ g d a ta fbr research, 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Reco~mting the Sl~ootout in 

"~Vatertown 

In Watertown, Mass., resideuts living ou a q uiet, whi ke-picket- 

fenced block on Laurel Street recall the terrifying shootout 



be~veen police and the two Boston Marathon born bi~ g suspect, s. 

~ wnEo: TimesTalks: ~The Company You 

Keep* 

Robert Redfbt’d a*~d Shia LaBeouf explain how they worked 

together while filming their new movie "The Cxm~pany You 

Keep." 

~ vmeo: Pompeii Fallir~g From Grace 

Pompeii’s ruins a~ a Uueseo Wo*qd Heritage site, hu~ ~espite 

mcmey fi’om the En~x~pean Unio~, the Italia~ govermne~t 

stru~ling to mainbfin them. 

~ Related A~icle I~ Slide Show 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

~¢Io~’e He]lp ~b~ Ny~°~a~ Rebels 

The cm~tim~s response fi:om Preside~}t Obama is sfil~ the ~gbt approach to a 

EDITORIAL 

Free Speed, a~,d a~, A~ti-Prosfitufio~ Pledge 

The Supreme Com’t should make it cleat" that the zMne*~ean government cannot 

compel o~ga~fizath:ms to espouse ~ts views h~ exchange for federal fi~mneing. 

EDITORIAL 

A Co~fi~’matio~ Too Lo~g De|ayed 

There is ~o good reason to deny Mafilyn Tavenner a unanimous endorsement 

to he a&,finistrator of the Ce*~ters for Me,care a*~d Medicaid Services. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

ima~grPa~t Kids, Adrif~ 

Trauma and ]oimliness can impede assimilatiou o[ imw 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Co~fide~tee Questions 

Is thet’e a rdafionship between gender and self-confidence? Dear 

Rcadet~, please po*~der the matLer in your own lives and send in 

~ Coiumnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Malieio~ b~t Del~:ious 

h~vasJve species rm~ roughshod over the rest of ~atm:e. That’s 

whe~v our indso~s and bicuspids come in. 

~ Go~mni~t Page [ Blo~ 

ON THIS DAY 



FOLLOW US: Facebook ~ @NYTirMes Pinl:~!!~!sl: 

Access The New York Times flora anywhe[e with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questiens? Visit our mobile website at 
’ Times Stole ~ ’ Help Section ~ m.nyt.com ~ 

About This 

This is an a[itomated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

Yo[i received this message beca[ise you slg:qed up for NYrimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsletter 
As a member of the FRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protesting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe i Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Maii == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 3:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: S.E.C. Gets Plea: Force Companies to Disclose Donations 

Top News 

S~EoCo Gets Plem Force Companies to Disclose Donations 

The Securities und Exchange Cormnission may soon require publicly traded 

trot)orations to disclose a]] of their political donations, and business groups are 

already preparing a court kera 

Bosto~ Nuspeets _k~e Neen as ;Self-’l[’a~gl~t and 
Fue]legll by Web 

Investigators’ early portrait of the two brothers accused h~ the 

marathon bombings suggesks they were driven by extremisk 

Islamic belie~s and muy have learned to build bombs on the Web. 

body 

UnravelJ~g Brothers’ Online I.,ives, Link by ][,ink 

Once the search for the Bosto~ .Marathon bombing suspeets 

focused on Tamerian and Dzhokhar °l’sarnaev, the brothers’ 

social mectia postings provided u rich vein of muterial to mine and sift. 

Fei moie toi) I~ews ~!~) to NYTimes.eom 

Editors’ Picks 

Last year, the LM}ontan cutthroat tro~t became the 

confirmed catch of a fish that for decades was believed to have 

gone extinct. 



Related Alticle 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Dithering ~Vlfile Dare,ascots Eh~rr~s 

Send weapons to moderate fighters and negotiate wifl~ Russia. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NGUYEN PNUOCTUONG, ’77"~ a former adviser to two prime mi]~isters of Viet]~am~ oa the 

m]tion’s polRical disputes ai~d s[umpb~g economy. 

World 

In Hard Times, Ope~ Dissent arid Repression 

Rise i~ Viet~am 

The Communist Party is divided i~to factions even as a better 

intbrmed public is finding its voice. 

Do~.ens Killed in Bat-ties Across Iraq as Sunn~s 

Escalate Protests Aghast Gover~r~ment 

.an atkack on a Sunni protest encampmenk i~ a vilIage near 

northern eib’ of ~rkuk r~ised the stakes shaqAy in Iraq’s 

sectarian ~’ou bles. 

Israel Says It Has Proof That Syria Has Used 

Chef,ileal Weapons 

Tel Aviv made its most definitive sta[ement accusing Syria of 

using ehemh?al weapons, whh?h Preside~t Obama has ealled a 

"red line" Syria cannot cross. 

, Key Step in Checking Chemical-Arms Use Is Harde~ 

~ ~ TimesCast: Seekk~g Proof 

in Ho 

....... ~eatad 

...... wouRde 

din 

whal 

U.S, 

A Health Provider Fb~ds S~eeess in Kcepir~g 

Hospital Beds EmpW 

The cxpc~enee of a health system in Chicago underscores just 

how hard ik will he ko expand iks approach and keep medical 

eosts from r~smning their relentless r~se. 

N’Ian Is Freed as UoS. Question,s ?u~other Over Poiso~ed Mail 

After [he F.B.L said it had no evidence that Paul Kcvin CuVds sent ficin-Iaced 



letters to President Obama anct two other officials, charges were dropped and 

federal authorities shifted to a new person of interest. 

PYRAMID LAKE JOURNAL 

2o Pou~ds? Not Too Bad~ for an E,~et Fis~ 

A giant trout once believed to be extinct is once again delighting 

anglers at Pyramid Lake in Nevada. 

~ [] Slide Show: Bringing Back a Behemoth 

"Macbeth," w~th Alan 
Cumming at the Barrymore 
Theater 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Supersizing a "Sunday in the Park" 

How Shakespeare shuffled off this moral coil 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Hazy Futrare for So E,C,~s Blosso~thtg Whistle-Blower 

The Seem{ties and Exchange <~mmission’s program is at a crossroads as some 

Wail S~reet firms make it difficult for employees to talk and lawyers criticize 

Breaking Down on the Road to Electric Cars 

With technical problems, management turmoil and losses, bisker 

offers a eautiona~?’ tale of alternative-fuel vehicles and 

government subsidies for sta~*-~g~ businesses. 

~ D Graphic: Financing Energy-Efficient Vehicles 

a pl~g-in I 

DEALBOOK 

Reg~lators to Restrict Big :Banks’ Payday Le~tdi~tg 

Federal regulators are e~:,eeted to crack down on shoal-term, ]~igh-cost credit 

oN, red by large banks like Wells Fargo and U.S. Bank. 

Sports 

GAME 2: KNICKS 87, CELTICS 71 

in Omne 2, Kr~cks Reiterate }lessage 

Carmelo Anthony was dominant agaim scoring 34 pdnN, and 

the ~fieks outseored khe Celtics by 45-~3 in the second h~flf to 

tN<e a 2-o series lead. 

~ D Slide Show: Game 2 Knicks vs Celtics I D Box Score 

:: Smith 

attar 

Roundup: With Foult~-Qua~er Spu~, Heat Pull Away From Bucks and rake a 2-0 Lead 



Celtics Fade Once Again as Knieks Press Hard 

For the second game in a row, Boston’s offense suddenly 

vanished, as if it had all beau a mirage. 

Knieks S|ow Oarnett by Forcing Him Into Foul Trouble 

Boston’s Kevin Garnett finished with ] 2 i: oints and ~1 rebounds, but was 

saddled ~@h foul trouble, and the Knieks kook advankage. 

Far mare spolts ns,,’¢s. 90 ~o NYTimes.comtSpor~s ~ 

Ar{s 

The Ymmg Salinger, ~’Iordant Yet Hopefal 

The Morgan Library & Museum has acquired nine vivid letters 

dmt d. D. Salinger wrote to a Toronio w+.,rnan years before the 

1.mblicath:m of "The Cateher in the Rye." 

~ 1he 

,,~ters J 

Salinger 

Crisscrossing a Region of Strip ~lMls mtd Ghosts 

In "T~e New Mind of "dJe South," t~e Georgia-born writer Traey 

Thompson pops in on various comnmnities t-., explore how the 

region has ehanged over the ~ast few decades, in some cases JrrevocM)ly. 

~ A~sBeat Q & A: Dacy Fbompson 

A gala to honor Barbra Steisand is filled with glKtering names, 

but her skatus as a feminisk role model is word~ lingm~ng on. 

Dining & Wine 

THE FLEXlTARIAN 

He~lthy~ Meet Delirious 

A new e.olnmn fl’om )vlark Bittman explores moderate, conscious 

eating: a diet higher in plants and lower in animal products and 

hyperproeessed foods. 

, Reci~es: Pasta Wi[h Clams I Salad I Smo~thie 

Ginger’s Youthfid Adventa~res 

Rakher than tough and fibrous, young ginger is juicy, plump and 

iAnk.-blushed, and is mild and tender enoug)~ to eat raw in salads. 

ginger, 
righl, is 

Jelly That Outgrew Peanut Bt~tter 

Imagine the best grape jelly, less sweek and more stylized - and 

with khe addition of wine and herbs, more adulL 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO}: The Ghost of Gm~ Control 

In ibis animated Op--Doe by Drew Christie, a ghost mourns the 

fail ed hi stoW of gu n conh:ol in the U n ited States. 

~ Related A~icle 



~ vm~:o~. Trouble ~t the Chinese Box Office 

Holly~vood blockbusters, which fared well in Chinese movie 

theaters last year, fcll on hard times in the first quarter. "Iron 

Man 3," fihned partly in China, is the next test ease. 

, Related Article 

Donald R, Hopkins refleets on how the prejudice he 

experien r~:d gro~q n g up in the Am c~ica n Sou th h elped him 

eormnunieate with the rnral villages most angered by Guinea worm disease. 

Related Article 

For more video 90 ~o NYTimes.¢omNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Budget Cuts, Minus the Inconvenience 

Republicans encourage a sequester affecting the poor, but they are furious 

about travel delays. O us k read the Twitter feeds of their leaders. 

EDITORIAL 

Japan ,~ bnnecessarT Nationalism 

h~stead of exacerbating historical wounds, Prhne Minister Shinzo Ahe should 

focus on enhancing iN role as a leading democracy in Asia. 

EDITORIAL 

A Con~non Sense irmrdgratio~ Ruling 

In a victory for fairness, the Supreme Court ruled that a conviction for 

marijuana distribution should resuk in automatic depca~tion of noncitizens in 

all cases. 

Op-Ed 

OP-DOCS 

~A Chinese Threat to AfOmn Buddhas’ 

In Afghanistan, a Chinese mining company threatens to destroy 

the remains of an ancient Buddtfist city, which archaeologists are 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Goodbye to A|I That 

With the resi~nation of Salam Fayyad, the Palestinian p~me 

minister, goes the p~x-.,gress made toward transparent governance 

and a two-state solution. 

~ Colunlnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Lost in Spt~ee 

Gunfire, pressure cookers, greets, xdgilantes and t~dking heads 

who can’t stop talking. 

, Coiumnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozxrdberdhjte~xh@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Last Chm~ce! 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

Celebrste Esrth Day: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders ] For’,qsrd to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Now unti~ Apri~ 24th use 
discount code DRK67 and 

view our Earth Day online 
catalog, p~ease click here. 

Remember, all web orders over 835 receive 

SI41PPI~6 in the US and Canada 

focalpress com. #sypress com or 

routtedgementatheafth.com 

Share the Savings with Frie~de & Family: 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and otfers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscbbe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright rq 201.3 Taylor 8 Francis, an Infoqy~a business 

[aylor & granc~s ~s a trading name of Informa LIK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click her~e. Please note this is an automa[ed operation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mai168.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

~Vednesday, April 24, 2013 12:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DEADLINE APPROACHING: Travel Grants from ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
Sixth Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply foB the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be engiaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitingi! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



Who’s your most valuable professor? 
i~:]i Voteyourfavoriteprofessorfor Vote for them in Questia~s Most Valuable 
...... MVP!                          Professor competition. 

Does your favorite college professor get the 

recognition tha~ he or she deserves? You can nominate 

and vote for them towh~ the MVP title and the hono~ of 

a $2,~00 scholarship in their name~ 

Thank goodness midterms axe 

over! This is a. great time to take 

your academic temperature, assess 

how to study for tests and learn 

some study dps so we call do better 

for finals. 

>> Read the fuli article 

Being an epic faihlre in college is 

easy. Getting back on your feet is 

another stow. To keep your priorities 

straight, check out our list of the top 

] 0 ways to screw up before 

graduation. 

:,:, Re~d the fuil 

Get that e×tra edge! Start ~afting pe~e~t ~esearc:h papers ~sing ou~ pc.,werf~l 
research writing tools, and deep liE, raw of full-text books and journal articles. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

h~pact on the environment. ~n ho~o~ of Eal*h Month, we’re shaM~g books 

planet’s top env~ronmenta~ concerns and solutions-free fl)r a month. 

~:~ An All Environmental History of the World 

...... Environment [$~: .~, Do~a~d 

al mi~o~y of 
the World: 

Humankind’s 
~ 

Changing ’ ’ 

~ole in t~.e 

~:~ The [he EnvJronmenUal Endgame 

...... Environment ~y: RobeR L, Nadeau 
al Endgame: 

Mainstream 

Economics, 
I 

E~logical ’ ’ 

Di~?2er 

~:~ The 
lh@ CoJuFnbia Guide to AmeFic~B 

...... Columbia His~_or~ 
Guideto BV Caroyn Merchant 
~::/i~ent 

’ 

...... Populations ~y: Michel Loreau 

~yst .... 

Theoretical I 
Foundations 



The The Princeton Guide to Ecology 

..... ~indCeett~n By: Simon A, 

Ecology 

Er~joV these 5 books and loads more of [hem~ C~ick or~ [he ~r~k below to see our 
newly, added books, 

> V~ew aH ~u~wly added books 

I 
sources, Enjoy~ 

environment, educad n,o 

~ u s t-ai 

n~ ~, and ~ossi~ 

~lod~fied Planet 

>> Read o8 for mo~’e 

: ~+~(~ 4~JJ ~::;5~t :;~ P~k.JSy ~..t ~t~ [:~m;~ ~J i~v } ~.. Jfe~ ;~8~ ........................................................................................................................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~lime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 7:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, ttealthy, Meet Delicious, Windows on the News 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30424/a mes 1 Y 

@Times-April 24, 2013 

Healthy, Meet Delicious 

Today marks the launch of The Flcxitarian, a new 
monthly column by The Timcs’s Mark Bittman, and it’s 
already topping our list of today’s most e-mailed articles. Focused 
on how people should cat and cook now, this is not a eolunm 
about dieting and deprivation, but rather an ongoing 
exploration of the sweet spot of good eating - good because it’s 
healthy and good because iVs delicious. Dig in~ 

"W~a~dows on tim News 

The latest videos Item The Times bring you 

~imely insights o~ some of today’s top stories - 

i~c[udbag a TimesCast report o~ whether a~ 

on]im~ sates tax is ba store; rcactkms to the Boston 

bombings from a family of Chcche~ immigrants; 

an Op--Does entry ex mi~ing gun i;ontro] in ~be wake of the 
recem:b defeated Semite baekgronnd-chcck measure; and much 

¯ }tudso]a Yards Poised to Delh’ev on Promised Setf-Rei~vention 
¯ Galaxy $4 Pots More Features Into the Same Package 
¯ Baby’s Latest: Going Diaper[can 
¯ Europe, in 9 Walks 
¯ Shoes the Pros Use 

Top 8 Viewed Features on 
(Between Apt !7, 2013 - Apt 23, 2013) 

~. In Grisly Image, a Father Sees His Son 

2. A Senate in the Gun Lobby’s Grip 

3, New, Higher.-Reso[ution, Image of Boston Maratb(m Suspect 

},’.merges 

4.2rid Bombing Suspect Caught After Frenzied Hunt Paralyzes 

Boa[on 

5. Investigators Dig got Roots of Bomb SuspeetK RadicaIization 

~ SJLIDE SHO’W: For Sale: 

Castle, Mint, Moatless 
A couple renovates a castle in 
upstate New York but has had to 
slash the price below $~ million. 

~ SLIDE SIIO’W: "l’he "l~’ip to 

Bountiful" 
Scenes from the Broadway 
revival of Herren Foote’s play. 

~ S]LIDE SItO~V: Bringing 

Back a Behemoth 
A giant trout once believed to be 
extinct is again delighting 
anglers at Pyramid Lake in 
Nevada. 

Join the 
Conversation 

How Therapy 

Can Help in 

the Golden 

[] Join the 
Conversatio;~ *> 

A daily e-mail newsletter o;1 

the business of technology, 
witi~ coverage from Times 

staff writers and a roundup 
of news from across the 

Web 

Delivered before tBe 

opening bell and ater the 

market ciose, the DeaiBoek 

e-mail newslettnr provides 
breaF;ing news about 

M&As, I.P O.s, venture 



capital and more 

All ~hings fashion from Tile 

New York Times, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

and runway coverage 
~rom acciainled critics and 

re po rte rs. 

ABOUT THIB 

@Times col~es to you frol~ the NYTimes.com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s @Times newsier!eL 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chanqe Your E-MailI Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

Tile New York Ti~-nes Co~-npsny I Copyright 2013 I NYTil!ies corn 620 Eigllth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s Headlines: Syria Campmgns to Persuade U.S. to Chm~ge Sides 

Top News 

S,~’ia Campaigns to Persuade UoSo to Change 

Sides 

As ~slamists increasingly fill the ranks cff Syfia~ rebels, President 

Bashar al-Assad is waging an energized eampNgn b~ persuade the 

United Skates that i[ is on [he wrong side of the ~@i] war. 

~ ~ Video: Syria’s Sh~in9 Strategy 

~ ~ Rhotographs: Sydsn Prisoners Talk, as Jailers Look On 

iN Prisoner 
...... s held 

bY ti~e 

Officer’s NiHing Spurred Purs~dt in Boston 

Attaek 

The shooting of Officer Scan A. Collier was the fi~t bloody 

a~tercatic,n in a chNn of events that ended with one suspect in the 

Boston bombings captured and the other dead. 

Despair Deives Guant~inanm Detainees to Revo|t 

With any decision about closing down the prison in GuantSnamo 

Bay, Cuba, put on the bad< hm’ner, imnates there have lost hope 

that they will ever be released. 

ii~ A police 
..... ~eiicop[ 

still from 

Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

Energy Speeia| Section 

If the next 1o years are anything like the last lO, the energy 

business is set to undergo some drama[ie transfi)rmadons. 

~ By 2023, a Changed World in Enerag 



New Technology Inspires a Rethinking o~ Light 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

_,’No Room for RadJegds 

:Mnez~can ~nosques are central to fi~h[in~ Muslim exLrcrnists~ 

World 

Dead 

.an unknown n umber of people remained ~’apped after a 

struch~re that housed garment factories ccashed &~wn near 

Dhaka. 

~ Photographs 

Presid e~tt- of Italy Nomin ares Ce~tt-er- Let~ Ofl~cia~ 

as Premier 

The nominee, Enz~eo Letta, deputy head of the Democratic 

Party, said he would consult with the eountu’s leaders about its 

"Daglle and unprecedented" poBfieal si>mfiom 

As Bird Flu Spreads to "i’aiwm~ G overm**ents Act 

¯ l-o Prepare 

A man in Taiwan has contra~’ted the H7N9 vireos, and o[fidals ]n 

the region are takJ~g precauth:ms to prevent spread to their 

coun’u~es. 

for word 

~ eople 

U.S. 

a U,S, Age~teies Added Bosto~ Bomb Suspect to l,’Vate}~ Lists 

The F.B.I. and the C.LA. separately had Tamerlan Tsarnaev, the suspect who 

died last week, listed in g,wernment databases in 2o1~, thou-da they’ elea~d hbn 

of extremist links. 



Texas Fertilizer P~ant Fcl~ Through 

Cracks 

It is sdll unclear how much ammonium ni~’ate, the 

linked ko lask week’s dea@ blasL was stoced at a WesL Tex, 

plm~t that operated in a regulatory patchwork. 

"~ Tangled Lives Collide, Again, i~ Ridn Case 

As an EMs impecsonator is cleawd of mailing fiein-Iaced leAecs 

to President Obama~ a senatoc and a Mississippi j adge, the 5-~cus 

tin’ha to a martiN-m~ i~s~’uetc,r. 

Debris 
fixated a 

fieid 

who has 

Business 

Possible Fed Successor Has Ad~firers ~ud Foes 

Janet L. Yellen is seen as a logical eandidake to succeed khe 

FederN Rese~e ehNrman, Ben S. becnanke, but e~ties remain 

wary of her stance on i~flatiom 

Yelien, 
second 

DEALBOOK                                                      .~ C0nglru 

,~on in Size of 

Many Iawmake+~, lenders and eonsumec advocates are now 

cautioning against rules that would require many boct~we~s to rn{Ne large down 

paymen 

t PostaC ........ ~1 Read 

doh~t Eff~q~ Seek~ D~gs for Autism 

The University of California will lead a $9 million effort financed by the 

N~donaI Institute of Menb~l Health to identify pcomising drugs foc autism and 

cow,duct early tests. 

Sports 

RAYS 3, YANKEES 0 

Alex Cobb, the Rays’ stmq.er, ha~ dcuffed the Ya ~kees, and their 

pitcher Andy Petlitte, with a tricky combination of o[lUspeed 

pitches. 

~ [] Box Score 

METS 7, DODGERS 3, 10 INNINGS 

Ha~’ey Stmnbles, but Mets Prevail ~ ith a Slam 

Matt Harvey was not his usual dominant self Wednesday night, 

but the MeN pNIed out a victo~T with a ninth--inning tally and a 

] orb-inning g:m~d slam. 

~lhe Dodgem See Hawey, and Come Away impressed 

~ Baseball Roundup Rockies Get a Late Rally and s Win 

Rays’ 

L% 

::;g Jordsnv 



A D~af~ S]~os~- on PaRReCR bu~. I00ag on Tak~at 

The lack of a breakout qumqerback has east a shadow on th~s 

N.F.L. draft, yet i~ is a sh’ong class for offensive and defensive 

linemen and a deep class at defensive baeko 

ing bus 

For mere spolts ne,,’~’s, 90 ~o NYTimes.comtSporte ~ 

Ar{s 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Dwight Garner is packing np "dne last, best books in his children’s 

pietm’e book library and relleeting on his family’s nightly ritual 

Makh~g a Name by U[~eove~’~ng a Losl- CaRe 

Gilbert I{~ng, who won a Pul~tzer Prize for "Dev~ ~n the Grove," 

his account about a forgotten chapter of renal injustice, h’aveled 

a winding road on his way to the award. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

How a Dogg Became a 

Snoop l->ogg h~rns into Snoop I,ion for his new album, while 

Will.i.am’s latest record tends toward dance. 

Fashion & Style 

Do~i~go Zapata’R BeRt-K~ouqa Work May :Be 

Hhnself 

l,’or all of the a~tist’s elf orB to lay claim to the spotlight, he and 

his paintings have not exactly been emhraeed by the art elite. 

SCENE CITY 

The "lime loo gala is lhe kind of even~ at which politicians (Joe 

Biden) fi’aternize with celebrities (a eleaw~ge--ba~ing Christina 

AguJlera.) 

~ Slide Show: Time Magazff~e Honors 100 Ir¢luen[~a~ People 

Herself 

A president’s granddaughter who married into a fashion family is 

setting her own path as an entrepreneur and philanthropist. 

Today’s Video 

I~i v;~o vm~,o, The G~o~t of (?’a:~, Co,,trol 

In this animated Op-Doe by Drew Christie, a ghos[ mourns the 

flailed history of gun eoBtro] ]n the United States. 

~ Related A~icle 

~ vm~o: Trouble at the Chinese Box office 

Holly~vood blockbusters, which fared well in Chinese moxde 

theaters last year, fell on hard times in the first quarter. "Iron 

Man 3," filmed partly in China, is the next test ease. 

~ Related A~icle 



]~iMi~wr~,o:DoilaldR. l-~opkins:GuineabVormi~1 Slayer 

Dr. Do~mld R. HopMns reflects on how the prejudh::e he 

expeHen ez~d gro*~q n g up h~ the Am et~ ca n Sou th h elped him 

communicate w~th the rural villages most afflicted by Oukma worm disease. 

Related Article 

more video 90 to NYTimee.¢om/Video ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

0~ Beyond Fear 

The secretary of homeland scout1b, explained how immigration re forts would 

stret~gthet~ seem{ty aL the borders and expat~d enforcement of ~he iaws~ 

EDITORIAL 

Were C~aem~ea]l Weapo~,s Used i~:l Syria? 

The Obama admfi~istration must carefully i~}vestigate the charges before 

deciding how to respond. 

EDITORIAL 

Corporate Donatior~s m~d tlm 

Fordng pubSely traded eoq)ora~io*~s to disclose their polRieal donations 

their sharehoh3ers would be al~ enormons step toward addressJl~g political 

eorruptiom 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Are Myanmar’s Hopes Fadi~tg? 

Anti-Muslim violence is no accident but lke produe~ of an el’i?)t’~ 

led by am~y hard.-Iiners to thwaA both reforms ai~d Myamnar’s 

openfi~g to the outside world. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Canada’s Oil Minister, Unm~zzled 

On a visik Lo New York and Washing[on, Joe Oliver has a few 

things to sW to oppo*mnts of the Keys tone ~ dl pipditm. 

, Columnist Page [ BIo9 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

Skeptics wot~der if a new scholarship is really abouk doing 

b~siness. 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu;~ 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view ’ty.~,.b..!(~[~j~)2.of this message.                             April 2013 

Mapping monuments 
A new UNC d~g~tat co[[ectbn, 

Commemorative Landscapes of 

North Caroth~a, ~s creat~n~ an 

onhne portrait of the state’s 

Mstorg through monuments, 

shrines and pub[ic art, UNC 

Mstor~an F~tz Brunda~e ~s the 

schotar[y ad’~se~ to the project. 

Details 

Global MA approved 
The College of Arts and Sciences will offer a new graduate program expected to 

sta~t in fag 2014. Ti;e maste* of art~.~ in ~.oba[ studies will combine academic studies 

wiLh practical international experience, making it aLUactive to sLudents interested 

acquiring knowledge and ski[Is that are relevant to today’s global economy. 

~ Bloom elected to American Academy of Arts 8t Sciences 
Kerry B[oorn, Thad L. Bey[e Distinp, uished Professor of Biok~g’!, has been elected 

to the American Acaderny of Arts and Sdences, one of the nation’s oldest and most 

presE~gious honorary societies and a [eadmg center for independent pobcy researcM 

DeEai{s 

~ McAnany ~ns a Guggenheim 
Patdc~a M~nany, Kenan Eminent Professor of Anhmpo[ogy, has been awarded a 

Guggenhehn Fe[k~wsh~p to support her research on Ma’!a cultural heritage from 

h~stor~ca[, ethical and phflosophk:a[ perspectives. ~3.~} 

~ Sahle ~ns a Massey Award 

Eun~ce SaM.e, assodaEe pro~essor and chair of the department of Aflican and 

Afro-American studies, has won a 20~ 3 b,~asse~ Award ~er D~sdn~u~shed Se~ v~ce. one 

of the hNhest honors awarded by the University. She was recogmzed fo~ 

extraord*nae! leadership as chair durh~g a challenging time. 

~ Thorps ~n Bill Little Award 
Ho[den and Patti Th(r have mco~ved the *~ 

D~stk~{~dshed Se*~k:e ~:o ~:he (:e[[e~ of Arts and Sc~e*~*::es~ He[den was recognized ~or 

being an innovative chance{[or and Pntt~ for bong a chamNon of the arts. The award 

was presented by Dean Karen G~[ and Arts and Sciences Foundation Board Chab V~cki 

Craver. 

~ Kenan Trust $5M for Hill Hall g~ves 
~!..~..y}!~.~:~!.~.>..from the Wffham R. Kenan J~. Charitable Trust w~[{ launch an 

extensive renovation of the musk: department’s H~[i HaIL Total cost ~s esth’nated at 

S15 million, with S5 m~[[*on corn*rig from the Office of the Provost, and the rernah~h~g 

55 m~R~on Eo be raised by the CoRege of Arts and Sdences. 

Liberal arts led to medical career 
Vh~cent Kopp, a pediatric anesthesbiog~st at the UNC School of Medicine, 

majored m Enghsh and rehgbus studies at Carolina. Kopp trains medical students 

based on knowledge he amassed not only as a sdent~st, but aiso as a lifelong learner 

who credits a strong humamt~es education as the foundatk)n for h*s career. ~!~.~ 
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Today’s tteadlines: White }louse Says It Believes Syria Has Used Chemical Arms 

Top News 

White House Say~ it Believes Nyria Has Used Chenfical ~’ms 

The assessment could test P~sident Obama’s ~peated warnings that the use of 

chemical weapon,s by Preside~t Bashar al-Assad mi~at precipi~t~ Amefcm~ 

intervention in Syria. 

Bangladesh 

with morc "~an 25o people dead, a collapsed building’s owner 

was in hi~ng a~d pressure was bai]N[~g on companies that had 

pledged steps to ensure the safeb: of ga~agladeshi ii~ctoHes. 

~ ~hoto£1~aphs 

Boston Viefi~s :Face Lo~g Patl~ to Recovery 

Ma~y of the over 200 people injured in the gostcm Mamthcm 

bombings suffered complex wounds that will require several 

Ryan 
McMah 

33, 

Editors’ Picks 



~ vm~o: A~er Texas Blast, Searching for 

Answers 

One week after an explosion at a Texas [ertilizer plant, questions 

remain about whether chemicals were stored properly there, and which 

agencies lmew abou* ~hem. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Back Seat for SaR~’ty at the 
:Ey JAME<, g BA~L 

The abcraK i~dust~T and ~ts regulators are too cozy, 

World 

UoN, Votes l-o Establish Peacekeeping Force 

Despite fea~ about geRing embroiled in Lhe fight against IslamisL 

extremists, the Security Council on Thursday es~blished a force 

fbr Maii, building on a recent militmy intetwention by the French, 

Search for Cuts Puts Po~[t~gal’s Sehoo|s on Chopping Block 

A court ruling and continuing budgetary difficulties have left Portugal’s 

government to reduce spending where it can -. including in iN education system, 

ah’eady on e of [tie wea kest in Eur<g~e. 

IsraeI Shoots Doum Drone Possibly Sent by Hezbol~ah 

The Israeli militaW said it fc4led the drone as it was flying south from Lebanon 

along the Mediterranean coast. 

U,S. 

Federal Spigot Flows as Farmers Ch-~d~n Bias 

Government paymen b to ud(h’ess minority [armers’ 

discrimi~mfion claims by the Agriculture Depar~ne~t have 

ballooned amid signs of 

~ ~ GpapNc: Farmers’ C~a~ms I Slide Show I~ Documents 



investigators Seek Boston Bombing Suspect’s 

Laptop 

Invesfigatm~ scom’ed a landfill in New Bedford, Mass., for a 

laptop believed to belong ~o Dzhokhar Tsarnacv, a Boston 

Marathon bombing suspect. 

Tead~ing the Lessons Learned in ~¢’~ar~ to Thwa~ 

Attackers at Home 

A militaW school in fl~e Flo~Sda Panhandle is training [echnidans 

to thwart makeshifk bombs like the ones used in the Boston 

Marathon a~ack, 

s were ] eieaned 

g:e~ me~e US. news ge to NYTimee.eomlUS ~ 

Bravo discusses mixing 
advertising with its shows 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Alec Baidwin said to be in talks to join NBC’s late-night 

lineup 

Business 

andgh~g ’Gatsby~ by its Cover(s) 

The F. Sco~t Htzgerald novel, which is selling briskly, now comes 

with hvo cove~s: one based on the original a~, and another that 

is a "de-in to the coming movie. 

~ ~ Video: The G~eat Gatsby Revival 

, Teaching ’T}~e Great Gabby’ 

Southern ]Europe’s Recession Threatens to 

Spread Norih 

Germany and other nations in Northern Europe could be caught 

in the ~vcession of Southern Em:ope, which would slow the 

continent’s reeoveW and hinder grow~ worldwide. 

~ ~ Graphic: Signs o~ [}~e European Union’s VVeaken~ng Economies 

..... ominous 

In Two-Way Charging, Electric Cars Begin to 

Ea~ Money From the Grid 

~M-~ experiment wi~h bxo--way chargms allows consumers to 

power their cars and also send power back to their electric 

company. 

11~{ Brandon ] ~ udenz, 

Sports 



It’s Still De~mse Fh0st for Reb~|d~ng dets 

The ,Jets eontim~ed their receipt tradRion of taki~g defe~s~ve 

players in ~e fi~t round of fl~e N.F.L. draK. 

~ FiSh Down BIo9: Highlights and Analysis of the N.F k. DraR 

, ~ How Good Are Teams at PicKklg the Bes~? 

Oim~ts Shore Up Agh~g Offensive Line 

The Giants selected Syracuse offensive lineman dusfi~ Pugh, 

who is 6-.foot--4 and 3o5 pomps&. General Manager deny Reese 

liked Pugh because of his versatility. 

~’Iystex?~ Looms Large at the Draft, and So Do the 

Top Few Ncks 

The 2o13 draft class spe~t months being picked apart as o~e of 

the least impressive i~ years, but the relative leek of eonvieticm 

about kl~e pmspeeN also produced an unusual amount of suspense. 

Kansas 
city 

sports ne’,,,s; go to NYTimes,eomtSporte >> 

A~ts 

ART REVIEW 

The Beast in the Hmnan, and Vice Versa 

"Jane Alexander: Sur~-eys (I~Yom the Cape of Good Hope)," at the 

Cathe&’aI Church of St. John the Divine, is the artist’s fi~st New 

York solo. 

~ ~ Slide Show: ’Suweys (From the Cape of Good Hope)’ 

THEATER REVIEW ] ’PIPPIN’ 

The Old Razzle-Dazzle, Fit for a Pr~nce 
~. r.:i. ~ r.:P..,.Nr~.r. , 

Dia~e Pau]ns’s Broadway revival or" "PippJ~" has a big-top 

concept that fee tures awe-in spiring gym n as 

~ ~ Video Feature: Making ’Magic’ New in ’P~pDJn’ 

~ l, atthe 

L~ve l~Iusic and a Canned Patron 

The Red Bull Music Academy, a five-week set{es of concerts, 

lectures, art i~staliatb-.,ns and workshops ltmt opel~s Sunday at 

various locaticms i~ the cib:, is perhaps the most elaborate 

example of the reach of eoq)orate brands into popular culture. 

Ameri, 
seated, 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’PAIN & GAIN’ 

The Thick Have Their Needs, Too 

Michael Bay’s "Pain & Gain," a more modest ve~turc than his 

usual blockbusLers, chronicles the true-crime dNngs of three 

Miami pe~o~ml h’ai~ers. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MUD’ 

Hiding From Trouble, Found by Innocents 

In deft Niehols’s third feature~ two Arkansas boys discover a 

boat on an overgrowt~ islat~d in Lhe Mississippi ~ver, and also 

discover the leathery loner who inhahks it. 

, ~ Video: Anatomy of a Scene: ’Mud’ 

Johnson 

Sherids 

n, left, 



ARTSBEAT 

Dan Algrant, the director or" "Greetings From Tim Buc]dey," 

disensses his film. 

Today’s Video 

v~ ~:o: Syria s Shiffir~g Strategy 
.As the war continues~ Syrian of Scials are bsing to convince 

Western counkries thak khey should not support rebel forces 

because, the ofqcia]s contend, many are es~remists allied win 

Qaeda. 

Related Article 

~ vn~:o: Did Boston Suspel~ Slip Under 

the Radar? 

The Times’s Michael So SehmMt diseasses the investigation of 

the suspected born bet Tam erlan Tea m aev, in d nding wh at his 

parenN said on Thnrsday in Rnssia. 

~ Related Article 

~ vm~:o: Interseet~ono" Bold on Burnside 

Tiff’any THnidad, a resideut of t~e Bronx aud student at the ttigh 

School of Fashion industries, draws f~s~ion inspiration from 

Kanye West and Tumbh:. 

more video, fje to NYTimee.¢omNideo >., 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Guantfina~o Sl-a~:~ 

While President George We Bush celebrated khe opening of his libra~3~ dedi~’ated 

to his legacy, inmates in Guant~namo Bay, Cuba, e~anded a hunger strike. 

EDITORIAL 

Public Safety m~d the Mayor’s Race 

A debate of six Democratic candidates ~mning for mayor of New York City 

showed dK<isions on how much safeb, should be preserved and by whom. 

EDITORIAL 

zM~other Prevel~table Tragedy h~ Bangladesh 

A building collapse tha~ killed more than 2oo people ~as again east a spo~ight 

on khe poor conditions of the conntry’s garmenk factories. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"ilae ~ Perce~t~s Solutio~ 

While the anste~ity doctrine seems to have imploded, austerity 

has skrengkhened its grip on dire opinion. Why? 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Health Chaos Ahead 

The Jmplemenb~tion of Obamacare is off to a rough start. Even 

th e ] aw’s l~t~’e~t supporters adm it th a t [hi n gs are gN~g wo~ e 



tha*~ expected, 

~ Columnis’~ Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Debt, O~owt~ a~d tl~e At~stel’it}" Debate 

The economic discussion of deb~ has raIsely equated a tindit~g of a negative 

association behveen debt a~d gro~t~]~ with a~ unambiguous earl for auster4,~". 
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www.h’bshop.co~u ki Hmited 

The Unsophisticated Arts 

Little Toiler in Dorset specialise in bringing back 
into print neglected classics, mainly of nature ...... 

writing. Their latest title Js BarbaraJones’s The 
Unsophisticated Arts, a celebration of the evewday 

art of Britain in the 1940s and encompassing 

tattooists, taxidermists, the makers of fairground 

rides, and the painters of canal boats and high 

street shops. The artist Peter Blake wrote of Jones’s 

work: ’1 have no doubt that discovering Barbara 

Jones was one of the most important things that 

happened to me.’ This new edition includes 

previously unpublished material and art from 

Jones’s own studio. 

Ch}oe Aridjis ~n co~wersatio~~ with Tom ~ Ch~o~a,~ii~i, 

Tom M~a~hy 

Chloe Aridjis’s first novel, Book of Clouds, was 
published to great acclaim in 2009, and won the Prix du 
Premier Roman Etranger. Her new novel, Asunder 
(Chatto), concerns Marie, a guard at the National 
Gallew, whose carefully-ordered world is torn apart 
while on a trip to Paris. Aridjis will be in conversation 
with the novelist Tom McCarthy, who has written: 
’Chloe Aridjis writes with a fine-tuned sensitivity and a 
captivating charm. Her universe is off-beat, rich and 
disturbing in equal measure - but always utterly 
compelling.’ Rea{~ more and buy ~icke~s 

DaHan Leader, Strictly Bipolar 
--p . .<.;.. Q ~.~..~...e -v ~. ~. " ~r~yBpoar 

Bipolar disorder has become the defining psychiatric 
illness of our age, with diagnoses having increased by 
an astonishing 4000% in the past decade. But what is 
bipolarity, and what has caused it to grow to apparently 
epidemic proportions? In his latest book Strictly Bipolar 
(Penguin), psychoanalyst Darian Leader, the author of 



What is Madness?, The New Black and Why Do Women 
Write More Letters Than They Post? addresses these 
questions, and asks what bipolarity can tell us about 

the workings of the human mind. Hilary Mantel has 
described Strictly Bipolar as a ’timely book. Darian 
Leader’s thoughts are more fixated, strong-arm 
interesting, more humane and more persuasive than the 
profit coercion of the madness industry’, instead of the 
shoddy reasoning that leads to wrong treatment and 
over-treatment, he offers illumination and insight; his 

book is a contribution to a debate, but it could also 
change lives.’ Leader will be at the shop to discuss his 
latest book and the ideas behind it. Read more and buy 
ticke{s 

China Mi~ville i~ conversation with �The ~ Ch~oaMi~,~,~in 
conversation with 

White Review~ The White 

A London visionary and a self-declared genre writer of 
science fiction and fantasy, China Mi~ville is the author 
of ten novels and is the three-time winner of the Arthur 
C. Clarke Award. Although his critical and commercial 
success might seem to indicate a desire to transcend 
genre fiction, Mi~ville maintains an allegiance to his SF 
forbears, preferring to operate ’as a conduit [rather] than 
an outlier’. Mi~ville’s writing navigates subterranean 
mythologies, politically saturated urban landscapes and 
strange, distorted realms of fantasy, and his recent 
masterpiece Embassytown (Macmillan) Wpifies his 
ability to marry the architecture of a fantastic universe 
to the exploration of a philosophical idea. Mi~ville will 

read from his work, and discuss some of the issues 
raised by it with Ben Eastham, co-founder and editor of 
The White Review. Read more and buy tickets 

T J, Clark: Picasso a~~d Truth ,:~ T.~.O~ar,: 
Tue~u.~;~v 2E~ rv~i~y at 7 ~.~.lm Picassoand 

Truth 

Art historian and LRB contributor TJ. Clark will be at the 
shop to talk about his latest book Picasso and Truth: 
From Cubism to Guernica. Clark argues that the truth of 
Picasso is not to be found in the sometimes lurid 
details of the Picasso biography and myth, but rather in 
the pictorial argument of the paintings themselves. 
’This is the Picasso book for which we have all been 
waiting,’ writes Rosalind Krauss. ’This work displaces 
biographical and psychological treatments of the artist 
from the past several decades, rendering them obsolete 
- and it forever changes art histoW in its present 
disposition.’ Read more a~d buy Licke~.s 

[ 

Wu Min9: Akai ~i wu Ming:Altai 

We~r~es(ta;~’ 23 May ~t ;; 

In 1994 artists, writers, activists and pranksters from all 
over Europe began to use a shared identity - Luther 
Blissett - for acts of cultural sabotage and hell-raising 
that quickly became legendary’. When the project’s Five 
Year Plan expired in 1999, several members reformed as 
Wu Ming, a collective identity more narrowly focused on 
literature, but sharing Luther Blissett’s radicalism and 
irreverence. Wu Ming’s latest novel Altai sees the return 
of El Alamein, the mysterious Anabaptist who first 
appeared in Luther Blissett’s 1999 novel Q. Wu Mings 1 
and 2 will be at the shop to read from and discuss their 
work, with Christopher Tayler, contributing editor at the 
LRB, in the chair. Read more and buy tickets 

[ 

We no longer have any tickets for the following events: Now Should a 

Bei’ Sheila HeLi with Adam Thirlwefl (Tuesday 30 April), !\~t, Sex a~td Refigion: 
Marina Warner with Xavier Bray (Thursday 2 May). 

[ 



::% Edith 
....... G ...... in Edith Crossman in conversation with 

conversation 
with Daniel Da#~el Hahn 
Hahn ~~ii.:/::-’.y :?~ May at 7 

Two leading translators of literary" fiction will be in 
conversation about the art and business of translation. 
Edith Crossman has translated many of the greatest 
works of Spanish language fiction, including books by 
Cabriel Carda M~.rquez, Carlos Fuentes and Mario 
Vargas LIosa, and provided us with the definitive 
contemporary English version of Don Quixote. Daniel 
Hahn of the British Centre for Literary Translation works 
in Spanish, Portuguese and French, and has translated 
books by writers ranging from Portuguese Nobel 
laureate Jos~ Saramago to Brazilian footballer Pel&. Read 
more and buy tickets 

The art of literary translation is at the heart of our World Literature 

Series at the London Review Bookshop. Over the year, we are running 

a programme of masterclasses led by a team of Britain’s most 

distinguished literary translators. Each half-day session focuses on a 

single language and will be structured around dose work on texts 

sent in advance to participants. Discussion will centre on the 

differences in approach evident in variant translations of the same 

texts. Participants should have a good working knowledge of the 

language and will be invited to prepare their own translations of the 

texts under discussion. 

Italian 

....... with ttaJian with HowaFd Curtis 
Howard -... ~.. .-.~-    . ..... ~ . 

Curtis .>~l~:~1 .~’,,, .r:. ~’.,I~¢,/ ~’~t 

Read more and buy 

[~ Oh nese .... 

....... with Julia Chinese w}th julia L.ovell 
Lovell        ~at~!81{:~/ 2g May at 2 

Read more and bu’,, tickets 

[>( Spanish 

":: with Spanish w~th Edith Grossman 
Edith .<:.ut~d~.y 2~; May a~ l 
Grossma 

n 
Read more and buy tickets 

[ 

[ 
The next late night shopping event will be on Wednesday 1 May. Visit 

the shop between 6.30 and 8.30 p.m. for complimentary drinks and 

snacks, and a 10% discount on all purchases. 
[ 

If you can’t be here, place your order online or by telephone to 

receive the 10% discount. Please quote ’LRB 10%’, or enter it in the 

promotional code box when ordering online. 
[ 

www,lrbshop.co,u k/late---shopping 

g~,sw~,ll Book Festival 

The Boswell Book Festival held atJames Boswell’s 
home Auchinleck House in Ayrshire has been ...... 

supported by the London Review of Books for the 

past three years. 16 May marks the 250th 

anniversary of the moment the young James 

Boswell was introduced to Samuel Johnson at a 
bookshop in Covent Carden (a stone’s throw from 

its modern equivalent, the London Review 

Bookshop). 
[ 



www.boswe[[bookfest[vaLco,uk 

1. Levels of Life by Julian Barnes 

2. D~’ys,:tRer by Michael Symmons Roberts 

3. Is That a Fish i~’~ ~’our Ear~ by David Bellos 

4. Maps edited by Ross Bradshaw 

5. SMos by Michael Frayn 

6. Ame~kanah by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 

7. How LRerature Saved My Life by David Shields 

_ Mind The Ch~h:k The V~ctor(a I..(me by Cam[la Batmanghelidjh and 
~" Kids Company 

9. ~o[lt[ .s ~[m.[ the £~t~sh [.a.ugua£~e by Ceorge O~e[l 

10. A Northern Ume M~,te by William Leith 
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Dear Colleague, 

The new Politics and International Relations Research and Scholad~ for 2013 from 
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Top News 

G.O.P. Claims Victory as Bill to Curb Flight 
Delays Passes 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

President Obama and Congressional Democrats on Friday 
abandoned their once-firm stand that airport bottlenecks would 
be addressed only in a broader fix to across-the-board cuts. 

Obama Not Rushing to Act on Signs Syria Used 
Chemical Arms 
By MARK LANDLER and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

The president said he would respond "prudently" and 
"deliberately" to evidence that Syria has used chemical weapons, 
tamping down any expectations that he would take swift action. 

¯ ~ Video: U.S. Suspects Chemical Weapons in Syria 

Europe Pressed to Reconsider Cuts as a Cure 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

European officials who favored austerity have started to shift their position on 
the widely unpopular strategy. 

For more top newst go to NYTimes~com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Financial Tuneup 

Tara Siegel Bernard, a reporter for The Times, helped Jennifer 

and Scott Bartone set aside a full day to fine-tune finances and 

make headway on the money-related tasks that never seem to get 

done. 

Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

A Song of Lament for Syria 
By NIHAD SIREES 

In Meppo, a city famous for its love of music, the bombs are 

drowning out the songs. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"These are people I see in class every day. What’s 
wrong with dancing with me, just because I have more 

pigment?" 
MARESHIA RUCKER, a black senior at Wilcox County High School in Georgia, who was not 

invited to the school’s "white prom." 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

In Trek North, First Lure Is Mexico’s Other Line 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

Central Americans fleeing crime and economic stagnation are 
flowing freely across Mexico’s southern border and causing a 
spike in migration to the United States. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Mexico’s Porous Southern Border 

Bangladeshis Burn Factories to Protest Unsafe 
Conditions 
By JULFIKAR ALl MANIK, JIM YARDLEY and STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The protests came as rescue teams spent a third day searching 
for survivors in the rubble of a building that collapsed in a 
suburb of the capital, killing more than dUO. 

~ ~:;:~ Photographs: Death Toll Rises After Building Collapses 

South Korea to Pull Remaining Workers From 
the North 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

The decision to remove 175 managers from a jointly operated 
industrial park came hours after North Korea rejected the 
South’s proposal for talks. 

~ ~ North Korea’s Nuclear Program ] North Korea’s Nuclear Threats, in Focus 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

After Attack, Suspects Returned to Routines, 
Raising No Suspicions 



By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE and IAN LOVETT 

For more than three days, the very ordinariness of their activities 
let the Tsarnaev brothers hide in plain sight. 

A Racial Divide Closes as Students Step Up 
By ROBBIE BROWN 

A week after a "white prom" was held in Wilcox County, Ga., the 
first integrated prom, organized by students, will take place. 

In Texas Blast, Horseman Died Trying to Save 
Creatures He Loved 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Buck Uptmor was a short, feisty man who spent nearly all his 45 
years riding, racing and tending to horses, and died trying to 
rescue horses near the West fertilizer plant. 

......................................................................................................... Eor ~o~e U.S. r~vys, go to NYT[imes.com!US tt 
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Business 

Internet Sales Tax Coming Too Late for Some 
Stores 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

Congress is considering taxing sales made by Internet retailers 

like Amazon, but some sellers believe it should have been done 
years ago. 

Dutch Man Said to Be Held in Powerful Internet Attack 



By NICOLE PERLROTH 

Dutch authorities said the Spanish police arrested a man in connection with an 

assault on a spam-fighting site that caused widespread Internet congestion. 

Federal Cuts Are Concern in Modest U.S. Growth 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

A growth rate of 2.5 percent in the first quarter was most likely a 

result of unusually slow growth at the end of 2012, when the 

economy grew at an annual pace of just 0.4 percent. 

¯ Trading Is Mixed on Wall Street 

For more business news~ go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

In Taking a Quarterback, the Jets Give Up on 

Another 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

When the Jets drafted Geno Smith in the second round, it 

signaled the end of Mark Sanchez’s career in New York. 

Te’o Finally Comes Off the Board; Most 

Quarterbacks Don’t 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

For Notre Dame’s Manti Te’o and West Virginia’s Geno Smith, 

the N.F.L. draft was a bit of a waiting game, with Te’o selected 

38th over all, followed by Smith. 

¯ Fifth Down: dets Are Talk of Town ] Gradin9 Notable Second-Round Picks 

. Essay: Central Michigan Fan Celebrates No. 1 Pick 

Giants’ Top Pick Blends Intellect, Intensity and 
Drive 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Justin Pugh, an intense offensive tackle from Syracuse, had to 

overcome personal trials, including the death of his father, on his 

way to the N.F.L. 
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Arts 

Family, ’Not Willing to Forget,’ Pursues Art It 

Lost to Nazis 
By PATRICIA COHEN and TOM MASHBERG 

Three generations of a Parisian art dealer’s family have worked 

tirelessly to recover Picassos, Cfizannes and hundreds of other 

works. 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Why Not Have City Opera Go Home to City 

Center? 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

New York City Opera’s first season as an itinerant company has 

brought four operas to two different houses, but maybe a permanent home is in 

its future? 

GEORGE JONES 11931-2013 

His Life Was a Country Song 
By JON PARELES 

George Jones’s baritone singing, universally respected, found 

vulnerability and doubt behind the cheerful drive of honky-tonk. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Travel 

Haute Hostels Put to the Test 
By SETH SHERWOOD 

On a weeklong trip through Paris, Lisbon, Barcelona and Berlin, 

the author sleeps in an upgraded class of hostels and picks 

winners and losers in this emerging trend. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: You Call This a Hostel? 

OVERNIGHTER 

Shaking the Crowd in a Sicilian Town 
By INGRID K. WILLIAMS 

Taormina, a seaside town in eastern Sicily, boasts ancient ruins, 

sweeping views and luxury hotels. But its real charm may lie in 

quieter finds. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Perched on a Hilltop 

PURSUITS 

A Bar Sprint in a Cocktail-Crazed City 
By ROBERT SIMONSON 

Sipping everything from olive-oil-infused gin to house-made 

banana liqueur during a four-night soak in San Francisco’s 

vibrant cocktail culture. 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel 

Today’s Video 

g~ VIDEO= Decoded: Yahoo’s Push Into Digital 
Video 
The Times’s Brian Stelter assesses Yahoo’s effort to capture more 

digital video advertising revenue. 



~ VIDEO: ’The Great Gatsby’ Revival 
A film remake of "The Great Gatsby" is sparking strong new 

interest in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel, 88 years after its first 

publication. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies I April ~’6, ~’o13 

The New York Times critics on "Mud," "Pain & Gain" and "The 

Reluctant Fundamentalist." 

............................................................................................................. E0~ rpore y!de0, go to N¥~ime~comNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Next Step in Drug Treatment 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The country needs to get beyond the "drug war" approach to addiction. 

EDITORIAL 

Congress Rushes to Aid the Powerful 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The poor remain shortchanged as even the president caves in to Republican 

ridicule. 

EDITORIAL 

E.P.A.’s Keystone Report Card 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The agency is rightly critical of the State Department’s recent assessment of the 

proposed oil pipeline. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ,, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Morose Middle Class 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The "true engine of America’s economic growth" sure seems to 
have stalled. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How to Build a Spoon 
By JOE NOCERA 

Manufacturing is making a comeback in Brooklyn. Have you 

seen the Spuni? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



A Libertarian Case for Expanding Gun Background Checks 
By ROBERT A. LEVY 

There was plenty in the background-checks measure blocked by the Senate that 

gun-rights proponents could embrace. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 27, 1947, "Babe Ruth Day" at Yankee Stadium was held to 
honor the ailing baseball star. 
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Top News 

Push to Require Online Sales Tax Divides the G.O.P. 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Antitax groups seem to be losing their influence, as Republican lawmakers’ 
constituents support legislation that would require Internet retailers to collect 

sales taxes. 

With Bags of Cash, C.I.A. Seeks Influence in 
Afghanistan 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

Millions of do]Jars have flowed from the agency to President 
Hamid Karzai’s office, but there’s little proof that this "ghost 
money" has bought the influence the agency has sought. 

A Drug War Informer in No Man’s Land 
By GINGER THOMPSON 

Luis Octavio Ldpez Vega, a former adviser to a Mexican drug czar 
and a D.E.A. informant, has been in hiding as Mexican officials 

seek his arrest and American officials have cut ties with him. 

- ~ Slide Show I ~N Video: Two Informants I Leer en Espafol 

For more top newst go to NYTimes~com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Two Informants 
Ginger Thompson explores the link between two D.E.A. 
informants: one, a character played by Benicio Del Toro in 

"Traffic," the other, a former adviser to Mexico’s drug czar, now 

living as a fugitive. 

~ Related Article I ~ Slide Show 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Urban Fire Next Time 
By PATRICK SHARKEY 

Cities are entering a new era of neglect by the federal 

government. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I feel like I’m running in place. After so many years, 
it’s exhausting." 

LUIS OCTAVIO LI~DI=Z VI=GA, who assisted in a major drug-trafficking ease in Mexico and has 
been living undercover in the United States for more than a decade. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Tears and Rage as Hope Fades in Bangladesh 
By JIM YARDLEY 

The collapse of a building, the Rana Plaza, is considered the 
deadliest accident in the history of the garment industry, having 
claimed at least 377 lives. 

Iceland Ousts Government That Steered It Out of Crisis 
By SARAH LYALL 

The election will allow the return of the center-right parties that many blame for 

causing the economic meltdown in 2oo8. 

Greek Parliament Passes Plan for Layoffs 
By NIKI KITSANTONIS 

The contentious plan would dismiss 15,ooo civil servants by the end of next year 

as part of a new package of economic measures. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

New Suburban Dream Born of Asia and 
Southern California 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

While much of the current immigration debate in Congress has 
focused on Hispanics, Asians have become a dominant cultural 
force in the San Gabriel Valley east of Los Angeles. 

Agents Pore Over Suspect’s Trip to Russia 
By SCOTT SHANE and DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

American and Russian officials are taking a close look at whom Tamer]an 



Tsarnaev met with in Russia to see if he had any indoctrination or training 

before the Boston Marathon bombing. 

A Haven for the Deaf Draws Federal Scrutiny 

Over Potential Discrimination 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

A subsidized housing complex in Arizona that was meant to 
foster a sense of community among residents who use sign 

language now faces discrimination charges. 
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Business 

Twitter Speaks, Markets Listen, and Fears Rise 
By AMY CHOZICK and NICOLE PERLROTH 

After a Twitter hoax caused the Dow to drop temporarily by 15o points, 

regulators are increasingly concerned about the combination of social media 

and high-frequency trading. 

Wealth Gap Among Races Widened Since Recession 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The wealth gap might still be growing, experts said, further dimming the 

prospects for economic advancement for current and future generations of 

nonwhite Americans. 

¯ ~ Graphic: The Wealth Gap 

Venture Capitalists Are Making Bigger Bets on 



Food Start-Ups 
By JENNA WORTHAM and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

The ultimate goal of venture capitalists in Silicon Valley, who 
funneled about $35o million into food projects last year, is to 

transform the food industry. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

History Aside, Jockey Is Just Out to Win 
By MELISSA HOPPERT 

If Kevin Krigger wins this year’s Kentucky Derby, he will become 
the first black jockey to take the honor since 1902. But Krigger is 
focused simply on winning the race. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Taking Aim at History 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Knicks Hit Bump on Road to Next Round 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The Knicks fought their way back from 2o points down on 
Sunday, but failed to put away the Celtics while playing without 
the suspended J.R. Smith. 

Sheik Said to Pursue Soccer Franchise for 
Queens 
By JERI~ LONGMAN and KEN BELSON 

Sheik Mansour bin Zayed al-Nahyan is said to have entered final 
negotiations for an M.L.S. franchise to play in a privately 
financed $34o million stadium. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Stormy Relationship, Forgiving Followers 
By BEN SISARIO 

Despite the news media’s outrage when Chris Brown assaulted 

Rihanna in 2009, many Rihanna fans have forgiven the pair’s 

recent reconciliation. 

Once Upon a Landscape 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Carol Bove’s art, planted in the wilds of the West Side Rail Yards, 

will be seen on scheduled tours. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

A Writing Coach Becomes a Listener 
By DAN BARRY 



William Zinsser, the 9o-year-old author of "On Writing Well," 
can no longer see. So now he coaches writers by listening to their 
prose. 

........................................................................................................ Eo~ n) or~ a~ts r~e~s, go to NYTimes,com!A rt~ ~ 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Giving a Wide Berth to Artists of Cable TV 
By DAVID CARR 

Built on lush portraits of human pathology, subscription- and ad- 

supported cable channels gradually became hotbeds of quality 

and profits, as detailed in "Difficult Men" by Brett Martin. 

Two Classics of the Soaps Are Heading to the Web 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Two war horses of the genre, "All My Children" and "One Life to Live," will have 

their Internet premieres at 5 a.m. Monday on Hulu and iTunes. 

ADVERTISING 

The New Look of Public Relations 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

FleishmanHillard, founded in 1946, is expanding to offer services 

like advertising and social media marketing in addition to public 

relations. 

~ News From the Advertising Industry 
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Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Behind the Scenes in Covering Boston 
The Times’s Richard L. Berke spoke with Katharine Q. Seelye, 

Boston bureau chief, and Brent McDonald, a video journalist, 

about the role of smartphones and social media in covering the 

Boston bombing. 

~ VIDEO: Cooking Squid at Home 
Do you love ordering calamari in restaurants? Melissa Clark 

shows that it’s just as easy to prepare squid in your own kitchen. 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Sketching in Pastels 

The glories of spring are at a peak, and the tulips and hyacinths 

reflect the diversity of present-day fashion. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 



Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Next Steps on Military Sexual Assaults 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Addressing the underreported epidemic requires a credible prosecution system. 

EDITORIAL 

Predatory Lenders 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Federal banking regulators are taking steps to protect short-term borrowers. 

EDITORIAL 

Wins and Losses in the Fight Against Tobacco 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Cigarette packages are unlikely to carry graphic warning labels anytime soon as 

a result of actions by the Supreme Court and the F.D.A. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Story of Our Time 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

A refresher on our economic woes, and why this is a very bad 

time for cuts. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ditch the King. Hire an Actor. 
ByARNON GRUNBERG 

The Dutch monarchy is nothing more than publicly subsidized performance art. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Erasing History 
By BILL KELLER 

In the age of the almighty search engine, do we have a right to be 
forgotten? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 



ON THIS DAY 

On April 29, 1992, deadly rioting that claimed 54 lives and caused $1 

billion in damage erupted in Los Angeles after a jury in Simi Valley 
acquitted four Los Angeles police officers of almost all state charges in 

the videotaped beating of Rodney King. 
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Carrboro Day Poetry Reading this Sunday 

Good evening! 
I am really late in getting you the news (see the links for more information about the poets) about the wonderful poetry reading at Carrboro Day this 
coming Sunday. Please fit it into your afternoon. The early time of 1:00 p.m. allows for lots of other afternoon events. 
Jay 
A Celebration of Poetry hosted by the Carrboro Poetry Council Carrboro Day, May 5 from 1:00 to 2:45 at Town Hall’s Board of Aldermen Room. 
Enjoy poetry in an easy-going atmosphere that eschews the poet-behind-the-podium paradigm (no list, probably no mic). Readers, reading a single poem 
at a time, will rotate onto and off a handful of designated reading chairs, surrounded by seats for listeners. 
Come to read your own work; come to share a poem you love by someone else; come to listen only. Leave {quietly, respectively) whenever you wish. Or 
stay the whole time. 
Poets who are planning to attend include: Jay Bryan, Celisa Steele, Gary Phillips, Ricky Garni, Susan Spalt, Maura High, Sara Claytor, Glenn Cassidy, Elio 

Soldi, and Rramidi Sosa. 
Everyone is welcome. Come and bring a poem! 
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Top News 

Flow of Tainted "~:ater is Latest Crisis at Japar~ 

Nuclear Plm~t 

Workers at the F~kushJma Daik:hi power plant were s~’u~i~g to 

eonMn grou~dwaler t~a~ was po~]Iing into d~e plant’s reactor 

buil~ngs by ti~e 

Colleges A¢tal~t Online Courses 1-o Ease Burde~ 

lJ~Jversities begin blendi~g open online cou~es, created to 

deliver elik; eollege inst~’uetion to anyone with an Internet 

cwmec~ion, [o [heir offerings. 

Massacre in Nigeria Spurs Ouktry Over Mi |itary 

Tactics 

A gruesome assaulk tl~at left scores of villagers dead has been 

blamed by sarvivors on revenge.-seeki~g soldiers a~d ~aas 

brought witheri~g criticism at home a~d abroad. 
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Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO= A :Hike ~;itlt Sally Jewel] 

The Times’s ,John ~,,i. Broder h~kes a challenging hike wi’~ new 

Interior Seereb~r~~ Sally dewelI as she taeldes [~er new 

~ovelT~nlent role, 
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A geneulo&v of textile factory disasters. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JASON COLUNS, a :m-year N.B.A. veteran, announcing LhaL he is gay. 

World 
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As E|ecfion in Iran Nears, Ahmadinejad~s Cril-~es 

Are Pi~ing On 

Po~ificiana have been taking more awings ak Pn’aidcnk Mahmoud 

~mmdinejad and his han~ing of the e~.onomy weeks before the 

election to pick a successor. 
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Bad Reviews for Patron at Restaurm~t in 

Twitter outrage and an investigation wcre ig~ik’d after a pz{vileged young 

woman called on her father’s government ugency to shut down a Mexico City 

restaurant because she did not get the table she wanted. 

U,So 

Both Sides Rest in Trial of a Philadelphia 

Abortion Doctor Charged With Murder 

Dr. Kermit OosnelI, 72, who operated a clinic, is facing four 

charges of firsb-degree murder relaked to late--term aborkions. 
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plastic fibers and human cells, in a 2 ~i2.-yea~,-*-4d girl .- the 

yom~gest person ever to reeeive a bioen gi~eered organ. 

Investigators Obtain DNA From Widow of Bombh~g Suspect 

Offieials art" trying to determine whether female DNA found on a piece of a 

prcssare cooker used as an explosive in the Boston attack was fl’om Katherine 

Russell the wife of Tamerlm~ Tsarnaev. 
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The turnover at the highest levels of the bank eontirmes j ust 

weeks befi:~re a shareholder vote decides whether to splk the rr~]es of ehaJrman 

and chief executive. 
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VehMe sales o~ the Conth~ent have declined to their lowest 

levds i~ decades. 

Emblem 
s of the 
Vofl;swa 
gen Golf 

.Ks Jobs Lag, Fed is Viewed as U,dJkely to Do 

More 

The share of Americans hohJJ~g jobs has i~iled to Jmt~rove much 

over the last thrs;e years, but Federal Reserve officials show little 

interest in expanding their sLimulus campaign. 

Berrlank 

~e, 
the 

Sports 

"With the ~’Vords ’I’m Gay,’ an NoBoA, Center 

Breaks a BarNer 

By revealing his orient,~tiom ,Iaso~ O:4]~ns became the first 

opeuly gay male atNete playing in a major team sport. 

~ ~ William C. Rhoden discusses Co,~ns’s announcement 

Coffins ] 
during a ] 



P|ayer and League Stand at a Frontier 

business-as-usual next season after ,Jason 

annonnceme~t that he ~s gay, That ~s, if {X4~ins is a part of ~ex[ season. 

Words of Support (M estly) for Collins I Will Collins Return Next Season9 

Noisy Courtship~ Q~iet Break up 

The team cut quarterback Tim Tebow, acquired 13 months ago, 

wkh no pomp and no mention of la~s s~dsfics, 1.~erhaps in part 

because there were none worth mentioning. 

Tebow 
being 

~ Tebow to Canada? Not So Fast 

Arts 

Van Gogh~s Tr~e Palette Revealed 

Researeh casts a new ~ight o~ van Oogh’s work, ~n an exhibition 

of the artist’s dcvelopmenk at the Van Oogh Museum in 

:Mnster&m~. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Seeking the Ardent :Life, Finding It and Nhmoing 

T~e h~sh novelist Edna O’BHen writes a memoir d her journey 

ti’om 193os Ireland to Swinging Lomton and beyond. 

drams Starker, Maste~° of the Cello, Dims at 88 

Mr. Starker was widely known through his more than ~5o 

recording, including one of Bach’s six suites for solo cello for 

wtfich he won a Orammy Award in 1998. 

Science 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 

A Sense of Where You 

May.-g~tt and Edvard I. Moser are exploring the way the brain 

records an d ten,embers movement in space, which they 

speculate may be the basis of all memo~:v. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

~Cured of AIDS’°? Not 

There is no way of knowing which tLIoV: patients might kill the 

virus before it s~nks deeper into their bodies, but ext)erts agree 

on the clear benefits of early tr~?atmeut. 

,�.ddiet~s Father, Now Adw.~eate 

In his new Book, David Sheff changes perspective on deNi[~g 

with addiction, uMting as an advocate and journalist. 

Timothy 

Ray 
Brown, 

with his 

Today’s Video 



~ VmEO: Fi~°st Active N,BoAo Playe~° Says 

He~s Gay 

The T~mes’s W~lliam C. Rhodcn discusses thc coming ou~ of 

Jason CoIlins and how ~he N.B.A. ph~yer’s derision eouId r~ppIe 

through the worm of sports. 

~ Wr~EO: At’eitiving ~n the Digit*d Era 

Want to see Eh~steh~’s family tea se~? How abou~ sc~Spts from 

"The Carol Barnett Show"? ~M’ehivists a~ the specialists who 

protect and display these objects for posteri~’, now more online 

than ever. 

Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Derby Dm’t]board: "~o13 Race 

Preview 

The Times’s ho~se racing experts, doe Drape and Melissa 

Hoppert, b~vak down this year’s stoW ~ines and make their picks 

for the 2013 Kentucky Derby. 

FoI mole video i e to NYTimes,eomP#ideo >) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Ill-Considered Ad~ce on Sye~a 

President Obama’s m~tics want a more muscular approach to Sy*~a, but "dnat 

could <h’ag the United States into another extended and costly war. 

EDITORIAL 

The Mayor Rethink~ Recycling 

Mr. Bloomberg’s green legacy will be enhaneed if be can get New York 

recycling program as strong as it was when ~e fit~t took office. 

EDITORIAL 

A State’s Duty to l[ndigent Defendm~ts 

The Suprerne Co ~± badly’ missed a chance to strengthen khe constitutional fight 

of all Americans to a speedy trial vdth adequate ccamsel. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ban~adesh Needle St~oong Unions, Not Outside p~0css~re 
B~. r .::,;:~.~. ~-~/.S/.N .~Br.X." 

Westerne~ horrified by the latest factory disaster would make ma~ers wo~e 

by not buying dodging made in Bangladesh. The key to improved worker safety 

is law enforcement and worker empowerment. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Engaged or Detached? 

There are various s~des of political influence. C, ne eompe~s the 

team by joining it and the other seeks to persuade h’om dm view 

that comes from Nstanee. 

~ Columnisf Page 

"ilae Detahmes’ Dilennna 

If you have been eleared for release from the prison in 

¢;uanthnamo and you still can’t leave, what do you do? 

Columnist Page I glog 

..’sere opbien, 90 to NYTimee.eom/Opinion >,, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 12:48 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

From Duke Librarian Holly Ackennan: Diario de Pernambuco" being ~anned online 

For more information, please contact hollv.ackerman(~duke.edu or the UF contacts listed below. 

link to the I0,028 issues scamred a~d FREEI. Y ACCESSIBI .E so t’ar : 

http://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00011611 i00004iallvolumes?searc~diario+%3dpernmnbuco 

Announcing the Diario de Pernambuco, November 1825 - March 1863 Online 

April 2013 

The Latin American Collections in the Special & Area Stadies Collections Department. George A. Smathers Libraries, Universi~ of Florida are proud to announce the 

online launch of the Diario de Pernambuco, starting with the first issue on November 7, 1825 thiough Maxch 1863. 

The Diario de Pernambuco is acknowledged as the oldest newspaper in circulation in Latin America. The issues tkom 1825-1923 otter insights into eaJcly Brazilian 

commerce, social affi~rs, politics, family life, slave~, and such. Published in the port of Recite, Broil, the Diario contains numerous mmoancemenks of maritime 

movements, crop production, legdl a~t’airs, and cnltural matters. The 19th century includes reporting on the rise of Brazilian nationalism as the Elnpire gave way to the 

earliest expressions of the Brazilian republic. The 1910s and 1920s are years of economic mid artistic change, ruth surging exports of sugar and coffee pushing 

revenues and allowing ibr rapid expansions of infrastructure, popular expressio~ mid national politics. 

See the Diario de Pernambuco in the UF Smathers Libraries’ South Anrcrican Digital Collections here: http://ufdc.ufl.edwAA00011611 

The Diario de Pernambuco is held by very- few libraries, and only on microfilm, making it difficult to coMuct research and even to access this importa~t publication. 

Recognizing this critical need, Richard Phillips, Head of the Latin American Collections at UF, proposed and was away:deal fimding to conduct the first phase of this 
project. The first phase of the digital project to digitize the Diario de Pernambuco is now complete with the first issue from November 7, 1825 through March 1863 

now all openly online lbr worldwide access. The Latin American Collection has submitted a proposaJ~ tbr funding a second phase of this important project. 

Fanding for the digitization of Diario de Pernambuco provided by [,AMP (tbrmefly known as the Latin American Microfi)rm Project), M~ich is coordinated by the 

Center for Research Libraries (CRL), Global Resources Network. Ongoing support for the open, full, and tree online access and permanent digital preseiwation 

provided by the UF Smathers Libraries. 

Note: The functionalities and featares of the [UF Digital Collections or Digital Library of the Caribbean (dLOC)] are supported using the UF-developed SobekCM 
sofavare. SobekCM is released as open source software under the GNU GPL license and can be downloaded from the SobekCM Software Download Site: 

http://ufdc.ufl.edu/sofava~e. To learn more about the technologies, please visit the SobekCM page: http:i/ufdc.ufl.edu/sobekcm.] 

Contacts: 

Richard Phillips, Head of the Latin American Collection~ ricphil~b, utlibxdl.edu, 352-273-2746 

Laurie Taylor, UF Digital Collections, Laurien(~ufl.edu, 352-273-2902 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East mad Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai157.us4.mcsv.net~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 12:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

SUBMIT TODAY! Travel Grants ti~om ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
Sixth Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply foB the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be engiaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitingi! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:56 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Make Note: The Month of May at the Acklm~d 

MAY 
ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

EVENING FILMS 
X:: 

Part I: Thursday, 2 May, 7:00 PM 

Part I1: Thursday, 9 May, 7:00 PM 

The Swain Lot Fil,m Festival. is a two-night cel,ebration of ill,ms by the 

media production students in the Department of Communication Studies 

at UNC-Chapel, Hil,L See the ful,l, schedul,e on the Ackl,and Fil,m Forum 

Facebook page. 
Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. FrankUn 

~ Ackland Street, Downtown Chapel. Hil,L 
Film Tickets: Students free with valid university or high 

~ school ID, $4 for all others. 

North Carol,ina Publ,ic Radio WUNC is 

the official, media sponsor of the 

Ackl,and Fil,m Forum. 

FOR KiDS 8: FAMiLiES 
Art Adventures: S~ulpture 

Saturday, 4 May, 1:00-2:30 Phi 

Six- to 9-year-ol,ds are invited to come 

for a guided view of art in the Ackl,and’s 

gal,l,eries, fol,l,owed by hands-on art 

making using newl,y-l,earned techniques. 

Material,s are provided. 

Learn more ~t reqister. 

See the ful,l, summer schedul,e! 

Drawing for Tweens 

Saturday, 11 May, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Ten- to 13-year-ol,ds have their own fun in the gal,l,eries! 

Learn more ~t reqister. 

Family Day: "’Ordinary to Extraordinary" 

Sunday, 26 May, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Join us for an afternoon of invention and creativity as we transform 

ordinary material,s into extraordinary creations! Learn more and see the 

ful,l, summer schedul,e of Famil,y Days. 



ADULTS: LOOK AND LEARN IN OUR GALLERIES 
Art for Lunch 

Wednesday, 8 May, 12:00-I :00 PM 
"A Cosmic Dog Fight: Contesting{ Wortd Order in Oudry’s The Do~ that 
Carried the Dinner B~sAet ~or his ~ster" 
Joanna M. Gohmann~ KFess Graduate Intern, Ack[and AFt Museum, and 
Ph.D. Candidate in AFt Histo~ UNC-Chape[ 

Fo[[owin8 the talk, the five-minute film "Discovering Oudry," by Tarienne 

Mitchell (2013 Kress Library and Information Science Fe[[ow), Joanna 

Gohmann, and Christopher Reed (2013 Kress Education Fellow) wit[ be 

screened. 

Curator~’ Tour: 

Saturday, 11 ~my, ~:00 P~ 

Kim 8obier and RusseU GuUette pro~de a 8uided xdew of this year’s 

exhi bition. 

~.~..~.9.~.~..~.h~:~.~.~h..~.’.t 
Tuesday, 14 May, 5:30-7:~0 PM 

Join the Chapel Hi[[-Carrboro Youn8 Professionals Network for food, 

drink, networkins, and art! Works of art (no matter where you find them) 

can prompt 8rear conversations and inspire new connections. In three 

minFexerdses, [earn with Ack[and Art Museum senior staff members how 

to talk to anyone, anywhere usin8 what you see around you. 

Learn more & re~ister! 

STEAMPUNK at the Store! 



Steamworks: Art, Stories, & 
Adornments 

10 May through 13 July 2013 

This spring, the Ackland Museum Store 

celebrates Steampunk, and its imaginative 

reworking of "the Steam Age", through 

works of art in a variety of media, including 

textiles, metals, insects, paper, and the 

written word. Learn more! 

Steamworks Programs: 

Friday, 10 May 

6:30-8:30 PM- Opening reception 

7:00 PM - In-store performance by 

Kathartne Whaien 

Thursday, 23 May, 7:00 PM 

Talk and book signing with John Claude 

Bem~s, author of The Clockwork Dark 

trilogy. 

Tuesdays, 14 ~nd 28 M~y, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The best yoga deal in town continues through the summer! 

Registered yoga teacher Jeanne Marshaii leads you through a series of 

gentie yoga poses inspired by the art in the gaiiery. Beginners are 

wetcome and yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortabie clothing that 

allow you to stretch. 

Free to Ackland members I $5 non-members. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. Re~ster online. 

On V}ew through Sunday, 26 May: 

The eight contributors to Sincerely 

Yours,---the 2013 Master of Fine 

Arts candidates at The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

---engage timeiy topics such as 

social prejudice, sexuality, capitalist 

hegemony, outmoded forms of 

expression, and estrangement from 

one’s cuiturai roots and the naturai 

environment. 

Learn more about Sincerely Yours~. 



THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from 

Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news7 Send an email, to the editor. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Luodsc~pe, 1904~ oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Albert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue ~lountuin und Luke, 1857-1862~ oil on paper, mounted on 

board. Gift of Charles Tare. 

Elw~ra Pawlikowski, Steumpunk House, pen and watercolor. 

Mike Libby, Tory Flummae Blue, mixed-media sculpture. 

George Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understands (video sti|l)~ digital high definition video. TRT 

00:21:27 min. Courtesy of the artist. 

Forward this email 

] 

[his email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by ~_s__b__o_!~_j__e_s__@_e___m__a_jj,__u_!!_c_=_e__d__u_ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant mn~o\,alwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Amid Hunger Strike, Obama Renews Push to Close Cuba Prison 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Wednesday, May 1, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining &Wine I Today’s Video I 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Amid Hunger Strike, Obama Renews Push to 
Close Cuba Prison 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

President Obama said he would try again to close the 
Guantfinamo prison, a goal he all but abandoned in the face of 
opposition in Congress that is still up against steep challenges. 

Banks Resist Strict Controls of Foreign Bets 
By ERIC LIPTON 

Gary Gensler, the chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission, is waging a battle in hopes of curtailing the risky 
trading practices blamed for the 2oo8 financial crisis. 

The Most Hated Bangladeshi, Toppled From a 
Shady Empire 
By JIM YARDLEY 

Sohel Rana is under arrest after the collapse of his factory 
building last week left nearly 4oo people dead, but until now he 
has been a powerful figure, trailed by his own biker gang. 

................................................................................................................... E0~ n) Qr~ t0P r~e~s, g0 ~o N)fTime~:�om tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

Special Section: Business Travel 

The business of business travel booms in emerging markets, road 

warriors share their travel debacles, and hotels and airlines try to 

keep up with demand for better technology. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Is Cursive Dead? 
New public school curriculum standards in the U.S. do not 

require the teaching of script. But should students be taught it 

anyway? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The idea that we would still maintain forever a group 

of individuals who have not been tried, that is contrary 

to who we are, contrary to our interests, and it needs to 

stop." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, announcing that he would reconmfit lfimself to closing the Guantfinamo 
Bay prison. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Mexico’s Curbs on U.S. Role in Drug Fight Spark Friction 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD, DAMIEN CAVE and GINGER THOMPSON 

Political sensitivities over involvement by the United States in Mexico are 

longstanding, but changes under the new president, Enrique Pefia Nieto, have 

rattled American officials. 

A King Takes the Throne, and a Nation 
Celebrates 
By ANDREW HIGGINS and ALAN COWELL 

After a 33-year reign, Queen Beatrix handed the title of monarch 
to her son, Willem-Mexander, the country’s first king in 193 
years. 

¯ City Room: How Are You Celebrating Queen Beatrix’s Abdication? 

Obama Considers Expanding Support for Syrian 
Rebels 
By MARK LANDLER and RICK GLADSTONE 

A decision to supply arms would mark a policy shift for the 

United States, which has increased nonlethal aid but has been 
reluctant about taking greater military action in Syria. 

: ~.".N Video: Highlights From Obama’s News Conference I Complete Transcript 

¯ In Poll, U.S. Public Opposes Action in Syria and North Korea 

¯ Syrian Prime Minister Escapes Assassin’s Bomb 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Drug Agency Lowers Age for Next-Day Birth Control 
By PAM BELLUCK 



The F.D.A. on Tuesday made the most widely known morning-after pill 
available without a prescription to girls and women ages 15 and older. 

Attention-Deficit Drugs Face New Campus Rules 
By ALAN SCHWARZ 

Misuse of attention deficit drugs has become a problem on 
campuses, and colleges are reconsidering how - and even if- 
their student health offices should try to diagnose A.D.H.D. 

Zimmerman Forgoes Pretrial Hearing, Taking 
Issue of Immunity to a Jury 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Legal experts said that George Zimmerman, who faces a murder 
charge in the shooting of Trayvon Martin, decided to go straight 
to a jury trial for strategic reasons. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The fastest way to caramelize 
garlic 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Tour a VDL Research House in Los Angeles 

This week’s best-seller lists 

Business 

Chinese Way of Doing Business: In Cash We 
Trust 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

For all China’s modern trappings, many experts say mutual 
wariness between the government and its citizens means the 
country still prefers to pay for things the old-fashioned way. 

Obama Ally Likely Pick for F.C.C. 



By EDWARD WYATT 

President Obama is expected to nominate Tom Wheeler, who has 

been a lobbyist and venture capitalist in the telecommunications 
industry, to head the Federal Communications Commission. 

DEALBOOK 

To Satisfy Its Investors, Cash-Rich Apple Borrows Money 
By PETER LATTMAN and PETER EAVIS 

Why would a company with $145 billion in cash even bother to issue debt? The 
answer has a lot to do with the frenzied state of the bond markets. 

¯ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Jason Collins Took Personal Steps Before 
Coming Out Publicly 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Collins had been filled with fear at the prospect of openly 
acknowledging he is gay, but the response to his announcement 
has been overwhelmingly positive. 

: Frank Bruni’s Bloc: Q&A With Jason Collins 

¯ ~ Video: Positive Response to Jason Collins 

¯ City Room: No Judging on Local Courts 

LENS BLOG 

Outside Nairobi, the Only Track for 3,3oo Miles 
By MIKE PFLANZ 

Despite the dirty, difficult daily labor, the empty stands and the 
low pay, Kenya’s hardy horse racing community is deeply 
committed to keeping the sport alive. 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 

Bulls’ Defense Bears Brunt of Mounting Injuries 
By BECKLEY MASON 

Chicago has been forced to play comparatively poor defenders 
like Nazr Mohammed, Carlos Boozer and Nate Robinson for 
more minutes in its playoff series with the Nets. 

~ Roundup: Faded Helps Nuggets Push Series to Game 6 

.............................................................................................. E0r n~0r~ sp0rts 0evys, g0 D N~Times.�0m~Sp0rts ~ 

Arts 

It’s ’Kinky Boots’ vs. ’Matilda’ in Tony 
Nominations 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Traditional song-and-dance shows about scrappy underdogs 



dominated the Tony Award nominations on Tuesday. 

¯ ~ Slide Show I Your Tony Awards Ballot I Special Section: Tony Awards 

Who Got Snubbed? 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Bette Midler, Fiona Shaw, Man Cumming and Mec Baldwin were 
among the high-profile performers who were overlooked. 

Four Musicals, Coming Right Up 
By JAMES McKINLEY Jr. 

The indic songwriter Ben Folds was one of four composers given 
the challenge of producing mini-musicals in 24 hours, start to 
finish. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts >> 

Dining & Wine 

CRITIC ON THE ROAD 

Before Rewards, Demands 
By PETE WELLS 

A meal at Saison in San Francisco comes at a steep price, one 
that goes beyond dollars. 

¯ Diner’s Journal: The Restaurant Critic Hits the Road 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

HUNGRY CITYI SALT & FAT 

Homeland Meets Hometown 
By LIGAYA MISHAN 

Salt & Fat serves the food of the new America, in which 
immigrants companionably raid one another’s larders. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Bad Reviews for Patron at Restaurant in Mexico 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Twitter outrage and an investigation were ignited after a privileged young 
woman called on her father’s government agency to shut down a Mexico City 
restaurant because she did not get the table she wanted. 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Navigating the Supermarket Aisles 

Michael Pollan and Michael Moss visit a typical supermarket and 
talk about cooking and the food industry. 

¯ Related Article 



~ VIDEO: Lost Every Day 
Meet a Colorado woman with a rare neurological disorder who 

has no sense of direction, even in her own home. 

~ VIDEO: Positive Response to Jason Collins 

The Times’s John Branch on reactions to Jason Collins and how 

the N.B.A. veteran has broken barriers in the sports world by 

publicly stating he is gay. 

¯ Related Article 

............................................................................................................. E0r n) ore y!de0, go to N¥~ime~�omNide~ ~? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The President and the Hunger Strike 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Mr. Obama promised, yet again, to close the prison in Guantfinamo Bay, Cuba. 

He has failed to keep that promise for five years. 

EDITORIAL 

’Ghost Money,’ and Lots of It 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Americans need an accounting of the C.I.A.’s astounding cash payments to 
President Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan. 

EDITORIAL 

With a Friend Like Rudy ... 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Former Mayor Rudolph Giuliani is actually hurting, not helping, the Lhota 

campaign with all his talk of trampling the Constitution. 

.................................................................................................... F~r r~0re ~p!r~i0r), g0 to NY~[ime~com!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

E-Books and Democracy 
By ANTHONY W. MARX 

M] of the Big Six publishers have, for the first time, agreed to 

make e-books available to punic library users. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It’s a 4o1(k) World 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

In today’s hyperconnected world, we a]] have to ]earn much more 

about investing in ourselves in order to succeed. 

¯ Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bottoms Up, Lame Duck 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The president wants to build a permission structure for Congress 
when he needs to build a playpen. 

. Columnist Page 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~o~e £p!r~iQr~, go to N¥~ime~com!Opinion ~t 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 1, 196o, the Soviet Union shot down an American U-2 
reconnaissance plane near Sverdlovsk and captured its pilot, Francis 

Gary Powers. 
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DELICIOU5 IE~C£ GROWS 

Zn a nation once plagued by Zdi Amin’s reign of terror, Christian, 3ewish, 
and Muslim Ugandan coffee farmers came ~gether to challenge 
historical prejudice and economic hurdles by forming the Delicious Peace 
Coffee Cooperative, a model for improving the lives of others in Africa, 

"A weH-to~d and ~nsp~r~ng story not only of economic success 
but of cultural recondH~t~on and cooperation/’ 
-- Anthropology ~v~w D~t~bas~ 

"A colorful ~nd upbea~ film ~ha~ affords e~y entry into 

d~scuss~on of $om~ of the most difficult issues in social science: 

............ race religion ~nequ~Hty and development," 
~ bawd .~. [qeyer, ProL o[ Sociology and Pothc~ 

~ore Info & Vie~ Traile~ 

~ ~ THE LA~ O~ A~A~THE~D 

Tells the li~le-known s~ry of Sena~r Robe~ Kennedy’s influential June 

[966 visit to South Africa during the worst years of Apa~heid. His visit 

gave opponen~ of Apa~heid -- both black and white -- hope and 

courage to challenge the system at a time when few in the ou~ide world 

knew what was happening in South Africa. 

¯ Broadca~ Nationally on PBS 

is also masterfully delivered." 
..... E~ucatbna~ Med~a Reviews 

"~asdn~ting and ~owerful._ Captures beautifully ~ small but 
56 Minutes ¯ DVD ¯ $250 momentous slice of the pro’ariel struggles fo~ equ~Hty, d~gnity 

and human Hghts in the United S~ates and South 
More Info & View Trailer -- Lar~ D~rnond, Director, Center on Democracy, 

Developrne~t ~d t[~e Rule o~ Law; Stanford Un~versl~ 





35 Minutes ¯ DVD ¯ $125 
V~th Downloadble Guide 

More Info&ViewTrailer 

(Legacy Title) 
In 1994, close to one million people were killed in a systematic genocide 
in Rwanda, Could the Rwandar~ genocide have been pl’evented? What 
are the lessons? The film explores these questions by looking at 
Rwanda% colonial history, along with interviews with survivors and 
experts, and analyzes key issues including international law, failure of the 
international community, U,S, policy and NGOs, and the war crimes 
tribunak 

"Highly recommended. Flawless in its summary history of 
Rwanda, bringing the viewer from the Belgian colonialist’s 
institution of ethnic division in Rwanda to the country’s 
genocidal conflict." ----. Educational Media Reviews Online 

"Recommended, Makes a convincing case that the warning signs 
were in place well before the actual slaughter transpired," -- 
Video [.ibrariai~ 

For 30 years The Video Project has been a 
source for the very best educational media 
programs on social and global issues, 
science and health, 

www.videoproject.com 

T©LL~F~,’.’ 1-800-475-2638 

~L: support~videoproject.com 
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NYTimes.com <insidewlimes@n~ime s.com> 
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@Times: Top 5, Tony Nominations and More 
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Tony Nominations 
The nominations for the American Theatre Wing’s 2ol3 
"tony Awards were annuuneed yesterday -- and leading 
the pack with ~3 nods was the ~ew Broadway m~sical "Kinky 
Boots," a homegrow~ creation from New Yerkers Cyndi Lapper 
and Hm~’ey Fierstei~ that will square off against a Londo~ 
impm% "Matilda." Don’t ~Nss our special section with a slide show 
of this year’s ~uminated shows and performers> insights e~ who 
was s~ubbed, archives of past Tony Awards and m~eh more. 
ca~ even try your hand at picking this year’s winders-to-be by 
completing yo,r ow~ interactive ballut. 

Don’t [t~isN on NY?imes.cem 

* One Last Cringe for "The Office" Finale 

* Raudom House Adds a gig Name in FRness 

, In Brown-Vitter Bill, a Banking Overhaal Wi[b PossibIe Teeth 

, One Entrepreneur’s Favorite Start-Up Tools 

, Pots and Pans, bnt Little Pain 

Top 8 V~ewed Featu 
(Beb/~eee Apr. 24, 2013 - Apr. 50, 2013) 

~. Diederik S[ape]’s Auda tie us Aca demic Fra ad 

2. No Neh Child LeR Behind 

S. Krngman: The * Peveent’s Solntion 

4. Diagnosing tbe ~’rong Defter 

5. Rt’agman: The Story of Ore" Time 

~ ¥’~DEO: Molten Cake, "The 

Big Mai: o{’ Desserts" 
The Times’s Mark Bittman and 
famed French chef aean-Georges 
Vongeriehten demonstrate how 
to make a warm soft-chocolate 
cake. 

~ SLIDE SIIO’~% On the 

Market in New York City 
A Clinton co-op with two- 
be&’ooms, an Upper West Side 
apartment with beamed ceilings 
and a Greenpoint condo with an 
office and playroom. 

~ VIDEO: Positive Response 

to Jason Collins 
~II~e Times’s aohn Branch on 
reactions to how the N.B.A. 
veteran has broken barriers by 
publicly stating he is gay. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Weaken a 

Preslde~t 
For some 
Republicans, 
visceral hatred of President 
Obama is their only guiding 
star. 

A dally e-mail newsletter on 
the business of technology, 

witi~ coverage from Times 

staff writers and a roundup 

of news from across the 
Web. 

Delivered before tBe 



opening bell and aRer the 
market ciose, the DeaiBook 

e-mlail newsletter p~ovides 

brealdng news about 

M&As, I.P O.s, venture 
capitsi and more. 

All things fashion from The 

New York Times, featuring 

the latest in news. ~ends 
and runway coverage 

from acclaimed critics and 

re po rte rs 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Cancers Share Gene Patterns, Studies Affirm 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Thursday, May 2, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Today’s Video I 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Cancers Share Gene Patterns, Studies Affirm 
By GINA KOLATA 

Scientists have found the best evidence yet that cancer will 
increasingly be seen as a disease defined by its genetic 
fingerprint rather than by the organ where it originated. 

Some Retailers Rethink Role in Bangladesh 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The Walt Disney Company has ordered an end to production of 
branded merchandise in Bangladesh, and other retailers are 
considering similar moves. 

Three Are Accused of Impeding Boston Bombing 
Inquiry 
By MICHAEL WINES and KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Affidavits portray a scene of confusion as three young men, 
stunned to realize their friend Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was being 
sought as a terrorist, debated whether to help him. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

HOME & GARDEN 

~ SLIDE SHOW: The Home Workshop Gets an 

Upgrade 
Inside hacker spaces, where inventors and electronic tinkerers 
share tools and knowledge. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION ] OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Here Comes the Buzz 
By CRAIG GIBBS 

A warm welcome for the Brood II cicadas, one of the longest 
living insects in the world, seen only once every 17 years along 
the East Coast. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is called slave labor." 

POPE FRANCIS, on garment workers h~ Bangladesh eanfing about $40 a month. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Irish Proposal Would Allow Abortions in Emergencies 
By DOUGLAS DALBY 

The Irish government has proposed legislation to allow abortion in cases where 
a threat exists to a woman’s life, including from suicide. 

U.S. Agency Is Expelled From Bolivia 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

President Evo Morales suggested that the United States Agency for 
International Development had conspired against his leftist government. 

Fighting Corruption in China, One Special 
License Plate at a Time 
By EDWARD WONG 

Officials are cracking down on the abuse of privileges that come 
with a military license plate, in a bid to address public anger at 
the army. 

................................................................................................. F£r r~oFe ~vor!d r~ev~s~ go t? N~Times.�om(Wor!d ~ 

U,S, 

U.S. to Defend Age Limits on Morning-After Pill Sales 
By PAM BELLUCK and MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

With its appeal of an order to make the most common next-day birth control pill 
available to all ages with no prescription, the Obama administration is returning 

to a charged political issue. 

Girl’s Bones Bear Signs of Cannibalism by 
Starving Virginia Colonists 
By NICHOLAS WADE 



Archaeologists excavating the Jamestown colony site have found 

in the remains of a 14-year-old girl the first physical evidence of 

cannibalism by colonists during the harsh winter of 16o9. 

Showing Grass-Roots Support for Immigration 

Overhaul 
By JULIA PRESTON 

The May Day gatherings were intended to show Congress that 

momentum is building in favor of a path to citizenship for 11 

million immigrants in the country illegally. 

For more U.S~ news, go to NYTimes,comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Medicaid Access Increases Use of Care, Study 

Finds 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

New results from an Oregon study found that Medicaid coverage 

reduced the rate of depression and made low-income adults 

more financially secure, if not healthier. 

~ Economix: What the Oregon Health Study Can’t Tell 

DEALBOOK 

Banks Ease Capital Cost of Loans to Brokers 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

An arbitration case shows the different choices financial firms make about 

where to house virtually identical assets and how those decisions can reduce 

costs. 

Cross-Country Solar Plane Expedition Set for 

Takeoff 
By DIANE CARDWELL 

The Solar Impulse, a plane with the wingspan of a 747, is the 

creation of a Swiss team working on fuel-free flight. 

................................................................................... (O( r~0re b~lsir~ess r~evys, go t? N~fTimes,c0m(Bu~ines~ ~ 

Sports 

A Surprise Favorite for Derby 
By MELISSA HOPPERT 

The undefeated Verrazano was expected by many to be the 

morning-line favorite. But after a blazing workout, Orb ran away 



with that honor when the field was drawn. 

¯ More Coverage From the Rail Blog 

CELTICS 92, KNICKS 86 

Knicks Leave the Door Open 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Knicks lost their second straight, leaving the Celtics two 

victories from becoming the first team in N.B.A. history to come 

back from a 3-0 deficit. 

~ ~ Box Score I ~ Slide Show: Knicks vs. Celtics: Game 5 

¯ Smith Back on Court, but His Shots Are Off 

In Nets-Bulls, Who’s Hurt? Who Isn’t? 
ByZACH SCHONBRUN and BEN STRAUSS 

On the eve of Game 6 of a back-and-forth, battering series 

between the Nets and the Chicago Bulls, both teams appeared to 

be surviving on ice, athletic tape and willpower. 

¯ Roundup: Bucks Fire Coach Who Led Them to Playoffs 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

The Newest Russia House 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

St. Petersburg’s long-awaited and newest cultural landmark, the 

Mariinsky II, is set to open this week. 

: ~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Digital Stage for Six-Second Zingers 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Twitter’s virtual comedy festival came off like a Comedy Central 

awards show: a lot of shameless promotion interrupted by the 

occasional good j oke. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Novella Emerges Tweet by Tweet 
By A. O. SCOTT 

For Steven Soderbergh, a far-reaching speech and a Twitter 

novella indicate a retirement that is anything but idle. 

........................................................................................................ E0[ n~or~ a[ts ~e~s, g0 t0 N¥[imes,c0m!A rt~ tt 

Fashion & Style 

Will.i.amsburg 
By HENRY ALFORD 

"Brooklyn" is now a byword for cool from Paris to Sweden to the 



Middle East, so the author, an avowed Manhattanite, set out to 
explore this artisan-loving borough. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

Come as You Were 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

Nostalgia has overtaken downtown streets, where early ’9os style 

roams again. 

FRONT ROW 

Would Anna Settle for a Safety Pin? 
By ERIC WILSON 

With a theme of punk, many guests of this year’s Costume 
Institute gala at the Metropolitan Museum of Art haven’t a clue 

about what to wear. 

For more fashion news, go to NYTimes.comlFashion >> 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Americans on Obama, Guns and 
Inlmigration 
The Times’s Richard L. Berke and Ashley Parker break down the 
latest New York Times/CBS News poll and find a disconnect 
between ideology and political support. 

, Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Molten Cake, ’The Big Mac of Desserts’ 

Mark Bittman shows how to make a warm soft chocolate cake 

with Jean-Georges Vongerichten, who says his restaurants make 

about a thousand a day. 

~ VIDEO: In Performance: Deborah Cox 

Deborah Cox, accompanied by Nick DiFabbio on guitar, sings 

"Someone Like You" from the Broadway revival of the musical 

"Jekyll & Hyde," at the Marquis Theater. 

............................................................................................................. EO[ n~ore ~(!de0, go to N¥~[ime~,�0mNide0 ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Fairness on Sales Taxes 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Senate is finally about to pass a bill to let states collect sales taxes on 
purchases made on the Internet. 

EDITORIAL 



Italy’s New Government 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Confirming Prime Minister Enrico Letta is an essential first step on the road to 
political and economic recovery, but tough challenges are ahead. 

EDITORIAL 

Preying on Pensioners 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

State and federal regulators need to get a handle on the lack of disclosure in 

tactics used by companies that specialize in separating retirees from their 

pensions. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~ore £p!r~iog, go to NYTime~com!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’The Juice,’ the Jousting and the Job 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

President Obama’s second term is just beginning. Let’s let him 

have it before skipping ahead to 9016. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Luv Guv’s Last Stand 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Mark Sanford is on the barricades, and his fate might tell us 

something about how far Americans are willing to go in 

overlooking a politician’s misbehavior. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Is That God Talking? 
By T. M. LUHRMANN 

Hearing voices may be a sign of prayerful intensity, not mental illness. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0re £p![?i09, g0 t0 NY]3me~:�0m!0pini0n ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 2, 1945, the Soviet Union announced the fall of Berlin and the 
Allies announced the surrender of Nazi troops in Italy and parts of 

Austria. 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Boston Plotters Said to Initially Target July 4 for Attack 

Top News 

Attack ...... 
:videnc 

Dzhokhar Tsamaev told the F.B,I. that he and his brother 
~ho 

finished bnilding their bombs sooner than expected and that 

they were influenced by the Internet sermons off, war al-~Xwlaki, according 

~vo Jaw enforcement o~ieials. 

The suicide rate among middle-age Americans rose 3o percent from 1999 to 

2olo, with rnore people now dying of suicide than in ear accidents. 

baddog of vacm~cJes in t,:g, posts throughont the Obama administration, 

especially in d~e State Depaz [merit, has slowed pdicy making in a capih~l 

known for ina~’tion, 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vine:o: The Prit~,ker- Obtm~a 

The Times’s Nicholas Confessore and Jodi Ka~tor on the long 

history between President Obama and his nominee 

commerce secretary Penny PI~tzker 



OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

This Republican House is almost like a parallel government, 

sitting in for some fantasy nation creaLcd in talk-rad~o land. 

of Un- I 

Rep;ese 
ntat~ves 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

~LF-a0,NA AR~AS, deputy direeter of the Centers for D~sease Coutrol ou the surge iu the 
uumber of suicides amoug middle-aged America~s. 

World 

Egypt’s lBir¢hrate Rises as Populatior~ Control 

Policies Vardsh 

President Mohamed Motsi has t’emained s~lent about the future 

of Lhe fatally planning programs put in place by the Mubarak 

governmen t, 

~ Slide Show: A Growin~ E~ypt 

Bar~gladesh A~rests Er~gineer Who War~md of D~,gers 

The a~Test of the engineer, Abdm’ Razzaque ~mn, was a sm>~se twist since he 

was regarded as something of a hero fbr tr3dng to ave~ the April 24 d~saster. 

Obama Ar~-ives h~ MexicaA Capital to Meet With 

New Leades 

Prs;sident Obama mceLs wiLh President gntique Pcfia Nieto of 

Mexico as both leaders seek to shifk attention ti’om security 

issues to the vast economic relationship behveen the two ~mtions, 

~[eside 
Ob,a ms 
and 

U.S, 

Corpo~’ate Jet Ce[ttcr Exposes Silicon Valley’s 

Class D~de 

A [cehnolo,~.v boom thaL once ereaLcd middle-dassjobs and 

lifted the overall economy now fuels a growing gap between the 

veW r4ch and evewone else. 



Amtrak SubMdy Gone~ States Must Pay the 

F~0d~t to Keep Rail Routes 

Under pressure to reduce its dependence on l~deraI subsidies, 

:Mntrak is looMng {R eRher cIosing 28 sho~--haul routes or 

ge~ng 19 staDs to share the costs. 

Study Fh~ds No Shw4~e Cause of Honeybee Deaths 

Pestiddes, parasites, poor nutrition and a lack of gene~e 

diversity are blamed for a phenomenon known as colony 

eollapse disorder. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

aPMorgtm Caught h~ Swirl of Reg~datoiT Woes 

The nadon’s bigges~ bank, which faces several federal investiga~ons, ~v~s 

warned by enerKv regulators about "man]pulative schemes" it nsed ]n California 

a~d Michigan. 

Bangladesh Fears an Exodt~s of Apparel Firms 

Gamaent makers l~ar that many Western retailers ~qll follow the 

lead of the Walt Disi~ey Company and end apparel producfioi~ in 

Bangladesh over salary shmdards there. 

U.So Spendh~g Cuts Seen as Key h~ Slowh~g 

MandatoW government cuts and higher payroll t~txes are to 
blame for the stagna don in job creation, consumer spending and 

Sports 

NETS 95, BULLS 92 

area]ping at Chance, Nets Ever~ ;Series 

Chicago gave the Nets all ~hey could handle, scrapping unLil Lhe 

last second, but tim Nets p~vailed, forging back from a ttwee-. 

games-to-one series deficit to force a Game 7. 

, [] Box Sco~e I [] Slide Show: Nets vs Bulls: Game 8 



Ah0eady Depleted by h~juries, Bulls ~Are Also Hit 

by Virus 

The Chicago Bulls wcre missing girk H~nich wi~h a bruised calf 

at~d Luol Deng to a vhx~s. ’13vc, other players suited up despite 

ba~ling thdr o>~ illnesses. 

playing 
through 

ON PRO BASKETBALL                                           i~’~] ]’he, 

...... abilky of Unlikely Somoce of Energy P~ts Celtkss in               ~*~ 

Striking Distance 

Without a true point guard, BosLon is movit~g We ball better that~ 

the K~fieks ate, and g~e C~lt~cs were also helped h~ Game 5 by the play of 

Terrence Williams, a former Net. 

Off the Ddbble: Celtics Go for Unthinkable Feat 

Arts 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’IRON MAN 31 

"h’m~ Man 3," with all its e~.~]osio~s so soon a~er g~e Bostotl 

Marad~on bombings, underscores just how thoroughly termism 

at~d ~ts al~ermath have been eo]onized by the movies. 

Before the Gavel Fsdls, It% ~ Free to Look At 

As the spring auction seasca begi~s ne~ week, works by 

C6zanne, Basquiat, Richter and Pdlo& should be among @ose 

fe~chh~g high sale piees. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

On the Outside, Looking In 

The prohtgo~ist of Claire Messud’s new ~mvel is an eleme~tmT 

schoolLeacher in need of a fat~Lasy. She finds otto. 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WHAT MAISIE KNEW’ 

Ad~t Head Games, Focused on a Clfild 

"What Maisie Knew," an adap~atio~ of @e HemT ,James shor~ 

novel is abotR a young ~rl caught in a custody battle between 

her mother and father. 

~ ~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’*/vast Mais~e Knew’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE ICEMAN’ 

Don’t Bring Daddy to Sdmol for Vocation Day 

In "The Iceman" Miehael Sham~o~ plays Richard Kuldi~skL a 

notorious contract ~]ler who is as cdd as his nickname suggests. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’1ST NIGHT’ 

It’s Tough to Keep a T~lne~ but Easy to Fall ~n 

Love 

Mozart’s comic opera "Cos~ Fan Tutte" inspires a subplot in ~e 

movie ’hs~ N~ght" dh’ected by Christopher MenauI. 

p, plays 

E. Grant 

and     ] 

Sarah 

Today’s Video 



~ vine:o: Online Video Woos Madison 

ring the weeblon g Digital Con [en t NewFmn ks, companies like 

AOL, Hulu and Yahoo presen~ new pmgra~nming ~o attrac~ 

advet$ising dollars from m arketers and agendes. 

~ wr~,o: A~mtomy of a Scene: ’%qmt Maisie 

~ew~ 

The directors Scott MeGehee and Davld Siegel narrate a scene 

fl’om "What Maisie Knew." 

~ vine:o: TimesTa|ks: ’Kinky Boots’ 

Cyndi Lauper and ttarvey Fierstein talk ~dth The Times’s Patrick 

Healy about their new masleaI. "Kinky Boots," and the 

ehallen ges of composing music for the stage. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Pu tting Polities Ahead of Seien ee 

Tb e 0 bama a dmi~}istration’s comprom ise o~} reprod ~efive rights will hm~ gi 

and women and is bound to undermine the president’s credibility. 

EDITORIAL 

One Step Forward 

The zh’ab League offe~,~ an improved proposal for peace in the Middle East, a 

EDITORIAL 

..’%’I ovenmnt on the Death Pena|ty 

While Maryland became the 18th s~te in the countU to abolish capful 

punishment, ,-~ther states are t~Ting t ) speed up executions. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why Maliid Must Go 

The Obama administra don should work ~dth Iraq’s neighbors to 

get Prime Mi~lster Maliki out, and save the count~3r before 

sectazian vlolenee ove~vhelms it. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

N at Enoug~ Inflation 

The e~’onomie hole we’re in just gets deeper and deeper. 

, Columnist Page ] BIo9 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"iI~e Confidence Responses 

tKeade~s’ responses to the e,-mfidenee questions h~spire awe at 

the diversi~" of the hmnan e:,~perienee. 

ON THIS DAY 
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Last Chance at 20% offall titles! 

Read with Ro~itledge: 20% OFF + Free Shipping!* 

~ Routledge 

Turn Off the TV and Read with Routledge! 

It’s Screen-Free week! We’re encouraging everyene 

to turn off their eiectronics and readl Now untii May 

5th use discount cede BRKTe and Feceive 2~% 

all ti~les. Remember, all web erders ew~r $35 

receive RR~ S~PPIN6 ~ ~he US and Ca~ada. 

*Offer vafid eniy with web orders at roufledge.com, 

focafpres&com psypress.com or 

roufledgemenfathea!~h.com. 
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The Choeo Pie is a mouth-dDing, individually wrapped 

slab of eake, marshmallow and ehoeolate, and in South 

Korea it is as important a paA of ehil~ood as Britain ~ s 

Mars bar or the American ~inkie. It is manufactured 

by the Orion eompany of Seoul, exported aemss ~ia, 

and eonsumed in an are of eountNes from aapan to 

UzbeNstan. In 2oo4, South Korean manufacturers 

began to set up Netofies in the North Kot~an d~ of 

Kaesong, an unprecedented e~efiment in co-operation 

between ~e fl’aternal enemies, and ~e eore of what the 

South Korean government ealled iN Sunshine Policy. 
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Thomas Jones: Fi~zgera]d.2s Ledger 

G~en Ne-wev: P~ani~icadon and (;omib:)iog 

yprus~s Depositor Haircut 

James ),’~eek 

Before I went to Cyprus it seemed to me that ordinary people hadn[~t done too badly 

in the reseue of the Cy]?riot finaneial system. Ordinals" people with up to lOO,OOO 

euros in the two biggest banks got to keep their money; surely only the rich would 

suffer when the government eonfiseated the rest? But once in Cyprus I saw that I 

hadnLJt, in fact, been thinking about ordinaly people. I Ed been thin!dug about a 

m~hologieal individual, the hero of modern democracy, Ordinai7 Person. More 

How the Banks Do It 

D~.ma}d MaeKcnzk~ 



Three yeats ago, the Bank of England set out to calculate a figure that does more 

titan any other to shatter bankingUs prefen’ed intage of itself: the size of the subsidy 

that taxpayers give to British banking just by virtue of being available to bail out 

banks if thing go badly wrong. The Bank put the figure for 2o09 at [] lo7 billion. It 

didn[]t attract much attention, but it should have. It[]s more than the govetznment 

spent that year on social securi~ or education, and almost as much as it spent on 

health. More 

Thatcher in Oravesend 
I~in Sinclair 

Darfford is where Margaret Thatcher, like Mick Jagger and Keith Richards, 

launched her eareer. But while the Stones are still working hard for their portfolios 

and properties, [~dy Thateher~ s twilight was infolded and unmoving. She became a 

destination to be visited, afternoon tea taken, like a famous rock or lighthouse. In 

her statuesque last act, Thatcher was revealed as a fallible old wmnan whose 

shat]?est memories were of childhood, the Grantham years of strict Methodism and 

endless homework, before she lost her essen tial self in becoming a manufactured, 

voiced-coached proj eetion. M~re 
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28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Edition 

FOREWORD 

)O(VIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 
A Complexion Change /Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

Future Blossoms 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." African Proverb 

Deductive and inductive reasoning as sources for aspiring towards utopia in 

human relations, 



in other words 
You have to learn stuff before you know how to do stuff. 

The idea of constructive relationships, based upon human creations, arose many 
years ago from the inspiration and demands of our father, who insisted despite my 
uncooperative response"s", to provide my sisters and I with additional education, 
despite our having to endure the drudgery of attending school on a daily and 
demanding basis. 
I am speaking on my sisters behalf, without their permission, I might add. 
Needless to say, our parents’ efforts on our behalf, eventually were and are mightily 
appreciated, but this recognition required time, many years in fact. 
Well, at least on my part. 
Our father spoke with us about reasoning, deductive and inductive approaches to 
learning and critical thinking. 

The deductive approach, from general information to specific information and the 
inductive path, was from the opposite direction, namely specific information to 
general information, both approaches in the pursuit of knowledge. 
As a result of training and experience in the creations of painting, cinema, 
psychology and education, T began over time to recognize the contributions and 
relevance of each knowledge field to another. 

The creations of impressionism seemed related to the Rorschach examination, 
associated with Sigmund Freud and the recording and documentation through film 
and photography, were complimentary reinforcements to the aforementioned fields. 

The daily mental exercise and experience through schooling and self initiative, were 
designed to provide a basis for increasing knowledge and hence my understanding 
of the interactive relationship between studies. 

Ergo, the flow of information from various persons into their respective fields of 
competence seemed to me a principle for much broader human interaction, involving 
fields of interest and examples of human sharing and hence constructive 
interaction. 
The inductive approach is also beneficial to human kind, but when assessing the 
social, emotional and educational requirements of large populations with varying and 
perhaps lesser degrees of resources, I believe persons possessing the requisite 
knowledge and additional resources, are far out numbered by persons without these 
possibilities. 
Those who have been blessed with much are responsible to share these gifts with 
their and our less fortunate persons, either from a moral or self-interested 
perspective, or both. 
As a result, the chickens will be satisfied where they are and need to look no 
further for a place to roost. 
Therefore, deductive reasoning and the accompanying behavior are utilized for the 
encouragement of understanding and cooperation towards more inclusive, 
supportive and interactive societies. 
Hence, as a result, we have possibilities for a more peaceful world through 
deductive and inductive reasoning. 
These intellectual and emotional realities exist and we should continue to develop 
and encourage their usage for our individual, societal and international aspirations 
towards the utopia we seek in human relationships. 

Please! 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 

back to top 



Greetings 
from the Commissioner for Integration 
of the district Tempelhof=Sch6neberg, Berlin 
to the )O(VIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

Culture is not a closed and rigid unit, but heterogeneous and dynamic. Due to 
globalization and migration, the idea of a culture bound to one nation and a specific 
place seems to be obsolete. 

Culture is rather marked by a variety of conceivable identities and has cross border 
outlines. Also the Black International Cinema Berlin Festival conducts itself in a 
cross border manner. This year, the festival becomes 28 years old and enriches the 
district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg through its varied program for the past five years. 

The interdisciplinary and transcultural film!video festival is produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th6~tre. The festival presents films from the African Diaspora 
and works dealing with various transcultural backgrounds and perspectives. This 
also includes a clear position against deeply entrenched racist attitudes. 

A study by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation from the year 2011 records that 
discrimination and racism are widely spread throughout Europe and deeply 
imbedded. Approximately half the European persons asked are of the opinion that 
there is too much immigration in their country. Similarly, approximately half the 
European interviewees wish to have priority to any job as "locals" in times of crises. 
About half the persons asked, categorically denounced the Islamic religion as being 
intolerant. 

In spite of everything, I am and will remain an optimistic woman and therefore at 
this point, I would like to quote the civil rights activist Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. A man who fought against social oppression and racism throughout his life. 

"I refuse to accept the view that mankind is so tragically bound to the starless 
midnight of racism and war that the bright daybreak of peace and brotherhood 
can never become a reality," 

Let us try together to move step by step a little bit closer to this daybreak. 

Thank you for this exemplary event to all persons involved and I wish you many 
interesting impressions and an active dialog. 

Gabriele GiJn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 



A FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ TH~:.~TRE PRODUCTION 



A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Hedia Project (UNESCO) 

XXV]:][]:, Black ]International Cinema 
Berlin/Germany 8= U.S.A, 2013 

"FUTURE BLO&5~:~N$" / "BLOTEN DER ZUKUNFT" 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung: 

Prof. Donald l~luldrow Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Th&6tre 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 
Gabriele G(Jn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin/Germany 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin/Deutschland 

in association with / in Verbindung mit der 
Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 
Botschaft tier Vereinigten Staaten yon Amerika, Berlin 

Venue / Veranstaltungsort 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) 
John-F.-Kennedy Saal, Kinosaal, Bibliothek 
John-F.-Kennedy Hall, Cinema, Library 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz, 10825 Berlin/Germany 

"...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from 
stereotypical categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International 
Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of Germany. 
I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, 
a cultural highlight which is unique Germany-wide..." 

"...Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier Bracken bauen, Grenzen ~berschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig f~r die Hauptstadt. 
Mein Dank gem an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist._" 

Gabriele G(Jn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-$ch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." - African Proverb 

"Nut wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden J~ger aufh6ren, 
Helden zu sein." - Afrikanisches SprichworL 

http:/ /www.biack-international-cinema.com/BIC3’3/bic 3’3.htm 

FESTIVAL PROGRAH SCHEDULE 
please download the festival program >~£~< (pdf) 

Wednesday , ~4ay 8 (3ohn-F.-Kennedy-Saal/Hall) 

6 pm / 3.8 Uhr 

Opening Ceremonies 

Presenters 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
co-founder/producer/publisher/director/curator/moderator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin / 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition / Cultural Zephyr e. V. 

May G. Baptista - Deputy Cultural Attach~ 
Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Gabriele GiJn Tank 
Commissioner for Tntegration, District Tempelhof-SchSneberg, Berlin 



Marina Treichel - Television Producer, Berlin 

Netra Nambiar Veetil- Dancer/Student, Berlin/India 

Michael S6chtig - Cultural Ambassador, Germany 

Melitta Manigk & Regina Gerschke - Tempelhof 42, Berlin 

Amir Kaufmann - Filmmaker, Berlin/Israel 

Martina Guzm~n - Filmmaker, USA!Mexico 

Gregor - Free Mumia B~indnis, Berlin 

Sabine Grund - Historian, Berlin 

Margarita Mejia Likosova - Journalist, Colombia 

Wolfgang Busch - Filmmaker, USA/Germany 

Matthew Frazier - Filmmaker, USA 

Artistic Presentation 
"East-West Dialogue of Musical Melancholy" 
Raycurt Johnson,A/iolin, USA 

Viktor Maximov/Guitar, Berlin/Vitebsk 

Catering 

Mahide Lein/Ahoi Kultur, Berlin 

8 pn~ / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 

Director, producer and writer William Greaves began his career as a featured actor 
on Broadway and in motion pictures. His dedication, professionalism, creative and 

academic abilities behind and in front of the camera earned him over 60 international 
film festival awards, including an Emmy and four Emmy nominations. In 1980, he was 
inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, and in the same year he was the 
recipient of a special "homage" at the first Black American Independent Film Festival 
in Paris~ In 1986, he received an "Indy" - the special Life Achievement Award - from 
the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers. 

For two years, Greaves served as executive producer and co-host of the pioneering 
network television series Black Journal, for which he was awarded an Emmy. 

Regisseur, Produzent und Autor William Greaves begann seine berufliche Karriere als 
Hauptdarsteller am Broadway und in Spielfilmen. Seine Hingabe, Professionalit~t 
sowie kreativen und akademischen F~higkeiten hinter und vor der Kamera trugen ibm 
tiber 60 internationale Filmfestivalpreise ein, sowie einen Emmy und vier Emmy- 
Nominierungen. Im Jahr 1980 wurde er in die Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame 
aufgenommen und war im selben Jahr Empf~nger einer besonderen "Hommage" auf 
dem ersten Black American Independent Film Festival in Paris. 1986 erhielt er den 
"Indy" - die besondere Auszeichnung for das Lebenswerk - von der Vereinigung 
Unabh~ngiger Video- und Filmemacher. 

Zwei .~ahre lang war Greaves gesch~ftsfiJhrender Produzent und Ko-Moderator der 
wegbereitenden Fernsehreihe Black Journal im US-amerikanischen Sendenetz, for die 
er mit einem Emmy ausgezeichnet wurde. 

RALPH 8UNCHE: AN A~4ERICAIN ODY~EY 

Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

Wednesday , N~ay 8 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

KAKOOT~ 
Director: Mohammad Hassanzadeh Ghomi 
Narrative, Color, 95 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 



THE OS~URIT~ IN LAST REMINISCENCE OF THE RIVER 
Director: Reza Mohammadi 
Animation, Color, 6 rain. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

RETURN TO THE WORLD OF DANCE 
Directors: Dan Boord, Marilyn Marloff 8( Luis Valdovino 
Experimental, Color, 7 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

Directors: Matthias G. Ziegler & Sidoine Boris Talom 
Experimental, Color, 22 rain. 
Cameroon 2012 
French with English subtitles 

TXIKI 
Director: Sergio San Martin 
Documentary, Color, 27 rain. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

GUILLERMO OYAGOEZ MONTERO 
Director: Antonio G6mez-Olea 
Documentary, Color, 29 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

THE COLLEGIUM - FORUH ~ TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN: 

EIN PORTRAIT USER ROSWITHA GUNTHER 
Director: Prof. Donald MuldFow GFiffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Th4AtFe 
Documentary, Color, 80 rain. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

Opening Remarks: Felix Block 

6 pm I t8 Uhr 

Director: AYssa Rabbaoui 
Documentary~Animation, Color, 20 rain. 
Germany 2013 
German 

~UBA YOUTH 
Since South Sudan became independent in July 2011, the country faces its "zero 
hour". Despite the challenging situation in the country, it is particularly the young 
South Sudanese who are optimistically guiding their lives towards a better future. 
But what exactly are they looking for and what issues are close to their hearts? 
Within the framework of the project JUBA YOUTH, five South Sudanese filmmakers 
present local adolescents and their means of living both in fictional and 
documentary short films. The project was financially supported by the German 
Federal Ministry for Economics Cooperation and Development (BMZ). 

Seit SOdsudan im Juli 2011 unabh~ngig wurde, durchlebt das Land seine "Stunde 
Null". Trotz der momentanen Herausforderungen im Land sind es besonders die 
jungen Sidsudanesen, die optimistisch for ihr Leben eine bessere Zukunft sehen. 
Abet was genau suchen sie und welche Themen liegen ihnen am Herzen? Im Rahmen 
des Projekts JUBA YOUTH pr~sentieren f~inf s~idsudanesische Filmemacher sowohl in 
fiktionalen als auch in dokumentarischen Kurzfilmen einheimische Jugendliche und 
ihre Art zu leben. Das Projekt wurde vom Bundesrninisterium for wirtschaftliche 
Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung (BMZ) finanziell gef6rdert, 

Director: Joice John Thomas 
Documentary, Color, 9 rain. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DECIDE / ENTSCHEIDUNG 
Director: Alex Taban 
Narrative, Color, 10 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DOWRY OF LIFE / MITGIFT 



Director: Simon Bingo 

Narrative, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English with German subtitles 

Director: Ochan Hannington 
Documentary, Color, 6 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

CLASH OF CULTURES / KAMPF DER KULTUREN 
Director: Mary Kadi Manoah 

Narrative, Color, 5 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English and Arabic with English subtitles 

MELVIN ~ 3EAN: AN AMERICAN STORY 
Director: Maia Wechsler 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 
USA/France 2012 
English and French with English subtitles 

MAR’{ BURRILL’S AFTER[’4ATH= CONNECTING WITH THE PAST THROUGH DRAMA 
Director: Precious B. Stone 
Documentary, Color, 52 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 

Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 58 min. 
USA 1989 
English 

HIKEL°S FAITH 
Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 32 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

Directors: Cornelius Booker III & Christopher C. Odom 

Narrative, Color, 72 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

HAZOR 
Director: Miro Mastropasqua 

Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany/Italy/Spain 2013 
German with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUH - FORUM & TELEVISION PR~RAM BERLIN," 
A PORTRAIT OF ROSWITHA GONTHER / 

Director: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 
Documentary, Color, 80 min. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 23 rain. 
Germany 2008 
English 

PRESENT PAST TOMORROW 



Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany 2011 
no dialogue 

Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 25 min. 
Germany 2012 
no dialogue 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

GHATRE GHATRE / GUTTY 
Director: Seyed Sajad Moosavi 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 4 rain. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

Director: Iv~n Mu~oz 
Documentary, Color, 15 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish and Japanese with English subtitles 

NEGAHI lSE ASEHAN / A LOOK TOWARDS THE SKY 
Director: Seyed Hadi Mohaghegh 
Documentary, Color, 40 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

~4ILAGROS: ~4ADE IN HEXICO 
Directors: Martina Guzm~n & Monique Vel~squez 
Documentary, Color, 56 min. 

USA/Mexico 
English and Spanish with English subtitles 

~’id~’~ o H~’~ ]~,0 (Bibliothek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

ALL POLITICS ARE LOCAL / ALLE POLITIK IST LOKAL 
How we betray today’s victims of genocide in Central Africa / 
Wie wit die heutigen Opfer von V61kermord in Zentralafrika verraten 

Presenter/Pr~sentatorin-" Dr, Sabine Grund 
and Guests / und G~ste 

Dr. Sabine Grund and guests explore the ’hidden hands’ behind the atrocities in 
Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Who has covered up all 
these crimes and prolonged the suffering? And what needs to be done to restore 
justice? 

Dr, Sabine Grund und ihre G~ste untersuchen die ’versteckten M~chte’ hinter den 
Grausamkeiten in Ruanda, Uganda und der Demokratischen Republik Kongo. Wet hat 
all diese Verbrechen vertuscht und das Leiden verl~ngert? Und was muss 
geschehen, um Gerechtigkeit wiederherzustellen? 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAH GREAVES 
HALCOLH X: NATIONALIST OR HU[~4ANIST? 
Producer/Director: Madeline Anderson 
Executive Producer: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 14 min 

USA 
English 

QUARTERBACK - A LOOK AT DR. ERNEST C, WITHERS 
Director: Chuck O’Bannon 
Documentary, Color, 20 min. 

USA 2012 
English 

Director: Lisa Kaselak 
Documentary, Color, 70 min. 
USA 2012 
English 



~ri~¢;~ o H¢;~ :~,~ (BiblioLhek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

VOGUING IN BERLIN 

Presenter/Pr~isentator: Wolfgang Busch 

and Guests / und G~ste 

As documented in the film "How Do T Look" (director: Wolfgang Busch, presented 
during the XXTTI. Black Tnternational Cinema Berlin 2008), the Harlem "Ball" traditions 
originated in the 70’s, which were historically an off shot from the Harlem "Drag 
Balls" from the 20’s. Because of the loss of hundreds of members and leaders of the 
"Ball" community due to the HIV epidemic, "How Do 3[ Look" was able to record an 
important aspect of the history and legacy which was still available. 

Wie in dem Film "How Do I Look" dokumentiert (Regie: Wolfgang Busch, pr~sentiert 

w~hrend des XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), hat die Haflemer 
Tradition ihren Ursprung in den 70er Jahren und ist geschichtlich ein Nebenzweig der 
Harlemer "Drag-Balls" aus den 20ern. Da es dutch die HIV-Epidemie den Verlust von 
Hunderten von Nitgliedern und FiJhrungspers6nlichkeiten der "BalF-Gesellschaft zu 
beklagen gibt, stellt "How Do ~[ Look" mit dieser Aufzeichnung ein unsch~tzbares 
Zeitzeugnis dar. 

:tO pm / 22 Uhr 

Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Canada 2010 
no dialogue 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 15 
USA 2012 
English 

BERLIN ANGELS 
Director: Jens Roth 
Narrative, Color, 21 min. 
Germany 2012 
English, German and Pashto with English subtitles 

Director: Celia Novis 
Documentary, Color, 74 min. 
Spain 2011 
English, Spanish, French and Catalan with English subtitles 

Saturday . Hay 11 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 
2 pm / %4 Uhr 

REAL vs BARCELONA 
Director: Ibrail Abubakr 
Documentary, Color, 17 min. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

DIE ROcKKENR VON "ROBEZANL" IN DEN BERLINER STADTWALD / 
THE RETURNING OF "ROBEZAHL" INTO THE BERLIN FOREST 
DirectoF: Wolfgang Johannes Lechner 
NaFFative/ExpeFimental, ColoF, 60 min. 
GeFmany 2012 
German 

Saturday . Hay 11 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 
4 pm / 16 Uhr 

EIN~ ZWEI~ DREI 
Director: Stuart Pound 
Experimental, Color, 1 min. 
UK 2012 

N:I~;AT BADTAR / HALF AN HOUR LATER 
Director: Mohammad Reza Lotfi 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 



10 ~:~[RKE / :I,0 SECONDS 
Director: Ako Aziz Merza 
Narrative, Color, 85 rain. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Director: Elijah Hasan 
Experimental, Color, 8 rain. 
USA 2010 
English 

Directors: Ali Allie & Ruben Reyes 

Narrative, Color, 99 min. 
Honduras/U.S.A. 2012 
English, Spanish and Garifuna with English subtitles 

Saturday , t~ay 1 ~ (BiblioLhek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Seminar 

Conductor/Dirigentin-" Marina Treichel 
Pa rticipa nts!Teiln eh merln nen : 
Borris Diederichs, Deutsch-Franz6sisches Jugendwerk (German French Youth Office) 

Joe Bliese, MC, Kulturwissenschaftler (Cultural Scientist), Witness Berlin e.V. 
Roland Geiger, Jugend- u. Familienstiftung Land Berlin (Youth and Family Foundation 
of Berlin) 
Kerstin Wode, Institut far Qualit~itsentwicklung an Schulen (Institute for Quality 
Development in Schools), Schleswig-Holstein, Festival-Leitung "Rap dich 
stark" (Festival Director "Be Empowered by Rap") 

and Guests / und G~ste 

Music - Film - Dialogue are door-openers between young people, adults and 
societies, on the upward path towards education, understanding, cooperation and 
constructive societal participation, resulting from the contribution of a universal 
spoken word music entitled RAP, which is a key component towards, A Complexion 
Change - Future Blossoms. 

Musik - Film - Dialog sind TOr6ffner zwischen jungen Menschen, Erwachsenen und 
Gesellschaften auf dem Weg nach oben in Richtung Bildung, Verst~indnis, 
Kooperation und konstruktiver gesellschaftlicher Beteiligung, welche aus dem Beitrag 
einer universellen Musik des gesprochenen Wortes mit Namen RAP resultieren, der 
ein Schl0sselelement for A Complexion Change : Future Blossoms (den Wandel im 
Erscheinungsbild - BI0ten der Zukunft) darstellt. 

Saturday , Hay 2:~ (Ki ..... I/Ci ..... ) 
8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
~..F.~.~.W.O.~.~..~!~..�~.~..~.E.~R~.~!~ 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 40 min. 
USA 1967 
English 

THE COLLEGIU~ = FORU~ & TELEVISION PROGP-,.A~ BERLIN 

~.~z#.~#.~.i.e.~..~i.~ b..~i.!~..i..a..m..A~.#.e.~...e.~#..A~.~ [.~.~..b~#.e.~i.~ b.e.m. 
Production & Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 
Berlin/Germany 2004 
English 

Saturda~t . ~ay ~ 2 (Bibliot:hek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

OKBeat on b-’TAGE." "CRAZY WORDS" 

Presenter/Pr~isentator: Roll G~insrich/OKBeat, Author 
Guests / G~ste: Heiko Welker/Music, Dave/Author 

Spoken word, music, pantomime and much more... 

Gesprochenes Wort, Musik, Pantomime und vieles mehr... 



10 pm / 22 Uhr 

BAZ BAP--J:’,N! / RA:EN AGAIN! 
Director: Mohammad Reza Khavari 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 8 min. 
Tran 2012 
no dialogue 

CRITERION 
Director: Alberto Blanco 
Documentary, Color, 19 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish with English subtitles 

Director: Davood Tohidparast 

Narrative, Color, 90 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

{DIS) LOCATION - SA~PA 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 42 min. 
Canada 2011 
English subtitles 

LA HANO ~UL / THE BLUE HAND 
Director: Floreal Peleato 
Documentary, Color, 71 min. 
Spain 2009 
French and Portuguese with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

PORTRAITS IN ~OTIONo" SKETCHES OF SOULSVILLE 
Director: Ondine Geary 
Experimental, Color, 12 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

STEPPING~ BEYOND THE LINE 
Director: Dee Garceau 
Documentary, Color, 43 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

Directors: Josep Badell & Carlos S~nchez-Llibre 
Documentary, Color, 53 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish and Catalan with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

"TEHPELHOF 42" 

Presenters/Pr~sentatoren: Regina Gerschke, Hans-J~rgen Gomme 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

PINKFONIK 
Director: Sergio R. Zaurin 
Documentary, Color, 55 mm. 

Venezuela 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

Directors: Galina Likosova & Hern~n Humberto Restrepo 
Documentary, Color, 59 min. 

Colombia 2013 
Spanish with English subtitles 



8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
~.~.P.~..~.~.~.~.~.L~..~..~.SN..~.~ 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

Directors: Farid Mirkhani, Siavash Gholami 8. Shiva Gholami 
Documentary, Color, 20 min. 
]ran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

L’ITALIE Z :[TAL¥ 
Director: Arnold Pasquier 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 20 min. 
France 2012 
French and Italian with English subtitles 

HEZ,-~RSI / ~030 
Director: Iman Tahsinzadeh 
Documentary, Color, 72 min. 
Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

Program subject to change 

May 3, 2013 

back to top 

Fountainhead 
a homage / ce~ebration 



Ursula Troche - April 2013 

Fountainhead 
a unique historical cultural political artistical organisation 
with origins in the 1980’s 
when civil rights activism was still vibrant across many countries 
and there it was, Fountainhead, founded against indifference 
and therefore rising 

for our togetherness all the time 

Fountainhead 
is like going to the mountain top 
and seeing the promised land 
for all to understand 
what Martin Luther King prophesied 
so that our lights and souls can shine bright 

here and now and far and wide 
in colour 
inspired by Africa 
which is the root of the fountain head 
inside us all 

Fountainhead 
with which we can see the Promised Land 
we can see it, watch it 
on screen, on stage, on TV 
in dance, in action, in the spoken word, the written 
word an in deed 
indeed, Fountainhead 
is like the Mountain Top 

we will go there, 
with each other 
friends, colleagues, kings and queens, sister, brother 
and pay homage to those who went there before us 
so we can follow their footprints 
footprints which are no longer in the sand 
but pointing to the mountain, high 
crossing rivers, deep 
and oceans, deeper still 
yes we are going 

we are marching 
we are dancing 
we are singing 

we are speaking 

we are going to the Mountain Top 
with Fountainhead! 

so let’s celebrate 
the top of the mountain 
with the Head of the Fountain 
for our lives. 

back to top 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 3:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Jobs Data Ease Fea~s of Economic Slowdown in U.S. 

Top News 

Jobs Data Ease Fears of Eeonomie 

[)espJte fiscal austeri~" in Washi~gto~, the p~Svate sector 

helping creak? jol)s aud fot~’e the overall unemployment rate 

April down [o its lowest levd since [he e~d of 2oo8. 

, ~ Video: Deconstructing a Lit in Jobs Numbers 

~ Marke~ Soar to New Highs 

israel Tigl~tens Border Defense as S~°ria Eru]~ts 

Errank munitions ~rom Syria’s conflict have landed in the Oolan 

Heigi~ks so, me 3o times. Buk [he eorieern rans deeper alorig wi~at 

was one border Israel didn’t have to worry much about. 

Path From ’Noc~al B~atterfly’ to Suspect’s ~ido,ao    ~5 ~h~i~ 

Friends and relath~’es of K~theri~e Russell the widow of 

Ta merlan Tsarnaev, one of th e s u spoon in tke Boa ken m are khon bombin g, a re 

skan~ed ak [he turn her life has takem 

Fei moi~ toi) I~ews ~!~) to NYTimee.com 

Editors’ Picks 



~ vine:o: S~r~e~|lar~ee at t[~e Derby 

I~ the days before the Kentucky Derby, oflicials will bare 24- 

horn’ security surveillance of the 2o Derby horses i~ an atkempt 

to reskore eorlfidenee i~ a sport damaged hy widespread drug 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Consuming Co |onists 

What receipt evide~ce of cannibalism ;at Jamestown tdls us ,~bout the earliest 

English settlements. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

@TATE SENATOR TONY AVELLA, a Q~tee]zs Democrat, o~ the disclos~we that a seco]zd 
state legislator had bee]z secretly recording eo]zversations with colleagues. 

World 

Israel Bombs Syria as the UoN. Co~siders its Own 

~-~¢Iilitary Options 

Israd aireraK bomhed a target i~ Syfa o~ Thursday, a~ Obama 

administration official said, as United S~kes of fiNals 

were weighing opfo~s that i~daded their ow~ 

Obama Te~s Mexico Audience of New Era in 

Relations 

In a speech to a fihendly audience of sky,dents in MeMco City, 

P~sident Ohama said it was time to embrace a ~ew imagc of the 

eoun~’y as a~ emergi~% power. 

Prosee~tor i~ Blmtto’s lDeatl~ and Murnb~d 

Attacks Is Killed h~ Pakistan 

The pr~-.,seeutor, Chat~dh~?’ ZtdIikar Ali, was i~vo]ved in a case 

agai~st Pervez Mnsharraf. Pakistan’s former leader, who f~ces 

ehatNes rdaked to Benazir Bhut~o’s death. 

HageJ 

said 

i~ Relstiw 

~ haudhr 

U,S, 



Funeral Home Accepts Suspect’s Body, and 

Problems 

In agreeing to bury the bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsamaev, a 

Worcester, Mass., funeral director had to answer an 

questions as be struggled to find a eemetery. 

Last of a Breed: Posta~ ~:orkers "~:ho Deeipher 

Bad Addresses 

The Postal Se~’iee once had 55 centers where workers 

decipher addresses rejected by seanning n~aeh~nea. In 

September, one of two remaining centers wiIl dose. 

For Los Angeles, an End to the ’Free’ S~bway 

Ride 

Having learned that a gateless subway entrance is not the most 

efl’e~’tive way to rnofiw~te ridet~ to pay their ear~age, Los 

:\t)geles is instil~fing turnstiles. 

~ [] Slide S~ow: Uedoing ae Honer Code 

Stefan 

d his 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

JP..’Nt~organ D]reel-ors Feel Heat h~ a Vol-e 

As the bank g~apples wkh regulatory batdes, some shareholders are taking 

public aim at in dividual directors who hold erueia] position s on the bank’s audi t 

and risk committees. 

College Graduates Fare ~ell h~ Jobs Market, 

Even Throu~ Recession 

College graduates are the only group that has mort" people 

emph)yed today than when the ~eession staAedo 

~ ~ GrapNc: Education and Employment 

t 

jobs lair 
in New 

YOUR MONEY 

A Credit Score ’i’h~t ig~ores the ir~nocum~s 

i~¢Iisl-ake 
~;~. r.,:,r</. ’.~iE,;~:.;. 

VantageSeore, a credit score c’ompany, doesn’t downgrade a 

score for a edleetion aeLion, as long as the bi]I was eventually paid. 

, [] Post a Comment 

Sports 



C~rm~b 

T~e Knicks nearly gave away a 26-point lead in t~e fourd~ 

quarter before stea@ing themselves to outlast the Celtics. They eli~ehed their 

first playoff series victory since 2000. 

~ ~ BOX Score I ~ Slide Show: Knic~s vs. Celtics ~n Game 6 

, A Roller-Coaster Game Mirrors a [olJgl? Season 

Conor Mmt~hy was a stablehand in Eugjand wheu he, won $].5 

million on a 875 bet. It was a life--changing event, but 

everythi~g is different. 

~]he Rail: Our 20!3 Kentuck7 Derby Picks I E] Comment 

i~ Oonor 

as a e,hang~d man, His wor4s may in,care c4herwise, 

F~)r i:~):e spells news, go to NYTimes.¢om/Sporte >., 

Arts 

The Met Will Reta~’n a Pair of Statues to 

Cambodia 

The Metr~:g~oJitan Musemn of A~t said ~ew research backed Ul.~ 
Cambodian claims that two *orb-century statues were 

improperly removed fl’om the Koh Ker temple e,omplex. 

New ¥orkers Wa]lked Over, for Once 
~. ,-’,~ i..:’, ~ ~<c,.::i~,~i 

The, artist .l R’s "h~sJdeOut" prqiect, the cuhni~mtJon of a wish 

that was granted after he, won a TED pt~ze~ has come to lime,s 

Square. 

As Works F~ood In, Nationals ]Libra~°y T~’eads 

%~ater 

The budget cuts imposed by se,quesWatirm are ]ikely to hamper 

tt~e Library of Congress’s eflB~fs ko copyright, digitize and store 

million s of books, ph otographs a n d oflaer 1.~red ous mate~5 als. 

~ D Slide Show 

Parisian 

~reet 

artist 

Travel 

Pa~m~a C~ty Rising 

Over the past 13 years, Panama City ~as bee,n racing to be,come a 

worl&dass metropolis, m~d tbr travders, the changes have bee~ 

36 Ho~u’s in Tokyo 

Beside,s joining the crowds on To]9"o’s shoppewelogged streets, 

you ea~ take, a cruise,, see a Buddhist temple or pmCake or" a 

kaise,ki dinner on the 45th floor of a luxury hotel. 

~ [] Slide Show 



M~nh Ci~-~ Vie~am 

At Vie~3amese restaura~ in ~mfiea, all kinds of foods are 

served together- noodles, soups, stir.-frys, spring rolls. But in Vietnam, 

restaurants are oRen devoted to a single dish. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmE~: This Week’s Movies I May 3, 

Th e New York Tim ea critics on "I ton Man 3," %Vhat Mai s ie 

Knew" and "Something in the 

~ VLO~O: Shaksh~d~a, a Traditional Baked 

ENg Dish 

Melissa Clark shows how to make a classic Middle Eastern dish 

rearming a spicy tomato sauce with eggs baked on topo 

Fol mole video ",: o to NYTimes.~omNideo >) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Mayor on Stop-and-Frisk 

Mayor Michael Bloomberg lhils to persua de in his defen se of a troubled poli ce 

program. 

EDITORIAL 

Jobs, %’~’ages trod the Seq~mster 

The April emph:~yment report suggests the dist,’easing shape of thing~ to come. 

EDITORIAL 

Shooting His Own Foot 

France sent a terrible message to its entrepreneu~ and foreign investors when it 

prevented Y,~hoo from hwing a stake in a French Internet company. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~% here Have A|| the Jobs Gone? 

Why :Mnm~ea needs to return to full--employment p,-~liey. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

[)ear College Graduates.°° 

Congratulations and good luck, Class of ’13. You’ll need it. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

An Ode to Helimn 

Forget the hot airjokes, people. Who said that Congress hasn’t 

been getdng an.~,¢hing done lardy? 

ON THIS DAY 
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Fl’Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 3:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Syria Blames Israel for Fie~ At’tack in Damascus 

Top News 

S~a Blintzes Israel for Fie~T Attack h~ Damase~s 

Israel would not confirm t[mt it had carried out the airstrikes, 

but the four ex]:,losions near the Syrim~ ealAta] demonstrated a 

firepower more potent than any seen heR)re in d~e countrT’s civil 

~ [] Video: Obama Commen~ on Ailstdkes 

~ [] Video: Tensions Rise A~er Airstrikes in S’fria 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

A Homemade Style of Terror: 3il~adJsts Push 
~~,,~I:~"~,~, 

New Tactics IERRO 

Qaeda propagandis[s have provided onlir~e education ko [eac~ 

their dev :~tees i~ the Un ited States how to carry out smaller-scale solo aEaeks, 

like khat of d~e Boston bombings. 

Lasl- Hope i~ R~fins: ]Bang~ades|~s Race to Save 

ShM~eena 

The stoV of Shaheena off, red the last bk of hope of fi~ding 

anyone Mire in what is now conside~d ti~e deadliest aeNdent in 

the history of the garment industW. 

Akht~r 

with 

Editors’ Picks 



WORLD 

~ vine:o: An Ost-post~s Cha~ng Face 

Nuevo (:~ermm~ia w~s fbnnded by German imm~grm~ts ]oo]dng to 

start an Aryan colony in the late 18oos. It failed, but remnants of 

German culture remain. 

Related Article 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

How Social Networks Drive Black 

lJ~ empioyment 

Favoritism a~d social com~ectio~s among whites, not just radal 

diseHminatiom hm4 blac~ in the job markeL 

How 

S°cialI 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

THObIA8 W, OGLETREE. a $~ethodist minister who is facing a canonical trial for 

officiating at his son’s same-sex marriage. 

World 

German O~,tpost Borl~ of Racism h~ ~887 Blends     2~; 

Into Parag~my 

Nueva Germania, fbunded il~ 1887 [y German anti-Semites, l~ow 

has many residents wi~ Gem~an surnames who are indiscernible from other 

Paraguayans. 

~E~ Videe: A Lost Tribe in Paraguay 

Atlaeks F~ml Debate Over U,So-Led Effort 

The United States, Britain and l:ranee discussed the possibility 

of American-led strikes privately i~ the days before the att~d<s 

linked to Israel, officials said. 

~ Ti~e Caucus: McCain Says Ailstrikes in S~,ri~ Put Pressure on Obama to Act 

~irisn 

Arm}’ 

_,’Merkel’s Flaggin~ Coakition I m~ner ’r~ies to Bolster Its 

hnage 

The s~’u~li~g junior pa~aer i~ Germany’s coalitkm govemme~t wNa 

Chancellor ~gela Merkel’s Chris’dan Democrats held a party congress that 

offi~red an election plan it~tended to attract voters. 



U,S, 

Tsar~aev Family 

Lawyers ~or Rc~bel PhilIipc~s, who is accused of lying to the authorkies 

kwesfigatk~g flue Boato~ Marafl~on a~aek, sam he had ~othi~g to do %th the 

bombings. 

Une~ged, H~mts Them 

Across much tithe count~7, sealing or dea~ng a ct{mi~ai record 

aRer a wronfful conviction is a ta~gled and expensive process, 

advocates a ~d fom~er priso~ ers say. 

who 

Kem~edy Library Gives Courage Award to 

Giffords 

Speaking i*~ personal kerms about the murder of i~er father, 

Caroline Kenne@ reeog~ized Oabrielle Oi~brds, who was shot 

2Oll and has backed tougher gun laws. 

Giffords, 

Business 

Nolvi~g Equatior~ of a Hit Fihn Script, ~¢;ith Data 

Vor as muei~ as $2o,ooo, WorMwide Motion Pi~’ture Group 

eompares the story structm:e and get,re or" a script with those of 

released movies, looking for dues to box-of[ice success. 

DEALBOOK 

A Call for New Blood on the JPNlorgar~ Board 

A slmre}~older advisory firm }ms reeommerided flint investors 

withhold their SUl.~po~ tbr three directors. 

det }lakers _Avoid Risk by Redoing Old Models 

Boeing’s announeemenk dmt it had staz ked presenting airlines Mth an enhanced 

versio~ of its 777jeL rakher tha~ a wi~ole ~e’,s" plane, mMerscores die shill 

Sports 



’~V~h Aggressive Defense~ Pacers Shut Down racers’ 
Paul 

~{nick~ 
George 

~ndiam~ led for the entire second half, by as maW as ~6 poinLs, as 

the ~dcks struggled on offense against the Pacem~ u~ressh% physical defense 

i~ Game L 

a [] Box Score I [] Slide Show: Krflcks vs. Paceis Replay 

ESSAY 

Griner Is Pmot of Mission to He|p i~ Live in 

Truth 

In a persom~] essay, B~ttney Ofiner writes, "Just as basketball 

doesn’t define who I am, neKher does being gay/’ 

, Fq Video: Griner in Her Own Words 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
ii~ Dermic 

Walsh’s PaRt and Present C|ash, and He Wins waist. 
who 

After lransforming d~e Knieks into their curn’nt win-now 

iteration, Dermic Welsh returned to In~[ana ko oversee the up-and-coming 

Pacers. 

Arts 

A Fund-Raiser~s Finale 

Reynold Levy, the president of Mneoln Center, hopes Lo ruise 

mo~ than $8 rail]ion for the institution’s spring gala. 

presiden 

In Ir n Man~ Hopes for Strong Summer for 

Movies 

"h’o~ ?vlan 3" kicked offthe smnmer box-office seaso~ with 

impressive ticket sales, other big-budget studio offerings ~511 

compete in the weekends ahead. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Fighting Words Against Big Data 

The computer scientist Jaron Lanier pnwMes i~sighkq on 

techn,-~]o~" in his new book, "Who Owns the Future?" 

Media & Advertising 

A Billionaire %q~o Breaks the Mold 

Xavier NieYs low-cost Web and mobile sendces have disrupted 

the established ~-~perators in France, buk his goal is no less {hen to 

instill a~ entreprenem:Jal tecImolo#’ culture in the country. 

..... Niel 

created 

~ rr~ance’s 

USA Network to Explore Sitcmns and Reality Shows 

The USA Network believes that i~ order to stay competitive it has to branch out 

into new programming dk~ctionso 

ADVERTISING 

An End to Scroungh~g for Plus-Size Clothing 

A ~mw commercial from Destination XI, takes an unusual 

approach of featuring chubby men. 

News From the Adveltisin9 h~dustry 



Today’s Video 

~ vm~o,, ~I Cmu~Lq~am I Ha[s Off 

At the Frederick L~w Olmsted ~wards luncheon of the Women’s 

Commi~ee of the Central Park Conservancy, a favorite hat 

shape was the satellite dish, dei~ying gravity on [he side of the 

head. 

~ vm~:o: Anatomy era Scene: ’Before 

Midnight~ 
Richard I,inklaker, the director of "Before Midnight," discusses a 

scene fi’om his fihn featuring d ulie Delpy and Ethan Hawke. 

more ,;ids0 90 ~0 NYTimee.comNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Disappointing Debut 

Mary Jo White, the new chairwoman of the Securities and Exchange 

Commission, has gotten off on the wrong foot, 

EDITORIAL 

In Plnee of Corn passion ~ Crue|ty 

FederaJ prism}s fail in their du~ to a~low early release of terminally i~l and ;aged 

inmates. 

EDITORIAL 

Real Gm~ Control From Sacramento 

California’s new law is a sign that enlightened Iawrnaldng is possible in zMneFiean 

politics. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Syria Is Not Iraq 

Our errors i~ h:aq should not keep us fl’om doi~g the right tb 

this dme. 

~ Columrli~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Chutzpah Cat~e~s 

Lootdng for n’alism in all the wrong places. 

~ Cok.lrnnis[ Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR 

How CoIonoseopies Are :Like Home Renovations 

People don’t evaluate the pain of an experience by summing up 

the overall total, Instead, they’ remember the pain at the very 

e~d - and whether it got better or worse. 

Col?nos 
a-~p~es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <~maikskozxrcseofyppfekp@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Monday, May 6, 2013 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

We Celebrate You: 20% OFF 

20% OFF ÷ FREE SHIPPING* 

Is this email i~ot displaying COl-rectiy? \/iew it h~ your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Frierld 

ii"~ Routledge 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We [espect your privacy and will not rJisclose, rent or seil you[ ernail arJdress to any outside organisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2013 Taylor & Francis, an Informa b~isiness. 

raylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 10.,’2954 

Registerers office: Morlimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please click her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 



Fl’~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: Openings with "the Center tbr Global Initiatives, Plff) F~mding 

Apply for a CGI Summer Internship 
~rie~ity @~,adlir~e: ~ay q7 

Encourage new students and parents to consider global engagement oppo~unities like applying for CGI 

awards and the US Fulbright Program. Research global engagement trends and measures to open 

access to students underrepresented in study abroad and other international travel oppo~unities. 

Experience living, studying, or working abroad is preferred 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
F~bdght a~-~d h~tematbr~a~ F~nd~r~9 1@ 

This informational session will introduce Faculty to the Core and 

Specialist Fulbright oppo~unities for faculty, as w~ll as other 

international funding opportunities through the Center for Global 

Initiatives (CGI) 

.................................................................................................................................................... F~bd~ht-.Ha~s Dectora~ D~sserta~:k~,-~ Research 

~broad (DDRA) Fellowship 
INFOR~TION SESSION: Tuesday, May 14 12:00 PM 

Room 3009, FedEx Global Education Center 

CAMPUS Application Deadline: ~ursday, May 21, 2013" 

*The Department of Education deadline is June 3, 2013 but all 

applicants must meet the UNC campus deadline for eligibility 

This is very fast turnaround fellowship oppoRunity with average 

awards to PhD students in the amount of $45,000. Students in 
economics, engineering, international development, global 

education, mathematics, political science, public health, science, or 

technology are given pdority 

Purpose 

This US. DepaRment of Education program provides grants to 

colleges and universities to fund individual doctoral students who 

conduct ~e,ea~ch ~ oth~ count~,, ~ ~o~m ro~i~n ~u~, 
and area studies for periods of six to 12 months 

fo~ gi~i~i~fi~[ 
This grant is available to Ph,D candidates who wish to engage in full- 

time dissertation research abroad in modern foreign languages and 

area studies. Projects focusing on Western Europe are not eligible 

for funding. The grant provides travel expenses, maintenance 

allowance for the grantee and his/her dependents, books and other 

research-related expenses and health insurance 

Full application information here: 

Applicants in the following disciplines and and LCTL languages 

receive bonus points during the review process: 

Competitive Preference Priority 1 (5 points), A research project that 

focuses on any of the 78 languages selected from the U,S 

Department of Education’s list of Less Commonly Taught Languages 

(LCTLs), as follows:Akan (Twi-Fante) Albanian, Amharic, Arabic (all 

dialects), Armenian, Azeri (Azerbaijani), Balochi, Bamanakan 

(Bamana, Bambara, Mandikan, Mandingo, Maninka Dyula) 

Belarusian Bengali (Bangla), Berber (all languages), Bosnian, 

Bulgarian, Burmese, Cebuano (Visayan), Chechen, Chinese 

(Cantonese), Chinese (Gan), Chinese (Mandarin), Chinese (Min), 

Chinese (Wu), Croatian, Dari, Dinka, Georgian, Gujarati, Hausa, 

Hebrew (Modern), Hindi, Igbo, Indonesian, Japanese, Javanese, 

Kannada, Kashmiri, Kazakh, Khmer (Cambodian), Kirghiz, Korean, 

Kurdish (Kurmanji), Kurdish (Sorani), Lao, Malay (Bahasa Melayu or 

Malaysian), Malayalam, Marathi, Mongolian, Nepali, Oromo, Panjabi, 

Pashto, Persian (Farsi), Polish, Portuguese (all varieties), Quechua, 

Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Sinhala (Sinhalese), Somali, Swahili, 

Tagalog, Tajik, Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Tibetan, Tigrigna, Turkish, 

Turkmen, Ukrainian, Urdu, Uyghur/Uigur, Uzbek, Vietnamese, Wolof, 

Xhosa, Yoruba, and Zulu 

iRESOURCES 



are proposed by applicants using advanced language proficiency in 

one of the 78 LCTLs listed in Competitive Preference Priority I in 

their research and who are in the fields of economics, engineering, 

international development, global education, mathematics, political 

science, public health, science, or technology, 

-J--~-~-;~:~-~!:!!~!:~-~:-~--~!:~-~!:!:!~-‘~1~-~!~-~-‘‘-:-~!:~!!~!:!~ ~o~i ....................................... 
Navig!ato~’s,    , ................................ : .............................................................................................. 

The Program Manager is responsible for all aspects of the day-to-day 

operation of the Carolina Navigators Program. Carolina Navigators is 

an innovative intercultural education seP~ice-learning program of the 

Center for Global Initiatives at the University of Noah Carolina-Chapel 

Hill. Nearing its 20th year, Carolina Navigators provides hands-on 

learning experiences for UNC students and free global education 

resources for K-12 teachers and students across the state. 

Ap[)~-~’ to ~’~tem w~th CG~ ~’~ the 2013--2014 Academic Yea~ 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) is a vibrant National Resource Center in global education looking to 

expand our work with your help and enthusiasm. Get to know a small, upbeat team of creative staff who 

administer awards for international travel and suppo~ vital, globally-themed work that spans from the 

Carolina Global Photo Contest, to our h~o major anti-conferences, Visualizing Human Rights and Global 

American South, and beyond. Excellent fit for students interested in communications and media, or 

internationally-focused careers and issues. 

Carcinoma G~obal Phetoq~aphV Compet~t~o~~ 

.~.~ 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), Study Abroad and UNC Global are pleased to announce a 

collaborative call for entries to the annual Carolina Global Photography Competition This is an amateur 

photography competition that is open to all students, faculty, staff and of The University of Noah Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Peach Awa~ded CG~ G~ant to Develop Cot~se e~~ Commu~-~ca~:~[}q 

Sara Peach, lecturer at the UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication and senior producer for 

the school’s experimental Reese News Lab, has won a $4,000 Curriculum Development Award from the 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives Peach, who teaches an environmental journalism course at the school, 

will use the award this summer to develop a summer 2014 course called "Telling the climate change 

story in noRhern Europe" in conjunction with the UNC Institute for the Environment 

Job Open~n~.~: Assoch~te Dhecto~, Ts~n~h~ P~ogram, Ken~m--F~aq~er 

The Kenan-Flagler Business School has launched a new pa~nership with Tsinghua University in China to 

offer a joint Masters of EngineeringlMasters of Business Administration degree. They are seeking an 

Associate Director to manage the day-to-day operations of the program. The position is based in Chapel 

Hill but works closely with Tsinghua University, including bi-annual or annual trips to China. 

Last month, during a public discussion on American MMslims~ UNC-Chapel Hill Islamic Studies 

Rrefesser Cad Ernst spoke about t e ~s cry, America. ef"mmoril:ies be~n9 ~argeted by ~rral:iena~ hatred." 

(read the [u~ 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@wlime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Sexual Assaults in MilitaU Raise Alaun in Washin~on 

Top News 

Sex,Pal Assa~ts in Military Raise Alarm ir~ ~,Vasl~a~gton 

:~ angU Preside~k Obama and Con~’ess demanded action after a Pentagon 

survey estimated 26,000 people il~ the armed forces were assaulted last year, 

up l¥om 19,ooo in 2olo. 

UoS. Weighs Wider %~iretap :Laws to Cover Online Activity 

The Obama administration is on ~e verge of backing an F.B.I. plan for an 

overhaul ~-~f sum’eiilanee laws khat would make if easier to wiretap people who 

commm~ieate by I~tem~et rather than phone. 

Befi~re Escape, :Fleeting Clues to Lo~g Ordeal 

The authorities had been called two times 

Cleveland, Ohio, where three young women who disappeared 

about a decade ago were 

~ [] Slide Show: Searching for Clues in Cleveland 

~ house 

Editors’ Picks 

I[NTERAC’FIVE FEATURE: The 
Personal and the Polil-ieal on a Candidate’s Diet 

In the image-conscious world of politics, the subject of a 

politieian’s weight is [~o[ off ]imiN. Here, s Ntements li"om some politicians who 

openly discussed Near weight struggles at vmqous poh~N J~ their esteem. 



Related Alticle 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

ldtehen Little 

The wisdom, and pleasure, of getting children interested in 

cooking eaHy on. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DR. NOHAMNED GHULUZE, ;] hospit;fi offici;]] in Nigeria, on the military’s routine 

delivery of bodies [o tl~e morgue as it wages ~ar on radica~ [slamis[s. 

World 

Bodies Po~r I~ as N~ger~a Rom~ds Up lslmn~sts 

The milita~:v’s harsh tactics have curtailed milihmt akb~cks in the 

north, a strc, nghold of Boko Haram, but at a hngc cost and with 

likely repercussions. 

hcspitN 

Syr~m~ Rebels Nay They Douq~ed He|ieopter Amid New 

Claims o~ Chen~ieal ~’Veapo~s 

The claims came as Syria’s civil war threatened anew to spread beyond its 

borders aRer a~ airst~:ike ~inked to Israel 

~ iran Wa~ns Syrian R.bels Af,er Report o, Shrin. Desecration 

HezbollM~ Tm~es Risk~ by Fighfi~g Rebels 

Trained to battle Israel, Hezbollah’s Lebanese SMite guerzfillas 

a~ pushing into a very differen t fight, agains t fellow 

Muslim s trying to topl.q e PresJd ent Bashm" ul-:\ssa d. 

::...~] bAillbo~rd 

ol Iile 

U.S. 

][n Calif~onja, Early Push for College Diw~rsity 

States that have outlawed affkmafive action in college 

admissions, like California, ar~? giving potential app]ieanks a 

up for overcoming ~fisadvantages ]ike pove~fy and troubled 

neighborhoods. 

~ Slide Show: Recruiting M~nodt~, Students 

~ ~ ~nteractive Feature: At Elite Colleges, an Admissions Gap for Minorities 

Universi 

~ 2a forn 



Delaware, Conl-hmh~g a Trend~ Becomes the tt~-h State to 

~ow Same- Sex Unions 

The bill passed the S~ate Se~m~e by a ~ 2-~o-9 vote and the govenmr quickly 

signed it, making Ddaware the 1~ sta[c to permit same-scx marriages. 

Rec.ognit~on Grows for Poets of Slreets~ ~Iain or 

Othe~wdse 

The list ~:d cities and towns across the nation that have their o~ 

offidaI bards ~s rapidly grm~{ng. 

recently 

Retro Report: Voyage of the 
Mobro 4000 
ALSO IN VIDEO ~> 

Anatomy of a Scene: "Before Midnight" 

How about a little lu×ury? 

Business 

Hospital Billing Varies Wildly, UoSo Data Shows 

Data being released for the first time shows that hospitals charge Medh::are 

wildly diffmgng amoung for the same procedure, often far above what 

Medicare ty~ieally reimburses. 

DEALBOOK 

Small Firm Cmlhl Turn the Vote on Dimon 

:M~ obsom~ London firm may dctcmfine whether damie Di*w-m keeps his dual 

role as chief executive and chairman of JPMorgan Chase. 

DEALBOOK 

New N ork State investigath~g i ension-Advanee i~ ~,i~i 

Firms L.a,,vs ky, ] 

New York’s top banking ~egulator has begun an investigation 

in to pension-adva n oe fim~ s, Ll~e Ienders [h a L woo retirees to sign over theh’ 

monthly penskm (’.hec~ in return fbr casho 

Sports 

GAME 2: KNICKS 105. PACERS 79 

lh~ieks RaRle 1Urns and the Pacers 

Unbowed by the moment, tmmoved by the Pacers’ size 

advantage, the ~ic~ blc~x Lhe Pacers off Lhe court with a 
straining 23-0 rill1 ill the second hail. 

, ~ gox Score I ~ Slide Show: Game 2: Kn~cKa vs. Pacers 



Decisive Surge Gets a Spark From ,,%igioni, of All People 

Back Home, Pacers’ Stephenson Is Leaving Fresh 

Marks on Garden’s Hardwood 

The Bmoldyn native Lance Stephenson is using rebcmnds and 

defcnse to make ]ffc difficult for the 

B~tler Shows He Is No Mere Fill-ha for BvflIs 

With LaoI Deng sidelined in Game 1 on Mondw, Chicago’s 

Jimmy Butler had ~] points and ]4 rebom~ds while holding the 

Miarai Heat’s I~,Bron James to 24 points over all. 

The 

Jimmy 

Fo~ m0;e spawns ne>,s, ,go to NYTimee,eom,~Sporte >> 

A~ts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Rap, Both Good and Bad for B~siness 

Recent embarrassmenks involving rappers and their product 

endorsements highlight the cc, nflieting wdues and public images 

of hip-hop artists and mainsh’eam corporations. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’OLD-FASHIONED PROSTITUTES (A TRUE ROMANCE)’ 

In the Scrim of Me~nory, Rea|ity ]Itself 
Br r.:~. < r.:P..<,m.r: ~ 

h} "Oh:l-Fashh:med Prostitutes (A True Romance)," a mind- 

bendh~g play by Richard Foreman at the Public Tkea~er, an agh~g 

man sift< through past eneom~Eers. 

Ray Harryhausen, Whose Creatt~res Battled 

aason and Sinbad~ D~es at 9~ 

From sword fights to swooping pterodaetyls, Mr. HarPyhausen 

created and photographed many of the most memorable fimtasy- 

advenhn’e sequences in movie history. 

Dining & Wine 

Rep~anl-ing the Rust Belt 
L: ; ibi. i.::, MCgi"i ~ 

Around Cleveland and PiEsburgh, a web of chefs, butchers and 

farts ers is ~Ting to bz{ng the landscape be& into balance. 

~ D Slide Show 

chef 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I PEARL & ASH 

The V~;ine and the DiMe Go Hand h~ Hand 

Going to Pearl & Ash ~4thout opening a bottle would be missing 

the whole point .- this ~vstaurant has become the cib,’s most 

exciting place to &’ink wine. 

~ D S~ide Show 

Barrage of Beef~ Argentine SDqe 

From the chef Dante I,iporace, a bo~d and gutsy Argentine mea~ 

that lea hires the cow’s less run-of-the-milI eats. 

Fo:- mo:e dir~inf; news ~nd recipes, go to NYTimes,comiDining ~ 

Today’s Video 



~ VmEO: Vi~lani-e Copy Edito~° 

A fi]mmaker searebes %r a mysterious vm~dal who has been 

eorTeefing grammar on placards in ~e senlpture garden of 

Pratt Institute in Brooklyn. 

~ Related Article 

I~i M;~o VmEO: Studying Birds, With a Drone’s 

Help 

Dron e tecb n elegy, d eve~oped fl)r wa rfare, is now being used to 

skudy the natural world. In Colorado, sand~ill cranes are 

counted with a small rkone eMled the Ravem 

Related Article 

~ VWEO: In Egypt, a P~mgent 

Divides N oses 

:~ Egyptians celebrate spring with Sham el-Nessim, tbe hdiday’s 

central meal of aged ~sh brings pride to some and a case of 

olfaekory overload to others. 

, Related Article 

Fol mole video ",: e to NYTimes.~omNideo >) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The }l~l~ta~"s Se,~al Assault C~0iMs 

A new- Dcfcnse DepaYkment study shows the mn-nber~ rising to alarming levels. 

And a]I the while the Pentagon’s credibility is sinkingo 

EDITORIAL 

Chitin and Cyberwar 

Computer espionage is growi~g ever more dangerous, and Washington directly 

blames Be~ing of men ~ting athmks 

EDITORIAL 

Fern" Legs A~e Good 

Hve eandidakes running for New York Ciky’s mayoral race kry t,-,, o~_~tdo one 

another in compassion at a fl)rmn on animal rigbts. Who Joves ]:,eta the most? 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Sta~’l-- Up Diplomacy 

Somehow, the United States must conduct "eeonom k: statecraR" 

in an age of auskerity. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Postcard From Yemen 

A se~’erc waker sho~fage is taking a devastating koli on khis 

breatbtakingly beautiflfi comfix’y. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The women in Congress take aim at tbe complacent brass. 

, ColumniN Page 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vlime s.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Diplomat Says Questions Over Bengh~i Led to Demotion 

Top News 

Diplomat Says Questions Over Be~ghazi Led to i~ c~g,~o,v. 
Demotion I ...... Hicks, 

k veteran oflScJgd gave a rivefi,)g account of t})e terrorist a~ack      ~2~: 

in IJbya last Sept. ~ and described iN contentious aftem~ath at a 

charged Congressional heaNng [hat reflected weighb’ po]idcaI stakes. 

Questions and Answers on the Benghazi Assault 

Video: House Hearing i ~ate Department Officiai on Demotion 

[] Document: A Timeiine of Evens in Benghazi 

Igosto~ Bomb~a~g I~quiR¢ Looks Closely at Rt~ssia Trip 

Officials are iuvestigating repoCas that Tamer]an Tsarnaev, a suspect in the 

Boston Ma rathon born bings, may h ave tri ed to contact Isla mist extremists. 

A Lost Generation: Yomtg S>~oiart Refugees 

Struggle to SurYive 

More than hNf the 5oo,ooo Syrian ref~tgees in Jordan are under 

] 8. "They can’t see beyond, frankly, the next day," an ,~M worker 

says. 

~ [] interactive Feature: RefcLqees Stra9gie at Zaatari Camp 

~ [] Vi~eo: Syrian Refugees Cross into Uncertainty 

rafugee 

I 

Fei moie toi) t:ews g!~) to NYTimes.eom 

Editors’ Picks 



Senators have proposed a~ immigration bill that cotfid give a 

legal second chance ~o tens of thousands of deportees. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Predator and Prey, a Delicate D~ee 

Not meddlin~ with natm’e is ccntral to America’s modern 

w~]derness tradition, but shoald we make an exception to save a 

World 

Boston Bombh~g Inquiry Looks C|ose|y at R~ssia Trip 

Officials a re iwves t] gating reports th at Tam er] an Tsa rn aev, a suspect ~ n th e 

Boston Marathon homl:in~ may have tried to contact Islamist extremists. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

China Dips a Toe I~to Middle gas[- Peaee 

Back-to-hack visits fl’om the PalestiDian add Israeli leaders 

hinted that China had given some thought to playing a more 

ene~Netie, if very limited, role as mediab-~,r. 

I 

[ ~,lin ister 

Political Hando~ts Thr~ve in Pakistan 

Amid the talk of change in Salairday’s ele~Nons, Pakistan 

remNns a place where handouN can deNde votes a~d lawbreakers 

are sought out for protection. 

~ Slide Show: Gearing (Jp for Paki~an’s Historic Election 

~ ~ Share Your Views on Democracy in Pakistan 

Punjab 

U,S. 

C|evelm~d l~lm~ Charged l’Vith 

l~dnapping 

Castro is accused of impriso[~ing z~xna[~da Berry, Gina 



DeJesns and MM~el]e Knight in his hrmse for years, 

THE LEDE 

0~ Faeebook, Clevelm~d Kidnapping S~speet I Facebo 

Hid Seeret Under ’LOL’ 

The suspect, ~eI Castro, was a highly engaged user of 

Faeebook, but his posts offer no hint of a disturbed mind or of the horri~qng 

secret he kept for more than a decade in his Cleveland home. 

Emphasis on Deficit Reduction Is Seen by 

Eeononfists ~s Impeding Recovery 

:\fief bvo years of stalemate on how to spin’job creation and 

slash defidts, it is dear "daa~ fiscal tightening has been a drag 

~ [] Graphic: Fiscal Policies ]aRe a Toll 

Bill Cunningham: Hats Off 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Marc Bitiman shows us how to make "The Big Mac o~ 

Melissa Clark makes a ch~ssic Middle Eastern dish 

Business 

STATE OF THE ART 

Google*s Aggregator Gives Way to an Hdr 

Not that many care, b tt O~ogle Reader is scheduled to end July 

L And Feed~y.com is just the newsreader to replace it. 

Foes Suggest a Tradeoffif Pipe|ine ~s Approved 

Should President Obama approve the *,7oo-mile Keystone XL 

pipeline, some foes of the projec~ say he c, ught to ad&’ess climate 

policy at the same time. 

~ bama 

E~rope Inches Closer to Establishing a Banking Unio~t 

The eat)in et of Chan cellor Angela Merkel approved Iegisla tion lkat would gra n t 

oversigh~ of s_M~ institutions to the Em’opean O~ntraI Bank. 

Sports 

X’Vitl~ Hop and FHek, Little Gtiys Get Upper Htmd 

The siam dunk has captivated the basketball world for a 

generatkm with its raw feroeib~ and balletic grace, but this year a 

dif[k~rent shot is sweeping "~e N.B.A. p]ayofN: the teardrop. 

The 

Stephe;1 



~ [] interactive Feature: Ti~e Teardrop Shot, Up Over the Giants 

GAME 2: HEAT 115, BULLS 78 

LeBrou dames had 19 poi~ts, all in the flint half, and 9 assisB as 

Miami evened the ser4es, at 1-1~ and handed ( :h~eago ks worst 

p]ayoff loss in fl’anehise histoW. 

, ~ Box Score 

ilad one I 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 

The Knicks ~m Game 2 by doub]e-teamh~g the Pacers in the 

post and mobbing ddbblem on pieb-a*~d.-rolls, whM~, Kewon 

Ma~i~ said, was also the plm~ in Game 1, 

a N.BA Roundup: VVarriors Beat Spurs to Tie Series 

gusrdin 

Arts 

MUSIC R EVI E~¢4 

%’ho’s l~lore Vtflga~? The Performer or the Crowd? 

Danny Brown, tom{ug with ~t%’, came Lo irviug Plaza ou Tues&~y iu a pairing 

thai captures many of the co~tradictions of today’s ~ndepende~t h~p-hop scene. 

MUSIC REVIEW                                                                      iX Jsmes 

The paradox at the core of dames Blake’s music became clear at 

a Termi~ml 5 show: tools thai b~4~g communal joy to a clax~ce floor also earW his 

songs dceper into solitude. 

Harvey Weinstein and Shane Sa]er~m, the producer and director 

of a doeumentaU about J. D. Saiinger, are seeking to build 

momentum for the film by offering onJy tm~taJizi~g hints about its 

Fashion & Style 

It’s L~u~ehtin~e: Let’s Drawee 

Put that sandwich dowu, s{ff parb’ o[%anizet~, and come hoagie 

for an ~our. 

UP CLOSE 

On to the Next Experiment 

Cecilia Dean, a former model and a fashion aud art.-wor]d fixture 

behind V m~d VisJonaire magazines, is eager to push boundaries, 

whether in publishing, fashion or" 

SCENE CITY 

Staying U]p Late at t|~e }~et 
L:., ~.RiC 

The relaxed, i_.,unk-.themed d[~ss code helped produce ozm of the 

best Cx~stume Institute galas in yea~s. 

~ [] Slide Show: Scene City: inside the Met Ball 

L~,ooh I 
Be~t at 

Des n, / 

For i:~ere ~g~silioi’~ news, go to NYTimee.com/Faehion >,, 

Today’s Video 



The Times’s Serge F. Kovaleski talks about the decisions made 

by bystanders like Angel Cordero k) help [l~e r~;lease of three 

wome~ held against their will in Clevdand. 

~ vn~:o: Anatomy of a Scene: ~The Great 

Gatsby~ 

Baz Luhrmann, the director of ’~I’he (h’eak Gatsby," m~rrates a 

scene from his film featuring Leonardo DiCapNo and Tobey 

Maguire. 

~ vine:o: Interseet~on: D~lmbo’s Style 

Nlash: Up 

MarS~ Medium, a visual desiff~er, ~h’aws fashion inspiraSo~ 

his youth in the Lower East Side and bright colors. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

D~ p~omatic Stirrings on Syr~ a 

A solution to Syria’s civil war depe~ds heavily on Russia’s ~dl~ing~ess to stop 

enabling President Bashar al-Assad. 

EDITORIAL 

Bam~s Still Behavh~g Badly 

Efforts b-., et~d mortgage a*~d [oreelos m’e abuses remain far too weak. 

EDITORIAL 

An Industry i~Ian for the 

Will Tom Whee~er’s lo~g career represe~fing the ~nterests of 

tdecommuuieadons companies make ik hard for him to be an independent and 

fah’ ~gulator? 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Guess Who’s Back.~ 

With the newest member of the }louse of Repr~;sen[atives being 

a disgraced ex-govemor, we ~ow know that voters today are 

willing k~ overlook bad j udgment of epic proper’dons. 

, Coicmlnis[ Page 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

In China, Powe~° Is A~°rog~nt 

Wacky aud arbitrat:v miles aud laws demons~’ate t~e atTogauce 

of power in Chinao 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Terms ot" Art 

Many on the political right have a bone-deep co~atempt for those 

who are diflbrent. 

~ Columrli~ Page 

ON THIS DAY 
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Thursday, May 9, 2013 4:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Maternal Mortality, ttuman Pdghts and Accountability ~] New ti~)m Routledge Law 

~ Routledge 

Dear Colleague, 

A new Routledge Research in Lawtitle that focuses on a criticaiiy 

important par of one of the highest causes of death in the world today- 

ma[ernal mortali[y, has just published. Get access to this very timely 

research by recommendinq to your librarian or purchasinR a copy 

today¯ 

Materna  Mortality, Human 
Rights and Accountability 

Paul Hunt, Professor of Law, Essex 

University & Tony Gray 

mortality, human !igi~ts and ac,’:ountabili[y. 

held irl Geneva in 2010 that R,’cused on 

one criCk;ally irr~I;orl:ant pa!t of maternal 

rno!talitylhuman ligh~s ’" acceuntability 

Hardback: 978o94t5-53458-1 

Press enquiries - please contact me for further information 

AlixFryer,RoutledgeLavv,alexandra.fr er tandf.co.uk     ~~ 

~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Siqn up by subiect area to receive news and offers strai,~ht to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscribe at any time. 

We respect four privacy and w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright [3 201.3 Taylor 8 Francis, an Informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscribe, please click her__e. Please note this is an automaled operation 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai127.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CALL FOR PAPERS: 2013 Annual Conference 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
Sixth Anm~a~ ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pros�mr at the Conference. Umqu¢~ proposals from senior graduate sbJdents (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics ~elated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outline of newand unpublished research A recent C.V with all contact data also must be included with name, 

C.V,s ca~ be submi~ed HE~. 

VIEW the Iis[ oF pap~t!s pres~ml:ed at ti~e 2012 Annual ASMEA C:on[erence HERE. Any questions or for mo!~t 

information, contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info~.ae~eaeeholare,org 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.or¢~ 

U nsubssribe eunice@email.unc edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www.asmeascholars org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA All rights resemed. 



Ficom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <’Questia.EmaJl@maill.questia.com~ 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 1:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

You’ve nominated them- now vote tbr your most valuable professor! 

i~il Votefor your Most Valuable Professor Competition! 

Vote For Your Most Valuable Professor! 

Now it’s )’ot~r turn to cast vour vote! I~’s t~p ~o vot~ to decide 
three ~?rofessors are Questia~s ~,,/}\,’~s receiving the honor of Q~estia 
est.ablishing a $2,500 scholalship ir~ tJ~eir names! 

Visit o~r Facebook page to vote [era Iro[essor or nominate your owr~ 

Vote for ,¢o~r professor rode,c! ] 

Questia’s Most Valuable Professor Competition ...... Wt~o is Your MVP? 

Video 

Qclestia is operated by Cer~f:la~’~e Learnin.~j © 2013..All rights reserved 

Questia, ~ N S~te Street, .~.uita 900, Chicago, 11. 60602, United States 

You have subscribed to receive emaiis from Questia You provided ’four e-maii address (eunice@email.unc edu) 
wi~erl you registered Or purchased from us. To unsubsc~ibe [~om such emeils click here 

About G~iesti~3 [ Contact us [ Pdv~3c7 policy ] Ema de very .eete ecces 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Politics & Intl Relations <Announcements@news.sagepnb.com~ 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 6:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

State Politics & Policy QuaJ:terly: Access fiee top-read articles today 

Access most-read articles today in State Politics & Policy Quarterly FREE for a limited time! 

View with imag£~ [ Satelist us I Ema~l alerts ....................................... 

Access Free Top-Read State Politics & Policy 
Quarterly Articles Today! Explore the latest 
research. 

State Polities & Paliey Guarterlg {SPPG), peer-reviewed and 
published quarterly, is the premier publication outlet for original 
research on state politics and policy. The official publication of 
the State Politics and Policy Section of the American Political 
Science Association, SPPQ publishes high quality academic 
studies that develop and test general hypotheses of political 
behavior and policymaking, exploiting the unique advantages of 
the states. 

Access, cite, and share these articles with your students, 
colleagues, and other faculty today - FREE* through June 

15, 2013! 

Elections. 1920-2000 by Melanie J. Springer 

Gay and Transgender-h~clusive Laws against Discrimination by 
Jami K. Taylor, Daniel C. Lewis, Matthew L. Jacobsmeier, and 
Brian DiSarro 

State Policy Innovativeness Revisited by Frederick J. Boehmke 
and Paul Skinner 

Immigra[ion Crackdown in the American Workplace: Explaining 

Variation in E-Verify Polic’~ Adoption Across the U.S. States by 
Benjamin J. Newman, Christopher D. Johnston, April A. 

Strickland, and Jack Citrin 

Achievin~q Validation: Barack Obama and Black Turnout in 2008 
by Seth C. McKee, M. V. Hood III, and David Hill 

A Bootstrap Method for Condt~cting otatistical Inference with 
Clustered Data by Jeffrey J. Harden 

Formal and Perceived Leadership Power in U.S. State 
Legislatures by James Coleman Battista 

Advertising in Gubernatorial Races by Thomas M. Carsey, 

Robert A. Jackson, Melissa Stewart, and James P. Nelson 

The hnpact of Par~y Control on the Diffusion ef Parental 
Invelvement Laws in the U.S. States by Marshall H. Medoff, 
Christopher Dennis, and Kerri Stephens 

Bypassing the Representational Filter?: Minority Ri~’~hts Pelicies 
under Direct Democracy h~stitutions in the U.S. States by 
Daniel C. Lewis 

*You may already have access to these articles through a 
library or other subscription. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Carsey 
Editor, State Politics & Policy Quarterly 

sppq@unc.edu 

] Sanlple ISSUe 

Editor: 

Thomas Carsey, University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Impact Factor*: 0333 

Ranked: 106 out of 141 in 

Political Science 

*Source: 2011 Journal Citation 

Reports® (Thomson Reuters, 

2o~z) 

New SPPQ Mobile 
Version! 
Now you can read SPPQ articles 

from your Smartphone. Visit 

htt p:h’m.spa, sa~e#ub.eom 

on your phone and viewthe 

articles now! 

Official Journal of State Politics 

and Policy: An Or~anized 

Section of the American Po~itica] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 3:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: In Hours, Thieves Took $45 Million in A.T.M. Scheme 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines        Friday, May 10, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Editorials 

I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

In Hours, Thieves Took $45 Million in A.T.M. 

Scheme 
By MARC SANTORA 

The authorities said ]aptops and the Internet were used in more 

than two dozen countries to steal from A.T.M.’s, including 2,904 

machines in New York City, in one day. 

~ ~" Map: Putting a Face on Dozens of Withdrawals in Manhattan 

After Plant Explosion, Texas Remains Wary of 

Regulation 
By IAN URBINA, MANNY FERNANDEZ and JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Last month’s devastating blast in West, Tex., did little to shake 

local skepticism of government regulations, and recent efforts to 

push for more oversight have faced strong resistance. 

¯ ~_~ Graphic: A Neighborhood Nearly Obliterated by a Blast 

Citrus Disease With No Cure Is Ravaging 

Florida’s Groves 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

So far, efforts to find a way to stop the spread of citrus greening 

have failed, and the damage is growing increasingly extensive. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

THEATER I TONY AWARDS 

Make Your Tony Picks 
Vote for, share and keep track of your Tony Awards favorites 

with The Times’s interactive ballot. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Next Pandemic: Not if, but When 
By DAVID QUAMMEN 

The new, aggressive pathogens in China and Saudi Arabia may or 
may not carve a deadly path to the West. But sooner or later, you 

can be sure, one will. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The segregation here was as obvious as fireworks." 

JAROSEAV VAEASTIAK, principal of an elementary school in Sarisske Miehalany, Slovakia, 
where Roma pupils were separated from others. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Cancer Vaccines Get a Price Cut in Poor Nations 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

Two drug companies will charge less than $5 a dose to expand 

protection from the virus known as HPV to millions of girls in 
the poorest countries. 

In Its Efforts to Integrate Roma, Slovakia Recalls 
U.S. Struggles 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

Eastern Slovakia’s elementary schools are a microcosm of one of 
Europe’s biggest challenges: how to bring its most disadvantaged 
minority into the mainstream. 

¯ ~,~’~ Slide Show: Slovakia Struggles to Desegregate Its Schools 

Chinese Filmmaker Is Investigated by Family 
Planning Officials 
By EDWARD WONG 

China’s most celebrated director, Zhang Yimou, could face a 
hefty fine if he is found to have fathered more children than 
allowed by law. 

................................................................................................. EO[ r?£re ~odd [~e~s, go to NY~[imes,�om!Wo!!d ~t 

U.S. 

Suspect in Boston Bombing Talked Jihad in Russia 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Acquaintances of Tameflan Tsarnaev in Russia said he was already interested in 
wagingjihad when he arrived there last year, but they discouraged him from 
joining a militant group. 



Emotional Recovery Seen Possible for Victims of Prolonged 
Abuse 
By ERICA GOODE 

Experts see a long road ahead for the women freed from a Cleveland house, and 

a need for family support, therapy and privacy. 

After Verdict, Sentencing Is a New Trial for 

Jurors 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

After Jodi Arias was convicted of the murder of her former 

boyfriend, the jurors must now turn to the difficult question of 

whether her crime deserves the death penalty. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

House hunting in ... Bali 
ALSOIN REAL ESTATE ~ 

Explore a three-bedroom among palms and rice paddies 

Properties for $870,000 

r=ytim.es.co.m REAL ES:TATE 

Business 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

Challenge to Dogma on Owning a Home 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

The benefits of homeownership are cited repeatedly in justifying 

the tax breaks given to home buyers. But a study has tied 

homeownership with rising levels of unemployment. 

Pro-Inflation Policies Show Signs of Helping the 
Japanese Economy 
By HIROKO TABUCHI and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

The Bank of Japan’s efforts to reinvigorate the nation’s economy 

are showing results, at least in the sinking value of the yen. 



British Tabloid’s Web Site Makes Foray Into 

America 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Mail Online, The Daily Mail’s site, has expanded on the news and 

business sides with offices in New York, and coverage of 

celebrities in Los Angeles. 

................................................................................... (O( rg0re b~si(~ess 9evys! go t? N~[imes.�0m(Bu~ines~ tt 

Sports 

Olympian Dies in America’s Cup Training After 

Yacht Flips 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Andrew Simpson, a British sailor and Olympic gold medalist, was 

caught beneath the capsized boat, the team said. Simpson had 

been sailing for Artemis, Sweden’s entry in the America’s Cup. 

A Coach Who Stands Above Them All 
By THE NEWYORKTIMES 

Mex Ferguson, who produced 13 league championships at 

Manchester United, is a candidate for the title of greatest coach 

in history. The other names that emerge might be surprising. 

His Knee Fine, Knicks’ Shumpert Is Soaring 

Again 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

Iman Shumpert’s one-handed slam dunk in Game 2 against the 

Pacers showed how far he has come since he tore his anterior 

cruciate ligament in the first playoffgame of last season. 

.............................................................................................. For r~ore sports oe~s, go to NYTimes~�0m!Sp0rt~ ~ 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

Made for ’Ugh,’ Appropriated for ’Oooh’ 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Street fashions of the punk movement sit beside the upscale 

clothing it influenced in "Punk: Chaos to Couture," at the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Punk Gone Couture 

ART REVIEW 

Fixations of a Fabulist, Hermetic and Mystical 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

The Morgan Library & Museum presents the first survey of 

Matthew Barney’s complex graphic work, delving into his themes 

of death, resurrection and transformation. 



DANCE REVIEW 

American Music, Abloom, Pollinated by Multiple 

Steps 
By ALASTAI R MACAU LAY 

New York City Ballet’s spring gala included a performance by 

Queen Latifah and by the clarinetist Richard Stoltzman. 

........................................................................................................ E0[ n) or~ a~ts r~e~s, g0 t0 NYrimes,com!A rt~ ~ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE GREAT GATSBY’ 

Shimmying Off the Literary Mantle 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In detail and dialogue "The Great Gatsby" largely adheres 

faithfully to F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel, but Baz Luhrmann has 

colored it lavishly with his feel for the era. 

¯ ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’STORIES WE TELL’ 

Family Opens Its Diary, With Mother as Subject 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In "Stories We Tell," the actress and director Sarah Polley sat 

down with relatives and friends to talk about her mother, who 

died when Ms. Polley was 11. 

¯ ~ Video: Sarah Polley on ’Stories We Tell’ 

~ A Messy Look at the Family Mystery 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SIGHTSEERS’ 

These Two Really Need a Vacation, So Beware 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In the comedy "Sightseers," a couple of Britons take a sometimes 

violent vacation. 

¯ ~ Video: Ben Wheatley on ’Sightseers’ 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes.comlMovies )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Syrian Refugees Cross Into Uncertainty 
At the Zaatari refugee camp in northern Jordan, more than lOO 

thousand refugees face dusty days and cold nights in an 

uncertain existence with no end in sight. 

, Related Article 

¯ ¢~ Interactive Feature 

VIDEO: Decoded: HLN’s Strategic Salaciousness 
HLN, the sister network of CNN, poured resources into the trial 

of Jodi Arias, hoping to recapture ratings it had in another case 



involving a young woman and an alleged homicide: Casey 

Anthony. 

~ VIDEO: Amalfi’s Legacy of Lemons 
Along Italy’s Amalfi Coast, one family struggles to carry on its 

heritage of lemon cultivation. 

¯ Related Article I ~ Slide Show 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Republicans’ Benghazi Obsession 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

While they focus on the attack that killed four Americans in September, Libya is 

unraveling. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Generate Distrust on Drones 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A former administration lawyer says secrecy makes the program seem illegal. 

EDITORIAL 

The N.L.R.B.’s Contested Poster 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A federal appeals court dominated by conservative judges rules against a 

requirement that employers post notices about union rights. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Next Contagion: Closer Than You Think 
By MICHAEL T. OSTERHOLM 

When punic health officials warn about the threat of a new virus, they aren’t 

crying wolf. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bernanke, Blower of Bubbles? 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

With all the talk about financial bubbles lately, do current bond 

and stock prices make sense? 

: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Started at the Bottom 



By DAVID BROOKS 

Four Hispanic young people peel back the curtain into a different 

wiring of aspirations and loyalties than those held by the 
empirical kids I described in March. 

: Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On May lO, 1869, a golden spike was driven at Promontory, Utah, 
marking the completion of the first transcontinental railroad in the 

United States. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I !i-:-iii:@NYT mes I !~}i~i Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone®liPad®lAndroid 

Visit The New York Have questions?Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ Help Section m:n~:com ~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 7:25 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

The International Syml~osium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy - "Italian Cultural Diplomacy & Nor~h- South Relations within the EU" (Rome; 

June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 
The Symposium is hosted by President Francesca Rutegi. President of the ICD 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 
www.italy-cult u raldiNomacy -conference.orq 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We. are pleased to anneunse and bring to your attention our forthcoming International sympesium and Young Leaders’ Weekkmg Semina~.~, te be hosted by the ICD in 
partnership with other prestigious organizations. The information attached below provides further details on the programs provided at these events. We would be extremely 
grateful il this announcement could be shared with other interested pa~ties by forwarding the information provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (iCD) 
Kur~i~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
vww~. c u It u r a I d i~_]_O__Ln___a_£y:__o__rg 

i n fo@£u!~u[~ Id!p[oma cy=R[g 
See what the ~CD is doing -Click Here 

Cultura! Diplomacy, How it Operates Today? _C__!]_c__k____H___e__r__e_. 

"ltalNn Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU’° 

(Rome; June 12~h - 14th, 2013) 
The Symposium is hosted by President Francesca Rutelli, President of the ICD 

www.italy-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
Italy’s vas~ artistic and cultural heritage has assisted the country to practice Cultural Diplomacy effectively as a foreign policy tool for centuries already. In addition, ~he great 
cultural centributiens of Italy in the 20th century in the fiekts of the arts, music, cinema, and cuisine have made Italy a cultural icon for many states werldwide. As one of the 
founding member states of the European Union, Italy has traditionally served the role of a key mediator in political and economic negotiations regarding EU policies and, in the 
context of the urgent curren~ crises in the European Union, Italy has been called upon once again to take on this role. 
The Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy will present, expiate, and analyze Italy’s historic and current foreign relations, and will place emphasis on the ways in which the 
country has directly and indirestly used Cultural Diplomacy as a too] to improve its international standing and its relations with other ceuntries. Examples frem the puMic 
sector, private sector and civil society will be reviewed, with particular emphasis on the ability of successful Cultural Diplomacy practices to ameliorate relations between 
No,them and Southern Europe in order to overcome the curren~ c~isis and to alleviate the long-standing Italian North-South Divide. 
Symposium Locations 
Based in Rome, the Conference will be hosted at a number of important political, historic, and cultural locations across the city, Featured locations during the Conference will 
include: the Societ& Dante Alighieri, Senate della Repubblica, the Ara Pacis Museum, and the Mercati di Traiano. 

Symposium Participants ~ 
Partisipatien in the Cenference is open to gevemmental & diplomatic officials, academics, artists, journalists, civil seciety practitieners, private sector representatives, human 
rights activists, historians, young professionals, and students, as well as other individuals interested in Italy, Europe, international relations, global politics, and related fields 
from across the world. 

Symposium Speakers ~ 
Speakers during the Conference will include leading dignitaries, heads of state, ministers, politicians, diplomats, academics, authors, human rights activist, journalists, and 

artists. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the laD Advisory Board. To learn more about the laD Advisor,i Board, please click here. 

Speakers Ior ~he Symposium include: 

* Adele Chatfie~d Taylor - President and CEO, Amedcan Academy in Rome 

* Antonio Pao~ucci - Director, Vatican Museum; Format Minister of Culture of Italy 

* A~essandro Masi - Secte~aD’ General, Socie~& Dan~e Alighieri 

* Arab. Bruno Bottai - President, Societ~ Dante Alighieri 

* IEmmanuele Emanuele - President, Fendaziene Reran; President. Fondazione Mediterranea 

* The Hen. Francesca Rute~l- Former Deputy Prime Minister of Italy; Former Mayor of Rome 

* France Frattini - Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Italy 

* Giovanna Melandri - President, MAXXl Museum; Former Minister ef Culture of Italy 

* Giovanni Puglisi - Dean, IULM University; Italy; President, Italian Commission UNESCO 

* Maurizio Fiorilli - Deputy General Attorney, Italian State 

* Pao~o Baratta - President, the International Biennale, Venezia 

* Pao~o Peluffo - Secretary General, National Committee for the National Unity Celebrations 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supportin~ National and international Governance" 
(Berlin, Ankara, Istanbul. Bucharest, Rome, Washington, NYC, Brussels, Lenden; May-July 2013) 
www.i-s-c-d.or.q 
The International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2013 is the world"s leading and latges~ even~ in the field of Cultural Diplomacy. The Symposia 201o t¢ill include large-scale 
events exploring the Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting National and International Governance. The events will take place in different cities throughout the months 
of May - July 2013. 

The followinq Events will take place durinq May - July 2013: 
Symposium on Cultural DiNomacy in Germany 
"How did Berli~ become a Mu~ticultural Example? Berlin as a Case Study for Embracing German Cultural Plurality" 
(BeNn; May 19th - 22rid. 2013) 



Symposium on Cultura~ Diplomacy in the Levant 
"Levant, Cradle of Cultural Diplomacy: Rediscovering the Mediterranean" 
(Bucharest; May 23rd - 25th, 2013) 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & Human Rights 
"To,yards a Global Human Rights Culture: The Need for a Collective Alliance in the Protection & Promotion of Human Rights 

(Berlin: May 27th - June 1st, 2013) 

* Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the Asia Pacific 

"The Application of Cultural Diplomacy in Fostering Relations within the Asia Pacific" 
Held Parallel to the Asia-Pacific ~"eeks Conference Berlin 2013 

(Berlin; June 07th = 09th 2013) 
www.asia-pacific-conference.org 

® Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy 
"italian Cultural Diplomacy & North=South Relations withth the 

(Reme; June 12th --- 14th, 2013) 
~vw.italy-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia 
"Democracy, Development, and Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia" 

(Berlin: June 21st--- 23rd, 2013) 
~.centrahasia-confer~nce.d~ 

* Symposium on Cu~tura~ D~plomacy in the African Un~on 
"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Posidve Developmen~ in Africa" 

(~edin; June 26th = 28th, 2013) 
v~.au-cLdt u ~ald~plomacy~onference.or~ 

. Symposium on C~t~al Diplomacy in the USA 
"The Use of Cultural Diplomacy by US Foreign and Defense Agencies: An Interdisciptinary Explora~on of its fmpo~nce, Successful Applications, & Best 
Practices" 
(Washington D.C. & New Yo~k Ci[y; June 24th - 28[h, 20i 3) 

~Jcd-interna[ional-sy~nposiu m-usa.org 
. Symposium on Cultural O~plomacy in the European Un~on 

"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promoting a European identity Regionally and Globally 
(8~ssel~; July 3rd - 5th, 20~3) 

~.eu-cu~t u rald~plomacy~onference.org 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the UK 
"Cultural Diplomacy throughout the Commonwealth of Nagons: Intemagonal Cooperation across Six Continents" 
(London; July 10th - 12~h, 2013) 

~.u k-cu~t u raldiplomacy~onference.org 

FoX, coming Cot~ferences 
(~erlia, Brussels, Washington D.C. & New York City; June-July, 2013) 

The ICD Young Leaders" Forums are international ne~works of like-minded young individual~ wi[h an intere~ in devebping, suppor[ing, and sus[aining in[e~cultural 
Over the past decade, the ~CD Yeung Leaders’ FonJms have grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultura~ exchange erganizatbns, hosting pregrams that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

We a~e currently accep[ing appl~cafion~ for the following conferences: 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(~erlia, June5th -9th, 2013) 

Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Lea~ers 

(Berlin; June 24th--28t5, 2013) 
~Jcd-africa.or~ 
The USA Meets Europe: A Forum ~o~ Young Leaders 
(~shingten D.C~ & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 20~3) 

~.icd-usame.org 
The Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(~ru~sels, July 1st -5~h, 2013) 

~vJcd-emr.org 
Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum ~or Young Leaders 
(~us~el~; Ju~y 3th - 7th, 2013) 

~.icd-europe.org 
To app@y, please click HERE 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kero’s@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 8:02 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Job Opportunity with UrbaJ~ Teacher Centeis Nalional Recruitment Team 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for Urban 
Teacher Center-a pioneering alternative teacher preparation program in 
Baltimore, MD and Washington, DC and soon additional cities. We are 
looking for someone to serve in a new role: National Recruitment and 
Enrollment Coordinator based in Baltimore, MD or Washington, DC. Click 
here for a link to the iob description. Thanks for sharing this opportunity with 
your networks! 
Kerry 
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Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Heat-Trapping Gas Passes Milestone, Raising 
Fears 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

The amount of the gas in the air has not been this high for at 

least three million years, and scientists believe the rise portends 
large changes in the climate and sea level. 

Benghazi E-Mails Put White House on the 
Defensive 
By MARK LANDLER 

A disclosure of e-mails showed the White House was more 

involved in revising talking points about the attack in Benghazi, 

Libya, than officials have previously acknowledged. 

17 Days in Darkness, a Cry of ’Save Me,’ and Joy 
By JULFIKAR ALl MANIK and JIM YARDLEY 

A woman named Reshma was found gasping but alive in the 
wreckage of a garment building, and the reaction in Bangladesh 
was euphoric. 

¯ ~ Video: A Dramatic Rescue in Bangladesh 

~ ~’~ Slide Show: Days of Despair in Bangladesh, and Then a Rescue Miracle 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes,com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZINE I T MAGAZINE 

Now Online I T Summer Travel 2o13 
By T EDITORS 

T’s Summer Travel issue is all about trying something new. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Pakistan’s Tyrannical Majority 
By MANAN AHMED ASIF 

A democratic milestone masks rising intolerance of religious 
minorities. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We are with you. We will not move out from this place 
without rescuing you." 

MAJOR M. M. MOAZZEM HOSSAIN, a Bangladeshi rescuer, to Reshma, a woman who was 
freed from rubble 17 days after the collapse of a buildhag that killed more than 1,ooo people. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

China Officials Seek Career Shortcut With Feng 
Shui 
By DAN LEVIN 

China’s ambitious civil servants are increasingly - if discreetly - 
seeking supernatural shortcuts to wealth and power, much to the 
dismay of the Communist Party. 

Standoff at Western Wall Over Praying by 

Women 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Thousands of ultra-Orthodox Jews joined a protest at the 
Jerusalem holy site, creating a standoff with a group of women 
praying there in garments traditionally worn by men. 

Poison Attack Revives Fury in China Over ’95 

Case 
By AN DR EW JACOBS 

Nearly two decades after Zhu Ling was poisoned, her case has 
electrified the nation with questions about the power of China’s 
political elite in a society where justice remains elusive. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Why Federal Efforts to Ensure Clean Tap Water 
Fail to Reach Faucets Nationwide 
By FELICITY BARRINGER 

Bureaucratic and technical obstacles have slowed the 
distribution of federal aid in places where water is laced with 



nitrates and other pollutants. 

E.M.T. at Fertilizer Plant Blast Faces Charge of 

Possessing Bomb Parts 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS and MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Officials would not say whether the case was related to a deadly 

fertilizer plant explosion in West, Tex., last month, but they 

opened a criminal inquiry. 

¯ ~ Document: Complaint Against the West, Tex., Paramedic 

Considering the Universe From Deep in West 

Texas 
By ANNE SAKER 

In its 34th year, the Texas Star Party drew more than 5oo 

amateur astronomers from across the United States and Canada 

to gaze together into the vast open skies. 

-~ Slide Show: A View of the Heavens From Texas 

......................................................................................................... EoF ~or~ ~J:~: r~e~vs, go to N~T!mes,£om!US ~t 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Neil Patrick Harris to host 
Tony Awards for a fourth time 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Theater critics for The New York Times answer readers’ 
questions about the Broadway season 

Fill in your Tony Awards ballot 

nytimes.com 

Business 

Privacy Breach on Bloomberg’s Data Terminals 
By AMY CHOZICK and BEN PROTESS 

Bloomberg News confirmed that reporters for its news service used the the 

company’s terminals to monitor subscribers’ usage. 



Student Debt Slows Growth as Young Spend Less 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The anemic economy has left millions struggling to get ahead. 
Student debt is making it even harder for many of them, as they 
delay purchases of things like homes and cars. 

, ~ Graphic: Held Back by Student Debt 

¯ Economix Blog: Q. and A. on the ’Shell Game’ of College Aid 

COMMON SENSE 

How Cooper Union’s Endowment Failed in Its 
Mission 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Cooper Union recently announced that it would begin charging 

tuition, a decision made after decades of bad financial choices and recent 
treacherous markets. 

N 
¯ ~ Video: The Fight for Cooper Union 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

New Technology and Risks Enter a Venerable 
Event 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

The death of a leading British sailor, the Olympic champion 
Andrew Simpson, shows how technology and modern danger 
have found their way into the America’s Cup. 

It’s Just Another Hurdle for Blind Athletes 
By JER~ LONGMAN 

Aria Ottmueller, 17, and Charlotte Brown, 15, are pole vaulting in 
their high school state meets this weekend, further redefining the 

able-bodied athlete. 

CAPITALS 2, RANGERS 1 .................. ::::: : ........ 

Twice-Deflected Overtime Shot Puts Rangers on 
Brink of Elimination 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

A twice-deflected slap shot led to the goal by Mike Ribeiro that 
gave the Washington Capitals a 3-2 series lead and put the Rangers on the brink 

of elimination. 
¯ ~ Box Score 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Game 5: Rangers vs. Capitals 

¯ Roundup: A~ler Blowing Lead Late in Regulation, Red Wings Beat Ducks to Force Game 7 

.............................................................................................. For rj?0re Sl~0[ts r~e~fs, go to NYTimes,�om!Sport~ ~ 

Arts 



ART REVIEW 

40 Nations, 1,ooo Artists and One Island 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Art fair haters should put aside their disdain and enjoy Frieze 

New York, whose spacious quarters on Randalls Island feature a 

strong showing this year. 

¯ At Frieze, the Elite Browse and Forage 

THEATER REVIEWI ’DEATH OF WALT DISNEY’ 

A Dream Is a Wish Your Id Makes 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Walt Disney’s insistence on steamrolling over, or editing out, 

those aspects of the world that did not fit his vision is one aspect 

of him that Lucas Hnath explores in his new play. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’FAMILY TREE’ 

Searching for Roots, Finding Characters 
By MIKE HALE 

With "Family Tree" on HBO, Christopher Guest brings the 

mockumentary format he pioneered in film to a television scene 

that’s been saturated with imitations of his work. 

For more arts news, go to NYTirnes.cornlArts ~ 

Travel 

36 Hours in Las Vegas 
By ELAINE GLUSAC 

Yoga among dolphins? A museum of neon? Of course! This is Las 

Vegas, where a weekend can include almost anything. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

TH E GETAWAY 

How Normal Are Cruise Mishaps? 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

After the Carnival Triumph’s dramatic struggles earlier this year, 

looking at how often things go wrong on a cruise. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER BLOG 

Five Travel Problems and Sites That Try to Solve 

Them 
By SETH KUGEL 

The Frugal Traveler evaluates a handful of relatively new Web 

sites that try to help you travel smarter and cheaper. 

. Post a Comment 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel ~ 

Today’s Video 



~ VIDEO: A Cleaning Conundrum 
Fancy saris are covered with intricate embroidery and beading, 

which make them hard to dry-clean. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: The Sweet Spot: Everyone’s Nostalgia 
David Carr and A. O. Scott talk about how we’re permanently 

nostalgic for everything: music, clothing, our own lives, and now, 

the World Wide Web. 

VIDEO: Small-Batch Pulled Pork 
Melissa Clark demonstrates a way to make tender pulled pork 

slathered in a tangy barbecue sauce for a smaller crowd. 

............................................................................................................ Fo r r~ ore yid e£! go t£ N ~Ti mes.com!Vid eo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Beyond Basketball and Bigotry 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

It’s past time to address a profound impediment to real equality: workplace 

discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. 

EDITORIAL 

Expelled by Pakistan 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Is]amabad should expand news coverage, not restrict it. 

EDITORIAL 

Racism in a Texas Death Case 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A resentencing fight reflects a wide and disturbing pattern. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0re £p!pi09, g0 t0 NY~irne~:com!Opini0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Man at the Piano 
By JOE NOCERA 

A treasured institution, and its revered maestro, celebrate a 25th 

anniversary with a concert Monday night. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR 

Europe’s Careless Dithering 
By STEVEN RATTNER 



European countries need to make bold moves toward full 
integration of their economic policies. 

..................................................................................................... EOE I~10r~ 0!:?il3!0r?! g0 t£ N~Times:�om!Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 11, 1973, charges against Daniel Ellsberg for his role in the 
Pentagon Papers case were dismissed by Judge William M. Byrne, 

who cited government misconduct. 
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Top News 

Some Countries Lobby for More in Race for 
Visas 
By ERIC LIPTON 

The prospect of immigration overhaul has spurred energetic 

lobbying from many foreign nations seeking a little something 
extra, whether additional work permits or visa-free tourist visits. 

~ ~ Annotated Document: Nations Push for Special Immigration Treatment 

Ex-Premier Is Set to Regain Power in Pakistan 
Vote 
By DECLAN WALSH 

The party led by former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, once a 

political exile, appeared to have enough seats to form a 

government easily. 

, The Lede: More Coverage of Pakistan’s Election 

¯ Pakistanis Share Their Views on Election Day 

Out of Egypt’s Chaos, Musical Rebellion 
By BEN HUBBARD 

Their music predated the revolution that ousted President Hosni 

Mubarak, but the turmoil since has left Egypt’s huge youth 
population searching for voices that address issues they care 

about. 

¯ ~ Video: Egypt’s Music Revolution 

For more top newst go to NYTimes~com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

Brooklyn, the Remix: A Hip-Hop Tour 
By BEN ADLER 

The mean streets of the borough that tappers like the Notorious 

B.I.G. crowed about are now hipster havens, where cupcakes and 

organic kale rule. 

SUNDAY REVIEW I OP-ART 

~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Baby Face 
Eight mothers who are artists drew their babies, and shared a 
little bit about the joy and fear of parenting. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This could turn into a stealth immigration policy. 
Every country is going to try to negotiate its own 

carve-out." 

RONIL HIRA, a professor of public policy at Rochester Institute of Technology, on countries 
that lobby for special treatment in an inmfigration bill. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Car Bombings Kill Dozens in Center of Turkish 
Town Near the Syrian Border 
By KAREEM FAHIM and SEBNEM ARSU 

Officials with Turkey’s government, which has backed the Syrian 
rebels, said the attackers belonged to a group linked to 
intelligence services in Syria. 

Two Candidates Shake Up Iran’s Presidential 
Race as Last-Minute Entries 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

Iran’s presidential campaign took an unexpected turn on 
Saturday, when two game-changing politicians entered the race 
in the final minutes of a five-day registration period. 

3 Arrested in Plot to Bomb Egyptian Cities and Embassy 
By BEN HUBBARD 

An American diplomat said that his Egyptian counterparts told him that the 
United States Embassy was targeted. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

On a College Waiting List? Sending Cookies Isn’t 
Going to Help 
By ARIEL KAMINER 

Students are bombarding their dream schools with baked goods, 
family photos, craft projects and dossiers of testimonials, to 
name just a few come-ons that admissions offices have seen recently. 

- ~ Video: The Waiting Game ] ~ On Camera to Get Off the Waiting List 



Tasty, and Subversive, Too 
By PATRICIA LEIGH BROWN 

In California and beyond, using fruit trees to reclaim public 
spaces and expand the notion of what constitutes art. 

Overcoming Addiction, Professor Tackles Perils 
American Indians Face 
By ALAN SCHWARZ 

David A. Patterson, a professor at Washington University in St. 
Louis, has firsthand knowledge of the cultural disconnect, 

substance abuse and other problems facing American Indian communities. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 

"The Great Gatsby," 
interpreted by Baz Luhrmann 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Food film festivals are popping up around the country 

Band members say Slayer guitarist died of cirrhosis of the 
liver 

Business 

The Long Shadow of Bad Credit in a Job Search 
By GARY RIVLIN 

Many companies, especially some retailers, use an applicant’s 
credit report in making hiring decisions. 

FAIR GAME 

Directors Disappoint by What They Don’t Do 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

While JPMorgan Chase is drawing scrutiny, errors and omissions 

by other companies’ boards also let shareholders down. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 



How Can They Charge That? (And Other 

Questions) 
By ROBERT H. FRANK 

In an introductory course, a professor found that requiring 

students to ask everyday questions was an effective way to teach 

economics concepts. 

~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Sports 

In the Name of a Legacy 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Mike Yastrzemski, the grandson of Hall of Famer Carl 

Yastrzemski, is a senior on Vanderbilt’s baseball team and is 

expected to play professionally. 

Hidden Threats to Young Athletes 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Concussions are drawing more attention, but some advocates are 

debating how to reduce preventable deaths from sudden cardiac 

arrest and heat stroke. 

GAME 3: PACERS 82, KNICKS 71 

Trailing Early, Late and in Between 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Knicks flirted with a franchise low in scoring as Roy Hibbert 

dominated the paint and the Pacers took a 2-1 lead in the second- 

round series. 

Box Score I ~’~ Slide Show: Knicks-Pacers: Game 3 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Helping Glass Slippers and Kinky Boots Shine 
By PATRICK HEALY 

"Kinky Boots," which had a run in Chicago before coming to 

Broadway, and "Rodgers & Hammerstein’s Cinderella," with no 

out-of-town run, both got major surgery because of surveys of 

preview audiences. 

¯ ~ The To-Do Lists for Two Broadway Directors I Young Girls, Real Fire 

Romantic Triangle: Star, Director, City 
By ZACH BARON 

Greta Oerwig stars in Noah Baumbach’s "Frances Ha," a tribute 

to life in your aos and to New York City. 



Setting Their Sights on Wider Vistas 
By JON PARELES 

"Modern Vampires of the City," Vampire Weekend’s new album, 

often turns the group’s music inside out. 

........................................................................................................ Fo~ ~or~ a~ts r~e~s, go to NYTimes~�om!Art~ tt 

Magazine 

Who Would Kill a Monk Seal? 
By JON MOOALLEM 

An endangered-species murder mystery. 

~ ~=~ Video: The Mystery of the Monk-Seal Murders 

The Demented Imagineer 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Paul McCarthy may qualify as one of the grand old men of the art 

world, but his vision is perverse as ever - and much, much bigger. 

The Plot Against Rock 
By HUGO LINDGREN 

Thirty-five years ago, Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark was 

certain that the overthrow of the electric guitar was imminent. 

They still haven’t given up hope. 

¯ ~ Video: Exclusive Premiere: O.M.D.’s ’Dresden’ 

............................................................ F~r r~e~e ~[rer~ the ~r~da~ n~ag~!r~e, g~ t0 NYT!mes~0m!Magazine tt 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Egypt’s Music Revolution 
A youth-driven and socially conscious music genre called 

mahraganat reflects social shifts sparked by the revolution that 

toppled President Hosni Mubarak in 2o11. 

~ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Singing Proust 

Kelli 0’Hara sings the love song "If It Is True," accompanied on 

piano by composer Ricky Ian Gordon. Gordon’s music was 

inspired by the work of Marcel Proust. 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Punk 
The Met Costume Institute previewed its exhibition, "Punk: 

Chaos to Couture." 

For more video~ go to NYTimes~comNideo ~ 

Editorials 



EDITORIAL 

First Steps to a Better Immigration Bill 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Senators’ bipartisanship and problem-solving hold firm against borderline 

insanity. 

EDITORIAL 

China’s Evolving ’Core Interests’ 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

China and Japan are critical to regional stability, but impolitic words can make 

it harder to resolve their disputes. 

EDITORIAL 

Shortcomings of a Psychiatric Bible 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The most important diagnostic manual for mental illnesses lacks scientific 

validity. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

A People Without a Story 
By AATISH TASEER 

In Sri Lanka, the rebel movement betrayed those it was fighting 

for. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Is Yours More Corrupt Than Mine? 
By GAlL COLLINS 

With 32 state officials arrested, New York is setting quite a 

standard. But it has competition. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

When Myths Collide in the Capital 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

It’s a glorious spring weekend of accusation and obfuscation as 

Hillaryland goes up against Foxworld. 

¯ Columnist Page 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~o[e £p!£io£, go to N¥]ime~com!Opinion ~ 

Sunday Review 

DISPATCH 

Alice E. Kober, 43; Lost to History No More 
By MARGALIT FOX 



An unknown language in an unknown script, and the forgotten 

woman who found the key to deciphering it. 

¯ ~ Submit a Forgotten Hero >> 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

The Commencement Controversy 
By IAN URBINA 

Pomp, circumstance and the perennial debate over free speech 

on campuses. 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 12, 1943, during World War II, Axis forces in North Africa 
surrendered. 
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Top News 

Clfirmse Creating N ew Auto Niche ~ithi~ Detroi~ 

So far~ Chinese companies h~ve e~-meentrated on selling parks 

and ope~ing oflSces, but some see the day when Chh~ese cm~ will 

be sold in the UnRed States. 

¢~nter 

Sm~ Diego N[ayor Bafild~g Economic Bridges to 

Tij~ana 

Mayor Bob Fi]ner sees the border as a ]:,otenfia] economic engine 

for t~e region, a remarkable shiRin a cry once viewed as a 

hotbed [~-~r illegal immigration. 

LR,So Focus on Co~servalt-ives Giver G,OoPo a~ Iss~m to Seize 

T~e In ternal Rcven ue Se~-ice’s speeiaI scru tiny wen t beyond ke3~vord hun ts 

for organizations with "Tea Pa~±y" or "patriot" in their names, to a more overtly 

ideological seareh. 

Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

Barbara Waiters, who will announce her reBrement Monday, 

made headlines over more than 5o years with interviews with 

Fidel Castrr~, Michael 3ackson and others. 



Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Pilotless Pl~ms~ Pacific 

t tc, w the *row era of superdro*ms could destabilize Eas L Asia~ 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

NAYOR BOB F~LNER, of Salt Di go on the openiug o{’ a sati;l{]te city ot~]ce across the ~ 7r Sr 
bor~ter in Tij~tana, Mexi(:o, 

World 

MEMO FROM REYHANLI 

Arres~-s ~d Calls l[’or C~m ir~ Tmokey 

Ttm auttmr~ties said ttmy ]~ad arrested ~ne people i~ 

bombings i~ a border tow~ near Syria, as fl~e government moved 

to keep Lhe a~tae~ f~’om ~nflaming tensions. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Buryin~ Victims and Huntin9 for Suspects A~er a Bombing in Turkey 

Pakistani Party Leader Looks Forward, as 

C~ims ofVot-e- Riggi~g 

Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sbarif was projected to be the 

winner in Satm’dw’s dee[ion, which was martvd by violeuee and 

repo~’ts of Kaud aE Elm polls. 

Al[’ter a Job,realist’s Prodd~r~g, Ch~a Ir~vesfigates 

a Top O~cia~ 

Inves[igators snid a senior economic pdiey maker, 

was "suspected of grave vi~kadons of ~sdp]ine," aeeusatio*~s 

fi~st raised by a magazine editor. 

for 
fornqer 

Tienan 
in 2009. 

U.S, 

GENETIC CONNECTIONS ....... 

Seeki~g C~es to 14e~°t D~se~se b~ DNA ofa~         ::~ R~k;-. 

U~R~eky Family                                           so,~t~o 

Scie~s~ are studying the genetic makeup of the De] Sontro 

family for te]lb~le muLations o*’ aberraLiot~s it~ the lot~g sequet~ee o[ th~’ee billion 

chemk:a~s that make up ]mma~ DNA. 



Dire Report on Detroit Is Offered by l~lanager 

The city’s emergency manger called [or a complete restructuring 

of the dty’s finances and described long--tem~ obligations of a~ 
least g~5 billion. 

the 

Public Universi~- Presidents Are Prospering, 
Annual Compensation Study Finds 

According to the annual pay report by The Chronicle of Higher 

Education, four publie universi)~ presidenks had compensation 

packages topping $~ million. 

Polishing glass Mippers and kinky 

boots 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

And the nominees shoaid be. 

Rem~mber ttl~ vulture 

Business 

.’~ 3W Ratings and Profits Fall~ Networks Face a Cliffhanger 

The broadcast networks are preparing to unveil new fail lineups for an audience 

tha~ is stn’inking rapidly, lured away by ~ew rivNs on al~ sides. 

Bloomberg Adntits Terminal Snooping 

Reporters a~ Bloomberg News were told to use the terminals to 

get an edge in the competitive ~x)rld of 

more khan haK a dozen former employees sNd. 

Big Vote on Dhnon May Hinge on Views on              ,wes*or 

a PMorgan~s Top Director                                 ~ 

I,ee Raymond, JPMorgan Chase’s ougpoken lead director, ~qll 

be a m~0or factor in its shareholder vote on Jamie Dimon’s ro]e at the bunko 

Sports 

in Suit Over Death, Boogaard’s Family Blames 

the NoHoLo 

The family of the National Hod<ey League enforeer Derek 

Boogaard, who died of an overdose of painldllers in :2o11, says 

the league riffled to monitor his prescriptions. 

~ Boy [.earns to ~3rswi IE] interactive Feature: An Enforcer’s Story 

Eoogaar ] 



GAME 6: RANGERS 1, CAPITALS 0 

No Rest ~md No N[arg~ of Error for the Rangers 

The Rangers’ De~{ek Brassard sent a long slap shot past Braden 

Holtby in the second pe~fod to sen d the first-round playoff ser~es 

ha& to Washing[on for a derisive Game 7. 

, ~ Box Score I ~ Slide Sho,tv ] Winnin9 ~r~ Washington Has Been Difficult 

Pioneer, Reluetm~tly 

Fallon Fox is the [hst openly transgender athlete in mixed 

ma~±ial a~fs and the me, st prc, minent in a professional sport in 

decades. 

[] Slide Show: A Day in the Gym~ a Li~e in Transition 

after 

Game 6. 

..... Fox had 

gender 

For i:~o:e spelts news, fie to NYTimes.¢om/Sporte >., 

Arts 

Valuable as A~t, but Priceless as a ’Fool to 
Launder M oney 

Inereasing~y~ the authorities say, criminals are using e~)ensive 

artworks - bought and sold in secn’t and wRh Iit~e n’gu]afion - to 

hi& ill-.gotten pro~s. 

~@~alters to ;MtliOttnce 2o14 Retirement on ’The 
View~ 

N etwork leIevi sion’s firs t ancho*woman p] an s to ann ounce 

Mon&~y she’]I leave tim business where she broke barriers and 

rules for more d~an 5o years. 

, ~ Slide Show: A Groundbreaking Career 

Waiters 

and 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Defending a Scrap of Stuff Against MoMA 

West 53rd Street needs the character of the former home of the 

:Mnel~ean Folk Axt Musemn, a buiMing threatened by a Museum 

or" Modern A~ e.~3)ansion plan. 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Newspaper l~’[onopoly That Lost Its Grip 

The New Orleans Thnes-Pieaymm announced it would return to 

produdng a p*inted product every day after losing bokl~ readers 

and advertisers and gaining eompetikion. 

ADVERTISING 

Sophomore Slump Aftliets Once-Promising TV 
Sho~gs 

Some of the most popular new series from a year ago declined in 

the ra kings in kheir second seasons. 

, News From the Adve~isin9 industry 

Mah~tM~g ,m ’SNL’ Link, Meyers to Succeed 

FaHon o~ NBC s Late Night 

Seth Meyers, the longtime head writer on "Saturday Night Live," 

will follow Jimmy Fallou, who is to take over NBC’s "Tonight 

~how." 

Ca,Aazal 
in the 
CBS 

For mora media snd adve:tisil:f,~ r:ews, 90 sx) NYTimee,eom;Media >., 



Today’s Video 

~ wr~,o: 2o13 Tony Awards: ’I Told You So’ 

The New York Times asked selected Tony Award nominees who 

alley would like to tell, "I told you Ud get a ~omi~mtion one day." 

~ W~EO: Ben ~Vheatley on ’Sightseers’ 

Ben Whea tley, the director of "Sigh kseers," disen sses his film. 

~ wr~,o: Cooking Fr~ed Chicken 

,Julia Moskin makes a flied chickcn reeipc from Norman King’s 

*row cookbook, "The Way to 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

~Vl[m Cm’~ Take Repub:lieans Serhmsly? 

A peace offering is pointless when they retbse to be real negot[at[(m pat~mrs. 

EDITORIAL 

~mther Rotund of :P~°omises ~n Bm~gladesh 

Even after the building collapse, it’s unclear whether the govemmen t will canT 

out labor reforms. 

EDITORIAL 

Alarm Bells in ,ad|mny 

After the recent seand,~ls, there is growing pressm:e o~ lawmakers, espeeiaUy 

reealcitran k Sen a ke Republicans, to pass dectoral reforms. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

How AusteriW :Kills 

People do ~ot ine~fitably get sick or" die because the economy has 

faltered. FiseaI policy eat~ be a ma~ter of life or deatho 

OPINIONATOR 

E Pbarilms Me 

Ted Cruz am:l the politics of se]t]stmess. 

Debt St~ud(~nl Debt and the Crushing of the American 
and the 

~ri~]l soaring eosB, s~agna’dng incomes and litde help fi’om the 

government, there is otdy one way to pay for higher edueatioi~: debt. 

Fel ..’c.~):e ~pini~m, ~o t~ NYTimee.eom/Opinion >,, 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I B~ythie Front Page 
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Access The New York Times from a~ywhere with our suite of apps: 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 12:36 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Yorker Review + Book Launch Tonight @ Dashwood Books 

ii~iI 
Logo small                      ] 

Reminder: Book Launch Tonight, 6pm-Spm 

Dashwood Books 
33 Bond Street 
©iist.s/~ce and Desiiss;~: 

X:: Distanceand Desire 

We are pleased to share with you recent coverage in The New Yorker, 

,£~-cii~ii:#~:~ and an interview with Tamar Garb. 

Please join The Walther Collection and Dashwood Books tonight, May 13, 
from 6pro-Spin, in celebrating the launch of 
Published in conjunction with the exhibition series at The Walther Collection 
in NewYork and Neu-UIm, Germany, this catalogue stages for the first time a 
dialogue between the ethnographic visions of late-nineteenthlearly-twentieth 
century African photography and the works of contemporary artists engaging 
with the archive, i:;i.isi:~;~w~:;.~:? ~;~.~::~i i:;i.:~:?sii~r~?: offers new perspectives on the African 
archive, reimagining its diverse histories and changing meanings. 

Distance and Desire, Part II1: "Poetics and Politics" is on view in NewYork 
through May 18, 2013. The complete exhibition series of ii3ii:~:~.ta~-~<:4, a~~di ii}~:?<;ii~rr~ 
will be on view at The Walther Collection’s museum in Neu-Ulm, Germany, 
beginning June 9, 2013. 
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The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY i 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Monday, May 13, 2013 3:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Spring is Springing at the AcklaM 

6M, Y AC KLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Young Professionals Network: 

~’Encounter, Engage, and Connect through ArtY° 

Tuesday, 14 May, 5:30-7:30 PM 

Join the Chapel HitbCarrboro Young 

Professionats Network at the Acktand for 

food, drink, networkln~, and ~reat artl 

Wor~ of art (no matter where you find 

them) can prompt 1nterestln~ 

conversations and inspire new 

connections. In three mini-exercises-- 

~uided by Acktand Art Museum senior 

staff members--you’U team how to tatk to 

anyone, an~here usln~ what you see 

around you. 

Learn more ~ register! 

Family [)ay: "Ordinary to Extraordinary" 
Sunday, 26 May, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public 

Build 

museum memories with the children in your life at the Ack[and’s monthly 

Famity Day! 

Have you ever made something extraordinary out of everyday objects? Join us 

for an afternoon fuji of imagination as we transform ordinary materials, like 

paper cups, binder dips, and atuminum foil into extraordinary creations! Be 

inspired by tares of inventions and innovations during Story Time at 3:00 and 

4:00 PM. 

**Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children ages 4 



to 8 years old.~* 

Steamworks: Art, Stories, ~ 

Adornments 

Through 13 ,July 2013 

This spring, the gallery at the Ackland 

Museum Store celebrates Steampunk, 

and its imaginative reworking of "the 

Steam Age" ([ate 18th through ear[y 

20th centuries), through works of art in 

a variety of media, inc[uding textiles, 

meta[s, insects, paper, and the written 

word. Learn more. 

Thursday, 23 May, 7:00 PM 

The 2013 Piedmont Laureate discusses his trilogy The Clockwork Dark. 

Learn more. 

Yoga ~-~ the G~[[eries 
Tuesdays, 14 and 28 May, 12:00-I:00 PM 

The best yoga deal in town continues 

through the summer[ 

Take a break from your day and 

explore the world of yoga in the 

beautiful setting of the Ack[and! The 

hour-long session offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshal[ wiK provide an opportunity to 

practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in the gaKery. 



Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortable 

clothing that wi[[ allow you to stretch. 

Free for Ackland members, $5 for non-members. 

Space is limited, so place register online! 

0~ View thorough Su~day~ 26 ~4ay: 

The eight contributors to Sincerely 

Yours,----the 2013 Master of Fine 

Arts candidates at The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hi[[ 

---engage timely topics such as 

social prejudice, capitalist 

hegemony, outmoded forms of 

expression, and estrangement from 

one’s cultural roots and the natural 

environment. 

Learn more about Sfncerely Yours,. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubhc programs are made possible by generous support from Ack[and Art 

Museum members and friends like you, 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphora) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, 

black-figure ware. Ackland Fund. 

Albert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue Mountain and Luke, 1857-1862; oil on paper, mounted on board. 

Gift of Charles Tale. 

Mike Libby, Tory Flammae Blue Sculpture and Bee. 

George Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understands (video stilt); digital high definition video. TRT 00:21:27 

min. Courtesy of the artist. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Global Retailers Join Safety Plan for Bangladesh 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Tuesday, May 14, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video I 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Global Retailers Join Safety Plan for Bangladesh 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE and JIM YARDLEY 

Under mounting pressure, several companies agreed to a 
landmark plan to help pay for safety improvements in 
Bangladesh’s garment factories. 

Obama Dismisses Benghazi Furor but Assails 
I.R.S. 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and JONATHAN WEISMAN 

President Obama rejected criticism of his handling of the Libya 
attacks as "a sideshow." On the scandal at the Internal Revenue 
Service, he said the practice of singling out certain groups was "outrageous." 

¯ ~ President Obama on Libya Inquiry ] I.R.S. Scandal 

Phone Records of Journalists Seized by U.S. 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and LESLIE KAUFMAN 

The Associated Press reported that the Justice Department had 
secretly obtained the phone records of its offices and journalists, 
calling it a "massive and unprecedented intrusion." 

For more top newst go to NYTimes~com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: In the Family: Heart Disease 

How can a former Ironman triathlete get heart disease? For Rick 

Del Sontro and most of his family, there’s no escape. It’s a genetic 

defect that has plagued generation after generation. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Deeper Blame for Benghazi 
By ETHAN CHORIN 

Lapses of security were negligible compare(] with errors that let terrorists thrive. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I just want people to know !1ou can get through stuff." 

CHRISTINE ¢. QUINN, the New York City Council speaker and mayoral candidate, who 
described her experience with bulimia and alcoholism. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Sharif vs. Army, Round 3 
By DECLAN WALSH 

Nawaz Sharifs previous term as prime minister ended when he 

was deposed by the military, and his new tenure may depend on 

how he gets along with the generals. 

A Focus on Syria for Obama and Cameron 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

President Obama and Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain 

have taken generally cautious and deliberate approaches to the 

Syrian conflict. 

Commander Denies U.S. to Blame in Afghan 

Deaths 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

Gen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr. said that neither the United States 

nor NATO was at fault in the deaths of civilians after airstrikes in 

April. 

................................................................................................ E0~ rp~re vy0r!d ~e~s, go to N¥~imes~�om!Wor!d ~t 

U.S. 

Philadelphia Abortion Doctor Guilty of Murder 

in Late-Term Procedures 
ByJON HURDLE and TRIP GABRIEL 

Dr. Kermit Gosne]], known for performing late-term abortions, 

was convicted on three counts of first-degree murder over his 

actions at his West Philadelphia clinic. 



~ ~;~.~ TimesCast: A Guilty Verdict in the Gosnell Trial 

Young Americans Lead Trend to Less Driving 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

In the middle of the last decade, the number of miles driven - 

both over all and per capita - began to drop, notes a report to be 

published on Tuesday by a nonprofit advocacy organization. 

Minnesota Senate Clears Way for Same-Sex 

Marriage 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Gov. Mark Dayton says he will sign a bill making Minnesota the 

lath state to permit same-sex marriage and the first in the 

Midwest to do it without a court forcing it to. 

......................................................................................................... ~-0r r~0[e U.S. r~s, go to N~’]~imes.�0m!U8 tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 

2013 Tony Awards special 
section 
ALSO IN ARTS ~ 

Riding a fastsledtothe Tonys 

Tony Awards:1948-2012 

nytimes,�om AR.T$ 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

American Investor Targets Sony for a Breakup 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN and MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

The hedge fund manager Daniel S. Loeb, known for starting big fights like the 

one that led to the ouster of Yahoo’s former chief executive, is said to be 

pressing Sony to spin off part of its entertainment arm. 

Grind of Euro Crisis Wears Down Support for 
Union, Poll Finds 



By JAMES KANTER 

A survey by the Pew Research Center suggests the European 

Union may strug;g;]e to take the steps needed to make it viable 

over the long; term. 

, European Leaders Grapple With Youth Unemployment 

¯ Cyprus Gets First Installment of Bailout Funds 

More Clients Ask Questions of Bloomberg 
By AMY CHOZICK and BEN PROTESS 

Bloomberg L.P. hastened to shield its lucrative terminal business and appease 
its subscribers after accusations of privacy violations. 

................................................................................... E0r ~0~e b~s!~ess ~e~ys, go to N¥Iimes,�0m!Bus!ness ~t 

Sports 

ESSAY 

Cleveland: Disappointing Fans Since ’64 
By JOHN HYDUK 

These may not be the worst of times for sports in Cleveland, only 
the latest as fans look for someone, or something, to end a title 
drought that dates to a Browns championship in 1964. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: ’We Embrace Our Heartaches’ 

GAME 7: RANGERS 5, CAPITALS 0 

One-Sided Ending to a Tense Playoff Duel 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Rangers trounced the Capitals to win a playoff Game 7 on 

the road for the first time and advance to the Eastern Conference 
semifinals against the Bruins. 

~ ~ Box Score ] ~ Slide Show ] A Second Straight Shutout for Lundqvist 

Lundqvist Impervious To Capitals Once More 
By BEN ROTHENBERG 

On the heels of a 1-o Rangers victory on Sunday, Henrik 
Lundqvist stopped 35 shots in the team’s Game 7 win over the 
Capitals. 

.............................................................................................. For r~0re sP0[ts r?e~s, go to NYTimes,�om!Sport~ ~ 

Arts 

An Artwork Turns to Mush, All According to Plan 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

"The Cardboard Bernini" follows the sculptor James Grashow as 
he spends three years shaping; cardboard into an ornate 
assemb]ag;e meant to be destroyed by the elements. 

Dr. Joyce Brothers, On-Air Psychologist Who 



Made TV House Calls, Dies at 85 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Dr. Brothers arrived at the exact historical moment when cold 

war anxiety, a greater acceptance of talk therapy and the 

widespread ownership of television sets converged. 

TH E TV WATCH 

Barbara Walters’s Highlight Reel, Reflecting 
TV’s Rise and Fade 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN LEY 

Barbara Walters’s announced retirement is a reminder that her 

long career mirrors the trajectory of television: as more and more viewers 

abandon broadcast TV, so does she. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts >> 

Science 

Building a $325,ooo Burger 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

A researcher in the Netherlands wants to show the world - 

including potential donors - that in-vitro meat is a reality. 

My Stroke of Luck 
By AN DR EW C. R EVKI N 

Andrew C. Revkin, an environmental journalist, shares what he 

]earned after a stroke forced him to interrupt his nonstop career. 

BY DEGREES 

A Change in Temperature 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

While some recent studies suggest that the doubling of carbon 

dioxide levels will not result in as high an increase in 

temperature as previously thought, they are not the last word. 

For more science news, go to NYTimes.comlScience )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: 2013 Tony Awards: ’I Told You So’ 
The New York Times asked selected Tony Award nominees who 

they would like to tell, "I told you I’d get a nomination one day." 

~ VIDEO: Ben Wheatley on ’Sightseers’ 
Ben Wheatley, the director of "Sightseers," discusses his film. 



~ VIDEO: Cooking Fried Chicken 
Julia Moskin makes a fried chicken recipe from Norman King’s 

new cookbook, "The Way to Fry." 

............................................................................................................. Eo~ n~ore y!deo, go to N¥~ime~�0mNide0 ~? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL I WHITE HOUSE UNDER FIRE 

The I.R.S. Audits Are Condemned 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The I.R.S. should have scrutinized every group seeking a tax exemption for 
"social welfare" activity - Democrat or Republican, conservative or liberal. 

EDITORIAL I WHITE HOUSE UNDER FIRE 

A Bumbling Response on Talking Points 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The initial talking points to describe the attack in Benghazi, Libya, though inept, 
is not the real issue. But Republicans are making it into one. 

EDITORIAL 

Soybeans and the Spirit of Invention 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court was correct to rule that a farmer cannot reproduce patented 

seeds without permission of the patent-holder. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My Medical Choice 
By ANGELINA JOLIE 

Opening a conversation on women’s health. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Next Scapegoat 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Political one-upmanship has just hit a new low with the recent 
charges leveled against Victoria Nuland, the spokeswoman for 
the State Department. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Our Ceaseless Circus 
By FRANK BRUNI 

From Benghazi to gun control, we pivot too quickly from the 
substance to the sideshow of who’s winning and losing. 



Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 14, 1948, the independent state of Israel was proclaimed as 

British rule in Palestine came to an end. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Iranan, Education Portal <safe, education-portaLcom> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Over 3,400 online lessons to help your students prepaJce for final exams 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Education Portal has over 3,400 online lessons that you can use to supplement and strengthen your instruction. Our videos are bite-sized (5- 
10 minutes long), taught by subject matter experts and available to you at no cost. Students use them to review material, study for exams, 

and preview concepts. There is no cost or barrier to access. Please feel free to share them with your students as they prepare for final exams. 

See all 3,400 video lessons here: http://education-portal.com/academy/course/index.html 

You can also browse our lessons by subject: 

Science (811 videos) 

Humanities (ST videos) 

Foreign Language (16 videos) 

Math (317 videos) 

English ( 39 videos) 

Business (40  videos) 

Social Science (337 videos) 

History ( 34 videos) 

Looking for something else? We’re adding over 60 new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around for ten years and our free video lessons 
are our newest and boldest way to achieve this goal. Our lessons are and always will remain completely free to use with no barriers to access. 

With summer fast approaching, we hope that you keep these resources in mind as you prepare for your next semester. We know that these 
lessons can’t replicate the work you do in the classroom, but we hope you can use them as a fun and engaging way to reinforce key concepts. 

f hope you will share these resources with your colleagues and students, ff you have any questions or hesitations please feel free to contact 
me. ][ love to hear how professors are using our lessons and answer their questions. 

Check out my favorite recently published video lesson, Social Roles: Philip Zimbardo’s Prison Experiment. We’re always open to feedback and 
I would love to hear what you think! 

Best regards, 

Sara Inman 

Education Portal 

To unsubscfibe, click here 



FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGEiCQ Press Library Marketing <Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 12:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Get elections data and analysis at your fingertips 

Enjoy instant access to CQ Press Voting and Elections Collection today! 

Now with new election content and current events infographics, the CQ Ptess Voting ~nd E~ections 
Coflec~ion is a dynamic research and reference tool that puts the power of a specially created 
elections database and the context of objective, informed analyses directly in the hands of students, 

scholars, researchers, and interested citizens. 

Get ~iour free trim now~ 

See how you and your students can benefit from CQ Press Voting at~d Erections Col,’ectio~: 

Explore historical and contemporaty presidential, congressional, and gubernatorial election 

results and analysis and modern district profiles 

Analyze data on voting and elections results, party dominance, and candidate careers 

Search biographies and track candidates’ careers 

Learn about the American system of voting and elections, electoral process and reform, 

media, interest groups, and the impact of money 

Find facts on the party system in America, including party profiles, strength, and control 

Research the expansion of voting rights, voter turnout, voting behavior, and the power of 

incumbency 

Learn about reapportionment and redistricting 



Get instant access to CQ P~ess Voting and Elections Collection. Click here to sign up for a free 60- 
day trial! 

Sincerely, 

SAGE/CQ Press Library Marketing 

i i’~ Footer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Management Flaws at I.R.S. Cited in Tea Party Scrutiny 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTRISE~IAILI i~i NYTI World US. i Business Sports Arts Dining&Wine Today’s 

Video i Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTOM~ZE~ 

Top News 

Management Flaw~ at IoR.So Cited h~ Tea Party Scrutiny 

~ inspector general% report described a failure to skip the singling out of 

eonse~at~ve groups as Congresskmal a~des songht to determine iN<now]edge of 

tke eflbrt went beyond the Internal Revemte Service. 

, ~ Document: ~nspector General’s Repo~ on iR S A~d~ts 

Aa~ Atrocity h~ Syria, Witl~ No Victim Too Small 

A massacre @at r~vealed new dep@s of depravib, and ~udne video fi)otage 

showing hnqd violence have made the prospect of stkehing the eoun~T bank 

togekl~er appear increasingly diffeulL 

As Firms Line Up on Factories, Wai-Mm~t Plates 

Solo 

Wai-Mm% i~ecting a sai~ty plan baeked by more than a dozen 

European companies, said its monitors would "conduct in-depth 

safety inspections" at all factories it uses in Bangiadesho 

Photo of 

producti 

Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS I RETIREMENT SPECIAL SECTION 

How They Do 1-~. Elsew:here, 

Other conntries’ retirement systems offer lessons for @is nation. 

, Making a Move Abroad, and Living There, Too 

~ Filling Up an Em#y Nest 

, Go to Special Section > 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A TV personali~,’s biggest achievement: teariug dov~ the wa]~s 

bebxcen news and entertainment 

World 

From R~,sMa, With Wig: Ameriea~ Spy Suspe~ 

Is Ejected 

Russian offidals said Ryan C. Fogle was an officer of the Central 

Intelligence z\gen%, who had been caught twing to reeruik a 

Russian to spy for the U~ited States. 

The I 

didentifieas 

A~’ghan Corrtmandos Step Up Their Combat Ro]le 

A eombinatio~ of allied Special Operations forces and Af,ghm~ 

troops are set to assume more responsibility in Afghanistan as 

N52I’O gradually hands over secm~ty operationso 

Ready 
Brig. 

Brazilian Court Council Remow~s a Bar/oier to Same-Sex 

The eoundl ruled on Tuesday ~at notaW publics could not refuse to pet¢’orm 
same--sex marriage ceremonies, a derision ~hat effectively legalizes gay 
marriage. 

U.S. 

UoS. Budget Defh:it Shrinks Far Faster Tlha~ Expected 

The Congressh:mal Budget Office said the 2o13 fiscal deficit would IM] to about 

$642 billion, or 4 percent of G.D.P., about $2oo billion less than it es’dmated 

}ust th~e months ago. 

,~ GrapNc: A BeRet Ficture 



Joi~ie’s Disclosure ofPrew~tiw~ Masteetomy 

H~gh|ights Dilemma 

Ange]ina Jo]k"s dee~sion to have her bceasts remow’d becanse 

she carries a ra~ defee[ive gene underscored the painful ehoires 

women face in t~Ting to prevent breast cancer. 

~ Op-Ed Contributor: My Medical C~oice 

~ ~ iimesCsst: Revisiting a ’Previvor’ 

s Joiie 

ur, de;w 

No Benefit Seen in Sharp I.,in~its on Salt in Diet 

Health et,~l)e~.s ibr the government say thet~ is no good reason 

R>r many Ameilcans to keep sodium consumption below 2,3oo 

milligrams a day, as naLional dietary gNdeiines advise. 

A second chance for sea lions 
ALSO IN VIDEO )) 

Vigilante copy edito~ 

LJpfronts 2013: NBC 

I .... I I ...... I 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Uni~vited[ Guest Jo|ts Japan’s Busine,s,s C~|t-ure 

The hedge fund manager Daniel Dseb’s demands of Sony eonld 

test Japan’s commitment to economic ehange. 

~ G~aphic I Time~ine 

~ Sony MeeN OtiNpok¢15 Activist Inqestor, but Cou~esy 

~smpaig 

~ to be 

DEALBOOK 

I~ Role Reve, rsal~ Goildman Chief Advises Dimon 

damie Dimon, the chief of JPMorgan Chase, is seeking advice 

from Lloyd BlanklY’in as he wresLles with the fallout from a hig 

trading loss. Not long ago, he was the one offering gnidanee. 

chief of 

DEALBOOK 

Sub,scril~ers Fear B]oomberg Is Becoming Their Rival 

Long thought of as a eompm~y that serves Wall Street firn~s, Bloomberg, 

through a relatively unheralded expansion, is quietly becoming more like them. 

More Clients Ask Questions of Bloomberg 

Sports 

GAME 4: PACERS 93, KNICKS 82 

Bigger Knicks Fall Just as Hard 

Despite a lineup chm~ge, size did not matter Tuesday night. The 

Pacers were again simply better as they rolled to an ~-poink 

d~ivin9 



victory and put the Knicks on the brink of elimination. 

,[[] BOX Score i[~ Slide Showi Shumpelt, Kidd, Martin: 61 Minutes, 0 Poin~ 

Rangers, Br~i~s a~d a i~vrdiC¢ That Once Raged 

The Rangers and the Br~fins, who will meet in an Sustain 

Conference semifinal, have faced offin the 1Aayo~ nine times, 

the lask in 1973, when the dvah3, was among the most bi[ter in 

sports. 

, slap Shot: No Love Lost m the 
, S~ap Shot: Divisbna~ Rivahies o~ Display b the West 

YANKEES 4, MARINERS 3 

Granderson’s Retun~ Steps to the Side of the ~ob ..... 

Yankees’ Comeback Victory                            c~o’~ 

Curtis Grande~son played only a small pm~ in the win against the 

Mariners, but his return signaled the start of what the Yankees hope will be 

normalcy. 

Box Score 

ML B. Roundup: Dickey ~2rikes Out 10 to End Winless ~reak 

Arts 

Bill Hader to Leave ’Saturday Night Live’ 
E,. Li.&Vi. iCLK©F ~ 

When Mr. Hader deparks ;at the end of the season, he will take a 

collection of colorful eh araete~s wi th him, in elu ding the 

excitable city correspondent, Stef,’)n. 

H~der I 
motivate. 

ABC Unvei|s a FR|| Schedule %%rith ~3 New Series 
i.:;, Eil.i. CAi-Ti.R 

The netwotq< will open the IMI season with eight of these series, five of which are 

comedies, as it t*~es to build a second comedy night on Tuesday. 

, [] Video: ABC’s Programming 

Negtigenec Is :Debated in Jackson Death Case 

The civil tdal over MiehaeI Jackson’s death might hinge on 

whether reasonable care wus exercised in the hiring of his 

doctor. 

Jsckson 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Legacy of Tailhook 

Retro Repot*: MUitary sexua~ assault is not a new phenomenon. 

A second look at the Tailhook scandal in 1991 reveals what 

happened theno 3aid whak it all meuns now. 

Related Articie 

±~ epidemic of starvation skruck Sou[hern Culil’ornia’s buby seu 

]ions ~ast Februm% Although some have died, the 2acific ]k,ladne 

Mamma] Center is n ursing many of them back to health. 

Chelsea 

Alexis Johnson draws s~’le in slAration from her boss at the 

Pa ula Cooper G al]ery. 



Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Spyi~g or~ The A~odated 

What, besides i~fim idafion, is aehi evefl by sea rchi~g ph one records of 

respected j ournalis ks 

EDITORIAL 

Pakistan’s Hopeful E~eetio~ 

Former Prime Minis ~er Nawaz Sha~{f has a eimnee to establish a credible 

civilian government. 

EDITORIAL 

Grotesque Speed fo~¯ Florida Capital Cases 

The state’s indisput~d-@ detective death pe*mlty system is made more 

horri~’ing by attempts to rush inmates to execution. Guy. Rick Seot~ should 

veto the Timely Justice Act. 

Op-Ed 

OPTED COLUMNIST 

A Visit to Yeme~£s Zoo 

The state of the endangered Arabian leopard may be a 

belles, thor for Yeme~ a~d iN people. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

CascadJ~g Confessior~s 

"[’he revelatio,~s of bxo famous women help bring their diseases 

out of the shadows. 

, Columni~ Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Bad E~mugh 

Many of us are m~derstandably afraid of the way can" tbod is 

produced, but exaggeration doesn’t make our ease stronger. 
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L 
[act~cal tr~cks for being a Planning the perfect 

better writer, research paper. 

To compete [r~ today’s job market, Harming a research paper doesn’t have 

good writing skills aren’t an elective to be scary; in fact, we often make it 

usefu~ tq)s on how to become a Learn how effident planrdng makes 

better writer, the dffference~ 

Want better final grades7 Questia’s what you need[ 

cet that extra edge[ Start crafting perfect research papers using our powerful 

research writing tools, and deep [[brmN of full-text books and journal articles, 
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From resume writing to the final inter’Jew stage, [andh~g your dream job [s far from 

an easy task for most college students, Io get you fired up for hiring season, we’re 

sharing books to help you with the entire job hunting process-free fl)ra month~ 

Enjoy[ 

~N~ The The Career CIh~ic: Eight S~rnp[e Rules for F[nd[r~g Work 
Car~r YOM Love 
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Eight Sy Harold gloom 
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ii.~.iI Career Career Match: Connecting Who You Are with What 
Match: You’ll Love to Do 
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~ Your Your Career Came: How Came Theory Can He~p You 
....... c .... Achieve Your Professional Coa~s 

Game: ...... 

How By Nathan genne[[, S[ephen A, Mi~es 
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~h~o~z 

~ The Elements oF Resume St_vie: 

:rE: Elements EsserltJa~ Ru~es arid Eye--Openirlg Advice for Wridng Resumes 
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Hav~ng trouble finding your next research paper top~c? Save yourself time with these 
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His’tory of the American Soldier 

[he American Civil War 

The causes for this war, and the 

reasons for its outcome, remain 

topic for debate over a hundred 

years tater. 

~"his Mighty Scourge: 

Perspectives on the Civil War 

Why [l~e Civil War Came 

American Soldiers in major wars 

Since 1868, Memorial Day has expanded 

to honor veterans of any wars fought by 

American soldiers, 
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Top News 

An Onset of Woes Raises Questions on Obama Vision 
By PETER BAKER 

The Obama administration controversies of recent days have reinforced fears of 
an overreaching government and called into question Mr. Obama’s ability to 
master his own presidency. 

I.R.S. Chief Out After Protest Over Scrutiny of 
Groups 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The Obama administration stepped up pressure on the Internal 
Revenue Service and sought to insulate itself from the outcry 
over the agency’s special scrutiny of conservative groups. 

¯ ~ Document: Inspector General’s Report on I.R.S. Audits 

DEALBOOK 

Big Banks Get Break in Rules to Limit Derivatives Risks 
By BEN PROTESS 

Under pressure from Wall Street lobbyists, federal regulators will soften a rule 
intended to rein in banks’ domination of a shadowy but lucrative market. 

................................................................................................................... Eo~ r~0re t01? r~ws, go to N~Times~�0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Living in Limbo 

A former combat videographer, Kathryn Robinson, describes 

trying to get her life back on track after her return from Iraq left 

her with PTSD and thoughts of suicide. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTORS 

The Real I.R.S. Scandal 
By SHEILA KRUMHOLZ and ROBERT WEINBERGER 

Why does the I.R.S. give political groups tax-exempt status at a]]? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It should not matter what political stripe you’re from. 
The fact of the matter is the I.R.S. has to operate with 

absolute integrity." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, at a news conference on Wednesday addressing revelations that the 
Internal Revenue Service had focused special scrutiny on conservative groups. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Mandela Fades Amid Battles Over Who Will 

Claim Legacy 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

As Nelson Mandela, 94, grows more fragile, the struggle in South 

Africa over how he will be remembered, and what he has to pass 

on, has become increasingly acrimonious. 

Despite Focus on Spectacle, Russia Hints Spy 

Case Won’t Disrupt U.S. Ties 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Russia summoned the American ambassador, Michael A. 

McFaul, to discuss the arrest of a man it said was a C.I.A. officer, 

but officials suggested they were ready to move on. 

¯ From Russia, With Wig: American Spy Suspect Is Ejected 

GAZA CITY JOU RNAL 

Delivering KFC by Tunnel, Not Too Fast but 

Satisfying 
By FARES AKRAM 

Pa]estinians in Gaza who crave KFC meals must order from 

across the border in Egypt, and the food-delivery odyssey involves two taxis, a 

checkpoint and a smuggling tunnel. 

................................................................................................. F0r ~e[e ~v~r!d r~e~qs, go t0 NYTimes,l?om!Wodd ~ 

U,S, 

THE HARD ROAD BACK 

Baffling Rise in Suicides Plagues U.S. Military 
By JAMES DAO and ANDREWW. LEHREN 



Of the crises facing American troops today, suicide ranks among 
the most emotionally wrenching - and baffling. 

Video: Living in Limbo ] Graphic: A Rise in Military Suicides 

In Calculation of Military Rates, the Numbers Are Not All Straightforward 

Lens Blog: Still Shooting Afler the End of War 

More Multimedia Features in This Series 

Acting Chief Wins Confirmation to Run Medicare and 
Medicaid 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The vote was 91 to 7 for Marilyn B. Tavenner, acting leader of the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services since December 2011. 

Seeking Retrial, Simpson Is Demure but 
Unbowed 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

O. J. Simpson testified in Las Vegas on Thursday, trying to 
overturn the kidnapping and robbery conviction that sent him to 
prison. 

......................................................................................................... E0[ ~£re ~:~: r~e~s, go to NYTimes,�0m!US )~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Peter Pan creator’s feminist 
vision 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"Who’s Your Daddy?," starring Johnny O’Callaghan 

Boy toys yearning to be free 

nytim~.s.com, TH EATER 

Business 

After Bangladesh, Seeking New Sources 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

A search for new locations has taken on greater urgency for 
Western retailers, whose complex manufacturing needs already 



shrink the pool of potential locations. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Training for Mass Production 

. Abercrombie & Fitch Signs Bangladesh Safety Plan 

¯ Ceiling Collapse at Shoe Factory in Cambodia Kills 2 

Euro Zone Politics Hinder Response as Slump 
Persists 
By DAVID JOLLY 

Data released Wednesday showed France slipping into recession 
and Germany eking out weak growth, but analysts said any new 
plans to stimulate growth remained unlikely. 

¯ Bank of England Raises Outlook for British Economy 

Bank of England Raises Outlook for British Economy 
By JULIA WERDIGIER 

After years of warnings, the central bank governor, Mervyn A. King, said a 
recovery was "in sight." Unemployment, however, rose in the first quarter. 

................................................................................... E0r ~O~e bus!r~ss [le~s, go to N¥~[imeF~com!BusineFs ~ 

Sports 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Suddenly, It’s Woodson’s Fault 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Knicks face a daunting 3-1 deficit in their series against the 
Pacers, and Coach Mike Woodson faces blistering criticism for 
the first time since he assumed the job 14 months ago. 

: ~;~ Video: Knicks Face Elimination 

¯ Off the Dribble: Knicks Get Away From What Worked 

GAME 5: HEAT 94, BULLS 91 

Heat Close Series Against Bulls With 4th- 
Quarter Rally 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

The Heat made their best defensive stand at the end of the game 

to preserve the win in Game 5 and advance to the Eastern Conference finals. 

¯ ~’{ Box Score 

GAME 5: GRIZZLIES 88, THUNDER 84 

Randolph Leads Grizzlies to Conference Finals 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Zach Randolph had 28 points and 14 rebounds, and Memphis 
defeated Oklahoma City, four games to one, to reach the Western 
Conference finals for the first time in franchise history. 

, ~ Box Score 

¯ N.B.A. Owners Vote to Keep Kings in Sacramento 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes:comlSports ~ 



Arts 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS’ 

Kirk and Spock, in Their Roughhousing Days 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "Star Trek Into Darkness," the U.S.S. Enterprise crew hunts 

for a terrorist in the latest film in the franchise. 

, ~’~ Slide Show: A Franchise Boldly Continues 

Christie’s Contemporary Art Auction Sets 

Record at $495 Million 
By CAROL VOGEL 

The sales record was aided by soaring prices for modern masters 

like Jackson Pollock, Roy Lichtenstein and Jean-Michel 

Basquiat. 

Cambodia Presses U.S. Museums to Relinquish 

Antiquities 
By TOM MASHBERG 

Hundreds of Cambodian antiquities in American museums lack 

paperwork showing their provenance. 

¯ ~ Graphic: From Jungle to Museum and Back? 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0[e 9rts r~e~s~ go t£ N~rimes~�0m!Arts ~t 

Fashion & Style 

Pregnancy Takes a Turn on the Red Carpet 
By BEE-SHYUAN CHANG 

Making stylish gowns and baby bumps fit gracefully in the same 

sentence. 

. ~ Slide Show: Grading on the Curve 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

Channeling the Flapper Girl 
By CATHY HORYN 

’The Great Gatsby’ misses the flapper, an American icon whose 

modern style connected to youth. 

A World and an Artist Transformed 
By CELIA McGEE 

Eric FiscN’s new memoir, "Bad Boy," spares almost no one 

associated with the New York avant-garde of the early ’8os, 

including himself. 

......................................................................................... F£r r~0[e f)sbi£r~ ~e#s, g0 t0 NYTimes,�0m!Eashien ~ 

Today’s Video 



~ VIDEO: A Long Ride Toward a New China 
Every summer, the blogger "Tiger Temple" bikes around China to 

report on rural news stories censored by state-run media. 

~ VIDEO: Jinuny Kimmel on Mean Tweets and 
Upfronts 
The Times’s Bill Carter talks with Jimmy Kimmel about the 
Upfronts, "Jimmy Kimmel Live" and his upcoming plans. 

~ VIDEO: Revisiting a ’Previvor’ 

In 2007, Deborah Lindner, then 33, underwent an elective 

double mastectomy after finding out she had a gene carrying a 

high risk of breast cancer. Six years later, Dr. Lindner offers an 

update. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Take Politics Away From the I.R.S. 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

If social welfare groups had to disclose their political donors, the confusion and 

abuse would end. 

EDITORIAL 

After Attacking The A.P., a Peace Offering 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The White House now wants a law to protect journalists from government 

intrusion. 

EDITORIAL 

Pension Predators 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

New York State was right to order an investigation of firms that advertise 

payments as advances, not high-cost loans, to pensioners. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Scandalous vs. Scandal Lust 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Outrage! Disgrace! But, really, there’s not enough there there. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



On the Plus Side ... 
By GAlL COLLINS 

It’s been quite a week of scandals! Maybe, as part of crisis- 
management, our fearless leaders could come together and do 
something worthwhile like name a national rock. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

The Migrant Cash Lifeline 
By MARIE ARANA 

First-generation migrants sent a staggering amount of do]Jars to 

their families in developing countries. Is it a Band-Aid, or can it 

help build a foundation for economic development? 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 16, 1868, the United States Senate failed by one vote to 
convict President Andrew 3ohnson as it took its first ballot on one of 

11 articles of impeachment against him. (Mr. 3ohnson was acquitted of 
all charges.) 
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London Review How to Survive Climate Change 
Thomas Jones 

The question of how to prevent climate change - we’re 
way past that point now - has morphed into the 
question of how to slow it down. There’s no shortage of 
theoretical answers about the best way to pump fewer 
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, or suck more of 
them out, or lower the temperature by other means. 
And yet carbon emissions, temperatures, sea level and 

..................................................................................... the frequency of extreme weather events just keep on 
going up. Which leads to another, perhaps even more 
urgent question: if climate change is not only inevitable 
but already underway, how are we to live with it? More 

Simon Childs: Newcastle University V Adidas 

Muhammad Idrees Ahmad: Pakistan’s Elections 

John Perry: Reagan’s Favourite Genocidaire 

Jay Weissberg: Save the Emek Theatre! 

Memorylessness 
Mike Jay 

For much of his life Henry was blandly unaware of his own story. He would readily 
volunteer that he had ’a lot of trouble remembering things’; if pressed, he might 
speculate that ’I have possibly had an operation or something.’ When asked a 
question, he would pause and then reply, ’I’m having an argument with myself: a 
range of possible answers would come to him, whether from intuition, partial recall 



or informed guesswork, but he would have no means of deciding between them. In 

1977, a lab researcher noticed that he kept in his wallet a handwritten note to himself 
- ’Dad’s dead’ - to anchor his recurring feeling of absence. More 

What Happened to Haiti 
Pooja Bhatia 

Of the $2.43 billion in aid disbursed to Haiti in 2OLO, 6 per cent couldn’t be 

accounted for. One per cent, $24 million, went to the Haitian government. The rest 

went to agencies and organisations based in donor countries and to the United 

Nations. Nearly half a billion went to the US Department of Defense, which spent a 

million dollars a day maintaining a nuclear supercarrier in the bay of Port-au-Prince; 

$3.6 million of it was spent on repairs to navy helicopters and the rest on many 

assorted, bizarre sundries: $194,ooo for audiovisual equipment from a store in 

Manhattan, $18,ooo on a jungle gym that cost less than $6000 online and 

thousands on kitchen implements. More 

Claire Messud’s Spinster 
Emily Witt 

The narrator of The Woman Upstairs is Nora Eldridge, and from the start she 
describes herself as something of a non-entity. ’I’m neither fat nor thin, tall nor 
short, blonde nor brunette, neither pretty nor plain.’ She’s 42 and ’neither married 
nor divorced, but single. What they used to call a spinster, but don’t anymore, 
because it implies that you’re dried up and none of us wants to be that.’ Spinsters, in 
the old novels, are sexless, meddlesome and prissy. These days, what they used to 
call a spinster is a fearsome spectre, someone to avoid, like Bridget Jones’s single 
woman found half-eaten by her Msatian. More 
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Summer Traveling to a ’T’ 

~ 

ilNiI 

T Magazine’s Summer Travel issue is all abo~t trying 
sumething new -whether it’s staying in a stranger’s 
home, experiencing the joys of traveling solo or considering a 
place uff the beaten park Inside, there is T’s usual mix of art, 
entertainment and fashion with a prufile of the artist James 
TurrelL a visit with the actor Rupert Everett and a roundmp of 
black bikinis and leather eovermps. And don’t forget to drop in 
un Saturdays Surf N ~C in Japan, cheek m~t mw selection uf hotel 
gardens or read abo~t Italy’s Spoleto EestivaL 

Don’t Niss o,~ NVTimes.com 

¯ Avis: Bat’bat’a Walters’s Highhght Reel, Reflecting TV’s Rise and 
Fade 

¯ Yon’re the Boss glog: The Art o~’ Running a Small Business 

¯ Theater: Peter Pan Creator’s Feminist Vision 

¯ Dea[B%k: American I~veator Targets Suny for a Break~p 

¯ Bits Blog: A Cnrated Look at the Newest Gadgets and Trends 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~ ~ ........ 
(Between May 8, 2013 - May 14, 2013) 
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1. My Medical Choice 

2. The Scientific 7-Minute Workout 

3 When Myths Collide m the Capital 

4. In Hours, Thieves Took $45 Million iu A.T.M. Scheme 

5. Soothing Back Pain by Learning llow to Sit Again 

~ YqDEO: How to 

&hakshnka 
Melissa Clark demonstrates this 
classic Middle Eastern dish with 
a spicy tomato sauce and eggs 
baked on top. 

~ SLIDE SItO~V; The 

Grou~dbreaking Career of 
Barbara Waiters 
The announcement on Monday 
that Ms. }~ alters will leave ABC 
in 2o~4 kicked off a drawn-out 
abdication ritual. 

~ V~DEO: Anatomy of a 

Scene From "The Great Gatsby" 
Director Baz Luhrmann 
narrates a scene fi’om his fihn 
featuring Leonardo DiCaprio and 
Tobey Maguire. 

down the 
Co~versatio~ 

M~li~on 

~rraparound 

A 6,6g7-square-foot residence 
with six bedrooms was the most 
expensive residential sale of the 

~ Jo~n the Com, ersat~on ~ 
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the business of technology, 
with coverage ~rom Thnes 
staff writers and a rolJqdlJp 

of news from across the 
Web 
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market ciose, the DeaiBook 

e-mlail newsletter p~ovides 

brealdng news about 

M&As, I.P O.s, venture 
capitsi and more. 

All things fashion from The 
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and runway coverage 

from acclaimed critics and 
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IN THIS E-MAIL ":~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Editorials 

I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Pressure of War Is Causing Syria to Break Apart 
By BEN HUBBARD 

As the war expands in scope and brutality, it appears Syria is so 
badly shattered that no single authority is likely to be able to put 
it back together any time soon. 

Russia Sends More Advanced Missiles to Aid Assad in Syria 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ERIC SCHMITT 

Antiship cruise missiles could make it more difficult for the United States and 
its allies to impose a naval embargo, establish a no-fly zone or carry out 
airstrikes in support of Syria’s rebels. 

G.O.P., Energized, Weighs How Far to Take 
Inquiries 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

With memories of the Clinton impeachment still fresh, warnings 
are being sounded in the Republican Party, but the rank and file 
is pushing to go after the Obama administration. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

Healing in the Aftermath of a Massacre 
By JAMES ESTRIN 

After the massacre in Utoya, Norway, in July 2o11, Andrea 

Gjestvang sought to photograph the victims’ process of recovery, 

both physical and emotional. 

Gun violence wreaks havoc on a community. But it’s not just 

about blood and mayhem. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It is not that Syria is melting down - it has melted 
down. So much has changed between the different 

parties that I can’t imagine it all going back into one 
piece." 

ANDREW J. TABLER, a senior fellow at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, on the 
fracturing of Syrian society. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

As Japan Courts Growth, Europe Keeps Up Its 

Love Affair With Austerity 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Japan’s economy has posted a robust growth rate, but 

economists said Europe, particularly Germany under Chancellor Angela Merkel, 

was not willing to learn from Tokyo. 

¯ Japan’s Economy Growing at 3.5% Annualized Rate 

Attack on U.S. Military Vehides Kills at Least 16 

in Kabul 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG and HANGAR RAHIMI 

Six Americans were among the dead after a car packed with 

explosives shook the relative calm that had prevailed for months 

in the Afghan capital. 

Debating the Legal Basis for the War on Terror 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

A Pentagon official urged Congress not to modify the statute providing the legal 

basis for battling the perpetrators of 9/11 because, he said, the war against M 

Qaeda was likely to continue for "at least 10 to 20 years." 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

A Tornado’s Mad Dash, and Then Ruins 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

The worst-hit town was Granbury, Tex., where six people were 

known dead and seven were missing. 



Chechen Refugee Questioned in F.B.I.’s Inquiry of Bombing 
By SCOTT SHARE and ELLEN BARRY 

F.B.I. agents investigating the Boston Marathon bombing have repeatedly 
questioned a former separatist fighter who says he had a passing social 
relationship with a bombing suspect. 

Amtrak Upgrades Wi-Fi Service on Trains 
By RON NIXON 

The railroad said it had upgraded its cellular-based Wi-Fi 
offering using broadband technologies that will improve speed 
and reliability. 

......................................................................................................... E0[ ~pre ~:~: r~e~s, go to NYTimes,c0m!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Peter Pan creator’s feminist 
vision 
ALSO IN THEATER ~ 

"Who’s Your Daddy?," starring Johnny O’Callaghan 

Boy toys yearning to be free 

nytim~.s.com, ~H EATER 

Business 

Pills Tracked From Doctor to Patient to Aid Drug 
Marketing 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Vast databases of patient and doctor information being used by 
drug makers let them know which medications physicians are 
prescribing and how they compare to colleagues. 

Steve Jobs’s Widow Debuts on Philanthropic 
Stage 
By PETER LATTMAN and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Laurene Powell Jobs has tiptoed into the public sphere, pushing 
her agenda in education as well as global conservation, nutrition 



and immigration policy. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

A Fine Line Between Social and Political 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

Is tax law being widely flouted by political groups determined to 

avoid disclosure of their donors? 

................................................................................... E0r ~0[e b~s!9~ss 9e~s, go to NYTime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

Beckham, at 38, Says He’ll Bend It No Longer 
By JER~ LONGMAN and SAM BORDEN 

David Beckham, whose devastating free kicks, good looks and 
savvy marketing made him one of the most recognizable athletes 
in the world, said Thursday that he would retire at season’s end. 

GAME 5: KNICKS 85, PACERS 75 

Teetering Knicks Gain Foothold 
By HOWARD BECK 

Carmelo Anthony scored 28 points as the Knicks staved off 
elimination by turning their defense up a notch and capitalizing 

on the Pacers’ mistakes and misfortune in Game 5. 

¯ ~; Box Score ] ~ Slide Show: Knicks vs. Pacers in Game 5 

¯ Concussion Sidelines Pacers’ Hill 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 

A Prudent Move by Rose, if Not a Popular One 
By SCOTT TUROW 

Lost in the anger about Derrick Rose’s refusal to play is that 
many people blamed Rose’s A.C.L. tear last year on a premature 
return from other injuries. With that, caution makes sense. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ,, 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

Savagery, Mulled in Airy Precincts 
By KEN JOHNSON 

The artist Imran Qureshi has splattered the roof terrace of the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art with red paint in a work that 
suggests the potential for hope amid bloody violence. 

¯ ~-":~ Slide Show: On the Roof 

ART REVIEW 

Gladiatorial Combat: The Battle of the Big 
By ROBERTA SMITH 



Four gallery shows in Manhattan seem to suggest an art world 

face-offbetween the artists ,left Koons and Paul McCarthy and 

the dealers who exhibit their work. 

¯ ~.;.1~ Slide Show: Balloon Animals and Snow White 

A Warhol Painting Is the Star of a Modest 

Auction 
By CAROL VOGEL 

Warhol’s "Four Marilyns," the 1962 painting of Marilyn Monroe, 

times four, sold for $34 million, or $38.2 million with fees. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW ] ’STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS’ 

Kirk and Spock, in Their Roughhousing Days 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "Star Trek Into Darkness," the U.S.S. Enterprise crew hunts 

for a terrorist in the latest film in the franchise. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Franchise Boldly Continues 

MOVIE REVIEW ] ’FRANCES HA’ 

If 27 Is Old, How Old Is Grown Up? 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Greta Gerwig is the co-writer and star of "Frances Ha," a look at a 

vaguely artistic, post-collegiate New York cohort, directed by 

Noah Baumbach. 

Anatomy of a Scene 

MOVIE REVIEW] ’AUGUSTINE’ 

Doctor and Patient: A Gothic Love Story 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Mice Winocour’s "Augustine" depicts the relationship between 

the 19th-century French neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot and a 

young housemaid who becomes his patient. 

..................................................................... For r~0r# r~0y!e (~e~ys a[~d [e~(!evys, g0 t? N~(~imes.�0m(M0vies ~z 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Presidential Politics and the I.R.S. 
The Times’s Sam Tanenhaus explains how some of President 

0bama’s predecessors, including Richard Nixon, used the I.R.S. 

as a political weapon. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: May 17, 2o13 

The New York Times critics on "Frances Ha," "Augustine" and 



"Star Trek: Into Darkness." 

~ VIDEO: Decoded: Upfronts Get Bigger and 
Broader 
The Times’s Brian Stelter decodes why television networks are 
trying to broaden their offerings. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~or~ ~!d~o, gO ~0 N~’Time~�~mNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Scandal Machine 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Behind their loud condemnations of President Obama, Republicans continue to 

damage the economy and society. 

EDITORIAL 

The Murky World of Hospital Prices 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Consumers need a clearer picture of costs to make rational decisions about 

medical care. 

EDITORIAL 

A Lower Standard for Drunken Driving 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

There is good reason to lower the blood-alcohol level to 0.05, while taking 

separate steps to get the hard-core drinkers offthe roads. 

.................................................................................................... (0[ r££re 0pir~!0[~, g£ t0 N~(Times~£0m!0pinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

When Governments Go Bad 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The I.R.S. and Justice Department scandals disrobe a culture 

festering in unrestraint and overreach. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Can Obama Save Turkey From a Syrian Quagmire? 
By SONER CAGAPTAY and JAMES F. JEFFREY 

The war in Syria is spilling over into Turkey and threatening a decade of 

economic gains - and Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s political future. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 



Too Drunk to Drive 
Is lowering the blood alcohol limit the best way to minimize 

traffic fatalities? 

.................................................................................................... FOr m0~e op!nion, gO to N¥[imes~�0m!0pini0n ~ 
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On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court issued its landmark Brown vs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <~cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 1:35 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

The International Symlx~sium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy - "Italian Cultural Diplomacy & Nor~h- South Relations within the FlY’ (Rome; 

June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 
The Symposium is hosted by President Francesco Rute#i. President of the ICD 

(Rome; J~e 12th - 14th, 2013) 
~.italy-cult u mldiNomacy ~onfer~nce.or~ 

Dea~ Friends and Colleagues, 
W~ are pleased to anneunce and bring to your a~ention our fodhcoming International sympesh~m and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Semina~, te be hosted by the ~CD in 
pa~nersMp with other prestigious organizations. The information attached below provMes fu~her details on the programs provMed at these events. We wouM be extremely 
gratefu~ ~ this announcement couM be shared with other interested paAies by forwarding the information provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (iCD) 
K~d~rstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cu It u r aid i~]Rt~£y:_~rg 

Cultural Diplomacy, H~w it Operates Tod~y? 

To view the comNete ICD calendar of events ~or 20~ 3 pMase click Here 

:=.~===~=~==’~==]==~:2~O=2=.~?z~L~==~==I==I== ~N2:2~==~"~ ===[~ ~==.A==~ZU==~==’g~=.~==~ ~}=~=~Z?=~,~g:2N=~==1==]== ?.~==~==;:===~= ~=====~ ~:g~2~==~==.~’ 

"ltalNn CulNral Diplomacy & No.h-South Relations within the EU" 

(Rome; June ~2th- 14th, 2013) 
The S~mposium i~ hosted by P~sident Francesco Rutelli, President of the 

ItNy’s vast a~istic m~d culturN heritage has assisted the country to practice CulturN Diplomacy effectively as ~ ~oreign policy tool for centuries Nready. I~ ad~tkm, the great 
cultural contribution~ o~ Italy in the 20th c~ntupy in the fieM~ o~ the a~s, music, c~nema, an~ c~isine h~v~ m~de Italy a cultural icon for many ~tates worldwide. As on~ of the 
~ounding member st~te~ N the European UNon, ItNy has traditionally serve~ ~he ~ole o~ a key mediator in politicN and economic negofiafion~ regarding EU policies ~nd, in the 
conte~ of ~he urgent current crises ~n ~he European Union, Italy h~ been called upon once ~gNn ~o take on this role. 
The Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy ~n ~taly will present, explore, and analyze Italy’s Mstor~c and current fere~gn relations, and will place emphasis on the ways ~n which the 
countq has directly and ~ndirecfly used Cu~tura~ Diplomacy as a tool to improve its h~temafiona~ standing and its relations with other countries. Examples from the public 
sectoL pdvate sector and civil society will be reviewed, w~h padicular emphasis on the aM~ity N success~u~ Cultural Diplomacy practices to ameliorate relations between 
No,hem and Southern Eurepe ~n order te overcome the current crisis and to a~leviate the brig-standing Italian North-South DivMe. 
Symposium Locations 
Based in Rome, the Conference will be hosted at a number of impo~ant po~ffical, Nstodc, and cultura~ locations across the city. Featured locations during the Conference wil~ 
include: the Sodet~ Dante Alighted, Senato della Repubblica, the Ara Pacis Museum, and the Mercafi di T~a~ano. 

Symposium Participants ~> 
Panic,patton in the Conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, a~ists, joumaEsts, civil society practNoners, pdvate sector representatives, human 
dghts activists, historians, young professionals, and students, as well as other individuals interested in ~taly, Europe, internafiona~ ~e~afions, global pNNcs, and related fields 
from across the world. 

Symposium Speakers ~> 
Speakers dudng the Conference wil~ include ~eading dignitaries, heads of state, ministers, polNcians, d~plomats, academics, authors, human rights activist, journalists, and 
artists. These speakem will ~nc~ude a numbe~ of ~ndividuals from the ~CD Advisory Board. To ~earn more about the ICD Adviso~ Board, p~ease 

Speakers for the Swnposium include: 

* Adele Chatf~eld Taylor - President and CEO, American Academy in Rome 

* Antonio Paolucci - Director, Vatican Museum: Former MiNster of Culture of ItNy 

* Alessandro Mas~ ~ Secretary General, Societ6 Dante A~gMeri 

* Arab. Bruno gottai - President, Soc~et~ Dante Alighted 

* Emmanuele Emanuele ~ President, Fondazione Roma; President, Fondazione Mediterranea 

* The Hon. F~ancesco Rutell- Former Deputy Pdme Minister of ~ta~y; Former Mayor of Rome 

* F~anco Frattini - Former M~nister of Foreign Affaim of ~taly 

* Giovanna Neland~ - President, M~I Museum; Former Minister of Culture of Italy 

* Giovanni Puglisi - Dean, ~ULM University; Italy; PresMent, ~talian Commission UNESCO 

* Maur~zio Fio~i~li - Deputy GenerN Attorney, Italian State 

* Paolo Baratta - President, the h~ternational Biennale, Venezia 

* Paolo Peluffo - oecreta~y oeneral, Nafiona~ Committee for the National Unity Ce~eb~afions 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Suppo~ng National and lntematio~al Governance" 
(Ber~h~, Ankara, ~stanbul, Bucharest, Rome, WasMngton, NYC, Brussels, London; May~u~y 2013) 

The IntemafionN Symposia on C~lt~ral D~pbmacy 2013 ~s the world’s leading and largest event ~n ~he field ef Cultural D~plemacy. The Symposia 2013 wil~ include large-scale 

eqents exploring ~he Potential fer CulturN Diplomacy in Supporting National and ~ntemafienN Gevemance~ The eqents w~ll take place ~n d~fferent cities througheut the months 

of May - July 2013. 

The following Events wi~ take place during May - du~y 2013: 
Symposium on Cukural D~Nemacy & Human Rights 

"Towards a Global Human Rights Culture: E~e Need for a Collec~ve Alliance in ~e Protection g PromoOon of Huma~ Righ~" 

(Bedin; May 27th - June ~st, 2013) 



vwv’w.bh rc.de 
Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in the Asia Pacific 
"The Appfcation of Cultural Diplomacy" itr Fostering Relations withitr the Asia Pacific" 
Held Parallel to the AsiaoPacific Weeks Conference Berlin 2013 

(Berlin; June 07th - 09th, 2013) 

* Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy 
’?tatian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations ~wthin the EU" 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 
w~.italy-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.o~g 

, Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Centra~ Asia 
"Democracy, Development, and Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia" 

(Berlin; June 21st - 23rd, 2013) 
~w.centraFasia-conference.de 

* Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in the African Union 
"A#ican Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Dew,Jepn~ents in Africa" 

(~er~n; June 26th - 28th, 2013~ 
~.au-cu~t u rald~plomacv~onfe~nce.or~ 

* Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 
"The Use of Cuttura~ Diplomacy by US Foreign and Defense Agencies: An Interdiscip#nary Exploration of its importance, Successful Apptications, & Best 

~N~shington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

~ Symposium on Cultu~a~ Diplomacy ~n the European Union 
"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promoting a European Iden~ty Regional~v and 
(~russels; July 3rd - 5th, 2013) 

Symposium on Cu~tura~ D~p~omacy in the UK 
"Cultural Oipiom~cy ~roughout the Commo~e~ith of Nations: thtemation~i Cooperatio~ across Six 
(London; Ju~y J0th -12th. 2013) 
~.u k-cu~tu rald~lomacy~on~erence.org 

Fo~hcoming Conferences 
(~erl~n, Brussels, Washington DC. & New York C~ty; June-Ju~y, 2013) 
~Jcd-ylf.or~ 
The ICD Young Leade~" Forums are ~ntemation~l nef~o~k~ o~ l~ke-m~nded young individuals with an ~n~e~est ~n developing, suppo~t#~g, an~ sustaining #~tercul~u~a~ relations. 
Over the pa~ dec~de, the ~CD Young Le~de~’ Forums have g~own to become one of Europe’s ~arge~ #~dependent cultura~ exchange organizations, hosting program~ tha~ 
facilitate ~nteraction among youo9 ~Rd~vkJu~s of ~ c~I~ra~, academic, and pmfess~ona~ backgrounds from across the world. 
We are currently acceptin~ ap~l~catioas for the follow,n9 conferences: 
E~ope Meets Ch~n~: A Forum fo~ Young Leaders 

(~erlin, June 5th - 9th, 2013) 
~.icd-emc.orq 
Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(~erlin, June 24th - 28th, 2013) 
~.icd-a~rica.org 
The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Washington D.C. & New York City, June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

~vJcd-usame.o~g 
The Europe Meets Russia: A Forum ~or Young Leaders 
(Brussels, July 1st -5th, 2013) 

Cultural Diplomacy ~n Europe: A Forum for Young Lea~rs 
(~russels, July 3th - 7th, 2013) 

To apply, p~ease click HERE 

Forthcoming Academic Programs 

(June- October, 2013) 
vvww.ccds-berlin.de 
The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) oilers educational programs in partnership with other leading organizations. 
Educational programs include Certificate Programs, Study Abroad Programs, Distance Learning Pregrams (designed specifically fer governmental officials, academics, and 
professionals who are not able to leave their current positions), and Postgraduate Programs (for individuals pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, government, and/or the 
private sector, rela~ed either wholly or in part to the Iield of Cultural Diplomacy). 

The CCDS is currently accepting applications for the following proqrams: 

Distance Learning Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: June 3rd - 28th, July Ir,t - 31st, August I~ - 31~, 2013) 

MA Program in ~nternationa~ Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: Fall Semester - Berlin, October 2nd, 2013) 
MA Program in International Economics & Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

(Start: Fall Semester o EelJin, October 2n~J, 2013) 
Study Abroad Programs in international Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: S ummer Semester - Berlin, June 17th - August 16th, 2013) 

Certificate Programs in ~nternationa~ Relations & Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

(Sta~: Summer Progrsm - Berlin, July 1~ - 31~, 2013) 

(Sta~: Summer Progrsm - Berlin, August 1~ - 30th, 2013) 

ICD Academy fo~ Cultural D~plomacy: May Sess~o~ 

(aer~n, May 17th - 22nd, 2013) 

To apply, please click HERE 



What is Cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 
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Top News 

Presidel~t Seeks Path Forward Beyond Trotibles 

’rt~e Obama administration plans k~ emphasize executive actions 

and rally snpport ibr bills that eo@d pass Congress. 

giving s 
speech 

New Jersey Hospil-a~ Has Higliest Billing Rates in 

tile Nat~on 

The Bayonne Medical Cenker biIIed Medicare? for common 

treatments at a rate more than four times the [mtional average, 

according to a Times analysis of 2ol I data. 

,~ How M ligh Hospitals Charge 

on the 

bilis it 

~ ubmits 

a waste 

petroleum ~-oke, at~d t~e question of wtmt to do with ik ~ms [o md 

at least one answer in Detroit, where a ~arge coke pile eoYers an entire 

block. 

Editors’ Picks 



BUSINESS 

~ ".,mr)~:o: College Essay Nods to hmnigrant 

Parents 

Regis High School s~udent Lyle Li reads from his 

application essay about die hard work of his immigrator parent,s to secure a 

he~er education and a be~er life for him. 

~ Related Column 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR [ DRAFT 

The Role ofa Dk~tionary 

C¢ood wHti~g may exceed the boundaries suggested, if not 

intended, by diefio~aKv definitions. 

Th~ 

World 

Tr34ng Un|ikely Comeback, Ex-Iran President 

Strikes Chord ~;ith PuMic 

Fed up with h’an’s stmnbling eeo~omy, most h’aniai~s yeal’~ for 

polMes flaat sfim~flate business while lowering p~ims. 

In Nigeria, More .Attacks on MHitants 

MiliLary officials said atLacks were launched against the Boko ttaram Islamist 

group in border areas h~ a forest south of the c~b, of Ma~duguri, 

Crowd Led by Priests Attacks Gay Rights 

Marchers in Geor~ a 

A throng of thousan~ broke through police eordot~s it~ Tbilisi ko 

at~ck a group of abouk 5o demonstrators, and at least ~2 people 

we~ inj m’ed. 

U,S. 

Inmfigrant Workers Give New Direction to Los 

Angeles Unions 

Maria Elena Darazo, a labor leader, has pushed tbr safeguards 

for workers, i~duding those not authorized to work in flae 

United Stales, and an overhaul of immigration policy.s 

..... Eiena 

Durazo: 



Abor4-ion Law in A~0kansas Is Bh)cked by U.S, &~dge 

A ban on abortion at the 12th week of pregnancy is likeIy to be declared 

m~constitutional, a federa~ dist@;t ~udge said. 

A ’Pandora’s Box of Problems’ From a Police 

S]hoofing and Dr~1gs in a Utah Town 

The dishiet attorney describes chaos in West "~dley City, where 

many eases have had to be dropped and the killing of a suspect is 

under inq ukT. 

....... Kenned 
y, Ms. 
Willard’s 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

NAC Nays It ~ri~ C~rb Coop~rafio~ Wil-]~ Insider Inquiry 

A n ew rolllld of 811 bpoenas requesfi n g infbrmation in dJeates th at fSdera l 

prosecutors are intensil~ing their eflk)rts ko build a case agNnat t~e hedge fund 

SAC. 

Ex-Spanisl~ Banker ]Is Released on Bail After a 

Night i~ Jail 
::.? RA~’:HAEL 

Migud Bless, the former executive chairman of Caja Ma&{d, is 

accused of leaving his bank saddled with huge losses because of 

the takeover of a bank based in Miami. 

Bless is 

OFF THE CHARTS 

A Troubling Survey on GlobM Cor~ptio~ 

Ernst &: Young found that 2o percent of cort~ora~e oflidals and employees knew 

of financial manipulation within their company in the las t year. 

~ Graphic: Cookin~ the Books 

Sports 

_At Premk~mss, Orb’s Cha~le~tgers I~telt~de 

Clfildhood Frie~d 

The Kentuct9~ Derby winner Orb and one of his Prestress rivals, 

Departing, were yearlings together in Kentucky. 

Preakness Champio~, mtd Nlother, Toughs It Out 
::.;’ M[:’USSA HO:’~P:::R’:" 

Rachel Nexandra, the 2oo9 Preakness and horse of the year 

winner who is now a b~x-.,odmare, is recuperating fi’om a near-- 

fatal infection she developed aRer foaling in February. 

Alexand 

horse 



~ [] Slide Show: Racing to Save a Champion 

YANKEES 5, BLUE JAYS 0 

Kuroda Stifles Toronto Ove~" 8 hmh~gs 
~.~y iOiE":;i. AP;:,NB.UN~. ;~ 

The Yankees’ Hiroki Kuroda l~m~ted the Blue ~lays to bvo h~ts 

over eigb~ shutout innings b~ raise his record to 6-2. 

,~ Box Score 

The 
Yankee 

Arts 

Leaving the Met, but Not for Valhalla 

With natT an enco~e, the troubled, and troublesome, 

mechanized set for the "Ring" Q-de at ~e Met is being placed 

storage rot at least a t~w yearn. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK The 

the 

Years after they began perforating togetker, four early s~ars o[ 

the Blue Cdlar Comedy Tour sti]I draw large erow~ and have broadened their 

fo]Iowi~g. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

(:li~ging to Relevm~ee by Their Fh~gernails? On 

With the Show~ 

The art within the ar~itiee emerges when the TV network 

preseason upfront productions are em~sidered as a whole. 

Travel 

Hours in Texas Hill Cmmtry 

,lust west of Austin you1] find the Hill O)m~T, an a~a home to 

Comfoz k and Welfan’, the echoes of Willie and Waylon and the 

tensiot~ betweet~ rurN and refinedo 

Slide Show: A Taste of texas 

THE GETAWAY 

Seeking Solitude (With a 

From at~ zM’izona town where snppiies are delivered by "pony 

express" to the quiet island of Lanai, Hawaii, outSEers can help 

you truly escape. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

A Case for Gel-ting Far, Far Away 

~m obsession wiLh Lhe leasL-visited Natiotml Park Service 

propeW in the country a~fimates a~ argument fbr vanishing. 

] 

National 

Monum 

"1 

Today’s Video 

In this week’s episode, A. O. Scott and David Cart talk about 
villains in the movies. Scary, hnh? 



~ V~.DEO: A~aa[omy ofa See~ae: Trances Ha~ 

Noah Bamnbach, the director of "Frances Ha," narrztea a scene 

featnfing Ore~ Oetwig, Miekey Sumner and Adam Dt~ver. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Unforgivable Conduct 

The .,~sembiy should expel Vito D)pez and remove Sheldon Silver fl’om the 

leadersb 

EDITORIAL 

AngeHna JoHe’s Disclosure 

Public awareness is raised, as are eo ~cer ~s about insnranee coverage for 

preventive masteckomieso 

EDITORIAL 

Sales Tax~s and t]tae Irnternet 

Rationality and fiairness are the 9mdamenta] issues. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bye- Bye Bohemia 

The Cedar Tavern site is becoming a beauty salem Good 

ridden 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Reso~anee Resistant 

Republicans miss another chance h-,, hc, nesLly engage the publie 

as they race off the cliff in the supercharged outrage machine. 

, Celum nis;t Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hard of Hem°ings 
E~. 0.’< CO~. ~iN~’, 

Don’t worry, people. If’you missed the heated healing on the 

I.R.S. held by the House Ways and Means Committee on Ftqday, 

we have a eompIebe ~tmdowm 

~ Columnist Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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Top News 

Confusion and Staff Troubles Rife at I.R.S. Office 
in Ohio 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE, DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI and MICHAEL LUO 

Alienated from the broader Internal Revenue Service culture and 

given little direction, specialists in a Cincinnati office struggled 
with the caseload of groups seeking tax exemptions. 

Pakistan, Rusting in Its Tracks 
By DECLAN WALSH 

A train journey across Pakistan highlights the woes of its raft 

system, which are a microcosm of larger troubles: corruption, 
economic disparity, political unrest and neglected infrastructure. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Pakistan, as Seen Through its Railways 

¯ ~ Graphic: A Sampling of Pakistan’s Troubles 

The Health Toll of Immigration 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

A growing body of mortality research on immigrants has shown 
that the longer they live in the United States, the worse their 
rates of heart disease, high blood pressure and diabetes. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: A Survey of the Region’s 
Battered Beaches 
With summer looming, The Times looked at the condition of 
public beaches in the region battered by Hurricane Sandy, 
surveying three states and hundreds of miles of coastline. 

OPINION I OP-EDCOLUMNIST 

Without Water, Revolution 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The Syrian disaster is like a superstorm. It’s what happens when 
drought, a fast-growing population, a repressive and corrupt 
government, and sectarian and religious passions combine. 

¯ Columnist Page 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The I.R.S. is pretty dysfunctional to begin with, and 

this case brought all those dysfunctions to their worst." 

PAUk STRECKFUS, a former I.R.S. employee who rtms a newsletter devoted to tax-exempt 

organizations. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

North Korea Reportedly Launches Short-Range Missiles 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

The tests broke the recent relative silence from the North, but the move was 

much less provocative than what had been feared earlier this year. 

On Hong Kong Shelves, Illicit Dirt on China’s 
Elite 
By CHRIS BUCKLEY 

Visitors from mainland China turn to Hong Kong bookstores for 

forbidden delights: shelves of scandal-packed expos~s about 

their Communist Party masters. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Banned in China, but Popular in Hung Kong 

Assad Suggests Peace Talks Would Fail Because 
West Wants to Prolong War 
By ANNE BARNARD 

President Bashar a]-Assad backed away from earlier statements 

by Syrian officials that the government was willing to negotiate 

with its armed opponents. 

................................................................................................. E0r E~0[e ~v£r!d r~e~s, 90 t0 N~rimes,£0m!W0dd tt 

U,S, 

Criticism of Veterans Affairs Secretary Mounts 

Over Backlog in Claims 
By JAMES DAO 

The secretary, Eric Shinseki, is being held accountable for his 

overwhelmed agency’s problems dealing with claims for 

disability compensation. 



In Shadow of the Stonewall Inn, a Gay Man Is 

Killed 
By MARC SANTORA and JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 

A young man screamed antigay slurs at another man before 
killing him on Friday night in Greenwich Village. 

Haunting Relic of History, Slave Cabin Gets a 
Museum Home in Washington 
By RUBBLE BROWN 

The Smithsonian is dismantling a cabin, plank by plank, and 
moving it to the National Museum of African-American History 

and Culture. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Melissa Clark’s pulled pork 
ALSO IN VIDEO ~ 

Cooking fried chicken 

Chocolate-crusted banana blondies 

Business 

Sony’s Unwanted Genre: Suspense 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Sony Pictures is under pressure this summer, and not just to 
produce hit movies. Daniel S. Loeb, an activist investor, wants 
Sony to spin off part of its entertainment unit. 

The Giant of Shareholders, Quietly Stirring 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager, is far from being 
an activist investor, but it is starting to ask more questions about 
companies in which it has stakes. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Big Bets on Many Horses 



FAIR GAME 

Dueling Jobs (and Big Paydays) 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Shareholders of PennyMac, a real estate investment trust, have 

profited since it went public, but not as much as its C.E.O., who 

also leads the financial services company that manages it. 

................................................................................... F0r r~0re b~si~ess ~e~ys, g0 t~ N~(Times,�0rn(Business ?~ 

Sports 

GAME 6: PACERS 106, KNICKS 99 

Knicks’ Path Through Playoffs Is Blocked 
By HOWARD BECK 

Despite Carmelo Anthony’s 39 points, the Knicks fell to the 

Pacers in Game 6 of their Eastern Conference semifinal series. 

Indiana will face the Heat next. 

¯ ~’~ Box Score 

¯ Hill’s Return at Point Guard Gives Pacers Needed Lift 

Two Kings of Racing Spoil Orb’s Bid for Crown 
By JOE DRAPE 

Oxbow cruised to an easy victory at the Preakness Stakes, giving 

the trainer D. Wayne Lukas his 14th Triple Crown race victory 
and jockey Gary Stevens his third Preakness win. The heavily 

favored Orb finished fourth. 

The Rail: Highlights and Analysis of the Preakness Stakes 

Former Ski Racer Developed Swing That Sounds 

as Good as It Looks 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Marina Stuetz, 19, of Austria, an L.P.G.A. Tour rookie, says her 

swing has not changed much since her first attempt at age 6. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Daft Punk Gets Human With a New Album 
By SIMON REYNOLDS 

The French dance-music duo known for its synthetic dazzle has 

made its new album a flashback to the era of live musicianship. 

Gatsby, and Other Luxury Consumers 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Characters in "The Great Gatsby," "Spring Breakers," "Pain & 

Gain" and "The Blind Ring" share a craving for the finer things. 

For Acclaimed Wagnerian, Less Excess 



By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

As Wagner’s 2ooth birthday approaches, one of his interpreters, 
the German conductor Christian Thielemann, is in the process of 
scaling back the excess in his own life. 

........................................................................................................ Ee~ rp0r~ a~ts [?e~s, g0 to N¥]irne~:�0m!Arts ~ 

Magazine 

Some of My Best Friends Are Germs 
By MICHAEL POLLAN 

Medicine used to be obsessed with eradicating the tiny bugs that 
live within us. Now we’re beginning to understand all the ways 
they keep us healthy. 

¯ The 6th Floor Blog: The Greatest Hits of Michael Pollan 

Rajat Gupta’s Lust for Zeros 
By AN ITA RAGHAVAN 

Why the difference between a personal fortune of $100 million 
and $1 billion meant the world to the former McKinsey director. 

Why Basketball Won’t Leave Phil Jackson Alone 
By SAM ANDERSON 

There is no such thing as life after basketball for the 13-time 
N.B.A. champion. Life is basketball. 

, The 6th Floor Blog: Jackson’s Sketches of Famous Plays 

........................................................... ~O[ more frpm ~he Sqr~day rj) agag![~e, go to NYT!mes:com!Magaz!ne )~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Searching for the Blues 
Jukejoints, the Blues Highway and the Deep South. 

: Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Made in Bangladesh 

In the wake of the Rana Plaza building collapse, Kalpona Akter, 

the executive director of the Bangladesh Center for Worker 

Solidarity, talks about conditions in garment factories. 

~ VIDEO: Travis and Tom 
Two Steves fall in love during a national tour of "Blues Clues 

Live!" That is, actor Tom Mizer fell for his understudy, Travis 

McGhie. 

............................................................................................................ Fpr rj?0[e ¥ide0, g0 t0 NYTimes,£0mN!de0 ~ 

Editorials 



EDITORIAL 

Climate Warnings, Growing Louder 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Given new evidence on carbon pollution, President Obama should get moving 

on global warming. 

EDITORIAL 

The Immigration Bill Presses On 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

After two weeks of markup, the fundamental support for immigration reform 

looks strong. 

EDITORIAL 

Beyond the Brady Rule 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

To make criminal cases more efficient and fair, prosecutors should open up 

their flies to defendants. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Is It Time to Bag the Plastic? 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Some cities have done away with the plastic shopping bag, but 
much of America seems more addicted than ever. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Taxing Times for Obama 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Now comes the mess with the I.R.S. The president could use a 

little J.F.K., and a little Bu]worth. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Show Us Your Woe 
By FRANK BRUNI 

From "American Idol" to American politics, it’s a]] about the 

suffering. And it’s exhausting. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

.................................................................................................... F_o[ ~£re opir~!o£, g£ to N~(Times:£om!Opinion ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

The Government’s Worst Face 
By SAM TANENHAUS 

Many Americans, left and right, feel ambivalence not just toward 



the I.R.S. but toward the federal government and the outsize part 
it plays in our daily lives. 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 19, 1935, T.E. Lawrence, also known as "Lawrence of Arabia," 
died in England from injuries sustained in a motorcycle crash. 
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Top News 

Chinese Hackers Resume Attacks on U.S. Targets 
By DAVID E. SANGER and NICOLE PERLROTH 

A cyberunit of the People’s Liberation Army in China appears to 
have resumed its attacks using different techniques, hitting 
several of the same victims it has gone after in the past. 

Hezbollah Aids Syrian Military in a Key Battle 
By ANNE BARNARD and HWAIDA SAAD 

Pro-government fighters are reported to hold more than half of 

the border city of Qusayr, in a critical setback for rebel forces. 

Wells Dry, Fertile Plains Turn to Dust 
By MICHAEL WINES 

Parts of the vast High Plains Aquifer are so low that crops can’t 

be watered and bridges span arid stream beds. 

¯ ~ Graphic: An Underground Pool Drying Up 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Lack of Water Has Lasting Effects in Kansas and Texas 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Electric Daisy Carnival 
Scenes from the electronic dance music festival at Citi Field in 

Queens. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Celebrating Inequality 
By GEORGE PACKER 

A super-class thrives as ordinary dreams die. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"That’s prime land. I’ve raised 294 bushels of corn an 
acre there before, with water and the Lord’s help. It’s 

over." 

ASHLEY YOST, a Kansas farmer who drew water from the High Plains Aquifer, which is 
increasingly tapped out. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Dagestan’s Bitter Shadow War, Fought by ’Many 

Tsarnaevs’ 
By ELLEN BARRY 

A visit to Dagestan last year by Tamerlan Tsarnaev, a suspect in 
the Boston bombings, has drawn attention to the guerrilla 
conflict in the North Caucasus, in which most young men who get involved do 

not return alive. 

Russia Expels Former American Embassy Official 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN and MARK MAZZETTI 

Thomas Firestone, a former Justice Department official who had been working 
in Moscow as a lawyer, was declared "persona non grata" this month, possibly 
because he reportedly had rebuffed an effort to recruit him as a spy. 

Slow Response by Georgians to Mob Attack on Gay Rally 
By ANDREW RUTH and OLESYA VARTANYAN 

An inquiry into the attack that included rock-throwing priests caught on 
television cameras has led to no arrests. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Larger Union That Enforces Inunigration 
Opposes Bill 
By JULIA PRESTON 

A council representing 12,000 officers who issue documents will 

ioin a council representing 7,7oo deportation agents in fighting a 
Senate proposal. 



Navajo Confront an Increase in New H.I.V. 

Infections 
By DAN FROSCH 

A report found 47 new diagnoses in the tribe in 2012, a 20 
percent increase from 2011 and very worrisome in a community 
where AIDS still carries a stigma. 

THE CAUCUS 

Obama Urges Morehouse Graduates to ’Keep 
Setting an Example’ 
By MARK LANDLER 

President Obama told Morehouse College graduates that "laws, 
hearts and minds have been changed to the point where someone who looks like 
you can serve as president." 

......................................................................................................... F?r rj?o [e U.S. r~evys, go to N )~Y!mes.com(US tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 

New technology inspires a 
rethinking of light 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

By 2023, a changed world in energy 

Mobile chargers prepare for their day in the sun 
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Business 

Public Outrage Over Factory Conditions Spurs 
Labor Deal 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

The Swedish retail giant H&M faced public pressure to accelerate 
its efforts to improve garment-factory conditions, though it had 
no ties to a disaster in Bangladesh. 

DEALBOOK 

Hedge Fund Owner Gets Subpoena to Testify 
By BEN PROTESS and PETER LATTMAN 



Steven A. Cohen, rather than be subject to broad questions from 
prosecutors, is expected to assert his constitutional right against 
self-incrimination. 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorgan Chase Vote Tests Stockholders’ Power 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and SUSANNE CRAIG 

At JPMorgan Chase, the move to split the jobs of chairman and chief executive, 
now held by Jamie Dimon, comes as the bank is actually prospering. 

, ~ Timeline: Jamie Dimon, Chief of JPMorgan Chase 

................................................................................... E0r [p0[e b~s!r~ss [~e~fs, go to N¥~[ime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

GAME 2: BRUINS 5, RANGERS 2 

Breakdowns Leave Rangers Reeling 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Goalie Tuukka Rask made 35 saves and the rookie Torey Krug 
scored his second goal in two games, helping Boston take a 2-0 

lead in a second-round series. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Rangers vs. Bruins Replay 

Emotional Swing for English Soccer Club 
By SAM BORDEN 

Wigan Athletic, the small club that stunned the soccer world by 
winning the F.A. Cup final against Manchester City, and its fans 
experienced mixed emotions on the team’s final day in England’s 
Premier League. 

¯ ~!~ Slide Show: Wigan Lingers at the Exit Door 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Knicks’ Illusion Was Convincing, but Magic May 
Run Out 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Knicks’ title chase is over, and with a talent deficit and a 
payroll with no flexibility, they are paying the price for their pursuit of veterans 
last summer. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

With Wheelchair and Lively Baton, Levine 
Commands Carnegie Hall 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 



James Levine, who has defined the Metropolitan Opera for more 

than 40 years, returned Sunday after two years to lead the Met Orchestra at a 

packed Carnegie Hall. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Singing a Happier Tune in Cannes 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The Coen brothers’ "Inside Llewyn Davis," which follows a New 

York folk musician, injected some levity into the Cannes Film 

Festival. 

¯ More From Cannes 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A Parking Lot With a Beat 
By JON PARELES 

The Electric Daisy Carnival turned the Citi Field parking lot into 

a festival for electronic dance music over the weekend. 

: ~ Slide Show 
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Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Telecom’s Big Players Hold Back the Future 
By DAVID CARR 

A law school professor is on a permanent campaign to argue that 

the telecom and cable industry has been overtaken by 

monopolists who resist innovation and overcharge consumers. 

Bold Growth Plans at Hollywood Studios 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Given the more generous subsidies offered in other states and 

countries, major studios including NBCUniversal, Paramount 

and Disney all have large-scale, long-term expansion plans. 

ADVERTISING 

A Season of Families, Vampires and Aliens 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

After a lackluster 2012-13 season, network television is relying on 

family related comedies and the supernatural to attract viewers. 

¯ News From the Advertising Industry 

................................................................. F0r r~0re r~edia 9r~d adyer~isirN r~e~,s, g0 t0 N~!imes,£0m!Media ?? 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Spy Games Make Hollywood Blink 
Joel Fields, an executive producer of "The Americans," talks 



wigs, compasses and spy craft, and how the arrest of an 
American in Russia looks a lot like the espionage portrayed on 
the television show. 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Full Bloom 
A focus of fashion is the length of the leg, seen in tights or just 

bare. 

~ VIDEO: Making Tamarind Spiced Nuts 
Melissa Clark shows how to make a sweet and salty snack, 

perfect for pairing with a cocktail. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Education, Vision and the Mayor’s Race 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The candidates need to explain how New York City schools wi]] get better after 

the B]oomberg era. 

EDITORIAL 

Derivatives Reform on the Ropes 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Is real change merely difficult, or impossible? 

EDITORIAL 

Eavesdropping on Internet Communications 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

New F.B.I. rules will have to strike the right balance between privacy and 
security and the government’s need to monitor criminal activity. 

.................................................................................................... (o[ ~p£re opir~!o[1, g£ to N~(Timesr£om!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How to Legalize Pot 
By BILL KELLER 

Can you avoid black markets, drugged drivers and salmonella? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

The 1 Percent Are Only Half the Problem 
By TIMOTHY NOAH 

Two types of inequality demand our attention. Liberals and 



conservatives have to open their ears. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

What Guilt Does the U.S. Bear in Guatemala? 
Guatemala’s dictator in the 198os has been convicted of 

genocide. But is the U.S. responsible for supporting him? 

.................................................................................................... Fer mo~e ep!ni0n, g0 to N¥[imes~�om!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 2o, 1961, a white mob attacked a busload of "Freedom Riders" 
in Montgomery, Ala., prompting the federal government to send in 

United States marshals to restore order. 
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A (~x~gressio~a ] ii~qu i~?,’s fi n dings were remarka bin both for t}~e 

te~s of hi]lions of doliars involved and for Apple’s audacib~ in 

saying some ofiks subsidiaries were stateless and beyond airy ~x authority’s 

~r-] TimesCast: Apple’s ]ax Aveidance Strategies 

Betbre T~n~blr, Founder Made Morn Proud. He 
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Tumblr:s 

Vast Oklahoma Tornado Kili,s at Least 9~ 

Homes were fla :Celled, ears flung through the air m~d a+ ]east 

sehods packed with ckildre~ destroyed, sending rescuers to dig 

ouk ~hose buffed i[~ rubble. 

~ ~ Video: Tornado Str~kes in Oklahoma ~ ~ Map: Path of the Fomado 

workers 
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For morr~ top news. 9o to NYTimes.¢om +> 

Editors’ Picks 



~ vmEo: Torr~ado Strikes in Oklahoma 

A tornado tore througb pa~s of Oklahoma Cib and i~s m~burbs 

on Monday flattening homes, star~ing fires and sending 

residents scrambling to find fl’iem& and neighbors possibly bmqed in rubble. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

TJ~e Out~°ageous Cost of a Gone Test 

Whe~ we can sequence 20,000 ge~es for ,$I,ooo, why sbould it cost nearly 

84,000 to analyzejust two? 

World 

Guatemalan CouN Ove~urns Genocide ~ E~li~ 
Con vi~ion of Ex-Dietato~° this 

The dedsicm, which rolled back the proceedi~%s to April ~ 9 

w~en a decision by a pre’uqal judge sent the h~al in to disarray, is 

a dramatk, legal victory f~-~r Go*rural l~os Montt, 86, at~d a blow to humat~ rights 

adw)eates. 

Hezbollal~’s Role i~ Syria ~:ar Shakes 

Fighting in the sLr{Regie city of Qusayr brought t{sing casualties 

for the Leba~ese mi]it4mt group Hezbollah as kjdned its biggest 

batLle yet in supporL of Syria’s presidenL 

Polling Group i~ Russia Says It May C~ose 
BF i.k k i. q 

After the l~wada Cen~er, ~he eountw’s only indepet~den~ pollit~g 

age~cy, was told it must register as a "tbreign agent," its director 

said figtRit~g the ~qui~met~t would effeetively s~mk khe center, 

Gudkov 
, the 

U,S, 

At’izona Desel°t Swallows Migrm~Ls on R~skier 
Paths 

Mi~’ant deaths remain high even as migra*~t apprehensions ~aave 



fidlen, with tighter borders 1.~ushing people to take riskier routes 

from Mexico to the United States. 

~ Rhotog~phs: Reiics of a Deadly .Journey 

Veterm~ Senator Emerges as Player on 

]Immigration Overl~a~| 

The bipa~tisan group of eight senato*.~ who &’aRed the nation’s 

new immigra’don reform see Senator Or~n G. Hatch of Utah as a 

potentially influential partner. 

...... Ordn G 
Hatch 

Immigration Oftieials ..Nay Satk~guards Were Added 

A unkm representing employees o{’the Department of Homeland SeeurRy 

eMled on lauqn akeL~ to reje& "fiae Senate immigration bill, saying security 

proeedvm>s were weak. 

Yahoo acquiring Tumblr: What 
it means 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Deborah Turness named president of NBC News 

Tumbl~ founder says site will stay an "independent" effod: 

Business 

Fox" tl~e ~;o~’d on the Street~ Courts Call Up an 

Online 

Couz ks are looking to Urban Dictionary, a crowdsoureed Web 

site, as one way to detSne words on Maieh a ease may 

Peckha 

U oN, and iEurope Prepare to Nettle Chinese Nolar 

Panel Cases 

The plan that is starting to take shape would essentially carve up 

the global s~:flar pand market into a series cd regionN markets. 

panels 

at Yingli 

Viewers $tm¢ to Embrace Tele~ision on Demm~d 

Although it has been around for years, the technolo,~.v is catching 

on among people who want to w~teh television on their o;~ 

schedules. 

I~] Videe- 

Sports 

A Guide lii~r Game Hunting in Eng]land~s Prernie~ 

League 

Watching a Premier League game on tdevis~on is noticing like 

thrilling, e~musdng, p~-~fane experience of attending one. 

fans 

chant 



Slide Show: A P~emier League Travel Primer 

in England, Police Tactics Aim to Stop "[’rouble 

Before It Sla~s 

Pa~:oll~ng the stands, using "spo~ers," keeph~g opposing fans 

separa[e and assessing each match’s pok’nda] for violence are 

among str;aegies ased. 

i;y S,-’,M BORD[.N 

Coach Jos6 Mominho will leave the soccer team at the en d of the 

season and is widely expected ~o return to Chelsea. 

, ~ post a Comment 

Jose ] 

~ and 

Arts 

The Dark Side of IAberat~ on 

"What Soldiers Do: Sex and the Ame~iean C~.I. h~ World War II 

France," a book by the historian MaU Louise Robe¢~s, 

doenments rape and other miseondn~’t among the greatest 

£; M~/ [ 
....... Louise 

Robel!s 

has 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

":M~d the Moun~dns Echoed," a mul[igeneration~d novel by 

Khaled Hossdni, exl~lores how characters define themselves through the 

choices they mnke. 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE MASTER BUILDER’ 

Raising Towers and ~¥restling Demons 

J ohn Turtur[~) is the conflicted and driven a[x:.hiteet Hah’ard 

Solbess in "The Master Builder," directed by Andrei Belgraden 

left, 
Wrenn 

Science 

A CONVERSATION WITH BRENDA MILNER 

Still Cha~’ting Memoi2,j~s DepLhs 

Brenda Milner’s work w~th an amnesia l:mfient J~} the ]95os 

showed how memory is rooted in spedfic regions of the brain. 

With modern teehnolo&v, she says, "we can see so much more." 

No Easy Choices on Breast Reeonstr~mtion 

While a receipt article by :\~%elina Jolie about her mastectomy 

and reconstruction raised awareness, i~ may have left [he 

hnpression that the surgeries a~) quick and easy p*’oeedures, 

some doctors f’ean 

Milner’s 

The Book Stops Here 

The Amelican Psychia ttqc Association’s offidal manual of mental disorders, 

newly revised, may no~ be ideal, but ~t offers elinidans a common language. 

Today’s Video 



~ vine:o: Crack Babies: A Tale From ~he 

Dru~ Wars 

Retro Rcport: In ~]~e I98os, many government officials, 

seienSsts andjournalists warned that the countW would be 

plagued hy a ge~mcafion of "crack habies." They wece l~Tcmg. 

~ Retro Repo~: Revisiting the ’Cracl,; Babies’ Epidemic That Was Not 

~ VmEO: Yahoo Acquiring Tumblr: What It 

The Times’s Jenna Wm ~ham on ~e reae’do~ to Yahoo’s 

acquisition of Tambh’ and what ~t means fbr users. 

~ VmEO: Americana: An ][ta~ian-Born 

Highball 

Made with Carapace, sweet vermouth an d soda, the Americana ~s 

a I~ summertime 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

N ew Efforts to Undercut Health Reforms 

Rep~d_qieans seize on b,v~., con troversies to block the means to help the 

unh~sured. 

EDITORIAL 

"Why Is Russia Still Arming 

Doubts are gr’o~dng about whether a promised peace conference will even come 

off. 

EDITORIAL 

No Public. Oflh:e for Vito Lopez 

Now that he has resigned fl?om the Assembly a~er accusations that he sexuaUy 

harassed yonng women on his staff, Mr. I~pez is threatening to run for City 

Council New Yorkers deserve be~ter. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Stop the Leaks 

Prosecutors were ~ght to obtain phone records of A.Po 

iouma]ists. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

$’Vhat Our V~;ords Tell Us 

Gradual shifts in language use over the centuries n’flect tectonic 
shifg~ in culture. 

, co~mn~ page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

One SehooPs Catholic Teaching 

With just the briefest acknowledgement of her life partner, Carla 

Hale lost the job she’d loved fi;~r more than ~ 8 yea~.~. 

~ CehJmnist Page I BIog 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Immigration Overhaul Wins Panel’s Backing in the Senate 

Today’s Headlines We neeOoy, Moy22, 

~NTHISE~I,~ILI i~i NYTI World US. i Business Sports Arts Dining&Wine Today’s 

Video i Editorials i OP-~ i OnThisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Inmfigration Overhaul ~,:h~s Panel’s Backing in x s~to,- 
the Se~ate ..... 

Patrick 

J. [.ea hy 
~.,:.: .:.~HL ~.Y P.,R ~;L:R :£x.i JU ~. L:. p~.:~.:y~ ON 

~,,.~k n9 
The Senate ,Jndiciap: Commi~ee. voting 13 to 5 t~ @prove a b l 

drafted by a bipaAisa ~ group of eighk se rotors, a~’eed to hold 

off on an amen~nen [ [hat would have added protec[ions fi)r gay eoupIes o 

Debate Aside, Drone Stri~es Drop Sharp]ly 

In an address on Thmsday, President Obama w~]] a~empt to 

out his justification for dro~e strikes, which have been i~ decline 

si[~ce 2OLO, a[~d wha[ [hey have achieve& 

, The Caucus: Send Us Your Questions About Drones 

Drama as Alaem Sirens Wailed; "l:~ime Reveals 

Lower Death To]l]l From Tornado 

Officials said it was still too early to say predsely how many 

people had been killed, but the toll appeared [o be sig~ifieanl]y 

less [han i[~itially feared. 

~ [] Ma pping the Devastation Along the lornado’s Path 

~F1 Interactive Feature: Before and After: 360’ Views From Moore, 

workers 

combed 

throuah 

Editors’ Picks 



After: 36o° V~ews From l~oore, Oklao 

Panoramic images taken Tnesday are compared wifla flae same 

loea{ions before the storm from Google Maps’ Street View. 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

After the "l[’o~°nado~ a ~¢;ar Zone 

That’s the thing with a h)mado- even when you know it’s coming, you’re 

helpless, because you don’t know pvedse]y where it w~II hit. 

World 

Folk Remedy Extracted F~oom Captive BeaTs Stirs 

Furor h~ China 

An extract fl’om ~he gallbladder of bears is helieved to have 

medidna] benefiN, but m~imal welfare advocates aim to 

convince Chinese consumers of dm barbarity of bile farming. 

A Four~der of the Revolution Is Barred From 

Office, Shockh~g hoanim~s 

A vexing panel rq}ected former President Ali Akbar Hasbemi 

Rafsanjani and an ally of President Mahrnoud Ahmadinejad’s. 

:": tang 

Pharma 

Akbar 

Irm~ m~d Hezbollal~ Suppo~ for 

Complicates Peaee-TaIk Strategy 

The stepped--up support President Bashar al-.Assad of Syria has 

received from 1ran and Hezbollah appears to have fortified his 

bdief that he can hang on to power and prevai] militarily, 

..... ),of 

State 

’J[~Oilil 

U,S. 



In sta~es like Oklahoma and Missouri, tornadoes are a seasoual 

threat, buL government regulation and the expense of shelters 

rm~kle. 

A~oizo~a Law on Abolitions Struck Down as Restrictive 

The law made the procedure illegal if performed about 38 weeks after 

fertilization, earlier than the time recognized by Supreme Court precedents. 

WHITE HOUSE MEMO 

A Sleepe~° Scm~tda]l Awake~s, Post-Eleetio~ 

A year ago, when the current Inter~ml Revenue Ser~:iee scm~dal that has swirled 

atx~und Mr. Obama l’ir~ t emerged, Washington - and, apparently, the White 

tlouse -shru~edo 

The "Crack Babies" Epidemic 
That Was Not 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Restoring the Rockaweys 

Spy games make Hollywood blink 

Business 

Eveli Before Apple Tax B,0eaks, Ireland’s Policy 

Had Its CriIties 

OLher countries h3ve long been annoyed by Irish Lax laws, buL 

the benefit to the strugg]i~g ccmnh’y’s economy means the roles 

are un]ikely to change. 

IX Apple 
..... Operr~tio 

DEALBOOK 
Outside 

Dimor~ P*’eva[ls ~r~ Key JPMo~°gan Vote, Retaining JpMo,-g~ 

~ Top Jobs 

i ~}~ 
,Ja mie Dimon held onto h is title of ch airm an after 3PMorga n’s 

shareholders defeated a proposal to split "~e chairman and chief executive role. 

SQUARE FEET 

A Mag~et foli° Shoppe~°s ]Is Getting a Makeow~a" 

Wood bu ~T Comm on, a ]a byr[nthi~e ouget complex no~h of 

New 5%rk City ~at draws shoppers from all over the world, is 

preparing for an expansion and an extensive overhaul. 

Sports 



A Team Is Borr~, but Not All Cheer 

Manchester Ci~" and tlae Yankees teamed Ul> to buy tt~e New 

York City Football Club, a new M~or Ix~ague Soccer team that is 

expe~’~ed ko begin competing in 2o15, but i[ has no home ko 

l~l ove 

Goal: Cit’y Executive Always Had Eyes on the US 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

A Stadim~ in Queens Is No ~Taik in the :Park 

putting a stadium, concrete access, traffic jams and another set 

of users into Nushing Meadows-Corona Park in Queens could be 

Major League Soccer’s first unredeemable act. 

Anchored P~ttb~g Will Be Banned Starting in 

~o~6 

The change, which came after months ~ff spin’ted debate, will 

prohibit golfers fl’om anchoring the dub agNnst the body while 

making a stroke. 

familiar 

..... isa 

Arts 

Latest Quincy do~es Hyphenate? Manager 

The performer-producer, now 8o, bus taken on a new role: 

managing young b~lenL from jazz musicians to a pan-Asian ,gift 

group. 

Dealer at Center ofA~ Sem~dal Arrested on Tax 

Charges 

Glafira Rosales sold most of the disputed works through the New 

York gallet\v I~oedler & Company. 

Rc,sal~¢ 

, who 

Prison Was Awfid, but He L~kes the Video 

Versior~ 

The rebellious Chinese afist ~,~ Weiwei plans to release a 

provocative music video and album based on his 8]<lay 

deteution in 2o11. 

Dining & Wine 

Gin, To~fie and a :Dash of Restraint 

Ove~vrought reinventions ash]e, a new gdden age %r a classic 

eoek~aiI has arrived. 

Giving the Second Ingredient Its Due 

G[aphic: Lemons or Limes:’ I Slicle Sinew 

tonic 

from the 

THE POUR 

Refreshing New Sangrias to Chase Away Bad 

Memories 

The Spanish punch that is consumed in the heat doesn’t have to 

he oversweet or headache-inducing. 

left; a 

glass of 

Gi~ng the Second Ingredient Its D~e 

In a gin and bmie, the latter is ofteu taken for grank’d, but the 

choice of a tonic produces very different eoektails. 

tonic as 



Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: R~flectkms o~ the Oldahoma 

’rorr~ado 

As the rescue e~b~ continues, workers s~ed through debris 

while ~vsidenks s~#aed returning to ~eir homes and assessing 

the cleanup. 

~ V~)EO: Decoded: Cow~r~r~g a Dest~0uetive 

To~0nado 

The Times’s B~an Stelter decodes the vital role of local 

repo~ers in eovmqng disas ters like the powerful tornado ~hat 

stmd~ ~ear ONahoma Ci~. 

~ WDEO: Shakerato: A Chilled Espresso 

Drh~k 

This simple &’ink is comprised of a shot of espresso posted over 

ice cubes a~d then shaken. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Ar~ ][mpe.~’feet I~igralJor~ Bi]l]l Nm’v~ves 

The struggle for fi~irness cm~fmms, as the opponenN of reform wage a 

dishonest balQe. 

EDITORIAL 

aamther Chdlli~g Leak investigation 

A Fox News reporter accused of conspi~t~g with a leaker was just doi*~g his job, 

His case is an example of how the Obama adminish’ation lacks respect for a 

press. 

EDITORIAL 

Stop- a~d- Frisk o~ Trial 

Clc, si*~g argume*~ts in the case tmlped bri*~g to light *mmerous problems with the 

New York Police Departme~t’s controvet~ia~ program. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

ClMna’s Brutal One-C|~i|d Policy 

In Chitin, the r{ch can pay a fi~e and have a second child. The 

poor face m enstruaI mo~i toll n g and state-m andated abor~ on s. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tell l~le How ’i’lfis Ends 

A t~p to Yemem Syria and Turkey is illuminating, but Nso raises 

~ Columnis% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Serv~ng Up Schloek 

Remember the "mad as hell" sce~e in "Nebvork"? Somethi~g 

about the new ofl~tings for the fall q%’ season brought that to 

mind, 

, GolumnLst Page 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Willimns < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:46 PM 

Richards, DannaM <danna richards@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; ttowell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Introducing Ronald Willianis 

Dear Danna and Tia, 

I would like to come to campus on Tuesday fiom noon to 2. Does that mndow work for both of you? Or does that interfere with your hmch time? Please let me know. 

Ron 

On Tue, May 21,2013 at 10:45 AM, Richards, Danna M <danna richards,~anc.edu> wrote: 

Next week we are off Monday for a holiday, but Tuesday, 5/28 is flexible for time to meet and Thursday, 5/30 is fine a~so. WH~ either one of these days work 
bet~:er and ado g~ve me a tkne ~:hat wod~s for you so we can #an ~:o meet I will be g~ad to he~p you ~md go over benefits wRh you. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 9~9-843-8352 

fax: 9~9-962-60~0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

From: Ronald Williams [mailto: .~qmail.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 1:04 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
C¢: Richards, Danna M; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Re: Introducing Ronald Williams 

Dear Danna, 

It’s good to have your e-aquaintance. 

Please let me know when you axe avafilable next week to meet to over the benefit package. 

I look forward to ~neeting you in person. 

Thanks again, Eunice. 

Ron 

On Tue, May 21, 2013 at 7:36 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ wrote: 

Dear Danna, 



I hope you have a great day. 

I am writing to introduce to our new faculty member Ronald Williams who be joining us as of July :~. 3[ thought it would be a good idea for him to make an appointment with 
you to discuss UNC’s benefit package. He will be here next week and hopefully the two of you can connect. I am copying him (hi) to this email. 

Ron: Danna M~ Richards is the point of contact for the department on all matters concerning benefits. 

Best wishes and thanks for all do for the department, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:57 PM 

Ronald Williams < @gmail.com>; Pdchards, Danna M <danna fichaxds@unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Introducing RonaJd Williams 

Hi 

That works for me. 1 will be in 1:1.5 Aberneth,¢ Hall on Tuesday. I typically eat lunch in my office, so any time between :[2 noon --. 2pro will be fine. 

F~m= Ronald Williams [mailto: ~gmall.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:% PM 

To= Richards, Danna M 
¢e= SaNe, Eunlce N; Howell, ~a N. 
Subject; Re: Introducing Ronald Williams 

De~ Danna and 

I would like to come to campus on Tuesday from noon to 2. Does that window work for both of you? Or does that interfere ruth your lunch time? Please let me know. 

Non 

On Tue, May 21, 2013 at 10:45 AIM, Richards, Danna M <£~jaj_l£~ja___ .n._@_g__r.£t_ .s_@_unc.edu > wrote: 

Ron, 

Next week we are off Monday for a holiday, but Tuesday, 5/28 is flexible for time to meet and Thursday, 5/~0 is fine also~ Will either one of these days work better 
and also giw:~ me a time that works for you so we 
Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 959-843-8352 

fax: 919-962-6010 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: TNs e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

E~= Ronald Williams [mailto: 
SeBtl Tuesday, Nay 25, 20~3 ~:04 PN 
Te= SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢= Richards, Danna N; Howell, Tia N, 
$~bje¢t; Re: [ntroducing Ronald Williams 
Dear Da~a, 

It’s good to have your e-aquaintance. 

Please let me know when you are avaJlable next week to meet to over "the benefit package. 

I look forward to ~neeting you in person. 

Thanks agaJn, Eunice. 

Ron 

On Tue, May 21, 2013 at 7:36 AM, SaNe, gunice N <e_u!:gc_e_(~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Danna, 

I hope you have a great day. 

I am writing to introduce to our new faculty member Ronald Williams who be joining us as of July :t. I thought it would be a good idea for him to make an appointment with 
you to discuss UN¢’s benefit package. He will be here next week and hopefully the two of you can connect. I am copying him (hi) to this email. 

Ron: Danna M. Richards is the point of contact for the department on all matters concerning benefits. 

Best wishes and thanks for all do for the department, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obama, in a Shift, to Limit Targets of Drone Strikes 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Thursday, May 23, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Today’s Video I 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Obama, in a Shift, to Limit Targets of Drone 
Strikes 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and PETER BAKER 

A day after admitting the killing of four Americans in drone 
strikes, the president will announce new limits on the program of 
targeted attacks. Mr. Obama also plans to renew his effort to close Guantfinamo 
prison. 

Hackers Find China Is Land of Opportunity 
By EDWARD WONG 

Hacking in China thrives across official, corporate and criminal 
worlds and is openly discussed and promoted, whether for 
breaking into private networks, tracking dissent or stealing trade 

secrets. 

Engineers See a Path Out of Green Card Limbo 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

Born overseas and educated in the United States, workers in the 

heart of the tech industry are in a kind of suspension as the 
Senate considers the immigration bill. 

¯ ~ Video: High-Yech Immigrants 

.................................................................................................................. Eo[ ~�~re top r~ws, go to N~’T!mes~cQm tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Tornado Victims Debate Shelters 

Some Oklahoma residents say storm shelters are life-savers, but 

others see problems with the structures and prefer to ride out the 

rough winds in their homes. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Defining My Dyslexia 
By BLAKE CHARLTON 

Perhaps I’ve succeeded not despite, but because of, my disability. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I know this country better than my own country, and I 
still feel like an outsider. That’s the thing that bothers 

me. 

SANKET SANT, who received a Ph.D. from the University of Texas and has been waiting for 
federal officials to approve his green card application for six years. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Europe Pushes to Shed Stigma of a Tax Haven 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

From Luxembourg to the British Virgin Islands, the authorities 

are scrambling to figure out how to change their secretive ways 

in banking without driving away lucrative foreign clients. 

¯ Austria Gives Ground on Banking Secrecy at Meeting of European Union Leaders 

One Drone Victim’s Trail From Raleigh to 
Pakistan 
By SCOTT SHANE and ERIC SCHMITT 

Jude Kenan Mohammad was killed in what the C.I.A. calls a 

"signature strike," an attack based on patterns of activity, in 

Pakistan in ao11. 

’Barbaric Attack’ in London Prompts Meeting on 

Terror 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

British security officials gathered Wednesday after police officers 

shot two men suspected of killing a man identified in some 

reports as a British soldier. 

, ~.~’~ Graphic Content: London Attack Suspect 
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U,S, 

Women Were Secretly Filmed at West Point, the Army Says 
By THOM SHANKER 

The suspect, Sgt. First Class Michael McClendon, sometimes videotaped West 



Point cadets when they were in the shower, officials said. 

In Cross Hairs of Tornadoes, a Town’s Residents 
Stay Put 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

For over a century, Moore, Okla., has taken a battering in 

Tornado Mley. Despite the continual destruction, people have 

stayed put and rebuilt, while others have moved in. 

¯ Bucks Blog: Mortgage Relief Offered ] ~ Photographs 

In Moore, a Day for Salvaging, Mourning and 

Considering the Future 
By JACK HEALY and EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS 

Some residents who lost their homes were debating whether it 

was time to move on. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 
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McDonald 
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TimesTalks: Alec Baldwin 

Steven Sebring’s Revolution 
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Business 

U.S. Retailers See Big Risk in Safety Plan for 

Factories in Bangladesh 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The plan to assure safety in factories, forged after a deadly 

collapse, could put American retailers at risk for litigation, some 

specialists say. 

DEALBOOK 



After a Vote, Dimon Moves to Mend Bank’s 
Fences 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

JPMorgan Chase is redoubling its efforts to move beyond a big 
trading loss following a resounding shareholder endorsement to 
keep Jamie Dimon as both chairman and chief of the bank. 

DEALBOOK 

In a Plus for Electrics, Tesla Repays a Big Federal Loan 
Early 
By PETER EAVIS 

The company, using money it raised last week in the markets, is repaying the 
government nine years before its loan was due. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness )) 

Sports 

GAME 1: HEAT 103, PACERS 102 (OT) 

Game of Swings Ends as James Deals Knockout 
By HOWARD BECK 

LeBron James’s layup in overtime rescued the Heat after the 
Pacers appeared to have sealed a victory on three free throws by 
Paul George, who finished with 27 points. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 

Spurs’ Precision a Product of Motion and 
Misdirection 
By BECKLEY MASON 

Attention to detail from savvy veterans and athletic young 
players alike has helped San Antonio get out to a a-o lead over Memphis in their 
N.B.A. playoff series. 

Krzyzewski Will Remain as U.S. Olympics Coach 
By GREG BISHOP 

Mike Krzyzewski will stay on as the head coach of the USA 
Basketball men’s national team through the Summer Olympics in 

2016. 

.............................................................................................. FO[ I~lore sPgrts r~e~s! go t? N~Times:�orn~Sports )~ 

Arts 

Hong Kong Welcomes the Art World 
By JOYCE LAU 

Art Base] Hong Kong, the newest outpost in its art-fair empire, 

opens on Thursday, leaving the local arts community both 
excited about their turn in the international spotlight and 



worried about losing a local flavor. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE HANGOVER PART II1’ 

Yet Another Road Trip, and More Roadkill 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

Four of the unlikeliest on-the verge-of-middle-age buddies ever 

to join forces in search of adventure come together for the final 

edition of the "Hangover" trilogy. 

Alien, Yet Familiar 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

In "Man of Steel," Zack Snyder is making the latest in recent 

spate of attempts to revive Superman as a film hero as popular as 

he is powerful. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Many Changes to a Blue Suit 
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Fashion & Style 

The Architecture of Seduction 
By GUY TREBAY 

For 6o summers, Fire Island Pines has provided both shelter and 

refuge to generations of gay men. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Looking Back on Fire Island Pines 

SCENE CITY 

Picture-Makers at an Exhibition 
By JACOB BERNSTEIN 

The MoMA garden party put the artists and their benefactors on 

display. 

, ~ Slide Show: Scene City: Art Stars and Fat Cats at MoMA 

Less Ab, More Flab 
By ERIC WILSON 

The product, rather than the model’s body, may be the focus of 

new campaigns. Or not. 

¯ ~ Video 

For more fashion news, go to NYTimes.comlFashion ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Sex Offender Village 
A small community known as Miracle Village, surrounded by 

sugar cane fields in South Florida, has become a refuge for more 

than 1OO registered sex offenders who seek to rebuild their lives. 



~ VIDEO: In China, a Controversial Cure 
The use of bear bile for traditional Chinese medicine cures is a 
growing industry in China, but it is also increasingly 
controversial thanks to an escalating animal rights movement. 

¯ Related Article 
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Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The C.I.A.’s Part in Benghazi 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Lost in the focus on the State Department are pressing questions about the 

C.I.A.’s role. 

EDITORIAL 

Justice Interrupted in Guatemala 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

After a serious setback, the former dictator’s case must be pursued to a 

conclusion. 

EDITORIAL 

Aftermath of an Unfounded Vaccine Scare 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A measles outbreak in Britain would have never occurred if parents had 

respected the proven safety record of a vaccine. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Blacks, Conservatives and Plantations 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Why do Republicans keep endorsing African-American voices 

intent on comparing blacks who support the Democratic 
candidates to slaves? 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Somebody Did Something 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Yes, people, it’s true. Immigration reform has advanced in the 
Senate. At least the committee didn’t repeal anything. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Here Comes the Sun 
By JOE NOCERA 



Despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary presented by a 

Senate panel, Apple denies avoiding taxes. 

: Columnist Page ] Blog 
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ON THIS DAY 

On May 23, 1934, bank robbers Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow were 

shot to death in a police ambush as they were driving a stolen Ford 

Deluxe along a road in Bienville Parish, La. 
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Top News 

Pivoting From a ~¥ar Foot~ng, Obama Acts to       1~ ~,.~]~ 

Cub’tail Dl’ones 

In a wklely anticipated speech, President el)area o1~ Thin, day 

said he would impose new curbs on the ~se of drone strikes, and 

he soug~k ko renew ~fis ett?)~ to close [he pHso[~ a[ Gua[~Nrmmo Bay, Cuba. 

, ~ Transcript of Remarks ~ ~ Highligh~ of Speech 

CoLAo to Focus Mo~°e on Spying~ a Di~l S|~ift 

Some :\merh?an officials and outside eXl)erts believe it could take years for a 

spy agency that has evolved into a paramilitary ser~-iee to rebalance its 

activities. 

Boy Scouts End [0ongl-ime Ban on Open|y Gay 

Youths 

The Boy Scouts of America voted 1o allow openly gay youths as 

members, while eot~[inui*~g its p*-4i~T *-~f excluding *-~pe*@ gay 

adult leaders. 

who 

Profiles: At the Head: of an institution 

For merr~ tei) news. ~r) to NYYimes.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



TECHNOLOGY 

~ vw~:o.~You ~ay GIF~ I ~ay 

I~ it GIF w~th a hard "g," or ’~iff’ like the peam~t buyer? The 

Times "Look to the streets with the co-creator of the popular blog 

Mr, GII: to ~d out the a~swer, 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

NeaMde~s Last 

Place is not meant to be eulo~zed. I don’t want to think flaat my 

place may have to 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PRESIDENT O BAIV~ 

World 

KATHA JOURNAL 

In i~,lyanmar O~[tpost, a Fadh~g Orwellian Link 

In Lhe town where George O~’ell ~’ote his first novel, "Burmese 

Da)%" a group of locals are encouraging the authorities to 

reskore his house and iks unkempt garden. 

Obama Lifts Moratoghm~ on Trar~sfer of Detainees 

It wus ~ot cleur whether President Obuma’s aim of shatte~ng the pHso~ in 

Gum~ffmamo Bay, C~ba, would be achieved soon, b~ he begm~ a renewed push 

to ~nnow do~ i~ population. 

Heelded by m~ A~ti~4st, but Getti~g the Last 

Word 
~-.:y ~,:HC~A~’.L o. ~,B~.AR 

A leader of a ~oup opposed to military acfions interrupted 

President Obama khree [imes belk)re she was removed. 

U.S, 

Raci~g the C|oek and a Ntorm: A Way of Life in 

Torr~ado ~Mley 

II1 khe breedi~g ground of Oldaho~na tornadoes, people prepare 
down 



fl-~,r the season with the care that the defensive coordinatc, r 

their Sooners prepares for tbe inevitable autumn. 

Se~0viee fo~¯ 9~Yem0-O]ld Is the F~rst for Two Doze~ 

Tornado V~ethns 

~Ro~ia ~e Cande~aria, a 9--yeaP-o]d viefim, is buried bxo days 

before her best friend. 

Obama, i~ Nod t~ Press~ Orders Review of 

Inq~dr~es 

President Obama asked Attorney General El% H. ttolder Jr. to 

scrutinize Justice Department investigafions and said be was 

"troubled" that such inquiries could hinder reporters. 

Bolder 

in ’Fax Overhatd Debate, Large vs. Small Compmfies 

~,~ large companies fight for a out in the official corporate tax r~te, small 

businesses t~ar they will pay ibr it. 

,I~ Graphic Shrinking CorporateFa~ Base 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

The Co~°~°os~w~ Effeet of Aplp]e~s Tax .AvoMa~ee 
;.:y F L.".~ :D NORNYb 

In a Senate suhcommi~ee hearing on Apple’s avoidance of paying taxes, John 

MeCain sad othet~ tried to pMnt out how unfair the current system was to 

dornesfe eo~l)orafons. 

DEALBOOK 

In a sign or" Wail Sh’eet’s resurgent influence in Washington, bank lobbyists are 

aiding lawmakers in drafting legislatio~ tha t softens fi~anciN reNflations. 

, [] Post a comment 

Sports 

GAME 4: RANGERS 4, BRUINS 3 (OT) 
:~ Cad 

IJtt]le B~t of Luck He]]ps Ra~ge~°s Keep ]Brooms magel~n, 
fight, 

The Rangers nudged the Boston Bruins on a nifty goal by Chris 

l@eider ak 7 minubes 3 seconds ~ff over~ime .- but only after reboun~ng fl’om 

holes of a-o and 3-2. 

~ ~ Box Score i ~ Slide Show: Rangers vs. Brains 

~V~nn~ng Goa~ by Kreider Oftbrs Flashback to [~ Ch,i~ 
~O1[~ Kreider; 

left, and 

Chris Kreider’s game-~nning goal against ~e Bruins was a fitdng 

moment of triumph. ~’eider was a p]ayoff star last spring, 

sooting the winner M~en flee Rangers faced Game 6 elimin ath:m against 

ROUNDUP F 
Red "~qngs Se~d Blaekhawks to Brh~& of ..... left 

ElimJ n ati on ,~?d. ,, 

Tbe Red W~ngs got a power-p]ay goM fl’om Jakub Kk~d] and 27 

saves IYom Jimmy Howard to give the Blackhawks their fi~sk three-game losing 



s kreak of khe year. 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

Old Face~ i~ New P~aees 

The Met’s galleHes of European paintings dating from ~25o to 

19oo have reopened in a significantly enlarged space after ~he 

fit~t reinstallation in four decades. 

, [] Pi~otos From the Eclropean GalieHes 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BEFORE MIDNIGHT’ 

Nhm Years Later~ O~tee More 

"Bcfore Midni gh U’ fGl]Ows the con tinui n g roma n cc of cha ranters 

played by 0 ulie Delpy and E~han Hawkc in khe third film in a 

series directed by Richard Linklater. 

,~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’Before Midnight 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

TV S]p~oeads ]Its Blm~ket for Numme~¯ View~g 

The dozens of offerings for the summer television season appear 

to include a number tkat promise stylish and smart 

..... Baroque 
works in 

Movies 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

aostli~g for Position i~ Last Lap at Cam~e8 

~ong the cnh%s &’awing attention at fl~e Cannes Filn~ Festival 

are Nexander Payne’s "Nebraska"; "I~ Passe," by :gsghar 

Farhadi; and Luda Puenzo’s "Wakolda." 

left, and 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’FILL THE VOID’ 

For a Hasidie Woman, ~Veigh~ng the Perso~:l 

"Nil the Void" is about a young ultm.-OAhodox dewish woman 

who is placed i~ an m~comfl)~able predicament. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE HANGOVER PART II1’ 

Yet _A~tofl~er Road Trip, m~d More Roadldll 

Four of the un]ikeliesk on-the verge-of-middle-age buddies ever 

to j oin forces in sea~:.h of adventure eortm together for khe final 

edition of the "Hangover" trilogy. 

left, 

Hadas 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: Ode to Bike Sharing 

In this an imafion, a New Yorker h)oks forward to the cJb"s bike- 

share program and reminisces abouk tiding ~is bike when the city 

was very difl’erent. 

~ vmEo: Obmna’s Speed~ on 

At the National Defense University "due president delivered the 
first major speech on eounte~errorism of his second term. 



~ vmEo: Gin and Tmfie, With K~m~q~at 

and Clove 

The addition or" kumquaLq and eloves puts a safis~4ng ~-ist on a 

favorite summer classic, 

more video ",:e 10 NYTimes.comNideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The End of the Perpetu~ War 

For "dae filet "dine, President Obama eleaziy staked that the current state of war is 

unsustainable for a democmcy o 

EDITORIAL 

Scouting’s Nove Toward Eq~aal~ty. 

By voting to a[h-~w c~penly gay boys to join but fi:~rbJdding gay leaders, the Boy 

Scouts send a poor message to youngsters. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Japan the N’Iodel 

Japan appears [o be turning around iN economy. Could its 

economic experiment be the IasL best hope %r recovery [c,,r the 

rest of the world? 

Columnist Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR 

The Co~2orate T~ Dodge 

Whe~ companies shelter their profits ove~,~eas, everyone else 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

The Po|~t[c’s of..qeeond C’ham~,es 

Do voters think pezsonaI scandal matters and what can a 

politieian do 1o recover from disgrace? 

Dodge 

Fo; mo~e or)inioi~ go to NYTimes.comiOpinion >~ 
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Top News 

States’ Policies on Health Care Exclude Poorest 
By ROBERT PEAR 

For millions of people below the poverty line, no assistance for 
health insurance will be available in states that have refused to 
expand Medicaid. 

China Plans to Reduce the State’s Role in the 
Economy 
By DAVID BARBOZA and CHRIS BUCKLEY 

After years of relying on state spending to supercharge growth, 
China’s new prime minister, Li Keqiang, said the government 
would seek to unleash the nation’s creative energies. 

For Obama’s Global Vision, Daunting Problems 
By MARK LANDLER and MARK MAZZETTI 

Taking America off "perpetual war footing," as the president proposes to do, wi]] 

not be a simple task. 

.................................................................................................................. F~r r~01~e re!? r!e~s, g? to N’~Timesr~0m >t 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Ailing Bridges, Budget Woes 

The bridge that collapsed near Seattle is part of a nationwide 
infrastructure that some say is crumbling beneath us. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Can a Tree Grow in the Bronx? 
By DANIEL L. SQUADRON 

A Neighborhood Parks Alliance is one simple way for more New 
Yorkers to have decent open space, so that every family, in every 
community, can make a life in the city. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We like to befieve in Brazil that we live in a peaceful, 
happy place, when the truth of our existence is far 

more complicated. It’s like we’re Narcissus gazing into 
a pool of sewage." 

MALU FONTES, a newspaper colunmist, criticizing a lack of attention paid to rapes of poor 
women in Rio de Janiero. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Public Rapes Outrage Brazil, Testing Ideas of 

Image and Class 
By SIMON ROMERO 

A recent wave of rapes in Rio de Janeiro has cast a spotlight on 

the conflicted attitudes toward women in a country where many 

hold positions of power. 

¯ ~ Video: Sex Crimes Rise in Rio 

Taliban Attack U.N. Affiliate’s Compound in 

Kabul, Testing Afghan Security Forces 
By ROD NORDLAND and SHARIFULLAH SAHAK 

The attackers set off a large explosion followed by numerous 

smaller blasts, sending United Nations and international agency 

workers into bomb shelters. 

China Bluntly Tells North Korea to Enter 

Nuclear Talks 
By JANE PERLEZ 

The Chinese leader, Xi Jinping, struck a stern tone as he called 

for the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, according to a 

state-run Chinese news agency. 

¯ ~ North Korea’s Nuclear Program 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

To Rescue Survivors, He Pursued the Storm 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 



Lt. Phillip Wise of the Bethany Police Department followed the 

tornado so he could pull survivors from the wreckage in 

Oklahoma. 

¯ ~.;.~ Slide Show: ’Oklahomans Don’t Stop Fighting’ 

Washington State Bridge Collapse Could Echo 
Far Beyond Interstate 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

The collapse on Interstate 5 came as politicians had been 

wrestling over the millions needed to replace another aging 

bridge over the Columbia River. 

¯ The kede: Video of Bridge Collapse North of Seattle 

, ~ Video: Ailing Bridges, Budget Woes 

Obama Calls for ’Moral Courage’ at Naval 
Academy Graduation 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

President Obama on Friday warned that sexual assaults in the 

military threatened to erode America’s faith in the armed forces. 

¯ ~ Video of President Obama’s Address 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

COMMON SENSE 

Exxon Defies Calls to Add Gays to Anti-Bias 

Policy 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

More than 88 percent of Fortune 5oo companies have adopted 

written policies prohibiting bias on the basis of sexual orientation, but Exxon 

Mobil has refused. 

¯ ~ Video: Exxon Mobil’s Stance on Gay Rights 

Growth in Options Trading Helps Brokers but Not Small 
Investors 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Brokerage firms say that options, traditionally used by professional traders, can 

be profitable for ordinary investors, but this does not square with many 

investors’ experiences. 

On the Front Lines of Food Safety 
By STEPHANIE STRUM and STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Fruit growers, farm workers and a major retailer have started a 



program aimed at preventing the types of bacterial outbreaks 
that have sickened consumers who ate contaminated produce. 
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Sports 

Gus Johnson’s Crash Course 
By SAM BORDEN 

Learning game strategies and player pronunciations, all while 
dealing with a rabid fan base, posed challenges for Gus Johnson 
in his first year as a soccer broadcaster for Fox. 

YANKEES 9, RAYS 4 

Yankees End Two-Game Skid but Lose 
Granderson to Injury 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Curtis Granderson, in his eighth game back from a broken right 
forearm, sustained a broken bone in his left pinkie when he was hit by a pitch in 
the fifth. 

¯ g, Box Score 

No. 4 in the World, Nadal Is Still One to Beat at 
French 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Rafael Nadal, despite a seven-month layoff and the strength of 
his rivals and the chase pack, is, as usual, the focal point of the 
French Open. 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~o[e Sl~O[tS [~e~s, go to N¥~[ime#~�~m!Spo~s ~ 

Arts 

Museums Confront the Skeletons in Their 
Closets 
By DOREEN CARVAJAL 

Institutions like the Museum of Medical History in Berlin are 
responding to increasing claims to return bones and other 
human artifacts in their collections to indigenous peoples. 

Seeing Art Through Austen’s Eyes 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

The online exhibit "What Jane Saw" allows viewers to peruse a 

London gallery as Jane Austen saw it in 1813. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Hearts a-Dangle in Spangly Web 



By MIKE HALE 

Steven Soderbergh’s HBO movie "Behind the Candelabra" casts 
the story of Liberace’s years with his lover Scott Thorson as a 
classic weepie. 

........................................................................................................ Eo[ ~nor~ a[ts [~ews, go to N¥~[ime~�om!A~s ~ 

Travel 

A Long, Wet Walk in Wales 
By DOMINIQUE BROWNING 

Wind, rain, pounding surf and dazzling views on a five-day, less- 
than-waterproof, head-clearing trek on the Welsh coast. 

¯ Slide Show ] Related: Stories From Your Strolls 

PURSUITS 

Hunting the Bounty of Turkish Markets 
By ROBYN ECKHARDT 

A che£s book inspires a spring shopping-cooking-tasting tour of 
markets and restaurants along Turkey’s western coast. 

FOOTSTEPS 

In Pennsylvania, Exploring Wyeth’s World 
By GERALDINE FABRIKANT 

Three sites in Chadds Ford, a small town near Philadelphia, 

reveal a mix of influences that animated the life and work of the 
artist Andrew Wyeth. 

................................................................................................ E0[ n~0r~ t[ayeI r~e~s! go to N~Times~£0m!Tmve! ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Protecting What’s Left After the 
Tornado 
One year ago, Jenevieve Ricketts moved into a newly built home 
in Moore, Okla. Today, she is left to pick up the pieces. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: May ~’4, ~’o13 

The New York Times critics on "Before Midnight," "Fill the Void" 

and "We Steal Secrets: The Story of Wikileaks." 

~ VIDEO: Kalimotxo: A ’Poor Man’s Sangria’ 

This Basque-country classic is an easy-to-make twist on sangria, 
without all the fruit chopping. 

............................................................................................................ F£r r~o[e ¥ide0, g0 t0 N¥Iimes,£0mN!de0 ~ 

Editorials 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

This Is Not 2oo9 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The emergence of a new economic picture has dampened the 
outrage. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Women Versus the Ted 
By GAlL COLLINS 

The Senate seems a bit less polarized and more productive this 
session. Is that because there are more women in power or is it 
thanks to Ted Cruz? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama’s Gitmo Problem 
By JOE NOCERA 

It isn’t Congress’s fault that the prison in Guantfinamo Bay, 

Cuba, hasn’t closed. It’s the president’s. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

EDITORIAL 

Deception on Gun Background Checks 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Many senators who opposed better scrutiny for weapons buyers try to pretend 
the opposite. 

OPINIONATOR I MEASURE FOR MEASURE 

Simple or Impossible 
By PAUL WESTERBERG 

Writing a song is a little like trying to hit a bottle cap with a wire 
coat hanger. 

EDITORIAL 

Strategic Ignorance 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Republicans are trying to restrict vital information with bills that would curtail 
and ban surveys by the Census Bureau. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 25, 1925, John T. Scopes was indicted in Tennessee for 

teaching Darwin’s theory of evolution. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

a£ricanwomenresearch (eunice@email.~mc.edu) 

i’ve shared an item with you, 

.!Q afric~nwomenrese~rch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Research 

Hello Prof. Sahle, 

1. I have created the following Google site for your research and have sent you the invite. 

2. I have also created a SkyDrive where the annotated bibliographies are located. The links are as follows: 

I have also posted these links on the Google site under "Project Documents". You will be able to edit the document as you please and so will I. SkyDrive is great to keep the work 

saved on a cloud so that it is permanently saved 

Please let me know what you think thus far and any changes you wish I should make, or other directions I should take. 

3~ I will be heading over to TGNP on Tuesday to start sifting through their library and meet with Prof. Mbilinyi to get speak on where I can find resources on the themes you are 

looking at at TGN P and elsewhere. I will keep you updated weekly, if not more on the goings-on. 

4. On Kenya trip I will also keep you posted on when that might be (as soon as possible). Then we could work on key places you’d like me to go to collect data and people that would 

be of help. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Research 

Apologies typo: delete the ’and’, it should be a comma. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Research 

1:24 PM 

Dear 

Thanks for this email. 

1 was able to access the site! 

Best wishes and have a safe trip back home and. 

Dr~ SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Research 

1:14 PM 

Hello Pro£ Sable, 

1. I have created the following Google site for your research and have sere you the invite. 

2. I have aJso created a Sl~’Drive where the annotated bibliographies are located. The links are as follows: 

I have al~ posted these links on the Google site under "Project Documents". You will be able to edit the document as you please and so will I. SkyDrive is great to 

keep the work saved on a cloud so that it is permanently saved 

Please let me know what you think thus lhr and any changes you wish I should make, or other directions I should 

3. I will be heading over to TGNP on Tuesday to start sifting through their libmu and ~neet wifla Pro£ Mbilinyi to get spe~k on where I can find resources on the 

themes you are looking at at TGNP and elsewhere. I will keep you updated weekly, if not Inore on the goings-on. 

4. On Kenya trip I roll also keep you posted on when that might be (as soon as possible). Then we cotdd work on key places you’d like me to go to collect data and 

people that would be of help. 

Thank you, 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: California Faces a New Quandary, Too Much Money 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 
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Today’s Headlines       Sunday, May 26, 2013 
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Top News 

California Faces a New Quandary, Too Much 
Money 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

After years of grueling battles over state budget deficits and 
spending cuts, California has a new challenge on its hand: too 
much money. 

U.S. Shift Poses Risk to Pakistan 
By DECLAN WALSH 

An American withdrawal from Afghanistan and the curtailment 
of the drone campaign could plunge Pakistan’s hotbed tribal 

areas into further chaos. 

Last Inspection: Precise Ritual of Dressing 
Nation’s War Dead 
By JAMES DAO 

At the Dover Port Mortuary, where the bodies of service 
members are brought to be prepared for funeral, no detail is too 
small, whether the coffin is closed or the body slated for cremation. 

................................................................................................................... Ee[ more toP r~ws, ge to N~Fimes~cQm tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: School at Sea 

A floating elementary school on the waterfront of Lagos, Nigeria. 

¯ More Photo Essays From the Magazine 

OPINION I OPINION 

Breeding the Nutrition Out of Our Food 
By JO ROBINSON 

Much of our produce is relatively low in phytonutrients - 

compounds that may reduce the risk of many diseases. 

, ~ Graphic: Nutritional Weaklings in the Supermarket 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If I knew the story of every individual who went 
through here, I would probably be in a padded cell." 

WILLIAM ZWICNANOWSKI, the Dover Port Mortuary branch chief, who prepares the remains 
of United States military personnel for burial. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Hezbollah Commits to an All-Out Fight to Save 
Assad 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Hassan Nasrallah, the leader of Hezbollah, said that the 
organization founded to defend Lebanon and fight Israel was 
entering a new phase, looking abroad to protect its interests. 

In Afghan Transition, U.S. Forces Take a Step 
Back 
By AZAM AHMED 

As the United States military moves into a support role in 
Afghanistan, a week in spent with a brigade accompanying 
Afghan forces offered a direct look at the evolving training mission, for better or 

for worse. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Supporting Role 

Call for Calm After 3 New Arrests in British Soldier’s Death 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

The police arrested three men in their 2os in an areas of southeast London not 

far from the site of a fatal attack on an off-duty soldier on Wednesday. 

................................................................................................ ~O[ [££re ~0dd r~e~ys, go to NY~ime~:�om!Wor!d ~ 

U,S, 

Turbine Plans Unnerve Fans of Condors in California 
By FELICITY BARRINGER 

F, nvironmenta]ists are worried that a wind-energy project near the Mojave 

Desert could affect the fragile condor population. 



Seeking Serenity in a Patch of California Land 
By PATRICIA LEIGH BROWN 

Community gardens for immigrant groups can provide familiar 

foods that are hard to find in the grocery store. They can also be a 

balm for alienation and depression. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Gardening for Mental Health 

A Clash Over Who Is Allowed to Give You a 

Brighter Smile 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

An Mabama lawsuit argues that a law declaring teeth whitening 

the exclusive province of dental professionals is unconstitutional. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Amma’s Multifaceted Empire, Built on Hugs 
By JAKE HALPERN 

Mata Amritanandamayi, known as Amma, is a globe-trotting 

guru who embraces the masses - and a get-it-done management 

style for her charities. 

FAIR GAME 

Shareholders? Fuhgeddaboudit! 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

It’s that time of year when shareholders speak their minds at 

annual meetings. But that doesn’t mean the companies’ boards 

are always listening. 

STRATEGIES 

The C.E.O. Triumphant (at Least at Apple and 

Chase) 
By JEFF SOMMER 

It was a good week for leaders of two major American 

companies. But it brought frowns from some corporate-governance watchers. 

................................................................................... E0r ~0~e b~s!9~ss 9e~s, go to N¥~ime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

BRUINS 3, RANGERS 1 

Offense Vanishes; Rangers Follow 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Rangers were bounced from the postseason, a victim of their 

ineffectual offense and an inability to counter the Bruins’ fourth 



line and a 22-year-old rookie. 

¯ ~ Box Score I ~ Slide Show: Game 5 

. Roundup: Blackhawks Beat Red Wings to Stay Alive 

A Puzzler in Paris: French Open or Roland 
Garros? 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

French speakers ca]] the tournament Roland Garros. Native 

English speakers, despite repeated attempts to convert them, still 
overwhelmingly favor French Open. 

Rogers Says He’s Ready for a Role as a Pioneer 
By BILLY WITZ 

Robbie Rogers, who retired from soccer when he announced in 
February that he was gay, says he saw a chance to do more by 
returning. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes,comlSports ~ 

Arts 

New Guide in Venice 
By CAROL VOGEL 

Massimiliano Oioni’s ambitious Venice Biennale art 
extravaganza opens this week. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: An Encyclopedic Scope 

Bananas, Anyone? The Bluths Are Back 
By BRIAN STELTER 

"Arrested Development," which became a cult hit after its 

cancellation in 9006, returns as a Netflix download series on 
Sunday. 

¯ ArtsBeat: Videos and Interviews With the Cast 

Alien, Yet Familiar 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

In "Man of Steel," Zack Snyder is making the latest in recent 
spate of attempts to revive Superman as a film hero as popular as 
he is powerful. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Many Changes to a Blue Suit 

....................................................................................................... E0[ r~0r# a[ts pe~s, g0 to NY~[ime#~�0m!Arts ~ 

Magazine 

Billy Joel on Not Working and Not Giving Up 
Drinking 
Interview by ANDREW GOLDMAN 



And not caring what Elton John says about any of it. 

How Jeannette Walls Spins Good Stories Out of 
Bad Memories 
By ALEX WITCH EL 

After writing a memoir about her difficult upbringing, Walls is 

ready to make things up. 

When Hollywood Wants Good, Clean Fun, It 
Goes to Mormon Country 
By JON MOOALLEM 

B.Y.U.’s animation program is not your typical film school. And 

that’s why its graduates actually get jobs. 

¯ ~ Video: ’Pajama Gladiator’ I ’Kites’ 

¯ ~ Photos: Students and Their Cartoon Alter Egos 

............................................................ For E~o[e f~oE~ tbe ~oday ~aga~ir~e, g~ to N~(TJmes~om!Magazine ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Creating Order From Chaos 

As Syrians flee their homes, many end up in the sprawling 

refugee camp in Zaatari, Jordan. Kilian Kleinschmidt is tasked 

with settling thousands of families facing an uncertain future. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Sponge Cake, a Vehicle for Summer 
~ 

Fruit 
Melissa Clark demonstrates how a moist vanilla sponge cake is     : ....... :: :ii~i:: "!~!::7 i: ::il 

the perfect dessert with summer fruits, like strawberries. ~ 

~ VIDEO: The Sweet Spot: Watching You 

Watching 
A. O. Scott and David Carr discuss privacy, surveillance and how 
we invite Big Brother into our lives. 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

’A’ Is for Avoidance 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Apple is the latest example of how American multinationals avoid taxes. 

EDITORIAL 



Rape Behind Bars 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A new federal study shows that too many prisons and jails tolerate sexual abuse. 

EDITORIAL 

Preventing a U.S.-China Cyberwar 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Before adopting punitive measures to fight against hackers, the two nations 
need to try working together. 

.................................................................................................... (0[ ~£re 0pir~!0~, g£ t0 N~(Timesr£0m!0pini0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Can 44 Subtract 43 From the Equation? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

President Obama is running away from W.’s legacy, and so is W. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Gift of Siblings 
By FRANK BRUNI 

For those of us who have them, they color our characters and 
shade our lives as much as anything or anyone else. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obamacare’s Other Surprise 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Start-ups to manage mountains of health care information are 
transforming an industry. 

¯ Columnist Page 

.................................................................................................... (el ~£re opir~!oo, g~ t0 N~(Times,£0m!0pini0n ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Up, Up and Away 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Helium prices are headed for the stratosphere, and Congress is 
part of the reason. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

What Mideast Crisis? Israelis Have Moved On 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Instead of focusing on what is said to be their central challenge - 
how to share this land with another nation - Israelis are largely 



ignoring it. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

L.B.J.’s Gettysburg Address 
By DAVID M. SHRIBMAN 

On Memorial Day in 1963, Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson 

gave a speech at Gettysburg that foreshadowed profound 

changes. 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 26, 1868, the Senate impeachment trial of President Andrew 
Johnson ended with his acquittal as the Senate fell one vote short of 

the two-thirds majority required for conviction. 
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Happy Memorial Day: 29% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 
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Happy MemoriN Day from Routbdge! 
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Top News 

Partisan Gridlock Thwarts Effort to Alter Health 
Law 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN and ROBERT PEAR 

Republicans want the entire law repealed and wi]] not take part 

in changing it, and Democrats fear reopening politically charged 
legislation as midterm elections near. 

Hezbollah Areas in Beirut Are Hit 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Four people were wounded in a strike in the Hezbollah- 
controlled area of southern Beirut during an attack that seemed 
linked to the militant group’s growing role in the Syrian war next 
door. 

Who Owns This Land? In Greece, Who Knows? 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

With no national land registry in the country, competing claims 

abound and taxes remain unpaid in a system based on 
handwritten ledgers. 

.................................................................................................................. EO[ P3c~r~ tOP r~S, go to N~’T!mes~cQm tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

,~ INTERACTIVE: Nadal’s Knee 
Why Rafael Nadal’s style of play is putting a lot stress on his left 

knee. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTORS 

Americans and Their Military, Drifting Apart 
By KARL W. EIKENBERRY and DAVID M. KENNEDY 

A chasm has opened between our citizens and our men and 

women in uniform. Soldier and citizen must once again be 

brought to stand side by side. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If you calculated the total deeds that are registered, 

the country would be twice as big as it is." 

DIMITRIS KALOUDIOTIS, president of Greece’s national land registry authority, on the 

country’s lack of reliable land records. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Computer Network Piecing Together a Jigsaw of 

Jewish Lore 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The idea is to help reassemble more than lOO,OOO document 

fragments collected across 1,ooo years that reveal details of 

Jewish life along the Mediterranean. 

Marriage by Gays Is Protested in France 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

The march occurred as a recent poll showed many French were 

losing patience with protests against the "marriage for all" law 

that passed on May 18. 

In Sweden, Riots Put an Identity in Question 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

Recent unrest has shaken Sweden, which has a reputation for 

welcoming immigrants and regularly ranks in surveys as one of 

the world’s happiest places. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes,comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Groups Targeted by I.R.S. Tested Rules on 

Politics 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and MICHAEL LUO 

An examination of nonprofit applicants reveals activities that tax 

experts and former I.R.S. officials said would provide a basis for 

closer review. 



Task Forces Offer Hoarders a Way to Dig Out 
By JAN HOFFMAN 

Across the country, local officials have begun grappling with 

hoarding as a threat to others. 

, ~ Interactive Feature: A Team to Tackle Hoarding 

Quelling Anxiety Across the Chesapeake 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

The Chesapeake Bay Bridge stirs fear in no small number, but 

Mex Robinson’s service, which ferries drivers across, helps allay 

the fears of some. 

......................................................................................................... F£r n?ere U.S. ~ews~ ge tQ N~]3mes.c0m~US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Al Jazeera America Shifts Focus to U.S. News 
By BRIAN STELTER 

To counter skepticism about its M Jazeera America cable 

channel, the Qatar-based network is building a sizable news 

organization to cover the United States. 

Seeking Food Ingredients That Aren’t Gene- 

Altered 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

Consumers are driving a movement toward labeling food 

products made from genetically modified organisms, and food 

producers are responding. 

Israeli Venture Meant to Serve Electric Cars Is 
Ending Its Run 



By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Better Place failed to attract many customers to its battery- 
swapping service plan, and its largest shareholder decided 
against further investment. 

................................................................................... Fer r~ ore bL~sir~ess r~e~s! go t~ N~’Times:�0m~Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

GAME 3: HEAT 114, PACERS 96 

Untested Pacers Act Their Age; James Merely 
Acts Like Himself 
By STEVE GREENBERG 

LeBron James put distance between himself and Pacers forward 

Paul George as Miami handily won Game 3 to take a 2-1 lead in the Eastern 
Conference finals. 

: ~ Box Score I Flagrant Foul Called on Wade, 2 Days Later 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 

Playing as if He’s in His Prime, Duncan Lifts the 
Revitalized Spurs 
By BECKLEY MASON 

Days after being named the oldest all-N.B.A, first-team player, 
Tim Duncan, 37, bulldozed the younger Grizzlies as the Spurs took a 
commanding lead in the Western Conference finals. 

Flagrant Foul Called on Wade, 2 Days Later 
By STEVE GREENBERG 

The N.B.A. allowed Miami’s Dwyane Wade to play in Game 3 here after issuing 
him a retroactive flagrant foul-z penalty on Sunday for his elbow in Game a. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports >> 

Arts 

An Artist Depicts His Demons 
By EDWARD WONG 

Dioramas by the Chinese artist M Weiwei, to be shown in Venice, 

reconstruct his illegal detention in China in minute detail. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Critical Moment for Penn Station 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

The plan for Penn Station and Madison Square Garden, issued in 
a report last week, tries to address the hub’s limitations. The 
architecture critic Michael Kimmelman makes further suggestions. 

WATCH LIST 



A Family Streamed Back to Life 
By MIKE HALE 

The on-demand, all-at-once possibilities of online streaming 

have led "Arrested Development," whose fourth season was 

released on Netflix, down a bad path. 

¯ Videos and Interviews With the ’Arrested Development’ Cast 

....................................................................................................... F£r ~ore Prts r?e~s~ go t£ N~(Times:�om!A~s ~ 

Media & Advertising 

MEDIA DECODER 

PBS Demands, and Gets, More Reporting in a 

Film 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

"Outlawed in Pakistan," already seen at Sundance, will be 

broadcast on "Frontline" with new information after producers asked the 

fi]mmakers to do additional reporting. 

News Corp. Says It Was Not Told of Subpoena for Reporter’s 

Phone Records 
By AMY CHOZICK 

Fox News has denied that it knew about the subpoena, while Justice 

Department officials have said they sent notification 90 days after obtaining the 

telephone records. 

MEDIA DECODER 

An Ad Campaign at WNET Uses Reality TV as a 

Punchline 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

The PBS station in New York is straying from its traditional 

advertising tack by promoting five ridiculous reality series that do not actually 
exist. 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Just a Peek 

During last week’s summerlike weather, splashes of lace 

previewed the season to come. 

~ VIDEO: VOWS: Emmania and Henry 
Teenagers from separate worlds fell in love playing Dance, Dance 

Revolution. Henry Blum proposed to Emmania Rodriguez by 

installing an arcade version of the game in his grandmother’s 

basement. 



~ VIDEO: Basil Paloma: A Mexican Highball 
This alternative to the margarita is perfect for experimenting 

with garnishes and aromatics. 

............................................................................................................ F0 r r~ ore yid e£! go t? N ~Ti mes.�0m!Vid e0 )~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Throwing Money at Nukes 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama’s budget proposal overspends on warheads at a time when 
there is limited money for real needs. 

EDITORAL 

Public Records on the Newtown Shootings 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A secret plan by Connecticut leaders to restrict information is misguided. 

EDITORIAL 

The Fight Over Recess Appointments 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court should agree to hear argument on this crucial question. 

.................................................................................................... F~r r~o~e ~p!pior?, go to NY~ime~�om!Opinion )~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Obamacare Shock 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The program’s a looming non-disaster! 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Geoengineering: Our Last Hope, or a False Promise? 
By CLIVE HAMILTON 

We should not try to play God with the planet. 

TAKING NOTE 

How the Military Talks About Sexual Assault 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

The Pentagon Hkes to say it has a "zero tolerance" policy. 

Meanwhile, the problems continue. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 27, 1964, independent India’s first prime minister, Jawaharlal 



Nehru, died. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I :.!~iiiii? @NYTimes I ii~i Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from a nvwhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile we~ite at 
i Times Store Help Section ~ m:n~:com 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 9:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.: 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the UK - Cultural Diplomacy throughout the CommonweaJth on Nations (London; July 10th - 12th, 

2013) 

"Cultural Diplomacy throughout the Commonwealth on Nations" 
(London; July 10th - 12th, 2013) 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our fodhcoming International symposium and Young Leadet~¢ Weekbng Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD ~n 
pa~nersMp with other prestigious orgaNzafions. The information attached below provides fudher details on the programs provided at these events. We would be extremely 
grateful if tNs announcement couM be shared with other interested parties by ~otwarding the information provMed below. 
If you do not wish te receive emNN from the ICD ~n future, please send us an email to ~nfo@culturaldip~omacv.org ~ndh;ating tMs. 
Sincerely, 

Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
KudQ~tendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
info@cult u ra~diplomacy.or# 

Cultural Dip~’omacy, How it Operates Today? C~ick Here 

To view the complete ICD calendar of events for 2013 p~ease click Here 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting N~tional ~nd International Governance" 
(Bet n. A~kara. stanbu, Bucharest, Rome, Washington, NYC, Brussels, London; May~u~y 2013) 

~.i-s-c4.org 
The Intematkma~ Symposia on Culture Dipk~macy 2013 is the world’s leading and largest event in the field of Cultural D~plomacy. The Symposia 2013 wil~ include large-scale 
events exploring the Potential for Cultura~ Dipbmacy in SuppoSing National and ~ntemationa~ Governance. The events will take place ~n different cities throughout the months 
oi May - &fly 2013. 

The fellowin# Events will take Nace during June - July 2013: 

"C~#ura~ Diplomacy throughout the Commonwealth on Nadons: International Cooperation ~cross Six Continents" 
(London; July 10th - 12th, 2013) 

~v.u k-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
~le citizens of the UK benefit from a relatively good economic and human rights s~tuefion, there is stil~ some room for improvement in many of its former colonies within the 
CommonweNth of Nations. In an attempt to improve the sodopNNcal and economic situations in a number o~ member states and increase socia~ harmony and ~ntetstate 
equality, Queen Elizabeth II, the head of the intergovemmentN body, signed inte effest the Charter ef the Commonwealth in March 2013. setting out the values of the 
constituent states and establishing an organization-wide responsibility for the imNementation of sixteen core beliefs including democracy, international peace, and universal 
human rights. 
The ~ntemafiona~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the UK will bdng ~ogether speake~ flom a diveme tango N fields ~o deba~e the issues surrounding Grea~ Britain and the 
Commonwealth, The Symposium will focus on effective ~mplementation strategies for the New Charter ef the Commonwealth, placing particular emphas~s on the role that 

Cultural Diplomacy can play among the organization’s members in achieving greater cooperation and collaboration, thus promoting prosperity and stability for all. Through the 
employment of Cultural Diplomacy, Commonwealth states have the potenfiN to come together and estaMish greater muNlateral understanding and collaboration, helping to 
premote economic prosperity, impreve human r~ghts resords and acMeve a new staN~ty for the orgaNzatkm as a who~e. 
Symposium Locations 
Based primarily in the House of Lords ~n London the conference w~l be hosted at a number of impo~ant po~ffical, Nstor~c, and cultura~ ~ocations across the city. 
Symposium Participants 
Pa~cipation ~n the sonference ~s open to governmental & diplomatic eff~c~als, academics, ml~sts, journalists, s~v~ society practitioners, private sector representatives, young 
professionals and students as we~ as other interested individuals from across the world. If you would ~ike to resea,’e a position and pa~cipate in the symposia, please c~ck 
HERE 
Symposium Speakers 
Speakers during the symposium wN ~nciude leading dignitaries, heads of state, minsters, polifis~ans, diplomats, academics, autho~, human dghts activist, journalists, and 
a~sts. These speakem will h~clude a number of individuals from the ICD Adviso~ Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisopt Board, please click here. 

"The Use o~ Cultural Diplomacy by US Foreign and Defense Agencies: An Interdisciplina~ Exploration o~ its Impo~ance, Successful 

Applications, & Best Practices" 
(Washington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

"Sustainable Economic Gro~h, Fu~her Integration and Common ~aendty: Moving towards a European Consensus" 
(Brussels; July 3rd - 5th, 2013) 

~.eu-cu~t u rald~plomacy ~onference.or# 

Fo#hcoming Conferences 
(Ber n, Brussels, Washington D.C. & New York C~ty; June-July, 2013) 

The ICD Young Leade~i Forums are international ne~z~erks of like-minded young indMduais with an interest in developing, suppe~ing, a~d suataiNng interculhJrai relations. 
Over the past decade, the ~CD Young Leadem’ Forums have grown to become one of Europe’s ~argest independent cultura~ exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural academic, and professional backgrounds flom across the wodd. 

We are currently accepting applications for the following conferences: 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 



(Eerlin, June 5th - 9th, 2013) 
~=i~__d__-__e_~!~_~_o__r_g 
Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(E~erlin, June 24th--28t5, 2013) 
wvvw.icd-africa.oLq 
The USA r~leets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(’~N,’~hington D.C. & New York City, June 24th o 28th, 2013) 

~Jcd-usame.or~ 
The Europe ~eets Russia: A Forum for Young Lea~ers 
(~ru~se~s, July 1st --- 5th, 2013) 

~vJcd-emr.org 
Cultur~ Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(~ssels, J~ly 1st -5th, 2013) 

~.icd-europe.org 
To apply, please click HERE 

What is Cultural Diplomacy? ~_~__~_~_E~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Today and on Wednesday 

Dear Eunice, 
T hat is ti he. It s in m’< calendar. 1 hol"~e s,,m don’t ~et too crushed b< the re v i e~, s arid o ther admi mstrati ~e t~@s. 

Kennetl~ 

Kennetl~ R. Ja~ken 

Pro~i:ssor of Afl~o- A~nerican Studies 

Depa’tmem of Al~cm~ and A[?o- Ame~ic~m Studies 

109 Bmtb t ~alL CB~ 3395 

Chapd HiK NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 

(919) 966-.2694 
Click o~a a link bc m~brmation at~:~ut my pablications: 

h~://wusv.nnmss.e&~/umpres~’titleirayfoN- w-log~- m~d- d~emma- ~icm> ameficm>intelbc~l 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edt~/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibooDP00780 

htlp://undpress.nd.ed~’b( 

F~m~ SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent: Tuesday, Hay 28, 2013 8:26 AM 
To= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE: Today and on Wednesday 

Dear Kenneth, 

2.30pm would be great. Kindly let me know if this time works from your end. 

Wishing you a happy writing day and week. 

Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 8:02 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Today and on Wednesday 

Dear Eunice., 

I have time tomorrox~ to talk a[~:~ut the t~:~ssibility ofa lectam or visiting slot. Wtmt time smt,’ yore xt}edub :. 

Ketmeth 

Ke~me*h R. J~mken 

Prol~(ssor of’Afto-American Studies 

Depa~men~ of A fii ca n at~d A fio -America ~ S mdi es 
] 09 Bag]e Hail, CB# 3395 

Umversitv ofNorJ~ Caolina 

CImtd[{dLNC .... 9, .3,~ 

(9I 9) 962- 1519 (rome) 

(9I 9) 966<2694 (fax) 
Click on a link k~r in.tbmm/ion alx)a~ my pun ications: 

h~p://wvx~v.umass.edw’umpress/title/rayiixd-w-loga>and- cl~m~ma- afiican- anefican-intellecm~ 

hRp:i/uncpress.t~nc.edw’N~og~"I’- 8059.html 

http:/i undpress.nd.edt gbook, P00780 

http:/i undpress.nd.edt gbook, P00723 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Tuesday, Nay 28, 2013 6:37 AN 
T~= 3anken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject= Today and on Wednesday 

Dear Kenneth, Sonia, Travis and Tia, 

I hope you had a great long weekend. 

I have a lot of administrative work to wrap up today including annual performance evaluations which are due this week. Consequently, I will be coming to the office tomorrow 
rather today. If you need me to sign documents or discuss any matter face to face let’s do so tomorrow. In the meantime, if you need to touch base, you can reach me at 
either of my phone numbers at home. 



Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Research 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

1 am here, safe and sound. Tt is very hot and not much has changed (as you know), but it’s good to be back. I have spoken with Prof. Mbilinyi and she is free to meet with me 
Thursday afternoon. She hasn’t yet seen your e-mail (she’s back logged) though she says she will have seen it by Thursday. [ imagine you had attached a concept note as 
well because she’d asked me for one. 

How do you find the site? 

Thankyou, 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday,           8:26 PM 

Subject= RE: Research 

Apologies typo: delete the ’and’, it should be a comma. 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Saturday, 

Subject= RE: Research 

1:24 PM 

Dear 

Thanks for this email. 

I was able to access the site! 

Best wishes and have a safe trip back home and. 

Dr. Sahle 

Sent= Saturday, 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Research 

1:14 PM 

tiello Pro£ Sahle, 

1. I have created the following Google site for your reseaxch and have sent you the invite. 

2. I have aJso created a SI~ Drive where the annotated bibliographies axe located. ’][’he links are as follows: 

I have also posted these links on the Google site under "Project Documents". You will be able to edit the docnment as you please and so will I. SkyDrive is great to 

keep the work saved on a cloud so that it is permanently saved 

Please let me know what you think thus far and an?, changes you wish I should make, or other directions I shonld take. 

3. I will be heading over to TGNP on Tuesday to s~art sit]ring through their library and meet with Pro£ Mbilinyi to get speaJ~ on where I can find resources on the 

themes you are looking at at TGNP and elsewhere. I will keep you updated weekly, if not more on the goings-on. 

4. On Kenya trip I will also keep you posted on when that might be (as soon as possiNe). Then we could work on key places you’d like me to go to collect data m~d 
people that would be of help. 

Thank you, 



From: Infoporte ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

To: no- reply@intbtx~rte.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: New Release of Int~porte 

A I:e’,.~’ releese of I~]fopolle is i~o,,~,,, in production] (~~,¢iesse A 10} i-;iesse ~o to the Home/Ahoy_it/i-Release [qotcs page for s 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@lemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 9:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2538474 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 05/29/13. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short sua"cey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Phone Sel"cices group. 

http://www.unc edu/ar-bin/sul~ey followup.pl?ticket=2538474 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Kaitlyn (aubuchon) 
STATUS: Solution Offered 
FIRST NAME: eumce 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI IO]NK~;: (919) 962-2341 
I)EPARTMENT: african & afidcan-amer studies 
TICKET NI.OX/2[3ER: 2538474 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Onyen Password Reset 

Onyen Password Reset 

***************** t:.nd o[" Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 

(919) 962-t IELP 

http:/ihe[p unc.edu 

’Like’ us at http:/iwwwfacebookcorn/unchelpdesk, to get important updates for campus technology and outages. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 11:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Join the #Conversation! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 







Forward this email 

This email ’~,as sent to eunice(.’@emaii.unc,edu by )odisolomon@jodisolomonspeakers.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Ir~stant [emeval ~’~itil SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Policy’. 

]odi Solomon Speakers :: 295 Huntington Avenue :: Suite 211 Boston :: [VIA :: 02115 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts < ~me.com> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Commencement 

Thmiks Eunice. I was vely happy to do it and look forwald to developing the speech for publication and doing the interview. Just let me know when you want to get 

started. 

Chuck 

On May 29, 2013, at 12:08 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter. 

Once again many thanks for your commencement speech. I will be in touch later in the month to touch base about an interview for our upcoming Newsletter and 
to discuss the publication of your commencement speech. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

<To Mr. Watts.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge ebooks <Routledgeebooks.skozxrfahvphyeipj@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 7:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Build your Sociology eCollection with eBooks t~om Routledge 

Tayior & Flarlcis eBooks - helping you to choose the right eBooks for your libraFy 

i~ Routledge header- Taylor & Francis Group 

Introdudng the Sociology egook Collection from 
Taylor & Francis egooks B~ ~e~ i~st ~ 

...... Does ~our eniversit,c/instketion offer coarses k~ ...................................................................... :: 
:~ Taylo, & 

Sodo~ogy? ~f so, the Taylor & Fronds eColl~ction in 

eBooks 5ocidogg could be the perfect resource for your 
I~o students and academic colleagues. " 

I ]aylor & ~rancis eBooks is our eBooks platform for 

libraries and institutions, giving you Ngh-quality 

contort[ [rorn al~ our impr[n[s, including Routledge, ~sycho~ogy 

Press and Focal Press. 

interested ? 
Please contact o~r sales team for more information° Whether your 

institution wonts to invest in this eCollection or just get a clearer 

picture of how our eBooks con be accessed, please drop us a line: 

Customers in the US, Canada, Mexico and South America: 

click here to request a FREE TRIAL, er !)hone 1 -.888.-318- 

2367 {Toll Free) er 1-561-998-2505 (in[ernal:ionol) 

Customers in the UK, Europe, and the Rest of Werid: ~lick 

here to request a FREE TRIAL. or phone +44 (0)20 337 

73804 

Which e~ooks will I find in this eCollection? 

Our Sociology list has earned a reputation for innovatMe, cutting- 

edge publications, We publish key topical mater[ai (Suicide 

Bombinqs and Confrontinq Climate Chanqe} and some of our ieading 

authors inciude: 

Bryan Turner 

Alexander Jeffries 

Judith Butler 

Stevie Jackson 

Paul Gilroy. 

Covering some of the most widely-studied sub-disciplines, 

including CLd[ural Sodology and Giobafisat[on, users w[il be abie 

[.o access both introductory [ex,’_s and more r~iche, cu[t[ng-edge 

research. 

You can also invest in sub-collections that include: 

Cultural Sociology 

RaceiEthnicity 

Feminism 

Science & Technology Studies 

and many more .,. 

Learn more about the Socioloqy eCollection here 

Email ¯ e-reference@ta¥1orandfrancisxom 

ii~~ FreeTrial ..... ilableforlibrari .... d institutions 



Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

.8_].g_n___u_#__b_)~_.s_" _u._b.[e_£.t_ a__re_.a_, to receive ~e~t.~ and o~re~s straight te you[ i~box from the Taylor & Fra~cis Grou#. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe st any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Cope, right 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an irfforma business 

Taylor & Francis is a lrading name o[ Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JN 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:43 AM 

Office tbr U ~dergmduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Oltice for Undergraduate Research         e-newsletter 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments 

of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at www.unc.edu/depts/our or email us at our@unc.edu. 

OUR News and Events 
OUR Blog: 

Congratulations to our ._S__u____m____m____e__r_ ............. _S___U____R__F_. 

recipients. 

¯ ._S_..U__[~_F___a_!_u_._m_._n_..u_s__ is making his mark in 

the 

GRC Blog: 

Read about undergraduate research in 

Geography in blog post. 

¯ GRC discusses undergraduate 

research in a Mathematics First Year Seminar. 

Other Events end News: 

Check out undergraduate 

r__e_ .s_ e_ . _a_ r_ _c_ .h_. on PTSD and the military. 

Learn more about     SURF recipient 

and .h_ .e__r__.r_e_._s_.e__a_.r_c_._h_. on hunger and food 

security in 

linked image002 91574C14-43EE- 

4A 10-B25D-7E 191762BSF9 jpg 

OUR People 
Meet incoming __A___m____b___a__s___s__a___d___o__r_, 

I am a senior Nutrition major in the Gillings School 

of GIobal Public Health. I conduct research in Dr. 

Coleman’s lab in the Nutritional Biochemistry 

department. The lab focuses on understanding lipid 

metabolism and the enzymes that regulate it. I work 

with ACSL, an enzyme that activates fatty acids for 

shuttling to different pathways. 

Like OUR on Facebook and follow us on Twitter’. 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for 

Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 

www.u nc.ed u/d~pts/ou r 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEAi Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mai143.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:45 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DEADLINE TODAY: "Call tbr Papers" 2013 AlmuaJ Cont~rence 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
Sixth Anm~a~ ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pr~!semt at the Conferences. Umqu¢~ proposals from senior graduat~ sbJdents (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics ~elated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outline of newand unpublished research A recent C.V with all contact data also must be included with name, 

C.V,s ca~ be submi~ed HE~. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info@asmeascholars,orq 

Asseciation for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www, asmeas~holars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend ] Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA A!! rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Shuster, El~abeth O <eshuste@email.unc.edu>; i 

Grade Change for 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is             and I contacted you earlier in regards to my grade being incorrect for African Americans Studies    with B. Selassie. After speaking with him, the 
grade was a mistake and the should be ’    The grade has not changed online, even today- please help me so that I can apply to study abroad with my updated GPA. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Grade Change for 

Dr. SaNe, 
Thank you. I had not heard back from anyone and I did not want to forget myself. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, l:t:O0 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Grade Change for 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

I have checked with staff in my office and I write to confirm that the grade change form was completed and submitted to the Dean of Undergraduate Education office. Thus, 
kindly follow up with that office. 

Best wishes, 
DL SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, I :~0:52 AlVl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Shuster, Elizabeth O; ~nc.rr.com 
Subject: Grade Change for 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is             and I contacted you earlier in regards to my grade being incorrect for African Americans Studies    with B. Selassie. After speaking with him, the 
grade was a mistake and the ’ should be i "The grade has not changed online, even today- please help me so that I can apply to study abroad with my updated GPA~ 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Don’t Miss Out - Ofl~r Ends Friday 

Good conversation about books keeps 

literature alive, and the best conversations 

about books always involve people who have 

thought the longest and know the most. 

That’s why discerning readers all over the world turn first to the London 

Review of Books for stimulating, in-depth discussions of new books and 

the issues they raise. 

Often provocative, always s~’lish and original, our writers do far more 

than just review books - they take the reader into new and exciting 

intellectual territory. As a result, no other literary magazine is as widely 

reeognised as the London Revieu~, of Books for the quality and breadth of 

its writing. 

’The liveliest, the most serious and also the most radical literary 

periodical we have.’ -Alan Bennett 

’The London Review of Boolcs is an entire culture. It’s not just a 

magazine. It’s not a thing you throw away. It’s there for people who have 

a passion/br great writing and who want the magazine’s wonderful care 

and intelligence to be part of their lives.’ -Zadie Smith 

So connect ~4th the world’s most entertaining writers and critics. And 

rethink every assumption you hold by taking the London Revieua of 

Books in your hands today. 



Yours faithfully, 

i.~.i Nicholas Spice 

Nicholas Spice 

Publisher 

issues for £12 OFFER EXPIRES 

31 MAY 2o13 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:42 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ronstranss@unc.edu>; Coclanis, Peter A <coclanis@unc.edu>; Yaqub, 

Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu>; Martin, Ian Bebvon Kuwait ~ian martin@med.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtr~; Cooper, Nelia Resendes <resendes@email.unc.edw~ 

Working group on study abroad experiences related to water 

All, 

If you recall, one of the areas that our committee is exploring this summer is devising a method to consolidate and add value to student study abroad experiences, 

particularly as it concerns interaction with global water issues. Both Dr. Strauss and Dr. Sahle agreed to spend time looking into this and asked that I help to 

convene a working group to assist. It made sense to include each of you given your experiences with UNC study abroad programs, either as an organizer, 

participant, or both. As we move into     please let me know what times you might have available for a 45-60 minute chat related to this topic. If travel or other 

obligations will prevent you from being a part of this group or you have any other questions, please let me know. Thanks so much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Plan & Water Theme Steering Committees 

205 Wilson Street 

(919)843-566:1 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martin, Iau Bebvon Kuwait <Jan martin@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:44 PM 

Barber, Stepheu <sgbarber@emaJl.unc.edtr~; SaNe, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Straus~ Ronald P. <ronstrauss@unc.edu->; 

Coclm~is, Peter A <coclani@uuc.edu>; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqu~email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
Cooper, Nelia Resendes <resendes@emml.unc.edu> 

I~E: Working group on study abroad experieuces related to water 

Thanks Stephen. Maybe for ease, you should set up a Doodle poll, and we can all vote on the dates!times you suggest. 

fan 

Assistant Professor of Emerge~cy Medicine and ~nterna~ Medicine 

S~mmons Scholar’ 
Program Diteal:or, UNO EM (Noba~ Hea~lh and Leadership Program 

Associate Diredor, Office of Intemationa~ Activities 
Associate Program Director, Emergenc;~ Medicine Resident7 
University of North Carolina a~ Chapel H~]], School of Med~dne 

Lead Cone~]lant, UNC Healthcare Elhics Committee 
Founde~’ and Immediate Past-President, Global EmergeRcy Medicine Academy 

Emaik lan...Madin@med.unc.ed~ 
Assistant: @med,unc,edu) 
Phone: + 1o919~966-6442 

From-" Barber, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, 6:4:t PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Strauss, Ronald P.; Coclanis, Peter A; Yaqub, Nadia; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; 
Subject: Working group on study abroad experiences related to water 

; Cooper, Nelia Resendes 

All, 

If you recall, one of the areas that our committee is exploring this summer is devising a method to consolidate and add value to student study abroad experiences, 

particularly as it concerns interaction with global water issues. Both Dr. Strauss and Dr. SaNe agreed to spend time looking into this and asked that I help to 

convene a working group to assist. It made sense to include each of you given your experiences with UNC study abroad programs, either as an organizer, 

participant, or both. As we move into     please let me know what times you might have available for a 45-60 minute chat related to this topic. If travel or other 

obligations will prevent you from being a part of this group or you have any other questions, please let me know. Thanks so much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

205 Wilson Street 

(919)843-5661 (office} 

(mobile} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Thank you 

This make my day- 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 

To-" Fall, Alassane 
Subject-" Thank you 

3:19 PM 

Hi Professor Fall, 
I was in your Afri    course I last semester on I’m currently on a study abroad trip in Rwanda studying the genocide, human rights 
and international law. I just wanted to let you know how much I’m using what I learned from your class during this trip. 
We’ve talked a lot about colonization and the Berlin Conference and how the Belgiums in Rwanda really exploited the differences between the Hutus and Tutsis and how that 
was one of the factors leading to 1994. I’m also the one in the group who always knows the dates of the Berlin Conferences when the professor asks. 
I’ve also seen a few large pieces of Chinese infrastructure and I’ve related it back to our talk of China’s influence in Africa. We’ve talked about traditional courts in Africa and 
their focus on compensation instead of revenge. 
I basically just wanted to thank you for everything you taught us in your class and let you know that it has been one of my favorite classes and I’ve been able to use the 
information from your class in this study abroad experience. I’ve also decided to minor in African Studies. Anyway, thank you for being such a good teacher and I really 
enjoyed your class. 

UNC Class of 
Journalism and Political Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@cultumldiplomacy.org~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 8:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA (Washington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

"US Cultural Diplomacy: The Use of the Arts in Promoting Dialogue, Fostering Peace, and Initiating Mutual Understanding amongst 

World Cultures and Civilizations" 
(Washington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming International syrnposium and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Semina~, 1o be hosted by ~he ~CD in 
partnership with other prestigious organizations. The information attached below provMes further details on the programs provided at these events. We wouM be extremely 
grateful if this announcement could be shared with other interested pa~ies by fom~arding the information provided below. 
If you do not wish to receive emails from the ~CD in future, p~ease send us an email to [[~[9@9_~J[~E{~Jg_[g~J_gE~_~y_:gZg ~ndicafing 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku~rstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cu It u r aid i~]R[~£y~_~rg 

info@culturaMiplomacy.org 

Cultural Diplomacy, How it Operates Tod~y? ~J_[£~__~_~[~ 
To v~ew the comNete ICD cNendar of events fo~ 2013 Noose chick Here 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Suppo~ng National and thtsmational Governance" 
(Ber~n, Ankara, ~stanbul, Bucharest, Rome, WasMngton, NYC, Brussels, London; May~uly 2013) 

The Intematbna~ Symposia on Cultural Dipbmacy 2013 is ~he wodd’s leading and largest event in the field of Cultural Diplomacy. The Symposia 2013 wil~ include large-scale 
events exploring the Potentia~ for CulturN Dipbmacy in Supporting Nafiona~ and ~ntemationN Governance. The events wi~ take p~ase ~n different cities throughout the months 
of May - Ju~y 2013. 

The following Events will take Nace during June - July 2013: 

"US Cultural Diplomacy: The Use of the A~ in Promoting Dialogue, Fostering Peace, a~d Initiating Mutual Unders~nding amongst World 

Cu#ures and Civilizations" 
~/asMngton D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th. 2013) 

~.icd4nternational-svmposium-usa.or~ 
In recent years, the intemafionN community has witnessed significant ~echnological developments and the social networks have contributed significantly to the development 
promotion and ~se of culturN d~plomacy by a~ astors. C~t~ral Diplomasy and Soft Power are no longer foreign words and are now ~se often to improve and strengthen 
relations in order to achieve understanding, trust, and greater collaboration. The foundation of soft power, cultural diplomacy and re~ated areas is primaNy based on values 
such as fairness, justice, equality and their apNication and use enables positive change to create a more harmonic society. 
Since ~he events N the Cold Wa~, histo~ has proven that each time US governmental agencies turned and used cultural diplomacy applications; they were successful and 
enaMed better results in a one-of-a-kind, cost effective manner. ~t is not always easy to practice s~tural diplomacy, especially at times of conflict where emotions are Mgh 
and the level of dangers and risks often demand fast results and solutions. Despite that, and even in times of great urgency, however, cultural diplomacy and soft power 
practices a~e proven successful in enabling a more sustainable reality to be established. Ir~ the last decade we have seen tremendous p~ogress and an evolution, where US 
Foreign and Defense agencies have acknowledged the uNque nature of this approach and are practicing it more and more often. These effo~s need to be insreased in 
magnitude and frequency in the future. 
The ~nstitute for Cultural Diplomacy is making great effo~s to promote cultura~ diplomacy amongst US Foreign and Defense agencies and has initiated and dedicated this 
Symposium to exploring ~he successful applications, best practices and the overall importance of cultural diplomacy by these agencies. The Symposium on cultural 
Diplomacy ~n the USA 2013 will outline past achievements, higMight surrent programs and offer f~t~re solutions and best practises for the USA to use cultural diplomacy and 
soft power in a more effective way and more often, in order to continue contributing to a harmonic interdependent world. The Symposium will present specifically a thesis that 
’~he return on investmenF o~ the applicatbn of cultural diplomacy is both high and sustainable and its cost effective contributions to the work of US governmental institutions 
are both irrep~aceaMe and m~sh more efficient than its alternatives. The symposium will prove that when effective cu~tura~ dipbmacy and soft power are practiced it is much 
cheaper and easier to maintNn over the long-term, than if it comes only after a hard power foreign policy has been implemented None. 
Symposium Participants 
Participation in the conference is open ~o governmental & diplomatic oftic~als, academics, a~sts, journalists, civ~ society practitioners, private sector representatives, young 
professbnaN and students as we~ as other interested individuals from across the world. If you wouM like to reserve a position and pa~isipate in the symposia, please 
HERE 

"Sustainable Economic Gro~h, Fu~her Integration and Common Identity: Moving towards a European Consensus" 
(Brussels; July 3rd - 5th, 2013) 

~.eu-cu~t u rald~plomacy~onference.org 

"Cultural Diplomacy throughout ~e Commonwealth on Nations: Inten~ational Cooperation across Six Continents" 
(London; &fly 10th - 12th, 2013) 

Fo~hcoming Conferences 
(Berlin, Brussels, ~ashington D.C. & New York City; June-July, 2013) 

~vJcd-ylf.org 
The ICD Young Leaders Forums are international ne~orks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in devebping, supposing, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the pas~ decade, the ICD Young Leadem’ Forums have grown to become one of Europe’s ~arges~ independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs tha~ 
facilitate interaction among young ind~vMua~s of all cultural academic, and professional backgrounds ~rom across the world. 



We are currentl,i acceptin.q applications for the followin9 conferences: 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, June 5th --- 9th, 2013) 
wvc,v.icd-emc.org 
Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, June 24th - 28th, 2013) 
~rww.icd-africa.org 
The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Washington D.C. & New York City, June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

w~v.icd-usame.org 
The Europe I~leets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels, Ju~y 1st- 5th. 2013) 
~_.j__c__d_: ~Z!)_r_.£[hq 
Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels, July 1st -5th, 2013) 
~ =i_o_’__d__-__e__u__r__o_ ~__e__=_o__r_ g 
To apply, p~ease click HERE 

What is Cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene rafine~Q@unc.edu;, 

Friday, May 31, 2013 9:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu-~; 

Part-time Classrooln Studies, Spring 2014 

@gmail.com 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during spring 2014. We 

would like to offer either AAAD 231 or 298. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than July 31 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s 

Office for inclusion in the spring class listing. 

If you have other needs or another suggestion, I’m open to that as well. Please let me know by July 31. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match 

is        If this is incorrect, please let me know. Would you also appoint an instructor to teach this course? Once you’ve identified someone, please forward that 

information along to me. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587- Fax: 919-962-5549 -Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

http:iifridaycenter.unc.edu/cpics 

~Connect with us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Tourism <mail.skozmtt’eaiwcsdren@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Teaching a cour~ in Sociology or Social Policy? 

Request your com,ol~mentary exam copies tod~y~ 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 



Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straioht to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at 8ny time 

We [espect your privacy and will not disclose, lent or sell your emaii address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Francis, aR JnforiTla busiRess. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 10729,54 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3F-4~ Mortimer Street London W~[ 3JH. 

you v¢ish to unsubscdbe, please click her~e Please note Lilis is an auLomated operaLion. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

Hi Eunice, 

I’m happy to report that I always use UNC email to communicate with my students. I think the Friday Center uses my private one out of a habit formed long ago. I do want to 
thank you for reminding me of the rules, which of course we all want to follow most carefully. 

I am happy to teach anything, and I deeply appreciate the opportunity to do so. I think you tentatively assigned me AAAD 258:Civii Rights as a Friday Center course for Spring 
2024 in an earlier email, and my guess is that they would be fine with that course at the Friday Center. 258 would probably be best for the night students in my estimation, 
since some of them have already taken 298 (when it was 304) and 232 (when it was 202). 

But of the two courses that Arlene Rainey mentioned, I’m thinking AAAD 298 would be the best. Thanks for giving me a choice between 298 and 232. In any case,I want to 
stress that I’m really and truly happy to teach any course you can work out with Arlene Rainey. 

Best, 

Robert 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, May 32, 2023 9:32 All 

To: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2024 

Dear Robert, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly let me know which course you would like to teach in the Spring. On another note, kindly use your UNC email for communication with the Friday Center and your students 
rather than your private email. The University requires us to use the institutional email for all work related matters. 

Thanks Robert and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Friday, May 32, 2023 9:27 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Porter, Robert S;          @gmail.com 
Subject: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2024 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during spring 2014. We 

would like to offer either AAAD 231 or 298. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than July 31 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s 

Office for inclusion in the spring class listing. 

If you have other needs or another suggestion, I’m open to that as well. Please let me know by July 31. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match 

is     If this is incorrect, please let me know. Would you also appoint an instructor to teach this course? Once you’ve identified someone, please forward that 

information along to me. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587- Fax: 919-962-5549 -Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

http:iifridaycenter.unc.edu/cpics 

~Connect with us 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

Apx~logies tbr Incorrect EmaJl Sent 

~i London Reviewof []ooks newsletter 

tie]lo, 

Due to a technical fault, we may have sent you an email in error. We would like to apologise and 

reassure you that we will endeavour to make sure this doesn[Jt happen again. 

If you attempted to take up the offer and encountered difficulty’, please 

visitw-ww~my~rl~.co~ukisprl:;offcr where you will still be able to subsei~be at a reduced rate. 

You can update your email preferences at any point by 

visifingwww,irb,co, uk/subscribeiuewsletters/prefere~ees. 

Once again, we would sincerely like to apologise for any inconvenience. 

Best wishes, 

The Marketing Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu~ 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 1:35 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJal~m@listscrv.unc.edu> 

[afdafan~] FW: Podcast 

Cherished Colleagues, 

I am sharing teh attached podcast, which was based on the interview I did with the BBC. 

With warm greetings from London, where I am doing research. 

Sincerely, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchteuburg Distinguished Professor of African Smdie~ and l?rofessor of Law 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Alex Last [alex.last@bbc.co.uk] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:17 AM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Podcast 

,Jus~: in case th~-:~ other em~il didn’t ge~: fl~rough, fl~e episode can be Hstened to here,, 
htt#:i/www:bbc.co.uk/£ro8rammes/pO~Shbbm 
Here ~s the Hnk to the BBC W~tness podcast page that can be dowNoaded~ 

~[~2’:~1~_~_:~2_£:~9~[~_~{~_~{~[. It’s the episode called "Africa United". 
There ~s aiso a marg~na[ly longer version at the start of this week’s edition of The H~s[oW Hour which can ~e Hstened to here 

From: Selassie, Bereket H [mailto:bselassi~email,unc,edu] 
Sent: 28 May 20~3 ~4:39 
To: AI~ Last 
Subject: Link 
Dear Alex, 
Thank ypou for emailing me the link to the interview on the Oau. Alas~ it was accidentally deleted, and I could not recover it. Please send it again. 
Cheers~ 

Bereket 
[Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenbu~ Distinguished Proi~ssor off, can Studie~ and Prol~ssor of Law 

UNC-Cha~I Hill]. 

This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential aud may contain personal views which are not the views of the BBC unless specifically slated. 

If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system. 

Do not use, cow or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately. 

Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received. 
Further communication roll signit}¢ your consent to this. 

You axe currently subscribed to atiJal?am as: eunice@email.anc.e&,. 
To uusubscribe clickhere: htl~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafarn&o 33170084 

(It may be uecessa~ to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 3:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Surpluses Help, but Fiscal Woes for States Go On 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Saturday, June 1, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Travel I Today’s Video I Editorials 

Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Surpluses Help, but Fiscal Woes for States Go On 
By MICHAEL COOPER and MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The surpluses that many states are expecting this year are not as 

robust as they appear because of costs put off during the 

recession, like funding for Medicaid and pension systems. 

Medicare Outlook Has Improved a Bit, U.S. Estimates 
By ROBERT PEAR 

A stronger economy and slower growth in health spending have helped 

strengthen the financial outlook for the federal insurance program, the Obama 
administration said. 

¯ Health Law Is Fostering Competition, U.S. Says 

Eager to Adopt, Evangelicals Find Perils Abroad 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

A fast-growing Christian movement has revived debate about 
ethical practices in intercountry adoptions. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes,com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Spoke Spinners 

No waiting for cabs or buses, or on sweaty subway platforms: just 

unlock a bike and pedal off. 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I MEASURE FOR MEASURE 

Untamed Melody 
By ANDREW BIRD 

With words and homemade audio, the songwriter documents the 
birth of a few melodies and, hopefully, a song. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I think people go into this with good hearts, but like 
many who go into the developing world and want to 

help, they don’t know how easy it is to hurt." 
AMANDA BENNETT, of Chicago, who lost $28,000 in a fraudulent adoption in Congo. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Peaceful Protest Over Istanbul Park Turns 

Violent as Police Crack Down 
By TIM ARANGO and CEYLAN YEGINSU 

The police action, with water cannons and tear gas, was the latest 

crackdown by Turkey’s government against a movement 

challenging plans to redevelop a park. 

¯ Photographs: Protest in Turkey Turns Violent 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

German From Senegal Vies to Break Bundestag 

Barrier 
By CHRIS COTTRELL 

Karamba Diaby, a Social Democrat who became a German 

citizen in 2OOl, could become the first black member of Parliament. 

Economist Who Fled Russia Cites Peril in 

Politically Charged Inquiry 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Sergei M. Guriev, now teaching at an elite Paris university, said 

investigators demanded that he surrender five years’ worth of e- 

mails and submit to searches. 

For more world news~ go to NYTimestcomlWorld ~ 

U,S, 

Naval Academy Is Shaken by Student’s Report of Rape by 

Athletes 
By JAMES RISEN 

An investigation of three midshipmen has gone on for more than a year amid 



growing controversy over military sexual assaults. 

Inquiry Into Obama and Bloomberg Ricin Letters Leads to 
Search of a Texas House 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Federal investigators have questioned a man about letters laced with ricin that 
were mailed to President Obama and Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, but no 
arrest has been made. 

ON RELIGION 

On Victory Day, Rabbi Honors Red Army’s 
Jewish Veterans 
By SAMUEL G. FREEDMAN 

They defeated Hitler, but they did so on behalf of the Soviet 
Union, whose own anti-Semitism led millions of its Jews to flee once they were 

able. 

¯ More On Religion Columns 

......................................................................................................... EO( [ppre ~:~: Pe~s, go to NYTimes,com!US ~t 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Hunch About Bloomberg Brought Rivals Together 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Suspicions that reporters were monitoring bank executives never amounted to 

much until an official at Goldman Sachs ca]led his counterpart at JPMorgan. 

¯ ~ Comments 

The Frills Are Few. The Fees Are Not. 
By JAD MOUAWAD 



Spirit Mrlines offers the lowest airfares, but charges travelers for 

everything else. 

, ~ Graphic: Is There a Fee for That? 

One Obstacle Won’t Budge in Japan’s Fight With 

Deflation 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

The Japanese government has made stemming deflation a 

priority, but its efforts so far have not affected everyday items, 

like a can of soda. 

For more business news~ go to NYTimes,comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

U.S. Leaders for Olympics Mending Ties With 

I.O.C. 
By MARY PILON 

The United States Olympic Committee has made changes to 

satisfy the International Olympic Committee, bolstering a chance 

to host the 2024 Summer Games. 

YANKEES 4, RED SOX 1 

Sabathia Highlights a Night of Returns 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees had lost five in a row, but the return of Mark 

Teixiera and Kevin Youkilis, as well as a vintage performance 

from C. C. Sabathia, led the team to a victory over the Red Sox. 

¯ ~ Box Score ] Wait for Reinforcements Revives Yankees’ Patience at the Plate 

MARLINS 5, METS 1 

After Putting Away Their Brooms, the Mets Do 

Little With Their Bats 
By PETER KERASOTIS 

After sweeping the Yankees and winning five straight games, the 

Mets returned to their usual selves on Friday in losing to the Marlins, the team 

with the worst record in the major leagues. 

¯ ~ Box Score I On Baseball: A Deliriously Happy Mets Fan for a Week 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW ] ’THE GIACOMO VARIATIONS’ 

Casanova Drops Some Coins in the Classical 

Jukebox 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"The Oiacomo Variations," starring John Malkovich, pairs scenes 



from the memoirs of Giacomo Casanova with arias from Mozart’s operas. 

A Reading of Relief at Annual Book Show 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

After a turbulent few years in the book business, there was a 
feeling of calm this week at BookExpo America, the annual trade 

convention. 

With Imprints and Tie-Ins, Street Lit Is Gaining 
Muscle 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

The street-lit genre is expanding, with new imprints popping up 
to promote and publish books by urban crime writers and 
cultural celebrities. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0Fe ~rts r~e~,s, g0 t£ N~Times,�0m!Arts ~ 

Travel 

In the Himalayas, Journeys of Faith and Flowers 
By MICHAEL BENANAV 

Some go to a high spot in northern India to see a sacred Sikh 
lake, others to visit the Valley of Flowers. But, as the author 
found, both treks can produce transcendent experiences. 

. ~ Slide Show 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

On a Road Trip in Sicily, Churches Everywhere 
By CELESTINE BOHLEN 

Rolling countryside, stark valleys and recurring scenes of 
churches straight ahead on a drive through southeastern Sicily. 

UPDATE 

In Tel Aviv, a Port Is Reborn 
By MICHAEL T. LUONGO 

Over the last decade, the city’s Namal port has been transformed 

into a leisure destination, with a boardwalk, restaurants and a 
farmers’ market. 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Uneven Outcry Over G.M.O. Foods 
Genetically altered wheat was found in Oregon, and The Times’s 
Michael Moss discusses why engineered food has long elicited 
criticism overseas but is just now growing in the United States. 

¯ Related Article 



~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: May 31, 

The New York Times critics on "The East," "After Earth" and 

"The Kings of Summer." 

~ VIDEO: TimesTalks: ’The New Digital Age’ 
Google’s Eric Schmidt and Jared Cohen speak with The Times’s 
David Carr about their new book, which examines the impact of 
technology on society in the future. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ ~or~ ~!d~o, go ~o N~’Time~�~mN’ideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Next Year’s Health Plan Rates 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Competition among insurers shows an ability to restrain growth in costs, 
disproving Republicans’ fear-provoking tale that the Affordable Care Act will 
drive rates up. 

EDITORIAL 

What Makes the D.C. Circuit Different? 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The federal appeals court has an unusual national mandate and should have 11 
active judges. 

EDITORIAL 

The Gun Rampage Next Time 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Politicians should be as responsible in the face of tragedy as a new group 
studying emergency responses to mass shootings. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Right Way to Do the Hillary Step 
By ED VIESTURS 

A 4o-foot wail of rock and ice blocks the way to the summit of the 
world’s highest mountain. Climb it. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Blind to the Past - and Future 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Republicans snub some potential allies. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



Is Force-Feeding Torture? 
By JOE NOCERA 

President Obama could put an end to the practice in 

Guantfinamo Bay with a phone call. Why won’t he? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 1, 1968, author-lecturer Helen Keller, who earned a college 
degree despite being blind and deaf most of her life, died in Westport, 

Conn. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I !!~iiii~@NYTimes I }~ Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from a nywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone®I iPad®I AndroidI All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
i Times Store Help Section ~ m:n~:com 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday-, June 2, 2013 3:22 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

aYriat~m@lis~t ~ r v. unc .edu 

RE:[a£ri~£mn] Nelson Mandela 

Dear Penny, 

Thank you for your kind remarks about my interview with Alex Last. I am sorry I missed you during my brief and hectic stay in London. 
Alas! Unlike my involvement with the founding conference of the OAU and preceding events like the All African Peoples Conference in Accra 2958-59, my contact with Mandela 
was short and informal--too brief and sketchy to be of any use to your project. 
I met him briefly courtesy of the then Ethiopian Foreign Minister, Ketema Yifru and one of his junior staff, Berhane Ghebray. I was informed that he was in Addis Ababa for 
military training at the camp of the Police Rapid Deployment Force at Kolfe in the Addis Suburbs. Our brief encounter did not involve any in-depth discussion. 
Perhaps one of my friends and colleagues, a Professor of Law (emeritus) at the UNC Law School, who has written about the Rivona trial, may be of help. His name is Ken 

Broun, and his email is: 
ksbroun@email.unc.edu. T am sure Ken knows South Africans who may be of help. Feel free to mention that T suggested this. 

Good luck 

With warm regards, 

Bereket 

[Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-3538]. 

From: Penny Dale [penny.dale@bbc.co.uk] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 29, 2023 20:53 AM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject-" Nelson Mandela 

Dear Bereket 
I hope you ar~ well. 
My colleague Alex Last gave me your contact after I heard you speaking eloquently about the first OAU meeting. 
I make radio documentaries and am retracing the steps Nelson Mandela made when he secretly left South Africa and travelled around the continent informing people about the 
ANC and the struggle. 
Of course, as you know, Mr Mandela made an important speech in Feb 1962 at what was the Pan African Freedom Movement of East and Central Africa and spent some 
time in Addis doing military training. 
That was the time you were Attorney General, I believe, and I was wondering whether you had met Mr Mandela during that trip or knew about the trip. 
If so, I wonder whether you would be interested in sharing your memories. 
With best wishes 
Penny 

http:i:~vw.bbc.co.uk 

This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of tl~e BBC unless specifically- stated. 

If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system. 

Do not use, coW or di~lose the intbrmafion in m~y way nor act in relim~ce on it and notify the sender immediately. 

Plea~ note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received. 

Further communication roll signify your consent to this. 

You a~re cunenfly subscribed to affiafam as: _e___u_!i~_i_c_Le_@_e_E!’_aj_l_=_u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33171067-32361608 ~e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d,@Jistserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 5:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

mpendwa mwalim u 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you axe doing well. I like to think you are taking some tilne to relax with the end of the school year, but I’m sure you have stayed as busy as always. 
Sorry I haven’t been in touch to follow up with you about the transitional justice chpt. I’ve been a little distracted ruth the dissertation, but it’s all tarned in now, and I 

just have extorts left. Are you still planning on sending a little outline or somthing to       and I? 

I’ve been t~ying to fan~iliarize myself a bit ruth the basic literature, just reading some of the smffin the Columbia Gender and Law journal, and the int’l transitional justice 

journal, but not really sure what direction you imagine taking the piece. 
be in touch when you get the chance. 

with love, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: China Is Reaping Biggest Benefits of Imq Oil Boom 

Today’s Headlines , oo0 y, Jooo3, 20. 

~N 
TNI8 E~IL ~ VVoMd US. i Business Sports Arts Medi~ &AdveRisin9 ~ 

Today’s V~deo ~ Editorials Op-Pd On This DS’V ~ CUSTOMIZ~ 

Top News 

C|fina Is Reaping Biggest lBe~mfits of Iraq Oil 

Boom 

Since the toppling of Saddam Husseim Chinese s Nte--owned 

compm~ies have 1.~om’ed workel.~ m~d bil]iol~s of dollars into Iraq 

to secure a steady supply of energy for China. 

Pressm~e Grows to Create Drugs for ’Superbugs’ 

Government offidals, &’ug companies and medical expe~±s a~ 

considering option,s to speed development of medicines to 

combat infections that have developed resistance to "the 

awdIabIe eountermeas m’es. 

Protests in Turkey Reveal a Larger Fig]ht Ow~r 

Identity 

For many Turks, the devdopment of urban spaces is not so 

much pr,’)gress as a refle~.tioi~ of g~x-,,wing autocratic ambitions by 

Prime Minister Recep Ta}Tip Erdogan. 

= Photog[aphs: Foctls of Protests Wiclens in is[~arlbul 

refineR/ 

~asra, 

Janet I 

antigov 

For morr~ toi) news. ~o to NYTimes.¢em ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



Times coverage fl’om the late 196os and the 197os shows the 

South Bronx as a crumbling, desolate and &mgerous place. ~gel l,’raneo, a 

Times photogralAaer, ~visited neighborhoods f~atm’ed in that coverage, to see 

how Lhe view has changed. 

Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Obama*s Covert Trade Deal 

Why is the Trans-Pacifie Partnership being kept under wraps? 

World 

Delegates Visit N[oscow for insight on Bosto~ _Attack 

~eriean ]awmakers called for greater cooperation with Russia on intelligence 

Egypt Cou~ Ch~ps Away at I~ffluenee of Preside~t 

The ruling challenges the legitimacy of the only sitting house of t arliament and 

the body that drafted the country’s new constitution. 

Hezbo||a][~ and Rebels of NyNa ir~ Border Fight 

The dashes, if confirmed, would represent some of the worst 

dh’eet spi]lover lig~dng in Iz~banon since Syria’s uprising began 

more khan two years ago. 

fightel.<, 

with the 

U.S, 

A Fight Over Water, and to Nave a Way of Life 

A decades-long war over dyer flow into Apalaehieola Bay in 

Florida has contributed to tile eollat~se of tile oyster industry 

there. 



~[~] Slide Show: Fighth~9 to° Save aFi Oyster Industry 

Chasing the Storm, but Hopi~g Not to Catch It 

Internist in storm chasing has surged, with amateurs now 

jod<eying ~th seasoned prot~ssionNs. The risks of fl~e hobby 

were apparent Sunday when relatives confirmed the dead~ of a 

Oklahoma Camlms, Ravaged by a Tornado, 

Draws _Attention to Storm Shelters 

None of the ~5 people at a Canadian Valley Teehnologj, Center 

were hark aRer a tornado, buk had it been a busy day the result 

may have been tragic. 

"After Earth" with WN and 
Jaden Smith 
ALSO IN ARTS >~ 

"Shadow Dancer," a thriiier set in Britain 

Wu, rning: Woman wields a scalpel 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Unde~ Fire, SAC Hedge Fm~d Braces fo~° ~Vithdraw~s 

Steven A. Cohen’s SAC Capital Advisors faces billions o[ dollars in withdrawals 

from investors by a Monday deadline. 

F,D.A, to Reconsider Restl’ietJons on D~abetes 

D~g 

In a highly unusnal move, the agency has decided ko reopen 

ease on Avandia and will ask a eommi~ee whether it should 

reconsider the reskz~e[ions on the drug. 

The bid for Smithfield Foods, zMneriea’s biggest pork producer, pNnts to a type 

of cooperation between Wall Street am:l Asia’s elites that may be on the rise. 

Sports 

For Today’s PGA Pros~ the t91-h Ho~e Is a Fitness 

T~o~ier 

Many of[he ~z~rld’s top players are now as committed to fitness 

as ptx)s in other sporB. As drivers and putte~s have grown f~ kter, 

the golfers themselves have grown leaner. 

Memoris 

players 



~aseball’s hope %r a more d~ve~e fu~n’e can be seen at Redan 

Baseball is one of Rs bes[ spoAs, 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

U~settiing Mome~t of T~tl~ for Heat 

The Heat’s title defense is dependent on [)~%’ane Wade’s wobbly 

knee, Chz{s Bosh’s wilting confidence and D~Bron James’s 

apparently wavering faikh in Iris s [r aggling eo-s b~rso 

Phillips, 

righL 

I 

during 

F~r i~=~ra ,spol!s news, 2~ to NYTimes.¢om]Sports ~ 

Arts 

Ripples of Rm~ation 

Coiled’to, m, museum directors, em’ato~ and others take the 

temperature of contemporaU art at a~ unusually thought- 

provoMng Venice Biennale. 

,~ Inte ra@ve Feature: Snapsho~ From Venice 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

:How Obama Prevailed in 2o~2 

In "The Center Holds," Jonathan Alter charks [)resident Obama’s 

road to re--eleetiono 

AN APPRAISAL 

The ~li~’ae|e ofa Ditz I~itl~ Deptl~ 

The ties with which Jean Stapleton i~vested Edith Bunker had 

the comic dming and commitment of a kheatHea] performance. 

She died on Friday at 9o. 

Mc~2a rth I 

y’s ~nt I 

Media & Advertising 

Devoted to :Polities, MSNBC Slips on Breald~tg News 

The network experienced a ratings decline in klae last two months, as viewers 

turned away from Washington and toward disaster coverageo 

MEDIA DECODER 

:Politico Expm~ds Cove~oage Areas and Adds m~ Editor" of 

N ore 

An editor who ruffled some feathet~ at The Washington Post will head the new 

terri 

ADVERTISING 
7~ Ads for 

Courting Thrifty Slmppe~os %Vitl~ Value mtd ~ so 

Qua.ty 

Companies like Procter & Gamble are promoting their value by 

introduced less expensive altema[ives to its premium products to coup1 eost- 

consdous shoppers. 

News From the Adver[ising Inclustry 

Today’s Video 



~ vw~o: ]Bill C~m~in~am I Spoke Sphmers 

No waidn g for ca bs or buses, m~ on sweaty st~bway p~attbrms: 

just unlock a bike and pedal off, 

~ vwEo: A~atomy of a Scene: "][’he East’ 

ZM Batraang]ij, the director of "The East "narrates a scene fl’om 

the film. 

~ v~oEo: Tr~r~ng Ksparag~s 
MeUssa C~ark demonstrates how to prepare, t~?hn and peel 

asparagus for any recipe, 

FoI mare video (:o i0 NYTimes.eomR/ideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Thne to Char~ge l~lilitary &~stiee 

Complain ts abou t sexu a] misconduct a t the setM ce academies d ram a d ze th e 

need for ref,’_~rrn, 

EDITORIAL 

P~°otests ~n Tin°key 

Prime .Ministec F.rdc gan’s refl~sM t)~isten to critics cc u]d igt]ite m-~re re}rest. 

EDITORIAL 

Wasbda~gton Talk Is~’t Always Cheap 

The mur~i enterprise of ha~esti ~g wha t is called nonpublic iu formation needs 

tr~ be brought ~mder control 

For i:~)re o~ini÷~n go t~ NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

See~oets and 

Where z{ght meets lelt on fl’eedom of the press. 

Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Geezcl0s Al0e All Right 

News flag[l: Social Secm’~ty and Me~dcare aren’L doomed! 

, CelumnLst Page I glog 

OPINIONATOR 

A Simple Way to Red,ace Suicides 

Changing the packaging of TylenoI can save thousands ,,,f lives 

Way to 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOI.I.OVV US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

T&F <do not reply textbookfeedback@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 3:45 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; do not reply textbookt~edback@laylorandti~ancis.com 

Complimenta~ Exam Copy Feedback 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

Thank you for requesting a Taylor & Francis complimentaW exam copy We hope you have had opportuni~z to evaluate Health and Human Rights in a Changing World, 3 by Michael 
Grodin for your course 

Please click on the follo~ving link to complete a short online evaluation form: (this should take no more than two minutes) 

http://informa.force com/taylorandfrancis/ICFeedback?id alF60000002Aln0 

If you have not received your complimentaW exam copy, please contact our Customer Services department: 

US, Canada and South America: 
Tel: Toll tlcee 1 800 634 7064 
Fox: Toll Iicee 1 800 248 4724 
E-mail: orders@taylorandfrancis.com 

ErK and the rest of the world: 
Tel: +44 (0) 1235 400524 
Fax: +44 (0) 1235 400525 
~mail: buok.urders@tan df cu.uk 

Thank yuu 12~r taking the time to fill uut this 12~rm; we appreciate yuur feedback. 

Taylur & Francis 

The informatinn contained in this emai[ message may be confidential. If you are nut the intended recipient, any use, interference with, disclusure or cupying of this material is unauthurised 
and pruhibited. Although this message and any attachments are believed to be free of viruses, no responsibility is accepted by Informa :[’or any fuss or damage arising in any way from 
receipt ur use thereof. Messages tu and frum the company are monitured for uperational reasuns and in accurdance with lawful business practices. 

If you have received this message in error, please notify,! us by return and delete the message and any attachments. Further enquiries/returns can be sent to postmaster@inl’urma.com 

Taylur & Francis Gruup is a trading name uf ]nforma UK Lunited, registered in England under no. 1072954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Tourism <mail.skozx~qknvfeppn@ta~d£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Teaching a cour~ iu Sociology or Social Policy? 

Request your com,ol~mentary exam copies tod~y~ 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 



Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straioht to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at 8ny time 

We [espect your privacy and will not disclose, lent or sell your emaii address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Francis, aR JnforiTla busiRess. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 10729,54 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3F-4~ Mortimer Street London W~[ 3JH. 

you v¢ish to unsubscdbe, please click her~e Please note Lilis is an auLomated operaLion. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 11:25 AM 

Lyles, Geri L <gedJyle@unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: ACTION REQUIRED...Intemaldonal Scholars---AFAM 

Geri, 

Eunice and I will discuss this and get it back to you as soon as possible, 

"°Tia 

From: Lyles, Geri L 

Sent: Monday, June 03, 20:13 JA.:20 AN 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AC’I30N REQUIRED...InternatJonal Scholars---AFAM 

Hi Tia, 

As you know, the Business Center has begun to provide HR service to departments ~n four phases over the course of this calendar year. In Phase I, your 

department, African m~d African Amer~em~ Studies {A~AM}, began to receive th~s service. As of today, your department wi]~ now receive v~sa related services from 

me, Wsa Speda~ist for the Co~lege of Arts & Sdences. 

Please see below for de~ai~s: 

~-A~aehed Document 

See the attached document: a list of International Scholars in the Department of A~AM {African and Afro-American Studies}. 

a. Review the details for accuracy, especially the (3) yellow highlighted columns. (Correct Faculty Sponsor? Correct status? Correct end date?) 

b. Please confirm that At[ details are correct. 

2-Future Plans for Each Scholar 

Please list future plans for each scholar. 

That is, will the department request an extension, change of status, etc. for each scholar listed on the attached? (You may include this on the spreadsheet and then 

return it to me via attachment/email.) 

3-Other Scholars 

Are you currently working on other cases that include a visiting Foreign National? 

If so, send me a list of names including start and end dates. 

4- Moving Forward 

a. Continue to work on cases/processes that you have already begun for foreign nationals who were previously invited to work within your department. 

(Contact me if you need assistance.) 

b. Beginning today, I will process new international!visa-related cases for your department. 

~ look forward to working w~th you [:o assist in meeL#~g the needs of your department At a~)y t#ru~b ~f you baize a~%z questions or concer~ls, please co~)Lact me v~a 

emaiL phone, or appointment, 

Thank you, 
........................................................ 

G~ri Ly/es (hxrned¥ Middleton) 

]he U~vers~ty O[ North Carolh-~a at Chapel Rill 
College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 
06 Howell Hall, CB# 3056, Dept B20& 
Chapel Hdl, NC 27599-3056 
Ph: 
Fax: 9J.9.843 3531. 
s~eq [y[es(d~unqed Lt 
g~y~e@0emaii.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon @gmail.com~ 

Monday, Jnne 3, 2013 8:57 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

New and Observer called 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

I got a voicemaJl from someone at the N&O tonight - he left a message asking for info about a class I taught in 2010. Please give me a call when you can. My cell 

phone is: 

In other news, I recently returned from Senegal, where I bnilt a music studio for young women there. Check it out: http:L/www.youtube.com/watch?v nvXZRZvUYak 

I am headed to Ethiopia on Friday to build another Beat Making Lab there. Can’t wait to debrief you on all fl~e positive things happeNng. 

Hope all is well with you :) 

Best, 

Professor Pierce Freelon 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central University 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Webisodes: http://www.youtube.con~/beatmakinglab 

Umi Says: http://www.youtube.con~/watch?v 3mID91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeas~tmusic.com/album/freedom-suite 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: mpeMwa mwalimu 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I finish my exmns uext Weduesday, then I’ll be in Oxford about a Inouth waiting in case I get called for a viva. I haven’t heaxd back from 

have her mofft current emaJl. I’ll try. and get in contact with someone who might be in more touch ruth her to find out. 

And yes we can SkyN next weekend. Whenever works for you. 

Best, 

, I’m womed I Inight uot 

Ou Sun, at 2:40 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Tt is good to hear from you, Congrats on wrapping up the thesis!!! 

When do you finish your exams? Can we have a skype chat next weekend to discuss the piece? Do you have 

Cheers and in solidarity, 
Mwalimu 

From: ,~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:53 AN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: mpendwa mwalirnu 

tti Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you are doing well. I like to think you a~e taking some time to relax with the end of the school year, but I’m sure you have stayed as busy as always. 

Sorry I haven’t been in touch to tbllow up with you about the transitional j ustice chpt. I’ve beeu a little distracted with the dissertation, but it’s all turned in now, m~d I 

just have exams left. Are you still plaxning on sending a little outline or somthing to      a~d I? 

I’ve been trying to familiarize myself a bit ruth the basic literatule, just reading some of the s~ffin the Columbia Geuder and Lawjoumdl, and the int’l trm~sitioual 

justice journal, but not ~ea]ly sure what direction you imagine toldng the piece. 

be in touch when you get the chm~ce. 

ruth love, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 6:32 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Reid, Dee <deerei&@unc.edu> 

Re: New and Observer caJled 

"Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Pierce Freelon        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 8:56 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: New and Observer called 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

I got a voicemail from someone at the N&O tonight - he left a message asking lbr intb about a class I taught in 2010. Please give me a call when you can. My cell 

phoue is: 

In other news, I recently ~etumed from Senegal, whele I built a music studio for young women there. Check it out: http://~wwv.youtube.com/watch% nvXZRZvUYa£ 

I am headed to Ethiopia on Friday to build maother Beat Makiug Lab there. Can’t wait to debrief you on all the positive things happening. 

Hope a]l is well with you :) 

Best, 

ProtEssor Pierce Freelon 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

Nort~h Carolina Central University 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Makiug Webisodes: http:i/www.voutube.com/beatmakiuglab 

Umi Says: http://w,~v.;~oumbe.com/watch?v 3mfD91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeas~tmusic.comia]bumifreedom-suite 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:36 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Updates 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

Hope all is well. Some updates: 

Unfortunately, I will not be in Dar for long, I’ll be coming back for             at UNC, the            which means I leave in 2 weeks time. So, I most probably won’t 
be able to go to Nairobi as previously thought. Which organizations in Kenya would you like me to contact as I’m still here? Because It would be easier for me to make calls etc 
whilst still in the region. Mlaybe the African Women’s Development and Communication Network, FIDA-Kenya, Kenya Women Political Caucus or Kenya Women and Youth 
League? 

I met with Prof. IVlbilinyi and she was a great help in terms of pointing me to key people and resources to seek out. She’s sent me several documents that I have added to the 
bibliography. Particularly, she pointed out Prof. Ruth Meena who has done some work on women’s political participation in Tanzania with whom I have contacted. 

Siku njema! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge ebooks <Routledgeebooks.skozr-u-fgevxnrocxm@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 10:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Build your Sociology eCollection with eBooks t~om Routledge 

Tayior & Flarlcis eBooks - helping you to choose the right eBooks for your libraFy 

i~ Routledge header- Taylor & Francis Group 

Introdudng the Sociology egook Collection from 
Taylor & Francis egooks B~ ~e~ i~st ~ 

...... Does your eniversity/institetion offer coarses k~ ...................................................................... :: 
:~ Taylo, & 

Sodo~ogy? ~f so, the Taylor & Fronds eColl~ction in 

eBooks 5ocidogg could be the perfect resource for your 
I~o students and academic colleagues. " 

I ]aylor & ~rancis eBooks is our eBooks platform for 

libraries and institutions, giving you Ngh-quality 

contort[ [rorn al~ our impr[n[s, including Routledge, ~sycho~ogy 

Press and Focal Press. 

interested ? 
Please contact o~r sales team for more information° Whether your 

institution wonts to invest in this eCollection or just get a clearer 

picture of how our eBooks con be accessed, please drop us a line: 

Customers in the US, Canada, Mexico and South America: 

click here to request a FREE TRIAL, er !)hone 1 -.888.-318- 

2367 {Toll Free) er 1-561-998-2505 (in[ernal:ionol) 

Customers in the UK, Europe, and the Rest of Werid: ~lick 

here to request a FREE TRIAL. or phone +44 (0)20 337 

73804 

Which e~ooks will I find in this eCollection? 

Our Sociology list has earned a reputation for innovatMe, cutting- 

edge publications, We publish key topical mater[ai (Suicide 

Bombinqs and Confrontinq Climate Chanqe} and some of our ieading 

authors inciude: 

Bryan Turner 

Alexander Jeffries 

Judith Butler 

Stevie Jackson 

Paul Gilroy. 

Covering some of the most widely-studied sub-disciplines, 

including CLd[ural Sodology and Giobafisat[on, users w[il be abie 

[.o access both introductory [ex,’_s and more r~iche, cu[t[ng-edge 

research. 

You can also invest in sub-collections that include: 

Cultural Sociology 

RaceiEthnicity 

Feminism 

Science & Technology Studies 

and many more .,. 

Learn more about the Socioloqy eCollection here 

Email ¯ e-reference@taylorandfrancisxom 

ii~~ FreeTrial ..... ilableforlibrari .... d institutions 



Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

.8_].g_n___u_#__b_)~_.s_" _u._b.[e_£.t_ a__re_.a_, to receive ~e~t.~ and o~re~s straight te you[ i~box from the Taylor & Fra~cis Grou#. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe st any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Cope, right 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an irfforma business 

Taylor & Francis is a lrading name o[ Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JN 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yurco, Laura Nicole <laura~;,urco@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 11:48 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc. 

Sor~ia, 

Sorry we don’t have trust funds to give for our part of the contribution, Are you planning to spend the funds this fiscal year? if not, I’ll allocate after July, If you 

want them now ~ w~H 8~ve you the funds in F&A, Please let me know how you would Hke proceed. 

laura 

Laura Yurco, MBA 

Budget Analyst, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences & Dean’s Office 

ColF:~ge o[ Arts & Sciences.-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell Hall, CB~3055 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

Phone (9~9) 962--9275 

Fax (9:~ 9) 843-3531 

F~: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, ~une 03, 2013 2:53 PM 

To= Yurco, Laura Nicole 
C¢= Howell, ~a N.; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= ~: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc. 
Impo~ance= High 

~e~lo Laura 

account 

Please ~et me know when you set 

T~ank you, 

Sofia 

~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat: Nonday, June 03, 2053 2:34 PN 

Te= Colon, Sonia; Howell, T[a N. 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2054 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, 
[~e~a~e= High 

contribuUon [rorn the college lot Dr. Nzongola travel, to the Leach:_~rship account : OF Depa rt[T~-’_!r~ [: Trust 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I will be writing to my colleague Rodney Vargas at the Study Abroad office shortly about the         that his office requested from the Department in support of Prof. 

Nzongola-Ntalaja’s visit to Durban at the end of June. In the meantime I thought I would write and give you a breakdown so that you have clarity when the Accountant from 
office contacts you. Here we go: 

College of Arts and Sciences: $1,000.00 
Department - Craver Leadership Fund: $500.00 

Thanks Sonia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 2:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Yurco, Laura Nicole; Howell, Tia N, 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc 

Dear Eunice, The College can contribute up to 

Best, Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of NorU~ Carolina at Chape~ 

Semor Asso(:ia~:e Dean h:~r [;ocia] Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth L Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 

Chapel H~] NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962--&165 Fax: 9~9 9~2-.2408 

E~= SaNe, Eunice N 
$eat; Saturday, ]une 05, 2053 $:34 PN 
Te= Ha~lyn, 3onathan 
$~bjeCt= Study Abroad, Durban 2054 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, etc 
l~e~aBCe= High 

to support the travel of Prof. Nzongola-Ntataja Lo Durban t:or the purpose descrDed below. 



Dear 3onathan, 

Based on ve~ productive and strategic discussions with Bob Miles, Rodney Vargas and Michael Lambert, the department plans to re-laanch the Durban program in 

the summer of 2014. As pa~t of these discussion~ we are also in the very early stages of creating a sununer progrmn in Malawi focusing on health issues broadly 

defined. Our paxtners in this program are Anthony Charles and Bruce Cairns from the School of Medicine, and Malawian colleagues that I have worked with drawn 

from University and civil society spaces for many yeays (see this li~k from CNN higlthghling the work of one these colleagues: 

ht~p://www.crm.con~"video/da~/2.0/video/intemationali2013/03/15/all]can- voices- seodi-white-c.cnn.html). I look forw~yd to discussing these initiatives ruth you 

further in the months ahead. 

Today though I write to let you know that because ofve~ urgent research and publication imperatives in the coming year or so, I have asked George to lead the 

Durban program next year. Further, to kindly see if the Dean’s office can contribute financial support to Georges’ 4 day visit to the University of KwaZulu-Natal to re- 
launch the program at the end of June. Support of ti~m your oltice would help the department meet its obligation to the Study Abroad ONce towards 

Geo~ges’ important visit. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 11:55 AM 

Yurco, Laura Nicole <laura~yurco@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc. 

Thank you Laura,. Yes, transfer to .-- F&A. 

Need to cover travel cost in this FY, 

Sonia 

From: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2023 22:48 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Ce: Howell, ~a N.; SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2024 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc. 

Sonia, 

Sorry we don’t have trust funds to give [:or our part of the contribution. Are you p~anning ~o spend the funds th~s fiscal year? ~f not, FI~ a~ocate after July. H: you 

want them now ~ wN g~ve you the fund~ in F&A. Please let me know how you would I~1<~ proceed. 

Thanks, 

Laura Yurco, M BA 

Budget Analyst, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences & Dean’s Off:ice 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

Chapel H~], NC 27599 

Phone (919) 962--9275 

Fax (919) 843-3531 

F~m: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 2:53 PM 

To: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
C~: Howell, ~a N.; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: ~: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc. 
Impo~anee: High 

Hello L~ura 

~ am wondering ~f you can transfer the $:[,000~ contribution from the college for Dr. Nzongola travel to the [.eadersh~p account 

a(:cour~t 

Please k~t me know when you get a chance. 

Thank you, 

SoNs 

Fmm~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Monday, June 03, 2013 2:34 PM 

To~ Colon, Sonia; Howell, T~a N. 
Subje~t~ RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - ~eorges Nzongola-N~laja, etc 

Impo~anee~ High 

; or Department Trust 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I will be writing to my colleague Rodney Vargas at the Study Abroad office shortly about the $2,500.00 that his office requested from the Department in support of Prof. 
Nzongola-Ntalaja’s visit to Durban at the end of June. In the meantime I thought I would write and give you a breakdown so that you have clarib/when the Accountant from 
office contacts you. Here we go: 

College of Arts and Sciences: $2,000.00 
Department - Craver Leadership Fund: $500.00 

Thanks Sonia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2023 2:25 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Yurco, Laura Nicole; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2024 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc 

Dear Eunice, The Coflege can contribute up to $:I,000 to support the travel of Prof. Nzongola-Ntataja [o Durban [:or the purpose described below. 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Semor Associs~:e Dean h:~r 5ocia~ Sdences 

Gl.:)ba~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB MOO 



Chai~el Hill NC 2.7599-310(," USA 
EmNi: ._h_a_[_t_!y__n___@___u__n_c__:_e__d___u_. 
Office: 91[9 962-.~{1[65 F~×: 9][9 962-.2AO~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, .June 01, 2013 1:34 PM 
To: Hartlyn, 3onathan 
Subject: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-N~alaja, etc 
Importance: High 

Dear 3onathan, 

Based on ve~ productive and strategic discussions with Bob Miles, Rodney Vargas and Michael Lambert, the department plans to re-launch the Durban program in 

the summer of 2014. As part of these discassion~ we are aJso in the very early stages of creating a summer program in Malawi focusing on heaJth issues broadly 

detined. Our partners in flais program are Anthony Charles ~md Bruce Cairus ti~om the School of Medicine, and Malawim~ colleagues that I have worked with drawn 

from University and civil socie~ spaces for many yeays (see this link ti~om CNN highlighting the work of one these colleagues: 
.~t.1[?.:.].~:~:.c.‘..r..m..~.c.~.~..~2.@.~!..d..~.[~./.~.:!}):~?~i~m~i~?~.~/.~/.~.~/.~1ii~5~i~.~.~hi.~:~Jih~!.). I look fonva~d to discussing these initiatives with you 

ihrther in the months ahead. 

Today though I write to let you know that because of veiN urgent research and publication ilnperatives in the coming year or so, I have asked George to lead the 

Durban program next year. Further, to kindly see if the Dean’s office can contribute financial support to Georges’ 4 day visit to the Universi~ of KwaZulu-Natal to re- 

launch the program at the end of June. Support of $1,500.00 from your office would help the depart]nent meet its obligation to the Study Abroad Office towards 

Geovges’ important visit. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yurco, Laura Nicole <laura~;,urco@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 3:03 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.uuc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc. 

Thanks, I have transferred via 

[.aura Yurco, M BA 

Budg~-_d: Analyst, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences & Dean’s Office 

Colleg~:_~ of ~rts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

007 Howe~ Hafl~ CB#3056 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

Phone (9:{9) 962-9275 

Fax (9~.9) 343-353~. 

F~: Colon, Sonia 
~en[: Tuesday, June 04, 20[3 [~:55 

To: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
~ SaNe, Eunice N; Howell, ~a N. 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad, Durban 20~4 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, etc. 
Thank you Laura, Yes, ~ransfer to        --- 

Need to cover ~rave[ cost b~ th~s 

Sonia 

F~: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
~en[: Tuesday, June 04, 20[3 [~:~ 

To: Colon, Sonia 
~ Howell, ~a N.; SaNe, Eunice N 
~ubje~tt RE: Study Abroad, Durban 20~4 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, etc. 

So~y we don’t have trust funds to 8~ve for our part of the contdbut~om A~e you £~armk~ to spend the funds d~s fiscal year? if: not, VI~ a~ocste after’ July. ff you 

want them ~ow ~ w~l ~ve you the funds ir~ F&A. Please let me know how you would fike p~oceed. 

Thanks, 

Laur~ 

Laura Yurco, MBA 

Budget Analyst, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences & Dean’s Office 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone (93.9) 962-9275 

Fax (919) 843--3531 

F~m: Colon, Sonia 
$e~t= Monday, June 03, 20~3 2:53 PM 

Te: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
Ce: Howell, ~a N.; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: ~: Study Abroad, Durban 20~4 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, e~. 
[m~o~aaee= High 

Hello Laura 

[ am wonderh~g ff you can [ransfer [he g:].,O00, contribution from the college for Dr, Nzongola travel, to the I.ea~ersh~ accoun[ 6-30:[~7; or Depar[ment Trust 

Please ~et me know when you ~et a chance. 

Thank you, 

Sorfia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Honday, June 03, 2013 2:3~ PN 
To: Colon, Sonia; Howell, T[a N. 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad, Durban 20~4 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, etc 
]mpo~an¢e~ High 

Dear Sonia, 

[ hope you are doing well. 

I will be writing to my colleague Rodney Vargas at the Study Abroad office shortly about the $.t,500.00 that his office requested from the Department in support of Prof. 
Nzongola-Ntalaja’s visit to Durban at the end of June. In the meantime [ thought [ would write and give you a breakdown so that you have clarity when the Accountant from his 
office contacts you. Here we go: 

College of Arts and Sciences: $1,000.00 
Department - Craver Leadership Fund: $500.00 

Thanks Sonia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 2:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Yurco, Laura Nicole; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc 

Dear Eut~ice, The C.Nlege c~m contfibul:e {~p ~o ~3.,000 to suppof~ ~:he trawls] of Prof. Nzongola-.N~a]a~a to Durban for the pufpose descfibed below. 

Best, ]onathaR 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at ~:hapel HN 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sciences and 

GlobM ~’ro~rarns, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor’ of Political Sdence 

205 South B~Hding, CB 3100 

Chapel H~I~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 9~.9 962-1~.(~5 Fax: 93.9 962-2~)8 

E~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat= Saturday, June 05, 20~3 $:34 PM 
To= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
S~bject= Study Abroad, Durban 2054 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, etc 
lmpo~ance: High 

Dear Jonathan, 

Based on very productive and strategic discussions with Bob Miles, Rodney Vargas and Michael Lambert, the department plans to re-launch the Durban pmgran~ in 

the summer of 2014. As part of these discussions, we are also in the ve~ early stages of creating a summer program in Malm~-i focusing on health issues broadly 

define& Our partners in this program are Anthony Charles and Brace Cairns fi~om the School of Medicine, and Malawian colleagues that I have worked with drown 

from Universi~ and civil sociely spaces for many years (see this link from CNN highlighting the work of one these colleagues: 

http://w~¥.c~m.com,’videoidata/2.0ivideo/intemational,’2013/03/15ia~ican-voices-seodi-white-c.crm.html). I look forward to discussing these initiatives ruth you 

further in the months ahead. 

Today though I write to let you know that because of very urgent research and publication imperatives in the coming year or so, I have asked George to lead the 

Durban program next year. Further, to kindly see if the Dean’s office can contribute tinancial support to Georges’ 4 day visit to the University of KwaT, ulu-Natal to re- 
laanch the program at the end of Jane. Support of $1,500.00 from your office would help the department meet its obligation to the Study Abroad Office towmds 

Geo~ges’ important visit. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 3:03 PM 

Yurco, Laura Nicole <laura~yurco@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.e&~; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc. 

Thanks a tot. 

Fmra; Yurco, Laura Nicole 
Sent; Tuesday, June 04, 2013 3:03 PM 
T~; Colon, Sonia 
¢~; SaNe, Eunice N; Howell, -no N. 
Subject; RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - ~eorges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc. 

Thanks, I have transfl:_~rred via 

Laura Yurco, MBA 

Budget Analyst, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences & Dean’s Office 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone (9:1.9) 962-9275 

Fax (9~9) 843--353~ 

F~m: Colon, Sonia 
Sent; Tuesday, June 04, 2013 ~:55 AN 

T~: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
~e: SaNe, Eunice N; Howell, ~a N. 
Subje~t~ RE: Study Abroad, Durban 20~4 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, etc. 
Thank you Laura,. Yes~ transfer to - F&A~ 

Need to cover Lrave~ cost ~t~ th~ FY, 

Sonia 

F~m= Yurco, Laura Nicole 
Sent= Tuesday, June 04, 2013 ~l:~ AN 
Te~ Colon, Sonia 
¢¢~ Howell, ~a N.; SaNe, EuNce N 
Su~ject~ RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, etc. 

Son,a, 

Sorry we don’t have trust fusds to g~ve for our part of the contribution. Are you p~anning to spend the funds th~s fiscal year? ~f not, ]’1] a~ocate after July. ~f you 

wa[lt them rH:~w ] w~H g~ve you the funds in F&A. Please let me k]low bow you would Hke proceed. 

Thanks, 

La u ra 

Laura Yurco, MBA 

Budget A~aJyst, NaturaJ S(:i~:_~c~:_~L, Social S(:i~:_~c~:_~ & Death’s Office 

{::ol]ege o[ Arts & Sdences.-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell HaM, CB#3055 

Chapel khan, NC 27599 

Phone (9:1.9) 962-9275 

Fax (919) 843-3531 

F~m: Colon, Sonia 
Sent~ Monday, June 03, 2013 2:53 PN 

Te: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
~ Howell, ~a N.; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subje¢t~ ~: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc, 
1m~e~an¢e: High 

Hello [.aura 

f am wondering ff you can transfer the $1,000, contribu[:~on [torn the (:o[k~ge [or Dr. Nz.:?[lgola trave[, to the t.eaders;h[p accouter 

account 

Please let Rle kRow when you get a chance. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Merit= Monday, June 03, 20~3 2:34 PN 

Te= Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N, 
~ubje~t= RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2054 - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, e~ 
Impo~ance: High 

Trust 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I will be writing to my colleague Rodney Vargas at the Study Abroad office shortly about the $1,500.00 that his office requested from the Department in support of Prof. 

Nzongola-Ntalaja’s visit to Durban at the end of June. In the meantime ~ thought I would write and give you a breakdown so that you have clarity when the Accountant from his 
office contacts you. Here we go: 

College of Arts and Sciences: $1,000.00 



Department - Craver Leadership Fund: $500.00 

Thanks Sonia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 2:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Yurco, Laura Nicole; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad, Durban 2014 - Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, etc 

Dear Eunice, The Coflege can contribute up to $1,000 to support the travel of Prof. Nzongola-Ntataja to Durban [:or the purpose described below. 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlvn 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

5emor Assock~:e Dean h:~r ~;ocia] Sdences ~md 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, L:B 3~00 

Chapel H~] NC 27599-g100 USA 

Em~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962--2165 Fax: 929 962-.2~O8 

F~= Sahle, Eunice N 
8ent= Saturday, 3une 0~, 20~3 2:3~ PN 
To= Ha~lyn, 3onathan 
S~bje¢t= Study Abroad, Durban 20~ - Georges Nzongola-N~laja, etc 
l~e~an¢e= High 

Dear Jonathan, 

Based on ve~ productive and strategic discussions with Bob Miles, Rodney Vargas and Michael Lambert, the department plans to re-launch the Durban program in 

the summer of 2014. As part of these discussion~ we are aJso in the very early stages of creating a san~mer program in Malawi focusing on heaJth issues broadly 

defined. Our paxtners in this program are Anthony Charles and Bruce Cairus from the School of Medicine, and Malawian colleagues that I have worked with drawn 

from University and civil society spaces for many yeays (see this link from CNN highlighling the work of one these colleagues: 

.I~t.1[?:.:!:~.~:~:.c.‘..r..m..~.c.~.~L~Li..@.~!..d..~.~.~./.~.:!}):~?~i~m~i~?~.~:~.~:~.~.~:~.~1i~.~5~i~L~L~hi.~:~J~:[~!.). I look fonYa~d to discussing these initiatives with you 

further in the months ahead. 

Today though I write to let you know that because ofve~ urgent research and publication imperatives in the coming year or so, I have asked George to lead the 

Durban program next year. Further, to kindly see if the Dean’s office can contribute financial support to Georges’ 4 day visit to the University of KwaZulu-Natal to re- 

launch the program at the end of June. Support of $1,500.00 from your office would help the departanent meet its obligation to the Study Abroad Office towards 
Geovges’ important visit. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge ebooks <Routledgeebooks.skoz~donbkzwerts@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Build your Sociology eCollection with eBooks ti~om Routledge 

Tayior & Frarlcis eBooks - helping you to choose the right eBooks for your libraFy 

i~ Routledge header- Taylor & Francis Group 

Introduc(ng the Sociology egook Collection from 
Taylor & Francis egooks B~ ~e~ i~st ~ 

...... Does ~our tmivetsit,z/insti~t~tion offer coarses ~n ...................................................................... :: 
:~ Taylo, & 

Sodo~ogy? ~f so, the Taylor & Fronds eColl~ction in 

eBooks 5ocio/ogg could be the perfect resource for your 
I~o students and academic colleagues. " 

I ]aylor & ~rancis eBooks is our eBooks platform for 

libraries and institutions, giving you Ngh-quality 

contort[ [rom al~ our impr[n[s, including Routledge, ~sycho~ogy 

Press and Focal Press. 

Which eBooks will ~ find in this eCo~lection? 

Our Sociology list has earned a reputation for innovative, cutting- 

edge publications. We publish key topical mater[ai (Suicide 

~and Con ronitn ~Climate Chan e) and some of our iead[ng 

authors [nciude: 

Bryan Turner 

Alexander Jeffries 

Judith Butler 

Stevie Jackson 

Paul Gilroy. 

Covering some o~ the most widely-studied sub-disciplines, 

including Cultural Sociology and Gk~balisation, users wiil be abie 

to access both introductory texts and more nk:he, cutting-edge 

research. 

You can also invest in sub-co{{ections that include: 

Cultural Sociology 

RaceiEthnicity 

Feminism 

Science & Technology Studies 

and many more ... 

Learn more about the SocioloqF eCollection here 

~nterested? 

Click here to re--FREE TRIAL or ~o firld ou[ more about our 

full range of egooks, how you can access [hem, and how we can                                                    : 

Phone, 888-.3~ 8.-2357 (toll free} or 56Z-998-.2505 {International) 

Email ¯ e-referen~e@taylorandfrands.~om                                                           ~ 

::~ Fr~Trial .... ilableforlibrari .... d inNitutions 

::~ T~,o~ F~nc~-.out~d~-~cho,~. .... C.C ~ ..... Fo~, ~ .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inPox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 



You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We respect your privacy and wili [lot disclose, re[it or sell your email adrJress to any outside orgarfizalio[ls 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis, a¢~ informa business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click hel~e. Please note this is an automaled operation 



2013 
Cont~ectCarolina Newsletter 

You’ve been asking to see the new system and now you can! Join us for a 

demonstration of the new ConnectCarolina Finance system at a Town 

Hall June 12, 3pro, Genome Science Building, room G100. 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.!’;~.~ ~/..,,". ~/.~-! ~.’.. ;~ ~.~.~.~ L~.I.~ ~.’.i.. 

i ~.,,~.,,<:----;;---~s---;~.,~, " "’ == still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

i .............................. [;. ....................... ,,,:::i: 2014 - the weeks pr or to and fo ow ng go- ve - w 

be a critical time. Schools and Divisions should begin 

now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 



training will be delivered. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the .~::[:::~.:..~.~i:~ #.!]:~.~! }. section of 

the project website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberge, Paul T ~-~ p Cr@~emall.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 7:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Are you in town? 

Hi Eunice, 

Fm actually away from Cha0el Hill right now. I am back on Monday and will be mostly around in .kme and early July. 

When woukt be a good tkne? 

P 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 2013 11:34 AN 
To: Roberge, Pau~ T 
Subject: Are you in ~wn? 

can still call yoL~ from where 1 am, of course. 

Hi Paul, 

How are you? I hope your summer is going well. 

Are in town in June or early July? If you are kindly give me a call at 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 8:07 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Thursday, June 6 and Friday, June 7 

Deal Eunice, 

Tomorl~oW I’ll be in Raleigh interviemng a state legislator and tooling through a mmmscript collection at the state archives. The interview is at 9 and probably will be 

done by 9:45. After that I’ll be able to return a call or text -- assuming, that is, that there is cellphone receplion in the archives building. But I’ll go outside periodically if 

there isn’t reception to check. 

Friday i~, so I won’t be in in the morning and likely roll not be in all day. Same thing holds -- call or text me if you need me. 

Kenneth 

Kermeth R. Jmiken 

Professor of Afro-A*nericma Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~ of No(th Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link ti~r infonnation abxmt nay publications: 

http:/Twww.umass.edu/umpressispr 97/im~ken.html 
http:#uncpress.unc.eduibooks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edw’boolc/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edw’boolc/P00723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberge, Paul T ~-~ p Cr@~emall.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 11:21 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Are you in town? 

OK Eunice. I infer from you~ follow-up that the matter you wish to take up with me can eithe~ wait until next week, when I’m back in town, o~ will have become 

moot by then. 

Nonetheless, ~f you would Hke to ~:alk even ~:hou~h f’m away, feel [ree to g~ve me a dng, My ceil phone ~ is 

Cheers~ 

P. 

~= SaMe, Eunice N 
8e~t~ Wednesday, ~une 05, 20~3 9:23 PM 
Te= Roberge, Paul T 
$~ject~ Re: Are you in town? 

Thanks Paul for returning my email. At t~s point no womes. If matters change, I will ~ touch. 

With best regards, 

Eunice 

On Jun 5, 2013, at 7:27 PM, "Roberge, Paul T" <p_t_!2@_e___n_!_~__U_Lu__~Lc::__e_d__t_p wrote: 

Hi Eunice~ 

Vrn actuatly away if’ore Chapel Hill Hght now. I am back on Monday and will L~e mostly a~’ound in June and early Juty. I can sdll catl you from where 

am, of course. When would be a good time? 

P. 

From: SaMe, Eunice N 
Se~t: Wednesday, June 05, 20::[3 IU.:34 AlVl 
Te: Roberge, Paul T 
$,,bject: Are you in town? 

Hi Paul, 

How are you? T hope your summer is going well. 

Are in town in June or early July? If you are kindly give me a call at 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



search ~nd ~reativ~ activity~i ~aaMifia, J~ii~ 20i3 

E EATURE 

Practice Makes Pills that Won’t Kill The Proteir~ Sleuth 

Prescription drug When Nancy Klauber- 

UNC researchers overdoses kill three North DeMore proved some 

developed an app to make Carolinians every day scientists wrong, she also 



~i hunger in watauga county 

W~~e~’e did t~e agHe~xtttm~e go? 

For her undergraduate research project, UNC student Jessica Kennedy fought 
hunger in Watauga Count, NC. 

SPO~EIGN~S B~OGPOS~S 

rite of spring A Goed Listen UNC undergrads come into their own with a daily 

news show on the radio (~,,i~ri,: My Words) 

Pr.gventmg PISD: Can we keep the horrors of war from sticking 

in a veteran’s brain? (I-4ere% lo You: Health) 

’Rite of 8pdng’ catches 

and sparks (!.iNC ix~me 

pe.ge) 

Eating O~ganic is More than Trendy: Ranking the foods highest 

in pesticide contamination might be a good idea. The question 

is, how good? (b! k ~,/~y W~ " s) 

"In the modern age, no major American city has been 

permanently abandoned after trauma and destruction There’s a 

deaths) of n.gurons UNC 

surprising insights about 

how nerve cells rewire 

themselves. (urIc Heaiih 

narrative of resilience, this notion of us being challenged and 

overcoming that to become stronger." 

--Thomas Campanella, in After ©ldahoma Tornado. To Rebuild 

Or Not To Rebuild (Hutfingtoi~ Post} 

preecbmpsia (UNC i-,:eaith Ca~ei 

Lowdncome taxpayers choose saving over spending when 

offered an incentive ~L N.C [" e,us 8ersaces} 



H!!l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 3:29 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: AAAD Undergraduate Research Funding OpportuNties 

Deal Eunice, 

Below is my exchange with             who is searcNng for research funds for her Honors thesis. Is them any departmental money to support her? I told her I did 

not think so, but that I’d ask you just to make sure. 

I’m leaving for Greensboro on Sunday afternoon and roll remm Friday evening. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Jmiken 

Professor of Afro-A~nericma Studies 
Departnrcnt of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~ of No(th Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link tbr information aboat nay publications: 

http:/Twww.umass.edu/umpressispr 97/im~ken.html 
http:#uncpress.unc.eduibooks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edw’book/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edw’book/P00723 

From: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, 1:59 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: AAAD Undergraduate Research Funding Opportunities 

Dear 

I do not think there is money to be had at this poim. The SUf~" funds have aJ1 been dis~tributed, I’m sure. And I think the Honors funds have been, too; but contact 

Jason Clem~nons in the Honors office jus~t to make sure. I don’t think there is any loose change in between the cushions, but I’ll check ruth the dep~xtlnent chair, Dr. 

Sable, just to make sure. 

I’m going to a week-long leadership program that starts Monday, so I may not have an answer for you until week after next. 

How are you liking 

Dr. Janken 

Kenneth R. Jmiken 

Professor of Afro-A~nericma Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~ of No(th Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link tbr information aboat nay publications: 

htt~0://www.umass.edtv’umpress/s~r 97/ia~ken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.eduibooks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edw’book/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edw’book/P00723 

From-" 

Sent: Friday, 1:!.:49 AM 



To= Gore, Tfavis 
Co= .~anken, Kenneth R 
Subject= AAAD Undergraduate Research Funding Opportunities 

Good afternoon Mr. Gore, 

My name is           and T am a senior AAAD, Public Policy double major that is working toward the successful completion of an Honors thesis in the AAAD department. T 
was contacting you in hopes that you would be able to direct me in any potential research funding opportunities for undergrads in the department doing research on the 
Diaspora (see proposal attached). 

If you have any knowledge of grants that are still available for me to apply to or anyone I can speak to that might be able to offer me assistance, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you, in advance, for your time on my behalf and T look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, June 8, 2013 3:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: AdmiNstration Says Miniug of Data Is Crucial to Fight Terror 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE~IC~IL~ 
World US. i Business 

Sports Arts Travel Today:sVideo 

Editorials O~d OnTNs Day CUSTOMIZE ~ 

Top News 

Administration Sa~\~ M~n~ng of Data Is C~ue~al to F~gl~t 

"[’error 

The foiling of a 2009 plot to bomb the New York City subway seemed to be 

kited of success President (:)bama was referring to Mmn he defended "modest 

eneroaehmenks on privacy" [o prote& the eountrT. 

Mmiy Riva| Nations Surge Past the U.S. in 

Adding New ,Jobs 

While the Ut~ited Skates economy is pe~l’.:)rr, dng rda~ively wdI, 
the nation has f~l’ed wo~,~e than six cg the ni~m countries 

surYeyed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in job gains. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
TU rMsh 

in [stanb~fl’s Heart, Leader’s Obsession, Pelohap, p[otest~ 

Achilles’ Heel I ’~ ~ ..... I 
content 

Public space, even a modest and chaotic swath of it like Taksim 

Square, agNn reveals ikselfas fimdamentalIy more po~t~u] than social media. 

, ~ Slide Show Shaping Taksim Square 

~ ~ Panorama o[ Distdc[ I The Plan to Change Taksim Square 

Editors’ Picks 



~ VmEO.~ ~Vo~0sh~p, Austin S~.y~e 

Sm~day services a~ Vox Ven h~e, a Protestan~ ehm’ch Austin, 

Tex., feature a six-piece band and volunteer baHstaa. T~e 2oo- 

member congregation reflects [he eclectic city. 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Don’t Forsake the Gray Wolf 

The 12 nited States should not relax protections for the 

w~lnerable species. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRESIDENTOBAMA, defend{rig government sut’~ei~anee programs, 

World 

Obmna and Xi Tackle Cybersecur~ty as Talks 

~.:).: J.~,:.:~" ~. :.:A~. M~.’3 a~:d SW.V~.N M.~. 

The leaders planned to discuss issnes of security and economies, 

and President Obama has been urged to bring Ul.~ human fights. 

Preside 

..... nt Xi 

Jinping 

of China 

Splits Appear in Policy ’Troika’ Adds’easing Europe’s 

Throaghout the crisis, chiefs at the Em’opean Union and the International 

Monetary Fund have been 1.~m¢ of a policy-making triumvirate that also 

includes the Em~pean CenkraI Bank. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Cm°toonis~}s Pen Leaves .,’%~ark ,%.~t~°oss Arab World 

By day, I~mlid Nbaih works in a nmseum. :~ter horn% he is a 

cartoonis t wi th an attitude, in spiting diseon tented yon th across 

the ~M’ab world. 

, ~ Ca~oon~st in Motion 

~ ~ Audio & Drawings: Behind the AA 

Khalid 

Albaih’s 

political 

U.S. 

Shooting Rampage ][.eaves 5 Dead in Califo~on~a 

A gunman s!a’ode across Santa Monic,~ firing at people, cars, a 

public bns and bnildin~ before being shot and kiIIed hy the 

officers 

and 



police. 

The Lede Video and images from Shoeting 

In U,No, News ofSu~°e[Hanee EffoN is Net Witl~ 

Some Conee~-n but IJtt~e S~rprise 
said the 

The sB?Jng of revelations over the past 48 bore’s about sweeping 

government surveilla ace sBrred expressions of concern across 

the country on F~5day .- along with something of a collective national shrug. 

Sham~o~ Guess RJdaardsom Mao ac~:used her husband last week 

of sending fiein-laeed h’Uams to President Obama and other 

figures, was arrested and charged in the ease. 

Experience the "Rain Room" 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

in Performance: Kinky Boots 

]he Eiffel ]oweCs ’voice 

Business 

Middling Jobs Numbers Signal a Long Path to 

Healt|W Pa~To]ls 

Amez~can employers added ]75,ooo jobs in May, which 

m~tdmd the average monthly jobs increase over the Ias k year, 

while the unemlAoyment rote tid<ed up to 7.6 percent. 

Many on Wall S~:eet agreed that the 175,ooo jobs created in 

May eould keep the economy on a stea@ path but would not 

encourage the Fed to let up on iks stimulus sooner than expected, 

~ GrapNc Wha~s on gemanke’s Mi~qd? 

Restaurant Chains ’i’~ ~w to Woo a Yoimge~" 

Generation 

Among the mi]lennials, those in the 18- to 3o-something age 

group, there is a Breaker interest in local foods and a tendency to 

watch their dollars. 

Crs~,~or 
d arid 

are 

reasses 

chains 

Sports 



Want to Play at a Different Co||ege? OoK,, but Not 

The:~’e or There 

pret~rrcd options illustrates the 1-fig--business mind--se~ of college 

spoils and ~he control th at coach es h ave over players. 

ON BASKETBALL 

The Spurs’ Quiet Class, h~ Splendid Harmony 

The fundamenta]ly sound Spurs have too often been disraissed 

as boring in a eultm’c where commerdal appeal has been based 

o~t who makes the most noise. 

Off the Dribble: Kidd and Parker and the What-I~ Game 

Karl Is Out of a ,Job iq Denver and Drawing interest Elsewhere 

college 

Q~aiet Campaigas Begdn for Presidency of tO,Co 

Pote~ttial suecesso],~ to Jacques Rogge, the retiring preside~t of the 

InlcrnalionaI Olympic Coramitlee, must abide by a process that prohibits 

promotional campaigns and public &bate. 

For more spoi!.s hews, go to NYTimee~com;Bporte ~* 

Arts 

Pussy l~ot ’Fakes Mm~hattan, Q~lietly 

Perforators in lhe Russian ad and ply)test collective take in an 

HBO doeumentaW about them mtd talk with their fans. 

Need a Theater! Broadway Vaeandes Are t!p 

A large nmnber of dark weeks at Broadway theatres have 

contribnted to o~e of the worst business years in reeent 

..... Simon 

]heater 

marque 

Jolu~ Oliver Prepares to Host "][’he D~dly Show’ 

Mr. Oliver balks about p~pa~ing for a three.-month stinL filling 

for ,lo~ Stewart and his effoAs to book Quee~ Elizabeth 

John 

Oliver 

Prepare 

Travel 

In Cape Breton, a Rugged Golf Getaway 
L:y CHARLES MCG,RATB 

This island on the edge of Nova Scotia isn’t knm~ as a golf 

haven, but for adventurous players, perhaps it should be. 

, ~ Video: Golfing ~n Cape Breton 

OVERNIGHTER 

Finding Solit~de at l~lonet’s Gardens 

A new hotd has made it easier to avoid crowds a~ the arlist’s 

home and gardens in Givemy, a shot~ trip fi’om Paris. 

,D Slide Show: Dropping ~n on Monet 

FOOTSTEPS 

In Rimini, Looking foi° Fe|]ini’s ~’~orld 

Though the director Fededeo Fellini grew up in i~mini, it can 

take a mix of imagination and persistence to uncover ~’aees of 

his life and work thereto 

The 
Piazza 

Cavour 



Today’s Video 

The New York Ti rues imdted To~y ~mmi~mes to perform scan es 

on location. Here, Santino Fontana and Im~ra ashes sing a 

cinematic inte~re4akion ~ff u song frc, m "Rodgers and 

Hammerstein’s Cinderella." 

~ vm~:o: Obama Defends S~rvei[lanee 

Prog~oams 

President Obama defenc& and explains a N utional Secm~ty 

Agency prob,:am that monitors domestic and international 

phone records. 

The New York Times critics on "Much Ado About Nothing," 

"The Internship" and "Wish You Were Here." 

Obama 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Cap,grass Can Stop P~’ivacy Abuse 

Ca~l logs and e-mai~ should be collected only for those under suspieio~ of 

terrorism. 

EDITORIAL 

The LMoFo Admits Mistakes° Wi]] Era’ape? 

The International Monetary Fund says it was too -.,ptimistie al- out Greece’s debt 

and the eft~ct of spending cuts. 

EDITORIAL 

Racial Injustice in No~°th Carolina 

Rcpealing the state’s Racial ,Justice Act does not erase the Jrrel’utab~e proof of 

bias in deuth penulLy prosecutions, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Of Slippery Slopes 

Ocwernment monitoring of the communications of/Lmericans is 

not a left-right thing. Itis a rJght-~wong thing. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Intelligence for Dm,m~ies 

All this ~ews a bout how the government is keepi~g the records 

about our phone cNls has raised some smdous questions. 

~ Columni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How to Monetize Plagimoism 

So d onah Lehrer has a book deal "[’his is a eoh~mn about second 

, CohsmnLst Page 



ON THiS DAY 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY]imes Pinterest 

[] ~i .~; ~""~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from a~wwhe~e with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~) l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ ~n.nyt.co~n ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

TMs is an au~omatecl e- mail Please do not reply directly to Ibis e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed up for N"WTimes.com=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTs privacy program, we are comsfib’_ed to pro[ecti!~g you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i AdveRise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Helps Allies Trying to Battle Iranian Hackers 

Today’s Headlines Jooeo,2o. 

~NTHISE~IL~ World US. i Business Sports Arts Ma~zine i Tod~y’sVideo 

~ EditogNs 0~ OnThisDs’f ~ CUSTOMIZE. 

Top News 

UoN, Helps A1Hes T~?~ng to BaSle Iranian Hackers 

The adminis[rafion has begun helping N~ddle Easkern allies build their defenses 

against Iran’s cyberweapo~s a~d will do the same in Asia to contain atkaeks 

from No~,h Korea. 

U,So mid China Move Closer on CHlnate, but Not ~ Preside 
on Cyberespionage 

Jinpin9 

President Obama and President 7d 3inpi~g of China ended 

days of hffom~al meetings, movh~g closer on pressnfing a 

nuclear Nort~ Korea aud addressing climake change, buk remaining divided 

over cyberespionage. 

How the U,So Uses Tec]~mo|ogy to Mine Melee Data 

More Q~icMy 

A revoludon in software keehnology has transformed the 

Nado[ml Security Agency by proving aa[omated ai~d 

instai~taneons anNysis ~:ff volumes of digkN intbrmatiom 

~ ~ Video: Probct~n9 Your Pgvacy 

National 

Securih/ 

For mere tei) news. ~o to NYTimes.¢em +> 

Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

.~.~ h~t .... i,,.~ + ...... .+ ~.’,r’r~:R:~C’nV+: +’~::vr~+,+:..You Made 

That 

~ abstract-expressionist tool to create and share your own 



artwork. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Are new s~mdards really ~eve~ng fi~e playing fie~d? Or is the 

game prearranged so fl+at ma~y, if nok most, of the players +~11 

fail? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ANDRES ALVAREZ, on c.ompi;ting with home buyers iB Los Angeles who offeF to pKv 

World 

Moscow Tr~a]l Se++ds Warning to Rar~k= arid:File 

Puth~ Foes 

Russia’s prosecution of low-level participants ak prokests seems 

to be a message to other ordina+T Russians abouk kaMng part. 

~ ~ Video Feature: Russian Protesters in Action 

snts 

Syriar~ Oppositio~ to Sit O~t Any "l[’a~s U~fless 

Arras Are SenL General Says 

The proposal to hold talks h~ Geneva at a point when the Syrian 

opposifio~ has suflk’rcd a bitter reversal has led many in the 

opposition to q uesdon the West’s strategy. 

Dropped Cha~0ges ~,~ Deadly Rape Provoke Fury 

in So~th Africa, and Pessh~fism 

Before sbe died~ ~e victim provided the name of the man who 

assaulted her, but the ease against him was nonetheless 

dismissed fi:~r lad< of evidence. 

Idris,    [ 

Davids 

U,S. 

As Home Sales Heat Up Agah~ Buyers Must 

Resort to Cold Cash 

All-cash buyers are making it more difficult for first-~me buyers 

to purchase a home in a market that has changed significantly 

and prices are quickly rising. 

[.orena 

Leininge 



Exhibit A for a Majo~° Shifh Justices~ Gay Clerk~ 

As the justices on the Supreme Com’t eonsider two major eases 

on same-sex marriage, students of the court say factors other 

than j us t legal issues may play a role o 

Zimmerman Trial, Opening This "Week, Wi|I 

Raise Complex Questions 

The questions are almost unchanged h’om nearly a year and a 

half ago, when the lanai shoodng of a black teenager by a 

w:4nnteer ~eighborhood guardian became a cause e~l~hre. 

Pogue: "lnstal~ Dashlane" 
ALSO IN VIDEO x 

The Eiffel Tower’s music 

Cloning sequoias to reverse climate change 

Business 

PROTOTYPE 

Invasion of the Beetles, m~d a Rm~eher’s Revenge 

~ abundance of bee’de-killed lumber in the West has led 

creative entrepreneurs to make me, hey by repro’posing the wood 

for teehnolo&v accessories. 

I~ China, More Sig~s of Slowing Growtlt 

Chinese government data released on Sunday showed fl~at consumer pdee 

inflation eased last month, while fa~’tc, u-gate pt{ees appeared to he falling 

faster. 

THE HAGGLER 

_A~t Oasis h~ a Desert of Customer Service 

What causes companies to provide poor customer setwiee? The 

Ha~ler finds an answer by visiting a business that gets it ri-g~at. 

Sports 

~:[lliams Rejoices, in French, .affter 

16th Grand S]~n 

Serena W~llJams wo~ the French C, pe~ hy to]:q:fing the defendh% 

champion Maria Sharapova. A~ 3~, she has won 16 Grand Siam 

singes evenLs, and appeai~ nowhere near finished. 

Williams 

defeate 

d Maria 



fi~r H~s Pafie~ce trainer 
Todd 

Cot Campbell took a chance on the trainer Todd Pletcher in 

1996, and the decision paid off Sa[u*’day when Palace Malice, 

ow~} ed by Dogwood Stah] e a ~} d trained by Ple~eb er~ won th e Be] mo~}L 

, ~ S~de Show: Belmont S~akes Replay 

A DEATH IN THE WOODS 
[~ Cullen 

Q~estions Lhlger _About Deatll of Former FinneW [ 

Quarterback (~ ~) 

Cullea binaerty, one of the most successful quarterbacks in 

college [oothal] history, was [ound dead in the MMfigan woo&. That’s when the 

search for answe~ hegam 

, ~ Slide Show: A Death in Michigan 

Arts 

Stea~ing 
sy ZACH 

Sofia Coppo]a, a consmnmate Los :M~ge]es insider, exposes some 

of the ee]ebri~’ ohsession in "The B]ing Ring." 

, Q. and A Katie Chang 

The Voice Behi~td Mick (m~d Otd~ers) 

Many hits wouldn’t exist without the backup singers, a dynamic 

explored in "20 Feet From Stardom," a doeumentaD- by Morgan 

Neville. 

, [he Story Behind t~e Credits for ’20 Feet From Stardom’ 

~ ischer, 

Are Tl~ey Sti|l Masters of Realit.~ 

"13" is B~aek Sabhafla’s fi~,~t album of new songs with most of its 

original lineup since 1978. 
Sabbath 

Magazine 

LIVES 

My Grm~dfat~cr Involuted the Reuben Sandwich, 

Every family has a claim Lo fame. But noL every family has t~eh’s 

challenged by a Hollywood film. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

How Mud~ l[s l~lichael Bolto~ Worth to You? 

There’s a reason scalpers have confused economists for decades. 

WELL 

This Is You,¯ Brain o~ Coffee 

Why drinking three cups a day may be good for us. 

Your 
B~ain on 
Coffee 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Spurs vs, Heat: Fans Wei~h in 

Fans take sides ahead of the N.B.A. finals between the San 

Antonio Spm’s ~d Miami Heat. 



~ vwEo: The Sweet Spot: Starlet Obsession 

David Ca~" and A.O. Seek[ ~seuss [he darker side of celebrity 

cuJ~re a~d Ameriea’a faschm~on with wirelessing a~ actress’s 

For mo~e video, go ~e NYTimee.eomNideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

:Immigration HeadwJnds 

As the Senate debates immigration refot~m, count on Republicans to tt3; to make 

it fail. 

EDITORIAL 

Nle.et ~.he New Ltmdlord 

Is the housi~g rebound durable if WN] Street investors are buying up the 

houses? 

EDITORIAL 

The ~eh0d World of Colonoscot~y Costs 

Prices for that routi~e procedure, as well as ~-~ther tests and se~’iees, differ 

radically from state to state. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Only Children: Lonely and Seltish? 

sibli]~s are more i]~telliga~t and more 

moti~zated. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Internship: Not the Nlovie 

If you’ve been Iooki~g %r an i~ternship a~djust ea~’t get o~e, 

here are some tips. 

, Oe{umnL<t Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Your Smartphone IS ~atching You 

~-ou cm~ have privacy or you can have the Internet, but you ca~’t 

have both. 

, Columnist Page ] BIog 

rF,:~ ~dma 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

A Gohten Age for Int~rvention? 

[~)on’t ex~xeet Samantha Power and 5usa11 Rk:e to lead a new 

humanitarian en~sade. 

Obama 
with 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: Ex-Worker at C.I.A. Says He Leaked Data on Surveillance 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THIS E~AIL ~ V, Jorld US. i Business Sports Arts Med~a &Adve~isin 

Today’s V~deo ~ EditodNs Op-~d On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZ~>~ 

Top News 

:Ex-VVorker at CAoA, Says tie :Le~ed Data on 

Surveillarme 

A British newspaper ide,~{ified its sour~ as Edward Snowden, a 

fi:~rmer C.I.A. employee who has worked at the National Seem’ib, 

Agency as a contractor. 

Senate Digs In for Long Battle on hmnigrants 

The Obama administration is hopii~g establish a legacy with the passage 

i m migra ti on overb a ul, whJ le R~publJ ea ~ s are h opJ ~ g to im prove th e it l’elatJ on s 

with Lafino 

in Item Race, =~ 8 Candidates Toe Hard Line on 

N~ml~ear Mig]ht 

If iN presh-~e~fial eampaigcn is any indir:~fiom the tongh sanctions 

the, Obama adminiskrafio~ impose,d on Iran se,em to have 

stiffen ed its will to re,sis k eomprc, mise oi~ its i~ uelear program. 

Editors’ Picks 

HOME & GARDEN 

Chris I arson, an a~ist w~th a++ apoca]3+fic take +:m domestid~,, 

has reproduced one of the most Nmous examples of modet~ 

arehiteckm’e in Mitmesota, only to destroy it. 

Related Article 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Conserval-ive Case for Prison Re~brm 

Conservatives known [or being tough on crime should now be equally tough on 

failed, too-e~ensive eNminN programs. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

CEDRIC LE~GNTON, a former’ deputy dit’ector of the N.S.A~ on Edward Joseph Sno~vden, a 
computer [ectmician who said he leaked secrets about sm’veilkmee pt’ogvams. 

World 

3h~’o Koreas to Discuss Restoring Economic Ties 

The agrceraen[ was a clear sign that North and South Korea were easing 

tensions and moving toward a thaw after yearn of ~et~minations that hit a peak 

earlier this year. 

China Sentences Brothe,0-in- Law of Nobel Laureate to H 

Years on Fraud Chm’ges 

The sentence is being widely seen as political persecution of the Nobel ]aureate 

I,it~ Xiaobo, who is himself serving an l~-year prison sentence. 

:Protester Dies h~ Clash That Apparently Involved Ilezbollah 

Supporters 

A protester was shot and killed near the Iranian Embassy in Beirut, apparen 

in a elash he~’een supporters and opponents or" Hezbo]lah, the powerful 

Lebanese ShiRe Muslim organization. 

U,S. 

Grouping S~dents by _Ability RegMns Farm¯ in 

Cl~tssroolll 

Proponents of grouping students, which was ¢.ritidzed in the 

~ 98 os as promoting inequahb~, say that done properly it hdps 

them cope with students of widely varying skill levels. 

te~chin 



After Drought, Rains Plag~fing M~dwest Farms 

In many areas o~ the Midwest, one extreme has given w3y ~o 

anoflaer, as flooded pash~res have delayed planting or washed 

away young shoots. 

Nupportfa~g Oil m~d Gas, ba~t Resisting 

Encroachment 
I G~W, I 

O~I and gas &@ling heJped revive the eeo~}omy in Greeley, Co~o., 

bu~ a proposal ~o sink ,6 wells nex[ to a neighborhood of ~4nding cul-de-sacs 

met an unlikely reslstanee. 

2013 beach reads 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

’"F~e Yonahlossee P, idm# Camp for Girls," by Anton 

DiSclafani 

"[aipei," by [ao 

Business 

Data-D~-iven Tech ]Industry Is Shaken by Online P~°ivacy 

Fears 

In Silicon %’~IIey, dismay at revelations about government monitoring have led 

some to ea]I for disdosm’e of companies’ involvement. 

Leaker’s Employe~" ]Became ~Ncal[hy by 7~{ aohr, M 
M~2onn Maintahfing Governme~t Secrets 

Edward Snowden’s employer, Booz Alien Hamilkon, has become 

one of the largest and most profi Nb]e eo~>ora[ions in the U hired 

States ahnost exclusively by serving a single client: the govermnent. 

_At Theme Parks, a V,LPo Ticket to Ride 

As stratification becomes more pronounced in alI corners of 

~mriea, theme parks have adopbed a tiered model, with special 

access and petq<s tbr those willing to pay. 

LaJ, nivers 

Sports 

GAME 2: HEAT 103, SPURS 84 

Heat Purnrne] S]p~rs 1-o T~e Series 

After a sha~’ stm% LeBron ,lames and the Heat dominated the 

Spurs, whose offense foil apart with 17 turnovers. 

, ~ Box Score i ~ Slide Show: Heat vs. Spu~ in Game 2 

LeBron 

I 



Nada] Caphires His EigMh French Open Title 

The 27-year-old Spauiard beat David Ferret, his fiend and 

compatliot, b become the first man i~ history b win eiglak 

singles titles at the same Grand Slam toui~ament. 

For Spurs, Every Game Is a G]loba]l Summit 

San Autonio has nine players from outside the contiuent~l 

United Stakes, leading one player 

12 hired Nations of the N 

~ Rapper and Heat Owner’s Wi~e provide Gout:side Gentrast 

Nodal I 

deleate 

Manu 

Ginobih I 

Arts 

’Khiky Boots~ Drawees to tile Top of the Tonys 

The crowd-pleasing Broadway show "Kinky Boots" pulled off au 

upset viably as best musical at tile T,-.,ny Awards, edging out the 

ouetime fi’ont-runner, "Matilda the Musical." 

~ [] Siide Show: Red Carpet i Critic’s Notebook I ArLsgeat: Li,,,e glog 

, EZ] Videos: in Pede~mance I Special Sectbn: 2013 tony Awards 

Patrbk 

Harris 

hosted 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

F~°o~n the Stm% a One-Man Show 
i.:y Ni.ii. 

The Tony Awards host, Neff Pa~?i& HaPris, dazzled the house at 

Radio City ~,iusie Hail wi~h an opening number a~d finished wifla 

an insb-songo 

Patrick 

Harris 

Test 

resurrect an eaNy interafive Internet piece, the programming 

code no Ion get weft<cal. But would updated so~vare change the 

Media & Advertising 

Film 

A Spanish-language version of "Rape in t~e Nelds," about sexqlal 

assault d migra£ farm and packing plant workers, will be shown 

on UnMsion. 

ADVERTISING 

Nest]l~ Adds Pre:mhu~ Brand i:~ S~ll g~ate~° 

Ads for Rcsour~.e, w[~i& a’e being int~-,,du~’ed on Xonday, are 

aimed at a s~,lish, higher income woman. 

~ News From the Adved:ising Industry 

~ Ads for 
Resourc 
e, which 

Rcbranding oflc~ Radio-Canada Is Criticized 

Critics were especially upset over dropping the word Can ado fl’om the on-air 

identifieaLion, and some su~ested Quebec separatism was a factor. 

media and sd,,’e;tisbg i~ews, 9o b NYTimee.comtMedia ~ 

Today’s Video 



~ vmEo: 6O Secor~ds W~H~ Po~me: Dash]lane 

David Pogue on the convenience and seem’~ of Daah~ane, a free 

password manager. 

~q~ Eo A Br~desmmd Democracy? 
To make theh" bridesmaids fee[ more comfortable, brides are 

seetdng out dress collections with flexibility in materials, cut and 

~ vmEo: O~tdoor P~mms, Impromptu 

For two weeks ~his summer, 88 oukdoor pianos ~11 be available 

in all five boroaghs of N ew Y~-.,rk City. The Times’s chief classical 

mush? critic, Anthony Tommasini, decided to sample a few. 

~ Related Ar[icle 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

~;hat’s Next for Noeial Security? 

Benefits are shrinking while retirement needs are growing. 

EDITORIAL 

Governo~" Cuomo F~g|~ts for ~A,~omen 

Sen ate leaders, h owever, are b]oeld ng a n a bortion rights provqsio~ fl’om corn in g 

[O a VOte. 

EDITORIAL 

Horrendo~ Abuse h~ M~ss~ss~pp~ Prison,s 

[inder the federal O)nsti tution, the s Late is responsible for its prisoner’s safe 

a~d wdFbeing, and iris 

Fo: moie opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Gl~osts of E~ro]pe Past 

The European Union closely resembles a fi)mmtion that many 

Nfizens thought they had lea to the dustbin of history: the Hdy 

Roman gmpireo 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A ffi~-mafive ReaetJ on 
B~. r.:~i.;. <i.i.~. ~.r~ 

Five teaser, s to rethink diversib, i~ higher education. 

, COhJ~qi~ Page I Blog 

O~-ED COLUMNIST 
:£; 

Tile B~g N]~rug ...... Krugma 
n 

Depression becomes the new ~om~al, 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 8:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Anya~g’ Nyong’o 

Dear Eunice, 

I spoke with Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o on the telephone yesterday. He is going to be spending two months at Harvard Umversi~z, between October and December. I did not mention our 
proposed conference to him, but I think that he would be a great addition to it. 

Peter ~vill be attending the ASA armual meeting in Baltimore, and he would like to know if there is a panel on the Kenyan elections on which he could speak I have also asked Ahmed 
Samatar to include him in the Roundtable that he is coordinating on leadership in Africa. 

Hope your research is going well. We need to talk before I go to Durban. 

Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 9:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Battle Hall meeting room space 

Dr. Sahle, 

Is there a conference room in Battle Hall that could be used for our study abroad working group meeting? From the responses to the Doodle poll, we will be 

meeting on the 24th, most likely at 1 PM. Just let me know what might be available. Thanks so much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

205 Wilson Street 

(919}843-5661 (office} 

(mobile} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 9:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Battle ttall meeting room space 

Sounds good. Thank you! 

Frem: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Tuesday, June 1J., 20:1.3 9:15 AM 
To: Barber, Stephen 
Subject-" Re: Battle Hall meeting room space 

Dear Stephen, 

We caJa meet in the faculty lounge on the 3rd floor. 

Best rashes, 

Eunice 

er ¸ On Jun 1 l, 2013, at 9 03 AM, Barb , Stephen" <~barber(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. SaNe, 
ls there a conference room in Battle Hall that could be used for our study abroad working group meeting? From the responses to the Doodle poll, we will 

be meeting on the 24th, most likely at 1 PM. Just let me know what might be available. Thmlks so much’~ 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Plan & Water Theme Steering Committees 

205 "vVilson Street 

(919)843-5661 (office) 
(mobile) 

s~b arber(~i;em ail.tmc, edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ronstranss@unc.edu>; Coclanis, Peter A <coclanis@unc.edu>; Yaqub, 

Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu>; Martin, Ian Bebvon Kuwait <Jan martin@med.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtr~; Cooper, Nelia Resendes <resendes@email.unc.edw~ 

l~k;: Working group on study abroad experiences related to water 

All, 

The results of the Doodle poll that was sent out recently for this meeting indicate that June 24~-h at :]. P~vl is the best time for a conversation on this topic. I will send 

around ~n Oudook invit~:_~ shortly ~s ~ reminder. If Vou have already indicated an inability to altered, do not f~-_~el the ~eed ~:o respond a second ~:im~:_~. Th~nks 

much ] 

Frem; Barber, Stephen 
Seat; Thursday, 6:42 PM 
To: SaMe, Eunice N; Strauss, Ronald P.; Coclanis, Peter A (coclanis@unc.edu); Yaqub, Nadia; IVlartin, [an Bebvon Kuwait; @live.unc.edu); 
Cooper, Nelia Resendes 
S,,bject; Working group on study abroad experiences related to water 

All, 

If you recall, one of the areas that our committee is exploring this summer is devising a method to consolidate and add value to student study abroad experiences, 

particularly as it concerns interaction with global water issues. Both Dr. Strauss and Dr. SaMe agreed to spend time looking into this and asked that I help to 

convene a working group to assist, it made sense to include each of you given your experiences with UNC study abroad programs, either as an organizer, 

participant, or both. As we move into June, please let me know what times you might have available for a 45-60 minute chat related to this topic. If travel or other 

obligations will prevent you from being a part of this ~roup or you have any other questions, please let me know. Thanks so much] 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

205 Wilson Street 

(9:19}843-566:1 (office) 

(mobile) 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

3:04:00 PM 

Yaqub, Nadia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nadia Yaqub (yaqub)]; Martin, fan Bebvon Kuwait [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Martin23]; 

@gmail.com) ( ~gmail.com) [ @gmail.com]; Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber 

(sgbarber)]; SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Coclanis, Peter A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Coclanis]; Strauss, 

Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Resendes] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Working group on study abroad experiences related to water 

Battle Hall Faculty Lounge, 3rd Floor 

Start: 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Yaqub, Nadia; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; ~gmail.com) ( @gmail.com); 

Barber, Stephen; Sahle, Eunice N; Coclanis, Peter A (coclanis@unc.edu); Strauss, Ronald P.; Cooper, Nelia Resendes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozzca~ewtxnecfp@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 11:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Resources tbr Teaching in Higher Ed: 20% OFF 

20% OFF + FREE SHIRPIHG* 

Is this email i~ot displaying correctiy? \/iev¢ it in your brovCser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Flie~]d 

i 
~:’~ Routledge 

~t~s t~m~ to focus on you~ 

Now until June 16th, use discount code DRK73 and receive 20%OFF* all 

titles! ]o view our oniine catalog, Resources for ]eaching in Higher 

Education~ please click here. 

Remember, all web orders over $35 receive FREI~ SHIPPING in the US and 

Canada. *Offer va#d only wi~t~ web o;der~.~ at routfedge.com focaS~ress.corn~ 

psypress, com or routledgementafhealth, com= 

~i 20 percent off 

i.’~i 20 percent off 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Grade appeal/problem 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is i             and I was a student in Professor Selassie’s AFP, I    class this past spring. I have been emailing him this summer regarding my grade, but at this 
point I would really like to meet with you to discuss the matter. I believe I will need to submit a grade appeal. I would like you to see my email correspondence with Professor 
Selassie. Please let me know what times you are usually available for appointments. I greatly appreciate your help, and look forward to meeting with you. 

Thank you so much, 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Backs Bill to Overhaul Immigration as Debate Is Set 
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Top News 

Obama Backs Bill to Overhaul Immigration as 
Debate Is Set 
By MARK LANDLER and ASHLEY PARKER 

The Senate voted to begin debating the bipartisan immigration 
proposal, gMng President Obama a chance to reach the kind of 
landmark accord with Republicans that has eluded him. 

: ~’~ Video: Obama Addresses Immigration Overhaul 

Turkish Police and Protesters Clash in Square 
By TIM ARANGO, SEBNEM ARSU and CEYLAN YEGINSU 

Efforts to clear demonstrators from Taksim Square began a day 

after the prime minister agreed to meet with representatives of 

the protesters. 

Behind Cry for Help From China Labor Camp 
By AN DREW JACOBS 

A Beijing resident and adherent of the banned Falun Gong 

movement said he slipped letters into product packages 
apparently meant for the West. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Maine Hermit Faces Jail and Fame 
Police believe a man who lived secluded in the Maine woods for 

27 years is responsible for at least 1,ooo burglaries, yet news of 

his story sparked an outpouring of public sympathy. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Price of the Panopticon 
By JAMES B. RULE 

Pervasive N.S.A. surveillance may pose unforeseen dangers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I still can’t forget the pleas and howling. That place is 
a living hell." 

LIU HUA, a former prisoner at the Masanjia labor camp in China, describing abuses there. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Greece Shuts Broadcaster in Bid to Show 
Resolve 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

In a surprise move that angered labor unions, the coalition 
government said the state-run broadcaster, ERT, was a "haven of 
waste." 

In Kosovo, Ethnic Barriers Linger as a New 
Accord Is Taking Effect 
By DAN BILEFSKY 

Ethnic Serbs and Mbanians in Kosovo are facing changes to law 
enforcement, schools and courts that take effect on Saturday. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: In Kosovo, Bridging an Ethnic Divide 

U.S. Blacklists Fund-Raisers for Hezbollah 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

On Tuesday, the Treasury Department banned the organization from any 
dealings with Americans, citing its "alarming reach" and intervention in the 
Syrian civil war. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes,comlWorld ~ 

U,S, 

’Boo Radley’ of the Woods? Not to All Maine 
Neighbors 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Christopher Knight’s emergence from 27 years in the woods of 
Maine captured the imagination of people around the world, but 
some burglary victims remain annoyed. 



, ~:’~ Video: Maine Hermit Faces Jail and Fame 

¯ ~ Video: Recluse Faces Jail and Fame 

Immigrants Reach Beyond a Legal Barrier for a 

Reunion 
By REBEKAH ZEMANSKY and JULIA PRESTON 

Three young immigrants who grew up in the United States and 

call themselves Dreamers reunited at a border fence in Arizona 

with their parents, who had been deported. 

Unions Ramp Up Support of Immigration Bill 
By JULIA PRESTON 

Organized labor is buying TV ads and preparing to lobby Congress in support of 

a Senate bill that would overhaul the nation’s immigration laws. 

......................................................................................................... E0~ [p£re ~:~: r~e~s, go to NYTimes~c0m!US ~t 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Insurers Inflating Books, New York Regulator 

Says 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

New York regulators say Hfe insurers are putting policyholders at 

risk and could cause another taxpayer bailout. 

DEALBOOK 

In a Shift, Interest Rates Are Rising 
By NATHANIEL POPPER and PETER EAVIS 

The interest rate charged by lenders has been going down for most of the time 

since the early 198os, but there are signs that will not last. 

Atomic Power’s Green Light or Red Flag 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

As the current generation of reactors moves toward retirement, a 

project in Georgia and one in South Carolina may be the 

industry’s last best hope. 

................................................................................... E0r ~0[e bqs!~ss ~e~ys, go to N¥~ime~�0m!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

SPURS 113, HEAT 77 

The Nonstars Come Out 
By HOWARD BECK 

Two of the most anonymous players in the series swiped the 



spotlight Tuesday night, leading the San Antonio Spurs to a 
stunning rout of the Miami Heat. 

¯ ~ Box Score ] ~ Slide Show: Game 3: Spurs vs. Heat 

, Kidd Impresses Nets, Boosting Chances to Become Coach 

Canadian Conflict Grows Out of Quebec Soccer 
Federation’s Ban on Turbans 
By SAM BORDEN and lAW AUSTEN 

The national governing body has suspended the local federation, 
which cited safety concerns in refusing to comply with a directive 
permitting players to wear turbans and other types of headwear. 

If Patriots Have Plan for Tebow, It’s a Secret 
By TOM PEDULLA 

Tim Tebow was at the start of a Patriots’ three-day minicamp, 
but Coach Bill Belichick did not say how he planned to use him. 

: ~ Graphic: Patriots Reclamation Projects 

.............................................................................................. Eo[ I~lQre sP£rts ~e~YS! go t? N~Times~�om~Sports )~ 

Arts 

Hirst Counts the Dots, or at Least the Paintings 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Damien Hirst has answered a long-running question in the art 
world: How many of his spot paintings are there, anyway? iiiii "~ .... 

¯ ~ Graphic: Damien Hirst’s Spot Prices 

MOVIE REVIEW 

Whoa, the Apocalypse. We’re Still Buds, Right? 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "This Is the End," celebrity buddies find their relationships 
tested as biblical devastation arrives. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MORE THAN HONEY’ 

In Fields and Hives, Zooming In on What Ails 
Bees 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

The documentary "More Than Honey" focuses on the world’s 
troubled bee population and how it’s being threatened. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Dining & Wine 

A GOOD APPETITE 

The Ants Will Love You 
By MELISSA CLARK 

All it takes is one great homemade dish to make a picnic feel like 



a feast. 

¯ ~ Graphic: A Nearly Instant Picnic 

LETTER FROM PARIS 

More Than a Great Pair of Legs 
By ELAINE SCIOLINO 

With the advent of nouvelle cuisine in the 197os, frogs’ legs lost 
their cachet. But search hard enough, and you will find a lover of 
cuisses de grenouilles. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

RECIPES FOR HEALTH 

Lots of Nutrition in Tiny Packages: Itty-Bitty 
Grains and Seeds 
By MARTHA ROSE SHULMAN 

Cooking with millet, teff, amaranth and chia seeds isn’t foolproof, 

but these recipes pay delicious dividends. 

: See All Recipes for Health >> 

....................................................................... E0~ n~0r~ di[~ir~g r~e~vs a[~d [e£!pes, go to N~’T!mes.�0m!Dining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Grinding on the Gravel 
Cyclists looking for a challenge are testing themselves at events 
like the Dirty Kanza 200, one of a growing number of gravel 
grinder races on Midwestern country roads. 

~ VIDEO: Intersection: Detail-Driven in E1 Barrio 
In Spanish Harlem we met residents who have diverse detail- 

oriented looks, including Melenee Suarez Burns in 195o saddle 

shoes. 

............................................................................................................ F£r r~o[e ~dde0, g0 t0 NYTimes,£0m!V!de0 ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Surveillance: A Threat to Democracy 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Security can be achieved by less-intrusive or sweeping means, without 
trampling on democratic freedoms and basic rights. 

EDITORIAL 

Surveillance: Snowden Doesn’t Rise to Traitor 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Edward Snowden’s leaks do not amount to treason, but he is likely going to be 



headed to jail regardless. 

EDITORIAL 

An Important Victory on Morning-After Pills 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Allowing Plan B One-Step to be sold over the counter to girls and women of all 

ages is a significant step forward, but several concerns remain. 

..................................................................................................... FOE r~0r~ 0pi[~!0t?! gO t£ N~Times~�0m!0pin!0n tt 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Healing the Overwhelmed Physician 
By JERRY AVORN 

Doctors also need help making sense of the latest medical 

studies. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Little Birdie Told Me 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Will she tweet? Will she run? Will she get overshadowed by 

Benghazi and cavorting security details? TBD... 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Blowing a Whistle 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Respecting and caring about civil liberties means supporting the 
government programs needed to prevent another 9/11. 

¯ Columnist Page 
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ON THIS DAY 

On June 12, 1987, during a visit to the divided German city of Berlin, 
President Ronald Reagan publicly challenged Soviet leader Mikhail S. 

Gorbachev to "tear down this wall." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New course idea 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is               and I am currently a rising sophomore at UNC. I’ve been thinking about a new course that could be an interesting experiential learning 
experience for all those involved: Intro to Rap!Hip-Hop Writing. I am writing to you because of the connection this class could have with the HistoPl of Hip-Hop class currently 
offered through your department. 

I have been in talks with a local artist,                    He is extremely interested in heading this project with me. He is signed, has put out albums with famous 
producers, has a strong NC presence, and even created/produced an 

I have more information on this if you are interested. It originally started out as a C-START idea but I think it has the potential to be much more than that. I would love to 
discuss this further if you are interested. If not, could you point me to someone who you think would be interested on the faculty side of things? 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 5:15 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Job Opening at WOLA: Program Assistant 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~t:Job Opening at WOLA: Progrmn Assis~nt 

Date:Wed, 12 Jun 2013 16:59:33-0400 

To:NataJie Har~na~ <Nh@duke.edu> 

WOLA JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 
P~ogram 

The Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA) seeks an entry-level administrative staff 
person to work with program staff. The Program Assistant provides administrative support to 
senior staff within a fast-paced human rights organization working in Washington and Latin 
America. S/he will have initiative, excellent problem-solving skills, and the ability to 
communicate effectively in both English and Spanish. The position is for two years, subject to 
an evaluation at the end of the first three months, and brings a committed individual into 
contact with the human rights, religious, and foreign policy communities in Washington and 
Latin America. WOLA’s Washington office has a paid staff of 18, plus seven interns and five 
fellows. 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

1. Draft correspondence; copy-edit and format documents. 

2. Assist with publication and distribution of reports, memos, press work, and other 
materials. 

3. Assist in the coordination of public events, conferences, and delegations. 

4. Maintain contact with U.S. and Latin American NGOs, attend coalition meetings, and 

accompany Latin American delegations while in Washington. 

5. Monitor relevant congressional hearings and legislation. 

6. Manage an intern in coordination with the Intern Coordinator. 

7. Maintain and update website and social media content. 

8. Coordinate travel, meetings, and scheduling for associates. 

9. Other duties, including research assistance, will be assigned depending on the 

Associates’ needs and Assistant’s abilities. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. A demonstrated commitment to human rights, democracy, and social justice in Latin 

America. 

2. Bachelor’s degree. 

3. Excellent writing, editing, and oral communication skills. 

4~ Spanish and English fluency t~quired. Written translation experience highly desired. 

5. Excellent organizational and administrative skills, follow-through, and attention to detail 

Event planning skills preferred. 

6. Experience working or living in Latin America preferred. 

7. Human rights, political advocacy, and/or Capitol Hill experience highly desired. 

8~ Computer maintenance and IT trouble-shooting skills a plus. 

9. High level of initiative and ability to work independently, as well as work on a team. 

10. Flexibility; ability to work in a small, fast-paced, dynamic office environment with 



frequent international visitors. 

1 1. Knowledge of desktop publishing, database management, and website maintenance a 

plus. 

SALARY: $33,000, full health, dental, vision, and life insurance, three weeks annual vacation. 

TIME COMMITMENT: Two-year commitment, subject to a favorable evaluation after the first 

three months. 

APPLICATIONS DUE BY: Wednesday, June 26, 2013. 

START DATE: Immediately. 

TO APPLY: Please submit in English the following items in one PDF document electronically 

to PASeamh@wola.or~q. 

1. Cover letter 

2. Resume 

3. Two page English writing sample 

4. A list of two references with daytime telephone numbers and email addresses 

For more information, please visit www.wola.orq. Only candidates authorized to work in the 
U.S. without any restrictions need apply. 

- No phone calls please- 

WOLA encourages application by minority candidates and is an equal opportunity employer. 

~.:~ ’,:’,."~ i~ ~ii~:.i~ ¢.~:i~ ~i ~,i~ L~i:ii~ .~\:i~:i ~:!~ i ,~i (202) 797-2171 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

humanitie@hichumanities.org on behalf of 

Sara Jane Arellano <humanities~Nchumanities.org> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 12:56 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

2nd Call for Papers - 12th Annual Hawaii International Confelence on Arts & Humanities 

Nil http:/,M, ww. hich u rna nities.org/h u rna n itieshea der 1.]pg 

i~iii http:// .... hich .... it 
ies.org/Facebook.jpg 

%i http:i/www.hichumani ] 
ties.orq/uofl.jpq 

- Center for 

Sustainable Urban 

Neighborhoods 

(for full conference details, visit our website at: _h__:Lt£_L/~}~N2_]?__i__c___h____u_Ln____a___n__i__t__i_~_~=R_r_g) 

Submission/Proposal Deadline: August 16th, 2013 
(Submit well in advance of the above date to take advantage of our 

Early Bird Registration Rate. For rate details, click here) 

Topic Areas (All Areas of Arts and Humanities are Invited) 
Anthiopology                         . Languages 

¯ Literature 
American Studies 
Archeology 

o Linguistics 

Architecture 
° Music 

Art 
¯ Performing Arts 

Art History 
o Philosopt), 

~ ° Postcolonial Identities 
Art Management 

¯ Product Design 
Dance 
English 

o Religion 
° Second Language Studies 

Ethnic Studies 
Film 

¯ Speech/Colnmunication 

Folklore 
o Theatre 

Geography 
° Visual Arts 
¯ Cross-disciplinary areas of Arts 

Graphic Design 
and t tumanities 

Histo~, ° Other Areas of Arts and 
Landscape Architecture 

Humanities 

Submit~h~g a Proposal/~aper: 
You may submit your paper/proposal by following the instructions on our 

website. To make a submission, and for detailed intbrmation about submitting 
see: 

http: !/www.hichumanities. orgicfp artshumanities.php 

To be removed from this list, reply to this email with REMOVE ~vritten in fl~e sul~iect 
line. 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
P.O. Box 75036 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96836 

http://www.hichumanities.org/ 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Police Agencies Are Assembling Records of DNA 
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Top News 

Police Agencies Are Assembling Records of DNA 
By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 

The trend is expected to accelerate after the Supreme Court’s 
recent decision upholding a Maryland statute allowing the 
harvesting of DNA from suspects. 

Data Reveal a Rise in College Degrees Among Americans 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

The increase, which follows more than two decades of slow growth in college 
completion, appears to be driven by the recent recession and the creation of new 
types of jobs. 

, ~ Graphic: Across-the-Board Growth 

Census Benchmark for White Americans: More Deaths 
Than Births 
By SAM ROBERTS 

The data, recorded for the first time in at least a century, showed further 
evidence that white Americans will become a minority within three decades. 

.................................................................................................................. E0[ rpPre top r~ws, go to N~’T!mes:�0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Leakers: Saints or Villains? 
Daniel Ellsberg and Edward J. Snowden maintain that they 

performed a public service even as others label them traitors. 

Villains or saints, leakers often cast their actions as a kind of 

moral crusade. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Will Congress Bring My Husband Back? 
By ARACELY CRUZ 

Immigration reform can reunite my family. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Basically I was just barely getting by, and I didn’t like 
my job, and I wanted to do something that wasn’t 

living dollar to dollar." 

SARAH O’DOHERTY, a former nail salon receptionist who next month will join a new surge in 
college graduates. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Starved for Arms, Syria Rebels Make Their Own 
By C. J. CHIVERS 

A clandestine network of primitive weapons plants stands as a signature of a 
militarily lopsided war. 

¯ ~ Video: Syria’s Improvised Arsenals 

Syrian Forces Seen Stepping Up Air Attacks on 
Rebels 
By MARK MAZZETTI and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Intelligence reports indicate that the government of President 
Bashar al-Assad has regained a tactical initiative, drawing on 
Hezbollah fighters, government militias and its advantage in heavy weaponry. 

Dozens of Shiites Reported Killed in Raid by Syria Rebels 
By HANIA MOURTADA and ANNE BARNARD 

Battalions of Sunni fighters stormed a village in eastern Syria, reportedly killing 

at least 6o people, in a reprisal raid that underscored the sectarian tone of the 
war. 

For more world news~ go to NYTimes~comlWor!d 

Regulatory Nominee Vows to Speed Up Energy 
Reviews 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

Proposed rules that would require appliances, lighting and 
buildings to use less energy have languished for as long as two 
years awaiting approval from White House officials. 



N.S.A. Chief Says Phone Logs Halted Terror 
Threats 
By DAVID E. SANGER, CHARLIE SAVAGE and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

Gen. Keith B. Mexander told Congress that "dozens" of attacks 

were prevented in the United States and abroad, and that "what 

we’re doing to protect American citizens here is the right thing." 

N.S.A. Leaker Says He Will Fight Extradition in 
Hong Kong 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

In an interview with a local newspaper, Edward J. Snowden said 

he was not hiding from justice, and he accused the United States 

of hacking computers in Hong Kong and China. 

......................................................................................................... F~r r~o [e U.S. r~evys, go to N )~7!mes.com~U8 ?~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Bill Cunningham: The floating 
hemline 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Why Wall Street likes slow job growth 

The new Arab Brooklyn 

n~iime:s.¢om: Vl D EO 

Business 

Conflicting Goals Complicate an Effort to Forge a 
Trans-Atlantic Trade Deal 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

A pact is considered unlikely, but the desire for economic growth 

could overcome political problems. 

¯ France Resists U.S. Trade Talks Over TV and Film Concerns 

DEALBOOK 

Executive Covets Goldman Seat Where a Friend 
Snugly Sits 



By SUSANNE CRAIG 

Gary D. Cohn has long been considered the man who will be the 
next C.E.O. of Goldman Sachs; the problem is the current chief 
isn’t ready to leave. 

E-Cigarettes Are in Vogue and at a Crossroads 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

The devices that mimic tobacco cigarettes are growing in 
popularity even as regulators in Europe and the United States 
weigh their risks. 

For more business news~ go to NYTimes,comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Nets Reach Into Past and Make Kidd Coach 
By HOWARD BECK 

In an unconventional move, the Nets named Jason Kidd as their 
next coach. Kidd recently retired as a player and has no 
experience as a coach. 

BLACKHAWKS 4, BRUINS 3 (3 OVERTIMES) 

Blackhawks Outlast Bruins in Marathon Game 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

A shot by the Blackhawks’ Michal Rozsival hit Andrew Shaw’s 

knee and sailed past Boston goalie Tuukka Rask at la:O8 of the 
third overtime. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

If It’s June, the Blackhawks’ Hossa Must Be in 
the Stanley Cup Finals 
By BEN STRAUSS 

In his 15th season in the N.H.L., Marian Hossa recovered from a 
concussion and is a key player as Chicago seeks its second 
championship in four years. 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes~comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Pixels Floating on the Art World’s Margins 
By HAROLD GOLDBERG 

"Into the Pixe]," a juried exhibition at the E3 convention in Los 
Angeles, is a showcase for ambitious digital art drawn from 
forthcoming video games. 

THE TV WATCH 

The Fake News Has a Fake Host for Three 



Months 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

John Oliver, as guest host of "The Daily Show With Jon Stewart," 

has shown that a series with good writers and an appealing cast 

can be incisive and funny even without its star. 

WATCH LIST 

A Show About Nothing but Comedy 
By MIKE HALE 

The Web series "Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee" features 

Jerry Seinfeld in talks with others about comedy. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0[e #rts r~e~,s, g0 t£ N~rimes~�0m!Arts ~z 

Fashion & Style 

The Night Comes Back to Life: The Return of the 
’9os Dance Club 
By BEN DETRICK 

Underground dance clubs are mounting a comeback around New 

York, one elevated D.J. booth at a time. 

. ~ Slide Show: Five Underground Dance Clubs 

Kylie Minogue: Pop Star, Fashion Darling ... 
Who? 
By BEE SHAPIRO 

Kylie Minogue’s hit singles are just memories for most 

Americans. With her fashion sense leading the way, she’s trying 

to step back into the spotlight. 

¯ ~1~ Slide Show: The Many Looks of Kylie Minogue 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

Day-Night Doubleheader Dresses 
By ERICA M. BLUMENTHAL 

Putting together a summertime day-to-night outfit, work 

appropriate and breezy, can be a bit of a wardrobe challenge: 

how to feel confident at the office, then chic in the evening without carrying a 

change of clothes. 

For more fashion news, go to NYTimes.comlFashion ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: In Nepal, Exiled Each Month 
In far western Nepal, many believe that women who are 

menstruating are impure and bring bad luck. And so they are 

exiled each month, leaving them vulnerable to rape and other 

horrors. 



~ VIDEO: Pan Bagnat, the Perfect Picnic Sandwich 
When it comes to picnics, we can do better than a loaf of bread 
and a wedge of cheese. Melissa Clark shows why the pan bagnat 
is the ideal sandwich for outdoor summer dining. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~or~ ~!d~o, gO ~0 N~’Time~�~mNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Storm, Next Time 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s proposals to buttress New York City gives his 
successor a good starting point. 

EDITORIAL 

A Failure on Military Sexual Assaults 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

To encourage reporting, prosecution decisions should be outside the chain of 

command. 

EDITORIAL 

Civil Rights for Transgenders 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

It is time for New York State lawmakers to extend basic civil rights protections 
to transgender people. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Atoning for the Sins of Empire 
By DAVID M. ANDERSON 

The British Empire was built with violence. Its victims in Kenya 
are finally being acknowledged and compensated. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Revenge of Magic Mike 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Hell hath no fury like a billionaire scorned. Just look at what a 
certain mayor has planned for four senators who voted against 

his gun bill. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Worst of Both Worlds 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The reason most Americans disapprove of Congress isn’t because 
of a specific policy or bad ethical behavior but because of inaction 



and partisan gridlock. 

¯ Columnist Page 
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ON THIS DAY 

On June 13, 1966, the Supreme Court issued its landmark Miranda vs. 
Arizona decision, ruling that criminal suspects must be informed of 

their constitutional rights prior to questioning by police. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Rezzouk, Lori Autumn <lod_rezzouk@unc.edu> 

FW: Greetings from Senegal 

is a student currently in Senegal as a beneficiary of the Scholarship~ Below you can see my response to her in reference to doing an independent program 

for credit in Senegal to take advantage of another scholarship that she is eligible for (the                Scholarship). She has written back to ask again if she can do an 

independent research program for credit. Do you have a written policy in your department for independent courses for undergraduates that you can share with us to let her 

know? I think she is under the impression that she can do this through our office, which is not the case. Thanks in advance for your help. 

Best, 

Rodney 

confidential 

From: <Vargas>, "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 9:42 AM 

To: @yahoo.corn> 

Cc: "Seck, Mamarame" <mseck@email.unc.edu>, "lori rezzouk@unc.edu" <lod rezzouk@unc.edu>, "Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth" <sewall@email.unc.edu>, "Gunter, 

Becky" <regunter@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Greetings from Senegal 

Hello, 

I am very glad to hear you are having a pleasant time in Senegal. I hope you take full advantage of this great opportunity. 

In reference to your request, I have met with Lori and Becky this morning to explore your options and determine if there is anything that we can do to help you. Unfortunately, 

given that the                  International Scholarship Program requires participation in an academic program and you are currently not enrolled in any UNC approved study 

abroad program, there is no way for our office to award any credits for your experience in Senegal this summer. Trust me when I tell you that we explored every option (with the 

UNC Undergraduate Bulletin in hand) and we could not find a viable one. 

I wish you the best in your remaining time in Senegal this summer. Please do not hesitate to contact me if there is anything that you need. 

AIIthe best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Va~gas 

Latin ~i[erica, Africa and the M~ddle Ease P~ograms DirecEor 

Study Abroad Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education 3enEer 

3@1 PitEsboro Street 

UniversiEy of North Carolina at Chapel H~ll 

Ci’~ap el Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: ~ i %19 962 7@@2 Fax: { 1 919 962 2262 

From: ~yahoo.com> 



Date: Wednesday,             6:18 AM 

To: "Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth" <sewall@email.unc.edu>, "Seck, Mamarame" <mseck@email.unc.edu>, "lori rezzouk@unc.edu" 

<lori rezzouk@unc.edu>, "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Greetings from Senegal 

Hello! 

I am happy to inform everyone that my stay’ in Senegal has been pleasant s~ far. 

I also have good news. I have been selected to be a recipient of the        Scholarship. I was selected as a recipient in     but, I had to decline because I was no 

longer participating in a study abroad prograan for academic credit. However, while I have been in Senegal, I have kept in contact with "the advisors of the 

program to lind a way around that problem. They have jus~t informed me that I can be eligible for the award ifI fit a~l three of the tbllowing criteria: 

1. I must be receiving academic credit tbr my experience 

2. I must spend a minimum of 28 days in the comatry 
3. I must also have a plan of action to impact ,ny ho,ne insitution after my experience abroad. 

Currently, I meet the last two criteria but not the first. This is where I need assistaa~ce. If it is not too much to asl< I would like to receive academic credit for this 

experience. I will be in the comet .ry longer than 28 day,s and I will certainly do what I can during my senior year to help the programs expand, but I just need help 
getting approved for academic credit for this experience. I have explored my options and although I cannot receive credit for the Wolofclasses this summer I can still 

fulfill an experiential education (EE) requirement which I would have received from the s~dy abroad progrmn and I still need in order to graduate. This will not conflict 

with the FLAS. If there is a way. I would like help with this. The       advisors are giving me one more chance to redeem my, award and I would be sorely upset ifI 

had to waste the opportunity. They have given me a new deadline to complete a progranl revision application. This deadline is the This is not a lot of time 

m get approved tbr course credit but I can still try and I’m aJready done with the application. I just need credit approval so they accept my revised plan. If anyone can 

help me, please let me know what to do as soon as possible. 

Thankyou 

~%rC-Chapel Hill 

B.A. Global Studies 
Minor Art History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 10:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~~ 

Scapegoating Immigra~ts 

VOL. 35 NO. 12 Visit lrb.co~k [~ 

::N:: LRB cover art Seapegoating Immigrants 
Jor~athan Portes 

David Goodhart argues that low-skilled immigrants 

have taken jobs fl’om unskilled natives, leaving them 

languishing on benefits, while high-skilled immigration 

reduees both the incentives and opportunities for 

ambitious natives to move up the ladder. Many find this 

thesis eonvincing, and it has been aeeepted as fact by 

mueh of the politieal elite. There is, however, almost no 

evidenee to support it. Moce 

The Bling Ring 
Andres,v () ¯ H a ga r~ 

~Mayone ean have a Mare daeobs handbag if they ean raise the money, but it isnEt 

just anyone who can have the one belonging to Paris Hilton. More 

James Salter~ ~s ApotheosL 

It isn[~t Salter[~ s language alone that numbem him among the masters, but it is what 

s trikes you first. From the story [].~n Strande yon Tanger[], on the death of a bird: 

EA heart no bigger than an orange seed has eeased to beat. E From his first novel, 

The Hunters, a deseription of fltel tanks jettisoned by fighters, falling from high 

altitude over Korea: ~Thei> were a dozen or mote, going down like thin cries fading 

in silence. [] Mo~’e 

Lionel Shriver 
I)ebomh Friede[1 

Lionel Shriver rarely lingers over physieal descriptions, Mth one great exeeption: 

New Left Review 



she [] s highly conscious of how much her characters weigh. Previous novels are 

populated by a rq 21 o-poun d bass playerrq and a man who rqloses a hundt,ed pounds 

in six months []. Others [] added five pounds [], [] weighs little over a hundred 

pounds ~, []dumped his full 16o pounds[], is []9-38 pounds by the age of 15[]. 

Adjectives [] ~svelte[], []em~mlent[], []broad-framed~, []wiw[] ~ must seem 

imprecise to Shriver. More 

i.~.i LRB blog 

Short Cuts 

In Transit 

Geoff Dyer: 

Garry SVi~aogr~md 

i~i James Salter Limited 

Edition 

Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 

Friday 14 June at 7 p.m, 

Wednesday 19 June at 7 p.m. 

Friday 28 June at 7 p.m. 

Thu~day 11 July at 7 p.m. 

Friday 12 July at 7 p.m. 

Cop3 dg~- t 1] l,endon t,!eview oi’BooEs [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: Tegisa,~v?;~ fb c~: :.tk [] You can ut:st~bscribe er :apdatd your emai~ pxefe~ences at arty lime on ore- website 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 10:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view ?~L~!~..!(2.{]!.£!}..of this message,                          May-June 2013 

Leading, advocating, ~nsp~Hng ~ 
D~stin~uished historian Jacque[ine Oowd 

Halt, founder of the Southern Or~[ History 

Program has won the Mary Turner Lane 

Award for outstandm8 contributions to the 

twos of Ca~okina women. ~’er fou~ 

decades. Halt has advocated for women 

khrou~h her research, professiona[ 

I.eadership. keachh~ mentorh~ and 

service. Detaiks 

~ Undergrads ~n major journal 
Work entirety designed, m~p[emeated and int~p~ ~ted by UNC under~rad~ates 

I~as been #ub[~si~ed in 3iochem~s~W and hi~Ni£hted on the ~ourna[ web pa~e. Under 

the ~uidance of UNC chemist Kex4n Weeks. students Nicholas Watts, Roll OXane and 

Eva Archer developed a m~jor RNA genome model.. Deta~.s 

LGBT legislators advance rights 
The presence of national [e£iskators who are 

openly {esbian, ga% bisexual or transgender, 

has a direct h’npac:t on pro-LGBT ~egis[at[on 

around the wor[d~ accordin~ to research by UNC 

poUtical, sdent[st Andrew ReynoMs. His stud2, 

published in American Po~itica~ Science 

Review, includes the most comprehensive 

database o~ open LG~T nationa~ 

represen Lateen worldwide. 

~ EPA using senior’s research 

Ann So[tan ’13 ~s interested m environmental policy and farming. She combined 

the two fo~ her senior honors ~.~..E#~.~.[~b. showing that so[at a~rays could save 

Ca[iforma dairy farms sigmficant energy, water and money, white towering their 

carbon foot#tint. EPA is ush~g her data to make new policy recommendations. 

~ BrooMy~ bees are busy 
Senior geography major Kate Grady spent last summer studv~n~ urban 

~ on the roofLops o~ Brooklyn, The Summer Undergraduate Research 

Fellowship that supported he~ work was especially meaningful to Grady, a Carolina 

Covenant Scholar. She tired on her own ~n New York and took her first plane trip to 

!~et there. 

New Videos 

Events Calendar 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 1:25 PM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

book holder and toners 

Dear Eunice 

Hope you are doing welt. 

Just to let you know that Travis have the book holder and the toners (black ink) should be delivered at the office tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes, 

(’L g-12~ W~ 1.-5, ’F, 8-~2~ t"~ 1.-5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 2:34 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

CHICLE class for NC Spanish teachers 

CHICLE Language Institute, located above Weaver Street Market in 
Carrboro, announces their "Intensive Summer 2013 Course for Spanish 
Teachers." Eligible for CEU credits. 
CHICLE is offering for the 8th year their interactive 1 week, 30 hour 
intensive course for Spanish teachers in North Carolina. The course is 
also open to anyone at an intermediate 
or advanced level of Spanish. There will be a minimum of 5 students and 
a maximum of 10 and flae tuition is $500 for the week. Chapel HIll and 
Carrboro oiler many amenities such as 
good restaurants and diverse activities which you can enjoy in your free 
time. > Hotels and motels are available and CHICLE will be booking rooms 
at a special rate. 
Dates are June 24-28, July 22-26 and August 5-9. 

For more information contact us by email at chicle@chi-cle corn or call 
919 933-0398. For a complete description please go to our website at 
www. chi-c le corn 
CHICLE Language Institute 
101 E. ;Veaver Street, Carrboro, NC 27510 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:47 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Grade appeal/problem 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I can meet with you on 

Thank you, 

at :t2 or :tpm. Please let me know which of these times is most convenient for you. I sincerely appreciate your help! 

From." SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 3::11 PM 
To-" 
Subject: Re: Grade appeal/problem 

Dear 

Thm~lcs for your email. 

I will be in office ou Can we meet "then? 

Bes~t wishes, 

Eunice 

On , at 5:58 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is             and I was a student in Professor Selassie’s AFRI    class this past     . I have been emailing him this       regarding my 
grade, but at this point I would really like to meet with you to discuss the matter. I believe I will need to submit a grade appeal. I would like you to see my email 
correspondence with Professor Selassie. Please let me know what times you are usually available for appointments. I greatly appreciate your help, and look 
forward to meeting with you. 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 3:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Justices, 9-0, Bar Patenting Human Genes 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Friday, June 14, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Editorials 

I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Justices, 9-0, Bar Patenting Human Genes 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The ruling will shape the course of research and testing, and it may alter the 

willingness of businesses to invest in understanding genetic material. 

¯ ~ Document: The Opinion 

After Patent Ruling, Availability of Gene Tests Could 
Broaden 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The Supreme Court’s decision in effect ends a nearly two-decade monopoly by 

Myriad Genetics on genes that correlate with increased risk of some cancers. 

¯ ~ Video: Which Genes Can Be Patented? 

U.S. Is Said to Plan to Send Weapons to Syrian Rebels 
By MARK MAZZETTI, MICHAEL R. GORDON and MARK LANDLER 

The Obama administration, concluding that the Syrian government used 
chemical weapons against the rebels, will begin supplying the opposition for the 
first time with small arms and ammunition, officials said. 

, Syrian Forces Seen Stepping Up Air Attacks on Rebels 

¯ ~ White House Statement 

.................................................................................................................. Fpr rj?01~e top I?e~vs, g? to N~Times,Fom ~z 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Highlights From Hillary Clinton’s 

Speech 
Hillary Rodham Clinton speaks about advancing the role of 

women around the word at the Clinton Global Initiative. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Race vs. Class: The False Dichotomy 
By SHERRILYN A. IFILL 

Why are liberals surrendering on affirmative action? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m a human here in this country now; I didn’t feel like 

I was before." 
LUIS RE¥ RAMIREZ, a Mexican graphic designer who grew up in the Bro~x and received a 

deferral in April. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Argentina Falls From Its Throne as King of Beef 
By SIMON ROMERO 

Consumption in the country has decreased so much over the 
decades that the nation recently fell from its perch as the world’s 
top per capita consumer of beef. 

Turkish Protesters Say Talks Lead to a Tentative 
Agreement 
By TIM ARANGO 

Protest organizers whose fight to save an Istanbul park set off a 
political crisis met for several hours with Prime Minister Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan at his home in the capital. 

Death Toll in Syrian Civil War Near 93,000, U.N. 
Says 
By DAVID JOLLY 

Navi Pillay, the United Nations human rights chief, said the 
figure is probably understated and called for an end to the 

violence. 

................................................................................................ (0[ r~2re wodd [~e~s, go to N¥~ime~�om!Wor!d 

U.S. 

In Reprieves, a Preview of Immigration Bill’s 
Effect 
By KIRK SEMPLE 

A program that lifted the threat of deportation for young people 
offers insights on efforts toward a broader overhaul. 



Private Preschools See More Public Funds as 

Classes Grow 
By MOTOKO RICH 

Across the country, states and districts are increasingly funneling 

public funds to religious schools, private nursery schools and a 

variety of community-based nonprofit organizations that conduct preschool 

classes. 

Democrats Quietly Renew Push for Gun Measures 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Just months after it was defeated in the Senate, delicate talks have begun on a 

new background-check measure that advocates hope could change enough votes 

from no to yes. 

......................................................................................................... F?r r~o ~e U.S. 9evys, go to N ~7!mes.com(US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Angelina Jolie does modern 
Grecian in London 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Camping tents for the style-obsessed 

The ID bracelet gets a makeover 

nyiimes.~om: ~ MAGAZINE 

Business 

Venerable Format of ’NewsHour’ Struggles With 

New Era of Media 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

Layoffs and a financial crisis have exposed tension at the long- 

running news program, with some calling for a major overhaul. 

Bloomberg Reporters’ Practices Become Crucial Issue for 

Company 
By AMY CHOZICK 

Many people claim the company encourages its news operation and business 



side to work together. 

................................................................................... For r~ ore b~sir~ess r~e~,% g0 t? N~Times~�om~Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

GAME 4: HEAT 109, SPURS 93 

With an Old-Fashioned Rout, the Heat Make It a 
New Series 
By HOWARD BECK 

LeBron James reclaimed his form and Dwyane Wade reasserted 

his will over his battered body, lifting the Heat over the Spurs and tying the 

N.B.A. finals at 2-2. 

¯ ~. Box Score I ~-~’~ Slide Show: Heat vs. Spurs in Game 4 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Nets Couldn’t Pass Up Hiring of Kidd 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Despite his lack of coaching experience, Jason Kidd is sure to 
generate excitement the Nets desperately need. 

¯ Kidd Introduces Himself as Coach ] Nets Owner Calls Kidd a Born Coach 

A Veteran Player Introduces Himself As a Rookie 

Coach 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

Introduced Thursday, Nets Coach Jason Kidd inherits a team 

that went through two coaches last season and fizzled in the 

playoffs. 

Off the Dribble: Nets Owner Calls Kidd a Born Coach 

............................................................................................. Fo~ r~ore sP~rt~ ~e~S~ 97 t? N~Times:�om~Sports ~t 

Arts 

MOVIE REVIEW ] ’MAN OF STEEL’ 

Part Man, Part God, All Hunk 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Man of Steel" weaves the Superman story into the fabric of 

2oth-eentury America and surrounds it with epic-scale cosmic 

effects. 

~.~ Slide Show: Many Changes to a Blue Suit 

Inside ’Man of Steel’ 

THEATER REVIEW ] ’CHARLES IVES TAKE ME HOME’ 

Father Takes the Stage; Daughter, the Court 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Father and daughter, art and athletics, with Charles Ives as a 

fantastical referee in Jessica Dickey’s "Charles Ives Take Me 

Home," at Rattlestick Playwrights Theater. 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE BLING RING’ 

Twinkly Totems of Fame, Theirs for the Taking 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"The Blind Ring" was inspired by the true story of affluent 

Hollywood teenagers who broke into celebrities’ homes to steal 

luxury items. 

¯ Stealing Fame 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEWI ’THIS IS THE END’ 

Whoa, the Apocalypse. We’re Still Buds, Right? 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "This Is the End," celebrity buddies find their relationships 

tested as biblical devastation arrives. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’20 FEET FROM STARDOM’ 

Turning Up the Voices From the Background 
By A. O. SCOTT 

The documentary "2o Feet From Stardom" seeks to rewrite the 

history of pop music by focusing attention on voices at once 

marginal and vital. 

, The Voice Behind Mick (and Others) 

¯ The Story Behind the Credits for ’20 Feet From Stardom’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CALL ME KUCHU’ 

Where Being Gay Is a Life-and-Death Struggle 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

The documentary "Call Me Kuchu" chronicles the struggles of the 

gay rights movement in Uganda, and its prime mover, David 

Kato, who was bludgeoned to death in January 2o11. 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes~comlMovies ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Which Genes Can Be Patented? 
The United States Supreme Court ruled against patenting genes, 

but allowed cDNA to be patented. In this video, medical reporter 

Gina Kolata explains the difference. 

~ VIDEO: HOW the Protests Have Changed Turkey 

The Times’s Sebnem Arsu talks about the confrontation between 

protesters and Turkish government forces and the political 

implications for Prime Minister Erdogan. 

VIDEO: Cheese Blintz 



How to make a cheese blintz. 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Clarity on Patenting Nature 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court correctly found that there can be no monopoly rights on 

human genes. 

EDITORIAL 

A Loud Message to the N.Y.P.D. 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Federal officials finally spoke out on stop-and-frisk and urged use of an 

independent monitor if the program is found unconstitutional. 

EDITORIAL 

Who Will Succeed President Ahmadinejad? 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The election gives the United States a fresh diplomatic opportunity to avoid a 

dangerous confrontation over Iran’s nuclear program. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOplnion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Reading Marx in Tehran 
By MANSOUR OSANLOO 

Iran’s Islamic revolution has forgotten about the working class. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sympathy for the Luddites 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

What happens when good jobs disappear? It’s a question that’s 

been asked for centuries. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Religion and Inequality 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The naked dominance of today’s success ethic has contributed to 
a loss of cultural dynamism, maybe even social stagnancy. 

¯ Columnist Page 



.................................................................................................... F~r n~o~e £#!r~i0r~, ~0 to NY~[ime~�0m!Opini0n ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 14, 1982, Argentine forces surrendered to British troops on 
the disputed Falkland Islands. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Moderate in Iranian Election Takes Strong Lead in Eayly Returns 

Today’s Headlines sato,o y, J oe  ,20. 

~NTHISE~IAIL~ World US. i Business Sports Arts Travel Today:sVideo 

Editorials Op-,_=d OnTNs Day CUSTOMIZE ~ 

Top News 

Heavy. Pressure Led to Decision by Obama 
::.7 F’:::’i:::F’ Bi:,~:::::F’ 

When President Obama agreed to send small arms and amnmnilJon to SyHaa 

rebels, he had ko be almosk dragged into khe decision by advisers, critics and 

even Bill Clh~ton. 

Moderate in ~ranimi Election Takes Strong Lead 

in Early Retm’ns 

The cleric tlassan Rowhani, the field’s mos[ moderate ean~dah~, 

held a decisive edge in preliminary results, ibllowed 

Mohammad Baqer Ohalibaf, Tehran’s popular mayor. 

Behind Scolding of the :F.D.Ao, a Complex arid 

Gentle Judge 

Judge Edward i~ Korman, who bera[ed the government for 

]imifing the use cd a morning-after pill, calls himself "a 

compassionate eonsewative," but his polities are hard to pin down. 

Editors’ Picks 



WORLD 

AI an aKer-care tempter ~ear Tin’key’s border w[th Syria, e~vilim~s 

and eombatan ts recover h’om ~ fe=alhM n g ~j u ~Ses, Th e Tim es’s 

Mac Will,am Bishop speaks to casualties of Syria’s brutal civil war. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Greedy Galodeners 
L:; ?~i/,,<~iL~ Li. .::,N:LL~ C:N~. 

The aefivists campaigning *br urbm~ farms should not forget the 

wildflowets, bees and butterflies that a~s~ m~Uca] to our su~MvaL 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

AYATOLLAH ALl NHAN1ENEI, Iran’s supreme leader, on American skepticism about the 
balloting~ 

World 

Ecuador LegislaD~re Approves Ciwbs on News Media 

The measure, long soug)~t by President Rafael Correa, would impose fines for 

coverage deemed by regulators as mffair. 

Some Protesters in Turkey Disavow Agreement 

~:ith Premier to End Pal0k Sit-]In 

Oezi Park remains occupied by defiant protesters who ~-m F~iday 

mostly disavowed a compromise be~veen thdr self’declared 

leaders and Pt{me ~Nnisker Reeep Tayyip Erdogan. 

din 

Aleppo Pmmded, Rebels Weigh UoS. Vow of Aid 
L:7 BLN NUBL:.::,BD 

A rebd stron~old eonvvdsed with some of the heaviest fighfing 

in mm~ths, as activists debated how the United StaDs’ decision to 

send arm,s would al’t2~et their fight to topple the Sy*~an pn’sident. 

fi~-jbter in 

Aie~po; 

U,S, 

Detroit’s Creditors Al’e Asked to Accept Pennies 

on the Dollar 

The dty’s emergency manager, Ke~Tn 0*% said sae~qfiees "Dora 

Wall Street m~d Main S~;eet" were neeesamT to save Detrok. 

Orr, the 

Detroit 



Stud~4ng 

As developers t~~ to outdo the amenities that their eompetito~ 

ofi~r in college towns, concern ~s growing about the academic 

a n d sod al con sequen ces of upseale ofT-campu s student housin g. 

Researchers Find Biological Evidence of (htlf 

War Illnesses 
Lw &:qCL3 ~3AO 

New findings are bolstering the view that rays terious symptoms 

in Pe~,~ian Gulf war veterans are i?mdamentNly biological in 

nature, as opposed to psychological, "dne result of combat stress. 

"The Bling Ring" delves into 
celebrity obsession 
ALSO IN ARTS >) 

Four comedies have cneseR to rift on the end of the world 

"20 Feet From Stardom," a documentary by Morgan 

Neville 

Business 

Coal Ind~,stry Pins Hopes on Exports as I.LSo 

Enviromnental wor’Hes compliea[e an ener&y company’s plan to 

mine an Indian tribe’s lalNe deposik of coal and ship ik k~ Asia. 

WEALTH MATTERS 

H:ow to Avokl ~n Estate Battle After You Die 

Battles over bvo wills sigtmd by HugueRe C3mq(, the heiress to a 

copper fm tune who died in 2Oll at io4, oflbr lessons even for 

people who don’t have 83oo million estates. 

YOUR MONEY 

Tim Unspoken Stigma ot’~orkpiaee F~exibiHty 
::4:’ ":’AP,.:~ Fq~:":~:’~ 

Worn en who h~ ke a dvm~tage of flexible work seh edules may be 

viewed as hOE committed {o worlq b~R men may be penalized 

, D Comments 

Huguee 
Clark 

1930. 

Spots 

Only Two Players ~ U,S, Open Enter V~:eekend 

Under Par 
i-:7 ~,MN.N CROU’.X. 

Of the ~56 players who started the United States Open, only Phil 

Mid<elso~ m~d Billy Hol.~ehel were under par by nightfall, ~’ing 



fl-,,r first overall on the leader board, 

US. Open: HigMights and Analysis 

~[~] Slide Show: U S. Open Replay: Day 2 

ANGELS 5, YANKEES 2 

Offense Stik! _Absent as Yea~kces Lose Fo~rtli Straight 

C. J. Wilson outdid Andy Pettitte, who gave up 4 rtms a~d 11 hiks, over seven 

hi*tings as the Yankees fell to 3-5 en thdr wesbern swit~g. 

ANALYSIS 

A Prccariot~s O]y~npic Bid fo~° Istm~|)~tl 

The timit~g of the Istat~bul protes Ls could hardly be werse for 

those who hope "~e d~i’s fifth bid [or dm Olympic Games will 

finaliy be a winner. 

Monday 

Arts 

Music in lstanb~d Is Intermission for a Protest 

When Davide Ma¢~el]o hauled a grgmd piano into Taksim Square 

in Istanhul and started pIayhig, protesters and the p~kiee alike 

shared hours of calm. 

D~vide 

EoPoAo Backs O~t of Role in Palisades } ro~cc~ 

In Lhe face of opposition from the Met~poliLa~ Museum of Art 

and environmentalists, the Envirenmental Protection Agency 

has changed its mind about cooperati~% i~ the bniMi~% of a 

complex for LG Eleckmies {Rop the New Jersey Palisadcso 

THEATER REVIEW I ’VENICE’ 

Of Shakespeare and ..q~perhcrocs 

There’s enough plot iu Erie Roseu aud Ma~ Sax’s %~e~ice," the 

action-flooded new musieaI at the Public Theater, to fill a whole 

year in a Marvel comics sm~es. 

g of the 

Matt 
I 

Travel 

Looking for Clc~ncntine Htmter’s Louisiana 

tieadi~g north from Baton Rouge, ~e au~or goes in search of 

the world that inspired m~a~a-4y the state’s mosL beloved a~ist. 

, D Video: ~ n H unter’s Footsteps 

EXPLORER 

][]] [~’[I~J[h~ ~J[ ,oo-iVHlc Trek With ~ 4-Ye~r-Old Boy 

The author, his young son, two hiMng companions at~d four 

goals go on a lO-day adventms; in d~e Utah mountains. 

Takh~g tim Fdds: New York 

From museums to meals, plwgwun~ to pit stops, he~ is some 

careful]y milled advice for coveri~g the ,::i~, right 

,~ S~ide Show 

the 

Today’s Video 



A r~de from Brooklyn to mid-Manhattan reveals some of the 

problems with the city’s bike share program. 

~ vm~o: The Sweet Spot; ’i’l~e Books of 

In this week’s video, A. O. SeoR, David Cart and okhers discuss 

whak khey will be r~ading this summer. Have you heard about 

that book cm cheese? 

~ v~:o: Bill C~mrdngham [ Darned ifTl[~ey 

Do 

Men answer the question: wear socks or expose your aMdes? 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A~er Arrrdr~g tl[~e Rebels, Then "Wl[~at? 

President Obama should be mreful abouk being dragged into the brutal Syrian 

EDITORIAL 

A C~anee to Do l~ette~ o~ Greeee 

The LM.F. need< to rethink the present, not just the past. 

EDITORIAL 

T~e EoPoAo Bac, k,s Offo~ F~ory Farms 

To,Me waste from fi~ctory farms is the leadi~g cause of impah’ed water 

but the federal government has failed to regulate the industry. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T~ese Childre~ Are Our F~atm’e 

A h)~?othetJeal statistica] portrait of flae h~gh school class of 

2o~3 shows some depressing numbers. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Other Side of the Story 

The reds have said that sur~-ei]lanee programs have thwat~_ed 

pote~tiM attaeks. But is rummagi~g Nrough little ghqs’ 

bedrooms really necessary? 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

This Is~’t How to Stop Hackh~g 

It sure seems as though the Ameficau leaker is now the most 

popular man in China. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

ON THIS DAY 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTNIBE~AIL~ World US. i Business Sports Arts Ma~azine ~ Today’s Video 

~ Editorials 0~ OnThisDsy ~ CUBTONIZE. 

Top News 

LEAVING THE LAND 

Into CiNes 

A 12-year pla~ ko move hund~ds of millions of rural 

~nto cities is intended to spin" eeoi~om~e gro~h, but could have uni~tem:led 

consequences, skep[ies 

~ Slide Show: A Push for Orbanizat~on 

~ Chinese Voices: Res~denN Express Anger and Nos~lgia 

Irm~ Moderate %’i~s :Presidency by a :Large 

Ma~ 

tlassa~ Rowha~i~ w~o advocates g~ater pet~onM l%eed~-~ms al~d 

a more eo~ciliatory app~ach to flae world, avoided a runoff in 

the eleedon to replace Mahmoud ~madinejad. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

At~er :Profits, Defense Contractor :Faces the 

P~tfalls of Cybersecm’ity 

Mike MeConne]I, who once led the Nado[ml Seemit.v Age[~ey, is 

n ow the chief arehkect of 

among the executives facing questions after a data leak 

~ Bits Blog: Facebook Discloses Basic Data on Law-Enforcement Requests 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

[ .~.~ slid+ Sh+w SLmE S~OW: They Grow Up So Fast 

Revisiting New York fifth graders three years later. 

OPINION I OPINION 

~+~idd~e- Ag+~d Music 
+,. J’.>+~ N U+ 

My daughter finally persuaded me, a lifelong ~onmusician, to 

take up [he piano. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

HKSHIFANG, a 45-year:oM farmer who was reloca[ed ~n a sweeph~g arbanizat~on 

program in <:!h~na, 

World 

Police Storm Park it+ Istar~b~l, Setting Off a 

Night of Chaos 

:+~[er ~8 days of protests, P~ime Mbfister Recep ’I’a)~’ip Erdo3an 

orde~vd his riot police to storm Gezi Park. As people fled fl~e tear 

gas and wa[er cannons, Lhe police pro’sued [hem in the st~eLs. 

Afghm~ Forces, Takir+g Lead+ Hold Steady in 

The foreigners are mostly gone fl’om Sm~gin Dist~-ict in the 

southern Taliban heartland, and its late is np to the A[ghans. 

Belgia~ Diamond Tlief~, Filled With Cinematic 

Tl~r[[ls, ,~so Has a Nooper Reel 

Sin ce a metieu]ously plan n ed theft on the windbl+:+~ tarmac of 

the Brussels Nrport in February, the episode has veered 

thriller ko come@, %arming a roundup of unusual suspects, 

Be+toldi, [ 

’eflt’ atI 

U.S. 



COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS 

In Looser Tone, Speakers Urge Graduates ~o 

Take :R~sks a~d Be :E~gaged 

Across the eoun~’y, the addresses of 2o13 wore nmch more 

personal, hffused w~th self--depreeat~ng humor, rannehy asides and rei~rences 

to the spea]{ers~ own htm~])~e or distrait or]gJl~s, 

~ [] Video Feature: High[ighLs From Five Corcrnencercer~ Speeches 

N[ore Ways "[’h~ One 

StaLe kransportakion officials musL decide by July lo whe[hor the 

new eastern skreteh of the San [.’raneiseo-Oa~dand Bay Bridge is 

tea@ to ope~ o~ Labor Day. 

G o~l of Broader Proteetio~ for 

Eme~’ges From Changh~g Per,spe{~l-~w~s 

Wild ehin~pa~zees have bee~ listed as enda~gered si~ee I99o, 

trot a new proposal covers alI chimps, including nearly 2,ooo 

captive in the 12 hired States to&~y. 

Fol mo~e US !~ev,/s ,go to NYT[mes.com~US ~ 

"The Bling Ring" delves into 
celebrity obsession 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Four comedies hove chosen to rift on the end of the world 

"20 Feet From Stardom" o documentary by Morgan 

Neviiie 

Business 

Eve~ PesMmists Feel Optimistic Over Economy 

The sm~x’ising new view of a number of eco~omists in academia m~d on Wall 

Street who see a bHglRer outlook right arrmnd khe corner, not just far into the 

fu~re. 

:Borghese v, Borghese: Battle for a Roy~ Name 

The iss~Je over who may use the Borgbese history, ak least for 

marketi[~g pro’poses, is at the center of one of the most 

co~te~tious ]awstfiN fi~cing ~’ia] i~ New York com~s this 

co; left, 

In Utah, a Local Hero Accused 

A wealthy Web marketer was l~own for acts of ge[~erosityo But 

the govermn e~t, which ha s charged him with d efl’audi~ g 

customers, sees him in a difli"rent lighL 

, [] Annotated Document: The Case of Jeremy Johnson 



Sports 

A Five-Time Runner-Up, Miekelson Leads the 

Open After Three Romlds 

Weather woes in the past, the United States Open got serious on 

Satmday, and Phil Miekelson wa~ the m@ ikayer to tini~h under 

par at Mellon Golf Club, 

, ~ Slide Show: U S. O~n Photo Replay, Thim ROLI~ld 

Phil 
r.tio~ls I 

:In Golf, Moments Good m~d Bad Are ~VeH 
Remembered 

Perhaps more extraor~nary than the sldl~ of many of the world’s 

top goli~ ~s their abili~, to remember shots fl’om weeks or even 

years beNre. 

~ U.S Open’s LaNs[ Fashion: Boots 

Spurs m~d the Heat Show the Rewards of I Eri~ I 
Co~tin~flty [ Spoalstr 

The Heat and the Spurs have a recognizable euI[nre, a tradition 

of accom~tabili~’, integrib, and loyalb~ that e~ends from ow~e~ship to the fl’ont 

office to kl~e coaching staff. 

Heat’s Return to Smaller Lineup Alters the Finals 

Arts 

THE VISIONARIES 

Bel[dud K~mye’s Mask 

Kanye West talks about his career and his new album, ’Teezus." 

, D Popcast: Kanye West and the Doctrine of Awesomeness 

~ Slide Show: A Bombastic Star, Stripped Down 

The Big Five Orchestras No Longer Add Up 

The notion of the "Big Five" zMnerican symphony orchestras 

seems to have ]oat its relevance in an ever more international 

music world. 

so, from 

top 

Gleeflllly Bangdng on Closed Doors 
~.: ; /.L ~:.XiS 90i.G3KI 

Nell Benjamim the author of "The Exploiters Club," and Jetmifer 

Westt>Idt, who plays the lead role, say their own experiences 

wikh male eondesee*~sion hdped them shape the play’s heroi*m. 

Magazine 

How James T~rrell K~meked the A~ World Off 

Its Feet 

Get r~>ady tBr a smnmer of light, Shimme~{t~g, diso~ientit~g, 

im:leserJbab]e ~ight, 

The Great (Gay) Novelist ’ Heard Of 

The forgoktcn saga of,John Horne Burns and his intemperate 

World War II masterpieeeo 

..... Sun and 

John 



IT’S THE ECONOMY 

The. Sippy Cup ~ % 

The more ex~ensive strollers and cribs and orga~ h:: d~apers 

become, ~he be~Ler it is for everyone rise. 

Today’s Video 

Melissa Clark puts her own t~st on mt!]adara, a traditional 

Middle Eastern dish of lentils and dee, by adding sp~ing ~’eens, 

, Reiated Aiticle 

Edw-ard J. Snowden’s disdosm’e that the United Sta~es 

government is collecting phone and Internet reeords kiek- 

slat’seal a wave of creative eomrnentaw on government 

su~’eillanee. 

video, ~’~o 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Racially Biased As’rests for Pot 

The "war on mar{juana" has become a war on minor,’des. 

EDITORIAL 

Don’t Blame the V~:ork Force 

The belief that a skills gap is the cause of today’s high unemployment is mostly 

corporate fiction. 

EDITORIAL 

A dudicia~ Travesty in Eg3~pt 

The eonvie’don of 43 employees of foreign nonprofit groups sends a chilling 

message to E&vptians who want to work for dernoeratie ehangeo 

For me:~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Bad idea, ~lr. President 

Intervention in Syria won’t help. It will prolong a civil war while 

des tabilizing the region and endanger{rig core U.S. in teres 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Pope s Gay Panic 

The Jatica~ Sl.~eaks in se.~am] double standards. But then so does 

America. 

, CeJumnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bill Schools BarR¢ on Syria 

After ditheAng over what to do about Syria, President Obama 

was taken to the leadership woodshed by Bill C~inton. 

...... lighter ] 
from the 
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Today’s Headlines Tuesday, June18,2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

G.O.P. Pushes New Abortion Limits to Appease Vocal Base 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

Instead of focusing on the economy, as an internal party document suggested, 
House Republicans are pushing the most restrictive abortion bill to come to a 

vote in a decade. 

Justices Block Law Requiring Voters to Prove 
Citizenship 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

In a 7-to-2 ruling Monday, the Supreme Court said an Arizona 

law requiring prospective voters to give proof of their citizenship 
was displaced by legislation at the federal level. 

¯ dustices Hands Down Three Decisions That Are 5 to 4 

¯ Supreme Court Lets Regulators Sue Over Generic Drug Deals 

IN THE RUNNING 

Quinn’s History of Mastering the Insiders’ Game 
By MICHAEL M. GRYNBAUM 

A review of Christine C. Quinn’s early career in New York City 

suggests that she has always preferred pragmatism to idealism. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: The Trial ofWhitey Bulger 

Reporters who covered the Boston crime boss James (Whitey) 

Bulger describe how he became one of the most notorious 

gangsters in American history. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Put the Spies Back Under One Roof 
By TIM SHORROCK 

Intelligence outsourcing breeds corruption and destroys 

accountability. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"From their 7-Eleven stores the defendants dispensed 
wire fraud and identity theft, along with Slurpees and 

hot dogs." 

LORETTA E. LYNCH, the United States attorney in Brooklyn, on the seizure of 14 7-Eleven 
stores on charges relating to the employment of illegal immigrants. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

True or Faked, Dirt on Chinese Fuels Blackmail 
By DAN LEVIN and AMY QIN 

A growing number of Chinese officials have found themselves 
ensnared by extortion plots that leverage the public’s disgust for 
wayward behavior. 

A More Secular Europe, Divided by the Cross 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

A commemorative euro coin intended to celebrate the 1,15oth 

anniversary of Christianity’s arrival in Slovak lands became the 

center of a fight with the European Commission. 

Iran President-Elect Wants to Ease Strains With 
U.S., but Sees No Direct Talks 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

Speaking for the first time since his election victory, Hassan 

Rowhani called Iran’s nonexistent ties with the United States a 
"wound" that must be healed. 

. From Inner Circle of Iran, a Pragmatic Victor 

¯ U.S. Seems Eager for Nuclear Talks With Iran’s New Leader 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d r~e~,s, g~ to N~!~imes,~om!Wodd ~ 

U,S, 

A 5-4 Ruling, One of Three, Limits Silence’s Protection 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The cases involved a criminal suspect’s right to remain silent, judges’ discretion 
in sentencing, and a lawsuit against trial lawyers over privacy concerns. 



Supreme Court Lets Regulators Sue Over 

Generic Drug Deals 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The justices ruled on Monday that brand-name drug makers 

could face antitrust charges for paying generic competitors to 

keep cheaper copies of a drug off the market. 

At Trial, Hit Man Says ’It Broke My Heart’ to 

Learn Bulger Was an F.B.I. Informer 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

John Martorano, known as The Executioner, the longtime hit 

man for James (Whitey) Bulger, testified as a star witness for the 

prosecution in Boston on Monday. 

¯ ~ Video: The Trial of Whitey Bulger 

......................................................................................................... Eo( ~n~re ~J:~: r~e~s, go to NYrimes:�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The lace trouser proves popular in 
the 2014 resort collections 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

The spring 2014 men’s collections in London 

A star-studded dinner in Basel for the artist Theaster Gates 

MAGAZINE 

Business 

In Embattled Detroit, No Talk of Sharing Pain 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and STEVEN YACCINO 

The fiscal crisis in Michigan is setting up as a gigantic clash 

between bondholders and city retirees over what money Detroit 

has left to pay them. 

More Data on Privacy, but Picture Is Still Fuzzy 
By VINDU GOEL and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Apple joined the list of companies that have disclosed information about 



government surveillance, but many questions remain unanswered. 

¯ ~ Graphic: A Barrage of Data Requests 

Outside Review of Clinical Data Finds a Spinal 
Treatment’s Benefit Overstated 
By BARRY MEIER 

Independent reviews of clinical trial data concluded that Infuse, 

a bioengineered bone product, was not significantly better than a 

traditional bone graft, and that it might pose risks. 

................................................................................... F0r r~ ore bHsir~ess r~e~s! g0 t£ N~Times:c0m~Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

GAME 3: BRUINS 2, BLACKHAWKS 0 

Dealt Early Blow, Blackhawks Are Punchless vs. 
Bruins 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

DaMe] Pai]]e and Patrice Bergeron scored to help Boston take a 

2-1 series lead over the Blackhawks, who lost Marian Hossa when he was 

injured in pregame warm-ups. 

: ~ Box Score 

¯ Nurse Climbing to the Top in Hockey A~er Selecting a Different Path 

Nurse Climbing to the Top in Hockey After 
Selecting a Different Path 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Though Darnell Nurse’s family gravitated to football and 

basketball, he was encouraged to play hockey because his parents 

thought it was safer than football. Now, he is expected to be selected in the first 

round of the N.H.L. draft. 

A Push to Invigorate Women’s Basketball 
By JER~ LONGMAN 

After a six-month study, Va] Ackerman, a former president of 

USA Basketball and the W.N.B.A., recommended significant 

changes to rules and to the N.C.A.A. tournament. 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~0re sp0~ts ~evys, go to NY~[ime~:�0m!Sp0rts 

Arts 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

Celebrating a Poet of 3 Dimensions 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

A new exhibition of Le Corbusier’s work at the Museum of 

Modern Art tackles the meshing of his buildings with landscape. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 



THEATER REVIEW I ’A KID LIKE JAKE’ 

A Boy’s Love of Cinderella 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

In Daniel Pear]e’s new drama, "A Kid Like Jake," two parents fret 

over getting their preschooler into private school and whether his 
fascination with princesses means that he may be gay. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Yoga, Tents, Pulled Pork and Music That Lingers 
By BEN RATLIFF 

With its 121 shows of many stripes, not counting the sets on the 
lesser stages, the four-day Bonnaroo music festival had 
something for everyone. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Science 

Firebrand for Science, and Big Man on Campus 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

William Sanford Nye, better known as Bill Nye the Science Guy, 
has gone from TV host to fierce defender of scientific issues that 
have been polemicized for religious, political and even economic 
reasons. 

Tricky Ways to Pull Down a Skyscraper 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Engineers in Japan are perfecting more efficient, and stealthier, 

demolition methods. 

. ~’~ Video: How Do You Make a Building Disappear? 

¯ ~ Graphic: Undoing a Skyscraper 

¯ Once Tallest Standing, Then the Tallest to Come Down 

Once Tallest Standing, Then the Tallest to Come 
Down 
By KATIE HILER 

While it’s no longer a silhouette on the New York sk~y]ine, the 

Singer Building holds the record for tallest building to ever be 
peacefully demolished. 

For more science news, go to NYTimes.comlScience )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Bill Nye’s Battle for Science 
The Science Guy has gone from taking on science lessons for 

children to taking on pundits on cable television on climate 

change, evolution and science in general. 



~ VIDEO: VOWS: Lexi and Kim 
When people recognize Kim Stolz from her stint on "America’s 
Next Top Model," Lexi Ritsch is proud to be with someone who 
wasn’t afraid to be out on TV. The couple operate the restaurant 
The Dalloway. 

~ VIDEO: Ludo’s Next Bite 
For years, Ludo Lefebvre was a chef without a permanent 
address as his pop-up restaurant moved around Los Angeles. 
Now he’s settled at Trois Mec, cooking classic French dishes with 

a twist. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Court: Congress Regulates Federal Elections 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In the Arizona case, the power of Congress to regulate federal elections is 
affirmed. 

EDITORIAL 

The Court: Right and Wrong on Criminal Justice 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Two criminal justice rulings affect Americans’ basic rights. 

EDITORIAL 

A Promising Moment in Iran 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The election of Hassan Rowhani as president gives Iran and the United States 
an opportunity for new diplomatic engagement, which neither can afford to 
squander. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beyond the Brain 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Advances in neuroscience promise many things, but they will 
never explain everything. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Lesser Lights, Big City 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Anthony Weiner preens. Christine Quinn calibrates. And New 



Yorkers wonder: who’s got the stuffto be our next mayor? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama’s German Storm 
By ROGER COHEN 

Where Kennedy spoke of freedom, Obama must speak of the end 

of the security-skewed post-9/11 era. 

¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 18, 1948, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights 
adopted its International Declaration of Human Rights. 
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Welcome to the I SA E-Newsletter, an e-mml newsletter froln tile 

International Studies Association. New in this edition: 

"vSTt at’s New 
Association News 

Awards & 

Fdlowslfips 

Conference News 

Emplo~nent: Jobs 

Advertised through 

ISA 

Re~ion News 

Section & Caucus 
News 

Annual Convention: Paper and panel proposals for our 

Tol~onto meeting in 2014 have been received and are being 

evaluated for placement on the program. Thank you to 

everyone who submitted a proposal. Early registration is now 

open in our online system. 

AwaJcds: There are ~veml upcoming award nomination 

deadlines to note, including the Diua Zinnes Award, the 

Kenneth E. Boulding Award, the IPS Best Book and Best 

Paper Awards, and the Theory Section Best Book Award. 

We close with the the usual re~ninders about upcoming 

deadlines, calls for papers and more Region, Section, and 

Caucus news for your review. 

SUPPORT ISA 

There am many ways 
to support us: 

Become a member 

(benefits include 
subscriptions to our 
professional journals, 
discounts on 
international and 
domestic convention 
registration fees, 
private listserv, 
employment services, 
exclusive childcare 
services at the Annual 

Convention, and 
more). 

Submit an 

employment 
advertisement. 

Follow ISA on Twitter 

Like ISA on Facebook 

Follow ISA on 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

You have received this e- 
newsletter because you are 
a valued member of the 
International Studies 
Association. 

For daily updates from ISA, 
see the ISA Biog. The ISA 
Blog is now available on the 
Kindle e-book reader. Please 
see the Kindle Sto~ for 
subscription details. 

To unsubscribe, send an 
email to ISA with "Unsub 

If you are having difficul .ty viemng this newsletter, an HTML version 

of the newsletter has been archived on the ISA website at the 

following URL: http://isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/newsletter.html. 

Association News 

2014 Annual Convention News 
The Program Chair invites you to attend our 55th Amaual Convention 

in Toronto from March 26-29, 2014 at the Sheraton Centre Toronto 
mad the Hilton Toronto. Our convention theme is Spaces and 

Places: Geopolitics in an Era oJ’Globalization. The ~bll call has 

been posted on our website here. The Section and Cancus Program 

Chairs have received your paper and panel proposnls and are now 

evaluating thegn for placement on the program. Emty registration is 

now open using the online system. ISA will announce program 

placements on September 20th, 2013. Please contact the prograan 

chair (isa2014@isanet.org) if you have any queslions or concerns 

about the Annual Convention. 

UN Working Group on the Right to Development 
ISA enjoys consultative s~tus with ECOSOC and from time to time 

we would like to let you know about events you may attend as an 

ISA representative. The tburteenth annual session of the Working 

Group will be held t?om 13-17 May 2013 in Room XXVI, Palms 

des Nations, Geneva. At this session, the Working Group will pursue 
its work on the consideration of the draf[ operational sub-criteria for 

the implementation of the right to development in accordance with 

the recomlnendations endorsed at its thirteenth session. The sub- 

criteria are contained in document, which can be found on 
OHCHR’s website. The provisional agenda, the tentative 

programnrc of work and other relevant documentation of the 

fourteenth session will be made avmlable online. The ~Vorking Group 

was established in 1998 with a mandate to: (a) monitor and review 
progress in the promotion ~md implementation of the right to 

development; (b) review retx~rks and other in[bm~ation submitted by 
States, United Nations agencies, other relevant international ~md non- 

govemlnental organizations; and (c) present a sessional report to the 

Human Pdghts Council on its deliberations. If you are interesled in 



Newsletter" in the subject representing ISA at this event, please send your contact fufonnation 
l in e: to onr [5N-NCgS) Representative, Cecelia Lynch <clynch@uci.edtr< 

isa ~,isa net .or.q 

Thanks for supporting ISA’s 
activities. Please feel free to 
forward this issue to a 
colleague! 

ISA 
wvwv.isanet.orq 

emaik isa~isanet.or.q 

Awards, Fellowships, & 
Grants 
The following axe links and summaries of funding opportunities in 

international studies ofl~red by various institutions and orgaNzations 

as well as ISA regions and sections. Application deadlines are 

highlighted. For more infommtion click on the title 

Call for Nominations: The Dina Zinnes Award 
The Scientific Study of International Processes Section is ~liciting 

nominations tbr the Diua Zinnes Award. This award honors the best 

graduate student paper presented at a panel or poster session 

sponsored by" the SSIP Section or tl~e Convention Theme at the 

2013 Ammal ISA Convention in San Diego. Self nomiuations axe 

welcome. The deadline for receipt of nominations is &me 2& 2013 

(this is an extension of the original deadline which unfortunately was 
sent ont to the SSIP listserv only). Nominations should be sent 

electronically to H~vard Hegre (the Award Chair) at 

hhegre@prio.no. The recipient will be selected by’ the Section’s 

three-member Executive Conncil. The winner will be annonnced at 

the 2014 SSIP Business Meeting at the 55th ISA Annual 

Convention, which will be held March 26-29 in Toronto, Canada. A 
$100.00 (USD) cash prize and a certificate are awarded to the 

recipient. 

Kenneth E. Bouldin~ A~vard 

The Peace Studies Section of ISA invites nominations for the 2013 

Boulding Au.ard. The award was established to honor Kennetl~ E. 

Boulding, a fonnder of the field of Peace Studies. The Award 

Committee seeks a graduate s~tudent research paper, delivered at the 

mos~t recent ISA meeting, that is (a) theoretically based, (b) empirical 

(qualitative and/or quantitative), and (c) relevant to a significant 

problem in the field of peace s~tudies. Any excellent exploration in the 

area of Peace Research is eligible. Direct submissions from gradnate 

students and nominations from panel chairs and discussan~s are 

welcome. The award recipient will receive a two-yeaJc membership in 
the ISA (including peace studies section), a cash award of $250.00 

(USD), a travel grant of up to $300 (USD) to attend next year’s 

convention and a certificate to be awarded at the convention. A cash 

award of $50.00 (USD) will be awarded to the runner-up. To 

nominate, please submit an electronic copy of the paper presented at 

the San Francisco convention to the Committee Chair, S. Erendira 

Serrano Oswald (sesohi@hotmail.com). Please include the full 

contact infom~ation institutional affiliations oftl~e nominator and, if 
dilt~rent, the nominee. Deadline fi~r snbmissions: ~Iuly 1, 2013. 

AGAPS Graduate Paper Prke 2013 

The Association tbr Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Studies (AGAPS) 
invites universi~" fuculty to nominate graduate s~dent research 

papers on the Gulf and Arabian l?eninsula (inclusive oftl~e 

transnational flow of people, goods and ideas) for AGAPS’s 2013 

Graduate l?aper l?rize. AGAI?S welcome submissions from all 
disciplines. Papers should include an engagement with literature that 

concerns the stu@ of the Arabian Peninsula, a clear methodology, 

and make an original contribution to scholar:ship in the field. The 

author of the winning paper will be presented with a ceNficate at the 

AGAPS Business Meeting held during the next annual Middle East 

Studies Association (MESA) contErence during 10 13 October 

2013 in New Orleans, Louisiana. The winning paper will be 

announced in the Jonmal of Arabian Studies (JAS) and published by 

JAS if it meets the journal’s editorial s~ndards, l?apers will be 

reviewed by a committee using a blind process~ so the author’s nan~e 

should NOT be included on tl~e title page, footer, or header. Papers 

will be eva]uated according to origina]i~" of research, innovation, 

contribution to the field, cogency of argument, sonrces, method and 

clariu of writing. Yon must be a member of AGAPS at the lime of 

your submission. You may join at the lime of application. 



Submission requirements: 

Your paper must have been written between 1 July 2012 and 30 

June 2013. Your paper must be submitted by your nominating thculty 

member along with a recommendation letter that speaks to the merits 

of the paper and the promise of the student. You must be a current 

graduate student. Proof of s~dent status mus~t provided: this can be a 

letter from your department, which can be sent via email. Your paper 

must not exceed 7,500 wo~s (excluding bibliography) and mus~t not 
have been submitted for publication elsewhere. Your paper should 

conform to the follomng format: 

¯ Standard font (such as Arial or Times Roman) 
¯ Double-spaced 

¯ 1.25" / 3 cm margins 

¯ Page limit of 30 pages 

¯ Black and white 

Materials tnust be emailed by &~lyl, 2013 to Neha Vora at 

vora~@lal:ayette.edu and copied to Gwenn Okruhlik at 

okruhlik(~msn.com. 

AGAPS PhD Dissertation Award 2013 

The Association for Gulf m~d Arabian Peninsula Studies (AGAPS) 
invites recent PhD graduates to submit their dissertations for 

consideration for its 2013 Dissertation Award. AGAPS wishes to 

recognize exceptional achievement in resea~cch and writing. The 

deadline for submission is Ju|y 1,21113. PhD dissertations (in 

English) accepted tbr the degree of PhD between 1 July 2012 and 

30 June 2013 are eligible. AGAPS welcomes dissertations from 

across tile disciplines and a varieW of perspectives. They tnust 

primarily focus on the Gulf and Arabiml Peninsul~ but can be 

inclusive of the tmnsnational flows of people, material a~d ideas 

across the Gulf, Red Sea, and Indian Ocean. All applicants must be 

members of AGAPS at the time of submission. Entries roll be read 

by a three-member committee. The author of the winning dissertation 

will be presented with a certificate at the AGAPS Business Meeting 

held during the next annual Middle East Studies Association (MESA) 

conference during 10 13 October 2013 in New Orlem~s, Lonisiana. 

The winning dissertation will be announced in the Journal of Arabia~ 

Studies (JAS). The winning author will be invited to publish an article 

based on his/her dissertation in JAS, provided it meets the joumaF s 

editorial standards. 

Reqnired tnaterials include: 

Brief Application Form (obtainable from Neha Vora or Gwerm 

Okruhlik, below) 

Verification of Degree Completion 

Letter of Nomination (by author’s adviser or sponsor) 

An Abstract (250 words) 

The Manu~ript (digital cow) 

All materials should be sent to: 
° Neha Vora at voran@lafayette.edu 

° Gwenn Ol~hlik at ol~’dblik~nsn.com 

IPS Best Book and Best Paper Awards 
The International Political Sociology Section (IPS) of ISA sends this 

reminder that their best book and best paper award nomination 

deadline is &fig 15, 201~. More information is available here. 

Theory Section (TS) Best Book An, ard 

The ISA Theo~ Section (TS) invites nominations for the Best Book 
Award. The award recognizes the best tx~ok or edited volume 

published over the past two years that contributes to the theorization 

of world politics. The award is open to all forms and s~’les of 

theorization. Criteria include such considerations as imlovativeness, 

quality of mgumentation, mid significance for tile broad discipline of 

international studies. No~ninations should be emailed to the 

committee chair accompanied by a brief letter explaining why a work 
deserves consideration for the award. Authors may nominate 

themselves. A cow of each book must be sent to each member of 



the committee, with the line "Theory Section Book Award, cio" at 

the top of each address. Nominations are due by August lg, 2013 

and books must be received by 30 August, 2013. E-book tbrmatted 

submissions are welcome. 

William ]~JL LeoGrande Prize and Av~ m’d Wimier ,~anounced 

The School of Public Affairs and Center for Latin American and 

Latino Studies axe pleased to announce the inaugural recipients of the 
William M. LeoGrande Prize for the best book on U.S.-Latin 

American ,elations published during the 2011-12 academic year. and 

the William M. LeoGrande Award for the best book on Latin 

American or Latino Studies published by an AU facnlF member in 
the 2011-2012 academic year. 

Todd Eisenstadt, prot~ssor of government at AU’s School of Public 

Althirs, is the first recipient of the LeoGrande Award. Professor 

Eisenstadt receives the award for his boo~ Politics, Identity. and 

Mexico’s Indigenous Rights Movement. Drawing on yeaJcs of held 

rese~Jcch and an original survey of more than 5,000 respondents, this 

book argues that, contrary to claims by the 1994 Zapatista 

insragency, indigenous and non-indigenous respondents in southern 
Mexico have been united by their socio-economic conditions and 

land tenure institutions as much as. or more than, by their ethnic 

identities. 

Two scholars will sha~’e the LeoGrande Prize. Alexandra D6lano, an 
assistant protEssor of global studies at the New School for Social 

Research, receives the LeoGrande Prize tbr her book, 3/[exico and 
its Diaspora in the United States: Policies of Emigration since 

1848. ’][’his work examines how the Mexican government’s 

assessment of the possibilities and consequences of implementing 
certafin emigration policies from 1848 to 2010 has been tied to 

changes in the bilateral relationship with the United States. 

Josd .~ngel Hem5a~dez, an assis~nt professor of histogr- at the 

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, is the other recipient of this 

year’s LeoGrande Prize. ProtEster tiern~ndez is recognized for his 

book, Mexican American Colonization During the Nineteenth 

Centuoz This study is a reinterpretation of nineteenth-centaw 

Mexican American history, examining Mexico’s s~tmggle to secure its 
northern border with repalriates from the United States, follomng a 

war that resulted in the loss of half Mexico’s territory. 

The William M. LeoGrande Award and Willian~ M. LeoGrande 

Prize were established in 2012 to honor his tenure as Dean of 

American University’s School of Public Affairs from 2003 to 2012. 

Professor LeoGrande continues to serve as a professor of 

government at American UniversiU. The endowed award program 

was made possible through the tinancial support of alumni, tiJend~ 

and colleagues of Professor LeoGrande. 

One of the world’ s most accomplished scholars in Latin Amefi can 

politics and U.S. foreign policy, Professor LeoGrande has been a 

Council on Foreign Relations International Atthirs Fellow, and a Pew 

FaculU Fellow in International Atthirs. He lms written five books, 
including Our Own Backyard The United States in Central 

America, 1977 1992. His articles have appeared in various 

international and national jonmals, magazines and newspapers. Most 

recently, he was co-editor of A Contemporary Cuba Reader. 

Reinventing the Revolution. 

Post-Doctnral Felinwship - The Centre for International 

Governance Innovation 

The Centre tbr International Governance Innovation (CIGI) 
welcomes post-doctoral fellows to j oin its highly collaborative 

community of academic and policy experts. CIGI, based in 

Waterloo, Ontario, at the award-winning CIGI Campus, is a premier 

Canadian think tank on international governance, ruth a focus on 

policy-relevant research. Its thematic focus is framed by fonr 

research programs: Global Economy, Global Secnrity. Energy and 

Enviro~unent, and Global Development. 



Recent Ph.D. graduates who have either secured or axe in the 

process of securing external post-doctoral funding are 

enconraged to apply tbr residency at the CIGI Campus. Upon 

becoming a CIGI Post-Doctoral Fellow, individuals will be eligible to 

benefit fiom supplemental research suppo~t and will experience 

extensive professional development oppo~tunities. More information 

on this opportunity can be found here or by e~nailing 

postdoc@cigionline.org. 

More award news... 

Conferences & Calls for 
Papers 
Call tbr Participants: ~Vorld Politics Shnulation Pro~ 
The World Politics Simulation Project offers ISA me~nbers an 

innovative, inibnnative and enjoyable way to network on Facebook 
with colleagues across the globe before the ISA convention and 

during an ISA workshop in Toronto, 2014. Stepping into the shoes 

of key decision-makers in the Middle East will give participants a 

nnique opportuni~’ to become a part of active learning commnni~. 

Early registration opens in May 2013 and continues until December. 

Please see the simulation website tbr more intbm~ation. 

PSS-ISA Joint Conference 2013 
ISA and Peace Science Society International invite proposals for 

their Joint Conference to be held &ine 27-29, 2013 at Coi~Anus 
University, Budapest, Hunga~y. The conference theme is SecuriF 

Challenges in an Evolving World and the program chairs axe Sara 

Mitchell and Halvald Buhaug. This conference will explore the 

numerous securi~ challenges s~tes face today both domestically and 

globally and how these challenges influence interstate conflict, civil 

war, and peaceful conflict management practices. Three distinct 

phenomena form the backdrop of this conference: climate change, 

the global financial crisis, and the revolufionaxy awakening across the 

Middle East region. Each of these developments carries the potential 

m des~bilize societies and cause widespread lmman suffering. 

Poverty ~md Ix)or economic gro~x4h are key characterizing tbatures 
ofwm-torn societies today. Bleak economic prospects and 

~nonetm)~ crises have led masses to the streets in tmmerons 

developed countries as well. Rapidly diminishing resource supplies 
and future P~Rjections of massive climate-induced human 

displacement might well make new regions vulnerable to social and 

political conflict. Moreover, the dynan~ics of the Arab Spring are still 

in limbo, raising questions about the future of democracy in the 

region, as well as potential clashes between the established 
democratic community and iks newest members. Each of these 

phenomena constitutes a distinct challenge to affected societies and it 

is important to identify potential ~)lufions tbr managing these crucial 

issues in world politics. More broadly, the conference seeks to 
engage dialogue on conflict and conflict management research to 

unders~nd how states are responding to shifts in the global securi~ 

environment. Please see the conference website for more 

information. 

Journal qf Politics Editor Search 
The Southern Political Science Association announces a search 
committee has been appointed to select a new Editor for the JomTtal 

oJ~Politics. The incoming Editor will succeed Jan Leighley and Bill 

Mishler, whose editorial term will end on December 31, 2014. The 

new Editor will serve an initial tbnr year term, from Januaxy 1, 2015 

through December 31,2018. The Search Committee seeks 

nominations and applications for the Editorship. Both individual and 

group candidacies are equally eligible for consideration. Nominations 

and applications for the Editorship of the Journal of Politics should be 

sent to the chair of the search committee, Carol S. Weissert, 
cweissert@fsu.edu or mailed to Department of Political Science, 531 

Bellamy Building, Florida State Universily, Tallahassee, FL 32306. 

Draft proposals are due Attest 1, 2~113. You may download the 



full call here (PDF). Founded in 1938, the ,Jou~,al of Po#lics is 

published by Cambridge UNversity Press tier’the Southern Political 

Science Association. 

Call tbr Papers: Social Movements and Wo~td-System 
Transformation: Prospects and Challenges 
On April 10-12, 2014, the University ofl?ittsburgh will host the 38th 

Conference of the American Sociological Association’s Section on 

Political Economy of the World-System (PEWS), which roll focus 

on the theme of "Social Movements and Global Transformation." 

Organizers invite submissions on this theme under the follomng sub- 

themes: Roles of States and Movements in World- Systemic 

TransIimnation, Knowledge and Paradigms in Conte~tation, The 

Role of Peripheries in Contesting World-Systemic ttierarchie~ and 

Collective Ide~Nties and Democratic Transformation. 

We encourage submissions frown all relevant disciplines in the 

humanities, law, and social sciences. The Call for Papers is available 

for download here (PDF). Proposal deadline is &m~ary 2~, 2014. 

Meals and lodging for authors of accepted papers will be provided. 

Call for Submissions: CEEISA Book Series 

The Central and East European International Studies Association 

(CEEISA) is proud to annotmce the launch of its own book series, 

tiffed "Central and Eastern European Perspectives on International 
Relations". The Series editors are Zlatko ~abic (University of 

Lj ubljana) and Petr Drulfik (Institute of International Relation~ 

Prague). This main purpose of the series is to provide and sus~tain 

excellence in IR Research in and on Central Europe. The series will 
offer to its readers high quality research by scholms who are 

conducting IR research fiom the Central and Eastern European 

(CEE) perspectives that will resonate ruth the IR community as well 

as practitioners in and beyond the region. 

Reflecting on the range and depth of research and scholarship in this 

region, this series welcomes original and innovative contributions 

both from researchers who have helped to establish the IR field in 

Central and Eastern Europe as well as by emerging scholars who are 

building on this tradition. 

The Series Editors welcome book proposals, which should be 

formatted according to the Palgrave format, avafilable here. For 

futher information, feel free to contact the Editors at drulak@iir.cz or 
zlatko.sabic@fdv.uni-lj.si. CEEISA is an ISA Cooperating 

Organization. 

Call for Papers: Journal of \Vorld-Svstems Research 
The Journal of~Vorld-Systems Research invites submissions of 
original articles, datasets, and special issue propo~ls relevant to the 

study of world- s3~stems and global political economy. Founded in 

1994, JWSR is the olticial journal of the Americ~m Sociological 

Association’s Section on Political Economy of the World-System. It 
is an online, open source (free)journal that seeks to make research 

available to readers around the world regardless of their access to 

university libraries and other resources. 

We especially want to include works that proceed from several 
different theoretical stances and disciplines, including, bm aace not 

limited to, political science, his~tory, sociolog3’, archaeology, cultaral 

anthropology, economics and geography. We also encourage the 

application of comparative, quantitative mad network-analytic 

methods to world- systems reseaacch, though publish many pieces that 

do not use these methods. Any empirical stu@ deemed relevant to 

world- systems analysis may be punlished even if it uses avery 

dittErent conceptual framework. In addition, we consider discussions 

of future trajectories and options for the ,nodern world-system and 

considerations of what can be done to create a more humane, 

peaceful and just world society. 

To submit your work, please email a manuscript of 10,000 words or 
less to jwsr@pitt.edu. See the journal’s website to view past issues, 



a liszt of Editorial Board member~ mad furt~her snbmission guidelines. 

The Editorial team includes Editor, Jackie Smith (University of 

Pittsbu@~), Production Editor. Scott Byrd (Murray State 

University), Book Review Editor, Jenn Batr (University of Colorado- 

Boulder), and Managing Editor Brittany Duncan (University of 

Pittsburgh). 

Call for Papers: Jewish Journal of Sociolo~~ 
The Jewish JourTtal of Sociology invites submissions for a special 

issue on the theme The Relevance of the Jewish Question in the 
21st Century. The editors seek papers that explore the relevancy 
and/or meaning(s) of the Jemsh Question today, from a range of 

theoretical and methodological perspectives. Articles should be 

between 6-8000 words and will be subject to peer review. The 

Special Issue will be published in the second half of 2014. 

Expressions of interest and completed articles should be sent to Ilan 

Zvi Baxon (ilan.baron(at)durham.ac.uk) or Keith Kahn-Harris 
(kkahnhams(at)yahoo.co.uk) For more inforn~ation please see the 

journal website. 

More calls for papers and participation... 

Region News 

ISA-South 
ISA South submissions are now open for the 2013 ISA-Sonth 

Annual Conference in Charlotte. We’re accepting paper, panel and 

roundtable proposals. This year’s conference theme is Public 

Private Partnerships: Respo~ding to Global Challenges - you 

can check out the Call here. Other coat,fence information is 

available at the coat,fence website. 

Section & Caucus News 

Foreign Policy Analysis Section (FPA) 

We axe still seeking nominations tier the Distinguished Scholar Awaxd 

for 2014. Please send Steve Saideman ~m email with your 

nominations. Remind your students who have presented a paper at 

ISA functions since the last deadline (September ls~t, 2012) or will 

be presenting a paper before the next deadline (September 1st, 

2013) about the Alexander George Award. See here for details and 

send your nominations to Klaus Brummer. Congratulations again to 

Sibel Okay of Syracuse University, this year’s Alexander George 

~Vinner. 

Global Health Studies Section (GHS) 
We are excited to announce that the new Global Health Studies 

Section (GttS) was formally approved at the ISA’s annnal general 

meeting in San Francisco. Please check out the Section’s website, 

find us on Facebook, and remember to also opt-in to join the 

Section when you next pay your ISA dues (or add to an existing 

membership). 

International Political Sociolo~" (IPS) 
IPS sends this reminder that the best book and best paper award 

nomination deadline is July 15, 2013. More information is available 

here. 

International Security Studies Section (ISSS) 
The 2013 sectional conIErence of the International Security Studies 

Section of ISA and the International Security and Arms Control 

Section of APSA will be hosted by the Elliott School tbr 

Internatioual Affairs at the George Washington University in 

Washington D.C. from 4-6 October 2013, with accommodations at 

the nearby Key Bridge Marriott. The conference theme is "Brk~ing 

the Academic/Policy Divide." Panel, roundtable, and individual paper 

proposals can be submitted via the matin page for the ISSS-ISAC 

conference on the ISA website. Please note that ISA membership is 

not required for either p~oposal submission or conference attendance 



though you will need to create a user account with isanet.org. The 

deadline for paper and panel submissions will be &fly 1 g, 2013. 

Peace Studies Section (PEACE) 
The Section invites nominations for the 2013 Boulding AwaM ’][’he 

award was es~blished to honor Ke~meth E. Boulding, a founder of 

the field of Peace Studies. The Award Committee seeks a graduate 

student research paper, delivered at the most recent ISA ~neefing, 

that is (a) theoretically based, (b) empirical (qualitative and/or 

quantitative), and (c) relevant to a significant problem in the field of 

peace studies. Any excellent exploration in the area of Peace 

Research is eligible. Direct submissions from graduate students and 
nominations from panel chairs and discus~nts are welcome. The 

award recipient will receive a t~vo-yeaJc membership in the ISA 

(including peace studies section), a cash a~vard of $250.00 (USD), a 

travel grant of up to $300 (USD) to attend next yeax’s convention 

and a certificate to be awarded at the convention. A cash award of 

$50.00 (USD) will be awarded to the runner-up. To nominate, 

please submit an electronic cow of the paper presented at the San 

Francisco convenfion to the Cormnittee Chair, S. Erendim Serrano 

Oswald (sesohi@hotmail.com). Please include the full contact 
information insaituliona] affiliations of the nomiuator and, if different, 

the nominee. Deadline for submissions: July i, 2~13. 

Political Dem oN’aphy & Geography Section (PDG) 
The 2014 I SA PDG-Collegium Civitas Eurasia Coni~rence will take 

place June 18-19, 2(~14, in Warsaw, Poland. The contbrence theme 

is Eurasia Defining and Crossing Barriers. Please see the 

conference website tbr more information. 

Theo~ Section (I’S) 
The ISA Theo~ Section (TS) invites nominations ibr the Best Book 
Award. The award recognizes the bes~t book or edited volume 

published over the past two yems that contributes to the theorization 

of world politics. The award is open to all forms and s~’les of 

theorizafion. Criteria include such considerations as innovafiveness, 
qualiU of argumentation, and fignificance lbr the broad diseipline of 

international studies. Nomiuations should be emailed to the 
committee chair accompanied by a brief letter explaining why a work 

deserves consideration for the awaJcd. Authors may nominate 

themselves. A copy of each book must be sent to each member of 

the committee, with the line "Theo~ Section Book Award, c/o" at 
the top of each address. Nominations are due by August lg, 21~13 

mid books must be received by 30 August, 2013. E-book formatted 

submisfions are welcome. 

Thank you for supporting ISA’s activities. Please feel free to forwaxd 
this issue to a friend or colleague! 

The ISA E-Newsletter is published by ISA Headquarters at the 

Universit.5, of Arizona, 324 Social Sciences, Tucson, AZ 85721, 
USA. Newsletter inquiries and submissions ,nay be addressed to 

Joel Davis, (520) 477-2054, ioeldavis~)isanet.o~g. 
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Top News 

Taliban Step Toward Afghan Peace Talks Is 
Hailed by U.S. 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG and ALISSA J. ROBIN 

The Taliban announced the opening of a political office in Doha, 

Qatar, on Tuesday and said they were prepared to talk, raising 
hopes for a break in long-stalled peace efforts. 

The F.B.I. Deemed Agents Faultless in 15o 
Shootings 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

Critics say the fact that no agent in the past two decades has been 

disciplined for any instance of deliberately shooting someone 

raises questions about the bureau’s internal investigations. 

In Bulger’s Underworld, a ’Judas Was the Worst’ 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

In the first few days of testimony in the criminal trial of James 

(Whitey) Bulger, who is charged with racketeering and murder, 

witnesses discussed the concepts of honor and loyalty. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Alaska Pollock, a Billion-Dollar 

Business 
An antipoverty plan intended to help poor Alaskans by offering 

guaranteed shares of the pollock catch has had uneven benefits. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Surviving the Next Gulf Oil Spill 
By BEN RAINES 

A nickel of every do]Jar from the BP-oi]-spi]] fines should be used 

to protect coastal marshes and wetlands to help the gulf survive 

the next oil 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I love soccer, but we need schools." 
EVALDIR CARDOSO, a fireman who showed up to a protest in Silo Paulo, Brazil, denouncing 

the govermnent for spending so much to build stadituns for the World Cup and the Olympics. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Protests Widen as Brazilians Chide Leaders 
By SIMON ROMERO 

Demonstrators remained defiant Tuesday, pouring into the 

streets by the thousands and venting their anger over political 

corruption, the high cost of living and huge public spending for 

the World Cup and the Olympics. 

Extending a Hand Abroad, Obama Often Finds a 
Cold Shoulder 
By MARK LANDLER and PETER BAKER 

For all of his effort to cultivate personal ties with foreign 

counterparts over the last four and a half years, President Obama 

has complicated relationships with some, and has bet on others who came to 

disappoint him. 

Obama Has Plans to Cut U.S. Nuclear Arsenal, if 
Russia Reciprocates 
By PETER BAKER and DAVID E. SANGER 

In a speech in Berlin on Wednesday, the President Obama will 

resume a drive toward disarmament that had been largely 

shunted aside. 

................................................................................................. F0r r~0[e yvpr!d ~e~s~ g0 t0 N~Times,~om!!N0dd ~ 

Spoils of the Sea Elude Many in an Alaska 
Antipoverty Plan 
By KIRK JOHNSON and LEE VAN DER VOO 

A government-backed fishery program meant to help 



impoverished Maskans has made some villages haves and others 

have-nots. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Alaska Pollock, a Billion-Dollar Business 

N.S.A. Chief Says Surveillance Has Stopped 
Dozens of Plots 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Gem Keith B. Mexander said on Tuesday that American 
surveillance had helped prevent "potential terrorist events over 

5o times since 9/11." 

Immigration Law Changes Seen Cutting Billions 

From Deficit 
By ASHLEY PARKER 

A long-awaited analysis by the Congressional Budget Office 
found that the benefits of an increase in legal residents would 
outweigh the costs. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Immigration Overhaul and the Budget 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

In China, a staggering 
migration 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

One-pot mujadara 

Taper tantrum 
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Business 

Nickelodeon Resists Critics of Food Ads 
By BROOKS BARNES and BRIAN STELTER 

In resisting calls to ban ads for nutritionally questionable food, Nickelodeon 
argued that its job was children’s entertainment, not nutrition. 



A.M.A. Recognizes Obesity as a Disease 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The decision by the American Medical Association could have 

implications for health care companies and the pharmaceutical 

industry. 

Dispute Ends as Chrysler Agrees to Fix Older 
Jeeps 
By BILL VLASIC 

The automaker and National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration resolved their differences, and Chrysler will 

inspect the cars for possible defects. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

GAME 6: HEAT 103, SPURS 100 (OT) 

Heart-Stopping Survival as Heat Force Game 7 
By HOWARD BECK 

LeBron James, his much-debated legacy still intact, posted a 

triple-double and led a late charge, propelling the Heat to an 

overtime victory against the San Antonio Spurs. 

¯ ~’~ Box Score I ~ Slide Show 

Mets’ Harvey, in Bids for a No-Hitter, Gets No Support 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

Through 15 starts this season, Matt Harvey has only seven decisions. 

Animal Kingdom Falls Flat at Ascot 
By JOE DRAPE 

A winner of the Kentucky Derby and the Dubai World Cup, the 

horse finished 11th on Tuesday in the Queen Anne Stakes at 

Royal Ascot, his final race. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Day at Royal Ascot 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE COMEDY OF ERRORS’ 

Shakespeare at Large in Runyonland 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The Shakespeare in the Park production of "The Comedy of 

Errors," directed by Daniel Sullivan, moves this mistaken- 

identity farce to a locale straight out of "Guys and Dolls." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Even Pan Chimes In at Early Music Festival 



By JAMES R. OESTREICH 

The biennial Boston Early Music Festival last week drew on 

home-grown and international talent. 

Humanities Committee Sounds an Alarm 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

A report to Congress on the state of the humanities is a defense of a field that is 

falling out of favor on campuses. 

....................................................................................................... F~r r~o~e ~rts r~e~’s~ g0 t~ N~/imes~�0m!Arts >~ 

Dining & Wine 

A Health Maven’s Sweet Secret 
By MARTHA ROSE SHULMAN 

You may know Martha Rose Shulman as the Recipes for Health 

columnist, but in her kitchen she leads a double life as a ghost- 

writer of pastry cookbooks. 

R ESTAU RANT TAKEAWAY 

Smoked Bread to Make at Home 
By MELISSA CLARK 

Enjoy a slice of Pearl & Ash’s moist, salty smoked bread with a 

generous helping of maple butter. 

RECIPES FOR HEALTH 

Bean Salads for Summer 
By MARTHA ROSE SHULMAN 

Even when winter’s comforting stews no longer sound appealing, 

versatile beans of almost any variety can still be the backbone of 

a light, fresh meal. 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Wild Horses: No Home on the Range 
Retro Report: The decades-long quest to save wild horses has run 

amok, creating a problem that even swooping helicopters, aging 

cowboys, camera-savvy activists and millions of dollars can’t 

solve. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Anatomy of a Scene: ’Man of Steel’ 
Zack Snyder, the director of "Man of Steel," narrates a scene 

from the film. 



~ VIDEO: Recipe Lab: Making Pesto Pizza With 
Kids 
Julia Moskin cooks simple pesto pizza from "The Batali Brothers 

Cookbook" with her children. 

............................................................................................................. E0[ rp0r~ y!d~0, g0 ~0 N~’7[ime~:c0mNide0 ?? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Taliban Agree to Talk 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

While a public declaration of being interested in negotiating peace is a 
breakthrough of sorts, any real progress remains a long shot. 

EDITORIAL 

Details on Spying, Not More Assurances 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama promised transparency, and he can begin with the secret 

surveillance court. 

EDITORIAL 

Proper Scrutiny for Drug Settlements 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Federal Trade Commission says pay-for-delay practices cost Americans 

billions annually in higher drug prices. The Supreme Court has given the 
government the power to ensure more market competition. 

.................................................................................................... For r~0[e 0P![~i£o, DO ~0 N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion ~’~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Postcard From Turkey 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The protesters in Istanbul have a message for Prime Minister 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan: Butt out! 

: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Of Rats and Hit Men 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The criminal trial of Boston’s Irish gang is an immorality tale 
brimming with Judases. 

¯ Columnist Page 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Out of Officials’ Hands and Onto the Ballot 
Should voters enact more local laws through ballot initiatives? Or 



would that become too chaotic?                                ::~:,.:,~. ::~. 
i. 

.................................................................................................... F~r r~o~e ~p!r~ic~r~, go to NY]ime~�om!Opinion ~ 
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A Suzn~ner of Arts                                        [:~l 
As the summer season officially gets underway this week, 
"the Times has everything you need tu know about the 
arts scene aeruss the natiun and aeruss the wurld -- with insights 
and perspective that r~n the gambit from earl?, m~sie to new; 
frum bailer to modern dance; fi’om upera to theater: frum 
antiqmties to eo~temporary art; from TV to film; from comedy 
tu tragedy; and nmeh more. And for those who live in the Big 
Apple~ ur are planning a visit~ uur i~teractive Arts & 
Entertainment Guide offers comprehensive info~anation on a 
wide range uf events in the five boroughs and beyond. P.S. Before 
you finalize your summer reading ]ist, watcl~ The Sweet Spot: 
The Buoks of Smnmer~ 

Don’t Miss on NYTimescom 

* REAL ESTATE I U.S. Home Cons[motion Rose in May 

* TttEATER I Shakespeare at Large in R~nyunland 

* B~:SINESS I Home 3--D PHnters to Make Thi~ags You Nee(] or 

Just Like 

, MEDLA [ Nickelodeon Resists Critics of Food Ads 

, REAL ESTATE ~ A Summer Home in New York: Some Like 

Hot 

~ YqDEO I In Performance: 

Kate Mulgrew, left, and 
Kathleen Chalfant play reunited 
friends in Jenny Sehwartz’s new 
flay at the Vineyard Theater. 

~ MULTIM[EDIA i Through 

a New Lens 
The Times contrasts images of 
the South Bronx in the ’6os and 
’7os with contemporary images 
of the same neighborhoods by 
Times photographer ~mgel 
France. 

~ V]IDEO [ This Week’s 

~:~oYies: June 14, 2Gl~ 
The New Ym’k Times critics on 
"The Bling [ling," "2o Feet From 

"~=~op 5 Viewed Features on ~"r~ ......... 
(Ber¢,,een June "~2, 2013 - June "~8, 20"~3) 

~. Kanye West Talks About His Career and Album "Yeezus" 

2, Chi~’atiBg Ourselves of Sleep 

3. Thousands Gathi~’r for Protes~s i~a Brazil’s Largest Cities 

Stardom" and "Man of Steel." 
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papillomavirus, a principal 
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Top News 

Obama Readying Emissions Limits on Power Plants 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

The move would be the most consequential climate policy step he could take 

and one sure to provoke legal challenges from Republicans and some industries. 

Optimistic Fed Outlines an End to Its Stimulus 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

Policy makers, more confident about the recovery, said they 

intended to reduce their monetary stimulus program later this 

year if unemployment continues to decline. 

¯ ~ Decoding the Fed’s Statement 

¯ ~ Video: Clips From Bernanke’s News Conference 

HPV Vaccine Is Credited in Fall of Teenagers’ 
Infection Rate 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

The prevalence of dangerous strains of the human 

papillomavirus, a principal cause of cervical cancer, has dropped 

by half in the last decade, officials say. 

.................................................................................................................. Fpr rj?01~e top r~e~s, g£ to N~T!mes~F0m ~ 
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Editors’ Picks 

OBITUARIES 

~ VIDEO: Remembering Slim Whitman 
Country musician Slim Whitman died Wednesday at age 90. 

¯ Related Obituary 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

’West Virginia, Still Home’ 
By ELAINE McMILLION 

Residents of McDowell County, W.Va., share memories and 

hopes for their rural community - in jeopardy because of high 

unemployment and an exodus of young people. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"These are striking results. They should be a wake-up 

call that we need to increase vaccination rates. The 
bottom line is this: It is possible to protect the next 

generation from cancer, and we need to do it." 

THOMAS R. FRIEDEN, of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, on the drop in 
dangerous infections of hunmn papillonmvirus. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Italian Praised for Saving Jews Is Now Seen as 
Nazi Collaborator 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Information about a man celebrated for saving Jews is being 

removed from the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in 
light of evidence that the tales may be untrue. 

Brazil’s Leftist Ruling Party, Born of Protests, Is 
Perplexed by Revolt 
By SIMON ROMERO 

The governing Workers Party is watching with dismay as political 
corruption, bad public services and the government’s focus on 
lifting Brazil’s international stature through events like the 2o14 World Cup and 
the 2o16 Olympics inspire outrage. 

¯ The kede: Protests Expand in Brazil, Fueled by Video of Police Brutality 

While Claiming Battle Gains Against Rebels, Syria’s Assad Is 
Facing Currency Crisis 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

The Syrian pound fell 30 percent against the dollar over the weekend in panicky 
selling by Syrians worried it could weaken even further. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Silicon Valley and Spy Agency Bound by 
Strengthening Web 
By JAMES RISEN and NICKWINGFIELD 

Technology experts and former intelligence officials say the rise 



of data mining, both as an industry and as a crucial intelligence 

tool, has created a complex reality. 

Jury Selection Reaches Final Stages in Trayvon 
Martin Murder Case 
By CARA BUCKLEY 

After eight days in which 4o potential jurors have been culled 
from a sea of hundreds, a jury of six people is close to being 

seated in the trial of George Zimmerman. 

Commotion Over the Sale of John Denver’s 
Sanctuary 
By JACK HEALY 

Friends and fellow conservationists are worried about the future 
of the singer’s 957 acres in the Colorado mountains. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Bill Cunningham: Darned if 
they do 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

The trial of Whitey Bulger 

Bill Nye’s battle for science 
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Business 

F.T.C. Is Said to Plan Inquiry of Frivolous Patent Lawsuits 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The Federal Trade Commission plans to issue subpoenas to companies that are 

patent trolls, meaning that they buy large portfolios of technology patents and 

use them to sue other entities. 

Stocks Slide on Fears of Cuts to Fed’s Bond- 
Buying Program 



By NATHANIEL POPPER 

The steep market declines on Wednesday underscored the fears 

circulating through trading desks that the economy is not strong 

enough to do without the Fed’s support. 

Anxiety in Detroit Over a Prized Car Trove 
By JACLYN TROP and BILL VLASIC 

The possibility of a bankruptcy filing by Detroit has raised 

concerns about the fate of 62 classic cars managed by the city’s 

historical society. 

¯ ~ Video Feature: A Legacy of Detroit 

: ~ Slide Show: Vintage Car Collection at Risk 

................................................................................... For ~0(e b~s!~ss ~e~s, go to N¥]~imeF~com!BusineFs ~ 

Sports 

GAME 4: CHICAGO 6, BOSTON 5 (OT) 

With Goalies Shaky, Momentum Sways to 

Blackhawks 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Brent Seabrook’s slap shot through a maze of players gave the 

B]ackhawks a victory in a game that featured frantic offense sloppy defense and 

some leaky goa]keeping. 

¯ ~’{ Box Score 

Rangers Set to Introduce New Coach 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Main Vigneault, who was let go by the Vancouver Canucks, is 

expected to be presented at a news conference at Radio City 

Music Hall on Friday. 

YANKEES 6, DODGERS 4; DODGERS 6, YANKEES 0 

Young Dodger Shows Full Day’s Worth of Skill 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

Yasie] Puig, a 22-year-old phenom from Cuba who had two hits 

in each game, took the spotlight as the Dodgers and the Yankees 

spilt a doubleheader in the Bronx. 

¯ ~’-;~ Game 1 : Box Score I N Game 2: Box Score 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes:comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Here’s Snow White. Don’t Bring the Kids. 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

In presenting Paul McCarthy’s "WS," the Park Avenue Armory is 

signaling that it wi]] not fear controversy. 



James Gandolfini Is Dead at 51; a Complex Mob 
Boss in ’Sopranos’ 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

The Emmy Award-winning actor shot to fame on the HBO drama 

"The Sopranos" as a New Jersey mob kingpin. 

¯ City Room: At Former Home, Fond Memories of James Gandolfini 

Kingdom for Horse? No, but $64 for Parking 
By PATRICK HEALY 

New York City is charging the theater company behind 

Shakespeare in the Parking Lot fees for the spaces it uses, and 

insisting on insurance for cars it does not have. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Fashion & Style 

Shoe Battles: Going Toe-to-Toe in Stilettos 
By ERIC WILSON 

A look behind the overhyped, insanely competitive business of 

selling Sz,ooo shoes. 

¯ ~ Graphic 

FRONT ROW 

Making the Best of a Brief Turn 
By CATHY HORYN 

The colors, fabrics and graphics feel invigoratingly new and, at 

the same time, are not fighting with the sensibility of the brand 

or its designer. 

, ~ Slide Show: The British Men’s Collections Stand Out 

Citizens Kane, in Family and Fashion 
By SUZY MENKES 

A blend of sweet innocence and a hint of a dark side is the leitmotif of 

Christopher Kane, who, with his sister Tammy, has built up a profitable fashion 

house in London. 

¯ ~!~ Slide Show: A Dynamic Duo 

......................................................................................... F£r r~0Fe f~asbi£r~ r~e~s, g0 t0 NYTimes,�0m!Fashion ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Success of the HPV Vaccine 

The Times’s Pare Belluck on how the HPV vaccine has helped 

drastically reduce the number of human papillomavirus cases 

among teenage girls. 

VIDEO: 60 Seconds With Pogue." Office for 



iPhone 
The Times’s David Pogue on whether Office for iPhone was 

worth the wait. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Intersection: East London’s Free Spirit 
Johnson Gold, a magazine editor, said he draws style inspiration 

from the unbound style of London’s East End. 
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Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Prying Private Eyes 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Congress has to end excessive reliance on government contractors for 
intelligence work. 

EDITORIAL 

Turkey in Turmoil 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s violent response to street protests in 
Istanbul damages democracy. 

EDITORIAL 

A Second Chance for Ex-Offenders 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In another step in the right direction, the E.E.O.C. filed discrimination lawsuits 
against two companies for denying jobs to people based on criminal records. 

.................................................................................................... E0r m0Ee 0p!pi£o, go ~0 N~’~!mes~�om!Op!nion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why India Trails China 
By AMARTYA SEN 

A great gap between India and China is in the provision of 
essential public services - a failing that depresses living 
standards and is a persistent drag on growth. 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

Preparing for the Pope 
By MARIE ARANA 

In Latin America, the Catholic Church looks to save its soul. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



A Nation Divided Against Itself 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

America is quickly splitting itself into two separate countries, 

regional enclaves of rigid politics. 

¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 20, 1967, the boxer Muhammad Ali was convicted in 
Houston of violating Selective Service laws by refusing to be drafted. 

The conviction was later overturned by the Supreme Court. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@cultumldiplomacy.org~ 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 8:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Prot~ssional Development tbr AtiJcm~s planning to work iu and engage ruth Euro[Je & "the FIJ (Berlin; August 18th - 30th, 2013) 

Certificate Program for Afriean Engagement in Europe & the EU 
(Berlin; August 16th -- 30~h, 20’13) 

www.africa-ProfessionalDevelopment .de 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming international conferences and programs, to be hosted by the ICD ~n partnership with other ~ead~ng 
organizations. The information a~ached below provides fu~her detain on the programs provMed at these events~ We wou~d be extremely grateful if this announcement could 

be shared with other interested padres by fop¢~arding the information provided below. 
If you do not wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us an email to 
S~ncerely, 
Hark Donfried 
Directo & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku#[#stendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~q.cu It u r aid iNR[Aa£g~£rg 

info@cult u raidiplomacy.org 

Cultural Diplomacy, How it Operates Todey? ~_[~__~_~£~ 

To v~ew the complete ICD celendar of events for 2013 pleese click Here 
==================================================== 

We are currendy ~ccepdng Applications for the foflowing Programs and Events: 

Fo~hcoming Academic Programs 

(J~ne- October 20 
~.ccds-berlin.de 
The Center for Cultural Dipbmacy Studies (of the ~CD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) offet~ educational programs in partnership with other ~ead~ng orgaNzafions. 
Educational programs h~clude Ce~Ncate Programs, Study Abroad Programs, Distance LearNng Programs (designed specNca~y for governmenta~ officials, academics, and 
professionals who ate not able to leave their current posit~ons), and Postgraduate Programs f~or ~ndividuals pursuing careers ~n academia, d~plomacy, governmenL and!or the 

pdvate sector, related either wholly or in pad to the field of Cultural D~p]omacy). 

The CCDS ~s currently, accepth~g applications for the ~o~ow~ng proflrams: 

Ce~ificate Program for African Engagement in Europe & the EU 
(eedh~; Augus~ 18~h .-- 30th, 20~ 3) 

~.africa-ProfessionalDevelopment 
The CeANcate Program ~or A~dcan engagemenE Jr~ the EU ~s a two-week ~ong program specifically Eai~ored aroun~ the needs of Aflican indJvMuals a~m~ng to engage Jr~ any 
academic, professional commerc~a~ ahd cu~tura~ activity w~tMn the European UNon borders. The program features lectures, workshops, seminars and pmticipants led by 
prominent expels ~a EU-releted matters from the fie~ds of academie, polNcs, di#omacy, bus~ness and c~v~ society. During their time in 8erl~n pad~c~pants will also have the 
opportuNEy Eo take pad in cultural and social activities and to v~sJt instiEufions such as the Gem~an Foreign Off~ce, the German Parliament, the Berlin City Ha~l, cultural 
institutions, pdvate bus#~esses and 8ed~mbased embassies. 
The Certificate Program for African Engagement ~ the EU, offered by the Ihsfitute for Cultura~ D~plomacy ~ ~eNn, Germany, ~s a program of speciN~zed courses designed to 
provide pe~ci~aats wffh core knowledge in the d~fferent aspects and dynamics cheractedziag the complex soc~o-cultura~ and economic landscepe of Europe. The progrem wil~ 
comMne both theo~, and practice, making ~t a uNque experience for those ~nterested Jn {mmerMng themselves Jr~ contemporary Europe. 

Distance Learning Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
(Start: July 1st o 26th, 20’13; August ~th - 30th, 2013) 

MA Program in International Relations & CuRural Diplomacy 

MA Program in International Economics & Cultura~ Diplomacy 

(~erlin; Statt: Fall Semestet- ~edhL October 2ad, 2013) 
NA Program G~obal~zat~on & CuRural D~plomacy 

(Ber~n: Start: Fa~l Semester- Bedh~, October 2nd, 2013} 

Certificate Programs in international Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin; July 1~ - 31~, 2013; Berlin, August Is~ - 30n~, 2013) 
Certificate Programs in CulturM Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

(Berlin; August 18t!~ -30th, 2013) 

ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy: August Session 
(Bedin; August 14th - 18~h, 2013) 

To apply, please click HERE 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments in Africa" 

(Berlin; June 2~3th --- 28th, 2013) 
~._’_a__u__:_c___u_ ]_t__u__r__a__[ _d_ j r 2_ Lo_ E [a___c_ y _-__c_’_o__[ ]_f_9_r_9__n__%e_=_o__[ g_ 
This unprecedented gathering will seek to highlight Africa’s self-attNned achievements with regards to its standing in the international community as well as it’s increasing 
emancipation from the often assumed dependency on the Western world. The focus will be on the role and successes of the African Union as an intergovemmental regional 
organization seeking to combat political, social and economic inequalities. Past achievements will be considered while simultaneously accenting the future challenges the AU 

faces (_more>>) 



"Africa on Screen: Through the Eyes of Africa’° 
(Berlin; Augus~ 22rid- 25th, 2013) 
vw~w.africa-on-screen .or£1 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy has therefore established the Berlin African Film & Media Festival 2013 in order to explore the rise to prominence of cinema and mass 
E)~_[~__[[L~[[[£#__#_[~_~_~__~2~_&~_&9otentia~ domestic and international effects of these 
people together and provoke ua~versal emotion; a power that must be cultivated and developed to easure African filmmake[s continue to receive recognition and that their work 
~ains as much exposure as possible, Through the mediums of fiction, documentaries 8nd shod films the fesfivsl sims to take pa~cipants on a journey of Afdca, 8nd 

engage ad~stJc expression and Jnnovafiom providing an a~Fround Jnte[cu~tural experience [o[ panic,pants and offering unique insights Jn~o the poNfical, social cultu[aL religious 
and historic elements of contemporaw Aflics, (more>>) 

In addition, w£ are currently acc£pt~n~ sppNcat~ons for the follow~n~ events: 

"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promotin# a ~uropean Idendty Regiona@ and Globally 
(Brussek~; July 3fd .- 5~h, 2013) 

~v.eu-cult u rald~plomacy~onference.or# 

"Cultural Di~lem~cy ~roughout the Comme~we~ltl~ o~ Nado~s: I~temadonal Ceoperatio~ across Six Ce~tinen~" 
(London; Ju~y 10~h - 12th, 2013) 

~.u k-cullu rald~plomacv~onfer~nce.org 

"The Colors of Latin America: Prese~4ng Traditional A~ & Heritage #~ a Mui#cultur~l World" 
(~rNn; August 14th - 16th, 2013) 

"Contemporary" #~tema#enal Dialogue: A~sed Devel@men~ and Cuiture Shared between 
(Lo~o~, August 21st - 26th, 2013) 

What is Cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s Headlines: Marijuana Crops in Calitbrnia Threaten Forests and Wildlil~ 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE~IC~IL~ 
World US. i Business 

Sports Arts Movies Today’s Video 

Editorials O~d OnTNs Day ¢:USTOM~ZE ~ 

Top News 

Mar~jum~a Crops in CMifolo~fia Threateli Forests 

and "WHdHfe 

Marijuana growers in California are beginning [o a&nowledge, 

reluchmfly, that their booming business is a threat to threats 

whose dark redwoods preside over vibrant eeosyskems. 

After 37 Years of’Frying to Change People’s 

Nexua| Orientation, Gro~,p Is to Disband 

The group Exodus International had been split by il~ter~al riffs 

and grox~ffng skep[icism diks mission after its president 

renounced iN core belieN. 

Highway Expansion Encourages More Titan Just 

~ upgrade for U.S. 36~ between Denver and Boulder, will pull 

togeLher a range of options [o encourage people [o drive less. 

~ Slide Show: Rethinkin~ the H~ghway 

~ip2rade 

Editors’ Picks 



BUSINESS 

I,ong-tem~ interest rates are going up in the United St~¢es and 

China, setting off fears that the g~oba] economic recovm7 could 

be put in jeopardy. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My Abortion, at 23 Week~ 

S e con d-trim ester a borti on s m u st rein sin I eggd h eta 

infot~ation about l%ta] healkh is often not avNlab]e before" 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

MAYARA VW~AN, an organizer of the a~tigovernment street demonstrations, known as 
the Free Fare Movement, that are sweeping BraziFs cities, 

World 

Sweeping P~otests i~ Brazi~ P~tll In an A~oray of 

A ccam~T once viewed as a stellar example of an ascendan~ 

democratic power has been upended by an uprising with one 

theme: an augU reje~’tion of politics as usualo 

, ~ Video: Speakin9 Out in Sao Pau~o 

biocked ~ 

Global Ne~- off Sl~ows Fed Read~ Beyond the UoSo 

Tumbling stock, bond and eormnodi)~ prices around the world 

in recent weeks are demonstrating just how rdiant the global 

economy has become on the polMes of the Federal Reserve. 

Ex~re~ttism Rises Amo~tg Myanmar Buddhists 

Amid hate-filled speeches and violence, a nationwide 

fundamentalist movement has grown with an agenda that now 

includes hoyeotts of Muslin>made goods. 

Wirathu, 
the 

U,S. 



6 Female Jurors Are Selected for Zi~m~erman 

Trial 

The jurors, none of d~em black, will decide whether George 

Zimmerman was acting in seN-defense when he fa~NIy shok 

Trap~o~ Martin, an mmrmed blad< teenager. 

Hoarse Rejects Farm Bill &s Food Stamp Cuts Prove Divisive 

Opposition by Democrats over cuts to £~od sNmps and Republicans who 

viewed farm spending programs as overly generous led to the second defeat of 

the House farm bill in ~vo years. 

da~dges Order California to Free P~iso~mrs 

A panel of federal judges ordered the state b) begin plans 

release inmates f~’om its overcrowded p~sons, but Coy. Oer~ 

Brown has fought court orde~ i~ receipt months. 

:": Jerry 

Brown 
plans to 

Iran’s future under Hassan 
Rowhani 
ALSO IN VIDEO >~ 

West Virginia, still home 

Wild Florses No home on the ru, nge 

Business 

’1~’o Economies i~ Turmoil, for Differer~t 

Re~so~ts 

Fed ofqcia]s are com’i~ced they have dm~e e~ough stimulus, hut 

some re{tics see evidence in the persistence of high 

unemployment at~d low inflation [hat the Fed should do even more. 

Merem0ia~ Mortgage Rates to Stabilize Soon, 

Analysts Say 

While mo~gage rates are movh~g higher, rates on other forms of 

credit like ear loans, home equity loans and erect cards are not 

exl)eeted to budge. 

, ~ Graphic r~e Cost of Credit 

ADVERTISING 

When a Fo~a~d er ]Is the Farm of a B~°amt 

Tying a~ executive’s perso~m]i~~ to his or her bushmss cm~ be 

Mghly sueeessflfl un~I the executive ages, leaves, dies or gets 

into troubleo 

A trader I 
on the 

Low 



Sports 

GAME 7: HEAT 95, SPURS 88 
:~.;. LeBror, 

P~shed to L~r~rdl-, ~ames a~d ?¢~a~n~ ~epeat as Jam~ 
dHvir;~l Champions                                                    ~+~,~t 

LeBron James claimed his second N.B.A. ti’de, posting 37 poin Ls 

and m rd-~ounds to dose out a ta*R series ag{finst the Spurs, who were seeMng 

their fifth rifle wNa Tim Duncan. 

~ [] Box Score i [] Slide Show: Game 7 

NoBo.Ao Ge~s du~o~her Memorable Game 7 

The Heat had history a~d momentum on their s~de tbr Oame 7, 

the zSkh in N.B.A. finals histou, buk d~e Spurs hdd dose until 

the final minuteo 

~ Shot-Blocking Skills Give Miami an Edge 

WashM 

glen 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

In Al~’s Voice From t~ae Past, a Stand for the Ages 

A 1967 radio inte*wiew of Muhammad zMi’s explaining his ve[usaI 

to be dra~ed ~nto the Army and go to Vie~am evoked memories 

of the profound impact his derision had, and the hi~ pNa" he paid. 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

The East Coast of Califor~fia 

Exhibitions documenting West Coast artists and a~4 movemen k~ - 

Coneeptualism, Ken Price, Llyn Foulkes and O ames Turrell -. are 

h iRi~ g New York. 

ART REVIEW 

New Light Fixtmoe for a Fmnous Rotm~da 

James TmTdI’s nearly halludnatory play ofli~t and color 

makes the Ouggenheim Museum’s ~hmda a meditafve 

spectacle. 

ART REVIEW 

For Ameriea~ Heroes, a Poke ~a~ the Eye 

"Llyn Dmlkes," at the New Museum, is a retrospective of one of 

~mriean ape’s great o~iginalso 

represe 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WORLD WAR Z’ 

These Dead Delft Walk. They Rime 

The love--scare affair with zombies is exploited yet again in 

"World War Z," with Brad Pitt as the hero trying to save the 

world as well as his family. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MONSTERS UNIVERSITY’ 

A College ~VI~ere the Exams Are Terrifyi~g 

Pixar’s "Mons Lers U niversib~" telIs Lhe stoW of how Mike and 

Snlley of "Monsters Ine." met, became f~iends and learned to be 

reMly seaW, 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE ATTACK’ 

First a Bombing~ Then a Truth That’s Elusive, 

In "The A~ack," a PaIestinian, Oies to prove that his wife was 

not a suicide bomber. 

Today’s Video 

Corruption 

Student protesters at a public university in iUo de Janeiro are 

teaching each other how to ext)ose data about the eiB~’s 

transpm ~ system. 

Related .Articie 

~ vine:o: West Virginia, Sl-i[l Home 

Reaident8 of MeDowdI County \~r.Va., abate memot{es and 

hopes for their rural eommmfity -.- in jeopardy because of high 

unemploymen~ and an exodua of ymmg people. 

The designer describes what she brings for adventures with her 

family, 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Fed’s Next Move 

Recent statements fl’om the Federal Resm~’e about the state of [he economy 

were quite optimistic. Maybe too optimistic. 

EDITORIAL 

A Pledge of Allegim~ee to Partisan Polie~ 

The Supreme Court properly struck down a federal demand for an anti- 

pros titu tion v ow tha t would have violated the t.’i~s t Amendnmnt. 

EDITORIAL 

Nodal Awmkening in Brazil 

A h-rag silent m;~ori~" is speaking out about the countw’s skewed prh:~rities. The 

president will need to ad@ess its demands with substance. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Hmnardst Voeation 

A new report assessing the state of tl~e humanities rdnforees the 

sense that people no longer feel the intrinsic value of reading 

impo~tant hooks of the ages. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"Why American Jews Matter 

Ameriean Jewish Commi~ee to Israeli minister: You are 

"stunningly shortsighked" and ~-~N~r Israel a "dead end." 

, Columnist Page 

viliage 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Profits W~thout Prod~mtion 

So what’s really different about ~ne~ean economy in the 2~st 

centre?y? 

, Column~s2 Page ] Bbg 

For more opinion; 90 to NYTimes.eomtOpinion ~ 
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Routledge Sociology <mail.skozTd-fqecs~fenja@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 7:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Claim your 20% discount off Routledge Sociology titles 

201/~ off Sociology titles from Routledge 

is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For’,qsrd to a Friend 

~ Routledge 

Dear Colleague, 

We are pleased to offer 2~)% eft all tities in our 2013 Sociology catalogue 

ann the end efJ~ne [o browse the cataiogue click here. 

20 3 ..................... 

138OC at the checkout. 

This offer expires at midnight on 30th June. 

Our sociology lists in the US, UK and 

around the world continue to grew, 

reflecting tile diw;r.stiy ef .sociologioal 

We hope you enioy browsing our catalogue 

and find something that takes your interest¯ 

Kind regards, 

Routledge 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

_8_]~t_n___u_#___b_)~__s_’__u__bj_e_£_t__’_a__r_e__a_. to receive nev’,~ and offers straight to you[ inbox from the Taylor & Francois Grou#, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe st any time 

We respect your privacy a~d will Rot disclose reRt or sell your email address to any outside organ~zat~oRs. 

Copyright 2010 [aylor & Francis an informa bus~ness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registerer; office: Morlimer House, 37-ai Mortimer Street¯ London. WIT 3,Pq 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation¯ 
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Today’s Headlines Sunday, June 23,2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Supreme Court Weighs Cases Redefining Legal 
Equality 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

Four blockbuster cases before the Supreme Court highlight the 
tension between formal equality and a more dynamic kind of 
equality that takes account of historical injustices. 

Mexico Pursuing Vanished Victims of Its Drug 
Wars 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

In Nuevo Le6n State, the authorities are doing; the basic police 

work that is so often missing in this country, leaving countless 
crimes unsolved and unpunished. 

REMAKING MEDICINE 

A Louisville Clinic Races to Adapt to the Health 
Care Overhaul 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

To follow how the health care overhaul is playing out, The Times 
will look periodically at its impact in Louisville, Ky., a city that embodies the 
triumphs and the shortcomings of the medical system. 

. ~; Interactive Feature: Contribute to Our Reporting in Louisville 

¯ Slide Show I Video I Graphic: Comparing Patient Profiles 

................................................................................................................... Eel more t0P r~s, go to N~’Times~cQm tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

,~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: The Signs of the Brazilian 
Protests 
A look at the variety of slogans employed by protesters in Brazil. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Happier Spending 
By ELIZABETH W. DUNN and MICHAEL NORTON 

Pay now. Use later. Enjoy more. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"My father always said, ’Remember to wear a safety 
belt, because your face is your fortune. ’" 

MZA CAM PBEkk, daughter of the 25th Thane of Cawdor, on the pressure to marry well, since 
in Britain’s aristocracy, titles and estates still pass only to male heirs. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Son and Heir? In Britain, Daughters Cry No Fair 
By SARAH LYALL 

Male-only inheritance has Britain looking at whether its 
aristocracy is an essential part of its identity, a quaint vestige of 
the past or a bit of both. 

Beijing Police Seek ’Large and Vicious’ Suspects 
(With Wet Noses) 
By AN DREW JACOBS 

The prohibition has recently been enforced with zeal, alarming 
pet owners who thought the two-decade-old size restrictions had 
long since lapsed. 

Slurs Against Italy’s First Black National Official 
Spur Debate on Racism 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

C~cile Kyenge, Italy’s first black national official, has been 
bombarded with racial slurs and death threats during her first 
eight weeks in office. 

................................................................................................ (0~ r~re w0dd ~e~s, go to N¥~irne~:�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

FEMA Denies Texas Request for Full Disaster 
Aid, Rankling Stricken Town 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Federal officials determined that the cost of repairing some 

damage caused by the explosion in West, Tex., were within the 
capabilities of state and local governments. 



Zimmerman Judge Bars Testimony On 911 Call 
By CARA BUCKLEY 

Jurors will not hear from experts about whether a distraught voice on a 911 call 

is George Zimmerman, the community watchman, or Trayvon Martin, the 17- 

year-old who was killed. 

At Georgia Restaurant, Patrons Jump to Defend 

a Chef From Her Critics 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The strong reaction to Paula Deen’s use of a racial slur reflects a 

simple truth: race remains one of the most difficult conversations 

to have in America. 

, Food Network Drops Paula Deen 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

New York’s California 
moment 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

"An Atlas of Modern Landscapes" 

Finding meaning in the mundane 

nI~’time.~.¢om 

Business 

For Solazyme, a Side Trip on the Way to Clean 

Fuel 
By DIANE CARDWELL 

A company wants to turn algae into energy. But first it has to 

make money, so it is developing other products from its algae- 

derived oils. 

DATA POINTS 

Why a Health Insurance Penalty May Look 

Tempting 



By AN NA BERNASEK 

Once health insurance exchanges begin under Obamacare, many 
companies may save money by dropping coverage and paying a 
penalty. But they may face another cost: employee 

dissatisfaction. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Emerging Markets, Hitting a Wall 
By TYLER COWEN 

As a result of various economic trends, developing nations may no longer be 

capable of sustained high-powered growth. 

................................................................................... E0r r~o[e bus!r?~ss [~e~s, go to NYTirne~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

BLACKHAWKS 3, BRUINS 1 

Boston Brings the Hits, but Chicago’s Speed 
Wins the Game 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Patrick Kane scored two goals to lead the Blackhawks to a 3-1 
victory over the Bruins in Game 5 and put Chicago one win away from the 
Stanley Cup. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

The One-Handed Backhand’s Vanishing Act 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

The long, flowing topspin stroke with the high finish has helped 
build the careers and fan bases of players from Suzanne Lenglen 
and Don Budge to Justine Henin and Roger Federer. 

Scout is a Five-Star Original in Basketball 
By VINCENT M. MALLOZZI 

Howie Garfinkel’s life in basketball - whether it be as a scout, a 
coach, a summer camp creator or a director of basketball clinics - 
will be honored Sunday. 

¯ ~ Documents: A Scout’s Binder 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

CROSS CUTS 

Marriage, the Job 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In film and television, work and wedded bliss are now 
synonymous: the harder marriage is, the more romantic it seems. 

He Likes His Horror Personal and Global 



By AMY CHOZICK 

"Under the Dome," a new CBS TV series based on Stephen K~ng’s 

thriller about a town trapped by alien or supernatural means, is 

inspired by some real-life locales and his own environmental 

worries. 

Cutting Through a Cultural Thicket 
By ROB WEINERT-KENDT 

In adapting "The Jungle Book" for a stage musical, Mary 

Zimmerman has had to take much into consideration - the 

Disney film, a mix of music and the possibility of offending 

audiences. 

Slide Show I Disney Shows in Development 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Magazine 

Data You Can Believe In 
By JIM RUTENBERG 

How the precision targeting of "persuadable" voters that put 

President Obama over the top in 2012 could revolutionize the 

advertising industry. 

¯ ~ Politicos and Whizzes: Where Are They Now? 

RIFF 

My Kids Are Obsessed With Technology, and It’s 
All My Fault 
By STEVE ALMOND 

They crave SpongeBob. I craved Asteroids. But we’re both really 

looking for the same thing. 

The Price of Loyalty in Syria 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

Members of the Alawite sect are caught between support for their 

own increasingly brutal leaders and a rebellion that may want to 

wipe them offthe map. 

For more from the Sunday magazine, go to NYTimes.comlMagazine ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: VOWS: Lexi and Kim 
When people recognize Kim Stolz from her stint on "America’s 

Next Top Model," Lexi Ritsch is proud to be with someone who 

wasn’t afraid to be out on TV. The couple operate the restaurant 

The Dalloway. 



~ VIDEO: Cacio e Pepe With Favas and Peas 
Melissa Clark adds lava beans and fresh peas to a classic Italian 

dish of pasta with black pepper and cheese. 

............................................................................................................. E0[ ~0r~ y!d~0, g0 ~0 NT~7[ime~:c0mNide0 ?? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Extreme Budget Cuts of 2o14 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

House Republicans, again, want dangerously low spending for all but their 

favorite programs. 

EDITORIAL 

Airline Merger Mania 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A report on the American Airlines-US Mrways deal raises important 

competition concerns. 

EDITORIAL 

A Modest Nuclear Agenda 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama’s latest nuclear weapons proposals were disappointing;. 

.................................................................................................... F_o( ~re opir~!o~, g~ to N~(Times:~om!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

The Misnomer of ’Motherless’ Parenting 
By FRANK LIGTVOET 

For adopted kids of gay dads, "Where’s your mom?" can be an 

awkward question. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Don’t Count on Calorie Counts 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Knowledge is no match for hunger, and if we fight the war on 

obesity with calorie counts alone, we may be doomed to defeat. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Zombie Scare With a Zombie Chaser 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The zombies are stand-ins for all sorts of horrors, in Hollywood 

and beyond. 

¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 



Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Profiting From Pain 
By BARRY MEIER 

Narcotic painkillers can be helpful, but they can also have serious consequences. 

¯ ~ Graphic: The Soaring Cost of the Opioid Economy 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 23, 1947, the Senate joined the House in overriding President 
Truman’s veto of the Taft-Hartley Act. 
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Today’s Headlines: Snowden, in Russia, Seeks Asylum in Ecuador 

Top News 

Snowden, in Russia, Seeks Asylm~ hi Ecuador 

Edward & Snowden arz~ved in Moscow on Sunday as Amez~can 

officials p~ssed R~tssia to turn him over and warned countries in 

I,at~n America notto harbor him or allow him passage. 

, Updates on The Le~e 

Decision 

A Supreme Com’t ruling on a key provision of the Voting Rights 

Act could have a dramatic effeek on the low-profile world of 

colln~r COIX?II1]SS]OnS and school boards. 

Ouce wor~ $34-5 billion, Eikc Badsta’s holdings are now 

estimated at S4.8 billion and falling. Wid~ Brazil’s skreets 

chm’n~ng in protest, the markets - and Mr. gatista’s fl)~une - is 

o~ uneertai~ terrain. 

The rise 

of Eike 

Editors’ Picks 



THEATER 

~ vm~o,. D~m~t Call It ’T]heal-er~ 

"Natasha. Pierre and the Great {’.c met of ~ 8 ~" is pa~ of a ~ew 

crop of immersive theater experiences tha~ challenge the notion 

that commercial theater is not p~’ofitable beyond Broadway. 

~ Re~ated 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Let Shooth~g V~ethns S~m 

C,mgress must let gun victims sue recldess gun rnanufucturer~. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ANURADHA K. BHAGWATI, executive dil’eeter of the Smwice Women’s Action N etwork, on 

reports that the majority of service members who are sexual[)" assaulted are men, 

World 

Offering Snowden Aid, %VildLeaks Gets Back in 

the Game 

Wikii~aks assisted Edward J. Snowden i~ his escape from Hong 

Kong and is providing legal assistance, placing the organb:ation 

back in the global spotlig)~t, 

Julian I 

Eg}~fian General ~’~arns Against Violence as Anniw~rsary 
Approaches 

The delbnse minister said the militaW would act dedsively to prevent violence 
during protes hs agalns t Pt~siden t Morsi next week. 

Pakist~ 

In one of the most brazen attacks on foreigners in the country in 

recent years, militants Nlled *o tourists and their Pakiskani 

nces 

U,S. 

Overlooked ~ ietims 

In its latest report on sexual assault, the Pentagon estimated that 



53 percent involved attacks on men, mostly by other meno 

Awaits Marriage Ruling 

As CNifornia wNts for a Supreme Court deNsioa oa iN same-sex 

marriage bun, opponents of the ban say voters would not 

approve it if give~ a~other chance. 

I~ the iBib|e Belt, Oft~ring Atheists a Np~rit~al 

Home 

A former PenteeoskaI preacher, saying nonbelievers oRen miss 

the sense ~:d communib’ of church, held what he called 

Louisiana’s first atheist sea,,ice. 

Woodric 
k and 

:: DeWitt, 

a forll!er 

more US !~ev,,’s ,go to NYTimes.com,~US ~ 

What you get for ... $538,000 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >~ 

i~ the blav~,,jo blation, tile gift of ~’ home 

The truly bidden Feasures of Transylvania 

Business 

From government agencies to corporate Ameriea, there is a 

renewed emphasis on thwat~dng the rogue I.T. employee. 

E~ployers Test Plans That Cap Health Costs 

Companies are tesdng medical plans thut limit what they will pu.v 

for certain proeedures, eneouraging employees to choose less 

expensive hospitals. 

data 

Sports 

The Tax Haven Team i~t Mo~aeo 

With a free-spending ov~aer a~d no income tax, A.S. Monaco can 

vacuum up expensive players, an advantage that has angered the 

Frenda soccer league. 

Celtics’ Rivers Is Sa~d to Be Headi~g to Clippe~os 

The Celdes will trade Coach Doe Rivers to the Clippers in 

exchange for a firsb.round draft pick in 2o~5, according to a 

person dose to Rive~.~. 

Rivers 



Hess, 
showr, 

Despite all the childhood sacrifices and adult setbacks, Tommy 

Haas has never lost his passion for the game. Competing at his 

i4th at W~mhJedon, he is seeded No. ~3~ which he has long considerd his 

Arts 

Care for Caviar m~d Cocktails ~V~th That 

Musical? 

New musicals downtown, like "Natasha, Pierre and the Grcat 

Comet of ]8~ ~," offer audiences intimacy with l~erformers and 

hi~-end ameni[ies, bu~ at a ~’eat cost. 

~ ~ Video: Don’t Gall It ’Theater’ 

Soo, iR 

mus c~l 

MAKE MUSIC NEWYORK IN REVIEW 

Behind :Bars, h~ Boats or U~der a Bridge 

Make Music New York involved one day of perfbrmancc by 

thcmsands c~f mnsieians re’mind the 

~ Slide Show: Make Music New York 

center 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Food as Foe ~n ~ Test o~°FmnJ~y 

In Lionel Shdver’s novel "Big Brother," a woman pnts her 

marriage on dm line to help a drastically obese sibling lose 

wei~L 

Today’s Video 

The flapper style of the Roa~ing Twenties, improvised by many 

guests at Jazz on Gcwernors Island, has been a pOlm]ar look on 

the party circuit this sp~qng. 

Ou3m Welles, a producer, comes from a family of filmmakers, so 

when she fell fl)r Ben Gray, a docmnentary editor, he fit right 

~ VIDEO~" The Sweet Spot: ’C~nematie 

Kr)~ton~te’ 

In this week’s episode, zk O. Scott and David Carr talk about the 

sore" exl.~erience of seeing a movie that’s "not very super," 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Ow~rreach hy the 

A new f~deral ]awsnit challenges New York ( ’,ib"s sm’veil]ance of Muslims, 

EDITORIAL 

Needed: A New SafeD" Va|ve 

ttat~h mandatoW minimum sentences lead to m~just outcomes and crowded 

p~’isons, 



EDITORIAL 

:[t:a~r~d~- F~’ee D~straetJons 

Usi~g mobile tec]mologies wbi~e behind the wheel sfi~ poses a safeb~ risk. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

l~Iake Gun Companies Pay B~ood Money 

Gun makers sbo~fld pay a tax that goes i~to a compensation fired for vh::fims of 

gun violence. 

OP-ED 
COLUMNIST                                                                               l 

Now aI] Washi~gto~ needs is a stra~e~’. 

, Cokimnist Page I Blog 

The D’ed loses [he thread. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 
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NOMINATION for ProL Donald Mu~drow Gdffith 

XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 2013 

FOUNTAINHEAD - a ,omage / celebration by Ursu~ Troche 

International Press Voices 

District Tempe~hof-Sch~neberg, Berlin/Germany 

THE COLLEeIU~ Archive on YouTube please click >here< 

http : i/www, youtube.com/user/thecollegium 

Dance Program Coffection at the IU South Bend Archives 

(German Prize for C~vic Engagement) 
http://www.deutscher-engagementpreis.de/ueberunsigerma n-prize-for-civic-engagement.html 

Prof. Donald Huidrow Griffith, founder and director of Foun~ainheadC~ Tanz Th~$tre, 
Black International Cinema Beri{n, TH~ COLL~GIUH - Forum &Television Program 
BeHin, "Footprints ~n th~ S~nd?" Exhibition and Cu~tura~ Zephyr e.V, h~s been 
nominated for the Germa~ Prize for CMc Engagement 201~. 

FIL~ AWARDS 
http :/!www. b~ack- international- cinema.com!BIC13/html!bic...13...awa rds.htm 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes," AfFican Proverb 

THE FI~T WORLD FESTIVAL OF NEGRO ARTS 
Director: William GFeaves 

MALCOLM X; NATIONALI~ OR HUMANIST? 
Producer/Director: ~ade~ine Anderson 
Executive Producer: William Greaves 



IDA B. WELLS: A P  SION JUSTICE 
Director: William Greaves 
USA 1989 

RALPH BUNCHE; AN AMERICAN ODYSSEY 
Director: William GFeaves 
USA 2001 

%, B~st i=i~n~/Video by ~ Bi~ck 

THE R~URN OF THE REPRE~ED 
Director: A~sa Rabbaoui 
Germany 2013 

CRITERIOH 
Director: Alberto Blanco 
Spain 2011 

MELON & ;EAN= AN AMERICAN ~ORY 
Director: Raia Wechsler 
USA/France 2012 

MILAGROS= MADE IN M~ICO 
Directors: RaFtina Guzm~n & Ronique Ve~squez 
USA/Mexico 

TOMLIN~N HILL 
Director: Lisa Kaselak 
USA 2012 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 
USA 2012 

tO GIR~ / tO SECONDS 
Director: Aco Aziz Karim 
IFaq 2012 

BERLIN ANGELS 
Director: ~ens Roth 
GeFman~ 2012 

GHATRE GHATRE / G~Y 
Director: Seyed Sajad Moosavi 
Iran 

Director: Mohammad Hasanzadeh Ghomi 
IFan 2012 

SHIRIN GHANARI BOD / SHIRIN W~ A CANARY 
Director: Davod Tohidparast 
IFan 2012 

GUILLERMO OYAGOEZ MONTERO 
Director: Antonio GSmez-Olea 
Spain 2012 

PINKFONIK 
Director: SeFgio R. Zaurin 
Venezuela 2012 

SAYEHA DAR AKHARIN KHATEREH ROD / 
THE OB~URIW IN L~T REMINISCENCE OF THE RIVER 
Director: Reza Hohammadi 
Iran 2012 

Director: SeFgio San Hartin 
Spain 2012 

VIVIR EN LA M0SICA / LIVE IN MUSIC 
Directors: Galina Likosova & HeFn~n HumbeFto RestFepo 
Colombia 2013 



HEZARSI / 1030 
Director: Iman Tahsinzadeh 
Iran 2012 

LA MANO AZUL / THE BLUE HAND 
Director: Floreal Peleato 
Spain 2009 

M ~XICO FLAM ENCO 
Directors: Josep Badell & Carlos S~nchez-Llibre 
Spain 2011 

NEGAHI BE ASEMAN / A LOOK TOWARDS THE SKY 
Director: Seyed Hadi Mohaghegh 

1ran 2012 

STEPPING; BEYOND THE LINE 
Director: Dee Garceau 
USA 2011 

THE RETURNING OF "ROBEZAHL" INTO THE BERLIN FOREST 
Director: Wolfgang Johannes Lechner 
Germany 2012 

Director: Miro Mastropasqua 
Germany!Ttaly/Spain 2013 

TA NABZE KHISE SOBH / UNTIL THE WET PULSE OF MORNING 
Directors: FaFid MiFkhani, Siavash Gholami & Shiva Gholami 

7. Best Film Experimental Narrative 

DIE ROCKKEHR VON "ROBEZAHL" IN DEN BERLINER STADTWALD / 

WANI AND HIS VISION / WANI UND SEIN TRAUM 
Director: Ochan Hannington 

CLASH OF CULTURES / KAMPF DER KULTUREN 

Iran 2012 

Specia~ Filmmaker Award 

JUBAYOUrH 
South Sudan 2013 

ANGELO 
Director: Joice John Thomas 

DECIDE / ENTSCHEIDUNG 
Director: Alex Taban 

DOWRY OF LIFE / MITGIFT 
Director: Simon Bingo 

Director: Mary Kadi Manoah 

back 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8= Intercultural Diplomacy 

FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND? - 

Prod uction/Direction/Cu ration 
Prof, Donald HuldFow GFiffithiFountainhead~ Tanz TheAtre 

’,’,...VISIONS BECOME REALITY..."      ,, 
...VISIONEN WERDEN WIRKLICHKEIT... 

Photographic Exhibition- Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

Vernissage, ]uly Zst, 7 pm 

Rathaus Sch6neberg (ci~ hall)- Foyer 



John- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Bch6neberg 

Admission is without charge, 

The exhibition documents the history of 

Fountainhead@) Tanz Theatre 

in association with 

Karen D. Brame EI-Amin - USA 
Wolfgang Busch- USA 
Martin Christoph - Berlin 

Levi Frazierl 3r. - USA 

Amir Kaufmann- Berlin/Israel 
3udith Lenhardt - Berlin 
Andrea Lippold - Berlin 
Farid Mirkhani - 1ran 
Gabriela Rosa da Silva - Paris 

Thomas M. Wendt - Berlin 
Ursula Wunder - Berlin 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre was founded by Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle McKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~icker, four 
American artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during 1979 at Theater 
des Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and 
international productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video 
festivals and publications. 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to 
prevent these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Band?". 

a unique h~storical cultural political artist~cal organisat~on 
with origins in the 1980% 
when civil rights activism was still vibrant across many countries 
and there it was, Fountainhead, founded against indifference 
and therefore rising 

for our togetherness all the time 

is like going to the mountain top 
and seeing the promised land 
for all to understand 
what Martin Luther King prophesied 
so that our lights and souls can shine bright 

here and now and far and wide 
in co,our 

which is the root of the fountain head 
inside us all 



with which we can see the Promised Land 
we can see it, watch it 
on screen, on stage, on -iV 
in dance, in action, in the spoken word, the written 
word an in deed 
indeed, Fountainhead 
is like the Mountain Top 

we will go there, 

with each other 
friends, colleagues, kings and queens, sister, brother 
and pay homage to those who went there before us 
so we can follow their footprints 
footprints which are no longer in the sand 
but pointing to the mountain, high 
crossing rivers, deep 
and oceans, deeper still 
yes we are going 

we are marching 
we are dancing 
we are singing 

we are speaking 

we are going to the Mountain Top 
with Fountainhead! 

so let’s celebrate 
the top of the mountain 

with the Head of the Fountain 
for our lives. 

back to top 

XXVIII, Black International Cinema Berlin (BICB) 2013 

1‘ only wanted to go for a little walk through the festival, to introduce one of the 
scheduled documentaries and maybe answer a few questions. But this 
unpretentious initial expectation became an experience that changed something 
inside me. 
This meeting in Berlin has revived the hope of a better future for humankind, where 
diversity, instead of creating conflict, becomes an appreciated, respected, and 
admired unifying element. 
Through music, art and culture presented in video, the Black Tnternational Cinema 
Berlin contributed to create a scenario that helped to increase the awareness, that 
we are all one.., all of us searching for similar objectives. Trying to find them in a 
game, a song, in the dance or in the simple act of sharing, where being the most 
talented is irrelevant, since the important thing is to sing even out of tune, but 
keep singing. Take one step after another, try again and again ... building the road 
and doing it together. 

Rome and Sinti, Black people, the Tndigenous population, Caucasians, Muslims, 
Christians, east, west, an enormous range of infinite colors, Flamenco from Mexico 
and classical music from Colombia. Boundaries are blurring in a global village, where 
everyone is equal and taken into account. 
Berlin gave me a great unexpected gift. A hint of it all starts to make sense ... that 
1 am you, you are me, we are all one, and the differences are mere fictions. 

1‘ therefore hope that next year, like this one, at the end of the festival days, 1‘ will 
just relax and have a beer with my new lifelong friends, united by diversity in all its 
forms. 

Sobre el Festival en Berlin- 2013 
Margarita Mejia 

S61o me iba a dar un paseito por el festival pard introducir uno de los documentales 
de la agenda y tel vez responder alguna pregunta. Pero esta expectative inicial sin 

m,ayores pretensiones, se convirti6 en end experiencia que cambi6 algo dentro de 

Este encuentro en Berlin me hizo renacer la esperanza sobre un mejor futuro pard la 

humanidad, donde la diversidad, en vez de crear conflicto, se vuelve un elemento 
unificador tolerado, respetado y admirado. 
El Black 1‘nternational Cinema Berlin propici6 un escenario que a trav~s de la m6sica, 
el arte y la culture expresados en video, ayud6 a crear conciencia de que somos 
todos uno solo buscando similares objetivos, tel vez en un juego, en una canci6n, 
en el belle o en el simple hecho de compartir. Donde ser el m~s h~bil es Io de 
menos, pues Io importante es canter, asi sea desafinado, pero canter. Dar un paso 
tras otro, intentar una y otra vez._ hacer camino y hacerlo juntos. 
Gitanos, payos, negros, indios, blancos, musulmanes, cristianos, oriente, occidente, 
un enorme abanico de infinitos colores. Flamenco desde M~xico y m6sica cl~sica 
desde Colombia. Se difuminan Ins fronteras. Una alden global donde todos somos 



Recibi un regalo que no esperaba. Un atisbo de que todo comienza a cobrar 
sentido.., de que yo soy tu, tu eres yo, todos somos uno, y las diferencias son 
meras ficciones. Espero pues que el pr6ximo afro, al igual que este, al finalizar las 
jornadas del festival pueda sentarme a tomar una cervecita con mis nuevos amigos 

)O(VIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin~re Festival 
"...Das Festival bietet Raum f~r den interkulturellen, k~nstlerischen und geistigen 
Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~sentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k~nstlerische Darbietungen und die Ausstellung. Das Festival gibt 
Menschen die R6glichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht 
damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte 
Stimmen h6rbar zu machen..." 

The intercultural and interdisciplina~ festival 
"._The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 
exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations~ seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", 3uly 1 until August 3~, 
2013). The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces 
visible and unheard voices bearable=.." 

Your Guide To Afro 

"...During the fest~va~ Founta~nhead~ Tanz TheAtre product~on’s "A Portrait Of 
Ros~tha GOntheF" ~H a~so pre~er. Conceptualized, ~rfften and d~rected by Gr~ffith, 
~t ~s a portrait of Ros~tha GUnther, founder and d~rectoF of PfefffeFs Ba~lhaus, and a 
producer at the BeH~n cff~zen television station Alex - Open Channel BeH~n. 
"The documentary reveals a p~ctuFe of a ~o~an, ~ho ~th determination, 
cow,unify sp~Ht and heart, offers especially the eider, but a~so the younger 
generation, the possibility to participate ~n a social and artistic I~fe, to ~eet each 
?ther, to dance and ~h~le having cake and coffee to paFt~dpate for several hours, 
m an artistic pFogra~ ~th ~us~c, song and performance, ~h~ch at the sa~e t~e ~s 

"...Auf de~ Fest~va~ fe~ert auch d~e Founta~nhead~ Tanz TheAtre Produkt~on "A 
Portrait Of Ros~tha G~ntheF" ~hFe Premiere. Konz~p~eFt, geschHeben und unter deF 
Reg~e von Donald ~u~dFo~ GHffith poFtFEt~eFt deF F~ Ros~tha G~ntheF, GFOndeHn 
und LeffeF~n yon PfefffeFs Ba~haus und PFoduzent~n ~ BeH~neF BOFgeFfeFnsehen Alex 
- Oftener Kanal BeH~n~ 

Ge~e~nschaftss~nn und HeFz besondeFs deF ~teFen Generation abeF auch j~ngeFen 
~enschen d~e ~OgI~chke~t b~etet, a~ soz~a~en und kOnsUeHschen Leben 
te~zuneh~en, s~ch zu begegnen, zu tanzen und be~ Kaffee und Kuchen ~ehFeFe 
Stunden an e~ne~ kOnstleHschen PFogra~ aus ~us~k, Gesang und Art~st~k 
teHzuneh~en, das gle~chze~t~g for das FeFnsehen aufgeze~chnet und 
FeFnsehsender A~ex ausgestFah~t ~Fd," eH~uteFt 

Das "Black International Cinema-Festival" ruff zum interkulturellen, k~nstlerischen 
und geistigem Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~ndern der Erde, darunter 
Spanien, Israel, Irak, Honduras, Venezuela, S~dafrika, USA, Kanada, GroBbritanien, 
Frankreich und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die 
ihre Lebensgeschichte zum Mittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen._" 

The Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 
the festival..." 

BERLIN 20~3/05~ interna~onai ~umber 

~I~, B~CK INTERNATIONAL CINENA ~ERLIN 20%3 

Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Nuldrow Griffith/Fountainhead~ Tanz Theatre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-SchEneberg, 
BeHin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, BeHin 



"... Kunst und Kultur kSnnen hier Br0cken bauen, Grenzen ~iberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig for die Hauptstadt. Mein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist..." - Gabriele GUn Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

Die diesj~ihrige Veranstaltung ist den "BI0ten der Zukunft" gewidmet: "Future 
Blossoms" ist eine Metapher for die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute for 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern w~inschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erbl~ihen k6nnen. Jede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der nSchsten besser gehen m6ge. 

Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow GriffithiFountainhead® Tanz 
TheAtre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin!Germany 

"...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany. I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide...." - Gabriele G0n Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to "Future Blossoms", which stands as a metaphor 
for the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a 
future for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, 
and this may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations_." 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (O~ 
Des 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unteF dem Titel "Future Blossoms - Bleten 
der Zukunft" vom 8. bis 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die WeFke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein DokumentaFfilm "Ralph 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschFeibt des Leben des schwarzen 
BOFgerrechtleFs Ralph Bunche, clef 1950 als eFsteF SchwaFzer den FriedensnobelpFeis 
eFhieit. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (O~ 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William GFeaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American 
Odyssey" portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 
1950 as the first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

No. %0/20~2, volume 4%, www.tip-berlin.de 

"_.Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst des interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ge, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Iran behandeln. 

"...The critica, focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela OF Iran. 

~ssue I0/20%~ May 2~I~, w~w~z~ttv,de 

B~CK INTERNATIONAL C~NEMA BERLIN= 
Ra~h Bunche: A~ A~er~can Odyssey 

Das Black International Cinema BeHin finder zum 28. Mal start. UnteF dem Tite~ 
"Future Blossoms - B~ten deF Zukunft" weFden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe yon 
FHmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~sentiert, so auch die Werke des US- 
Regisseurs, PFoduzenten und DrehbuchautoFs William Greaves. DeF DokumentaFfi~m 
"Ralphe Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-PreistF~gers beschFeibt das 
Leben des schwaFzen B~rgerrechtleFs Ralph Bunche (Foto) yon 1904 bis 1971..." 

The Black International Cinema Berlin OCCURS for the 28th time. Under the tit~e 
"Rutur. ~o~o~", ~i~, ~..~nar~ an~ ~i~u~on~ ~,~ ~ p~.~.nt.~ ~o~ ~a~ ~- 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. 
The documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 

filmmakerportraysthelifeofthec,vi.r,ghtsactivistRalph1904 until 1971../’ Bunche(photo) from 



iiiiii BERLINER FIL~F~r{’~VALS ~a~azine 
Fi~n~ / Festiva~ / Cu~tur~ 

iiiiii~ "...Unter dem Motto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustFieFendem afFikanischem 
~i~i~i Sprichwort ("Nur wenn L~wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden 
~i~i~i l~igeF aufh~Fen, Helden zu sein"), m~chte die diesj~hFige Ausgabe einen weiteFen 
;;;;;;;;;;;; Beitrag leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h~rbar zu 

machen - in der Hoffnung um zuktinftige Bl(iten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~rerisches 
Potenzial. Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz ~iber dem Globus: Beitr~ge 
kommen aus dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, SiJdafrika, dem Iran, 

Honduras, Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, GroBbritannien, Kanada und Frankreich..." 

"...Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes."), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 
unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Iraq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France../’ 

back to top 

Bezirksamt Tempelhof-Sch0neberg von Berl~n 
Abteilung Finanzen, Personal und Wirtschaftsf6rderung 

Berlin, 24.09.2012 

Diplomacy / ~III. Black International Cinema Berlin / ’Footprints in the 

Sand?’ Exhibition 20%3" 

s~,, ~ee,rt~ D~e. u.~ H~,,~n, 
Ober 30% der BOrger~) haben einen Migrationshintergrund, sind also entweder selbst 
im Ausland geboren oder haben mindestens ein im Ausland geborenes Elternteil. 
Knapp die H~Ifte dieser Menschen sind unter 18 3ahren. 

3ahrzehnte ist im Bezirk eine gesellschaftliche Vielfalt gewachsen, welche das 
Zusammenleben bestimmt und das Alltagsbild in den Kiezen pr~gt. Verschiedene 
Lebenslagen und Lebenswelten bereichern sich gegenseitig und vermischen sich, 
dies ist geradezu wesentlich for den besonderen Charme in den Kiezen des Bezirks~ 

Die~e Rea~it~t i~t ,e~te ~e~tve,~t~.~i~,~ .or~a~t~t, .~,t i~e~ von a,~n ~o 
gesehen, abet im GroBen und Ganzen funktionierend. Die immer wiederkehrenden 
Debatten um Einwanderung und Integration zeigen, dass soziale Probleme vereinzelt 
immer wieder ethnisiert werden. Eine solche Ethnisierung spaltet nicht nut die 
Gesellschaft, sondern fOhrt auch zu Diskriminierung und Rassismus. 

- 
Diplomacy / ~III. Black International Cinema Berlin / ’Footprints in the 
Sand?’ Exhibition 20%3" (Filmreihe, 8.-12. Mai/Ausstellung, i. 3uli-31. August), 
produziert und geleitet von Fountainhead~ Tanz TheAtre/Cultural Zephyr e.V., wird 
von mir, der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg in Berlin, 

unterstOtzt. 

Kunst und Kultur hat das Potential, Menschen zueinander zu bringen - Ober 
Emotionen, ohne Barrieren, mit Anerkennung und Respekt. 

Mit freundlichen GrOBen 
Gabriele GOn Tank 

i) ~m Bez~rk Tempelhof-Sch6r~eberg, Berlin (Que~le: www.berl~n.de) 

District Office Tempelhof-Sch6neberg of Berlin 
Department of Finance, Personnel and Economic Development 
Commissioner for Integration 

Berlin, September 24, 2012 

Statement regarding "A COMPLEXION CHANGE - Transnational ¯ ~ntercultural 
Diplomacy / ~III. Black International Cinema Berlin / ’Footprints in the 

Sand?’ Exhibition 2013" 



Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Over 30 percent of our citizensl) have a migratory background, they are either born 
abroad or have at least one parent born abroad. Almost half of these people are 
under 18 years of age. 

For decades, a cultural variety has been developing in this district, which 
determines our living together and influences everyday life in the area. Various life 
situations and cultures enrich each other and are combining, which is virtually 
essential for the special charm in the area of Tempelhof-$ch6neberg. 

Nowadays, this reality has become a self-evident normality, not always understood 
by everyone, but as a whole, a functioning situation. The ever returning debates 
about immigration and integration, demonstrate, that social problems are 
continously discussed in regards to ethnicity. The issue of ethnicity not only divides 
the society, but also leads to discrimination and racism, 

The project "A COMPLEXION CHANGE- Transnational 
Diplomacy / XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin / ’Footprints in the 
Sand?’ Exhibition 2013" (Film Series: May 8-12 / Exhibition, .July 1-August 31), 
produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Cultural Zephyr e.V. is 
supported by myself, the commissioner for integration of the district Tempelhof- 

without barriers, resulting in acknowledgement and respect. 

~abriele 

produced 
Prof, Donald ~uldrow 6riffith 

Cultural Zephyr e,V./"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 

THE COLLEGIU~ Television Program is televised 
Dessau and additional cities. 
THE COLLEGIUM Fernsehmagazin ~ird 
weiteren St~dten ausgestFahlt. 

LIVE STREAM : 

Thursdays 9-10 am/9-10 Uhr 
Saturdays 10-11 am/ 10-11 Uhr 

State of 
Arts Calendar 

for program information, please contact: 
ProgramminfoFmationen bitte unteF: 
00~9 (0)30-782 
0049 (0)30-7S 46 09 

TH~ COLLEGIU~ Archive on YouTube 

THE COLLEGIUM MAGDEBURG 
Offener Kanal Hagdeburg 

;u~y 3, 20z~, o.os a.~./~.os a.~./z2.0s p.~. 

THE COLLEGIUM WOLFSBURG 



June 27, 2013, 6.00 p.m./18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.O0 Uhr 
June 28, 2013, 7.00 a.m./7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m.i9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m.!15.00 Uhr 
July 4, 2013, 6.00 p.m./18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.O0 Uhr 
July 5, 2013, 7.00 a.m./7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m.!9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 
July 25, 2013, 6.00 p.m./18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.O0 Uhr 
July 26, 2013, 7.00 a.m./7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m./9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUM DESSAU 
Offener Kanal Dessau ~.~:~.~ii.kY.kY.kY.~.~.l~=.~.#.&~.#.~.~#. 

back to top 

B~CK INTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN 
THE COLLEGIUM - FORUM & TEL~ISION PR~M BERLIN 
"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?" - EXHIBITION 
CULTU~L ZEPHYR e,V. 

MI~ION ~ATEMENT 

u~d~ ~d ~oop~o~ b~ ~d~v~d~ ~d ~o~p~ ~ ~ppo~ o~ d~o~ p~o~d~ 
~ ~e eli~i~io~ of v~ole~ce~ Feli~ious, e~ic ~d ~e~deF peFsecu~io~, ~ou~ exploitation, 

~o~opho~i~ ~d F~ci~l h~Fe~ ~Fou~h the pFocess of ~F~, e~uc~io~, CUI~UFe ~ ~i~lo~ue. 

W~F si~d eine i~t~rn~ion~le, in~eF~ul~uFelle ~e~einsc~ft von Me~sc~e~ ~i~ de~ ~e~e~ 
ei~ besseFes VeFst~ndnis und wachsende KoopeFation zwische~ Individue~ und GFuppen, ~it 

Unterst~tzung des de~okrat~s~hen Prozesses und de~ ~eseitigung vo~ Gewalt, Verfolgung aufg~und 

Feligi~seF, ethmscheF und gesch{echtl~cheF Zugeh~F~gkeit, Kindes- und ]ugend~ssbFauch, 

KUitUF und des Dialogs. 

pFO~OUVO~F I~ co~pF~he~sio~ e~ I~ coop~F~io~ CFoiss~es e~Fe les i~d~vidus e~ 

I’~ppui d~s outiIs d~ocF~ti~u~s ~ ~ ~F~veFs V~Hmh~tio~ d~ I~ violence, de I~ p~rs~cu~ion 

Felig~euse, ~thn~que et sexuelle, de I’~xploitation de la ~unesse, de Hho~ophobie et de la haine 

F~ci~ie p~F le pFocessus de H~F~, ~e I’~duc~io~ de ~ cul~uFe e~ ~u dialogue. 

HOBOS 
"I ~y not ~Bk~ it ~f I try, but I d~n SUFe won’t i~ I don’t.-" - OSCaF BFO~n ]r~ 

"M~M~d wHI ~ith~r find ~ ~ oF ~ o~." - C=P= S~ow 

"Yes, I can...~ - Sa~y Davis IF. 

"Yes, We cam. H" - BaFack 

CopyFight: Fount~inhe~d~ Tanz Th~tFe/Cultural ZephyF e.V., ]un~ 2013 

back to top 
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Top News 

DEALBOOK 

U.S. Civil Charges Against Corzine Are Seen as 
Near 
By BEN PROTESS 

The federal agency that regulated the brokerage firm MF Global 

before it collapsed in aoll plans to sue Jon S. Corzine, its former chief executive. 

Justices Step Up Scrutiny of Race in College 
Entry 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The 7-to-1 ruling was both modest and significant, and its 

recalibration of how courts review the programs is likely to give 

rise to a wave of challenges to college admissions decisions. 

¯ ~ Interactive Graphic: How Minorities Have Fared in States With Affirmative Action Bans 

¯ ~ Interactive Feature: A Guide to the Supreme Court Decision on Affirmative Action 

Leaker’s Flight Raises Tension Between U.S. and 

3 Nations 
By PETER BAKER and ELLEN BARRY 

The Obama administration escalated its criticism on Monday of 

Russia, China and Ecuador, the countries that appeared to be 
protecting Edward J. Snowden, who is wanted on spying charges. 

¯ Excerpts From Snowden’s Letter Requesting Asylum in Ecuador I More on The Lede >> 

For more top newst go to NYTimesrcom ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Affirmative Action’s Contentious 

History 
Sam Tanenhaus on the history of affirmative action, a program 

that dates back to the presidency of John F. Kennedy and has 

stirred debate for decades. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Future of Fair Labor 
By JEFFERSON COWIE 

Can F.D.R.’s landmark employment law survive the new 

economy? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"For supporters of affirmative action, I’d put it in the 
category of disaster averted rather than victory 

achieved." 

DAVID A. STRAUSS, a law professor at the University of Chicago, on a Supreme Court ruling 
that allowed a program in Texas to continue but was likely to set off a wave of challenges to 

affirmative action in adnfissions. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Assange, Back in News, Never Left U.S. Radar 
By DAVID CARR and RAVI SOMAIYA 

Julian Assange and his organization WikiLeaks are being 
investigated by at least four United States government agencies, 
along with a grand jury that has subpoenaed witnesses. 

Credit Warnings Offer World a Peek Into China’s 
Secretive Banks 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

A warning from the central bank against excessive lending 
worried investors overseas and brought fears of economic 

slowdown in China. 

¯ China Stocks Tumble for Second Straight Day 

Civilians Flee and Soldiers Die in Clashes in 
Lebanon 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Fighting between the army and gunmen loyal to a radical Sunni 

cleric in Sidon reflected how deeply the war in Syria has 
undermined security in Lebanon. 

................................................................................................ ~0[ r~re ~0dd ~e~s, go to N¥~irne~�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

Senate Vote on Border Gives Push to 
Immigration Overhaul 
By ASHLEY PARKER 

The Senate, in a major step toward a bipartisan immigration 

overhaul, endorsed an amendment that would nearly double the 



Border Patrol force. 

¯ Video: Behind the Senate’s Plan I Graphic: Bipartisan Support 

¯ ~ Graphic: Progress on an Immigration Bill in 5 Areas 

Clash of Styles in Court Opens Trial in Trayvon 
Martin’s Death 
By LIZETTE ALVAR EZ 

The defense chose evidence over passion in its opening statement 
at the trial of George Zimmerman, chipping away at the narrative 
of the prosecution, which employed emotion. 

Texas House Restricts Abortions in a Move That 
Could Force Clinics to Shut 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ and ERIK ECKHOLM 

Advocates for abortion rights said the measure would force 
dozens of abortion providers to close, leaving only a handful in 

the state able to meet new restrictions. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The world turns for mad men 
and women 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Matthew Weiner on the "Mad Men" season finale 

Talking "Mad Men": The season finale 

n~times.¢om 

Business 

Supreme Court Raises Bar to Prove Job 
Discrimination 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

In one decision, the court tightened the definition of what 
constitutes a workplace supervisor; in another, a higher standard 
of proof was set for plaintiffs. 



DEALBOOK 

Exit From the Bond Market Is Turning Into a 
Stampede 
By NATHANIEL POPPER and PETER EAVIS                                        ~;~.!:.ii: 

The sell-off prompted some calming words from a Fed official 

about its support for the economy - and by extension, the bond market. 

DEALBOOK 

Mass Layoffs at a Top-Flight Law Firm 
By PETER LATTMAN 

The surprising move by Weil, Gotshal & Manges, one of the 
country’s most prestigious and profitable law firms, underscores 
the financial difficulties facing the legal profession. 

For more business news, go to NYTirnes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

GAME 6: BLACKHAWKS 3, BRUINS 2 

In a Stunning Finish, a Fifth Stanley Cup for the 
Blackhawks 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Bryan Bickell and Dave Bolland scored 17 seconds apart in the 
third period to turn a 2-1 deficit into a 3-2 lead for the Blackhawks, who won 

their second title in four seasons. 

¯ ~. Box Score ] ~1~ Slide Show: Blackhawks vs. Bruins in Game 6 

¯ A ’Cruel’ Turnabout for Bruins 

For Blackhawks and Bruins, Salary Cap Will Be 
Next Test 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

General managers Peter Chiarelli of Boston and Stan Bowman of 
Chicago will face huge salary-cap quandaries in the off-season. 

Nadal Loses to 135th-Ranked Player in the First 

Round 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

For the first time in his career, Rafael Nadal crashed out of the 
first round of a Grand Slam event, losing to 135th-ranked Steve 

Darcis. 

¯ Straight Sets: Steve Darcis Is a Belgian Shark 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

An Emerging Hispanic Voice Defends Her 
’Maids’ 
By TANZINA VEGA 



Eva Longoria works as an executive producer of "Devious 

Maids," about Hispanic domestics, while she grows as a public 

figure. 

Being Had, and Letting the World See You Fail 
By JON CARAMANICA 

"Catfish: The TV Show," on MTV, capitalizes on the tactic of 

using a fake online identity to attract someone’s interest. 

Shaping a Plaza’s Next Century 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

A proposal to make improvements to the landmark Grand Army 

Plaza, at the southeast corner of Central Park, drew scrutiny 

from preservationists and New York City’s Public Design 

Commission. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Test Tube Tomato 
Retro Report: In the 199os, entrepreneurs and scientists brought 

the first genetically engineered food to market. The business 

crashed but biotechnology has flourished far beyond the produce 

aisle. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Sailing by the Sun 
The world’s largest solar-powered ship stopped in New York City 

on June 2o, 2o13. 

~ VIDEO: In Performance: Steven Pasquaie 

Steven Pasquale, accompanied by Andrew Resnick on keyboard, 

performs the number "I Never Knew" from the new musical "Far 

from Heaven" at Playwrights Horizons. 

............................................................................................................. E0~ rp0r~ ~!d~0, g0 ~0 N~’7[ime~c0mNide011 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Reprieve for Affirmative Action 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In calling for closer scrutiny of a Texas policy, the Supreme Court upholds race- 

conscious programs. 

EDITORIAL 



Turkey’s E.U. Bid 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan is harming the country’s chance for 
membership with an undemocratic crackdown on antigovernment protests. 

EDITORIAL 

Women Lose in New York State 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Legislature failed to set an example of a government that cares about 

women by not passing the Women’s Equality Act. 

FOr more 0pini0n, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Speed of Ascent 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The Supreme Court sends a signal that the era of race-based 
affirmative action is waning. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Paula’s Worst Ingredients 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The exiled empress of the Food Network had her lucrative recipe 
down pat, but didn’t put enough self-awareness in the mix. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

From ’No’ to ’Go’ 
By ROGER COHEN 

Can the leaderless Brazilian and Turkish protest movements get 
beyond resistance to attaining political objectives? 

¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 25, 1876, Lt. Col. George A. Custer and his 7th Cavalry were 
wiped out by Sioux and Cheyenne Indians in the Battle of Little Big 

Horn in Montana. 
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it’s Not ~nst Business 
Eor business news that goes far beyond mm~bers and 
statistics, tm~ tu The Times’s Business Day section, 
Current coverage includes the latest devices designed to help 
live a healthier lifestyle; goud news for the housing market, with 
growth in both home prices and new home sales: the passing of 
former f~gitive financier and presidential-pardon recipient; the 
latest on Hen’s Were’house’s fight with its fired founder; 
controversial plan that could fi~aneially reward tup executives 
involved in the Greek banking crisis; a consm~e>protection 
edict from the Federal "D’ade Cummissio~ to search engine 
companies; and the rise uf L.G~B.T,-themed cmnmereia[s 
mainstream media~ 

Don’t ~is$ on NY~imsscom 

T MAGAZgNE ] "ihree’s a ’l~’end: Men’s Wear Gets a I)ose of 

Hewer Power 
DEALB%K i China’s Market Stress: Pay A~tentiou ~(~ the Politics 

ARTS ] Scholar Asserts That Hollywood Avidly Aided Nazis 

REAL ES’IWI’E I East End Avenue: A Gated State of Mind 

THEATER ~ Watch Ont for "King Kong" on Broadway 

~ YqDEO [ De[ense o[ 

Mat’t’iage Aet Overturned 
The Times’s Marcus Mabry on 
what married same-sex couples 
can expect after the Supreme 
Court’s decision Wednesday that 
the law is unconstitutional. 

~ PIIOTOGIUKPHY I Henri 

Carticr-Bresson: Living and 
Looking 
In ~97~, Shells Turner-Seed 
interviewed Henri Cartier- 
Bresson and other luminaries for 
a series of filmstrips that were 
lost until hey daughter 
rediscovered them decades later. 

~ VIDEO [ Panla Deen on 

~’=~op 8 Viewed Features 
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L Food Network Drops Pards Deen 

2. James Gando]fini Is Dead at 5~; a Complex Mob Boss in "Fhe 

3. Snpreme Court ~nva[idates Key Pat’t of Voting Rights Act 

4. Leaker’s Flight Raises Tension Between U.S. and 3 Nations 

5. Snuwden. in Russia, Seeks Asylum in Ecuador 

Race in 2o:t2 TimesTalk 
The Times’s Kim Severson asked 
Paula Deen her thoughts about 
race relations in the South 
during a TimesTalk event last 
year. 
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Shareholder 
Say-on-Pay 

}Vh ~spers 
Than Shouts 
The Dodd-Frank Act required 
shareholder approval of 
executive pay packages, but 
investors don’t seem to care 
about pay if their stocks are up. 
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Top News 

Senate, 68 to 32, Passes Overhaul for Immigration 
By ASHLEY PARKER and JONATHAN MARTIN 

The most significant overhaul of the nation’s immigration laws in a generation 
passed the Senate with strong bipartisan support on Thursday, setting up a fight 
in the Republican-controlled House. 

¯ ~ Video: Senator Rubio’s Speech on Immigration 

, ~ Key Areas in Immigration Bill 

Fed Officials Try to Ease Concern of Stimulus 
End 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

In separate but similar speeches on Thursday, three officials 

from the Federal Reserve sought to reassure investors that 
economic data would continue to guide its actions on its stimulus campaign. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Steady Move to the Right 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

Chief Justice John O. Roberts Jr. may work slowly, but he has a long-term 

strategy for putting his mark on the Supreme Court. 

: ~ Graphic: Major Rulings of the 2012-13 Term 

¯ ~ Video: Behind the Scenes at the Supreme Court 

For more top news, go to NYTimes,com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Families Beyond Proposition 8 
Three families in California discuss what has changed for them 

after the Supreme Court’s decision and the future of gay rights. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Native Alaska, Under Threat 
By CALLAN J. CHYTHLOOK-SIFSOF 

A proposed mine threatens a vibrant Alaskan salmon fishery. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m not going to be scrambling jets to get a 29-year- 

old hacker." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, on Edward J. Snowden, who is accused of leaking government secrets. 



World 

Obama Looks to History and Future in Senegal 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

On a visit to Africa amid criticism that he has been less attentive 

than his predecessors to the continent, President Obama spent 

time at the "door of no return" on Senegal’s Gor6e Island, a 

landmark of the slave trade. 

¯ ~ Video: President Obama’s Visit to Senegal 

Mandela’s Condition Is Described as Stable 
By DECLAN WALSH and RICK LYMAN 

President Jacob Zuma of South Africa said Thursday that doctors 

had told him that Nelson Mandela’s condition was still critical. 

Merkel Plays to Germans as She Jousts With 

Europe 
By ALISON SMALE 

Chancellor Angela Merkel seems intent on making few waves 

with voters ahead of the Sept. aa election. 

................................................................................................ ~0~ [9~re ~0dd r~evys, go to NY~ime~:�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

For Gay Immigrants, Marriage Ruling Brings 

Relief and a Path to a Green Card 
By JULIA PRESTON 

The impact of the federal marriage act had been severe, leaving 

many living in fear that they could be separated from their 

spouses. 



Both Sides on Same-Sex Marriage Issue Focus on the Next 

State Battlegrounds 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

COSily state-by-state battles are set to resume that could, in the hopes of each 

side, spread marriage equality to more states or reveal a brick wail of traditional 
values that cannot be breached. 

Cost of Battling Wildfires Cuts Into Prevention 
Efforts 
By JACK HEALY 

Despite a season that included the most destructive wildfire in 
Colorado’s history, the government has cut funding for programs 
aimed at preventing catastrophic blazes across the West. 

......................................................................................................... F?r r~o ~e U.S. 9evys, go to N ~7!mes.com(US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

"Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory" opens at Drury Lane 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Focus group influence over Broadway bound musical 

In Performance: Steven Pasquale 

n~flme:s.~com TH EAT~R 

Business 

A Bill Allowing More Foreign Workers Stirs a 
Tech Debate 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

As the Senate voted on an immigration bill that would let Silicon 
Valley companies import engineers from abroad, the labor lobby 

says eligible workers in the United States are being passed over. 

Obama to Suspend Trade Privileges With 
Bangladesh 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 



The administration has come under intense pressure to suspend 

trade privileges with Bangladesh after one factory building 

collapsed in April and another burned in November. 

DEALBOOK 

U.S. Suit Accuses Corzine of a Failure at the 
Helm 
By BEN PROTESS 

The lawsuit against Jon S. Corzine, the former chief executive of 
MF Global, is in connection with the brokerage firm’s misuse of customer 
money during its final days. 

................................................................................... E0 r ~ £re b £1~il3 e s~ r?e~s! g£ t£ N Y[!mes:�om~Bu S! nes S ~ 

Sports 

U.N.L.V. Star Is No. 1, and Even He Is Surprised 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

Cleveland selected Anthony Bennett, a big-bodied rebounding 
specialist from Nevada-Las Vegas who was not projected to go 
first by many analysts. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: N.B.A. Draft Replay ] Grizzlies’ New Coach Knows the Team 

Nets Said to Make Deal for Pierce and Garnett 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Nets are said to be looking to swap Gerald Wallace, Kris 
Humphries and draft picks for the Celtics’ Kevin Garnett and 

Paul Pierce. 

Rain Only Adds to Concerns About Slipping on 
Grass 
By NAILA-JEAN MEYERS 

Images of players slipping and falling have been the predominant 
ones from the first four days of Wimbledon. On Thursday 
another ingredient was added to the embarrassing slide show: rain. 

: Straight Sets: Matches to Watch at Wimbledon on Day 5 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes,comlSports ~ 

Arts 

How Shocking: Met Unbuttons 
By MICHAEL SILVERBERG and RANDY KENNEDY 

Starting on Monday, tickets are going to replace the popular 
metal tags used as admission to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE HEAT’ 



Cop Buddies, Packing Extra X Chromosomes 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"The Heat," directed by Paul Feig, is a cop-buddy movie, but the 

buddies are women, Sandra Bullock and Melissa McCarthy. 

MUSEUM REVIEW 

Roosevelt’s Legacy, Burning Brightly 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

A revamped Roosevelt library and museum is opening on Sunday 

in Hyde Park, N.Y. 

, ~’~ Slide Show 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0~e ~rts ~e~S, g0 t? NY]~imesrc0rn(Arts ~ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WHITE HOUSE DOWN’ 

Have a Nice Visit; Come Save Us Again 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Channing Tatum rescues the president (Jamie Foxx) and the 

nation in the action-adventure "White House Down." 

’White House Down’ and Black Presidents on Screen 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’I’M SO EXCITED!’ 

Dizzying Heights, Endless Loops 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Pedro Mmod6var’s "I’m So Excited!" includes many silly bits and 

a nod to Hitchcock’s "Vertigo." 

¯ Comedy Needs Color 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MUSEUM HOURS’ 

Old Masters, Sweet Mysteries 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Filmed in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, Jem Cohen’s 

"Museum Hours" is a contemporary story of cross-cultural 

friendship. 

¯ ’Museum Hours’ Tours Through Art and Human Ties 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes,comlMovies ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Remembering James Gandolfini 
Mourners at St. John the Divine’s cathedral reflect on the life and 

career of James Gandolfini. 

¯ Related Obituary 

VIDEO: Anatomy of a Scene: ’Laurence Anyways’ 



Xavier Dolan, the writer and director of "Laurence Anyways," 

narrates a scene from his film. 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Immigration Reform, Finally 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The success of an ambitious bipartisan bill in the Senate puts pressure on the 
House, where prospects of passage are long. 

EDITORIAL 

Obama Gets Tough on Bangladesh 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Suspending trade preferences should help improve safety and conditions for 
millions of clothing factory workers. 

EDITORIAL 

Retirement Villas for Laboratory Chimps 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Hundreds of chimpanzees are getting a reprieve from the laboratory under a 
sensible new plan. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Invest, Divest and Prosper 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

With all the Supreme Court decisions and Paula Deen drama this 
week, some very important climate news was given short shrift. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Nation of Mutts 
By DAVID BROOKS 

There’s a fluid, hybrid New America before us. What is this really 
going to look like? What does it mean? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Service of Snowden 
By ROGER COHEN 

Deluded geek endangering his country or brave American? 
History will judge Snowden kindly. 



¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 28, 1919, the Treaty of Versailles was signed in France, 
ending World War I. 
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Top News 

Varied A|iim~ee to Press tlouse on Imm~gratiotq 

Bill 

Suppor[ers of an m, erhaul say their coalition is broader and far 

more energized and committed than it was in previous figbkm 

John A 

Boel~ner 

Cordraeeptives Stay Covered in Healt~h Law 

The Obama adminis~:,~tio~ will require many emp]oyers and health insurance 

plans to provide frec contraceptive coverage for women, touching off a fl~rious 

leg~d and politieal b~ttle. 

Arizona Is Fertile Ground for New York Matzo 
~.~y Fi.RN/,b~Li/, L/q,~ iOL 

Wheat i~)r the Passover matzo eaten by ultra-Orthodox Jews 

New Vork is wakehed, harvested and blessed on a Christian 

farmer’s desert 

R~bbi 
A~ron 
Tekeiba 

For mere top news. 90 to NYTimes.eem ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

The Supreme Court’s decision ko oveY[urn dae Dcfcnsc of 

Marriage Act ori Wednesday sparked a wave of xddeo reactions o~ Instagram 



and c, flmr social media. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bh~t~ Is No Slh~g~-i-La 

How a tiny kingdom created a giant ret~gee crisis. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

JOSEPH C. DANIELS, the president and chief executive of the National September 
~lemerial and ~l~seum. 

World 

Visit by Obama Is Overshadowed by iVIande~a 

Vigil 

,&s Son~ Africa comes to terms ~d’~ saying farewd] D iLs 

revered lbrmer leader Nelson Man&Is, Pn~sidenL Obama faces a 

d e]icate dipl om at~ c ba la n d n g act. 

Cleric Arrested in $~a6 Million Plot, Lea~ng New 
Blot o,~ Vaticm~ Batik 

A monsignor, a broker and a Secret Service agenk are accused of 
trying to repatrbate millions of enros from Switzetqand. 

3 Die in Egypt as Unrest Spreads Across Cmmt~y 

Hundreds of people were injured as protesters taqgeted Muslim 

Brotherhood offices, with deadly dashes in the city of 

Alexandria, 

~ the I.ede: Video of Deadly Clashes in Alexandria, Egypt 

~ [] Photographs 

visited a 

Nunzio 

~ ,reside 

I 

U,S, 

Gay Cm, ples Who Sued in Califo~qaia Are Married 

Two couples who sued D overturn a ban on same-sex marriage 

were married late Friday after an appeals court in San Francisco 

lifted the stay that had bee~ in place. 



A~%’r Rafllings~ Same~Sex Co~plles Grapple With 

D~verg~ng Sta~e ~Law~ 

Thousands of couples, married in one s~te but living in anod~er, 

are caaght i~ a web of bws and regalaSm~s when s~tes, no~ ~he 

federal govermnent, dictate who ~s man:ied. 

, ~ Video: Families Beyond Propose[ion 8 

[~ David 

....... Huebne 

r, 

NoF.L Star and Murder Victim: VChere Diverse 

Paths Crossed 

Aaron Hernandez and Odin Lloyd shared a passion for foo~ba]l 

and little elm B*R thdr lives did cross, and now Hemandez, an 

N.F.L. tight e~d, is J~ jail, charged ~tb Hoyd’s murder. 

[~ Odin 
Uord I 

Save my blockbuster! 
ALSO IN ARTS >7 

Billy Crysl:ai reads [or an audierlce, prompting iaugi~ter 

Disney drags t~e beach blanket out oft~e attic and gives 

it a shake 

Business 

BITS BLOG 

BlaekBer~- Posts Loss, Despite New Phone 

BlaekBerW record ed a bi gger- daan -expected loss for i ts Iatest 

quarter, although reve*me rose fl’om a year ago. 

,0 CNBC: AnNysis of BbckBerry Earnings 

n }-Ieins; 

chief of 

~.,~ ckBe 

YOUR MONEY 

Taking a Cue From Bernan ke a I[Jttle Too Far 

Though today’s lower yields provide less of a cushiom b,:mds sLill 

remain the best, ~f impet~eet, foil to stocks. 

Publisher Drops Book DePd With TV Chef Pavfla 

Deen 

Fans had made a to-be-published book by PauIa Deen a top seller 

on Amazing, but the pnMisher, Random House,joined the Jist of 

business partners thak have eat ties to the embatded eheE 

Spots 

Dripping With Oppo,~mity, Some of It Wasted 

Only *o of the top ~o men’s and women’s seeds advanced k~ the 

third round, but three players who p~x-.,dueed upsets We&msday 

all h:~st on F~day. 

delayed 
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ANALYSIS 

With Pierce and Gar~e~l:~ Nets Get Upgrade ~ ..... th~ 

Paul Pierce aild Kevirl Garilet[ w[I] give [lie Neks a ilew attitude, 

whh?h, aside fi’om shooting aud athleticism, was thNr greatest ueed of all. 

Hardaway’s N m~m Is Fm~filiar, but His Game is 

Not 

Tim Hardaway Jr. said it was t~ot fair, or correct, for people to 

compare him to his father. The younger Hardaway, who is taller, 

s~fid he planned to make a name for himself with the I~ie~o 

..... Hardsw 

ay Jr., 

rigilt, 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Everyone’s a Da~cer at the Pbdlharmo~ic 

"A Daucer’s Dream," a tdliug of "Petrushka" and "[~" Baiser de la 

F~-e," ope*md at :\vm?’ Fisher ttalI ot~ Thursday t~ight without a 

corps of dancers. 

From Across tim Pacific, Good Old 

Fare 

,.~no~g its 59 features this year, the N ew York A+ian 

Fesgva] og>rs ~m’e~kive takes on movie genres Hol]~,~vood has 

largely given up on. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Art Fatigue in London 

After ar~ sales fi~ New York, art fairs in Ho~g K,.:mg and Basel and 

the Venice Biennale, auetiou houses have struggled to keep 

buyers focused {R the Lot~don sales. 

s Dream 

Anthony 
..... ~t, ong 

Travel 

GeDir~g Nour Feet Wet at Water Parks 

If you’ve never taken the water park plunge, this three-state, 

five-park tour can get your senses ready for the experience. 

36 I-t[o~lrs ill Getty. sbul°g, Pao 

As crowds deseeud ou this small towu to mark t~e barge’s 15oth 

anniversary, here’s a look at what they’ll find, fi’om hisb)W to 

d~niug to w~ne. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

UPDATE 
[~ Rainbo 

I~ Ca|ifi~r~ia, Ope~ing the Door to Gay N[arr~age 
fly ~r; and ~ed~g Desthmtions 

Alter the Supreme Court effeetively legalized gay marriage 

California, the state eouh:l see a big bump iu busi~eas revenue from same-sex 

weddings. 

Today’s Video 



~ vw~o: The Sweet Spot: Parks and 

Trepidation 

A. O. Scott and David Car; a;e joined by the architecture critic 

Michael i~mmehnai~ {o talk about public spaces ai~d prqieets 

which, a~ gmes, ca~ lead to political upheava~ ... and eve~ revolufiom 

~ w~)Eo: Ph~m Ch~tney C~mtb Pie 

Mdissa Clark adds homemade fl’uit chutney to a plum pie. It’s as 

easy’ as making ai_.,plesauee and brings a layer of complexity to a 

summer fruit dessert. 

~ V~D~:O: Made in LEA.: Two Interior Design 

Stores 

In a new series, the intmior desigAmr and w~iter David Negro 

e.~lores Los Angeles and fiuds i~spiraficm i~ his sm:rcmudings. 

In d~is episode, Netto visits Blackman Cruz and & F. Chen. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Dangerous D~visions 

Risiug sectarianism is fueling hatred and uurest. 

EDITORIAL 

A ruling by the Supreme Court leaves ]Ktle recourse fc~r people harmed by 

generh:: dru&s. 

EDITORIAL 

_~mmriemt I~layors: Let Them S~ttoke Pot 

The Justice Department needs to respond to new s~Ke laws that legalize 

marij uana. The s ’tatas qua is chaotic and untenable. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Zimaner~man Trial 

The case spins on some crucial questions, some of which may 

never be eomlAetely answered. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Expect the U~expe~;ted 

There’s ~otbing like a sm~)r~se! This week, flae U.S. Senate 

aetuaIb’ passed somethiug and liberal Demoera ks in Texas wou a 

h age p~kitieaI vie to~y. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

C~t~r~l Revolutior~ g igflm~tes 

Why would a memoir about growing up in China spa~ such 

hate? 
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Top News 

Morsi Faces Ultimatum as Allies Speak of 
Military ’Coup’ 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM FAHIM 

A 48-hour ultimatum to President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt left 
him with few choices to resolve growing unrest and plunged the 
military back into the center of politics, less than a year after Mr. Morsi and his 
Muslim Brotherhood took power. 

¯ ~ Egyptian Army Gives Morsi 48 Hours I The kede: Reaction to Ultimatum 

G.O.P. Groups Offering Cover for Lawmakers on 
Immigration 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

As the push to overhaul the immigration system has made 
Senator Marco Rubio and other Republicans pariahs among 

some rank-and-file, well-financed forces in the G.O.P. have begun running 

interference. 

Loan Practices of China’s Banks Raising Concern 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

Regulators say banks have been profiting by offering wealthy 

Chinese high returns on loans, with banks lending the cash to 

companies unqualified for loans otherwise. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Arizona Blaze Traps 
Firefighters 
Nineteen members of the Granite Mountain Hotshots, an elite 
firefighting crew, died fighting a wildfire in Yarnell, Ariz. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION ] OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Living With Fire 
By ALAN DEAN FOSTER 

It may be a disaster zone, but it’s our disaster zone. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"He’s working with actors who have acted in this movie 
before, and the script is built around the same 

elements. But the theater is new; the region is a 
completely different place today." 

ROBERT BLECHER, of the International Crisis Group, on Secretary of State John Kerry’s 
efforts to revive the Middle East peace process. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Mideast Chaos Grows as U.S. Focuses on Israel 
By MARK LANDLER and JODI RUDOREN 

AS protests roi] the Middle East, Secretary of State John Kerry’s 

focus on negotiations between the Israelis and Palestinians is 
raising questions about the administration’s priorities. 

Outrage in Europe Grows Over Spying Disclosures 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Damage from the disclosures of United States spying on its allies spread, with 
President Franqois Hollande of France suggesting that free trade negotiations be 
delayed. 

Egypt’s Young Activists Rouse Protests, but Leave Next 
Steps in Hands of Public 
By BEN HUBBARD 

A movement in Egypt illustrates the greatest strengths and the most glaring 
weaknesses of the youth groups that have driven many of Egypt’s most 
fundamental political transformations. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes,comlWorld ~ 

U,S, 

Lost in Arizona Wildfire, 19 in an Elite Crew That 
Rushed In Close 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

The deaths in the midst of an Arizona wildfire were the greatest 
loss offirefighters in a single disaster since the attacks of Sept. 11, 

2001. 

¯ ~ Interactive Feature: Arizona Blaze Traps Firefighters 



List of Crew Members Killed in Arizona Fire 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The city of Prescott has released the names of the 19 firefighters who were killed 

in a wildfire: 14 of the victims were in their aos. 

Experts See New Normal as a Hotter, Drier West 

Faces More Huge Fires 
By FELICITY BARRINGER and KENNETH CHANG 

Scientists said the deadly Arizona blaze and 15 others that 

remained uncontained from New Mexico to California were part 

of a warmer trend in the West that would bring more catastrophic fires. 

. List of Crew Members Killed in Arizona Fire 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 
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Reactions to DOMA on social 
media 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Made in L.A.: Two interior design stores 

Italian hand gestures: A short history 
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Business 

Few Signs of a Taste for Diet Pills 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Qsymia, a weight-reduction drug, had sales of only $4 million in 

the first quarter. Its manufacturer is trying to jump-start 

acceptance of the drug. 

BITS BLOC 

Zynga Hires Xbox Boss to Initiate Turnaround 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

The struggling social games makers said its founder and chief 

executive, Mark Pincus, will be replaced by Don Mattrick, the 



head of Microsoft’s Xbox business. 

DEALBOOK 

Tribune to Buy ~9 TV Stations Amid Groundswell 
of Consolidation 
By BRIAN STELTER and CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

The Tribune Company agreed on Monday to buy 19 local 
television stations for about $2.7 billion, becoming one of the nation’s biggest 

commercial TV station owners. 

¯ Talk of Mergers Stirs Cable TV’s Big Players 

................................................................................... E0r r£o[e b~s!r~ss [?e~s, go to N¥~ime~:�om!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

YANKEES 10, TWINS 4 

Cano Homers Twice as Yankees’ Offense Rescues 
an Uneven Pettitte 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Robinson Cano hit two homers, and the Yankees scored lO runs, 
their highest total since May lO, to help Andy Pettitte remain unbeaten in his 
last 13 starts against the Twins. 

¯ ~;t, Box Score [ Yankees’ Rodriguez Cleared to Begin Playing in Minors 

Knicks’ Countermove May Be Counterproductive 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Knicks completed a deal in principle with Toronto to acquire 

forward Andrea Bargnani for Steve Novak, Marcus Camby and a 
draft pick. 

¯ Roundup: Paul Decides to Remain With Clippers 

ON TENNIS 

No Givens at Wimbledon This Year, Not Even for 
Williams 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Sabine Lisicki’s 6-2, 1-6, 6-4 upset of Serena Williams was the 

latest and greatest reminder that no superstar is safe at the M1 England Club 
this summer. 

¯ A Wimbledon of Falling Stars and Teardrops 

............................................................................................. E0[ ~£re spprts r~e~s! g£ t£ NY[imes~�om~Sp0rts ,~ 

Arts 

Alice Munro Puts Down Her Pen to Let the 
World In 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

The renowned short-story writer says her writing days are over. 



She plans to see more people, she said, "to get out on the surface 

of life." 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Alice Munro Retires 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Revolution, Hanging by a Thread 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

In "Revolutionary Summer," Joseph J. Ellis traces crucial, 

precarious months in America’s road to independence. 

No Quick Answers in Fights Over Art 
By TOM MASHBERG 

When a museum faces a demand that it give up an item, it must 

consider its public relations needs, the donor of the disputed 

item and even the country that is asking for its return. 

........................................................................................................ EO[ r£0r~ a[ts [~e~s, g0 t0 N¥]ime~�0m!Arts ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Forget Pie or Cobbler: Call It a Sonker 
The Times’s Kim Severson visits Mount Airy, N.C., to learn more 

about the sonker, a soupy baked fruit dessert native to Surry 

County. 

~ VIDEO: In Performance: Carla Gugino 
Ms. Gugino performs a scene from Daniel Peade’s new play "A 

Kid Like Jake," about a couple and their 4-year-old son who likes 

to dress up as Cinderella. The show is at LCT3’s Claire Tow 

Theater. 

~ VIDEO: In Search of the Cicadas 
Why were there so few sightings of the much-awaited insects in 

New York City? 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Contraception Battle 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Opposition to coverage in health care reform continues, based on false religious 

liberty claims. 

EDITORIAL 

Military Ultimatum in Egypt 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 



The country is facing a dangerous moment with no guarantee that another 
transition will be any more successful than the last. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Bloomberg’s Logic 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Mayor Michael Bloomberg argued that critics of his stop-and-frisk policy 
needed to brush up on math and logic. The same could be said of His Honor. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why They Fought 
By DAVID BROOKS 

On the 15oth anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg, letters 
written by soldiers recall the profundities of loyalty and sacrifice. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Let’s Not Braise the Planet 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Our ability to turn around the rate of carbon emissions and slow 

the engine that can conflagrate the world is certain. But do we 

have the will? 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Justice for Big Business 
By ERWIN CHEMERINSKY 

The Supreme Court has further limited the ability to sue corporations. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 2, 1937, aviator Amelia Earhart and navigator Fred Noonan 
disappeared over the Pacific Ocean while attempting to make the first 

round-the-world flight at the equator. 
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Top News 

Crucial Rule Is Delayed a Year for Obama’s Health Law 
By JACKIE CALMES and ROBERT PEAR 

The administration abruptly announced a delay in the mandate that larger 
employers cover their workers, postponing the effective date beyond next year’s 

midterm elections. 

Morsi Defies Egypt Army’s Ultimatum to Bend to 
Protest 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and BEN HUBBARD 

With his political isolation deepening, President Mohamed Morsi 
of Egypt demanded late Tuesday that the military rescind its 
ultimatum against him. 

¯ ~. Interactive Feature: Key Moments of Egypt’s Transition Under Morsi 

Depth of Discontent Threatens Muslim 
Brotherhood and Its Leader 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM FAHIM 

The Muslim Brotherhood is facing perhaps the worst crisis in its 
8o-year history, a surprising fall for a group that came to power 

iust a year ago. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes,com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: The 19 Fallen Arizona 

Firefighters 
Meet the fallen men of the Granite Mountain Hotshots, an elite 

crew trained to fight wilderness fires. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Why the Civil War Still Matters 
By ROBERT HICKS 

Gettysburg bound the United States into one nation. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It boggles the mind. This step could significantly 
reduce the number of uninsured people who will gain 

coverage in 2014." 

SARA ROSENBAUM, a professor at George Washington University, on the Obama 
administration’s announcement of a one-year delay, until 2o15, of the health care law’s 

mandate that larger employers provide coverage for their workers. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

After Disaster, Bangladesh Lags In Policing Its 
Maze of Factories 
By JIM YARDLEY 

Several months after a garment factory collapse killed more than 

a thousand people, Bangladesh is struggling to make headway in 
its attempts to avert another disaster. 

New Rumor of Snowden Flight Raises Tensions 
By RICK GLADSTONE and WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Outraged Bolivian officials insisted American pressure was to blame for France 
and Portugal denying the Bolivian president’s plane access to their airspace 

amid a rumor that Edward J. Snowden was on board. 

Bush a Fond Presence in Africa for Work During 
and Since His Presidency 
By PETER BAKER 

A former president’s contributions are in the spotlight as the 
current president tries to make his mark. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes,comlWorld ~ 

U,S, 

Boys With Firefighting Dreams, and Goodbyes 
That Turned Final 
By JACK HEALY and IAN LOVETT 

Families of the Granite Mountain Hotshots who perished in an 

Arizona wildfire remembered their loved ones’ first words, final 
text messages and goodbyes, and everything in between. 

¯ ~ Interactive Feature: The 19 Fallen Arizona girefighters 



Sharp Rise in Women’s Deaths From Overdose 
of Painkillers 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

Prescription painkiller addiction, long seen as mainly a man’s 

problem, is rising at a far faster rate among women, a federal 

analysis of data found. 

: ~ Graphic: Deaths From Overdose 

Ruling on Same-Sex Marriage May Help Resolve 
Status of Divorce 
By ERICA GOODE 

The Supreme Court’s decision striking down the federal Defense 

of Marriage Act offers hope to people who are stuck in marriages 

they cannot dissolve. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Winklevoss twins plan first 
fund for bitcoins 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

What is a bitcoin? 
The essential Wall Street summer reading list 

nytimes.com, Dea[B%k 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Deadline Splits an Agency on Trading Rules 
Abroad 
By BEN PROTESS 

A looming deadline to regulate trading by American banks 

overseas has set off a rare breakdown of decorum at the Commodity Futures 

Trading Commission, long known for its cordiality. 

DEALBOOK 



Payroll Cards Are Under Scrutiny by New York’s 

Attorney General 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Eric Schneiderman, New York’s attorney general, has sent out 

letters to ao employers seeking information on the prepaid 

cards, whose fees can eat into an hourly worker’s pay. 

DEALBOOK 

Investors Pull 89.6 Billion From Pimco Fund 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Investors pulled a record amount of money from Pimco’s flagship Total Return 

bond fund in June, a stark indication of how rising interest rates have pushed 

bonds out of favor. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

TOUR DE FRANCE 

A Team That Was a Laughingstock Gets Serious 

in the Tour 
By JON BRAND 

After their bus caused chaos in Stage 1 of the Tour de France, 

Orica-GreenEdge’s riders were fastest in Stage 4, a team time trial, and Simon 

Gerrans took the yellow j ersey. 

Long Goodbye: Contracts That Keep on Giving 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN and MARY PILON 

Depending on the idiosyncrasies of a league’s salary structure, 

teams may be motivated to clear a big contract offtheir books to 

make room for another player - or many other players. 

Djokovic Bends and Twists, but Doesn’t Break 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

If any quality defines Novak Djokovic, the world No. i in tennis, 

it is his flexibility, some of it natural and some of it a result of his 

commitment to stretching. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE LONE RANGER’ 

Hero Rides Again, With Big Boots to Fill 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Gore Verbinski’s reimagining of "The Lone Ranger" tries to give 

today’s kids their own version of the white-hat western hero with 

his laconic Indian sidekick. 

¯ Johnny Depp Revises Tonto 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’DESPICABLE ME 2’ 

An Ex-Villain Returns as Mr. Sweets 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

With its frantic, Looney Tunes-style madness, "Despicable Me 2" 
is consistently diverting and so cute you’ll want to pet it. 

Bette Midler Hangs Up the Phone 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Ms. Midler on her performance as the Hollywood agent Sue 
Mengers. "Let’s not talk about the fricking wigs." 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~o[e 9rts r~e~s~ go t£ N~rimes~�om!Arts ~t 

Dining & Wine 

Sonkers, Grunts, Slumps and Crumbles 
By KIM SEVERSON 

These desserts are so regional that people within the same 
county will disagree on the proper name for them. 

: ~;~ Video 

Humble Pie? Precisely 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

It would never think of getting as gussied-up as cake, and that’s 
why we love it so. 

Stack Pie, Rediscovered 
By MELISSA CLARK 

A look into the past yields an odd treat from Appalachia. 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Border Patrol Body Slam 
In a California lucha libre-style wrestling match, Blue Demon Jr., 
a self-proclaimed defender of Mexican immigrants, does battle 
against wrestlers who portray United States border patrol agents. 

, Related Article 

~ VIDEO: The Secrets of a Happy Family Vacation 

Bruce Feller, author of "The Secrets of Happy Families," gives his 

top five tips to improve your family vacation this summer. 

VIDEO: Intersection: Santa Monica Breezy Style 
Kristina Oedman draws inspiration from her father and the 



men’s section of department stores. 
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Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Listening In on Europe 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The anger being vented by governments in Europe over spying by the United 

States may be feigned, but the concerns about privacy are real. 

EDITORIAL 

More Unfairness Toward Immigrants 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Those who are allowed to work should be able to get driver’s licenses. 

EDITORIAL 

A Chance for Pro Sports to Help on Health Care 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

When word got out that the Obama administration planned to approach the 
major sports leagues to promote reform, Republican leaders decided to commit 
interference. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Amazing Energy Race 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The United States is falling behind. To catch up, we need to 
reorder our priorities, find cleaner and smarter fuels and develop 
new technologies. 

¯ Columnist Page 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Who Won the Civil War? 
According to history, the Battle of Gettysburg was a turning point 
in the American Civil War. Was the North really the victor? 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Data Mining, Without Big Brother 
By LEONARD H. SCHRANK and JUAN C. ZARATE 

Preventing terror doesn’t require violating privacy. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 



ON THIS DAY 

On July 3, 1863, the Civil War Battle of Gettysburg in Pennsylvania 
ended after three days in a major victory for the North as Confederate 

troops retreated. 
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Top News 

Crackdown on Morsi Backers Deepens Divide in 
Egypt 
By BEN HUBBARD, DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

As prosecutors arrested dozens of top Muslim Brotherhood 

members, a senior Egyptian jurist was sworn in as acting head of 

state. 

For Islamists, Dire Lessons on Politics and Power 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and BEN HUBBARD 

From Benghazi to Abu Dhabi, Is]amists are drawing lessons from the ouster of 

Mohamed Morsi that could shape political Islam for a generation. 

I.R.S. Scrutiny Went Beyond the Political 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

A closer look at the I.R.S. operation suggests that the problem 

was less about ideology than about the indiscriminate 

application of a process instructing reviewers to "be on the 

lookout" for selected terms. 

.................................................................................................................. E0[ Elpre top r?~ws, go to N~’T!mes~�~m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO: Liberty on Independence Day 

The Statue of Liberty, which had been closed for eight months 

since Hurricane Sandy, reopened this Fourth of July. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Diagnosis: Insufficient Outrage 
By H. GILBERT WELCH 

Medical care is intended to help patients, not enrich providers. 

But the way prices are rising, it’s beginning to look less like help 

than like highway robbery. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"What kind of national reconciliation starts with 
arresting people ?" 

EBRAHEM EL-ERIAN, after Egyptian security officials came to his home to try to arrest his 
father. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

R6sum6 Shows Snowden Honed Hacking Skills 
By CHRISTOPHER DREWand SCOTT SHANE 

Edward J. Snowden’s r~sum~ suggests that he transformed 
himself into the kind of cybersecurity expert the N.S.A. is 
desperate to recruit. 

INDIA INK 

Ahead of Elections, India’s Cabinet Approves 
Food Security Program 
By JIM YARDLEY 

The executive order establishes a legal right to food and will 
create what may be the world’s largest food subsidy system for the poor. 

Despite Exit of Militants, Violence Continues to Grip Somali 
City and Raises Worries 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

In recent clashes, at least 71 people were killed and more than 3oo were 
wounded, the Wodd Health Organization said Thursday. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

A Disease Without a Cure Spreads Quietly in the 

West 
By PATRICIA LEIGH BROWN 

Valley fever has been labeled "a silent epidemic," with over 
2o,ooo cases reported each year, but each case is different, and 
doctors have yet to find a cure. 



Crews in Arizona Make Progress in Subduing Deadly Fire 
By DAN FROSCH 

The fire was partly contained, officials said, and the medical examiner released 

preliminary autopsy results for the 19 firefighters who died in the blaze. 

To Fight Religious Monuments, Atheists Plan 

Their Own Symbols 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

Starting with a bench in Florida, the group American Atheists 

intends to install 50 more secular totems near displays of the Ten 

Commandments nationwide. 
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Candy Crush Saga is this 
summer’s sweet treat 
ALSO IN TECH )) 

States may demand warrants for cellphone data 

Zynga hires Xbox boss to initiate turnaround 
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Business 

Warren Mosler, a Deficit Lover With a Following 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

From his home in the Virgin Islands, Mr. Mosler is waging a 

well-financed academic battle against economists who want to 

cut government spending. 

2 Central Banks Promise to Keep Rates Low 
By JACK EWING and JULIAWERDIGIER 

Neither the European Central Bank nor the Bank of England had made such a 

move before. The bid to reassure investors brought them into closer alignment 

with the Federal Reserve. 



At Anchor Off Lithuania, Its Own Energy Supply 
By JAMES KANTER 

With a high-tech ship anchored offshore, the country is hoping to 
end its dependence on Gazprom for its energy needs. 
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Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

Red Sox Are a Monster Again 
By TYLER KEPNER 

After cratering last season under Bobby Valentine, the Red Sox 

have the most victories in the majors and their largest division 

lead (four and a half games) since 9009. 

YANKEES 9, TWINS 5 

Yankees Thrash Twins to Complete 4-Game 

Sweep 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Ichiro Suzuki and Travis Hafner each had three hits, and David 

Phelps pitched well enough to get the win as the Yankees moved to 13-3, 

counting the postseason, at Target Field. 

¯ Cervelli Set Back by Elbow Injury 

All Currency Accepted in Soccer Transfers 
By SAM BORDEN 

Loyalty and salary caps are not part of the conversation when 

European soccer clubs dive, bankrolls first, into the transfer 

market for players. 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~0~e spo[ts ~e~s, go to N¥~[ime~�0m!Sp0rts 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Latest Vision for Las Vegas: A Downtown Vibe 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Tony Hsieh, the billionaire who runs Zappos, is leading an effort 

to transform downtown Las Vegas in a way that has nothing to 

do with gambling. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Daddy Dearest 
By JON PARELES 

On his new album, "Magna Carta ... Holy Grail," the rapper Jay-Z 

makes the usual boasts, but the music is often less vainglorious 

and more ambivalent. 

¯ Jay-Z Is Watching, and He Knows Your Friends 



A Western Detour for a Chinese Tale 
By EDWARD WONG 

In staging the opera "Monkey: Journey to the West," the director 

Chen Shi-Zheng urged the members of his Chinese cast to shed 

aspects of their past training. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes,comlArts ~ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE WAY, WAY BACK’ 

Coming of Age With Adults Who Haven’t 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "The Way, Way Back," two surrogate fathers dominate a 14- 

year-old boy’s days and fight, implicitly, for his young soul. 

¯ ~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’The Way, Way Back’ 

Unarrested Development 
By DAVID CARR 

The actor Michael Cera, currently in "Crystal Fairy" and "This Is 

the End," has been directing short films and writing new 

episodes of "Arrested Development." 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Michael Cera 

¯ ~ A Scene From ’Crystal Fairy’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’STUCK IN LOVE’ 

Unable to Move On, as a Writer or a Lover 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"Stuck in Love" focuses on a divorced novelist who nurtures his 

teenage offspring’s literary aspirations and remains obsessed 

with his ex-wife. 

..................................................................... F0r r~0re r~0yie pe~s 9~d re~ie~s, g0 t0 NYTFimes,�om!MoYies ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Anatomy of a Scene: ’The Way, Way 

Back’ 

Nat Faxon and Jim Rash, the co-directors and co-writers of "The 

Way, Way Back," narrate a scene from their film. 

~ VIDEO: Star-Spangled Singers 
This Fourth of July, the national anthem will be sung in 15 major 

league baseball games across the country. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Creating a Liver Bud 
Over 72 hours, human liver cells self-assemble into a three- 



dimensional liver bud. 
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Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Afghan Legacy 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A decade of American investment in Afghanistan still shows too few measures of 

success. 

EDITORIAL 

The Latest Assault on Bank Reform 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A group of Democratic senators are going against reform by trying to delay 

crucial financial rules. 

EDITORIAL 

Full Disclosure Needed for Clinical Drug Data 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Pharmaceutical companies are under increasing pressure to release previously 

hidden data on how well their drugs work. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Defending the Coup 
By DAVID BROOKS 

There are reasons to celebrate the fall of the Islamists and 

Mohamed Morsi’s government in Egypt. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

E Pluribus Unum 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

America’s ever-changing and enduring identity is worthy of a 

special holiday salute. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Demoting Democracy in Egypt 
By SHADI HAMID 

America’s acceptance of a coup wi]] lead Is]amists to lose faith in elections. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 



ON THIS DAY 

On July 5, 1975, Arthur Ashe became the first black man to win a 

Wimbledon singles title as he defeated Jimmy Connors. 
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Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Mayhem in Cairo as Morsi Backers Fight for 
Return 
By BEN HUBBARD 

At least 30 people have died in clashes between those celebrating 
the ouster of President Mohamed Morsi and those demanding 
his reinstatement. 

: ~ Photographs: Egyptian Protests Explode Into Violence 

¯ The Lede: Social Media Updates on Clashes in Cairo 

Jobs Data Is Strong, but Not Too Strong, Easing Fed Fears 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The economy added 195,ooo jobs in June, a pace sufficient to please investors 

but muted enough to calm worries of an abrupt end to the Federal Reserve’s 

bond-buying program. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Where Mandela Kept Hope, Guide Tells Their 
Shared Saga 
By MARCUS MABRY 

Ahmed Kathrada, a longtime anti-apartheid activist and fellow 

inmate of Nelson Mandela, has shown Robben Island to world leaders and 

celebrities. 

¯ -~-~ Video: Robben Island 

For more top newst go to NYTimesrcom >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~ VIDEO: The Mermaids ofWeeki Wachee Springs 

In a town with a population of four, "live mermaids" perform 
three or four daily shows for an entrance fee of just $13. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Legacy of the Boomer Boss 
By GAR ALPEROVITZ 

What should retiring baby boomers do with the companies they 
have built up? Sell to their employees. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We will bring him back bearing him on our necks, 

sacrifice our souls for him." 

MOHAMED BADIE, spiritual leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, on Egypt’s ousted president. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Venezuela Offers Asylum to Snowden 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN and DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

President Nicolfis Maduro of Venezuela announced his decision regarding 

Edward d. Snowden, the former N.S.A. contractor, after Mr. Snowden was 

turned down by several countries. 

¯ R6sum6 Shows Snowden Honed Hacking Skills 

Pope Propels John Paul II and John XXIII to 
Sainthood 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

Pope Francis approved sainthood for two predecessors and also 

issued his first encyclical, co-written with Benedict XVI. 

With Surf Like Turf, Huge Algae Bloom Befouls 
China Coast 
By AN DREW JACOBS 

Qingdao, one of China’s biggest seaside destinations, has been hit 

with a near-record algae bloom, leaving its popular beaches 

covered in a green, sticky muck. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes,comlWorld ~ 

U,S, 

Gay Marriage Stirs Rebellion at Synagogue 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

David Wolpe of Sinai Temple in Los Angeles says that about half 

the families in his synagogue, with a heavy Persian population, 

oppose his new policy. 



Homes Keep Rising in West Despite Growing 
Wildfire Threat 
By FELICITY BARRINGER 

Just as many Easterners resist stepping back from their 

increasingly flooded coast, Westerners build where they want to 

build and balk at controls. 

In Oregon, a Demand for Safety, but Not on 
Their Dime 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Amid budget woes and facing an increase in taxes, Oregon 

citizens have taken up patrols, adding to the debate over what 

government is for and how community is to be defined. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Police Cut Back, and Volunteers Try to Fill the Gap 

......................................................................................................... EO~ r~re ~:~: r~e~s, g0 t0 NYTimes:�0rn!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

"It’s Just Sex!" has arrived in 
New York 
ALSO IN THEATER ~ 

In Performance: Carla Gugino 

Off Broadway borrows from reality television 

rtytin~e:s.~ont TH EATER 

Business 

ECONOMIX BLOG 

The Sequester’s Toll on the Job Market 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

The latest jobs report shows the impact of federal layoffs and furloughs, and a 

hit to employment in industries that rely heavily on defense funds. 

COMMON SENSE 

Boss’s Remark, Employee’s Deed and Moral 
Quandary 



By JAMES B. STEWART 

A federal complaint raises the question of whether don Corzine, 

chief executive of MF Global, should have known that an 
instruction to an employee would lead to illegal activity. 

, More Common Sense Columns 

Designing Dashboards With Fewer Distractions 
By BILL VLASIC 

The car has become a mobile computer, with_ Internet access and 

an array of apps, but safety experts worry about drivers’ 
attention. 

................................................................................... FO[ r~ £re b~sir~es~ r~s! g£ t£ N~T!mes:�0m~Bu~!ness ~ 

Sports 

Howard Joining Rockets After Rejecting the 
Lakers 
By HOWARD BECK and NATE TAYLOR 

Dwight Howard committed to the Rockets after mulling offers 

from five teams and became the first star in modern N.B.A. 
history to walk away from the Lakers while still in his prime. 

YANKEES 3, ORIOLES 2 

Yankees Rally, but Most Welcome News Is Off 
Field 
By HUNTER ATKINS 

The Yankees scored twice in the ninth to beat the Orioles on 
Friday, after learning Derek deter would begin a rehabilitation assignment in 
Class AAA. 

. ~ Box Score I Roundup: Liriano Goes Nine as Pirates Beat Cubs 

METS 12, BREWERS 5 

Davis Shows Off Swing in Rousing Mets Win 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Mets’ Ike Davis has returned from almost a month stint in 
Class AAA, where he worked on improving his hitting and mental 
game. 

¯ ~’-;~ Box Score I Former Mets Pitchers Facing Off in Toronto 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes~comlSports ~ 

Arts 

That Ballroom Under the Stars 
By BRIAN SEIBERT 

Midsummer Night Swing, which Lincoln Center planned as a 

one-summer event, has turned into an institution. 



Preservation Hall Jazz Band’s Goal: Keep 
History and Make It 
By ALAN LIGHT 

On Tuesday the band releases "That’s It!", an album that is its 
first record to be made up exclusively of new compositions. 

Tale of Glorious Art and Not So Glorious Thieves 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

Italian authorities recently announced a seizure of antiquities 
that appear to have been found by looters who stumbled upon 
the trove while digging to build a garage. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0Fe ~rts r~e~,s, g0 t£ N~Times,�0m!Arts ~ 

Travel 

Following ’Game of Thrones’ to Belfast and 
Beyond 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

The HBO fantasy series is drawing fans to Northern Ireland, but 

there is far more to tourism here than the hit show. 

: ~’~ Video: Touring ’Game of Thrones’ I Mapping the Show 

NEXT STOP 

A Croatian Island’s Day in the Sun 
By CHARLY WILDER 

Home to opulent hotels, secluded coves and some of the sunniest 
weather in Europe, Hvar appears poised to gain even greater 
popularity. 

FOOTSTEPS 

Seeing Like Klimt on an Austrian Lake 
By LAURIE LICO ALBANESE 

A visit to Lake Attersee, where the painter Gustav Klimt created 

dozens of landscapes, frames the artist’s vision. 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Key Points From Friday’s Jobs Report 
The Times’s Nelson D. Schwartz analyzes the latest report 

released on Friday, which showed better than expected job 

growth in June. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: July 5, ~’o13 
The New York Times film critics on "Despicable Me 2," "The 

Lone Ranger" and "The Way, Way Back." 



~ VIDEO: Seeking Sexual Surrogates 
In France, sexual surrogates for disabled people are not 

permitted, but some are pushing to make the practice legal. 

¯ Related Article 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Reining In the Regulators 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A new Senate bi]] would serve the interests of reckless banks and careless 

corporations. 

EDITORIAL 

Don’t Punish Student Borrowers 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The doubling of the interest rates on student loans cannot be allowed to stand. 

EDITORIAL 

Sabotage at the Election Commission 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Proposals by the Republican majority on the Federal Election Commission 

would provide further aid to politicians and operatives who run roughshod over 

campaign laws. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~o[e £#!r~ior~, go to NY]ime~:cem!0pinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Let’s Make a Deal 
By GAlL COLLINS 

There’s no time like a long holiday weekend to talk about 

immigration reform. Doesn’t it make you long for the days of big 

messy deals? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

In Australia, Misogyny Lives On 
By JULIA BAIRD 

The first female prime minister was ridiculed and mistreated. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Lincoln’s Surveillance State 
By DAVID T. Z. MINDICH 

The N.S.A.’s data-mining has a historical precedent in the federal government’s 

monitoring of the telegraphs in 1862. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 



ON THIS DAY 

On July 6, 1957, Althea Gibson became the first black tennis player to 
win a Wimbledon singles title, defeating fellow American Darlene 

Hard 6-3, 6-2. 
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Top News 

Terror on 2~et: Seei~lg $¥ater, Not R~mway 

The pflo[ at the controls ou .~iana Fli~t 2~4 was said [o have 

had only 43 t~om’s ~ff expe~enee flying a B~-~eing 7~, and an 

airline spokeswomau said d~at ik was his flrsk dine pilo~ng a ~7 iuto tke San 

Francisco airporL 

, ~ Graphic: Where Asians Flight 214 Came to Rest 

isla~fi8t Party a N~rprise Force in a New Egypt 

A1 Nour, a party of altraeonservative Islamists, ~aas eme~Ned as an unexpected 

politi ea 1 ki n gm aker, sh alA n g the i n tefi m govern m e~t a Rer th e ouster of 

President Mohamed Morsi. 

Coveting Not a Co~er Office, but "l[’~ne at Home 

For many middle-class working mott~ers climbing a career 

ladder is less of a concern thal~ finding a posi~on wit~ paid sick 

leave, flexible scheduling or even the oppoYhmib, to work fewer hours. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Editors’ Picks 



SPORTS 

After the born b blast at the Boston Marathon that took most of 

his legs. Jeff Bau -as ~ began ~is own long and painfi~l journey. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

N[y N[other’s Abm~do~ 

What the movement for reproductive r~ghL~ nee¢~ is ~or the 

faces of free&:m~ to emerge from the eaptiviB~ of shame. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

BENJANIN Lk-",,qg, a passenger on Ashma 1:light 9_*4, ~*hich crash landed at San 
Francisco InternationaI Airport on Satarday, 

World 

Brotherhood Says UoS. Diplomats Urged It to 

Accept Ouster of Morsi 

~mrica*~ diplomaLs c~-mtacted Muslim Brotherhood leaders to 

ttT to pemuade them to re-e~ter the political p~eess, an Islamist 

briefed on one of the conversa[ions said. 

, ~ V~deo: E9yN’s keadersNp Void 

Muslim 

Deadly :Derailment in Quebec l_h~derl~nes Oil 

Debate 

The aeeidenL in which at least five people were killed, 

m~derscored a debate about whether it is safer to transport oil by 

rail or pipeline. 

Opposition ir~ Syria Cor~i-inues to Fracture 

Clashes bebvee*~ dval rebel fac.~ions have harmed [he SyHa*~ opposi@:m’s ability 

to ha]t gains by forees loyal to President Bashar aFAssad. 

U,S. 

For C]~inese Families, a Journey Cut Short, arid ~Vit]~ ]it 

Their Dreams 
::U \.";VIA?; :EE 

’FSe ~wo ~6-year-old victims of Asians Flight 2*4 were among 34 ~oth-grade 

Chinese s[uden[s and ehapero,ms who were bound for a summer camp ou~ide 



Los Angeles, 

Zimmerma~ Case Has Ra(:e as a Backdrop, but You ~Vor~’t 

Hear It i~ Com~ 

’F~e issue of race ~as only oeeasionaliy punchm~ed the proceedings in the trim 

o~ George Zimmemmn, and thej udge made i~ dear thai statements about race 

would be shawly limited. 

Schools Seeking to A~ Employees Hit Hurdle o~t hts(~rmtee 
E~ q~K,::::N :ACCIN 2. 

As mor~? sNtes enact laws allowing leachers or administrators lo carU guns in 

schools, insurance earrie~ are threatening ko r{fise their premiums or revoke 

coverage entirely. 

Bill Cunningham: Summer is 
black 
ALSO iN VIDEO )~ 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Thomson Reuters to Sttspe~d Early Peeks at Key index 

Yielding to pressure fl’om New York’s attorney general, Thomson Reuters is 

expected to suspend the early release of a closely watched con stoner 

confidence index, which it has delivered two seconds in advance to clients 

willing to pay extrao 

DEALBOOK 

l~Iany Patlhs Restrain for a Case Against SAC Capital 

Criminal and civil authorities contim]e to press a h:mg-rmming investigation 

into the hedge fund and Steven A. Cohen, w~o runs iL 

Clotl~iet’s Act to Inspee~ Baragladesl~i Factories 

In a plan to be announced Monday, a mostly European group 

agreed to take responsil)ility a~d action wherever serious safel 

problems are found. 

~ Su e,@or 
s of the 

I R~ I 

Sports 

Beyo~td the Fi~tish L~ne 

JeffBauman ~nt to tl~e Boston Marathon to see his giflfiiend 

run, Now, after he lost his legs in Lhe bombings, his supportem 

are watching his e@x’ts to walk again. 

Video: A Marathon Comeback 



Kidd Coaches First Game With Nets and Picks 

Jason ~dd made his N,B.A~ coaching debu~ ~fith a loss to the 

Pistons in fl~e Orlando Summer League, a lo- team tournament 

%r rookies and developing p~ayers. 

Hill Was the Place to Be to ~Vateh l~durray Reach 

Hours before t~e men’s final rearming ~(ty Mun’ay began, the 

place fading the big scyeen outside No, ~ Cout% commonly called 

Henman Hill was packed ~ith fans. 

,~ Slide Show: Murray Wins W~mbledon Men’s Finn 

huddles, 

J~or, 

[% Andy 
..... Murlay 

his waV 

Arts 

’Mo~tkcy’ Missior~m0ie,s Find Their Flocks 

The Lincoh~ Ce~ter Festival is usi~g an unusual mulfipronged 

marke tin g campaign for i ks een terDiece producd on, "Monkey: 

dourney to the WesL" 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Castde De~tize|~s Spring to :Life (Some More So) 

With some standout moments, :\merh::an Ballet Theater 

conclnded its New York season with seven performances of 

"Sleeping Beauty." 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Teash~g and Gradual, The~ a Dash to tlm :Fi~fish 

The Bostcm Sympho~y Orchestra ope~ed its smnmer festival at 

Tanglewood wi~ an al]-Tchaikovsky program conducted by 

Rafael Fr/ihbeel< de Burgos. 

~,mpho 

~ YlcheCtr 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: Dtmeir~g the Night Away 

Lincoln Center’s Midsummer Night Swing celebrates its 25th 

Related Article 

~ VIDEO: OpePa~s New Face 

Last year, The Times spoke to the director Chert Shi-Zeng on his 

rein te*>retation of th e kradi d onal Beijing Opera. His la tes t work, 

"Monkey: Journey to [he West," will open in New Yr~rk this 

From paYties ko fireworks over khe Hudson, New York is red, 

white and blueo 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Imm~gral-ion in the House 



Republic.arts hold the [nture o[ a eountU, and thek" pa±y, in their hands. 

EDITORIAL 

Th~ G~p in Medk~a~ Testi~g 

Some diag~ostic tests have escaped reg~l,~tio~} to ensm’e that they are saf> and 

eflk’etive. 

EDITORIAL 

P~kiiler Overdose~ in V~;omen 

A startling jump in the number of deaths means doeto*~ need to preset{be more 

cautkasly and &) more to e&~eate patie~ts. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Lilber~|s vso Immig~oation Retb~m 

Did Senate Democrats sd~ out to big Msiness? 

Columnist Page ] Bog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Defining Prosperity Down 

IS mass uneml.~loyme~t beeom ing tt~e new normal ? 

, Cokimnist Page ] Bog 

...... FK,, rugma 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

~,’Vh~m Filial Piet:y Is th~ Law 

Having once st~ppvessed the idea or" devotion to dderly pare~ts, 

the CommunisL Pazb~ now orders it, 
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Top News 

Alq~y gdHs 51, Deepeni~g Crisis ~li E~pt 

In a sharp escalation of tensions Monday, Egyp[ian soMiers 

opened fire on hnn~’eds ~ff supporb~rs of Mohamed Morsi, die 

ousted president, witnesses said. The military and armed 

assailanLs fired first. 

~ ~ Video: Egypt’s Lea~e~ship Void 

U.No ConMders Faster P~||out i:~l .,~A’glm~fistan 

President Obama, fl’ust~’a~ed in his dealings with President 

Karzai, is considering speeding ap kroop withdrawals ti"om 

Afghanistan and even leaving no American troops after 2ol4. 

:Finane~a| Cloisis 3~st a S~pton~ of Detroit’s 

:~ o[fieiNs negofiab: in a lash.ditch eflBrk ko spare the N~y the 

]a ~Nest m u nieipa] ban kruptey in the n ation’s h~story, residents 

say the city has worse problems than iN $18 bi]Iion debL 

~ S~de Show: Cuttin9 Beck in Detroit 

Moham 

Karzai 

Benguc 
he and 

..... 

Editors’ Picks 



Music has ~e power to transport people to another time and 

plaee~ Invited to lmme a song thaL evokes momenLs of nostalgia, New York 

Times readers offered more fl~an 15o, from Frank Sinah’a to Guns N’ Roses. 

Here is a selection. 

Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Questions for the F.BAo Nomdame 

Is James B. Comey as independent as he’s been made out to be? 

World 

Leaked Report Cites Pakistan’s Fai|ings Befo~0e U,S, :Killed 

Bh~ Laden 

A report that cited "collective incompetence" of the country’s seem~ty forces 

was leaked after Pakistani au*horifies had suppressed it for months. 

Spaniards Fight to Get Savings Back 

Many Spaniards have seen t~eir nest eggs virtually wiped out in 

what crRies call a deceptive and possibly fl’audulen~ sales 

campaign hy banks. 

~ D Video: Spanish Bank Scandal W~pes Out Savings 

protest 

at a 

Bloody :Day in Unrest %Videns the Rt~ptt~re 

Aanong Ordinary Eg}~tda~s 

’F~e divisions have marked Cairo’s geography, wifl~ the pro- 

militaW and pro-.Morsi camps occupying different squares, 

blocking traffic, erecting tents and Hg~ng up loudspeakers. 

U,S, 

Unlikely pa~0tners, Freeing Chimps From l-~e Lab 

A eampaign to end hiomedica] experiments on tmmans’ closest 

primate relatives has pnlled together two federal agencies and 

NI.H. 

will ;etire 

~ ost of 



several animal welfare groups. 

~[~3 Video: Chimpanzees Retired From Research 

In Asiana Crash Investigation, Early Foe~ls Is on 

~.he Crew’s Aelions 

Early examinafio~s showed no obvious mechanical problems 

with the Boeing ~7, wMc~ crashed in San bYandsco, killing 

passengers. 

Former Prot6g6 ofB~flger Reco~mts ~98a 

Murder, and Its Code 
L:7 RIC~-i;.RD.::,. OF’i-’Li. J: 

Kevin Weeks, a govermne~t wit~ess, g,~ve testimony in the trial 

of James (Whitey) Bulgcr, reeounfiug how Mr. BuIger killed 

men in S,.,uth 

i~t    I 

taken 

How driverless cars could 
reshape cities 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

The iirrfits ,’If Fac’ebool<s searci~ tool 

The price of Amazon 

Business 

_:,d~ericm~ Tastes Branch Out, m~d Food Mmkers 

FoHow 

Food companies are experimenting more and more with exotic 

flaw:~rs and etImie st~@es to al:,peN to a rising number of 

and .~ian immigrants. 

..... the 

Mexican 

fruit-     I 
I    ~’~"-’~ I 

Clfief Leaves Barnes & Noble After Losses on E- 

Readers 

A new chief was l~amed to lead the sh’ugglil~g Nook divisiom but 

the C.E.O.’s post will remain vacant for tl~e time being. 

Lynch 

fa~o~’ Big Seal ofAlpprovai fi~r Dell Founder’s B~yo~t I I 

Institutional Shareholder Serxdees reeommended that De~l 

investors aceepk d~e $24.4 biliion o[[k?r made by dae company’s founder and 

chief executive, Michael S. Dell 

Sports 



Approval~ but No New Team ~1-, for 

Jason Collins, celebrated as the fi~t openly gay male athlete still 

active in a major American team sport, remains in limbo without 

an N.B.A. ~earn. His war is Being elosely watehedo 

Collins 
participa 

Judge Orders NoFoLo Con~,ssion Case to Mediation 

The federal judge overseei~g the ease said she would not rule on Ne N.F.L.’s 

modon to dismiss nnfiI Sept. 3 b~ give the meNator time to bring the sides 

ON BASEBALL 

Aging Athletics Pitcher’s Substantive Success 

The Oakland A’s saw Barto~o Colon as a qualib~ pitcher who 

could still perform at 40, not as a player who failed a drl~g test 

last seasono 

Roundup: After Dominant Start, Phillies Hang On in 9th 

A~s 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Somethin~ V~ icked This V~ ay Rm~s 

Kenne~ Branagh returns to Shakespeare in a fast-paced 

"Macbeth" at the Manchester International Festival. 

Bolshoi Director Reportedly ]is to Be Replaced 

The reported clepa~ure of the Bolshoi’s director, A~atoly Iksanov, comes i~ a 

tumultuous year that included an acid attack on the eompanis at dstie director. 

THEATER REVIEW 

Recog~izab|e Guys Y(m Might Not Recognize 

Mikhail BarTshnikov and Pvqllem Defoe star in "The Old 

Womm~," an adaptatio~ of shoK stories by Daniil Kharms. 

I ~ TheOld I 

Defoe, 

Science 

What Is Nostalgia Good For? Q~dte a Bit, 

Research Shows 

NostNgia, lcmg ccmsidered a disorder, is now recognized to 

counteract loneliness, boredom and anxiety - making life seem 

mor~ meaninghfl and death less fri~kening. 

,~ Inbractive Feature: The Nostalgia Playli~ 

BY DEGREES 

Ohl Tael-ie in New Clhnal-c Campaig~a 

Students are urging their c~kleges to ~vest h’,-~m fossibfud 

companies as a way or" fordug climate change higher onto the 

agenda. 

A Teehnologh~l Edge on %Vildfires 
i.:y ~d.N Ni. T H 

Firefighters fa@~g increasingly dm~gerous blazes are getti~g an 

assist Dora digital apps, aerial mapping and other tools. 

Ob3ma 

I ~ Firefight 

crossed 

a~ area 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Dm~eing the Night Away 

Lil~coln Center’s MMsummer Night Swing celebrates its 25~h 

anniversaW season. 

Related .&rticie 

Last year, The Times spoke to the d~eetor Chen Shi-Zeng o~ his 

reintm>retation of the ~radi[iotml Bdj b~g Opera. His lares t work, 

"Monkey: Jom~ey to the West," will open [n New York th~s 

From par~ies ~o fireworks over d3e Hudson, New York is red, 

white and blueo 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e Laws xt%u Can~ See 

The federal smweillm~ce court operates i~ secrecy as the reach of its rul~ngs 

grows. 

EDITORIAL 

Bloodshed in Egypt 

The ~nilitary is fueling divisions in the cout~try by using vio]etlee against the 

Muslim Brotherhood. 

EDITORIAL 

Spitzer Redi~x 

Eliot Spitzer’s bid to run for New York City comptroller is unnerving on many 

levels, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Seea~lar Society 

A few years ago, Charles Taylor ~a’ote a masterpiece on the 

West’s move fi’om a theisth? world to o~m in which faith is a 

ehdce. Ik’s worth revisiting. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Jttstiee, Louisiana Style 

BP tried to do *~ght by the victims of the oil spill. Then the 

lawyers pounced. 

~ Coh~mnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sex and the So~’~’iest P~Is 

What Eliot Spitzer and AnthoW Weiner are see]ring is~’t 

redemption, and their queaka have much different degrees 

audacity. 

, Columni~ Page I glog 
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~i Palestine painting 

Back Home i~ ]Palest:i~e 

UNC undergraduate Layla Quran returns to the place of her birth to document the 
arts. 

FEATURES 

Mind                   Bright 
Zhen Gu is creating a new 

The psychology behind Nick Didow jumps into way to treat diabetes 

mistakes made on the Noah Carolina’s digital using nanopa~icles, 

D~epw~ter horizon oi~ r~g. ~M~e. ~hrimp ~h~, ~n~ 
seaweed. 



I-,uck}’~ :t3 Bike Trip to benefit I.,ineberger 

This summer, ten boy scouts from Chapel Hill are biking across the country to 
raise money for the Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center. 

[~iI watch video     ] 

SPO~EIGH~S B EOGPOS~S 

Brain stem implant 

changes yo:.mg boy’s lifo 

!LINC P~esesi ..th ) 

A New Look at Oid Roc~,~: Geologist Roger Putnam creates the 

first-ever high-resolution map of Yosemite’s El Capitan. (.’bSark My 

Wolds} 

The King of Ream: Novelist Daniel Wallace is back with another 

whopper. (Ms=-~,~ My Words) 

Checi,; tile bal:h!eorn for 

your next star, up idea 

(Forbes) 

MORE U NC R ESEAR 

Youth w:th ]y.ee 1 diabetes still may prodtce insd::::~ w::fl: ?roeer 



Gizmo ~Jses Lung Cells 1o Sniff Cut Health Hazards in Urban Air 

vi,gbnce homick~es (Ccqisci bla~azi~e)                          . 

GE~GQNNEC~ED 

~ Endeavors ca Fscebool,; ~ Endeavors on Twi~er ~ RSS Feed 
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Top News 

Currency Controls in Cyprus Increase Worry 
About Euro System 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

Though part of the euro zone, the country’s restrictions on the 

flow of capital have affected businesses and individuals, leaving 
some feeling their euro is not the same as that of others. 

: Crisis-Struck Europeans Say They’re Losing Faith in Governments 

¯ Europe Has Plan for Failed Banks, but Germany Isn’t Convinced 

Egypt Is Arena for Influence of Arab Rivals 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

Two of the Persian Gulfs richest monarchies pledged $8 billion 

in cash and loans to Egypt, aiming to shore up a shaky 

government and undermine their rivals. 

¯ Interim Premier in Egypt Could Cut Subsidies 

GENETIC CONNECTIONS 

Rare Mutation Ignites Race for Cholesterol Drug 
By GINA KOLATA 

Companies are rushing to win approval for a drug mimicking the effects of a 

gene found in two women with impressively low levels of a form of cholesterol 
that promotes heart disease. 

¯ ~ Ask Well: Gina Kolata Takes Reader Questions on Heart Disease 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: The President in Prime Time 

From Truman to Obama, a selection of televised addresses from 

the Oval Office on topics including tax cuts, race relations, energy 

shortages and war. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Book Publishing’s Big Gamble 
By BORIS KACHKA 

Consolidation among publishers carries costs you won’t find on a price sticker. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"For me, Internet doesn’t exist. I’ve never seen it. I don’t 
really know what it does." 

ANA MARIA HERNANDEZ, a retired nurse in Cuba, where Web access is rare and costly. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Car Bombing Injures Dozens in Hezbollah 

Section of Beirut 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The bombing came amid longstanding fears that Hezbollah 

would face attacks in response to its military intervention in 

Syria’s civil war. 

Egypt Leaders’ Transition Plan Meets With Swift 

Criticism 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Egypt’s new military-led government enlisted internationally 

recognized figures to serve as its public face and promised quick 

elections, but a transitional plan was widely derided as authoritarian and 

rushed. 

¯ The Lede: New Video Appears to Show How Predawn Raid Unfolded in Cairo 

In Portugal, a Protector of a People Is Honored 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

Descendants of those saved from Nazism by Aristides de Sousa 

Mendes gathered to pay tribute to the former diplomat. 

For more world news~ go to NYTimes,comlWorld ~ 

U,S, 

Vulgarities Fly Between Key Witness and Bulger 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. 

At James (Whitey) Bulger’s federal trial in Boston, Kevin Weeks turned on his 

onetime mentor, exchanging expletives - the first words they had spoken to each 

other in over 16 years. 



Effects of Ruling on Same-Sex Marriage Start Rippling Out 
Through Government 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

The federal government began notifying workers of expanded benefit eligibility 
for same-sex couples, and the Senate is expected to take up a measure against 
discrimination. 

Inquiry Suggests Chance That Mechanical 
Failure Had Role in Crash 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

The pilots of the Asiana Airlines jet said that they believed they 
had set devices used to maintain safe airspeed but that speed fell 
too low anyway, an investigation revealed. 

......................................................................................................... F?r r~o re U.S. 9evys, go to N ~7!mes.com(US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Touring "Game of Thrones" 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

This week’s movies 

Photographer’s Lens: Obama in Africa 

nyti~te.s.com. Vl D EO 

Business 

Fork in the Road for a Bookseller 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

Barnes & Noble, the nation’s only major bookstore chain, has no 
clear path forward, reviving fears among publishers, authors and 
agents about its future. 

¯ Chief Leaves Barnes & Noble A~er Losses on E-Readers 

DEALBOOK 

U.S. Vows to Battle Abusive Debt Collectors 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and EDWARD WYATT 

Federal regulators are cracking down on some of the nation’s biggest banks and 



other lenders, accusing them of aggressive practices like hounding debtors with 
repeated phone calls. 

DEALBOOK 

S.E.C. Hopes for Validation in Goldman Sachs 
Trader Case 
By BEN PROTESS and SUSANNE CRAIG 

For Fabrice Tourre, an unfavorable verdict could yield a fine, or a 

ban from the securities industry. For the S.E.C., the trial is a defining moment 
that follows one courtroom disappointment after another. 

For more business news, go to NYTirnes.cornlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Mets Alter Event, Upsetting American Indian 
Group 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

The Mets scaled back an event planned with the nonprofit 
American Indian Community House when they realized they 
were to host the Atlanta Braves the same day. 

Court Records Reveal an Uncooperative 
Hernandez 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

A report said the former N.F.L. player Aaron Hernandez 
slammed the door on the police investigating the murder of an 
acquaintance of his. 

A New Life for the Mets Prospect Dominic Smith 
By BILLY WITZ 

Dominic Smith’s parents always wanted better things for their 
son, a left-handed-hitting first baseman who recently signed a 

$2.6 million contract with the Mets. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: On the Way Up, With a Mitt in Hand 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Exalting the Sacred, Wooing the Secular 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

The Christian band Skillet keeps its rock hard enough and its 
message subtle enough to attract mainstream fans. 

THEATER REVIEW 

An Imp Makes Detours on the Road to 
Enlightenment 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 



"Monkey: Journey to the West" turns an Asian fable of a furry 

enlightenment-seeker into a spectacle combining animation, 

martial arts and acrobatics. 

¯ ~.;.~ Slide Show 

Latest Twist at Bolshoi: Director Is Pushed Out 
By ELLEN BARRY and SOPHIA KISHKOVSKY 

After six months of scandals at the Bolshoi, including the acid 

attack on the ballet’s artistic director, the Ministry of Culture has 

abruptly fired the general director, Anatoly Iksanov. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts >> 

Dining & Wine 

WHAT’S FOR DINNER? 

Vietnamese Marinated Flank Steak 
By MELISSA CLARK 

Vary the marinade, and you can serve flank steak in endless 

variation all summer. 

Homemade Pickles Require Just Three 

Ingredients 
By CATHY BARROW 

In less than a week and with nothing more than water and salt, 

you can cure a dell-worthy pickle. 

A GOOD APPETITE 

A Minimalist Approach to Cooking on Vacation 
By MELISSA CLARK 

Cooking in a rental-house kitchen, with fewer gadgets and 

ingredients, has its own rhythm, helping distill a dish to its 

essence. 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Spitzer on Past Sins and Future Plans 
As Eliot Spitzer began his campaign to become the next New 

York City comptroller, he spoke in an interview about his past 

failings and political goals. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Chimpanzees Retired From Research 
Major federal agencies have taken steps in the past few weeks 

toward ending almost all biomedical experimentation on 

chimpanzees. 



Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Spanish Bank Scandal Wipes Out 
Savings 
The Camafio family lost most of their savings in the preferential 
shares banking scandal in Spain. 

, Related Article 

............................................................................................................ E£r mo~e ~ideo, go to N~!imes~om!V!deo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Decline of North Carolina 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Republicans are systematically dismantling the state’s reputation for progress 

and tolerance. 

EDITORIAL 

A New Leader for the F.B.I. 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

James Comey says most of the right things before the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, but questions remain about his commitment to civil liberties. 

EDITORIAL 

Wrong Prescription for Greece 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The austerity demanded by the agreement for continued bailout payments in a 
country already in critical condition will only make things worse. 

.................................................................................................... ~0~ ~£re 0pir~!00, g£ t0 N~(Times,£0m!0pinion ?? 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Scandal in Bohemia 
By DEREK SAYER 

Bribes and the misuse of power? For Czechs, it could be worse. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Egypt at the Edge 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

As the government remains in transition and in turmoil, is this 

the moment before all hell breaks loose? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Agent Saboteur? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 



A French minister sets up a guillotine on the Seine for foreign 

capitalists. 

: Columnist Page 

.................................................................................................... Fer mole ep!nion, go to NyTimes~�om!0pinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July lO, 194o, during World War II, the n4-day Battle of Britain 

began as Nazi forces began attacking southern England by air. By late 
October, Britain managed to repel the Luftwaffe, which suffered heavy 

losses. 
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CONTENTS 

What’s New 
Welcome to the ISA E-Newsletter, an e-mail newsletter from the 

International Studies Association. New in this edition: 

"v$~hat’s New 

Association News 

Awards & 

Fellowships 
Conference News 

E~nployment: Jobs 

Advertised through 

ISA 

Region News 

Section & Caucus 
News 

SUPPORT ISA 

Annual Convention: Paper and panel proposals for our 

Toronto meeting in 2014 have been received and are being 

evaluated tbr placement on "the pmgraan. Thank you to 

everyone who submitted a proposal. Eaxly registration is now 

open in our online system. 

Awmds: There are several upcoming award nomination 

deadlines to note, including the IPS Best Book & Best Paper 

Awards, the Theory Section Best Book Award, and the Karl 

Deutsch Award. 

Region Conferences: Many of our regions have announced 

plans for their am~ual conferences coming up later this year. 

We close with the the usual reminders about upcoming 

deadlines, calls for papers and more Region, Section, and 

Caucus news for your review. 

There are many ways 
to support us: 

Become a member 

(benefits include 
subscriptions to our 
professional journals, 
discounts on 
international and 
domestic convention 
registration fees, 
private listserv, 
employment services, 
exclusive childcm~ 
services at the Annual 

Convention, and 
more). 

Submit an 

emNovment 
advertisement. 

Follow ISA on Twitter 

Like ISA on Facebook 

Follow ISA on 

Google+ 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

You have received this e- 
newsletter because you are 

a valued member of the 
International Studies 
Association. 

For daily updates from ISA, 
see the ISA BIo.q. The ISA 
Blog is now available on the 
Kindle e-book reader. Please 
see the Kindle Store for 
subscription details. 

To unsubscribe, send an 
email to ISA with "Unsub 
Newsletter" in the subject 
line: 

If you aye having dittic~d~, viewing "this newsletter, an tlTML version 

of the newsletter h&s been archived on the I SA website at the 
following UI~L: http://isanet.ccita:dzona.edu/newsletter.html. 

Association News 
2014 Annual Convention News 
Plans for our 55th Annual Convention in Toronto from March 26- 

29, 2014 at the Sheraton Centre Toronto and the Hilton Toronto are 

well underway. Our convention theme is Spaces andPlaces: 

Geopolitics in an Era of Globalization. The full call has been 

posted on our website here. The Section and Caucus Program 
Chairs have received your paper and panel proposals and are now 

evaluating them for placement on the program. EMy regis~tmtion is 

now open using the online Us~tem. ISA will announce program 

placements on September 20th, 2013. Please contact Dr. Zmyab 

Iqbal, the 2014 Program Chair, at isa2014@isanet.org if you have 

any questions or concerns about the Annual Convention. 

Awards, Fellowships, & 
Grants 

The following are links and summaries of funding opportunities in 

international studies offered by various institutions and orgaNzations 

as well as ISA regions and sections. Application deadlines are 

highlighted. For more infommtion click on the title link. 

IPS Best Book and Best Paper Awards 
The International Political Sociolo~ Section (IPS) oflSA sends this 
reminder that their best book and best paper awaxd nomination 

deadline is &@ 15, 2013. More irffonnation is available here. 

The Karl Deutsch Award 
The Karl Deutsch Award Colnmittee encourages ISA melnbers to 

submit nominations for the Away& which recognizes scholm~ under 

the age of 40 or within 10 yeaxs of defending their dissertation. The 



isa (~,isa net .or.q 

Thanks for supporting ISA’s 
activities. Please feel ft~e to 
forward this issue to a 
colleague! 

ISA 
www.isanet.org 
emaik isa (~,,isa net .or.q 

Award is presented to a scholar who is j udged to have made 

(through a body of publica’6ons) the most signiticant con’mbution to 

the study of international relations and peace research. The deadline 

for nomina’6ons is August 1, 2013. Please see the award website 

~no~e infom~ation. 

IPE SWIPE Mentor Award 

The SWIPE Committee of the International Political Economy 

Section of the ISA is looking for nominations for the SWIPE Mentor 

Award. Originating in the early 1990’s, the Socie~ for Women in 

International Political Economy (SWIPE) observed that many 

women in IPE did not have the close mentoring relationships that 
their male counterparts seemed to benefit ti-om. Indeed, while 

research across disciplines has shown that mentoring can be key to 

higher publication rates and successfully achieving tennre, women 

tend to get less mentoring than men. The SWIPE Mentor A~vard 

pays tribute to women and men who have invested in the 

professional success of women in the IPE field. Recipients have 

included scholars, an academic press editor, and deans. ISA is an 

international organization and we encourage nominations from 

outside the US. We recognize that conditions for women still vary, 

considerably from count~ to country,. ~Vhile S~VIPE acknoMedges 

that things have changed in the US, that is much less tree of other 

countries. 

Nominations may come from any member oflSA and should be sere 

by e-mail to the Chair of the selection committee or one of its 

members. Nominations must include "the nominee’s current c.v. and a 

letter (li~nit 1 page) describing how the nominee has mento~ed 

wotnen in IPE. In the pask the committee has received addition~J 

letters of support from those the nominee has mentored (limit 1 

page). Recipient must be a current member of ISA. Nominations 

should be received by A~,m~st 15, 2(~13. Please see the award 

website for more information. 

Theory Section (TS) Best Bool~ Av~-ard 
The ISA Theory Section (TS) invites nominations tbr the Best Book 

Award. The award recogNzes the best book or edited volume 

published over the past two years that contributes to the theorization 
of world politics. The award is open to all [braJs and sUles of 

theorization. Criteria include such considerations as i~movativeness, 

qualiU of ~rgumentation, and significance for the broad discipline of 

international s~dies. Nominations should be emafiled to the 

committee chair accompanied by a brief letter explaitfing why a work 

deserves consideration for the award. Authors may nominate 

themselves. A cow of each book must be sent to each member of 
the committee, ruth the line "Theory Section Book Award, cio" at 

the top of each address. Nominations are due by August 1~ 2013 
and books must be received by 30 August, 2013. E-book [brmatted 

submissions are welcome. 

ISA Call for No~ninations: ,~. Ann Tickner Award 

The award committee announces that the nomination deadline for the 

J. Ann Ticki~er Award has been moved to October 1, 2013. The 
awaked was established in 2011 to recognize J. Ara~ Tickner tbr her 

pathbreaking role within the IntemationaJ Studies Association and in 

the discipline of International Relations more generally. This award 

recognizes someone who, in Tickner’s footsteps, consistently 

comNnes bravery in purstfing high-quality, pioneering scholarship that 

pushes the boundaries of the discipline ruth a deep commitment to 
service, especially teaching and mentofing. Nominations must include 

a detafiled letter of the nominee’s accomplishmenks generally and 

suitabilib, tbr this award specifically, as well as an up-to-date 

curriculum vitae tbr the nominee. Nominations of women and other 

members of historically ~narginadized groups ore especially welco~ne. 

The recipient will receive a $1000.00 (USD) check and a plaque. 

Resubmissions from laser year are encouraged. Please see the award 

website for mo~e iat’onnation. 

More award news... 



Conferences & Calls for 
Papers 
Journal of Polities Editor Search 
The Southern Political Science Association mmounces a search 
committee has been appointed to select a new Editor for the Journal 

of Politics. The incoming Editor will succeed Jan Leighley and Bill 

Mishler, whose editorial term will end on December 31, 2014. The 
new Editor will serve an initial four year term, from Januao~ 1, 2015 

through December 31, 2018. The Search Committee seeks 

nominations and applications for the Editorship. Both individual and 

group candidacies are equally eligible tbr consideration. Nominarions 

and applications for the Editorship of the Journal of Politics should be 

sent to the chair of the search committee, Caxol S. Weissert, 

cweissert@fsn.edu or mailed to Department of Political Science, 531 

Bellaniy Building, Florida State University, Tdflahassee, FL 32306. 

Draft proposals are due At~gt~st 1, 2013. You may download the 

full caJl here (PDF). Founded in 1938, the Journal of Polilics is 
published by Cambridge Universi .ty Press for the Southern Political 

Science Association. 

FLACSO-ISA Buenos .Mres 2014 
FLACSO-ISA submissions are open for the 2014 conference in 

Buenos Aires. We’re now accepting paper, panel and roundtable 

protx)sals. This yeais contErence theme is Global andRegional 

Powers in a Changing World- check out the Call here. The 

proposal snbmission deadline is October 1, 20~3. We hope to see 

you there! 

Call for Papers: Social Moveinents mad World-System 
Transformation: Prospects mad Challenges 
On April 10-12, 2014, the UniversiiT of Pittsburgh will host the 38th 

Conference of the American Sociological Association’s Section on 

Political Economy of the World-Sys~tem (PEWS), which roll focus 

on the theme of "Social Movements and Global Transformation." 
Organizers invite submissions on this theme under the ti~llowing sub- 

themes: Roles of States mad Movements in World- Sys~temic 

Translbnnation, Knowledge ~md Paacadigms in Contestation, The 

Role of Peripheries in Contesting World-Systemic Hierarchie~ and 

Collective Identities and Democratic Transformation. ’][’he organizers 

encourage sub~nissions from all relevant disciplines in the hrana~tie~ 

law~ and social sciences. The Call for Papers is available for 

download here (PDF). Proposal deadline is am~ua~’ 21, 2014. 
Meals and lodging for authors of accepted papers will be provided. 

Call for Submissions: CEEISA Book Series 

The Central and East European International Studies Association 
(CEEISA) is proud to annoance the launch of its own book series, 

rifled "Central and Eastern European Perspectives on International 

Relations". The Series editors are Zlatko ~abic (Universi~, of 
Ljubljana) and Petr Drul~]~ (Institute of Internatioual Relation~ 

Prague). This main purpose of the series is to provide and susIain 

excellence in IR Research in and on Central Europe. The series will 

offer to its readers high quali~ research by scholaxs who are 

conducting IR research from the Central and Eastern European 

(CEE) perspectives that will resonate with the IR community as well 

as practitioners in and beyond the region. 

Reflecting on the range and depth of research and scholarship in this 
region, this series welcomes original ~md innovarive con’mbutions 

both fi-om researchers who have helped to establish "the IR field in 

Central ~md Eastern Europe as well as by emerging scholars who are 

building on this tradition. 

The Series Editors welcome book proposals, which should be 
formatted according to the Palgrave format, available here. For 
futher information, t}el free to contact the Editors at drulak@iir.cz or 
zlatko.sabic@fdv.uni-lj.si. CEEISA is an ISA Cooperating 
Organization. 



Call for Papers: Journal of \Vorld-Systems Research 
The Journal of World-Systems Research invites snbmissions of 
original articles, datasets, and special issue propomls relevant to the 
study ofworld-s3~stems and globa] political economy. Founded in 
1994, JWSR is the officia2l journal of the American Sociological 
Association’s Section on Political Economy of the World-Sys~tem. It 
is an online, open source (free)journal that seeks to make research 
available to readers around the world regardless of their access to 
nniversiU libraries and other resources. 

We especially want to include works that proceed from several 
different theoretical stances and disciplines, including, bm axe not 
limited to, political science, histou, ~)ciology, archaeology, cultural 
anthropology, economics and geography. We also encourage the 
application of comparative, quantitative mad network-analytic 
methods to world- systems mseaaccl~ though publish many pieces that 
do not use these methods. Any empirical study deemed relevant to 
world-sys~tems analysis may be published even if it uses a veU 
difi}mnt conceptual framework. In addition, we consider discussions 
of future trajectories and options for the modem world-system and 
considerations of what can be done to create a morn humane, 
peacefnl and just world socie~. 

To submit your work, please email a manuscript of 10,000 words or 
less to jwsr@pitt.edu. See the journal’s website to view past issues, 
a lis"t of EditofiaJ~ Board member~ mad lhrlker snbmission guidelines. 
The Edilxmal team includes Editor, Jackie Smith (University of 
Pittsbn~h), Production Editor, Scott Byrd (Mnrray State 
Universi .ty), Book Review Editor, Jenn Bafir (Univemity of Colorado- 
Boulder), and Managing Editor Brittany Duncan (University of 
Pittsburgh). 

Call for Papers: Jewish Joun~al of Sociolo~, 
The Jewish Journal of Sociology invites submissions for a special 

issue on the theme The Relevance of the Jewish Quesiion in the 
21st Century. The editors seek papers that explore the relevancy 
and/or meaning(s) of the Jewish Question today, from a range of 

theoretical and methodological perspectives. Articles should be 

between 6-8000 words and will be subject to peer review. The 

Special Issue will be pnblished in the second half of 2014. 

Expressions of interest and completed axticles should be sent to Ilan 

Zvi Barton (ilan.baron(at)durhmn.ac.uk) or Keith Kahn-Harris 
(kkahnhams(at)yahoo.co.uk) For morn information please see the 

journal website. 

Morn calls for papers and participation... 

Region News 
ISA-Midwest 
We look forward to receiving your proposals for the 2013 

International Studies Association-Midwest Annual Conference. We 

are also pleased to welcome our cosponsoring organizations: the 

Central Slavic Conference and the Midwest Association tbr Latin 

American Studies. The conference will be held on November 8-10, 
2013 atthe St. Louis Hilton at the Ballpark in St. Louis, Missouri. 

Please submit proposals £br papers, panels, and roundtables and any 

questions you have to isa-midwes~isanet.org. Proposals should 

include titles of papers and a short abstract of approximately 150 

words, and include full contact information (name, affiliation, address, 
phone, fa~ and email) of all participants. Please also indicate if you 

are willing to serve as a chair or discussant at the conference. The 

deadline for proposals has been extended until August 2~ 2~13. 

Information about the registration fees and hotel will be npdated soon 

at http://www.wichita.edu/isamw. 

ISA-Northeast 
We are looking forward to our annual conference toni}fence in 

Providence. The conference theme is Rethinking International 

Relations as lnternationalHierarchies. Please see the conference 



website for more infollnation. We hope to see you there! 

ISA-South 
ISA South submissions are now open for the 2013 ISA-Sonth 

Annual Conference in Charlotte. We’re accepting paper, panel and 

roundtable proposals until A~st 7, 2013. This yeats conference 

theme is Public Private Partnerships: Re.sponding lo Global 

Challenges - you may review the full call here. Please see the 

conference website for more information. 

ISA-West 

The 2013 ISA-Wefft Atmua1 Meeting, co- sponsored this year by the 

ISA Internationa] Communication Section, International Ethics 

Section and Active Learning in International Affairs Section~ will be 
held September 27-28th at the Pasadena Hilton in the heart of 

Pasadena, California. ISA-West seeks paper and panel submissions 

related to all areas of international studies and world politics. 

Particularly welcome are submissions related to our 2013 conference 

theme, Disruptions in World Politics: Policy Challenges, 

No~vnative Reponses. Propo~ls should be submitted online by &fly 

26, 2013. Faculty members pre~nting papers will be asked to serve 

as chairs and discussants. Please indicate your areas of expertise 
when you register via MyISA. Please note that those whose 

proposals are accepted ~nust register before Septe~nber 1, 2013. 

Any accepted participant who fails to attend the conference will, 

except in case of emergency, be excluded fiom participation in thture 

ISA-~Vest conferences. Please see the conference website for more 

information and be sure to follow ISA-West on Facebook for all the 

latest news. 

Section & Caucus News 

Foreign Policy ,Mlalysis Section (FPA) 

We are fftill seeking nominations for the Difftinguished Scholar Award 

for 2014. Please send Steve S aideman an email with your 

nominations. Remind your students who have presented a paper at 

ISA functions since the last deadline (September 1st. 2012) or will 

be presenting a paper before the next deadline (September I st, 

2~13) about the Alexander George Award. See here tbr details mad 

send your nominations to Klaus Brnmmer. Congratulations agafin to 

Sibel Oktay of Syracuse University, this year’s Alexander George 

Winner. 

Global Health Studies Section (GHS) 
We are excited to announce that the new Global Health Studies 

Section (GHS) was formally approved at the ISA’s annua] general 

meeting in San Francisco. Please check oat the Section’s website, 

find us on Facebook, and remember to also opt-in to join the 

Section when you next pay your ISA dues (or add to ~m existing 

membership). Please contact ISA (is~@j sanet.org) if you have any 

questions about how to add a section to your membership. 

Global Soufli Caucus 

We invite our members to follow our blo~ to keep up with Caucus 

events. 

International Political Sociolo~" (IPS) 
IPS sends this reminder that the best book and best paper award 

nomination deadline is July 15, 2013. More information is available 

here. 

International Security Studies Section (ISSS) 
The 2013 sectional conIErence of the International Security Studies 
Section of ISA and the International Security and Arms Control 

Section of APSA will be hosted by the Elliott School for 

Internatioual AffaArs at the George Washington University in 

Washington D.C. from 4-6 October 2013, with accommodations at 

the nearby Key Bridge Marriott. The conference theme is "Bridging 

the Academic/Policy Divide." Panel, roundtable, and individual paper 

proposals can be submitted via the maAn page for the ISSS-ISAC 



cont~rence on the ISA website. Please note that ISA membership is 

not required tbr either propo~l submission or cont~rence attendance 

though you will need to create a user account with isanet.org. The 

deadline for paper a~d panel submissions will be &fly 15, 2013. 

Political Demograpl~y & Geography Section (PDG) 
The 2014 ISA PDG-Collegium Civitas Eurasia Conference will take 

place &me 18-19~ 2014, in Waacsaw, l?oland. The conference theme 

is E~rasia Def!~ing and Crossing Barriers. Please see the 

co~fference website for more information. 

Theory Section (TS) 
The ISA Theory Section (TS) invites nominations tbr the Best Book 

Award. The award recogNzes the best book or edited volume 

published over the past two years that contributes to the theorization 

of world tx)litics. The award is open to all tbm~s and s~les of 

theorization. Criteria include such consi&rations as i~movativeness, 

quali~ of aacgumentation, aaad significance for the broad discipline of 

international s~dies. Nominations should be ema]led to the 

committee chair accompaaaied by a brief letter explaining why a work 
deserves consideration for the awaacd. Authors may nominate 

themselves. A cow of each book must be sent to each member of 
the committee, with the line "Theory Section Book Award, cio" at 

the top of each address. Nominations are due by August 15, 2013 
and books must be received by 30 August, 2013. E-book tbrmatted 

submissions are welcome. 

Thank you for supporting ISA’s activities. Please feel free to forwaacd 

this issue to a friend or colleague! 

The ISA E-Newsletter is published by ISA Headqua~ters at the 

University-of Arizona, 324 Social Sciences, Tucson, AZ 85721, 

USA. Newsletter inquiries and submissions may be addressed to 

Joel Davis, (520) 477-2054, ioeldavis(~isanet.org. 
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Wednesday, July 10, 2013 5:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Home, Sweet ttome and More 

House hunting in the Big Apple? The Times’s Real Estate 
section has everything you need to know about this 
competitive market -- including slide shows of what’s on the 
market in New York City and in the region~ as well as insights on 
buyers’ increasingly fi’antic offers as inventory in and around 
Manhattan continues to fall. You’ll also learn about the latest 
trends in amenities at top residential properties and the 
migration of Upper East Siders to Lower Manhattan; preview 
interesting new developments in Dumbo and NoLIta: get a peek 
at a radio host’s musical home in Harlem; and even enjoy a 
nostalgic look at the horses that once trotted on Central Park~s 
bridle paths. P~S~ Don’t forget to submit ?,our own questions to 
our Real Estate Q & A~ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30710/a mes 1 Y 

[ii~ @Times - July 10 2013 j 

Don’t Miss o,~ NVTimes.com 

¯ TRAVEL i Green Acres by Singapore’s Skyscraper’s 
¯ THEATER I Something Wicked This Way R~ns 
¯ BITS i Researchers Develop Flc~;iblc Me~a~ For 3--D Prin[crs 
¯ MgDbi ~ Judge Rules Against Apple m E-Books Trial 
¯ DEALB%K ~ U.S. Vows to Battle Abusive Debt Collectors 

Top 5 V~ewed Featu res ~n ~ 
(Seb~een July 3, 2013 - Ju~y 9, 2013) 

L Terror on Jet --- Seeing Water, Not Rmaway 

2. A Disease Wi[hout a Cut’e Spreads Qaietly in the Wes[ 

3. In Secret, Court Vastly Broadens Powers of 

4. Be)oral the Finish Line 

5. The Rock ’n’ Roll Casualty Who Became a War Hero 

~ YqDEO I I~l Performance: 

Carla Gugi~o 
Ms. Gugino performs a scene 
fi’om Daniel Pearle’s new play "A 
Kid Like 3ake," about a couple 
and their son who likes to dress 
up as Cinderella. 

~ ][NTER_&CTIVE i Twenty 

Pies to Make This Summer 
Revel in the season with a pie (or 
a tart, or a cobbler). Here are 2o 
recipes to carry you through the 
warm months. 

~ SLIDE SI4!O$V [ An Imp’s 

Detours on the Road to 
Enligh[em~tent 
"Monkey: 3oumey to the West" 
turns an Asian fable of a furry 
enlightenment-seeker into a 
spectacle combining animation, 
martial arts and aerobatics. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Bacteria on 

Factory Fa*oms 
A study suggests 
that keeping 
animals in confinement and 
feeding them antibiotics can 
lead to disease in humans that 
may not be easily treated. 

A daily e-mail newsletter on 
the business of technology, 

witi~ coverage from Times 

staff writers and a roundup 



Delivered before the 

opening bell and aRer the 

market ciose, the DeaiBook 
e-.mail newsle[ter p~ovides 

brealdng news about 

M&As, I.P O.s, venture 
capi~i and rno~e 

All things fashion from The 

New York Times, featuring 

the latest in news. ~ends 

and runway coverage 
from acclaimed critics and 

reporters 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.cem marketing department Yeu received this message because yeu signed up 

for ~lYTimes corrfs @Times newsletter. 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubsc~ibe I Chanqe Your E-MailI Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New Yolk, NY 10018 
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Today’s Headlines: Republicans in House Resisl Overhaul lbr Immigration 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE~IC~IL~ 
World US. i Business Sports Arts Fashion&Style Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials O~d OnThisDay CUSTOMIZ~ 

Top News 

RepuMieans in House Resist Over}m~l for Inmtigrafion 

Rep~blica~s i~dieaked lkey would ~ot take up anything resemb]ing klae Senate 

bill pukti[~g in jeopar@ the fuhm~ ~ff sweeping legislation thak includes a path to 

citizenship. 

In 2o~ Murder lh~qu~-, I-t~ts of Missed Clmnce 

to _Ave~ Boston Bombh~g 

Evidence appears to [ie Tamerlan Tsarnaev to the deaths offoMOJ¢l~in,in 

t}lt’ee l~]e]l in 3 Bostoll sill)Ill’l), and some law 

officials said a more vigorous investigation might have led to his apprehension 

and prevented the bombings. 

Maryland*s Path l-o an Accord in Abortion Fight 

As a new flash point i~ the N)ortim~ debate ibeuses o~ regulating 

clinics, MaEdand’s stt{eker oversight, spurred by the troubled 

practice of one doctor, has won rare praise. 

LED 
REOOR 

Editors’ Picks 

~ VH)Eo:TI~e Im]nigralion Battle 

Explained 

Wi~ Congress back in session and expected to address 



immigra[io~, the question is whether members of the Hoarse will b&e ~p ~he 

Senate’s bill, or g~ it o~ their own. 

~ Re~ated A~icb 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

B~ker~ Promises 
:& g H<:q i. 

I believe that American h~d~a~ children are the co~mtK’s most 

at-risk populatiou, and sequesh’ation 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DR~ DAVID A. GRNES, the former chief of abortion s~rveillanee at the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, en the record of a procedure that is s~6ject to new 

restrictions in many states. 

World 

After Epic Escape From Clam, Exile is Mired 

Parl-isar~ 
gy ;:,N 5~.W J.:’,COB9 

ARer a year i~ the United States, Chen (3na~gcheng finds himself 

enmeshed in eonkroversies over paffisan 

MOSCOW JOURNAL 

Step Right Up, Kids, the Tiger ~;fll Look 

Yore° Photo 

h~ Russia, land of fl~e risk taker, eirenses ronfi~ely allow 

ehildrx?n to have 8aeir pic[ure taken wi’~ dange~x~us animals. 

~ Slide Show: Lions and Tigers and Bears~ Oh My~ 

Sadden Improveme~ts in Egypt Saggest a 

Campaig~ to Undermine Morsi 

As life improves for many i~ Egypt, it is becoming dear that 

those OplX)sed to President Mohamed ~¢[orsi undermi~ed his 

administra[ion. 

~ 
Chen 1 
Guangc I 
heng; I 

had its 

I Pi~ I 

U,S, 

S~dy Fh~ds Be~efiLs h~ Delaph~g Severh~g of 

Umbilical Cord 

An a~alysis fi)und that delayi~g damping for at least a 

after bh~h sig~fifiea~tly improves iron stores and hemog]obi~ 

dampin 



levels in newborn babies. 

Appearance, Pleads Not 

About three dozen victims and "~eir family members looked on 

as Dzhc~k}mr 2;arnaev entered his pleas tc~ 3o federa~ cha~Nes. 

Hm~ger Strike by California ]Inmates, Already 

Large, Is Expected to Be Lo~g 

A hunger st~ke over solikarT confinement and ot~er conditions 

~hat continued for a fi~ird day WednesdW could become the 

largest in state hiatot% 

Green acres by Singapore’s 
skyscrapers 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

A surge in kid4riendly hotels 

Driving the Lincoln Highway from Times Square to San 

Francisco 

Business 

Diverging Debate at Fed on }~*he~t to E~d 

A]t[~ougt~ more Fed olticiaIs want tim bond--buying program to 

end sooner, Ben S. Bernanke, the eenh’al bank’s chaimmn, sa~d 

t~e overall policy would remNn unchanged. 

~ Easing o~ ~imulus Cou~d Hamper a European Recovery 

Ben S 
Bernank 

e, the 

To Cut T~xes, Tribune Is to Spl~t I~to 

Broadcasti~g m~d Pa~blisbir~g Urdts 

Tim Tribune Company is following in the footsteps ~-.,f Time 

Warner and News Corporation as the tre~d of spinnh~g offprint 

publications into separate companies eontimtes. 

UoS. Retailers Offer Plan for Safety at Factories 

Wal--Ma~% Gap, Target, Kotffs, Macy’s and a dozen o~her 

retailers are unveili~g their alternative to a European-led plan to 

improve safety at apparel faetm{es in Bangladesh. 

Angeles 

rimes I 

Sports 



ON PRO BASKETBALL 
The 

T~$r~St~ll]tg Pat~]t P~lt ~Ro(~kets 

:Howm’d 
trades 

The move seems simple: 

become instant contenders. In fact, it was the cuhnination of a two.-year 

campaign based on hope add ]mDches. 

YANKEES 8, ROYALS 1 

Nova Makes It Two Dominating Starts h~ a Row 

Ira ~ Nova allowed o ~e rtm in eight innings, and the ofl~nse came 

alive with home runs by Robinson Cano and Lyle Overbay, 

right, 

,rqBox Score 

Pitcher Who Stayed in Japan Doesn’t Stay on 

l~lom~d 

To sweeten his contract, the Hol&aido Nippon Ham Fighters 

allowed Shohei O~mi to play ~he field on some nonpik:hing days, 

a concession in an age ~Td speda]izath:a. 

Arts 

FIRST CRUSH 

A Passion Born in Sto|en Glimpses 

A childhood love for television propelled a reporter on the road to a e~{tie’s job, 

Young, Ecstatic and on the C~sp 

The first national youth orchestra in the United States, whose 

players are ]6 to ]9, rehearsed this week with the conductor 

Vale~T Oergiev. 

I ~_,otto~, I 

Honorh~g Hummfifies m~d Arts in the Capital 

The National Medal of A~s and the National Humanities Meda~ 

were each awarded to 12 recipients in a White House ceremony. 

Obama 

Today’s Video 

After nearly three decades of corm{rig polities, Richard L Berke 

has seen dozens of politicians endm’e scandals. [n this video, 

Berke shares what it takes to gct redemption and back ink~ 

office. 

~ VIDEO: 60 Seconds With Pogue: High- 

Teeh Glasses 

The Times’s David Pogtm on how technology is changing our 

experience with Iow.-teeh items, s ueh as eyeglasses. 

~ vm~o: _4a~atomy of a Scene: ’Fruitvale 

Ryan Coogler, th e di rector of "Fmi tval e S ration," na rra tes a 

scene 5’orn his fihn. 

For mo;e video, go :0 NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 



C]lo~ds Da~0ken Over Egypt 

The military is pushing the eom~hy towurd dangerous instability and a possible 

civil wa~. 

EDITORIAL 

You’ve Been Warned 

New rules from the S.E.C. ~II expose investors to more fraud. 

EDITORIAL 

One Drop i~ M~l~ta~°y Sex~ml Violence 

A new program succeeds in preventing sexual assault in the Navy, but it is also 

ae anomaly i~ the midst of a crisis. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beyond ltl[~e Co~rtroom 

Th e George Z i mm erm an ~ia ] has produced a vN u N)le dial ogue 

about sore e impo* ~mt issues surrounding race and justice, fear 

and uggrcssiot~, and legal guilt and moral culpabilib, o 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

New York 

E~. O.\~ ’:..o~. 

Opportm~ities abound, people, i~ ~’ity politics thant~ to 

return or" flue me~ who ~ever went away. 

~ columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Free ~l~rac|e Food! 

stop in Mali on this year’s win-a-trip journey showed just how 

cruciul it is to promote breas b-fee~Jng in poorer countries. 

CeJumnist Page I Blog 

s D. 
Kr sto 

See this Front Page [ Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with ot~r stfite of apps: 

iPhond& l iPad(D And/oic! I AU 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ m,nyt,com ~ 
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Can we tame the banks? 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL 35 NO, ~4 Visit h:b.r’o~k [~ 

LRB cover art 

Can we tame the banks? 
J -)}m Lar~ehester 

In their current condition our banks are an e~stential 

threat to British democracy, a more serious one than 

ten’ofism, either external or internal. In the UK our 

banks are five times bigger than our entire economy. 

Put the size together with their instabili~ and we have a 

problem that has to be fixed and has to be fixed soon, 

and nothing about fixing it is easy. More 

The Drone Presidency 
S~ep]~er~ Ho~r~es 

The drone has replaced Guant~namo as the incendiary symbol of Ameriea~s 

indecent callousness towards the worldZs Muslims. As Bush was the Guant~namo 

president, so Obama is the drone president. This switch, whatever Obama hoped, 

represents a worsening not an improvement of America [] s image in the world. More 

r Bedsit Disco Queen 
La vini~ G reen~w 

The i~verberations of punk travelled slowly, like everything else in England at the 

time. Even after it reached us, we hesitated. I remember feeling an intense 

connection with whatever this was but it took some time to convince myself that it 

might want to connect with me. More 

Giggling along ~ith Boris 
Jonathan Coe 

Boris Johnson seems to know that the laughter that sun’ounds him is a substitute for 

thought rather than its conduit, and that puts him at a wonderful advantage, tte has 

become his own satirist, safe in the knowledge that the best way to tnake sure the 

satire aimed at you is gentle and unehallenging is to create it yom.~elf. More 

LRB podcasts 

::X:: London Literature Festival 

~ari~a Wa~er in 

eonversatioa with 
Abdelfattah Kilito 

Friday 12 July at 7 p.m. 

Tuesday 23 July 

at 7 

~ Follow us on Twi~er 

~N~ Find us on Fa~book 

N~,~lAsel~’aom Marseilh;, 940-43 

David ±% Bell: Tr,,cqaevilIe 



Hazem ]Ka~d~I~ I~ Cairo 

Poems by PatPia~a Lockwood and Ange 

C.~[)yr[glxt :i L~’lxdoi? Review ~d’ B~’oks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: regi ;F~r@[~b c~ ! k [] You can ~msnbscl:ibe ~’1: ! i)d~le yo~n ~mtJl plel~;ence ~ a~ arty time on om website. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@cultumldiplomacy.org~ 

Friday, July 12, 2013 4:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Call for Applications - Cultural Diplomacy in Africa Programs & Fxents (Augusl - October, 2013) 

For~hcomin# international Conferences & Academic Pro#rams 
(Berlin, London; Bujumbura; August - October, 2013) 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We. are pleased to announce and bdng to yeur attention our Summer/Fall Calendar of Academic Programs and fe~lhcoming internafiona~ conferences, te be hosted by the ~CD 
in pa~neBMp with other leading orgaNzations. The information attached below provides fu~her detai~s on the programs offered at these events. We wouM be extremely 
grateful ~ this announcement could be shared witt~ other interested pa~ies by forwarding the information provided below. 
If you do not wish to receive emails from the ~CD in future, p~ease send us an email to infQ~cu~Mra~ploE?~gy 
To v~ew the cemplete ICD calendar of events for 2013, please clic~ here. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
Directo & Founder 
institute fo~ Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Kuff~tendamm 207-8 Bedim Germany-10719 

Phone: 00~49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
info@culturaMiplomacy.or~ 

Fo~hcoming Academic Programs 
(August - October, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin.de 
To apply, #ease click HERE 
The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (CCDS) is ~he world’s first centeL dedicated ~o the study o~ Cultural Diplomacy, o~fering educational oppoduNties ~o~ individuNs 
pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, government, and/or the private secret, related either whelly or in pa~ to the field of CulturN Dipk~macy. 

The CCDS is currently acceptin~ applications for the followin~ programs: 

"A~dca on Screen: Through the Eyes of Africa" 
(Ber~n; August 22nd - 25th, 2013) 

~.africa~-scree~ .org 
The ~nstitute for Cultural D~plomacy has therefore established the Berlin African Film & Media Festival 2013 in order to exNore the rise to prominence of cinema and mass 
media in A~rica and to debate the potential domestic and international effects of these rapidly growing industries. The conference will explore the power of cinema ~o bring 
people together and provoke universal emotion; a power that must be c~Nvated and developed to ensure African filmmakers continue te receive recognition and that their work 
gains as much exposure as possible. Through the mediums of fiction, documentaries and shah films, the festiwl aims to take participants on a journey of Africa, and 
showcase the talents of adists. In addition, film screenings, interactive discussions and musical performances, a~l podrayed ~hrough diverse African perspectives, will ~udher 
engage adistic expressien and innevafien, previding an N~4ound intercultural experience for pml~cipants and offering unique insights into the political, social cultural re~gio~s 
and histodc elements ef contempora~ Africa. ~ore>>) 

"Contempora~" Internationai Dialogue: A~-based Devetopments and Culture Shared be~,een Nations" 
(London; August 21st - 26~h, 2013) 

~.icdqanguageofartandmusic.org 
In our increasingly gk~balized wodd, the need for mutual cross~ulturN unde~tanding and positive international relations between countries and c~lt~res has become perhaps 
more important than at any time before. For decades, ad has #ayed an impo~ant role as a veMcle for cultural diplomacy and is currently an integral pall of the foreign policy 
N many countries. While ad as cultural diplomacy has often been implemented on official levels by ambassado~ and governmental ~nifiat~ves, it also has ~requently been 
implemented on a more informal basis by civil society pract~tieners, artists and individuals at the grassreots level, and in these cases has eften achieved greater leve~s of 
success. The Conference wil~ exNore these themes in depth by bdnging together a diverse and interdisc~plina~ mix of speakers, a~ists, experts and practitione~ from around 
the globe..(~_~£9_~_~. 

Ce~ificate Program for African Engagement in Europe & the EU 
(Bed~n: August 18tb --. 30th~ 2013; September 161h --- 27tb, 2013) 

~.africa-ProfessionalDevelopment .de 
The Certificate Program for Aflican engagement in the EU ~s a two-week ~ong p~ogram specifically tailored around the needs of A~rican individuals a~m~ng to engage in any 
academic, professional, commercial and cultural activity within the European Union borders. The program features lectures, workshops, seminars and participants led by 
prominent experts in EU4elated matters from the fieMs ef academia, politics, di#omacy, business and c~vil society. During their time in Berlin paHh;ipants will also have the 
oppo~unity to take pa~ in cultural and social activities and to visit institutions such as the German Foreign Office, the German Parliament, the Berlin City Ha~l, cultural 
institutions, pdvate businesses and Berlin=based embassies= 

"Using A~ and Fiim as Tools for Sustainable Development within 

(Bed~n; A~gust 22nd --- 27th 2013} 

~Jcd-africa.or~ 
Cultural Diplomacy in A~rica: A Forum ~or Young Leaders (CDA) is a network of young individuals ~rom across the world, who sha~e an ~nterest in ~he A~dcan confinenL The 
program is based on the recognNon that cultural d~plomacy represents an impo~ant ~ool in helping Afdca to address the chN~enges it currently ~aces= The network conducts 
ongoing activity Nmed at supposing development and strengthening relations between different countries and cultural greups within Africa, and between Africa and external 
pa~ne~.(more>>) 

"Establishing ~ Sustainable Education Development Program in Africa 



(eurundi, Bujumbura; October 23rd-26th, 2013) 

Over the past decade, significant prog[ess has been made in the field ef education, and many African countries are making significant headway ~n the struggle to realize the 
Millennium Development Goal of achieving univeme~ pdmmy education. S~nce the turn of the M~enn~um, enrollment in secondary education has more then doub~ed and the 
net enmlh~ent rate in pr~ma~ education now stands 8t just other three-quede[s of the child population. Despite these achievements, however, there remains much work to be 
done, with other thirty milk,on children out of schoo~ and the h~ghest i~iteracy rate on eadh. The Organization for Youth Education & DevebprnenL in cooperation w~th the 
Burundian government, w~]l offer panic,pants the opportunity to discuss central ~ssues and potentia~ solutions regarding socia~ development end educat~one~ programs in 

Africa. (More>>) 

Distance Learning Programs in Cultura~ Diplomacy 

Intema#onal Rela#ons, Interna#onal Economics, the Transatian#c Relation, International Media, European Studies 
(Sta~: August 5th - 30th, Septembe[ 2nd - 30th, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin.de 

MA Programs in & Cultural Diplomacy 

International Relations, Global Governance, GIobaliza#on, Intercultural Relations and the Global Economy 

(Berlin; Start: Fall Semester o Berlin, Octeber 2nd, 2013) 
www.ccds-berlin.de 

Professional Development Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
Certificate Programs in international Relations, Conflict Zone Mediation, Global Governance, Global#ation, intercultural Relations and the Global Economy 

(Berlin, August 14 -30th, 2013; August 18th -30th, 2013; September 16th -27th, 2013) 

Week,prig Seminar in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin; August 14th - lath, 2013; October 14th = lath, 2013) 
w’ww.ccds-berlin.de 
To apply, please click HERE 

To view the complete ICD calendar of events for 2013, please £!.!_c_._k____h_._e_.r_e_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Friday, July 12, 2013 6:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: Fulbright, Internships, Global Photo Contest, New Courses 

.......................................................................... F~lb~i{~ht U,S, St~derfl: P~eqram AppticaI:ions fer 2014--2015 New Ope~-~ 
Submit your interest form in time to sign up for info session webinars starting next week! 

Monday, July 15, 3:004:00 PM 

Thursday, July 18, 12:30=1:30 PM 

and recent graduates to se~f-design a research/study project, m- seR/e as an English leaching Assistant 

Current ~JNC students must apply th~-ough the Center for Globa~ h-fit~atives and meet the Campes 

of Sep[ember 28, 2~13 a[ 11:59p~ UNC a~dmni who c~n aft:end an on-c~mpus inl:e~s, iew in October may 

also apply through UNC. 

T~BOSe ~nte~es~ed i~ ap~ty~g should ~o*~tete the UNC F~tbright I~terest form as SOO*B as 

C G I EVE N TS + R E S O U R C E S M~ 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 



The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) is a vibrant National Resource 

Center in global education looking to expand our work with your help 

and enthusiasm. Get to know a small, upbeat team of creative staff 

who administer awards for international travel and support vital, 

globally-themed work that spans from the Carolina Global Photo 

Contest, to our two major anti-conferences, Visualizing Human 

Rights and Global American South, and beyond. Excellent fit for 

students interested in communications and media, or internationally- 

focused careers and issues. 

.~.i 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), Study Abroad and UNC Global 

are pleased to announce a collaborative call for entries to the annual 

Carolina Global Photography Competition. This is an amateur 

photography competition that is open to all students, faculty, staff and 

RESOURCES 

of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

in~erests !~IS a grea~ res~ ~e 

.......................................................................... 
(Public Policy, Course number TBD) 

DEADLINE: email ~mari@unc.edu by Wednesday, July 17 

Course Schedule: Wednesdays, 2:00pm-2:50!3:30pm 3033 Global Education Center 

I.stra~tor: Shai Tamari Credit: 1 Hour 6mdiag: Pass/Fail ~ligibili~: All Students Prerequisite: 

None Class ca~aci~: 12 Students Cad it be aadited? No 

Overview: This course will explore current events in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and U.S. foreign policy 

in the region through a series of documentaries, lectures, and class discussions. The course aims to 

give students "a flavor" of the conflict and a basic understanding of the situation in Israel, the West Bank, 

Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip, and the various U.S responses to the conflict. A documentary will be screened 

every other week, followed by a discussion on the movie and readings the week after. Classes will meet 

for one hour during discussion/lecture weeks and for an hour and a half during screening weeks The first 

half of the course will cover issues pe~aining to the conflict in the region, while the second half will focus 

on US foreign policy, including the influence of advocacy groups in the U.S. 

Assessmeat: Students will be assessed through the following: 1) Active pa~icipation in class; 2) Leading 

one discussion: 3) Submit ~o movie journals; and 4) Submit a four-page paper at the end of the course. 

For f~her i~qairies, please ceatact Shai Tamari at ta~ari@aac.eda or at (9t9) 962-2834. 

Tiffs course is offered under the Department of Public Policy at UNC-Ct]apef Hill. 

In Fall 2013, Carolina Courses Online is offering "Introduction to World Musics" where students can learn 

about musical cultures from around Africa, Asia, Latin America, and even right here in Chapel Hill, NC. 

Anyone can enroll and UNC students can satisfy their "Beyond the Noah Atlantic World" (BN) and "Visual 

and Pe~orming A~s" (VP). 

More information can be found here: ]Z~p:L~fbdav(en[er.unc edui(oicceimus}c htm~#musc146 

Be,,4n Tighe == 301 Fl~sboro Street Suite 3002 i CB 5~ 45 i Chapei Hill: NO 27599 

~aeage Yosr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Today’s Headlines: Zimmerma~ Is Acquitted in Killing of Trayvon Martin 

Today’s Headlines  oo0 y.Jo,yt4.20. 

~NTHISE~CdL~ World US. i Business Sports Arts Ma~azine ~ Today’s Video 

~ Editorials 0~ OnThisDs’f ~ CUSTONIZE. 

Top News 

Zi~m~ermm~MarCh~ Is Acqtfitted in Killing of Tram’on 

A six--woman j ury accepted se]l:-defense as justification tbr 

death of Tra3won Ma~in, 17, by George Zimmerman in a F~orida 

shooting that ignited a national debate on racial profiling and civil 

Nations Igu.vi~g as Hackers Sell Computer Flaws 

Gm, ernments pay hun&’eds d thousands of dolla~s to learn 

about and exploit flaws in the computer systems of fl:~reig~ 

adversaries. 

Luigi 1 

Obama ~:ords CompHcatir~g Military Trials 

J adges and defense lawyers have said Presiden~ Obama’s words 

about those who commit sexual assault i~ tSe militmy 5ave 

tainted tzJaIs. 

Editors’ Picks 

The Zimmerrnan Trial, Day by Day 

A synopsis of the trial of George Zimmerman, who was found not 

guiRy of second-degree tam’tier in the death of Trayvon Martin, 

star~g with the openi~g argmnenN. 



OPINION I OPINION 

Do Clink~al Tria~s Work? 

Compalfies spel~d billions of ddlm~ on drag testing each year. 

~d yet for a sml~fising number of medicines, we still don’t know 

if the3?re safe c~r efl)efive. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

HOWARD SCHNIDT~ former White House eybet’sei;urity coordinator~ on h~]eket’s who sell 

inform~tion on computer coding f[~ws to fl~e highest bidder. 

World 

LEAVING THE LAND 

Pit~hHs Abound in Clfina~s Push From Farm to~         ~~ 
sho.wpie City                                   I 

Even a showpiece pr ~jecl 

China’s urbanization drive, including high eleckfieity eosN and a lack of jobs 

the new 

[] Slide Show: Rocky T[ansiJon From Farm to Town in China 

[] Video: Cl~ina’s Consuming Billion 

Chinese Voice Anger and Nostalgia G~er Urba nizstion 

Economy Continue to Cm~mble 

Syria is increasingly isolated in the face of a g~:owing economic 

cdsis~ mor~; reliant "~an ever on credit li’om iks main remaining 

allies. 

, iraq Says it Can’t Halt Arms to Syria 

Grand 

Bazaar 

Inte~sifies Search for a ~ller 

A brain swelling fl~at is infecting the country’s you’d, d~rowing 

them into comas and killing seemingly 5eakhy children, often 

within bores, has stumped the eoun~T’s 1Aaysieians. 

U.S, 

In Mexican Pill, a Texas Option for an Abortion 

With requirements that may shut down rnosk abortion clinics in 

Texas. advocates say womei~ may tul’~ to %bortio~ pills" 
~, rogres 



wiLhout medical s upervision. 

~E[] Slide Show: Texas Women Face Risky Optiens an Aboltion 

Li~e- Minded RJva~s Race to Bring lBaek 

%~o team s of plan t breed~ra and ben etieists are within reach of 

creating an ~efica~ eheslmR tree that can withsNnd the funN~s 

blight that wiped the t~es out 

~ ~ Slide Show: Bringing Back the American Chestnut Tree 

Maynar I 

d of the I 

A~r Force General ’Fakes Over Vastly Expanded 

Sexua| Assault Of~c,e 
L:y J.,:, M L S 

Maj. Gem Margaret H. Woodward will encourage more airmen 

and women to not only repot k sexual assault but also pursue 

proseeadon. 

Gen. 

I Margare I 

Cacio e pepe with favas and 
peas 
ALSO IN VIDEO >~ 

Shox rib chili nachos 

Business 

FAIR GAME 

life,kerN _~e B~]lk~ng ~t a ~ro~o~ed ~ on 

Several regulato~ wank ko raise khe pereenk of capikaI that big 

ba~aks must have on hand to cover losses. But get ready for an onslaught of 

in d u stry lobbying again st "~ e plan. 

No NL~-Figure Pay, b~t Ma~dng a D~fferenee 

The Ven ture for 5xnedca program off~rs jobs in starb-up 

companies that aren’t the usual magnets for receipt eollege 

gradua kes. 

on a Boeing 787 at l~{eaflll’ow 

The im:ident took place about hs’o m onths aRer 787s returned to 

the sMes a fief bein g braun dcd beea u se d ha za rd s ~J kl~ a new 

type of battetiv. 

Sports 



PIRATES 4, METS 2 

Pirates Claw Back to Spoil Start by Me.ts’ Tortes 

The Mets’ Carlos Tortes, who was maldng his first start for the 

Meks and his first in the majors since 2om, cruised undl khe fiRh 

inning, but ~&’ew MeCutehen led a Pira kes rally. 

Mcllroy, a Native Son, Divides Ireland 
L:y ~,ARLN CR’.~U’.X. 

Since becoming the second h~sh golfer to win multiple majors, 

Rory MeI]roy has distanced himself fl’om his roots, which has 

many in Ireland ques[ioning his loyaldes. 

For Teams Hosting A|l-Star Game, Both 

Celebration m~d Opport~anity 

Eefotv the end of the 2o12 s~agou, the All-Star Game host Mets 

used ticket to khe game and festivities as a vetfiele to sell season 

fid<ets to their fans. 

All-Stars of 1964 Recall a Wild Show at Shea 

Mets’ 

Edc 

scrutiny 
of Rot,/ 

Arts 

Aubrey Plaza is Dangerously F~mny 

At 29, she is reaching now career heights, less than a decade after 

she got a t~otho]d in tele~qsion as an inkern on "Satmday Night 

I ,ive." 

Cory Monte[th, Star of Hit Show ’Glee,’ Fom~d 

Dead 

Cory Monteith, the young actor who shot to fame in the hit 

series "Glee," was fbund dead in a hotel room in V~mcouve~" 

around noon on Saturday’, police said. He was 31. 

A Movie’s Killers Are .All Too Real 
L:y i..MRE : i-b".~H TEI-~ 

The documentary "The Act of Killing," which has Werner 

tiers:oh and Err~l MottOs as executive producers, features an 

Indonesian death squad leader re-.enacting his crimes, often with 

glee. 

from the 

docume 

Fashion & Style 

Sex on Campus: She Can Play That Game~ Too 

right? IncreasiugIy, however, women are the oues leo]ring to 

hook up. 

Jay-Z Is Rh~ning Picasso and Rot|~ko 

Jay-Z invited fl%nds fl’om the a~ world to a filrning of a video of 

his art-centHe song "Picasso Baby." 

, ~ Slide Show 

greets 

art.world 

guests 

I WAS MISINFORMED 

Every Teenager Shoukl Have a Summer of ’65 

The Catskills in summer. A girl meeks a teenage hey. And a first 

boy~%nd can become a lifelong 



Magazine 

Golfh~ China is Yomager Than Tiger "Woods, but 

Growing Up F~t 

How a countU that banned golf has become an unlikely 

ineu bator for the mmderkil~ds of the game. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

V~:HI N ew York*s Cashm Plm~ Really Work? 

It’s a long shoE, Bat the odd~ on anything else are probably 

..... Yang, 8, 

at the 

Mission 

What :Does It Take to Stop Crips and :Bloods 

Froin Killing Each Other? 

A plan for pcaoe in gangland. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: Cutbacks on *The Rez’ 

At Pine tddge Indian F~eservation, one of" the poorest parts of the 

United States, the budget cuts known as sequestration have 

slashed millions of federal dollat,~ in funding. 

~ Reiated Article 

~ vm~o: The Sweet Spot: Mm4e Oopsies 

In this week’s episode, David Cart and A. O. Scott dissect ~ose 

ranch--ballyhooed and hyped movie blo~-kb ~sters that somehow 

wlnd up bomblng at the box 

~ vmEo: Porchetta-Style Pork Chops 

Melissa Clark prepares a streamlined take on am Italian 

porchetta with garlk:, rosema~T, and fennel stnffed into thiek-.ent 

pork chops. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

T]he Trmlb|e With Testing Mania 

By focusing o~ exams, the lmtion has l~eglected teacher ~:aining and other 

education reforms. 

, Tt*omas L. Friedman ts offfoda)/. 

EDITORIAL 

OveFpaid? Or V~’o~rd~ Every Penn3/.a 

The numbers don’t really show how lavish executive pay has become. 

EDITORIAL 

Secretary N apolitano Resigns 

The deparhtre of [he head of homeland security gives President Obama a 

chance to co,veer yea~s of bad policy on immigration enfbreement. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T~Yeefing To~Yard Sa~’ri|ege 

Musings on ENact and sexual violence, ,loyee Carol ®ares saw that 

when you question religion, all hell bt%ks loose. 

~ c0[umn~ page I Bog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"l[’l~e House’s Inm~igration 

~l’here are risks wherever Republicans look. 

Columnist Page I Bog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ’ro~Ftured N[ecl~ardcs of Eroticism 

A museum exhibition reveals the score[ of co.trifles of sex 

appeal: industrial-skrength anderwear. 

~ Cellim nis;~ Page 

For more epi!ien; ge te NYTimee.oom,~Opinion ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Testing tl~e Co|~se~lue~ces of ]~ale Nisl~ehav~or 

Are women really outraged over the Spitzer and ~geiner candidacies? 

, [] Video: Eliot Spitzer and Female Voters 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

~&~’t That Tm’ns Botl~ Heads and Stomael~s 

Seeking tl~r~Ils in enkertNnment t~at makes us faint, swoon or 

%mit. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access "The New York Thanes from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhoneN l iPad® Android I All 

Visit Tf~e New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~} 

About This 

Tilis is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 
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Today’s Headlines Monday, July 15, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Prayer, Anger and Protests Greet Verdict in 
Florida Case 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Lawmakers, clergy members and demonstrators described the 
decision not to convict George Zimmerman on any counts in the 
death of Trayvon Martin as evidence of endemic racism. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

In Zimmerman Case, Self-Defense Was Hard to 
Topple 
By LIZETTE ALVAR EZ 

George Zimmerman had the power of self-defense laws on his 
side, and was helped by a spotty police investigation and prosecutorial missteps. 

No Quick Impact in U.S. Arms Plan for Syria 
Rebels 
By MARK MAZZETTI, ERIC SCHMITT and ERIN BANCO 

The plan ca]Is for the C.I.A. to supply only small arms, and only 

to a limited segment of the opposition - the actual numbers are 

unclear. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Big Data Hits Real Life 

Brick-and-mortar stores are looking for a chance to catch up with 
their online competitors by using software that allows them to 
watch customers as they shop, and gather data about their 

behavior. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

How Intellectual Property Reinforces Inequality 
By JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ 

In its recent, unanimous decision that human genes cannot be 
patented, the Supreme Court gave a rare victory to the cause of 

economic fairness. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m heartbroken, but it didn’t surprise me." 

VELMA HENDERSON, a retired state employee in Chicago, a day after George Zimmennan was 
acquitted in the killing of Trayvon Martin. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Bangladesh Pollution, Told in Colors and Smells 
By JIM YARDLEY 

A deadly building collapse brought the dangers of Bangladesh’s 
clothing manufacturing to world notice, but the environmental 
destruction is taking a daily toll as well. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Environmental Damage in Bangladesh 

Brazil’s Plan Isn’t What Doctors Would Order 
By SETH KUGEL 

After President Dilma Rousseff proposed recruiting foreigners, 
Brazilian physicians said a lack of infrastructure and supplies 
was the problem. 

Taps in Office of Legislator in Iran Prompt Calls for Inquiry 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

Lawmakers in Iran said that the nation’s intelligence minister should be 
questioned after wiretapping equipment was found in a legislator’s office. 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d r~e~,s, g~ to N~!~imes,~om!Wodd ~ 

U,S, 

California Is Facing More Woes in Prisons 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Gov. Jerry Brown is confronted by dire predictions about the 
future of California’s prison system, only six months after he 
declared the "crisis is over." 

Chicago’s Intern ’Boot Camp’ Is a Rehearsal for 
Life or Death Medical Issues 



By DIRK JOHNSON 

A three-day session in June prepares new interns for bedside 

assignments, including emergencies. 

......................................................................................................... F£r r~0re U.S. ~ews~ gO to N~!mes.�0m~US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Intersection: Artfully chic in 
Chelsea 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Uptown’s sharp style 

L train inspiration 

nytin~e.s.com. Vl D EO 

Business 

Attention, Shoppers: Store Is Tracking Your Cell 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD and QUENTIN HARDY 

Using video surveillance, and signals from shoppers’ cellphones 

and apps, retailers are tracking customers’ behavior and moods. 

¯ ~ Video: Big Data Hits Real Life 

DEALBOOK 

After Goldman and Before Trial, a Global 

Education for Fabrice Tourre 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and BEN PROTESS 

After taking a leave from C-o]dman Sachs, Fabrice Tourre worked 

as a volunteer in Rwanda. He is accused of misleading investors about a 

mortgage security that ultimately failed. 

¯ Timeline: The Case Against Fabrice Tourre 

Airlines Confident in Boeing’s 787, but Doubts 

Linger 
By CH RISTOPH ER DR EW and JAD MOUAWAD 

Unless the cause of the Heathrow fire is pinpointed quickly, the 



airline industry could once again find itself in a delicate spot of 

balancing passenger safety with high financial stakes. 

................................................................................... Fo r r~ or~ b ~l~ir~ e ~ r~! D~ t~ N ~]~!mes:�om~Bu s! nes s ~ 

Sports 

Top Sprinters Test Positive, Jolting Track World 
By MARY PILON 

Three of the biggest sprinters in track and field, including the 
American Tyson Gay, on Sunday revealed that they had tested 
positive for banned substances. 

, ~ Notable Sprinters Who Failed a Drug Test 

Before Football, Jets’ Ryan Mastered Table 
Baseball 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

By day, Rex Ryan was one of the N.F.L.’s more creative defensive 
coaches. By night, he would scour the Internet for Strat-O-Matic 
player-card sets that had eluded his collection. 

TWINS 10, YANKEES 4 

Sloppy Play Does In Yankees Ahead of All-Star 
Break 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees committed two errors, were charged with a passed 

bail, allowed five unearned runs and lost a series to the Twins for the first time 
since 2008. 

. ~ Box Score ] Roundup: Orioles’ Davis Homers Again to Tie a Record 

............................................................................................. F0[ ~0re sp~rts ~e~s! g0 t~ N~(~imes,�0m(Sp0rts ~ 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Now Batting: Philharmonic and a Diva 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

Mariah Careyjoined the New York Philharmonic for a charity 
concert on the Great Lawn in Central Park. 

This Detective Novel’s Story Doesn’t Add Up 
By SARAH LYALL 

Reviewers deemed "The Cuckoo’s Ca]ling," punished in April, 
too sophisticated for a first book. They were right. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Music That Transcends Borders 
By JON PARELES 

Women from Mexico reigned at the 14th annual Latin Mternative 



Music Conference. 

........................................................................................................ FO~ r~or~ a~ts ~e~s, g0 t0 NY~ime~�0m!Arts ~ 

Media & Advertising 

With a Royal Baby Due, News Outlets Are on 

High Alert 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The birth of the child, whenever it happens - any day now, if the 

tabloids are to be believed - will be a spectacle unlike any other in 

the modern media age. 

Sold Back to Its Founder, Frommer’s to Publish 
Anew 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

Arthur Frommer, the brand’s founder, is moving quickly to 

release a first batch of titles in October under a new name, 

FrommerMedia. 

MEDIA DECODER 

Documentary Planned on Malala Yousafzai, Girl 
Shot by Taliban 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Davis Guggenheim, the documentary-maker behind "Waiting for 

Superman" and "An Inconvenient Truth," is making a film about Malala 

Yousafzai, the Pakistani education advocate. 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Farming 

In the Union Square Greenmarket, where many just pull on 

shorts and a T-shirt, some still make an effort. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Future of Same-Sex Marriage 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In the wake of two important Supreme Court rulings, the fight for equality 

continues 



EDITORIAL 

Trayvon Martin’s Legacy 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The acquittal of George Zimmerman should be a call to reform laws that make it 

easier to kill. 

EDITORIAL 

Further Protection for Antarctica 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The United States and New Zealand have put forward excellent proposals to 

create two major marine reserves in Antarctica. 

..................................................................................................... Eo( ~0r~ epic!00! go t£ N~Timesrc0m!0pin!0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Bloomberg Legacy 
By BILL KELLER 

A mayor who was long on vision, though often short on 

consensus. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hunger Games, U.S.A. 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

With the farm bill vote in the House, policy turns outright 

sadistic. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Slowing of Two Economic Giants 
By PRANAB BARDHAN 

Will China or India come out ahead? It depends on reform. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 15, 1918, the Second Battle of the Marne began during World 

War I. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I :.!ii!iii! @NYTimes I ii~ii Pinterest 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00209115] for Eunice Sahle has been recewed 

The f,allowing adoption(s) were submitted: 

20134 AFR1101 005 
0-534-56769-X ~--RICAN POLITICS+S OCIETY SCHRAEDER 
9780435909598 GOD’S BITS OF WOOD OUSMAix,~ 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number 
Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summ~a-1 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, f0ellamy@email uric edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2549072 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 06/17/13. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that ~vill provide feedback on your experience with the OASIS Computing Specialists group 

ht tp://www, uric. edu / ar-bin/sur~ev follo~w~p pl?ticket=2549072 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRF~SSED BY: James (ajmchale) 
STATUS: Issue No Longer Relevant 
FIRST 5,2kME~: eunice 
LAST NA’vIE: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: eunice@email.unc.edu 
PItONE: (919) 962-2341 
DEPAR’ISVK~NT: african & african-amer studies 
’KICKET NUMBER: 2549072 
SttORT I)ESCRIPTION: SoJ~ware Issue 

Still getting product activation failed 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

If you have additional questions or cotranents, please contact 

Rob Noel 

(919) 843-7071 

rob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <ajmchale@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:54 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2549072 

Client Information 
eumce n sable, Location : 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Afi)liation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919)962-2341 and Emaik eunice@email uric edu 
Short Description: Software Issue 

Email Text : Hey, Eunice. I am going to close this ticket. If you’d like we can revisit it another time. Let me know-. Take care! 

James McHale, OASIS 

(919)901-0883 



Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good chance our new FAQs 

have the answers! 

You can viewthe dune 27 ConnectCarolina HRiPayroll Town Hall on our 

YouTube channel: i~t::xi,’w:,.’,’,v 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this "!’_@’:{ and in the 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 



What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.’,:’.A~4 .~ ~i...’?.~.& h A=:u..’?£j. 

i ~:~ ,~= ,~ >> .,, ;; :~ ~: ..~ ~: ~:,~. The specific details ofthe January 2014 go-live are 

~ still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

j 2014 - the weeks prior to and following go-live - will 

be a critical time Schools and Divisions should 

begin now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 6:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Real Insight and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30717/a mes 1 Y 

[ :i’~ @Times-July’ 10, 2013] 

Real Insight 
Listings are just the beginning in The New ~ork Times’s ~ 
Real Estate section, where the ’w h f’ of real estate is just 
as important as ttxe ’wtxat," ~when" and ~whereY 

Learn how the rich get a big real estate tax break; tour a 
Greenwich. Conn., estate with a monumental price tag and a 
history rooted in the American West; get the latest on Belle 
Harbor, Queens. as it recovers from the ravages of Hurricane 
Sand3,; take a behind-the-scenes peek at the Brooklyn residential 
real estate market; meet the people who keep your doorman’s 
sl~irt neatly pressed: and learn wl~y owning a l~ome migl~t not 
always be the key to happiness. 

Then. of course, indulge in some eye candy with slide shows 
showing pt’operties on the market i~ New York Ci b’, iu the 
region, aeross the cometW and armmd the world. 

Don’t Mis~ 

THEATER [ "The Co{or Purple" and "Prudimi:ia Hat(’ in Lomlon 

BITS BLOG I The Pt’os am[ Coos of a Sm’vei[lam’.e Society 

T MAGAZINE [ (ats, the New Rulers of [he Art World 

MEDLA [ Controversial Co-Host to Join ’The Vie~," on ABC 

~ V~DEO i In Performance: 

Ch t’istophi;r Denham 
In Steven Levenson’s play "The 
Umwoidable Disappearance of 
Tom Duvnin," Mr’. Denham 
plays James, the son of a 
disgraced former seeurities 
attorney. 

~ SL][DE NItO}V I The 

Women of W oody Allen~s ]:’liras 
Strong roles for actresses have 
become a hallmark of the work 
of Woody Allen. Here are images 
of some of the actresses noted for 
their work in the director’s 
movies. 

~ VIDEO [ A Right to Die, a 

Will to Live 

As a bioethicist, Peggy Battin 
* ADVERTISING [ Keep Amet’iea Beantifu{ Starts a New 

Campaign 

"~-=op 8 Viewed Features o, N,rr~ ............ 
(Between July 10, 2013 - July !t~;, 20!3) 

*. Sex on Campus: She Can Play That Game. ’I’oo 

2, The Decline of NovH~ Carolina 

3. In Clat[ered t{ome, a D;~rk Secret :3 Decades Old 

4. Zimmerman Is Acquitted in Killing of Trayven Martin 

5. Hunger Games, U~S.A. 

fought for the fight of people to 
end their own lives. After her 
husband’s cycling accident, her 
field of study turned unbearably 
personal. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Prisoners 

Protest 
Why we should all 
be concerned 
about the inhumane conditions 
of prolonged solitary. 
confinement. 



A daily e-maii newsletter on 

the business of technology, 

witil coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

of news ~rom across ~he 
VVeD. 

Delivered before tile 
opening bell and after ~he 

market close, the DeaiBook 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking news about 
M&As, I.P O.s, venture 
capita31 and more. 

All things fashion f[orn The 
New York Times, featuring 

the latest in news. trends 

and runway coverage 

from acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT THiS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimea.com marketing depa~tme!~t You received ~his message because you signed up 

for NYTimes com~s @Times newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New Yor~r, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Momentum Shifts in Syria, Bolstering Assad’s Position 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Thursday, July 18, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Momentum Shifts in Syria, Bolstering Assad’s 
Position 
By BEN HUBBARD 

Though his country is in shambles, President Bashar al-Assad 

now seems better positioned to hang on to power than he has 
been for most of Syria’s two-year civil war. 

: Prominent Supporter of Assad Government Is Killed in Southern Lebanon 

¯ ~ Video: A Look at Daily Life in Damascus 

Dementia’s Signs May Come Early 
By PAM BELLUCK 

Doctors are starting to pay more attention to patients who say 

they are experiencing cognitive problems but do not yet show a 

measurable decline. 

Contaminated Lunches Kill 22 Children in India 
By GARDINER HARRIS and HARI KUMAR 

The episode left dozens hospitalized, and officials said they 

believed the food had been contaminated by cooking oil stored in 

a container formerly used for insecticides. 

.................................................................................................................. Fpr rj?01~e tOP I)e~vs, g£ to N’~Times~F0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~ VIDEO: A Right to Die, a Will to Live 

As a bioethicist, Peggy Battin fought for the right of people to end 

their own lives. After her husband’s cycling accident, her field of 

study turned unbearably personal. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTORS 

What the Court Didn’t Say 
By ALBERTO R. GONZALES and DAVID N. STRANGE 

The Supreme Court’s decision on the Defense of Marriage _Act is 

silent on whether immigration benefits must be extended to 

same-sex spouses of American citizens. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"it was poison that the children ate, not food. Food 

contamination doesn’t happen that fast. It was poison." 

AKIkANAND MISH~, whose 5-year-old son was one of 22 children in India who died after 
eating a free lunch at a state school. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Russian Court Convicts Opposition Leader 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Meksei A. Navalny, Russia’s most resonant opposition voice and a Moscow 
mayoral candidate, could be sentenced to up to six years in prison on 
embezzlement charges. 

Russia Stacked Team With Stars for World University 
Games 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Most countries treat the biennial games as something of a good-will exchange 

for amateur athletes, but not the Russians, who fielded a star-studded team 
stacked with 18 gold-medal winners from the real Olympics. 

A Leading Chinese Human Rights Advocate Is 
Detained in Beijing 
By CHRIS BUCKLEY 

Xu Zhiyong, who was held Tuesday on unlawful-assembly 
charges, has challenged the Communist Party to act on its vows 

to expose corruption and respect the rule of law. 

................................................................................................ (0[ r~re wedd 9eyes, go to NY~ime~:�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

Florida Case Spurs Painful Talks Between Black 
Parents and Their Children 
By JOHN ELIGON 

The acquittal of George Zimmerman in the fatal shooting of 
Trayvon Martin has rattled any sense of security for black 
families, with parents even warning sons what not to wear. 



Echoes of Florida Case in a Milwaukee Trim 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

Shortly after the acquittal of George Zimmerman, a Wisconsin 
jury was selected for a trial in which the defendant, a white man, 
shot and killed an unarmed black teenager. 

New Radiation Therapy Prolongs Prostate 
Cancer Survival 
By ANAHAD O’CONNOR 

A new radiation therapy can extend the lives of men with the 
most advanced form of prostate cancer, a large new study found. 

......................................................................................................... E0[ [p£re ~,~, r?e~S, g0 tO N¥Iimes,�0m!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

@RuthBourdain revealed 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Eliot Spitzer and female voters 

New style in old Beijing 

n~times.com Vf D EO 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

In Energy Case, a Fresh Tactic by JPMorgan: A 
Push to Settle 
By BEN PROTESS and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

JPMorgan Chase wants to settle accusations by the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission that it gleaned profits from power plants via 
"manipulative schemes." 

ADVERTISING 

Pushing the Right Buttons 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Apple’s steps to reimagine television, like teaming up with ESPN, 
stand in stark contrast to efforts by Google to compete with 
established companies. 



In European Antitrust Fight, Google Needs to 

Appease Competitors 
By JAMES KANTER and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

The European Commission said that Google’s proposal for 

addressing antitrust concerns did not go far enough and that the 

company will need to come up with a better plan. 

................................................................................... F0r r~ ore b~sit?ess ~ey~s! go t? N~!mes:�0m(Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

Watchdogs Seek Doping Clues From a Distance 
By JAMES DAO 

A loose alliance of activists scrutinizes cycling, arguing that the 

work is essential because many dopers were not exposed by drug 

tests. But the accuracy of their findings has been questioned. 

, ~ Graphic: A Double Ascent of Alpe d’Huez 

Froome Tops Contador to Win Tour Time Trial 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Chris Froome edged Mberto Contador to win the 17th stage of 

the Tour de France in a rainy time trial and extend his overall 

lead on Wednesday. 

Mickelson Finds Mirth in the Wind and the 

Heather 
By KAREN CROUSE 

After winning the Scottish Open last weekend, Phil Mickelson is 

at Muirfield seeking his first British Open title. 

¯ Member Policy of Men-Only Clubs Will Be Reviewed, R&A Official Says 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes,comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Steamy Wait Before a Walk in a Museum’s Rain 
By JULIE k. BELCOVE 

Waits are hours long for "Rain Room," an installation at the 

Museum of Modern Art that has rain falling all around, but 

miraculously, not on you. 

It All Started With a Toy Piano 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

A critic recalls the first stirrings of his fascination with classical music. 

Annie and Her Sisters 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

From "Annie Ha]]" to "Vicky Cristina Barcelona" and now "Blue 



Jasmine," Woody Mien remains inspired by actresses and the 

roles he writes for them. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: The Women of Woody Allen’s Films 

, Q. and A.: Woody Allen 

....................................................................................................... F£r rj?0Fe ~rts r~e~s~ g0 t£ NYTimes~�0m!Arts ~t 

Fashion & Style 

Torts? Pass the Sunscreen 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

With their toes in the sand and their nose in a book, hopeful 

lawyers are bypassing stuffy libraries to study for the all- 

important bar exam. 

Countdown to Fashion Week for Designer 
Jonathan Simkhai 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

As Fashion Week approaches, Mr. Simkhai mines his archives 

and his myriad inspirations. 

FRONT ROW 

Rick Owens Opens a SoHo Pop-Up 
By ERIC WILSON 

The designer’s darkly cool aesthetic is on view here until late 

October. 

¯ More Front Row Articles 

......................................................................................... F£r r~0[e f)sbi£r~ r~e~s, g0 t0 NYTimes,�0m!Fashion ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Countdown to Fashion Week: 
Inspiration 

In the first installment of Countdown to Fashion Week, designer 

Jonathan Simkhai describes the inspiration for his upcoming 

collection. 

~ VIDEO: Congress Clogging Beyond Filibusters 
The Times’s Carl Hulse discusses the filibuster and other 
methods lawmakers in the minority have used to keep bills and 
nominees from moving through the legislative process. 

Related Article 

............................................................................................................ F£r m0[e ~ide0, g0 t0 N~!imes,£0m!V!de0 ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 



The Arms Race at Home 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Statehouse politicians make it ever easier for constituents to carry guns at 

alarming rates. 

EDITORIAL 

Halfhearted Labor Reform in Bangladesh 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A new law does not do enough to empower workers and improve workplace 

safety only a few months after the tragic co]lapse of a factory building. 

EDITORIAL 

A Second Chance for the World’s Disabled 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

It iS essential for the Senate to approve a global treaty that would apply the 

principles of the Americans With Disabilities Act to the world at large. 

.................................................................................................... E~r n~o~e ~p!r~ior), go to N¥~ime~�~)m!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Was Blind, but Now She Sees 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The next stop on this year’s win-a-trip journey is a village in Mall 
in West Africa where a z5-minute eye surgery gives villagers back 
their sight. 

: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Cheney in Waiting 
By GAlL COLLINS 

The Senate races aren’t until next year, but things are already 
heating up in a few states. Have you seen Liz’s video on 

YouTube? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Has the G.O.P. Gone Off the Deep End? 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

Disaffected conservatives are increasingly anxious about the 
ideological intransigence of Republican legislators. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 



ON THIS DAY 

On July 18, 1936, the Spanish Civil War began as Gen. Francisco 
Franco led an uprising of army troops based in North Africa. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fmnily Day and GaJcden Beauty 

ACKLAND ,,,   MUSEUM 

Opening Reception 

Friday, 19 July, 6:30-8:30 PM 

In My Garden: The Pottery o]~ ~Aarsha 

Owen at the Ackl.and Museum Store 

presents beautiful, handmade stoneware 

vessels and objects suitabl.e for the smal.l. 

urban garden as wel.l, as the l.arge estate. The wide array of pl.anters, 

baskets, urns, "rocks," and birdbaths appear at one with nature, and wil.l. 

appeal to the experienced gardener and the novice al.ike. When moved 

indoors, their varied shapes, gl.azes, and pl.antings effortl.essl.y bring the 

"outside in." 

Al.l. pieces in In ivly Garden are for sal.e, and al.l. proceeds support the 

Ackl.and Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

Marsha Owen has been a professional, potter for over 30 years and has 

shown her work throughout the United States. She currentl.y Ives in 

Ral.eigh and teaches regul.arl.y at Cl.aymakers in Durham. 

In ~y Garden: The Pottery oJ’ I~tarsha 

Owen is on view through Saturday, 7 

September 2013. 

For more information, pl.ease contact the 

Ackl.and Museum Store at 919.962.0216. 

Sunday, 28 July, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public! 

Make wonderful, museum memories at 

the Ackl.and’s Jul.y Famly Day! 

This month, you’l.l, be inspired by artworks 

that are about pl.ace, whether that pl.ace 

is someone’s home, a beautiful. 

l.andscape, or an imaginary l.ocation. At 

the Creation Station, use watercol.or 

pencil.s to draw a pl.ace that is special, to 

you, then add water to make it into a 

watercol.or painting! Join us for Story 

Time at 3:00 and 4:00 PM and hear 

stories about real. and imaginary pl.aces that have inspired artists through 

the ages. 

**Pl.ease note that Famil.y Day activities are recommended for chldren 

ages 4 to 12 years ol.d.** 

Tuesday, 30 July, 12:00-I :00 PM 
Art-inspired yoga at a great price! 



This hour-tong session offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshal.[ provides the opportunity to 

practice a series of gentte yoga 

poses inspired by the art at the 

Acktand. 

Beginners are wel,come. Yoga mats 

are provided. Wear comfortabl,e 

clothing that wil,l, a[l,ow you to 

stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 

$5 non-members. 

Space is limited; re~ister online! 

Try something new for only $5 

(Free to Ackland Members!) 

Tai chi is an ancient Chinese movement 

practice known to reduce pain and improve 

your mental, and physical, bal,ance and wel,l,- 

being. This cl,ass uses gentl,e sun-styl,e 

chi routines that are safe, easy to l.earn, 

and suitabl,e for al,l, ages and fitness l,evel,s. 

Al,l, movements are done standing. Wear 

comfortabl,e cl,othes and supportive fl,at 

shoes. The class is taught by Joanne 

Marshall.l,, a certified yoga and tai chi 

instructor. 

Registration is filling fast! Sign up online. 

See these Ack[and-organized exhibitions during your Tennessee travel,s 

this summer and fail,. 

htore Love at Cheekwood in 

Nashville! 

Opens 20 September 2013 

Thornton Diai at Knoxville 

Museum of Art! 

Now through 25 August 2013 

Addin9 to the I~ix 6: Raymond Jonson’s "Abstract 

Naught’" (1930) 

This exhibition explores two divergent themes--l,andscape conventions of 

the American West and serial, artistic production--using the recentl,y 

acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New Mexico artist Raymond 

Jonson as a focus. Learn more. 

In Pursuit of Strangeness: Wyeth and Westermann in 

Dialogue 

With works by Andrew Wyeth and H.C. 

Westermann as a starting point, In Pursuit of 

Strangeness considers diverse responses in 

American art to the "uncanny" home, as well, as 

domestic architecture’s rol,e in defining the 

boundaries between oursel,ves and the outside 

worl,d. 

Read the Chapel Hill News review. 

Contemporary Art from the 

Permanent Collection 



A sel,ection from the Ackl,and’s growing 

col,l,ection of contemporary art, the works on 

view present sharpl,y contrasting textures-- 

stainl,ess steel., high-gl,oss enamel., and 

mixed-media tapestry, for exampl,e--as wel,l, 

as myriad col,ors and shapes. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made 

possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an email, to 

the editor. 

Nam June Paik, South Korean, 1932-2006: 

Eerie Eye, 1996; antique slide projector, 

aluminum, computer keyboards, eye chart, 

neon, nine five-inch te[ev%ions, two nine-inch 

television% DVD piayer, DVD. Ack[and Fund. © 

1996 Nam June Paik. 

Raymond Jonson~ American, 1891-1982: 

Abstroct Nought, 1930; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. O The Raymond Jonson Collection, University of New Mexico 

Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Tracey Emin, ~lore Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. ¢~ Tracey Emin, Courtesy of 

the Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Ratph Gibson, American, born 1939: Untftled (Hond on Door), from The Somnombulfst, 1969; 8etatin sitver print. Gift 

of Gene Thornton. 

Visitors viewin8 Rachel Howard’s Gtuttony (2002-2003). Household gross on canvas. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John L. 

Townsend Ill. 

Jutie Heffernan, American, born 1956: Self-Portroft os Dfrty Prfncess (detai[), 2004; oil on canvas. 4~:ktand Fund. © 

2005 Julie Heffernan. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eun ce@ema nc edu by esbow es@ema .unc.edu 
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Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Kreuser <Sociology.skozxrgmevncqlezaJa@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

New Directions in Social Work-3rd editions available! 

Request your com,olhy~entary exam copies tod~y~ 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser ~ Add to safe senders ~ FoP,~srd to a Fl~end 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s tteadlines: President Otlbrs a Persona] Take on Race in U.S. 

Today’s Headlines 

Editorials O~d OnTNs Day CUSTOMIZE ~ 

Top News 

:PreMdent Offers a Perso~ml Take on Race in U,S, 

In kis most extensive remarks on race since 2oo8, President 

Obama spoke il~ personal terms about t~e experience of being a 

black mm~ ii~ the IJnited St~tes. 

~ ~ Video: Remarks I rranscriN 

(]he Lede: Obama’s Remarks on Race Promp~ Outpouring 

Obama 

DEALBOOK 

The ease eonte[~ds that Mro Cohe[~ ignored "r~d flags" that 

s~ould have led him to investigate suspidous trading activity at 

SAC and take steps to prevent illegal conducL 

~E] Documents: 8 E C.’s Civil Charges 

~E] Graphic: Insider Cases 

se fronl 

I 

Ke~y AeMeves Deal to Revive M~deast 

Secretary of State drotm Kerr?’ said Israel and the Palestinia~ 

Authoribi had agreed to join him in Washh%to~ in hopes of 

resuming formal h~lks for the first time since 

V of 

~State 

Editors’ Picks 



sLm~: s~ow: Det~’oit on the 

A day after the cib" tSled for bankruptcy, remi~ders of its 

uncertain drcumstanaes were all 

~ Relatsd .&rticie 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

~;e }-][ave to Step In anal Sa~,e Detroit 

It isn’t [air [o cu[ pensions in Detroit. The worke[s didn’k cause 

this mess. 

World 

1Belgium Is Also Awai~.h~g Possible News era New 

The count~7 will install a new Mug Sunday, but all eyes are on a 

woman who d~fims [o be the N)dieating ~ng’s ille~timake 

daughter. 

J~dge Challenges ~rhite House Claims on 

A~lthority in Drone KiIlings 

J adge Roserna~7 M. Collyer said she was "kroubled" by the 

government’s assertion that it could ldl] America~ citizens it 

designated as dangerous wikh no rde for judicial review. 

Se~-hae~ Rise ~n Prosecuting the Pres~denl of 

The withdrawal of two witnesses is the latest setback to 

increased concerns kl~at Uhuru Kenyakka will be cleared of 

churges ~ff crimes agains k humanity, 

s King 

left, and 

Uhuru 

U.S. 

Goh~g, in Uncertainty, Where No Other Big Cit~ 

Many residents ,-~f Detrc, it were puzzled ;as the cit?.,~ begm~ the day 



in the uncharted ker[~tory of ba~krupkey proceedings. 

, [] Slide Show: Detroit on the Brink 

THIS LAND 
~ Stephen 1 

s I 
Perhaps the most damning testimony in the trial of James 

(White;i) Bulger k ~e seeoud-mosk ~otofions na ~ i ~ Bosto ~. came late k ~is week 

fl’om a heaN~g--impaired witness of 790 

Hope m~d Skepticism 

Presiden t Obam a*s eomm en ks on race prom pted s h’ong reand on from 

2u~erieans, ineludirig expressions of r~dief that the subject could now be 

discussed openly. 

What you get for ..o $1,400,000 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

An island in Cambodia to call your own 

How to restore a mystery house 

I ..... I I ........... I 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Under New Ch~ef~ a Fe~s~e~° NoE,C, E~e~ges 

A flm’ry of moves appea~’d to signal that ~e Seem~dcs and 

Exchange Commissiot~ was striMng a harder line with Wall Streek 

m~der its new chair~’¢oman, Ma~7 an WhRe. 

White, 

chairwo 

Detroit Gap Reveals ~ridust~°y Dispute on 
I Detroit 

For several years, professionals known as a¢.hmt~es, who run 

pension p~ans for a lbAng, bare been fighting over how to calculate the value, in 

today’s dollais, of fl~ture pension payments. 

G-20 Backs Plar~ to Cm’b Tax Avoidance by Large 

Corl~oral-ions 

The plan aims at corporations only and, if widely adopted, would 

shift some of khe global tax burden away from small businesses 

and irlNvidaals. 

Apple 

!lagship 

Spots 



Taiw~n~s Tenni~ Ace Flirts ~Vith China. How 

Cmild She? Cash. 

Po]ificaI insccm~ties have re-emerged ow~r llae possibilRy that 

Hsieh Su-wei, the first Taiwanese player to win a Grand Slain, 

could shiR her allegiance to China as part of a~ e~dorsement deal. 

Ytu@iees Retm’n a eter to Disabled List 

Shot~Lstop Der~;k Jeter sh’ained his Hght quadi~ceps in his fi~ 

game back with the team on July 11, and on F~iday was put back 

on ~he disabled list. 

,~ ~nteractb/e Omptfic: Money on the Bench 

Bouncing Along: ~Vestwood and Woods 

As a hea~ wave eontim~ed to bake the greens, Tiger Woods and 

Lee Westwood were in a group in second, a stroke behind Miguel 

~{ngel Jim6nez, through ~vo rounds at the British Open. 

[3~ Derek 

": Jeter 

stpained 

early, 
before a 

Arts 

Detroit’s Creditors Eye Its Ar~ Collection 

The Detroit I ns Litu te of Arts 1] n d s itsel f in the financial cross 

hairs once again as the dry fights wikh creditors. 

...... coilectio ] 
n of the ] 
Detroit 

Pulitzer %Vhumrs Add J~dee to Broadway’s 

Season 

Plays by John Patrick Shan]ey, &m~es Lapine and Ayad ~M&~ar 

are e:q)ected. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A Global Quest, Touehh~g Do}gD. hi New" York 

"Miehaels Reise um die Erde," part of Karlheinz S~ockhausen’s 

"Lieht" cycle, had Ks North :Mneriean premiere at AveW Fisher 

Hall Thm’sday eveni~g. 

Patrick 

Shanle#., 

Michael 

Travel 

The Other Algarve 
~,. %~.i H %~Ei-W!...".~D 

C,n Porialgal’s alhn:Jl~g southern coast, where summer tom’ists 

crowd vacation villages and hokqs, searching for a bit of sewnity 

and the flavor d the past. 

,~ Slide Show 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

Two Tales of Recovery i~:l the Canary Is|ands 

~ter treatment for breas t cancer, the author visits La Oomera, 

a~ isla~d heNi~g from devastating fires. 

EXPLORER 

Paris at the :Speed of Sneakers 

For "d~e adven[urous sightseer, group rims can provide a spirited 

and social way to explore the eib’. 

island of ] 

..... Running 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: A Deadly D~ee 

In Maine, a surge in heroin use is conh’ibuff ng to a rash of fatal 

overdoses. 

, Related .&rticie 

Dumond 
said she 

~ vine:o: This Week’s Movies: 

The New York Thnes movie critics on "The Conjt~t{ng," "The 

.,\c~ of Killing" and "©;,n~puter ChessY 

~ v~:o: The Sweet Spot: Teeh ,Jargor~? 

In d~is week’s episode, A. O. Scott and David Cart try to decipher 

all the ?dg~tal mumb~-.,-~umbo out there~ even some (ubet9 phrases 

they use themselves. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

P~’eMdlent Obama~s A~guish 

The presMent’s powerhfl speech addressed the na~on’s racial fimlt fines by 

]a3qng bare his personal experiences. 

EDITORIAL 

l~ro Sp~tze~° ~u~]l H~s ~o~ey 

Eliot Spitzer ~s promising to spend pIenty on the race fi)r New York City 

comptroller without revealing where it comes from. 

EDITORIAL I THE RURAL LIFE 

The Se.~he 

A subtle swish *~qth the power ~o carry a person far" back in "dine. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

IBaraek m~d T~°a3won 

The president makes the tragedy personal, a stark lesson in how 

biases a~ paA of a black man’s burden in :~nex~ea regardless of 

that mm~’s statiom 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Se..~ Sea~adals i~ tlm Sun 

There is no time like sunm~ertime to visit San Diego m~d catch 

with "~e la~est news on fine mayor. 

= Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Gett~g Skewered h~ New Orlem~s 

It sure seems as though the big, bad BP doesn’t stand a chance in 

Columnist Page I Blog 

For mare opi;~L~:; go t~ NYTimes.eom!Opinion .* 

ON THiS DAY 
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Sunday, July 21, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Today’s Headlines: A Shuttle of Aluminum, butto Banks, Pure Gold 

Today’s Headlines  oo0 y.Jo,y2 .20. 

~NTHISE~C~IL~ World US. i Business Sports Arts Ma~azine ~ Today’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ OnThisDs’f ~ CUSTONIZE. 

Top News 

THE HOUSE EDGE 

Regulakors have NIowed banks to buy companies thak krade in 

eommoN~ies, resulfi~g in huge profiks for [he bal~ and higher 

~ Graphic: Profit from Commodities 

Ps like 

Novelis 

I 

Despite Education Advances, a Host of Afghan 

School Woes 

It is widely aeeepied that demand among Afghans for better 

sehooli~g- and tile actual ~-~pporka~fib, to attend, parfieularly for 

gMs - ~s at its h~ghest pN~t in decades. 

""" student 

at Mir 

Abroad 

I ’~’~ I 

Math Behi~d Leak Crackdown: ~53 Cases, 4 Years, o 
Indictments 

The Obama a~finistration’s aggressive l))cus on leaks has led to more tha~ 

hs’Jee as mm~y prosecntJons as there were J~ a]] previous administrations 

combined. 

Editors’ Picks 



BUSINESS 

R~db~g the New S~Ik Road 

The network of roukes known as thc Silk Road has bcen revived 

as a fi~ster, overland alternative to shipping elec~’onh::s fi~om 

China to European mar’keN by sea. 

, Re~ated Article 

OPINION I OPINION 

"[’he merc presence of female family members - even infanks - 

can be enou-da to nudge men toward being generous, studies 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

F:AROLIK WAF, IDAK~ Afghanistan’s education minister, 

despite ]imRed resources. 

World 

Peace Talks 

Secretary of Stake goim Ker~T is eounti~g on an Israeli decision ~o release 

Paleati~fian prisoners as ~he remaini~g step t~r his promised resump~on of 

Middle East peace talks, officials said Saturday. 

Darr~ascus Residents to _Aa~swer A~ssad’s The ©ld 1 Elllist~ag 

Call D ...... I 
Rafiq I ~tof is arming and orga~fizb~g militias o~ behalf of the 

Sy~an govern ne ~t to del)nd Damascus’s Old City but some fcar 

the groups are bNt~git~g ~he war inside the neighborhood’s bubble of relative 

Pope, in an Angered Brazil, to Focus on Social 

Justice 

Pope I,’rancis seems ko see his trip, after big protests, as a way to 

direct at~entio~ o~ the gospel of social justice that he has said he 

wants to make khe focus of his papacy. 

sold 

pos!ers 

U,S. 



The church ~s grappli~g ~t}~ a wave of d~s]]b~sionmen~ among 

membe~ who encountered in%rmafio~ that sabotages w-hat they 

were Nught about their Nith. 

~ Video: A Mormon Doubts 

n and 

In a Military Town, Calls Grow to Lift- tlhe Voices of Sexual 

Assault Victims 

Residents i~ the military town of Oeeanside, CaliL, say flue system to deal with 

sexual assault cases is not fair to the victims. 

Demonstrations Across the Country 

Commemorate Trayvon 

Tbm]sands gafl~ered in dozens of cities on SaWn’day to mourn the 

unarmed black ~eenager shot to death early last year, and to add 

their vdces to a debate on race that bia death has set off. 

, ~ Slide Show: A Week ARer Verdict, T hrongs Rally for lrayvon 

LOS 

more US !~ev,,’s ,~o to NYTimes.comtUS ~ 

Two tales of plummeting prices 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

The pros and cons ef a sur,+eillance society 

Microsoft pushes harder te taii,: about suPoeillance orders 

Business 

FAIR GAME 

Tr.’~ng to Pierce a ~,;aIl Street Fog 

Europe has taken the lead in challe~ging the market for credit 

default swaps. ±~d a han(gul of pension funds have filed 

stilts against the big banks that dominate it. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

~,;ea]ltl~ Taxes: A F~t~re Battleground 

Rising w-ealkh is likely to be a romping target for governments 

PREOCCUPATIONS 

Ur~pakt ]Interns: ..q~ |ent No i~¢Iore 
~,. R."JSL i..S..F.UN 

Tbe author of "I~tern Nafion" says that in fighting to be paid for 

their work, interns are b~king lkeir ease beyond the nation’s 

Sports 



Froome Its One Stage Away Fro~ To~r Vi~tory 

The British cyclist Chris Froome maintained a eommand[ng lead 

Sa~urday~ all bu~ assm~ng he will win d3e Iookh q’ouF de h~’ance 

when it filfishes in Pa~{s on Sunday, 

~,~estwood Cl~ses a First F~°om ]*~ Fro~t 

I,ee Wesiwood was the tlfird-rom~d leader at the Bfifish Open 

afker sl~ooting a 7o. Tiger Woods and his fellow Amefiean 

tlunter Mahan were two shots back. 

~ Highlights and Analysis of Round 

F~oods, 

lab, and 

Pr]o~° Is Fighting His Body to Get Back to tl~e 

Majors 

The form er Cubs phenom Mark Prior keeps pitching at age 3 

despRe fl’esh health se~bac~ and a deatCh of interest in him. 

Prior 
during 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Newark Re~4val Wears Orm~ge Aloi~g the River 

A quiet upheaval is tm~ing the Passaic River, polluted as it may 

be, into a front line of reelamatb-m. 

~ Slide Show: A Symbol of Recla mahon 

E,. D AVi. 

From ’~Mmie Hall" to "xScky Cfistina Barcelona" and now "Blue 

Jasmine," Woody N]en remains inspired hy aeh~esses and the 

roles he wfites for them. 

~ ~ Slide Show: The Women of Woody Ailen’s Films 

, Q. and A: Woody 

T~ tl~e Pla3~gright Does Us 

A slew of London revivals, from "Othello~ to "Pfivate Lives~ to 

"Passion Play," focus on the idea of marfied people misbehaving. 

Chancel 

lot,and 

Magazine 

A Life-or-Deatl~ Situation 

As a bioethieist, Pe&gy Batdn fought for the fight of people to 

end their own lives, z~ter her husband’s cycling aeeiden L her 

field of study tin’ned tmbearably persona]. 

, [] A Right to Die, a Will to L ire 

Sleep-Away Camp for Postmoderr~ Cowboys 
~-:1.: JO:~H i.ELL~, 

The world’s counterterrorism forces meet for a ffiend]y 

shoot’era-up in the desert. 

The l 

LIVES 

I Jumped ]In t-o Save the C|fi]ldo Bet ~Vl~o Wo~fld 

A haunting summer afternoon iu Ceutra] Park. 



Today’s Video 

~q~ Eo: Bill Cmmi~ham I Fried Egg? 

Tc~m’ists stripped dm~3~ to ta~k tops, as New Yovkers kept u]:, 

their stylish profiles. 

Tim world’s eoun terterror~sm %rees meet for a fliendly 

ahc~ot’em-up in the desert. 

, Re~ated Article 

ny of 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

,}h~sfiee ..Neq~aesl-e~’ed 

Washington’s automatic budget--euttk~g is hurting the eom’ts and imperiling the 

federal public defender program. 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

CI~a~bing Oat of the Hole 

The use of solitaw confinement is being challenged by prisoner 

protes Ls and laws airs. 

EDITORIAL 

Don~t T~’aek Us 

Consumers should have a simple and effective way to opt out of cmli~e 

moni toll n g. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Fast Time mtd the Aging Nlind 

Is it possible khat learning new things might slow our in kernal 

sense of time? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Of Love m~d :Fung~ 

Separation isn’t necessarily a test for commiRed relatio~ships. 

Sometimes it’s wha t keeps the feelings fresh and the mold away. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Texas _Abo~o~ Experi~ent 

Wh a t Dublin’s expert ence m ca n s for DalI as’s fu hn’e. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Being Lega]l Doesn’l Er~d Pove~oty 

It is hardly a gjve~ that cifzenship is a route to better jobs. 

labgrers 



EWS ANALYSIS 

~’~hai Do New Yorkers ~’~ani? 

Arguably eveW New York election for a +my+ mayor over the last 

centuD’ was won by a candidate who o[lk’red a dear alternative 

Slide Show: The Mayors of New York 

ON THiS DAY 
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Today’s Headlines Monday, July 22, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

In Climbing Income Ladder, Location Matters 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

The odds of rising to another income level are notably low in 

certain cities, like Atlanta and Charlotte, and much higher in 

New York and Boston. 

Pakistan Battles Polio, and Its People’s Mistrust 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

Anger over American foreign policy, Taliban interference and 

isolated killings have hindered a campaign to protect the 

country’s children from the disease. 

Election Win by Ruling Party Signals Change in 

Japan 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

By securing control of both houses of parliament for up to three 

years, Sunday’s win offers Prime Minister Shinzo Abe the chance 

to be the most transformative leader in a decade. 

................................................................................................................... Eo[ r£0re t0p ~s, go to N)t~Eimes:com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: British Open Replay 

With one of his best rounds, Phil Mickelson surged to a three- 
shot win at Muirfield. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Our Coming Food Crisis 
By GARY PAUL NABHAN 

Farmers must adapt to the new reality of scorching summers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Where you grow up matters. There is tremendous 
variation across the U.S. in the extent to which kids can 

rise out of poverty." 

NATHA NIE k H EN DRE N, a Harvard economist and co-author of a study on income mobility. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Seasoned Hand in Mideast May Shepherd Peace Talks 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ISABEL KERSHNER 

Martin Indyk, the former American ambassador to Israel, is a leading candidate 

to head a new team to manage Israel-Palestinian peace talks, diplomats said. 

Across Syria, Violent Day of Attacks and Ambush 
By BEN HUBBARD and HWAIDA SAAD 

Government forces killed dozens of rebels in an ambush east of Damascus, 

fighters linked to M Qaeda battled Kurdish militias and Syria’s military 

peppered an outdoor market with mortar rounds. 

Taiwan Debates Medical Parole for Ex-Leader 
By AUSTIN RAMZY 

An emotional debate is unfolding over whether Chen Shui-bian, a 

former president serving a ao-year prison term for corruption, 

should be granted medical parole. 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d r~s~ g~ to N’~Times:~om!Wodd ~ 

U.S. 

Cries of Betrayal as Detroit Plans to Cut 

Pensions 
By STEVEN YACCINO and MICHAEL COOPER 

As the city works to spread the burden of bankruptcy, it has 

proposed cuts that would affect 21,ooo pensioners. 

Discovery of 3 Bodies Wrapped in Bags Fuels a 
Search in Ohio 
By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS 



Local and federal law enforcement authorities searched 

abandoned homes and lots in a Cleveland suburb after three 

women were found dead. 

Down in the Delta, Outsiders Who Arrived to 
Teach Now Find a Home 
By BRET SCHULTE 

An influx of young, university-trained arrivals affiliated with 

Teach for America has flowed into the Delta, planting roots and 

hoping to make a difference. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 

London stages, full of cheating 
hearts 
ALSO IN THEATER ~ 

In Performance: "Choir Boy" 

"A Midsummer Night’s Dream" gets a Harlem spin 

nytimes.com, T H EATER 

Business 

A Black Box for Car Crashes 
By JACLYN TROP 

Black boxes in cars can be used to identify safety problems and 

as evidence in traffic accidents and criminal cases, but also raise 
privacy concerns. 

DEALBOOK 

Case Reveals Cohen’s Links to Dubious Actions 
at SAC 
By PETER LATTMAN 

In a detailed legal filing, the S.E.C. uses phone records, e-marls 

and instant messages to paint Steven A. Cohen as a boss deeply engaged in his 



employees’ questionable behavior at SAC Capital Advisors. 

Files Suggest a Graft Case in China May Expand 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

Newly revealed documents suggest that GlaxoSmithKline will not 
be the only global drug company to come under scrutiny as China 
widens its investigation. 

................................................................................... E0r ~O(e b~s!~ss ~evys, go to N¥]~imeF~com!BusineFs ~ 

Sports 

ON GOLF 

Emotional Victory for Mickelson’s Caddie of 21 

Years 
By KAREN CROUSE 

_After Phi] Micke]son’s British Open victory, the only full-time 

caddie he has ever had, Jim Mackay, showed even more emotion than he did. 

Rodriguez, Seemingly Ready to Rejoin Yankees, 
Now Isn’t 
By TIM ROHAN 

The return ofMex Rodriguez to the Yankees seems less certain 
after he skipped his final rehabilitation game to have tests on his 
ailing quadriceps. 

METS 5, PHILLIES 0 

Mets’ Harvey Leaves Phillies Flailing in Shutout 
By ANDREW KEH 

In his first appearance since starting the All-Star Game, Matt 
Harvey continued his relentless domination, striking out lO and 
improving to 8-a this season. 

. ~ Box Score ] Roundup: Wainwright and Colon Post 13th Wins 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes,comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Plunging Into Dance’s Deep End 
By REBECCA MILZOFF 

"Ritual Cyclical," choreographed by Mark Dendy with music by 
the Kronos Quartet, will have its premiere this week, presented 
by Lincoln Center Out of Doors and the American Dance 

Festival. 

Slide Show: ’Ritual Cyclical’ 

Weekend Box Office Reflects a Season of Big- 
Budget Stumbles 
By BROOKS BARNES 



"Turbo" and "R.I.P.D." join "After Earth," "White House Down," 

"Pacific Rim" and "The Lone Ranger" as big-budget disasters of 

the summer. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE DESIGNATED MOURNER’ 

In Filleting Oneself, Remove Backbone First 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"The Designated Mourner," Wallace Shawn’s unflinching look at 

New York intellectuals, has been given a not-to-be-missed revival 

at the Public Theater. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

TV Foresees Its Future. Net-flix Is There. 
By DAVID CARR 

Netfiix has given a good shaking to the settled world of 

television: it has ]?rovided its own series, streamed them over the 
Internet and made them available a]] at once everywhere. 

Clones Rule as Hollywood Beats Drum at Comic- 
Con 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Many of the movies offered to fans in San Diego were sequels or 

retreads, raising questions on whether "more of the same" was 

about all Hollywood had. 

¯ Weekend Box Office Reflects a Season of Big-Budget Stumbles 

ADVERTISING 

A Cook-Off Among Chefs to Join Delta’s Kitchen 
By JANE L. LEVERE 

The contest, the Cabin Pressure Cook-Off, will feature four chefs 
cited by Food & Wine as "best new chefs." 

................................................................. EO[ n~or~ n~ed!a a[~d ad~fert!s![~g r~e~s, go to N¥~Eime~com!Media ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: VOWS: Sushma Dwivedi and Vivek Jindal 
The couple had three weddings. 

~ VIDEO: The Last Push in Eliminating Polio 
The disease continues to appear in Pakistan, where vaccination 

efforts are often met with suspicion and hostility. 



............................................................................................................ F0 r r~ ore ~id e£! ge t? N ~Ti mes.�0m!Vid e0 >~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

To Make a Safe City Safer 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Candidates pledge more officers on patrol, better tactics and stronger 

community bonds. 

EDITORIAL 

The Good Guy Wins 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

With a confirmed director, the federal consumer bureau can move forward on 
its agenda to crack down on abusive tactics. 

EDITORIAL 

Down Comes Another Dam 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The water wi_]] soon flow more freely on the Penobscot PJver, another step in the 

nationwide movement to restore native ecosystems. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

New York Is Not Detroit. But... 
By BILL KELLER 

This city, too, has made promises that will be hard to keep. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Detroit, the New Greece 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Don’t let the deficit scolds hijack the discussion this time. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Russia’s Anti-Gay Crackdown 
By HARVEY FIERSTEIN 

Russian President Vladimir V. Putin has declared war on homosexuals. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 



On July 22, 1934, a man identified as bank robber John Dillinger was 
shot to death by federal agents in Chicago. 
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Major Work Giveaway 
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Major Works Gmveaway 
For a limited time only Routiedge Major Works are pleased to offer you the 

chance to purchase three ~ajo~ Wor~: collections at a huge 2t?% discount. 

(terms and conditions apprf* ) 

you have to do is e~ter the rode SOC13 at 

discourd, ivali~l antil ~the eBd of July 2013) 

Socioloqv of Reliqion -a new five-volume collection of seminai and 

influential articles chapters, and extracts in the sociology of religion 

and related disciplines. 

Paganism -fully indexed and has a new comprehensive introduction, 

bringirlg together tile b~st [oundu, tienal and cutting-edge .~c’helarsi~ip 

in one ’mini library’ 

Crime - Wit~ a new introduction and a thorough index, this four-volume 

collection deals with the causes and prevention of crime as ,,,4ell as the 

treatment and punishment of its perpetrators. 

*Thls 20% discount is only availab!e on dt!es ordered dlrec~iy from our website, until 3t~t 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Monday, 3uly 22, 2013 6:15 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@ernail.unc.edu> 

Second Call for New Editor(s) for International Studies Perspectives 

A Second Call for New Editor(s) for International Studies Perspectives 

Our earlier call to ISA me~nbers interes~ted in applying for editorship ofb~ternational Studies’ Perspectives’ mis- stated the deadline for submission of proposals. Hence 

we are re-launching the competition with the aamouncement shown below. We apologize for any confusion. 

CALL EOR APPLICATIONS 

EDITOR(S), INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PERSPECTIVES 

The Publications Committee of the haternational Studies Association along with the Association’s Executive Committee will make a recommendation to the 

organization’s Governing Conncil regarding the assignment of editorial duties for International Studies Perspectives at the 2014 araaual meeting in Toronto. (A 

mission statement for the journal can be accessed at htq~:/i~v.isanet.or~@ublication~’ISP/Guidelinesand}~olicies.aspx). The individual or team then selected to serve 
as editor(s) of/SP will hold that position for a five-year term Jannary 1,2015 December 31, 2019. (There will al~ be some transitional duties during late 2014.) 

The lead editor(s) should hold secure positions at an academic institution, and receive a measure of support l}om their home institution for their editorial tasks. The lead 
persoo!team can al~ expect an annual subvention from the Association of approx. $30k for expenses relating to running the joun~al. Guidelines for prepanng a 

proposal, framing a budget, t~equently asked questions, etc. can be tbund on the ISA website 
The Publications Committee u, ill review all proposals meeting essential criteria as soon as possible. Proposals receivedno later than September 15,2013 a~’e 

ass~tred most tho~’ough consideration. The Committee is willing to accept proposals a~er that date, if prior to September 15 -- you noti~ the Connnittee Chair of 

your intention to sub,nit a proposal. Be aware that the Publications Committee mus~t for~-axd its reconnnendations to the ISA Executive Committee by November 30, 

2013. 

Qnestions about the process of selecting the editor(s), or the editorial duties involved, may be addressed to the Chair of the Publications Committee, Bria~a M. Pollins. 

at pollius, l({~osu.edu, or (614) 309-1867. Applications from individuals or editorial teams will be considered. Applications should be snbmitted to Brian M. Pollins. 

ISA Publications Committee Chair, in electronic form onl); please. Again, applications shonld be received no later than September 15, 2013, although applications 

will be accepted until an appointment is recommended by the committee. Women and minority ca~adidates are strongly encouraged to apply. ISA is an affirmative 
actio~v’equal optx~rtunity employer. 

ISA 

324 Social Sciences, Tucson, AZ 85721 
isa@isanet.org 
http://www.isa net.org 
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Today’s Headlines: Report Finds Gradtml Fall in Female Genital Cutl]ng in AtHca 
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Today’s Headlines 
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Top News 

Repo~’t Finds G~oadual Fall in Female 

C~at-l-ing in Afeica 
L:7 CLUA ’,:~ DUGGLR 

An assessme~t by Unieef described the ancie~t praetiee as 

"remarkably k?nacious," but found declines in the proedure 

more than half of the eoui~t~es where it is eotmei~ratedo 

Dr~,g Resemoch in China Fails Under" a C]lo~ad 

O~axo’s 1.~roblems in China may ~mt just be about its sales 

practices. They may also concern its research. 

~i hangh 

DEALBOOK 

A Lega]l Bane ofWa]ll Stl’eet Switches Sides 

Robert S. Khuzami is ibllowh~g flae ~fintessentJal Washington 

sefipk: an influen ~a] government insider becoming a paid 

advocate for industNes he once policed. 

[~ A Legal 

....... Bane of 

Wall I 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

in Chicago 

’F~e annual festival, sponsored by the taste-making eulkure Web 

sike, took place i*~ 13t~ion Park last weeket~& 

~ Related Review 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Better Se~:ret Court 

Having "pro bono puMb::o" ~a~Tets eha~e~ge the government’s requests for 

sutweil]anee wil] resalt in better judidal oateomes. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NICK CLEGG. deputy prime minister, on the annom~eeme~t that the Duchess of 
Cambridge had a baby boy, 

World 

Prh~es Fuel Outrage in Brazil~ Home of the $3o 

From bus fare to re~t, the pdee of living in Brazil keeps r{si~}g, 

and the pash-ba& against increases kas esGa]a~ed l¥om shopping 

abroad for cheaper goods to stagi*~g protests. 

~0 Video: ~razWs Seeds of Protest 

~ ~ Graphic: 8~mples of 8~es Taxes on groduc~ in Brazil 

Pentagon Lays Out Options ~or UoSo }lili~ary Effort in Syria 

For the first time, the Pentugot~ provided explicit details to Co~gress ub~-mt Lhe 

logistics, costs and risks of options for interve~ing i~ Syria’s two-and-a-ha]f- 

year-old war. 

Wi~h Modesty, Pope Frtmeis Begins a Week fa~ ~ pop~ 
Brazil F~ncis 

9r~ting 

Th e Argen ~ ~e- born p(mt~ff, (m hi s fi ~st ~nter~ ati on al ~p a s            n~m,~ ~ 

pope, sidestepped the issue of BrazFs recent protests in kis grst 

public remarks, emphusizing iris teud the importunee of youth evangelization. 

U,S, 

JUNEAU JOURNAL 
~ Visitors 

Alaska Looks for Answers i1~ (;iaeier’s Smmner / 
Fh, od S,,rges 

Torre~} b of wate~ s hoo5 t~ g out from beneath the thi]~ ni ~} g 

Me~denlaaI1 Glacier have become a new element of Juneau’s b~eL high smnmer 

season, threateni*~g property, 



Obama ~eek~ag to Take Credft and Set Co~rse 

for Economy 

A new ef£~rt, which begins with a major policy address by the 

president on Wednesday, is intended to restart an economic 

conversation with the American public. 

, ~ Graphic: Americans on the Economy 

Obama 

President Adopts Catehphrase to Describe Proposed :Recipe 

for Economic Revival 

President Obama is making the ease that prospe~b: comes from Ne "middle 

out," and doesn’t tfielde down from the Lop, 

Wallace Shawn’s unflinching 
look at New York intellectuals 
is not to be missed 
ALSO IN THKATKR >> 

"lhe Civil War," fi-om Theatreworks USA, at kuciile Lo~el 

in a melodramatic whodunit, change is good 

Business 

Tl~ree NIer~ Tl[~ree Ages° ~,¥]~iel~ Do You I[Jke? 

Age discrimination complNnts filed with the Eq uaI Employment 

()ppor~m~b~ (:ommission have fise~ and a method fbr 

calculating age r~se~imination in the workplace and elsewhere 

remains elusive. 

ce of 

the 

UoS, V~;eig|ks Inquiry Into Big lBmtks’ Storage of 

Conunoditie~ 

Companies that shuffle largo sto~s of commodities to benefit 

fi:om higher prices are being asked to retain docume~N related 

to the practice. 

Fox Viewers May Be Graying, but Their Passion 

Still Pays 

The median age of a Fox News viewer is over 65, w~aich could he 

a cause for concern given that advertisers aim ibr the aS-to-54 

age bracket. 

News is 

Sports 



Doping Tarms][ms Baseball Again as Brewers~ 

Braun Is Suspended 

Milwaukee Brewers outfielder Ryan Braun has been suspended 

lbr the remNnder of the seuson, becoming ~he lates~ sNr athlete 

to be penalized ibr doping. 

ON BASEBALL 

Bram~’s image Crmnbles Along W~th Story 

Ryan Braun, who repeatedly proclaimed his innocence after 

failing a drug test in 2ozL apologized Monday" for what he said 

....... 

..... Brewers’ 
Rya n 
Braun, 

Ym~&s Voice Support for Rodriguez, and for 
Efforts to Rid Game of Doping 

t)’an Brann’s snspension only added to [he worry over the 

Yankees’ Alex Rodfiguez, who also has been accused of using 

performance-enhancing &’a~. 

..... drug 

] 
invest~g ] 

I ,sx,,o I 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Bold Strokes h~ the Cmmtry 

,at this year’s Olimmerglass Festival, a production of "The Nying 

Dutchman" is tile most conventional of the oil)rings, a sign of 

Francesca Zam bello’s boldness. 

~ nddan 

THEATER REVIEW I ’HANDBOOK FOR AN AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY’ 

Spealdng in Tongues, and Accents 

Matthew-Lee Erlbaeh po~mlys a dozen characters, li’om a 

migrant worker to a whib~ sup~xnacist, in his one-man show, 

"Handbook for an American Revolutionary." 

A WORD WITH: VAN DYKE PARKS 

’Srrdle’ and Other DifrAe~lties 

Van D.vke Parks discusses his new "Songs Cycled" compilation, 

working with Brian Wilson and never quite fil~ng in musicJally. 

..... Dyke 

P.a rks at 

Science 

Faster Than fl~e Speed of Light? 

A NASA team is experimenting with photons to see if waq~ drive 

- t~’aveling f~ster than light - might one day be possible. 

Nightmares _/~ffer the IoCo U. 

Patients who have prolonged stuys, getting intnbated and 

sedated, may ex]>erienee severe hallucinations, pu~ing them at 

Hsk of PTSD for years to come, studies show. 

~ Reiated: Dianes Aid Menta~ Recovery 

~ Nightma 

Loss of Bees Can Affect Plants~ Ability to 

Reproduce, Study Finds 

The finding shows a stui_.,rising effect from a loss of biodiversity 

that eould have implieations for a varJeb~ of eeosystems. 



Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: The L~t~le P~inee’s Medi~ ~loment 

Trad~onal and social med~a welcomed the ~ew baby Pr~nce of 

Cambridge. 

~ vmEo: Cow,go: The Road to Ra~da~ 

On a dangerous journey from war-torn villages to a refugee 

camp, Congolese families are caught in the cross-fire. 

xq~ Eo lB~’az~l s Needs of P~’otest 

Brazilians express their gr{evanees with the lack of resom’ees 

im~ested in educaticm m~d health care. 

Related .&rticie 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Getting Detroit Back on its Feet 

Bankruptcy proceedings will be very painful but city and state officials should 

resist the temptatim~ to gut modest lmblic pe~sions. 

EDITORIAL 

A Te~’~’ible P~’eeede~tt fo~" P~’ess F~oeedom 

An egregious federal ruling harms reporting and government aeeountability. 

EDITORIAL 

Oppor~-unity and Risk in Japan 

Now Lhat Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s parfy and governing coalition has 

co~]trol of Par]iame~t, eccmomic re/brms should be the No. ~ priorib~. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

For the British, the royal birth symbolically perl)ehmtes the 

endurance of "~ eir own court 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Faithful’s FM~i~gs 

The Catholic Chm’eh isn’t the ot~iy place where child sexual 

abuse cases have exl~osed religious communities as havens for 

wrongdoing. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

The Two- State imperative 

If Israelis and Palestinians cling to their illusions of hokling or 

reeovefit~g aI1 the ]and, new talks wiI1 dieo 

ON THIS DAY 
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Today’s Headlines      Wednesday, July 24, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining &Wine I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

House G.O.P. Sets New Offensive on 0bama Goals 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

AS President Obama prepares to lay out his economic plans, Republicans are 

proposing the biggest cuts since 1995, delivering blow after blow to programs he 
will promote as vital. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Diverging Spending Plans 

Students Recall Special Schools Run Like Jails 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Boarding schools that are part of a "tough love" network based in 
Utah are coming under fire for accusations that the troubled 
youth in their care were routinely abused. 

997,000 Names on List Vie for Rare Vacancies in 
City’s Public Housing 
By MIREYA NAVARRO 

Half a million people are on the New York City Housing 
Authority’s application list, and ever-changing circumstances, 
like divorce, births and employment, affect the list. 

.................................................................................................................. F~r r~01~e !OP r!e~S, g? to N~Times~0m >~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Playing to Capacity Crowds 

Kansas City’s team in Major League Soccer is winning and 

playing before sold-out crowds in Sporting Park. 

, Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Bonjour, America! 
By STEPHEN R. KELLY 

The French Canadian immigration experience shows that our 

obsession with border security is inconsistent with our history, 

undermines our economic vitality and is likely to fail. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s in our rearview mirror, but it’s not far." 

ANTHONY D. WEINER, on online messages he sent to female fans after he resigned from 
Congress over similar behavior. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Brazen Attacks at Prisons Raise Worries of A1 

Qaeda’s Strength in Iraq 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and DURAID ADNAN 

The audacity of the assaults on Sunday, in which hundreds of 

inmates escaped, underscored the deterioration of Iraq’s stability 

in recent months. 

China Orders Ban on New Government Buildings 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

The directive is the latest in a series of initiatives by President Xi 

Jinping to discourage corruption and grandiosity among widely 

mocked officials. 

Nonpartisan Fact-Checking Comes to South Africa 
By RICK LYMAN 

A fledging Web site seeks to offer South Africa the kind of journalistic fact- 

checking that is a fixture in America with sites like FactCheck.org. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Legacy on Line in Fierce Drive on Health Law 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

With the health care to]lout on Oct. 1, an Obama administration 
team of political operators and data-crunching technocrats is 

working to se]] the law to Americans. 

Louisiana Agency to Sue Energy Companies for Wetland 
Damage 



By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

The civil lawsuit argues that the energy companies should be held liable for 
harm done to the state’s wetlands in their efforts to obtain oil and gas. 

WELL 

Black-White Divide Persists in Breast Cancer 
By TARA PARKER-POPE 

New research shows that white women with breast cancer live 
three years longer than black women because of a troubling 
pattern of inferior care and a delay in treatment for black women. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Zucchini tian with curried 
bread crumbs 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Intersection: Keeping cool on Wall St. 

The little prince’s media moment 

nyti~’ne.s.co~n Vl D EO 

Business 

Legal Battle Lifts Profile of a Quiet Empire 
By JULIE CRESWELL 

A legal battle over an obscure investment trust lays bare the 
private world of Barry Portnoy, who oversees a $95 billion real 

estate empire stretching from Boston to Honolulu. 

DEALBOOK 

Criminal Indictment Is Expected for SAC Capital 
Advisors 
By BEN PROTESS and PETER LATTMAN 

The government is poised to announce a criminal indictment of 
the hedge fund run by Steven A. Cohen, which could lead to its demise. 

¯ A Towering Fine for Naught, as the S.E.C. Tracks Cohen 



¯ ~ Documents: Paper Trail of a Hedge Fund 

Senate Scrutiny of Potential Risk in Markets for 
Commodities 
By EDWARD WYATT 

Some witnesses warned a Congressional subcommittee that taxpayers, as we]] as 

the economy-, could be vulnerable to banks’ actions in the commodities market. 

. U.S. Weighs Inquiry Into Big Banks’ Storage of Commodities 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

YANKEES 5, RANGERS 4 

Yankees’ Nunez Sets Up A Rare Comeback Win 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Comeback victories are a rarity for the Yankees this year, but 
Eduardo Nunez changed that by leading a rally in the ninth to 
squeeze by the Rangers. 

, ~ Box Score 

Emile Griffith, Boxer Who Unleashed a Fatal 
Barrage, Dies at 75 
By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN 

Griffith, a welterweight and middleweight champion, fought 
professionally for 2o years. He famously won a 1962 bout in 
which his opponent died 10 days later. 

Selig, Former Brewers Owner, and Braun Have 
Milwaukee Talking 
By PAT BORZI 

Baseball Comissioner Bud Se]ig, the former Brewers owner, may 

have had a surge in popularity by overseeing the punishment of 
Ryan Braun for doping. 

¯ Union Names Former Player as Deputy to Ailing Leader 

.............................................................................................. ~-pr rp0~e SP0[ts Pe~s, go to N¥~[irne~:�0m!Sp0rts 

Arts 

The Death of a Museum 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

The 2OlO closing of the Fresno Metropolitan Museum of Art and 
Science in California may be a template for the threatened 
Detroit Institute of Art and the South Street Seaport Museum. 

Los Angeles Contemporary Art Museum’s 
Director to Leave 



By RANDY KENNEDY and PATRICIA COHEN 

Jeffrey Deitch, a former New York art dealer, has decided to step 

down as director after three tumultuous years at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art. 

A Religious Legacy, With Its Leftward Tilt, Is 

Reconsidered 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

After decades of focusing on evangelicals, historians are 

reassessing the legacy of liberal Protestantism. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEWI DANIEL 

Serving the Stuff of Privilege 
By PETE WELLS 

At its best, DaMe] admits diners to a rarefied world. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

For 3 Nights, a Legend Lives Again 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Fans of the dosed Philadelphia restaurant get to pretend it’s 1975 

all over again. 

¯ ~1~ Slide Show 

Umami Burger Opens in New York 
By FLORENCE FABRICANT 

The umamification of this West Coast favorite comes from the 

stuff tucked under the lid of the bun. 

....................................................................... F£r r~0re d!r~!rN pevys arid re£ipes, go to N~(T!mes:£0m!Diaiag ?t 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Weiner: Timeline of Apologies 
Anthony D. Weiner’s latest reaction to scandal comes after two 

years spent apologizing for explicit statements online and 

maintaining he has changed for the better. 

~ VIDEO: A Very British Proclamation 
Celebrations for the new prince featured elements both 

traditional and modern, but all with a distinctly British touch. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Recipe Lab: ’Jerusalem’ 
Julia Moskin cooks chicken with onions and cardamom rice from 



the cookbook "Jerusalem." 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Weiner and the Elusive Truth 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Anthony Weiner’s sexting scandal hasn’t gone away. He should take himself out 

of the mayoral race. 

EDITORIAL 

Abandoned in Indian Country 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The cuts that are part of the mandatory sequestration are bringing misery to the 

reservations, but Congress offers no response. 

EDITORIAL 

The Student Loan Debacle 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The federal government should not be making money off the backs of student 

borrowers. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Egypt’s Three Revolutions 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

How it comes down to the dead hand, the deadheads and the 

dead end. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Gangsta Guilt Trip 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Southie gangsters whose domestic lives were more complicated 

than their criminal lives. 

¯ Columnist Page 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Should Cities Specialize? 
When each city focuses on one industry, does that make the 

nation more productive, or hurt workers who can’t afford to 



relocate? 

.................................................................................................... F~r r~0[e Pp!r~ior~, gO to NY~ime~�om!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

During a visit to the Soviet Union, Vice President Richard M. Nixon 
got into a discussion at a U.S. exhibition with Soviet leader Nikita 

Khrushchev that was dubbed the "kitchen debate." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 2:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

With the Child Jihadis 

London " o:f ooks 
VOL. 35 NO. 15 Visit lrb.eo.uk 

With the Child Jihadis 
Andrew O [] Hagan 

Beltoon was told that the index finger of his right hand 
was the Shahadat, the finger of []witness[], the digit of 
Mlah. He was told he must use this finger on the suicide 
vest to be sure of his place in paradise. He must be sure 

to flick the switch firmly with this finger. More 

~ LRB blog 

Rosemary Hill: At the Proms 

Glen Newey: Couvade 

Laura Dean: In Cairo 

Nick Holdstock: [] It [] s not fair if you don [] t let us cheat [] 

The Turkish Left 
Ghaith Abdul-Ahad 

Street fighting has its logic. There is usually a cadre of a few young men, crazed by 
tear gas, who lead the clashes against the police, occupying no-man [] s-land and 
engaging the enemy. Behind them are several dozen on the actual front line; behind 
them are the masses. The crazies bait the police, the dozens man the barricades and 
the masses occupy. More 

Who needs the DSM? 



fan Hacking 

There have been many systems for classifying mental illness, but all seem to me to be 
on the botanical model, and that has been their fatal flaw. Perhaps in the end the 
DSMwill be regarded as a reduetio ad absurdum of the botanical project in the field 
of insanity. More 

Rachel Kushner in 
conversatio n with Ni na 
Power 
~hursday 22 August 
at 7 pimi 

Whales 
Kathleen Jamie 

In April this year a sperm whale appeared in Oban Bay and remained there for nine 

days, long enough for word to spread and various experts to pronounce. That it 
wasn[t set upon, tortured and speared to death, as would have been the ease not so 
long ago, surely marks a sea-change in human sensibility. On the contrary, if anyone 
had harassed the creature, well, they[] d have been the one flensed. More 

Also in this issue 

Short Cuts 

Adam Shatz 

At Tate Britain 

John Barrell: 
L.S. Lowry 

At the Movies 

Michael Wood 

Letters 

Subscribers can also read: 

Tim Parks: Dickens [ s Children 

Mary Ann Caws: Paula Modersohn-Beeker 

Susan Pedersen: Britain between the Wars 

Colin T[ib[n: Anthony Heeht 

Michael Wood: Chinese Whispers 

Adam Mars-aones: Eimear McBride 

Benjamin Kunkeh Boris Groys 

Wes Enzinna: In Varna 

Mike ,lay: Ballooning[] s Golden Age 

Peter Green: Persia v. the West 

Poems by Lee Harwood and Rae Armantrout 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.v~imes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv+ 

@Times: Top 5, The Culture at Large and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: Live Link 

[ii~ @Times - July 24 2013 j 

The Culture at Large [i~] iNi 
Devoted to culture news and reviews, The New gork ~ 

¯ ¯ 

Times’s ArtsBeat bleg showcases the work and interests of 
the reporters and critics of The Times~s culture department and 
the Book Review - with breaking stories abe~t the arts, coverage 
of live events, interviews with leading e~lt~ral figures, critical 
reviews, nmRimedia extravaganzas and much more. 

Amid the glut of royal baby coverage, ArtsBeat digs mere 
deeply, commenting on the newest Windsor’s introd~etion as an 
artful display of salesmanship~ Ott~er recent entries examine the 
announcement of a new doeImxentary about disgraced fort+act 
cycling champion Lance Armstrong; the latest development in 
the ongoing saga of a rare-book heist; the stImning first-year 
success of a controversial indoor arena in Brooklyn; and the 
futm’e prospects of a hit Off Broadway musiea~ a bout the ]fie of 
Ime~da Mareos. 

DoF~ ~t ~iss on i’4YTimea.com 

¯ REAL ESTATE I House Hunting in.,,M@~cca 

¯ MEDL& ] Hollywood’s Passi(m fi~r Gmas Remains Um[immed 

¯ BUSINESS ] Food Corpot’aLiona Tm’n to Chefs in a Q~[est for 

Healthy Flavor 

+ T MAGAZINE [ ,Jbakx Monso(m’s Joyfully Craeked Ode to 

Vm[deville 

¯ HEALTH [ Can Yo~ Get Too Much Exercise? 

~’-~op ~; Viewed Features o~, NYTi ......... 

(Be~,veen July !7, 2013 - July 23, 2013) 

~, Duchess o[ Cambridgi:" Giw~s Bicth to a Boy 

2. Why Men Need Women 

3. Some Mo~nons Search the Web and Find Doubt 

4. In Climbing Income Ladder, Location Matters 

5~ The Dr(me Tha~ gilled My Grandson 

~ V~DEO i Timi:’line of 

Afx~logies 
Anthony D. Weiner’s latest 
reaction to scandal comes after 
two years spent apologizing for 
explicit statements online and 
maintaining he has ehanged for 
the better. 

~ SLIDE SItOW I Daniel 

Inside Daniel Boulud’s 
restaurant, where the service 
can be among the best in the 
city. 

~ V~DEO [ Finding the Q~det 

Ci ty 
New York may be noisier than 
ever, but pockets of peace exist - 
if you know where to look. Here 
is a selection from readers. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Sideways 
Many experts 
predict the 
ascendancy of the 
autonomous 
vehicle within three 
generations. Is that a good 
thing? 

[] Join the Conversation 

.A dally e.-mail newsle[ter on 

the business of technology, 



witi~ coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

Delivered before ti~e 
opening bell and after [he 

market close, the DealBoek 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking nears ebout 

M&#’~,s, I.P O.s, venture 
capitP~i and more. 

All things fashion f[om The 
New York limes, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

and runway coverage 

fro[~l acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing depaitment You received ~his messege becaclse you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s @]imes newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New yopr, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Roberts’s Picks Reshaping Secret Surveillance Court 

Top News 

CO~1j~.~. the 

AS th e su rveUlm~ ee court ha s been ~5 lled w~th Repu b]k:a n ~’~ .... 

appointees by Chief ,Justice dohn O. RobeYts Jr. eH[ics have 

voiced concern thut the j adges will be defcren fial to the governmenk over 

spying eN:~rts. 

:In 3flt~g of $’~’ar Over New Fed Leader, Some Get, tier 

Unde~ones 

The choice of who will succeed Ben S. Bernanke k) lead the Federal ReserYe is 

roi]i~g Washington as it revives question s about the demq.h of women i~ its top 

economic pdiey posi[ions. 

~ [] Graphic: The gattie for ti~e Fed 

Atkorney General Eric H. Holder ~Ir. indicated that the move is likely just the 

beginning d a federal effort to reimpose a safeguard againsk discrimination thai 

was effectively gutted by the Supreme Corot. 

Editors’ Picks 



SPORTS 

For Hannah. +4, baaketbal~ offers refuge from fam+ly problems 

of drug addiction and domea~e asaaulL When baskekball season 

ends, ttannah’s living situation becomes increasingly unsettled. 

, Reisted A~tic~e 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

We’ve known Detroit was banM’upk for years. Now, suddenly, 2,anedea notices. 

World 

Second Opposition Leader Assassir~ated h~ 

The killing of Mohamed Brahmi, leader" of the People’s Patty, 

incited protests blaming the too&rate islamic pa~y khat leads 

the government in Tin,isis, birthplace of the Arab Spring. 

Fnded by distrust of domesde brands, Chinese paren~ ar~; 

buying up fl-~reign-made infant milk p~-~wder, and ~hak has led ~o 

aho~ages in at least a half-dozen other countries. 

, ~ Slide Show: A Demand for Foreign Formula 

Iran Is Said to %~atrtt Direct Talks V~’ith U.S, on 

N udear Program 

The Iraqi prime minister, Nu*~ Kamal al-Maliki, said h’aq was 

prepared b-~, help facilitate such direck negotiations. 

y of 
State 

U,S, 

Seie~ee Lowers Shatterh,g Risk at Home i late 

In an unusual pad±he*ship with Major League Baseball, ForesL 

Service scientists ~ooked deep into maple’s eore to find why it 

Bek’s 

bat 



was so b~{tkle, and how it could be made less so, 

, [] Slide Show: The Crack of the Bat is Changin~ Again 

College Enro~nent Falls as Eeono~y Recovers 

The eoilege-.age population is dropping after more than a decade 

of sha~3~ ~ms~h, and many adulN who avoided the job market 

and went back to school dm{ng fl~e recession ~ave been drawn 

back to work. 

~ Chris~op l 

ho, I 
S~uer 

UoSo P~’isor~ Popu~atio,~s Decline, Reflecting New Approach 

to Crime 

’lfg~ened skate budgets, pbnnme~ng chine rakes, changes in sentencing laws 

and shiRs in public opinion have helped eonk~{buke to the bi~esk decline in the 

nation’s histor7. 

How we stay stylish on 
wheels 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Orange is the makeup color for summer 

Loeking hip in ti~e Chicago heu’t 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
~ SAC’s 

SAC Capital Advisors Is indicted, and Called a / o.i~.~ I 
Mag~et for Cheating 

Fede]taJ authorities have delivered a crippling b~ow to one of 

Wall Sh’eet’s most sueeessflfl firms, which has drawn government scrutiny for 

more than a decade. 

,E] Graphic insider T Baling Cases at a Top Hedge Fund 

~ [] Document frail of a Hedge Fund Investigation 

DEALBOOK 

SAC Case Threatens a Wall Nto Cash Cow 
L:; PLi LR :~.A\/I~.~ 

Wall Stree-[ now has to contemplate life without SAC Capi~d 

Advisors, the hedge fired led by Steven A. Cohen t~at has been a 

pro(~gious, unruly three in the rna~keL 

stev~ I 

DEALBOOK 

A Relent]less Prosee~ator’s Crownh~g Case 

The charges against SAC Capital Advisors are a rare and bold 

step by Preek Bharara, t~e United States attorney for the 

Southern Disk*~ek of New Y~-.,rk. 

Bhapara 

I    unveiled [ 

Sports 



Taken Before Harvey, Pitel~er Faces an Up~ill 

Stm~le 

The Diamondbacks took Barter Loux with the sixth pick i~ 2o~o, 

a spot ahead of Matt Harvey, but :~zona pulled its ofl)r, tie is 

now with a~ a~liate of the Cubs, h~s tbird organization. 

Absence of Truest Fuels Ym~_kees’ Melodrmna 

Amid a debate over the health of his left quadrieeps, Alex 

Ror_h~guez gr~dgingJy ag~ed to a plan for his return to the 

Yankees during a season of fla&ging expectations. 

’That’~ a~ Bad as It Gets’ 

Some girls who play basketbMl at Carroll Academy, a school run 

by a j avenile court in Tennessee, find i~fftge fk’om family 

problems of drag addiction and domes5e assault. 

, ~ Times Documentaries: Hannah’s S{ory 

~ Audio and PBotos: The Lady Jagua rs, One Year Later 

p:tcMn~ 

...... Carroil 

Academ 

y gids 

,’:,polls news, 2~) to NYTimesi¢om/Sporta ~ 

Arts 

’BLUE JASMINE’ 

Pride Stays, Even After tim Fall 

Cute Blanehett plays a wealthy woman who has lost he*’ money 

and her bearings in "Blue ,lasmine," directed hy Woody Allen. 

~Aenie a~d Her SisNrs 

~ Q. and A: Waody Allen I [] Slide Shaw 

ART REVIEW 

Its Reign Was Long, ~A’~ith Nine IJves to Start 

A show at the Brooklyn Museum explores the role of eats, big 

a~d litde, feral and tame, ee]estia] and not, in ancient 

ART REVIEW 

A S~er Place in the South Bronx 

Thomas Hirschhorn has built "Oramsei Monument," a sprawling, 

participatoW sculpture, on the grounds of the Forest ttouses. 

Movies 

’THE WOLVERINE’ 

Claws and HeaNc Get a ~,:orko~lt 

Hugh O aekman’s ageless Wcolverine returns to the screen, this 

thne in the [,and of the Rising Sum 

Blacks and ~rhites Nlade tI~e Bhms 

A new documentary, "Born in Chicago," looks at an era when 

blues musicians like Muddy Watei~ and tlow]in’ Wolf took 

young white neoph3~es under thdr wing. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

’THE TO DO LIST’ 

Some Tl~ings You Ca~a’t Lemur From a Book 

In "The To Do List," Aubrey Plaza plays a smart and driven bigh 

sehod graduate who decides ~at she has been missing 

something and sen out to lose her vir~ni~,. 

, ~ Slide Shaw: Maggie Carey’s 11[ o [I)O IIist’ 

F’iaza, 

left and 



Today’s Video 

Finding the admission fee for G raeekmd’s tour beumd his 

budget, Seth Kugel goes hmRit~g for cheap Elvis souvenim~ 

~ vm~o: Tiffs ~Teek’s 

The New York Times movie critics on "Bh~e Jasmine," "The 

Wolverine" and "The To Do List." 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Despite dm~bters, SecretsW of State ~;oIm Kerry presses fbrward with a strategy 

for pea ee n egotia tion s. 

EDITORIAL 

A Bipartisan War~ir~g on Sa~°eillanee 

The O1)ama a&ninistration eat~ no longer ignore the growing diseonffo~± with 

hroa d spyi~g powers. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e Gm~ Lobby Takes Vengefitl Aim 

Will voters show up at a recall election to defend two state lawmaket~ in 

Colorado who dared to clef3, the National Rifle Association? 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Fm~stiar~ Pact: Genet’als as Democrats 

Egyptians’ faith in the mi]ibaW is pr,’_q)ably misplaced, but it can 

be explai~md by six decades cg hopes and disappoi~tme~ts. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Consmwatives and others on the z~gbt are confronting their" 

ultimate nightmare: that Obamaeare is probably going to work. 

~ Columnist Page I BIog 

OPINIONATOR 

Fast Food, Low Pay 

Restaurat~t worket~ are fightit~g for basic tights, and gektit~g 

Food, 
Low 

ON THIS DAY 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roufledge Sociology <Roufledge.skozxrgpexkbyiulw@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 7:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

’Gender and Justice’ - Now available to inspect for your course 

Request your compiimentary inspection eo.oy today! 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

~ Routledge 

Hello from Reutledge, 

by Sally Ken~ey is now available to inspect for your university course, 

from Routledge Sociology 

Gender and Justice 

Why Wome..~ i~ the Judiciary Really M~:dter 

By Sa~y Ken~ey 

i~ Gender and Ju,~ice 

and gender studies, women and 

politics, and women and the law, this 

book expiores different questions in 

different No~lh American and European 

geegral;hk;u,I jurisdiotkon.~; and oeurts, 

analysis of courts, judges, law 

institutions, organizations and 

ultimately, politics Gender and J~stice 

argues empiricaiiy for both more women 

and more feminis,s on the ben,’:ik while demonstrating ti~at aohieving 

these two aims are independent projects. 

Read more.. 

and fill in the online form 

Best wishes, 

Sarah 

Sarah Olney 

Routledge Books I Marketing Assistant 

sat ah.ob~ey@tandf.co.uk 

l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: President-Elect Stirs Optimism in Iran and West 

Top News 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

President-Elect Ntirs Optimism in Irar~ and West 

tlassat~ Rouhani is eotmemed about his eoui~t~y’s growing 

economic Doubles and is deDrmined to ehal~ge policies that 

have cuk off relations with most of the developed woN& 

Rouharfi I 

Violence Erupts _After Mass Rallies Over Fate of ~ s~ppo. ] 
Egypt ers o~ I 

former I 

A* ]east a cloze~ people were repotCed killed h~ heax~" tSght~g on 

S a turday, a d ay after a s ta te-orehe stra ted di splay of mi]i taW 

power and word of likely erimi*mI e[mrges agait~st the ous ted preside*~ L 

Mohamed MorsJ. 

Slide Show: Demonstrations Grow in Egypt 

A Trail of Masterpieces and a "~Veb of IAes, 

Leading to Ang~ish 

Investigatms are nowhere closer to learning the fate of seven 

painfit~gs, it~duding wor~ by }leasso, Matisse and Motmt, [hat 

were stolel~ by a Romal~im~ cfimi~ml gang fl’om a Dutch museum. 

~ ~ Slide St~ow: On tt~e Trai~ o~ Stolen MasNrpieces 

Editors’ Picks 



TECHNOLOGY 

MI~L’£IMED~A FEA’£URE.~ O~e App~ 

~Iore T~n 4oo La~guages 

The B~ble App, also known as YouVers~on, ~s the oMy mob~Ie 

ai_~p]ieation i~ the world that provides content in obse Jre languages like Eastern 

Bolivian Guarani, hmk~tut or Akoose. 

~ Reiated Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The, C~ar~tab~e-Ind~str~a~ Co~]p:lex 

As more ~ives are destroyed by the system that c~vates vast 

amoun~ ofweald~ for [he few, tl~e more berne it sounds ko "give 

back." 

World 

France Orders Strauss-Ka|m to Sta~d Trial 

Freneh magistrates charged Dominique Stranss-KMm, the fbrmer chief of the 

In[erna[ionaI MoneNry Fund, and ~2 others wi~ "aggravated procurement in a 

group," or pimpi~xg. 

UoS, Letter Says Leake~ 

In a letter to the Rnssian minister of justice, A~orney (3enera] Erie H. Holder 

Jr. said d~e United States was 

Snowden so he could return to the countryo 

Black Boxes :Found m~d Driver Arrested in 

Spm~ish ’Fra~ Crash 

Fra~dsco Josd Oarzdn Amo was arrested as i~vestigators 

examined records fl’om the train’s "blad< box" to determiner the 

cause of the crash, which killed 78 people. 

U.S, 



Na~ Diego Mayor Says He Wi]ll Go Into Therapy 

Besieged by aceusations of sexual harassment, Mayor Bob Filner 

of San Diego sNd FHday that he would enter two weeks of what 

he ealled intensive behavior therapy. 

FoDo.A. Nays Importers M~,st .Audit Food Safety 

If the rules are made final, Ney would shift the respo~sibili~,’ ibr 

ensuring that food is safe from the F.D.A. to companies like 

Walmart and Cargill. 

Number of Catfisl~ H~speetors Drives a Debate o~ 

Spending 

The inspection d catfish is at the heart of a dispute as the House 

and Senate px~pare to work out their diffi)renees on a new five.- 

year farm bill. 

Diego’s 

What are ApNe’s "amazing" 
new products? 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Google tries agah~ on intemet TV 

I ...... I I ........... I 

Business 

COMMON SENSE 
FYeet 

At S.AC, Rules Comp|iance Witl, an ’Edge~ I B~"~’ I 

SAC Capital Adviso~, the hedge fund now facing criminal ~ 
charges, is proud of its "strong mfltm’e of compliance" with 

insider-trading rules, but the government’s indictment shows little evidence of 

it. 

On Root~ops, ~ Rival for Utilities 

Big power eompanies say that incentives ibr solar power are 

robbing them of payiug customers, setting up a fight for the 

future of renewable enerKv. 

panels 

George Mitchell, a Pim~eer i~ Hydra~ie 

Fracturing, Dies at 94 

Mr. MitehelI, who on a hunch began drilling shale rock 

formatio~s, is credited with creating an une:,3?ected natural gas 

boom in the [ uited States. 

~ nch, 

Sports 



RAYS 10, YANKEES 6 All ..... 

A ~Ve|eome Back fo~" So~’~a~o, Followed by a            so~o, 
~cquke 

Not even Alfonso Sodano’s arHwfl could save C. C. Saba~ia, 

who has aIk~wed ~7 earned ~ms ~n Iris ]as E z4 bmings, and the Yankees, who 

were shut down by Jeremy He~lickson. 

~ [] Box Sco[e i Stepping into Cleanup Spot~ Soriano Winds Up 0 for 5 

T~rbulent ~lou~aey for America’s Ct~p 

The death of a sailor, the bickering over rule changes, the threat 

of boycotts and d~e name-ealling of a team have hurt the lead-up 

to the zMneriea’s Cup. 

sCup 

Arbitrato~° Beeomes a Baseball Power 

Fan s will be hearing a lot more a bout Fred tie R. Horowitz, the a rbitra~or who 

wilI hear the appeals of players seeking to have d~eh’ performance-e~haneing 

drag suspensions oveAurne& 

, Roundup: Orioles ~op Red Sex, Who Fa~I Out of First Place 

Arts 

Chaste Ascetic? A :Letter :Details Nalfler’s Love 

Life 

A reee~tly discovered letter from a Mahler confidante - and 

sometime lover -- shows that the composer had numerous affairs 

and infatua’do~s. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’MURMURS’ 

if These ~,,Valls Could Talk~ They’d Lie 

"Murrain.%" a mimei~’ir~’us show by Victoria Thierrde Chaplin, 

e.vplores illusions with a s~:ange set and surreal scenes. 

..... This 
mime/cir 

Walter De ~laria, Artist on Grand Scale, :Dies at 

77 

Mro De Maria, whose art helped give rise to earthworks, 

Conceptual A~ and Minimal a~% was best l<no~ for large-scale 

ou btoor works, in clu ding "The I5 gh knin g Ne]d" i ~ N ew Mexico. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Nt on a Grand Scale 

Travel 

Travel Blogging Today: It’s 
E.,. r.;.,, ~ 

In an increasingly competitive field, blogge~s need to do rnore 

than attract readers. They may also need to find sponsors. 

The Great Wall, O~r Way 

A bxo--day hike along a re,note stretch of China’s Great Wall 

affords endless views without the distraeth:m of crowds. 

from 

E,~, ~ c,f I 

I 
FRUGAL TRAVELER 

The 
Memphis or~ the Cheap: Elvis, Barbecue and I pork I 
B~eb~ sandwic 

I t’at I 

Pa~ 2 of the Frugal Traveler’s summer road trip takes him to 

Memphis, whe~v he searches for ~e tacky and d~e tasty while (generally) t~ying 



avoid the tom’isty. 

[] Video: Discount Eivis Souvenirs 

Today’s Video 

I,ooking great din?h% the heat wave were white tops of al] 

h’om elassie shi* k~ and shells to goaty trape>:e shapes and roomy 

dolman sleeves. 

~ vine:o: Sweet Corn Ice Cream 

Meliss,~ CJark demonstrates a sweeter way to use summer corn. 

~ vine:o: The Sweet ..spot: why Netflix 

l~Iatters 

In this week’s episode, A. O. Scott and David Cart talk about 

Ne[~ix’s amazing evolution, and how people are watching its 

c~ficaily acclaimed shows. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The War Over Hea]~t]h Ca~’e Exchanges 

Republk’ans are resorting to scare tactics to sabotage the Affordable Care Act. 

EDITORIAL 

Goldmm~ Saehs’s Aluminum Pile 

Policy makers should examine the bank’s involvement in commodity markets. 

EDITORIAL 

A Civic Treasure i~ Detroit 

With the city going through the bankruptcy process, some extremely valuable 

and worM-elass re%york is being eyed hungrily by many creditors. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Carving Up t]he Com~l-ry 

Ore. 5o st,~tes seem t~ ~e tmited i a n ~me only. That has ~ed to 

dis hn’bi n g con con ~’a B ons of power. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Mick dagger, Birfl~day ]Boy 

Rock stat~ of the ’6os sang about gctdng old and about how 

awfid it would be because it seemed so far awW, Well the day is 

finally here, people~ 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Baby Formula Barometer 

Why don’t eonsmners in China want to buy Chh~ese producks? 

Let’s count up the problems. 

, Columnist Page I 
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To: 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 3:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Crackdown in Egypt Kills Islamists as They Protest 
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Today’s Headlines       Sunday, July 28, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Crackdown in Egypt Kills Islamists as They 
Protest 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

The Egyptian authorities unleashed a ferocious attack on 

Is]amist protesters, killing at ]east 72 people in the second mass 

killing of demonstrators in three weeks. 

, The Lede: Some Egyptians Look for ’Third Square’ 

Worries Mount as Syria Lures West’s Muslims 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

Westerners go to Syria motivated by a desire to ease suffering by 

defeating the government, but there is concern that they wi]] 

return home with jihadist zeal 

Obama Says Income Gap Is Fraying U.S. Social 
Fabric 
By JACKIE CALMES and MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

Widening income inequality and the weak recovery have 

undermined Americans’ belief in opportunity, President Obama 

said in an interview. 

¯ Obama Says He’ll Evaluate Pipeline Project Depending on Pollution 

¯ Obama Intends to Let Health Care Law Prove Critics Wrong by Succeeding 

.................................................................................................................. Fpr r~oi~e tOP r~e~s, gP to N~Timesr~0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Gettysburg, Readdressed 

Scenes from the 15oth anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg. 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

Status and Stress 
By MOISES VELASQUEZ-MANOFF 

The poor and powerless are at greater risk of early death. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s not an action that I take that you don’t have 

some folks in Congress who say that I’m usurping my 

authority. Some of those folks think I usurp my 

authority by having the gall to win the presidency." 

PRESI DENT OBAMA, in an interview with The New York Times. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Thousands Gather to Bury a Slain Tunisian 

Politician 
By CAR LOTTA GALL 

Demonstrators gathered for the funeral ofMohamed Brahmi in a 

show of force against the government, which many blame for the 

assassination. 

Amid Protests, Inmates Escape From Libyan 

Prison 
By SULIMAN ALl ZWAY 

Protesters attacked the offices of the Muslim Brotherhood of 

Libya and the liberal National Forces Mliance party, after 

demonstrations set offby killings turned violent, witnesses said. 

Netanyahu Agrees to Free lo4 Palestinians 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel announced on Saturday that he 

had agreed to release the prisoners to pave the way for a resumption of Israeli- 

Palestinian negotiations in Washington. 

................................................................................................ ~0[ rpPre w0dd 9eyes, go to NY~ime~:�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

A Race to Save the Orange by Altering Its DNA 
By AMY HARMON 

Growers turned to genetics in hopes of building a tougher orange 

tree. But what intervention would the public accept? 

Some Chiefs Chafing as Justice Department Keeps Closer 



Eye on Policing 
By ERICA GOODE 

The civil rights division of the Justice Department is looking into a wider area of 

local law enforcement actions, like the handling of sexual assault cases. 

Weeks After Deadly Fire, Town Struggles to Pick 
Up Pieces 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

In Yarnell, Ariz., where 19 firefighters died and where homes 

destroyed by fire sit next to those mysteriously spared, residents 

struggle to ascribe meaning to what happened. 

......................................................................................................... E0[ ~£re ~:~: r~e~s, go to NYTimes:�0m!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The new mansions of 
Manhattan 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Real Estate Q & A 

The "shift the goalpost" home sale 

nytime.s.com, REAiL ESTATE 

Business 

Two Ad Companies Are Said to Merge, Supplanting Industry 

Leader 
By TANZINA VEGA 

The merger of the Omnicom Group and the Publicis Groupe would create a new 

industry leader positioned to better capture profits from digital media and 

emerging markets. 

An Afghan Media Mogul, Pushing Boundaries 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Saad Mohseni has brought soap operas, sitcoms and reality TV to 

his native country, Afghanistan, and with them a modicum of 

normalcy. Now he is looking to expand to Egypt, Libya and Iraq. 



FAIR GAME 

How to Gauge SAC on the Richter Scale 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

SAC Capital Advisors, the hedge fund facing insider trading 
charges, has $z4 billion under management, but $5z billion in 

total market exposure. If it unwinds, will that sum roll the stock market? 

................................................................................... F0r r~0re b~sir~ess r~e~’s, g0 t~ N~Times,�0m~Business ~ 

Sports 

Pierre-Paul, Free of Back Pain, Is Taking a 
Cautious Approach 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Jason Pierre-PauL who had surgery to repair a herniated disk in 

the off-season, said the continual pain he had felt was gone. His 

status for the season opener, however, remained uncertain. 

¯ N.F.L. Roundup: Practice Injury May Sideline Eagles’ Maclin for Season 

RAYS 1, YANKEES 0 

Shutout by Rays Rookie Caps Week of Drama for 
Yankees 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

Derek Jeter was eligible to be activated from the D.L. but instead 
played a simulation game. Without him, the Yankees’ offense, facing Chris 
Archer, remained in a state of disrepair. 

¯ ~:, Box Score I Rays’ Sudden Rise Supports Thinking Inside the Triangle 

Football Masters at Jets Coordinator’s Fingertips :~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:: ===================== 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Marty Mornhinweg is bringing the Jets not only the West Coast 
offense, but also his experience with the offense’s pioneers. 

: Players’ Summer Health Receives Year-Round Attention in the N.F.L. 

.............................................................................................. Eo[ I~lore sPgrts r~e~’s, go t? N~Times~�om~Sports ~ 

Arts 

CROSS CUTS 

Bad in the Bones 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Hiding in plain sight for five seasons, Walter White, the 
protagonist of "Breaking Bad," is television’s ultimate dark 

entrepreneur. 

Mostly Mozart, Mostly Improved 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Mostly Mozart Festival serves as an example of how to inject 

classical music with verve. 



Slide Show: Keeping It New 

Don’t Mind Us. We’ll Just Watch. 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

"Masters of Sex," a Showtime drama that will have its premiere 
on Sept. 29, stars Michael Sheen and Lizzy Caplan as the sex 
researchers Masters and Johnson. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0Fe ~rts r?e~s~ gc~ t£ N~Times:�0m!Arts ~ 

Magazine 

Smile! One of You Will Be the Next Mayor of New York 
By ANDREW MEIER 

If the candidates seem awkward or unsure of themselves, it’s because New York 
City politics has been in an airless tomb for more than a decade. 

, ~ Photos: The Candidates 

¯ 12 Paths to City Hall 

’It’s More Like a Suicide Than a Sport’ 
By ED CAESAR 

Base jumping was the thrill of Herv~ Le Gallou’s life. It is also 

what killed him. 

TALK 

Mireille Enos: ’The Killing’ Star Avoids the 
Police-Procedural Trap 
Interview by JULIE BLOOM 

And the Hollywood-ing~nue problem, too. 

For more from the Sunday magazine, go to NYTimes.comlMagazine 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Pope Francis in Brazil 

As Pope Francis, the first pontiff from Latin America, visits 
Brazil, the crowds he faces offer diverse messages. 

............................................................................................................. E0[ [pQr~ g!d~0, g0 ~0 N)fTime~:�~m/~!ide0 ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A New Defense of Voting Rights 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 



Attorney General Holder adopts an aggressive approach to defending voting 

rights in Texas. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Putin’s War on Gays 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Will President Vladimir Putin’s crackdown keep people from the Winter 

Olympics in Sochi next year? 

EDITORIAL 

Airport Security Without the Hassle 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

It is time to stop pretending that the notoriously burdensome airport screening 

procedures are all that stand between us and devastation. 

.................................................................................................... For m0[e 0p!r?i£r), go !0 N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

The Psychology of an Irish Meltdown 
By TANA FRENCH 

If the Celtic Tiger had simply wandered in, that meant it could 

wander out again. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Our Pulchritudinous Priesthood 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Persona] trainers are becoming a must-have accessory in modern 

life. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Going for Bolingbroke 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

An 18th-century approach that could work for 21st-century 

Republicans. 

: Columnist Page ] Blog 

.................................................................................................... E0r m0Ee 0p!r?i£r?, go !0 N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion ~’~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Fighting Back Against Wretched Wages 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Low-wage workers’ pay has flat]ined while median pay for chief executives at the 

nation’s top corporations jumped 16 percent last year. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 



The Hype Over Hospital Rankings 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

What does the annual-hospital-rankings exercise mean for 
patients? And what does it say about American health care? 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 28, 1914, Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia. World War 
I began as declarations of war by other European nations quickly 

followed. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: A Familiar Role liar Muslim Brotherhood: Opposition 

Top News 

A Fan,at Role for Muslim Brotherhood; 

Opposition 
~-:7 ROI.:U.~i i 

The grotherhoorYs ol~ly reliable pa~ers ~ow are other ~slam kt 

groups whose members may be more willing to use violent or 

radical ~cties. 

Crackdown in Efjypt Kills islamists ss They Pretest 

ers of I 

EgYpfs I 

Momer~tmn B~filds _~gah~st NoSoAo Sun, eiHance 

The ~no%ment to signi~eantly rein in surveillunce by the ~X utionaI Security 

Agel~cy began on the 1.~olitica] fl~ges but has built up suppose from Rei:,ubliea~ 

and Democra[ie leaders. 

Detroit Looks to Health Law to Ease Costs 

~,~ Detrc, i[ enters the bunkruptcy process, c, ffieials %y i[~sura[~ee exchanges 

co~fld pare te~s of millions from the $5.71)i]]ioi~ the dry owes i~ retiree health 

costs. 

Editors’ Picks 

Scrag Back H~an Activity 

A proposa~ for Yosemite National Park would, among other 

tkiu#, reskore more than 2oo acres of meadows, re&~ce ~’affic eonges[ion and 

close rentul facilities for bicycling. 

Related Article 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

GtmBpltmk l-o a ~’~arm Fut~re. 

Because of metha*~e lesion, shale gas is not a "bridge" io a renewable enerK¥ 

fu~n:e - k’s a gm~gp~ank to mow warmi~g and away fl’om truly clean e~er~ 

investments. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

GEHAD EL-HADD,,CD, a spokesman for the ~’[uslim Brotherhood in Egypt, rallying 
opposition to the military. 

World 

Israel and Palesth~ians Set to Resmne Peace Talks, 

The meefi~g be~vee~ ~egotiators, planned to sta~ Morn:lay a~d am~otmeed by 

the Sta~e Department, will be the ~rst time that the two haYe held direct 

sirme 2olo. 

MMi Holds Elections A~er Year of T~l~mil 

!~nder pressure from the West to restore a semblance of 

democracy, voiing proceeds peaeefully. An August runoff is 

likely. 

DAMASCUS JOURNAL 

A Link St~°aight to Syria’s _;~a~eient Past Endu~oes 

as ~:ar Creeps Closer 

Straight Street has heet~ l<~mwn since at least the early years of 

Chfist~anib’ ibr its ramrod course through the h’dsting Nleys of the old eib" of 

Damascus, but now residenks fear for its vet~’ existence. 

~ Slide Show: In Old City o~ Damascus, War Closes In 

U.S. 

Garr~~ Dav~s, Man of No Na~.ion ~’lm Saw One 

~;orld of No V~’ar, Dies at 9: 

Mr. Davis was a self-declared world eitize~ who tirelessly 

ad,~,ocaked to erase nadonal borders and to end wa~s as part 

the ,:;)~e World moveme~t. 

Davis, 

dean of 

the One 



A proposal l~r Yoscmi[e National Park would, among o[her 

[hings, resto~ more than 2oo acres of meadows, reduce kraffie 

congesfio~ and dose rental facilities tbr bieyding. 

Col. Bud Day, Heroic Pilot in Viet~am V~ar, Dims 

at 88 

Colonel Day, an :~r Force fighter pilot, earned the Me&d of 

Honor for enduri~g more than five years of brutalib~ without 

divN gin g sensi tire information to his captors. 

Day     I 
waved 

Pinterest aRows users to opt~ 
out of being tracked 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Facebook’s stock soars amid rosy gro\~,~h e×pectations 

A summer of data hacking sociai problems 

Business 

Two Ad Giants C]l~as]ng Goog]le ir~ Merge~¯ Dual 

Tb e merger of Om n i corn an d Pu b]ici s sign al s tb at adve~i si~g is 

now firmly in ~e business of collecting and selling the personal 

information of millions of consumers, 

Merger is Set to Create World’s bio. 1 Ad Company 

Few $~fitors to B~tild a New l~la~i~m 

The bMding for the helicopter, as well as other recent contract 

troubles, su&gests that the goal of creating sharper competi6on 

with government contracts is hard to achieve. 

Jackson’s Earl~g Potential Is at the HeaN of a 

Wrongfid-Death Suit 

The wro~gflfl-death suit against A.E,G. Live hinges cm whether 

Michael Jackson or "~e company was responsible lk~r hiring the 

doctor who administei~d the anesthetic thak ~diled him, 

[1~5[ 0f 

Publicis, 

g of the 
helicopl 

Jackson I 

Sports 

THE LADY JAGUARS 

’Beyond tim Tree Line’ 

Some former members of the basketball team at Carroll 

Acadamy, a school mn by ajuve~ile eom’t in Temmssee, have 

found ~at life was harder outside the schod than inside it. 

,El Tknes Documentaries: IIiarlRah’s Story 

receivin 
I g 

! arentin 



,[~ Audio and Pi~otos: The Lady Jaguars, One Year Later 

Shes, One Goal, but Plenty for UoS, to Ce|ebrate h~ I fsr 

Lan don Donovan was the ddv~ng fi)rce behind Bre]< Shea’s goal, 

w~ich broke a scoreless tie in a game marked by sluggish play and gave the 

United States iks fifkh Gold Cup titleo 

Player Ratings: U.S (i) vs Panama (0) 

Soccer, Faith and Technology 

With No Living Inductees, Only Echoes Stir the 

Q~uiet at the Hall of Fa~e 

The annual ceremony was especiNly notable fbr the players who 

were excluded and underscored the damage that performance- 

enhanNng drugs have inflicted on baseball 

, F~na~ly ElecNd to the Hall the Man Who BoklQht Babe ’Root’ 

news, 9¢ [o NYTimee.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

The Real Rhine|n~dens of Rotate 66 

The first two opera’s of Wagner’s "Ring" cycle, by the avant- 

garde Nreetor Frank Castoff, had d~eir debnts at the Bayread~ 

Festival over the weekend. 

Rheingo 

Id The 

director 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

From Dad, It’s Fiction; From the Son, It’s L.’~]ng 

"& Sons," set in New York, is David Oilbet~_’s anabitious novel 

about fathers and sons. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Knoekh~’ on the, Count~°y’s Door 

Bob Dylan, with the help of acts like Wilco and My Morning 

J acket, hrough t soun ds of honky-tonk country, bhJesy rock an d 

soul to his tour stop in Hoboken, N.& 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

% CR s Past is G~L~dh~g Television’s Futa~re 

Cases agains t Lwo services that change hn, w viewers watch ’IN7 are 

far fi’om setfled, but the stakes, wbieh would affect broadcasters’ 

profits, could not be bigger. 

Bloomberg N[edJa Reenfits a N ew Chief From The 

B~ DAVH.) 

Justin B. Smith, a pros]de,at of the Atlantic Media Compm~y Mao 

eat~ed a reputation as an aggressive pr~mok’r of digital media, 

will be named chief executive of the bloombet% Media Group. 

Smkh, 

I 
p~esiden I 

Air Force A~sks Students to Solve Real-World I Hardnqt [ 

Prob]ellk~ ~..°n a n 

People u~ll be challenged to develop keehnologies lbr search- 

anti-.rescue operations, create soRware code %r an nnmanned aerial vehicle and 

to help start the newest ,:3PS satdlite. 



Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: Vows: Christine and indra 

Christlike (-~ua~ aed I~dra Sen weet ~nter~mtionaL yet local, %r 

their we&ling ~n Flushin~, Queens. 

Fol mo~e video ",:e to NYTimes.eotnNideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Straphangers~ Can~paign 

The New York Cib~ mayoral candidates need to build on Mayor Michael 

Bloomberg’s transK kt~provemet~ts, in every borough, 

EDITORIAL 

Not Too Big to Fail 

New roles wmfld hell: guard big banks fl’cm faUm’e and the public fl’om baUm~ts. 

EDITORIAL 

More independence for the FISA Com-t 

The power 1o select ~lae judges who are making secret law should not rest in the 

For i=~;re or;ini÷~n go t~ NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Proti |ing Ohama 

Why ~s ~t his job to cotffront _,Mnefica’s racism? 

, Cekimnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Stranded by Sprawl 

;we spread.-out dues idllit~g the :~nerk~an dream? 

, Columni~ Page I giog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

The Fut~are ofSm~lh Af~°iea 

What are the b~ggest challengcs that Sou’~ A[Hca faces in its 

struggle to obt~fin Nelson Mandda’s dream of democratic 

n atkmt 

, Exposures: [he Bru~iity of ’Corrective Rape’ 

The I 
Future 

of South 

Afrca 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 29, 2013 1:34 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Summer UNC-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 

Dear Georges, 

In reference to the two courses you listed in each syllabus, are these the 
enact names? 

1- GLBL 405: Pohtical Economy of Development 

2- AAAD 498: Human Rights, Constitutions and Public Policy" in Contemporary 
Africa 

We need to make sure we use the exact names as these are listed in the 
Undergraduate B ulletin. 

Thanks for checking, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 

Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Director 

Stu@ Abroad Office 

2016 EEDEX Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-3130 

USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: htt p:i/studvabroad.unc.edu <http:/istud,~abroad.unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 7/26/13 2:07 PM. "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear Patrick, 
> 

>Because of pressing demands, particularly an evaluation for a nominee for 
>the MacArthur Foundation genius award and another one for a Ph.D. thesis 
>on Nigeria at the Universi~ of Waikato (New Zealand), it took much 
>longer than I thought to revise the course syllabi originally- &afted by 
>Eunice two years ago. The revised syllabi are attached, and they should 
>be useful for our Stu@ Abroad Program in recruiting students for the 
>Durban 2014 sun~mer semester. But the final versions will a~vait inputs 
>tlcom you and t2ae CCS on the follo~ving: 
> 

> 1 ) An?- suggestions you might have for more appropriate reading selections 
>on some topics Please note that given the short duration of the 
>semester, I would not want to burden students with too many readings; 
>thus, any addition would require a subtraction as well. 
>2) Your recommendation for an excellent film on xenophobia 
>3) Your help in obtaining confirmation of the proposed guest lecturers, 
>provided that they are available during the week indicated, or a 
>substitution in case that is not possible 
>4) Confirmation of meeting rooms for: classes, my- office hours, group 
>meetings, the student conference 
> 

>A tentative outline of the calendar of activities is also attached. 
> 

>Best regards, 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
>Professor of Ali’ican Studies 
>Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 



>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hail, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel. (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 2:17 PM 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Sumlner UNC-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 

Dear Rodney, 

The names shown on the two syllabi are the exact names: 

GLBL 405: Political Economy of Development 

AAAD 498: Human Rights, Constitutions, and Public Policy 

I don’t have the Undergraduate Bulletin with me at home, and I could not find GLBL 405 in the courses listed under the Global Studies in the College of Arts and Sciences sectinn of the UNC 
website But I take it from ]b;unice that the only change in the name ~r this course is the subject code, fi-om INTS to GLBL. 

As for the AAAD 498, the course name ends with public policy, as indicated on the syllabus. It does not contain "in contemporary Africa" 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~            (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Vargas, Ro&aey Joaqmn 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 1:33 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
SubJect: Re: Summer UNC-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 

Dear Georges, 

In reference to the two courses you listed in each syllabus, are these the 
exact names? 

1- GLBL 405: Political Economy of Development 

2- AAAD 498: H~tman Rights, Constitutions and PuNic Policy in Contempora15~ 
Africa 

We need to make sure we use the exact names as these are listed in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin. 

Thartks for checking, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin Arnerica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http://studyabroad unc.edu <http://studyabroad.unc.edu/> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. An?, unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 7/26/13 2:07 PM, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges" <nzongola@email uric edu> 
wrote: 



>Dear Patrick, 
> 

>Because of pressing demands, particularly an evaluation J2~r a nominee for 
>the MacArthur Foundation genius award and another one J2~r a PhD thesis 
>on Nigeria at the Universi~ of Waikato (New Zealand), it took much 
>longer than I thought to revise the course syllabi originally drafted by 
>Eunice two years ago. The revised syllabi are attached, and they should 
>be usefal for our Study Abroad Program in recruiting students for the 
>Durban 2014 smnmer semester. But the final versions will await inputs 
>frora you and the CCS on the following: 
> 

> 1) Any suggestions you might have for more appropriate reading selections 
>on some topics. Please note that given the short duration of the 
>semester, I would not want to burden students w-ith too many readings; 
>thus, any addition would require a subtraction as well. 
>2) Your recon~nendation for an excellent fihn on xenophobia 
>3) Your help in obtaining confirmation of the proposed guest lecturers, 
>provided that they are available during the week indicated, or a 
>substitution in case that is not possible 
>4) Confirmation of meeting rooms for: classes, ray office hours, group 
>meetings, the student confurence 
> 

>A tentative outline of the calendar of activities is also attached. 
> 

>Best regards, 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Departraent of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (ot~ce) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.-- 

Monday, July 29, 2013 2:27 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Summer UNC-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 

Dear Georges, 

I am looking at the undergraduate bulletin for 2013-2014 al’~d the GLBL 
Political Economy of Development course is listed slightly different: 

GLBL 405: Comparative Political Economics of Development 

AAAD 498: Hunaan Rights, Constitutions, and Public Policy is listed 
correctly 

Please make the change in the syllabus for the GLBL 405. 
Thanks, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin ./~anerica, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 EF, DEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/studyabroad.unc.edu <http:/istudyabroad unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 7/29/13 2:17 PM. "Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Oeorges" <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear Rodney, 
> 

>The names shown on the two syllabi are the exact names: 
> 

>GLBL 405: Political Economy of Development 
> 

>AAAD 498: Human Rights, Constitutions, and Public Policy 
> 

>I don’t have the Undergraduate Bulletin with me at home, and I could not 
>find GLBL 405 in the courses listed under the Global Studies in the 
>College of Arts and Sciences section of the L~.-C ;vebsite. But I take it 
>ticom Eunice that the only change in the name for this course is the 
>subJect code, from INTS to GLBL. 
> 

>As for the AAAD 498, the course name ends with public policy, as 
>indicated on the syllabus. It does not contain "in contemporar.v Africa." 
> 

>Best regards, 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (ot~]ce) 
> 



>From : Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
>Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 1:33 PM 
>To: Nzongo[a-Ntal~ia, Georges 
>Cc: Sahle, [~unice N 
>Subject: Re: Summer UNC-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 
> 

>Dear Georges, 

>In reference to the two courses you listed in each syllabus, are these the 
>exact names? 

>1- GLBL 405: Political Economy of Developnrent 
> 

>2- AAAD 498: Human Rights, Constitutions and Public Policy in Contemporary 
>Africa 
> 

>We need to ruake sure we use the exact names as these are listed in the 
>Undergraduate Bulletin. 
> 

>Thanks for checking, 
> 

>Rodney 

>Rodney J. Vargas 
>Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Progranrs Director 

>Stu@ Abroad Office 
>2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
>301 Pittsboro Street 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>Chapel Hill 
>NC 27599-3130 
>USA 

>Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
>WV~W: http://studs~abroad.unc.edu <http://studvabroad.unc.edu/> 

>Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
>for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>information An?- unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
>prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
>sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>On 7/26/13 2:07 PM. "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@emaihunc.edu> 

>>Dear Patrick, 

>>Because of pressing demands, palticularly an evaluation for a nominee for 
>>the MacAlthur Foundation genius award and another one for a Ph.D. thesis 
>>on Nigeria at the Universi~z of Waikato (New Zealand), it took much 
>>longer than I thought to revise the course syllabi originally drafted by 
>>Eunice two years ago The revised syllabi are attached, and the?" should 
>>be useful for our Stu@ Abroad Program in recruiting students for the 
>>Durban 2014 summer semester. But the final versions will await inputs 
>>fi-om you and the CCS on the ~2~llowing: 

>>1 ) An?’ suggestions you might have [’or more appropriate reading selections 
>>on some topics. Please note that given the short duration of the 
>>semester, I would not want to burden students with too man?’ readings; 
>>thus, any addition would require a subtractinn as welh 
>>2) Your recommendation for an excellent film on xenophobia 
>>3) Your help in obtaining confirmation of the proposed guest lecturers, 
>>provided that they are available during the week indicated, or a 
>>substitution ~n case that is not possible 
>>4) Confinnation of meeting rooms ~2~r: classes, my office hours, group 
>>meetings, the student conference 

>>A tentative outline of the calendar of activities is also attached. 

>>Best regards, 

>>Georges 

> >Georges Nzongola-Ntal~ia 
>>Professor of African Studies 
>>Departnrent of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>>Universi~ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>>USA 
>>Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email,unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:04 PM 

Vat’gas Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Sumlner UNC-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 

Then J guess you should use the name listed in the Bulletin. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African ~merican, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (ultice) 

From: Vargas, Rodney Juaqmn 
Sent: Munday, July 29, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Nzungula-Ntalaja, Geurges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
SubJect: Re: Summer UNC-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 

[)ear Georges, 

I am louking at the undergraduate bulletin [’or 2013-2014 and the G] .BL 405: 
Political Ecunumy of Develupment cuurse is listed slightly different: 

GLBL 405: Cumparative Political Econumics uf Development 

AAAD 498: Human Rights, Cunstitutiuns, and Public Pulicy is listed 
correctly 

Please make the change in the syllabus fur the GLBL 405. 
Thanks, 

Rudney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin Arnerica, Africa and the )~hddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: htt ~:i/studvabroad.unc.edu <httl~:/istudvabroad.unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosme, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 7/29/13 2:17 PM. "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email unc edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear Rodney, 
> 
>The names shown on the two syllabi are the exact names: 
> 

>GLBL 405: Political Economy of Development 
> 
>AAAD 498: Human Rights, Constitutions, and Public Policy 
> 

>I don’t have the Undergraduate Bulletin with me at home, and I could not 
>find GLBL 405 in the courses listed under the Global Studies in the 
>College of Arts and Sciences section of the L~.-C ~vebsite. But I take it 
>ticom Eunice that the only change in the name for this course is the 



>subJect code, from INTS to GLBL. 
> 

>As :[or the AAAD 498, the course name ends with public policy, as 
>indicated on the syllabus. It does not contain "in contemporary Africa." 

>Best regards, 

>Georges 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>C~hapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel. ÷ (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
> 

>From: Vargas, Rodncy Joaquin 
>Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 1:33 PM 
>To: Nzongola-Ntal~ia, Georges 
>Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Subject: Re: Surmner UNto-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 
> 

>Dear Georges, 
> 

>In refurence to the two courses you listed in each syllabus, are these the 
>exact names? 

>1- GLBL 405: Political Economy of Development 
> 

>2- AAAD 498: Human Rights, Constitutions and Public Policy in Contemporary 
>Africa 
> 
>We need to make sure we use the exact names as these are listed in the 
>Undergraduate Bulletin. 

>Thanks for checking, 
> 

>Rodney 

>Rodney J Vargas 
>Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
>Study Abroad Office 
>2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
>301 Pittsboro Street 
>Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>Chapel Hill 
>NC 27599-3130 
>USA 

>Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
>WV~rW: http://studvabroad.unc.edu <http://studvabroad.unc.edu/> 

>ConfidentialiW Notice: This e-mail message, including attachn~ents, is 
>for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distributinn is 
>prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
>sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>On 7/26/13 2:07 PM, "Nzongola-Ntalqia, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

>>I)ear Patrick, 

>>Because of pressing demands, particularly an evaluation for a nominee for 
>>the MacArthur Foundation genius award and another one :[or a Ph.D. thesis 
>>on Nigeria at the University of Waikato (New Zealand), it took much 
>>longer than ! thought to revise the course syllabi originally drafted by 
>>Bunice two years ago The revised syllabi are attached, and the?" should 
>>be useful for our Stu@ Abroad Program in recruiting students for the 
>>Durban 2014 summer semester. But the final versions will await inputs 
>>from you and the CCS on the J[~llowing: 

>>1 ) An?’ suggestions you might have for more appropriate reading selections 
>>on some topics. Please note that given the short duration of the 
>>seruester, I would not want to burden students with too many readings; 
>>thus, any addition would require a subtraction as welh 
>>2) Your recorrm~endation for an excellent film on xenophobia 
>>3) Your help in obtaining confim~ation of the proposed guest lecturers, 
>>provided that they are available during the week indicated, or a 
>>substitution in case that is not possible 
>>4) Cotffirmation of rueeting rooms for: classes, my office hours, group 



>>meetings, the student conference 
>> 

>>A tentative outline of the calendar of activities is also attached. 
>> 

>>Best regards, 
>> 

>>Georges 
>> 

> >Georges Nzongola-Ntal~ia 
>>Professor of African Studies 
>>Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>>Universi~ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>>USA 
>>Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Trending Diversity Issues 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Argue ~eel about RIGHTS 
role model V~IN~ ~hen ~ill 

for all you ioin the 
~ev~lution? 

Tol :--n" e: ::2:x:.r~!~ib 7~!i!-,, 

~;= -::::i iodisolo mon@,iodisobmonspeakers corn 

Forward this email 

] 

This emad was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

]odi Solomon Speakers i 295 Huntington Avenue :: Suite 211 Boston :: MA :: 021:[5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Students graduating mfl~ ttonors 

Hi Eunice -- 

I hope all is well. I survived the Austrian heatwave of about which I will tell you more later. 

Right now, I’m trying to finish my article on graduation and need to know the name of Rebecka’s student who graduated with honors. Also, who supervised 
you? 

Thanks and I’ll talk with you soon. 

Tim 

-- was it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 9:45 AIvl 

Thomas, Jim <jim.thomas@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Thmflc you 

Thanks, Jim. It was a great pleasure to have a conversation ~vith your team, which so well informed on development issues. I have told Lydia Boyd of your interest in knowing colleagues 
other than Eumce who are working on women issues in Africa, and she will be happy to hear from you. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Frum: Thomas, Jim 

Sent: Wednesday, July 31,2013 7:40 AM 

Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Thank yuu 

Oeorges, it was such a pleasure to have yuu in uur offices to talk with our staff. ’]’hey el~joyed the conversatiun immensely As I mentioned when yuu were here, yuu have an impressive 
memury and an impressive history. I particularly enjuyed huw you cuuld answer questions with both theury and anecdotes tu bring the theory to life Thank yuu ~2~r your generusity in 
cumlng tu meet with us I hope uur paths cruss again in the nut-too-distant :Future. 

Jim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            10:44 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@ernail.unc.edu> 

RE: Students graduating with Honors 

I’m actually glad to be back. Who was the other student then -- she’s the one I don’t know. 

Tim 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:27 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject-" RE: Students graduating with Honors 

Hi Tim, 

Welcome back! 

Her name is. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Rebecka supervised her and I was a second reader. 

From: IVlcMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:12 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Students graduating with Honors 

Hi Eunice -- 

I hope all is well 3[ survived the Austrian heatwave of about which I will tell you more later. 

Right now, I’m trying to finish my article on graduation and need to know the name of Rebecka’s student who graduated with honors. Also, who supervised 
you? 

Thanks and I’II talk with you soon. 

Tim 

-- was it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:35 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <soma colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

~gmail .com 

RE: Manuscript research assistax~t 

Hi Sonia, 

Let’s try to process as an I!C first. Eunice, she has never worked for UNC-CH, correct? 

oTia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:28 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc:            @gmail.com; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Manuscript research assistant 
Importance: High 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to introduce Karl Dahlgren - a former UNC-CH student who has just completed her graduate work at Oxford in the UK. I have asked Karl to work with me as a Research 
Assistant in these final stages of revisions on a manuscript that I have been intensely working on this summer. The manuscript is titled: Africa in a globalizing world: A critical 

introduction. 

Karl’s duties will include copy-editing and ensuring that the citations of all the chapters are in line with the requirements of the university press that is waiting for the 
manuscript - University of Kwa-Zulu Natal Press, Durban, South Africa. The time frame for her work will be August 1 - 31. 

I would be delighted if you worked with Karl on the necessary paperwork for her RA work. Her rate will be per hour and will be drawn from my research account. 

Thanks so much Sonia for your work on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:36 PM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

~gmail .com 

RE: Manuscript research assist~x~t 

Yes, NIow me to get a[ AFAM today during afternoon. ] arn working some stu[:f at PLCY Row. 

F~m~ Howell, ~a N. 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:35 PN 

To= SaNe, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Cc:            ~gmail.com 
Subject: RE: Manuscript research assistant 

Hi Sorda, 

~_et’s try to ~rocess as ar~ [/C first. ~m~(:e, she h~s never worked for UNC-.CH~ cor~e(:~:? 

"~Tia 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Wednesday, July 35, 20~3 ~2:28 PN 

Te= Colon, Sonia 
Co:            @qma~l.com; Howell, ~a N. 
Subject= Manuscript research assistant 
Impo~ance= High 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to introduce Karl Dahlgren - a former UNC-CH student who has just completed her graduate work at Oxford in the UK. Z have asked Kari to work with me as a Research 
Assistant in these final stages of revisions on a manuscript that I have been intensely working on this summer. The manuscript is titled: Africa in a globalizing world: A critical 
introduction. 

Karl’s duties will include copy-editing and ensuring that the citations of all the chapters are in line with the requirements of the university press that is waiting for the 
manuscript - University of Kwa-Zulu Natal Press, Durban, South Africa. The time frame for her work will be August 1 - 31. 

I would be delighted if you worked with Karl on the necessary paperwork for her RA work. Her rate will be per hour and will be drawn from my research account. 

Thanks so much Sonia for your work on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts @me.corn> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Commencement speech 

Great... Thanks for ever~thing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju131, 2013, at 12:54 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <ennice~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck, 

Many thanks. I think that the Editorial Board wanted to make sure that all the revisions were in one document given that they have to various pieces together 
including the commencement speech. 

Thanks so much for this speech. I will send you the page proofs for your review before we go the press. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Charles Watts [      ~me.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:21 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Commencement speech 

I am sony, I tlaought you had the final piece. I thought they had done some editing work on it. This is what I sere yon ruth the correction to a couple of 

names m~d the change in the footnote re: straggle. 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 11:44 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This a follow up to a previous email. Kindly send me the revised piece - which includes all the revisions - as soon as possible. The type-setting 
of Linkages begins today. 

All the best, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:02 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Call for Nominations: The ISA SWIPE Mentor Award 

Reminder: Call for Nominations: The ISA SWIPE Mentor Award 

The SWIPE Committee of the International Political Economy Section of the ISA is looking for nominations for the SWIPE Mentor Award. Originating in the 

early 1990% the Society for Women in International Political Economy (SWIPE) observed that many women in IPE did not have the close mentoring 

relationships that their male counterparts seemed to benefit from. Indeed, while research across disciplines has shown that mentoring can be key to 

higher publication rates and successfully achieving tenure, women tend to get less mentoring than men. The SWIPE Mentor Award pays tribute to women 

and men who have invested in the professional success of women in the IPE field. Recipients have included scholars, an academic press editor, and 

deans. 

ISA is an international organization and we encourage nominations from outside the US. We recognize that conditions for women still vary considerably 

from country to country. While SWIPE acknowledges that things have changed in the U.S., that is much less true of other countries. 

Apply or Nominate for the Award: 

¯ Recipient must be current members of ISA. 

¯ Nominations may come from any member of ISA and should be sent by e-mail to the Chair of the selection committee or one of its members. 

¯ Nominations must include the nominee’s current c.v. and a letter (limit I page) describing how the nominee has mentored women in IPE. In the past, 

the committee has received additional letters of support from those the nominee has mentored (limit 1 page). 

¯ The deadline for nominations is August 15; the committee will make its selection by September 1. 

About the Award: 
The IPE Section Chair will announce the recipient’s name at the IPE Section Business Meeting at the ISA Annual Convention. A special roundtable honoring 
the recipient will be held at the convention as part of the regular program. Proteges, colleagues, the selection committee chair, and others will 
participate on the roundtable. The award also includes a plaque which will be presented at the IPE Section Reception. 

Committee Members: 
Michelle Frasher, Chair 
Molloy College 

mfrasher@frasher.cc 

Beve rly Ba rrett 

University of Miami 

b.barrett@umiami.edu 

Erin Hannah 
University of Western Ontario 

Susan Aaronson 

George Washington University 

@verizon.net 

Gabriela KL~tting 

Rutgers University - Newark 

kutting@rutgers.edu 

ISA 

324 Social Sciences, Tucson, AZ 85721 

isa#isanet.org 

http:!!www.isa net.org 



With the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina 

HR/Payroll and Finance getting closer, the 

ConnectCarolina training team has released the 

~:;.:.[!~..~.~!,.~.!~....of how, when and where most training will be delivered Training will be required to gain 

access to ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance. 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems 

beginning at 5:00pro on Friday, Aug 2 and ending at approximately 5:00pm 

on Sunday, Aug. 4. More on the ,:~’,’:~}:~!{L:..~!~:.’~!!:~..=.:~.!~: .~!. 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this :~..i.g!~.’.,’..! and in the 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 



What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

The specific details of the January 2014 go-live are still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

2014 - the weeks prior to and following go-live - will be a critical time. Schools and Divisions should 

begin now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to DepartmentlDs Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 

i~:~.’.= ~::!.. 2.~.~i!~.~.~!. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:31 PM 

Howell, TiaN. <thowell@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Manuscript research assist~x~t 

Tia, I almost done with the I/C- allow me to t:innish. I witl copy you 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Manuscript research assistant 

Since i~ has been over a gear since she worked for gun,co, p~ease ~r’t to submit an ~/C for her. 

"~T~a 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:59 PN 

To~ Howell, Tia N4 Colon, Sonia 
~gma~l.com 

Subject~ RE: Manuscript research assistant 

Dear ~a, 

Kari This was for my ongoing research on urban governance. The Center for Urban and Regional Studies (CURS) 
provided the seed grant for the project and they administered it. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Wednesday, July 3:1, 20:13 12:35 PM 

To: SaNe, EuNce N; Colon, Sonia 
@gmail.com 

Subject: RE: Manuscript research assistant 

Hi Sonia, 

Let’s try to process as an [/C first. Eunice, sh~-_~ has never worked for UNC-.CH, corfec~:P 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
~ent~ Wednesday, July 3~, 2013 12:28 PN 

T~ Colon, Sonia 
C~qmail.com; Howell, ~a N. 

Subject: Manuscript research assistant 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to introduce Karl Dahlgren - a former UNC-CH student who has just completed her graduate work at Oxford in the UK. I have asked Karl to work with me as a Research 
Assistant in these final stages of revisions on a manuscript that I have been intensely working on this summer. The manuscript is titled: Africa in a globalizing world: A critical 

introduction. 

Karl’s duties will include copy-editing and ensuring that the citations of all the chapters are in line with the requirements of the university press that is waiting for the 
manuscript - University of Kwa-Zulu Natal Press, Durban, South Africa. The time frame for her work will be August :t - 3:t. 

I would be delighted if you worked with Karl on the necessary paperwork for her RA work. Her rate will be : per hour and will be drawn from my research account. 

Thanks so much Sonia for your work on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ColoI~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:53 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@emaJl.unc.edtr~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Manuscript research assist~xit 

K~i Dahlgren.pdf 

P’lease see attached independent cont~ac[or form ]:or your signs[ure on page 5. Also, complete section 3, general information. 

Do not hesitate to contact me for add~t~ona~ h~format~on, 

Sonia 

9].9-962-.4854 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
$ent~ Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:28 PN 

Te~ Colon, Sonia 
~gmail.com; Howell, ~a N. 

Subject= Manuscript research assistant 
Zmpo~ance= High 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to introduce Kari Dahlgren - a former UNC-CH student who has just completed her graduate work at Oxford in the UK. I have asked Karl to work with me as a Research 
Assistant in these final stages of revisions on a manuscript that I have been intensely working on this summer. The manuscript is titled: Africa in a globalizing world: A critical 

introduction. 

Kari’s duties will include copy-editing and ensuring that the citations of all the chapters are in line with the requirements of the university press that is waiting for the 
manuscript - University of Kwa-Zulu Natal Press, Durban, South Africa. The time frame for her work will be August :t - 3:t. 

T would be delighted if you worked with Kari on the necessary paperwork for her RA work. Her rate will be per hour and will be drawn from my research account. 

Thanks so much Sonia for your work on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

708.1.1 f- Employee / Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Kari Dahlgren Name of Service Provider/Independent Contractor: 

The information on this form is used to determine whether the service provider is an independent 

contractor under IRS guidelines. This form must be completed and signed by the individual performing 

the service; reviewed and signed by the responsible department and approved by Disbursement 
Services, all completed prior to any services initiated. 

If payment for the services provided is greater than $10,000 per 12 months, please complete Independent 

Contractor Services Agreement. Other forms may also be required. 

This checklist helps Disbursement Services determine whether an employer/employee relationship exists 
for federal, state and FICA tax purposes. The questions below provide information as to the degree of 

control and the degree of independence in the relationship between the individual performing services 
and the employer (UNC at Chapel Hill). Additional information may be requested to make the appropriate 

determination. The final determination is made by Disbursement Services in conjunction with Human 

Resources and is based on consideration of all the known facts and not any one answer alone. 

All signatures are required prior to submission to Disbursement Services. Incomplete forms will be 

returned to the originating department. 

SECTION 1 - Current Employer- Employee Relationship 

A. Is the service provider currently employed by UNC-Chapel Hill? 

B. Is the service provider currently employed by any other State of NC agency? 
If yes, what agency/department? 

Was the individual on the UNC-Chapel Hill payroll (regular or temporary) 
during the 12 month period prior to the date these services begin? 

Does UNC- Chapel Hill plan to hire the individual as an employee after the 
period of his or her services as an independent contractor? 

Is the service provider, his/her spouse, registered domestic partner, 
dependent child or partner an employee or regularly retained agent of UNC- 
Chapel Hill? 

Yes No 

D D 

r] E] 

D rq 

D D 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/2013 Page I 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 2 - Details of Service 
Complete only one part (A, B, or C) depending on the type of services provided. 

Part A - 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Lecturer/Instructor 
Yes No 

Is the individual a "Guest Lecturer", e.g., an individual who lectures less r] r---I 
than lO% of the class time? 

Is the individual the primary instructor in a department course being r-] r-] 
offered for academic credit toward a university degree? 

Is the individual responsible for the content of the lecture/presentation r-] r-I 
(versus presenting materials that have been prepared/dictated by the 
University)? 

Part B - Researcher 
Because research is a key function of UNC-Chapel Hill, individuals engaged to perform research services 
for a department or sponsored program will generally be treated as employees, unless they are faculty at 
another research institution or university. 

Will the individual serve in an advisory or consulting capacity with a 
University faculty member or director in a "collaboration between equals" 
type arrangement? 

rq E3 

2. Will the individual perform research in an arrangement whereby a UNC- r-] r-] 
Chapel Hill faculty member or director serves in a supervisory capacity? 

Part C - 

1. 

Individuals who are not Instructors/Lecturers or Researchers 

71 r-1 Does the individual routinely provide the same or similar services 
outside of UNC-Chapel Hill to the general public as part of a continuing 
trade or business? 

2. Will the Department provide the individual with specific instructions, r-] r-] 
supplies, and equipment to perform the required work, rather than rely 
on the individual’s expertise, supplies and equipment? 

3. Will the University set the number of hours and/or days of the week that E] r-] 
the individual is required to work, as opposed to allowing the individual 
to set the work schedule? 

4. Will the University pay the individual an hourly rate similar to what other r] r-] 
employees are paid on campus for similar work? 

5. Does the individual engage in entrepreneurial activities in an established E] 
business at risk for loss? 

6. Does the individual have his/her own insurance for work-related injuries? E] r-~ 

7. Does the individual provide similar services to other clients? [q 

8. Are the services performed on campus? If no, indicate the appropriate 
percentage of time the individual spends on campus, 

% 

708.3..:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/203.3 Page 2 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 3- General Information 
(Please type or print clearly) 

Service Provider’s 

Karl Dahlgren 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

SSN 
Note: Please leave SSN blank (or cover) during 
initial determination phase when emailing. 
During payment processing, insure SSN is 
available and visible. 

Description of specific service to be provided (add pages if necessary): 

Research assistant on the final stage of revision of the manuscript ¯ Africa in a Globalizing 

world: A critical introduction 

Copy-editing and ensuring citations of chapters are in line with the press requirements 

Out of Campus Location where service will be provided: 

08/01/2013                   08/31/2013 Start Date:                      End Date: 

Service Fee ($): 

How fee is determined: 

Fee is fixed F’] Milestone based 

Estimated expenses ($): 

Hourly rate ($):           Other: 

(Rate)             (Method) 

All Independent Contractor approvals expire at the end of each Fiscal Year (6/30/XX). 

708.:1.:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/20:13 Page 3 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 4 - Twenty Factor Test for Determining IC/Employee Status 
(Source: IRS, Revenue Ruling 87-41) 

Please Check one box for each item Yes No 

1. Is the worker free to perform services for a number of firms at the same r] 
time? 

2. Are the worker’s services regularly made available to the general public? r] 

3. Must the worker devote substantially full-time to the work? r] 

4 can the worker realize an economic loss for non-performance other than the r] 
loss of payment for personal services? 

5. Is the worker free to establish his/her own hours? r] 

6. Has the worker invested in facilities or equipment in order to perform the r] 
service? 

7. Will a significant portion of the work be done in UNC-Chapel Hill facilities? r] 

8. will the worker receive training of any type? r-] 

9. Does a continuing relationship exist between the worker and UNC-Chapel r] 
Hill? 

10. If assistants are needed, will these be provided by UNC-Chapel Hill? r] 

11. Will UNC-Chapel Hill determine or have the right to determine the order or r] 
sequence of the tasks to be completed? 

12. Are progress reports required periodically? r] 

13. Will the worker be paid on an hourly, weekly, monthly, or other periodic r] 
basis? 

14. Will the worker be reimbursed for incidentals? rl 

15. Will UNC-Chapel Hill furnish tools other than specialized equipment? r] 

16. is the worker required to comply with instructions about where, when, or r-] 
how he or she is to work other than general parameters? 

17. Does the success of the project hinge on the performance of the worker? r-] 

18. Must the service(s) be rendered personally? r-] 

19. can the worker be discharged for convenience as one would an hourly r] 
employee as opposed to discharge related to contract requirements? 

20. Can the worker unilaterally terminate the work prior to completion without r-] 
liability? 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/2013 Page 4 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 5 - Certification of Service Providerllndependent Contractor 
Under penalties of perjury, I certify that the above information is complete and accurate. If UNC-Chapel 
Hill engages me as an independent contractor, I am responsible for taxes, insurance coverage, and 
business expenses and am not eligible for any employer-provided benefits. 

Karl Dahlgren 

Name of Service Provider Signature of Service Provider Date 

SECTION 6 - Certification of UNC-CH Department 
I certify that I have firsthand knowledge of the potential service relationship in order to review the above 
checklist with complete and thoughtful accuracy. 

I have reviewed the above responses and acknowledge that as a person with authority over the indicated 
cost object, I understand that should the Internal Revenue Service CIRS") disagree with this classification 
UNC-Chapel Hill may hold my department financially respons lie for any additional compensation (due to 
gross up, including fringe rate), taxes, interest, or penalties    the IR§ 9e~t,.her regulatory bodies might 

asseSS.sonia Colon ~A : _~ ~__07/31/2013 
Name of Department Representative Sk )epartment ReprEsentative Date 

919-962-4854 email.unc, edu 

Phone Number 

African, African-American & Di~ 

Department Name 

Email address 

3287 

Department Number 

SECTION 7- Submission and Return of Assessment 

Please email completed checklist to Disbursement Service at: ic_review@unc.edu 

TO BE COMPLETED BY DISBURSEMENT SERVICES ONLY 

Assessment: 

Assessment By: Phone: Date: 

HR Concurrence By: Phone: Date: 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/2013 Page 5 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 5:02 PM 

apcg@lists.wisc.edu 

Call for news submissions lbr the APCG Newsletter 

Dem colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in the middle of September. following APSA. As discussed at our ASA business meeting last November. we are now 

moving to a twice-per-year schedule so that "Issue 1" of each year will be released in February and "Issue 2" will be released in September. 

The deadline for submissions this time is Friday, September 6th. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website tbrm: http:#affca~politicsgroup.o~/index.php/submit-new~ 

2. Forward any news that you might have to mbi~el~n(~wesley~.edu. 

Relewa~t news items might include new publications, news about giants, new jobs, ~nember cmeer changes, announcements for conferences, etc. I am also interested 

in ~y photos or i~nages yon ~nay have that illusqxate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email and due to the space limitations of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://ati-i ca~Ix~litic sgroup.org/index.php!news/newsletter~ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Asst. Professor, Government 
Chair, African Studies 

Editor, African Politics Coni~rence Group Newsletter 

Wesleyan University 

238 Church Street 

Middletown, CT 06459 

htlp:i/~v.michaelnelson.info 

Ghana Tel: 0509546824 

This mes~ge was sent from a mobile device. Please excuse any writing errors and brevity. 

You me crarently subscribed to apcg as: eunice~)e~no~l.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:https://lists.wisc.edu/~?id~299565.f~8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dcf~b22e&n T&l apc~&o 30384598 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30384598-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 6:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Your Daily Scutllebot and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: f p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 3073!/a mes ~ Y 

[ :i’~ @Times-July31, 2013] 

Your Daily Senttlebot ]~.~i I 
The New Ym’ik Times’s B~ts biog covers ~he 

business ofteehnology, from social medi~ and 

mobile devices to cloud computing ~ud computer 

seeurity, and explores how the digital revolution 

is changing business and society, But ore" BRs 

blog’s cow,rage goes well beyond New gork Times 

reporting thanks to Seuttlebot, a dai~y ronndup of important and 

peculiar items eu]led from the Web aud anuotated by our teeh 

reporters and editors, 

Yesterday’s Scutfii;bot readers ]earned abrupt Faeebook’s foray 
bate the games publishing business; Disney’s new image 
algorithm that turns :2-.D photos into 3-.D models; the booming 
market for previously owned iPb(mes aud Am[roids; which 
smavtphone makers bare the greatest Android market share: 
and the controwmsy over online vigilantism. 

Dofft miss out; e[iek here for today’s Si:uttlebot. 

._.i.2 rhoSup .... Cou~ao~th~ ~o.~oforS .... So× 
Ma rriage: DOWNLOAD NOW 

DOn ~t ~i~S on N3Wimes.com 

* REAL ESTATE [ Teuding Vertical Gardens 

* MEDIA ~ Murdoch Divorce M;~y Tut’n Messy 

* DINING ~ A Sweeter Way to Use Summer Corn 

, PERSONAL TECH I Chromeeast Flings Web Video to 

, THEATER ~ People Who Need Famous t eople 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~, NW~ 
(Be>s’een Jaly 24, 2013 .- July 30, 2013) 

1. Paula Deen’s Cook Tells of Slights, Steeped in History 

2. Detroi~ Looks ~o Health Law to Ease Costs 

3. For Pippa Middleton, ~he Medh~’s Love Soars 

4. Weiner Admits Explicit Texting After House Exit 

5~ Spanish Train 1nq~iW Focuses on Driver With a Taste for 
Speed 

Times Journeys: Se~ Sail to Western Europe On Celebrity 

Infinity, Oct 12-24, 2013 - LEARN MORE 

~ VIDEO i This Week’s 

Movies: July 26, 2013 
The New York Times movie 
critics on "Blue Jasmine," "The 
Wolverine" and "The To Do 
List." 

~ SEIDE SHOW I Just Ceil 

Them Food She%~as 
A new kind of specialist is 
helping hungry travelers find 
ont-of-reaeh pockets of the 
enlinavy landscape. 

~ VIDEO I Behiud the Pope’s 

Surprising Shift 
The Times’s Ian Fisher, a former 
Rome bureau chief, on the pope’s 
statement on gay priests and 
how it differentiates Francis 
from previous leaders of the 
Catholic Church. 

Join the 
Conversation 

of a 
Sensatlo~ml 

Case 
Public Editor 
Margaret Sullivan, our readers’ 
representative, says The Times 
has made up for a slow stm’t on 
the Trayvon Martin story. 

[] Join the Conversation 

A daily e- mail 
newsle[ter on the 
bush~ess of 
technology, with 
coverage from F~mes 
staff writers and a 
roLIl?dap of ~ews from 
across the Web 



Delivered 
before the 
opening bell 
sncl after the 
market close, 
tile DeaiBook 
e-nlail 
newsle~er 
provides 
breaking news 
about M&As, 
k P.O.s. venture 
capital and 
more. 

!~i DealBook 

All things 
fashion 
from The 
New York 
limes, 
Featuring 
the latest in 
news, 
trends and 

flo m 
acclaimed 

re po r~e rs 

The Collection 

ABOUT THB 

@Times comes to you from the. NYlimes corn marke.ting depa~,ment. You received this message beoause you signed up 

for NYTimes,com’s @Times newsletter, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe I Ci~ange Yoclr E-Maii I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Corl~ac~ 

1"he New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 020 Eighth Avenue New York, NY ]0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Banks Find S.&P. More Favorable in Bond Ratings 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book¯ 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Thursday, August 1,2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE :,:, 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 

Banks Find S.&P. More Favorable in Bond 
Ratings 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Standard and Poor’s has been giving higher ratings than its big 

rivals to certain mortgage-backed securities, according to an analysis conducted 

for The Times. 

¯ ~ Graphic: A Grading Change 

Senate Panel Presses N.S.A. on Phone Logs 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and DAVID E. SANGER 

Senators of both parties sharply challenged the collection of records of a]] 

domestic phone ca]Is, as the latest leaked N.S.A. document provided new details 

on the way the agency monitors Web browsing around the world. 

A Day’s Strike Seeks to Raise Fast-Food Pay 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

From New York to several Midwestern cities, thousands of fast- 

food workers have been holding one-day strikes during peak 

mealtimes, drawing attention to their demands for much higher 

wages. 

.................................................................................................................. F0[ ~re top r?#ws, go to N)t’T!mes~�0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Boardroom to Barnyard 

Tara Smith, a California business woman, traded in her plush 

city life for the hard work of starting a farm from scratch. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Condemned to Die Because He’s Black 
By CHARLES J. OGLETREE Jr. 

Race tainted the sentencing of a murderer in Texas. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They’ll get plenty of hitting in the games. But we’ve 

got to get our guys to the games." 

C HIP KE ELY, coach of the Philadelphia Eagles, who has banned tackling for the duration of 
training camp. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Despite West’s Efforts, Afghan Youths Cling to 
Traditional Ways 
By AZAM AHMED and HABIB ZAHORI 

While Afghan youths cultivate Western values - American j eans 
and smartphones - they are bound to their society’s conservative 
ways despite the best efforts of the West. 

¯ ~1~ Slide Show: Embracing the West, Except Its Ideals 

¯ ~ Share Your Story: Are Western Ways Good for Afghanistan? 

Egypt Vows to End Sit-Ins by Supporters of 
Deposed President 
By KAREEM FAHIM and RICK GLADSTONE 

An order by the government to security forces to break up the 

protests aroused fears of a new round of violent clashes. 

ROME JOURNAL 

Road Through Roman History Creates Colossal 
Headache 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

A plan to ban private vehicles on Via dei Fori Imperiali, a wide, 

busy artery that passes the Colosseum, has pit the mayor and conservationists 
against residents and shops. 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d r~e~s, go to N~Times,Fom!Wodd ~ 

U.S. 

Crowds Return to Las Vegas, but Gamble Less 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Though tourists have returned, and jobs and construction are up, 



some fear another bubble and see a fundamental shift away from 

gambling. 

In Sentencing, U.S. Tries to Prove Harm by 

Manning 
By EMMARIE HUETTEMAN 

The government sought a 136-year prison term for Pfc. Bradley 

Manning, saying his leaks eroded trust among nations and 

between American soldiers and Afghans. 

In Missouri, Race Complicates a Transfer to 

Better Schools 
By JOHN ELIGON 

Enacting a state law allowing students from failing school 

districts to transfer to better ones has been complicated by class, 

race, geography and social perceptions. 

¯ ~~ Slide Show: Race Plays a Role in School Transfers in St. Louis 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Creating Barbra Streisand in 
"Buyer & Cellar" 
ALSO IN THEATER 

In Performance: "Avenue Q" 

"Murmurs" brings slapstick to the Lincoln Center Festival 

nytime.s.¢oat, TH EATER 

Business 

U.S. Economy Grew 1.7% During the and 

Quarter, Topping Forecasts 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ and CATHERINE RAMPELL 

The Commerce Department reported that the economy, adjusted 



for inflation, expanded at a better-than-expected annual rate in 
the April-June quarter. 

¯ Economix: A Not-So-Great Great Recession 

Bond Purchases by Fed Will Continue, at Least 
for Another Month 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The Federal Reserve said its purchase of $85 billion a month in 

securities would continue, citing the weak pace of growth during 
the first half of the year. 

¯ S. g P. 500 Ends Flat A~ler Fed Comments 

, ~ Document: Decoding the Fed’s Statement 

New Tools for Keeping the Lights On 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

New instruments have been installed to try to prevent another 
huge power failure like the one that cut off electricity for 50 
million people in 2003. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Possibilities Are Swirling as Rodriguez 
Confronts a Race Against Time 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Alex Rodriguez, close to being able to rejoin the Yankees, is 
expected to receive a lengthy suspension. But talks are taking 
place about a possible deal. 

MARLINS 3, METS 2 

Mets Stand Pat, Play Hard and Fall to the 
Marlins 
By ANDREW KEH 

Jenrry Mejia did not match his last outing, but he lasted six 
innings in a loss for the Mets, who remained inactive as baseball’s non-waiver 
trade deadline passed. 

: ~ Box Score I Roundup: Tigers’ Rout Is Overshadowed 

ON BASEBALL 

At Trading Deadline, Filling a Void Not Yet There 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The White Sox were eager to trade Jake Peary. The Red Sox were 

eager to acquire him. But it took the possible Biogenesis 
suspensions to make the deal happen. 

¯ Keeping Score: Deals for Kennedy and Norris May Not Immediately Pay Off 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 



Arts 

A Feast for the Eyes Leads to One for the Ears 
By BEN RATLIFF 

The jazz critic Ben Ratliff recalls an introduction to a vast range of music via a 

book of record jacket designs, "Mbum Cover Mbum." 

City Allots $50 Million to Arts Project Tied to 
Bloomberg Allies 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Some cultural groups are taken aback by the size of a $5o million 

New York City appropriation for a new arts group, the Culture 

Shed, whose board members have close ties to Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

The President’s Men, at the Lenses 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

"Our Nixon," a CNN documentary, uses recently released Super 8 

footage of insider perspectives of the White House. 

........................................................................................................ Ee[ ~or~ a[ts ~e~s, go te N¥~ime~�~m!A~s ~ 

Fashion & Style 

The Hail-Mary-Moon 
By CARRIE SEIM 

For some couples an 11th-hour trip together can save the 

relationship - or not. Call it a save-cation. 

Shiftless Goes the City 
By GUY TREBAY 

Is a heat wave enough of an excuse for a man to leave his shirt at 

home? For some New Yorkers, the answer was yes. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Seen in New York, Shirtless Men 

FITNESS 

At Zombie Races, It’s Survival of the Undeadest 
By COURTNEY ROBIN 

Escapism and fun are the point of zombie-themed runs, not 

pushing to the point of muscle failure. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Where Fitness and Zombies Collide 

......................................................................................... F£r r~0Fe ~asbi£r? r~e~s, g0 t0 NYTimes,�0rn!Fashion ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO." Anatomy of a Scene: ’Spectacular Now’ 
The director James Ponsoldt narrates a scene from his film 

featuring Miles Teller and Shailene Woodley. 



............................................................................................................ F0 r r~ ore ~id e£! ge t? N ~Ti mes.�0m!Vid e0 )~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Fog From the Spy Agencies 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Newly released documents include lots of black censorship bars and no real 
clarity on the government’s secret surveillance programs. 

EDITORIAL 

The Next Civil Rights Frontier 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The federal government takes a stand against gender-identity discrimination. 

EDITORIAL 

47 Rejections, Then the Booker Long List 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Stories like Donal Ryan’s hearten struggling writers and remind us that there is 
no science to evaluating literary work. 

.................................................................................................... Fpr r~o~e ~p!r~ior~, go to NY~ime~�om!Opinion )~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

What Is ’Seinfeld’ Worth? 
By dARED BERNSTEIN and DEAN BAKER 

It’s getting harder to estimate the size of the economy. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Republicans: Blinded by Self-Righteousness 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Ignoring the tenor of the times and burrowing ever rightward. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Politics of a Screeching Halt 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Say hi to the new kids on the block - Paul, Cruz and Rubio. 

¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 



On August 1, 1936, lOO,OOO saluted Adolf Hitler on his entrance at the 
opening of the Berlin Olympics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 1, 2013 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: New courses - syllabu~s 

That’s fine, Eunice 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African Alnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 8:39 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: New- courses - syllabuses 

Dear Georges, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to give you an update on wllabuses for my new courses that I (and others whose courses were approved in the Spring) are supposed to send to you today in your capacity as the 
chair of the Academic Af[?airs and Planning Committee in the coming academic year. 

Unfi~rtunately because of extensive duties this summer and in the coming month I am sony to say that I will miss today’s deadline. Further, while both of my course proposals were 
approved by the academic committee last year, kindly note because of my hea,©’ schedule, I will only be submitting a syllabus [’or the course titled: Gender and Politics in Africa (I removed 
the ’human rights’ in the original title so that there is no confusion with AAAD 498 when we submit in the Fall). I plan to submit this syllabus in September. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:44 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edu-*; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Facul~ Comer -- Final 

Thanks Pr’ofessor Lee, 

I’ll have an update to you all on Monday. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [mailto:leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              10:43 AM 

To:         McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Cc-" SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: Faculty Corner -- Final 

Dear 

This should be the final version of the faculty corner. 

Best, 

Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 10:53 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; McMilla~L Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Facul~ Comer-- Final 

Thanks 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

We so appreciate your hard work! In fact, we don’t know what we would do without you. 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 10:43 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Faculty Corner -- Final 

Thanks Professor [.ee, 

f’11 haw? ar~ update to you all ot~ Monday 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [mailto:leemcCc~email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday,              :t0:43 AM 

To-"         lvlcMillan, Tim; Seck, lvlamarame 
Co: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject-" Faculty Corner -- Final 

Dear 
This should be the final version of the faculty corner. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 12:04 PM 

Gittennan, Daniel P <~daJ~ielg@emml.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Time Sheets aJad upcoming "dme off 

Summer Time Cards- Tia 2013.pdf 

Eunice and Dan, 

Attached are my time cards from the summer. Eunice will sign first and I will bring to Dan for his signature. 

My next planned time will be tomorrow morning - I expect to be at AFAM no later than 9am, and do a working 

lunch to make up the hour. 

Next Friday, - I am leaving Thursday night, and will be out all day on Friday, August 9th, 20:13. 

I was hoping to take the full week of my birthday off (Sept. 2-6) if we can complete beginning of the semester activities by that time. My family has started going 

out of town for the Labor Day week, and I would like to go with them this year. 

Of course, as I know more about what is going on with me, I will update you as I did before. 

~Tia 
Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Oflicer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2 788; Fax. 919-962-5824 

Mon. lp-Sp, 7~es., Wed.- 8:30a - 12p, Thurs. 8:30a - 12p, Fri. lp - 5p 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966- ~ 295, Fax. 919-962-2694 

Mon. 8:30a-12p; Tues., Wed. - lp- 5p," Thurs. lp-Sp," Fri. 8:30a- 12p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw* 

RE: Firs~t Day 

Hi Dr. Sable, 
Sure we can meet another day, ] know that first week will be pretty swamped. I’m free between :[1-:1. or~ Tt~esday, 12:00-B:f}O Wednesday, ~nd 1:[:00-3:00 Thursda,/. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:58 plVl 

To: 
Subject: RE: First Day 
Dear 

It is very good to hear from you! It has been a very busy summer hence this delayed response. 

Mtonday is the    . Can we meet any other day that week? 

Best wishes and I hope you have a great summer, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: First Day 

9: :tO AM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you have had some time to relax over the summer. I wanted to check in to see when you’d like my first day to be. I know we want to get things moving 

much more quickly this year so I thought I could stop by in the morning on Monday since I will be on campus for orientation. I just wanted to give you a 

bead’s up because I will be on vacation with my family and away from email 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~gui Kimari ~ ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 1:34 AM 

Toby Moorsom <            @gmail.com>; Sahle, EunJce N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Christopher Webb 

@yahoo.ca>; Marion Dixon <mwd24@cornell.edu>; Zuba <zwai@lakeheadu.ca> 

Re: Forming concerned scholars group 

Peace to evelyone and apologies for a tnuch delayed response. 

Asante Toby for being on this. Thanlcs for the update. Are we s~dll down to have a listserve with the people who signed on, maybe as an initial step, to share info mad 

articles etc? 

AsaJ~te again Toby for bigging us up at the Nokoko meeting and for sure will encourage people to write. AW other thoughts on what to do tbr now? 

ttope eve~one is well. 

Wangui 

From: Toby Moorsom,            ~gmail.com> 
To: Eunice SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu>: Wangui Kimad 

<mwd24@cornell.edu>; Zuba <zwai@lakeheadu.ca> 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 4:29:56 PM 
Subject: Forming concerned scholars group 

@yahoo.corn>; Christopher Webb ~ @yahoo.ca>; Marion Dixon 

Hi everyone, 

Marion and i had a brief exchange about trying to pick up a bit of momentum again on this issue since CAAS. I think most academics have been using the last couple of 
months to get stuff done in the calm of having classes over. So its understandable we all have put our attention elsewhere. 

In any case, I have an update to provide: 

Last week I went to a Nokoko editorial meeting and with the help of one of our comrades, Daniel Tubb, managed to push a bit of our agenda fairly successfully for coming 
issues. Two issues will be coming out very close together (compared to our last issues), they will be one on Radio in Africa, another on Women and feminist struggles (BTW, 
IF YOU HAVE A stray paper you could submit we’d love it - because we’ve had a lot of poor submissions - fortunately Wangui tossed on in that is great. We also have a 
contribution from Nduka Otiono and a small item from myself. 

The next one after that is already slated for African Diasporas - and/or "africa off the continent". I floated the idea of one on Israel and Africa and it was well-recieved, even 
though not all of those present are necessarily radicals. We had a really good brainstorming session about types of articles we could solicit and i think it would be a great 
opportunity for us to get some high profile people involved and get more attention to the journal. We also floated ideas for an issue on displacement and contemporary 
imperialism._ and something else i can’t recall Daniel Tubb took minutes that i am happy to share when i get them. 

I thought that perhaps we could use our list of contacts to encourage people to submit. A lot of work has gone into setting this journal up (and it is listed as peer-review and 
searchable on proquest - but also open-access). I think we could take advantage of it to really make it a radical space. See my argument in support of this in my editorial from 
issue 2: 

http://www2.carleton.ca/africanstudies/reseamh/nokoko/volume-2/ 

We also, however, should get a group going online where we can discuss strategies and ongoing struggles as well as planning for future interventions. As always, there is 
much to do, but for now, this is just an update. 

Solidarity and cheers to you all, 
Toby 

Toby Moorsom, 

PhD Cm~didate 

Queetfs University 
Kings~ton, Ontario 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Defiant Russia Grants Snowden Year’s Asylum 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Friday, August 2, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Editorials 

I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Defiant Russia Grants Snowden Year’s Asylum 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS and ANDREW E. KRAMER 

The refugee status in Russia was the first formal support from 
another government for Edward J. Snowden, the former 
intelligence contractor wanted for leaking details of surveillance 

programs. 

DEALBOOK 

Former Trader Is Found Liable In Fraud Case 
By BEN PROTESS and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Fabrice Tourre, the former Goldman Sachs trader at the center of 

a toxic mortgage deal sold to investors on the eve of the financial 

crisis, was found liable on six of the seven civil charges against him. 

DEALBOOK 

Case Against SAC Is Aided by Hiring of Fired 
Trader 
By BEN PROTESS and PETER LATTMAN 

The former trader, Richard S. Lee, was said to have told 
authorities of other incidents of insider trading by SAC Capital Advisors, the 
hedge fund run by Steven A. Cohen. 

.................................................................................................................. FPr r~01~e re!:? r?e~s, g? to N’~Times~F0m >~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: ’Burgernomics’: Behind Today’s Fast 

Food 
McDonald’s, Burger King and Wendy’s are facing slow growth 
and disgruntled employees while also competing against new 
chains that are eating into their market share. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTORS 

A Republican Case for Climate Action 
By WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS, LEE M. THOMAS, WILLIAM K. REILLY and CHRISTINE TODD WHITMAN 

The United States must move now on substantive steps to curb climate change, 
at home and internationally. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Days never got shorter. Days turned into nights, 

nights turned into days. The years turned into 

eternity." 

MICHELLE KNIGHT, 31, at a sentencing hearing for Ariel Castro, who held her captive in 
Cleveland for a decade. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Italian Court Upholds Berlusconi Sentence, 

Setting Stage for Crisis 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

The ruling by Italy’s highest court was the first time former 

Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi received a definitive conviction 

in ao years of tangles with the judiciary. 

Kerry, in Pakistan, Expresses Optimism on 

Ending Drone Strikes Soon 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Secretary of State John Kerry said the United States had made 

significant headway in its drone campaign, which is hugely 

unpopular in Pakistan. 

Kurdish Struggle Blurs Syria’s Battle Lines 
By BEN HUBBARD and an EMPLOYEE of THE NEWYORKTIMES 

Kurds are using the chaos in Syria to seek autonomy, but their 

struggle does not fit neatly into the war between President 

Bashar al-Assad and the rebels seeking his ouster. 

, While Praising Troops, Assad Promises Victory 

................................................................................................ (0[ ~pre E0dd r~e~s, go to N¥~irne~�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

Theory on Pain Is Driving Rules for Abortions 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Advocates are drawn to such a measure because it taps into 

public concern about late-stage abortions, appears to alter the 

rules only incrementally and claims to be rooted in science. 



Sculptor Removes Phrase From Memorial to 
King 
By ERIN BANCO 

Critics of the memorial, including the poet Maya Angelou, said 
the phrase did not show the true nature of a quote by the Rev. 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 

Kidnapper in Cleveland Is Sentenced by Judge 
and Condemned by Victim 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

Ariel Castro was sentenced Thursday to life in prison without 
possibility of parole, and 1,ooo years. 

, ~’~ Video: Cleveland Kidnapper and Victim Speak 

¯ ~ Graphic: Inside the House of Captivity 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Summing up the Lincoln Center 
Festival 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Hollywood’s big bet on Broadway adaptations 

Decades after a strike, still living with the fallout 

nylimes.com, TI4 EATER 

Business 

Obama Narrows Field for Fed Chairman to 3 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The president is said to be considering three people to replace Ben S. Bernanke 

as Federal Reserve chairman. 

For Penney, Stewart Trial’s Outcome Is Just One 
Pressing Concern 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Management and financial turmoil has plagued J.C. Penney in 



recent months, unfolding along with a trial over whether the 

company could sell Martha Stewart’s goods. 

Increase in Urine Testing Raises Ethical 
Questions 
By BARRY MEIER 

The growth of tests for painkillers has led to concerns about their 

accuracy and whether some companies and doctors are 

exploiting them for profit. 

................................................................................... F0r r~0re b~sir~ess r~e~’s! g0 t~ N~Times,�0m~Business ~ 

Sports 

As Suspension Looms, Rodriguez Practices at 

Padlocked Stadium 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Yankees third baseman Alex Rodriguez played a simulated game, 

but it would have been hard to tell from the obscured view of the 

troubled star. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Baseball’s Bullying Makes It Tempting to Root 

for Rodriguez 
By WILLIAM C. RHODEN 

Mex Rodriguez has been linked to Biogenesis of America, but 

Major League Baseball’s heavy-handed approach has almost turned Rodriguez 

into a sympathetic figure. 

Dick Kazmaier, a Heisman Winner Who Passed 
on the N.F.L., Dies at 82 
By FRANK LITSKY 

Mr. Kazmaier, a Princeton halfback who won the Heisman in 

1951, was drafted by the Bears but declined to join the team, or 
any other, saying he had achieved all he wanted in the sport. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

’THE CANYONS’ 

The Cellphone Gets Its Close-Up 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"The Canyons," Paul Schrader’s new film, written by Bret Easton 

Ellis and starring Lindsay Lohan, is a dispiriting work that 

addresses the dirty business of making movies. 

Good to the Last Rocking Drop 
By ALLAN KOZINN 



Closing night at Maxwell’s offered a glimpse of the ghosts of the 

club’s past as the home ofjangly, Britpop-inspired, postpunk 
indic rock. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Shanghai For Strivers 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

"Five Star Billionaire," Tash Aw’s latest novel, is set in a rapidly 
changing China. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0[e ~rts r~e~s~ g0 t£ N~rimes,�0m!Arts ~t 

Movies 

’2 GUNS’ 

Two Good Guys (or So They Seem) Behaving 
Badly 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The Baltasar Kormakur buddy film "2 Guns" turns on a pair of 
seemingly bad guys who may be good, out to rob a drug cartel’s money from a 

bank. 

’THE SPECTACULAR NOW’ 

Being on the Rebound Never Felt So Good 
By NICOLAS RAPOLD 

James Ponso]dt’s new film, "The Spec[acu]ar Now," is a tale of a 

teenager and the speed bumps at the end of high school. 

, ~.~’~ Anatomy of a Scene 

’OUR CHILDREN’ 

A Household Grows, and Life Becomes 
Unbearable 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

As the size of a family grows in Joachim Lafosse’s film "Our 
Children," stress rises to a dangerous level. 

..................................................................... E0~ n~or~ n~o~(!e r~e~s a~d [e~(!evys, go t£ N~Times.�0m(M0vies ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: Aug. % ~’o13 
The New York Times movie critic Manohla Dargis on "2 Guns," 

"The Canyons" and "Our Children." 

~ VIDEO: In the Ozarks, Finding the Local Groove 
The Frugal Traveler drops in on a fiddle jam and visits a distillery 

during a stop on his summer road trip. 



............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Jobs and Taxes 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama’s corporate tax reform proposal would solve some problems 

and create others. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Obama Moves on Chemical Plant Safety 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Environmental regulators must adopt strong rules to reduce the risk of 

accidents and spills. 

EDITORIAL 

Sentencing Reform Starts to Pay Off 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Fair Sentencing Act has had many benefits, including reducing the disparity 
in the way courts punished crack cocaine offenses versus powder. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Apes Need Vaccines, Too 
By JOHN L. VandeBERG 

Research on captive chimps can help save the lives not just of 
humans but also of wild chimps. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Neocon Revival 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Do we really want to go back to the ’8os? Why not imagine a 
better limited-but-energetic government instead? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sex, Money and Gravitas 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Janet Yellen is the most qualified candidate to be the next leader 
of the Federal Reserve. Why are there two sexist campaigns 
under way against her? 



¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 2, 1923, the 29th president of the United States, Warren G. 
Harding, died in San Francisco. Calvin Coolidge took the oath of office 

as president of the United States. 
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Re sear~ ~nd ~reativ~ ~cti~i ty ~i(~ii~g ~ug ~st20i3 

U, b:reakable B(mds 

’Tm in no dan~er of ~eRin~ into Carolina," 3im 3ohnson tells friends. TwenW years 
later, he’s persuaded to join UNC as a demographer who created a new kind of 
school for at-risk kids. 



Johnson tells it like it is Why our most forgettable research into the inner 

regarding the great presidents are worth world of urban 

immigration debate, remembering, j beekeeping 

DEe 

%i hunger in watauga county 

Fi  (ting  ’oots in NC 

Olivia Dorsey never got to meet her great-great-grandmother. But after looking 
through old photographs and listening to countless stories about the matriarch of 
her family, Dorsey knew she had to find a way to preserve her family’s history. 
She managed to do it thanks to a SURF grant through the Office for 
Undergraduate Research. 

SPOTEIGH~S B L T S 

~ rite of spring Protein Porlior!s I’m a vegetarian training for a marathon. Am I 

getting enough protein? (Here’s to Yo:~ Hea~th) 

GAROEIN A~ Q U ~ ~ED 

The Ph.D fabrk:ater 

Glenn Waiters’ inspiration 

came from a junkyard. 

Scienfist.s wi[n .steries: 

Grad students bridge the 

chasm between scientists 

data and trying to understand what the risk might be to people 

exposed to CT scans." 

--David Richardson, in D:an CT scans gnie you cancer? (Sa}on) 

MORE RESEARCH 

Carolina buck,is trend, increases research funding (UNC 

Research} 



and the public with a 

National Science 

Foundation award (tJl,k::: 

Campu,% Upd~te.s) 

SKIdy: Air pollution causes over 2 million deaths a year (LOS 

St~idy: Young children ’wifl~ ~}dti!sr~l berlefil regardless of high-. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 1:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Our November 17-18 project 

The second title sounds better to me. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 8:52 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Our November 17-18 project 

Dear Georges, 

I hope yuu are doing well. 

I need tu apply for base funding to cover basic costs such as loud J2~r uur November curfference. Which title du yuu prefer: 

"East Africa and the OAU/AU at 50" ur "Dialogues un East Africa and African Uni~" at 50." 

Kindly letme knuw 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



titles, and journals. 

Find out more about what’s new with SAGE, even if you’re not attending 
ASA: 

,, New Revisions 

Browse through many of these titles at ASA or click on the titles below for more information now. 

Textbooks are available for complimentary review for qualified adopters. 

I I 

An Encyclopedia An A-to-Z Guide 
R. Jon McGee I Richard L. Warms James Ainswor~h 

\liewourcompletelistofnewtitles. 

Browse through many of these new editions at ASA or click on the titles below for more information now. 
The texts are available for complimentary review for qualified adopters. 

P.#.{..~ ~4~!~!..~’.£.{.!d.,..,~ 
~~ C,icl~ here ~iii C,icl~ here Jeanne H. Ballantine [ Keith A. Roberts 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:21 PM 

[@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <~jml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Chair’s comer - as I await approval ..... 

Chair Comer.docx 

Dear 
See below the Chair’s Corner. I think you now have everything. I can’t believe it!!! Thanks to all. We look forward to seeing a draft of the newsletter on Monday. 
So I think the endnotes for Wat-N’ paper should end on the next to the last page or the very top of the last page. This will give us room on the last page for the "Message to the 
Alumni," the listing of the editorial board, and perhaps a nice pic. of something related to the department. 
We are on roll team! I am so excited! 
All my best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 5:59 PM 
To-" Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 
Subject; Chair’s corner - as I await approval ..... 

Dear Margaret, Mamarame and Tim, 

I hope you are all doing well. 

I am still waiting for the Arts and Sciences Foundation to approve the language of the section in the attached piece discussing making gifts to the department. I hope to receive 
it by Monday. However, I thought I would send remarks to you and I can deal with any changes once I hear from the Foundation. 

On another note, I included most departmental activities in my comments. Thus, I did not think it was necessary to have an additional piece highlighting these activities. Of 
course, I can list the items if you think it is necessary. 

Best wishes and many thanks for all your ongoing work on this, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdimc@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, August 4, 2013 3:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edp 

Today’s tteadliues: Other Agencies Clamor tbr Data N.S.A. Compiles 

................ ] Most P<p:.d:s: i ~’id~,,: Bi.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Ao oe,,, 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [eday’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

Other Agencies Clamor for Data NoSoAo Compiles 

The Nationa~ Securi~" Agency’s dominant ~-~,le as the nation’s spy warehouse 

has prompted tnrf fighN with other federal agencies fl~at want to use Ks 

surYei]lanee b~ols for tkeir own im~estigations. 

iran’s P~’esident Puts New Focus on the Economy 

President ttassan Rouhani vowed Satm’da.v to work wi@ @e 

outside world to liR the "oppressive sanctions" crippling Iran’s 

rket in 
Tehran 

PAYING TILL IT HURTS 

in Need of a New Hip, b~t Priced Out of the 

In need of a hip transplant and unable k~ find an affordable 

solutkm il~ the United St~tes, Michael Shopem~ turned to a 

private hospital in Belgium. 

Michaei 
1 

si~°P~n I 

~ Previous Alticles in This Series 

Editors’ Picks 

EDUCATION 

Testing, Testing 

Sneak preview of the new SAT and digitx~] :\CT. And why 

sLndenLs are ~king - and rcNking - both exams. 

~ The Gay Mm, errtent at Catho~ic Colleges 

~ What ~o S&ldy~ and Where, Based on Graddates’ ~ncome 



More Education Li~e 

SUNDAY REVIEW I DISPATCH 

Life in a Toxic Co~try 

My wife and I wor~?’ abo~_~t hc, w China’s bad air and 5)od will 

affect ore" child. 

giw~ 

~ebu ze 

World 

A Day’s Toil h~ the Suicide :Bombers’ Graveyard 

Khwaja Naqib Ahmad Iays claim [o one of the toughest jobs in 

the :vJ’ghan capital -. burying the ~_mclaimed dead, including 

suicide bombers. 

Mugabe V~ins _Again in Zimbabwe, Leaving RivM 

G reatly W eakened 

President Robert Mugabe won 61 pereen[ of the vote, said khe 

Zimbabwe Election Commissiom defeating Morgan) Tsvangirai, 

who denounced the elecLion, saying it had bee~ Hggcd. 

As Cost of importhag Food Soars, Jamaica ’l~lrns 

to i:he Em’th 

Across the Caribbeam fl)od imports have become a budget- 

busing prob]em, prompting o~e of d~e world’s most fer[ile 

regions to reclaim iN ag~eulkaraI pas L 

~ Slide Show: Jamaica Focuses on Farming 

~ Khw~i~ 
Naqib 

Ahmsd, 

feeding 

chicken I 

U,S. 

~6 Vyh~g to Lead Troubled Detroit 

With a stak’-appointed emergency manager at City Hall, the 

position of mayor is a once powerful job ~hat now seems at best 

undefined, if ~ot irrelevant. 

Napoleo 

ii~ ter, 



~ Years Afl-er ~6 Police BulkineSs F]lew~ Few 

A 22-year-old &~ver was killed a~d ~our bystanders wounded 

when offiee~s opened fire in Miami L~eaeh, buk details about how 

it hatg~ened a~d why have not been made public. 

Herisse 

Reqa~ireraent for Abo#tio~ Providers h~ "Wiseo~sh~ Is 

Blocked by a Fede~’al J~dge 

A federM judge issued an inj unction the[ blocks a law reqNring aborNon 

providers to have admi~ing privileges at nearby hoapitMs for another four 

"Shida" is Jeannette 
Bayardelle’s solo showcase 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Fighting Shakespeare’s wars on "Henry VP’ battlefields 

"i Forgive You, Ronald ~Reagan," at the Lqeckett theater 

I ..... I I--:-: 1 

Business 

Coin of Reahn in China Graft: Phony Receipts 
Sy Li,:,Vii.: ~,,.’,~?~.’’.:::’..\ 

Sales of counterfeit reeeipN, used to evade taxes and defl’aud 

employers, are becoming more sophisLieated, puk[ing 

eonsiderable tax revenue at stake. 

FAIR GAME 

Claw, backs in }Vord, Not Deed 

Clawbaeks, or money returned by an employee eommi~ing 

fina~Nal improprieties, are gNning support among i~veskors a~d 

ecm~panies- [hou#~ examples a[~ rareo 

New York Times Company Sells Bosto~ Globe 

The newspaper was purchased by Jotm W. Henry, principal 

owner of "~e Boston Red Sox, r~?kurni~g "~e paper to 

ownelship, 

, ~ed SOX (~/~ner’s Purchase of (;lobe [.esves Journalis~ Wondering 

~ irfistry 

Globe 

Sports 

The $4,ooo Deal Gone Sonar Behind tl~e Doph~g 

ScandM 

A disgruntled business partner gave a Flori&~ newspaper files 

that led to scrutiny of Anthony P. Bosch, a clinic operator 

accused of supplying players wiLh ba~ed drugs. 

..... former 

home ot 



Rodr~g~aez ~eeks Meetings With Ba~eba]ll and 

Y~kees 

The integer of flae meeti~% was to work out an agreement to 

mitigate basebalYs impending suspension of Alex Ro&~guez, 

which was e:q~ected to come within the ne:~ day or ~vo. 

, Roundup Tigers’ Scherzer Wins 16tl~: Dodgem Set Road Mark 

~ oddgu 

An Invo|untary Union of Football Riva|s 

:P~fi|ade|phia High Schools 

With the dosing of Philadelphia’s Oermanb>wn High, a victim of 

budget cuts, its football playe*~ have to set aside a long-held 

animosib’ to joi~ rival Martin Luther Ki~g High. 

F~r ii=~ra ,,:,pairs news, 2~; to NYTimes.¢om/Sports ~ 

Arts 

Like the Movie, Only Different 

As film companies invest heavily in turning movies inko 

Broadway mnsieals, they are fincli~% that it’s not so easy to 

pinpoink what might ensure a crossover success. 

Broken Men~ Broken Place 

As AMC’s new police drama, "[mv Winter Sm~," makes dear, the 

cry of Detroit is not only highb’ cinematic, it’s a leading role all 

by ikself. 

A Restless Creature on New Terrain 

The dancer Wendy Whe]a~} prepares %r her prc0ea "Restless 

Creature," which is made up of four dances by eonkemporaU 

choreographers. 

The 

adaptati 

Mark 

S!ron9 p=ays 

Magazine 

Stephen King’s Family Bushmss 

With five novelis~ in the family, four of whom have books out this year, the 

King dan has become a @nasty of storytellers. 

_A~t Ame~oiean Nlan’s Quest to Become m~ Old 
Castilian 

WhaL 121 years living under the spell of a L]ny Spanish town 

revealed a bout the %ntasy of travel 

~ uzm6n 

A Sea Change for the America’s Cup 

Yachts are beeomthg faster, and ~is competition is getting 

gnarly, 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: Vows: Erin and Ben 

EHn Duggan took a span ’taneons sailing trip and found Ben 

Kramer, a sailing i~struetor who was living o~ an island where 

she docked. 



Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Of Co~0~ge and C~ntalo~pes 

While Oongress is in recess, advocates are pressing Republicans in their home 

districts to act on immigration re%tree 

EDITORIAL 

Puhlh: Pensions AJ~.ec Detroit 

St~tte an d local govermn ents sh enid make prn dent fina~ cial deeisim~s without 

gutting retiremen t benefi 

EDITORIAL 

Republican No-Sltow8 hi the B~dget Wa~s 

The House leadership made an embarrassing re~re{R fl’om an austere 

transportation and housii% bill after realizing riley couldn’t get enough wT~tes to 

pass R, 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

The V~;omma ~ ho Ate Ct~tlery 

Our failure to provide a d equa te care to psyehia tfi e pa’den ts 

affects us all. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Freak Show as Fable 

Anthony Weiner is }fis own mini-ser~es of political coarseness, 

X-ra~cd emblem of these h~wdry dines. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

, lNho s That Candidate in the Teal Toen~l 

Polish? 

Christine Quinn, who easily stands out in the raec tbr mayor of 

New York C i b~, is workJ n g to strength en h er e on n ec~ on w~th voters. 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

~¢:hen } olit~es Catches Up }~*ith ’Portnoy’ 

Jewish politicians’ sex scandals are raising religious questions 

that could decide the outcome of races. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

A I’~’ashington Riddle: ~;hat Is ’Top Seeret%* 

The government is stumbling in its efforts ko protects iks seereks 

in the Inkernet age. 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdimc@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 3:25 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: Am~on’s Founder to Buy The Washington Posl 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bss:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Amazon~s Fom,der to Buy The }Vashingto~ Post 

Jeffrey P. Bezos will pap" $25o million for the newspaper and 

some other businesses of The Washingto~ Post Company. 

~D Timeline: lhe Washington Post: Years of T riumph and Siege 

Jeff Bezos, the ibuuder and chief executive of Amazon, has kept 

a low profile in poli’dcs and has said almost nothing about his 

interest in newspapers, except that he reads therno 

, [] Video: Who Just Bought The Washington Post? 

Chicago Sees Pension Crisis Drawh~g N ear 

Beneath the signs of recovery is one of the most poorly funded 

pension systems in the ~ation, threateniug to challe~ge the ei 

l~uanees rot years ko come. 

Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 

Curiosity Rover Tracker 

A selection of images from NASA’s Curiosib, rover, which 

celebrates one Earth year on Mars tkis week. 

, Related A~icie 



OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

How A-Rod Doesn’t Add Up 

Rodfiguez’s mm~ber~ bare become irrelevant i~ measuring who 

he is as a baseball player. 

World 

Qaeda Leader’s Edict to Yemen _Al~liate Is Said 
to Prompt Alert I troaper I 

American of[ieials said the decision to close nearly two dozen           M ........ 

diplomatic missions and issue a globa~ travel alet~ resulted from 

]ntet’eepted messages in wMc~ t~e leader ofa Qaeda branch in Yemen was told 

b-~ carry out an 

T~,rkish Co~r4 Hands Down Prison Sentences 

Coup Plot 

A local court sentenced dozens of defendants, including a lbrraer 

militaW chief of staff, to ]ong priso*~ te[xtls for their role in 

p]o~h~g to over�brow Prime Ministry Recep Ta3@p E~dogan. 

r th rew 

Rebels Gain Cont~’ol of Govet~rimelit .,Mr Base in 

Syria 

The victou, said to have been led by tw,-~ foreig*~ men who 

carried out a suicide a~ack, was bound to boost the morale of an 

b~surgcncy that has faltered. 

b~,rian 
Amqy 

~, hter 

U,S, 

Gromtdwork Laid, Growers Tur~t to Hemp in 

Colorado 

When votcrs legalized ma*{j uana, they also la~d a path for 

farmers to grow hemp, and Colorado agencies are working to 

create n cw rules to regulate eul 



With li~le fmffara, the age~cy best know~ fbr airport 

has vastly expanded its reach to public ewmts. Not eye,Tone 

happy, 

Transpo 

De%~se ]a~Ters %r James (Wb[tey) Bu]ger did not cow,test that Mr. Bullet was 

a gangland criminal of the fi~’~ order. 

~ [] Timeiine: The Capture of a Ler,~end 

ban on Apple products 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

A (:heap spying tool with a high c!eepy feel:o! 

Business 

After gm~ laws were strengthe~md in several s~tes in the wake of 

relocating to more gun-friendly states. 

~ ~ Video: Lating Away Ounmakers 

DEALBOOK 

Pay Defe~’~’a~s for lBmtke~°s ~4a’e To~ghe~" i~ Em’ope 

In an effort to deter the kinds of sbo~ bterm Hsks that led to the financial crisis, 

European banks are defer~qng as roach as 7o peree~t of the eornpensatio~ 

grm~ted to top employees. 

DEALBOOK 

Onii~e iLe~ders Told to Abide by Ii~te,oest Rate Cap i~ New 

York 

Letters were sent to 35 o*fli*m lenders %r charging more that~ New York s~te’s 

a5 perce~t interest rate cap. 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 
:~A Alex 

A Big Name Back ir~ the Linch*p, trot Cl’osscd Off Roddgu 

Baseb~’s List ~ ~d 

On the day Alex Ro&{guez returned to fl~e field for the first time 

since last season, baseball turned away from him amid calls fl’om other players 

for sti~Sr d opin g penaki 

~ Spod:s ef The Times: Thrown by Life’s CuPceballs. a Star Missed the Signals 



MoLoBo Suspends Rodr~guez and ~ Others for Doping 
Lw S iEV~. 

The Yankees star Alex Rodriguez was suspended through the ~o14 season, 

pending a possible appeal, w~ile the od~ets accepted ~o-game bans to end 

seasons. 

, "fhe Players Who Accepted a 50-Game Pena~ 

, New York T~es P~entifu~ Among the Suspended 

~ Cruz Suspension Leaws Rangers With Huge Ho~e 

WHITE sex8, YANKEES ! 

A Return to the Lineup and a Fight to Stay 

.alex Rodz~guez was in the Yankees’ lineup on Monday night, and 

wi{h an appeal almost ee~fain, he could remain there for the rest 

of the season. 

, ~ BOX Score ] Pe{{~{{e Is Knocked Around by Wh~{e Sex 

Arts 

Small Troupe ~,;ith Outsize Ta|ent? 

Ballet v6.o, a new *2-day festival opening on Tuesday at 

J oyee Theater, creates an opening for small troupes that 

lack the popular following for a full-week run. 

..... ~mura 

A i hotographer Calli~g the Time 

Mark Sdiger has shot famous portraits of a~’tors, dancers, 

po~itidans and rock sta~ Dora Jay Z to the Dalai Lama. Yet he 

has a Iesset~known passion: writing eount~3’ songs. 

, ~ S~de Show: Mark Sefige~ 

:11: pilotogr 
apl]er 

Bridges Under Constr~etion at Newport Jazz           EIS~e~r 

In its latest edition, which featured Chick Corea, Herbie               ~ 

Hancock, Esperanza Spalding and z~nir E1Sat]hr, the Newpo~f 

Jazz Festival showed tha* even as it spotlights the musie’s o~der guard, it’s eager 

to resto& *dth the uew. 

Science 

_Aat Earth Year on Mars 

NASA’s Curiosity rover is slowly making its way to Mount Sharp, 

a Martian mountain whose rocks could provide dues on whether 

the planet was ever habitable. 

,~ Interactive Feature: Mars Curiosi~ Rover Tracker 

OUT THERE 

Stars, Gold, Dung Bee~les and Us 

It’s hard to imagine a more huml-~]h~g commefion bebveen the 

microscopic and d~e massive than that of a bug who navigates its 

earefully wrough t inves tment by the light of the M~Iky Way. 

A Lab-Grown Burger Gets a Taste Test 

The btste of the burger made of cow mllscJe gFown ]n a 

laboratoD’ was nodding spedal, bnt "dne feat itself is expected to 

make the ease f,-.,r in v]tr,-., meat. 

Post, a 

Dutch 



Today’s Video 

Post? 

.leffi:ey P. Bezos is the tbnnder of Amazomeom. He has spent his 

career relying on stea@ gn~vth but says he is rea@ to push The 

Post to compete in a changing online worldo 

~ vmEo: Rodriguez by the Nmnbers 

From home ~ms ko earnings, some facis about z~lex Rodriguez’s 

career in the wake of his suspension by Major League Baseball. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Terrorism a~ad the Emb~sMes 

The dosing of American embassies after an AI Qaeda threat is reasonable, but it 

is not a l~-.,ng-tenn soluti~-m. 

EDITORIAL 

B~eb~|| Lowers the Boom 

Now that Major League Baseball has levied suspensim~s, we’re in for a period of 

awkwardness u~th ,alex Rodt~guez, baseball’s highest-paid s~m 

EDITORIAL 

]~t’s Not Jusi- Si|vio Berlust:oni 

I ~ly’s eun’ent economic problems go much deeper than Mr. Berluseoni’s 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Lawyers of Smmd Niind? 

I’m an attorney with bipolar d:isorder. That’s nothing to worry 

abouL 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The A-Rod Problem 

Self-preoccupation seems to make it hard for supremely talented 

people like Alex Rodriguez to deal with their ow~ t~dents. 

, Columnis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

St~’iking Olympic Gokl 

The Winter Games in Sochi present a prime oppo~m~it3’ tbr the 

world to weigh in on Russia’s anti-gay 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

ON THiS DAY 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:33 AlVl 

~live.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu-~; SeclL Mamarame 

<mseck@email.unc.edu:~; McMillan, Tim <’oml@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1~: Newsletter 

Dear 
Sorry, there will not be a section on AAAD announcements since Dr. SaNe covered them in the Chair’s corner. In term of the Student’s corner, we are only going to have pies 

of the students who were honored for the best thesis~ 
This is really great! Either time works for me -- Wed. or Friday. I will print this when I go to the office today. 
All my best, 
Prof. Lee 

From-" 

Sent: Mlonday, 9:30 PM 
To-" Lee, Mlargaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; MclVlillan, Tim 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Evelyone, 

Attached is a draft of the newsletter so :far. I have not finished formatting the page numbers (not quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Watt’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the numbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting something to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you ttfink the colors are too busy or the font is too small. I also couldn’t find AAAD announcements or the Student 
Corner in my inbox so I put place holders in. I also left a spot for a picture either from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 
able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but definitely this weekend. I am attaching a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to miss-click on something and mess up the formatting to it would probably be best to print the pdf and make comments by 
hand. We can meet again in person to go over commems. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
Tiffs was really interesting to put together. I ha~en’t been able to actually read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its making me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s histo~ of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking forward to finishing this up. Let me know if you have any questions, 
comments, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:43 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu-~; Seck, Mamarame 

<mseck@email.unc.edtr~; McMillan, Tim <’oml@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Newsletter 

Dear 
I just completed a conversation with DL SaNe. She loves the newsletter. It is really great and it makes me proud! 
In terms of the Student’s Corner, I see you have pics. of the students who received honors for their thesis. These pics will make up the Student’s Corner for this year. Dr. 
SaNe would like for the pic. to be changed, however, to the students with their graduation gowns on getting their awards. I think DL McMillan can work with you on getting 
those pics. In terms of other pics, she also wants some of the faculty (participants -- I think two good ones will do) at the Du Bois conference and a pic of the graduates and 
faculty at graduation. I know you have not had time to get with Dr. MclVlillan about the graduation pics. Travis is on vacation this week, so I am not sure if you and Dr~ IVlcMillan 
will have to wait for him to return. Dr. SaNe would also like a pic of 
Finally, please put next to Dr. McMillan and Dr. Seck (newsletter staff) -- Associate Editor. There will also be a copy editor, but we can add her name later. 
Thanks again for doing such a fantastic job!!! 

Cheers, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:30 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 

Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Evelyone, 

Attached is a draft of the newsletter so far. I have not finished formatting the page numbers (not quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Watt’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the numbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting something to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you think the colors are too busy or the font is too small. I also couldn’t find AAAD announcements or the Student 
Comer in my inbox so I put place bolders in. I also left a spot for a picture either from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 
able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but definitely this weekend. I am attaching a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to miss-click on something and mess up the formatting to it would probably be best to print the pdf and make conm~ents by 
band. We can meet again in person to go over comments. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
This was really interesting to put together. I haven’t been able to actually read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its making me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s bistory of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking forward to finishing tiffs up. Let me know if you bave any questions, 
comnlents, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:53 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

Watts 

Hi again, 
Please get back to Watts about endnote ":t. See 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

highlight on the second page of the speech. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaAl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:06 AIVI 

Lee, Maxgaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mmnarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Newsletter 

~live. unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N 

The pictures are all on Travis’s computer so we’ll have to wait until next week for those -- I’ve got a retreat Monday afternoon, so I’ll try to get up with Travis in the morning 
and get the pictures sorted out, 

It’s looking very nice -- great work Margaret and 

I’ll be out of town all day today but will be in and out the rest of this week, 

Take care 

Tim 

From; Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent; Tuesday, 

Subject; RE: Newsletter 

3:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 

Dear 
I just completed a conversation with Dr. SaNe. She loves the newsletter. It is really great and it makes me proud! 
In terms of the Student’s Corner, I see you have pics. of the students who received honors for their thesis~ These pics will make up the Student’s Corner for this yeaL Dr. 
Sahle would like for the pic. to be changed, however, to the students with their graduation gowns on getting their awards. I think Dr. McMillan can work with you on getting 
those pics. In terms of other pics, she also wants some of the faculty (participants -- I think two good ones will do) at the Du Bois conference and a pic of the graduates and 
faculty at graduation. T know you have not had time to get with Dr. McMillan about the graduation pies. Travis is on vacation this week, so I am not sure if you and Dr. McMillan 
will have to wait for him to return~ Dr~ SaNe would also like a pic of 
Finally, please put next to Dr. McMillan and Dr. Seck (newsletter staff) -- Associate EditoL There will also be a copy editor, but we can add her name later. 
Thanks again for doing such a fantastic job!!! 

Cheers, 
Prof. Lee 

From; I 
Sent; Monday, 9:30 PM 
To; Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 
Subject; Newsletter 

Hello Eve~.’one, 

Attached is a draft of the newsletter so far. I have not fimshed formatting the page numbers (not quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Wart’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the Immbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting something to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you think the colors are too busy or the font is too small. I also couldn’t find AAAD annom~cements or the Student 
Corner in my inbox so I put place holders in. I also left a spot for a picture either from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 
able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but definitely this weekend. I am attaching a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to miss-click on something and mess up the formatting to it would probably be best to print the pdf and make comments by 
hand. We can meet again in person to go over conunents. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
This was really" interesting to put together. I haven’t been able to acttmlly read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its making me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s history of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking fonvard to finishing this up. Let: me know if you have any questions, 
comlnents, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:30 AM 

McMilla& Tim <tjml @email.unc.edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Newsletter 

~live.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Hi all, 
So do you think we should wait and meet with 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

once all the pics are in the newsletter. I know is going on vacation. So let us know what’s best. 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret ~arol; 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

~:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

The pictures are all on Travis’s computer so we’ll have to wait until next week for those -- I’ve got a retreat Monday afternoon, so rll try to get up with Travis in the morning 
and get the pictures sorted out. 

It’s looking very nice -- great work Margaret and 

rll be out of town all day today but will be in and out the rest of this week. 

Take care 

Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

8:43 AM 
Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 

Dear 
I just completed a conversation with Dr. SaNe. She loves the newsletter. It is really great and it makes me proud! 
In terms of the Student’s Corner, I see you have pics. of the students who received honors for their thesis. These pics will make up the Student’s Corner for this year. Dr. 
SaNe would like for the pic. to be changed, however, to the students with their graduation gowns on getting their awards. I think Dr. McMillan can work with you on getting 
those pics. In terms of other pics, she also wants some of the faculty (participants -- I think two good ones will do) at the Du Bois conference and a pic of the graduates and 
faculty at graduation. I know you have not had time to get with Dr. McMillan about the graduation pies. Travis is on vacation this week, so I am not sure if you and Dr. McMillan 
will have to wait for him to return. Dr. SaNe would also like a pic of 
Finally, please put next to Dr. McMillan and Dr. Seck (newsletter staff) -- Associate Editor. There will also be a copy editor, but we can add her name later. 
Thanks again for doing such a fantastic job!!! 

Cheers, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:30 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Everyone, 

Attached is a draft of the newsletter so far. I have not finished fom~atting the page numbers (not: quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Watt’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the numbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting something to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you think the colors are too busy or the font is too small. I also couldn’t: find AAAD annotmcements or the Student 
Comer in my inbox so I put place holders in. I also left a spot for a picture either from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 
able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but de:finitely this weekend. I am attaching a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to miss-click on something and mess up the fommtting to it would probably be best to print the pdf and nmke conunents by 
hand. We can meet again in person to go over conm~ents. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
This was really interesting to put: together. I haven’t been able to actually read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its making me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s history of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking forward to finishing tlfis up. Let me know if you have any questions, 
comments, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday~ 1:08 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email .unc.edu-~; Seck, 

Ma~naJcame <m seck@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILS: Newsletter 

I think it would be good to meet. We can iust go over this draft and if you email the pictures to rne 1 can add them in, incorporate ,/our comments, and send a new 

draft back ~:o you earle/tlex[: week. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [mailto:leemc@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:30 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Hi all, 
So do you think we should wait and meet with once all the pics are in the newsletter. I know 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: McMillan, r]m 
Sent: Tuesday, 
Te: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

is going on vacation. So let us know what’s best. 

9:06 AM 
; SaMe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

Hi all -- 
The pictures are all on Travis’s computer so we’ll have to wait until next week for those -- I’ve got a retreat Monday afternoon, so rll try to get up with Travis in the morning 
and get the pictures sorted out. 
It’s looking very nice -- great work Margaret and 
I’ll be out of town all day today but will be in and out the rest of this week. 
Take care 
Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

8:43 AM 
Sable, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 

Dear 
I just coml~leted a conversation with Dr. SaNe. She loves the newsletter. It is really great and it makes me proud! 

In terms of the Student’s Corner, I see you have pics. of the students who received honors for their thesis. These pics will make up the Student’s Corner for this year. Dr. 
SaNe would like for the pic. to be changed, however, to the students with their graduation gowns on getting their awards. I think Dr. McMillan can work with you on getting 
those pics. In terms of other pics, she also wants some of the faculty (participants -- I think two good ones will do) at the Du Bois conference and a pic of the graduates and 
faculty at graduation. I know you have not had time to get with Dr. McMillan about the graduation pics. Travis is on vacation this week, so I am not sure if you and Dr. McMillan 
will have to wait for him to return. Dr. SaNe would also like a pic of 
Finally, please put next to Dr. McMillan and Dr. Seck (newsletter staff) -- Associate Editor. There will also be a copy editor, but we can add her name later. 
Thanks again for doing such a fantastic job!!! 

Cheers, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:30 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Everyone, 
Attached is a draft of the newsletter so far. I have not finished formatting the page numbers (not quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Watt’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the numbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting somettfing to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you think the colors are too busy or the font is too small. I also couldn’t find AAAD announcements or the Student 
Corner in my inbox so I put place holders in. I also left a spot for a picture either from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 
able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but definitely this weekend. I am attaching a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to miss-click on something and mess up the formatting to it would probably be best to prim the pdf and make comments by 
hand. We can meet again in person to go over comments. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
This was really interesting to put together. I haven’t been able to actually read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its nmking me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s histo~" of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking fom’ard to finishing this up. Let me know if you have any questions, 
comments, etc. 



The Universi~7 of North Carolina at Chapel tIill, School of Education 
Doctoral Student, Policy Leadership and School Improvement 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD Tutoring 

Hi Professor SaMe, 

My name is Ben Sheu, I work in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. We are currently searching for more African, African American and Diaspora 

Studies tutors for the upcoming Fall 2013 semester. Would you be willing to forward the blurb below on to any graduate students that have done well in the AAAD 

department courses? Many of our needs are from some of the introductory and lower level undergraduate courses. 

The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost is seeking qualified experts (preferably graduate students) in the field of African, African American, and 

Diaspora Studies to work with student-athletes as a tutor within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes this Fall 2013 semester. Tutorial sessions are 

primarily conducted during the evening hours 6-10pm Sunday thru Thursday. Within those hours tutorial schedules are arranged according to the tutor’s availability 

and our level of need. Duties and requirements of the par-time position are noted below. 

Duties and Responsibilities: Tutor student-athletes for the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in various subject areas 

Requirements: Graduate student from department of interest. Must be able to relate to students in both one-on-one and group situations and articulate material 

in ways that create an optimal learning environment. 

Essential skills: Comprehensive knowledge base in discipline of interest and interpersonal skills necessary to create a healthy learning environment. 

Anyone interested in working as a tutor this Fall semester should contact Susan Maloy and Ben Sheu at :~,.~.}.(!~.~!J:j~.~!.{?..gj~.!:~.!?.5:.e...:~j~! or 962-9892/843-2328 as soon as 

possible. Thanks so much. 

~en ,~h~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:11 PM 

McMilla& Tim <tjml @email.unc.edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Newsletter 

@live.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Dear all, 
Since I have not heard from you about the meeting with 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

assume we will try for Friday at 2:30. I know you are out of town today Tim, so I will just make the call. 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

9:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

The pictures are all on Travis’s computer so we’ll have to wait until next week for those -- I’ve got a retreat Monday afternoon, so rll try to get up with Travis in the morning 
and get the pictures sorted out. 

It’s looking very nice -- great work Margaret and 

rll be out of town all day today but will be in and out the rest of this week. 

Take care 

Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To:l 
Subject: RE: Newslette~ 

8:43 AM 
Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 

Dear 
I just completed a conversation with Dr. SaNe. She loves the newsletter. It is really great and it makes me proud! 
In terms of the Student’s Corner, I see you have pics. of the students who received honors for their thesis. These pics will make up the Student’s Corner for this year. Dr. 
SaNe would like for the pic. to be changed, however, to the students with their graduation gowns on getting their awards. I think Dr. McMillan can work with you on getting 
those pics. In terms of other pics, she also wants some of the faculty (participants -- I think two good ones will do) at the Du Bois conference and a pic of the graduates and 
faculty at graduation. I know you have not had time to get with Dr. McMillan about the graduation pies. Travis is on vacation this week, so I am not sure if you and Dr. McMillan 
will have to wait for him to return. Dr. SaNe would also like a pic of 
Finally, please put next to Dr. McMillan and Dr. Seck (newsletter staff) -- Associate Editor. There will also be a copy editor, but we can add her name later. 
Thanks again for doing such a fantastic job!!! 

Cheers, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:30 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Everyone, 

Attached is a draft of the newsletter so far. I have not finished fom~atting the page numbers (not: quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Watt’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the numbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting something to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you think the colors are too busy or the font is too small. I also couldn’t: find AAAD annotmcements or the Student 
Comer in my inbox so I put place holders in. I also left a spot for a picture either from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 
able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but de:finitely this weekend. I am attaching a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to miss-click on something and mess up the fommtting to it would probably be best to print the pdf and nmke conunents by 
hand. We can meet again in person to go over conm~ents. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
This was really interesting to put: together. I haven’t been able to actually read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its making me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s history of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking forward to finishing tlfis up. Let me know if you have any questions, 
comments, etc. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:58 PM 

Lee, MaJcgaJcet Carol <leemc@email.unc.edtr~; McMill~m, Tim <tjml @emml.unc.edw~; 

~live.unc.e&t>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Newsletter 

Sorry for the late reply but I would prefer tomorrow afternoon or evening if it’s fine with you all. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: McMillan, ~m; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

4:l0 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

Dear all, 
Since I have not heard from you about the meeting with 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

assume we will try for Friday at 2:30. I know you are out of town today Tim, so I will just make the call. 

From: McMillan, ~m 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

9:06 AM 
SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

The pictures are all on Travis’s computer so we’ll have to wait until next week for those -- I’ve got a retreat Monday afternoon, so rll try to get up with Travis in the morning 
and get the pictures sorted out. 

It’s looking very nice -- great work Margaret and 

rll be out of town all day today but will be in and out the rest of this week. 

Take care 

Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

8:43 AM 
SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 

Dear 
I just completed a conversation with Dr. SaNe. She loves the newsletter. Tt is really great and it makes me proud! 

In terms of the Student’s Corner, I see you have pics. of the students who received honors for their thesis. These pics will make up the Student’s Corner for this year. Dr. 
SaNe would like for the pic. to be changed, however, to the students with their graduation gowns on getting their awards. I think Dr~ McMillan can work with you on getting 
those pics. In terms of other pics, she also wants some of the faculty (participants -- I think two good ones will do) at the Du Bois conference and a pic of the graduates and 
faculty at graduation. I know you have not had time to get with Dr. McMillan about the graduation pics. Travis is on vacation this week, so I am not sure if you and Dr. McMillan 
will have to wait for him to return. Dr. SaNe would also like a pic of 
Finally, please put next to Dr~ McMillan and Dr. Seck (newsletter staff) -- Associate Editor. There will also be a copy editor, but we can add her name later. 
Thanks again for doing such a fantastic job!!! 

Cheers, 
Prof~ Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, ~ 9:30 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Everyone, 

Attached is a draft of the newsletter so far. I have not finished formatting the page numbers (not quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Wall’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the numbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting something to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you think the colors are too busy or the font is too slnall. I also couldn’t find AAAD announcements or the Student 
Comer in my inbox so I put place holders in. I also left a spot for a picture either :from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 
able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but definitely this weekend. I am attaching a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to nfiss-click on something and mess up the fom~atting to it would probably be best to print the pdf and make comments by 
hand. We Call meet again in person to go over comments. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
This was really interesting to put together. I haven’t been able to actually read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its making me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s history of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking forward to :finishing this up. Let me know if you have any questions, 
COlmllents, etc. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:59 PM 

.~live.unc.edu>; Sahle, Euni ce N <euni ce@email.unc .edu>; McMillan, Ti m <tj m 1 @email. unc.edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

A pic from the department’s retreat 

Hi 
One more picture. Prof. SaNe wants a pic from our departmental retreat in March. Don’t have any idea who might have those. Please let 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

know. 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

SeclL Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu-~; McMilla~, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

ILE: Newsletter 

Hi Mamarame, 
It’s fine with me. Hopefully it’s OK with Tim. He should get this message I assume by tomorrow morning. Hope it’s still OK with you ’. 

pm tomorrow. We will make sure the outside door is not locked 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

So we will meet in my office at 6:30 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:58 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

SaNe, Eunice N 

Sorry for the late reply but I would prefer tomorrow afternoon or evening if it’s fine with you all. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: McMillan, Tim; i 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

4:10 PM 
SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

Dear all, 
Since I have not heard from you about the meeting with 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

I assume we will try for Friday at 2:30. I know you are out of town today Tim, so I will just make the call. 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

9:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

The pictures are all on Travis’s computer so we’ll have to wait until next week for those -- I’ve got a retreat Monday afternoon, so I’ll try to get up with Travis in the morning 
and get the pictures sorted out. 

It’s looking very nice -- great work Margaret and 

rll be out of town all day today but will be in and out the rest of this week. 

Take care 

Tim 

From: Lee, Marqaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

8:43 AM 
Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 

Dear 
I just completed a conversation with Dr. SaNe. She loves the newsletter. It is really great and it makes me proud! 
In terms of the Student’s Corner, I see you have pics. of the students who received honors for their thesis~ These pics will make up the Student’s Corner for this yeaL Dr. 

Sahle would like for the pic. to be changed, however, to the students with their graduation gowns on getting their awards. I think Dr. McMillan can work with you on getting 
those pics~ In terms of other pics, she also wants some of the faculty (participants -- I think two good ones will do) at the Du Bois conference and a pic of the graduates and 
faculty at graduation. 3[ know you have not had time to get with Dr. McMillan about the graduation pics. Travis is on vacation this week, so I am not sure if you and Dr. McMillan 
will have to wait for him to return~ Dr~ SaNe would also like a pic of 
Finally, please put next to Dr. McMillan and Dr. Seck (newsletter staff) -- Associate EditoL There will also be a copy editor, but we can add her name later. 
Thanks again for doing such a fantastic job!!! 

Cheers, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:30 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Evelyone, 

Attached is a draft of the newsletter so far. I have not fimshed formatting the page numbers (not quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Wart’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the Immbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting something to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you ttfink the colors are too busy or the font is too small. I also couldn’t find AAAD anno~mcements or the Student 
Comer in my inbox so I put place holders in. I also left a spot for a picture either from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 



able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but definitely this weekend. I am altactfing a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to miss-click on something and mess up the formatting to it would probably be best to print the pdf and make COlmnents by 
hand. We can meet again in person to go over commems. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
Tiffs was really interesting to put together. I haTvren’t been able to actually read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its making me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s histo~7 of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking for~vard to fimshing this up. Let me know if you have any questions, 
comments, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:26 PM 

Lee, Margaxet Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarmne <m~ck@email.unc.edu-~; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, 

Eunice N <eunice@ema~J.unc.edu> 

I~E: Newsletter 

Prof. Lee, 

Sounds ~ood, see you all tomorrow 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [mailto:leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              5:02 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim; : SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Hi Mamarame, 
It’s fine with me. Hopefully it’s OK with Tim. He should get this message I assume by tomorrow morning. Hope it’s still OK with you ’. 
pm tomorrow. We will make sure the outside door is not locked 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

So we will meet in my office at 6:30 

From: Seek, Mamarame 
Sent-" Tuesday, 4:58 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

SaNe, Eunice N 

Sorry for the late reply but I would prefer tomorrow afternoon or evening if it’s fine with you all. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday,, 

To: McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

4:10 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

Dear all, 
Since I have not heard from you about the meeting with 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

I assume we will try for Friday at 2:30. I know you are out of town today Tim, so I will just make the call. 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

9:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

Hi all -- 
The pictures are all on Travis’s computer so we’ll have to wait until next week for those -- I’ve got a retreat Monday afternoon, so rll try to get up with Travis in the morning 
and get the pictures sorted out. 
It’s looking very nice -- great work Margaret and 
rll be out of town all day today but will be in and out the rest of this week. 
Take care 
Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

8:43 AM 
Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 

Dear 
I just completed a conversation with Dr. Sahle. She loves the newsletter. It is really great and it makes me proud! 
In terms of the Student’s Corner, I see you have pics. of the students who received honors for their thesis. These pics will make up the Student’s Corner for this year. Dr. 
SaNe would like for the pic. to be changed, however, to the students with their graduation gowns on getting their awards. I think Dr. McMillan can work with you on getting 
those pics~ In terms of other pics, she also wants some of the faculty (participants -- I think two good ones will do) at the Du Bois conference and a pic of the graduates and 
faculty at graduatiom I know you have not had time to get with Dr. McMillan about the graduation pics. Travis is on vacation this week, so I am not sure if you and DL McMillan 
will have to wait for him to return. Dr. SaNe would also like a pic of 
Finally, please put next to Dr. McMillan and Dr. Seck (newsletter staff) -- Associate l~ditoL There will also be a copy editor, but we can add her name later. 
Thanks again for doing such a fantastic job!!! 

Cheers, 
Prof. Lee 

From: I 
Sent: Monday, 9:30 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim 



Subject; Newsletter 

Hello Evelyone, 
Attached is a draft of the newsletter so far. I have not finished formatting the page numbers (not quite visible with the borders I put on 
the pages) and Mr. Wart’s speech (it is loooooooooooooong.., the ~mmbers of the endnotes didn’t copy over when I put the speech in 
so I need to go back and change all of them) but in the interest of getting something to you all this evening here is what I am working 
on. Let me know if you think the colors are too busy or the font is too small. I also couldn’t find AAAD announcements or the Student 
Corner in my inbox so I put place holders in. I also left a spot for a picture either from the language fair or the study abroad trip. I’ll be 
able to work on this again here and there throughout the week but definitely this weekend. I am attaching a word and pdf copy. It is 
really easy to miss-click on something and mess up the formatting to it would probably be best to print the pdf and make comments by 
hand. We can meet again in person to go over con~nents. I am free Wednesday evening (after 6:00) and Friday afternoon (after 2:30). 
This was really interesting to put together. I haven’t been able to actually read Mr. Watts’ speech yet but its making me want to read Dr. 
Hall’s history of the AAAD department that he cites. Looking forward to finishing this up. Let: me know if you have any questions, 
comments, etc. 

T/~e University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Education 
Doctoral Student, Policy Leadership and School Improvement 

%live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 3:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: W&shington Steps Warily on Housing 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ [)ining&Wine ~ Yoday’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~Op~ ~ OolhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Waslfington Steps ~,Var~ly on Housing 

Efforts to eha~ge the current system for fina~eing the z~neriean 

dream of owlfing a home will be di~ieult, because Americans like 

i n expensive mot&gage loans. 

, ~ Graphic: He~pk~g Housing 

~,~or sal~ I 

Tech Ma~ates Bet on Booker m~d H~s F~re 

Silicon Valley moguls provided ~e brainpower and financing for 

a company that could make Cory A. Booker, the Newark mayor, 

very rich. 

Violent ~Jad Chaotic, Central Afloicmi Rep~ib|ic 

Lm’ches Toward a Crisis 

Humanitarian #’ouRs are warning of a ]ooming disaster i~ the 

former Fre~eh eohrmy, where Se]eka rebels have bee~ 

raping and killing, and coups have outnumbered fair elections. 

Cory A. 

Seleka 
rebels 

Editors’ Picks 

~ VmEO: L~z Cheney m~d the Wyoming 

Challenge 

The daughter of former Vice Presidel~t Dick Cbeney is rtmning 

lbr a United States Senate seat in Wyo ~i 3g in 2o14, but ma~y Republicans 



question the political wisdom of this moveo 

, Reiated Al~icle 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Tea Partfs Patl~ to irreleva~ee 

The Tea Party is %llowing a LrajecLo~y thaL lc~oks less like [tie gio[{oas arc of 

Jefi~rso~’s Republican Parb~ than the suicidal path office lo~g-forgo~e~ 

FederalJs~, whom Jefferso~ supplanted. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

NICOLAS TIANGAYE, the p~ime minister of the Central African Republic, on conditions 

in the country, which has been taken ever by rebels~ 

World 

Kren~ddal Critic Goes From d~l to Tr~dl 

2deL~ei A, Navalny, whc~ was t~’eed pen~ng an appeal of his 

em bez z] em e~t eonviefiom h as retm:ned to a quixoti e earn pai gn 

to ehalle~ge the poiiticaI system established by Presidcnk 

Viadimir V~ Putin. 

~ Slide Show: Thorn in Kremlin’s S~de Runs Nr Magor 

Seimto~ doim MeCain and Lindsey Graham made [tEe trip b-~ Cairo at the 

req~est of Preside~t Obama. 

ATWAR BLOG                                                 ~ Mudar 

Craek~ng Over the Radio, Spot~e~°’s Voice G~fides [ ~,~0,:~li~ [ 

Syrian RebeN 

A man zdeknamed the Watchtower leads a nebxork of rebel 

spo~ers in norther~ Syr4a who watch roads m~d milih~ty bases, broadcasting 

warnings abou[ [he movemen[ o[ government forces. 

, ~ comment Commen~ 

~ Video Feature: Watching Sy[ia’s ’2,7a r 

U.S, 



A $~47 Millhm S~gna| ofF~th ~n Atlanta’s PuM~c 

Schools 

A new high school, notable for both its beauty and iLs cost, opens 

~his we& in Atlanta, in a school district still recovering fi’om a 

eheagng scandal 

~ ~ SIMe Show: ~ack to School, W~th Perks 

Poor Cbd|dren Show a Dee|ine in Obesity. Rate 

A new repmt from the Centers fbr D~sease Contro~ an d 

Preven~on is the first raajor government repor~ to show a 

consis tent pattern of decline for low-income children. 

Defendant in FoFI Hood Shooting Case Adntits 
Befa~g Gmm~an 

Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan tdd a juW of senior Army officers on 
Tuesday that "the evidence will cleaHy show that I am the 

, [] The Life and Ca[eer of Majo[ Hasan 

The 

For more US. r~ews, 90 

Business 

Bezos Brings Promise oflmmvation to 

V~;ashington Post 

It would not be sm>~sing ko see deft Bezos worry little about 

tm’ning a quick profit a~ The Post and instead try to shake up the 

n ewspaper indus try. 

Goverment Sues Bm~k of Anmriea Over 

Mortgage Securities 

The Justice Depm~ment is a eeuaing th e ba n k of deft’sudan g 

investors by vas’dy underestimating the quality of some $850 million worth of 

mortgage--bucked seeurkies. 

Profit Flat at Disney, as ESPN and Parks Smooth 

Setbacks in Fihn 

Net income MI 36 percent i~ Disney’s ~seaI t~ird quarter, to 

$20* miIIion, in patq because of marketing expenses for the flop 
I :X:l 

Sports 

Between Players and Doping, a Valet Seen as a Middleman 

Juan Catqoa Nnnez has emerged as a key bridge be>veen Biogenesis and a drde 

of professional baseball players, according to peopIe familiar wifl~ the 

investigation. 

, M L g Suspends Rodriguez and 12 Others ~or Dopk~9 

ON BASEBALL 

Cm~ldn t They Have V~:aited a Da~? 

The Yunkees could not help themselves ti"om making the return 

of Alex Rodriguez into a spectacle on Monday night. 



Keeping Score: Chasing Milestones Near End of Road 

in Season Shot[ on Star Power, Redriguez’s Return Lifts Ratings on YES 

ON OLYMPICS 
I[)~ Ken 

Outrage Over a~ A~tigay Law [foes N ot Spread to ....... Kidd 

O[~np~c Officials 

Olympk~ organizers and sponsors have only mildly spoken oat 

against Russia’s new law bauuthg atNekes from wearing "homosexnal 

propaganda" at tim Soehi Games. 

Per n~e:e spolts news, go to NYTimee.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

A Mm’der Ham~ts a Rugged Coast 

~Broadch urch," an ei gh t-episod e sell es about a cH rain al 

investigation, comes to BBC zMnerk~a on Wednesday. 

:Fake Comments Muddy a Debate in Dallas 

Fake blog comments are the latest bvist in the tSght between the 

Nasber Sculpture Center iu Da]Ias aud its ueigbbor~ the Museum 

Tower. 

Refiecte 

d light 
from tile 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

iLo~g ~efore Little Cl~ar~e ~eeame t3~e Face of 

Evil 

In a new biography, Jeff Guirm provides a more probing view of 

the cuJt leader Charles Ma~so~ by deJvi~g deeper i~to his past and deeply 

troubled c~ild~ood. 

Dining & Wine 

A GOOD APPETITE 

To Every Vegetab|e*s Seaso~t, _Anothe~° Seaso~t 
Bf r,,~ELISSA DLARx: 

Is tha* vegetable young? M~ddle-aged? Older? You may want to 

adjust your eooMng to match. 

, D Video 

~ And to Drink: With CooKed Tomatoes, ~ck W~h Cool Reds or Ros~ 

Tort, ale I ....... 

So~e :P~ooseiu~o Fans T~on to Iowa 

La QuerNa in Norwalk, Iowa, uses humanely raised pork 

produce its Proseiuk[o ±~mrieano, favored by fine reskaurants 

and m;~or rebfi]ers. 

~ [] Slide Show 

~L :k hou 

WHAT’S FOR DINNER? 

VegetaMes and Pasta: S~,mmer Love 

When J ight, bright and fl’esb is what yotfre after. 

seared 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Bean Salad $~ritit Tomato 

Vinaigrette 

What to do with summer’s oozing, overripe tomatoes? Make an 

intensely flavored vinaigrette. 



~ vine:o: Beae][~ Style i~t the Ro~:kaways 

Sully Romero, who grew up in the Roekaways, describes herself 

as a ’"9os, Salvation Array thfifter babe, tomboy New Yorker." 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

What’s the Point of a Smm~it? 

PresMen~ Obama sbould not attend the meeting if President Vla~mir Putin isn’t 

wfll~ng to address eo~tentious issues J~ a substantive way. 

EDITORIAL 

The prime minister sbould stop fl~e c3mieal campaign against a pioneering 

lender that has helped milSons of poor people in setting up small businesses. 

EDITORIAL 

Only a few st~ttes bays acted this year to stand} the flood of Jllega~ gm}s. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Diversity and ’Dot’,l-or 

People’s hopes are lifted when kbey see someone bt~aMng the 

class ceiling, eve~ when it’s lbr something as seemindy trivial as 

a ehara~’~er on a science-fiction program. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

DaN~tg l-o Fail 

Now showing: "When the Necessary Met the Impossible." 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rei~ee Is Ri~ t 

Diane Lane do for HillsU what Helen Mitten did for the 

quee~? 

Co~usm~st Page 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
Help Section ~> ’ m,nyt.com ~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 12:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Eunice, Thank you for letting me know, I have no questions. I hope you are able to address issues as best as possible. 

As it turns out, I will BIso be out of town on those days, attending the convention of the American Po~tica~ Sdence Association, 

Best, ,Joru~ ~:h 

Jonathan Hartlvn 

The Un~vers~[y of 

Sen~or Associs[e Dean for Socia~ Sdences snd 

Global Programs, College of Arts m~d Sdences 

k:ennel:h J. Reckford Professor of PolRica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hi~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

O~ce: 919 962-1:].65 Fax: 9:1.9 962-2408 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 20~3 6:23 PN 
To: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Jonathan, 

I need to travel to Canada the afternoon of Thursday August 29 and be there the whole of Friday 30 to attend 
I will not miss any of my scheduled classes and will have phone and ernail access during my time away. [ thought [ would 

let you know before finalizing my ticket and completing the time away form. 

Kindly let know if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 1:56 PM 

Km-i Dahlgren < @gmail.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Manuscript research assistax~t 

Hello Kari 

Hope you are doing well. 

No need of a copy in the mail, 

Nex[ step is th~L you submit ~n kwoice for the ~ob performed with kfform~tion regarding hours work and rate. On the ~nvo~ce, p~ease ~nc~ude a Name, address and 

SS#. 

Sonia 

9:].9-962-4854 
F~= Kari Dahlgren [mai~to: #gmail.com] 
Seat= Thursday, August 01, 2013 2:58 PN 

To= Colon, Sonia 
S~bject= Re: Nanuscr~pt research assistant 

Dear Sonia, 
I have attached a scan of the signed contract. Should ~ put a copy in the mai~ as we~L or is this sufficient? 
Thank you, 
Karl DaNgren 

On Wed, Jul 31, 2013 at 2:53 PM, Colon, Sonia <~mia colon(d4med.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ~-A Io Kari 

Please see attached independent contractor form for your signature on page 5. Also, complete section 3, general informat~on~ 

Do not hesitate to contact me for sdd~dona~ ~nformsdon. 

Sonis 

9:[9-962-~54 

~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat: Wednesday, July 3[, 2013 $2:28 PN 

To: Colon, SoNa 
[@~))_,~£[~; Howell, ~a N. 

$abject: Nanuscript research assistant 
[~e~am~e: High 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to introduce Kari Dahlgren - a former UNC-CH studem who has just completed her graduate work at Oxford in the UK. I have asked Karl to work with me 

as a Research Assislant in these final sIages of revisions on a manuscript that I have been intensely working on this summer. The manu~ript is titled: AjHca in a 

globalizing world A critical introduction. 

Kaad’s duties will include cow-editing and ensuring that the citations of all the chaptem axe in line with "the requirements of the university press that is wmting lbr the 
manuscript - Univemity of Kwa-Zulu Natal Press, Durban, South Africa. The time ti-ame tbr her work will be August 1 - 31. 

I would be delighted if you worked ruth Ka~ri on the necessary paperwork for her RA work. Her rate will be 

account. 

per hour and will be drawn from Iny research 

Thanks so much Sonia for your work on this. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 3:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: East Atiica and African Unity Roundtable 

Dear Eunice, 

Below please find Peter’s positive response. 
Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Peter Anyang Nyongo [anyongo@yahoo com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 4:13 AM 
To: Nzongola-5,-talaja, Georges 
Sut~iect: Re: East Africa and African Unity Roundtable 

[)ear Nzongola, 

’]7his is a wonderful invitation which I am very delighted to accept. The topic is exciting and am glad Makau and Berket will join me in the discussiuns 

Warm regards 
Peter 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 19:14, "Nzungula-Ntal aj a, (i eurges" <nzon gul a@email uric edu> wrote: 

> I)ear Peter, 
> 

> As part ufthe ongoing cotmnemuratiuns ufthe 50 years o17 African unity, Eunice Sahle, uur Department chair, has asked me to help organize an afternoun roundtable on EAST AFRICA 
AND AFRICAN UNITY AT 50 on Munday, November 18, 2013. We wuuld like tu have you as the main speaker, and yuu will be joined in the ruundtable by Prufessurs Berekt ttabte Selassie 
(UNC) and Makau wa Mutua, Dean of the Law Schuol at SUNY-Buffalo. Since our travel fund is limited and has been designated to cuver uur annual conference in April 2014, you will be 
the only person fur whom we can pay travel and living expenses. We prupose to bring yuu in from Bustun un Sunday afternuon, Nuvember 17, have you spend twu nights in Chapel Hill as 
a guest uf the department, and return tu Buston un Tuesday morning, Nuvember 19. 
> 

> Once we hear from you and yuu can fit our invitation into your schedule, Eunice will send yuu an ufficial letter uf invitatiun 
> 

> Hupe all is well with you and the family in Nairubi. 
> 
> Warm regards, 
> 

> Georges 
> 

> Georges Nzongola-Ntal~ia 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
> L-niversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Swah 

Habari gani mwalimu, 
I hope you are doing well. I have a student on the waiting list who has applied for funding, but unless she is officially registered, she may not be considered for this funding. I 
was wondering if she may be added even before classes start so that she doesn’t miss this opportunity. Her details are as follows: 
Name: 
PID: 
Best wishes, 
Esther 
PS! I’m so sorry I had forgotten we have to go through you for all matters of registration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~lime s.com> 

~Tednesday, August 7, 2013 5:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Getting a Bite of the Apple and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http:i/www n2ti~Y~es.comladslemailads/editpromo/20130807iattimes.html 

@Times-August 7, 2013 

Getting a Bite of the Apple 
~ Getting 

The New York Times’s Real Es~a~e si;ct]ol~ is a Bite of 

M,a a3 s bt’im mi~g with insight and iu[ormation the 

abont Neu Yor~k City’s storied real estate sceue. Appe 

In addition to highlighting uotab[e properties o~ 
the market, t’eeent articles showease in words and images a pair 
of new re~ ta~ high rises soon to tower over a long.-~egleeted 
Ma~ha~tan ueighborhood; a t’efined building grating the Upper 
East Side since ~9~o that’s now t’eeeiving a much-needed 
sprucing up; a mnl~i-~tnit Windsor Tevvace house shared by two 
musica~ brother’s and other family members; au e>;pausiw~ 
TrigeCa loft ~ha~ until reeenfly was a commercial space; and 
ew~ a busy new eo[o~y o{’ prodnctive residents ~hat has 
Midtown buzzing. 

For a whole wot’ld of ri;a[ estate--- loca[, regional, domestic and 
interns tigris [ --- eliek here. 

i ::~ The Supreme Court and the Battle for Same-Sex 

Ma rriage: DOWNLOAD NOW 

HEALTH [ How Exercise Can Help ~=s Leat’n 

MAGAZINE I The Seeri;t to Your Marital Problems 

MOVIES [ Early Fihn by Orson WeI[es ls Rediseoveeed 

BITS ~ Daily Report: For Washington Post. a Promise of 

Imlovat~ on 

TH }’b~TER ~ Indian Music Meets Jazz in [4ipling’s Wild World 

"~-=op 8 Viewed Features o~, NYT~ ............ 
(Betweerl July 31, 2013 - August 6. 2013) 

i. George Saunders’s Advice to Graduates 

2. How E>;ereise Chaugi;s Fat am] Musch; Ceils 

3. Deft;mr R~tssia Gt’an[s Snowden Yeat"s Asylmn 
4. Rew~blicans Against Reality 

5. The Last Temptatiun of Tins Brown 

VIDEO: A Year on Mars 

~ VIDEO i A Year ou Mars 

One year ago, the rover’s avviwd 
on Mars ushered in a new era of 
exploration. Since then, it has 
been inching toward a mountain 
that could yield fascinating 
insights. 

PHOTOGRAPHY: Photography 
Is My Wife, Music Is My Mistress 

~ PHOTOGI~&PllY i 

"Photography Is My Wife, Music 
Is My Mistress" 
Celebrity photographer Mark 
Seliger has been living a double 
life for more than a decade -- as 
a portraitist and a country 
singer. 

INTERACTIVE: Farmers’ Market 
Recipe Generator 

~ IN’I’ER~,CTI’i?E I Farmi;rs’ 

Market Reeipe Genet’ator 
More than 5o ways to make use 
of the things you’re most likely 
to find in a market or yonr 
C.S.A. basket. 

Join the 
Conversation 

The OpbO~t ~i TheOpt 
Genera[ion ...... -Out 

~a~rants Back In 
A decade after on 

they left their 
careers in favor 
hill-time lives at home, working 
mothers reflect on the choice 
they made and what it cost 
them. 

[] ,Join the Conversatio:~ >> 



Times Journeys: Set Sail to Western Europe On Celebrity 
Infinity, Oct. 12-24, 2013 - LEARN MORE A daily e.-mail 

newsle~er on the 
business of 
technology, with 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, Angust 8, 2013 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Broader Sifting of Data Abroad Is Seen by N.S.A. 

Top News 

Broader Sifth,g of Data Abroad is Seen by N 

The National Seem~ty Agency was suid to be eheeldng for people who refer to 

targeted i))veign ers - like mentioning a li~le known e-mail address or other 

iden tifyin g informatiom 

,Japar~ Stepping in to Help Cleml Up _Atomic 

Plant 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe called for ~ntervention as concern 

grew over new contamination from the Fukushima DNichi plant 

into the Pacific Ocean. 

walldn9 

IAn king Factories to the Malls, Midd]leman 

Pushes Low Costs 

The Hong Kong-based company Li & Fu~g is a matchmaker 

bebveen poor countries’ f3etories and affluent nations’ vendors. 

But critics ca 1] it the garm ent i~ &~s~y’s "sweatshop locator." 

Editors’ Picks 

TRAVEL 

~ vm~o: Finding ’Oz’ h~ Kansas 

S~Snging through "dne state during his summer road ~p, the 

Frugal Traveler j ust happens to catch a local production of "The 

Wizard of Oz." 

~ Reiated Article 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

C~a~y Pills 

The Food m~d Drug Administration finally required that 

mefloquine hyd~-~chloride, brand name La~am, carry a "black 

box" for side effects. But it’s too li~le, too late. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

BENJAMIN J, RHODES, di;puty national secut’ity adviser, on thi; cam:clod meeting 
between Presi dent O bama a B d Presi dent VI adimi t’ V. Put]n. 

World 

Ties Fra~ng, Obama Drops Putin Meeting 

The sides have been at loggerheads over arms control, missile 

defcnse, Syria, tradc and hmnan dghLs, and Obama aides said 

Moscow was no longer responNng to ~heir proposals. 

Ob~ma 

Caustic Light on White House’s Reaction to a Terrorist 

Threat 

The dceision to s[mt some ~eriean ~plomatie posts in the Midd]e East has 

prompted ~oat~ng amongjihadists and criticism by some oNcials who say the 

Obama admi~istra[ion overreae[cd. 

Yemen, on AIeN for Terrogism, Says it Foiled 

Qaeda Plot 

Yemeni oflScia]s said flaey had thwa[~ed a plm~ to kidnap or ]dll 

fordgners working at an oil ket-a~inal, but the dNm aroused 

skepticism among terrorism analyses. 

officer 

U.S, 

A Family Conse~ts to a Medical Glib, 6~ Years 

La[e~l" 

A deal was reached with the family of HenrieR~ Lacks, whose 

cells became critical in resear~ aKer her deakh fl’om cancer in 

~95~. 

~,.’k~ I 



Thc ~mncr k~ad defense lawyer for M@ NidM MMik Has~n tok~ 

the judge Qmt fi~e defendant’s goM was to receive the death 

sentenee, violating the team’s ethical obligations. 

The Ufe and Ca reef o~ Major Hasan 

of Maj 

Deaths of Manatees, Dolphh~s m~d Pe~ea~as Poi~t [~ ~;~ 
to Est~ary at i~sk Merri~ 

Island, 

The Indian River eskuatT in Nofida an eeosyskem khat SUppOffLS 

more Umn 4,3oo species of wildlife, is buckling under the strain 

of decades c~f polh~tion generated by eoastal Florida’s ext~losive deveh:~pment, 

many t)ar. 

Slide Show: Marine Mystery in Florida I Map 

in the Ozarks, finding the local 
groove 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Boardroom to barnyard 

Thi.~ week’s movies: Aug 2, 2013 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
JPMors 

,]PMorgan Reveals It Faces Ci~dl and Criminal 

Inquiries Ch~’.~ 

The bank is trader investigation in Philadelphia and California 

and is accused of flou’dng federal laws *~q kh its sale of subpfime mortgage 

seeuriU 

Mine Deal Puts New Scrufir~y on China’s State 

Industries 

A ra~x" glimpse into a 

Shan_~ Province has raised skark questions abouk khe power of 

China’s state 

Dispute Over Vahm-Added Tax o~t Movie Tickets 
in Chiraa Appears N ear End 

While working on a resohRion, the China Film Oroup has held up 
payments to American stndios for the distribution in China of 
b]ockbus kers like "SkyfalL" 

Zhongs 
he coal 

..... censors 
withdre 

:2:,:° 

Sports 



ON GOLF 

O~ the Ne~s Tom~ Ws Always Father’s Day 

These days~ on ~he PGA Tour~ it seems as if family always comes 

first, and caregivers can be as important as caddies, 

A Yankee (Not Rodriguez) Creates 

Overshadowed by the Alex R~driguez saga, ~ehh:o Suz~ki 

closing in on 4,000 combined hiks in Japan and M~jor I~ague 

Baseball, and he has no plans {o stop playing. 

Wats,3U 

I o 

Suzuki 

turns aO 

on Oct 

Jer~T ~,Vol~m~, Eagles arid Flyers Owner, D~es at ~ ~w 

Mr. WoJma~, a reM estate developer, fi~i)l]ed his ehik]hood ~ 

dream of owning the N.F.L.’s Philadelphia Eagles in 1963, at age 

36, and also was a eo.-fom~der of the N .tt.L.’s Philadelphia Flyers in the 196oso 

Arts 

It Is~’t 3~st About Fm~ and Games 

Chris Suellenb’op traces his love of video games to a Christmas present in 19800 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Magk~’~a~ of Light arid Silver, C~rea ~86o             i~ 

"Mathew Bra@: Portra its of a Natio~." Ri)he~ Wilson’s new 

biography of the photographer, relates how his skill and charm 

made him the favorite of politieians and generals from the 184os onward. 

Vacancies Ham per Agencies fin° Ar~.s 

The search for a ~ew chairman of the National F.~dow~ent for 

the Arts seems to haw, stalled at a crucial poinL some advocates 

say, 

~2] nocco 

....... 

Fashion & Style 

Fashtio~*s BIh~d Spot 

A Dior show last mort th was notable for its i~ereased nse ~ff black 

models, but not much has changed five years after a Vogue 

at*fide asked, "Is Iq~shion Racist?" 

Coamtdou~ to Fasl~o~ "Week: _At Vero~iea Beard~ 
Meeting in l-l~e 

h~ "*~ronica Swanson Beard and Veronica Mide Beard’s 

sketching and swatehing phase, they mix and match fabric 

samples with sketches. 

FRONT ROW 

For a Taler~t Seout~ Big-League, Spa~’e 

When a luxawy boufiqne is in the business of "cool," a larger new 

store helps. 

~ In July, 

Today’s Video 



~ vmEo: An Attack on Equality 

New York, wMely regarded as a gay-friendly ci~’, reports of 

attacks on same-sex couples are on the t~se. ttere, o ~e young 

conple tell their sto~T. 

~ V~DEO: _4amtomy of a Scene: ’Prince 

Avalan the’ 
David Gordon Green, the walter and director of "thence 
Avalanche," narrates a scene from his film. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Fast- Food Fight 

St~@~es hy fasb-food workers denmn~fing higher wages are sm’e to c.on tinue until 

corporate and poUfiea] ~eaders ~isten, and act. 

EDITORIAL 

New Ym°k’s Common Core Test Scores 

A look at the results from the first round of exams linked to ~ew learning 

sbm&rds show thor the st~Re has a long way [o go in adequately educe[trig 

sh~dents. 

EDITORIAL 

Disclosures F~0om Mro Booker 

Mayor Cow Booker, who is seeking a United States Senate scat in New &’rscy, 

should disclose the fifll details d his involvement in an Inkernet s~f--up. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Radical Life Extension 

The U nited States -- and indeed the world - is straining under the 

weight of an aging population, and that s~’ain is only eN)eeted to 

grow. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Loud Is a iLosing Proposition 

Chds Ch*{stie is "dee politician of the hour! But is all t~at yelling 

really neeessau? Let’s consider ~he tirs t bit of evidence in the 

2016 race, 

, Cekim hiS2 Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

I.oitb Lessons From a Most Unlikely Duo 

A tragedy brought a wealthy mother and a drug smuggler 

together in Colombia, and their stoW offers an inspiring lesson 

for others. 

Cekimnist Page I BIog 
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Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 12:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Summer Reading l}om the LRB 

London Review of Books newsletter 

Visit h:b.comk E~ 

The ue~ issue, our 8ooth, will be dated 29 A~gust. 

% LRB cover art 

Podcast 

Sl1111 ~-~ @F 

!~RvBer 

[:~ LRB blog 

Dickens ~ s Children 

In 185o Dickens invented a little game for his seventh 

child, three-yeai~old Sydney, the tiniest boy in a family 

of shot~ people. Initially, in tim, Dickens had asked 

Sydney to go to the railway sLation to meet a fI~end; 

innocent and entel]?rising, to everyone ~ s anmsement 

the boy set offthrough the garden gate into the street; 

then someone had to rush out and bring him back. The 

joke was repeated, and the five-year-old 2dfred was sent 

ufth him; but when the boys had got used to being 

i~seued, Dickens changed the rules, closed the gate 

after them, and hid in the garden with some of the older 

ehildlen. More 

Reading from the LRB Archive 

Theo TaR on sharks 

~A n umber of shark species go in for oophagy, or uterine cannibalism. 

Only two babies emerge, one from each of the tnother shark’s uteruses: 

the smwivors have eaten ever~hing else.[] ;{ore 

[]At the basic level of pain [] when barbs meet flesh ~ animals and 

humans do not differ veer" much. A species which enslaves another 

species puts itself at risk. [] More 

t tila ry Mar~te] on R~ ;bespierre 

c Metaphysical wild horses would not drag you into Robespierre [] s 

room or any space that might have been occupied by it. You lean 

against the wall, expecting something to happen. [] More 

(ohn ’I’Eib~ n or~ the Irish Famine 

[]The site where the house once stood is cemented over, as though to 

contain uneasy spirits in the foundations. It is a palpable absence, a 

warning that this is what can happen to great houses with ambiguous 

legacies. [] More 

::~i Follow us on Twitter 

Rachel Kustmer ia 
conversation with Nina 
Powe~ 
Thursday 22 August 
at 7 p.m. 

Friday 6 September 
at 7 p.m. 

Mt~ltip~es: Writers in 

conve~satio~ w}th Adam 

Wednesday 11 September 
at 7 p,m. 

::N:: Follow us on Twitter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 12:12 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Rezzouk, Lori Autumu <loft re7zouk@unc.edu~ 

Re: Re Inanda & Chatswo(th Pictures 

Thanks, Georges. Vecz lovely photos and we’ll definitely use some for our 
promotional materia ls 

Best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin ./~anerica, Afi-ica and the Maddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/stud,vabroad.unc.edu <http:/istudyabroad unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
[’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 8/8/13 11:21 AM. "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges" <nzongola@email.~xc.edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear Rodney, 
> 

>Attached please find the pictures from Inanda and Chatsxvorth. I hope that 
>you can find a couple to use for advertising the program. 
>Best regards, 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>Universit?~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>C’hapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
> 

>From: Lmxgile Kesxva [Keswa@ttkzn.ac.za] 
>Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 9:30 AM 
>To: Nzongola-Ntal~ia, Georges 
>Cc: Helen Poonen 
>Subject: Re Inanda & Chats~vorth Picttu-es 
> 

> Dear Prof 
> 

>Please find attached pictures 
> 

>Kind Regards 
>Lungile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rezzouk, Loft Autunm <lori ~ezzouk@unc.edu:, 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 12:13 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Geo~es <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@ema~l.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Re Inanda & Chatsworth Pictures 

Dear Dr Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

Thank you for putting me in CC on this email What beautiful people and beautiful places 

Happy rest-of-st~raner, 

Lori Rezzouk 
Stud,v Abroad Advisor 
Africa, The Middle East, France, Canada, and Switzerland 
Advisor fi~r Access incoming and outgoing students 

The Sturdy Abroad Office 
CB 3130, Fedex Global Education Center 
The Umversity of North Carolina 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599-3130 
ht tp://atudyabroad.unc, edu 
O:ffice: 919-843-8208 
Fax: 919-%2-2262 

Email: Lori Rezzouk@unc edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential inlbrmation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntal~tia, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 11:22 ~Y\I 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N; Rezzouk, Lori Autumn 
Subject: FW: Re Inanda & Chatsworth Pictures 

Dear Rodney, 

Attached please find the pictures from h~anda and Chatsworth. I hope that you can find a couple to use for advertising the program. 
Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.               (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
From: L~mgile Keswa [Keswa@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Helen Poonen 
Subj ect: Re Inanda & Chatsworth Pict~es 

Dear Prof 

Please find attached pictures. 

Kind Regards 
Lungile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Ronald Williams II < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Re: August 12 meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

That works. I look forward to lunch at the Inn at noon on Monday. 

Ron 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Aug 8, 2013, at 9:52 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

I hope you are doing well, 

Can we meet over lunch @ noon Carolina Inn on Monday August 127 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:43 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Swah 

$ijambo mwalimu! Asante sana, 

Esther 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 8:51 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: Re: Swah 

MwoJimu Esther, 

Jambo? 

I will address this matter when I return to the office early ne~ week. 

Asa~lte, 
Eunice 

On , at 5:01 PM, "Lisanza, Esther Mukewa" <lism~za,’,~)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Habari gani mwalimu, 
I hope you are doing well. I have a student on the waiting list who has applied for funding, but unless she is officially registered, she may not be considered for 
this funding. I was wondering if she may be added even before classes start so that she doesn’t miss this opportunity. Her details are as follows: 
Name: 
PID: 
Best wishes, 
Esther 
PS/I’m so sor!! I had forgotten we have to go through you for all matters of registration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kkal996(~kkageucies in> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 1:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indiau Books Update - ~-At?ica/l 3D13F 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

--~Afl-ic a/13D13F 

Here are some recent titles on the area/s of your specialisation added to 
our database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 31 Aug 2013"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

2013 

1. Breaking India : Western Intep~entions in I)ravidian and Dalit Faultlines 
/ Ra~iv Malhotra and Aravindan Neelakandan. 5th impression. Bhopal, 
Amaryllis. 2013. xiv, 650 p ills. 24 cm 
Listprice: $55.00 Yourprice: $49.50 

ISBN: 9788191067378 KK-113124 

2. Settled Strangers : Asian Business Elites in East Africa, 1800-2000 / 

(iijsbert Oonk. New" Delhi, Sage Pub[icatinns India [~t. Ltd 2013. 284 p. 

List Price: $5500 Your Price: $49.50 

ISBN: 9788132110545 KK-114059 

Others 

1. The BRICS Report : A Study of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South 

Africa wilh Special Focus on Synergies and Comple. New Delhi, Oxford 

Universi~ Press 2012 

List Price: $4040 Your Price: $36.40 

ISBN: 9780198085386     KK-113378 

2 East African Campaign, 1940-41 / Edited by Bisheshwar Prasad Reprint 
ed. New Delhi, Pentagon Press 2012. x×~v, 176 p. ills maps (some 
fold.). 25 cm. (Official ttistory of the Indian Armed Forces in the Second 
World War, 1939-45). 
In associatinn with ttisto~ Division, Ministry of I)efence, Government 
of India. 
Listprice: $55.00 YourPrice: $49.50 

ISBN: 9788182746664     KK-112950 

3. The Invisible African : A Novel / Krishnan Srinivasan. Ne~v Delhi, 
Har-Anand Pulqications I~rt. Ltd. 2012. 
Listprice: $38.10 YourPrice: $34.30 

ISBN: 9788124116814     KK-112880 

4. The North African Campaign, 1940-43 / Major P. C. Bhamcha. Reprint ed. 
New Delhi, Pentagon Press. 2012. x~cx, 567 p. ills. maps (some fold.). 25 
cm. (Official History of the Indian Armed Forces in the Second World War, 
1939-45). 
In association with History Division, Ministly of Defence, Government 
of India. 
List price: $ 65.00 Your Price: $ 58.50 

ISBN: 9788182746657     KK-112951 

5. Ramcharitmanas in the Diaspora : Trinidad, Mauritius and South Africa / 
Usha Devi Shakla. 1st ed. New- Delhi, Star IK~blications F~. Ltd. 2011. 
List Price: $ 36.90 Your Price: $ 33.20 
ISBN: 9788176504607     KK-113936 

6. Zheng He and the Afro-Asian World / Editors: Chia Lin Sien and Sally K. 
Church. Singapore, International Zheng He Socie~. 2012. xxxi, 428 p 24 cm. 
List price: $13890 YourPrice: $12500 

ISBN: 9789671138601     KK-113177 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their fllTll orders thin our site 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your cunvenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K AGENCIES>) and 



while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagenc~es corn>, 
<www.kkagencies.co.in> & <v, as, w.GetIndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
F>mails: kkagencies@snhcom, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: ~wzw.kkagencies.co.in, www.kkagencies.com 

www. GetIndiatff3 ooks.c om 
More sites: www.kkagencies.co.irdsitemap 
Phone: (~0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If yo~ wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you frora 
all subsequent mailings ~ntil the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Uns~bscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 3:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: As Foreigu Fighters Flood Syda, Fears of a New Extremist Haven 

Top News 

~s Forei~l Figllters Flood Syria, Fears of a New 

Ext~oemist Haw~n 

ExtremisN are carving out pod<ets of territory for Islamist 

militants, posing whak i~ k’llJge~ce officials say may become 

greatest s eeufi b’ threat in the world 

DEALBOOK 

Woes o~° Detroit- Hur~ Bololoowing by Its Neigl~bors 

Two weeks after Detroit declared bal~kruptcy, cities, comities 

and o[her local governmenk~ i~ Michigan are ge[ting a cold 

shoulder in the municipal bond market. 

Am~y 
fighters 

Sagins 

With tens of thousa~ds of business c,w[~e~s in t[~e galag system, 

a~d with a depressed economy, Preside~t Vladimir P~Rin has an 

unusual plan to turn t~ings around. 

, [] Slide Show: Impressions of Life in the Gulag 

Tyelkov 

Editors’ Picks 



FASHION & STYLE 

In the first h~stalJment of a monthly m~m~ted video ser~es based 

on the Modern I~ve eoJumn, Sieves Petrow explains how a 

eowb~-~y inspired him to hire a matchmaker. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

iran’s Plan B for the Bomb 

Don’t let mc.,derate talk frc.,m Tehran hide a rush to Lhe nuclear 

finish line. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

R~¢, JOHNNY RAY YOUNGBLOOD, on black sup{)orL for the candidates A]:Lhony D, Weiner 
and Eliot Spitzer. 

World 

To Ameriem~ }Vatehdog o~ Afghm~ 

As the special inspech-.,r general fc.,r ±~ghan ~ec.,nstru~.tion, dotm 

F. Sopko says that "embarrassing people" is part of hisjob 

ea hflo~ng was re, misma n agern ent an d fraud. 

RIO DE JANEIRO JOURNAL 

Food-Safety Microscope o~ Hi~-Er~d Kitelier~s 

Brazil is trying to improve restaurant s~mdards as it p~pares fbr 

the intern aft onal a~ention that corn es with th e 2 o 14 World Cup 

and 2o~6 Olympics. 

Arrdd Grief, Ex-Premier Resurfaeea i~ Polish 

Race 

Former Prime Minister Jaroslaw Kaczynski, known for his bhmt 

comments, is a contender agNn in Polish polices because of a 

sagging ee~-momy at~d popular fatigue with the current leader, 

~ ~ Slide Show: Poland’s Opposition Leader Poised fer a Comeback 

Sopko, 

Prime 

Minister 



U,S, 

San Fraueiseo Jet Crash P~,ts Foetus o~, Rese~m Peri|s 

Firefightiug teams at airports like Loga~ in Bosbm bT to prepaid" for multiple 

levels of chaos. 

~ ~ V~deo: Prepadn9 for the Worst 

Seetd~g ~swers _After ¥o~tl~’s Deatl~ ir~ Police 

Stop 

Israel Heruandez-Llaeh, a~ 18-year-old skateboarder and artist 

in Miami Beach, died on Tuesday arm’ khe police used a Taser ko 

subdue ~aim. 

Liach, I 

’Like’ This A~tiele O~line? Your Frie~ds l’Vil| 

Probably Approve, Too, Scie~fists Say 

A posidve uudge can sck off a bandwagou of approval, 

researchers found, bu[ ~mgative reaekio~ does nok spur ot~aers to 

"dislike." 

researc 

h is 

t~’in9 to 

Business 

DEALBOOK "~b~C 

SoEoCo l[s Said to Press 3Pl~lorgm~ for an 

Ad~fission of Wro~gdoi~g 

The bank is dose to a dea] wikh ~gulato~ over whekher it gave 

]owba]] estimates for tradJllg losses despite evidellce within the bank that the 

get ~s spiraling ouk of conb’oI. 

AJ’~er Going All lh~ Da~rir~g N[~g Boom, BHP ~bitio~ I 
s - iike 

I 
BHP BiHJton, the world’s largest company iu a sector that Js 

deeply out of favor x~Jth investors, is ag~’essively euWmiling iks spending in 

hopes of wi*ming flmm over. 

A Fugitive With a Cause 

He~w~ Falciani, who elaims his CD-RC, Ms bare I3o,ooo aecom~t 

holders of Swiss bank aecom~ts, has roiled politicians in Greece 

and Spaim 

Falciani, 

Sports 

Parkour, a Pastime Bo~ or~ tim Streets, Moves 

Indoors and Uptown 

Practitimmrs of pa~Nour have long seen public spaces as their 

p]aygt~)und, and parkour as khe unmake rebel’s game. But 

has turned into a big business. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Parkour Gyms Grow in Popuiarib~ 

~ ~ Video: Parkour Heeds indoors 



A year and a half after dish:~eating his shoulder, Pmfl Casey has 

begun a climb back up the world rankings and shot a 5rst-round 

67 at the Pd],:\~ Champioi~sh~p~ 

Home, Hosti|e Home 

Fans have jeered and booed more than one ~mkee on the fieM h~ 

the pasL and sco~hing one of yore’ own has been a phenomenon 

welPdoeumented in other sporg. 

Karen Black, Versatile Character Aetress, Dies at 

74 

Ms. Blad<, who >’as ~omi~m*ed for an Academy Award for best 

supporting actress, later seemed to speeialize in horror movies 
a*~d th~qllers. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’LOWWINTER SUN’ 

Ki]l]le~*s Who Just %~’~o~t Lighl-e~ Up 

Thugs and detectives roam a @stolAan, decaying Detroit in 

"Ix)w Winter Sum" a new mime drama on AMC. 

ART REVIEW 

Ooir~g to il/IoYl A to See the Sounds 

"Som~dings: A ContempomW Score" is a sum’ey show of new a~ 

win audio eleme~N. 

~ ~ Slide Show: ’Soundings’ 

Sun 

Movies 

’ELYSIUM’ 

The Worst Is Yet to Come 

"Elysiurm" the see<,nd feature fl’om the dire~.tor Neil] 

Blomkamp, st~ Matt Damol~ as a former thief livi~g o1~ a ruined 

Earth in 2154. 

’PRINCE AVALANCHE’ 

The V|adimir~ and E,s-b°a~o~’,~ of Roadwo~ok 
i.:.: .A O SCOiT 

In David Oordo*~ Greetfs of Neat film "P~nee Avalanche," bxo 

y<amg me~ - o~m pompous, <me slow <a the uptake - take a job 

painting lines on a strekeh of ~i~wW. 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

Hirsch, 
top, and 

’IN AWORLD ’ 

~ Those Voices: (;~ Yo~ Hear Her Now? 

Lake Bell s~rs as an undcrused voice-over artist in her Nt’eeting 

debu[, the comic "h~ a Wor]d ._" 

L~ke 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~o: Food Rituals 

Seientisb have found that ~ituals performed around food 

actuNly influe~ce the way the food is enjoyed. We all have 



food rituals -.- fl’om splitting apart the -.,reo cookie t-., %lding a 

pizza slice. 

~ vm~:o: Veronica ]Beard, Sketching and 

In kbe second instalhnent of Countdown to Fashion Week, 

Vero~fica MieJe Beard a~}d Vero~fica Swm}so~} Beard share thdr 

process for sketching and swatc~ing a new eolleetion. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

]Breaking Tlu’ough Limits on Sp~ng 

The N.S.A. scans eveW overseas message from America, violating the cleat" 

inten k of the law. 

EDITORIAL 

Egypt on the Edge 

After talks on a compromise cc~llapsed, wm~e bloodshed is possible. 

EDITORIAL 

Apple Pay,n Demoly for Price- Fixing 

The Justice Deparkment wan Ls to reskore compe’d klan in kbe c-book market. But 

it has not addressed the biKger antieompetitive lbrec that is ~mzon. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Nudge Debate 

Considering how mentally la~- mask of us are, a little soft 

patcrnalism that forces us to choose what’s good for us is 

probably just what we all need. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Phony Fear Fa~¢or 

’[’he confidence men stfikc out again as the ]atesk economic mykb 

about "eeonornie policy uneertifinty" bites the dusk, 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

In an Airport Fire, Flames of Discord 

E yen a dis as ter co uldn’t unike Kenyan society. 

Fo; :’~o~e or~ir~ioI~ go to NYTimes.comtOpinion >:, 

ON THiS DAY 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes rOmterest 



Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite ef apps: 

iPhone,~ l iPadCb Android I 

Visit The New York 
Tithes Store >~ 

Have questiens? Visit our mobile website at 

About This E~Mail 

This is an automated e-mail Please so not reply directly ~e this e-maJi 

You received [his message because yell signed up [er NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 

,As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@cultumldiplomacy.org> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The Berlin Summit on Cross Continental Co-operation 2013 (Berlin; September 25- 27th, 2013) 

"Future Prospects in International and Intercultural Relations: Building Bridges between Europe, USA, Russia and China 

(Berlin; September 25= 27th, 2013) 

www~Cross-ContinentaI-Cooperation-Sum mit.org 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming international conferences, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. The 
information attached below provides further details on the programs offered at these events= W’e would be extremely grateful il this announcement could be also sha~ed with 
other interested parties by fon~varding the information provided below. 
If you do not wish to receive emaHs from the ICD in future, please send us an email to ~nfo@cuRursldip~omacy.or# h~d~cating tMs. 
To v~ew the complete ~CD calendar of events for 2013, please chick here. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
Directo~ & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Kud~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 0&49(0)30.2360W680 
~.cu It u raid iNo~a~y,~£~ 

Fo~hcoming h~ten~adonal Conferences 
(~ujumbura, ~urundi; October, 2013) 

~v.oyed .org 
To apNy, please click HERE 
The Organization for Youth Education & Development operates under the legal framework o~ the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy ~nd is organized in cooperation with nationN 
gewrnments. The organization is ~e~k;ated te the iNtiation, promotion and execution e~ e~uc~fion a~d development programs ~o~ the youth. The OYED provMes the younger 
generation with greater access to personal devebpment, while increasing their chances ~er professional opportunities. 

We are c~rrenflv acceptinq applications for the follow~nq conferences: 
The ~erlin Summit on Cross ContinentM Co-oper~tion 2013 

(SerN£; oeptembe[ 25- 27th, 2013) 

~.Cross-Continen~a FCooperafion-S u mm~t .or~ 
Summit Overview 
The deterioration ~n US-Russian m~afions, h~ghNgh~e~ recently wRh Obama’s decision to ca£cel his meeting with Vladimir Pufin when he goes to the G~obN 20 Summit 
Petersburg next month, has demenstrated once more the urgent need for enhanced mutual cross-continental understanding and positive international relalkms between the 
continents and the great powers. Given the exponential growth in international dialogue and collaboration ~n the global context, the facilitation of sustainable bilateral and 
mulfi~atera~ cooperation has become a new global challenge wMch countries must overcome in order to progress ~n ~he global economic, politica~ and social spheres. 
Historical ties between regions, both positive and negative, have a s~gnificant ~mpact upon their modem day relations, and learning from previous errors while avoMing repetNon 
of past mistakes can allow nations to overcome barriers, which will ultimately lead te stronger present day co-operation. 
As g~oba~izafion is a prominent feature of the international environment, solid ties between nations is also vital to aid economic and socia~ development. Russia and China, as 
two of the most influential BRIC countries, are becoming ~ncreasingly #nportant actors on the international scene. Not only are they becorNng morn economically prominent 
but culturally ~mportant too, therefore the need for mutual understanding and close relations with western economies are necessities. 
Today’s globalized worM, with its new technologica~ and scientific innovations provides a significant oppodunity for inter-cultural d~alogue to successfully assist and suppo~ 
effective ~ntemafional governance. 
The Berlin Summit on Cross Continental Co-operation 2013 win analyze and explore how intercultural ties can be used as a vehicle ~o strengthen relations between Europe, 

Russia, China and the USA~ 
Summit Speakers 
Speakers dudng the Conference win include dignitaries, heads of state, minsters, politicians, diplomats, academics, authoB, human tights activists, journalists, and artists. 
These speakers will include a large number ef indMdua~s from the ICD Adviso~ Boar& 
Summit Participants 
Pa~icipation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, a~sts, journalists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young 
professionals and s~uden~s as well as other interested individuals from across the wodd. 

The Burund~ SummR on African Youth Education & Development 

(Burund, Bujumbura: October 23rd-26th, 2013) 

Young Leaders" Forums - Fo~hcoming Conferences 
(London, BerNn; August - oeptember, 2013) 

~.icd-ylf.org 
To apply, #ease click HERE 
The Young Leaders’ Forums ale in~ernafiona~ networks of ~ke-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, suppoding, and sustaining intemultura~ relations. Over 
the past decade, the ICD Young Leade~ Fo[ums have grown to become one of Europe’s largest ~ndependen~ cultu[a~ exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate 
interaction among young individuals of all cultural academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

We are currently accepting appNcations for the followia~ conferences: 
Europe Meets LatM America: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Be[l#L August 12th - 161h, 2o~3) 
~v.~cd-em~a.org 



The Art as Cultural Diplomacy Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(London, A~ gust 21st - 26th, 2013) 

Cultural Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bedin; A~Jgust 22nd .-- 27th. 2013) 

~vJcd-africa.org 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 23rd -27th, 2013) 

~Jcd-emc.org 
Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bedin; September 23rd - 27~h, 2013) 

~vJcd-emr.org 
Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 25th - 29th, 2013) 

BSA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 25th- 29th, 2013) 

ffaly Meets Germany: A Foru~ for You£g Leaders 

(Berlin; September 25th--- 29th, 2013) 

~.icdqmg.org 
To apply, please click HERE 

To view the complete ICD calendar of even~ for 2013, please cl~ck here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 11:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Smnpe - Economics giving form 

Hi Eunice, 
I am finally back home. So my understanding is that you want me to send this to and ask her to modify it? I’m think that perhaps you and I should do this. Also, it seems 
to be a pdf file, which means it has to be retyped. And I am not sure because I just glanced at it, but I think we should try to shorten it. 
Let me know what you think. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2023 9:56 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Sampe - Economics giving form 

Dear Margaret, 

It was good to touch base with you this morning. 

Kindly find attached the form we discussed~ We can adapt it for our needs. No rush on this before the 20th. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

ISA HQ <is@isanet.org> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 4:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 
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CONTENTS 

What’s New 
Welcome to the ISA E-Newsletter, an e-mail newsletter from the 

International Studies Association. New in this edition: 

$$~hat’s New 

Association News 

Awards & 

Fellowships 
Conference News 

ELnployment: Jobs 

Advertised titrough 

ISA 

Region News 
Section & Caucus 
News 

SUPPORT ISA 

There are many ways 
to support us: 

Become a member 

(benefits include 
subscriptions to our 
professional journals, 
discounts on 
international and 
domestic convention 
registration fees, 
private listserv, 
employment services, 
exclusive childcm~ 
services at the Annual 

Convention, and 
more). 

Submit an 

emNovment 
advertisement. 

Follow ISA on Twitter 

Like ISA on Facebook 

Follow ISA on 

Google+ 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

Annual Convention: Paper and panel proposals for our 

Toronto meeting in 2014 have been received and are being 

evaluated fi~r placement on the prograan. Thank you to 

everyone who submitted a propo~l. ISA will announce 

prograan placements on September 20th. Early registration is 

now open in our online system. Applications for Working 

Groups opens Sept. 23rd. 

Nominating Committee Report: The Nominating Committee 

has finished their work and share the slate for tile upcoming 

election. 

ISP Editor Seaxch: The Publications Committee announces a 

search for a new editorial team for ISP to begin work in 2015. 

Region Conferences: Many of our regions have announced 

plans for their annual contErences coming up later this year. 

We close with the the usual reminders about upcoming 

deadlines, calls tbr papers and more Region, Section, and 

Caucus news for your review. 

If you are having difficul~ viewing tiffs newsletter, an HTML version 

of the newsletter has been archived on tile ISA website at tile 

following UILL: http://isanet.ccit.a:dzona.edu/newsletter.html. 

Association News 

2014 .Mmual Convention Ne~vs 
Plans for our 55th Annual Convention in Toronto from March 26- 

29, 2014 at the Sheraton Centre Toronto and tile Hilton Toronto are 
well underway. Our convantion theme is Spaces andPlaces: 

Geopolitics in an Era of Globalization. The full call has been 

posted on our website here. The Section and Caucus Program 

Chairs have received your paper and panel proposals and are now 

evaluating them tbr placement on the prograan. ISA will announce 

program placements on September 20th. Early registration is now 

open using the online system. You may contact Dr. Zaryab Iqbal, the 

2014 Program Chair, at isa2014@isanet.org if you have any 
ques~tions or concerns about the Annual Convention. Please see the 

convention website for more information. 

You have received this e- 
newsletter because you are 

a valued member of the 
International Studies 
Association. 

For daily updates from ISA, 
see the ISA BIo.q. The ISA 
Blog is now available on the 
Kindle e-book reader. Please 
see the Kindle Store for 
subscription details. 

To unsubscribe, send an 
email to ISA with "Unsub 
Newsletter" in the subject 
line: 

Workin~ Groups ~? The Annual Convention 
We are excited to announce that we are sponsoring the following 

two Working Groups at the upeoming ISA 2014 Annual Convention 

in Toronto, Canada: 

* ISSS Working Group: Global Trends in War, Conflict, and 

Political Violence 

~ SSIP Working Group: Forecasting International Events 

Working Groups offer attendees a forum for dialogue and interaction 

around designated issue axeas. By paxticipating in a Working Group, 

conference attendees discuss the rnos~t thought-provoking issues in 

their section as well as their own research through an extended and 

focused discussion. Such dialogue may sfunulate new research 

questions and project ideas, and contribute to development of new 



isa@isanet.orq 

Thanks for supporting ISA’s 
activities. Please feel free to 
forward this issue to a 
colleague! 

ISA 
w~,~.isanet .org 
email: isa (~,isa net .or.el 

communities of ~holars. 

Participation in ISA Working Groups is open and t?ee to all ISA 

members. Applications tbr participation open September 23rd, 

2013 and close October 4th, 2013. 

All Working Group participants must also be registered for the ISA 
am~tm2l convention. Each group is li,nited to a maximum of 25 

participants. With oversight from ISA Headquarters, Working Group 

Coordinators select participants to ensure diversi~’ and 

representation in the Working Group. 

For more infonnation, please see our Working Groups website. 

ISA Nominating Committee Report 2013 
After caxeful deliberation, the International Studies Association 
Nominating Committee (Lisa Blaydes, Mark Crescenzi, Robert 

Denemmk, Martha Finnemore, Scott Gartner~ David Kinsella, 

Deborah Laxson, and TJ Pempel) unanimously agree on a single slate 

of candidates for ISA officers: Paul Diebl for president; Kurt Mills 
(Glasgow/UK), Aseem Prakash, and Laura Sjoberg for vice 

presidents. We also solicited nominees for at-large representatives 

from outside the recogNzed ISA regions. Our charge is to forward at 

leas~t five candidates for three positions. We recommend the 

following five names: Scott Gates (PRIO/Norway), Birger Heldt 

(Folke Bernadotte Academy/Sweden), Juliet Kaarbo 

(EdinburgMJK), Nizar Mes~ri (A1-Akhawayn, Morocco), Isak 

Svensson (Upp~laJSweden). The full report is available tbr 
download and review by ISA mmnbers prior to the election in 

November. 

Editor Search: International Studies Perspectives 
The Publications Committee of the International Studies Association 

along ruth the Association’s Executive Committee roll make a 

recommendation to the organization’s Governing Council regarding 

the assigranent of editorial duties for International Studies 
Per.spectives at "the 2014 annual meeting in Toronto. A mission 

statement tbr the journal can be accessed here. The individual or 

temn then selected to serve as editor(s) of ISP will hold that position 

tbrafive-year tenn January 1, 2015 December 31, 2019 (there 

will also be some transitional duties during late 2014). 

The lead editor(s) should hold secure positions at an academic 
institution, and receive a tneasure of support from their home 

inslitution for their editorial tasks. The lead person/team can also 

expect an mmual subvention from the Association of approx. $30k 

for expenses relating to running the journal. Guidelines for prepe~ing 

a proposal, framing a budget, frequently asked questions, etc. can be 
found on the ISA website 

The Publications Commirtee will review all propo~ls meeting 

essential criteria as soon as possible. Proposal s received no later 

than September 15, 2013 are assured most thorough consideration. 

The Committee is willing to accept proposals af[er that date, if 

prior to September 15 -- you notify’ the Committee Chair of your 

intention to subtnit a proposal. Be awme that the Publications 

Committee must forward its recommendations to the ISA Executive 

Committee by November 30, 2013. 

Queslions about the process of selecting the editor(s), or the editorial 

duties involved, mW be addressed to the Chair of the Publications 

Committee, Brian M. Pollins, at pollins. 1 @osu.edu, or (614) 309- 

1 g67. Applications from individuals or editorial teams will be 

considered. Applications should be submitted to Brian M. Pollins, 

ISA Publications Committee Chair, in electronic form on15~ please. 

Again~ applications should be received no later than September 15, 

201~3, although applications will be accepted until an appointment is 

reco,nmended by the committee. Wo,nen and ,ninority candidates 

are strongly encouraged to apply. ISA is an affirmative action/equal 

opportunity employer. 



ISA’s UN-NGO Activities 

ISA’s UN-NGO Representative Cecelia Lynch shares the latest 

uewsletter farm the United Nations Department of Economic and 

Social Afl~hirs (DESA). The August newsletter highlights news, 
trends, and analysis relating to development and ~nigration issues and 

cau be found here. 

We would also like to call your attention to the United Nations 

Economic Development Council Internship Programme. UNEDC 

provides opportunities for stndents enrolled in a graduate program to 

undertake an internship at the United Nations Headquarters in New 

York, Geneva, Vienna, Nairobi, Addis Ababa, Bangkok, Beirut and 

Santiago. Interested and qualitied applican’~s should send their 

detailed resumes/CVs to recruiting@uu-edc.org on or before 

August 30, 2013. Please see the thll anno~mcement for more 

inlbrmation. 

Awards, Fellowships, & 
Grants 
The follomng are li~ks and summaries of funding opportunities in 

international studies off}red by various institutions and organizations 

as well as ISA regions and sections. Application deadlines are 

highlighted. Please contact our Awards Coordiuator, Augelica 

Robison (arobison@imnet.org), if you have ANY changegupdates 

regarding the award pages. 

EN MISA Book _Award 
ISA’s Ethnicity, Natioualism, & Migration Studies Section 

(ENMISA) invites nomiuations for their Bes~t Book Award. The 
award recognizes the best book published over the past two years in 

the study of the international politics of ethnicity, nationalism or 

migration. The criteria for the awaM include the originality of the 

argument presented, quality of the research, ability to draw on the 

insights of the multiple diseiplines, innovative methods or 

methodological syntheses, readabili~ of the text ~md the policy or 

practical implications of the scholarship. The Award Committee is 

particularly interes~ted iu books that engage multiple areas of 

analytical interest to ENMISA members. The deadline for 
nomiuations is Augusl 1~ 21}13. Please see the award website for 

,nore information. 

FTGS Graduate Student Paper A~vard 
ISA’s Feminist Theory- and Gender Studies Section (FTGS) invites 

nominations for the Graduate Student Paper Award. The award was 

established in 1996 to honor the best feminist theory ands’or gender 

studies graduate stndent paper presented at the current year’s ISA 
Annual Convention. Nominations may be made by anyone in the 

profession. We encourage in particular discusmnts and chairs on 

FTGS propels to let us know about outstanding papers you 

eucountered. Self-nominations are also welcome. The award 

includes a $500.00 (USD) cash prize for tile wiuner and a peer- 

review of the paper by the International Fe,ninist Journal of Politics 

with a prospect for publication. Nominations should include coutact 

i,ffo~mation of the uomiuee and, in the case of self-uominations, also 

a coW of the relevant paper. They should be submitted elect~onically 

to the Chair of the Award Committee, Denise Horn, at 
d.horn@neu.edu. The nomination deadline is: August 1~ 20113. 

Please see the award website for more information. 

IPE SWIPE Mentor Award 
The SWIPE Committee of the International Political Economy 

Section of the ISA is lookiug for nominations for "the S~IPE Mentor 
Award. Origiuatiug in tile early 1990’s, the Society for Women iu 

Internatioual l?olitical Ecouomy (SWIPE) observed that many 

women iu II?E did uot have the close mentoring relationships that 

their male counterpa~s seemed to benefit frown. Indeed, while 

research across disciplines has shown that mentoring can be key to 

higher publication rates and successfully acNeving tenure, women 

tend to get less mentoring than men. The SWIPE Mentor Award 



pays tribute to women and men who have invested in the 

prot}ssioual success of women in the IPE tield. Recipients have 

included scholars, an academic press editor, and deans. ISA is an 

internatioual organization and we encourage nominations l]com 

outside the US. We recognize that conditions tbr women still vary 

considerably fiom country to count~3~. While SW1PE acknowledges 

that things have changed in the US, that is much less tree of other 

countries. 

Nominations may come from any member of ISA and should be sent 

by e-mail to the Chair of the selection committee or one of its 

members. Nominations must include the nominee’s current c.v. and a 

letter (limit I page) describing how the nominee has mentored 

women in IPE. In "the past, the committee ha~s received additional 

letters of support t~om those the nominee has mentored (limit 1 

page). Recipient must be a current member of ISA. Nominations 

should be received by August 1.~ 21}13. Please see the award 

website for more information. 

Theoo~ Section (TS) Best Book Award 
The ISA Tbeo~’ Section (TS) invites nominations for the Best Book 

Award. The award recognizes the best book or edited volume 

published over the pas~t two years that contributes to the theorization 

of world politics. The award is open to all forms and styles of 

theorization. Criteria include such considerations as innovativeness, 

quali~, of argumentation, and significance tier the broad discipline of 

international s~tudies. Nominations should be emailed to the 

committee chair accompanied by a brief letter explaining why a work 
deserves consideration for the award. Authors may nominate 

themselves. A copy of each book must be sent to each member of 

the co,nmittee, with the line ’°Theory Section Book Award, cio" at 

the top of each address. Nominations are due by Augt~st 15, 2{)13 
and books must be received by 30 August, 2013. E-book formatted 

submissions are welcome. Please see the award website for more 

information. 

Alexander George Award 
ISA’s Foreign Policy Analysis Section (FPA) invites nominations for 

the Alexander George A~vard tbr 2014. Please send Steve 

SaJdeman an emaJl with your nominations. Remind your stadents who 

have presented a paper at ISA functions since the last deadline 

(September 1st, 2012) or will be presenting a paper before the next 

deadline (September 1st, 2{)13) about the award. Please send your 

no,ninations to Klaus Bmm,ner. Congratulations again to Sibel Oktay 

of Syracuse University. this year’s Alexander George winner. Please 

see the award website for mo~v information. 

Theo~3~ Section (TS) Best Paper A~ard 
The TheoW Section seeks nominations for its new conference paper 

a~va~-ds. All papers with a strong theoretical focus M~ich were 

presented at the 2013 ISA cont~rence in San Francisco are eligible. 

The Theory Section seeks to honor excellent work in theorizing 

intematioual politics across the plumli~ of theoretical approaches. 

Two awards will be granted: one for a paper presented by a 

graduate student or other non-PhD holder, and another for a paper 

by a post-PhD scholar. Nominations are due by Sep~e~ber 1, 

2013. Winners will receive certificates at the ISA Annual 

Convention. Please see the award website for morn information. 

a. Ann Tickner A~-ard 
The award committee announces that the nomination deadline tbr the 

J. Ann Tickner Award has been moved to October 1,2(~13. The 
award was established in 2011 to recognize J. Ann Tickner tbr her 

path-breaking role within the International Studies Association and in 

the discipline of International Relations more genergdy. This award 

recognizes so,neone who, in Tickner’s footsteps, consiste~Ny 

combines biave~y in pursuing high-quail .ty~ pioneering scholarship that 

pushes the boundaries of the discipline with a deep commitment to 

service, especially teaching and mentoring. Nominations must include 

a detailed letter of the nominee’s accomplishments generally and 

suitability- for this awmvl specifically, as well as an up-to-date 



curriculum vitae for the nominee. Nominations of women and other 

members of historically maacginahzed groups axe especially welcome. 

The recipient will receive a $1000.00 (USD) check and a plaque. 

Resubmissions from last year axe encouraged. Please see the award 

website for more infom~ation. 

Gerner Grant tbr Professional Devdopment 
The Women’s Caucus for International Studies (WCIS) invites 
nominations for the Deborah "Mis~’" Gerner Grant for Professional 
Development, sponsored by Lynne Rienner Publishers. Deborah 
Gerner (1956-2006) was a much-loved and inspirational scholaac 
who worked extensively on contributing to conflict resolution and 
peace in the Middle East. She was also a great advocate for women 
scholaacs in the international relations di~ipline. Funds t?om this grant 
may be used to support any legitimate prot~ssional development 
identified by the candidate. Some examples of possible uses include 
the following: (a) Travel to a professional meeting, (b) tlavel to 
conduct interviews, work with a colleague on a collaborative project, 
or field research, (c) purchase of databases, software, books, or 
other materials needed lbr reseaacch, or (d) participation in an 
appropriate pedagogy workshop or institute. Please note that these 
are just examples, and other documented professional development 
needs will be considered. The award comes with a prize of $2000 
and a certificate presented at the WCIS/FTGS/LGBTQA reception 
at the 2014 ISA Annual Convention. Nominations should be 
received by October 1.~h, 2~13. Please see the award website for 
more intbrmation. 

Susan S. Northcutt Award 
The Susan S. Northcutt Awmd was established in 2003 by the 

Wo,nen’ s Caucus for International Studies (WCIS) to honor the 
Caucus’ lbundm; Susan S. No~thcutt. ’][’he award recognizes a 

person who actively works towards recruiting and advancing women 

and other minorities in the profession, and whose spirit is inclusive, 

generous and conscientious. The award recognizes someone who 

has made significant contributions through service and competence to 

the field ofintemahonal studies and to the Intemational Studies 

Association. The recipient of the awaacd will receive an awaacd 

certificate and commemorative vase at the ISA Business Meeting. 

Nominations should include a brief(three pages maximum) 
articulation of the candidate’s strengths relevant to the aims of the 

Northcutt Award and be submitted to the Nominahons Coordinator 

by October 23, 2013. Please see the award website for ,nore 

i,ffom~ation. 

More award news.,. 

Conferences & Calls for 
Papers 
FIA, CSO-ISA Buenos Aires 2014 
FLACSO-ISA submissions are open for the 2014 conference in 

Buenos Aires. We’re now accepting paper; panel and roundtable 

proposals. ’][’his yem’s conference theme is Global andRegional 

Powers in a Changing World- check out the full call here. The 
proposal submission deadline is October 1, 2013. We hope to see 
you there! 

4th Global International Studies Conference 2014 
The program chairs invite proposals for the upcoming 4th Global 

International Studies Conference of the World International Studies 

Committee (~ISC) in Frankfurt, Germany t?om 6-9 August 2014. 

IR scholars from around "the world will meet in Frankfurt and present 

their research to a broad audience made up of scholars and experts 

in all fields of international s~dies. ’][’he ovemrching theme of the 

conference is Justice, Peace and StabiliO,: Risks and 

OpportunitiesJbr Governance and Development. In addition to 

classical issues in diplomacy, security and development studies. 

panels and roundtables will pay special attention to novel issues in 

global politics, including emerging actors in intemahonal relations and 



new tbrms of south-south cooperation. Proposals tbr papers, panels 

and roundtables may be submitted online until 30 November 2413. 

Please see the conference website tbr more intbrmation. 

ISA Human Ril~hts Joint Conference 2014 
ISA-Huraan Rights Section, along ruth the HR sections of IPSA, 

APSA and the Standing Group on Human Rights and Transition, 

ECPf~ invites paper and panel proposals on any subject related to 

human rights for onrjoint conference in Istanbul from 16th - 18th 

June 2014. This year’s conference theme is Hurmm Rights 

Cha~tge - check out the Call here. The proposal submission deadline 

is December 1, 2(H3. Please see the conference website for more 
intbmmtion. 

Sodal Movements and World-System Transformation: 

Prospects and Challenges 
On April 10-12, 2014, the University of Pittsburgh will host the 38th 
Conference of the American Sociological Association’s Section on 

Political Economy of the World-System (PEWS), which roll focus 

on the the~ne of "Social Movements and Global Transformation." 
Organizers invite submissions on this theme under the follomng sub- 

themes: Roles of States and Movements in World- Systemic 

Transformalion, I<5~owledge and Paradigms in Contes~ation, The 

Role of Peripheries in Contesting World-Systemic Hierarchies. and 
Collective Identities and Democratic Transtbrmation. The organizers 

encourage submissions from a]l relevant disciplines in the humanitie~ 

law, and social ~iences. The Call tbr Papers is available 

download here (PDF). Proposal deadline is January 21,21114. 

MeaJs and lodging for auff~ors of accepted papers will be provided. 

Call for Submissions: CEEISA Book Series 

The Central and East European International Studies Association 
(CEEISA) is prond to announce the launch of its own book series, 

tiffed "Centra1 and Eastern European Perspectives on International 
Relations". The Series editors are Zlatko gabic (UniversiF of 

Lj nblj ana) and Petr Drulfik (Institute of International Relations, 

Prague). This main purpo~ of the series is to provide and sustain 

excellence in IR Research in and on Central Europe. The series will 

otter to its readers high quali~, research by scholars who are 

conducting IR research from ffrc Central and Eastern European 

(CEE) perspectives that will resonate ruth the IR commnniF as well 

as practitioners in and beyond the region. 

Reflecting on the range and depth of research and scholarship in this 
region, this series welcomes original and innovative contributions 

both fi~om researchers who have helped to establish the IR field in 

Central and Eastern Europe as well as by emerging scholars who are 

building on this tradition. 

The Series Editors welcome book proposals, which should be 

fornmtted according to the Palgrave format, available here. For 

futher inlbrmation, feel ti~ee to contact the Editors at drulak@iir.cz or 

zlatko, sabic~fdv.uni- li .si. 

CEEISA is an ISA Cooperating Organization. 

More calls for papers and participation... 

Region News 

ISA-Midwest 

We look forwmd to our 2013 International Studies Association- 
Midwest Annual Conference. We are also pleased to welcome our 

cosponsoring organizations: the Central Slavic Confel~ence and the 

Midwest Association tbr Latin American Studies. The cont~rence 

will be held on November 8-10, 2013 at the St. Louis Hilton at ffrc 

Ballpark in St. Louis, Missouri. Registration is now open on ffrc 

cont~rence website. 

ISA-Northeast 



We are looking forward to our ammal coat’emnce conference in 

Provi&nce raking place November 7-10. ’][’he conference theme is 
Rethinking International Relations as International Hierarchies. 

Conference registration is now open, please see the conference 

website for more information. We hope to see you there! 

ISA-South 
We are looking forward to our 2013 ISA-South Annual Conl}mnce 
at Queens University of Charlotte, October lgth and 19th. This 
year’s conference theme is Public Private Partnerships: 
Respondi,zg to Global Challenges. You mw review the full call 
hem. The deadline for submissions is extended until August 14, 
2013. We are accepting paper, panel and roundtable proposals. 
Please see the conference website for morn information We looking 
forward to welcoming you to Charlotte, NC! 

ISA-\Vest 

The 2013 ISA-West Annual Meeting, co- sponsored this year by the 

ISA International Communication Section, International Ethics 

Section and Active Learning in International Aflhirs Section, will be 

held September 27-28th at the Pa~sadena Hilton in the heart of 

Pasadena, Calitbmia. Plea~ see the cont}rence website tbr more 
inlbrmation and be sum to follow ISA-West on Facebook for all the 

latest news. 

Section & Caucus News 

Ford Polic "AnN’s’is Section FPA 

We are seeking nominations for the Alexander George Award for 

2014. Please send Steve Saideman aJ~ emafil with your nominations. 

Remind your s~dents who have presented a paper at ISA functions 
since the last deadline (September 1st, 2012) or will be presenting a 

paper before the ne~ deadline (September ls~, 20113) about the 

award. See hem for details and send your nominations to Klaus 

Bmmmer. Congratulations again to Sibel Oktay of Syracuse 
UNversity, this yeaac’s Alexander George winner. 

Global Iteaith Studies Section (GHS) 
We are excited to announce that the new Global tlealth Studies 

Section (GHS) was fomm]ly approved at the ISA’s annual general 

,neeting in San Francisco. Please check out the Section’s website, 

find us on Facebook, and re,ne,nber to also opt-in to join the 

Section when you next pay your ISA dues (or acid to an e:dsting 

membership). Please contact ISA (i~@isanet.org) if you have any 

questions about how to add a section to your membership. 

Global South Caucus 
We invite our members to tbllow our blog to keep up with Caucus 

events. 

Human Rights Section (IIR) 
The Human Rights Section~ along with the HR sections of IPSA, 

APSA and the Standing Group on HumaJ~ Rights aJ~d Transition~ 

ECP1L invites paper and panel proposals on any subject related to 

human rights for our joint conference in Istanbul fiom 16th - 18th 

June 2014. This year’s conference theme isHuman Rights’ and 

Change - check out the Call here. The proposal submission deadline 

is December L 20113. Please see the conference website for more 

information. 

International Security Studies Section (ISSS) 
The 2013 sectional conIEmnce of the International Security Studies 

Section of ISA and the International Security and Arms Control 
Section of APSA will be hosted by the Elliott School for 

International AffaArs at the George Washington University in 

Washington D.C. frmn 4-6 October 2013, with accommodations at 

the nearby Key Bridge Marriott. The conference theme is "Brk~ing 

the Academic/Policy Divide." Registration is now open. For more 

information, please see the nmin page for the ISSS-ISAC conference 

on the ISA website. 



Political Demo~aphy & Geo~aphy Section (PDG) 

The 2014 1SA PDG- Collegium Civitas Eurasia Con~brence will take 

place &me 18-19, 20qi 4, in Warsaw, Poland. The conference theme 

is Eurasia Defining ~e~d Crossing Barriers. Please see the 
conference website for more information. 

Theoo~ Section 
The ISA Theory Section (TS) invites nominations for the Best Book 

Award. The award recognizes the best book or edited volume 

published over the pas~t two years that contributes to the theorization 

of world politics. The award is open to all forms and s~des of 

theorization. Criteria include snch considerations as innovativeness, 
quali~ of argumentation, a~d significance tier the broad discipline of 

international studies. Nominations should be emailed to the 

committee chair accompe~ied by a brief letter explaining why a work 
deserves consideration tbr the award. Authors may nominate 

themselves. A copy of each book must be sent to each member of 

the co~nmittee, with the line ’°Theory Section Book Award, cio" at 

the top of each address. Nominations are due by Augt~st 15, 2013 

and books must be received by 30 August, 2013. E-book formatted 

submissions are welcome. Please see the award website for more 

information. 

Women’s Caucus for h~ten~ational Studies (WCIS) 

The Caucus invites nominations lbr the Deborah "Mis~.. ~" Gerner 
Grant tbr Professiona] Development, spon~red by Lynne Rienner 

Publishers. Deborah Gemer (1956-2006) was a much-loved 

inspirational scholar who worked extensively on contributing to 
conflict resolution and peace in the Middle East. She was also a 

great advocate for women scholars in the international relations 

discipline. Funds from this grm~t may be used to suppo~t any 

legitimate professional development identified by the candidate. 

Some examples of possiNe uses include the following: (a) Travel to a 

professional meeting, (b) travel to conduct interviews, work ruth a 

colleague on a collaborative project, or field research, (c) purchase 

of databases, software, books, or other materials needed for 
research, or (d) participation in an appropriate pedagogy workshop 

or institute. Please note that these axe just examples, and other 

documented professional development needs will be considered. The 

a~vard comes with a prize of $2000 and a certificate presented at the 

WCIS/FTGS/LGBTQA reception at the 2014 ISA Annual 

Convention. Nominations should be received by October 

2~}13. Please see the award website tbr more information. 

We also invite nominations for the Susan S. Northcutt Award. The 

award was established in 2003 to honor the Cancus’ founder, Susan 

S. Northcutt. The award recognizes a person who actively works 

towards recruiting mad advancing women and other minorities in the 
profession, and whose spirit is inclusive, generous and con~ientious. 

The award recognizes someone who has made significant 

contributions through service ~md competence to the field of 

intemafional studies m~d to the International Stadies Association. The 
recipient of the award will receive an award certificate and 

comme~norative vase at the ISA Business Meeting. Nominations 

should include a brief(three pages maximum) axficulation of the 

candidate’s strengths relevant to the aims of the Northcutt Awaxd 
and be submitted to the Nominations Coordinator by October 23, 

2~13. Please see the award website for more information. 

Thank you for supporting ISA!s activities. Please feel free to forward 

this issue to a friend or colleague! 

The ISA E-Newsletter is published by ISA Headquarters at the 

University of Arzona, 324 Social Sciences, Tucson, AZ 85721, 

USA. Newsletter inquiries and submissions ~nay be addressed to 

Joel Davis, (520) 477-2054, ioeldavis~)isa~et.org. 
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Top News 

DEALBOOK 

U.S. Said to Plan to Arrest Pair in Big Bank Loss 
By BEN PROTESS and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Government authorities plan to arrest two former employees 

suspected of masking the size of a mu]tibi]]ion-do]]ar trading 
loss. 

¯ ~ Comments 

President Moves to Ease Worries on 
Surveillance 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

President Obama sought to take control of the surveillance 

debate, releasing a legal justification for domestic spying and 

calling for more scrutiny of National Security Agency programs. 

In Cairo Camps, Protesters Dig in and Live On 
By BEN HUBBARD 

Two camps in Cairo set up by supporters of the ousted Egyptian 
president, Mohamed Morsi, have become the front lines in a 
dangerous stalemate with the military-installed government. 

, ~ Video: 24 Hours at a Pro-Morsi Sit-In 

.................................................................................................................. F~r r~01~e re!? r!e~s, g? to N’~Timesr~0m >t 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: I Love Your Work 

Creators of some of the top dramas on television talk to each 

other about their series. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTORS 

Pollution Economics 
By DIRK FORRISTER and PAUL BLEDSOE 

China tries a market fix for its dirty air. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We can and must be more transparent." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, on govenmmnt surveillance programs. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Journalists in Syria Face Dangers of War and 
Rising Risk of Abduction 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

The Committee to Protect Journalists has reported at ]east 14 

journalists who are missing or have been abducted, but the total 
number of kidnappings is believed to be much higher. 

Zimbabwe Opposition Files Legal Challenge to Nullify 
Presidential Results 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

The Movement for Democratic Change contends that the party of President 

Robert G. Mugabe rigged the election in order to claim a landslide victory. 

Mexican Tied to Killing of D.E.A. Agent Is Freed 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD and KARLA ZABLUDOVSKY 

Rafael Caro Quintero, a drug kingpin convicted of 
masterminding an American’s death, was unexpectedly released 
from prison on Friday after his conviction was overturned. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

THIS LAND 

Mystery From the Grave Beside Oswald’s, Solved 
By DAN BARRY 

Conspiracy theorists and assassination buffs have been vexed for 

15 years by the appearance of a granite marker next to Lee 
Harvey Oswald’s grave. 



Hopeful’s Connections Jolt Bitter Virginia Race 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

How an electric car company, a Homeland Security official and 

Hillary Rodham Clinton’s brother figure in to Terry McAuliffe’s 

campaign for governor. 

Sallie Mae to Be Accused of Overcharging Military 

Personnel on Loans 
By RICHARD P¢:REZ-PE~A 

The lending corporation said that federal regulators would accuse it of 

overcharging military personnel for interest on student loans. 

......................................................................................................... EO[ [p£re ~:~: r~e~fs, go to NYTimes~�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Fox May Produce Clinton Biopic Reviled by 

G.O.P. 
By BILL CARTER 

NBC has come under heavy fire, especially from Republican 

critics, for agreeing to broadcast the series about Hillary Rodham 

Clinton, which may end up being produced by Fox Television Studios. 

DEALBOOK 

Fearing Loss of Capital, SAC Talks of Layoffs 
By PETER LATTMAN 

The beleaguered hedge fund SAC Capital Advisors is bracing for 

investors to pull virtually all of their remaining money, a 

humbling blow to a once-powerful firm hobbled by criminal insider trading 

charges. 

COMMON SENSE 



After Post Sale, Spotlight Shines More Intensely 
on The Times 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

The New York Times, one of the last of the family-owned 
newspapers, is optimistic about staying competitive in an 
increasingly digital world. Should it be? 

................................................................................... Fo r r~ ore b ~sir~ e ss ~ e~ys! go t? N ~(Ti mesrc0m(Bu s! nes stt 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

The Dog Days of a Summer Circus 
By TYLER KEPNER 

There is still plenty of talk about the controversies surrounding 
Mex Rodriguez, but in the stands, the clubhouse, the executive 
suites, even the press box - everyone has an acute case of A-Rod fatigue. 

¯ ~ Video: Dominicans on A-Rod 

¯ Highly Anticipated Return of Rodriguez Is Met With Mixture of Boos and Cheers 

YANKEES 4, TIGERS 3 (10 INNINGS) 

Boos and Cheers Yield to a Triumphant Final 
Roar for Yankees 
By ANDREW KEH 

Miguel Cabrera rendered fans mute with a two-run homer in the 
ninth inning, but noise and levity were restored in the bottom of the loth after 
Brett Gardner rolled a single. 

¯ ~ Box Score 
¯ A Limping Cabrera Leaves Rivera Staggered 

Track Championships Add Layer of Scrutiny to 
Russia and Doping 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Three of track’s biggest stars have tested positive for banned 

substances in recent months and will miss the world 
championships in Moscow, which begin Saturday. 

.............................................................................................. ~-~r r~0{e spo[ts ~e~s, go to N¥~ime~�0m!Sp0rts 

Arts 

Cramming for Stardom at Korea’s K-Pop Schools 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Private institutions have sprung up around the country to teach 
Korean pop music, and long-established music and dance 

schools have begun to get with the pop plan. 

In a Theater Mecca, ’Fringe’ Tends to Mean 
Choosy 



By LAURA COLLINS-HUGHES 

The New York International Fringe Festival, which opened on 

Friday, relies on a jury of curators to assemble its lineup, which 

leads some critics to argue that it’s not exactly a "fringe" event. 

TELEVISION REVIEW] ’CLEAR HISTORY’ 

A Tale Told by a Loser, Chock-Full of Failure 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

"Clear History," an HBO film starring Larry David, is a gift to 

fans who miss "Curb Your Enthusiasm." 

: ========================== ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

For more arts news, go to NYTirnes.cornlArts )) 

Travel 

Through the Eyes of the Maasai 
By MICHAEL BENANAV 

A trip to Kenya to spend time among the Maasai people reveals 

questions of culture and the tension between judgment and an 

open mind. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

36 Hours in Lecce, Italy 
By SETH SHERWOOD 

Stroll past churches, take a midday break at the beach and sip a 

glass of regional wine in the "Florence of the South." 

¯ ~ Slide Show ] More 36 Hours Columns 

OVERNIGHTER 

Near Paris, a City of Flaubert and Joan of Arc 
By NELL CASEY 

In Rouen, where Gustave Flaubert was born and Joan of Arc was 

burned, past and present create a layered texture. 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: New Jersey’s $24 Million Election 
A breakdown of the costs involved in the special election to 

choose a replacement for the late Senator Frank R. Lautenberg. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: Aug. 9, 2o13 

The New York Times film critics on "Elysium," "Lovelace" and 

"Prince Avalanche." 



~ VIDEO: Manhattan Paddle 
Darian Boyle and Darrick Doerner propel themselves through 

the currents of New York City’s rivers on paddleboards. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~or~ ~!d~o, gO ~0 N~’Time~�~mNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Weak Agenda on Spying Reform 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama wants to tweak the abusive surveillance programs, but they 

will still go on. 

EDITORIAL 

Cable Customers as Collateral Damage 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Consumers are the ultimate losers in the CBS-Time Warner Cable negotiations. 

EDITORIAL 

Bad Prison Policy for Women 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A plan to transfer female inmates from a federal prison in Danbury, Conn., to a 

remote location needs much closer scrutiny. 

.................................................................................................... F_o[ ~£re opir~!o[~, g£ to NYTimes:£om!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Killing Lions, Buying Bombs 
By JOHAN BERGENAS, RACHEL STOHL and OCHIENG ADALA 

Tens of thousands of animals are killed each year, with poachers’ 

profits often being funneled to terrorist groups. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’A Town Without Pity’ 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

With so many Americans looking at the poor with disgust, no 

wonder we send so many empathy-challenged lawmakers to 

Congress. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Playing Post Office 
By GAlL COLLINS 

I know everyone is exhausted from keeping up with the latest in 

the baseball career ofMex Rodriguez, but let’s tackle the money- 

losing Postal Service, people! 



¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. lO, 1977, David Berkowitz, the suspect in the "Son of Sam" 

murders, was arrested. 
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Top News 

Lawle~ Sinai Shows Risks Risir~g 

the five weeks since E&5~)t’s militaly ousted the Islamist 

presiden L, Mob am ed Morsi, [l~e endemi e viol enee here h as 

spirNed into somet~aing like an insurgencyo 

The Fed, Lawrence, Suimners~ and Money 

Among the top eont~de~s to lead the Fed, Lawre~ce H. 

Summeis has by far dae most Wal] Skreet experience and 

most pe~s~-~nal wealt[l. 

~ Timeline: A LiN in the Limelight 

gate in 

the top 
p~ospec I 

For FreM~men ~a~ tI~e House, Seats of Plenty 

Tile ttouse NnaneiaI Services Committee, edties say, is a place 

with big i~cenfives tbr fl’eshma~ members of Congress to do 

speNal favors lk)r khe finance industD’. 

Editors’ Picks 

~~ Slid~- Sho-~,, SLm~ S~OW: Ad, it~sting on and 

Co~u’se 

Cbie Arimm’a, a 25-year-r~ld professional golfer i]:om ,fapan, 

came ko the United Sb~tes o~ her own and has struggled to aeclimate. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OPINION 

After Ga~m~t~i~arr~o, .Mmther Injustice 

When a prisoner asked fbr my boot~, I learned his horN~ing 

story. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

MITRI SHAWQ~ NITRI, a 539’ear4id Christian shopkeeper whese son, Mina, ~*as 
kidnapped by gtmmen e~rly this month in the Sinai Peninsula ef Egypt. 

World 

Bh°th ofa Palesti~m~ City ~s Punctuated ]by 

Str~ggles 

The apartments ar~ said to be selling well in Rawabi, a 

Palestinian city being ccmstructed fl’om the ground up in the 

Wesk Bank, bnt paying for [he city iLself has not been easy. 

Car Bombh~gs Ki~ Scores _&cross iraq 

~,% Iraqis on Saturday celebrated Id al--Ntr, the holiday that 

marks the end of Ramadan, a string of car bombs struck in 

mostly Shiite neighborhoods, killing mor~: than 6o people, 

officials saido 

Pitti~g Heave~ m~d Emq~h h~ a Fierce ~,~dea~ 

The Blood F%s’dval high in the mountains of Peru bings ~ogether 

an unlikely pair in @e bullring, v*dth a condor the guesk of honor. 

~ ~ Video: it’s Condor vs. ~ull in Peruvian Ritual 

~ ~ Slide Show: Dua~ Forces ~n an Andean Rite 

under 

ction in 

bombs 

" condor 

was 

U,S, 

0~ iFate of~V~ld Horses, Stars m~d li~dia~as Spar 

Free-roaming horses are at the ten Let of a passionake dispuke 

playing out across the West about whether federal authorities 

should sanction their sDughter to thin the herds. 

~ Slide Show: Unexpected 8pliN in Debate CN’eF Horse Slaughter 

t%~ng to 

~’ade 



Changing ~Attitudes on Labor Color Bay Area 

Transit Dispute 

The labor dispute a~ d3e Bay Area Rapid TransR system is ~aki~g 

place ag~dnst a backdrop of changing ~ttitudes toward organized 

labor i~ Cali%rnia. 

Ab 
400,~00 
people 

%%:itr~esses Relive Horror of Fort Hood Attack 

Witnesses in the bial of Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan recounted 

the first time in public the lengths the shooter went to Idll as 

ma~y soldiers as possible. 

"Harbor," Chad Beguelin’s 
comedy, at 59E59 Theaters 
ALSO IN THEATER >~ 

Viiiage rallies round a piaywright’s taie 

I .... I I .......... I 

Business 

R EWORKING LABOR 

The %%:orkers Defense PrqieeL a Unio~ in Spirit 

The group, which focuses on the construction industry in Texas, 

has eme~Ned as cae of the ~mfion’s most creative and responsive 

organizations for immigrant workers. 

WORKSPACE 

The Right- Brain Sits° The Left Brah~ Stands° 

The husband--and.-wKe keam behind ModCloth, an online fashion 

retailer, discuss their headquarters ot~lce in Sm~ Francisco. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

When a Co-Pay Gets in the %%:ay of Health 

To discourage waste in health eat’e, insurance companies charge 

e,>payments. But sometimes the co.-pay discourages patients 

fl’om reeeivi ~g n eed ed treatm ent. 

Sports 

Fresh Start for Clfiet~~ Leaders o,~ Team With 

Lingering Pah~ 

Coach Andy Reid and qua~wrbaek Alex Smi~ bcliew~ they can 

help each other s~f over with the Kansas Cib~ Chiefs, who are 

also t~Ting to begin anew. 

, Tebow, Far From New York Spotfight; Is an Understudy [o an Understudy 



Me~ of Few Words Are Talk of the Tournament 

Jim FmTk made imp~vaaive pu~s on Nos. I7 and 18 to card a 68 

and kate a one-stroke lead over Jason Darner, who settled for a 

one-.or e r.-par 71 ak the third wand of the P.GoA. Championship. 

hitting 

Rays TrT to Promote Way Out of Attenda~ee 

Skid 

Despite the Rays’ success, giveaways ]i]<e Joe Gnome, wbieh ~s 

modoled aRer Manager Joe Maddom are the biggest draw for 

gnome 

Arts 

Post- ~ater- Cooler 

The men and women who steer six ~ff the best TV &’areas talk 

about the challenges of making a show in the %’d~er age. 

~ ~ V~deo Featare: I Love Your Work [ ~ S~ide Show 

Witnesses to History, Some Sfi~ Unfolding 

"Lee Dm~ie]s’ The Butler," opening on Friday, is a stor7 that 

should be told, say its sta~s, Forest Whitaker and Oprah Wi~frcy. 

The international film actress Oo]sbiffeh Farabani was a rebel 

growing up in Iram and now she takes str~;ngth from her life in 

exile in Pa~s. 

Whitaka 
r and 

Magazine 

"[’he Opt-Out Generatio~ Wants Buck/m 

A decade after they left their careers in faw)r of full-time lives at 

home, working mothers reflect on the choice they made and 

what it cost them, 

Lisa BeIKin’s 2003 ArLicle on the Opt-.Out Revokltion 

The V~;eather God of OMahoma CiVy 

"i%u know a storm is going to be had, people in Oklahoma will tell 

you, when Gary EngJand removes his jacket. 

LIVES 

Eter~al Bragging Rights 

A tradition based on fantasy is tested by reaiiU. 

Sheilsh 
O’Dorm 
el with 
her 

England 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Cow,serving a General a~d His 

Horse 

The reporter David W. Dunlap visits the monument of Gen. 

William Teeumseh Sherman, a deeoratcd Civil War hero, at the 

so a rheas L corner of Cen kraI Park. 



~ VWEO: Parkour Heads ]Indoors 

Parkour is a spo~. that ori~fi~ated in re%an outdoor spaces. But 

gyms like Bk]yn Beast have begun offering indoor parkour 

training %r those looldng to expa~d beyo~d the streets. 

~ Related AAicie 

This smnmer, young men have e.reated a Ianguage of s~yle using 

familiar items. 

Pal more video ",..o to NYTimes.com£dideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

CaIifor~ia’s Co~ti~h~g Priso~ C~’isis 

The Supreme Court orders the release of w,ooo more inmates, but the state’s 

criminal j _tstice problems ra*~ deeper. 

EDITORIAL 

A Ck~an-Car Boom 

Havfi~g more hybrid and eleetrh:: vehicles on the road w~]l help reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

EDITORIAL 

Another" Twist i~ the Saga of He~rietta Laeks 

Tim rest~{ctive agreement bekween the government and Lhe famil.v of the 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How the Post ~ras Lost 

The Be~tway’s hometown paper gave away its ~atural adva~tage. 

, ColumnLst Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Mad[am President 

Preside~t Obama passes the torah, bui not to his vice preside~t. 

, Columnis2 Page 

OPINION 

l~Ieasurh~g the Syeamo~e 

We may as well tW to count its ]eaves. or weigh its blue shadow 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

I FII~¢ m~d Tweet. Follow }Ie at #Soeia|]bot, 

Soeialbots are being designed to sway elections, to influe~ce the 

skoek market, even t,-., flirt with people and one another. 

ON THiS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 3:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headliues: Embassies Opel], but Yemen Stays ou Terror Watch 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~isJn9 ~ 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ CUSTONIZE)~ 

Top News 

Embassies Open~ but Yemen Stays on 

The American embassy i~ Yeme~ remained closed, underscorh~g 

the challenges President Obama Sees in t~ying to reshape klae 

natior~’s eounter~errodsm s [rategy and fight an inereasir~gly decentralized 

J~st~ce Depto Seeks to C~rtM1 Stiff Dr~g Sente~ees 

Attorney General Erie H. ttolder Jr. u~]] announce new steps intended to curb 

s -.,sting taxpayer spending on prisons and help correct what he regards as 

~n f~ i rn ess in the j ~stice system. 

Ga~\~ in Russia F~nd No Haveli, Despite 

F~’om ti~e West 

Despite the br~athtaking wcalkh and vibrant eultm’e in 

metropolises, Rnss~a remains a com~hy where diseriminatkm 

and violence against gay people arc widely tolerated. 

,~ Shsre Your Experiences 

guarded 

Editors’ Picks 



wo~,o 

~ vm~o: P~azza V~lt-tor~o~s Ma~y 

The emporhm~ at Piazza Vi~orio has evolved h~to the heart of 

multiethnic Rome, ~ Italy continues to grapple wi’~ 

immigra~lon, khe markek presents a vision of easier coexistence 

~ Reiated Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

If we are to restore eeonom ie sobrie~" and intergenerational fi~irness to the 

hudget, a more hinding solution - a ¢~nsl~ tulionaI amendment - may be needed. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PAUL ROBBINS, director of the Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies at the 
U~iversity of Wisconsin, on efforts to discourage lawns in the South~*est because of 

dwindling water supplies. 

World 

The Egyptian police appeared c,n Monday to have postponed 

once agai n their threat to begin choking off ~’o Cairo sit-has 

where tens of thousands have gathered to p~x)test the ouster of 

President Mohamed 

New Israeli Housing Bids Raise Te~tsio~s Before 

Peace Talks 

A plan to build houses in r*~ntes ted East J erusalem and West 

Bank seRlements intensifies the already charged atmosphere, 

three days before "~e resumption of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks. 

Cm~fews 1reposed b, indian-Held Kashmir 

Indian forces and local authorities enforced the curfews after 

rioting on Friday lef~ two civilians dead. 

U,S, 

Path to United States Practice Is Long Slog to 
l?’orei~ Doctors 

Despite a shortage of doctors in some par’as of "due United States, 

Abeyawi 
ckrama, 



a trend khat may worsen under the new health care law, it takes 

yeat~ for a tbreign doctor to be licensed here. 

A*’id So~,thwest Cities’ Plea: Lose the La~ 

Worx~ed nbout dwindling water supplies, communities in pisces 

like Las Vegas and Los Ar, geles have begun waging war on the 

lush, ~een grass of t~’ont lawns. 

Aiken in 

R~sk ofAdttlt ~,Mtxiety Seen in Cl~dren’s                ,~,d~lt 
Stomachaches 

Child~>n with chronic stomach pains a~> at high ~isk for anxieb" 
disorders i~ addeacenee and yonng a&ilthood, a new s~dy has ibm~d, 

Business 

7’o Stay .%s~ioat~ Bookstores ~Darn 7"0 %Veb Dono~°s 

To survive in a market dominated by ~nazon, independent 
bookstores across the eounbT have stat~ed nsing public 
finandng to hdp them stay alloaL 

snd her 

DEAL[BOOK 

P~’oseeuto~’s m~d FoB,L Examine aPNlorgtu~ Ove~¯ Losses 

People b~efed on the roarer sW an investiga ~ion eould yield a fine and a 

reprimand of the ban k over the h’ading ])h>wup known a8 the "London Whale." 

DEALBOOK 

%V[tlt IoPoOo’s on the Rise~ Analysts Get New Sere]tiny 

For years, fin aneial i n d u stU m~les have ba tTed resea reh aria ]ysLs from pitchi n g 

initial public offm~ng business, but some say Wail Street is reh~rning to its old 

ways. 

Sports 

D~,ther Holds Steady and Takes Trophy 

Jason Darner, who lost the 2o~ 1 P.(-~.A. ( ~haml.~ionshiP in a 

playoff, closes with a two-m~der 68 and beats Jim Fuwk by two 

strokes. 



ON GOLF 
Jim 

A~e~° a Day of G~°itt-h~lg His Teeth~ Fm°yk Can 

Falling shoFt again Jn a mg~jor, Jim Futyk was disappointed but 

no~ crestfallen. A~ 43, he realizes he has missed out on fire, even in vietou~ 

:Bolt Races iM~tid Puddles m~d Past Ga~in to 

Prevail in the ~oo Meters 

Nthough Usain Bdt had ko skrain roots; than usual for the 

vietou, he reclaimed the world loo--meter title he lost in 2o11. 

Arts 

Musical G et-Togetlier of N ew Old Frie~ds 

Sing for Freedom," a South z~’~ieaminfleeted a eappella sin%s, 

stal.~ six women of a certain age, m)d a c~me. 

B~’an 

Buildup to the E~d: W~at Viewer’s Seek in a 

Farewel| 

Ever since "The Sopranos" ended on a slyly ambiguous ~ote that 

kept viewers deeons trued n g it for weeks, sh ows with artis tic a mbi fion, like 

"k~reaMng Bad," cannot come to a mere elose. 

Preser~’ing That Great Performance 

XFR STN, a project at the New Museum, features the digitization 

of older at’m’orks. 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Magazine Writh~g on the Web, for Fihn 

’Dxo top magazine writers, both of whom have optioned their 

no~fi~Non articles for movies, are s~wfi~g a platform to enN)~e 

odaer writers to do so as well. 

Celebeity Weeklies .~oe Reveling ir~ a Royal Baby, 

and Sales 

After six months of so-so circulation numbers, flue hh*h of 

Britain’s Prince George has r~su]ted in record readership, i~ 

print and otflitm. 

Appeal of 3-D Wanes, b~,t New Releases Are Still 

Planned 

In general, fihngoei~ in North Ame~%a ate" drifting hack to 

eonvet~tional ~heaters, despike exhihRors’ aggressive push to 3- 

D. 

..... Davis, 

left, and 

Bullocl,;, 

Today’s Video 

vmEc : Dueser~berg Nmnber One 

A team of Calif,’~rnia craftsmen is restoring the first Duesenberg 

sold to the puhlie to its original ~gm glory and to compete at this 

year’s Pebble Beach Coneom~ d’~h~ganee. 



~ vmEo: Vows: Ka~tl~ m~d M~chael 

Michael Philips and Kaitlyn S~orey supported each o~her 

tbrou~a Mr. Philips’s deployment to Af’gbanis~m, but it was 

hardship at home that really brongb t them togeth 

~ VmEO: Mm~ on a~ Edge 

Brent Weingard, of Expert Window Cleaners, has baktled dirt 

and grime h igh above New York Cib’ for over 35 years. 

~ Reiated Article 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

V~;]testling With l[)yi~g Hospitals 

In Br :.,oklyn and beyond aging k~stikufions pose hard questions for [he next 

adm~nis~?a~on. 

EDITORIAL 

Clfinese Foot- Dragging 

Asians must unite in pnshing Be{jing to avoid ~osti]ities in the South C~ina Sea. 

EDITORIAL 

A Veto oJ~’a~ ][~n]pori- Ban 

I t is impo~"~ant for the technolo©" industry to create tech*dcaI standards and for 

companies to cross-license patents to each other. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

In the mayor’s race, Bill Thompson makes the case fix" safe-and- 

goring. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

}lilton F~oiedma~a, Unperson 

The curious case of a disappeari ~g icon 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

The "~rong Lesson From Detroit’s BanRt’a~ptcy 

There is mor~; ~an enough blame to go around for the largest 

m ani~’ipal insolvency in ±~nerican histot:v. B u t in restruc truing, 

the ci~"s interests, not creditors’, shouM be fbremost. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 8:12 AM 

Lee, Maacgaret Caacol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Wire transfer fom~ 

~gmail .corn 

Good morning Margare[ 

Hope you are doing well. 

I submitted the document last week (Wednesday, August 7, after my vacation leave} and the wire transfer process take about 7 days. After that, need to go to audit 

approva~ and then ~s g.Nng to be routed to accountk~gi accounts payable for check cut. h~ total, th~s is a transacth:m than can take 3 wee~s. 

f w~11 I~eep you ~nformed about the status 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m~ Lee, Margaret Carol 
NentI Monday, August ~2, 20~3 7:02 AN 
T~ Colon, Sonia;      @gmail,com 
Subje~t~ RE: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Sonia, 

Zulanji has not received the money. Would you please check to see the status of the wire transfer. 

Thanks, 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:21 AM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Margaret Carol 
S~bject: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Zu[aika 

Ptease find attached vdre transfer form. Ptease complete section D. ganMng Information. I atso, included instruction w~th the form. 

Thank you 

Sonia Colon 

PubZic ~5di~y D~/mrtm~m - 952-4854 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:52 AM 

Colon, Sonia <~nia colon@med.unc.e&~>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Wire transfer fom~ 

~gmail.com 

Thank Sofia. I was hoping Zulanji would be able to get the money before leaving Guangzhou for home (Uganda) on Thursday, but it seems that she roll have to wait 

until she returns. Your hard work is greatly appreciated! 

Best, 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 8:12 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; ~gmail.com 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wire transfer form 

C-:ood morning Margaret 

Hope you are doing well 

I submitted d~e document tas~ week {Wednesday, August 7, a[:ter my vacation ~eave) and the w~re transfer process take about 7 days. After that, need to go ~o audit 

approval and then ~s goh~g to be routed to accounth~g! accounts payable for check cut. ~n total tMs is a transaction than can t~ke 3 weeks. 

~ wt~ keep you ~nformed about the status~ 

Sonia 

F~m= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Monday, Auqust ~2, 20~3 7:02 AM 
To= Colon, Sonia;      @gmail.com 
Subject= RE: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Sonia, 

Zulanji has not received the money. Would you please check to see the status of the wire transfer. 

Thanks, 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:21 AM 

To:      ~maI,com 
Co: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Zu[aika 

Please find attached wire transfer form. Please complete section D. Banking Information. I also, included instruction with the form. 

Thank you 

Sor~ia Colon 

(M, 8-5, T, 1-5, W,g-.12, T, I-5, F, g-.g) 

(T, 8-:12, W, :1-5, T, 8-12, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:59 AM 

Lee, MaJcgaret CaJcol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eumce N <eumce@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Wire transfer fom~ 

.~gmail .corn 

Always welcome. 

The money will be transfer directly to the bank account that she provided, so she will be able to run transactions towards the money. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Monday, August 22, 2023 9:52 AM 

To= Colon, Sonia; ~gmail.com 

~= SaNe, Eunice N 
~bject= RE: Wire transfer form 

Thank Soma. I was hoping Zulm~ji would be able to get the money before leaving Guangzhou for home (Uganda) on Thursday, bm it seems that she roll have to waJt 

until she returns. Your hard work is greatly appreciated! 

Best, 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent-" Monday, August 12, 2013 8:12 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Margare[ 

Hope you are doing well. 

I submitted the document last week (Wednesday, August 7, after my vacation leave} and the wire transfer process take about 7 days. After that, need to go to audit 

approval and then ~s g.Nng to be routed to accounting/accounts payable for check cut. fn total, th~s is a transacth:m than can take 3 wee~s. 

f w~ll ]~eep you ~nformed about the status 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m~ Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent~ Monday, August ~2, 20~3 7:02 AN 

T~ Colon, Sonia;       ~.[:~ 
~ubje~t~ RE: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Sonia, 

Zulanji has not received the money. Would you please check to see the status of the wire transfer. 

Thanks, 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:21 AM 

To: 
Cc-" Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject; Wire transfer form 

Good morning Zulaika 

Please find attached w~re transfer form. Please complete section D. Banking Information. I also, included instruction w~th the form. 

Thank you 

Sonia Colon 

PubSc ~5di~y D~/mrtm~m - 952-4854 

Aft’Lean, ,4f~ic*~ -Am~rican & Diasp~r* S’n~di~s- 966-!295 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:01 AM 

Colon, Sonia<~nia colon@med.unc.e&~>; : 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Wire transfer fom~ 

~gmail.com 

Thanks again Sonia. I would appreciate it very much if you would just let me know when you think the money is in her accoum. 

Have a wonderful day! 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; ~gmail.com 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wire transfer form 

AIw~ws wel£:ome. 

The money will be transfer directly to the bank account that she provided, so she will be able Lo run Lransact~ons towards the money. 

Thank you, 

Son~a 

~ Lee, Nargaret Carol 
Se~t= Nonday, August ~2, 20~3 9:52 AN 

Te; Colon, Son[a; ~gmail.com 

Ce; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subje~t= RE: Wire transfer form 

Thank Sonia. I was hoping Zulanji would be able to get the money before leaving Guangzhou for home (Uga~da) on Thursday, but it ~ems that she will have to wait 

until she returns. Your hard work is greatly appreciated! 

Best, 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent; Monday, August 12, 2013 8:12 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; ~l:qail,col:q 

~::c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wire transfer form 

C-:o.:_~d morning Margare[: 

Hope you are doing well. 

I subrnitted ~he document tas~ week {Wednesday, August 7, s[:ter nW vacation ~eave) and the w~re transfer process take about 7 days. After that, need to go ~o audit 

approval and then ~s goh~g to be routed to ~ccounth~g! ~ccounts p~y~ble for check cu[. ~R total th~s is a transaction than c~n Lake 3 weeks. 

~ w~l~ keep you ~nformed abou[ the status~ 

F~m= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Seat= Monday, August 12, 2053 7:02 AN 

To= Colon, Sonia;       ~ma~Lcom 
Sabje~t= RE: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Sonia, 

Zulanji has not received the money. Would you please check to see the status of the wire transfer. 

Thanks, 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent; Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:21 AM 

To:       ~mail,com 
Co: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Subject: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Zu[aika 

Please find attached vdre transfer form. Please complete section D. BanMng Information. I also, included instruction with the form. 



Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:03 AM 

Payne, Ed <edpayne@emaJl.unc.edu->; McCall, Scott <smcca]l@uuc.edu> 

Rouald Williams II I ~gmml.com); SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu; 

RE: New facul~" co~nputer 

Good morning Scott and Ed 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

I am contacting you to get an estimated date for Dr. Ronald Williams’s computer delivery. Dr. Williams’s office is at Battle Hall building ---room 306. 

Thank you, 

.Sonia 

From; Colon, Sonia 
Nentl Thursday, July 2S, 2013 9:09 AN 
T~ Payne, Ed 
Co: McCall, Sco~ 
Subject: RE: New facul~ compuMr 

Good morning 

Please use ~ccotmt number 2-3287:1 

Sonia 

From: Payne, Ed 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 20~3 ~:24 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Co: McCall, Sco~ 
Subject: N: New faculN computer 

Son~m do you have an account ~or Dr. Wil~m~’ new computer~ Please reOly 

Thanks 

Ed 

(::AS D:~an’~ Office 

CB #30S6, Howell Hal~ 
919-843-.g94I 

F~m: McCall, 
Merit: Thursday, July 18, 2013 ll:$$ AN 
To: Payne, Ed 
Su~ject: RE: New faculN computer 

Dr. W~Hsms’ computer detai~s follow. Do you have an account no. for [h~s order ~ can document? 

Thanks, 

Fmm~ Payne, Ed 
Sent~ Monday, 3uly 08, 2013 8:50 AM 
To~ McCall, Sco~ 
S~bje~t~ ~: New facul~ computer 
ScoWL do Vo~ hav~ ~ co~ fo~ Dr. Ronald W~Hiams? 
Thanks, 
Ed 

CAS Dean’s Office 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 

919- 843-. 3941 

F~m~ Colon, Sonia 
Sent~ Monday, July 08, 2013 8:~ AN 
T~i Payne, Ed 
Subje~t~ New facul~ compu~r 

Good morning Ed 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

When you get a chance, please let me know the total cost of Dr. Rona[d Williams, AF~’s new faculty member, new computer. 

(T. 8--12. W. 1-5, T. g-.12. F. 1-5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:04 AM 

Lee, Maargaret Caarol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Wire transfer fom~ 

~gmail .corn 

Sure, I will. 

Thanks, 

Sonia 

From= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Monday, August 12, 2013 10:01 AM 

To= Colon, Sonia; @gmail.com 

Cc= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Wire transfer form 

Thanks again Sonia. I would appreciate it very much if you would just let me know when you think the money is in her accoum. 

ttave a wonderful day! 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Monday, August 12, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol;    _ 

Co= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wire transfer form 

Always welcome. 

The rnoney will be transfer directly to the bank account that she provided, so she wifl be able to run transactions towards the money. 

Thank you, 

F~m= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:52 AM 

To= Colon, Sonia; 
~¢= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Wire transfer form 

Thank Sofia. I was hoping Zulanji would be able to get the money before leaving Guangzhou for home (Uganda) on Thursday, but it seems that she will have to wait 

until she returns. Your hard work is greatly appreciated! 

Best, 

Margaret 

From= Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 8:12 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; ................. 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Margaret 

Hope you are doh~g well 

[ submitted the document last week (Wednesday, August 7, after ray vacation leave) and the w~re transfer process take ~bout 7 days. After that, need to go to audit 

appr’ow~ and then is going to be routed Lo accotmth~g/accounts ~)ayable fi~r check cut. In total, tMs is a transaction than can take 3 weeks. 

[ wil~ keep you reformed about the status. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Monday, August ~2, 20~3 7:02 AN 

To= Colon, Sonia; 
Subject= RE: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Sonia, 

Zulanji has not received the money. Would you please check to see the status of the wire transfer. 

Thanks, 

Margaret 



From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:21 AM 

To: __~mail.com 
Cc: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Zu[aika 

Please find attached wire transfer form. Please complete section D. Banking Information. I also, included instruction with the form. 

Thank you 

So~i~ Colon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCall, Scott <smccall@unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:21 AM 

Colo~, Sonia <soni%colon@med.unc.edu-~; Payne, Ed <edpayne@email.unc.edu> 

R( uald ~ flhams II, @gmaJl.com); SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Mct tale, James ~imchale@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

RE: New faculb" co~nputer 

Hello 

I tried to deliver the computer last Wednesday {3:30pro), but doors into Battle were locked. I knocked loudly a few times but nobody was there; so I delivered the 

computer to OAS~S so that James McHale could go ahead and load the software for Prof. WHliams. ~ )~st submitted help t~cket no. 2581578 to James (Cc’d) h~ Dr. 

WiH~ams’ nsme so thst: set:up can be coordinated. 

Thanks, 

Scott 

F~m= Cobn, Sonia 
8ent~ Monday, August 
Te= Payne, Ed; McCall, Sco~ 
¢¢~ Ronald Williams II @gmail.com); SaNe, Eunice N 
Su~ject~ RE: New faculN computer 
Good morning Scott ~nd 

~-~O~)e yotJ hind 8 ~¢::e wee~end. 

~ am contactH~g you to get an esl:~mated date for Dr. Ronakt W~Hiams’s com~mter delivery. Dr WH~ams~s office is a~: Battle Hall buHd~ng - room 306. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent~ Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:09 AN 
Te= Payne, Ed 
¢¢~ McCall, Sco~ 
Su~ject~ RE: New facul~ computer 

Good morning 

Please use account number 2-32871 

Thank you, 

SoNs 

F~m~ Payne, Ed 
Sent~ Thursday, ~uly 18, 2013 1:2~ PM 

Te~ Colon, SoMa 
¢¢~ McCall, Sco~ 
Su~ject~ N: New facul~ computer 

Sot~a, do yotl have ar~ ac(:otlrlt [or Dr. W~8~r~s’ [le~, computer. Please re]:~y to Scot[:. 

7hanks, 

Ed 

CAS Dean’s O[:fice 

CB #3056, Howell 
9tg-a43-.394t 

F~m: McCall, 
Sent: Thursday, July ~8, 20~3 ~:55 AN 
Te: Payne, Ed 
Subject: RE: New facul~ compu~r 

Ed, 

Dr. WH~iams’ computer details fo~bw. Do gou have an ~ccoust 8o~ for th~s order ~ can document? 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~: HDD S899.~0 No. TBD 

Thanks, 

Scott 

F~m= Payne, Ed 
Sent~ Monday, July 08, 2013 8:50 

Subject~ N: New facul~ computer 

Scott, do you have a cost for Dr. Ron~ld WH~i~ms? 

Thanks, 

Ed 

CAS Dean"s O[fice 

CB #3056, Howell 

919-.843-394I 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent~ Monday, July 08, 20~3 8:~ AM 
Te= Payne, Ed 
Subject~ New facul~ computer 

Good morning Ed 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

When you get a chance, please let me know the total cost of Dr. Rona[d Williams, AF~’s new faculty member, new computer. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozxrgneq~zruois@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 12:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pass the Savings on to your Students: 20% OFF 

~i Routledge 

Pass the savings on to your students for their 
textbooks! 

We’re offering 20% off all titles* through September 18th. 

Now until September 18th use discount code DRK79 and receive 29% offaB titles* Remember, all web 

orders over $35 receive free shipping in the US and Canada *Offer valid only with web orders at 

routledge.com, focafpress.com psypress.com or routledgementafheatth.com 

[] [] [] ~    Share the Savings with your Studentst 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inPox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privac~ and wili not disclose, rent or sell your email adrJress to any outside organizalions 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis, an informa business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa LJK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! ] 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click hel~e. Please note this is an automa[ed operation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:50 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

CFP: La Floride Frangaise: Florida, France, m~d the Francophone World International Conference 

Date: Mon, 12 August 2013 

From: Munro, Martin <mmunro@fsu.edu> 

CFP: La Floride Fran~:aise: Florida, France, and the Francophone World International Conference 

20-21 February, 2014 

For further information, please contact the organizers: 

Martin Munro, French, FSU (__m____m____u___n___r__o____@_.___f__s___u__.__e___d___u_) Darrin McMahon, Dept. of History, FSU (_d____m___c___m____a___h___o___n____@___f__s__u__:__e__d___u_.) Frangois Dupuigrenet Desroussilles, Dept. of 

Religion, FSU 

(fdupuigrenet @fsu.edu<mailto:fdupuigrenet@fsu.edu>) 

Confirmed speakers: Jane Landers, Vanderbilt University; Frank Lestringant, University of Paris-Sorbonne; Michael Wintroub, University of California, Berkeley 

The Winthrop-King Institute for Contemporary French and Francophone Studies and the Institute on Napoleon and the French Revolution at Florida State 

University will host an international conference on 

20-21 February, 2014 on the place of French and Francophone culture in Florida. The conference, involving scholars on both sides of the Atlantic, will be open to 

the public and will run for 2 days as part of the continuing celebration of the 450th anniversary of French heritage in Florida. 

We invite proposals in English or in French for papers or complete panels on any aspect of French and Francophone presence in Florida. 

Possible themes include (but are not limited to): 
¯ The French presence in Florida, from the founding of Fort 

Caroline at Jacksonville in the 16th century to the founding of "French Town in Tallahassee" on the lands of the Marquis de Lafayette to more recent French 

excursions. 
¯ The image of Florida and its peoples in the French imagination 

from "la nouvelle France" of the 16th century to the romantic visions of Chateaubriand, Jules Verne and beyond. 

¯ The presence of celebrated French in Florida, including Achille 

Murat, the nephew of Napoleon I, and Jean-Jacques Audubon, the French-American illustrator of birds. 
¯ The on-going and vibrant role of Haitian and Francophone 

peoples in Florida with their historical legacies to the French empire in the New World and Caribbean 
¯ Florida in French and Francophone film and literature 
¯ Florida and visual art from France and the Francophone Caribbean 

Deadline for proposals: 1 September 2013 

To propose individual papers or full panels, please visit the conference website: 

For further information, please contact the organizers: 

Martin Munro, French, FSU (mmunro@fsu.edu) Darrin McMahon, Dept. of History, FSU (dmcmahon@fsu.edq) Fran~:ois Dupuigrenet Desroussilles, Dept. of 

Religion, FSU 

( _r__d___u_P___u_j~ r_~_n___e_t___@____r_s___u_:__e___d___u___<____m___a! Lt_o_~_[_~_u ~ ~!~ ~ ~_~_~!@ ~_u :_~_~_~. > ) 

La Floride Frangaise: La Floride, la France, et le monde francophone 

Colloque international 

20-21 f~vrier, 2014 

Chercheurs invit6s : Jane Landers, Vanderbilt University ; Frank Lestringant, Universit~ de Paris-Sorbonne ; Michael Wintroub, University of California, Berkeley 

Organis6 par le Winthrop-King Institute for Contemporary French and Francophone Studies et I’lnstitute on Napoleon and the French Revolution, un colloque 

international se tiendra les 20-21 f~vrier ~ I’Universit6 d’l~tat de la Floride sur le th~me de la presence des cultures frangaises et francophones en Floride. Le 

colloque r6unira des chercheurs des deux c6t~s de I’Atlantique, sera ouvert au grand public, et se d~roulera sur deux jours, comme partie des c~l~brations du 

450~me anniversaire de la presence fran~:aise en Floride. 

Nous langons un appel ~ communications en fran~ais ou en anglais sur tout sujet tenant au th~me g6n~ral du colloque : la pr6sence fran~aise et francophone en 

Floride. II peut s’agir de communications individuelles ou de tables-rondes, chaque table-ronde consistant normalement en trois communications. Les 

communications seront s~lectionn~es selon leur valeur scientifique et leur originalit6. La liste de th~mes esquiss6~legsous est indicative et non exclusive: 
¯ La presence fran~:aise en Floride, de la fondation de Fort 

Caroline ~ Jacksonville au 16~me si~cle ~ celle du "French Town" ~ Tallahassee, sur les terres du marquis de Lafayette, et aux incursions fran~:aises plus r~centes. 

¯ L’image de la Floride et de son peuple darts I’imaginaire 

frangais de "la nouvelle France" du 16~me si~cle aux visions romantiques de Chateaubriand, Jules Verne et Nutres. 
¯ La presence en Floride de Fran~ais(es) cN~bres, y compris 

Achille Murat, neveu de Napoleon I, et Jean-Jacques Audubon, naturaliste et illustrateur d’oiseaux. 
¯ La pr6sence continue et dynamique de populations haitiennes et 

francophones en FIoride, et leurs liens historiques avec Fempire frangais darts le Nouveau Monde et les Caraibes. 
¯ La Floride darts la litt&ature et le cin6ma fran~ais 
¯ La Floride et les arts plastiques de France et de la Caraibe francophone 

Date limite pour la soumission des propositions: le ler septembre, 2013 

Pour proposer une communication individuelle ou une table ronde, veuillez visiter le site du colloque: 

http:i!winthropking.fsu.eduiEvents/La-.FIoride-.francaise--Florida-France-and-.the-Francophone-.World 

Pour de plus amples informations, veuillez contacter les organisateurs: 

Martin Munro, French, FSU (__m____m____u___n___r__o____@_.___f__s___u__.__e___d___u_) Darrin McMahon, Dept. of History, FSU (_d____m___c___m____a___h___o___n____@___f__s__u__:__e__d___u_.) Frangois Dupuisgrenet-Desrousilles, Dept. of 

Religion, FSU 

(fdupuigrenet @fsu.edu) 

Holly Ackerman, Ph.D. 

Librarian for Latin American & Caribbean, Iberian and Latino Studies 

Duke University Libraries 



Box 90195 

Durham, NC 27708 
.h___o__!_!~:_a___c___k__e___r___m___~_n___@_d___u___k__e__:__e___d__u__. 

Phone 919 660 5845 

Fax 919 668 3134 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:02 AM 

Gitterman, Daniel P ~da~ielg@emml.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

He?’ Dan, Eunice, 
I called NIL yesterday morning - 
--Tia 

but in the office for as long as I can. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gittelrnan, Daniel P 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 2:25 PM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Tia, all ok? We can’t find you today? 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy L~,-C-CH Sent from 1phone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <~danielg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:05 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Tia: 

I am so sorry to hear this. Let me/us know ~vhat we can do to help. If you leave early or don’t make it in other days this ~veek, can you just email Eunice and I and cc staff in both departments 
rather than call ML? 

If you have time, let me know status of all the hires starting Monday? 

Thank you. Dan 

Daniel P. Oittelrnan 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in PuNic Policy 

Acting Chair and Director of Graduate Studies 
Department of Public Policy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Abemethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute 
FedEx Global Education Center 
CB#5145 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-5145 

Oflfce: (919)-843-6407 
Fax: (919)-962-5824 
;~mail: Danielg@email uric edu 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:02 AM 
To: Oitterman, Daniel P; SahIe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 

Hey Dan, Eunice, 
I called MI, yesterday morning - 
,-.Tia 

but in the office for as long as I can. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (3 itterman, Daniel P 

Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 2:25 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N.; Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: 

Tia, all ok? We can’t find you today? 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in PuNic Policy L~’~’C-CH Sent from iphone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:09 AM 

Gittennan, DaJ~iel P ~daJ~ielg@emml.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: 

Sorry Will do. Yesterday was really bad. 
--Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:05 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sulziect: RE: 

Tia: 

I am so sorry to hear this. Let me/us know what we can do to help If you leave earl?’ or don’t make it in other days this week, can you just email Eunice and I and cc staff in both departments 
rather than call ML? 

If you have time, let me know- status of all the hires starting Monday? 

Thank you. Dan 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distniguished (;hair in Public Policy 

Acting (;hair and Directnr of Graduabe Studies Department of Public Policy University of Nnrth Carolina at Chapel Hill Abernethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research ]nstitube FedEx Global Education (;enter CB# 5145 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 
Fax: (919)-962-5824 
]~mail: Danielg@email uric edu 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:02 AM 
To: Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 

Hey Dan, Eunice, 
I called MI, yesterday morning - 
,-.Tia 

, but in the office for as long as I can. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (3 itterman, Daniel P 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 2:25 PM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Tia, all ok? We can’t find you today? 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in PuNic Policy L~’~’C-CH Sent from iphone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: RE: 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas ~Villis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 
Sent from iphone 

Begin forwarded Inessage: 

From: "Howell, Tia N." <thowell~email.unc.edu> 

Date: August 13, 2013, 9:18:53 AM EDT 

To: "Gittermai~ Daniel P" <dalielg~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 

I don’t know that 

~Tia 

is appropriate at this time. 

..... OriginaJ~ Message ..... 

From: Gittennai, Daniel P 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:10 AM 

To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: 

Tia: Do you want to take some              leave? What can we do to support you? D 

~Villis Lambeth Disainguished Chair in Public Policy 

Daniel P. Gitterman Thomas 

Acting Chair and Director of Graduate Studies Department of Public Policy University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Abernethy Hall (202b), CB 

#3435 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow-, Global Research Institute FedEx Glolml Education Center CB# 5145 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 
E-mail: Daniel_o(~email.unc.edu 

From: ttowell, TiaN. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:09 AM 

To: Gitterman, Daniel P; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 

Sorry,. Will do. Yesterday was really lind. 

~-Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Gitterman, Daniel P 

Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:05 AM 

To: Howell, TiaN.; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 

Tia: 

I an so sorry, to hear this. Let me/us know what we can do to help. If you leave early or don’t make it in other days this week, can you just email Eunice 

and I and cc staff’in both departlnents rather than call ML? 

If you have time, let me l, mow status of all the hires starting Monday? 

Thank you. Dan 



Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 

Acting Chair and Director of Graduate Studies Department of Public Policy University of No~h Carolina at Chapel Hill Abemethy Hall (202b), CB 

#3435 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute FedEx Global Education Center CB# 5145 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 

E-mail: Danielg,@,email.unc.edu 

From: ttowell, TiaN. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:02 AM 

To: Gitte~man, Daaaiel P; Salfle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 

Hey Dan. Eunice, 

I called ML yesterday morning - 

~Tia 

but in the office for as long as I can. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Gittennan, Daniel P 

Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 2:25 PM 

To: Howell, TiaN.; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Tia, all ok? We cm~’t find you today? 

Daniel P. Gittermm~ 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy- UNC- CH Sent from iphone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:26 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Save "the date: Centena~’ Symposium on "Aimd Cdsaire & Negritude Revisited" October 4th- 5th, 2013, Duke University 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:CentenaQ, Symposium on "Aired Cdsaire & Negritude Revisited" October 4th- 5th, 2013, Duke University 

Date:Mon, 12 Aug 2013 15:51:27 -0400 

From:Reggie Patterson <~rdp8~duke.edu> 

October 4th-5th, 2o13 

Smith Warehouse Bay 4 

Duke University 

http: i/race sp aceplace.wordpre ss. comi 
"Aim~ C6saire & Negritude Revisited" is a major symposium on the intellectual legacy of the eminent French Antillean writer and statesman, Aim6 C~saire 
(1913- 2008). In commemoration of the centenary of C6saire’s birth, the symposium, which will take place at Duke University on October 4th-5th, 2013, will 
bring together in conversation an outstanding group of scholars and intellectuals from the Caribbean, Africa and North America. The main focus of the 
exchange will be on the concept of "n~gritude," a term that C6saire is generally credited with having invented in close collaboration with the Senegalese poet 
and politician, L~opold Senghor. The fundamental vision framing C~saire’s version of n~gritude will be revisited by the participant speakers from a variety of 
overlapping perspectives: literary, philosophical, ideological and socio-political. Separate sessions will be devoted to the topics of revolutionary Haiti’s crucial 
role in the emergence of Caribbean and pan-African versions of n~gritude, the C~sairean critique of colonialism as articulated in his writings, interviews and 
political practice, the philosophical dimension of his profound exploration of racial identity, and the complex, ambivalent relationship between C~sairean 
n~gritude (in theory and in practice) and subsequent revisionist ideo~ogica~ movements in the francophone Caribbean, such as "Cr6o~it6." 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Williams. Lachon~a <ldwillia@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:52 AIVl 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-ddd@unc.edu>; CAS_as Mgrs <cas-as-mgrs@unc.edu> 

A&S Business Operations Reduced Schedule Angust 14fla 

This message is being sent to all Department Managers and Deans, Directors and Department Chairs in the College of Arts & Science. 

Greetings - 

The Business Operations team (Dean’s Office HR and Finance and Arts & Sciences Business Center) will have a staff retreat tomorrow, August 14, 2013 from 10:00 

am -3:00 pro. During these hours, we will be unavailable by phone or email. We will be in the office between 8:00 am - 10:00 am and 3:00 pm - 5:00pm. 

If you have an emergency, please call the Dean’s Office main number at 919-962-1165. We appreciate your patience as we engage our staff in activities to help us 

better serve you. 

Thank you, 

Lachonya Williams, PHil, MSHR 

Associate Director of Human ilesources 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Operations 
14 Howell Hall, CB# :3056 

(o) 919-962-6217 

(m) 
(f} 919-843-3531 
lachon,ia@unc.edu 
For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via Dean’s Office Remedy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes.com> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Justice Dept. Files Antitrust Suit to Block Airline Merger 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Wednesday, August 14, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAll ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining & Wine I Today’s Video I 

Editerials I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMITI= >> 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 

Justice Dept. Files Antitrust Suit to Block Airline 
Merger 
By JAD MO UAWAD 

The complaint said the proposed deal between American Airlines 

and US Mrways, which would create the nation’s biggest airline, would threaten 
competition and drive up ticket costs. 

:. DealBook: The Future of American Airlines 

:. ~atl Graphic: A Case Against 1he Merger 

¯ - .~ Comments 

Unease at Clinton Foundation Over Finances and 
Ambitions 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and/WIY CHOZICK 

In the coming weeks the Clinton Foundation, long Bill Clinton’s 
domain, will become the nerve center of Hillary Rodham Clinton’s 

increasingly busy public life. 

¯ Clinton Calls for Action to Protect Voter Rights 

¯ 14} Graphic: The Overlapping Clinton World 

Germany Fights Population Drop 
By SUZANNE DALEYand NICHOLAS KULISH 

As the German population shrinks and towns work hard to hide 

the emptiness, demographers say a similar fate awaits other 
countries in Europe, with frightening implications for the 
economy and the Continent’s psyche. 

~ ~$ Slide Show: Germany Tackles Shrinking Fertility Rates 

For more top news, go to NYl’imes.com ~ 



ADVERTISEMENT 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vii)Eo: John Lewis on Race and Voting Rights 

Ahead of the 5oth anniversary of the March on Washington for 

Jobs and Freedom, Congressman and civil rights leader John 

Lewis discusses race relations and voting rights with reporter 

Sheryl Stolberg. 

.- Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

For Women, a Second Sentence 
By PIPER KERMAN 

The federal Bureau of Prisons plan to transfer women 

incarcerated in a Danbury, Conn., facility to other institutions 

across the country is like a second sentence. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It is still good advice that, if you feel impaired, don’t 

drive. But if you feel fine, you might be impaired." 

DR. RONALD FARKAS, of the Food and Drug Adminislxation, on new scrutiny of the effects of 
sleep aids on daytime drivers. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Egyptian Forces Move to Clear Out Pro-Morsi 
Sit-Ins in Cairo 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and ALAN COWELL 

The Egyptian authorities on Wednesday used armored vehicles 
and fired tear gas to clear two camps in Cairo occupied by 
supporters of the ousted president, Mohamed Morsi. 

Merkel Enters Last Leg of Re-election Bid With a 
Push to Draw In Youths 
By ALISON SMALE 

With a month to go in her re-election campaign, Chancellor 
Angela Merkel faces disdain from Germany’s intelligentsia and 
questions about American surveillance efforts. 

Israel Releases 26 Palestinian Prisoners, to 
Cheers and Anguish 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

The move was part of a deal brokered by the United States 
allowing the resumption of peace talks on Wednesday. 

For more world news, go to NY’rimes.com/World ~ 

U.S. 

North Carolinians Fear the End of a Middle Way 
By C,a~VIPBELL ROBERTSON 

With Republicans controlling all branches of the state 
government for the first time in more than a century, the 
legislature pushed through a range of conservative change. 



Still Marching on Washington, 50 Years Later 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

Representative John Lewis, the sole surviving speaker from the 

1963 March on Washington, is working on a new version of the 
Voting Rights Act. 

.. Video: Lewis on Race and Voting Rights ] Slide Show 

Pauline Maier, Historian Who Described 
Jefferson as ’Overrated,’ Dies at 75 
By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

In her book "American Scripture: Making the Declaration of 
Independence," Professor Maier chipped away at mythology. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYl’imes.com/US )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

City Hall’s invisible library 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

¯ An attack on equality 
¯ Ayear on Mars 

~n~flmes.~:om VIDEO 

Business 

From Outsiders to Innkeepers in China’s Sleepy 
Countryside 
By MIKE IVES 

A handful of foreign entrepreneurs have gone into rural China to 
operate boutique hotels in restored properties with historic or 
vintage appeal. 

To Judge Sleep Aids, U.S. Looks at Drowsy 

Driving in the Morning 
By KATIE THOIVIA~ 

The Food and Drug Administration is considering the residual 
drowsiness that can persist the day after taking prescription sleep 
aids, and whether users can drive safely upon waking. 



DEALBOOK 

Ackman Resigns From Penney’s Board 
By MICHAEL J. DE LAMERCED 

The activist investor William A. Ackman resigned from J.C. 

Penney’s board days after starting an unusually public rebellion 

against his fellow directors. 

For more business news, go to NY’rimes.com/Business ~ 

Sports 

YANKEES 14, ANGELS 7 

The Yankees’ Offense, Led by Soriano, Balls Out a 

Wild Sabathia 
By JORGE ARANGURE Jr. 

Mfonso Soriano homered twice and the Yankees scored 14 runs, 

their most since April 9, to end a laborious game for C. C. Sabathia, who walked 
six batters in six-plus innings. 

¯ .~. Box Score 

. Rehabilitation Trip for Jeter Is Set, but His Return to Lineup Isn’t 

DODGERS 4, METS 2 

Streaking Dodgers Win One Against Harvey 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Los Angeles rookie Hyun-Jin Ryu outdueled Matt Harvey as 

the Dodgers continued their torrid play. 

~ ~ Box Score ] Limits on Young Pitchers ]]ck Away 

. Baseball Roundup: Braves’ Medlen Wins Four~ Straight Start 

Track’s New Power Couple Prove It With Medals 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Ashton Eaton won the decathlon at the worm track and field 

championships on Sunday, while Brianne Theisen-Eaton won 

silver in the heptathlon on Tuesday. 

.. In 400, a Frantic Surge and a Stunned Favorite 

For more sports news, go to NY’rimes.com/Sports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Art’s Future Meets Its Past 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

"When Attitudes Become Form" brings to Venice the works and 

the context of a Bern, Switzerland, show more than 4o years old. 

Potent Memories From a Divided India 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

A project called the 1947 Partition Archive is recording the recollections of 



people who lived through the violent division of British India into 

independent India and Pakistan. 

¯ . ~ Video: Preserving ParlJlJon 

’THE PATIENCE STONE’ 

As She Tends, a Wife Starts to Find Herself 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"1"he Patience Stone" is an Afghan tale about a young mother who 

takes care of her wounded, much older husband. 

,- Breaking Free, in Life and on Screen 

For more arts news, go to NY]’irnes.com/Arts ~ 

Dining & Wine 

An Upriver Current 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Urban chefs look north, bringing farmer chic to restaurants in 

upstate New York and the Berkshires. 

,- ~’.~ Slide Show 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I COSTATA 

An Old Flame, Whispering ’Steak’ 
By PETE WELLS 

Michael White’s new restaurant takes him back where he started. 

Slide Show 

Right This Way, Senator 
By BRETT ANDERSON 

Ashok Bajaj, a New Delhi-born restaurateur, brings power dining 

to D.C. 

Slide Show 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NY’rimes.com/Dining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ WDEO.. A Chiapas Medicine Man 

Crowded hospitals and clinics in the Chiapas region of Mexico 

cannot absorb many poor patients. Sergio Castro taught himself 

how to treat those in need. 

.. Related Article 

~. WDEO.. Intersection: Eclectic Style in Brighton 

Dr. Lazar Feygin, who lives in Brighton Beach, Brooklyn, says his 
style has changed since he moved to the United States from 
Russia 25 years ago. It took time to earn enough money to be 



stylish. 

~ VIDEO: Recipe Lab: Blueberry Jam 

Julia Moskin makes blueberry jam with lime from Kevin West’s 

canning cookbook "Saving the Season." 

,, Related Article 

For more video, go to NY’rimes.com/Video ,, 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Smarter Sentencing 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The call by Attorney General Eric Holder Jr. to reduce the prison population is a 

critical and overdue step. 

EDITORIAL 

Keeping Air Travel Competitive 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Justice Department is right to block another amine merger. 

EDITORIAL 

Subpoenas for Albany 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A new commission created by Gov. Andrew Cuomo should investigate the link 

between campaign contributions and legislation. 

For more opinion, go to NY’rimes.com/Opinion ,> 

Op-Ed 

Obama, Snowden and Putin 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The Russian president is doing more harm at home than 

anywhere else. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Summers of Our Discontent 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Can’t the president find someone to run the economy who didn’t 

help create the culture that ran it into the ground? 

. Columnist Page 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

How Lawmakers Can Stay Connected to 
Constituents 
In an age of air travel and e-mail, is a month-long summer recess 



still fruitful? 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 14, 1945, President Truman announced that Japan had 
surrendered unconditionally, ending World War II. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:35 AM 

Seck, M~unarame <mseck@email.unc.edu-~; 

<tj m 1 @email .unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Revised Bio for Detmrtanent Newsletter 

@live.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim 

Dear Editorial Board,After thinking about Ronald’s revised bio I have decided that we should take this as an opportunity to think about our polices. The newsletter has been type-set and it 
is too late to make changes unless they are necessaW and required Ronald changing his bio is not a necessaW change. So Mamarame please let Ronald know that "I" said ~ve are moving to 
the phase of copy-editing the newsletter and therefore cannot make the changes to his bio ~[" we don’t establish policies such as these, people will not take us serious and realize that they 
must conl’orm to our deadlines. Best,Margaret 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Tuesday: _ 5:32 PM 
To: McMallan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sul~ject: }:W: Revised Bio for Department Newsletter 

][)ear Margaret, 

I hope you are well. Please find attached a revised copy of Ronald’s bio 

Thanks, 

Mamarame 

From: Ronald Williams II ~))gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:54 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Revised Bio for Department Newsletter 

Dear Mamarame, 

Attached is my bio I have revised it from the last time I sent it to you I hope these changes can be included in the newsletter. 

All the best, 

Non 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 11: 55 AM 

Ronald Willi~uns II              ~gmaJl.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.m~c.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaikunc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaikunc.ed~ 

RE: Revised Bio for Detmrtanent Newsletter 

Dear Ron, 

I hope this finds you well. Thanks for sending this message. But, unfortunately, we are moving to the phase of copy-editing the newsletter and therefore cammt make any changes to the 

submitted articles. We apologize for any inconvenience this might cause. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Ronald Williams III ’@gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:54 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Revised Bio for Department Newsletter 

Dear Mamarame, 

Attached is my bio I have revised it :fiom the last time I sent it to you I hope these changes can be included in the newsletter. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ronald WilliaJns @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 12:29 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Revised Bio for Depart~nent Newsletter 

No problem. Thanks for letting me know. 

Best, 

Ron 

On Wed, Aug 14, 2013 at 11:54 AM, Seck, Mamarame <msec~a~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

I hope fllis finds you well. Thanks for sending this message. But, unfortunately, we ave moving to the phase of cow-editing the newsletter mid therefore cannot make 

any changes to the submitted aNcles. We apologize for any inconvenience this might cause. 

Best regards, 

Mamazame 

From: Ronald Willia~ns II              @gmaAl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday5 August 13, 2013 3:54 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarm~e 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Revised Bio for Departanent Newsletter 

Deal Mamarame, 

Attached is my bio. I have revised it from the last time I sent it to you. I hope these changes can be included in the newsletter. 

All the best, 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ JonatJam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

colltact 

3-1830 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:27 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling officer@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[coursescheduling officers] New A ssis~ant Registrar! 

Hi, 
Just wanted to let you all know (although some of you have met him already!) that we have a new assistant registrar in the house! (For those of you who have been 

around a while, 

Chris Partridge joined us on Monday and is currently learning the ropes as they say! Join us in welcoming him. His email address is cpartrid@emaiLunc.edu so you can 

tell him how fabulous his team is. 

Here is what he looks like so you will know him when you walk by him on campus. I’m sure this picture will also be making an appearance in our next Christmas video. 

But if you couldn’t wait until then, check this one out. 
ht~p: / iwww.j~ biab.com iview / x~Ss’~ FohTWoa vUsg~F~ ~ 

Also thanks for all the work you did on getting your Spring 2014 courses in and all the Astra work you did! 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 

Lead Scheduling Specialis* 

Office of ~-he Universi~-y Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

................................................................. 

re~istrar.unc.edu 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

course scheduling officers as: <a hreD"m~ilto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blanc 

email to <a href "malto:leave-33420358-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-33420358- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5f3061@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Hundreds Die as Egyptian Forces Attack Islamist Protesters 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book¯ 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Thursday, August 15, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Hundreds Die as Egyptian Forces Attack Islamist 
Protesters 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The scale and brutality of the attack on supporters of the ousted 

president, Mohamed Morsi, was the clearest sign yet that the old 
Egyptian police state was re-emerging in full force. 

, ~’~ Raw Video: Egypt Cracks Down on Sit-Ins 

Fierce and Swift Raids on Islamists Bring Sirens, 
Gunfire, Then Screams 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

The military-backed government in Egypt had hinted at a milder 
clearing operation that would last days. But when it came, 
protesters appeared stunned by its fury. 

¯ Photographs: A Bloody Crackdown in Egypt 

Manning, Facing Prison for Leaks, Apologizes at Court- 
Martial Trial 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Trying to gain leniency, the convicted private said that he had not understood 

the "broader effects" of his actions, but that he did so now. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes~com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

HOME & GARDEN 

~ SLIDE SHOW: At Home With a Passive Pioneer 

The architect Dennis Wedlick designed the home he shares with 

Curt DeVito 25 years ago. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTORS 

Racial Profiling Lives On 
By DEVON W. CARBADO, CHERYL I HARRIS and KIMBERLI~ W. CRENSHAW 

The recent stop-and-frisk decision does nothing to disrupt the authority the 

Supreme Court has given police officers to target African-Americans and 

Latinos with little or no basis. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I just can’t stand all the blood I’ve seen." 

HAYAM HUSSEIN, a protester in Egypt, on the government’s deadly attack on supporters of 
Mohamed Morsi. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

U.S. Condemns Crackdown but Announces No 
Policy Shift 
By MARK LANDLER and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Secretary of State John Kerry did not disclose any specific 

American response to the assault on Morsi supporters. 

¯ ~ Video: Calls for End to Violence in Egypt 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Arab Spring Countries Find Peace Is Harder 

Than Revolution 
By BEN HUBBARD and RICK GLADSTONE 

The violence in Egypt has underscored how the Arab Spring 

revolutions have devolved into bitter political power struggles among competing 

groups. 

Cameraman for British Network Is Killed in Cairo 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Mick Deane, a cameraman for Sky News who was shot on Wednesday, was the 

first Western reporter to die on assignment in Egypt since the Committee to 

Protect Journalists started keeping such records in the 199os. 

: The kede: Updates on Security Crackdown in Egypt 

................................................................................................ ~O[ r~£re ~0[Id r~e~fs, go to N¥~ime~�om!Wor!d ~ 

U,S, 

A Chance to Own a Home for $1 in a City on the 

Ropes 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

A third of the houses are unoccupied in Gary, Ind., which has lost 



more than half its population in the last half-century. Gary hopes 

to lift its haggard tax base by selling homes for $1. 

The Challenge of Helping the Uninsured Find Coverage 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

"Navigators," created under the health law to educate consumers about health 

insurance options, are seen as crucial to the success of the law. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Divvying Up Money for ’Navigators’ 

Jesse Jackson Jr. Gets 3o Months, and His Wife 
19, to Be Served at Separate Times 
By ASHLEY SOUTHALL 

The former congressman, the son of the civil rights leader, 

pleaded guilty to using $75o,ooo in campaign money for 

personal expenses. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Tracking the "ghosts of Bohemia" 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Along the F.D.R. drive, a cliffhanger for a darkly romantic 
wall 

Riding in tandem 

nytimes.¢om REAiL ESTATE 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Government Charges Two Former JPMorgan 

Chase Employees 
By BEN PROTESS and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Federal authorities announced criminal charges against Javier 

Martin-Artajo and Julien Grout, who are accused of disguising losses on a trade. 

¯ DealBook: How Hard Is It to Value Derivatives? 

, White Collar Watch: U.S. Puts a Helpful Face on Its Fraud Case 



Old Economies Rise as Emerging Markets’ 

Growth Falters 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Economies in Japan and the United States are growing and 

Europe appears to be easing away from a recession just as growth 

is slowing in the major developing markets of Brazil, Russia, India and China. 

¯ ~ Video: Global Powerhouses Sputter and Stall 

¯ ~ Graphic: Changing Engines of Growth 

Intermittent Nature of Green Power Is Challenge 
for Utilities 
By DIANE CARDWELL 

When a Vermont wind farm was required to cut back generation, 

the episode prompted a larger debate about the alternative 

energy’s place in the nation’s power supply. 

................................................................................... Fo r r~ ore b ~sir~ e ss ~ e~ys! go t? N ~(Ti mesrc0rn(Bu s! nes stt 

Sports 

YANKEES 11, ANGELS 3 

Soriano’s Revived Bat Stirs Postseason Hopes 
By JORGE ARANGURE Jr. 

Mfonso Soriano drove in seven runs to help the Yankees beat the 

Angels for their fourth straight victory and give their once-bleak 

playoff chances a jolt of life. 

¯ ~;.. Box Score 

¯ Still Starting His Days Early, the Yankees’ Wells Reawakens His Bat 

. Baseball Roundup: Cabrera’s Homer Powers Tigers Over White Sox 

ON BASEBALL 

Glory Days, Until They Pass By 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Alfonso Soriano is one of only four players in the last 6o years to 

make their debuts with the Yankees and go on to collect 2,000 

career hits, joining Derek Jeter, Bernie Williams and Don Matting]y. 

BATS 

Rooting for Rodriguez 
By JAY SCHREIBER 

With the Yankees moving toward wild-card contention, there is no choice for 

the team’s fans but to root for Alex Rodriguez to come through. 

. ~ Comments 

.............................................................................................. Fo[ ~ore sPPrts ~e~YS! gO t? N~Times~�om~Sports ~ 

Arts 

Finding Poetry on the Page and, Later, on the Canvas 



By HOLLAND COTTER 

Holland Cotter grew up surrounded by books and regularly spent days 

wandering in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

Your First Visual Arts Crush 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

Times readers share the inspiration that made them devote their 

lives or careers to the visual arts. 

Regis Philbin’s Talk Now Turns to Sports 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Regis Philbin, who turns 82 this month, is about to host "Crowd 

Goes Wild," a sports talk show on Rupert Murdoch’s new Fox 

Sports 1 network. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

........................................................................................................ E0[ ~0r# a[ts ~e~s, g0 t0 NY~ime#~com!Arts ~ 

Fashion & Style 

A Tennessee Clothing Factory Keeps Up the Old 

Ways 
By CATHY HORYN 

L. C. King Manufacturing in Bristol, Tenn., has been called a 

diamond in the rough for its old ways. Even Tokyo hipsters love 

its workwear. Now, as fashion embraces Made in America, can it be a 21st- 

century brand? 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

Eva Chen, Trending Now at Lucky Magazine 
By MARISA MELTZER 

Can Ms. Chen and her social media skills save Lucky Magazine? 

Bespoke Jewelry, Made With You in Mind 
By SHIVANI VORA 

Bespoke jewelry, custom-made with a customer’s cooperation, 

has carved a niche into the work of mid- to high-priced 

designers. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

......................................................................................... F~r r~o~e f)sbi~r~ oe~s, go to NYTimes,�om!Eashion ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Calls for End to Violence in Egypt 

As Egyptian security forces in Cairo moved to end sit-ins by 

supporters of the ousted president, Mohamed Morsi, the 



international community urged all parties to exercise restraint. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Who Is Cory Booker? 
A look at the career of Cory A. Booker, the mayor of Newark and 

Democratic nominee for the United States Senate, who has 

achieved star status in his party. 

~ VIDEO: Preserving Partition 
The 1947 Partition Archive is gathering oral histories of those 

who lived through the violent split of India and Pakistan. 

¯ Related Article 

............................................................................................................ F£r r~ore ~(ideo, go to N~Times:£omN!deo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Military Madness in Cairo 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Washington should cut off an aid program that provides the Egyptian military 

with a munificent $1.3 billion a year. 

EDITORIAL 

Obvious Inequality 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Civil unions in New Jersey deprive same-sex couples of important rights and 

benefits. 

EDITORIAL 

Werner Herzog Says: Don’t Text and Drive 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

America’s largest wireless carriers finance a moving documentary on the perils 

of texting while driving. 

.................................................................................................... (0[ r££re 0pir~!0[~, g£ t0 N~(Timesr£0m!0pinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINIONATORI PRIVATE LIVES 

Beautiful Pathologies 
By NATHANIEL P. MORRIS 

Medical-school students sometimes get carried away by their 

enthusiasm for the science of disease and forget the human 

suffering that comes with it. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



Things to Skip in August 
By GAlL COLLINS 

If only a]] our problems were carved out of butter. Instead, we 

have men behaving badly. 

¯ Columnist Page 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Is This the End of the Arab Spring? 
Has the military’s bloody crackdown in Egypt dashed any hope 

that democracy can thrive in the Middle East? 

..................................................................................................... E0~ rp0r~ 0pi~!0o! g0 t? N~Times,�om!Opinlon 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 15, 1947, India and Pakistan became independent after some 
2oo years of British rule. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christopher Brown <chris.brown@mheducation.com> 

Thursday. Angust 15, 2013 9:05 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Instructor-led Webinars on Using Colmect - including LeamSma~ Tegrity, Retx~rts, ][,MS Integration, Flipping a~d More’. 

Hello Professor Sah[e, 

I am emai[ing you to ensure you.re aware of our E:iBack to School with Your Peers: I_earn How Your Colleagues Are Implementing 

CONNECT Webinar Sedes~ avai[ab[e through mid-September. We[~ve invited instructors from across the country to share their 

persona[ experiences on how they have utilized the wealth of resources Connect offers to improve course outcomes. We~ve 

talked about some of these topics already but this is your chance to hear directly from your peers! I[~d love your feedback, so 

let me know once you[~ve attended a session and I~[[ stop by to answer your questions and make sure you are on the path to 

success! 

..v..Ls..i.t......t..b....e.......~....~...~...q..e....c...t......B..L~..g....[..~.L...s....e...s...s..L~....n.......d....e...s....c...r.j.g~i.~.&~....&t1~....~.~....~..e..g.Ls...t...eJ.-......l~....~.....D....A....Y..... ._L__[~__k__~_0_____f_._~!_!_h.c__a_[..ej!~J_.a__r_ 
of events 

Thank you! 

Christopher Brown 

Publisher’s Representative 

Humanities, Social Sciences and Languages 

chris.brown~mheducation.com 

(c) 

~You ca~ also write to: Privacy Official, McGmw-ttill Edncation, 2 Penn Plea, 12th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10121. View the McGraw-Hill Education Privacy 

Policy tbr more information or contact mcgraw-hill education reply@mcgraw-hill.com. 

To unsubscribe, click here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Willimns @gmail.com> 

Thursday, Angust 15, 2013 10:15 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: FW: Call tbr Fall 2013 - The University Research Council (URC) 

Deal Eunice, 

The transition is going well, or a well as transitions go :). The s*aff and facul~ (those I’ve ,seen around) have been wonderful. Before we know it, it roll feel like home. 

Thanks for sending this. I’ll be seeing you soon. 

Ron 

On Thu, Aug 15, 2013 at 8:16 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

I hope your transition is going well. 

As requested, kindly see the attached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 20~3 9:37 AM 
To: department listserv 

Subject: Call for Fall 2013 - The University Research Council (URC) 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly see the attached announcement pertaining to the Fall 2013 URC’s grants. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice,@~emaAl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.nnc.edtr/u?id 65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6&n T&I aaad&o 33381808 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33381808-65646444.b684d774e3fcd01bca2cel b52cd3a3e6(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Swah 

Shikamoo mwalimu, 
I hope all is well. I know you are very busy; I’m just writing to remind you about the Swahili add. 

Asante sana na kwaheri, 
Esther 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: Re: Swah 

8:59 AM 

You are welcome Mwalimu Es~ther. 

On at 12:42 AM, "Lisanza, Esther Mukewa" <lisanza(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sijambo mwalimu! Asante sana, 
Esther 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday,. 

To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: Re: Swah 

8:51 AM 

Mwalimu Esther, 

I will address "this matter when I return to the oIfice eaady next week. 

Asmate, 

Eunice 

OU ¯ at 5:01 PM, "Lisauza, Esther Mukewa" <lisa:nza~)e,na~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Habari gani mwalimu, 
I hope you are doing well. I have a student on the waiting list who has applied for funding, but unless she is officially registered, she may not be 
considered for this funding. I was wondering if she may be added even before classes start so that she doesn’t miss this opportunity. Her details 
are as follows: 
Name: 
PID: 
Best wishes, 
Esther 
PS/rm so sorry I had forgotten we have to go through you for all matters of registration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~vfimes@n~lime s.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.umc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, The Immortal Will and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http:i/www n2thy~es.comladslemailads/editpromo/201308lSiattimes.htmi 

@Times-August 15, 2013 

Love’s 

Nearly fmtr centuries ~fter his passing~ William 

Shakespesre’s star still burns bright[) on the sLostr 

internatkmal stage. Cheek out The Times’s 

Theater section for a review of the latest in this 

yesds Shakespeare is the Park series, "Love’s 

Lsbour’s Lost"; a k~ok st a musieM adaptation of Shakespeare’s 

"As You Like It" featuring mandolin, e~arinet and saxophone; 

and new evideuee that the Bard of Awm may have partially 

penned tex~s attributed to other seribes. 

The New York Times )dax;~zine helps yon savor 

summer’s finer things -- with eooki~e4 ~ii~a on 

how to embt’aee the simphcity of the se;~son’s 

most succulent offerings; a 

g:~g£Eg..gg.&~[aLRg: to simplify your shopping; ;rod a 
nostalgic nod to [hose ~2qg.~,.~aJ.gg~3i.d.r~#.~2 of yesterd;~y from 

frozen daiquiris and margaritas to the classic pifia eolada, 

The Sup .... Court and the Battle for S .... Sex 

Ma rriage: DOWNLOAD NOW 

DOn ~t ~i~S on NYTimes.com 

REAL t,:S’K&TE I Bei.jing Orders Demolition of Rooftop Art 

BITS i Our Daily Cup of t,’aeebook 

NOVIES [ ~ Lovelaee." About the Star of "Deep Throat" 

DEALB%K ] Government Charges Two For~ev JPMorgan 

I,:mployees 

DINING ~ City Kitchen: The THp From Bountiful 

~-~op 5 Viewed Features o~, NYTi 
(Between August 7 - 13, 2013) 

.The Opt-Out Generation Wants gai:k Iu 

.N.S.A. Said to Search (ontem of Messages ~o ;rod From 

.Nystery From the Grave Beside Oswald’s, Solved 

.George Saundevs’s Advice to Graduates 

VIDEO: Speed Sailing 

~ VIDEO i St ee t Sailing 

This year’s America’s Cup teams 
will sail the fastest yaehts in the 
race’s 162-year history. 

::,~:: SLIDESHOW: Homesfor 

....... $1,300,000 

~ SLIDE StIO~r I Homes for 

An apartment and commercial 

space in Staunton, Va.; a ranch 

house in Montana; and a 

Spanish Colonial near Miami, 

INTERACTIVE: Farmers’ Market 

Recipe Generator 

~ YqDEO i Reeipi; Lab: 

Blueberry Jam 

,hflia Moskin makes blueberry 

jam with lime from Kevin West’s 

canning cookbook "Saving the 

Season." 

Join the 
Conversation 

To 0h~dge Slleep ]~i To 

~ds, UoSo ’ Judge 

Lo o ~.;.,~, ;]tt Sleep 
Aids 

Drowsy us’ 
DH~ng h~ the ...... 

The F.D.A. is considering the 

residual drmvsiness that can 

persist the day after taking 

prescription sleep aids, and 

whether users can drive safely 

upon waking. 



5.Madam Pres{di;nt 

i8 Times Journeys: Set Sail to Western Europe On Celebrity 
Infinity, Oct. 12-24, 2013 - LEARN MORE 

Bite 
A daily e- mail 
newsletter on the 
business of 
technology, with 
coverage fror~ T~mes 
staff writers and a 
roundup of ~]ews from 
across the Web 

Dea~B% k 
Deliven~.d 
before the 
operfing bell 
and aRer the 
market close, 
the DealB%k e- 
mail newslette~ 
provides 
breaking news 
about M&As, 
k P.O.s, venture 
capital and 

!~i DealB°°kI 

The 
Collection 
All tidings 
fashion 
from The 
New Yo~R 

featuring 
tl~e latest in 

trends and 

fro m 
acclaimed 
critics and 
repolters. 

The Collection 
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for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Manaqe Subscriptions j Unsubscribe I Change Your E-MaiiI Privacy Policy [ Advertise i Contact 

The New Yo~’k Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue. New York. NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perldns, Kathy A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu.; 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <oweubo~unc.edu"~ 

RE: KaJnpala Media School 

I am aware of the school but don’t know much about it. Just returning from out of town. How soon do you need the information as I can ask some folks at Makarere University in Kampala? 
Kathy 
Professor Kathy A. Perkins 
Department of Dramatic .axt 
Center for Dramatic Art CB 3230 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3230 
919-962-1132 
kathyaperkins, com 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Perkins, Kathy A 
Cc: O;ven, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Kampala Media School 

Dear Bobbi, 

have sent - with a cc to you - the question to two of my colleagues who know Kampala well. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:50 PM 
To: Sahle, [gunice N; Perkins, Kathy A. 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Kampala Media School 

Kathy and Eunice - 

Do either of you know anything about Kampala Media School? I)oes not 
seem to be al![iliated with Kampala Universi~’. 
I am reviewing credentials and need some context. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of iX-otth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:09 PM 

Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Kampala Media School 

Eunice has someone who is from Kampala who will get back to me 
So not to worly (this time)! 
Bobbi 
On 8/15/2013 4:00 PM. Perkins, Kathy A wrote: 
> I am aware of the school but don’t know much about it Aast returning from out of to~vn. How soon do you need the ilfformation as I can ask some folks at Makarere Umversi~’ in Kampala? 
Kathy 
> Professor Kathy A. Perkins 
> Department of Dramatic ~t 
> Cen~r for Dramatic 2m CB 3230 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, N.C 27599-3230 
> 919-%2-1132 
> kathyaperkins.com 

> Sent: Thwsday, August 15,2013 1:36 EM 
> To: Owen, Bobbi A; Perkins, Ka@ A 
> Cc: ()wen, Bobbi A 
> SubJect: ~E: KampaIa Media School 
> 

> Dear Bobbi, 
> 

> I have sent - with a cc. to you - the question to two of my colleagues who know Kampala well. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

> From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@unc.edu] 
> Sent: ~Ihwsday, August 15, 2013 12:50 PM 
> To: Sahle, E~ice N; Perkins, Kathy A. 
> Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
> Subject: Kampala Media School 
> 

> Kathy and Eunice - 
> 

> Do either of you know anything abo~t Kampala Media School? Does not 
> seem to be affiliated with Kampala Universi~’. 
> I am reviewing credentials and need some context. 
> 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> 2~fichael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> Universi~ of Nor~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 S~ele Bmldi~g 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35(N 
> Phone: 919 843-7~3 
> F~: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 35(;,4, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 3:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: His Options Few, Obama Rebukes Egypt’s Leaders 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book¯ 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Friday, August 16, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Editorials 

I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

His Options Few, Obama Rebukes Egypt’s 
Leaders 
By MARK LANDLER and PETER BAKER 

President Obama warned of taking future steps against Egypt but 

made no mention of cutting off $1.5 billion in military and 

economic aid to the country. 

, ~’~ Video and Transcript 

Islamists Debate Their Next Move in Tense Cairo 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A quiet settled over Egypt’s capita] the day after a crackdown that 

killed over 6oo, as the city braced for new protests by the 

supporters of the ousted president, Mohamed Morsi. 

¯ ~:::~ Slide Show: In Grim Aftermath, Calls for New Protests in Egypt 

¯ ~ Video: Two Narratives of the Violence in Egypt 

A City Borrows So Its Schools Open on Time 
By RICK LYMAN and MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

Philadelphia agreed at the last minute Thursday to borrow $5° 

million just to be able to reopen schools for the fail with 

minimum staffing. 

. ~ Slide Show: Philadelphia’s School Woes 

.................................................................................................................. FPr mote tap r!e~vs, g? to N’~Times,F0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Philadelphia’s School Woes 
Just a month after Detroit became the largest American city to 

file for bankruptcy, Philadelphia is also edging toward a financial 

precipice. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Egypt’s Blood, America’s Complicity 
By AMR DARRAG 

Until the legitimate government of President Mohamed Morsi is 

restored, American rhetoric about democracy will ring hollow. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Wobod~t is talking about what it takes to get a child 
educated. It’s just about what the lowest number is 

needed to get the bare minimum." 

HELEN GYM, who has three clfildren in Philadelphia’s public schools. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Working-Class Cairo Neighborhood Tries to 
Make Sense of a Brutal Day 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Many Egyptians say that the military had to crack down on pro- 
Morsi supporters and that the protesters were holding back the 
country with endless sit-ins. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Living With a Great Divide in Egypt 

THE LEDE 

Video Shows Civilians Gunned Down in Cairo 
By ROBERT MACKEY and LIAM STACK 

Video uploaded to YouTube on Thursday showed civilians’ being cut down by 
gunfire on Wednesday in Cairo during an assault by security forces. 

Deadly Blast Rocks a Hezbollah Stronghold in 

Lebanon 
By BEN HUBBARD and HWAIDA SAAD 

The blast wounded hundreds of people in the southern suburbs 
of the Lebanese capital and might have been aimed at Hezbollah. 

¯ The Lede: Hezbollah TV Video of Beirut Bomb A~lermath 

For more world news, go to NYTimes,comlWorld ~ 

Star of NASA Planet Hunting Falls Idle With 
Broken Parts 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

NASA says it wi]] look for a new mission for its Kepler spacecraft, 

which has broken wheels but a perfect telescope. 



N.S.A. Often Broke Rules on Privacy, Audit Shows 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The violations of privacy rules, which were often inadvertent, cast new light on 

the agency’s potential for intrusions on Americans’ communications. 

WASHINGTON MEMO 

Puzzle Awaits the Capital: How to Solve 3 Fiscal 

Rifts 
By JOHN HARWOOD 

Though a government shutdown seems relatively unlikely, 

President Obama and his Republican interlocutors face a challenge in bridging 

seemingly irreconcilable goals in a fiscal deal. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

The jockey 
ALSO IN SPORTS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Dominicans on A-Rod 

76ers owner expected to buy Devils 

~ytimes.~:om SP.OR:TS 

Business 

Easy Credit Dries Up, Choking Growth in China 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Growth has slowed, causing an increase in defaults on 

unconventional loans, chronic overcapacity in many industries 

and other problems. 

DEALBOOK 

India Seeks to Overhaul a Corporate World Rife 

With Fraud 
By JEN SWANSON 

Sweeping legislation in India aims at auditing reform, with stiffer 

penalties for fraud and more government oversight of businesses. 



Vermont Sisters With Roots in News Embrace 
Small-Town Papers 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Three twenty-something daughters of a 5th-generation 
newspaper family have thrown themselves into the business, and 
the papers they run have thrived. 

................................................................................... F0 r r)) ore b psir~e ss r?e~s! go t? N YTi mesrc0m~Bu s! nes stt 

Sports 

KEEPING SCORE 

Pausing to Consider a Rules Change 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

The expansion of instant replay in baseball runs the risk of 
slowing down an already slow game in an effort to get every call 

correct. 

New Call in Baseball: Previous Play Is Under 
Review, in New York 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Major League Baseball announced plans to expand video review 
in 2014: managers would be able to challenge calls, and a crew in 

New York would rule on them. 

Russian Pole-Vaulter Backs Scrutinized Law 
By DAVID HERSZENHORN and CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Yelena Isinbayeva, one of Russia’s most prominent athletes, said 
she supported a measure that has been criticized in the West as 

being antigay. 

.............................................................................................. E~r r~0~e sP0[ts [~ews, go to N¥~[ime~,c0m!Sp0rts 

Arts 

’LEE DANIELS’ THE BUTLER’ 

Black Man, White House, and History 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Forest Whitaker plays the title character in "Lee Danie]s’ The 

Butler," which covers eight presidential administrations and 
beyond. 

¯ ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

’YOU WILL BE MY SON’ 

A Vineyard and a Families Are at Stake 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"You Wi]] Be My Son" traces fractured father-son relationships 

on a vineyard in France. 



ART REVIEW 

In Electric Moments, History Transfigured 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Rising Up," a show at 8oWSE Gallery at N.Y.U., is devoted to six 

striking murals by Hale Woodruff, depicting moments in 

African-American history, as well as other works by the artist. 

........................................................................................................ Ee~ ~or~ a~ts ~e~s, go te N¥~ime~�om!A~s ~ 

Movies 

’JOBS’ 

Portrait of the Artist Behind Apple 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The historical record is stretched in "Jobs," a biopic about Steve 

Jobs directed by Joshua Michael Stern and starring Ashton 

Kutcher. 

’KICK-ASS 2’ 

Teenagers With Guns, Supposedly Good Guys 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Chlofi Grace Moretz is back in the violent sequel to "Kick-Ass." 

’CUTIE AND THE BOXER’ 

The Art of Marriage, or Marriage of the Art? 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Zachary Heinzerling’s cleareyed and touching documentary, 

"Cutie and the Boxer," examines the lives of an artist couple. 

, ~ Slide Show: Of Love and Art 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes.comlMovies ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: A Scene From ’Lee Daniels’ The Butler’ 
The director Lee Daniels narrates a scene from his drama 

featuring Forest Whitaker and Oprah Winfrey. 

~ VIDEO: Global Powerhouses Sputter and Stall 

Brazil, Russia, India and China, better known as the BRIC 

nations, once enjoyed soaring economic growth. Today, they are 

each contending with a slowdown in investments and major 

inflation. 

~ VIDEO: Farmed and Fried in Iowa 
Seth Kugel travels through Iowa and finds both farm freshness 

and greasy comfort foods -- sometimes even in the same meal. 



............................................................................................................ F0r r~ ore ~ide£! go t£ N~Times.�Om!VideO ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

No Banker Left Behind 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Detroit bankruptcy case provides another example of how Wail Street wins. 

EDITORIAL 

Insider Influence in the Commonwealth 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Voters in Virginia face a governor’s election muddled by ethical issues. 

EDITORIAL 

Wolves Under Review 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A scientific evaluation of the delisting plan for gray wolves has gotten tangled up 
in politics. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Moment of Truthiness 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Who will tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth 
on the budget deficit? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR 

Under the Dome 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Presidents should vacation outside their political comfort zones. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

What Really Ails Detroit 
By STEPHAN RICHTER 

Detroit’s co]lapse is indicative of a broader nationwide problem: United States 

manufacturing has been in trouble since its heyday in the 195os. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0[e £p!N0~, go to NY~[irne~:cem!Opini0n ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 16, 1977, the singer Elvis Presley died at Graceland Mansion 

in Memphis, Tenn., at age 42. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garcia, David F <daga@ad.uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 11:07 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

RE: UNC’s Charanga Carolina - Fall 2013 (open to UNC and Duke students) 

Please forward to interested students. Thank you! 

UNC’s LATIN DANCE Music Ensemble 

Charanga Carolina 

is Recruiting Students (from UNC and Duke) 

If you play: 

BASS (double bass and/or electric) 

FLUTE 

TRUMPET 

TROMBONE 

STRINGS (violin, viola, cello) 

Consider registering for MUSC 213.006 (Garcia) and earn i credit hour toward your music 

electives (UNC). 
Contact Prof. David Garcia at daga@email.unc.edu 

You do not have to be a music major. You only have to have strong music reading skills and 
proficiency on your instrument. 

Learn to play danzon, salsa, samba, tango and other fun Latin dance music styles 

Rehearsals begin Tuesday, August 27 at 8:00 p.m. 

Kenan Music Rehearsal Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill 

David F. Garcia, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Director of Graduate Studies 
Department of Music 

Hill Hall, CB# 3320 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

dacja@email.unc.edu 
919-843=2093 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 2:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Fwd: Missing Assignmenk~ 

Eunice -- I am looldng for so~ne advice on the situa’don of this student. I am not clear on the acceptability of the Friday Center for purposes of validating enrolled 

status; or whether I am aJlowed to oiler her the Inake- up work while she is in this status. 

Thank You! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Missin~l Assignments 
Date:               11:11:07 AM EDT 
To: "Jordan, Joseph F" <jfjordan@ernail.unc.edu> 

My academic advisor is Elizabeth Shuster, Thank you! 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:03 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

I am forwarding your request to the chair of our department. I wiil get back to you as soon as I hear from her. 

On             at 10:36 AM,               wrote: 

Yes, my academic advisor recommended that I enroll in online classes through d~e Friday Center to still be considered as a fuil- 

~i.me student through the University. 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:33:56 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

are you enrolled this semester? 

On             at 7:31 PM, wrote: 

ProfessorJordan, 

Hello, my name is                               i’m not sure if you remember me but I took your class AFAM 

the           semester and received an until I complete the last two missing assignments. Certain 

circumstances have occurred and I wili most iikely not be on campus this semester, so I contacted my academic 

advisor and they suggested that I get in contact with you via emaii~ I am emailing you regarding the two assignments 

I need to compiete and turn in to you. I was wondering if there was any way you could send me those instructions via 

email and I couid finish them within the next day or so and if you could have them graded and the grade change take 

place within the first couple of days of the        semester. This wouid mean a great deal to me seeing as i won’t 

be able to receive these instructions to the assignments face-to-face from you. Thank you for you heip in this matter! 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:00:39 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

my suggestion is you take an incomplete and check with me first thing in the fall term to make up the assignments 

On            at 1:32 PM,               wrote: 

Professor Jordan, 
Hello, this is I am emailing you regarding the missing assignments. I was hoping 

there was something I could do between now and next Wednesday morning (this is the last day I am allowed to stay 
on campus) to make up these missing assignments, even perhaps visit your office during a time that fits your schedule 
to make up the assignments. 

However, I am not able to drop any more courses because I h~ve reached 
my limit of minimum credit hours in order to remain academically eligible to return in the Fall. If there is absolutely 
anything I can do to make up these assignments, please let me know!! 
Thanks for your help. 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapei Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



Joseph Jordan, Director 

So,qja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Caroli,qa at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-900i 

ifiorda n(@,email u n c.edu 

Josepil Jorda!l, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Cenler 

Uniw.~rsity of Nod, h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n@email u nc.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 4:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Missing Assignmenks 

’I’h~ks Eunice -- I will let her know. 

On at 4:04 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email. 

You can allow her to complete her outstanding assignments while she is enrolled in online courses at the Friday Center. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Joseph Jordan [ifjordan@email.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Friday, 2:0:t PM 

To." SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Fwd: Missing Assignments 

Eunice -- I am looking for some advice on the situation of this student. I am not clear on "the acceptability of the Friday Center tbr pnrpo~s of validating 

enrolled status; or whether I am allowed to oiler her the ma~e-np work M~ile she is in this status. 

Thank You! 

Begin forwarded message: 

F tom: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Missing Assignments 
Date:               11:11:07 AM EDT 
To: "Jordan, Joseph F" <jt~ordan@email.un¢.edu> 

My academic advisor is Elizabeth Shuster. Thank you! 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, :[:[:03 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

I am forwarding ,/our request to the chair of our department. I wili get back to you as soon as I hear from her~ 

On,            at 10:36 AM,               wrote: 

Yes, my academic advisor recommended that I enroll in online classes through the Friday Center to stiil be 

considered as a fuli-time student through the University. 

From: Joseph Jordan <ifiordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,               9:33:56 AM 

Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

are yOU enrolled this semester? 

On at 7:31 PM wrote: 

Professor Jordan, 

Heilo, my name is I’m not sure if you remember me but I took your 

ciass AFAM the semester and received an until I complete the last two missing 

assignments. Certain circumstances have occurred and I will most likely not be on campus this 

semes[er, so I con[acted my academic advisor and they suggested that I get in con[act wid~ you via 

email. I am e.mailing you regarding the two assignments I need [o complete and turn in to you. I was 

wondering if there was any way you could send me those instructions via emaii and I couid finish them 

within the next day or so and if you could have them graded and the grade change take piace within the 

first couple of days of the        semester. This would mean a great deal to me seeing as I won’t be 

able to receive these instructions to the assignments faceoto-face from you~ Thank you for you heip in 

this matter! 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:00:39 PM 

To: 



Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

my suggestion is you take an incomplete and check with me first thing in the fall term to make up the 

assignments 

On            at 1:32 PM,               wrote: 

Professor .lordan, 
Hello, this is 1‘ am emailing you regarding the missing assignments. 1‘ 
was hoping there was something T could do between now and next Wednesday morning (this is the last 
day 1‘ am allowed to stay on campus) to make up these missing assignments, even perhaps visit your 
office durina a time that fits your schedule to make up the assianments~ 

However, 1 am not able to drop any more courses because 1‘ have reached my limit of minimum credit 

hours in order to remain academically eligible to return in the Fall. 1‘f there is absolutely anything 1‘ can 
do to make up these assignments, please let me know!! 
Thanks for your help. 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,ernail, u nc edu 

Joseph Jordan Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University o[ North Carolina a[ Chapel Hill 

(919) 962--9001 

ifiordan@email,unc edu 

Josepi~ ,Jordan, Direcksr 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9!9) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n(@~ernail.u nc.ed u 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,email, u nc ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bell <jaybee®efsinc.org> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 8:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice®emafl.unc.edu> 

Chuck Gmafl ®gmafl.com> 

RE: Prof. Sahle? 

Greetings, 

Thank you for your reply. Please suggest some alternate times that we might talk via phone or meet. 

the best, 

Janine Y. Bel~ 

President, Artistic Director 

.~.l#gba FolMore Society 

Richmond’s Cultural Ambassador 

804,644, 3900 

23rd Am~ual Down Home Family Reunion 
August 17 

TALISMAN : Lucky Ritual 
The Magic of Orisegun Olomidun 

Afi’iean Dance & Drumming 
Contact Us for a Schedule 

In the Begimling... Virginia 
Along the Trail of Enslaved Africans 

Among the Yoruba, _El_egba is the 0ris_a or intercessor who opens the roads, bringing clarity out of confusion. 

We hope our programs and services are, indeed, road-opening experiences. Embrace the Spirit! 

On 08/15/2013 12:28 pm, Sah[e, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 3anine, 

Many thanks for your email! 

My apologies for not writing earlier but this is a very hectic time on campus as we gear up for a new academic year. 

I am very delighted that Chuck connected us. Unfortunately, because of an important family matter [ will be back home in Canada from August 29-September Sst. 1 

look forward to seeing you soon. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bell [jaybee@efsinc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:45 PN 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Co: Chuck Gmail 
Subject: Re: Prof. Sahle? 



G reetin~s Professor, 

f hope you and my good friend, Chuck -- the great orator and walter :-) and I can meet while I am in your area, August 

September 1 ). I am quite interested in reco~rtecting i~ a meaningful way with Carolina, and I believe I have valuable experie~tia[ 

[earning oppor’tu~ities to offer your students and perhaps others on campus. Too, I would like to suppor~ you in the department’s 

redevelopment as we. find points of mutuaiity. 

Learn more about my work at E[egba Folklore Society. As of now my best availability would be Saturday evening maybe for dinner 

however I wou~d be honored if you would be in our perfomqing company’s audience on Sunday, I think around _ :~0. Perhaps we 

could enjoy brunch together, you could spend some time at the festiw[ and then see the show° 

Excited about the possibilities. 

the best 

J~nine Y. Bell 

President, Artistic Director 

_E{e_gba Fo{k{ore Society 

Richmond’s Cultura~ Ambassador 

804.644. 3900 

23rd Am,ual Dox~a~ Home Fanfily Remfion 

TALISMAN : Lucky Ritual 
The Magic of Orisegun Olomidun 

Afriem~ Dance & Dmnnming 
Contact Us for a Schedule 

In the Beghu~h~g... Virgi~fia 
Along the Trail of Enslaved Africans 

Among the Yoruba, _El_egba is the Orisa or intercessor who opens the roads, bringing clarity out of confusion. 

We hope our programs and services are, indeed, road-opening experiences. Embrace the Spirit! 

On 08/09/2013 12:54 pm, Chuck Gmail wrote: 

Ennice, 

Allow me to introduce you to my good friend Cookie Bell. As noted below, she roll be in town at the end of the month m~d it would be great for you 

all to connect. 

Chuck 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:38 AM, iavbee~efsinc.org wrote: 



TALISMAN : Lucky Ritu~ 

African Dance & Drumming 

I~ the Beginning... Virginia 
A~ong the Tra~ of B~slaved African,s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 11:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Re: The upcoming class 

Thmiks, Eunice. That sounds fine. Sony I didn’t have a chalice to call you yet. If you’d like to talk give me a call at 

Best, 

Mark 

On Aug 17, 2013, at 11:02 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@emml.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Dear Mark, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Based on the department’s contribution to the instruction needs of the class that Pierce is teaching this fall, I would be grateful if half of the seats are reserved 
for AAAD majors. 

Pierce: Please send me the final details of this class so that the department’s Director of Undergraduate Studies can share them with our Majors. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Islamists Killed While in Custody, Egypt Confirms 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Monday, August 19, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Islamists Killed While in Custody, Egypt 
Confirms 
By ROD NORDLAND 

The deaths were the fourth mass killing of civilians since the 
military took control on July 3, but the first time those killed 
were in government custody at the time. 

U.S. Workers Are Grounded by Deep Cuts 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and NON NIXON 

Tangible examples of the resulting spending cuts abound five 
months after lawmakers failed to reach an agreement on how to 
reduce the nation’s debt. 

Firefighters’ Survivor Benefits Value Some Lives 
Over Others 
By JACK HEALY 

In life, firefighters from disparate states and backgrounds work 
side by side. But in death, families say, they are sifted into 
categories based on their official employment status. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

Born to Ride 
At age 55, the jockey Russell Baze is still making all the right 
moves in a dangerous sport. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Graying Prisoners 
By JAMIE FELLNER 

Beyond a certain point, retribution shades into vengeance. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"A poet’s job is not to write about love. A poet’s job is 
not to write about flowers. A poet must write about the 

plight and pain of the people." 

MATIULLAH TURAB, a poet in Afghanistan who is critical of both the govenunent and the 
Taliban. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

MEXICO CITY MEMO 

Drug War Apparently Has Mexican President’s Attention 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

President Enrique Pefia Nieto has overseen the capture of two top drug bosses, 
suggesting he is no longer quite so opposed to the American-led strategy of 
taking down cartel kingpins. 

An Afghan Poet Shapes Metal and Hard Words 
By AZAM AHMED 

Many Afghans who have grown cynical after years of war have 
found a voice in a sharp-tongued poet who fixes trucks by day 
and writes by night. 

A Call for Aid, Not Laws, to Help Women in Italy 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

Attacks in the wake of an announcement of measures to counter 
domestic abuse have bolstered criticism from some who say 
stiffer penalties alone are not enough to protect women. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld )) 

U.S. 

Second Act for the Temple of the Stars 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

A faded Los Angeles synagogue, built by Hollywood moguls on 
the eve of the Depression, is regaining its splendor with a 
dazzling $15o million reconstruction. 

Death Row Improvises, Lacking Lethal Mix 



By RICK LYMAN 

States are scrambling to replace the drugs used for executions, raising fresh 
questions about how the death penalty will be carried out. 

Braced to Remake Itself, Detroit First Awaits 
Challenges to Bankruptcy Eligibility 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

Unions, creditors and retirees are expected to file formal 
objections to the city’s eligibility, setting the stage for a legal fight 
over whether the city should be allowed to proceed. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

The jockey 
ALSO IN SPORTS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Dominicans on A-Rod 

76ers owner expected to buy Devils 

n~:lime.s.¢om :SPORTS 

Business 

A1 Jazeera America Promises a More Sober Look 
at the News 
By BRIAN STELTER 

When the cable news channel begins broadcasting on Tuesday, 
"there will be less opinion, less yelling and fewer celebrity 
sightings," its chief says. 

Most of U.S. Is Wired, but Millions Aren’t 
Plugged In 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The Obama administration is concerned that 6o million are shut 
out of jobs, government services, health care and education, and 
that the economic effects are looming larger. 

DEALBOOK 



Public Funds Take Control of Assets, Dodging Wall Street 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

The shift is motivated, in no small part, by the high fees and lackluster 

performance that many hedge funds and private equity firms have delivered to 

their biggest clients in recent years. 

¯ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

................................................................................... FQ[ ~ £re b~ir~es~ r~s! g£ t£ N~[!mes:�0m~Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

More Friction Between Yankees and Rodriguez 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Brian Cashman called Mex Rodriguez a liar, and Randy Levine 

said he needed to "put up or shut up." Rodriguez and his camp, 

meanwhile, were planning to file a formal grievance against the 

Yankees. 

: On Baseball: A Slugger Fights for the Yankees, but Mostly Against Them 

¯ Lawyer Says the Yankees Misled Rodriguez About His Injuries 

YANKEES 9, RED SOX 6 

Hit by Pitch, Rodriguez Recovers, as Do Yanks 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Mex Rodriguez’s home run started a comeback in a highly contentious and 

emotional game as the Yankees moved to seven and a half games back of the 

Red Sox in the American League East. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

Selfless Star, Ultimate Sacrifice 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The widow of Dan Roundfield, who drowned while trying to save 

his wife, recently shared the most haunting details of his death in 

Aruba at age 59. 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes,comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Theft Charges Reverberate in Connecticut Art 

World 
By PETER APPLEBOME and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Genteel towns in the Litchfield Hills of Connecticut are shocked 

by charges against Jasper Johns’s assistant. 

DANCE REVIEW 

Ballerina Leaves Her Comfort Zone 
By ALASTAI R MACAU LAY 

Wendy Whe]an of New York City Ballet stars in a program she 



devised of four modern-dance works at the Jacob’s Pillow festival 

in Massachusetts. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Student’s Trip Ends; A Mystery Just Begins 
By CHRIS SUELLENTROP 

In Gone Home, a college student returns from a year abroad and 

encounters a family mystery. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Media & Advertising 

A Television Unit Flourishes in an Often 
Overlooked Corner of Sony 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Sony Pictures Television has gone largely underacknow]edged, 

but that is changing, partly because of prodding from one of its 
largest shareholders. 

ADVERTISING 

Postal Service Applies Old Promise to New 
Priority 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

Even as the Web has cost the Postal Service billions of dollars in 
revenue, strong growth in package deliveries from e-commerce sites has helped 

to offset the loss. 

¯ News From the Advertising Industry 

Egypt Lashes Out at Foreign News Media’s 
Coverage 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A correspondent for AJ Jazeera is arrested while other journalists 

are scolded for failing to portray the crackdown in the 
government’s terms: as a war against violent terrorists. 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Blackberry Crumb Muffins 
When there are are so many fresh summer berries available, why 
not fold some into your muffin batter? 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Gentrify? No! Gentefy? Sf! 

In the Los Angeles neighborhood of Boyle Heights young Latinos 

are trying to stave off gentrification with what they call 



gentefication by opening their own hip businesses. 

¯ Related Article 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Wanted: Another Green Mayor 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Candidates for mayor should promise to extend Bloomberg’s environmental 

record. 

EDITORIAL 

A Flawed Background-Check System 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The F.B.I. needs to be held to a higher standard when reporting on criminal 

histories in work-related background checks. 

EDITORIAL 

Bangladesh’s Workers Deserve Better 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The families of those killed in the building collapse are still waiting for adequate 

compensation from the government. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Learn to Talk in Beggars’ Cant 
By DANIEL HELLER-ROAZEN 

In a time when speech is subjected to unprecedented scrutiny, 

the safest way to express a subversive thought is to clothe it in 

unfamiliar garb. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

War on the Core 
By BILL KELLER 

The right-wing campaign to keep America stupid. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

One Reform, Indivisible 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

In looking at Obamacare, Republicans trip over the three-legged 

stool. 

: Columnist Page ] Blog 



.................................................................................................... Fer m0~e ep!nion, go to N¥[imes~�om!Opini0n ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 19, 1934, a plebiscite in Germany approved the vesting of sole 
executive power in Adolf Hitler as Fuhrer. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I !!!~iii~’ @NYTimes I::~,:~:::@ P nterest 

Access The New York Times from a nywhere with our suite of apps: 
iPhone®I iPad®I AndroidI All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
i Times Store Help Section ~ m:n~:com 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, August 19, 2013 8:34 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I}%V: Here’s the Receipt You Requested in Our Store 

Hello Tb 

Hope you had a nice weekend, 

I am able to correct on the vendor system Ronald’s address, however I cannot make corrections at HR system; could you @ease take care of HR system or contact 

som~-:£~ody at the college for the correctkmi 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

~= Willbms, Ronald H 
8e~t~ Monday, August ~9, 20~3 8:30 AM 

To= Colon, Sonia 
¢¢~ Gore, Travis~ Howell, ~a N. 
$~ject~ Re: Here’s the Receipt You Reques~d in Our Store 

Hi Sonia, 

Thau~ for catcNng tNs. My new address is as follows: 

Non 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 8:25 AIVI, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon(~med.unc~edu~; 

wrote: 

Good morning Ron 

I lust discover that vour address set up in the UNC system, is California, as follow: 

This is the address you want to keep on the payroll and vendor system? Please, let me know when you get a chance. 
Sonia 

From: Williams, Ronald II 
Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 8:36 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
C¢: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Here’s the Receipt You Requested in Our Store 

Hi Sonia, 

Below is the receipt for the headphones I purchased for which I need to be reimbursed. Please charge it to my research funds as we discussed. 

Mm~y thanks. 

Ron 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <StaplesReceipt@staples.com> 
Subject: Here’s the Receipt You Requested in Our Store 
Date: August 17, 2013 7:00:47 PM EDT 
To: <RONALD.WILLIAMS@UNC.EDU> 

<image001 .gi£; 

Low prices. Evezy item. Every day. <image002.png> 
171C East Fzanklin St. 

Chap’el Hi ] ], NC 27514 
<image003.png> 

Offer valid through 08/04/13 - 09 

(919) 942-4115                                                Questions ?                          at Kohl’s.PP, OMOTIONAL OFFER VALi£ 

0843 08/17/13 06:55 contact youz local Staples store. ~i!ik£~£___~!5~Lg. for valid on a mininun $30 pse tax pu 

and be erR:e:Led inte a monLhly drawing 

for a $5,000 Staples gift card. 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 

Log on to www. Sta~i]:i~!~i2_._!:_££!£[[[ 

ou~ return policy, type. Offer is nr)ntransferaDle al] 

time of in store purchase. Offer 

other offers. $1@ coupon will be 

CUT HERE percent off total purchase @iscr)u 

ExpJ res 09/23/13REDEEMED FOR CASH. NO CASH BACK.C 

KOHL ~ S $I0 Get $I0 off your next , regular and clearance pricedmer 
valid for price adjusfmentson pr~ 

purchase of $30 or more at Kohl’s pur<hase of Gift Cards, paymentoll 
Va] ]d in stere e[Ny account, or the purchase of Kohl’s 

merchandise or other charitableit 
prestige brands <~f cosmetics ands 
prestige brands of fragrance. F~)r 
these excluded brands, go 
look for signs in ourstores. Off@ 

YOUR OPINION COUNTS AND WILL BE REVIEWED 
BY THIS STORE’S MANAGER! 



or call 1-800-881-1723 

Your survey code: 0100 3150 9869 7584 

See store for ~ules~ 

Survey code expires 08/24/2013. 

***Tome nuestra encuesta el Espanoi en 

la pgina de internet o pot telefono. 

Consiga las reglas en la tienda.*** 

QTY SKU PRICE 

i MS LIFECHAT LX30@@(Res# 501111) 

885370430202 29.99 

SUBTOTAL 29.99 

Standard Tax 7.50% 2.25 

TOTAL $32.24 
Amler ican EYpress 32.24 

Card No. IS] 

Auth No.: 523803 

TOTAL ITEMS 1 

Save with Staples Brand products, 

the most trusted brand in office products. 

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT STAPLES 

Shod online at !d!!_:i!i=__qi~’ies.com 

Frnm iaptops and tablets to snacks, 

furniture and paper, as a Staples 

Rewards membe~, you will get 5% back 

on it all, no matter how you shop - 

in store or online. 

08430817~30194503 

~Jectronlcs; s~estore for @etaiJs 

duplicates notaccepted. Only one 

Return value ofmerchandise purcha 

w!ll be subjectt<~ adjustment. Se@ 

CUT HERE 

15% OFF your purchas~ 
wellness it 
Valid in sto~_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce Freelon ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: Class - AAAD majors 

Thanks Dr. SaNe, (you accidentally sent this to my father’s email address, which is very similar to ~nine). 

Thank you Dr. Jm~ken. If yon know of any s~udents who might be interested in enrolling personaJly, please let them know. 

There is an article abont the class in today’s daily Tar Heel, check it out! htlp://www.dailvtarheel.comiarticle/2013/08/emcee-lab-0819 

Thanks again, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: 

Date: Mon, at 9:34 AM 

Subject: Fwd: Class - A/LAX) majors 

To: Pierce Freelon       @gma~l.com> 

TNs was intended for yon. 

Dad. 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Begin ibm,aacded message: 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(dbemail.unc.edu> 

Date: .9:16:38 AM EDT 

To: 

Cc: "Katz, Mark" <mkalz~email.nnc.edu>, "Janken, Kenneth R" <kr~maken~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Class - z~ad) majors 

Dear Pierce, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is to let you know that the Director of Undergraduate Studies in the department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies (AAAD) Professor 
Kenneth ,lanken has sent the information to our majors. If you have questions about our majors’ enrollment in the class, please direct them to him and not to 
Travis Gore. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Professor Pierce Freelon 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central Universi~ 

My work / 
PBS x Beat Malting Webisodes: http:iiwvcw.youtube.com/beatmakinglab 
Umi Says: http:/iwu~,.goutube.com/watch?v 3miD91cp7sw 
Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeas~music.conv’a~bunvt"medo,n-suite 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozxagosgtoixch@ta~ad£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 12:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Pass the Savings on to your Students: 20% OFF 

~i Routledge 

Pass the savings on to your students for their 
textbooks! 

We’re offering 20% off all titles* through September 18th. 

Now until September 18th use discount code DRK79 and receive 29% offaB titles* Remember, all web 

orders over $35 receive free shipping in the US and Canada *Offer valid only with web orders at 

routledge.com, focafpress.com psypress.com or routledgementafheatth.com 

[] [] [] ~    Share the Savings with your Studentst 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privac~ and wili not disclose, rent or sell your email adrJress to any outside organizalions 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis, an informa business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! ] 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click hel~e. Please note this is an automaled operation 

d by     ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:12 AM 

Student Government Applications 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I hope this email finds you well. As                          I am charged with recruitment for Student Government and the Executive Branch. To recruit 

students to our committees and positions, publicizing to each academic department would ensure that a diverse array of students hear about our applications. If 

you could send the following message out over your fistserv at your earliest convenience, ~ would greatly appreciate the assistance. 

Thank you for your help, 

Still looking for a way to get involved at Carolina? Interested in Student Government but never really had a chance to get involved? Then apply for a position on 

the Executive Branch! We are now accepting applications for Executive Assistants and Committee-Members, and 15 committees and special projects want YOU on 

their team! Applications, as well as descriptions of each position, are available online and due back Friday, August 30 at 5:00PM. The applications can be found at: 

Please direct questions to                            at 

@live,unc.edu. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 3:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Egypt in Tumult as Court Orders Mubarak Freed 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Tuesday, August 20, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE 

Top News 

Egypt in Tumult as Court Orders Mubarak Freed 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The order for former President Hosni Mubarak’s release 
provided another sign of the return of his authoritarian style of 
government and came as state forces arrested the Muslim 
Brotherhood’s spiritual leader. 

Saudi Arabia Promises to Aid Egypt’s Regime 
By ROD NORDLAND 

As Europeans and the United States considered cutting cash aid to Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia said that it and its allies would make up any reduction and vowed 
continued support. 

China Takes Aim at Western Ideas 
By CHRIS BUCKLEY 

A document released to Communist Party cadres enumerated 
what it called subversive social currents, including Western- 
inspired notions of human rights, that must be fought. 

.................................................................................................................. E0[ El£re top r~s, go to N~[!mes~�0m tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: ~’lst Century Birding 
Andrew Farnsworth, the project leader of BirdCast, discusses 

new methods to aggregate data from birders with the help of 

modern technology. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Real Costs of Policing the Police 
By JOHN F. TIMONEY 

Taxpayers should understand that stop-and-frisk reforms wi]] 

cost millions of dollars and may ultimately not be needed. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The Saudi monarchy is absolutely afraid of an 

Islamist-based democracy movement." 

AMANDA E. ROGERS, a lecturer in Arabic at Emory University in Atlanta, on the Saudi 
govermnent’s pledge to support the military rulers of Egypt. 



World 

Pistorius Is Indicted on Murder Charge 
By LYDIA POLGREEN and ALAN COWELL 

The South African Paralympic and Olympic track star Oscar 

Pistorius was indicted Monday on a charge of premeditated 

murder in the death of his girlfriend. 

Britons Question Whether Detention of 
Reporter’s Partner Was Terror-Related 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

David Michael Miranda - the partner of Glenn Greenwald, who 

has written about surveillance programs based on leaks by 

Edward d. Snowden - said Monday that British authorities had seized his laptop 

and cellphone. 

Train Kills Dozen of Pilgrims in India 

A high-speed train plowed into a crowd of Hindu pilgrims who 

were crossing the tracks in a remote area of east India on 

Monday. Above, an injured person was transported. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

With Proposed Rail Expansion, Northwest 

Confronts Its Clean Image 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Plans by the energy industry to move more coal and oil through 

the Pacific Northwest by rail are pulling at all the threads of the 

region’s green self-portrait. 



Scandal-Weary San Diego Asks a Question: 
Where’s the Mayor? 
By ROB DAVIS and JENNIFER MEDINA 

Bob Filner was supposed to be back on the job after two weeks in 

rehab and a week of personal leave, but at City Hall he was 

nowhere to be found. 

ALBERT MURRAY, 1916-2013 

Scholar Saw a Multicolored American Culture 
By MEL WATKINS 

Mr. Murray, whose prose style was influenced by jazz and the 

blues, wrote about black culture as inextricable from American 

culture. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Former Madoff penthouse 
goes back on the market 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Inside the former Madoff duplex 

Real Estate Q & A 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Falcone to Admit to Wrongdoing as S.E.C. Takes 

a Harder Line 
By ALEXAN DRA STEVENSON 

Philip A. Fa]cone, who was accused of manipulating the market, 

has also agreed in a settlement to be banned from the securities industry for at 

]east five years. 

DEALBOOK 

Banks Fall Short of Planning for the Worst, Fed Finds 
By PETER EAVIS 



The Federal Reserve described significant shortcomings in large banks’ 
responses to so-called stress tests, which aim to ensure that they can withstand 
economic shocks. 

Another Shake-Up at NPR as Chief Steps Down 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The departure of Gary E. Knell was unwelcome news at NPR, 
which experienced a series of leadership shake-ups before his 

arrival in 2o11. 

................................................................................... F0r r~0re b~sir~ess r~e~’s, g0 t9 N~Times~�0m~Business ~ 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

Girardi Stands, and Jumps Up, for What’s Right 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Joe Oirardi was doing his job when he charged the field and 
rushed to Alex Rodriguez’s defense after Boston’s Ryan 
Dempster drilled him with a fastball at Fenway Park. 

¯ Baseball Roundup: Tampa Bay Edges Baltimore in A.L. East Matchup 

Rodriguez’s Lawyer Calls Baseball’s Offer a ’Trap’ 
By STEVE EDER and DAVID WALDSTEIN 

After Joseph Tacopina, a lawyer for Mex Rodriguez, said a confidentiality clause 
prevented him from discussing Rodriguez’s drug-testing history, Major League 
Baseball agreed to waive the clause. 

¯ More Friction Between Yankees and Rodriguez 

Cemetery Left in Peace in City Remade by 
Olympics 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Russia’s ambitious vision for the 2014 Olympics is being built 
around the perimeter of a century-old cemetery. 

¯ ~{i Interactive: Sochi’s Old Believers Cemetery, Then and Now 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Still Tough Mothers, if a Bit Warmer 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

In the Berkshires, Olympia Dukakis in "Mother Courage," and 
Tina Packer in "The Beauty Queen of Leenane" soften harsh and 
mean maternal instincts. 

Petition Wants Met Gala Dedicated to Gay Rights 



By MICHAEL COOPER 

An online petition calls for the Metropolitan Opera’s Russian- 

theme gala, led by two supporters of President Vladimir V. Putin, 

to be dedicated to gay rights. 

Where Words Mean as Much as Objects 
By TOM MASHBERG 

Apache tribes will be happy to take back their artifacts from the 

American Museum of Natural History. Just call them sacred 

relics. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Science 

Climate Panel Cites Near Certainty on Warming 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

The panel found that human activity is almost certainly behind 

most temperature increases in recent decades. 

Crowdsourcing, for the Birds 

The online networkeBirduses dataturnedinbytens of 
thousands of citizen scientists to create what may be the first 
real-time view of the world’s bird populations. 

¯ ~ Video: 21st-Century Birding 

At the Printer, Living Tissue 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

At labs around the world, researchers have been experimenting 

with bioprinting, but there are many formidable obstacles to 

overcome. 

........................................................................................ F~r r~0re s~iegFe r~evys, go ~0 N~’Times~�0m!Scien~e ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Bodies on the Border 
Forensics experts in Arizona struggle to identify the bodies of 

migrants who perished while attempting to cross illicitly from 

Mexico into the United States. 

~ VIDEO: In Little Egypt, Echoes From Home 
Egyptians in New York are following the news from back home 

with great anxiety, and, as in Egypt, they disagree about the 

causes of the bloody conflict. 

¯ Related Article 



~ VIDEO: Being Printed, Living Tissue 
At labs around the world, researchers have been experimenting 

with bioprinting, but there are many formidable obstacles to 

overcome. 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

False Choices on Egypt 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The United States and the rest of the world cannot acquiesce to the military’s 

brutality. 

EDITORIAL 

Back to the Future on Wall Street 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Safeguards against mixing stock research and investment banking have been 

weakened. 

EDITORIAL 

Trifling With the Arts and Humanities 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Vital endowment agencies are struggling to operate because of Washington’s 

inaction and severe budget cuts. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Son’s Heartfelt Campaign 
By FRANK BRUNI 

In the heat of the New York mayoral race, it’s easy to lose sight of 

the precedent that Christine Quinn’s election would set. But not 

for one of the architects of her bid. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Egyptian Debacle 
By ROGER COHEN 

Islamist ire has been fed and the perception of Western 

hypocrisy reinforced by a failure that is also America’s. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How Not to Stay on Top 
By JOE NOCERA 

In four short years, BlackBerry went from dominance to being an 



also-ran. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

.................................................................................................... Fer mole £p!nion, gO to N¥[imes~com/0pinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 20, 1968, the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact nations 
invaded Czechoslovakia to crush the "Prague Spring" liberalization 

drive of Alexander Dubcek’s regime. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~P~ Facebook I !iiiiii!? @NYTimes I ii~i Pinterest 

;re with our suite of apps: 
iPhone®I iPad®I AndroidI All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
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As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:18 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame 

<m~ck@emaiLunc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Newsletter 

Dear 
Thanks for your email. Dr. SaNe included the department announcements in the Chair’s Corner, so we no longer have a need for that page. It can be used for pics. Professors 
McMillan and Seek are Associate Editors~ While I am the editor, Dr. SaNe refers to me as Chief Editor. I am not sure this is important, so I will let her determine this. 
I should be in the office by 9:30 to print this out. Perhaps I will see you then. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, :t:3:t AM 

To-" McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hi Folks, 

Here is the next iteration of the ncwsletler. I misplaced my notes from our last meeting so I calmot remember what we said we were 
doing about the Department Am~ouncements section or the titles that should be listed for Prof McMillan and Prof Seck. Other than that 
the only thing left for me to do is changing the footnotes in Mr. Watts’ speech. Let me know if you notice anything major wrong before 
our meeting at 12:30. Just FYI, I have class at 1:00pro so I will need to leave by 12:55 at the absolute latest. I should be in the office 
earlier in the morning to gather some conference pictures from the office if anyone needs me. I doubt I’ll have time to check out how 
this looks printed tomorrow so I will likely swing by FedEx Kinkos to print a test copy on Wednesday afternoon while I am in the 
office. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc,edu~ 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 8:09 AM 

Ronald Williaans II ~gmaJl.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Rug for Olfice 

Good morning Ron 

I will be at AAAD today during morning Sure we can order something that meet your pret?rences. 

Best, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ronald Williams II ] 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 11:56 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Rug for Office 

Hi Sonia, 

Eunice came by my office today and she wants to go ahead and have you order an area rug for the space. ’]’his will help with noise on the floor below. Please come by when you are at 
AAAD and we can measure together She says that I can have a say in the color of the rug as well. I look forward to working with you on this. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:05 AM 

’Ronald WilliaJns Ir @gma]l.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Rug for Office 

Ronald, I am sor~, Tia needs to be at the office on AAAD, so I have to return to PLCY. I ~vill t~ to be at AAAD dm-ing afternoon. 

My apologies, 
Sonia 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 8:09 AM 
To: RonaId Willmms II 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Rug for Office 

Good morning Ron 

I wi]l be at AAAD today during morning Sure we can order something that meet your preferences. 

Best, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ronald Williams II 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 11:56 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, [{unice N 
Subject: Rug for Office 

(~)~nail.com] 

Hi Sonm, 

Bunice came by my office today and she wants to go ahead and have you order an area rug for the space. ’]’his wi]l help with noise on the floor below. Please come by when you are at 
AAAD and we can measure together She says that ! can have a say in the color of the rug as well I look forward to working with you on this. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 9:17 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 8-20-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday August 20, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

8/20/13- EcoReps Information Fair hosted by the UNC Sustainabili~, Office ficom 4:00-7:00 PM at Rams Head Plea on South Campus. EcoReps is a student led 
oiganization that is committed to providing campus-rode peer-to-peer outreach in support ofUNC’s many sus~inable practices, programs, mad initiatives. For more 

information: https:/isites.google.conv’siteiuncchecorepsi 

8/21/13- Sustainability Features Campus Tour hosted by the UNC SustaAnabiliU Office from 4:00-5:30 PM beginning at the FedEx Global Education Center. Learn 

how Carolina is going green in energy, building design and practices, recycling mad waste management, and sustainable fresh food choices. The tour will begin on the 

green roof of the FedEx Global Education Center and end at Rams ttead Plea. 

8/22/13- Carolina Green Susta~nabiliU Socia] hosted by the UNC Sustainability Office frown 5:00-7:00 PM in the Frank Porter Gmhani Student Union Art Gallely. 

Representatives from susta~nability-related student groups and campus dep~xtments will briefly describe their activities and priorities to help you decide where you want 

to focus your eff’orts. Sustainable refreslnnents will be served wNle yon mingle. This event is co-sponsored by the Environmental Affairs Committee of Student 

Government. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Friday Center North Carolina River Writers Series starthig in September- In collaboration with UNC Press, the Friday Center will offer an education~J series 
featuring North Carolina River Writers. The series will explore North Carolina’s mighF rivers fiom the mounta~ns to the coas~J~ plain and how these waters have 

inspired so many stories, novels, plays, and poems by our state’s writers. The series will consist of four sessions held at the Friday Center. In each session, the author 

will present a short reading/lecture about his or her work, followed by an interview and discussion led by Georgann Eubanks, author of Literary Trails of North 
Carolina. 

The series features: 

- Tom Eamhardt, attthor of Crossroads’ (fthe Natural World 

- Jill McCorkle, author of Life After Life 

- Randell Kenan, author of Let the DeadBury Iheir Dead 

- Philip Gera~l, author of Down the WiM Cape Fear 

Registration costs $20 per session, or $60 for the entire series. For full details or to register: http:#fridavcenter.unc.edu/pdepiriverwriters/ 

SVATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

The Foulant Fi~,hter- A recently published article in UNC Endeavors mag~ine that highlights graduate student Alex Gorzalski’s research into new methods of cleaning 

filters used in water purification. For ~nore i~ffo~mation: http:/ien&avors.unc.edu/the foulmat fighter 

i To Drink, or Not To Drink- UNC Gillings School of Public Health professor Mark Sobsey is highlighted in the follomng news feature as a result of his research into 

E. coli and other bacteria in water smnples. For more i~fformation: http://science.kqed.~rg/quest/2~3/~8/~6/t~-drink-~r-n~t-drinking-water-tes~t-ldt/ 

i Assessinent lneasures economic impact of Hatteras Island- Prepared by Brent Lane and other economic researchers at UNC, a report on the economic ilnpact 

of Cape Hatteras Island to the Outer Banks and the state of North Carolina has been produced which ~nany hope will strengthen the movement to repair transit routes 

dmnaged by Humcane Smady. To read more about the report: http://wtkr.c~m/2~3/~7/24/assessment-tneasures-ec~n~mic-impact-~f-hatteras-is~and/ 

Bacteria at the Beach- A UNC Endeavors magazine axticle written abont Rachel Noble, UNC Institute for Marine Sciences professor, and the rapid DNA-based 

water quality testing technology she has developed and patented tbr widespread use. To read the full story: htlp://endeavors.unc.edtv’bacteria at the beach 

’100 Gallons’ nomhiated tbr Emmv- UNC School of Journalism’s Powering a Nation 2012 special report, "100 GaJlons," was named one of five nominees in the 

New Approaches: Documenta~’ies category of the 34th Annual News and Documentaly Em~ny Awards presented by the National Academy of Television Arts & 

Sciences (NATAS). For more inibnnation: http://~wwv.~mc.unc.edw~h~mep~e-news-s~t-23-memed/~-~a~ns-n~minated-f~r-emmv 

A techie marathon: RENCI hosts "Hackathon" to improve water sdence softn, are- Coverage of RENCI’s (Renais~nce Compating Institute) "hackathon" held 

on July 22-24 in pursuit of improving "the functionality of the Regional Hydro-Ecological Simulation System, a hydro-ecological modeling t~a3nework designed to 

simulate the combination of water, carbon, and nutrient cycling among the soils and vegetation of a watershed, is contained in the following write-up: 

htt~:/~wvw.renci.~ra/news/features/a-tecble-mamth~n-renci-h~sts-hackath~n-to-impmve-water-science-s~fa~are 



REMEMBER ..... 

Get Inw~lved with "Water In Our ~7orid"- For intbrmation on the theme aJ~d upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edw’. Questions, 

commen’~s, and suggestions for the theme caJ~ be directed to the following email address: watertheme(b)unc.edn. Also, ~bllow us on Twitter at 
http://twitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http:/iwu~,.facebook.cotn/WaterlnOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 11:44 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.eduh 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Amazon.com order of Creative Conflict in... and 5 mole ite~n(s). 

Hi Sonia, 

I am forwa~rding you a receipt for some books that I had to order for my fall course for which I need to be reimbursed. I checked with EuNce in advance and she said 

that she had a fi~nding source for this. I’ve copied her on this message so she can tell you whele she wants to pay for it fiom. 

As always, I appreciate your help. 

Best, 

Ron 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ronald Williams <roland3@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Amazon.corn order of Creative Conflict in... and 5 more item(s). 
Date: August 19, 2013 11:31:17 PM EDT 
To: <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: auto-conf’n’m(g~araazoP~com <auto-confllrn(~amazon.com> 
Date: Mon, Aug 19, 2013 at 4:26 PM 

Subject: Amazon.com order of Creative Conflict in... and 5 more item(s). 

To: "roland3(~berkelev.edu" <roland3@berkeley.edu-~ 

Order Confirmation 
Order #! og..go?18528-~ 5242::15 

Heflo RONALD WfLLIA~’~AS 
Thank you for shopping with us. We’d like to let you know that Amazon has received your order, and is 

preparing it for shipment Your estimated delivery date is below. If you would like to view the status of your 

order or make any changes to it, please visit Your (}:de!s on Amazon com. 

Yosr estima[ed deiivery ds[e is: 
Friday, August 23, 2013 

Yos~ shippin~ speed: 
Two-Day Shipping 

Ronald Williams II 

O~der Detaifs 

Order #i 09-9038528.-1524235 

Placed on Monday August ~9; 2013 

Selected Writings and Speeches of Marcus 

Garvey (Dover Thrift: Edifiorls) 

~’,,,lsrcas Gan,~ey: Pape..’back 

Soid by Am~,~zon.com LLC 

$3.60 



Up hom Slaw~ry (Do’,,’e.~ ihrifi Edi[ic.q.s} 

Soid Sy Amazon corn LLC 

Creative Cal~Fiic’t it!~ Afric’~r! Americarl Tisought 

Soid by Amu~zen.oom LLC 

Appeal, h’= Four Allicles: loget~ler with a 

Preambie 1o fl~e Coio~rec’: Citizens af ~l~e Wedd. 

Amazon corn LLC 

Tise Souls ef Biacl~ Folk (Daw!r Th!if~ Editians) 

W, E, B, Ou Bois; Pa~÷Iback 

Soi(i by Amazon cem LLC 

The Rich And [~e Rest Of ~Js: A Pove~ly 
Ma!sifesto 

Soid by Amazen.oom LLC 

I~em Subtotal: 

Shippin~ ~ Handling: 

Total Before Tax: 

$2.25 

$26.61 

$13.50 

$1.00 

$9,69 

$56.65 

$22.93 

$79.58 

Order Total: 

To learn more about ordering, go to Orderh’:g from ~,,maze~ com. 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Help. 

Thank you for shopping with us 

Amazon.corn 

$79.58 

Camera, Photo, and Video 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Graduate Certificate in Atiican Studies 

Good Afternoon~ 

Iama 

research interests7 

Thank you so much for your time, 

Sincerely° 

I am interested in the 
, Will that be offered in the next two years? If so, can I schedule a meeting with someone to discuss a plan of study based on my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 3:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Facial Scanning Is Making Gains in Surveillance 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines     Wednesday, August 21,2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining &Wine I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Facial Scanning Is Making Gains in Surveillance 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The federal government is making progress on developing a surveillance system 

that would scan crowds and automatically identify people by their faces, raising 
concerns among some privacy advocates. 

Istanbul Skyline Reflects Cheap Dollars Now Growing 
Scarce 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Even optimists are growing nervous over the rapid accumulation of do]Jar- 

denominated debt in emerging economies like Turkey, while the Fed weighs its 

options. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Global Ripples 

Stocks in Emerging Markets Take Brunt of Fed Fears 

An Egypt Arrest, and a Brotherhood on the Run 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and ALAN COWELL 

Mohamed Badie was arrested hours after a court ordered the 

release of former President Hosni Mubarak, offering a measure 

of Egypt’s redrawn political landscape. 

¯ The kede: Israel Behind Egypt’s Coup, Erdogan Says 

................................................................................................................... Eo[ r~0re t0P ~s, go to N~[imes~�0m tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: Five Questions for the Mayoral 

Candidates 
The candidates’ favorite mayors, baseball teams, and what makes 

them angriest about New York. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Wanted: A Boring Leader for the Fed 
By AMAR BHIDI~ 

Instead of casting; about for a new maestro, we need to return the Fed to 

dullness and its chairman to obscurity. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They broke through the gates and stole whatever they 

could. What they couldn’t steal, they burned." 

MAGED WADIE RIYAl, pastor of an evangelical church that was looted amid tensions in 
Egypt. 



World 

Cairo Military Firmly Hooked to U.S. Lifeline 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

The $1.3 billion in American military aid to Egypt every year is its main access 

to the kind of weaponry that its military loves, and may give the United States 
more leverage than it may seem. 

¯ ~ Video: Military Dominates Airwaves in Egypt 

Pakistani Court Indicts Musharraf in 2007 
Assassination of Bhutto 
By SALMAN MASOOD and DECLAN WALSH 

New court action against the former military ruler Pervez 

Musharraf is the first time such a senior Pakistani Army figure 
has faced criminal charges. 

British Newspaper Has Advantages in Battle 
With Government Over Secrets 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

The Guardian’s global presence means that some of the tactics 

that might intimidate other British journalists have less effect on 
it. 

................................................................................................ (O( ~gre ~v0dd r~e~s, go to N¥~ime~�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

Tacking Health Care Costs Onto California Farm 

Produce 
By SARAH VARNEY 

The contractors who provide armies of field workers in the state 

say they are already preparing for the potential cost the new 



health law will add to their businesses. 

Villagers Tell of Slaughter by a Soldier in 

Kandahar 
By JACK HEALY 

Afghan villagers brought to testify at a sentencing hearing in the 
United States described a night of bloodshed inflicted by a 
soldier who killed 16 civilians. 

Roberts Varies Pattern in Choice for Spy Court 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. named Judge Jos~ A. Cabranes, 

a Democratic appointee, to a panel that hears appeals of a secret 
surveillance court’s rulings. 

......................................................................................................... E0[ [p£re t~:~: r?e~qs, go to NYTimes,�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Born to ride 
ALSO IN SPORTS >> 

Dominicans on A-Rod 

76ers owner expected to buy Devils 

nytimes.com. :SPORTS 

Business 

Facebook Leads an Effort to Lower Barriers to 
Internet Access 
By VINDU GOEL 

The social media giant is set to unveil a coalition oftech 
companies working to improve data transmission in the 
developing world. 

Home Depot Credits Housing Recovery for 17% 
Jump in Earnings 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 



The retailer’s second-quarter sales gained 9.5 percent, to $22.5 
billion. Earlier, J. C. Penney reported a nearly 12 percent drop in 

revenue. 

¯ Wall Street Closes Mixed on Retailers’ Results 

Health Care Costs Climb Moderately, Survey Says 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The average annual premium for a family rose 4 percent this year and 5 percent 

for individuals. 

................................................................................... E0r ~0[e b~s!r~ss 9e~s, go to N¥~[ime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

N.F.L. Fans Met by Tighter Bag Policy 
By KEN BELSON 

Bare essentials and clear plastic bags are the norm at N.F.L. 

games this season under new rules that were put in place after 

the Boston Marathon bombings in April. 

YANKEES 8-3, BLUE JAYS 4-2 

Stewart and Nix Spark Sweep and Hopes of a 

Playoff Run 
By JORGE ARANGURE Jr. 

In the first game of a doubleheader, the Yankees used a three-run 

homer from catcher Chris Stewart to beat the Blue Jays. In the nightcap, a 

comeback ended with Jayson Nix’s game-winning hit. 

¯ ~ Box Scores: Game 1 ] Game 2 

ON BASEBALL 

Irritating and Inspiring the Yankees 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The Yankees must stay hot to leap three teams for a wild-card 

berth, and motivation has taken the unexpected form of 

defending the honor ofMex Rodriguez. 

. On Baseball: Girardi Stands, and ,Jumps Up, for What’s Right 

¯ Lawyer Calls Baseball’s Offer a ’Trap’ ] ~ Timeline: A Continual Stir 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Threads That Tie a Show Together 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Rudolf Stingel’s exhibition at the Palazzo Grassi in Venice 

transforms the building’s interior by framing his art with wall-to- 

wall and floor-to-ceiling carpeting. 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Crooner Decides to Speak Through His Music 
By JON CARAMANICA 

John Mayer has quite a lot to say on "Paradise Valley," his 

unexpectedly impressive new album. 

Democracy May Prove the Doom of WBAI 
By BEN SISARIO 

Layoffs have put a spotlight on WBM, a listener-supported and 

proudly scrappy radio station that has played a major role in 

American public broadcasting. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0re ~rts r~e~,s, go t£ N~Times,�0m!Arts ~ 

Dining & Wine 

Flavor Is Only Skin Deep 
By JOHN WILLOUGHBY and CHRIS SCHLESINGER 

Why a dry spice rub is a far better match for grilling than a soggy 

marinade. 

R ESTAU RANT TAKEAWAY 

In Seafood Pajeon, Squid Laced With Crispy 
Batter 
By MELISSA CLARK 

The secret to these pancakes, from Hanjan, is to keep the oil hot 

and the batter light. 

A GOOD APPETITE 

Muffins With Blackberries and a Buttery Crumb 
Topping 
By MELISSA CLARK 

These muffins have more in common with a petite, rich and 

tender crumb cake. 

¯ ~ Video 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Military Dominates Airwaves in Egypt 

With violence in the street, many Egyptians watching events 

unfold on television are seeing a one-sided view of the conflict as 

Egyptian channels side with the military. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Inside the Bob Filner Scandal 
Sixteen women have accused Mayor Bob Filner of San Diego of 

sexual harassment, prompting calls for his resignation and a 



recall petition. 

~ VIDEO: Intersection: Fete Fashion in Rio 
In Rio de Janeiro’s Madureira neighborhood, locals show off 

their style outside a charme dance party. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~or~ y!d~o, gO ~0 N~’Time~�~mNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Republicans Retreat From a Shutdown 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Some members of Congress instead are threatening a devastating government 

default over the new health care reform. 

EDITORIAL 

Rules for Wall Street to Live By 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Three years after financial reform was passed, President Obama wants 

regulators to act quickly. But does he want them to act forcefully? 

EDITORIAL 

Time to Stop Stalling on Nuclear Waste 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Even though decades have passed and billions of dollars have been spent, the 

fight over Yucca Mountain continues. 

.................................................................................................... (0[ r££re 0pi£!0[~, g£ t0 N~(Times:£0m!0pinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Boycotting Vodka Won’t Help Russia’s Gays 
By MARK LAWRENCE SCHRAD 

The prospects for the vodka boycott’s succeeding are slim, and 

the potential for it to backfire on gay, lesbian, bisexual and 

transgender Russians is high. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bill’s Turn at Bat 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The unconventional conventional de Blasios find out how it feels 

to get out of the shadows. 

¯ Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Close to the Edge 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Egyptians have two bad options to choose from right now. Will 

anyone offer a third? 

¯ Columnist Page 
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On Aug. 21, 1959, President Eisenhower signed an executive order 
proclaiming Hawaii the 5oth state of the union. 
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To,) research paper writing tips ~~ .... 
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Writing well follows a lot of the rules | 
of speaking well. One important rule ~s 

~ead~, to take an action. TD’ out these I 

methods to help you quicMy improve 

books and journal alI~cles. 

we’re sharing books on the most hffamous adven[ures to ,~merJca--hee for a month. 

[2 No~h North American Exploration~ Volume: 1: A New World 

...... Ameri~n Disclosed 
~ploratlon 
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Tell us and win a g lO0 (rift card[ 

Here at Quesda we are always finding new ways to help students 
write better papers. We want to hear how you plan, orgardze and ~}: $100 Gi~ Card 

l 
wMte your research papers. Please take a moment to answer a 

br~e~ su,vey for a cl,ance ~o wit, a S~ 00 V~sa gift ca,d. Your 

answers will help us hnprove Questia[ 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday. Angust 22, 2013 3:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Scores Killed in Syria, With Signs of Chemical War 

................ ] ~.’i~.~::~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~,:id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgdo Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~Op~ ~ On]hisDay 

Top News 

Seo~’es lGRed ia~ Syria, ~:ith Sig~s of Chenfical 

WaP 

Amateur videos posted online showed images or" rooms fi~lI of 

]ifeless bodies aRer Syrian forces pounded areas east of the 

capital. The government denied the use of chemicals. 

~ The Lode: Video Shows Victims of Suspected Chemical Atack 

~ Video: A~ermsth of A#ack ~n Syria ~ Photographs 

released 

Obmna’s Plato Aims to Lower Cost of College 

Among the proposals President ©bama planned to announce Thmsday is a 

rating system f,’_~r eoI]eges based on tuition, graduation r~tes and the percentage 
of Iowetqneome students who attend. 

Secret Com-t Reb[~ked N,SoA, on Smweillanee 

A 2o1~ ruling held that the N.S.z% had violated the Constitution for several 

years by gathering tens of thousm~ds of domestic communications unrelated to 

terrorism. 

Editors’ Picks 

HOME & GARDEN 

~ VmEO: T}le "~a~*l That Kem~y Built 

Kenny Ir~’in Jr. has transfbrmed his father’s Palm Sprir~gs, Calif., 

home into an alien-inspired sculpture park. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fix the Certs~is’ ~chaie Racial Categories 

The demographic revolution in z~nerica has pushed the census’ outda[ed notion 

of race to the hvealdng point. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

CHEN ZHIWU, a professor o[ finance at Yale Liniversfty, on customs that are centr;)l to 

the t~ia] of a top offich)l, Bo Xi[aL 

World 

Xn Ming is in custody, and one of his most important 

relationships has become a central piece of evidence in the trial 

of the former Politbm~ member So X~lai. 

I~ Lebm~on, Neighbor’s %~ar Feels Like I~ 0~ 

A bombing in Beirut that killed 27 people has maW I~’banese 

fearing khat the war in Syria eould easily spill across the border. 

se bride 

Mystery "Virus That% Killed 47 Is Tied to Bats il~ 

Saucfd A~’abia 

Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome has sickened 96 people 

over the past ~5 months, killing 47. 

to the 

U.S. 

Mannh~g Sea,tented to 35 Years for a :Pivotal 

iLeak of UoSo Files 

Bradley Manning, 25, who provided WikiLeaks ~th more than 

7oo,ooo files, will be eligible for parole in about seven years. 

,~ Video: Statement From Manning’s Lawyer 

Medim~ Income Rises, but is Still 6% Below Level at Sta~ of 

Recession in ’o7 

A s~]cly issued on Wednesday suggests why many Amer%ans remain glum even 



though khe economy is growing and unemployment has declined. 

, Health Care Costs Ciimb Moderately, Survey Says 

~ Economix Biog: Gen Y and Boomers, Suffering the Most 

Catl~olic P~sl~ to Overhaul Inm~gratio~ G oes to Pews 

Bishops and priests across "dee eounkry will preach a eoordinaked message nexk 

monkh backing e~aanges that inelude a padi ko citizenship for unauthorized 

immigrants. 

Business 

UoPoS, to End Healtl~ BequeSts for Spouses of 

Some Wo~oke~os 

In announcing a move thak will affect aboa[ 15,ooo employees, 

United Parcel Sea,’ice cited costs associated with the t~deral 

health care law. 

Mo~ths aRer the European U~ion bailou~ of C53.~rus’s banks, 

Russian sharebddezs have become majority ownezs, at least 

paper, of the eou ~tD"s largest fi n aneia 1 institution. 

No Clarity From Fed o~ Stimulus~ Upsetting 

Fed watchers offered very dKferent analyses after the mim~tes of 

the centrN bank’s July meeting were released, sendh% the 

market lower. 

, Markets Close Lower Agter Release o~ Fed Minutes 

~1~ Mdltimec1[a Feature: The Tepe~ Tracker 

ix u.p.s 
....... plans ~o 

The 
Bank of J 

Oiprus 

Bernank 

e the 

F’ad 

Sports 

YANKEES 4, BLUE JAYS 2 
~ Ichiro 

Suz[@J Reael~es 4,000 Hits as Ym~kees O~ ~ Suzuki’s 

PilayotT t~it off R. 

Ichiro Suz~fld co~eeted his 4,oooth career hit ~n the t]rst ~nning 

and khe Yankees gok a lake home mm from Nfrmso SoHano to pull to four games 

hack in the :~leriean League wiI&eard race. 

, ~ Box Score ] ~ Slid~ Show: Reaching a Milestone 

, Bets: A Japanese Star Known for Big Hits Sees SLIZUk~ Get One 

Sl~arapoYa, Citing Shoulder i~jt~’, ~,,~’ill Miss 

Op(~n 

Third-seeded Mad a Sharapova, who ha d an u n charaeteristiea]]y 

tumultuous summer, has bursids in her right shoulder. It is 

same sD-~u]der she had sm~e~3~ on in 2oo8. 

Riding l-]~e Waves, Montauk Sty|e 

In a rare achievement for an East Coast suffer, Quincy Davis is 

competing for a spok in the spot~_’s lop tier. 

Sharapo 



Arts 

For A~: Dea~er~, a New Life on tim Fair Circ~fit 

Dealers are now traveling to art fait~ from Miami to Hong Kong 

to Basel to S~io Paulo, hut tiffs globNizadon of the market is 

easier ibr galleries with deep pod~ets - smaller ones are at a 

disadvantage. 

..... Basel in 

Miami is 

A Ship Caps[~,es, and a Boy’s Heart Leaps 

For Charles Isherwood, "The Poseidon Adventure" awakened his critical 

sen sibilities. 

Yo~r F~rst "ill,eater Cr~sh 

Times readers share the inspiration that made them devote their 

lives or careers to theater. 

Fashion & Style 

~A:l~at Doer TorT Bm°c]~ ~A:ant? 

I ,egal trou b]es wifl~ her ~x-hus ban d Christopher Butch hehi~d 

her, the high-profi]e but diseta’et desirer seems pNsed to 

expand her albz)ne~qean brand around the globe. 

FITTINGS 

Co~rddowri to Fast,ion Week: T]~ank tl~e De]i 

Sally I;~Pointe’s spring looks~ in fin’Ls Of pink or ydlow, are a 

depaAure from her dark, moo@ fall line. 

Countdown to Fashion Week: Veronica Beard Designers on Sketching and 8watc~ing 

Countdown to Fashion Week: Jonati~an Simkhai on inspiration 

NJd~g Away From a Bar Crawl "~:ith Citi lBJkes 

The city’s newest form of public transportation is colliding with 

o~ e of the ci b~’s favorite pasti rues: ba r b oppi ~ g. 

The Citi 

Bike 
program 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Afi-e~math of Attack in Syria 

Hundreds of Syrian s were killed by what rebels call a chemicM 

weapons attack car~ed out by the government. 

Related Articie 

said 

~ W~)EO: 9o Seconds With Pogue: Speech 

Smaekdo~ 

The Times’s David Pogue piks GooSe’s ~&oid and Apple’s lOS 

against each other to see which w>ice reeognifiol~ system is 

better. 

~ vm~o: On Set I The Frontwomen of the 

Future 

The lead sh~ge~ .~ of Braids, Hui~ters and Diana talked to T about 

evewLhin g from their personal sbqe to female icons. 

more video ",:o to NYTimes.eomNideo >~ 

Ed itorials 



EDITORIAL 

Despite promises to reform the e~iminaI justice system, President Obama’s use 

of the pardon power remains low. 

EDITORIAL 

Even if prosecutors were tryieg to discourage other potentJa~ leakers, the 35- 

year senkence is far too long. 

EDITORIAL 

Shadou~o Inm~guratior~ fo~¯ Sm~hir~e Law 

New York stake’s ethics commission sh~-~uid not grater blanket exemptions to 

political lobl))dng groups. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~A’~e]lcome to i-]~e Age of Deni al 

Our socie~ eo longer values the ietegrib’ of scientific fact. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]~c C’ommo~ (;ore and the Co~m~on Good 

American schools need rigorous sta~dards to make ldds 

competitive in a global job markeL 

, Columnis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Wa shin gton, we h aye a probl 

~ Columnist Page 

Nicho}aa D. KrIstof is off today 
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Sent: 
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London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, Angust 22, 2013 10:21 AIvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu~> 

The EuropeaJ~ Impas~ 

London Review of Books newsletter 

VOL 35 NO, ~6 Visit h:b 

LRB cover art The European Impasse 

All quiet on the euro fl’ont? Seen from Berlin, it looks as 

though the continent is now under control, after the 

macro-financial warfare of the last three years. Seen 

fl’om the besieged parliaments of Athens and Madrid, 

from the shuttered shops and boarded-up homes in 

Lisbon and Dublin, the single emreney has turned into a 

monetaW choke-lead, foreing a swathe of economies 

into peq~etual reeession. :More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Laura Dean and Nadine Marroushi: 

Rachel Kus~mer in 
conversatior~ with Ni~a 
Power 
Thursday 22 August at 7 
p.m. 

Friday 6 September at 7 
p.m. 

Multiples: Adam 

A.S. gyatt, Joe 
Dun~horne, Adam 

Francesco Pac~fico 
Wednesday 11 September 
at 7 p.m. 

Conce~nin.£~ Frat~k 

Thursday 19 September 
at 7 p.m. 

::X:: London Literature Festival 

On Gay Marriage 
TerU Castle 

The weekZs big US story is the legalisation of gay tnarriage. The eat is finally out of 

Ne bag. (Has in fact come out of the bag as a transgendered feline-~eNean Mth 

ei~t small, dialeefieally engineered di~l nipples.) The eow~s jumped over Ne 

moon and is ge~ng an awesome mani-pedi before hi,rig the dubs. The pigs ~ 

always Nbulous ~ are redeeorafing their poke in bright orange and pink mid- 

een~iT modern. ]~XtIore 

Mod v. Trad 

Mod found its foothold in late 195os Soho wi~ ~e arrival of the jazz ~modemists~, 

who defined themselves in opposition to the reigning gatekeepers of Trad. 

Modernists were Mlflflly bN~e, sb~lish, worNng-elass Cains, different in everT way 

fi’om the whoop-it-up tradjazz Abels. Trads embraeed a louehe, boho seruffiness, 

where Mo& dressed with considered exaetness. Trads were British to a fault (real 

ale, CND, ~e Goons) while the Mods had a magpie eye for European style, from the 

Tour de Franee to the Nouvelle Vague. M:ore 

The Real Mo Yah 

~st year the Swedish Aeademy gave Mo Yan the Nobel Prize. But ~is time ~e 

literature-polities tnix came out all m’ong. Rather than taking it as a targeted affront, 

as it had with the Peace Prize awarded to Liu Xiaobo ~,o years earlier, the Chinese 

Communist Parb’ was eestafie. The minister of propaganda wrote to congratulate 

Mo Yan on a vietory that ~ reflects the prospefib" and progress of Chinese literature, 

as well as ~e increasing national s~’ength and influen~ of ChinaS. More 



London Literature Festival 

In Herne Bay 

D~ehamp 

At the Movies 

Rebecca Solnlt~ In ll~e D~3" of the Posiman 

C.~[)3,r[ght [~] [,cndoi? Review o[’ Bcoks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: regl :[:ar@[:b co ~;k [] You can m~s~bscl:ibe cr [;i)dafe 5,oilr emtJl p[eJ~teilce ~ at any time on oar website. 

i.~.i Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Inman, Education Portal <sinman@education-portal.com> 

Thursday, Angust 22, 2013 11:16 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Better than apples: new online lessons tbr l~all term 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

As fall term approaches, supplement your curriculum with Education Portal’s free online lessons. We have thousands of videos in major 
academic disciplines, from business to science. Finding the exact topic you need is easy with our newly improved search feature. Click here 
and type your topic in the "Search Courses & Lessons" box at the upper right. You may use our lessons in the classroom, assign them as 
homework, or recommend them as a supplementary resource, isn’t that better than an apple? 

I hope you will be able to use our resources and share them with your students and colleagues. 

Browse FREE Lessons 

Science 

o Biology 
o Genetics 

o Microbiology 

o Anatomy & Physiology 

o Chemistry 

o Earth Science 

o Environmental Science 

o Nursinq Fundamentals 

o Natural Sciences 

Business 

o Financial Accounting 

o Intro to Business 

o Manaqement 

o Marketinq 
o Business Law 

o information Systems and Computer Applications 

o Organizational Behavior 

o Computing 
o Macroeconomics 

Social Science 

o Introductory Psychology 

o Educational Psychology 

o Human Growth & Development 

o Social Psychology 

o Research Methods in Psychology 

o Abnormal Psychology 

o Socioloqy 

o College Composition 

o English Literature 

o American Literature 

o Analyzing and interpreting Literature 

History 
o Western Civilization I 

o U,S, History I: Colonization to :!.877 

o U,S. History II: 1865 to Present 
Math 

o Algebra 

o General Math 

o Precalculus 

o Calculus 

Humanities 

o Humanities Survey 
o Music 

Spanish 

You can find our entire collection of lessons here: http://education-portal.com/academy!course/index.html 

About Education Portal Lessons 



¯ No cost to you, your students or your department 

¯ 6,000+ lessons 
¯ Short, bite-sized videos (5-10 minutes long) 

¯ Taught by subject matter experts 

¯ Conversational style to catch students’ attention 

Too good to be true? No! 

There’s no catch - really! Our mission at Education Portal is to make education accessible to everyone, everywhere. Therefore, our courses are 
completely free for anyone to use with no barriers to access. They will always remain that way. 

Bookmark your viewing 

Our lessons are always free to access with no log-in. But now, you and your students can create an account to track your lesson-viewing 
history. Our new progress-tracking feature holds your place in each collection. Create your free account today and let us know what you think 
- just reply to this email with your feedback and feature suggestions. 

Check back for new lessons 

We’re adding dozens of new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Questions? 

If you have any questions or hesitations, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Sara Inman 

Education Portal 

About Education Portal 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around for ten years and our free video lessons 
are our newest and boldest way to achieve this goal. Our lessons are and always will remain completely free to use with no barriers to access. 

To u~subscfibe, click hele 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Your fihn request lbr 2013-09-03 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2013-09-03 ttn-ough 2013-09-03 has been approved 

You will need to stop by the ?~C to have someone unlock the room for you. Please remember that Food and Drink are )gOT ALLOWED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 

all classes. 

Staff" Notes: 
Africa [videocassettel: 

Room# 205, 9-11am, 3 Sept 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 

Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in ~vriting, with the bflZC. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 08-22-2013 15:26pm 
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Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2013-09-12 

Your resel-,zation request for Mau Mau [videocassette] from 2013-09-12 tl~rough 2013-~9-12 has been approved. 

You will need to stop by the \~C to have someone unlock the room for you. Please remember that Food and Drink are NOT ALLOYVED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 
all classes. 

StaffNotes: 
Mau Mau [videocassette]: 
Room# 205, 9-11am, 12 Sept 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in ~vriting, with the \~C. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 
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Top News 

Council Reverses Bloomberg Veto of Policing 
Bills 
By J. DAVID GOODMAN 

The City Council voted Thursday to greatly increase oversight of 
the New York Police Department and of its widespread use of 
stop-and-frisk tactics. 

DEALBOOK 

Pricing Problem Suspends Nasdaq for Three Hours 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

The United States stock market showed again on Thursday that it remained 
vulnerable to technological breakdowns. 

¯ ~ Comments 

: News Analysis: Ghosts Remain in Markets’ Machinery 

¯ Computer Bugs and Squirrels: A History of Nasdaq’s Woes 

Obama Officials Weigh Response to Syria 

Assault 
By MARK LANDLER, MARK MAZZETTI and ALISSA J. ROBIN. 

Amid a growing belief that chemical weapons were used in the 
attack, senior officials met at the White House on Thursday to 
debate options that could range from a cruise missile strike to a more sustained 
air campaign. 

¯ Images of Death in Syria, but No Proof of Chemical Attack 

.................................................................................................................. Eo[ r~�~re top r~ws, go to N~,F!mes~cQm tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

TRAVEL 

~ VIDEO: Sturgis Biker Reunion 

Seth Kugel’s summer road trip takes him to Sturgis, S.D., during 

an annual gathering of thousands of motorcyclists. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Why Is Obama Caving on Tobacco? 
By MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG 

Trans-Pacific trade talks must not be used to weaken smoking 
regulation. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You have a very Rube Goldberg system. We’vejustput 
patches on it without attacking the basic problems." 

GEN E NOSER, eo-fom~der of the brokerage firm Abel/Noser, on the Nasdaq exchange, which 
was shut dom~ Thursday by a technical problem. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

American Tells of Odyssey as Prisoner of Syrian 
Rebels 
By C. J. CHIVERS 

Matthew Schrier, a photographer, says he was held for seven 

months byjihadi fighters opposed to President Bashar al-Assad. 

After being robbed, tortured and accused of being an American spy, he escaped 

in July. 

MEXICO CITY JOURNAL 

These Walls Speak, Recalling Victims of Violence 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

A hulking memorial that allows Mexicans to scribble or draw 

messages about grief and loss has set off of a debate about 

whether it should be a tribute to all the drug war’s victims or those subjected to 

abuses by the authorities. 

Mubarak Is Moved From Prison to House Arrest, 
Stoking Anger of Islamists 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and ROD NORDLAND 

Former President Hosni Mubarak’s release ended more than two 
years of incarceration but stopped short of granting him full 

freedom. 

¯ Twitter Chat With The Times’s Cairo Bureau Chief 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d r~e~s~ go to N~Times,~om!~!odd ~ 

U,S, 

C.I.A. Acknowledges Area 51 Exists, but What 

About Those Little Green Men? 



By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Extraterrestrials’ big; cultural moment may have come and g;one, 

but for residents of a remote corner of Nevada, mysteries and 

conspiracy theories never g;o out of style. 

Clock Is Ticking for Recess, and for a Deficit Deal 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Talks between the White House and Senate Republicans have gone nowhere this 

summer, increasing the likelihood of a government shutdown this fall. 

Apology, but No Explanation, for Massacre of Afghans 
By JACK HEALY 

Staff Sgt. Robert Bales spoke out as a military jury weighed sentencing him to 

life in prison without parole for killing 16 Afghans. 

......................................................................................................... Fpr rpe[e U.S. ~evys~ go to N~!3mes.cQm~US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Born to ride 
ALSO IN SPORTS >> 

Dominicans on A-Rod 

76ers owner expected to buy Devils 

n~:|im~.s.¢om             :SPORTS 
.................................................................................................................................... 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

In Markets’ Tuned-Up Machinery, Stubborn 

Ghosts Remain 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

Today’s automated stock exchanges are fast and efficient, so long 

as the computers are working. When things go awry, chaos can emerge quickly. 

DEALBOOK 

Computer Bugs and Squirrels: A History of 

Nasdaq’s Woes 
By WILLIAM ALDEN 



Nasdaq’s problems over the years have included power failures 

and technical errors. 

DEALBOOK 

Big Name Is Leaving Boies’s Firm After a Year 
By PETER LATTMAN 

David M. Bernick will move from Boles Schiller and Flexner, 

headed by David Boles, to the Dechert firm, a transition that 

reflects a developing era of free agency in the once-stable world of corporate 

law. 

................................................................................... E0r r~ £re bHsir~es~ Qe~ys! g£ t£ N~(]~!mesrc0m(Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

Brewers’ Braun Admits to Doping in M.V.P. Season 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Ryan Braun, the suspended Milwaukee slugger, said in a statement that he took 

a cream and a lozenge containing banned substances while rehabilitating from 
an injury. 

Study Revealing Doping in Track Strikes Hurdle 
By TIM ROHAN 

The World Anti-Doping Agency prevented researchers from publishing a study 

that indicated many track and field athletes were doping. 

ESPN Quits Film Project on Concussions in N.F.L. 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Citing a lack of editorial control, ESPN ended its collaboration with the public 

affairs series "Frontline" on a two-part documentary set to run in October. 

¯ Movie Review ] ’The United States of Football’: What Happens When You’re Repeatedly Hit in the 
Head 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~0re sp0~ts Dey~s, go to NY~[ime~:com!Sp0rts 

Arts 

The God of ’SNL’ Will See You Now 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

How do you please Lorne Michae]s? Twenty-two "Saturday Night 

Live" cast members - and one who came close - share tales of 

the audition that can make or break a career. 

¯ ~ Video: Fred Armisen Recalls His ’SNL’ Audition 

Pop Music Videos? I Want My YouTube! 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

Thirty years after MTV’s first Video Music Awards, videos are as 



important as ever for music success. But it is now the YouTube 

hit that labels covet. 

’THE GRAN DMASTER’ 

Style and Kinetics Triumph in a Turbulent China 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Wong Kar-wai’s "Grandmaster" is a film about Ip Man, a 2oth- 

century Chinese martial arts legend, but also an exploration of 

opposing forces like loyalty and love. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Movies 

’DRINKING BUDDIES’ 

When It’s All About the Timing 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Joe Swanberg’s new romance, "Drinking Buddies," reveals, 

among other things, that passive-aggression is nowadays less a 

personal trait than a cultural norm. 

’WORLD’S END’ 

Last Call for Friends to Grow Up 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "World’s End," five British men reprise a pub crawl they had 

tried but failed to finish more than ao years earlier as teenagers. 

’SHORT TERM 12’ 

Caretakers Needing Some Care Themselves 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Short Term z2" is set at a group home inhabited by troubled 

adolescents and workers with issues. 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes.comlMovies )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Trying Out for ’SNL’ 
Fred Armisen recalls his audition for "Saturday Night Live." 

~ VIDEO: Anatomy of a Scene: ’The World’s End’ 
Edgar Wright, the director of "The World’s End," narrates the 
opening sequence from his film. 



~ VIDEO: Countdown to Fashion Week: Final 
Fitting 

In the third installment of Countdown to Fashion Week, the 

designer Sally LaPointe makes final fittings and adjustments to 

her spring 2o14 collection. 

............................................................................................................ E~r mo~e ¥ideo, go to N~Times,~om~!!deo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Federal Prod to Lower College Costs 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama’s proposal for a rating system, if properly designed, could 

make the cost of college more affordable. 

David Brooks is off today. 

EDITORIAL 

The Corpses in Syria 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A chemical attack, if proved, will require an aggressive response from the West. 

EDITORIAL 

Suing the I.R.S. Back to Basics 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A lawsuit aims to end the charade that gives tax exemptions to partisan political 

groups posing as social welfare organizations. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

This Age of Bubbles 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Why do markets keep going wild? The answer is a variant on the 

same old story. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Britain’s Brussels Syndrome 
By ROGER COHEN 

What The Daily Mail hates is not Brussels, but today’s Britain. 

. Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Summer of the Big Dud 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Will this summer’s string of bloated, mega-million dollar movie 



disasters stop Hollywood from making so many bad movies? 

Probably not. 

.................................................................................................... FOr rnom op!nion, gO to N¥1]mes~�om!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 23, 1927, Italian-born anarchists Nicola Sacco and 

Bartolomeo Vanzetti were executed in Boston for the murders of two 

men during a 192o robbery. 
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Top News 

Pressure Rises on Hm~as as Patrons’ Support 

Fades 

The dismm~fling of Eg.~)t’s Muslim Brotherhood hy the new 

mili tary-ba&ed govern men t h as Ha ma s reeling wi khou t cruel a] 

ee~-~nomie and diplornatie supp~-~A. 

Ballmer Exit B~oh~gs Microsoft a Chance fo~° 

Reinvention 

Skwen A. Ballmer’s departure paves khe way £)r a ge~era[ionaI 

change at Mierosolt a[~d gives it a[~ oppor[unity to adapt to a 

woHd domil~ ated by technologies th,~t h aye elud ed its infl u enee. 

In Papel" War, Flood of Liens Is tt~e ~eapon 

Legal paperwork ini’dated by members of the anti-government 

"sovereign citizen" movement has posed a ehNIenge [o law 

enfi:~reement and court 

John J. 

John 

Editors’ Picks 

~:itllesses to History, 50 ~+ears Later 

Fifty years after the March o1~ Washingtom The New York 

Times asked readers who atLended to recall their experiences 

and reflect on khe legacy of that day, 

...... B%~d 
holds I 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I Have a Charaeter ~ssm~. 

Why do people dislike my character on "Brea]dng Bad"? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~OB F~LNER, who resigned in San Diego under a barrage of sexual harassment 
complaints, 

World 

Air War in Kosovo Seen as Precedent in PosMble Response 

to S.yl’ia ChemieM Attack 

President Obama’s na[ional seem~b’ aides are studying the N.XI’O air war in 

Kosovo as a possible blueprint fbr acting without a mandate fi’om the United 

Nations. 

Russia Urges Syria to Cooperate in Chemical Weapons inquiry 

A Bhmt Chief,lust]ce Unafraid to Upset Brazil’s 

Status Quo 

aoaq~fim Barbosa is the dt{ving force behind a seres of 

es Nblishment-.shaMng rulings, kurning Brazil’s highest 

particular - into a n e~gound polith?al power. 

Bombings Strike Lebeamn, as Mosques _ka’e 

Targeted in Growin~ ¯ iolenee 

The blasts outside ~wc, Sunni mosques in Tripoli killed dozens of 

people and rein%reed fears that the Middle East could be 

pbmging inko unbridled Sunni vs. Shiite warfare. 

,E] Pilotographs: Car Bombs Expiode in Tripoli 

5o Years After Mard~, Views of Fil-f~M Progress 
L:y RiCK 

For Daniel R. Smith, 8L who aRended the March on Washiugton 

in ~963, "~e eounkU has a ways to go in realizing the dwam 

the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther ~ng 

~,endin 
g the 



Soh~ie~¯ Sentenced to Life Without Parole for 

A six-member military jury declined to allow Staff Sgt. Robert 

Bales aW chance at fl’eedom after he slaughtered 10 Afghan 

dvi]ians inside their homes. 

sgt 

Militm2� Jury Coverlets &a’my Psyd~atr~st o~ AI1 

45 Cour~ts i~ Fort Hood Rampage 

A milikaw j ury co*~vieted Maj. NidaI Malik ttasan, an ~’my 

psychiatrist, on all counts in the 2009 shooting rampage at Fot~ 

Hood in wMcb ~3 people were kiiled and 32 wounded or shot at. 

..... Nidal 

- asan 

Business 

New R~fles Wou~d Cut Silica Dust ExlpoSmOe 

The proposal to limit cwstalline silica, which causes the 

irreversible respiratorT disease silicosis, would strengthen 

expos are limiN adopted four decades ago. 

mol-ate 

siiica 
sand in 

DEALBOOK 

A~ler Mishaps, Nasdaq Loses Standing to Rivals 
L:;, NAi H.:’, ~F.L 

The reputation of the market operator has suffered Dora receipt 

technical problem s a n d poor eommuaiea d on with o’~ er 

members ~ff khe industryo 

~ DealBook: Nasdaq Chief Defends HandHn~ o~ Trading Halt 

The 

reputati I 
o;1 of 
the, 

DEALBOOK 

.F.~ 

1 

Obama Says Law School Sho[dd Be Two, N ot 

T]h~ec’ Yca’°s 

President Obama urged law schools to cm~sider eu~i~% a year of 

classroom instruction, wading into a hotly debated issue inside fl~e beleaguered 

legal academy. 

~ Economix: Law School Applicants Decline, Especially Among Graduates of Elite Colleges 

Sports 

N.FoLo Pressu~oe Said to Lead ESPN to Quit Fiht~ 
Project 

ESPN had been working with PBS o*~ a film about head i*~juries in 

the National Football I~ague, whose games are shown on the 

league 
has 



sports network and represent a cherished source of rew’nue. 

RAYS 7, YANKEES 2 

Yankees’ Playoff P~h "Fakes Step Baekward 

The Yankees were held Lo two runs and four hits by 

Archer, a hard-throwi~g Rays righbhander, i~ a sobe~5~% loss 

aRer a five-game u4n streak. 

,~ Box score 

Rays’ 
Matt 

A Comebaek for Negro Leagues 

On ~e verge of collapsing, the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum 

brought back a leader to ~eo*meet baseball’s past 1o the 

~ Slide Show: Preserving the Game’s HmDty 

For meie spoi!.s news, 90 to NYTimes~com/Sperte ~* 

Arts 

Moomnm~ Brings a Red Cm’pet to BrookI~, 

For the flint time, MTV’s Video Music Awards ceremony will be 

held in, and steeped im Brooklyn. 

The DeM That Brought Dvorak to New York 

The ~ 892 contract that Anto~n Dw:,rak, the composer, si~aed to 

come to America and teach at a music school was recently found 

and will be displayed nexk month to mark his bi~fhday. 

of the 

h~ndwrit 

Mt~seum for African A~ct Broadens Its Mandate 

After years cd delays and s~agnating fund-raisi~g, New York’s Museum for 

Ah~can Art is assuming a new identXy. 

Obituaries 

Demt Me~tinger, Who Helped gaticks to a Title, 
Dies at 65 

The spee@ poin t guard and tenacious defender had long battled 
drug problems. 

Tom Christiam Desce~dm~t of Bom~ .ty Muth,eer, 

Dies at 77 

Mr. Christian hdped keep Pi[cairn Island, where his #’eat-great-- 

great-grandfather and the other mufinee~ took refuge, 

connected to the world. 

Josi~, Sarria, Gay Advocate and Performer, Dies 

at 90 

Mr. Sarria was a drag perfix’mer m~d gay rights advocate who 

many historians contend was the first openly gay pmson to 

eampaigt~ for public office ~n the United Sta~es. 

scoring 

Travel 



TH E G ETAWAY 

Private Flying fo~° (Nome of) the Real- of Us 

As collll.~an ~os woFk to make h:ave]h~g by private p~an e easier and 

cheaper the question remains: Is it for you? 

author 

I bo~,d~ I 

Sippf~g the Pleasm~es of lstria 

On a trip aronnd this Cr,’)atian peninsula, the author renc~xs his 

rein anee w~fla a regiona ] w~n e and d~seovers anoth er culJn a 

product to savor: local olive oil. 

cardes a 

~~iass of 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 
~ikers in 

Motoreyeles, Memorials and the MMdle of so,~t~ I 
DG kota 

Rea chJ n g South Dakota i n tim e for the Stu rgis Motorcyc] e Ra ]]y, 

the Frugal Traveler sa ~ples a bit of biker culture, hits tourist highli~ks and 

discovers what rernob~ really means. 

Video I More A~icles From t~e Frugal Summer Road Trip 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: This Week’s Movies: Aug° ~3, 

The New York Times film critics on "The World’s End," "The 

Gran&naster," and "Drinking Bad~es," 

~ vm~o: Review: "~o~4 Chev~’olet Impala 

Chevrolet aims to *id the Impala of its renal-car repu kafion with 

distinctive new stylingo Torn Voelk d~@es the ZOl4 model to see 

if the changes to this flflFsize sedan are more than skin deep. 

~ Related A~icle 

FOr n~o:e video, go to NYThaea.comNideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The N ext Hurrieane~ a~d t~e Next 

Seeing Sandy as a sign of calamities tha~ await, a presidential task fbree wants 

federal money directed to preparing for the womt. 

EDITORIAL 

New York CiD" Election Choices 

The Times makes recoramendadons for the Democratic pt~maw, for" the public 

adw)eate and fbr the Manhattan and Queens borough presidenLs. 

EDITORIAL 

A Good Deal Go~e Bad 

Ecuadorean back-h’aeking on an oil drilling moratorium dashes hopes fbr a 

model for protecting regional biodiversib~ hot spots. 

Fo; :’sere oeir~iei~ go to NYTimes.comfOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

50 Years Later 

Have man y Arn eH ca n s quie’dy abandon ed Ma t’dn Lu ther King 

Jr,’s dream? 

, Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Where Credit i~ Due 

t~crnernber the days when a wr,,rnan couldn’t get a e[~dit card 

without the perm ission of her husband, her father or some male 

OPINIONATOR 

The New N~e|ea~¯ Craze 

Fcar~ of climate change are no reason to nwive a doomed 

New 

Nuclear 

Craze 

For m~re or~inion go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 
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Top News 

Eg3~pt Widens Crackdown and Mem~da~g of 

Political abuses and p~:fitieized prosecutions are hardJy ~mw i~ 

E~vpt, buk since the military ~keover ]ask mont~, some t~ghts 

a~’tivists say khe autho~qties a~ acting with a set~se of impunity. 

REMOTE CONTROL 

C~llege Fo~tbaH’s Most Dominant Playe~’0 Ws       7~ 

ESPN 

Spending billions of dollars for "1~7 Iqgh’Ls and becoming paCmers 

wikh mfiversities desperate for exposm’e, ESPN has ernerged as a sport’s 

puppet-master and Nngmaker. 

~ N.F.L F’~essure Said .o Lead ESRN t~ Quit Film Doject 

DEALBOOK 

Plafim~m Card and Text ,,~dert, ~ia :Pawnsl~op 

As banks zero Jl~ o1~ more affluent customers and dose bral~ches 

in poor areas, pawnshops are stepping into d~e vdd to ol’[k?r an 

array of se~5’iees. 

, .~:: Oommem PostaComment I Read 

Editors’ Picks 



T MAGAZI NE 

Fall Wome~s Faslfion 

Our latest ~ssue is all about U~e lad~es of film, ~ashion and music. 

, This is Rooney Mara 

~ Vi~oga ~eckham; Working 

~ The New Speed of Fashion 

OPINION I OPINION 

:I’m Thi~k~ngo Please, Be Q~ieto 

Noise is the supreme archenemy of all ser4ous thinke~, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

World 

The ]dlJi~g of Naren dra Dabholkar, a fbrmer 1A~ysh:~im~ who 

aimed to drive skqideism into India’s supe~sfiUon, is the la~est 

episode in a w~stling match between krarSfionalists and 

Dabhoik 

Si~s of Chemical Attack Detailed by ~Md Group 

A Uniked Nadons official is pressing Syria ko let investigators 

visik the site of the suspected chemical atb~ek, an attack that 

Syria blames o~ rebels, 

MEMO FROM FRANCE 
~’~] A 

A Proud Nation Po~ders How to Halt Its Slow ....... eooa,~ 

E +rope is +l~ng abouL "the French question": whether the 

con n try’s Soci alia [ govern m cnt can prevent i t from slippi n g perm a n cntly i n to 

Europe’s second tier. 

U.S. 



Following~New ~: rR; ,~ Generation ~;’, A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K~ng’s Path~ and Tryh~g [o Gah*ani,e a 

The annivc~a~3’ of d3e ~963 March on Washington is less a 

commemoration, organizers say, than an efl~r~ [o inject fl’esh 

energy into issues of economics and justice that still leave rac[al ~aps. 

The Lede: Scenes from tile 50ti~ Anniversary o[ the Marsh on WasMngtorl 

~1 Video: Speech by Representative Jo!3n Lewis 

~[~] Speeches: Mar[in Luther King ill I Mother of [ ~ayvon Mar[in 

DW 

Storms, tides and a rising sea level are swallowing up chunks of 

})each along blo~qda’s eoastliue, but there is almost no sand left 

off’sheik) to replenish the beaeheso 

Risk at Coast From F~re at Yosemite 

A state of emergency was declared for Sau Frandseo, because a 

fire at Yosemite threatened reservoh’s and hydr’oeleetrie dams. 

Business 

Film on J. Do Salh~ger Clah~us More Book~ Cmnh~g 

:% docmnentar7 and book on the ~vclusive author say that he 

insh’ueted his estate to publish at least five more books 

begim~Jng as soon as 2ol 5- 

docume 

FAIR GAME 

New Jobs.~ If Only It Were True 

The [ hired Staics Department of Agr~culiure often tnm~pets the 

numbers of jobs that are expected to result fl’om loans. Whether 

these j o bs are a eh~ally e~vated is auother question. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Public Policies, Made to F~t People 

A new White House initiative is intended to involve social and behavioral 

scientists in policy maldng. 

Sports 



ESSAY 

Thriving on Chaos, zMan~,iel S|meks a Trad~t~oAal I ....... M~,~.i~l I 

dohnny Man ziel’s s~yle, rooted 

inNvidualism, is challenging a tradition of instikutional dominance valued by 

Ni& Saban and Alabama. 

The Legend ofdadeveon Clowney 

The story of Sou’dn Carolina’s dadeveon Clowney, known for his 

exploits from an early age, refleeks the popula~ty and the hype 

of college football today. 

RAYS 4, YANKEES 2 
[3~ O. O. 

Sabatl~a Briefly Finds Form~ but Loses it (Pa~d ....... sa~thi 

David PNee led khe Rays to their eigtRh win in the nine games in 

which he has timed "~e Yankees’ C. C. SabatNa, who alIowed one ~it through 

five innings bu~ gave up three runs in the sixth. 

,IZI Box Score 

Father Knows Best: Romine Bas Swing Coach independent of Yankees 

Arts 

The God of’SNL’ Will See Yoga Now 
r.v P..,..iE :~z~:orr 

How do you ])lease Lome Miehae]s? Twen~’-two "Sah~rday 

Night Live" east members - and one who came close - shah" 

~ales of the audition that can make or break a career. 

,~ Video: Fred Armisen Recalls His ’SN k’ Audition 

CROSS-CUTS 

Maybe "~o Years From Now, ’l’onto 

"The Lone Ranger" and other sumrner box o[liee 

disappointm ents m ay one d ay enj oy - as Wet~igo" a t~d "Ishta r" 

have - a m{tieal and popular reappraisal. 

A Female Gaze on Ladies ~;ho Lust 

With ":~&ernoon Delight" Jill Soloway makes her ~eto~ial 
debut wkh an Judge fihn that ~s pa~ of a wave of recen~ movies 
addressing sex lYankly h’om a female perspective. 

Johnny ] 

Depp ~s I 
ionto ] 

I 

Obituaries 

ditdie Hm’ris, Celebrated Actress of Rmrtge and 

Intensity~ Dies at 87 

Ms. Harris had a lengthy rdsum~ as an schuss, with dozens of 

movie aud tdevMon credits, iucludJng the ~955 tilm adaptation 

of John Steinbeek’s novd of brotherly t@alry, "East of Eden." 

~] Julie 

Ted Post, Director for Fihn and TeleYisior~, Dies ~] Ted 
at 95 

- * right, 

Mr. Post had a long, busy career making episodes of n ,~ 

"Gu~srn oke" an d "Rawhide," diweft n g Gi~t Eas twood in two ~it 

films, and winning praise 5-~r a Vie[flail W~ar movie. "Go Tell [he Spar[ans." 



Charles Po||ock, DeMSVmr of Popular 

Mr. Pollock was an industrial desirer whose crowning 

achievement was an of flee chair eharaetmized by a single 

aluminum band ~hat hdd it together, a~:uc~rNly and visually. 

left 

Magazine 

Roger Federer Can Still Get His Gam(~ Face On 

But has tennis ]eK him behind? 

Li Na, China’s Tennis Rebel 
L:y BROOK 

Wha~ she waists and what the Chinese governme~t wanN are not 

the same. This is the secn’t to her success. 

LOOK 

What Remains 

Scenes from a Ugandan photo studio. 

Li Na 

her 

Today’s Video 

~ WOEO: Bi|l Cmutingham Active %~ear 

With fashion pulling in so many directions in search of a 

definitive look for khis decade, women are not lbrgetting the 

importa~)ce of pants (not leggings). 

~ VIDEO: ¥’OVCS: Dmtiella m~d l~iatthew 

When Daniella Manning was x4, she inbr~-iewed the boy band 

Dream Stree~ and made a las{ing impression on ~5-Y ear--old 

Matthew Ba]linger, one of the ba~)d’s membe~,~. Years later, they 

reconnected. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

For New York Mayor 

In "~e p~ma~es~ the edRoi~al board endorses Christine Quinn in tl~e 

Democratic contesL and tbr Republicans, Joseph Lhota. 

, ~ Time~ne: The Next Mayor, a H~o:?’ 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

The Death Memo 

ttow Supreme Com’t jnstiees changed their view on eapi~d punishment. 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

Working tbr Nothing 

Unpaid interns may be too bus)’ maki~g coffee to push for Labor 

Deparlm ent oversigh L 

Fo; :’~o~e or)ir~ioI~ ~o to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 



DISPATCH 

The Probk~m That Has Two Names 

I ,ike others wa 1~ e g it bofl~ ways, ~ held oe to my professioe al 

name while also aaking on nay husband’s. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Diffel’ent Kh~d of Division 
Lw FX’~.X~. ~3OLii HA~ 

How raci~_d pol~ des have changed shine the March 

Waahh~g~on. 

~ Columni~% Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rehtdeer 

fake Santa seeks a real impeachment. 

Columnist Page 

For inere ooinion go to NYTimes.comfOpinion ~> 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

G olden l~dce: Lifesaver? 

The fig~t over genedeally modified er~-.,ps has g~-.,ne global 

hysteria impeding sdei~ee? 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

?d[onopoly Goes Corporate 

Monopo]y, the board game, started as a critique of capitalism. 

Landior 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page [ Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPl~one@ l iPad® Android [ 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
Help Section ~> ’ m,nyt.com. 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maii. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subsc[iptions i Change Your E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Corl~act i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, August 26, 2013 9:20 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 8-26-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday August 26th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

9/9/13 Nolnth Carolina Water Resources Association Luncheon and Forum: "The New Division of Water Resources" froln 11:30AM- 1:30PM at the Jane S. 

McKilnmon Center in Raleigh, NC. The keynote speaker for this event will be Tom Reedel; Director of the North Carolina Depa(tment of Environment Natural 

Resources, Division of Water Resources. 

As of August 1, 2013, the North Carolina Legislature consolidated the state’s water quantity and water quali~ programs into one division. This presentation will go 

over the reasons behind the consolidation, program realignment, and impacts to the Division’s customers. 

There roll be a ~%B1NAR option for those unable to attend in person. A valid email address must be provided to register and your personalized link and instructions 

m login to the webinar roll be sent by emaJl on or betbre September 9. This forum will also provide 1 PDH (proi~ssional development hour) lbr prot~ssional engineers 

and surveyors contingent upon board approval. 

For more information and to register online visit: http://ncwra.or~/events 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water Institute Recruiting Associate Director for Research- The Water Institute at UNC is recruiting an Associate Director of Research who, in cooperation 
with the Director, will oversee implementation of the overall resem’ch el~brt of the Institute and work alongside our thculty, re~m’chers, students and staAtl Requirements 

include a doctoral degree in public or enviro~maental health or a related field, a minimum of tive years of experience and expertise that aJigns with one or more of our 

WaSH focus areas. For more information: https:/iunc.peopleadmin.conv’pos~m~gs/31335 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

UNC-TV NC Science Now feature on invasive lionfish species- A recently aAred UNC-TV NC Science Now news story on the invasive lionfish species and its 

impact on the commercial fishing industry, and coasta] ecosystem balance in North Ca~-olina. Janelle Fleming, UNC Institute for Marine Sciences reseaJccher, is featured 

in the video portion of the link below. For more information: http:#~ience.unctv.oN/content/lionfish 

NC Sea Grant, WIIRI Seek Deputy Director- Applications axe now being accepted for the position of depuU director for North Carolina Sea Grant and the 

Water Resources Research Ins~titute of the University of North Caxolina. Application review s~l~ Sept. 3, 2013, and continues until the position is filled. A t~xget start 
date is Nov. 1, 2013. For a complete job description and information about the online application process: http://iobs.ncsu.edu/postings/26239 

OWRR reminder about sturmwater pollution and litter- The Office of Waste Reduction aM Recycling, in conjunction with the second yem- of UNC’s pan-campus 

"Water In Our World" theme, is reminding campus of the link between stormwater pollution and litter. Even small bits oflitte~such as plastic bags, cigarette butts and 

food wrappers affect Carolina’s campus beanty and pre~nt an environmental h~ard. Litter can be washed down nearby storm drains, polluting local creeks, rivers 

and water supply. Via stormwater, litter can reach the ocean and negatively affect its ecosystem. Only rain should go down the storm drains. If you see contaminants 

going down a s~torm drain, report it to the Department of Environment, He~]th and SafeF at 919-962-5507. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Inwflved with "Water In Our ~Zorid"- For intbmaation on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edtv’. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the tbllowing ema~l address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/lYNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:07 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

The New York Times Mag~ine 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

We are very pleased to share with you a special feature in The 
New York Times Magazine on Gulu Real Art Studio, an 
exhibition of studio portraits collected in East Africa by the 
photojournalist Martina Bacigalupo. 

Gulu Real Art Studio opens on September 19, 2013 at The 
Walther Collection Project Space in New York. 

:~ill NewYork Times Magazine 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
508-526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
New York, NY 10001 
+1 212 352 0683 



contact@walthercollection.com 
Opening Hours: 
Wednesday-Saturday, 12pm-6pm 
www.walthercollection.com 

,~.~] ~¢ Follow The Walther Collection on Facebook and Twitter. 

Forward email 

I 

This email was sent to eunice~email.unc.ed~i b~,, contact@walthercollection.com 
U~_date Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt i~me,.’al ~’¢idl SafeUnsubscribe’~’ Privacy Polic~’. 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij ps&~}academic~esearchj ournals.org 

Monday, August 26, 2013 9:01 PM 

academicresearchj ournalsij psd@yaJ~oo.com 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of Political Science and Development 

http://www academicresearchiournals.org/I JPSDiIndex html 

Call for Paper 

Introducing "International Journal of Political Science and Development " 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of Political Science and Development (IJPSD) 
is a multidisciplinary peer reviewed journal published monthly by 
Academic Research Journals (http://wv~v.academicresearchiouznals.or~) 
IJPSD is dedicated to increasing the depth of research across all 
areas of this subj ect 

Call for Papers 

IJPSD will cover all areas of Political Science and Development The 
~ ournal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general 
criteria of significance and scientific excellence in this subject 
area, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to 
academicresearchj ournalsijpsd@yahoo.com or 
~jpsd@academicresearchjournals.org for publication. Our otziective 
is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally 
be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other 
details are available on our website; 
http:i/www.academicresearchioumals or~/IJPSD/Author%27s%20Guide.htm 

IJPSD is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access 
to research publications. ()pen access g~ves a worldwide audience 
larger than that of any subscription-based journal and thus increases 
the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances 
indexing, retrieval power and eliminates the need for permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content. IJPSD is fully corrm~itted to the Open 
Access Initiative and will provide free access to all articles as soon 
as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Iyioraa Sunny 
Editorial assistant 
E-mail: ijpsd@acadcmicresearchj ournals.org 
F>mail: academicresearchj ournals~ipsd@yahoo, com 

Support sel~’ices: support@academicresearchjo~nals.org 
Website: academicresearclai ournals.org 
Submit manuscripts as e-mail attacl’unent to the Editorial Office at 
ijpsd@academicresearchi ournals.org, 
academicresearclaiournalsijpsd@ahoo, corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <maJl.skozxrilmhiwpsiq@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:38 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pass the Savings on to your Students: 20% OFF 

~i Routledge 

Pass the savings on to your students for their 
textbooks! 

We’re offering 20% off all titles* through September 18th. 

Now until September 18th use discount code DRK79 and receive 29% offaB titles* Remember, all web 

orders over $35 receive free shipping in the US and Canada *Offer valid only with web orders at 

routledge.com, focafpress.com psypress.com or routledgementafheatth.com 

[] [] [] ~    Share the Savings with your Studentst 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inPox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and wili not disclose, rent or sell your email adrJress to any outside organizalions 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis, an informa business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa LJK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! ] 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click hel~e. Please note this is an automa[ed operation 



August 28, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on Wednesday, Sept. 4, 

beginning at 5:00pm and ending at approximately 12:00am as part of the Fall census activities 

Census is the official University enrollment reporting date ’_". ii:~k_i_~_~t_..’~t for the outage details. 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this P’:i ~!~ _-’.. 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

?:’.g.::L~.~ii?.~.~?.~:~i~.::~?.~i. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 3:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Facing Test on Data to Back Action on Syria 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~,:ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Deli’~ery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~Op~ ~ On]hisDay 

Top News 

U,So Facing Test on Data to :Back Action on S.~a 

The Obama administratiol~ sap’s the information it ~11 make 

public will show proof of a large-scale chemical a~aek by Syrian 

~ Fuil Coverage: Syria 

Nations 

_~id Chaos, IsraeHs Take a Stoic View 

In conversations khis woek, raany people said this summer had 

spawned an "I.-toM--you-.so" se~sibi~i~" among Israelis, who had 

hee~ far more skeptical than Amer~cm~s a~d Em’opeans about 

the Arab Spz~ng. 

in Congress, a Bid to Undo Dialysis Cuts 

Many members of Cot~gress who voted k~ eliminake over $500 

mil]io~ a year in federal government waste now want to reverse 

that move, demonstrating lobbyisN’ ranscle. 

:": lined up 
for gas 

,_m,~sks 

Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VmEO: Com~tdown to Faslfion ~’Veek: 

Model Cas~g 

I~ the fourth i~stallment r~f Cmmtdo~ to Fashion Week, 

designers Ryan Lobo and Ramon May[in of Tome searck lk)r models and muses 

to car~y the spiri[ of their 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The New Fh.~od Insuranee D~saster 

Policy refl)rm and fiscal dis(qp~ne tbr flood insm’anee soul~d 

great until you sit across the table from flood-plNn residenks 

losing their homes because of skyro&efing premiums, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRESIDENTOBANA, speaking at the Lincoln Memorial (m the 5o[h aBnivet’sar) the 

.M;~t’cb on Washington. 

World 

B~oitain to Wait on Weapons Repo~ot Ahead of :~ P~ot~ 

Before it would endorse military strikes in Syria, ]hitain signalcd 

it would await the tin.rigs of a Uniked Nations investigation into 

a suspeeted chemical a~.::k ~ear Damascus and ho~d a parliament, s?: vote. 

Political End~rm~ee Test for Russian 

MikhaiI D. Prokhorov, d~e owner of d~e Brooklyn Nets 

basketball keam, leads a Russian polideN party whose candidates 

have faced arrest and disqualification. 

Prokhor 

PenMon :Plm~ ~n France Draws Few Adnfirers 

Some critics call the proposal insufficien~ and o’da ors worry that it fern;shadows 

bigger cues to co, me for a system that the French treasure. 

U,S, 

SPduting a Dream, a~d Adapting it for a New Era 

President Obama stepped into the space where the Rev, Dr. 

Mm~in I,uther King Jr. once spoke and summoned his ieonJe 

dream of a eolorblind society in a celebration of a half-century 

of progress, 

~ Obama’s Speech: Text [ ~ V~deo i~ More Speeches 

~ The Lasting Power o[ King’s Dream Speech 

Ob~ma 

with 



Death Penaiby, for Rampage at For~ Hood 

Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan never denied shooting more than 4o 

people at the Texas militaEv base, and offered Iittle in the way of 

defe~ se. 

~ D Vkteo: For[ Hood Victims’ Fanli~Jes Speak 

NidN 

Malik 

Gun Bill in Missouri Would Test. Limits in 

N ulli@ing UoS~ Law 

The Republican-controlled legislature is expected to enact a 

sb~[~tc nullil)dng all federal gu~ laws i~ lhe staie a~d making 

crime ibr i~deral agents to e~fforee them there. 

Business 

As Renters Move In~ Some Honmowners 

Some homeowners wor~y about the changing makeup of their 

neighborhoods, as they fill witb tenm~ts who have litde 

investment in the area. 

in N,Yo Ma3~ral Race, Small Checks From Hedge 

F~md Giants 
~ ....... 

] 

New York law caps individual contr~butkms to mayoral 

candidates, but records for 2o~3 are noNble for their paucity of donations from 

hedge hind managers. 

Nintendo Cuts a Dimension From a Device 

Aimed at Youths 

The Nintendo aDS will cost $~3o, about $4o less than its 3DS 

sibling, as part of a strategy to prevent hoaseholds fl’om relying 

o~ tablets fir~r video games. 

2DS 

I    have 

Sports 

BLUE JAYS 7, YANKEES 2 
The 

K~roda% Stm~ggles Continue, aml Yankees Drop B~,~ 
Jays: 

Hi~M Kuroda had his third consecutive poor outing, allotting 

sea’en runs in five inning, as the Yankees fell five and a half games behind the 

A’s fi:~r flae seeo~d wild-card spot 



Essay Boo Rodriguez or Cheer Him? It’s Oh So Complicated 

Concussion Case Nea~0s Key Phase for 

In a closely watched case, a j adge is expected to decide soon whether to dismiss 

a la~<suit b~wught by retired players alleging tha t the N.F.L. iW~entionally misled 

them about the dangers of head ~0 utica. 

l~Iurray~s Victory Is Easy, but It Doesn’t Come 

Qt~ickly 

Because of rain delays, Andy Murray took the come three full 

hout~ after he was expected to, but he had minimal diffieuRy 

puR~ng away Mh::hael Llodra. 

F~r n=÷~ra ,spol!s news, g~ to NYTimes.¢om/Sporta ~ 

Arts 

East by Far East: Vladivostok Rocks 

v-.Rox, a festival in Russia last weckend, drew in~e music fans 

from all over the worM. 

, ~ Video 

thron.qe 

d the 

Despite Pledge, France Lags in Hunt for Looted 

A new promise by the French government to press f,’)r art seized 

by the Nazis in World War H to be term’ned to its ow~e~ ,~ has so 

fat" gone unfulfilled. 

AII A~°om~d the V~:orld in Just Two Film Roles 

For a~.tors like Daniel Briihl, the new globalism in film has 

hrought (gq:~mtunities that were almost m~imaginab]e h~ the 

middle of the last decade. 

..... : Filippetti 

cu Itu re 

Obituaries 

Stephe~fie N’IeN’Ii||an, F~n Set Deeo~’ator, Dies at 

Mso MeMillan created the look of aI1 eight HarU Potter films and 

wo~ an C’scar tbr the 1996 roma~ee ’~Fhe English Patient." 

Slawo~tir Mrozek, Leading Po|ish Pla,~w~’ight, 

Dies at 83 

Mr. Mrozek’s play’s were pe~{o~ea~ly banned in Poland for 

ridi eu]in g th e posbva r F.a stern bloe’s politi ca 1 a~ d social eli mate. 

He had plays produced in cities ~)rldwide, including New York. 

Mrozek 

Peter Hul~enIocher, Explorer of the Brain, Dies 

at 82. 

Dr. Hutten]ocher counted synapses, c4)setM~g how much of the 

info~nmfion coming to fl~e brain was discarded as the mind 

became more etSeient. 

Fashion & Style 



TRIBES OF SATURDAY NIGHT 

With Labor Day fast approaching, young revelers in the 

Hamptons pursue a final chance at "Montauk love.** 

-dressed 

~ndwell 

Co~mtdowr~ to Faslgon ~’Veek: Model Casth,g About for 

Charaetel" 

Designers of Tome label assemble a cast of models %r a runway show. 

With Xcel in charge of his brand, Isaac Mizrahi is even busier: 

wrRing a ,~7 pilot, giving cabaret shows and marryi~go 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: 90 Seconds }Vith Pogpue; Parallels 

The Times’s David Pogue reviews at Parallels Access, an iPad 

app that allc, ws a user to remc, tely con trol a desktop c,r Iaptop 

computer. 

~ VIDEO: Ho~lemade Co~lsco~ 

Couscous isn’t difficult to make from scratch, says chef Ron 

~M’azL But the process of turning semolina into a homemade 

pasta connects the modem chef to an am:lent Middle Eastern 

tradi lion. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Answer’s Needed on Sy~’ia 

Preside~t Obama has ~ot yet made the case for a militm3~ s!a-ike in Syria. 

EDITORIAL 

Nh°. Bodmer ~¢;ar~ts a Debt Fight 

In stead of leadin g Republican lawmakers away from a defauI t, Speaker Job n 

Boehner encore’ages their worst impulses. 

EDITORIAL 

The Second lDime~sion 

O~ the 5oth annivetsaW of the March o1~ Washington, Preside~t Obama spoke 

of the work that ~mains to be de, nee 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’The Nlost D~a,geroaas N egro’ 

Martin Luther King was dangerous not to the count~T, but to the 

status quoo 

, Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bi]]ie ,Jean King versus the coun~’y dub Mafia on a 1973 tem~is 

ma[ch that was central to the ~efican women’s movement. 

Columnist Page 

Reinforce a Norm hn Syria 

S[~king Sy~% now ]-nay secm ineonsiskm/, bu[ it’s }~e~[er than 
consistently doing nothing in the face of atrodtieso 

~ Columnis~ Page I Blog 

..... 

For more opinion; go to NYTimee.eom!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See thie Front Page Buy thie Front Page 

FOLLOW dS: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@nUdme s.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Death of an Anfi-Diva, Window Shopping and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http.i/wwwnytimes.com/adsiernailads/editpromoi201:39828iatfimes.html 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

August 29, 2013-- 

Death of an Anti-Diva ii.~.iI Death 
O~7, Aug. 24, thi; stage lost oD.e o[’its bvighti;st of an 

lights: du]ie Harris. The Titne5’5 Theater section Anti- 

pa3s homage to this unprepossessing s~ar---, the 
D va 

most decorated pmgormer in the history of 

Broadway .---with reflections by theater evitie 

Ben Brant[ey on the ~*ays Ms~ Harris affected his Rife 

professionally and personally; a look at her lengthy acting 

g)2.g!~.~, which alsu included dozens of movie and television 

or’edits; and even a glimpse at the original ’95~ Timed t’eview of 

"I Am a Camera," the play that featured Ms~ Harris’s first Tony 

Awa t’d-wnmn~g t’oIe. 

Window Shopph~g i~i Window 
When it comes to real estate, a pietnre really is ....... Shoppin 

worth a thousand words. That’s why The ’£imes’s g 

Re--tare see~io~ is aid ays ehockabloek uith 

images of homes currently on the market m 

York Cih,, in the region and gar[het’ afield -- 

throughout the United States and across tl~e globe. It’s a world of 

real estate to ace, no passpot’t (of checkbook) veqaired. 

The Supreme Court and the Battle for Same-Sex 

Marriage: DOWNLOAD NOW 

Don’t ~iss on NYTimescom 

DINING i Flurence Fabrieant’s Recommendations for the Week 

of Aug. 27 
¯ ADVERTISING i In Fantasy and Reality, It’s a Frenzy for 

Football 

. MUSIC [ Linda Ronstadt’s New Memoir, ’Simple Dreams" 
¯ BUSINESS DAY [ A Digital Back-to-School Checklist 
¯ S’1YLE [ Richard Simmons, Internet Star? 

Top 5 Viewed Features on N¥-n 
(Be~’,^;een August 2! - 2"?, 2013) 

1. I H ave a Character Issue 

2 .Kerry Cites Clear E’,idenee of Chemical Weapon Use in Syt’ia 

3 .’the God of"S.N.L." Will See ¥o~ Now 

VIDEO: The McMansion Man 

~ VIDEO [ The Me.Mansion 

Joe Farrell, the largest real 

estate developer in the 

Hamptons, is changing the look 

of the elite beach destination. 

SLIDE SHOW: Documenting 
Elephants’ Compassion, and 

Their Slaughter 

~ SL][DE SHO~,¥ ] 

Documen[ing Elephants’ 

Compassion, and Their 

Slaughter 

Photographer Miehael Nichols 

spent years getting dose to 

Afiican elephants, observing 

their complex relationships, 

intelligence and compassion. 

VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: 

Aug. 23, 2013 

~ VIDEO [ This Week’s 

Movies: Aug. 23, 2013 

The New York Times film critics 

on "The World’s End," "The 

Grandmaster" and "Drinking 

Buddies." 

Join the 
Conversation 

Dangerous Most 
Negro; [ 

Danger 

Martin Luther ous 

King was 
Negro" 

dangerous not to 

the country, but to the status 

quo. 

[] Join the Conversation 



4 ,MTV Video Mz~s~c Awards Honor 3usfin T]mbe~’lake 
5.Welcome to the Age of Denial 

~;~ Times Journeys: Set SailtoWestern EuropeOn Celebrity 

..... Infinity, Oct. 12-24, 2013 - LEARN MORE 

Booming 
A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
between 1946 
and 1964~ with 
news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more. 

DeaIB%k 
Delivered 
before the 
opening bell 
and after the 
market close, 
the DeaIB%k e- 
mail newsletter 
provides 
breaking news 
about M&As, 
I.P.O.s, venture 
capital and 
more. 

The 
Collectio~ 
All things 
fashion 
from The 
New York 
Times, 
featuring 
the latest in 
news, 
trends and 
runway 
coverage 
from 
acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters. 

Deal Book ] 

The Collection ] 

ABOUT THIB E-I~IAIL 

(’.,~’_,.,I[imea comes to you from the NY]imes.com marketing department. You received this message because you signed up 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe i Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy ] Advertise I Con’~ct 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlh Avenue. New York. NY 10018 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esbowles~email.tmc.edu; 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 7:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Early September at the Ackland 

NEWS FROM THE 

::"~i 

13 September 2013 - 5 January 2014 

In 1989, playwright, actor, and 

activist Safdar Hashmi was fatally 

attacked by political thugs while 

performing a street play outside of 

Delhi. His death led to the founding of 

Sahmat, a vital platform for 

contemporary art in India that defends 

freedom of expression and battles 

intolerance within the country’s often 

divisive political landscape. 

Through a mix of art and ephemera, 

the exhibition The Sahmat Collective: 

Art and Activism in India since 1989 

uniquely situates two decades of 

contemporary Indian art within the 

political sphere white meditating on 

art’s capacity as a force for change. 

Sunday, 8 September, 2:00 PM 

Free. No RSVP required. 

In anticipation of the opening of The Sahmat Collective, this 

conversational tour of the Ackland’s permanent collection of South Asian 

art wit[ consider major themes and subjects in Indian art prior to 1989, 

the year Sahmat formed. 

Thursday, 12 September, 5:30 PM 

Open to current Ackland Art Museum Members. 

Reserved parking is available. !:!:.::.i!)!~i!]i::...]!!:ii!!!i!ilii. 

Members enjoy an exclusive first look at the exhibition with Emily Kass, 

director, and Peter Nisbet, chief curator. Savor drinks and delicious 



Indian hors d’oeuvres by Vimaia’s Currybiossom Caf~. 

Thursday, 12 September, 6:30-8:00 PM 

Free. No RSVP required. Cash bar. 

Sample delirious Indian street-style food by Vimaia’s Currybtossom Caf~ 

of Chapel Hilt and enjoy music and dance performances by UNC Sangeet 

and UNC Bhangra Etite. 

A wide variety of public programs will enrich your discovery of The 

Sahmat Collective throughout the fall! Learn more about the music and 

dance performances, theater workshops, taiks, tours, and fatuity events 

we have pianned on our Sahmat Programs pa.~e. 

Whether or not a class assignment 

wiil bring you to the Ackiand Art 

Museum this fat[, there are tots of 

ways for you to engage with YOUR 

museum! Here are just a few: 

Art ~ la Carte 

Hands-on studio art classes on 

select Friday afternoons, with 

activities like book binding, 

making silhouettes, and creating cottages. A great way for you and 

your friends to start the weekend! 

¯ Yo.~a in the Galleries 

Inspired. Close by. Relaxing. And free with your valid student One 

Card! 

Student Friends of the Ackland 

SFA is the official student organization that supports the goats and 

mission of the Ackiand Art Museum through educationai programs 

and sociai events. Connect with SFA through Facebook or Twitter, or 

text "JOINSFA" to 22828 to join the SFA emaii list. 

Thursday, 12 September, 1:00-4:00 PM 
Every other month, the 



Ackland Art Museum in\4tes 

members of the public to bring 

in a work of art for 

consideration by an Ackland 

expert. Curators may offer 

insight into the significance of 
the piece and its subject 

matter, as well as the 

techniques used by the artist 

and the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ackland staff 

is unable to authenticate or 

financially appraise works of art. Limit one work per person. 

Registration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

Have you ever drawn in the galleries at the Ackland? 

This fall, join Amanda Hughes and others in presenting your work in 

DrawinS at the Ackland, an exhibition to be presented at the Carrboro 

Branch Library in McDougle Middle School (20 October 2013 through 13 

January 2014). 

To participate: 

Bring one (1) drawing 

created at the Ackland Art 

Museum (in a class or 

independently) to the 

Ackland’s reception desk 

between Friday, August 30th 

and Friday, September 20th, 

2013. 

Include your name, mailing 

address, and email contact 

with the drawing (on the 

back is fine, but please print 

clearly! ). Also note what 

class you attended (Drawing 

in the Galleries, Drawing for 

Tweens, Art Adventures), if 

any. 

Scans of the drawings wi[[ be included in the exhibition; original 

drawings will be returned by U.S. Mail postmarked no later than 

September 30. 

Meet the participating artists at the Opening Reception: 

Sunday, October 20th, 2:00-4:30 PM 

Carrboro Branch Library 

To learn more, email: Amanda Hughes at hughesa@emaiLunc.edu. 

Presented by Friends of the Carrboro Branch Library and the Orange 

County Arts Commission. This exhibition is also made possible by Strowd 

Roses Inc. 

In My 6arden: The Pottery of Marsha Owen 

at the Ackland Museum Store presents 

beautiful handmade stoneware vessels and 

objects suitable for the small urban garden 

as well as the large estate. 

Marsha Owen has been a professional 

potter for over 30 years and has shown her 

work throughout the United States. 

In Nly Garden is on view through Saturday, 7 September 2013. 

THANK YOU! 



The AcMand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support 
from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends Uke you. Become a member of the 
AckLand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

images: 

44uktnaed at the Ram ki Paid g, hats, Sarayu River, Ayodhya, August 15, 1993. 

Pushpamata N., 44otherlend w’ith Om Fle.~ and Trfshu4 2009, digital print. 

Forward this ernail 

This email was sent to eun ce@ema nc edu by esbow es@ema ,unc.edu 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu~~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Set liar Limited Strike on Syria as British Vote No 

Top News 

Obama Set for 1Jnfited Strike on Syria as British 

Vote No 

President Obama is rea@ to pursne a limited militm7 strike even 

with a rejection of sneh action by Bdtai~ and moun[ing questions 

from Congress, offi~’ials said. 

Nations [ 

Fears Growing as ..qyNans Wait for UoN, .Attack 

Mm~y Syrians arm bracing for the worst, some with a deep sense 

of fataiism, and tke expecta[ion of imminent strikes has balled 

normal life. 

many 

civilians [ 

DEALBOOK 
[~ JF’Morg 

JPMorgan Hiring Put China ,s Elite on mi E&~y ": s,n 

Track Chase’s 

A hiz~ug program iutended to weed out uepotism in the bauk’s 

China operations inskead has ]ed to a federal b~be~y investigation in [he United 

States, inte~’iews and a govermne~t docmne~t show, 

For moro toi~ news. ~r~ to NYYimos.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ v~l)+:o: Histo~oy as a Guide in Syria 

A~a lysts lookin g for historical pa rallels to th e e4~rrent sih~a6 on 

in Syria say flint pask mi]ikaEv engagements seen as suecessflfl 

~reside 
OL~ma 

I 



have tended to have limited and clear objectives. 

, Reiated Alticle 

OPINION [ OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

G othm~’s Towering Anfl~itio~s 

Those who oppose the East Midtown rezoning plan may love New York, but 

they d on’t un d erstand that they are eom promJsin g the cJ~g’s future. 

World 

Britain’s Rejection of Sy~’~m~ Response Reflects 

Fear of Rushh,g to A~ I 

The parliamenka~T defimt fi>r £~Sme Minister David Cameron 
F’adia 

that ~ed him to ru]e out British military 1.m~iicipafion in any 

s’uike on Syz{a reflecked feats of action against Damascus withouk eerkain 

evidence. 

Syrian Lawmakers Warn Britain Over Military Strike 

Loon~ing _AirstrLkes ir~ Syria Pose Test for Egypt’s Leaders 

a~td the Oppositio~ 

E~p~ans braced for the ninth weekend of protests as the looming possibili~" of 

Western ait~tfikea against Syria i~jeeted a new element of vdatility onto the 

s kree 

Seeking Edge i~ Academies, Chinese Spend 

Many Chinese companies offer summer experiences in the 

United States costing 85,000 to 8~5,ooo, often a first step to an 

American edlege education. 

outside 

U,S. 

New Neighbor’s Age~da: Wl[~ite Power Takeover 

Residents of I,eJth, N.D., thought nothing of it when Paul Craig 

Cobb moved in and began buying property, nntil they learned of 

his plan to take over. 

Oaig    [ 
Cobb 



Wildfire Chokes Off Tourist Townd Livelihood 

With the dosing of an entrance to Yosemite, tourist traf~e - and 

the business g b~qngs - disappeared on the park’s northwest edge. 
into 

UoSo ~¢’~on’t Sue to Reverse States’ Legalization of 

~a~jusma 

The Obama administration said it would monitor operations in 

2o s ’tares to make sure they do not nm afoul of severM 

enfbrcement priorities. 

..... Justice 

Business 

Taylor Farms, Big Food Supplier, Grapples Wi~h 

Frewaent Reea~ |s 

Taylor Farms, a giant supplier of prodnee and other food 

products, has eonduek’d fGur reealls d~is year, a number thai 

industU experts call high. 

DEALBOOK 

Shutdown at Nasdaq Is Tra~:ed to Software 

The Nasdaq OMX Group attributed b~st week’s three-horn" 

trading halt to a surge ol" data that overwhdmed its server. 

ADVERTISING 

E-Cigarette N[akers’ Ads Echo "l[’obaeeo’s Heyday 

~Mqtism,-,,king advocates ei~tieize e--cigarette manufacturers tbr 

using the same marketing methods as big tobacco did in the 

]95os and 

" Farms 

had a 

three- 

brand 

r~mntly 

Sports 

N,FoLo Agrees to Nellie Conet~ssion St~it for 8765 Million 

The set~Iement, between the N.F.L. and more than 4,5oo players suing over 

head ~rauma, provides for medical exams and eoneussion-.reh~ted 



ON FOOTBALL 

R~]es T~0iekle Do’w~; Money ~n Set[lenaent Won’t 

The N.F.L. effectively sets the policies for youth foe�ball 

players, an invisible constituency that will see no compensation 

fi’om Thursday’s settlement over head inj urieso 

Monfils %’h~s Crowd by Char~fi~g It, but Is~er 

Takes the Match by Force 

John Isner, seeded ~3th, overcame a jocular Ga~l Monfils, a~d 

calls he considered questionable, ko adwmee in a ibm’lb.-set 

fiebreaker. 

Williams and Federer Strike Two Slows for Status Quo 

[ ~ N.FL [ 

crowd 

cheerin 

For mere spoi!.s hews, 90 to NYTimee~com/gporta ~* 

Arts 

FRAME 

A Feast of Street _&at, Lm~fino~s and Legal 

b’rom the Bronx to Coney Island, a tour of the city’s graffid art 

can help slake a Nirst fl)r art in summer’s dog days. 

, Video: T~e Curator of Bushwick I Slide Show: Spkit of the Stree~ 

THE TV WATCH 

The Elusive Pleasures of French TV Series 

Four French TV dramas serve up the most common themes - 

crime, war, sex and the occult - in fresh and unexpeeted ways. 

’PASSION’ 

L:.: .~,. 0 SC!.., i T 

Rachel Me.Adams and Noonfi Rapaee negotiate a dangerous 

o~ee e~wiromne~t in Brian De Palma’s "Passion." 

ed for 

demoliti I 

ms, ieft, 

Movies 

’ONE DIRECTION: THIS IS US’ 

Meet the Boys: A Nfut~ml Lovetbst 
L:: MiBiAM g.,.+.LE 

Mo~Nan Spurloek’s eonee[f film about fl~e British-IrMa boy band 

One Diree~on features shiftless torsos and baeks£~ge 

pert~rmanees and a tas [e of each pert~rmer’s persona. 

~ Morgan Spurlock Follows One Direction on [our 

left, 
Louis 

’GETAWAY’ 
Ethan 

Want to See l-he W~k~ Agai*~? J~*st Follow I    Hawk~ 

h~ "Getaway," a former proi~ss~ona] raeeear N’iver’s wife ~s 

kidnapped, and he is warned "~at he ~II never see her again ml]ess he steals a 

vehicle m~d tbllows instruction,s. 

, E] Anatomy of a Scene: ’Getaway’ 

’ABIGAIL HARM’ 

it Gets C~ariouser a~d C’u~°Jouser 
s,. ;’.’P,~iG,~L,-’, 

I,ee Isaac C]am~g’s "Abigail Harm," starling Amm~da Plummet, 

tracks the lonely lulls and strange eruptions of a londy, isolated 

Plummet 

asthe 

Obituaries 



Br~me C. M~rray, Who Helped E~h Leaen of 

Ma~0s, Dies at 8~ 

As director of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory from ~976 to 1982, 

Dr. Murray ~aeed shrinking budgets as the space agency focused 

on the emerging shutkle program. 

Murpay 

Ar~t]hony Pawson, Biologist in Cellll-Protein [~ Anthony 

In Z990 Dr. Pawso~ and his research team in ’Foro~to identified 

the SIt2 domain, which offered insights about how edls 

ccmmaunicate with one m~other and resolved one of seie~ce’s oh3est mysteries. 

Frm~k PulH, Lortgtime Umpire in Majors, Dies at 

Mr. Palli spent nearly 3o years as an umpire for M@)r League 

Baseball, and he heeame the first to use inst~mt replay to veri%~ a 

call in ~999- 

Today’s Video 

~ v~:o: Russia Rocks 

I~side V-Rox, the first h~ternafional showease musk: festival to 

take place i~ Vladivostok, Russia. 

, Reisted A~tic~e 

~ vm~o: AnatonkV of a Steam: ~6etaway’ 

Courtney Solomon, the director of the thriller "Getaway," 

discusses an early chase sequence fl’om the 

~ ¥IDEO: The Curator of Bushw~ek 

In just overs year, ,Joe Fiealora, a Bushwick native, has 

transfommd his neighborhood into one of the world’s greates k 

destinations for street art. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

State|muse Swagger in t]he Gun Debate 

Rel.mhliea~ legislato~.~ in Missom:J see]< to pro~munee federal gun safe~ laws 

null and void in their 

EDITORIAL 

~Vhe~ Mormy Shouts 

Outside political action groups are spendk~g heavily in New York City races 

without much notice. 

EDITORIAL 

Craeldng Down on Predatory Payday Lenders 

In retreat from regulators, WesLem Sky Financial says ik ~qll cease financing 

loans next month. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tl:~e Face ~ca~ Arr~ve,s 

Biota e~:ic s~’eillm~ce is rapidly imlm~vin g. We n eefl to regulate 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"i’l~e U~saved World 

Why cfo~’k we Ieam from financial crises? As Asian (’.ur~neies 

fMl and crisis s~’ikes, we seem to be ma]dng the same 

made in the ’9os. 

, Co~umni~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

O~e Great Big ~:ar 

Syria’s civil couflict port, ends a chilli~g prospect of a wholesale 

Midge East infemoo 

Columnist Page 

Fo~ me~e oeinioi~ go to NYTimes.comiOpinion ~:, 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Rage 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Rinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone:~) I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit ear mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ He~p Sect)ot~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~; 

About This E-Nai~ 

TNs is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for N"Wl-imes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib’_ed to protecting you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

T&F <do not reply textboolct’eedback@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 12:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~; do not reply texffx~okt~edback@laylorandti~ancis.com 

Complimentau Exam Copy Feedback Follow Up: Health and HumaJ~ Rights in a Changing World 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

We hope you have enjoyed inspecting your cop?, of Health and Human Rights in a Changing World, 3 by "~viichael Grodin. 

Please click the following link to indicate whether or not you will be using this book for your course: 

http ://informa. for ce. c Ol~’t aylorandIicancis/ICFeedba ck2 ?id alF60000002Aln0 

Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your response, and we hope to work with you again in the future. 

Taylor & Francis 

The information contained in this email message may be confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, intelference with, disclosure or copying of this material is unauthorised 
and prohibited. Although this message and any attacl~nents are believed to be Iicee of viruses, no responsibility is accepted by Informa for an?, loss or damage arising in any way from 
receipt or use thereof. Messages to and from the company are monitored for operational reasons and in accordance ;vith lawful business practices. 

If you have received this message in error, please notiI}’ us by return and delete the message and an?- attacl~nents. Further enquiries/returns can be sent to postmaster@informa.com 

Taylor & Francis Group is a trading name of ]nforma UK Lumted, registered in England under no. 1072954 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: President Seeks to Rally Support tbr Syria Strike 

................ ] ~.’i~;:~t ~:,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: i3i.:b:~c:ii~,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE4~IAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Preside~t Seeks to Rally Support for S.~’ia Strike 

The Obama adminisb’ation begun a f@I-press eampaig)~ for 

CongressionN approval of its plan to carry out a punitive strike 

against lhe Syrian government. 

rebel 

fighter I 

WASHINGTON MEMO 

History ~&side, Obama Bets or~ Congress 

By asking Congress for authorization to retuliate agui~st Syria, President 

Obama has put himself at the mercy of at~ institution that has bedeviled his 

presidency for years. 

Drug Agent~ Use Vast Phone Trove, Eclipsing 

The scale and longevity of a data storage program l’m~ by the 

government in pat knership with AT&T was unmatched by other 

govermnenk programs, including the N utional Seem’ib, Agency’s gatheing of 

phone coil logs. 

, ~ Document: Synopsis of the Hemisphere Project 

A New 

York I 

trainin9 

site for 

th~ - oh 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ Vn)EO: Brazil’s Hm~mr G~errHlas 

) Few staYt-ups in Brazil have had success like t orta dos Fm~dos, a 

comedy troupe whose YouTube channel is the country’s most 

popular. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

V~:hen City gle~rfions Were Ftm 

When Norman Mailer nm for mwor, [he race was faded by Lhe outsize talent 

that powered New York itselL 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

RACHELLE JACKSON, a~ official at Arche Advisors, a mo~{to~’i~g group baaed m 
Califot’tfi;~, 

World 

Morsi and Mtlslim Brotherhood Leaders Charged 

With h~eifing Murder 

The charges seemed to extinguish hope of a p~ki[ieal resolution 

that won]d bring the Muslim Brotherhood out from tmdergrotmd 

and ha& inLo the po]ifienl process. 

ed Mo~si 

Senior Chinese Official Falls Under Scrutiny as Some Point 

to Larger ]Inquiry 

Jia~g Jiemin is the fi~t f~l] mere bet" cg the elite Ce~tral O:,mmittee to be 

publicly singled ouL on eomqYdon charges under the eountU’s leader, Xi 

diz;ping. 

Rubber- Suit Monsters Fad e. Tiny Tokyo,s 

In an er~ when digital eff>ets have made the use of small modds 

and suited ae[ors look quaint, tokusaLsu, or "speda] 

ot~ the way out. 

U,S, 

Surprising Friend of Gay Ri~ts ira a Hi~ Place 

When Preside*~t Ronald Reagan nominated :M~thony M. 

Kem~edy to the Supreme Corn% few eouh-I have imagined the 

esteem Justice Kennedy would one day earn among advoeaLes of 

gay rights. 

~ nthony 

Arrests of:} }~[ayors Reinfuree Florida’s Notoriety as a 



Hothouse ~or Corruption 

In a s~e ~hat led ~he nation in convictions of publie officials ]as~ decade~ dm 

]eade~ of Home~tead, Swee~vater and Miam~ I,akes were apprehended wKh~n a 

B~g Screens That Not All of Hollywood Adores 

For many in the audience of the ttollywood BowI, the arrival of 

fore: high-defiu~ion video sereeus has been a g~. But ~ot all are 

~hfilled by the teehnNoay. 

Business 

Fast and Flawed Inspections of Factories 

Abroad 

While some audiks are performed in depth, retailers oKen choose 

"cheek the box" inspections that fail to uncover subs~ndard 

conditions aud outrigbt fraud. 

~ Graphic: rwo Plans for Safety at Bangladas~ Factories 

Huge Su~n~ner ibr Hol|.~ood~ but ~qth Few 

Blockbusters 

Ti&e~ revenue in Not’~h ~m~qea totaled ~4.7~ billion, up 

pe~ent from last smnmer, but a competition glut hurt tihns that 

could bare been bits iu a tbinner field. 

News CorpJs Tight Grip on Australia’s Papers 

Shapes ]Its Po]ilies 

The company owns roughly 6o percent of the newspaper market 

share aud recent ouflandisb front pages depicting political 

leaders have some saying it holds too muc~ political a~v~y. 

Sports 

~Villiams’s Skill Speaks Volumes in Easy Victory 

Over Stephens 

The infighting bebxeen the top :~nm~ean female players Se~ma 

Williams a~d Sloane Stepheus over flae last f~w mm~ths se~wed as 

a backdrop ko Williams’s dominank 6%, 6-1 victory. 

, Before A~empting to Top Opponents, U.S Open P~ayers M ust Beat 

ed just 



Real Madrid Completes Lo~g:Awaited Deal for 

The Welsh midfielder Gareth Bale’s transfer @ore Toktcnham to 

Real Madrid was believed to be wo~N~ about ~3o million, which 

would set a record. 

2’: 
~ CrC’rin 9 

ORIOLES 7, YANKEES 3 
Andy 

Bullpen Collapse Costs Yankees Sweep After P~ 
~eft Effective Start by Petfi~e                       ~::~ 

Andy Pe~i~e pitched well through six innJn gs, but a seven-run 

seventh helped the Orioles salvage the finale of a three-.game series. 

, El Box Score i Rare 2nd Operation Saved Yankee PitcheCs Career 

~ Basebail Roundup: Sweep o~ Rays Pu[s Athietics in Good Playoff Position 

Arts 

Remembering the Spark Tl~at ]Ignited a Creative Fire 

Rea4e~s @can the worlds of television, classical music, dance, pop music, vMeo 

games, ar~ and theater share experiences that kind]ed their first er~;ative and 

professional sparks. 

BAGAN JOURNAL 
[~ Melissa 

Opening a Door to [he Burmese PasL and l-]~e 
I Chiu, 

PresenL Too 
centeL 

Cura[ots ars? woz&ing in Myanmar to assemble a collection of 

Budr~,ist art that v*~ll travel to the United States and of[~r a rare glimpse into 

the conntD;s histor?L 

:Daneinb in tJ~e :Ete~al PresenL Before tlarsh 
Madeon Reality lnterve~ed 

The news of two deaths at Elee[~e Zoo 2o13, the fifth annual 

I,abor Day weekend or" e]ech:on~e mush? on Ranclalls Island, casts a 

shadow over what was supposed to be a celebradon. 

Electronic Music Festival is Canceled After 2 Deaths 

Obituaries 

David FrosL Interviewer Who Got Nixon to [~ David [ 
Apologize for l’Vatergate, Dims at 74 ....... Fro~t 

former 

A ]ongOme broadeasker, Mr. Frosk was best kno~q~ for incisive 

inte~qews with publie figures, including talks wikh former 

President Richard M. Xixon, which he called the highlight of his career. 

:Lotfi Mansouri, 84, Opera Troupe Director 

Mr. Mansonri, who ran the San Francisco Opera and Canadian 

Opera Company in Tot~)nto, introduced a system of showing the 

wo~Ns’ translations on video screens din:Jug perfbrmances. 

Mansou 

i rail ~[ oberezny, Pilot "Who Fom~ded Popa~lar 

Fly-In, Dies at 9~ 

At zS, Mr. Poherezny flew the first aireraR he ever traveled 

and later fcmnded the Exl~erimenta] ,Nreraft Organization. 

...... Poberez 

n~ 

Today’s Video 



Melissa Clark makes a dip tha ~ even e&~plant ha ~e~ can’t resist. 

~ Re~ated Article 

~ vmEo: I~t Perfom~mme: 3o~ Normmt 

Sch~mider 
&_m Norman Schneider plays RaIph in the Nabo*mI 
American Tb eater Company revival of th e ~ 935 Clifford Odors 
play about a Je~dsh family in dm Depression-era Bronx. The show is at 
W alkerspaee. 

~ VmEO: Beating the Streak 

After two decades of losing, the Pil~sbm’gh Pirates are follicle. 

This month could btqng a eelebradon of an actual berth 

playoffs. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Saner Approach or~ Drug Laws 

The J usLiee Department says ~hat sta~es are fl’ee to legalize pot, bu~ that the 

govemme~t will be watehi~g. 

EDITORIAL 

Chash~g OiPN[orgm~ Ch~e 

Will scrudny lead to greater scrutiny at banks that now seem too big to manage? 

EDITORIAL 

Reakity l[~trudes Before the l~ekoff 

The agreement to pay retired i_~,laye~s who claim damage fl’om eotmussions is an 

overdne step in the N.F.L.’s evolutiom 

For i:v)re or~ini~n go t~ NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

S ~ ~ [r~ ~,or~i-~’a(;i-o r Servit~de 
~.:~ ;EN ~ EE GO~E.~ON 

Guest-worker p~x)grams in the U*fited States a~ p]agued by debt, 

fraud a~d coercion. The government should curb the system’s 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Love for ][.,abo~¯ Lost 
By P.\Ui. XRbGwi.::,N 

How the l’[g]lt came to have contempt for workers. 

, Columnis~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A New Kited of Union 

If workers ea~’t b,~ rgai~ togeth or, let th em orga~ze po~itica lly. 

For i:v)re or~ini~n go t~ NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <maJl.skozxrixa~ooaugrw@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

These 3rd editions axe still the first of their kind! 

Request your com,ol~mentary exam copies tod~y~ 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Instructor, 

These important titles are now both available, with major revisions, in specially 

affordable e-book versions. Be sure to view inside each book by clicking on the links 

below. Order your e-inspection and complimentary exam copies today! 

New from Roudedge 

View inside our 2013 Sociolo¢w Online Cataloclue! 



Download the PDF version here. 

Follow us on Twitter I Follow us on Facebook 

Taylor& Francis - Routledge - Psychology P .... CROP ..... Focal P .... 

._8_[g_r_~_~[p___i?~___s__u__b_j__e~-,_t___a__r__e_’_a_ to [eceive ne’,’~ and offers straight to your inbox ~~o[n the Taylor & F~ar~¢’is G~oup. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [i¢~subscribe at any time. 

~’e respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your ema~i address to aRy outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 ]aylor & Franc~s, aR intorma business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo[ma UK Limited, registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered o~[ice: Mo[timer Hoarse, 37-4! Mor~ime[ St[eeL London, W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe please click her~e. Please note this is an automated operation 

Powered by 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: ttou~ Leaders Express Their Support for Syria Strike 

................ ] ~.’iost ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ii~,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ [)ining&Wine ~ Yoday’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Hou,se Leader,s Express Their Support for Syria 

Str~ke 

Preside~t Obama won the sui:,]:,ort or" Repnbiiean am:l Democratic 

leaders in the House for an aaack on Syria, as a Senate panel 

agi~ed o[~ the wordi~g l))r a measm~ to permit military action. 

Document: SenaN Resolutbn on Syria 

As,sad ~¥age,s War Shielded ~$rit]h a Smile 

Preside~t gashar a]-Assad’s public activities mask i~ereasing 

a~ression in battle and belie feats among many supporters of an 

~eriea[~ akNck. 

Error,s Ca,st- Doubt on Japan*,s C|eanu£ of Nuclear 

Accident Site 

Analysks are ctuesfioning whether &@art’s governmen t and khe 

operator of the stricken Fakushima DNiehi nuclear plant have 

the eN~ertise and abilib~ to manage the crisis. 

~ Graphic A~empN to Contrel Conta ruination by RadioactM~ in Fukushima 

Bsshar 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

r 

Pzst z~d presen~ res~am~m~t critics for The New York ~imes 

d~seuss the food, the star rating system and the tricks to ea’dng 

anonymonslyo 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Lhnits of NuliIit:at-ion 

On issues ]i]<e gm~ control, tim states a~v not powerless in the face 

but the~s~ are limits to what they can do to prevent enforcement of 

eonstitnfionally valid regulation. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

KIYOSH~ KUROKAWA, who led an investigation im:o the nui:leav accident at the 
Fukusbima pi;]nt in Japan. 

World 

Allied Intelligence Diflbrs on DetaiIs~ but Sl-il Points to 

_&ssad Forces 

The United S~[es and iLs allies differ on some intelligence estimates when 

comes to chemical weapons use in Sy*~a, but a]I ag~e that on]y the Assad 

govew}me~}t had fl~e means to lmmeh a~aeks. 

Diplomatic Seem’ity l~lust Be Priority at State Dept., Pane| 

Says 

.,Ml independent ~wiew eonelnded flint the Sb~te Depa*tment office overseeing 

diplomatic securib" is mired i~ the agency’s sprawling Imreaueracy and must be 

elevated in impor[anee. 

Egypt Speeds Use of T~als for aailing of islanfists 

~M3 actninistrafive court also banned [onr satellite networks considered 

sympathetic to suppoFLe~s of the ousted president Mohamed ~’ka’si. 

U,S. 



Bar Mitzw~hs Get New Look ~o Build Faith 

American Jews often view fl~e coming-of-age ceremony as an 

ending. A new inRiative by kl~e Reform movement is ouk to 

change ~hat. 

Man Who Heild Ohio Women Captive Is Found 

Dead 

A~el Caskro, who was sentenced Lo life i~ p~son for homing 

three women captive in his Clevekmd home for a decade, was 

found hanging in his prison cell, c~fficials said, 

65 Years Later, a Memorial Gives Names to 
Crash Viel-~ms 

TwenLy--eigh[ Mexican vie[ires of a plane crash in 194.8 were 

memorialized in Fresno, Calif., with a new gravestone that lists 

their names. 

Sachs- 

...... Fresno, 

Cslif., a 

Fol mo:e US !~ev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.com!US ~ 

Business 

In Nokia, Microsoft Bets on Apple-Like Revival 

MicrosoR’s predicament recalls the situation Apple found itself 

during the eaHy ~99os, ~dkh higk-quality products overlooked 

the rnarkctplaeeo 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Busincss Losing Clou~. in a G.O.P. Moving Ri~t 
~,. Ei.’U.:’,RD© P©i,~i ~.R 

Scholars have proposed many reasons for the diminished role 

businesses have wi~ Congressional Repuhlicans, and, yes, it’s 

about money. 

No Bounce for E~lrope in Rebound by Germany 
~.:y ;AC~, E’gq N’:; 

The crisis has weakened ties in the euro zone as Oem~an 

companies, with the government cheering them om look to 

China and ~he UnReal SNtes. 

....... ~tion for 

Sports 



To Vladivostok and Beyond 

Despite its t~n-l-mle~t history and m~cert~in fi~ances, 

Koafinenta] Hockey League~ based in Russia, is se~ ~o open 

sixth seaso~ ~dth 28 teams in 8 ~mtions and 9 time 

ON TENNIS 

A iLesson in AdjusfinB to Lower Expectations 

Lleyton Hewitt, like Roger Federer, is 32 and was once No. 

the world, bnt he has moved on h’om those increasingly distant 

days a*~d found meatfing at a *row, lower Ievel. 

Pla}4ng Detective in Finding Fihns of Opponents 

Video e~-.,ordinators must navigate ~he t~des for exehangi*~g game 

films that ca~ ~n:n their prot~ssh)n hlto an alchemy or" dogged 

legwork of a detective and the bacqc~b~pping of a ear salespersom 

, Upset Binge Boosts a Supposedly Lower College DMsion 

Admiral, 

Californi 

A~ts 

Pixies Motor On, V~’ith New Bassist 

The Pixies are ~v]easing a ~ew EP and goi~g on tour, without the 

beloved Kim Deal who a~onnced a few ~eks ago d~at she was 

]eavi*~g the band. 

A SeandaFScalded Murdoch as a Song-and- 

Dtu~ce Ma~ 

Rupert Murdoeh’s many missteps get stage trea’m~en ks in 

Australia at~d 

Crossing the Lines Di~Sding the Races 

White wome~ who became de~dzens of black neighborhoods and 

cuRure during the Harlem Renaissance are the subject of Carla 

Kal)]a~’s "Miss Atom i~ Harlem." 

J~osephi 
~.cNdeil 

Obituaries 

Frederik Pohl, Science Fiction Master Who 

Vaporized Utopias, Dies at 93 

Mr. Poh], who g£ew up Jn Brooklyn, edited magazines and books 

before finding renown as a walter. Perhaps the most lhmous of 

his novels was "The Space Merchants." 

Ronaid H. Coase, a :Law Professor aatd Leading 

Economist, Dies at lo2 

Professor Coase was an "acciden~fl" economist best known for 

two papers that are counted among the most influential in the 

modern histoD- of the science. 

Ray Grebey, Who Represented Baseball h~ ~98~ 

Labor Dispute, Dies at 85 

Hired by Major I.~ague Baseball in 1978, some thought Mr. 

Grehey pushed too hard and provoked a strike t~at could have 

been avoide& 

FredeFik 
p.e..hl ,~ I 

Coase, 

in 2000, 

~’"~’~ I 

..... : Grebe.y, 

left, 



Dining & Wine 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Leavi~g a ’lip: A Custom i~ Need of Cl~anging? 

Arnm~cans have s~uek wi’~ the praedce because all parties 

thought it worked in their favor, bat a re--e~’aluation is now in 

Ladie~ Who Power Lr~meh 

Women in New York arD r~defining the 6tuaI of red meat and 

business talk, 

,~ Slide Show 

At ABC 

..... 2;7 

RESTAURANT OPENINGS 

The Sea~’c’l~ for Stars Begi~s 

Familiar names la~ke on new ro~es and some old farm:ire spots 

reopen after refurbishing. 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~:o: No O~°dinarT Passenger 

In this short film, Stan L"ibhen, a wim~er of the World Sideear 

Championship in ~953, recounts khe thrills and petgls of his 

profcssiom 

Related Article 

Style 

In Bangkok’s Siam Sqtmre neighborhood, a choreographer 

desetfibes a local trend involving contact lenses. 

~ VmEO: Death ofa Russivm Orph~m 

Last October, Max Shatto was adopted fl’om an orphanage in 

northwest Russia. Three months hater, he was dead. 

~ Reiated Article 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Britai~*s SNa Vote h~ Perspeetive 

Prime Minister David Cameron can use other tools, including diplomacy, to 

advance the common goa~s it shares with the United Sb~tes. 

EDITORIAL 

Taxes, Be~tefits and Eq~ali~ 

The recognition of same-sex martqages by the Internal Revenue Service makes 

s kate bans 1-~,~k even more dise~imina to~7. 

EDITORIAL 

M~°o Bloom befog arid ’the ][deolooues 

The mayor is using the shooting of a ymmg Brooklyn boy to level baseless 

charges against rustics of his nneonstitutionaI policing tactics. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

On Sy~°ia, a ~UoNo Vol-e Isn’t O[)l-iona]l 

For a~l its thili~&s, the post-~945 ]ega~ >rder has made for a safer 

world. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Shadow of a Doubt 

A bewilde~*~g dine in bizan’o world: all the sides are scrambled 

as the shadow of ~raq looms over Syria, 

, Columnis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A~n and Shmne 

The U~ited St~tes should definitely respond to Syria’s murder of 

innocent dvilians wi’~ pNso~ gas. But a limited "shock and awe" 

missile {Rtack is*~’k ~he besk strategy. 

ON THiS DAY 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes [omterest 
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Access The New York Times from mLvwhere with ,.)t~r s~ite of sops: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 10:13 AM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Reminder: APCG Newsletter Submissions Due Friday’. 

Dear colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in the middle of September. follomng APSA. As discussed at our ASA business meeting last November. we are now 

moving to a twice-per-year schedule so that "Issue 1" of each year roll be released in February and "Issue 2" roll be released in September. 

The deadline for submissions this time is Friday, September 6th. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website tbrm: http:/iaffca~politicsgroup.o~/index.php/submit-new~ 

2. Forward any news that you might have to mbnel~n(~wesleyan.edu. 

Relevant news items might include new publications, news about giants, new jobs, Inember career changes, announcements for conferences, etc. I am also interested 

in ~ly photos or ilnages yon Inay have that illusq_rate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email and due to the space limitalions of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://ati-i ca~politic sgroup.org/index.php!news/newsletter~ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies @ Wesleyan 

Editor, African Politics Conference Group Newsletter 

238 Church Street 

Wesleyan University 

Middletown, CT 06459 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson~,weslevan.edu 

Personal: http:!!w-ww.michaelnelson.info 
Wesleyan African Studies: http://africa.blo~qs.wesleyan.edu/ 

APCG: http:/ivw’a^z african politicsqrou p orfl/ 

You are cnrrently snbscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

T~unsubsc~bec~ickhere:https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id~299565~fl8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dcf~b22e&n T&I apcg&o 31146645 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-31146645-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e~bJists.wisc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 11:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Planning aJ~ event? 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

PLANNING AN EVENT? 
Wo~derin~ where to start? 
How to work within your budget? 

We make it easyt 

~f you are ~ook~r~g for a program ~~ one of the these top}cs, 
Email Us~ 
We’re here to he~p yo~J and ~ook fo~.,ard to hearh~g from yo~J~ 

¯ Oivers~N and Multicultural Programs 

¯ ~.~.~.~.~.~.~...P.~r~.m~. 



Forward this email 

this el~ail was sent to eumce@~maiLtll~c.ed~J by j_o__d__~_s__o_J_o___m___o_[!_@_~_o__d_[~[_o_[~9__n__s_9_~_@__k__ej~:_c__oZ!! 

Update Profile/Email AddFess Instant m~c\,alwith SafeUnsubscribeTM PFivacy Policy, 

]odi Solomon Speakers :: 295 Huntington Avenue i Suite 211 Boston :: MA :: 02115 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

News t~m the Institute tbr Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

- Call for Applications - 
News from the institute for Cultural Diplomacy {ICD) 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to bring to your a~enfion our new degree programs, as well as update you on our fodhco[Nng Academic Programs, International Con[erences, Professional 
Tta[Nng Sessions & Distance Learning Courses. The #fformation below will provide fudhet details on the academic programs and events, and we would be extremely grateful if 
this announcement could a[se be shared w~th other ~nterested panics. 

led Bi Annual Newsle~er for January- June 2013 
I am pleased to repod that the [CD has had a productive fi~t pa~ of the year of 2013, including a high number of speakers and participants ir~ lCD events and program. 
Threughout this high magnitude ef activity, we have continued to promote the researah, teaching, premot[on, and development of the field of Cultural Diplomacy, which has led 
to the building of many developments for the ~CD in 2013 as wee For your conveNence, we assembled the most impo~ant developments and ne~ together in a newsletter 
summarizing the first pad of 2013, wNch you are able to download by clicking the following hypedink: 

[)~p:ll~.culturaldi£[~tnacy:£~g[contentlnewsletter/IC~Ne~[A~r Ja£#aE-July 2~:pd[ 
ICD Newsietter/M~ilin# List 
If you would like to be kept up-to-date with the latest developments at the ICD, you can join our mailing list. To join the ma~ling ~ist, simply send an email to 
"mai[[ngs@culturaldiplomacy~org" with the word "Subscribe" in the subject line. Your emai[ address will then be added to the list automatically. [f you no longer wish to receive 
emails frem the ICD [n future, please send us an ema~l at [nfo@culturaldip[omaav.org ~nd[aafing tMs. 
To view the complete [CD Calendar of Events for 2013, please click here. 
Sincerely, 
Nark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural ~iplomacy (IC~} 
Kud5rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u rald[plomacy.org 
info@cult u ra MiDIomacw~cq 
Wh~t ~.~ Ouit~f~’~f #ipio#~,~c.F? Cl~ck Here 

Forthcoming Programs: The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (CCDS) 
(Berlin; Septembe~- December 2013) 

To apply, please click ._h__e___r_e__ 
The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies, ef the Academy for Cultural Diplemacy offers educational opperhmities fer individuals pursuing careers in academia, d~p[omaay, 
government, and/or the private sector, related either wholly or in pa~ to the field of Cultural Diplomacy. Our programs are d~vided into the following categories: Distance 
Learning Courses, Professional Development Ce~ificate Programs, and Graduate Degree Programs ir~ Cultural Diplomacy, designed specifically for governmental officials, 
academics, and young professionals. 

The CCDS is currently, acaept~nfl applications fer the followinfl proflrams: 
MA Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
(Berlin; Star~: Fall Semester .- Berlin, Octeber 2013) 
w~,/icd-masterprofl ra rn erfl 

~ Ne~,(" One Ye~r MA ~n O~ob~ Governa~ce & Cu~ur~ D~p~ome(:y (~n~-globalgovemance.~) 

t_______##g?~tL.~d.~A¢_MA ~n ~n~ert~et}ef~ Re~adot}s & Cu~tura} b~p,omacy (~online-ma-ircd.de} 

~ MA ~n G~oba~iz~den & Cu~turM Diplomacy (~-g#balizat#n.de) 

D~stance Learning Programs M Cu~turM Di#omacy 

(Program sta~ Dates: October 1 st - 31 ~. 2013) 

~ ccds-dista nce-learnin q.de 

Professional Development Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
Berlin: September 16th - 27~,h, 2013; Navember 18th --- 29~,h, 2013 
Berlin; Octeber 14th .- 18~.h, 2013 (Weekieng Seminar) 
Washingtan, D C.; Navember 4ih -- 14th, 2013 
~ ccds-berlin.de 

Cross-Continental Cooperation Summit 2013 

"U¢~’Mng Poten~ab Urdt#~g ~he WorM’s Lead#~g P~wers" 
(Beilin: Septernber 25~h- 27th. 2013; Washirl.~on, D.C.: Novembei 4th - 7~h. 2013; Moscow November 26th .- 28th. 2013; Beiiing: December 4~h - 6th. 2013) 
www C r o s s-Continental=Cooperation-Summit orq 
The followinq events will take place from Sep~er~ber-December 2013: 
The Berlin Summit on Cross43ontinental Cooperation 2013 



(Berlin: Sept~ mber 2,,~ -27~,h, 2013~ 

The Washington, D.C, Summit on Cross-Continental Cooperation 2(~13 

(Washingion, D.C ; November 4th .- 7th, 2013) 

The Moscow S~mmit on Cross~ontiaen~l Cooperation 20~3 

(Moscow; Now~mber 26fi~ - 28th, 2013) 

(Beijing~ December 4th - 6th, 20!3) 

Young Leaders’ For#ms - Fo#hcomin~ Conferences 
(Ber n; September 2013) 

To apply, p~ease chick HERE 

The Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest ~n developing, supposing, and sustaining intercultural relations. Over 

the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to become one of Europe’s ~a[gest independent cuRural exchange o[gan~zations, hosting programs that ~acilRate 

interaction among young individuals o~ all cultu[a~, academic, and professional backgrounds flora across the wodd. 

W~ are currently acceptin# applications for the follow~n~a conferences: 
Europe Mee~ Ch~na: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 23rd - 27th, 2013) 

Europe Meets Russia: A Forem for Yoeng Leaders 

(Berlin; September 23~d -27th, 2013) 

www icd-emr.orq 

(Berlin; September 25th- 29th. 2013) 

www. icd.-europe or# 

USA Mee~ Europe: A Forem for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 25th- 29th, 2013) 

Ra[y Meets Germany: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 25th- 29th, 2013) 

www icd-imq.or~ 

Afgha~is~m Mee~ the USA: A Forum for Young Leaders (AFMUSA} 

(Washington DC; November 4th - 8th, 2013) 

www.Afqha nistanM eetsUSA orq 

Pakis~B ~ee~ the USA: A Forum for Young Leaders {P~USA} 

(Washington D.C.; Novembe~ 4th - 8th, 2013) 

www.Paldstan M eetsU SA o rq 

To view the complete ~CD Calendar of Events for 2013, please c~ck here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Brutality of Syria~ Rebels Posing Dilemma in West 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~Op~ ~ On]hisDay 

Top News 

Brutality of Syrian Rebels Posing Dilenm~a ~ 

West 

Many Syrim~ rebels have adopted some of the chil]i~gly ruthless 

taedes of the governmenk, raising "~e prospect that a mi]itaW 

s kz~ke eoNd skrengthen ex[remists o 

Obama Faces Ba~’~’iee in His Own pa~oty on SyNa 

Democrats say they are confl’o~ted with a di~eult choice: go 

against the wishes of P~vsiden[ Obama or del~ voLers who are 

overwhelmi~gly opposed to il~v~-~lvil~g the United States 

another unpredictable M~ddle East war. 

On tl~e :Edge of Poverty, at tl~e Center of a Debate 

o~ Food Ntm~ps 

As lawmakers east a fight over eats to food stamps in te~ns of 

spending, budget m~a]ysts and hunger relief advocates warn of a 

spike in "food J~seeuH ty" among ~mfieans. 

A video 
showed 

rebel 

~reside 

Ot_~ me 
spoke 

I 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

A Vete~oan Re]po~l-el" Re;~leel-s on a Disl-~ni W~ 

On the eve of a book and e~ibib about t~e Vietnam War culled 

from Associated Press archives, Ralph Blumenthal reflects on 

covering the conflict’s early years. 

rReporte 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Not Ve~’y Givb:~g 

The problem with p~,vate donations to pub]k: schools. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRE~ID~NTOBA~A, (m co~ditions (h~t might call for i~tet’ventio~ ia S)ria’s eoaf]iet. 

World 

Split Senate Parcel Approves Giving Obama 

L~m~tcd A~,tl~oHW on S~’ia 

The 1 o-to-7 vote in the bYm~ign Relations (2)remitter sets np a 

showdown next week in the fall Senate on whether President 

Obama should be given tar power to st~Ske Syria. 

:Rockets ~n S.y~’im~ Attack Carried Large Payload 

ofGas, Expegts Say 

Rockets delivering toxic sarin gas to neighborhoods around 

Damascus held up to 5o times more ne~’e agent tban previously 

estimated, a study by weapons experLs concluded. 

~ hemica 

wea pon 

Q~aestio~s of policy and Leadershilp Dog Obama Before 

Meeting in R~ssia 

President Obama’s standing has undoubtedly sub, red fl’om reeent hn’moil over 

Syria and American spying, even though he can point [o a strengthening 

U.S. 

Albuq ~erq~e Becomes Latest Focal Point in 

Abortion Wars 

Operation Rescue, tbe militant anti-abortion gronp based in 

Kansas, is ealling Albuquerqne the "late-term abort_ion capital of 

the court try." 

Clinto~t Urges .,M~tericmts to Sig~ Up for Health 

Cave Exchm~ges 

Less dmn a mo~th before the start of insurance shopping nnder 

the health care law, former President Bill Clin ton’s speech comes 

at a pivotal time tbr tbe Obama adminisla’afion. 



V.A~ to Provide Spousal Benefits to Gays, 

~a,. C H.::q~ Li L SAVAGe. 

In letters to Congressiona~ leade~% Attorney General E~e H. Holder Jr. said 

President Obama directed the executive branch to stop obeying a s~tnte float 

limiN s ueh benefits to spouses "of the opposite sex." 

Business 

Fa[lh~g Economic Tide in India Is E×lpOs~ng Its 

Chronic Troub|es 

.As its boom ends, India suffers fl’om a weak currency, soaNng 

prices, neglected infrastruekm’e and red tape. 

~ Graphic: M~ssin~ Out 

india’s Central Bm~k C~ief May Have a 

Honeymoon 

Glowing coverage of Raghnram Raj an, the n ew govern or of the 

Reserve Bank of India, could be qtfickly eclipsed by escalating 

economic 

iBezos Is a H~t in a ~Vashi~gton Post 

Visit 

Jeffrey P. Bezos assured editors and repot tets of 

commitment to p~serving quality journalism at the newspaper, 

which he is buying fbr 8250 million. 

~ ~ The Washington Past: Yea m or Triumph and 

Washin 

gton 
Post 

Sports 

in Sa~ Francisco, It’s l~eh Club, Poor Clt~b 

The exclusive St. Francis Yacht Clab has a histoq~ of winning 

eve~7 major sailing race, exeelA the biggest one, which was won 

by its less-distinguished uei~bor, "~e Golden Gate Yacht Club. 

YANKEES 6, WHITE SOX 5 

The Ya~fl~ees Sweat Out a Sweep~ With ’l’ot~gher 

Opponents Up Next 

With his best outing in nearly three months, Co C. Sabakhia 

Goiden 

Gsta 

I    "Yacht I 



helped the Ya~kees head i~to a h:eaeherous slate of games with a wi~ over the 

WhRe Sox, whose rally fell short. 

N adal Rolls to Senfifmals by’rhrasbJa~g Rohredo 

.a2"ter missing lask year’s Open, t~afad Nadal has stormed tht~)ugh 

his draw a~d improved his record on hardcom~s this year to 20- 

0. 

Arts 

Images of the Vietnmn !/Vat That Defined an Era 

A retrospective book m~d exhibitions h~gh]ight war photo~alks 

that h~t~ed d~e fide of public opinion. 

,~ Lens: A Reporter Reflects on a D~stant War 

1968 
Associst 

Their Next Big Thing is Actually Sm~ll 

The stage and film directors Doug bitch and Edouard Getaz are 

s b~rting a Web series, "Hot Culture," starring a pushy puppet and 

a few famous names. 

Video 

A Critic of a Design Nt~semn V~;ill Lead R 

Glean Adamson, a ~vsemvher without the b~pieal exec~Nve 

expe~{enee, wxwte it~ 2Oll that the museum he will soon lead "has 

li~]e mow than indiscdmi~afon to call its owW’ 

Obituaries 

Judith Danids, Editor of Navvy l~’~ag~a~hm, Dies at 

74 

.X,~s. £)a~iels, who saw a big gap i~ the magazine indush7, was the 

first to focus on the eraerging class of high-earning proressionO 

Daniels 

in Maine 

n 2012. 

Martin L, Gross, Critic of Big Government, Dies 

~t 88 

Mro Gross, who was embraced by suppo[¢e~ of t~e Tea £atty, 

took a~m at spendi% and taxation ~th books l~ke "The 

Oovernmenk Ra&et: Washington Waste Dora A to Z." 

L. Gross 

n 1978. 

Fashion & Style 

Is New York Fashion V~’eek Near the End of the 

Rtmway? 

The Lincoln Cen~er site draws fire from many directions, as the 

schedule gets busier and crowds grow unwieldIy. 

"~;] To tile 

..... outside 

worid, 

Fashion 

I ’~’~ I 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

Enter tim New Des~g~mr Stars at New ~ork 

FasNon V~:eek (or So They Hope) 

This Fashion Week is chockablock ~%h new names. 

left; 

sketche 



ENCOUNTERS 

Kenneth Cole Embraces C]h~ge 

Yb e d esigner Kenneth Cole h~ s em braced soci~ ] ne~vorl< 

platforms like InsLagram, Facebook, PinLerest and 

working 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~:o: Obama P~*shes for Intervention in 

S~Tia 

President Obama laid oat his case for military intervention in 

Syria at a news ccmference with the Swedish prime mi~ister in 

Stockholm. 

Obams 

AvantG rand Piano 

The Times’s David Pogue breaks down Yamaba’s latest 

AvantGrand hybrid piano. 

Final Touch 

I~ the fiual inst;dlment of < kamtdown to Fashion Week, the 

designer Mafissa Wehb cbooses hair and makeup to create 

s krong but accessible loot~ tbr her collection. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Stakes h~ Congress 

President Obama walks a difficult line in seeking militaU action on Syria. The 

~mrican public dese~’es more answers. 

EDITORIAL 

Uninsured in Texas and Florida 

Two states with the worst records for health ,::overage see no reason to do much 

about iL 

EDITORIAL 

I.o~t Call in l-he Race fin° ~Maym° 

To make a~ informed decision in the primary e~eefion, focus on the problems 

that remain after Mayor Bloomberg is gone. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Era of Disbelief 

This time, Amer~caus are questioning everything - as they 

should. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Offto the I~layoral Races 

From kittens ou the rails to Central Park carriage horses, in New 

York this yea*’, we have four-.le~ed issues. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Si~ing oe ore" hands as Syrians a~ s]m~ghtered is not "pro- 

pease." 

~ Column,S Page I Blog 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Fac~!b,’lok ~@NYTimes Pirll:er~sl: 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with ot~r st~ite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 

Times Store ~> 
Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m.nyt.com ,~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

[~is is an autemated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy proglam, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kkal996(~kkageucies in> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 5:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books - On African Studies / EP 9539 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/information Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (EP): 9539 

Here are two newly-added publications on African Studies which could be of 
interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 30 Sep 2013"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . 

1. Political and Cultural History of Africa / Edited by Dr C. M Gandhlji 
and Dr. Manik Manohar 1st ed Delhi, Ancient Publishing 
House. 2012 viii, 284p. 23 cm. 
List Price: $5500 Your Price: $49.50 
ISBN: 9789381385586     KK-111326 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.l<_kagencies.com/lndex.phpTp sr&Uc 13579241113262468013> 

2. The World of Rock Art : An Overview ufthe Five Continents / Edited by 
Dr. Bansi Lal MaIla 1st ed. New" Delhi, Aryan Books 
Intematiuna[. 2013 xviii, 170 p. ills. (partly col.), maps. 29 

cm (IGNCA Rock Art Series - 8). 
In associatiun with Indira Gandhi National Centre :[’or the Arts (IGNCA), New 
Delhi. 
List Price: $138.90 YourPrice: $125.00 
ISBN: 9788173054471 KK-112626 
Fur more details kindly visit the link 
<http:,t/wwwkka~enciescom/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241126262468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dullars 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase urders thru our 
sites, e-mail, fax or pust and pay routinely after receipt ufmaterials & 
their corresponding invoices We can set up an unline accuunt for placing 
their finn orders thin our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our coraprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>, 
<w~’.kkagencies.co.in> & <wa~w.GetIndiatK3ooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. NSttal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
F>mails: kkagencies@snhcom, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: ~wzw.kkagencies.co.in, www.kkagencies.com 

www. GetIndiatff3 ooks.c om 
More sites: www.kkagencies.co.irdsitemap 
Phone: (~0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you ~vish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnhnet.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 



from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



Re sea£ and ~re a~ ~ ac [i v i~ at earoi~, S~pteN ~20i3 

~ andy kiser 

C<mve  ge  t Ca ’e 

Hea~ surgeon Andy Kiser pe~ec~ a treatment for a potentially deadly form of 
irregular hea~beat and opens up a whole new vein of trainin~ for surgeons. 

~EA~URES 



homicides in eastern I Lyerly found out from 101 way to clean the filters that 

North Carolina¯ I women, purify our drinking water. 

D EO 

[~i hunger in watauga county 

Energy and the Environment 

Sustainable energy practices and environmental conservation go hand in hand. 
Lindsay Dubbs, a researcher at UNC’s Institute for the Environment, encourages 
her students to think critically about energy solutions that won’t harm fragile 
ecosystems like the North Carolina Outer Banks. 

SPOTEIGH~S B L T S 

~ girlwith apples 

Food E×piorers program 

k ,s,lff e ~yeatirlg 

There’s more to school 

nutrition than changing 

what’s in the cafeteria-- 

UNC researchers help 

students get excited about 

new foods, iCer~l:e[ for 

the musical uplift of war. (Mark My VVoids) 

"When it comes to direct caregivers, you need to hire people who 

are dedicated to their work. To do that, you need to pay people 

sufficient wages to have a stable worl~orce." 

--Sally Clark Stearns. in Emeritus u, ssisted Iwing ’wor~.grs wm 

$2.2 million settlement 



dbiC Deveiops Or=line 

Tool [:or Mapping History: 

An easy way for historians, 

researchers, teachers and 

others to create interactive 

websites, virtual tours, 

data maps and 

multimedia archives 

bie\,v data reveai extent of genetic overiap bet\,veen rnaior mental 

disorders (~Jl.h.~} i-t.,!.~llil :[:~re) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:29 AM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Final Reminder: APCG Newsletter Submissions Due Today! 

Dear colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in the middle of September. follomng APSA. As discussed at our ASA business meeting last November. we are now 

moving to a twice-per-year schedule so that "Issue 1" of each year roll be released in February and "Issue 2" roll be released in September. 

The deadline for submissions this time is Friday, September 6th. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website tbrm: http:/iaffca~politicsgroup.o~/index.php/submit-new~ 

2. Forward any news that you might have to mbnel~n(~wesleyan.edu. 

Relevant news items might include new publications, news about giants, new jobs, Inember career changes, announcements for conferences, etc. I am also interested 

in ~ly photos or ilnages yon Inay have that illusq_rate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email and due to the space limitalions of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://ati-i ca~politic sgroup.org/index.php!news/newsletter~ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies @ Wesleyan 

Editor, African Politics Conference Group Newsletter 

238 Church Street 

Wesleyan University 

Middletown, CT 06459 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson~,weslevan.edu 

Personal: http:!!w-ww.michaelnelson.info 
Wesleyan African Studies: http://africa.blo~qs.wesleyan.edu/ 

APCG: http:/ivw’a^z african politicsqrou p orfl/ 

You are cnrrently snbscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id~299565~fl8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dcf~b22e&n T&I apcg&o 31212975 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-31212975-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e~bJists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:12 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Aime Cesaire & Negritude - October 4-5 at Duke 



Michaeline 

Michaeline Cfichlow 

Editor, Cultural Dynamics 

l~tt p:/:cd,~, sa~e pt~ b.com,’ 

l~ttp:/iracespaceplace.wordpress.com/ 

k~eeclaeelow(g~icloud.com 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 11:42 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation for September 19 Opening 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Gulu Real Art Studio 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, September 19, from 6pm-8pm 

Ni NewYork Times Magazine 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
508-526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
New York City 

RSVP to 

The Walther Collection presents G~;~ii~.;~ %~;:,:;~ii .~;~.r t St~.~di=:.~,, an installation of 90 
studio portraits collected by the photographer Martina Bacigalupo from the 
Gulu Real Art Studio in GuM, Uganda. Edited from hundreds of discarded, 
faceless images - the faces were originally cut out for standardized ID photos 
-the exhibition represents a typological cross=section of Gulu’s society 
today, a city subjected to violent conflicts over several decades. Vivid and 



diverse, the distinctions of clothing and pose in each image reveal markers of 
self-definition, illustrating the compelling story of one East African community 
and the significance of studio portraiture in the twenty=first century. 
G@iJi Re..@i .:%i"t 9/:~..~(:iiio. is on view at The Walther Collection Project Space in 
New York from September 20, 2013 to February 8, 2014. 

ivi;;~:~ri;ik~a li}.;Hsi!:iiaii~J~ls0, was born in Genoa, Italy, in 1978. Currently based in 
Burundi, East Africa, her work has been published in the The New York Times 
Magazine, London Sunday Times Magazine, Le Monde Magazine, 
Internazionale, Elle, Esquire, and Jeune Afrique. Bacigalupo is a member of 
Agence Vu in Paris. 

FonNard ernail 

this email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by contact@walthercollection.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Falls Short on Wider Backing for Syria At’tack 

................ ] ~.’i~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: i3i.:i.~sc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IA~L I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTOM~ZE~ 

Top News 

Obama Falls Short on Wider Backing for Syria 

Attack 

Preside~t Obama emerged from the Oro~p of 2o smnmit meeth~g 

with a few in~erna[ionN supporters, buk o[her leaders utNed him 

not to akNck wi[hout Uni[ect Natioz;s baeldng. 

MEMO FROM EUROPE 

A Weapon Seen as Too Horrible~ gw~n ~n War 

ChemicM weapons have eansed only a small fra~Noi~ of the 

deaths in Sy[ia’s civil war, b~t they have provoked ~ddespread 

o~trage. 

Soft dobs Data Not Expected to Deter Fed 

The I M-~or Departme~t’s snapshot of the job market in AuN~st 

had several disco~Jragi~g dekails underneath a r~;latively average 

gai[~ of ~69,ooo jobs. 

~ [] Fed raper Tracker 

d street I 

¯ ~s] vic~:irr,s 
....... ~f 

consider 

Editors’ Picks 

N.Y, / REGION I INTERACTIVE FEATURE 

The Voting Blocs o~° New York City 

A gMde to the ~oups that are likely to widd the most il~fluenee 

in Tuesday’s Democratic mayoral p~mary. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Alhno~y for Yo~r g~s 

Should divorce settlements include money tSr fertility 

treatments? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ANDREWMCCLEAN, a [’ecent gradm][e of F]orid;] A&.M, ()it ~tow the retun~ of the 

marching band has raised morale at the anivers~t),. 

World 

Crossing Deadly Lmrtdscapes, S>~oi~ns Roach 

Havens h~ Lebano~ 

Families keep making the journey out of Syria to escape 

government forees~ Islamist-mled rebel areas, and ~mw possible 
Ame~qean missile s’uqkes, 

....... 
Isber, a I 
father of 

Homesick Mfdfit~mts At’e Offered a Way Back to 

Kmshmi~¯ 

Drawn by an aRaehme~t to H}dia-eontro]]ed Kashmir, former 

militants have filed applications in order to reaivn home 

Pakis Lan--controI1 ed terd to~T. 

Liaqat 

Shah, 

Ira~ Ru~[tg h~ Europe Draws Anger From 

The United States imposes new restr~ctions.iust as a Em’opea~ U~ion eonrt 

rules that the bloc wrongly imposed sanctions against seven Iranian companies. 

U,S. 

A University Band, Chaste~ed by Hazhtg, ~’lakes 
its Return 

A marehit~g band tainted by hazit~g prepares for its eomeba& 
a~er a suspe~sion and period of sou]-searehing. 

h~s~r~ee Ro~s to Rise in ~tate F~BhthaB PI~ 

South CarolimYs refusal to expand Med~eai~ under the ~ew 

health care law ]eaves several hnndred thousand withont 

i~sm’a~ee, but state o~eials say the reali~" is more complex. 

Mar,shin 

g 100 of 

Flori,Ja 

....... G. Barr, 

59, of 



Lcgislation Seeks to Bar NoS.Ao Tactic in 

Encryption 

A congressman’s proposal would prohibit ihe agency 

installing "back doms" into encupdon, the electronic 

scrambli~g that protects e-mail and otheP commmficatkms. 

~ N.SA Able to Foil Basic Safeguaras of Privacy on Web 

I~ Lef:ji_<lali ] 

Business 

R EWORKING LABOR 

A, FoLo-CJoOo Has Plan to Add M~ions of 

N onm~on Members 

tOehard Trmnka, the labor t~deration’s president, says 

eoal~tion could help restore the labor movement’s dour 

VW and Its Worlkers Explore a Union at a 7~{ The 
Tennessee P][alit Volkswa 

gen 

Volkswagen is workin g ~d th th e U hired Au tom obile Workers a t 

~ts Chattanooga plant on how to unkm~ze the plan~ and create a 

Oerman-s~qe works coundl fl~ere, the president of fl~e ~abor union sah-l. 

Bold Play by CBS Fm’tifies Broadea.~ters 

CBS and its ehieL Les Moonves, have given the broadcast world 

a shot in the arm by pushing distributors to PW broadcasters just 

as they do cable networks. 

Sports 

ON TENNIS 
Richard 

Oasq~mt, a Formcr Chi|d Prodigy, O~’ows Into His Gasquet 

Talent is ~ u.s. 

~:~:’ DHR~:~q :’PRER ,1:: ARE? ~-~$1~ 

Richard Gasquet, who graced the cover of France’s Tennis 

Magazkie at age 9, w411 play a familiar opponent in Rafael Nadal in ~he semifinals 

on Satin?day. 

COSTA RICA 3, UNITED STATES ! 

St~°eak Ends for UoSo in Quali ,lying Match 

The United States players arrived wid~ a sh’u~ d~at turned into a 

stagger after a determined Costa Rica team humbled them, 3-1, 

....... Acosta, 

right, 



in a erudal World Cup qualifyi~g match. 

~ Hi~hligi~ta and Anal’!sis: Costa Rica vs. United State‘‘:‘ 

RED SOX 12, YANKEES 8 

Lead Vmfishes; So Does Some Hope 

The Yat~kees got a strong outing by zM~dy Petfitte, a*~d un 

outburst of o~nse, but with limited options available amid a 

hanged-up and overused group of ta’lievers, it was not enough. 

,~ Box Score 

~ Keeping Score: Putting a Numbet on ~he Yank‘‘:‘’ Playoff Chances 

inherited 

For more ,’:,polls news, 2o to NYTimeeioom/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Slieing Away, }Vith the Driest Eye h~ the Hot~se 

Daub Sta*flmpe’s Hghteous seam and unsparing logic are on full 

display in his new stand-up comedy speeia], "Beet" Hall Putsch." 

][~ Toronto, the Oscar Smaekdown Gets an Early 

Start 

~ter ope*fing Mows in Venice at~d Telludde, Colo, the A~’ademy 

Awards fray is m~der way in earnest at the Torm~to Interuafimml 

Film bk~s ~iva£ 

~We Are the Estab]ishme*~t Now’ 

The O-.,e*~ brothers discuss ,marly 30 years of making movies, 

i~duding the mistakes they sfi]l make and their smDrise at being 

mainstreum, sort o£ 

, [] Oonstellatiens of Directors and Their Stars 

urlsaadn 

~g iogic: 

Cumber I 
batch, 

Obituaries 

Roch~s Miseh, Body~m~od of :Hitler, Dies at 96 

Mr. Misch was wJddy described as the last ]ivh~g wila~ess to rite 

Fiihrer’s final days in his underground bunker and remained a 

devoted u~ktfircr of the ma*~ he called "the boss." 

Stephe~ ;~mto~akos~ 86, Se~flpto~" of Neo~, Dies at 

Mr. Antonakos made i]lumina’dou an essentia] component or ~is 

work, usi*~g electrified neo*~ gas as a painter uses puit~L 

Travel 

3 Q~iet M~semns i]~ Rome 

Dropping i*~ o*~ these rarely visited, notably disYt~et spots 

creates a chm~ce to experieuce culture away fl:om the crowds. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

MarseiHe Po~ishes its image 

A European Capib~l of Culture for 2o~3, this French city has 

added so many arts attracth:ms and revitalized so maW 

neighborhoods t~at b’ave]ex,~ may find it hard to resist. 

£ M~acEM ] 



Q&A 

Finding a Perch t~r Fashion Week 

Clan’t get a ~cket to a show but still want to soak up the scene? 

The fashion blogger tteather Cocks offers insider advice. 

Today’s Video 

VWE ): T|US %%’eek s Movies: Septo 6, 2o*3 

The New York Times film e~qtics on "Riddick," "Salinger" and 

"Touchy Feely." 

~ vmEo: Elements ] ]Lhm 

The first in a series of theme-based visual d~ar~es fl:om New York 

Fash%n Week, inspired by the essential building blocks of 

fl~shion and sbqe. 

~ VmEO: Ai~ivist Shakes Up Moscow 

l~layor’s Race 

As Moscow prepares for its first mayoral elections in a decade, 

the anti-corruption eandidute .,Meksd A. N uvalny is energizing 

young people and i~ ~King the Kremlin. 

, Reiated Article 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Can z-YIr, Obama Avoid l~ission Creep°? 

The president hasn’t expIahmd whut "lhn~ted" militu~7 action would mean in 

SjMa. 

EDITORIAL 

When Jobs _Are Not Plentiful 

Weak emt~loyment numbers moan low wages and slow growth. 

EDITORIAL 

The Group of 2.0 Taekk~s Tax Avoidance 

The tax agFeement wus one of the few uecomplishmen~s ut the 0-20 

Petersburg meeting, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Remembering all the Chihh’en 

The slau~ter of innocents in Syria is horrific, but what about 

the kids who die eyed~ day away Dora the media spotliohtt 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

,JoluuW FootbalPs Payday 

The cW grows for more equitable treatment of college football 

and men’s busketball pluyers. 

~ Columni~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

On Syrqia Vote, Trust, b~*t Verify 



If fl~e president wants Congresses snppoc[, he has 1o be rno~’e open. 
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Today’s Headlines 
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THiS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [od~y’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis D~y ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

V~qth the "World ~’Vatel~g~ Syria Amassed N erve Gas 

Despite at~ ii~tematiotml effort to block it, Syria’s governit~g Assad family 

exploited large loopholes, lax enforcement and a t~r greater emphasis on 

limiting lke spread of nuclear am~s, 

Harvard Business School Case Study: Gender 

Equity 

A~ aggressive program il~te~ded to foster female success 

broug~ t impi~wemen ts, but also resentmen t and uncer~fin 

Nitin 

Nob;is, 
left; the 
dean of 

Fach,g Fury Over _AFatigay Law, Stoli Says 

’R~assian? Not Rea]l]ly’ 

A boyeott of vodka by gay activists critics of Russia has focused 

on Stolichnaya, made in a nation ~ith experience of Russian 

opp~vssiom 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

America’s C~p: Racing Above Water 

This year’s _&meriea’s Cap vessels are more flyii~g maehi*m that~ 

yacht. The twin hulls of the catamarans cm~ rise from the water 

and hydrofoil at speeds approaeMng 50 



OPINION I OPINION 

The Va|~e of S~ffering 

Calami~" cracks you open, moves yo~ to cha~ge your ways. 

Sometimes. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

KATHLEEN L McGIRN, a professor, on gender equa]ity issues at the Ham,at0 Business 
SeSool. 

World 

Vote Ends AtistraHan Labor Party’s Six- Year 

Run in Power 
~r <::, rr ~.~i.,’,~..~. 

The e]eet~on ends six tmnni~mns years of leadership and ushers 

into power a strong consetwative Kfibera]-Nationa] coalition. 

Han~na~ Lacks Work, and Paldstan Looks to Ix] 
Provide 

Executions emfld scion be reinstated in Pakistan, dravdng 

d]sapprovaI from an unlikely coalition of critics, includh~g 

j~hadis~ eommandem and business Ieade~s, albeit tBr entirely difl}erent reasons. 

Bitterln Egypt, a ~Veleome for S>~’i~ Refi~gees ~rns ....... ~;, 

S>Mans, along ~dth ot ~er foreig ~ers, were made seapegoaLs as 

tim military took power and warned of external plots to 

destabilize ED’pt, unleashing a suflbeating xenopSobia in the news media and 

on [he streets, 

U.S. 

Peices Are RJshag for New Homes, arid the La~d 

TI~ey.Are B~]i]t On 

Land brokers and development companies in the Minneapolis-. 

St. Paul area are reporth}g that after years cd ~o grov~th, the 

price of land is increasing rapidly. 

..... to heip 
build 



OZARKS JOUR.A’ 
A HMeaway Whe~’e ~O~t ~n t]he O~a~{ks~ Has Fause# 

’Fucked in the Missouri Ozarks is a place whe~v gay men are 

unabashedly eelebrakory: Cactus Canyon Campground~ a 7oo-.ae~, clothing 

optional, all-male retreat. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Storied UoSo Barracks Closes "With Little Fanfare 

Campbdl Barraeks in Heidelberg, Germany, which, as the 

headquarters of the United States Army in Europe, issued the 

orders for millions of American soldiers, ek.,sed on Friday. 

, D Video: Goodbye to Heidelberg 

~:ol mo:e US news; go to NYTimes.comtUS ~ 

Business 

At Virtu America, a Fine Line Between P~,azz 
and Profit 

An airline whose sleek style rates highly with its passengers is 

still stru~.~,ling ko make money for iN investors, and has lost 

$675 million since 2oo7. 

~2] Purple 
:: ligi~t 

bathed 

Greek Prime Minister Say~ Positive Eeono~ie 

Data Points to Austerity Eash,g 

Prime Minis ter 3mtonis Samaras said the Greek economy had 

the smallest eontractio~ since 2olo and the improvement was 

largely due to a strong rebound in tourism. 

FAIR GAME 

Find the Loan Behind the Loans 

W hen regulators accuse financial firms of predato~T lemting, 

shouldn’t they track dou~ where these fi rms are geeing fl~eir 

capital? 

[ ;x~ Antonis [ 

Sports 

For 2(wo Olympics, LOoCo P~eks Tokyo, 

Considered Safe Choice 

Tokyo was selected to host the 2020 Surnmer Games, beating 

out Is~mbnl a~d Madrid 1~ a m;~or victory for a country still 

s of the 

tokyo 



recovering h’om a nuclear plant meltdown. 

, Hopes far Renewal in Japan, but Aiso a Host of Challenges 

Cowboys: A Tean~ :Flush V~’il~ Money, Not 

S~aeeess 

Dallas last won the Super Bowl after the 1995 season, a~ct has~’t 

been a contender since, but today the fl’anchise is valued at 

billion. 

A Showdown ofNoo ~ vs. No. ~ 

Novak Djokovie, who be~t Stanislas Wawrinka, will face Rafael 

Nadal, who beat Rh?hard Gasquet, in the United States Open 

men’s fiuaL lke 37th episode of their long-mmning miuiseHes. 

Nsdal 

topped 

Richard 

Arts 

Two’s Company, Three’s a Show 

Daniel Craig, Raehd Wcisz a~d Rare Spa]l discover plans for a 

Broadway revival of Harold PitKer’s "Betrayal" with t)wer 

pauses and "more animal." 

~ Slide Show ] The Vdlnerab~e M L Bond 

left~ 

Bold Ex~perinmnts h~ Stage Chenfistry 

On Broadway and off this fML some shows feature unlikely 

paiz~ngs onstage. Some mak’hups are uaturaI, some decidedly 
Am,! 

Scene PaFtners Step Into the Void 

Ian McKe]len and Pa~a’ick Stewart will team up i~ "No Man’s 

Land" and "WNtiug for Oodot" on Broadway lkis season. 

McKelle 

n 

Obituaries 

David S. Landes, Historitm trod Author, is Dead 

at 89 

ProtSssor Landes, a disfi~guished Harvard scholar ~:ff economic 

historT, was preoccupied by the importance of culture in shaping 

economic and social progress or skagtmtion, 

Jack Beal, Oplimistie New Realist Painter, Dies 

at 82 

Mr. Bea] made minutely detailed poz traits and narratiw" 

indudit~g large mm’~ds in the Times Square subway station. 

Murray Gershenz, Record Store Owner and 

Character Actor, Dies at 9~ 

Mr. Gcrshenz, a me~x’hant of used music who became an 

archivist of 3 o o,o o o alb urns, had a late--blooming eat~er in films 

and televisiom 

Landes ] 

n 
2002. ] 

BeN in 

1977 

with 

Magazine 

What ’Was, Is and "Will Be Popular 

Plus: The most popular candy bar; the most popular author to steal from St. 

Mark’s bookshop; the best-selling ldVD of all time; in defense of ’Tiff" Shades of 



The G|oba| Ehte ~ Favori~.e SU0ongman 

Paul Kagame is an international hero fbr reforming Rwanda. But 

cleaning up a coun~’y doesn’t come wKhout moral hazards. 

The Steely, Headless King of Texas Hold 

How a poker-playing machine taught itself to be a~l but 

unbeatable. 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: Bill Cunningham ] Simple Does It 

The one-piece dress was the favo~[c of many women going to 

work the day after Labor Day, and rnore than 5o0 women 

attending a luneheou at Lineoh~ Ceuter on the first day of 

Fashion Week. 

vwEc Hfir~k Back: IArmls of 
Presidential Power 

While PresMeut Obama seeks Congress’ approval for m~l~taty 

action in Sy~da, W~dter at [~i’gc Sam Tanenhaus looks at earlier 

,~lerican presidents who worked to expand their powei~. 

~ VWEO: U.So Open Men’s Se~fifinals 

Novak Dj okovic defSated Sta n i sla s Wawrin ka to a dva n ce to th e 

United States Open final where he ~dll face Rafael Nada], who 

defeated I~chard Gasq Jet on Saturday. 

F~r mo:e video, f.;o to NYThrtes.com/Video ~> 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Deportees~ Then trod Now 

Immigrant workers, anonymous and exploited, are still trapped 

in a brol<en system. 

A new 
grave 

marker 

EDITORIAL 

Federal Oversight on Pilb|ie Defense 

The ~iglat to a lawyer gels a boost h’om the Justice Depavlment 

EDITORIAL 

Banning a Pseudo-Therapy 

"[’he old idea that homosexuality is an illness that can be "cured" may at las t be 

headed fbr the trash heap. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

You Can’t. Have I1 All, but You Can Have Cake 

I have been thin]ring about ba]<er~es a lot recently beeauae I have 

been reading yet another spate of articles about having it all. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sy~°~a ]~abble "We Do~t Need 

The stakes of a decision to i~tervene or not are much b]$ger tha~ 

the political fortunes tithe ceieb~i[y politicians involved. The 

media mast ~spect thaL 

~ Cok~m~s~ Page ~ Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

]Barry~s ~a~° "W~ th~ 

’£ryi~g [or gutsy in handling Assad and his cro~fics, thc presi&x~ [ 

pauses for a gut check. 

~ Column~s~ Page 

more opiniol-:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Modia &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ Oo ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Obama Tests Limits of Power in Syrian ConIliet 

President Obama’s approach to Sy~-ia is likely to create an 

iml.~o~%nt precedent in the often mm’ky lega~ question of when 

presidenks or nations may lawfnlly use mi]itarT force. 

On Both Sides, SyNmls Make Pleas to U,So 

:~ lawmakers prepare [o debate a skrike on khe Assad 

government, Syrians on both sides of the issue wont( to influence 

Congr~;ss and the American public. 

inside the End of the U.So Bid to P~mish Lehmaan FuId, 
I~ft, the 

EX(~(~AI [~ "~’@S former 

Securities m~d Exchange Commissio~ oNcials sparred for 

m on fl~s before con cludiug "~ ak suing executives ak Ix~hman Bro~ers over the 

bank’s ~oo8 collapse would be ]ega]ly unjustified, 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

~ vine:o: U.So Opcn ~,rmnc’n’s Final 

Serena WiJ ares won he 5tJ~ U S Open title, and her ~h Grand 

Slam title overMl, one behind Chris Evert and Mat~ina 

Navradlova tBr tBm’kh on the career IisL 

Wiliiams 

is the 

I I 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Pop! of t~e Wild 

How (’an we e]aim the advantages or" on]h~e edueath:m without ]osh~g the most 

essential tHa ~gnlar co ~figuration - student, teacher and world - in hi~er 

education? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

i!ii!~:~::ii.!i;:, ~i’]i<:!:,i":i, ,i.,i.:~::~ <::i!:.~::::~:~’:~:. :ii:. .~!~!~:::i~i::~::~ 

HAN UANG, protesting the CbiBese government’s p]aB to tear down his vil[age iB a 
dr’is e for urbanization. 

World 

LEAVING THE LAND 

Picking Dc’atl~ Over Eviction 

Some farmers commit suicide to protest eviction, a reminde~ or" 

bow CMna’s new urbanization push ~s a~ ~imes a violent struggle 

wiEh a powerful state. 

~ Eve,y 
....... night for 

the pas~ 

~laMng History i~ Pakistatrt Si]~tply by Se~wing a 

F~]I Term 

President Asif AJi ZardaH of Pakistan is ending his term in office, 

becoming the first cIemocratieally clef.ted president in the 

com~try’s history to eomp~ete his gill tenure. 

~ Preside 

....... nt Asif 

Zardsri, I 

ChaRe~ger in Race for Moscow Mayor Says He suppo~ 

Ex{t polls *~)t" the Moscow mayoral dee~on showed that the 

incumbent had narrowly won, bnt Aleksei A. Navalw, a 

prominent crRie of President Vladimir V. Pu~in, asse~ed he had enough vo~es 

t~-~ force 3 8ecolld Fotl~d. 

U.S. 

A Q~aest to Save AM Before It’s Lost in the Stage 

?drca~, ailing, ±MM radio now is plagued by a new threat: ~{sing 

inte~gerence from smart)hones and consumer electronics that 

reduce many sLatious b~ little more than static. 



WRh heavy rain &~ving wa~ers from Lake Okeechobee to 

estua~qes in ~he eust and wesL de~’astating wiMIife~ offidaD are 

]ooMng for soh~Cions. 

~ ~ SIMe Show: A Dilemma a~ Lake Okeechobee 

Inquiry Finds [~adequate Staffi~g at Mississippi 

Vetera~ts Hospital 

Problems at a dacksom Miss., unit will be among fl~e topics 

discussed at a speda] fieId hearing of the House Committee on 

Veterans’ Affairs h~ PiEsbnr~ on Monday. 

ation of 

Business 

Worries That Microsof~ is Growhr~g Too Tricky to 

Manage 

Many fee] that a more focused, n~mble colleeth:m of mini- 

Microsofts could respond more efl~,ctively to the never-ending 

flow of disruptive technologies nibbling at its fom~dutions. 

Latest Overhaul of the MGM Studio Appears to 

After emerging Dora bankruptcy and cutting costs, 

venerable studio is gener{Ring eush und has a number of movies 

a~d %r shows ~n the works. 

pAotential 

Microsof 

Verizon-FoC,C, Cot~q Fight Takes O~t Regt~lating Net 

VeHzon and o~her companies lkat spent billions of dollars to build their 

Internet pipelines are tighfing ~he F.C.C. 

Sports 

Conqueri~g the "Wind~ "W~iams E~ters Rarefied 

Air With a ~ 7l:h Tit~e 

Serena Will,ares, h~ a rematch of the 2o12 women’s final, 

defeated Vieto*{a Azarenka, 7-5, 6-7 (6), 6-1, to w~n ker l~h 

Grand Slam singles title, including We at Ehe U.S~ Open. 

Wiliiarns 

is the 

,?&oo 



COWBOYS 36, GIANTS 31 

(;~ De[mr for Giants as Errors Pile Up 

In a seesaw game befitting what has become an e~filarafing if 

m~predietable rivahT, the Giants were m~able to overcome six 

turnovers in a season-opening loss to the Cowboys. 

,~ Box Score 

~ Cowboys: A Team Flush With Money, Not Success 

/ g be~n,~ I 

JETS 18, BUCCANEERS 17                                        :~] Nick 

A iS-yard penalty for a late hit set up a ,leEs field goal wi’~ two 

seconds left, giving quarterback Geno Smith a vicb)~Lv in his N.F.L. debut 

,D Box Score JD Slide Show 

~ N.FL Roundup: 49era’ Kaepe[n~ck Leads Late Ddve to Beat Packers 

~ Day’s Best in the NF.L 

Arts 

New York City Opera May Canee[ Most of Tl~is 

Season 

The company said that unless it raised $2o million by yeaffs end, 

it would abandon its zo~4.-~5 season. 

,~ The C~ty Opera Accounts 

Fanfil~ar Night Bird Reclaims a i etch 

:~’senio ttall, whose late.-night talk show was a phenomenon in 

the early 199os, is returning to the genre, beginning Monday. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE MACHINE’ 

Ana~yzh~g the l~loves of a 

The cavernous Park Avenne ~,~’mory is the host stage for "The 

Machine," a Bri6sh play about a ~997 chess match. 

left, 

The 

eMaChin 

Obituaries 

Paul Ncoo[~, "~V][~o Invited G~oenada Invaders, D~es 

at 78 

Mr. Seoon was appointed to fl~e ceremonial post of governor 

general of Grenada before playing the role of power broker when 

the United States invaded his Caribbean nation. 

b~;illiam Co Campbell, a Leader i~ Golf~ Dies at 9¢) 

Mr. Campbell was a champion of golf’s amateur era who later led 

~ais sport’s two most presti~ous governing organizationso 

General 

Ca mp[-~ 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: UoSo Oper~ lVlen~s SemiKrmls 

Novak Djokovie defeated Stanislas Wawdnka to advance to the 

United States Open final M~ere be will face Rafael Nada], Mm 

defeated Richard Gasquet on Saturday. 



~ vmEo: Elements ] Volume 

E .~!)lore vari ou s in terpretation s of vo~u m e fl’om New York 

Fashion Week in the third installment of Elemenls. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

india i~ Reve~ose 

The country needs decisive reforms to re,dye growth, control inflation and 

support the rupee. 

EDITORIAL 

l~{h~dlessly G~tti~tg Food Stamps 

House Republieans blame t~e needy for the lingering cosks of recession. 

EDITORIAL 

Spyh~g on lgtuslhns 

The New York Police Deparbnen t’s indefensible program of sp3dng on law-- 

abiding citizens is more aggressh~e than earlier repo~s had shown. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Our New Isolationism 

How does a president sdl foreign involvement to a gun--shy 

public? 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e VVonk Gap 

What t~e G.O.P. doesn’t know can ~u*~ us. 

~ Celurrmi~t Page I Blog 

OP-DOCS 

~Pa~’also’ 

The Op-Doc "Paraiso" (Paradise) reveals ~he beau~" and danger 

experienced by three immigran~ window cleaners who work on 

Chicago’s sDyserapers. 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FLACSO-]~SA Buenos Aires 2014 

FLACSO-ISA Conference in Buenos Aires -- July, 2014 

Submissions are open for the 2014 FLACSO-ISA conference in Buenos Aires. We are accepting paper, panel and roundtable proposals. This 
yeaffs conference theme is Global and Regional Powers in a Changing World - check out the full call here. 

As a highlight to the program, we will be sponsoring graduate student workshops to allow graduate students and post-does to present their 
research in a small-group panel setting with detailed feedback from senior scholars, and to allow for greater professional development and 
networking opportunities. 

The proposal submission deadline is October 1, 2013. 

We look forward to an exciting conference and we hope you will join us in Buenos Aires! 

Please email any questions to FLACSO-ISA2014~isanet.org 
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Top News 

Obama Backs l[dea for S.~a to Cede Conteol of I~ s~-or~t~r ,1 

I A Rt~ssba~ plan to have il~ternafio~m] monitors take contro~ of the J~oim 

Syrian governmen t’s c aemicaI weapons offered a ~ exit s krategy 

lbr President Obama, who had bee~ reluctant to order a military skrikeo 

~ [] Video: Hiilary Rodhem Clinton on Syria 

Nuiwey Reveals Scant Bacid~g for Syl’ia Strike 

Exhausted by neaiqy a dozen years of war and fearful of tt~pping 

into another one, Americans are opposed to a military st~’ike o~ 

Syria, according to the lakest New York TimesiCBS News poll. 

, [] Graphic: American Views on Intervention in Syria 

demonst I 

:Long, Sto~y Mayoral Race Hu*°tles to F~n~sh 

Ou Tuesday, vokeL~ will takc the first big step toward choosing a 

successor to Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg. 

, E21 Video: ’Neet ti~e Next Meyer...’ 

~ [] Slide Show: Final Appeals Before Primary Day 

" se from 
top left, 

~ hr~ne 

Editors’ Picks 



~ VmEO: The gatt|e for Busing 

A stoW cd :\merh;a’s school integration and what happened when 

the Buses stopped roll~ng. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My L~fe as a "W~rrior Prh~cess 

Three years as a teenage model left me feeling powerless, I 

needed 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SECRETARY OF 8TAT~ JONN KERRY~ ’,’¢]’~er~ asked about steps Syria’s leader could take 
avoid a retaliatory attack, 

World 

Russian Proposal Catdms Obama Between 

arid House Republic, s 

The bxists and tm’ns in the Syria debate have whipsawed the 

United States capital and made a tenuous si~mfic,n even more 

President Obama. 

~ [] Videos: Obama and Assad i Kerry on Syria’s Chemical Weapons 

Rodman Gives Details on Trip to North Korea 

The former N.B.A. s~ar Dennis Rodmam who says he is trying to 

"open doors," said he held I, hm 3ong-un’s baby daughter and 

agreed to ~’ain the North’s basketball team tbr the ~o~ 6 

Olympics. 

, [] Timeiine of No~th Korea’s Nuclear Program 

North 

Korean 

The Pope Gets on the Li~e, m~d Eve~wo~m Is 

Talking 

Pope Francis has Nken to calling or~nary citizens ~thout 

warning to offer eomfo~ and suppo~ in cliff]cult times. 

ix 

U,S. 



In Missouri, Gove~’nor Turns Tax Cut Debate 

Gov. Jay Nixon has argued that lower taxes would hurt 

educa ~ion and menkaI health set~4ees, and has found support in 

[Se face of an overt{de vote. 

Jay 

SONOMA JOURNAL 

Lati~lo ~%:inemakers Rise i** California, Throt~gh ..... Roble~o 

the Ranks                                                  F~i~, 

A tiny but gr*-~wing fl’akernity of Mexican-~M, mt%an winemakers, 

many of whom are the childrei~ of mi~:ant workers, are part of a new generation 

of aspiring Mondavia. 

Recall Figl[~ts in Cu]oradu Grow Fiercer in Last 

Days 

Voters in ~’o Colorado dish’h::ts will head to the lx,]ls Tt~esday 

after reealI campaigns against two Democrats who s uppor/ed 

new gul>col~h’o] laws ~:ew from a nove]b~ il~to a eentrM political 

Business 

The Border Is a Back Door for U,So De~ee ~ D~-~-~ 
Searc~les 

is s fund %. :~:t~ ~,,i~ ~-ti~i. ~ 
~21~C Doemnents released Monday deLail the largely secretive process 

that lets the government det~dn al} ~ndividua~ at a border 

crossing and confiscate or copy any dectronie devices thak person is cartTing. 

,~ Document: Repo~ o~ US. Search a~d Seizure 

DEALBOOK 

invasive Tactic hl Foreclosures Draws Soft,tiny 

PropertyIImanagement companies are coming under fire tbr using questionable 

and possi b]y i II egal ta cries i n th e i r work for b an 

Po|itieo~s Publisher Plmts a Versio~t tim New York 

Robert Allbtikton said he intended to turn Capital New York, a news Web site, 

into an Empkv State version of Politico. 

Sports 



Nadal Beats Djokovic to ~$Ti~ U,So Open 
CN RiSiOS’R ~.N Gi./.NE~ 

No. 2 Rafae~ Nada] beat No. ~ Novak [~okovic, 6-2, 3-6, 6-4, 6- 

lbr ~is second Unik’d S kates Open singles ti d e. They played 

the title for the third time in four yeat~o 

fell to 

ORIOLES 4, YANKEES 2 
:~.;. The 

A~er Mm~agers Clash~ Or~o]les Get a Key ~,;~n .~pi~ 

&ga~l~st Ya~ees sepamt 
ed Joe 

The Yankees and OHoIes emptied t~e dugouts w~e~ Joe Oirardi 

and Back Showalter argued in the fi~st inning, but BNtimore emerged wRh an 

] mporta 11 t victory. 

~]Box Scare 

~ Jeter Is Gauged Daily, but Days Are ~ew 

ON TENNIS 

Nadal Inspi~oes Awe Ail.er His Victo~oy 

Rafae] Nadal fits a special rooM of a~hletes, the ones who are gracious winners 

agaiust their biggest rivals. 

Far mare spolts news, ga [o NYTimea.comtSports ~ 

A~ts 

D~g Deatks Threaten Risi~g B~ash~ess of 

Electrortic Ntusie Fe8ts 

A string of drug-related deaths ak big music fcstivals has 

highlighted the risks ~ot only to fans, but to the businesses 

looMng k~ profit ~rom kl~e craze. 

"If’he Biopie Is Reborn fo~ a New Oenerat~o~ 

The musical biography fihn has faltered in recent yea~s, but that 

did not stop John Rid]ey from making "All Is by My Side," about 

a pivotal juncture in the career of Jimi HendHx. 

A vm~ Gogh’s Trip From the _Attic to the ~l~semn 

The work, titled "S unset ak Montrnaj our," was painted in ±M’les in 

1888. For decades, it was considered a fake and consigned to an 

Beniami 

n as the 

Rtiger, I 
left, and I 

Obituaries 

Ca] ~Vorthii~gto~, Car Dealer V~ith Mmfic Ads, 

Dies at 92 

Mr. Workhing~on owned a st~ng d car dealerships and ran 

dozens cff outlandish commercials daily on California television 

for more ~an half a centreT. 

ZeIrao Beaty, Undersi~e Force ir~ i ro Basketball, 

Dies at 73 

Beab" was probably about 6 f~et 8 inches, but he excdled as a 

scorer and as a rebom~der in his battles x~1th bigger opponents. 

Kenneth Wallis, British Pilot of Bombers and 

Odder F]lyh~g Machir~es, Dies at 97 

Mr. Wallis was an enthusiastic maker, flier and promoter of 

au toKyros, bu glike vehi d es simila r to helicopters. 

....... Worthin 

gton in 

BesD~ 
(39, 
playing 
fmr the, 



Science 

Bergma 

n of the 

Resph’ator masks, used by responders after the 9/11 attacks,I 

played a role in exposing thousan& to eon~mfinated air, bnt the 

government and the hazardous-equipment indust~7 are t~Ting %r be~er. 

~ [] Video: Breathing Easier With Be~ter Masks 

Stem Ceil Treatments Overtake Science 

C3inics are popping up offering m~proven b:eabnent fbr a price, 

posing a challenge £~r scientists who are moving cautiously and 

seeldng more datu. 

BY DEGREES 

A C~imate A~arm, Too Nh~led for Name 

This month, fl~e world will get a new report fl’om a United 

Nations panel about the sdence of clhnate change, and beMnd 

the scenes, bxo big fights are bt~wing. 

Today’s Video 

CumpheI1 Barrueks, the headq uurters of the U hired S bates ~xrny 

in Europe and carom and central for m Ulion s of Am erica n s fbr 

more @an six decades, has closed lbr good. 

~ Related .Articie 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Diplomatic~ Proposal £or Syria 

Russia’s idea that President Bashar al-:\ssad g~ve up gas weapons could be a way 

out of military action. 

EDITORIAL 

Curbing Rape Bekir~d Bars 

The Justice Depa~±rnent can help by speeding np audits of prisons andjails and 

flflly coml.@ing with the Prison Rape Elimination Aet 

EDITORIAL 

The Two Bloombergs 

There’s the farsighted Mayor Bloomberg hailed for his vision and then there’s 

the tone--deaf Muyor Bloomherg who doesn’t understand the worMng (:lass. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For Richer, for Poorer 

In the tale of this oily, Mayor Michael Bloomberg isn’t quite the 

villain Bill de Blasio somethnes makes him out to be. 

, ColumnLst Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Om~. Clt~ssroom~ Two Genders 



Do slaidents learn 4ifferent]y if taught by a man or a womm}? 

Rou|tmni’s New Year 

Hold the threats and explore the new Iranian president’s 

opening, 

, CeKimnist Page 

For nl.~:e opi!~ion; ge to NYTimes.eom,~Opinion ~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:32 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

I,lorar ! - performance m~d workshop at Duke Sept 26 and 28 

poster llorar concert.jpg; poster llorar wor~hop.jpg 

Duke Universi~ (CenterJbr Latin American and Caribbean Studie,~7_iterature Program/Music/Romance Studies/Spanish Language Program/Theater 

Studies) / La cdsmica temro present: 

Llorar 
Concert for perfo~aners, tape, loudspe~£er, matchsticks m~d guit~r. 
Saturday September 28, 8pro. 
Duke Coffeehouse 

workshop: "The Hunter and the Music" 

Thursday September 26, 3-6pm 

Sarah Duke Gardens 

please sign up by emaJding j~ssica.iones~duke.edu 

For for ~nore mt’onnation about perfom~ance, workshop and ensemble visit: http//~v.llor~r lacosmica com/LlomriThe Plav.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Am Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:36 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

See m~d Experience "The Sahmat Collective" 

NEWS FROM THE 

For over 20 years, the influential 

De[N-based artist co[[ective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance 

a~ainst the threats of re[)~ious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in 

India usin~ a ~brant mix of high art 

and street cutture. 

In the first major exhibition about the 

~roup organized for U.S. audiences, 

The Sahmat Collective features work 

by more than 60 contemporary Indian 

artists. 

Thursday, 12September, 5:30 PM 

OpentocurrentAcklandArtMuseumMembers. 

Members enjoy an exctusive first took at the exhibition with Emity Kass, 

director, and Peter Nisbet, chief curator. Savor drinks and delicious 

Indian hors d’oeuvres by Vimata’s Currybtossom Caf6 and experience .................................................... 

Samp[ede[iciouslndianstreet-stytefoodbyVima[a’sCurrybtossomCaf6 

ofChapet Hittand enjoymusic, dance, and theaterperformances by UNC 

Sangeet, UNC Bhangra Etite, and InteractiveTheatreCarotina. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Awidevarietyofpublicpro~rams~HenrichyourdiscoveryofThe 

Sahmat ~ollectivethrou~houtthe fall~ 



Sunday, 15 September, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

A student a capeito group, UNC Samoa fuses Western popular music with 

South Asian popular and traditional music. 

Yoga in the Ga~ledes 
Monday, 16 September, 12:00 PM 

Free to Ack~and Members I 55 non-members 

Take a break from your day and explore the world of yoga in the beautiful 

setting of the AcMand! The hour-tong session offered by registered yoga 

teacher Joanna Marshall.l, provides an opportunity to practice a series of 

gentle yoga poses inspired by the art at the Acktand. 

Scholars’ Breakfast: Th~ Sahm~t 

Friday, 20 September, B:O0-10:O0 AM 

Free. RSVP requested. 

Area schol,ars and students (both undergraduate and graduate) with 

special interests in the themes and issues of the exhibition are invited to 

join Peter Nisbet (Acktand Chief Curator) and Iftikhar Dadi (Sahmat 

artist, art historian at Corner University, and co-curator of the paratl,el 

exhibition Lines of Control at the Nosher Museum of Art at Duke 

University) for a private viewing with coffee and pastries. 

Fatally Day: Celebrating the Art of }ndia 
Sunday, 22 September, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Expl,ore works of art from India in the Museum’s permanent coil,action and 

in The Sahmat Collective. Visit the Creation Station to make an artwork 

inspired by the art you see and join us for Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 

PM to hear stories from India. 

More music and dance performances, theater workshops, talks, tours, 

and family events are coming. Learn more on our ~mat g~:~ rams 

Ca~ fo~ Entries: Dr~w~ ~n ~he Ack~a~d 

Have you ever drawn in the galleries at the Ackland? 
This faLL, join Amanda Hughes and 

others in presenting your work ~n    I 

Drawing at the Ackland, an 

exhibition to be presented at the 

Carrboro Branch Library in McDougie ~ 

Middle Schooi (20 October 2013 

through 13 January 2014). 

To participate: 

Bring one (1) drawing created ~ 

at the Acktand Art Museum (in ~ 

a cl,ass or independent[y) to 

the Ackiand’s reception desk 

between Friday, August 30th 

and Friday, September 20th, 

av~ng ~n 

September 14 from 10 AM - 12 PM and/or our new evening 

session on Thursday, September 19 from 6:00=7:30 PM. 

= Include your name, mail,ing address, and email, contact with the 

drawing (on the back is fine, but please print clearly!). Also note 

what class you attended (Drawing in the Galleries, Drawing for 

Tweens, Art Adventures), if any. 

Scans of the drawings wilt be included in the exhibition; original 

drawings wilt be returned by U.S. Mail, postmarked no tater than 

September 30. 

Meet the participating artists at the Opening Reception: 

Sunday, October 20th, 2:00-4:30 PM 

Carrboro Branch Library 

To learn more, email: Amanda Hughes at ~hesa@emaiLunc.edu. 

Presented by Friends of the Carrboro Branch Library and the Orange 

County Arts Commission. This exhibition is of,so made possibl,e by Strowd 

Roses Inc. 



Another Perk of MembersMp: Curator’s Clinic 
Thursday, 12 September, 1:00-4:00 PM 

[ve~ other month, the 

Acktand Art Museum invites 

members of the pubtic to bring 

in a work of art for 

consideration by an Acktand 

expert. Curators may offer 

insight into the significance of 

the piece and its subject 

matter, as watt as the 

techniques used by the artist 

and the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Acktand staff 

is unable to authenticate or 

financially appraise works of art. Limit one work per person. 

Re~stration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

Store 
In conjunction with The Sahmat 

Corrective at the Acktand Art 

Museum, the Museum Store wit[ 

present India Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array 

of beautifu[ty designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

India. 

Most of the businesses 

represented in India Bazaar are owned by young Indian entrepreneurs 

whose works, white reflecting their [ocat culture, are redefining the 

context of Indian design. 

Goods range from cotorfut textites and jewelry, to handcrafted journats 

and paper to items for the home. Art items are for sate, and a[t proceeds 

support the Acktand Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

The India Bazaar will be open during the opening reception events 

for The Sahmat Collective on Thursday, September 12 (5:30-6:30 PM 

Members’ Preview, 6:30-8:00 PM Public Reception). 

The India Bazaar will also be open for ~.~..~L.~.~.~.~{~.!~.0n 13 

September 2013, until 8:30 PM. 

THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possible by generous support 

from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends tike you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Images: 

Interior of performance tent, Se[der Heshmf ~3ernorfe[, The Mekfn9 o[lndfe, January 1, 2004. 

Pushpamata N., Motherlend wfth Om Fle~ end Trfshul (detait), 2009, digitat print. 

Forward this email 

This email was sen~ to eunice@email.unc,edu by esbowles@ernaiLunc.edu 



U#~tat~ Profi]~/~m#!]Address instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribe]’’ Priva~Po[icy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:* 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Delays Syria Strike to Focus on a Russian Plan 

................ ] Mt~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E-MAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&~Nine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~0~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Obama Delays Sy~’ia Strike to Focus on a Russim~ 

Plan 

Preside~t Obama said he would pursue a "diplomatic path" o~ 

the Syria c~isis even while making khe moral ease for punisNng 

the country for its deadly use ~ff chemical weaponso 

,~ Video: Assessing Obama’s Speech on Syria 

ChemicN Disarmamen~ Hard Even in Peacetime 

Large mm~bers d foreign h’oops would almost certainly be 

needed to safeNmrd inspectors working in [he midst c,f the civil 

De glasio First J~ Mayoral Prinaary; Unclear if 

He .Avoids a 

Bill de B]asio hdd a wide lead i~ the Democratie primary tbr New 

York City mayor. Joseph J. Lhoka, the former Metropolitan 

Transportation AHthority chief, won khe Republican primary. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Primary Night in New York City 

Obams I 
spoke in I 

...... Nalions 

I inspecto I 

....... mayoral 
hopeful 
Bill de 

Editors’ Picks 



~ vmEo.~ AssesMng Obama’s Speech on 

Syria 
The Times’s Michae~ D. Shear says after days of anticipation, 

President Obama’s speech on c.hemk’.aI weapons in Syria left out key specifics. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Home|and Confusion 

Congress still l~eed s to sla’eam l in e its ove~i~t of nation al 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PRESIDENT OBANA, on a proposal for international monitors to t;]ke oYer and destt’oy 
Syria’s chemical weapons. 

World 

in Case "l[1,at Trar~sfixed a Nation, Court h, india 
Convicts Fore¯ Men of Rape 

Sentencing o~ Wed n esday will determi~ e wheth er any of them 

will receive "~e dead~ penMty in a case that hort{fled ~ousands 

in a rapidly changing s*-~dety. 

, ~ndia ink: Families of Gang Rape Convicts Cry Fou~ 

Deputy President of Kenya G oes on Trial in The 

Hague 

William Rnto faces charges of crimes against hmnanJb~ 

skemming from widesp~vad violence thak followed the 2oo7 

electb-~n in the c~-~untry, 

ALAMEDA JOURNAL 

A Lotl-ery i~i~ Hard Times PMts Spanim’ds 1-o "Work 

The mayor of Alameda, a village in the south of Spain, has taken 

a ~oveI approach to hiring for ma~y of the municipality’s jobs: a 

televised lottery, 

Ruto 

left~ the 

Lorenzo 



U,S. 

Com~ Upbraided N.S,Ao on lts Use of C~H-Log Data 

Secret documenk~ showed that the National Secm~ty Agency was reprimanded 

fl)r vb-@~ting iks o~ rNes aud mislea~ng the nation’s intelligence com~ about 

how it used data. 

Colol’ado Lawmake,’s Ousted i~1 Recall Vote Ore," 

Gm~ Law 

A hotly contesked yoke tom,coted to gun control became a proKv 

basle, a~racti~% mo~ey m~d suppo~ fl’om m’om~d the nation. 

Califo,nfia Takes Steps to Ease iLandmark Law 

P~ote~ting Env~ronme~t 

The law requi~s rigorous reviews of environments fallout from 

eonstmefio~ prc0ecta, a~d ~s o~e~ ~m’oked in lawanits to block 

or delay them. 

Develop 
ers h~d 
hoped 

~ bu d 

Business 

ECONOMIX BLOG 

The R~e]h Get Rieher Th~oough the Rec’overy 

A study shows that the top I percent of ear~ers took more thm~ o~e-fiffh of the 

country’s total income in 2o12, one of the highest levels reeordd. 

Embracing ~*>~me Godley, *m Economist V~:ho 

Modeled the Ceisis 

Mr. Godley, a British eco~omist who died in 2oio, helped 

develop £~rmal models dmt foresaw the financial crisis of the 

late 2ooos, but m~derestimated its depth. 

GodL~.y 

died 

~ 010, 

A Housing Slump in india 

Im:lia’s developers are holdi~g on to a growing i~ventot~- of 

n sold apartmen ks beeattse of wori~es "dn a t discotmts could cause 

market rout. 

..... constru 

site at a 

Sports 



UNITED STATES 2, MEXICO 0 

UoSo ~’~ns and Secures Spot h~ World Cup 

With goals by Eddie Johnson and Lm~don Donovan, tbe United 

States beat Mexico before 25,584 eeshKie fans and qnalified [or 

its seven th s kraight W orId Cup. 

YANKEES 7, ORIOLES 5 
~ The 

Yankees Climb Back, lint With ~lore Injuries Y~n~ 

A.L. wild-card spoh rallied ~i"om a tb~e-nm deScJ~ ~o bea~ the 

Odoles. But the Yankees had three m,we players leave the game with inj mqes. 

~ [] Box Score ] &2ili No Word From Jeter About His injured Ankle 

Talk of a Cooler Ro~2 ~,~orld C~p Hea~s Up 

Sepp BlaSter, the top official at FIt~k, has signaled that he 

supports the cm~troversia] derision to move tbe ~o~ World 

Cup h~ Qatar fl’o~n the heal of s mnmer b) a cooler time of year. 

The 

FIFA 

pr.e, siden I 

Arts 

A Cop~°ight Victory, 35 Years Later 

Victor Willis, a fo~mer member of the Village People, is set to 

take c,-mtrol of a share of the copyright to songs he wrote fbr the 

x wc~or wi,, I 

In Detroit, a Case of Selling Art trod SeKK~ng Out 

The recent snggesfion that the City of Detroit, which owns the 

Institute o%~’ts’ buiMing and eolle~’tion, sh*-mld sell some of 

art to help cover municipal debts would be a betrayal ofpubbe h’ust 

bequesB. 

, ~ Slide Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

A Calamity Tailor-iVlade for h~ternet Conspiracy 

Theories 

In "Bleeding F.dge," Thomas Pynehon returns to favor4te 

themes: alternate realities, secret government doings and d~e abyss. 

Obituaries 

Donal O’Brien, A~,dubon Leader, Dies at 79 

Mr. O’Brien, wbo se~’ed as the Rockefeller family’s ]a~’er fbr 

live decades, was a member of "dae National Audubon Society’s 

board for 25 years and iN chairman for ~5. 

Ca] ~Worthin~ton, Car Dealer V~ ith Mmfie Ads, 

Dies at 9a 

Mr. Worthington owned a st~ng of ear dealerships and ran 

dozens cd outlandish commercials daily o~ California televisim~ 

for more than half a eentuD-. 

Zehno Beaty, All-Star Center in ~[ to Basketball, 

Dies at 73 

Bea~" was probably about 6 i~et 8 inches, but he exedled as a 

scorer aud as a rebounder in his battles xdth bigger oppouenks. 

....... Worthin 

9ton in 

I 

playing 



Dining & Wine 

The Family Aprort 

Children of the kitchen make their way back. 

brothers 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I ARMANI RISTORANTE FIFTH AVENUE 

Timeless Italim~ Tailori~tg 

Armm~i Ristorante floats above the eeonomie ups a~d downs. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

HUNGRY CITY I GLASSERIE 

A Rabbit That Takes Some Searehhtg 

Olasserie brings Middle Eastern flavors to Gree~point. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

The I 

nt is on 

Today’s Video 

~ V~DEO: Apple _Armom~eeme~t: Aa~dro~d 

Competifior~ 

Nick Bilton, teehnohT~gy eolunmist for The Times, on how 

Apple’s new iPhone may allow the company to compete with less 

expensive Ooogle :M~droid phones. 

~ vmEo: Buttertlied Leg of Lamb 

Melissa CMrk hosts a backyard barbecue vdth leg of Mmb 

garlicky yogurt sauce, and a punch made by d~e cocktail expert 

Dave VY’ondrieh. 

~ vmEo: Intersection: State~ isltmd Bench 

Flavor 

In S~ten Island’s South Beach neighborhood, Nevio Restrepo, a 

construction worker, shares h~s philosophy on sneakms versus 

dress shoes. 

Watch More intersection Videos 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Race to improve Global Health 

Much progress has been made in the campaign to reduce mortality by 2o~5, but 

maW gaps still remain. 

EDITORIAL 

Pakistm~ s Peaeefi~l Transition 

The inauguration of a new president ofl’ers some hope for a troubled countD’. 

EDITORIAL 

A G over,mr Battles Against Rt~mt~s Tax Cuts 

Cutting taxes and spending at a time of weak economic reeoveD’ is a losing 

strategy. Missouri has a ehan ee to show that there’s a better way fl)rward. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Who Do You 

Does the preside~t from Red Square really want to rescue the 

presidenk who stumbled over ~e Red Line? 

, Colum his% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tluoeaten to Threaten 

Behind lke ineredibly messy and confusing sihm~on ~dd~ Syria. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Refe~oendmn for Cat~Jonia 

We want to be partners wi’dn Spain, but we want to control our own economy 

and government. 

For nsere oginion, 9o to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Pinterest 

[] ~i .~; ’~’"~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from awwhe~e with our suite of apps: 

iPhone:~) ] iPad® ] Android ] All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit ear mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ He~p Sect)o~ ~ ’ m,nyLcom ~; 

About This E-Mai~ 

TMs is an au~omatecl e- maii. Please do not reply directly to this e- mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTs privacy ~ro~rarn, we are commib:ed to projecting you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i AdvePJse 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mail311 .us3.mcdlv.net~ 

~Vednesday, September 11, 2013 12:45 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REGISTER NOW: Sixth Annual Conference 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s DailyStar 

newspaper. 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin AbduHa AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

Still more to come! 

Registration fees: 

Full!Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o rq 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyrig,et © 2013 ASMEA, Att rig,ets reserved 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeaschoiars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, DS 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 1:24 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

mav26@duke.edn 

Welcome Mellon Visiting Professor Mama Alejandra Velez 

Please join us in ~velcoming the Fall 2013 Mellon Visiting Professor 
hosted by the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke. 

Maria Alejandra Velez comes from the Universidad de los Andes in Bogota, 
Colombia where she is Associate Professor of Management and Resource 
Economics While at Duke she is teaching t~vo courses: 
LATAMER 390S/Eix,WIRON 390S/U~BPOL 290S, "Current Envirol~nental and 
Natural Resource Issues in Latin America" and 
LATAMER 590S/ENVIRON 590S/PUBPOL 590S, "[ntruductlon to Ecunomic Field 
Experiments: Cases in Latin America." 

Mure information abuut her work can be found at 
http://latinamericancaribbean.duk e edu/academics/m e Hon-visitin~-prufessor 

Professor Velez can be reached at mav26@duke.edu 
tier uffice is Ruum 129 Franklin Center at Duke, office phone number is 
919-681-2548. 

Welcome Maria! 



FFOlI]I! : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StreetSigns <streetsignscente~gmaJl.com@maJ120.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 1:44 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@e~nail.unc.edtP 

StreetSigns New Works Initiative Reading Series 

Dear 

We’re excited to armounce the return of Stre@Signs’s 

explcxing roar scripts through ~ehearsa~ and conce~t 
readings as we devebp p~ar~s for apcom~r~g 
product~or~s, 

Our F~rst reading is Christi~e Eva~s’s new play Can’t 

~g¢~, this conce~ reading wi~J Feature Cheryl Chambiee, 
E~sabed~ Lewis CoHey, }ohn Fe~tch, Bo~x~e Gould, Sher~da 

HcHuJBn, and Ca~tJin 

info at qhe full schedule of 

readiP, gs is i~ this email beiow, 

we t;ope yc u can )oin ~he conversation~ 

S ~cere y, 

Elisabeth Lewis Coriey and ~oseph Hegei 
Streetgigns Ce~,ter for Literature a~,d Performance 

About StreetSigns 

Literature and Performance 

based in Chatham County, 

Co~t~i~g Up Next 
C" P(:ed ~eadipg of 

by Cl~ristine Evans 

Sub, day, Sept I~ at 5pro 

Ci~atham Mills, Piitsbore 

Chatham Mills 
,.t80 Hi%bore S[ree[, Pi[tsboro 

Can’t Complain by Chdst~r~e Evans 
Rite% daughter has cor~fined her ~n a hospita~ for "a few 
tests." She pb~s her escape with the help d her ancient 
~dsh roommate a~d a handsome ma~ whom she suspects 
is the DeviF---a~l a noto~s parLy night fo~ces her to 
choose between fleeing or fadr~g the music, Can t 
Complain begins ~ a rea~is~ register~ but soo~ takes as to 
far strar~ge~ ~erdto~y, 

The Sever by Wallace Shawn 
A monologue on egoism a~d materia~Bm d~re@ed by 



.]eanmarie Higgins and performed by Elisabeth Lewis 
Co,icy, ii~e Fever is L~e voice o1: a person’., wi~o becomes 
sM< v,,h~e £ruggling to find a rnora~Jy consistent ys, ay ~o 

A S~mpJe Gift by 1. Cat Fo~d 
A vagrant Appalachian g~d, running from an ab~.~sive 
fundamenta~bt preadser father, ardves at a ~sr~v~ng Shaker 
setSernent. [h~ough the use of Shaker music and dance~ 
we expb~s her stor~, and their culture as the g~d finds her 
p~ace ~n d~e wodd. 

Anot~ser new p~ay to be expB~red through ~shearsa~ and 
pos~read~ng con’~ersat~ons w~th aR~sts and a~d~ences, 

Pow~-red by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ij elc@academicresearchjoumals.org 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 1: 53 PM 

academicre~archjourna] sijelc@yahoo.com 

Invitation to Review: IJELC- 13-019 

IJELC- 13-019.doc; IJELC Reviewer guidelines for Qualitative Manuscfipts.docx; Instruction For Authors.pdf 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://www academicresearchioumals, or~/IJELC/Index htm 

Invitation to Review: IJELC-13-019 

Dear Colleague, 

We received a manuscript titled : "TERMINOI.O(IY AS AN OBSTACLE TO 
SPECIALIS ED KNOWLEDC~E COMPREI tENSIB]%ITY I wish to inqmre ifyou can 
create tune to review this manuscript. We will be most grateful if 
the manuscript can be reviewed and sent to us within two weeks. 

AB STARCT 

Numerous factors have always been adduced ~2~r students’ poor 
performance in the sciences at all levels of education in Nigeria 
Frequently mentioned among these factors are those like lack of 
qualified teachers, non-availability of ecologically valid textbooks, 
lack of laboratory equipment, linguistic problems, etc Though the 
linguistic factor, of recent, has been given some attention, 
terminology, which is a major feature of the language of science, has 
hardly been given the deserved attention The main thrust of this study 
is that terminology has a great deal of influence on the way students 
understand and perform in the various science subjects This, study 
was carried out to validate this claim. To do this, some 
explanatory/introductory Biology- lessons in a Secondary School in 
Keffi, Nasarawa State in North Central Nigeria were observed. It was 
found that, among other linguistic challenges, a good nmnber of 
students were at a loss ~vhen they came in contact with some terms: 
they- were not able to engage with the abstract nature of these terms, 
neither did they possess the formal reasoning required to support 
understanding. Findings of this research can be replicated within the 
teaching context in order to support students in developing better 
ways of understanding specialized fields. 

Key Words: Science, Biology, terminology, understanding, concepts, 
disciplinary concepts, traditional/indigenous l~mwledge 
Find attached below the article, the reviewer’s guide as well as the 
instructions for author. 

Please acl~mwledge the receipt of this mail 

Iyioraa Sunny 
Editorial assistant 
E-mail: ij elc@academicresearchj ournals.org 
F>mail: academicresear chj ournalsij elc@ahoo.com 
Support sel~’ices: support@academicresearchjournals.org 
Website: http://academicresearchiournals, org/ 
Submit manuscripts as e-mail att.nchment to the Editorial Office at 
ij elc@aca demicresearchj ourna ls.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, New York Fashion Week and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http//ve,^;w nytimes com/ads,’emailads,’editpromo/2013091 l/a .ffJmes.html 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

September 11, 2013-- 

New York Fashion Week ii.~.iI New 
As the latest installment of New gor],: Fashhm York 

Week sashays toward its fimsh ~ ........ .t. ..... The ,~on 
New York Times’s F~shion & St;lc section has 

week 

the latest behind-the-scenes info -- including a 

comprehensive assemblage of images from all the 

~:~A}X~Y..flg~.~.~A~; snapshot views of the proceedings, courtesy 

of the On the Runway b~o~; and a wealth of fashion reviews 

covering some designers who ~£[~.~.~, uthers whu play 

with risk and eons~rainL aad those who can’t be i~nored (even 

when they’re irritating). ’ E]emcnts," a~ evucativc video diary 

series, celebra tea essential building blocks o[ fashion and style 

such as texture~ color, voh~me and pattern. And just in ease your 

invita tion got lost in the mail, cheek oat our slide shows of 

Fashion Week par~ics .--- h’om Day ~ to last night --- 

at the glitterati in aetiom 

Watch PINCUS: Now through October 2nd 

Don’t Miss on ~’~Times corn 

¯ REAL ES’K&TE i Mayoral Candidates Recall the Days of Tiny 

and Grimy 

¯ MUSIC I A Copyright Victory for Fo~aner Lead Singer of the 

VdIage People 

¯ TR&VEL I Latin America Lodging~ From Panama to Peru 

DEALB%K ~ 9/~ ~ Through the Emotiomd Lens of Cantor 

Fitzgerald 

, THEATER I "Rocky" Casting Is An~uuneed fur Broadway 

Top $ Viewed Features on N~T~ ......... 
(Between September 4 - 10, 2013) 

~. Brutality of Syrian Rebels Posing Dilemma in West 

2 .Syrian Rebels Execute 7 Soldiers 

3 .Death in Prison o[’ Ch;w~]aad Kidnapper Prompts Investigations 

4 .N.S.A~ Able to Full Basic Safeguards of Privacy on Web 
5.Harvard Business School Case Shady: Gender Eqnity 

VIDEO I Butterflied Leg of Lamb 

~ VIDEO I Bntterflied Leg of 

Lamb 

Melissa Clark hosts a backyard 

barbecue with leg o[ lamb and 

garlicky yogurt sauce, and a 

punch made by the cocktail 

expert Dave Wondrieh. 

SLIDE SHOW [ A House Called 

Flip-Flop 

~ SLIDE SHOW ] A House 

Called Flip-Flop 

Designed by the architect Dan 

Brunn, this home is named for 

its louvers, which open to a view 

of Venice Beach, Calif. 

:~ VIDEO I In Pelf ........ Hallie 
Foote of "The Old Friends" 

VIDEO [ [n [ erformam:e: 
Hallie Footc of ’"ltxc Old Friends" 

The actress performs a scene 

from a family drama written by 

her father, playwright Horton 

Foote, who died in ~oo9. 

Join the 
Conversation 

OPIN~ON I [~ o~,.,o [ 
ConflIsio~ Homela 

Congress still 
n~c!nfusi needs to 

streamline its 

oversight of national security. 

[] Join the Conversation 

Booming 

A weekly 

newsletter on the 

78 million baby 



Times Journeys: Western Europe on Celebrity infinity, 

Oct 12 - 24, 2013. LEARN MORE 

boomers born 
between 1946 

and 1964, with 
iii~ Booming 

news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more. 

Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DealB%k e-mail 
..... letter 

[ i~i Deal Book ] provides breaking ...... 
news about 
M&As, I.P.O s, 
venture capital 
and more. 

The Co~lectior~ 
All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, 
featuring the 
latest i ...... .....~i The Collection 
trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters. 

ABOUT THIS 

@1 "rues comes to yo ftom the NY rues corn market ~g depaCime qt You rece red th s message because you signed up 

for NYrimes com’s @Times newsie~e~ 

Manage Subsc[iptions I Unsubscribe i Change Your E-MailI Privacy Policy I .Advertise I Con’~c~ 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: As Obama Pauses Action, Putin Takes Center Stage 

Top News 

~s Obama Pm~ses Action, Putin ’Fakes Center 

Stage 
~.:).: ~’,i~.V~.N L ~..i. ~,:~~.~-:~ 

Preside~t V~adimiP V. Putin has, at least fop now, made Rt~ssia 

indispensable in confining the conflict in Syria. 

A Rare Public View of Obarr~a’s Pivots on Policy 

in Syria Coni~’oni-ai-ion 

President Obama’s ha~dli~g of his eoniYo~tation with Syria has 

bee~ the rare ins~nee of a commander in chief seemingly 

thin,rig ~-~ut ]~~ud al~d ehal~gi~g his mind on the fly. 

Democrats Press Thompson to Forsake a 

Power brokers tin:ned up the p~ssnre on William C. T]aompson 

Jr., fl~e second-place finisher in fl~e primary in khe New York 

City mayor~d race, to back Bill de Blasio. 

~ ~ Video: Mayora~ E~e~on: W~at Happens Next? 

Bsshsr 

Thomvs 

Editors’ Picks 

TECHNOLOGY 

vmEo: 9o Seconds %ith :[ og~e: Steelease 

Gesture 

The Times’s David Pogue tesb out Steelcase’s Oest~re, a chsir 

tha t adapts to muI tiple positions. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

~e||~g t~e Fa~l[asy of Fer4J~ty 

.,~sisted reproductive technoloKv f~ils much more often -. and leaves more scars 

- than we are led to believe. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ii~;io’.,~::i!’ ii:.:i}.:i: ,i!:.:::~::!:!i;~i~ d!’~::i~ !’./o:!; i!:.::~:i~"~!:~:!;k:i!~!:~:i~:i::i! :i:.:i,i:. 

~N BREMMER, the president of Eurasia (;rmtp, a political risk cotast~ltancv on Vladimir 

V. Pt~tin’s t’ole in Syria diplomacy. 

World 

U~So arid Russia Far Apa~ on Eve of TMks Over 

See~ta~7 of S Nte John Kerry headed to tallc~ with his R~tssian 

counteq~at% Sergey V. Lawx,v, on how to secure and ultimately 

destroy Syria’s chemical weapons. 

Nor[h Korea Appears to Restart Ph~torfium r,ior~h 
Reactor : Korea’s 

leader, 

New satel]Xe images show steam emerging from a nuclear 

reactor in North Korea, suggesting that the court [ry may be 

making good on iN prr~mise to resume the production of plutonhma fix" its small 

nuclear arsenal. 

~ Timeline of Nor[h K,o[ea’s Nuclear Pr,og[am 

}ill,rants Kill Soldiers ~n Si~ai, and 
Military Broadens its Craekdo~ 

The new E~’ptian government said it was stepping up its 

erackdow~ o~ Islamist militm~ts there a~d also appeared to be 

moving agains [ non-Islamisk voices of dissent. 

Egy~ia 

U,S, 

Recall Vote on Guns Exposes Rif~ ~n Colorado’s 

Blue Veneer 

Dernoerats control the s~te Iegislatnre and the governor’s 

mansiom but a recall campaign exposed the par~" to popu]ar 

anger as vok’rs ousted two stale senators who supported gun laws. 



Colorado Lawmakers Ousted iR Recall Vote Over GLIR Law 

M~ddle-Aged Men, 1[’oo, Can Blaine Estrogen for 

New research bar found that estrogen, the femMe sex bormo~m, 

plays a much bigger role in dm aging male body than pwviously 

thought. 

Missom-i Republicans Fail to B|ock Vetoes on 2 

Bills 

State lawmakers lacked the votes to overkurn the governoCs 

vetoes of a sweeping tmx cuk and a bill preventing enforcement of 

federal gun laws, 

part in a 

d at the 

Business 

New York Regulator Sees Abuse Increash~g 

Under New h~suranee Rules                              New 

Benjamin Lawsky, the New York financiM regulator, has le~ 

multis~te test of a framework for insurers’ asset reserves, saying industry 

"gamesmanship" was only gekfing worse. 

Union s’ Misgivh~gs on Health Law B~lrst Into 

View 

Labor leaders meeting in Los ~geles approved a sharply worded 

resolution that demanded changes to the federN health care 

Trumka, 

p;esiden 

the 

Faeebook P~vacy Change Is S~ahje~ of F,T,C, 

Inqtfi~°y 

Mtera storm of negative commenLs from users, the Federal 

Trade O)mmission has begun an inquiU into Facebook’s latest 

privacy polh::~es. 

Sports 

YANKEES 5, ORIOLES 4 

Yankees Rally for a Cr~icial Win; the Loss They 

Need Comes Later 

Despite the demoralizing news about Derek deter, the Yankee~ 

tie in 



vaulted past the Orioles and the Indians in the wild--card race and moved 

within a gmne of the Rays. 

, Baseball Roundup: Red SoY Slam Adds to Rays’ Swoon 

~ Yankees Appear Headed to WFAN; Bumping Mats 

Jeter and "l[’emn Agree: His Season Is Finished 

After a series of leg inj uries, the Yankees placed Derek -Ieter on the *5--day 

disabled list and told him he would not come back, even if they made the 

playofl’s. 

ON BOXING 
~ O .... 1 

Ham~ted by Old Foes, De La Hoya Gets De ka I 

T~eatment I-~a at I 

Oscar De I a Hoya checked h~to a treahn ant faeilib~ and said he 

would miss the big l]g~k ~is company is promoting between Noyd Mayweather 

Jr. and Safil Nvarez. 

Slide Show: FigBt Nights 

Fer me:e spoils news, 9¢ [o NYTimes.comtSports ~ 

A~ts 

l-t[a~te Cow, lure fi~r ~ Se|eet Group of Sweaty 

People 

For City Ballet’s fall fund-.mising gala, Sarah Jessiea Parker and 

Benjamin Mil]epied sought out flaree yom~ger designers to outilt 

soloist 

Brittany 

THEATER REVIEW 

%%;hat’s B[~gg~g l},’le°? How Nl[[~eh "[’i~e &~o~ Got? 

In ’Lad] the Faces of Lhe Moon," Mike Daisey pet’f,’)rms a 

different, highly digressive monologue each night fl~rough Oct. 3 

at Joe’s Pub. 

Ailthe 

Faces 

of the 

Moon 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

’lN~rn Left~ and Head for Q~mens 

Jonathan Lethem’s tragicomic new novel, "Dissident Gardens," 

covers gen era6m~s of leftists. 

Obituaries 

Saul Lar~dau, NIaker of Fihns %%qth Le~t~st Edge, 

Dies st 77 

.’,,It’. I~ndau’s passion for asking what he called "the most 

intrusive questions" yielded penetra[ing dnematie profiles of 

leaders like FJdel Castro and SaNador AJ]ende. 

Dies at 77 

Fr~-.,m Softsoap to the fragrance Obsession by CaMn Klein, Mr, 

Taylor’s consumer products made their way into millions of 

E. Clay Shaw Jr.~ Ho~*se Sponsor of WeltRre 

Overhattl, Dies st 74 

Mr. Shaw, a Florida Republican, sponsored and helped shepherd 

a contentious ~996 bill backed by President Bill Clinton to 

overhaul the nation’s welfare sysbem. 

Landau 

Taylor 
built and 



Fashion & Style 

Russell Westbrook, Shedd~ag tl~e Uifiform for 

New York F~lfion Week 

Fluent il~ faahionspeak, Russell Westbrook is considered ’part of 

a newer genera’dora players thak kake fashion as a real badge of 

cool.’ 

~ ~ Video 

Off-the-Court Trend-Setters 

We~-t bro I 
ok, a    I 

FASHION REVIEW 

A review of Michael Kors, Nareiso 

Proel]za Schouler and more. 

Michael 

ENCOUNTERS 

G|enda Bailey: Fashion’s Intrepid Pursuer 

In one day of l~’ashiou Week, Ms. Bailey, editor in chief of 

Ha~per’s Bazaar, embraced designers, saw seven shows, attended 

at least one pro%" and checked page proofs. 

Bailey, 

left, and 

Joanna 

Today’s Video 

~ V~D~O: A~ssessing Obmna~s Speech on 

Syria 

The TJmes’s Michael D. Shear says ttmt after days of 

an [icipa’dom Presiden k Obama’s speech on chemical weapon s in 

Syria left out key specifics. 

~ vm~:o.~ New York Faslfion Week: 

Elements I Co]lot 

£xpe~ence boundless color in this installment in a se~es of daily 

themade vis]_~al diaries :.,f New York Fast@~n Week. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Diplomaey as Deterrent 

Congress and Presiderit Obama sJaould be careful aboa~ ~’awing flew red lines 

the Syl:ia crisis. 

EDITORIAL 

More Mistakes at 

A sulTeiliance cout~[ robllke of t~e agency i~ 2009 for vioiatiug iks own 

p]~eedures in analyzing pho~]e records s~ows, agNn, fi~e dangers in the data 

swe@ps, 

EDITORIAL 

Hard Lessons oftl~e Colorado RooM1 

disgracefifl low point in punitive single-issue politicking by the ga~] lobbyo 

Fo: moi¢ opiaiol:: 2o to NYTimes,c~m/Opini~ ~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

It is dangerous for any eount~,, including America, to see itself 

a s exeep t~ona], wha tever its metiva t~on. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

it’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World 

The an ~i--waP-in-Syria crowd finds i~self in the odd ~’ornpany of 

~ Colum n~s~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

New Y~’k Has a ~lessage 

What lesson, s ean non-New Yorkers draw from the db:s primal?: 

elections? Where do we begin? 

, Columnist Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times Irorn anywhere with out suite el apps: 

iPhone’@ l iPad@ Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ >~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail Please cio not reply direc[ly [e this e-maii 

You received [his message because yell signed up [er NYTBnes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter, 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi,ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 10:54 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

join Cat:e Charla and practice yo ur Spa]~i sh this evening 

On Thursday September 12, from 7:00 to 7:45 pro, CHICLE Language Institute will hokl our second Caf~ Charla for anyone wanting to practice Spanish in the beautiful and 

comfortable surroundings beautiful and comfortable surroundings of Oasis Caf~ in Cart Nill Nail, Just get a cup of coffee or tea and relax as you immerse yourself in the 

Spanish language for a free 45-m~nu~ conversation sessbn, If you have questions emai~ CHICLE a[ chicle@chi-cle.com or call 9~9 933-0398, 

Carrboro~ NC 27510 

Ph, (919) 933~0398 

~x~ (919} 933~1142 
~.~hi-~le.~om 

~hi~le@~hi<le.~om 

~haren@~hi-~le.~om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <maJl.skozxrjicxbdvegdi@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Let’s get political... 

Request your com,ol~mentary exam copies tod~y~ 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Instructor, 

Looking for innovative new texts for your Political Sociology course? Be sure to view 

inside each book by clicking on the links below. Order your complimentary e×am copies 

today! 

New from Roudedge 

View inside our 2013 Sociolo~Iv Online Catalogue! 



Download the PDF version here. 

Follow us on Twitter I Follow us on Facebook 

Taylor& Francis - Routledge - Psychology P .... CROP ..... Focal P .... 

._8_[g_r_~_~[p___i?~___s__u__b_j__e~-,_t___a__r__e_’_a_ to [eceive ne’,’~ and offers straight to your inbox ~~o[n the Taylor & F~ar~¢’is G~oup. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [i¢~subscribe at any time. 

~’e respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your ema~i address to aRy outside organizations 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:17 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhum~mitiescenter.org> 

Reception tbr axtist Luke Miller Buchanan, Sunday, Sept. 22, at the National Humm~ities Center 

Please join us 

Sunday, September 22 (2 - 4 p.m.) 

for a reeeption eelebrating the opening of 

A Year and A Do!l: 
New ~Norks by Luke Miller Buchanan 

A Year andA Day, presents visually compelling images of m~chitectural subjects captured in a new light, nrging us to meditate on our shared experience of the familiar 

and commonplace, to notice what is collectively remembered and forgotten. Cosponsored with Artspace of Raleigh, this show runs through December 18. 

For further inJbnnation about this exhibit or other events at the National Humanities Center, please visit nationalhumanitiescenter, ory,. 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Boehner Seeking Democrats’ ttelp on Final Talks 

Top News 

Boeln~er Seeing Democrats’ Help on FiseM ~ s~k~ ] 
Talks Job,, A. I 

Boehner ] 

As Speaker ,Ioh]~ A. Boeh]~er sought a deal to avelt a government 

shutdown a~d raise khe debt ceiling, a bloc of Republicans 

demanded a delay in the federal health care law, whie~ t~e White House calied 

:Listing Oemmids, Assad Uses Crisis to H~s           [i~ ~.i~’~’-~°" 

In exchange for giving up eontro] of his chemical arsenal 

President Bashar a]-Assad of Syria said he wo~fld req~fire the 

U ni ted States to stop arming th e opposi d on, usJ n g Presiden t Oba ma’s owu "red 

line" agai[~st him. 

DEALBOOK 

A Short :Post, a Big Splash: #T~tterI:PO 

The coml.ml~y, wbieb has more than 200 m illion active 

announced that ik karl filed pape[work wRh regulators to 

eventua]Iy seI] shares i[~ a[~ initial public 

~ c ...... 

Costolo, 

Tw~er’s 

Editors’ Picks 



M OVl ES 

The New York Tiracs film elides on "Blue Caprice," Mother of 

George" at~d "The Family." 

OPINION l OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How We Lea~0ned Not to Guzzle 

Over the past 4o yea+~, we have foum:l so maW innovative ways 

to save eneray that we more dmn doubled the economic 

produetivRy d our oil, natural gas at~d electricity. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

dOHNNY NYSETHEN, of Seaside Heights+ N,,J,, afteF a lice destco3 ed a section o[ the 

Boardwalk ~ear{3 a yeaF alter it was bit by Hurricane Sandy. 

World 

Begins to 

A Bt~tish murder investigation has been dosing in on 

tlussain, who has run his brutal Karaehi political empit~ by 

remote control, shrouded in luxm’ious exile fi~ I,om;lom 

:.;~ bAillboa rd 

depiclin 

Clara’s Plan to Curb =4~r Pollution Sets Lh~fits on 

Coal Use and Ve~hJe|es 

The plan represe[~Ls t~e most concrete response yeL ~o growing 

cr4th::ism fbr al]owi~g the com~h3,’s air, soil m~d water to degrade 

to abysmal levels. 

i C7;~ 

LISTENING POST 

l~Ia~ing Admhdstration~s Case, Ke~0ry Finds S~x Words That 

Spell Trouble 

Critics on dm left and the Hght have seized on SeeretaU of State John KenT’s 

use of "boots on the ground" and "unhelievahly smalL" 

U,S, 

Colorado Towns .~e Left Stranded in Deadly 

F~oods 

The flooding killed at least three people and cut off major 
atin9 at I +o I 



highways, isolaked towns and forced the closing of kite main 

cam pu s of th e Universi~ of Colors d o, 

~lhe Lede Video and Photos From tl~e Flooding 

Tax Filings Hint al- Exten~. of Koeli Brother,~ 

Koch, 

David t L Koch, billionuire industNulis N who s uppo[~ Republican 

causes, has ~ven away a sta~eri~% amount of money in recent years. 

Business 

DEAL PROFESSOR 

A~l l[~fitial FiHng~ in Fewer ’i’Nml 14o Characters 

A bill intended to help emoting g~wth companies test the 

I.P,O. wakers outside of the glare of the public, has become a 

popular move, 

BITS BLOG 

Reaetion o~ ’l~,itter to "l[’witter’s LPoO. Plans 

The mieroblogging service posted a development of 

upcoming initial publie ol:I~fing on its plaklbrm, leading to a 

llur~7 of reactions h’om its users. 

lwitter’s 

Fed Prepares f~r Chm~ge f~ Policy m~d h~ Policy 

Makers 

The Federal Reserve is trying to reassure ~nvestors about its 

ef[’oFa to stimulate fl~e economy as ik prepares a shake-up of its 

policy--ma~ng commitkee, 

~ A Group in Flux I Tracking the Fed’s Taper Commen~ 

n;kleeting 

Sports 

PATRIOTS 13, JETS 10 

Jets :Have Opport~mity b~t Fall to Patriots 

Though New England’s defense swarmed and "~e offense 

sputtered, the Jets’ hopes of e3ptuHng khe division lead f3ded 

with each of Oeno Smith’s three interceptions in the ibm’th quarter, 

Box Score 

..... Denn~r 
d of the 



Photos: A Test ofW~||, $~iih a View 

The ~]tra-Trail du Mont-Blane, a ~ o4-mi]e man~thon ~hrougb 

France, Swi~efland and Italy, tests runners’ endurance ~th 

numerous passages in high Ntitude. 

A ’GameDay’ Extravaganza, iViinus the Game 

The popular ESPN program "College OameDay" has set up camp 

in College Station, Tex., but dm showdown between No. 1 

Alabama and No. 6 Texas A&M is not on the network’s television 

schedule. 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 
"~ A @ess 

Threads of Many Cu]t~lres, Embroiderh~g a I ....... 
World 

"I~terwoven Globe: The Worldwide Textile Trade, ~5oo-~8oo," 

opening on Monday at the Met, surveys a eross.-ealtural pollination d sbqes, 

materials and tec}miques. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’FETCH CLAY, MAKE MAN’ 

One Boxed Hianself Im One Boxed His Way Out 

Black stars from two veD’ different generations, Muhammad AIi 

and Stepin Fetehit, meet for advice and conflict in "Fetch Clay, 

Make Man." 

..... Clay, 
Make 

From Welded ~orshipers, a doyfi~l Pneam~atie 

Noise 
g)., BLN ;A,"dlR i-,<~ESi© ~ 

Chieo MacMmt~e has fashioned his robok seulpkm’es into an 

orehea~:a tha~ will perform what he cMls a "mass" in Iris "R~:fl~ofic 

Chinch" installation. 

Movies 

’MOTHER OF GEORGE’ 

Tr,~ng to Be a ParenL for Better or for ~¥orse 

"Mother of Geo~;ge," Andr~;w Dosunmn’s new drama, is not only 

an assimilation skou, but also a keenly obsem’ed kale of two 

people seeki~g guidance in pa~nf~] and complicated c~reumstm~ces. 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene ’M ot~er of George’ 

George 

Anatomy of a Scene: Video of ’Mother of George’ 

Andrew Dosunmu, the director of "Mother of George," narrates 

a scene h’om the film. 

’BLUE CAPRICE’ 

A Strange Bond Between Killers 

"Blue Caprice" reealls the terror of the Be]Va,ay sniper ease but 

focuses on the Nther-son relations~ip of the mnrderers. 

....... Caprice 

Isaiah 

Obituaries 



Ray Do]~by~ Who Put Moviegoers ir~ the Middle, 

Dead at 8o 

Dr. Dolby, who founded Dolby Laborato~dcs, b’ansformed 

cinema at~d home enter~fimnet~k with the dcvdopment of Dolby 

d~gital sm’rom~d som~d. 

Godfioey Sperlhrg, "Who Made Eggs for Press~ Dies 

at 97 

Mr. Spcriing, a j ournaiist with The Chris tian Science Mo*fitor, 

orga~ized brealgaat meefi~gs that became a Washfi~gton 

ins’dtu’dom brining ne~<smakers ~ogether ~dth news ~vpot~a’rs. 

Fred Katz, Who Married Cello to Jazz, Dies at 94 

Mro Katz was a classieal]y trained edlist who quike by accident 

helped elevate Iris fi~strument to mflike]y stardom h~jazz. 

Katz’s 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Mode~’n Love: Falling in Love at 

Nora Johnson, long divorced, wasn’t Iooki,~g for love when she 

met George, a widowed 8g-year-old. It just happened. 

~ vmEo: Fashion Week: Elements [ 

Silho~mtte 
A khematie visual diary of N ew York Fashio*~ Week i*~spired by 
~he essentia~ building blocks of fashion and style. 

~ VmEO: A~mtomy of a Scene; ~Mother of 

George’ 

Th e director An d few Dosu n m u n at’rates a sequen ee from hi s 

film, 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Who ~ViH Be Left in Egypt, 

:V21er crushit~g the Muslim k~rotherhood, the getmra]s in Cairo who are mrmit~g 

the government are ~ow goi~% after Jibera~s m~d journalists. 

EDITORIAL 

The Marijuar~a Nh~ddle 

Sta tes tha t h ave I egali zed the d m~ g n eed practicaI gui d elines for stayi n g wi thi n 

federal ruleso 

EDITORIAL 

h~ Ca|ifor~tia, Stro~ger Workers’ Rights 

Oov. ,le~" Brown should sig~ a b~l that requires paid overtime fro: maW 

domestic workers. 

Fo; :’~o~e or~ir~ioI~ 9¢ to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

A~ A~mhor|ess World 

"The ogre does what ogres can," wrotc W.H. Auden. Yct no ogre, 

~eask of all it~ Sy*~a, t~)mbles today afker Obama’s waveri*~g, 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rich N[tu~ Recovery 

While the great m@~rity of~e~ea~s a~ still living i~ a 

depressed eccmomy, the rich at the x’ery top are doing just fine, 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Ple.a for Caution From 

It is dangerous for any eount]?~, i~ch~ding Amerk:a, to see itself 

a s exeep lionel, wha Lever iN mauve 

For mo~e ooi¢~ieI~ ~a to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes r:interest 

[] ~i ..,~: ,,~,,,~, i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhond,~) ]iPad(’~D Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ m.nyt,com ,> 

About This E-Mall 

TMa is an eu~omete~ e- maii. Please do not reply directly to this e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message bececlse yod signed clp for N3qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 
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College of Arts and Sciences 

Department of History 
Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions 

Approved by Department, Spring 2013 
Approved by the College of Arts and Sciences, August 2013 

Effective July 1, 2013 

PART I. Policies for tenure-track and tenured faculty 

I. Introduction 

The principal aims of the Department of History are to preserve, increase, and transmit 
kno~vledge and understanding of history. These aims are furthered by the scholarly activity of 
the faculty and by their teaching of undergraduates and training of graduate students. In hiring 
and promoting faculty, the Department seeks to maintain its high standards of scholarship and 
teaching. It also encourages se~-v’ice to the Department, the University, the professional 
community’, the state, the nation and the world; as appropriate, it also encourages engagement 
with groups outside academia. The Department of History seeks to be objective, fair, and 
honest in matters of hiring and promotion. It reaffirms its commitment to intellectual quality 
and diversity. All hiring and promotion take place within the context of departmental needs and 
resources. The Department subscribes wholeheartedly to the guidelines of Affirmative Action 
and commits itself to make personnel decisions with justice to both the University and the 
individuals concerned. 

The Department’s policies are subj ect to those set forth in the following University 
publications. The most recent edition of each document takes precedence. 

The Code, Board of Governors, UNC (October 9, 2009 edition 

Fpol~y%2Findex.php%~Fpg%3Dvb%26tag%3Dtoc%7CThe%2BC ode ). 

Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic Tenure in the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (October 20, 2009 edition 

http ://academ~cpers~nne~.unc.edu/ccn~/gr~ups/pubhc/@hr/@facu~tYp~/d~cuments/p~hcy/ccm 
1__=.017546:_p__d____f_ ). 

C. The Faculty Code of University Government, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(July 1, 2010 edition http://,,wwv.unc, edu/facultv/faccoun/code/code2010, shtml). 

Affirmative Action Plan, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (October 1,2011 - 
September 30, 2012 http :iiequaloppommity-ada.unc.eduifilesi2013/03/2012-Final-Plan-Web- 

Version.pdf). 



E. Personnel Policies for Academic Personnel, Office &the Executive Vice Chancellor & 
Provost (http :iiacademi cpersonnel .unc. eduiindex.htm) 

F. College of Arts & Sciences Chair’s Manual (http://college.unc.edu/) 

G. Memorandum from the Dean on Peer Faculty Teaching Observations for Tenure, Promotion 
and Post-Tenure Review, August 21, 2012. 

This departmental document is supplemental to, and subject to, the policies found in the above 
publications. Each faculty member has the responsibility to become familiar with their 
provisions. 

II. Standards 

The Department, College, and University continually aspire to enhance their academic stature. 
Such stature is achieved primarily through the continual recruitment, development, and retention 
of outstanding faculty. 

The standards that this Department applies to the evaluation of candidates are qualitative and 
cannot be expressed quantitatively. Therefore, they inescapably entail subjective judgment. As a 
result, it is not possible to reduce the evaluation of academic personnel to a purely objective 
enumeration of expected accomplishments within a specific period of time. 

The Department may recommend a candidate for promotion and/or permanent tenure before the 
expiration of his or her probationary term if the quality of the candidate’s record meets the 
standards and makes a compelling case for an early recommendation. A candidate’s prior record 
in a tenure track or equivalent position at another institution of higher education may form part 
of a compelling case for an early recommendation. 

Prerequisite to the appointment or reappointment of any candidate is the continuing need by the 
Department, College and University for the services that he or she, as a scholar-teacher in a 
particular field, is qualified to carry out. An appointment of an individual to a tenure-track 
position is based on the belief that the appointment meets a continuing need of the Department. 
However, where this need is found not to exist, or has disappeared or may disappear, or where 
program change or curtailment of funding obliges the University to discontinue support, 
appointment or reappointment is precluded. 

Quality research, teaching excellence and a commitment to service are crucial areas of 
evaluation of faculty by the Department of History. In addition to long-standing criteria for 
such evaluation, innovative faculty work in these areas should also be considered when 
germane. Thus, tenure and promotion guidelines must balance the need for precedent and 
consi stency with openness to new approaches and ideas for which establishing criteria for 
evaluation may be difficult, at least at first. Candidates for promotion and their departments 
share the responsibility for effectively evaluating innovative contributions. Candidates 
should help articulate the nature and value of their new work. Departments should 



continually educate themselves on the changing landscape of the profession, and they should 
consider when to seek evaluations of the candidate’s work that inform and can help explain 
particular innovations. Some of the prominent areas in which innovation occurs include 
engagement, digital technologies, and interdisciplinarity. 

As a public university, we recognize the importance of faculty engagement. Engagement 
may be embedded in one or more aspects of a faculty member’s research, teaching, and 
service activities. Faculty engagement refers to scholarly, creative, pedagogical, and service 
activities directed toward persons and groups outside UNC Chapel Hill and outside the usual 
spheres of professional academic work. Such activities typically take the form of 
collaborative interactions, include partners outside the University, and seek to enhance the 
"public good" or "public life" of the state, nation, or wider world. 

When present, engagement should be recognized as a significant component of a faculty 
member’s professional achievements. Engagement may play a more prominent role at 
different phases of a faculty member’s career, and it should be supported at any phase if it is 
consistent with our Department’s practices and priorities. The Department of History wants 
to encourage engagement in research, teaching and service which can often take the form of 
collaboration. However, faculty whose work does not include engaged activities should not 
be penalized or denied tenure or promotion on those grounds. 

Digital technologies are reshaping every profession. Digital technologies shape not only 
how we communicate new knowledge, but also how we perceive and develop knowledge in 
the first place. Since digital technologi es influence every aspect of professional life, 
including research, teaching, and service, the Department of History shall regularly evaluate 
this changing landscape and support risk-taking with new technologies. A candidate for 
promotion or tenure should help articulate the nature and reception of his/her digital work, 
including its results, theoretical underpinnings, and intellectual rigor. The candidate should 
describe his/her role in creating infrastructure as well as content and explicate collaborations 
with colleagues and students in creating the work(s) under consideration. 

Interdisciplinary work provides opportunities for creating knowledge in new and 
unanticipated ways, often representing cutting-edge scholarship and teaching. Therefore 
evidence of innovative inter- and cross-disciplinary research, teaching, and service shall be 
valued in a candidate’s promotion and tenure dossier. 

General Standards. The following standards will be employed in evaluations for reappointment, 
promotion, and tenure: 

a) A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, research excellence is required for 
consideration for tenure and/or promotions in rank. 

b) A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, teaching excellence is required for 
consideration of tenure decisions and/or promotions in rank, and while its presence without 
the other two general standards also being met will not bring tenure or promotion, its 
absence is sufficient to deny tenure or promotion. 



Sew-ice to the Department, University, community, state, nation and world and to one’s 
academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the overall assessment of a 
faculty colleague. Service is not a substitute for excellence in research and excellence in 
teaching. 

A. Standards of Research 

The Department of History expects its faculty to be actively involved throughout their careers in 
achieving scholarly research excellence. Scholarship is understood as the advancement of 
knowledge and understanding and consists substantially of original research or interpretation that 
is part of a coherent proj ect. The central result of scholarship is publication. The Department of 
History requires such publication as an important way of extending knowledge and of sharing the 
fruits of scholarly thought and investigation with a wider audience that can be both critical and 
appreciative. The Department of History shall continue to emphasize peer-reviewed publications 
in evaluating a faculty member for tenure and promotion, and it also recognizes non-traditional 
forms of scholarship as new ways to communicate the results of original research. However, the 
Department insists on regarding quality of publication as more important than quantity. 

The Department of History recognizes that faculty may participate in collaborative research and 
publication. The Department commits to reviewing collaborative work according to the same 
standards applied to other scholarship. Candidates for tenure and promotion should articulate 
their contributions to any collaborative research or publications that are to be considered as part 
of a candidate’s dossier for tenure or promotion. 

Engaged scholarship refers to research on proj ects that include collaborative interactions with 
partners outside the University and outside the usual spheres of professional academic work. 
Engaged scholarship differs from service in that the faculty member is participating in a two- 
way exchange of ideas, information, and expertise. Engagement is critical to this type of 
research, not supplemental to it. In order to demonstrate engaged scholarship, the faculty 
member’s work must meet rigorous standards of original research and have the potential for 
others to build on the platform which the faculty member has initiated. In our Department, the 
criteria for evaluating the quality of engaged scholarship include external competitive funding, 
publication of findings in peer-reviewed j ournals or books, and evaluations by experts in the 
field. At the same time, the faculty member must explicate the value of the work for the public 
good and show an ability to reflect critically on the challenges that arise from such 
partnerships. 

The Department of History recognizes faculty who conduct or publish their research digitally 
for their innovation and for moving beyond traditional formats. The standard for excellence is 
the same for digital and non-digital work and may include influence on a scholarly field, 
originality, rigorous peer reviews or other evaluation by experts in the area, evidence of 
sustainability over time, or the efficacy of its use of the media. The Department also commits 
to reviewing the work in the medium in which it was originally done. Furthermore, the 
Department recognizes that digital scholarship can produce new tool s for research, such as a 
database, an interface, or a code. The overall quality and contribution of the work must be 
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measured against the University’s long-standing high standards, ~vhich should be independent 

of the mode or medium of communicating the research findings. 

The research of faculty engaged in innovative interdi sciplinary research shall be given formal 
consideration and due credit, measured by appropriate means against the University’s well- 
established high standards. For faculty with interdisciplinary interests hired within the 
Department of History, the main criteria for review and judgment lie within our discipline 
broadly defined. In the case ofj oint appointments, reviews must include multi-departmental 
evaluations. For faculty hired as j oint appointees, the main criteria for review and judgment of 
a faculty member’s scholarly work shall encompass work across the units of appointment and 
related interdisciplinary endeavor, assessed by appropriate high standards. 

B. Standards of Teaching 

The Department of History expects and encourages teaching of the highest quality. Although it is 
not possible to enumerate here all criteria of highly effective teaching, such teachers prepare 
their courses with discrimination and skill. They responsibly formulate the objectives of the 
courses and use imaginative pedagogical methods to achieve their goals. Effective teachers 
engage their students, stimulate their interests, broaden their perspectives and improve their 
thinking. To the extent that it is possible, they also make their students active rather than passive 
participants in the learning process. Excellent teachers demand substantial accomplishment and 
high standards of work, grade all work fairly, and base what they teach on evidence and sound 
method. They are articulate, resourceful, and reflective. In addition, where appropriate, such 
teachers conscientiously provide advice and guidance to both graduate and undergraduate 
students on an individual basis, direct theses and dissertations, and serve on committees that 
critically examine and evaluate such research proj ects. In short, the Department expects 
colleagues to be generously involved in teaching and training. 

The Department values engaged teaching, pedagogical innovation, and interdisciplinary 
teaching. Engaged teaching refers to pedagogical practices that typically take students outside 
the traditional classroom. Such teaching may include courses that help students engage with non- 
academic communities, participate in service learning programs, or interact with public schools 
and government policymakers. To satisfy the criterion for "engaged teaching" and for engaged 
teaching to be considered in evaluations for reappointment, promotion and tenure, the faculty 
member’s courses should include analytical and reflective components and carry academic 
credit. Such teaching should be evaluated by students, by academic peers, and also by 
individuals who participate in these courses from a position outside the University. 

One of the most prominent areas of recent pedagogical innovation is the integration of digital 
technologies within the traditional classroom as well as online. When faculty members employ 
new technologies to enhance teaching and learning, evaluation of teaching excellence should 
include assessments of this use. 

Evaluation of teaching excellence should also consider faculty contributions to different forms of 
interdisciplinary teaching. Such endeavors greatly enhance the intellectual life of the University 
and provide a sense of common purpose and community among students and faculty. All levels 



and forms of interdisciplinary teaching should therefore be considered, including: 
interdisciplinary teaching within one’s home unit; participation in team-taught, multidisciplinary 
courses that transcend the Department and unit boundaries; undergraduate, graduate and post- 
doctoral mentoring; and involvement in cross-disciplinary learning experiences outside the 
University. As with all forms of teaching, rigorous standards of evaluation should be applied. 

C. Standards of Service 

A service assignment should be pursued diligently, imaginatively, and responsibly, with 
concern for deadlines and appropriate results. Conscientious and efficient performance 
combined with collegiality, tact, and resourcefulness bring credit to the individual and the 
Department and will be recognized. 

Assistant and associate professors without permanent tenure are expected to undertake those 
service functions the Department Chair may assign. Although they should focus primarily on 
teaching and research, untenured members of the Department will be called upon to perform a 
number of service activities. Associate professors with tenure and professors may be expected 
to undertake a wider range of sew’ice functions. 

In the Department of History, we value engaged service related to the faculty member’s 
professional expertise. Engaged service refers to activities that are informed by the faculty 
member’s scholarly expertise and includes outreach: interacting with groups and projects 
outside the professional and scholarly organizations of academia; serving as a faculty advisor 
for a community project; providing expert consultation; applying one’s expertise while 
working with community organizations; and writing print or online editorials. 

Groups and communities increasingly connect and identify themselves through online 
resources, electronic networks, virtual spaces and social media. Therefore, in the Department 
of History, faculty sew’ice involving digital technologies may be recognized as an important 
contribution to academic life and to communities outside the University. Digital activity, such 
as blog articles, listserv postings, and dialogue with the public in online forums, may be 
presented as evidence of service to the profession and other communities. Candidates for 
promotion or tenure should help articulate the nature of their contribution in this area. 

Faculty may be involved in interdisciplinary service in one, two or more units, depending on the 
nature of their appointment(s) or interdisciplinary approach. In cases of interdisciplinary service, 
the Department of History, the other units involved and the faculty member will establish 
standards and expectations clarifying the extent of service expected from the faculty member for 
the Department and the other unit(s). These standards and expectations shall be reviewed, 
evaluated and, if necessary, modified on a regular basis. The same general standards of 
evaluation shall be employed for interdisciplinary service as for service within a single unit. 



III. Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

The projected needs and resources of the Department, the College and the University shall be 
considered in recommending initial appointments, reappointments, promotions to associate 
professor with tenure, and promotion to full professor. 

A. Instructor with Special Provision 

The candidate approved by the Department to be recommended for an appointment as an 
assistant professor but who, when approved, is still completing a doctoral dissertation, will be 
recommended for an appointment as instructor for one year with the special provi sion that upon 
conferral of the doctorate he or she will be reappointed at the rank of assistant professor, and 
with the further provision that the effective date of his or her appointment at the rank of assistant 
professor will be retroactive to the effective date of his or her current appointment as instructor, 
or to the July 1 or January 1 immediately preceding the date of conferral. Such an appointment 
will carry the title "instructor with special provision." 

B. Assistant Professor 

The rank of assistant professor denotes a tenure-track position, with an initial appointment for 
four years, the possibility of reappointment for three additional years, and a review for the 
conferral of tenure and promotion to the rank of associate professor. 

1. Standards for initial appointment 

Clear promise of excellence in teaching and scholarship, and completion of all requirements for 
the doctorate or other terminal degree and the degree’s conferral are required. 

2. Reappointment for a second probationary term 

The initial review and recommendation for reappointment occur by the end of the third year of 
the initial probationary appointment. For an assistant professor already serving in the 
Department, reappointment is based on evidence of (a) a demonstrated commitment to, and 
promise of or achievement ot; research excellence, (b) a demonstrated commitment to, and 
promise of or achievement of, teaching excellence, and (c) appropriate service to the 
Department. 

C. Associate Professor 

Initial appointment to a rank of associate professor may be with or without tenure. Promotion to 
associate professor always confers tenure. Except as otherwise provided under University policy, 
tenure is a permanent commitment by the Department, the College and the University. 
Recommendation for tenure requires a judgment not only about the past and present 
achievements of the candidate but also about his or her potential for future achievements. While 
emphasizing proven excellence in research and teaching, the Department expects, in questions of 
tenure, that a person show promise of continuing achievement in all three areas: research, 



teaching, and service. A recommendation for promotion and/or tenure by the Department Chair 
requires a careful assessment informed by outside references about the qualifications of the 
candidate and the professional j udgment of the assembled full professors; the professional 
judgment of the tenured associate professors is also considered. 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and promise for the future, the following 
factors will be considered: 

A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, research excellence is required for 
consideration for tenure and/or promotions in rank. The candidate must have made scholarly 
contribution(s) of demonstrable value to the field of inquiry. The Department expects every 
candidate for such promotion or appointment to have published a highly approved book. In 
exceptional circumstances the Department will consider the equivalent of a book, or a book 
manuscript under contract with a firm commitment to publish based on available readers’ 
reports. In the case of books published in non-traditional formats, the standards of peer- 
reviewed evaluation will apply. 

A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, teaching excellence is required for 
consideration of tenure decisions and/or promotions in rank. For promotion to associate 
professor with tenure, the candidate must have achieved excellence in one or more types of 
teaching, While its presence without the other two general standards also being met will not 
earn tenure or promotion, its absence is sufficient to deny tenure or promotion. Teaching 
excellence will be determined on the basis of student evaluations, faculty peer review, and 
course materials submitted by the candidate. 

Service to the Department, University, community, state, nation and world and to one’s 
academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the overall assessment of a 
faculty colleague. Service is not a substitute for excellence in research or excellence in 
teaching. 

The Department will decide whether to recommend tenure following an initial appointment as an 
associate professor on the basis of the criteria outlined above for promotion to associate 
professor. With written advance approval of the Dean, an associate professor appointed from 
outside the Department may be recommended for an initial appointment with tenure if the quality 
of the candidate’s record meets the standards. 

D. Full Professor 

Appointment to the rank of full professor confers tenure. A candidate for full professor should 
have made significant contributions in the field beyond those expected of an associate professor 
with tenure. 

Recommendation for promotion to the rank of full professor requires a judgment not only about 
the past and present achievements of the candidate but about his or her potential for future 
achievements. A recommendation for promotion to full professor by the Department Chair 



requires a careful assessment informed by outside references about the qualifications of the 
candidate and the professional judgment of the full professors. 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and promise for the future, the following 
factors will be considered: 

a) A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, research excellence is required for 
consideration for promotion to full professor. The Department expects ever5, candidate for 
such promotion or appointment to full professor to have published a highly approved book 
since promotion to associate professor. In exceptional circumstances the Department will 
consider the equivalent of a book, or a book manuscript under contract with a firm 
commitment to publish based on available readers’ reports. In the case of books published in 
non-traditional formats, the standards of peer-reviewed evaluation will apply. 

A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, undergraduate and graduate teaching 
excellence is required for consideration for promotion to full professor. While its presence 
without the other two general standards also being met will not bring promotion to full 
professor, its absence is sufficient to deny such promotion. Teaching excellence will be 
determined on the basis of student evaluations, faculty peer review, and course materials 
submitted by the candidate. 

c) Service to the Department, University, community, state, nation and world and to one’s 
academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the overall assessment of a 
faculty colleague. Sew-ice is not a substitute for excellence in research or excellence in 
teaching. 

E. Full Joint Tenure-Track and Tenured Appointments 

In order to be recommended for a j oint tenure-track or tenured appointment in the Department of 
History, a faculty member must meet the standards for the rank for which he or she is being 
considered and must simultaneously meet the standards for the same rank in another department, 
so that he or she may hold the same rank in both departments. A j oint tenure-track or tenured 
appointment in the Department of History is an honor and not a right or extended as a courtesy. 
The proj ected needs and resources of the departments and the University shall be considered in 
initiating or approving j oint tenure-track or tenured appointments. Policies pertaining to these 
appointments differ from those for appointments across departments or units in which the faculty 
member holds a tenure-track or tenured appointment in one of the departments or units and holds 
a fixed term (i.e., adjunct) appointment in another. 

F. General Recruiting Procedures 
The Department of History follows University and College recruiting policies and procedures. 
For further details, see the Provost’s website and the College of Arts & Sciences Chair’s Manual. 



IV. Summary of Procedural Steps in Appointments, Reappointments and Promotion (not 
applicable for fixed-term appointments) 

Policies identified here are supplemental to, and subject to, the policies found in the most recent 
versions of the publications listed in the Introduction. 

Letters of recommendation. Outside letters of evaluation constitute an important part of the 
appointment, promotion and tenure packet. For an initial appointment, a minimum of four letters 

of recommendation are required. For an appointment with tenure or an evaluation for promotion 
and/or tenure, a Departmental Evaluation Committee appointed by the Department Chair solicits 
the outside letters, and a minimum of four letters of evaluation is required. 

For appointments of assistant professors and instructors with special provision, these letters 
should be preferably from outside the institution, and also preferably from research universities 
with very high research activity (RU/VH institutions). They may include letters from mentors 
and other individuals more closely connected to the candidate. 

In the case of promotion and tenure packets, it is required that all four of the outside letters of 
evaluation be from outside the institution, and that all be from individuals independent of the 
candidate. Two of the four letters must be from a list of names provided by the candidate and two 
of the four from individuals selected by the Department Committee that evaluates the candidate. 
Ideally, all of the letters should come from individuals at research universities with very high 
research activity (RU/\q-I institutions). If, in the view of the Departmental Evaluation 
Committee, the most appropriate reviewer is from a university or other institution that is not a 
research university with vel5" high research activity (RUiVH institutions), the Department 
Chair’s letter should provide an explanation for the choice of reviewer. The goal is to obtain a 
letter from the person who will give the most discriminating review and unbiased assessment of 
the individual’s national and international reputation. Therefore, the request from the 
Departmental Evaluation Committee to prospective writers of outside letters of evaluation should 
be phrased neutrally and should not solicit an affirmative response or recommendation. 

The letters may not be from individuals who have worked directly with the candidate, e.g., as a 
collaborator, mentor, previous coworker, or former dissertation chair, but may be from 
individuals who know the candidate through professional interactions, e.g., having reviewed the 
candidate’s publications or served on review committees together. 

In addition to the minimum four required independent letters, any number of additional letters 
from any responsible source may also be submitted. These may be from individuals within the 
institution with whom the candidate has collaborated or from former colleagues, collaborators, 
mentors, or other individuals connected with the candidate. 

All letters of evaluation that are received must be made an official part of any appointment, 
promotion, and tenure package and must be part of the evaluation process of the candidate under 
consideration. In the appointment/promotion packet, each outside letter should have a 
designation in its upper fight hand comer indicating whether the writer of the letter was 

suggested by the candidate or was chosen by the Departmental Evaluation Committee. 
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The dossier. The Department of History will employ the guide provided by the Appointments, 
Promotion and Tenure Committee of the University in completing the candidate’s dossier for 
review for faculty reappointments, promotions and tenure. 

Notification. Untenured assi stant and associate professors should be notified in writing at least 
three months prior to the start of the scheduled review. Tenured associate professors should be 
notified in writing at least six months prior to the start of the scheduled review because that 
scheduled review- also constitutes the University’s post tenure review which requires six months’ 
notice. The notification should include the requirements for the dossier the faculty member must 

submit for evaluation. 

Timing of review. No recommendation for a promotion or reappointment which under the 
provisions of the Tenure Regulations will confer permanent tenure may be initiated until the 
faculty member has been in the active employment of the University for at least 18 months. No 
such recommendation may be initiated which would have an effective date later than 18 months 

after its initiation. 

Review and consultation. Proceedings for promotion to associate professor with tenure or to full 
professor are initiated by recommendation of the Department Chair "after consultation with the 
assembled full professors &that department" (Trustees’ Policies and Regulations Governing 
Academic Tenure, May, 2004, p. 5). Any department charged with evaluating a candidate and 
making a recommendation regarding reappointment of an assistant professor, conferral of tenure 
and promotion to associate professor or promotion to full professor may utilize an adhoc or 
special committee to review the candidate and present a report to the assembled voting faculty. In 
the Department of History, this is known as a Departmental Evaluation Committee, and it is 
appointed in each case by the Department Chair. If this committee prepares a written evaluation 
of the candidate, that report must be included in the candidate’s dossier. The Department’s 
assembled voting faculty must include at least four full professors. If a department has fewer than 
four full professors, a standing advisory committee including additional full professors shall be 
named by the Dean &the College in consultation with the Chair to advise the Chair in personnel 
matters. 

The departmental vote must be recorded and reported by rank, and must list the number of votes 
in support and opposition, as well as any abstentions. No faculty member may vote on the 
question of reappointment, tenure and/or promotion for another faculty member of the same or 
higher rank. Tenured associate professors, therefore, may not vote for conferral of tenure or 
promotion for another associate professor. 

A. Assistant Professor 

Tenure Track Assistant Professors (Third-Year Reviews). Initial appointment to the rank of 
assistant professor is for a probationary term of four years. No less than 12 months before the end 
of this term, the assistant professor must be notified in writing whether he or she will be 
recommended for a second probationary term of three years or not reappointed. 



A Departmental Evaluation Committee, appointed by the Chair and consisting of full professors 
and tenured associate professors, shall review" the assistant professor’s scholarship, teaching, and 
service. Outside letters of evaluation are not required for reappointment. It is a University 
requirement that the Chair consult the "assembled full professors" of the unit before acting upon 

a recommendation. In the Department &History, that discussion is followed by a vote of the 
assembled full professors and tenured associate professors regarding the proposed reappointment. 
The faculty’s vote is advisory to the Chair, who either recommends reappointment or decides 
against reappointment. 

If the Chair decides against reappointment at the end of the initial probationary term, the assistant 
professor shall be notified in writing of the Chair’s decision no less than 12 months before his or 
her current term ends. A faculty member has the right to an administrative conference with the 
Chair and, if necessary, with the Dean of the College, along with such other appeal rights as are 
afforded under the "Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic Tenure in the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill." 

Review for Promotion to Associate Professor with Tenure 
Assistant professors are reviewed by a Departmental Evaluation Committee appointed by the 
Chair during their sixth year for promotion to associate professor with tenure, non- 
reappointment, or (under exceptional circumstances) reappointment at the rank of assistant 
professor with permanent tenure. 

If the assistant professor receives permanent tenure at that same rank, he or she must be reviewed 
every five years to meet the post-tenure review requirement of the University, and is eligible to 
be reviewed for promotion on the same schedule. 

A Departmental Evaluation Committee shall review the assistant professor’s scholarship, 
teaching, and service. Outside letters of evaluation are required for promotion to associate 
professor with tenure. It is a University requirement that the "assembled full professors" of the 
unit meet to discuss and vote upon a recommendation. In the Department of History, that 
discussion is followed by a vote of the assembled full professors and tenured associate professors 
regarding the proposed promotion to associate professor with tenure. The faculty’s vote is 
advisory to the Chair, who either recommends promotion to associate professor with tenure or 
decides against reappointment. 

If the Chair decides against reappointment at the end of the second probationary term, the 
assistant professor shall be notified in writing of the Chair’s decision no less than 12 months 
before his or her current term ends. A faculty member has the right to an administrative 
conference with the Chair and, if necessary, with the Dean of the College, along with such other 
appeal rights as are afforded under the "Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic 
Tenure in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill." 

B. Associate Professor, Full Professor, and Post-Tenure Review 

Untenured Associate Professor. Initial appointment to the rank of untenured associate professor 
is for the probationary term of five years. An untenured associate professor is reviewed no later 
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than the fourth year of this probationary- term since no less than 12 months before the end of this 
term, the associate professor must be notified in writing whether he or she will be reappointed 
with tenure, promoted to professor, or recommended for non-reappointment. 

The Departmental Evaluation Committee shall review the untenured associate professor’s 
scholarship, teaching, and service. Outside letters of evaluation are required for appointment as 
an associate professor with tenure, or for an appointment as full professor, which confers tenure. 
It is a University requirement that the Chair consult with the "assembled full professors" of the 
unit before acting upon a recommendation. The faculty’s vote is advisory to the Chair, who 
either recommends tenure (and, if also being considered, promotion to full professor) or decides 
against tenure (and, if also being considered, promotion to full professor). 

Full Professor. An associate professor who has completed five years and has been reappointed 
at the same rank with tenure must be reviewed every five years to meet the post-tenure review 
requirement of the University, and is eligible to be reviewed for possible promotion to full 
professor on the same schedule. Since the University’s Tenure Regulations were revised, 
effective July 1, 2004, it has been possible for reviews for promotion to full professor and post- 
tenure reviews for tenured associate professors to take place simultaneously. 

Every five years, associate professors with tenure must have an internal review that constitutes 
their required post-tenure review. If the faculty member wishes to be considered for promotion to 
full professor at that time, then recommendation letters from outside the institution are solicited 
as part of that review. If the faculty member does not wish to be reviewed for possible promotion 
at that time, only the internal review is carried out. 

A Departmental Evaluation Committee (full professors only) shall review the tenured associate 
professor’s scholarship, teaching, and service. Outside letters of evaluation are required for 
promotion to full professor. It is a University requirement that the Chair consult with the 
"assembled full professors" of the unit before acting upon a recommendation. The faculty’s vote 
is advisory to the Chair, who either recommends promotion to full professor or decides against 
promotion. 

Out of cycle reviews. If a tenured associate professor, with the concurrence of the Department, 
wishes to be considered for review for early promotion before his/her scheduled five-year 
review-, an out-of-cycle review may take place. If the faculty member requests a full out-of-cycle 
review and the full professors do not believe that enough has been done to warrant consideration 
for promotion, the Chair has the right to recommend denying the request on the advice of the full 
professors. The Chair must give the reasons for recommending denial and communicate these 
reasons to the faculty member in writing. 

Post-Tenure Review. Since 1997, post-tenure review has been mandated by UNC General 
Administration on orders from the Board of Governors in response to a directive of the NC 
General Assembly that a system of periodic review of the performance of tenured faculty be 
implemented. Our Department has a separate set of post-tenure review policies. Post-tenure 
review applies to all tenured faculty, except as otherwise specified by University or College 
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policy with regard to its timing for faculty who are department chairs, senior associate deans, and 
deans. 

C. Untenured Faculty Annual Review 

The Department Chair must perform evaluations of untenured assistant and associate professors 
every year. These evaluations are especially important for setting goals, clarifying expectations, 
and providing mentoring After meeting with the untenured faculty member, the Chair must write 
a report of the evaluation, provide a copy to the faculty member in question, and place one in his 
or her personnel file. 

The evaluation should provide a clear assessment of the faculty member’s work that year in 
research, teaching and sew’ice, it should be clear about goals on which the untenured professor 
and the Chair agree, it should not explicitly comment on or venture a prediction regarding any 
later decision to grant tenure to the faculty member. On the contrary, the evaluation should 
include a disclaimer: ’~This evaluation is not an indication of the likelihood of a positive or 
negative recommendation regarding tenure but rather summarizes and assesses the activities in 
which you have been engaged for the past year." The Dean’s Office should be notified ~vhen 
these reviews are completed. 

Part II. Policies on Fixed-Term Faculty 

Instructions regarding completion of this Part II will be provided at a later date. 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of History 

Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions 

Approved by Department; Spring 2013 

Apptvved by the College oJ~lrts and Sciences, August 2013 

EJJoctive July 1, 2013 

PART I. Policies for tenure-track and tenured faculty 

I. Introduction 

The principal aims of the Department of t tistory are to preserve, increase, and transmit 
knowledge and understanding of history’. These aims are furthered by the scholarly activity of 

the faculty and by their teaching of undergraduates and training of graduate students. In hiring 

and promoting faculty, the Department seeks to maintain its high standards of scholarship and 
teaching, It also encourages sel~,ice to the Department, the University, the professional 

community, the state, the nation and the world; as appropriate, it also encourages engagement 

with groups outside academia. The Department of ttistory seeks to be obj ective, fair, and 

honest in matters of hiring and promotion. It rcaffmns its commitment to intellectual quality 
and diversity. All hiring and promotion take place within the context of departmental needs and 

resources. The Department subscribes wholeheartedly to the guidelines of Affmnative Action 
and conmaits itself to make persom~el decisions with justice to both the University and the 
individuals concerned. 

The Department’s policies are subject to those set forth in the following University 
publications. The most recent edition of each document takes precedence. 

A. The Code, Board of Governors, UNC (October 9, 2009 edition 
http://www.northcarolma.edu/policy/index.php?pg=dl&id= 10866&inline= 1 &return_url=%2 

Fpolicy%2Fmdex.php%3Fpg%3Dvb%26tag%3Dtoc%7 C The%2BCode ). 

Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic Tenure in the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (October 20, 2009 edition 

http://academicpersonnel, unc.edu/ccm/groups/public/@hr/@facultypl/documents/policy/ccm 
l_017546.pdf). 

The Faculty Code of University Government, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(July 1,2010 edition http://www, un c.edu/faculty/faccoun/code/code2010, shtml). 

D. Affirmative Action Plan, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (October 1,2011 - 

September 30, 2012 http ://equalopportunity-ada.unc.edu/files/2013/03/2012-Final-Plan-Web- 
Version.pdf). 



E. Personnel Policies for Academic Personnel, Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor & 
Provost (http://academicpersonnel.unc.edu/index.htm) 

I F. College of Arts & Sciences Chair’s Manual @ttp://college.unc.edu/) 

Memorandum from the Dean on Peer Faculty Teaching Observations for Tenure, Promotion 
and Post-Tenure Review, August 21,2012. 

This departmental document is supplemental to, and subject to, the policies found in the above 
publications. Each facul .ty member has the responsibility to become familiar with their 
provisions. 

II. Standards 

The Department, College, and University continually aspire to etthance their academic stature. 

Such stature is achieved primarily through the continual recruitment, development, and retention 
of outstanding faculty. 

The standards that this Department applies to the evaluation of candidates are qualitative and 
cannot be expressed quantitatively. Therefore, they inescapably entail subjective judgment. As a 

result, it is not possible to reduce the evaluation of academic personnel to a purely objective 
enumeration of expected accomplishments within a specific period of time. 

The Department may recommend a candidate for promotion aJad/or permanent tenure before the 

expiration of his or her probationaL~ te~n if the quality" of the candidate’s record meets the 
standards and makes a compelling case for an early recommendation. A candidate’s prior record 

in a tenure track or equivalent position at another institution of higher education may form part 
of a compelling case for an early recommendation. 

Prerequisite to the @pointmcnt or re@pointment of any candidate is the continuing need by the 
Department, College and Universi~ for the services that he or she, as a scholar-teacher in a 
particular field, is qualified to cmD" out. An appointment of an individual to a tenure-track 
position is based on the belief that the appointment meets a continuing need of the Department. 
ttowever, where this need is found not to exist, or has disappeared or may disappear, or where 
progrmn change or curtailment of funding obliges the University to discontinue support, 
appointment or reappointment is precluded. 

Quali~ research, teaching excellence and a commitment to service are crucial areas of 
evaluation of faculty’ by the Department of History’. In addition to long-standing criteria for 
such evaluation, innovative faculty work in these areas should also be considered when 
germane. Thus, tenure and protnotion guidelines must balance the need for precedent and 
consistency with openness to new approaches and ideas for which establishing criteria for 
evaluation may be difficult, at least at first=---=.Candidates for protnotion and their 
departments share the responsibility for effectively evaluating innovative contributions. 
Candidates should help articulate the nature and value of their new work. Departments 
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should continually educate themselves on the changing landscape of the profession, and they 
should consider when to seek evaluations of the candidate’s work that inform and can help 
explain particulm im~ovations. Some of the prominent areas in which i~movation occurs 
include engagement, digital technologies, and interdisciplinarity. 

As a public universi~’, we recognize the importance of faculty engagement. Engagement 
may be embedded in one or more aspects of a faculty member’s research, teaching, and 

service activities. Faculty engagement refers to scholarly, creative, pedagogical, and service 
activities directed toward persons and groups outside UNC Chapel Hill and outside the usual 

spheres of professional academic work. Such activities bTpically take the form of 
collaborative interactions, include pmtners outside the University, and seek to etkhance the 

~’public good" or ~’public life" of the state, nation, or wider world. 

When present, engagement should be recognized as a significant component of a faculty 
member’s professional addevements:----.:.~ngagement may play a more prominent role at 

different phases of a faculty member’s career, and it should be supported at any phase if it is 

consistent with our Depm-tment’s practices and priorities=---:..The Department of History" 
wants to encourage engagement in research, teaching and service which can often take the 
form of collaboration. However, faculty whose work does not include engaged activities 

should not be penalized or denied tenure or promotion on those gounds=~_ 

Digital technologies are reshaping every’ profession. Digital technologies shape not only 

how we communicate new ~knowledge, but also how we perceive and develop knowledge in 
the first place. Since digital technologies influence every aspect of professional life, 

including research, teaching, and service, the Depmtment of History" shall regulmly evaluate 

this changing landscape and support risk-taldng with new technologies. A candidate for 
promotion or tenure should help mticulate the nature and reception of his/her digital work, 

including its results, theoretical underpi~mings, and intellectual rigor. The candidate should 
describe his/her role in creating infrastructure as well as content and explicate collaborations 

with colleagnes and students in creating the work(s) under consideration. 

Interdisciplinary work provides opportunities for creating knowledge in new and 
unanticipated ways, often representing cutting-edge scholarship and teaching. Therefore 
evidence of innovative inter- and cross-disciplinary/research, teaching, and service shall be 
valued in a candidate’s promotion and tenure dossier. 

~eneral S~andards. The following standards will be employed in evaluations for reappointment, 
promotion, and tenure: 

a) A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement o£ research excellence is required for 

consideration fi~r tenure and/or promotions in rank. 

b) A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, teaching excellence is required for 

consideration of tenure decisions and/or promotions in rank, and while its presence without 

the other two general standards also being met will not bring tenure or promotion, its 
absence is sufficient to deny tenure or promotion. 
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c) Service to the Department, University, communi .ty, state, nation and world and to one’s 
academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the overall assessment of a 
faculty colleague. Service is not a substitute for excellence in research and excellence in 
teaching. 

A. Standards of Research 

The Department of History expects its faculty to be actively involved throughout their careers in 

achieving scholarly research excellence. Scholarship is understood as the advancement of 
knowledge and understanding and consists substantially of original research or interpretation that 

is part of a coherent project. The central result of scholarship is publication. The Department of 
History requires such publication as an important way of extending knowledge and of sharing the 
fruits of scholarly thought and investigation with a wider audience that can be both critical and 

appreciative. The Department of Histol.~ shall continne to emphasize peer-reviewed publications 
in evaluating a facul .ty member for tenure and promotion, and it also recognizes non-traditional 
forms of scholarship as new ways to communicate the results of original research, ttowever, the 

Department insists on regarding quality of publication as more important than quantity. 

The Department of Histo137 recognizes that facul’v may participate in collaborative research and 
publication. The Department commits to reviewing collaborative work according to the same 

standards applied to other scholaJ-ship. Candidates for tenure and promotion should articulate 

their contributions to any collaborative research or publications that are to be considered as part 
of a candidate’s dossier for tenure or promotion. 

Engaged scholarship refcrs to research on projects that include collaborative interactions with 

partners outside the University and outside the usual spheres of professional academic work-:---:.. 
Engaged scholarship differs from service in that the facul~v member is participating in a two- 

way exchange of ideas, information, and expertise. Engagement is critical to this type of 
resem-ch, not supplemental to it. In order to demonstrate engaged scholarship, the faculty 

member’s work must meet rigorous standards of original research and have the potential for 

others to build on the platform which the faculty member has initiated. In our Department, the 
criteria for evaluating the quality of engaged scholarship include exterual competitive funding, 

publication of findings in peer-reviewed journals or books, and evaluations by experts in the 
field. At the same time, the faculty member must explicate the value of the work for the public 

good and show an ability to reflect critically on the challenges that arise from such 
partnerships. 

The Department of History’ recognizes faculty who conduct or publish their research diotally 
for their innovation and for moving beyond traditional foru~ats. The standard for excellence is 

the same for digital and non-digital work and may include influence on a scholarly field, 
originality, rigorous peer reviews or other evaluation by experts in the area, evidence of 

sustainability over time, or the efficacy of its use of the media. The Department also commits 

to reviewing the work in the medium in which it was originally done. Furthermore, the 
Department recognizes that digital scholarship caJa produce new tools for research, such as a 

database, an interface, or a code:----:..The overall quality and contribution of the work must be 
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measured against the University’s long-standing high standards, which should be independent 
of the mode or medium of communicating the research findings. 

The research of faculty engaged in innovative interdisciplina~7 research shall be given formal 
consideration and due credit, measured by appropriate means against the University’s well- 

established high standards. For faculty with interdisciplinaL~ interests hired within the 

Department of Histo~, the main criteria :for review and judgment lie within our discipline 

broadly define& In the case of joint appointments, reviews must include multi-departmental 

evaluations. For faculty hired as joint appointees, the main criteria for review and judgment of 
a faculty member’s scholarly work shall encompass work across the units of appointment and 

related interdisciplina~ endeavor, assessed by appropriate high standards. 

B. Standards of Teaching 

The Department of History" expects and encourages teaching of the highest quality. Although it is 

not possible to enumerate here all criteria of highly effective teaching, such teachers prepare 
their courses with discrimination and skill. They responsibly forn~ulate the objectives of the 

courses and use imaonative pedagogical methods to achieve their goals. Effective teachers 

engage their students, stimulate their interests, broaden their perspectives and improve their 
thinking. To the extent that it is possible, they also make their students active rather than passive 

participants in the learning process. Excellent teachers demand substantial accomplishment and 

high standards of work, grade all work fairly, and base what they teach on evidence and sound 
method. They are articulate, resourceful, and reflective. In addition, where appropriate, such 

teachers conscientiously provide advice and guidance to both graduate and undergraduate 

students on an individual basis, direct theses and dissertations, and serve on committees "that 
critically examine and evaluate such research projects. In short, the Department expects 

colleagues to be generously involved in teaching and training. 

The Department values engaged teaching, pedagogical innovation, and interdisciplinary. 
teaching. Engaged teaching refers to pedagogical practices that typically take students outside 

the traditional classroom Such teaching may include courses that help students engage with non- 

academic communities, participate in sea-vice learning programs, or interact with public schools 
a33d government policymakers. To satisfy the criterion fbr "engaged teaching" and for engaged 
teaching to be considered in evaluations for reappointment, promotion and tenure, the faculty 

member’s courses should include analytical aJad reflective components aJad carry academic 
credit. Such teaching should be evaluated by students, by academic peers, and also by 

individuals who participate in these courses from a position outside the University. 

One of the 13host prominent areas of recent pedagogical innovation is the integration of digital 
technologies within the traditional classroom as well as online. When faculty members employ 
new technologies to enhance teaching and learning, evaluation of teaching excellence should 
include assessments of this use. 

Evaluation of teaching excellence should also consider faculty contributions to different foians of 

interdisciplina~ teaching. Such endeavors greatly enhance the intellectual life of the University 
and provide a sense of common pul~ose and community among students and faculty. All levels 
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and forms of interdisciplinal7 teaching should therefore be considered, including: 
interdisciplina~7 teaching within one’s home unit; participation in team-taught, multidisciplinary 
courses that transcend the Department and unit boundmies; undergraduate, graduate and post- 

doctoral mentoring; and involvement in cross-disciplinary learning experiences outside the 
University. As with all fo~ns of teaching, rigorous standards of evaluation should be applied. 

C. Standards of Service 

A service assignment should be pursued diligently, imaginatively, and responsibly, with 
concern for deadlines and appropriate results. Conscientious and efficient performance 
combined with collegiality, tact, and resourccfulness bring credit to the individual and the 

Depmtment and will be recognized. 

Assistant and associate professors without permanent tenure are expected to undertake those 

service functions the Department Chair may assign. Although they should focus primarily on 

teaching and research, untennred members of the Department will be called upon to perform a 
number of service activities. Associate professors with tenure and professors may be expected 

to undertake a wider raJage of service functions. 

In the Department of Histo~)’, we value engaged service related to the faculty member’s 
professional expertise. Engaged service refers to activities that are informed by the faculty 

member’s scholarly expertise and includes outreach: interacting with groups and projects 

outside the professional and scholarly organizations of academia; serving as a faculty" advisor 
for a community project; providing expert consultation; applying one’s expertise while 

working with community organizations; and writing print or online editorials. 

Groups and communities increasingly connect and identi~ themselves through online 
resources, electronic networks, virtual spaces and social media. Therefore, in the Department 
of Histo~% facul .ty service involving digital technologies may be recognized as an important 
contribution to academic life and to conmmnities outside the University. Digital activity, such 
as blog articles, listserv postings, and dialogue with the public in online forums, may be 
presented as evidence of service to the profession and other commmaities. Candidates for 
promotion or tenure should help mticulate the nature of their contribution in this area. 

Faculty may be involved in interdisciplinaxy service in one, two or more units, depending on the 
nature of their appointment(s) or interdisciplinary approach. In cases of interdisciplina~ service, 

the Department of History, the other units involved and the faculty member will establish 
standards and expectations clarifying the extent of service expected from the faculty member for 

the Department and the other unit(s). These standards and expectations shall be rcviewed, 
evaluated and, if necessa~, modified on a regular basis. The same general standards of 
evaluation shall be employed for interdisciplinm)’ service as for service within a single unit. 
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HI. Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

The projected needs and resources of the Department, the College and the University shall be 
considered in recommending initial appointments, reappointments, promotions to associate 
professor with tenure, and promotion to full professor. ~ /- ..... ~[ Formatted: Font: Times New Roman 

A. Instructor with Special Provision 

The candidate approved by the Department to be recommended for an appointment as an 
assistant professor but who, when approved, is still completing a doctoral dissertation, will be 

recommended for an appointment as instructor for one year with the special provision that upon 
conferral of the doctorate he or she will be reappointed at the rank of assistant professor, and 

with the further provision that the effective date of his or her appointment at the rank of assistant 

professor will be retroactive to the effective date of his or her current appointment as instructor, 

or to the July 1 or January 1 immediately preceding the date of confe~Tal. Such an appointment 
will caxa.W the title "instructor with special provision." 

B. Assistant Professor 

The rank of assistant professor denotes a tenure-track position, with an initial appointment for 
four yems, the possibility of reappointment for tl~ee additional years, and a review for the 
conferral of tenure and promotion to the rank of associate professor. 

1. Standards for initial appointment 

Clear promise of excellence in teaching and scholarship, and completion of all requirements for 

the doctorate or other te~ninal degree and the degree’s conferral are required. 

2. Reappointment for a second probationary term 

The initial review and recolnmendation for reappointment occur by the end of the thfid year of 

the initial probationary appointment=-=_For an assistant professor already serving in the 
Department, reappointment is based on evidence of (a) a demonstrated commitment to, and 
promise of or achievement of’, rcsearch excellence, (b) a demonstrated commitment to, and 

promise of or achievement of, teaching excellence, and (c) appropriate service to the 

Department. 

C. Associate Professor 

Initial appointment to a rank of associate professor may be with or without tenure. Promotion to 
associate professor always confers tenure. Except as otherwise provided under University policy, 

tenure is a pe~nanent commitment by the Department, the College and the Universi~. 
Recommendation for tenure requires a judgment not only about the past and present 

achievements of the candidate but also about his or her potential for future achievements. While 
emphasizing proven excellence in rcsearch and teaching, the Department expects, in questions of 

tenure, that a person show promise of continuing achievement in all three areas: research, 
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teaching, and service. A recormnendation for promotion and/or tenure by the Department Chair 
requires a careful assessment info~Tned by outside references about the qualifications of the 
candidate and the professional judgment of the assembled full professors; the professional 
jud ~gment of the tenured associate professors is also considered. 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and promise for the future, the following 
factors will be considered: 

A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, research excellence is required fox 
consideration for tenure and/or promotions in rank. The candidate must have made scholarly 
contribution(s) of demonstrable value to the field of inqui~. The Depmtment expects eve~ 
candidate for such promotion or appointment to have published a highly approved book. In 
exceptional circumstances the Department will consider the equivalent of a book, or a book 
manuscript under contract with a firm commitment to publish based on available readers’ 
reports. In the case of books published in non-traditional fox,hats, the standards of peer- 
reviewed evaluation will apply. 

b) A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, teaching excellence is required for 
consideration of tenure decisions and/or promotions in rank. For promotion to associate 
professor with tenure, the candidate must have achieved excellence in one or more types of 

teaching, While its presence without the other two general standards also being met will not 
earn tenure or promotion, its absence is sufficient to deny tenure or promotion. Teaching 

excellence will be determined on the basis of student evaluations, faculty peer review, and 
course materials submitted by the candidate. 

c) Service to the Department, University, community, state, nation and world and to one’s 

academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the overall assessment of a 

faculty colleague. Service is not a substitute for excellence in research or excellence in 
teaching. 

The Department will decide whether to recommend tenure following an initial appointment as an 
associate professor on the basis of the criteria outlined above for promotion to associate 

professor. With written advance approval of the Dean, an associate professor appointed from 
outside the Department may be recommended for an initial appointment with tenure if the quali~~ 
of the candidate’s record meets the standards. 

D. Full Professor 

Appointment to the rank of full professor confers tenure. A cm~didate for full professor should 
have made sigmficant contributions in the field beyond those expected of an associate professor 

with tenure. 

Recormnendation for promotion to the rank of full professor requires a judgment not only about 
the past and present achievements of the candidate but about his or her potential for fi;ture 
achievements. A recormnendation for promotion to full professor by the Department Chair 
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requires a careful assessment informed by outside references about the qualifications of the 
candidate and the professional jud ~gment of the full professors. 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and promise for the future, the following 
factors will be considered: 

a) A demonstrated commitment to, aJad achievement of. research excellence is required fi~r 

consideration for promotion to full professor. The Department expects every candidate for 

such promotion or appointment to full professor to have published a highly approved book 
since promotion to associate professor. In exceptional circumstances the Department will 

consider the equivalent of a book, or a book manuscript under contract with a firm 

commitment to publish based on available readers’ reports. In the case of books published in 
non-traditional formats, the standards of peer-reviewed evaluation will apply. 

b) A demonstrated commitment to, aJad achievement of, undergraduate and graduate teaching 

excellence is required for consideration for promotion to full professor. While its presence 
without the other two general standards also being met will not bring promotion to full 
professor, its absence is sufficient to deny such promotion. Teaching excellence will be 

determined on the basis of student evaluations, faculty peer review, and course materials 
submitted by the candidate. 

c) Se~ice to the Department, University, community, state, nation and world and to one’s 
academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the overall assessment of a 

faculty colleague. Service is not a substitute for excellence in research or excellence in 
teaching. 

E. Full Joint Tenure-Track and Tenured Appointments 

In order to be recommended for a joint tenure-track or tenured appointment in the Department of 
History, a faculty member must meet the standards for the rank for which he or she is being 
considered and must simultaneously meet the standards for the same rank in another department, 
so that he or she may hold the same rank in both departments. A joint tenure4rack or tenured 
appointment in the Department of History is an honor and not a right or extended as a courtesy. 
The projected needs and resources of the departments aJad the University shall be considered in 
initiating or approving joint tenure-track or tenured appointments. Policies pertaining to these 
appointments differ from those for appointments across departments or units in which the faculty 
member holds a tenure-track or tenured appointment in one of the departments or units and holds 
a fixed term (i.e., adjunct) appointment in another. 

F. General Recruiting Procedures 
The Department of History follows University and College recruiting policies and procedures. 
For further details, see the Provost’s website and the College of Arts & Sciences Chair’s Manual. 
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IV. Summary of Procedural Steps in Appointments, Reappointments and Promotion (not 
applicable for fixed-term appointments) 

Policies identified here are supplemental to, and subject to, the policies found in the most recent 
versions of the publications listed in the Introduction. 

Letters of recommendation. Outside letters of evaluation constitute an important part of the 
appointment, promotion and tenure packet. For an initial appointment, a minimum of four letters 

of recommendation are required. For an appointment with tenure or an evaluation for promotion 
and/or tenure, a Departmental Evaluation Committee appointed by the Department Chair solicits 

the outside letters, and a minimum of four letters of evaluation is required. 

For appointments of assistant professors and instructors with special provision, these letters 

should be preferably from outside the institution, and also preferably from research universities 

with very high research activity (RU/VH institutions). They may include letters from mentors 
and other individuals more closely connected to the candidate. 

In the case of promotion and tenure packets, it is required that all four of the outside letters of 

evaluation be from outside the institution, and that all be from indivi&~als independent of the 
candidate. Two of the four letters must be from a list of names provided by the candidate and two 

of the four from individuals selected by the Department Committee that evaluates the candidate. 

Ideally, all of the letters should come from individuals at research universities with very high 
research activity (RU/Vtt institutions). If, in the view of the Departmental Evaluation 

Committee, the most appropriate reviewer is from a university or other institution that is not a 
research university with very high research activity (RU/Vt t institutions), the Department 
Chair’s letter should provide an explanation for the choice of reviewer. The goal is to obtain a 
letter from the person who will give the most discriminating review and unbiased assessment of 

the individual’s national and international reputation. Therefore, the request froln the 
Departmental Evaluation Committee to prospective writers of outside letters of evaluation should 

be phrased neutrally and should not solicit an affi~Tnative response or recommendation. 

The letters may not be from individuals who have worked directly with the candidate, e.g., as a 

collaborator, mentor, previous cowo~ker, or foxmer dissertation chair, but may be from 
individuals who know the candidate through professional interactions, e.g., having reviewed the 

candidate’s publications or served on review cotmnittees together. 

In addition to the minimum four required independent letters, any number of additional letters 
from any responsible source may also be submitted. These may be from individuals within the 
institution with whom the candidate has collaborated or from former colleagues, collaborators, 
mentors, or other indivi&~als connected with the candidate. 

All letters of evaluation that are received must be made an official part of any appointment, 

promotion, aJ~d tenure package and must be part of the evaluation process of the candidate under 
consideration. In the appointment/promotion packet, each outside letter should have a 

designation in its upper right hand comer indicating whether the writer of the letter was 
suggested by the candidate or was chosen by the Departmental Evaluation Committee. 
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The dossier. The Department of ttisto~" will employ the guide provided by the Appointments, 
Promotion m~d Tenure Committee of the University in completing the candidate’s dossier for 
review for faculty" reappointments, promotions and tenure. 

Notification. Untenured assistant and associate professors should be notified in writing at least 
three months prior to the start of the scheduled review. Tenured associate professors should be 

notified in writing at least six months prior to the start of the scheduled review because that 
scheduled review also constitutes the University’s post tenure review which requires six months’ 

notice. The notification should include the requirements for the dossier the faculty member must 

submit for evaluation. 

Timing of review. No recommendation for a promotion or reappointment which under the 
provisions of the Tenure Regulations will confer permaJaent tenure may be initiated until the 

faculty" member has been in the active employment of the University for at least 18 months. No 
such recommendation may be initiated which would have an effective date later than 18 months 

a£ter its initiation. 

Review and eonsultation~----=Proceedings for promotion to associate professor with tenure or to 
full professor are initiated by recommendation of the Department Chair "after consultation with 

the assembled full professors of that depmtment" (Trustees’ Policies and Regulations Goveruing 
Academic Tenure, May, 2004, p. 5). Any department charged with evaluating a candidate and 

makin g a recommendation regarding reappointmcnt of an assistant professor, conferral of tenure 
and promotion to associate professor or promotion to full professor may utilize an ad hoc or 

special committee to review the candidate a~d present a report to the assembled voting faculty. In 

the Department of Histoi% this is known as a Departmental Evaluation Committee, and it is 
appointed in each case by the Department Chair. If this committee prcpaJces a written evaluation 

of the candidate, that report must be included in the candidate’s dossier. The Department’s 

assembled voting faculty must include at least fi~ur full professors~-=If a department has fewer 
than four full professors, a standing advisoI~’ committee including additional full professors shall 

be named by the Dean of the College in consultation with the Chair to advise the Chair in 

personnel matters. 

The depm-tmental vote must be recorded and reported by rank, and must list the number of votes 
in support and opposition, as well as any abstentions. No faculty member may vote on the 
question of reappointment, tenure m~d/or promotion for another faculty member of the same or 
higher rank==Tenured associate professors, therefore, may not vote for conferral of tenure or 
promotion for another associate professor. 

A. Assistant Professor 

Tenure Track Assistant Professors (Third-Year Reviews)~-~Initial appoimment to the rank of 
assistant professor is for a probationary term of :four years:-. No less than 12 months betore the 
end of this term, the assistant professor must be notified in writing whether he or she will be 
recommended for a second probationazy term of three years or not rcappointed~-= 
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A Departmental Evaluation Conmaittee, appointed by the Chair and consisting of full professors 

and tenured associate professors, shall review the assistant professor’s scholarship, teaching, and 
service=---=..Outside letters of evaluation are not required for reappointment:----=.It is a University 

requirement that the Chair consult the "assembled full professors" of the unit before acting upon 
a recommendations. In the Department of History, that discussion is followed by a vote of the 

assembled fifll professors and tenured associate professors regarding the proposed reappointment. 

The faculty"s vote is advisory to the Chair, who either recommends reappointment or decides 
against reappointment. 

If the Chair decides against reappointment at the end of the initial probationary term, the assistant 

professor shall be notified in writing of the Chair’s decision no less than 12 months before his or 

her current term ends:-:..A faculty" member has the right to an administrative conference with the 
Chair and, if necessary, with the Deaaa of the College, along with such other appeal lqghts as are 
a£forded under the "Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic Tenure in the 
University of North C arolin a at Ch apel Hill." 

Review for Promotion to Associate Professor with Tenure 
Assistant professors are reviewed by a Departmental Evaluation Colmnittee appointed by the 

Chair &~ring their sixth year for promotion to associate professor with tenure, non- 
,eappointment, or (under exceptional circumstances) reappointment at the rank of assistant 

professor with permanent tenure:-= 

If the assistant professor receives permanent tenure at that same rank, he or she must be reviewed 

every five years to meet the post-tenure review requirement of the University, and is eligible to 
be reviewed for promotion on the same schedule=-= 
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teaching, and service~-=Outside letters of evaluation are required for promotion to associate v ................................................................................................. 

professor with tenure=-=It is a University requirement that the "assembled full professors’’ of the 

unit meet to discuss and vote upon a recommendation~-=In the Department of History, that 
discussion is followed by a vote of the assembled full professors and tenured associate professors 
regarding the proposed promotion to associate professor with tenure. The faculty’s vote is 

advisory" to the Chair, who either recommends promotion to associate professor with tenure or 
decides against reappointment. 

If the Chair decides against reappointment at the end of the second probationary term, the 
assistant professor shall be notified in writing of the Chair’s decision no less than 12 months 
before his or her cm, ent term ends=-=A faculty member has the right to an administrative 
conference with the Chair and, if necessary’, with the Dean of the College, along with such other 
appeal rights as are afforded under the "Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic 
Tenure in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill." 

B. Associate Professor, Full Professor, and Post-Tenure Review 

Untenured Associate Professor. Initial appointment to the raaak of untenured associate professor 
is for the probationary tem~ of five years. An untenured associate professor is reviewed no later 
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than the fourth year of this probationary term since no less than 12 months before the end of this 
term, the associate professor must be notified in writing whether he or she will be reappointed 
with tenure, promoted to professor, or recormnended for non-reappointment. 

The Departmental Evaluation Committee shall review the untenured associate professor’s 

scholarship, teaching, and service=-=Outside letters of evaluation are required for appointment as 
an associate professor with tenure, or for an appointment as full professor, which confers tenure= 

:_It is a University requirement that the Chair consult with the ~’assembled full professors" of the 
unit before acting upon a recommendation=-=The faculty’s vote is advisoxT to the Chair, who 

either recommends tenure (and, if also being considered, promotion to full professor) or decides 

against tenure (and, if also being considered, promotion to full professor). 

Full Profe~sor. An associate professor who has completed five years and has been reappointed 
at the sane ra~k with tenure must be reviewed ever?" five years to meet the post-tenure review 
requirement of the University, and is eligible to be reviewed for possible promotion to full 
professor on the same schedule. Since the University’s Tenure Regulations were revised, 
effective July l, 2004, it has been possible for reviews for promotion to full professor and post- 
tenure reviews for tenured associate professors to take place simultaneously. 

Ever?~ five years, associate professors with tenure must have an internal review that constitutes 

their required post-tenure review. If the faculty member wishes to be considered for promotion to 
full professor at that time, then recommendation letters fi-om outside the institution are solicited 
as part of that review. If the facul .ty member does not wish to be reviewed for possible promotion 

at that time, only the internal review is carried out. 

A Departmental Evaluation Committee (full professors only) shall review the tenured associate 
professor’s scholarship, teaching, and se~’ice:----~_Outside letters of evaluation are required for 
promotion to full profcssor=-=It is a Universi~ff requirement that the Chair consult with the 
~’assembled full professors" of the unit before acting upon a recormnendation=-=.The faculty’s 
vote is advisory to the Chair, who either recommends promotion to full professor or decides 
against promotion. 

Out of cycle review~----=If a tenured associate professor, with the concurrence of the Department, 
wishes to be considered for review for early promotion before his/her scheduled five-year 
review, an out-of-cycle review may take place. If the faculty member requests a full out-of-cycle 
review and the full professors do not believe that enough has been done to warrant consideration 
fox protnotion, the Chair has the right to recommend denying the request on the advice of the full 
professors=-=The Chair must give the reasons for reconm~ending denial and cormnunicate these 
reasons to the faculty member in writing. 

Po~I-Te,ure l/e~iew. Since 1997, post-tenure review has been mandated by UNC General 

Administration on orders from the Board of Governors in response to a directive of the NC 

General Assembly that a system of periodic review of the performance of ten ured faculty be 
implemented. Our Department has a separate set of post-tenure review policies. Post-tenure 

review applies to all tenured faculty, except as otherwise specified by University or College 
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policy with regard to its timing for faculty who are department chairs, senior associate deans, and 
deans. 

C. Untenured Faculty Annual Review 

The Department Chair must perform evaluations of untenured assistant and associate professors 

every year. These evaluations are especially important for setting goals, clarifying expectations, 
and providing mentoring. After meeting with the untenured faculty member, the Chair must write 

a report of the evaluation, provide a copy to the faculty member in question, and place one in his 
or her personnel file. 

The evaluation should provide a clear assessment of the faculty member’s work that yea, in 
research, teaching and service. It should be clear abom g)als on which the untenured professor 

and the Chair agree. It should not explicitly connnent on or venture a prediction regmding any’ 
later decision to grant tenure "to the faculty member. On the contraLw, the evaluation should 

include a disclaimer: ’~This evaluation is not an indication of the likelihood of a positive or 
negative recommendation regarding tenure but rather summarizes and assesses the activities in 

which you have been engaged for the past year." The Dean’s Office should be notified when 

these reviews are completed. 

Part II. Policies on Fixed-Term Faculty 

Instructions re~ardin~ completion of this Part II will be provided at a later date. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:18 AM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

APCG Newsletter 9 (2) 

APCGNews Sept2013.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

First, please note that we are abom to have an election for Vice-Chair and Secretary of APCG. Statements from our candidates are in the newsletter. 

Please find attached our most recent newsletter. You roll soon be able to download the document at: http://a~Jcanpoliticsgroup.org/index.php!news/newsletter~. We 

also encourage you to share the newsletter ruth anyone else who may be interested in receiving it. 

ttere are some of the highlights: 

Page 1. Chaits Report frown Anne Pitcher (University of Michigan). Note that we me now an ott]ciaJ orgm~ized section of APSA! 

Page 2. Symposium: Teaching Africma Politics. The symposium includes contribntions from Warigia Bowmm~, Kevin S. Fridy, Timothy Longmm~, Michael Byron 

Nelson, Robin L. Turner and Beth Elise Whita£er 

Page 14. Review of the ACLED Dataset, written by David Dow. 

Page 16. VOI AJNTEERS NEEDED! We need volunteers for a number of committee assig~maents. Please look at the list on Page 16 a~d contact our Chaic Anne 
Pitcher, with your interest. 

Page 16. Biographies m~d Statements for our Candidates tbr Vice-Chair m~d Secretary. of APCG 

Page 19. The APCG-Lynne Rienner Awmd for Best Dissertation; the APCG-African Affafirs Award for Best Graduate Student Paper 

And there is news about hiring, conferences, me~nbers’ activities and much more! 

Best, 

Mike, 
Your Editor 

You ~xe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu. 

T~nsubscribec~ickhere:https://lists.wisc.edw~u?id~299565.f~8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dcf~b22e&n T&I apeg&o 31399848 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31399848-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies @ Wesleyan 

Editor, African Politics Conference Group Newsletter 

238 Church Street 

Wesleyan University 

Middletown, CT 06459 

860.685.3023 

mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 

Personal: http://www.michaelnelson.info 

Wesleyan African Studies: http://africa.blo.qs.wesleyan.edu/ 

APCG: http:fiw’,ew, africa n politics9 ro u p. o r.q/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 10:38 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Inocente is coming to Duke on Monday! 

inocente fihn letter.pdf 

Please join us for the screening of 

winner, Academy Award, best documentary short 

and 

reception for the artist Inocente 
and Matt D’Ardgo, founder of ARTS: A Reason to Survive 

Monday, Sept. 16,2013 

FILM SCREENING (40 min.) 

7 p,m. [ Richard White Auditorium, East Campus 

V~EW TRAILER HERE: http:iii~ocentedoc,comi 

Q&A FOLLOWING FILM with INOCENTE & MA’I~ D’ARRIGO 
7:45 p.mo I R~chard White Auditorium, East Campus 

RECEPTION!EXHIBITION OF OUT OF THE SHADOWS: Undocumented ond Un#]r~id 
8:~5 p.m. I Friedl Ndg, Jameson Gallery (Two doors down from White, on main quad) 

(small prints by k~ocente available for purchase) 

(free and open to the public) 

Inocente .[_)_Lt_p__2iZLr_!9_f~__e__r_!_t_9_£~__,#_:c_:_c_’_£!?11Z is the inspiring story of Inocente Izucar, an undocumented immigrant who was homeless at the age of 15. It was not her plight 

that impressed filmmakers Sean Fine and Andrea Nix Fine, but her talent and irrepressible spirit. Beginning each day painting her face with bright and extravagant 

makeup, Inocente creates worlds of colorful characters and shapes. The film follows her life in San Diego and support she received from the non-profit group ARTS: 

A Reason to Survive http:iiwww.areasontosurvive.org!. Now 19, she has had a successful art show in New York City, and the documentary has appeared in many 

film festivals and on MTV. 

Following the screening and Q&A in Richard White Auditorium, the event continues two doors down in the Jameson Gallery of the Friedl Building. The reception 

For Inocente and M att will also serve as the closing event of the thematically related exhibitionm Ou~ o[ ~he Shadows: Undocumented and Un~[raid, with the 
exhibit curator Annabel Manning (Duke MFA graduate) in attendance. Inocente will have small, signed prints available for purchase at the reception as well. 

Presented by the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South and co-sponsored by Duke Libraries, Mi Gente, Program in the Arts of the Moving Image, Two.- 

--w----a--y----~--r-Ld-A-e---s-Z-P---u---e---n--t---e--s----d---e----D---~---b--~-e-----v-La---(-a---#--r--~-~-e---c--L-~--f----H---u----m---a---n-Lt-[~-~-~!L~£A~ and the --U---N----C------D---u--k---e----C---~--n---s--~---r-t-j--u----m---Ln----~~-a---t!--n-----A---m----e-£j--c--a---n----a---n---d----C--a---r-Lb---b--e---a---n----S--t--u---d--Le--s_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 10:39 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Writing the Enviromnent in Cuba -- Tuesday, Sept. 17 

cuba visitors.pdf 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies and the Forum on Scholars and Publics 

invRes you to attend.., 

Writing the Environment in Cuba 
A taik by 

Dr. Reina[do Furies and 

Dr. Angel Graffa 
September 17, 2013 
12:00pm-.l:3Opm 

011 Old Chemistry Bldg, Duke West Campus 

light kmch provk~ed 

The scholars, Dr. Reinaldo Funes and Dr. Angel Graffa, will discuss their work in environmental history and geology. Dr. Furies, a celebrated pioneer in the field of 

environmental history, has written on the sugar industry in Cuba and is currently working on a history of Cuban livestock farming 1790-1868. Dr. Funes is an adjunct 

professor at the Universidad de la Habana and Director of the Gee-history Research Program at the Fundacion Antonio Nunez Jimenez de la Naturaleza y el 

Hombre. Dr. Graffa is a geographer for the Cuban Academia de Ciencias and is the director of the La Fundacidn Antonio Nuffez Jim6nez, an affiliate of the Ministry 

of Culture in Havana. During a seminar, the scholars will discuss their academic work in light of current historical debates in Cuba. 

Sponsored by The Forum on 5choiars and Publics and the Center for Latin American and Cafibbear~ Studies at Duke, 
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Top News 

UoSo-R~ssia Talks on Syria’s _~ms Make Progress 

President Obama’s derision ~’ame as zMnei~ean and Russian 

neg:,tiato~s meefng in GeneYa on Friday moved closer to an 

agr~?ement tha t wo~fld seek to n]tima tdy strip Syria of iN 

ehemieaI weapons. 

Many Dolibt Death Sentences ~:i || Stem India 

Four men convicted of brutally raping and mnrdct~g a 23-year- 

old woman were sentenced to die by hanging, a sentence thak 

drew cheers fl’om some b~t skepticism from others. 

l’Vater~ Now F~re, mid Nl~ore Nig}ltmare Goes On 

The day after a beachfrrmt hlaze destroyed dozens of bnsinesses 

on the d ersey Sho~, owners struggled to s~m~mon wh~[ it would 

take to start over so soon after starting over. 

y of 

Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

Front Row to Fasl~ion ~’Veek 

Of the more t~mn 300 eollectkms s~own &wing New ~ol’k 

Fashion Week, here were the ones that created the most buzz. 

~ See More Collections From New York Fashion 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

There really is no sm:~h thing as z human carr,vin$ capadb’ on the 

ea~ th. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

NICK D~ONISIO, owner of Park Seafood, which was destroyed in a fire lo months after 
being heavily damaged by H~rricane Sandy. 

World 

Fighth~g Over the Rook 

A dispute among Spain, Britain and Oibrakar threa[cns an 

economic lifeline for 7,000 Spaniards who cross the border 

daily to ~)rk i~ [he tiny terfi[oEv. 

CFda~a DetMns a Billionaire for Activism 

Wang Gongquan, a ventare capiNlist who has been oubpoken in his liberal 

views, was detained by more than ~o oflScers fl’om the geijing police, 

Judge in Npain Partitions :Home of Feuding Couple 

With SpNn’s economic crisis forcing feuding couples to stay together, a judge in 

Seville ordered a divordng couple to split their apartment into bxo independent 

abodes, 

U,S. 

GirPs S~ieide Points to Rise in Apps Used by 

:92IIao~ 

Rcbocca .Ann Sedwi(’k, 12, ]caped to bet (]oath h’oma p]akform at I I 
an abandoned cement plant near her home in Florida, apparently 

one of a ~-owing list of children driven to suicMe aker online taunting, 

Colorado :Floodwaters Force Thousands to Flee 

Ma~y residents mat~’eled at how s~f[ly the rains had swamped 

their homes and carved up khe moan bainsides, transforming 

picturesque towns and vacation communities into scenes of 

~cued 



devastation. 

~ The Lede: Video and Photos From the F[oodiag 

, [] Graphic: A Wet and Deadiy Month 

Judge Urges UoSo to Consider Releasing N,S.A. Data on Calls 

Judge F. Dennis Saylor IV, who sits on the For’ei~ Intelligence Sun’eilkmee 

Corn% said tha~ release of classified eom~ opinions on N ational See urity 

requests wmfld add to "i~fformed debate" on pr{vaey. 

Business 

:l:n China, the Dangers og Due Diligence 

Background cheeks, audits and otker investigations are just paw 

of doing business in most eount~{es, but h~ CMna thosejobs can 

pose big ~sks. 

, Chinese Au~orities Are ~nvestigatin9 German Drugmaker Bayer 

Humph: 

California ]nland Empire St~ll in Housing             i~ 

Tailspin~;~,o°r°’~a 

Five years after Lehman Brothms’s collapse, Californ~a’s Inland 

Empire regkm, where real estate markets soared with credit h’om Lehman and 

Ot}l eYs, ~s far froHI recovery. 

UoS, Coal Companies Scale Back Export Goa~s 

Ame~qean mining companies eonfi’ont a global coal glut and a 

price sl m~p, along w~th persistent environmental opposition. 

F’e~k 

Energy 

Spots 

:Pounds 

The bo:~er Fh:,yd Maywe~ther dr. employs four very large men - 

the largest is 7-foot-~ and 43o pounds - to s~nd bet~en him 

and any problems cmt of the Nng. 

I    Maywea I 



RED SOX 8, YANKEES 4 

Gml’~d 5~am Foils Yankees Again 

A~other big seveuth-imail~g blast by Boston spoiled a comeback 

by the Yankees, who are battling for the second ~]d-eard spot i~ 

the ~mriean ~ague. 

, Gardner L~ke~y to Be Sidelined for Rest of Regular Season 

Big Game Doesn’t Stop Recruiting By Sabm~ 

A matehup between Alabama a~d Texas A&M, with d ohnny 

Manxiel, has ~ot stopped Crimson T~de Coach Ni@ Saban 

dNng w~at he ~as done best reemfidng. 

Nick 

A~ts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Tired of Decrial 

Mister Cee discussed some of the particulars ~ff his indiscretions 

with a fra~akuess that has viAually been nnheard ot’i~a the gem’e. 

..... Cee of 
Hot 97 
spoke 

Toward a Go-To Gershwh~ Edition 

The University of Michigan is to prepare a critical edition of Ira 

and George Gershvdn’s work under an ag~emen~ with their 

estates. 

Sublime dumb|es, Reverently Reassemb|ed 

The Institute of ContemporaU Art in Philadelphia readies a solo 

sun’ey of the work of O ason Rhoades, known for seemingJy 

chaotic yet pail~sta kil~ fly co~strueted el~viromn e~ts. 

Rhoade 

s’s 1998 

Obituaries 

Ray Dolby, Who Put Moviegoe~°s in the Middle of 

It, Is Dead at 8o 

Dr. Dolby, who founded Dolby Laboratories, transformed 

cit~ema and home ente~fainment with the development of Do]by 

digital am:round sound. 

Sunila _Abeysekera, 6,, Sri Lankan Humm~ Rights 

Activist 

Ms. Abeysekem ran the Inform Human ~ghts Documentation 

Ce~ter, bringing aRe~tio~ to the violence ]n Sri I anlm as well as 

to women’s ~{ghts issues ~roughout South Asia. 

Abeyse 
ke;a in 
2007. 

Travel 

Iquitos, Perm ~%*et and ~%*ild 

From sinkholes and snake oil to echoes of Eiffel and Herzog, the 

surreal is simply real in the "(Tapital of the Amazon" - and you 

do~’t eve~ ~eed a local hal]neinogen to e.~erienee it. 

from 

boa~ 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

O~t or’tim Past in Lively Ohl Rio 

Peek beyond the preparations for the World Cup and Olympics 

and you’ll find a hist,-.,rie area humming with attraetiot~s. 



Dine in a p~fiw~te supper club, tom" a renowned opera house and 

soak up some nature by the ~o de la P]a~ dm4ng a weekend 

~M’gen fina’s capi~L 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Syria, Through a Screen 

As thousands of Syrians flee the war every day, ma~y have 

become i~definitely separated h’om their families and from a 

country that is increasingly becoming divided and unstableo 

~ VIDEO: Fa,~|fioll Week: Elements ] 

Character 

A thema’de visual diary of New York Fashion Week inspired by 

the essential 1- uihting blo,-ks of fashion and s bqe. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Deceptive Practices in Foreclosures 

A lawsuit filed by the s~te of Illinois describes the latest ab uses against 

EDITORIAL 

A Step to Cmq~ Pah~ki||er Abt, ses 

The Food and Drug Adminis~’ation~s new labeling rules leave consumer~ safer, 

but not safe enough. 

EDITORIAL 

Colh~sion in the Potash Market 

A dispute between two obscure mini~g compa~fies demonstrates why the World 

Trade Organization needs the power to look into anfieompedfive paAnersbips. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Occupy Wall Street Legacy 

Eventually, the 99 percent ~I1 demand bekter. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Back to Boehner 

The budget c~isis is looming, peoplD! So many important datDs 

are coming up. ttere is a rund~-~wn fbr 

~ Cokim n~s~ P~ge 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Duty to Protet% Still Urgent 

Humanitarian intervenfion is facing a crisis of legifimacy. 

For i:~;ra or~ini~n 90 t~ NYTimes.com/Opinio# ~> 
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 FleerS 
4th Annual Performances 
October 18-19, 2Olo 

.’~ ......................... 

Sf~ tu rday, October 19, 2ol 3, Th e eomp~ro~ will pr~rr~ier~ two i]ew pioces 



add~k:m to new d~oreography, Gaspard&Daneers’ 2<)~3 season tbatures 

several talented new dancers and new commissioned compositions by 

125,ooo f~ndraising goal fbr these performances. We are nearing our 

goal bu~ still need your help ~.o ms ke it across the finish l~ne, If you would 

still like t.o support ot, r new works wXh a tax--deductible contributior~, 

Thank vou in ad-vanee got vour support~ 

D*t~4~am NC277O5 

N.dd as to roar address be9~ 
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Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [eday’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

Chemical Arms y °1 I 

I The a n ~ou n cement by Seeret~ry of State Job n Kerry a n d tb e           J~oh n 

Russia~ foreign minister, Sergey V. Lavrov, set kl~e stage ~or one 

of the most challenging andertaMngs in Lhe history of arms control. 

~ D Document: Framework of the Agreement 

If History Is Any Measure, the Clock Is Tieking 

Weapon,s e:q)e~s m~d diplomats say that if Ptvsident Basher a]- 

Assad is serious abont giving np his a[senal, he ~11 have to ~ke 

dramatic action in fl~e coming weeks. 

~E] Graphic: Chemical Disarmament Amid Conflict 

THE HOUSE EDGE 1 The I Wall SL Exploits Ethanol Credits, and Prices Ch~p I 

Spike ~1,~,~1 

A ~i~e k~own market in ethm~o] el’edits arose after finam:ia] 

ins’dtntions amassed millious of them -just as to’fine,s were looMng to buy mote" 

credits [o meet an expanNng federal requiremenL 

~ ~ Graphic: ]he Price of an Ethanol Cred~ 

Editors’ Picks 



FASHION & STYLE 

Joyous sunflower eO~Ol’S were a tiworJte of 

Fashion Week, on shoes and prink dresses. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Two- State Illusion 

The idea of a s~te for Palestinians and one for Israelis is a 

fantasy that bli~ds 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

GEN. $ALIM IDRIS, a t’ebe! leader’, on an agreemen[ that calls for SyEi;(s arsenal of 
chemic;d weapons to be removed or destroyed. 

World 

A Campaign ~n Gelnnmiy~ an Inihmnee Far 

Beyond it 

Seeking a third term as chancellor, :M~geia Merke] is s~ffhlg Iitfle 

about the future of Europe, M~ile the rest of the world score’s the 

eleedon race for dues ko her intentions. 

,~ Merkel’s Moment in Germany 

Reshaping :Brazil’s Retail Scene, Inspired by 

Vegas and Vanderbilt 

A depa~irnen~ store tycoon takes un%aered ~ne~ican-style 

consnmeHsm to a gau@ l~ew level. 

,~ Video: Brazil’s Big Box Empire 

flagship 

Philippine Leaders Descend on Strife-Torn City 

as }{opes of Cease- Fire Fade 

Top Philippine leadet~ discuascd strategies Saturday for dealing 

with violence that has ~led at least 55 people, displaced mc~re 

than 6~,ooo awl crippled a once peacefl~] ~’adil~g enelave. 

nds ~f 

people 

U.S, 



Secret Society D~ps Toe h~ C~ty Po|ifies, 

Prompting Lawsuit 

At the UniversRy of Alabama, a kmgfime political secret society 

has run ~nto tro~d>le slier becoming involved in an oft:-eampus 

election. 

Not to Be, Urn, Trifled With, Texas Guards Its 

"Don’t Mess With Texas," the trademarked slogan, has become 

something fro" bigger: an Menfib" statement, and the shtte is 

tonehy about who nses it and how. 

Business 

Taste-Testing a Second Career, ~’qth a Mentor 
L:; M,s, ,<W 

Is flaat &’earn job a~l that ~t seems? Hhv-a-mentor services want 

to help you deride - whe’~er you want to o~ a coffeehouse, or 

bed)me a D.& or an Episcopal priest. 

, A Hire-a-Me,tot Sampler 

()wen, 

center 

Proudly Private, a Wall Street Brokerage Firm P,.iya!e, [ 
Ma~’el~es On 

Th e inveshn ent ban k Sandier O’NeU1, on e of tb e la st maj or 

p~vate partnersMps on Wall Street, also takes fewer t~sks than others in 

induskry. 

TECHNOPHORIA 

On Carrqms~ a Facility UpriMng Over Personal Data 

Fa eu 1~" mere bers at Pen n State U~ve~s ~b~ a re obj eefi~g to an em ployee 

wellness plan ~at asks them to disclose medical and other pmsonaI 

infommtiono 

Sports 

’Like a Hurricarm i~ the Air’ 

Mark MeMorris, a 19--year.-oid from tile Canada prail~es, has the 

kited of airborne moves i~ snowboarding that could ~’anslaie to 

Olympic gold. 

McMorri 

’~1 
/ I 



Going to the Game, to Watch Them A|| on TV 

The &u::ksonville 3agua~.~’ new fimtasy football lounge is an 

example of "~e leaguewide eflbrt to keep the people buying 

fieke4s instead of staying home, vdth their ~diners and WiFi 

connections. 

,~ Slide Show: A Stadium Se@on Where the Field View Ha rd~y Matters 

b¥ith Easy Victory, l~la~eather Ensures H~e Is 

Just That 

Noyd Mayweafl~er dr. danced, dodged and repeatedly snapped 

Sail1 ~varez’s head and spi*~t to Rs breaking point, as he 

~ reproved bia record to 45-o with a maj or~b~ decision victory. 

....... b., Sa~}I 

Aivarez, I 

who iost 

Arts 

Too Much Shakespeare? Be Not Cowed 

A theater critic (and fl’equent fa~) tries to sell a skeptic on this 

season’s fl~l] slate. 

~ ~ Slide Show: From Sketch to S~ge: A Season of Shakespeare 

, As Tf~ey Liked ~t ~ A Guide to Shakespeare in New York C~ty 

Classically Innovative 

Adrian Lester aud Ro~7 Kinnear, two leading BHfish d~eater 

actor.% diseass their current play, "Othello," and others. 

~ [] Video: Rory Kinnear on ’,Otheile’ 

Letting iAps Do ~¥hat Htu~ds Do 

A vekeran B~tish voice eoae~ helped Orlando Bloom and 

Co~dola Rashad rehearse for the new Broadway production of 

"Romeo and Juliet." 

left, and 

leh, 

Condola 

Rashad, 

Obituaries 

Stephen Crohn, V~ho F~uChered AIDS Sta~dy, D~es 

at 66 

Stephen Crohn, a New York artist and editor who had a 

resishmce to flae virus that causes AIDS, helped scientists learn 

more about t~e Nsease simply by skayiug alive. 

~ stepi~en 

Robert Fo Capon, Who ~rrote of God and Food, 

Dies at 87 

The author of "The Supper of the I,amb: A Culhmr?: 

was the vicar of an Episcopal church on [ong Island tm’dl his 

divorce. 

Robert ] 

Fsrra[ ] 

Frank Tripueka, 85, a Star at Notre Dame, Is 

:Dead 

Mr. THpucka’s seven children were all adalek~s; his son KeIb’ was 

an aI1--z~ne~ean baskeg)al] player tbr the Fighting Irish. 

lripuck 
swilh I 

Magazine 



Can Emotiona| Intelligenee Be Tau#lt? 

If everybody M~ows that test seore~ and grades aren’t the keys to 

success, how do we teach, and measure, fl~e ~hi ~gs dmt are? 

The Rea|-Life ’G|ee~ in iLev~ttown, Pao 

How one high-echo,el theater teacher trm~stbrmed generatim~s c,f 

s tnden 

INNOVATION 

t~,’lm l~Iade That Bui|t-In Eraser°? 

And why it didn’t make him rich. 

Volb~ 

with 

° of 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Brazil’s Big Box Empire 

ttavan is a booming Brazilian retailer that blatantly borrows 

~mriean k~ons like the White ttouse and the Statue of Liberty to 

foster a growing eonsmner mfltm’e. Not everyo~m is impressed. 

~ Reiated Article 

..... flagship 

Haven 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Amnml Republiean Crisis 

Extremists on the right are ready to shut down government if they can’t cripple 

health reflwm. 

EDITORIAL 

Tips and Poverty 

The minim um wage for "Lipped workers has not bee~ raised since ~99L 

EDITORIAL 

Birnfin~am Stmday 

The city has planned a hill day of remembrance to commemorate the de{Rhs of 

fan r young gM s: Addi e Mac Collins, D anise McNair, Ca rMe Rohe~fson and 

Qin t~ia Wesley. 

For mere opi!~i<~; go t<~ NYTimes.eomtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

My 8~PCalled CoI.A, Life 

C.I.A. Chief John Brenna~ explains the heaW mantle of 

proke~’ting Lhe h~mmland b~ the "ttomeland" C.I.A. chief, Man@ 

PatinMm 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

When Cornp]lexity Is Free 

The worM of work ~s cha~}gi~g. If you want to see some 

American exeeptionalism, visit a research lab. 

, Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Americans are asking good questions a bout wheflmr we should 

inte~-ene in Syria. }tere a*’e some answers. 

, Columnia Page ] Blog 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 2:55 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc ti~culty] Plea.se help the At~can Studies Center with grant reporting 

Dear faculty members, 
The African Studies Center is very appreciative of all the help you give us in compiling data for our NRC/FLAS grant proposal and reporting. I know we send a large number of 
emails requesting data, and we are very grateful for your responses! 
This year, we are working on both a new proposal in the 4 year grant cycle, as well as reporting data for our current grant. Please bear with us during this year of all-too- 
frequent email requests. 
As the first of these requests this year, I would like to ask about your publications and your graduate students. 
1) Please email to me the names (and contact information if you have it) of your Africanist graduate students who have completed their course of study at Carolina within the 
last year. We are required by our Department of Education NRC grant to report each year on graduates both at the undergraduate and graduate level, and we find that faculty 
are the best source of information on graduate students with an Africa focus who have graduated in the past year. No names are reported, only aggregate data on their 
professional placement. I generally contact them and inquire about their placement, but if you know that information and can provide it, that would be extremely helpful. 
2) If you have any new graduate students, who just began in the last year, please email their names to me also. 
3) If you have published or given talks in any of the categories below, can you send me information on those publications or talks? We do have your CVs on your departmental 
websites, so if the information is listed on your CV (up to date for the past year) there is no need to send it - we can get it from your CV. 
Conference Presentations 
Authored Books 
Book Chapters 
Edited Books 
Journal Articles 
Working Papers 
Assessment Materials 
A/V and Podcasts 

Thank you again and warm regards, 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewall@email.unc.edu 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Facing growing oppositio~ il~ Co~gress, I,awrenee H. Summe~,%         9n~ n 

tke former TreasmT secretary and a top contender for Federal 

Rese~5’e chairman, told President Obama that he didn’t want to be considered 

for the job. 

~ Economix: W~alfs Needed in t~e Ne)d: Fed Chief 

Deal Rep~oesents T~irn fo~* Syria; Rebels Deflated 

The accord on chemical arms is seen as a major turning poh~t by both sides in 

S}q~ a, Iea vin g the rebels deft a ked and governm en k suppoz kers j ubilan L 

B~ief Respite fo~" P~oe~ider~t, but No PIPa~ 

Syria 

The Russial~-AmerJca~ deal to desb:oy Syr4a’s ebemieal weapol~s 

gives Pr~?sident Obama some breafl~ing space, but 

things that could still go wrong is daunting. 

Editors’ Picks 

~ VmEO: Tl~e Finaneial C~’iMs, Five Years 

LatelI" 

Andrew Ross Sorkin, The Times’s 1)ealBook columnist, 

remembers the day the economic eolIapse began and ofl)rs answers to three 

tough, lh~gefing 



OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

While educat~o~ ~s a gtva[ equalizer of oppo[ Dm~D,, American 

programs dozfL start early enough. Nor do they prodaee the 

skills that nm~er most for personal and sodeta] prosper4b’. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LAWRENCE N. SUMMERS~ withdrawi[~g from consideration for cha~rm;m of the Federal 

Reserve, 

World 

MAMELODI JOURNAL 

Tradh~g Prh~lege for Prh’afion, Family Hits a 

Nerve in South Ai’ri~ 

A white mid.e-class family’s de~’ision to move [o a poor black 

township fbr a re<ruth bad mal~y debating whether it was abrupt empathy or s]mn 

tourism. 

Reach of Turmoil in Egypt E~tends Ih~to Com~tDoside 

In rural eommut~ities, where tradition has Iong been imdo]abb~, the political 

crisis is tear4~g corn ram} kies aim rt. 

Rebel Rifts on Island Confom~d P~ilipp~nes 

Despite a 2oz2 deal w~th the la<gest g4"oup of Muslim insurgents, 

factionalism complicates peace effoPts on Mindanao, experb 

say. 

~hilippin 

soldier 

U.S. 

Vietnam Legacy: Finding GoL Fathers, and 

C~ldren Left Behind 

For veDrans longing 1o salve "~e sears of an dd war and their 

half--Vietnamese children wanting to ~ow Lheir ~wo~, the need 

to fi]]~:l <me another has become more urge]]t than ever. 

~ Slide Show: Vetera ns and V~etnam Offspdn9 Reach OLl{, Racing Tm~e 

Copelan 
d ar;d 



In Gun Debate, Divide Grows as Both Sides Dig 

in for ]Battle 

Losses have temper~;d the gains supporie~ of tougher gun laws 

have made, and now those on both si&s of the &bate are 

focusing on potential haR]es i~ at least six states. 

More Rah, in Colorado Fmtstrates Rescue Efforts 

After a week of reeord-breatdng storms in I~fimer and Boulder 

Counties, many people were still ~portcd unaccounted for, hut 

o~eials said they hoped those people had simply lost ccmt~ct. 

....... rights    ] 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Looking to Twitter to Re~gnite Teeh L P o O o’s 

Investors and dcal make*~ hope that "D,¥itter’s stock sale will 

help the onee-soari~g teeh sector take flight again. 

Retailers Fight Ex~ile :From Gmail In-Boxes 

Ooogle introduced five new folders for its OmaiI service over the 

summer, inchvting one tbr promotions that puts re ’tailms’ e-mail 

m~der a separate heading. 

Hollywood }rants Numbers on the Digital Box 

Office 

z~ ~gRN Nstribufion ~kes off, some playet~ it~ the film business 

are chafing about a lack of open infbrmath:m on how movies 

perform in on-demand channels. 

Imsies wkh I 
than $1 

~ organ, 

~,so~ 
Aug 27 

Rentr~k’ 

Sports 

BRONCOS 41, GIANTS 23 
~ Pe34°n 

A Little Brother Lea~as a Lesson as the Giants Mannin 

Sputter to O- ~ ~ th~w 

Peyion Manning ef~dently led a muliifaeeted, divcrse offense in 

the Broucos’ vietoW as Eli Manni~g and a one-dime~siona] Giants o~>nse 

sputtered and other components of the team failed. 

, ~ Box Sco~e ~ ~ Slide Show 

, dacobs Ge~ Into End Zone, but GianW Running Game Goes Nowhere 



RED SOX 9, YANKEES 2 
[~ The 

Ym~ks’ Last Crack at Red Sox Leads O~fiy to Dull ....... 
s’ deficit 

After a three.-game sweep hy ~he Red Sox, the Yankees are ~hree 

games out of a ~ld-eard spot - four i~ the loss eolumn - win hvo other teams 

between t~em and the leaders with 12 games remaining. 

~E] Box Scose 

Desperation v’Vins Out As Soriano Plays Hurt 

Labeled a Cheat, but He Has a Story 

Do~ Ramos, who hoh]s several weight-liRh% world records for 

his age group, has had a Forrest Oumpian odyssey, 8o years of 

life that were nullified by one drug best. 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW I’MR. BURNS, A POST-ELECTRIC PLAY,’ 

Strand rLYp~ Sm~dvors; Homer IS With You 

"Mr. Burns, a Post-Ele&rie Play," by Aune Washburn at 

Playwrights Horizons, imagfi~es a postdisaster world where the 

rete]lin g of a "Simpsons" elA sod e helps create security a~ d culh~re. 

New Course for %’Veekend Update,~ m~d _All of 

~SNI/ 
L:;, BILL 

Ceeily Strong will become an anchor on the "Satur&~y Night 

I,ive" "Weekend Update" desk, and six performers will join the 

cast for this next season. 

" Burns; a 
Post- 

..... : Suon’g 

In Giving Pel-raeus an Honor, an Institution 6el-s 

The New-York H~storica~ Soeie~~ p~ans to ho~or [)avid H. 

Peiraeus, a decisio~ that has raised some eyebrows because of 

his past. 

U n’iversi 

Obituaries 

Dro Barman spent his career at Ci~" College because of its 

mission of diversity dud aceessihility. 

Dick Neudck, Sailboat Desig~ Visionm2�, Dies at 
Newick, 
right, 

Mr. NewJc]< desig~ed boats with hvo and three hulls that would a" f 

heat couventiona] yachts in mf~jor races. The AC72 catamarans 

competing fi)r the ~)~e~ea’s Cup descend from concepts he helped develop. 

:Lee Tan~er, ,Jazz Performance Portraitist, Is 

Dead at 82 

Mr. Tanner’s often ethereal images, which graced album covers, 

magazines, exhibitions and books, ineluded subjects like Duke 

Elliugton, Dizzy Oil]aspic and Thelonious Monk. 

Today’s Video 



~ vm~:o:Vowst ,Joe and Thos 

,As the mayor of his hometown~ Joseph Delorio was hesitan~ ~o 

come out of the closet as gay - until he fell in love *q th.ja>:z singer 

Thos ShipIey. 

~ VIDEO: New York Faslfion "Week Deb~ef 

Cathy Hor3m a~d Eric Wilson critique the sp~ng collections 

from the first leg of a four-city Fashion Week relay. 

See the Collections 

~ vm~:o: ]Bill C~m~ingham [ S~mset 

Joyous sunflower colors were a favo~qte of many worsen during 

Fashio*~ Week, on sh~-~es a*~d print dresses. 

For a~o:e video, go to NYTh’nes.comNideo }~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Nyrian Paet 

.,Mining to destroy chemical weapons, the pro~’ess might open ~he way to a 

broader seRlement. 

EDITORIAL 

Progress on PredaloD° Lendhag 

State efforts have curbed some payday loan abuses, but federai regulators 

should do more 

EDITORIAL 

E= Smoking Anmng Teenagers 

A survey shows a notable increase of deetronie cigarettes in middle school and 

high school, making a strong ease for regulatiom 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How to Fall ~a~ Love With Math 

Contemplate the elegance of infinity. Don’t ask "When will I use 

this?" 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Missing Pa~Cmer 

If you real~y want peace i~ Syria, talk to h’an. 

, Celum!~iet Page ] BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Give Jobs a Cimnee 

It’s not time for the Federal Resetwe to take its root off the gas 

pe&d. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, 9:22 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

_- Enelgy and Envirolm~ent Lunch hosted by the Insntitute for the Environment at UNC featuring Billy Edge at 12:30 PM in Dey Hall Toy" Lounge. A professor at 

NC State University and the UNC Coastal Studies Institute, Dr. Edge will be speaking on the topic of ocean energy.. He has worked extensively on studies of the 

feasibility of renewable energy offthe coas~t of North Carolina, including win& wave, and tidal energy, potential. Lunch will be seiwed mad RSVP is required to attend 

this event to         at ~     ~z)elna~l.unc.edu. Please note if you require a vegetarian meal. 

- Lecture by Tom Earnhardt, author of Crossroads of the Natural Wodd, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literal People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The William & Ida Friday Center lbr Continuing Education. The ~ssion will include an overview of Eamhardt’s new UNC Press- 

pnblished book, other promineat literature about rivers, mad a discussion of the importance of rivers to North Ca~;olina’s ecology and identity. For more inlbrmation: 

http://fridayceater.unc.edu/pde~’riverwriters/ 

Water and Health Conference: ~Vhere Science Meets Policy scheduled for in Chapel Hill, NC. This year’s Water and Health 

Conference offers the opportunity to network with leaders from academia, government, nonprofits and the private sector and discuss best practices and emerging 

challenges at the intersection of water, sanitatio~L hygiene, health and development. The Conference features more than 200 verbal and poster presentations, as well as 

various side events, which are interactive ~ssions such as meetings, workshops and open forums. Visit ~,w.whcon[~rence.unc.edulbr registration and other 

information. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water on Our Campus Intb-Sculpture Collaboration Kick-Off- As part of the %Vater In Our World" pan-campus theme, the artifft Buster Simpson will be on 

campus this week to develop conceptual designs for cma~pns "inib- sculpture" ins~llations in conjunction with students fi~m multiple disciplines. This project follows 

Buster Simpson’s          lecture at the Art Depart~ment and relates to a multimedia website being developed by the School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication. Both eflbrts explore the local aspect of the Water In Our World Theme. The kick-off event for this project will take place today from 12:00- 

12:50 PM in Room 4003 of the FedEx Global Educztion Center. 

Six teams are being formed, each focusing on a specific site and topic. Teams will inclnde s~dents fi’om the Institute for the Environment, the Departmem of Art, UNC 

Statt; mad students and prot~ssionals t?om a varieb~ of disciplines..An In-Progress Presentation and Feedback Session will be held on Wednesday 
from 11:00 AM-12:50 PM in Rooms 2008 and 2010 of the FedEx Global Education Center with Final Concept Presentations scheduled for Thursday 

from 6:00-8:00 PM in Room 3024 of the FedEx Global Education Center. 

If you’re unavailable during the kick-off or have questions, you can still pm~ticipate by sending an E-mafil to 

(sally.ho ,vg,~energv.unc.edu). 

t~)gmaAl.com) or Sally Hoyt 

"Water In Our XVodd" mad School of Journalism and Mass Communication Interactive Website- ’~v~ater in Our World" is an interactive website 
(http://www.powefinganation.o~/waterinourworld/) dedicated to exploring the topic of water on UNC’s campus and the local region. The project was developed in 

partnership with the UNC Water Theme Committee by a team of advanced students from the UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication as part of the 

school’s award-winning Powering a Nation multimedia reporting program. The site communicates the importance mad value of water in our lives while also highlighting 

specific conservation initiatives and resources at UNC. Links to additional articles, videos and graphics provide broader context for how campus water use connects to 
national and global issues. 

This project was led by Laura Ruel, Hugh Morton Distinguished Prot~ssor in the UNC School of Jonmalism and Mass Communication and Executive Producer of the 

Powering a Nation project. The student fellows who produced the prqiect are                                 and i 

~VATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

North Carolina Water Resources Research Institute 16th Annual Conference Call tbr Abstracts- The North Carolina Water Resources Research Institute 
invites you to snbmit an abstract for its 16th A~mual Conference slated for                   which highlights the latest water research, mmaagement, and policy in 

North Carolina through a series of concurrent presentations, themed panel discussions, and posters. The conference is again held in conjunction with the NC Water 

Resonrces Association’s Annual Symposinm. This year’s symposium, "Local Governments as Keystone Water Resource Managers", will explore the uniqne and critical 

role that local govenmaents play- in managing water and in shaping the future of water resources in North Carolina by’ showcasing water projects that exemplify 
leadership and i~movation at "the local level. 

Abstracts are due                at 5:00 PMand student submissions are highly enconraged as student presenters attend the cont~rence free of charge and 

student posters are antomafically entered into "the s~tudent poster competition. For more intbrmation: http:/iwww.ncsu.edu/wrfi/code/events/annua]conference.htm 

The ~,Vendv Schmidt Ocean Health XPRIZE- An excellent opportunity for UNC researchers, The Wendy Schinidt Ocean Hedtth XPRIZE promises to improve 

our understanding of how CO2 emissions are afi~cting ocean acidification, with breakthiough sensors that can help us begin the process of healing our oceans. The 
grand prize for the team that develops the mos~t viable sensor is $2 million dollars. For more information: http://oceabliealth.xprize.org/ 



REMEMBER ..... 

Get lnw~lved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http://water~theme.unc.edu/. Questions, 

commen’Ls, and suggestions for the theme cma be directed to the follomng email address: watertheme(a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us on Twitter at 
http://twitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http:/iwu~,.facebook.cotn/WaterlnOurWorld. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

2 weeks left until FLACSO-ISA 2014 deadline 

Call for Panels and Papers 

FLACSO-ISA - Global mid Regional Powers hi a Changing World 

Buenos Aires, Argentina -- JULY 93- 25, 2o14 

Paper and/or panel proposals are due by Tuesday, October 1st, 2o13 

Website: http:iiwww.isanet.orgiConferences/FLACSOBuenosAires2o 14.aspx 

The increasing gravitation of emerging economies is changing the landscape of international polities. This has implications for the possibilities of 
a new global order where emerging powers have begun to engage in the construction of new norms, governance institutions, development 
agendas and citizenship practices. Likewise, the context of regionalism and regionalization processes is also being transformed with the global 
prqieetion of emerging powers. China, India, Brazil, Russia and South Africa are increasingly acquiring pivotal roles in the articulation of 
regional and global dynamics. At the same time, traditional powers became more focused on pressing domestic and regional challenges due to 
the financial and economic crisis that started in 9oo8. These changes and reeonfigurations constitute a new terrain of innovation, collaboration 
and dispute of an increasingly wider scope of policies, economic interests, identities and sources of legitimization of the international order. 

Graduate Student Workshops: As a highlight to the program, we will be sponsoring graduate student workshops to allow graduate 
students and post-does to present their research in a small-group panel setting with detailed feedback from senior scholars, and to allow for 
greater professional development and networking opportunities. 

We look forward to an exciting conference and vve hope you w~ll join us in Buenos Aires! 

Please email aW questions to t;LACSO- ISA~o~4@isanet.org 

Best regards, 
Cintia Quilieoni & Mareelo Saguier, Program Co-Chairs 
FLACSO Argentina 
Andrea K. Gerlak & 3ennifer Cyr, Program Co-Chairs 
University of Arizona 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Opening Thursday: Gnlu Re~l Art Studio 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Gulu Real Art Studio 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, September 19, from 6pm-8pm 

%i New York Times Magazine 

The Walther Collection presents G~;~ii~;~ ii:~t:~~.;~:~:ii .¢~.~-t S~i~.~diio, an installation of 90 
studio portraits collected by the photographer Martina Bacigalupo from the 
Gulu Real Art Studio in Gulu, Uganda. Edited from hundreds of discarded, 
faceless images - the faces were originally cut out for standardized ID photos 
-the exhibition represents a typological cross-section of Gulu’s society 
today, a city subjected to violent conflicts over several decades. 

Vivid and diverse, the distinctions of clothing and pose in each image reveal 
markers of self-definition, illustrating the compelling story of one East African 
community and the significance of studio portraiture in the twenty-first 
century. Gt;~ii~..~ ~:;!..:~:~.~~ii .:~:~.:,r"t .!i:.i;t:~..~diii~0 is on view at The Walther Collection Project 
Space in NewYork from September 20, 2013 to February 8, 2014. 



M a~"1.b-~.r~ ii:::i~.r:~ci{;iF~,~:ii~.~s.::~ was born in Genoa, Italy, in 1978. Currently based in 
Burundi, East Africa, her work has been published in the The New York Times 
Magazine, London Sunday Times Magazine, Le Monde Magazine, 
Internaziona/e, Elle, Esquire, and Jeune Afrique. Bacigalupo is a member of 
Agence Vu in Paris. 

SPECIAL EVENT: 

Join Martina Bacigalupo for a Gallery Talk about (;i;~,.~..~ii,.~..~ ;:::i~s;~qi i~,rii: :!i:~;~x..~h~::iii<~: on 
Saturday, September 21 at 2pro, at The Walther Collection Project Space. Free 
and open to the public. 

Forward entail 

] 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by contact@walthercollection,com 
._U_£d___a_Le___f_~_Lo__fjj_e_LE_M_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_[_Lb_~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_Z/__E_o_[[_c_y., 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Today’s Heaxtlines: Suspect’s Pas~ Fell Just Short of Raising Alarm 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&Wine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~0~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Suspect’s Past Fell Just Short of RMs~g Alarm 

Aaron Alexis, who is believed t~-~ have killed ~2 pe~-~p]e at the 

Wash~ngto~ NaW Ym’d on Mop,day, had a history of mental 

health prohlems and firearm arivsts flaat fell below a level dmt 

w*-mld have brought a sei~ous response. 

, D Document: Newpo~, R i , Police Repo~ on Aaron Alexis 

Reaping Profit Afte~° Assisting on Health Law 

Those who had a hand in the passage of President Obama’s 

health law are now finding lucrative work in the p*{vate sector, 

as businesses try to a*~derstand the eomplex measm’e or profit 

fi’om it. 

:Donors’ Fm~ds Sidestep Law, Aidh~g Ch~oistie 

While New J ersey’s pay-to-play law limits dm poli d ca1 dons tion s 

of s~te contractors, it~depe*~dent spet~ding campaigns 

nndermine the rules. 

Alexis 

had a 

Hughes. 

a forme; 

Obama 

Chds 

Editors’ Picks 

:Profiles of the Victims 

A look at the lives of the m people Idlled on Monday at the 

Washil~gtcm Nax~: Yard. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Mismeasmoe of Pove~’ty 

I,owedng pover~ means ])oth recognizing the s~ecesses of 

safety net programs we now have a~d devising new pNieies ~hat 

can spread the wealkh e~a~ed by eeor~omie growth. 

ALPHA NANZU~TA, who :h;]s two t’ul[-th~e jobs ;rod lives with her ~.t Va-year--o]d 

daughter iB a New York City homeless shi~’l~er. 

World 

UoN. Data on Gas Attack :Points to Assad~s Top 

:Forces 

Details broiled in a United Nations report indieak" the Syrian 

milita~7 Iaunehed the chemical attack l~’om tt~e same ridges 

used for firing conventional munitions. 

Clam Finds Resistance to Oil Deals in Africa 

Some eash-statwed A~Hean states arc sl~owing an asset~dveness that suggests the 

days of China’s unbridled influem’e as a mega--investor *nay be wuning, 

Brazil’s :Leade~¯ Postpones State Visit to 

~:asl~ir~gton Over Spyi~g 

President Dilma Rousseff, angered over revelations of N.S~A. 

spyirig on her a~d her aides, delivered a shml) rebuke to the 

Obama administration. 

U,S, 

Judge Tl~rows Out Offlce~°s~ Convk~tions ~n 

Kiliir~gs AAer Hm~Ncar~e Katrina 

’Fl~ejudge harshly criticized federal prosecutors £)r making 

a~onymo~4s eommerits on the Web site of a New Orleans 

n ewspaper be%re and dnring the lyiaL 

Housel~old incomes Remain Flat Despite 

Imp~ooving Economy 

A major ammal report c,n poverty, i~suranee and ear~fings shows 

Gisevius 

, ce ~ter 

u p food 



that the improving economy has so fat" failed to benefit mos t 

households. 

Call for Better Tracking of Cases of Excessive 

Force at Borders 

A review of use-og-foree policies used by federal agents guarding 

the nation’s borde~.~ tbund that two systems that track 

complaints did not have a eategor.v for excessive use of force. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
St ndar 

So&Po Bo~d De~|s A~°e on the Rise Since It :~: d ~ 

As hanks began reviving the market ibr bon ds tied to home 

loans, S~mdard & Poor’s tough radngs of fl~ose bonds was hnt~ing ika bottom 

line. 

Graphic Ratings Shift 

Co~eern Over Drug Costs 

Many peol.qe worry that they will have to pay much more for 

their prescriptions, while some of the chronically ill fear they’ll 

have to pay thousang~ for their expensive &~gs. 

A Mag~’a~i~e fo~¯ Fa~om-to-Tab|e 

Modern Farmer seeks to t~ke advantage of a tbod movement 

that has fi~eled growkh in farmer’s markeLs and eomrmmity- 

s upported a~-ieuI Late. 

I Thomas 

a herder 

Sports 

BLUE JAYS 2, YANKEES 0 

Ym~kees Axe Flat as Sitaatio~ Grows LY~oge~t 

The Yankees’ fading p]ayoff hopes were dear another blow in 

Toronto as R. A. Dickey shuk khem down for seven innings, 

wasting a s trong effort by An@ Petd tke. 



ESSAY 

~’~ou]d I Let N[y Son Play Football]l? 

The writer lobbied h~s parents for a chance to p~ay tackle 

fooLha]l when he turned 8, but, he says, because it worked out 

well %r him does not mean it will work out well for eve~?’one. 

Roya|s’ Patience Fiscally Rewarded V~;itlt Playoff 

Push 

The Rwals, whose lasL posLseason appearance was the *985 

World Stoics, are fighting for a wild--card spot, but the field is 

crowded and time is short. 

~ Basebali Roundup: Rangers End Skid and Tie the Rays 

GordoR, 

being 

Arts 

’ENOUGH SAID’ 

The "~Voman V~:ho l~mw Too ~Hmh 
Ev A O ::;COTT 

Nieole Holofi’ener’s "Enou~ Said" skars Julia Louis-Dreyfi~s, 

James Gandolfini and Ca*herine Keener. 

, D Video: Nicole Ha[oftener on ’Enough Said’ 

Gs;ldolfi 

THE TV WATCH 

The Brined of Me~ as Seen o~ TV 

Thia fall, the new Dlevision personalifies who are jostling %r a 

daytime perch are aeeking a talk abow leas to cap a career than to 

expand kheir marketing horizons. 

A Sound, Then Silence (T~°y Not to lBreatI~e) 

The "Monotone-Silence" Symphony, an eccentric 196o work by 

the coneeptnal painter Yves Klein, *qlI finally get a heat{ag in 

New York on Wednesday. 

Obituaries 

Eiji Toyoda, Promoter of the Toyota Way 

:Engineer of Its G~0ouCh, Dies at ~ oo 

The nephew of the Toyota group’s founder was the a~vhkect 

the company’s "lean manuNctnfing" med~od. His work helped 

~umed the automaker into a global powedmuse. 

Shalom Yoran, Jewish Resistmtee Fighter, Dies 

Mr. Yoran and his brother escaped their" oeenpied town in 

Po]and, &~ys befo~v their parents were Mile& to wreak 

vengeance on the Nazis. 

loyoda 

Dining & Wine 

DE GUSTIBUS 

Fami~im°ity Breeds Conten t 

Frank Brnni, a former Times restaurant critic, praises the vh~ues 

of visRing a favo~qte spot again and again. 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I ESTELA 

Hav~ng Db:mer ~,rit~ a MHd Eceerrt~oie 

At Este]a, tbe [~]e differences keep boredom at bay. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

TASTES LIKE HOME 

Indtdgi~tg His lmmr New Jersey Cbd|d 

The chef Bill Telepan revisits tbe hair meta] and onion rh~&s of 

his youth. 

~E~ Slide Show 

the 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Aequain tanees of Navy Yard 

G~n~nan React 

After Aaron Alexis was identified as ~he Washington Navy Yard 

gnnman, family and former acquaintances reacted to the newso 

~ V~DEO: 56 Ways of Sa3~r~g I Don’t             7~.;. 

Remember 

Alan Berliner explores memory and forgetting in this short 

experimental documetlb~D, abont his cousin Edwit~ t ton]g -- a 

poet, t~’anslatoc and professor - a~d his journey through Alzheimer’s disease. 

~ vmEo: Thi~k Back: America and 

From CharIes L~ndbergh to the Sy~{an conflict, the k]ea of 

isolatimfism has a long hJstoW J~ Ame~4ca’s pNitieal debate. Sam 

Tanenhaus explains. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Tim Money Behind tim Shutdo~ Crisis 

GrM~ock o~ Capitol Hill that could ]ead to a govermne~t shutdown is being 

backed by hard--right groups spending millions of dolla[s~ 

EDITORIAL 

Steps Toward a Less Secret Co~ 

The administratim~ has evolved from secrecy to at least tMki~% about openness 

since the disclosure of the N S.A’s sweeping sm~eJl]a ~ee program 

EDITORIAL 

The _Amtibiotkt Resistance Crisis 

A [edera] heaRh reporL issues the first solid numbers on the extent of the 

problem. 

For i:~;re o,oini~n go t~ NYTimes.eom/Opinio# ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Man W~l-l~ P~nk Hai~" 

See what dealing with the Middle East can d :,, to yo ~r hair? 

, Cekimnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

]Lo~g the Roo~ 

As the capital ~’ee]s, the president ~areens, t~Tin~ to m~de[sta~d 

the capi~l. 

~ Column,S Page 

ON THiS DAY 
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FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTirries Pirll:eresl: 
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Times Store >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenyfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 6:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Maximum Shakespeare, London Fashion Week and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to hltp//www nytimes comfads,’emailads,’editpromo/20130918fa.ffJmes.html 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

September 18, 2013-- 

Maxi ....... Shakesp ..... ::.~.:: mMaximu 
Can one have too mui:h Sha],:espeare? 

Apparently no~, jndg~ng by th~s gard-obaeaaed Shakes 

season in the Big Apple--- fi’om Broadway to peare 

welias on PBS, in the world of ballet and across 

~}!~.R9!~.~, where it all began. Prep for the performances with 
insights on the star’s’ favot’ite Shakespeare momenta and a 

glimpse at the designers~ ~£~.EgA?£.~.~£!~!~2 before you see them 

on stage. 

London Fashion Week 

iI 
iI mmM 

Hot on the hi;els of the New Yot’k Fasbio~ Week~ 
~ aximu 

L~!dg.~ entered the fashion fray with its own Shakes 

week of festivities, fetes aud star-studded shows, 
peare 

T Magazine nets you survey ":{:{~.q..~.g.~.~" with its 

collection of behiad-the--seenes photo diaries, 

while the Q!k~kq..~J:UkB:.{!X blog brings you ~mique insights on the 

most inlpov[ant collections. And The Times’s Fashion & Style 

seetio~ features everything from accessories to besRuke eyewear 

to bondageqnspired boots. 

Watch BIG MAN: Free films all month 

DOn~t ~i~; on NYTimescom 

REAL ES%~.TE i F’einstein’s Home: ]sift It Romantic? 

MEDL& ~ Time Magazine Names Its First Female Managing 

Editur 

M~=SIC [ A Bittersweet Opening for "Auna Nieo]e" and City 

Opera 

ECONOMIX I Foar Qaestions for the Fed 

’£[L¢VEL ~ Now Checking In: Pampered Pets 

Top 8 Viewed Features on N~T~ ......... 
(Beb;~een September 1 -7, 2013) 

MULTIMEDIA I Tomato Can 

Blues 

~ ?dULTE~gEDIA i Tomato 

Can Blues 

Charlie Rowan was a small-time 

cage fighter who owed money to 

impatient people and needed to 

start over. Late one night, he 

came up with a plan. 

SLIDE SHOW I Dishes to Help 

Tackle Part-Time Veganism 

~ SLIDE SttOW ] Dishes to 

H e[p Ta ck] e Part-Ti me 

Veganism 

Mark Bittman shares recipes for 

what you might call A Vegan 

Day, starting with a breakfast of 

hoecakes and a serving of 

chopped or frozen fYait. 

VIDEO I In Peff ....... Joe 
Manganiello 

~ V][DEO [ In Performance: 

Joe Manganiello 

The actor plays Stanley in the 

Yale Repertory Theater’s reviwd 

of the Tennessee Williams drama 

"A Streetcar Named Desire." 

Join the 
Conversation 

House Bill 
7~{ The 

Cut~ Healtl~ Mismea 

Funds~ Raising sure of 

Odds of U,S, 
pove~y 

Sh~tdown 

H ouse leaders will 

put to a vote on Friday a stop- 

gap spending measure that 



.What Pu[in Has [o Say to Ameri~tans Al~out Syria 

.CaB Emotional In~e]lige~ee Be Tanght? 

.(olorado Lawmakera Oosted m Reea~I Vote O~,er Gun Law 

.Gunman a~] ~2 Victims Killed in Shooting at D.C Navy Yard 

5. Gifts S~ficide Points tu [~se in Apps Used by Cyberbullies 

Times Journeys: Western Europe on Celebrity Infinity, 

Oct, 12 - 24, 2013 LEARN MORE 

would strip all fl~nding h’om 

President Obama’s health care 

law, increasing the likelihood of 

a government shutdown. 

[] Join the Conversation 

Booming 
A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
bet~veen 1946 

and 1964, with 
ii~ Booming 

news,            ¯ 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more. 

DeaIB% k 
Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DealB%k e-mail 

.... letter [ i~i Deal Book ] 
provides breaking ¯ ¯ 

news about 
M&As, I.P.O.s, 
venture capital 
and more. 

The Coltaetio~ 
All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, featuring the 
latest in news, 
trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters. 

ABOUT THIS E4~IA ~L 

@Times comes to you ftom the bifl-imes.com marketing department. You received his message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s @Times newsletter 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe i Chanqe Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Adver[ise I Contact 

The Blew York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com ~;20 Eighth Avenue, [’Jew York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 7:44 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ISA South Hotel & Registration Deadlines 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please take note of the two upcoming deadlines for the ISA South conference in Charlotte 

September 20th! You must register by Friday, September 20h, to receive the discounted early registration fee. Additionally, if you ar~ on the program, you must register by 
September 20th to remain on the conference program. Please note that unless you complete your registration by Friday, you will be removed from the program. You can 

register here http://www.isanet.or,q/Conferences/SouthCharlotte2013/Re.qister.aspx. 

September 28th! We have a limited number of hotel rooms still available at a discounted rate for conference attendees at the nearby DoubleTree Suites by Hilton Hotel 
Charlotte The group rate will be available until September 28th or until the group block is sold-out, whichever comes first. Reserve your hotel room here: http://vcww.isanet.org/ 

Conferences/SouthCharlotte2013/Travel.aspx 

Thank you for registering and we look forward to seeing you in Charlotte. 

Best, 
Margaret Commins and Alexa Royden 
ISA South 2013 Program Chairs 

isa-south2013(~jsanet.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteaxtlines: In Surprise, Fed Decides to Maintain Pace of Stimulus 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

In Surprise, Fed Decides to Maintah~ Pace of ~ B.~-n s. l 
N tim~ahis Berr, ank I 

e, the    I 

In a reversal that stunned economists and investors, the Federal 

Reserve said it would eonfimte to bW bonds to encourage 

growkb, ak ]east for another month and quite possibly into next year. 

~ Economix Blog: P~:’~in9 the Fed Announcement 

~FI Decodin9 the Fed’s Sf2tement 

~E:] Bernanke on Fed Stimulus Decision 

:[rm~’s Leaders Signal Effort at New Thaw 

President Hassan Rouha~i capped a series of geskures from 

Iran’s ruling establisbmen~ by sa.ving the country would never 

"seek we,~pons of mass destruction, ineludii~g imdear we,~pons." 

Sectarian Vio|ence Reignites in m~ l:raqi Town 

Vi~lage,s in Diyala Province saw much death du*{ng ~e wors[ of 

Iraq’s carnage over the past decade, buL they say wba~ is 

bappe~ing now is far worse. 

Editors’ Picks 

HOME & GARDEN 

.).~ sa-]~, sho~,, SUrE show: Be Careflfl What You 

~V~sh For 

A woman who dreamed of owning a Newport mansion is ~ee-- 



deep in its renovation. Luckily, she’s dating the contractor. 

, Reiated Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bri~g Back the L)q~ae Vaccine 

How a nmrkefing fiasco derailed an important medical development. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

HENRY LOUB GATES Jr., on the di.scovery that the 185o.s novel "The Bondwomatfs 

Narrative" ~’~’;]s wriLten b)’ Itannah Bond, a sla~e on a North Carolina phmt;]tion. 

World 

:Fo~qrner Defense Secretaries Criticize Obm~a on     [:~ ~ob~,~ 

In a joint appearance, Robert M. Gates and Leon E. Panetta were I    ~< 9~ I 
(’rift ca 1 of PresJ d ent Oba nm for as kJ n g Con gress to auth orize the 

use of force against Syria in retaliation for its use of chemical weapons. 

B~oaziliar~ Com’t Allows Alppeals tbr Po]ith~al Figures 

Con,~eted of Co~oruption 

The court rulin g allowing th e reopen i n g of eru e~ al a spee~a of the triN suggested 

that senior polideN figures convicted in a vast yoke-buying scheme may not get 

any hardiN1 ~ime. 

Ge~rnmty’s Effo~ at Clean Ener~~ Proves 

Complex 

Germany’s plan to convert to renewable eneL%v sources is 

running into problems in execution that are fbrcing Germans to 

face the costs of sticking to their pt{ndples. 

Taeuber 

had to 

seek 

U,S. 

Mental Health AZ~An ms Issue i~ G~n :Debate 

Efforts to improve the country’s fraying mental health system to 

help prevent mass shootings have stOIed on Capitol Hill, tied up 

in the broader fight on gun control 

Congres 



Offidals Never iLearrted of Police Do~fl~ts on 

G mnnards Stability 

Naval police in Rhode ~s]and did not a~ert superiors to evidence 

pointing to Aaron Alexis’s mental instabilityo 

Test ofA]lzheh~mr’s D~g Gets Large Federal Grmat 

Tbe 833.2 million grant wil~ help finm~ce a c]h~ical trial to test a treabnent on 

people 6o to 75 who have no symptoms of the disease, hut do have bxo copies 

of a ge~e know~ to greatly increase tbe risk of ge~ng it. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Delay to E~d of tim Stimulus St~rprises V~;all 

Street 

The Fed’s apparent change of heart left many investors on Wall 

Sl]:eet wondering how they got it so ~Tong. 

~] Delay to 

DEALBOOK 
:~ LuisA 

S.E.Co Pro]poses Greater Diselosmoe or~ Pay for 
a~i~:, 

The regulator is nearing adopdon of a rule that would require 

chief executives ko compare their pay to the median paid ko ernpk~yees. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

America’s Si~kh~g ~’Iiddle Class 

The standard of living of most :\merieans bas fallen in the last 25 

years. 

~ [] Graphic: S’~anding Still? 

Sports 

YANKEES 4, BLUE JAYS 3 

W~l-I~ Alarm Rising~ Yankees Wake Up 

The V~mkees rallied for fore: runs ~n the eigbth innfi~g to beat the 

Blue days, ending an agonizing four-game ]osing s~’eak and 

animating the clubhouse. 

and 

Robinso 



Ken No~qo~ a C]hampkms]h~p Fighter Who Broke 

_~’~ Jaw~ ~s Dead a~ 70 

Notto~ rough t three m cm orab]e figh~ wi ~a Muhamm a~ All, 

wimfing once, and went on to become the World Bo~ng O)nndl 

heav}~’eight champion. 

Franco~a’s Approach Draws Raves h~ Cleveland 

After a bitter exi t from Bos ton an d then a year ofl" from 

managing, TerW Frat~eona ~s comfortable with Cleveland’s frotl~ 

o~ce and has the Indians vying for a wild caM. 

madAE 

..... Francon 

Arts 

Professor Says He Has Solved a Myste~� Over a 

Slave’s Now~] 

A novel praised for its dramatic depiction of Southern life in the 

mM-z85os became a best seller, bu~ ]Ls tantalizing sect’e[ - the 

author’s ~dendb~ -may have beet~ solved. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Ornate Peek at a Re~’eshed G~Ided Age 

The reopening of the Board of O~cets Room will offer the 

public a look a~ the Park Avenue ArmoU wstoration process, 

and a preservation philosophy ~hat aeeepL* flaws at~d signs of age. 

, ~ Into;active Feature: Face-Li~ for a G~lded Age Beauty 

N orman Roekwell’s America, Newly Up for Bid 

Sotheby’s will auedot~ tirade of Norman Roekwell’s best--M~own 

cover paintin gs roy The Satin?day Even in g Post, in d u dJng 

"Saying Grace." 

, ~ S~de Show 

Obituaries 

Marcel Reieh-Ra~fieki, IJtera~" Critic, Is Dead at 

93 

Mr. Rcich-Ranicki, a Polish Jew who grew up in Berlin, became a 

powerful eulturaI figure in postwar Germany as a Iitera~T edtie 

and a television talk show host. 

Stephei~ :Eo MaIawista, Lyme Disease Roseate]mr, 
Dies at 79 

Dr. Malawista and his team were credited with defitfing an 
ailment that was causing disla’ess in ( ~)nneetieut. 

Rick Casares, 8a, a Bear W[~o Got Yards With 
Grit, Dies 

Casares led the National Football i~ague in rushing in 1956 and 
is third on the Bears’ ~treer rushing list. 

Reich- 

aR.’a nicki; 

~ tephan 

MNawis 

Fashion & Style 



FASHION REVIEW 

Takh~g Stock alt the Londo~ Fashio~ S]hows 

Eugland is home to some world-conque~5~g fashion brands that 

derive a lot of their success from w~i] e~pet~ise. 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

Gueei’s Optflent Gy~ 

A traeksuit and lke omamentaI draftings of Erte seem an odd 

eoui~.qe, but F~da Oiannini brought them together. 

Costmne Designe~0s for TV Have a Big Impaet 
Fas~fio~ 

As television has gained more respect as a medinm, there has 
been a coattail efl)~’t on some of its cos [ume designerso 

..... 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: 19o Seconds "WitJt Pogue: iPhone 

5S 
The Tir~ms’s David Pogue decides whether the iPhone 5S is 
Apple’s ~ewest immvafive miracle, 

~ Related Column 

~ vmEo: Anatomy ofa Seerm: ’Prisoners’ 

Th e director L"e ni s "~ql len euve n arrates a s ten e fl:om h is fi] m 

featu ring Jake Gyllenhaal a n d t tug~ J ackman. 

~ VIDEO: Eggpla~t N~arinara Sandwich 

Me~issa Clark xdsits FrmNies S]:amfino in New York, where 

owners share some eulinaW "grandma ~cks" for maMng a 

memorable e~piant sand~deh. 

~ Related Column 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The l~lareh to Anarchy 

t louse Republicans has ten a government shutdouq~ ]a ker this mon’~ and a 

default with a no-win plan to end health retbrm. 

EDITORIAL 

Staying the Co~arse at [he Fed 

The economy is too weak to justil~j easi~g up o~ supportive policies like 

mul tibilli on -dolla r bon d pn rcha ses. 

EDITORIAL 

A Chanee to Learn From a Senseless Death 

The governor of Maryland is doir~g something ~{ght in creatk~g a commission to 

examine how law enforeeme~t handles people with disabilities. 

Op-Ed 



A Gh~stly R.~~-~a]l Repeats 

We are stuck ~n a cycle of savagery as one shooter after another 

catches us in his s~Ls. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

World "War 0 

Seliously, people, why have Lhe Republicans gotten so car~4ed 

away with the issue of health ca~ reform, a k a Obamaca~’e? 

, Column,s2 P~ge 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Faw*ia~s Choice 

A ~4sit to a refugee camp in Jot’dan underscores that Sy~ans 

aren’~ focused on chemical weapons. They’re h)o worried about 

conventional ones. 

Columnist Page ] Blog 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:51 AM 

The asc faculty mailing list. <asc faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

asc_events@li stserv.unc, edu 

[asc faculty] Talk: Dr. Eric Bing, October 9 

EricBingFlyer Final plus.pdf; EricBingFlyer Final plus.pptx 

Dear All, 

Please see attached an announcement for a talk by Dr. Eric Bing MD, MPH,PHD, MBA - Director for Global 
Health George W. Bush Institute. 

Dr. Bing will be giving a talk on Wednesday October 9th from 1 - 2pm, entitled "Scaling up to Save Lives in 

Developing Countries". Dr Bing’s talk on taking health the final mile will highlight the importance of 

collaborative engagement, innovation and entrepreneurship on addressing global health and poverty. 

Please contact Mamie Harris, Mamie_Harris@med.unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 

African Studies Center 

UNC-CH 



GIobalization: Prospects and Prob,er~s 

This groundbreaking text on globalization provides a compreher 
globalization issues and topics. Emphasizing the theory and n 
study globalization, the text reveals how macro globalization p[ 
the spread of scientific discourse to which jobs are more or 
text, the author encourages readers to relate their personal exI 
allowing for a mor~ meaningful and r~levant learning experienc~ 

Key Features 

~, Research Case Studies demonstrate how social scien 

in-depth look at important globalization topics. 

~, Strong theoretical coverage includes a separate chaI 

economic, and cultural theories of globalization, as well 

theories into appropriate chapters. 

Macro and micro issues are integrated within the sa 

these levels of social life are intimately related, not two, 

¯ Pv’~O r e. 

button 

Chapter 5: Forgin,q a Global Civil Society 

Let us help you make the transition to this text as smooth as ~ 

~, Find your SAGE representative 

~, Email: !~t~,s~gep!!~,com 

,~:iI Book Ti!le 

Authors: 

:J.£~.L~LL,.C.~[&![i££, Pennsylvania State 

Have you made your decision to adopt a SAGE text? L~ University, Beaver 
c~uick surv#~ 

ISBN: 978-!-4129-8797-4 

August 2013, 552 pages 

Browse our cur~n~ catalogs, 

Stay connected with SAGE 

Sociology at: 

Also of interest.. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu~> 

Putin to the Rescue 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V( ;L, 35 NO. 18 Visit h:b.f’omk [~ 

LRB cover art Putin to the Rescue 
David Bromwich 

Barack Obama likes to talk. He thinks Americans and 

others ate eager to hear what he has to say, on many 

su’~jeets; and in keeping with that perception, he said in 

August 2o] 2 about the civil war in Syria: ~A red line 

for us is we start, seeing a whole bunch of chemical 

weapons moving around or being utilised. That would 

change my calculus. [] A dearer invitation could 

scarcely be imagined by anyone who had an interest in 

drawing the US into the war. More 

Jonnn:~ ~iggs: Among ~.he Lib Dem~ 

How to Swear 
( oli n Bu rrow 

Foulness quickly becomes boring. Really good swearing relies on formulaie 

elements, but needs to be precisely adapted to the moment. In this respect dear old 

Robin in the 196os Barman TV series was one of the best swearers, though his lips 

were never soiled with a eommon-m~garden profanity, tie could combine []Itoly[] 

with more or less anything in order to create his trademark ejaculations, which were 

always to the point. Number one in my list of all-time favourites has to be [qHoly 

uncanny photographic mental processes! [] More 

1979 
David Runciman 

1979 was the year Thatcher won her first general election. The year Deng embarked 

on the economic reforms {hat would transform China. The year the Iranian 

Revolution swept Khomeini to power. The year the new pope visited his Polish 

homeland. The year Afghanistan was invaded by the Soviets. Wha{joins these 

stories together is that each one represents the revenge of b, vo forces that the 2oth 

centreT was supposed to have seen off, or at least got under control: markets and 

religion. More 

Nijinsky 
James Davidsor~ 

Nijinsky was only 99 when he publicly lost his marbles, only 94 when he premiered 

deux and The Rite of Spring in the same season, only 93 when he performed as the 

faun and only 9o when he was fi~st hailed as the god of the dance in Paris. 

Throughout all that he was the object of a great geyser of sexual and romantie 

fantasies on the part of hordes of aristocrats and members of the uppe>middle class 

::N:: Combined Academic 

Publishers 

Saturday 28 September at 

7p.m. 

damieson ~¥ebste~ 
Monday 21 October at 7 
p.m. 

Confidence Trap 
Thumdag 24 O0ober 
at 7 p,m. 

co~ve~at~on w~th 
Antonia L~oyd~ones 
Friday 15 November 
at 7 p.m. 

~’~ Follow us on Twi~er 



from all over the world, With that degree of fantastie projection and expeetation it is 

amazing he managed to play the sane game for so long. More Find us on Facebook 

At the Movies 

M~el~ael 

In Split 

Rosemary 

Short Cuts 

D~v~d Runeiman 

C~?pylig[?l [] L.~I>t~m [<eview of B.~oks [] 28 Litlle Russdl Street, London WC1A 2HN 
erttail: ~eg:s>.-~ iic/l:b co ~:k [] You can zl[t!~tlt!!~c[Jbe 9i ~:p.’l~ [e yo~ m~xai[ ]?rei~’re:tces at any ’dme on ore- website. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

More 

Videos 

Events 
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X ISA 

INTERNATIONAL 

STUDIES 



FL~CSO-dSA submissions are open for our joiut con[crevice ia 

~uenos Aires m~dec our theme: Global and ~egion~d Power~ m a 

Changing World. We’re aceepting paper, panel and ronndtable 

pvopos:ds. The submissk~n dead{ine is O~Rober ~ ~o~3 so get 

your proposals m soom We look for>ard to ;m excitiog cooferenee 

aud hope you **ill joi~ us in Buenos Aires: 

Find out 5Iore 

4th Global International Studies 
Conference 2014 
The program chairs invite proposals for the upcontit~g 4~h Global 

Iutevnational Studies Conferem:e of the ~Vodd I~tevnatioual 

Stm~ies Committee (W[SC) ]t~ Ft’ankfm’t, Germany [>om 6-9 

August 2o14. The overarehmg theme of the conference is ,A~sgiee, 

DevegopmenL Pt’oposa[s for paper’s, panels and rmmdt:~ b]es 

be submitted online ut~ti] November go, 

Find out ~$lore 

FROM OUR GROUPS 

Intern ation al Security Stu dies Section 

(ISSS-ISAC) Conference 
The 2o,3 amma l co~ffereoee of the ISSS aod ISA( wflI be hosted 

by the Elliott Schoo] [’oF Istet’uational Affairs at the George 

Washiugton University ~n W:~s[fiugton D.C. from 4-6 October 

2oU). The hotel resevv;~tion deadllne has been extended ~o 
September uoth. 

Find out ~ore 

Political Demography & Geography 

Section (PDG) Conference 
The ~!o~4 ISA PDG-Co[]egiutn (ivitas Era’asia Coufeveuce will 

take place J tree 18-19, 2014 in W ars;1 w: Poland. The eonfereoce 

theme is £’m’t~sia -. D{[fh~b*~ r~nd Crossin9 Barriers. 

Find out ~ore 

ISA-NE Award and Conference News 

[SA-NE atmom~ces that Patti Mus,~,vave a[3([ Yu-.Ming Liou have 

been aw;~vded the Fcederiek [l;lctntaon Aw;lc(~ for ~be beat 

graduate student paper’ for their paper. "Se~eetoratea. Resomxxe 

Wealth. at~([ Policy Aget~d;~s: Why Petroleum Only Sometimes 

Perpetuates P;~triarchj." Andcew A. G. Ross has been a>arded 

the A. Lecoy ~3enm~tt Awatxt [of l:be best paper presented by a 

scho[;~r with a PhD, for his paper ’% Good ~ se of Force: 

H muanitarian Sentiment ;rod the Micropo[i~ics of War in 

Congt’atulationsf The regiot~ will make the forma~ presentation of 

Find out ~$Iore 

ISA Human Rights Joint Conference 
2014 
The IgA-Humau Rights Section, a[oug with the [tR seet[ous of 

[ PSA APSA and the Standing Grmtp oo 

Trausition. ECPR, inx4te paper and panel proposals on any 

subject related to [3umat~ fights for our joit~t con[’et’enee 

[statlbu] front 16th - lgth ,Jm~e 2o14, This year’s eonfl’reoce 

theme is H~;m{~n Ri:jht~ a~d Change. The proposal snbmisskm 

ISA Midwest 20:3, 
St. Louis. Missouri 

Conferences - 
Open Calls 
Send yonr proposal today! 

ISA-FLACSO 
Buenos Aires 2Ol4 

ISA PDG-Collegium 
Civitas Warsaw 
2Ol4 

WISC-ISA 
Conference, 
Frankfurt 

ISA Human Rights 
Istanbul 2Ol4 

Recent 
Publications 
Click the links below to be 
directed to the ISA aournals 

site for a quick overview 

along with members-only 

access to the Wiley Online 

Library. 

ISQ Volume 57, 
Issue 3 

ISP Volume 14, 
Issue 3 

IPS Volume 7, Issue 

3_ 

ISR Volume 15, 
Issue 2 

FPA Volume 9, 
Issue 3 

II Volume ~9, Issue 

Meet your ISA: 
The Theory 
Section 
ISA-Themy is a section of 
the International Studies 

Association dedicated to 
debating and developing 
theory. The Theory Section 
aims to promote the 
importance of theory in IR 
scholarship, foster research 
networks and opportnnities 
for collaboration and 
exchange and enhance the 
dialogue between IR and 
Political Theory and the 
status of IR scholars as 
political theorists. 

Learn more about 
THEOP.Y 

Mere bership 
Are you an active ISA 

member? If you are, you get 



Find out More 

AWARD NEWS 

J. Ann Tickner Award 
T]u¯ a~,c~’d commitk~c am~ouac~s that flu’ nmrdn~tfon deadliae 

for the ,]. Ann Tiekner Award has been moved to October 

~o~3. ’]Th~s awat’d veeogaizes someoae who, ~n TJckneffs footsteps~ 

conslste~dy cot-abides braveW in pnrsuh~g hJgh-qoality, 

piot~eer~ng scholarship that pushes the boundaries o[the 

disc~pline >ith a deep commitment to service, espeeiaI[y 

teaching at~d mentori~g. 

Find out 5Iore 

Gerner Teactfing Award 

I.SA invites not-oinatioss (iuch~d~ng self~t3om~natious) %r ~he 

Ammal I}ebor;~h "Misty" Gender’ hmovative Te;~ebing in 

Intemafioaa[ Studies Avc;~cd. Thia permat~et~t ISA award honocs 

the ~egacy o[’ Misty Ocrner as not o~[y a fine sehohtr, but also as a 

p;~ssioBate ;rod dedicated teacher’. NomiBatioas are due by 

Find out ~$lore 

James N. Rosenau Achievement 
Award 
ISA ia’,,ite.,~ no~ninations for the J~m~es N. Rose~au Achieveme~t 

A~’,’ard. Letters of nomiaa~ion or selgt~omiaa~ions, plus 

cnrrieuium vitae, should be submitted to the three members 

the Rosemm Aw;~rd Committee are dt~e by October 

Find out }lore 

Gerner Grant for Professional 
Development 
The Women’s Caucns for h~ternathmal Studi~;s (WCIS) h~vitcs 

~ominatJoRs for the I)e )( r h "Mi ty" Gel’Be[" Gr;mt for 

Professional Development, aponao~’ed b) Lynae Riemter 

Pubhshcrs. Ym~ds from this grater may be nsed to support any 

legitima te pt’ofessional deve[opmeBt identified by the candidate. 

Nomiaa~ions shoutd be received by OctobeP ’5, 2o~3. 

Find out ~$Iore 

Snsan S. Northcutt Award 
The Sus;m S. Northcutt A>ard recogmzcs aot oaly outstaadiag 

s ervi ee at~ d comp eten ee in t b eir fi e [d, but a] s o ex cep ti o ~a] 

~neh:s~vity and cout’ageous wot’k in ;~(~vancJt~g Wo~eB and other’ 

minorities in the ~nternat~onal stod~es profl’ssion. Awat’d 

nominations s]mu]d be snbmitted to the Nomi~atiot~a 

( oordim~tor by October ~3, 

Find out }lore 

( ALLS FOR PAPERS 

ISA-FI~CSO Joint International Conference Buenos 

Aires 2Ol4. 

July 23-28, 2o~4, Dead]ine: Oetobe[’ i> 2o~3 

ISA PDGd2ollegium Civitas Joint Conference Warsaw 

2014. 

Dead[me: No~ ember i5, 2oi3 

many great benefits 
including journal access, 
discounts on conference fees, 
access to ISA’s programs and 
awards, and much more! 

Learn more about 
Membership 

Newsletter 
The ISA Newsletter is a 
monthly publication of 1SA. 

Contact ISA: 

324 Social Sciences 

Tucson, AZ 85721 

isa@isanet.org 

(520) 621-7715 

www.isanet.org 



WISC-ISA Joint International Conference Frankfurt 

I)~’~d~ine: November’ 3o, 

ISA Human Rights Joint Conference Istanbul 2o~4. 

Dead[it~c: Decim~bi~’t’ 3, ~2ol3 

KEEPING IN TOUCH 

Do you ha~,e am ~[pdate for [SA? Let us know! Not ~’~,e[’ythi~g 

makes it to our news~etter~ so, be sore to check out our blog for 

the ~test ~pdates. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Psychology <~Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 6:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Afiican American PsTchology, 3e 

The most current and comprehensive African American psychology text in the field! 

8afelist us [ Email alerts ....................................... 

Request your FREE review copy today! 

African American Psychology: From Africa to 
America, Third Edition provides students with 
comprehensive coverage of African American psychology 
as a field. Authors Faye Z. Belgrave and Kevin W. Allison 
expertly convey the integration of African and American 
influences on the psychology of African Americans. They 
illustrate how this group’s contemporary values, beliefs, 

and behaviors are derived from African culture and 
translated by the cultural socialization experiences of 
African Americans in this country. The text provides 
examples of evidence-based practices for improving well- 
being among African American communities, and 
addresses key methodological and research issues that 
are relevant to conducting research in this field. 

Key Features: 

Emphasizes the importance of culture in 

understanding behavior by providing accessible 
descriptions of concepts and research specifically 
relevant to African American culture. 

Offers a broad, integrative perspective by including 

theory and reseamh from both the traditional 
American psychology literature and the newer 
Afrocentdc literature. 

Uses examples found in contemporary society to 

illustrate key concepts. 

Enhances student learning by incorporating a 

consistent pedagogical design throughout the text. 

~rable of Contents 

Let us help you make the transition to this text as smooth 

as possible! 

your SAGE representative 

Have you made your decision to adopt a 
SAGE text? Let us know by 

quick su p~’ey. 

Browse our current cataloqs. 

button 

button 

Author(s): 

Faye Z. Belgrave, Virginia 

Commonwealth University 

Kevin W. Allison, Virginia 

Commonwealth University 

Paperback: $98 

ISBN: 978-1-4129-9954-0 

August 2013, 664 pages 

Stay connected with SAGE: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Iran Said to Seek a Nuclear Accord to End Sanctions 

................ ] M~.~st Pcpui::. i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home D@very 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE4~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Mevies ~ ]oday’sVidee 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day 

Top News 

Iran Said to Seek a N~mlear Accord to E~d 

Seizi~g on a percdved flexJbilib, in a letter from President 

Obama to President Hassan Rouhani, Iran’s leaders are £)eused 

Rouharfi I 

I :::o,-I 
on getti~g quick relief fl’om crippling sanctions, a top adviser to the Ira~fian 

]eade~,~hJp said. 

~1~ Multimedia Feature: limeline en V~n’s Nuclear Prog~m 

Listening Post Obama Finds a PeR Pal in iran 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Quick T~irn of Fortunes as Diplomatic Options Open Up 

With SD’~a and Irm~ 

President Obama is racing two unexpeeked diplomatic i~i~adves wikh khe 

United States’ biggesk udversafies in the Middle Eust, Syria und irun, each 

fraught with (gq)or~mi~" and dm~ger. 

:Pope Says Cbure]~ Is ’Obsessed’ V~’ith Gays, 
Abortion and Bigth Control 

Saying that the Roman Catholic Church should seek a "new 

balance," Pope Francis articulated his vision of a~ indnsive 

c~ureh, evoMng gratitude and hope ft~m liberal Catholics who had felt left out 

in Lhe cold. 

~ pop~ 
surprisi;1 

Excerpts From the Pope’s Interview 

Editors’ Picks 



NULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

Looking at Om¯ Horr~etowns 
~.:., J;:, M CS 

A 21sb-~’enkury poI’traik ofz~nzt{ea by high sehooI stude*lts is 

nnveiled today i~ a~ ~nteraeth’e, searchable slide show of more 

than 4,000 user-submitted images. 

OPINION I CONTRIBUTING WRITER 

T:be Violem~e in Ore" Heads 

Schizophrenic ~efiea~s hear more th~atening voices. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

POPE FRANCIS, in an interview in which he said the Romaa Catholic Church had 
become "obsessed" with gay people, abor[ioa and co~traeeptiom 

World 

Se~ior EgTptiar~ Police Officer 1[~ Killed in a Raid 

o~ I.Mamists Near Cairo 
B,. LiAViD D ~-dI,~i"PATF?iCI4, 

Gunmen fatally shot the senior oflheer and wounded lo others 

during a raid by Ezvptian security fGrees to flush out Islamist 

militants hiding c,n the outskirts of Cairo. 

As Oil T|~ieves Bleed Nige/°~a, Report Says, 

Official s Profit 

Thieves steal an average of loo,ooo barrels a day in Nigeria, the 

world’s ~3 th--larges t producer, impeding production, according 

to th e report. 

At Every Conquer, From De~ 1~ to Dmnger~              c~0~ 

Caracas, the Venezuela~ capital, is a traffic-choked, graffiti- 

smeared ci~’ where hints of its past character can still be read in the descriptive 



U.S. 

Na~" Yard 

A call to a hotel where the Navy Yard gunman was staying jnst.- 

4ays before the shooting su~ests that his employer had decp 

concerns about his s~ate of mi~d m~d raisea questicma about bin clearance to 

work ak bases. 

, [] Graphic: A Troubled Past 

Same :Fi~ Did Cheeks on S~owde~ m~d Gmm~an 

ISIS, which condncted a backgronnd check of the former contractor Edward 

Snowden, sNd tha~ it had also ~tm a cheek on ~he former Navy rese~qsk who 

killed ~ ~ t~eople Monday. 

In more than a 5’eat’ on Mars, Curiosity has [onnd no evidence of 

methane, a gas thaL is eonsider~d a possible eNling card of 

microbes, NASA remounted Thursday. 

shadow 

~ [] Curiosity Rover T~acker 

Business 

cotton 

Erupt" of People                                           t~o~@ 

Textile fm’tories are bustling agNn in the United StaLes, buk khe 

savior was automation, metaling i~w of the jobs lost since ~he ’9os came back 

wXh dae planks. 

DEALBOOK 

A~ l[r~qafiries Persist, JPNlorgan Loses Favor 

More than a year alter traders at JPMorgan Chase caused a 

nm]gbill]on-dollar loss, authorities imposed fines on the bank 

and shifted scrutiny senior management. 

~ Once Again~ Punishin~ the Bank but Not IN Top Executives 

, ~ Commen* Comrnen~ 

UoNo Re~ves ,,~Ad Program for Clem~ E~ergy 

A controversial ~ederal loan-gnarantce program intended Lo aupport greener 

ener&v technologies will ship to supporLing developmenL d cleaner oil and coal 



technologv. 

Sports 

BLUE JAYS 6, YANKEES 2 

With Stakes at a High~ the Yard~ees Near a Low 

The Yankees needed a win to keep up the momentum after an 

emotional victory Wednesday night, but instead they endured a 

loss to "dne last-place Blue days on Thursday. 

,~]Box Score 

..... Yankee 

s trailing 

M2L.S, T~’ies to }l~te Frets’ ¥~lga~" Chm~ts 

Some teams in 1%[;%ior l~x, ague Soccer have been [ryillg, with 

mixed success, to stop of-color taunting of opposing 

goalkeepers that at times is audible over TV broadcasts. 

ON GOLF 

The Season ~%*hen Golf and Football Collide 

The FedEx Cup playoffs have provided great ~eater, but the 

start d autumn brings back college football and the NoF.Lo, and 

the p]ayof[~ may not he deliveri~g a l~ew audie~ce. 

Red 

Bulls 

PGA. I 
Champi 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Bad Guy as Hero: Happy E~dh~g? 

ShowtJme’s "Dexter" en d s o~ Su*~ day, and the qn estion is, 

Michael C. Hall’s serial killer head off ko hapw retirement in 

2u’gentina or et~d up in some ldnd of hell’.) 

THEATER REVIEW I IROMEO AND JULIET’ 

Such Sweet 

David [~veaux’s production of "Romeo and d@~et" with Orla~do 

Bloom and Condda Rashad, has opened ak kl~e RJchard Rodgers 

Theater. 

, A Voice ~nstructor for the Leeds in ’Romeo and Julief 

C Hall, 

top, with 

Sam 

Orlando 

Condola 

ART REVIEW 

Living a Day i~ Half an Hour 

"T. J. Wilcox: In the .,~r," at the Whitney Museum, features a 

tilmed, sped-up pmmrama of a day i*~ D)wer Manhattan. 

1 T. J. 
Wiicox: I 
Inthe 

I 

Movies 

’RUSH’ 

Collision Comose, as Rivals Foil]low Theh¯ Dr~ves 

Ron Howmi’s "Rush" tells the stoW cg James Hm}t and Nild 

Lauda, Form@a One dtans and Hvals w~o, in ~976, helped push 

rack@ into rnahlstl~arn consciousness. 

, Ron Howard Switches Gears. Again 

IpRISONERS’ 

After" "l[M’o Cldldren Vmfish, Agony Begets 

Recklessness 

In "Priso~em," a father takes matte~.’s into his ov~a hands after his 

1~.~ ci~is 
..... Hemsw 

orth and 



young danghter and her fl~end disappear. 

~ [] Anatomy of a Scene: ’Prisoners’ 

’ENOUGH SAID’ 

The Womar~ Who ~’aew Too Mud~ 

Nicole Holofeener’s "Enough Said" stars du~ia Louis-Dreyfus, 

James Oandolfin~ and Catherine Keener. 

~ ~ Video: Nico~e Holofcene~ on ’E~ough Said’ 

Gandoffi ] 
niand ~ 

Obituaries 

Hiroshi Yammmhi, Who Helped Drive Nintendo ~ Hi~o~hi 
ID.IO Do~n~nal~ee~ D~e~ ~t ~ Ysmauc 

A~ 22~ Mr, Yamancb~ became president of b~s fami]y’s playh~g-          19~,9. 

card company and later steered it into ~e growiug game 

business, developing hks like Donkey D)ng and the ofiginaI Ma~{o Brothers 

franchises. 

Candaee Pe~% 67, Explore~° of the Brain, Dies 

.~s a Johns Hopkins graduate student, Dr. Pet4 he]ped discover a 

key to brain ehemishT. She went on ~o become a nem’oseientist 

and a m ajor proponent cg alternative medidne. 

ge.raduat 

Jaekie Lomax, British Rock Singer Who 

Recorded With Beatles Members, Dies at 69 

Mr~ Lom>vq who played with the 13 nde~fakers and the Lomax 

AJ]ia~ee, never made it as big as his re]low I,ive~Dool fodders, the 

Bea[les, did. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: Back to ’N~ade h~ A~nei~ea’ 

After yea~s of decline, one (ff the hardest }fit industries in the 

U Mted S b~tes might be malting a eomd-mdc B ut while texdle 

ma~u faehn:i~g m~ght retn m to the Carolina s, the j o bs pro bably 

will not. 

Machines 

This year’s America’s (’.up vessels are more flying maehines than 

yachts. 

~ vmEo: Preserving Ymtgo~ 

Myanmar’s former ~api~fl is home to a large number of Bddsh 

colonial buik~ngs, many of wtfich are in danger of being 

des~’oyed amid ge~trifieation as tt~e isolated cmmt~7 opens up 

to khe wofldo 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

M~other I~s~dt to the Poor 

House Republicans passed a bill that would drastically cut federal food stamps 

and accelerate a long slide for low-inecmm ~Mnerieans. 

EDITORIAL 

Where lNater Is Gold 



The discovery o[ five aew aquifers in Kenya promise relk’f [or a parched 

EDITORIAL 

In ~he Iatest outrage, tim state has ordered health agencies ~o bar e.oanse[ors 

Op-Ed 

CONTRIBUTING WRITER 

T~m Violence ~ Our Heads 

Sob izophreni c :Mnerieans b ear m ore th reatenin g voh::es. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]~e C~°azy Pa~’~-y 

AI the moment, it seems highly ]ikdy that the Republican 

will f(~r(’e a shutdown of the U.S. government next monfla. How 

did we get here? 

, Coiumnia Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why Greece ]Is Not ~;eMar 

Extremism ~ises in a humiliated nation, but the E. U. saves 

Columnist Page 

...... ~rugma 

For mere oginion go to NYTimes.com/Opinion t> 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Th~qes from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhene~) j iPad® I Android j All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ HNp Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~} 

About This 

TNs is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’r’limes.cem’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member of ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Pdvacy Policy I Contact i Adveitise 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Reviewer Services <announcements@news.sagepub.co.uk> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 4:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

We’d like to hear your views on the peer review process complete our 5 min survey! 

Complete our 5 min survey. 

We’d like to find out more about your views on the peer review process 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 
As a recent reviewer of journal articles of SAGE journals, we’d like to find out more about your views on 
the peer review process. Tell us what you think by completing our 5 minute survey. 

We’re also pleased to announce the launch of a new online resource for reviewers - the SAGE Reviewer 
Gateway, where you’ll find the following useful information: 

Introduction to our reviewer rewards programme 
Information on peer review process including guidance on Ethical considerations such as 
conflicts of interest or suspected plagiarism 
Guidelines and information about how to review including etiquette and key advice tips 
Information about online submission and peer review systems used by SAGE 
An evolving set of resources, further information and FAQs to assist reviewers 

We hope you’ll find this site helpful in your role as a reviewer and would like to take this opportunity to 
thank you for your contribution as a valued reviewer. 

Kind regards, 

SAGE Reviewer Services 

SAGE Office.’;: 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 12:13 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

TOMORROW: Galle~ Talk @ 2pm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Gallery Talk 

Gulu Real Art Studio 

Ni Gulu RealArt Studio 

Saturday, September 21 at 2pro. Free and open to the public. 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
508-526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
New York City 

T h e Wa I t h e r C o I I e c t i o n p re s e n ts G ~..i~ ==i u.~ ii:;ii ~i~:~ ;~i:: ,~i:i~: ~iii: ::.i!i; ii:;i:.~i =~::ii i o, a n i n s ta I I a ti o n o f s tu d i o 
portraits collected by the photographer Martina Bacigalupo from the Gulu 



Real Art Studio in Gulu, Uganda. Edited from hundreds of discarded, faceless 
images - the faces were originally cut out for standardized ID photos - the 
exhibition represents a typological cross-section of Gulu’s society today, a 
city subjected to violent conflicts over several decades. 
Bacigalupo later returned to Gulu to interview customers of the studio. The 
resulting narratives and compelling storytelling illustrate life in the town and 
the resilience of its community during the recent wars in East Africa. The 
images Bacigalupo discovered, together with her interviews, are collected in 
the new monograph Gulu Real Art Studio, published by The Waither 
Collection and Steidl. 

iqk~;~idi~ii~i;U~i ii;i!i;i~i~Ci:q{;iaii~.~i i;::~O was born in Genoa, italy, in 1978. Currently 
based in Burundi, East Africa, her work has been published in 
the The NewYork Times Magazine, The London Sunday Times 
Magazine, Le Monde Magazine, internazionale, Elie, Esquire, 
and Jeune Afrique. Bacigalupo is a member of Agence Vu in 
Par s. 

G~.i~iiu ::i~:~b~i~.;~i:: ,£~ii :Siiiu,~:iiii,~:i~ is on view at The Walther Collection Project Space in 
New York from September 20, 2013 to February 8, 2014. 

Forward email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by corltact~lwalthercollection.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeT’~ Privacy Policy. 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 i’qew York :: NY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 5:38 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ISA 2014 Convention Program Announcement 

Dear Eunice N. Sahle, 

We regret to inform you that we have not been able to find suitable placement for your proposal(s) submitted to the 2014 International 
Studies Association Annual Convention in Toronto at this time. We received a large number of high quality submissions, and many excellent 
proposals could not be accommodated on the program. 

Any proposals you have submitted have been placed on a waiting list, pending finalization of the program. In the event that a suitable 
opening becomes available, we will noti~ you immediately of your proposal’s acceptance to the program. If you would prefer NOT to remain 
on the waiting list, or if you have any other questions regarding this process, please feel free to contact us at ISA2014@isanet.org. 

Additionally, please contact us as soon as possible if you would prefer to NOT be considered for any volunteer roles such as discussant or 
panel chair for this year’s annual conference. 

Thank you for your proposal to this year’s Convention. We encourage you to submit a proposal to next year’s annual convention in New 
Orleans. 

Sincerely, 
Zaryab Iqbal, Program Chair 

2014 ISA Annual Convention, Toronto 
isa2014@isanet.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu:, 

Monday, 8:41 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Diges 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

__- Enelgy and Envirolm~ent Lunch hosted by the Institute for the Environment at UNC featuring Billy Edge at 12:30 PM in Dey Hall Toy" Lounge. A professor at 

NC State University and the UNC Coastal Studies Institute, Dr. Edge will be speaking on the topic of ocean energy.. He has worked extensively on studies of the 

feasibility of renewable energy offthe coas~t of North Carolina, including win& wave, and tidal energy, potential. Lunch will be seived and RSVP is required to attend 

this event to Katie Hall at Inchall~)elna~l.unc.edu. Please note if you require a vegetarian meal. 

- Lecture by Tom Eamhardt, author of Crossroads of the Natural Wodd, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literal People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The Williana & Ida Friday Center lbr Continuing Education. The ~ssion will include an overview of Eamhardt’s new UNC Press- 

published book, other prominent literature about rivers, mad a discussion of the importance of rivers to North Caxolina’s ecology and identity. For more inibrmation: 

http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/pde~’riverwriters/ 

Water and Health Conference: Where Science Meets Policy scheduled for in Chapel Hill, NC. This yeaa:’s Water and Health 

Conference offers the opportunity to network with leaders from academia, government, nonprofits and the private sector and discuss best practices and emerging 

challenges at the intersection of water, sanitation, hygiene, health and development. The Conference features more than 200 verbal and poster presentations, as well as 

various side events, which are interactive ~ssions such as meetings, workshops and open forums. Visit ~,w.whconf~rence.unc.eduibr registration and other 

information. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

"Water In Our World" and School of Jom~alism and Mass Coinmunication Interactive \Vebsite- "Water in Our Wodd" is an interactive website 

(http:/iw~v.powefinganation.olWwaterinourwofld/) dedicated to exploring the topic of water on UNC’s can~pus and the local region. The project was developed in 

partnership with the UNC Water Theme Committee by a team of advanced students from the UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication as part of the 

school’s award-winning Powering a Nation multimedia reporting program. The site communicates the importance and value of water in our lives while also highlighting 

specific conservation initiatives and resources at UNC. Links to additional axticles, videos and graphics provide broader context for how campus water use connects to 

national and global issnes. 

This project was led by" Laura Ruel, Hugh Mo~n Distinguished Professor in "the UNC School of Journalism and Mass Commmtication and Executive Producer of the 

Powering a Nation project. The student t~llows who produced "the project are 

Upcoming UNC tlealth and Ilum an Rights Lecture Series talk- Catalina de Albuquerque, leading human rights expert and the first United Nations Special 
Rapporteur on the right to safe drinking water and sanitation, will be the second speaker in the UNC Health and Human Rights Lecture Series scheduled for Friday" 

at 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. This event is free and open to the public and is co-sponsored by 

the Center for Bioethics, the Department of Public Policy, the Water Institute at UNC, and the Institute for Global Health and hffectious Diseases at UNC. 

De Albuquerque will give her talk on "hnplementing Human Rights to Eliminate Inequalities in Water and Sanitation." Her work is concerned with hnman rights 

violations as they relate to water and access to water, addressing the stigma that is behind many of these violations, which excludes and disadvantages entire 

populations. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Global American South Environmental Conference at UNC Call for Presentation Proposals - Citie~ Rivers, and Cultures of Change: Rethinking and Restoring 

the Enviromnents of the Global American South                 ) is a free, tw’o-day cont~rence that is part of the ongoing exploration of the globalization of the 

sonthem United States that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has been pursuing for over a decade and a~ms to bring together graduate stadents, t:aculty, 

independent scholars, and a broader public audience to shaace current resemch that explores Southern culture, history, and ethics, ettb(ts to restore natural and built 

environments, and the i~nplications and co~mections between chmages to the American South and the inter-co~mected global environment in which we live. 

is the deadline for submission of proposals for papers, panels, and presentations fw3m the fifll range of disciplines that engage with water, immigration 

and demography, environmental restoration, and the Global American South are welcomed. Please send your proposal as a single PDF attachment to 

glo balsouth~,~unc.edu. 

For more information: http:/iglobal~mth.unc.eda/. 

Saving North Carolina’s Reefs A YouTube video clip detailing "the work being done by reseazchers at the Institute of Marine Sciences at UNC to properly restore 

oyster reel; along the North Carolina coastline. For more intbrmation: http:i/w~,.yoatube.com/watch?v MpjtnK3J08I 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our V¢orld"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at htq3://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, 



comments, and suggestions for the theme caJ~ be directed to the following email address: wa’tertheme(~a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us on Twitter 

http:,/twitter.com/UNCWater or ~Tisit us on Facebook at http:i/www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu:, 

Monday, 8:41 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digesl 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

- Enelgy and Envirolm~ent Lunch hosted by the Institute for the Environment at UNC featuring Billy Edge at 12:30 PM in Dey Hall Toy" Lounge. A professor at 

NC State University and the UNC Coas~l Studies Institute, Dr. Edge will be speaking on the topic of ocean energy.. He has worked extensively on studies of the 

feasibility of renewable energy offthe coas~t of North Carolina, including win& wave, and tidal energy, potential. Lunch will be seived and RSVP is required to attend 

this event to Katie Hall at Inchall~)elna~l.unc.edu. Please note if you require a vegetarian meal. 

Lecture by Tom Eamhardt, author of Crossroads of the Natural Wodd, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literal People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The Williana & Ida Friday Center lbr Continuing Education. The ~ssion will include an overview of Eamhardt’s new UNC Press- 

published book. other prominent literature about rivers, mad a discussion of the importance of rivers to North Caxolina’s ecology and identity. For more inibrmation: 

http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/pde~’riverwriters/ 

; Water and Health Conference: ~Vhere Science Meets Policy scheduled for in Chapel Hill, NC. This yeaa:’s Water and Health 

Conference offers the opportunity to network with leaders from academia, government, nonprofits and the private sector and discuss best practices and emerging 

challenges at the intersection of water, sanitation, hygiene, health and development. The Conference features more than 200 verbal and poster presentations, as well as 

various side events, which are interactive ~ssions such as meetings, workshops and open forums. Visit ~,w.whconf~rence.unc.eduibr registration and other 

information. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

"Water In Our World" and School of Jom~alism and Mass Coinmunication Interactive \Vebsite- "Water in Our Wodd" is an interactive website 

(http:/iw~v.powefinganation.olWwaterinourwofld/) dedicated to exploring the topic of water on UNC’s can~pus and the local region. The project was developed in 

partnership with the UNC Water Theme Committee by a team of advanced students from the UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication as part of the 

school’s award-winning Powering a Nation multimedia reporting program. The site communicates the importance and value of water in our lives while also highlighting 

specific conservation initiatives and resources at UNC. Links to additional axticles, videos and graphics provide broader context for how campus water use connects to 

national and global issnes. 

This project was led by" Laura Ruel, Hugh Mo~n Distinguished Professor in the UNC School of Journalism and Mass Commmtication and Executive Producer of the 

Powering a Nation project. The student t~llows who produced the project are i 

Upcoming UNC tlealth and Ilum an Rights Lecture Series talk- Catalina de Albuquerque, leading human rights expert and the first United Nations Special 
Rapporteur on the right to safe drinking water and sanitation, will be the second speaker in the UNC Health and Human Rights Lecture Series scheduled for Friday" 

at 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. This event is free and open to the public and is co-sponsored by 

the Center for Bioethics, the Department of Public Policy, the Water Institute at UNC, and the Institute for Global Health and hffectious Diseases at UNC. 

De Albuquerque will give her talk on "hnplementing Human Rights to Eliminate Inequalities in Water and Sanitation." Her work is concerned with hnman rights 

violations as they relate to water and access to water, addressing the stigma that is behind many of these violations, which excludes and disadvantages entire 

populations. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Global American South Environmental Conference at UNC Call for Presentation Proposals - Citie~ Rivers, and Cultures of Change: Rethinking and Restoring 

the Enviromnents of the Global American South                  is a free, two-day cont~rence that is part of the ongoing exploration of the globalization of the 

sonthem United States that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has been pursuing for over a decade and a~ms to bring together graduate stadents, t:aculty, 

independent scholars, and a broader public audience to shaace current resemch that explores Southern culture, history, and ethics, ettb(ts to restore natural and built 

environments, and the i~nplications and co~mections between chmages to the American South and the inter-co~mected global environment in which we live. 

is the deadline for submission of proposals for papers, panels, and presentations fw3m the fifll range of disciplines that engage with water, immigration 

and demography, environmental restoration, and the Global American South are welcomed. Please send your proposal as a single PDF attachment to 

glo balsouth~,~unc.edu. 

For more information: http:/iglobal~mth.unc.eda/. 

Saving North Carolina’s Reefs A YouTube video clip detailing "the work being done by reseazchers at the Institute of Marine Sciences at UNC to properly restore 

oyster reel; along the North Carolina coastline. For more intbrmation: http:i/w~,.yoatube.com/watch?v MpjtnK3J08I 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our V¢orld"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at htq3://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, 



comments, and suggestions for the theme caJ~ be directed to the following email address: wa’tertheme(~a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us on Twitter 

http:,/twitter.com/UNCWater or ~Tisit us on Facebook at http:i/www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:25 PM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tJm Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Meet the Fellows’ Class of 2013-14, Thurs. Sept. 26, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordially invited to a Party on the Patio 

Thursday, September 26, 9-013 -- 5:00 p.m. 

to welcome 2o13-14 Fellows 
following the fall’s opening lecture 

"Popular/]4usic, Race and Citizenship in the US, 

from Swing to Soul" 

Charles F. ~/IcGovern 

The College of William & Mary 

X Inlineimage 1 

Martin Luther King, Jr., attesting to the inspirational power of songs such as "We Shall Overcome," described them as "the 
soul of the [civil rights] movement," but the effects of popular music extended well beyond the ranks of aetMsts and 
organizers. In his talk, historian Charles MeGovern will discuss how Americans remade their civic lives in popular music, even 
as the nation endured prolonged struggles ov-er citizenship. Drawing on the experiences of performers, music business people, 
and fans, MeOovern’s talk will chronicle the ways that popular music enabled Americans to envision new civic and social 
relations through the marketplace. 

MeGovern is associate professor of history and American studies at the College of William and MaW and was previously a 
curator of American culture at the National Musemn of American History, Smithsonian Institution. His research interests 
include modern American history; 2oth-eentury popular eultm’e; popular music; the culture of American capitalism; 
formations of American nationalism and transnationalism, citizenship, race, and ethnieity; and modern material culture. He 
has ~Titten extensively on these topics, most recently in SoMAmeriean: Consumption, and Citizenship, ~89o-~945 (2OO6). 

This year, as the Kent R. Mullikin Fellow at the Center, he is working on The Civies of Ameriean Popular Mnsie: Citizenship, 
Race, and Belonging, ~93o-~972. 

To reserve space, please follow this lh~k, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (919) 4o6-ol 16 or miohnson(t~nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

Naiional Humaniiies Center 

7 T. W~ Alexander Drive 

Research g~iangle Park, NC 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 6:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Access ficee top-read articles ti~om Hummaity aJ~d Socie~ 

Read influential articles in Sociology. Free for a limited time’. 

View with images i Email alerts ..................... 

Access free top-read articles from ~ff~.@.~Z..~ 

Hum~r~ity & Society, the official journal of the Association for 
Humanist Sociology, was first published in 1977 and has 
been published quarterly since 1978. Humanity & ,Society is 
a peer-reviewed journal with abstracts of published articles 
appearing in Sociological Abstracts. 

Humanity & Society publishes articles on a wide variety of 
topics: studies of inequality (class, race, and/or gender); war, 
peace, and international relations; aging and gerontology; 
environmental sociology; globalization; gender and sexuality; 
health and mental health; social theory; sociology of 
knowledge and science, and linguistics; social psychology; 
teaching and sociology practice; social change, humanism 
and human rights; crime and deviance; ethnic and intergroup 

relations, and others. 

Access, cite, and share these most=read articles today-- 
FREE through October 31,2013! 

The Crisis and a Way Fo~vard: What We Can Learn from 
Q££#.f?.y:..’~#.[!..~.![:%9! by Ben Brucato 

Title IX and the School Experiences of Pregnant and 
&!#.!~).#£i~)g..#.!#.~.9~).!& by Mary Patrice Erdmans 

~View sample issue 

click hereto learn 

more 

Editors: 

Janine Schipper 

Northern Arizona University 

Shawn Bingham 

University of South Florida 

~(i click heretoleam more 
Managing hnpressiens: "Fa :e-oaving" Strategies of 



Ve.qetarians and Veqans by Jessica B. Greenebaum 

Self-Sewice in the Labor Process: Control and Consenl in the 

Per[ormance of"Consumptive Labor" by Charles S. Koeber, 
David W. Wright, Elizabeth Dingier 

Published in Association with 

Socioloq,/ 

"ttvt~at Is It that these People Want? Are We Pall of Some Kind of Experiment?": Mentodnq in a 
Women’s Prison by Lora Bex Lempert, Christina LaRose, Laura Freeman, Lesia Liss 

"The Evolving Understanding of Recovery: What Does the Sociolorty of Mental HeaRh Have to 
Offer? by Dennis P. Watson 

VMerie Chepp 

Aspirations and Communal Commitments by Nahla aI-Huraibi, Amanda Konradi 

Culturaddentidad: The Use of At[ in the Unive~ity of Puerto Rico Student Movement 2010 by 
Katherine Everhart 

Gay-Strai~ ht Alliances: Youth Empowerment and Workin.q toward Reducin~q Sti.qma of LGBT 
~e.~!:~.b. by Maralee Mayberry 

click hereto i~,’~ click here to learn 

more more 

SAGE 

9’1320, USA v,A~,,;,.sa~qepub.com 





FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StreetSigns <streetsi gn~enter=gmaJ 1. corn@mail 182. wdc02 .mcdl v. net> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@e~naiLunc.edu> 

Upcoming StreetSigns New Works Initiative Reading 

Dear fl°iend% 

First, thank you to all of you who joined us for our reading 
of Christine Evans’s Can’t Complain last week. i>, was a 
kwely~ engaged group, and the audience feedback was 
inspiring, 

Oar next: event is a conce~¢ reading of ~aJl~¢e 5[~awW~ 

3pro at Chatha~ ~#ls~ ~b~r~ The Fever ~s d~rected 
by our fdend ~eanmaHe Higg~ns and features E%abeth 
I..ew~s Codey, 

The readin9 is in Ree~ 53~ of Chatham Miils~ accessible 
via ~.he Oakleaf Restaurant entrance. Admission is free, 

We hope yeu (:an join us for this and the foliowing events 
in our New Works Initiative Reading Series. i.eam more at 

Sincerely, 

EIBabeth Lewis Coriey and Joseph Megei 
StreetSigns Center for Literat~.~re and Performance 

About StreetSig~s 
Si:reetSi~ns Cel;te~ 

Literature and Performance 

prof6ssbnsl performing 

based ~n Chatham County, 

Sunday, Sept 29 at 3pro 

Chatham Mills, Pi~tsbore 
Room 530 

entrance) 
Free Admission 

Room 539 at Chatham 
4.80 Hillsboro Street, Pit[sbo,,"o 

S,u,’~’.,~:h’,.y~ Oct 20 :~’,.t :S," I.,,’m" 

A Simple Gift by T, Cat Fo,,"d 
A vagrant AppalacNan 9iri, tannin9 from an abe.mire 
fundamentalist preacher father, arrives at a ~hriving Shaker 
settiement. Through the use of Shaker music and dance~ 
we explore her s~.ory and ~.heL," cuitu,,"e as tile girl l:i,,’~ds her 
piace in the wodd, 

rBA 
£nother new play to be expiored through rehearsal and 
posbreading conversations with a~ists and audiences, 



Pc.w~.red by 
MaiiChimp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AAAD101 : E-book addition notification 

Dear Sahle, 

Our latest set of E-book purchases has allowed us to update the E-reserve listing for AAAD101. We were able to replace one of the PDF excerpts (AIicica’s contribution to the capitalist 
development of Europe - the colonial period) ~vith a link to the appropriate section of the E-book (Rodney’s How Europe Underdeveloped Africa) E-book links improve upon PDF excerpts 
by allowing us to display any percentage of the book without having to ask for permission from the publisher 

The electronic reserves for this class can be accessed at:http://eres lib.unc.edu.libproxy.lib.unc edu/eres/coursepage.aspx?cid 3676 

(Please note: for copyright reasons, the link to a course’s E-reserve page will only work during those semesters that the course is being taught However, the E-book itself can be accessed at 
an?- time from the online card catalog at www.lib.uaac.edu ) 

If there are an?’ problems or inquiries regarding your reserves, please let us know 

Thank you, 

Reserves Processing 

Undergraduate LibraW Reserves 
R.B. House Undergraduate Libraly, CB# 3942 
reserve reading@unc edu<maiIto:reserve readin~(@unc.edu> 
919962.1355 



Sept, 25, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Thursday, Sept. 26, starting at 5:00 pm 

and ending around 12 midnight ConnectCarolina will be down during this time, and other applications 

may experience limited and/or no functionality during this outage Details here: 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus directory? Is your home address correct? Do 

you know that you can control what is displayed through the directory’s privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please go to ~i:i[)_.’~:~ ~.~r~c e ;~..’, click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

)assword. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, 

is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Unlimited free access to the online video training library lynda corn is now available to all University 

faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career 

development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an 

internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To access lynda.com, go to the U,’K: .C:h~ !~i i--iiii L~.nd;= corn Si,’~n-h 

and log on with your Onyen and password 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new .i.!.’-:!:~:,. have the answers! 



One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~,Aimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~ine’s Fall Men’s Fashion 2013 a~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http.i/wwwnytimes.com/adsiemailads/editpromoi201:39925ialtimes.html 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

September 25, 2013-- 

T Magazine’s Fall Men’s Fashion 2o~3 i~i T 
T’s Fall .Mi;n’s Fashion issue is all abo~t taleu t~ so ....... Magazin 
i t’s only appropriate that the co~er bears the e’s Fall 

Men’s u[tima te mul H-h) pheaa ~e performer .--- ~h[stJ n 
Fash on 

’~2~3R~.9.t:~a.~ -- who is reinventing the role of all- 

talent takes many specific forms: Jody Rosen interviews the 

English historian and novelist Peter Ackro~& who is as prolific 

as he is er~dite, and Mark Healy profiles the boundary-breaking 

artist Matd~ew Day Jackson. whose work explores the very 

boundaries it transcends. We hear from the handsome young 

actors Dane I)eHaan and ,lamie Donxam who, each in their own 

way~ are interested iu deviatiug from the entertainment 

industry’s script. And the ’lMmblr foamier, I}A?:J.d..Efl.r.p, takes 

ym[ ou a tour of his borne, while Andrew ~oss Sorkin waxes 

poetic abrupt his 84o undershirts. 

Watch RECORD/PLAY: Free films all month 

DoWt Miss an n’~Times corn 

DEALB%K I dPMorgan May Settle With Group of Agencies 

I,~SHION & STYLE i The White House Honors Design Award 

Wi~ners 

B[’FS ] Amazon Updates Kindle Nt’e Line 

GREAT HOMES I ASau Fram:isco ArcbiteeFs Dramatic 

THEATER ~ Review: "&rg~endo" at the PuMie Theater 

Top $ Viewed Features an 
(Be[ween September 18 -- 24, 2013) 

1.Wi[ness [o a Massacre in a Nait’obi Mall 

2 .Popi; Says Ch~reh Is "Obsi;ssi;d" With Gays, &bortiou and Birth 

Control 

3 .Tomato Can B] ues 

4.As Budget Fight Looms, Obama Sees Defiance in His Own Party 

5. Lower HealH~ Insm’anee Premiums to Come at Cost of Fewer 

Choices 

VIDEO I Be~t Apps for lOS7 

~ VIDEO ] BestApps for 

lOS7 

Now that Apple has roiled out its 

latest mobile operating system, 

several apps take advantage of 

iPhones’ new look and feel. 

SLIDE SHOW I What You Get 

for. $900,000 

~ SI2DE S][][O~¥ I Wl[at You 

Get for ... $900,000 

This week’s properties include a 

Dutch Colonial in New York; an 

adobe in Santa Fe, N.M.; and a 

three-story condo in Chicago. 

VIDEO I Broccoli Salad With 

...... Hazelnut Romesco 

~ VIDEO I Broccoli Salad 

With Hazehmt Romeseo 

Melissa Clark makes a romeseo 

sauce that can hold its own 

against the strong flavor of 

broccoli. 

Join the 
Conversatio~ 

O eIN][ONAI’O 1~ I CpINIC~I 
Is N;~tu~al Gas ....... ATOR I 

Embarking on a 
Gas 

huge push to real 

prodneing renewables is the only 

responsible path to take. 

[] Join the Conversation 

Booming 

A weekly 

newsletter on the 

78 million baby 



Times Journeys: Western Europe on Celebrity Infinity, 

Oct, 12 - 24, 2013, LEARN MORE 

boomers born 
between 1946 

and 1964, with 
iii~ Booming 

news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more. 

Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DealB%k e-mail 
..... letter 

[ i~i Deal Book ] provides breaking ...... 
news about 
M&As, I.P.O s, 
venture capital 
and more. 

The CoHectior~ 
All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, 
featuring the 
latest i ...... ,,,,,~i The Collection 
trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters. 

ABOUT THIn E-I~IAIL 

@1 rues comes to yo ftom the NY rues corn market ag depaC;me at You rece red th s messsge becsuse you signed up 

for NYFimes com’s @Times newsle~e~ 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe i Change Your E-MailI Privacy Policy I .Advertise I Con’~c~ 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Iraffs Leader, Denouncing Holocaust, Stirs Dispute 

................ ] ~.’iost ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i Wide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sperts Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Iran’s Leader, Denom~eing Holocaust, Stirs 

Dispute 

Presidet~t Hassal~ Rouhat~Ys cc,~dem~at~on of the Hoh:~caust has 

sek off a political stom~, ]anNng him in plvcise~y "~e kind of 

ta[~gled disp[[te he had hoped to aw~ido 

Key SyN~m Rebel Groups Abandon Exile Leaders 

As diplomats pt~s]~ fi~r a peace coni~renee to e~d Syria’s conflict, 

a collection of some of d~e country’s most powerful rebel groups 

publicly abandoned the opp~-~si{ion’s political Iea4ers. 

, West Says U.N Nears Syria Resolution 

Hassan I 

SVr’I 

rose 

after an 

Attention Switches to Investigation of Kenyan 

Mail Siege 

Investigators began siring through rubble, s~]clied elosed- 

ciivuit television %otage and brought in more resources to 

idenfit}" the mi]i~mts who laid siege to an upseNe mall in Naii~bi. 

Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 

A Frog s Secret to 
Stieking 

Nature is full of animals with amazing abilities that scien0sts are 



t~3’ing to unde~.~band, and [tie tor[’ent li’c,g is one of them. True to, iks name, 

lives stuck to waterfalls. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Pm~se~ Not an E~d~ to 

The lull is eonsiskent wi[h historic temperature variabilRy. 

World 

Pm’st~g G raft Cases at Hi~e~" Levels, Cl~ese 

Leader Risks Unsett|i~g Elites 

While President Xi ,linping may help consolidate his power in 

ta~;geting corrupt officials, zerdng in on higher ~lrgets may 

unleash rist~’ instabilikies v,~thin the political eliteo 

Toll in Quake in Pakista~ Rises Past 3oo 

Soldiers and rescue workers scrambled to reaeh victims in one of 

the eounkry’s remotest areas, frequently troubled by unresk and 

natural calamities. 

In I~donesia, a Gover~or at Home on the Ntreets 

As Indonesians look to their next presidential election, many are 

talking abouk a local governor who has demons~’ak’d an 

unusually common [o~eh with the people. 

For more world :?ew,,~. 9o tr) NYT[mes,¢om,aNorld ~ 

U,S, 

G mm~m~ Nard Ele~tror~ie Br~ Attacks Drove 

Him to Vio:le~ee, F.B.L Nays 

Aaron AJex~s believed he was being controlled by "e~reme]y 

h’equeucy" eleckromagae~c ~ves, said the official overseeing 

the investigation into the Na~)" Yard shootings. 

~ ~ Video: Footage of Washington Navy Yard Gunman 

A Nudge to Poo~oe~" Ntudents to Aim High o~ Colleges 

Seniors wikh high SAT scores are receiving packets from the College Board 



encouragin~ them to apply ~o ~op colleges, par~ of a new ouh’eaeh effi)rt. 

US. to Contact Borrowers With New Options for Repayin9 Student Loans 

Fi~t Over E~mrgy F~ds a New Front h~ a Cor~mr 

of Ida]ho 

The Nez Peree H~dians were dra>~ into the nation al brawl over 

the fl[tmv of energy last mondx when they tried k~ stop a load or 

oi].-proeessing equipment fl’om moving tiu~agh their lands. 

, ~ Slide Show: An Indian ~r~be’s BaRb 

Highwa [ 
,/12, [ 

mlB|n|ll 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Detroit Spent Billions Extra on Pensions 

For decades, Detroit’s municipal pension fund made undisclosed 

pa ym ents to ret~ tees, active wotq<ers a n d oth era, costing th e c~ 

billions of dollars. 

, ~ Rost a Comment 

of city 

retire~ 

~ roteste 

DEALBOOK 

Alibaba, C~inese internet Gim~t, Pimps to Issue 

LP.O. in New York 

The Chinese Interact company has ended 1a~l]<s with the Hong 

Kong stock exchange over an initial pnblie offering. 

~ Deal Pro~essoL Lax Rules Give U.S Upper Hand in Tussle Ove~ Alibaba I P.O 

building 

Teeh Gimtts :Fear Sp~0ead of Patent Wars to Et~0ope 

After spending hundreds of millions of dollars in the United Sta~es k~ defend 

patent--infringement lawsuits, the companies worU that Europe eould become a 

similar batdeground. 

Sports 

Oracle Completes Voyage to Histo~°y, ~Virming 

!’mmriea’s Cup 

Pnlling off the grs?atest eomeba& in America’s Cup histou, 

Oracle Team USA won eight straight races, dashing the title 

hopes or" EmJrates Team New Zealan d. 

, .~ii Comment Comme~sl Highlights and Analysis 

: Oracle 

Tea m 



~ NBC Gets Far More Than It Expected From Cup 

The Boyhood ’lldes 1"hat Formed Baseball’s 

Sandma~ 

The best playing snff~ce in Puerto Ca]mJb, Panama - Yankees 

closer Mafiano RSvera’s boyhood village - was 6e hard, whib 

san that revealed itself ak low tide. 

The 

~ each 

Pua!o 

ON BASEBALL 

Tension, Not +Joy~ in Texas P|ayoffChase 

The i-’a*lgers, who IosL oat on a division tiLle after a slump in 

eaHy Sq£ember, ate seramb]i% for a wild-card spot. 

~ Baseball Roundup: Scherzer Wbs 2!s[ as Tigers Clinch 

\,re shin [ 

gton, 

Arts 

From Art to "L Rex~ Shutdown Stirs WorrT 

Federa]Iy fitmneed cultural institntions are seuruing to come np 

witb <afingeney pla~s abead of a possible govermne~lt 

shutdown. 

National 

Giving Dn~g Advice Along With Music 

~Mq dectrcmic, da*lce mnsie festival near At]arita will c, it’er drng 

e&~eatio~ to coneer~goers. 

A N ew Su~’ey Fh~ds a Drop in _A~ts ADendaaee 

A t~ew ~port from the National EtNowment for the ~M’ts fi*lds 

that tbe nnmber of Americans visifi~g an art exhibition or 

attending a performing arb ev@t fell from 2008 b 2012. 

The ] 

Eiect;ic 

Zoo 

festival, ] 

Obituaries 

Oscar Esph~osa Chepe, Cuban Economist 

Critic of Castro, Dies at 72 

Mr. Espizlosa Chepe, who a@oeabd the limited restoradot~ 

capitalist pfi~eiples, remained b gnba deapiD e~dming 

haraasmen t and impfi son men t. 

Espincs 
a Chepe 
n 2010 

Jane Comm& Agnes Oooeh of Name, is Dead at 87 

Ms. Conndl appeared i*l mnsicals, ’I~7 aN modes, but was best blown for her 

Agnes Oooeb in the mt~sieal "Marne," ~:,~ Broadway a~d o~ screen. 

Ma~a tIeflin, Actor, Dies at 68; ~’Vaif Seen ht 
Ahma~ F’ih~s 

Ms. Heflin appeared in New York stage musicals like "Fiddler 

the RooF’ a~d "deans Christ Superstar," a~d later in a st~g of 

Robeea Altman movies d~at capitalized on her waifishness. 

Fashion & Style 

The Vdlliamsburg Divide 

6Iitz and grit: a tale of lwo Williarasburgs, as difli;reut as ~ass 

aid brick. 



The ~V|fite Hm~se Honors DeMg~ Award Winners 

Mk:helle Obama hosted the hmcheon fi:~r the ho~mrees, who 

h~dude arcMteeks, fashion designers, urban planners and 

who work in the desig*~ 

Mom~s V~m ]Is Calked Uber 

Pare~ts are tnming to Uber, a compm~y that connects passer,gets and drivers of 

]uxuW ve~ides, ~o ~ave d~eir children conveyed around ~he city. 

, Motherlode Biog: Using a Car Service App D Transpol2 Teens 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Doggie Weight Watchers 

With waistlines expanding, srm~e chubby dogs are being se~t to 

fitness pro~’ams to get slim and b~m. 

, Re~ated Article ~ ~ Slide Show 

~ vmEo: App Smart: Best Apps for iOS7 

Now dmt Apple has rolled out its latest mobile operating system, 

iOS 7, several apps take advantage of the new 1 -~,ok and feel of 

iPhones. 

~ vm~:o: ~o5 Seconds With Pogue: Sony QX 

The Times’s David Pogue cheeks out the Sony QX camera, which 

adapts to smartphones. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Lasl-ing Danmge From the Budget Fig]hi 

The quie~ cot~tinua~iot~ of ~he sequester has been Ios~ amid the noise about 

health reform. 

EDITORIAL 

Fed Up in Bangladesh 

Millions of worket~ ear ~ing less tha ~ $40 a mo~th ~eed higher wages and union 

protee Liom 

EDITORIAL 

A Bohl P|~n to Aid Sex=Trafficking Victims 

An importa n t initia tire in New York aims to trea t those eha rged wi kl~ 

prostikutio,~ as abused victims, rather than e~minals. 

Fo; :’~o~e or~inioi~ ~e to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How Do You Say ’BIog’ in German? 

The editors of khe German Duden dictions*T added 5,000 words 

b) the 26th e~tion, many of them Et~glish or of Et~glish o*igin. 

Some Germ arts are~’t happy. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

l~eet D~lly and D~the~° 

The pel.~e makes sense. Iron seems ~ ]~le more reasenab~e, The 

Russians were quite helpful. And Congress is crazy. 

~ Co~umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

S~ffo~ating E~l~o Chambe~ 

Who is the fight-~ag echo ch‘smber damaging most of all? 

Conservatives themselves. 

i’achob 

..... 

For me~e oei¢~ioi~ go to NYTimes.comtOpinion >:, 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Rage 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Rinterest 

Access The New York Times from ‘snywhere with ,.)tar suite of ,sOps: 

iPhond,~) l iPad@ Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

H,sve questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m,nyt.com ~> 

About This E-Mai~ 

TMs is an au[e[~late¢1 e- maii. Please do not reply directly to [his e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message because yod signed up for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 
As a member o~ tile TRUSTs privacy prograrn, we are comsfib’_ed to projecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i AdvePJse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

See, Do, Create, Experience: Sahmat at the Ackland 

NEWS FROM THE 

UPCOM}NG PROGRAMS through October 1 5 

Art a la Carte: Hands-On Art Classes for UNC 

StudeNts 
Select Fridays, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Bring a friend and start your weekend 

creatively with a relaxed, handsoon art class 

designed exclusively for Carolina students. 

Begin at the Ackland, and go behind the 

scenes to see works of art that are not 

currently on pubhc view. Examine the 

techniques and effects that other artists 

have achieved, then go to a studio in Hanes 

Art Center to try your hand at creating 

works of art to take home. Sessions are 

designed for beginners, but also suitable for 

students with some art experience. 

Instructor: Allison Tierney 

Cost: SI0 per class; all materials provided. Take your art home with 

you! ~.{:~2[.~N!}~ as space is limited. 

Friday, September 27, 4:00-7:00 

The Acktand’s current exhibition is The Sahmat Collective: Art and 

Activism in India since 1989; in Hindi, the word sahmat means 

"togetherness." Design and make a cot[age working together with other 

students in the class, and deride together which piece you’[[ take home as 

a memento. 

Friday, 4 October, 4:00-7:00 PM: 

Found Book Art 

Friday, 11 October, 4:00-7:00 PM: 

Digital Photography 

Learn more! 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Mondays, September 30 & October 14, 12: 00-1 : O0 PM 

Free to Ackland Members I $5 non-members 



Take a break from your day and 

explore the world of yoga in the 

beautiful setting of the Ack[and! The 

hour-long session offered by registered 

yoga teacher Joanne Marshall provides 

an opportunity to practice a series of 

gentle yoga poses inspired by the art 

at the Ack[and. Register here. 

Art For Lunch: S~hmat’s Theatrica~ Or~g~n~ 
with Afroz Taj and John Ca~dwe[l 

Wednesday, O~ber 2, 12:00-1:00 PM 

FREE. As spa~e is limited, RSVP requested. 

In this [unchtime talk, Afroz Taj and John Ca[dwell (both UNC-Chape[ Hill, 

Asian Studies) wi[[ explore the centrabty of theater for the artist and 

act~ost collective Sahmat and its creative output. They w~[[ look at the 

exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since ~989 ~n 

the context of theater, from Safdar Hashmfs street theater to the 

"performance" of artwor~ hke Art on the Move and the auto-Hckshaw 

poet~ of Slogans ~or Communal Harmony. 

BYO bag lunch (yes, people do!) and enjoy an hour of inspiration and 

information about art currently on view at the Ack[and. 

~.~.:: 

"Art on the Move~ at Festff~ll! 

Transform your bicycle into a work of art promotin8 

social justice 

Sunday, 6 October 

Free and open to the public. 

Taking inspiration from the fail exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art and 

Activism in India since 1989, the Ack[and Art Museum is presenting "Art 

on the Move" at Festifa[[ in downtown Chapel Hit[. 

People of at[ ages are invited to build moveable sculptures on their bikes 

(BYOBike!) with help from Paperhand Puppet Intervention and The Scrap 

Exchange. Following the original "Art on the Move" project by the Sahmat 

collective in India, participants are encouraged to build artworks that 



reflect the|r vision of soda[ just|co. 

Prizes! Free to enter! All ages welcome! 

Click here for details about When, Where & What to Brin~! 

Members’ Sale and "5 & 10" at the Ackland 

Museum Store! 
Thursday, October 10, throu~lh Sunday, October 13 

Durin!~ the fall Members’ Sale at the Ackland Museum Store, current 
Ackland Art Museum Members may take 20% off all re!~ularoprice 

merchandise (consigned items not included). Members only will receive 

an additional I07~ discount on specially marked-down items in the Store. 

All may shop the Store’s limited-time "S & $10" section, in which all items 

are priced at $5 or $I0. No further discounts apply. 

The Ackland Museum Store is located at the corner of Franklin and 

Columbia Streets in downtown Chapel Hill 

Store Hours: 

Monday - Wednesday: 10:00 AM - §:30 PM 

Thursday: 10;00 AM - 8;30 PM 

Friday, Saturday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

~s~c ~n the Galleries: ~nd~an Dance 
Sunday, 13 October, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

At this aU-a~es program, marvei at the dancin~ of three talented UNC 

student troupes: UNC Ek Taal, a dance troupe that mixes ciassicai Indian 

dance with modern dance; Bhangra Elite, who spedaiize in the popuiar 

bhan~raostyle of traditionai Indian dandn~; and the Tar Heel Raas, who 

perform traditionai forms of Indian dance from the western part of India. 

UNC Ek Taal 

As a part of each performance, members of the ensembies wiii 

demonstrate key features of their art forms-and invite audience 

members to try them out! 

"Art of BoJlywood~’ at the AckJa~d F~m Forum: 

D~ Ch~hte He~ (Farhan Akhtar, 2001) 

Tuesday, 15 October, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Free w~th student ID; $4 all others. Tickets available at the Varsity 

Theatre Box Office. 



Set in modern Mumbai, this coming-of-age 

comedy-drama fotWws the rives of three 

young men-Akash, Sameer, and Sid-in 

their romantic (and sometimes not-so- 

romantic) adventures. The wortd of art 

mrmeates the firm in a number of ways, 

including visits to exhibitions and operas, 

as wet[ as a romance between Sid, a 

~ainter, and an order woman and art- 

[over. This "new wave" Bottywood firm has 

a mix of traditionat song-and-dance 

etements, as wet[ as more contemporary musicat numbers. 

In Hindi wl Engtish subtitWs. 185 min. The first of four screenings in the 

Acktand Firm Forum’s "Art of Bottywood" firm series. 

Now e~ V~ew; The ~hrn~ 

De[hi-based artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance 

against the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in 

India using a Obrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the 

group organized for U.S. audiences, 

The Sahmat Collective features work 

by more than 60 contemporary Indian 

artists. 

A wide variety of public programs 

enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fat[! Click here for more info. 

~nd~a Bazaar at the 
AcNand Museum Store 
In conjunction with The Sahmat 
Collective at the Acktand Art 

Museum, the Museum Store wit[ 

present india Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array of 

beautifutty designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

India. 

Most of the businesses 

represented in India Bazaar are 

owned by young Indian 

entrepreneurs whose works, white 

reflecting their tocat cutture, are 

redefining the concept of Indian 

design. 

Goods range from cotorfut textiWs 

and jewetry, to handcrafted journats and paper, to items for the home. 

At[ items are for sate, and at[ proceeds support the Acktand Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education programs. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Ima£es: 

Interior of performance tent, Safdar Hashmf/~emorfal, The Makfn~ oflnd% January 1, 2004. 

Pushpamata N., 44othefland wfth Om F~a.~ and Trfshu~ (detait), 2009, di£itat print. 

Forward this email 

] 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Key Nations at U.N. Reach Agreement on Syria Weapons 

Top News 

We~l~’~ oil ~ N 
y of 

The five permane~t members of the U~ited Na~ol~s Secm:ib~ J~oim 

Council a~’eed on a resolution [hak will require Syria to give up 

its chemical weapons, but there u~I1 be no automatic penalties if the Syrians fail 

to comply. 

~ ]ext of Draft, United Nations Resolution on Syrian Chemical Weapons 

$3oo Million in Detroit Aid, bill No ]Bai h.mt 

The combined federal aI~d private aid is only a fraction of the 

billions the city owes and a reflection of tJae budget and political 

limits on President Obama. 

..... \,scant 

I I 

RouIlani, Bhmt and Cha~omJng, Pitcl[les a 

Moderate Irm~ 

~id his ferYe~t diplomatic daea~er this week, ik was at times 

hard ko te]l whether Iran’s president, Hassan Rouhani, was a 

ge~finely trm~sformative leader. 

:~.; ~reside 

Hassan 

Rouhani 

Editors’ Picks 



N,Y. / REGION 

Ch~4,stine C~ Qu~nn, onc~ the fi~ont-mnn~r h~ the New York 

mayora~ race, ~osk in the Democratic primary, A behind-the- 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My State Needs Obamacareo Now° 

Kentucky couldn’t afford not to implement Obamaeare. 

World 

by NI~I~tant~ 

Th~e people were killed in a~taeks on police oft]cers near the 

border with Somalia. The Kenyan anthori6es blamed the Shabab 

militant group, which has take~ responsibility for the mall siege. 

5o-Yem" Se~tenee Upheld fo~" Ex-P~’esident of 

Liberia 

Charles G. Taylor, the former president of I ~iberia, had appealed 

a sentence imposed last year in a ease seen as a watershed for 

modern human z~ghts law. 

gathere 

_&s Merkel Is Showered h~ Glory, Hollande Trudges Through 

Drizzle 

President Fran~oia l!tollande of France is atruggling at home, while across the 

border in Germany, Chancellor Arlgda MerkeI is having a much nicer time of it 

these days. 

U,S, 

Ur~]like]ly Debate on Gay R]ghts ir~ California 

Tow~ 

The issue of a gay p~ide mon[h a~x)se i~ June and has split the 

Central Valley farming community of Porket~ql~e ever since. 

~2] Virginia 
....... G~rrola 



Aider tim Floods in Colorado, a Deh~ge of~Vorry 

About Leaking Off 

As waters rs~eede from C4orado’s dtqlling epicenter, the si~t of 

drowning oil wells has inflamed ~he debate over the 

leaked 

south o~ 

Senators Push to Presen, e NoSoA. Phone Surveillm~ee 

The Sei~ate IntdIigenee Commiktee nppears to be moving quickly to pass a bill 

aimed at b uilding public eorifide~ee in a once--secret Natio~al Security Agency 

call log program. 

Business 

JPMorgm~ Urged to Pay More in Mortgage Deal Di;,~o~, I 
chief of ~ 

J arnie Dimon, the chief executive of O PMorgan Chase, met with I 
the a~orney gener~l to discuss a deal that would fi~vdve a fi~e of 

more than $7 billions, plus $4 hi]lion in r’dief for s’m~ggling homeowners. 

Some Compa~des "i’u~n to Health Exchanges, 
G,E, Seeks a New Path 

See]dug to cut costs a~d improve care for its employees, (-~e~era~ 

Elect*~e has ~ken a hai~ds-on approach with hospitals and 

doeLors. 

Michaei [ 
Ho[liday [ 

%%qth Tastes Growh~ Heart]bier, McDonald s 

Aims to Adapt ]Its Menu 

The [ast-food chain sa~d it would increase i~s offerings of fruits 

and vege~ahles and promote more nut[~tiot~al options to 

chi]dren. 

for a 
r;ew 

Sports 

DisabledSWimmerEnou,g~t]Is Fi~ ring a R~tling: She Is Not           7~{ 

\qeto]~a Arlen was ruled ineligible for ParaIympies competition 

because offidals said she had not provided conclusive evidence 

of a perma~mnt eligible iml.~airment: her doctor believes her conditioll may 

improve. 



L;; ~’:’L ~.N ;<LENEE 

~t~-I Selig, 79, has been the commissioner of M;~or I 

Baseball since ~992, aKer the ouster of Fay Vincent. 

I    has said I 

ON SAILING                                                  :~i The 

T~+; Cup May Stay, +ut The,~’e s No Going Back on I ~kim~ [ 

Speed 

A~ter beadng Team New Zealand ko retain the America’s Cup, 

Ora~’]e Team USA may be facing a e~allenge li"om khe Hamilkon Island Yacht 

Chub of Queensland, Australia, 

Arts 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Late N~g]hl-s? Please, Dear~ It’s Sc.ie~ee 

"Masters of Sex" is a romantic look at the lives of the sex 

researchers WilIiam H. Masters and Virginia Johnson. 

For City Ope~’a, tl~e Ta~ Turns to a Shutdown 

I ~ appea~s increasingly unlikely that the New Y~-.,rk City Opera, 

fonnded 7o yem.~ ago, will be able to meet its sb~ted fired-raising 

goal of $7 million by early next week. 

Joy 

Miller, 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK                                               ~ Oscar 

Issac in New Yo~’k Fihn Festival Is Still Sober, but Har~y 
Joel and 

The 5] st New IR)rk F~]m Fes~val, whM~ somethnes I~e~s Uke a 
punishingb’ stern event, [eabm?s tough dramas, more comeNes khan usual, as 
well as a Godard tribute. 

Slide Show: New Yark Film Festival 

, AR intelview With the Festival Director 

Movies 

ARTSBEAT 

An :[nte~ov~ew l’Vith Kent Jones of the New York 

Film Festival 

The dh’eetor of programming and selection committee ehah’ of 

the New York Nhn Festival disensses tiffs year’s program. 

’DON JON’ 

So Full of Hih~se:lf, Yet R~nnh~g on Empty 

doseph Oordon-Levikk portrays a man hooked on pornography in 

"Don J onj’ which he also wrote and dk~eted. 

Levitt 

I 

’METALLICA THROUGH THE NEVER" 

Headbangi~g After Therapy 

"Metalliea Through the Never," a 3--D concert film, shows the 

rocke~,~ in rol)ust middle-age form. 

, A Closer Look at’MetP, iiica Through the Never’ 

Obituaries 



La~s to Grow 

Mr. van Sweden helped lead a revolt against the we]l-man~cun’d 

lawn~ ~’reaSng naturalistic, eolorflfl gardens inspired by rnaster 

painters. 

Cathev, 

left, ’ 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Paris Faslfion ~:eek Elements 

Text~re 

Explore tl~e notion of texture i~ d~e firs~ of thematic visual 

diaries h’orn Paris Fashion Week. 

~ VmEO; Movie Review: ’Rush’ 

The Tirnes eri fie Manohla Dargis reviews "Rash." 

~ vwEo: Obama Discusses Health Care 

President Obama adrh’essed a crowd in Maryland on Thursday, 

discussing the benefits of the Af%rdable Care Act as well as the 

recent m~’deism from the Republican Path;. 

Oba.ma 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Repub~ean Ranson~ Note 

"1"he ttouse leaders are threatening economic disaster with an absurd list of 

discredited demand, 

EDITORIAL 

Some P~°og~°ess on S~w~a 

Belatedly, the United Nations is beginning to rein in President Bashar aVAssad. 

EDITORIAL 

Food Starr~p Regression in the Statehouse 

At least a half-dozen s~tes are moving on their own to punish the poor by 

changing rales governing food stampso 

For i:~)re o,oinion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Have a Nice Day, NoSoAo 

t tow Brazilians are using humor to fight back against 2u~mrican 

surveillance. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Between Ma~ .~’dom a~ad Diplomacy 

h’an’s embrace of "pntdent modera’don" has raised guarded 

hopes for U .S.-h’an talks. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Plutocrats Fee|ing Pe, rseeul-ed 

Have you heard the latest about M~w bad the richest of the rich 

have it these days? It is reason to f~ar the wrath of the 

pereenL! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OUR <our@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Office for Undergraduate Research 9.27.2013 e-newsletter 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser 

OUR Newsletter 

The Office for Undergraduste Reses=-ch newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news about 

undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students and 

faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our webs=le or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

--On the Blogs 

--Upcoming OUR Events 

--New OUR staff 

--Celebration of Undergraduate Research Poster on Display 

--Upcoming Undergraduate Research Conference 

--McNair Scholars Program 

--Make a Gift 

On the Blogs 
OUR Blog: Read about research el= spadafoot toads and her experience presenting 

at conferences. You can learn more about in her staff profile below. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

Taking the First Steps 

Thursday, 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

Student Union 3411 

Are you interested in conducting undergraduate research? Are you curious about howto get started? 

Do you want to know more about the opportunities and resources available? Come hear from student 

Ambassadors, OUR staff, and Liaisons for Undergraduate Research about their experiences, advice 

and guidance There will be lots of time for Q&A!! Casponsored by the S[udent Gow.~rnrrien~, Ac, aderrfic 

Affairs Committee. 

The Office for Undergraduate Research is partnering with the H.’)tis~ Uqd~!r.~tradti:~te Libiary and The! 

Wdtii~ Centai for this session of the UL’s Fall .eDU Series: 

Tackle a Literature Review 

Monday, ~ 

7:00-8:30 pm 

House Undergraduate Library 124 



Meet new OUR staff member 

am a ~ from majoring in with ~ 

and Minors. I am currently serving as an OUR Ambasssdm- and more 

~-ecently as an Undergraduate Assistant for Office for Undergraduate Research. 

From my perspective as an undergraduate researcher, working on projects ranging from mating 

behavior or foraging behaviors in spadefoot toads to memory reconsolidation in rats, I aim to help 

promote OUR’s presence at Carolina. Other undergrads and faculty should be aware of the numerous 

opportunities available and the unimaginable contributions that young minds can provide to assorted 

fields. If I am not studying or working, I am often on my way to present my research projects at 

symposiums or conferences around the country, sometimes supported by OUR. As my advisor always 

says, "If it is nor published or presented it is as if the science never happened." 

Celebration of Undergraduate Research Poster 
Winner 

Visit the second floor of the }-i,’~u,~ e :J[ldi~r!_,’,r~duai~ I. ibr~-.’ry and see CUR Poster Winner BreAnne Allen’s 

poster BreAnne’s research project is entitled Treatment Adherence and Peer Relationships of 

Adolescents with Cystic Fibrosis and her faculty mentor is Dr. Mil:c~i F’riri ~!:~!in in the Department of 

Psychology. 

State of North 
Carolina 

Undergraduate 
Research & 

Creativity 
Symposium 

is the deadline to submit 

abstracts to present at the 

BNCURCS conference at 

UNC-Charlofte. 

McNair Scholars Program 
The Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program offers UNC-CH students who are first- 

generation and low-income or racial and ethnic minorities underrepresented in graduate school the 

opportunity to be competitive applicants for Ph.D. programs and to become the next great scholars of 

our nation. The overall focus of the program is to introduce scholars to the joy and rigor of research and 

scholarship The program provides an encouraging and supportive culture that will assist scholars 

through their journey. Learn more about eligibility requirements and program offerings on 

Attend an Interest Meeting: 

Tuesday, 

6:30 p m--7:30 pm 

SASB North Upendo 1119 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:07 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Call for Nominations - James N. Rosenau Achievement Award 

Call for nominees: James N. Rosenau Achievement Award 

The ISA is pleased to announce a new annual award which, in keeping with James N. Rosenau’s innovative work, honors the scholar who has made the 

most important contributions to globalization studies. A past president of the international Studies Association and a pioneer in globalization research, Jim 

Rosenau offered great insights into the intersection of domestic and foreign affairs, boundary-spanning actors in world politics, and parameteric 

transformations in our field. This award recognizes his role as a pillar of the international studies community and leader in globalization research. 

Letters of nomination or self-nominations, plus curriculum vitae, should be submitted to the three members of the Rosenau Award Committee (listed 
below) by October 15, 2013~ The ISA president will present the award at the Business Meeting of the Annual Convention in Toronto, 2014. 

Margaret G. Hermann, Syracuse University (Chair) 
mcjherman@maxwell.syr~edu 

Robin Broad, American University 
rbroad@american.edu       @verizon.net 

JP Singh, George Mason University 
isin~h19@amu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, September 28, 2013 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Speaks to President of Iran in First Talk Since 1979 

Top News 

Obama Speaks to Preside~t of l[ran in First ’F~lk 

Preside~t Obama sa~d that he and President Hassai~ Rouhai~i of 

Iran talked about the eountiy’s nuclear prod’am, a~d Mr. Obama 

s~dd he saw the basis for ai~ e~’entual deal. 

Obama’s Remarks: ~ Video I TranscriN 

~ Timeline on kan’s Noc~ear program 

Eask~g Global Tensions With Apology for That Traffic 

The Lede: Details or the Call Briefly, on Twiter 

Shoo, cuts Neen by Firm Do,rig See~rit3,, Cl~eeks 

The details of USIS’s govermne~t contract provided insight into 

the company, whose background cheeks have included those of 

Edward J. Snowden and Aaron Alexis. 

Shutdown Looms ~s Senate P~sses Budget 

ARer a series of Senate votes tha~ sent the stopgap spei~ding 

measure back to "d~e House, fissures appeared in klae badly 

divided Republieai~ rai~ks. 

, Fiscal Crisis: Latest Developments 

Obama 

suggest 

Falls 

Majorib’ 
Leader 

Editors’ Picks 



WORLD 

Tyler Hi cks, a Ti rues 1A~otograpb ec, na rra tes a ~ ook at hi s 

phoLog4"aphs from inside "d~e Westgatc real] in Nairobi, Kenya, 

after assailants opened fire. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Thc Shiftiing Niandala 

The concept of an elaborate m~ can be applied to the 

con serw~tion of native plan 

tried 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

S~NATOR TOM COBURN, Republic;m of Okk]homa, on tht’eats by House Republicans 1o 
shut dowza the government if President Obama’s health care law is not gutted. 

World 

U~No Climate Panel Endorses Ceiling on Global 
moon, EIrlrI~SS~O~I~S 
the 

Top climate scientists on Friday embraced an upper limit on            ~ecretsr 

greenhouse gases while wat~ing t ~at R is likely to be exceeded 

within decades if eflBr[s to curb emissions are not rapidb’ aeeeb~rate& 

, ~ DocumenL LPC C’s Summary oft~e Repo~ 

Action ’ "                                                      yof 

The full Seeurib, Council approved a resolution ko en sure Syrian ~i~, 

compliance on eherniea] weapons, and the organiza[ion 

responsible for destroying those weapons annom~ced a timetable that starts on 

Tuesday. 

Scores Feared "[’rapped in Co~lapse of Mmnbai 

A five-story resMential buil4ing fell early Friday morning in the 

India~ city, where many s~’uetun’s are visibly ernmbling. 

~ Photographs: Resider~ia~ Building Co~a[~es ~n Mumba~ 



U.S. 

Guns at School? IfThere*s a ~Till, There Are 

Vv~ays 

In an eflbr~ [o protect students should a shooting oeem’, some 

school distx~’ts are using a patchwork of concealed-can7 laws, 

special reg~flafio~s m~d local policies to arm staff members. 

CIo d,:s~41 

Rights Groups m~d Clinics Sue Texas Over ~ Adoptio 
Provisions hi Its New Abortion Law 

The plaintif£s are seeking to block two pro~dsiol~s: 

require docto~ to have adm]~h% privileges at a nearby hospital 

and fl~e o’~er requires a different drug pmtocd for medical abet dons. 

Ex-Soldier Became Contra~ Killer, Authorities ~ Joseph 
Say I 

,Iosepb Hm~ter and ~’o oNer ex-soldie~s agreed to k~]] an agent 

of the Drug Enfor£ement Administra don and one of Nat 

age~ey’s eo~fidential i~fforma~ts for $8oo,ooo, federal prosecutors said. 

Business 

Race to :End for B~oeaMng Bad Fans ~ he Got 

Behind 

Viewers try to catch up o~ old episodes of "Breaking Bad" 

throu~ Ne~ix, Amazom iTunes m~d other Interact sendees as 

the hit se~es nears its end. 

White, 

Ihe main 

Have-Nots Squeezed mid Stacked in Hong Kong 

In a dry wikh some of die highest living costs in the world, those 

at the botkom of the income ladder inereash%~y resort to 

cupboard]ike living spaces, a dozen or more to an apaz kmenL 

~ [] Slide Show A Cubicle to Cali Home 

Chang 

Tin-    ] 

YOUR MONEY 

A G~tide to the New Exchanges fm° Health 

Dctails on the Obama admi~fistratio~ health (’,a~ plan a~ 

scheduled to be disclosed ne:,~ week, bui it’s ~ever too early to examine 

basics. 

Your Money Adviser: Trends to Watch for h? Employer Health Plans 



Sports 

]For Love~ Not thc Game 

After fern: years play~ ng o~ the L.P.G.A. Tour~ Am~ ~ d a 

Blumenhcrst has giw~n up "~e road to spend lime ~th her 

husband, Oakland AthleSes fii~t baseman Nate bk’eiman, 

Bbmen 

ON BASEBALL 
[~ JR. 

Young Catcher Ca~ He]lp Tell EndJ~g to RiveraLs ....... Mu,-phy, 
left ~s 

Maliano R~vera’s goodbye to home fans was especially 

mernorab]e for d. IL Mm~hy, 22~ w~o caught the eloser’s last pitches ~1 Yankee 

Stadium. 

~ [] Timeline: Mafiano Rivera I [] Slide Show: Last Call at Yankee 

LoSoU2s Mad Hatter Delights Fans or Dr~ves 

’them Daffy, 

The writer, a Louisiana State football fan, talked to the team’s 

enigmakie coach, Les Miles, about the movies, his clapping and 

even his final meal. 

Arts 

Like a Roll]ling Rcvue~ the Art Is Coming to Towr~ 

Station to Station, m~ me show travelJ~g across the com~try by 

traim visiks Batsbw, Calif., before heading to OaMand, its 

stop. 

~ Slide Show 

to 

Station 

Cafltm’e ~:arrior, Gai~fir~g Gro~md 
LB, .t.L BAM.R 

The education theorist E. D. tlirseh, criticized as elitist a 

ge~eratio~ ago, has see~ his ideas adopted by hundreds of 

schools. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

WashJngl-on as Reade~°, Not No]klicr 
By :&Liv’.fAPO 

A ~ew library and e~libidon at Mount Vernon rnake abunda~kly 

clear that George Washi~o~ was not s~mply a man of acfiom 

A ~ook 
George 

Obituaries 

Michael Ward, Survivor of’85 Bombing by 

Philade|phia Poliee~ Is Dead at 4~ 

Mr. Ward was one of two surdvors of a bombing in which police 

officers touched off a fire khat killed 11 people and destroyed 

three d~" bh:,cks. 

~.;] Michaei 

....... W~rd in 
19.’~6. 

Travel 

IMPRINT 

The G]ho,sts of A~ste~odam 

LB, PUB:3LL L B~!Oi-~iO 

Walks in the cJ~: can evoke figm’es fl’om fl~e past, 

Rembrandt to Anne Frank, who con [in ue ko have profound 

Weigh 

House 



sto~{es to tell. 

PURSUITS 

Dam’ing, Di~i~g and Daiq~uhois in Cajun Com~trT 

Fall is one of the best times to visit this region of big flavors a~d 

lively culture in southern Louisiana. 

~ ~ Video 

; 

OVERNIGHTER 

:Looki~g for the :~tamptons? Go the Other l~ay 

The No~h Fork of Long Island, dotted with farm s~mds and 

wineries, offers a rustic contrast to its glitzy sovtthern neighboro 

~ Slide Show 

Today’s Video 

Nm~bers 

A k~,ok at the costs, closures and other ramifications of a 

~overllnl �lit sblltdo~l, 

~ vm~:o: Obama on the Looming Shutdow~ 

The president delivered a s~’o~g message to ( ’zagress ~ot to shut 

douq~ the government and the economy and [o think about the 

con cem}s of the Am efica~a people. 

~ VmEO: [,hera Targets Job Growth 

Joseph J. Lhota, the Repultica~ candidate fl)r mayor, outlined 

proposals to create jobs by encouraging new employc[s to come 

t~-~, New York, and cutting the bareauera~’y faced by existing 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Tbe Fnited States a~d I]:a~ will bave to move from talking abollt a nllelear deal 

to real action. 

EDITORIAL 

Toward Marriage Equality i~ New Jersey 

A s~te )~dge rules that New Jersey must allow same-.sex couples to mar~T, 

EDITORIAL 

Mariano Rivera s Sa~g Grace 

What makes bin} so remarkable is his poise under pressure, his abi]i~" to put 

defeat behind him and eorac back to win. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Co~gress Craek~ Up 

A collective mind is a tcrdhle thing to lose. 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Capt~i~ A]~bs ofl:]l~e House 

Here we ~o a#ain~ Headed to the brink, and possibly over 

~ Columni~% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ti~’ee Sister’s (Not Chekhov’s) 

From adequate t~’ai~ing to innovative reforms, i~ talking 

education with a lhmily of teachers, you gct a range of 

perspe~’tives. 

~ Columni~ Page I Blog 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Pinterest 

[] ~i .~; ,~""~ i ~[] 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 3:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Children and Grins: The Hidden Toll 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i Vide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Dolivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [eday’s Vidoo 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

N.SoA. Gathers Data on Social Com~e~¢ior~s of 

UoS, C~tizens 

The aimlysis of phone call and e-mail logs fi:~r foreigi~ intelligence 

pmt)oses adds to d~e g4"ou~ng body of knowledge about the 

Keitil    l 
d I 

agency’s access t :., pr{vate in%rmati :.,n, prompting r:oneern fl’om lawmakers. 

UoSo Shutdown Nears as Hoarse Votes to Delay 

I{t:ealth Law 

The federal government o~ Sunday barreled toward JLs fi~t 

shutdown in 17 yea~s as House Republicans yoked to link further 

fundi~% to a o~e-year delay of President Obama’s health care law. 

The 

BEARING ARMS 

Childre~ and Guns: The Ii[~lde~ Toll 

Children shot accidentally - usually by other children - are 

collateral easaalties ~ff khe accessibility of gans in :Mne~ea, their 

deaths at once heart-re~ding m~d eminently prevei~tab]e. 

Previous .Articles in the Series 

For moro top news. ~o to NYTimos.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ v~l~:o: Rou~a~fi Re~.urns to I~0an 

President Hassan Rouhani of Iran was greeted t~po~ his arrival 

Tehran on Sakurday by suppoz Lets cheering for him and 

opponents who prokested by throv*~ng eggs and a shoe. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OPINION 

Is the Game Over? 

Baseball has never been healthier~ So why does it feel so 

i n’elevant9 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

CHRiST~NAWENZEL, v~’hose ~l-y ear-o[d son Alex was killed by a pistol found 
f;~ther’s closet. 

World 

Israel al~d Others i~t Nl~deast V~ew Ove~0ta~res of 

U.S0 a~d Irara With Sa~spicion 

I ra n’s ~wds worqv ab out i N sineerky, and fear tha k Presiden t 

Obama’a desire for a d~plomafie deal will only buy Iran time to 

continue iN march toward building a nuclear weapon. 

Greece ~orests Se,fior }lembers of Far-iLight 

Party 

The arrests of Ooh]e~ Dawn n~embers, h~dnding the leader of 

park/and top members in PaNiament, are paA of a widening 

Greek crackdown on extremism. 

Michalol [ 

i~kos, I 

DAMASCUS JOURNAL                                            :~.;. 

A Surface Cah~, Pm~eta~red by A~dl]e~ and 

W ea~" ~gmne~ts 

Syria’s capital is now a city of ebeckpoinL% new arrivals and a 

won~ out by theh" di~renees. 

U.S, 

Creatio~ists on Texas Panel for Biology 

Textbooks 

The panel reviewing publia~er~’ submissions has stirred 

con troversy because some of its members do not accept 

ew:~lution and climate change as scientific troth. 

~ qarche 



Soma~ Co~mmmity h: UoSo Fern’s New Wave of 

Stigma Afier Kenya Attaek 

People of Somali descent in Minneapolis braced fi)r revelations 

that sore e Shaba b a~mke~ could have come Dora their 

neighborhoods. 

Report Cites Poor Communicatior~ Be£ore 

iFirefighters’ Dea~s i~ dm~e 

Investigators dM not assign blame for the deaths cg 19 m en in ao 

A*~zona wildlSre, saying "~ey followed procedure but ended up 

trapped. 

Andrew 

Business 

On the Threshold of Obm,~acare, Warily 

Some uninsured people are eager to sign up for new s~te 

marketplaees, hut for others the decision will reqnire a se~es of 

complicated cah::ulations. 

~ GrapNc Shopping for Coverage 

<~m~ 

FAIR GAME 

Wl~ty Judges Are S~:owli~tg at. Ba~tk,s 

;C)ist~4ct eonrt judges are not generally koovna as flamethrowers, but some seem 

to be losing padenee with banks in eases involving lending practices. 

Breaking Up With ’Breaki~g Bad’ Is Hard for 

Albuq~mrq~m 

The popular series, whM~ showcased Albnquerque’s grit and 

high-desert beauty, has helped the city become a star in iks ou~ 

right and given ~se to an entire "Breaking Bad" economy. 

Spots 

Grooming tlm Cl~ampions of the Keyboard 

In a so-ealled gaming house in Alameda, Calif., plx~fessional 

video game players who havejoined fcx~es in a Warn spend their 

time boning their competitive sldlls. 

Ch ristop I 

her 

I..ol’a n~-je 



AN APPRAISAL 
Mari .... 

~’~ariano ~Rivera~ A Ze~ ~a~te~ ~7~h a ~ea~ Rivera 

dudng a 

In the high-stress vocaBon of nin th-inning pitching dominated 

by ~heah~eal personalities, the closer was an almos~ exh’aplanetaW source of 

~ Rivera Says There Will Be No Encore Performance 

~r-I Timeliae: Mariano Rivera lEVI Slide Show: Career Comes to a Close 

Hype Ma~:hine in Overdrive, N,FoLo Pops Back to 

London 

The N.F.L., whose efforLs to build an international lblIowing 

have been modestly sueeessl~0, is ba& h~ ~ndon, wRh two 

games this season. 

Stree~ in 
London 

Arts 

CROSS CUTS 

Ne ver- En ding Story 

Tb e n ationa] "conversation a bout r~ ce" ha s ~ dvaned to a n other 

phase, but it has not ushered in an era of colorblind consensus. 

City Opera ’Fakes What is Expected to Be a Final 

As New York Cib" Opera prepares *br bankruptcy proeeedJn gs, 

its performance of "Anna Nieo]e," on Saturday night will mos~ 

hke]y be Ehe ]asE peribrmanee in the company’s 7o--year histoW, 

Still Making M uMe Together, Far .Apart 

Bernie Taupin comes up with the words, and Elton 

separately, the music, in a pai*{ng that has been sueeessfifl for 

decades. 

cast I 

I 
after 

Be;nie 

ranch in 

Obituaries 

_4Jtvaro Mutis, Novelist ~¢:ho Created a Rambling, 

Ruminative Sin, l, Dies at 9o 

Mr. Mutis’s best-Mm~ character, MaqroJL wm~dered the world 

unwillin~y, but a]ways with a book. 

The 

r)ovelist 

Abiaro 

Mutis 

Gates Brown, 3"igers’ Clutch Pineh-Hit~er, is 

Dead at 74 

h,h’. Brown hit -37o, including .45o as a 1Anch-h~er, to hdp lead 

DetrNt to the World Series in z968. 

Gates ] 

Magazine 

I’Ve :Like Ym~ So Mtmh mtd g’ant to Know You 

An adaptation from "The Circle/’ the new novel by Dave Eggers. 

, Q and A. With Eggers 
~ Editor’s Note 



Can a Gay, Caiholie Leflist Actually Sq~aelch 

Rosario Cmcetta is a reform-minded leader in a hi~ly corrupt 

place thak hates change. ~d thak’s only one reason his life 

dangar. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

Freebies for the Rich 

Why are colleges giving away money to rich kids who don’t need 

it? They rnighk value their rankings more khan the economy. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: B~ll Cu~ningham ] Forever 

Grunge is still i~fluenfial 25 yea~x after iL ~rst appeared 

rmm, ay at PertT Elliso 

Melissa (:lark uses coconat milk to make an intensely flavored 

and dahT-free dulce de lecbe. 

Long considered the d usty uniforms of an older, more 

c-mservative generation of Bavaian women, dirndls are making 

a comebaek, even catching the eye of faahion designers. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Dawr~ of a Revoh~tior~ in Hea]lth Care 

Suhskties on new insurance exchanges will make coverage aflbrdahle tbr 

millions. 

EDITORIAL 

Reform ~’Vith Chinese Characn~e~isties 

Chiua is esb~blishiug a fl’ec-trade zone in Shau~ai. Will it lead to the broader 

changes the coun~T’ needs? 

EDITORIAL 

Ame~dcans have ever%’ reasou to be coufused about where the housing market is 

headed. 

Fo; :’~o~e or)i¢~ioI~ 9~ to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Creep~a~g Clo~d 

1984 in 2o13: The Utah death star intereepk~ our whispers. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hassan Does Manhattan 

What is fl~e significance of the new leadership in Tehran? 

~ Columni~ Page 

OPINION 

Knock, I4amck, Knoekin~ on Nobel’s Door 

Bob Dylan, a fierce and m~comprom lsing poet whose wr4ting, for 

50 years and counting, still crackles ~dth relevance, should ~n 

the Nobel Prize in nitemtm’e, 

~ [he Quotable Bob Dyian 

~ r edrns 

Bob 
Dylan at 

a pho~o 

re; :’sere oei:~ion go to NYTimes.comfOpinion >~ 

Sunday Review 

DISPATCH 

On~no~ S~gns, Then a Cruel Attack 

Wi[h Kcnya’s gro~dng aftluence and Lhe mayhem next door 

Somalia, the attack on the mall in Nairobi was inevibg)le. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

’Affm°dab|e Care’ or a Rip-Of~ 

Americans will beg~n s~gning up ne~ week to ])lly insurance, Will 

the polides deliver can" at manageable prices, or will 

"afi~r&ble" seem l~ke a hollow promotion? 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

I’|| Have What She’s Thinking 

Researchers confit~]~ the sl.~oetilrteOllS ol’ga8111. 

A soldier 

searche 

for 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:12 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 9-30-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday September 30th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

10/2/13- UNC Department of Marine Sciences Gnest Seminar i,ecture by Dr. Jeffery White scheduled for 3:00 PM in Murray Hall G201. Dr. White, a professor at 

India~a University, will be spea£ing on "the "topic of methane in Greenland. For more intbrmation: http:/imafine.unc.edtv’files/2013i09i9-25-13 White,ipg 

10/14/13 2013 Water and Health Conference: Where Science Meets Policy scheduled for October 14-18 in Chapel Hill, NC. This year’s Water and Health 

Conference offers the opportuni .ty to nem, ork with leaders from academia, government, nonprofits a~nd the private sector a~ld discuss best practices and emerging 

challenges at the intersection ofwatel; sanitation, hygiene, health and development. The Conference features more tha~1200 verbal and poster presentations, as well as 

various side events, which are interactive sessions such as meetings, workshops and open forums. Visit ~vw.whconference.unc.edufor registration and other 

information. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

University water activism flows through sculptures un campus- A Daily Tax Heel recap of environmental artist Buster Simpson’s recem visit to UNC to continue 

work on creating phyfical "info- sculptures" which aim to captivate a target audience of both s~tudents and visitors to campus, as well as resonate with the "Water In Our 

World" theme. For more inibrmation: http:/,/~’w.daSd vtarheel.com/article/2013/09/university- water- activi sin- flows- through- ~ ulptures- on - campus 

WATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

Upcoming academic panel discussion on water An academic pmael discussion on Water as part of activities related to Chancellor Carol Folt’s instaJlation is 

scheduled for October 11 at 3:00 PM in the Carolina Inn. Terry P&ode~ Music Dept. professor and Senior Associate Dea~ for Fine Arts and Humanities in the UNC 

College of Arts and Sciences, will serve as moderator. The featured panelists will be Jamie Baxtram, Water Institute director and the Don and Je~mifer Holzworth 

Distinguished Professor in the Enviwmmental Sciences and Engineering Dept. of the Gillings School of Global Public Health; Carol Seagle Hee, assistant professor of 

strategy and entrepreneurship and execntive director of the Center for Sustainable Enterprise at the UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School; and Donald Thomas 

Homstein, the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor of Law at the UNC School of Law. For more information: http:;Tins~allation.unc.edwpanels/ 

New Associate Director for Research at UNC Water Institute- The Water Institnte at UNC recently named Dr. Jacqueline MacDonald Gibson as its new 

Associate Director tbr Research. Dr. Gibson’s work lbcuses on cons~tructing mathematical models that can be used to assess the impacts of alternative policies on 

environmental quality and pnblic health. She has been an assistant professor at IYNC in the Department of Envin~nmental Sciences mad Engineering since 2007. 

Previously, she was the Associate Director of the Water Science and Technology Board at the U S National Resemch Council. For more information: 

http://wa~a~-2.sph.unc.edu/index.php?optio~com profiles&profileAction~rofDeta~l&pid 714043926 

Abstract Submission Deadline extended for 2014 Water Nexus Conference- The abstract submission deadline for poster m~d verbal presentations at the Nexus 
2014: Water, Climate, Food and Energy Conference has been extended to November 1. The Conference, scheduled for March 4-7, 2014, will bring together leaders 

in business, government, NGOs and reseaxch to discnss innovative and sustainable solutions that address the intersection of the world’s water, food, climate and energy 

needs and use. For more information: http:/inexusconference.web.unc.edu/submission- auidelines/ 

Presentation schedules for 2014 Water and ttealth Conference nuw available- The verbal and poster presentation schedules tbr the 2013 Water and Health 

Con[Erence: Where Science Meets Policy are now available. In addition, an ulxtated side event schedule along with session descriptions may be tbund on the 

ContErence website. For more information: http:i/Mlconference.unc.edtv’pmgram/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water hi Ore’ \Vorld"- For infolmation on the thelne a~nd upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, 
comments, and suggestions for the theme cain be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~)unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/Ttwitter.corodUNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:i/www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford Universily Press <librao,.maxketing@oup.com~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Get the lates~t re.arch ti~om Oxford University Press 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

This is a commercial message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozx~relbpxvegvk@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11: 56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re~)urces tbr Teaching in Higher Ed: 20% OFF 

Resources for Teaching in Higher Ed: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displsying COl-rectiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forwsrd to a Friend 

Check out our latest online 
catalog, Resources for 
Teaching in Higher 

We’re efferi~~g yeL~ 20% off all titles. 

Now urll:il Octeber 2nd receive 20% OFF* all til:ies witi~ disceunt 

code DRK81 Remember, all web orders over $35 receive FP.~ 

S~IPPIN~ in the US and Canada *Offer valid on web orders for US 

customers only at: ~, psypress.com, focalpress.com 

er routledqementalhealth com. 

Share this discount: [] [] [] [] 

~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

~[gnM0 by ~MbJ[ect ~re~ to receive news and offers straight to your in#ox from the Taylor 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect yo[ir privacy and wili not disclose, rent or sell your eR-~ail address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 ]aylor & Franc~s, a~ inlorma business 

taylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under Ro 1072954. 

Registered once: Mo[timer House, 37-4! Mor[ime[ St[ee[, London, W!T 3JH. 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe p ease c ick here Please note this is an automsted operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:25 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc l?aculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[asc thculty] FW: Geography Colloquium: Dr. Mara Gol&nan, 4th Oct 

Please join us for this upcoming event: 

The Department of Geography Colloquium Series invites you to join us tiffs Friday, October 4, at 3:30pm in 220 Saunders Hall for a talk by Dr. IVlara 

Goldman, Assistant Professor in the Department of Geography at University- of Colorado - Boulder. The title of Dr. Goldman’s talk is. "Adapting to 

more than climate change: New coping strategies, knowledge and practices by :~Iaasai pastoralists in the fragmentedEast Afiqcan savanna 

lands"’. 

Dr. Goldman’s research focuses on the interface of human-environment relations and critical geographies of conservation and development, with a 

regional focus in East Africa. She works primarily in Tanzania, and to some extent in Kenya, with members of the Maasai ethnic group (who reside in 

both countries). Her work addresses the politics of knowledge and participation as related to wildlife conservation interventions and rangeland 

management, changing pastoral livelihood and communication practices, and empowerment and governance issues within Maasai communities. 

More information about Dr. Goldman’s work is available at: http://’~eo~raphv.colorado.edu/people/facultY me~nber/goldmm~ ma~a 

Colloquium time and location: Friday, October 4th, 3:30pm-4:30pm, Saunders 220. Refreshments start at 3:15pm, and we hope you will join us 

afterwards for a happy hour with the speaker. 

See you there! 

Geography Colloquium Committee 

[Lauren Persha, Dus~ Grosshei,n, Darius Scott, Hillmy Smith] 

Dr. Lauren Persha 

Assistant Professor, Department of Geography / Curriculum for the Environment & Ecology 

U niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Saunders Hall, Campus Box #3220 

EmaiI: 1oers ha~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nations]humanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:38 PM 

NttC Events <event@nations]humanitiescenter.org> 

Msxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhums~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Historima Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham to speak Thursday, October 10, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham Harvard UniversiO" 
X Iniineimage ~ 

Thursday, October lO, 2o13 -- 5:OO p.m. 

In a year in which we mark both the 150th anniversaO’ of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 50th anniversary of the March on Washington, we can reflect on the 

factors that shaped these pivotal events in Punericma histoo~. In her talk, Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham will explore the ways that religion permeated the vernacular of 

the abolitionis~t and civil rights movements. 

tligginbotham is the Victor S. Thoma~s Professor of Histoo’ mad of Africs~ m~d African American studies at tlarvard University. She is currently chair of the 

Department of Afi-ican mad African American Studies and has held this position since 2006. The recipient ofnnmerons awards for her scholarly work, Higginbotham’s 

writings span diverse fields African Americs~ religious history, womeffs history, civil rights, constructions of mcis] s~d gender identity, electors] politics, and the 

intersection of theory mad history. She is the author of Righteous Discomem: The Womeris Movement i~ the Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (1993), which 

won nmnerous book prizes. She is also coeditor with Henry Louis Gates, Jr., of the A.fricar~ Americm~ National Biography (2008), a multivolume reference work 

that presents Africm~ American history through the lives of people. In 2010 she was coauthor with the late John Hope Frmfldin of the revised m~d rewritten classic 

Prom Slavery to Freedom. This yea:r, as the John Hope Franklin Fellow at the Center, she is worldng on 7he Great Question qfHmnan Rights" in Americar~ 

History. She was previously a Fellow at the Center in 1993-94. 

To reserve space, please.[bllow Iris ~ or respond 

to Martha d ohnson (0~0) 4o0-o~ 6, or mjohnson(~)nationalhurnanitiescenter.orq 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander’ Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 3:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Government Shutting Down in Impasse 

Top News 

Government Sh~tfi~g Down ir~ kmpasse 

The federal government wili sha[ down l})r the filst time in 

hearty two decades after lasbminute moves in both chambers of 

Congress fai]ed to break a bitter budgck standoff over 

president’s health care lawo 

A em’rency sho~age, created by Western sanctions, appears 

worse th an previously [hough t, in er~?asin g pressn re on leaders 

seeMng to negotiate a nnelear deal. 

Somali Militants Mixing Blisirmss and Terror 

The Shabab, which dammed lvsponsib~i~, for the deadly ma~l 

siege in Nairobi, Kenya, makes money fl~rough illegal endeavors 

and even employs a team ~ff accoun~mts. 

For mol~ toi) n®’a,"s. ~) to NYTimes.¢om ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

wo~,o 
~i ~’hotogra phs 

Dcvasl-ai-ed $$~estgate Mall 

More than a week after militank~ Mlied scores of people in the 

Westgate mall in Nairobi, Kewa~ investigators sought dues to the attack. These 

are among the fi~st 1Actuates to emerge fl’om inside the mail si~ce the 

investigation bega~. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Keep Farmla~d for Farmers 

A move to strengthen protections for ugricultura] ~amt. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

owner oi" a business m Tehran that is s~ffering because of sanctions 
against Iram 

World 

Afghanistm~ 

The detalls m~d names of nearly 5,000 people Ml]ed by the 

Afghan Communist government in *978 and ~979 were 

unearthed by Dutch investigatot~ and made public by the Netherlands *~utional 

prosectltor’s office. 

Frauds Nets a Date ir~ Apgil for 2 Popes to 

Become Nainl-s 

The decisiot~ ~o declare do,an Paul II and John XXlll saints on 

April 27, ~2o~ 4, was seen as a geslawe intended to promote m~ity 

wiLhin the church. 

..... John 

Paul 

With .Aee~sations of Sabotage, Vene~.~mla Expels 

Accusing the offieinls of supporting er£~rts to sabokage the 

natiot~’s deetrieal grid, P~vsident Nieolhs Madam announced the 

move on live %7. 

U.S. 

End of a~ Aimless ~lirnrne~o: 3 Yotlll~s Cha~°ged in 

a ~Hh~g 

Families m~d neighbors in Dunca~L Okla., look a* the town a~d 

the woubled lives of three young men who said they killed out of 

boredom. 

, ~ Slide Show: Killing S~akes Small Town in Oklahoma 



Two Marine Corps Gene~0a]ls ~Are Fo~0ced to Retire Over Fatal 

’F~e punishment, considered unprecedented in modern Ma~ne Corps hJstory~ 

came after an insurgent attack in ~ghanis~an ~n ~o12 14Iled bxo Marines and 

destroyed six figh~er 

Poll Shows N{ajor Shift i~ Ide~tity of U.S. Jews 

Rapid assimilation is sweeping ~rough eveD~ branc~ of Judaism except the 

O~hodox, according to the resulL~ of a major survey. 

Business 

CNN and NBC Scrap Projeets on Hillary C|h~ton 

Both sides of the polifieal aisle registered obje~Nons to the 

projects, which would have explored the life of the former first 

la@ and potential 2016 presidential candidate. 

Clinton 

DEALBOOK 

Financia~ }Vatcl~dog With B~te {to Depart- His 

&gency watch d 
og With 

Th c h ead of fl~e Corn modi ~y Futu res Tra ding Corn mission’s 

enfor~ment mik, w~o ~as kaken on khe financial indush’y, is skepping down. 

Sugar Industry Highl~gltts Co~tlicts Over Trade 

Pac~s and La~d 

For Cambodia and o[her poor nations, h’ade agreemenk~ that 

los ker expo~s can also encourage land ~’abs by wealthy, 

politi ca lly con nected fi~ mi li ca. 

Activists 
have 
tailed 

Sports 

Carmelo 

Mixed Openi~g Li~es in Knit, ks’ Courtship of Anthony 

While Steve Mills, the Knicks’ new top executive, made it cleat" 

dining N.B,:K rnedia day khat signing Carrnelo ,M, thony b-~ a contract extension 

was a prh>ri~g, the team’s star was more circumspect. 



ON BASEBALL 

Ph’ates an~ Reds Rer~ew a R~vahoy 

Whe~ Cincim~afi a~d P~sburgh play [n Tuesday’s w[~d-card 

game, the Lwo franchises will t~7 Lo add a new chapter to Lheir 

shm~d his [oW. 

Nowhere to Look but ~,~3mad for %Vh~less Giants 

ARer four games they would rather fbrget, the Giauts are left to 

focus on what salbty Anttz’l Ro]le called the 12-game season 

remaining, 

[~ Chicle 
tight 

Kevin 

Chiefs 31, Giants 7: Chiefs Deflate Giant’ Momentum, Sending lhem to Another Loss 

N.FL Roundup: Saints Hand Dolphins Ti~eir First Defeat 

Fer mere spolta news, ga [o NYTimee.comtSports ~ 

A~ts 

Au’t Collections a Cl~ek Away 

Am azon’s art venture seem s to be doin g well, as it h as enticed 

more than ,8o gallmqes to sell throv@~ its site. 

....... 
[qielsen 

among 

THE TV WATCH 

A Clear Endh~g to a l~lysterious Begh~n~ng 

After so ma ~y lugu brious tm’~s, "BreakJ~g Ba d" ca me to an e~d 

on Sunday on an ahnost uplifting note. But perhaps khe bask 

thing about ik was the series actually ended. 

White, 
played 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Battles g’ithout End 

"Thank You for Your Sere-ice" is David Finkel’s attempt of how 

sol~Jem scarred by war tW to adjust to ivilia~ life. 

, Ar[sBeet Q. and A: David Finkel 

Obituaries 

ILo C. Greenwood, l~Iember of’Steel Cm~taln,’ Dies 
at 67 

Greenwood, a left defensive end who was a master of the 

quarterback suck, helped ]eud the Pittsburgh Steelers to [our 

Super Bowl victories i~ the 197os. 

LC 

tackling 

Bob Ka~rlm~d, 88, Pio~mer for Basketball’s Big 

l~en, Dies 
L:V g:~C~-L~q.~D B.OL L’S7 EiN 

Kurlm~d, a three-time NI-AmerJean who was elected to the 

Basketball HN1 of Farae, was knowu for his a[hle’dcism in an era 

whe~ tall players were considered oddikies. 

~ob 
..... : Ku;land 

putting 

James Street, 65, Dies; Led I.,o~ghor~s to 

National T~tle 

Street beearae an instant legend for fueling a 15-14 victory over 

:M’kansas it~ ~969, which gave Texas the naLiotml crown, as 

declared by President Richard M. Nixon. 

~/of 
Tax s s 

Science 



The World as They Knew 

A new exhibition t~a~a~res over 4o objects that provide an 

over"dew of Oreeo-Roman geographical thinking and 

representation, tracing the roots of modern mapmaIdng. 

A $¥ealth of Data h~ Whale Breath 

Researehe~.~ are ]earning how to use the breath, or "hh:~w," of 

whales and dolphins to exa’act a~d measure; hormones, 

microorganisms, DNA and the byproducts of metabolism. 

Goss’s wilt, a disease that is spreading in the United States, has 

been devastating the crops of corn farmers, while "fine cause of 

the tidal wave remains uneer ’taino 

Februar 

showed 

evidenc 

Today’s Video 

Ga~ne 

For male spiders, mating with a larger, hungry t~ma~e can be a 

Hsky business. But for the dark fishing spider, sex is gnara~teed 

death sentence. 

~ VmEO: New Government Sh~*tdown, New 

Rules 

In November ~995, Newt Gingfich, then speaker of kl~e House, 

led an eflbrt that resulted in a shutdown of the t~deraI 

government. Now, Congressional Republicans have done the same. 

~ VmEO: Obama~s ,.Statement Before 

Shutdown 

President Obama urged House Republicans to pass a funding 

measure, saying it would be the "height of irresponsibi]i~’" to 

abut down the government. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Dishonesty of Voter ID Laws 

The J us ti ce Depa ~m~ en t sues N o~_h Ca rob n a over i ts res t~ ctiv e law, while 

Kansas ensnares thousands of citizenso 

EDITORIAL 

Containing the Conventional Arms Trade 

The United St~ttes should ra~" a global h:eab~ to keep weapons out of the 

wrong hands. 

EDITORIAL 

A Historic Fair Hm~sir~g Decision Reaffirmed 

The New Jersey Supreme Court wisely rejected the Christie administration’s 

push to m~demfine the Mcmnt [,sure] ruling. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Those ~a~t~ana Re]p~b]l~ans 

So the government ~s shu~ng de,we, Wall, at ~east we ~ow know 

what a 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The i~[~t ~,~re Can’t Get Ot~t Of 

We’re in an age of too muob supply, and too little demar~d, 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Does A]~ S[t~abalb Pose a Thceat on Ame~’iean Soil? 

The mili~mt Somali g~s~up ~vsponsible for the mall aRack in 

Nairobi has become more soph]stieaLed. What does [h{R mean 

for the U.S.? 

Joe 

For more opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,c~m/Opini~n ~ 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New Yolk Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~> ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Mail 

r~is is an autemated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYFimes corn’s Todays Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTs privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy, 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions i Change Your E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Corl~act i Advertise 



Meait ......... e the " ................................................................................................................. 

[Making of Global 
Radicalism 

9 4 

the existence 
P~pe=-b~c~,, :~96 rx=ges continents and ~inking Bekul, Cairo, and A~exandria between 

......................................................................................................................................................... ~SBN: > o0,2.;~.o,. 
S;29,gS 1860 and 1914, She shows tha~ socialist and anarchist ~deas 

Browse more t~des hn 8molsg ~ntellecluals, worke[s, dramatists, Egyptians, 

of world histow, KhuH-Makdisi challenges nationalist and 

as wel~ as Eurocentdc ~deas about global radbal movements, 

: 

........................................................................................................................................................... 

This study of a @jnamic bordeda,,d, the Tun~s regbn, offers the 

::~:: Imagined Empires 



Palestine/Israel      "Edited by Msrk LeVine 8rid Gershon Shafir 

.; ~: A Radical Exploration of the Arab Uprising 
::~:~1:: The People Want 

by GH~e,t ~chcsr 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Cem,8~ Tunisia, on 17 December 2010, seek to po.,ay ~ as 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......................................................................................................................................................... 
t@2013UCPress AHr~)htsreserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 3:36 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

New and Best-Selling Middle East Studies Titles for Spring Courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI~ssor Sable: 

Wemdew Press prondly am~onnces new and best-selling Middle East Studies texts for ? onr conrses~ 
Below are just t~vo of our new titles: 

The 31iddle Et~s’t and the United States: Itistory, Politics, and Ideologies, UPDATED 2013 ED[TION by David W. 

Lesch and Mark L. Haas (ISBN 978-0-8133-4914-5) 

The 31iddle East and the United States brings together scholays and diplomats from the Middle East, Europe, and North 
America to provide an objective, cross-cultural assessment of U.S. policy toward the Middle East. Regional experts David W. 

Lesch and Mark L. Haas include a new chapter in this updated edition dedicated to the events of the Arab Spring and its aftermath, 

looldng with a special eye to the impact on U.S. interactions with the region.Also featuring five chapters discussing the superpowers 

and the Middle East throughout the Cold Wax; the Bush and Oban~a adtninistrations and the Arab-Israeli conflict; contemporary 

U.S.- Syrian relations; the importance of ideology to US- Iranian relations under the last three administrations; and U.S. relations with 

Al Qaeda. 

Sincerely, 

Westview Press 
A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

www.wesi~lewpress.coill 

A Political Eeonom:9~ qf the Middle East: UPDATEI) 2013 EDITION by .Man Richards, 

,lohn WaterbuD,, Melani Cammett, and Ishac Diwan (ISBN: 978-0-8133-4928-2) 

A Political Economy of the Middle East presents a comprehensive analysis transformation 

and development of the political economy in the Middle East over the past several decades. The 

npdated third edition its focus on the interaction of economic development processes, state 

systems, and social actors even as it also explores the impact of the Arab Spring and subsequent 

events in a wholly new chapter; documents the many changes in demography, educatio~L labor 

markets, urbanization, water and agriculture, and international labor migration in the Middle East 

in recent years; presents Islmnism as a vital force in the region that is nonetheless a vast, diverse 
social movement with many conflicting participants. 

Order Your FREE Exam Copies Today! 

Visit west~iewpress.com tbr more informafiou~ or to order your fi’ee exam copies. 

Complete the online exam coW order form to order. (Mention sonrce code V¢498.) 

Look ~br ant postcard in yonr mail to learn more, or visit us on the Web at 

vc~’w.w es~view press.corn. 

This is a commercial message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email,unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Thanks, Eunice. These are beautiful pictures of you and Archbishop David Gitari. 
May his soul rest in eternal peace! 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, ap.d Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Hello 

[)ear Georges, 

Sume photus frum the week I spent in Kirinyaga Cuunty in November 2010 participating in wu~kshops organized by the Archbishup focusing on the new democratic cunstitutiun, 
development and citizenship The :first picture is with the Archbishup and my elder brother Stanley fuliuwing a sermon on the new cunstitutiun by the Archbishup at St. James Anglican 
Church in Nairobi 

Best wishes and thanks for yuur support, 
Eunice 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Sub.iect: Info 

Hello! 

I have some questions about Swahili. is this the right department to be asking these questions, or could you redirect me to someone that I could 
potentially meet or email? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu~"~ 

Dr. Kem~efl~ R Jat~ket~ 

Depaamet~t of Afdcan. AfiTican American, and Diaspora Steadies 

109 }-~ attle Hall, CB# 3395 
l J ~is’erai b’ of N ord~ Carol ma 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 I voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 

(;lick on a link ~br infurmation al:x>m my p~blications: 

_~_~_t_~p_::23_~ r_~_c_~r._e_~ ~= _u_..n_£: 

/ ht~p:,/undpress, nd. edu, book’[ 00723 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:07 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Fwd: Info 
Dear Kenneth, 
Kindly tbllow up on this on my behal£ 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: (a)live.m~c.edn> 

Date: 12:31:31 AM EDT 

To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <ennice(a)email.unc.edu> 
Subject: lnfo 

Hello! 

I have some questions about Swahili. Is this the right department to be asking these questions, or could you redirect me to someone that I 

could potentially meet or emaiI? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stdzheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 8:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Update - with attachment 

Good morning [unice, I missed the attachment in this ernail chain. Could you forward it to me when you have a moment? No rush. 

Thanks~ 

F~m~ Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 0~, 20~3 6:~3 PN 

T~ SaNe, Eunice N 
~ Strizheus, Yulia 
Nubje~t~ RE: Update - with a~achment 

Eun~ce, Thank you; Yul~a p~ease also fi~e th~s information, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartly~ 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ HH] 

5emor Aaso(:ia~:e Dean [or 5ocia] Sdences at~d 

Global Programs, College o[ Ar~:s at~d Sdences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB MOO 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3t00 USA 

Emafl: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-d.165 Fax: 919 9{52-.2408 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Tuesday, October 1, 2013 5:58 PM 

T~: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

C¢: Strizheus, Yulia 

Subject: RE: Update - with attachment 

Dear Jonathan, 

Thanks so much for your support! 

I will have email and phone contact. My number in Kenya is 
away. 

If you cannot reach me Professor Kenneth Janken will be standing in for me during my time 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 20:~3 5:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: Update - with attachment 

Eunice, Thank you for this detailed pimp, I approve your travel plans to Kenya for October 8 - :1.9. Please also inform me who you designate to respond for you on 

£:.~m’~pu$ if We are unable to ~:onl:act you, 

tJe~;t, Jot?athan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The Un~vers~[y of Nor[h Carolina at 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences 

Global Programs, College of Arts m~d Sdences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PolRi(:a~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

O~ce: 919 962-~:].65 Fax: 9:].9 962-2408 

~[~m= Sahle, Eunice N 

SeBt= Tuesday, October 1, 20~3 2:17 PM 

T~ Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subjeet~ Update - with attachment 

Sorry Jonathan. I forgot to attach the travel plan earlier. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 20:[3 2:04 PM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Update 



Dear 3onathan, 

Kindly see my proposed travel plan which includes both personal and research elements given my ongoing work in Kenya. 

Reports from family and colleagues in Nairobi indicate that the funeral with either be next Thursday or Friday given the national significance of Dr. Gitari. As the plan indicates, 
none of my classes will be cancelled. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Hartlyn, 3onathan 
S..bject; Possible visit to Kenya 

Dear 3onathan, 

This is a heads to let you know that I most likely will have to travel to Kenya next week once I have more details about funeral arrangements of Dr. and Archbishop David Gitari 
who just past away. 

He was a leading Kenyan intellectual and human rights activist in the horrible days of authoritarianism and a mentor of mine for decades. During a visit to Kenya in 2007, Dr. 
Gitari entrusted me with his personal papers and asked me to write about him from a social science perspective. In 2010 he had T participated in various workshops in Kenya 
focusing on the new democratic constitutions and issues of citizenship. We also had several discussions about his life and talked at length on how envisioned writing about him 
in the coming years. 

T am not sure how this will play out given the recent terror attack in Kenya but T am hoping that T can travel there to attend his funeral and meet with a group of other Kenyans 

who are interested in his work. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 10:00 AM 

Magee, Carol L <cmagee@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ander~n, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C 
<mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sew~Jl@ema£unc.edu> 

Re: Certificate in Africa~ Studies 

Hi Carol, 

I am ptflling Stacey and Mike into this conversation because I know that Eunice may well be traveling. Mike can respond to some of the Certificate questions. I wotfld 

heartily encourage these students to apply for FLAS fi~nding. Stacey Sewall is our FLAS coordinator. Ifa student applies for an Academic Year FLAS (the best 

general support for most grad students), they need to be studying a language we teach here on c~unpus (perhaps she would like to pick up Swahili or Wolot’?). There 

has often been a Fulbright Group Study tbr Zulu in the summers (I think ottEred by MSU), and she could also apply for a Summer FLAS in Zulu tbr intermediate or 

advanced study abroad. Mike, Stacey, or I would be glad to help in any way, and Stacey can begin communications right away regarding FLAS applications if you 

send her the con’tact intbrmation. 

Thanks for this a~d best wishes, Barbaxa 

On 9:13 AM, Magee, Carol L wrote: 

Hi Barbara and Eunice, 

I hope this finds you well. I am writing with a couple of questions about the Certificate in African Studies. I have a student who is applying to do a PhD 

with me--she already has an MA, and she is interested in doing an external minor in African Studies or the Certificate.            (should her hire 

work its way through the committees without a glitch) is hoping to bring a student with her that I imagine will have the same interests. The certificate 

looks like it is directed at students at the MA level. Is that correct or can a PhD student do it as well? Does it benefit the Center to have a student 

complete the Certificate as opposed to simply creating a minor? 

Second, is there any funding to help support students who are completing the Certificate? As you may well imagine funding is very tight and Vick and 

I are trying to be as creative as possible for pulling together packages. I know her student      will be applying for a FLAS for Swahili but my 

potential student has been studying Zulu, and although she will be expanding her work outside of South Africa, I don’t in what direction yet so don’t 

know if it would be too soon for her to apply for a FLAS. Anyway, sorry, this is more info than you needed to know. 

Thanks, 

Carol 

Carol Magee 

Associate Professor, Director of Graduate Studies for Art History 

Affiliated Faculty, Curriculum in Global Studies 

Department of Art 

University of North Carolina 

CB 3405 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 

919.962.0722 fax 

cmagee@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Ai~ican Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-21@2 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Magee, Carol L <cmagee@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:02 AM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbar%anderson@unc.edu-~ 

Ander~n, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.e&~; Lambert, Michael C 
<mlmnbert@email.unc.edu>; Sewall. Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Certificate in African Studies 

Thanks Barbara, 

I will have them get in touch with Stacey ASAP. 

All best, 

Carol 

From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Se~t: Wednesday, 10:00 AM 
Te~ Nagee, Carol L 
¢¢~ Anderson, Barbara S; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, N~chael C; Sewall, S~cey Elizabeth 
Subject: Re: Certificate in African Studies 

Hi Carol, 

~ am pul~ing Stacey and Mike into this conversation because I know that Eunice may wel~ be traveling. Mike can respond to some of the Certificate questions. I 

would heartily encourage these students to apply for FLAS funding. Stacey Sewall is our FLAS coordinator. If a student applies for an Academic Year FLAS (the best 

genera~ support for most grad students), they need to be studying a language we teach here on campus (perhaps she would like to pick up Swahili or WNof?). 

There has often been a Fulbright Group Study for Zulu in the summers (I think offered by MSU), and she could also apply for a Summer FLAS in Zulu for 

intermediate or advanced study abroad. Mike, Stacey, or I would be glad to help in any way, and Stacey can begin communications right away regarding FLAS 

applications if you send her the contact information. 

Thanks for this and best wishes, Barbara 

On 9:13 AM, Magee, Carol L wrote: 

Hi Barbara and Eunice, 

I hope this finds you well. I am writing with a couple of questions about the Certificate in African Studies. I have a student who is applying to do a PhD 

with me--she already has an MA, and she is interested in doing an external minor in African Studies or the Certificate.            (should her hire 

work its way through the committees without a glitch) is hoping to bring a student with her that I imagine will have the same interests. The certificate 

looks like it is directed at students at the MA level. Is that correct or can a PhD student do it as well? Does it benefit the Center to have a student 

complete the Certificate as opposed to simply creating a minor? 

Second, is there any funding to help support students who are completing the Certificate? As you may well imagine funding is very tight and Vick and 

I are trying to be as creative as possible for pulling together packages. I know her student      will be applying for a FLAS for Swahili but my 

potential student has been studying Zulu, and although she will be expanding her work outside of South Africa, I don’t in what direction yet so don’t 

know if it would be too soon for her to apply for a FLAS. Anyway, sorry, this is more info than you needed to know. 

Thanks, 

Carol 

Carol Magee 

Associate Professor, Director of Graduate Studies for Art History 

Affiliated Faculty, Curriculum in Global Studies 

Department of Art 

University of North Carolina 
cg 3405 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 

919.962.0722 fax 

cmagee@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Ai~ican Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 o~ice 

(919) 843-2102 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1 h 11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

The Night Wolves 

N:i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VGL. 35 NO. ~9 Visit h:b.f’o~k E~ 

LRB cover art The Night Wolves 

There are five thousand Night Wolves in Russia, five 

thousand Beowulf-like bearded men in leathels riding 

Harleys. Vladitnir Putin has posed for photos with 

them, dressed in leathers and tiding a tri-bike. The 

I@emlin gives them several hundred million rubles a 

year and they work to inspire loyal~ across the 

country with concerts and bike shows that fuse flying 

Ymnahas and speeches frown Stalin. ;~Iore 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Glen Newey: Against the Work Fetish 

Ervar~d Abraharniam Peace Pattie 

3ohr~ Perry: Comrmmists, traitors, radicals 

°James Meek: Fmergy Tax 

What We Haven E t Heard about Iraq 
Patrick Cockbur~ 

In all wars there is a difference between reported news and what really happened, 

but during the campaigns in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria the outside world has 

been left with misconceptions even about the identity of the victors and the 

defeated. In 2oo3 there was a belief in the West that Saddam Hussein Es forces had 

been crushed when in fact the Iraqi army had simply disbanded and gone home. 

Television showed eolmnns of Iraqi tanks on fire after US air strikes. But I climbed 

into some of the tanks and could see that they had been abandoned long before they 

were hit. More 

Revenge Feminism 

,~e n rV T u r~ ~e~’ 

WOMEN! Am you dull, plain, boring, approaching forty, with no talents or interests 

in particular and no idea whatsoever what to do next’.) Do you []inspire a slight 

revulsion in people 2 to the point that everybody ignores you, probably because 

yo u [] re so []ill at ease [] in yomself? You might do worse than get in to the 

surveillance industw, Virginie Despentes suggests. The sector is bootning and 

dullness and direetionlessness at~ a plus. More 

In Indonesia 
Pm~[c, aj Mishra 

[]I would give a C to democracy in Indonesia,[] a young legislator told me one 

eveningin Jakarta. He had been pmsentedto me as a [~risingEq politidan but, once 

assured of anonymity, spoke with smprising frankness, ttis own part.y, Golkar, 

fmTnerly the pm~ of Suharto and now led by Aburizal Bakrie, one of the eountw[]s 

richest businessmen, was proof, he said, that the oligarchs and bm’eauerats who had 

formerly used the eentralised state apparatus to secure their privilege had adapted 

::X:: London Review 

Bookshop 

The Ha~nlet Doctrine: 
Simor~ Critchley and 

dal~ieson Webster 
Monday 21 October at 7 
p.m, 

David Runciman [:? The 
Confidence T~ap 

Thursday 24 October 
at 7 p.m. 

The Great War: Joe 

with David Boyd 
Haycock 
Tuesday 29 October 
at 7 p.m. 

~atthew $wee~ey 
John Hart~ey Williams 
Tuesday 12 November 
at 7 p.m. 

dacek Deht~el h~ 
conversation with 
Antoni~ L~oyd~Jones 



to the current more open political system. More Friday 15 November 
at 7 p.m. 

London Review Podcasts 

In Shanghai 

Je~-emy H~vd~ng 

LeDems 

Adam Pill]lips= To Be or Kno~ t~ Be 

Hal Foster~ Ranci ~re~s Aesthe{~cs 

3onali~a~ RKI<~ Esoterk: Newton 

i~el~a~d Overy~ REckzug 

Ed~avd I,att~ak: ~[’he Hon<mred Society 

Kav~ Mi~le~’: Maero~e on Seolt 

Ned Beam~an: Christopher Pciest 

i~i Follow us on Twitter 

i.~.i Find us on Facebook 

Ccpylig[?l [] L.~I>:tcl: Kcview ,:)f Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: ~egislr~ i:?/lrb o:~ uk [] You can aa!~ab!~dbe ol up;[~ te yoa~ emai[ ];rei)rertces at any fi~ne on ore- website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~dailytarheel,com> 

We dne sday, 12: 02 PM 

DTtt Advertising + UNC Deparlanents Give Back 

IIel]o, 

To support Breast Cancer Awareness month, the Daily Tar Heel has partnered with the UNC 
Lineberger Cancer Center to raise f~ds for support and set.ices for patients with breast cancer. 
We are Turning the Town and the DTH pin!! 

For this to be successful, ~ve need YOUR help. With the purchase of any ad and a 10% 
donation, the DTH will match your gift to donate 20% back to Lineberger. The DTH will also 
give you FREE spot color pirtk with any ad prochase. Together, we have the potential to make a 
huge difference in the lives of these patients and contribute to the success of the UNC 
Lineberger Coraprehensive Cancer Center! As an added benefit, your gift is also a tax write-ofIi 

This theme page punishes on 
you to partner with us? 

Thanks for your consideration, 

and deadlines on . Can we count on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 6:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, Death inNew York, We’ll Always ttave Paris and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http.i/wwwnytimes.corr~/adsiemailads/editpromoi201:31002iaLfimes.html 

I :~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

October 2, 2013-- 

Death in New York ii.~.iI Death in 
It’s ..... rains t’or New York Cit3 Or) ....... On 

yNoe~ 
3’uesda~ the ph~cky company atmounced that it 

would begin the process of dissolving itself 

filing for bankruptcy -- bringing to a close its 

sew~n-decade history o[ championing new work. 

fostering the careers of major singers and making opera 

affordaMe to many New Yorker’s. [{ead our critic’a insights into 

City Opera’s tNumphs and possible missteps, and 

memot’ies of the company. 

We’ll Always Have Paris 
i~i Death in 

Missed Paris F~shion Week ~bis year’? DoWt [ ...... New 
I 

~ York dest. air: ’.~L2:~.g~.~.U!~ bt’ings yo u ~Z@.~J.d..~J~£.~.~J.~ 

of ~be just-completed festivities with highlights of I the spring 2o~4 u omen~s collections, including 

the staffs [~vorite shoes a~d trends. 

The New York Times Store: USE CODE 30PIX 

DoWt ~iss on NYTimescom 

REAL ESTATE I [rvington, N,Y,, Nature, Near the Upper’ West 

Side 

DINING & WINE I [{estoving the Thrill to Dulce de Lethe 

THEATER ~ Iu "The Glass Menagerie," Memory’s Sea~ag Toil 

DEALB%K I Insider Tt’adh~g ’FNa] of Mavericks’ Ow~er Is 

Under Way 

T[~VEL ~ Cycling and Sipping getwee~ Germany and France 

Top 5 Viewed Features o~ NW~ ......... 
(Between September 25 - October 1, 2013) 

.Government Shuts Down in Budget Impasse 

.How 5 Countries in the Middle East Could Become ~4 

.The Nnal Episode el"Breaking Bsd" Leaves One Questkm 

Unanswered 

VIDEO I ’Hers to Lose" 

~ VIDEO [ "Hers to Lose" 

A behind-the-scenes film 

captures the final month of 

Christine C. Quinn’s campaign 

in the New York mayoral race. 

VIDEO ] Paris Fashion Week 

Elements: Silhouette 

~ VIDEO [ Paris Fashion 

Week Elements: Silhouette 

In the latest Elements video, 

explore the many silhouettes at 

Paris Fashion Week. 

VIDEO ] Anatomy of a Scene: 

"Gravity" 

~ VIDEO [ Anatomy of a 

Scene: "Gravi ty" 

Alfonso Cuar6n narrates a scene 

from his film, featuring Sandra 

Bullock and George Clooney. 

Join the 
Conversatio~ 
Sl[J]’YD/t,Y gOON 

[~ SUNDA 
RE’VIE~,~ i Your : : YBOOK 
First: IIHe~ [ R~IE 
Readh~g WI 

The Book Review 

invites readers to share their 

first experience reading an illicit 

piece of literature. 

[] Join the Conversation 

t~oomi~g 
A weekly 
newsletter on the 



4 .~,¥ho Goes to Work? l#’ho Stays Home? 
5.Obama Tells Re[mblieans to ’ Reopet~ the Govet’nme~tt" 

The New York Times Wine Clu b: Receive 50% OFF 

your first wine club shipment 

78 million baby 
boomers born 
between 1946 

and 1964, with    ii~ Booming 
news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more 

Bea~B% k 
Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DealB%k e-mail 
..... lefter [ i~i Dee; Book] 
provides breaking 
news about 
M&As, hP.O.s, 
venture capital 
and more. 

All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, 
featuring the 

i~ii latest in news, The Collection 
trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters 

ABOUT THIS B-MA~L 

@Times comes to you ftom the NYTimes corn marketing department You received this message because you signed Lip 

for NYTimes com’s @Times newslette~ 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe i Change Your E-Mail I Pdvacy Policy I Advertise [ Contact 

The New York Times Conlpany I Copyright 2013 j N’~q-imes corn 620 Eighti~ Avenue, New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Millions of Poor Are Left Uncovered by Health Law 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines oo,o e, 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~Op~ ~ On]hisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Millions of Poor ~4a’e Left Uncovered by Health ~ cl~h~ l 
La’~’~ B dscx~e, I 

left, of J 

St4~te faJlm:es to e~)and Medktaid mean bye-thirds of the poor 

blacks and single mod3ers aud more than half of [he low-wage 

workers who do not have insurance will not benefit from the new heaI[h lawo 

~E] Interactive Map: Wi~ere Poor and Uninsured Americans Live 

Lavabit Fo~mder "~ aged Privacy Fight as FoBoL l 

A federal judge unsealed docmnents in a case involving a teeh 

enkreprenenr who refused [o give the govemmeut broad access 

to dale on ase[s of Lavabik, his secure e.-mai] se[~qce, one of whom was Edward 

Mutiny Ha|ts ]italian Gambit ]by Berluseon~ 

The ~ormer I)t~me Minister Silvio Berlusconi’s attempt to 

resuscikate his enrbnger~d political ea~er by bringing down the 

government i~stead provoked a rebellion i~ his own parb’. 

Editors’ Picks 

BOOKS 

~ vm~o: Ton~ CI~e3,, Np~er of N~spense 

Mr. C]ancy’s military thrillers were blockbuster hiLs on the best- 

seller list, at the box office and even in the gaming world. He died 

at 66 in Balthnore. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Angelica M~st~’t Be NKive About l[ran 

In deali~g wiLh Iran, @x~’t mistake signs of openness for wea~ess. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

W~LLIE CHARLES CARTER, who earss less thas the income limit for Medicaid 

dependeBt chitdren and so doi;s no~ quali{y. 

World 

Weapons I~spect~on Team Beans Work ir~ Syria 

A team of weapon, s i~speetors has begm~ the grom~dwork 

destroying Syt{a’s chemical arms, but it is unclear how it will 

navigate the complex ~sk amid a civil 

Camero~ Rallies Tortes as Labour Atlaeks 

Up 

Prime Minister David Cameron attacked the Labour leader, Ed 

Miliba~d, for his lefb-wi~g poliNes, after the Daily Mail called his 

father a~ unreconstructed Marxist "who hated Brit;dm" 

A fighter 
with the 

r~bei 

~.; Prime 
:: M~mstar 

David 

C~ne Agai,~st Greek :Far-R~ght Par~~ Draws 

Efforts to,, "c, radieate" the Golde~ Dawn party imve raised 

question, s about legalib/m~d concerns a bout drawling sympathy 

for the neo-fasNst group. 

U,S, 

FMlout for G.O.P. Cm~didate %~here S|mtdo~ 

The first gauge of the shutdown’s political fMlout might play oa[ 

in Virginia, where a R~]:m])}icam Kennefi~ T. C~ecine]]i H, faces 

TerRy MeAuliffe %r governor. 



In Test ProjeeL N,SoA, Tracked Cel]phone 

Location,s 

The National Security Agency tested the collection of location 

data, but never puL Lhe program inLo play. 

In Surprise Move, President of Howard 

Urtiversity Resigns as B~adget "i’ro~ables Loom 

Sidney A. Ribeau recently extended his term throug~ spring 

2o15, bill Howard’s academic deans had charged that the 

unive~i~- was plagued by fiscal mismanagement. 

Ribeau 

i×ii 

Business 

~;all St. Fears Go Beyond Shatdow~ 

The prospect c,f Cc, ngress riffling to, raise the nadon’s debt limit 

has eeo~omists a~d investors exi:~loring options the White House 

might have. 

~ Obama Sets Conditions ~or Talks Pass Funding and Raise Debt Ceiling 

exeeutiv 

Partial Victory for BP in Dispute O~er i~] The 
Settlement I Daepwa 

reconsider his inte~])relafion of a setflemenk with claimants who 

filed billions of dollars of claims against BP after the 2oio Deepwater Horizon 

oil spill Nsaster. 

J~ry Clears 1~ ron~oter h~ Death of Michael 

Jacksor~ 

The jury’s verdict saves A.E.G. Live, the world’s secondqargest 

eoncet~a company, from paying what could have been huge 

damages. 

Brian& 

Sports 

Races E~d Fees to Top Rmu~ers, Draudng Outc~� 

The decision by Competitor Group, which runs more than 8o 

endurance races for profit, roiled those who believe supporting 

elite runners benefig the spook as a whole. 

The 

Rock ’n’ 

Roll San 

Diego 



Braves’ Free Swh~gers Face Dodgers’ Staff of Aces 

Atlanta, which led ~he NaticmaI l~mgue i~ home rm~s, and ~-~s 

A~geles, whose mtafio~ had a 3.I4 E.R.A., will meet i~ a~ N.L. 

division sm4es, beginning Thursday. 

~ Dodgers Don’t View Injuries as Obs~cle 

Al~er Fighting Off Urge to Rebui|d, Pirates 
Battle Cardinals 

The Pirates’ front office c~-msidered tea~t~g the team apa~ after 
last season. Now the team is baek il~ the playoffs afker ~o ]osi~g 

home 

Pirates I 

Fol mo~e spor:s news, ~o to NYTimes,eomtSporte }~ 

ARTSBEAT 

For First Time, Strike Shutters Carnegie Hal| 

The openi 3g co 3eert }Vednesday night ak Carnegie ttalI was 

called off because of a sb@e by iN stagdaa,~ds. 

at s Next Time, Libra~<ies Cou]ld Be Om¯ She]lt-ers I 

As the New York region prepares neighborhoods for the ne~,1 

disaster" why not look to some natural community centers, branch libratqes? 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Family Trees of° Famili ar Seion s 

Three *row comedies -. "The Millers," "Scan Saves the World" and 

"Wdeome to the Family" - s~nd ouk for their veteran leads. 

Amett 

and 

MaFgo 

Obituaries 

Tom Clarmy, Best-Se||ing Master of Mi|itary 

Thrillers, Dies at 66 

Mr. Claney’s books were successfully transfom~ed into 

blockbuster Holl3~xood films, including "PatNot Games," "The 

Hm~t %r Red October" m~d "Clear m~d Present Damager." 

~ Slide Show i Video: Spinner of Suspense 

Ruth Maleczeeh, Beaeo~ of Stage Avm~t-Garde, 
Dies at 74 

Ms. Maleezeeh, a fearless performer and director, was a founder 
of the e:q)erimenta] theater t~tcmpe Mabou Mines. 

Malecze 

ch hi 

2003. 

A|bert D. ~&~heelon, Arcltiteet of Aerial Sp~@tg, 

Dies at 84 

Dr. Wheelon’s work on satellites for the CoI.A. in t~e 196os 

helped lay the fom~dafim~ for a vast American arae~al (g aerial 

surveillance systems. 

Alber~ I 

Wheelo 

Fashion & Style 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

M~rc Jacobs Packing His Louis Vuit-ton Bags 

O~ [he hofizom taking ]aJs own comp:my public. 

~ Slide St~ow: Notable Marc Jacobs Looks fo~ Louis Vui~o~ 

, Ma[c Jacobs to Leave Louis Vuittori 

d~signar 

Marc 

FASHION REVIEW 

A Filling Conclusion in Black and ~’hite 

Reviews of [h e spfi n g 2 o 14 col leetions from Loui s Vuitton, 

zMexa*xder MeQueen, Miu Miu arid Herm&so 

:: VUITrO 
N A 

SCENE CITY 

At. PaNs Fashion Week Parties, Air-Kissing 

V~;mms for Now 

A small party is give~ by Elisabeth vo~ Thurn und TaMs, a larger 

o[~e by Cafine Roi 

Today’s Video 

~ WOEO: A Bipmq~san Book 

As the federal governmen t shutdown con finues, kl~e New York 

Times photographer S kephen Crowley l~oticed ol~e prominent 

story both sides ca~ agree on. 

~ wo£o: App Smart: D,J, Apps 

Ki[ Eakon reviews Edjing, DJ Studio 5 and Pa[~y Monster, three 

apps aimed at mobile users lookit~g to mix musk: ot~ the go. 

~ vwEo: Paris Fashion Week: Elements 

Character 

Explore [he muny characters of Paris Fashion Week. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Cost of the Shutdown 

Rel.~ublica~s who rail against spe~ding ignore the waste m~d e~:,ense of dosing 

governmen t. 

EDITORIAL 

Leayr~ag the }~ tong Lessons Ahout At~stegily 

Em’ope’s recent tepid growth shows how cutting govermnei~k spendit~g and 

raising taxes have prolonged the recession. 

EDITORIAL 

A Blind Spot on Rem~ew Cmeras 

A federal court should require the Obama adminis~’a[ion to carry out a 2008 

law that requires reur~’iew teeimoloKv it~ new ears. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Doe~ Scotland Wa~3i- ]independence? 

We’re ])rawling over the ret~rem:lmn witbo~t dise~ssing what it 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

1VH~ority R~es 

Boetmer must ibid. Ti~e only questions are wi~en and how. 

, Cokimnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Co~gress Brc~ks Bad 

Tids gm~ernrnent shutdown has brought a whole t~ew cast of 

characters into the ~mfio~ml spotlight. Have you met 

Representative I~brador yet? 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THiS DAY 

W’::~:.=: (ii:!:.:~’i~i::ii~)::: ii~:::i :i!:~d:.::: 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Ph~terest 

Access The New York Times Irorn anywhere with out suite el apps: 

iPhone’¢~ l iPadCb Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >~ 

Have questkms? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated s-mail Rlease cio not reply direc[ly [e this e-maii 

You received this message because yell signed up rer NYTBnes,com’s Today’s Eeadlines rlewsietter, 

As a member of the TRUSTs privacy program, we are commi,ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 8:23 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival continues tonight mth Brazilian fihn Neightx~ring Sound~O Sore ao Redor 

Thursday Oct. 3 [ 7:00 pin 

Ndson Mandela Auditorium, Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-C~[t 
301 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill 

Reception preceding (6.30pro) 

Neighbouring Sotmds [ O Sore ao Redor, Kleber Mendoga Filho (Brazil. 2012, 131 rain.) 

LilE in a middle-class neighborhood in present day, Recife, Broil, WJaes an unexpected turn after the arrival ofm~ independent private secnrity firm. The presence of 

these men brings a sense of safety mad a good deal of anxiety to a culture which runs on fear. Meanwhile, Bia, married a~d mother of two, must tind a way’ to deal mth 

the constant baJcking a~d homing of her neighbx~r’s dog. A slice of’Br~ilia~d, a reflection on history,, violence mad noise. Portuguese with English subtitles. 

This film has been described as "one of the best fihns to come out of Brazil in yem5." Don’t miss it! 

Introduced by Prot: Gustavo Furtado. Romance Studies, Duke 

For the complete fes~tival schedule, go to http://~atinamericancaribbem~.duke.edu/~utreach/~lm-festival/2~3-nc-~a~m-an~e~cm~-~Na-fes~val 



Oxford University P .... 

:~iii SpiritandP ...... The    Spirit and Power 
Growth and Global Impact 
of Pentecostalism The Growth and Global Impact of Pentecostalism 

Edited by Donald E. I~liHer, Kimon H. Sargeant, and Richard Fiery 

ISBN: 9780199920594 

Paperback, July 2013, 432 pp. 

List Price: 

ii.~.iI Requesq~ Free Examination Copy 

I :%:: Table of Contents 

Spirit and Power addresses three main questions: Where is Pentecostalism 

Examines Pentecostalism in a 

global context 

Brings theology and religious 

beliefs into conversation with 

social theory 

Features contributors from 

diverse disciplinary perspectives 

growing globally? Why it is growing? What is its social and political impact? 

The contributors to this volume include theologians, historians, and social 

scientists who bring their diverse disciplinary perspectives to bear on these 

empirical questions. The essays draw on extensive survey research as well as 

in-depth ethnographic field methods, with analyses offering diverging and 

sometimes competing explanations for the growth and impact of 

Pentecostalism around the world. 

"Amazing as it might have seemed a generation ago, we now have to reckon 

Pentecostal Christianity as one of the most successful and transformative 

global movements of the twentieth century. Fortunately, the topic has attracted 

some really first class scholarship, which is amply represented in Spirit and 

Power This is a rich and multi-faceted collection of studies. Readable and, 

often, inspiring." 

--Philip Jenkins, author of The Next Christendom 

Donald E. I~iller is Firestone Professor of Religion and executive director of the 

Center for Religion and Civic Culture at the University of Southern California. 

He has written or edited nine books, including Global Pentecostatism The 

New Face of Christian Social Engagement (with Tetsunao Yamamori). 

Kiaoa ~. Sargeaat is Vice President, Human Sciences at the John Templeton 

Foundation, and the author of Seeker Churches. Promoting Traditional 

Religion in a Non-Tradidona! Way. 

Richa~ FIo~ is Associate Research Professor of Sociology and director of 

research in the Center for Religion and Civic Culture at the University of 

SouthernCalifornia. Heistheauthorofthreebooks, mostrecentlyGrowingup 

in America. The Power of Race in the Lives of Teens. 



.~.i U niversi~, Press 

Scholarship Online 

Explore Oxford Scholarship Online - Religion 

Oxford University Press publishes original scholarship in all areas of religion 

and theology. Outstanding contributions by young academics are included 

alongside books by eminent scholars from all over the world. Available sub- 

disciplines in this module include: Biblical Studies, Church History, Hinduism, 

Philosophy of Religion, and Religion and the Ancient World, to name a 

few.teaching. 

Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online is available at your institution. 

Back to School Sale 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:10 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residems@duke.edu 

mark your calendar - International Creole Day celebration - October 28 

Natai i ~" Ha r~lma~i 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin ~,erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke U~i J ve rs i ty 
phene 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edus" 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv’~ 
[waterthemesteeringcommittee] UNC Varsity Womeu’s Soccer Water Awareness Ga~ne Invitation 10-10-13 

A Drink for Tomonow, (ADFT) iu associal~on with the univeisity’s Water Theme and UNC Athletics, presents Water Awareness Games! 780,000 000 people lack 
access to clean water° the most basic resource necessa~ lbr life. Please join ADIiT and the defending National Champion Varsi~ Women’s Soccer Team on 

Thursda;,, October 10th vs. NC State to raise awareness and funds to combat the global water crisis. All proceeds from merchandise and donations will fund ADFT’s 
. 

. . 
, 

. r O see 

sustainable clean water project in South America next smnmer. Visit vx~vw.ADFT.org for infomaation about the water crisis ADFT and past projects, x~ e hope t 

you at the game! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2013-10-11 

Your reservation request for Chronicle of a genocide foretold [videocassette] from 2013-10-10 through 2013-10-15 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Chronicle of a genocide foretold [videocassette]: 65-V7864 c 1 *Pick up by YousufA1-Bulushi 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 10-03-2013 16:04 pm 
...... Mail generated at Oct.03 2013 16:10:19 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Apache <~apache@yorklown.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Your tihn request for 2013-10-15 

Your reservation request for Own VHS [videocassette] from 2013-10-15 through 2013-10-15 ha s been approved 

You will need to stop by the MRC to have someone unlock the room fur you. Please remember that Food and Drink are NOT ALLOYVED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 

all classes. 

Staff Notes: 
Room 205, Tuesday Oct 15, 2013 9:30-11:00ara *pick up/screening by Yousu~’A1-Bulushi (will also need 65-V7864- Chronicle of a Genocide Foretold) 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the ~4RC. 

Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 10-03-2013 16:25 pm 
...... Ma il generated at Oct.03.2013 16:10:12 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Reviewer Services <announcements@news.sagepub.co.uk> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 4:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

We’d like to hear your views on the peer review process complete our 5 min survey! 

Complete our 5 min survey. 

We’d like to find out more about your views on the peer review process 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 
As a recent reviewer of journal articles of SAGE journals, we’d like to find out more about your views on 
the peer review process. Tell us what you think by completing our 5 minute survey. 

We’re also pleased to announce the launch of a new online resource for reviewers - the SAGE Reviewer 
Gateway, where you’ll find the following useful information: 

Introduction to our reviewer rewards programme 
Information on peer review process including guidance on Ethical considerations such as 
conflicts of interest or suspected plagiarism 
Guidelines and information about how to review including etiquette and key advice tips 
Information about online submission and peer review systems used by SAGE 
An evolving set of resources, further information and FAQs to assist reviewers 

We hope you’ll find this site helpful in your role as a reviewer and would like to take this opportunity to 
thank you for your contribution as a valued reviewer. 

Kind regards, 

SAGE Reviewer Services 

SAGE Office.’;: 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:03 AM 

inll - duncpl&s@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Starting today: Native & Indigenous Fihn Series] October 4-7 & 9. 2013 

Native & Indiqenous Film Series I October 4-7 & 9, 20~3 

As part of the "Hemispheric Indigeneity in the Global Age" project, the series explores in comparative/contextual fashion Native and Indigenous 

worldviews, in particular the ones related to self-representation and govemability, health and environment, and the ontology of being 

Native/Indigenous in today’s global age. The series intends to bring together cultural producers, shoolars, Native and Indigenous filmmakers, 

artists, and general public to explore, share, and act upon some of the most pressing issues first nations and pueblos originarios faced today, 

Fri. October 4 I Richard VM~ite Auditorium. DukeI 
4.00 pm I Reel Injun. Neil Diamond (Canada-USA. 2010) <85min.> 

Followed by a Round table: Native & Indigenous Representation versus Self-representation: Forms of Action 

7.00 pm I Reception 

Fri. October 4 I Richard VVnite Auditorium. Duke I 7.30 pm I In the Light of Reverence. Christopher McLeod & MNinda 
Maynor (USA. 2001 ) <54min.> 

Sat. October 5 I Nelson Mandela Auditorium, GEC, UNC-Chapel Hill I screenings throughout the day 

10.00 am. Tecumseh’s Vision. Ric Burns & Chris Eyre (USA. 2009) <54min.> 
11.30 am Camino de Serpiente (Serpent’s Path). Laura Magana (Mexico, 2012) <53min.> 
2.00 pm. Cerro Rico Tierra Rica (Rich Hill Rich Land). Juan Vallejo (Colombia-Bolivia. 2012) <90min.> 
3.30 pro, Viaje Intercultural (Intercultural Journey). Collective creation (Colombia, 2013) <30min,> 
4.30 pro. Trail of Tears. Chris Eyre (USA. 2009) <54rain.> 
6.00 pro. Seed Spirits. Altha Cravey & Elva Bishop (USA-Mexico, 2012) <30rain.> 
7.00 pm. Meznak. Ives Sioui Durrand. (Canada. 2012)<96rain.> 

Sun. October 6 I Nelson Mandela Auditorium. GEC, UNC-Chapel HillI screenings throughout the day 
10 am, Geronimo. Dustin Craig (USA. 2009) <54min.> 
11.30 am, MAYAS U su0tka’ansah" (knowledge Cycle). Mauricio Andrada (Mexico. 2009) <53min.> 
2.00 pm. Paraiso for Sale. Anayansi Pardo (Panama. 2011 ) <75min,> 
3.30 pm Wounded Knee. Stanley Nelson (USA 2009) <54min,> 
5.00 pm. We Women Warriors (Tejiendo Sabiduda). Nicole Karsin (Colombia. 2013) <79min.> 
7.00 pro. Tava, A Stone House (Tava, A Casa De Pedra). Vincent Carelli, Emesto Ignacio De Carvalho, 
Patricia Ferreira (KereNu), Ariel Duarte Ortega (Guarani-Mbya). (Brazil. 2013) <83rain.> 

Mon. October 7 I Richard Wnite Duke I 7,00 pm. Film Screening and Q&A 
The Master and Divino. Tiago Campos Tortes & Ernesto de Carvalho. (Brazil. 2013) <78min.> 

VVed. October 9 I Gri~th Film Theater. Duke I 7.00 pm 

Granito: how to nail a dictator. Pamela Yates (Guatemala. 2011 ) <103 rain.> 

SCREENINGS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC I ALL FILMS WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

~ O t b 4 A I d Cenfer. UNOoCH ri ay, co er .~ ~erican n 

Noon, Working ~gnch: ~eetin~ wit~ Faca~g~ and Graduate 3tgde~ts working on Native and ~ndigenous issues, (by inv~ation~ 

5.3~ p~. R~chard White A~ditorium. Duke. 

~ Jeff ~ar~ey (Cherokee, 



* ~-:n~est Webb {Cree, Oanada} 

Friday, October 4, i Receptio~ 

B/londay, October 7, I Special Prese~tacio~: Video Nag Aideias 

With g~st fil~make~s: 

~.~.~ v~deo r, as 
a~deias2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IPG Books <paul@www-ipgbooLccsend.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 1:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Don’t Simply Repeat the Past, Get These New History Books tbr Your Classes 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

"The historian does simply not come in to replenish the gaps of 
memory. He constantly challenges even those memories that have 

survived intact." 

- Yosef Yerushalmi 
Begin a dialogue with your students via the following books. 

Click on the covers below or visit www.ip.qbook.com for more 

information on how to include these books on your course list. 

the Mississippi Fire Bombers: Memories of Mississippi 1964-65 
Jim Dann, Foreword by John Hart’is 
In June 1964, courageous young civil right.~ workers risked their lives in the face of 

violence, intimidation, illegal arrests, and racism to re,qister as many African 
American voters as possible in Mississippi, which had historically excluded most 
blacks from voting, WiH~ a Iirsthand account of the de~ails and thoughtful 
descriptions of key people on tile front lines, including Fannie Lou Hamer, Charles 
McLaurin, John Harris, Irene McGruder, and many more, author Jim Dann brings that 
historic period back ~o life. He places ~hose I5 men[ha in Mississippi-known as 
Freedom Summer-in the overall history of tile struggle of African Americans for 
freedom, equality, and democratic dghts in tile South, the country, and throughout 
the world. Fraught with lessons drawn from those experiences, Challenging the 
Mississippi Firebombers is a valuable contribution to understanding and advancing 
civil rights struggles in addition to being a fascinating and engrossing story of a 

pivotal moment in the mid-20th-century United States. 
978192¢824871 

Invisible Women of Prehistory: 
Peace, Six Thousand Years of War 

’ Foster and Marlene Derlet 
Based on many years of research into ancient history and prehistory, this insightful 
tome argues that three million years of peace-a period when women’s status in 
society was much higher than it is now-preceded ~he last 6,000 years of war during 
which men have come io hold power over women. Tile book challenges the idea 
accepted in academia that history is a linear development in which society is 
steadily moving out el a violeni and patriarchal pasi to a more equitable and peaceful 
future, and it reexamines both the archaeological work of Mariia Gimbutas and 
recent research into the prehistories of Africa, Asia, the Americas, and Australia and 

Oceania. 
978187�75~,918 

Did You Do In The War, Mummy? 
Mavis Nicholson, Foreword by Dan~ Vera Lynn 
A wondedully varied collection of women talk to Mavis Nicholson about their lives 
during World War II ~n tNs fascinating comp~afion of oral Nsto~. Frank and vivid, 

these stories reveal ~ntkna~e de~a~s o~ how ~hese women lived, worked, ~oved, and 
coped throughout those difficug years. Ranging fl’om working-class women 
aristocrats, the intewiewees share their experiences working ~n munitions factories, 

the armed services, and the entertainment ~ndust~-Odet~e Hallows even chronicles 
her days working as a resistance fighter. Readers young and oJd wiJJ find this book 
by turns moving, ~nfermative, and amusing. 
978t 8~11 



ainst the Tide: Trotskyists in German Occupied France 
Yvan Craipeau, Translated by David Broder 
Focusing on the years 1938 through 1945, this book tells the history of the French 
Left’s activities to subveri the German occupying army. Although there have been 
iiqany accounts of the French Resistance, this is the first to concentrate on the 
[adical Trotskyisis living in France. incorporating Iirsthand experiences, the book 
chronicles the coming of ihe war and the independent stance taken by Trotskyists in 
opposition to the French Communist Par~y. Arguing that mass resistance can, in 
fact, work, ~his history also features reproductions ol su[viving published texts 
the period. 
978085031~6587 

~i~i,~ii~-’~"-~he History of Montreal: The Story of Great North American City 
.... ,,~.~ PauI-Andr~ Linteau, Translated by Peter McCambridge 

This boek leJJs the fasc,nat,n~ story of Montreal, Canada, from prehislor,c time 
through the 21st century. F~om the i~oquoian community of Hochelag~ to the 
bustling economic meti~polis that Montrea~ has become, this accounJ describes ~he 
social, economic, po~tica~, and cultura~ forces and trends that have d~iven the city’s 
development, shedding light on the c~ty’s French, Br~flsh, and American influences. 
Outlining Montreal’s d~verse ethnic ~nd cultural odg~ns and ~ts strategic geogr~pMca~ 
position, ~his I~vely account shows how a small missionary colony ~ounded ~n 1642 
developed into a leading economic city and cultural center, 1he lhriv~ng cosmopolitan 
hub of F~ench-spe~k~ng Noah Amedca. 

978t 9268~7~2 

in the World 
Lars Bo Kaspersen 
Analyzing Danish development from 1815 to the present day, this book argues that 
state always develops in relation to the states with which it interacts. As it 
discusses a number of incidents that have shaken Denmark and b~ough~ abou~ 
fundamental changes4rom the 1864 cds~s, when the Danish state was c~ose to 
being dissolved, Wer~d Wsrs I and ~1, the CokJ ~ar, and the period fo~ow~ng the 
of the Soviet Union-tMs account essentially explores the maMng of the Danish 
welfare s~ate. The Danish participation in ~he war on terror and i~s subsequent 
chalienges to Danish civil rights, openness, and welfare are also explored. 
97887412553~ 

This email was sen~ to eunice@email.unc,edu by jpcLacademic@jgc~bookcom :: 

Update Profile/Email AddFess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Pdvao/Policy, 

Independent Publishers Group 8J.4 N. Franklin i Chicago [L :: 606~.0 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 1:36 PM 

intt- duncplas@duke.edu 

Attn grad sludents: IAF Fellowship Deadline: 1/6/2014 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:IAF Fellowship Deadline: 1/6/2014 

Date:Fri, 04 Oct 2013 17:30:10 +0000 
From:IAF Grassroots Development Fellowship Prograin <iMinlb@iie.org> 

Reply-To:IAF Grassroots Development Fellowship Prograin <iMinlb@iie.org> 

To:njh@duke.edu 

is this emaii net displaying correctly? 

Vie’,.v ~our b=’o’,.vser 

2014-2015 
Informational 

Webinars 

about tb.9 el=:gibiliiy 

requirements of the 

Fellov,,,ship? How to apply’? 

]he benefits’? Heal- about 

pre\,iously funded studies? 

these dates (A~ l:ktses EST) 

3:0(} pm - 4 {}0 ~)m - 

2014-2015 IAF Fe|lowship 

Competition Announcement 

The deadline for applications for the 2013-2014 

Fellowship Cycle of the IAF Grassroots 

Development Ph.D, Fellowship Program is 

JANUARY ~, 2014= 

Fellowships are available to currently registered students who have 

advanced to candidacy (by the time research begins) for the PhD in the 

social sciences, physical sciences, technical fields and the professions 

as related to grassroots development issues Applications for clinical 

research in the health field will NOT be considered. 

Awards are based on both development and scholarly criteria. Proposals 

should offer a practical orientation to field-based information. In 

exceptional cases the IAF will support research reflecting a primary 

interest in macro questions of politics and economics but only as they 

relate to the environment of the poor The Fellowship Program 

complements IAF’s support for grassroots development in Latin America 

and the Caribbean, and preference for those applicants whose careers or 

research projects are related to topics of greatest interest to the IAF. 

These include, but are not limited to, the following: 

Organizations promoting grassroots development among poor and 

disadvantaged peoples; 

The financial sustainabilit~ and independence of development 

organizations; 

Trends affecting historically excluded groups, such as African 

descendants, indigenous peoples, women, people with disabilities 

and young people; 

Transnational development; 

The role of corporate social responsibility in grassroots 

development; 

The impact of globalization on grassroots development; 

The impact on the quality of life of the poor of grassroots 

development activities in such areas as sustainable agriculture 

and natural resource management, housing, health care, 

education, urban development, technology transfer, jobs creation, 



-iAF ir!fo S ....... ................... ::.!?£-<.ti!~£ 

{AF {nfo S~ssiorl 

Visit 1:he web.siie ,,’-or 

times. 

and marketing and small-enterprise development 

Funding is for between four and 12 months. Research during the 20f4- 

2015 cycle must be initiated between June 1, 2014 and March 31, 2015. 

IAF’s Fellowships provide support for Ph.D. candidates to conduct 

dissertation research in Latin America and the Caribbean on topics related 

to grassroots development The Inter-American Foundation expects to 

award up to 15 Doctoral Field Research Fellowships in 2014. 

Complete proposals include: 

A complete research prospectus - an application statement, a field 

research prospectus, a Curriculum Vitae (custom), and a Personal 

Statement; 

A letter of U niversity Certification; 

A letter of affiliation from at least one host organization; 

Statement of IRB Status or proof of submission or approval; 

Graduate transcripts; 

Three academic letters of reference, one which must be from the 

chair of the applicants dissertation committee; 

A Language Proficiency Report. 

Selected candidates must present proof of candidacy and IRB exemption 

or approval prior to receiving funding or entering the field. Complete 

application information and instructions are available at www. 

Powered by M=silCl:,imp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 3:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Boehner Urges G.O.P. Unity in ’Epic Battle’ 

................ ] M~:st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTOM~ZE~ 

Top News 

Boelnle~" Ueges G,OoPo Urgty in ’Epic Battle’ 

Speaker John A. B~-~ehner ofl%red t~o due on VrMay as to how he 

eN.~ected Congress to get out cg Ne dead end it has found itself 

in, ~th the government sbuk lbr a fourth day. 

, ~ Video: goehner on the Shutdown 

left, 

Raprese 

To This Tycoom Irmi Smietions ~Veee Like Gold 

An h’anian businessman is facing new scr~til~y fl)r helping Irm~’s 

effotk ko evade sanctions on its oil sales. 

Zanjani 

COMMON SENSE 
:~ Blent 

In Rural Iowa, Spending, Not tile Shutdouqa, 

Raises Worry [ 2a .... [ 

While RepresentaBve Steve King’s conslihJents are begJnuing 

questi~-m his taedes a~d his focus o[~ the health law, they suppo~f his core 

commitment to eu~g the size of government. 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

~ vmEo: Snowbom’di~lg at the Ca~0d~’ona 

Halfpipe 

Every Allgust, the world’s best sl~owboardels come to work on 

big-air a~d physies-de~ii~g in Wanaka, New Zealand. 



, Reiated Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Chiua’s Ecmmmy, Back on Track 

Momentum for reform is growing. So is the lendership’s ~dl]. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ROY ADAMS~ who che~’ishes his vole as a bcni;facto~’ t’ov college {’ootba]l players, even i~’it 
means breaking a few yules. 

World 

Gen, Vo N~tye~ G~ap, l,,Vho Ot~sted U,S. From 

Viet~Pa~ is Dead 

Oetmra] Giap, whose vitroW at Dien gie*~ Phu forced Frat~ee 

fl’om ~Setnam, later waged a long baRle with the U~ked States 

militaW thak eventuaIIy sapped America’s politieal will ko fight. 

impasse Wifl~ Afgha~fist~m R~ises Prospect of 
Tota~ U,So W~thdrawa~ i~ 2o~4 

The United S1a~tes a~d A*~hanishm are struggling to t’each a deal 

over the role American forces will play beyond next yea*’, 

o[fidals say, raising the possibilib’ c,f total with&’awaL 

hi;cops 

with an 

CanceRatio~ of Trip by Obama Plays to Doubts [:~ The [ 
o~As~a ;~es 

Chinese 

presiden 

With the cancellation of President Obama’s visit to Asia, his 

much--pr)moted "p~vof ~o ~ia was undercut, and this week 

China’s leader, Xi Ji~ping, seized the ope~fing in some of the nations Mr. Obama 

would have visited. 

U.S, 

Supervisors of Navy Yard Gmm~an Were Told of 

Issues 

A Washit~gton Navy Yard subcontractor kept Aarot~ :~exis on 

the job and did not require }tim to seek me~ta] health ~’eatme~t, 

an ink’rnaI invesdgntion found. 

Alea,:is 

had a I 



University of Mississippi Investigating A~ti-Gay 

]Heckling at Theater 

In the 5~ yeat~ since in~er~’ation, ~he un~ve,sRy has made 

inclusion and raduI healing u theme, but p~blems pemist. 

G~a|fCoast Storm Pu]l]ls Federa~ Workers Off 
Furlough 

TropicM Storm Karen, ~hough weakening on FHday, was sdl] 
powerful enough to p~)mpt ew~cuat~ons and warnh~ of stom~ 
sm’ges and heaW rainfall ahTmg file Gulf Coast. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

N ew Faslfion Rm~way: Wall Street 

Michael Kors had extraordinary success with an initiN public 

offering of his brand nearly two yea~,~ ago, leading other 

designers to consider dm same. 

, Nil Comment Pos~a Corr~ment I Read 

left, the 

YOUR MONEY 

Q~estions Ofte~ Asked About Health Law           [~ 

In "dne first week of the Obama adminiskration’s ~ea]th care 

enro]hnenk period, consumers had questions on insuring 

dependent children over a6 yea~s oM, immigrants and pre-exisfi~g eondifim~s. 

OFF THE CHARTS 

Unemplo~mnt ofAdadts FMls in Ge~m~y, ba~t 

Not the Rest of Em~ope 

:~ong the countries in [he Europeun Union, whe[her or not 

membe~ of the ellro zone, all but Germa~y now have mow adult unemployed 

workers than at t~e end of 2oo7. 

,~ Graphic: In Europe= Adult Onempbgment Rises 

Sports 

Booster Pro~ad of His Largess and Game-Day 

Parties 

Roy Adams a welI-known booster in Memphis, is tailed d~e 



Great OaL~hy of college spewers for his game-.&~y parties and his 

role as a be~efaetor tbr players. 

, [] Slide Show: Game Day for a f3ooster 

Rodrigue~, Sues, Tmogeti~g Baseball and Medi~| 

Treatment 

A defiant Alex Rodfiguez alleged t~at M~or Leagne Baseball 

bought the cooperation of a Biogenesis witness and that the 

Ya~kees’ medical team was negligent. 

,~ DocumenL Alex Rodriguez’s Lawsuit Against Major League Baseball 

For Coad~, Seizures Are i~lere Dktraetions 

Jer~y Kill, probably the only eollege %otbaI1 coach who l~as a 

seizur~ prot~-~,~Y~,l for his assistants, is not allowing his health to 

in teffere wNa MJn ~esota’s eff’o~s to retmild. 

Cosch 

Arts 

The Fre~tzied Last-Act Effi~rt to Save City Ope~°a 

In the final days before filing for ba~kruptcy proteetion, off~eials 

at New York dty Opera learned that the 7o-year-old company 

had lost the confidence of the donors it needed to survive. 

~ Timeline: The Shifting Foltunes of ’the Peepie’s Opera’ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

_Agh~g, Comir~g of Age, and V~mpires 

The New York Film Festival e~:,ntinues t~-~, have so~ne)@y fare, 

with one fl)ot i~ the American commercial mainstream, and 

anotl~er in the realm of international art cinema. 

A Soprar~o Bravi~g fl~e Shoals, Like a Stoical 

Isolde 

;C)eborab Voigt, who withdrew last month fl’om the Washington 

Nations Opera’s season-openin g prod u orion of "Tfis b~ n un d 

Isolde," talks about that decision and her future singing ehoieeso 

~ Debora I 
h Voigt I 

Obituaries 

Bill Eppgidge, "~:ho Captared Powerf~ ’6os 

Images, Dies at. 75 

Mr. Eppridge made his most endm’ing mark wifl~ a historic image 

of a mortally wounded Senator RobeCa F. Kennedy lying on ~e 

floor of a D)s ~M~geles hotel in J une ,968o 

, Lens Blog: The Moment a Photographer Became a H~storian 

He~an "~:allaee, Held 4~ Years in Solitary, Dies 

Mr. Wallace died of ea~eer three days after he wax freed by a 

l%derNjudge who rifled "~at his oHNnO inNc’m~ent in the Mlling 

of a prison guard had been unconstitutional. 

Wallace 

Lawre~ce Goodwyn, Historiaat of Populism, :Dies at 85 

£)r. Goo&~T~fs e,~i)erience buildi~g cross-raeial political coalifio~s i~ the I96os 

led him to u~te an antho,{tative histo*y of the rise of American populism in the 

19th con fury. 



Travel 

Treasures of the (’Jr~que Terre 

Two years after a torre~tial rai~ffall struck tim area on Raly’s 

I,igurian coast, a visit reveals both recent recovery and timeless 

pleasurs~s. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Clockwi 

top left: 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

In ~latfi’s Upeou~t~oy, VChere the Paniolo Roam 

Instead of beaches and surf shacks, this part of Maui features 

ranches, ~deos and a pa,fioio-- Hawaiian cowboy- b’adidom 

A Pony 

Express 

tour in 

the 

THE GETAWAY 

A Hote]l Roo~ ~,rith ~4o Char’acre,s 

The first ’~Fwitter experience hold" was introduced this 

summer, sharpening the divide be~veen vacationers Mm prefer 

digital immersion and tl~ose who se& di~ta] detox. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: A New Life, Furlo~*ghed 

Katherine Buckingham, a furloughed F3~:MA eraployee, is 

co u*~ ring khe days of the federal governme*~ t sh u kdown until she 

can get back tc~ work. 

Ormtge 

I t’s often asked why Paris is the center or creative fashion. 

CmanJngham weighs 

~ VmEO: In Pe~°fo~°marme: O~°|ando B|oom 

"1"he actor performs a scene from the new Broadway production 

of Shakespeare’s "Romeo a*~d 3 aliet." 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Per~l--Up De~nar~d fo~° Hea[l-h Insu~0agtce 

The new exeha*~ges are floodect with people who are desperate to find 

affordable coverage. 

EDITORIAL 

Now Reptiblie~ns Want a ’Dia~ogtm’ 

2flier spurning talks for months, the ttouse demands a crisis.-ch{ven bargain 

EDITORIAL 

Raftlhtg OffAssm~lt Rifles 

The Republican Party of Rhode Island attracts scorn for a plan to raffle an 

assault rifle to raise money. 

Fo; :’~o~e or)i¢~ioI~ ,:’,~ to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Terrible, Tragic Game 

Round and round we gO wi[h the DemocraLs and Republicans 

a~%uing over who has d~e "winning" message, while 

govermne~t remains closed fbr hus~neas. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

When it comes ko Obaraaeare, Repubfieans are hanging on to 

tc, wel. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A F~°aeldng Ro~°sehach Test 

You can’t have so_rod reg~laiion withou~ good da~. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

For more opi!~ion; ,go to NYTimee.eomtOpinion ~ 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.; 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 8:22 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

BRASA XII, Call for Proposal s, Due October 15, 2013 

iNi Macintosh 
HD:Users:Vivian:Box Documents:BRASA:Oongresses:BRASAXII 
London:Call for Proposals:Adds samples pict Xll:Sample14 
call jpg 

Twelfth International Congress of the Brazilian Studies Association 20-23 August 2014 - Call for Proposals 

The 12th Intemalional Congress of the Br~ilian Studies As~)ciation (BRASA) roll take place 20-23 August 2014 in London. The Congress program will include 
academic panels, invited speaJ~er~ workshops, plenary sessions and cultural activities. Our partners will be King’s Brazil Institute at King’s College London and the 
Lemann Institute for Brazilian Studies at the Universib’ of Illinois at Urbana-Cha=~paign. 

BRASA’s Executive Committee has adopted the following guidelines for proposing papers and organiziug panels: 

1. The Cortgress will have approximately ] 2 sessions wiLh 12 panels per session during a period of three days, for a total of 144 panels. 

2. BtLA_SA suggests that all panels include at least four papers, but no more thai five. Each session should leave at least 30 minutes for discussion or for 

comments by a moderator immediately followiug the presentations. 

3. All panel submissions must have only- one chair, and may have a moderator, i’{ote that these are two distinct roles: 

o The Chair organizes the panel and also can present a paper 

o Tlne moderator offers critical analysis at the end of the panel presentations and does not present a paper 

o The chair can serve as moderator; however in this case she/he does not present a paper 

4. Each participant may submit only one proposal and present only one paper in Lhe Coug’cess, but may also chair a panel or se~we as a moderator 

5. Par-ticipants do not need to be a BtLA~SA member to submit a proposal; however participants must become a member and register for the conference if 

their proposal is accepted. 

6. All proposals for panels or papers must be submitted directly to the Program Committee through the BRASA proposal Portal. All submitted abslracts 

must be tn]der 300 words. Please click here for specific proposal guidelines. 

7. The Program Committee will not consider proposals not submitted and received through Lhe Proposal Portal at: 

https: //www.easyclnair.or~conferenced?conf=hrasa201,l. 

8. Click here for step-by-step E[_LLg_l_~_LE[j2£_rLiiL~_I2_~32[~iiiR_rL]!f!_s_’__t!_Nf~!]f!!E~. and for step-by-step 

9. The Prograrn Committee will give preference to cornplete panel proposals with parficipants from different universities and that have an interdisciplinary 

focus. 

10. To become a melnber of BRASA, renew membership, pay the fees to participate and/or to attend the BRASA XII Congress, and to donate to BRASA 

please visit the BI~#SA E~rollment Portal at http://www.regonline.con~/B[LASA13-14. 

11. Dates for submission and acceptance of proposals are the following: the deadline for submission of proposals for panels or individual papers through the 

BRASA Proposal Portal is October 15, 20 ] 3. The program Committee will arlrlounce final decisions by February 15, 2014. 

Questions about the orgm~ization of panels and suggestions for other possible events at the Congress should be directed to the BRASA secretariat at: brasa- 
illinois,2~illinois.edu or to the Chair of the Program Committee, Bryan McCann: bm85~;georgetown.edu. 

Website: http://www.bra~.org/ 

Brazilian Studies ’~sociation 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 9:50 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Monday Oct 7 - workshop on Jews & Muslim Diasporas in Latin America at Duke 

Jews & Muslims- LatinAmerica 10.7.13.pdf 

*Please distribute widely. Apologies for multiple postings.* 

OCTOBER 7 ~ I 21~O - 6:30pm i 240 John Hope FranMin Center 

R~VP TO AV7 I @DUKE,EDU 

This workshop’s two panels w~ offer new appro~ches to the cor~’]paral:ive study of [he Jewish and Mus~m communities ~ Argen[~a and Brazil, ~oc:using on integration pat[ers Guest 

speskers include: 

e Adr~ana Brodsky, 8L Mar~is College of Maryland 

e Steven Hyland Wings~te Urfivers}ty 

~ Jeffrey Lesser, Emory Un}versi~y 

e Raanan Re~n, TeI-Aviv University 

The workshop is par~ o~ 1:he Center for E~Jrop~a~] S~Jd~s’ initiative or~ "Jews & Muslims: Hisl:or~es, Diasporas, and ~he Meamn9 of ~he Edropeark" 7he lrfil:~afive e£plores new 

comparative global approaches to the s~Jdy o~ Jewish and Muslim commd~ties Supported by a grant ~1o1~1 the AndrewW. Mellon Four~dal:ion a~d the [)~Jl<~) Uni’vers~ty O~fice o~ 1:he 

Provost, the workshop is sponsored by the Center rot European Studies. the Duke Cenb~r for Jewish 8~udies 1:he Center for Latin Americs~n and Caribbean Studies. a[]d the Duke 

Islamic Studies Center. 

Ple~¥e conrad Amy Vargas-Tonsi (av71@duke.edu) for a copy of the papers that wi~ be discussed at the workshop. 

Duke Center for European Studies I John Hope Franklin Center [ 2204 Erwin Road [ Box 90406 [ T: 919.681.3262 I www ihfc.duke edu/ces 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 4:14 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@dake.edu 

October 27 at Duke - Concertango II 

Natai i ~" Ha r~lma~i 

Associate ,Disectos 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke U~i J ve rs i ty 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Libya Condemns U.S. tbr Seizing Tem~r Suspect 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~t ~:,:I.~:A:::: i ~’id~,,: i:;i.:b:~c:ii~,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~sin 

Todays Video ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On 1his Day ~ CUSTONIZE)~ 

Top News 

Libya Cor~denms U.So for Seizing Terror 

A d~y after ±~a~eriean commandos carried out raids in two 

Africal~ countries, Li bya’s il~terim govemm ent deman ded 

explanation li’om Washington for what it called "~e "kidnapping" 

of a Libyat~ suspect. 

,~ Document: Grand JuG~ Indictment of ADIJ ADds aM.ibi 

UoN. Naid to Ho]ld Qaeda Slispee~. on Navy S]Mp 

With the capture of At)t~ Arias al-Libi, oi~ly a few Qaeda 

operatives i~dieted in the 1998 bombings of Ewo Ame[~iean 

embassies in Ease z~i’iea are believed to be still at large. 

S~]preme Comot Has Deep Docket i~ Its New Te/°m 

Aft5 rm ative a etion, a borti on, public prayer and ca mpaigi~ eontri bu fioi~ s are 

anao~g "d3e issues to be addressed i~ Ehe new term, ~th chances for tbejusfices 

to reverse ec, nseq uential precedents. 

~ [] Graphic: Supreme Court Precedents in Play 

Editors’ Picks 

: SLIDE S~IC ~,: lBrealdng Away ~n t~e Old 

West 

A group of rural counties in Colorado will vote in November to 



secede arid work to form their own state. 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

Rh:h Peop|e Just Care Less 

The poor are more attm~ed to social relafious, because fl~ey have 

to be. Reducing the economic gap may be impossible uqtkout 

also adrk’essi*~g the gap i*~ empathy. 

People 
Jusl 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

BARRY C, BLACK~ chaplain of the United States Senate, in a morning invocation during 
last week’s budget batt]es, 

World 

Dozen s Arm Killed in Street V~ olenee Across 

Egypt 

A sm:ge of violence that left 5~ dead and huudreds i@~red raised 

new question,s about the abi]ib" of the interim government t~-~ 

secure the fl’aetured eom~try. 

Bomber Kills ~3 Children _At Iraq School 

Playgrmmd 

A suicide bomber ldlled at least 13 schoolchildren and a 

headmaster m~d wom~d~d 8o others, the police said. It w~s the 

~i[st of three attacks that left at least 3~ people dead. 

Afg~m~ 1[ residential Hopef~fls ~oe Told to Leave 

Guns at Home 

As the deadline to register approached, the ]~st of candidates 

included men ~dth checken’d pasS, and khen" ~s concern 

violence and fraud would mar the coming vote. 

receive 

] 

U.S. 

A~g Nlidweste~ Cities Extend a 

Hand to Immigrants 

Cities like Dayton, Ohio, have sta~ed "immigrant 

programs iu hopes of rcviviag their economi 



CHEYENNE WELLS JOURNAL 

Fed Up o~ the Pra~rie~ a~d Voth~g 

F~’om Colorado 

In November, ~ rm’al eoun~es will hold a w:~te on whether to 

secede from the state and work ~o form d~eir o~ - or maybe join Wyoming. 

Abortio~ Vote Exposes Rif~ at a Catholic Urdversity 

Loyola Marymount trustees will decide Monday whether to remove coverage 

fro: elective abor~ons fl’om the faculg, and staff health cm’e plm~s. 

Business 

Nielse~ to Measure Twitter Chatter Aboa~t TV 

Shows 

The company’s ~ew produ~’t, Nielsen Twitter TV Ratings, 

professes to m easm:e th e a~Nvib" and reach of %’4Eer 

Collv~Fsa[Jo~ abou[ shows. 

 Pis°d  I 

Fede~oa~ Reserve to Unvei~ a Redesig~ed 8~oo Bill 

The new $1oo bill will have modern and eolorfuI 

court terfei d n g lea tures, overcoming problems "dn a t pos tpo~ed i ks 

debut for more than two and a halfyea~s. 

The 
F~d~ral 
ReseP,,e 

At a NLs,san Pla~t ir~ MisMsMpp~,~ a Ba~.tle l-o Shape the 

S~ q:PvPP~ 

The Unibd Automobile Workers is b~kiag a campaign globM to promote a 

unio[~ization efl))rt at Nissa[~’s plant i[~ Canton, Miss, 

Sports 

PIRATES 5. CARDINALS 3 
>( Msl!on 

P~rates Beat the Averages and the Cardinals h~ ..... Byrd, 

The Pira[es lead the series against the Cat,rials two games 

oae and a victorT Monday will send d~em ko the N.L. Champions5ip 

,E]Box Score 



EAGLES 36, GIANTS 21 

Giants Foil]low a Losing Formu]la 
B,. ~.:~ i. f-~.NN~i,’,reN 

After ba~]~ng back [o take a th[rd-qua~er lead, the (~iants were 

undone by Eli Ma~ing~s interceptions in the fourth as 

backup quar{erbaek Nick Foies led the Eagles {o victory. 

~ Box Score I Giants Close-Up 

, ~ Slide St~ow: Beaten ~nd Booed 

g being 

Ain’t That PecaAiar 

Whether it’s the night be/c, re, c,r right before, a game, dots 

players and coaches have quirks to attend to. 

A~ts 

Neratehh~g a Nuse~s Ears 

In "Dog Son&%" the best-selling poet Mary Oliver finds 

inspiration in love, impermanence and canine companionship. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Mimmsota Orches~’a musicians, embroiled i~ a heated basle 

with man agemen L, bald thrs?e weekend con eerts condueLed by 

Osmo Vanska. 

Vansks 
conduc! 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Mimmsota Orchesh’a nlusJe]ans, embroiled J~ a heated basle 

with man agemen L, held thr~e weekend con torts conducled by 

Osmo Vanska. 

conduc~ 

Obituaries 

Abraham N emeth, Creator of a Braille Code for 

Math, Is Dead at 94 

Told that blind people could not do math, Dr. Nemeth developed 

a customized code dmt even captured the complexities of 

differential ealealus. 

A. Co Ly~es, Producer of~Veste~as, Dies at 95 

Mr. I #’los rose from the mail room to a lucrative niche at 

Paramount making use of uuderused s£~rs. 

kyles, I 
left. rose 

tri:~ the 

Today’s Video 

vmEo: Sea, ate Chaplain s Shutdouna 

Prayers 

In the first week of the government shatdown the Senate 

chaplain, BanT C. Black, urged lawmakers to admit their 

mistakes, t te prayed to deliver members of Congress fi’orn hypocrisy and 

’stubborn pride.’ 

~ VIDEO: Obama on ][ra~’s LeadersIfip 

In an inte~Mew with The Associated Press, President Obama 

spoke about President Hassan Rouhani of Iran and of the 

estimated timetable for h’a~ to be able to produce midear 

weapons. 



~ vmwo: TV T~k: Comedy Catastrophes 

The Times reporters Bill Carter and BHan Stelter discuss the 

many tantdng comedies that had their premiere th~s season. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

F~x~ng I~m~figrafio~ From the Grom~ Up 

As Was}fington keeps faili~% on immigration reform, hopeflfls can look to 

Ca]il~)r ~ia fop an en]ig alerted example. 

EDITORIAL 

Tlhe Fi~t Agai~sl- AI Shabab 

Somalia’s extremists pose a security threat that needs containment by 

international a~Ues. 

EDITORIAL 

Mismar~agir~g the Vote i~ New York City 

The city still can’t seem to deal *qth voting in the computer age, and the 

problems go well beyond countingo 

For i:~ore o,oinion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinio# ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

G over~a~g by Blackmail 

ttouse Republicans have taken z~neriea’s economy hoskage and 

are using it as a bargah~ing chip ~n the most dangerous political 

game. 

Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Welcome to Ted Cruz’s Thm~derdome 

A [H gh tening fu tutis d c eapi tal wh ere Thomas J efli;~son’s u topia 

has devolved into Ted Cruz’s @stopia. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The p~0omise a~d Peri| o£Polpe F~°a~cis 

Can the re~igh:ms center he regained? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opi!~i..’.~; go to NYTimee.eomtOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

::: :: :::::::~:~ ~’::::i. 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYrimes Pinterest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 7, 2013 9:40 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 10- 7-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 7th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

10/10/13- UNC Varsi~, Women’s Soccer Water Awareness Game scheduled tbr 7:00 PM at Fe~zer Field. Please join A Drink For Tomorrow (ADFT), UNC 

Athletic~ and the UNversity’s pan-can~pus "Water In Our World" theme as the detEnding National Champion Varsity Women’s Soccer team takes on the N.C. State 

Wolfpack to rinse awareness and funds to combat the global water crisis. All proceeds fiom merchandise and donations will fund ADFT’s sustainable clean water 

project in South America next summer. Visit wavw.ADFT.orgfor more inlbnnation about the water crisis, ADFT’s mission, and past projects. 

10/11/13- Academic panel on Water as part of activities related to Chancellor Carol Folt’s installation scheduled for 3:00 PM in the Carolina Imi. TelD" Rhodes, 

Music Dept. professor and Senior Associate Dean for Fine Arts and Humanities in the UNC College of Arts and Sciences, will serve as the moderator for this 

discussion. The featured panelists will be Jamie Bart~’mn, Water Institute director and the Don and Jem~ifer Holzworth Distinguished Profes~r in the Environmental 

Sciences and Engineering Dept. of the Gillings School of Global Public Health; Carol Seagle Hee, assistant professor of strategy and entrepreneurship and executive 

director of the Center for Sustainable Enterprise at the UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School; and Donald Thomas Hornstein, the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor of Law 

at the UNC School of Law. For more information: http:i/ins~tallation.unc.edu/pa~Ms’ 

10/14/13 2013 Water and ttealth Conference: Where Science Meets Policy scheduled tbr October 14-18 in Chapel ttill, NC. This year’s Water and ttealth 

ContErence oilers the opportunity to network with leaders from academia, government, nonprofits and the private sector and discuss best practices and emerging 

challenges at the intersection of water, sanitation, hygiene, health and development. The Conference tEatures more than 200 verbal and poster presentations, as well a~s 

various side events, which are interactive sessions such as meetings, workshops and open forums. Visit v~ww.whconference.unc.edufor registration and other 

intbrmation. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

2013 Water and Health Conference Updates- The latest details of the 2013 Water and Health Conference schedule are: 

On Oct. 15, serial entrepreneur A1 Hammond roll give a keynote address on reaching the most disadvantaged, social enterprise, and the use of mobile technology in 

social enterprisc. 

Also on Oct. 15, Global Hmadwashing Day activities will be sponsored by FHI360 

On Oct. 17, there will be a high level panel discussion sponsored by RTI International, Is Aid a Paxt of the Solution? with Chris Holmes, USAID; Tessie San 

Marlin, Plan International USA; Fred Muhumuza~ Ministw of Finance, Uganda; Jan Willem Rosenboo~n, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation; and Patrick Apoya, 

WSA. 

Continuing Education Units will be oil}red for this year’s Conference. Interes~ted participants may sign up at the registration desk during the Conference. 

For more information: http:#whconference.tmc.edu/ 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

UNC wins Procter & Gmnble sustainabili~, partnership award for Nobal water work- The University of Nort~h Carolina at Chapel Hill was recognized with a 

Procter & Gamble SustaJnability Partner Award tbr ik~ work bringing clean drinking water to people living with HIV/AIDS through ita Children’s Sate Drinking Water 
Project. The award was presented in New York Ci~" at the annum Clinton Global Initiative gathering. P&G vice-chair, Dilnitri Panayotopoulos, presented the award to 

Myron Cohen, director of the UNC Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases (IGHID), and Greg Allgoo& Vice President of World Vision Water, who 

accepted it on behalf of the UniversiF. For more information: http://globalhealth.unc.edu/newsit~ature- stories/unc-receives-p~- sus~ta~nabilitv-award- for-water-at- 

clinton- p-.lobaJ- hfitiafive/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:/iwatertheme.unc.edw. Questions, 
commenta, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, ~bllow us on Twitter at 

http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/Twww.facebook.comiWaterlnOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2013-10-15 

Your reservation request for Own VHS [videocassette] from 2013-10-15 through 2013-10-15 has been approved 

You will need to stop by the \~C to have someone unlock the room for you. Please remember that Food and Drink are NOT ALLOYVED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 
all classes. 

Staff Notes: 
Own VHS [videocassette]: 
Room# 207, 9;30-11 arr~ 15 Oct 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in ~vriting, with the \~C. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 10-07-2013 12:33 pm 
...... Mail generated at Oct.07.2013 12:10:49 





~i hunger in watauga county 

She (}a~;e Us Hot)e 

Meet the Snothedy sisters: two healthy, active teenagers who love to play soccer. 
Despite their youth and athleticism, both girls have suffered ACL injuries, 
resulting in painful surgeries and many months of physical rehabilitation. Both 
sisters came to UNC to participate in a research study, and they gained valuable 
knowledge to help them avoid repeat injuries. 

[~iI watch v[deo     ] 

UNC researchers and 

grads help support 

parents in challenging 

situations and keep kids 

out of foster care. ~UNC 

Climate Chan..qe Action 

Could Save 530 000 Lives 

/~,nnua]iy, Study Says: The 

benefits would be 

especially striking for 

China, according to a 

study by environmental 

scientist Jason West. 

{National Geograp~i 

"The main reason that our unemployment rate is high--it’s not 

that we haven’t been creating jobs, it’s that our work’force has 

been growing fast." 

--Brent Lane, in Ne!th Carolina’s jobbss tale is.qs behinc’: 

nation’s as economy struggles to recover (~"ayettev}lle Obsei-,iei) 

U NC RE S EA R G H 

UNC soJentis~s identify brain oircu~try ~at triggers overeating 

(U£4C Hea~th Care 8rid L~NC Schoo~ of Med~c~ae) 

rate (UNC News Service ~) 

New study sinews on balance treat prostate cancer prevention 

drug appears 1:o provide benefit (UNC L.~eberge~ 

Sun, zey of adolescent males a~d their parents shows ~ow HPV 

vacch’=ation rates (UNC Lhw~b{~rger Co~npre~er~swe Cancer 



[] Erl~qeav.:;:s on Face;;ook [] Erl~qei~vors .:;rl ~wi~l:er [] RS8 Feed 

why d~d I get Rh;s? :.msabscHbe from ,:i~is list up,:.’,’~.~te s~:bscription meferences 

UNC Cbspel HEll ¯ CB ,!!06 Cbspel Hill. Nc Z~’599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:* 

Today’s Headlines: Egyptian Attacks Are Escalating Amid Stalemate 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’ida:: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Egyptiar~ Attacks A~oe Escalating Amid Stalemate 

The lethal conflict between g&vpt’s mili[aEv-baeked government 

a~d its IslamJst opponents grew on Mm~day, with an e:,~mnsJon 

of attacks againsk govermnenk kargeN. 

s~-;u rity I 

fomes I 

Defa~flt Threat Generates Fear A~oom~d Globe 

Five years after a financial crisis in the United Skates ~adped spread a deep 

globN reeession, much of the world again fears c~:qlateral damage. 

Veto I{talts Bill for Jury I)~b" ]by None~tizens in 

Califorrfi~ 

After signing into law numerous measures praised by 

immigrants’ fighN groups, Gov. Jerry Brown denied noncJtize~s 

w~at he called a "respon sibility of eRizens~ip." 

~ Governor=s Letter to the California Assembiy 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ vmEo: The Maki~g of Mala~a 

The skoW of Pakistani schoolgirl Malala Yousafzai told by The 

Times’s Adam B. Elliek, who made a 2oo9 documentary about 

her before she was an internatio~a] star. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~,. %K~-’,N 

Despite what the president says, he has the power to avoid a debt 

defiud L 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

REPRESENTATIVE CHARUE DENT, Republican of Pennsylvania, on moderate measm’es he 

has supported in opposition to his party, 

World 

The Uig)mrs, a Muslim people who make up ~he Iarges[ ethnic 

group i~ th e Xinj iang region, complain of ha ~rie~ to 

employment and the free exercise of reli~on. 

Af[er Y ears on Rim, Libyed~ Was Fom~d ~V~th 

Family 

Nazih N)dul-Hamed al-Ruqai, apprehended by American forces 

this weekcnd in T[ipoli, Libya, was enjoying being home u~th his 

family for tile fi~st dine in yeal.% his son said ill an intelMew. 

~ oo Specialists to Carry Out Tricky Syria Disa~mment 

The speeialist~q wi]] be sent to Syria over the next eight months to carK~z out the 

extremely hazacdous task of destroying its chcmical wcapons a~senal, dm 

U nited NaSons secretatT general said Monday. 

U.S. 

BiBio~s in Debt, Detroit Faces Millior~s h~ BiBs 

for Bankruptcy 

Even as it wrestles with $~8 billion h~ debt, the rib" has been 

chargcd more than g~9-* million by the firms and individuals 

hired to so~ through the banM’uptcy. 

, DealBooK: Worsening Debt Crisis Threatens Pue~o R~co 

Health Exchange Delays Tied to Software Crash 

in Early R~sh 

President Obama’s top technolo©" adviser sa~d the ihilure 

~ Ke~’Tn 
Orr, th~ I 

center 
in 



o~-eurred in the part of the Web site tha[ lets people create user 

a ccom~ts at th e begio o ing of th e io su ran ce sign -up lX’ocess. 

Garee~ New Los ~,~Be~es ~layor~ 

Chm~gi~g City 

Mayor Eric GarcetU seems ~o embody a host of ethnic, 

ideological and eul~u’al stralns that are trans%rming the 

but unlike Ms predecessor, ~e s~ves ~o avoid ~he spotlight. 

eledion 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

~Ano~’seni~g De bt Cr~ s~ s T]hreaten s ;P uerto Rico 

Mired in debt, Puerto t~eo has been effec.Uvely shuL out of the 

hood market and is finaodng its operations with bank credit 

okher shorbterm measures. 

To IJft Hong Kong Pm’k~ Disney Deploy,~ Iron 

An Iron Man-themed thrill ride, photo pavilion aod shopping 

area will open at ttong Kong Disneyland in late 2o16. 

With the collapse of the sugar and pineapple indus~4es, seeds 

have become the state’s leading agricultural commoNb, bu[ 

residents a~ eoneernedo 

The 
Mystic 

Point 

Sports 

RAYS 5, RED SOX4 

~¢:ith a Ninth-i~u~g Home R~r~, the Rays Stave 
Off E|b~gnaUon Agai~ 

Jose Dg~aton’s borne mn wiQ~ two oub in the ninth inning lifted 

the Rays, who ~?ail in the series bvo games to one. 

A Growing Race %~ith iBig Risks 

A death at ao extreme obstaele-eonrse event in West ~,,irginia 

@ril has raised concerns over the risks posed by the event’s 

challenges. 

:: Lobaton 

’s ninth- 

who 



A Humbled K~ek Tries to F~t In, Hoping to 

Avoid Ntovh~g on Yet Agah~ 

Chris Dougias.-Robe~s, who was signed by the ~deks as part of 

thdr ~aining camp, has faced long odds throughout his 

pro%ssionaI career. 

Knicks’ 
Cil~is 

Arts 

Art, From Conception to Bi~ in Qatar 

In an unusually prow:~eat~ve move, the young sheikba who rims 

Qatar’s museums authority has unveiled ~4 giant sculptures by 

Damien Hkst, chatting an infant’s devdopment in the womb. 

, ~ Video: Hirst Sculptures Unveiled 

9° 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

A Painting as Talisman, as End~ng as Loved      7~ 

Ones Are N ot 

"The Goldfinch," a suspenseflfl nowq by Donna Tat kt, follows 

the sen fimental education of a boy whose life is upended when a bomb goes off 

at the Metropolitan Museum. 

:Plashing Boundaries of Rumba Feb’or 

I~ifteen yea*~ after leaviug Cuba, Pedfito Mm tfnez, a first-call 

player for recording sessions of all Muffs, is releasing his firsk CD 

as a banNeader on Tuesday. 

Cuban 

percussi I 

Obituaries 

Ruth Benerito, 97, Is Dead; Nlade Cotton Cloth 
:Behave 

Dr. BeneHto, long affiliated *dd~ kl~e United States Deparh~aent 

of Agriculture, helped perfect modern wrinkle-free cotton in 

work that she and her c41eagues began in the late ]95os. 

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, Spiritt~al Leader of Israel’s 

Sephardic Jews, Dies at 93 

Rabbi Yosef was a fie~7 figure in israeli politics who, as the 

leader of the Sbas Parb~, fought for the interests of Jews of 

North Afl~ean and Middle Eastern origin. 

Ovadia 
’fosef in 
20! 1. 

Robe~ C. Stebbins, Chronicler of}Veste~ Reptiles m~d 

AmphiMa~s, Dies al- 98 

Pro%ssor Stebbins’s ~966 field guide - V*TiReu in longjmnd aud ~l~ed by his 

wife, Annarose - is considered an indispensable rod in a he~t~eDlogist’s field 

pack. 

Science 

For 3 Nobel ~aThnmrs, a Nlolecular NlysterT 

Solved 

,James E. Rothman, Randy W. Schekman, and Thomas C. Siidhof 

were recogn ized for their work i nvo] ving "~ e tran sport sy s tern d 

cells. 



Tiny Parl-ie|e Looms Large on Eve of Top Physics 

Prize 

Many expected that Peter Higgs, 84, whose name is attached io a 

landmark discovery, will be awarded a Nobel Prize in Physics, 

but fl~ere are order strong candidates. 

Higgs 
on July 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 
Michael 

Focusing on Fnfit l?’k~es, C~r[os[ty Takes F~ght 
] ..... 

Dk~kh~s ] 

For Michael Dickinson, a MacArthur prizewinning scientist, the --- 

humble fruit tly ~s a dream maehkie, and its brain a treasure 

trove of comp~exiU that shmdd be sh]died fay its own sake, notj nst insigj~t into 

Today’s Video 

RETRO REPORT 

A Bombing Suspect, m~d the R~sh to Judg~mnt 

While many news outleks identified what thW said was the 

leading suspect in the ’996 Olympics bombing, the exeeuth’e 

editor held The Thnes back. 

~ VIDEO: ScienceTake: The Jellyfish Engine 

The moon jellyfish is slow, but Lhere’s a reaso~ for thaL Its 

undulating pace allows it to swim more et~ciently than jus t about 

an34hing ~n ~he ocean. 

~ wo~o: The Flight of the Fly 

Michael Dickinson has spent his career stud3qng how flies fly and 

researchers in his Iah have invented new devices to hlvestigate 

the complex feat of insect flight. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Politicians for Sa|e 

The Supreme Com’t should follow its own p~vcedent and uphold overall 

campaign contribution Iimiks. 

EDITORIAL 

The international Fallout 

With the shutdown in efl%ct and the debt c~{sis looming, ~Mnerica is paying a 

price abroad as well as at home. 

EDITORIAL 

A Breakthrm~gh on Iraqi Visas 

In "the midst of the federal shutdown, members of Cougress mauaged to rescue 

an important program that extends visas to Iraqi translatocs. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

N azis~ Lynching and Obamaeare 

Ore" hmguage, like our politieal debate, has gone off the rails. 

I,et’s show words and histoW more respect. 

, Columnist Page I [Slog 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Jew Not Q~ite 

The father of Britain’s Labour ~eader is a~acked as a dia]oya~, 

s chemi n g Bolshevik im mi grant. 

, Colum nis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why the Debt Ce~l~g Matters 

What would happen if Congross lets the Unitod States 

government default? 

Columnis~ Page I Blog 

For more opinion; go to NYTimes.eom,~Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Bay this Front Page 

FOLLOW de: Facebook ~@NYrJmes Pinterest 

[]     iI~’~"’~l i[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ I iPad® I Android I 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store >> ’ Help Section >~ ’ m.nyt.com ,, 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directly [e this e-maii 

You received this message because you signed up get NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 
As a member of the TRUSTs privacy program, we are cornmittscl to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions := Change Your E-Mail := Privacy Policy I Contact i Advellise 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 9:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Evidence Shows that Humanities Matter! 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

~ii Humanities Matter 

phtosophy, a~s ~nd literature ~ t~e humanities teach us 
where we’ve been, who we are, and empswer us to grow; 
they are the epRome d human expression, The humanities 
hlsp~re the hlnovators of tomorro~, by providing real 
knovdedge fo~ reN-.wodd ~e~soa~ng, 

Ihree oul oF four employers say i~ey waat new hires with 

"precisely the so~ts d skills that the humanities ~each: 

critical thinking, compfex problem~solving, as wef as wri~en 

and oral communication." And, ~8°/e ef ~ee#e ~ele~e 

Tb create a be~ter fulare, students aeed access to the 

hamanities so they can: 

Understand human natare and global perspectives 
Appreciate caltural differences 
Develop critical thinldng and analytical reasoning 
~lake informed decisbns 
Learn from h~s~ory’s lessons 
Communicate effectvely 
Zmagine possibilities 

By investing in the hamanities, we invest in our futareu 

Gain access to the prima~" sources available in ProQuest:s 

iThe Humanities Matter Infographiq 2013 Humanities Report 

Card, American Academy of Arts and Sciences 

L .... More 

proQ~est, 789 E, Eisenhower Pkwy., Am~ Arbor, 

If you would prefer r:ol to recei,Je f~li’..er messages from Ibis sender, plesse Click Here and confirm yo~.." ..’equest.~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 10:23 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[a~ facnl~] ASC Events this month 

Please join us for these upcoming events: 

Scaling Up to Save Lives in Developing Countries 

Dr. Eric Bing 
Wednesday, October 9, 2013, 1-2 PH. 
Rosenau Hall, Room 133, UNC-CH 
Dr. Eric G. Bing spearheads the George W. Bush Institute’s global health initiatives with an emphasis on creating programs that engage both public and private sectors. With 
the practical engagement of business approaches, innovation and entrepreneurship, Dr. Bing shares how we can help cross that final mile to solve global challenges of poverty 
and health. Dr. Bing received his medical degree from Harvard Medical School, a master of public health and a Ph.D. in epidemiology from UCLA, & an M.B.A. from the Fuqua 
School of Business at Duke University. Free Please Contact: Mamie Harris mamie Harris@med.unc.edu for more information. 

Girls’ Education in Africa 

Barbara Anderson 
Wednesday, October 16, 2013, 5:30 PM to 7:00 PM. 
Flyleaf Books, Chapel Hill 
This talk addresses the challenges and promises for girls’ and women’s education in Africa, exploring the ways that European colonialism, missionary work, and contemporary 
neocolonial economic policies shape African educational opportunities and experiences. It also provides some interesting comparisons in female education between the 
developed and developing world. Program Tuition: Register ahead of time and pay $18.00 per program or pay only $8 if you are a member of the UNC General Alumni 
Association (GAA). Tuition is $20.00 for everyone paying at the door. Find more information at Girls’ Education in Africa. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson 
b anderson@unc.edu for more information. 

From the Coup d’Etat to the Restoration of Democracy: 

Regional Diplomacy and African Union Perspectives on the 2012 Coup 

Prof. Georges Nzongola 
Thursday, October 24, 2013, 12:30-2 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Professor Georges Nzongola will give this lecture as part of a new seminar series to expand understanding and discussion of the 2012 military coup in Mall and the subsequent 
Ansar Dine and AI-Qaeda in the Maghreb occupations of northern Mall. Emily Burrill of UNC will facilitate. This seminar is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the 
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social 
Processes. Remaining dates for this lunchtime series will be Oct. 31, Nov. 7 and Nov. 12. Light lunch will be provided. RSVP required for lunch. Free. Please Contact: Stacey 

Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 

The Role of the Artist in a Time of Political Struggle 

Hamadou Diabate 

333 Saints: A Life of Scholarship in Timbuktu 

Alexandra Huddleston 
Tuesday, October 29, 2013, 5-6:30 PH. 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 1005, UNC-CH 
This presentation is part of a seminar series to expand understanding and discussion of the 2012 military coup in Mall, the subsequent Ansar Dine and AI-Qaeda in the 
Maghreb (AQIM) occupations of northern Mall, and the recent presidential election of Ibrahim Boubacar Keita. IVlamadou Diabate, renowned Kora musician from Mall will 
discuss the suppression of music during the AQIM occupation and perceptions of the coup in the Diaspora. Alexandra Huddleston will talk and exhibit photos from her new 
book, 333 Saints; A Life of Scholarship in Timbuktu. A book which tells a story of discovery: unfolding a rich and beautiful African intellectual culture that remains largely 
unknown in the West. Her book is about a city that has built its identity around a culture of scholarship and a love of books and learning. Reception to follow, honoring faculty 
and student awardees and our 2013 Visiting Fulbright Scholar, Dr. Patricia Mabugu. Free. Please Contact: Stacey Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Competing Racial Narratives of Violence in Contemporary Hall 

Prof. Bruce Hall 
Thursday, October 31, 2013, 12:30-2 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
This lecture is part of a new seminar series to expand understanding and discussion of the 2012 military coup in Mall and the subsequent Ansar Dine and AI-Qaeda in the 
Maghreb occupations of northern Mall. Emily Burrill of UNC will facilitate. This seminar is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the Department of Women’s and Gender 
Studies, the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. Remaining dates for this 
lunchtime series will be Nov. 7 and Nov. 12. Light lunch will be provided. RSVP required for lunch. Free. Please Contact: Stacey Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more 

information. 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewall@ernail.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:26 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Job mmouncement: UNC Institute for fl~e Study of the Americas Webmaster/Program AssistaJ~t 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Job annonncement to post 

Date:Tue, 08 Oct 2013 14:02:51 +0000 

From :Gill, t Iannah E 

Job announcement: Webmaster/Program Assistant 

The Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC Chapel Hill is hiring a WebmasteriProgram Assistant with web and graphic design skills. This is a temporary part- 

time position that will last 3 months, with a possibility of renewal based on funding. For more information and to apply, visit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama to Pick Yellen as Leader of Fed, Officials Say 

................ ] ~.’i~.~st ~:,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~.:ide,: i:;i.:i.~sc:ib,i: .Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ [)ining&Wine ~ Yoday’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~Op~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Obama to Pick Yellen as Leader of Fed, Officials 

Nay 

Ms. ~%l]en, the Federal Reserve’s No. 2 official, would become 

the first woman to lead the Federal Resets’e, and khe firsk 

Dernoerat to get the job since z987. 

, [] 7imeme: Y’elle~’s Path to tt~e Pi~ecle I [] Wi~o is Janet Yeilen? 

0[-.~ ms I 

I 

U,So Officials Say libya Approved Corr~ando 

Raids 

zi 
I Libya~ oflSdals dew, minced the operath:m to eaptm:e a senior 

Qaeda milikant, lint Amedca~ officials say the raid, and another 

to seize a suspect in the 2Oll atkaek on a dipk~rnatie rnissiom had ~bya’s taei[ 

approval. 

:Dead ~2 Years, ’Baby Hope’ Has a Name Again 

The police are still unraveliug @e mystery surrounding flae gM 

whose body was found in a cooler in Ma~hattan, a~d they did not 

release her ~mme or that cd her relatives. 

..... officials 

Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS I SPECIAL SECTION 

Ene~Wy 

Experts say oil prh::es are now relath’ely predictable, thal~ks to 

profound changes in supply and demand. 



Oil Silocks Ahead? Probably Not 

Unplugging Bottlenecks in Oii and Gas Deliveries 

Go [o Energy Special Section 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

:Let’s B~ld a More Set,ire ][nternet 

Alter revelations about the N.S.A. smwei]lanee programs, the 

network needs an overhaul 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~i) i,,#: :~!ih,~::i~::~! ~i,i~i~.:i!::.; :~i:.=.~:;: :~"i,::::~!i m"~i,~!::~i!,~:::!:,~:~ ~:;,m :~: ~i., ’:~ 

World 

For Nobel, T|~ey Can T]~a~k l-l~e ’God pmotie]le’ 

Fran~}4s E~}gJert (d Belgium and Peter W. Highs or" Britain were 

honored l~r su~esdng ~at an invisible ocean of enerD; is 

respons]ble for the mass and ~versity of the universe~ 

~ Interactive Graphic: What ~s the Highs2 

~ERN 

Em’opear~ Li~fio~ Offidal Ca~Rs for More 

S~arvei[~anee of Migrant Rotates 

A European Unio~ commissioner sa~d more patrols wonld he]p 

prevent disasters ]]ke ~e sinMng of a boat near Sidly last week 

th{R ~lled hun~h’eds of~’ican migrants. 

’Imperfect l[ntelligenee’ Sa~d to Hi~der UoS. Raid on 

The NaW SEALs who approached Lhe Somali coast in pmsuiL of a militanL seen 

as a pivots] connection tbr extremisLs eneoun[e[~d more eiv~Iians than they 

e~.~ected, Amerk:an o#]da]s sa~d. 

U,S. 

Uninsured Find More Success via Health 

Exe|t~nges Run by States 

The expm{enee is in stark eonkrast ~o reports of widespread 

~eehnieal pr~-~blems khat have hampered enrollment in ~he online 

marketplace mm by the federal g>vernment. 

, Health Exchange Delays Tied to Sofas’are Crash k~ Early Rush 

left, and 



S~:]hoo] Bus Driw~.rs h~ Boston Stop ~Vork~ 

Surprish~g *.he Ci~, 

When Boston school bus d~vevs walked off d~e job on Tuesday, 

s ~ran~ng thonsands of students, e~’en tt~e drivers’ own nnion 

old, coted. 

8 Lawmakers ~rested at Immigration Protest 

’F~e representatives, all Democrats, and more kl~an 15o o[her 

prokeste~.~ were acres b~d as thousands gathered on the National 

MMI to urge Congress to pass a broad immigration overhaul this 

year. 

gates of 

8 school 

.....z:Gutierr~ 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

New Corporate Tax Shelter: A Merge~° Abroad 

More large American eo~orations are redudng their tax h~I~ by 

buying a foreign company and effec~vely renouncing ~eir 

U nited S Ntes citizenship. 

Starbueks Aims to Nove Beyond Bear~s 

With reeent acquisitions, the chain is ex])anding its offerin&s in 

an attempt to broaden its appeal beyond coffee drinks. 

[~ heltar: 

Boulan9 

e bs ked 

SAC Is Said to Wei~ Plea Deal ir~ Insider Said to 
W~igh Trading Case plea 

Prosecutors are said to have offcred kl~e fund a deal ko plead 

gnilty and pay a penalty of about $a billiom If SAC does not accept, a m 

larger fi n e is ~hrea~en ed. 

Sports 

TIGERS 8, ATHLETICS 6 

Rega~r~r~g Swagger, T~ge~os Foree a Ga~e 5 

Jhom~y Peralta an d Victor Martinez homered as Detroit 

overcame a tkree-run defter to del)at Oakland and even their 

Box Scere 

right 

fielder 

Josh 



S~rgery Ends Season for Sar~eheg 

Jets quuderbue.k Mark Sat~ehez tmderwent an operation Tuesday to repair the 

tor~ ]abrum in his right sboulder, possibly e~ding his eareer with the Jets. 

After Having Sloppy Start, Smith and the Jets 

Look Sharper 

of uI1 the eontributom to the Oets’ 3o.-28 wit~ Mo*~day nigi~t over 

the Faleons, none was as captivating as the roolde quarterback 

Oeno Smith. 

..... Gmilh 
threw 

Ih[ee 

Arts 

These Donors V~iKl Take An,~fl~ing but 
Manhattan 

Patrons like Shelley and Donald Rubi*~ often go outside the 

Mm~haRan avi world to make donations that help smaller 

institutions smMve. 

Classical Musieians, Too, Make Berlin Their 

Capital 

Betqi~, lcag a center cg the visual avis, has become a popular 

base for musicians as well 

The ] 

The Met’s Commissioning Program ]Is Starting to 

Bear Operas 

After seven years, m~ i~fitiative to develop fresh works ix sendi~g 

new profluetions k9 the Metropolitan Opera stage. 

The 
Matropo 

litan 

Obituaries 

Ralph A. Dm~gmt, Aide in Kemmdy }Vhite Hm~se, 

Dies at 9o 

Mr. Dungun, who spedalized it~ Latin zMned~’an affaim as a 

president,S aide, later i~creased the s~ze and prestige of New 

Jersey’s kigher education system. 

Dungsn 
n 2008 

Philip Chevron, Guitarist With the Pogues, Dies 

at 56 

Mr. Chevro~ a~d his band fom~d success by fusing traditicmal 

hish music, ~(’k and punk inb~ a boisterous and exhilarating 

hybrid. 

F’hilip 

Ci~a.vron 

with his 

Anglo- 

Patriee Ch&rea~, Opera, Stage and Film 

Director, Dies at 68 

Mro Ch6reau’s iconoclastic khe~[er, opera m~d film produ~’tim~s 

sometimes ofi~red broad social e~tiques tha~ made d~em both 

deeply provocative and widely influential. 

X The 

....... French 

direclor 

F’atrice 

Dining & Wine 

THE POUR 

The to Best Restaurants in New York for Wine 

The best wi~m lists are produets ofimaginaticm, dedication, 

enerKy, resources and a clear point of view. 



TequUa’s more-assertive cousin is working its way into many 

cocktails. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I THE ELM 

A Fearless P~|ate for the Drop-In Crowd 
L:y PLX L WEM.~3 

The chd Paul LJebrand~ opens a Williamsburg restaurant that 

waves in those who want a distinctive bite or meal. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Today’s Video 

~,~ Eo: Butter "l[’ast~ng 

.Melissa Clark and a panel of dining connoissem~, including 

Frank Bnmi and Florence Fahficant, sample ~g different kinds of 

cultured butter. 

~ vwEo: in Perfoyr~anee: Norbe~qc Leo Ba~tz 

Norbert ]b~o Butz, with Jim He~hmari on guitar, sings "Fight the 

Dragons" from the new Broadway musica~ "Big Fish," at t]~e Neil 

Simon Theaten 

more video ",..o to NYTimes.comNideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

First End the C~isis, Then Talk 

Bargaining nnder threat is no way to determine the eount~7’s long-term 

EDITORIAL 

BraziFs N ent Steps 

After a decade of growkb and development, the com~t~?" has hit a rough patch. 

Now it ueeds reforms and puhlic inves tment. 

EDITORIAL 

Broken Mi|itary J~lst-h:e 

The abusive g~lling last month of a female midshipman is h~her evidence that 

the military’s c~:im trial justice system is seriously flawed. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ctt|| tin A~udJ b|e~ Dan 

What’s in a name? A racia~ aim" or a rallying point for politically 

correct eli Los ? 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

U,So Fringe Festival 

What if "Fed Cruz & Co. were to succeed in the shutdown 

showdown? 

~ GolumnLst Page 



OPINIONATOR 

The company thh~ks ~ts customers are afraid of change, m~d ~t 

may be ~igh~; but i~’s i~ a bind. 

ON THIS DAY 
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Oct, 9, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

~ ITS is launching a new portal for Iogin to ConnectCarolina 

change, taking place Oct. ]8, affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and 

alumni. The MyUNC (http://my.unc.edu/) web page will be phased out. The portal is a wrapper around 

all of ConnectCarolina, and is necessary to prepare for the addition of the Finance and HN/Payroll 

~ieces to the Student Information and Administration ($1A) component. 

To review and update your directory information, please go to !?.ili[?...i!2:i,.,.::!:=.=:i!i:]i:!!.=:,’..i, click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

)assword. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, 

is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Unlimited free access to the online video 

training library lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and staff UNC-Chapel Hill has 

licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career development and technology training 

titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To 

access lynda.com, go to the ~:~!~!~:~!~‘‘‘~‘~=~L~‘~!!~i:!!!!~!~‘‘.~:!~!~L‘~:2~=~‘!~!~:~L‘~L~:!~1 and log on with your Onyen and 

password. 



Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new ~.!\~:,!~.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 
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"The Making of Malala" i~i "The 
Tihe story of Malala Yousa{’Tai’s improbable 

I ....... Making 
transgormation front a quiet, deferential **-y ear- of 

o[d living near Pakistan’s tribal areas to a Malala" ] 

teenage spokeswoman for gifts’ education to a ~ 

victim of the Taliban to a Nobel Prize eandida te 

has captivated the ~*orld. No~*, a ~!~k}i..~9.~A~.r22 frmn The 

New York ~iimes, "The Making of M;dala," cht’onicles this 

remarkable young womaffs inspiring story -- as well as raising 

some difficoIt questions shoat the fairness of adults thrasting a 

child into such a dangerous limelight 

"A Short Itisto~T of the Highrise" 
i~i "A 

Exploring the 2,5oo-year global history of " " Short 

vi;rtica] [is-Jag and issues o[’ social equality in an History 

of the increasingly m’banized world, this new 
H ghrse 

films. The first three (" Mud." "Concrete" and 

"Glass") draw on The New York Times’s extraordinary visoa] 

archives -- each evoking a chapter in a storybook, with rhyming 

narration and photographs brought to life with intricate 

animation, amt allowing viewers to dig deeper with additional 

arehiv;d materials, text ;rod mierogames. 

The New York Times Store: USE CODE 30PIX 

[~on~� [t~i$~ on NyIrimes.cora 

¯ BITS i Encouraging Online Reviewers, Ilonestly 

¯ ENVIRONMENT I Sports Beginning to See the Energy-EJficieat 

Light 
¯ NEW YORK I Washington Ileights Rentembers a (hild It 

VIDEOI Paris Fashion Week: 
Curtain Call 

~ VIDEO I Paris Fashion 

Week: Curtain Call 

To mark the conclusion of Paris 

Fashion Week, we catalog the 

bows of ~4 of its visionary 

designers. 

VIDEOI Exclusive: 415 
Washington Street 

~ NLIDESIIO}V ] Exclusive: 

4~5 Washington Street 
A combination of two units at 

the Fairchild condominium, 

built on the site of a former soap 

warehouse, yielded this 4,ooo- 

square-foot triplex. 

7~{ VIDEO lApp Smart: Nature Apps 

~ VIDEO [ App Snt;~t’t: 

N ature Apps 

Kit Eaton reviews Audubon 

Trees, iBird Plus and 

RoekHound, three apps that aim 

to deepen knowledge of the 

natural world around us. 

Join the 
Conversatio~ 



¯ T MAGAZINE ] The Stu~ni~g~ Sacred Retreats uf California 

° TECHNOLOGY i A New Kindle Fire, ,lus~ in Time ff~r the 

Holiday Season 

Tof 8 Viewed Features on N’~ ......... 
(Beb/~ee.q Octobe~ 2 - 8, 2013) 

.Tom C[auey, Bi;st-Si;l[iug Master o{’ Milil:ary Thrillers, Dies at 

66 

2. Dogs Are People, Too 

.Can You Read People’s Emutiona? 

.Amt Then Steve Said, "Let There Be an iPhone" 

5.A Federal Budget Crisis Months in the Pla~mi~g 

The New York Times Wine Olub: Receive 50% OFF 

your firs’( wine club shipment 

Your Stories i~] Your 

of Life in 
High-Rises High- 
The Times invites R see 

you to submit 

your own photos of life residing 

in and among high-rise 

buildings around the world, to 

be considered for inclusion in the 

fourth chapter (" Home") of our 

interaetive documentary, "A 

Short HistolT of the Highrise." 

[] Join [he Conversation 

Booming 
A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
between 1946 
and 1964, with 

ii~ Booming 
news,            ¯ 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more. 

Dea~B¾1~ 
Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DealB%k e-mail 
.... letter [ i~i Deal Bookl 
provides breaking ¯ ¯ 

news about 
M&As, I.P.O.s, 
venture capital 
and more. 

The CoUeotion 
All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, feeturingthe 
latest in news, 
trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters. 
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@Times comes to you ftom the N"{Times.com marketing department. You received this message because you signed up 

for N~imes.com’s @Times newsletter. 
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Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Business Groups See Loss of Sway Over House 

Washington’s 1a’aditionally cautious and pragmatic business 

lobby could slip inko open warfare ~[h the Tea Party facdon, 

which has gn)wn in influence slime khe 2010 eleefiom 

Extremist Group Gains Foothold Ai~mng 

:Kenymns 

Among disaffected and neg]ected Muslims in Kenya, the Shabab 

are finding a source of fund-raising and recruits. 

left, 

~purch 

Yellen’s Path From Liberal Theorist to Fed Voice for Jobs 

Oanek Yellen, President Ohama’s pick to run ~he Federal Reserve, has hacked 

aggressive steps to promote employment but show~ o~]y limited willingness to 

toleraLe higher inflation. 

Editors’ Picks 

HOME & GARDEN 

~iI SlideShow SLIDE SIIO%’; Peace, Purpose m~d a Pool 

Sweetwaker Spectrurn, a California residetme for autistic adults, 

hopes to become a model for ~ike-m~nded e~eriments across 

the cram hT. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Proteeth~g the Speech We Hate 

Is o~e.-~-m--one advice a~d counseling probe,.ted fl’ee speech m~der the First 

Amendment? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DAN DANNER, of the National Federution of Independent Businesses, ou t~’ustration over 
a [a(’.k of a w~ii:e b~ Wash~ngtou, 

World 

In Craekdow~t Response, UoS, Temporarily 

Freezes Some Military _Aid to Eg~t 

The Obama a~finis~ration announced a modest and temporaU 

f~’eeze on military assistance to EK~)t, even as offidals 

emphasized a desire to avoid rup tu*~ n g a three-rices d e-old seeufi U 

relationshipo 

soldieis 

I 

Ta~iban and Pakistan Arg~te Over Fate of Islamist- Detainee 

Pakista~ insists it fl’eed Mullah ~M)dul Obani Bamdar, a founder of the Ta]iban, 

last month, but the group says he remai ~s i ~jaiI a ~d wants hi -a released 

By ao47, Coldest Years May Be Warmer Than 

Hottest in Past, Scientists Say 

A new paper based on t(g~ climate modds says that by about 

2047, average temperah[res across tbe globe will be big]mr than 

any highs recorded previously, with tropics hit earlier, 

temgora 

U.S, 

With New Abortior~ RestAetions, Olfio ~,~:alks a 

Na~wow Legal Line 

Ohio has become a labo~’atory for a poJitica] stmte~" designed to 

discourage women from ge[fing aborBons and hamper clinic 

Madelyn 
Puterba 
ugh, 23, 



operatio~xs, without flagra~x{ly viola{in~ Supr~me Court precedent. 

~ Caiifornia Expands Availabilit’.~ of Abortions 

California Expands Availability of Abortions 

Gcw, Jer~7 Brown sighted a bilI allowing nurse practitio~ers, midwives and 

physicia~ assistants to pe~9:~rm aspiration a])o~5o~s dtuS~g the first h’imester. 

Without Test T~bes, 3 Win Nobel in Chemistry 

Martia Karplus, Michael Levitt and Adeh Warshel were rceogaizcd for 

eompaker simalakio~s thak enable closer study of complex reaction,s like 

photosynthesis and the desig~ of ~ew drugs. 

i×ii 

Business 

Trach~g the Calendar Dou~ to the Last Cent 

Officials in Washington and trade[~ on Wa]I Street are looking to 

Nov. ~, when more dmn $55 billion i~ t)deral payments come 

The Treasury’s Dwindiing Cash Suppiy 

~ Jrvice 

l’Vitho~t Ner~ees, Small Busi~esses Feel the 

Pinch 

Owners whose companies depead oa government services such 

as a guarm~teed loam regulatory approval or a nat.icmal park’s 

operation worry about the toll the shut down may have on them. 

empty at 

The Yellen Fed? Precise arid Predictable 

Wall Street investc, rs hope that a Federal Reserve m~der Janet L. 

Yelle~ will telegraph its inte~fio~s to the markets, particularly as 

it Npe~s el’[ot~s to kindle growth. 

Obsma 

Sports 

:Redskins’ Nmne Change Remains Activist’s 

Unfi~fished Ba~i~ess 

Suzan S~own Ha~jo, 68~ has been ak kl~e center of eflk?rN to 

persuade spoAs teams to ~h’op ~ne~can Inr~an names and 

mascots considered derogatory for decades. 

Haqo, 



CARDINALS 6, PIRATES 1                                         [~ The 

s 

WKh a complete game from Adam Wainwfi~t and a homer from 

David l,’i~ese, the Cardinals ~]ever trailed in a win over ~he Pirates, who were 

outdone by a be~er ve~ion of themselves. 

The Curious Curse oftl~e OaMm~d 

When it comes to losi~g the fifth and deciding game i~ baseball’s 

first playoff round, nobody beats the Athletics. 

:~.~ 2o12 
:: The 

Tigers’ 
Justin 

For moi~ spolt.s i~.’,’s, 9o to NYTimes,com;gports ~* 

A~s 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Was:hh~gton 

The season premiere or" "Scandal" o~ ABC last Thursday brought 

more plots and reve]a~ons, buk d~ey didu’t reel as fi’esh as usual. 

KerR/ 
Washin 
gton is 
back as 

THEATER REVIEW I ’JULIUS CAESAR’ 

l~’Ne~ds, Ro~mns, Co~tr,~F~von~en 

Shakespeare’s ’Vulius Caesar" in an all-female B~itish 

production, at St. Ann’s Warehouse i~ Brooldyn. 

T H E TV WATC H 

Not a Teachable l~lo~e~t, but a Respectfifl Ol~e 

Thursday’s episode of "(lice" is the first to address the 

disappeara~ee of [.’inn, the eharae[er played by Co~T Monteith, 

who died this summer from a toxic eombinatio~ of drugs and alcohol. 

Obituaries 

Mr. Desmar~is transfbrmed a bankrupt bus line in Canada i~to 

an international conglomerate. 

Start |ey Kauffmann, C~Kt, D~es at 97; Spent a 

Mr. Kauffmann’s reflective movie reviews appeared for 55 years 

The New RepubSe, m~N Iris last months. 

Ksu~ma 

the 

at 92 

PaSo, whose career" spanned 17 seasons, was playi 3g left field 

for Brooklyn in [t~e Polo Grounds in 1951 whell Bobby 

Thomson’s ninth-imping home run 1]Red the New ~Y~rk Giants to the National 

League pennant. 

Fashion & Style 

l’Vant to ~’Ieet h~flue~tia| New Yorkers? 

Them to D~er 

Jonathan ~vy has hosted a twice--monthly dimmer, in which he 

gafl~ers a dozen or so ~nfluent~al strangers to cook together 

mingle. And it seems to be worMng. 



Jemfifer RttbelL" Two Legacies, Now Home to 
Roost 

Snrrounded by art m~d artists as she grew up, it nevertheless 
took Ms. Rube]l years to discover "d~at she, too, was an artist. 

SCENE CITY 

Dressed to Celebrate a Night for Nudity 

A benefit auction for the New York Academy of :’,~’t attracts a 

colorfl~] crowd. 

Rubeli 

in her 

studio 

more fssi~iei’~ news. ~!o to NYTimes,com]Fsshion ~ 

Today’s Video 

Nobel 

Dem~is Overbye, a Times science ~vpo~er, discusses the HJggs 

boson pat4Me’s sig~ificanee - and insignificance - in 

underskanding our universe. 

~ VmEO: ~Nho Is Jarmt Yellen? 

Jmmt L. Yellen, President Obama’s pick to head the Federa~ 

Reserve, is favored by Democrats and economisks alike. 

~ vw~o: TV Talk: The DVR Dilemma 

The Times reporters BiI] Ca~qer and BFian Ske]ter discuss how 

viewers us in g D~s make it dii~e~lt to j udge a sh ow’s su ceess. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Chairwomm~ Janet Yellen 

The Senate should confirm Mr. Obama’s norninec, thc veU best choice to lead 

the Federal Resem’e. 

EDITORIAL 

]~lo,titori~g Your Eve~" ]~love 

Businesses have figured out bow to ~:ack use~ on mul~ple devices, raising even 

EDITORIAL 

Cory Booker fi~r the U.So Senate in New Jersey 

Mr. Booker is far and away the better candidate to serve the needs o[ tds entire 

state and to provide a natio~*al voiee %r the less forlamate across America. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

In a Po|bated Stream, a Pathway to Peaee 

An issue that Pa~esfi~fians and Israelis cm~ work together 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rich eonse~,atives are out to beard govem~me]~t to their will to 

dism’edJt this Demoera~e president and ensu~v flint ~er’e won’~ 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fi~’st~ t~:m 6oo(l News 

"Who said the shutdc, wt~ o[ ~he t~det’al govm’*~me*~t was all bad 

~ews? D~d you M~ow the Congresskmal ~vm is open? 

, Colusm~st Page 

Fo: moi¢ opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 
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Cutting edge content at an affordable price’. 

Routledge Paperbacks Direct: Leading Content, Low Price 

is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

~ Routledge Sociology 

Roufledge Paperbacks Direct: 
Leading Content, Low Price 

We are pleased to introduce you to Routledq~ Paperbacks Direct 

which allows you to buy topicai books that represent the best of our 

oufl:irlg.-edge hardbaok pubii.~d~irlg in a paperbaak format and price 

Below are just a few of the titles which have recently pubiished. 

Oryou can click here to browse the full range of tities. 

A Normative Theory of the Information Society 

By Aiietair S. Buff 

There is a clear need for a systematic, integrative, and rigorous 

normatw~! theory of [h~! in[,:,’rmation sooie[y In ins book. Duff oglers a 

prescriplJw~ theory to h~flp to guide [h(~ acaderrfia and polioy 

communities as they debate the future shape of. Read more.. 

PuMished2Oth September 2013 I Pb: 078o0-415-71963-6 

eBook I View Inside this Book l elnspection Copy 

Makin~l Culture, Chan~linfl Society 

By Tony Bennett 

Making Culture, Changing Society proposes a challenging new account 

of the relations between cuiture and society focused on how particular 

forms of cuitural knowledge and expertise work on. order and transform 

society Read more.. 

To Be Pubfished27th October 2013 ~ Pb: 978~4t5=73849-1 

eBook ~ View Inside this Book~ elnspection Copy 

Emergent Writin~ Methodologies in Feminist Studies 

Ed~t~d by Mo#a Li~hol~ 

Contemporary challenges for seeking new knowledge in feminist 

studies are intimately inte~wined with methodological renewal that 

promotes justice and equality =n chang=rig global contexts Written by 

some of the leading scholars in their fie~ds . Read more... 

eBook I View Inside this Book~ elnspection Copy 

Transnational Miqration Media and Identi~ of Asian Women 

By Yo~na Kim 



Korean, Japanese and Chinese women iiving and studying in the West                                 :: 

Why do women move? What are the actual conditions of their 

transnational lives? How do they make sense of their.. Read more... 

eBook I View Inside this Book l elnspection Copy 
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International Colt~e Hour - tonight! 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 



engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 

Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 

month’s host is the the Undergraduate Library and EASE 

Global Proiects Showcase 

Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch from 

Vimala’s Curryblossom Cafe will be provided. 

¯ Sarah Barger, Undergraduate Psychology and American 

Studies, "1 nternship at the Centre for Tobacco Control 

Research" in Auckland, NewZealand 

¯ Ping Ngyuen, Undergraduate Women’s Studies, "Connection 

and Reconnection: Understanding the Lives of Vietnamese 

Women and the Cycle of PoveAy" in Vietnam 

Mia Celnarova, Undergraduate Global Studies, "Human 

Settlements of Zambia (HUZA)" in Zambia 

~’~tem w~l:h Ca~o~a for K~be~’a 
Looking for an internship this semester? 

Carolina for Kibera currently has one opening 

for a Database Management internship at our 

US. office based at UNC ChapeI Hill This 

position will involve keeping mailing and 

donation records organized and up to date, 

running marketing reports, and tracking and 

creating new strategies for fundraising 

campaigns. Previous experience with Salesforce or a similar 

database is preferred. 

Contact ~ick Johnson 0:~ck~ohhso~@ca:o~mafork~be:a o:g) for more 

information. 

£;k,b~ M~sk: Show 

~w.wxvc.er# 

The Global Music Show is a 

monthly radR; program in 

celiaborafion wkh WXYC 89 b 

FM and The Area S[udies 

Cen~ers ~ha[ iniersperses worid 

regional music with dialogue 

shared by relevant expe[[ 

guests scholars from UNC 

Chapel Hill 

i~ i6~ ~oj~ts 

RE:SOURCES 

ia~erests !$1S a grea~ res~ ~#e 

MEDIA 



Sponsering Area Studies Center: Center for Global initiabw~s (CGi) 

Guest: Sarah Peach, lecturer in Journalism and Mass 

Communication, and senior producer for the school’s experimental 

Reese News Lab will talk about her work in Germany this 

summer documenting renewable energy projects. 

Sess~e~’~s 

We Want You l 

Carolina for Kibera’s Fellowship Program offers UNC students a 

chance to work alongside a grassroots, non-profit organization to 

fight pove~y in one of Africa’s largest slums, Kibera, Kenya. Fellows 

work with US and Kenyan-based staff in the spring semester on 

collaborative projects to affect sustainable change, and then travel to 

Kibera in the summer to implement them 

Join us for one of three information sessions to learn more about 

how you can make a difference: 

Profound shifts in the way we think, use and protect water, rapid immigration and demographic change 

(the ’graying’ and ’browning’ of the United States), and immense urbanization have made the American 

South a bellwether of environmental change for both America and the world at large. Cities, Rivers, and 

Cultures of Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global American South aims to 

bring together graduate students, faculty, independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share 

current research that explore these themes from the point of view of 1) southern culture, history, and 

ethics, 2) effo~s to restore natural and built environments, and 3) the implications and connections 

between changes to the American South and the inter-connected global environment in which we 

live. Special Prog~mming: Margaret Palmer (University of Maryland) will deliver the Chandler Lecture in 

Southern Business History as the conference keynote 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Be~e~ ,:~chek~sh~ps ~r~d ~::e~bwsh~ps 

Boren Awards provide unique funding oppo~unities for US. undergraduate and graduate students to 

study in Africa, Asia, Central & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East, where they 

study less commonly taught languages, including but not limited to Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Po~uguese, 

up to $20,000 for an academic year’s study abroad and graduate students up to $30,000 for language 

study and international research. In exchange for funding, recipients commit to working in the federal 

government for a minimum of one year Registerforanupcomingwebinar, get more info and apply: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OUR <our@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:08 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Office for Undergraduate Research 10.10.2013 e-newsletter 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser 

OUR Newsletter 
October 10, 2013 

The Off~ce for U~=dergraduate Resea~-ch newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news about 

undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students and 

faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our webs=le or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

--On the Blogs 

--Upcoming OUR Events 

--Upcoming Undergraduate Research Conference 

--McNair Scholars Program 

--Becoming An Effective Mentor 

--Make a Gift 

On the Blogs 
G[-":C ~iog: Read our two-part series and hear from D:- Stave ~lzinski and GRC Kris~.;:en Lundbar~ 

about their experience with a course on the psychology of attitude change 

Upcoming OUR Events 

The Office for Undergraduate Research is partnering with the Hous,’-~ U:id,m.,’;r~-.’du ~le [.ib[a!y and 

W!=dng Ceifl:,’-~[ for this session of the UL’s Fall .eDU Series: 

Tackle a Literature Review 

Monday, October 28, 2013 

7:00-8:30 p.m. 

House Undergraduate Library 124 

Research Methedelogy: Commurlity-Based Research 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 

5:00-6:30 pm 

Graham Memorial 039 

Do you plan to conduct research during your undergraduate career here at Carolina? Are you interested 

in investigating a community need through that research? In this interactive workshop, P~rof~! ~sor 

Moiacc.’) will lead a discussion about what is involved in doing research with human subjects, the 

principles and methodologies of community-based and community-based participatory research, and 

the kinds of research questions for which these methodologies would be appropriate. Come ready to 

talk about your interests and to brainstorm howto turn them into undergraduate research projects. 

Cosponsored by the Calolin ~ Ceifl:~ ~ ~i;: Public S,’-~!~,’ice Note: This workshop will count as a skills 

training for the Suclde? Fh.~biic S~!mice Sci~oiars Program. 



State of North 
Carolina 

Undergraduate 
Research & 

Creativity 
Symposium 

October 23 is the deadline to submit 

abstracts to present at the November 

16, 2013 SNCURCS conference at 

UNC-Charlotte 

McNair Scholars Program 
The Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program offers UNC-CH students who are first- 

generation and low-income or racial and ethnic minorities underrepresented in graduate school the 

opportunity to be competitive applicants for Ph.D. programs and to become the next great scholars of 

our nation. The overall focus of the program is to introduce scholars to the joy and rigor of research and 

scholarship. The program provides an encouraging and supportive culture that will assist scholars 

through their journey Learn more about eligibility requirements and program offerings on ~,,]cNaii 

Scho}~rs w~bsite. 

Attend an Interest Meeting: 

Tuesday, October 22nd 

6:30 p.m.--7:30 p.m. 

SASB North Upendo 1119 

Becoming An Effective Mentor 
Good mentoring can be learned! Effective mentoring can lead to greater research productivity, 

efficiency, and satisfaction This mentoring skills workshop will offer a framework for developing a 

philosophy and style to guide decisions and actions in working with undergraduate students as well as 

a forum in which to discuss dilemmas that arise in working with those students. 

The discussion-based workshop will meet one hour per week for six weeks. Participants can choose 

one of two sessions: 

Session 1: Tuesdays October 15-November 19, 3-4 p m, Bondurant 2030 

Session 2: Wednesdays October 16-November 20, 4-5 p.m., Bondurant 4074 

Participants are expected to attend all six sessions. Space is limited. By registering ~ia:e, you will be 

considered as an applicant; workshop administrators will make the final participant selection. You will 

receive a follow-up email if accepted or wait-listed. 

For more information, contact. ~ ~ y ~-~ yd n 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozx~jme~jddaorr@tandf.msgfocus.comv 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Discover more with Routledge... 20% OFF + FREE SHIPP1NG 

Discover more with Routledge: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

Discover more with 
Routledge! 

lhis Columbus Day weekend use discount code DRK84 

and receive 28% OFP aii titles through October 16th 

Remember, u, II we[; orders over $35 receive FREE 

SH~PPING in the US and Canada, 

*Offer valid on!y with web orders a~ routledge, com, 

psypress.com, routled,qementafheatth.com or 

focafpress, com. 

Share the Savio~s with Friends &Family 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Si,qll up by subiect area to receive 13e,z,.~ and offers straight to your il~!3o× frOlfl th~ Taylor & Fral~eis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscnbe at any time 

We respect your privac~ and wili not disclose, rent or sell your email adrJress to any outside organizalions 

Dopyright 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click !Le_r.e_. Please note this is an automaled operation 

d by     ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s tteadlines: No Quick Deal, but Oflbr by G.O.P. on Debt Shilts the Tone 

Top News 

No QpAck Deal, but Offer by G,OoPo on Debt Shills ~ Speaker ] 

the Tone John a. I 
goehner I 

Preside~}t Obama and House Republicm}s fi~i]ed to reach                a,,~ I 
agreement on a show exk’ns~on of the nation’s borro*~qng 

authod[y durb~g a WBRe ttouse meeting, but bo~h sides agreed ~o keep ~alking. 

Treasury CNef Warns of Severe Debt-Limit Fallout 

COLA. Warnh~g on Snowden in o9 S~d to S~p ~a-~,,~d 

TBrougb [l~e Cracks 

When Edward J. S~owde~ worked as I 
he was suspecked of toqng ko break iuto classified files but a 

report was never tbrwarded w~en he ]el1 to bec.ome an N.S.A. contrac.kor, 

off5 rials sa~d. 

~[~ Video: Lon Snowclen Speaks About His Son 

Tl~e Quaslfing of a Case Agai~st a Christie Ally 

The ]dllil~g of an indictment against a Htmterdol~ 

sheriff and two deputies has rNsed questions abou t fl~e possible 

involvement of Gov. Ct~ris Chfistie’s administration, 

For moro top news. ~a to NYYimos.cem ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



~] sl~d~ Sho~’, S~,U~: S~OW: Mercury ,Astronomer 

Mr. Carpenter was the second American to orbit the Earth, 

l))]lowing .gohn Glenn, now the c~nly s arvivi~g member of ~eriea’s origi~mI 

space program. 

, Reiated Obituary 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fed Up ~V~lh Fur~d-R~s~g f¢~" My K~ds~ School 

The holes pare~ts are beh~g asked to fill fbr public schools keep ge~h~g dseper. 

Our ciki must take some responsibility for 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

.... ii.li;d: i:.::::~::ii:?:i:.:i!"i’:::~i!i ii!]:,,~!::!: C:::~i’iqi:ii::~::i:.~i’":~!::::~i:i!~ A(? i::Li’.ii~?d:,i’~ :C(.::~ii,i::i!"i’i!iT~i!:~!::L5: :i!.i:..:~,~i:i:.~ii:! i¢d: ~ii~ii~:!:i! !~ 

WAFA BUGA~GHI8, the deputy foreign minister of Libya, after the prime minister was 
kidnapped and then released. 

World 

Show of Powe~" by Libya Militia in Kid~appir~g 

The kid~mpping and release of Prime MiMs b2r Mi Zeidan on 

Thursday m~derscored the nnrivaled authori~, of militias i~ 

IAbya after the fall d Cal. Muammar el-Qaddafi. 

R(~po/°t Say,s 

Humm~ Rights Watch said it had documented fi:~r the first time 

that rebe] groups in Syria "systematically" targetcd Nvilians in a 

massacre i[~ Aagust that left 19o dead. 

,0 DocumenL The Human Right~ v’Vatch Report 

LISTENING POST 

O~ ~’m~ Talks~ Cong~’ess Could P|ay ~Bad Cop’ 

Lawmakers could tighte~ fl~e screws o~ Iraqi’s leade~,~ in a way fl~at helps 

produce a nuclear deal. Or they could foul up delicate diplomacy at a crueiaI 

U.S. 



Hea~th Act Embraced i~ Califinon~a 

California is building the com~tb"s largest state-mu health 

insurance e×ehange and has already expanded Medicaid 

coverage for the poor. 

In Florida, Oppos~l[ior~ by the State and Snags in 

Si~J~g Up on the 

Lawmakers reh~sed to create a state i~aura~ce exc~ange~ and 

federal government’s Web site is so error:prone ~hat enrolling is 

a dmmfing task. 

Kwm~e NIo 1Glpat~iek, Former Detroit Mayor, 

Former Mayor Kwame M. ~lpat~qek apol~-~gized for putting the 

people of his eiV through a eorruNion scandal so vast tha~ 

prosecutors say it accelerated Detroit’s march toward bankruptcy. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Stocks Rally, TMks SIa~L T|aer++ Skept-b~ism              o~ 
~loo~ of 

Stock prices surged as signs of a compromise emerged in 

Washington, bat d~e air qaieNy wen k out of WNI Street’s balloon after it 

remNned dear that a den was not yet at hand. 

DEALBOOK C ....... 

claims in a suit that she was fi~d by fl~e Fed for refusing [o back 

dow~ on a pla~ to downgrade Goldman Sachs fiT~r its conflict-of-iutereat policy. 

V~’V Plm~t Opens Door to Un~on and :Dispute 

Eve~:v VW plant in the world has a works eouucil that gives labor 

a voice at the management table. But selling the idea at its plant 

in Tennessee has been tough. 

Sports 



T~gers Advance 

Jus’dn Verlander blanked Oakland on two hik~ i~ ei~t i~ings, 

and Migael Cabrera hit a bxo--rnn homer, as Detroit adwmeed to the 

I,eagne CbamlAonship Series. 

Jason Collins, Openly Gay mid Still UnMgned, 

Waits and Wonders 

The market lbr Jason ColIins, who came o~R in April, seems to 

have shrunk, pa~Iy because of his modest career statistics, his 

vetera~’s salaW and the N.B.Ais luxmy tax threshold. 

Lookh~g for a Triple Crown 

Taiyana McFadden, a wheelchair racer, is aiming to ~dn the 

Chicago Marathon, M~ich would make her flae flint person to 

capture three m~jor eve~N in a season. 

Collins, 
who 

McFadd I 

~v:;rkir, g 

Alice Mm~ro Wins Nobel Prize in Literature 

Ms. Munro, a Canadian author, was bo~mred %r work that 

explors;s "dne relationsbips between men and women, small-town 

existetme and the fallibility of memoU. 

~ ArbBeat: A Mignly Honor for Munro. a Humble Writer 

Munro 

at he; 

home in 

AN APPRAISAL 

Ma,sl-el" oJ~°t]he Intrhmcies of the Human Heart 

zMiee Munro, winner of the ~o*~ Nobd Prize in Mterature, 

h elped rede~ n e fl~e con tour~ of the m odern abort a toW, 

Munro 

earlier ] 

ART REVIEW 

A "Window, Not a Mirror 

Wangeebi Mntu nses all manner of materials to explore race, 

gender, beauty a~d identity in bet survey exbibith:m, "Wa~%ecbJ 

Mutn: A Fantastic gout’hey," atthe Brooklyn Museum. 

, [] Slide Show 

Movies 

’CAPTAIN PHILLIPS’ 

A Thr~|ler Armed With Thm~ght 

Based on a b’ae s toO~ of a bijac~ng by Somali pir~Res, "Captain 

Phillips" begins as something of a procedural about men at ~x}rk 

and morpbs into a j itteW thriller. 

’ROMEO & JULIET’ 

Oh, Hey, Romeo, What’s Up? 
i.:y M/,N.".~Hi./, 

Adapted by Julian Fellowes of "Downton Abbey" fame, "Romeo 

& Juliet," starring Hailee Steinfcld, ~)n’t sound all that familiar 

to students of Shakespeare’s text. 

’CBGB’ 

Lamentatior~ for a Home of Punk Rock 
i.://,. O SCO~T 

"CBGB" is a~ ele~: to that defhnct nightclub ~n the East Village, 

and iN owner and prs~siding spidL Hilld Kdstal. 

left, 

Bar,had 

Steintel 

d and 
Douglas 

I ~’~*" I 

Rickma 
n as the 



Recalling Blitzkrieg Bop on tile Bowery 

Obituaries 

Scott Carpenter, One of the Or~ghml Seven 

Mr. Carpenter’s flight i~to space was h~ May 1962. Before [he 

first mission b) orbit the Earth, in FebruazT that sa~ne year, 

famously told another astronaut, "Godspeed, John Glenn." 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Mr. FJ ore~} tino ha d a m aj or mJe in scm~ e c~f tb e bi ggest events 

history including three Kennedy-Nixon debates. 

Wilfr~ed Martenss Be~an Statesman, Dies at 77 

Mr. Mm¢ens, a lon~hne l:a’ime mi~fister, is eredited with helping 

to keep together his linguistically divided counhT, 

Minis~er 
WiJfried 

Today’s Video 

~ vm[o: l~odern Love: Lost and Found 

A IT-year-old girl, given up for adoption at birfl~, finds her 

biologieaI mother on Facebook. 

VWEO: A Conversalfon With Lavab~t ,~ 
Fore,tier 

Ladar Levison, the founder of the secure e-mail service, spoke to 

The Tim es a bout his confl’o~tati on with law e~ foreem ent 

off]dais who demanded fill] access to his customers’ accounts. 

O~ee home to Der0amin Franklin a~d Betsy Ross, Philadelphia’s 

O~d City now hosts a~ assortment of desi~t~ and fashion 

boutiques. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

_A~ Inadequate Offer From the l-~m~e 

It is not e~ough to delay a finaneial default. Republicans mnst also reope~ the 

governrnent before negotiations can begirL 

EDITORIAL 

The [h~ited States and Em’ope have a role to play in he]piing to bnild an army 

and a government in Libya. 

EDITORIAL 

Gambling on Loaded Language 

A New York State j udge should not allow lawmake~ to skew the wording on a 

ballot i~ a way that tips the scales i~ favor of a pro-gambli~% outcome. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ir~ A£~°~a~ Seekir~g a License to 

Afiica~ ]eade~ must m:< he a~lowed to withdraw their coun~’ies 

fl’om the International C*Smina] Court It will only encourage 

greater government corruption. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Expe~o~er~ce as It O~e Wa,s 

Ever~Lhi~% today seems filtered and controlled - made into a 

kind of branded facsimile of gemfine experience. 

, Columnis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Deali~g ~rith Defa~flt 

’Phere are no good choices if we hit that debt ceiling. Which bad 

choice would do the least harm? 

Columnist Page I BIog 

For more opinion; go to NYTimes.eomIOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW dS: Facebook ~@NYrJmes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone’@ l iPad® Android I 

Visit "the New York 
~’imes Store >> 

Have qt~estiens? Visit ot~r mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail Rlease cio not reply direc[ly Is this e-maii 

You received this message because yell signed up rsr NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 

,As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

UnsubscrJbe I Manage Subscriptions := Change Your E-Mail := Privacy Policy I Contact i AdvellJse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, October 11, 2013 6:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Store Sale, Bolls~vood Films, Indian Dmace, & More’. 

NEWS FROM THE 

[ ~ 

Welcome, Chancellor Folt! 

The Acktand Art Museum joins 

the rest of the University and 

the Chapet Hilt community in 

welcoming Dr. Carol Fo[t on this 

weekend of her officiat 

installation as Chancet[or! 

Now through Sunday, October 13 
During the fat[ Members’ Sate at the Acktand Museum Store, current 

Ack[and Art Museum Members may take 20;; off art regular-price 

merchandise (consNned items not inctuded). Members onty witt receive 

an additiona[ 10% discount on speciatty marked-down items in the Store. 

Not yet a member? Buy your Acktand membership on site during the 

Store’s Members’ Sate and start saving immediatety! Your membership 

gift provides essentia[ support for Acktand exhibitions and education 

programs, and arrows you access to many unique benefits and discounts 

offered throughout the year. Learn more! 

At[ may shop the Store’s [imited-time "$5 & S10" section, in which at[ 

items are priced at 55 or $10. No further discounts appty. 

Open on October 1 lth until 8:30 PM for 2nd Friday ArtWalk! 
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Sunday, 13 October, 2:00 PM 

Hanes Art Center 121 

Free and open to the public. 

At this all-ages program, marvel at the dandng of three talented UNC 

student troupes: UNC Ek Taal, a dance troupe that mixes classical Indian 

dance with modern dance; Bhan~Ira Elite, who spedalize in the popular 

bhangra-style of traditional Indian dancing; and the Tar Heel Raas, who 

~erform traditional forms of Indian dance from the western part of India. 

A curated series of four films: see the full schedule. 

Varsity Theatre 

123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Free with student ID; $4 all others. 

Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre 

Box Office. 

Inspired by the film-making work of 

prominent Indian artist MF Husain, this 

series presents fiims that show how 

the worlds of visual art and fiim 

making intersect and can serve as 

inspiration for one another. ’The Art of 

Bollywood" film series is presented in 

connection with the Ackiand’s 

exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art 

and Activism in India since 1989. 

Art ~ la Carte: Hands-On Art Classes for UNC 
Students 

Bring a friend and start your 

weekend creatively with a 

relaxed, hands-on art class 

designed exclusively for 

Carolina students. 

We go behind the scenes at the 

Ackiand to see works of art 

that are not currently on public 

view, then head to a studio in 

Hanes Art Center and create 

works of art to take home. Sessions are designed for beginners, but also 

suitable for students with some art experience. Instructor: Allison 

Tierney (MFA candidate, UNC ’15). 

Friday, 25 October, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Silhouette 

Traditional silhouettes--profiie portraits in biack against a light 



background--became popular in the nineteenth century. In this session, 

you’ll make an updated silhouette that sets your portrait in an imagined 

setting. 

Cost: $10 per class; all materials provided. 

Pre-register as space is limited. 

November session topics are Doodle Sheet and Book Binding. 

Learn more! 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Monday, October 14, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Free to Ackland Members I $5 non-members 

Take a break from your day and 

explore the world of yoga in the 

beautiful setting of the Acktand! The 

hour-long session offered by registered 

yoga teacher Joanne Marshall provides 

an opportunity to practice a series of 

gentle yoga poses inspired by the art 

at the Acktand. Register here. 

Now on View: The Sahma~ Collective 
Art and Activism in lnd~ since ! 909 

Through 5 January 2014 

For over 20 years, the 

influential, Delhi-based       ii~ 

artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a 

consistent stance against 

the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and 

sectarianism in India using 

a vibrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition 

about the group organized 

for U.S. audiences, The 

Sahmat Collective features work by more than 60 contempora~ Indian 

artists. 

A wide variety of public programs wilt enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fat[! Click here for more info. 

~ndia Bazaar at the 

Ackland M~seum Store 
Through 5 January 2014 

In conjunction with The Sahmat 

Collective at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, the Museum Store is 

presenting india Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array of 

beautifully designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

India. 

Goods range from colorful textiles 

and jewelry, to handcrafted 

journals and paper, to items for 

the home. All proceeds support 

the Ack[and Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education 

programs. 

THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possible by generous support 

from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends tike you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

Images: 

Pushpamata N., ~totherland wfth Om Flag and Trfshul (detail), 2009, digital print. 



Veer Munshi, Burial, 2001. Instat[ation at Ack[and Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JAY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 11:23 AM 

JAY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

poetry on October 17 at Oasis 

Good friend and wonderful poet, Lou Lipsitz, asked me to invite you to poetry and crepes and open mic at Oasis Caf@ {http://oasisincarrmill.com/) 
on the17th of October. Lou will be reading with Celisa Steele, newly appointed poet laureate of Carrboro, and others. Readings start at 7:00 p.m. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

humanitiez@~Nchumanities.org on behalf of 

Jessica Nam <humanities@hichumanities.org> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 6:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Call for Papers Deadline Extended! - 12th Annual Hawaii International Conference on A~ls & Humanities 

Nil http:/,M, ww. hich u ma nities.org/h u ma n itieshea der 1.]pg 

i~iii http:// .... hich .... it 
ies.org/Facebook.jpg 

%i http:i/www.hichumani ] 
ties.orq/uofl.jpq 

- Center for 

Sustainable Urban 

Neighborhoods 

(for full conference details, visit our website at: http:/iwww.hichumanities.org) 

Subm~ssmniProposal Deadline Extended to: 
October 24th, 2~)13 

Topic Areas (All Areas of Arts and Humanities are Invited) 

--[if [supportLists]-->. <[--[endil]-- 
>Anthropology 

--[if !supportIJsts]-->o <!--[endif]-- 
>American Studies 

--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-- 
>Archeology 

--[if [supportLists]-->° <[--[endil]-- 
>Architecture 

--[if [supportLists]-->° <[--[endi[]-- 
>Art 

--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-- 
>Art Histou 

--[if [supportLists]-->o <[--[endifl-- 
>Art Management 

--[if [supportLists]-->° <[--[endi[]-- 
>Dance 

--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-- 
>English 

--[if [supportLists]-->o <[--[endifl-- 
>Ethnic Studies 

--[if [supportLists]-->° <[--[endi[]-- 
>Film 

--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-- 
>Folklore 

--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endifl-- 
>Geography 

--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-- 
>Crraphic Design 

--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endil]-- 
>t tistolTy" 

--[if !supportIJsts]-->o <!--[endif]-- 
>Landscape Architecture 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!-- 

[endiI]-->Languages 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endif]-->Literature 
<I__[if !supportLists]-->° <!-- 

[endil]-->Linguistics 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!-- 

[endil]-->Music 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endif]-->Performing Arts 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!-- 

[endifl-->Philosophy 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endi~]-->Postcolonial Identities 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endif]-->Product Design 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!-- 

[endifl-->Religion 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endi~]-->Second Language 
Studies 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 
[endi~]-->Speech/Communication 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 
[endif]-->Theatre 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!-- 

[endil]-->Visual Arts 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endif]-->Cros s-disciplinary areas 
of Arts and Humanities 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 
[endif]-->Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities 

Submitting a Pr~p~sa~iPaper: 
You may submit your paper/proposal by tbllowing the instructions on our 



website. To make a submission, and for detailed information about submitting 
see: 

To be removed from this list, reply to this email with REMOVE written in the subject 
line. 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
P.O. Box 75036 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96836 
humanities(~hichumanities.o rg 
http://,a~,~’.hid~umanities.orffj 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: World Leaders Press the U.S. on Fiscal Crisis 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:<I;:A:::: i ~’id~,,: i:;i.:b:~c:ii~,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Modia &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

~¢:orld Leaders Press the UoSo on F~scal Crisis 

The fisea~ problems of the United Stales &mdnaked meetings 

the World gm~k and the Internatkmal Mcmetmy Fm~d in 

Washington this wec~e~d. 

A VULNERABLE AGE 

P~tients Mired in Costly Credit From Doetors 

Some doe[ors and dentis ks offcr o]dcr pa~iel~[s a way to pay for 

cosily procedures not covered by Medieare, but the plans’ high 

h~k~.rest rates can strNn the finances of people on fixed incomes. 

in India’s Politics, dail ’lSme Is a Badge of Honor 

A growing, arbanized middle class wants to &’ire from the 

system hnndreds of t~inted politieim~s who are see~ as heroes 

among tHbaI voters. 

I Laga~da I 

78, of 

Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

Turning the Page - The InternationaJ Hera:ht 

Tribm~e 

On Tuesday, The IntcmatioimI Hcmld T~bune, the #obal 

edition of The New D>rk Times, becomes The Inten~afimml New 

York Times. A look a k its journey so far. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Purple Boots, Silver Stars ooo and ~A:l~ite Parents 

For Africm~-Aulerican ](ids v¢ith whKe parents, beh~g ])lack at 

Fulton Mall was a kind of test. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

BABBAN KUMAR~ who says his fatheFs criminal record may have helped him i~ an 

election to India’s Pm’liament~ 

World 

Q~tr~ck Evacuation Efforts Help India Mh~h~fize 

:Deatl~s Fron~ Cyclone 

Repork~ after a powerful storm struck fl~e ccmntry’s eastern 

coast showed the success of an operation that moved more than 

8oo,ooo people to safety. 

Sco~oes of Pilgrims Die in Stmnpede on Bridge in 

India 

At least ~o9 people died after thousands of pilgrims crossing a 

bridge to a temple in Madhya Pradesh State panicked because 

they believed the b[~dge was about to collapse, officials said. 

~ a~h [ 

"l[’o O~sted Boss, ~ms ~atchdog ~as Seen as an 

Obstae|e in Iraq ....... 

A %truer head of the Organization for the ProhJbith:m of 

Ckemical Weapons said he was ousked more than a decade ago 

bee.ause of pressm’e from tke Bush admiMsh’ation over k~spe~’tions in h’aqo 

U,S, 

in X’~’asl~&kg~on State, Home of Highest 

~:age~ a CityAims Highe~° 

Voters in the b]ue-eo]Iar Seattle subm’b of SeXl’ae will soon 

deride whefl~er to raise the local minimum wage to $]5 

$9.~9 an hour, a move that could have profound implications. 

P/o~vaey Fears G~°ow as Cities ]Increase 

Surveillm~ee 

A program in Oaklaud, Calif., is one d the latest and most 

contentious examples of cities using big &~ta teetmoloKv, and 

I 
~ Heathw ] 

Weine~ 

Federal 

of $7 



federa~ dollars, fi)r routine ~aw enforcement, 

Bmtkruptey for Ailing Detroit, but Prosperity for 

its Teams 

~% Det~R ~%tr[oughs munidpa~ workers and st~tggles to provide 

basic servk:es, the ei%"s pro{essiona] spot~ teams operate h~ a 

vastly diff,’rent economic world. 

Business 

Bolstering a Phone’s Defe~ses _Ag~d~st Breaches 

To help ward off coq)orate data brea,:.hes, Lookout is using Rs 

app to sl~p under the door or" e~terpriaes via the employees who 

regularly bring their personal devices to work. 

Vira]l Cow,tent Wil-l~ a Libe~oa]l ]Bent 

Upworthy.eom, a site that hopes to edify visitors on a vat{cry of 

social issues, may be cracking the code on bow to bri~g them in. 

~ fStull 

]    Lookout I 

A Leaner Thnes 2dn~s for Global Gro~h 

:V21er shedding outside holdings, The Now Y~-~rl< Times Compat~y 

this week will ~ntroduce The h~ternational New York Times and, 

later, new subscription, video and consumer initiatives. 

The 

New 
York 

Times I 

Sports 

RED SOX 6, TIGERS 5 

Orldz Slams New :Life Into Red Sox 

The game-tying grand siam fl’om David Ortiz and a single from 

darrod Sal~Iamaeehia sealed the r_kamatie late--game comeback 

for the Red Sox to eve~ the series at a game apiece. 

,[qBox Score 

STEELERS 19, JETS 6 

Jets Remain Consistently ][m:onsistent and FMI 

to ~te Steelers 

Two poor decisions by ,Jets quaz terba& Oeno Smith helped 

Pittsburgh win for the first time this seasom 

,~ go~ Score I Jets C~ose-Up 

~ Slide Show: Jets Replay: Week 6 

,Jets’ 

I I 



Bro~mos Beat a ag~ars but N ot the Spread 

For days, an NoF.L,-record-.tyit~g.-28-point spread had se~t ~s 

Vegas oddsmake~ m~d tbotbal] fm~s i~to a fizzy, but the game 

was far closer, ~il]~ dm Broncos ~dn~ing 35-19. 

~ Day’s Best in the N.FL. 

s David 

"[’he Ga~g’s All There, Talking Act i~ Qatar 

~,~ Qatar raises its profile in the contemporary art world, dealers 

and m~ists don’t want to miss out. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

Playi~g Cat and Mouse With Searing History I Poia;~a~ 

"3xme," a ~mw e~fibifion at the Museum of Toh~raru’c i~ Los 

A~geles, offers ample histod ea l eonte~ cm An n e Fra n k’s life an d 

death, yet ends wi~ generalized lessons on "maM~g "~e world a better place." 

Oscar Hijuelos, Who Won Pa~ditzer for Tale of o 
Hijueios 

Mr. Hijuelos’s ~989 book, "The Mambo Kings Play Songs of 

Love," was his best-known work. His characters faced 

co*m*~&’ums of assimilafio*~ while hok~t~g on to an ethnic and nafiotmI 

Obituaries 

Ch~mk Smith, Minister Who Preached to Flower 

Chi]d~oen, Dies at 86 

Mr. Smith, a Southern California mi~[ster, preached fire-m~d- 

brimstone theo]o~ to Jesus Movement hippies. 

imero Fiorentino, Lighting Desig~er Who 

Nlastered Television~ Dies at 85 

Mr. FJore~fino had a m;~}or role i~ sore e of the biggest events 

’[%~ hi sto~3’, in d uding three Kcn n e@-Nixon d eba tes. 

Donald Cabana, Warden Who Loathed Death 
Per~alty, D~es at 67 

Mr. Caba~a, who, worked i~a eorrec~m~s fbr more tha~ 25 yea~s, 

argued t~at capital punishment was inefl)e h~al, expensive a n d 

inhummm. 

The 
Rev. 
Chuck 

I caban~ I 

Today’s Video 

Kerry WicheIlo m~d Chris Belair met while working behind the 

seethes on "The [~qte Show With David Le~ermam" They plan to 

spend the rest of their lives ]aughing togedmr. 

t as}w n~\~ ek . ~ .’ ") ~’ ~ ~’ i~ Paris is full of ideas, both o~ the runway and 

from the public a~ending the shows. 



The New York Times movie c~ties o~ "Captain 

"CBOB," and "Romeo & ,Juliet." 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

False Equality in Michigan 

A s~te constitutional amendment places improper bm’deris o~ racial mi~o~ties. 

EDITORIAL 

Hope for a Malaria Vaccine 

An am bitiou s elinical tr~ al shows proem ise in protecting ehi]d ten again st th e 

disease. 

EDITORIAL 

Will New York’s Political "~Vatchdog Pass the Test? 

Concern is ~’owing that the work of the commissio~ that was created to end 

eon’upfion i~] AJl)any is being eon}promised. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obamae.aret The Rest oflhc" Story 

A flood of newly insured 2u~erieans ist~’t the haft of it. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The. Dixk~erat Solution 

Can we end the c~sis in gc~vcrnanee with a new allian~ in 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

][lIeqll~ty Is a Choice 

In come in equa]i ty resu] ks more from political decisions kl~an 

economic threes. 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page ] Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes :°interest 

Access The New York Times from mwwhere with ot~r st~ite of apps: 

iPhone® ]iPad® Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectiof~ ~ : m,nyt.com ~; 

About This E-Marl 



Tilis is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe~ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib’_ed to pro~ecti!~g you~ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i AdveP, ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:49 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wotld" News & Notes Digest 10-14-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 14th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

10/14/13- 2013 Water and Health Conference: Where Science Meets Policy hosted by the Water Institute at UNC and the Institute for the Environmeat at UNC 

scheduled tbr October 14-18 at The Willimn & Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Education. This annual gathering will consider drinking water supply, ~nitation, 

hygiene and water resources in both the developing and developed worlds with a strong public health emphasis. For more intbrmation: http://whcont~rence.unc.eda/ 

10/23/13- UNC World View Program Global Education Symposiarn on October 23-24 at The William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. This 

symposium offeis general and concurrent sessions and support for school-based teams of K- 12 administrators and teachers in a~l disciplines to aid in integration of 

globel the~nes into their schools and classrooms. The theme of this year’s umposium is population and global migration with specidl emphasis on impacts to water 

resources. Bob Walker, president of The Population Institute in Washingtor~ DC, roll serve as keynote speaker for this event and the title of his lecture is ’~Fhe Perfect 

Storm: Population, Water. and Global Resources." For more information: http://worldview.unc.edu/files/2013/08i2013-k12-svmp-Fl’~er.pdf 

10/25/13- Catarina de Albuquerque, leading human rights expert and the first United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to safe drinking water and sanitation, will 

be the second speaker in the UNC tlealth and tluman Rights Lecture Series at 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. 

This event is ti~ee and open to the public and is co-sponsored by the Center for Bioethics, the Department of Public Policy, the Water Institute at UNC, and the 

Institute for Global ttealth aM Infectious Disea~ses at UNC. 

De Albuquerque roll give her ta~k on ’Implementing Human Rights to Eliminate InequaJities in Water and Sanitation." Her work is concerned with human rights 

violations as they relate to water and access to water; addressing the stigma that is behind many oftl~ese violations, which excludes and disadvantages entire 

populations. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

’Water in Our World’ theme extended into 2014-15- A Daily Tar Heel recap of the decision to extend the University’s inaugura] pan-campus theme "Water In 

Our World" for a third year. For more i~fformation: http:i/x~vw.dail ,vtarheel.com/article,’2013/10/water-in-our-world- 1010 

\VATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Todd Miller receives UNC honor- Todd Miller, thunder and executive director of the North Carolina Coastal Federation and a member of the Institute tbr the 
Enviromnent at UNC’s Board of Visitors, was honored with a Distinguished Alarnnus Award during this year’s University Day celebration. For more information: 

http://vwwv.carolinacoastonline.com/tideland newsinews/a:rticle f8c9fbc8-30e5-1 le3-ba48-0019bb2963f4.html 

What’s Mv Story: Fisheries Ecologist- A UNC TV Science profile on Joel Fodrie, a fisheries ecologist at the Institute for Marine Sciences at UNC. For more 
information: http://science.unctv.omicontenVwhats- r~’- story- fisheries- ecologist 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For infonnation on the theme and upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edtC Questions, 

comments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the tbllowing email address: watert~heme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.con~/lYNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwww.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozxrjxeljqmlezit@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Discover more with Routledge... 20% OFF + FREE SttIPP1NG 

Discover more with Routledge: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

Discover more with 
Routledge! 

lhis Columbus Day weekend use discount code DRK84 

and receive 28% OFP aii titles through October 16th 

Remember, u, II we[; orders over $35 receive FREE 

SH~PPING in the US and Canada, 

*Offer valid on!y with web orders at routledge, com, 

psypress.com, routled,qementafheatth.com or 

focafpress, com. 

Share the Savio~s with Friends &Family 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Si,qll up by subiect area to receive 13e,z,.~ and offers straight to your il~!3o× frOlfl th~ Taylor & Fral~eis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscnbe at any time 

We respect your privac~ and wili not disclose, rent or sell your email adrJress to any outside organizalions 

Dopyright 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click !Le_r.e_. Please note this is an automaled operation 

d by     ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1 : 19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

IVFLJRAP information sessions 

Dear Eunice SaNe, 
Can you pass this email along to your students for a summer internship opportunity? 
Thank you, 
MURAP 

Are you looking for a paid summer internship that will help prepare you for graduate school in the hulnm~ilies, social sciences or fine arts? Are you willing to devote 

yourself full-time to that goal during 10 weeks this coming smnmer? 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is seeking applications tbr its Summer 2014 program (May 25- July 31,2014). Beginning on 

November 4, 2013, applications will be available on our website. The deadline tbr submissions is Februa~ 7, 2014. 

Eligible students must be: 

¯ rising juniors or seniors with at least 12 hours left to complete their degree as of end of Spring 2014 

¯ interested in pursuing PhDs in the Social Sciences, Hummiities or Fine Arts with the goal of teaching at the college or university, level 

¯ members of an etlmic minority or have a proven commitment to diversity 

¯ able to stay in Chapel Hill and reside with the rest of the cohort in on-campus housing during this intensive 10-week program (participants may not be enrolled in 

summer school or sign up to take courses online or hold a job) 

There will be an information session held on Wednesday, October 23rd and November 19th from 7-8pm in the 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305. Interested students are encouraged to attend. 

For additional information, please constdt our website: murap.unc.edu 

If you have additional questions or concerns, please contact Ma~issa Garcia, MURAP Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Debt Talks in Disarray as ttouse Balks 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~BI THiS E-MAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&~Nine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Debt Talks in Disarray as Hoarse Balks 

After the ttouse postponed a~y aedol~, the Senate ln~j~-~fib’ 

lead,r, Harry Reid, and Senator Miteh McConne]] sa~d that they 

had resumed tal~ on a deal to i~’open d~e government and rNse 

the debt limit. 

Economic Scene: Imagining ti~e Dolisr Without IN Priviiege 

DealBook: Stalemate Puts Strain on a Vitsi Debt Market 

Har~, 

Raid, 

With GoOoPo Badly Divided, Boelnler is Lef~ 

’Herding Cats’ 

Speaker dohn A. Boehrier tirids himself at a erossroa&s: a[~ 

imminent financial det’mdk on [he one hand, and on the o’d~er an 

unyieldii~g eo[~sei~’ative rarik and 

Viewing U.So in Fea~° and Dismay 

The world has reacted mostly with disbdief that a superpower 

could fall into such dysflme[ion. 

, Share Your ThoclghN orl the VX!ashmgton S[andorf 

...... gehn A 

Boehner 

spoke 

For mere top news. ~o to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



HEALTH 

~ VmEO: The Ca~eer Di’~4de: J-essy 

Jessy ~een. ~o, who has advanced breast cancer, eontenfls wkh 

her own poverty and wi~ Uganda’s limited resources in her t~gb t 

b:~ sNy alive. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Clinching Bcyo~d Boehncr’s Reach 

When fl’eedom ~s outlawed, only outlaws w~l] be iYee. Or certai~ dimbe~ in 

Yosemite National Park. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SENATOR JOHN NCCA~N, Republican of Arizona, on ~he {nab{Iity of the Hot]se of 
Representatives to move fo]~’ard on a path to reopen the government and extend the 

Treasury’s borrowing authority, 

World 

THE CANCER DIVIDE 

Uganda Fights Stig2na and Poverty to Take on 

B~°cast Cancer 

Women in Africa i~ee long delays in treahnent, a pr,:fl)lem that 

Uganda is hoping to eonlYont wRh a new hospital and clinic. 

~ Re~ated: Fo;a Yoang Woman; Late Treatment and a GHm Diagnosis 

,~ Video: The Cancer D~v[~e: Jessy 

Joliv 

Afghans Fend OffTal~ban Threat ~n P~vota] Year 

h~ the f~ce of Talihan vows to break them, Afghanistan’s secm:ib~ 

forces proved their resilience after taking charge, American 

officials saido 

Afghan 
soldier 

Mexico Takes B|oomberg-L~ke S~tg at Soaring 

Obesity 

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg’s fom~&~tion has joined the fight 

against obesib~ in Me:d co, where President Enrique Pefia Nieto 

wants to tax sugary drinks. 

..... counter 

inthe 

11~ 
chimil 



U.S. 

South Dakota Ranchers Face Storm’s Toll, but 

UoS,’ He|p~g H~ds Ar~ Tied 

Al’ter a blizzard, self-reliant South Dakotans fee] invisible as ~e 

rederaI workers who would normally assist them are furIoughed 

because of the government shutdown. 

Si~as Indicate Tliat Obama’s Debt Ceiling 
Gamble May Be Paying Off 

The issue still has risk, but House Republk’.ans have been beating 
a steady retreat on the debt eeiling issue. 

Obsma 

Alaska’s King=Crab Fleet Is Lef~ in Port by Shutdo~m 

The government shutdown 4,ooo miles away in Washington prevented Alaska’s 

ldng-.erab fishing fleet from opening the season, which could leave holi&~y 

tN~les wanting and fishermen poorer. 

For ..’c, o r {: 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
[~ David 

JPMorgmt Expected to Admit Fatflt in ~London ....... Meister 

~;hale’ Trading Loss I o~ t~ I 
~mmo 

dPMorgan Chase has reached a preliminaU agreement with the 

Corn mod~b~ Futures Tra ding Corn m i ssion to scale accusation s that a tradin g 

blowup in London last year represented reckless behavior. 

Apple Hires Burber~ Chief to Polish hnage of 

Online Stores 

Angela Ahrendts will be senior vice president overseeing the 

strategy and operation of Apple’s retail and online stores, a 

newly created position, 

, Bits BIog: Edited Viral Video Used for Motivation at Appie 

A Digitally SmaKt Designer Takes tlie Reins 

Burberr2y 

Burherw’s chairman said he was confident that ( :hristopher 

Bailey’s "vision and leadership" wo~fld see him throngh. 

Ch~i~op 
her 
Bail%’ 



Sports 

CARDINALS 4, DODGERS 2 

Chasi~g Gl~osts, Cm0di~als Are Step Cl_oser 

Matt Holliday’s two-run home rm~ capped a three-run ~ird 

~nn~ng and gave St. Louis a lead iL would not rel~nq uish and a 3-t 

lead in fl~e N.L.C.S. agah~st fl~e Dodgem, 

~ Resurgent Wilson is at C{iEing Edge of Baseball’s Beard Movement 

F’uig 

RED sex 1, TIGERS 0 Mike 

Napoli, Ver]ar~der Good, but Lackey Is Better as Red Sex 

John I~ckey beat Justin Verla~der in a lAtehem’ duel, Boston’s 

Mike Napol~ homered for the only run of the ga~ne, and the Red Sex beat the 

Tigers to take a ~-1 series lead in the 

,F1Box Score 

Tigers’ Verlander Rediscovers a MacNnelike Efficiency 

ON BASEBALL 

Amid All the Strikeoats, O~m Big Swir~g 

The Red Sex have struck out 43 times in the first three games of 

the A.L.C.S., including ]o in eight inni~%s agaiust Justin 

Verlander in Game 3, but they have the series lead. 

Detrok 

put 

Arts 

Belafo~te Stms Heirs of Mm~dn L~tlmr Ki~tg Jr, 

Ham7 Belafontc has filed a lawsuit in federal com°~ agathst the 

three surviving children of one of his closes t f~encN over items 

that used to be i~ Mr. Belafoute’s eolleefim~ of Ki~g memorabilia. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Cavsoi~, as Seei~ by Sidekick (Not Ed) 

This book by Johnny Carson’s lougtime ]a~)-er and friend HenU 

BushNn tells the good, the bad and the ugly about a man who was 

television’s bi~est star %r decades. 

At 28~ "Writer Is Yom~gest to Receive Booke~" 

Prize 

Eleanor Carton was awarded the Man Booker Prize for "The 

Luminaries," an tale set in 19th-ce~tnry New ZeNand thai 

explores identRy, greed and human frNlki. 

Ham/ 

on 

Obituaries 

Kmttar Pallmta, 94, Dies; ~ e~tt From "t~oga to 
...... Haekma 

n, left, 

Mro Palhma, who spent decades on the vaudeville circuit as a 

plate spinner aud was a Texas yoga instructor, became a sou~at- 

after character actor in his late 7os in films by Wes Andet~on, Steven Spielherg 

and others, 

Hints Riege|, Mat’keter of Gttmmi Bears, Dies at 

90 

Mr. Riegel made the teddy bear-shaped gdatiu sweets kno~ as 

gammi bears a global favorite, and Ha~ho, his family.-owned 

Riegei 



company, into an inLerna[ionally recognized brand. 

Dining & Wine 

ON THE ROAD 

C~a’s Dh~h~g Acrobatics 

A flush of wealth and influx of bus~ness travelers in Asia have 

given rise to restuurants more distinctive and imaginative thun 

before. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW ] KHE-YO AND WHISKEY SODA LOUNGE NY 

The Crtmchy Lure of Southeast Asia 

New forums for Thai food in Brooldyn, Luotian in TiBeCa. 

,[7] Slide Show 

" se from 

top left: 

io’~"od I 

HUNGRY CITYI UMAMI BURGER 

The l~leat Is Ordy the Start 

Umami Bm~er, which s ’tarred with a single shop in Los ~M, gcles, 

])rings burge~s with memorable toi:@ngs to Greenwich ~qllage. 

~ S~de Show 

Bur2er 

For more dh~E~@ ne’,vs sr~d recipes, 9o to NYTknes,com,~Dini~g ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ w#£o: The Solar Robots 

A California company thinks robots @at can install and clean 

thousunds of solar panels muy muke solar energy competitive 

vdth fossil rims, 

~ WOEO: Scie~ceTake: Sharing a Peahe~t’s 

Gaze 

Do a peacock’s feuthers, in all their iridescent beaub,, reully win 

the girJ? Scientists put an eye-traeking helmet camera on a 

peahen to lind out where her gaze lingered. 

~ vwEo: Ralph Laaren% Parisiar~ Dream 

Suzy Menkes sits down with David La m’en to discuss Ralph 

I,auren’s donation to restore and modem ize the P.eole des Beaux- 

ArLs in Pads. 

Fol more video ",:o to NYTimes.comR/ideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Thinki~g SenMbly _Abo~t ChmCer Schools 

On a snhject "daat inspires passion, the pnbiie deserves a rational debake. 

EDITORIAL 

Europe’s i op~flist BaeMash 

Italy’s pime minisker has warned of the danger that rising populism poses to 

political and eeonomie stability. What can he do about it? 

EDITORIAL 

Ba~tksy s New "~ ork ~Ve~come 

Th e Bfi d sh s ~ree t aCds ~’s stenefl s a n d ~’affRi epigrams a re popping up across 

~he city, creating u sort of scavenger hunt for admirers. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED I MURONG XUECUN 

vast state eensozship apparatus wo[’ks }la[’d to keep 

mierobk~gget~ down. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pope Treetops P~oeside~t 

What can President Obama ]earn from Olivia Pope? (~{int: "It’s 

}~andled.") 

~ cokim~ist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

So~’~’.% Kids. We Ate it 

The ones who w~II really get hit by all the cans we’re kicMng 

dow~ the road are ycmng people. Are t}~ey payi~g 

, Colusm~st Page 

Fo: moie opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,c~m/Opini~n ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
Help Section ~> ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

I[~is ~s an autemated e-reaL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsleRer 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subsc[iptions i Change Your E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:17 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

ArVArt ttisto~ a~d Eatino Studies: Facul~ position at Notre Dame 

DACI.PDF 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Latino Studies: Facul~, Recruitment (166) 

Date:Wed, 16 Oct 2013 09:15:16 -0400 

From:Eatino Studies <latino~b~nd.edtp 
Reply-To:Institute tbr La~fno Studies ( latino ) <latinoSb~nd.edu-~ 

Dear Colleague, 

~rstl ~.l~.~ for LatJno Stu.lies corR:inues with J ts agg~’ssive progitan .)f LatJrio Studi[es fa(;ul b$ it >s~u:kmerR:. To this end, ~]ea 

Thank you, 

Jos6 E. Lim6n 

Director, institute fo~ Latino Studies 

Julian Samora Chair in Latino Studies 

Notre Dame Professor of ~i!~e~ican Literature 

230 HoKenna Hall 

University of Notre Dame 

Notre Dame, ~}~ ~6556 

574 631-4440 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ques~ia <Ques~ia.EmaJl@maill.questia.com’- 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Get Questia for 50% off- Ends Dec 10! 

Don’~ miss an ernaii from Questia! Add us to your address book: Ques~ia Ei-naiV~ eqaill qu~stia com. 

Can’t see images? View Web version. fo s~op receiving these emaiis, you may unsubscribe qow 

Limited Time Only - Get 50% off Questia! 

Have a paper coming up? gear the due date and write better papers, faster with 
Questia. Sign-up now and get 50% off any plan! Expires December ]0, 2013. 

50% on any" plan] 

~ Thousa~ds o[: research topics 

~ Credible book and article sources 

~, 24/7 access anytime~ anywhere 

Promotion code: HALFANY 

Questia iOS app 
Nowvou can use Questia on the 

The new Questia app for iPhone/iPad (iOS) will help 
Vou access information on the go and write better 
papers fa.ster~ 

Bookmark and save titles for later use 
Mobile-friendly reading and easy navigation 
Project support for Questia subscribers 

Questia is operated by Cengage [.e~srnin9. ,’~u Copyri9h~ 2013 Ail ri9h~s reserved. 

You have subscribed [o receive emails ~rorrl Ques~ia You provided ?our e-maii address when you 
regis[ered or purchased from us To unsubscribe ~rom such emails ciick here 

/s, boi~t Quesxia I Cont~sct us I Priv~scy poiioi I £maii deiivery preferences 

This rrlessage has been sent to: eunice#Semail urlc.edu 

[his email was sent by: Questia ] N State Street Suite 900 Chicago, IL 60602 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford UniversiU Press <libra~.marketing@oup.com~ 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Start your research with University Press Scholarship ONine 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Contact Us 

.~i Oxford U niversity Press 

Your institution has access to thousands of e-books 
through U~iversity Press Scholarship Ond~e! 

University Press Scholarship Online (UPSO) is a vast and rapidly expanding cross ,-searchable library, 

that aggregates academic e-book content from leading universig, ptesses. Research that previously 
would have required a user to jump between a variety of books and disconnected websites can now 
be concentrated ~h~ugh the UPSO search engine. 

UPSO provides scholarly content in almost 30 subject areas inck~ding History, Biology, Religion, 
Philosophy, Literature, and Music. Additionally, this year, we’ve welcomed five new partner presses, 

Manchester University P~ss, University of Chicago Press, Liverpool University Press, Stanford 
University Press, The MIT Press, and later this year we’ll welcome Yale University Press. 

Benefits of University Press Scholarship Oniine for Scholars 

Save time with at-a-glance keywords and abstracts at both book and chapter levels 
Quickly build bibliographies witt~ automatic e×ports citations to Re~brks, Endnote, 
Reference Manager, and ProCite 
Personalize by crea~ing ~nks ~o favod~e books, chapters, and searches ~o cut down on 

research [~me 
MoM~e optimized 

Start your research now by visiting ~ressscholarship.com or search across our ~ area 
pages today to discover con~ent in your Iield el interest. 

you have any questions, please contact us at library.marketingCb, oup.com. 

Sincerely, 

Oxford University Press 

Update Your Preferences ~ Unsubscribe ~ Customer Semice 

~f yo~ wo~d p~efe~ ~ef to ~ece~ve further messages from fh~s se~de~, p~e~se Click Here and co~fi~m your r(~q~(~st.~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <Routledge.skozxrkj evb~ne~ w@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 7:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Cutting edge content at an affordable price’. 

Routledge Paperbacks Direct: Leading Content, Low Price 

is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

~ Routledge Sociology 

Roufledge Paperbacks Direct: 
Leading Content, Low Price 

We are pleased to introduce you to Routledq~ Paperbacks Direct 

which allows you to buy topicai books that represent the best of our 

oufl:irlg.-edge hardbaok pubii.~d~irlg in a paperbaak format and price 

Below are just a few of the titles which have recently pubiished. 

Oryou can click here to browse the full range of tities. 

A Normative Theory of the Information Society 

By Aiietair S. Buff 

There is a clear need for a systematic, integrative, and rigorous 

normatw~! theory of [h~! in[,:,’rmation sooie[y In ins book. Duff oglers a 

prescriplJw~ theory to h~flp to guide [h(~ acaderrfia and polioy 

communities as they debate the future shape of. Read more.. 

PuMished2Oth September 2013 I Pb: 078o0-415-71963-6 

eBook I View Inside this Book l elnspection Copy 

Makin~l Culture, Chan~linfl Society 

By Tony Bennett 

Making Culture, Changing Society proposes a challenging new account 

of the relations between cuiture and society focused on how particular 

forms of cuitural knowledge and expertise work on. order and transform 

society Read more.. 

To Be Pubfished27th October 2013 ~ Pb: 978~4t5=73849-1 

eBook ~ View Inside this Book~ elnspection Copy 

Emergent Writin~ Methodologies in Feminist Studies 

Ed~t~d by Mo#a Li~hol~ 

Contemporary challenges for seeking new knowledge in feminist 

studies are intimately inte~wined with methodological renewal that 

promotes justice and equality =n chang=rig global contexts Written by 

some of the leading scholars in their fie~ds . Read more... 

eBook I View Inside this Book~ elnspection Copy 

Transnational Miqration Media and Identi~ of Asian Women 

By Yo~na Kim 



Korean, Japanese and Chinese women iiving and studying in the West                                 :: 

Why do women move? What are the actual conditions of their 

transnational lives? How do they make sense of their.. Read more... 

eBook I View Inside this Book l elnspection Copy 

~k Toy~or S Fr.ocis- Rout~oago- Psyoho,~7 P .... CRC ~ ..... Fo~, ~ .... 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at an? time. 

We respect your privacy and ~.ili not disclose, rent or sell your el~iail address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 ]ayler & Franc~s, an inlorma business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered o~[ice: Mo[timer House, 37-4! Mor~ime[ St[eeL London, W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscdbe p ease c ick here Please note this is an automated operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 11:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu~~ 

The Costs of University Privati~fion 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL. 35 NO. 20 Visit h:b.f’omk E~ 

LRB cover art The Costs of bmYe~ ~ty Privatisation 

S~efim Co]]irfi 

Future historians, pondering changes in British soeie~ 

from the 198os onwards, will struggle to account for the 

following curious fact. ~Mthough British business 

entex])rises have an extremely mixed x~eord, and 

although such arm [] s length public institutions as 

museums and galleries, the BBC and the universities 

have by and large a vexy good record, nonetheless over 

the past three decades politicians have repeatedly 

attempted to force the second set of institutions to 

change so that they more closely resemble the first. 

Moce 

Yasmine Sea, e: Q v, K 

How to Get Ahead at the NSA 

Dm~ie] Soar 

That the NSA has sought to monitor as many of the worldrqs ex)mmunieations as has 

been teehnieally possible is widely aeeepted. Asked las t month whether there was a 

limit to the reeords the NSA eould eolleet, the ageney[]s director said: []There is no 

upper limit. [] In other words, the question is not so much ~ Is Big Brother watching? 

[] but []IIow in hell ean it eope?[] More 

The Trials of Amanda i~ox 
Nic k Richardsor~ 

None of the stories we[]ve been told about Meredith Kereher[] s death really works. 

This beeomes elear as soon as you start trawling the internet for details: evexy piece 

of evidenee that eame before the eourt in the trial of .Amanda Knox and Raffaele 

Solleeito, and in their sueeessful appeal, has been serutinised. Almost evexything 

that has been written about the ease has been disputed. Mote 

Goddess Isadora 
Lam’a Jacobs 

Isadora Dunean took danee back to its beginnings in Arcadian pastures and temples. 

She drew stylistic guidanee for her new language of movement from stillness: the 

ieonie figures circling Grecian urns, the zephyrs and graees in Botticelli, the 

volumetrie museulatures in drawings by Blake. Indeed, modern danee, whieh begins 

with Dunean, has sometimes seemed as much thespian [] as in [] action [] ~ as it is 

texl)siehorean, [] relating to dance []. []As a daneer, [] Dunean once said, [] I [] m really 

a great orator.C Mm’e 

::X:: London Review 

Bookshop 

T{~e Hamlet Doctrine: 
Simor~ Critchley and 

damieson Webster 
Monday 21 October at 7 
p.m. 

The G~eat Wa~: Joe 
Sacco i~ co~versatior~ 

Monday 28 October 
at 7 p.m. 

Ntatthew Sweeney and 
doh~ Hart~ey Williams 
Tuesday 12 November 
at 7 p.m. 

dacek Dehnel in 
eonversatio~ with 

Friday 15 November 
at 7 p.m. 

P~ace 



Short Cuts 

Jae~:~ue~ne Rose 

At the Movies 

M~eh~el 

At Tate Modern 

Arme 

Co]h~ B~°ow~ C|]ve Jam es 

Tuesday 19 November 
at 7 p.m. 

Smoke 
Thursday 21 November 
at 7 p.m. 

i~i Follow us on Twitter 

i~:~i Find us on Facebook 

Cep)’~igt:t ,, L~:t:deu Re, Jew of B~:nks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: re?,~str~:J @lrb co uk "" You cau ~mslJbsc~ibe ~:~ upd~:~e ",, o~l~ eu:,~Jl t~relbr~:~c,:s at ~ny time on ore- website. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

R&L College Publishing <lemcaNste@~owman.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 10:00 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your Exam CoW tbr GlobaJization and the Environment 

"~-~ Rowman and LittlefieldAn Independent Publisher for the21st Century 

Globalization and Citizenship 

Have You Ordered Your Exam Copy? 
Giobalization and the Environment 

By Peter Christoff and Robyn Eckersley 
This book by two leading scholars offers the first 
systematic analysis of the relationship between 
globalization and the environment from the early Nodern 
period to the present. Peter Christoff and Robyn Eckersley 
disentangle and clarify the relationship between the 
processes of modernization, globalization, and global 
environmental change. Through a rich set of case studies, 
including a special focus on the challenging global problems 
of climate change and biodiversity loss, this powerful book 
will help readers grasp the systemic causes of global 
environmental degradation as well as the myriad 
opportunities for reform of global environmental 
governance. 

WHAT YOUR COLLEAGUES ARE SAY]:NG 

"Christoff and Eckersley, two of the most prominent scholars in environmental politics, provide a 
brilliantly lucid account of the relationship between globalization and environmental change. 

Nanaging to go way beyond simplistic accounts of globalization as either the ’menace’ or the 
’savior,’ they show in detail how the multifaceted aspects of the phenomenon shape the 

dynamics of both environmental degradation and political responses to it. For an introduction to 
these complex issues, it is hard to beat." 

--Matthew Patterson~ University of Ottawa 

"A magnificent book: superb in its thorough and in-depth theoretical analysis and highly original 

in its global environmental reform ideas." 

--Arthur P, .I, Mob Wa~enin~len Universit 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

For more information about this text please visit the book’s page on 
our website. If you’d like to place your course order for G!obafization and the Environment, please 

submit the following ISBN to your bookstore: 
*The suggested retail price for students is $26.95*. 
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Rowman & Littlefield College Publishing ¯ email at textbooks@rowman.com 

4501 Forbes Blvd., Suite 200 - Lanham, MD 20706 . (800) 273-5720 

Click to sicJn up for our newsletters here 

[ ~! p ..... d by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <Routledge. skoz~kozndzmegu~tmadf.m sg focus.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 11:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Read more about our t?~stic collection of Food m~d Body Studies titles ficom Routledge 

Order your copies todsy~ 

Is this email not dispisying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Food and Body Studies titles from Roufledge 

Routledge has a fantastic, and over-growing collection of titles on food and body studies, 

from Roudedge Handbooks, to Anthony Elliott’s "little books on big issues" Shortcuts 

series, Food and Fat. To view inside, recommend to a librarian, request a complimentary 

exam copy, order online, visit the companion websites, or just more information on any of 

these titles, just click on the links below, 

Read more,., 





[] Followon Twitter I[] Like on Facebook 

[~iI Routledge Sociology ]                . 



Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

.8_].g_n___u_#__b_)~_.s_" _u._b.[e_£.t_ a__re_.a_, to receive ~e~t.~ and o~re~s straight te you[ i~box from the Taylor & Fra~cis Grou#. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe st any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Cope, right 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an irfforma business 

Taylor & Francis is a lrading name o[ Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JN 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 
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For related titles, please view our African American Studies and History catalogs 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij arer@academicresearchj ournals.org 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 12:02 AM 

ij arer@academicre~archj ouma] s.org 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of Academic Research in Education and Review 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals.org/IJARER/Index.htm 

Call for Paper 

Introducing "International Journal of Academic Research in Education 
and Review " 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of Academic Research in Education and Revie~v 
(IJARER) is a multidisciplinaW peer reviewed journal published 
monthly by Academic Research Journals 
(http:/i~vw~v.academicresearchlournals.or~/. IJARER is dedicated to 
increasing the depth of research across all areas of this subject. 

(;all for Papers 

IJARER will cover all areas of Academic Research in Education and 
Review The journal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet 
the general criteria of significance and scientific excellence in this 
subject area, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to 
academicresearcl!joumals@yahoo.com or 
ijarer@academicresearchjoumals.org for publication Out-objecuve 
is to inform authors o17 the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally 
be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other 
details are available on our website; 
http://www.academicresearchjournais, or~iIJARER/Author’s%20G uide.htm 

IJARER is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access 
to research publications. ()pen access gives a worldwide audience 
larger than that of an?" subscription-based journal and thus increases 
the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances 
indexing, retrieval power and eliminates the need for permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content. IJARER is fully committed to the 
Open Access h~itiative and will provide free access to all articles as 
soon as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Iyioma Surrey 
Editorial assistant 
International Journal of Academic Research in Education and Review (IJARER) 
E-mail: ij arer@acaderaicresearchj ournals.org 
F>mail: academicresearchiournals@ahoo, corn 
Support sel~’ices: support@academicresearchjournals.org 
Website: http:i/acaderaicresearchio~v:nals.orgi 

Submit manuscripts as e-mail attachment to the Editorial Office at 
ijarer@acaderaicresearchjournals.org and acaderrficresearchjournals@yahoo.cora 
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Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Deal With JPMorgan Followed a Crucial Call 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

U,So Deal ~:ith dPMorgm~ Followed a Crucial Call D~I 
With 

A ~entutive $13 billicm settlelne~ betwee~ JPMorgan and ~he 

Justice Departmel~t was a ~su~t of" e~e~sive personal outreach 

~rom Jamie Dimon, the ba~k’s chief executive, ko khe Justice DepaAment. 

~ Graphic: dPMosgan’s Lega~ Bil~ 

~ DealEook: Despite Legal TempesN; Dimon Appears Solid as Ever Atop d~Morgan 

Contractors See V~;eeks of~ro~ok on Healtl~ Site 

E.Yl~e~% i~vdved ~n fixing the online health insnrance 

marketp]aee say the technological problems are extensive. 

navigati 

the 

China’s A~s :[nd~st~" Makes Global Inroads 

From dvoi~ es to @i gates to fi ghter j ets, Chinese eompm~ies ave 

agg#essively pushing sales of high-tech hardware, mos[ly in the 

developi[~g world. 

For more top news. 9o to NYTimes.eem ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

~ vine:o: Horro~",s Head Honc:ho 

The Hol]}~vood producer ,Jaso~ glum has turl~ed a decade of 

horror into more than a billion dollars at the box office. 

~ Reisted AIticle 



OPINION I OP-ED COLUMNIST 

.A~:~ D:~du~i-~°y of Med~oe~i-y 

Whe~ will America ]cam how to teach its teachers9 

~ Column~s~ Page ~ Blog 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

KIM UPDEGRO~,,~, president of [he Hnman MiIk Basking Associa[ion of North America> 

oa the ~4s],:s of shariug breast milk. 

World 

Ope~0a Fights Hungary’s Rising Anti-Sen~it-ism 
~-:7 RAC’~i Li- 

The Budapest Festival Orchesh’a’s premJ ere of "The Red Heifer," 

an opera by ivan Nscher, sm~-es as a response to a r~?cent rise in 

anti--Semitism in Hungary. 

Bomber Tied to AI Qaeda Kills Dozens in Syrian 

City 

A suicide bomber (h~ving a truck packed with explosives killed 

more than 30 people a*~d wounded dozens o*~ a busy road ot~ the 

outskirts of Hama. 

Fischer 

conduc! 

ing his 

wod,;ers 

stthe 

Vigi|smtes Defeat Boko Harant in Its Nige,0ian 

Base 

Fed up wikh [he ak ’tacks by homegrown Islamist extremisks, 

young i~#brmer-vigi]antes have drive~ the group fl’om 

MNdugud, the dry from where the group spmmg. 

~] Vigilante 

~ set up 

U,S, 

Some ~,Va~" as Lobste~men Unite 
B>" b::{}<. Bi:’>’:’i5 bU 

While hundreds have embraced a new union, others have 

questioned whether a local organized by a maehinisg’ 

a ssociatJon could, or should, unite lobsterm em 

P, osen, 

Iobsterm I 



Breast Milk Donated or Sold Online ]Is Ofien 

Tainted, Study Says 

A repot4 found d~at breast milk bought from two popular Web 

sites was often eon~mfinated with high levels of bacterla, 

~ncludi~% salmonella. 

Questions Surromld Death of 2 Bay Aeea "l[’rar~sit 

Workers as St~oike Continues 

The two workers were inspecting a section of track in the East 

Bay when an out-of-service trai~ m~der computer em~tro~ attack 

them. 

x A ,say 
....... Area 

Rapid 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Despite Legal Tempests, I}inion Appears Solid 

Ever Atop JPN’I orgm~ 

Meun ring legal problems have so far ]eft Jamie Dimen unscathed 

at the helm of dPMorgan Chase. 

What’s That Smell? Exotic Scents Made From 

Re- engineered Yeast 

Genetic engineering to produce prodilcks that now- come Dora 

rare plants hol(~ great promise, b at critics warn of harm to small 

farmers, among others. 

The Man %qto’H Do Triage on iEtu’ope’s Batriks 

Igna>:io Angeloni, a top European Central Bank offidal, has a 

leading role in reviewing euro zone banks ko determine which are 

sonnd and which are not. 

Sports 

JETS 30, PATRIOTS 27 (OT) 

Redemption, and It~s Good, as ,Jets Foi~ Pat~°iots 

The Jets overcame a 2~-~o halffhne deficit against the Patriots 

before Nick Folk ddlh’d a 42-yard field goal ~qtla 5 minutes and 

7 seconds ]elk in over[line to sen the viekory. 

. ~ Box Score I ~ Slide Show: Jets Replay: Week 7 



(~ 6 Giants ~Vil] Be Tested at the One Thing 

They’ve Done ~ell 

In a seaso~ in which ~e Giants have had litde go Hght, they have 

generNIy slopped khe runo But the Vikings and Adrian Peterson 

will challenge that det~nsive abili~~ on Mop,day. 

~ G~anN, the S~wa~N o~ a C~[y, Sc~ddenly Can’t Ma ke it There 

Beard|ess h~ Boston: Uehara Stsmds O~t 

Red Sox reliever Koji Uehara provides a c]eanshaven contrast to 

his bearded teammates after having worn facial hair in previous 

professional seasons in Japan, Baltimore and Texas. 

Koji 
Uehara, 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Maeathon of the Fosm~dsgc and Eclectic 

At this year’s CM-I Music Marathon, there were L3oo dub sets 

in five days, with acts ranging fl’om perlq and pnnky. 

~ Slide Show i Ar~Baat: Repor~ Krom OMJ 20!3 

%’loiter Brings h~ the ~Vmo|d %q~i|e Nlm Keeps It at 

Don na Ta rtt is promoting her Iatcs t n ovel, "The Gold finch," 

although tours and interviews aren’t her favorite things. 

ART REVIEW 

That Head Turner’s Back, ~V~th an Old-School 

Posse 

~Oifl With a Pearl Earring" is j ust one of the gold-s~ndard 

pMntings included in a new sh~-~w at the Frick Colleefon. 

Tartt’s 

Rembra 

Obituaries 

~torda Bremmr, ’Prison _/~gel’ Who Took 

Inmates Under Her Wing, Dies at 86 

Ms. Brenner left a comfb~able lif~ in Beverly Hills to minister 

inmates in a notorious Me, can prison, eventually becoming a 

dmnalul Khoam IIL Seif-Proei~med Sultmi, Dies 

at 75 

Mr. Kirarn led a qnixotic mi]ita~y eflbrt to regai~ pa~ of the 

ishmd of Borneo for his family this year, proelMming: ’Tin ~he 

poorest snlhm in the world." 

Mother 

Antorfis 
B~er I 

[~ Jamaiul 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Frites Show 

The life of a Balthazar potato, fl:om farm to fry. 

~ vmEo: Betting on Battlefield 

Despite shifts in gmnh~g plattbrms and public relations issues, 

Sweden*s Digital llInsions CE is betiing millions on "dee latest 

version of iN first person shooter franchise, BattIefield. 



Related Articie 

Reiated Alticle 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

An E×~t S~.ra~.egy From .A{~hanistan 

Big issues remain, inch~ding a deal with the Taliban and the question of an 

~efiean residual £~ree, ouce the combat mission ends. 

EDITORIAL 

A Way to Salvage Global Trade TaLk~ 

A m :.,desL pacL e :.,uid boost the economy by easi~g Lhe flow of goods across 

borders. 

EDITORIAL 

The National Guard s Defiance or~ Civil l~Jghts 

Four states arm unfairly refusing to process federal benefit applications for 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Lousy Medieaid M’gm~er~ts 

l,’it~t came the false claims of rate shock, ai~d now we have claims 

that Medh::aid makes you sh::ker. 

~ Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Yes~ Economics Is a Seiel~ce 

Don’t let the skep~cM response b:, th~s year’s Nobel Prize fbol you. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

~¢:]t~ting a Budget to P]tevent Ar~other Sl~utdow~ 

The G.O.P. ended its standoff’last week, but the deals were 

temporary. Can Congress and dan WhiLe House negotiate a 

budget early next year? 

Budget 

For mare epi!~Le~; gs te NYTimes.eom!Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 
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[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 10-21-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 21st, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

10/23/13- UNC World View Program Global Education Symposium on October 23-24 at The William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Edncation. This 

symposium offers general and concurrent ~ssions and support for school-based teams of K- 12 administrators and teachers in all disciplines to aid in integration of 

global themes into their ~hools and classrooms. The theme of this year’s symposium is population and global migration with specia] emphasis on impacts to water 
resomees. For more information: http:i/worldview.unc.edu/files/2013/O8/2013-k12-svmp-Flver.pdf 

10/25/13- Catafina de Albuquerque, leading huma~l rights expert a~ld the first United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to sai~ drinldng water and sanitatiolL will 

be the second speaker in the UNC Health and Human Rights Lecture Series at 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. 

This event is free and open to the public and is co-sponsored by the Center for Bioethics, the Department of Public Policy, the Water Institnte at UNC, and the 

Institute for Global Health and Infectious Diseases at UNC. 

De Albuquerque roll give her talk on "hnplementing Human Rights to Eliminate Inequalities in Water and Sanitation." Her work is concerned ruth human rights 

violations as they relate to water and access to water, addressing the stigma that is behind many of these violations, which excludes and disadvantages entire 

populations. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

GRI Water Nexus Speaker Series lecture bv Tony Allan on October 22- "Who Determines the Delnand for Food and Who Manages Water?", a free lecture 

by Tony Allan, head of the London Water Research Group at King’s College London and the School of Oriental and African Studies at the University, of London, is 

scheduled for Tuesday October 22 at 3:30 PM in Dey Hall Toy Lounge. Professor Allan, who has been credited with introducing the concept of"vi(mal water" into 

global water discussions, will highlight the role of the demand for food in determining whether socie .ty can susIainably manage the water resources on which food 

security depends. This lecture is sponsored by the UNC Global Research Institute as part of its Water Nexus Speaker Series. 

Uulversity Day Academic Pand Discussions: Water In Our World A full video recap of the University Day Academic Panel discussion on the topic of Water 

InOurWorld-http:i/www.yoatube.com/wmch?feature player embedded&v Q0oUAEzk0oE 

\VATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

NC should invest in water, the new oil- A News & Obse:~er editorial written by UNC t:acul .ty member Peter Coclanis advocating for improved water infrastructure 

investment in North Caxolina: http://www~.news~bserver.c~m/2~3/~/~7/3289867/nc-sh~u~d-invest-n-water-the.htm~ 

PlayMakers performs poolside- A Daily Tar Heel feature on the plans to use a 15-ton heated pool for m,o of PlayMakers Repertory Company’s upcoming shows, 
Maiy Zimmerman’s Metamorphoses and William Shakespeare’s The Tempest. For more information: http:i/ww~-.dail ,vtarheel.com,’articlei2013/10/plawnakers- 

installation- 1016 

6th 3amual "Run To Make Water Run" 6K event on October 27- The Dan Okun UNC Chapter of Engineers NVithout Borders is hoffting its 6th Annual "Run To 
Make Water Run" 6K event on Sunday October 27 at 9:00 AM starting at the Old Well. Race day registration begins at 8:00 AM and the cost to participate is $20 

for students, $22 Ibr non-students, with a $25 fee for all paxticipants on register on the day of the event. For more inlbnnation: http://uncewb.wordpress.com/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water ]hi Ore’ \Vorld"- For infolmation on the thelne and upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/itwitter.conv’UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwu~,.facebook.coln/WaterlnOurWorld. 
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DON’T FORGET: Register tbr Sixth Annual Cont~rence! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin Abdulla AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~ invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

wv, wv.as meascholars.o rg 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 
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Monday, October 21, 2013 1:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Summer Fellowship Opporiunity 

FinalMU RAPFacultyAnnouncement2014 .doc 

Dear Pro£ Sahle, 

The Moore Undergraduate Reseaacch Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications fi’om UNC-Chapel Hill faculty in the social sciences, huma~nities aaad fine axts 
who would like to participate in our ten-week summer research progrmn (May 27-July 31, 2014) and serve as tnentors to two students with matching acadetnic interests. 
MURAP seeks to prepm’e students from racially and eflmically diverse backgrounds or those with a proven commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic 
careers in the fields mentioned above. 
The twenty undergraduate students (rising juniors or rising seniors at the end of the current academic yea~) fi’om colleges and universities all over the nation who 
selected for the program will work closely with ten faculty mentors who will Nfide them closely in their rigorous resem’ch experience. 

Attached you will find more detailed irfformation abont duties aaad the application process for facul~ fellows. THE DEADL1NE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR FACUI;I’Y 
FELLOWSttIPS IS JANq, JARY 24, 2014. Additionally, we have enclosed a recruitment mmouncement to distribute to potential student applicants at Cm’olina and to 
colleaNtes who might help you to identify other students nationally. We hope you use them to ensure that we have suitable candidates in your specific areas of interest 
(student applications are due no later than February 7, 2014). 

Further details abom the MURAP program can be found on our website: mt~rap.unc.edt~. If you have additional questions, please contact Ms. Mm’issa Garcia, Program 
Coordinator (!__n___u__r__a_pf~)__u___n__c_:__e_~__t!) or Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, Director (!_’I?_p___c_’_r_~_l_!__n_~)~!?!_a__i_l_:__u_!F_:_c_’_~t___u_). 

Cordially, 

Rosa Perelmuter 
and Marissa Gaxcia 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Summer Fellowship Optx~rtunity 

Fin~JMurapStudentAnnouce~nent2014.doc 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 
Enclosed you will find a copy of the MURAP student announcement. I apologize. I forgot to include it in the last email. Please help us distribute the announcement to potential 
student applicants at Carolina and to colleagues who might help you identify other students nationally. 
Thank you in advance for your help. 

Best, 
Marissa 
Program Coordinator 
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Di~over our growing eBook collection 

Discover Our Growinq eBook Collection! 

Is this email not displsying COl-rectiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forwsrd to a Friend 

Discover our growing eBook 
collection, with over 40,000 
eBooks available! 

such as: Amazon Kindle, iPad, Google eBooks, Kobo, Nook, and more. 

In addition we offer flexibie package options for libraries and institutions 

that are authoritative, user-friendly and easily integrated into any 

l 
ie Taylor&Francis-Routledge-PsychologyP .... CRCP ..... FocalP .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inPox from the Taylor & I=rar~cis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscbbe at anl/time. 

We respect your privacy and wili not disclose, rent or sell your eRiail address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 Taylor g, Francis, an informa business 

taylor & Franc~5 ~5 a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered once: Mortimer ttouse, 37-4! Mor~ime~ SbeeL London, W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe p ease c ick here Please note this is an automsted operation 
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Today’s Headlines: Civilian Deaths in Droue Strikes Cited in Report 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE4~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Civilian Deaths in Drone Strikes Cited in RepoN 

The s[u@ asserb that the C.I.Ao &’o~e eampaig~ il~ Pa~stan has 

at times killed eivilim~s i~diser~mhmte]y. In intemqews, residents 

spoke of terror and s~’ain within a society caught be~weeu 

militat~b and the d~nmso 

,~ Graphic: The Drone Strike Capi~i of the Wodd 

dealer’s I 

Mirsm I 

Obama Adnfits Web Site Flaws on Health Law 

Presiden~ Obama ~fered an impassio*md defet~se of the 

Afforda ble Ca re Act, aekn owledging the teeh niea] failures of the 

HealdaCare.gov Web site, buk providing little new in formation 

abou~ Lhe p~)blems. 

~ Video: Obama on Health Site Glitches 

Contractors See Weeks of Work on Health Site 

Obema 

spoke 

As Gays Wed in New Jersey, Christie Ends 

Fight 

Gov. Chris Christie, m~ opponent of same-sex marriage, 

concluded that he was out of legal options ark’r a unanimous 

S~te Supreme Coal1 ruling last week. 

Editors’ Picks 



U.S. I RETRO REPORT 

Not ,]~st a Hot C~p Anymore 

In ~992, MeDonaM’s coffee was at the center of a lawsuit 

revisited in a Ret~x) RepoM video. For consumers, much has 

changed since the uproar over the ease. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Politicim~s’ Extortion Racket 

A legal shakedowu to e~’act campaign contribution,s. 

World 

In Syria~ Doctors :Risk :Life and d~ggle Ethics 

As Syria moves toward destroying its chemical stockpile, some 

say the credit lies with doctors who risked their lives- and 

coalS:outed questions of medical efl~ies - to e:,~)ose the weapons’ 

, ~ Video: Doctors Without Fear 

Qaeda-iAnked Group Is Seen Complicating the Drive for 

Peace in Sy~oia 

The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria eould make exkrading concessions fl’om the 

governme~t more clif~Scuk at a peace eoni~w~ee i~ Geneva, an Americm~ 

offieiaI said. 

French Condemn S~arveillar~ce by N,SoA. 

The Naficmal SecuHb" Agency has carried out e~ffe~sive 

eleekronie surveillance in France, a N’eneh newspaper repoMed, 

drawing an angry castigation fl’om an impoAant ~eriean ally. 

, European Union Panel Backs Plan to Shieid Online Dat~ 

The 

U,S. 

:Language- Gap St~,dy Bolsters a I~sh for Pre- K 

A Sta~tbrd psychologist fouled th at affluent ch i ld ren h ad learned 

3o percent more words from 18 months to ’2 yeats of age than 
Fremont 



¢.hildren fi’om low--income homes. 

, [] Video: Tracking the Vocabulary Gap 

N[edieaid Expansion is Set for Ol~oans 

De~’ing the Republican majorities in both houses of the Genera] 

Ass embly, Oov. ,lob n R. I<a sieh, a Rel.~ub]ican, pu sh ed through 

t~e expansion under the health care law. 

Deal Is Reached to End Bay _~ea Tr~s~ Ntri~e 

Cc, mmuter trains in the San Francisco area were set to, begin 

framing again Tuesday after unions and the Bay Area Rapid 

Transit system came to an agreement. 

John 

Kasich 

s2,o 

on line 

mlB|n|ll 

Business 

An Odd Alliance in Patagonia 

The great potential of an oil field called Vaea Muerta, or Dead 

Cow, has m~ked an Ame~fican oil giant and a politically w:~latfle 

country. 

Nettlix Hits Milestone and Raises Its Sights 

The video service said on Monday khat ik had sm’passed :3o 

million U.S. subscribers and it repo~*ed third-quarter results 

tha~ bea~ most expectations. 

Ruling Near, J.Co Pem~ey Capitulates to Macy’s 

After a com’t suit fl’om Macy’s claimed an exelusive contract 

with Mat Lha Stewart, Penney scNed back iks Skewark line as a 

eom’k deadline appeared near. 

~] Sign~ 
point to 
explorati 

Ma~ha 
: StevcaR 

~nd her 

Sports 

GIANTS 23, VIKINGS 7 

Throwback Night as Giar~ts Ear~ First Victory 

The O~anLs’ defense recovered t~) fim~bles and Eli Manning led 

the offense on muI~iple scoring drives tc~ leave the home erc~wd 

cheering and happy for the first time in nearly 300 days. 

Giants Fans Are Blue but No[ Arlg[y 

..... Giants’ 

Rueben 



SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
L 

Anti- Doping Agency E×]posed Arms~rong~ but 

What About Ofl~ers? 

Dozens of people were mentioned in the report that exposed 

Lat~ee zM’~nstwt~g’s lies, but a year after the reporL, we still do not ~ow Lhe 

identities of most (ff them, 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

ga~tmsn~ar~ship Cont~a~tms to Color ,Jets-Patriots 

Rivalry’ 

Jets Coach Rex Ryan deeli*md to say ~Ole~her his s~aff asked 

o~eials to watch the Pa~5ots, whose pena]b~ led to the Jets’ gain e-winning 

goal, with increased viNlance on Sunday. 

, On Pro Football: Another Backside Debacle, TNs Time at Patriots= Expense 

~ Jeb 30, Patdots 27 (OT): Redemption, ariel i,’_’s Good~ as Jets Foil Patrio~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Slhades ofOediIms fo~° Hip-Hop Titans 

Drake and Ka~ye West both began their new tours last weekend, 

but their approaches couldn’t have been raore different. 

A Vagabond Troupe gets Its First Home 

Theater for a New.,M~dience, long without its own space, is 

open ing its fi~ .st permanent home on Tuesday in the orbit of the 

BrooMyn Academy of Music cultural district in bbtt G reene. 

THE TV WATCH 

~ the ~’VorId’s a Bat" at (;hmnml From Esqtfire 

The Esquire N e~work has a slate of Iifesbqe shows ge*~teel 

e~ough to appeal to the prohahle target audie~ce of m,:meyed 

rn eh’osexuals. 

New 

Obituaries 

iLawret~ee R, Klei~t, Eeo,m~tfie Tl~eorist, Dies at 

9a 

Professor Kldn was widely regarded for his statistical models 

used to predict global economic trends, for which he was 

awarded the ]98o Nobel in economic science. 

ce R 

1990 

Lou Seheimer~ ~IW CaNoon Producer, Dies at 84 

Mr. Seheimer’s company, i,’ilmatiom produced "Fat z~bed arid 

the Coshy Kids," "The A~vhie Show" m~d "He-Mm~ and the 

Masters of the Universe," among other cartoon set~es. 

1987. 

Science 

SINOSPHERE BLOG 

C|fi~tese CiW’s Po|h, tio,~ goes Offthe Charts 

School was canceled and traffic was nearly paralyzed in Harbin 

ot~ Mot~day as off-the-charts pollufiot~ &’opped visibili~" to less 

~ha~ ~ o meters in parts of the cib~. 



A Quiet Trip ~o the Ozone Ho~e 

A team of specialists and entreprenem~ is hoping to send a g~ider 

17 miles high for a closer look at what ails the atmosphere. 

New Technique Holds Pro~nise for Hair Growth 

Researchers said the procedure, tested in mice. would not just 

relocate hair, as in a transplan L b u t would inerea se its a mouut. 

Christis~ 

suthor 

Today’s Video 

~wom: Soaring to the Stratosphere 

The I erlan t rqject is building a carbon-fiber glider to carW two 

pilots to 9o,ooo feel IN mission is to set an altitude record and 

to e:,~plore the high reaches of atmosphere. 

~ wo~o: Obama on Health Site Glitches 

Presid ent Obama said dm technical problem s on Health Ca re.gov 

dkt not indicate a failure of the 2ff[brdable (2are Act. 

Related Ar[icle 

Obsma 

spoke 

~ vmEo; The New Nice Guys of Comedy 

In an era when dm most celebrated teb~vision dramas ask you 

identi~ with offen-repe]len~ antiheroes, the new stars of late 

night are ingra’da~ng nice guys. 

, Related: Critic’s Notebook 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Hea|th Site’s Chaolic Debut 

The Obama administration ~meds to step up efforts to repNr the t~deral Web 

site and work around the damage. 

EDITORIAL 

Beijiag’s _Assault on Acade~fie Freedom 

~m economist who angered the authorities is the latest casualty of "ideologiea~ 

1: m:itica6on" in Jhina. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Oisarn~ the Debt-CeNng T|u’eat for Good 

"1"he mechanism to prevent the use of the debt ceiling as a weapon already 

existso It’s called the McConnell rule. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fear vso Radiation: "iJ~e Nlisnmtd~ 

Evidence that ionizing radiafon is a relatively low health risk 

contradicts common feat~. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Great Desperation 

Si]vio Berlusco ~i’s mad legacy goes well beyond italy: It 

symbolizes the corruption of European cultm’eo 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’l’l~e 3 Roles of Miel~ael do Fox 

If ParIdnson’s disease is ever" tamed, the actor w~ll be a big part 

of the ~eason, 

ON THiS DAY 

]i:~’i o::::i~,.]:::::::~q. J,::::~n i:’.. i’::.~.:i~i~::.::]::’~~ 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 11:35 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

100 Days Until Black History Month! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward email 

This email ~’~,as se~lt Lo eunice~!email.unc.edu by ~-~--d-j-s--~-~-LT1-~--r-~-j-~--d-j~j-~--rJ)~-~-L~-s~--e--a-~-e--r~:-c-‘-~-g-I 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’~’ Privacy Policy. 

Jodi Solomon Speakers i 295 Huntington Avenue :: Suite 211 Boston :: MA :: 021:!.5 



ii S~at: Ttm~_ d<< 2:10 PM 

Professor Sa::Me, mg ¢m~e ~s                 m~d ~ was ~vonder~g ~v::hen ~ cou{d s:ched:u~e aa appo~n{men:t wit5 you on Wednesday. I ha~e class from 

~:00-9:50 so ~ won::t be able to make your regu::br o~ce hou;rs, ~ am available from i0-10:50, a~d after 

~ubje~: Our class t~mon-ow - £emmder ~f the ~ge~da and on ~hm-sday 

AAAE             ; Grc,u:.p 

Fu~her, be prepared tc~ read your favodte passage from tha n~vIe[ and to te~ the class >;h:y you selected 

~]hursS~:y: We w::~:: e~ngage the rna~ed~ c<~: :gender, democracy am] po~t~<a~ ~epre~e~nt~dor~ 9~: con[emporia? Af-rka~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lauren Miller ~@ahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:33 PM 

@yahoo.corn; lhakobya@purdue.edu 

Call for Papers: Purdue University School of Languages and Cultures 14th annual Graduate Student Symposium 

Sylnposium Poster.pdf; Call for papers.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

The School of Languages and Cultures at Purdue Universi~ is excited to announce the upcoming graduate symposium themed "Merging Borders: Language, Literature 

and Communication in Cross-Cultural Contexts." The 14th Annual Graduate Student Symposium is going to be held on March 7th and 8th, 2014. The deadline for 

abstract submission is Dec. 10th, 2013. We welcome submissions in all areas of Literaty, Linguistic and Cultural studies including but not limited to the lbllowing: 

Language Acquisition 

Second Language Studies 

Applied Linguis*Acs 

Sociolinguisqdcs 

Historical LinguisNcs 

Phonetics/Phonology 

Syntax/Semantics 

Pragmatics 

Bilingualism 

Cognitive Studies 

Anthrotx~logy 

Literature 

Comparative Literature 

Tran~tlantic Literature 

Colonial Studies 

Gender and Sexuality Studies 

Commtmicalion 

Sociology 

Education 

American Studies 

Cultural Studies 

Film Studies 

We would greatly appreciate your support, and ask that you please tbrward this e-mail along with the attachmed call tbr papers and tx~ster to graduate students in your 

respective department or progra~n. 

Best regards, 

Lauren Miller and Liana Hakobyan 

- Symposium Co-ChaArs 



From: 
,@live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, .50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AAAD 

11307 
Dear Professor Sable,                                                                             ~ 
I wou ld love to meet with you &aring office hours, however. I have class during your office hours. Is there any way I could meet with yeu tomorrow either at 12 or 3 or on Friday after 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Weak Job Gains May Cause Delay in Action by Fed 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&~Nine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

~¢:eak Job Gains Nay Cause Delay in Action by Fed 

A Labor Deparkmen[ report showing laekluster hiring in September -. 148,o o o 

iobs - is ex])eeted to flu’ther pnt off the Federal Reserve’s deeisio~ to re&me its 

stimulus e~foz ks. 

R~ssia Putth~g a Strong Arm on Neighbor’s 

:~ Moldova and other former Soviet republics move to Nigh 

themselves closer to Europe, Russia is pushing to r~tai~ its 

Obama’s Uncertain Path ~fid Nyria Bloodshed 

The effort to reconcile President Obama’s eonflieking impulses 

o~ Syria resulted in a contentious debate wJthi~ the 

administration and eveutual]y Iett~ng Russia take ~e lead in 

resolving Lhe el’isis. 

THE 1 
DELISE I 

I 

For mol~ top news. 90 to NYTimes.¢om ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vm~:o: Tile N~lmI~ers Bellind t]he 

look at how Janet Yellen, t re~Jdenk Obama’s pick to lead 

b’ederaI Reserve, may interpret the la[est jobs rep :~rt, and whak khose numbers 

ay a bout how ~*ow th e eco~*omy ]s really doing. 

~ Reiated Article 



OPINION I CONTRIBUTING OP-ED WRITER 

How to :Fix the Glitches 
Sy :::Z:::~q:::[ J 

What went m:o~g w~th the Ohamaca~ s~te, and wh~t to d~:~ about 

~L 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

MOHANED HASHEM~ a bouk publisher >hu is emigrating amid the turmoil in Egypt. 

World 

Investigators Raid Ageney of Military in South Korea 

OflSeials with the ( :yberwarfare Command were said to have posted messages 

backing Pr~?sident Park Geu~-hye during last year’s election eampaigm 

U,No and ~o Other Nations Back Peace Talks, but 

Syrian Moderates Are Uncertain 

The group of ~a~o~s kno;v~ as tile I,on&:m 11 says the creation 

of a transitions] government would be crucial ko a setflemenL 

Secretar 

y of 

CAIRO JOURNAL 
WORN 

EgTptians Abandordng Hope and Nov,’, : : OUT 
Egypt’s Reh~etan[ly, Home,and 

Amid unrele~ti~g turmoil si~ce Presh]e~t Mohamed MorsYs 

ouster, many who had postponed an urge to leave say they arejoining a new 

For mor~ world :?~,w,,:,. 90 t~) NYTimes,¢om~Vorld ~, 

U,S, 

As Dr~g Costs i~se, Bending tim Law is One 

Remedy 

More Americans are ])wing medicine from foreig~ pharmacies, 

even though the Food and Drug Administration considers such 

imporks il]ega] in most eases, 

home 

STEVENSON JOURNAL 

Giving a Wife. Her Front-Yard Grave, No Matter 

~¥hat 

Ever since James Davis granLed his dfing wife’s wish to be laid to 

rest just off" their fl’ont porch, he and the City of Steve*~som ~Ma., have been 

odds. 



Koch Bro~mr Wages ~2=Year Fight Over V~i~d 

Farm 

The billionaire ]ndust~alis~ ~Sllium I. Koch has donated abo~{ 

$5 mi]lion fi~ting Cape Wind, a vast wind farm proposed %r 

Nantucket Sound. 

Business 

Shutdown ~Will Hinder True Gauge of U.So Economy 

Figm’es for unempIoyrnent and job creation this month and nex~ will be skewed 

by the brief disappearance of fedeva] emph:~yees and contractors from the work 

force, economists say, 

DEALBOOK 
[~ Casain I 

Case in Detroi t H~gh~gl~ ts Costs uf ~Extra 

Skim miug from public pen sion funds to make exits paymeuts to 

retirees on the [hinklng thut the buse penskms were too smull - a practice not 

unique to Detroit - m}deycut the heahh of the system. 

C[~ina Tries to CIemt Up Toxic :Legacy of Its Rare 

Earth l~dches 

E~por~ res~rieUons huve done IkUe to slow the devastaUon 

resultin g fl’om rare earth minin g, ~neludin g eontamin ation that 

t~reatens dm water supply of millions. 

a i loys 

Sports 

A Rematd~ :Red A]I Over (Except the Gree~t 

Monster) 

This World Series, which begins Wednesday in Boston will be 

the fomtb between the Red Sox and the St. Louis Jardinals. 

pitche~ 

TV SPORTS                                                  ~ rim 

!,mtidpath~g His Next Play, l~leCarver Is Closi~tg I McCae, z 

Tlm MeCam, er, whose career in the booth wus marked by his 

shxmg opinions and m~canny abUlb, to predict l:4ays, wJl] be calling bls 24th 

World Se~qes, and probably his last. 



_After Long NoCoAoA~ Inq~firy, Mim~fi Loses 

Seho|ars]fips 

The N.C.A.A. died Miami tbr a decade of violafio~s in its 

basketball and football programs, penMizing the unive*sRy with 

three years’ probation at~d a loss d scholarships. 

The 

Arts 

Star Characters, Spin, ~mew, l~lay lave "Well l~lore Than 

Twice 

Favorite characters by dead authors are revived by writers for eontemporaV 

novels, like the new James Bond book, %oio." 

, Re~ated Review 

Eni~atJc Dickinson Revealed O~fl~_ne 

’[’he Emil)- Dickinson Archive, opening online Wednesday, will 

offer access to thousa~ds of Dic]dnson manuseNpB held by 

Han~ard, Amherst a~d other institutions. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

OPERA REVIEW 

Cmme~-~ons in an Amorphous "~Vorhl 

N~eo Mubly’s ’Two Boys’ has its America~ debut at t]~e 

Metmpditan Opera. 

, ~ In Pe#ormance: N~co M uhlN 

....... Boys: 

Paul 

Obituaries 

Major Owens, 77, Education Advocate in 

Congress, Dies 

Mr. Owens, a state senator and a fot-mer chief administrator of 

New York City’s antipoverb, program, went to Congress from 

Brooklyn and remained there %r 24 years. 

Don drones, Longti|ne Washington Huskies ~ Do~ 
Footba~ Coach, Dies at 8o I J~’~ I 

coache 

t]}e Dawgfather, led Washington to 1o bowl victories, 6 

conference titles and a share of the ~99~ uafiona] championship udth Miami. 

Ronald Shannon Jackson, .Avant-Garde Drummer, D~es at 

Jackson was also a composer and leader of the band Decoding Society. 

Dining & Wine 

CRITIC ON THE ROAD 

Germany s Culinary Stars 

Ho~aoring the com~tD"s roots while headi~g ba new directions. 

,Video: Berlin’s New Pastram~ a~:I Slide S~ow 

Mo.qg & 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I LE RESTAURANT 

Down tl~e Steps, Fimtir~g ~¢’~onde~’s Witlh~r~ 

I,e Restam’ant, in a baseme~t m~der the food market All Good 

’Fhi~gs in THBeCa, features uncommon ingredienks and l~cused 

~ Slide S~ow 

monklis 

THE FLEXITARIAN 

Deep F~°~edl amt Good fo~" "~u 

’F}m pleasures of deep-fried food are no~ forbidden for tim 

health-eonscJm~s. 

fried 

Today’s Video 

Fashio~ 

Omnadian-born Helen Milkson, 72, has been living in bla~tmsh 

fox’ 2o years. She likes to look special and doesn’k go %r fashion, 

she says. 

~ wDEo: Scie~ceTake: Fl~gl~t oftt~e 

Bumblebee 

ttarvard researe~aers have discovered that the bmnblebee is a 

much more tactful na~dgator than its name implies. 

~ vine:o: How to Eat Anel~ovies 

Melissa Clark oflbrs a p~mer on a particularly polarizing fish. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The l.I~il-ed Sl-al-es~ Fa]l]li~g Behb:~d 

~m alarming repo~ shows that ~nerk’.an workers are poorly s]dlled compared 

with eompe~to~s abroad. 

EDITORIAL 

N ew Leaks~ New Repereussior~s 

The vast scale of eavesdropping abroad by the N.S.A. angers allies and 

nnderents America’s 

EDITORIAL 

Intellectual Disability and the Death Pe~alW 

The Supreme Cont*a is Hght to revisik a 2002 rnling, which gave states too much 

leeway ~o define inteilee.~ual ~sabilib’. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How these schools in China made it to No. ~ in the world. 



CONTRIBUTING OP-ED WRITER 

Now This Is Natural Food 

Clan we break away from monoeu]tm’e and eat perennial plants? 

[~ Mark 
..... Bttman 

CONTRIBUTING OP-ED WRITER 

B~ de B:las~o a~d ~.h~ New U~4ban Polm~sm 

Does de B]ash:;s assent m~ggest that the count), is moxdng in a 

decisively liberal direction? 

~dsa 

For nl.~re opi!~ion; ,qo to NYTimes.som!Opinion ~> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 7:54 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

International Creole Day celebration - Monday October 28 

Natalie Hart~man 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-~966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Cla~ton, Juslin <jwclay@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:21 AM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Overload Payment 

Barbara, 

Your overload payment has been processed and you will receive a 

August, September, and October ). You will also receive a 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Justin 

Justin Clayton 

Human Resources Specialist 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

103 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

Ph: 919.445.01621 Fax: 919.843.3531 

~clayton(~unc,edu 

payment on your October 31st paycheck. This will include your payment for 

in both November and December, totaling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~~ 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view web ~/e~sio~ of tMs message. Oatober 201 

BME for Undergraduates 
Carolina undergraduates are hlvent~n~ 

dexdces to Eack[e health problems through 

b~omedica/eaoneerh’~ The opportuNty to 

study m one of the fastest-growing job 

fiekds evokved through a partnership 

between the Co][ege of Arts and Sciences 

and the 5choo[ of Medidne, [ed by Professor 

Nan(~ A[/britton. 

Transformative Mentoring 
Distinguished PsychoLogist Da\dd Penn has 

~~.mitioa ior his reentering of 

a former doctoral student Dave Roberts, 

now a faculty member at the University of 

Texas, Their coKaboration has transformed 

treatment and improved the tires of 

)atienLs wiLh schizophrenia wor[dwide. 

National Security Talk t0/30 
Thomas DoniLon, the National Security 

Adv~sor who oversaw the hunt for Osama 

bin Laden. and Bare Gel/man./he Pul.itzeP 

winnin£ reporLer, p~ctured, who spoke wi[h 

Edward Snowden for stories on NSA access 

to American phone and emm[ records, 

engage m a ~?~).~)£~.52E!@[}.~J2.~. Oct. 30, 

5:30 pm in Genome Sciences G-1O0. 

Amazing Alumni 
Kate[ Mason tinctured) graduaEed from Carotina with a mathematics degree in 

Ehe Cot/ege, and ~s now a U.S. Assistant Attorney General h~ the Obama 

admh~stration. She is one of ~.~y.~.[~):~.9g~)~}~).~?~..(~:~E?/!Lwho were recognized on 

Urfivers]ty Day for their acNevements. You can a~so read about two 

~}:~}!Lwho have won G~’s distinguished young atumm awards. 

~ Shining Light ~n the S~uth 
The Lutes/issue eL garo{~n~ Ar~:s (t Sck~aces ma~z~ne [eatures Ehe Center for 

the Studv of the Amerk:an =outh as it turns 20. We also Ngh]~ght under~raduate and 

graduate alumni who connecL thor impact on North Carohna and the world wiLh 

experiences pro~dded by the CoKege. 

~ The Meaning of Public 
UNC Historian James Letoud]s explained the evolving role of the nation’s first 

x~b[~c umvers~ty, and what ~t means to our students and our place h~ the world today. 

~!5.J.~519.~i~ was part of the celebrations around Urfiversity De’! and Chanter]or 

h~sLa[[ation. 

More News 

Bravo, Jan Chambers and McKay Coble for designing the 

~ndoor swimmin~9oo~ on stage for PRC°s next shows 

Another major gran~: to ~ransform STEM education 

Geographer Er]cka Wise ~2..$.[.¢£..[~.~@~...for c~imate data 



UNC Coiieoe.. of Alls & Sciences I UNC South Buiiding i ¢;~<~=~o~. Hiii NC 27599 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hi Eunice, 

Just want you to know that I have not heard from 
yesterday. 

Best, 

Margaret 

, I think we should give her until today to respond and then you might have to take over. This was my concern 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:45 AM 

Clayton, Justin <jwclay@email.unc.edtp 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Overload Paylnent 

Thank yon so much, Justin. I ve~’ much appreciate how well folks have worked on this issue. Is there an~thing I need to do for this to be processed again for the spring 

semeffter? Thanks again, and warm regards, Barbara 

On 10/23/2013 8:21 AM, Clayton, Justin wrote: 

Barbara, 

Your overload payment has been processed and you will receive a payment on your October 31st paycheck. This will include your 

payment for August, September, and October . You will also receive a " payment in both November and December, totaling 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Justin 

Justin Clayton 

Human Resources Specialist 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

103 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

Ph: 919.445.01621 Fax: 919.843.3531 

jclayton@unc.edu 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global EducaLion C~’nter 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[ic~" 

(919) 843-2102 lax 

http : / iaf ~ica. uric. e d’~,/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cla~lon, Justin <jwclay@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:46 AM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbar%anderson@unc.edu-~ 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Overload Payment 

I will work with Sonia to get evewthing in order for Spring. 

Justin 

From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:45 AN 

To: Cla~on, Justin 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Overload Payment 

Thank you so much, Justin. I very much appreciate how well folks have worked on this issue. Is there anything I need to do for this to be processed again for the 

spring semester? Thanks again, and warm regards, Barbara 

On 10/23/2013 8:21 AM, Clayton, Justin wrote: 

Barbara, 

Your overload payment has been processed and you will receive a payment on your October 31st paycheck. This will include your 

payment for August, September, and October . You will also receive a in both November and December, totaling 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Justin 

Justin Clayton 

Human Resources Specialist 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

103 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

Ph: 919.445.01621 Fax: 919.843.3531 

jc!ayton @unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate DiredLor, African Studies Ce:H:er 

Lecturer, Department of African~ African American, and Diaspora Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global EducaLion C~nter 

University of Nozth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-/582 

(919) 962-i406 office 

(919) 8~3-2102 lax 

http : / iai zica. uric. edui 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:14 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Location - Oct. 23 departme~ffs meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

Welcome back and I hope all is well 

[_inforl:ur~ately, I will t~ot be in al:tendar~c:e at the meeting today. 

Would it be possible to receive copies of the agenda and minutes from today’s meeting? Thanks. 

Best, 

Walte~ 

AlHc;m, .\l:dc;m American, & Diaspora Stadies 
UNC-Cbapel H~I1 
107 Battle Hall 
Ci~apei Hi~l., NC 27599-3395 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 22, 20:13 :t:1:38 AlVl 
To: department listserv 
Subject-" Location - Oct. 23 department’s meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

Our meeting tomorrow will be in Vance Hall Conference Room :[~ floor. 

Best wishes and see you then, 

Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: wrucker~em~Jl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 65646462J86666822acff)c98fee29307292b940e&n T&I a~ad&o 33754224 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-33754224-65646462.186666822actOc98fee293072926940e(i~listserv.m~c~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:17 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <ljml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Dr. Lee, 

There is still a flash drive wilh a word and pdf version of the newsletter on it with Travis in the office. The files are too big to email. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesda% 1:01 PM 

To: 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dear 
Would you please send the e-files of all the materials you used to print out the lastest version of the newletter by the end of today. 

Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From; 

Sent-" Tuesday,    " 12:03 PM 
To-" Lee, Margaret Carol 
Co-" SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seek, Mamarame 
Subject-" RE: Newsletter 

Hi Dr Lee, 

I’m actually at kinkos now. I spent two hours here yesterday between classes t~ing to get this printed and have been here since 9 today. The file got corrupted at some 

point between versions. I tried every-thing I could think of to recover the latest version that P~of McMillan edited last week when I went home last night but it didn’t 

work. I am printing the latest non corrupted version now. Hopefully this roll be done in the next few minntes and I can drop it offbefore class but it is s~dll the version I 
last left with Travis that I never got feedback on from the committee other tJaml Prof McMillan. 

Prof McMillan can you send me some bullet points of what you chaJ~ges you made and I can create another proof on my laptop. I think you said you included a new 

paragraph? 

There is aJso aaa issue with the paper itself. The one we want (that’s cheaper)jams ldnko’s printer so they are printing it on a different type for the puiposes of the proof. 

I’m solry this is taking so long but I reaJly couldn’t help the fiasco at kinkos. 

Sent via the Samsmlg GALAXY S(v~4 Active , , art AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 

Sent via the Samsmlg GALAXY S(v~4 Active , , art AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 

........ Origina] message ........ 

From: "Lee, Margaret Cresol" <leemc@email.nnc.edu~ 
Date: 10:00 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu>,"McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edtr>,"Seck, Mamara~ne" <mseck@email.unc.edu-~ 



Subject: Newsletter 

Dear 
T am in my~office and Travis said he has not seen a copy of the newsletter. T thought we had an understanding that you would have one copy printed from Kinko’s and have it 

delivered to the office by yesterday. Please explain what’s happening. We really need to get this off our list of things to do. 

Best, 
Prof~ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:02 AM 

Peter Anyang Nyongo, @yahoo.corn> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Co~t]m~ation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Electronic ticket receipt, November 17 for NYONGO PETER AN Y2dlG.pdf 

Good morning Dr. Nyong’o 

Hope you are doingwetl and glad ~o hear you are in Boston. 

Please, see attached you flight ticket. You are set up to leave on flight 5503, at 9:30 am; and return on flight 5573, arriving at I1:40 am, at Boston. 

Please let me know if you need add~tiona~ information. 

F~m= Peter Anyang Nyongo [mailto:      ,@yahoo,corn] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:01 PN 
To~ Colon, SoNa 
¢¢~ Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
8ubject~ Re: Confirmation le~r - Visit to UNC-Chapel H~I 

Dear SonJa, 

I am now in Boston. I have reviewed my trip a~d suggest fl~at I leave Boston on Del~ Nflines 5503V at 9.30 am a~d ream on Tuesday ~noming on DeJ~ Nflines 

5573V leaving at 9.46am ABD geeing he~ at 11.40am in time for my lec~re at the Kenne@ School at 1.30 on that day. 

Wa~ regards to George, 

Nyong’o 

Sent fi~m my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <~mia colo a@ ned nnc edu> wrote 

Good morning Dr. Nyong’o 

I hope this communication found you well. 

My name is Sonia and [ w~l~ be ass~s~:~ng you with the traw~ and accommodation logistic, regarding your v~sit ~:o UNC- Chape~ Hi~i during November 

~ already have your hote~ stay reseosation a~ the Caro~k~a ~nn, Mnd~y see the attachment. 

Regarding the a~r travel, kb~d~y see below ~r’ave~ schedules alternatives for your consider’ation and selection. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me for any additional information that you might need. 

]hank you, 

Son~a 

9~9--962-.~54 
November 17 - Beston to RDU 

DL5503V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 930A 1134A 
Jet Blue: 
B622830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 615A 824A 

B613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 845A 1049A 
November 1~ - RD~ to gogton 
Delta: 
DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 645A 839A 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 946A 1140A 
Jet Blue: 
B627840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 618A 806A 

B621840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 900A 1048A 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= FrMay, September 20, 20~3 6:~3 PN 

,@yahoo.corn 
C¢= Colon, SoNa; NzongNa-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subje¢t~ Confirmation le~er - V~sit to UNC-Chapel Mill 
Impo~anCe~ High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 



This message cam~ot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a diffe~ent format or emaJl program. 

mullipart/altemalive 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only- Cumculum Review- PBS Environmental Series 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental 
issues, Journey to Planet Earth is a 12-episode DVD series that fulfills that challenge 
-- perfect for educators or media libraries, 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical 
sciences and draw connections to politics, economics, sociology, and history. 
Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the most 
popular environmental series in North America. Matt Damon hosts the series. 

[.~iii j2pe: thestateof theoceansanimals 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must 

buy for media libraries." -- School Library Journal 

"A valuable addition to any environmental library. Works weft either as an introduction to current 

environmental problems or as the springboard for further discussion after the topics have been 

presented in greater detail."-- NSTA Recommends 

"High Quality. Stimulates critical thinking and facilitates the integration of biology, botany, economics, 

environmental studies, ecology, and sociology." -- California Instructional Technology Clearinghouse 

Special Offer 

Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Episodes Free 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Episodes Free 

Individual Episodes Avai/able 

More Details About the Special Offer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <Routledge.skozxrkrezbfphecuj @tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Read more about our t?~stic collection of Food m~d Body Studies titles ficom Routledge 

Order your copies todsy~ 

Is this email not dispisying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Food and Body Studies titles from Roufledge 

Routledge has a fantastic, and over-growing collection of titles on food and body studies, 

from Roudedge Handbooks, to Anthony Elliott’s "little books on big issues" Shortcuts 

series, Food and Fat. To view inside, recommend to a librarian, request a complimentary 

exam copy, order online, visit the companion websites, or just more information on any of 

these titles, just click on the links below, 

Read more,., 





[] Followon Twitter I[] Like on Facebook 

[~iI Routledge Sociology ]                . 



Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

.8_].g_n___u_#__b_)~_.s_" _u._b.[e_£.t_ a__re_.a_, to receive ~e~t.~ and o~re~s straight te you[ i~box from the Taylor & Fra~cis Grou#. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe st any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Cope, right 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an irfforma business 

Taylor & Francis is a lrading name o[ Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JN 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:01 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:~ 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Confirmation letter- Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

I am now in Boston. I have reviewed my trip and suggest that I lem, e Boston on Delta Airlines 5503V at 9.30 am and return on Tuesday morning on Delta Airlines 

5573V leaving at 9.46am ABD getting here at 11.40am in time for my lecture at the Kennedy School at 1.30 on that day. 

Warm regards to George, 

Nyong’o 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~med.unc.edu > wrote: 

Good rnorning Dr. Nyong’o 

I hope this communication found you well. 

My name is Son~a and ~ wil~ be assisting you with the trave~ and accommodation logistic, regardh~g your v~sit to UNC- 
through :[9. 

~ ~h’eady h~ve your hote~ stay re~;ervi~tio[1 i)[: the Caro~r~a ~[ltl, kh?d~y see the att~chment. 

Regardk~g the a~r traw~L k~nd~y see below [:rave~ schedules al[:erni~tives for your (:or~sideration 

Please do not he~;~ti~[:e [:o conta(:[: me for m~y add~tkm~l informath:m th~[: you might need. 

Thank you, 

Son~s 

9~9-962--4854 

November ~7 - Boston to RDU 

Delta: 

D1_5114V 17NOV S BOSRDLJ SS1 643A 850A 

DL5503V 17NOV S BOoRDU SS1 930A 1134A 

Jet Blue: 

E622830 17NOV S £OSRDU SS1 615A 824A 

B613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 845A 1049A 

November ~9 - RDU to Boston 

Delta: 

DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SSI 645A 839A 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDLJ£OS SS1 946A 1140A 

Jet Blue: 

862784019NOVTRDUBOSSS1 618AS06A 

B621840 19NOV ] RDUBOS SS1 900A 1048A 



From; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent’- Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PM 

To;       @yahoo,corn 
Cc-" Colon, Sonia; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject." Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 
Importance-" High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and T hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 

This message cam~ot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a diffe~vnt format or emaJl program. 

mullipart/altemalive 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:16 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~; Peter Anya~g Nyongo ~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Coafim~alion letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

@yahoo.com> 

Dear Peter, 

Great to know that you are already at Harvard. I’ll pick you up at the RDU Airport on Sunday, Nov. 17. 
Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Colon, Soina 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:02 AM 
To: Peter Anyang Nyongo 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

Good morning Dr Nyong’o 

tIope you are dning well and glad to hear you are in Boston. 

Please, see attached you flight ticket You are set up to leave on flight 5503, at 9:30 am; and return on flight 5573, arriving at 11:40 am, at Boston. 

Please let me know if you need additional informatinn. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 
From: Peter Anyang Nyongo [mailtc )(d~,yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Confirmation letter - Visit to L~YC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

I am now in Boston. I have reviewed tW trip and suggest that I leave Boston on Delta Airlines 5503V at 9.30 am and return on Tuesday morning on Delta Airlines 5573V leaving at 9.46am 
ABD getting here at 11.40am in time for my lecture at the Kennedy School at 1.30 on that day. 

Warm regards to George, 
Nyong’o 

Sent from ray iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17: I 1, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.tmc.edu<mailto:sonia colon,@,med.unc.edu>> wrote: 
Good morning Dr. Nyong’o 

I hope this communication found you well. 

My name is Sonia and I will be assisting you ~vith the travel and accommodation logistic, regarding your visit to L2,1C- Chapel Hill &aing November 17 through 19. 

I already have your hotel stay reser~ ation at the ~arolina Inn, kindly see the attachment. 

Regarding the air travel, kindly see below travel schedules alternatives for your consideration and selection. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me for any additional information that you might need. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 
919-%2-4854 

November 1, Boston to RDU 

Delta : 
DL5114\ 1,NOV S BOSRDU SS1 643A 850A 

DL5503V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 930A 1134A 

Jet Blue: 

B6~2830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 615A 824A 

B613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 845A 1(;,49A 

November 19 RDU to Boston 



Delta: 

DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 (y45A 83~A 

DL5573V 19N©V T RDUB©S SS1 946A 1140A 

Jet Blue: 

B627840 19NOV TRDUBOS SS1 618A 806A 

--ur-- 

B621840 19NOV TRDUBOS SSl 900A 1048A 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PM 
To: anyongo@yahoo, com<mailt o ,@,5,ahoo.cora> 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Subject: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 
Importance: High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

This message carmot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a different format or email program multipart/alternative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:41 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

Colon, Sonia <~mia colon@med.unc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Confirmation letter- Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Oeorges, 
Thanks. See you then. 
Peter 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 19:15, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges" <nzongola@email uric edu> ;vrote: 

Dear Peter, 

Great to know that you are ahea@ at Harvard. I’ll pick you up at the RDU Airport on Sunday, Nov. 17. 
Warm regards, 

Georges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From7 Ci,lon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:02 AM 
To: Peter Anyang Nyongo 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: RE: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Good morning Dr. Nyong’o 

Hope you are doing well and glad to hear you are in Boston. 

Please, see attached you flight ticket. You are set up to leave on flight 5503, at 9:30 am; and return on flight 5573, arriving at 11:40 am, at Boston. 

Please let rue know if you need additional information. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 
From: Peter Anyang Nyongo [mailto: ,~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Etmice N 
Subject: Re: Cotffirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

I ara now in Boston. I have reviewed my trip and suggest that I leave Boston on Delta Airlines 5503V at 9.30 am and return on Tuesday morning on Delta Airlines 5573V leaving at 9.46am 
ABD getting here at 11.40aru in time for my lecture at the Kennedy School at 1.30 on that day. 

Warm regards to George, 
Nyong’o 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <soniacolon@med.unc.edu<mailto:sonia colon@rued.~mc.edu>> wrote: 
Good morning Dr. iX,~ong’o 

I hope this communication found you well. 

My name is Sonia and I will be assisting you with the travel and accormnodation logistic, regarding your visit to LrNC- Chapel Hill during November 17 through 19 

I alrea@ have your hotel stay reservation at the Carolina Ima, kindly see the attachment. 

Regarding the air travel, kindly see below travel schedules alternatives for your consideration and selection 

Please do not hesitate to contact me for any additional information that you might need 

Thank you, 
Sonia 
919-%2-4854 

November 17 Boston to RDU 

Delta: 
DL5114V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 643A 850A 
--or-- 

DL5503V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 930A 1134A 



> Jet Blue: 
> B622830 17N©V S B©SRDU SS1 615A 824A 

> B61383© 17N©V S B©SRI)U SS1 845A 1049A 

> November 19 RDU to Boston 

> Delta: 
> DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 645A 839A 

> DL5573V 19N©V T RDUBOS SS 1 946A 1140A 

> Jet Blue: 
> B627840 19NOV T RDL~BOS SS1 618A 806A 

> B621840 19NOV T RDL~BOS SS1 900A 1048A 

> Frora: SaNe, Emxice N 
> Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PM 
> To: anyongo@yahoo.com<mailto (d)i-ahoo.cora> 
> Cc: Colon, Sonia; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
> Subject: Cotffim~ation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 
> Importance: High 

> Dear Dr. N¥ong’o, 
> 

> Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> Kindly see the attached letter corffirming you visit in November. 
> 

> We are looking forxvard to hosting you. 
> 

> With best wishes, 

> Eunice 

> This message cannot be displayed because of the way it is formatted Ask the sender to send it again using a different tbrmat or email program, multipart/alternative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:42 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja. Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Confirmation letter- Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 
Thm~lcs for the confirmation. 

Nyong’o 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 18:02, "Colon, Sonia" <~mia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Dr. N¥ong’o 

Hope you are doing weli and glad to hear you are ~n Boston. 

Plead;e, see a t:tach ed you fl~ght l:[cket:. You a re set up to ]eave on flight 550:g, a t 9:30 a m; a nd ret:u rn on fl~ght 5573, a rriv[ng at 13.:40 a m, at Boston. 

Please let rne know ~[ you need addith:mal mforrnation 

Thank you, 

From: Peter Anyang Nyongo [mailto       .@yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:01 PN 
To-" Colon, Sonia 
C¢-" Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject." Re: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

I am now in Boston. I have reviewed my trip and suggest that I leave Boston on Delta Airlines 5503V at 9.30 am and return on Tuesday morning on 

Delta Airlines 5573V leaving at 9A6am ABD getting here at 11.40am in time for my lecture at the Kennedy School at 1.30 on that day. 

Warm regards to George, 

Nyong’o 

Sere from my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon(~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Dr. Nyot~g’o 

I hope this cornmunication [:ound you well 

My name ~s Son~a and [ w~l[ be assisting you with the travel and accornmodadon logistic, regarding your v~sit to UNC-Chapel [-{~H during 

November :1.7 through 

I a~ready have your hotel stay reservation at the Carolina Inn, Mnd~y see the attachment, 

Regardh~g the air travel, kindly see bNow travel schedules a[ternat~ves for your consideration and se[ect~om 

Please do not: hesitate to contact me for any add~t:~onai [nformat:~on that you m~ght need. 

Thank you, 

Son~a 

919--962-,~5~1 

November 17 - ~oston to RDU 

Delta: 

DL5114V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 643A 850A 



DL5503V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 930A 1134A 

Jet Blue: 

B622830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 615A 824A 

B613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 845A 1049A 

November 19 - R~)LI to Boston 

Delta: 

DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 645A 839A 

.... or .... 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 946A 1140A 

Jet Blue: 

B627840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 618A 806A 

B621840 19NOV T RDUBOS SSl 900A 1048A 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PM 

To:       @yahoo.com 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Nzongola=Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 
Importance: High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 

This message cannot be displayed because of the way it is Ii~rmatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a diit~rent tbnnat or email 
/ prograa~, multipa~ alternative 

) <Electronic ticket receipt, November 17 for NYONGO t ETER ANYANG.pdi5, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 2:47 PM 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.com> 

Colon, Soma <~mia colon@med.unc.edtv~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cont]m~alion letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Peter, 

In my excitement, I had forgotten that I will be returning to Raleigl~/Durham that same Sunday at 1 pm, following a weekend conference on Africa at Gettysburg College in Peimsylvania. 
Here is ho~v we would like to organize Sunday: 

1 ) Please take a taxi from the airpolt to the Carolina Iim on L2qC campus, and keep the receipt for your reimbursement by the Umversity; 
2) Eunice Sahle ~vill meet you for lunch at the Carolina Inn around 12:30 pm 
3) I would like to pick you up in mid-afternnon for tea at our home in Caly, NC 
4) You,       and I wil[ meet Eunice and others [’or dinner in Chapel tli[l around 7 pm 

Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor o17 African Studies 
Department of Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Peter Anyang Nyongo [       @yahoo corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:41 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chape[ tli[1 

Dear Georges, 
Thanks. See you then. 
Peter 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 19:15, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Peter, 

Great to knoxv that you are already at Harvard. I’ll pick you up at the RDU Airport on Sunday-, Nov. 17. 
Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universit7- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:02 AM 
To: Peter Anyang Nyongo 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Confirmation letter - Visit to L2qC-Chapel Hill 

Good morning Dr. N,vong’o 

Hope you are doing well and glad to hear you are in Boston. 

Please, see attached you flight ticket You are set up to leave on flight 5503, at 9:30 am; and return on flight 5573, arriving at 11:40 am, at Boston 

Please let me know- if you need additional infolrnation 

Thank you, 
Sonia 
From: Peter Al’~yal’~g Nyongo [rnailtc ~)gahoo. com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:01 Pivl 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Col~flrmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

I am now in Boston. I have reviewed my trip and suggest that I leave Boston on Delta Airlines 5503V at 930 am and return on Tuesday morning on Delta Airlines 5573V leaving at 9.46am 
ABD getting here at 11.40am in time for my lecture at the Kenne@ School at 1 30 on that day. 



Warm regards to George, 
Nyong’o 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu<mailto:sonia colon(a)med.unc.edu>> wrote: 
Good morning Dr Nyong’o 

I hope this conrmunication found you welh 

My name is Sonia and I will be assisting you with the travel and accorcanodation logistic, regarding your visit to UNC- C’hapel Hill during November 17 tNough 19. 

I already have your hotel stay reservation at the Carolina Itm, kindly see the attachment. 

Regarding the air travel, kindly see beloxv travel schedules alternatives for your consideration and selection. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me for any additional information that you might need. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 
919-962-4854 

November 17 Boston to RDU 

Delta: 
DL5114V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 643A 850A 
--or-- 

DL5503V 17N©V S BOSRDU SS1 930A 1134A 

Jet Blue: 
B622830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 615A 824A 
--or-- 
B613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 845A 1049A 

November 19 RDU to Boston 

Delta: 
DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 645A 839A 
--or-- 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 946A 1140A 

Jet Blue: 
B627840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 618A 806A 
--or-- 

B621840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 900A lC,48A 

From: SaNe, Eumce N 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PM 
To: anyongo@yahoo.com<mailto:~ @yahoo.corn> 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Colffinnation letter - Visit to UN(?-Chapel Hill 
Importance: High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 

This message cannot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a different ]2~rmat or email program, multipart/alternative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Congo Event Response 

Congo event paper.docx 

Here is my response from the Art and Advocacy Discussion from the Congo event a few weeks ago that links the discussion to our classroom material. I 

just realized I forgot to send it! Also thank you for talking with          and me today! 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Can you tlN Ine at at around 525 pm? Ill be tree and in car by then 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair #t Public Po#cy 

Acting Chair a~d Director of Gradnate Studies 

Depaxtment of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Abemethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute 
FedEx Global Education Center 

CB# 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 

E- mml: Da~ielg@emml .unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2023 5:05 PM 
To: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Subject: Hello 

Dan, 

Do you have a minute for a conversation? You can reach me on my cell 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 9:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Oltice hours 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

This is      ?om your AAAE:    class. I hope all is ~vell. Even though I have been tlying to read the novel and the textbook many times, I still have some points that I don’t uaaderstand, 
and I really want to stop by your office to ask you about them, but unfortunately, I have some classes that conflict with your office hours. Could I make an appointment with you on Friday 
from 2 pm to 9 pm? Or is there a time ~vhen I could meet with you? 
Because I have been in the United States for three years and started learning English when I came here, so please forgive me for an?- English mistakes I made However, I will give up and try 
to do my best in your class. I have been really enjoying your lectures. Thanks so much for being my professor and your patience. 

Sincerely, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Health Law Fails to Keep Prices Low in Rural Areas 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~,:id~,< Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Health Law Falls to Keep Prices Low in Rural 

Only one or ~vo insurance cm’r~ers are offering plans in move 

tkan half d the 2,5oo counties with federally run exchanges, and 

rates are high. 

~ Graphic: Sparse Competition and Higher Premiums 

Anger Grou~ag ~4anong Allies on UoS, Spring 

Germany became the latest ally to eonii’ot~t the United States 

over reports that it was the target of N.S,A. snweillanee, after 

France raised similar concerns. 

Dominicans of Haitian Descent Cast l~to Legal 

Limbo by Court 

The nation’s top eom’t has declared that the children of 

undoeum e~ted Hal d an migra n ks - even those hot~ on Domi niean 

sc~il decades ago -a~ no longer entitled tc~ citizenship. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Str~pped of Statehood 

lot ] 
Angeia ] 

I 

Editors’ Picks 



HONE & GARDEN 

[~i sl~,_te Sho~,, 
...... SLH~E SHOW: HO~i [o Ha~J~. a ~o~lse 

For des~g~mrs who spe~fial~ze i~ hmmted hm~ses, Ws JfigJ~ season. 

What scares them is how Iit~e {ime there is to furnish the home 

of your nightmares. 

~ Design Notebeok: House HaunN~ 

OPINION I OP-ED I STEVEN RATTNER 

The Biggest Economy Killer: Ore" Government 

The single biggest impediment to a stronger economic recover), 

has been the years of dysfunefio~ in Wasbin~on and the polities 

tha t bare emergd. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’~i’ii:]i~:id:,i"~::!:’::.:; ?:i:i:]!::~i’ ,i!’~::i: LQ!!::h::T :i:m’ 

ALICIA [9ELTRAN, a pregnant woman in Wisconsin who was taken to com’t in siaack]es 
because she refused to take an anti-addietien drug. 

World 

Cgiticism of United States’ Nlideast Policy increasingly 

Comes F~oom .A~lies 

As America gyatg4es with intractable problems over its po]iNes on h’an and 

Syria, it has mm into a buzz saw d criticism ~rom Israeli and Sm~di Arabian 

]eademo 

Vatiem~ Suspends Ge,’man Bishop Accused of 

Lavish Spending on Himself 

Franz-Peter Tebartz-van Elst, the bishop of Limbnrg, has 

outraged Germans over his lavish spending on an official 

reside~ce. 

Franz- 

Peter 

Left to LPa~guish, Costly Fit’e ’F~mks P~oese~t a ~1 -r,,~o 
Remindei° o~°Thai Dys~’unction 

As millions or" dollars in never-t, sed fire equipment decays i,~ a 

parM n g lot, j ustiee agains t ~wo £)rmer offi ci als con ~4 cted of 

malt)asanee and bid- rigging remains einsiv e and q ues fions of b ribery remain. 

U,S. 



Case Explores R~g~ts of Fetus Versus Mother 

A preg~ant woman whc~ acknowledged previcms painkil~er 

addle[ion found herself ordered to a drag treatmeut eeuker. 

Heated Start in the Trial on Detroit’s Fiscal 

Futm’e 

’[’he legal battle over Detroit’s eligibili~i for bankruptcy pits the 

city against unions and retirees, with a s~r witness, Gov. 1~ek 

Snyder of Michigan, to come. 

Boy, ’4, Is A~oraigned as Ad~flt in Killing of a 
Teacher Near Boston 

Philip Ctfism, one of ~he s~udents of Colleen ~tzer, eould face a 
life sentence iu her 

body of I 
Colleen 

Business 

THE TRADE [1 ~J 

n, the Gohtman Saehs ohi~i o~ 

Since the financial crisis, Lloyd C. Blm~kfein, the chief executive 

of Goldman Sachs, has striven to build his name back up, buk Ooldman’s good 

name has c ollapsedo 

dPMorgan Faces Possible Penaltyin MadoffCase I ~do~, I 

MadofL federal autlaofifies are said to be puzsuing a type of 

criminal prosecution agreement thak is nearly unheard--of for a large :Mnerican 

bank. 

, 1~] Comment Commerts 

DEALBOOK 
g Jury" 

July" Finds Bm~k of/~ner~ea Liable in Mmqgage Finds 
Bankof 

Tbejuw’s dedsion is likely to be seen as a victory for the 

governmenk in its aggressive effort to hoM large zMnerk:an banks to account fi)r 

their role in the housing bust, 



Sports 

RED sex 8, CARDINALS 1 

Fall for St, Louis.: ClasMe for Boston 

Behind the pitehh~g of Jon I~ster, who struck out eight 

over seven and [we-thirds scoreless innings, and an early 5-o 

lead, Boston bea~ SL ~)u~s in Game ~ of the World 

~ BOX Score ~ H~g~ligbts and A~a ys s ~                 Conlme~s 

, ~7 SpoAs: Ant~cipat~n9 H~s Next Play, McCa~/er Is Clos~n9 Out an Era 

O~!iz 
storing 
on Mike 

ON BASEBALL 
~ Cardinal 

An Even Tougher Start for the CardL~als Th~ h~ ~ ~ 
fielder 

St, L:~uJs f~]l behind by five runs ~n the second ~nning 

Wednesday, and lost iks star right fielder Carlos Beltraa to bnfised z%s wh~le 

robbing Dadd Ortiz of a grand slam. 

Notebook: Cardinais Going With Hot Rookie Pitcher in Game 2 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Outspoken %%:eir Will ]Be Quiet on Russian Law" 

Though he is married 1o a man, Johnny Weir, who will work as 

an analyst at the Soehi Games, said he would ~ot speak out 

agathst a Russian law viewed as an’dgay in the West. 

Arts 

Bang! Kaboom! 

~Damage Contr~l," an exhibition at the Hirshhorn Museum, 

explores a neglee[ed trend in which artis~ have been more into 

b~vaki~ g than m al6ng. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

A Seartie Theater s Broadway Credentials 

Quiddy grabbing Broadway credits wasn’t enough fbr Louis 

Hohson. He’s now re[urned to Seak[Ie, where he is at*dsde 

dire~.tor of the Balagan Theater. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

FoHowh~g the Stars in a Rush to Rii~J:ms 

Eleanor Cartoon’s "Luminaries," this year’s winner of the Man 

Booker Prize, is an immense pe~%d piece sek i~ 19th-ce~tuD- 

Ne~,s" Zeakmd. 

Hobson, 

and 

Mar~n 

Obituaries 

Bill Mazer, Sports Fixture h~ New York, Dies at 

By B i’:.,~! ,-’,P r3 

Mr. Maze]:, who spent more fl~an 6o yem~ in broadeasth~g, 

earned the nickname "The Amazi~~ "for his encyclopedic recNl 

of sports f~ets. 

B~tdh Warren, 74, Prominent Jazz Base, st, Diem 
LB, PL7 E~:: Ki. EPNLv’,f9 

Mr. Warren perforated and recorded with Thelo~ious Monk, 

Herbie Hancock and others before his career was derailed by 

mental illness and subs~mee abase. 

Maser, 

right, 

during 



Paul Dickstein, KocWs Budget C]defin New York 
Dickst+i C~ D~85 at 7o 

Mr. Dickstcin enforced fiscal discipline dm~g the 

administration of former Mayor Edward I, Koch. He 

acknovdedged that he was the anoi~ted voice of doom as the cib"s budget 

direcLor. 

Fashion & Style 

DRESS CODES 

The Over:the:Topcoat 

A spitik’d new enhT on the men’s wear scene is cha]lenging "dne 

prevailing, wisdom on r,,utep,+’ear: a spr,,rt coal meets a tr,,per,,at. 

~ET] Slide Show 

ENCOUNTERS 
~ Mickey 

Mickey Boardm~u~: Keeph~g Up "With His Bo++d+ 
Fo~o’~iers 

~n with 

Paper Magazi~e’s editorial director has never bee~ shy about 

being seen. Now he’s inereasing]y ush~g %~q{ter and Instagram to be heard. 

SCENE CITY 

A Ni~lt [Io Pay Homage, With Tl~eir Wardrobes 

Miiey Cyrus, Sofia Coppola and Mnda Wells were amot~g the 

guests at the Fashion Group International Awards. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Today’s Video 

=unid the eris~s in Syxga, medical pro[essionaIs have taket~ up a 
herculean effort to provide needed care, and played a critical 
role in exposh~g the use of chemical weapons to tim world. 

After rmsueeessfully sermring Berlin fox’ a gr,,od pastrami, Oskar 

Melzer decided to open Mogg & Melzer with his partner Panl 

Moss. The restaurant’s Ibm now rivals New York’s traditional 

dewish delis, 

Color’ 

In this anatomy of a scene, Abdel]afif Keehiehe narrates a 

seqnenee fi’om "Blne Is the Warmest Color." 

Fol more video 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Deaths of Innocents 

Two human rights groups cite evidence or" dozens of civilians in Pakislam and 

Yemen killed by UoS. drone s~r{keso 

EDITORIAL 

Ted C~°uz Takes On the F.CoC, 

The sen ator is b]oekin g President Obam a’s n ore in ee for ¢’b airm an of tire Federa~ 



Commmfieath;,ns Commbsk,,n in order [o protect right-.~4ng political groups. 

EDITORIAL 

Fo~" DistM{~,l" Al.to~’~ey i~ 

The Times recommends Kenneth Thompson, the wiener of the Democratic 

primaO, who has shown passion for combating edme and injus[iee. 

For nlore opi!~ion; go to NYTimes.eomIOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

:L~fe ~V~th Boko I-{a~’am 

SometMng ~..ill end up killing you anyway. Ten’oJsN ate" just one 

mo[~ thing on the lis t. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

%~ieb Sii-cs ~(l Grave Sites 

Repu blican s a re pretendin g that they care a bout the problems 

eneonntered in signing up for a system that many of ~em are 

bent on destroying. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’l~,itte~’, Women and Powe~" 

Research suggcsb that in order to succeed, companies should 

start by pmmofi~g more women. 

, Column~s~ Page I Blog 

~] Nichola 

For mere opinien: g~; te NYTimes,com,~Opinion ~* 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPl~one@ l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ,~ 

About This E-I~ail 

This is an automated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maii. 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subsc[iptions i Change Your E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: eunice@email.unc,edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subjet~: class - Reminder 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sanie 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

Greetings. 

7:04 AM 

Please remember to bring the following texts to class. 

(E-Reserves)Mahmood Mamdani 

(Smkai) Solomon Nsabiyera GasaJm 

(Sakai) Hassan Bubacar Jallow 

The novel 

Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. Sahle 

’][’his forwarded tnessage was seut via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 

Messages for this site: 

’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: ~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:35 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Re:, class 

Good morning Pmfessol; 

The recent weather change has me quite trader the weather for the past few days. but it is especially bad this morning therefore I will not be attending class as I don’t 

want to get anyone else sick and I feel very homble. Son3~ for the inconvenience. 

O11 at 7:04 AM, "eunice~email.unc.edu" <eunice(a)email.unc.edw~ wrote: 

To: AAAD Group 

Frown: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

Greetings. 

Please remember to bring the following texts to class. 

(E-Reserves)Mahmood Mamdani 

(SaJ~ai) Solomon Nsabiyera Gasa:na 

(Sakai) Hassan Bubacar Jallow 

The novel 

Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "A~&~kD 

to access Messages for this site: A~’u~kD 

site. To reply to this message click this link 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Want to Stu@ Foreign Language? Apply tbr a FLAS! 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Passport to GO! Award 

This award provides funding for 50 first-year or new transfer students to obtain their first US Passport. 

Click il,m,’-__~ for more information. 

~lcbal M~sic Show 

~XgC 89,3 

~r ~ve s~ream 

Many Americans continue to 

view renewable energy as 

boutique product, cool but 

othen*’orldf}~ "as New York 
Kimes writer Rosenthaf has put 

it. But some European 

countries are aggressively 

pursuing a switch ~o sofa& wind 

)ower and other renewable 

sources. Germany for example now produces more than 20% of its 

electricity using renewable sources. This month’s guest is Sara 

Peach, who traveled ~o Germany and Denmark this summer to study 

how Europeans are transitioning ~o renewable energy. She shares the 

lessons she learned adn how they could apply in the United States. 

Sara Peach is a lecturer with ~he School of Journafism and Mass 

Communication. 

-[he Global Music Show is a monthly ra@o program m coiiaboration 

w~th WXYC 89.3 FM and The Area Studies Centers that intersperses 

world reg~onai music with dialogue shared by relevant expe~ guests 

schoiars from UNC Chapel Hill 

Interested in studying a foreign language? Consider applying for a 

FLAS (Foreign Language & Area Studies Fellowship) These 

fellowships fund the study of Less Commonly Taught Languages 

and area studies coursework. It provides academic year and summer 

fellowships to assist graduate students and advanced 

undergraduates in foreign language and area studies. 

Interested candidates are advised to attend one of the following 

information sessions. 

¯ ~,~:~,, ~,,~,~, ~:00-~:00pm, ~,~ of V~me Room 
in Carroll Hall 

¯ "ruesda2~ Nsve~er t2, 11:00am-12:00pm, Room 3009 in 

the Global Education Center 

NEW STORIES 



¯ We@}eaday ~ove~ber 13, 3:00-4:00pm, Room 3009 in the 

Global Education Center 

-l"aesday, ~1~ve~be~ ~, 12:00-1:00pm, Room 4082, School 

of Law 

T~’~day, De~ 5, 11:00am-12:00pm, Room 3009 in 

the Global Education Center 

~~temafiona~ Coffee Hou~ 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 

engagement. Chat about oppo~unities and challenges on campus 

Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share This 

month’s host is the the Writing Center and the Graduate and 

Professional School Federation. 

~ay~ Nove~be~ 8 

Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

RESOURCES 

MEDIA 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

provided 

® ~ka~eH~a Ta~ta, Graduate Slavic I..anguag,9 and 

Literatures, "Alec Brown’s Unpublished translations of 

Rem[zov’s works" in Bhmin~l-~am, ~JK 

e ~arta ~1~lawa, Ph.D Public Health: Health Behavior and 

Health Education "Exploring Influences of Sociai Context on 

e ~avM 8ocki~o, PhD,Journaiism and Mass 

(;ommurfioations, "Dream Job: A Mul~ina~ior~al Comparative 

Analysis o~ J-Scheol Graduates" in India 

e A~y Patel. Graduate Public Health Health Behavior and 

HeaRh Education, "Hew Migration car~ Affect Healing 

Cmo~i~~a fo[- K~bera Peacock Fe~lowsh~ hffo Sessb~~s 
We Waat Yoal 

Carolina for Kibera’s Fellowship Program offers UNC 

students a chance to work alongside a grassroots, 

non-profit organization to fight poverty in one of Africa’s 

largest slums, Kibera, Kenya. Fellows work with US 

and Kenyan-based staff in the spring semester on 

collaborative projects to affect sustainable change, 

and then travel to Kibera in the summer to implement 

them 

Join us for one of three information sessions to learn 

more about how you can make a difference: 

~’~w.’~st~’~’~4 %~:{~8~r~, Room 3009 Fa.dE~ GEC 

Novensbe~ t2 %8;S8~ Room 3009~ FedEx GEC 



Refreshments will be provided 

©all for Proposals - Cities Rivers, and Cultures of Ohan~te: Rethinkin{~ 
and Restodnq the [~nvhor~ments of the G~oba~ Amer~car~ South 

Profound shifts in the way we think, use and protect water, rapid immigration and demographic change 

(the ’graying’ and ’browning’ of the United States), and immense urbanization have made the American 

South a bellwether of environmental change for both America and the world at large, Cities, Rivers, and 

Cultures of Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global American South aims to 

current research that explore these themes from the point of view of 1) southern culture~ history, and 

ethics, 2) effo~s to restore natural and built environments, and 3) the implications and connections 

between changes to the American South and the inter-connected global environment in which we 

Southern Business History as the conference keynote 

More info: 

GkOBAk ANNOUNC[M[NTS 
.................................................................................................................................................... 

in underserved communities, Pa~icipants rotate through clinics and hospitals, attend medical lectures, 

and become immersed in the healthcare system of the community, CFHI programs showcase local 

expels and suppo~ underse~’ed communities abroad, CFHI is currently accepting rolling applications for 

its global health programs through 2014, and still has a few last minute spots left for November and 

December 2013! Last minute applicants should contact CFHI to get sta~ed on expediting their application 

To learn more about CFHI’s 20+ programs, scholarships, and more, attend a live webinar on October 24 and 

hear from alumni and staff You may also visit CFHI’s official SSff(£~:£[£f£ for more information, 

.......................................................................... UJMT Fo[.~arty G~oba~ Hea~th Fd~owsh[p 

The UJMT Foga~y Global Health Fellowship Conso~ium provides a newoppo~unity in global health 

research training for selected junior faculty~ fellows, and scholars, This global health fellowship program 

offers 11-months of mentored clinical research training for pre- and postdoctoral candidates, It is 

National Cancer Institute and the Office of Research for Women’s Health, Based in over 20 years of 

Africa, Asia and South America 

Be,/in Tighe ’, 30i Pitsboro Street Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i ¢:~<~’: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 

~1anage Yo~ S~bsc~ip~io~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Cx~nfirming our meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

Unfortunately, October 31 at 3:30 pm is not good for me. Can we find another time? 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +                  +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: Kiel, David 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 
Subject: Confirming our meeting 

Dear David, 

Thanks su much fur your emaih 

Let’s meet on Monday Oct 28 at 1 30-2 30pro in my uffice. 

Best wishes and have a great week, 
Eunice 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 8:43 AM; "Kiel, David" <kiel@emaihunc.edu<mailto:kiel~email unc.edu>> wrote: 

[)ear Eunice, 

I am doing fine and I hope you and Geurges are also well and in guod spirits. 

I will be happy to work with you buth and the faculty on strategic planning. 

Here are some tunes I cuuld meet. 

Next week 

Monday, Oct. 28 10 am to 11 am, 1:30-2:30 

Wed. Oct. 30 9:30 am tu 10:3o am, ur 1:30-5:00 

Week after next 

Mon. Nov-. 4 10:30-2:30 

Wed. Nov. 6 noon to 5:00 

Please let me know what works for you. 

Best, David 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 6:55 AM 
To: Kiel, David 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear David, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing welh 

I write to let you know that the departraent is ready to embark in a systematic way on crafting its strategic plan. It has taken us a bit long to get back to you because of matters we were 
dealing with such as constituting our governance structure for this academic year and getting it moving. 

At an?’ rate, kindly let me know ~vhen you can meet with Georges and I to discuss the ~vay for~vard and for Georges to give you an update on the thinking of his committee on ho~v we 
proceed with the project 

Best ~vishes and thanks, 
Eunice 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 9:33 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Subject: RE: class- Reminder 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I am so sonT I was not in class this morniug. Yesterday- the 

have arranged to get to the notes from a classmate. 

Once again my’ apologies. 

Sincerely, 

advised that it would not e smart to attend classes this morning. I 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:04:21 AM 

Subject: class- Reminder 

Group To: A~A~A.D 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD 

Greetings. 

Scholaxs, 

Please remember to bring the following texts to class. 

(E-Reserves)Mahmood Mamdani 

(Sakai) Solomon Nsabiyera Gasana 

(Sakai) Hassan Bubacar Jallow 

The novel 

Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fio,n the "AAAE 

Messages for this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursda? 9:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: class- Reminder 

Good Inoming dr. SaNe- 

I am unable to Ina3ce it to class today due to illness. I have 

sick. 

I apologize - 

Thanks- 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursdav. 11:04:21 AM 

- Reminder 

Group 

Subject: 

To: AAAB 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD 

Greetings. 

they gave to Ine at campus health makes me feel pretty 

Scholars, 

Please remember to bring the following texts to class. 

(E-Reserves)Mahmood Mamdani 

(Sakai) Solomon Nsabiyera Gasana 

(Sakai) Hassan Bubacar Jallow 

The novel 

Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAB 
Messages lbr this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



Oct, 24, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

HR/Payroll components These components will go 

live in October 2014. The project team is also 

reworking the schedule for training, which will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 

The new portal for Iogin to ConnectCarolina at the landing 

J page i!.~j~i:?.:L~.~J.~L~.~!!:.‘.~i~:‘.(~‘Li.i.~.~:‘..=~iLV.‘‘i.~.7‘i~L.(1=.L~.~!~:‘=L~(‘.‘(~.. This 

affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http:llmy.uncedul) web page will be phased out. 

To review and update your directory information, please log in at i[A]i£i,:=~{~ig.{~{}si:!iis?.{!ii£iiE{!=]==.[ig..£!:~.~iE’ and 

click on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen. You can also choose whether 

certain information, such as your home and!or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 

<:+ 

Unlimited free access to the online video 

training library lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has 

licensed lynda corn’s library of more than 1,900 software, career development and technology training 



titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To 

access lynda, com, go to the L_!_I~__<~ ::~:!~ :.~ :.~!_~-!_L:,:,_!:’L:~ ..!_._-~ ~ _..’_’,~,’__~’i],’.,’_’~::=.L~ and log on with your Onyen and 

)assword. 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new [-..~Os have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this ::i:~i~!?. 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence -cmegel@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:09 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

"mist yoffve returned safely 

Eunice~ 

I’m out of town next week, except Monday, but I’m feeling like I’m way behind on my course planning. Do you have time on Monday between 2-5. Then perhaps we could 
schedule our field trip on the week of Nov. 4 or lath. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 9:19-843-7067 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 2:49 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: RE: class- Reminder 

Dr. Sahle, 
I came by your extended office hours today to discuss both the first and up coming test. I really would like to sit down with you before the next exam. I know that you have office hours on 
Monday at nine so I ~vanted to let you know that I will be coming by during that time, unless we could set up a time to meet tomorrow(Friday       Like I said I would like to discuss the 
tests and also my grade. I am concerned and want to make stare I do much better on this next exam. I have also finished a significant portion oi my paper and wal’~t to make sure I am on the 
right track 

Thank you, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday: 7:04 AM 
Subject: class - Reminder 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

[)ear AAAI; Scholars, 

Greetings 

Please remember to bring the following texts to class 

(E-R eserves)Mahmood Mamdani 

(Sakai) Solomon Nsabiyera G asana 

(Sakai) Hassan Bubacar JaHow 

The novel 

Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. Sahle 

This ]2~rwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAB              site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
A 2~.D             http s:i/s a kai u nc e du/p or ta 1/site/82 d 5 f01 e- 9993 4Po c- 8 b a6-49:Po 0fgfe 05 c/p a g e/3586b 8 e 7- 9a02 4 8 ed-9a 77-l t)8999bc c 692 >. 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday 2:51 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: office hours 

Dr. Sahle, 
I came by your extended office hours today to discuss both the first and tap coming test, but you ~vere not in your office I really would like to sit dowri ~vith you before the next exam. I know 
that you have office hours on Monday at nine so I wanted to let you kaaow that I will be coming by during that time, unless we could set up a time to meet tomolTow(Frid<,~      ). Like I said 
I would like to discuss the tests and also my grade. I am concerned and want to make sure I do much better on this next exam I have also finished a significant portion of my paper and want 
to make sure I am on the right track. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

returning your phone message 

Deal Eunice, 

Over the past couple of hours I’ve caJded your office to return your phone message, but you did not answer. 

1’11 be in eaxly tomorrow morning, as usual, and will leave be~-een 11:30 and 12:30, depending on the bus schedule. But we should be able to touch base. 

Terry said you .said nice things about me. Thank you tbr your suptx~rt! 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univel~ity ofNort21 C~colina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resources & Service <accessibili~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tests Scheduled lbr 

Test(s) Scheduled for 

Test Day: 

Test Time: 9:30 am - 10:15 am (10:37 am) 
Student: 
Co u rse: AAAD - 

Exam Delivery to ARS: uploac~ to I~ttps://studentaffairs.unc.edu/arsportal/dropbox 
Exam Return to Professor or TA: ARS Email to eunice@email.unc.edu 
CORRECTIONS: Final exam 

ARS Phone: 962-8300 

Dear Professor, 

The above student(s) are scheduled to take an exam at the office of Accessibility Resources & Serviceon the date and time listed. 

Options for sending the exam are as follows: 

l) Upload it to our secure dropbox at https:/!studentaffairs.unc.edu/arsportal/dropbox 
2) Email the exam to Accessibility Resources & Service, accessibility@unc.edu 
3) Let us know should you prefer a different method of delivery or have made alternate arrangements with the student. 

Also, please indicate what, if any aids are allowed and how the exam should be returned to you upon completion if different than above. 

It is the student’s responsibility to communicate all requests for accommodations to the faculty within a reasonable time frame. Students are required 
to schedule exams to be taken at the office of Accessibility Resources & Service at least 3 business days prior to the date of the exam. 

Accessibility Resources & Service at the University of North Carolina 

http ://accessibility.unc.ed u 

ARS Phone: 962-8300 This email was sent to you as a professor of a student or students registered with the Office of http:/iaccessibility.unc.edu at 
UNC Chapel Hill. If this email was sent to you in error, please send an email to accessibilitv@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

NEW STUDENT AAAD URGENT 

Good Afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I was unfortunately unable to attend today’s          AAAD    lecture as I was having                         but I plan on coming to your regular 

office hours Tuesday after the exam to review any material I have missed and get the lecture slide notes. However, I was unable to attend your extra 

office hours today as I am recovering and on Monday I am also able to attend because I have class from 9-10. I was wondering if there was any other time 

on Monday I could come to see you to discuss what I may have missed that may be pertinent to Tuesdays’s exam (Mondays I am free anytime after 11) or 

if that does not seem possible, if you could possibly, in an e-mail, let me know if you gave any extra information about the test and also my main concern 

of material I may have missed that I feel will be important for the test is discussion on Gods Bits of Wood so if you could possibly tell me what I should 

focus on to study for that book as well. But if there is any way you can see me Monday instead, anytime after 11, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you so much, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 11:32 PM 

Inst Afiican Amer Research Ibr Facully <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Re: Upcoming IAAR Events 

this is 

On 

Greetings, 

)r ~ 

Congratulations on your appointment. I looked for you at.sexual assault program, but missed seeing you. As time permits, please call me. ( 

Want to be suppo(tive and also have done archival records from time often bomd service. 

3:44 PM, "iaar" <iaaa:~unc.edu> wrote: 

The Institute of African American Reseaa-ch would like to announce that it is co- sponsoring the following upcoming events: 

The Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 

presents the Charles M. and Shirley F. Weiss Lecture: 

"The Audacity to Heal: A Public Conversation about Surviving Sexual Assault" 

Wednesday, 7 - 8:30 p.m.; Stone Center Theatre 

A public conversation about Surviving Sexual Assault including rare and never-before-seen photos and video footage 
from the award-winning multi-media per~mnance, Story of a Rape Survivor (SOARS). SOARS’s creators, Scheherazade 

and Salamishah Tiller, discuss the role of the arts can play in ending sexual violence, the specific challenges that victims 
face when they want to break the silence around sexual violence, and how- secondaw victims of sexual violence, such as 

family members, friends, and intimate parmers, can become allies to sexual assault survivors. 

and 

Thurs. 

"Arts. Activism. Advocacy." 

10 a.m. - 12 p.m.; Hitchcock Room, Stone Center 

Discusses how sexual assault activism and victim rights advocacy can serve as key components of 
sexual assault recovew, focusing on how survivor art, activism, and advocacy can be used to elnpower survivors and 

contribute to social change in the community. 

Co-sponsored by the Art Department, Carolina V/omen’s Center, Chancellor’s Office, Feminist Students United, 
Omega Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., Project Dinah, School of Public Health, Stone Center, UNC Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs, Institute for African American Research, Counseling and Psychological Services, Department of 
African, Ai}ican American and Diaspora Studies 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as ~gmail.com. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvn?id 68287885.456764e96c3cbd13e438c0dd33cf7aab&n T&I iaar-fac&o 33750349 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-33750349-68287885.456764e96c3cbd13e438c0dd33c177aab(~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to iaaac- fac as: emfice(~email.m~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvn?id 68287800.dealbba0b59cd2beb33a3cd36857clcS&n T&I iaar-fac&o 33768851 

(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 3:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: F.D.A. Urging a Tighter Rein on Painkillers 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines F,,,0oy, oo,obo,, 

~NTHISE-MAIL 
I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ roday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

F,DoAo Urging a T~g~ter Rein on Pa~ers 

The Food a~d Drug Administration reeomme~ded new 

resh’h?fio~s on prescriptions for drugs like Vieodin, which 

combine the nareodc hydrocodone wikh over-khe-eounter pNn 

containi I 

ers of 

Joseph d. L~oN for mayor, saying t~mt New York Skate’s limit on 

donations to indepe~dent political groups was probably m~consfltu~onal, 

The ~aumanita[qan m~sis inside Syria t~areatens ko set the 

eou~[ry’s developme~k back decades a[~d dwurfs [~o[ only khe 

current hmdequate global response but ~:uditiona] aid eflbrts. 

~Fq Slide Show: The Toli of War 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZI NE 

:Food N[at~ers I F~fteeli Tons of Groceries, Nailing 

Dou~ tl~e Hudson 

The VermoI~t Sai~ Project explores more responsible food 

Food 
Matters 

Fifteen 



distribution me Lhods (Lhe "to" h~ "farm to table") by transporting e~ble cargo 

using a wh~d-powered barge. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Bad News fo,¯ LoeM dob N[arkets 

Thc number of cducatio~ and health care jobs could grow ~n thc 

coming years, bat this @-~es not imply job ~’owth in small and 

midsize cities that depend on fl~ese sectors. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

QUSAI ZAKARYA~ a spokesmaB for a Syrian opposRkm group in Moadbam~)’a, sout:h of 

I)am;]s(~us, where tl:e goYermnent ]:as not allowed a~d convoys to enter for rune 

World 

Ge~omany m~d Frm~ce P,’opose Talks ~’ith U,S, to 

i!.eh~ i~ Spying 

The offer was an attemp~ ~o difl~se a trans-.Atlantic dispute over 

eavesdropping by the United States that has hm~ its relations 

wid~ Em~)pe and promptcd calls to suspend trade talks. 

, indignation C’~er U S. Spying Spreads in Europe 

Chancel 

Ior 
A;lgela 

Allegation of U,S, Sp,~ng o~ Merkel Puts Obama 

at Crossroads I lot I 

Offioials in the Obama adminish’ation say that the N ational 
M 

Secm:io" Agency, in its push to build a gh:A:~al data-gathering 

network, has tardy weighed the long-kerm political costs of some of 

operadonso 

Tibeta~s Call China’s Policies at To~,r~st Spot 

Tacit b~it Stitlii~g 

Behind dosed doors, many Labrang MonasterT monks complain 

abouk intrusive government policies that they say are s~rangling 

their cultm’e and idenfi~L 

U.S, 



Wo~d- Be V~rghfia Go w~rnors Spar, Con fimfing 

The Virginia governoffs race has been characterized by 

negativity and a greak deal of outside money, wikh voters feeling 

little enthusiasm fbr any candidate. 

Despite Risi~g Sticker Prices, Actual College 

Costs Stable Over Decade, St**dy Says 
L:y R F2iq.::q~ D 

The net cost of a private college works out to about 823,000 khis 

year, a figm’e that, a4justed for inflation, has not varied much fbr 

lo years. 

~ Annual R~se h~ Cost of Public College S~ows 

McAuliff 

~ cKenn 

Contrac4~ors Describe Limited Testf~g of 

Insurance ~¥eb Site 

Democrats and Repnblieans were mfited in e~ressing anger and 

dismay over failures with the Oct. ~ opening of the online healkh 

insurance cxchangeo 

Business 

To Expand Oft~l~ore Power, Japan 

The prq]ect’s backers sa)’ that offshore windmills could he a 

breakthrough for this energy.-poor nation. 

Upstart in NIiamJ Lures Luxm0y Stores From a 

C|fie C~tade] 

Many high-end brands have left behind Bal Harhour Shops, for 

years a magnet to the wealthy, for more b~athing room in 

MiamYs Design Dish’iet. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

Aeeom~ting World, Still Resistf~g 

The American aeeonnting indnstr)’ has fiercely hatdcd any 

attempt by regulators to require partners to sign offpublicly 

audits. 

offshore 

wind 

turbine 

brands 

have 

Sports 



CARDINALS 4, RED SOX 2 

This Time, Error Bene~[s Cardb:lais 

Game 2 started as a l:,itehe~’ due] be~veen Michad Wacha and 

John Lackey, but [he Red Sox threw away their one-run lead in 

the seventh to reopen the door for the Carr~nals. 

Jon .Jay 
....... slid into 

third in 

Hitting the Wall: For Marathon Charities, 

Nmnbers ,,~’e Slo~@~g 

Some raee and nonprofit o~Nanize~ are wor~{ed that a~er years 

of success, the charity-running induakU may be MmeNng like a 

runner at Mile 250 

Ohio State’s Staff Offers a Mix That’s Unmatched 

What should have hee~ a transitional period at Ohio State has 

hardly resembled one, thanks to khe work of the eclectic s~ff 

that Urba~ Meyer sfitehed together. 

Arts 

’THE COUNSELOR’ 

W~Idlife Is Tame; Not the Hmnans 

t@tley Scott and Comme McCarthy team up for "The 

Com~selor," a tale of a eorru]£, bigh-ily~ng froster dealing wkb a 

drug cartel 

’BLUE IS THE WARMEST COLOR’ 

For a "~Vhih;, Her l[,itk~ Is ~)mrs 
L:y/,. 0 SCQiT 

AbdeIIatif Keehiehe’s "Blue Is the Warmest Color" is a %veNsh, 

ge~erous, exhausting love story that chronicles a yom~g woma~’s 

wrenching and blissRd attaehmenk [o anokher womam 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene I Snapshot: Addle Exarchopoules 

New York City _Amends Fee Policy for a Visit to 

the Net 

C~at~’i~g decades of legal vague~ess, the amended lease spells 

oak dmt the MeLropolitan Museum of.&t’a is aIIowed to charge a 

s ugges ted a&nission fee. 

Metropo 

litan 

Movies 

’1 AM DIVINE’ 

The Ma~ Beneath the Hairspray 

1)ivi~e, a muse to John Waters and the star in many of his studies 

in bad taste, is the subject ~-~f the film "I am Divine," directed by 

Jefl~’ey Sehwarz. 

the stsr 
who 
tpan~or 

Viewing for Your inner Michael Nlyers 

Three authors make recommendations for what to watch 

your own Halloween film festival. 

’THE SQUARE’ 
Ahmed 

Brave Optimism of Tahrir Square Meets Other ] ...... Hassar, ] 

Fierce Forces is a 

"The Squat%" aehane No~aim’s ~mw doenmentary, makes the 

Eg3~fian uprising and the polRieal fallout of this summer fed dose and 

personal 



Obituaries 

Aa~thony Caro, Who Foil,)wed Sculpture on a 

Mr. Cure drew pr3ise i~’om ar~ 3~cionados 

and the U~i~ed States fo~ his brishtly odored, 

assemblages of welded steel 

, ~ Slide Show 

Bob Greene, Pianist m~d 2eHy Roll 

Dew.)tee, Dies al- 9t 
L7 SRUCE F,~ESER 

For decades, Mr. Greene’s love for a jazz legend’s music 

appeared to know no bounds. 

~A21an Stm~Iey, Hall of Famer With a Maple Leafs 
Dynasty~ D~es at ~7 

Sbmley, who played 2~ seasons and was noted for a lmnbedng 

skating sty]e, wo~ four Stanley Cups x~[h 

indudi[~g the team’s last championship, 

Sculptor 
Amhony I 

" 

led S 

Stanley, I 
third 

from ieft 

Today’s Video 

~ W#EO: Wou’re Demised~’ Getti~g Fired 

Evolves 

The Times’s David Gille~ explains how companies like ttSBC, 

AOL and HeMet%Packard are get@% creative with the jargon 

behind m~ior layofl;, from "downsizing" [o ’Mghbsizing/’ 

~ vwEo: TV T~k: Comedy Comebacks 

The Times reporters Bill Carter at~d B~an Stelter rfiseuss tim 

smDr~se hits amo~g this year’s new comedies. 

~ VmEO: Obama Renews Inmaigrat~on Push 

President Obama spoke on Thursday mortfing, pressing 

O-regress again to act on changing immigration haws. 

more video ",..o ~.s NYTimemcomNideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

In Search of Republieari Gro~a~- Ups 

The Republican Parb, will have to do much better than avoiding deNult to earn 

back the public’s trust after their disastrous andjuvenile shutdown strolL 

EDITORIAL 

Seeking a New Re|ation Ship With Pakist-an 

After a decade of turmoil and mis~’ust, big obstac]es lie in the way of a more 

constructive rdafionship between Pakistan and tke United 

EDITORIAL 

No to More Cashms i~ New York State 

Oov./M~drew Cuomo wants to expat~d gambling through u eot~stitutional 

amendment on the Nov. 5 bNlot. The answer from votel~ should be no. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A re-p~Yot to Europe is i~ -~rder as Oem~an fuw. at 

surveillanee and dismissive attitudes runs high. 

~ Celclm nis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

_&ddieted to tl~e Apocaly~pse 

The sky is [a]lingt The sky is falling. When it comes to NI the talk 

of economic catastrophe, why are these disasker fa~kasies t~Ne~ 

so seriously? 

, ColumnisZ Page I Blog 

OP-ED I DOUG GLANVILLE 

The Gl~os~.s of Octob~r 
~,. Li’.~UG Gi..::,NMii. i. ~. 

As each ico~ iS"ore our baseball childhood retires, we are forced 

to admik dmt ~ must be aging, too. 

ON THIS DAY 

iii~:!:’ ii~iib!:.:::i ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: =~:.:;:<:f~ ii::::ii) 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhond,~) l iPad(~D Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectiot~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~; 

About This E-Mall 

TMa is an eu~emete~ e- maii. Please do not reply directly to this e-rnaiL 

You received this message because you signed up for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 
As a member o~ ti~e TRUSTs privacy prograrn, we are commib:ed to prote@ng your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adve~ise 



From: ennice@email.nnc,edu 

Sent: Friday, 5:45 AM 

To: 

Subject: Addi6onal office hours today (Friday) 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

This is to let you know that because of several requesks, I will be holding additional office hours today (Friday) t?om 1.00pm-3.00pm. 

Best rashes m~d ttapw Friday, 

Dr. Sable 

This fora~arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fio~n the "AAAD 

Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: ~gmail,com> 

Sent: Ffiday~ 10:20 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email,~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: update 

Dr. Sable, 

to incor orate it into the paper I thought I might be able to do it one night this week. but work has been hectic and I was not able to do so 
I ha.~’e received feedback and am working P " . ~ ...... ~i~ ~pl.~l~ ~ much for your support with this. 

Thus are you okay with me sending it your way by Sunday? This should be the last postponemen~ ~mgers ~ro~ .................. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subje~’t: Re: update 

Next ~veekend meaning ? I’m running the marathon then so hopefully itql be there before then! Thanks. 

at 10:33 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> No worries 

> Things are really hectic here too. Thus, send it next weekend. 

> 

> Cheers, 

> Mwalimu 

> From: @gmaih com] 

> Sent: Friday,, 10:19 AM 

> To: Sahle, Eumce N 

> Subject: update 

> Dr Sahle, 

> I have received       l’eedback and am working to incorporate it into the paper. [ thought I might be able to do it one night this week, but work has been hectic and [ was not able to do so. 

Thus are you ok~U with me sending it your way by Sunday? This should be the last postponement (fingers crossed). Thanks so much for your support with this. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joa~ne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Bernard R <brboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtr~; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr~ 

1~: PossibiliF of meeting next week 

Monday at 3 pm is fine with me 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, alrd Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

+1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 9:55 AM 
To: Nzongoia-Ntalaja, Georges; Hershfield, Joanne L; Boxill, Bernard R; Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R 
Sut~iect: Possibili~" of meeting next week 

[)ear Colleagues, 

I hope you are doing well. 

A next ~Ihursday meeting is not possible for most ~2~lks. ’]2aus, I am wondering if we can meet briefly to address the adjunct appointments matter on Monday anytime between 3 00pm- 
5.00pm. Kindly let me kn~w. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11 : 10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Announcing the Global Partnership Fund 

image003.jpg 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is the email from Rodney about the Global Partnership Fund Your advice ~vill be greatly appreciated. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African ~rnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
University nf North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.                     ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaqmn 
Sent: [~’riday, October 11, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
SubJect: Announcing the Global Partnership Fund 

Dear Georges, 

Please see the information about the Global Partnership Fund below I think you should apply to get one of these grants to help cover your travel (and other) expenses to Durban [’or the 
summer program in 2014. This would indirectly lower the general cost for the students, and everything helps. What do you think? 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin ~/Mnerica, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of Noith Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: htt p :i/stud’~’abroad.unc. edu<http ://studyabr oad.unc, edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain comfldential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: <Bowler>, Katie <kbowler@unc.edu<mailto:kbowler~unc.edu>> 
Reply-To: "Bowler, Katie" <kbowler@unc.edu<mailto:kbowler(~unc.edu>> 
Date: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:53 AM 

To: GEC List Serve <g~baleducati~ncenter@~istser~‘~.unc.edu<mai~t~:~ba~educati~ncenter(~istserv.unc.edu~> 
Subject: [globaleducationcenter] Announcing the Global Paitnership Fund 

Dear FedEx Global Education Center Colleagues, 

The global relations office is pleased to let you kno~v about the launch of the Global Partnership Fund<http://global unc.edu/global-partners/global-partnership-fundi>, sponsored by UNC 
Global This fund is designed to help develop and sustain partnerships between UNC and international institutions. Awards will be made to support faculty, staff and students engaging in 
collaborations with colleagues at international institutions. A~ile preference ~vill be given to proposals that include designated UNC strategic or emerging 
partners<http://global.uncedu/global-partuers/strategic-partuers/>, individuals collaborating with any international institution are welcome to apply 

Applications can no~v be submitted online Please also encourage your colleagues to apply, especially those who are involved in your paltnerships or are considering becoming involved. 
We know ho~v important personal contact is in developing international partnerships and hope the Global Paltnership Fund will help overcome some of the financial barriers 

For more information, see the attached flyer or visit http://global unc.edu/global-partners/global-partnership-fundi. 

This fund has been made possible by the Global Education Fund, the only unrestricted, pan-University fund supporting Carolina’s strategic global priorities. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Bo~vler 
Director of Global Relations 

Melissa McMurray 
International Liaison Ofl~icer 



Katie Bowler Young 
Director of Global Relations 

[UNC Global 542]<http://www.~lobal.unc edu~,> 

The University of Nnrth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1206 FedI{x Global Education Center 1301 Pittsboro St., CB # 5145, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 

T 919.962 45(N I F 919843.4814 i C!                          C 

kbowler@uncedu<https:t/outlook.unc.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C e2e3625cefee411aSa5db29bd65eacee&URL mailto%3akbowler%40unc edu> i Skype: kathleenbowler 

UNC Global on Twitter<http://www twitter.com~UNC Global>, Facebook<http:/iwww.facebook.comJpa~es/UNC-Global/93297096895>, Linkedln<https://www.linkedin.com~uas/login? 
session redirect http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Elinkedin%2Ecom%2FpostLogin%3Fsession rikey%3DTr- 
~5deQBdax~kqGZug~u~{LYVFz8ZI4VxtiA~sk7sJEa~6m9NrG16LnUE5/K{IIqsg4q~D4kLiC9dVTWpV9q~/~bnyZsD3ygewa00yU%261%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252FWwW%252E~inkedin% 
252 Ecom%252I~’groups%253Fgid%253D2024250%2526home%253D%26id%3D0%26b%3D3bbcl’8 b4-0d94-4104-a91 e-5032ac102861%26h%31-)rYPc%26m?53I)GET>, 
Vim~:~<http://vimeo.com/unc~lobal> I Subscribe to our monthly e-newsletter<http://~lobal unc.edu/>I Support the Global Education Fund<http:i/~lobal unc.edu/index php? 

option corn content&view article&id 60&Itemid 68> 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Eunice, 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

leaving Battle Hall lbr rest of day now. 

I’In leaving now and going to Boone to get 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of African. African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

If them is something urgent that needs my attention, caJd me this evening or tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Terence <~oliver~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:55 AM 

Yopp, Jma Johuson <jan yopp@unc.edu"~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Re: Graphic design s~deut for newsletter 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I am not sure, but maybe                 might be interested. I have copied her on this message. If this is something that doesn’t work for her schedule or interests 

right now jufft let me know and I will see who else might be a match. 

Terence 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Oct 25, 2013, at 10:04 AM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" ~ima yopp@uuc.e&t> wrote: 

Hi, Terence, 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies produces a newsletter and needs a graphic designer. The content is complete, and 

department Chair Eunice SaNe called me about whether a ]OMC student would be interested. 

I thought of you and your magazine design course students--someone who is experienced with design--as a good resource. 

I have copied Eunice on this email. Would you respond to her with any students who would be qualified? 

Many thanks, 

Jan 

~an ~oh~so~ yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
919.962.8266 
Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 

[yopp@emai[.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:38 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Concertango II this S~mday at Duke 

Liliana Pa~:edes, PhD 

Associate Professor of the Practice 

Romauce Studies Department 

aud International Comparative Studies 

Director Spanish Language PrograJn 

Duke University 

lparedes@duke.edu 





OVERLOAD ACTIVITY 

APPROVAL FORM 

This form must accompany any payment request for overload activities performed. The overload activity must conform to the 

applicable University policy. The requesting department should initiate this form. An overload activity must be approved in 

advance of commencement of duties associated with the overload. 

Name Barbara Anderson Home Department (Name) African Studies Center 

PID Home Department # 3239 

Title Associate Director 

Base Salary: 

Overload Activity: From: 1/7/2014 

(Please describe duties associated with overload below) 

Duties    Overload for teaching a course for AAAD. 

Requesting Department (Name) 

Requesting Department # 

Current Supplement: 

To:    5/31/2014 

African, African-American & Diaspora 

3287 

Total Salary: 

Amount of 
Compensation: 

Source of Compensation: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX} State Funds { FORMCHECKBOX} Trust Funds { 

FORMCHECKBOX } Contracts & Grants 

Previous overload activities in requesting unit (in the two years preceding this request): 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } None 

Dates: 8/17/2013 - 12/31/2013 

Activity: Teaching a course in AAAD - Fall 2013 

Dates: 02/01/2013 - 05/31/2013 

Activity: Teaching a course in AAAD - Spring 2013 

Dates: 01/01/2012 - 04/30/2012 

Activity: Teaching Carolina Courses Online - Spring 2012 

The total of overload payments per fiscal year is limited to 25% of the current annual salary for EPA 9-month employees and 20% 

of the current annual salary for EPA 12-month employees. Employees may not receive overloads while on leave. 

Initial 

Initial 

I understand payment will not be made for amounts exceeding the overload limit 

I certify that I will not be on leave during the time period of this overload request. 

Employee Signature: Date: 

An overload activity must be approved by the head of the unit where the person’s regular appointment lies, the dean/director of 

that unit, the head of the unit where the overload is to take place, and the dean/director of that unit and the Office of the Provost 

(faculty) or Office of Human Resources (non-facultv) prior to commencement of duties associated with the overload. 

Approved: 

Approved: 

Approved: 

Approved: 

/                                    Date 

(Requesting Chair Name)                        (Requesting Chair Signature) 

/                                   Date 

(Requesting Dean/Director Name)               (Requesting Dean/Director Signature) 

/                                      Date 

(Home Chair Name)                           (Home Chair Signature) 

/                                       Date 

(Home Dean/Director Name)                   (Home Dean/Director Signature) 

Approved: / Date 
(Provost Oj:j:ice/EPA Non-Fac Office Name) (Provost Office/EPA Non-Fac Signature) 

Return form to: Sonia Colon 

CB #3395 scolon@unc.edu 



H U~,~ A l~ R]~SOURCES 

OVERLOAD ACTIVITY 

APPROVAL FORM 



Floom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Politics and International Relations <Annotmcements@news.sagepub.com~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 7:01 PM 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Access ficee top-read Political Science articles, journal news, and more 

Free Access to Most-Read Political Science Articles and News 

View with im#2~ i ~mail alerts ..................... 

Access Free Top-Read Political Science Articles 

SAGE’s Pelitical Science Newsletter is now available! Access the newsletter tedav and enjoy 
free top-read articles from highly influential journals for a limited time, and learn about the latest 
product news from SAGE, including: 

Top-Read Articles--Free Access! 

Journal News 

Special Issues and Collections 

Call for Papers 

Award-Winning Articles 

New Books from SAGE 

New Reference from SAGE 

Upcoming Events 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Politics and International Relations 
~,’wv.sa.~epu b.com 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo < ~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 10:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Brief Biography 

Brief Biography 

PETER AN-YANG’ iNWONG’O 

Graduated from Makerere University, Kampala, in 1971 with a BA (First Class Honours) in Political Science and Philosophy before proceeding to the University of Chicago where he received 
his MA (1974) and PhD (1977) in Political Science. Taught at the University of Nairobi (1977-81), E1 Colegio de Mexico (1971-84) and Addis Ababa Universi~/(1984-86) then joined the 
African Academy of Sciences as Head of Programs from 1987 to 1992. 

Having been involved in the struggle against authoritarian rule in Kenya tlzroughout his academic career, he was among the leaders ;vho made a break through into multiple party, politics in 
1992. He was then elected to Parliament in that year and has served in various capacities since then He was Minister for Planning and National Development (2003-05) and \{inister for 
Medical Services (2008-2013). He is currently the Senator ibr Kisumu County. 

He has published several books and articles on democracy, democratisation, the state and the political economy of development in Aticica In 1995 he was awarded the GelTnan-African 
Award for his contribution to democracy and democratisation in Africa. 

October 24, 2013 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Saturday, 4:00 PM 

Oliver, Terence <oliver~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <jma~vopp@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Graphic design sVddent for newsletter 

Hello All, 

I thank you for considering me in your search but I am unavailable to take on any’ further obligations at this time. 

I wish you well in your ~arch. 

Best, 

On at 11: 55 AM, "Oliver. Terence" <9.!i y_e_.~_e_Lr_~_i[:_g._r_kc_:e__d_._u_> wrote: 

I am not sure, but nmybe                 might be interested. I have copied her on this message. If this is something that doesn’t work for her schedule 

or interests right now just let me l~ow and I roll see who else might be a match. 

Terence 

Sent ti~om my iPad 

On at 10:04 AM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" <:im~ yopp(a)unc.e&t> wrote: 

Hi, Terence, 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies produces a newsletter and needs a graphic designer. The content is 

complete, and department Chair Eunice SaNe called me about whether a JOMC student would be interested. 

I thought of you and your magazine design course students--someone who is experienced with design--as a good resource. 

I have copied Eunice on this email. Would you respond to her with any students who would be qualified? 

Many thanks, 

Jan 

~n ~oh~so~ yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
919.962.8266 
Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 
iyopp@email.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Saturday, 10:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Meet-up 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

When are you able to meet this coming week for a recap on findings from Tanzania? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: In Fed and Out, Mmay Now Think Inflation Helps 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines  o,,ooy, oo,obo, 2,, 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [oday’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTOMIZE. 

Top News 

In Fed and Out, Many Now "l[’l~k Inflatio~ 

Helps 

As FederM Rese~’e policy makers prepare to meet this week, 

there? is gro~ing concern inside and outside ~e Fed "~at infla[ion 

is not Hsing fas[ enough. 

~ ~ Graphic: Inflation Faiis 

Few Pl’oblem~ With Cm~a~abis fo~ CMifo~onia 

At a time when polls show widening public suppo~ for h~galizi~g 

marijtm~a, Calitbrnia’a ~7-year e~erie~ce as the first state to 

legalize meNeal marijuana o[l~’rs sur>Hsing lessons, experN say. 

,~ ~nteracth¢e T~mel~ne: Milestones in U.S Marijuana Laws 

Ga~rig Rape ~n India, Routine a~rid In’~iMble 

The details of a gang rape ease in Mumbai reinforce the notion 

tha[ rape remains a largel.v invisible crime in India. 

Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

A Game of Nhark and Mhmow 

The shell of a forsaken ship has become a battleground in a 

strnggle thak could shape khe futm’e of the Sonth Chi[m Sea and, 

to some extent, the rest of the world. 



OPINION I OPINION 

Slaves oftlae internet, Unite.~ 

They really do admi~v your work, just not enough to pay one 

ce~t for 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

LINDABUBON~ an owner a]~d children’s boolk buyer at Wome]~ & Cihi[dren First, a 
bookstore in Chie~go~ on bool,:s abou~ the classics intended [or children. 

World 

R~ce Offers a More Modest Strategy" for Mideast 

In an inter~;iew, Susm~ E. Riee, President Obama’s natio~al 

secmdty adviser, said the president’s goal was b~ avoid having 

events in the region swallow his foreign-.poliey age~xda, 

A Re.son for Hope iu Congo’s Pe~et~al War 

Defeats last year jdted both tSe government of tSe Democratic 

Republic of Congo aud ~he United Nations into action, btSuging 

new leadership and vigor to the fight, 

~ [] Slide Show: Momentum Shi~ts in Congo’s Battle Against Rebels 

Rice 

and her 

Saud~ Women Rise Ulp, Q~fiet|y, and Slide Into 

the Driverrs Seat 

In open de~anee of s~mneh opposition in a conservative Saudi 

soeie)5 a small group of women got into fl~eir ea~s and &’ore off, 

with some posting videos. 

Arabia is 

the only 

U.S. 

V~ sion of Prai~’ie Paradise Tro~bl es Some 

Montana Ranchers 

Some raw, chefs who fear tSe region will lose its ide~tib, object to 

con servatiouists’ plan to create a va st grasslan d reserve wh ere 

lo,ooo biso~ ~am aud t)nees are few, 

The I 



T)isney }ms long led the fight ag~inst the expansion of casinos in 

the saute, but it also owns the Matwel superheroes, whose images 

appear on slot maehineso 

Federal Prosecutors, in a Policy Shilt, Cite 
V~;arra~fless Wiretaps as Evidence 

The contentious issue of government *~qretaps done without a 
warrant has now moved a step closer to being legally challenged, 

World in 

~lorida 

General 

Donald 

Business 

A Librm~~ of C~assies, Edited for the Teethi~tg Set 

Children’s publishers have found a market for boar&book 

versions of "Moby-Diek," "Sense and Sensibility" and other 

litersW novels. 

DEALBOOK 

~oldmm~ Sachs, Bu.-~ii~g Redemption 

Via iLs Goldman Sachs b~undafion, led by Dins Powell, "~e firm 

many assoeiab: w~th Wall Street greed and excess has staked o*R 

a pos~ti on as on e of th e nation’s leadin g co~t~oyate philanthropists. 

PROTOTYPE 

Rentals That Let Yo~ Fly t]~e Coop 

In the new "sharing eco ~o -ny "you ea ~ take most anyt ~ing for a 

spin before buying. Chicken--raising, f,’)r exampleo 

F’oweil 
of the 

Suitor is 

Sports 

CARDINALS 5, RED SOX 4 

....... Cardinal in a Bizarre Finish, the Cardir~als Stmnble l[~to a I s’ A~ 

Victor" Craig 

The Red Sox, who begged unsuccessfully for an obstruction 

ruling in the ~975 World Series, were eal]ed for one in the bottom of the ninth 

Saturday. 

,[3 Box Scere 



THIS LAND 
E .... 

A ~¢’~orld Away, the Seventh Game; Close at Siaught 

:Hau~:l, Cow,clenched Na~s 

e~ 
For ~wo Amm~can c~aplNns at Nuremberg pNson in Germany, 

the climactic end of the initial phase d postwar j ndgmen t coincided with Game 

7 of the 1946 WoHd Ser~es. 

N .BOA, Preview: The Haves and the H~ve-Nots 

Entering the 2o]3-~4 season, the N.B.A.’s upper class - which, on 

its lower end, ineludes both New York teams - has grc, wn to 

include about half the league. 

...... bit, 
Memphi 
s;s Zach 

Arts 

Seeir~g You Seeing 1Vie 

It isn’t sex that makes "Blue Is the Warmest Color" prob]emathz; 

it’s flae pattia~vha] anxieties about sex, female appedte and 

maternity. 

C~|l It the Theater of Contrition 
s~. r../. r~Nc;~ H~..\~. , 

Bruce Norris takes a look at monogamy through the prism of a 

pditicaI marriage in "Domes tieated," the latest in a s’u~ng of 

dramas centering on sex scandals. 

As his survey exhibition at the de Young Musemn demonstrates, 

David Hoekney’s return to California has been aecompanid by a 

return to dazzling hues. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Hockney Returns 

[~ Addle 
": Exa~cho 

poulos 

spousal 
head tilt. 

Obituaries 

:Hiaus Epltraimson=Abt, Air=Crash Victims’ 

Cra~sader, Dies at 9~ 

Mr. Ephraimson.-Abt became an internationally knm~’n adw-.,eate 

after the death of his daughter on Korean Air Lines F]ight 007, 

which was shot do~ by Soviet fighter planes in ]983- 

dovar~ka Broz,, Tito’s Widow, Is Dead at 88 

Ms~ Broz was a peasant girl who married O osip Broz Tito, 

Yugoslavia’s supreme leader, and became a glamorous symbol or" 

Yugoslav unity: she was an ethnic Serb; he, a Croat. 

Sial ~,dain, 9o, Dies; Created Congress’s 
Commmfib" Newspaper 

Mr. Yudain created what he called a eommunib- newspaper fix" 
"the most important community in "dne world, probably." 

Ephraim 
son-Abt 

[eft, with 

$id 
Yudsin 

n 1980. 

Magazine 

Could New York CiW Subways Su~Sve Another 

It helps that the transit workers have been at it so long -- and have 

aeeess to a lot of plywood. 



TALK 

Ridk~y Scott; ’Most Novc|~sts Are Dcs]perate to Do 

The din’eLm’ on Cormae McCarihy’, monster~ and Moses. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

i Am Woman, "~:atch Me Hack 

How do you persuade young women to et~ter one or Lhe mosL 

lucrative, flexible fields ~n the eeo~omy? Dub: Create a %7 show. 

, Econorrfix glog: N~dgfflg Girls Toward Com~uter Science 

Today’s Video 

Carmen Tarleton ~s adj usdng to her new fae.e since undergoing 

tra~sp~ant sm’get3~ in FebrumT. 

~ vm~o: TF&~k Back: America’s 

hnmigration Debate 

The Times’s Sam Tanenhaus exp]ains governraent efibrts to 

keep immigra t~ ts ou t of the ec, untry and links Presiden t Reagan’s 

amnes~" for I,atino Americm~s to today’s debate. 

vm~: ): T|us ~,’eek s Movies: Oct-° ~-4~ 
The New York Times film critics on "Blue is the Warmest 

"The Com~seh)r" and "The Square." 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Bill de B~asio t’or Mayor 

We believe he can weave his liberal vision with an abiliiy to keep the streeg 

sa*~, the budgets baJanced m~d the school8 working. 

, ~ TJmeline T~le Next Mayo~ a Hi~%ory 

EDITORIAL 

Narendra Modi’s Rise h~ India 

The divisive technocrat ~th a disturbing record of intolerance could become 

the coa*~Lry’s tmxt prime minisLer. 

EDITORIAL 

~’~hal-the Pollen Says 

Early civilization,s i~ the Middle East may have fidle~ vieflm to climate change. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Il-aly Breaks Your Hcart 

So much treasure, so much waste. Italy’ is a cautionary tale of 

problems m~fixed a~d pessimism unredeemed. 

Columnist Page ] Blog 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Once the Web site is fixed, the real costs will start showing ~p. 

Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Big Bird and the A.B.C.’s may be the best tools fi:~r fighting 

poverty aud crime. So let’s gek moviug on early education 

programs o 

..... Doutlat 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Nothing Pe*’sonal: Tl~ey ~Ta~rit to Eat You 

Sick of zombies? There’s a new waYe of evildoers waidng to step 

in: eamdbals. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

The Info~omai-ion-Ga[be~’~ng Paeadox 

Despite the outci?: over N.S.A. data tracking, commercial 

suts’ei]Iance has been booming. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola(,@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joa~ne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Bernard R <brboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtr>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr> 

I~E: Another attempt - meeting 

All three times are fine wifla me. Since I have a class ending at 3:15 pm at Woollen Gym on Thursday, I might al~cive 5 minutes late 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, al’~d Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.                    +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: S unday, October 27, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hershfield, Joanne L; Boxill, Bernard R; Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Another attempt - meeting 

[)ear Colleagues, 

Greetings. 

We are having a hard time finding a time when at least 4 of you can meet with me to discuss the matter at hand 

Here are other possible time: 

Tuesday Oct. 29, 1.00pm-1 30pm 
Thursday Oct 31, 1.00pm-h30pm 
Tuesday Nov. 5, 3.30pm-4.00pm 

Kindly let me know what optionJs works from your end. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Hershfield, JoaJme L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Bernard R <brboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu:~; Jm~ken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu:~ 

ILE: Another attempt - meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

Our Carolina Seminar on Mali meets twice this week; Tuesday, October 29 at 5:30 pm and Thursday, October 31 at 12:30 pm. As a speaker in flae series, I feel a moral obligation to be there. 
Thus, contra~- to my previous email often or so minutes ago, I am not available for another meeting between 1:00 and 1:30 pm on October 31. But I am available for both October 29 and 
November 5 (which my email confused with Oct. 31) 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African Arnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel. ~                   ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahie, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; IIershfieid, Joanne I,; BoxiH, Bernard R; Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Another attempt - meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

Greetings 

We are having a hard time finding a time when at least 4 of you can meet with me to discuss the matter at hand. 

Here are other possible time: 

Tuesday Oct. 29, 1 00pm-h30pm 

Thursday Oct. 31, 1.00pm-1 30pm 

Tuesday Nov. 5, 3.30pm-4 00pm 

Kindly let me kno~v what option/s works from your end. 

Best wishes and thanks, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Terence <olivert@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 28, 2013 12:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Graphic design student for newsletter 

Okay, I will look into another option. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 27, 2013, at 12:33 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Professor Oliver, 

Many thanks for your help with this matter. I write to see if you there is another student that you can recommend. The department will compensate the student 
for their work. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Oliver, Terence 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 11:54-AM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 

C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: Re: Graphic design student for newsletter 

I am not sure, but maybe                night be interested. I have copied her on this message. If this is something that doesn’t work tbr her schedule 

or interests right nowjnst let me know and I will ~e who else might be a match. 

Terence 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On Oct 25, 2013, at 10:04 AM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" <ian yopp~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Terence, 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies produces a newsletter and needs a graphic designer. The content is 

complete, and department Chair Eunice Sahle called me about whether a JOMC student would be interested. 

I thought of you and your magazine design course students--someone who is experienced with design--as a good resource. 

I have copied Eunice on this email. Would you respond to her with any students who would be qualified? 

Many thanks, 

Jan 

~ ~oh~so~ ~opp 
Dean, Summer School 
919.962.8266 
Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 
jy__o_~_R@_e ma il .unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subje~’t: Midtenn 2 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

As I am studying, I am curious as to if the material on nationalism from before the first exam and the movie about Kenya would be on exam 2. This information is week 5, and not shown on 
the study guide, so I don’t think we need to worry about it, but I just ~vanted to check. 

I am having a hard time making office hours because I have been in Winston Salem attending to some family matters. I ~vill drive in tomol~ow morning and ~vill try to make office hours at that 
time. 

In terms of lectures on the exam, there will only be 2 lectures, the ones from week 6. Is this a correct interpretation of the study guide? 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Forging an Art Market in China 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i Wide< Si.:bsc:ibm ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

A CULTURE OF BIDDING 

Forgh~g an ~’t Market h~ China 

In China’s growling art markeL now ~he second largest in the 

woHd, o~Rsize au~Nol~ results often overshadow false sales data 

and forged art. 

F,DoAo Shif~ on PahRdHers ~:as Years in the Making 

The I<D.A.’s move to tighten restrictions for prescribing painkilbrs is a rar~ 

victory by la~nakers fl’om states hard hk by preseripth:m drng abuse over weI]- 

fiuaneed ]ohbyists ~or business and patient g4"oups. 

LOU REED, ]942-2013 
LOU 

Outsider ~:hose Dark, Lyrical Vision Helped 

Shape Rock ’n* Roll York 

Mr. R~ed, pm~k-poet, guitarist and song~n4ter, was a ff~m~der of 

the rock group tl~e Velvet Underground, whose music and bMes influenced 

multiple generations. 

Video Feature: [~e Music of LOU Reed ] Slide Show 

Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

Coming Bat.k: A Year of Recovery 

Times Documentaries prese~ b "Coming Back: A Year of 

Recovery After H~rl:iean e Sa n d y," a rid eo portra it of fbu r 



height orhoods struggling in the aftermath of the 2o12 storin. 

OPINION I OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Is Glem~ Grce~wal~t tlhc F~t-m’c of News? 

Here’s what a conversation with him reveals. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

LOU REBD, the iaflueatial t’oek musician who died on Sunday, i~ a t’ex, iev~ e>:plori~g a~ 
artist’s motives. 

World 

NATO Reduccs Scope of Its AJ~lhan~stan Pla~,s 

The reduced scope reflects fears fl~at the United States Congress 

and European parliamenk~ might Nseo~’dnue funding unless 

~eriean and SATe troops oversee how the money is spent. 

Caught Bct~{ecn S~,dans, Region T~o~e,s to Pick 

Residents of the Abyei region, on tl~e border of Sudan and Soud~ 

Su&m, voted on which eountt3~ to be a part of, a move that eould 

have real consequences if teusions arm raised. 

S3~’~a ~lcets Deadline for St~bm~tti~g Dest~c¢io~ 

Plan for Chenfical ~’Veapo~s 

The watchdog charged with monitoring and des troying Syria’s 

chemical weapons pt~gram said it had received the nation’s 

formal declaration on its arsenal ahead d sehed~fle. 

mil~aq/ 

Nations 

U,S, 

L~sts That Rm~k Col|e~es ~ ah~e Are o~ the R~se 

ranked 
Pu fis ts mi gh t regard i t as an insu] t to tl~e in telIec hml, social and secon d 
civic value of education, but do]Iars-and--eenN tabulations are I ~" ~ ~ I 
th e fastest growth g sector of the college ra n ki~gs in d usttT. 

~ GrapNc: Hap~ard sad Hawey Mudd Both Best Value Co~leges~ Depending on the L.~st 



New Milestone Emerges: B~by% F~rst ~P~one App 

As ad@ts ~n:n increasingly to mobile devices like sma@~hones 

and ~ablets, so do their children, a sutwey shows. 

~ Disney Show Will Appear First on App for Tablets 

Dog’s Tale: Front Death Row to Doorstep 

Phineas, a I~brador retriever, had been placed iu qtmraudne 

after bring accused of biting a girl buL vanished twice and 

mysteriously reappeared. 

Business 

Too Big to Sail? Cruise Ships Face Sera~tiny 

After a s Ling of disasters at sea, lawmakers a*~d reguiato*~ push 

for more aeeountahili~ and question the size of the newest 

ships. 

,~ GrapMc: Growk~g Gian[s of the Sea 

....... sC,,~ ribbe 

Ailure o1" 

Media Ot~tlets Embrace Conferences as Profits 

i~se 

Otme shunned for the fear of impl3qng a casual ~taLionship 

between jom:nalists aud their subjects, live media cent>fences 

have now been embraced. 

editor 

David 

British Tabloids on Trial, =Along % ith Ex-Editors 

The trial of f,’)rmer editors in Rupee± Murdoeh’s media empire is I 
e.~peeted to be aggressive an d detailed, with the potential for yet 

more revelations about the inner workings of the eompefi’dve world of BHfish 

tabloid j ournalism. 

Sports 

GAME 4: RED SOX 4, CARDINALS 2 

Red Sex Top Cardinals to Eveil Series 

Led by Jenny Gomes a*~d his Lhree.-run homer in the Lop of the 

sb~tJ% Bostou aveuged a eon~:oversia] Game 3 loss hy beating St. 

Louis Sunday to even Lhe World Series at two games apiece. 

Box Scale i Highlighks and Analysis 



The membership of West Side Runners, a top New York City 

rmming eIab, is made ap of mostly wor~ng class immigranLs 

who find marathons less of a trial than theh: hardserab b]e lives. 

~ Sl~de Show: Fa~ Diverse, and StrMng 

Member 

This Time, a Nasear Breakthrough Remains in 

F~ View 

Darrell Wallace Jr., the second bla& &~vec to wiu a national 

series race, celebrated in vieto~7 hme Saturday, unlike his 

predecessor, Wendell Sco~, who was denied the honor i~ 1963. 

Dsr;eli 

Wallace 

Jr. on 

Arts 

A Long T~me .Ago, in a Universe More Ana|og 

The director-producer J, J. Abrams (the cecent "Shw Trek" 

modes) has co]]aborak’d ~dt~ Doug Dors~ on a hardback book, 

"S,," that operates on several levels, 

THEATER REVIEW I ’BETRAYAL’ 

Threeso~ne to Tanta]]~e a~nt Behold 

Danie] Craig and Rachel Weisz stay in a Broadway revival of Harold Pinter’s 

"Betrayal," a drama of love and peril@ among the literati, 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

The Crusader Leaps Ba~,k Into the Past 

Datman: Arlffmm O~4gins, ~he flfird ins~Ilment h~ the well-- 

received Arkham series, looks at how Batman first eneo~mtered 

some of Ms notable silk’s and adversaries. 

The 
Caped 

I �~sa~e I 

Obituaries 

_~¢lmr Co Danto, a Philosopher of A~% Is Dead at 

89 

An encounter with Andy Warhol’s "Brillo Box" inspired }vh’. 

Danto to link the concepts of art and meaning. 

~anto 

Robh~son Risner, Ace :Fighter Pilot, Dies at 88 

Brig. Gen. Robinson ~sner shot down cight MIG-15 fighters 

dm’ing the Korean War and was held captive at the "tianoi 

Hilton" %r seven and a half yem~. 

release 
in 1973, 

Marcia Wallace, Comic Actress on ’The .x M~roi~ 
t ...... Wallace S~[nlt][~NOJg~[S~ Dies all ?o 

with 

Ms. Wallace was a bubbly eonfic actress who greeted doeto~ and 

group-flaerapy patients on "The Bob Newhart Show" and was the 

Emmy Award-winning voice of Edna Krabappel on "Fhe Simpsons." 

Today’s Video 

~ woEo: Vows: The/~tl- Baehelorette 

Teqnila shots and strip duhs make way for apple pk~ing aud pie 

baking at Katie Dickens’s summer eamp--themed alternative 

baehelorette paW. 



~ VmEO: Bill Cunningham I Inked 

A highlight of Paris Fashion Week is always the Riek Owei~s 

show, where many of his guests arrive weat{ng black. 

~~ s~,_t~ ~ho~., s~m~ S~OW: Obmna Visits Brook])~ 

High Sehoo} 

The president went to the Pathways in Teehnolog~ Early College 

High School, which he men@reed in his State of the Union 

address this year, to talk about edueatiom 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

’Not One r~ore~ 

Wh~le wa~ting fbr immigration refbrm, Preside~t Obama can start fixing the 

broken system himself. 

EDITORIAL 

Why P~isons 

EDITORIAL 

For Extending New York’s Judieia~ Terms 

Proposith:m 6, wbh::h wmfld e~end the retireme~t age for ee~a~n judges, 

deserves the supper[ of sta te voters. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Shelter" From the Storms 

Have we absorbed the lesson, s Sa~dy m}d KatrJ~m taught 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Big Kh~dge 

Why is~’t Obamaeare system simpler:’ Pr~lities, mainly. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED I JENNIFER FINNEY BOYLAN 

The Costqt~nms ~,~’e Choose 

The masks we put on say something about who we are, or w~sh to 

be. 

[~ J~rmifer 

Finney 

Bc, y an 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Pmterest 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, October 28, 2013 6:44 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; ti;-residents@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu 

UPDATED SCHEDULE: International Creole Day: Today 

Dear liiends, 

We hope you will join us in celebrating International Creole Day this evening, beginning at 5 PM at tl~e Franklin Center (Room 240). Unfortunately, because our invited 

guest speakec Yves Dejean, was unable to travel to the U.S., there have been a few changes in the schedule of events. The Haiti Lab welcome reception has been 

moved to 6 PM and will be tbllowed by the film "When the Dram is Beating" at 7 PM. 

Below is a revised schedule of events: 

5:00 pm: Deborah Jenson and Jacques Pier~ 

How Haitian Creole is taking hold at Duke University 

5:15-6:00 pm: Student panel w/Lauren Zalla and Quinn Holmquist 

"KreyoI pale, Krey61 konprarm: Esperyans nou nan lanm~ ktey61 la?’ 

6:00 pm Haiti Lab Welcome Reception with African and HaNan food 

(Room I30 Franklin Center) 

7:00 pm Film Screening: ’lNhen the Drum is Beating." 

Whitney Dow (USA/Haiti. 2011). 84 min. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:04 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 10-28-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 28th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

10/30/13- UNC Department of Marine Sciences Gues~t Seminar Lecture by Dr. Gary, Dickinson scheduled for 3:00 PM in Murray ttall G201. Dr. Dickinson, a 

professor atthe College of New Jer~y, will be speaJ~ing on the efl~cks of ocean acidification, temperature, and salinity on shelltish. 

11/02/13- Productions ofMmy Zimmennan’s Metamorphoses and William Shakespeare’s The Tempest performed by Playmakers Repe(to~ Co~nl~ny. 

Metamorphoses (http:i/v~v.plavma£ersrep.org/metamorphoses) is slated to premiere on November 2 and play through December 8 while The 7~rnpest 

(http://vwwv.plavmakersrep.org/te~npest) will open on November 3 and be performed thlough December 7. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

GRI Water Nexus Speaker Series Lecture by Greg Allgood on November 4- "What Is The Link Between Water and Health?", a free lecture by- Dr. Greg 

Allgood, Vice President of World Vision and a Distinguished Visiting Senior Fellow at the Global Research Institute, is scheduled for Monday November 4 at 5:30 

PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. 

Dr. Allgood’s talk will Nghlight the critica] link between provision of clean water and effectively addressing major global health priorities including ma]nutrition and 

ttIV/AIDS. This lecture is spon~red by the UNC Global Research Institute as part of its Water Nexus Speaker Series. 

WATER NEWS AT CAIlOLINA 

Catarina de Albuquerque calls for dean water A Daftly Tar Heel recap of Catarina de AlbuqueNue’s recent talk as part of UNC’s Health and Human Rights 

Lecture Series that focused on eliminating inequalities in water and sanitation access: http:i/ww~-.dail ,vtarheel.com/article/2013/10/de-albuquerque- 1028 

Extended Abstract Deadline for 2014 Nexus Conference- The abstract submission deadline for poster and verbal presentations at the Nexus 2014: Water, 

Climate, Food and Energy Conference has been extended to November 1. The Nexus Co~fference, which takes place March 4-7, 2014 in Chapel Hill, NC, roll bring 

together leaders in business, government, NCgDs and research to discuss innovative and sustainable solutions that address the intersection of the world’s water, food, 

and energy needs and uses in a changing climate. To submit an abs~tract, please visit ht~p:i/nexu~onference.web.unc.edw’sign-up-to-submit-an-abstracV 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://wate(theme.unc.edw’. Questions, 

conunents, and suggestions tbr the the~ne can be directed to the following emafil address: watertheme(&unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:#wvwv.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu-- 

Monday: 3:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

~email.unc.e&t> 

Request for Spring Water Related Courses 

Dr. SaNe, 

My name is               md I am a senior at UNC and                                                               ,The WaterTheme’s 

website has a page that iists water<elated courses but this iist is out of date. I believe you heard my pitch for revamping the website and making it more 

interactive for students at the last Water Theme meeting. 

Can you direct me to a list of your department’s current course offering dealing with water? I will then contact the professor and see if they are willing to 

fiim a short 30 second clip where they can give their elevator speech for their course. Don Hornstein has been kind enough to let us use his film 

equipment, We can then upload these clips onto the website and students can scroll through and listen at their leisure. We wili then spread the link 

around and I think this is a reaily promising way to get students involved and interested in water issues! 

Could you send me a iist of Spring classes that deal with water?-[hanks so much! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Terence <olivert@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, 7:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Barnes, Spencer Ryan <srbarnes@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Graphic design student for newsletter 

Hi Eunice, 

Like       . most of my go-to students are             and seem to be busy at this time in the semester to veer off of their classwork to freelance right now. I could try a 
few others, but perhaps Professor Spencer Barnes may have a younger student that immediately comes to mind that could fit the bill. 

I am going to use this email to introduce you two so that you can expand the net and possibly find the right person to help real soon. 

Hopefully this helps. Please let me know if it doesn’t and you need me to pursue other option for you. 

Terence 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 12:33 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Professor Oliver, 

Many thanks for your help with this matter. I write to see if you there is another student that you can recommend. The department will compensate the student 
for their work. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From-. Oliver, Terence 
Sent-. Friday, 11:54 AM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 

Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject-. Re: Graphic design student for newsletter 

I mn not sure, but maybe                might be interested. I have copied her on this message. If this is so~nething that doesn’t work for her schedule 

or interests right now just let me know m~d I roll see who else might be a ~natch. 

Terence 

Sent ~om my iPad 

On , at 10:04 AM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" <ian yopp@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Terence, 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies produces a newsletter and needs a graphic designer. The content is 

complete, and department Chair Eunice SaNe called me about whether a JOMC student would be interested. 

I thought of you and your magazine design course students--someone who is experienced with design--as a good resource. 

I have copied Eunice on this email. Would you respond to her with any students who would be qualified? 

Many thanks, 

Jan 

~an ~oh~son yopp 

Dean, Summer School 
919.962.8266 
Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 

jyopp@email.unc.edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: coat! 

I think we forgot to give you your coat as you walked out the door, yes? I’ll bring the one in the closet that T think is yours tomorrow to your office. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama May Ban Swing on tteads of Allied States 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ OnThis Day 

Top News 

Obama May Ban Spyi~g on Heads of Allied States 

President Obama was poised [o order the hal~ in response to a 

deepeni~g diplomatic crisis over repo~s that the Nations 

Security Agency had for years tai;geted the cellphone of 

Chancellor ~gela MerkeI ~ff Gemmny. 

I.LSo Disrupts Ai~hans’ Tack on 

The seizure of a Pakist~m Ta]~bm~ leader fl’om Afgha~ c~stody 

has led ~o a taedca] dispute between d~e UnKed S~Kes and 

:~ghanistano 

~ NATO Reduces Scope of Its Afghanistan Plans 

y of 
State 

Turning Hurriem~e Sar~dy’s Scars ir~to Badges of Sur"vival 

The storm from October 2ol2 left behi[~d a waterIi[~e on mal~y properties 

delineating the destructive height of the flooding, and some stom~ victims are 

resolved to keep iL 

Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. ! REGION A 

Novemb 

Felt 
~ Readers wbo bad been affected ])y Hm’dcane Sturdy shared 

stories of frus~’ations and silver linings, offering glimpses ak khe physical, 

financial and emo~io~ml impack khat remainso 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Sbo~d You Bribe Yot~r K~ds? 

±~d] patents have b~bed, or considered b~bing, their ehil&’en at 

some point But do these "rewards" wotq<P 

You 

Bribe 

Your 

World 

Beijing Crash May Be Tied to Unrest h~ Xinfiang 

A vehicle that careered alcmg a crowded sidewalk i~ the capital 

and burst into flames killed and i~!}mvd several people, and 

witness accounts suggested the d~ver had acted delibemtdy. 

..... : lay 

I :L,., I 

Pentagon Says Shabab Bomb Specialist Is Killed in 

StriKe in Somalia 

The strike is the latest evidence that the Obama administration has escalated 

operatio[~s against the Shabab after the bloo@ siege at a shopping mall i[~ 

Kewa. 

Greece’s _Aggressive P~ars~it of Tax Evaders 
Appears to Collect More Anger Tha~ Money 

New ta’~ eolleetion laws that were it~tended to east a broader trot 
have o~fly fim~ed the public’s ire at the weahhy. 

U.S. 

J~,dge in Texas Partly Ra~e~s Abortion Law 

The ru]i~g in Federal District Com’t rejected a provisim~ 

requiring doctors at abortion clinics to 5ave admitting privileges 

at a nearby hospital. 

Ohio Gover~m~° Defies GoO,P, Witb Defense of 
Socia~ Safe~, Net 

Oov. John R. Kasieh of Ohio has critiqued his party’s views on 

poverty programs and moved to expand Medicaid in his state. 

of Ohio 



In Testimony, Mieh~gar~ Gover~m~¯ Says 

Bm~r~ptcy Was R]ght Call f~r Detro~[ 

La~3~ers for unions and retirees chaI~enged Gov. Rick S~yder on 

whekher good-f~ith a{~empts had been made to negotiate 

~ D Video: Keepk~g Up Came Street 

Business 

Microcred~t for Americans 

Microloans, born of anfi-povet"~y efforts in developing 

countries, are attracting _,~eriean elienN who do nok qualil~ for 

credit cards or traditional bank loans. 

Perez, 

~;arily, Sel~ools l’Vatel~ St~de~ts o~ tJ~e Internet 

New ways to monitor students around the dock raise questions 

about whether edaeators can or shon]d legally discipline 

children for online outbm’sts. 

..... : 

Phil~iF~ 

Apple’s Profit Falls Despite H~gher Sales of 

The company said its revenue rose, and that it sold 33.8 million 

~Pbones, up from 26.9 million iPhones ~n the same quarter last 

Sports 

GAME 5: RED SOX 3, CARDINALS 1 

One %~i~ Away m~d Headed for Home 

’Fha~ks 1(~ Jon LesLer’s pitching and David Ortiz’s hitdng, the Red 

Sox a~) one victory away from whining the World Series af{er 

bea~% flae ( ;ardinals in Game 5. 

~D Box Sco~e, Commen~ I Highlights and Analysis 

, O£iz, a World 8eFies Vete~n, Savors the ~aoment. and Mal,:es the Most of ~t 

Perm State to Pay Nearly $6o N~ |lion to 26 Abuse 

Victims 

The settlements in the Jerry Sandus~ e~ild sexual abuse ease 

So× 

..... Sandus 



have been unf,’)lding since mk~--August, but Penn State waited 

m~til Monday to annom~ee them all at once. 

A Trophy Thief Goes for rite Gold 
::.i:’ JOE :’iF’-,PE 

Dressing ]ike a ninja, a @ief made off x~Sth horse racing and gdf 

memorabilia worth nearly 8~ million in a sting of museum 

burglaries ~n New >:~rk m~d New Jersey, the authorities say. 

~Atop [ ~oroughbred Racin~ and Remaining Positive, Despite a Painf@ Setback 

news, f,;o to NYTimes.eom/S~rte ~ 

Arts 

The ii~ternational Fate of ’1~ Years’ 

The movie indushT is waiting to see if "12 Years a Slave," a stoD" 

focusing on an African-American, cm~ garner a global audience. 

~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’~ 2 Yea~s a Slave’ 

~ 
Lupita 

Chiwetel 

Pk:asso Museum Makeover Drags On 

As the Musg~e Pieasso’s reopening is repeatedly delayed, the 

museum’s presh-lent is drawing criticism tbr her management 

style, art loans to overseas institutions and cost ovetTUnS. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

"Reflektor," _~Mvade Fire’s new Nbum, sways to ttaitian-. 

influenced dance rhythms, but its lyrics revolve aKmnd big 

subjects: love, death, individuNity, the afterlife, teehnology. 

Scaffold 

Obituaries 

Tade~sz Mazowieeki, Ex-Pre~tier of Polm~d, Dies 
at 86 

M> MazowieeM helped fom~ the Sdidarity ira& union 

movement and became the first t~on-Conmmnist to head an 

EasDrn bloc nation since g~e late ~94os. 

William He S~|liva~, ILSo Ai~bassador to 

Volatile Laos m~d Iratrt, Is Dead at 9o 

Mr. S@~ivan oversaw a seere~ bombing cmnpaig~ in Laos and w~s 

the last United States ambassador to Iran below fl~e ~979 

hostage eNsis. 

Noel Harrison, Actor m~d Singer of %Vind*tti|ls~’ 

Dies at 79 

Mr. HaHison was best ~own tbr his role on "The Girl From 

U.N.C.L.E." and his re~dition of the song "The Windmills of 
Your Mi~d" for fl~e sounders& of "The Thomas Crown ~&q%ir. 

Mazowi 

bein9 

held 

prisoner, 

Science 

Ma~dng Robots More Like Us 

In a shift away fi:om robots made to perform i~ factories, 

designers ar~; putting the "human" into humanoids so that they 

can safely interact in public. 



SCIENCE OF ITS TIME 

The Automatons of Yesteryear 

Hmnanoid machines have been arom~d since the early 

centuD-, but technology has only recently begnn to fnlfilI some 

of [he aspirations of tile earliest invenkors. 

Natural Allies for the Next Sandy 

Nature’s ou~ walls, like reefs and mal.M~es, have appeal and 

provide raany other benefits, but questions remain on how much 

protection they would provide, espeeially in a major stc, rm. 

perfect 
bridge 

image of 

Today’s Video 

Frill3, programmable robots were on display at the Humanoids 

~2o13 conference in Atlanta. The goal is to enable them to work 

effectivdy and even autonomously in emergency situations. 

~ Reiated Article 

~ vmEo: In the Shadow of Kat~na 

ttnrHcane Kah~na devastated the Gulf (7east in 2005, and 

Louisiana’s troubled housing reeoveD’ has shaped [he response 

to eveW m aj or dJsa star sinee, ineludin g Hu rrican e San dy. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The White Ho[ise on S]p3@ig 

Tb e 0 ba ma a d rain i stration offers plafila~d es a bout security an d vague talk of 

inconclnsive inquiries. 

EDITORIAL 

A Delayed [)ead~e Co,rid Disrupt Refoem 

Website woes are no reason to delay the enrollment pmiod for new healkh plans. 

It would create b avoc and i n crease in sure n ce premiu ms. 

EDITORIAL 

Sandy’s Unfinished BuMness 

O~ the first a~iversaty of the storm, politicians are dodging legilimate 

complaints frorn people who are still suffering. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Confronth~g the Legacies of Slavery 

Calls i~ the Caribhean for reparations are an occasion to fhce "dne 

many ways in wb h::h the past continues to shape the present. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Bold Bid for :Better Schools 

One Wesk’rn sta[e’s proposed school overhaul has created a 

model patch of common ground, Will vote~ go for it’? 

, Columnist Page I glog 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

F~c!~~" h~ ~ K~gd 

Alarm grows ~n Sa~Mi Arabia over a ].~ossib}e U.S.-I~a]~ia]~ deal 

~ co[umn[~ Page 

FOt.t.OW US: Fac~!b,’lok ~@NYTimes Pirll:er~sl: 

[] ~I .~; ~’"~ I 

Access The New Yo~k Times flem anywhere wilh oL~r sL~ite of apps: 

iPhon~ I iPad® ] Android I 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
Times Store >> ’ He~p Section >> ’ m.nyt,com ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

[~is is a~ sutemsted e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

Yod received this message becaclse yod signed clp for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines !~ewslet~e[ 

As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~)live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                9:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunic@email.<mc.ed~~ 

Dear professor Sahle, 

I am so sorry to bother you at this late notice but on my way to class this morning, 

are making me stay to tell what happend. I hope that it is possible for me to make up this exam? 

and we are still here while with the police I told them I had an exam today but the?- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Meeting today 

Dear Eunice, 

I forgot ~vhat time you said for Kenneth, vou~ and I to meet toda,~.~ I see on mY~ calendar that I am bus’¢~ between 10 am and 12:30 pro, but I am Ii’ee between 3:30 amd 5:00 pro. 

Georges 

Georges Nzoagola-Ntalaia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African .A~nerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (oflice) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resource Services <accessibility@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: 

Professor SaNe, how do you want this exam returned, please advise. 

ARS Staff 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 9::t8 AM 
To: Accessibility Resource Services 
Subject: 

Hello, 

Kindly see the attached exam for the above-cited student. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resource Services <accessibility@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: 

The student is on her way returning it. 

Cynthia 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Tuesday, :tl: lO AM 

To: Accessibility Resource Services 
Subject: Re: 

Via email. Thanks. 

O11 at 10:57 AM, "Accessibility Resource Services" <accessibilitv(~unc.e&t> wrote: 

Professor SaNe, how do you want this exam returned, please advise. 

ARS Staff 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent." Tuesday, 9:18 AM 
To-" Accessibility Resource Services 
Subject: 

Hello, 

Kindly see the attached exam for the above-tired student. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 12:23 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-~ 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; 

Nov. 8 talk to African Studies students 

@gmail.com; Sable, Eunice N <eanice@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Randy, 

We are so looking forward to having you speak to our students, both in Mike and Margaret’s classes and to the group on Friday. Below is the publicity we will be 

using. I don’t anticipate huge mlmbers of s~dents, but this coincides with an initiative in the Depaxtment for our majors the evening before. ~Ve are thinking this roll be 

one hour, with a presentation of 30-40 minutes and then time for questions from s~dents. We have the room until 5pm. Take good care, Barbara 

Public Service - Careers in Federal Government for Students Studying Africa 
Randy B. Cheek 

Friday, November 8, 2013, 3 PM. 

l;edex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 

Mr. Randy Cheek has spent nearly 30 years of government sere’ice working prilnarily to promote s~_rategic plalming and intel~ agency cooldination from a non- 

traditional securi~ perspeclive. His specific ~:rea of interest is Africa, ruth non-tradition~l threats to securi~" a major focus. His career has included the State 

Department, the Depart~nent of Defense, the National Defense University, and the Bureau of African Affairs, International Security Affairs. Mr. Cheek has worked 

closely with the United Nations, the European Union, the African Union, African regionaJ organizations and numerous Afiican governments. He has lectured at the 

National Defense Colleges of Sonth Africa. Botswana, Zan~bia and Kenya. He currently consults ruth various US and international interests focusing on Africa and 

lectures frequently to academic, government, and business groups. Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson~unc.edu for more information. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 ollice 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 

http:iiai~ica.unc.edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 1:15 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

THREATS TO HISTORY AND THE HUMANITIES AT ECSU 

FYI. ECU has also been targeted for closure by current state leaders. 

On Tuesday, October 29, 2013 12:20 PM, Lisa Levenstein ~ 
Dear SNCF: 

,~,g mail.com> wrote: 

We have some disturbing news to share and hope you’ll take immediate action. 

In response to a $5 million budget shortfall resulting from severe budget cuts and falling enrollments, the UNC-GA has demanded that Elizabeth 
City State University (ECSU) cut programs classified as "low productivity." The ECSU administration has made a list of "Programs Considered for 
Discontinuation." History and Political Science are two of the seven programs identified on this list (Geology and Physics are also on the list). The 
fact that any university is considering the elimination of these departments is further evidence of the destructive and unsustainable course adopted 
by North Carolina’s state legislature. 

Included below is a letter drafted by History faculty about the impact of cutting a History Department. We hope those who represent the other 
departments under threat will feel free to adapt the letter as you see fit. 

MOST IMPORTANT: If you agree with the sentiments of the letter, please copy and paste the letter, or your version thereof, and email it to the 
individuals below. 
Please ask the Chair or Head of your institution’s History Department to write-as well as any other Humanities department you feel would support 
this endeavore. And please help publicize the plight of ECSU more widely: http://www.dailyadvance.com/node/2205965 

ECSU Provost Ali Khan: aakhanCb, mail.ecsu.edu 
ECSU Vice Chancellor Eric Thomas: wethomas@mail.ecsu.edu. 
ECSU Chancellor Charles Becton: clbecton@mail.ecsu.edu. 
UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs Suzanne Ortega: stortega@northcarolina.edu 

As a faculty member at ~ I am greatly alarmed to learn that Elizabeth City State University is considering a decision to 
discontinue its History program. This step would be unprecedented in the nation and has profound implications for our state 
and its future. 

First, History represents a vital component of any university’s core mission and liberal arts curriculum. The study of History 
exposes students to diverse cultures and complex national and international connections that are essential for functioning in 
today’s global world. On every campus, History faculty contribute to the General Education core by providing courses that are 
required for all students. 

Second, at ECSU History faculty play a critical role in training Middle School and High School teachers for a twenty-one 
county region in northeastern North Carolina, an area that has historically been, and remains, one of the most economically 
depressed in the state. 

Third, business leaders nationally have repeatedly expressed their preference for hiring graduates with expertise in the 
Humanities due to the research and critical thinking skills that these majors provide. 

Thus beyond the fact that eliminating your History program stands at odds with ECSU’s mission since its establishment in 
1891, such a decision will have dire educational and economic consequences for future generations of our state. 

I therefore respectfully urge you to reconsider this course of action and do everything in your power to prevent this outcome. 

Sincerely, 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=65646444.b684d774e3fcd~fbca2ce1b52cd3a3e6&n=T&~=aaad&~=33786276 



(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33786276-65646444.b684d774e3fcdOfbca2celb52cd3a3e6@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cla~lon, Justin <jwclay@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:09 PM 

Colo~, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr"~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Reid, Aja R ~aja rei&~unc.edu> 

RE: Joseph Megel- Spring 2014 

Hi Sonia, 

It has been submitted in EPA Web. Also, when wok~[d it be a good time for Aia ai~d I to come over so she cai~ meet you and Eui~ice? As you know she will be your HR 

Speda~ist h~ the gus~ness Center. 

Just let: me know a good l:~rne h:~r you both and we can come by, 

Thanks, 

Justin 

Sent; Tuesday, October 29, 20~3 ~:~3 PN 

To: ClaSh, Justin 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 3oseph Megel- Spring 20~4 

Hello Justin 

I submitted request number 28~46, regarding change in salary distribution per attached. AAAD is paying for teaching one course during Spring 20~4. 

Home department is Communication Studies. 

Thank you, 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Public Polio’ Department - 962-48 ~4 

3beruethy Hall, CB #3433 

(M. 8-S, T. I-S, W.8-12, T. I-~, F. 8-S) 
African, .~[rican -American ¯ Diaspora Xtu(~es- 966-1295 

BaSle Hall, CB # 339~ 

(T. *-12, W. i-S, T. ~-12, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:10 PM 

Clayton, Justin <jwclay@email.unc.edtr~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Reid, Aja R ~aja rei&~unc.edu> 

RE: Joseph Megel- Spring 2014 

Thank you so much Justin. 

From: Clayton, Justin 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 20:13 2:09 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, EuNce N; Reid, Aja R 

Subject: RE: Joseph IVlegel- Spring 2014 

Hi Sonia, 

f~: has been submit~:ed in ~?PA Web. Also, when wouM it be a good l:h~e for Aja and ~ to come owner so she can meet you i~nd ~?unk:e? As you know she will be your HR 

Specialist b~ the gus~ness Center. 

Just let me know s good time for you both and we can come by. 

Thanks, 

Justin 

From= Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 20~3 ~:~3 PM 

Te= ClaSh, Justin 
C¢; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Joseph Megel- Spring 20~4 

Hello Justin 

I submitted request number 28146, regarding change in salary distribution per attached. AAAD is paying: for teaching one course during Spring 20~4. 

Home department is Communication Studies. 

Thank you, 

Sonia Colon 

Accounting ~ecbnidan 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 

Abernethy IIall, C~ #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

AJVican, African -American & Dia,s~ora Stu~es - 966-1295 

BaSle Hall, CB # 3395 

(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillis. Ken <~khilli@email.unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Joseph Megel 

Hi Eunice, yes, and it looks like it’s ’figured out.’ Lots of too and fro for so little but I did learn something tlcom the exercise. Hope you are well as well. See you soon rm sure best, Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Con~munication Studies 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Subject: Joseph Megel 

Dear Ken, 

I hope you are feeling better. 

I have had discussions with Sonia Colon and she has told me that this is the way to move forward Sonia consulted Laura Yurco at the College ofA & S 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Joseph Megel 

Hi Eunice, 

hence this email Elizabeth has foP~,arded me the email trail of enquiries she’s made re: Joseph and teaching in the 
Spring. I’m told that the best way to proceed is for you to pay Joseph, the course won’t be cross-listed but only offered by your department, and that this will work out o.k. for us/Comm 
Studies Is this also your understanding and, if so, are you cool with it’? (After all the discussions it does seem like a complete reversal of strategy but Elizabeth assures me that it’s all fine 
and so I’m cool with it if you are too. Hope all is well on your end of the wire. 

best, 
Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Communication Studies 
’]7he University of Nnrth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <Queslia.Email@mail 1.questia.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 5:59 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Research paper questions? #AskQuestia 

H ow c a n I av o J d p lagJar is m ? #As k q u e s t i a W ih ~::: i e ~::ai~ :: ii:i ~-~ 

#AskQuestia 

Do ,~,o~, need he~p ,,,,~h ;,o~,r rese~,ch p~per~ .,.re ,~,o~, ~’,,onder~n~ ho,. to 
choose a topic, conduct research, outline, cite sources, write the first 

draft, and apply revisions? #AskQuesL~a we can help~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinma~a <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:05 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] julian tx~nd at stone center 11/19 - 7pm 

FYI. 
........ Origindl Message ........ 

Subject: [progfac] j ulian bond at stone center 11/19 - 7pro 

Date:Tue, 29 Oct 2013 16:32:10 -0400 (EDT) 
From:Elyse C~s~all ~mindspring.com > 

Reply-To:Elyse C~s~all ~mindspring.com> 
To:The progihc mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

dulian Bond to Deliver 20i3 Charleston Lecture 

by Enily Wallace on Ootober ]5, 2013 

Civil rights pioneer an@ legislator dulian Bond will deliver the 2013 CParleston Lecture in Southern Affairs on November 19, 2~ 

Bond’s address, "Civil Rights, Then and Now," coincides with the 50th anniversary of the March on Washington for Jobs and Freec 

While a sttlde[R~ at Hxehotlse College’, Bond helpel found the Stul~nt No[~vioient CoordJ[~a~ng CoK~tittee (SNCC), and ]a~e~ s~rved 

"Julian Bond has been an indomitable long-distance runner in the nation’s ongoing struggle over civil rights," says W. Hodding 

Bond holds 25 honorary degi~}}s, and cum~ently serves as Distinguished Visiting Professor a~l American Hniversi~y in WashJr~g~on, 

"From his undergraduate years at Ho~ehouse College in the early 1960s to the p~esent, dulian Bond has been an eloquent voice fc 

HNC Chanoeiior Caitol Folt wJ]l int~Diuoe Bored at the StorH~ Cent}~. "We are esp}oial]y grateful to those whD support ~he Charles 

This program is also supported by the generous contributions of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 

--- Y?’a are currently subscribed t? progfac as:                 @nc.:~5.oom. To unsubsoribe send a blank 

emaii to leave-33788109-49846192.948d3c248883b354691d06b3cf6cdf29@listserv.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul~ 
sej- factflty, as: <a h~e~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a~. To unsubscribe send a blmak ~r> 

email to <a href "maAlto:leave-33788607- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33788607- 
3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<~/a~ 



i am not sure if ~,o~ re~ce::ived my emai~ eaH~e~" but t~hi;s morn;ing a~]d I m{.ssed OLa- exam. t ’wanted to k~now if it ~vas possible {or me to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Today’s Headlines: Ousted General in E~ypt Is Back, as Islamists’ Foe 

Top News 

Ousted General f~ Egypt i~ lBaek, as 

Gen. Mohamed Farid el-Tohamy’s swJR m~d si]e~t rehabi]itatio~ 

from corruption charges, cz~ties say, signals a restoraBon of 

old order after the mi]itu~T ta]~eover. 

Sp34ng Known at Top Leve|s, Oft~cials Say 

The White House has long been aware in get,era] terms of the 

National Security Agency’s overseas eavesdropping, the naiion’s 

top spymaster told u }louse hearing on Tuesday, 

WHITE HOUSE MEMO 

~. r.,~.r~.r~ 

President Obama ~ms beel~ m~der fire for his seeming detachment 

~rom significant matters, like the ro]lou~ of the health insurance 

website and seerek spying o~ allied heads ~ff stute, 

ed FaHd I 

lawmak 

ors and 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vine:o: Keeping Up Car~oie 

Carrie Street resembles many blocks in Detroit, with reside~ts 

like BrodeHek Hunter t~Ting ko maintain comnmnib, and 

security umid blight. 

Related Article 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

H~ve Patience With LTs 

We don’t need U .S. booL~ on the g~x)und in Iraq, but we need 

America to help fight terror and seem’e our borde~. 

World 

As it Denotmces UoSL Spyk~g, Em’ope Delays 

Privacy Prol-ection al- Home ....... 
Angels 

Germany’s acquiescence in a k1~tish--led effort to fl’eeze the 

privacy measures h~ghligbted what al@ear to be contradictions 

between the verbal suppo[~ for p[@acy among European leade*s and their 

policy decision, s. 

S)mia Fires Offidal %Vho Tried to Broker Peace 

Qa@~ JamiI, a deputy prime minister who met wRh ~mfica~ 

and Russian officials abouk peace ~dtm to end Syria’s war, was 

dismissed for n ot eoordill atin g sn ch m eefi ~ as with the 

governmen t. 

Depu h.’ 
Prime 

Mirfi~ter 

Senators SVar~ Obama Before Iraq Leader s ~ isit 

An influential g~up of senators sent a strondy worded letter to 

warn that the Iraqi premier’s "rnismanagernenU of the eoantW’s 

polities had eonla’ibuted to fl~e sm’ge of violence there. 

MiniVer 

Nuri 

U.S. 

Ca~tdidate %Vith a Past 

Mar~in J. Walsh is a recovering aleohdic, and his campaign has 

moved many former addicts h-~ step ou~ fl’om the shadows and 

publicly suppose him. 

,~ Slide Show: 18 Years Sober and RUl~lqiRg for Mayor 



Deal Reached i,~ Inqtii~’ l~to Visa Fraud ~t Teeh 

Gim~t 

Infosys has agr~x~d to pay $34 m~l]io~ to settle claims of 

"systemic visa [rand and abuse" involving temporaW workers 

brought to fl~e United States. 

B~siness-Co~ervative A~iance Presses for 

Immigration Aefion 

A group of more than 600 lcadcrs fl’orn roughly 40 states 

descended on the Capitol taking aim at House RepuMieans who 

they think could suppo* ~ broad legisla~on. 

..... left, 

Mark 

S2urtieff 

Business 

B7 ~N~E~ E 

A power strug~e be~veen the European Union and the Russb~n- 

backed Customs Union is squeezing Roshen, the largest 

confectioner in UkrNne. 

Al~ead ofloP.O. Twitter Alte~’s Feed to .Add 

Images 

The change could increase user numbers, and also help the 

company sell more visual ads. 

DEALBOOK 

Fo~" O~ee- i~i,~ ~ ty Sears~ Pict~res of Decay 

The rebdler is selling ~ts I,ands’ F.nd and Sears Auto Center 

brands and dra~qng doubLs and m~ticism. 

Sports 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

B~lls Stm" Returns, b~t Heat Own Stage 

Even u~ the return of Derrick Rose from a knee i@~rT, the 

Bulls were no match for the Heat on a night when ~he two.-time 

defe~ding N.B.A. ehamph:ms reeeived their 

Buils’ 
Derrick 



Tr)4ng to Outrm~ the Cardinals~ Long Reach 

KMOX, the powerflfl St. I ~uis radio staficm, has been 

b~s~adeasting Cardinals baseball to Middle America since ~926, 

but could a reporter outddve its sig)ml? 

1957, 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
7~{ It, the 

daekie Robinson’s Legacy Recedes on 
VVorid 

With Aflqean-Ame~qean reprs;senb~tion in Major Ix’ague Baseball 

failing to its lowest numbers in decades, the obvious question is whether 

baseball ea~ reverse the tremL 

Arts 

Calde~0’s Hei~0s A~:euse T~0usted Deale~¯ of F~0aud 

The Alexa~der Calder estate is sni~g tbe heirs of Calder’s fix’met 

dealer, Klaus O. Pefls. 

2 1exand 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Does It Say ~Arrglf "~V]hen Yo~ N[ake a Kill? 

The ~ewest en~T i~} tbe Assassi~}’s C~>ed game series, Black Flag, 

explores ~8th-eenLuW pirate life in the Cafibbeam 

ON COMEDY 

For ’SNL’ Cast, Beir~g Diverse May Be Better Than 

Being ’Ready’ 

For a show of topical parody rooted in polities am:l mass enbawe, 

divmsRy is a question notjust of fairness, but of art. 

Obituaries 

Augusto Odo~e, Father" Behind ’Lo~’enzo’s OiL’ 

Dies at 8o 

Mr. Odone, who had no medical training, helped concoct an 

eN.~erimenta] medicine that ex¢e~ded the lit> of his son 

inspirs~d a Hollywood fi]m. 

Lawrence Go Foster Dies at 88; Helped Lead 

Tyl e,m] O~it o f Cyani d e Cri sis 
SF I.:RUCE WEI.:ER 

Mr. D>ster, the former vice preside~t of public relafio~s at 

Johnson & Johnson, helped form ula te the company’s rs;sponse 

to the multiple deaths related to ~’yanide-laeed capsules of TylenoI. 

Odon~ 

with 

Dining & Wine 

Pan de }luerto Is Bread That Gets l[r~to the Spirit 

Ot~ the Mexieat~ holiday meant to, he, nor the dead, Dis de los 

Muertos, or Day of’the Dead, tbis tt~eat is i~ dema~d. 

John 



LETTER FROM PARIS 

Turning ~.he Huhl- Into a Trip ~o the Market 

In France, the poi~}t of the pm~fit of game ~s the join’hey from 

fields and lbrests to the tables of starred restaurants an d rm’al 

bistros, 

~ Slide Show 

The 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~o.~ In Performance: ’RoosevElvis~ 

KHsten Sh’h and E]bby King play the sphi~ of Theodore 

Roosevelt and Elvis PresIey in "RoosevElvis," a new work by the 

theater collective the TEAM, at the Bushwk’k Start. 

~ vm~:o.~ Intersection: The Warsaw Way 

In Poland’s youthfltI Savior Square, Marfina Matwiqiezuk, a 

singer, displays her elegan t nonehalan t style through mLxing 

simple and avant-garde pieces. 

video, f;o to NYThnes.comNideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

All~es ~n Revolt 

In Iig)~t of what is basieally an open rebellion fi’om friends in the Midge East 

region, President Obama needs to ~vassm:e, m~d work with, America’s pa~ne~. 

EDITORIAL 

Pul~g More Controls on Pai~3dHers 

’Ixxo decisions by the F.D.A. show the challenges of dealing with the misuse of 

prescription dn~gs that contain hydrocodone. 

EDITORIAL 

A Mixed Decision on the Texas Abortion Law 

A federal jndge bloeked an impor~mt part of the state’s new law ~at would have 

curtailed access to abortion care, but he let a second bogus pwvision stand. 

Fo~ :’~o~e or)ir~ioI~ 90 to NYTimes.comiOpinion >~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Dynasty to Duck 

Dick Cheney may be waking up eveD’ morning with a smile on 

his face, but, to some of us, "It’s Not a Wonderful Life." 

~ GehJmnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Meet the Ntlakers 

From China to India to Lebanon, these cx?llege graduates are 

spreading education, one nation at a time. 

, Colum nisX Page 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST I TA-NEHISI COATES 

H:onmeonfing at Howard 

Howard University’s special r~le in integrafio~ is paving ~e way 

for Rs own obsolescence. 



mere opi:~ion: g~: to NYTimes,com/Opii~io~ ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Freest Page i Buy this FroI~t Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ ~,nyt.co~ ~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-maiL Rlease do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message beca~ise you signed ~ip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsleL~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions i Change Yodr E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:25 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2014 teaching 

That’s fine ~vith me. 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~             (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 5:13 PM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Spring 2014 teaching 

Dear Geurges, 

Thanks fur sending the blurb. It is fine My unly minur suggestion fur the blurb is to go with (re: repercussions) the "Great Lake Regions" alune. 

Best wishes and thanks fur teaching this seminar, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntal~j a, (3 eurges 
Sent: Tuesday, Octuber 29, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Spring 2014 teaching 

Thaaks, Eunice. Attached please find the bl~trb proposed for ray section of AAAD 412. Once you approve it, I ~vill instruct the Student Bookstore on ray selection of textbooks. 

Georges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. 4             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Cc: Jankcn, Kenneth R 
Subject: Spring 2014 teaching 

Dear Oeorges, 

As a follow up to oLtr conversation about our department’s curriculum needs, I write to confirm that you will be teaching a section of AAAD 412 in the Spring. The course will focus primarily 
on R~vanda in light of the upcoming 20th anniversary of the R~vanda Genocide. This course replaces your section of AAAD 395. As the three of us agreed we will only offer one section of 
AAAD 395 given the number of our majors. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <~danielg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:07 AM 

Textor, Laurie J <ljtextor@emml.unc.edu-~; Lanktbvd, Sheri ~slanktb@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

today 

Laurie and Sheri: 

Eunice and I roll be getting quick lunch at Fosters market at 12:20 if you want to meegfind us. I’ve rearranged things so I can s~y till 4 pm today. However, I must 

leave rigN at 4 pm. 

I teach from 11-12 ... I’ll look for final letter later this morning, My cell!text is if you need to get fi~rther word to me. 

Thanks all. 

Dan 

Daniel P. Gittemian 

Thomas 14~illis Lambeth Distirtguished Cltair in Public Policy 

Acting Chafir and Director of Graduate Studies 

Department of Public Policy 

UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Abemethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute 
FedEx Global Education Center 

CB# 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 

E-mail: Danielg@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Textor. Laurie J <ljtexto@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:15 AM 

Gitterman, Daniel P ~danielg@email.unc.edu-~; Lanktbrd, Shed <slanktb@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: today 

Thanks, 

From: Gitterman, Daniel P 

Sent~ Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:07 AM 

To; Textor, Laurie J; Lankford, Sheri; SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: today 

Laurie and Shed: 

Eunice m3d I will be gettfing quick lunch at Fosters market at 12:20 if you waist to meet/find us. I’ve rearranged flaings so I can stay till 4 pm today, ttowever, I must 

leave right at 4 pm. 

I teach from 11-12 ... I’ll look for final letter later this morning, My celFte:~ is if you need to get fu(ther word to me. 

Thanks all. 

Dm~iel P. Gittermma 

Thomas’ Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Pohcy 

Acting Chair and Director of Graduate Studies 

Depaxtment of Public Policy 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill 

Abemethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Resemeh Institute 

FedEx Global Education Center 

CB# 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:27 AM 

Textor, Laurie J <ljtextor@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Verbiage 

Eunice -- can you locate the apology email on computer purchase? 

Dmliel P. Gittermaaa 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Poli~ 

Acting Chair and Director of Graduate Studies 

Depaxtment of Public Policy 

University of North Coaolina at Chapel Hill 

Abernethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute 

FedEx Global Education Center 

CB# 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 

E-mail: Danielg@emaJ 1. unc.edu 

From: Textor, Laurie .1 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:14 AM 

To: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Subject: Verbiage 

Dan, 

I have been asked to get the exact verbiage used when this admission was made. Do you recall? 

Thanks. 
i. You admitted to Chair Dan Gitterman that you made a mistake and should not have purchased the laptop. 

Laurie J. Textor, MPA, SPHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts and Sciences 

003 Howell 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Phone (W): 919.962.9276 

Phone (C): 

Ijtextor@email.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Textor~ Laurie J <ljtexto@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:30 AM 

Gittennan, DaJfiel P <daJfielg@emml.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Verbiage 

I think I have that e-mail. I can look also. (Two cents...I think that it would have been helpful for Sheri to look at the changes as we were sending them in the 

updated document instead of waiting til the"final drafU for last minute review. I’m a tittle frustrated on that.just a vent [ need to get out._.) Thank you[ 

~rom: Gitterman, Daniel P 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 20~3 9:27 AM 

To= Textor, Laurie J 

~¢: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Verbiage 

gu~ce -- can you locate the a~lo~ elnail on computer purchase? 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair #t Public Policy 

Acting Chair aJ~d Director of Graduate Studies 

DepaJrtment of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Abernethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute 

FedEx Global Education Center 

CB# 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 
E-mail: 

From= Textor, Laurie .1 
Sent= Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:14 AM 

To= Gitterman, Daniel P 
Subject= Verbiage 

Dan, 

I have been asked to get the exact verbiage used when this admission was made. Do you recall? 

Thanks. 
i. You admitted to Chair Dan Gitterman that you made a mistake and should not have purchased the ]aptop. 

kaurie J. Textor, MPA, SPHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts and Sciences 

003 Howell 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Phone (W): 919.962.9276 

Phone (C): 



FFO[II! ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StreetSigns <streetsi gn~ente~gmaJ 1. corn@mail 183. wdc02 .mcdl v. net> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 10:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@e~naiLnnc.edu> 

Final StreetSigns New Works Reading: "Wider Than The Sk3/’ 

Thank you to everyone wi]o joined us for our most recent 
reading, A Simple Gi~ by ~, Cat Ford~ We had a ful~ house 
and great energy, and we very much appreciate your 
input ~nd support, 

The new and finai reading of the New Works Initiative 
Reading Series wili be W’ider Than Fi~e Sky, a new one- 
woman p~ay based on the wdtin~s of Em#~ ~i~k~, 

~Jl~;~l ~JJs~ ~g@, The p~ay ~s adapted from 

C~rle~, directed by ~ese~ ~e#el, and performed by 

In Wider Than The Sky; an actress wi~o has performed 
Belle d Amherst at the intema~Jonal ~eatre FestivN ~n 
Avignon finds herself haunted by Era@ D~ck~son~ The 
p~ece Js abou[ khe journey the ac[ress kakes ~n deMng ever 
more deeply h~to the poems and ~e~ers, the wo~ds of 
D~ck~nson, a~d their power to open our world. 

H~ls#~’~ St~ P~t!~b~}, accessible via ti~e Oakieaf 
Restauran~. entrance. Admission is 

We hope you can be with us for this finai reading in our 
New Works ~nitiative Reading .~edes and ioin the 
conversatio,,’~ about what happens next. Learn n’,ore at 

Sincerely, 

Elisabeth Lewis C:oriey and Joseph ~’iegei 
Street.Signs Center for Literature and Performance 

About StreetSig~s 

Literature and Performance 

professbnsl performing1 

based ~n Chatham County, 

Comi~g Up Next 

,’:,,,:~ ~ptec~ flora Emily 

Sunday, Nov t0 at Spin 

ChathaR", Mills, Room 530 
480 Nillsboro Si Pktsbo~e 

Free AdmMs~on 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~u~ce~ 

Williams, Ronald <~rcw@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 11:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Class 

On the class schedule, it appears that ~nly class is 

tomorrow. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 

Assistant Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

which meets fi~om Please confirm that this is the class ruth the exam 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:23 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Re: Textor/(?ittermm~/McHale 3:30pro today 

Speak with Sonia privately that has resigned. Will know more soon. 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Dislingnished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 
Sent fa)m iphone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 1:19 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <t(f.~9.~,)~i.E~a..!~:f?.~[4:#[v!:~:> wrote: 

I am available too. 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 12:41 PM, "Gitterman, Daniel P" <da]vlel~’~:]naii.~mc.e&~> wrote: 

Yes 

Daniel P. Gittemmn 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distingui shed Chair in 
lXablic Policy 

UNC-CH 

Sent frown iphone 

Yes, Tamm¥ c~m do 3.-3:30pm todd;y, Is her office 

From: Tenor, Laurie 3 
Sent: Wednesday, Oc~ber 30, 2013 12:37 PN 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: ~: ~anks~ 
Can T~mmy meet w~th u3 from ~ --. 3:30 thi3 

From: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 ~2:17 PM 

To: Textor, Laurie J 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Thanks! 

I can do 3-330 

Daniel P. Gittennan 

Thomas Willis Lmnbeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 
Sent ti~om iphone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 12:05 PM, "Textor, Laurie J" <!J~:’,2’,.2~:~.~!~!:~’::5::~!.!~ wrote: 

Tammy has a rneeting frorn J.-3._..shafl we meet and then we car] pull her in at a later time or shall we find a 

time when she can meet with 

From: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 20:13:12:04 PM 

To: Textor, Laurie J; SaMe, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Thanks! 

Anytime between 1-245 would be great. 

Daniel P. Gittemmn 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Dislinguished Chair it, Public Policy 



Acting Chair and Direclx~r of Graduate Studies 

Department of PuNic Policy 

Uuiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Abemethy ttall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow-, Global Rese~acch Institute 

FedEx Global Education Ceuter 

CB# 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 
E-mail: 

From: Textor, Laurie J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: Gitterman, Daniel P; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thanks! 

Shall we meeL this afLernoon? We may need Tarnmy’s involvernet~L...not sure what her calendar 

From: Gitterman, Daniel P 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: SaNe, EuNce N; Textor, Laurie J 

Subje~: RE: Thanks! 

Tlm~k you for the u~ate. Let’s debfi ef ou ne~ steps. 

D~iel P. Gittennan 

Tllomas Willis Lambeth Disfinguislled Chair in Public Polio. 

Acting Chair and Director of Graduate Studies 

Department of Public Policy 

UniversiiT of North Cm~olina at Chapel Hill 

Abemethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute 

FedEx Global Education Center 

CB# 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 
E-mail: ~i el,:’,,:g:~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:51 AM 

To: Textor, Laurie .1 
C:c: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Subject: Thanks! 

Dear Laurie, 

Thanks for your guidance and support during this process! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

MURAP Summer Internship Optx~rtunity 

FinalMurapStudentAnnoucemeut2014.doc; MUIL~’d~ 2013 Flyer.pub; ilnage004.wmz 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

Please help us in making students aware of an opportunity at hand. The Moore Undergraduate Apprentice Program (MURAP) is seeking to recruit more applicants 

from UNC-Chapel Hill. There will be an informational session on Tuesday, November ~L9th from 7-8 in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305. We encourage all 

interested students to attend. 

Please pass along the blurb that appears below along with the official student announcement, which you’ll find attached to this email, to any students who are 

qualified. In addition, I’ve attached a MURAP flyer that you can post in your department. MURAP greatly appreciates any assistance with our recruitment efforts. 

Best, 

Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications for a ten-week paid summer research internship for undergraduate 

students (rising juniors or rising seniors at the end of this academic year). The program will be held from May 25-July 31, 2014 at the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. The MURAP program seeks to prepare talented and motivated students from racially and ethnically diverse backgrounds, or those with a proven 

commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic careers in fields in the humanities, social sciences and fine arts. The program provides students with a 

rigorous research experience under the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor. 

Each student participant will receive: 

-Stipend 

-Campus Housing 

-Meal Allowance 

-Weekly or biweekly writing, communication skills and professional development workshops 

-GRE prep course 

-Paid domestic travel expenses 

INFO SESSION: Tues., Nov. 19th from 7pm-Spm in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305 

The application deadline is February 7, 2014. For more details about the program please see the attached announcement. To access an application and for 

additional information about M U RAP please visit our website at murap.unc.edu or contact Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator, murap@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke,edu~; 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:44 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

CFP: 2014 UNC-Dnke Consortium Conference (Feb 6-8, 2014) 

2014 Consortium Conference CFP.docx 

Call for Proposals - 2014 Consortium Conference - February 6-8, 2014 

Submission Deadline: December 9, 2013 
The UNC - Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to invite you to participate in the ] 0th annual 
Consortium Conference to take place on February 6-8, 2014 at Duke University, John Hope Franklin Center and I~C-Chapel Hill, 
FedEx Global Education Center. 
The overall conference theme is Social Justice and Cultural Self-Determination in Latin America and the Caribbean. It will include a 
number of special sessions focused on indigeneity, self-governance and alternative knowledge production, related to the project on 
Hemispheric Indigeneity in Global Term supported through the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies with funding 
from the Mellon Partnerships in a Global Age program. This project is a collaboration with the L~’C American Indian and Indigenous 
Studies program and the Center for Canadian Studies at Duke. Attention will b~ given principally to panels and individual proposals 
focusing on issues of (self) representation, identity, health and wellness, the environment, and the politics of knowledge. 
The topic is not restrictive, but inclusive. We invite submissions for panels and/or short presentations by individuals, pairs, collectives, 
or working groups related to the main conference theme. Panel proposals are strongly encouraged. 
Please submit your proposal electronically no later than Monday, December 9, 2013 (note: because the conference is being 
held one week earlier than usual this year, this is a firm deadline) to Miguel Rojas-Sotelo g?_k;!£~£5%!~_c_&dc[ (please use as 
subject: 2014 Consortium Conference). Your proposal should include a title and a brief (250 word) description of the topic to be 
addressed, as well as name(s) and affiliation(s) of the participant(s). Attachments in Microsoft Word are preferred, but if you send the 
information in the body of an e-mail message, be sure that your formatting includes international characters. 
For more information, contact Miguel Rojas-Sotelo (~k)!ff£C[k~,_~f~J~.), Natalie Hartman (N_b_~r~_u_ae,_~_c!~), or Beatriz Riefkohl-Mu~iz 
(riefkohl @email.unc.ed@. 

Na ~a i i ~" Ha rtmar~ 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke Ur~ J ve rs i ty 

phene 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}livea~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Duke / UNC Islamic Studies Graduate Student Conference 

CFPDukeUNCIslamicStudies .pdf 

Dear Pro£ Sable, 

Good afternoon. I am writing you, as chair of the dela~rtment, on g~zhalf of the     Ammal Duke-UNC Islamic Studies Graduate Strident Confi::rence. We are excited 

about this year’s theme, "Cartogra~ihies of Islam: Creating Locations and the Places Be?,ond Meaning," and believe it will ke ,~’trcngthened and enriched by 
inlerdisciplina~~ connections across l !NC and Duke University. 

In recognition of our hisk)r~cM connection with the Department of African. At?ican American, and Diaslx~ra Studies, we would like k) ask t~r your sponsorsNp ~ 

financially suplx~rt this conference~ which will take place 

Attached is the CaJ.l lbr Papels announcement aa~d in it you caa~ find a de~ription of our vision. We invite you to offer suggestions or ask us a~y questions that you may 

have. 

We that~k you for your time mid am looking fiorward to a fruitful conference ne_~a ~:mester. 

All the best, 

Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: ennice@email.nnc,edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subjet~: class: Reminder 

3:20 PM 

To: Group 

From: Eunice Sanie 

Dear Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Acienda: class. 

Our discussion tomorrow will focus on theme of democratic transformation in recent decades in Africa. Thus, come class (print the readings before class) ready 
to discuss insights from the following readings: 

1) Online journal - Political Studies Review) Gretchen Bauer, ’Let there be a balance’: Women in African Parliaments," in Political Studies Review, 2012 Vo110, 
370-384 

2) (Sakai)) Reading: Shireen Hassim, "The Challenges of Inclusion and Transformation: The Women’s Movement in Democratic South Africa" 

3) (Sakai) Olivier, Michele, "Civil Society and Democratisation in Africa with Specific Reference to the African Peer Review Mechanism" 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the" 

Messages for this site: 

’ site, To reply to this message click this link to access 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:04 PM 

in~l - duncp|as@duke.edu 

Nov 5 Copa de Manifesta96es talk at Duke Forum tbr Scholars and Publics 

Goldblatt~ pg 

Copa de Manifestac;bes: Brazilian Politics, Football, and the 2014 World Cup 
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Room 011 Old Chemistry Bldg, Duke West Campus 
In anticipation of the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, David Goldblatt will present "Copa de Manifesta~6es: Brazilian Politics, Football, and the 2014 World Cup" at the Forum for 

Scholars and Publics. 
Goldblatt is the author of The Ball is Round: A Global History of Soccer. A light lunch will be served. 

For more information: fsp.trinity.duke.edu/events/copa-de-manifestacoes/ 
To download event poster: fsp,trinity.duke.edu/files/2013/10/Goldblatt.ipq 

For more information contact: 

Meagaa~ Bonnell 

Digital Media Specialist 
Forum for Scholars and Publics 

Duke University 

meagan.bonnell~duke.edu 
919-660-3052 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:06 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Amber Dim Pearson <amber.di~@duke.edu> 

Invitation to discussion seminm on Citizenship and Hulnan Rights at Duke, 11/14 - DHRC@KIE 

HumanPdghtsConvo 1114.1xtf 

For more inlbrmation on this event, contact: 

Amber A. Diaz Pearson, Ph.D. 

Kenan Postdoctoral Fellow 

Kenan Instihtte for Ethics 

Duke Universily 

ambei.diaz~duke.edu 

Should a state have the right to revoke already-grauted citizenship from those who a;e born within its borders, but whose parents and grandparents remain 

undocumented? Join us tbr the upcoming workshop, Statelessness and the Quest for Cit~enship in the Dominican Republic, hosted by the Duke ttuman Rights 
Center at the Kenan Institute for Ethics and cospon~red by the Ceuter tbr Latin American and Caribbean Studies. This is the third workshop in our new discussion 

series, Conversations in Human Rights. 

The workshop is on Thursday, 14 October, from 4:00-6:00PM in West Duke 101 (Duke Eas~t Campus) followed by a reception. 

The featured panelists are Rosario Espinal, sociologist at Temple University, and Nassef Perdomo, conslitulional la~er from the Dominican Republic. 

Deborah Jenson of CLACS and Romance Studies roll serve as discussant, while Michaeline Crichlow of AAAS and Sociology roll serve as moderator. This event 

is open to all faculty., graduate students, and postdocs. **RSVP by Tuesday, November 12"* 

For more information and to RSVP, visit "the Duke Human Rights Ceuter at the Kenan Institute for Ethics 



i.~.i HumanRightsConvo1114.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Gittem~an, Daniel P <~danielg@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                4:45 PM 

Public Policy Core Faculty <ppcorefac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Maxk~ Julie T <jmmrks@email.tmc.edtr>; DAmico, Elizabeth <edamico@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Update Important 

Colleagues: 

has resigned her position as effective Sonia Colon will serve as Acting Business Officer, effective 

Please take a minute in the hallway to thank Sonia and Maly Leigh for all their support 

Best, Dan 

Daniel P 
O~tberman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 
Public Policy 
UNC 
Sent from iphone 

¯ We will post a position ASAP. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: No U.S. Action, So States Move on Privacy Law 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

No U.So Atrtion, So States Move on Privacy Law 

Lawmakers in lo s ’tares have passed more than two dozen privacy laws this year 

as SUl.~po~ for the bills has grown among eonstih~e~ts. 

~ N.S A Said to Yap Google and Yahoo Abroad 

Tap on Merke~ Provides Peek at Vast Spy Net 

Phone monitoring by the National Secufib" Ageney is hardly 

limited to leaders like Angels Merkcl of Germany, and also 

includes their top aides and the heads of opposing parties. 

As ]~nte~oest Fades in the Humanities, Colleges 

V~;orPy 

Wi~ ~e groM~g money and attention devoted to sNe~ce and 

teehnoloKv, university administrators a~ concerned khat the 

hnmanities are being eclipsed. 

with 

Edm[ind 

....... Stanford 

Ibis 

Editors’ Picks 

vmEo: Sebelius s Dif:fic~|t Day on tl~e t]~ 

t tighligb ts from d~e tes [imoay be£)re a }louse eom mittee by 

Kathleen Sebeiius, khe health and human services secretary, who 

called the first month of the HealthCare.gov site "flawed." 

, Re~ated Article 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Too Nitmy :Bodies, Too Little Space 

The world’s cities are running out of plac.es Lo bray their dead. 

What is the soluth:,nP 

Many 

Box.ties, 

Too 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NATHL~EN S~E~LIUS, sei:retary of health and human semices, a~ a House committee 

hearing on the troubles with the health care website. 

World 

FoDo.A, Finds *~% of UoSo Spice Imports 

Contmninated 

The imports, from countries like Mexico and Iudia, are said to 

be ~inted vdth insect pa~s, whole insects, rodent haim and other 

things. 

India, 

Russia Denies ReporIs It Spied on Group of~o Officials 

It rejected an Fmlian newspaper’s report that Russian spy agendes distributed 

spedal USB dmrnb drives to eavesdrop on par~idpants ~R last month’s meeting 

in St. Pete~,~burg. 

Activists Feel Powerf~l "Wrath as Russia Guards 

Its Arctic Claims 

The detahmd crew ~-ff [he Oreenpeac, e ship ~Mvtie Sun~{se 

appeam to have grossly underestimated Russia’s tvadiness to 

asseA -- and even expand- its sovereign~y in an ~M’e~ie re,on po~en~ia1Iy 

wNa natural resources. 

, Lens EIO~: In Russia, Gonfiating Journalism and ’Hooliganism’ 

U,S, 

Voters’ _Anger Over Shutdown is haspiring 

DemoeraLs to Run 

Previously reluetant Dernoerats in places like _,M’kansas, Florida, 

Nebraska and New Jersey are suddenly deciding to challenge 

Republicans for House seaS. 

Contrite White House Spurns Health Law*s 

Critics 

While the secretsD’ of health and m na ~ senSees apologized 

! 
.athl~e 



profusely fi_~r the troubled rollout of the Affc, rdable Care Ant, 

President Obama traveled to Massachusetts to offer a tbrceflfl defe~se of the 

~ [] Why Some People Can’t Keep Ti~ehlnsurance Plans 

Some Filed Path to Navajo Roots Through 

Mormon Chm’eh 

Seeking to escape the dysfimndon and despair of reservation 

life, some Naw~jos are turnii~g to the Mormons %r spiritual 

solace and stability. 

Business 

Biteoi~ Pursams tNe Mah~stream 

Advocates of the digital currency biteoin say it is tea@ to 

emerge fl:om its fri~ge stah~s and become a common meflaod of 

retNl paymen t. 

~ ~ An Abridged History o~ Bitcoin 

DEALBOOK 

A onetime engineer who earned his law degree at night has been 

Behind the govermne*xt’s campaign to punish Wall Street f,’)r the 

finm~eial er{sis 

Fed Externals Stimulus as O~oouCh Stumbles 

The I~k;deral Reserve said it would keep its campaign of asset 

purchases at~d low it~terest rates intaeL The eet~tral ba*~k’s 

statement em~tah~ed no surprises, and the stock market barely 

budged. 

,Fq Interactive Graphic: Decoding the Fed’s S~tement 

~ 
Jaremy 

Allahe of 

Circie 

Bernank J 

e, the 

Sports 

GAME 6: RED SOX 6, CARDINALS 1 

R~d Sox Rout C~rd~als to W~ "~Vorld Se~°k~s 

Boston scored three in flae third imping m~d three in the tbmth to 

defeat St. Louis and win the set%s in six games, celebrating its 

fi~s t championship at Fenway Park since ~9,8. 



~E] Box Score~ Comments ] Highlights and Analysis 

Red Sex Hold Strikeout Mark Along With the Series Trophy 

ON BASEBALL 

Boston Leaves ~¢;orries Beb3~d and Lear~s to Be 

Happy 

The Red Son have the farm system, the finances m~d the fan base 

to be the envy of the m~ior leagues for years to 

* On Basebalk When Mac Retired Yaz to Stun the Red 

The 

KNICKS 90, BUCKS 83 

Knicks Show Pro~fise, and Flaws, in Debut 

The Knicks blew aa enormous second-half lead before pulling 

away’ fl’om the Bucks in a seasomopetfing vieko~7 thak was more 

about sm’vival than exeeuficm. 

, With Season at Hand, Knicks’ Defense Remains a Work in Progress 

ShumFe 
i1 ::,.:oi n9 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

glystery l~lan~ Painting the Town 

The graffiti artist known as Banksy has made New York 

persona] outdoor gallery for khe mo~kh of October. 

Under Fire~ Hedge-Fund Bill~onMre to Sell 

Choice A3"t 

Sk’ven A. Cohen is selling some $80 million in ar[ at Sod3eby~s 

a~d Chriskie’s this fall. 

i~.~ Andy 
...... ~’arho 

Zar~n N’Iehta Is to Oversee a Califm~fia Concert 

Sanrord We.ill is bringing iu Mr. Mehta, "dae former president of 

the New ~-ork Philharmo~h?, to help nm the Gree~ Music Center 

in Sonoma Cotmty. 

Mahta 

Obituaries 

A~,~sto Odone, Father :Behind ’Lorenzo’s 0i1,’ 
Dies at 80 

Mr. Odone, who had no medical training, helped concoc~ an 

experiment[a] me~Nne that extended the life of his so~ and 

~nspired a Holl~a~ood 

Lawrence Go Foster Dies at 88; Helped Lead 

Tylenol Out of Cyanide Crisis 
L:7 B~< UCL 

Mr. ["os tar, the former vice president of puMie relations ~t 

Johnson & dohnson, helped formtflak" the company’s response 

to the multiple deaths related to cyanide--laced caps ales of T.vle~ol. 

Odone 

helped 

Fashion & Style 

Missoni, N’Iore Thm~ a Zigzag 

After a },ear of b’agedies, the Missoni family begins to eha~t a 

left; 



Slide Show: OttavJe Missoni’s Legacy 

SCENE CITY 

Scaring Up Some Dm~gh for a Cau~� 

A]ee L~aht~dn and Coco Roeha, among others, pitched in fi)r the 

Ar~vMk NW benefit, where, aRer the p~ight cd the homeless, 

HaIIoween costumes were a dominant topic. 

~ Slide Show 

Kimberly Chandler Co~fing Into Her 0~ 

Ms. Chandler, wife of the New ~%rk K~icks center Tyson 

Chandler, sMilfuliy navigates the New York social circuit, where 

she has rece~tly become a vivid prese~ce. 

, ~ Slide Show 

Today’s Video 

Care 

With the Obama administration saying HealthCare.gov will fixed 

by Nov. 3o, Republicans are looking to attack other aspects of 

the Affor&~ble Care Act besides the troubled website. 

~ vmEo: Garlicky Clricken 

Elevate 1.~m~-seared chicken thighs by addi~g anchovies, cape~, 

garlic and plenki of lemon. Meiissa Clark shows how. 

~ VmEO; App Smart: Music Games 

Highlights of game apps with a stro~g musical eompone~t, as 

reviewed by °l’he °l]mes’s Kit Eaton. 

more video ",..o to NYTimes.comNideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Endless War~ Endless Suffering 

The innocent victims of Syria’s civil war desperately need more aid, food and 

medicine. 

EDITORIAL 

Alabama Sm’renders 

A sett}eme~}t upends a~ nneonsfi~]flona] and disastrons ~mmi~ath:m Jaw. 

EDITORIAL 

Scott Strh~ger for N ew York City Comptroller 

Mr. Stringer wou~d bring the ~ght mix of experience, doggedness and political 

sMlls to the job. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Thc Man Who 1.0ow~d Ccme~.crics 
;.~y .::, M.,~N 

Graveyards can provide historic bullet points, bird sanetuaries, 

excel]e~t fictitious names, and the lifelo~g som’ce of sweet calm. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Americans may not know all the det~]]s o1~ HeaKhCa~v.go% hut 

they k~ow a piling on wbe~ they sec K. 

~ Column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Cm°se of the Second 

Second terms haw" always bcen tough. Consider a resignation, an 

impeachment, even oral surgeW on a yacht off ~ng Island. 

Preside~t Obama sbonld~’t feel so bad. 

~ Columnist Page 

more opiniol-:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~> ’ m.nyt.com. 

About This E-Mai~ 

[~is is an autemated e-reaL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed kip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines :qewsleLRer 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subsc[iptions i Change Your E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Corl[act i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:37 AM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Gittennan, Da~liel P ~danielg@emml.unc.edu~ 

Busiuess Officer 

Dear Colleagues, 

I write to update you on our Business Officer’s situation, has indicated to the University that she wi 11 not be returning to her position as Business Officer following her leave 

Please note that Sonia Colon will be the Acting Business Officer effective My colleague Dan Gitterman (Chair, Public Policy) and I will work closely with the College of Arts and 
Sciences in the search for a Business Officer for both departments. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc edu 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lisks.unc.edu/u?id 656464d4.b684d774e3fcd0~oca2celb52cd3a3e6&n T&l aaad&o 33795566 
or send a blank email to leave-33795566-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0:~ca2celb52cd3a3e6@listserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <Routledge. skoz~Id~bwibqghf@tand£m sg focus.corn> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

New Re.arch m~d Ret~rence Catalogue - Routledge Sociology 

ii"~ Routledge 

F’o~ tile first time ever we haw~ 

Research and Reference ................................................................................ 

Sociology 

as o~.." backiist collection e~ relevs~ and popular works. A ~ew of 

~aJjor Works = There are two new collections publishing this 

year in the Cfltical Concepts in Socioloqyto leek out for: 

Sects Cults and New Reliqions, edited by Carole 

Cusack, IDanielle Kirby 

Power: Cfltical Concepts #~ Sociology, edited by John 

Scott 

Rout[edge Revivals = There are Iilteen new Routledge 

Revivals collections for Sociology to keep an eye out for this 

year. A few highlights include: 

Deviant Behaviour 

Feminist Challenges 

Sociology in Action 

HaJed boo~$ - There are 14 new Handbooks publishing this 

year too across a range of disciplines. Some of the key 

highlights inck~de: 

Routledge International Handbook of Contemporary 

aii bu~ bnline catal6cjs i 

Social and Political Theory, edited by Gerard Delanty, 

Stephen P, Turner 

The Roulledqe Handbook of International Cdme and 

Justice Studies~ edited by Bruce A~rigo, Heathe~ 

~ersot 

~ Routle~qe Hand.ok of Social and Cultural Theol. 

edited by Anthony ~1~o~ 

~ N~g1~#~#elntemationalHand~okofSocialand 

Environmental Change, edited by Stewart Lock,e, 

David A. Sonne~feld, Da~a R. F~sher 

There ~s something for every research ~eed - Just cl~ck 

the I~nk to take a look 

And ~on’t forget wRh our new on~#~e catalogs you can: 

browse full detai~s o~ al~ our new ~it~es; including lanes of 

contents, reviews, author b~ographies and more, [ecommend 

tJt~es of ~nterest to your ~brarJan and c[eate unique bookrests 

browse, buy, 8~d forward to fdends, colleagues 8£d ~ibrarians. 

Yours sincerely, 

Victo#a Joht~stot~ 



Senior Marketing Exec[~tive 

Routled,qe 

::~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P ..... 

Sign up by subiect ~rea to receive haws m~d ot~e~s straight to your inbo× from the Taylo~ & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscbbe at any time¯ 

We respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your ema~i address to any outside organizations 

Copybgilt 2013 Taylor & Francis, arl lnForma business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforl~-~a UK [.h~~ited registered 1¢~ England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortil~-~er House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe please click he__r_e.. Please note this is an automated operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mai128.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

PRICE 1NCREASE TOMORROW: Register NOW for Sixth Annual Conference! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

PRICE INCREASE TOMORROW!! 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s DailyStar 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin AbduHa AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@asmeascholars.org. 



Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o rg 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www asmeascholars.org 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Today’s clasps 

is also teaching my AAAD :lass ~. They are doing a review for the midterm scheduled for next Tuesdoy 

I’ll send you the full semester plan for both classes as soon as I can. 

Lydia Eoyd, Phi3 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
Battle Hall, CB #3395 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc edu 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 8:01 AM. Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

Dear Dave and Lydia, 

Greetings and my apologies for bothering you during this special time. 

Kindly let me know what I need to do today for the following classes:- 

Dave: 200-3.15pm class. 
Lydia: 3 304.45pm class. 

Given the circumstances, I can cancel them on your behal£ If you have aheady done so just let me l~ow. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxrkhedgvlqe~j@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 12:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Happy Halloween from Routledge: 20% OFF +FREE SttIPPING* 

Happy Halloween: 20% OFF all titles! 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders [ Forward to a Friend 

Happy Halloween 
from Rout edge! 
We’re offering 20% OFF* all titles 

through November 2nd. 

2,9 percent off 

To view our Halloween titles, please ~g!~.~g.}..>{.g Now until November 2nd 

receive 211% OFF* all titlea with discount code }3~K8¢~. Remember, all web 

orders over $35 receive FRIEI~ SHIPPING in the US and Canada. *Offer valid only with web orders at 

routtedge.com, psypress.corn, routledgementalhealth.corn, or focalpress com. 

Share ~he Savings with Frk;nds & Family. [] [] [] 

iR Happy Halloween! 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,Jtt 

_8_]~l_n___u_R__b_)~__s_’__u__bj_e_£_t__’_a__r_e__a_ to receive nmt,~ and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Greu#, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~zabons. 

Copyright 20’1g [aylor & Francis an informa bus~ness. 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name og Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 

Powered by      ] 



DEBT SOLUTT~ONS 

RSVP 

Questions? Com~c~ 
@unc,edui 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

docx 

Hello ProfessorSahle, 

I am very sorry I am just now getting my summary to you, I have had mid-term after mid-term for the last three weeks. While the syllabus clearly says, the 
summary must be submitted a week after the event, would you still accept mine? If not, I can go to the even in November. Thank you in advance for any 
help you may offer me. 

Best, 





course of treatment, the interior United States. j _ history? 

VIDEO 

record ambient sounds and interviews, and compose those sounds into full songs 
that help promote each organization’s mission. 

[ %1: watch video      ] 

potential cause of autism: 

Key enzymes may help 

illuminate environmental 

factors behind autism 

spectrum disorder. (UNC 

Health Csre) 

Sebsey’s simpler water 

The Compartment Bag 

"If people want to engage in a genetic parlor game, that’s fine. 

The truth is that finding anything worthwhile about your health 

from one of their tests is really rare" 

--Jim Evans, in De yoti want to i,;now whu~ will kill yoti? iSaion~ 

Pot Fragile X. autism (UNC 

UNC neuroscient~sts discover new m~Fdmeura~ computer’ m tr~e 

[.ar.qe-scale. high-quaiity public preschool pays o~f (FP~G Child 

Oeve~opment h~sfi!:ute) 

Duke, UNC to receive 1we federai grants wcdh nearly $102 



UNCCh~pe~H~.CB,1106 Ch~pe~H~,b~c~7599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Lachonya <ldwillia@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:43 PM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edtr~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-ddd@unc.edtr~ 

REMINDER: Senior/Master Lecturer Dossiers due Nov 8 

This message is being sent to all administrative managers in the College of Arts & Sciences, with an informational copy to Deans, Directors, and Department Chairs. 

Good Afternoon - 

This message is to remind you that dossiers for promotion to Senior or Master Lecturer should be routed to the Dean’s Office in Infoporte no later than November 

8, 2013. 

Thank you, 

Lachonya Williams, PHR, MSHR 

Associate Director of Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Operations 

101 Howell flail, CB# 3056 

(o) 919-843-9201 (VOIP) 
(m) 
(f] 919-843-3531 

For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via Dean’s Office Remedy. 



From: "@ive.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Thursday, 2:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: RE: class: Reminder 

Good afternoon Professor Sahle,I was wondering if I could schedule an appointment to discuss my first exam grade with you on Monday at 10:00 am? 

Thank you so much for your time 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu l eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  7:19 PM 

Subject:       class: Reminder 

To: AAAE Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Agenda: class. 

Our discussiun tomorrow will Jk~cus un theme uf democratic transfurmation in recent decades in Africa. Thus, come class (print the readings before class) ready tu discuss insights from the 
fulluwing readings: 

1 ) Online journal Pulitica[ Studies Review) Gretchen Bauer, ’Let there be a balance’: Wumen in African Parliaments," in Political Studies Review, 2012 Vol 10, 370-384 

2) (Sakai)) Reading: Shireen Hassim, "The Challenges uf Inclusion and Transformatiun: The Wumen’s Movement in Democratic South Africa" 

3) (Sakai) Ohvier, MJcheIe, "(2ivi[ Suciety and Demucratisation in Africa with Specific Reference tu the African Peer Review Mechanism" 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded messaae was sent via Sakai (& l_7NC-(2hapel Hill Messaaes from the "AAAD " site Tu reply tu this messaae click this link to access Messages fur this s~te: 
AAAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arts at the Core <ArtsatTheCore@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:18 PM 

Arts at the Core <ArtsatTheCore@unc.edw~ 

Arts@TheCore Reception and Preview 

Dear Arts@TheCore Faculty Friends, 

We invite you to join us for the Arts@TheCore Spring Preview and Faculty Reception. This will be an opportunity to informally chat some of the CPA staff, learn about upcoming 

performances, and share ideas with fellow faculty members for using the performing arts in your classroom. 

Wednesday, from 5:-6:30pm 

Gerrard Hall 
Hors d’oeuvres and wine will be provided 

All are welcome to come and go as you please throughout the reception. Please feel free to share this with your colleagues and graduate students. 

Sincerely, 

The Arts@TheCore Team 

Joy Kasson 
Mellon Distinguished Scholar for Arts@TheCore 
Professor, Departments of American Studies and English & Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-4064 
j skasson(.~’email.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 3:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: URGENT! AAAD ~tudent 

Good aI’ternoon Professor Sahle,I was ~vondering if I could schedule an appointment to discuss my first exam grade ~vith you on Monday at 10:00 am? Thank you so much tbr your 
time, 

From: eunice@email unc edu [eumce@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 7:19 PM 

Subject:       :lass: Reminder 

To: AAAD ~roup 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you are doing ;vell. 

Agenda: class. 

Our discussion tomorrow will :Focus on theme of democratic transformation in recent decades in Africa. Thus, come class (print the readings before class) ready to discuss insights from the 
following readings: 

1 ) Online journal Political Studies Review’) Gretchen Bauer, ’Let there be a balance’: Women in African Parliaments," in Political Studies Review, 2012 Vol 10, 370-384 

2) (Sakai)) Reading: Shireen Hassim, "The Challenges of Inclusion and Transformation: The Women’s Movement in Democratic South Africa" 

3) (Sakai) Olivier, Michele, "Civil Society and Democratisation in Africa with Specific Reference to the African Peer Review Mechanism" 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

’]?his ~2~rwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc,edtc> 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: URGENT! AAAD Student 

Yes ma’am I can also do 2 on Monday&Wednesday! 

From: Sable, Eunice N [ euniceS~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:44 PM 
To: 
Sulziect: RE: URGENT! AAAD Student 

Dear 

Thales for your emaih 

Do you have time that work for you in the afternoon (except 3 30pm-4.00pm) on Tuesday? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: URGENT! AAAD Student 

Good afiernoon Professor Sahle,I was wondering if I could schedule an appointment to discuss my first exam grade with you on Monday at 10:00 am? Thank you so much for your 
time 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: W~t.o~t:~v,                  7:19 PM 

Subject:       class: Reminder 

To: AAAI Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Agenda: class. 

Our discussion tomorrow will 12~cus on theme of democratic transformation in recent decades in Africa. Thus, come class (print the readings before class) ready to discuss insights from the 
following readings: 

1 ) Online jom-nal Political Studies Review) Gretchen Bauer, ’Let there be a balance’: Women in African Parliaments," in Political Studies Review, 2012 Vol 10, 370-384 

2) (Sakai)) Reading: Shireen Hassim, "The Challenges of Inclusion and Transformation: The Women’s Movement in Democratic South Africa" 

3) (Sakai) Olivier, 2vSchele, "Civil Society and Democratisation in Africa xvith Specific Reference to the African Peer Review Mechanism" 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ L~N’C-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD " site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages fi~r this site: 
AAAD 



ii S~at: Tht~sday~ ~ :44 

~To: S~tfle: Em~me N <etmice@ ema~ 

~S=bj~ct: ~GENT LETTER 

~A~aeh: Accident Le~e~- d~x 

~t~b~e~:: :~ass: Re m~n:~e r 

~To AAAE 

~ Sah~e 

~-~s ~t,~~:arde:d messa:r~ ~va< ~er~t v~a Sakai,=-~ ~b~C-C:i~a~p,e~ H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Court Blocks Stop-a~d-Frisk Changes tbr New York Police 

Top News 

Court Blocks Stop- and- Frisk Changes for N ew 

York Police 

A federal appellate panel says Judge Shira A. Scheindlin, who has 

been overseeing litigation on the tactic, violated a judiciaI code 

of conduct. 

Judge I 

sh~ A I 
Schamd I 

~AZhen Insurers Drop PoHeies: Threw Stories 

Now that new Jnsm’ance market#laces ate ~:g~ening m~der the 

Affordable Care Act, insurance companies arc canceling millions 

of individual plans thut fail [o meek minimum s 

Troubled Start for Heall-li Law Has Democrats 

Fee|trig Anxious 

President Obama now faces broad and mounting Democratic 

concerns that the troubled shaft of the insurance program 

impact Democratic candidates in ne:;t year’s midterm election,s. 

McDon 

Editors’ Picks 

BOOKS 

?~:: Slid~ S~o~ SL~r~, S~{OW: A Floafi~g :Historim~’s 

Hot-_,CAr Adventure 

tdehard Holmes, author of "b’alling Upwards," takes a Hale in a 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Beh~g ’Part]ly dewisl~’ 

Children who grow up fi~ i~teffaith eommm~it~es, learnh% a~d 

eelebra~ng bog~ rami]y rdigions, a~s~ not ]ost ~o audaism. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~{~::i!~i~:-~ :i!:;.i:.i~~i::,#:~. :i~i? :i ,<!: ¢i,:~?:!:; ;,i,:~:?i!i" 
RAY ~gGOVERN, a fro’met CA.A. official who met with Ed~,ard & Snuwden three weeks 

ago, on the conditions of his life in R~ssi& 

World 

Syria Destroys Chemical Sites, i~spectors Say 

While Syria met an imporbmt deadline, it still has ~,ago metric 

tm~s of chemical weapon,s it must destroy hy mid-2oI4, 

inspectors said. 

In Sl~adows, Hints ofa IJfe and Ewm a Job for 

Snowden 

Edward a. S~owde~, a former Nations Secure" Agency 

con tractor who received tempora W asy] u m i n Ru ssia, will sNtk 

work on Friday at an Interact company, a lawyer sNd. 

with the 

I F~ I 

nowde 

Ge~oman Polifidan Meets V~’ith Snowden 

A member of the pmqiame~tary committee that ove~.~ees (Yerma~ fi~tellige~ce 

met Edward ~. Snowden to explore whether he would testify’ in an inquiry of the 

N.S.A.’s mo~itorh~g of Chancellor A~gela Merkel’s calls. 

U.S. 

Ttmrm] for Srnugg|ir~g Found Under U,S,-Mexico 

:Bo~’der; Tons of D~’ugs Seized 

The sophisticated m~dergrom~d passageway featured e]eetrh::iU,, 

ventilation and an electronic rail system and to& about a year to 

build, officials said. 

In ReversM, Com0t Allows Texas Law on Abortion 

Days aRer a federal judge blocked a Texas law that threatened to shut dow~ 

many of the skate’s abortion clinics, an appeals eout’a said khe rule should take 

effect while the case goes forward. 



Whal bc’gan as a public relations predi~mcn~ for ~hc companies 

has evolved into a moral and business crisis thak khreab~ns thdr 

husin eases. 

Business 

When federal reg~flatoi.~ decided to make. the fot~aaer chief of a 

dissolved company personally responsible for a recall, husii~eas 

and legal groups took action. 

Time ~:arner Left Br~dsed in Fee Battle With 

CP, N 

The eah]e eompa~y lost 3o6,0oo ~elevision suhaeribers in the 

third quarter, hut’s by a eonkrack dispute khat resulted in a 

blackout c.,f CBS pro~’amming. 

Po|and, Wedded to Coal Spurns Europe on 

C|em~ Energy Targets 

A fossil-fuels holdout, Poland has actively worked to blo& the 

European Union’s ei]?)A to more tightly control greenhouse gas 

emission, s. 

:: Zucker, 
former 
head of 

Marcus 

s largest 
coa I- 
fired 

Sports 

Cliie£s Owner’s Plan Yields Quick Fix (but Not a 

HasW One) 

’Faking a more active I~le in running the ChieN, khe o~aer Clark 

ttunt, whose father, ~mar, founded the keam, has led a 

remarkable ~mmi~und. 

, ~ Slide Show: A Rapid Revival for the C~eN 

~ N.FL Rotilldup Dolphins Top Benga~s With Sate~ in LNe~ime 

Net ~’or Marathon, Ex-Addiel-s Find Their 

The San Patfignano ?d’ug rehahilita[ion renter in Ita]y is nok a 

t3~)ieal training ground fi:~r n~arathoners, but it will send a team 

of six former drug addicts ko eompeke in Sunday*s New York CRy 

The 
Chiefs 

(8-05 are 

Februar 

y, the 



No L~gl~ts or Came~0a,% but Drat~ Has 

The N.B.A. Development I,~ague on Friday will stage its annual draft, 

unglamorous exercise thak is nonetheless essen[ial for reeruRing players whom 

teams see value in developing. 

’ENDER’S GAME’ 

aa~d a Clfild Shall Lead Them Into Space Battle 

"gnder’s C-sine" imagines a fahm~ in whirh youngstcrs a~ 

trained as warriors fi’om an early age to fight EmiJ~’s enemies, 

t~e largc, inseeflike D~rmics. 

...... Steinfel 
d and 

DANCE REVIEW 
~ America 

Leap~a~g Into a New Home~ ~Vitl~ Poet~w and r~ sailer ] 
[heater 

American Ballet Theater ope~}ed its fidl season} at its new L~nco]n 

Cen ter home udth a world premiere of "The Tempest’ by AIexei Ratmansky. 

Oh, to Slip tim Bonds of Em~tl~ 

Richard Holmes, whose new tfistoU of balloon travel, "Falling 

!Tpwards," was published this wed<, takes to the sides in C’.range 

County, NA’. 

~ [] Slide Show 

Movies 

’DALLAS BUYERS CLUB’ 

Taking O~ Broncos a~d a Plague 

Matthew McCxmaugbey sta~.~ as an unlikely advocate 

patients wilk H.LV., taking his trea’mmn t into his ou~ hands in 

"Dallas Buyers Club." 

’ABOUT TIME’ 

l~Ian]}@ Y’es, ir~ T]~at Prese~t-Day B~-it.is|~ Way 

A Hugh Grant wannabe (Domhnall Gleeso~) and his fi~ther (Bill 

Niglv) indulge the supernaturN taleut shata’d by the men in khdr 

family. 

Ar~atomy ofa See~m: V~deo of About Time 

Rich ard Cu rfis ~arrates a seethe from b is corn edy feat~]rin g 

Domhnall Gleeson and Rachel McAdams. 

Obituaries 

Mmma Dey, 94, the Voice ofl~l~my a Bollywood 

Star, Dies 
L:7 ~!AF?ESH 

Mr. Dey was an acclaimed playback singer fi:~r Bengali as well as 

Boll3~vood films, but like most Bollywood singers, he was not 

secn on serecn. 



Lou Seheimcr, Whose Cartoon St~ldio 

Ente,~ained Generation X, Dies at 84 

Mr. Scheimer’s company, Filmatiom produced "Fat .~bert and 

the Cosby ~ds~" "The ~’ebie Show" and "He--Man and tim 

Masters of the Ihfiverse," among other cartoon series. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Guardim~ Scholars 

New program s to assist former foster children with college. 

, Children of the State, SRidenN on Their Own 

~ vwEo: intersection: The Warsaw V~:ay 

In Poland’s Savior Square, Martitm Matwiejezuk, a singer, 

displays bet degant nonchalant si3. qe through mixing simple and 

avan t--garde pieces. 

~ vwEo: Can’t Go ~:ithout: Gabrielle 

HamPton 

Paeki~}g for visits to Rome with the chef and restaurant owner, 

Related .&rticie 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Bad Ruling on Stop-and-Frisk 

A federal appeals court was m~wise to block necessary changes ordered by 

Judge Sbira Sehei~dJin. 

EDITORIAL 

The Politics of Petulance 

The latest casualty of the Senate Republican filibuster is PatHda Ann Millett, a 

highly qualified j udicial nominee. 

EDITORIAL 

Germm~y’s Blind Spot 

A~ obsession with expo~s is earn ing at a high cost %r other em:o eountries and 

iN own economy. 

Fo; :’ne~e oeinion 90 to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Journa|ist g’ith a l~lission 

Glenn Oreenwald believes that be faces possible at~’est if be 

returns to the United States but is unbowed. 

~ CehJmniat Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A War on l-lm Poor 

What happened to the Republican Pa~fy? It’s almost as if the 

par~ is solely fbcused o~ its bostilib~ to the less fbrhmate. 

, Columnis1 Page I Blab 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Yom~g, RestIess mtd Indian 



W hat is the mood of privileged y :~ung people it~ India today? 

Fe~ me~e oeinioi~ ~o to NYTimes.comiOpinion 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY]imes Pinterest 

[] ~i.~;,~""~i ~ 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~) I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ He~p Sect)o~ ~ ’ m,nyLcom ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

TNs is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib’_ed to protecting you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Mal~age Subscriptions i Chal~ge Your E-Mai~ i Pdv~c’j Policy I Contact i AdvePds~= 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / P~,chology Press <mail.skozxrkpewdakvtsk@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 10:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email,tmc.edu:~ 

Happy Haunting! 20% OFF ALL TITLES + FREE SHIPPING* 

Happy Halloween: 20% OFF all titles! 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders [ Forward to a Friend 

Happy Halloween 
from Rout edge! 
We’re offering 20% OFF* all titles 

through November 2nd. 

2,9 percent off 

To view our Halloween titles, please ~g!~.~g.}..>{.g Now until November 2nd 

receive 211% OFF* all titlea with discount code }3~K8¢~. Remember, all web 

orders over $35 receive FRIEI~ SHIPPING in the US and Canada. *Offer valid only with web orders at 

routtedge.com, psypress.corn, routledgementalhealth.corn, or focalpress com. 

Share ~he Savings with Frk;nds & Family. [] [] [] 

iR Happy Halloween! 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,Jtt 

_8_]~l_n___u_R__b_)~__s_’__u__bj_e_£_t__’_a__r_e__a_ to receive nmt,~ and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Greu#, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~zabons. 

Copyright 20’1g [aylor & Francis an informa bus~ness. 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name og Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 

Powered by      ] 



: }ear Dro Sable, 
3oed Afl:emoon[ 

As you know, I am a se~ior and ~ am currently job recru~t~n8 ~or full t~me posit~ons for ~ext year. ~ have an ~n-off~ce ~nterview ~n DC o~ for 

~e~oi::tte Consu~t~n~. t ~A~[ miss a[i of my ~::lasses these two :days. 

hate m:~siog class., and am ’~,er7 cor~sdo:us of my c~sss attertdance. 1 a:m hoping th:at there ~s so~ethi~n8 ~ ca~: do t:c make ~::p th~s class sess~oo mater~M. ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, November l, 2013 12:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: EPA Actions mfl~ a January 1 Effective Date 

Dear Eunice 

W,-:~ have Lmtil November };th [o ent~?r ~}PA ~ctio[ls in [he sys;tem., Jar appointmet~Ls ~r~ Spr~ng 203.4. 
When you get a chance ~ease ~et me know, besides Wel~s, your ~ans ~or appoir~l:menl:s for this next Spring 2014. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m= Williams, Lachonya 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:39 PN 
To= CAS_as Ngrs 
Subject: EPA Actions with a Janua~ I Effective Date 

This message is being sent to ~/I department monogers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Good Afternoon - 

EPA actions effective January ~, 20~4 should be entered in EPA Web at least 45 days in advance. If you have any actions for January, please route the requests 

Infoporte to your HR Specialist (if supported by the Business Center) or submit the action in the system no later than November ~5, 20~3. 

Thank you, 

Lachonya Williams, PB£, MSBR 

Associate Director of Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Operations 

10~ Howell HuH, CB# 3056 

(o) 9~9-843-920~ (VOIP) 
(m) 
(~ 9~9-843-353~ 

For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via .~_##_£_’_#__Q~[[~_~__~_#_~_#_O_~. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:35 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Upcoming Schedule AAAD 200 

Eunice, 

Below is the plan for A~%~kD 200. I was wondering if anyone Inight be able to screen films for them on 11/14 mad 11,/26. I had those as film days on the syllabus in 

case                                                            ). 11/26 is the day before Thanksgiving, and the 14th is the day their final papers are due, 
so they don’t have any readings on th~se days. Beyond that, Emily or Afiana will be able to teach the material on the syllabus. 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Iydia.boyd@unc.edu 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 
Date: November 1,2013 2:30:56 PM EDT 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: Upcoming Schedule 

To: All Participants 

From: Lydia Boyd 

tti Class 

I hope you are doing well. I’m solD’ if solne of you missed class on Thursday. Prof. Burrill had to be late because she was coming from another meeting 

on campus. Apologies - I should have win’ned you that that would be happening. 

Below is the plan for the co~ning days. Things look as they do on your syllabus, except that class roll be taught by either Prof. Burrill or Pro£ Aris~a Vigil. 

Please remember that final papers are due on Nov. 14 and that late papers won’t be accepted. 

Thanks tbr your flexibility. You’ve been a great class to teach. And I hope to ~e ma~y of you in the future. 

best, 

Prof. Boyd 

REMAINING SCHEDULE - AAAD 200: 

Week 12 Sexuality, Personhood, and Rights 

Tue. 11/5 t tistorical Perspectives G~S~ !; E~RER i ~IANA V[~!~ 

Marc Epprecht, °SFhe °Un~ying’ of Indigenous t tomosexua]ities in Zimbabwe: Mapping a Blindspot in an African Masculiniu 

1/’7 Contemporary Struggles ~ES~I LE~IU~R APd~’uNAVIGI~ 

Engelke, %Ve Wondered What Human Rights He Was Talking About" (1999) Critique @qnthropology 



Week 13 - Becoming Women: Contemporary issues in marriage and fainily 

Tue. l l/] 2 

Daniel Jordan Smith, "Romauce, Parenthood, and Gender in Modem A~kican Society" (2001) 

Th. 11/14 Someone will screen this film lbr you, and collect your papers. Please remember: LATE PAPERS WILL NOT BE 

ACCEPTED. 

Fihn Screening: N!ai: The Story ofa !Kung Woman 

Week 14 - Youth: Love, Rommice, Sexuality, 

Tue. 11/19 GUES~ LEC~Ni EMILY BUELL 

Rachel S pronk, "Female Sexuality- in Nairobi: Flawed or Favoured?" Culture, Health and Sexuali~ (2005) 

Thu. 11/21 GUES~ [ EC~IJRERi EMIE¥ BURRI[ E 

Jennifer Cole, "Fresh Contact in Tmnatave, Madagascar: Sex, money and intelgenerational trmisformation"American Ethnologist (2004) 

Week 15 - Wmigari Maafliai: Environmentalism as a Women’s Issue 

Tue. 11/26 Fihn: Taking Root [Someone will be screening this film for you.] 

Th. 1L/28 No Class Happy Thanksgiving 

Week 16 - 

Tue. 12/3 - Course Review (No class) 

IMG 0550.jp~ 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD200.001.FA13" site. To reply to this message click this link 

to access Messages for this site: AAAD200.001 .FA13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~ 3:37 PM 

Clayton, Justin <jwclay@email.unc.edtv~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Compensation 

Hello Justin 

Yes, is currently a 

Dr, SaMe wants to pay him 

Do you need an appointment letter? 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

~= Cla~on, Justin 
8e~t~ ~riday, ~2:~9 PM 

Te= Colon, Sonia 
$~ject~ RE: Compensation 

~s he currently a 

~= Colon, Sonia 
8e~t~ ~riday, 

Te~ Cla~on, ~ustin 
$~ject~ ~: Compensation 
l~e~aBce~ High 

Justin 

What do you need from me to get 

7hanks 

Sonia 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N 
$e~t= Tuesday,              3:~ PM 

¢¢~ Colon, SoNa 
8~bject~ RE: Compensation 
[~o~aB~e~ High 

for an appointment for Spring Please use account 2-32879, AAAD Instructional Budget. 

Dear 

’JuSt making sure this is the right person, 

appointed for the Spring 

~ 11:26 AM 

I hope you are doing well. 

If you appointment is approved,                 . I will confirm this once I hear from the Dean’s office re; your appointment in AAAD for the spring semester. I am 
coping this email to Sonia Colon who i~ currently managing business matters in the department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 
Sent: Ivlonaay, 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Compensation 

t 9:27 AM 

Hi Eunice, 
Also, Kenneth wasn’t sure what my compensation would be and recommended I ask you when you got back after fall break, so when you get a chance, it would be nice to 
know! 
All best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 6:23 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Bun-ill, Emily Su~n <eburrill@ema~l.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <etmice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sakai access to Lydia’s AAAD 200 course 

Thanks for following up on this, Kenneth. I think it would be helpful for Emily to coordinate this class for me, and to follow up with students, if necessary I have guest lecturers for all of the 
remaining classes for AAAD 300, but there is a different person for every day. It ~vould be helpful for students to have a point person in case I am unable to commnnicate with them 

I am doing my- best to manage students from afar, but it can be challenging. ....                                                                                          ~ 
Emily has very graciously offered to be the contact person for students in both these classes as the?’ navigate the final days of the term. Thanks Emily[ 

And thanks also, Kenneth and Ennice, for helping to coordinate this and being so supportive. 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Al~;ican and African American Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc edu 

On Nov 1,2013, at 3:25 PM, Janken, Kenneth R wrote: 

> Dear Emily, 
> 

> Adding you should not pose any technical problem as you are now listed on the department’s "instructor table" But before I have you added, I’d like to hear how Eunice wants to address 
the situation. 
> 

> In the middle of all this, I forgot to say how glad I am that you decided to do this and how fortunate we all are to have a colleague such as you 
> 

> Kenneth 
> 
> 

> Dr. Kenncth R. Janken 
> Department of African, Afiican American, and Diaspora Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> (.o19) 962-1519 &oice) 
> (919) 966-2694 (lhx) 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Burrill, Emily Susan 
> Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 3:18 PM 
> To: Janken, Kenneth R 
> Cc: Sable, Ennice N; Boy& Lydia C 
> Subject: Re: Sakai access to Lydia’s AAAD 200 course 
> 

> Dear Kenneth, 
> Thank you - I can see now that I have access to AAAD 200. 
> 

> I just talked with Lydia. May I also be added as an administrator on A~D 300? While Lydia has most of those day-s lined up with guest lecturers and films, I’ve told Lydia that I can step 
in if anyone cancels or if she needs to find another backup. Also, this way I can communicate with the students in that class directly. Please let me know if this poses any challenges or if 
you have any other questions. I’m Ccing Lydia here as well. 
> 

> -Emily- 
> 

> On 10/31/13 2:16 PM, "Janken, Kenneth R" <krjanken@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Successt Emily and Ariana have been added as proxies for ./MAAD 200, 
>> which means that you will have access to the course on Connect Carolina 
>> and Sakai. When you log on to each of them, the course ought to 
>> appear The person I spoke with in course scheduling thought the 
>> course would be irmnediately available to you, so please check and let me know 
>> 

>> I was not sure ~vhat arrangements ~vere made about the instructor of 
>> record, so for the time being Lydia continues to listed in that position. 
>> If that needs to change, Ennice, let me know al’~d I’ll ask to have the 
>> adjustment made. 
>> 

>> Kenneth 
>> 
>> 
>> Dr. Kelmeth R Janken 
>> Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
>> University of North Carolina 



>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>> 

>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>> (919) 966-2694 (li~x) 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Bun-ill, Emily Susan 
>> Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 5:11 PM 
>> To: Janken, Kenneth R 
>> Subject: Re: Sakai access to Lydia’s AAAD 200 course 
>> 

>> Thaak you so much for doing this, Kemxeth. I’m all set for tomolToxv’s 

>> class, so that should be fine. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> Emily 
>> 

>> On 10/30/13 4:59 PM. "Janken, Kermeth R" <krjanken@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Eunice, 

>>> I am working to get Emily access to Connect Carolina and Sakai for 
>>> AAAD 200. Apparently this is a multi-step process. I have initiated 
>>> the first step. Once that is complete, I will move on to the next 
>>> step, which is have Emilyls name added to the course as an instructor. 

>>> I have also requested to have Ariana added to Sakai. 

>>> It may take 48+ hours to get this worked out. But I xvill keep on top 
>>> of it and update you as I get more information. (How’s that for 
>>> bureaucratic language’?) 

>>> Kenneth 

>>> Dr Kem~eth R. Janken 
>>> Department of A*idcan, A*icican .~rnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
>>> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
>>> UniversitT of North Carolina 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>>> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Sable, Eunice N 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:49 PM 
>>> To: Burrill, Emily Susan 
>>> Cc: Vigil, Ariana Elizabeth; Janken, Kelmeth R 
>>> Subject: Re: Sakai access to Lydia’s AAAD 200 com-se 
>>> 

>>> Dear Emily, 
>>> 

>>> Thanks so much for your email’. My colleague Kenneth is working on this 
>>> and we will have an update for you soon 
>>> 

>>> We will also add Ariana. 
>>> 
>>> Many thanks to both of you[ 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Eunice 

>>> On Oct 30, 2013, at 4:26 PM; "Burrill, Emily Susan" 

>>> <eburrill@email uric edu> wrote: 

>>>> Dear Eunice, 
>>>> I hope this message finds you well I wanted to follow up on our 
>>>> cotmnunication yesterday and see if Ariana Vigil and I can be added 
>>>> as administrators on Lydia Boyd’s AAAD 200 course. ! will be teaching 
>>>> tomorro*v’s course I *vill be out of town next week, but Lydia has 
>>>> asked Ariana Vigil to teach next week, on Nov 5 and Nov 7. ! will 
>>>> take the rest of the classes. 

>>>> IfAriana and I can be added to the Sakai page, that will make 
>>>> communic~ging with the students eaW. As well, *ve will be able to 
>>>> access the readings and course information. 

>>>> Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to ease this 

>>>> Emily 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Climate Change Seen Posing Risk to Food Supplies 

Top News 

A 

] 

Clin~ate Chm~ge Seen Posing Risk to Food 
United Supplies 
Nations I 

A ~eaked draft of a repo[f by the Intergovernmental Panel on ~oi~t~, I 

Climate Ch ange said tha t climate eh ange couM redu ee on tpu t 

and send pNees higher in a period when global fo )d demand is expected to soar. 

Drone St~0ikes Are Said to Kill TaHban Chief 

The killing deals a m@:~r blow to a group that has terrorized 

Patdskan and tried to set off a car" bomb in New 5%rk in 2olo, 

aeec, rding to, PaNs ’tani intelligence offieials and militant 

....... photo 

sho~ved 

¯ ~ Democrats Split on Tactics to Fight MiHtm°y 

Sex Assatdts 

As Senators l~drsten Oillibrand an Claire MeCasN]l mount fierce 

separate campaigns, the conflict has created an nneomtbrtab]e 

division between the Senake’s women. 

~..i Senator 

s Claire 

McCask 

Editors’ Picks 

M OVl ES 

~ vmEo: Breakth~’ou~ Perfo~nances 

Logan ttill loolc~ at some of the notew~-~rthy performances of the 

holiday movie season. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Restor~ng Trans-Atla~tk~ Trust 

After the revel~tio~s of America’s spying o~ its gurot~ean allies, 

the question is how to rs;build d~e relationship. 

World 

A Fiscal Scold, Merkel Softer~s To~e at Home 

Chancellor Angela Merkel ~~f Germany is being pushed to accept 

policies t~mt would s~m~]y increase domestic spendi~g, even as 

she shows few sig~s d easing austerity for the rest of Europe. 

S~owde~ Asks UoSo to Stop Treating Him lake a 

Traitor 

In a letter handed to a Oem~an politician, fl~e f~)rmer i~te]]igenee 

contractor says tkat "my governmenk continues to treat dissent 

as det)efiom" 

,D Document: Snow~en’s Le[[er of Appeal [o Washington 

~ Ch .... I I I,.,?.:o~i~ I 

Christisn 

Q AND A. 
:~ Pakis[s 

How [l~e Pakista~fi Ta]l~lban Became a Deadly ~ Am~y 

~ ~ 

Formally founded in 2oo7, a gronp traces iLs rooLs to cross- 

border radk~alization spread by the z~ghan Taliban and fighte~s from N Qaeda. 

U,S. 

Security A~e~t Is Killed at Los _~geles Airport 

The police said several o[her agents were i~!jured in a shooting at 

Los A~geles Internatio~ml Airport thai led to the evacuafio~ of 

thousaads d passengers. 

video 

fi-ame 



Doel-ors Fear LosinB Leukemia Dr~lg Deemed 

Risky 

The Food and Drug Adm~n~s~’ation auuounced R would ban "~c 

sale of ~clusig, which D keeping patients alive but has grave s~de 

effects. 

Brian 

DrukeL ] 

o~ the 

Ex-Governor of Florida Seeks Old gob in New 

Party 

The governor’s race will no doubt be cme of next year’s most 

e~)enaive and rancorous, ofi~ring a contrast between Charlie 

CdsL a centNst, and Gov. Rick Scott, a Tea Pat%’ conservative. 

Business 

Russian Service, and ~%~ith Please and Thank 

Russian companies are ~’~mying out elaborate training that is 

producing a new generation of service employees who are 

customer-or{ented. 

DEALBOOK 
[~ii A 7 + S + hiqu~ry Broadens h~to JPMorgan’s AMa ....... Beiiin9 

office 

filing indicates ~aat federal authorities are looking into the 

JPMorgan Chase’s ’~)usiness relationships wi[h eez~air1 related clients in the z~ia 

Pacific region" and its work with consulta~ts there. 

This :Little LED of Mine 

"1"be common complaint about compact fluorescent lights, the 

harsh glow~ may have an enerKv-.eflieien t answer, especially as 

;LED bulbs fall trader $~ o each. 

Sports 

Nets Show Heal That Rivalry Has Two Sides 

The Nets gained their first win over the Miami Heat after a 13- 

game losing strmk against flae k’am, and it improved their record 

to 1-.1. 

Nets 

had lost 

to the 



At No~re Dame~ a Parents* Day Game Might 

Require a Red Carpet 

The singer Jon Bon Jovi and athletes like To~i ttunter aud David 

Robinson, among o~her celebrities, have sons on ~he Hghfing 

Irish %otball team. 

~ ~ Video: No~;e Dame Players Sing ’L[vin~ on a Prayer’ 

After Boston Bombings, New York Police Plan 

Tight Security at Marathon 

Almost the entire New ~%rk City Mar’a~on route will be 

covered, Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly sam on 

Friday, and hundreds of cameras ~lI be monitored in real time. 

, ~ Video: New Yerk City Marathon, by the Numbers 

Arts 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

Assessing a F~ture From ~2o Years Ago 

In "Opening the Vaults: Wonders or [he *893 WorId’s Fair," ~he 

Field Museum ~n Chh;ago considem a historh; eN>os~tion and 

wflues behind 

Opening[ 
W°nder I 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

It’s Not Costu~nes That Make T]hem Creepy 

The bamfs IZaime (eleckroni~’a) and the Bo@ (metal) put on 

Halloween night shows in Brooklyn that were genuinely eer{e. 

Provi~g That the Medi~m~ Really Is the Message 

Galleries and museums are rediscovering the work of Robet~ 

tldneeken, who used found imageU to explore themes that still 

fed urgen t today. 

Buford, 

left~ and 

i I 

X Robe~! 

I ....... 

Obituaries 

Johnny Kueks, Who Pitched Yanks to Tit-le, Dies 7~{] From 
[eft, th¢ 

at 8~ 
Yankee 

Kucks had a mostly undistinguished six-season career in                ~’~h ...... 

baseball, except when he helped the Yankees clinch the seventh 

game of the ]956 World Ser4es with a shut out of the Brooklyn Dodgers. 

Roberi llJmat~lt, Green Beret Ensnared in 

Vietnam Murder Case, Dies at 87 

Colonel F&eault inspired two disparate Vietnam-related 

narratives: Brando’s Kurtz character iu "Apocalypse Now" and 

Daniel Ellsberg’s leak of the Pentagon Papers. 

:": Robel! 

Rhemdt 

in 1969, 

I 

William Harrison, 79, Novelist and ’Ro[lerball’ 

Writer, Dies 

Mr. Hard, son also wrote the fih-a "Mountaius of the Moon" and 

taught at the U niversib~ of~M’kansas. 

Travel 



IMPRINT 

Norman Roekwe|Ps New England 
S,. DL ~".XL::,H SOL OMO~ 

You can sleep and wander whe~ the a~ist once did in a sma]~ 

Vermont town, bu~ finding deeper clues abou~ h~s 1i% and work 

requires more explora~iom 

TH E G ETAWAY 

Whose Feet Are Those? Negotiating Air:Travel 

As holiday travel approaches, when padenec B~]] he/es~ed~ 

~ From Twi~er: Bad-Behavior Stories 

The 

36 Hours in D~isseldorf~ Germany 

No, it’s not Berlin or MunM+, but this city on the l~ffne has more 

than enough a~ractions to fill a rewarding weekend. 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: Creating [he Broccoli Craze 

What happens if an a&~ertising agency markets fresh fruits and 

vegetables the way they do processed foods? 

VWEO: Critic s Perspective: A. Oo Scott 
A. O. Scott offers a few insighk~ on being a film ct~tie at The New 

York Times. 

Tt}e New York Times fi lm crities on "En d er’s (3an]e," "Dallas 

Buyers Club" and "About Time." 

video, gO tO NYTh’aes.comNideo +> 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Can Iraq Be Saved? 

Alter creating disorder in i~is eount~T, P~ime Minister N m’i Kamal al-Maliki 

suddenly wanN more :\reel:lean help. 

EDITORIAL 

Budget Grief for the Poor and J obless 

Congress is ignoring cuts that have already taken place even as it looks for 

EDITORIAL 

A Bad Reversal on [he Texas Abortion Law 

A federal appeals eom’t has dealt a g~ievous blow to the reproductive health and 

Hgh ks of Texas women. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cm~rt F~gh t 

Judicial al~pointme~t~ are among a president’s most lasting 

]egades. Consider the judidal lea~ings of the leading Republican 

presidential eot~tenders lbr 2o16, 

~ Colum~s2 Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Fa|| of[he "WMI? 

Manageme*~k moves at Time Inc. have to make anyotm whc~ 

cares about thejournalisth:: integ~" of the compa~y’s magazines 

a little ner~-ous. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

Nocera 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Delaware, Den of’i’lfleves? 

Stakes shouldt~’t be allowed to register anonymous shall companies, which eat~ 

be used for underground tSeandng, tax evasicm aed other bad deeds. 

more opiniol-:: g~ to NYTimes,com/ONnion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

::. fi:: ~; ~ ~:i: i. :i:i: ::::: ii ~ ,.::,{:. ::: ; :!::::: :: ~.:~ i. :i:i: :::: :i ~:~ ::: ~.::: ii 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front 

FOLLOW UB: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ ]iPad® Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~> ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsleRer 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions i Change Year E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 1 11:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

Monday at 3pm works just fine! 

Thanks, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:47 AM 

To: 

Subject: Meeting 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Can we meet on Monday at 3.00pm? Please let me know. 

I am working on my paper on TGNP and I am eager to hear more about the material you gathered on the organization, etc during the summer. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu SaNe 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meet-up 

10:26 PM 

Hello Prof, Sahle, 

When are you able to meet this coming week for a recap on findings from Tanzania? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

reading questions 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you are having a wonderful weekend! I am e-mailing, because I am trying to read the material for Tuesday and I couldn’t seem to find it to read. Is it 
posted?/When will it be posted? 

Best, 



From: @aim.corn> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subje~’t: AAAD new student urgent 

Good afternoon Professor Sable, 

You just emailed us regarding a deleted reading we no longer have to do but on sakai I did not notice either of the readings on china were deleted Is it the taylor or eisemnen reading we do 
not have to do? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhol~e 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 3:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AAAD    Fhanksgiving Week 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I’m emailingyou in regards to class and the research paper due on Monday, 

Further, I need to know in 
advance for purchasing plane tickets and other travel arrangements. Let me know if you would like for me to come see you at office hours or after class 
one day and discuss the matter further. 

Thankyou, 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 3:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Correction 

Dear Dr¯ Sahle, 

On the last email I sent you I mentioned the wrong date. The paper is due Monday, 

¯ Sorry for the error¯ 

but the class date I would miss would be Tuesday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 4:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: sorry, fingers kept clinking on an eaxlier version (see this one) 

Thanks, Eumce. This looks great, and we should go with it 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell),              ~ofIice) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, November 02, 2013 12:13 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: sorw, fingers kept clinking on an earlier version (see this one) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 2:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: No Morsel Too Minuscule tbr All-Consuming N.S.A. 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ida:: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Dolivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [eday’s Vidoo 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

No Morsel Too Minuscule for All-Consm~Jalg 

The Natio~ml Secm’i~~ Age~cy finds itself under il~te~se pressure 

after disdosm’es of spying on a]lies and Hva]s alike, but it 

defends the ~dde [~et ik eases. 

~ Video: The N.S A’s Evolution 

~ ~ N,S,A EffoRs to Spy on ~ot~ Enemies and Al~es 

, Cover~oe From The Guardian 

ALLIES 

ioOoUo’s Give t~e Democrat an Edge h~ Vir~nia 

Democrats nationwMe am reaehi~g out to Terr7 }vlcAulif[~, a 

former fund-raiser, wid~ e~dorsements, strategic advice and, of 

course, an avalanche of money lbr Ms run for governor. 

At Los Angeles International Airport, Two L~ve5 

Co:l|ide in a Fatal Insl-ant 

Federal agents combed the airpo~ for dues about a 

wielding a~ assault t~fle who Mild a Transporkation Security 

A4miniskration officer o~x Friday. 

~] Ter~’ 

McAuiifl ] 

e, le~t, 

gol a 

s 
were I screene 

For moro top news, 9o to NYTimos.¢om ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



~ VmEO: One-Month Ch¢~ekup 

Success s ignin g up fi:~r h ea ]th i n su ran ce ~n der ~he Afforda b]e 

Care Act has been elusive for some and a dream come true for 

others. I t often depends on geography. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Phatoerats vso Populists 

Pop-up ph~toi;rai;y and the new polm]ism a~> in conflict over the 

dh’eetion ofAme*{ea’s flAnre. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ARENAS 8NAHAE~UDDIN. an eider in Islam Qala, on dr~g use in Afghanistam 

World 

That Other Big .~fg~an Crisis, the Growing A~my 
of.Addicts 

A new repol~ unclel’scores a growing cris~s ~n the ci~" of Herat: 
one in eveW five househdds contains at least one drug user. 

Stick Figures and Sttmted Growth as ~:ar~i~g 

Syria Goes Hur~g~-y 

Across Syria, a eounttT that long p~{ded itself on provMing 

affordable food to its people, efforts to ensure basic sustenance 

appear to be failing, and millions arc, going hung~y. 

~grian 

Pakistmti Ta|ibmz Gather to Select Successor to Leader 

Killed in UoSo Drone Strike 

Four candidates are thouglR to be in the rnnning to s~meeed Hakimullah 

Mehsud, in an opaqne process rived with tribal rivah7 and personali)-driven 

tensions. 

U.S. 

In Detroit, l~’layor’s Race Is Orm Piece ofa Pa~zzle 

The mayoral race in DetroR is riddled with complications, 

~n signs 



Oarfish Offer Chance to Study an Eh~Mve 

iLong Tho~ght a ~lonster 

withi~ five days, two oarfish were found in California last 

month, giving mari*~e biologists a rare oppor~unib’ to study a 

lengthy and e]nsive big fish. 

Robots or Aliens as Parents? Colleges Ga~,ge 

Applicants~ Creativity 

More universities are including o flip,eat essay topics on students’ 

admissions aplplieations to separate the highly ereative fl:om the 

highly ordinary. 

body ot 
a;1 18- 

~ .ndicott 

Edmond 

Fol mo~e US !~ev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.comlU$ ~ 

Business 

344,ooo N~hfiwms Reea[[edl by Hor~da for Brake Problem 

The recall, like a*~ earlier one in March, is to fix a problem i*~ the vehicle’s 

cc~mputer that could remflt in m~eN)eeted braking. 

FAIR GAME 

At Sears, Those Big Losses Get i~ the VCay 

Eight years into a merger, a retailer’s [ransformadon is still a 

work i~ progress. O:~u]d a spin-off of a prized asset, [,ands’ End, 

help? 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

in New York Casino Vote, a Drawee ~V~th            I ....... 

Temptation 

New Yorkers will vote Tuesday c~n wheth er to e:q)and the 

nmnber of casinos in the skate by up to seven, a proposal tha t a Cornel] 

eco*~omist calls a bad idea. 

Sports 

in BasebMPs Time N[ael~a~e, 2~st Ce~tm’y 

Be|ongs to the Red Sox 

That the Red Sox have won three times as many championships 

as the Yankees over a decade seems implausib]e, unless one 

examines hiskory. 

...... Wed;les 
day, the 



~ [] Comments: Is This Turning into ti~e Red Sex Century? 

A Yellow, Card, Then Unfathomable Violence~ h~ 

B~’azil 

Hope]essness, rage flint grew from 1.~ove~" and inequa]i~’, and 

Brazil’s wider euRurs~ of knives and revenge may have played a 

part in a eon@onta6on on a soccer field that turned gruesome. 

~ Slide Show: A Grim Aftermath 

Higlflights and Analysis: New’ York City 

l~larathon 

Follow ore: updates on Sunday tbr a live report or’the 2Ol3 New 

York City Mara’fiaon, mile by mile and stride by stride. 

Arts 

Strips and Stones 

~.&t’a Spiegelman’s Co-Mix: A Retrospective" opens this week ak 

the Jewish Museurn. 

~E~ Slide Show 

Chang[~g Her Garr~e: Actress to Author 

Amanda Peet turns playwright, with "The Commons of 

Pensacola," starring Sarah Jessica Parker and Bl?ahe Danner. 

, ~ Video 

Digging lute Deep Pockets at A~ction 

The fall auction season for contemporary me is brimming more 

than ever before ~ikh paintings, draftings and smflpkures 

es[irnates ~ff over 8ao million as seasoned eolleetors decide 

cash 

Obituaries 

Allan B~oek, Whose Sanda~ Slhop Was Fo|k 

Mr. Block helped popula~fize open-toed ~oo[wear~ and 

G~enwieh Village d~w musicians like Doe Watson and Bob 

Dy]an during the 195os and 

G~rard de Villiers, 83, French Spy ~riter, Dies 

Mr. de Villiers wa s a Fren ch popn la r novelist whos e ]on g-runni n g 

spy-thriller se~es, S.A.&, sold more than ~oo million copies. 

Srdja Popovie, 76, Champion of Rights, Dies 

Mr. Popovie was a Serbian lau3~er and celebrated human fights 

advocate who pressed f,’)r refbrm and frce speech for five 

decades. 

G6rard 

F’afis in 

F’opovic 
be2an 

~:fend 

Magazine 

B~°oc, c,o~i~s Ex~.reme Makeove,~° 

Broceo~i is about to get a serious makeover - and maybe, just 

maybe, be a model of how ko persuade Americans to eat better. 



~ [] Video: Crestin9 the Broccoli Creze 

The President Wants You to Get l~ch 

Obamaeare 

The crusad~ to sign up Ame~fcans is geeing all the a~enfion. But 

behind [he scenes, investo~ aw seeing dollar signs. 

LIVES 

My Ow~ U~private Little Italy 

A photograph puIled me bac, k k~to a world I thought I had 

im agined. 

~ ScuUy 

The 
autho~ 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~o: The N.SoAo’s Evolutio~ 

The National Security Agency was founded in 1952, and igq 

suwefllance capabilities were limited by legislation in ~978. But 

wikh khe atkacks of Sepkember 2OOl came a new sense of 

m:gency. 

Related AP~icle 

~ VIDEO: Revisiting Case ~4a~id Doubts 

Evidence 

After I8 years in pt{son, Sundhe Moses was paroled. His case is 

part of a broad investigation into Louis Seareella, a retired 

detective suspected of using questionable tactics and evidence. 

~ Related Article 

~ vwEo: Review: Nissar~ Sentta 

Compact sedan buyers have never had so many excellent 

choices. Deciding on one mea~s doing your homework. Tom 

Voelk check~ out the Nissan Senh’a to see if it makes the grade. 

Fol more video ",:o to NYTimes.eomNideo >:, 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

ins~rtmce Policies Not Wo~h Keeping 

Sore e pla n s wi th ina d equa te coverage policies ~511 be can celed, but consumers 

wilJ not be Jeff out in the cold. 

EDITORIAL 

States Take o~ Privacy 

Wilt Con g4"ess d eadlocked, s tare legislatu res h ave begun placin g res hd ctions on 

the collection of personal data. 

EDITORIAL 

A Victo~oy Against Dm’k Moncy 

CaJifl)rnia has imposed 816 mi]Jh:~n in pena]~es and fines in a ease 

demonstra ring th e impoYb~ n ee of s rate la ws requi fing the disclosure of poll d 

donations. 

For mere opinioc; go to NYTimes.com!Opinion s. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

From I.,o’~,e Nests to Des~’e Nm’vei]~]~anee 

Tabloid editors charged wifl~ breaking the law to e~.~ose others’ 

intimate see~’ts are now having their own indmate secreN 

exposed in eouA. 

~ Columnis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tlhe T~mbilJ~g Bo~nda~’ies oJ~° Ga~,’ Rig~:~ls 

Conse~adve dono~s func~ng a new gay-.dghts project run by a 

group usually associated with Demoerats9 We’re ~ot in Kaesas 

anymore. 

~ Columnist Page I Elog 

OPINION 

~¢;her~ Backstage ~¢ras No Big Deal 

I met Lea Reed in the old days of reek ’n’ roll, when racists were 

accessible to fans. 

...... Reed at I 

For more opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,com/ONnio~ ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

~Zomen’s Flex~lMl~ty Is a l[,~ab~l~l-y (~n Yoga) 

Those extreme yoga poses that feel like the.v’re pu~Iing .veto’ hips 

out of th e sockets’? They might. 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 
@live.unc.edu:" 

Sent: Sunday, 1:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@~,email.unc .edt~"~ 

Sub.jet’t: ex~am 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I’m just emailing to remind you about the exam I missed last Tuesday 

Thank you, 

When ;vould be the best time for me to make up the test? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:17 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] Fwd: Film ~reenings on mass incarceration & the U.S. criminal jnstice system 

FYI. Sponsored by the Law School at UNC, Chapel Hill. 

From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:35 PM 

Subject: Announcing the 2nd Annual CRCGE Film Festival! 

On behalf oF the Publicity Committee. I wouid like te irlforrr.l ew.~ryone of tile finalized irlforrriation for the Confere#ce o# Race, Class, Geader, and I~.th#icity’s Annual Fi~m Festival! We will 

be showing four films this year and are very excited about each one of them Here are t.~e dates, times and movies: 

7:00 PM a1 Motorce in Durham, NC 

"Trials of Darryl Hunt", panel Fellowing with Darryi Hurfi and Mark Rabbi 

Co--sponsors: UNC Death PenN~y and NC Cealifion for Al~ernaiwes to the Deaih Penalty 

" 7:00 PM ~t Flyieaf Boekstore in Chapel Hill, NC 

"Broken on All Sides: Race, Mass Ine~rcera[ion & New Visions for Criminal Justice in the US " 

h~p://bro ken onallsides.com 

12:00 PM at UNC Schoel of [_~w Roem 5052 in Chapel Hill, NC 

"War on the Family: Mothers in Prison ~nd [he Children they [_eaw~ Behind" 

Co-spensor: UNC Women in Law 

http://~, peaceproductions.or~/PPWarOnTheFamily, html 

12:00 PM at UNC Schoel of [_~w Roem 5052 in Chapel Hill, NC 

"Young Kids, Hard Timeff’ 

Co-spensor: UNC Child Action Project 

Please spread [he word witi~irl the law school and ~,he cemmuni[y at large! 

Also, we i~ave created a Faceboek Page fer ~,he CenFerenee as a whole We will be pos[Jng information abeu[ everfis as wail as posting relevant articles on tile site. Please visit, [he page, 

like it and if you are willing shara it on your own Facebook! The link is https:flvww~ facebook.com/CRCGE 

pgmail,com 

<ul> 

-qi:> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej- t:aculb~ as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@emaJl.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a Naaak <b~> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-33808533-3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33808533- 
3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 5:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tomorrow 

Do you want to talk now~ I’m free and at my mobile 

Dee :<~id 

The UnJ’vez silly 

~’ac }p-< ] : htt~ : iiwww, facebook, com!UNC ~ Colleme 

Zhst kgx acc~: h t tp : //ji:nstg:g x am. com/un,;,; rolL iLeq e 

F~m: Sable, Eunice N 
~nt: Sunday, November 03, 20[3 ~:20 PM 
T~: Reid, Dee 
~u~jeet: RE: Tomorrow 

Hi Dee, 

Let’s talk before then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Sunday, November 03, 2013 5:18 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow 

Sure. I’m meeting with Mike McFarland and at 2. Please call me if you want to talk before then, Otherwise, 1’11 report back on our meeting at the end of 

the day, 

’)~ Sc:,dt:h }~Riit~.:nq, CB #3:i00 

v,{k : ~,1~ tp : i/col ] ego. inc. edu 

From: SaNe, [unice N 
Sent: Sunday, November 03, 20~3 8:06 AN 

To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: Tomorrow 

Hi Dee, 

hope you’re having a great weekend. 

Let’s follow up on our recent conversation tomorrow. 

Best wishes and have a great Sunday, 
Eunice 



a:t & 30slm to ~,4rit:e you:! exam, K~ndi~¥ ack~ew~ied~e ~:e!:e~pt of: this er~s~l, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 11:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pla~ lbr this week 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you so much for your support this week. 

On Tuesday, I have selected movies for the t~vo classes. They will be at the Media Resources Center, under my name. 

AAAD 101, 12:30-1:45 
"Taking Root" 

AAAD 320 2:00 - 3:15 
"As Old as My Tongue: The Myth and Life ofBi Kidude" 

On Thursday, I ~vill teach classes as normal. 

Tuesday, I usually hold office hours. I have alerted the students that they will be Thursday instead 

If it is all right with you, I will miss this Wednesday’s facul~z meeting I rely much appreciate your having exempted me from the Advisow committee. 

All the Best, 
[)ave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Under Health Ca:re Act, Millions Eligible for Free Policies 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i;:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: i:;i.:b:~c:ii~,i: Digital/Home Dolivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Modia &Advo~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Under Health Care Aet, MHlions Eligible for Free Policies 

i,’ederal subsidies will pay khe oil[ire montMy cost of some plans bN[~g oil)red in 

the online marketl:~laees, a smt)rising figure that has uot gotteD much aEeutioD, 

in part because the zero-premium plans come ~kh serious trade-offs. 

in Rod~iguez Aebitration, Two Sides Play 

Hardball 

In the mol~ths sil~ce several players were linked to a Florida 

a gi~g clini c, Maj or Lea gue Baseba]~ an d Sex Rod Hgu ez h av e 

engaged in a cloak.-a[~d-dagger struggle s~rpassing anything the spo~ has seeno 

Koch Group Has Ambitions ~n Small Races 
~-:7 ;,’HN 

Backed by the billionaire Koch brotheis, Amerieai~s 

Prosperity has campaigned against b~es an d spending in 

Coralville, Iowa, but some voters are skeptieaI of its motives. 

For moro top nows. ~o to NYTimos.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

EDUCA’I1ON I EDUCATION LIFE 

The Disrupters 

New degree programs Lhat change the [tmdament~d rnodcl of 

higher educatiou. 

~ lnlSOVatioB imperative: Change Evewthin9 

~ Univers~tyNow [ U n~versig, of the People ~ M hseA, a ~Are You Competent’~ Prove 

, Go to Educatbn 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"[’air to iran, it "Works 

Based on ~_dks ]n 2001, the outlines of a deal on Iran’s nuclear 

p~’ogram and Western sanctions are dear. 

~°!~’J-~ I 
m~nl~er, 

Moham I 

QUOTAT~ONOFTHEDAY 

KRISTA POW~LL, on boarding a ferry on the way to the starting line of the New York 
City MarathoB, 

World 

To Slmpe Young :Palestinians~ ]HIamas Creates Its 

Own Textbooks ....... govern 

PaJesfln~an zMltholti~Z CII1T[CIIIIIIXl, using the new texts as 1)sit of a 

broader pusk to infuse ~l~e new generation ~q~h its militant ideology. 

Eg3qptians FoHowh~g l~dgl~t Parle, l(eriT Says 

In Cai~’o, SecretsU of State John KerW indicated that additional 

steps needed to be take~ to establish an i~dnsive, eivilianqed 

governmen L 

Cairo on 

Lonely Advocate ~or Restraint in Egypt Tiptoes ~] Zi~d 
Bahaa A~°o~md Ta]lk of Compromise. 

With the countW on war footing slid securib 

fight against Islamisk% Ziad Bahaa d-INn, a cabinet minister, 

a preea~{ous place, trying to coax the government toward ~nodera@)n. 

U,S, 

Colorado is Asking Taxpayers for 8~ Billion to 
Help Schools 

On Tuesday, Colorado will as]< voters to raise taxes to fired one 

of the most ambitious and sweeping education overhauls in the 

eount~’y. 



End of Casino Partnership Leaves Fate of East 

Boston Racetrack i~ Do~bt 

Suffolk I)owns, a famed but lhding Eas~ Boston racetrack, is 

looMng for a new pa~ner i*~ a competition %r the area’s sole 

easi no liee~ se. 

Outside Money at Issue in Boston Mayor’s Race 

as Labor Unions ~reigh In 

The first competitive race for mayor of Boston i*~ three decades 

is coming down to the wire, and oukqde eash has poured into the 

race. 

..... Walsh 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
:~ tS ...... 

SAC Nears an ]Insider Trading Gui|ty Plea, hut A. 

~Legal Cases Are~£t Sh~t coh~, 

A plea deal for SAC Capital Adviaors would resolve a criminal 

ease involving insider ~rm~ng ~-barges, but the firm’s ow~er, Steven ~ Cohen, 
wou]d still fi~ce a chql lawsuit. 

Stratospheric Views, and Prices 

Hard as iL may be to believe, the p*~ce per sqtmre foot for IuxmT 

apar~me*~ts ~n New York {~ty is considerably less than it is for 

]uxmT elsewhere ~n the wotqd. 

~D Video: Buildings for Billionaires 

....... renderin 
g of 56 
Leonard 

Power Plants Try Burning "~Vood With Coal to 

Cut Catboat Emissions 

Adding waste wood fl’om paper mills, fumitm~ facto~4es and 

logging operations has been used with yawing levels of success. 

modest 

amounts 

Sports 

Mutai Bides His 31me for a Repeat Victory 

The Kenyan Geoffrey MtKai became the fi~’~ man ~o win back- 

to--back New York Marathon titles in 15 years. 

, Notes a nd Anays~s ~ Pos~ a Comme~ 

Geoffrey 



Buzunesh Deba and Tigis~ Tufa built a huge lead hel~)l~ Pv~seah 

aeptoo ran ~hem down, tNdng the lead arom~d Mile 24 to win by 

49 seconds. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

At Mara[hon, Security Wins 
~,. JUkii.T MACUi: 

Runners and spectato~ were conflicted: the e:,~ra secufi~" 

provided some peace of mind, but they said it’s a shame we’ve 

eorne to this. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Rkm~n9 the Streets of New York 

back 

50,000 
part~cipa 

nts of 

Arts 

Tug of~ ar Strete}ms Architect s Legacy 

In a New York horn age to the Mexican architect Luis Bm’ragsm 

the artist .Jill Magid plays eat and mouse wfth the Swiss group 

that ow~s fights to his work. 

:~ Luis 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Relbell~g ~,~,;~tJ~ Cdo|m| :Beats and ~V~RiLeaks 

M.I.A, the Blitish singer-tapper, included a live message from 

Julian Assange, as well as pan-cultural tunes fi’om her new 

album, "Matangi," to Terminal 5 o~ Friday. 

I :S:l 

THEATER REVIEW I ’A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM’ 

lNl~en tim Sky Is No Limit 
[zf 854 ::.Z:’-,N’;L:::~. 

Julie Ta)’mor takes o~ Shakespeare’s "Midsummer Night’s 

Dream" and immgurates the P~konsky Shakespeare O~n ter, the 

first proper home for the Theater fbr a New Audience. 

, [] Slide Show [ After t~e [.)ark. the ’Dream’ 

~ Maximum S~akespea~e: the Light and Dark of’A Midsummer Night’s D~eam’ 

left, 

David 

Harewo 

Obituaries 

V~;alt Bellamy, Hall of Famer arid Foot, lore, Dies [~ t,v~t 
at 74 I ....... 

Be~lamy I 

Bellamy was a t tall of Fame ~’et~ Ler who was among the leading           ~n 

N.B.A. scorers m~d rebounders (g h~s time, but he was 

overshadowed in his ~4-year N.B.A. career by Wilt Chamberlain and BilI 

Russell 

Mr. Wess was not the lSt*t flutist injazz, bnt his deft flnte solos 

enjoyed a prominent platform: the front row of the Basic 

ensemble. 

left; 

Frank 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EOUAT,ON                                        ~ 

Witl~ ’A~pha House,’ An~azon Makes Bid for 

Living Room Se~’eens and Beyond 

The show, Amazon’s flint a~empt at original pro~:amm~ng, 

could create additional momentum lk)r change in the concept of television. 



Disney a~d Dish Wra~gle Not Over Broadcast 

Fees, b~t the F~,ture of TV 

The protracted d~stfibufio~ negotiations under way between 

Dish Network and the Walt Disney Company are said to focus on 

d~gkal rights like a&skil:@ng a~d online s~:eaming, 

Seeld~g More Pay ~or Delayed Play 

With the pace of delayed ~elevision viewing increasing, networks 

want advertisers to pay fl)r seven days of eommereiaI vie~ving to 

cover compuDr screens and tah]e~s as well as %~ sets, 

~ Graphic: T}~e Difference Four Days Can Make 

Dish 

is ssid 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Obama Campaign,s for ’Ferry 

McAuliffe 

Ahead of Tuesday’s el ecti on, Presi d ant Oha ma campaigned in 

Arli n gton al on gside TarU MeAuliff< tb e Democra ti e can di d a tc 

for governor in Virginia. 

~ vmEo: ]Buildings for Bi~ior~aires 

A new crc~p of ultra-]umn:ious New York b igb rises are wing to 

be the next hot "it" building and are attracting billionaires h’om 

nearby as well as abroad. 

~ VIDEO: The N.SoAds Evolutio~ 

The NationN Secnri~" Agency was re;reded in 1952, a~d its 

surveillance capabilities were Iimik’d by legislation in ’978- But 

with the a~taeks of September 2OOl came a new sense of 

11 l’genc,v. 

P~r mo:e video, f;o to NYTh’nes.comgqideo ~> 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A i rayer h~ the Toum Hall 

When Lhe Supreme Court revisiks the blm’ry bounda~T between c, hm’eh and 

state it should ensure government neutra]i~" toward a~l religions. 

EDITORIAL 

Co~gress Cat~ Help o~ Irm~ 

With positive noise from Tehran, tl~is is not the dine to irapose new economic 

sanctions. 

EDITORIAL 

Mari~uana arid Ak’~o hol 

Researchers poi~t to a pc~ssihle side benefit tc~ the legalization of marijua~m for 

medical use: redue’dons in heavy drinking by young people. 

Fo; :’~e~a or~isiei~ ,?,a to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It’s the Golde~ Age of News 

But not if you’re a freelance reporter being h eld captive in Syria. 



Columnist Page I Blot 

They are be~ari~5 ~heir ~mighbors, and ~he world, by rmmin~ 

big ~’ade sm’ph~ses. 

, Columni~ Page ~ glog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

Poverty in America ]is l~ai~streum 
L:y M/,R~, R. RANK 

Contra~T to popular beliet’~ the percent~tge of the population that 

direcdy encounkers purerU is exeeedindy high. 

For nl.~:e epinien; go te NYTimes.com!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:47 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Tomom~w: Nov 5 Copa de MaJ~it~sta~6es talk at Duke Forum for Scholars and Publics 

Copa de Manifestac;~es: Brazilian Politics, Football, and the 2014 World Cup 
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Room 011 Old Chemistry Bldg, Duke West Campus 
In anticipation of the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, David Goldblatt will present "Copa de Manifestag6es: Brazilian Politics, Football, and the 2014 World Cup" at the 
Forum for Scholars and Publics. 
Goldblatt is the author of The Ball is Round: A Global History of Soccer. A light lunch will be served. 

For more information: fsp.trinity.duke.edu/events/copa-de-manifestacoes/ 
To download event poster: fs0.trinitv.duke.edu/files/2013/10/Goldblatt.i~O~l 

For more information coutact: 
Meagm~ BomMl 

Digital Media Specialist 

Forum for Scholars and Publics 

Duke University 

meagan.bounellSb~duke.edu 

919-660-3052 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <am~ouncments 1 @culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 11:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

The Annual Cont~rence on C ul rural Diplomacy 2013 (Berlin; December 17 th - 21 st) 

- Call for Applications - 

Cultural D~#lomacy & Cross Continental Cooperation: Building Bridges for a United Global Community" 
(Bedin; December 17th - 21 st, 2013) 

~_A__~:__C__-___D__~_o__r~. 
Dear SirIMadam, 

We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming international conferences and young leaders" forums (weeklong seminars), to be hosted by the 

partnership with other leading organizations. The information attached below provides Iurther details on the programs offered at these events. We would be extremely gratelul if 

this announcement could also be shared with other interested palties by forwarding the information provided below. 

If you would like to be kept upoto-date with the latest developments at the ICD, you ,.:an join our mailing list. To ioin the mailing list, simply send an email to 

"mailinqsC~culturaldiolomacv.orq" with the word "Subscribe" in the subject line; your email address will then be added to the list automatically. If you no longer wish to receive 

emails Irom ~he ICD in future, please send us an email at i_r_Lf_o_@_%u_!LUl~)_!_d__[t_~J__o_g!_a___c_y_&r_g indicating ~his. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Donfried 

Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

Kurfilrstendamm 207°8 Berlin, Germanyo10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 

vww~. c u It u r a I d ig_!91_n__a__c_y,__o_r(.g 

info@cult u raldiplomacy.org 

To view [he compleEe ICD Calendar of Events for 2013, please click _h___e___r__e_.. 

]::i::::~:~::!i~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~i::;;~b::::::~ii:~i:.?:::":~i!i~::i"iiC~i:.?: O::::i:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Cultural Diplomacy & Cross Continental Cooperation: Building Bridges for a United Global Community" 
(Bedin; December 17th - 21st, 2013) 

To ap#y, please e~ick _h___e__r__e_. 

www.A-C-C-D.org 

The Annual Conference is ICD’s traditional finn concluding event of the year. The 2013 Conference will be held in the framework of the ICD’s large-scale event sedes on "Cross 

Continental Cooperation" and will be the fourth event in the series. The Annual Conference will include several parallel sessions taking place in Berlin. The conference will 

bring together over 300 high level politicians, dignitaries and celebrated artists corning from [he Iields el international politics, academia and the arts, including an 

interdisciplinary group of palticipants traveling to Berlin from all over the world to discuss Cultural Diplomacy in an interdependent wodd. 

The 2013 event will include parallel large-scale events dedicated to the fields of cultural diplomacy & international relations, peace building, human rights, arts and culture. 

Ranging from broad topics of discussion to specific areas within the field of Cultural Diplomacy, the annual conference will provide a wide and detailed analysis of Cultural 

Diplomacy [o~ 2013~ 

The fo#o~,/inq are among the Speakers for the Annual Conference: 

= Ann Paula Laborinho .- President of the,~amoe.-. 
o The Men. Antonio Masearenhas Monteiro- Former Prestden~ of Cape I/erde 

= The Men. Ann de Hollanda - Former Minister ef Culture of Brazil 
o The Hen. ~ertie Ahem - Former Prime Minister ef Ireland 

= President Caries Diego Mesa Gisbert - Former President of Bolivia 

o The Non. Dame Tessa Jowefl - Former UK Minister fez the Oiympics 

= The Moo. Dominique de Vittepin = Former Prime Minister ef France 

o The Men. ~F.katerine Tkeshelashvifi - Former Vice Prime-Minister ef Georgia, Former Foreign Minister 
~ The Hen. Dr. Erato Kozakou-Mareoullis - Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Cyprus 

. President France Prattini - Former Foreign Minister of Italy 

~ President Praneeseo Rutelli - Former Deputy Prime Minister of Italy 

. The Hone Dr. Franeesco Profumo. Former Mimster of Education of Italy 

. The He~. Hal~dbr Asgf)mssen - Former ,- r.. ne Mmtster of Icel~nd 

~ The Hen. Ha~s Eiche~ - Former Minister of Finance of Germany 

. The He~. Hrant ~agra~an - Former Prime Minister of Armenia 

. Preg Dr. Ivan Hchev - Recto& Sofia Un versit}~ 

~ The He~. Jadfanka Keser - Former Prime Mimster of Croatia 
~ ~e Hen. Jan Fige~ - Vice-President of the National Counci! of the Slovak Repubhc 

~ Minister Jean Pau~ Adam - Minister of Foreign A#airs of the Seychelles 

~ Arab. KaOlin Bogyay - ":~residen, of UNESCO’s General Conference 201 !-!3 

. Minister Maria Emily Lubega Mutagamha - Minister of Tourism, V~.d,L e ~.~d Heritage of Ogand~ 

~ The Hen. Mari ~viniemi - Former Prime Minister of Finland 
~ ~resident MatI~ Robinson - Former UN High Commissioner for HR, Former President of ire!and 

. The Hen. M~$~haru Nakagawa - Former Mimster of Education & Culture of J~p~n 

~ The Hen. Mirke Cvetkevi¢ - Former Prime Minister of Serbia 
~ The HOtL Ni~of~f Bakhd~r - Former Minister of 7burism of Pakistan 
~ Minister Nurul islam Nahid - Minister of Education of Bangladesh 

~ Pre£ Dr. Pamela Girlies - V~ce-Chancellor, G!asgow C~!edoman Umversity 

. Pro£ Dr. Paul De Knep - Rector. Vn)e Universiteit Brussels 

~ Minister Peter Eriedrieh - Minister for Federe[, European and International Affairs. Baden-Wdrttemberg. Germany 
~ Pro£ Dr: Rol# Tafrach - Recto& University of Luxembourg 
~ The Hen. Rose~j~8e Bachelet-Nafqui8 - Former French Minister of Health, Youth Affairs and Sports 
~ The Hen. Simon Cre~n - Former Australian Minister for Regional Development 

~ ProK Dr. Sibrand Pop#em~ - President. University of Groningen 

~ Governer Sifa Calder6n - Former Governor of Puerto Rico 

. Tie Hen. Sta~an Nilsson - Former President of the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) 

~ The Hen. Dr. Su#achai Pa~itchpakdi - Former Director General of ~he World ~ade Organization, Former Secretary-General of the UNCTAD 

. ~e Hen. ~qnidad Jim#nez - Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Spain 

~ The Hen. Dr. Vladimir F#ippov - Former Minister of Education of Russia 

~ Tie Hen. Winston Peters - Former Deputy Prime Minister of New Zealand, Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of New Zealand 



o The Hen. Yves Leterme .- Depu~/Secrelary Gener~,l, OECD; Former Prime Minisler 
Conference Participants >> 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, ad~sts, journalists, c~v~l society practitioners, private sector representatives, youn9 
prefessionals and students as well as other interested stakeholders from aoress the workL 
If you would like to resep~e a position and paflic~pate in the conference, please cl~ck on the link below and submit the online application form: 

http://~’~.culturald~£l~ac~#~/~n~ex~£h#?cccs-2013 

The ~nstitute fer Cultura~ Diplomacy encourages academ~o research and analysis of issues related to the 9ea~s ef the Conference. The ]CD would therefor8 like to welcome the 
pa~icipants of the conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference as well as bein9 ~ncluded in the proposal document that 
will be ~ssued following the conference and will be sent to art governments and leaders o~ the ~nternational communRy worldwide. 
Certificate of A~endance 
A]] conference pad~c~pants w~ be awarded an official certificate ef attendance upon oompletion of the program, wh~oh w~] provide details of the speakem who took part and the 
topics d~scussed. Each ced~ficate w~ be s~gned by members of the ICD’s Adviso~ Board. 

Fo#hcoming Academic Programs 

Te apply, please c~ick here 
The Center ~or Cul~ura~ D~plomacy Studies, of the Academy for Cultura~ Diplomacy offers educa~iona~ oppo~unities for individuals pursuing careem in academia, diplomacy, 
government, amJ/o~ the private sector, related eithe~ wholly o~ in part te the fie~d ef Cultural Dip~emacy. O~r preg~ams are ~ivided into the fellowing categeries: Distance 
L~arniag Courses, Professional Development Ce~ificate Progr~m~, an~ Gr~d~t~ Degree Programs in Cultural Diplomacy, ~esign~d ~pecifically for governmental officials, 
academics, ~nd young pro~essionals. 

The CCDS is currently acoept~] applicafiens R~r the ~o~ewi~] p~o;~rams: 
~A & MA Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

~ MA ~z ~ntern~tio#M Eco#omics & Cu~tura~ Diplomacy (~-intematJonaleconomics.de) 

D~stance Learning Programs ~n Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

(Progrs ~s Sta~: November 4th - 30th, 2013, December 2nd - 31st, 2013) 
~ ccds-dista nce-learnin q.de 

Certificate Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Bed~n; Programs Sta~: December 10th - 21st, 2013) 
~ ccds-berlin.de 

Youn# Leaders’ Fo~ms (For~hcomin# Conferences.) 
(~erlin; December, 2013) 

To apply, please click HERE 
The OYED Young Leaders’ Forums are ~nternational networks of fike-minded youn# ~ndividuais w~th an interest in developing, suppo~in#, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forums have grow£ 1o become one o~ Europe’s ~argest independent cultural exchange organiza[io£s, hosting programs [hat 
facilitate ~nterec~ion among you~ [ndMdua[s of 8]1 ou]tura~, academJo, and profess[ena] back#rounds from 8cross the world. 

We are ourre~t~,¢ acoeptJn~ applications for the fo]low~q o(mferences: 
Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Youn# Leaders 

(~erl~n; December 16th- 21st, 2013) 
~.~cd-europe.or9 
Europe Meets Ch#~a: A Forum for Young 

(Berlin; December 16th - 21st, 2013) 
~Jcd-emc.org 
Europe ~eets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bar n; December 16th - 21st, 2013) 

USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; December 16th - 2 Ist, 20I 3) 

For fu~her information please contact us at: info~cu]turaldipiomacv.org 



If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us an email at info@culturaldiplomacy,org indicating this. 

To view the complete ICD Calendar of Events for 2013, please g_!.!_c_._k____h_._e_.r_ .e_ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 4, 2013 11:24 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] CFP: SERSAS Spring 2014 ContErence, Georgia College and State University, 7-8 March 2014 

From: ~ral"i MacKinnon, Georgia College and State Universi~z, Milledgeville, GA, USA <aran mackilmon@gcsu.edu> 
Date: 3 November 2013 

SERSAS First Call for Paper Proposals 

"Memoly and Imagination in the Making of African Identities" 
Spring SERSAS-SEAN Cont?rence 
7-8 \larch 2014 
Georgia College and State University, Milledgeville, GA, USA 

Hosted by Georgia College and State University in partnership with the University of Florida Center of African Studies and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill African Studies 
Center 

’]7he conference organizers of the South East Regional Seminar in African Studies (SERSAS) are inspired by recent scholarship that seeks to address questions of memory and imagination in 
how we first make and then render meaning from the multiple and ofren intersecting identities reflected in African people, societies and states. Other studies have revealed how popular 
consciousness in Africa has reflected the ways people and societies have created powerful meanings from oral traditions, shared memories, and imagined pasts, presents and futures We 
seek to explore these and related themes in our upcoming conference, and welcome proposals at this time. 

We especially welcome proposals that may include analyses of a variety of constructed identities including ethnicity, race, class, gender, generation, cultural and linguistic, political, 
national and religious. Additionally, papers that may address identities related to the body and medical discourses are similarly welcome Past conference papers have come from a variety of 
academic disciplines including anthropology, economics, geography, history, literap)~ studies, maritime studies, music, Ali’ican and foreign languages (in translation) and political science. 

The Spring 2014 SERSAS Conference seeks to give facul~, independent scholars, and graduate students the opportunity to share scholarship within the friendly atmosphere for which 
SERSAS is renowned The coordinators of SF.RSAS cordially inwte you to present your work within the wide parameters of the conference theme 

SERSAS and SEAN pride themselves on providing an open and collegial forum for the exchange of ideas This includes providing opportunities for advanced graduate students to present 
their work and win the SERSAS Annual Prize for the best graduate student paper. We therefore encourage graduate students and their faculty mentors to consider putting forward 
proposals 

Please send proposals of no more than 300 words that outline the main themes and issues of your paper to: 

Anta Sane:        ~yahoo.com 
Aran MacKinnon: aran.mackirmon@gcsu.edu 
Ken Wilburn: wdbumk@ecu.edu 

’]7he deadline for submissions is 1 February 2014. 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: em~ice@emaihanc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-33811895-9518753.bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listserv.m~c.edu 



From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 2:26 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Office Hours 

Dear Professor Sable, 

My name is            m~d I was hoping to come to your office hours to talk about the Student Enrichment Fund. Unfortunately, I have been able to find out the 

time of your once hours or where they are located at. Could you possibly inform me of the time and location? I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

NEW STUDENT AAAD URGENT 

Good afternoon Professor SaNe, 

I was wondering if you might be able to bring me that book to class on Tuesday or Thursday (AAAD 

movement you told me I could borrow, I would really appreciate it, 

Thank you, 

) on the gendered nature of the SWAPO nationalist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:52 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-4-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday November 4th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/06/13- UNC Department of Marine Sciences Guest Seminar Lecture by Dr. Scan Place sche&fled tbr 3:00 PM in Murray ttall G201. Dr. Place, a professor at the 

UniversiF of South Cm’olina-Colan~bia, will be speaking on the efl~cts of high carbon dioxide environmeats on high latitude fish and the ene~etic cost of their adapting 

to warmer, more acidic polar oceans. 

11/12/13- Lecture by Jill McCorkle, author of Life After Life, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Litermy People: Conversations ruth River Writers Series 

presented by The William & Ida Friday Center ibr Continuing Education. An American novelist and sho(t sto~y writer, Jill McCorkle will talk about the influence of the 

Lumber River in her works. For ~nore inib~mation: http:i/fridavcenter.unc.edu/lxtep/riverwritersi 

11/13/13- UNC Department of Marine Sciences Guest Seminar Lecture by Dr. Molly Redmond scheduled for November 13 at 3:00 PM in Murray Hall (2;201. Dr. 

Redmond, a professor at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, will be speaking on her research into methane. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

GRI Water Nexus Speaker Series Lecture by Greg Ailgood on November 4- "What Is The Link Between Water and Health?", a free lecture by Dr. Greg 

Allgood, Vice President of World Vision and a Distinguished Visiting Senior Fellow at the Global Re,arch Institute, is scheduled for Monday November 4 at 5:30 

PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. 

Dr. Allgood’s mlk will highlight the criticdt link between provision of clean water and effectively addressing major glol~J~ health priorities including mdtnutrition and 

HIV/AIDS. This lecture is sponsored by the UNC Global Research Institute as p~:rt of its Water Nexus Speaker Series. 

WATER NEWS AT C~MROLINA 

UNC Campus Sustainabilitv Day and America Recycles Day on November 15th_-uNC’s AmmaJ Campns Sus~,ainability Day and America Recycles Day will 

take place on Friday November 15 from 11:00 AM 2:00 PM in the Great Hall of the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. This event is free and open to the pnblic 

and is sponsored by the UNC Sustainability Office, Office of Was~te Rednction and Recycling, and the Environmental Affairs Committee of Student Government. 

Highlights of the day" will inclnde the presentation of the 2013 Campus SustaJnabili~ Report, as well as infbrmation on programs, student groups, aM departments that 

advance sustainability. For more information: http://www.sustainab~ty.anc.edu/NewsEvent~CampusSnstainabi~itvandAme~caRecvc~esDay 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://wate(theme.unc.edw’. Questions, 

conunents, and suggestions ibr the the~ne can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:#www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:03 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumaJ~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Historian Martha Jones to speak this Thursday, Nov. 7, at the Nation~1 Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

<-]ilize~-~shfp tgef)>~oe 

Martha S. Jones, University of Michigan 

ii.~.iI Inline image 1 

Thursday, November 7, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

Questions surrounding US citizenship have long been (and continue to be) contentious. In her talk, 

Martha Jones will explore the history of citizenship in the United States in the era before the 

Fourteenth Amendment, when free African Americans generated a pointed set of questions about 

who could be a citizen and what rights attached to them. 

Jones is associate chair of the Department of Afroamerican and African Studies, associate 

professor of history and Afroamerican and African studies, and a member of the University of 

Michigan Law School’s affiliated Literature, Science, and the Arts faculty. She is codirector of the 

Michigan Law Program in Race, Law & History and the Law in Slavery and Freedom Project. Her 

scholarly interests include the history of race, citizenship, slavery, and the rights of women in the 

United States and the Atlantic world. Jones is the author of AlIBound Up Together: The Woman 

Question in African American Public Culture, 1830-1900 (2007), Her current projects include two 

books, Overturning Dred Scott: Race, Rights, and Citizenship in Antebellum America and Riding the 

Atlantic World Circuit: Slavery and Freedom in the Era of the Haitian Revolution. She is working this 

year as the William C. and ida Friday Fellow at the Center. 

To reserve space, please.follow this ~ or respond to Martha dohnson (o~ o) 4oo-o~ ~ 6. or mjohnson @nalionalhumanitiescenter.or9 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jc markatos @mindspring.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:20 PM 

Duke-UNC CLACS <intl-duncplas@duke.edu> 

Nov 6: LAURA CARLSEN: 20 yr of NAFTA and now TPP? 

THIS Vv~D~SDAY Nov. 6, Laura Carlsen, Director of 

the Americas Program in Mexico City, will trace the 
outcome of 20 years of NAFTA policies in Mexico, and 

the proposed expansion of NAFTA’s more problematic policies 

in the secretly negotiated Trans Pacific Partnership, 

soon to be proposed for "Fast Track" status in the 

U.S.tiouse of Representatives. 

Carlsen’s talk is the November program for 

Balance & Accuracy in Journalism, presenting 
explorations of media ethics and policies impacting 

the public interest, since 1991. 

7:30 pm Wednesday in the Community Room of The 

Communi~, Church, in the right of tl~e buildin g. 

Jerry Markatos 
Balance & Accuracy in Journalism 

A few blocks south of the FedEx Global Education Bldg 

(see directions at end of announcement) 
7:30 pm November 6, at the Community Church of Chapel Hill 
106 Purefoy Road 

Balance & Accuracy in Journalism, with co-sponsor 

Witness for Peace, Southeast 
presents 

Laura Cadsen 
Director of the Americas Program 
visiting from Mexico City 

20 YEARS of NAFTA 

Laura Carlsen is the Director of the Americas Program 

of the Center for International Policy (CIP). 

She has been a political analyst and writer in Mexico 

for over twenty years and has written extensively on trade, 

security, immigration and gender issues in Mexico, Colombia, 

and the Americas. 

She is the author of "A Primer on Plan Mexico" and 

is currently writing "The Tangled Web," on the U.S.-backed war on drugs. 

For more information on CIP Americas Program, visit: www.dpamedcas.or~. 

Come join the discussion! 

From a recent IntI-DUNCPLAS announcement: 

On Thursday, November 7, 5:30pm 

Carlsen speaks at UNC’s FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003 

on 

America’s Drug Wars in Mexico: Just Say No. 

Presented by the Mexico-U.S. Policy Series of the 

UNC Institute for the Study of the Americas, 

the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (Duke), 

the Center for Global Initiatives, the Curriculum in Global Studies, 

the Latin American Social Cartographies Working Group, 

and the Latina/o Journalism and Media Project (Latijam). 

In the news: The under-reported TPP 

was explored on Democracy Now: 
http://www democracynow orgi2013/10/4/a corporate trojan horseobamaj~ushes 



"This is not mainly about trade," says Loft Wallach, 
director of Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch. 
"It is a corporate Trojan horse. The a~eement has 29 chapters, 
and only five of them have to do with trade. The other 24 chapte~ 
either ha~ldcuff our domestic gove~r~ents, limiting food sa~Ny, 
environmental standm’ds, fina~qcial regulation, energy aaad climate 
policy, or establishing new powers for co~j?orationsY 

DIRECTIONS TO BALANCE & ACCURACY IN JOURNALISM Meeting 
Community Church of Chapel Hill, UU 
106 Purefoy Road 

FROM EITHER DIRECTION ON THE CHAPEL HILL BYPASS: 
take 15-501 [or 54] to the 15-501 Pittsboro exit 
As you exit, TURN at the traffic light toward Chapel Hill. 
Almost immediately TURN RIGHT just short of the convenience store. 
That’s PUREFOY ROAD, and you take it almost half a mile, 
passing side streets and curving left up the hill 
until you can - just - see the stop sign ahead of you. 
When you can see the stop sign, there is a driveway on the left 
with a white-painted curb and a tan colored sign for the church. 
That driveway takes you to the parking lot and the Community Church. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Brief Biography 

Dear Eunice, 

Please use this Brief BiG. Not the one sent earlier. This is more comprehensive. 
Nyong’o 

Brief Biography 

PETER AN-YANG’ iXWONG’O 

Graduated from Makerere University, Kampala, in 1971 with a BA (First Class Honours) in Political Science and Philosophy before proceeding to the University of Chicago where he received 
his MA (1974) and PhD (1977) in Political Science. Taught at the University of Nairobi (1977-81), E1 Colegio de Mexico (1971-84) and Addis Ababa LTniversi~/ (1984-86) then joined the 
African Academy of Sciences as Head of Programs from 1987 to 1992. 

Having been involved in the struggle against authoritarian rule in Kenya tl~roughout his academic career, he was among the leaders ;vho made a break through into multiple par~ politics in 
1992. He was then elected to Parliament in that year and has served in various capacities since then He was Minister for Planning and National Development (2003-05) and \1inister for 
Medical Services (2008-2013). He is currently the Senator ibr Kisun;u County. 

He has published several books and articles on democracy, democratisation, the state and the political economy of development in Africa. Among the publicatiuns are "Popular Struggles 
for Democracy in Africa", (London: Zed Book s, 1987); "The Sturdy of A[’rican Politics: A Critical Appreciation of A Heritage" (Nairobi: Ball Foundation, 2002); "A Leap Into th e 
Future" (Nairobi: Word Alive ~ublishers, 2095) In 1995 he was awarded the German-African Award for his contribution to democracy and democratisation in Africa. He is currently Oro 
Harlem Brundland Senior Leadership Fellow in the D1vision of Policy Translation and Leadership I)evelopment, the Harvard School of Public Health, until end of December this year 

October 24, 2013 

Sent from my iPad 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

@live.unc.edt~: 

Tuesday,                 1:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Urgent: Tomorrow’s Class 

would just like you to know that I am not gonna be able to make it tomorrow’s class, 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Big Money Flows inNew Jersey Races to Thwart Chrislie Agenda 

Top News 

Big Mormy Flows i~ New Jersey Races to Thwm~t 

LV N~CNC:L,~,L C~" ~YLSLC:F?~. 

Democrats and nnio~s spe~t more than $35 milhon in the state 

t@ng to prevent any shirLs in the Le~slature that would give 

Gin< Chris Christie mo~ power. 

REMAKING MEDICINE 

For Uninsul°ed, Ck~a~°ing a Way to 
L:7 .::q.: ~w GO,’~3NC:UGN 

Kentue~, and oflael" states are usil~g eotmse]ors to seek out 

sign up uninsured residen L% providing a dear view of how 

enro]hnet~k m~der the health care law should 

Video: Eligible to Enroll ] Slide Show: Kentucky Ahead in Enrollment 

Eg3~pt’s Ex-President is Defim~t at M[urdee ’i’gi~l 

The trial, on e~aarges c,f ineitit~g the m re’tier of protesters, was 

Mohamed Mo~si’s {51st public appearai~ee since his removal from 

office in d~fly. It was adjourned for two months. 

, The Lede: Reaction on the Streets and Oniine in Egypt 

~ [] Video: Ousted Egyptian Presic~ent in Court 

~ Advocate for Restraint in Egypt Tiptoes Around Compromise 

;~.; Keili 

The 

For more tot) news. ~o to NYTimes.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



U.S. I BOOMING 

HopeJ~l G|i~m~ee~ in L+mg W~l° on Cance~" 

A Retro Report a~d a medical walter ret~ect on "~e grand hopes 

and stutte~qng progress of i~e~ard Nixot~’s "war on cancer." 

OPINION ] OP-DOC8 

’The Animated I.~k~ of AoR. "~Ta||aee’ 

A shone fihn celebrates Alfred Rusael Wallace, who is co-credited 

with discovering the theory of natural selection. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ERIK P~T]GURA, a graduate sb~dent at the University of California, Berkeley, who 
conducted a three-year analysis~ estimating that the Milky Way contains as many as 

4o billion habitable Earth-size planets~ 

World 

Report of N azi-Looted Trove Puts 

an Up,’oar 

The discover?" i~ Mm~ich of what are sMd 

confiscated or banned by the Nazis has ptx?mpted er~fieism of 

w}~y Germany did not disclose ~he find more ~hat~ two years ago. 

The 

Munich 

~ p~rtme 

As U.So Weighs Spying C][mnges, Ott~cia|s Say c~;~ 
....... Keith B. 

The Obama adminisb’a~on is co ~side~ng reini ~g in ma~y N.S..~ I    ai;~,,,, I 

practices overseas, bat for ~ow, offieials have cow,eluded thak 

there is no workable alternative to the collection of huge qua~fities of 

"metada ta." 

Americans Jailed fo~° Months in Qa~.ar At’~.er 
Daugl~ter’s Death 

Supporters described the case as a eombhmtJon of flawed or 

nouexistent evidence, ethnic prejudice aud exkreme cultural 

misunderstandings. 

U.S, 



Aider Los .Angeles Airport Shooting, No Easy 

_~swers on Seem’iD" Strategies 

The Los Angeles Interna~ionaI Airport shooting that left one 

Tnmsportation SeeuFi~" Administration official dead has 

seeuri~ expe~±s re-examini~g strategy fi)r making airports safe. 

Seattle’s Mayor Faces Challenge, Despite Sig~s of 

On the eve of Election Day, polls suggested khat Mayor Mikc 

Me(Nm~ was in trouble, even though the economy is doing pre~" 

well and job numbet~ are growing. 

....... McGirm, 

right, 

: ee { n9 

Medical Ethics Haw’, Been Vio|ated at Detention Sites~ a New 

:Report Says 

A ~oup of exl.~e~ts in medici~e, law a~d ethics accused the United S~tes 

governmenk of directing d,-wb-~ts and others to ign,-~re their p~x-~t)ss%nal codes 

of eNies by abusing 

For more Bg. r:ews, 9o to NYTimes.¢om/U,S s. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

SAC to Plead G~filb~ and Pay $~o2 Billion fro" Inshler Trading 

SAC Capital Advisors, the hedge fund owned by Steven A. Cohen, has agreed to 

plead guiI~y to insider tra~ng violatb-ms, becoming the first large Wall Street 

firm in a ge~erafion to confess to cfimi~al conduct. 

, .~i] Comment Commerts 

J.&J, to Pay 8"~o~ Billion in R~sperdal Settlement 

Federal offMals said .~ohnson & ,lotmso~ promoted the 

an[ipsyehodc drug as a way to treat dementia pa[ien~s for many 

ailments, when ik was only approved for schizophrenia. 

Holder 

Jr., the 

DEALBOOK 
:~ Tho[£te 

BlackBer~ Drops Effm-t to Sell Itself; C.E.Oo to 
chief of Step Down 

The company will instead receive a 81 billion investment fl’om 

i~stih~tJona] investors, includi~g Faiffax Financial..Man S. Chem former chief 

of Sybase, will be interim chief executive. 

, N] Comment Commerts 

~ ~ Video: Epic Fail, the Business Edition 



~ DealBook: What a Bi9 Investment Says About BiackBerry’s Endgame 

Sports 

In Btdlfing Case~ Questions on N,F,L, C~t~re 

The unfolding saga betwee~ the o[~,nsive linemen Jonathan 

Martin and I~ehie Incognito of the Miami Dolphins is [o~:.ing the 

league to start defining the gray areas be>veen l:,ra~ks and 

bullying. 

~ 
Ricilie 

Incognit I 

o le~t. I 

Hockey Histm% as Docam~ented by Prime 

Stephen ,l. Harl)er, the Canadian prime minister, took nine years 

to r~;search, w~te and publish "A Great Game," a new addition to 

the great w-.,lame of hoel~ey books produced by Canada. 

Reports of a Positive Test in 2oo6 Call 

Rodriguez’s Words Into Question 

Two people ~dth knowledge of the situation confirmed the 

Yankees’ slu~er was found to have used a ba*med subs ’tanee. 

Arts 

Defectors Land on TNeir Feet 

Seven defectors from the National Ballet of Cuba have found 

jobs with American ballet companies since flaeir arrival in the 

spring. 

~ At Ballet 

"[’he Bidding is Sluggish at a Special Estate Sale 

At a sale of paintings, drawings and sculptures fi’om the estate of 

.Jan Krugier, a Geneva-based dealer, many ex>ensive works did 

not sell at all, or went far below expectations. 

Playing the Game Agaim ~qth an Insider’s Look 

at the Players 

"Don ble Do~ ," the follow-up to "Gain e Ch ange," looks in s Me 

the pt{mm%s and the presidential campaigns of Prs;siden t Obama and Mitt 

Romney. 

Obituaries 

A Y~ddishe Nlonnne of Ms, sic, Chana }llotek, Dies 
at 9* 

Mrs. M]otek was a sleuth and archivist of YMdish mush:: whose 

song collections alIowed thousands to imbibe the mirthful and 

mournRd indorses of the shtefl, ghetto and Yiddish theater. 

Nalini Ambady, Psychologist of Int~aition, Is 

Dead at 54 

Professor Arabs@ was a social psychologist whose research on 

the su~Io~{si*~g accuracy of first impressions was popularized by 

Malcolm G]adwell in his 2oo5 best seller, "Blink." 

Joseph 

Mock 



Science 

Far-Off Pla~ets L~ke the Eartl~ Dot the Gallaxy 

With the he~p of the Kepler spacecra~, astronomers calculate 

the n umber of habib~ble Eat@-like planeLs in ~he Ooldilocks zone 

-. not too hot, nok too cold. 

....... renderin 
g of 
Kepler 

OUT THERE 

Finding the Higgs Leads i-o More Puzzles 
E,. Li~. ~Nk’, 

As scientists try to recol~cile th e discoveW of the Higgs boson 

wikh what "~ey "~ought they knew, one theory suggests khat a 

glitch in the tliggs field could end the universe as we M~ow it. 

Hepatitis C, a Silent Ki|ler, Meets Its Match 

New drugs are close to market flint promise complete cures in 

more people, with shorter courses a~d fewer side efibets. But 

they will not be cheap. 

Rubens, 
63, of 

FNI:Plee, 

Today’s Video 

Bluctd3erW is j ust the latest example where a promisit~g 

comps l~y ti~ lls in love with it~ owl~ prod u ct wh lie m i ssing th e 

sigi~s that consumers are destined to move on. 

The journalist Sami Shah satiz{zed Pakistani polities. Then, 

fa ell} g secu rity th re;aN, h e mad hi s fi~mi ly moved to Austt’a l is, 

where he now uses s~md-up comedy to help adapt to his new life. 

, Reiated Article 

~ vmEo:The Read Around: Nicholas 

Sparks 

Nicholas Sparks, author of "The Longest Ride," says elements 

like beh’ayal, loss and honest" are all needed to make a novel 

work. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Toward Endi~g Workplace D~serimination 

A Senate vote shows support %r fair treatment of gay, bisexual and transgen der 

EDITORIAL 

Mro Kerry F~m~bles ~n Egypi- 

:Mq ill-advised visit to Cairo undercuts earlier efforts to rebuke get~erals at~d 

EDITORIAL 

Aeming the ToS,A. Is Not a Sohation 

If every shoofing in a public place led to a new eluss of law en%recmcnt 

O~CeIN~ :kmel’h?a woll]d h)ok ]i](e a war" zone. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Mcx~co’s Soda Pop 

If yo ~ think a tax on soft &’inks will help fight obesity, think 

what a tax on eorl’upkioll eollJd do tBr our ecollomy. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

HillaR¢ i~ ~o~67 Not So Fast 

Democrats can cheer and pundiLs ea~ lay [hch" heks, hut Ws an 

awkward moment fl)r pc~]itieaI x~)yalty like Mrs. Clinton, 

~ Columnis~ Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fixb~g the Sysl-cm 

It’s the first Tnesday of November, so it mnst be Election Day. 

Why do so many voters fee] alienated? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

mere opiqiec:: g~; te NYTimes,com/Opinio~ ~* 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhon~ ]iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ,~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maii. 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions i Change Your E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 7:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: neeting 

From: robert campbell I         @gmail.com] 

Sent: Mlonday, November 04, 2013 8:07 plVl 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Re: neeting 

GOOD, we can meet at 4:30 see eveD’oue then at Faith Tabernacle Church. 

Minister Campbell 



FI’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <Ma~’Beth.Panagos@genewiz.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

This Thursday’. ttarvest Time Vendor Show at Genetic Medicine 

.~i GENEWlZ, Inc. 

Join us for lu nch at the Harvest Time Vendor Show 

When: rhtasday, New,tuber 7, 2013 

Where: Gene~io Medioine Lobby 

Time: 11:30am to 1:00pro 

Peter Bent ACEA 

Maggie Rougier-Chapman Advanced Cell Diagnostics 

Justin Siack Airgas 

Scott Kiayner BMG LabTech 

\/icki McC~iiouch Cell Signaling Technologies 

Bryan Hess Ciontech 

Britt Steed eBioscience 

Barbara Pepper Exiqon 

John Phillips GA International 

]om Pecora GemBio 

MaryBeth Panagos GENEWiZ, Inc. 

Jens Erichsen Kapa Biosystems 

Ron Maddux Lonza 

Eric Jones Sarstedt 
Alexia Fentr~)y Sarl:oriua 

Mary Reiiiy Simpod: 

M: 919-995-3225 

M e ry Betl!. Pa n ages@ ge n ewiz. co m 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 7:20 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Re: neeting 

M~ly thanks Reg! 

See you later. 

Bes~ wishes, 
Eunice 

On Nov 5, 2013, at 7:09 AM, Hddebrand, Reginald F --Nldebra~a~emad.unc.edu~ wr( te. 

From: robert campbell          ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, November 04, 2013 8:07 plVl 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Re: neeting 

GOOD, we can meet at 4:30 see everyone then at Faith Tabernacle Church. 

Minister Ca~npbell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Palmer. Christopher Lee <Chris.Palme@xeroxprinting.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Quote tbr newsletter 

Good morning Eunice, 

I wanted to follow up with you in regards to your newsletter. I have 2 quotes for you to view. 

Estimote # 22228 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Thanks, 

Christopher P almer 
Document Advisor 

Xerox Printing @ 
2700 Itomestead Road 
Chapd Hi~ NC 27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: FW: protbs~)r Mutima 

Dear Eunice 

Just to keep you informed, Professor Muth~a overload will be processed by Traceg. Professor Anderson confirmed the payment on below e-mail~ 

H~ve a nice afternoon 

Sonia 

From; Barbara Anderson [mail~:b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Se~t= Tuesday, November 05, 2013 ~1:25 AN 
To~ Cave, Tracey 
¢¢~ KinselM, Tanya E; Colon, Sonia 
8~bject~ Re: ~: professor Nutima 

Yes, Mutima will receive for this (if I remember correctly, so I am cc-ing Tanya; and we give for Arabic this year?). Go team! Thanks. Barbara 

On 11/5/2013 10:55 AM, Cave, Tracey wrote: 

Hi Barbara, 

I think I missed this overload payment Are we paying Mutima for LAC, if so, how much? 

Luckily, Sonia ~s on top of thingi 

-Tracey 

~= Colon, Sonia 
$e~t= Tuesday, November 05, 20~3 [0:3~ AM 
Te~ Cave, Tracey 
S~bjeCt= RE: professor Mutima 
No, th~s overload wss nleRt~oRed by Dr. ELm~ce SaNe. The overload shoukt be pay by African Study Center [o Dr. Mutima, for teacNng Swah~l~ Loc for 

Spdng 20:[4. 

~ am sorry to bother you, I ~m trying ~:o wrap up some actions pending. 

Son~a 

~= Cave, Tracey 
Seat= Tuesday, November 05, 2053 $0:$9 AN 

Te= Colon, Sonia 
S~bjeCt= RE: professor Nutima 

Hm.. ~ don"~ recall l:h~s one. Was ~:h~s something you sen~ me for a i~[)ature? 

E~= Colon, Sonia 
Seat= Tuesday, November 05, 20~3 8:29 AN 
Te= Cave, Tracey 
S~bjeCt= professor Nutima 

Good mornin8 Tracey 

Hope all is well w~th you. 

When you set a chance, can you tell me the status of professor Mut~ma overload for Sprin8 20~47 

Thank you, 

SoNa 

Accounting Technid~m 

Public Policy 
919-962-~ 

919-9~1~5 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Dir>stor, Afric:an Studies Center 

Afzican Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of NorLh Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-21@2 fax 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Palmer. Christopher Lee <Chris.Palme@xeroxprinting.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 12:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Order form lbr Xerox Printing 

Eunice, 

Please visit our website at www.xeroxprinting.t,nc.edu to submit your order form. 

One you get to the website the form can be found on the tab 

"Printing Requests">> "Submit a request for printing" >> Type onyen & password 

Also include reference #22228 when submitting order. Let me know if you have any 

further questions. 

Thanks, 

Christopher Palmer 
Document Ad~dsor 

Xerox Printing @ fJ>-~C Chapel i~1~ 
2700 Homestead Road 
Chapel Iti~, NC 27.~16 



FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ques~ia <~Ques~ia.EmaJl@maill.questia.com’- 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 1:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Is your research paper a winner? Enter to win $500 cash’. 

Set your "cites" on $500 cash! 

Citation Showdown 
Your properly dted research paper could be 

worth up to a $500 reward! 

You know citing high-quality, scholarly research 

eventually pays off with a good grade, but how about 

with cold hard cash? Questia, is conducting a 

nationwide search for the best and most correct use 

of citations in a research paper via our contest, the 

Questia "Citation Showdown," 

$500°00 1 st place winner will receive - 

2nd place runner-up will receive - $350.00 

3rd place runner.--up will receive -- $~50.00 

Questia is taking nominations through December 31,2013 in which you can submit 

a copy of }/our bibliography, 

What are ~/ou waiting for? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patterson, Laurie <pattersonl@uncw.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:18 PM 

Sekemk, Darlene K ~darlene sekerak@med.unc.edu>; Bachman, Dianne L <Dianne.Bachman@lhcilities.unc.edu’~; Bender, Deborah E. 

<dbende@emaiLunc.edu>; Bush, Deborah <dbush@email.unc.edu-~; Baucom, Deahn tt <DeAhn@unc.edu>; deb luckadoo@ncsu.edu; 
deborah.hatton@vm~derbilt.edu; deborahc@ncat.edu; dee shore@ncsu.edu; deedra donley@med.unc.edu; dhbames@ncat.edu; 

dhembrick@nccu.edu; Kjervik~ Diane K. <kjervik@email.unc.edu>; Castro, Dina C <dina.castro@unc.edu>; dingq@ecu.edu; 

dlgill@uncg.edu; dlong@elon.edu; dlsquirewell@gtcc.edu; dlzablo@uncc.edu; dmurphy@ncat.edu; Baum~, Dotma 

<donna bauman@unc.edu>; Dow& Debbie <dowdd@uncw.edu>; dparke@nccu.edu;             @gmail.cotn; Ward, Dianne 

Stanton--~dsward@email.unc.edu>; dumlao@ecu.edu; dv7029@wayne.edu; e chise@uncg.edu; eafoumie@st-aug.edu; E~ker-Rich, 

Deborah J <eakemc@email.tmc.edu~; eastmanbr@ecu.edu; eglobo@ncsu.edu; ehnennjr@apps~te.edu; Bums, Elizabeth Jane 

<ejburns@email.unc.edtr~; Ellerby. Janet <ellerb~j@uncw.edu>; erinsills@ncsu.edu; Shuster, Elizabeth O <eshuste@email.unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu;,; evansc@ecu.edu; evelyn reiman@ncsu.edu; farwellm@ecu.edu; lbbrown@mail.ecsu.edu; 

lbsenter@ncsu.edu; fburch@gardner-webb.edu; fdgraham@nccu.edu; Feng, Wei <fengw@uncw.edu>; flacks@wssu.edu; 

lbushee@ncat.edu; tbushees@ecu.edu; t~ances milks@ncsu.edu 

BRIDGES 2013 Alumnae Event a~d Graduation! ~nt on behalf of Annette Madden 

BRIDGES 2013 Alumnae and Gradualion Invitation.lxlf 

On behalf of Annette Madden and the current BRIDGES advisory board, we would like to invite you to this year’s Akmmae and Graduation event, November’ 23. 

Please reply to Annette at madden@email.unc~edu if you plan to attend~ 



From: ~live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: SDCEA 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

So I have shared a folder on all docs on SDCEA’s website. Tomorrow (Wednesday) I will go on and look for sources elsewhere. 

I had left the card with Travis on Monday, so you can fill it out when you have the time and I will come by to pick it up and drop it off at 

the library. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,                 9:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr"~ 

FW: AAAD 

Who is AFAM’s registrar? Sorry to bother you with this No one is ans~vering the dept. phone. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

Frolrl: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: AAAD 

8:50 AM 

Hi Professor Megel, 

I’m a       md I’m really interested in taking your AA/’d)                 . I have finished my ma. or and minor and my general education requirements and am now trying to finish my 
time at UNC with classes that interest me. Unfortunately, Connect Carolina won’t allow me to register in your class. Is there any way that you can help register me? 

Best, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: AAAD 

thanks, jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Cormnunication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Megel, Joseph La~vrence 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sul~iect: RE: AA~/M3 

0:27 AM 

Dear Joseph, 

For any questions concerning courses in the department please contact my colleague Kenneth 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:56 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AA?d) 

Who is AFAM’s registrar? Sorry to bother you with this No one is answering the dept. phone. 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 

Department of Communication Studies 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

O]Tice: 919-843-7067 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:50 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: AAAD 

Hi Professor Megel, 

I’m a       and I’m really interested in taking your AAAD                  I have finished my major and minor and my general education requirements and am now trying to finish my 
time at UNC xvith classes that interest me. Unl’oltunatel¥ Connect Carolina xvon’t alloxv me to register in your class. Is there any way that you can help register me? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

csched@success.oasis.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Summa .ry oftutots meeting with your student 

Dear Professor Sahle: 

came in with his AFRI    draft He wanted to further plan the paper’s structure and content. We discussed ho~v       might break the paper into subtopics while weaving together 
the case study and broader principles,       will refine his research ~vith a Davis librarian and then continue ~vriting his paper. 

YVriting Center Tutor 

To learn more about YVriting Center services for students and instructors and view our online resources, check out our FAQ at https:/i~vritingcenter.unc.edu/faqs/ To contact our assistant 
director, just reply to this email. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sparks, Sherry’ <shen),sparks@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:28 PM 

S~Ne, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu-~; 

Payroll doc. needs signatures 

Porter CE         .docx 

@live.unc.e&~ 

Hi Eunice & 
I am following up on a payroll document Kristi Kremer sent to Eunice for signatures. This form needs the dept, chair’s signature and the department manager’s 

signature. I believe this was sent . I need it signed and returned, to me if possible, so that I can reappoint Robert Porter. He is teaching semester 

for us at the Friday Center. 
I am attaching another copy for reference. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sherry Sparks 
Human Resources Specialist 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of ~ilson Street) 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
CB 3030 
sherrvsparks@unc,edu 
Phone: 919-962-4917 
Fax: 919-962-1404 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:16 PM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megd@emml.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Dear Joseph, 

The student in question could not register for the course because she had alrea@ em-olled in another class that is at the same time. I have notified her of this. 

I am reasonably sure that there are no Connect Carolina issues that are preventing students from e~olling in the course. There are no prerequisites and the course is not restricted to majors 
or minors or in al’~y other way. 

If other students contact you to tell you the?- cannot register for the class, please send them to Academic Advising in Steele Bldg., which has ~valk-in hours. Please do not send them to me I 
cannot enroll them, and advising can help them to figure out why they are not able to enroll in the class. 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Dr KennethR. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle tlal[, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 @~x) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:56 AM 
To: ; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: AAAD 

Please contact Kenneth with your P]I). I am happy to admit you to the class. 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of Noith Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: AAAD 

8:50 AM 

Hi Professor Megel, 

I’m a and I’m really interested in taking your AAAD    class         . I have finished ray major and minor and my general education requirements and ara now trying to finish my 
time at UNC with classes that interest me. Unfortunately, Connect Carolina won’t allow- me to register in your class. Is there any way that you can help register me? 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

:@live a~nc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:52 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Your exam this morning 

I’m so sorry about this morning. I woke up early and accidentally fell back asleep. I understand that I have to take the grade I have. Thank you for the 

opportunity though. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:43 AM 

To: 

Subject~ Your exam this morning 

Dear ~ 

I hope you are doing well. 

As we discussed yesterday, you were to be here at 8.30am to write the exam with other students who missed the exam last week. You were were also supposed to bring a 
Doctor’s note. This was the only chance to make up this exam. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

10:02 PM 

Summay: 

AAAD . not only focuses on the visual representation of Africa and Africans but its history from a political, social and economic point of view. Through 

the exploration of texts, documentaries and films, students will be able to engage in intellectual and informed discussions on the complex societies and 

components of Africa. 

Do we have to bring our computers everyday? 

Thankyou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Lachonya <ldwillia@emaJl.unc.edtv’- 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 4:54 PM 

CASdpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edn> 

CASdpt cr Mgrs <cas-dpt-cr-mgrs@unc.e&t> 

Phased Retirement Applications 

This message is being sent to Chairs and Directors of academic departments and curricula in the College o.f Arts & Sciences with a copy to administrative managers. 

Faculty who may be eligible to enter the University’s Phased Retirement Program for the 2014 academic year received information from the Provost last week with 

a request that applications be submitted to that office by January 6, 2014. The application requires a signature from the faculty member, the department chair and 

Dean. Please submit applications to your HR Consultant no later than Friday, December 13th, so to allow the Senior Associate Deans adequate time to review. 

Applications for faculty in the divisions of Fine Arts & Humanities and Social Sciences should go to Karl Pfister. Applications for faculty in the division of Natural 

Sciences should go to Ashante Diallo. We will transmit applications to the Provost’s Office by January 6th. 

Thank you, 

Lachonya Williams, PHR, MSHR 

Associate Director of Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Operations 
101 Howell ttall, CB# 3056 
(o) 919-843-9201 (VOIP) 
(m) 
(f) 919-843-3531 

For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via .D____e__a___n_~__s___O___f__fj__c__e_____g___e___m____e___d_~.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 4:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

visitor’to department meeting + work-study 

Deal Eunice, 

I suggefft that we invite Writing Center Director Kiln Abels to a ~:acul~ meeting, ideally in the early pa(t of the spring se~nester. The writing center works ruth students, 
of course, but it will also work with facul~ to help ffaldents write better. We as facnl~ members can do more than send s~dents to the writing center for help. Kim can 

help interested facul~ membel~ work ruth students. I just found this ont today. 

I have a qnestion about the work- s~acly students: what do they do for us? They mostly seem to sit around and work on their own sm£[~ When I’ve called the office and 

Travis has stepped out. they don’t even answer the telephone. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Departmem of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

UtfiversiW of North C~colina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonadam~ <hartlyn@~unc.edu~ 

~Tednesday, November 6, 2013 5:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: "How Europe Underdeveloped Afi-ica" 

Eunice, Nice, these ~re the emails we so ~nioy receiving! 

Jonathan Hartlgn 

~’he Un~vers~t~ o~ No~’th Caro~R~a at Chapel ~-I~1 

Semor A~;so(:ia~:e Dear [or Z~ocia~ Sdem:es and 

Glohat I~rograms, College o[: Ar~s and Sdences 
Kenneth J. Reckford g~rofessor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3lO0 

Chapel H~II NC 27599-:~100 USA 

~]ms~l: hartlgn@unc.edu 

Office: 9~9 962--1~65 Fax: 919 962-.2AO8 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 3:24 PN 

Te: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subje~: ~: "Mow Europe Underdevelo~d Africa" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesdav November 6 2013 5:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~ine LuxuU 2013 and More 

If you have trouble reading this emaiI, go to hRp:/,~,vww n~[imes.comiads/emailadsie ti[promo/20131 lnS;attime~ iltml 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

November6,2013-- 

T Magazine Luxury 2Ol3 

E~ph) ving the many definitions of luxury, T Magazine’s latest 

isst~e profiles two t’emarkable women: S;mirse Ronan [be h’i~h 

actor on the brink of adulthood who has two upcoming fdms and 

an Oscar nomination already under her belt, and 

Cieogna, the ?9-yea~,-old Ralian countess who is also an award- 

winning movie producer, photographer of the jet set and hostess 

o[ truly legendary parties. There’s also a look a~ the sbmy new 

skyline rising from centuries of architectural history in 

Georgia; a visit to one of the last italy Old World interiors 

Milan’s Studio Peregalli; and a peek at the sweet life of one of 

] nxa t’y’s greatest icons. Giorgio Armani -- plus much more. 

The New York Times Store: USE CODE 30PIX 

REAL ESTATE [ The Tilt Toward Queens 

ART [ ~n a Rediscovered Trove of Art, a Trhtmph Oww the 

Nazis’ Wil] 

ECONOMIX [ Podesta Starting a Think Tank on Inequality 

DINING ~ Chaflie "D’otter Dies at 54; Chef Made (txieago a M~st 

ENERGY ~ Power Plants Burning Wood With Coal to Cut 

Carbun Emissions 

Top 8 Viewed Features o~ NW~ ......... 
(Between Oct. 30 - Nov 5, 2013) 

.A Game of Shark and Minnow: Who Will Control the Soath 

China Sea? 

.Seearity Agent Is Killed ;~t Los Angeles Airport 

.HerbM Supplements Are Ofieu Not What They Seem 

.Under He;dtb Care Act, MiIlions Ehgible for Free Policies 

5.Weteomed With Kisses, StanRwd Fresbme~ Risk the "Kissiug 

Disease" 

VIDEOI Bill de Blasio’s Victory 

Speech 

~ VIDEO [ Bill de Blasio’s 

Victory Speech 

Bill de Blasio delivered his 

victory speech at the Park Slope 

Armory on Tuesday night after 

winning the mayoral election. 

SLIDE SHOW I A Race Through 
the City 

~ SI2DE SlIO~,¥ ] A Race 

Through the City 

Tens of thonsands of New York 

City Marathon participants 

crossed through all five 

boroughs, filling streets and 

bridges, and drawing crowds of 

supporters. 

INTERACTIVE I Your Holiday 
Movie Match 

~ IN’FERACI[’IVE ] Your 

t~] oliday Movie M arch 

A step-b y-step guide to help 

filmgoers choose the best movie 

for them this season. 

Join the 
Conversation 

OI-NNION I Do 

Have the Guts 

to "Fake the 

G,O,P, Back’? 

A new Republican 

group is about to begin running 

ads against the havd4inevs who 

have done so much to emban’ass 



The New York Times Wine Club: Receive 50% OFF 

your first wine club shipment 
[] Join the Conversation 

Boomi~g 
A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
bet~veen 1946 
and 1964, with 

iii~ Booming 
news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more. 

DeaIB% k 
Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DeaIB%k email 
..... letter 

[ i~i Deal Bookl provides breaking ...... 
news about 
M&As, I.P.O s, 
venture capital 
and more. 

The Colleetioll 
All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, 
featuring the 
latest i ....... ~i The Collection 
trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters. 

ABOUT THIS 

@1 "rues comes to yo ftom the NY mes corn market ~g depaC;me qt You rece red th s message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s @Times ne~,~’sletter 

Manage Slibscrip6ons I Unsubscribe i Cl~anqe Your Email I Privacy Policy I Advertise I Con~ct 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 [ NYTImes corn 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

o @gmaikcom on behalf of 

@alnmni.duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, 6:20 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: invitation to conversation with NHC Fellow Mmntha Jones 

I would like to attend the casu~J~ seminar and lecmle on "Citzenship before Bithright: The Puzzle of Free Afficm~ Americm~s Prior to the 14th Amendment." 

(UNC School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@alnmni.duke.edu7 

Thursday, 1:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Re: invitation to conversation with NHC Fellow Mea~tha Jones 

I unfol~nately have to un-~svp for the semina~c mid lecture. Sony to rsvp/un-rsvp the night before the talk! 

On Wed,            at 6:19 PM,                         ~alumni.duke.edu> wrote: 

I would like to attend the casua] ~minar and lecture on "Cilzenship betbre Bithright: The Puzzle of Free AtiJcaa~ Americans Prior to the 14th Amendment." 

(UNC School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadliues: Despite Fumbles, Obama Ddbnds Health Care Law 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~,:ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home DeWvery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sperts Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTOM~ZE~ 

Top News 

Despite F~bles, Obmna Defends Health Care 

La~ 

As De mocrats get j ~eD" over th e troub] ed rollout of th e h ea ]tb 

care law, President Obama traveled to Texas to defend it, in the 

largest stale to refi~se to partieipab;. 

, ~ Video: Obama Defends the Affordable Care Act 

Obams I 

GoO.P. ~:eiglls Lift, thug Closet of Right Wing 

Leaders of the Republican establishment are pushing their pa[1y 

to rethh~k how it chooses nominees and advocating changes they 

say wo~dd ~z’sult in less extreme contenders. 

CAoAo is Sa~d to Pay AT&T for c~ll Data 

The disclosm’e shows that agencies beyond the N .S.A. exploit 

call metada~a with programs regtfla~ed by an inconsistent 

patchwork of legal standards, procedures and oversight. 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA 

~ vm~o: Neal Boenzi, Photographer 

"[’he art of the street photograph as told by N eal Boenzi, who has 

b een recently ee~ e brated as on e of tb e most i~ve~tive ma stets of 
the form. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I PRIVATE LIVES 

Pirate Nights 

A cor~taine~hip is like a si_.,aee statior~, the ocean,s of the world an 

inteq:~]anetary vdd. Reaching the nex~ port safely is always a 

cause for eelebra[ion. 

World 

Mm~neqa~s Give Shape to a Venezuelan 

Fantasy 

Mannequins with bulging bosoms, long legs and wasp waists have 

become sNndard in the count7, sezwing as an exaggerated, 

sometimes polaNzi~g, versio~ d the t)male form. 

~ Video I Slide Show 

Kerry’s Path Steepens in Israeli-Pa~estinian 

T~lks 

Israeli and Palestinian oNcials elashed orer se~]emenN, and a 

fight-wing Israeli politician’s aequik~] du’ea[ened to i~!~eet a 

vo]atile element inko peace k~dks. 

Progrmn, Ofi]cial Says 

An Obama adminis~’atiou official said [hak an Irauiau agreemenk 

to bar nuclear aetivib:, for six months perhaps, would buy time 

lbr negodakors ko work out a more sweeping deal. 

Shimon 

....... Iranian 
Iechnici 

U,S, 

Defeat of School Tax Stings Colorado Denmerats 

The promise of higher teacher salaries and full-day kindergarten 

failed to resona[c, even in areas where the money would have 

had khe greates t benefiL 

Signs 

Denver 



Baby*s Ga~e May Si~a]l A~tism~ a Stx~dy Fh~d~ 

Researchers using eye-U:a@i~g technolo~ found that 3-year- 

olds M~o were found to have autism looked less at people’s eyes 

when they we~ babies than those who ~d not develop autism. 

More .Asteroid Str~kes ~Are Likely, Scier~l-~s~.s Say 

In ~)ew researeh, a team of sdentists is suggesting that the Em~h 

is vulnerable to asteroid strikes as often as every decade or two. 

Business 

Share 

’Fu~ tter’s initial public ofl~Mng, which values the company at 

roughly $~8 billion, is a sign of its matm~ty, even as it combats 

sk,wing grov~h. 

~[~ The I.P.O., ~y the Numbers 

Sta nl~’ 

put the 

DEALBOOK Under 

Co~olo, 

Investors are betdn g that ~[M4tter ~411 become wildly profitable 

as adver[isers pay it increasing amounts -ff money to reach consumers who 

hs’eet. 

Graphic From Netscape to Twitte~ 

China ~rants Its Mo,des to Be Big in ~e U.S., Too 

China’s am bitious new film entrepreneurs, dozens of M~om 

gathered in California this week for industD’ even L% want 

something that has largely eluded them: a homemade global hit. 

Kidman 

p;omo!e 

d the 

Sports 

Baylor’s Br~les is a Down-Home Ia~novator 

The roots of Baylor’s offensive success nnder Coach ~M’t griles 

ca n be traced to th e spread offense th at he devi sed at a Texas 

high school 

~ Th~r36ay’3 Gol~eOe Foot~al~ Games to Watch I kook-Al~e3 To~ the ~G. S. 



ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Call Co~ns? l~ficks Have L~ttle to Lose 

The 7-foot Jason Collins, 34, who has yet to be signed by a team 

since he announced in Api@ that he is gay, could provide smart, 

posifonal det~nse to a eluh that just lost its center to injm7. 

..... Collins 

Chm~dler’s Leg Fracture Leaves l~fieks ’Ylzir~ in the Post 

The Knieks, already struggling on defcnse, race another obstacle without center 

Tyson Chandler, who is expee b~’d to nfiss four ko six weeks but is not expected 

Arts 

Documents Reve, al How Looted Na~,i Art 

Restored to Oe~er 

New de~ils are emer~ng about postwar deNsiona abo~R artwork 

looted by the Nazis. 

,~ Graphic: Works From the Co~le~ion of Hildebrand 

A Fisherman in New York’s Sea of Faces 

Brandon Stankon’s new hook of 4oo photographic portraits, 

"Humans of New York," has become a best seller. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

A Shm~an %~hosc Dazzle Hid Darkness 

Sam Wasson’s "b’osse~ is am intensivdy r~searched and sprawling 

biography of the director and choreographer. 

Obituaries 

Aee Parker, Pro Football Hall of Famer From 

Leather-Hehnet Days, Dies at tot 
i.:y RICH.M~D B.OL P%~ KiN 

Parker, a star nmning back in the N.F.L. who also passed, caught 

passes, punted and place-Ncked, was @e ddest living member of 

the Pro Football tiail of Fame. 

Clifford Nass, Researcher on N[ult~tasking, Dies 

at S5 

I)r. Nass, a Stanlbrd professor of communication, found tha[ []~e 

increasingly screen-saturated modern world was not nnrturing 

the abili~ to concentrate. 

Taro Laviera, 63, :Poet of N~yoriean School 

Mr. Im’iera% acclaimed poems and plays captured @e rhythms 

and hmguage of Puerto Rico and the Lower East Side. 

Parker 
piayed 
fo~ the 

Nass 

spent 

Laviera 

with his I 

Fashion & Style 

Roiling the Waters at River Ho~e 
i.:y M,!.:O B 

The change facing a storied co-op: keep a beloved eIuh or se]] the 

space ko d~e highest bidder? 



The new film about a teenager and her female lover is getting 

mixed reviews from those it aims to depict. 

FRONT ROW 

In ’The Cmmseh~r/Fashions and Furnishings 

Play a Pivota~ :Ro~e 

The dh’ec~or Rid]ey Sco~t’s new film derives much of its v~sua] 

punch h’om a mash--up of refinement and vulga~ty~ 

[~ Addle 

"": Exa~cho 

e1~and 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Tvdl-ter, a Risky Investment 

Txdtter wiI1 begin trading on the New York Stock Exchange on 

Thin.day. ttere are three reasons the company may he a ~sky 

] rive!!anent, 

~ VmEO: Perlbrm~ng on the ;Paris iVIetro 

Each yem’. thous,~nds of musicians fl’om around fl~e wor]d 

au~dtion to earn a license to play on the Par~s Metro. 

, Reiated Alticle 

~ vmEo: Holy Fictional Nlaymos, Barman 

Fiction and realiki have often played off each other dnring 

onsereen depictions of New York polities. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Mro de BlaMo~s Moment 

The hard work starts now for Bill de Blasio, the mayor-elect. He has promised a 

new approach in substance and style that voters dearly wanted. 

EDITORIAL 

Getting Government Tee]hnollogy Rig]hl 

Agencies must adopt newer methocls to avoid software failm’es, delays and cost 

EDITORIAL 

Seeond Thoughts on N dghborhood ~’Vatehes 

More than a year after Trayvon Martin was shot to death in Sanford, bla., by a 

neighborhood watch vohmteer, tim town’s police department is vdsely changing 

the program. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~:hen ’Do No Harm’ Hurl-s 
B,. i.i.~, Vi D 

The insistence that aid should "do no harm" too often obscures 

the faek that conflie ks are also 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Pass~ on of Paten t~i~g 

Children must grow ul-~ a~d go away, and that is as ~t should be. 

~ Colum n~s~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It’s just t~vo years until the Iowa caucuses, 1.~eop~e~ There ~s so 

much to discuss. Is Chris ChtisBe the tough-talking truLh-tcller 

we’ve been waiti*lg l)~r? 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes r~interest 

[] ~i .~; ~"-~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone’,~) l iPad@ Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Mall 

TMs Js an au~emate~ e- mail Please do not reply directly to [his e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message because yod signed up for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 
As a member o~ ti~e TRUSTs privacy program, we are comsfib:ed to projecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i AdveRise 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 7:53 AM 

@gm~Jl.com 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. uric .edu> 

RE: Purchase of books for A~A~A~D 290 class 

Dear Rev. Campbell, 

What an honor for me as well. What a gift it will be to our students to meet you and your community and what a privilege it will be to tell your stories. 

I so look forward to our working together. 

besb 

joseph 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 929-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2023 2:36 PM 

~gmail.com 
�::¢: Colon, Sonia; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Purchase of books for AAAD 290 class 

Dear Rev. Campbell, 

It was a great honor to dialogue with you and others about Rogers Community yesterday in relation to the upcoming class that will be taught by Professor Hegel. 

Many thanks for the books too. They will be very useful in the class. 

When you have a moment, kindly sent the receipt of the books I purchased for the class to the department°s Business Manager. Here are her details: 

Sonia Colon 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
209 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
27599-3395 
North Carolina 

Thanks so much Rev and see you soon, 
Eunice 

Dr. Eunice N. SaNe 

Chair, Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 



FI’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <Ma~’Beth.Panagos@genewiz.com> 

Thursday. November 7, 2013 8:35 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Join Us Today lbr "the Harvest Time Vendor Show at Genetic Medicine 

.~i GENEWlZ, Inc. 

Join us for lu nch at the Harvest Time Vendor Show 

Whe*~: Teday, New,tuber 7, 2013 

Where: Gerle~io Medioine Lobby 

Time: ~ 1:30am to 1:00pro 

Peter Bent ACEA 

Maggie Rougier-Chapman Advanced Cell Diagnostics 

Justin Siack Airgas 

Scott Kiayner BMG LabTech 

\/icki McCuiiouch Cell Signaling Technologies 

Bryan Hess Ciontech 

Britt Steed eBioscience 

Barbara Pepper Exiqon 

John Phillips GA International 

]om Pecora GemBio 

MaryBeth Panagos GENEWiZ, Inc. 

dens Erichsen Kapa Biosystems 

Ron Maddux Lonza 

Edc Jones Sarstedt 
,’-\lexis Fantr~)y Sarl:orius 

Mary Reiiiy Simp!)d: 

M: 919-995-3225 

M a ry Betl!. Pa n ages@ ge n ewiz. co m 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East mid Africa <info asmeascholars.org@maJll70.atl21.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:05 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

STILL TIME: Regisler NOW tbr Sixth Annual Conference! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin Abdulla AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~ invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and much more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $85. 

Student Members Registration: $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

wv, wv.as meascholars.o rg 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribefromthislistlu datesubscri tion references J view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Congolese Event question 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I am wondering when the grades are going to come out for the mandatory African themed event that we attended this semester? I went to the Congolese 

event and I e-mailed it to you while you were in Kenya. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:56 AM 

’Peter Anyang Nyongo’ ,@yahoo.com> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja. Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~ 

RE: Coafim~alion letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Hello Prot:essor Nzongola 

I will need to know, which account I can use to pay the toner. 

I check you portion on the Craver funds, and is already use, 

Sonia 

Frem; Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Wednesday, Oc~ber 23, 2013 11:02 AN 
To~ Peter Anyang Nyongo 
¢¢~ Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
8ubject~ RE: Confirmation le~r - Visit to UNC-Chapel H~I 

Good morning Dr. Nyong’o 

Hope you are doh~g we~ and glad to hear you are ~n gostom 

Pk~ase, see attached you flight tid<et You are set up to ~eave on ~Hght ~503, a~: 9:30 am; a]?d re~:urn on flight 5573, arriving at 11:40 am, at goston. 

Please let me know if you need add~tiona~ informatkm, 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m= Peter Anyang Nyongo [ma~l~ _ __ ~ 
Sent= Wednesday, October 23, 20~3 ~2:01 PN 

To= Colon, Sonia 
C~= Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Confirmation le~r - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

I am now in Boslon. I have reviewed my trip and suggest that I leave Boston on Delta Nflines 5503V at 9.30 am and return on Tuesday morning on Delta Nflines 

5573V leaving at 9.46am ABD geeing here at 11.40am in time for my lecture at the Kennedy School at 1.30 on that day. 

Wann regards to George, 

Nyong’o 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good nlorning Dr. Nyor~g’o 

t hope this commt~nicaLio[~ fotmd you well. 

My name is Sonia and 

through 19. 

~ already have your hote~ stay reservation at the Carohna ~nm Mnd~y see the attachment. 

Regardh~g the a~r travel Mnd~y see below trave~ schedules a~ternatives for your consideration and selection. 

£~ease do not hes~taLe Lo contacL me for any add~l:Rmal informal:h:m thaL you might need, 

Thank you, 

Son~s 
919-962-4854 
November ~ - Boston to RDU 

Delta: 
DL5114V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS 1 643A 850A 

DL5503V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 930A 1134A 
Jet Blue: 
8622830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 615A 824A 

8613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SSI 845A 1049A 
November ~9 - 
Delta: 
DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 645A 839A 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 946A 1140A 
Jet Blue: 
B627840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 618A 806A 

B621840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 900A 1048A 

~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PN 

(~yahoo~com 
Ce~ Colon, Sonia; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subje¢t= Confirmation le~er - Visit ~ UNC-Chapel Hill 
Im~e~anCe~ High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well, 



Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November~ 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 

This mes~ge cannot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a ditt~rent tbrmat or ema~il program. 
multipaWaJtemative 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:58 AM 

’Peter Anyang Nyongo’ ~ ~yahoo.com> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja. Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Coat]m~alion letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dr, Nyong~o 

Hope you are doing well. Please ignored my prior e-mail, I erroneously pull up an incorrect e-mail, 

My apologies to all. 

Sonia 

Frera: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 20:t3 :t0:B6 AM 
T~-" ’Peter Anyang Nyongo’ 
C¢: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
$,,bject," RE: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hetlo Professor Nzongota 

I will need to know, which account I can use to pay the toner. 

I check you portion on the (:raver ffmds, and is already use. 

Thank 

Sonia 

Frera: Colon, Sonia 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 23, 20:t3:1:1:02 AN 
T~-" Peter Anyang Nyongo 
C¢: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
$,,bject," RE: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Good morning Dr. Nyong’o 

Hope you are doing well and glad to hear you are in Boston. 

Please, see attached you flight tick~:_d:. You are set ~p to lea~ze on flight 5503, at 9:30 am; and return on flight $573, arriving a~: I1:40 am, a~: Boston 

Pleas~:_~ let me ]~now if Vot~ need add]tionaJ informa~:~on. 

Thank you, 

SoNs 

F~m~ Peter Anyang Nyongo [ma~to       ~yahoa.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, October 23, 20~3 12:01 PN 
T~ Colon, 
~e~ Nzongala-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subje~t~ Re: Confirmation le~er - Visit b UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

I am now in Boston. I have reviewed my trip and suggest that I leave Boston on Delta Airlines 5503V at 9.30 am and retuB1 oB Tuesday morning on Delta Airlines 

5573V leaving at 9.46am ABD geeing he~ at 11.40am in time for my lec~re at the Kennedy School at 1.30 on that day. 

Wam~ regards to George, 

Nyong’o 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sop 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <~:~nia col :n~{~med.unc edu> wrote 

Good morning l.h,r, 

I hope this communication found you well 

My name ~sSon~a and 

through 

~ already have your hote~ stay reservation at the Caro~h~a ~nn, k~nd~y see the attachment. 

Regarding the a~r travel Mnd]y see below travel schedules a~ternatives for your consideration and se~ection~ 

Phrase do not hesSe:ate to contact me [or any additional information ~:hat you might need. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

919- 96 2-4854 
November 17 - Boston te RDU 
Delta: 
DL5114V 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 643A 850A 

DL5503V 1 ?’NOV S BOSRDU SS1 930A ’1134A 
Jet Blue: 
B622830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 615A 824A 

B613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 845A 1049A 
November 19 - RDU to Boston 
Delta: 
DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SSI 645A 839A 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 946A 1140A 
.Jet Blue: 
B627840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 618A 806A 

B621840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 900A I048A 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Friday, September 20, 20~3 6:~3 PN 



To: _ v !-~yahoo.com 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 
~mportance: High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and T hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November~ 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 

This message cannot be displayed becaus~ of the way it is fom~atted, Ask the sender to send it again using a different format or email program, 

mullipart/altemalive 







Moore Undergraduate Research 

Apprentice Program 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 3:18 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Today: at 5:30 pm: event ou America’s Drag Wars iu Mexico at UNC 

Laura Caxlsen Flier 2013.docx 

November 7, 5:30pro: 

America’s Drug Wars in Mexico: Just Say No. 

FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC Campus 

A talk and discussion with Laura Carlsen. Carlsen is the Director of the Americas Program of the Center for International Policy (CIP). She has been a political analyst 

and writer in Mexico for over twenty years 

and has written extensively on trade, security, immigration and gender issues in Mexico, Colombia, and the Americas. She is the author of"A Primer on Plan 

Mexico" and is currently writing "The Tangled 

Web," on the U.S.-backed war on drugs. For more information on CIP Americas Program, visit: www.cil~americas.org. 

Presented by the Mexico-U.S. Policy Series of the UNC Institute for the Study of the Americas, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (Duke), the 

Center for Global Initiatives, 

the Curriculum in Global Studies, the Latin American Social Cartographies Working Group, and the Latina!o Journalism and Media Project (Latijam). 

See attached flier for more information. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 3:19 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Today: 5:30-7pm: Talk/tour/reception for Pedro Lasch’s current Nasher exhibition 

Pedro Lasch, Susan Harbage Page and Yinka Shonibare (3 insCallalions) 
Nasher Museum of Art, Duke University campus 

July 20 - December 1 

http://nasher.duke.edtv’exhibitions/lasch- page - shonibaye/ 

Galleu talk by Pedro Lasch on Novelnber 7th, 6pin (refreshments begin at 5:30pm) 

InstaJlation process images are also posted at Nasher this blog entu: 
/ / http:/‘nasher.duke.edu/2~3/~7‘w~rk-~f-the-week~a~n~a-mnerica-bv-pedr~aschiutm source=contactolo~v&utm Inedmm~email&utm campaip.u=NM055 

this show is organized in conjuncliou with: 

Lines of Controh Partition as a Productive Space 

Nasher Museum of Art 
September 19, 2013- February 2, 2014 

http://uasher.duke.edu/exhibilious~’lines-of- control/ 

TALK 
~’~iI First Th u rsday Gallery Talk with 

Pedro Lasch - LATINO/A AMERICA 

FIRST THURSDAY I Thursday, November 7, 6 PM / Meet artist and Duke Professor Pedro 

Lasch. whose work LATINO/A AMERICA is part of the installation Pedro Lasch, Susan 
Harbage Page and Yinka Shonibare. Cash bar at 5:30 PM; Gallery talk at 6 PM. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Celebrating Congo 

Thank you very much! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:04 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Celebrating Congo 

Dear 

Thanks for sending your response. I will accept it. As indicated in the syllabus, it will be a core part of your participation grade in the class which I will tally at the end of the 
semester. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Celebrating Congo 

12:35 PM 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I am very sorry I am just now getting my summary to you, I have had mid-term after mid-term for the last three weeks. While the syllabus clearly says, the 

summary must be submitted a week after the event, would you still accept mine? If not, I can go to the even in Thank you in advance for any 

help you may offer me. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Rules to Require Equal Coverage tbr Mental Ills 

................ ] M<~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ibm ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ loday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Rifles to Reqifi~’e Equal Covel’age fo~" Mental Ills 

The regulations, which the White }louse sees as part d a push to em’b gun 

vio]e~ee, will require insurers to covet" care for me~t4d health and addk:fion just 

like physical illnesses. 

West m~d h’~an Seen as Nearing a Nueleai" Deal 

Even as the two sides tried to finalize the agr~ement on 

Thursday, fissures have widened bebveet~ the United States and 

some of its pHncipaI allies over the potential pacL 

~ [] Video: Negotiating ’¢,,ith a Di~e~erlt Irsn 

:FoD.Ao R~fling I’~’ot~ld All but E|iminate Trmts Fats 

The bY~od and Drug Admi~isDa[ion on Thin, day proposed measm~’s that would 

all but elinfinake artifidal {runs fats, the arke<v-dogging subsbmee that is a 

m@:,r contributor to beret disease. 

Editors’ Picks 

GIVING 

Speei~l Section: Giving 

Guide dog schools are eonsidered ebar~fies that do work of great 

value, but they have commensurate expenses. Also, a step-by- 

step guide to choosing a charity wisely, 

~ Precious Eyes 

~ Ricking a Roltfolio of \Northy Causes 



~ Go to Special 8cotton 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

The Cost of Being an A~tist 

With soaring boush~g and health care (’osb, has ~t become too 

expensive to pmsue the aULS in the U.S.? 

The 

Cos~ of 

Being 
a rl Air st 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

LEON SIMMONS. 63, one uf more than 47 millio~ Americans whose food stamp 
allotment ~*as cut this month, 

World 

Under Strain, France Exan~ines its Safety Net 

The pervasive presence of government in French 5re, fl’om 

workplace rules to health and education benefits~ is ~mw the 

subject o[ a g~vat debate. 

At~er a Break, 3~tt’key’s Prime Mi~fister 

Courts Controve,~osy 

Reeep Ta3@p E~dogan, who bad tempered his o~te]l divisive 

punic eommenks after protests a few monlks ago, stirs anger by 

atbaeking a new targeL eoed dormitories. 

Pakistani Tal~ban Pick Hard-Liner as Leader, 
Imperiting Proposed Peace Talks 

The Taliban’s governing eound] chose Mullah Fazbfllah, best 

known for radio broadcasts in which he has called for public 

beati~gs and execution,s. 

, Ex-Leader e~ Pakis~n is Released on Bail 

SOCIAL 
PROGR 
AMS 
RUN 

U.S. 

C~t in Food Stamps Forces Hard Choices on 

Poor 

With reduced benefiLs stm~ing this month, mm~y recipien~ are 

buying fewer groceries and planning visits to food panLHes to 

tide them over. 

~ ~ Video: Cu~i~g Back on Food St~mps 



GROVELAND JOURNA’ 
Hi~. Twi+~’c by Hard T~mc+, a Town ~o~k~ to 

Fh~t a wildfire, and t~e~ the l)deral government shutdown, 

caused havoc t~r businesses in a small town khat depends on ~ourisb drawn 

Yosemite National Park. 

Slide Show: Businesses Near Yosemite T[y to Survive 

Colorado Cities~ Rejection of Fraeking Poses 

Political Test for N atural Gas indust~T 

Anti-dHllJng measures approved in flae stake, whbh has long 

been a major oil and gas producer, reflect gwwing c~-mcerns 

about the effect on the environment, e~)e~ts said. 

Business 

Growtl~ Gah~ Blurs Sig~s of~:eak~ess f~            ~ ~-Io~ 

Five years after the ~obal economy was falling the fastest,              ~vondal 

Western economies are still failing to gain much-herded 

momentum, despite the efforks of central banke~ on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Accounts DiflL~r to FoBoL and CBS on Benghazi 

Conflicting statements given ])y a seet~l’i~, off1 cer to the Federal Bureau of 

InvcsLigation a~d to CBS call inLo question a "6o Minutes" repod. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

Card Act Cleared Up Credit Cards’ Hidden Costs 

Eeonomisb found thaL the Card A~’t, passed in 2oo9~ saved 

consmners billions of d(fllals by cu~ing through a tangle of 

cwNt card fees. 

Sports 

An American Boy ~Vo~der in Barcelona 

Be~ Lederman, 13, is the first United SLates-born player invited 

to Lrain aL La Masia, the famed youth soccer academy run by the 

global soccer juggernaut Barcelona. 



Winning With Panache at Nol~h Dakota State 
Lw P:-’,~ L:B:FLTi 

Craig BohL a coach with a s~rong fashion sense, has led the Bison 

to consecutive national >bo%all Championship Subdivision 

championships v,{th a blne-eollar philosophy. 

Fresno State Loves Its B~1lldogs, but So Does a 
Ga~g 

Fresno Stah;’s sports logo, a cartoon bulldog, plays a dual role in 
California, where it is also the symbol of the Bulldogs street gang, 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

A Loca~ Plae.e for a Global Neighborhood 
L:.: B,’M..::,BD C,’V~LR 

On Sah~rday, the much-changed Queens Musemn reopens, 

lbcusing on the wide world of art found in flae cosmopditan 

breadth of iks born ugh’s population. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

~2 Queens 

..... M~jseum 

ART REVIEW 

Where a Little Dose of Leonardlo Is Still a Lot 
LB: B,’L i..::,B D 

:~ e~dbition at the Morgan ~bra~y & Musemn featm~s a g~x)np 

of wotq<s by Leonardo da Vinci from the Biblioteea Reale in 

’Futin, Italy, including one of his celebrated noh~books. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

exhibitio 

n at the 

I    M°rgan I 

More to Remember Than ,h~st the Madeleiae 

’F~e centennial of Marcel Proust’s "Swann’s Way" is being 

remembered throug)t wwious eveng in the New Y~-~,rk area. 

Movies 

’THE BOOK THIEF’ 

A Refuge Found i~ Pages 

"The Book Thieff’ reveals how a ~r] copes dm:ing the horrors of 

adolescence and World War II. 

~ ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

, Ben Sghne~er on ’The Book 

Schnetz 
e; and 
Sophie 

’THOR: THE DARK WORLD’ 

The Hm~mmr Resurge~tt 

In a permutation of the myth, "Thor: The Dark World," 

thunder god is an alien superhero played by Chris tlemsworth. 

, Thor’s Nemesis Makes Some Ti~under 

’AT BERKELEY’ 

A Major Urdversity and How It Works 

Frederick Wiseman’s docmnentary "At Berkeley" takes viewers 

into the classrooms and the hroad campus life of a wall- 

fun eli oning uni ve t~i U, 

Obituaries 



Revo Eugene Ca[k~nder~ "Who Saw Poten~ia~ of 

Dr. Callender ministered in Harlem, ser~’ed in the Lindsay and 

Mario Cuo~no a&ninistrations and started a chain of "s treet 

academies" that became a model tbr pro~ams nationwide. 

Michael Palraer, Do~s~or Who Became ’Fop 

A~lhor, Dies at 7t 

Dr. Pahner sold abont five million books worldwide, including 

"E.~vme Measures" am:l "Natm’al Causes," after going through 

years of aleohd and drug addiction. 

Ed Pin~s, Documentary Fihnmake~o, Dies at 75 

Mr. Pineus’s intent, his son said, was to "make this stabm~ent that 

the documentarian’s job was to be subjective/’ 

John V 
Lindsay 

home in 

Pincus 

and his 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: TV Ta~k: Reality Check 

The Times reporters Bill Ca rter and B~ia n Ste] ter discuss which 

comedies have been renewed and the declining viewership of a 

legacy rea~i~~ show. 

~ vmEo: Cutting Back on Food Stamps 

After Congress cut monthly benefits lk)r lk)od stamp recipie~N, 

fan~ilies in the Bronx mnst make hard choices with reduced 

budgets. 

, Rebted Article 

~ V~D~O: Moraents in the "l[’oror~to Mayor’s 

Scandal 

Earlier this year, Mayor Rob Ford denied smoking crack cocaine 

but now admits to drng use and remNns adamant that he will 

remain in office. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Judge Sd~eirM|in s Case 

The beieagnered jndge in New York City’s stop-and-h~sk litigation should 

eh allen ge an appellate court’s d eeision to rein ove her from overseeing th e ca se. 

EDITORIAL 

Lessons From Em’opean P~isons 

American corrections officials look overseas for a better approach to creating a 

system geared toward s :~cial reintegrad :~n rather than pnnishment alone. 

EDITORIAL 

Religiom Contraceptio~ m~d Bosses’ Ri~ts 

~ appellate court ruling goes the wrong way on whether employer health plans 

m ast cover birth control. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Notes From Egy]pt’~ S|mW Tr’~a~ 

Wh ateve~" j usfi ce corn es fl:om Mob am ed Morsi’s ~:ia~ w~ be 

partial at best. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Kombi Madeleirm 

The cu~±ain falls on the Kombinationsfah~zeug -. B~’azilian fi~’e 

truck and hil:q)~e van, a~d transpo~er of time. 

~ Columni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Mutilated Eeo~mmy 

The long-term costs ~:g sbort-rm~ failure are p~ling up and up and 

up and up. 

, Columnist Page ~ Blot 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Fac’ebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times [torn anywhere with our suite el apps: 

iPhone(0 l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-~ail 

This is an automated e-mail Please cio not reply directly ~e this e-maii 

You received this message because yell signed up rer NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headl#~es rlewsietter. 

,As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 8:53 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Confirmation letter- Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

No problem.understood. 

Sent from my iPad 

OnNov 7, 2013, at 18:58, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Nyong’o 

Hop~:_~ you are doing well P~ease ~gnored my prk~r e.-maiL ~ erroneously pull up an ~ncorrect e.-rnaH. 

My a~o~ogies ~:o all. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: ’Peter Anyang Nyongo’ 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Hello Professor Nzongola 

I will need to know, which account I can ~se to pay the toner. 

I check you portion on the Craver funds, and is already use. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:02 AM 
To: Peter Anyang Nyongo 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Good morning Dr. Nyong"o 

Hop~:_~ you a r~-_~ do~ng wel~ and gh~d to hear you are ~n Boston. 

Please, see s[tached you flight t~ckeL You are set up to leave on fl~ght 5503, at 9:30 am; and re[urn on flight 5573, arriving at 1~:40 am, at Boston. 

P~ease ~et me know i[: you need additional b~formation. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Peter Anyang Nyongo [.mailto:       @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:01 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

I mn now in Boston. I have reviewed Iny trip and suggest fliat I leave Boston on Delta AMines 5503V at 9.30 mn and letarn on Tuesday morning on 

Delta Airlines 5573V leaving at 9.46am ABD getting here at 11.40am in time for my lecture at the Kennedy School at 1.30 on that day. 

Warm regards to George, 

Nyong’o 



Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~)med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Dr. Nyong’o 

I hope this communication found you well. 

My name is Sonia and 1 will be assisting you with the travel and accommods, tion logistic, regarding your visit to UNC- Chapel Hill 

November :17 through I9, 

I akeady have your hotel s~aV reservation at ~h~-_~ C~rolin~ Inn~ kindb/see ~he attachment, 

Regardin8 t~e air travel, kindly se~-_~ b~-_~low tn~vel sch~-_~duh-_~s alt~-_~rna ~iv~-_~.s h:~r your consideration ~nd 

Ph-_~ase do not hesil:ate to comact me foe any additional information l:hat you misht n~-_~ed. 

Thank you, 

$onia 

919--962-~54 

November 17 - Boston to RDU 

Delta: 

DL5114V 17NOV S BOSRDU SSI 643A 850A 

.... or .... 

DL5503V 17NOV S BOSRDU 881 930A 1134A 

Je~ Blue: 

B622830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 615A 824A 

B613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 845A 1049A 

November t~ - RBU to Boston 

Delta: 

DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 645A 839A 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDUBOS ,SS1 946A 1140A 

,Jet Blue: 

B627840 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 618A 806A 

.... or .... 

B621840 19NOV T RDUBOS SSl 900A 1048A 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PM 
To:       @yahoo.com 
Co: Colon, Sonia; Nzongola=Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 
Importance: High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 



With best wishes, 

Eunice 

This message Caalnot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a different format or etnail 

prog~Jn, tnultipaYialtemative 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group USA <academic@loenguin.com; 

Friday, November 8, 2013 10:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

This Machine Kills Secrets Examination CoW 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

This Machine Secrets ThisMachineKillsSecrets 

Julian Assange~ the Cypherpunks, and 
Their Fight to Empower Whistleblowers 

by Andy Greenberg 

The story of the code and the characters-- 

idealists, anarchists, extremists--who are 
transforming the next generation’s notion of what 

activism can be. 

WikiLeaks brought to light a new form of 

whistleblowing, using powerful cryptographic code to 
hide leakers’ identities while they spill the private data 
of government agencies and corporations. But that 
technology has been evolving for decades in the hands 

of hackers and radical activists, from the libertarian 
enclaves of Northern California to Berlin to the Balkans. 
And the secret-killing machine continues to evolve beyond WikiLeaks, as a movement of 
hacktivists aims to obliterate the world’s institutional secrecy. Forbes journalist Andy 

Greenberg has traced its shadov~, history from the cryptography revolution of the 1970s to 
W~kileaks’s founding hacker Julian Assange, Anonymous, and beyond. 

P lu me ¯ 400 pp. ¯ 9780142180495 . $16.00 

A New York Times Editors’ Choice 

For related titles, please view our Political Science and Science & Technology 
catalogs at http:llus.penguingroup.comlsubjectcatalocjs 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penguinspeakersbureau.com 
or email speakersbureau@,us.penquinqroup.com. 

I 



This Machine Kills Secrets 

Penguin Group USA 
375 Hudson St. 

New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive funther messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 12:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gulu: New York Times + New Yorker Reviews 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

We are pleased to share with you coverage of our current 
exhibition Gulu Real Art Studio in The New York Times and 
The New Yorker. The exhibition is on view at The Walther 
Collection Project Space, 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 in 
New York City, through February 8, 2014. 



The Walther Collection Project Space 
526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
NewYork, NY 10001 
+1 212 352 0683 
contact@walthercollection.com 
Opening Hours: 
Wednesday=Saturday, 12pm-6pm 
www.walthercollection.com 

~ Follow The Walther Collection on Facebook and Twitter. 

Forward email 

This email was sent to eunice,@email.unc,edu b~,, contact@walthercollection,com 
._U_p__d__’_a_t__e____P_r-_o__fjj_e_LE_[T_La_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s_’~ Ins~a~lt removal widl _S__a__f~_e__U__r_~__s__u__b__s__c_l_j_b__e_." _P__rj_v__a__c_’~/___P__o_[Lc_~:. 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, 

@live,unc,edu> 

1:09 PM 

Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu>; Hill,               @live.unc.edu> 

33rd Annual MLK Celebration Follow-Up 

MLK Birthday Celebration Financial Commitment.docx; MLK Letter .docx 

Hello, The MLK Jr. Celebration Committee is 
My name is and I serve as the 

currently in the process of planning the 33rd annual Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration for             Each year, we solicit funds from great campus organizations, 

departments, and units like yours to promote the continuation of this event and the continuation of honoring Dr. King’s legacy on our campus and in the community. 

In September or October, we sent you the attached letter and commitment form regarding your participation in this year’s celebration. Your support in this important celebration 

is crucial to these events having a positive impact on our campus and in the surrounding community. Please consider filling out the attached form today or simply respond to this 

email with your level of participation. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you in advance for your time and consideration and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Best, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Friday, November 8, 2013 4:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Mid-November at the Ackla~d: Music, Theater, Talks, and More! 

NEWS FROM THE 

2nd Friday ArtWalk + Holiday Shopping 
Ackland Museum Store open until 8:30 PM tonight! 

Shop [ate, shop focal, and shop hohday this evening at the Ack[and 

Museum Store, on the corner of Frankhn and Columbia Streets, in 

downtown Chape[ Hi[[. As part of 2nd Friday ArtWatk, the Store wi[[ be 

open until 8:30 PM. 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 9 November, 10:00 AM-12:00 PM 

Thursday, 21 November, 6:00-7:30 PM <<New Day 8 Time! 

Free and open to the public. 

Amanda Hughes (the Museum’s 

Director of F_xterna[ Affairs) leads 
participants in this creative 

exploration of a particular object 

in the Ack[and’s collection. 

Bring paper and dry media 

(crayon, pencils, etc.). A[[ revels 

are welcome. No registration is 

necessary. 

Take Two Tour: 
"Sahmat in Depth: Activism and Art" 
Sunday, 10 November, 2:00 Phi 

Free and open to the public. No registration is required. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



This Sunday, [earn about how the >~:: 
Delhi-based artist and activist ...... 

collective known as Sahmat is 

situated in a global context of art 

and activism. This 

conversational tour wi[l be led by 

Susan Harbage Page (Women’s 

and Gender Studies) ~ Carolyn 

A[imendinger (Ack[and Art 

Museum). 

The Ack[and’s Take Two Tours offer two perspectives on a topic related 

to The Sahmat Collective, with UNC-CH faculty members joining experts 

from the Museum’s staff for an exploration from a variety of disciplinary 

perspectives. 

TALKS - Free and open to the public 

Dr. Miehae~ Watts: "Art and Economics" 
Monday, 11 November, 3:30-5:00 PM 

Dro Susan Bean: "Thin~s Fal~ Apart: Ephemera~ity, 

~.~.m~.,...~.~...!~.~.!.~.~..~!.~.~.~L~.!~.~.~.~.’.’. 
Friday, 15 November, 3:00-5:00 PM 

Thursday, 14 November, 8:00-10:00 PM 

UNC and Duke students are invited to mix and mingle at the Ack[and on 

Thursday, 14 November, from 8:00-10:00 PM! 

ALL ~Ad~L enjoy: 

Free food and drinks, 

music, and great art[ 

Tours of the exhibition The 

Sahmat Collective: Art and 

Activism in India since 

1989 

Instagram Contest: A prize 

will be awarded for the 

best #B[ueBorders 

Instagram photo! 

Free bus transportation to 

the Ack[and v¢i~[ be 

provided from Duke (Duke 

Chapel bus stop) at 7:30 

and 8:30 PM. 

Free admission w~th valid Duke or UNC student ID. 

Sponsored by the Ack[and Art Museum~ the Nasher Museum of Art~ Student Friends of 

the Ack[and~ and the Nasher Student Advisory Board~ with ~enerous support from 

Thomas S. Kenan~ III. 

Interactive Theater Workshop 
with Theater Delta and Interactive Theatre Carolina 
Saturday, 16 November, 10:30 AM-2:30 PM 

FREE for university and high school students! RSVP required. 



Music in ~he G~er~es: UN¢ San~ee~ 
Sunday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 

FREE and open to the public. 

Now on View: The Sahrn~t Collective 
Art and Activism in india since I989 

For over 20 years, the influential Delhi-based artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance against the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in India using a vibrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the group organized for U.S. 

audiences, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 

1989 features work by more than 60 contemporary Indian artists. On 

v~ew through January 5, 2014. 

A wide variety of public programs wi[[ enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fail! Click here for more info. 



Throu~lh 5 January 2014 
In conjunction with The Sahmat 

Co~ective at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, the Museum Store is 

presenting India Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array of 

beautifu[[y designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

india. 

Goods range from colorful textiles 

and jewelry, to handcrafted 

journals and paper, to items for 

the home. AU proceeds support 

the Ack[and Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education programs. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubUc programs are made possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Pictured: Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 9 Estate of Arthur 

Dove. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by esbowles@ernail.unc.edu 
Update Prof:ile/Ernail Address Instan~ renloval with SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Huseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S, Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Cuts in Hospital Subsidies Threaten Safety-Net Care 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~N 
THiS E~IA~L I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Cuts in Hospital Subsidies Threaten Safety-Net 

Care 

A governme~t sul)sidy critical to the snrYival d hospiNls 

treating large numbers of poor patients is being sharply reduced 

undcr the new heNth law. 

Atkins I 

R~ght Wing’s Surge in Emoope Has 

Establishment Rattled 

All over Europe, established polRieal forces ar~; losing ground to 

grass-roots insurgents fired by rese~tment agai[~st a governing 

class mm~y see as out of touch. 

Dencke 

Bioomberg News ls Said to Curb Articles That M~ght Anger 

Employees of Bloomberg News said that ik chose hoe ko publish inveskigative 

articles about Chi~a’s leadership because of worries that it would be evicted 

from khe country. 

, Sinosphere: Animated Take on B[oomberg:s China Co,¢erage 

Editors’ Picks 



WOR’O 

~ vmEo: Satire Show Raises Questhms ~n 

Bassem l’oussef, a popular satirist was taken offthe air after" 

makingjokes about Egypt’s military Ieade~’ship. The shutdown set off a debate, 

calling i;~to quesgon the army’s eommkment to democracy. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~’V~y Do Brits Accept ~t~rvei]]a~me’.a 

Complacency about state power r3ms deep in Btqtain. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JOHN TURCHIANO. a spokesman for the New York Hotel Trades CoanciL which 
represet~ts ba throom a~te~t&mts, on the inc,’easing scarcity of those workers. 

World 

Roadblocks Remain as Ofiieials Work Toward 

Ira~ian N~elear Pact 

~lorlg [}le most rontentious issues dm~ng the talks in Geneva 

have bee~ the fate of a reactor i~ Iram the coma~’y’s stoc~ile of 

uranium and how much rs~lief to give it Dora punishing sanctions. 

,~ Graphic Iran’s Nuclear Program and Steps ~o an Agreement 

Mot!am 

P]~ppi~tes St~q~ggles to Assess D~mage From 

Deadly 3~phoo~ 

The Uphoon "d~at tipped @t’ough the eounby FfidW M]led raot’e 

tha~ loo people i~ a sour}rain elb’ immdated by the storm, 

according to ofgdals. 

[~ Ir~ cebu 

~:i~lt Survey, Vati®~ Seeks L~ 

Family Issues 

I~ a quesfiommire being disb’ibuted to bishops i~ adva~ee of 

their" synod next fall, Pope Fronds is asMng CaLhdies for their" 

thoughts and opit~ions on eo*~[entb)us social issues. 

U,S. 



E×ecul-io~s Stall as States Seek Different Drugs 

The makers of drugs used in ]e[haI h~.iec[~c, ns have c.u[ off suppI~es or barred 

t}mh" use in carDdng out death penalties. 

Gay Marriage Battle Nears End fa~ Hawaii, the 

First Front Line 

The expected approval of same.-sex marriage in Hawaii has 

special resonance because the contemporary fight over the issue 

was born there two decades ago with a pioneering lega~ case. 

....... Hawaii’s 

Capitol, 

Detroit Bankruptcy Case Turns on Issue of Good Faith 

Nine days of emoiional and often heated testimony f,’~cused in part on whether 

talks ~d th d ~y employee unions and retirees were held ~n good faith. 

Business 

As Tensions Fall i~ Ira., So Do Costs of Gasolhm 

Ener©" experts say p~ces may fall further i[ tal~ between the 

United States and Irm~ bear fruit. 

e prices 

i2Ihambr 

CBS to Corretrt Erroneot~s Reporl on Benghazi 

The network acknowledged that it had suf[~d a blow to 

credi billb" in broadcasting a report with an inter~Aew cd somem~e 

w~o was never at the scene. 

~ ~ Video: CBS Apobg~zes for Benghazi Report 

Logan I 

:f °dI 

Job Growth Eases Fem°s About Effect of Closing 

Robust job creation in October - 2o4,ooo positions - prompted 

some usually cautious obse~’ers to wonder whekher the 

ecm~omy was finally finding its footing. 

Sports 

Pri ~.ed for His Aggression, ][ncog~tito Sl-~oug~ed to 

Stay in Bounds 

Wha Lever trouble Riehic Incognito encoun tered - and their we~v 

numerous scrapes wikh khe law, wikh coaches and with 

teammates - there was always a football ~eam that wan~ed h~m. 

[~ Richie I 



~ Mar~in’s Lawyer Says Toughness is Not tile Issue I Lawyer Named for Inquiry 

~ NF.L. Roundup: Denver’s Fox Out of Hospital After a Vaive Replacement 

KNICKS 101, BOBCATS 91 

a New Role, E~g l?’alls to His Old Team 

Carmelo Anthony scored 28 points to help make Patrick Ewing’s 

game as a temporary head coach a losing efl’o~ as the 

Knieks beat the Bobcats. 

Box Score 

NB.A Roundup: Sixers Spoil Bynum’s Return With Cavaliers 

WIZARDS 112, NETS 108 (OT) 

Nets~ Sloppy Again, Fa|| to tl~e Wizards 

Paul Pierre was sh::k and the Nets’ play was shoddy, but the 

visidng Wizazqs still needed overtime to pull out a victoW on 

Fr~day~ 

.~ Box Sco~e 

..... Ewing, 

I a::> I 

Nets’ 

~ aul 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Chilli~tg Out: Life i~ a Slow, Ct~te Lane 

"Meet the SIo~hs" is the first of three television shows fiais month 

giving exposure to animals that don’t get a t~mendous amount 

of a~enfiom 

p~ the 
focus ot 

The Syllab|e Everyo~e Reeog~tizes 

Researchet~ suggest in the journal PLOS One that "dee interrogative word "huh" 

could be a universal word. 

Mappir~g a Life, a~d FiniShing a Long Trip 

Whe~} A~femis Cooper set out to w~{te a bio~:aphy of the travel 

writer Pa kz{ck Leigh b’em~ or, she ] earn ed kl~at gwa t s k)~Tte]lers 

can be less than ~’eat when telling kheir own skew{as, 

L.eigh 

Obituaries 

Da~ L~ie, 9o~ Star a~d Promoter of 
Bodybuilding, Dims 
i.:~ E~~UCE F,O.EE£ 

Mr. I,m’ie’s ehiseled physique and f~aN of strength made him a 

cover model lbr 5tness magazines and a walking promoter for 

both the sport and the business of b~~dybui](~ngo 

Lurie in I 
1943, in I 

C~ff 

Decades before the term was used for a potentially catastrophic 

federal budget situation, Mr. Stern eonneeked the two words in 

an article he wrote for The New York Times about homeowners’ prope~%~ 

taxes. 

Bobby Tlhomasor~, Pro Bowl Q~aarterte~obaek, Dims 

at 85 

Mr. Thomason, a three-time Pro Bowler, set a reeord for the 

Eagles in ~953 by surpassing 40o passing yards. 

Travel 



My Cm’ibbean: 5 Vignettes 

From a "mind-blowing" expm~enee in the Dominican Republic to 

a "profound sense cd awe" o~ Barbados, writers share personal 

stories abou~ islands that matter k~ them. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

Festivals "~Vhere the Beat Makes You Move 

Want to mix music into a CaAbbean vacation? Here’s a guide to 

festivals next year fl?om Anguilla to St. I,ucia. 

FOOTSTEPS 

Beneath l~,~m~nique’s lgea~lD-, Gttided by a Poet 

On the loo’~ annive[sary ofAim~ C&aire’s bi¢~h, Lhe auflaor 

explores ~he poet and politician’s homeland and i~s history. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

we.dorrr~s 
at the 

Mount 

..... : F’el4e~ a 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Negotiating "~Vi[h a Diffe~’ent ][~’an 

h’an is in a much different position now to negotiate on its 

nuclear program than it was four years ago when Presiden t 

Obama fi~t broached the subject. 

ON THE STREET 

Bill Cunningham ] On the Rm~ 

A candy shop of color was seen at last weekend’s New York City 

Mars thon. 

~ vmEo: This Week’s Movies: Nov. 8, ao~8 

The New York Times film critics on "The Book ThieL" "The 

Wind Rises" and "Fhor: The Dark World." 

video, <30 ~o NYTimes.eomiVid~o ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Eqt~al Cove~’age fo~" the Mentally 

Important new rules, plns heallk care reform, will provide parity in men~l 

health treatment. 

EDITORIAL 

~,’Vhat G~oeeee Cannot 

The wm’~ing by Prime Minister Antonis Samaras against addifio~ml austerib~ 

measures goes unheeded. 

EDITORIAL 

A P~oosee~ato~ Is Punished 

.’\ [’O~l~tler prosecutor in Texas will spend lo days in jail for withholding evidence 

in a murder h’ia] - insultingly shot% but a milestone. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Have you heard the latest big issne {:}ei~g debated i~ O:mgress9 

Vou are so wrong if you’re thinking the su}~jeet is Obamaeare. 

, Co{umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

When a lg-m~ Advocate Dissevers 

A writer who dared to call for sensible reg~fla’don is shouted 

, co}lJmai~ Page { Blog 

OP-ED { MURITHI MUTIGA 

L:y MUR~T~4i 

z~ne~can and European ett?)As [o undermine Mugabe help r~dly 

Afldeans ~o his s~de, 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinteri.,st 

Access The New York T#nes Item anywhere with out suite el apps: 

iPhone,~ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section >~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Nail 

]his is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directly te this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’¢limes,cem’s today’s Headlines newsletter, 
As a member of the IRUSIe privacy program, we are commi,ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ennice@email.nnc.edu 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 11:31 AM 

Reminder: Grades (exam 11), Tuesday Nov. 12 aJ~d Thursday 14: Our agenda 

To: AAAD101.005.FA13 Group 

Fl~om: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD101 Scholars, 

I hope you are having a great weekend. 

Here are quick updates: 

1 ) Exmn 2 grades (aJ~Inofft done): Thus, they be on SaJ~cai before our class on Tuesday. 

2) Our agenda for both our classes ne~ week: 

Tuesday Nov. 12: 

Afi-ica-China relations: HistoricaJ and contemporary trends. 

As usual here is a gentle reminder: come to class prepared to discuss insights from the two required readings on Aliica-China relations. 

Thursday Nov. 14: 

We will continue our discussions of themes that are linked to contempormy processes of globalization (democratization, conflict, economic, ~nigration and cultural 

dynmnics). In this class we will explore: 

1) Historical developments that influenced the rise of the cmrent phase of the historical process of economic globalization. 

2) Economic developments in Africa in the contemporaiy of globaJization. 

Readings: Given that we are one lesson behind, I have removed one of readings for this topic that was on the syllabus. Thus, you only have one reading. The latter is 
linked to the film we’re going to view later on in the semester tbcusing on fl~e international colt~e trade and implications tbr African countries. 

Best wishes and ~e you on Tuesday, 

Dr. Sahle 

This fora.arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fio~n the "AAAD101.005.FA13" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AAAD 101.005.FA13. 



From: ~@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday 11:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Co: @gmail ,com> 

Subject: ~vised Ye~sion 

Attach: water revised.docx 

Dr. Sable, 

l hope al[ is wel[ with you. Attached is the most up-to-date and revised version of our research I’ve tried to incorporate all of your previous comments, as well as handle the formatting and 
citation issues. I think it’s pret~ much there, but may need some tweaks. Please let me know your thoughts. Thanks so much for al[ of your help and support with this. 

p.s. ’]7he "V~PP 62" citation wi 11 be remedied; I’ve emailed about any knowledge she has on that source, and will update ASAP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu:, 

Sunday,                  l 1:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

DTtt Article on Depa~rnent Budget Cuts 

Dear Professor Sahl, 

I’m a reporter for the Daily Tar Heel and am working on an article about budgets cuts in various departments on campus and how they may directly affect 

the students within the departments. I would love the opportunity to speak with you to discuss any budget restrictions that may have recently fallen on the 

Department of African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies and any impacts the department has been experiencing as a result. I have class 

on Monday between 1 and 3 but am free for the rest of the day and would be happy to work around your schedule. Thank you and I look 

forward to speaking with you. 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 1 l, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Vas~ Challenges for Philippines After Typhoon 

Top News 

Vast Challenges for Philippines After Typhoon 

Typhoon Haiyan delivered a crippling blow 1o the ~’ount~:v’s 

midsection and appeared to have brought a heavy loss of lit~ to 

cries, towns and villages. 

~ T~e Lode Aedal Views of the Devastation ~ ~ Video: The Aftermath 

The state and federal health insuranee exchanges are 

emphasizing benefits to sell the Affordable Care Aek’s prodnets, 

bIR playing down the fees ~hat zMnei~eans must pay if they 

buy. 

[~ At the 

..... : New 

York 

Health Website Tests a 3~coon and Tinkerer 

W~th no hands.-on techn~Ao~" ewe~ienee and a ti~t deadline, 

the entreprenem" Jeffrey D. Zients is leadfi~g the effort to fix 

Hea]fl3Care.gov. 

Obama 

Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ vmEo: Anya Hindmarch: BuHd~ng a Bag 

Brined 

Suzy Menkes sits do~ wifl~ fl~e accessories desig~er to discuss 

the evolution of her brand and her design inspiration. 



OPINION I OPINIONATOR I HOME FIRES 

Lives Dueir~g "War~il~m, "VoL 4 

A collection of reader photographs and remembrances of Uni[ed 

States mii~talT veterans m~d their semqce. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

VOLTAIRE G~ZMIN, defm~se minister of t]~e P]~ilippines, on conditions afLer a typ]~oon 
swept m, er the islands. 

World 

I~oan Balked at iLm~guage of D~oaft Nuclear DeM, 

b*~:ester~ Diplomats Say 

Toward the end of a marathon negotiating session, some 

diplomats believed tha* only a handfl~l of words appeared to 

separate the Lwo sides. 

Europ~3 
n Union 

Remowil~g Fuel Rods Poses N ew Risks at Cl0ippled 

Nuclear Plant h~ dapm~ 

A plan to move rm~oaetive fuel ~o safer storage at the 

Fukushima Da~idai power p]m~t ~s a cr~geal step in a long 

decommissioning process dmt has alrea@ had serious setba&s. 

inside 

A Bra,ilian Boom TO}~rgl~ Of ’Eter~al Beauty~ Faces       ~mo~io 

Salvador has e~)erieneed a surge ]11 ~do~e~t cr4me, chaodc 

traffic, and the metamorphosis of once-elegank seaside dis’uqets inko cdme- 
~qdden areas. 

, [] Slide Show: The Streets of Salvador 

U,S. 

Te~books Reassess :Kem~edy, Put*J~tg Camelot 
Unde~¯ Siege 

the 5o years since his assassination, the image of dohn F. 

Kem~edy has ahi~ed h’om tragic hero to flawed leader. 

~ Graphic The Greatest Pres~ent 



Graphic: Evolving Portraits of J.F K. 

Soufli F|or~da Faces Omirm~as Prospects From 

Rish~g }Vaters 

Long battered by hur~1eanes and prone to gooding from h~tcnse 

thunderstorms, Flo~idu is the most v~0nerable s~te in the 

tom,try to the rise in sea levels. 

In Detroit, Protests of Shooting of~Voman Who 

Sought Help 

Civil rights groups p~)tested this weekend after a young black 

woman was shot on the pore}l of a sn burba~ home ear]icy this 

monde, as she appa~s~nfly sought help after she had ear h’ouble. 

clouds 

Business 

Same Time, Same Channel 3% "~ oos Kids Who Can’t Wait 

In their eitbrts to atLruct children, television networks are starthlg to show 

programs o~li~e before they appear on old-fashioned %7. 

’6o Mh~utes’ ~A3rs Apology on Benghazi 

The CBS newsmaga;;i~e issued a rgm: retrac[ion and apoloKy for 

its repod on an attack on Americans in Libya, saying it >’as 

misled by a source. 

Service Sector G aining Stealn h~ Chknese 

Econ omy 

As ChJ~m’s policy makers gather J~ Seijing this week to discuss 

how to overhaul the economy, signs abound that the sen’ice 

seet,-.,r is plwing an increasingly important roleo 

Ni;lg 

spo~tsw 

Sports 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
Mismi 

For the Want of Real Leaders, NoFoLo Culture ..... Dolphin 
s guard ~T] |~ S~ay to~t 
Richie 

Teams like the Miami Dolphins tend to stay h"ue to a code of 

brotherhood, even if iL £~inLs their repuh~tion or possibly hurls others. 

, incogrfib Tries to .Add Conte~t to His Statements 



GIANTS 24, RAIDERS 20 Andre 

De~k~nse I.oit~s Giants Over Raiders arid to a Third I +++ 

The Giants overcame du’ee Lurnovezs, an Eli Manning 

in tereepfion returned for a touchdown and a eosdy speeiN teams miscue on the 

game’s cg~ening sequence. 

~ Box Stole 1~ Slide Show: Giants Stretch Streak 

SPURS 120, KNICKS 89 

:For Kl,iek% a Slow Start and a Bad Ending 
::.y BCG~ T i:aCi:iOi~\ 

J. R. Smith rein’ned to the lineup, hut the Knicks failed in eveW 

aspect in a humiliating loss to San .~tonio akthe Garden on 

Sunday. 

Anthony 

Box Scere 

sports ne’,,,s, go to NYTimes,eom]Sporte >~ 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW ] ’TWELFTH NIGHT’ AND ’RICHARD II1’ 

Boys Will Be Bo2°s (trod Somethnes Gh’ls) 

All tl~e characters are not what they seem in Tim Carroll’s staging 

of "I~xelfth Night" and "Richard III," running in repertc, t\v on 

Broadway at the Belasco Theater. 

~ [] Slide Show 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

The Ren~nm~ts of a Cult~re°s l-t[eart trod Soul 

Jewish d<~enments rescued fi:om a flooded intelligence buih:ling 

in Iraq a decade ago are now on view in "Discovery and 

Reeove~T," an exhibition at the National Archives in Washington. 

....... copy of 

~Vm° Theater~ Repurposed 

Mili~tT veterans ~ill~ a~ at~islie bent are tnrning to groups and 

programs that help them navigate the world d performing arB. 

Obituaries 

Leonard Herzenberg, lhmnmmlogist Who 

Rew.+lutimfi~,ed Research, Dies at 8~ 

Dr. He~enberg, who developed a deviee to he~er examine ce~s, 

helped facilitate stem cell n’search a~d advance the treatment of 

cancer and other illnesses. 

Mm~lS’ed RmmneL Non of Ge~oman :Field Marshal 

Dies at 84 

Mr. Romme], a daree-tem~ mayor of Stnttgart, was a liberal voice 

in postwar West Germany, supporting immigrant fights and 

s~’engthen~ng the cJb;s Jewish pol.~u]ation. 

:~ Mantled 
Rommei 

Media & Advertising 

MEDIA DECODER 
:~ Daniel 

Gun Violence h~ American Movies Is Rish~g, 

Violen~ e~counters ~dd~ gu~s oecur’~ on averagc, more than twice 

an h~-~ur in the best selle~ in PG-~3 and t~-rated movies, according to a study se~ 

for publication in Pediatries, 



MEDIA DECODER 

Vox Ned~a ~uyh~g Cucbedoeom Network o~ S~tes 

Vox Media recently raised $34 million in new ~nvestment capi~L he]ph~g give 

the money Lo buy the Curbed, Eater and Racked sRes. 

’Ci~~ on Fire,’ a Debut Novel, Fete]~es Nearly 82 

Oarth Risk Hallberg’s novel [{)ok L]~e publishing i~dus[ry by 

storm last week and provides e~ddence of a resurgence of long 

fiction. 

Risk 

Today’s Video 

Dia~a Garretr and Aaron Thouvenin teach a surt~inspired fit~ess 

class together. 

Typhoon 

One of the most powerful typhoons ever recorded has lNd waste 

to cities, towns and fishing villages and has left an untold number 

of deaths aeross the central Philippines. 

Repo~ot 

Accounts difl2"r from a man J~te~viewed by "60 Mim~tes" who 

s~fid he was at the U.So mission the nigh~ of the attack ~hak M~led 

Ambassador & Christopher Stereo,s. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

High a~d Low P~°e~fi~ms in Hea~t][~ Care 

Mfl~iolls will be e]igi])le for no-premimn po~k4es, and others w~l pay more for 

new and better coverage. 

EDITORIAL 

A "i’hne to Pause 

The city’s ambitious vision for Midtown East cannot be rushed. 

EDITORIAL 

l.~,w- Stress Vofin g 

New York and other states with outdated e~ection schedules should t~rovide a 

two-week vodng period instead of cramming it all into o~e day. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED [ VANESSA BARBARA 

Lemn~ng to Speak iBrazingl~sh 

Pre-World Cup pessimism rdgns, yet we arc" doing all we ea~ to 

get ready. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sal w~g~ng 0 b~ma 

A to-do list fbr a pres~den(.y in d~stress. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Th e P] ot Against F~anee, 

It’s another case of ideology posing ;as economic analysis. 

...... ~rugma 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

[] ~i ~ ,~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® l iPad(&~ Android I 
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From: @aim.corn> 

Sent: Monday, 9:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subje~’t: AAAD    New student urgent 

Good afternoon Professor Sable, 

I was just wondering if our research papers should be in mla or apa format and if you want us to include a cover page? 

Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 10:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: Update on location: Nov. 17 dinner with Prot~ssor Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o and others 

Deal Eunice, 

Thank you for this ilfformation. Let me j ust ask and hope you will feel free to give me an honest answer. When you originally invited us to your house, I thought it would 

be a small group and we were invited as friends. Now it seems that the dinner is evolving into a larger and olticial wmposium fimction - wlich of conrse I totally 

understand (and I think it is wonderful that you are getting such s~rong interest). Unfortunately, I could only attend the symposium Monday morning, because we have a 

candidate in on Monday (the third one), and     teaches on Monday early evening. This suggests to me tlmt we do not really fit easily into tills dinner. Moreover, I 

even think that some of your colleagues would prel~r to tbrget the time when I was associated with your department, not because they dislike me or anything I did but 

because it brings back bad memories. So, liar all these reasons, it seems preferable tbr us not to attend the dinner. On the other hand, the last thing I want to do is to 

make you think that I do not care about you or the department. Bottom line: I need your guidance as to whether it would be better tbr us attend or not attend the 

dinner. 
Thanks for a candid response, 

Evelyne 

On 11/10/13 1:47 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Evelyne, 

I hope you are doing well. 

The dinner next Sunday Nov. :t7 will be a~ 4~.:t Wes~ Restauran~ on Franklin in Chapel Hill at 6.00pro. 

I am also attaching the program re; Nov. ~8 symposium. 

Best wishes and looking forward to seeing you and John 
Eunice 

Eveiyn~" Huber, Ph.D. 

Horehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

University of Nerth Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

~hone: 919-962-3041 
fax: 919-962-0432 
emai ] : ehuber@unc, edu 
www. u ri c. e du / ~ ] d s 11 ep h / J ri d ex. t’ 11 ml 
http : !!press. ;oh ica<~o, edu/u,sm/heo~<s!boo~/opica<~oiD!bol 3590041 . htm] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:35 AM 

Guy Martin ~yahoo.com>; Gaurav Desai <gaurav@tulane.edu>; Omar It. Ali <ohali@uncg.edu>; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 

<lisanza@emaikunc.edu>; ;unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaikunc.edu> 

Symposium on East Afi-ica and African Unity at 50 

Progran~ symposium.docx 

Dear panelists: 

First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to present an aspect of your research on East Africa at the Symposium, whose program is attached. In order to maximize audience 
participation in the discussion of the pertinent issues, we would like to ask you to limit your presentation to 15 minutes. We would like to publish the proceedings of the symposium in a 
w~l ume edited by Eunice SaNe and me. We therefore hope and trust that it will be possible for you to send us the written text of your presentation by 

I look ~2~rward to seeing you soon. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. (cell), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 11, 2013 10:55 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: [FORMAL NOTICE] Important Changes to ConnectC~xolina Access for Faculty and Staff 

Yes, I can -- I’ve already tested the VPN at home so I have some insight to offer (if there is the time and the will for me to share) 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: FW: [FORM~L NOTICE] Important Changes to ConnectCarolina Access for Faculty and Staff 

Tim, 

Travis, tells me that you may know somethin~ about what this chan~e will mean and how we can work though it 
Is there a way that we will still be able to use Sakai and also post grades from home? 

PS: I am copying this to Eunice to make sure it’s OK. 

Thanks, -Reg 

From: no reply@email.unc.edu [no reply@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 1:38 PM 
To: tIildebrand, Reginald F 
SubJect: [FORMAL NOTICE] Important Changes to ConnectCarolina Access for Faculty and Staff 

To: Faculty and Stall" 
From: Chris Kielt, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer 
SubJect: Important Changes to ConnectCarolina Access for Faculty and Staff 
[)abe: Nov 6, 2013 

As part of an effort to increase the security and reliability of Carolina’s information technology resources, ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff connections to the 
ConnectCarolina application. This means that off campus access to ConnectCarolina will require the use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) software and on campus access using wireless 
needs to be through UNC-Secure, the secure campus wireless network. These changes will go into effect in mid-November. 

The University’s data systems are under constant attack, with millions of unwanted cormection attempts each month. ConnectCarolina, the a&ninistrative system for student services (and 
in 2014, HR/Payroll and Finance) contains sensitive data and it’s iraportant to protect this data from these attacks by using secure methods to access ConnectCarolina. 

If you do not wish to access ConnectCarolina frora off campus or do not require on campus wireless access to ConnectCarolina, there is nothing further for you to do. 

If you do have the need for off site access or wireless access from on campus and have not previously installed VPN sofl~vare, please review the following website for information on 
downloading, installing and configuring the software: 

htt ps:iihelp.unc, edu/help/vpn-installation-and-clients/ 

As al~vays, I encourage you to contact the L~-C-Chapel Hill Help Desk at 919-962-HELP or email help@unc.edn, or contact your local IT support for assistance. 

This video focuses on the importance of this change for ConnectCarolina security: http ://www.goutube.congwatch’ v=iN~LMpJdLQGKs 

I continue to be grateful for your help and cooperation in strengthening the security around the University’s data and systems. Please feel free to contact me with concerns or questions 
regarding this change. Thap2K you. 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:02 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-11 - 13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday November 11th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/12/13- Lecture by Jill McCorkle, author of Life After Lit~, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literary People: Conversations with River Writers Series 

presented by The William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. An American novelist mad short story writer, Jill McCorkle will talk about the inflnence of the 

Lumber River in her works. For more information: http:i/fridayceater.unc.edt~pdep/riverwfiters/ 

11/13/13- UNC Departtnent of Marine Sciences Guest Seminar Lecture by Dr. Molly Redmond scheduled for November 13 at 3:00 PM in Murray Hall G201. Dr. 

Redmond, a professor at the University of North Ca~rolina at Ch~xlotte, will be speaking on her research into tnethane. 

11/15/13- UNC’s Annual Campus Sustainability Day and America Recycles Day scheduled for 11:00 AlVl 2:00 PM in the Great Hall of the Frank Porter Graham 

Stndent Union. This event is free and open to the punic and is sponsored by the UNC Sustainabili~ Office, Office of Was~te Reduction and Recycling, and the 

Environmental Affairs Committee of Student Government. Highlights of the day will include the presentation of the 2013 Campus Sustainability Report, as well as 

information on programs, student groups, and departments that advance snsiainabili~. For more information: 

http:/iwww, sus~taJmabilitv.unc.edtgNe wsEvents/CampnsSustalnabilityandAmericaRecycle sDay 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

PlayMakers presents two plays in repertoD" ’poolside’- PlayMakers is transforming the Paul Green Theatre into an aquatic wonderland complete with an indoor 

pool for productions of"The Tempest" by Willimn Shakespeare and "Metamorphoses" by Tony Award-winner Maw Zim~nermar~ to be performed in rotating 

repertory Nov. 2 to Dec. 8. PlayM~kers performances will be in the Paul Green Theatre in UNC’s Department for Dran~atic Art on Country Club Road. Show tilnes 

will be 7:30 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays and on Sundays, Nov. 24 and Dec. 8, a~nd 2 p.m. on Saturdays (except Nov. 30) and Sundays. There are no 

performances Nov. 23, 28 or 30. There are opportunities to see the two plays on the same day on Nov. 16, 24, and Dec.7 and 8. For more information: 

http://watertheme.unc.edu/2013/11 i06/plavma£ers- presents-two- plays- h~- repertory- poolside/ 

2013 Water and Health Conference Presentations Available Online- Five hundred participants from 47 countries attended our fonrth annual Water and Health 
Conference on October 14-18. Over the course of five days, attendees had the opportunity to attend a keynote address by serial entrepreneur A1 Hammond, a high 

level panel discussion on the role of aid, 30 side events, including a Global ttandwasNng Day session, and more than 200 verbal mad poster presentations on emerging 

topics in WASH. Conference presentations, as well as videos of the keynote speech mad panel discussion, axe now available online: 

http://whcont~rence.unc.edw’verbal- pre~ntations/ 

2014 Water Microbiolo~ov Conference Themes- On May 5-9, the Water Institute at UNC will host the 2014 WaterMicrobiolo~’ Conference: Microbial 

Contamimmtsfrom Watersheds to Human Exposure, a forum for resemchers and practitioners tbcused on the intersection of microbiology and public health. The 

broad themes tbr the Conference are: source~ exposure, analytical ~nethods, and managmnent and treatment. The call for abstracts will be mmounced in the next few 
weeks. For more i~fformation: http:gwatermicroconference.web.unc.edw 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

UNC facull3’ member named as 2014 Birdsall-Dreiss Lecturer- 

Dr. Im~ry Band, the Volt Gilmore Distinguished Professor of Geography and the Director of the Institute tbr the Environmeat. and a Visiting Professor at the Chinese 

Academy of Science, has been named the 2014 Birdsall-Dreiss Lecturer. Started in 1978 in memory of John Manning Birdsall, a prominent geologist in the Water 
Resources Division of the U.S. Geological Survey, the lectureship provides travel funds for outs~tanding scientists in the field of hydrogeology to visit other infftitutions 

and shaxe their research. 

Dr. Band’s reseaxch focus is in watershed ecohydrology, including the co-evolution of ecological and hydrological systems, and his Birdsall- Dreiss lectures will be 

based on research linking snrface/sub-surface towpath dynamics with eco~’stem development in forested and urban sites. For more i~ffonnation: 

http:i/gsahvdro.fiu.edu/BirdsallDreiss.htm 

UNC Institute for the Envirolmaent seeldng research associate/project director- The UNC Institute for the Environment seeks a research associate/project 
director who will be responsible tbr designing, thnding and implementing mnltiple programs wiflain IE, with an initial tbcas on water-related programming. 

Working with IE leadership and UNC govemmem relations s~fl; this position will reach ont to North Carolina policy and decision maJ~ers, representatives of non- 
governmental organizations, and to university counterparts, gazer time, we expect this position to become a recognized resource tbr North Caroliua decision-makers. In 
addition, we expect this position to build collaborative relationships with local, state and national media. 

Applications, including a letter of interes~t, resume and references should be made through the UNC-Chapel Hill employment website at 
https://unc.peopleadmin.com/postin~s/34306. 

REMEMBER ..... 



Get Inw~lved n~ith "~Tater In Our ~7orid"- For infbrmation on the theme aJ~d upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edtr/. Questions, 

commen’Ls, and suggestions for the theme cm~ be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~a)unc.edn. Also, tbllow us on Twitter at 

http:,/twitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:i/www.facebook.comiWaterInOnrWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Nov. 18 program, etc 

Thanks Eunice. See you then 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 11, 2013, at 15:53, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Peter, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

Kindly find attached the program for the Nov 18 symposium 

Let me know if you have any questions. Other~vise I will see you for lunch on Sunday at the Carolina Imp. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

<Program Nov 18 symposium docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Linda Graham < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:51 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: FW: FW: Request - Map 

LG13034 WorldMapA/~\mDi Update r l .jpg 

Hi Eunice, 

I am sending along the updated map, sized as before. The file is attached to this email as a JPG. Let me know if you have any questions or further edits. 

Best, 

On Men, Nov 11, 2013 at 10:23 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice,@~emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Sonia, 

Please see below. Linda Graham is updating the old map on the department’s website. Kindly complete the form and sent it to her. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Linda Graham [!       ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 10:21 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bje~t: Re: FW: Request - Map 

Hi Eunice, 

I’ve attached a PDF of the estimate form for you to send m your business manager. He or she can call or email with any questions. 

Also, if your editorial board wants to see any further samples of my work beyond the Ga.zette, here is a link to my online portfolio: 

http:/iv~v.lindagrahmndesign.con’~/porffolio/ 

My UNC clients have included the Department of Allied Health Sciences, the Sheps Center for Health Services Research, the School of Social WoN (I did 

photography for a graduate student project), the Jaycee Burn Center, the School of Government’s Civic Education Consortium, and the School of Law. (The Law 

School work is not online yet as it was done recently.) 

Best, 
Linda 

On Men, Nov 11, 2013 at 10:06 AM, Linda Graham <        b~gmafil.com> wrote: 
Sure thing, Em~ice! I will be at my desk until 10:40, when I leave ~br a meeting. You can call me at 
same number. 

Best, 

Linda 

Or, give me a call after 2 pm today at that 

On Men, Nov 11, 2013 at 10:05 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <etmice@emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Linda, 

Thanks so much for your response. 

Do you have about 5-:t0 minutes this morning to discuss the newsletter project? If so, let me know how I can reach you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Linda Graham I       .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 10:01 AN 



To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Request - Map 

Hello Eunice, 

Thank you so much for your note. I ~m happy to help with updating your map. (I rmnmnber working on it at the Gazette--your department has such an amazing 

scope! ) Since the changes are relatively tninor, I expect they would take three qu~xters of an hour to an hour. My hourly rate is    per hour, so that would put 

the cost of the map updates between              You mentioned that you would like to use the tnap in your depaxtment website, so if you find out the 

dimensions of the image you want I am also happy to p~ovide the map at the correct size. Or, I can provide it at a large size and your web person can size it 

down as needed. 

I would also love to help with your newsletter layout! In the case of a larger project, I wonld like to meet ruth you and get an idea of the project details, see any 

existing departmental material s, and have a l~el lbr what you would like to see. (That initial meeting is ficee.) Then, I will put together an estimate and a timeline 

that break down initial layout, roands of changes, and preparing final files. 

I’m attaching a PDF estimate for the map changes to this email. Since the project is under three hours, I would not require a deposit, but do ask tbr a signed 
estimate. I will then sign and return a copy for your records. 

Please feel free to get in touch with any questions. My schedule is full for the next two days, but other than that I should be flexible to work on the map changes. 

I am also happy to schedule a meeting to discuss your newsletter layout. 

With kind regards, 
Linda 

On Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at 4:17 PM, SaNe, Eanice N <eurfice@email. unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Linda, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Is it possible to give me a fee for the changes below? The third change is the department’s website address (for the section on the bottom re; for more information 
etc). Here is the department’s new website address: 

http://aaad.unc.edu/ 

On another note, we are looking for someone to work on our Newsletter’s layout (16 pages). Would you be interested? What are your rates for this kind of work? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Courtright, Patty 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 3:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 

Cc: Linda Graham 
Subject: FVV: Request- Map 

Hi Eunice, 

I’m so glad the map is serving many purposes! Our designer, Linda Graham, created the map for us and I know she would be hapw to make the changes 

you need. Linda isn’t a University employee, however; she is a t?eelance designer with her own business. We are able to work out an arrangement in which 

she lays out each issue of the Gazette throughout the year and bills us tbr her time. 

Unfortunately the Gazette budget can’t cover tnodi~ing the map for a purpose other than the Gazette’~ so i~s best to work directly with Linda. I copied 

Linda on this message so she’s aware of your request. I’ll step out of the middle and let the two of you work out the arrangmnents for malting the 

modifications. Linda is a pleasure to work with (as you are!) so I ki~ow things will go smoothly. Please make sure Linda ki~ows the different uses you have in 

mind for the map, and I’m sure she can give yon an estitnate on the cost 

Please let me ki~ow ifI can help in any other way. I hope you have a groat weekend as well. 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, November 8, 20:13 3:26 PM 

To: "Courtright, Patty" <Patty Courtright@unc.edu> 

Subject: Request - ~ap 

Dear Patty, 



Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

3[ need to provide an updated map - see attached - to various folks as soon as possible. I am wondering if your colleague who created the attached one - drawing 

on the maps I provided - can update it and send to me. 

Much need updates: 

1) Name of the department: African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
2) New faculty member: Ronald Williams and his research geography is USA. 

Many thanks and have a great weekend. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Courtright, Patty 
Sent; Tuesday, October 30, 2012 12:56 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: Map 

Hi Eunice, 

ttere’s the map in jpg format that’s how we posted it online ~ I hope tha’t works [br you as well. rm glad you want to use the map; it will deJ~nite]y get 
even more exposure on your website. 

All the best, 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 12:36 PM 

To: "Courtri~ht, Patty" <Patty Courtri~ht@unc.edu> 

Cc: "McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Map 

Dear Patty, 

3[ hope you are doing well. 

T am wondering if you could send us a copy of the map on UNC’s main page that your office created from the original maps that ~ sent to your office. We plan to 

use that map as the background of our main page. 

Many thanks Patty. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Linda Gra~a~n~ Design 

PO Box 1554 [ Carrboro, NC 27510 

www. LindaGrak~a~Desi~n.com 

www.t’a, itter.conv%indaGDesim~ 

Linda Graham Design 

PO Box 1554 I Carrboro, NC 27510 

www.Linda(hahamDesign.com 

www.twitter.com/LindaGDesi~n 

Linda Graham Design 

PO Box 1554 i Carrboro, NC 27510 

~x~vw.LindaGrahamDesign.com 



I w~,.twitter.com/LindaGDesign 

Linda Graham Design 

PO Box 1554 i Carrboro, NC 27510 

www.Linda(k’aha~Desi~n.com 

ww~-.twitter.com/LindaGDesign 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 11, 2013 1:30 PM 

infl-duncplas@duke.edu; clasp@utlists.utexas.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu 

2013-14 Call tbr Proposal s - Latin America in Translation Series 

2013-14 Trm~slation Series CFP.docx 

The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina and Duke University is pleased to announce the 2013-14 Call for 

Proposals for the Latin Am~’ica in Translation/En Traduccidn~m Tradu~5o Series. See below, and the attached document, tbr more details. Please distribute widely. 

2013-14 Call for Proposals 
In the English-speaking world, Latin Americans are more often written about than read. As a result, the educated public in the United States continues to learn 
most of what it does know about the region from Latin Americanists who are themselves foreigners to the national realities they study. Since October 1990, the 
UNC and Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies has undertaken an effort to address this imbalance by establishing an ongoing editorial 
series, "Latin America in Translation/En Traduccidn/Em Tradu~g~o." 
The Latin America in Translation Series is a joint initiative of the UNC and Duke Consortium, Duke University Press (DUP), and the University of North Carolina 
Press (UNCP) and is directed by an editorial committee of faculty members and editors from the three sponsoring institutions. Since 1993, approximately thirty- 
five books have been published in the series with more forthcoming regularly. The complete list of titles published in the series can be found at 

http:i/latina mericancaribbea n.du ke .eduioutreachitranslation-series 
The Series translates and publishes in English outstanding books in a wide range of fields by important Latin American writers and scholars. The books must 
have already been published in the original language. While most topics in the social sciences and humanities are considered, the committee gives highest 
consideration to those works that, once translated, will be most likely to attract a significant readership in English. The committee does not normally select highly 
specialized works that will likely be of interest mostly to specialists who can already read the book in the original language. The committee is particularly eager 
to translate works that can be used effectively in the classroom. 
Nonfiction has a much better chance of being selected than fiction or poetry. Those who submit works of literature, especially, should provide an explanation of 
potential classroom use. 
Nomination Procedures: 
Interested scholars are encouraged to nominate a title for consideration in the series; self-submissions are not invited. Only complete submissions will be 
accepted. Please include the following: 

<!-[if !supportLists]->l. <!--[endit]-->A nomination letter from one or more people, other than the author, that addresses the book’s importance 

within Latin America and for an English-language audience, as well as its need for translation. This letter must include the nominator’s contact (email 
and postal address) information and affiliation. It also must include bibliographic information about the book, including the publisher, year of 
publication, and the length, in page numbers, of the already published book. 

<!-[if !supportLists]->2. <!--[endif]-->(Recommended) One or two particularly significant published reviews of the book with complete references for 

the sources. 

<!-[if !supportLists]->3. <!--[endit-]-->A photocopy of the published book’s title page, table of contents, and another of a content page (to allow a 
calculation of average number of words). 

<!-[if !supportLists]->4. <!--[endit]-->For nominations that make the short list, to be determined by mid-January, a copy of the published book will 

subsequently be requested and further supporting materials invited. 
The deadline for submissions is Monday December 2, 2013. Incomplete submissions, or submissions postmarked after the deadline, will not be 
accepted. Please submit materials to: 
Address to use if mailing through US Postal Service: Latin America in Translation Series, Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies, Box 90254, Duke 
University, Durham, NC 27708-0254. 
Address to use if mailing via Federal Express or another courier service: Latin America in Translation Series, Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies, 
Room 135 Franklin Center, Duke University, Durham, NC 27705. 
For further information on the Series, please contact Natalie Hartman, Associate Director, Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, 

njh@duke.edu 

Natalie Hartman 

Associate Direotor 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

phone 919-68i-3983; fax 9i9-681-7966 



Ficom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 1:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Invitation to Publi sh: Hum~ity & Society 

Call for Papers: Humanity & Society 

Benefits ot’ PuNishing in this Journal 

When you publish in Humanity & Society, you will 
enjoy: 

¯ Rigorous peer review of your research 

¯ Prompt publishing 

~, Guaranteed targeted, multidisciplinary audience 

~, High visibility for maximum global exposure 

Submit Your Article Online Using 
SAGE Track 

http:iimc.manuscriptcentral.cemihas 

About this Journal 

Editors: 

Janine Schipper, Northern Arizona University 

Shawn Bingham, University of South Florida 

Humanity & Society, the official journal of the Association for 
Humanist Sociology, was first published in 1977 and has been 
published quarterly since 1978. Humanity & Society is a peer- 
reviewed journal with abstracts of published articles appearing in 
Sociological Abstracts. 

~:: click here to learn more 

Published in association with 

Socioloqy Humanity & Society publishes articles on a wide variety of 
topics: studies of inequality (class, race, and/or gender); war, peace, and international relations; 
aging and gerontology; environmental sociology; globalization; gender and sexuality; health and 
mental health; social theory; sociology of knowledge and science, and linguistics; social 



psychology; teaching and sociology practice; social change, humanism and human rights; crime 
and deviance; ethnic and intergroup relations; and others. 

Adicles may be theoretical and/or speculative, critical essays, or analysis of data utilizing 
various qualitative and quantitative research strategies. Theoretical orientations may be eclectic, 
Mapdst, feminist, critical theory, symbolic interactionism, humanistic sociology (Le., contributing 
to a more humane and egalitarian society). 

View the Manuscript Submission Guidelines for full author instructions. 

[] Learn more [] View sample issue ~ Subscribe ~oday 

Featured Articles* 

Access, share, and enjoy these top-read Humanity & Society articles--FREE through 

December t5, 2013! 

"The Evolvin~q Understandin~q of Recover: ~l~at Does the Soc~o~oqy of Menta~ Hea~th Have to 
~[[#.[~ by Dennis P. Watson 

Art as Public K~owled~e and Everyd~v Politics: The Case of Afdcan American Spoken Wbrd by 
Valerie Chepp 

Second-Generation Yemen~ American Wemen at the Turn of the CentuH: Between h~divMua~ 
Aspirsfions snd Communsl Commitments by Nahla aI-Huraibi, Amanda Konradi 

Cui~uraqdentMad: The Use ofAd #l the University of Puerto R~co S~uden~ Movement 2010 by 
Katherine Everhad 

Youth by Maralee Mayberry 

*You may already have access to these articles thtougti a library or other subscription. 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Sociology 

click hereto learn ciick here to iearn 

more 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 11, 2013 2:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

depaxtment newsletter? 

Hi, Professor Sahle. 

First, I wanted to thank you again for meeting with us last week. I know you are always busy, and I appreciate the time you and your colleagues took to share your 

perspective. 

Second, may we get a copy of your department newsletter - even if it’s an initial draft - to share with the reporter, as we talked about in the meeting? 

Many thanks, 

Robbi 

Cc: Karen Moon 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer/Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 919-962-8589 

C: 

robbi.pickeral@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:42 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

And Tar IIeels Give More! To-date, UNC employees have given more than $532, 000 - and that is.from just 14% of our employees. Please help us to 

reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 3rI1LLION raised! 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, T.i~i’ 4 ?:::!~ ?::;i: i:~:::. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is great but our 

opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, ~md payroll deduction a]lows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in Janua~ or choose another payment method that works best tbr you. 

If you give directly to your favorite chea~ities~ we ask you to consider making your donation through tiffs Cmnpaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider 

pledging online witi~ a nomina] commitment of $5 per pay period ($60 tom] for the year) or less may be given ruth a one-ti~ne payment via credit carc~ check or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee partficipation 

sends yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the UniversiU of North Carolina. 

l[lnpor¢allt lntbrlll~rioll: Only payroll deduction and credit card options am available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your tbrm mad contribution m your team captmn. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

tbllow the instructions m enter in your UNC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your [5NC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy[ There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to co~nplete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too[ 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees ComNned Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosiU and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Experts Reshape Treatment Guide For Cholesterol 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&~Nine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~0~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Experts Reshape Treatment Gi~Jde For 

Choleste~ool 

The gnidelines fl’om the ~mtion’s leading hem~. organizations will 

fundame~taily reshape the use of eholesteroMoweHng statin 

medi~’ines now prescribed for a quarter of 2u~leriea~s over 4o, 

Obama in Bind T~oying to Keep Health Law Vow 

White Honse officials are sla’uggling to make good o~ Preside~t 

Obama’s promise that Americans can keep their insurance 

coverage without al~derminil~g the ne~,s" health law or addling 

nnaffordable costs. 

Chinese Leader Gets More Sway on tt~e Economy 

and Security 

President Xi -Iinping wal~ b to shiR the economy away from 

heax~" polh]t~ng industries, vola~le social divisions and state- 

driven infrastructure spending. 

Editors’ Picks 

DINING &WINE 

"l[’hanksgivir~g 

Yore" guh3e to the year’s most import~mt meal, with our best 

recipes, videos, techniques and tricks. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Day My Son %Vent Missing 

Even as an advc, cate for child~n with a~tisrn, I co~h~’t keep rny 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

SENATOR CBARL!~S K GRASSLEY, Republican of Iow;], daring Democrats to ch;mge the 

rules to make ~t }u]rder [or a minority party to filibuster judicial nominees. 

World 

Private Donors’ Fm~ds Add Wild Card to War ~ 

Syria 

The flow of m~llim~s ~;ff dollars ~n prh’ate money to extremist 

fighters has added an unpredicb~ble lhctor to the war, analys~ 

say, exacerbating divisions it~ the opposi[ion. 

Distress Grows for Philippine Typhoon V~et~ms 

%’Vho Csa~’t Get _/Ud~ or Out 

International officials cxpresse~ worry Lhat boK]cnecks and 

delays eould p~went emergency supplies from reaching millions 

of victims for days. 

~ Stru991e for Suw~va~ h5 C~ Sha~ered by Fypboo~ 

Iranian Official Faults Kerry and France for 

Breakdown in Talks 

In posts on Twitter, Iran’s foreign minister challenged Secreta~T 

of State John KerW and French officials over the failure of 

nudear talks i~ Geneva. 

...... outside 

K wcait ] 

stench 

of dead 

U.S. 

Don’t Call Her a First Lady; Brown’s Wife Is His 

Top Aide 

Anne Gust Brown, a ]a*~Ter by [raining, is often rdied upon to 

predict what her often unprediekable husband, Gov. Jerry 

Brown, is thi~kiug. 

..... : Gust 

Brown is 

wifeandl 



Oversigh~ C|fief ..... 
Darrellntative 

The ]nvesOgat%n into khe heaIthlaw rollout has turnedinto a I ~,~,,,~,i 

nasty public relakiot~s war flint will be ~-m full ~splay at 

Wedn esday’s heariug of the House oversight comm ~ee, chaired by 

Representative DatTelI Issa. 

POUTICAk MEMO 
A clinic 

Fi#ltirig to Stop an Entitlement Before It Takes i~ ~..o~ 
Angeles 

Oue reaso~ Republican, s are tSghth% so hard to st,:g, President 

Obama’s heal’~ law now is that it may be impossible to do so once it is 

established. 

ixii 

Business 

House Stalls Trade Pact Momentum 

Nearly half of kl~e members of kl~e House of Representatives 

have signed letkers signalit~g opposition to "fas k krack" uuthority 

for a trade pact with Pacific Rim ~mtions. 

kumpur, 

DEALBOOK 

U oS, Reaches Prelimi~m~ Deal in Amer~ean~US ~ ~,-i,~ 

Airw~,ays Merger ~ws~fit                                  Ami~2 

The J us [iee Departmet~L reached ag[~>ement on iN an [itrust fighL 

with Amet4can Airlines and US A~t~vays over their proposed merger, aecordiug 

to a ecru{ doeumeuL 

DEALBOOK 

Obama Nondnates "rreasm’y omdal as Top 
De~-ival-ives Regqi]la 

Presiden~ c, bama nominated Timothy G. Massad, who oversaw 

the unwinding of the goven~ment’s bailout program, to succeed Gary Gens]er a k 

the Commoc~[y Futures Trading Commissiom 

Spots 

Hands Off the Ball, or Risk a Teeln~ca~ Fot~J 

The N .BOA. hus put new emphasis on a longstat~ding rn]e that 

prohibits players fl’om holding the ball or redirectil~g it after 

Through 
Sunday, 
N.B.A 



successful field goal. It is known as the delay-olUgame penalty. 

~ Knicks Scrimmage Hard and Seek Answers I Nets Poiish Up Their Brooklyn 

Sorry, }%;rong JonathPa, Nlag~i~ 

One Jonathan Martin is a professions l))okball player; the other 

is a polikieal repo~*er tbr The New York Times. But to many on 

T~Jtter, they are ~e same person. 

, Texans Drop Safety, Ree~, Who Faded 

Jonalha 

n Martin 

works 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

:Doping R~tles A~’e Tougher O~fly if/kpp]ied 

The World Anti-Dopiug Agency’s decision to change its ban for 

akhletes eaughk doping from two yea~.~ to four has foeased 

attention on the diligence of eonnt]~ies’ drug testing programs. 

Arts 

At 81424 Mi]l]lior~ T~o~ptye]~ Is l-]~e l~’][ost 

The 1969 t~ipt)’eh, "Three Stttdies of Lucia~ b’reud," sold for 

$~4~.4 million at Christie’s, described as [he highest price ever 

paid for an artwork at auction. 

bidders 

battled 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Mary Lamber~ found fame with the hip-hop dno Maeklemore & 

t)’an Le~vis c.,n the gay *~ghLs anthem "Same :b-we," bat she is 

tee]aiming that song’s message in her o;~ tender music and poet~3,. 

THEATER REVIEW I’ALL THAT FALL’ 

F~mny~ l-Iow G~°a~ty lP~||s Us, anal the Safeb" Net 

With gileen Atldns and Michael Oambon in the leading 

Samuel Beeke~’s ’b~ll That Fail" comes to the New York stage. 

Michael 

Obituaries 

,John Tavener Dies at 69; Compose~° ~¢’~ith Eye on 

God 

Mr. Tavener, a composer informed by Orthodox Christianity, 

was heard th~ughout the world in his deKv, performed at the 

funera ] of Diana, Princess of Wales. 

I’Vi||iar~t Pollack Dies at 87; Ilis Vaccine Saved 

Infants 

William Pollack, a rnedieN researcher, helped develop a w~eeine 

for a blood d~sord~r commonly called Rh disease. 

Pe]n] K~ba~, Jotuona~ist "Who Sued U,S., Dies at 

Mr. ~*nbalI su~’eessful]y s ued the federal governmen L after he 

discovered that secret files had identified him as a national 

security Hsk. 

..... Kirrff_~il 

m 1983, 

Dining & Wine 



WHAT’S IN IT? 

That ~neh of Pumpkin 

Pu lli~g ba ck th ~ e~rtain on wh at is a rguab~y o~e of the most 

mysterious, and misunderstood, flavors in processed foods. 

Holidays Holding Hands 

The e.onvergenee of Thanksgh’kig and the first day o[ Ha*mkkah 

offers options for an epic t~ast. 

CITY KITCHEN 

A Risotto With 8h~bstance 

Form ~iso~to studded wit~ butternut squash it~o cakes and 

them lightly. 

ca kes 

Today’s Video 

La~ers 

Twelve years after being i~ter~ziewed by The New York Times 

Maga;;ine, five women, who all s~t~ued their law careens at 

Debevoise & Plimpton, refle~’t on ambition, leadership and success, 

, Reiated Aiticle 

PumpMw.~aw)red products are on pace to have their best sales 

year yet. B~]t the h~dustry’s ])~ggest seeret abm]t these producLs is 

thak khere is often lit’de or no pumpkin in khem. 

~ Re~ated Article 

vm~: ): Can t Go Withoul-: Garrett Oliver 

The brewmas Let of Brooklyn Brewery shares his packin g list for 

a visit to Stoekhohm 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

When the Police Enter a l-t[onm 

Warre~tless searches of "the tempter of the private lives of our people" should be 

sk*{etly limiked by the Supreme Com’t. 

EDITORIAL 

Agony in the Philippines 

After o~e of the wm~t ~’phoo~s on record h it the eountry, maW are offering 

aid, but relie[ efforts are hampered by "~e scale of khe damage. 

EDITORIAL 

A Livh~g Wage fa~ Bangladesh 

The government should raise Lhe minimum pay lbr garmen t workers and index 

it to i~flatiom 

FO:" mei~ opi:~iel-:: g~s te NYTimes~com/Opinior~ ~* 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

s~. rso~>’,s, i. ~Rii.~.~>.,N 

The Iran nuclear deal that the Ohama team is h’yin~ to fo~e now 

~s flmdamenta]]y in the United Slates~ iuterest. 

~ Column~a Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Quebee~s Tea Pa~ty N[ome~t 

By o u kl awi n g religious attire, Quebec’s legisl ature woul d present 

further hurdles to the province’s immigrantso 

Support 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Stop Penalizing Poo~" College Stude~tts 

The way t[m Pe]l grant program is designed makes it harder for low-income 

students to graduate on schedule. 

For more epinien; go te NYTimes.eomtOpinion ~ 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® ]iPad(O Android I 

Visit The New York 
T}mes Sto~e >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m.nyt.com ,, 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated s-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTs privacy program, we are committecl to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:01 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Tomorrow: Statelessness & Cit~enship in the DR: Conversations in Human Rights 

HumanRightsConvol 114.pdf 

Statelessness & the ___Q_ uest for Citizenship__ in the Dominican Rep____u_b_[i___c_,____N_o_v__.___~__4_ 
<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]-->RSVP TODAY to arnber.diaz@duke.edu 

Should a state have the right to revoke already-granted citizenship from those who are born within its 

borders, but whose parents and grandparents remain undocumented? This question is the subject of a 

current case in the constitutional court of the Dominican Republic. Faculty, grad students, post-docs, and 

staff are invited to join the Duke Human Rights Center at KIE for a panel discussion this Thrusday, 4-6pm in 

10:i West Duke Building. 

Panelists: 

Rosario Espinal, Sociology, Temple University 

Nassef Perdomo, Constitutional Law, Dominican Republic 

Discussant: 

Deborah Jenson, Romance StudiesiCLACS, Duke University 

Moderator: 

Michaeline Crichlow, AAAS/Sodology, Duke University 

Co-sponsored by the Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies 

Katherine Scott 

Communications and Advancement Manager 

Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke 

919-660-3035 

102 West Duke Building 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ques~ia <Quesfia.Email@mail 1 .questia.com> 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 10:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

See why good note-taJaing is vital tbr research papers 

Writing research paper: Part 2 
Tips for taking r, oo.~ notes 

~ Tipsforcreatingastrongoutline 

5tat~m(~nt from thrum, ~ad or~ for the 

Cet 50% off Quest~a~ 

Use code APAPE~ :bAskQuestia 

Offer er~ds November 30, 20~ 

Qi~esl:i~ is operated by C,~!n9 ~9e [.e~l fling. © Copyright 20] 3 All rights reserved. 

This ema.iJ was sent by: Questia i N State Street Suite 900, Chicago, IL 60602 

You have subscribed to receive emails from Quesda You orovided your e-mail address t,~hen 

Aboi~t Questia i Contact ~is I f~riva.cy poiio! I Ee,~aii delivery preferences 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 11:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Book Launch] Guln Real Art Studio ]November 21 

ii~iI 
Logo small                      ] 

Book Launch 

Thursday, November 21, from 6pm-Spm 

Join Artur Walther on Thursday, November 21, in celebrating the launch of 
~:.;;:~;~I~.;~ ii-:~!:~;:.:;~:ii .~;~.~.I: :i!;iii~.~:;ib:.~,, a new monograph by Martina Bacigalupo, published by 
The Walther Collection and Steidl. 
We also celebrate the publication of Santu Mofokeng’s monograph ’ii"ii~.:~:~. 
i::::’iii~:::::1::~:~ .:~:~.:,iii:i~i.~ii~i~~ ~ L.:::::.:~:::&: ;~i: i~i~:~::; ii.ii!~!i;ii:~:}.:ii~!i;~:!!;=~:}, winner of the 2013 German Photobook 
Award, and the 3-volume boxed set .:~:i’ri~;a~"~ ii:::’ii~::~4:c:.ii:iir.~:~/::~:ii~y /:~"~:::::~~~ "ii"ii’~:~. 
C~::~:iiii~:~.~:;~:ii:~:::~% investigating African photography through the themes of 
po~raiture, landscape, and the historic archive. 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 

New York City 

Published on the occasion of the exhibition G=.~..;ii~.;~ R~:~.,r~ii ,~:~"t St~..~:~::iii~::~:, currently on 
view at The Walther Collection Project Space, this book presents a series of 
studio portraits collected by the photographer Martina Bacigalupo in Gulu, 
Uganda. Edited from hundreds of discarded, faceless images - the faces 
were originally cut out for standardized ID photos - the monograph portrays 
a cross-section of Gulu’s society today, a city subjected to violent conflicts 



overseveraldecades. 

Bacigalupo also interviewed clients of Gulu, and their stories, many deeply 
moving, describe the political, economic, and social conditions common to 
contemporary East Africa..i3;~.~K.~ ii::ix~.<~l .A~£ $is~dii0~ features 91 portraits, essays 
by Martina Bacigalupo and Sandrine Perrot, and interviews with the 
photographers and customers of the Gulu Real Art Studio. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai187.us2.mcsv.net~ 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 2:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

NEW O~ning Speaker & Still Time to Register Ibr Annual Cont~rence! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mbarka Bouaida Minister-Delegate of 

Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Kingdom of Morocco 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and much more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $85. 

Student Members Registration: $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

wv, wv.as meascholars.o rg 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribefromthislistlu datesubscri tion references J view email in browser 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group USA <academic@penguin.corn; 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 10:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Furore Per[~ct F,x~miuation Cow 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

Future Perfect 
The Case For Progress in a Networked Age 

by Steven Johnson 

Combining the deft social analysis of 
Where Good Ideas Come From with the 
optimistic arguments of Everything Bad/s 
Good For You, multi-disciplinary thinker 
Steven Johnson makes the case that a 
new model of political change is on the 
rise. 

Future Perfect 

Johnson proposes that a new model of political change 
is on the rise transforming everything from local 
government to classrooms to health care. It’s a 
compelling new political woddview that breaks with 
traditional categories of liberal or conservative thinking. 
He explores this innovative vision through a series of 
fascinating narratives: from the "Miracle on the 
Hudson" to the planning of the French railway system; 
from the battle against malnutrition in Vietnam to a mysterious outbreak of strange smells in 
downtown Manhattan; from underground music video artists to the invention of the intemet 
itself. At a time when the conventional wisdom holds that the political system is hopelessly 

gridlocked with old ideas, Future Perfect makes the timely and uplifting case that progress is 
still possible. 

Riverhead ¯ 272 pp. ¯ 9781594631849, $16.00 

For related titles, please view our Communication & Media, Science & Technology, 
and Sociology catalogs at http://us.penguingroup.com/subiectcatalogs 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 



For more information, please visit http:llwww.penfluinspeakersbureau.com 
or email speakersbureau@us.penc~uin~lroup.com. 

Penguin Gr~)up USA 
375 Hudson St. 

New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to r~ceive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu~~ 

A Death in Jenin 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V( )L 35 NO. 22 Visit 

LRB cover art A Death in Jenh~ 
Adam Shatz 

Though he may have given his life to the Palestinian 

cause, Juliano Mer-Khamis was not killed by an Israeli 

bullet. The man who shot him was Palestinian, and 

probably from the Jenin refl]gee eamp. Juliano loved 

the eamp [] no one doubts that. But he seemed to forget 

that he was a guest there, and that the more deeply he 

penetrated the life of the eamp, the more cautiously he 

had to tread. Moce 

Bretton Woods 

Over the eourse of several rneetings from the summer of 1942, John Maynard 

Keynes and his American eountetl)art, Hany De~er White, traded blows over how 

to rewrite the monetat)’ rules of the international eeonomy. They made eurious 

sparring parh~ers. White remarked to the British eeonomist Lionel Robbins, [qyour 

Baron Keynes sm’e pees perfume. [] More 

Edel v, the Rest 
An r~e l)iebe] 

I~on Ede] [qs pact u4th Hai~, James afforded him near exclusive access to Hent~ 

,James [] s papers for the four deeades it took him to eomplete his five-volume 

biography. Not only did he beeome forbiddingly territorial about the arehive, but 

his possessiveness was bizan~ly personal: he took to wearing on the same finger the 

topaz ring James had worn for John Singer Sargent[]s 1913 put,trait. More 

,~M~cestor Worship 

James C, Sco~ 

The subtitle of Jai~d Diamond[]s new foray into deep histoI)’, []What Can We Learn 

from Traditional Societies? ~, suggests, without a trace of irony, that it might be 

more at home in the self-help section of the bookstore. What eoifld these historieal 

relies possibly teaeh the wired, hypeI~modernist residents of Diamond[] s home 

village of Los Angeles ? Mo re 

::N:: PSU Press 

co~wersation with 

Friday 15 November 
at 7 p,m, 

la~ Naira: Words 
Place 
Tuesday 19 November 
at 7 p.m. 

~ai~ Si~clair: Arnerica~ 
Sr~oke 
Thursday 21 November 
at 7 p.m. 

The New English 
Landscape: Ken 
Worpole in conversation 
with Rache~ L[chtenstein 
Thursday 28 November 
at 7 p.m. 
.......................................................... 
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Je~y 

Subscribers ca’..i also .:’cad: 

Edward I.~-Ma; 

Ti~n Lewe~s: SeIf-Decepfio~ 

A poem by Tony 

::~:~:~:: Follow us on Twitter 

::X:: Find us on Facebook 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Moves to Avert CanceIlalion of Insurance 

................ ] M~y~t P<p:.d:s: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~NTHISE-MAIL 
I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ loday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Obama Moves to Avert Cm~cell~tion of Insurarme 

President Obama, bowing to pressure, sNd insure~ could 

temporarily keep people on health p]ana that were to be 

canceled. Buk [here is no guarantee thak i~surers ~lI do so, 

thak khe stales will allow the rene~,s’als. 

Full Transcript of Obama’s Remarks 

White 

House 

U~So investigates Cm’reney Trades by Major            G~,,~,~I 
Eric 

Ho 

Krk’ H. Holder Jr., the U.S. aRomey genera], says groups of 
tradcts from several major banks may have i~flueneed currency benchmarks 
benefit their employers. 

Obama Calls ~br Patience h~ I~an Talkn 

President Obama argued against a plan to impose new sanctions agains[ 1ran 

while negotiators sought a six-mon’dn agreement 1o freeze Tehran’s nuclear 

program. 

Editors’ Picks 



BOOKS 

~ vm~o: Hyl~erlbole and a Book 

A1]ie Brosh, whose blog "H)3~erbo~e and a Hail’ a~raets as many 

as five m~]l~on readers a mo~th, ~as published her firs~ book. 

OPINION [ OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Surrender, Oblivion~ Survival 

In Taeiobam history is our tsmmmi. ~d in our seaside shelters, 

we keep watching the fide return to the Philippines cmce again. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

CARNINE~ALENTINO, the m;~yor of Sant’Aga[a de’ Goti, Italy, on Mayor-elect Bill de 
B[;~sio of Ne~* York, ~*t~ose rel;~tives came h’om the town. 

World 

_&sin Rivalries Play Role in Aid to the Philippines 

The foreign aid for the survivors of Typhoon Haiyan is shaping 

up to be a monumet~Lal show of interna~iotml la~%ess -. and a dose 

of o~m-upma~ship d~rected at Chitin. 

Tt~rkey Moves to Silence Dissenters, b~t V~’ith 

One Eye on Its l[m~ge Abroad 

Turkey has mounted a balancing aeL analysg~ say, of eraekit~g 

d om~ on critics of the govemm ent, but not so hard as to da mage 

the country’s image abroad. 

t of food 

Key Bra,ilians in Grail Case Most Go to Jail, Court Says 

More than 2o people, inehu~ng top Iegisl~[o[s, senior governfi~g pa~fy 

oflSeials at Ba~eo do BrasJl m~d busfimssmem were or~gi~ally se~teneed more 

t~an a year ago. 

U,S, 

Crime Boss B~lge~¯ Gets "~ Life Te~ts arid Is 
¯ * ....... (’A’hitey) Assailed bydudge for His Depravity 

se~}teneed %r crimes ~neludh~g ] ~ murders, raeketeedng, 

extortion and money ]am~deting, and will most likely end his days behind bars. 



Fata| S]hooti~g of B~aek Woman Outside Detroit 

Relatives and fl~ends 

McBride, ~9, was merely seeMng help at a stranger’s house when 

she was shot ~n the face. The authot:itiea say fl~e homeo~mr thought she was 

trying to break 

Jaequeline Kennedy’s Smart P~r~k Suit, ~:~ 

PPese~+ed ~n NemoPy and Kept O~t of View Jecque~i 

The bloodstained clothing worn by the first lady on the day 

Presidenk Joha F. Kennedy was assassinated in I963 ~411 remain out of public 

view for about a eentu~7. 

Business 

In Yellen HeaPi~tg, Se~tators P~sh for Fed 

Changes 

Senators raised few questions about the qualifieafo*~s of Janet L. 

Yelleo, the nominee tbr Federa~ Reserxe cbakwoman, but 

ct{Ueized dm central bank’s polities. 

+ ~ Video: Yellen’s Open+ng RemarKs 

Message FPom YeHen Is F~ll Speed Ahead on the 

O anek L. Yellen, the president’s nominee to lead the >>deral 

Reserxe, made iovestors confident tba* the central bank would 

sd& with pdidea that have sent shares soaring. 

Questions for a New Class of Cholesterol Drugs 

A promising new class of cbolesteroMowe~ng &’ugs D~o’,s’n as 

PCSK9 iohibitors is beiog developed. 

yreilen 

testified 

Spots 

ON BASEBALL 
~ Andrew 

A Most Valuable Player }Vith an InvahlabJe McCutc 
Platfoynl hen the 

The Pirates’ ~M~&’ew McCutehe*; is the first z~{ean--z~nm{ean 

player to win an M.V.P. award since 2oo7, and be has a chance to make an 



irnpa~.t on the deelit~ing numbem of zMMeaw,~rneriean players in baseball. 

, On Baseball: No Complete Games but a Cy Young Award 

Jeter Prepares to Turn a Page and Publish Nlany 

Others 

Jeter Pub]ishi~ g, whose first books a re e~)ee~ed to be ~v]ea sed 

in 2o14, provides a partial answer to lhms who have wondered 

what De~k Jeter pla~s to do mine he retires @ore baseball 

Derek 
Jeter 

suggest 

AnIl-hony~s Burst Fails Short in Chaotic Final 

~] Olllen[s                                                               attel~pti 

Carmelo An’~ony scored 45 points and grabbed ]o rebounds 

the Rockeks, but his pokentiaily game-.~yi~g 3.-poi~ker widi five seconds 

remNnfi~g was waved off. 

~[~Box Score 

How to Heat Rockets? Foul Howard and Wait for t~e Clank 

Arts 

THE TV WATCH 

We lh~terrupt This Generation 

President Johu F. Keuuedy’s assassination chauged I%:; aud Ehe 

industry is mounting a 21-.gun saluEe to commemorate the man 

and the momenL 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Console as Concierge 

Sot~y’s PlaySEation 4, due out ot~ Friday,, and MierosoR’s Xbox 

One, comi~g in one week, accelerate the game c,:msole’s shift to 

m uRipurpose machine. 

~ Six New Games for Two New Consoles 

Kenned 
y, the 

firsl real 

pose 

ART REVIEW 

Going Beyond Blackness, Into the StarKv Skies 

"The Shadows Took Shape," at Ehe Studio Museum in Harlem., 

exphx~s eontemporaW a~¢ through the le*~s of the 

i~terdisciplfim~7 eultm:al moveme~t Afrofi~tm’ism. 

~ Slide S~ow 

Movies 

INEBRASKA’ 

Ym~ May kaready Be a Wirmero Or Not. 

"Nebraska," z~lexander Payne’s fourth fihn set at lease pa~fly in 

his home state, stars Bruce Dem, Will D:a% a~d &me Squibb fi~ a 

comedy Ehat gets under a cantankerous older man’s skin. 

, [] Video: Aiexande~ Payne on ’Nebraska’ 

’THE GREAT BEAUTY’ 

The Glory of Rome, the Sweetness of Life 

In "The Great Beauty," a sybaritic writer, now 65, considers the 

essence of Rome and his plaee it~ it. 



’FAUST’ 

"Faust," the co~c]udi~g ~nsta]hne~t of the "Men of Power" 

tetralogy, is Nexander Sokurov’s freehanded adaph~tion of 

Goethe’s great alIego~ieal @area. 

Adasins 

ky, .left, 

Obituaries 

Said Nagan, "Who Won Holocaust Restit~ltion, Is 

Mr. Kagan was the tbnnding director ~:ff the Conference on 

Jewish Ma[cfia] C]ahns Against Germany, w~ich sought 

repara@x~s for the Nazi genoNde agai~st Em~?pean dewso 

at 85 

Ms. Ha nd man was a behin d - khe-scen es force in Democra B e 

politics, a theater preservatio~is t and the fi~s t pemon to be 

awarded the National Medal of A~¢s for advocacy. 

Ka|aparusha Mauriee Me[n .ty~’e, Tenor 

Saxophordsi-, Dies at 77 

Mr. Meh~tyre was a founding member of the A<sociation for the 

Advancement of Creative Musicians m~d occasio~ml]y pe~qormed 

in face paint and tribal costume. 

saul 
Kagan, 

right, in 

....... Hsndma 

~c ntyr 

Today’s Video 

~ vm+;o: Modern Love: Brolken Hear+ 

Doct~m 

~ker Thomas Hooven graduated from medical school, his 

gir~frie~d of 12 years e~ded their relationship. [t was tufty three 

weeks be%ta" t~ey plauued to martT. 

~erica 

Thousa~ ds risked themselves d u ring tb e Great Bull R u n, a ~ 

Ame~@anized version of Spain’s running of tl3e bulls. 

Related .Articie 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Hea|t]h Ca~0e Fix 

FacJl~g political fro’or, President Obama corrects em’]ier statemel~ts al~d offers a 

way to let some people keep d~eir current insurance policies. 

EDITORIAL 

British Press Freedom Ur~der "ill,rear 

A chilling i[~quisi[io[~ aimed ak The Guar~£an over publishing lealc+ highlights 

how, unlike the United States, Britain has no consfitufio~ml Nmrantee of a free 

press. 

EDITORIAL 

The Stop- and- F:~"isk Case ’l’~kes .~mther Turn 

An appellate panel reaffirrned a hasb’ at~d ill.-eonsMered decision to remove the 



presiding judge and to }lalt }ler remedies for Lira program’s e.iviI rights 

violations, 

Op-Ed 

Fratme sees ±~mrk:an waveri*~g and reLrea~ k~ t}~e MMdle East, 

and wa re s of tlle d anger of a "strategic void," 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Money T~°ap 

Will irlflati*:,,n pklobia teat" Era’ape apa~f after the esNblishment of 

a common cm:re~cy was supposed to unite the Coefine~t? 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

U~der My Thumb 

A dispititi~g conflict in Seattle shows exactly why the middle 

class is havi~g trouble getting ahead, 

...... sofa 

mare epi:?iel-:: g~ te NYTimes,com/ONni~n ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~> ’ m,nyt.com. 

About This E-Mail 

[~is is an autemated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed up for NYFimes corn’s Todays Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy, 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions i Change Your E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Corl~act i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:34 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TIME CHANGE: Mapping Conflict mad Reconstruction in Colombia, 11/20, 4-5:30, Bay 5, Smith Warehouse 

fii~2lmappingconflicfl]yer j pg 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:TIME CHANGE: Mapping Conflict a~d Reconstruction in Colombia, 11/20, 4-5:30, Bay 5, Smith Waxehouse 

Date:Fri, 15 Nov 2013 09:08:45 -0500 

From :Erin Pa~sh <erindparish@gma~l.com> 

To:borderworks- am~o unce@dnke.edu 

BorderWork(s) Humanities Lab and Duke Human Rights Center @FHI invites you to a conversation on the use of cartographic methodologies in conflict and reconstruction in Colombia. 

Wednesday, November 20 

4-5:30PM 

Smith Warehouse, 

BorderWork(s) Lab, Bay 5 

Duke campus 

Irene Cabrera and Erin Parish explore how cartographic methods illustrate the micro-dynamics of violence and its aftermath through their research in Colombian regions of on- 
going conflict and post-conflict reconstruction. Erin Parish is a PhD candidate in Cultural Anthropology at Duke University. Irene Cabrera is a visiting scholar at the University 
of North Carolina and M.A, candidate in International Relations at the University of Pittsburgh. 

i~i Inline image 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 4:09 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lislserv.m~c.edu> 

asc /hculty@list~rv.unc.edu 

[asc faculty] FW: Mondw event--Davis Libmzo’ 

{-:reel:rags all faculty and graduate students, 

We’re happy to announce that the new Library Guide for M~dd~e East Studies is completed and online [or your use. To k~troduce tMs new resource, we’re of[er~ng a 

speda~ noon session sL Da~is [i~rat~ on Monday, November ~Sth, focused on the new Guide and other’ Library services [or faculty and graduate students. Come 

"walk through" the new Guide and offer your feedback on the resource to the I~brarians who created it. This wN be a great opportunity for us ~n the [.~braw to hear 

from you about how we could k~prove our collections and services to bet:ter support faculty and graduate students’ researches and ~nstruction in the M}ddie East 

studies, 

Scho]mty Communica:don Services: copy~:ighl and f~ir u~:, auflaotN’ dgbB, pdvacy debtS, open accesg and other imR:~laat bilbo:marion to the creafioi~ and ut<: 

of ~:ho]aHy materiN -- [Anae GillJlandl 

Digital Repository Se,~;ices~ w[n( 1~ include l?aculb, re~amL sc]~ola~ship, arid c~eative work I Jill SexBmI 

Funding Oplx)rmnities tbr I~ctdty and tv~a~vhers [Ashl% Mattbeis] 

Media Resources Center’s collect~or~s arid services [Winf~ed Metz] 

and finally, the [ .ibraU Guide l’or Middle F.as[ studies [Mohamed Hamed] 

Wbe~ and Where? 

Monday, November :[Sth, from noon to :1.:>30, Davis tibrarv, Room 2:1.:1. 

Looking forward to seeing you all a[: Davis for an in[:eractive I_ibrar¥ sesskm. 

My best, 

b:[ohamed H. Abou 1{1 Seoud 

b’~ru 9 t 9-9d2-44.50 

Regina ~isgins, Ph.D. 

Outreach Director 

Carolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations 

3116 FedEx ~lobal Education Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel ~ill Campus Box 7582 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27599 

(919) 455-~33 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge ~-~mail.skozxrlzewdtjtefmz@tand£ msg focus.com > 

Monday, November 18, 2013 11:58 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Routledge Sociology Textbooks 2014 Online Catalog isNow AwS~lable 

Routledge Sociology Textbook Catalogue 20~ 4 

is this email not displaying cor~ectly? V~ew jj j# ;f,~K[ )row~r I ,~.dd to safe senders I Fop,~,ard to a Friend 

ii~~ Routledge 

We ;~r~! ,oreud te I;reserlt our Sociolofly Texbook online cataloque, which . 

~llows you to browse our selection of titles focusing on a wide range of key areas 

in this impo~a~t field 86~i~i ~. 

Sociology Textbooks 

New and Key tries 20 

sO~ietV: ~th :: 

You can 

each a~ea If you a~eteachinga relevant class of 20 students or mo~e, you are 

invited to request a Co~plime~ta~ Exam Copy by cl~cking the bu~on on 

information page and fi~lmg in o~s~mp~e, pro-set form with the requisite 

~rfferma~ion 

We hope you enjoy browsing our catalog and fi~d something that su~ts you~ 

needs. 

K~nd regards, 

Routledge 

~i_fl_~3_~[p___~2~___s__u__b_j_ea"=t___a__~__e_’_a_ to [eceive ne’,’~ and offers straight to your inbox ~~o[n the Taylor & F~ancis G~oup. 

Yogi will be abie to update your details or ~insubscribe at any time. 

V’v’e ~espect yo~il privacy and wili not disclose. ~ent of sell your ely~ail address to any outside ol-ganizations 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Franc~s, an intorma business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo~ma UK Limited. registered in ~nglarld under no. 1072954 

Registered o~fice: Mortimer tto~se, 37-4! Mor~ime~ St~eeL London. W!T 3JH. 

wish to unsubscfibe please click her~e. Please note this is ~n automated operation 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Politics & Intl Relations <Announcements@news.sagepnb.com~ 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Access firee top-read azticles from PoliticaJ Research Quarterly 

Read influential research in political science--FREE for a limited time 

~:: wv,~, sagep b corn 

Access most-read articles from Po/itical 
Research Quarterly--FREE for a limited time! 

Politic~i Research ~u~r~e#g (PRO), peer-reviewed quanterly, 
publishes original research in all areas of political science. 
One of the top-ranked journals in the field, PRQ publishes 
scholarly research of exceptionally high merit that covers the 
entire range of topics and subjects in political science, 

including political theory, American politics, international 
relations, comparative politics, public policy and 
administration, gender, and race. Goals include promoting 
diversity in the field and providing a meaningful arena for 
discussions about leading research and scholarship. 

New PRQ Editors Announced! 
The Western Political Science Association would like to 
announce the selection of new editors for the Political 
Research Quarterly: Jason Maloy and Jeanette Mendez of 
Oklahoma State University. 

Enjoy online access to these top-read PRQ articles*- 
FREE through December 31, 2013. 

Dursun Peksen 

The Social Ori~qins of Authoritarianism by Frederick Solt 

Interrogational Torture: Or How Good Guys Get Bad 
hdormation with U.ql,¢ Methods by John W. Schiemann 

Representation: A Comparative Analysis of 168 Countries 
from 1992 to 2010 by Jennifer Rosen 

Running Backwards and in High Heels: The Gendered QuNi~y 
Gap and Incumbent Electoral Success by Sarah A. Fulton 

Military Spendinq by Daniel Yuichi Kono and Gabriella R. 
Montinola 

~#ponsiveness in an Era el IneqqA!!!y: The Case el the U.S. 
Senate by Thomas J. Hayes 

Editors: 

Cornell Clayton 

Washington State University" 

Amy Mazur 

Washington State University 

incoming Editors: 

Jason Maloy 

Oklahoma State University 

Jeanette Mendez 

Oklahoma State University 

impact Factor: 1.044 

Ranked: 48/157 in Political 

Science 

Source: 20!2 Journal Citation 

Reports® (Thomson Reuters, 
20~3,) 
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Opinion Shows Matter for Media Effects by Glen Smith and Kathleen Searles 

Undocumented hnmktrants and ~ocial Welfare Policy by Laura S. Hussey and Shanna Pearson- 
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Floom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 1:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Sociological Perspectives is coming to SAGE 

Get the latest in sociological research 

View with im#2~ i ~mail alerts ..................... 

Sociological Perspectives--Coming to SAGE in 2014! 

We are proud to announce that Sociological Perspectives will be moving to SAGE in March 
2014. 

Established in 1957, Sociological Perspectives is the official journal of The Pacific Sociolo_gical 
Association and offers a wealth of pertinent articles spanning the breadth of sociological inquiry. 

In the pages of Sociological Perspectives, contributions by leading scholars address the ever- 
expanding body of knowledge about social processes related to economic, political, 
anthropological, and historical issues. Published quarterly, each issue of Sociological 
Perspectives offers pertinent and up-to-the-minute articles within the field of sociology. 

Follow SAGE Sociology on Facebook and Twitter 
for updates on Sociological Perspectives and 
SAGE’s other sociology titles. 

Sincerely, 

Submit Your Article Online 
http:I/mc.manuscriptcentral.com/sop 

SAGE Sociology 

~i click hereto learn 

more 



SAGE 

320 Li:{=i’;, ~s~,’~v.sa~le#ub.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:12 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

a.sc~grad students@listserv.unc.edu 

[asc facul~’] Reminder: DiaJogues on East Attica today: discussion, keynote still to come 

Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 
Monday, November 18, 2013, 10 AM-5 PM, 6-7 PM 

10.00AM-5.00PM PROGRAM (HYDE HALL, UNIVERSITY ROOM) 
6.00PM-7.00PM, KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER, AUDITORIUM) 

This is a one-day symposium, sponsored by the UNC Department of African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies, offered on the theme 
"Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50." 

Program for remainder of day: 

3.30PM- 5.00PM: DEBATES ON LANGUAGE, DISPLACEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT Chair: Kenneth Oanken and Panelists: Esther M. Lisanza, 
Marie Garlock, Eunice N. Sahle 

6.00PM-7.00PM: KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER); Introduction: Jonathan Hartlyn (UNC-Chapel Hill), Senior Associate Dean for Social 
Sciences and Global Programs; Keynote Lecture: Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard 
University). 

Sponsored by: Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and the African Studies Center. Free. Please Contact: Barbara 

Anderson b anderson@unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLA$ Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewall@email.unc.edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Harper’s Magazine ] Edwidge Danticat ] December 2013 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Log .... 

We are pleased to announce a special feature in Harper’s 
Magazine by Edwidge Danticat, covering the three catalogues 
of African photography and video published by The Walther 
Collection and Steidl. The December 2013 issue is now 
available on newsstands. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Pick tbr Court Is 3rd in a Row Blocked by Republicans 

................ ] ~.’i~.~::~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~,:id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ....... 

~NTHISE~IAIL 
I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video ~ 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day CUSTON~ZE>~ 

Top News 

Obama Pick for Com-t Is 3rd in a Row Blocked by 

Republicans 
L:y J~5<i.wi: ~v i-~.iLRz~ 

I~ bloeki~g Judge R~:~bert L. Wi~kins’s nomination, Senate 

Republicans on Monday denied President Obama his third pick 

Wilkins, I 

in reeenk weeks ko fill a vacancy on the nation’s most powerful and prestigious 

appeals 

SpHt on Accord on i~’an Stra~s U.S.-lsracl Tics 

In inteiaziews~ both American and Israeli officials eo~cede that 

the terms of the preliminary deal r~fleek a ~fl)renee in 

fundamentN goals. 

Sleep Therapy Seen as an Aid for Depression 

The first of four studies on the special relationship between sleep 

and depression suggesb that when antidepressants and insomnia 

therapy are used together, recovery happens fi~ster. 

demonst 

Editors’ Picks 

U.S, I BOOMING ,~ 

The Denfise a~d Afterlife of the ’Detroit Sleeper 

A week after Sept. ~, three men were accused of plotting terror, 

but the ease became a cautionary tale abouk connecting dots 

where they might not exist. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Don’t believe the latest hype about ]iI~ on other planets. 

World 

COUNTRY AT A CROSSROADS 

In the Midd |e of Mexico~ a M~dd]e Class Is RiMng 

In Ouanajuato, Mexico, foreign inves~nent and }oea] enrichment 

is creating a young, upwarNy mobile midNe e]ass. 

His Honor? Toronto’s Ma3~r Rampages Om to 
City°s Shame 

Even after the Toronto Cib’ Council voted to s~:ip him of most 

of his bndget and staff, Mayor Rob Ford refused b~ bow to 

pressure and leave office, 

Challenge for the Gove~omnent: 4 Million Are 

Displaced, m~d Hunger Grows 

As fl~e Phi]ippiues begins to dean np afler the worst t:/phoou in 

memo[T~ it is f~eed with a huge problem of feeding and housing 

ks displaced popu]ath:m. 

U.S. 

Power Sl-ill O~11 for Thousands After Tornadoes 

Pound Midwest 

Illinois was hit especiNly hard by tornadoes that tore throngh 

the Midwest on Sunday, killing at least six people and leaving 

]mndreds of thousm~ds without power. 

,~ Video: Deadly Tornadoes RipThrough Midwest 

Prosee~llor in Racially Charged Shooi-h~g Case 

Near Detroit Is No Strm~ger to Spotlight 

Kym L. Worthy, who is viewed as metieulons, bhmt and 

unshakable - sometimes to a fault .- is prosecuting the fatal 



shoofi~g of a black woma~ by a white man in a Detroit suburb. 

Cor~gress Pa~d CouPs Weigl~ Restraints on N.SoA. Spyh~g 

Ks the Supreme Court rejected one challenge, congressional mfdes of the spy 

agetmy’s vast data collection efforb stepped up pressm’e to f,’)ree more 

disclosure. 

Business 

.Joln~ Edwards Revisits His Pas~, Har~ging L~w I~*~. I 
S~ir~gle Again ~)~~ I 

The path hack fiT>r Mr. Edwards bega~ when his ~egal troubles 

ended last year. Prosecutot~ had charged him *~qkh misusing nearly $~ million in 

eampai~ donations. 

DEALBOOK 

Regulators See Value in Bitcoir~, arid I~vestor,s 

H:aste|~ to _Agree 

Federal officials told a Senate 5eating that virtuO currencies like 

biteoin offered real benefits for the finaneiaI system. 

Shssky 

Cab’ely, 

Hol].~.ood Studios Facing Upheava~ alt Hig|~est 

Levels 

A rol]in g [valignm en L seemingly eha n ge for eha n ge’s sake, has 

knocked out executives and producers at several m@)r studios. 

Sports 

A Diver’s 1Use, m~d Swif~ Death, at tim lathers of a 
Gro,~ing Sport 

Nicholas MevoIYs rise fi’om novice to reeord-h~:qder in ]itde 

more lkan a year serves hoth as an inspiration and as a dire 

warning to divers whose sta~s rise as the depths they reach plunge. 

, [] Video: Brooklyn Diver Dies After Record AttemN 

~F’] Graphic: One Breath, One Last Dive 

Q~tittir~g the N.FoLo: For doln~ Moffitt, the Money 

~Vasn’t ~Vort|~ It 

,]oln~ Moil]it, who walked away fi’om about $~ million 1~ salary 

...... Moffitt 

ssid ha 

gave up 



flY.,m fl~e 9-~ Broncos, sam con ~inuing to play for money was 

likely to h~jure him fl~¢her and deepen his g~oom. 

t~ying to 

The Nets are winIess when being outseored in the thin quarter, 

which was Ne ease in their defeat Mo~day to the Portland Trail B]aze~s. 

~[~ Box Score 

~ N B.A Reu:’~dup: Bulls E:4tend [hev Streak to Five Games 

Arts 

Former Mattes AAde Is Convicted i~ Attempted 

Sale of Missing Pa~t~gs 

It took jtm)rs only three hours to convict Vflma Bautista on 

conspiracy m~d h~x fl:aud charges stemm~n g fl:om the sale or 

attempted sale of the pNnfiugs, which disappeared in ~e ~98os. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

S+de) 

The boxer Mike Tyson has written a memo@ abo~R his life of 

celebHty, excess and despair that is a splashy hodgepodge, by turns exhausting 

An Old Chinese Novel Is Racy Reading Still 

An American scholar reveals d~e novel "Plmn in the Golden 

Vase," famous for its pornography, as an eney@.,pedia of 

imperial Chinese life. 

Obituaries 

Barbara Pa~°k, A~thor of J~fie Be Jones Series, 

Ms. Park’s hest-se]ling books starred a sassy grade schooler with 

an imperfect grasp of English grammar who always found herself 

in some serf of predicament. 

Billy Hardwiek, Ilall of Fame Bowler, Dies at 72 

Mr. Hardwiek, the t]rst cff only six bow]e~.~ to win the spo~’s 

triple crown, was a Hght-handed bowler with a fluid s~yle, far 

smoother than many of today’s power players. 

Barbara 

....... ~a;dw c 

Science 

Flawed Gauge for Cholesterol Risk Poses a New 

Clhal|enge fo~" Cardiologists 

Outdated data used to create an online Hsk cNeulator will make 

fixing Lhe ted Nffieult, raising concerns that pafienN wfl] be 

skeptical of ne~" treatment guidelines. 

~Vatchfi~l Eye in N~rsing Homes 

Family members are turning to hidden c~maeras to hell? confirm 

suspected abuse in nursing homes, hut their use raises legal and 

ethieaI questions ahout liability and privacy rights. 

Pe!er 



New Plat+ for a Disabled Kepler 

A plan to keep Kepler h~mti~% 5:~r p~anets would have the 

spacecraft sMpping around ~e sky, obse~Mng any one spo~ for 

up to 8o days. 

, Morn Explorations in Space 

7~.~] REPUR 
:": ;OSED 

[~ nder n 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Brooklet Diver Dies Aider Record 

Attempt 

Nicholas Mevoli rose [~’om novice to fcee.-diving record holder in 

less than a year. His life and death reflect both the sph~t of a 

ni&e sport that has grown exponentially as well as its dangers. 

Related Alticle 

~ V+D~:O; Legacy era :Legend 

Suzy Menkes ~alks ~4th E]sa Sehiapacelli’s granddaughter about 

the deMgner’s collection of ale+has, arhvork and personal items 

sch edu]ed to be auction ed at Christie’s. 

~ V+D~O: Reptilian Sma~’ts 

New researe ~ is sho~dng ~ ~at lizards hn<Ies and s ~akes are more 

intelligent than previously believed. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A New G,O,P, Excuse for Doi~g Noi-hi~g 

The stum b~es in the rol]o~t of tb e O ba ma ad mJl]is~:ation’s h ealtb reform a re 

frustrating, but ~ey are not a broad indictment of government. 

EDITORIAL 

Cholesterol G~idelines Ul~der Attack 

Potential flaws in a new [{sk calculator mW put millions on s~t~n 

m~neeessarlly. 

EDITORIAL 

Death ~’]~eted Out by PoIitieians i~t Robes 

In Alabama a biza~’e arra ~geme~t allows elected judges to override a.juW 

verdict of life in p~{son and unilaterally impose a death sen tenee. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cheney F~ly V~,hms 

Liz Cheney’s slated opp-.,siti<~n to gay mar[~age smacks of 

calculation and callousness. 

Columnist Page I glog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Da~ge~°ous Ir+l-erreg~+ um 

Ameciea has turned inward but nobody wants the keys to the 

kingdom. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Colorade’s ~ew ~fles w~]l help fl~fil~ the promise of natura~ gas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:34 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Summer prograJn: DUKE 1N COSTA RICAlanguageculturehea]th 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:DUKE IN COSTA RICA languageculturehealth 

Date:Sun, 17 Nov 2013 21:58:50 -0500 

From:Bethzaida FemaMez <bt\,67@dnke.edu> 

CC: 

more info @ -h-~-t-t-p-:"~--~g.t-~---b---a-1-e-~-d--.--d-~-u--~5---e--.~-e-~-d---u-Lp--r--~--g-r~-a---m--~-s~---S-~um~Ru~-t~-g~51~!~/~.~mt~ 

and / or Bethzaida Fernandez, b_ _f .v_ _6_ .7_ _ ~_ .d_ .u_~.e__:._e_~_q. (Program Director) 

aroui-~d ciassraom al°:d col~qmul°:it~,’ inter~ctiol°:s Studei-~ts ,,~;iil participate in ciass discussions, presentations, cal~qmunit~,’ ~ntaract~ans and sa,/eral ’~Js~ts to iacai s~tes reiated to f:eaitf: as 

oral preiects Pi-e<equisita: Spanish 20,1 ei eqcil,lalent ..’.4th semester Spanish/,~,d’~ance,.<. h°:tei-mediate} Coui-se: fulfills ia~guage al°:d majedminor reqcilrem, ents it is epe~ to any;’aii 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->~,[ ~,~ 29 ,’,~’]~r ~) sl~de~£~ ~tt[’,,~ i:t ,~}an J~.:~’s ~’-, os’e~~=<~d =~ S~:t ,1".~ 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->e,[ ~-/ 
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~" A more detailed pi-o.gram ,,~All be pro\,ided to studei-~ts duril°:.q: the pre-dapa.¢ui-e re, eating 

gethzaida Fernandez, Lecturer 

Coordinator Spanish 203 

Romance Studies Department 

20:16 Campus Drive, Durham. NC 27708 

Tel. 9:19-684.43.46 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.o~g@maill4.atl51 =rsg~.net> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 12:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ONLINE Registration ENDS Tomorrow’. 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut" by Michael Young, 

opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star newspaper. 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mbarka Bouaida Minister-Delegate of 

Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Kingdom of Morocco. 

Roundtable discussions on "From Kissinger to Kerry: Forty Years of Failed 

Attempts to Solve the Arab-Israeli Conflict," "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, 

and Beyond," "Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, 

Revolt, and Reform in North Africa," and much more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

Viewschedule and papers to be presented= 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $85. 

Student Members Registration: $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165, 

Become an ASMEA member here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 



www.as meascholars.o rq 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list J update subscription preferences J view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Perks Ease Way in Health Plm~s tbr Lawmakers 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E-MAIL I ~] NYT I WoHd US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&~Nine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Pe~oks Ease Way in Healt~ Plans fo~" Lawmakees 

While millions of~mrieans struggle with the t)deral il~suranee 

exchange, members of Congress al~d their aides have a]] so~s cff 

assis~mee to hdp them parse their op’do~s a~d enro]I. 

~ghat~ officials said a loi~g--term seem%, pac~ could be reached 

w~th the Ulfited St~Ds if PresMel~t Obama aek~owledged 

miliNW misNkes and vowed not to repeat them. 

, At War Blog: Wa~ng War on a Shoe~rin9 

In Places Like North St. Lotfis, Gmffire Stir 

Rules the Ni~t 

Residet~g of areas like N o~fh St. ~uis, where drugs, poverty and 

gin}fire beget a cycle of vio]e~ce, scoff when they bear o~cials 

deda~" that "~eir dries are sal)r. 

~ Graphic: A Divided Ci~’ 

Jecqueli I 

neA.    I 

Thomas I 

image of 

~:esideI 

I 

Editors’ Picks 



N-early 40 years after the murder of ]5-year-old Man,ha Moxley 

of Oreen*~qeh, Conn., people are still fascinated about the details 

of the ease. 

OPlNIOR I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

When do sanctions work? And wSen do they do more harm than 

good’? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

CLIFF KUNCHAN, a risk analyst, on the lethal bombing of the Iranian embassy m Beirut, 
noting that Iran had stirred anger by supporting the Syrian government, 

World 

Beirut Bombs Strike at Irm~ as Assad’s Ally 

The attack appeared ko broaden khe violent patkern of division 

aeross tSe Middle East ]inked to the civil war i~ Syria, where Iran 

has emerged as a powerful ally of khe government side. 

The Lede: Through tile Lens of Hezbollah TV 

~E~ Video: Aftermath in Beirut 

Opt~o~ts Narrowed, U.So Is Said to $~reigh Destro>~g S>~°iatrt 

Chenfie~ls at Sea 

~s o’~er nations rqjeet appeals to dest~y the ehemiea~ agents on their 

ter~itou, khe Uniked States is considering plans for an oceangoing bmNe where 

t~ey would be dissolved or burned, Amm~ean ofgdals said. 

Typhoon Respo~se Hi~ghta Weak~eaaes h~ 

Philippine Mi]itnry 

Typhoon Ha~yan 5as focused an unfla~ering spotlight on the 

Philippine militaD’, an overstretehed, poorly flmded force that 

has been e*~tieized for its late arNva] [o the disaster zone. 

~ Video: Typ}~oon Haiyan’s Epicenter 

...... effol!s in 

U,S, 



_;dbuciuerque Voters Defeat ,,M~td:Abortion Referendmn 

The re~rendmn, whk:h hnd sought to I-ml~ nbortions nffer 2o week~ of 

pregnancy, was marked by record turnout and aggressive tactics by vdunteers 

on both skies. 

Virginia Political Figm’e Stabbed as Son Takes Own Life, 

Police Say 

R. Creigh Deeds, who was defeated in 2009 lbr governor, was in fair condition 

and his son was dead ariel" what was described as "an a~empted murder- 

suidde." 

50 Years Later, a Changed Dallas Grapples With 
Its Darkest Day 

Painf~] memories of the angry anti-Washin~on cul~n’e that 

flourished in Dallas when President John F. Kennedy was 

assassinaked have resnrfaeed. 

For more I.; !;. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
Jarni~ 

]In Extracting Deal From JPMorgan, UoS, Aimed 
I Dirnon, ] 

for ~o~o111 ~le cer, te;, 
the 

The case against JPMorgan Chase may set a precedent for cases 

against other major banks and industries like healkh eat’e, where fines have been 

growing. 

DEALBOOK 
Michsel 

Trader’s Trial Begins, Name of One l~Mder ...... 

~.al’l~.~ Ol.lt 
"t~ arrives 

Inibrzna[ion from a sonree aL Dell led to insider tradk~g charges 

agai~st eight people, inch~ding a former trader with SAC Capital Ad~dsors, 

MiehaeI S. Steinberg, whose t~al began Tuesday. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Chm~ge 

OpponenLs call atLention to the dire Hsks or" nuclear energy but 

in the push to reduce reliance on fossil fne]s, ik may be the world’s best shot. 

Spots 



In ~z’eent years, locker rooms have become crammed with 

multiple urAform op@)ns in a t~o{ of colors and fabrics, Some see 

branding Ol@O~tunities aud merehm~dise salea while othera hope 

to attract recruits, 

x 

Knieks, Running Out of Options, Fall Short             ~,~thony 

The Knick, who l~ll to the Pistons for their third straight loss, 

have experienced more problems than wins in their first ~o games, from inj uries 

and old age to ~veeta a~d trade mmo~. 

~r-1 Box Score 

~ Felton is Missing 8hoN, and Those He Guards Are Not 

Pierce, Now Sr~rrounded by Scorers, Seeks a Role 

Paul Pierce shouldered the scoring burde~ in Bostm~ last season, 

hut his role with the Nets has changed, aud he said that t~ying to 

lind his niche each night has caused ~im some problems. 

A~ts 

Enduring Nazi Law Impedes Recovery of A~q~ 

A ~938 law under which the Nazis seized artworks could make it 

diffieult for German museums to recover looted pieces 

discovered in the apartmel~t era dealer’s son. 

THEATER REVIEW 

A Story to Q~esfior~, Word for Word 

Margaret Colin aud Reed Biruey are among the east of "Taldug 

Care of Baby," a British play that is having its American p~xniere 

at Ci~~ Ce~ter. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

i~dds These Day~: They’re All Older Than 50 

This television season, many shows - iueludiug "Morn," "Dads** 

and "The Cra~" Ones" .- are treating their characters over 5o as 

palCicularly immatm’e. 

Ca re of 

Baby 

Margare I 

Obituaries 

Charlotte Zolotow, Author of Book~ o~ 

Childrc~£s Real Iss~es, Dies at 98 

The more than 7o books w6tten hy Ms. Zdotow, an editor as 

well as a~ author, were highlighted by pictures fi’om some of the 

2oth ee~tm’y’s finest illustrators. 

J, P, Fitzpatrick, 89, Savior ofl[ re-Revolutionary 

Inn, Dies 

J ane Era t[ Fitzpatrick kept a Roekwd] pai~xdng subject, [he Red 

I,iou Inn, from heiug torn dow~ to mN<e w~y for a gas station fi~ 

Steekbfidge, Mass. 

Syd Field, Author of the Definitive Work on 

~Vriti~g Seree~plays~ Is Dead at 77 

Thauks to Mr. FieM, a teacher who wrote the book on 

..... P~att 

£ sva [ 



screenwriting, the term of art "plot points" is in the filmmaldng 

vocubMary. 

Dining & Wine 

Thanks#ving Day~ ~ ]la Fr~nga~se 

Parisians grasp turkey, and yet some things j ust get lost in 

tranMation on this bigAmeriea~ holiday. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 
I .~ I 

Why ]Is Turkey Cheaper When Demand Is 

I-t[igher? 

It’s a h’end that seems tr~ de~" Econ ]ol : In early November, the 

price of IYozen whole kurkeys drops. Economists ean’k agree on why. 

WINES OF THE TIMES 

Wines for Thanksgiving: l~’l[ixing ~A’]tho~t Tr34ng 

to Match 

I,ook fbr wines - at least a white and a red - that are versatile and 

nirnble enough to go well with a Nversi[y of dishes. 

Pairings: A Nibble to Keep the Wine Company 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: Typhoon Haiyan~s Epieenl-er 

The Times’s Andrew Jaeobs travels to Ouhmn, on Samar Island, 

the Philippines, where residents are hTing to resume not-maI life 

amid the devastation. 

Related ARicle 

~ vmEo: How to Carve a Turkey 

Ray Venezia, master butcher and l:airway Market meat 

consMtant, shows how to carve a turkey. 

~ vm~o: Stmday Style i~ Joha~nesburg 

At the Maboneng Precinct in South ~dea’s largest city’, locals 

thud sbde inspira~m~ from their parents and Aft’lean prints worn 

in a modern way. 

Fol mo~e video io te NYTimes,com~N’ideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

VJadim~r P~tin Clings to the Past 

Former Soviet repuhlics must be fl’ee to develop economic and political 

relations with any foreign nation they choose. 

EDITORIAL 

Advertisements tbr the Common Core 

Sh~denks fi~ states with tougher standards have ah’eady shown matq<ed 

irnprovemenk in reading and mad~ scores. 

EDITORIAL 

The Exp~rh~g Btm on I lastie Gm~s 

A federal ban on the manufacture, sale, import or possession of guns that are 

m~deteetable by metal detectors a~d X-ray machines should be reviewed. 



Fo: nroiw opiaier:: 2o te NYTimes,com/ONnion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

grass c.arp ~s poised to d~srupt the ecolo&v of the Hudsot~ 

R:ive~ and New York’s other in lan d waters. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Twisted Sister~ a~d Brothe~°s 

Thanksgiving horror stou: Three twisted sibling sagas play out 

in the public arena, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Let’s Nake a Deal 

In the long run, the deal Secretary of State John KerW is ~3qng 

to forge wid~ Iran is good for us and our allies. Here are the 

I’easotls. 

, Columnist Page 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOt.t.OW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

[] ~i ..~.~ ~’-~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with ,.)tar suite of apps: 

iPhoBd,~) l iPad(’~9 ABdtoid I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile webMte at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m.nyt,com ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

TMs Js an au~omatecl e- mail Please do not reply directly to this e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message because yod signed up for N~qimes conl’s Today’s Headlines newsletter 

As a member of t~e [RUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Nov. 20, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

There will be two outages during the Nov. 21-24 timeframe. 

Thurs., Nov. 21, 5pm to approx. 5:30prn 

Brief ConnectCarolina Outage (maintenance) 

Fri., Nov. 22, 4pro to approx. Sun., Nov. 24, 8pro 

Onyen Management Upgrade; Onyen and Guest ID update services will be unavailable; there is no 

impact on ConnectCarolina. 

~’~’" ~ ",C~ R’i’:.’..)ff 

ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff 

connections to the ConnectCarolina application: off campus access to ConnectCarolina will require the 

use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) software and on campus access using wireless needs to be 

through the UNC-Secure wireless network. More information here: 

Get the "big picture" of what is being done and when it is 

happening as the ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll 

project progresses View the new 

!i.?:~L=..=.[2.-’.....’.~ }.’:~L{. You can also download a version suitable for 

printing! 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

HR/Payroll components: October 2014. The project 

team is also reworking the schedule for training, 

which will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 



~’: 
....... 

~ 

Login to ConnectCarolina is nowthrough the landing page 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J at }?.!i~LL£.:’A~.~!~?.!i!#.~:i!2 #.!:Z[!!i #..i!.:]!LA:!!.==,’.: This leads to the new 

po~al, and affects eve~one who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(h~p:!lmy.unc.edul) web page will be phased out. 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus 

directory? Is your home address correct? Do you knowthat 

you can control what is displayed through the directory’s 

privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please log in at i~:ip i~:;( m~!~cb:)i~:oh:ii~ tin(:. ~di.=i and 

click on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen. You can also choose whether 

certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

~Vednesday, November 20, 2013 2:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

TOMORROW] Book Launch November 21 from 6-8pm 

[ .~iI Log .... II ] 

Book Launch 

Thursday, November 21, from 6pro-Spin 

Join Artur Walther and Stacey D. Clarkson, Art Director of Harper’s Magazine, 
on Thursday, November 21, in celebrating the launch of new monographs and 
catalogues published by The Walther Collection and Steidl. 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 

New York City 

G~u ~l A~’t St~i~;; Published on the occasion of the current exhibition 
at The Walther Collection Project Space, G~I~ R{~I Art St~.~di{~ presents a 
series of studio portraits collected by the photographer Martina Bacigalupo in 
Gulu, Uganda. Edited from hundreds of discarded, faceless images -the 
faces were originally cut out for standardized ID photos - the distinctions in 
clothing and pose in each image reveal markers of self-definition. Bacigalupo 
later returned to Guiu to interview clients of the studio and their stories 
describe the social conditions common to contemporary East Africa. 

/"be [:Sk;~c~*, P’,,’*’,,~.~o AI b,~.,,",,",, / Look ~;~t ~1~: 1890.-1950: This book, winner of the 
2013 German Photobook Award, presents Santu Mofokeng’s collection of 
private photographs commissioned by urban South African families at the 

turn of the twentieth century. Painterly in style, the images evoke the artifices 
of Victorian photography. Mofokeng analyzes the sensibilities, aspirations, 
and self-image of South Africa’s black population and its desire for 
representation in times of colonial rule and suppression. 



~’i~:.~;,;~ I:~’~.~og~~.~y ~’~:~m The Vh~a~th~ Co~e~t~o~~.: This three-volume, special 
edition boxed set represen~ the culmination of the collection’s multi-year 
exhibition and publishing program, investigating African photography and 
video through the themes of portraiture, landscape, and the historic archive. 
Housed in a handsome slipcase, the individual volumes include ~v~tt~ ~ t~ 
S~1~ P~’~ ~d ~c~ ~d~y (edited by Ok~i Enwezor), ~p~"~%~~d 
L~~d~c~ (edited by Corinne Diserens), and D~~c~ ~d ~; 
~co~t’~; ~:~~h ~h~ .Afr~:~t~ .&~;~ (edited by Tamar Garb). 

Forward email 

This email ~’,,as se~lt Lo eunice~!email.ur~c.edu by contacL~walthercollect[on.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

The Walther Collection i 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York i i’~Y :: [000[ 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StreekSigns <slreetsignscente~gmail.com@mail 178. uN.mcsv .neP 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@e,naiLunc.edu;> 

"About Time" tbatured in Carrboro Film Festival this weekend! 

Thank you to everyone who participated in our New 
Wori<s Initiative Readi,,’~g Series! W’e were d~rilied with the 
audience response, and the process was deeply vaiuable as 
we look toward future productions, Thank you! 

We have more big plans in the works, buk in the meantime 
we are excited to announce that our Hadand’s Creek 
Productions film A~@~ T~e has bee~ selected for the 
Car~bem Film ~:est~val and vdll screer~ thB Sunday ak 
2:35pm at Carrboro’s Century, Center~ 

Tickets for ti~e Festival are .,Iu 1:era Ot,s-.u~=~ Pass, or $15 
fix a Two-Day Festivai Pass~ D:¢h of these can be 

We Isope to see you at the Fibs Festival and at Future 
StreetSigns events! 

Sincerely, 

Lewis Cotiey and Jose,ph Megei 
o~s,gn~ Center for Literature and Pe~ormanc:e 

About StreetSigns 
Si:re~tSi~ ns C~I;te~ 

based ~n Chatham County, 

Ooming Up Next 

About Ti n",,e 

Nov 24 at 

N Greensboro 

D[rected by Jo.~ ~.~ h ~’,,le.( el 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia Footnotes <Questia.EmaJl@maJl 1 .questia.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Outlining your way to that "A" 

Digging deeper into your research paper 

Writing a research paper: Part 3 ~i Publicspeakingpeffectio# 

~.q:)~.~ isn’t your tiiil’.,9, don’t [let. Look 

~e furd~r ~har~ the third ~)~r~ o~ our 

Q.estia’s 2rid ann~al Write about your ro~e 

Citation Showdown model 

Ar~ m~e~ous essay}st? Submit a mode~ ~s ;~m en.~oyabk~ expev~e~ce. 

b~o!jrs~phy ~or a ~’hs~rwe to wh~ Ce~eb~ate those who ~s~:,~re you 

Get 50% off quest~a[ 

Offer ends November 30, 20~ }} 

Reaiitg Room .... 
s~owc~se t~e we~b-know~ (a~d ~oved~) works of famous a~thovs. So, t~ke a break 



Prejudice 

The Hound 

of the 

Baskervilles: 

Another 

Adventure of 

Sherlock 

Holmes 

Journey to 

the Centre of 

the Ear[h 

Pride and Preiudice 
By jane Aus~en 

The Hound of the Baskervilles: Another 

Adventure oF Sherlock Holmes 

By Arthur Conan Doyle 

journey to the Centre of the Earth 

B;, Jules Verne 

Can you help me choose a topic? 
#AskQuestia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n~ime s.com> 

~Vednesday, November 20, 2013 6:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Fine-Art Furor and More 

Special Note 



The Times gives you the essentials you need for your 

..... Tha nksgiving feast. Get cooking>> 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Pact May Extend U.S. Troops’ Stay iu At~hauistan 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~,:id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home D@very 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTOM~ZE~ 

Top News 

Pact May Extend UoS, Troops’ Stay fm 

Afghanistan 

Seeretm’y of St~te ,h:4m Keriy said en~phatieNly that there was 

no discussion ofa~ .4omerican apology to President Harold KarzaJ 

of A~ghanista~ or to his ~mtion, 

G.O.P. Maps Out ~$raves of Atlaeks Over Health 

:Law 

Republica~ s~’ategisN say tkey inkend to keep Demoeraks on 

their heels through a muRilayered, seque[~eed assaulk o~ 

President Obama’s signa~n’e legisbatiom 

~ Document: Repc~b~can Ta~kin~ Pok~ on the New Health Law 

Active a~ad Impro~4sing, Kerry is T~ing on 

Tough Problems 

dohn Kerry may be poised to begi[~ delivering a major goal 

President Obama has lc,~g sought: an agreement with h’an to 

curb its nuclear program. 

Among 

John 

Kemis 

Editors’ Picks 

YOUR MONEY ] SPECIAL SECTION: YOUR MONEY 

The N ew Math of Health Care 

The landscape of health care and ik~ growing price tag. 

, How Doctors Die 



You Plan Your Retirement, Then You Get the Health Bill 

Go to Special Section 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

’November ~2, ~963’ 

In a sho~’~ film by Erro] MorH s, Josiah "Tink" Thompson~ who 

has been investigating the Ketmedy assassi*mtion for nearly 5o 

years, looks to the photograpkic evidence. WiI1 we ever know fl~e tm~th? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

BERNARD HOPKINS, a former boxer know]~ as the Executim~er. 

World 

Raw Sewage and Anger Flood Gaza’s Streets as 

Electricity Runs Low 

A sho[~age of eleeLrieity and cheap diesel rue] from Egypt led the 

Hamas government to shut dow~ Gaza’s kme power plm~t, whh::h 

caused sewage s~ions to stop working. 

24,ooo-Yea~°- O|d Body Slmws K}nsJ~ip to ...... Scientist 

Europeal~s al~d Ame~’ieza~ ]l~dians                       ~t~di~ 

The genome of a boy indicates that Europeans reached ~at~her 

easL across Era’asia t}mn prev~ )usly assumed, a~d that Native 

Ameriea~a may be descended fl’om a mix of Western Europeans and East 

Asians. 

Germany, _amstegity’s Cl~ampio~, Faces Some Big 
Repai~° Bills 

Oerma~y, o]lee k]lown for autobahns and ef~cieney, ~s facing m~ 

aging infrastructure that, if lefk unaddrs?ssed, co~ld undermine 

eeo*~omie growth. 

SHOWl 

U,S, 

iKlegal Inmfigrants Are Divided Over 

Importance of Citizens|~ip 

Congress’s ef~)xts cm immigraticm have fbundered over 

naturalization for those in tke United Sta~es i]legally. Yet many 

Sauced 



immigrants say khey would settle lbr less. 

Navy "~Vas Warned of Contractor at Ce~rl-er of i~ a ...... .d ] 
Glenn ’ 

Despite complai n ts abou k khe "gol d -pIa ked" h’es [x~on ard Glen n 

Francis soughk for po~f se[sqees and investiga~k~ns into 

questionable charges by his eompany, the Navy awarded h~m $2oo million in 

con[facts in June 2o11. 

On Day of Symbolism, Honorir~g Ke,med2; and 

A~ a ceremony hestowh~g the Medal of Freedom, an honor 

created by ,John F. Kennedy, Presiden~ Obama recognized an 

unusuaI]y star-skudded list of .6 peop]e. 

~ ~ Video: Presidential Meda~ of Freedom Awarded 

The 
Obamas 

Business 

Ka~.akhstan’s Bet on Rail 

The Central Asian natior~ began tapping its oil fields in 

September~ using the soverei~ wealth to fi~anee its growing rail 

empi~ [hat serves the big Chinese and Russian marketso 

Fed Looks ~k}r Other Way~ to A~d Et:onomy 

The Federal Rese~’e Open Market Commi~ee wrestled at its 

most n’eent meeting with ways of supporting an economy 

still needs help, 

~ Multimedia Feature: The Tsper T~’acker 

The Fed 

NT&T and Verizon Pressed to Detail Roles ir~ 

Sh areh alder resd ufio~ s are d em andJ~ g more disclosure a bout fl~e compan~ 

role in handing over customer daka to the govemmeut. 

Sports 

ON BOXING 

Reconciling a Sport’s N iolent Appeal as a Fighter 

Lies in a Coma 

As a Russian heavyweight framed Magomed Abdusalamov lay 



m~consdous in a Manhattan hospit~d, people involved iu the sport tt%d to 

explain opportunity and risk in boxing. 

PACERS 103, KNICKS 96 (OT) 

Great Effort by K~fieks~ for 47 N[im~tes 

Car~nelo An thony had 3 o points but shot j ust lO of 28 [torn the 

fieM for the Knieks, while the Pacers’ Paul George scored 21 of 

Ms game-high 35 pNnts in ~e four~ quarter and overtime. 

,~ Box Sco~e 

~ N.B A. Roundup: Hea~Top Magic as Starlets Rest 

Familiar Scenes: Star II~rts Ankle, and Nets guard 
Deron 

±M’ter losing Deron Williams to another ankle inj roT, fl~e Neks 

again ~lted in the third qum~er agaiust fl~e Bobcats as they fell for the si~1h 

time in seven games. 

,E] Box Sco~e 

Pierce, Now Surrounded by Scorers, SeeKs a Role 

’Good Lord Bird’ is S~rprise ~:im,er for National 

Book Award ~n Fiction 

James Mcbride, who wrote "The Good [~rd Bird," was 

considered an underdog. George Packer also won for "The 

U nwin~fing." 

Ballet Dance, re as Brands 

Increasingly, star dancers like Natalia OsJpova, aware of the 

b~vviki of their dine in the spotlight, a~v switching among 

companies. 

R~ght Stufff.~ The IJ braD" Thinks So, a~d Buys It 

The New Yo~N Public LibraD" is aeqniriug Tom Wolfe’s 

m anuscr~p ks, resea~vh mate~ als, letters and oth er papers for 

82.~5 million, 

Mcbride 
wrota 

[~ David 

..... : Hallberg 

dances 

Obituaries 

Frederick Banger, 95, Two-Time ~’Vimmr of 

Nobel a~d Pioneer in Genel-ies, Dies 
~. r.;i. ~:s~. ,~r.: ~.r.~r: 

Dr. Banger, a British biochemist, showed how amino acids link 

together ~o form i~sulin i~ 1958, and invented a mekhod of 

"reading" molecular letters that make up the genetic code in i98o, 

Robegt Bowie, p~oesidents’ A~de, Dies at ~ 04 

R#betq. R. Bowie, a Harvard fbreign policy e~)e[% was an analyst 

on ~e Cdd War, national security and eonNeg an~und the 

globe. 

Diane Disney Mille~°, 7% Keeper ofWalt’s F]lame, 

Dies 

Mrs. Miller, the last surviving child of Walt Disney, eo-lbunded a 

museum defecated to the memoW of her father as a human being 

rather than a brand. 

Disney 

Miller ’ 



Fashion & Style 

Ryan McGh~|ey, the Pied P~per of the Downtown 

Art !,’Vorld 

Mr. McOinley, impresario of a set of young do~k~wn a~ dsts, is 

a sort of new-day WarhoL 

What’s He Really Like? Check the Lulu .App 

Lulu lets women rate men in categories. A seore appea~ m~der a 

raked man~s Faeebook profile pietnre. 

The Retm-n of Logo C~flture in Fashion 

Tile ~vcel~t rise fi~ logos is il~ part a reje~Non of the anti-capitalist, 

gmmge, no-logo 

~ [] Slide Show: Emblematicaliy Yours 

~,¢alking 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~o; Seie~ee’i’ake: Sea Slug Love 

In khe mating game, males and females can have differenk 

agendas even when they inhabit the same body. 

~ vmEo: Ethm~ Koh: l~spired by Home 

The designer behind Ekhan K siLs down with Suzy Menkes b-., 

diseuss tile inspirath:~ behfi~d his handbags. 

~ VmEO; App Smart: MaRi~g Art With a 

Stylus 

The Times’s Kit Eato~ reviews painfi~g and sketching apps 

where nsing a s[yius, instead of just your finger, can come in 

q~fite handy. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

JPN[o~ga~ Pays 

A $~3 billion setLlemenL the largest ever between government officials and a 

single eompany, resolves mortgage cMims and puts other banks on noth::e. 

EDITORIAL 

L~hya’s Resurgel~t Violence 

Fending, and heavily armed militias threaten fl~e promise of political 

reconciliation in khe country. 

EDITORIAL 

Texas ~A’~omen and Abortion Rights 

In an alarming rtfling, the Supreme Court turned away an emergency 

application to block a new law that impedes access to safe and legal abo~ don 

care in the statc. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How ~ Let I~an Go N~m~ea~ 

It is George W, Bush, not P~sident el)area, who ~s to blame for 

our dh’e situation ~th Iran. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Publk~ N eeds a N ap 

I km)w the holidays are coming up, people! But we have to get to 

the bo~om li~e of this filibuster problem in the Se~mte. 

~ Colum nisX Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~’~he~ Ch~klre~ Are Tra~ed 

A blad< market of’vulnerable kids is thrivi~% and drawing 

pedophiles. It’s emb]ematic of kow our society ne~ects eMldren. 

, Columnist Page ] BIG9 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite ef apps: 

iPhone~ l iPad¢~ Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >~ 

Have qt~estiens? Visit ot~r mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This 

This is an automated e-mail Please clo not reply direc[[y ~e this 

You received ~his message because yell signed up rer NYTBnes,com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter, 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi,ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

R&L College Publishing <lemcaNste@rowman.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your Exam CoW for Globalization a~d Money 

"~-~ Rowman and LittlefieldAn Independent Publisher for the21st Century 

[~ Globalizati .... d Money 

Have You Ordered Your Exam Copy? 
GIobalization and Honey: A Global South 

Perspective 

By Supriya Singh 
Globalization and Money explores how men and women, 
particularly the poor and the unbanked in the global South, 
use money in ways that empower themselves and their 
families. Supriya Singh argues that money as a medium of 
relationships across cultures is a central component of 
globalization. The author deftly weaves theory and 
individual stories to show how money is emblematic of 

interconnected markets, the half of the world that is 
unbanked, and gender disparities. She illustrates how 
many of the most exciting changes in harnessing people’s 
savings; widening credit and insurance; and lowering the 
cost of technologies, payments and money transfers are 
taking place in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. 

WHAT YOUR COLLEAGUES ARE SAYYNG 

"GIobalization and new technologies are transforming the world of money. In this pioneering 
study, Supriya Singh offers a sweeping and compelling account of those changes. A book that 
will inspire researchers, inform policy makers, and fascinate students and general readers." 

-- Viviana A. Zelizer, Princeton Universit 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

For more information about this text please visit the book’s paqe on 
our website. If you’d like to place your course order for Globalization and Money, please submit the 

following ISBN to your bookstore: 
*The suggested retail price for students is $24.95", 

To see all of the titles in the Globa~izatio~ ~erie~, click here. 



i~ii width="650" 

Rowman & Littlefield College Publishing ¯ email at textbooks@rowman.com 

4501 Forbes Blvd., Suite 200 - Lanham, ND 20706 . (800) 273-5720 

Click to siqn up for our newsletters here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: In LaMmark Vote, Senate Limits Use of the Filibuster 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i Wide< Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~NTHISE-MAIL 
I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ loday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

In Lm~dnmrk Vote, Senate L~mits Use of the 

FilJ buster 
L:;: J~J~Lw~ : W ~-~.U.R9 

Responding to what they view as Republicans’ obstrnefionism on 

Presidenk Obama’s cabinet and judMal ~omina[ions, Democratic 

lawmakers yoked to eliminate use d [he blocking ~efie. 

~ Graphic: How ~en Filibusters Have Been Used 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Pa~qrisan Feve~ h~ Nenate L~kely to iUse 

Rcpnblicans will no doubt try to exact revenge against the 

Democrats who hmniliated them with the s~:ong-arm move to 

limit filibustels. 

Maj°rib" 

Leader 

DEALBOOK 
~ Sep, dce 

Ne~4ee l~leinbers Left V~Jamrable to Payday Merr~be.r 
s Left 

Vulners ] 

C, ffieiMs s~y m~W predatory ~enders have steadily fom~d w~ys 

around ~e Military Lending Act, a law thak was meant to stop flmm. 

Editors’ Picks 

The Dea th of Presiden t Kem~ edy 

Explore the four days following the assassination of,John F. 

Kennedy through key quota[ions and reports from The ’I’irnes in 

]963. 



Lens BIog: J F.K Through the Pages of Ti~e rimes 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ken~aedy’s Legaey of i[~aspirati+m 

Compared with other recent preside~ts whose stmnb]es 

failures have assaulted the natiom~l self-esteem, memories 

Kenne@ continue ko give the eounkry faith thak its better days are ahead. 

World 

Fo~t of Nat~ral Energy in the Philippines, 

Crippled by Nature 

A supet~torm eonsisten t u~ th some scien dsN’ wamin~ abou t 

climate change has done t~mendous damage to an island that is 

one of tb e world’s biggest success stories of re~)ewa hie enerKv. 

Karzai Says He’ll Wait to Sign Security Pact 
~qth UoN, Unfi~ Next Year 

On a day a council of~M~han leaders had gathered b-~ weigh 

deal Preside~t Harold Karzai’s c~xnmenta again) tb reate~ed 

]ong-.tem~ seem~ty agreement, 

~D I.eRer Fram Obama to Karza~ 

Delscru 

...... offered 

prayers 

Rescued L ndon "~ omen Say They’~ ere HeM 3o "~ wars 

A Malaysian woman, 69, an Irish woman, 57, and a British woman, :~o, were 

fl’eed fl’om a house in the Lambeth district in South Dmdon in C, ctober. 

U.S. 

Once at Kennedy’s Side, Now at O~e .AnotherLs 

Fit/3., yea~s after President Jotm F. Kem~edy’s death, many of the 

men who took park in his flmeraI are rs;uniting for a second, and 

possibly final, time. 

,[~] Slide Show: A Silent Part of History 

Cheek, 

at lelt 

t,i?~t of 



In Kc’~edy~s Death, a T~rning Poi~t for a Nai-io~ 

_~ready To~ 

The 5oth-anniversaW reverie has obscured the ~act that by 

1963,/Mnedea had already become a divided, &ngerous place, 

w~th i~fimations of anarchic disorder. 

~ Sl~de Show: A Div~ded~ Dangerous Camelot 

Alabama Pardo~ts 3 ~Seottsboro Boys’ ARer 8o 

Years 

The last of the nine bla@ raen falsely convicted of raping two 

whi~e women in 1931 ~ed years ugo, but the ease long hung over 

the state. 

Business 

Ad Takes Off OnIi~m: Less DoH~ l~’lore Awl 

The cA, replicated Rube Goldberg machine in a viral video ad 

from a stat~-up toy compmty called GoldieBlox has a simple goah 

to show gifts "daat being an engineer is cool. 

, [] Commer~ 

Derelict in Detroit, m~d Hard to Sell 

’Pwo winning biddet~ failed to compleke the purchase d a long- 

abandoned Puekard plunt on ~o acres on the city’s cask side, but 

a third bidder could still come through. 

building 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

A Tradirtg Tactic Is :Foiled, mtd Bmtks CKv Foul 

When the Commodity Fuhn’es Trading Commission dat{fied 

repoding disclosure rules, finuncial institutions ~hat had found a 

way around the regulations were brou~t up shmt. :M~ outcW ensued. 

Sports 

New TerMtory, and New Challer~ges, lii, r HBO in 

Macau Prizefight 

The Paequiao-Rios fight has presented a complex tan~e of 

logistical pt’ohlems for HBO as it p~pures for the event, its first 

pay-per-view broadcast originati~tg outside the United States. 

I p~oto~ I 



~[2] Slide Show: Relearning the Ropes 

~ On Boxing: Recon@ing a Spolt’s Vioient Appeal as a Fighter Lies in a Coma 

5ohn Howard’s vision fGr his Mixed Gender BaskctbalI 

:~soeiation includes 4--point shots at~d lit~eups whose mere to.- 

women ratio changes from quarter to quarter. 

..... Jean 
Marceiiu 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Aw-Shucks Leader Lifts Gim~ts With a Newthe 

EI~ Mam~ng, M~ov~3~ for his amiable personalJb~ over his 1e-year 

career ~4kh the Giang, has become more demonstra~ve during ~e team’s fom~ 

game winning 

~:ol mo~e spor:s ne’,,,s, ,go to NYTimee,eomtSporte >~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Star Types and Stereotypes 

Beyond Lucy Liu and Maggie Q’s success as female leads on 

television, Asian--zMneriean actresses oRen play characters 

s~aped to reflect longstanding stereotypes. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’MACBETH’ 

ScoDiah King~ Bewitched m~d Bewildered 

Character ’takes a back seat in duck O’BHen’s new produetiot~ 

"Macbeth," starrin g Eth an Hawke, at the ~qvian Beamn ont. 

ART REVIEW 

Assemblil~g Brash %qmies From Scraps 

**Isa Genzkcn: Rch’ospective," at the Museum of Modern Art, 

devotes space to a groundbrealdng artist of assemblage. 

~E~ Slide Show 

ix 
..... Q asthe 

title 

characl 

Ethan 

Genzke 

Movies 

’THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE’ 

St~oiking I~q~cre ~’Iyth Meet~ l~lome~t 

"The Hunger Games: ( ?ah::hing Fire," the second film in 

series, brings bad< Jennifer Lawrence as Kakniss Everdeen, bat 

has a new director, Frands I,awrence. 

Jennifer 

2:7 

What the Well-Dressed Wa rrior Wears 

’PHILOMENA’ 

Nasty N tins Can"t Shake a Faith 
i.:y 9 i S..EHLN 

Stephe~ Frears’s "Phih:m~ena" fbllows a Irishwoman fbrced to 

give up her son for adop~on in ~e 195os and the freelance 

reporter who helps her search fl)r himo 

’IS THE MAN WHO IS TALL HAPPY?’ 

Ardmati~g the Mired of Chomsky 

The Fre~eh filmmaker Michel Go~dW studies Noam Chomsky in 

"Is dm Man Who Is ’Fail HappyT’ 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene 



Obituaries 

Miehael Weiner, Who Headed lBasebal] 

Dies at 51 

Mr. Weiner forged agi~ements x~fth baseball dub owner~ that 

enhanced drug tes ring and brought years of labor peace to the 

game a~el" decades of strife. 

Health, Dies at loo 

Dr. Steele helped establish mass vaccination and prevention 

programs ~n the United States and abroad fl:~r diseases fl~at pass 

fl’om animals to people. 

Lo~fis Do Rubir~ Jr., Fomlder of Algonqtfin Books, 

Dies al 89 

Mr. Rubin, a man of letkei~ who he~ped fbui~d Algonquin Books, 

was devoted to kl~e practice and promotion of American 

Southern writingo 

~ Michaei 

....... 

Rubin 

Today’s Video 

wol~h the buck for a combinafio~ smoke alarm and carbon 

monoMde dekeck >r ealled Nest I rokect. 

Sales 

New York City is making sales of tobacco products to people 

under age 21 illegal as part of an elf or t to curb smoking among 

teenaget~o 

Anatomy of a Seene: Video of’Is the Man Who Is 

Tall Happy?’ 

The director Michel (~ondry na~Tates a sequence fl’om his 

animated documenta~T inket~,iew with Noam Chomskyo 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Deinoe~’acy Returns to the Senate 

Fed up ~th endless blockades by Republicans, a m0]oH[y finally ends the 

filibuster on ~omi~mtions. 

EDITORIAL 

_:,d~otl~er Bm~k~ag Scandal 

M ul’dpl c i rives [iga fi on s are u n d erwa y into currency m arke t m an ipul a d on. 

EDITORIAL 

All That Glitters Online 

BReoins and other virtual emTeneies could be subject to government 

regulation, which might bring them h~to the financial mainstream. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A T~rae fo~" Courage 

Willy Brandt oe 

calculation. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Expa~dir~g Social Security 

Increases in the program w,-.,n’t happen seem BuL it’s a good sign 

that the idea finaUy is on g~e table. 

~ Columnis~ Page ~ Blog 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Tim South’s New Lost Cause 

What we eould see i~ lo years is a Mason-Dixon li~m of health 

care, with the poor on one side L~’ea ked as charity eases in 

hospital emergen~T rooms. 

For more or~inion go to NYTimes.comfOpinio# ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 8:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Kennedy & Civil Pdghts Bill: Learn More with Trials 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

~] o~er 

in t~e Un~e~ ~tates, Civ~ dghts organizations and 
~eaders surged to nat~ona~ a[tent~on ~n ~he spr~ng of t963 
m B~rm~ngham, and m ~he summer oF t963 at the Notch 
on Wash~ngtom President Kennedy responded ~n turn to 
the dvH dgh~s movement by proposing the most 
comprehensive cMI rights ~egislation since Recons~n.~ctk~n. 
This legislation eventually became ~aw ~n ~964; buL as we 
know, Kennedy did not ~ve ~o see ~his Nstor~c triumph. 
~fe was ~ragically cu~ sholt when he was assassinated on 
November 2Z 

Read the records of civif rights during the I960s in 
Pr~Ql~e~ H~I~ ~’~t ~e~: GG~e Nack Freedom 
Struggle in the 2Orb Century; N~CP Papers Collection; 
and American Pol~cs and Society from 3F~ to Wa~ergate, 
I960~975, ~nduding Assoda~ed Press records. 

as well as coverage in Pr~Q~e~ 
Ne~pa~er~’~’~ and Neck Historica~ Newspapers, 

See o~ Black history milestones timeline, and ask 

your librarian to sign up for Free trials oF an array of 

complementary digitized resources with content that isn’t 

availaNe anywhere else, 

Provide access to profoundly personaf documents that 

illuminate the ar~istiq social, scientific, and political thinking 

and activism from the people of that time. Primac:¢ 

sources promote a deeper understanding of h~s[ory as ~[ 

rea~y happened, encourage additional research ~hat 

develops cdtical thinking sk~l~s, and change perspectives to 

dy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 12:28 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Art Historian Jane A. Sh~:rp to speak Thursday, December 5, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Jane Ashton Sharp, Rutgers University 

i.~.i Inline image 1 

Thursday, December 5, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

In this lecture, Jane A. Sharp will be examining a turning point in both the political and art 
history of Russia: from the beginning of the Khrushchev’s cultural "thaw" through the period 
associated with Gorbachev’s "perestroika" (restructuring). In her lecture she will consider 
how, and why, criticism of abstract painting in Russia came to duplicate what we associate 
with "formalis’¢’ discourse in the West and the extent to which American Abstract 
Expressionism became both a model and foil for artists and critics alike. 

Sharp is associate professor in the department of art history at Rutgers University and also 
acts as research curator of the Norton and Nancy Dodge Collection at the Jane Voorhees 
Zimmerli Art Museum, the world’s largest collection of nonconformist art from the former 
Soviet Union. In addition to teaching, she has engaged students in curating and writing for 
exhibitions that explore abstract painting and Moscow conceptualist art in the collection. 
After earning her bachelor of arts degree from UCLA, Sharp received her master’s and 

doctorate from Yale. Her book, Russian Modernism Between East and West: Natalia 
Goncharova and the Moscow Avant-Garde, 1905-1914 (2006) won the Robert Motherwell 
Prize from the Dedalus Foundation. This year she is working at the National Humanities 
Center as an NEH Fellow. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (0~ 0 ) 4o0-otl 6, or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National ttumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 
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To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 1:51 PM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]lmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org% Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhum~mitiescenter.org> 

CORP,2;CTION: Art Historian Jane A. Sharp to speak Thursday, December 5, at the National Humanities Center 

Please forgive our error. The previous version of this message included an incorrect regiskration link. 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Jane Ashton Sharp, Rutgers University 

Thursday, Decembei" 5, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

In this lecture, Jane A. Sharp will be examining a turning point in both the political and art history of Russia: 
from the beginning of the Khrushchev’s cultural "thaw" through the period associated with 

Gorbachev’s "perestroika" (restructuring). In her lecture she will consider how, and why, criticism of abstract 

painting in Russia came to duplicate what we associate with "formalist" discourse in the West and the 

extent to which American Abstract Expressionism became both a model and foil for artists and critics alike. 

Sharp is associate professor in the department of art history at Rutgers University and also acts as research 
curator of the Norton and Nancy Dodge Collection at the Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, the world’s 
largest collection of nonconformist art from the former Soviet Union. In addition to teaching, she has engaged 
students in curating and writing for exhibitions that explore abstract painting and Moscow conceptualist art 
in the collection. After earning her bachelor of arts degree from UCLA, Sharp received her master’s and 

doctorate from Yale. Her book, Russian Modernism Between East and West: Natalia Goncharova and the 
Moscow Avant-Garde, 1905-1914 (2006) won the Robert Motherwell Prize from the Dedalus Foundation. This 
year she is working at the National Humanities Center as an NEH Fellow. 

To reserve space, please.follow this ~ or respond to Martha .Johnson (q~ q ) 4oq-o ~ ~ 6, or miohnson@nalionalhumanitiescenter.or~ 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 3:12 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: A Gamble in Iran Talks: Easing of the Sm~ctions 

Top News 

A Gamble in Irar~ Talks: Eash~g oftlm SPa~etions 

President Obama’s critics .- in Congress, the :~’ab world 

Israel - a~N~e fl~at he has fl~e strategy bac~s’m’d in ~mgofia~l~g 

freeze of iran’s nuclear program. 

Urbmfites Flee C~ir~a’s Smog for Blue Skies 

Chitin is undergoit~g a s urp~sit~g rcvem e migration: zL~ millions 

leave to find work i~ the d fi ea, 8ome well-educated urbm~ 

dwellers are t~’loca ~ing to small Dwns. 

Tension and Flaws Before Health Website Crash 

Interviews and documents offer new debails into h~w tile rollout 

of President Obama’s siglmt~n:e program turned into a major 

h umi]iation. 

, E~tra Time to Sign Up for Health Coverage 

,33, a 

Editors’ Picks 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ VmEO: The Video Game ~rm’s, by the 

With the release of the PlayStafion 4 and XBox One, the lates k 

ge~eration of game cm~soles has arrived. 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

~’3mt the Filibuster Ruh~ Changes, and ~’~l~al- It 

Doesn’t 

What are the I~kdy effects of the Senate’s dedsio~ to ]hni/ 

filibusLers? 

r Rule 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

REPRESENTATIVE A[3A[~I B. $CHIFF, Democr;]t of Cal{fox’nia~ o]~ meeting w{th Fa~sa] bm 

All Jaber~ members of whose family were killed in an America~ drone st~’ike in 

World 

Iran ~%:ottld El~r~nate Stock of Some of Its Enriched 

Urani~lm Under Deal 

Western o~eials say a lm:~posed agreement would fl:~ree the d~lufio~ or other" 

conversion of 2o pen:ent em{ched uranium. 

Ukrah~e Blames IoMda’o for Halt to Agreements ~] p=.t~ 
~¢qth Europe rd~s 

playe 

da 

Ukraine’s prime minister said his government’s decision to waJk        ~’"-’~ 

away fl’om the packs was based on fiscal imperatives, and 

ultimately prompted by the I.M.F?s overly harsh terms fbr an aid package. 

Wine Ce|lar, Well Aged, Is Revealed in Israeli 

Where rule~s of a Middle Brm~ze Age eii3.=state m~ee feasted, 

researchers have found one of dv~fization’s oldest and largest 

U,S. 

N.SoAo Report Outlhmd Goals for }lore Power 

The top.-seeret document described s~rategies to keep pace with rapidIy 

changing tecJmoloKv and st~y ahead of adversaries in i~tdlige~ce collection. 

,~ Document: A Strategy for Suweillance Powers 

On a ida}, It Can Never Eseape~ Dallas Tries to 

Heal 

Thousands joined to honor President John F. Kennedy it~ a 

tri bute leaders hoped would also help heal a city lol-tg stigm atized 

fo; th~ 



by his death. 

Gyneeologi sts R tm AJ~’o t~l of Panel Wh en Patient 

Dr. Elizabeth StieVs patien~ last year included about **o men 

wkh a high ~{sk of anal eanee> It’s the "mete" part that the 

Am eriea~ Board of Ohste~4cs and Gynecology objected ~o. 

Elizabet 

h Stier 

Business 

iEurope at iEase X~ith Eyes i~ the Sky 

Despite genera] skittishness about electronic smweillance, 

European offidals seem more open to civilian dro,ms than 

regulators in the U~ited States. 

U,So Retailers Decide to Aid Factory Vi(¢h~s in 

Bangladesh 

Wahnart, Seats, Chi]d~’en’s Place and other zMneriean eompa*fies 

that were selling goods produced at the site of two dJsasDrs are 

not joining in efforts to compensate victims’ f~m~ilies. 

...... workers 

st the 

Marines Toughen Rules for Makers of Licensed Clothing 

C[othit~g produced by a company licensed to make Mark~e Corps clothing was 

found in the rubble of a faetozT [ire in Ban~adesh. 

Sports 

Norwegian, 22, Taker World Chess Title 

Magnus ( ~arlsem a 22-year-old Norwegian, de*’eated 

Viswanathan ~and, 43, of India, the titleholder since 2007, and 

he did not l~-.,se a game in the besb-of-.12 serieso 

V~;orki~g Ot~t a Storey l~arriage That 

Wi~h BeRs arid a 

Sh~ce Manny Pacquiao saved ~is marOage, sthee ~e turned to 

God at~d Bible study and away from his vices, he has not 

pet’fol’m e~-~ like a fighter of the decade. 

, New Territory, and New Challenges, for HBO in Macau Prizefight 

oF’acquia 



TIMBERWOLVES 111, NETS 81 
The 

~out 
Nikola 

Kevin Oamett was involved in a thh’d-quar[er alterea[ion wi’~ 

Kevin Love as ki~e Timberwolves dealt the Nets their fouAh straight loss a[~d 

sevenfla i~ ei~j~t road games. 

Long Silence, Dolan Speaks 

For mo:~ spolts news, 90 ~o NYTimes.comtSpor~ ~ 

Arts 

Principal Auctioneer of Sotheby’s l[s Leavh~g 

Post 

Tobias Meyer has been the public face of Sokheby’s for neurly 2o 

years both as iks principal auc[ioneer and worldwide head of its 

contemporary a[~ deparkmen L 

:": Meyer 

has 

SINOSPHERE BLOG 
Jia 

No Re]lease in Sight fo~° Fi]lm Exp]loring China’s I zh~gk I 
Violence 

e ~n his 

"A ’Fouct of Evil," iI~e new ih-n by ~e celebrated ar~ house 

director dia Zhangke, won a best screenplay uward at Cunnes in May. When iI 

wJJ] he shown in China, however, is a~ybody’s guess. 

DANCE REVIEW 

:Da~ling Ju|iets light the Stage of Royal Ballet 

Natalia Osipova and Evgenia ObraAsova bring their light to 

Kenneth MaeMil]an’s "Romeo and Juliet" with the Royal Ba]Iet. 

Nataiia 
Osipova 

with 

Obituaries 

Verst Igl[ikkelsen, Ha!~ ofFamer %Vho %’Von Fore" 
Titles With the Lakers, Dies at B5 

Mikke]sen, a s~x-time N.B.A. AJ]-Shw known %r his tough 

del)nse and ~vbounding, helped pioneer t5e posi~on of power 

forward. 

Sylvia Browne Dies at 77; SelGProclaimed 

Psychic 

Ms. Browne, who appeared on "Lar~7 King Live" and other 

shows, said she could spe~N to the dead und clNmed to have 

helped police fi~d murder suspects and flaeir victims. 

John Egerton, %Vho Lent Spice to Social Justice, 

Dies at 78 

Mr. Egerton, a Southern w~ter, used Southern cooking both us u 

means to nnd~rstand Ne cu]tm’e and to achieve racial 

reeouciliafion. 

Travel 

I[n Search of~ oody GutJ~’~e s _~u~erica 

From Coney Island to the Pacific Northwest, Los Angeles to 

Oklahoma, visiting a eolleetion of places that formed [~otable 

chapters i~ the folk singer’s life. 

Grand 

Coulee 



NEXT STOP 

Sa]~ Merino, a 24-sqtmre-mi]e com~h’y surrounded by [t;dy, may 

appear pnzzling at times, but there are rewards to be fonnd in 

trying to figm’c it out. 

36 Hours h~ Char|eaton, S,C, 

Crowds are thimmr and tempera!au’es are miM dnr4~g whiter 

this Southern dU, making the season a great dme D visit. 

~E~ Slide Show 

k on 

Monte 

Today’s Video 

V~D~::O: Thts Week ,~ }t~ovies: Nov. 

The New York T~mes fi]m c’d~cs on "The Hm~ger Games: 

Catehi ~g blre." "Is fl~e Man Who Is Tail Happy?" and 

"Ph~lomena." 

~ vwEo: Roasted Turkey Stock 

Julia Moskin makes roasted tin’key stock adapted fl’om a recipe 

by Suzanne Goin of A.O.C. restaurant. 

~ vm£o: Review: 2o14 Ford Fiesta 

Some people won’t drive anythi~g less than a h~xury car. Others 

}nst need the Iuxm7 of dt@ing. The refreshed 2o14 Ford Fiesta 

offers budget buyers a slice of the good life. For a price. 

For r/io;e vid.~o, 9o 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

SurveiHanee Goes on Trial 

An A.C.L.U. lawsnit finally e~oses the National Seemqty Agency’s data sweep 

to opposing arguments. 

EDITORIAL 

Climbing O~t of AIbsa~y’s Swamp 

Public financing of state campaigns could soon be on the t;tble. 

EDITORIAL 

Respondh*g to a ~le~fing~tis Outbreak 

The impoemdon of a vaccine is a good cxample of how two agencies can 

collaborate to reach a se~sible soh~tion, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Thrill of Breathlessness 

A diving dca0~ is a reminder that somctknes young people need 

to register the cold scorch of fear to feel truly alive. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’Trouble Don t Last Always 

Change is hard and often mDSSy and the Affordable Care Act 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama’s Bay of Pigs 

J.[,’,lC learned frorn his mis b~keso Ca~ President Obama do the 

same after the disastrous r-~lh- ut of ( )bamacare~ 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Accord Reached With Iran to Halt Nuclear Program 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines     Sunday, November 24, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Accord Reached With Iran to Halt Nuclear 
Program 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

The foreign policy chief of the European Union and Iranian 
officials announced a landmark accord that would temporarily 
freeze Tehran’s nuclear program and lay the foundation for a more sweeping 
deal. 

Two Gunshots on a Summer Night 
By WALT BOGDANICH and GLENN SILBER 

The death of a woman in Florida, and the flawed investigation 
that ruled it a suicide, raise concerns about how police 
departments handle accusations of domestic violence that 
involve officers. 

WHITE HOUSE MEMO 

Don’t Dare Call the Health Law ’Redistribution’ 
By JOHN HARWOOD 

Redistribution is a toxic term at the White House, where it has become a target 

for Republicans, who have long accused Democrats of seeking "socialized 
medicine." 

.................................................................................................................. F£r r~ol~e top r!e~s, g? to N’~Timesr£om ~t 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

HEALTH 

Vegetarian Thanksgiving 2o13 
Every fall, Well goes vegetarian for Thanksgiving, and our 
searchable database of meat-free recipes will help you find the 
dishes that will wow your crowd. 

OPINION I DISPATCH 

A Stroll Around the World 
By PAUL SALOPEK 

Walking across the world, a writer discovers Car Brain. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s going to go out of the family. But I think of it this 

way: It’s not going anywhere. It’s always going to be 

there, and it really doesn’t matter who owns it." 

LORD ARCHIBALD ANGUS CHARLES KENNEDY, the eighth Marquess of Ailsa, on the possible 
sale of Ailsa Craig, m~ mfinhabited island off Scotland known for producing granite used in 

Olympic curling stones. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

China Claims Air Rights Over Disputed Islands 
By CHRIS BUCKLEY 

The Chinese government warned that it claimed the right to possibly take 
military action against aircraft that enter a newly declared "air defense 
identification zone," which covers sea and islands also claimed by Japan. 

Deals at Climate Meeting Advance Global Effort 
By DAVID JOLLY 

Delegates agreed to the outlines of a system for pledging emissions cuts and 
supported a new treaty mechanism to tackle the human costs of global warming. 

Syria Seen as Most Dire Refugee Crisis in a 

Generation 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Nearly three years of civil war in Syria have created what is being 

described as the most challenging refugee crisis in a generation - 
bigger than the one unleashed by the Rwandan genocide. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: An Unrelenting Crisis 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Custody Battle Raises Questions About the 
Rights of Women 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

After a brief affair with the skier Bode Miller ]eft her pregnant, a 

former firefighter moved across the country, prompting a battle 

over parental rights and legal jurisdiction. 



Pittsburgh Center Honoring Playwright Finds 

Itself Short on Visitors and Donors 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

The $42 million August Wilson Center for African American 

Culture appears to be a victim of mismanagement by its senior 

staff and board of directors, who failed to find a wide enough audience and 

donor base. 

APPLIED SCIENCE 

Beyond 3-D Printers’ Magic, Possible Legal 

Wrangling 
By PHYLLIS KORKKI 

In a new paper, two law professors warn that the rise of three- 

dimensional printing could set off lawsuits like those seen over music file- 

sharing. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Selling That New-Man Feeling 
By NATASHA SINGER 

Tired? Listless? Testosterone therapy is in fashion, but critics say 

it’s based on unclear science - and driven by marketing. 

For Chess, a Would-Be White Knight 
By MATT RICHTEL 

A colorful entrepreneur named Andrew Pau]son wants to turn 

chess into the world’s next mass-market spectator sport, 



complete with commentators who dissect the action and show 
potential moves. 

FAIR GAME 

$13 Billion, Yes, but What Took So Long? 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

In reaching its big settlement with JPMorgan Chase, the Justice 
Department seemed to rely largely on facts that have been known 
for years. 

................................................................................... F0r r~0re b~sir~ess r~e~’s, g0 t~ N~Times,�0m~Business ~ 

Sports 

For Sale: Craggy Isle Where Olympic Rocks Are 
the Stars 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

Ailsa Craig, an uninhabited 2oo-acre island off the Scottish 
coast, is the source of a distinctive granite put to use every four 
years for Olympic Curling. 

¯ ~.;:1~ Slide Show: Where Curling Stones Are Born 

Big Games in the Great, Unforgiving Outdoors 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

As New York prepares for the first Super Bow] to be played outdoors in a cold 
climate, reporters from The New York Times share their tales of meteorologic 
misery. 

Almanacs Foresee a Super Bowl to Test Fans’ 

Resolve, and Snow Gear 
By KEN BELSON 

In voting to reward the Jets and the Giants with hosting Super 
Bowl XLVIII, N.F.L. owners sparked a host of prognostications, 
some of which call for Snowmaggedon on game day. 

.............................................................................................. Eel I~lore sPgrts r~e~’s, go t? N~Times:�orn~Sports )~ 

Arts 

Up in the Aerie, a Ballet Lover’s Perch 
By ALASTAI R MACAO LAY 

The Times’s chief dance critic revisits his early dance-viewing 
perch. 

Spike Lee, Still Gliding to Success 
By LOGAN HILL 

Spike Lee puts his signature on a cult classic with "0ldboy," a 
prototypical revenge film starring Josh Brolin. 



Anomalous Harmony, Present and Past 
By JON PARELES 

Billie Joe Armstrong and Norah Jones, an unexpected duo, have 

combined for "Foreverly," a rerecording of an unusual album by 

the Everly Brothers. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Obituaries 

Mavis Batey, 92, Allied Code Breaker in World 

War II 
By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

Mrs. Batey volunteered to be an army nurse after Britain 

declared war on Germany in 1939, but was instead assigned to 

the top-secret Mlied effort to decipher codes. 

Rev. T. J. Jemison, Civil Rights Pioneer, Dies at 

95 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Mr. Jemison organized what is considered the civil rights 

movement’s first large-scale bus boycott, and was a founding 

member of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. 

Adrienne Asch, Bioethicist and Pioneer in 
Disability Studies, Dies at 67 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Professor Asch was a vocal opponent of prenatal testing and 

abortion to select children free of disabilities. 

Magazine 

Who Said Girls Can’t Jump? 
By MIREILLE SILCOFF 

First there was the struggle to make women’s ski jumping an 

Olympic sport. Now the American team just wants to win. 

How Is Hamid Karzai Still Standing? 
By WILLIAM DALRYMPLE 

Enemies left, enemies right, and then there’s his family. Building 

an Afghan legacy is even more complicated than it appears. 

LIVES 

Desperately Seeking Christy 
By JOANN KLIMKIEWICZ 

What happened when I "secreted" a ’9os supermode]. 

For more from the Sunday magazine, go to NYTimes.comlMagazine ~ 



Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Delivery Showdown 
A business reporter for The Times tests eBay’s new same-day 

delivery service. 

~ VIDEO: Saddled Together 
Madey Stone and Timothy Bourke often go head to head at 

equestrian competitions, but their friendly rivalry on the field 

hasn’t affected their romantic relationship. 

~ VIDEO: Phillip Lim: The Chinese-American 

Dream 
Suzy Menkes sits down with Phillip Lira and Wen Zhou, his 

business partner, to discuss the influence that heritage has had 

on their brand. 

............................................................................................................ E~r m0~e ¥ide0, g0 t0 N~Times,£0m!V!de0 ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Long Goodbye in Afghanistan 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama has yet to make the case for an extended commitment by 

American troops. 

EDITORIAL 

Curing Insomnia to Treat Depression 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Studies yield highly promising results from therapy for sleeplessness. 

EDITORIAL 

More ’Stand Your Ground’ Fantasizing 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Ohio moves one step closer to enacting a dangerous gun law. 

.................................................................................................... (0[ r££re 0pir~!0[~, g£ t0 N~(Times:£0m!0pini0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Why India Is Going to Mars 
By MANOJ KUMAR PATAIRIYA 

The red planet isn’t just about horoscopes. We can live with 

superstition, and science. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



Are Kids Too Coddled? 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Tougher education standards like the Common Core may require 

a tough love that some parents and educators don’t like. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why the Y? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

In a battle of the sexes 2oo million years in the making, the 
willful Y chromosome fights to hold its ground. 

: Columnist Page 

.................................................................................................... F£r rno[e £p!nion, go to N¥1~imes~com!Oginion ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

The Year the Monarch Didn’t Appear 
By JIM ROBBINS 

The precipitous loss of native vegetation across the United States 
has led to a dramatic decline of insect populations. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 24, 1963, Jack Ruby shot and mortally wounded Lee Harvey 

Oswald, the accused assassin of President Kennedy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 25, 2013 12:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-25-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday November 25th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/25/13 Lecture by Tripp Van Noppen, president of EarthJustice, a non-profit punic interest law organ~ation det~nding the right of all people to a healthy 
environment, rifled "Climate Change: Where Law and Politics Intersect" at 6:00 PM in 5042 Van ttecke-Wettach Hall (UNC School of Law). A UNC alumnus, Van 

Noppen will discuss the challenge and complex politics involved in al]~cring federal environmental policy. This event is sponsored by the Insritute for the Environment at 

UNC and the UNC Center for Law, Envirolm~ent, Adaptarion, and Resoraces (CLEAR). While free and open to the punic, registration is required: 

https:/ievents.law.unc.edu/ca~endar/event.aspx?cid 2472 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Tickets on sale now for "King Mackerd & The Blues Are Runninff’ by The Coastal Cohorts- Tickets are now on sale for two perfolrnances of"King 

Mackerel & The Blnes are Rnnning" by The Coastal Cohorts featuring Bland Simpson, Jim Waaan, and Don Dixon ,scheduled for Febmaly 27-28 at 8:00 PM in 

Historic PlayMakers Theater. General admission pre-sale rickets are avadable for $15 from the Memorial Hall Box Office (919-843-3333) or at the door on the night 

of the event and both performmaces aye ti~ee for students. For more intbrmation on this group and to pnrchase tickets: http://iiimwann.com/events/item/king-mackerel- 

the- Hues- are- ru~mlng. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Philippines wmits Chapd Hill startup’s help with typhoon relief efforts- Aquage~x, a UNC- spinoffthat provides microbial water teffting products, is deploying 

its "comparlment bag test" at the reques~t of the Philippines’ government in the wake of Typhoon Ha~yan. For more information: 

http:/iwww.l~zioumaJs.com/iria~ngleibloo#’2013i11/philippine s- waa~ts- chapel- hill.httnl 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:/iwatertheme.unc.edw. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme ca3~ be directed to the following email address: watertheme(a~unc.edn. Also, ~bllow us on Twitter at 

http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:#www.facebook.comiWaterlnOnrWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 1:24 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares- TAR ttEELS GIVE MORE! 

A Week to Give Thmiks 

This week many of us will take a momem to Ieflect on our many blessings. When we think of Thanksgiving, images of family and friends coming together to say thanks 

are often created. Charities across this gleat state roll also be giving thanks for the many pledges made to them through our CAROLINA CARES, CAROLINA 

SHARES campaign this year. Is this your week to give thanks and give back? 

It is not too late to say "yes" to helping your ti-iends and neighbors this yeax. We know that times are tough Ii~r s~ate employees who have not received salary increasas 

in yeaxs, but they axe even tougher tbr those who axe anemployed, huug~, homeless, and/or dispirited. When commingled with hundreds ofgitts from other douors, a 
minimum ePledge of $60 ($2.50 per pay period) will make a big diltErence to the non-profits whose capacities to serve the needy are stretched to the breaking point or 

you can choose to "GIVE MORE". 

Join others and support causes you care about through the UNC Chapel Hill Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Campaign! The need is great but our opportunity, is 

greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, and payroll deduction allows you to spread paymeuts throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, sta(ting in 

Janua .iN or choose another paymeut method that works best ibr you. 

Thankyou and may your holidays be blessed! 

You may use this liuk, http://carolinaca:res.uuc.e&t to log into our ePledge site or please contact Kim Audrews if you need thrther assistance. Kim Andrews@unc.edu. 

Let show that Tar Heels Give More’.!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 8:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2013-11-27 

Your reservation request for Black gold [videorecording] from 2013-11-26 through 2013-11-28 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Black gold [videorecording]: 65-DVD3514 c2 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 11-26-2013 08:08 am 
...... Mail generated at Nov.26.2013 08:11:48 



November-December 2013 

Check out the !~,:*¢,, ",,~d,:=~zabout Jaye Cable, 

professor of marine sciences and chair of the 

curriculum for the environment and ecology, and 

Donna Surge, associate professor of geological 

sciences. As WOWS Scholars they are working 

to advance opportunities for women in the 

sciences. 

Bravo, Tim Carter, distinguished professor of 

music, for winning !vZ _.._i~:.,_! _._-~w~q~.~Lfrom the 

American Musicological Society. This was the 

first time that one scholar received dual honors 

in the same year -- and in ve[y different fields. 

The College recently recognized six distinguished 

professors named in 2012/13: James Anderson 

(Computer Science), Louise Dolan (Physics), 

Annegret Fauser (Music), Daniel Gitterman 

(Public Policy), Matthew Redinbo (Chemistry), 

and Alan Jones (Biology), pictured here with Dean 

Karen Gil. 

Former professional football players will have 

access to UNC medical services and support as 

part of ~i!~.’,..i~.’,.iiiL’,.ii:,L~i..involving the NFL Players 

Association, College of Arts & Sciences, School 

of Medicine, and UNC Healthcare. 



PlayMakers is transforming the Paul Green 

Theatre into an 

with indoor pool for productions of "The Tempest" 

by W~lliam Shakespeare and "Metamorphoses" 

by Tony Award-winner Mary Zimmerman, in 

rotating repertory through Dec. 8. 

Julia Sprunt Grumbles received a 

!i~!Li~!!?=~!i~?.~i!=!i!~!i~L~i..~:~.~!iY.i!?.~! for her leadership as 

interim vice chancellor of university development, 

mentorship of entrepreneurship students, and 

mor~. She is pictured here flanked by Dean 

Karen Gil and Arts & Sciences Foundation 

Board Chair Vicki Craver. 

Two alumni, Edward J. Kaiser and Kada Rosenberg, 

have compiled, ~‘‘~Z~!~!~!!?~L:~:Z~L~!~!!~L:~i~‘‘~i~?~(~!~Z!~i!Z~2.‘!~ 

of Carolina’s leading city and regional planning 

depadment, the fi~t one in the South, sta~ed by Jack 

Parker. 

Congratulations to Jason Clemmons 

(English ’97), associate director for curriculum, 

r~cruitment and operations for Honors Carolina, 

who has received the College of Arts and 

Sciences 

::..~!~(~:~#.(\[!~!Z.i"-’:’.q!!’..!.!£..~!\t~:~’:~#:!~! for Cherokee Stories 

::__i~,~!~.,’.i.c,L,,",.4_,:~(!:~L’_.,__}_-’_(!::~_~, for Lecturer/Executive Producer Joy Goodwin 

~;~;!::?.:.:.’,..; Southern Cultures reception with John W. Coffey, NC Museum of Art. 5:30 pm, Love 

House & Hutchins Forum. 

.i;?.,.~.~i:..;i: Measuring Happiness and Well-Being, a panel discussion sponsored by the UNC-Duke 



Philosophy, Poitics and Economics Program. 5:00 pro, Hyde Hall. 

~;!!:?.:.!.’~; Student Print & Art Sale, 10 am - 9 pm, Hanes Art Center 301 

~_~._._ ~__~;: The French Revolution as the Historical Revelation of Nature in Buchner’s Dantons Tod. 5 

pm, Hyde Hall. 

i~’~ ~ _~."_: Jazz for the Holidays, NC Jazz Repertory Orchestra. Tickets 919.843.3333. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidensCimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 1:49 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Es~ntial Thanksgiving and More 

Essential 
Thanksgiving 
As you finalize your preparafions 

for the year’s most impol~kant 

meal, let The Times’s food 
experts show you their best 

~iI Essential Tha n ksgiving 

recipes, techniques and tricks. 

interaefive feature breaks down 

the feast to iN fundamen~l 

building blocks, allowing you to 

~mix and match for a holiday meal 

that’s quintessenfially your own. 
Our 

{~}~:~.{~.{~.{:~ offers fime- and headache-saving insists on both the traNfional 

favorites and a mouth-watet{ng selection of innovafive fare sure to spice 

up yore" holiday Nble. ~d again this year, our ~iv’,. ~{_2 ~{~.~., goes vegetat{an 

for Thanksgiving, uqth a searchable database of meat-Dee dishes that ~ll 

wow your crowd. Plus, get ~e skin n y on and 

share one family’s e~et~enee with this year’s 

}.gZL¢ Z;~.~7£~}.~gZ of Thanksgiving and the fi~s t day of ttanukkah. 

[ ~ " Read More 

~USZ Kaminski I 
................................ 



::.~.i The Times gives you the essentials you need for your 

Thanksgiving feast. Get cooking>> 

iiiiiiii                 -- 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <kcwalton@email.unc.e&~> 

~Vednesday, November 27, 2013 3:38 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A Week of Giving at "the Ackland 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Ce#ebratin~ "’A Week 

In the spirit of the season, we’d like to take a moment to thank you--our 

donors, members, visitors, partners, and more--for air that you do to 

help make the Acktand one of North Carolina’s, and the nation’s, premier 

university art museums. 

At the end of each year, we look to our community for support to fund an 

exciting year ahead. 

Although we are dosed Thanksgiving Day, here are three fun--and easy- 

-ways to give to the Ackland this week! 

Avoid the mail crowds and come visit us at the Museum! We will be open 

our normal hours, from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM this Friday. Entertain--and 

impress!--your out-of-town visitors with a look at The Sahmat Collective: 

Art and Activi~ in India since 1989 before it doses on Janua~ 5th. 

Admission ~s free for aU, with donations appredated. 

Get your hohday shopping done AND support bca[ business with a trip to 

the Ack[and Museum Store! Stop in and see our new holiday items, and 

join as an Ack[and Member to receive a 10% discount on your purchases. 

Don’t forget: downtown parking is FREE on Saturday and Sunday. 

GbT~ng Tuesday 

Celebrate nation-wide Gion8 Tuesday with a gift to the Ack[and’s Annual 

Fund. Your ~ift ensures that the Museum can continue providing the 

community with outstanding programming, exciting exhibitions, and free 

admission! Make your fut[y tax deductible ~ift online, selecting "Ack[and 

Art Museum" from the drop-down menu. 

Th~nk yeu~ ,~nd we ~ook fo~v~rd to ~ee~n~ you ~r~ the 

~a~er~es soo~-~ ~ 

Kate Walton 

Development Associate 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by kcwalton@email.unc.edu 
U,odate P[ofije/Emajj Address Instant [emoval witil SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 28, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Online ttea]th Law Sign-Up Is Delayed tbr Small Business 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISEIVlAILI i~i NYT I VVorl~ ~ U.S ~ Business Spots Arts ~Fashion&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Top News 

Onlir~e Health Law Sign- Up i~ Delayed for Small Bush~ess 

In yek another setback for the rollout ,-~f the health care law, the Obama 

admil~istrafio~ almonneed that the calibre exchange for smNi businesses would 

not be available until ~exk November. 

You’re [i~e Boss: Small Business I-ieal[h Exchanges Deiayed Again 

The Hard Cl~a~ger at Obama’s Side :Has His 

Har~ds Full 

De~is MeDonou~ fin rN himself fixing ~he health care debacle he 

did i~ot see coming, prepa~5i~g %r the ~e~ spending showdown 

with Congwss and t~:ving to rescue a~ imperiled presidency. 

N o Pectin Pie? ’i’ha~R4 Cb&~a, Rain and Pigs 

A rare collision of ill--timed rain, wild animNs, and a gt~)~gng love 

affair bebvee~ Chhm and the pecan has led to the wo~ ,~t supply i~ 

years, and grocery store prices are up by about 3o percenL 

Iilan 90 

I    percent I 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vw~o: Thtm&~sgivhlg, by the Nmnbers 

From parades [o pumpkins, Lhe faeb and figures behind this 

year’s Tha~ksgiving holiday. 

, interactive Festure: Essential ThanksgMng 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The T~rkey’s Turkey 

How the bird got its name. 

World 

At~er Challe~ges, Clfir~a Appears to Backpedal 

on .Air Zone 

China said it would respond to fo~dgn aircra~ in its new air 

de%use zone according ko "~ow big khe "~reat" was, afker a fligh~ 

by ~Mnedcan B--52s thwugh the airspace. 

, ~ Graphic: Overlapping Airspace Claims in the East China Sea 

..... : disputed 

islands 

PaKty Claims It identified Top ColoAo Spy ir~ Pakistan 

The political party of fc, rmer e~{eket s ~ar hnran I@an apparen ~ly revealed the 

name in an esea]ath>n ~Tg its campaign to end Ameriean dFone s~’ikes in the 

country. 

G rief stud Heroism as Survivors Struggle h, the 

Philippines 
By ~<Ei ~~! L:Fb:,DSBLR 

Acts of hero~sm abound ~n the Philippines after %’phoon 

Haiyan, often wid~ a spedal emphasis on ensm{ng the survival of 

children. 

F’ascual 

is the 

U,S, 

i~ise in Lh~prote~ed Sex by Gay Men Sp~rs HoLV. 

Fears 

The number of men who told federal health investigators that 

they had had unproteeted anal sex i~ the last year rose ~early 20 

pereen~ fl’om 2oo5 to 2o11. 

Surviw.~rs Descri be Fights and Fear .At~ter Haitian Migrators’ 

]Boat Ra~t Agrotmd 

An odyssey that began ~qt~out enough rations and ended in a ft’enzy is the latest 

in a spa~e of deadly crossings by Hakians~ 



~ At Least 30 Haitians Die Ater Boat Capsizes 

Navy Suspends ~nd Cor~trac~tor A~er Evidence of 

OverbiIIing 

The Na~,~ said it had suspended a ship-supply company %r signffh:~anfly 

overcha~gJng on a contract, the second such snspensio~ since mid-Sepkember. 

~:ol mo~e US !~ev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.com,~US ~> 

Business 

Secret }Veapo~ ~n l~lal] BaH.|e: pa~0k~ng Apps 

Smadphone apps are one way malls and shopping ~st~ets are 

trying to make parldng easier to lure customers away from their 

eornpake~ and back into [he realm of bdek--and.-morNr skores. 

Hospital Steadies Lk~k Heart Device to (?lots 

Pakients with the ttear{Mab: II, an implan[ used to treat 

advanced heart failm:e, are suffering clots at nearly %ur times 

the ra~c "daey used to, daka shows. 

Ar~alyst Says &At Trader Sought Edgy 
AnNyst 

~ ~ 
Says | 
SAC I 

,Ion Horvath, Ne tbdera] government’s star witness in an insider 

trading case, said his lbrmer boss, Michael S. Steinberg, wanted him ko cross a 

legal line. 

Sports 

_After Football Player’s Death, California School ~,~9~,~ 
...... Zavala’s Team ~aw~rs, but Ca~o~oies On 

I I 
At Arlington High School in Riverside. players and coaches f~h 

the loss of a popular player, who died j ust days after collapsing 

fl’om a head trauma, as [hey persevered khrough an up--and--down seasom 

,~ Slide Show: Grief, Team Spirit and H~gh School Football 

Daring Lioils Games, Gi~4ng ’Yhalfl~s X, VIKIe 

O~asliing Teeth 

In Debx:,it, the tradition of %otball on Thanksgiving is deeply 

The 

imprc~/e 



persona]. The Lions have hosted the holiday games since 1934. 

But %r the past decade, a new h’adition has taken root: losing. 

¢]htirsday’s N.FL. Matchups 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Here’s l-o the Better Angels ofl-he Sports Wor|d 

Giving Nanks to a deserved few: fl’om the Boston Marathon 

bombing victims to a whee]c~Nr racer to all who campNgned to 

reskore whistling as a medal spot1 in the Summer Olympics. 

se from 

top left: 

The 

Arts 

For Fen°ent Fans of the Dutch Masters, ~it’s a 
OreaII~ Co]~]~le Trmf 

During a tantalizing and temperaW convergence, nearly 4o 

percent of alI known Vermeers are on view on the Eastern 

SeN)oard, resuking in an influx of Dutch at1 lovers. 

,~ InNract~ve Graphic: The Vermeer Road Trip 

~ Clockwi 

Mirror, Mirror on the Screen 

MeL~’I Streep plays an nnappealing alder woman in the film 

adaptath:m of "August: Osage 

~ ~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Heading Wherever, Toge[her 

One Direction’s new album has a blankness that perhaps is a 

strale~: Tesdng how liktle is needed to keep a pop phenomenon 

moving, 

~ ornq 

Fashion & Style 

Game? What Game? Let’s Tailgate 

At Louisiana State, football can be an excuse for a good, old- 

fashioned Southern tailgate 

ENCOUNTERS 

Robert Hammond: Leavh~g the Hig~ Life 

A walk and talk vdth Mr. Hammond, exeentive director of 

F~%nds of the High Line, who is stepping do~ ai flee end of the 

year. 

Some Still Like It Hot 

.,~ a new crop ~ff cross <h’essing aetom, including Jared Leto in 

"Dallas Buyers CJub," appears in drag, a fresh look at some of the 

best in the genw, "~en and now. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

piedges ] 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: Accidental Detour Leads to Deep 

Snow 
In dais episode of Teton Gravity Research’s "Behind the Line," a 
group of stde,~ eneom~te~s snowstorms and i~’y roads befo~ 



fil~ding deep snow in Fieberbrulm, 

~ vm~o: This "Week’s Movies: Nov, 27, 2o13 

The New York Thnes film critics on "OM boy," "Black Nativi~-" 

alld "Frozen." 

~ VmEO: AppSmmct: Holiday Shopph~g 

Helpers 

With the holiday gift season here, some apps can help tt~ack who 

geN what and ensure that shoppers get the best deal. 

Obituaries 

Saul Loiter, Pltotographer Who Captured New 

York’s Palette, Dies at 89 

Where other emit~en~ photographe*~ i*~ mideet~kury captured the 

d~" most ofte~ i~ sharp-edged black and white, Mr. [~iter was 

one of the first professionals to p~otograph it regularly in color. 

, Lens Slog: Seein9 Beauty With Saul LeiNr 

"i’o~y M~lsm~te, At~tor Known for Role ir~ ’Toms,’ 

Dies at 77 

Mr. Musante acted o~ stage and in many fihns in the United 

SM[es and Europe, working with Gone Hackman, Meryl Streep 

a*~d George C. Scott. 

Bi~ Fou~kes, Surviw.~r of Manclhester United 

Plm~e Crash, Dies at 8~ 

The ruled defender Foulkes sustained minor injmies in "~e 

crash in Munich in Februa~T ~958 that Mlled ei~t starting 

players, a~d went cm to help Manchester U~ked rebni]d. 

....... Musant 

e, who 

~:ei mele ebitua=ies, go to NYTimes.¢om/ObRuaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Si]lencing Dissever i~ Egypt 

I~0ustices of the Mubarak era are being repeated, and the Obama admit~istration 

has s~:uggled to fi~d m) e~ctive pooh:T response. 

EDITORIAL 

Room at the ’l’M~le 

Even though we rarely ask outright "what are you thankful for?" 

Thanksgivh~g anymore, the questio~ hove~,~ over the holiday, awaitJ~g an 

answer. 

EDITORIAL 

More Money to 3~’eat AIDS Abroad 

Doubling the number of people who get ai~ kiviral treatments by the end of 2o16 

would slow the epidemic. 

For h~ere oc;inion go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

G~v~ng Th~r~k~ 

I fear that far too many people have no fim~ilia6~" - o~ even 

empathy - w~fl~ what it means re be poor. 

~ co[umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Whe~oe i~ the Love’? 

I t’s easy to scorn th e poor [rom a posi Ben of pzSvi]ege. Su t, on 

’I’han~giving, maybe we need a conversation about empathy for 

fellow hmnax~s ix~ dis~:ess. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED I LINDA GREENHOUSE 

Does~’t Eat~ Doesn’t P~’ay and iDoesn~t Love 

The question of M~ether companies ca~ claim a ~v]igious identity 

is really about sex and has opened a new fl’ont in the culture 

..... ~r~of 

more opiniol-:: So to NYTimes,eom/Opinioa ~ 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, November 28, 2013 7:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

A Portrmt of Lucian Freud 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V( )L~ 35 NO. 23 Visit h:b.f’o~k E~ 

LRB cover art A Portrait of Lucian Freud 

On Capri they show you the sheer cliff from which those 

who displeased the Emperor Tiberius were reportedly 

flung. The eourt of Freud was similarly absolutist in its 

punishments. The background of Large Interior, 

Nottiug Hil! originally held the figure of Jerry ttall 

breasffeeding her baby. She sat thus for several 

months, until one day she called in siek. When, a couple 

of days later, she was still unfit to pose, the enraged 

Freud painted over her face and inserted that of his 

assistant. More 

:~-~ LRB blog                                                           ] 

lsabe~ Stevens: ~l.L, evia~han~ 

Nick t~Jchardsor~: ’I’ootir~g on Kazoos 

Matt Foot: I,egal Aid- A Family History 

Kaya (~enr : Bricklayer, Waiter, (~ravedigger, Spy 

There are any number of paths inko sistema, the liquid mass of networks, 

eolTuptions and evasions which has ordered flae polities and soeial psyehology of 

Russian eivilisation since tsarist times. My initiation took the form of a driving test. I 

::N:: Cornell Press 



would never pass, my instruetor explained, if I didn []t pay a bribe. When I protested 

that I wanted to pass the test for real he said the la’affle police would fail me until I 

paid up. I gave him the money and he made the deal. M~we 

Amazon ~ s irresistible Rise 
Debo~’ah t.’riedel] 

In 1994, Jeff Bezos made a list of things that he might be able to sell in great 

quantities over the internet. It included elothes, eotnputer software and offiee 

supplies. What he liked about books was that they were ~pure eommodities~ : 

eopies of the latest Stephen King sold online would be no better or worse than those 

sold in shops. But no aetual shop was big enough to offer all the three million-plus 

books in print. More 

Wroag Turn in Sarz\ievo 
Thomas Laqueur 

On the 5z5th annivemary of the Serbian defeat at Kosovo the arehduke and his wife 

paid a s~te visit to Bosnia. It didn,t occur to anyone that this might have been an 

inauspieious date. But then, why should it have? More 

At the Movies 

NI~e~mel "Wood 

At Camden Arts Centre 

Cc.pb~{gkt. L.:mdc.ti Review oi’ B.3oks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WCI A 2HN 

i ;:~:; :: Gift Subscriptions 

Follow us on Twitter 

i.’~i Find us on Facebook 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Medicaid Crrowth Could Aggravate Docl~r Shortage 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home DeWvery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I i~i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business Spots Arts 
Movies ~ Today’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

Medicaid Growth Co[fld Aggravate DoCtor 

Shortage 

Under the new health care law, a wave of additional Ameficm~s 

will soo~ be covered by MedieMd, a program thak has struggled 

~ Dr Ted 1 

wikh a shot[age of doctors willing ko accept iLs low reimbarsement rates and red 

tape, 

Mixed Legacy for :Departi~lg :Pakistm~i Army 

:~ the taciturn Gem ~hfaq Parvez Kayani steps dowm little has 

changed in the American-Pakistani relationship despite years of 

diplomatic ef[>~r t. 

Ashfaq 
Palvez 

Balloons Fly Low, but Parade Deli~ts 

There were early concerns ~hat the win&s would exceed khe eib,’s 

limit tbr flying balloons, so marshals for the Macy’s 

Thanksgiving Day Parade ordered tethe[s kcpk short. 

~E] Slide Show: Taking Fiight 

Handier 

Sonic 

~Iile 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

~VmEO~ ~Vy~ie. D~afresne~s Tm’ikey Ha~h 

Wylie Dufi’es+m, the owner of WD-So, does+f+ contr+bute to 

Thanksgitqng dinner; he makes br’eaMas+ +]~e new day. tie shows 

Mark BiRman how he makes his hied e~s and turkey hash. 

OPINION I OP-ED I PAMELA DRUCKERMAN 

An American Ne~rotic i~i~ Paris 

Thm~]<sgiving prompts the qnestion that e~mtriates eve~7,~vhe~e 

lh~ee: Shouldn’t I be going home? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SONNY B,aRGER, a lengtime leader of the Hells A~+gels, on the group+s willingness to 
litigate to protect its brand. 

World 

DisLL~usio~une~t Grows Among Syrian 

Opposition as Fighting Dr~gs On 

More people a~v ~n:nin g thdr barks on the ~vv4t and beeom ~ng 

disafl~eted by the gro~ng power of Islamists and fl~e disarray, 

division and greed among rebel commanders. 

C]~ina Paltro~s .Air Zone Over Disputed IMands 

China se~t fighter jets to patrol its ~ew~y declared air defense 

zone aRer ,Japan and South Korean militaW planes flew through 

it unhindered. 

e.patrol 

Ire in Canada Over Report N.SoA. Spied From Ottawa 

Docmnents leaked by Edward .f. Snowden descr4be sm’ve~lm~ee dmqng a 

summit meeting ol’world leaders in Canada in June 2OLO. 

U,S. 

Law Limiting Plastic Gm~s Set to Expi~oe 

As 3-D printing technology makes it possible to produce 

weapons that ran avoid de~eetion, police and members of 

pa~s of I 

Defense 



Congress fear Lhe eonseqnenees if the 12 ndeteetable Firearms 

Act is ~ot renewed. 

Despite Outla~a" Image, 

Just in the past six years, the Hells Angels have brought more 

than a dozen eases in federal court, alle~ng infringement for 

borrowing the motorcycle club’s name and i~s~gniaa. 

~ Video: RepoSing on Motorcycle 

~ ~nteract~ve Feature: A F~meline of t~e Hells Angels 

So ul-l~ Cm°olina T|~reatens Washington O~e~" 

Clea~aup 

The Ener~, Departme~}t began cleaning up the Savannah River 

nuclear weapons plant in 1996, and now s{gs the work mW not 

be fin~shed until the ao4os. 

, ~ S~ide Show: Siow0own i~ Radioactive Waste Cleanup 

tk,e 

waste 

more US !~evvs 9o to NYTimes.com!U$ ~> 

Business 

Rel-ai~ers’ Sly l~Iessage: Get Yourselfa Git’t, Too 

Self-gifters, who take advantage of fre~ zied holiday sales to buy 

a few things for themselves, have been growing in numbers and 

doIla[s spent. 

On Register’s Ol-l~er Side, Little to Spend 

The struggle of low-income worke]% many in retailing, is adding 

momentum Lo ef[>~ULS to inetz’ase the federal minimum wage. 

,~ Graphic: Americans’ Views on the Minimum Wage 

Bob 
Kisseil, 

with his 

Many rekailers didn’k wait for the predawn hours of Black Friday 

t[~is year. T[~ey were open before breakfast on Thanksgiving 

Day, and customers were waiting. 

x A c,-owd 

Sports 



LIONS 40, PACKERS 10 

A~e~° Years of Fa~fi~e, Lions Have Fa[~ Feast 

Re~e Bush fumbled on the I~ons’ first possessions, but Detroit 

finished the game by seo~qng 37 straight points to earn its 

w~n on Thanksgiving since ~oo3. 

,~ BOX Score 

[~ Regqie 

..... Bush 

TrUe:Late_ Seaso~t to Fo~Om,Sig~tsCOWboysof lAfeTar~ta]lize Fans Wit~            ~o~e~b 

With a win over fl~e Raiders, Dal]as moved ~vo games 

above .500 for the third Bme in three years - but in both previous years, 

team finished with consecutive ]osseso 

Box Scene 

O~ce for !&rome~ On]ly, Georgian Co,art Looks 

1M[e~t’s Tem~s to Raise Profile 

Georgian Oourt, which d~is fall became a full-time eoed 

~ns [itution, hc, pes the addk~on of men’s teams will expand 

awareness of the universib~ beyond the campus gates. 

7~4~ Luka 
Zgonian 
in (5) of 

I I 

Arts 

ARTSBEAT 

Sa|ir~ger Stories ’]Leaked~ Online 

Th[~>e previously unpublished short sloshes by -L D. S~dinger 

have appeared online for the fi~t time. 

’MANDELA’ 

’l’~e Hig~ Road "i’hro~gl~ a Str~g~e Is Never Easy 

to Navigate 

"Mande]a: [,o~g Walk to F~>edom" is a stately fihn biography or" 

Nelson Mande]a, sh~tring Idz{s Elba. 

Online 

...... Elba, 

left, and 

Photographs Tell a Histo~T of 

Um~mored 

An exhibition of ~>stored photos and film fbotage eompi]ed by 

the United Nations Relief and Works Agency documenks 

hisLory of Paiestinian refl~gees since the 1948 ~M’ab-israeii war, 

Memo~’, 

Collec!e 

dan 

Movies 

Mirror, l~lirror or~ the Screen 

MeEd Sb’eep plays an nnappealing alder woman in the film 

adaptation of "August: Osage County/’ 

, ~ Slide Show 

’FROZEN’ 

F~°om the Heat of Royal Passion, PooP. It’s 

"Frozen," from Disney, depar[s a bit from [he company’s 

traditional princess tbrmula. 

’OLDBOY’ 

You Ca~ C]~c’ek O~t Any T~me Yo~ IAike, b~t ... 

Sl:4ke I~e reinterprets Park Chan-wook’s film "Oldboy," with 

Josh Bro]in s~rfing. 

besotte 

:~ ao~h 
Brolin as 



Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Reporting on Motorcycle Clubs 

Serge KovMeski of The New York Times shares a~eedotes 

his reporting o ~ motorcycle clubs around the country, including 

the t tells Angels. 

~ vine:o: In Performance: David Harewood 

The actor DavM Harewood i~ a seethe as Obero~ fl’om Julie 

Taymor’s new production of ’Lh Midsummer Night’s Dream" at 

the Polonstgv Shakespeare CmRer it~ BrooMyn. 

~ VmEO: Bay Psahn Book Sets an Auction 

Record 

A Pufiian book of psalms printed in ~64o ~old for more than 

million at Sothcby’s in New York Tuesday, a new ~<’.ord tbr a 

hook. It will go on display in l~brariea across the United 

Obituaries 

Jan e Kean, of ’Honeymoon ers’ Revival, Di e,s at 9o 
5; 7 N~. A590’:.,L~, T~.L~ ERE59 

Ms. Kean was a diverse peribrmer who is best know~ fbr p]ayi~g 

Tdxie alongside aackie Gleason on a Lelevision revival of "The 

}{oneymoonei~." 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

G overmnent h~ Slow i1~lotion 

(2an Repnblieans actnally gum up the gears of Congress aW more khan they 

ah’eady have? 

EDITORIAL 

Ukraine Backs Do~aqt 

Faced with Russia’s anger, President Yanukovieh suspends trade talks ~dth 

Europe. 

EDITORIAL 

The Power of Cigarette Warning Labels 

A provocative new s~dy says the F.D.A. vasdy tmderestimated the impact such 

warnings would have in ~e UniLed States. 

Op-Ed 

The Quest to Be|ong 

Opportunity is the hdght sb~r of the immigrant stow. Its black 

sun is Nsplaeement and loss. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obmnaeare~s Secret Stmeess 

Follow lke bending cost cun, e and you *dlI find thaL dm 

slowdown in healt~ costs has been &’amatie. 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Rooth~g fo~° F’a[lm°e 

It’s ha~’d to ~’ernernbet" a time when a major p~-~lifieal pa~y and its 

m edna arm were so actively hoping fbr fellow Ame~’ieans to lose. 

For mere epinien: 2~ te NYTimes,c~m/Opini~n ~ 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Inside the Race to Rescue a ttealth Ca:re Site, m~d Obama 

................ ] M~.~st P,:p:.g::. i Wide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business Spots 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~E~> 

Top News 

Inside the Race to Reseue a Health Care Site, ON    ] 
THE    I 

and Obama                                              ~Er~ I 
I 

only ~e [roub]ed insurance pot[a] and Presideut Obama’s 

credibility, but also Lhe I~emoeratie p~ilosophy [hat a~ aedvis[ government can 

solve complex social problems. 

~ HealtB SiN RusBing to Make Fixes by Sunday 

~ Slide Show: Confronting the Health Insurance Exchange’s Problems 

With the ~ew prc, spedty, soari~g crime tales have come k) 

places iu Montaua and Noz[h Dakoka, skrainiug law enforcement 

resources a~d shaktcdng the se[~se of safety. 

Biocx:t 

~n ak ng 

Eye on 2o~6, Clinl-ons Rebuild ]Bond Witll Blacks 

Five yeals after remmq<s by Bill Clinton about Barack C, bama 

strai n ed klae Clin ton s’ bond ~ kla African-Americans, the lk)rm er 

fi~t family is setting *-~ut to ensure thak fl~ere is ~o ~@ay *-~f such 

trouble ~n 2o16. 

~ As Fund-Rsisers in Cengress, Women Break the Cash Ceiling 

Clinton’s 

Editors’ Picks 



MAGAZINE 

~i Video Feature 
v~)+;o ~’+;aTUR+;," Making a Seene 

The actors who gave the year’s best pefformm~ces star i~ o~e- 

]]ne films created by "~e Oscar-winning cinematographer Janusz 

Kami~ski. 

, ~ Bel-md the Scenes 

OPINION I OPINION 

MiHer~ni~l Searchers 

Young adulL+ born after +980 are more ~dtraistie thal~ fl~ey are 

give~ credit for. 

World 

Where Factory Apprer~tieeship Is Latest Model 

From Germany 
S,. N~.LLON LY 

Labor experts a~d govermne~t officials say [hat traditional 

apprenticeship programs, popular i~ Em’ope, could help sustain 

burgeoning growd~ in ~efiean factories. 

~ ~ Video: Creatin9 Ski~led Worke:~ 

...... Lewis 
Nee I at 

A R~sfie Paradise, Ope~ for Development 

New zoning rules ++ill open uot~d~western Mexico’s agHcultural 

hea~land to denser housing m~d golf com’ses, but there is 

concern that ~d~e Ouadalupe Valley cannot sustMn ~is intensified 

development. 

Afghans .Assail Karzai’s Disparate Views on 

Killings 

Many AfgChans Jaave begun to complain t~at President Hamid 

K~rz~i besmirches the z~ne~eans for deadly dro~e st~qkes, while 

i gn orJ ~ g atta eke by th e Tall ba m 

The 

body of 

a wou Id- 

U.S, 



The T~°ouble~ of ~u~Icl~ng Where Fa~|ts Col] 

A stalled prc~ect to build ~o skyscrapers has become a symbol 

of M~et~er developers can with stand khe compliea ~ on s of 

worldng in eaAhquake-prone Los ~geles. 

Thanlksgiving Openings Take Na~es From Black 

Friday 

More large retaJlet~ were open on Thanksgiving Day d3Js year, 

a~d it appea~ those openings nibbled away not only at khe 

holiday, but at the sales the day after, too. 

~ Dogs Nlay Go to Heaven. These Days, Some Go 

A gTowing number c,f veterinarians are offering hospice care ko 

can a~d dog% giving the pets - and their ov~aers - a less anxious, 

more comfortable passi~g. 

Gardner 

more US !~ev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.com!U$ ~ 

Business 

AMERICAN MADE 

Tidal ’l~’~ade in UoSoAo’ Premium 

Retailers and mamffach~rers say co~sumers’ stated desire fbr 

dodging produced in the United S~tes is orte~ o~Rweighed by a 

pret)rcnee for the lower prices ~ff foreign--made goods. 

~ V~deo: American Made ~ Nane~e Lepore 

Lepore, 

The Big Ten’s Bigger Footprint 

With a~ eastward push, ~im Delany foand ye[ another cash 

en gine fi:~r the football co~#~re~ce he’s led for the past 25 yea~s. 

WORKSPACE 

Preet Bharara, U~ited States attorney i~ ManhaEa~, has an 

office with official poYtraits, plaques and seals adorning khe walls - but also 

eo~skant sound -~f music fi]Iing the air. 

Sports 



AUBURN 34, ALABAMA 28 

O~e Second Dooms No, ~ Alabama 

Alahama was ambushed by Aulmrn on a last-second, length-of- 

the-field mmbaek on ~e Crimson Tide*s fourd~ missed field-goal 

attempt ~ff Lhe gameo 

the Ha~fpipe With David Wise, the Und~de 
;ON..’~ 

Freesbde skii~g in the halfpipe will make i[s Ol>qnpic debut in 

Soehi, Russia, in FebmaU, and David Wise is a gold-medal 

ravodte~ a two-plankcd ve~Mon of the snowboarder Shaun 

Whih~. 

ANALYSIS 

K~ficks Find Solace in Q~m~i~" of Losses 

The KnJd~ have lost eight straight games, thNr longest stretch 

since ~o~o, and have been IeR with little by which to, assess their 

Anthony 

Arts 

Good News! He’s Back! 

Will FerreI1 arm Adam MeKay, the creators of the 2o o4 movie 

"Anchorman," have raised e~)eetafions with its coming sequel, 

"Anehom~an 2: The Legend Coutinues." 

, ~ Want to Ddve (or Smel0 Like Ron Burgundy9 

The Hills Aa’e a Prop, the Show Is Live 

With a little over a week to go before the live hroadeast of 

Sound of Music" on NBC, the production is taking shape 

Long Island sound stage. 

X Carrie 

°’~°~ I 
ood, 
front, on 

Father to a N ation, m~d to a Family 

"Mande]a: Long Walk to Freedom," based on Nelson Mandela’s 

memoir, presenks him as an inslAring leader w~th eomple:dfies. 

Magazine 

The Big Picture St~oikes Back 
L:., .~,. O SCC, iT 

Think TVis where all the action and ambition is? This year 

proves there are some things d~e movies s~II do hekter. 

Louis- 

Dr%dus, 

on e ot 

The Makirie, of Makirie, a Sce~e’ 
B~. r~r. ~;r;’,,~~ 

Janusz Kaminski e~laJns his process in maldngthe ~ fihns as 

part of the magazine’s Movies issue. 

,~ Slide S~ow: Behind the Scenes 

~ ,As king 

iLights, Camera and, for the First Time, D~a|og~m 

For reasons both technical and aesthetic, the magazine’s annual 

great-performers portfolio has traditionally favored sight over 

sound. Until this year. 

Today’s Video 



~ vwEo: A Coma’mmiPy of Co- Parents 

David Dea~ had ah’eady had one so~ through a ne~’otq< of 

lesbian and gay co-parents when he met Steve Lowinger. They 

had one more child together, and in the process, b~filt a large 

e~en ded family. 

~ vm~:o: Creating Skilled Workers 

Manufacturers say dmre is a etideal sh ortage of trained workers 

in the United States. In South Carolina, a German en, mpany is 

training high school stude~ts in skilled labor through 

apprenticeships. 

, Where Fac[ery Apprenticeship Is Latest Model From Germany 

~ VlDEO:~Vi~t a Trip ~ot4 

The Times columnist Nicholas D. Ktqstof invites students to 

en ter a eontes t for an international reporting tt{p in 2o 14. 

L¢wis 

Naa I at 

Obituaries 

Paul Walker, 4o, ’Fast & Fu~o~s’ Star, Dies in 

Car Crash 

Mr. Walker, the star of the "Fast & Fm’h:ms" movie series, died 

Saturday in a ear crash that killed ~wo people nord~ of Los 

z~geles, his publicist said. 

Paul Fo Crouch, Founder of T~4nity Broadcasting 

Network, Dies at 79 

Mr. Crouch and his wi% were ~he faces of erie of ~he Iarges~ 

Christian television empires, drawing te~s of millions of dollars 

in donations annually. 

Arik Eir~stein, 74, Beloved Israeli Si~ger, Dies 

Mr. Einstein’s blend of folk and reek helped shape a new t tebrew 

popular culture and his ballads became modem Israeli anthems. 

Marcl~ 

Eins[ein, 
who 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Putting N~ilitary Pay o~t the Ta 

The Pendragon must make painfl~l but necessaW cuts in compensation. 

EDITORIAL 

Voter ID Gets A~other Day i~ Com’t 

Plain tiffs challenging a Wisconsin law offer s ~’ong evid enee of raci a113; 

discriminatory effects. 

EDITORIAL 

Co~tgress Takes on Abusive Patent Stairs 

New measures shouM hel]: reduce litigation, hut more substax~gve reforms are 

needed. 

For m.a=~ 

Op-Ed 



OPINIONATOR I THE STONE 

The Re~ Hum~i~il-~es 

For those wifla htmmnistk’ and ar~sfie life Jeterests, 

economic system has almost nothing to 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"i’l~e Polt~e ed~d tl~e i~gl~t 

Pope Urarieis’s latest headline-makirig exhortation 

coeservative Catholics on the defensive. 

~ Columrlist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The radical revoJutions made he~dlJeea. B~t the radical 

evolutions are continuing to play out in Gulf monareMes. 

, Columnist Page 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Who Is Wal-e]~Jng t]~e ~,~ateh Lists? 

ARer almost eight yem,% a case involving terrorist watch lists is goJeg to corot. 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: A Commuter Train Accident in the Bronx Kills 4 and Injnres Dozens 

................ ] ~.’i~y~t ~:<I::A:::: i ~’id~,,: i3i.:iy~c:ii~,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business tgpo~s Arts ~ Media & Adve~Jsing 

Todays V~deo ~ Obituaries Ed~orials ~ Op-~ Ol~ihisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

More thin) 6o passe~)gers were injm’ed after severM train 

went off the tracks near the Sp~yten Dwvi] station on Sunday 

morning it~ what was believed to be the deadliest train crash it~ New York 

more than ~vo decades. 

,~ Videos: Governor Cuomo ~ ]he Scelse ~ gloom borg Visits 

, ~ Map of the Derailment 

, Changos to the Commute 

Thousands Demand Resignation of Ukraine 7~{ P~ot~ 
:Leader 

~.~i~ 

The largest showing of fuEv in 11 days over President Viktor F. 

Yatmkovieh’s refusal to sign political and trade accords with the 

Eu ropea~ U~ km earn e as sigt~s c~f fissu re emerged withi~ th e govern me~t. 

Insurers Claim tlealth V~;ebsite Is Still F|awed 

The site @peats easier to use for most people, but problems in 

the so--eNIed back end systems that deliver consumer 

infl:~rmation to i~surers still have not ])ee~ fixed. 

Editors’ Picks 



~ VIDEO: A Cornmmfily of Co- Parents 

David Dea~ bad ah’ezdy had one so~ through a ne~zork of 

lesbian and gay co-pare ~ts w ~en he met Steve I owinger. They 

had one more child together, at~d in {tie process, builk a large extended family. 

OPINION [ OPINIONATOR 

Thc Ini-c~minablc~ Ew~rlasi-ing IJnco|ns 

(Prologue) 

Did Abraham I~ncoln have a specific premoniiion of his death? 

World 

China L~mlches Moon Rover Mission 

If the mission succeeds, China will be the third co an tD’ to 

achieve a "soR" lain:ling on the moon, one that allows a craft to 

operate after descending. 

iran’s Hard-Li~ers Keep Their Criticism of 

N~1elear Pact to Themselves 

Unwilling to risk a confronh~tion with the st~preme leader, who 

has hackd the deal, Iranian hard-liners ar~; wNLing for a missLcp 

to m~leash criticism and huge protcsts. 

Thai Protests Tmon Volatile as at Least 3 Are 

Shot Dead 

,at least three deaths, and the demonstrators’ increasingly 

provocative moves, raised fears [hat the m~res[ could spread to 

other parts of Bangkok. 

I    car@rig I 

injured 
proleste 

U,S. 

Urban Schools Ahn for Enviromncnl-al 

Revolution 

Six big-city school systems are combining their purchasing 

power ko persuade s uppliers to sell heaI{hier and more 



en vi ro~ men t-f~ en d ly produ eL% like composts ble food trays, at low p~:iees. 

In New ~erscy Pi~ms, Trouble A~rives on Nix Legs 

A beetle invasion of New Jersey% Pinelands, said to be caused by 

global wam~ing, has drawn little attention, and scientists say the 

state has been too slow in its response. 

Union 

Comet, Thoaght Dead bat Fmmd ~Mive, Is Now 

Fading Away, Astronomers ..Nay 

z~ter sm~z~sing expetfs wiLh its ~sappeanmee and subsequent 

reappearance ]ask week, fl~e Comet ISON is now "~ought to have 

met its demise, 

tetime- 

more US !~ev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.com!U$ ~> 

Business 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Long on Cutting Edge of Print, New York 

Magazine Cuts Back 

Next year, New York magazine will be printed eveW other week 

as it shifts resovm:.es to suppot~ iks growing websihe. 

G|oomy Numbers ~rr Holiday Shopph~g’s Big 

~;eekend 

Over the course of the weekend, consumers spent about 

billion less on holiday shopping than they did the year before, 

aeeording to tbe National Retail Federation. 

DEALBOOK 
Jamia 

Q[~iet Boss at Citigroup Setting Tone for ~iall ....... Dimon. 
left, the 

chief of 

In an era of chastened Wall Street egos, Michael L. O-~rba[, the 

eb i ef of C~tJ group, b a s cultivated a workm an] ike d em ea 1~ or ou t of the spotlJ ght. 

Sports 

GIANTS 24, REDSKINS 17 

Giants Hope Late Com+~ba~:k Isn’t Too Late 

Trailing by 14-0 and later by ]7-14, tbe Giants %ught hack to 

beat t~e Washington Redskins, but dmir playoff hopes remained 

Tuck 

puisuing 



~E] Box Score 

Auburn’s wild vh:~to~~ over A]abama sets the st+~e for one ]ast 
naBonab[~fle coutroversy before ~he uew playo[f system ~akes e[l~’ct next 

3 General Managers Tr~m to One SchooI 

Dan Duquette of the Baltimore Orioles, Nea] Hm~tington of the 

Pittsburgh l~rates and Ben Cherington of the Boston Red Sox 

credit theh’ former coach at ~Mnhe*~t College, Bill Thurston, for 

thdv success. 

Cheringt 

held 

Arts 

[,~ts~ Mirrors, Insl-agram! #.ArtSensation 

Yayoi Kusama has hung 75 colored LF.D bulbs ~n a m~rro>l~ned 

room at the David Zwimer Gallery, and her creation has become 

~ Slide Show 

Bo)~ Don’t Rm~ Away From These Princesses 

Disney’s "Frozen" took in $93 million over khe hdiday weekend, 

palely because its marketing strategy played down the priestesses 

in the film, in order to attract more boys. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Covenl- Garden Alumnae Shine in a New Flower 

Tamara Rq~o, director of the English Nat~onM Ballet, and AlJna 

Cojoearu star in the company’s production d "Le Cotsain’." 

The 
English 

National 

Media & Advertising 

:Bud Light Hires Jolm Krasinski to Rift on ’Hold 

My Beer’ Meme 

The actor lmown for his role on "The Office" is part of a team 

creating YonTube clips on the popular theme of "bold my beer." 

actor 

John 

iKrasinsk 

ADVERTISING 

the first 

The executives behind "Mob City," a series on TNT about Los 

Angeles mobsters ~n the ]94os, are taking a new approach to promotion by 

hvee~ng "~e 8rst episode’s script. 

News From the Adver[isin9 Industry 

MEDIA DECODER 

Turnfa~g to Public to Back investigative Journalism 

13 nec, verage.com, a website khat will be announced on Monday, will allc, w 

journalists and noDprolSts to seek erowdsoureed f~mding fbr at¢ieles and topics 

like the Syrian war. 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Governor Cuomo Explaia~ Next 

Gov. A~drew M. Cuomo said the Metropo~i~m Transportation 

Authority will begin fixing the track as soon as the investigaSon 

~nto the cause of the ~’ai~ accident i~ the 

~ vmEo: Protests Tm°n Violent in Ukraine 

More than loo,ooo people took to the streets of Kiev on Sunday 

b-., demand the resignation of President Viktor F. Yanukovieh. 

The police responded to the protests with tear gas. 

, Related Ar[icle 

~ vmEo: S~te of Metro-North Train Crash 

Several cars on a train headed south fl’om Pou " gnkeepsie, N.Y., 

leR "~e tracks around 7:20 a.m. near the Spuyten Duyvi~ station 

under the t testy Hug~on B~idge. 

, Re~ated k~icie 

Obituaries 

_amdr& Schiffl’in, Pt~blislfi~tg Force and a Fmmder 

of New Press, Is Dead at 78 

Mr. Schifft~n championed the work of Jean-Paul Sartr< Giinter 

Grass, Studs TerkeL Michel FoucauR, Simone de Beauvoir, 

Noam Chomsky a~d many othe~. 

Williarr~ Stevenson, do~rna|Jst and Spy, l[s Dead 

at 89 

Mr. Stevenson, who ~wote "A Man Called Intrepid" m~d "9o 

Minutes at Enk’bbe," spent much of his career straddling the 

worlds of espionage and journalism. 

William 

Nata|ya Gorbanewskaya, Soviet Disside~rt and 

Poet, D~cs at 77 

Ms. Gorbanevskaya was arresLed after protesting the Soviet 

Union’s 1968 invasion of Czeehoslovalda, and laker confined to a 

psychJah:Je hospital for her writings. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The New Mayor and tlhe Teachers 

Bill de Blasio will need to make r~fficuIt changes in the next contract 

teachers. 

EDITORIAL 

Debt a~d Taxes 

U nless Congress acL~ soon, a law that p~)tects borrowers from unexpectedly 

large t~x bills wil] exl~ire. 

EDITORIAL 

A Swedish Retai|er Prontises a Li~ng V~’agc 

H&M has set an admirable and ambitious goal for ~elping workers in developing 

e-mntries, but it has yet to explain the details of the program. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sex an d the Sh~gle Pr~,e~t 
~. r.~ L~. ~.~. ~. ~.r~ 

There are hints that Pope Francis may take up the issae ~-~f a 

celibate, and lo~ely, eler&v. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beff:~r Pay Now 

Raising t~e rnin~n~m~ wage would help many Amez~cans, a~d 

~night actually be poli[ieally possible, 

, Coh~mn~ Page ~ Blog 

..... ~rugma 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

The M~n~nurn We Can Do 
LM.,:,~~iNi.’I.U’, ;I T Dt.:~.:E 

A ] o perce~t inorease in the mi~n~um wage would re&~ce 

poverty by aroand 2 percent 

The 
Minimu I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxrmcezy~jehhw@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 9:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Cyber Monday Savings Start Now! 

Cyber Monday Starts Now: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forwsrd to a Friend 

Cyber Monday Starts Now! 

V~,(~, re off(~,rir~9 you 20% off all titles 

today erfly, 

Now until midnight on December 2nd receive 20% OFF* ~11 tities 

with disceunt ,’:ode DRKPt) Remember, all web orders over $35 

receive FREE SHIPPING in the US and Canada. *Offer va)kJ en web 

orders for US customers oniy at: routledqe.com, psypress corn, 

focalpress.com or routledqementalhealth corn 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

~[gn~ by ~bJ[ect ~re~ to receive news and offers straight to your inPox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscbbe at a~l? time. 

We respect yo~ir privacy and wili not disclose, rent or sell your ely~ail address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Franc~5, an inlorma business 

[aylor & Franc~5 ~5 a trading name of Informa LIK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered once: Mortimer ttouse, 37-4,! Mor~ime~ St~eeL London, W!T 3JH. 

If yo[i wish to imsubscdbe p ease c ick here Please note this is an automsted operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu,~ 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 12-2-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday Deceinber 2nd, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

12/3/13 DRAM FYS 088: Ecology and Pertbrmance student presentations on the theme of Water in support oflfNC’s pan-campus initiative ’%later In Our World" 

scheduled for2:l 5-3:00 PM in Room 102 of the Center for Dramatic Art. All pertbrmance projects are directed by Nilan Johnson and Karen O’Brien. To RSVP, 

contact: Karen O’Brien at obrien@unc.edu. For more information on the three scheduled peribrmances: http:i/watertheme, unc.edtv’2013/11/27/dram - g;s- 088- 

ecology- mid- performance- s~adent- presentations,’ 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Tickets on sale now for "King Mackerd & The Blues Are Runninff’ by The Coastal Cohorts- Tickets are now on sale for two perfolrnances of"King 

Mackerel & The Blnes are Rnnning" by The Coastal Cohorts featuring Bland Simpson, Jim Wmm, and Don Dixon ,scheduled for Febma~’ 27-28 at 8:00 PM in 

Historic PlayMakers Theater~ General admission pre-sale tickets are avadable for $15 from the Memorial Hall Box Office (919-843-3333) or at the door on the night 

of the event and both performances are free for students. For more information on this group and to purchase tickets: ht~0:/?]imwa~m.con~,’events/item/king-mackerel- 

the- Hues- are- ru~mlng. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

2013 Health and Human Ri~ts Lecture - Catarina de ,Mbuquerque- The full video recap of Catarina de AlbuqueNue’s 2013 Health mid Human Rights Lecture 

titled "hnplementing Human Rights to Eliminate Inequalities in Water a~nd Sanitation" http://w~v.voutube.com/watch%~lK93mRrsnI~Y 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:/iwatertheme.unc.edw. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following emad address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/Ttwitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:i/www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:10 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[a~ facul~] Talk: Elusive States, Intractable Islams 

"Elusive States, Intractable Islams: On the Trail of Islamic Politics in Contemporary Sudan," Prof. Noah Salomon, Assistant Professor of Religion, 

Carleton College, Institute for Advanced Study (Princeton, N J} 

Greenlaw 304, 3-4 pm 

This presentation analyzes the fraught relationship between political and religious authority within the Sudanese experiment in Islamic statehood. Through a 

discussion of the unique role of reformist Sufi shaykhs as political actors, this presentation will seek to destabilize two of the most common presuppositions of 

literature on the Islamic state: the ability of "Islam" to carve out a distinct space for the political (call it "the state") and the equation of institutions with the life of 

that state. Partly ethnographic, partly autobiographical, this talk will tell the story of Salomon’s own quest for Islamic politics in contemporary Sudan as he sought 

to study the elusive project of islamic state-building from the ground up. 

Coffee and light refreshments provided before the talk. 

For more information contact @emmi ~mc.edu 

Sponsored by the !~.!~n!!~t.’,~.~.r4!.{~.e:.:?:!~#.e..n~.~.~!~!~:~!~, ~-‘~!!-D-t~--~!,~--~q~-~-~-~-.~-L!~-‘.d.>,--c~-.~,~-!c4~4!-~-~-~L-~-~--~!~!~!-!!~--%~!-t!~.~-~!~!~ L~.~..~4~.~:~.~.£9.~.~.~2..~q[. 

Regina Higgins, Ph.D. 

Outreach Director 

Carolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations 

3116 FedEx Global Education Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Campus Box 7582 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 455-~33 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Monday, December 2, 2013 12:38 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Reminder deadline is Mon Dec 9 -- CFP: 2014 UNC-Duke Consortium Cont~rence (Feb 6-8, 2014) 

Call for Proposals - 2014 Consortium Conference - February 6-8, 2014 

Submission Deadline: December 9, 2013 
The UNC - Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to invite you to participate in the 10th 
annual Consortium Conference to take place on February 6-8, 2014 at Duke University, John Hope Franklin Center and 
UNC-Chapel Hill, FedEx Global Education Center. 
The overall conference theme is Social Justice and Cultural Self-Determination in Latin America and the Caribbean. It will 
include a number of special sessions focused on indi~eneity, self-zovernance and alternative knowledze production, related to 
the project on Hemispheric Indi~eneity in Global Term supported throuzh the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean 
Studies with fundinz from the Mellon Partnerships in a Global Aze prozram. This project is a collaboration with the UNC 
American Indian and Indigenous Studies prozram and the Center for Canadian Studies at Duke. Attention will be ziven 
principally to panels and individual proposals focusinz on issues of (self) representation, identity, health and wellness, the 
environment, and the politics of knowledge. 
The topic is not restrictive, but inclusive. We invite submissions for panels and/or shoK presentations by individuals, 
collectives, or workin~ Zroups related to the main conference theme. ]Panel proposals are stronzly encouraged. 
Please submit your proposal electronically no later than Monday, December 9, 2013 (note: because the conference 
is heinz held one week earlier than usual this year, this is a firm deadline) to Mizuel Rojas-Sotelo ~]r_’_J__!_~__@_~_<__~__&£u_. 
(please use as subject: 2014 Consortium Conference). Your proposal should include a title and a brief (250 word) description 
of the topic to be addressed, as well as name(s) and affiliation(s) of the participant(s). Attachments in Microsoft Word are 
preferred, but if you send the information in the body of an e-mail message, be sure that your formattinz includes 
international characters. 
For more information, contact Miguel Rojas-Sotelo (mlr34@duke.edN), Natalie tlartman (n.lh(,~duko~.edu), or Beatriz Riefkohl- 
Mu~iz (riefkohl@email. unc.edu). 

Natalie Ha~tman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbea~ Studies 

Duke University 

phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 4:02 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Art Historian Jane A. Sharp to speak this Thursday, Dec. 5, at the National Hmn~ities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Jane Ashton Sharp, Rutgers University 

i.~.i Inline image 1 

Thursday, December 5, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

In this lecture, Jane A. Sharp will be examining a turning point in both the political and art history of Russia: 

from the beginning of Khrushchev’s cultural "thaw" through the period associated with 

Gorbachev’s "perestroika" (restructuring). In her lecture she will consider how, and why, criticism of abstract 

painting in Russia came to duplicate what we associate with "formalist" discourse in the West and the 

extent to which American Abstract Expressionism became both a model and foil for artists and critics alike. 

Sharp is associate professor in the department of art history at Rutgers University and also acts as research 
curator of the Norton and Nancy Dodge Collection at the Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, the world’s 
largest collection of nonconformist art from the former Soviet Union. In addition to teaching, she has engaged 
students in curating and writing for exhibitions that explore abstract painting and Moscow conceptualist art 
in the collection. After earning her bachelor of arts degree from UCLA, Sharp t~ceived her master’s and 

doctorate from Yale. Her book, Russian Modernism Between East and West: Natalia Goncharova and the 
MoscowAvant-Gatde, 1905-1914 (2006) won the Robert Motherwell Prize from the Dedalus Foundation. This 
year she is working at the National Humanities Center as an NEH Fellow. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (0~ 0 ) 4o0-otl 6, or mlohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National ttumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Metro-North Tram Sped at 82 M.P.H. Into 30 M.P.H. Zone Betbre Crash 

Top News 

: : Rocker 
I 

The Metro-No~h train that derailed in the Sronx on Sm~day, 

killing four people, was ~’aveliug more than double d~e aIIowabIe 

speed through a curving stretch of track, i~Yestigators said on Monday. 

~ ~ Rhotographs: SearcNn9 for Answers AXer a Fatal Train Accident 

~ Map: Derailed Metro-Noah Train E~ceeded Speed Guidelines 

, ~ Vidgo: Memodal SeN~C9 for Tl’ain Crash V~ct~ms 

Seeing tile Toll, Scllool~ Revise Zel’o Tolerar~ce 

The change comes as evidence moui~[s that get--tough policies in 

schools are leading to arrest records, low academic aehievemei~t 

and high dropout rates that especially affect minority students. 

PAYING TILL IT HURTS 

As itosp~tal Priees Soa~’, a Single St~tel~ Tops 

HosNta] prich~g is oRen eo~volu~ed, and hoslAta] charges 

rep~’seut abou~ a third of due tobfl United S~ates health care 

Belinda 

Hope, 

principal 

y~Ta r~old J 

Ben     J 
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I RETRO REPORT 

~o~n of Grk~f, ’T~ree Strikes’ I.,~ws A~e ~eh~g 

:Rethought 

Harsher penalties [or repeat of[imders, spurred by two 

California murders two decades ago, have had unintended conseqaences, a 

Retro Report shows. 

OPINION I OP-DOC$ 

’lUding With the ~ O’Clock Boys’ 

This short documentary examines the appeal of the ~2 O’Clock 

Boys, a group of dht bike ~ders, %r young people in Baltimore. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

.... .i!~ ::ii’ Oii: ,i:/ ? ?: :i:. :i’. ~’. C’ ii~ i!: ii:. 5; ii:. :}ii gi ii:. [? ~:! ?’" :i~ :?ii ii! ? i ii ~i i!: :<:!: :i:: ...... 

EMER DUFbW, who was billed $L696 after a hospital trea~ed a cut on her daughter’s 

{bvehead with a bit of skiB glue, 

World 

:Kurds’ Oil Deals V~ith Turkey ]Raise Fears of 

Fissures in iraq 

Iraqi Kurds are sdling oil and na~uraI gas dbvefly to Turkey, 

infln’iating Washin~olL which fears a broader indepel~denee fbr 

Kurds in Iraq’s noV~h. 

~ hepher 

Fates of Brooks and Co~lson h, Tabloid Hacking ~:~,<~ 

Case Are Diw~rging                                        ~,-oo~ 

Once friends, eol]eag~es and lovers, Rebekab Brooks and Andy 

Coulson are on thai on charges of illegally intercepting voice 

messages aE The N ews of the World, bat she appea~s Eo be faring rela[ively 

be~er. 

Amid Unrest, UkrMnian :President Defends 
Choice on _Accords 

.,~ [housands of protes te~s demanded his resignation, Presiden E 

Viktor F. Yalmkovh::b seemed to brush aside the unrest and 

del)nded his refusal to sign agreements ~th the European Union. 

~ The Lede: Video of Police Brutality in Kiev Fuels Rage 

rs at the 

~ arric~d 

U.S, 



A New ~Va ve of Challenges to Hea|th Law 

Conservative critics, joined by fl~eir Repub]ican a]lies on Capitol 

Hill, are trying to make the ease fl~at President Obama has 

overskepped his authofityo 

, Goat of Health Care Law ~s Seen as Decreasin~ 

, ~nsurers Are Offered Assistance for Losses 

Bishops Sued Over Policies on Abortion at Hospit~ds 

The American Civil Liberties U nion, on behalf of a Michigan woman, is s*fing 

Caflao]ic bishops, argtfing that their anti-abortion guidelines to affiliated 

hospib~Is are leading to medical negligence. 

SIDEBAR 

A~locating Liability for C~L~d Pornography, in Fa0d or 

Fractional Shares 

In aanua~y, the Supreme ( ~)ut¢ will hear argmnents on whefl~er a person 

convicted of possessing child pornography can be ordered to pay 

restitution to the victim. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

New York Subpoe~as VVebsites ~ m~ Effort to 

Curb Payday Le~ders 

The move targeted 16 so-called lead generator websites, which 

soil reams d eonsmner daka to payday lenders. 

New Orlemts Tables Are Ready 

Eight years after Hurl{cane Katrina, the restaurant indushy has 

become the backbone of the city, similar to what the financial 

i~dus~T is to Wall Street. 

, [] Slide Show: In New Orleans, the More Restaurants the Merrier 

Thomas 

vi@m of 

Goog]le Joins a Heavyweight Competitior~ ~n 

Cloud Computhtg 

The searc~ giant, which for years has been evasive abouk its 

plans for khe cloud, will announce rates and featm~s for a wide-- 

ranghlg compu~llg ser~,’ice. 

DeMichi 

Ilie of 

GoocJle 

Sports 



S~O~TS OF TNE T~,,~ES 
Uncertainty Comes Fast ~)r Rcdsk~ns~ Sure b~ 

Tlfing I Rob~. I 

Less tha~ a year after quarterback Robe~ Griffin III ended his 

stellar ro~-~ide seuson with a severe M, ee injury and a iAayoff loss, he is at a 

crossroads in his career. 

l’Vith :Pressure On, Brazi|’s Coach Seeks 
Psychological Edge 

With much at skake with Brazil hosting the World Cup next year, 

its coach has enlisted the help of a surprising weapon: a 

psychotherapist. 

....... coach, 
Luiz 

Aubau’n Am~otmcer Has the Call era Lifetime, Roa 

Rod Brambles, the radio announcer for Aubm’~ fbotbal],               ~ .... 

conveyed enerAy and emotion in making d~e two greakest calls of 

his career tinting Aubm’n’s stunning wins *wer OceaNia and zMabama. 

Adding a New Note to a N[usical N[eraagerie 

Issue Mizrahi is transforming "Peter & the 

Guggenheim Musemn from conce~ and a~¢ installation to 

theatrical production. 

Clfinese Dissident Ai ~’Veiwci to Take His Art to 

Alcatraz 

The artist Ai We[wei will }lave a show on the g~unds of the 

former prison, starting next September. 

in Surprise Win, Laure Prouvost ’Fakes ’l~rr~er 

Prize 

The artist Laure Prouvost, who was born in France but has ]~ved 

in London since eke was 18, won the award given to a BHdsh 

artist under 5o. 

Mizrahi, 

The 

I 
g ro3m 

Science 

BOOKS 

Big Bugs Too Lovely to Sq~ish 

"Beetles and Other Inse~’ts," an expanded edition of Bernard 

[)m’]n’s 1980 work, gathers 6o color plates of all his k~own 

watercolor pot h’ai ks of insee ks. 

GENETIC CONNECTIONS 

Learning to Def~asc the Aorta 

The long search for a gene mutalion has led to a chance 

stopping Maffan syndrome and reducing the risk of a fat;d burst 

before it happens. 

~ Seeking Clues to Heait Disease in DNA of an Unlucky 

, Ra~e Mutation INhales Race for Cholestero~ Drug 

Findh~g Japan’s Aircraft-Carrier Sub 

’Fke I-4oo, an enormous World War II submarine, was sunk by 

the United States -- in 1946, uffer the war, to keep ik out of the 

Soeck 
~nd her 

I 



hands of the Soviet Union. The submersible Pisees V fom~d it. 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: ira Performance: Peter Bradbury 

Peter Bradbu~7 in a scene from Patrk~k Barlow’s adaptation of 

Charles Dh::ke~s’s "Christmas Carol," at the Theater at St. 

Clemen 

~ vwEo: Creatfa~g Skilled V~;orkers 

Manufacturers say there is a et{tieal shortage of trained workers 

i~ the U~fited St~tea. h~ South Carolina, a Oermm~ company is 

training studenN in skilled labor through apprenticeships. 

, Where Factory ApprenticesNp Is Latest Model From Germany 

Lewis 

I N~!2* I 

~ vmEo: l~lemoriM Se~wiee for Train Crash 

V~e~hras 

Religious leaders gathered in the B~-mx o*~ Monday ~fight for a 

memorial semqce overlooking the steam of Sunday’s train 

derailment, in which four people died. 

Obituaries 

I-t[einrieh Boere, 9% Dies; Member of Nazi Hit 

UrAt ira Netherlarads 

Mro Boere, who had avNdedjustiee for decades, was serving a 

life sentence for the murder of Dutch civilians as a member of a 

Nazi Waflbn SS hit squad. 

Fe.r me.re obit:.:ades, go ~o NYTimes.eom,Obituaries 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

:Fast Recover" for }-lea|th Care I}’ebsite 

But a lot more repair work is needed before victory can be declared. 

EDITORIAL 

A l~loment of Peril in l~ev 

Russia must ut~de~stat~d Ui~’~fitfiat~s’ wish tbr stronger ties with the Europeat~ 

Unio~ and the West. 

EDITORIAL 

:Bm~ks as Payday Leraders 

Banking regulators issued new rules designed to rein in short-term consumer 

]oaths fl’orn banks that are dat~gerous to consumers. 

Fo: moiw opi:~iel-:: 2~ te NYTimes,com/Opinion ~* 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED I NORIHIRO KATe 

aapara in a Post-gro}~qrh Age 

The melear debate reflects growl ~g anMeb, about "Abenomies " 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]l’~e Stem and l.~e 

How much em otJ on a] a n d psychic spa ce sh on ]d l.~oiitics take u p 

in everyday life? 

~ CoBmn~a Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"ilae Families We Invent 

Well outside the usual defini’dou of Mn are bonds wi’~ as much 

meaning, magic m~d stamina, 

~ Oolumni~ Page I Bog 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The MIT Press <joumals-ma~:keting@mit.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 1:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Get African A(ts - Now Just $69 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Since 1967, A,fricc.t~~ Arts has 

presented origina[ research and 

critical discourse on traditional, 

contemporary, and popular African 

arts and expressive cultures. 

This richly illustrated, full color 

journal incorporates the most 

current theory, practice, and 

intercultural dialogue to offer 

readers the best coverage of art 

forms and visual cultures from the 

world’s second largest continent 

and its diasporas. 

Published quarterly by the ~e, me~ S. ¢o~emk~e, ~,~l~-~n S~:u~es Ca*~tel, UCLA, and distributed by 

the MIT Press. 

~ Become a ~k~-~ of Afr~c~,,~ Arts on Facebook. 

. If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The MIT Press <’MDR@iqmailer.net> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 1:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Get African Arts - Now Just $69 

Since 1967, A~r~cr.~~ Ar~.~.’~ has 

presented original research and 

critical discourse on traditional, 

contemporary, and popular African 

arts and expressive cultures. 

This richly illustrated, full cotor 

journal incorporates the most 

current theory, practice, and 

intercultural dialogue to offer 

readers the best coverage of art 

forms and visua[ cuttures from the 

world’s second largest continent 

and its diasporas. 

This m ~age was sent from the MIT P~s, 55 Harvard Street, Cambridse, MA 02142. If you do ~t wish to ~¢eive future e-maiLs from the MIT P~s, 

p[eme send an e-maff to mitpj-optoutta)mit.edu with the w~d unsu~libe in the ~ubj~t fine. 

You are on the Education Professional Email Database. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 4:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Giving Tuesday - Tar tleels Give More 

Giving Tuesday 

Thanksgiving has passed. Black Friday and Cyber Monday have gone by in a blur. Now that Tuesday has rolled around, what is there to celebrate? It’s "Giving 

Tuesday" - A National Day of Giving! Join the movemeut and make today your day to give thl~ongh the CAROLINA CARES, CAROLINA SHARES campaign. 

Let’s show the state that "TAR HEELS GIVE MORE". 

Join others and support causes you care about through the [~¥C Chapel Hill Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Campaign.t The need is great but our 

opportunity is greater. A giIl of any size is appreciated, a~ad payroll deduction allows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in Janua~ or choose another payment method that works best tbr you. 

Thank you and may your holidays be blessed! 

You may use this link. http://carolinacares.unc.edu to log into our ePledge site or please contact Kim Andrews if you need further assistaa~ce. Kiln Andrews@unc.edu. 

Is today your day to give back? Let show that Tar Heels Give More!!’. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Detroit Ruling on Bamkruptcy Lifts Pension Protections 

................ ] Mvst ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business Spo~s ,Arts ~ [)ining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

Detroit Rafting on Bar~k~uptey L~fts Pension Prot~t~ ] 

~E~r°tee[~ °ll~S outside~ ] ] 

Detroit is eligible to enter bankruptcy al~d shed hi]hens in debt, a I I 
l)deraI judge ruled Tuesday, while also fi ~ding d~at public 

pensions could be reduced despite a provision ir~ Michigan’s Constitutiom 

[] Video: Whet Bankruptcy Meens for Detroit 

News Analysis: Pension Ruling in Detroit Echoes West to California 

,Jihadist Gro~lps Gain in Turmoil Across Middle 

East 

~eriean inte~Iigenee and eoanterterro~sm offieials are 

concerned that militanks aligned with AI Qaeda could esb~blish a 

base in Syria capable of threatening Israel a~d Europe. 

North K~rea~s Leader Is Naid to Oust Uncle in 

Power Nay 

South Ko~’a’s inteIIigence ser~-ice reported that Jaug Song- 

thaek, eot~sidered to be No. 2 in the government and a mentor to 

Kim &mg-nn, has bee~ stripped cg his powe~s. 

...... islamis~, 

fi::jhter 

The 

North 

I<.orea n 

Editors’ Picks 



BUSINESS 

De~ro~ 

CRy of~chds hope a judge’s ruling allowing bankruptcy w~]l 

release Detroit h’om fl~e g[~p of creditors and move it toward reeovm7. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Seerets inside Us 

The hmnan body is less well understood than we think, 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JUDGE STE’v’EN W. RHODES> announcing his ~ding on Detroiffs finances. 

World 

Ukraine Protests Persist as Bid to Oust 

Govermnent Fails 

Opponents of President Viktor F. Yanukovieh on Tuesday 

unsuccessflllly demanded his resignation as protesLers continued 

a siege d government buih~ngs. 

Syria Cris~s ]Is ~A,~orsen~ng, IJoN, Relief Offh~ia| Nays 

Despite modest progress hy the Syrian govern merit, %~alefie Amos said, aid 

de]ive~3’ n’mained far below what is needed. 

~ Top UN Righ~ Official Links Assad to Cdmes in Syda 

Biden Back~ ,Mly Japan but Avoids Roiling China 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. finds himself in the midst of 
an inereasingly tense s~mdoff bebxeen Japan and China over 
Beijing’s creation of an air defSnse zone. 

i ~eph 

U,S. 

One Man Lost and Impaired, the Other Fearf~i| and Armed 

No one is sm:e how, in the pre-dawn hom,~ of Nov. 27, Ronald Westhrook ended 

up nearly three miles h’om home and later shot to death in Chiekamauga, Oa. 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

.,\judge in l~eh’oit’s bank~’upbT case r~fled that public pensions are not 

protected Kern cuts, potentially alte~4ng the course of banlm~pteies in rifles like 

Sto&ton and San Bernard~no, CaliL 

Illinois Legislat~re Approves Retiree Benefit 

C~ats i~ Tro~ibled Per~sion System 

The hard-fought deal, whieh includes higher state contributions 

to d~e system, could be a template for agreements elsewhere. 

state 1 
Represe I 

more US !~ev,,’s go to NYTimes.com!U$ ~> 

Business 

Hands-O~t Bavavia~ Co~mt Presides Over 

Pencil- }lak~g Empire 

a picturesque centmT-o]d faetow, Ccmnt A~ton-Wo]fgang 

yon Faber-Castel] is "~e eighth in a long line carrying on 

famib~ name in the pencil business. 

Video: Penciling in t~e Future 

g yon 

DEALBOOK 
7~{ Paul A. 

Vo|eker Rt~c on Bank Risk .Approaches Its Fi~a~ 
a former 

Federal regula tots have reached a ten b~tive agreement to vote 

next week on the tmw ~’ule, overcoming internal sqnabbling at~d an onslaught of 

Wall Street lobbying. 

Rupee Canee~¯ Treatme~tts, Cleared by FoD.Ao but 

The F.D.A. ul]~-.,ws the sa]e o[ some devices ~o h’eat small groups 

of patie~ts without requirh~g proof the* the devices work, or any 

¯ ~gorous study of the medical ~s;sulLm 

~c, onq bine 

Sports 

iE|lsbuloy and Yankees Near a 7:Year Deal 

The Yankees on TuesdW night were near completion on a seven- 

year, 8~53 million deal [o~" center fielde~" Jae4-~y EI]sb my. 

, Yanks Trade a Catcher to the Pirates ] Mets Take a Peek at Granderson 

[>: Jscoby 
..... : EIIsbu ~’ 

helped 



ON BASEBALL 

A Rich Fix h~ the 8;pi~t of Steinbremmr 

The most raLio~al way b) rebuild the Yankees is Lo reeonsLruet a skeletal farm 

system, but with a deal near for ~he fl’ee-agen~ ougieMer 3aeoby E]lsbury, ~here 

seems to be no o’~er option titan to spend big. 

Hoping to Tame the Snow fa~ Soehi 

13 sing baeMu~es, explosive charges and a network of &m~s and 

pi]:4ng, a team cd ext>erts is working to protect the new Russian 

resot~ that wilI host fl3e Soehi Games. 

~ ~ Graphic: Keepin# Avalanches Out of {he Games 

, Vonn Set ~o Tes~ Knee 

p~pe, 

Arts 

Sugprisi~g New Face in Arabic Music 

Jennifer Grout, a young ~ne~can who sings classical ~’abic 

musk:, is a finalist on "Arabs Qot Talent," a~ Arabic version 

the realiU show. 

Fate of Detroit~s AN Hangs in the Balance 

While some believe selling the Detroit Ins [RuLe of 

collection would be a wise move, a federal judge’s comments are 

bring inLerpn’ted as a defense of hNding on to the art. 

Bolshoi Dancer Gets Six Years h~ Acid Al-tac.k on 

Director 

A Moscow com’t sentenced Pavel ~L Dmitrichenko, a former 

Bdshoi Theater soloist, to six years in a penal colony after a ttSal 

that eNx~sed toxic r4vaMes at the theaDr. 

Jennifer 

Dmitrich 

en ko in 

Dining & Wine 

The Ceramic Canvas 
EF ji.tF 

Plating is now as ranch a reflecLion o[ a chef’s craftsmanship as is 

the cooking itse]fi 

~ ~ Video The Art of Pla[ff~g ] ~ S~ide Show 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I CHARLIE BIRD 

A ReIaxed Air, but Attention Must :Be Paid 

Charlie Bird leans heavily on cheese, salt and enmch (and warm 

smiles). 

~ ~ Slide Show 

[.iebrsn 

dt of the 

Elm i,~ I 

New Orlem~s Restaurant Scene Rises, Reflecth~g 

a Richer City 

Eigj~t years after Hurri ca n e Katri ha, the restau rant indus~’y ha s 

become d~e backbone of the city, and the boom is a barometer of 

a more affluent and more educated New Orleans. 

~ ~ Slide Show: In New Orleans, the Mere ResNurants t#e Merrier 

ReOaur 

" ants 

Today’s Video 



New s~rfaces make water bo~mce, faster. 

~ V~DEO: Sex Beeon~es a New Big B~si~ess 

in China 

The Guangzlnou National Sex C~flt~lre Festival is a maLing 

beb, veen eapitalism at~d hedonism, all obse~’ed by a prudish 

chaperone: (Th~na’s government. 

~ Re~ated a~icle 

Obituaries 

Peter Graf, Volatile Father of Ter~rds Great, Dims 

at 75 

The man ~icknamed Papa Merciless was accused of 

mismanaging the millions his daughter, S~cfi Graf, had won. 

J~dy Rodgers, Chef of ReFn~ed Sirr~plieity, Dies at 

57 

The influe~tiN chd at San Francisco’s Zmai (2af~ was kt~own for 

preach’dug dishes fl~at were simul~meously rustic and urbane. 

"ILRo Fehrenbaeh, Historiar~ of a Larger-Thar~- 
Lii’e Texas, Dims at gg 

A n~ember of the Sons of Texas, Mr. Fehrenbaeh said he had 

never claimed to be a historian; he once eharaete~Szed his writing 

as "political selectee 

Gra~ 

and her 

father. 

Rodgers 
making 

Kor more obit(ieHes, go to NYTimee.¢om/Obituariee ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Keel~h~g Shareholders in the Dark 

The Securities a~d Exeha~ge O-.,mmission is failing to put i~vesLor interests 

first. 

EDITORIAL 

Lessons Unleavened on Rail Safety 

Why are there still r~o automated sal~guards for o~t-of-eontro] trai~s like the 

one that j umped the tracks in the Bronx? 

EDITORIAL 

S~sl.ai~r~i~g Resi|ien~:e at Sea 

New research indicates that a mar4~e reserve helps ward off some of the effects 

of climate change. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~’lornlny, tl~e Drone~s l~tere.~ 

Will ou r claronie con su me~sm o~twci gla our i~sing robophobia? 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The prime minister of Israel and the Amer~czn presMent are 

together again over the Iran talks and peace with the 

PalesLinianso 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

Good nutrition can be especially elusive during &e hoii&~ys, but 

the best lesson s have~’t claa~ ged m u eh since your childhood - 

wheaever that was. 

Mark 
Bttman 
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Register Now 

Withdrawing and Penalties 

if ygu are unable to atte~3d the com, eu~km aud ~9 participate iu the 

capacities oud~ned in this emaJL phrase co~3ta(’~ us directly 

~sa20 ~4@isameLorg as soon as possible. If you withdraw from the 

cgmxmtim~ wJthgut a legitimate a~d unavgidable reason a~d do 

~n[orm us by December ~sL ISA policy will pveve~3t you from 

submitting a proposal to the ~ext [SA conve~t~om Legitimate 

unavoidable reasons will be evaluated by XSA os a case--b y-case basis, 

’Fo withdraw, tin,tact the program chair directly; do aot cm~tact your 

pane[ chair or other participants as they bare so ability to remove 

you [’com your p]acemet~tSr Please tmte, w~thdcawa[s pas~ the deadline 

due to h~ck of fm~dmg sad o~her professioaa[ or pets(real commitme~tts 

ace n(}t cossidered suffident teas(ms lk~r exempti(m fr(m~ the penalized 

withdrawal {ist. 

Contact our Team 

Book Your Hotel 
’F~e Cgnv(m~i(m, including all panels at~d traditkmal sessigns, begit~s 

(m Wed~3esday, March 26th at~d e~3ds on SMurday the 29th. ~SA’s 

g~’oup rates at otlr convet~tio~t ho~els begia with arri> al oxt Tuesday 

with veW limited awdlablhb’ 9t~ 3fgt~day fgv members (ff the 

Governing Councfl~ Wockshop a~xd Working Group pactidp;mts. 

cgtwc’ntiot~ hotels. Please note that, hist(}rical~y, the headquarters 

ho~e[ guestcooms fill up by ]a~e-Oc~obev. Hotel mfocmatiotL room rMes 

an(] veglstvatigt~ information can be found on our website. 

See our Hotels 

Technology at Your Panel 

Both ni;tbook computi;rs and LCD pcojectors will be av;d]able it~ all 

paae[ ~’ooms at the 2o~4 co~ver~tio~L Softwav(" capabilities are limited 

to PowerPomt at~d Adobe Readec only. The reader so[*wace cat~ 

~mcommoda[e pt’~’sentatioas ct’e~ted it~ MieroaoR or M~m for:mats. You 

will not be able t<} use your own [apt~p computer since the audi<} visual 

setups in the meeting rooms must not be eha~xged in any way. Also, by 

&’fault, [~tternet is ~ot available m pm~el room~ so, bring )ore" 

PowerPoint or Adobe presentatio~s 9n a flash drive and insert the flash 

drive into the ISA netbook computer at the start of the pvesentatk~n. 

De[ailed i~tstruc[i(ms are provided o~ the ISA co~t~ (’~[i(m audio visual 

website, asd (m instructigt~ cards located in each pa~u~l meeting rgom, 

Learn about Pauel 

Technolo~ 

Childcare Options 
ISA is 9ffermg cbildcare facihties during the c(mventios for ISA 

members (m~y. If you anticipate needing these services, ])[ease register 

as aoo~ as possible since space is limited, Registratio~ opens October’ *, 

You may read about KiddieCorp, the nati(ma[ly recogt~ized chi[dcare 

ocgaaizatk~n with which ]SA has part~3ered, and register on-line by 

visiting our website. 

Learn about Childcare 

Special Needs 

if you have special needs invo{ving aci:essib[l[ty that we need to 

address at the cot~ventlom )ou must noti(~ us at 

ADAt3eeds@isanet,org withit~ the next thirty days after the receipt of 





Dec. 4, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Tuesday, Dec 

17, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00 pm ConnectCarolina will 

be unavailable during this time frame. Details here: 

............................................. .: ~:: ~ .............. ~,,,’ ,,,...’,,.,~ ~ I~:..~,~\,:,<:,’,~ ~,,.’~I~ ~<::~ 

i~iI[!~I                Changes to faculty and staff access to the 

I ConnectCarolina application take place Dec. 

18 Off-campus access requires VPN, On-campus wireless access requires UNC-Secure. These 

changes protect the security of sensitive data in ConnectCarolina. Please note that on-campus wired 

access does not change. 

Get the "big picture" of progress on the ConnectCarolina 

Finance and HR/Payroll project. View the new 

~,,’_’~,j_~ !__i b’_’_,,’~ ii_,,’_’._~ __~ ,’~:!_L.-’_=. You can also download a version 

su tabe for pr nt ng 

i: ~*’" ""~" "~"~’~"q’¢’~ *" """ 

~ Login to ConnectCarolina is now through the landing page 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http://my unc.edui ) web page will be phased out. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Large Companies Prepared to Pay Price on Caxbon 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~NTHISEMAILI i~i NYT I VVod~ ~ U.S ~ Business Spots Arts ~Fashion&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Top News 

Large Compardes Prepared to Pay Price on 

Carbon 

More thm~ bvo dozen of the ~mt~on’s h~gg~st eo~oraticms, 

including lhe five m~or oil companies, ate" pi~’paHng to pay 

efimate--related taxes, a departm’e from the policies they usually support. 

Chicago Pro°sues Deal to Change Pension 

:Fmtding 

Mayor Rahm Emanuel said proper%’ kaxes wo~fld double or 

services wou~d be eat if the city did not gel pensio[~ relief 

Rahm 

Poor Black and Hisp~mic Men Are the Face of 

The number of new H.I.V. infections na[ionu~de remains 

skabbornly slack, with more and more occurring it~ young black 

a~d Hispmfie mere 

k, who 

Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~ vmEo: The Tria~s of3acob Maeh 

A 24-r~a~l~l[e documentary follows a Lost Boy who, ~2 years after 

leaving Sudam has l))ut~d that the &’earn of a better life is both all 

arom~d a~d just ouN~de h~s grasp. 

, Re~ated .&rtic~e 

Den9 

Msch 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

M~king Low Wages [J wd~e 

Wha[ can be do~e to improve the ]~ving s[andards of workers 

the bottom of Lhe pay scale? 

L.ow 

Wages 

.~va b e 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SHARIFF GIBBONS> of GMHC in New York, on an increase in H,LV. infection among 
yonng black and Hispanic men. 

World 

MATTER 
I £ An 

Ba~’~ 4oo~ooo-~ear-O]~d Chle tO H~nan 
interpret 

O~]~S 
ation of 

B? C’-,RL ZH~:iME~ 
I 

th~ 

DNA from a fossil in Spain most c]osely maLehes another exfiucL 

human lineage, Denisovans, whose remains have been fi)und thousands of rn~les 

away i~ Siberia. 

Major Hezbollah F~gure, Tied to S.~’im~ %~ar, Is 

Assassinated Near Beirut 

As questions swirled about why and by whom the leader, 

Hassane I,aqees, was killed, Hezbo]]ah accused Israel, saying it 

would have to bear "ramifications?’ 

The Lede: Image Links Official 1o Battle for Syria 

_~ansterdam Has a Deal for Alcoholics: Work ~.g,.o~,p; 

Paid ha Beer                                                   ~iooho, 

tolerance is giving alcoholics street-deanh~gjobs and paying 

them pmdy in beer, hut conservative politicians denounce the prqjecL as 

misguided. 

U,S. 

Docmnents Say Phones O~tside UoS. Axe Tracked 

The National Seemqty Agency is tracking the location and movemenb ~ff 

cellphones outside the United States in an effo~* to find suspicious travel 

patterns or activities by intelligence kargets, according to documenLs leaked hy 



Edward J. Snowden. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
:~ Cyciir,9 

In Detroit R~alh~g~ Thl’eats to Promises and past a 
Delroit 

A judge’s decision that benefiN could be reduced in a bankrupkcy 

proceeding has reeask khe Iandseape tbr pensions and given ~stressed clues 

leverage to backtrack on tb eir promises. 

Arizona Agency Is Fa~llted ~n Deaths of F~reflghters 

A state agency said "dae [ores’uy division put [he protection of property ahead of 

the safely of firefighters. 

~[~ Document: Yarnell Hill Fire Repot[ 

For more UO. 

Business 

$~5 Wage h~ Fast Food Sl-i~°s Debate on Effe, ets 

Repeated strikes against fasbfi:~od reslamrants have called ibr a 

sharp minimum-wage increase, to $~5 an hour, but "dae side 

efl’eets of such ajump on prices and employment a~ nuclear. 

rs in fast 
-food 

DEALBOOK 

Treas~?" Chief to Declare Big Gaines ~n Finmieial R~form 

In a broad po~h::y speech ~ntended to sigoal the admin~straUon’s views on 

financial reg~flaUons, ’FreasmT Secre~ry Jacob & Lew will also make it dear 

that more measures may be needed to stt~ngthen the global system. 

DEALBOOK 
~ Joaqu[n 

:Europe Sets Big F~nes ~n Sett~g Libor Case 

The European Unioo fined a group of globa~ financJa~                   ~urop~ 

insUtuUons a combined L7 billion em’os ($2.3 billion) on 

Wednesday to se~le charges that they eoluded to fix benchmark ~oterest rates. 

~ Understanding Ubor 

Spots 



Rad~g for Top, Ow~ers of K~ficks and Nets See 

tl~e Bottom Fall Out 

James L. Ddan, the o~er of @e Knk’ks, and ~,1ikhai~ D. 

ProD~orov, the owner of the Nets, share a city a*i a*~ approach 

that has saddled them wkh high payr4ls for weak teams. 

, N.B A. Rounaup: Garr~e in Mexico Ci~ Postponed After Smoke Fills Arena 

~ Knicl,;s’ Three-Win Circus Draws Spotlight 

:g the 

Kidd Reticent on Demotion of Assistant 

,~. day after Nets O:~aeh ,laso~ Kidd demoted I~wrenee Frank to a mn&-vedueed 

role firing daily repoV~s, he insisted it had no~ been a di@e@~ &dsion ~o make. 

, Fran~, Once Kidd’s R~gh> Han~ Man~ Is Demoted 

ESSAY 

Three Rhtgs Erase Sting of Losi~tg EllsbuD" 

Jaeoby Ellsb~rT’s joining @e Yankees is not @e same as when 

other former Red Sex players s*~eh as Sporty Lyle, Roger 

clemens and Wade Bogs wet to New York and won titles. 

Boggs 
played 

~< 1 years 

Fer mei~ spoi!.s r~ews, go to NYTimee~com/Sporte ~* 

Arts 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Let the Red Carpets 

Prizes handed o@ this week for the @otham Independent Fihn 

Awards, the New York Fihn Critics Circle sd the Nati@~al Board 

of Review began b set the stage for the Academy Awards in March. 

Three Rockwell Classics Brhg Nearly 857o8 

Nemean Roel~el]’s "Sayi% @’ace," o~e of the artist’s most 

popular covers for I%e Saturday Evening Post, sdd for raore 

than d@ble its estimated price. 

Christie s Reveals Detroit Art Appraisal 

The heart of the Detrdt Institute of irts co]lectk~n wo@d raise 

between 8452 million and $866 million if sold, according to an 

apprNsa] by Christie’s, 

Ethan 

~2[k° 

Detroit’s 

largest 

Fashion & Style 

DRESS CODES 

Appropriately Inap]l~ropriate for ’Festive Dress’ 

If invi ’rations request festive attire, what’s a man to do? First, 

don’t pa~ie. Second, do~’t by a eostnme. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Dressing for a Festive Holiday Pang 

The Image Chase~° 

Know~ for his wotq< with digit~l images, Pascal DangJ~ is stel.~ping 

out onto a wider stage: fashion branding. 

Heady Days for Hai,¯ in the NoF,L 

Helmets just get i~ the w~y ofs@e in today’s N.FI. 

,[~] Slide Show 

Dangin, 
whose 

I 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: A~atomy ofa See~m: ’O~t of the 

Scott Cooper nabs’ares a sequence fl’om his film featuring C3sey 

Affleck, Woody Ha 

~ WDEO: Vicarage S~’le h~ Bucharest 

The old center of Bucharest, Romania. highlights vintage style 

and noneonformib’ in local fashiom Victor Plaeinta, an 

architect, said his wardrobe is insph’ed by British sgde. 

~ WDEO: App Smart: Docume~t Scamfi~g 

A mobile app could make the scanner at your home or office a 

thing of the past. 

Obituaries 

Pau~ .A~ssaresses, 95, Who Tortured ?dgeriar~s, 

Dies 

General Aussaresses shinned France in 2000 when he assm ted 

that he tor[nred and summarily executed dozens of prisoners 

din:i*% his countt?is war in Algeria fl:mr decades emqier. 

Vince~t A. Marchise~ Ex=New York Legislator 

From BroiL% Dies at 85 

Mr. Marchiselli, electcd in ~974. as a rel~rmer, was a defiant 

w:4ee against his bot’ou~a’s scandal-searred Democratic 

organization. 

Dick Dodd, ][.cad Singer of the Stande||s, Dies at 

The Standells’ most famous so~)g, "Dirb~ Water," beeame a hit in 

the mid-~96os and the anthem of Boston sports tearas decades 

later. 

The 

s, with 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The President on ]~mq~al~ty 

Mr. Obama said in a speech on the economy and the widening gap in national 

ineome that he will devote the rest of his presidency to the crucial issue of social 

m obility. 

EDITORIAL 

Egypt’s Latest Constitution 

:V21er dabbling in democracy, Egyptians face the choice of reve~ing ko a 

seem’~~ state. 

EDITORIAL 

New York’s ’Legalized Bribery’ 

A repmt on ethics in A~bany reads like an encyclopedia of seandaI. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why the D~tch Love Black Pete 

In the Netherlm~ds, the gl~ck Pete debate m~derscores how deep 

lies the fear oflosiug ideu’d~i. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Presider~t, the Pope and the People 

The idea that honest work should p~y an h~-~nesk wage is part 

the American soeiaJ col~t~’aet - and one that is in danger (d 

disintegra[ing. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Once again, serial eonse~azatives are out in lk)ree and feeling 

picked on over Llying Lo protect the Christian holiday~ 

~ Columnis~ Page 

For mare opinion; go to NYTimee.eom!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYrimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have (#~estiens? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

This is an autornated emaii. Please do rio[ [eply directiy [o this ernail 

You received this message because yell signed up [er NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headl#~es rlewsietter. 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour Email :: Privacy Policy I Cont~3ct i Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 8:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Last Days of C~unpaign! Let’s Show Tar Heels (five More’. 

What are you willing to do to take the C~xolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign over the finish line? What axe we rolling to do to beat NC S~te in per capi~ giving 

this yem? What more can UNC employees do to suppo~ the myriad of non-profit age~mies that upli~ those mnong us seeing food, sheltec education -- m~ 
oppo~ni~~ to get ~ck on their feet? 

If you have Nmady submi~ed a paper pledge fo~, T.~’ 4 ?:::~ ::::;~ L:::. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance m choose a cause you care about and plan a conNbution lbr the coming year~ 

Join us in giving ~ck~ Click on the ~ ~ ~, ::: :~:/:~ :~::~ link ~low and support causes you care about through the SECC~ The need is groat but our oppormm~ is 

greater. A gilt ofa~y size is appreciated, m~d Nyroll de&tcfion allows you to spreM payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay latec sm~ing in 

JanuaD~ or choose another payment method that works best for you. 

ImpoSer [ntbrmalion: Only payroll &ducfion m~d credit card options am available oifline. If you rash to pledge by cash or chec~ you must complete a pa~r fo~ 

and submit your fo~ and contribution m your team capm~n. If you rash m pledge by Nyroll &ducfion or c~dit ca~t, please click on the "Give Now" ~nk below 

and follow the instructions to enter in your ~C- ChaNl Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW~ When you get to the website, enter your ~C-Cha~l Hill Onyen and password. 

As you o~n each page, you will immeNately see that this process is veD~ easy[ There are only five steps, and it should ~ke oNy five minutes to complete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience tbr making your gilt to the SECC cha~tie~ and we hope you roll too~ 

Th~k you for your #ft m the Caro~na Cares, Carolina Shares ~aritable GivMg Campai~ / State Employees Combined CmnpN~. We deeply 
appreciate your generosi~ ~d thou~fl~ consideration of others. 



OUR Newsletter 
December 5, 2013 

Note: This will be our final newsletter for 2013. We wish you all a safe and happy holiday break. 

Publication will resume in January 2014. 

The Office for Underg:ad~Jate ..’4,esea:ct: newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our w,’-~bsite or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

¯ On the Biers 

¯ !.i!~c:omi!)a OUR Eveni~ 

Stude~-=t~e~m Con=petit}on ~-~rogrsm 

On the Blogs 

Oi..ip [-31,,~9: Check out these two blog entries by OUR student staff, one about i:o~:~ ~ that provide 

research experiences, and one about some of the :esou:ce.% that are available to undergraduate 

researchers. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

If you’re thinking of applying for a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship, plan ahead to attend 

our second and final SURF Information Session: 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

FPG Student Union, Room 3408 

In this workshop, you will hear from past Summel U[ldergl ~du~t.~! Res.~!~[ch F~ iiow.%i~iI~" (SURF) 

recipients about how they developed their successful proposals There will also be a short 

presentation by the \Nri~i!~.q Ceil!:~!r on how to develop proposals. A representative from the ©ffic~ of 

Huma~ Research ~::thics will also speak briefly about human subjects research. You will have the 

opportunity to talk with OUR staff about proposal design, and learn more about SURF Peer Writing 

Advisors who can give you valuable feedback on your proposal prior to submission 



course? The application deadline for Spring courses is December 12, and the application deadline 

Maymester/Summer courses is January 27 Check out more information about the deadli~ie.~ aild 

    ,"wehowhaSs Congratu lations to :? U 13 ::-:U~~.~ recipient ~ s -s -: .2.uf d,~,    been awarded a Mitchell ScholarsMp 

National Conference on 
Undergraduate Research 

~ ~.~ ~ 

~ ~.~ ~ 



details are available l~ere. 

the diversity of scholars working in the social and behavioral science fields. The program includes an 

educational component as well as research experience Students receive a stipend, housing and travel 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here...............‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Nelson Mandela, South Africa’s Liberator as Prisoner and President, 
Dies at 95 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book¯ 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Friday, December 6, 2013 

IN THIS EMAIL ’t~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Obituaries 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Nelson Mandela, South Africa’s Liberator as 
Prisoner and President, Dies at 95 
By BILL KELLER 

Mr. Mandela’s quest for freedom in South Africa’s system of 
white rule took him from the court of tribal royalty to the 
liberation underground to a prison cell to the presidency. 

¯ Go to Complete Coverage ~ 

Bratton to Lead New York Police for Second 
Time 
By J. DAVID GOODMAN 

Mayor-elect Bill de B]asio named as the next police 

commissioner William J. Bratton, who held the post in the 199os 

and will return at a time of low crime and a deepening rift between officers and 
the public. 

¯ ~ Graphic: How Crime Declined in New York City and the U.S. 

¯ ~ Video: De Blasio Announces Police Commissioner 

, ~ William J. Bratton on the Issues 

Congress Nears Modest Accord on the Budget 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Conservative House Republicans are likely to balk at the deal, 
and Democrats have not said whether they will make their 
support contingent on an extension of jobless benefits. 

.................................................................................................................. FO[ r~�~r~ tOP r~s, go to N~’T!mes:cQm ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: The Life of Nelson Mandela, 1918-2o13 

Mr. Mandela, who led the emancipation of South Africa from 

white minority rule and served as his country’s first black 

president, died at 95. 

¯ Related Obituary 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Mandela Taught a Continent to Forgive 
By JOHN DRAMANI MAHAMA 

Africans were transformed by his time in prison. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"He was our father, our mother, our everything." 

NUMFUNDO MATLI, 28, a housekeeper, on Nelson Mandela. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

China Pressures U.S. Journalists, Prompting 
Warning From Biden 
By MARK LANDLER and DAVID E. SANGER 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. raised the issue as Beijing 
withholds accreditation for j ournalists from The New York Times 
and Bloomberg. 

Clashes Erupt in Capital of Central African 
Republic 
By ADAM NOSSITER and SOMINI SENGUPTA 

Fighting broke out in Bangui, the capital, just before the United 
Nations Security Council approved a resolution to expand a force 
in the country. 

¯ The Lede: Reports From the Central African Republic’s ’Darkest Days’ 

Pope Setting Up Commission on the Sexual 
Abuse of Children by Priests 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO, ALAN COWELL and RICK GLADSTONE 

The announcement was a forthright acknowledgment by the 
Vatican of an enduring problem, and fit with Pope Francis’ 
pattern of willingness to set a new tone in the governance of the church. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

California City’s Return to Solvency, With 

Pension Problem Unsolved 
By RICK LYMAN and MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

Stockton has gone through what Detroit faces and hopes to 



emerge from bankruptcy protection in the spring. But its biggest 
problem, pension payments, still looms. 

¯ ~ Document: Stockton’s Plan of Adjustment 

¯ Video: A City’s Struggles I Slide Show: Before Detroit, Stockton 

Families See Colorado as New Frontier on 
Medical Marijuana 
By JACK HEALY 

More families are migrating to the cannabis-friendly state 
because of the promise of a marijuana-based oil known as 
Charlotte’s Web to treat their children’s seizures. 

Prosecutors Draw Fire for Sentences Called 
Harsh 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Critics say prosecutors are using their discretionary power to 
strong-arm defendants into pleading guilty and over-punish 

those who do not. 

........................................................................................................ E0[ [££re ~:#: r~e~s, go to NYTimes,�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Faster Pace of Growth May Not Last Long 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The estimate of growth in the third quarter was revised to a 3.6 
percent rate from 2.8 percent, with much of the gain attributed 

to inventory changes and an improving trade picture. 



Treating Allergies With Pills or Drops Instead of 
Shots 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Two companies are asking the Food and Drug Administration for 
approval to market tablets or liquids to treat allergies, drugs 
which are already available in Europe. 

DEALBOOK 

Lively Debate on the Influence of Proxy Advisory 

Firms 
By DAVID GELLES 

The S.E.C. led a discussion that examined the growing clout of 
proxy advisers, the potential for conflicts of interest, and the transparency and 
accuracy of the firms’ recommendations. 

................................................................................... F0 r r~ ore b ~sir~ e ss 9 e~ys! go t? N ~(Ti mesrc0rn(Bu s! nes stt 

Sports 

KNICKS 113, NETS 83 

Nets Make Rivals Look Newly Potent 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Knicks, losers of nine consecutive games, embarrassed the 
even-worse Nets at Barclays Center and delayed, temporarily, 
discussions about when they might hit rock bottom. 

¯ ~, Box Score 

ESSAY 

Mandela Embraced the Power of Sports for 
Resistance and Unity 
By JER~ LONGMAN 

While imprisoned, Nelson Mandela supported the international 
sports boycott that helped isolate South Africa; as president, he used sports to 
reach across the racial divide. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Longing for the Days When the Knicks 
Electrified a City 
By JULIET MACUR 

The Knicks may be less woeful than their New York rivals, but 
they have a long way to go to match the 199os teams that were sometimes 
exasperating but always exhilarating. 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~0re sp0~ts [~e~s, go to NY~ime~:c0m!Sp0rts 

Arts 

For a Village Troubadour, a Late Encore 
By LARRY ROHTER 



Dave Van Ronk, whose presence in the Greenwich Village folk- 
music scene was overshadowed by some who followed him, is 

earning new attention thanks to "Inside Llewyn Davis." 

ART REVIEW 

Clear, Opaque and Oh, So Delizioso 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Venetian Glass by Carlo Scarpa: The Venini Company, 1932- 

1947," a sublime exhibition at the Met, can radically reshape your 
ideas about form, beauty and art for art’s sake. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEWI ’WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT? BACHARACH REIMAGINED’ 

Rueful Romance, Stripped of All but 
Vulnerability 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

"What’s It MI About? Bacharach Reimagined," a musical revue at 

New York Theater Workshop, digs into the melancholy in many of the hits that 

Mr. Bacharach wrote with Hal David. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Movies 

’INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS’ 

Melancholy Odyssey Through the Folk Scene 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Inside Llewyn Davis" is an intoxicating, somewhat surreal 

ramble through the Greenwich Village folk scene in 1961. 

’TWICE BORN’ 

Warring Emotions Play Out in a Universe Torn 
by Conflict 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Twice Born" features Penelope Cruz in a drama that uses the 

199os Balkans as a backdrop. 

’OUT OF THE FURNACE’ 

Fraternal Ties, of Gut and Sinew 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Out of the Furnace" looks at the visceral bond between two 
troubled brothers. 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes.comlMovies )) 

Today’s Video 

VIDEO: Stockton’s Struggle 



Before Detroit, Stockton, Calif. was the largest city to file for 

bankruptcy. Now, Stockton is working its way back, and city 

leaders see lessons in its ordeal for other struggling 

municipalities. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: President Obama Remembers Mandela 
Mr. Obama spoke of an "influential, courageous and profoundly 

good" man, who was an inspiration and a model for many, 
including himself. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: Dec. o6, 9o13 
The New York Times movie critics on "Inside Llewyn Davis," 
"Out of the Furnace" and "Lenny Cooke." 

............................................................................................................ E0[ [p£r~ ~!d~0, go ~0 N~’~!me~�omNideo ~ 

Obituaries 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: Memories of Mandela 
Past and present Africa correspondents of The New York Times 

reflect on their experience covering Mr. Mandela. 

Martin Sharp, 71, Pop Artist Who Tested 

Boundaries, Dies 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Mr. Sharp’s posters, paintings and collages included depictions 

of Tiny Tim and Marilyn Monroe. 

Sister Mary Nerney, Advocate for Women in 
Prison, Dies at 75 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Sister Mary founded an organization that helps women 

imprisoned for killing their batterers, as well as a program to 

teach female ex-convicts construction trades. 

........................................................................................... E0[ rp0r~ 0bit#~r!es, g? to N~Times,~om!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Nelson Mandela 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The man who led a people to end apartheid in South Africa and set a moral 

example for the world. 

EDITORIAL 



The de Blasio Team Takes Shape 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The mayor-elect made two solid appointments: Anthony Shorris as first deputy 

mayor and William Bratton as New York police commissioner. 

EDITORIAL 

Money to Fight Global Diseases 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Other nations have failed to pledge enough to take full advantage of a generous 

American offer to give $1 for every Sa donated. 

FOr more 0pini0n, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Contradictions of Mandela 
By ZAKES MDA 

He left South Africa a proud legacy of freedom and tolerance. Alas, some of his 

compatriots are trampling on it. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Irony of Despair 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The rise in suicide rates prompts a sober confrontation of old and 

new questions around the will to overcome. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama Gets Real 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

With a big inequality speech, the president is finally sounding 

like the progressive many of his supporters thought they were 

backing in 2oo8. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 6, 1923, a presidential address was broadcast on radio for the 
first time as President Calvin Coolidge spoke to a joint session of 

Congress. 
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Top News 

Lowest Jobless Rate in 5 Years Raises Odds of a 
Fed Move 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

November’s strong jobs report closes a week of strong economic 

news and gave President Obama’s administration a rare bit of 
good news. 

Health Care Law Providing Relief and 
Frustration 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ and KATIE THOMAS 

The anxiety and the promise of revamping the health insurance 

system have left thousands of people in North Carolina 

struggling to sort out their options. 

Generation Born After Apartheid Sees Mandela’s 
Fight as History 
By MARCUS MABRY 

Those born after apartheid’s end say their determination to look 

to the future and not the past is the greatest tribute they can pay 

Nelson Mande]a. 

¯ ~’~ Video: Born Free in South Africa 
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ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

There’s a New Way to Read Today’s Paper 

Today’s Paper is a web app that combines the convenience of 

NYTimes.com with the structure of our printed newspaper. It’s 

designed for use on tablet and desktop browsers. Try it now. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

How the Government Gives 
By RAY D. MADOFF 

Too few charitable deductions actually serve the public good. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Yes, we were oppressed by white people; yes, it 
happened; yes, it hurt. But let us forgive each other so 
that we can move on fully and contribute fully to the 

South Africa we want to see in the future." 
NOKUTHULA MAGUBANE, 18, of South Africa. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Disappointment in Successors to Nelson 

Mandela, a Revered Father of a Nation 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

There has been a struggle to fill the shoes of Mr. Mandela and the 

other leaders of the South African liberation fight. 

Behind Scenes, Ukraine’s Rich and Powerful 
Battle Over the Future 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Protesters may be staging anti-government rallies, but behind 

the scenes an equally fierce tug-of-war is being waged among a 

small group of ultra-wealthy businessmen. 

6 Arrested in Theft of Truck With Radioactive Waste 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD and PAULINA VILLEGAS 

Government officials said the people checked into a hospital not far from the 

central Mexican town where a stolen truck carrying radioactive cobalt 60 was 

found abandoned. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes,comlWorld 

North Korea Says It Has Released Veteran It 
Held After Visit 
By BARRY BEARAK and CHOE SANG-HUN 

Merrill Newman did top-secret work as an Army intelligence 

officer during the Korean War. On a return visit to the North this 

fall, he was accused of war crimes and held, then released. 



Fleeing to Next Town, Bosses May Find Minimum Wage Is 
Rising There, Too 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

When businesses threatened to move across county lines if the minimum wage 
was raised, a county councilman was able to get three governments to agree to 
raise it together. 

Enrollment Errors Put Medical Coverage at Risk 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The Obama administration said Friday that the enrollment records for roughly a 
quarter of all the people who signed up for health insurance on its website in 

October and November could contain errors. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Pushed Out of a Job Early 
By MICHAEL WINERIP 

Age discrimination claims are on the rise as members of the post- 
World War II baby boom enter their 6os. 

A Tricky Airline Merger, but With Labor’s 
Blessing 
By JAD MOUAWAD 

As American Airlines and US Mrways join to become the world’s 
largest airline, the new company will have to combine two 
carriers with vastly different operating cultures and backgrounds. 



F.D.A. Approves Pill to Treat Hepatitis C 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The Food and Drug Administration has approved Sovaldi, from 

Gilead Sciences, which will let some patients be treated for a 

minimum of la weeks, but at a cost of $1,ooo per daily pill. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness )) 

Sports 

KNICKS 121, MAGIC 83 

Day That Starts Well Ends Even Better for the 
Knicks 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

The Knicks followed their vi~ory over the Nets with another 

resounding win, over the Orlando Magic, as they shot better than 5o percent. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

, Sports of The Times: Longing for the Days When the Knicks Electrified a City 

ON BASEBALL 

Yanks Try a New Tactic: Restraint 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Allowing second baseman Robinson Cano to leave for Seattle 

rather than significantly increase their offer of $175 million for 

seven years was a victory for the Yankees. 

U.S. Faces Difficult Path in World Cup 
By SAM BORDEN 

The United States, which made a dramatic run to the knockout 

rounds four years ago in South Africa, will have a much more 

difficult task this time. 
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Arts 

LAST CHANCE 

Art, a Balm After the Storm 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Come Together," which started as a feel-good celebration of 

artists affected by Hurricane Sandy, has evolved into a 

celebration of the New York art world. 

An Assist for Weinstein’s ’Mandela’ 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Harvey Weinstein, a master at building buzz around his movies, 

walks a fine line in publicizing his new film, "Mandela: Long 

Walk to Freedom." 

¯ Movie Review 



Father to a Nation, and to a Family 

A Collector Bets His Eye and His Gut 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

The collector Steve Wilson takes in the sights of Art Basel Miami 

Beach at a sprint and in the mood to buy. 
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Travel 

Beneath Malta’s Beauty, a Tangled History 
By ELISABETH EAVES 

The Mediterranean island-nation of Malta couples a tranquil, 

movie-set surface with an astoundingly rich past. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Views From Malta 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

Too Late to Book a Holiday Getaway? Not 

Necessarily 
By SETH KUGEL 

If you want to make a last-minute escape to a warm-weather 

destination, you can still find deals - you just may need to work for them. 

THE GETAWAY 

Apps to Smooth Your Journey 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

From discovering Wi-Fi hot spots to booking last-minute hotels 

to finding restaurants at the next highway exit, these apps can 

help make travel a little easier. 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Senator Kirsten Gillibrand." In Her 
Words 
The senator from New York talks about how her grandmother 

inspired her to enter politics, and the way women work together 

in the Senate. 

~ VIDEO: Reflections From Soweto 
Near Nelson Mandela’s former home, South Africans mourn the 
late leader and remember his legacy as a freedom fighter. 

~ VIDEO: Born Free 
The future of South African politics may depend on the 



generation born after Mandela. 
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Obituaries 

Michael Kammen, Historian of U.S. Psyche, Dies 
at 77 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Mr. Kammen, a Pulitzer Prize-winning author, helped cast the 

form of the modern scholarly field known as memory studies. 

Ahmed Fouad Negm, Dissident Poet of Egypt’s 
Underclass, Dies at 84 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Mr. Negm’s fearless and often mocking critiques of power made 

him a folk hero, but also earned him a total of 18 years in jail. 

Jean-Claude Beton, Who Gave Orangina Its 
Signature Bottle, Dies at 88 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Mr. Beton used imaginative marketing techniques to popularize 

a sophisticated citrus soft drink. 
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Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Work and Rewards 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Job numbers are stronger than expected, but many jobs still do not pay enough 

for workers to make a decent living. 

EDITORIAL 

A Pope’s New Path on Child Abuse 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

After decades of Vatican indifference and evasion, the new church leader will 

seek reform proposals from a global commission. 

EDITORIAL 

A Bad Decision at Guantfinamo 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Forcibly returning detainees to countries where they reasonably fear for their 

safety is a perverse move. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Lesson Before Dying 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Nelson Mandela’s life provides a blueprint for those seeking 

justice. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Two Cheers for E-Cigarettes 
By JOE NOCERA 

Why won’t public health advocates lend support to smokers 

using a device that could ultimately save lives? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Winter Games, Caucasian Misery 
By EKATERINA SOKIRIANSKAIA 

A wave of repression before the Olympics is inflicting deep 

damage. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 7, 1941, Japanese warplanes attacked the home base of the 
U.S. Pacific fleet at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, drawing the United States 

into World War II. More than 2,3oo Americans were killed. 
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Top News 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorg~ Tab~flated Bush~ess l~ked to Chir~a sh~,~r,~ I 

I Confidenfi a ] doc~n}ents ogSr th e nlost deta i led aeeou n t yet of 

JPMorgan (; ~ase’s "Sons and Daugkke~s" hiring program in Chiua, which has 

been ak the eeriter of a federal bribery irivesdgatiorio 

, .~:: Oomment Post a Cotangent I Read 

In Mass .Attacks, New Advice Lets Medics Rusli 

T~e Federal Emergency Management :\ge~cy has released 

gnidelines on mass casualty events for first re, sponders, 

recommending entry ink) "~sarm z~-.,nes" before t~ey are secured. 

~,;al] Street Mothers, StayoIIome Fathers 

For growi~g m~mbers of women on Wall St~eet, slaty-at-home 

~a usbands are enabling tl~em ko eompeb ak work ~th new 

intensib~. 

Coiumbi 

Jan de 

Beur in 

For morr~ toi) news. ~r) to NYTin~es.oom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZI NE 

Now O~ne ] The l-~olkhy Issue 

In T’s final iss~_e of the year, ~se get inko the festi~,e mood of the 

season and pay tribute to the creative genius of ReJ Kawakubo, 



the enduring allure of icoaie old restaurants, the seduction of 

Tangier and more. 

OPINION I OPINION 

The Case for 

The o~ly possible solution to the gender cli~’ide on housework 

for everyone to do a lot less of it. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

FAAN1ECLO TkAK£L~ who has worked as a waitress in South Africa. 

World 

in Nat~on Remade by Mandela, Noc~al Equality 

Remah~s Elusive 

Black South African, s are still ~’er~.; i~r hehiud whites when it 

comes to iueome aud education, and by some measures falling 

further bach 

In C~ba’s Press, Nt~’eets m~d L~’h~g Rooms, 

Glhm~ers of Opem~ess to Criticism 

In recent yeats, Cuba~a dose to the communist government 

have begun k~flNng more openly about the economy, the political 

leadership a~d the restrictions they resent. 

ARer decades of diaeriminatkm m~d neglect, many Bedoni~s am:l 

their suppoAers see, in Isradi ofl)rs d jobs, edueahon and 

homes, a plot to destroy their way of life. 

, ~ Graphic: Bedouin Vii~ages That Could Face Relocation 

black 

S°uth I 

U,S. 

In Hog, ton, Armored Cars Are Doing the 

Opposite of Diss~ading Robbers 

WRh ~ armored-car heists this year, the Texas city accounts rot 

about a third ~ff the national total. One company, hit four times, 

took the unusuN step of publicly calling out "the bad guys." 

odd 



SOLDOTNA JOURNAL 

A]aska~s T]hin Li~e Betwee~ Campi~g and 

A land of vast beaub’ can mask a hard reality ~3at "~is is a place 

whe~ people in t~aBle can feel los L in the wilderness. 

Ameriea~ Veteran Seized by North K(~rea During 

a Tour llet~ns Hon~e 

Mer~4]I Newma~ was released aRer a month of detention 

No[~h Korea after exp[~ssing regre[ for his a~’tions tinting 

Korean War. 

n with 

Business 

Britai~’s Mh~istry of N ~dges 

Inspired by American behavioral economies, the British 

government is finding new w~ys to gently prod people to pay 

taxes, find jobs and insulate their homes. 

Nadoff Vkgtims, Five Years the Wiser 

Speaking fl’om experience, victims of the Madoff Ponzi scheme 

advise other investors to diversi~- their savings, ibcus on what 

really matters in life and resist giving up. 

FAIR GAME 

Pla~Xr~g Pensio~ Gmes 

As cities and states face shortfalls, there is a need for rnore 

disclosure, not less, about pension flmds. 

and Burr ] 

, retJ;e~s 

Sports 

AUBURN ~9, M~SSOUR~ 4~ T,.o 
Mason, 

SEC Title                                                   ~ubur~ 

Tre Mason had 3o4 r~Jsh]ug yards for Auburn, which beat 

Missom~ l))r the Southeastern Conf~renee championship al~er finishing 0--8 in 

the ]eag~e in 2o~2. 

Box Score 



Qual~e~0baeks o~l~ Rise, and on Co|lision Course 

The Seahmvk~’ Russell Wilson and 49er~’ Colh~ Kaepernick 

appear to be qnm terha& stars h~ the maMng, but in raany ways, 

they could not be more diffe~mL 

ON BASEBALL 

Cane Renews a Rivalry Across a Great Divide 

Even befbre Robinson Cane, the paths of the Yankees and 

Mariners have been oddly intertwined despite their 

geographical, and eompe fitive, differeneeso 

Griffey 
Jr, no 

Arts 

Musicals Coi~ld~’t Be Hotter Off Broadway (by 

7,00o Miles) 
LB: PATIdC~, H E.::,L’, 

Seoul, South Korea, has become a boomtown for Amer{cm~ 

musicals, with producers opening Ko~vanqanguage versions of 

hits and flops alike. 

A PNneess Finds Her Dark Side 

Amy Adams may always be a wMe-eyed pr4m~ess to many fm~s, 

but she continues to brave darkcr t~?~es, most notably in 

":~neriean H us fie," 

the 

For a Village Troubadour, a Late Eneo~oe 

D ave Vm~ Ron k, whose prese~ce i n th e O reenwi ch Villa ge folk- 

music scene was overshadowed by some who followed him, is 

earning new attention thanks to "Inside Llewyn DavisY 

left~ Bob 
Dylan, 

Magazine 

A Lost Boy Grows Up 

12 years after leaving Sudan, a Lost k~oy has found that the 

dream of a better life is both all arcamd and just outside his 

grasp. 

, [] Times Documentary: The Trials of .Jacob Mach 

SHOPTALK 

Positively Fourth Street, All Over Agair~ 

Rcereating the Greenwich Village of the ~96os, using the East 

Village, Brooklyn and Chinatown. 

~D Video: Preview of ’Inside [Jewyn/)avis’ 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

The Wedding Fix i[s In 

Can the Internet remedy the piece-gouging problem in the 

wedding im:lust~3~9 

, Kconomix B~og: The Wedding Markup 

Den9 [ 
M~ch 

I 

Today’s Video 



~ v~:o: On Stage irt Seoul 

Building on fi~e phenomenal popularib7 of Korean pop tousle and 

soap operas among women in their 2o8 and Sos, Broadway and 

Korean producers are turning Seoul into a boomtown for 

American musicals. 

~ vine:o: Math for Real 

An innovative new high school in Brooklyn e~ergizes math and 

science studenN and links them directly to the teeh indust~7. 

~ Editorial Who Says Math Has to Be Boring’? 

~ VIDEO: ~l~Jllldela.° Lo~g V~;aIk to Freedo~~ 

The Times e~qtie Stephen Holden reviews "Mandela: Long Walk 

to Freedom." 

Obituaries 

Tabu Ley Roehereau Dies; Spread the Sourtd of 

Souko~s 

Global influences could be beard in the music of Mr. Tabu, a 

Congolese singer, songwriter and politician. 

Delbert Tibbs, Who Left Death Row and Fought 7~{ Delberl 
Against It, Dies at 74 iibbs’ right, in 

Mr. Tibb8, sentenced to death in I074 for a murder and rape in 

Florida, was one of six people whose sto~es of wrongful 

co~victi on an d ~ea r executi on were told in the play "The Exo~erated." 

_At~t Kami~tsky, Top Age~t for Hockey Players, Dies at 66 

At one point, Mr. Kaminsky represented about one-third of the players in the 

NotLL., and he branched out to handle broadcasters. 

Far mare obitue:i~s, i~: to NYTimee,eom;Obituariee ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL I NUMBERS CRUNCH 

Who Says Math Has to Be Boring? 

It’s time to overhaul the way math and science are taught. 

, E~I Video: Mati~ for Reel Life 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 

Borderli~e Insaraity at the l~’e~ee in Nogales 

The failure to reform _~m~eriea’s immigra tion laws feeds cruelb, 

a~d death o~ the border. 

EDITORIAL 

Work m~d Rewards 

Joh numbers are sh’ouger thau expected, but many jobs still do uot pay enough 

for worl<e~s to make a decent living. 

For i:~;re or~inian go ta NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A F|i~ Diw~rsion 

A birth aboard an ai~t)la~e br~egs relief and a sense of hope, 

temporarily. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Bible as Bludgeon 

In heated political campaigns, there’s inadequake separation of 

cbm’ch and state. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obm~aeare Tarns a Corner? 
::.:.’ F’O.B" : L~O:J~SAr 

The website has rallied. But will the right custc,me~ buy in ? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 
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Top News 

O~ Health Exchanges~ Premimns May Be Low, 

but Other Costs Can Be Hi#l 

Deductibles and other oubof-poeket costs on p]al~s bought 

through the governm en t are much higher than the typical 

employe~,-sponsored polieyo 

Fad’s Plan to Taper N~.im~h~s Effort Is Not 

:Ex~peeted Until Next Year 

Significant dckails of the eventual re~’eak also remain d~e 

subje~’ts of anresolved debates, according to public statements 

by Fed oflSeia]s and intel~’iews with some oft.hem. 

Easte~ States Press Midwest to hnp~0ove Air 

The l~2ast Coast stakes, including New York and Connecticut, 

have l~)r more {hart 15 years been subje,:.~ ~o strk.{er air pollation 

reqnireme~N than many other pints of the eounhy. 

, seated I 

Federal 

ResepCe 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZI NE 

Now Online I The Holiday Issue 

In T’s final issue of the year, we get into the festive mood of the 

season and pay kz~bute ko the ere’alive genius of Rei Kawakubo, 

the endm~ng allare of iconic old restaurants, the sednction d 
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Savh~g the Fed From Itself’ 

A Republican ease for a S~ h~ll]on s~irnalus, 

Worid 

Grow in 

Protes Ls in Ukraine’s capital, which have grown for [wo weeks ..... ~:~ 

and seemed to reach new heights Sunday, show [he depth of rage 

at ! rkrain e’s president, wh o h as few pa latable option s to defuse tb e cou ~tw’s 

crisis. 

No ut]h Korea A~mo~mees Expar~Mo~ of ]Its Air 

Defe~tse Zoom 

The move eveaDs a m~lkatT aft; patrol ~egion that overlaps wkh 

zones declared by Japan and China at a [lme of hdghh)ned 

tensions ove~ dispnted terr{toW in the region. 

seok, a 

spokes 
ma#for 

In Soweto m~d Beb<md~ Mm~dela Still Serves as a 

Beaeon of Hope 

South ~i’ieans aer~-~ss khe eounhT began a week of 

commemorations of Nelson Mandda’s life with what o~Sdals 

called a day of prayer and reflection. 

~ InNFactive Feature: Nelson Mandela’s Legacy: FU~I Coverage 

~ South Afdcans Prepare for Days of Mourrflng and Commemora[~on 

U.S, 

Amid the Uproar Over the Health Law~ Voices of 

Quiet Opti~Lsm and ReJiet° 

Despite its flaws, the insm’anee market has given hol:,e to many 

w~o could not aflk)rd coverage or were denied it because of 

existing medical conditions. 

Clockwi 
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In S]~epherding Detroit Bankruptcy, Lawyer 

Tackles a Job ~[-le D~d~£t _&~k For 

KeDm I3. Orr, Detroit’s emergency manager, has faced cdticism 

fl’orn those who dislike his proposals %r mending the ~’ity’s 

finances, ineludlng possibly eu~lng perish:ms. 

~ ~nte~active ~eature: Anatomy of Detroit’s 0e@ne 

Tensions :Rise as h~dia~m Seliools C|fief a~d 

G overnor Clash Over N ew ~ency 

In a public polifiea] fight, the top educafio~ official, an elected 

Democrat, has accused the Republican governor of undermining 

her o~ce. 

D. Orr, 

who has 

Mike 

g~eeted 

Business 

"i’ech G~ar~ts Issue Call for iJnfits on Gover~nnent 

F, ight m aj or companies~ ]ed by Google a n d Microsoft, are callbag 

[or tighk’r controls on surveillance of their customers’ data by 

&overmnen hs worldwide. 

DEALBOOK 
:~ The 

Near a Vote, Vok~kcr R~fle Its Wea[heHng New r~, 

a~a~ks 
wh ~ch 

blve regulatoW agencies are to vote Tuesday on the cule, whk~h 

~as met w~th thinly veiled threats of challenges fl’om 5anks and ~asiness trade 

~Fo1]ps. 

~ irlte~active Tkneline: Tracking the Volcker Ruie 

A P~*b|~e ~Voeks Boom in Japan Has Echoes From 

the Lost Decade 

Japan’s much-lauded growth plan is a tbrowba& to "~e eountW’s 

troubled ’9os when it t~ied hard to build ~ts way back h) 

pvospeHb~, 

Sports 



iFrom Playoff Race h~ Fi~g iFashio~                    o~’h~. 

~y flickering playoff hopes the Giants harbored expired in Sau 

Diego in a hN1 of mis ~kes and nfisl)~rtune, as they fell behind and were ~v~uted. 

~E]Box Score 

49ERS 19, SEAHAWKS 17 

San Francisco Demonstrates That It Has a 

Home- Field Advmttage, Too 

San Francisco kept itself i~ the wild-card playoff pmsuJt by 

ed~ng the Sea~awks, whom they could meet again in datumU. 

,~ Box Score 

~ N.FL Roundup: Brees and SainN Break Up Pan[hers’ Winning Streak 

~ Day’s Best in the NF.L 

Holl)~’ood Buildup Prepared the Way for 

Brya~t~s Ret~lrr~ to the Floor 

Kobe Bryant’s first N.B.A. game since he was injured last season 

was heralded by a two-mim~te video produced by the Lakers am:l 

nonstop discussions on Los Angeles spot’as radio. 

end 

Vernon 

B~’ant 

ddbblinq 

Arts 

Capital Salutes 5 Stars ~rith Kc~nedy Ce~ter 

Horrors 

Hve Hollywood stars received t~e 36th annual Kenne@ Center 

tlonors l})r lifetime achievement in khe performing aAs. 

Billy Joel 
a~ ’,he 

White 

THEATER REVIEW I ’CHURl’ 

A]essandri Ferri and He,man Corn@:~ p~ay ]oYers o[ veYy 

di fferent a ges in "Ch (~H ," a dram a[ioa]Iy m u ted hut gorgeo ~ sly 

danced new work fi’om the choreographer Martha Clarke, 

:Flea Theater Gets a Place to Call Home 

h~ I~:~wer Ma~hattan, the F~ea, an Off Off Broadway theater, has 

managed to persevere and thrive arm’ the post--SepL ~* 

devastatkm. 

Ostrow; 

left Jim 

21y 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Whe~0e Freedom ofl-l~e Press Is Muftled 
f.:y L’AVH.) 

China and Bri~in both underscore how transparency, however 

painful in the moment, alk~ws democracy, busi~ess and the 

citizenry to thrive in dm long run. 

Magazine .Assistar~ts Add Social Media to 
Kietn,’w Sched~g m~d Coffee Rm~s p~o&~ 

The modern assistant has an m~derstanding of social media that ...... 

time--strek:hed (and old school) magazine executives lack, and 

im?~vas~ng]y they are assuming respcmsibiliV fi:~r spreading the magazine’s 

message. 



Quips Follow Denw~r Post’s Naming of Marijuana 

Editor, but Its Intent Is Serious 

With c~lorado set to legalize "~e sale o~ recreational ma~jnana 

on Jan. i., The Post named I~ardo Baca its marij aana cditor. 

Bacs, 

mari~uan 

Today’s Video 

When New O e~sey began allmdng same-sex marriages, Christine 

Ne~nan and EJleen Brims gave themselves six wed<s to plan a 

wedding. The couple met at Catholic school and have been 

together 23 years. 

Related Articie 

The Tirnes critic Stephen Holden reviews "Mandela: Long Walk 

to Freedom." 

Obituaries 

Edouard Nio|inaro, French Film Director, Dies 
85 

Mr. Mo]inaro had many kqevision shows and movies to his 
credit, bnt "La Cage aux Folles" is his best-known work, 

Edoua;d 

Molinaro 

2009 

_At~t Kaminsky, Top Agent for Hockey Players, Dies at 6{i 

At one point, Mr. Kam ~nsky represented about one-third of the pb~yers in the 

N M.L, and he branched out to handle broadcasters. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Nr, de Bl~sio s Fiscal Cha||en~e 

Pain is on the way for the next mayor, despite Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s 

proposal for a balanced budget. 

EDITORIAL 

V~;hen Bishops Direct ~’Iedieal Care 

A lawsuit fi~ed on behalf or" a ?vliehigan woman highligbks the conflict between 

religious mandates and a bospitaI’s duty. 

EDITORIAL 

Franet~’s New Approach l-o Oarbing Prostitution 

Proposed legislation airns to treat prosdtntes as exploited and abused victirns 

rather than as criminals. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

T]he Cast~ for Tolerating E-Cigaretl-es 

No one believes that nicotine addiction is good. bll~ efforts are 

best spent on minimizing "~e resulting harm. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Pun~h~ne~t C~re 

The Republican response [o the unemployed is a ~nix of 

callousness and bad eeo~omies. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I]tam F]tom Enemy to Ally 

The nuclear deal opens the door for a much bigger breakthrough, 

Fo~ :’~e~e oeinioI~ ~o to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page [ Buy this Front Rage 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes r~interest 

[] ~i .~; ~"-~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from mwwhere with ot~r s~ite of apps: 

iPhone~) l iPad® Android [ All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectiof) ~ : m,nyLcom ~; 

About This Email 

TMs is an au~emated email Please do !lot reply dhectly to ~his email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib’_ed to pro~ect#~g you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <am~ouncments 1 @culturaldiplomacy.de~ 

Monday, December 9, 2013 6:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The Berlin International Economics Congress - "Global Trends in Creative Economies" (Berlin; March 5th - 7th, 2014) 

- Call for Applications - 

"Global Trends in Creative Economies: Education, Entrepreneurship and Tourism as Drivers of Sustainable Economic Growth" 

(Berlin; March 5th - 7th, 2014) 
www~biedc.de 

"The Future of the Millennium Development Goals in the African Union" 
(Addis Ababa; Januaiy 27th -- 31 st, 2014 .-- Hekt Parallel to African Union Summit) 

www.AddisAba ba-su mmit .or.q 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
We are pleased to announce and bdng to your attention out fodhcom~ng international con[erences and young leaders" forums (weeklong seminars), to be hosted by the ~CD ~n 
padnership with other leading organizations. The ~nformation attached below provMes fudher details on the programs offered at these events. We wou~d be extremely grateful if 
this announcement could a~so be shared with other interested padies by fomcarding the information provided below. 
If you wouM like to be kept up-to-date w~t[~ the lates~ developments at the iCD, you can inn our ma~ng list. To join the mNiing ~ist, simply send an email to 
"mai~ngs@culturaldiplomacy.orff’ w~th the word "Subscribe" in the subject ~ne; your ema~ address wN then be added to the I~st automatically. If you no ~onger w~sh to receive 
emails from the ICD ~n future, please send us an ema~l at ~nfo@culturaldip~omacv.org ~ndh:afing tMs. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
info@cult u ra~diplomacy.or# 

To view the complete ICD CNendar of Events for 2013-4, p~ease click here. 

"]~["~H~?.~ :~H~:;~,~::~::.:.; .:~]:.~::~:.~:;~::~,~::~ ~:.~:~U::~]~~::I::I::~: 0qi:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::~.; 0,~1::1~:~::r]~:.:.d-~¢:~:.~::~ 

"The Future of ~e Millennium Development Goals in the African Union" 
(Add~s Ababa; January 27th - 31st, 20i4 - Held Parallel to African Umon Summit) 

To apply, please click .~#_[#_ 
Two years away from the deadline set by the United Nations Mi~enNum Declaration, the ICD’s Conference on the Future of the Millennium Development Goals in the African 
Union aims to review the progress already made across Africa ~n regards to meeting the 8 Millennium Development Goals and to discuss the potential the continent has for 
fudher development, so that the targets set by world leaders at the M~ennium oumm~ in 2000 to reduce extreme poverty might be reached, sustained and expanded in the 
foreseeaMe future. 
With the deadline for these targets approaching rapkJly and significant progress remNning to be made, ~t is essential to create a new agenda for Africa, focused on 
reinvigorating the existing initiatives ~n place to tackle the eight MDGs and propel Afdca into a better economic, political and social climate. As a means to this end, the ICD 
will gather stakeholders from all sectors of society to jointly design the developmental future of the continent. 

"lnnova~ve Solutions for African Inclusive Growth and a Thriving Economy" 
(The Seychelles; February 4th = 7th, 2014) 

To apply, please c~ick .~#_[#_ 
The Congress will coastruct an overview of the severn key fact(~ in Africa’s prospects for ec(momic [mprovemenL [eadin# to the formu]afloa of im~ovafive 8~d collaborative 
strategies for grov4h. A d[ve~e range of exped speake~ from vadous backgrounds w[~ deliver lectures and workshops on the oppo~unifies afforded to Africa to advance 
position even fuflhe[ Jr~ the global economy. 
Discussions on the uNficatioa aad harmon[zatkm of Afr~csa economies w~ stimulate jo[at actio~ ~ the fieMs of good govemam~e, the ecom)m~c empowermeat of youth 
womem and the bra~din# of Africa as an attractive destinafioR for tourism 8~d investmenL The ~mx~rporafion of these elements into re#[ona] ec(mom~c policy w[]] raise the 
prone of Africa on the wodd stage, adding fu~her momentum to the current dse of Africa. 

"Global Trends in Creative Economies: Education, Entreprene~rship and Tourism as Drivers of Sustainable Economic Growth" 

(Ber n, Mamh 5th -7th, 2014) 

~e ap#y, please c~ick 
The o~set of the globs] fi~ancia~ crisis has prompted the emergem~e of creative economies 8s an 8t~racfive aad potent[Niy more viable Ntema~ive to classicN gro~h 
strategies. The ~ncreas[~g ~mpo~ance given to the cultivation of these creative industries on 8 ~]ob8] scare relies on a nove~ approach to economic development, one wNch 
adopts a more dynamic and humamcentered framework. The components of creative economies, such as new media, perfor[Nng ads, heritage, design and creative se~ices 
are beg[m~[n# to form integral paAs of the global economy, a[[ovq[ng for the exploration of innovative resources, which are accessiMe ~o developing a£d developed countries 

Promis~n~ to generate sustainable economic #[owth through the creatio~ of jobs a~d the innovation of trade, creative industries can s~multaneously occupy a central role [n 
promofin# and maintakfin# cultural diversity, social inclusion and e£v[mnmenta] sus~a[£ab[][ty. The effects are thus ~wo4old, delivering bo~h economic and 
beaefits. 
Creative [~dustries are also redefiNng the education system and the tourism [~dust~. This ~s reflected for example in the omgoing shift from traditional leisure-based tourism 
to more dynamic forms, such as ou]tu~aL educafiona~ and ecNog~ca~ ~oudsm. This diversNcafio£ of the tourism sector endches the ]ocN, re#Jona~ and the kflemafiona~ 
economy through [~s use of creative goods and se~ices and represe£ts an N~ernat[ve to ~he domestic, goods-based eco£omy 

FoRhcomin# Academic & ProNssional Development Programs 

www.ccds-berlin.de 



3"0 apply, please c~ick here 
The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies, of the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy offers educational opportunities for individuals pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, 
government, and/or the private sectoq re~ated el[her who~y or in p~ [o the fie~d of Cultur~ D~p~omacy. Ou[ programs a~e d~vJded into [he [o~lo~ing categories: D~s[ance 
Learning Courses, Professional Development seminars & Cedificate Programs, and Graduate Degree Programs ~ Cultural D~plomasy, offered ~n cooperation w~th Leading 
E~opean Unive~ities, designed specifically for governmental offic~s, academics, ~nd young p~ofessionals. 

The CCDS Js cur~entlv ~ccept~nq applications fo~ the fo~owinq proqr~ms: 
MA Programs ~ Cultu~a~ D~p~omacy 

~ ~cd-maste rpro~ ram or~ 

~ MA th Global Governance & Cultura~ Diplomacy (~lobalgovemance.de~ 

(StaR: S,of~n~ Semester- Eebfua~ !7th, 20!4) 
~ Onlthe MA in thternational Relations & Cultural Diplomacy (~:~t~fft~:~_~:~) 

(Start: Sp~ing Semester = February ~ Tth, 20 ~ 4) 

~ MA in Global~zat~on & C[#tural Diplomacy with concentration on international Relations (~f~-globalization.de~ 

(Start: Spn;ng Semester ~ February 17th, 2014) 

~ MA in thternational Relations & Cultural Diplomacy (w~ma-intemationalmlations.de! 

(Start: Fail Semester- October 1st, 2014) 

o MA in International Economics & Cultural Diplomacy (www.r~-#~tematienaleconomics.de~ 

(Start. Fall Semester- October 1st, 2014) 

Professional Development Certificate Programs in Cultura~ Diplomacy 

Topics include: thternational Relations, international Economics, the Transatlantic Relationship, thternational Media, and European Studies 
(Berlin: Next Programs Start: Februaw ~0th -21st, 2014, March 3rd - 14th, 2014) 
~#~.ccds-bedmde 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diploma~v 

~ Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & ConfiictZone Mediation 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the Global Markets 

~ Cultural Diplomacy by the A~s, Music and Cinema 

Weeklong Seminars in Cultural Diplomacy 

international Relations, Art & Culture, Berlin & Germany, the Global Economy 
(Berlin; February f0th o ’~4th, 20’~4) 

http://~rwN.culturaldiplomacy.org/academy/index.php?en acaderny 

Distance Learning Programs in Cuitura~ Diplomacy 

Topics include: thternational Relations, international Economics, the Transatlantic Relationship, thternational Media, and European Studies 
(Next Programs Start: Janua~j 6th - 31st, 2014) 
www. ccds-distance-learninq de 

~ Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & Global Governance 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the Global Markets 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & the New Media 

~ Cultural Diplomacy &, Conflict Zone Mediation 

For further information please contact us at: info~culturaldi~!~m~cvF~Lq 
If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us an email at j .n_! .o_@_c_.u__li!_u_r__a_[_d__~p_!._o_~_.a___cx,..o__~g. indicating this~ 

To view the complete ICD Calendar of Events & Proqrams for 20~13-2014 already announced, please click here 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, December 9, 2013 10:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the December 13, 2013 issue has arrived, 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~teas~! click here. 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,comichronicte,,’20~.3.t2,t3~?sub id=4.nr~V~ 

The Chronicle Review: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email 

For technical questions? Please ~.!~..k...!!.~4[~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~.[).~5~,.,’...~.[)!.[£1~., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you’re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 

call 818-487-4591. 

For your reference: 

Your publication code is: HE 
Your subscription account number: HE914098 

Your ZIP code associated with your account is: 27599-3395 

Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Philosophy <maJl.skozymmuxzrxinyq@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesdw, December 10, 2013 1:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

From Routledge Philosophy: Reframing the Intercultural Dialogue on Human Rights 

ii"~ Routledge 

Refraining the Intercultural 
Dialogue on Human Rights 
A Philosophical Approach 

approach to h~man rights an# compe~ling~y argues for its 

over riva~ approaches," --Amy Aflen. Dartmouth Col ego USA 

,n this book Flynr, stresses the vita, role 

::~ of h~tercultural dialogue ~n developing a : 

ricjhts. Iqe arcjues tha~ J’~rgen 

HabemqasBs discourse theory provides 

beth the best framework for such 

@alogue and a much-needed middle 

path between philosophical approaches 

that derive human dghts From a shsgle 

foundational source and those that 

support multiple foundations for human                                   : 

the hisbrical and political context For debates ow~r the ~ ~.~.~ ~ ~ ~.~.~ ~ By 

corapal:lbil~ty of humarl rights with Chdst~arfity, ~slam, and "Asian Valses," 

Fiynn develops a philosophical approach that is continuous with and a 

critical reflection on the intercultural dialogue on human rights He 

reframes the dialogue by s~tuating it in relation to the globaHzation of 

modem institutions and by arguing that such dialogue must address 

issues ~ke the legacy o~ cok)nialism and 9k)bal inequality whik~ also 

being attuned to actua~ political struggles for human ricjhts. Learn more.. 

ISBN: 978-0415-70602-5 :: 

::.~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychol~y P .... CRC P ..... Fo~l P .... 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscnbe at any time 

We respect your privacy and wili ;lot disclose, re;it or sell your email adr~ress to any outside organizalio;ls 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & F;ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! ] 3JH 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, please click !Le_r.e_. Please note this is an automaled operation 

£ ~ ....... a ~y ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, December 1 l, 2013 3:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Capitol Leaders Agree to a Deal on the Budget 

Today’s Headlines    wo0,,e  o ,0 ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ [)ining &~,%’ine 
Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OeThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Capitol Leaders Agree to a Deal on the Budget 

The deal, while modest in scope, amounts to a cease--fire in the 

budget wars that have debilitated Washin~o~ sh~ee 2oi1. 

~ ~ GrapNc: A Modest Compromise o~ Speeding 

Police Push Into N~ev Squt~re as Crisis Grows 

Seem’ih/threes early Wednesday stormed the central plaza in 

Kiev where protesters have been raIIying against the government 

of Preside*~t Viktor F. Yanakovieh. 

~ Timeline: Llkraine’s Path to Unrest 

wit’h 
"’°t I 

New G.Mo Chief Is Com]lm~y ~’Vomam Bo~ to It 

The Ge~eral Motors chief exeeutive, Da~iel 

retire ne~ month and be replaced by Ma~y T. Ban:a, who played 

a key role in t~e overhaul of O.M.’s vehicle lineups as product 

dev elopmen ~ chief. 

~ Ghaeg~n~ o~ the Guard i~ a [ raditiona~y Male Industry 

, Ms~?’ Bsrra, GM.’s New Chief, Speakin~ Her Mind 

~ DealBook: U S. Ends Baiiout o~ GM., Seil~n9 Last Shares of Stock 

Balm    ] 

foilowed ] 

her     ] 

Editors’ Picks 



Laws Enacted in the Year Since Newtown 

In the year since the school killings in Newtown, t~nn., states 

have passed lo9 gun.-related bil~s. Of those, 7o ~ooscned gun rest6ct~ons and 39 

t~ghtened them, A chart trac]~ their paths. 

OPINION I EDITORIAL I NUMBER CRUNCH 

Missing From Sdenee Class 

Too many girls and minorKies are being he](] back from success 

in science, technolo&~" and engineering fielc&. 

~ pa~ !: Who Says Math Has to Be Boring’? 

World 

Lebanon Worries That Ho~sing V~’ill Make 

Sy~’ian Rcfi~gees Stay 

The e~)erience (d sheltering Palestinian refi~gees has made the 

Lebanese governmen k ~v~D of any honsing for those fleeing 

Syria’s war that seems ~oo permanent. 

,D Slide Show: In Lebanon, a Fear of Permanent Refugees 

Body of Nelson Mandcla Lies in State in Pretor]a 

The coffin, draped in a South z~d~%an flag, moved in a solemn 

cortege toward the Union Bni]dings flanked by motorcycle 

outriders. 

~:orld Bids Farewell ~n the Land Mandela Freed 

Ndson Mandela~s rNn--swept memoriaI sm~qee drew tens ~ff 

thonsands of South Aflbeans and a large crowd of global V.I.PJs, 

inclur~ng President Obama and more than 9o other hea&~ ~ff 

state and government. 

~ the Lade: Show Us Your Scenes From Mandela’s Farewe~ 

~ ~ Obama’s Speech ~ ~ Photographs 

listened 
to the 

U,S, 



After Setbacks, O:~’~e Courses Are Rethought 

Large-scale online courses, hailed as a way to democratize bigbcr 

edueatk~n, }rove so far been plagued by ve~T high atkr~tion rates. 

Men ~Vit3~ Pelvic Pain Find a Path to Treatment Blocked by 

a Gynecology Board 

Obstetfician--Kvnccologists arc barred in most cases fl’om t~ati~g men, cvcn a~ 

times whe~ many eN.~erts aay they could be of help. 

Political Fi~e~t on Fa~ _~dd m~d Food Stamps 

Hits Home in the Delta 

Acrimony over a new farm bill in Congress is mirrored by the 

conflicting views i~ the Mississippi Delta abo~t cutti~g food 

stamps and overhauling the farm subsidy program. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
Paul 

Late S~m~n~er N~leet~ng Gaw~ Urgency to voucher 

Regulators on N olcker Rule ~ o,i~ ,I ~ P~ 

The so-called Volcker Rule, an effort to rein in risk-~king aRer 

the fimmcia] c[4sis, reeeivcd approval after a laborious and contentious 

negotiation. 

, Ecol~omix Slog: Making the Volcker Rule Work 

DEALBOOK                                                      [~ Paul 

q~ong and Arduous Process~ to Ban a Single Wall    : : volo~.r. 
former Street Activity ch~f o~ 

The Vok’kcr Rule’s chief intention is to prohibK regulated banks 

fi’om ~sing e~stomer money to krade for kbeir own gain. but it may have many 

pote~fia] gray areas. 

~ Graphic Volcker RuIe Approved by Regulators 

Study Finds Fede~°a]l Contracts G~ven to Flagrant Vio]ato~os 

of Labor Laws 

A Scna’w committee report urges the gow~mment to pay closer aktcntion to 

safety and wage violations when awardi~g fcdera] eo~KraeLs. 

Sports 



N .B,A. Players A~’e Pa.~ag by the R~fles 

The N.B.A. issued 21 fines and suspensiot~s worth over 

860~,000 in November, which matehed the total from the first 

flfll calendar month of the previous throe seasons combined. 

* N.BA Roundup: Pacers Top Heat m Eastern Conference Showdown 

CAVALIERS 109, KNICKS 94 

Knicks Talk Good Game but Don’t Play lit 

Coach ?vlike Woodson assembled a new sta~ ring five, his eigh’da 

of the season, but the ~fie~’ ~c~ss featured the same problems: 

poor defe~se, poor shooting a~d poor decision, s. 

...... Arneric~ 

n spo~!s 

In Granderson, Nets Take Strikeouts "Wi[h the I Mats 

POWeP 
and 

Curds Grandersom who u~]l wear No. 3 - Babe Ru[h’s number - 

with the Mets, is a home ~tm hit~er, but he Mso sb’uek out a elub-.reeord 195 
times i~ h~s last full seascm wkh the ~qmkees. 

Angel[ to Be Honored at I-tail o~ Fame 

For more spolss news, So to NYTimee.eom/Sports ~ 

Arts 

ON COMEDY 

O~e*s Cmt~de, the Other’s Cerebral 

While "Fhe Birthday’ Boy’s" on IFC delivers a t~fi*md, cerebral 

sketch comedy, the Mm’derfist comedy group in New York 

offers a deddedly harsher vat{eU. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Kemmdy Center N ames N ew Chief 

Deborah F. Ru~ter will take over" from Michael M. Kaiser in 

September, the orgaMzafion annc, uneed. 

A Spedal ’Nutcracker’ Bond 

Gelsey Kirtdand Ballet, a new studio company, is presen’dng an 

ambitious *row produ~’tio*~ of "The N utcraeker" as a coming-of-- 

age tale i~volvi~g Meas of death and rebi~*h. 

....... KirMand 

rehaars~ 

Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW [ SUSHI NAKAZAWA 

The Stude~lt Does t|~e Nt~aste~° P~’oudl 

The Times has awarded Ibm" stars to Sushi Nalmzawa ~n the West 

Village, where the chef Daisuke Nakazawa creates the stuffthak 

dreams are ma& of. 

~ Slide Show 

~ ~ Video: He Dreams of SusN, Too 

No Egg~mg ARowed 

Cranking up holiday coekb~ils for the home or office party, but 

nothing too complex, please. 

,[-’] Slide Show 

Nakaza 



Iql Have a Glass of O~i~inality 

Complexib/you won’t fl~)d in a punch bowl 

Slide Show: Holiday Drinks From the E>:per~ ~ ~ Videos 

Today’s Video 

Vi~ues 

Regub~tors hope the rule, named for Paul A. Voleker, the fl)rmer 

Federal Resmwe chairman, can eu~ risks takeu by banks, bu~ dny 

holes in [he 71--page rule may leave ~hose batiks some wig~e ~)om. 

~ vw~o: ScienceTake: _ka~gry Birds 

Mockingbirds furiously protect tbeh" nests against intruding 

cowbirds, M th mixed results. 

,’Related .&rticie 

brewed 

nqocldn9 

b rd 

F~r mo:e video, f~o to NYTimee.comF, Tideo s. 

Obituaries 

Jim Hall, Jazz O~fitarist, Dies at 83 

Mr, ttall was distinguished by’ his simpiiei~’ of style and a warm, 

]usb seined. 

Jim Hail 

Louis ~¥aldon, Actor in }%*arhol Fihns, Dies at 78 

Mr. Walden, one of the few Warhol Supe[s ’ta~ who had ae~ing 

e.~perience, starred in "I,onesome Cowboys" and "Blue Movie." 

Stm~ Traeey, Who Helped Phmk British Jazz 

From Amerit~n Shadow, Dies at 86 

Mr. Traeey’s inspiratious %r some of his composiflm~s were 

distinctly Big’dab in o*dgin. 

For mere ebit:.:aries, go co NYTimee.com,Obituariee 

Ed itorials 

Qo & A. With Freematrt Hrabowski 

A university president who has probably done more to 

encourage in retest in sciet~e and maLh among minor~" and low-- 

in come shMents than any other educator. 

EDITORIAL 

A Season for Sales Taxes 

States need to colleet more revenue from online shoppiug. 

EDITORIAL 

Bob Dyla~’s Diseordal~t N ores 

Days befbre he was given the Legkm of t tonor, a complaint was flied against him 

for v-iolafing a law that restricts free speech. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Can Mayor-deer B~ll de glask~’s ~ew police commissioner, 

William Brat~on, reduce chine and restore the N.Y.P.D’s 

rela~iot~ship v,{th mkm~{~ies? The expe~{enee of D)s ~MigeIes says yes. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

_Ai~’t Nothing’ L~ke a Dame 

Jo]m Bee[met ploLs about how to make broads more 

minded about’~e G.O.P. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why l~Iande:la Was U~q~m 

The world seems to be saying gooN)ye not ot~ly to a greak man, 

but to a m~que leader, too. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times Item anywhere with ou[ suite el apps: 

iPhone’¢) l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

lhis is an automated emaiL Please do net reply directly to this email 

You received ~his message because yell signed up [er NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsierter. 

As a member of the IRUSIe pnvacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe { Manage Subscriptions :: Change"(our Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Palmer. Christopher Lee <Chris.Palme@xeroxprinting.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:25 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu-~; Farabee, Ann C <aim thrabee@med.unc.edu>; Jenkins, Alex Tyrone <atjenkin@emaJl.unc.edu:~; 

Nolter, Alecia <nolte@email.unc.edu>; Riordan, Bridget <briordan@unc.edu>; Buchanm~, Helen <helenb@unc.edu>; ttundley, Bobby 

<hundley@email.unc.edu>; Corvey, Debts <Debra Corvey@unc.edu-~; Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc.edu>; Routh, Christine 
<cacldey@email.unc.edu>; Craven, Krista L <ldcraven@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jaclde co~eland@unc.edu>; Hill, 

Christine <cl~istine hill@med.unc.edu>; Blake, Cynthia M <Cin@ Blake@unc.edu>; Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@sto~e.unc.edu>; 

Wells, Chris <cjwells@ema~l.unc.edu>; Cardwell, Joanna Wo~rell <joanna.cardwell@unc.edu>; Cm-penter, Whifley Jene 

<~jcarpen@live.unc.edu>; Chase, Kaye Watts <chasek@unc.edu>; Clm~ Candace F. <candace clark@unc.edu>; Dewalle, Lorna B 

<ldewalle@ema~l.unc.edu;,; Etchison, David Wesley <david etchison@unc.edu>; Dowd, Victoria <~victoria dowd@unc.edu>; Faulkner, 

Dorothy L -<dot faulkner@med.unc.edu>; DePersia, Laura <ldepersi@email.unc.edu~; Kinton, David W <dkinton@med.unc.edu>; 

Hamm, Donald W <dwhamm@store.unc.edu>; Parker, Domm <~donna~parke@med.unc.edu>; Danielewicz, Jane M 

<janedan@email.unc.edu>; Drake, Susan M <susan drake@med.unc.edu>; Dillon, Danae <~DanaeDillon@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Sanle, 

Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~; Faxabee, Ann C <aim ti~rabee@med, unc.edu>; Forbes, Susm~ W <sMbrbes@email.unc.e&~>; 
Fleming, William Oscar <o~ar.fleming@unc.edu>; Girdler. Susan S <Susan Girdler@med.unc.edu>; Gault, Terri <terrigaul@unc.edu>; 

Tompkins, VirgiNs B <gtompkin@~mc.edu:~; Hamson, Gina Steed <gina.harri~n@unc.edw~; (Nggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu-~; 

geer@t~c.unc.edu; Hodgdon, Tim <thodgdon@email.unc.edu>; ttolalu Rama~rishna, Harsha <hbram@facilities.unc.edu~; HoMu 

Ramakrishna, Harsha <hhmm@facilities.unc.edu>; Hardee, Lisa K <lisa hardee@med.unc.edt~-; Hirsch, Patricia 
<PGHirsch@unch.unc.edu>; Hammel, Kacey J <khammel@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, She~yl Gillikin <~sheryl jordan@tned.unc.edu>; 

Marsh, Je~mifer W <marsh@unc.edu>; Rupe(t, Janet M <jm~ert@emafil.unc.edu>; Johnson, Stephanie D <s~tephajd@etnafil.unc.edt~-; 

Dmfielewicz, Jane M <janedan@email.unc.edu>; jrcook@ncdot.gov; Paige, Katisha K <Katisha Paige@unc.edu>; Kinton, David W 
--~dkinton@med.unc.edu;,; Rivem, Koyah <koyah rivem@unc.edu~; McNeil, Katnleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu~; Griggs. Kathy 

<kgrigg@unc.edu>; McCall, Lindsay W <lmccall@email.unc.edu~; Cook Keith W. <bvcook@email.unc.edu~; Shultz, Kara Loftin 

<klshultz@unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu;,; Mamo, Meheret 
<meheru5@ema~l.unc.edu>; Villa~eal, Nays Eliza <na~avill@email.tmc.edu;,; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc.edu;,; Nick Johnson 

<nick@carolinaforkibera.org>; Miller, Natalie <mnille@aims.unc.edu>; Weber, Peter <Peter Webe@unc.e&~>; Parker, Donna 

<donna~parke@med.unc.e&~>; Quach, Minh <mquach@email.unc.edu>; Riley, Teresa D <teresa riley@unc.edu>; Streeter, Charles D 

<streete@unc.edu:~; McIver, Samelia <mcive@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@~mc.edw~; Long, TrisSan 

<tris~n long@unc.edu~; Villa~real, Nays Eliza <nayavill@emml.unc.edu> 

Xerox Calendar Kick-Offinvitation 

Calendar KickoffDec 13:ipg 

Good morning to all, 
It has recently come to my attention that all of you are not on the University ListServ. We wanted to be sure each department receNed 

an invite to our Calendar Kick-Offthis Friday Dec. 13~h from 12-5pm. Please share this information with your department and we look 
forward to seeing you all Friday ! 

Each year, UNC has produced the popular University calendars - FRE~to faculty’ & staff - that remind you of important dates throughout the year (paydays, 

holidays), 

Xerox Printing- the campus’ "one stop’ shop for all your printing needs - is continuingthattradition! 

You are invited to Xerox Printing’s 

OPEN HOUSE CALENDAR KICK-OFF 

Friday, December 13, 2013 

from 12 - 5 p.m.! 

Pick up your 2014 calendar - hot off the presses! - have some refreshments, and take a tour of the facility and see the production area where these 
popular calendars are created, 

2700 Homestead Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 

(a couple of miles north of main campus off MLK Jr. Blvd.) 
If you are unable to attend on Dec..13, the calendars will be available for pickup the following week (Dec..16 - 20). Refreshments and tours will not be offered during this time. 

Christopher Palmer 
Document Advisor 

Xerox Printing @ 

2700 ttomestead Road 

Chapel [][ill, NC 27.~16 



Dec. 11, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Special Edition 

Due to a request from the University Registrar to minimize possible impact 

on grading for Fall semester (grading deadline is Dec. 16), the 

ConnectCarolina outage has been moved to Thursday, Dec. 19, 5pm to 

11 pm (from Dec. 17). More information on this outage is available here: 

~:~:~:~:~:: ~P::N .......................... 

To protect the security of data in 

ConnectCarolina, ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff access to the ConnectCarolina 

application. Off-campus access must be through VPN. On-campus wireless access must be through 

UNC-Secure. These changes will go into effect on the evening of Dec. 18, 2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beacon Press <bpexam@beacon.org> 

Wednesday, December 11,2013 12:31 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@ema&unc.edu> 

Exam Copy Offer--Many Headed Hydra, International Labor History Award Winner 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

The groundbreaking history of the early Atlantic working class, featuring a new 
preface from the authors 

.~iI Hyd ....... 

Ideal for courses in: 
r] Colonial American 

History 
FI American Revolution 

~ History of the 

Atlantic 

[] Read an excerpt 
[] Table of contents 

The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, Commoners, and the 
Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic 
Peter Linebaugh, Marcus Rediker 

Paperback I 978-O-8070-4478-0 1272 pgs 

$26.00 I EXAM COPY PRIC1E: $13.00 

Since its original publication in 2000, The Many-HeadedHj,dra has inspired not 
only scholarship but art, music, fiction, drama, and, perhaps most importantly, 
activism. In the new edition, the authors recount the sweeping history of the role of 
the dispossessed in the making of the modern world. When an unprecedented 
expansion of trade and colonization in the early seventeenth century launched the 
first global economy, a vast, diverse, and landless workforce was born. These 
workers crossed national, ethnic, and racial boundaries, as they circulated around 
the Atlantic world on trade ships and slave ships. 

Marshaling an impressive range of original research from archives in the Americas 
and Europe, the authors show how ordinary working people led dozens of rebellions 
on both sides of the North Atlantic. The rulers of the day called the multiethnic 
rebels a "hydra" and brutally suppressed their risings, yet some of the rebels’ ideas 

fueled the age of revolution. The Many-HeadedHydra offer students a look at often 
neglected figures in pre-revolutionary history, now with a new preface from the 
authors. 

Praise for The Many-Headed Hydra 

"This is a marvelous book. Linebaugh and Rediker have done an extraordinary job 
of research into buried episodes and forgotten writings to recapture, with eloquence 
and literary flair, the lost history of resistance to capitalist conquest on both sides 
of the Atlantic." --Howard Zinn, author of A People’s History of the United States 

"The Many-HeadedHydra is about connections others have denied, ignored, or 
underemployed. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Europe, Africa, and 
the Americas came together to create a new economy and a new class of working 

people. Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker tell their story with deep sympathy 
and profound insight."-Ira Berlin, Distinguished University Professor in History at 
University of Maryland 

"A landmark in the development of an Atlantic perspective on early American 
history. Ranging from Europe to Africa to the Caribbean and North America, it 
makes us think in new ways about the r~le of working people in the making of the 
modern world."-Eric Foner, DeWitt Clinton Professor of History at Columbia 
University and author of Reconstn~ction 

"Peter Linebaugh and Mm~us Rediker show us what could have been by exhuming 
the revolutionary dreams and rebellious actions of the first modern proletariat, 
whose stories-until now--were lost at sea." -Robin D. G. Kelley, Gary B. Nash 
Professor of American History at UCLA and author of Freedom Dreams 

About the Author 

Peter Linebaugh, professor of history at the University of Toledo, is a contributing 
editor of Albion’s Fatal Tree and author of Stop, Thiefl, Magna Carta Manifesto, and 
The London Hanged. 

Marcus Rediker is Distinguished Professor of Atlantic History at the University of 
Pittsburgh. He is author of seven books, including Villa#}s of All Nations: Atlantic 
Pirates in the Golden Age (Beacon Press, 2004) and the forthcoming Outlaws of 
the Atlantic: Sailors, Pirates, and Motley Crews in the Age of Sail (Beacon Press, 

2014). 



~ www.beacon.org I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. Beacon Press is distributed by 

Random House Publishinq Services. 

This is a commercial message. ¯ 
If yo~ ~,o~id prefer ~t i~ r~c~iv~ I~It~.." m~s~Jes I..’om thi~ ,~e~er~ pie~_~ Click Here ~r:~’~ ce~Iirm ye~r r~q~i~s~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:16 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Final Day 

Are you part of the 80%? 

Today is the FINAL DAY of the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign! As we begin our final day, the exciting news is that our employees have already pledged 

more than $745,000 - m~d that is only ruth 20% of us participating! 

We need your help to reach the UniversiU’s goal of 30% participation as we move closer to the end of the campmgn. Your contribution, no matter its size, goes 
towards a brighter future a~d improved conditions tbr our commuNty locally, state-wide, nationally, and even globally. Every dollay makes a dittErence’. If you have not 

done so already, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaign eltbrts. You just need k~ say yes. 

Say ’~’E,~-; and click on the G IV}’; .\()W link below and support causes you cure ubout through the SECC! The need is great but our opportuni~ is greater. A gift 

of any size is appreciated, and payroll deduction allows you to spread payments throughout the co~ning yem. Pledge now mad pay later, starting in Janua~ or choose 

another payment method that works befit for you. 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge fomL ~7L4 ~2’,; }OU. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming year! 

l~npor~ant lntbnnariom Only payroll deduction and credit cam options am available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 
and submit your form and contribution to your team captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 
tbllow the instructions m enter in your UNC-Chapel Hill Owen and password. 

GIVE NOW! "vVhen ynu get m the website, enter your UNC-Chapd Ilill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! Them are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to colnplete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC ch~:dlies, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Gi~4ng Campaign / State Employees Combined Campaign. \Ve deeply 
appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only- Cumculum Review- PBS Environmental Series 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental 
issues, Journey to Planet Earth is a 12-episode DVD series that fulfills that challenge 
-- perfect for educators or media libraries, 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical 
sciences and draw connections to politics, economics, sociology, and history. 
Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the most 
popular environmental series in North America. Matt Damon hosts the series. 

[.~iii j2pe: thestateof theoceansanimals 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must 

buy for media libraries." -- School Library Journal 

"A valuable addition to any environmental library. Works weft either as an introduction to current 

environmental problems or as the springboard for further discussion after the topics have been 

presented in greater detail."-- NSTA Recommends 

"High Quality. Stimulates critical thinking and facilitates the integration of biology, botany, economics, 

environmental studies, ecology, and sociology." -- California Instructional Technology Clearinghouse 

Special Offer 

Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Episodes Free 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Episodes Free 

Individual Episodes Avai/able 

More Details About the Special Offer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: A Long Wait tbr a Last Moment Wifl~ Mandela 

Today’s Headlines o 

~NTHISENAILI i~i NYT I Work’! i U.S i Business Spots A~s ~Fashion&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ O~5~his Day ~ 

Top News 

A Long X,V,dt for a Last Moment X’Vith Mandela 

South ~cans came by the thousan(N ko pay their final respe~’ts 

to the most heloved of a gel~eration ~:d leaders who B berated 

their country from apartheid. 

Af;icans I 

Crh~inai Action Is Expel-ted for JPMorg~n in 
M+~-~o., I Madoff Case right, at 

Federai authorities and dPMorgan Chase ai~ expel’ted to settle 

charges over flea to Bernard I,. Madoff, who operated a billion-dollar Ponzi 

scheme using an account ak ~he bank. 

, ~ Comme~s 

Finding Strength hi Bonds of Fm~y 

For Dasani, ~ii~ as oi~e of New¥ork Cib;s 22,ooo homeless 

children mea~s innocence is threatened at eve~3~ turn. 

Editors’ Picks 

Gun Com~tl~ 

A look at the complicated relationship zM~lerieans have v~dth fire 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tryh~g to make employees happy may ac]~]eve the reverse. 

World 

UoSo S~aspends Nonlet|ml Aid to Sy~’ia Rebel~ 

Tt~e d ecis i on, j ~st a mo~tt~ be%re a peace co~ffere~ce fl~at will 

seek a~ end to flae grinding civil war in Syria, demonstrated again 

ti~e fr~strations of [ryit~g 1o cultivate a viable alternative to 

President Bashar a]-Asaad. 

Rights Lawyer Among 4 Abduc,ed in Syria; 2 J~urnalists .Are Also ’3ein9 Heid 

Canada’s postM service said Wedl~esday that it wo~fld cease home delivery over 

the n ext five years, an d subs tan tially inerea se postal ra tes. 

llmming Gay 

The com’t rtfled that the issue of whether gay sex was a crimil~ 

aetivRy should be decided by lawmakers, not by the judieiaI 

systemo 

U.S, 

F.DoAo Restricts ~tibiot]e~ Use for Livestock 

move was a major stfiR t]~a[ could have far-reaehi~g 

implication, s tbr indusIHal farming al~d humm~ ]~ealth. 

U.So CoHege~ Finding ideals "i’e~ted Abroad 

12 Mversities with programs i~ countries wi[h a~toera~ie 

govenm~ents are ~Testli~g with how to respond to actions that 

fly in the face of democratic principles. 

Broade~" App~’oaeh Urged to Red~ce Gm~ Violence 



The most effective way to reduce gun violence withou[ significantly cur’tailing 

Second Amendment rights is to treat the problem as a punk: health issue, like 

smoking or drunken ddving~ a new sku@ finds 

more US ne,,vs ,go to NYTimes.com~US ~ 

Business 

Banker hi the Bcrr~anke Mold 

The adminis~:ation’s interest i~ Stanley Fischer appears to 

refleck a desire for contimlity at "due Federal Reser~-e. 

Aeeused of Har~fi~g Bees, Bayer Researches a 

Different Culprit 

The maker cg a pesticide l~nked to the die-off of honey bees sees 

a diger(mt threat - varroa mikes - and is ~)rking to fi~d a 

remedyo 

Hardships Lh~gcs for a Me~dh~g Irelm~d 

A program of austeri~~, hailed as a successfi~l reeove~- tool, has 

~efk many desperakely skrugg~ing to survive. 

, Euro Zone Near Agreement on How to Close Sailin9 Banks 

Stanley, 

Fischer, 

second 

of a 

Sports 

The Play at the Platc~ SaA~r 

In the first step to fbrma]ly eradicating a thrilling but dangerous 

sh~p]e of khe game~ Major [x’ague Basebal]*s miles committee 

voted ko eliminake home plate collisionso 

Vocal _Acrobat Mixes Soccer Calls V~qth Awe 

In Ray Hudson’s soccer analysis on the belN Spo~ he.york, 

players’ shoks curve like Bernini sc~flpkurcs, and ]itera~T and 

m~h references a~ all parts of the game. 

~ ~ Videos: Acrobatic Verbal Maneuver~n~ ~ An Apology to RonNdinho 

Mets Arc Said l-o Spend Again, Agreeing to 2- 

Year Deal "W~.th Colon 

Barkolo Colon, who wenk 18-6 for OaMand in 2Olg and was 

named an 2~I-Star, was said [o agree ko a two-year, $2o million 

Hudson 

Bartolo 

went 18 

-6 in 30 I 



deal with the Mets, pending a physicalo 

~ Baseball Roundup: TWO Ex-MeN Getting Look From Yankees 

~ On Basebali: in Granderson, Mets Take Strikeou~ With the Power 

, Wilpon Says Me~ Have ’a Long Way to Go’ 

Arts 

Ai a Frer~ch Muse~am, Peeks a~. Nureyev~s Wor|d 

Many ~-.,f Rudolf[ N ureyev’s b@.,ngings are now o~ display at a 

costume museum in Moulins, France, offering a sense of that 

ha]let dancer’s exuberank petsonalRy and passion for all "dual was 

rare and beautiful. 

o~ o~ 
Rudolt 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

The competition for khe best actor prize is exeeedJngly lighl lhis 

seasom with a doze~ leaning men ~dkering thNr bo~es a~d 

hringi~% harrowing and o~en true stones to the screen. 

~ Video: Christian Bale’s Chara~er Secrets 

P~dson Memoir ofa B~ack Niar~ in tl[~e ~ 85os 

Yale Un~’ers~b~ has acquired what ~t believes to be the earliest 

kno~ memoir u~tten in prison by an All, can-American, dated 

~858. 

Fashion & Style 

Beyo~d Tie-Dye~ dust "If’ceLtic 

Bay 2u’ea 2o- and 3o.-somethings are flocki~g to "intentional 

communikies," tech-sa~,~’y, ~ot particularly polJtMzed versions 

off eommunes~ where shared living became popular in the 

Charltu~agne Tha God: l(ee]ph~g a Hot Seat 

The radio host puts celebrities like Kanye West on the spot - and 

hen away ~ilh 

Charism 

sgne 

Today’s Video 

An interview with the star of "Ameriean Hustle" and "Out of the 

~ VmEO: A D~mcer~s Workout 

Robe~q. Fairchild, a t~rJncJpal dancer with the New York 

Ballet, h~Iks about his workout and his role in *q’he NutcrackerJ 

~ v~Eo: App Smart: Winter Games 

Apps for iOS and Android let you enjoy winter-themed games, 

including skiing and snowboarding, from the comfort of the 

i*ldoorso 



Obituaries 

Joe BiharL ~,’Vho Put Early R&B on Record, Dies 

at 88 

Mr. Biha[~ created Modern Music Records ~dth Ms two bro’~ers, 

J ales and Saul, re~rding B,kk ~ng, Etta games, John h~e 

Hooker and other blues legends. 

Fred Fo Scherer Dies at 98~ Diorama Painter 

Mastered Even the 1[h~sion 

Mro Seherer helped create scenes tbr people in New York who 

otherwise might never see a flock of cormorants nesting on a 

cliff. 

....... Scherer 

For more ebiK:sdes, go to NYTimes,eom,~Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Min~malist Budget Dea~ 

Democrats are able to rednce the sequester bnt Repnblican-irnposed austerity 

still dominates Congress. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The AppMling Stance of Rand Pau~ 

We have gone from a war on poreW in this eotmt~T to a war on 

the poor, and conservatives have led the charge. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

RepubKicans Running in Reverse 

"1"he glass ceiling is definitely cracking. Jnst look at what Mary 

Barra and Patty Murray accomplished this week. 

~ ColumnLst Page 

Fo[ me~e oeir~iei~ go to NYTimes.eomfOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How to Truly Honor Mm~de|a 

A meaningfnl way to honor Nelson Mandda’s spi~dt would be to 

speak oat for human rights adw.,eates and political prisoners 

worldwide. 

Columnist Page ] Kristof Biog Nick Kristof Answers ’Your Questions 

~ 
Nichols 

s D. 

Kr ~of 

OPINIONATOR I PRIVATE LIVES 

H~ve We MeF? 
B,. ~’.’~,-’,e~. B~.Bi..~,,~.,:,N~i 

I’m bad with fi~ces. But it’s not my fimlt. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Obama s O~eH~a~:~ Image Control 

The White House has systematically tr~ed to b31)ass the media hy releasing a 

sanitized visual record of Mr. Obama’s activities, denying photqjournalists 

For more oginion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

ON THiS DAY 



See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times Item anywhere witf~ ou[ suite el apps: 

iPhone~ I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit Tf~e New York Have qL~estions? Visit oL~r mobile website at 
Ti~es Store ~ ’ He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Ernail 

lhis is an automated emaJL Please do net ~epiy directly to this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <MaD’Beth.Panagos@genewiz.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Join Us Today - "Ugly Sweater" Vendor Show in RTP 

GENEWlZ, Inc. 

"Uglff Sweater" 
Holiday ScTehtific Vendor Show 

Whel~: [’hursday, lD.~.’:.~mber [2, 20[3 

Where: Cm~pbe[] Un[ve~sit), ~1 .:)rd~e~etqce C~nter, Suite 

Address: 808 Aviation Parkway, Morri~vilie, 

Time: 11:30 AM to 1 :O0 PM 

NOW! 

] ..~iI Sanger DNA Seq .... ing 11 

MaryBet.h Pi~ni~gos 

9-995-322:5 

Next G ..... tion s~q .... ing ] [ ~.. Gene Synthesis Seadces ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edui~ 

Whose sazin? 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V( )L~ 35 NO, 24 Visit h:b.f’omk [~ 

LRB cover art $’Vhose satin? 

Seymour M. Hersh 

Barack Obama did not tell the whole stoW when he h{ed 

to make the ease that Bashar al-Assad was responsible 

%r the ehemieal weapons attaek near Damaseus on 91 

August. In the months before the attack, the Ameriean 

intelligence ageneies produeed a series of highly 

classified reports, tiring evidence that the al-Nusra 

Iq’ont, a j ihadi grottp affiliated with al-Qaida, had 

mastered the meehanies of ereating satin. When the 

attack occurred the administration eherw-pieked 

intelligenee to justify a strike against Assad. More 

:~-~ LRB blog                                                           ] 

Penelope Fitzgerald 
,Jem~y TuPner 

Nobody expected Penelope Fitzgerald to win the Booker Prize in 1979 for her novel 

Offshore. Keneally was also on the shoAlist, with Naipaul’s A Bend in the River ~e 

dear Dontrunner. ’I couldn’t help enjoying ~e dinner,’ Fi~gerald wrote to a friend 

shortly affm~’ards, ’thou~ the Evening Standard man told me DanNy that they’d 

all wfi~en their pieces about Naipaul and felt they were free to get drank.’ More 

Baron Britain of Aldeburgh 
James Wood 

For someone growing up with the musie of Benjamin Britten, it was sotnetimes hard 

to recall that his last name was not ’Britain’. A nation that had been doing nothing 

veW mueh, musically, but warbling in eathedrals for a eouple of eenturies, had 

somehow managed to produee a 2oth-eentuW eomposer of international stature, 

whose last name was that of the nation itself. More 

Just the Right Amount of Violence 
Owen Bennett-Jones 

As they fled Afghanistan after 9/11 some of bin Laden’s followers wondered whether 

the attacks on the US had been a mistake. Among them was one of al-Qaida’s most 

aeerbie writels, Abu Musab al-Suri. In publie he backed bin Laden: privately he 

described him as an obstinate egotist..amd he was scathing about the eonsequenees 

of 9/11. More 

British Museum Press 

kinda Co~ley: Acts of 

Union, Acts of Disunion 
Tuesday 14 January 
at 7 p.m. 

Will Self on Guy 
Debord 
Thursday 23 January 
at 7 p.m. 

Follow us on Twitter 

i.~.i Find us on Facebook 

this is:~ue Subs,sribers ,san 



Short Cuts 

Fr’ane~s F~tzGibbon 

At the Guggenheim 

At Turner Contemporaw 

Anne Em~ight" 

Copylighl ’%~ L.~mdon [£e%ew of Books ¯ 28 Li~le Russdl Street, London WCIA 2HN 

You can m~s@~sc~: bc or ai)d;~le yore- eaHil plel~a’nce ; at any time on oar website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 3:55 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Tempers Flare as New Rules Strain Senate 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines      Friday, December, 3, 2013 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Obituaries 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Tempers Flare as New Rules Strain Senate 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

Senators headed into their second late-night session of 

confirmation votes Thursday evening, the Democrats’ way of 
retaliating for Republican delay tactics. 

Obama Panel Said to Urge N.S.A. Curbs 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

A presidential advisory committee’s recommendation of broad 

new restraints intended to increase privacy protections is a first 

sign that spying revelations may lead to changes. 

Amid Repressed Hopes, Reasons to Dream 
By AN DREA ELLIOTT 

Serendipity gives hope to Dasani, one of New York City’s 22,000 

homeless children. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes~com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: Man-Made Quakes 

Scientists see a link between earthquakes and the disposal of 

wastewater from oil and gas wells, including those that use the 

production method known as hydraulic fracturing. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Suddenly, Illegal at Home 
By LORGIA GARCiA-PE~A 

Citizenship rights are denied to thousands of people living in the 

Dominican Republic. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"As a prime minister of Kosovo, I found it difficult to 
accept that I have to declare myself as being from 
Serbia. Being listed by Facebook was like being 

recognized by a global economic superpower. It has 
enormous impact." 

HAS HI M THACI, who had identified himself as being from neighboring Albmda on Facebook 
until users were allowed to list their country as Kosovo. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



ORDER TODAY~ 

World 

Mexico’s Pride, Oil, May Be Opened to Outsiders 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD and ELISABETH MALKIN 

Lawmakers are poised to open the oil, gas and electricity 
industry to private investment, testing the storied grip oil has 

had on Mexico’s soul. 

A Long Goodbye for Mandela 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

The body of the former president is lying in state at the Union 
Buildings in Pretoria for the second of three days during which 
mourners may pay their respects. 

, A Long Wait for a Last Moment With Mandela 

Kosovo Attains Status (on Facebook) It Has 
Sought for Years: Nation 
By DAN BILEFSKY 

Kosovars can now register Kosovo as their home country on 
Facebook. Their leaders fought hard for what they see as a 
validation of sovereignty. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Experts Eye Oil and Gas Industry as Quakes 
Shake Oklahoma 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Oklahoma has never been known as earthquake country, with a 
yearly average of about 5o, most minor. But in the past three 
years, the state has had thousands of quakes. 



Video: Man-Made Quakes I Interactive Map: Oklahoma Quakes 

Post-Katrina Police Prosecutions in New Orleans Face 
Setbacks 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

The convictions of five officers in connection with the shooting of unarmed 
individuals has been thrown out, and a former officer has been twice acquitted 
of killing an unarmed man. 

Health Plans Urged to Extend Enrollment 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The Obama administration strongly encouraged insurance companies to give 
Americans more time to sign up for health plans and pay premiums. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

U.S. Agencies Dance Around Cellphone Use Aloft 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The Transportation Department is considering whether allowing 
in-flight voice calls is fair to consumers. 

A Stream of Music, Not Revenue 
By BEN SISARIO 

Streaming services like Spotify, Pandora and Apple’s new iTunes 
Radio have become the latest hope for the troubled music 
business. 



HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

It’s Hard to Summon Sympathy for Big Banks 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

Big banks have gone from being viewed as national champions - 

proof of a country’s standing in the world - to being seen as a 

potential source of national disaster. 

................................................................................... F0r r~0re b~sir~ess 9e~ys! g0 t~ N~(Timesrc0m(Business ~ 

Sports 

NETS 102, CLIPPERS 93 

Nets Win Their Third in a Row Despite an Injury 

to Lopez 
By ANDREW KEH 

A resurgent Deron Williams helped to propel the Nets to a win 

over the Clippers, even as Brook Lopez left the game in the third quarter with an 

ankle sprain. 

¯ g~.i Box Score 

Felton Expected to Miss 2 to 3 Weeks as 

Problems Mount for Knicks 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

With Raymond Felton out with a strained left hamstring, the 

Knicks are reportedly talking to the Toronto Raptors about a deal 

for point guard Kyle Lowry. 

¯ On Pro Basketball: Kidd, Woodson and the Game of Survival 

Mean Streets to Hardcourts for Chicago Youth 

Tennis Program 
By DAVE SEMINARA 

A nonprofit youth tennis program plans to move into the site of a 

former public housing project in a high-crime area. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

’American Hustle’ and ’12 Years a Slave’ Top 

~o14 Golden Globe Nominations 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY and BROOKS BARNES 

The movies emerged as awards front-runners on Thursday, as 

each picked up seven Golden Globe nominations. 

¯ Nominee Interviews: Jared Leto ] Steve Coogan ] Alfonso Cuar6n ] Julie Delpy ] Oscar Isaac ] 
Lupita Nyong’o ] Chiwetel Ejiofor ] Ron Howard ] Greta Gerwig 

’AMERICAN HUSTLE’ 

Big Hair, Bad Scams, Motormouths 



By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"American Hustle," starring Christian Bale and Amy Adams, may 

be about a famous federal sting, but it’s also a love story. 

¯ ~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’American Hustle’ 

’SAVING MR. BANKS’ 

An Unbeliever in Disney World 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In the Disney movie "Saving Mr. Banks," Walt Disney is - spoiler 

alert - a nice guy trying to win over the uptight creator of "Mary 

Poppins," P. L. Travers. 

........................................................................................................ FO~ r~or~ a~ts 9e~s, g0 t0 NY~ime~:�0m!Arts ~ 

Movies 

’THE HOBBIT: THE DESOLATION OF SMAUG’ 

In the Middle of Middle-earth 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Part 2 of Peter Jackson’s trilogy based on the one-part "Hobbit," 

"The Desolation of Smaug," has lots of battles, an original 

character and Orlando Bloom. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Lupita Nyong’o on ’12 Years a Slave,’ Date Movie 
By MELENA RYZIK 

The supporting-actress nominee says that she advised a friend 

not to see her film on a first date but then had second thoughts. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Alfonso Cuar6n Gets a Nod But Could Use 
Another Perk 
By MELENA RYZIK 

A Golden Globe nomination hasn’t exactly changed life for 

Mfonso Cuar6n, who was flying in coach after the announcements. 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes.comlMovies ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: Dec. 19, 9o13 
The New York Times film critics on "American Hustle," "Saving 

Mr. Banks" and "The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug." 

~ VIDEO: Recipe Lab I Thumbprint Cookies 
With this recipe, you can use any nut or whole-grain flour to 
make a truly modern Christmas cookie. 



............................................................................................................. 

Obituaries 

Colin Wilson, English Author of ’The Outsider’ 

and Other Books, Dies at 82 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Mr. Wilson shot to international acclaim with his first book, 

which in 1956 touched a deep nerve in postwar Britain. He went 

on to write more than lOO others. 

........................................................................................... E0r 9~0r~ 0bit~gr!es, g? to N~(Times:£om!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Finally, the Volcker Rule 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The new regulation intended to curb recklessness in the financial system is an 

achievement in word, but not yet in deed. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Strengthen the Presidency 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Washington is in a period of reform stagnation. Here is a way to 

fix the grid]ock. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Biggest Losers 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Democrats and Republicans can argue over who won and who 

lost in the budget battle, but what is crystal dear is that 

American workers lost the most. 

Columnist Page ] Blog 

.................................................................................................... E0r m0Ee 0p!r?i£r?, go ~0 N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion ~’~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED ] TIMOTHY EGAN 

Govern in Poetry 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Wallowed in the worst slump of his presidency, President Obama 

should reach for some words that will outlive him. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bring Drunken Santas Under Control 
By JASON O. GILBERT 

Ho, ho, ho, SantaCon has got to go. 



EDITORIAL 

Trade Talks Produce a Deal 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

After a long struggle, nations agree on lowering barriers and helping the global 

economy. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 13, 1981, authorities in Poland imposed martial law in a 
crackdown on the Solidarity labor movement. Martial law formally 

ended in 1983. 
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Flolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <hughesa@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A Welcome Stop a]ong the Way 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

A Welcome 5top a~on9 ~:he W~y 

Dear Friends, 

In this busy hotiday season, I invite you to make the Ackland Art 

Museum a stop alon8 the way. There are so many ways to enjoy the 

Ack[and--here are my suggestions: 

VISIT, VISIT, VISIT! 

Remember that the Museum is a wonderful destination for an outing! 

Admission is free to all, making it easy to bring the extended family. The 

collections and special exhibitions will inspire lively conversations among 

family and friends. 

Find our holiday hours at ackland.org. 

SUPPORT THE ACKLAND AT THE MUSEUM STORE 

Simply put: our Store has amazing gifts for everyone on your list, and 

your purchases directly support the Ackland! 

STORE HOLIDAY HOURS: 

Mon-Wed: 10 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thurs: 10 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri & Sat: 10 AM - 7 PM 

Sun: 12 PM- 5 PM. 

Ack[and Members always receive a 10% discount at the Store. 

Gift memberships are 100% tax deductible. 

Follow us on Facebook to see new products and gift ideas to inspire you. 

TAKE A NOONTIME gREAK 

Relax and recharge at the Ack[and! We’re offering Tai Chi in the 

Galleries on Monday, December 16th, and Yoga in the Galleries on 

Monday, December 22nd, both starting at 12:00 noon. While registration 

is recommended, fee[ free to walk in for a relaxing houri 

Free for members and students, onty $5 for the general punic (best yoga 

dear we know of!). 

Finally, come hum along at the Ack[and"s HO L I DAY H UM-ALO N G ! 

On Sunday, December 22, at 2:00 PMyou are invited to join Ack[and 

staff members (Allison Portnow, Emily Bow[es, Kate Walton, and me) as 

we play, sing, and hun) our way through favorite holiday songs, both old 

and new! 

At the Ack[and, we celebrate the creativity of the human spirit every day. 

We wish you a happy holiday season and peace in the year to come. 

Sincerely yours, 



Amanda Hu~lhes 

Director of External 

Affairs 

Eusene Grasset, French, 1841-1917: D#cembre, from Les N!ofs, 1895; corer wood 

ensravins. Acktand Art/~4useum, The University of North Carotina at Chapet Hit[. 

Forward this email 

]1-~is email was sent to eunice~emaiLunc~edu bv L~__u_.cj_b__e_~__@~__n_~__a_LLu__n__c_=__e_¢_~_ 

Update Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt idr~eval ~’~itil SafeUnsubscribe~’~’ Privacv Polic~’. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i :110:1[ S. Columbia Street CB 34,00 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Palmer. Christopher Lee <Chris.Palme@xeroxprinting.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:11 PM 

Lee, Margaxet Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.tmc.edu> 

newsletter quote! 

Please see new quotes for the newsletler. This quote is with design chaxges included. 

Black & \Vhite - $841.57 

Color - $1008.91 
Please let me know if you have any additional questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Christopher P a hner 
Document &dv~sor 

Chapel [{ill, N(] 2731g 

F~m= kee, Nar~aret Carol 
Sent= FrMay, December 06, 2013 3:31 PN 
T~= Palmer, Christopher kee 
Subject: ~D Newsle~er final 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, December 16, 2013 11:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the December 20, 2013 issue has arrived, 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~teas~! click here. 
To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,comichror~icte.,’20~.3.t220~?sub id=4.nr~V~ 
The Chronicle Review: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email 

For technical questions? Please ~.!~..k...!!.~4[~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~.[!.~,.,’...~.[!!.[£[~#., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you"re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 
call 818-487-4591. 

For your reference: 

Your publication code is: HE 
Your subscription account number: HE914098 
Your ZIP code associated with your account is: 27599 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Judge Questions Legality of N.S.A. Phone Records 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Science Today’s Videe 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

Judge Questions Legality of NoSoA, Pllone 

A decisio~ finds that keeping records of Americans’ pbon e calls 

probably violates the Constitution and orders kbe government to 

skop eolle~’ti*~g data on bxo plaintifl]~. 

,O Document: Federa~ Judge’s Ruling on N S.A Lawsuit 

bus in 
Washin 

gton 

Glaxo Says 1-t Will Stop Paying Doctors to 

Pron~ote D~lgs 

The annouucement appears to be a ~itst for a mojor drug 

compa~y in e~ding a common practice that is criticized for 

l:,osin g a conflict of i~terest. 

A Political Deal in a :Deeply Dirtied Tunisia as 

islan~ists Agree to Y~eld Power 

The deal bebxeen lo~gtime enemies among the Islamists and the 

secular old guard aims to put i~ place a~ ]ndepende~t caretaker 

governmcut uutil new eleefi on s nexk year. 

Editors’ Picks 



~oo~s 

~ VmEO~ T~he Read Around: Elizabeth 

Tilin~s," kite aufl~or Elizabeth Gilber~ %und tha~ [he process can be familiar 

liberating from Ne eonstrainN of nonfiction. 

OPINION I OP-ED I JENNIFER FINNEY BOYLAN 

A Trmisgender Vohmteer for the Salvation Army 

How do you wcigb diseliminatio~ against a ~egacy of good 

works? 

FinnW 
Boysn 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JUDGE RICHARD& LEON, o[’ Federal District Court in the District of Columbia in a ru]iug 
against the Na~ioual Security Agency, 

World 

U.S,-Germany IntelHgenee Partnership Falters 

Over Sp34ng 

As President Obama eonsidms his options on the surveillance of 

allies, damage to the Uniked States’ ~la~ionship with Germany 

has proved di~ieult to repair. 

Pope Replaces Conservative UoN, Cardinal on 

Influential Vafiear~ Conmfittee 

Pope Francis, in naming bishops to a powerful V~tiean 

commi~ee, replaced a conservative Ameficm~ eardi~ml with 

another Am ez{ can considered m ore of a m odera te on s ocia ] i ssues. 

Angeia 

Cardinal 

....... 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

In Thailand, Standing Up for Less Democracy 

A majority wants more democracy, but a minority, including 

many rich and poweffM people, is pe~’ified by the thou~t of it. 

U.S, 



Boycott by Academic Group Is a Sy~nbo|ic Sth~g 

to llsrae~ ~,~-~b I 
students 

An assoeiatio~ of American professors %dth almost 5,000 

~ne~nbers has become Lhe largest academic group in the 

to support a push to isolate Israel over ~ts ~’ea~nent of Palesfin ~ans. 

’[’he Annenberg Foundation bought more than $500,000 in 

stolen arLifaets at a Paris auction to ~store them to the ttopi 

Indians in Arizona. 

F.DoAo Qa~estions Safety of Ar~tibacte~’ial Soaps 

"[’he agency said it was taking the step after some data suggested 

problems like baeteriaI resistance and hormonal effeetso 
~soap in 

Business 

Mar~y Detect E~d oflA~e For Stimadus By the Fed 

Even o[licials who suppor~ the stimulus agree "~at the Fed should taper off on 

its bond bu)dng an d focus on sti mulatin g the econ om y by oth er means. 

Whole Foods Finds Success i~ Smaller Cities 

In a furious effot4 to expand, the ehNn is opening shop and 

looking for local suppliers in places like Boise, Idaho. 

Whoie 
Foods 

~Vei~stei~s in De~ to Rem~ite !,’Vith Miramax 

Bob and Harvey Weinstein, who fbunded Miramax but ]eft in a 

split ~th its then-owner, Walt Disney, in 2oo5, will produce and 

distribute fihns and television shc, ws based on the studio’s 

library. 

Weinste 
in. 

Sports 

Pia>i~g With Abandon May Have Exacted Toll 

Ryan Freel, who eommi~ed suidde last year, has become the 

firs [ baseball player linked ko eh tz~nie ira urea ~ e encephalopa d~y, 

a (~sease more commonly associated with football players. 

Freei 
had a 
spirited 



Muhohead and Britain .Arc P~sh~ng for an 

Eve Muirhead, the leadcr of BH ~in’s women’s curling team, will 

enter the Soehi Games as a reigning world champion, bnt also as 

the fi:~cns of a newfom~d Olympic interest i~ BHtah~, 

WIZARDS 102, KNICKS 101 

At End, l~ficks Fail to Stop Beal and to Stop the 

Clock 

After Bradley Beal% layup with scven seconds left, tile l:daicqc~ 

failed to call ol~e of thdr three timeouts to set up a final play. 

~E] Box Score 

..... Beal (21 

points) 

drove 

A~s 

THE TV WATCH 

Shock but No Awe h~ ~Homeland’ Nea~on’s End 

The "Homeland" finale on Sm~day had a shoddng twist but 

stayed true to its mulfi]ayered story arcs. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Leaping In and Out of an Origmni ~Vor|d 

Through its use of the Playgtafion Vita, the video game 

Tearaway breaks the fourth wall in a way that presents a world of 

virtual people who seem aware of @e person playing the game. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

A New Preamble Befm, e the :Big Show 

The exhibifion "Records of Rights," at the Nafiolml Archives, 

designed to prepa~ visito~ for the nadon’s foun~ng 

documents. 

ay This 

game, 

Rights 

I 

Science 

The Big Squeeze 
~-:7 RENNi. T~ ,’H,& ~G 

What happens if you crush an organk, snhstance between 

diamond amls? Researchers are finding out, with ramifications 

R~r our knowledge of Eat~ah’s core. 

A Gap in the Aftbrdable Care Act 

The flawed implementation of pediatric dental care under d~e 

new health law could leave millions cd young patients without 

Hobbyist Clha[lenges Papers on Growth of 

Dinosam’s 

Nadmn P. Myhrvold, ~ormerly of Microsoft, says that while 

t~ying to stndy why dinosaurs were so laiNe, tie 

d~screpaneies ~n papels discussing their grayish rates. 

~ Graphic: Dinosaurs and Statistics 

Myh~zoi 

Today’s Video 



~ vw~:o: In Performance: Ky|e Riabko 

Kyle Riabko p~ay~ hi~ arrm~gement of ’Anyo~e Who Had a 

Heart," "TMs Guy’s In Love With Yon" and ".klfie" fl’om "What’s 

It :M1 ~@out? Baeharaeh Reimagined," at New York Theater 

Worksb op. 

~ W~)EO: SVho|e Roasted Fish V~;ith 

A whole roasted fish is one of the easiest recipes to prepare for a 
dfimer party, and one of the most impressive. 

Obituaries 

Ray P~ee, Com~tr2d Singer~ Dies at 87 

Mr. Price placed more thm~ loo si~gles on the coun~T charts, 

including bits like "Make the World Go Away," and helped 

change the get~re~ 

Tom Laughlin, 82, Star of ’Billy Jack’ Movie 

Series, :Dies 

Mr. Laughlin ~’ote, directed and starred in all l~mr of "~e films, 

based ot~ a*~ amalgam of cowboy areheb’pes, Asian mar~ial--arN 

film arehe~.~es and his image of himsdE 

H~gh Nissenson, Novelist, Dies at 8o 

A thorough researcher, Mr. Nissenson took years to create 

alternative worlds i*~ pursui*~g ques@ms of faith i*~ books like 

"The Tree of Life." 

Price. 

.~a ugh in 

Hugh 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Powerf~al Rebuke of Mass Survei||ance 

A~ last, a f~deral judge reviews am:l rules against the National Seeuri~ Agency’s 

phone-da~ cdlection program. 

EDITORIAL 

The Next Chapter for Derivatives Reg~latior~ 

Weak i~ominees to the CoF’.’LC. will jeopardize the pro~’ess that has been made 

o~ a crucial part of financial refom~. 

EDITORIAL 

Diserimi~mtion in Soehi 

Will a’dnletes be able to wear a rainbow-colored armband or a piu to show 

s uppo~f of gay rights at the Winter Olympics it~ Russia? 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Thought Leader 

Exami*fing the life cycle of a imw it~telleetnal paragon that has 

em erged to earn ma~} d ou r ad BlJratJon. 

, Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Upon This Bul°ge~° 

I1~ a feed ohsessive’s quick riches lies a recipe ibr modern 

~ CoJumni~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’~%~hat i[s Good 

A doeumentaw shows what goes on in the classroom, and serves 

as an unwRting primer on how [o teach ~sadvantaged skadcnts. 

~ Columni~ Page I Blog 

Fo; me~e oeinioI~ ~o to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >~ 
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Dec. 18, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Thursday, Dec. 

19, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00 pm ConnectCarolina will 

be unavailable during this time frame. Details here: 

i~iI[!~I                Changes to faculty and staff access to the 

I ConnectCarolina application take place Dec. 

]8 Off-campus access requires VPN, On-campus wireless access requires UNC-$ecure. These 

changes protect the security of sensitive data in ConnectCarolina. Please note that on-campus wired 

access does not change. 

Get the "big picture" of what’s happening on the 

ConnectCarolina Finance and HR!Payroll project. Viewthe new 

L_::~ n=~ i_L_::~_~ iin~L_~ ~ j~ ~_i:i~=~ ii~~L:’__~.< ~L.-’:,,_". You can also 

download a version suitable for printing! 

~ Login to ConnectCarolina is now through the landing page 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http://my unc.edui ) web page will be phased out. 
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Top News 

Obama Panel Recorrffr~ends New Limits on 

Spring 

A panel of preside~ial advisers urged President Obama to end 

the government’s systematic collection of logs of N1 AmeNeans’ 

phone calls. 

~ Document: President~a~ Adv~so~ Comm~ee’s Recommendations fer NS.A 

~ ~ Graphic Recommended C~snges te the N S,A, 

After Ban#adesh Factory Colla]pse~ Bleak 

Struggle f~m Su~4vors 

Eight mo~ths ariel" more than z,~oo gangladeshi wol’ke~ died 

and many were injured in the Rana Plaza disaster, sui~-ivors and 

families are left with no gaarantees of help or compensation. 

Fed to Sta~ Unwinding Its St~imulus Ne~ 

The Federal R~serve sam that ~t wouJd gradualJy e~d ks bond- 

buying program during 2ol4 but sti~’ngthened plans to hold 

shot,--term inte~sk rotes near zero. 

, ~ I nNractive Graphic: Decodin~ the Fed’s S~tement 

~ it=s s Taper, but Marke~ Find Reason for Record Rise 

Clarke. 

Bernank 

e the 

Editors’ Picks 



Ur~ir~sured Ame~oieans 

Census data released Dec. 17 show where the uninsured live 

aeross the Un ited States. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The p~oeMd~,nt oftlhe Cooll 

Barad< Obama comes dose to exempli~’i~g the esse~ee of the 

style of bebop. 

QUOTAT~3N OF THE DAY 

ALAUDDIN, a rickshaw driver who is struggling to s~pport his daughter after his wife 
died in a factory collapse i~ Bm~gladesh, 

Today’s Video 

While Berlin a~d Izmdo~ have gacabbed headlines fl)r theh" 

teehnolo&v scenes, Stoekhohn has recently emerged as one of 

E~rope’s hottest start-up capitals. 

, Related Bleg Post 

~ vmEo: Holiday Feast: Ham 

Sam Sifton shows how to make a ham fiL any wintertime special 

~ vmEo: App Smart: Tracking Data Usage 

A range of free and paid apps monitor data use and alert you 

whe~) )~Ol~ have llsed too r~tlch. 

For f/io[e video, ’13o 

World 

Loea~ T~,rt’-Sharing Accord "~Vith the Ta~iban Raises A~mom 

in Afghmtistm~ 

,am Afgha~ Army commm~der is said to have brokered a turf-sharing den with 

the Taliban, a si~n of what may come once international troops withdraw. 



Lawlessness on Borders Taints Progress in 

Nyamnar 

Nortl~em a~d eastern a~as of the country, long ~dvcn by e~nie 

conflict pose a stab~orn impedhnen{ {o the governmenFs hopes 

for nafio~m~ peace. 

State Depto ~,Varl,s of New Terrorist Group Pos~,g Threat to 

U.S. Interests in 

The Sb~te Depa~iment warned that a new te~g’o~st ~’oup linked to an ~gerian 

n~flka~t has emerged as "the greatest near-term threat" to Western inte~vsts in 

AMea. 

U,S. 

Uninsured Skeptical of Health Care Law in Poll 

The widespread disapproval, reported in the latest New York 

TimesiCBS Ne~xs poll, underscores the polifeal challenge facing 

the Obama admi~fistratiom 

~ How t~e Latest ~oll Was Conducted ] ~ Document: Ful~ Poll Resu~ 

~ Graphic Uninsured Struggling Before and A~[er the Hea~th Law 

Ce/abelo 

~£ ok ng 

Food Stamp Fra~ld, Rare but Trmlb|ing 

AJthough the percentage of food stamp money lost to fraud is 

stuN1, any amount is bad publicity lbr a program Nready under 

serutiny o 

Eugene 

Hypertension Guidelines Can Be Eased, Panel 

New guideli ~es surest tha~ people over 60 can have a higher 

blood pressure than previously recommended before star{ing 

treatment, in a shiR from goals that have been in place ibr more than 3o years. 

~ 3 Notes .Ab:~ut &e Guidelines 

Business 

Paper or Plastic? Britain Joining Currency 

Trend 

Canada, Australia and dozens of other countries use polymer 

[~ The 

..... : design 

for Iile 



bank notes, and the Bank of England has j ust decided to make 

the switch. 

DEALBOOK 

Ex-SAC Trader ~s Con~4eted of Insider Trading 

Michael S. Steinberg is the highcsbra~ng employee at SAC 

Capital Advisors ko bee~-~me ensnared in a sweeping insider 

trading investigation. 

The annonncement th,~t Brazil pi@ed the ,~ircraf’t maker Saab 

for a $4.5 billion contract to build 36 fighter jets comes at a time 

of heightened tension ~Sth the U hired Stakes over spying. 

~ Obama PaP, el Recommeeds New Limits on NSA. Spying 

Sports 

KNICKS 107, BUCKS !01 (2OT) 
% [Vson 

Kniek,~ Get a Much-Needed Victory, Albe~t a ....... C’handle 

Fr~strating One " 

~ter missing chances to ~dn in regulation and in overtime in 

MUwaukee, the K~ficks finM~y prevailed in ~son Chm~d]er’s first game back 

fl’om an 

Box Score 

ANALYSIS 

Rare Close %q~ for K~lieks, but Not a Work of Art 

The Knicks are 5-~o this season in games ~at have a "clutch" 

moment; khe flaws that hinder them tht~)ughout the game are 

b~ught ~nto stmq< relief by th e pressure of th e fi n al mim~tes. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Olympics In~-~te Trottble ~Vhe~ Polities Drive 

Choices 

How have Olympians ended up in Lhe rnid~e of a human rights 

debate yet again? 

, Obama Names Gay Athletes to U.S. Delegation 

...... Jean 

King, 

Arts 

Art-Seethe Gl~n~pses, Lost Then Fom~d 

An archive fl’om two photographers who documented New 

York’s art scene of the 1~ 6os is being divided among five top 

~E~ Slide Show 

I    on Pier 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Adapting Big Q~estions for the Screen 

A look at the Oscar race for adapted screenplay. 

,lud~ 

ARTSBEAT 

N ew York Fihn Society’s Executive Director Steps Do~grl 

Rose Kuo, executive director of the Film Society of I,ineoln Center since 2o]o, 

is stepping down. 



Fashion & Style 

Bar~eys: Cor~d~g _4~o~md Agah~ 

Darneys plans to ~zclaim its original Chelsea location (now 

housing a Loehmann’s) and open a new downto~ branch by 

2o~7. 

What Wotfld Beyone6 Wear? She K~ows 

The stylist B. ~J<erlnnd has emerged as the go--to person for pop 

stm~ who waist an edN:, fashion-tbrward look for their videos 

and toms. Including looks from Beyoncb’s mew album. 

The New Skimpy o~ BrooMyn 

San~h’o arrives from France with a narrow view on color and 

rather strict silhouette. 

More CHtJcal Shoppe[ A[ticles 

The 1 
Chelsea 

I ~p~oh I 

Obituaries 

Rormie Biggs, Lo~gtime Fugitive Al~er the Great 

Train RobberT, Dies at 84 
E~. ~aE~:..~:,~.n t>x 

Mr. giggs gained inter~mtionN fame for his role in one of 

Britain’s besbknown chines, the Great Train Robbery of 1963, 

and his subseqnent life on [he run. 

Eyad El-Sarraj, Psye|fiatrist "~, ]ho Fought fo~¯ 

Rights of P~esfin~m~s, Is Dead at 7o 

Dr. Sarraj pioneered mental health care in Caza and became an 

internationNIy recognized human rights advocate, e~itieizing 

both the Israe]~ and Palesthfian authorities. 

Ronnie 
Biggs 

W ed ~s 

Sarraj, 

Graham Nlaekay, Who Built Beer Empire, Dies at 

64 

Mr. Mackay helped transform Sonth Africa’s biggest br~wer into 

SABMil]er, o~e of the world’s biggest beer eong]omerates. 

Graham 

I ..... 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Turn Offll~ e Data Vacu um 

President Obama ca~ quh::kJy adopt a ~ew call fi:a" an e~d to the i~�ffuctive and 

eonstiku[ionally dangewus dragnet sm’veillanee. 

EDITORIAL 

An Epidemic of Atter~tion Deficit Disorder 
E~. mr. ~.~.~ r,’RP~ 

The tactics used by pharmaceutical companies to &’ire up diagnosis and sales 

of their drugs were brazen, oRen misleading and sometimes d~ceiffuL 

EDITORIAL 

Tmfisia’s Reawakening 

A~ter inspiring many of its neighboL~ at the onset of the Arab Spring, it is 

Tmfisia that again could show the way to get the transitions to democracy back 

on trad<. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Anti-blank bias is real, How do we bo]d the system accountable, 

yet break fi’ee fl’om it? Are d~e sears too long and too deep? 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Car~dy C~s]~ m~d ~i~o Cl~gistie 

How many of yon gentlepeople are playing Candy Crush? 

Playing the ad(~etive game brings to mind Chris Christie and his 

political fl~re. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

inmates Helpir~g ~mates 

Jusk becanse people are in prison doesn’t mean khey can’t do good. 

For more opi!~io.; go to NYTimee.eom!Opinion ~ 
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Top News 

P~tin, Necure i~ Power, Nays He May Free Jailed 

President Vladim ir V. Putin said tba~ Mikhail B. Kbodorkovslq, 

former oi] tycoon, eou]d soon be freed from prison, a 

~ 
Mikhail 1 
Kilodork I 
ovsky, I 

reversal many saw as an attempt to quiet critics betbre the Winter Olympics, 

CoeMne Cases 

President Obarna said the inmates, eaeb of whom has been 

imprisoimd for at least :~5 years, had been sentenced under what 

is now recognized as ai~ "mffair system." 

e Aaron, 

THE CANCER DIVIDE 
~ Dabrah 

Tackling a Racial Gap in Breast Cmteer S~rv~val 
who has 

I)eeades of awareness campaigns and advances in ~reah-nent 

have improved sm~qval rates tbr womei~ ~th breast calmer 

the U~ted St~ttes, but the majori~" of those gains bare b}~mssed black womem 

Interactive Graphic: A S~k Gap m Breast Cancer Deatas 

For mere tei) news. ~r) to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

THEATER 

~ vm~:o: InstaHarnlet 

The New York Times asked students to submit their 

perfot~aa~ces of scenes from "ttamlet" via Ins~gram. We 



received close to 500 submissions. These are some of ore’ favorites. 

OPINION I OP-DOCS AND THE MAGAZINE 

~The Night ~+Vitch’ 

This animated Op-Doe e.~)lores the life (g Nadezhda Popova, 

who became a World Way II hero as part of a Soviet aI]-l~male 

bombing regiment. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ALAN M, DERSNOW~TZ, the cisi] {iberties ad*,’ocate, on the eacei:r of the pornographer AI 
Go[dstein a~d that of Hugh He[hi:r, the publisher o[ Playboy magazine, 

Today’s Video 

~vmm: This ~+Veek’s Movies: Dee. 2o, 2o13 

The New York Times movie (q~tics on "Her," +I’he Past," and 

"~Mmhorman 2: The Legend Continues." 

~ V+DEO: Lm+~ta Sass’s Pressm°e: Cooker 

Cookbook author and press re’e--coo]ring experL Loma Sass shows 

Ma~k B~mm~ how to make ]arab meatballs w~th a (-;~e&qnsph?ed 

tomato sauce in under five mim+tes. 

~ vmEo: Gaza’s ’Arab Idol’ 

Mohammed Assaf has become an improbable tale of success lbr 

Palest~nians across [he g]obe. The 24-year-old is now ridh}g a 

wave of fame after ~dnning t 3is year’s "Arab IdoL" 

~ Related A~icie 

World 

G rowing Corr~lpfion inq~iry Hits (:lose to 

Turkish Leader 

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan weathered a surnmer of 

protest, but a eorrupkion scandal poses a greater challenge. 

...... Minister 
Recep 
Tawip 

Buoyed by a Deal V~:ith Ra~ssia~ Ukraine’s Leader Tries to 
Reassert His Authority 



President Viktor Fo Yanukovieh ~vpeated ass uranees that there would be no 

violent move to dear out anfigovemme~t protesters i~ Kiev, yet also warned 

ou kside powers again st in ketgeren ee. 

][oM,Fo Neolds Ukraine Plan ~or Eeonmny 

DWs afker Russia ugreed to lend UM’aine $15 billion, the Intern{Rional 

Monetary Fund said that without comprehensive maeroeeonomie re~brms the 

money would essentially he thrown into a bla& hole. 

U,S. 

Another R~|e in Hea~th :Law ~s Sea~ed Back 

Millions facing the caneella[ion of health insurance policies ~I1 be exempt from 

penalties if they’ go withouk next year, the White House said. 

In Navy Bi~ing Scandal a Third Company Puts an 

Executive on Leave 

Multinational Logistic Smwiees, the Navy’s largest ship supply company, placed 

,M~bar iOmn on paid leave, citing what it ealled "the seriousness of the 

allegations." 

Defi’oeking of ~linister %~idens Split Over Gays 

A MethodisL minister was s’uqpped of his detqeal creden~als for 

vi~ka[ing ehvm:.h law by presiding at his son’s same-.sex wedding, 

bnt his defl’ocMng has galvanized othet~ to disobey church 

prohibitions. 

Schaefe 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
From 

SoEoCo Tension as It Examined Mort-gage Cases I~ft 
players 

The reasoning behind Lhe decisions the S.E.C. made in sifting 

through the wreckage of the crisis a~d the eo~tentious way they 

divided camps illuminates how difficult choices ate" made inside the regulator. 

An Easing of R~*les on Charges by Amex 
~.:)., HiL ARY 9 iOL; i 

Agreernents wiLh Arne[~ean Express, MasterCard and Visa huve 

cleared the way for vendors to h~sfi~te what ~s essentially bvo- 

tier pricing fbr shoppms. 



Target Says Data ]br 4o MiHhm Shoppers Was 

The retailer said criminals had access to customers’ credit card 

and debit card informatb-~n fl’om Nov. 27, ahead of one of the 

year’s busiest shopp~n$ days, through Dec. ]5. 

~ For Target’s S~oppe~s~ a New Holiday To-Do Ust 

Sports 

At ~4, ’Fop Prospects Dee~de ~fPath to NoHoLo 

Runs Thro~,gh College 

By theh" ear].v tee~s, some players with N.H.L. aspiratio~s fl~ce a 

decision: stay eligible for college, or bolt to m~orjunior ho&ey 

in Ca*mda, which is considered pt~)fessional. 

DeAnge I 

B~oant a~d Lakers’ Plates Break Down 

The Lakcrs announced that Kobe Bryant, six games into his 

comeback, would be out six weeks after fl:aeturin g the lateral 

tibial platean in Ms left knee in Tuesday’s win at Memphis. 

, James’s No. 6 Is Again No 1 in N.B.A Jersey Sales 

Bo,ant 

COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP 

in Duke’s ~’Vh~ at the Garden~ a ~NaturaP Draws 

Comparison, s to Anthony 

The fl’eshman dabat~ Parker had 23 points, lo ~bounds and 5 

assisLs to lead Duke past U.C.L.A. at Madison Square Garden. 

..... Parker 

grabbin 

Arts 

Young So~fls Po~°tray the Wit of 

Brevity 

Approximately 5oo bigb school and colIege students recorded 

themselves delivering lines fl’om Shakespeare’s "Hamlet" 

seeo~ds or less using Instagram. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’A PIECE OF WORK’ 

There Be M~dness in "ilfis ~lethod 

In **A Piece of Work~" presented at the Brooklyn Academy of 

Musie’s t.’ishma~ Space, the text of "Hamlet" has been r~m 

through computer algorithms to disorienting effect. 

BEST IN CLASSICAL 

Favorite Noamds, Early to Enviror~mental 

The classical music c~fies c,f The New York Times ofl~r a guide 

to some ,:ff the most notable recordings of 2Ol3. 

Movies 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The ,,knJrrmt~on of the I~agi~atio~ 

A~ Atfimated Worh:l, a festival at the IFC Center m ade up of films 

distributed by Okids, iuclndes several £)reign produe’dous. 



Sex arid Drugs and LPoOJs 

r.v i,’E EOCr:P.,,. 

Movies don’t do well describing what really happens day to day 

on Wall Street, and it’s easier - and in many ways more sensible - 

to do films like "The Wolf of Wall Street," 

’THE PAST’ 

Ba~kwm0d to Somewhere 

"The Past," the new film fl:om the Iranian director of 

SeparaBon," ]oo~ at a rangc of persoual skrug~es in suburban 

Hill and 

Obituaries 

AI Ooldstehl, a lhiblisher ~’~ho ’rook the 

Rorr~anee Out of Sex, Dies at 77 

Mr. Go]dste~n, the publisher of Screw magazine, was first to 

present sex b~ his audience wi’~ouk d~e slightest atkempt at 

classiness or subtlety. 

~ City Room: A PornographeCs Farewel~ 

R~ehavd D, Heff~ev, Host of ~The Open Mi~d~~ 

:Dies at 88 

Mr. Heff~ter’s background as a histogan helped him ca~’e out 

careers in education, broadcasting and in rating films. 

John ~’~o Co*°nfo*°th, 96, Nobel-~’~hmh~g Chemist, 

Dies 

Dr. Cornfl)~tb, who was born in Aus~:alia, shared the Nobel Prize 

in ChemistEv in ~975 aud could trace that achievement to his 

discovery as a child that he was becoming deaf~ 

LJ nive~.<,i 

Fei mel~ ~bitua:%s, go to NYTimes.¢om/Obituaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Release the ’l’ort~re RepoNs 
E~. r.~r. i.~.~ ro~P,~ 

Official documents of interrogation abqses done in the aftermath of the atNeks 

of Sept. ~], ~oo], should be puhlic. 

EDITORIAL 

Rttssian .~n~esties 

Unless followcd by a s~’engfl~ening of the rule of law, President Putin’s 

anmesties are an imperial gestun~, nok a sign that j ustiee has been set~’ed. 

EDITORIAL 

India’s l~lisplaeed O~trage 

Indians seem incensed that one of their diplomats was ar~vsted, instead of being 

con cerued about the trea tmen t of a domes tie worker. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

On thc budget dcaI, Repuhlican ]eadcrs sold out conservative 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Th~ T~’ag~e N~tuat~o~ 

The complex a~d tragic nature of Is~’aeYs situation deserves a 

robust an d tea]is tic moral asscssmen t. 

~ Column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

i~eq~ality, h~d~a~ Style 

The epiphany of one h3dJan who ~ed [he g~’eed-Js-good fast tra@ 

b-~ help the poorest. 

Fo; me~e oeiniol;, 90 to NYTimes.eomtOpinioe >~ 
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Top News 

N.S.A. Spied on Allies, Aid Groups and 
Businesses 
By JAMES GLANZ and ANDREW W. LEHREN 

Secret documents reveal more than 1,ooo targets of U.S. and 

British surveillance in recent years, including the office of an 

Israeli prime minister and heads of international aid organizations. 

, Obama Weighing Security and Privacy in Deciding on Spy Program Limits 

¯ News Analysis: A Legacy in the Balance on Surveillance Policies 

New Health Law Frustrates Many in Middle 
Class 
By KATIE THOMAS, REED ABELSON and JO CRAVEN McGINTY 

Many Americans who don’t quality for health care subsidies are 

facing steep premium prices. 

Yemen Deaths Test Claims of New Drone Policy 
By MARK MAZZETTI and ROBERT F. WORTH 

The reported deaths of innocent people in a wedding procession 

this month illuminated the reality behind the rhetoric of the 
Obama administration’s new drone policy. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes,com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Best Marriage Proposals of the Year 

A look back at the most interesting marriage proposals submitted 

to the Weddings/Celebrations section of The New York Times in 

2013. 

OPINION [ OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Revitalizing Our Forests 
By BERND HEINRICH 

In my small corner of western Maine, I’m bringing back the 

American chestnut as a significant component of the ecosystem. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"They’re frustrated. Everybody was thinking that 

Obamacare was going to come in with more affordable 

rates. Well, they’re not more affordable." 

DAVID OSCAR, an insurance broker in New Jersey, describing his clients’ reaction to new 
health care premiums. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Soul of the Square 
At Independence Square in Kiev, Ukraine, the pop singer 

Ruslana Lyzhychko keeps demonstrators upbeat and energized 

in freezing temperatures every night. 



~ VIDEO: Spanish Tortilla With Tomato Salad 
Spanish tortillas are an adaptable dish that can be served at 

brunch or a cocktail party. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Review: ~’O14 Mazda CX-9 
Introduced in 2007, the Mazda CX-9 has been around the block. 

After all these years (and two face-lifts), corners remain this 

nimble three-row crossover’s natural habit. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 
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World 

Libya Militias Fleeing Cities, Leaving Chaos 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Civilian protesters and armed groups have chased militias from 

Tripoli and Benghazi for the first time since the ouster of Col. 

Muammar el-Qaddafi in 2o11. 

Freed Abruptly by Putin, Khodorkovsky Arrives 

in Germany 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Mikhail Khodorkovsky, once Russia’s richest man, flew to Berlin 

on a private jet after President Vladimir V. Putin signed a decree 

pardoning him early Friday. 

¯ The Lede: Statement From Khodorkovsky in Berlin 

Ugandan Lawmakers Pass Measure Imposing Harsh 

Penalties on Gays 
By ALAN COWELL 



The effort to introduce harsher punishments included life imprisonment for 
what the law called "aggravated homosexuality," news reports said. 

¯ The kede: Online Reaction to Uganda’s Antigay Legislation 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld )) 

U.S. 

Setting the Table for a Regal Butterfly 

Comeback, With Milkweed 
By MICHAEL WINES 

Conservationists have planted milkweed, a favored food of the 
butterfly, along migratory routes where natural habitat has been 
plowed under for crops. 

Federal Judge Rules That Same-Sex Marriage Is 
Legal in Utah 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

The judge said that Utah’s amendment barring same-sex 
marriage violated the United States Constitution. If the ruling is 
upheld, Utah will become the 18th state to permit same-sex marriage. 

By Sci-Fi Standards, Newest Robots May 
Disappoint 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

The Darpa Robotics Challenge is more than a showcase for a new 
generation of robots. It is also an attempt by the federal 
government to push technology forward, to create machines that can perform 
dangerous tasks in humans’ place. 

......................................................................................................... F?r rj?o [e U.S. r~ev~s, go to N ~!mes.com~US tt 
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Business 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Leading the Charge Against Spain’s Mortgage 

Crisis 
By SUEANNE DALEY 

Ada Colau’s group, the Platform for People Affected by 

Mortgages, has blocked hundreds of evictions and pressed for changes in 

Spain’s hard-line mortgage laws. 

Revision Shows U.S. Growing at Fastest Rate 

Since ao~ 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The Commerce Department revised its estimate of third-quarter 

growth to 4.1 percent from 3.6 percent, saying consumer and 

business spending were stronger than originally thought. 

¯ Report on Economic Growth Lifts Markets 

YOUR MONEY 

Weighing Health Plans: The Devilish Details 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

As a deadline approaches, more people are trying to figure out 

the intricate cost-sharing arrangements of various options. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Nets Look to Get Both Feet in Brooklyn 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Nets plan to move their basketball operations to Industry 

City in Sunset Park, Brooklyn, a final step in their move out of 

New Jersey. 

ON BASEBALL 

Beltran Is Back in New York, With Nothing to 

Prove 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Carlos Be]tran did not win a pennant in his seven seasons wi_th 

the Mets, but he says he has no need to redeem b_imse]f with the Yankees. 

, Baseball Roundup: Youkilis Joins Star Pitcher’s Team in Japan 

One-Handed Basketball Player Gets Shot With 



Florida 
By MIKE TIERNEY 

Despite being born without a left hand and forearm, Zach 
Hodskins has a guaranteed roster spot with Florida next season, 
an affirmation of his basketball skill from a college powerhouse. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Survival Goes to Extremes 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Discovery’s "Dude, You’re Screwed" transforms survival into 

sport. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Ethiopian Funkster, Back After Long Break 
By JON PARELES 

Hailu Mergia, a onetime star of Ethiopian music now driving a 
cab in Washington, led an earthy evening of funk at Baby’s M1 
Right in Williamsburg on Thursday. 

New Center, but Woes at Historic Site 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

Even as it prepares to open a $34 million cultural building, the 

Weeksville Heritage Center in Brooklyn faces money problems. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~oFe ~rts r~e~,s, go t£ N~Times,�om!Arts ~ 

Travel 

A Test Run at Russia’s Olympic Hopeful 
By ANDY ISAACSON 

With Sochi, Russia, preparing to host the Winter Olympics in 
February, the author gets an early taste of the area’s developing 
ski experience. 

EXPLORER 

Skiing in September? Head South 
By ALEX KUCZYNSKI 

Leaving a sultry New York behind, the author escaped to Chile, 
where she found snowy slopes and even a gold medal or two. 

NEXT STOP 

In British Columbia, Little Big Resort 
By CHRISTOPHER SOLOMON 

Red Mountain Resort, north of Spokane, Wash., has added 
hundreds of acres of lift-served terrain. But where does that leave 



the overall ski experience? 

................................................................................................ F0r r~0re ~ra~e! 0e~s, g0 to N¥~ime~�om!Travel ~ 

Obituaries 

Janet D. Rowley, Who Discovered That Cancer 

Can Be Genetic, Dies at 88 
By MARGALIT FOX 

In 1972, Dr. Rowley became the first person to show a conclusive 

link between certain genetic abnormalities and certain cancers. 

Ned Vizzini, Author of Teenage Novels, Dies at 
32 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Mr. Vizzini addressed depression and other adolescent issues in 

works like "It’s Kind of a Funny Story." 

Kelly Clark, a Lawyer Who Won a Pivotal Abuse 
Case Against the Boy Scouts, Dies at 56 
By DANIEL E. SLOTNIK 

Mr. Clark’s successful child molestation lawsuit against the Boy 

Scouts of America in Oregon led to the release of a trove of 

documents containing thousands of accusations of sexual abuse. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Obama’s Disappointing Response 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In his news conference, the president, yet again, offers little more than bland 

reassurances on the government’s runaway surveillance policy. 

EDITORIAL 

Return to Regular G.O.P. Programming 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The budget deal only briefly papered over the party’s destructive political 

tactics. 

EDITORIAL 

Bangladeshi Workers’ Long Wait 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Eight months after the deadly collapse of a garment factory, most victims and 

their families have yet to receive financial help. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’Duck Dynasty’ and Quackery 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The "aw, shucks" version of intolerance is the worst kind. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Civic Break for the Holidays 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Congress gave all Americans a great Christmas gift: No 

government shutdowns for the next two years. Now we can rest 

easy until next year. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Having a Servant Is Not a Right 
By ANANYA BHATTACHARYYA 

India’s outrage at the treatment of a diplomat who underpaid her housekeeper 

points up its complicity in an exploitative system. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 21, 1988, a terrorist bomb exploded aboard a Pan Am Boeing 
747 over Lockerbie, Scotland, killing 27o people. 
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Top News 

BEARING ARMS 

When the Right to Bear Arms Includes the 
Mentally Ill 
By MICHAEL kUO and MIKE MclNTIRE 

Law enforcement is often powerless when it comes to keeping 
firearms out of the hands of people who are mentally ill, an unresolved issue in 

the debate over the Second Amendment. 

¯ Previous Articles in the Series 

Now Taking World Cup Bookings, Rio’s Slums 
By SIMON ROMERO 

With hotel rooms in short supply, the residents of Rio de 
Janeiro’s favelas, or slums, are renting out their homes to visiting 
soccer fans from around the globe. 

¯ ~ Video: Rio Rents Reach New Heights 

Spike in Harm to Liver Is Tied to Dietary Aids 
By ANAHAD O’CONNOR 

Dietary supplements now account for nearly 2O percent of drug- 

related liver injuries that turn up in hospitals, up from just 7 
percent a decade ago, analysts say. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes~com >> 
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Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ SLIDE SHOW: For Syrian Refugees, Obstacles to 

School Are Many 

Of the more than two million Syrian refugees in the region, about 

865,000 are children, and 70 percent of them are not enrolled in 

school, Unicef says. 

¯ Related Article 

~ INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC: How Y’all, Youse and You 
Guys Talk 
What does the way you speak say about where you’re from? 

Answer the questions to see your personal dialect map. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We didn’t cut to the bone. We cut into the bone." 

AUDRA RITTER, a middle school teacher in Coatesville, Pa., which has cut close to one-fifth of 
its school district staff. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Clinton Connection 
No one in the Clinton family is running for office in 2014, but the 

influence of the former president can be seen in several coming 

elections in his home state of Arkansas. 



Read Article 

~ VIDEO: Rio Rents Reach New Heights 
As Brazil prepares to host the 2014 World Cup, residents of Rio’s 
favelas are turning once dilapidated and dangerous hillside 
dwellings into valuable hotel rooms. 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Red and White All 
Over 
Decorations and whimsical expressions transformed the city into 
smiles and joy for the annual SantaCon celebrants. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 
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World 

Attack on U.S. Aircraft Foils Evacuation in South 

Sudan 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Four service members were wounded on Saturday after aircraft 

flying into South Sudan to evacuate American citizens were 

attacked and forced to turn back, officials said. 

With Punishments or Pardons, Putin Shows He 
Is in Control 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

He has demonstrated an ability not only to wield the executive 

power of the Kremlin but also to bend the legislative and judicial 

branches of government to his wfl]. 



Irish Try to Eradicate Ghosts of a Housing Crash 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

A nation is trying to clean up after thousands of homes that, after 

the housing bubble burst, were never finished or are 

substandard. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Subtract Teachers, Add Pupils: Math of Today’s 

Jammed Schools 
By MOTOKO RICH 

Despite the economic recovery from the recession, staffs at many 

school districts remain substantially reduced, leading to 

unwieldy class sizes and a lack of specialists to help students. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Overcrowding in Classrooms 

THIS LAND 

A Dealer Serving Life Without Having Taken One 
By DAN BARRY 

Jesse Webster, 46, a former cocaine dealer, sentenced in 1996, is 

among an estimated 2,000 federal inmates serving life without 

parole for nonviolent offenses. 

¯ ~ Video: A Family’s Sentence 

Victim in Colorado School Shooting Dies 
By ASHLEY SOUTHALL 

Claire Davis, 17, a suburban Denver student, was shot in the head by a classmate 

at Arapahoe High School on Dec. 13. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 
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Business 

DEALBOOK 

Into the Bitcoin Mines 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

In a bunker in Iceland, powerful computers are whirring 24 

hours a day - and extracting an invisible currency. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Don’t Mistake This for Gridlock 
By TYLER COWEN 

The American political system allows for more change than its 

current reputation suggests, an economist says. 

PROTOTYPE 

Surfboard Design, Catching a Wave From Old 

Hawaii 
By CLAIRE MARTIN 

Two brothers are tE4ng to redefine the surfboard by returning to 

the sport’s roots. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Finishes Beyond All Control in the N.F.L. 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

N.F.L. coaches try to plan the final minutes of a game, but desperation is the 

mother of invention, and the making of great moments. 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Escalating Crisis of Faith for Knicks’ True 

Believers 
By MICHAEL POWELL 

For those wise enough to spend a warm winter-solstice Saturday 

outside, allow me to break the news: The Knicks lost. And a losing season is 

beginning to feel inevitable. 

¯ Grizzlies 95, Knicks 87: A Late Run Can’t Offset the Knicks’ Early Woes 

Manning Is Still Working to Find Answers in a 

Lost Season 
By TOM PEDULLA 

Hampered by an injury-ravaged offensive line, Eli Manning 

voiced only optimism as he prepared to take snaps from a third- 



string center in Detroit. 

¯ Gonzalez Ending Career Out of Playoffs but With No Regrets 

. Week 16 Matchups: Giants (5-9) at Lions (7-7) I Browns (4-10) at Jets (6-8) 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes,comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Angst Rebooted for a New Season 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

"Community," which begins its fifth season on Jan. 2, finds its 
creator, Dan Harmon, still obsessing over the show’s details. 

¯ ~ Video Excerpt 

Stumbling, Strategic Steps to Manhood 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Justin Bieber, 19, gets a megastar’s attention - including his 
lurching steps toward an adult career. 

Missing From Podiums: Women 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

Female conductors no longer attract open-mouthed attention 
among music lovers or the news media when they appear, yet 
they remain far from being fairly represented. 

For more arts news~ go to NYTimes~comlArts ~ 

Magazine 

How John McCain Turned His Cliches Into 
Meaning 
By MARK LEIBOVICH 

The "brave maverick" who became the "bitter old man" is now 
"learning to let go." 

RIFF 

One! Last! Time! 
By LISA SCHWARZBAUM 

In the movies, men are constantly gathering for a last blowout 

escape from adult life. One quiet film this year presents a 
refreshingly different take on manhood. 

Chicago’s Opportunity Artist 
By BEN AUSTEN 

Can the social sculptor Theaster Gates turn the inner city into 
art? 

........................................................... ~O[ r~£re fr£r~ ~he S~r~da~’ r~aga~![~e, 90 t0 N)t[!mes~com!Magaz!ne ~t 



Obituaries 

Edgar M. Bronfman, Who Brought Elegance and 

Expansion to Seagram, Dies at 84 
By JONATHAN KANDELL 

Mr. Bronfman helped the liquor company acquire other 

businesses and make a stake in Hollywood, and was a champion 

of the rights of Jews. 

John Eisenhower, Historian and Son of the 

President, Dies at 91 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Mr. Eisenhower, the son of the five-star general turned 

president, forged his own career in the U.S. Army and then 

chronicled the history of the American military in numerous books. 

Michiaki Takahashi, 85, Who Tamed 
Chickenpox, Dies 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Dr. Takahashi, a researcher of measles and polio viruses, was 

spurred to action when his 3-year-old son fell ill. 

.......................................................................................... For ~ore ob!t~a[ies, go ~o NY~[imes~�om!Obituaries ,~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Bad Times for Big Brother 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A judge and a presidential panel slam the N.S.A.’s snooping as a mass invasion 

of privacy. 

EDITORIAL 

Europe’s Flawed Banking Deal 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A new agreement to rescue failing banks is inadequate and overly bureaucratic. 

EDITORIAL 

The Peril of Antibiotic Use on Farms 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A move to end the use of antibiotics to promote growth of animals, while a 

strong first step, does not go far enough. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ,~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

A Wordnado of Words in 2013 
By GRANT BARRETT 



A lexicographer’s catalog of our preoccupations. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Waiting for Wonder Woman 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Despite strides in 2013 and the miracle that is Jennifer 

Lawrence, Hollywood still owes us more heroines than we get. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ideas From a Manger 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

In a divided culture, there are three competing views of 

Christmas. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion )) 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Health Care’s Road to Ruin 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

There are ways to lower costs. Is there the will? 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

A Reading List for Feuding Republicans 
By JONATHAN MARTIN 

Republican factions need to work their differences out now, not 

during the 2016 presidential election. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 22, 1864, during the Civil War, Union Gen. William T. 
Sherman sent a message to President Abraham Lincoln from Georgia, 
saying, "I beg to present you as a Christmas gift the city of Savannah." 
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Top News 

Buyl~g Overseas Clothh~g, UoS, P’lo~ts Its Ou~ 

Advice 
L:7 ban URLdNA 

h~ some countries, supphers to the Amer~cm~ govel’mne~t show a 

pa[tern of unsafe or abusive conditions. 

~ ~ Graphic Where the US Government GeN ib Clothes 

Free to Speak About R~sia, but Now From a 

Safe Distance 

Mikhail B. ~odorkovsky, a former billionaire and a critic of 

President V~adimir %L PntJn’s who was imprisoned fbr a decade, 

said in Berlin [hal he would work to help okher political prisoners. 

, ~ardoned Russian Tycoon Is Free to S~t Planning His Future 

_Aa~fid Steady Deportation, Fear and ~,Vorr3, a 

M~fltiply Among immigrants ....... Fot~ 

Immigrunt leaders see a broud impact on their comm mfides, 

w~th depo~atio~s sfil~ separating bread-winning parents from 

children and unauthorized immigranks from family members here legally. 

Editors’ Picks 



WOR’O 

[~i sl~_t~ 
...... sLn~: s~ow: Refigees in Syria Put 

k~ulga~a has st~ggled to provide even r~v~tnentary shelter to Syrian reflgees. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tourists with GPS are enda~gering fl’agJle Anasazi sites. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

I~IKHAIL B. KHOI2ORKOV~KY, a former billionaire who was released after ~o years i~ a 
R~ssian prison. 

Today’s Video 

~ V~DEO: A VVoodstoek for Robots 

At the Robotics f; ~alle ~ge 2o~3 T~als in }tornestead, Fla., teams 

that builk rescue robots competed fbr a chance ut a 8~ million 

prize ne~ year. 

~ Reiated Article 

Tim New York Times movie eritk:s on "Her," "The Past," and 

**.&nehom~an 2: The Legend Continues." 

~ VIDEO= Mining fi~r Biteoir~s in Ieela~d 

A* a seeure faeilit?: that was once a ?ZATO base, eomputer 

servers run around the dock raining bitedns. The company 

behind the operation relies on cheap enerKv to turn processing 

power into cask 

World 

Americans Evacuated F~oom South 

.&merieans were flown out ofa t)esieged [ hired Nations compound, a day after a 

first attempt was fired 



Anl-igow~rnment Protesters Vow to Block 

Demonstrators in Bangkok vowed to disrupt elections scheduled 

lbr Feb. 2 i~ their campaign b) Nd ThNhmd of i~ m~-~st i~fluential 

poUtieal family. 

NORTHAMPTON JOURNAL 

Pa~ying Until Drm~k and Disorderly h~ Britah~ 

BHtish offiNaIs are considering sobNons as large numbers of 

British yoadls go out on the weekends to get thoroughly, 

h]i~d~ngly and oRen v~olenfly dnmk. 

Focus on Ocean’s Heall-h as Dolphin Deaths Soar 
L:y ~ iZ~.i iT. AL’,M, Ri.2 

The resurge~ce of a marine mammal virus o~ the Eastern 

Seaboard and ’unusual mot~ality evenhs’ in the Gulf region have 

puzzled seiemists. 

Cincinnati Streetcar Plan Pits Desire tbr Growth 

Against Fiscal Restraint 

Ai’ter much contentious debate, cons~’uetion on a 3.6 mile 

streetcar line in Cindnnafi is moving ahead, with finandal 

suppo~ from a foundafiom 

On ~ Pamned ,Jets, Sardines ’lh~m on One _kamther 

AMines are making seats smaller, and increasing the n umber of 

passengers, to raise revenue. 

Rodriqu 
e, 

continu 

out 

Business 

Midsize Cities ir~ Polm~d Develop as Service Hubs 

£or Outsoureh~g Industry 
S,. j.AC! ~.Vvi NO 

Poland has become a hub for an in~ernaLional eo~orate clientele 

that wflues the counter’s wdI-edueated and ofk’n muldlingual 

work tBree. 

, ~ Sl~de Show: From India to Pola;~d 

...... former 

textile 



Strong Pro~t Margh~ at Paramount 

Underlines a Holl~ood 

Brad Grey of Paramount Pictmv~ has chosen to produce fewer 

films, giving up revert ue, but increasing profitability as the 

i~dustW moves into sun4vaJ mode. 

""" GreY, 

left. ’~he 

DEALBOOK 

investment Strategi� Rises From Obsemoity 

Since the finanda] misis, the popularity of a seemqties structun’, the master 

limited partnership, has som~d, and it is outpe~brming the broader s ~oek 

m a~ket. 

Sports 

N.F.L. ROUNDUP 

Arizona Stays in Race and Ends Seal-t|e’s Home Streak 

Carsm~ Palmer overcame four interceptions, throwing a ]ate touehdom~ pass 

tha t hdped the Cardinals stop d~e Seahawks’ 14-game home winning skreak. 

GIANTS 23, LIONS 20 (OT) 
Will Hili 

~,¢c~er a BIU;]e of Blmlders~ the ~iants Get It : : intercep 

Right ~r]le~ It Cou~ts ] ~1~£~ ]ted a 

Both Dams sDn~led with e~’o~ and wasted oppo]~m~tJes 

throughout the game, hue a guNy fourth-dom~ play in overtime set up [he 

winning field goal. 

,rqBox Score 

a~TS 24, SROWNS ~a a~t~ 
,Jets Ride Rya~s Po}~,er of Pel’s~aasion to Vh:tory I quay!orb ] 

Geno 

With Rex Ryan delivering impassioned pleas to the officials and 

Ms pb~yem, the ,JeN scored 17 straight points on [heir way to a solid win over 

the C~eveland Brow~s. 

,~Box Score 

,Roundup:Arizona Staysin Playoff Race[Day’s Bestinthe N.FL. 

Arts 

_After the Deluge, the Resto~o~tion 

Restoration work con timms on Giorgio Vasa*i’s "The Last 

Supper," a work ti’om 1546 that was &mmged in a flood in 1966. 

Enough AnMeD" to Fill Two Books 

Seo~t Stossel and his sister, Sage, each have written a book lkat 

reveals how anxiety disorders have gripped their family. 

Book Thef~ in Italy, %~ith a Hint of Polities 

A former Italian senator who received books that went missing 

li’om the Oirolamini ~bra~7 in Naples is hTing to distance 

h~n~self fl’om one cg the biggest rare-book-thoR seandNs in 

history. 

Marcelio 
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THE MEDIA EQUATION.         Nt                                      "    " 

~,~:her~ ~6(} Mmute~ Checks Its Journahst~c 

Skepfie[sn~ at the Door 

Viewers expect and deserve the shQw to bring its A game when it 

takes on a huge issue like the N .S.A., to se~’e as a s~md--in for the ~Mne*qcan 

people and ask the uncomfo~Mfle ques~ons. 

Plan for Trib~me Sph~off Raises Cor~cerns for 

F~,l-ure of Newspaper Operation,s 

The new company being created to p~d)iish The Chicago T~bune 

and other 1.mpem ~lI have to pay rent and a d~vJdend to ks 

former parenL 

...... 
Tribune I 
Publishi 
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Upstart Groups Challenge Rove for G.O.P. Cash 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

At least a dozen new groups are setting up to back individual Republican 
candidates for the Senate, threatening the strategic and financial dominance of 
Karl Rove and the nonprofit he co-founded, American Crossroads. 

Korea Execution Is Tied to Clash Over 
Businesses 
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The execution of the uncle of Kim Jong-un, North Korea’s leader, 
is said to have had its roots in a firefight over who would profit 
from the country’s most lucrative exports: coal, clams and crabs. 
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Winning Veterans’ Trust, and Profiting From It 
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living arrangements. 
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Santa has gone too soft on kids, argues this animated Op-Doc, 
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ELYSE BENDER-SEGALL, on her 3-year-old, who wanted iTtmes gift cards and the iPad mini 
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Jesse Webster has been incarcerated 18 years for dealing 

cocaine; his family hopes President Obama will commute his 
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U.N. Chief Urges Steps to Calm South Sudan’s 
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Secretary Genera] Ban Ki-moon is seeking a near doubling of the 

peacekeeping force in the country, where civil war has become a 
rising threat. 

Archbishop and Imam Are United Across Battle 
Lines in Central African Republic 
By CAR LOTTA GALL 

Two religious leaders joined forces to try to head off brewing 
sectarian tensions in Central African Republic, where a brutal 

conflict between Christians and Muslims has killed hundreds this month alone. 
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Cohen Said to Have Warned Friend About 
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Giants and 49ors and visits from the Beatles and a pope, may 
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Knicks Get Past the Magic, but It Hurts 
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The Knicks escaped with a win over the Magic that featured no 
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limping offthe court with injuries. 
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By ROBERTA SMITH 

"David Hockney: A Bigger Exhibition," at the de Young Museum 
in San Francisco, focuses mainly on Mr. Hockney’s recent work, 
especially his radiant, modernist landscapes of East Yorkshire in England. 
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"Jewels by JAR," an exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum, is 
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Sign-Up Period Extended Again for Health Plan 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The move was the latest in a series of changes that have confused insurers and 
many Americans and opened the administration to increasing criticism from 
Republicans. 

Political Fight in South Sudan Targets Civilians 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

The crisis in South Sudan has broadened into a conflict in which 
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civilians are not accidental victims of the fighting. 
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¯ Related Article 

OPINION ] OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

It’s the Most Unknowable Time of the Year 
By GARY SHTEYNGART 

For a Jewish kid, in Leningrad and then Queens, disguises were 

mystifying. They still are. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"When you’re younger, you have everything - you have 
the flexibilit~, you have no fear. But you don’t savor 
every step, every movement of every fingertip, every 

beat of the music. I feel like I’m tasting food for the first 
time." 

ELIZABETH ROXAS-DOBRISH, on dancing Alvin Ailey’s "Revelations" again at age 55. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Gifts Across the Miles 
Immigrants in the most international borough in New York City 

send gifts home for the holidays to support their families, and to 



stay connected. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: In Performance: ’It’s a Wonderful Life’ 
Howard McGillin and Haley Bond, with Rory Duffy on sound 

effects, perform a scene from "It’s a Wonderful Life: The 1946 

Live Radio Play," at the Irish Repertory Theater. 

~ VIDEO: Mining for Bitcoins in Iceland 
At a secure facility that was once a NATO base, computer servers 

run around the clock mining bitcoins. The company behind the 

operation relies on cheap energy to turn processing power into 

cash. 

¯ Related Article 

............................................................................................................. Eo[ r~or~ ~{!d~o, go ~o N)t’Time~:�omNideo ~ 
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World 

Egyptian Officials Point at Islamist Group After 

Blast at Police Building 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

At least 15 people were killed in the bombing in the city of 

Mansoura, the deadliest such attack since President Mohamed 

Morsi was ousted in July. 

Amnesty by Russians Includes Greenpeace Case 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

One member of a seized Greenpeace vessel’s crew received a pardon, and if the 



amnesty covers the rest, it will draw to a close one of the more contentious 
chapters in the organization’s history. 

Freed Russian Applies for Swiss Visa Allowing 
Travel in 26 Nations 
By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE 

Mikhail B. Khodorkovsky, a former oil tycoon and political 
opponent of President Vladimir V. Putin, has submitted his 
application to Switzerland for a three-month visa. 

................................................................................................. F0r ~0[e ~v~r!d r~e~qs, go t0 NYTimes,!?0m!W0dd ~ 

U.S. 

Indiana Finds It’s Not So Easy to Buck Gay 
Marriage Trend 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Supporters of same-sex marriage say victory in a generally 
conservative place would mark a turning point in a fight that has 
largely been waged in more left-leaning states or in the courts. 

Wyoming May Act to Plug Abandoned Wells as 
Natural Gas Boom Ends 
By DAN FROSCH 

Gov. Matt Mead has proposed an increased budget to plug 
abandoned wells, reduce the risk of groundwater contamination 
and begin to restore property values, but the money is not expected to go far. 

Appeals Court Refuses to Halt Same-Sex Marriages in Utah 
By JACK HEALY 

The Utah attorney general’s office said it would ask the United States Supreme 
Court to stop same-sex marriages in the state until the legal battles can be 
resolved. 

¯ Same-Sex-Marriage Supporters Applaud Ohio and Utah Rulings 
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Business 

DEALBOOK 

Detroit Wins 855 Million in Concessions From 2 
Banks                                               !~ 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

UBS and Bank of America agreed to lower their fees on financial 

contracts with the struggling city that a borrower typically cannot alter even in 

the case of bankruptcy. 

As New Services Track Habits, the E-Books Are 
Reading You 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

Several new e-book subscription services are analyzing the data 

of readers and providing it free. 

Jet Fuel by the Acre 
By TODD WOODY 

Advances in molecular genetics and DNA sequencing technology 

have allowed a San Diego start-up to domesticate jatropha, a 

plant with seeds that produce high-quality oil that can be refined 

into low-carbon biofuel. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

For Female Ski Jumpers, Agony of Exclusion 
Finally Ends 
By JULIET MACUR 



After years of struggle by parents, athletes, coaches and other 

volunteers, women will compete in Olympic ski jumping in 2014 

for the first time. 

Knicks’ Vicious Run of Injuries Is Exacting a Toll 
on Anthony 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

As the Knicks strain to salvage their season, they are becoming 
more injury prone, with Carmelo Anthony now joining the 
casualty list. 

¯ On Pro Basketball: Pacers’ Stephenson, Born in Brooklyn, Bloomin9 in Indiana 

ANALYSIS 

Coaching Carousel May Leave Heads Spinning 
By CHASE STUART 

Last season, seven N.F.L. coaches were fired on the day after the 

regular season. This season, Houston has already fired Gary 
Kubiak, and many more coaches could exit Monday. 

, Jets’ Ryan Looks Ahead, but Not Past Finale 

¯ Key Return for Giant Trying to Take Positive Steps 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~0[e sP0[ts £e~s, go to NY~fime~com!Sp0rts 

Arts 

With Willing Spirit, a Reprise for Ailey Dancers 
By SARAH LYALL 

Retired Alvin Alley company dancers wi]] return to the stage on 

New Year’s Eve for a special performance of Alley’s classic 

"Revelations." 

’THE WOLF OF WALL STREET’ 

When Greed Was Good (and Fun) 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Martin Scorsese’s "The Wolf of Wail Street" is three hours fuji of 

sex, drugs and conspicuous consumption, but what does it say 

about us? 

’THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY’ 

He Can Balance a Checkbook, but Not His 
Imagination 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "The Secret Life of Waiter Mitty," Ben Stiller is an office drone 

with an active fantasy life. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Dining & Wine 



Prized Performers 
By PETE WELLS 

The past year produced terrifically enjoyable restaurants from 

seasoned veterans, but those were exceptions. The newcomers 

were the true standouts in 9o13. 

LETTER FROM PARIS 

Making Christmas Sweet 
By ELAINE SCIOLINO 

Every December, just about every restaurant chef, pastry chef 

and bonbon-maker in France feels compelled to do something - 

simple, spectacular or silly - with chocolate. 

, ~’~ Slide Show 

An Egg for Every Occasion 
By MARTHA ROSE SHULMAN 

Today, good ones are easier to find than ever before, with vibrant 

and flavorful yolks. 

....................................................................... E0[ rp0r# di[~ir~g r~e~vs a[~d [e£!pes, 90 to N~’T!mes.com!Dining ~ 

Obituaries 

Edwin A. Shuman III, Former Prisoner of War 

Who Defied Hanoi Hilton Guards, Dies at 82 
By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN 

Commander Shuman, a Navy pilot whose plane was shot down in 

1968, led an effort by prisoners to conduct church services in the 

North Vietnamese camp known as the Hanoi Hilton. 

Yusef Lateef, Innovative Jazz Saxophonist and 

Flutist, Dies at 93 
By PETER KEEPNEWS 

Mr. Lateef crossed musical boundaries, playing world music 

before world music had a name. 

Rodolfo Hernandez, 82, Dies; Awarded Medal of 

Honor 
By DANIEL E. SLOTNIK 

Mr. Hernandez received the award for charging at the enemy in a 

daring assault while wounded and armed with an inoperable rifle 

and a bayonet when he was an Army corpora] during the Korean War. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Hunger for the Poorest Americans 



By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Instead of alleviating hunger, Congress is working on a farm bill that would 

actually reduce crucial food assistance. 

EDITORIAL 

France’s Operation Butterfly 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The French need help from Europe and the United Nations to stabilize the 

Central African Republic. 

EDITORIAL 

The Global Cancer Burden 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Less-developed nations accounted for more than half of all the new cancer cases 

in 2012. Tobacco controls in those countries are critically important as cancer 

cases grow. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0re £p!gior~, go tO NY~ime~�om!Opinion )~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

When I’m Sixty-Four 
By ROGER COHEN 

If the Beat]es sang about getting old today, the age might need to 

be increased by a few decades. But radical life extension would 

take the world into dangerous territory. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Christmas Manners Quiz 
By DELIA EPHRON 

Answers for those tricky situations we all face at this time of year. 

OP-DOCS 

’Christmas Icon Reform’ 
By DREW CHRISTIE 

Santa has gone too soft on kids, argues this animated Op-Doc, 
prompting the need for more frightening holiday icons like the 
German Krampus. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion )~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 25, 1991, Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev went on TV 
to announce his resignation as the eighth and final leader of a 

Communist superpower that had already gone out of existence. 
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Top News 

U.S. Sends Arms to Aid Iraq Fight With 
Extremists 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ERIC SCHMITT 

After an appeal for help, the United States is rushing dozens of 
missiles and surveillance drones to help Iraqi forces combat 
violence by a Qaeda-backed insurgency. 

Corruption Scandal Is Edging Near Turkish 
Premier 
By TIM ARANGO 

Amid a graft inquiry, three top ministers abruptly resigned - and 
one of them said Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan should 
step down as well. 

E.R. Costs for Mentally Ill Soar, and Hospitals 
Seek Better Way 
By JULIE CRESWELL 

While other types of health care costs might be declining, the 

cost of emergency room care for the mentally i]] shows no sign of 

ebbing. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: In Need of Help, but Not the Emergency Room 
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Editors’ Picks 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ VIDEO: Home Movie on Your Phone 

Home movies are increasingly being filmed on the smart phone. 

Here is how it’s done using Apple’s iMovie. 

OPINION I OP-DOCS AND THE MAGAZINE 

’Daredevil on a Snowmobile’ 
By LUCY WALKER 

This Op-Doc celebrates the achievements of Caleb Moore, a 

competitive snowmobiler who was the first athlete to fatally 

crash at the X Games. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"What it does is it inhibits the vitality of Los Angeles. 
When you go to New York, when you go to Chicago, 
when it’s safe to cross the street, you just cross the 

street. You just do it." 

NELSON ALGAZE, a Los Angeles architect who was bona in Brookl3aa, on a recent crackdown 
on jaywalking in downtown Los Angeles. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Rescuing a Predator 

South America’s largest crocodile is on the verge of extinction, 

and government and private efforts to rescue the species are 



having limited success. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: App Smart: Equipping New Devices 
A selection of great apps to get you going with a new smartphone 

or tablet. 

~ VIDEO: The Duck March 
In a daily Memphis tradition, ducks march through the lobby of 

the Peabody Hotel. 

¯ Related Article 

............................................................................................................ F£r r~o[e ~ide0, g0 t0 N~!imes,£0m!V!de0 ~ 
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World 

Egypt, Dealing a Blow to the Muslim 
Brotherhood, Deems It a Terrorist Group 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

The action signals the government’s determination to cut off any 

air to the more than 8o-year-o]d Is]amist organization. 

Pope, Off Script, Nods to Atheists in Holiday Call 
for World Peace 
By JIM YARDLEY 

Pope Francis, celebrating his first Christmas as the Roman 

Catholic leader, called on atheists to unite with believers of all 
religions and work for a peace that can spread across the world. 



Video: Highlights from Pope’s Christmas Message 

Japanese Premier Visits Contentious War Shrine 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

The visit by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on Thursday revived a 
practice that has long strained relations between Japan and its 
Asian neighbors. 

................................................................................................. E0r r£0[e ~£r!d r~e~s~ g0 t0 N~[imes,£0m!~!0dd ~ 

U,S, 

Getting Out of Discount Game, Small Colleges 
Lower the Price 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

Many institutions are re-examining the allure of setting high 
tuition, finding that they can compete with more realistic prices. 

In a Car-Culture Clash, It’s the Los Angeles 
Police vs. Pedestrians 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Amid a daily parade of car accidents, frustrating traffic jams and 
aggressive drivers, the Los Angeles Police Department these days 
is training its sights on a different road menace. 

Common Knee Surgery Does Very Little for Some, Study 
Suggests 
By PAM BELLUCK 

A new study suggests that thousands of people with a torn meniscus may be 
undergoing unnecessary arthroscopic surgery and that for many, options like 
physical therapy may be as good. 
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Business 

Scotland Struggles to Keep an Energy Lifeline 
By STANLEY REED 

The petrochemical complex at Grangemouth has become a 
shimmering symbol of Scotland at an economic and political 
crossroads. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Refinery Looms Over Scotland 

DEALBOOK 

Islamic Banks, Stuffed With Cash, Explore 
Partnerships in West 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Middle Eastern banks, in search of diversified investment 
opportunities, are seeking companies abroad that can do business in ways 
compliant with Islamic law. 

Gifts Sent by U.P.S. Miss a Big Deadline 
By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS and DAVID GELLES 

Some customers were left without Christmas gifts as the 
company failed to meet delivery deadlines in the face of bad 
weather and an unexpectedly large surge in demand. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

New Tests for Brain Trauma Create Hope, and 
Skepticism 
By KEN BELSON 



Researchers at U.C.L.A. hope a new test will help them find 

degenerative brain disease among former football players who 

are still alive. But experts say claims of validity are premature. 

¯ N.F.L. Roundup: Belichick Says Limits on Practice Are Adding to Injuries 

¯ Week 17 N.F.L. Game Probabilities: Romo’s Bad Rap 

Yankees Know Risks of Splurging on Japanese 

Aces 
By JAY SCHREIBER and DAVID WALDSTEIN 

After the 2006 signing of Kei Igawa became an expensive 

disappointment, the Yankees hope history does not repeat itself 

as they get ready to jump into the free-agent sweepstakes for Masahiro Tanaka. 

, Tanaka Mystery Now Has an Ending: In U.S. 

THUNDER 123, KNICKS 94 

Anthony Is Out, and Knicks Are Helpless Against 

Thunder 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Carmelo Anthony was on the bench with a sprained left ankle, 

and a holiday crowd at Madison Square Garden was treated to ugly uniforms, 

flimsy defense and another loss. 

: ~ Box Score 

¯ Thrust Into Role, Udrih Thrown Off His Game With Knicks 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~0[e sP0[ts [~e~s, go to N¥~[ime~�om!Sports 

Arts 

Round-the-Clock Giddiness in a a4-Hour Music 

Video 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Pharrell Williams’s music video "Happy" moves through the day 

in real time, following a cast of hundreds of quirky people, a few 

celebrities and Mr. Williams, as they dance through Los Angeles. 

The Confidence, and the Art, Looked Real 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Though Jose Carlos Bergantifios Diaz was living life on a grand 

stage, prosecutors say that he led collectors to spend more than 

$80 million on phony masterworks. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

A Honcho in Winter With More Tales to Tell 
By JANET MASLIN 

"The Fat Lady Sang" is a warts-and-all follow-up to Robert 

Evans’s earlier memoir, "The Kid Stays in the Picture." 

For more arts news~ go to NYTimesrcomlArts ~ 



Fashion & Style 

Ahem, Ummm, Well ... 
By HENRY ALFORD 

Attending Toastmasters meetings to overcome a fear of public 
speaking. 

From ’Wolf’ to Sheepish Clothing 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

Power suits of the 198OS and ’9os, as seen in "The Wolf of Wall 
Street," have given way to tailoring that hints at wealth quietly. 

FRONT ROW 

Fit for a First Lady 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

Chirlane McCray, the wife of Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio, is a 
reliable muse for Anni Kuan, frequently wearing her cheery yet 
understated designs. 

For more fashion news, go to NYTimes.comlFashion ~ 

Obituaries 

Barbara Branden, Biographer of Ayn Rand, Dies 
at 84 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Ms. Branden, once a member of Ms. Rand’s inner circle, wrote an 
unauthorized biography, "The Passion of Ayn Rand," published 
in 1986, that angered some Rand followers. 

Edwin A. Shuman III, Former Prisoner of War 
Who Defied Hanoi Hilton Guards, Dies at 82 
By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN 

Commander Shuman, a Navy pilot whose plane was shot down in 

1968, led an effort by prisoners to conduct church services in the 
North Vietnamese camp known as the Hanoi Hilton. 

Yusef Lateef, Innovative Jazz Saxophonist and 
Flutist, Dies at 93 
By PETER KEEPNEWS 

Mr. Lateef crossed musical boundaries, playing world music 

before world music had a name. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Homeland Security’s New Chief 



By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

With the confirmation of Jeh Johnson, the former Pentagon counsel, there’s an 
opportunity to bring immigration enforcement into balance. 

EDITORIAL 

A Step Toward Affordable Housing 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

To cope with a worsening crisis, the Federal Housing Finance Agency should 
jump-start a trust fund program. 

EDITORIAL 

Mistaken Ruling on Contraception 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A federal judge did not recognize that the threat to religious liberty comes from 
employers trying to impose their religious views on workers. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion )) 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

An Ode to Spam 
By GAlL COLLINS 

It’s so nice to open your email and find so many holiday 
messages full of good cheer, and, of course, the pleas from people 
you’ve never met in desperate need of a money transfer. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED I LINDA GREENHOUSE 

A Work Still in Progress 
By LINDAGREENHOUSE 

A new exhibit at the National Archives, "Record of Rights," 
makes clear that the Constitution is still a work in progress. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion )~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 26, 1941, Winston Churchill became the first British prime 

minister to address a joint meeting of the United States Congress. 
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Top News 

Egypt Broadens New Crackdown on 
Brotherhood 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

With dozens of arrests and the seizure of land, stocks and 
vehicles, Egypt’s new rulers signaled that they had opened a 
wide-ranging war on every facet of the Muslim Brotherhood’s activities. 

Deal to Move Okinawa Base Wins Approval 
By HIROKO TABUCHI and THOM SHANKER 

A long-simmering dispute between the United States and Japan 

over the fate of a Marine base on Okinawa seemed to have been 
resolved on Friday. 

For ESPN, Millions to Remain in Connecticut 
By STEVE EDEN 

Critics of state tax incentives to ESPN, the multibillion-dollar 
sports media powerhouse, say the money would be better spent 
on smaller companies that are in greater need. 

¯ Inside the Power of ESPN: The Mechanics of Influence I Anytime, Anywhere I Protecting the 
Empire 
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Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

The Disrupters 
By THE NEWYORKTIMES 

From streaming TV to immersive theater, 2013 was a year of 

cultural upheaval. Here are interviews with the people who broke 

the rules, from Miley Cyrus to Michael B. Jordan. Plus: James Franco on the 

rise of the "selfie." 

OPINION 

2o13: The Year in Pictures 
Amid the violence and politics, there were also pristine moments 

that reminded us of our greater potential. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"When you think about the U.S., you can’t just think 
about New York and L~A. Don’t get me wrong, L~A. is 

fabulous. New York is great. But if you want to connect 

with American life, it’s Toledo." 
ZHIXIN GUO, known as Simon, who omas a Toledo hotel and has introduced Toledo officials to 

influential counterparts in Clfina. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Returning to the Stage, at 55 
A former Alvin Alley superstar and a current artificial-hip owner, 



Elizabeth Roxas-Dobrish, returns to the stage to perform 

"Revelations," the company’s best-known work. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: K-Pop Meets Broadway 
Theater producers in Seoul have been increasingly hiring K-pop 

stars, as well as Korean soap opera actors and other celebrities, 

to perform in homegrown versions of American and European 

shows. 

¯ Related Article 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 
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World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

With Shrine Visit, Leader Asserts Japan’s Track 

From Pacifism 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

A visit to the Yasukuni Shrine highlighted Prime Minister Shinzo 

Abe’s willingness to take on big political risks as he tries to build a more 

powerful Japan. 

Prosecutor Overseeing Turkish Graft Inquiry Is Removed 

From Case 
By TIM ARANGO 

The removal of the prosecutor, Muammer Akkas, is a new sign of a profound 

power struggle over Turkey’s judiciary and police forces. 

Thai Election Body Urges Vote Delay as Unrest 



Flares 
By THOMAS FULLER 

After violent clashes in Bangkok, the Election Commission of 

Thailand called for the postponement of a vote scheduled for 

Feb. 2, adding to the political uncertainty. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

In Blue-Collar Toledo, Ohio, a Windfall of 
Chinese Investments 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Toledo is hardly the only United States city pursuing investors 

from China, but the Chinese have noticed its location, housing 

stock and space. 

Utah Ruling Means No Respite for the Supreme 

Court on Same-Sex Marriage 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

Since the Supreme Court in June declined to decide whether 

there was a constitutional right to same-sex marriage, the pace of 

change has increased, and officials in Utah will soon present the question to the 

iustices again. 

Philadelphia Monsignor’s Conviction 
Overturned in Cover-Up of Sexual Abuse 
By ERIK ECKHOLM and STEVEN YACCINO 

The criminal conviction of Msgr. William J. Lynn was overturned 

by a Pennsylvania appeals court after the court rejected the 

argument that a child welfare law applied to employers. 

¯ ~ Timeline: Philadelphia Archdiocese Trial 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 
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Business 

After Carriers Falter, Questions for Web 
Shopping 
By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS and VINDU GOEL 

Some analysts wondered whether industry and customer 

expectations needed to be re-examined, while one suggested 

companies might have to reconsider their shipping pricing system. 

DEALBOOK 

Restoring Ranch Land for a Profit, and a ’Trout 
Dividend’ 
By SARAH MAX 

Sporting Ranch Capital Management, a private equity firm, 

raises money from investors to buy ranches that it can fix up and resell. 

¯ ~ Comments 

As European Barriers Fall, Bulgarians Feel 

West’s Tug 
By DANNY HAKIM 

With nine European Union countries about to lift labor 

restrictions, and with discontent at home, some in Bulgaria are 

finding it hard to stay. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Barrier to Emigration Falls for Bulgarians 
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Sports 

Quizzical Season: Think You Know the Knicks? 



By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

In the wake of Wednesday’s loss to Oklahoma City at Madison 
Square Garden, where the team was blown out (again) and the 
fans booed (again), take a quiz to gauge just how well you know 
the beleaguered Knicks. 

¯ N.B.A. Roundup: N.B.A. Says Griffin’s Ejection Was Unwarranted 

Monmouth Coach Leads by Example, Both Bad 
and Good 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

Now 17 years sober, King Rice, in his third season as 
Monmouth’s basketball coach, is helping his players learn from 
the mistakes he made as a player and as a coach. 

Yanks and Dodgers Know Tanaka’s Agent Well 
By STEVE EDER 

Major league teams bidding for the Japanese pitcher Masahiro 
Tanaka wi]] have to negotiate with Casey Close, who also 
represents Yankees shortstop Derek Jeter. 

¯ Yankees Know Risks of Splurging on Japanese Aces 
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Arts 

’AUGUST: OSAGE COUNTY’ 

Home Fires, Acridly Burning 
By A. O. SCOTT 

The word "acting" is inadequate for what the cast of "August: 
Osage County" is doing. It’s more of a thespian cage match. 

Subterranean Acts of Sudden Intimacy 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

The immersive theater show "Queen of the Night" is opening on 
New Year’s Eve at the new Diamond Horseshoe supper club 

within the Paramount Hotel. 

ART REVIEW 

All That Glitters (and a Lot That Shines) 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Jewels by JAR" is devoted to the work of Joel Arthur Rosentha], 

who creates pricey jewels for a handpicked clientele from his 

shop in Paris. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Movies 

’THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY’ 



He Can Balance a Checkbook, but Not His 
Imagination 
By A. O. SCOTT 

In "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty," Ben Stiller is an office drone 

with an active fantasy life. 

’THE WOLF OF WALL STREET’ 

When Greed Was Good (and Fun) 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Martin Scorsese’s "The Wolf of Wall Street" is three hours full of 

sex, drugs and conspicuous consumption, but what does it say 

about us? 

’LONE SURVIVOR’ 

Soldiers Fighting, but Coping Most of All 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Mark Wahlberg stars as an American soldier in Afghanistan in a 

film based on Marcus Luttrell’s memoir. 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes.comlMovies >> 

Obituaries 

Frederick Fox, Milliner to Royals, Dies at 82 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Beginning in 197o, Mr. Fox designed more than 35o hats for 

Queen Elizabeth. His trademark skill, admirers said, was to mix 

whimsy and propriety. 

Mike Hegan, Baseball Player and Broadcaster, 

Dies at 71 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Mr. Hegan, who played for several teams in the major leagues, 

including the Yankees and the Brewers, returned to his 

hometown, Cleveland, to become a broadcaster. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

South Sudan’s Imperiled Future 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Sa]va Kfir and his rival, Riek Machar, are sowing the seeds of a new 

civil war. 

EDITORIAL 

New Victories for Marriage Equality 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 



Encouraging rulings in Utah and Ohio suggest state bans on same-sex marriage 
may not stand for long. 

EDITORIAL 

Risky Nationalism in Japan 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Prime Minister Abe’s visit to a controversial war shrine is detrimental to 
relations with China and South Korea. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion )) 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Life on the Edge 
By AKIKO BUSCH 

We are on the cusp of the year, where the past and future 
intersect. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sidney Awards, Part 1 
By DAVID BROOKS 

It’s the end of the year, so it’s time to honor some of the best 

magazine essays of 2013. Enjoy! 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Fear Economy 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The plight of the unemployed, of course, is terrible and getting 
worse. But the weak labor market is taking a toll on the 
employed, too. 

: Columnist Page I Blog 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 27, 1979, Soviet forces seized control of Afghanistan. 

President Hafizullah Amin, who was overthrown and executed, was 
replaced by Babrak Karmal. 
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Top News 

Judge Upholds N.S.A.’s Bulk Collection of Data on Calls 
By ADAM LIPTAK and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

The judge’s ruling was the latest contribution to a debate among courts and a 
presidential review group about how to balance security and privacy in the era 
of big data. 

Benefits Ending for One Million Unemployed 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

A federal emergency program, in place since 2008, had provided 

up to 47 weeks of supplemental unemployment insurance 
payments to people looking for work. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Cutting Back Unemployment Benefits 

THE HOUSE EDGE 

Academics Who Defend Wall St. Reap Reward 
By DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 

Wail Street paid academic experts - and gave money to their 

universities - whose research supported the financial 

community’s views on commodity trading. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

The Lives They Lived 
A celebration of public and private lives, and of the moments - 
intimate, historic, unexpected - that shaped them. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Follow Me, Follow My Mom 
By MARY PHILLIPS-SANDY 

Once, my mother thought I was oversharing by putting my name 
on the zine I published from my bedroom. Now she’s all over 

Twitter. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I would not venture to say they are overpaid. What I 

would say is that we can ’t pay them." 
ROBERT ADAMS, the acting city mmmger of Desert Hot Springs, Calif., on police salaries and 

pension costs. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Flaming Baba au Rhum 
A baba is traditionally baked with raisins, but Melissa Clark 

makes hers with chocolate. 

¯ Related Article 



~ VIDEO: Review: ~’014 Kia Soul 
To humans and hamsters, the Kia Soul has been a design 

touchstone. This subcompact is often the Korean brand’s best- 

selling model. Designing an all-new version was no small task. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: Dec. 27, 
The New York Times movie critics on three new releases. 

............................................................................................................ E0~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Muslim Brotherhood Supporters Defy Egyptian 

Crackdown 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Protesters marched in cities across the country following the 

government’s decision to declare the group a terrorist 

organization. 

, Egypt Broadens New Crackdown on Brotherhood 

Libya Holds Four American Military Personnel for Hours 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The four, who were believed to have been reviewing evacuation routes for 

diplomats, were released after being held for hours at the Interior Ministry. 

Bomb in Beirut Kills Politician, a Critic of Syria 
and Hezbollah 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The blast was the first to hit Beirut’s downtown since 2005, and 



among the six dead was Mohamad B. Chatah, a former Lebanese 

finance minister and ambassador to the U.S. 

¯ The Lede: Last Words From a Beirut Bombing Victim 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld )) 

U.S. 

Police Salaries and Pensions Push California City 
to Brink 
By RICK LYMAN and MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

Desert Hot Springs is sliding into bankruptcy for familiar 
reasons: unrealistic revenue estimates and too-generous pension 
promises to city workers. 

In Battle Against Fraud in Free Phone Service, 
the Poor Might Pay the Price 
By ALAN BLINDER 

A fight against fraud in a federal program that provides limited 
free wireless service for the poor could have far-reaching 
consequences for millions of Americans. 

New Energy Struggles on Its Way to Markets 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

Experts say that nuclear and wind power, while battling each other, are being 
squeezed out by market pressure from natural gas. 

......................................................................................................... E0[ [p£re ~:~: r~e~s, go to NYTimes,�0m!US )~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 



Loyal Subscribers Keep Hobby Magazines Afloat 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Some high-end hobby magazines have experienced steady 
circulation growth even as costs rise, and raise more revenue 
with special events for subscribers. 

Turkey Legs Conquer Land of Mouse Ears 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Unleashing their inner cave dweller, Disney guests will eat as 
many as two million of the theme parks’ giant smoked turkey legs 

in 2013. 

. The Lede: A Taste of the Social Web’s Turkey Legs 

Aiming to Reinvent Itself, Panasonic Moves 
Beyond the Living Room 
By ERIC PFANNER 

As it backs away from consumer electronics, Panasonic is 
focusing on two less visible but more profitable areas - homes 

and cars. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

RAPTORS 95, KNICKS 83 

Reassured or Not, Knicks Still Look 
Overburdened 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

A day after James L. Dolan’s impromptu meeting with his 

embattled team, the Knicks fell to the Toronto Raptors as fans booed 
vociferously and fled to the exits early. 

¯ ~’ Box Score 

, Quizzical Season: Think You Know the Knicks? 

NETS 104, BUCKS 93 

Nets Get Off the Mat, but Heavyweights Loom on 
the Schedule 
By SETH BERKMAN 

After showing glimpses of promising play in a victory against 
Milwaukee, the Nets begin a three-game trip Saturday against Indiana, San 
Antonio and Oklahoma City. 

: ~ Box Score 

Rocket’s Day at Line Costs Grizzly Who Cries 
Foul 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Memphis’s Zach Randolph was fined $25,000 for criticizing the 

referees who sent Houston’s James Harden to the foul line 25 



times Thursday night. 

¯ N.B.A. Roundup: Thunder Escape Bobcats but Not Westbrook Injury 

.............................................................................................. Eo[ r[iQre sP£rts r?e~’s! go t? N~Times:�om~Sports )~ 

Arts 

Hey, Stars, Be Nice to the Stagehands. You Might 
Need a Loan. 
By LORNE MANLY and MICHAEL COOPER 

The stagehands at New York’s nonprofit performance 

institutions enjoy the salaries and bargaining power of having 

hard-to-replace skills and jobs that can’t be outsourced. 

Documentaries: Where Sundance Goes, Oscars 
Follow 
By BROOKS BARNES 

A look at which nonfiction films will be shown at Sundance, 

whose picks often overlap the Academy’s. 

Bowing to Pressure, A&E Revokes Suspension of 
’Duck Dynasty’ Star 
By BILL CARTER and DANIEL E. SLOTNIK 

A&E has changed its mind and will not suspend Phil Robertson, 

the patriarch of the family at the center of the show, over 

comments he made in GQ magazine. 

....................................................................................................... F£r rj?0Fe ~rts r~e~s~ gQ t£ NYTimes,�0m!Arts )t 

Travel 

Linda Ronstadt’s Borderland 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

Taking a road trip with the singer through southern Arizona and 

northern Mexico, a region where her roots run deep. 

. ~:~ Slide Show: A Road Trip Through Ronstadt Country 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

Dodging a Holiday in a Remote Mexican Town 
By ALAN FEUER 

It may not be easy to reach the seaside vii]age of Xca]ak, but 

when seasonal traditions loom, that could be a good thing. 

FAVORITE PLACE 

Wintry Wanderings Among Chelsea’s Ghosts 
By CHRISTOPHER BUCKLEY 

Many luminaries have called the London neighborhood home, 

and winter is "an excellent time for dead-celebrity stalking." 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel )~ 



Obituaries 

Paul Blair, Center Fielder for Champions, Dies at 

69 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Perhaps the finest outfielder of his era, Mr. Blair was known for 

his speed and grace, and for his ability to read a hitter’s swing 

and make a quick break on a fly ball. 

Robert W. Wilson, Frugal Philanthropist, Dies at 

87 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Mr. Wilson, the founding partner of the firm Wilson & 

Associates, donated about $600 million to causes including 

environmental conservation and Roman Catholic education. 

........................................................................................... E0r 9~0r~ 0bitL~gr!es, g? to N~(Times~£om!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

This Week, Mass Surveillance Wins 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Congressional action is urgently needed after a federal court upholds the N.S.A. 

phone dragnet. 

EDITORIAL 

Singapore’s Angry Migrant Workers 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The government must ensure higher pay and an end to the abuse. 

EDITORIAL 

Despair at Guantfinamo 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The delivery of credible justice for those at the prison camp remains far from 

complete. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Greeting the New Year 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

In this time of lightness and optimism in a world full of darkness, 

it feels as though anything is possible. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Life Under Russia’s ’Gay Propaganda’ Ban 
By MARK GEV~SSER 

There have been only a few prosecutions, but the anti- 
homosexual law has begun to bite in other ways. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Don’t Trash Colombia’s Democracy 
By GUSTAVO PETRO URREGO 

For political reasons, and under an absurd pretext, one man 
wants me out as mayor of Bogotfi. 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 28, 1981, Elizabeth Jordan Carr, the first American test-tube 
baby, was born in Norfolk, Va. 
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Top News 

Democrats Turn to Minimum Wage as 2o14 
Strategy 
By JONATHAN MARTIN and MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

Democrats are hoping that a push to raise the federal minimum 
wage and a campaign to place state-level wage proposals on the 
ballot will help their chances in hotly contested congressional races. 

Bombings Jolt Russia, Raising Olympic Fears 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

The explosion struck the main station in Volgograd, raising the 
specter of terrorism ahead of the Winter Olympics. 

THE CANCER DIVIDE 

India’s Efforts to Aid Poor Worry Drug Makers 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

The government threatened to allow production of less costly 

versions of an effective treatment for a form of breast cancer, a 

move the pharmaceutical industry says threatens the system for discovering 
cures. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 
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Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

2o13: A Look Back, and Beyond 

Reporters and editors for The New York Times are recalling the people, teams 

and moments that made 2m3 memorable, and in some cases looking ahead to 

next year. 

¯ Living in the Moment After Marathon Tragedy 

¯ A Faked Death, but No Escape From the Cage 

¯ Clowney and Unmet Expectations 

~ Share Your 2013 Sports Memories 

Restart the Presses! 

i;:.ii:i ~ 
If vinyl records, straight razors, slow food and absinthe cocktails i ’: 

can all mount comebacks, there is no reason print media can’t, iiiiii~:i~:i:ii!i!i;.;:)iiiii:i!!iii’ ;i!!!!::i 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"A father just wants to see his children grow up. Now 

my children are gone. My wife is gone. Can I ever be 

happy again?" 

YILIN ZHUO, who returned to China after his wife and children were killed in Brooklyn. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: An Animated Tribute to Andre 

Cassagnes 



The creator of the Etch A Sketch gets his own treatment. 

~ VIDEO: Skin Deep: 197os Party Hair 
Follow these easy steps to recreate a 197os look for festive 

occasions. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

The Death of a Family, and an American Dream 
By VIVIAN YEE and JEFFREY E. SINGER 

The divergent paths of two cousins - one on the way up, the other 
now charged with murder - lay bare the reality of life in New 
York’s Chinese community. 

Syria Has Yet to Move Arms as Deadline Draws Near 
By NICK GUMMING-BRUCE 

Despite an international effort to mobilize the resources needed to do so, Syria 
has apparently not even begun to move its chemical weapons, observers familiar 

with the mission said. 

¯ New Study Refines View of Sarin Attack in Syria 

Brazil Forging Economic Ties With Cuba, While 
Hiring Its Doctors 
By SIMON ROMERO and VICTORIA BURNETT 

Brazil is vying to exert influence in Cuba as the authorities in 



Havana slowly expose the island nation’s economy to market 

forces. 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d r~e~s, go to N~Times:Fom!Wodd ~ 

U.S. 

A.D.H.D. Experts Re-evaluate Study’s Zeal for Drugs 
By ALAN SCHWARZ 

Some authors of a 199os study worr~ that it oversold the long-term benefits 

medication, discouraging important therapy. 

Sotomayor to Lead Countdown to New Year in 

Times Square 
By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS 

Justice SoMa Sotomayor M]] return to her hometown for New 

Year’s Eve to help lead one of New York City’s best known rituals: 

the ball drop in Times Square. 

¯ A New Year’s Wish List for New York City 
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DEALBOOK 

On Defensive, JPMorgan Hired China’s Elite 
By BEN PROTESS and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Competitive pressures drove many of JPMorgan’s decisions to 
ramp up its "Sons and Daughters" hiring program, emails and 



documents show. 

Roughed Up by an Orca? There’s a Code for That 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

A new catalog of medical billing codes will have 68,ooo for 
diagnoses alone, beginning Oct. 1. The medical informatics 
business is bracing itself. 

Solving Problems for Real World, Using Design 
By NICOLE PERLROTH 

Formally the Hasso P]attner Institute of Design at Stanford 

University, the D.school has made a global impact by 
encouraging students to find out what is most useful. 

¯ ~. Multimedia Feature: Products of Design Thinking 

................................................................................... F0r r~ ore b~sit~ess ~e~s! go t~ N~T!mesrc0m(Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

JETS 20, DOLPHINS 7 

Ryan Wins Another Season as Jets Defeat 
Dolphins 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The owner Woody Johnson said the Jets would keep Rex Ryan as 

coach after the team evened its final record at 8-8 with a victory over the Miami 
Dolphins. 

: ~ Box Score 

GIANTS 20, REDSKINS 6 

Giants Finish by Limping to Victory 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Giants quarterback Eli Manning, who threw an interception on 
his first pass of the season, left the game with a sprained ankle as 
the team finished with a losing record for the first time since aoo4. 

¯ ~ ~$ Slide Show: Giants Replay: Week 17 

¯ ~ Box Score 

New Order for a Pre-Rose Bowl Tradition: Hold 
the Gluttony 
By BILLY WITZ 

At the Beef Bowl, for decades a part of teams’ Rose Bow] 

itineraries, the players are as likely to count ca]odes as the 

pounds of meat they can eat. 

............................................................................................. Eo~ r~are sp~rts r~e~s! ga t~ N’~~imes~�om~Sl~Orts ~ 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 



Heckfire and Brimstone 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Britney Spears’s new residency at Planet Hollywood Resort & 

Casino in Las Vegas had its debut on Friday. 

The Movies With Pasts Ruled the Year 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Sequels drove a solid year at the box office, as future-minded 

producers are planning new franchises. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Trying to Filch the Blessings of the Idol Rich 
By JANET MASLIN 

In "Foreign Gods, Inc.," a Nigerian-born New Yorker hatches a 

scheme to return to his native village to steal an ancient statue of 

a war god and sell it to a Manhattan art gallery. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts >> 

Media & Advertising 

Time Inc. Is Preparing to Head Out on Its Own 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Time Warner is joining other media conglomerates in pushing to 
compartmentalize their publishing units during a fragile time for the industry. 

An Imported Sport, Soccer Gets Its Own Glossy 
Magazines in the U.S. 
By TIMOTHY PRATT 

Three soccer magazines, all fairly recent, attest to the growing 

embrace of soccer by Americans. 

ADVERTISING 

No Resolutions, One Campaign and lo-Calorie 
Drinks 
By ANDREWADAM NEWMAN 

In tongue-in-cheek online videos for 7Up Ten, Chelsea Handler 

argues against New Year’s vows to join a gym, return to school or switch j obs. 

................................................................. For ~ore ~edia ~r~d adyer~isir~g r~e~vs~ go to N~Times:£om!Media ~ 

Obituaries 

Andy Granatelli Dies at 90; Revved Businesses 

and Cars 
By FRANK LITSKY 

Mr. Granatelli turned STP oil treatment into a national 

institution and shook up auto racing’s establishment with his 

innovations. 



Dr. Robert Neuwirth, a Pioneering Gynecologist, 
Dies at 80 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Dr. Neuwirth developed minimally invasive procedures that 
allowed many women to avoid hysterectomies. 

Harold Simmons Dies at 82; Backed Swift Boat 
Ads 
By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS 

Mr. Simmons, who built a billion-dollar empire starting with a 
Dallas drugstore, gave $26.9 million to "super PACs" opposing 

President Obama in the 2012 presidential election. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Slow Demise of Capital Punishment 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Only 2 percent of counties in the United States are responsible for all death 

sentences. 

EDITORIAL 

A Tool Consumers Need 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Access to the courts is essential to fight and redress corporate wrongdoing. 

EDITORIAL 

Uncle Sam’s Sweatshops 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Government agencies buying clothese from overseas and, like retailers, must do 

more to ensure that factories are safe. 

.................................................................................................... (0~ r~re 0pi~!0~, g~ t0 NYTimes,£0m!0pini0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fiscal Fever Breaks 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The scolds make keep scolding, but they no longer control the 

conversation. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Breast Cancer Screenings: What We Still Don’t Know 
By H. GILBERT WELCH 

How much benefit does mammography offer? Only trials can tell us. 



ROOM FOR DEBATE 

When Bacteria Can No Longer Be Stopped 
How we can avoid a future where antibiotics are no longer 

useful? 

.................................................................................................... Egr more 9p!nion, gO to N¥lTimes:�0m!Opini0n ~ 
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On Dec. 30, 1972, the United States halted its heavy bombing of North 
Vietnam. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StreetSigns <streetsignscente~gmaJl.com@maJ128.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 11:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@e~nail.unc.edt~> 

.loin us [br "A Simple Gil?t" at Galloway Ridge 

Happy New Year! 
We hope yoa have all had a lovely hoiiday season. We are 
excited to Ise iumping right into 2014 with b,^,e special 
events a~ Galloway Ridge ~n Feamngton th~s month, 

Coming up first is a revised iook at A $impie Gift 

conce~t perfom~ance @ected by 3oseph P1ege~ and 
feataring 3ade ArnoM: Peter 8a~s, Dorr~e C:asey, 
CMron, E~sa~se~h Lewb Cor~ey~ Harda Edmandso% 3oha 

~:~tch, HaF~e Ga~bck, Bonnie Go@6 Rob 3arise% and 
Amber Wood, In A S~m@e Gift 
ardves at a thrMng Shake~ sacrament Through Shaker 
issus~c and dance, we explo~e her story a~d theh c@ture as 
~he gM finds her @ace ~n d~e wo~td, 

Following that, on Sa~ar~ 19, is a workshop production 
oF The i~ari~p’s New Wo~’~d~ adapted a~d ~ede~ed 
b~ ~o~ 3a~e~ ~~s new oneflserson @ay te~b the store 

fudoas~y writes 8 scree~@ay foF ChaliCe Chaplin and dFeams 
of the ~tSe tramp h~hab@~g h~s wodd. 

Both eveats will take place in the Hagh Chapin Auditorium 
a~ Galloway Ridge, ioca~ed a~ 3000 Ga~k~way Ridge Road 
just south of Fearr~ngton V~lage, for a map and 

d~rect~ons, 

We hope to see you theee! 

Lewis CoFiey ar, d Jose,ph Megei 
~s,gn~ Center for Literatare and Pedormance 

Abo~t Str÷etSig~s 

Literature and Performance 

p~ofessbnsl pe~form~n~1 

based ~n Chatham Count~,, 

Co~i~g Up 

by T. Cai Ford 
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To: 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ l, 2014 3:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: De Blasio Draws All Liberal Eyes to New York 

Today’s Headlines  eOoee. ,  ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~i NYT J World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ [)ining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ O~5Yhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

De Blasio Draws AH Liberal Eyes to N ew York 

City 

Liberals across the com~tly are ]oo]dng to Bill de Blasio, who 

takes of~ee as mayor on Wednesday, to morph New York City’s 

Bl~sio 
blew 

mnnieipal machinery into a closely watched laboratory for populis k theories of 

Powe~¯ Cm’bed, Det~oo~t Mayor Faces B~g Job 

Mike Duggan must share power with an appointed emez;genQ- 

manager and confront vexing qnes[ions about the A~ture of a city 

that has been losing popnlafio~ for decades. 

Duggan J 

Millions Gaining Health Coverage Under Law 

Thc new momcn[ ~dlI test ~hc heal’~n Iaw’s central premisc - that 

extending coverage ko far more _&rnerieans will improve the 

natio~¢s heMth and hdp ma~y avoid cripplfi% medical bills. 

; 4~a nnsh 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VmEO: Lost in the Bto~°n~ 

An 1 I-year-old girl rei]cek~ on all that she lost whcn her home 

Taeloban, the Philippines, was devastated by a typhoon in 

November. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

1~1] InteraGive Feature INTERACTIVE ~’~:J~Jl 1~ R ~: I Notable 

A se]ec’dou of illustrations ~at refleeLs on thc issues of the past 

year. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ms) or, on the inauguratioB of Bill de Bhtsio as m~yor of Neu York Cit), 



Today’s Video 

~i Video Feature 
....... VIDEO FEATURE." T}m Bloombcrg 

:Legacy 

T~mes reporte*~ and columnists look back at tim Bk~omberg 

legacy in some of the key areas that most a~ct New Yovkers. 

~ vmEo: SeieneeTmke: How to Control 

Du~{ng a meal, the s~omad~ o[ a starfish comes out of its mouth 

a~d g~abs hold of’whai it is eating, Figuri~g out what cm~trols this 

process could mean good news for the coral that skatgish feed on. 

~ vmEo: Dressir~g Gatsby 

Catherine Martin, the costume and production designer for ’The 

Great Gatsby,’ says a key to keelA~g the eostumes exciting was 

nok to rely only on old standbys like the beaded [lapper dress. 

..... ~ichaei 

World 

Old Rival~°ics Reignitcd a Fuse in Sout|~ Sudan 

The e~-.,ntliet in South Sudan is ro~-.,ted partly in a failure to 

aehieve a lusting reconci]iatio~ between r4val ethnic i~ctions 

when the countW was created in 2ol]. 

Kcrry to Press li~r ’Framework’ Accord to Keep 

Mideast Peace Eff~ 

Secretary of State .John KenT hopes to seem’e a broad pact 

encapsulating basic agreemenLs on e~-.,re issues as a first step, buk 

critics brand the move as a~ et~b~t to play for time. 

d girl 

_AlZghmts’ Plm~ to Release Prisoners _Angers 

Officials from both sides who support a security deal with the 

United States worry khat a mass release of militants could b~ng a 

complete Western with draws 1. 

U,S, 



Down 

Judge MarT S. Sefiven of ~he Unikxt States Dis~l~c~ Com~ 

Orlando hem that the tesking requi~ment violated the 

eonsfih~fiolml prote~Non agMnst unreasonable searches. 

Chicago 1~ings Fall, as Officials Praise Progress 

As of Dee. 3o, tl~e dry had repot~aed 413 homiddes, about a 17 

percent drop from the year before and the lewes[ [o date since 

1965. 

Lebron, 

a Navy 

Friends, 

..... fellow 

students 

By Nuns 

8nstiee Sonia Sotomayor is giving khe government until Fri&~y morning to 

respond to her decision on President Obama’s health care law. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

For Stocks, m~ ~anazingly Good Year 

1)espi te tu rbulen ce in Washin gton, China a n d Eur’opc, which threa ten cd to pull 

the world into another recession, stock prices just kept rising in 2ol3. 

, ~ Comment Commer~sl ~ Returns for S.&P 500 

Do~a~t Risks 

~though buoyed by a resurgence of stock markets in Japan and 

Europe, many investo~ were skill wary, given the swiftness 

the rebounds. 

:~.; Prime 
:: M~n~star 

In Lat~4a, a New Year Also R~ngs In the Euro 

The cou~tD’ became the z8 th naiion to adopt the currency, 

keeping alive the idea dmt despite iN p~q4ems the euro dub stiI] 

has potenfiN to grow. 

..... resident 

purchas 

Sports 

for .Athletes, but Charges of Fraud at North 

Carolina 

Somc classes never rock and some grades wets" illicitly changed in 

Universi[y of North Cat~)]ina department that attraeked 

former 

professo 

n um erous athletes, a n d a respected pro%ssor now faces a cd m i n al cha rge. 

~oo G~or~ous Years of the Rose Bowl 

A look back at the pageantry in Pasadena, some mcraorable 

football games c,n the field and khe grandenr c,f the gr~nddaddy 

of them all. 

~r~ Slide Show: T he Rose Bewl Over the Yes rs 



ON PRO FOOTBALL 
[~ General 

~ets~ at Least for l~’][oli!t~eJ[lt, :Pllt g~lteglal~ll~1~t~eJ[lt ....... Manafje 

r John 

~dmk, 

Rex Ryan appean’d ve~7 much on an imaginary leash as General 

Manager John Idzik sek the eonse~five agenda for a news conference 

Tueaday, ~vo days a~er the Jets umapped up an 8-8 season. 

Arts 

6rear Expectations for 2ot 4 

A roundup of eultm’al picks fl:~r the eoming year by critics 

The New York Times. 

So Valuab|e, It Could Akriost Be Real 

"Intent to Deceive," a forthcoming exhibition at SprinffieM 

Musemns in Massaehusekts, explores tl~e mystique of forgeries 

and fakes that duped the art world. 

~ [] Slide Show 

Korean Cash "Fakes Broadway Bows 

With Broadway musicals finding success in Seoul, Korean 

producers are sta~in g to get in on the front en d or" the finan 

in New York. 

Dining & Wine 

THE FLEXITARIAN 

Sustainable Resolutions for Your Diet 

Healthy ea fi n g h abits only coun L i f you s d ek M kh Lhem, right? 

These lips can you help yon sNy resolute f,’)r the long term. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I TORO 

Spanish Explorers Land in Chelsea 

Toro, a tapas restaurant tha~ open ed in Septem her, goes big on 

eveEckhing from the space to Lhe menu. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

[~ A ~late 

....... of red 

shrimp 

atT°"° I 

~oo4, the Yem" That Chm~ged How %’e :Dine 

From Pc’r Se to Shake Shack, new paths to innovaiive dining. 

Chang, ] 

Obituaries 

John Dominis, a Star Photographer for Life 

Magazine, Dies at 92 

Mr. 1)orninis was ~om~ for capturing celebli~ies~ ~4ld animals 

and presidents at their nngaarded best. 

Patricia Ryan, 75~ an Editor at Time Inco~ Dies 
;.:~ BBUCE WEBER 

Initially making her mark as a secretmy at Spot% Iih~strated 

who knew horses, Ms. Ryan was anaong the fi~t women ko lead 

m@)r publications. 



. , ike O’Co,  n or, a vetera  ,, ar correspon de,  who  eca me a        22° 
t -mgh adv~cate and co mseior for threatened]~urnalis~s in one 

of the worM’s most dangerous connt]:ies for the press, has died. He was 67. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Guns Wili Not Save hoaq 

Washi,~ gton needs to press Ba gh&sd to comm ~t to democr~ cy as we] 1 as 

security. 

EDITORIAL 

Preserving Wireless Competition 

A combination of Sp~int and T--Mobile covdd raise p~iees and hurt e-ms rotors. 

EDITORIAL 

Saying ~I Do’ .Amid the Roses 

After a historic year for marriage eqnaU~’, a same-sex weddi,~g on the first day 

of 2o14 is scheduled to take place on a float at [he Tournamen~ o[Roses 

Parade. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Anxious Youth, Then and N ow 

Today’s rnillennials face many of the same concerns and 

challenges of the late Igth ce~tmy, when the booms and busts of 

t~e Induskzia] Age tore apat~a the accepted order. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

I~ly J ewish State 

He~ is one prediction for 2o1~: This will be another year 

which peace is not reached in the MidNe East. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

A Guide to Years Ending ~n 4 

Does history give us reason to be optimistic abont 2o147 

[£ Mark 
..... Bttman 

For more o,oinion go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 
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Today’s Headlines      Thursday, January 2, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Today’s Video I 

Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Boehner Is Said to Back Change on Immigration 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and ASHLEY PARKER 

As Speaker John A. Boehner signaled he might support limited 

changes to immigration laws, advocates hope that 2014 might be 

the year that a bitterly divided Congress reaches a compromise. 

. ~ Video: Boehner on Immigration 

Taking Office, de Blasio Vows to Fix Inequity 
By MICHAEL M. GRYNBAUM 

Bill de Blasio claimed his place as the lo9th mayor of New York 

City, promising in his inaugural speech that his campaign’s focus 

on inequality was not merely rhetoric. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: The Inauguration of Bill de Blasio 

, ~ Video: New Yorkers Assess Their New Mayor 

Loan Monitor Is Accused of Ruthless Tactics on 
Student Debt 
By NATALIE KITROEFF 

As the Educational Credit Management Corporation fights 
borrowers who file for bankruptcy on federal loans, there is 
growing concern over its collection practices. 

.................................................................................................................. F£r r~0re top r~e~s, g£ to N~T!mes~F0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA 



~ VIDEO: ~’O13, by the Numbers 
A look at the news events, babies, hacking and diplomacy that 
defined the year. 

OPINION I EDITORIAL 

Edward Snowden, Whistle-Blower 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Considering the value of his leaks and the N.S.A. abuses he has exposed, Mr. 

Snowden should be offered clemency or a plea bargain. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We are called to put an end to economic and social 
inequalities that threatened to unravel the city we 

love." 
BI LL DE BLASIO, at his swearing-in as mayor of New York City. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: New Yorkers Assess Their New Mayor 
In his inaugural address at City Hall, New York’s new mayor, Bill 
de Blasio, promised to follow through on promises to address 
inequality. The mood among some New Yorkers was positive, but 
pragmatic. 

~ VIDEO: Hawaiian Roots 
Armed with hatchets and herbicides, Paul Zweng and his 

volunteers thin a forest of invasive trees one section at a time. 

Their mission: to return the land to its natural state. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Iris Apfel on the Meaning of Style 

Earlier this year, the 92-year style maven sat down with T editor- 

in-chief Deborah Needleman for a candid conversation about a 

life that has always been in fashion. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~ore y!deo, ~o to N¥~ime~:�0m/~!ide0 ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

For Prostitutes Jailed in China, Forced Labor 
With No Recourse 
By AN DREW JACOBS 

China’s murky penal system for prostitutes is similar to re- 
education through labor, with women being held in centers for 
up to two years and often required to work seven days a week for no pay. 

MEMO FROM JERUSALEM 

Sticking Point in Peace Talks: Recognition of a 

Jewish State 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu argues that Palestinian 
recognition of Israel as a Jewish state underpins all other issues in peace 
negotiations, and this focus is exactly what makes it unacceptable to 
Palestinians. 

Lebanon Arrests Leader of Qaeda-Linked Group, Reports 
Say 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The group, the Abdullah Azzam Brigades, claimed responsibility for a suicide 
attack on the Iranian Embassy in Beirut in November. 

For more world news~ go to NYTimes,comlWorld )) 

U,S, 

Up Early and in Line for a Marijuana Milestone 

in Colorado 
By JACK HEALY 

The state’s official song is "Rocky Mountain High," but the 



legalization law that took effect on New Year’s Day may not be 

what John Denver had in mind. 

Consumers Start Using Coverage Under Health Law 
By ROBERT PEAR and ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Hospitals said they were getting ready for an influx of newly insured patients, 

but many health care providers said the pace was slower than usual because of 

the New Year’s holiday. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Health Law Challenge Opens Up New Front 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

Justice Sonia Sotomayor’s injunction against the part of the 

health care law related to coverage for birth control broadened 

the avenues for opponents. 

: Justice Blocks Contraception Mandate on Insurance in Suit by Nuns 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

High Rollers in a Buying Mood 
By JACLYN TROP 

A legion of buyers, buoyed by a growing economy and a soaring 

stock market, are shedding whatever reluctance, or self-imposed 

restraint, they had during the recession by entering showrooms 

and leaving with trophy cars. 

Fiat, in Deal With Union, Will Buy Rest of Chrysler 
By JACLYN TROP 

The agreement, which is expected to close on Jan. 2o, will allow the carmaker 

and the union to end months of negotiations over the value of the United 

Automobile Workers’ stake. 

DEALBOOK 

A Stock Exchange Expands Its Global Reach 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

BATS is aiming to serve as an evangelist for the American way of 

trading, focusing on low costs, competition and high-speed 

trading. 

................................................................................... E0r [pole b~s!r~ss [~e~s, go to N¥~[ime~�om!Busine~s )~ 

Sports 

KEEPING SCORE 



For New York, a Winning Year. Really. 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

From Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2o13, the nine professional teams in the 
New York metropolitan area had a winning record: 394-392. Feel 

better? 

MICHIGAN STATE 24, STANFORD 20 

After Pageantry, Tough Stop and Timely Passes 
Lift Spartans in Rose Bowl 
By GREG BISHOP 

Michigan State’s victory against Stanford hinged on Connor 
Cook, a quarterback who started the season as a backup, and Kyler Elsworth, a 
linebacker who arrived on campus as a walk-on. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

Showstopper in What May Have Been Manziel’s 
Last College Game 
By RAY GLIER 

it would be hard to fathom how quarterback Johnny Manzie], a 
redshirt sophomore, could raise his N.F.L. draft status through 
another college season. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

OPERA REVIEW 

... In Which a Bat Flies Into the Schlag 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

The Met’s traditional New Year’s Eve "Die F]edermaus" is heavy 

on shtick and good humor. 

Newbery Winner to Promote Her Genre 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

Kate DiCamillo, author of "Because of Winn-Dixie," has been 
chosen to serve as the fourth national ambassador for young 
people’s literature. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Banned at Home and Noticed by Oscars 
By MELENA RYZIK 

"Pussy Riot: A Punk Prayer" and "The Square," set in Cairo, are 

on the shortlist for possible Oscar nominations in the 
documentary category, but they can’t be shown in their home countries. 

........................................................................................................ E0[ r~0r~ a[ts [~e~s, g0 t0 N¥]irne~�0m!Arts ~ 

Fashion & Style 



Seeking Stardom of Their Own 
By LAUREN LIPTON 

The photographers Inez van Lamsweerde and Vinoodh Matadin 
are not household names. But they hope to change that. 

No Time to Lose for Michelle Bridges 
By TAFFY BRODESSER-AKNER 

The race to make Ms. Bridges a U.S. fitness brand. 

Gaining Red-Carpet Swagger 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

In awards season, Taylor Schilling leans on her mentor, Thakoon 

Panichgul. 

For more fashion news, go to NYTimes.comlFashion >> 

Obituaries 

James Avery, ’Fresh Prince’ Actor, Dies at 68 
By PETER KEEPNEWS 

Mr. Avery, who played the surrogate father to Will Smith’s 

character on the 199o-96 NBC sitcom, also appeared in movies 
and was a popular voice-over actor. 

Alfred Marshall, Founder of Stores That Bear 
His Name, Dies at 94 
By DANIEL E. SLOTNIK 

Mr. Marshall parlayed a grocery store into a worldwide discount 
clothing retailer. 

Connie Dierking Dies at 77; Part of Wilt 

Chamberlain Trade 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Mr. Dierking was a center who teamed with Oscar Robertson at 

the University of Cincinnati and in the N.B.A., where he was 
among three players traded to bring Chamberlain back to Philadelphia. 

.......................................................................................... For r~ore ob!t~a(ies, go ~o N~’~imes~�om!Obituaries >~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Campaign for a Bigger Paycheck 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Raising the minimum wage is good politics and even better economics. 

EDITORIAL 

New Political Faces in India 



By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Common Man Party rises to challenge the establishment. 

FOr more 0pini0n, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Cold Turkey Isn’t the Only Route 
By GABRIELLE GLASER 

More people would deal with their drinking if society was less 

rigid. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Girl’s Escape 
By NICHOLAS KRISTOF 

A week spent following a Haitian teenager turns up some 
shocking, and heartbreaking, details of life as an unpaid child 

laborer. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Thinking Beyond the Pill 
Has progress on developing new birth control methods stalled? 

What can be done to promote innovation? 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 2, 1905, Gen. Nogi of Japan received from Gen. Stoessel of 
Russia at 9 p.m. a letter formally offering to surrender, ending the 

Russo-Japanese War. 
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Top News 

Qaeda-Aligned Militants Threaten Key Iraqi 
Cities 
By YASIR GHAZI and TIM ARANGO 

Radical Sunni militants freed prisoners, set fire to police stations 

and seized mosques in Falluja and Ramadi, two of Iraq’s most 
important cities. 

Emergency Visits Seen Increasing With Health 
Law 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

A new study conducted in Oregon found that after getting health 
insurance, people went to the emergency room more often than 
their uninsured counterparts. 

Allowed to Join the Bar, but Not to Take a Job 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

A 36-year-old brought to the country from Mexico as a child can 
be admitted to the state bar, the California Supreme Court said. 
But, under federal law, no law firm can legally hire him. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MOVIES 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: Jan. ~,, ~’o14 
The New York Times movie critics on "Lone Survivor," "Grudge 

Match" and "47 Ronin." 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Europeans United, in Hating Europe 
By ANDREA MAMMONE 

Right-wing parties work across borders - to undermine the 
European Union. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s a lot to celebrate. I can open my own law firm 
and that’s exactly what I intend to do. There’s no law in 

this country restricting entrepreneurs." 
SERGIO GARCIA, after the California Supreme Court ruled that, though in the comatry 

illegally, he could practice law. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Banned Substances Claim an Outsize Role in 
Athletics in India 
By REBECCA BYERLY 

Indian athletes, with easy access to legal steroids and minimal 
support from their nation, lead the world in suspensions for 
performance-enhancing drug use. 

¯ ~1~ Slide Show: Steroids and Sports in India 

Kerry Quietly Makes Priority of Climate Pact 
By CORAL DAVENPORT 

While public attention has been f~xed on the Middle East, 
Secretary of State John Kerry has started a push to create an 
agencywide focus on global warming. 

While Kerry Pushes Peace Talks, Israeli Leader 
Airs Criticism 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ISABEL KERSHNER 

Upon the arrival of Secretary of State John Kerry in Israel, Prime 
Minister Benj amin Netanyahu questioned the Palestinian 
commitment to peace. 

................................................................................................ ~0[ r~pre EoFId r~e~s, go to N¥~irne~�om!Wor!d ~ 

U,S, 

Concern Over Safety Grows as More Oil Rides 
the Rails 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

A drilling surge in oil fields has generated a heavy volume of 

traffic on North America’s rail networks, prompting concern over 



accidents. 

A Snowstorm Brings Delays, and Preparations 
By JAMES BARRON and STEVEN YACCINO 

The storm is predicted to deliver a nighttime barrage of snow and 
high winds and continue Friday. 

: ~’ Map: Expected Snowfall in the Northeast ] Cooking for the Storm 

THE LEDE 

From Chicago to Boston, Winter Storm Creates Havoc for 
Travelers 
By JENNIFER PRESTON 

The storm blanketed major roads across the Midwest as it moved into the 
Northeast with a forecast that included blizzard and near-blizzard conditions. 

......................................................................................................... Fpr rpo~e U.S. ~evys~ go to N~!3mes.�0m(US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

From Ore to Nuggets, With Peril 
By JOE COCHRANE 

Indonesian villagers use mercury to process the ore from small- 

scale mines, work that carries risks to themselves and the 
environment. 

DEALBOOK 

Regulator of Wall Street Loses Its Hard- 
Charging Chairman 
By BEN PROTESS 



Gary Gensler became known during his tenure at the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission for his long work hours and aggressive oversight 
of the derivatives industry. 

FireEye Computer Security Firm Acquires Mandiant 
By NICOLE PERLROTH and DAVID E. SANGER 

The deal, melding detection of hacking with sophisticated response to the 

threat, is worth more than $1 billion. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes,comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

KNICKS 105, SPURS 101 

Key Plays by Shumpert Help Knicks Shock Spurs 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

The Knicks looked like a new team against the perennial 
contender San Antonio, as Iman Shumpert scored 27 points and 
repeatedly came through in the clutch. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

, Anthony Hits Roof, Then Hits Court for Knicks 

NETS 95, THUNDER 93 

Johnson Beats Buzzer, and Nets Pull Off a 
Stunner 
By ANDREW KEH 

Deron Williams’s season-high 29 points and Joe Johnson’s last- 
second jumper helped the Nets begin 2014 with a victory at Oklahoma City. 

¯ ~.~;~ Box Score 

¯ Without Lopez, Nets Redefine Strategy and Go With a Smaller Lineup 

Castoffs Become Keepers as the Suns Defy 
Expectations 
By KAREN CROUSE 

A rookie general manager, Ryan McDonough, and coach, Jeff 
Hornacek, have created a winning spirit around the Suns, who 
were projected to win only about 2o games this season. 

¯ N.B.A. Roundup: Curry Leads Warriors Past Heat in a Shootout 

............................................................................................. E0[ r~0re sp£rts ~e~ys! g0 t£ N~(~imes~�0m(Sp0rts ~ 

Arts 

THE TV WATCH 

A Trans-Atlantic Romance Continues 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN kEY 

In its new season, starting on Sunday, "Downton Abbey" 
continues to depict class divisions in a way that panders to 
contemporary notions of democracy and equality. 



Life Goes On, at Long Last 
By SARAH LYALL 

The gripping "Downton Abbey" is back on PBS’s "Masterpiece" 

for its long-awaited fourth season. 

When Spidey Flies No More, Will Business? 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

As "Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark" closes, nearby businesses 

like dells and bars contemplate the effect. 

. ~ Slide Show: So Long, Spidey 

....................................................................................................... F£r n~0Fe ~rts r~e~s, g0 t£ N¥Times~�0m!Arts ~ 

Movies 

’BEYOND OUTRAGE’ 

Mob Machinations Crueler Than Pain 
By NICOLAS RAPOLD 

Beat Takeshi is back with "Beyond Outrage," a sequel to the 2Oll 

"Outrage." 

’IN NO GREAT HURRY’ 

Creating Neon Poetry With a Patient Camera 
By DANIEL M. GOLD 

"In No Great Hurry" follows the photographer Saul Leiter, who 

created painterly images of New York in color, when black and 

white still ruled. 

’THE BEST OFFER’ 

A Cold, Appraising Eye, Spying Treasure 
By NICOLAS RAPOLD 

Geoffrey Rush plays a supercilious auctioneer in Giuseppe 

Tornatore’s art thriller "The Best Offer." 

..................................................................... F0r r~0re r~0~ie r~e~s #r~d re~ie~s, g0 t0 N¥]imes,�om!M0~ies ~ 

Obituaries 

Bob Grant, a Combative Personality on New 

York Talk Radio, Dies at 84 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Mr. Grant, long a dominant voice on the airwaves, took 

advantage of the repeal of the Fairness Doctrine and thrived on 

the radio despite racist remarks. 

Johnny Orr, Coach Who Turned Iowa State Into 

Contender, Dies at 86 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Orr, who led Michigan to the N.C.A.A. men’s final in 1976, left for 



Iowa State in 198o and turned around a moribund program by 
emphasizing speed over size. 

George Jacobs, Memoirist and Valet for Sinatra, 

Dies at 86 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Mr. Jacobs had a close-up of Frank Sinatra’s inner circle in the 

195os and ’6os and wrote about it in a aoo3 book. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries )) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Mayor de Blasio Looks Forward 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The new mayor promises to take on inequality and injustice in New York City, 

while also calling on unity and optimism. 

EDITORIAL 

No Burden on Religion 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Justice Sonia Sotomayor’s perplexing decision to issue a stay on enforcing the 

rules of the contraception mandate should be lifted. 

EDITORIAL 

Scouting’s Incomplete Evolution 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

An overdue step toward inclusion of gays and lesbians in the Boy Scouts that 

went into effect on New Year’s Day was welcome but did not go far enough. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Weed: Been There. Done That. 
By DAVID BROOKS 

It is one thing for kids to experiment with marijuana, but it’s 

something else for it to be legal for adults to use anywhere, 

everywhere. 

¯ Columnist Page 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Disrespect to Bloomberg, or Truth to Power? 

Were speakers at Wednesday’s inaugural rude to the former 

mayor or just voicing the frustrations of millions of New Yorkers 

who are rarely heard? 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Can Animals Help Limit Concussions? 
By GREGORY D. MYER 

Woodpeckers and bighorn sheep offer clues for how to protect N.F.L. players. 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 3, 1959, President Eisenhower signed a proclamation 

admitting Alaska to the Union as the 49th state. 
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Ala~ Bennett: What I did in 2013 

N:i London Reviewof Books newsletter 
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LRB cover art 

What i did in 2o~3 
Alan 13ermett 

3 January, Yorkshire. The year kicks off with a small 
trespass when we drive over from Rmnsgill via Ripon 

and Thirsk to Rievaulx. However the abbey is closed, 

seemingly until the middle of February, whieh 

infmfiates us both, and though at 78 and with an 

artificial hip it[]s not something I feel I should be doing, 

we scale the five-bar gate and bleak in. :Mer,.~ 

M ax Strasser: At New York Ci~ liall 

Neve Gordon: EveW person has a name 

Adam Shatz: Daq-Syria 

Peter Pomera~tsev: What a R~assian prison smells like 

The Housing Disaster 
James Meek 

The housing shortage in this countU is reaching a point of crisis, and the palty in 

power is responding by separating off the eeonomieally least powerful and squeezing 

them into the smallest, meanest, most inseeure possible living spaee. In effect, if not 

in ex~plicit intention, it is a let-the-poor-be-poor erusade, a Campaign for Real 

Poverty’. The government has stopped short of explieifly deelaring war on the poor. 

But how different wmfld the situation be if it had? Mm:e 

Si r Alex Speaks (again) 
David R ~cim a n 

For Ferguson tire key to his own position within United was his ability" to distinguish 

power fl’om control. ~Power is useflfl if you want to use it,~ he writes, ~but control 

was my aim [] The big deeisions you make in those jobs are usually seen as exercises 

in power, when control is really what it [] s about. [] Power is throwing your weight 

around. Control is making sure things go your way regardless. 

Hazards of Revolution 
Pah’ick (7oekb~rn 

The extent of the failure of the uprisings of 2Oll to establish better fomas of 

governanee has suq#rised opposition movements, their Was tern backers and what 

was onee a highly sympathetie foreign media. The suq?rise is due, in part, to a 

misunderstanding of what the uprisin as were about. More 

::N:: PSU Press 

Cicada Col~ey: Acts of 
Union. Acts of Disunion 
Tuesday 14 January 
at 7 p.m. 

donatha~ Lethem: 
Disside~st Gardens 
Wednesday 29 January 
at 7 p.m. 

Whale CuRures: Philip 
Hoare and Jessica 
Sarah Rin~and, wi[h 

Wednesday 12 Februa~ 
at 7 p.m. 
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Top News 

Access to Abortion Falling as States Pass 
Restrictions 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

A surge in anti-abortion measures in more than half the states 

has made it far more difficult in many regions to obtain the 
procedure. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Abortion Restrictions Passed by States 

Mystery in Hezbollah Operative’s Life and Death 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The assassination of Hassane Laqees, Hezbollah’s master 
technician and logistics expert, has exposed a convulsing region’s 
tangled and shifting alliances and enmities. 

U.S. Is Facing Hard Choices in South Sudan 
By MARK LANDLER 

With no plans for American military intervention, the United States is 
frantically brokering peace talks between the warring factions while trying to 
fortify a United Nations peacekeeping force. 

.................................................................................................................. F~r morn tOP r!e~s, g? to N~Times,~0m ~ 
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Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: A Desperate River Crossing 
Residents of Bor, a city in the Republic of South Sudan, fled 

deadly violence there by taking ferries across the White Nile to 

Awerial, where an estimated 76,ooo displaced people are 

stranded. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Fighting to Kick the Habit 
By MIKE TYSON 

I replaced drugs and liquor with a craving to be a better man. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"For 63 years, I lived with the stigma of being a traitor. 
The truth is I helped save South Korea during one of its 

most critical times." 
HONG YOON-HEE, who was cleared of treason for his actions during the Korean War and is 

fighting to be declared a hero. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Let It Snow 
The first snowstorm of 2014 left nearly a foot of slush in some 

neighborhoods Friday, with freezing wind. As snowplows cleared 



roads, there were subway delays, but many New Yorkers made it 

to work. 

~ VIDEO: App Smart: Resolutions 
A selection of great apps to help you keep your new year’s 
resolutions. 

~ VIDEO: Spinach Salad With Prosciutto 
The addition of prosciutto, persimmon and croutons to a regular 

spinach salad makes light fare substantial enough for a full meal. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Once Labeled a Traitor, Korean Aims to Be a 

Hero 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Hong Yoon-hee, whose 195o treason conviction in South Korea 

was recently nullified, says, "The truth is I helped save South Korea during one 

of its most critical times." 

Workers Face Police Gunfire Amid Unrest in 

Cambodia 
By GERRY MULLANY 

Military police officers killed at least three people, officials said, 



as protests against the decades-old rule of Prime Minister Hun 
Sen entered a volatile new phase. 

Qaeda-Linked Insurgents Clash With Other 
Rebels in Syria, as Schism Grows 
By HWAIDA SAAD and RICK GLADSTONE 

The fighting punctuated a growing rift between seven 
homegrown rebel groups and a powerful Qaeda affiliate. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld )) 

U.S. 

A Brain Is Dead, a Heart Beats On 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

A court was called to intervene after a California hospital 
pronounced a girl dead after complications from surgery but her 
family insists she is alive. 

Justices Are Asked to Reject Nuns’ Challenge to Health Law 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The Justice Department said the requirements for birth control coverage did not 
impose a "substantial burden" on an order of Roman Catholic nuns who 
challenged them. 

Court Grants Secrecy for Memo on Phone Data 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

A federal appeals court, endorsing a broad conception of executive branch 
secrecy, said the White House could withhold a Justice Department memo 
about the handing over of telephone records. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

Unemployed in Europe Stymied by Lack of 
Technology Skills 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

Thousands of jobs are languishing unfilled as many in the work 
force find that their skills are ill suited for posts in information 
technology. 

Solar Power Craze on Wall St. Propels Start-Up 
By DIANE CARDWELL and JULIE CRESWELL 

SolarCity, a start-up that bet on solar energy, is priced high on 
the stock market with barely any profits. But it has some 

headaches that others don’t. 

A Lexicon of Instant Argot 
By JENNA WORTHAM 

Urban Dictionary has become a real-time archive for new and 
slang terms, particularly those that have risen because of social 
media and the web. 

................................................................................... For ~o[e bqs!P~ss Pevys, go to N¥~ime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

ROCKETS 102, KNICKS 100 

Mental Lapse at Finish Wastes 47 Good Minutes 
From the Knicks 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

One night after a stirring victory in San Antonio, the Knicks lost 
in the final seconds, in part because of an ill-advised shot by d. R. Smith. 

, ~ Box Score 

Auburn’s Offense Runs to a Hip-Hop Beat 
By GREG BISHOP 

Tre Mason, the son of De La Soul’s DJ Maseo, pounds the Tigers’ 
opponents into submission with a punishing style. 

¯ Fearless Fullback Makes Sure Auburn Has Room to Run 

Arctic Temperatures for Players and Fans, but 

No Blackouts on TV~ ..... 
KEN BEL$ON 

~ 

By 

Frigid weather is making the N.F.L.’s first round of playoffs hard 



on fans traveling to games, but team sponsors bought big blocks 

of seats to avoid any TV blackouts. 

¯ Vikings to Investigate Punter Chris Kluwe’s Claim of Homophobia 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Sending Artworks Home, but to Whom? 
By TOM MASHBERG 

The Denver Museum of Nature and Science will return 30 totems 
to the National Museums of Kenya, which will decide whether to 
search for their owners. 

Wooing Filmgoers Through Their Ears 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY and BEN SISARIO 

The promoters of the film "Inside Llewyn Davis" have gone to 
extraordinary lengths in using the folk music at the movie’s 

center to attract audiences, woo Oscar voters and sell its 
soundtrack album. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Visual Portents of a Silent Bolt of Thunder 
By CORINNA da FONSECA-WOLLHEIM 

"There Will Never Be Silence," an exhibition at the Museum of 
Modern Art, examines the intersection of John Cage’s "4’33 .... 

with the work of contemporaneous visual artists. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Travel 

Chasing the Northern Lights in Alaska 
By ETHAN TODRAS-WHITEHILL 

A frosty family trip in pursuit of the aurora borealis slides 
between watching and waiting, panic and prayer. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

Traveling While Black 
By FARAI CHIDEYA 

Exploring the many dimensions of what it’s like to see the world 

as a black traveler, from discovering liberation to experiencing 
healing. 

36 Hours in Chicago 
By FREDA MOON 

The hardest thing about spending a weekend here may be 
choosing an itinerary from an abundance of options. Here’s a 
quick guide to help you make the tough choices. 



................................................................................................ For r~ore ~ra~e! pe~s, go to N¥~[ime~�om!Travel ~ 

Obituaries 

Phil Everly, Half of Pioneer Rock Duo, Dies at 74 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

As part of the Everly Brothers, whose hits included "Wake Up 

Little Susie" and "Bye Bye Love," Mr. Everly helped draw the 

blueprint of rock ’n’ roll in the ’5os and ’6os. 

George Goodman, Who Demystified the World of 

Money, Dies at 83 
By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

Mr. Goodman was probably best known as the amiable but 

intellectually rigorous host of "Adam Smith’s Money World," 

seen on PBS from 1984 to 1997. 

Dr. W.V. Cordice Jr., 95, a Surgeon Who Helped 

Save Dr. King, Dies 
By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

Dr. Cordice was part of a team of surgeons who operated on the 

civil rights leader after he was stabbed in Harlem in 1958. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Ticking Mideast Clock 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Secretary of State John Kerry presses Israe]is and Pa]estinians to stick to the 

peace negotiations timetable he set forth in July. 

EDITORIAL 

Not Getting Their Money’s Worth 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Taxpayers pay too much for federal contractors, and they get too little in return. 

EDITORIAL 

Stopping Mentally Ill Gun Buyers 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Two Obama proposals offer a promise of at ]east some re]ie£ 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Indoctrinating Religious Warriors 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 



Republican party leaders employ a tactic to divert the attention 
of the rank-and-file from areas of common sense. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Brazil Is Abuzz About Snowden 
By JOE NOCERA 

On a visit to Rio de Janeiro, asylum was the question of the hour. 
Could South America be his next stop after Russia? 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

An Error Message for the Poor 
By DAVID A. SUPER 

The most vulnerable suffer when technology contracts are bungled. 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 4, 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson outlined the goals of 
his "Great Society" in his State of the Union address. 
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Top News 

New York State Is Set to Looser~ Ma~i,j~mna Laws 

Oov. ~’~drew M. Otomo plal~s to almounee an executive action 

that would allow limited use or" medical ma~nana, moving the 

stake a step closer [o poliNes embraced by advoeakes and 

lawmakei~ elsewhere. 

~ ~ Map: S~ates [hat A~ow Medics Mar~iuana 

Power Vacuum in Middle Ea,sl- ]LHts Mili~.ants 

The bloodshed that has e~%u~fed Imc1, Lebanon am:l Syria 

exposes the emergence of a post-American Middle East in which 

no broker has the wi]I or power to eontNn the region’s seeta~a~ 

hatreds. 

WASHINGTON MEMO 

5o Yea~s Later, ~War on Poverty l[s a ..’Mixed Bag "~’~’~-~°’.~ 

The debate over the government’s role in creating opporhmity      t~=~,i 

and e~ding deprivation has flared anew, with inequNi[y as acute 

as it was i~ the Roaring %verities and the ranks of the poor m~d near-poor at 

record highs. 

~ ~ Graphic: 50 Years of PoverV 

Editors’ Picks 



Torn Hanks and Emma Thompson on "Saving ~’Ir, lanks," 

.,klfonso Cuar6t~ on "Gravity," Chiwetel Ejiofor on "12 Years a 

Slave," the Woody Allen gnome and more. 

SUNDAY REVIEW I NEWS ANALYSIS 

~,’Vhy Eve~or~e Seems to Have (’,~mcer 

As heark disease and stroke are beate~ ha&, cancer vies to 

become tte final ]tiller. 

, [] Graphic: Oecfning I.etlat~i 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ELl, AS g.tOURY, a Lebanese novdist and critic who lived through his own country’s ~5- 
year civil wan 

Today’s Video 

Throughout :~ghanistat~, there is what doctors call acute severe 

malm~{ton. Moat oftte oases are seen in ehldren reader 

age of 5 

Related .Article 

~ VmEO.~ Say~ng Farewell to a Rock Ieo~ 

Phil Ewrly, as half of the Everly Brotber~, inspired the Beaies, 

Li*~da IZo*~shdt, Simon and Oal?lnkeI and ma*~y others who 

recorded their 8ongs and tried to emulate thdr ringing vocal 

alchemy. 

, Reiamd Obituary 

~ vmEo: Bill Cunnigham I Wo~derla~d 

Stylish yet sensible, New Yorkers bundled up, unrest~eted by 

the diohtes of [ashiom 

For more video, go to NYTir~ee.eomNideo ~> 



World 

Cam bodia Cracks Down on Proteat ~Vitl~ i~ a 
....... E~efious ~d B~ on Assembly 

Phnom Perth park that has been the s~@ng ~’ound for 

antigovernm ent demo~stra~ on s, and organi zeus eanee]ed a pla~ ned Su n d ay 

raI]y. 

Qaeda-Linked Militm~ts in iraq Secm’e Nearly Full Control 

of Fal~ja 

Smm~ militm~ts figbfing m~der the banner of A] Qaeda appeared to make gains 

across Anbar Province, also rapturing the strategic town of Karma. 

After Fleei~g Violence, Mm:y l[~dian Muslims 

Refi~se to Retu~-n Hon~e 

Four months after a spasm of religious violence io tbe state of 

Uttar Pradesh, an estimated ~5,ooo displaced Muslims remain in 

tent dries, not believing it is safe to returno 

peopie 
demand 
ed food I 

U,S, 

Bmfished for Questioning the Gospel of Gtms 

A longtime eolumnis t %r a gun magazine questioned when the 

regulatio~ of guns bream e fiffringem ent ~:g tbe ~igbt to bear 

arms. He was quieMy fired, squeleMng any debate. 

A Lonely Quest for Farts on Genetically Modified 

Crops 

When a bill to ban ge~mtieal]y eoghmered crops on the island of 

Hawaii was introduced, doubts na~ed at Greggor Ilagan, a 

councilman, about what the risk~ were, if any, of the crops. 

BraeJ~tg for Carp in Great Lakes, but Debating 

Their Presence 

Asian carp, or carD DNA at least, may have art{veal in the Great 

Lakes, and either way, the 3a’my Coq)s of Engineers will issue a 

study proposfi~g ways to keep the invasive species out. 

Metcalf 

in Barry, 

Ilagan I 
with [ 

Business 



But it Doesn’t Look L~ke a Marriott 

To lure a younger crowd, Marriott I~ternationa~ is making a turn 

toward flash, pa~ly by offeriug ~ew hotel bra~ds. 

~ ~ Slide Show: A Mamo~ for the Hip Crowd 

The 
exterior 
of the 
London 

Boeir~g "~Vorkers Approve g-Year Contract 

Extension 

The vote was an emotional, and yew dose 5’ percent iu favor of 

the contract extet~sion to 2o2z~ keeping aerospace jobs it~ 

Washington State. 

Ma~ageme~tt ]Be N~mble 

How to keep your company as fresh as a start-up? Iu huudreds 

of interviews, executives shared the paths they took to energize 

their corporate cultures. 

Washin 

Sports 

COLTS 45, CHIEFS 44 
7~{ Andrew 

Over~l~mlmed Ear|y, Colts Over~:ome 

Huge Comeback 

The Colts ~’afied, 38-~o, early in dm third quarter but stormed 

back behind ~M, drew Luck, who threw tBr 443 yards and 4 scores, ko beat khe 

Chief~ iu an A.F.C. wild-card game. 

Score 

Packers Fever Cools a Bit, a~d t.he Explanation 

Is Complex 

Even after" the return of Aaron Rodgers and a fabulous ending to 

Week *7, it took until F~iday l))r Green Bay to sell out Sunday’s 

N.F.C. wild-card game against the San Francisco 49era. 

~ Pa[riots Put Aside Chill and Await Next Opponen[ 

The :Roots Stay Stro~g at Auburn 

A vaudal poisoned two mighty trees at Auburn, hut he could not 

kill wha t they t~’presen ted. 

, Auburn’s Offense Runs to a HipHop Beat 

back 

Aa[on 

Bare 

Arts 

Tomorrow’s Valhalla 

The classical music critics of The New York Times identity, the 

great new operas of recent deeadeso 

Life Goes 0~, at Long Last 

The grippi~ g "Downtou Abbey" is ha ck o~ PBS’s "Ms sterpJeee" 

for its long-awaited lout th season. 

Steps Heard ’Round the 

At just 45, AJexei Ratmansky is maMng his mark as the most 

historically conscious choreographer alive, the most travel- 

hungry and the most prolifie. 

ooenina 

and 



Magazine 

A Speck i~ the Sea 

John Al&fidge fc]l ovcrboard in the middle of~hc night, 4o miles 

Kom sho~, and the Coast Guard was Ioo~ng in the wrong place. 

How did he smMve? 

...... Aldridge 

on the 

deck of 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

"i’hhatdng Outside the (Big) Box 

Treating retail workers much better may make eye,Tone 

(ind u d i ng their employers) m ueh ri chef. 

The Q~est for a Natnm°al Sugar S~bst~tute 

Why is it so hard to make a low-cal soda that actually tastes 

good? 

Obituaries 

Sm~l Zae~tz, Proda~cer of Oscar- Winning 

Dies at 9x 

Mr. Zaentz, an independent film prodneer, won best-picture 

Aca d cm y Award s for "On e Flew Over the Cuckoo’s N est, 

":~xnadeus" and "The English Patient." 

Donald H. Forst, Feisty Newspaper Editor, Dies 

at 8~ 

Mr. Forst was the [ot~a~er top editor of New York Newsday, The 

Village Voice and The Boston Herald. 

Jumfita Moore, Oscar Nominee for ’Imitafio~ of 

Life’, Dies at 99 

Ms. Moore found only Iimitcd work after becoming the fifth 

AfHcan--z~ne~can peribrmer nominated for an Academy Award. 

Zaentz 

in 2003, 
hono;ed 

foundin 

g edkoL 

Donald 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Rampant I rosec~torial Misconduct 

Evidence is olten ~dthheld fl’om the defense, and courts rarely hold prosecutors 

acconntMfle. 

EDITORIAL 

Putting Drones to the Test 

Congress should enact privacy protections before commercial unmanned 

aircraft are allowed to take off. 

EDITORIAL 

The I~ariju~ma lE,~erh~ent 

Cc~lorado and Washington State v41~ serve as test eases for fifll-on legafizafion. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tb ese cm~e ivores b ave a ]ways been am oe g o~]r ravel:ire sul~ eels 

for sheer, sputtering nonsense. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

One Marine’s Dyi~g Wish 

The miiita~7 famed dM~onor in ttaI Faulkner’s homosexualityo 

He di&}’t want that sen se~ess verdict to surxdve him. 

Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

:De Biasio’s D~ng Odds 

Why liberals won’t be able to wJe tbeir war on inequalib,. 

, Cok.lmniat Page ] Blog 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

N eed- Blind J~stice 

How can we make sure lav,t’ecs defend poor eliet~s with vigor 

aed care:’ Experiments in two states are tryi~g to offer solutions. 
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Top News 

The Muslim Brotherhood, Back in a Fight to Survive 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Members of the Brotherhood, now outlawed and underground, said they were 

trying to bolster their ranks for a long struggle against Egypt’s military-backed 

government. 

Popular Voice in the Capitol? It’s the Pope’s 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

Democrats and Republicans alike are seizing on Pope Francis’ 

messages of economic justice and tolerance. 

¯ ~ Video: Democrats Quote the Pope 

Sudan’s Lost Boys Are Drawn Into War at Home 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and ISMA’IL KUSHKUSH 

The return of South Sudan’s Lost Boys for the birth of this new 

nation was perhaps the perfect symbol of its hope for a new 

beginning, which has succumbed to violence. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

Mapping Poverty in America 

Data from the Census Bureau show where the poor live. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Abolish the Corporate Income Tax 
By LAURENCE J. KOTLIKOFF 

It might sound like a gift to the rich, but eliminating or at ]east 

lowering the corporate tax rate would help workers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I don’t want to see another generation of children go 

through what I’ve gone through and what other 

children of my generation went through." 

ABRAHAM AWOLICH, who as a youth escaped violence in Sudan mad has returned to 
turbulent South Sudan to provide aid. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: In Love and Traffic 
Teresa LaBarbera was the local traffic reporter at WTNH in 

Connecticut. Brandon Dufour was a driving instructor. When 

they met on-air during a news segment, the connection was 

immediate. 



, Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Wonderland 
Stylish yet sensible, New Yorkers bundled up, unrestricted by the 

dictates of fashion. 

............................................................................................................ F£r m0[e ~ide0, g0 t0 N~Times~£0m!V!de0 ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Low Turnout in Bangladesh Elections Amid 
Boycott and Violence 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The main opposition group refused to participate in the voting, 
driving down turnout, and political violence left at least 19 people 

dead. 

Iraqis Make Gains Against Militants in Key City 
By YASIR GHAZI and TIM ARANGO 

Iraqi security forces and their tribal allies reclaimed parts of 

Ramadi from Qaeda-linked militants, officials said, but the 
insurgents appeared to maintain control of much of Falluja. 

Freed Russian Oligarch Leaves Germany for Switzerland 
With Family 
By ALISON SMALE 

A statement from aides to Mikhail B. Khodorkovsky, the former oil tycoon, said 
he has "not yet made any plans about permanent residency in Switzerland or 
anywhere else." 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 



U.S. 

Colorado River Drought Forces a Painful 
Reckoning for States 
By MICHAEL WINES 

Drought and population growth are driving a reassessment of 
how the 1,45o-mile Colorado, the Southwest’s only major river, 
can continue to slake the thirst of one of the nation’s fastest-growing regions. 

From Petraeus Scandal, an Apostle for Privacy 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Jill Kelley, 38, was the social spindle of an Air Force base in 
Tampa, Fla., until the government released her name in 
connection with a scandal involving Gem David H. Petraeus. 

Hawaii Makes Its Case for Obama’s Library: Why :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Not Bring It to the Beach? 
By ASHLEY PARKER 

Some in Hawaii, eager to claim President Obama as their own, 
have mounted a well-organized campaign to encourage him to 
place at least part of his postpresidential operation in the state. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorgan Chase Nears a 82 Billion Deal in a 



Case Tied to Madoff 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and BEN PROTESS 

The expected deal between federal authorities and JPMorgan 

Chase would settle a case in which the bank is suspected of 

ignoring signs of Bernard L. Madoffs Ponzi scheme. 

DEALBOOK 

81 Billion as Milestone and Omen 
By DAVID GELLES and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Silicon Valley today is a huge, undulating bubble. But which 

companies are overvalued and which are not is the $1 billion 

question. 

ThinkFilm, a Short-Lived but Wily Distributor, 

Still Influences Industry 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

Mumni of ThinkFilm have become a force in an industry that has 

been learning to think smaller, make do with less and live more 

by wit than a fat bankroll. 

................................................................................... E0r ~p0~e b~s!9~ss 9evys, go to NYTime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

49ERS 23, PACKERS 20 

49ers Feel Joy, if Not Their Toes 
By PAT BORZI 

Phil Dawson kicked a 33-yard field goal as time expired, giving 

the 49ers a victory at frigid Lambeau Field and sending them to a 

second-round playoff game at Carolina. 

, ~ Box Score 

CHARGERS 27, BENGALS 10 

Bengals Seek Respect, but Chargers Earn It 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Capitalizing on three second-half turnovers by Andy Dalton, the 

upstart Chargers extended the Bengals’ playoff-victory drought 

to 23 years. 

¯ ~!2 Box Score 

O.J. Who? Rogues Vanish From Annals of Sport 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Colleges and sports teams that love to celebrate their history 

have become masters at editing it. 

.............................................................................................. FPr r~0re sp0~ts ~ey~s, go to NY~[ime~:com!Sp0rts 

Arts 



Low on Funds, ’Spider-Man’ Dims Its Last Lights 
By PATRICK HEALY 

The $75 million production of "Spider-Man," the most expensive 

musical in history and one of the most troubled, ended a run of 
three years and two months. 

A Double Dose of Chekhov 
By ALEXIS SOLOSKI 

The director and multimedia-theater pioneer Jay Scheib creates 

a live cinematic adaptation of Chekhov’s unfinished play. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

An Actor Dons His Singer-Songwriter Hat 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

Humor, storytelling and musicianship came through during the 
actor Jeff Daniels’s set at 54 Below in Manhattan. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Media & Advertising 

NBC Begins Swarm of Ads to Lift ’Today’ Back to 
Top 
By BILL CARTER 

The NBC morning news program, which has been second to 

"Good Morning America" for 16 months, will open its offensive 
with a major promotional campaign. 

ADVERTISING 

New Campaign Markets Activia to Wider 
Audience 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

A new campaign for the yogurt brand aims to reach younger 

consumers and men, without the actress Jamie Lee Curtis. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Print Starts to Settle Into Its Niches 
By DAVID CARR 

At a time when e-book sales seem to be fiattening, there is 

something to be learned from Kevin Kelly’s self-published print 
catalog, a collection of reviews accrued from a website over the years. 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia ~ 

Obituaries 

Eusebio, Who Represented the Best of Soccer 
and of Portugal, Dies at 71 
By GEORGE VECSEY 



Eusebio, an international sports icon, led Portugal to a third- 

place finish at the 1966 World Cup and was voted one of the lO 

best players of all time. 

.......................................................................................... For r~ore obit~arie% go to NY~ime~:com!Obituar!es ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Zero Tolerance, Reconsidered 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Schools across the country are reforming a destructive disciplinary policy. 

EDITORIAL 

Another Step Forward on Okinawa 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

If the United States is to maintain a military presence on the island for the long 

term, it will have to be responsive to residents’ concerns. 

EDITORIAL 

Republican Disdain for the Jobless 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Senate will vote on unemployment benefits. But the House? It’s planning 

another meaningless, symbolic vote on health care. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0re £p!r) ior), go to NY~[ime~:cem!Opini0n ~t 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED ] LINDA GREENHOUSE 

Crack Cocaine Limbo 
By LINDAGREENHOUSE 

Congress repudiated the harsh penalties for crack cocaine use, 

but many sentenced under the old law continue to languish in 
prison. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Bubble Is Back 
By PETER J. WALLISON 

Real estate prices are once again outstripping the cost of renting. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Does the U.S. Need Another War on Poverty? 

Fifty years after President Lyndon B. Johnson’s declaration, 

much has changed, but much remains the same. Or does it? 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 



On Jan. 6, 1919, the 26th president of the United States, Theodore 
Roosevelt, died in Oyster Bay, N.Y., at 6o. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/28/14 Lecture by Randall Kenan, author of Let The DeadBuo~ TheirDead, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literal People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The William & Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Education. Kenan will present a session t~m his book which is a ~ries of short stories 

set in Tim’s Creek. For more information: http://tiidavcenter.tmc.edu/pdep/river~vriters/ 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

UNC Global Research Institute Call for 2014-15 Affiliated Fello~vs tbr Water Research "Making Scarce Water Work for All" The UNC Global 
Research Institute is pleased to announce the second .,,,ear of its Affiliated Fellow Program. Through this program, a limited number of fellowships will be oit~red to 

scholars and practitioners working on research projects relating to the theme "IVlaking Scarce Water Work for All", the GRI’s research emphasis that began in 2012 to 

coincide with the University’s pan-campus theme on water. 

While "the program is open to all, it shonld prove particularly appealing to applicants on sabbatical leave or with grant snpv~rt, a~s no living stipend is available. 

Applications review will begin on Febma~ 1, 2014, but will continue to be accepted until April 1, 2014. For more intbrmation: http://gri.unc.edu/applicank~/. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

IDEA underN’aduate research opportunities ibr Smnmer 2014 Applications are now being accepted for paid summer undergraduate reseaxch positions within 

the UNC Institute for the Environment’s IDEA (Increasing Diversity and Enhancing Academia) Program. Funded by the National Science Foundation, this program 

aims to attract nnderrepresented ~ninority s~dents into fields in the geosciences. The application deadline is Februaxy 4, 2014. For more information: 

https:i/erp.unc.edu/ide~’snmmer-researcl~’. 

UNC Institute for Marine Sciences Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Pro~!’am During the summer of 2014, the UNC Ins~titute for Marine 

Sciences will host eight students to participate in its Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program sponsored by the National Science Foundation. Over the 
conrse of the summer, studenks work with ~hculty mentors to conduct and design research projects around the theme of coastal habitats. The program runs May 18 

July 26, 2014 and applications will be accepted until February 15, 2014. For more inlbnnation: http:/Twww.unc.edu/m~s’retv’. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edw~. Questions, 

conunents, and suggestions ibr the the~ne can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:#www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 3:36 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson qNohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationaIhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Lecture-Recital at the National Hmnanities Center, Thursday, Janua~ 16 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Michael J. Puri, University of Virginia 

Thursday, January 16, 2o14 - 5:oo p.m. 

From the Franco-Prussian War to the present, both performers and historians have tended to oppose the 
national musical traditions of Germany and France: one weighty, expressive, and sincere; the other light, 
reticent, and ironic. In the spirit of rapprochement, this lecture-recital for piano seeks to trace a path that 
connects one tradition to the other. Stations along this path will include the music of Chopin, Debussy, 
Ravel, Liszt, Saint-Sai~ns, and Robert Schumann, all performed live by the lecturer. 

Michael J. Purl is associate professor of music at the University of Virginia. His highly regarded volume, 
Ravel the Decadent: Memory, Subl#nation, and Desi~ (2011), conceptualizes the music of Maurice Ravel 
as an intellectual and artistic enterprise by relating it to the thought of Proust, Baudelaire, Freud, and 
Nietzsche, among others. This year, as a Delta Delta Delta Fellow at the National Humanities Center, he 
continues his exploration of Ravel, examining the role that cosmopolitanism played in shaping both his 
music and his worldview. 

To reserve space, please fol!ow this lin~k, or respond to Martha Johnson (919) 4o9-o1~ 6, or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orfl. 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 
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Wednesday, January 8, 2014 2:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ICISA2014 5th IEEE Paper Submission is Now Open! 

Dear Scholar, 

ICISA (International Conference on Information Science & Applications) has been scheduled on May 6th - 9th, 2Ol4 ir~ Seoul, South Korea. With IEEE ICISA 

will be holding its 5ttl annual conference. ICISA 2o14 paper submission system is now open and ready for you to upload your paper. Register your paper now and 

be sure to follow all the guidelines and instructions before doing so. 

Register Your Account Now! 

The paper submission deadline is February 6th, 2o14. Please make sure to prepare your paper in time for the upcoming conference. Check our website for 

more details on the conference which can be found at ICISASo~:ie~?~’.O~’g. Ore’ OA a.H for Pa.pers[2 and ~;al~ee S~bmission~] includes details for the paper 

submission requirements and deadlines. 

If you have any more questions please do not hesitate to ask us anything. We look forward to seeing you in the next upcoming conference. 

Sincerely, 

ICISA 9o14 Secretariat 

ask@icisasociety.org 
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Top News 

Saudis Back Syrian Rebels Despite Risks 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

The Saudis, who are determined to oust President Bashar a]- 
Assad and his patron, Iran, fear the rise ofAl Qaeda’s affiliates in 

Syria but face fighting a proxy war using zealot militia fighters 

over whom they have almost no control 

Charges for lo6 in Huge Fraud Over Disability 
By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM and JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

Retired police officers and firefighters were among those accused 

in a decades-long scheme in which false mental disability claims 

cost taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars, according to court 

papers. 

Pregnant, and Forced to Stay on Life Support 
By MAMMY FERNANDEZ and ERIK ECKHOLM 

A 33-year-old woman’s family is battling a Fort Worth hospital 

because the medical staff refuses to follow their instructions (and 
the woman’s) to take her off life support, because she was 

pregnant. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes,com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Temperatures Plunge in the East 

and South 
The record-breaking polar air that has frozen the Midwest spread 

to cities from Boston to Nashville. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Lessons of Physical Therapy 
By GABRIELLE GIFFORDS 

My long rehab guides my way in the struggle against gun violence. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I get angry with the state. What business did they 

have delving into these areas? Why are they practicing 

medicine up in Austin?" 

ERNEST MACHADO, whose daughter Marlise Mtmoz is being kept on life support under Texas 
law, despite her wishes and her fmnily’s, because she is pregnant. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Intersection: Brooklyn Heights Vintage 
Irwin Susskind, a Brooklyn Heights resident for 42 years, says he 

likes antique clothing and gets a lot of his clothes at thrift shops 

and street sales. 



~ VIDEO: In Performance: Bobby Moreno 
Bobby Moreno plays Odysseus Rex, a rooster with anger issues, 

in Eric Dufault’s dark comedy "Year of the Rooster," at the 

Ensemble Studio Theater. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Prepping Food and Their Future 
Next Generation Caterers in the Bronx helps prepare youth for 

careers in gastronomy. The Neediest Cases Fund paid the fees for 

its three interns to take the New York State food protection 

exam. 

¯ Related Article 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Qaeda Group Leader in Syria Suggests Islamic 

Court to End Rebel Infighting 
By BEN HUBBARD and ANNE BARNARD 

The leader of the Nusra Front sought to end deadly violence 

among rebels as the United Nations reported progress on the 

purge of chemical weapons from Syria. 

In Iraqi City Under Siege, More Support for 

Militants Than Officials 
By YASlR GHAZl and TIM ARANGO 

As the army prepared an assault on Falluja, many residents said 

they had more sympathy for the Qaeda-baeked militants than for 

the government. 



Purge of Police Said to Be Move by Turkey to 

Disrupt Graft Inquiry 
By DAN BILEFSKYand SEBNEM ARSU 

About 35o police officers in Ankara, the capital, were removed 

from their posts overnight, Turkish news outlets reported. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Arctic Blast Proves Unwelcome Novelty, 
Especially Across South 
By ALAN BLINDER and CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

The polar vortex took the jet stream for a turn in the South on 

Monday and Tuesday, bringing freezing temperatures as far 

south as Florida. 

Graphic: Record-Low Belt 

Uncertainty in Utah as Appeals Process Plays 
Out Over Gay Marriage 
By JACK HEALY 

Those who married during the two week-period when same-sex 

weddings were performed are left wondering whether their 

unions will be recognized by the state. 

Amid Accusations of Department Misconduct, 

Los Angeles Sheriff Will Step Down 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Lee Baca, the embattled sheriff, said he would retire at the end of 

January and not seek re-election, ending speculation about his 

future amid federal investigations of his department. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

DEALBOOK 

Steep Penalties Taken in Stride by JPMorgan 

Chase 
By PETER EAVIS 

JPMorgan Chase has agreed to pay $20 billion over the last year 

to settle legal cases filed by the government, an amount that doesn’t seem to 

have strained the bank much at all. 

¯ DealBook: What the JPMorgan Settlement Means 

Biography Casts Critical Light on Fox News Chief 
By JULIE BOSMAN and BILL CARTER 

A 56o-page biography about Roger Ailes being published this 

month aims to be an exhaustive look at the television executive’s 

life and monumental career. 

Weight-Loss Companies Charged With Fraud 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The Federal Trade Commission said the companies made 

"unfounded promises" that consumers could lose weight using 

their products. 

................................................................................... EOr [pole b~s!r~ss [~e~fs, go to N¥~[ime~�om!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

Lindsey Vonn’s Injured Knee Will Keep Her Out 

of Sochi Games 
By BILL PENNINGTON 



The skier, who tore two ligaments in a crash last year, said she 
would have surgery soon, sidelining her for the season and 
robbing the American team of much of its star power. 

The End of the Much-Debated B.C.S. 
By GREG BISHOP 

The Bowl Championship Series, debated and ridiculed during its 
existence, produced a thrilling last act before a new playoff 
system took over. 

, Jameis Winston Smiles All the Way Into Seminole Lore 

KNICKS 89, PISTONS 85 

Felton Returns, and Suddenly Surging Knicks 
Win Again 
By CLIFTON BROWN 

Raymond Felton played in his first game since Dec. 2o and 
Carmelo Anthony scored 34 points as the Knicks held off a late rally by the 
Pistons to pick up their third victory in four games. 

: On-Court Levity Puts J. R. Smith on the Defensive Again 

¯ Keeping Score: Playoffs Still Possible for Knicks 

¯ Ex-Knick Regretting North Korea Participation 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW I ’TYSON VS. ALl’ 

A Dream Fight Made Real Onstage 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Reid Farrington splices together video footage and live 
performance to produce a theoretical matchup of Mike Tyson 
and Muhammad Mi in "Tyson vs. Mi." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

That Uncertain Muse and Witness, Memory 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Several current productions, from Tennessee Wi]]iams’s "The 

Glass Menagerie" to Harold Pinter’s "No Man’s Land," navigate 

the malleable landscape of recollection. 

Sneaky Judges Find Their Pianist 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Rafal Blechacz will be officially announced on Wednesday as the 
winner of the $3oo,ooo Gilmore Artist Award, given every four 
years to an unsuspecting pianist. 

....................................................................................................... F£r n~oFe ~rts r~e~s, go t£ N~Times,�om!Arts ~ 

Dining & Wine 



CRITIC ON THE ROAD 

This Place Looks Familiar 
By PETE WELLS 

Restaurateurs are finding historic interiors like Tosca Cafe’s 
worth saving. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

THE POUR 

Your 2 o 14 Resolution: Drink Adventurously 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

Twenty winter wines for $2o apiece offer not only value but 
intrigue. 

¯ ~ 20 Winter Wines for $20 

Turning Cheese Into a Cook’s Assistant 
By SUZANNE LENZER 

Its variety and unpredictability may be daunting, but a few tips 
can help harness its versatility. 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining >> 

Obituaries 

Elizabeth Jane Howard, British Novelist, Dies at 
90 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Ms. Howard’s five-part series, The Cazalet Chronicles, traces a 
British family before, during and after World War II. 

Run Run Shaw, Chinese-Movie Giant of the Kung 
Fu Genre, Dies at lO6 
By JONATHAN KANDELL 

Mr. Shaw and his older brother, Run Me, were movie pioneers in 
Asia, producing and sometimes directing films like "Five Fingers 

of Death." 

Bronson Binger, 83, Who Saved New York Parks 
and Buildings, Dies 
By DAVID W. DUNLAP 

Mr. Binger helped wrest Union Square Park in Manhattan from 
drug dealers but was stymied in an effort to rebuild Wollman 
Rink in Central Park. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 



What Happened to Transparency? 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Obama administration should stop fighting to hide legal advice. 

EDITORIAL 

Still Not Serious About Jobless Benefits 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Benefit checks are still a long way from getting to the people who desperately 

need them, thanks to the callousness of Republican lawmakers in both the 

House and Senate. 

EDITORIAL 

The Cold This Time 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Meteorologists warn us to expect severe weather conditions that used to occur 

rarely to happen more frequently. Is the world prepared? 

.................................................................................................... E£r r~0[e £p!r~i0q, go to N¥~[ime~�0m!Opini0n ,~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

What’s the Matter With Kansas’ Schools? 
By DAVID SCIARRA and WADE HENDERSON 

The state’s relentless cuts in education could hurt the whole 

country. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beautifying Abbey Road 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

As Americans decry a Dickensian class divide, they fawn over a 

British soap opera of manners. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Not Just About Us 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

As the headlines from the Arab world get worse and worse, there 

is talk of the "power vacuum" in the region. Getting overlooked is 

the "values vacuum." 

¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ,~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 8, 1918, President Woodrow Wilson outlined his 14 points for 
peace after World War I. 
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Top News 

Christie Faces Scandal on Traffic Jam Aides 
Ordered 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

A series of emails shows that aides to Gov. Chris Christie of New 
3ersey told officials to close lanes on the George Washington 
Bridge, in what appeared to be political retribution. 

¯ ~ Email Exchanges 

Christie’s Carefully Devised, No-Nonsense Image in Peril 
By MICHAEL BARBARO 

Embarrassing revelations suggest that the same elbows-out approach that the 

Christie administration brought to policy battles at the State House may have 

been deployed for a much less none end. 

2 Parties Place Political Focus on Inequality 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

As Republicans and Democrats offer different prescriptions, 
income inequality takes on unanticipated prominence as the 
midterm election year begins. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes:com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: A New Age for African Artists 

With the expectations of democracy and liberated by the 
Internet, the Kenyan artist collective Just a Band has found an 
international audience for its mix of entertainment and political 

content. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Terrorism’s Fertile Ground 
By KENNEDY ODEDE 

We must capture the potential of urban youth before they are led 

to believe that the path of violence is their only option. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Time for some traffic problems in Fort Lee." 
BRIDGET ANNE KELLY, an aide to Gov. Chris Christie, in an email about lane closings that are 

seen as political retaliation against the mayor of Fort Lee, N.J. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: ScienceTake." Fluorescing Fish 

From sea horses that glow red to bright green eels, researchers 
have discovered 18o species of fish that fluoresce under blue 
light. 

VIDEO: Working Out With a Speedskater 



The workout for Eddy Alvarez, a United States Olympic Team 

short track speedskater, is designed in part to keep his body 

balanced even though he relies on his left side when skating. 

~ VIDEO: Anatomy of a Scene: ’Philomena’ 

Stephen Frears narrates a scene from his film featuring Judi 

Dench and Steve Coogan. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~or~ ~!d~o, gO ~0 N~’Time~�omNideo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Grim Sequel to Iraq’s War 
By PETER BAKER 

Contrary to President Obama’s statement "I ended the war in 

Iraq," a resurgence by Islamic insurgents has been a reminder 

that the war is anything but over. 

U.S. to List Libyan Groups and Militant Tied to Benghazi 

Attack as Terrorists 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The State Department was expected to apply the designation to two groups and 

an individual in connection with the 2012 assault that left an American 

ambassador dead. 

Syria Reports 2 Attacks on Chemical Arms Sites 
By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE and RICK GLADSTONE 

The account by Syria’s delegate to the Organization for the 

Prohibition of Chemical Weapons came as Syria began exporting 

the deadliest compounds. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Polygamy as Lifestyle Choice, and a Reality TV 

Brand 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Kody Brown, his four wives and 17 children want to be the new 

face of polygamy, what some consider the next frontier after 

same-sex marriage. 



In Annual Speech, Vermont Governor Shifts 
Focus to Drug Abuse 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Gov. Peter Shumlin devoted his entire State of the State speech 

to Vermont’s "full-blown heroin crisis." 

Utah Says It Won’t Recognize Same-Sex 

Marriages It Licensed 
By JACK HEALY 

Some 1,3oo newlywed same-sex couples in Utah were thrown 

into turmoil by the governor’s decision not to recognize their 

marriages while the state presses its legal efforts to ban them again. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

BlackRock Agrees to Stop Pursuing Nonpublic 

Views 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

The asset management company agreed to no longer ask analysts 

for their opinions of companies before that information is made 

public. 

As Winter Takes Hold, Plunging Temperatures 

Test Utilities 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Several utility companies have recently announced increases in 

their retail electricity rate as they struggle to meet peak periods 



of demand. 

Support at Fed for Slow Stimulus Cuts 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

Federal Reserve officials say they believe the monthly purchases 
of Treasury and mortgage-backed securities are effective in 
stimulating j ob growth. 

................................................................................... E0r ~o[e b~s!r~ss [~e~fs, go to N¥~[ime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

NETS 102, WARRIORS 98 

Nets’ Kidd Earns Win Against Warriors and 
Jackson, a Coach Who Inspired Him 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

Jason Kidd, who followed Mark Jackson’s footsteps into 

coaching, led the Nets over the red-hot Warriors Wednesday night, their most 
impressive victory in a four-game streak. 

¯ Keeping Score: Iguodala Lifts the Warriors to a Higher Level 

, N.B.A. Roundup: Hawks Stun Sluggish Pacers 

¯ The Lede: Rodman Serenades Kim With ’Happy Birthday’ 

Greg Maddux, Tom Glavine and Frank Thomas 
Elected to Hall of Fame 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Grog Maddux, Tom Glavine and Frank Thomas, stars with no 
connection to performance-enhancing drugs, were elected to the 
Baseball Hall of Fame on their first try, one year after writers chose no one for 
Cooperstown. 

Blue and White of Duke’s Pep Band Gets a Touch 
of Gray 
By SETH BERKMAN 

When Duke travels to neutral-site games in major cities or when 
its student band is on winter break, alumni sit in, reliving their 
undergraduate days. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Ambitious Redesign of MoMA Doesn’t Spare a 
Notable Neighbor 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

The Museum of Modern Art unveiled a sweeping redesign of its 
Midtown building and reaffirmed its intention to demolish the 
former American Folk Art Museum. 



BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

The Deliberations of War 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

The new memoir by former Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates, 
"Duty," covers decision-making processes under Presidents 
George W. Bush and Barack Obama. 

¯ Bipartisan Critic Turns His Gaze Toward Obama 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

My, How You’ve Changed! 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Supporting actor Oscar hopefuls like Jared Leto, Bradley Cooper 
and Jonah Hill underwent a raft of physical transformations for 

their roles. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~o[e ~rts r~e~s~ 9o t£ N~rimes,�om!Arts ~t 

Fashion & Style 

Wikipedia-Mania 
By JUDITH NEWMAN 

If an ’American Idol’ also-ran can have his own page on the 

online encyclopedia, is there no limit? Apparently there is, as 
some people find out the hard way. 

The Point Men for Public School 
By WILLIAM VAN METER 

A winning design team with New York in its DNA. 

Inside With the Outsiders 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Rei Kawakubo’s Dover Street Market ties up the loose ends. 

......................................................................................... E0[ [p£re fash!0[~ r~ev~s~ g0 to N)~imes.�0m~Fashi0n ~ 

Obituaries 

Carter Camp, American Indian Leader, Dies at 

By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

Mr. Camp was a leader of the American Indian Movement who 
led the first wave of the 1973 operation to seize Wounded Knee in 
South Dakota. 

C. T. Hsia, Scholar of Chinese Literature, Dies at 
92 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 



Dr. Hsia helped introduce modern Chinese literature to the West 

in the 196os while teaching at Columbia University. 

A1 Porcino, King of the High Notes on Jazz 
Trumpet, Dies at 88 
By PETER KEEPNEWS 

Mr. Porcino held the first trumpet chair in bands led by Count 

Basic, Woody Herman, Start Kenton, Buddy Rich and others. 

.......................................................................................... For ~ore ob!tL~a~ies, ge ~e NY~[imes:�om!Obituaries ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Gov. Cuomo Begins His Campaign 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

An anti-tax package is the keystone of his 2014 legislative package for New York. 

EDITORIAL 

The Bully Was a Dupe 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Gov. Chris Christie of New Jersey is ’outraged’ to learn of a traffic-jam vendetta. 

How about ’accountable’? 

EDITORIAL 

Abortion Restrictions in Texas and Beyond 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Proliferating measures are making it harder for women to access abortion care. 

.................................................................................................... E0r r~0[e 0P!r~i£r~, go ~0 N~’T!rnes~�orn!Op!nion ~’~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

As the Political World Turns 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Chris Christie, the straight-from-the-hip paladin of the Palisades, 

is beginning to emerge as small, petty and vindictive. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bridge Over Troubled Politics 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Never before has the nation been roiled by a conspiracy to create 

a traffic jam. Could you ever trust a politician who was 

implicated in a deliberate effort to ruin rush hour? 

¯ Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Progress in the War on Poverty 
By NICHOLAS KRISTOF 

Opposition to government benefits is based on a false premise 
that aid fails. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 9, 1968, the Surveyor 7 space probe made a soft landing on 
the moon, marking the end of the American series of unmanned 

explorations of the lunar surface. 
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Radiation Revolution 

Sha Chang and Otto Zhou want to 
attack tumors while sparing 
surrounding tissue. 

One day their technology may 
save patients with tumors in the 
hardest to treat places. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 4:56 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Come to "the Carolina Global Photography F~xhibition! 

View photograph~ from aroun6 the world in this exhibition featurin9 works bg UNC alumni, faculty, 

staff and students 

Photographers who submitted winning images will be awarded competition prizes after presentations 

from students who have pa~icipated in global projects at UNC. Program pa~icipants form the Vimy Global 

Team, the Burch Field Seminar in Sustainability and Urban Planning: Germany, Sweden, and Denmark 

and the UNC in Costa Pica program will share their experiences. 

Please re~}ster to attend, it’s free! 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
I~~tematior~al Coffee Ho~lr 

.~.i 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 

engagement. Chat about oppo~unities and challenges on campus. 

Pick ~_~p a free 20t 4 
Cer~ter for Global 
Initiatives Calendar 

This year we received a record 

7,000 requests for our 



Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share This 

month’s hosts are The Center for Global Initiatives and the Study 

Abroad Office 

Th~ad 

Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations¯ Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves¯ Lunch will be 

provided from Vimala’s Curryblossom Cafe 

¯ BilyGerhard, ShannoaSteel, andKatieOverbey, 

Undergraduate Environmental Sciences, Biology, and 

Geog~phy, "Water in our World: An Interdisciplinary Study of 

Water Quality in the Galapagos" in Ecuador 

¯ Samantha Tulenko Undergraduate Public Health: 

Environmental Health Sciences, "Internship at ICDDR,B in 

Arsenic Research and Mitigation" in Dhaka, Bangladesh 

= Natalie Deyneka, Graduate (J.D.), "Legal Intern with Human 

Rights First: Refugee Protection Program" in NYC 

The Fulbright - National Geographic 

Digital Storytelling Fellowship is a new 

component of the Fulbright US. Student 

Program that provides oppoIunities for 

U.S. citizens to partcipate in an academic 

yearof overseas travel and 

digital storytelling in up to three countries on a globally 

significant social or environmental topic¯ Fellows will use digital 

storytelling tools such as text, photography, video, audio, graphic 

illustrations, and social media to tell the stories of those they meet¯ 

They will then publish their work on National Geographic media 

platforms with suppo~ of National Geographic’s editorial team¯ For 

2014-2015, applications will be accepted for topics related to: 

biodiversity, cities, climate change, cultures, energy, food, oceans, 

and water¯ 

More information on the fellowship is available on the official Fuib[i( ht 

website. 

calendars! Feel free to pick up a 

copy from our offices in the 

FedEx Global Education Center 

It features stunning 

photography from the Carolina 

Global Photography 

Competition, including the cover 

photo by Mijoo Kim, MFA ’15. 

FUNDING 

RESOUF~CES 

abroad. One interdisciplinary team of students (Vimy Scholars) will 

be selected to carry, out the collaborative research or ser,!ice project of 

their choice outside the United States¯ This award is made possible 



by the Global Education Fund (Last year’s Vimy Team will be 

presenting January 16th at the Global Projects Showcase and the 

Global Photography Competition Exhibition) 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

The J. William Fulbright - Hillary 

Rodham Clinton Fellowship enables 

fellows to sere in professional public- 

policy-related placements in 

foreign service government 

ministries or institutions and to 

gain hands-on public sector 

experience in pa~icipating foreign countries, while simultaneously 

MEDIA 

rnaster’s degree and 2+ years of work experience are encouraged to 

More information is available on the 
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Learn how you can get up to $5,000 for globally- 

focused work, service, or research this summer, 
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The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards get Ph.D. candidates into the field to do preliminary 

explorations of potential research materials!sites in preparation for writing a disse~ation proposal¯ 

C~rkx~m~ Devek)pme~~t Award Application Dead~e 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards to suppo~ faculty in adding global content to existing 

courses that have little or no such content: adding comparative cases to courses that are currently area 

specific; or developing new courses with significant global content¯ 

Sta~ing with the 2013-14 application cycle, we prioritize proposals that work to open access to global 

oppo~unities. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
S{~mme~ Unde~q~ad~ate Reseatoh Fe~bwsh~ps (SURF} 

Final SURF information session Tuesday January 28, 5:00-6:30 PM; FPG Student Union, Room 3408¯ 

More information her~. 
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~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Mev~es ~ Today’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Wery Sad’ Ch~’~s Ch~oistie Extends _Apology in 

Beidge Scandal 

Gov. Chris Christie of New .;ersey, a likely candidate f))l" the 

Republican Party’s plvsidcn~ial nomi~a~on in 2016, was forced 

on Thursday to, ad&’ess at~ act of political revenge by his staff that has 

threatened his politieal career. 

~ D Video: Christie’s News Conference 

~D Document: Emails Between Top C~ristie Aides and Port Authority OFficials 

, the I.ede: Updates on Scandal Surrounding Chris Chr~sZie 

Falluja’s Fall Stuns Mm’~nes Wilco Fought There 

The bloody missio~ to ;west Fa]h~ja fl’om insurgents in 

November 2oo4 meant more to the Mat~es than almost 

other baktle in the 12 ),ears of war in Iraq and z~ghanistam 

,’~ Marines I 
....... fighting 

I    insurgen I 

Syria Mi]litants Said 1-o Recruit V~Mting Americans to Attaek 

American intelligenee and eounterterrodsm of fiNals sNd Islamic extremist 

groups were tD’i[~g to ide~[i~’, r~eruit and trai~ Westerners to early out ~ttacks 

when they tetra:ned home. 

Editors’ Picks 



BUSINESS 

~ vmEo: And the Winner I~ oo. Award 

Shows 

Dick (;lark ProducSons has become more valuabk, as its product 

¯ - lh~e award shows -. has become more attra¢.[ive 

ward offtbe dreaded 

~ Reiated Article 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Should Governor C]hrist~e Step Down°? 

The governor’s ames retaliated against a fbe by causing [raffle 

fie-ups at fl~e George Washington Bridge. Should Chfistie’s 

involvement, or lack of involvement, end his career? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

GOV. CHRIS CHRISTIE OF NEWJERSEY> as he apologized for his administration’s ordering 
traffic lanes closed at the George Washington Bridge as an act of political revenge. 

Today’s Video 

For some professional skiers, helicopter pilots have emerged as 

essen fial pa t~m ors. One such pilot, Tighe Daugh eYki, ha s corn e to 

specialize in helping slders reach new terrain in Alaska. 

The New York Thnes movie trifles o~ "The Rocket," "Cold 

Comes the Night" and "In Bloom." 

~ VmEO: Bare Knuckles and High Hee~s 

The supporting actor raee is e:,~pected to be crowded. Jared Leto, 

Casey Affleck and Jake Gyllenhaal all undenvent dramatic 

transformations to get into eharaeker and their work could mean 

a~ Oscar, 

World 

Call to Honor Paldstmfi Boy in Fatal Tackle of a 

Bomber 

~,~tzaz Hasan, ~5, stopped a suicide bomber whose target was 

believed to be a school in nooN,western Pakistam which has a 

histollv of sectarian violence. 

U.S, Considers Resm~g Nonlethal Aid to 

Syrian Opposition 

Ofl]eia]s insisted Nat no non]ethal supplies would be given 

directly [o Syria’s Islamist groups, buk questions remained over 

how to keep it fl’om en~ng up in [he wrong hands. 

~ Germsny to He~p in [.)isposa~ of Syrisn Chemical Weapons 

~ Polio Vaccination Effort in Syria Appears to Have Some Effect 

A Race for More Than ~Ne Mayor of istanbul 

~’~ a corruption s¢.andal has imperiled P~me Minister Recep 

Ta.~@p Erdogan’s hold on power, the Sl~otlight is shifting to the 

:t~pped 

building 

Suleyma 

n iye 

l[2 osque 



race as the first s Lep hy opponenLs Lo challenge him at the ballot 

hox, 

U.S, 

At ]Issue in 2. ~,~oenehing Cases= Wl~al[ to Do 

~e Brain D~es 

Two recent eases involving a pafie~t kept alive by ventilator 

despike a diagnosis of brain deakh raise q ues fions abo~R exa~’tly 

what this term means. 

Gov. Jerry Bro~-a submi[ted a budgcL proposal dmt includes an 

8.5 percent spending increase, b~R also $~ billion for debLs and 

liabilifies, i~duding a $6 hillio~ deferred payment to schools. 

Jemy 

I B~o~ I 

Pm~el Reeomme~ds Tra~asferring Yeme~ :From 

Guant~namo 

A milita~7 panel has recommended transferring a Y)meni detainee in the first 

results of a long-delayed initiative to hold parole-like hearin&s a~ Gua~tfinamo 

Bay, Cuba. 

more US nev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.com,~U$ ~ 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Wail Street Pr~;d~.s 85o Billion B~[I l-o Netl-ie U,So Moo’l-gage 

If the setdements materialize, they could yield, according to an analysis, $~5 

billion in rz;lief for consumers - a mixture of cash payments and other 

assisLanee, like redactions in the size of homeowners’ loan paymenLs. 

L:y NL~SON D SCH’~,~ARi2 

A smNler h’ade deficit, increased eonsmner spending and a 

sm’ging stock market contributed to a revised outlook fbr United 

StaLes growLh. 



DEALBOOK 
Mathew 

E×-SAC Trader Was Expelled From ~a~’~rd [,~ MaltOKq 

Mathew Mark)ms, who is charged ~dth (,a~viug out one of the 

]arges t insider trading schemes ever, was expe]Ied fi)r creating a fidse transcript 

of his grades, a pemon bie{ed o~ fl~e ma~er sam on Thm’sday. 

Sports 

Carrrlelo 

KJ~J~{ikS ~tl’ld Heat O~J[:’el[° a CO~~~’aSt i~ F~’a~eh~ses Antimony 

LeB~s~n James ]ea~ed fl’om his experience signing ~th @e Heat 

to focus on @e presen L Carmelo ~lthony, by contrast, has taken the opposite 

approach, sayi~g be waists to be a fl’ee age~t. 

Andrew L~mk Is a Fan of Two .Types of Footb~] 

Luek, the Colts quaz terbaek, developed a passion for soccer 

dining the lo years he spent as a child in Germany and Londcm, 

and he still follows it closely. 

Luck, 
the first 

Mikaela Shifl~rt’s Su4ft, if Unplmmed, ~,~seent to 

World Champion 

ShiffHn, an ]8-yea>old American who has dominated the World 

Cup slalom and is an Olympic favorite, was raised with a focus c,n 

, Tile v’,gorkout: Speedska[ing Wi[i~ Eddy Aiva~ez 

:~{i Mikaela 

Arts 

THE TV WATCH 

Looking Agair~ at That Mars-Venus ’llfir~g 

As HBO brings back "Girls," the seies about young female 

slaekers, it is also offeH n g "Looki ~ g," ab out yom~g gay s] aekers. 

Mt~rder Is J~st the Start 

Detective," new on HBO, subverts the elich~s of the 

detective series genre and stt{ves to reinvet~t the poliee 

procedural. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’PLATONOV, OR THE DISINHERITED’ 

Em’ly Chekhov, Framed Anew 

The experimenbfl designer and director Jay Scheib is offering 

audiences two ways to view his raucous contemporary rewrite 

an nnti~ished early Chekhov play. 

Harralso I 

,,l~.ft. I 

Disinhefi 

Movies 

OSCAR HUNT 

J~l,st Being Top Nominee Can Be a Pr~e 

The m ovie J~dusttT awaits th e mmou l~cemel~t, on Th n rsday, of" 

Oscar nominees, @ough the movie ~5tl~ the most nods is no 

lot~ger guaranteed to win best picture. 



As Indies Explode, an Appeal for Sa~ity 

Flood ing theaters isn’t gc~od for fi]mm ake~ or fihngoers. 

~ Excerp~ From an Indic Fi~m Survey 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

My, How ~km’ve Changed.~ 

Supporti~g actor Oscar hol.~eflfls ~ike dared I~to~ Bradley Cooper 

and ,lonak HilI under,vent a raft of physical transformations for 

their t~les. 

Obituaries 

Anfiri Baraka~ Polarizing Poet and 

Dies alt 79 
L:.: M.:’,,R G.\~ ii 

Mr. Baralm’s work was wide]y anthNogized, and he was also long 

lhmous as a pdRieal firebrand, with critical opinion Nvided 

Robert Hess, ~:ho Helped Home|ess People, Dies 

at 57 

Mr. Hess prs;sided over a gradual decline in d~e homeless 

population it~ New York City until the recession of 2009 caused 

the problem to spike. 

Tho~as V. Jo~es, Brai|der of Northrop I~tto Big 

M> O ones was one of ~he last of ~he swashbuc~ing breed cff 

aerospace-~ndus~7: firm,s who we~ a~most synonymous with 

their corporations and []~e aircraft they produced. 

at home I 

Hess as 

chief of 

,Jones in 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

After Chris Christie’s Perfo~r~m~ee 

If the governor wants to regain any credibiliU, he will have to admit that he set 

a tone of vindictiveness. 

EDITORIAL 

Fitt~] Prog~°ess in the Antismoking Wa~°s 

Despite big gab}s, the deeades-h:mg fight to co~}trol tobacco use is far Don} worn 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

"Why Bmtkers Have Gotte~ a Pass 

A federal judge asks why no one has been prosecuted when dmre is a 

widespread conclusion that fi’aud at eveW level permeated the bubble in 

mortgage-hacked secm’itJes. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Shroud Over Rwanda’s Nightmare 

Evidem;e of whether the I994 genoeide could have been 

prevented remains classified. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~ovement o~ t|~e R~t 

new s~’le ot’eonse~a~sm is emergieg: skeptical reformism, 

Columnis% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

(1)~ its 5oth birthday, the movemeet to aid the poor has a ]or of 

progress to celebrate. 
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Today’s tteadlines: U.S. to Recognize 1,300 Marriages Disputed by Utah 

Today’s Headlines so, o,,0 y,J ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts irrsvel i [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

U,S, to it[eeog~fize ~,3oo Marriages Disputed by Utah 

The decision fu~hei~d Pi~sidenk Obama’s selg-dese~bed evohltion on same-sex 

marriage fighN as his admilfisO:afion appeared closer to confl’ondl% a state 

over its tz’fl~sM to recognize such [~gbN. 

Growth f~ Jobs Slows Sharply to 3- Year Low 

In December, employers added just 74,ooo jobs, the slowest 

pace of grov~h in three years and fro" below the e~ectafions of 

many eeonomisN who had grown convinced [hat the market 

o~ a more solid tSoting. 

~ Wall Street Gives U p Eariy Gains as Marke~ Diges~ Weak Jobs Repo~ 

g for 

As indim~ Diplomat E~dts After ~o~est, a Culture 

Clash I.,~ngers 

Devya~fi Khobragade’s rehn:n to India represented a possible 

resolution d a case that has hai~md the United SNtcs’ ties ~4th 

Ne~,s" DelhL 

~ Devyani 
Khobra9 

I ~d~, ~= I 

Claim Against Indian Diplomat Has Echoes of Past 

Editors’ Picks 



See the ulti hale political apology, culled h’om notable speeches 

and s ~tements made i~ the afkermath of wrongdoing or other officeholder 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

It’s T~me to Update Ove~hne 

Obama should help workers b:y’ brining the h~w up-to-date. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

AUSTIN VANCE, a gay m;m whe married his partner h~st mo~:th in Utah, o~: the 

ongoing ]eg;~l battle m*er recognition of same-sex rm]rri;~ge in that state. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Female Pastors on the Rise 

Storefronts of Bedford-.Skwvesant and Bushwiek have gh’en rise 

many Christian co~gregations. Over the years, these 

no,traditional church spaces have been a launch pad for fcmale 

paskors. 

Related AP~icle 

~ VIDEO; The Cha~rehill War Rooms Greet 

Sa~le Row 

Suzy Menkes visits the historh:~ ]a~admark where I~:mdo~a’s 

bespoke tailors displayed their fiaest. 

~ v~l)Eo: Chicken Stew With Sweet 

PlantMns 
Melissa C3mq~ transfi:~rms a tradifio~ml ehi@en stew i~to a dish 

hinting at the tr~)picaI with the addition of sweet plan taths and 

citrus juices. 

video, f;o to NYTh’Res.comNideo s. 

World 



Central A~’ican Leader’s Exit Sets Off Rejoiehig 

Michel Djotodia, the Ccnh’al Afl~ean Republic’s president, quit 

under p~ssu~ ~fter regional leud,x~ held him ~sponsib]e tbr 

%iling to halt continuing sectarian violence in the tom,try. 

U,S, Says iran ~;on’t At[end Peace Talks on Syi-ia 

American officials say Irnn has made no efl>#a to rise its influence to get the 

Sy~{an government to erase bombing und ~dlow humanitarian aid. 

An Affair? France Shrugs, but Its Leader Ca|is 

fro" Privacy 

President Fran,~ois Ho~lande condemned a glossy F~’eneh tabloid, 

Closet’, for pnblisbing pictures it says show that he bad met with 

a French ach’ess. 

U.S, 

"Fhoasar~ds X’Vithoat Water After Spill i~ West 

Virginia 

,As 3oo,ooo people learned that their tap water was unsafe, 

residents and bnsinesses expressed a mix or anger and anMeU 

coping with the indush~al accident. 

not 

Enrollees at Ilealth Exchanges Face St~°uggle to Prove 
Coverage 

Many Ammieans who signed up khrough the h~deral marketplace for health care 
coverage have yet to receive an insurance curd, podT number or bill 

Sextml Assa~|t Charges Dropped at Ammpolis 

The decision to drop the charges came as the Pentagon re,eased its amaual 

report on sexual assaulk und sexuul harassment at the three sender academies. 

Business 

For Target, the Breach Numbers Grow 

The retailer disclosed that the backers stole a broader trove of 

data ~an ofigina]ly repoYted, including mailing and email 



addresses, photm numbers and names. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

,Jobs Data Gives Hope for Benefits Extension 

The Senate wi]] eonshter ]eg~s]a~o~ to revive e~Ared be~efiLs 

for ~,3 million oubol2work Americans on Monday, but it appears 

g~{dlo& will continue. 

DEALBOOK 

Wa[~ St, Shock: Take a Day Off, Eve~ a Sunday 

After a review, Bank of America Merrfl] Lynch sa~d its lowest- 

level employees should try to take four weeken d days off each 

effo~ b,! 
Ba n k of 

Americ~ 

Sports 

Americans Traveling to %Vh~ter Games Ca~tioned 

The Sta te Depa ~’m~en t issned a tra vel advisoW cau’doain g AmeH can s plaanin g 

to travel next mot~kh to Soehi, Russia, thor ten’orists have threatened to attack 

the Games. 

, Mikaeia Shiffrin’s Swift:. if Unplanned, Ascent to World Champion 

Deft Hands Keep Figure Skaters Looking Sharp 

Of the people workJug behind the scenes at the nation al figm’e 

skating championships, few provide a more urgent service than 

the seamst~)sses and technicians who repNr eos[umes and 

skates. 

After a Fail, Ashley Wagner Regains Her Baiance 

Seahawks’ Punt Team Is Flashy %%qth Play, Not 

The unit, unlike other segraents of one o[" the N.F.C.’s most 
domimmt teams, Iaeks a ,fiekname, but it shuts down return men. 

ng to 

game 

charting 

, N.FL Roundup: 2 Violated Policy on Concussions 

Fer mere spolts news, %~o ~o NYTimes.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

’1~’o Plays, Four Actors and One Company 

The young company Bedlam Theater is presenting two four- 

actor plays .- Shaw’s "Saint ~ oan" and Shakespeare’s "Hamlet" -- in 

repertoW at the Lynn Redgrave Theater. 

A brief vacation for the actor" Michael Uric is handing Clancy 

O’Co,mor the opportunity every m~derstudy dreams of: proving 

himself to audiences and power broke~,~. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’TRUE DETECTIVE’ 

A Co~pling as Bizarre as the I~1~rder 

The new HBO series "True Detective" pairs Ma[thew 

MeConaughey m~d Woody Harrdson aa a mismatched team of 

Louisiana state cops deNing with a r~?opened mnrder ease. 

Andrus 

~i Clancv 

or at the 

I 

..... eD. etectiv 

~ atthe 



Travel 

How %~e Chose Ore" List of P|aees to Go in zoo4 

selected our list of destinations to visit dais year. 

of Table ] 

Mountai 

Events of 2o~4, From Food to Art to l~hlsic 

Whe[her you like to eat, browse, ]~sten or simply celebrate, the 

calendar ~s packed w~th ail~:actions. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

Tips for Travel Savings in 

Budget travele~ don’t have to conform to tbe same choh::es to save money. 

Herod’s some advice you ca~ customize. 

Obituaries 

iLarry Npeakes, Public Face of Reagan Era, Dies 

at 74 

tte beearne the press spol<esman for President Reagan after his 

boss, fl~e press secretary James Brady, was wom~ded in an 

attempt on the life of "~e president. 

Franklin McCain, Who Fml~t for IUghts at ~- ~ Fran@n ] 
McCain ] White Lmmh Counter~ Dies at 73 ~ 2o~o I 

Mr. McCafi~ h elped fu el th e eivil d ghts m oveme~t in ~ 9 6o wb en 

he and thrx~e friends h’om their all-his& college requested~ and 

were refuse& eofl)e and doughnuN ak a wtfitcs--only Iuneh counter in 

Ne|son Ned, Florid Brazilitm Balladeer, Dies at 

66 

Mr. Ned’s records and his sentimental style broaght him a large 

following tbroughout La~n Ameriea. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

No ,Jobs, No Benefits, amt Lousy Pay 

The latest jobs repo~ is a sobering bad<drop for the debate o~ pover~" and 

inequali[y. 

EDITORIAL 

Haiti, Unfinished and Forsaken 

Four years aRer [he eafhquake, humanitaIqan aid seems to have run its course 

a~d development is lagging. 

EDITORIAL 

Increased Seciu’il~" for N~clear Mate~°ials 

There has bee~ progress, but at a nuclear summit meeting in March, world 

leaders can do more to make khe world safer. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Dealing wRh the decline of the traditk:~al thmily and high s~ng]e- 

paren~ bir~ra~es means addressing broader issnes. 

~ Column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

imagini~g Preside~t Christie 

We have learned so much agent how Chris Christie can handle a 

crisis {his week. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Millions of lives have been saved, but it mighk be time for 

another surgeoe ge~eral’s repo~t about the link be~’¢een smoking 

and illness and death. 

Columnist Page 
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Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Magazine 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

Top News 

ONE-PARTY RULE 

A National Strategy Funds State PoHtiea~ 

Monopolies 

In some states, the strategic deployment of campaign eash has 

helped aeeeierake or ate’eat the natural &~fk toward one party or the 

del~drig national election trends and voter registration advantages. 

Interactive Graphic: Pal%, Spli~ by stere on Different Issues 

~iel Sharor~, israeli Hawk X’Vho Sought Peace on 

His Teems, Dies at 85 

Mr. Sharon was bofl~ vilified and admfi:ed for his belief flint Jews 

must assert and defend thNr eNIective ~eeds without 

ArMtrator~s Ruling Banishes the ~3mkees~ Alex 

Rodriguez for a Season 

The arbitrator hea~ng Alex Roddguez’a appeal of his 21~-game 

doping suspeusion up~eld most of t~e puuishment on Sah~rday, 

sidelining him for 1~2 games, all of next season and the poskseasom 

~ Q and A.: Rodriguez=s Suspension Appea~ ~ Roddguez=s ~atement 

-game 

I ?uspens I 

Editors’ Picks 



59 Places to Go in 90*4 
From No. I Cape Tow~ all the way to No. 52 Niagara Falls, N.Y., 

explore the vibrant cities and speetaeular coastlines, unexpected 

spoL~ and mew atkraetions that made our list this year. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Goodn~ghto Sleep Clean° 

Why do we have to rest? Meet your braht’s jmfitor~a] staff. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

RAANAN GISSIN, a close aide to an’iel Sharon, the former Israeli prime minister who died 
Saturday. 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: h~ Perfi~rma~ee: Erie T~cker 

Erie Tucker plays the title character in Bedlam Theater’s 

production of Shakespeare’s "ttamlet." 

~ vmEo: Bill Curmi~tgham I Thrills and 

As the temperature bonnced around zero last week, people in 

need of eheedng up could have viewed an m3:ay of exotic orchid 

blooms in markeks. 

~ VmEO: The Glow Stick Fiasco 

Elliot[ Klienman had a grand vbion involving thousands of glow 

sticks. Eve Rudin messed it 

World 

De .fyi~g Japan, Rand~er Saves F~&ushima’s 

Radioac% we Cows 

Angered by what he eonside~ Japan’s efforts to sweep away the 

inconvenient ~’ud~s of a nuclear disask’r, a rancher m~urns to 

the no-man’s hind near khe devastated plant. 



Pres~der~l-~al Run L~kely for E~’pt ~ Top General 

General Abdul-Fattah el-S~s~ a]~ but e~)ficifly linked his 

candi d aey ko thi s week’s referen d u m on a revised cons d tu 

Abdul- 

Fattah 

Rising Tide Is a MysterT That Sinks Island [~ A 
Hopes 

Lago Em~quil]o in ~e Dominican Republic, the largest lake in "~e 

Caribbean, has been ~sing and ~sing, devom~ng tens of 

thousands of acres of farmland, ranches and whatever else stands in its way. 

U.S, 

Banks aeross the country are reluctant h) provide services to 

marijuana businesses, fearing that federal regulators and law 

enforcement authorities might punish them. 

Quesfio~ts 

Roger ShuleFs accusatory posts have earned him many enemies. 

B*R even many ~ff them arc shoekcd by what has happened to 

him. 

..... : Kunkel 

and his 

Virginia 

:~ter a chemical spill greater than previously estimated, 

hundreds (d thousands of people may have to wait days before 

t~e water is declared safc to use again. 

more US !~ev,,’s ,~o te NYTimes.comtU$ ~ 

Business 

Eminent Domain: a Long Shot Again st Bli~ t 

The mayor of Riehmo~d, Cal~f., is pushfi~g a novel use of 

eminent domNn to preven k foredosm’es. Nnaucial firms are 

ve~T, veW unhappy. 

I~t Scandal ,~ ~ ake, i~¢IeKi~tsey Seeks Culture 

Tcmched by scandal, a firm that has long relied on a culture of 

trust has laid down some tougher rules to follow. 

Dominic [ 

global 



A group that creates medical technology for developing 

countries has found that the job goes far beyond research and 

design. 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

Rodrig2uez Barred From Baseball, [mt Not From the Publie 

Eye 

z~ex Rodriguez may have to sit out a year, bak his lifelong celebrity is assured. 

tie Record-Setting Night for a Pat~’iot (Not Brady) 
aiount 

LeGarretke Bloun k ~ad [on r r~shin g kouchdown s, ]eadin g New 

En~and to the A.F.C. (’.ha~npb-mship game, the team’s eighth in the Tom Brady 

S EAHAWKS 23, SAI NTS 15 

Prepared ~br Seattle’s Noise~ the Sai~ts Can’t       ~ 

Over’come Scale’s Players 

The SainLs, who pnmped crowd noise at an earsplitting volume 

as dmy practiced oukside, fell to [he Seahawks, who advanced to khe N.F.Co 

championship game. 

Arts 

For TV Far~s, Crarmrdng i~ Sm~day% Best 

Even in an era of DX~Zs and time shifts, television networks all still schedule 

their best programming fl:~r Sunday nights. 

M~rder Is Just ti,e Sta~ 

"True Dekective," new on HBO, subverks the c]ieh6s of the 

detective seNes genre and strives to reinvent the poSee 

procedural. 

woo,-:~, 
Harrelso 

left I 

Now Starring ms tlm Jerk You Ca~a Feel For 

Grvg Kinnear reflects on his twisiing career tr¢ieetory as he 

prepares for "Rake," a ne~x Fox series in which he plays a deepl,v 

flawed defen se 

Magazine 

The Firing Tomato "~Vo~,ld Rather You Not Call 

Him That Anymore 

Shaun White cut his hair, changed his clothes and became a 

businessman. Now if only he could mas b~’r thak pesky’ triple cork. 



EAT 

No Puff Pieee 

Sweet or savor3,, p~te ;5 ehoux is easier than it looks. Really. 

Rosa~u~e Cash Goes Home 
SF ~<EN "i UCKEP 

She spent haK a lifetime trying to escape fl~e shadow of her 

famous fadmr. But for her ]ah~st album, she went ha& to the 

South. 

Obituaries 

Judy Protas, Writer of Slogar~ for Levy’s 

Jewish Rye, Dies at 9~ 

Ms. PFo~s knew that a campaign spent selling ~Te b~ead to Jews 

would be a campaign squandered in preaching to the converted. 

Bill Cordin, Sportswriter Who Q~it ,¢Xter 

Mr. Co~fii~) was honored by Basebal]’s Hall cg Fame in 2o] ], the 

same year a newspaper azdde detailed several accounts of 

sexuaI ab use he was accused of committing, 

~’%jciech Ki~ar, Compose~° for Movies and 

S~tphony Ha||s, D~es at 8t 

Mr. Kilar won recogniti(m for his music for "The ~a~ist" and 

"Brain S[oker’s Draeula" as well as wor]¢~ inspired by Polish folk 

1950s 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Protet:t the Pre,~dent s Appointments 

The Supreme Cout~ should reaffi rm th e Ion gsta~}d ~n g practice of recess 

appointments fl~at keeps government funet%ning. 

EDITORIAL 

The Civil Rights of Children 

The Obama administration speaks out against zero tolerance disciplinary 

policies that disproportionately ;affect minorities. 

EDITORIAL 

A Lounger L~fe for the Space Station 

Giving i~ an exh’a four years would prmqde more time for scientific and 

commercial exper-lments. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

When a Food }~ ~ter C~ t Taste 

With my [ongue irnpaired, i was like a deaf musician. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Thunde~° Road 

Chris ( ’,hristie groveled like a champ, but the ~:afi~c jam seam ~s 

sdi] unraveling. 

~ Co~umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Wm¯ o~ Womer~ 

What is bc’bi~d all "dae threats, w~em a~d misogyny that wome~ 

face o~li~e? 

~ CelumnLst Page 

Fo~ me~e oeinioi~ go to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >:, 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Rage 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Pinterest 

[] ~i .~; ~"-~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~9 l iPad® Android I All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He{p Section ,~ ’ m.nyt.com >> 

About This EmNI 

TMs is an au~emated email Please do not reply d#ectly to ~his email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a rnembe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib’_ed to pro~ect#~g you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA Books India <kka1996@kkagencies.in> 

Monday, Janua~~ 13, 2014 12:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

Indian Books - On African Studies / EP 9710 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/information Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (F~P): 9710 

Here are nine newly-added publications on African Studies which could be of 
interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Yotu- 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Feb 2014"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . 

1. Aligning Economic and Social Goals in Emerging Economies : Employment 
and Social Protection in Brazil, China, India and South Alicica /Editor: 
(ierry Rodgers. I st ed. New Delhi, Academic Foundatinn. 2013 176 p 
ills. 25 cm 
In association with the Institute for Human Development (IHD), New Delhi. 
List Price: $ 5970 Your }-’rice: $ 53.70 
ISBN: 9788171889938     KK-114448 
For more derails kindly visit the link 
<http://www.l¢_kagencies.com/lndex.phpTp sr&Uc 13579241144482468013> 

2. Encyclopaedia of Medicinal Plants of the World / Editor: Dr L. P. 

Deshmnkh. 1 st ed Jaipur, Oxford Book Company 2012.25 cm. 

Listprice: $1304.40 (10-vol. Set) Your Price: $1173.90 (10-vol Set) 

ISBN: 9789350301128 (Set) KK-109391 

For more details kindly visit the link 

<http:,!/wwwkka~enciescom/inde×.php?p sr&Uc 13579241093912468013> 

3. Encyclopaedia of Medicinal Plants of the World : Identificatinn, 
Chemist~, Properties and Applications / Editor: John Rand. 1 st ed. New 
Delhi, Anmol Publications b’vt. Ltd. 2013 25 cm. 
List Price: $ 652.20 (5-vo[. Set) Ynw }’rice: $ 587.00 (5-vol. Set) 
ISBN: 9788126151127 (Set) KK-114287 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:,~/wwwkka~enciescom/inde×.php?p sr&Uc 13579241142872468013> 

4. ttarmsworth ttistory of the World : Archaeology, History, Ancient 
Civili/~tinns, World Religions, Man’s Mastery of the Earth and [mmortali~ 
of Soul, etc. / Associate Editors: A. D. Innes, M. A. Arthur Mee and J. A. 
Hanmxerton. Reprint ed. Delhi, Agam Kala Prakashan. 2013.29 cm. 
ListPrice: $1923.90 (15-,~ol. Set) Yo~Price: $1731.50 (15-vol. Set) 
ISBN: 9789381843062 (Set) KK- 115003 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://wxa~’.kkagencies.com/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241150032468013> 

5. Hinduism and the Diaspora : A South African Narrative / P. Pratap 
Ktm~ar. 1st ed. Jaipttr, Rawat Publications. 2013. vi, 248 p. 23 cm. 
Listprice: $53.50 Yo~Price: $48.10 

ISBN: 9788131605271     KK-116685 
For more details kindly- visit the link 
<http:/;’www.kkagencies.com/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241166852468013> 

6. India-Africa Enduring Paitnership : Emerging Areas of Cooperation / 
Editor: Prof. Dr. Aparajita Biswas. 1st ed. New Delhi, Gyan Publishing 
House. 2013. 321 p. ills. 23 cm. 
In collaboration with Policy Research Institute of African 
Studies Association @RIASA). 
List Price: $ 63.30 Yo~ Price: $ 57.00 
ISBN: 9788121212090     KK-115800 
For more details kindly- visit the link 
<http:/;’www.kkagencies.corn/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241158002468013> 

7. Inside Africa : Contemporary Perspectives / Edited by Dr. A. S. 
Yaruingam and Dr. Rashmi Kapoor. 1st ed Ne~v Delhi, Shipra 
Publications. 2013. xii, 300 p. ills 23 cm. 
In association with Centre for African Studies, Delhi. 
List Price: $ 65.00 Yotu- Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9788175417120     KK-117218 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://~v,a~vkkagenciescom/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241172182468013> 

8. iVledicinal Plants of Africa / Dr. L P Deshmukh. 1st ed Jaiptu-, Oxford 
Book Company 2013. viii, 272 p ills. (col). 25 cm. 
List Price: $16640 YourPrice: $14980 
ISBN: 9789350301425     KK-115198 



For more details kindly visit the link 

<http:,!/wwwkka~enciescom/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241151982468013> 

9. Women and Development : African Perspectives / Editors: V~iay Kaushik 
and Bela Rani Sharma. 1st ed New Delhi, Samp Book Publishers Pvt. 
Ltd. 2013. viii, 450 p. 23 cm (Role of Vv~men in Nation Building - 3). 
List Price: $ 88.20 Yourlh-ice: $ 79.40 
ISBN: 9788176258845 KK-117977 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:/;’w,~v.kkagcncies.com/indcx.php?p sr&Uc 13579241179772468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders third our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay- routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thru our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENC1ES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our coraprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, Ne~v Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-mails: order@kkagencies.com, int’o@kkagencies.com 
Site: vavw.kkagencies.com 
Phone: (0091/11)25465925 Fax: (0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagencies@snl.com> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to ~vhich the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to <kkagencies@vsnl.com> 
with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which the present e-mail has 
been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you from all subsequent 
mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 3:54 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Negotiators Put Final Touches on Iran Accord 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines      Monday, January, 3, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Negotiators Put Final Touches on Iran Accord 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ERIC SCHMITT 

Iran and a group of six world powers completed a deal on Sunday 
that wi]] temporarily freeze much of Tehran’s nuclear program in 
exchange for limited relief from Western economic sanctions. 

ONE-PARTY RULE 

Twinned Cities Now Following Different Paths 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Duluth, Minn., and Superior Wis., are so close physically and 
culturally that they are known as the Twin Ports. But much 

began to change when Minnesota government went all Democratic and 
Wisconsin all Republican. 

A Bridge to Scandal: Behind the Fort Lee Ruse 
By N. R. KLEINFIELD 

The lane closings on the George Washington Bridge that caused 
colossal gridlock have shaken Gov. Chris Christie’s office. 

.................................................................................................................. F~r morn top r!e~vs, g? to N~Times,~0m >~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS I MUTUAL FUNDS REPORT 

Fourth Quarter 
A special report on results, winners and losers, and a look ahead. 

¯ For Fund Investors, the Dangers of Rarefied Air 

¯ Go to Special Section 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Are Big Banks Out of Control? 

Does the lack of legal compliance that have cost banks billions in 

fines show that some have gotten too big to manage properly? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This law is access balanced with speech balanced with 

public safety. It has worked extremely well." 

MARTHA ¢OAKkE¥, the Massachusetts atton~ey general, m~d the 2007 state law establishing 
a buffer zone outside abortion clinics. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Glow Stick Fiasco 
Elliott Klienman had a grand vision involving thousands of glow 

sticks. Eve Rudin messed it up. 

VIDEO: Chicken Stew With Sweet Plantains 



Melissa Clark transforms a traditional chicken stew into a dish 
hinting at the tropical with the addition of sweet plantains and 
citrus juices. 

............................................................................................................. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Saving Relics, Afghans Defy the Taliban 
By ROD NORDLAND 

At the National Museum of Afghanistan, the most important 
objects smashed by the Taliban have been reassembled, and 

looted treasures have also been returned. 

Antigovernment Protesters Try to Shut Down 
Bangkok 
By THOMAS FULLER 

The government mobilized the police and soldiers as 
antigovernment protesters seeking to block next month’s 
elections took over major roads. 

Syria Rebels Turn Against Most Radical Group Tied to A1 

Qaeda 
By ANNE BARNARD 

A broad array of factions have turned against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, 
known as ISIS, in a showdown over tactics, power and ideology. 

................................................................................................. For ~o(e ~v~r!d ~e~s~ go to N~Times,~om!~!odd ~ 

U.S. 



Where Free Speech Collides With Abortion 
Rights 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court will hear challenges on Wednesday to a 2007 
law limiting anti-abortion campaigners from communicating 
with women entering clinics, which they contend infringes on their rights. 

As Conjugal Visits Fade, a Lifeline to Inmates’ 
Spouses Is Lost 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Mississippi, one of only a few states to allow conjugal visits, is 
putting an end to the hour that inmates and their spouses can 
spend alone together. 

Critics Say Chemical Spill Highlights Lax West 
Virginia Regulations 
By CORAL DAVENPORT and ASHLEY SOUTHALL 

The chemical spill in West Virginia has brought renewed focus 
on the state’s troubled history of environmental disasters. 

......................................................................................................... E0[ r£pre ~:~: ~e~qs, go to NYTimes,�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

WEALTH MATTERS 

Need Cash? Own a Bentley? Take a Pawn Ticket 
By PAUL SULLIVAN 

An increasing number of pawn businesses catering to the wealthy 
offer fast liquidity in exchange for high-end luxury items. 



Buffing a Battered City’s Image 
By BILL VLASIC 

City leaders in Detroit say they hope visitors will see a revival 
underway in a city lately known for bankruptcy. 

, ~:’~ Video: Big Changes for the Big 3 

GE Capital to Help Set Up Loyalty Programs for 
Retailers 
By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS 

As loyalty programs become more important for retailers, GE 
Capital Retail Bank will offer a product to help them track 
customers across online platforms and payment methods. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness )) 

Sports 

BRONCOS 24, CHARGERS 17 

For Manning, Win Brings Big Relief and Bigger 
Rematch 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Peyton Manning avoided another playoff upset, leading Denver 
past San Diego and setting up a showdown against Tom Brady and New 
England for the A.F.C. title. 

¯ Box Score 

49ERS 23, PANTHERS 10 

In Tight Game, 49ers’ Experience Conquers 
Panthers’ Exuberance 
By KEN BELSON 

With the win, San Francisco advanced to its third consecutive 
N.F.C. championship game. 

The Basketball Player’s Guide to the (European) 
Galaxy 
By SAM BORDEN 

After competing for 25 years in Europe, changing clubs 15 times 
and living in five countries, Darryl Middleton has advice, a lot of 
it, to pass along to American players considering a tour abroad. 

.............................................................................................. Eel I~lore sPPrts Oe~YS! go t~ N~Times,�om~Sports )~ 

Arts 

Bragging Rights to Share at Globes 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL CIEPLY 

"American Hustle" ]eft a messy Golden Globes as the big winner 

on Sunday, winning three major awards, including best comedy. 



But voters stayed true to form and spread their love around. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Red Carpet Fashion I List of Winners 

In Baraka, Inspiration Came With Provocation 
By QUESTLOVE 

In an appreciation, Questlove, a founder of the Roots, talks about 

the influence Amid Baraka had on him. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Now You See the Motorcycle, Now You Don’t 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

The illusionist Andrew Mayne combines small pranks with his 

tricks on this new A&E show. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts >> 

Media & Advertising 

More Movies at Sundance Are Sidestepping the 
Big Screen 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Movies at the festival may take in even less at the domestic box 

office as digital-leaning distributors become the most active 
buyers. 

MTV’s ’16 and Pregnant,’ Derided by Some, May 
Resonate as a Cautionary Tale 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

A study finds that MTV’s "16 and Pregnant," a reality show 
depicting very young parents, may have contributed to a drop in 
teenage pregnancy. 

Dance Band Experiments With ’Three-Way 
Stereo’ 
By BEN SISARIO 

NightBus, a dance-pop band, has a single to be released on 
Tuesday by S-Curve Records with an audio innovation for the 
earbud age. 

................................................................. F0[ n~0r# n~ed!a a0d ad~ert!s!0g r~e~s, g0 to NYTime#~com!Media ~ 

Obituaries 

Ian Barbour, Who Found a Balance Between 
Faith and Science, Dies at 90 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Dr. Barbour embraced the notion of evolution and the Big Bang 
theory but was also a devoted churchgoer who in 1999 won the 



Templeton Prize for his progress in the field of religion. 

Vugar Gashimov, a Grandmaster of Chess, Dies 
at 27 
By DYLAN LOEB McCLAIN 

Mr. Gashimov, an Azerbaijani, was renowned for his aggressive 

play and risky openings. 

Madeline Arakawa Gins, Visionary Architect, 
Dies at 72 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Ms. Gins and her husband, the artist Arakawa, advanced theories 

of design they believed could make mortality a thing of the past. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Treading Water on Syria 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

It may be time to resume non]etha] aid to moderate rebels. 

EDITORIAL 

Missing Executive Actions 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

There are some needed policy changes that could be made by presidential 

orders. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

A Flashback to the Reign of J. Edgar Hoover 
By BRENT STAPLES 

Four decades later, the Media, Pa., burglars come in from the cold. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Heroic Measures 
By BILL KELLER 

The online writings of a woman who has been fighting cancer for 

seven years invite us to think about the different approaches 

people take. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Enemies of the Poor 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The reverse Robin-Hoodism of the Republicans runs deep. 



¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Next Frontier in Fertility Treatment 
By SARAH ELIZABETH RICHARDS 

Transgender men and women have the right to be parents, too. 

..................................................................................................... E0E r~0r~ 0piQ!0r~! g0 t£ N~Times:�om!Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 13, 199o, Douglas Wilder of Virginia became the nation’s first 
elected black governor as he took the oath of office in Richmond. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 9:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 01-13-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday January 13th, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/26/14 For Water’s Sake, a water-themed classical andj~z music conceCt t~aturing piano, strings, winds, and voice pieces by local artists, that will explore the 

connection between water and the acts, ~heduled tbr 2:00-3:30 PM in ttill tlall Anditomtm. Funds rai~d will benefit A Driilk For Tomorrow’s S ummer 2014 water 

project in Rurrenabaque, Bolivia. In collatx~ration with the Rio Beni ttealth Project- a local, Bolivian-ran non-profit- A Drink For Tomorrow aims to distribute 500 
bio- sand water filters a year, each one supplying clean water to a family for a lifetime. Tickets are $20 lbr generdl adlnission and $5 for students. For more information: 

http://vwwv.eventbrite.comie/for- waters- sake- a- drink- for- tomorrow- benefit- concert- tickets- 9950370827. 

01/28/14 Lecture by Randall Kena~n, author of Let Ihe DeadBum. IheirDead, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literary. People: Conversations with River 
Writers Series presented by The ~Villiam & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. Kenan will present a session from his book which is a series of short stories 

set in Tim’s Creek. For more information: http://fridaycenter.unc.edtr’pdep/riverwriters’. 

01/29/14 UNC Wine to Water is hosting a fundraiser at The Library on Franklin Street on ~Vednesday JanuaD’ 29 at 9 p.m. One dollar from eve~ drink purchased 
and a $3 cover will go towards Wine to Water. Any donations axe tax-deductible and appreciated. 

Wine to Water is a 501(c)(3) organization based in Boone, NC, founded by CNN Hero Doc ttendley that uses proceeds t?om bar events, wine lastings, etc. to send 

and repair wells and filters in places like Uganda and Guatemala. For more intbrmation: http:/Twinetowater.org. 

"~VATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Nexus 2014 Conference Date Change Advisory- The Nexus 2014: Water, Food Climate andEnergy Conference has been Inoved to Wednesday, March 5 

through Saturday, March 8 due to the scheduling of a just-announced meeting of the UN Sustainable Development Goals Open Working Group. 

This date change allows for participants to engage in immediate discussions of the most recent UN deliberations at the Conference and it presents an oppormni~ to 
extend the early bird regis~tration deadline to Janumy 31. 

The Conference comprises a variety of panel discussions, interactive and networking session~ and research presentations aimed at increasing the dialog arouM Nexus 

issues. To viewthe agenda: http://nexuscont~rence.web.unc.eda/files’2014/01/Agenda-I 9 v2.pdf. 

To register for the Conference, visit http:#nexusconference.web.unc.eduiregiffteri. 

For any" clarification of revised Conference arrangements, please email nexus@unc.edu. 

VVATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Portable water test kit wins USAID science and technoloKv prize- UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health professor Mark Sobsey was recently awarded 

the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Science and Technology. Pioneers Prize for the creation of a compartment bag test that detects the 

presence ofE. coli in water samples. For more information: https:i/sph.unc.edu/sph-new~portable-water-test-kit-wins-usaJ~d- ~ience-and-technology-prizei. 

Applied Em@onmental Finance Course, Ecuador 2014- University stndents Mao are interested in international development, environmental finance, policy, mad 

governance should consider paNcipating in the inaugural UNC Environmental Finance Summer Program this summer in Ecuador, tentatively scheduled for June 18-July 

25, 2014. 

The progm~m will focus on building skills necessaU for designing and implementing sustaJnable financing a~nd governance syfftems for water and other envi~onmental 

projects. Program will inclnde a mix of classroom sessions, field visit~ guest lectures, a~nd service learning project work. 

This course is open to graduate students and select advanced undergraduates. Program and course fees are currently being finalized and the total cost will depend on 

the number of course credits selected and associated service projects. Anticipated cost for UNC students with NC residency, excluding airfare: $4,000 to $6,000. 

There may be potential opportunities for fi~nd raising to cover cost of service projects and lower participant cost. 

For more information, visit http:i/~,w.efc.sog.unc.edw’Ecuador. 

UNC Em@onmentaq Hnance Center Student Data Anaqyst - Rates Survey- The Environmental Finance Center at UNC seeks to hire an unde~raduate or 
graduate student to enter data and data quality assessments on a statewide water and wastewater rates survey. The rates survey will provide valuable information and 

tools to ma~nagers of nea~rly 500 water and wastewater utilities and local governments, with the aim of assisting them in their rate making decision process. 

Applications will be accepted through Wednesda55 January 15, 2014 and the position would begin on or around the end of the month. For more information: 

http://www.efc.sog.unc.edu/contenl!student-data-analvst-rates-survey. 

REMEMBER ..... 



Get Inw~lved with "Water In Our World"- For infonnation on the theme a~d upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.e&i. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions tbr the theme ca~ be directed to the tbllowing email address: watertheme(a)unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/,twitter.con~/lYNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwww.t~cebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the January 17, 2014 issue has arrived, 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~teas~! click here. 
To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, I;~!~[#.’.-i~it.~!!~..!?.!#.~:. 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,comichror~icte,’. 20~.4.0~ ~ 7~?sub id=4.nr3V~ 
The Chronicle Review: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email 

For technical questions? Please ~.!~..k...!!.~4[~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~.[!.~,.,’...~.[!!.[[[~#., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you"re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 
call 818-487-4591. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, JanuaO, 13, 2014 1:49 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~fifiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationaIhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Lecture-Recital tiffs Thursday; Janua .i~ 16, at ti~e Nationdl Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Michael ,J. Puri, University of Virginia 

Thursday, January 16, 2o14 - 5:00 p.m. 

From the Franco-Prussian War to the pt~sent, both performers and historians have tended to oppose the 
national musical traditions of Germany and France: one weighty, expressive, and sincere; the other light, 
reticent, and ironic. In the spirit of rapprochement, this lecture-recital for piano seeks to trace a path that 
connects one tradition to the other. Stations along this path will include the music of Chopin, Debussy, 
Ravel, Liszt, Saint-Sai~ns, and Robert Schumann, all performed live by the lecturer. 

Michael J. Puri is associate professor of music at the University of Virginia. His highly regarded volume, 
Ravel the Decadent: Memory, Sublitnation, and Desire (2011), conceptualizes the music of Maurice Ravel 
as an intellectual and artistic enterprise by relating it to the thought of Proust, Baudelaire, Freud, and 
Nietzsche, among others. This year, as a Delta Delta Delta Fellow at the National Humanities Center, he 
continues his exploration of Ravel, examining the role that cosmopolitanism played in shaping both his 
music and his worldview. 

7fb reserve space, please fo!low this link, or respond to Martha Johnson (919) 4o9-o1~ 6, or m~ohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.or.q. 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 3:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Foundations Aim to Save Pensions iu Detroit Crisis 

Today’s Headlines      T, o  oy J ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Videe ~ 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

Fore, clarions Ahn to Save Pensions h~ Detroit 

The money, fl’om a group of ph~lanthrolAe organizationa, could 

also relieve the city-owned DekrNt Insfikute of.kt~as from having 

b? sell works ~o pay die eib,’s deb~so 

~ The city1 

Dat[oit I 

O~der Poo~ ofHeam~ C~re ~,,ro:l:k, es Stirs Fears I:~ ~,,~ I 
O~ Cos[S                                                                     Affordab 

People signing up through [l~e Affordable Care Act’s 

marketplaces lend to be older, otSNals said Monday, a 

demographic mix flaat couh3 cause premimns to rise ~n the fi~u’e if the pa~ern 

persists. 

~ GrapNc: Health Exchange Enrollment Picked Up m December 

:Pope %’itl~ the li~lumble To~eh Is Fimn in 

Res:h aping th e Vatican 

Pope l,k’aneis has worked 1o disrnantle the old career paths in the 

VatJcm~ a~d has appoi~ted moderaies to top posts, 

..... Frsncis I 
greetad 

Editors’ Picks 



AUTOS 

Auto Show: Pholo Oa~e~’y 

ttighlighLs from the North American Intema~ona] Auto Show in 

Detroit. 

Buffing a Battered City’s Image 

More Coverage of the Detroit Auto Show 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

’R~h~g o~ Frees ir~ No~’th Dakota’ 

A young woman, lured to North Dakota for a truck-d[ivingjob in 

the oil indusla% shares her agonizing existence in an isolated 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LAWRENCE BUTERMAN, a Justice Department lawyer, on Apple’s resistance to a lawyer 
appointed to make sure the company complies with antitrust laws. 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Think Back: The Military B~adget 

United States military spend:ing has ballooned since Wor]d War 

II, although Americans have historically been reluctant to go to 

war. The Times’s Sam Tanenhaus explains why o 

~ VmEO: Ird-er,se{:tio~: Sty]le Is Art 

Isis Miller, a 2>year-4d ba~qs£~ in the Wynwood neighborhood 

in Miami, looks to Katha~{ne Hepburn’s style for her fashion 

inspiration. 

~ vm~o:A-Rod’s Suspensio~t Reduced 

"1"he suspension of Alex Ro&{guez of the New York Yankees was 

reduced from 211 [o 162 games. 

World 

Obama Fights a P~sh to Add heart Sanctio~ts 

President Obama’s stn~ggle to prevent Senate Democrats from 

backing strict new sanctions that could upend his diplomatic 

effbrLs is casting a long shadow over talks with Iran. 

Obsma 



Pope l.k’ancis has worked to dismantle the oId career pa[hs 

vat~cm~ a~d has appoi~ted moderaies to top posts. 

"Fen~ City i~ Central Aft’ica~ Republic Swells as 

Violence G~ps Capital 

M~-.,re than loo,ooo people have fled the threat of violence a~ 

home a~d have taken shelter at a chaotic camp by the aht~o~ on 

the edge of Bangui. 

..... Fra;lcia 
greetad 

U,S, 

With Rul~rtg, Fm~ds to _Aid Desegregation in A~’kansas _ka’e 

Ended 

Paymet~ from ~M’l<ansas to help fu*~d desegrega~io*~ eflbrgs ~*~ three sehod 

d~stricts ~ll he phased out m~der a se~lement fl~at was al.~proved. 

Hot,so and Senate Negotiators _Agree on Spendh~g Bill 

Many consetwafive Republicans are expected to balk, so the plan *~qll need 

bipartisan support. 

Calls for Oversi~tt i~t West Virginia Went 

U~flmeded 

As chemical acddenks continued in West Virginia, so did calls for 

increased oversig)~L but those recommendatio*~s went unheeded 

hy lawmakers, federal regulators said. 

Business 

For Google, a Toehold l[nto Goods for a Home 

The deal for ~he start-.up, which is led by former AppIe 

e~gineers, will e~>and the tec]mology giant’s po~blio of 

consumer goods. 

~ BiN Blog Goog~e and Ne~ Two Companies in the Busk~ess of Understanding You 

~ Bi~ BIog: Shooting for the Moon, Google Hopes to Own the Future 

Tony 



DEALBOOK 

]~g O~Te~ fi~r Ti~m ~,¥a~rmr Cable Unsettles the 

Cable Industry 
::.V F "-%:~D G~:LL:::S 

C~arter Communications offered $37-8 billion for 11me Warner 

Cable, the nadon’s No. 2 cable operator. 

DEALBOOK 

Japan’s Sm~to~ Buys Jim Beam for 8~3+6 B~on 

The move means such longfime American brands as Jim Beam 

and Maker’s Mark bourbons wi]I be owned by a Japanese giant. 

, DealBook: ARe~ Beam Deal, Few B~ Liquor Mergers LeR 

Sports 

Rodriguez’s ’Gmm~fies~: Files Detail Doping, 

Do~ to Milligram 

A repot’a describes the complicated diet of a big-league doper 

who j uggled four inje~’tions with two muscle treakmenks, two skin 

creams, two lozenges and six oral doses. 

~ [] Graphic: Rodrigclez’s Alleged Drug Regimen 

~E] Document: Rodriguez Sues Majo[ League Basebail 

In Com’t Fight, Rodrig~mz Comes O~t Sw~ngh~g 

Ag~6nst Players U~fion 

It was hardly a sm~_~rise that ]awye~ lbr :~ex Rodriguez wen t to 

federM court to tU to ba~t his suspension, but what was stunning 

was the degree to which the filing kargets Rodfiguez’s o~a union. 

The 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

A Case of Amate~fish Cloak-~md-Dagger 

In filing a lawsuit against Major League Baseball and the player*s union, Alex 

Rodriguez made some of the evidence against him puMie, and it suggests be 

deserved to be punished. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The ]~seum With a B~ldo~er% Ii[emq~ 

It would be truly radical to save the former American Folk Art 

Museum buik~ng, but that’s not whak Mo)vkk has ever really 

hee~ about. 

I 

DANCE REVIEW 

Keeping Their Eyes on the Score 

Miami City Ballet’s program "See the Music" shows how closely 

the e~-,,mpany’s new artistic ~dre~.b-,,r, Lore’des Lopez, is folk,,wing 

the path of the 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Saerifidng Gated SafeD~ for a Lover m~d Herself 

In Chang-rae I*~e’s "On Such a Full Sea," set in a fl~tut’e .ammriaa 

divided into sell:-e~-mtained settlements, a 16-year-.old goes in 

search cg a missing bo34riend. 

Science 



The Flood Next Time 

The mnnbers are m~mistakable, scientists say. Global sea levds 

are ~sing, while land along the East Coast is siuMng. Just ask 

Norfolk, Vao 

Tide Ga~iges Needed for Research Are O~en 

As Hun~canes Sandy, Ka~na and Rita showed, equipment for 

accurate tidal readings, vital to undexs ~mding individual storms, 

may not w~thatand them. 

A Busy DoetoOs Right H~nd, Ever Ready to T~]ae 

Scribes have entered "d~e scene in clinics and operating rooms, 

l~beradng physidans from ~he en, ns~an ~ t~ote- taking tha~ modern 

elec!a’onie hea]fl~ veeo~ds system s detained. 

Marian 

Bednar, 

Obituaries 

SamDeadBerns, ~7, Public Face of a Rare I|h~ess, Is      [~ 

Sam’s life *aql~ progefia, a genetic disorder resul’dng in rapid 
prematm~ agh~g, was the svff~je~’t of a documentsW fihn 

shorflisted for m~ Academy Award. Sam was a r~ot or" e~thus~asms: for math and 

science, comic bo@s, scot]ring (he was an Eagle ScouO, playing the drums and 

Boston-area spozfs beams, 

Robert Pastor, 66, Dies; Guided Panama Treat>’ 

Mn Pastor, at~ aMe m~de~ President aimmy Carter, shepherded 

the ]977, Panama Canal trs;aties and was pnnished for it years 

later, when eonse*watives defeated his nn, mination to be an 

am bassador. 

Pastor 
n 2006. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Abortion Rights: Uphold B~affer Zones 

The Supreme Com’t should upho]d sensible buffer zones at health 

EDITORIAL 

_AhmCdon Rights: A Good Ruling Strands 

The Supreme Court left a good ruling alone when it let stand the rejection of 

±M’izona’s 2o--week aborth-m ban. 

EDITORIAL 

Another Step Toward Nuclear Sanity in Iran 

An agreement reached over the weekend lays out a detailed plan for restraini~g 

Iran. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Rap L~Ties on Trial 

The work of amateur rappe~ is being used against them court. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

What should toda~"s asl)k~g leaders do to pursue careers that 

lead to meaningful change? 

~ column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Acted’cling A~fi~als Dimity 

There’s ample evidence of a whole new respect for the feelings of 

the far~7 and the finned, 

~ column~ Page ~ B~og 

ON THIS DAY 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

R&L College Publishing <lemcaNste@~owman.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 10:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New relea~s in the New Millennium Books in International Studies series 

"~-~ Rowman and LittlefieldAn Independent Publisher for the21st Centur~ 

By: Jana Everett and Sue Ellen 
M. Charlton 

978-1-4422-2577-0 
November 2013 $29.95 

By: Laura Neack 
978-1-4422-2007-2 

August 2013 . $29,95 

width="650" 

Professor Eunice SaNe, 

I’m writing to let you know that a new text in the 
New Millennium Books in International Studies 
series, Women Navigating Globalization: Feminist 
Approaches to Development, is available for your 
courses. 
This up-to-date text offers a clear and cogent 
introduction to women in development. Assessing 
the global structures and processes that impede or 
support the empowerment of women, Jana Everett 
and Sue Ellen M. Charlton argue that a feminist lens 
is essential to understanding contemporary gender 
roles. After a set of introductory chapters that 
conceptually frame the issues, the authors then 
investigate women’s struggles within and against 
globalization and development through powerful 
case studies of sex trafficking, water, work, and 
health. 
To order your FREF exam copy, visit the following 
link: 
htt~: www.rowman.com ISBN 9781442225763. 
Also of interest: 
The New Foreign Policy: Complex Interactions, 
Competing Interests, 3rd Edition 
To learn more about this title and order your FREE 
exam copy visit the book’s website at 
http:/iwww, rowma n. co miISBN/9781442220065. 
If these titles have already been adopted for your 
courses, we’d love to hear your feedback. 
Thanks for your time, 
Laura McAIlister 
Marketing Assistant 
The Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group 
lemcallister@rowman.com 

d by 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n.vtime s.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 5:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Golden Moment, A Tale of Two Cities and More 





ADVERTISEMENT 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edtv~ 

Wednesda~                6:28 PM 

inlt-duncplas@duke.edu; ti~-residents@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu 

event at Duke: Unveiling the t-Imtia~ Declaration of Independence 

DOI EVENT POSTER.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Frora :c ~duke.edu> 

Please forward widely! 

Please join us this Tuesday, in celebrating the Rubenstein Library’s acquisition of a historic copy of the Haitian Declaration of Independence! 

Location: Franklin Center Rm 240 (2204 Er, Nin Road) 

Time: 5-7:30 PM 

Read more about the document on the Library blog: http://blo.qs.library.duke.edu/rubenstein 
/unveilin.q-the-haitian-declaration-of-independence/ 

We will be hosting a roundtable discussion with scholars of the Haitian Declaration, including Duke Professors Laurent Dubois and Deborah Jenson, Assistant Prof. (and 
Duke PhD) Julia Garfield of Georgia State University, and Prof. Richard Rabinowitz and Lynda Kaplan of the American History Workshop, will discuss its history and creation. 

The Rubenstein Library’s manuscript copy of the Declaration will be on display in the Center’s gallery. Haitian specialties will be sewed. 

Also on view in the Franklin CenteCs Gallery is the exhibit "Haiti: Sevis Lwa", a collection of Haitian Vodou flags on loan from the Florida International University’s Patricia and 

Phillip Frost Museum. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 7:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

The Obsession with Charlie Parker 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V( )L~ 36 NO. 2 Visit h:b.f’o~k V~ 

LRB cover art 

The Obsession with Charlie Parker 

ttow do you eonvey all the snares and banquets, peaks 

and deadfalls, of a diffieult but intermittently joyous 

life like Parkerrqs? You get on s~ge and blow, and 

shape something so expressive, so teehnieally 

ferocious, so emotionally acute, it obviates any need 

for oh-by-the-way footnotes. Aeeept it, or don at: as 

existential fact it remains inviolable, undeniable. More 

The Plot against Roth 

Adam Mars~Jones 

There[]s something vely odd about finding PortnoyEs Complaint in a volume of the 

LibraiT of CMneriea, a series that is kept permanently in print. ItU s like learning that 

a vintage inflatable sex doll has been bought by the British Museum. The problem is 

not that the institution is debased by aequiring sueh a thing but rather that the 

artefact loses iLs meaning when stripped of disreputability. ;%:Iore 

Astonish i Ug Hdoi se 
]3arbara Newmar~ 

tieloise judged her exemplary religious life wot~thless in the eyes of God because she 

had done everything for Abelardrqs sake, nothing for God [qs. On the other hand, she 

held her love affair morally blameless beeause she had loved Abelard purely for 

himself, without regard to material advantage: Uif Augustns, emperor of the whole 

world, thought fit to honour me with marriage and eonfen’ed all the earth on me to 

possess for ever, it would seem to me dearer and more honourable to be ealled not 

his empress but your whore. [] Moce 

Forget about Paris 

Perry A~dersor~ 

Literature offers a striking index of the difference between French and English 

attitudes to their provincial cities: Paris is the epieentre of the Com~die humaine, 

but Balzae[]s world in no way stops there, and Le Rouge et le noir andMadame 

Bovar9 depend on Besan [] on and Rouen. The roll-call of French politicians who 

have occupied or contested the highest positions in the state while holding mayoral 

office also includes virtually everT major city. More 

::N:: British Museum 

Jonathan Lethem: 
Dissident Gardeas 
Wednesday 29 January 
at 7 p.m. 

Whale Cultures: Philip 
Hoare a~cl Jessica 
Sarah Rinland, with 

Wednesday 12 February 
at 7 p.m. 

A Fin!#er in ~he Fishes 
#!outh: Tt~e Legacy of 
Derek Jarmaa 
Wednesday 19 Februa~ 
at 7 p.m. 

~.~.~ Follow us on Twi~er 



Short Cuts 

In the Studio 

Jolm-Pau ~ Sto~aard 

C(~[!yr[gkt [ii L~)lxd(~I? RevJe>’ o[’ B~)oks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: :-egl :Far@[:b co ~k [] You can ~ms~bscl:ibe ~)r ! pda~e yo~w emtJl pleI~tence ; at any tirne on oar website. 

::N:: Find us on Facebook 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozmnneuzdztgecb@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Celebrate Maxtin Luther King, Jr. with Routledge: 20% OFF 

Celebrate Martin Luther King, Jr with 20% OFF! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to ~ Friend 

Celebrate Martin Luther King, Jr. 
with Routledge! 

In honor of Mar~in Luther King, Jr we’re offering 2~%OFF all titles through 

January 20th [o checX out more titles on Mmtin Luther King, Jr and the civil 

rights movement, please elie~ here, 

Simpiy enter dL~count code PRK87 at checkeut and re(:eiw~ 20% OFF~* 

Remember, a~ web orders over $35 receive FREE SHIPP~NG in the US and 

Canada. 

valid only w~th web orders a t routfedge, com, focatpress, com, psypress, com 

routfedgementafheafth com. 

Share the Savings: 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Si.qn up by subiect area to receb.~a ne~’~ and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Fra~eis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscnbe at any time 

We respect your privacy and wJli not disclose¯ rent or sell your email adrJress to any outside organizalions 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & F[ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click !~__e_r.e_. Please note this is an automaled operation 

d by     ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n.vtime s.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 16, 2014 5:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CORRECTION: @Times: Top 5, Golden Moment, A Tale of Two Cities and More 

Special Note 
The @Times newsletter distributed yesterday inadvertently eontuined an 

incorrect list qf the Top 5 !/-iewed Features on NYTimes.eom, dan. 8 - 14, 2o14. 

The correct list is included below. We apologize for the error. 





ADVERTISEMENT 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Al~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:34 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Year, New Shows, New Programs! 

NEWS FROM THE 

Two New Exhibitions coming January 31st! 
America Seen and "The New Found Land" 

This spring, art from the corrections of two UNC alumni come together at 

the Acktand to provide fascinating views of America. 

Click the images to [earn more! 

Members’ Reception, Friday, 31 January, 5:30 PM 

Current Ack[and Art Museum members are invited to a private 

celebration of the opening of the spring exhibitions. Reserved parking is 

avaitab[e. 

RSVP Required: please call Kate Walton at 919.843.5637. 

Public Reception, Friday, 31 January, 6:30-8:00 PM 
At[ are welcome to celebrate the opening of our spring exhibitions. 

Director, Weatherspoon Art Museum, UNC-G Wednesday, 

22 January, 2:00 PM 



Tea at Two is a special program for Ackland Members* featuring a 

guest speaker, refreshments, and conversation. 

With the expanding expectations of museums today come increased 

chailenges~ one of which is justifying their mission in the face of 

increased funding needs for social services and education and facing stiff 

competition for limited resources. Nancy Dolt discusses how museums are 

responding and striking a balance. 

RSVP now for this program! 

*Not yet a member of the AckLand? Join today! 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the generosity of Shirtey Drechse[ and Wayne 

Vaughn. 

Ack/ar~d F~/m 
Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

"American Comedy/American Democracy" kicks off Tuesday! 

A series of films devoted to the ways that Hollywood dnema~ particularly 

depression-era comedies~ have depicted the problems and possibilities of 

democracy. Co-presented with the UNC Global Cinema Studies Program. 

Tuesday, 21 January, 7:00 PM 

FREE for students w~th ID, $4 for all others 



Tuesday, 28 January, 7:00 PM 
FREE SCREENING 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official/~edia Sponsor of 
the Acktand Firm F ..... 
The Ackland Firm Forum is made possibte by the 8enerous support of 
Ruby Lerner. 

Thursday, 23 January, 1:00-4:00 P~ 

Eve~ other month, the Ack[and Art    . . 

~useum inures members of the      ~.~.~ 

pubUc to brin~ in a work of art for 

consideration by an Ackland expert. 

Curators may offer insisht into the 

significance of the piece and its 

subject matter, as well as the 

techniques used by the artist and the 

work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ackland staff is 
unable to authenticate or financially appraise works of art. Limit one 
work of art per person. 

Re~stration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 



Free to members I .$10 non-members. 

Through Sunday, 19 January 

Now [hrou~h Sunday~ [he Ack[~nd Museum S~ore is ha~n~ a C~earance 

Sale with discounts of 50% off and more. The sale includes discontinued 

items, overstock, and a selection of frames that have been removed 

from works of art donated to the Museum. 

A[[ sales are final No additional discounts apply. No ~ift wrapping. 

Please note: the Museum Store ~11 be CLOSED for invento~ on 

Monday and Tuesday, January 20th and 21st. 

x~ 

~rt Adventures 
This popular Saturday program for kids a~es 6-9 years old always 

fast! Learn more and sign up. 



Drawin~ for Tweens 

Ten- to 13-year-oLds [earn linear perspective, drawing from nature and 

more! Learn more and re.gisteH 

Family Day: "Animals in Art" 

Sunday, 26 January, 2:00-5:00 PM, FREE! 
Hands-on activities, art encounters, and story time! 

THANK YOU ! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubUc programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends Uke you. Become a member of 

the Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an emai[ to the editor. 

Images: Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on 

canvas. Ackland Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hilt, Ack[and Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Ftemish, 1528-1598, engraver, and John White, 

English, active in America, c. 1540 - c. 1593-1606, designer: A Weroan or 

~oreat Lord of Vfroofnfa (detail), plate 3 from Thomas Harriot’s A E}rfefe and True Report of the New Found Land of 

Vfr~2fnfa, published 1590; engraving. Lent by Michael N. Joyner. 

Leo John Meissner, American, 1895-1977: War Bulletfns, c. 1942; wood engraving. From the coKection of Hunter 

and Cathy Allen, Acktand Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hit[. 

Totoya Hokkei, Japanese, 1 780-1850: New Year’s Greetfn.2 (surfmono), n.d.; color woodblock 

Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hit[, Gift of Ann McCuKoch Hilt. 
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Celebrate Maxtin Luther King, Jr. with Routledge: 20% OFF 

Celebrate Martin Luther King, Jr with 20% OFF! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to ~ Friend 

Celebrate Martin Luther King, Jr. 
with Routledge! 

In honor of Mar~in Luther King, Jr we’re offering 2~%OFF all titles through 

January 20th [o checX out more titles on Mmtin Luther King, Jr and the civil 

rights movement, please elie~ here, 

Simpiy enter dL~count code PRK87 at checkeut and re(:eiw~ 20% OFF~* 

Remember, a~ web orders over $35 receive FREE SHIPP~NG in the US and 

Canada. 

valid only w~th web orders a t routfedge, com, focatpress, com, psypress, com 

routfedgementafheafth com. 

Share the Savings: 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Si.qn up by subiect area to receb.~a ne~’~ and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Fra~eis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscnbe at any time 
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Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 
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Top News 

Iraq Again Uses Sunni Tribesmen in Militant 
War 
By TIM ARANGO and KAREEM FAHIM 

As the prime minister struggles to put down an insurgency led by 

Qaeda-affiliated militants, he has taken to paying tribal militias 

to fight as proxies, as Americans did in 2007. 

Juveniles Facing Lifelong Terms Despite Rulings 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

The Supreme Court acted in 2010 and 2012 to curtail the use of 

mandatory life sentences for juveniles, but experts say most 

states have taken half-measures to carry out the rulings. 

U.N. Invites Iran to Syria Talks, Raising Objections From 
the U.S. 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

American officials appeared to be caught off guard by the announcement and 

suggested that Iran had not met all the conditions for attending the conference 

to end the war in Syria. 

¯ Iran Welcomes Start of Nuclear Deal 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Laughing ’Til Death Do You Part 

A comedy writer, Lew Schneider, and his wife, Liz Abbe, talk 

about how they’ve kept laughing over decades together in an 
interview with Dani Klein Modisett for her 2o15 book "Take My 
Spouse, Please." 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The ’How Are You?’ Culture Clash 
By ALINA SIMON E 

Americans are "fine." Ask a Russian, and you’ll get much more: 

the truth. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Fake emails are usually pretty easy to spot because 

you can look and see if it came from Bank of America 

or from FreeEmailAddressInEgypt.com. With the 
phone, you don’t have that option of researching." 

JIMMY FORESTER, an electrician in Portlm~d, Ore., who received a fraudulent phone call 
seeking his credit card information. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: China’s Web Junkies 
A short documentary about a Chinese boot-camp-style treatment 



center for young men "addicted" to the Internet. 

~ VIDEO: Oatmeal Sandwich Cookies 

In a twist on an old classic, Melissa Clark adds soft dates and 

toasted coconut to oatmeal cookies, then sandwiches a thin layer 

of sweetened mascarpone between them. 

............................................................................................................ E0~ ~P0r~ ~!d~0, go !0 N~T!me~:c0mNide0 ?? 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

An Attack on Westerners Helps Bridge a Divide 

in Kabul 
By AZAM AHMED and MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

The attack by the Taliban at a restaurant in Kabul narrowed a 

gap between the Westerners who live an often cosseted existence, 

and ordinary Afghans, who have borne the brunt of the war’s violence. 

Olympics Security Worries U.S. Officials 
By BRIAN KNOWLTON 

Several cong;ressiona] leaders said Russia was not sharing; 

information about potential terrorist threats to the Games to be 

held in Sochi next month. 

Proposed Abortion Restrictions in Spain Face Backlash 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

The proposal would allow the termination of a preg;nancy only if it was the result 

of rape or if having the baby would endanger the mother’s health. 



................................................................................................. For ~e[e ~v~r!d r~e~vs, go to N~Times,Fom!Wodd ~ 

U.S. 

A Loophole Allows Lawmakers to Reel In Trips 
and Donations 
By ERIC LIPTON 

Weekend fund-raisers at high-end resorts prove well worth the 
trip for the members of Congress who host the events, and those 
seeking influence in Washington. 

Nonprofit Clinic Offers ’Bridges of Health’ to 
Philadelphia’s Illegal Immigrants 
By JON HURDLE 

Puentes de Salud is a nonprofit group that provides primary care 
to Philadelphia’s undocumented and uninsured immigrants. 

WILSON JOURNAL 

Arkansas Town’s New Owner Has Visions of Its 
Renaissance 
By KIM SEVERSON 

For 125 years, the Lee Wilson family owned Wilson, Ark., 
building a fortune from farming. Its new owner, however, seeks to transform the 

town into a beacon of art, culture and education. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Tijuana Airport Parking, Just Over the Border 



By BILLY WITZ 

Next year, if all goes according to plan, air travelers will be able 

to park their cars in the United States and walk across an 
enclosed 395-foot passageway directly to Tijuana International. 

Building Toward the Home of Tomorrow 
By JENNA WORTHAM 

The announcement last week that Google was paying $3 billion 

to acquire Nest, a maker of Internet-connected home products, 
put a sort of Good Housekeeping seal of approval on this nascent 
market. 

Hasbro Gives Its Transformers Toys a New Look 
By GREGORY SCHMIDT 

The maker of the line of toy robots, which have spawned $3 

billion in movie revenue, has streamlined both the figures and 
their marketing. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

SEAHAWKS 23, 49ERS 17 

Thunderous Defense and Crowd Lift Seahawks 
to Super Bowl 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

For the first time in eight years, Seattle advanced to the Super 
Bowl, where its top-ranked defense will match up with the top-ranked offense of 

the Denver Broncos. 

¯ Box Score 

¯ Lynch’s Third-Quarter Blast Breaks Pacific Northwest Logjam 

BRONCOS 26, PATRIOTS 16 

Manning Reclaims the Biggest Stage 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Peyton Manning, at 37, passed for 400 yards in the A.F.C. 
championship game and will play in the N.F.L.’s finale for the 
first time in four years. 

: Box Score 

Sharapova Follows Williams Out the Door 
By BEN ROTHENBERG 

The No. 3 seed Maria Sharapova of Russia fell to No. 20 

Dominika Cibulkova of Slovakia in the fourth round after 
winning the first set. 

.............................................................................................. Fpr n?0[e sp0[ts [~e~s, go to N¥~irne~:com!Sp0!!s tt 

Arts 



A Comic’s Fifth Second Chance 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

The comedian Katt Williams’s past includes arrests, a lien from 
the I.R.S. and physical altercations. But he is determined to 
complete his current tour. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

He’s Hard as Nails, Hard to Nail Down, Too 
By JANET MASLIN 

"The Loudest Voice in the Room" is Gabriel Sherman’s biography 

of Roger Mles, the president of Fox News. 

Hearing Genuine Voices of Midcentury Fiction 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

A half-century ago, Calliope Records issued recordings by John 
Updike, Philip Roth and others. Those readings have been 
reissued, allowing listeners to time-travel back to a ripe moment 

in American fiction. 

For more arts news~ go to NYTirnes,cornlArts ~ 

Media & Advertising 

Debate on Photo Retouching Flares Online, With 
Roles Reversed 
By JODI KANTOR 

A call for untouched photos of Lena Dunham from the new issue 
of Vogue had some wondering about the target and the far 
different terrain women’s magazines cover nowadays. 

NBC Plans Live ’Peter Pan’ for Next Holiday 
Season 
By BILL CARTER 

The chairman of NBC Entertainment also gave a guest list for the 
final "Tonight" show with Jay Leno as host. 

Michael Kinsley to Join Vanity Fair and Write a Monthly 
Column 
By RAVI SOMAIYA 

Mr. Kinsley will write a monthly column for Vanity Fair, which is likely to cover 
"what I’ve written about most of the time: politics, in one form or another," he 

said. 

For more media and advertis!ng news, go to NYTimes,comlMedia 

Obituaries 

Chris Chataway, British Runner and Politician, 
Dies at 82 



By FRANK LITSKY 

Chataway helped Roger Bannister, a fellow Oxford graduate, 

achieve the first sub-four-minute mile in z954, and he later 
became a member of Parliament and a Cabinet minister. 

.......................................................................................... For r~ore obitL~ades, go to N¥~irne~:�om!Obituar!es ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

When Children Become Criminals 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Sixteen-year-olds in New York belong in the juvenile system, not in adult courts 
or prisons. 

EDITORIAL 

What’s Happening With the Air Force? 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Cheating on tests is the latest in a growing list of alarming behavior by Air Force 

officers. 

EDITORIAL 

Dangerous Inaction by the Election Commission 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

When the F.E.C. staff did its job and sought an investigation of Crossroads GPS, 
it was blocked by the usual deadlock vote. 

..................................................................................................... FOE ~or~ 0pir~!0r?! gO t£ N~Times~�0m!Opini0n tt 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Life as a Female Journalist: Hot or Not? 
By AMY WALLACE 

Men are also attacked, but their bodies aren’t the target. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fixing Disability Courts 
By D. RANDALL FRYE 

In my courtroom, it is far too easy for claimants to cheat. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Undeserving Rich 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Why you can’t lump the plutocrats in with the upper middle 
class. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 



On Jan. 2o, 1981, Iran released 52 Americans held hostage for 444 
days, minutes after the presidency had passed from Jimmy Carter to 

Ronald Reagan. 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 20, 2014 7:10 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

TUESDAY 1/21: Unveiling the Haitian Declaxation of Independence 

DOI EVENT POSTER[1].pdf; Attached Message Part 

Please join us Tnesday January 21 at the Franklin Center (Room 240) at 5 PM to celebrate fl~e Rubenstein Library’s acqnisition of a rare mannscript coW of the 

Haitian Declaration of Independence. 

This fascinating docmnent will be on public display for one day only.t 

5 PM: Discussion Round Table on fl~e Declaration of Independence with Richard Rabinowi~z aM Lynda Kaplan of American Hisk)o~ Workshop, Julia Gafl]eld 
(Georgia Tech), and Haiti Lab directors Deborah Jenson and Laurent Dubois 

6:30 PM: Viemng of the Declaration of Independence and Reception ruth delicious Haitian delicacies 

Also on view in the Fmnldin Center’s Galle~ is the exhibit "Haiti: Sevis Lwa", a collection of Haitian Vodon flags on loan from fl~e Florida International University’s 

Patricia and Phillip Frost Museum. 
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Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports Arts ~ Sci,snce 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On~his Day ~ 

Top News 

’F~iks Over Syeia ~°e Net to Begin, but i~’m~ i~ Not 

Invited 

Diplomats managed to salvage the talks, which had seemed on 

the verge of unraveling after the United Nations seerekaiy 

generN invited h’an [o attend. 

Parties Seize On Abortion Issues h~ Midte~m 

the 

I A boo,ion is becomin g an animaring ~ssu e in the 2o 

elections, *~qkh Republicans using it to stoke enthusiasm among 

core supporters and Democrats looking to rally women by portraying 
eonservagves as 

iLaw+s Expanded Medicaid Coverage Brh~gs a 

The men and women getting cover3ge in West Virginia, one ~ff 

the poorest states ~n the country, say fl~e mere fact of having 

has drastically improved [heir men£~l health. 

X Sharon 
..... Mills, o~ 

Editors’ Picks 



~ ~a:u~mc: The Federa~ Budget, Per 

Perso~ 

See a selection of programs Jn ~he spending bill (and a couple 

others), expressed in cos t per UoS. resident. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

How to Cmnpensate Vk~l-ims of Terrorism 

Sometimes the U.S. government sets aside money for victims of 

mass violet~ee. More often, survivors and families pumue 

lawsuits and receive pfiva[e donations. Which is mow lhir? 

Today’s Video 

~ vu)~:o: The Surprise "Wedding 

When guests arrived at what they were to~d was Rebecca Gareia 

and Andrew SpiegeI’s engagement path,, they found the space 

decorated for a wedding. 

~ VmEO: In Performance: Peggy Shaw 

The Obie-winning performer and ~qter Peg~, Shaw performs z 

scene h’om her solo piece "Ruff," about her life before and after 

a stroke. The show is a~ La MaMao 

World 

Hollande’s Romances Turn h~to a Political I F’I~[’o~] I 

Franqois ttollande once vowed to be o~ his most exemplary 

behavior as president of France. But an affifir has exposed a 

more politically cah::ulating side and threatens to m~dereut his eeonom h:: 

agenda. 

Dellfi’s Leader Holds Protest Over PoLice 

To protesk police corruption, 3a’vit~d Kejdwal, DelM’s chief 

minister, a~d mgq:~o~e~ hdd a demonstrafim~ that shut clow~ 

the heat~ of 

] Kejriv~a I, ] 



Emissions fl’om China’s expo~f industries are carried across the 

Pacific and contribute to air pollution in the Western United 

Sb~tes, according to a paper. 

Be@lg I 

U.S, 

Florida is now under a court order Lo begin semqng kosher food I    ~,-~h~ 
to eligible inmates. State prison o~Sdals eN.~resaed alarm 

reeently over [he surge in pt{soaers, many of them gentiles, who have skated 

interest in going kosher. 

_At Least a Die in Omaha After Explosion mtd 7~{] The 
F~re 

Internati 

eondiSon, according to Bernard d. Kanger Or., Omaha’s inte*~m 

fire ch~efi Sevel~ others were injul>d but did not go to the hospital, he said. 

Old gob is Hiwdle for Napolitano on Campuses ~] ~tu~ent 

On campuses filled ~qth foreign-born studenks, Janek 
oppose 

Napolikano, who ,,’as named president of the Universib’ of 
~ .... 

California last summer, fi~ees a~ger over her role in the Obama 

administra tion’s depot ’ration of L9 million unaath~-.,rized irmnigrang. 

more US news; go to NYTimes.comtUS ~ 

Business 

Boston Fed’s Latest Role: Community Organizer 
~,. N~.L%ON ~3. 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston t’unneled $L8 million from 

ouNide donors to hdp turn around some of the Massaehusetks’ 

most depressed midsize cities. 

A Popular Cl~inese ..Social Networking .App Blazes 

Its Ow~ Path 

Wdxin, a [asVgrowing app from khe Chinese Internet company 

Teneent, is no mere e~-.,py of any existing service, and its success 

m ay th wart F~ c~ b ook’s am bJtio~ s J ~ ChJ ~ a. 



Demand Grows for Hogs That .Are Raised 

Humanely Outdoors 

Some farmers a~x~ raising d~eir Cgs more humanely iD ~de open 

spaces, instcad of tight quarters, and selling thcm to r~staurants 

a~d grocers increasingly filter~sted fil how animals are 

Sports 

Super Sunday, and the Crowd Goes, Urn, Silent 

When the Seattle SeahaM<s and the Denver Broncos meet in the 

Super Bowl on Feb. 2 at MetLife StadiunL the high-decibel help 

of thNr hometown crowds will be missing. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Manning ]Is on the Verge ot°the Sublime 

If the Bro~cos wfi~ the Super BoM, Pe~o~ Manning could be 

gra~k’d iconic status in two cities, something ratably achieved 

the N.F.L 

Carroll Addresses the Tension Over Sherman’s 

Postgmne Actions 

Seattle Scahawks Coach Pete Carroll and he spoke to Richard 

Sherman about his ernofon~fl outburst, and Sheraton later 

apok~gized for funndfi~g aRenfion toward him instead of his team. 

~ NF.L. Roundc~p: Be~ichick ConNnds *~VelKer Meant to InNre Cornerback 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Carnal Carnivals of Song a~d Dance 

Two dark new London rnasieals, "Stcphen Ward," about the 

early-196os Proflmao scandal, and "AmerJca~ Psycho," show 

men and their libidos behaving badly. 

Guggel~heim is to Show Rare Murals by a 

The Guggenheim’s Ita]ia~ Fu!a~rism re!a’ospeefive, ope~ling new 

month, u~ll be capped by rarely seen murals on loan from a post 

office in Sicily. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Five- Bm~d Cmmtdo~ to Goodbye 

The Broo]d3m mush:: club 285 Ke~t has shut dowm hating left its 

mark on a scene that’s ever mutating. 

Smkh, ] 

laft, and ] 

Ben     ] 

from 

Abraha 

Science 

Seeing X Chromosomes in a New Li~tt 

Sdentists have enlisted color coding in the effort_ to better 

understand X chromosc, mes, how they are shut down in certain 

ceils a~d what it all means for men and womem 



RAW DATA 

New T~l[]hs That Ordy O~e Can See 

Repli cation, the gold s~ n d ard of seien ce, ea~ help a~rm tb ~ 

truth of a discovew, buL it is getting harder all the time, raising 

q uestions about findings and unconscious bias. 

ON VIEW 

Stm0k Remh~ders of l-]Iow U~eivil a ~’Var It ~’Vas 

A new exhibition ~n P}filade]phia, ~t}~ ~ts bail %rceps and Mill 

Sails, o[l~’~s visitors "a ~ck ~n Lhe gut." 

Obituaries 

Claudio Abbado, an Italian Cm~ductor With a 

Global Reach, Is Dead at 80 

Mr. Abbad~., led some of the woiqd’s most revered musical 

fi~stitutions, including I a Seals, the Vienna Sia~te C"pera and the 

Berlin Philharmonie. 

Otis Pike, Congressman Who Took On 

Dies at 92, 

Mr. Pike was a long-term co~gressman fl’om Izmg Is]a~d who 

spearheaded an inqui~7 in the ,97os into accusations 

intelligenee es~ablishmenk had abused its powero 

Dr, Do~tald Moron, Melanoma Ex~pe~t 

Piormered a Cm~cer Tee~que, Dies at 79 

Dr. Mortom who was k~own as one of "~e last physicians to treat 

the actor John Wayne, was at the tbrefronk of cancer research 

and treatme~t. 

..... : Abbado [ 
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Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

P~°e-K on the Startir~g Blocks 

Mayor Bill de Blashr/s ambitious p]a~ to provide preschool educaticm to ever7 

4-year-old brings high expecb~fions. 

EDITORIAL 

A Potentially Ha~mfu~ NIe~’ger 

Syseo’s proposed acquisition of US Foo~ could lead to higher prices for 

restaurant meals am:l significantly reduce competition among suppliers. 

EDITORIAL 

Delegation IMh~st Be Paid 

Congress won’t pay to extend unemplwment insurance, but it can find billions 

of dollars ko hunt (k.,wn illegal immi~’ants. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Trophy Hm~t That’s Good for ilhinos 

Calm down, protesterso Namibia’s conse~,ation policy is 

world n g. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T~e A~ of Pl’e~e~e~ 

One family’s trauma offers ~a]ua b]e lesson,s on how to eom fort 

those in pah~. 

~ Co[umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ObP~a- B~h N ex~s 

Our last h~’o pr~’siden~s en~er~d a prof~ssion of crowds and 

eomrnotion ~thout a z’obust appedte fbr eithez’. 

~ Co[umni~ Page ~ Bbg 
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[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 01-21-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday January 21st, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/26/14 For Water’s Sake, a water-themed classical andj~z music concert teaturing piaJ~o, strings, winds, and voice pieces by local artists, that will explore the 

connection between water and the acts, ~heduled tbr 2:00-3:30 PM in ttill Hall Auditorium. Funds rai~d will benefit A Drink For Tomorrow’s S ummer 2014 water 

project in Rurrenabaque, Bolivia. In collatx~ration with the Rio Beni ttealth Project- a local, Bolivia~-run non-profit- A Drink For Tomorrow aims to distribute 500 
bio- sm~d water filters a year, each one supplying clean water to a family for a lifetime. Tickets are $20 ibr generdt adlnission and $5 for students. For more information: 

http://vwvw.eventbrite.comie/for- waters- sake- a- drink- for- tomorrow- benefit- concert- tickets- 9950370827. 

01/28/14 Lecture by Randall Kena~n, author of Let Ihe DeadBu~. IheirDead, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Litera~ People: Conversations with River 
Writers Series presented by The ~Villiam & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. Kenan will present a session from his book which is a series of short stories 

set in Tim’s Creek. For more information: http://fridaycenter.unc.edtr’pdep/riverwriters’. 

01/29/14 UNC Wine to Water is hosting a fundraiser at The Library on Franklin Street on ~Vednesday January 29 at 9 p.m. One dollar from eve~ drink purchased 
and a $3 cover will go towards Wine to Water. Any donations axe tax-deductible and appreciated. 

Wine to Water is a 501(c)(3) organization based in Boone, NC, founded by CNN Hero Doc ttendley that uses proceeds t?om bar events, wine lastings, etc. to send 

and repair wells a~d filters in places like Uganda and Guatemala. For more intbrmation: http:/Twinetowater.org. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Global Research Institute Water Nexus Series lecture by Lester Brown on Feb. 4 Leffter Brown, founder and President of the Earth Policy Institute, will be 

delivering a lecture titled "Peak ~Vater: What Happens To Our Food Supply When the Wells Go D~?" scheduled for Tuesday February 4 at 5:30 PM in the Nelson 

Mm~dela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center as part of the Global Research Institute’s Water Nexus Series. Mr. Brown will diseuss the effect of limits 

on the supply of water, including the longer term effects of over-pumping and aquifer depletion in leading grain producers, focusing on, imIxwtanfly, the "big three’-- 

China. India, and the United States. For more information: http://gri.unc.edu/events/1124/. 

2014 Water MicrobioloK~i Conference Keynote Speaker and Abstract Submission Deadline Dr. David Kay, ttead of the Center for Research into 

Enviroimaent and ttealth at Abe~stwyth University, Department of Geography and Ea~’th Science, will be a Keynote Speaker at the 2014 Water Microbiology 

Conference: Microbial Contaminants from Watersheds to Human Exposure, to be held May 5-9 in Chapel Hill, NC. Dr. Kay is an expert in catchment based water 

qualiF study design and modeling, risk assessment, large scale epidemiologicdt s~mdies, and translation of water quality resemch to punic policy. 

Abstract sublnissions for the conference will also be accepted through January 27, 2014. For more information: http://watermicroconference.web.unc.edtr/call-for- 

papers/. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

2014 UNC Earth Week Keynote Address The 2014 UNC Earth Week keynote address ~,ill be delivered by Alexandra Cousteau, granddaughter of Jacques-Yves 
Cousteau and founder of Blue Legacy, scheduled for Wednesday April 16 at 6:00 PM in the Stone Center Auditorium. A National Geographic "Emerging Explorer," 
fihmnaker and globally recognized advocate on water issues, Alexandra Cousteau continues the work of her renowned grandfather Jacques-Yves Cousteau and her father 
Philippe Cousteau, Sr. She has mastered the remaxkable storytelling tradition handed down to her and has the unique ability to inspire audiences on the wei~ty issues of 
policy, politics and action. 

Alexandra is dedicated to advocating the importance of conservation and sustainable managemem of water in order to preserve a healthy planet, tter global initiatives seek 
to inspire and empower individuals to protect not only the ocea~n a~nd its inhabitaaats, but also the huma~n communities that rely on freshwater resources. 

This event is offered by Carolina’s "Water In Our World" pan-campus water the~ne in partnership with the UNC Institute for the Enviromnent, Sustainability Office, 
Depaxtment of Enviro~maental Sciences mad Engineering and Gillings School for Public Health a~nd the Center for Galapagos Studies. 

This event is ti’ee and open to the public. For more intbm~ation, contact Katie Hall at mchall(~ernail.unc.edu. 

The Danger of To.~c Algae to North Carolina The tbllowing WUNC Public radio interview teatures Dr. Hm~s Paerl, UNC Institute tbr Marine Sciences 

professor, spenking on the topic of toxic algae in North Carolina water systems and i~s effect on tx~th humans m~d wildlite. For more inibrmation: 

http://wm~c.org/post/danger-toxic- algae- north- carolina. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme m~d upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://wate(theme.unc.edw’. Questions, 

conunents, and suggestions tbr the the~ne cm~ be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/itwitter.comiUNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http://w~v.facebook.com/WaterlnOurWorld. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the January 24, 2014 issue has arrived, 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~teas~! click here. 
To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, i;~!~[#.,..i~it.~!!~l~..!?.!#.~:. 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,comichronicte,’, 20~.4.0~ 24~?sub id=4.nr3V~ 
The Chronicle Review: l~~[s(- 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email £[E~!!:[!}~[!#.@.#.!L!t:~[!#.~!~&~!~!!:[).. 

For technical questions? Please ~.!~..k...!L~4[~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~.[).~’.,’...#.[)!.[L[~., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you"re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 
call 818-487-4591. 

For your reference: 

You[- publication code is: HE 
Your subscription account number: HE914098 
Your ZIP code associated with your account is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 1:18 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

APCG Newsletter Submissions Due February 12 

Dear colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in mid/late Februmy. The deadline for submissions this time is February 12th. There are m-o options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website form: http://aYricanpoliticsgmup.o~/index.php/submit-news/ 

2. Forward may news that you might have to our new emml address: apcgnewsletter@gmail.com 

Relevant news items might include new pnblication~ news about grants, new jobs, member career changes, mmouncements tbr conferences, etc. I am al~ interested 

in any photos or images you may have that illustrate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email and due to the space limitations of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

Finally, I would like to introduce you to our new editors, Cara Jones nnd Stephen M~r, who roll be assisting ruth this newsletter and roll takeover my role completely 

for the next newsletter. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://ati-i ca~politic sgroup.org/index.php!news/newsletter~ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies @ Wesleyan 

Editor, African Politics Conference Group Newsletter 

238 Church Street 

Wesleyan University 

Middletown, CT 06459 

860685.3023 

m bnelson(@,wesleyan.edu 

Personal: http://www.michaelnelson.info 

Wesleyan African Studies: http://africa.blo~qs.wesleyan.edu/ 

APCG: http:/ivw’A^z african politicsqrou p orfl/ 

You are cnrrently snbscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.e&iu?id~299565.f~8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dcf~b22e&n T&I apcg&o 33966445 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-33966445-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e,@]ists.wisc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Cuomo’s Pre-K Plans Set Up Tax Conflict With de Blasio 

Today’s Headlines wo0,,o 0oy J ...... y22, 0,  

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World i U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ [)ining &~,%’ine 
Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnFhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

O.~omo’s Pee-K Plates Set Up Tax Co,fillet With 

Andrew M. Cuomo’s offer of $L5 billion to ex])and 

prekindergarken is likely to be seen as an atkempt to 

outrnaneuw~r Mayor Bill de BIasio, who said on Tuesday he would still seek to 

tax the rich to pay for the program. 

Photo At’chive ]is Said to Show ~Videsp~oead 

If genuine, the trove is new vis ual corroboration that Syria’s 

government is gui]~~ of mass war crimes against its own citizens, 

~ust as ik appeared ko regNn some international skandJng. 

, Human Righ~ Watch Criticizes h?action on Syria 

~ 
Photogr 

sphs 

The Lede: War Crimes E×per~ Cali Syrian Defec[oCs Photographs ’Direc[ Evidence’ of Assad’s 

’Killing Machine’ 

Status Cutti~g Weeks of Aid to the Jobless 

The rest of the tom,try is %llowing North Car~:qina’s lead by 

s~a@y cutting dae maximnm number or weeks d 

unemployment benefits available. 

McKnig 
ht of 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

A wave of fern a~ e cb efs like La n ten DeSten o is rising tb rou ~ the 

culiua 17 ranks. More tha n ever, women fill d~e j obs dm t will 

prod ~:e the next generation of restaurank leaders. 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

’Sarah% Ur~eegtMn Path’ 

Profiling a pregnant tcenagcr in Missouri, this sho~ 

documel~tmT provides a w~ndow Jl~to rural pover~ ~n America’s 

hear[land. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DAVID CRANE, who investigated an archive of photos depicting torture by the Syrian 

government. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o.~ Who ~ViH Wba the Foreign 

Language Oscar? 

The Academy Award winners for khc beak foreign language film 

catego~?’ have seemed preordained in past years, buk the 2o14. 

field has five sh’ong nominees led by the Italian film "The Great Beauty." 

~ vm~o: Urban Grit ~n Ph~lly’s Fishtova~ 

In "dae Hshtown area of Philadelphia, Sarah Anderson, a 

boutique owt~er, says her style is inspired by ’7os B--leveI horror 

~ v:~r, Eo: The Read Around: Rebecca Mead 

Rebecca Mead, author of "My Life in Middlemarch," says that 

reading and rereading George Eliot’s maskeq~ieee has helped 

shape her o~ life. 

World 



The ex[x’etant melancholy typical of reso¢~ towns in the winter 

has given way in Mon~reK~ b5 something edgier as it gears up for 

Syrim~ peace talks. 

, Twitter Q. an~ A on Syria Peace Ta~ks 

Nnowden Denies Nuggestdons That He }*;as a Spy for R~ssia 

He ca~led the aceus~tion by eong~ession~d ~eade~ "false," saying he had "elear~y 

and unambiguously acted Mone, x~Jth no assistance from anyone, nme~ less a 

govemmenL" 

Militar?, of~cials iS:can both countries are ta]ki~g about the use of 

sophisticated American equipment designed to counter 

improvised e~losive devices. 

For mei~ wedd :~ews. 9e t~ NYTimes.¢om,aNorld ~, 

U.S. 

~ Friends Reach Across the Aisle o~ 

Inm~igration 

If flaere is any way to mfloek the immigration stalemate in 

Washington, colleagues say ~at Ester Olavarria, a Democrat, 

and Rebecca Tallent, a Republican, migtR find it. 

A Mollie l)ate, a Text Message mid a Fatal Slant 

The ]tilling of one theater pat,’on by another i~ Norida has led to 

a elaim of self-defense by the ]a~t5’er of t~e suspenL Curtis & 

Reeves J r. 

Tailent, 
left and I 

Oulson 

viewed 

In Files, a History of Sexuai Ab~e by 

CMcago Archdiocese 

Most of the abuse was alleged to have Nken place years ago and 

about hail of the aecused priesN are dead, but flae victims have 

arN~ed that the documents will provide a pnblie reckoning. 

Ande~o 

Business 



Lex Fe,~wiek, Dew dories Chief; Resigns in 

by News Co~. 

News Corpora fion, which own s Dew J ones, said i t wa s revie~ing 

the unit’s "ins ~itu~ional strakeAv." Mr. Fenwiek will be t~plaeed 

temporarily by William Lewis. 

DEALBOOK 

Billion Deal h~ "~orks for Puerto Rico 

Pumto Rico, a United States terfitow, is ba~tling a finanda] 

crisis that inelu&s hi~ unemployment and a crushing deb~ load. 

Food Ba|~ks A|~tieipate Impact of Cuts to Food 

Pan’u~es across the countW are preparing for increased demand 

as Congress prepares to e*R billions of dollars more fl’om the 

food stamp program. 

Sports 

K~fieks Have a St~r M~gnet: Courtside Seats 

The Knicks have aggressively and unabashedly developed 

oiled system of cultivating and cosseting eeleb*~ty fans at 

Madison Sq ua~ Garden. 

Calebril~, 

Row at 

Kasparov’s Moves i~t Rtm for Chess Office RMse [~ ~,y 
EthieaI Coneerr~s I ~~P~° I 

G anT Kasparov promised money to a suppoV~er who was               ~0~ 2 

expected to deliver votes needed for Kasparov’s election as 

presMe~t of the World Chess Federation, aecordi~g to a draft eol-ttract reviewed 

by The Times. 

Te~t~fis s New Concern: Data Harvesting 

The gambling boom around professional tennis has introduced 

the public to a new term: eourbiding, which is described as a 

"b’pe of cheating and betdng on spot~tso’’ 

Dobson, 
22, of 

Arts 

1"o See or Not to See? A Neason for High _Ari 

The glut of Shakespeare plays and other star-studded classical 

productions has led to happily overwhelmed theatergoers and 1o 
marketing challenges fl)r theater eompm~ies. 

Lar~guage by the Book, b~t the Book is Evolving 

The Oxford English Dictionaw, now under ~e leadership of 

MiehaeI Proffitt, is looMng to serve trm~tionalists and the users 

...... Proffitt 

on the 

TELEVISION REVIEW i’BROAD CITY’ 
)<] B~osd 

They’re Yom~g, Fetnale and~ Darn it, Need to [ ....... cib, [ 

"Broad { ’.J~%" sta~i~g Wednesday on Comedy Central, skewers 

the millennial generWdon as hapless, ~th no ambition, talent or self-respect. 

B*R these slackers happen to be womem 



Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I HAN DYNASTY AND HIROHISA 

Faetoring in the Myst~q~m of Long L~es 

How long you wait for a table does~ft always say much about 

winnit~gness of the f~-~od. 

A Change in the Kitchen 

A ~mw vanguard of women emerges as the ne~ genera~on of 

]eade~ in "~e na’do~’s best restaurants. 

_At Rao’s in Los A~tgeles, Red Sat~ee and Rivahw 

A storied New York restm~rant makes a move on ~,os Angeles. 

The I ....... 

Angeles 

I  rc"l 
For moiw dir:ing: news and i~cir~es 9~ to NYTimes,¢om/Dining ~, 

Obituaries 

Jolm Dobson Dies at 98; Taught Art of 

Stargazing 

Mr. Dobsom who developed the first high-powered, inexl)ensive, 

toleseope for amateur astronomers, wanted others to see 

phenomena previously visible only to professional astronome*.~. 

d~,an Gelman, Argentine Poet Who Challenged 

Social comm en ~a D’, sore e of i [ bot’i3 of personal ~ragedy, wa s j u st 

one halhnark of Mr. Gelman’s work. 

John 
Dobson 
lecturing 

[~ Jua 
: :: Geman 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A~other Syria Peace Conference 

The lives of rnillions of civilians depend on an end to the war at~d the deliveries 

of humanitarian supplies. 

EDITORIAL 

A Rebufl’to Overbroad V~’atch Lists 

A federal judge finds that mistaken inclusion on the no-fly list violated a 

Malaysian academic’s due process ri~ts. 

EDITORIAL 

How Oov, Christie Moves Forward 

It vdU take more than talk of political harmoW to wipe away the mounting 

evid enee of bullying by his administra tion. 

Fo; :’~o~e or>ir~ioI~ S~o to NYTimes.comfOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Old McDonald’s 

Fast-foodjolnts provide dm olderly with a cosmopolitan 

alternative to senior eet~ters. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~A,qMLeaks, D~ought ~d 

Yo~ cm~’t m~derstand the Arab awakeni egs, or their solutions, 

wi thout consid e~d ng clim ate, en viron men t and populafion 

OP-ED ] MARK BITTMAN 

We need a national policy that sets goals fbr sma[~ eating first -- 

m~d o~fly then determines how to produce the fbod to meet those 

goals. 

Mark 
Bttman 

For m.~re opi!~ion; ,~e to NYTimes.eomIOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I +[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
iPhone~® l iPad(g~ Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

This is an automated emNi Please do not reply directiy to this emsil. 

You received this message because you signed kip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committecl to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Meur Email :: Privacy Policy I Cont~3ct i Adve~ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <Routledge .skozxrntevhfoj ~,c@tand£m sg focus.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 6:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

All of our Routledge Sociology titles at your fingertip!! 

View inside our NEW 8ociology Catalogs today~ 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to 8 Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

LATEST SOCIOLOGY CATALOGS 
FROM ROUTLEDGE 

From key research on vital topics, to ~extbooks Ior undergraduate and postgraduate courses, you 

will find whatever you need to further your own research, challenge your students, and prev~de 

essential reference materials for your institutional ~bra~. 

These online catalogs will allow you to: 

Browse full details of our new titles; including table of contents, reviews, author biographies 

Recommend titles of interesl to your librarian 

Request complimentary exam copies where offered 

Create unique booklists to browse, buy, and fowva[d to friends, colleagues and lib[arians. 

Sociology New and Key 
Titles Catalog 2014 

~i Sociology Research and 

Reference Catslo9 

%i Sociology [~xtbooks 

Catalogue, 

New and Key Titles Research and Reference Textbooks 

If you have any questions, you can reply to this message, or email sarah.olney@tandf.co.uk. 

Thank you ver~ much for your time. 

Kind regards, 

Sarah OIney 

~ Followon Twitter ~ Like on Facebook 

"~iii Routledge Sociology- Click here to read featured news and hear about new products~ 

::.g Toy~orS Fra0c~-~out~edgo-~ycho~y ~ .... C~C ~ ..... Fo~ ~ .... 



If you wisil to unsubscribe, please click !ze_r_e_. Please note this is an automaled operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 9:40 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Please register: 2014 CONSORTIUM CONFERENCE 1N LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES 

The 2014 Consortium Conference "Social Justice & Cultural Self Determination in Latin America and the Caribbean" will take place on 
February 6, 7, and 8 at Duke and [YNC. 

The Februao7 6 and 7 sessions will be held at the John }tope Franklin Center at Duke. The Februa~7 8 sessions will take place at the Fedex 
Global Education Center at [YNC. The conference is free and open to the public, but pro-registration is required 

All panelists, discussants and other participants are required to register. Please click on the link for the Registration Form below. 

Please also go to the links below for information on special sessions, the keynote presentation, as well as the entire conference program. 

For more information, contact mlr34@duke.edu, nih(ii)duke.edu or riefkohl@email.unc.edu 

We look forward to seeing you at the conference[ 

The Consortium Conference is organized by the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill and Duke 
Universit:y, with support from the US Department of Education, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Duke Provost’s Office and the 
UNC College of Arts & Sciences. 

2014 SOCIAL JUSTICE & CULTURAL SELF DETERMINATION 

10th Consortium Conference. February 6 to 8, 2014. Duke University & UNC Chapel Hill 

The overall conference theme is Social Justice and Cultural Self-Detefmination in Latin America and the Caribbeat~. it will include a number el special 

sessions focused on indigeneity, self-governance and alternative knowledge production, related to the project on Hemispheric Indigeneity in Global Term supported 

~hrough the Duke Center for Latin Amedcan and Caribbean S~udies with Iunding from the Mellon Padnetships in a Global Age program This ptojec~ is a 

collaboration with the UNC American Indian and Indigenous Studies program and the Center fer Canadian Studies at Duke. Attention will be given principally to 

panels and individual proposals focusing on issues of (self) representation, identity, health and wellness, the environment, and the politics d knowledge. 

(mandatory for all conference panel members, participants, and attendees) 

SPECIAL ROUND TABLES o~ Yraditioll~l g.~ledicille. & N.’.~.jgti~ti~m imd ~:~.eco~ci~i~tio~. Native/l~dege~ous issues 

For more h~formation, contact Miguel Rojas-Sotelo (~?.!!~t.@:I!L[~A:~p.#:’:.=.), Natalie Hartman 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Europe, Facing Economic Pain, May Ease Climate Rules 

Today’s Headlines     ,ho   oy J ..... 

INTHISENAILI [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~Fashion&S~e ~ ]oday’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTONIZE~ 

Top News 

E~ope, Facing Eeono~fie Pain, May Ease 

C|ima te Rifles 

The European Union proposed to end binding national targeN 

for i~’newal)Ie energy productiom substiku[ing a goal likely to be 

much harder to enforce. 

BITS BLOG 

i~.;s[A~ot Big $¢:eb C~’ash in C~ai~am Expe~°ts Suspect. Geeat ....... screen 

On Tuesday, most of China’s 500 million Interue~ users were 

unable to load websites for up ko eight hours, and expe~s say the country’s o~ 

system of [ ntem et control was to b] a m e. 

In most t~les of politics careers destroyed by personal 

weaknesses, it is the offkxeholder’s spouse who wiuds up 

humiliated. But there is another drama that plays out, 

~or more top news. ~3o to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ vn)~:o: RuomlDa 88o: A Cle~ Nweep 

The Times’s Damon DarlJn tests out the Roomba 880, which is 

quite an expensive vacuum clea~er "~ak is wot~Lh the premium. 



Related Review 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

l?’ig]~ti~g Extremism o~ a Broader Level 

I n stead of put6ng ou* fires fol]owi n g eve~T disa ster fimled by 

sec~iqan violence, what can world leaders do to fight ex’m’mism 

on a mon~ permanent, global level’? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

HE~KO SPECHT, an anat3st at the ti;c]hno[ogy i;ompa]~y Compuwat’e, nn an Internet 
serviei; {’ailure in CMna, 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: App Sma~: Tracking Food Intake 

The Times’s Kit Eaton discusses three apps to help you keep tabs 

on what you eat. 

~ vm~o: Carolirm Shaw: ’impro~isation’ 

The Pulitzer Pdze-.winning composer Caroline Shaw performs an 

improvised piece with ~dolim voice and a loop station. 

~ VmEO: SnowfaR h~ New York 

After a fi)ot of snow hit New York City overnight, travelers 

complained of canceled jom?neys and uncleared streets. In his 

first major test kl~e new mayor, Bill de Blasio, defended the city’s 

response. 

~ Related A~ic~e 

World 

State Dept. Lea~oned in November of Photos Said 

to Show To~re in 

The photos seen) m~likely to change the American policy of 

seeing a settlement to remove President Bashar aI-.&ssad rather 

than mUitaU 

Ahmad 
~,ssi al- 

Jarba; a 



Syrian Feace Talks Open ~ith Vitriol as O~e~al 

Thc scnse that the tMks were beaded for "u’oublc was 

compounded when fl~e proceedings ended without any hin~ of 

progress toward imposing local cease-fires or opening humanitarian corridors. 

Unrest Deepens in l_Jk~oaine as Protests ~l~rn 

Deadly 

President Viktor F. Yanukovieh met with opposition ~eaders 

after ~o protesters were shot to death and a dv~l uprising edged 

Kiev, the capital, toward a state of emergency. 

~ The Lede: Footage o~ Mayhem ~n Kiev I An Ominous Te~ Message 

Gay Marriages Confront Ca tholi e School 

Gay men and lesbians have been fired or tbreed to resign 

reeen tly from Rom an Ca thdic ins titu tion s aron n d the con 

in most eases because they decided to get mar~ed, 

%Vatehdog Report Says N oSoAo Program Is Illegal 

and Shotfld End 

The ~38-page repot t is likely to i~!ieet a significant new voice 

into the debate over surveillance, underscoring that the issue 

was not settled by a speech President Obama gave last week. 

F’amiJy of South Carolina Boy P~t to Death Seeks 

Exoneration 7o Years Later 

Decades alter the execution of George -L Stinney -It,, in South 

Carolina, hi s ~amily and othe~ a re seeldng to exon crate him. 

Catholic 

s of the 

Privacy 

sn~ Ck, il 

Business 

UoS, Offshore NVh~d Farm, Made ~ Em’ope 

The promise of new jobs and work for/~neriean companies 

failed to come ~’~e, revealing shortcomin~ in the American 

ofl~bore wind industry. 

Mass 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

F.,×port~ng U,So Ru|cs fo~¯ Fo~0e~gn B~mks 

Overseas hanks l~l<e Barc]ays, Deutsche Bank and Credit Su~sse 

have not had to comply with parts of the Dodd-bYa~k Act that 

aim ko skrcngkhen the e~pital they mask mNntain to absorb losses. 

Car Seats to Face Crash-Test Standards 

A proposed role to require child-seat manufacturers to meet 

minimnm federal standards for side-impact crashes has been 

added to the Federal Re~s[er. 

National 

Higt~wa 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

Ym~ks o~ a B~dget? Yeah, Right 

The Yankees understand there are bekter and cheaper ways to 

win, bnt daey shelled out about $500 million this o~season after 

dediues in attendauce, television ratings and peffo~mnee. 

Li Na Gets Back to Aastraliar~ Open Fhlai, 

Halting Trend of Upsets 

Li Na, who reached the Aush’alian ©pen final in 2Oll and 2o13, 

beat the tournament darling Eugenic Bouchard in straight sets in 

the semifinals. 

~ Serene Williams May End Boycolt of Event at Indian Wells 

left, I 
Jaccby I EIIsbu~y, I 

Roger Fedcre~° Finds a H~ghcr Love| as Other 

Ntars Fall 

Federer set up a semifinal confrontath:m with Rafael Nadal by 

beating Andy Murray, 6-3, 6-4, 6-7 (6), 6-3, at "d~e Anstralia~ 

Open on Wedn esday. 

For more spolla news, 2~ to NYTimes.com/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

DANCE R EdlEW 

In t]he Founder s Foot,~l-eps 

New York City Ballet begins its six-.week winter season at the 

David H. Koch Theater. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Gai~fing Accolades, Friends and Ste~n 

Lupita Nyong%, who is nominated for an Oscar for her role 

"12 Yeai~ a Slave," is khis year’s most traditional ing~mue and 

front-runner fbr the prize. 

~ ~ Video: kupiea Nyong’o: From ’~mposte¢ m Ingenue 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’RAKE’ 

He’s a Train Wreck, but Ntill Ki~da Cute 

In "Rake," on Fox, Greg Kinnear stars as a sma~a lawyer whose 

life j ust doesn’k work. 

Fashion & Style 



Push Comes to Shove in Brooklyn 

Shuffiebom’d eomes out of reth’ement %r the younger set. 

Airy Enough to Take Flight 

At the Paris Couture shows, designe~,~ fea~nted e~eganfly simple 

shapes and ethereal [abi4cs. 

SCENE CITY 

E×panding the z’~h~,aning of ’One Night~ 

Giorgio Am) ani’a "(7)~e Night" pa~ in Par~s goes into overtime. 

Obituaries 

Joba~ 3o }leGinty Ill, V~:ar Hero, Dies at 73 

Mr. McGinty, a retired Mat~ne Corps officer, received ~3e Medal 

of Honor for saving t~e lives of dozens of his men during an 

e~emy a~ad< in Vietnam. 

Leslie Lee, Piaywrigh~ of Black iAfe, Dies at 83 

Mr. Lec re’ok" more flaa~ a dozen stage ~)rks, but his best- 

know~l play was "The First Breeze d Summer," which was 

nominated for a Tony Award. 

Martha Beck, Fmmder of the Drawh~g Center, 

Dies at 75 

Ms. Beck established the small alternative musemn the Drawi~% 

Cenker in SoHo in ~9~, and marshaled modest granks to 

organize e~bbitions d majo>-museun~ q ualib,. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Political Rmnble Over Pre-K 

Mayor Bill dc Blasio would be smart to accept Oov. Andrew Cuomo’s offer to 

pay for his signature edueatio~ initiative. 

EDITORIAL 

A Plan to Nlake Voth~g iEasier 

A bipa rtisan eom mission created by Presid ent O ba ma m akes importm~t 

su~estions for increasing ballot access. 

EDITORIAL 

Tensions are at a da~gerous level, The United States a~d the F, uropea~ Union 

need to be doing more than handing out treaLs to find a peaceful solution. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Old King of tim New Spain 

Spain has changed so dramatically that it is perhaps unsurl)r~si~% 

the monarchy has failed to keep pace. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Reading Book.~ Is Fund~men~-al 

I enjoy sochd rnedia, hal Lhere ]s no intellectual equ]valen~ Lo 

allowing oeeseJf the time aed space to get lost in anofl~er 

pe~on’s mind, 

, CoJumni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Luck of the Pontiff 

The rnan evet\vbo@ loves to love is going to be greeting the 

American president in a matter of weeks. And we have a seanda] 

already. 

~ Columnist Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 
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To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mail70.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 11:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

2014 Cont~rence "Call for Papers & Panels" PLUS New Grant Information 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL for PAPERS and PANELS *** 
Seventh Annual ASMEA Conference 

Searching for Balance in the Middle East and Africa 

October 30 - November 1, 2014 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper and panel presentations fer the Seventh 

Annual Conference. Members from any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty, or those 

othelwise affiliated with a recognized research institution, may submit proposals to present at 

the Conference. Unique preposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be 

considered. Proposals on topics related to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one- 

page outline of new and unpublished research. A recent C.V. with all contact data also must be 

included with name, e-mail, phone number, and affiliation. The deadline for proposals is 

Thursday, April 30, 2014. 

PROPOSAL AND GRANT APPUCAT~ONS WILL ONLY BE ACCEPTED V~A THE ASMEA 

WEBSlTE. 

SUBMIT your PAPER Proposals and PANEL Proposals. 

Find out more information about the 2014 CONFERENCE TRAVEL GRANTS and 2014 

RESEARCH GRANTS. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASMEA at 202.429.8860 or 

in fob.as meascholar s.o rq 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r~ 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend ] Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website vwvw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PC Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2014 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~’- 

Friday, Jannary 24, 2014 11:49 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Will Hansen <william hansen@duke.edu>; Ja~n Doty ~ .doty@duke.edu> 

Exhibits of Haitian Declaration of Independence and Haitian Vodou Flags continue through end of Febma~ 

The exhibits of the Haitian Declaration of Independence and "Haiti: 
Sevis L~va" (Haitian Vodou Flags) will continue through the end of Februa~z. 

The exhibits are free and open to the public, in the First Floor Galle~- 
of the John Hope Franklin Center, 2204 Erwin Road, Duke Universi~-, 
Durham, NC 

The exhibits are sponsored by the Franklin Center, the Center for Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies, the Haiti Lab and the Rubenstem 
Library, all at Duke, as well as the Patricia and Phillip Frost Museum 
and FI orida International Un lversity. 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
Center [’or Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke Universi~" 
phvme 919-681-3983; tax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 12:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

IPE Outstanding Activist Scholar Award Event 

n k isa_poster.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached an e-poster (PDF) for our event at the upcoming ISA Annual Convention in Toronto. We hope to see you there! 

Sincerely, 

Hasmet 

Hasmet M. Uluorta Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Politics 
and International Development 

Trent University 
Champlain College G35 
Peterborough, Canada 

Office Hours: 
Mondays from 2:15pm-4:15pm 

www.workinqalternatives, net 
http://www.trentu.ca/politics/faculty uluorta.php 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, January 25, 2014 3:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Prolonged Fight Feared in Egypt After Bombings 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines      Saturday, January 25, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I U,S, I Business I Sports I Arts I Travel I Today’s Video I Obituaries 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Prolonged Fight Feared in Egypt After Bombings 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Four deadly bombings ]eft a grim realization that a cycle of 
terrorism and repression is hardening the wills of the military- 
backed government and a growing Islamist insurgency to fight to 
the death. 

DEALBOOK 

Economic Shifts in U.S. and China Batter 
Markets 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

With China’s rise and the Federal Reserve’s economic action both 
in retreat, investors have been heading for the exits in markets as far removed 

as Buenos Aires, Istanbul and Beijing, with effects spilling over into the rest of 
the world. 

Judge Orders Hospital to Remove Pregnant 
Woman From Life Support 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Doctors had cited a Texas law that prevents them from 

withdrawing or withholding "life-sustaining treatment" from a 
pregnant patient. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~ VIDEO: Lessons From a Master Cat 

Photographer 
Walter Chandoha, who has been mastering the art of cat and dog 
photography for more than 6o years, shares some of his secrets. 

¯ Related Blog Post 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I MEASURE FOR MEASURE 

The Song Remains the Same (and Kind of Blue) 
By MARK KOZELEK 

In this new Sun Kil Moon song, you’ll hear the melancholy I’ve 
carried around with me since I was young. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The timing is a message that the third anniversar!j of 
the revolution will not be a celebration; they want to 

color it with blood." 
MOATAZ ABDEL-FATTAH, a political scientist at the American University of Cairo, on the 

wave of bombings on Friday in Egypt. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Pasta With Parsnips and Bacon 
Parsnips add a certain sweetness to a cozy winter pasta dish thick 

with cream and bacon. 



Related Article 

I~ VIDEO: A New Vionnet 

Suzy Menkes speaks with Hussein Chalayan and Goga Ashkenazi 

about the designer’s first collection for Vionnet. 

~ VIDEO: Anatomy: ’Stranger by the Lake’ 
The director Main Guiraudie narrates a scene from his drama. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Star Envoy’s Frankness Puts Kennedy Mystique 

to Test in Japan 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Japan swooned when Caroline Kennedy arrived as the United 

States’ ambassador, but she has su@rised her hosts with her 
frankness on delicate issues, including a controversial dolphin hunt. 

Kiev Truce Falls Apart, and Unrest Resurges 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Protests have spread to cities across the nation, even as a cease- 

fire disintegrated in the Ukrainian capital. 



Video Notebook: Kiev Cease-Fire Ends 

LISTENING POST 

Iran’s Message at Davos Has Eerie Echo 
By MARK LANDLER 

President Hassan Rouhani’s speech this week, professing peaceful intentions 
and a desire for dialogue, invited comparisons to Mohammad Khatami’s 
attempt at change lo years ago. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Pipeline Fight Lifts Environmental Movement 
By SARAH WH EATON 

While it remains unclear whether President Obama will approve 
a 1,7oo-mile oil pipeline from Canada, the fight has changed 
environmental politics. 

Old Democratic Name (Nunn) Stakes Bid on 
Shifting Georgia 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

Michelle Nunn, the daughter of a former senator, is running for 
the Senate in a campaign that is testing whether the state’s 
shifting demographics can send a Democrat to Washington. 

In Nuns’ Suit, Justices Block Key Mandate in Health Law 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The Supreme Court granted an injunction sought by an order of Roman Catholic 
nuns who object to the requirement to cover contraception. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

COMMON SENSE 

A Lawyer and Partner, and Also Bankrupt 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Gregory M. Owens is an extreme but vivid illustration of the 
economic factors roiling the legal profession. 

Erosion of Argentine Peso Sends a Shudder 
Through Latin America 
By JONATHAN GILBERT, SIMON ROMERO and WILLIAM NEUMAN 

The decline in Argentina’s currency is the steepest since the 
country’s economic collapse in 2oo2, and it is raising fears of a 
global slump in developing countries. 

¯ DealBook: Economic Shi~s in U.S. and China Batter Markets 

DEALBOOK 

Despite a Rough Year, JPMorgan Chase Gives 
Jamie Dimon a Big Raise 
By PETER EAVIS 

The bank’s chief executive will receive $2o million in 
compensation for 2o13, a raise of 74 percent over the previous year, despite a 
series of bruising legal setbacks. 

................................................................................... FOr ~O~e bt~s!r~ss Pe~s, go to NYTime~com!Busine~s )t 

Sports 

KN ICKS 125, BOBCATS 96 

Carmelo Anthony Scores 62 Points, Setting a 
Knicks Record 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

Anthony, saying he was "locked in," had the N.B.A.’s highest 
single-game total since 2007, leading the Knicks to a rout at Madison Square 
Garden. 

¯ Box Score 

, NB.A. Roundup: No Durant, but Thunder Win 

NETS 107, MAVERICKS 106 

In the Absence of Their Owner, the Nets Hang 
On 
By ANDREW KEH 

Mark Cuban, the Mavericks’ owner, was at Barclays Center. 



Mikhail D. Prokhorov, the Nets’ owner, wasn’t. It didn’t seem to matter as the 

Nets improved their January record to 9-1. 

¯ Box Score 

Olympic Fears Rattle Athletes and Families 
By SARAH LYALL 

With the Sochi Olympics only weeks away, American athletes 

and their families are increasingly concerned about the security 

preparations in Russia. 

, U.S. Olympic Outfits Worthy of Stares, if Not Medals 

¯ In Halfpipe and Slopestyle, It’s Freeskiing or Snowboarding 

¯ A Code of Honor, Not a Referee, Keeps Curlers Honest 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~01~e Sl~0~ts ~ews, go to NY~ime~�om!Sp0r~s ~ 

Arts 

Architect Goes Home, to Recall and to Work 
By HILARIE M. SHEETS 

The architect Richard Meier has just installed an exhibition in 

Jersey City with some 400 handmade models of projects he’s 

designed, while helping to redevelop a section of downtown 

Newark. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Homies in Verona, Gangstas in Elsinore 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Websites like Thug-Notes make points, and humor, by 

translating high literature and political speech into short-form 

raps 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Revelatory Archive of a Giant of Jazz 
By BEN RATLIFF 

The family of the jazz drummer Max Roach is donating his 

papers to the Library of Congress, enabling scholars to gain 

insights into his relationships, club dates, recordings and political passions. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~oi~e Prts r?e~S! 90 t? N]!~imesrcom~Ar~s ~ 

Travel 

Chinatown Revisited 
By BONNIE TSUI 

What does an American Chinatown look like today? Going from 

New York to Southern California, Austin to Las Vegas, reveals 

the answer: It all depends on where you are. 

Q&A 



Amy Tan’s Evolving Sense of China 
By KENAN CHRISTIANSEN 

The writer talks about discovering secrets from her family’s past 
and what she’s found on trips to China. 

THE GETAWAY 

Google Tools for Globetrotters 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

Here’s a guide to some of the search giant’s products that could 
help travelers, from Glass to Voice Search to Gmail Offline. 

................................................................................................ Eo[ n) or~ t[axeI ~e~YS! go to N~Times~om!T[ave! ~t 

Obituaries 

Ed Hookstratten, Lawyer and Agent to Stars, 
Dies at 83 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Mr. Hookstratten was an unapo]ogetica]]y aggressive lawyer and 

agent for entertainers and sports figures including Elvis Presley, 
Johnny Carson, Tom Brokaw and the football coach George Mlen. 

Shulamit Aloni, Outspoken Israeli Lawmaker, 
Dies at 86 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Mrs. Aloni was an early champion of civil liberties, challenger of 
religious hegemony and outspoken opponent of Israel’s 
occupation of the Palestinian territories. 

Sarah Marshall, Actress in ’Twilight Zone’ and 
’Star Trek’, Dies at 80 
By DANIEL E. SLOTNIK 

Ms. Marshall also appeared in films like "The Long, Hot 
Summer" and was nominated for a Tony for "Goodbye, Charlie." 

.......................................................................................... For ~ore ob!t~a[ies, go ~o NY~[imes~�om!Obituaries ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Iran’s Charm Offensive 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

After reaching a nuclear deal, President Hassan Rouhani now needs to help stop 
the catastrophic civil war in Syria. 

EDITORIAL 

Dividing the Bank Settlement 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In New York, all the money from mortgage deals should go to help homeowners. 



EDITORIAL 

A Hidden Threat in the Farm Bill 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Representative Steve King’s broadly written amendment would jeopardize 
states’ powers to enact their own agricultural standards. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

When ’Long-Form’ Is Bad Form 
By JONATHAN MAHLER 

3"oo often, the writer is the hero of his own story. 

much 
reading 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Penance of Glenn Beck 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The former Fox News host made a meaningful confession, but 

the damage remains. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Huckabee Spills the Beans 
By GAlL COLLINS 

The former Republican presidential candidate is back to tailing 

his way into a controversy. We]], now we know what he’s been up 

to lately. 

¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 25, 1915, the inventor of the telephone, Alexander Graham 
Bell, inaugurated U.S. transcontinental telephone service. 
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Saturday, Janua~ 25, 2014 12:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pass the Savings on to your Students: 20% OFF! 

Pass the Savinqs on to your Students! 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 
this email not displsying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I ,~,dd to safe senders ] For’,qsrd to ~ Friend 

Pass the savings on to your 
students for their textbooks! 

Now until January 30th, your students can save 213% O~=1= their 

textbooks¯ Simply have them enter discount cede PRK63 at 

checXout and they’il receive 

Remember, all web erders ew~r ,$35 receiw! FRNIE SHIPPING 

*Offer valid only with web orde~:s at routledge.com, 

focatpress, corn psypress, corn or ro utfedgemen tathealth, com. 

Have a great semester! 

Share the Savings with your Students: 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Siqn up by subiect area to receive ne~t,~ and offers straight to you[ inbo× frog= tile Taylor & Fra~lcis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copb, right 2013 Taylor & F[ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered it1 England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, \&,’!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please click her.....~e Please note this is an automated operation¯ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, Janumy 26, 2014 3:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteaxtlines: Obama Pursuing a Modest Agenda in State of Union 

Today’s Headlines  oo oy, J .....  20,2014 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts i Magazine. ~ Teday’s Video 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

Obarna Ptlrsuing a Modest Agenda in State of 

Union 

President Obama has come to feel acutdy the eonstra~nts on his 

power, which makes his speech to Co~g~z’ss on Tuesday a critical 

chance to (h@e an agenda khat may yet shape his legacy. 

~ [] Video: State of the U oion Preview 

Opposition Says No to Ukt’ah,e on Power Share 

Presiden k Viktor F. "i~anukmTeh o£ered to install opposition 

leaders ~n top government posts, but they swiR]y rebuffed the 

of~i’r, to the deligh t of klaousan ds of proteskers on klae street. 

Rm~d Pmil’s Mixed inheritance 

.,~ t~and Paul t~es to broaden his appeal, he is also trying to kake 

libet~aria~ism, an ideology long o~ the fringes of Ameriean 

polities, into the mNnstream. 

~ [] Video: Rand Paul Making Heedlines 

~ 
F’roteste 1 

Rand 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ vmEo: L~pita Nyong’o: ’hnpostoi°’ to 

Ing6nue 

This year’s Oscar kigen ue is Ms o Nyong% of "12 Years a Slave, 



She says it took encouragement to get over the feeling of being an outsider, a 

phen om en~-m sh e du bs "a cute impostor syndrom 

~ .Related Ar[icle 

OPINION I OPINION 

$~’~l~al- Drives S~aecess? 

Culture pushes some gro~ps to ac]~ieve. We can learn from them. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ANTHONY B. HATCH, a rail transport consultant. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Bill Cm~fingl~am I Toppi~g Up 

Many men are stubborn about dressing for the cold and s ~ow 

~ vm~o: Moder~ Love: Sitar- Struck 

An enterkainm en k reporter infa [ua ted wi kh Hollywood’s most 

famous starlets tins diffienl~" fincting real levee 

~ VIDEO: RevK~w: ~o~4 Land Row;r Range 

Rover HSE 

Land Rover’s fourtt>generation Range R~wer has an familiar 

silhoue~e, a sumph~ous interior and a pri~ as steep as the hills it 

can conquer. 

World 

Holocaust Told in One "Word, 6 l~lillion ’limes 

Tim book "~M~d EveW Single One Was Someone" -- meant as a 

kind of coffee-table monument or conversation statler - consists 

of the single word ’Vow," p~qnted six million times. 

False Claims i~ _4X~an Accusations on U oN, Raid 

Add to Doubts on Karzai 

The govermnent of President Hamid Karzai handed ou~ an 

M ..... 

than 
[iteratur~ 

~ naSle of 



inflammatot3~ dossier abouk airstikes on Jam 15 on a remote 

village m~d the supposed Americm~ cover-up that followed. 

Plfilipph~cs and Rebels Agree on Peace Accord to 

E~d i~surgency 

The agreement will create an autonomous Muslim-domin~[ed 

region i~ the restive south of the predominantly Christian 

U,S. 

Three Dead in Nhooti~g at Maryland N’Iall; Police ~ chi+ 

Call tl~e El~isode isolated 

Three people were ]d]led in a shooting a[ The Mall in Columbia in I ..... ~ I 
subm’ban Maryland, m~d the police said they believe that the 

suspeek died of a self-in@eked gunsho[ wound, aud had acted 

The Lede: LiVe Video and Tweets on [ile Shoo[in9 

[] Video: Three Killed in Maryland Mail Shooting 

A Harder Outlook fi~r Today% Cowboy 

As the costs of doing busi~ess rise and available la~d declines, 

the herd of eattle - and ranchers - is declining in the United 

States. 

~ ~ Video: Changes h5 the CaNe Business 

The Obama adminiskratio~ is cracking dora+ on dockors who 

repeatedly overcharge Medicare pa[ien[s; [he government may 

eve~ disclose how much ~n dJvidual physicians are paid for treating Medicare 

patieuts. 

Business 

Aecide~t~ N~rge as O~l ir~d~stry Takes the Trair~ 

Resk]e[~ts of Cassekon, N .D., are concerned aboa[ [he emde--oiI 

convoys that roll throu~a daeir to~, as what was o~ee a stopgap 

becomes commonplace and safety skandards lag. 

~ Sl+de Show 



HOME-PRICE ECONOMICS 

The Tale oJ~°a Hoarse, and an E~rti~°e Market 

The history of ~ 2204 Baekus Drive in ~ovde~ Md., is in mm~y 

ways the h~story of the Amet@an housing market over dm Ias~ 

two deea&s. 

~ Interactive G~aphic: Home Pnces in 20 Gities 

four- 

bedroo 

In Ho~asi~g, Big Is Back (Not Counting the 

Extras) 

The burstb~g of the housing bu bble d~dn’t deter affluent buyers 

for long. They’re pomfng back into the markeL and adding 

op[ions galore t*-~ their new homes. 

Sports 

R~lssia~s With Deep Pockets Adopt Teams Gohlg 

for Gold 

Several high-powered Russian ~:eoons, b~dudJng the Nets owner 

Mikhail D. Prokhorov, have lent ~eir expertise and money to 

w~nter sports teams bi antidpation of the Winter Olympics. 

Seahawks’ Richard She~n~m~t is Much More Than 

,J ~st Talk 

Sherman, "d3e Seahawks’ All-Pro eornerbaek, has been loud and 

proud and p~xwing himself to the world since ehfldhoo& 

~ Gap:tion This Photo: Richard Sherman 

in a Transifio~ Game, David Stern Is Passhag the 

NoB,Ao Commissioner*s Hat t-o .Adam Silver 

After 30 years on the job, Stern is retiring as N.B.A. 

commissioner on Saturday, and he will be succeeded by Silver. 

~ N.B A Roundup Ross Has 51, but Clippe;s Beat Ragto;s 

Sherma 

father of 

Silver, 

/ I 

Arts 

The Next Big Picture 
i.:; PHILIP ": i.,c~ ER 

"What is a photograph?" asks a show at the International (’,enter 

of Photography, a question echoed by curators navigating a 

flood of new works that are far from documentary. 

In a Blizzard of Sounds~ the Intuitive Maestro 

Ariel RechtshaM, a Grammy ~ominee who has collaborated w~fl~ 

a dizzying varie[y of pop perfom~m% talks about Ms evohlfiO]l as 

a producer and liskener, 

, The Grammys, a N~ght for Cheers (and Oten Gasps) 

Off Off Off Broadway (at Your Mi~tiplex) 

Following in the fbotsteps of the Met~)politan Opera, flmater 

producers are wei~aing the pote~fial risks and rewards of HD 

broadcasts in movie theaters. 

produce 

r and 

~ Oriando 

/ 2’ T’ I 
Condola 

Magazine 



Put~*s O|ymp~e Feve~° Dream 

In the ;qnssian ci~ of Soehi, the gra~diose a~d economically 

d ubiou s m egaproj eet h as re ~urned - an o kher Soviet legacy 

puts ued by the singular wil~ of President "~3actinfir V. Pu fin. 

Planet H~ lla~oy 

The gravitational pull of a t~ossible 2o~6 eampaign is bringing all 

the old Clin[on characters inko her orbiL Can she make the stats 

align, or will chaos prewdl? 

~ The Public EdRor: The Clinton CoveCs glaneta~ DisruNion 

Lomfie Holley, tl~e l[nsider’s Outside~" 

Discovered as an artist at 29 and re~sco~’cr~d as a musician 

the AJabama native is ~ever ~ot peffom~h%. 

Songs From the A~bum ’Keeping a Record of ~f 

Olympic- 
flame 

~ Lonnie ] 

Obituaries 

Alex Shea~’, a Collector of_4ane~ican l~tsch, Dies 

E~. ~,v,.i<:..,:, ~. i r 

Mr. Shear d~seribed h~s collection of pop-culture artificers, 

which once spanned ~] storage facilities in three states~ as a 

wind~-~w inb-~ the ~e~ean soul. 

_Auden, Dies at 99 
Midorfic 

wh~-~ pressed for the rights of etfi]d~v~ and khen later, as a 

surrogate judge, decided the esh~tes of the poet W. H. Anden a~d the painter 

Mark Rothko. 

For mer~ o#it:.:e.des, go to NYTimes.oom,~Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The :Koch Pa~. 

A new ad campaign of distortion is the vanguard of a sophisticaLed secret- 

EDITORIAL 

Preventh~g the Next Data 
E~. r.’~r. i.r.~ ro.~,.,,~ r.~o..,.i-.~ 

The Target aRaek shows tha~ companies can do a lot more to reduce the risk 

theR and fraud. 

EDITORIAL 

It’s rare to hear polifidans discuss rape and assaulk with real sensitivib~, bat 

that’s just what President Obama and Vice Preside~t Biden did. 

Op-Ed 



OPINION 

Ho+~Y Long Have I Got Lei~2 

I a~ways knew I’d die~ without knr~w~ng when. But now I kn ew it 

acutely, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

More imperfect Urdo~s 

Marriage in Ame~{ea has been on the decline, but there is little 

honest talk about the root causes. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Now Pla~@~g ~n De~ve~’: Reefer Gladness 

Denver pot entrepreneurs are so determined to set a good 

example, they’re acdng like Shakers. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 4:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Afghanistan Exit Is Seen as Peril to Drone Mission 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular J Video 

Today’s Headlines      Monday, January 27, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Afghanistan Exit Is Seen as Peril to Drone 

Mission 
By DAVID E. SANGER and ERIC SCHMITT 

American intelligence agencies are concerned that they could 

lose their air bases used for drone strikes if a final security deal 

cannot be struck with the Afghan president, Hamid Karzai. 

2o14 Elections Likely to Keep Capital’s Split 
By CARL HULSE 

As the 2014 political landscape becomes more defined, it 

becomes increasingly likely that the midterm elections will keep 

government divided, but how divided remains to be seen. 

Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 

9th Grade 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

An intensifying competition for top players has led recruiters to 

focus on younger girls, but many coaches and parents worry 

about a psychological toll. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

Grammys Laud Giants and Upstarts 
By BEN SISARIO 

Newcomers, establishment stars and even a pair of French 

"robots" shared the spotlight at the 56th annual Grammy Awards 

ceremony on Sunday night. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Who Should Be Invited to the State of the Union? 
To highlight certain priorities, the president invites a few guests 

each year to sit in the viewing gallery. Experts and readers can 

suggest who should be invited and why. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"May Marlise Mufioz finally rest in peace, and her 

family find the strength to complete what has been an 

unbearably long and arduous journey." 

HEATHER L. KING and JESSICA HALL JANICEK, making a statement as lawyers for the family 
of a pregnant woman who was taken off life support after a legal battle. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Questions of Responsibility at Uber 

Uber, the mobile phone ride-hailing service, now operates in 26 

countries. But as the San Francisco firm expands, it faces 



questions about its business practices, including liability in 

accidents. 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Topping Up 
Many men are stubborn about dressing for the cold and snow. 

............................................................................................................ FO[ r~0r~ y!d~0, go !0 N~’T!me~�0mNide0 ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

In South Korea, Spam Is the Stuff Gifts Are Made 
Of 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Since the Korean War, the gelatinous meat product has remained 
a part of the fabric of culinary life in even the most stylish 
enclaves of South Korea. 

Ukraine Protests Spread as Overture Is Spurned 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

The growing unrest raised the prospect of widening violence and 
deepening political chaos while leaders in Kiev, the capital, 
remain at an impasse. 

Militants Down Egyptian Helicopter, Killing 5 
Soldiers 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Islamist militants shot down an Egyptian military helicopter in 



the Sinai Peninsula with a surface-to-air missile over the 

weekend, raising new alarms about the terrorist insurgency there. 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d r~e~s, go to N~Times:Fom!Wodd ~ 

U.S. 

Texas Woman Is Taken Off Life Support After 

Order 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

The Fort Worth hospital followed a judge’s order to remove the 

brain-dead woman, Marlise Mufioz, from machines, ending a 

battle that had sparked a debate over abortion and end-of-life care. 

Cannabis Legal, Localities Begin to Just Say No 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Mongside statewide measures easing access to marijuana have 

come local efforts to restrict it. 

Motive Still Unclear, Details on Maryland 

Shooting Suspect Emerge 
By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS 

The police identified the gunman as Darion Marcus Aguilar, of 

College Park, Md., but could not determine what prompted the 

violence after interviews with his family and friends. 

¯ Three Dead in Shooting at Maryland Mall 

......................................................................................................... F?r r~o re U.S. r~evys, gO to N ~Y!mes.com(US tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 



Chairwoman of Universal Expands Her Portfolio 
By BROOKS BARNES 

NBCUniversal announced it extended the contract of Donna 

Langley, chairwoman of Universal Pictures, through 9017 and 

handed her oversight of worldwide marketing and overseas 

production. 

DEALBOOK 

Justice Department Inquiry Takes Aim at Banks’ 

Business With Payday Lenders 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Federal prosecutors are scrutinizing whether banks have allowed 

businesses to siphon billions of dollars from consumers’ accounts. 

Proposal to Raise Tip Wages Resisted 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

As some Democrats push to raise the minimum wage, they are 

also backing increases to the minimum wage for workers who 

earn tips, but the restaurant industry is fiercely opposed to a 

mandated increase. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

For a Cowboys Star With Dementia, Time Is 

Running Out 
By JULIET MACUR 

Rayfield Wright, who sustained countless blows to the head 

during 13 seasons with the Cowboys, said N.F.L. players do not know what 

awaits in retirement. 

RANGERS 7, DEVILS 3 

In the Cold at Yankee Stadium, the Rangers Are 

in Their Element 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Before a crowd announced at more than 5o,ooo, the Rangers 

chased Martin Brodeur and beat the Devils soundly in the first hockey game 

played at Yankee Stadium. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Take Me Out to the Hockey Game 

KNICKS 110, LAKERS 103 

This Time, Anthony Has Just Enough to Carry 

the Shaky Knicks 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Two days after scoring 62 points in a blowout victory over the 

Charlotte Bobcats, Carme]o Anthony had 35 hard-fought points as the Knicks 



edged the Lakers. 

¯ ~; Box Score 

.............................................................................................. Eo[ r[iQre sP£rts r?e~’s! go t? N~Times:�om~Sports )~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Night of Music Marked by Some Wild Mood 
Swings 
By JON PARELES 

The 56th annual Grammy Awards featured jarring shifts in tone 
and some strange partnerships. 

On the Road, Actors Seek Higher Pay 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Actors’ Equity members are organizing against a touring system 
for Broadway shows that treats and pays some members 
handsomely and others far less so. 

A Giant Photo Connects Fans to Ballet Stars 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

City Ballet fans pose with their favorite dancers in a giant photo 

installation on the floor of the Koch Theater. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Media & Advertising 

Chipotle Blurs Lines With a Satirical Series 
About Industrial Farming 
By ROAM COHEN 

The fast-food chain’s four-part comedy-advertisement, "Farmed 
and Dangerous," will be shown on the TV-streaming service 
Hulu. 

ADVERTISING 

With Previews, Super Bowl Advertisers Borrow 
From Hollywood 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

Chatter on social media outlets like Twitter helps encourage 
Super Bowl advertisers to release commercials early to whet consumers’ 
appetite for the game-day ads. 

¯ News From the Advertising Industry for the Week of Jan. 27 

VOCATIONS 

I’ll Be Your Billboard 
Jason Sadler appears on social media, wearing corporate T-shirts 

for a fee. 



................................................................. For ~ore ~edia ~r~d ad~er~isirN r~e~vs, go to N~Times~om!Media tt 

Obituaries 

Herbert L. Haber, 89, Dies; Negotiated in Era of 
Strikes 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Mr. Haber was the chief labor negotiator for the City of New York 

from 1966 to 1973, when labor strikes tested the balance of 
power between the city and its municipal unions. 

Martin S. Bergmann, Psychoanalyst and Woody 
Allen’s On-Screen Philosopher, Dies at loo 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Mr. Bergmann became known to a wide general audience for his 
unplanned, much-praised role as a philosopher in Woody Mlen’s 

1989 t~m, "Crimes and Misdemeanors." 

........................................................................................... EO[ n~or~ obitL~r!es, g£ to N~Times,~om!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Getting an Accurate Fix on Schools 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The de Blasio administration should mend, not end, the Bloomberg evaluation 

system. 

EDITORIAL 

The Expanding Power of U.S.v. Windsor 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court’s momentous ruling on same-sex marriage is used to protect 

gay jurors. 

EDITORIAL 

A Formula for Repelling Women Voters 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Republican obsession with undermining Roe V. Wade won’t build the party. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

America on Probation 



By BILL KELLER 

We may be getting over our peculiar love of prisons. But if not 
prisons, what? 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Paranoia of the Plutocrats 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Extreme inequality, it turns out, creates a class of insecure but 

powerful people who are alarmingly detached from reality. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED I SLAWOMIR SIERAKOWSKI 

The Polish Church’s Gender Problem 
By SLAWOMIR SIERAKOWSKI 

For years, the church showed no interest in "gender ideology." 

Now it speaks of little else. 

..................................................................................................... E0[ ~0r# 0pir~!0o! g0 t? N~Times,�om!Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 27, 1967, Astronauts Virgil I. "Gus" Grissom, Edward H. 
White and Roger B. Chaffee died in a flash fire during a test aboard 

their Apollo I spacecraft at Cape Kennedy, Fla. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu> 

Monday-, Januao~ 27, 2014 9:09 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 01-27-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday January- 27th, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/28/14 Lecture by Randall Kenan, author of Let The DeadBury Their Dead, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literary People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The William & Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Education. Kenan will present a session t~om his book which is a ~ries of short stories 

set in Tim’s Creek. For more information: http://iiidavcenter.unc.edu/pdep/’riverwriters/. 

01/29/14 UNC Wine to Water is hosting a fundraiser at The Library. on Fmnldin Street on Wednesday January. 29 at 9 p.m. One dollar from every drink purchased 

and a $3 cover roll go towards Wine to Water. Any donations ~xe tax-deductible and appreciated. 

Wine to Water is a 501(c)(3) organization based in Boone, NC, founded by CNN Hero Doc Hendley that uses proceeds from bar evems, rune tastings, etc. to send 

and repair wells and filters in places like Uganda and Guatemala. For more information: http:i/winetowater.org. 

02/04/14 Lecture by Lester Brown, founder and President of the Earth Policy Institute, rifled ’5°eak Water: What Happens To Our Food Supply When the Vv~lls 

Go D~?" scheduled tbr 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. Mr. Brown will discuss the effect of limits on the supply 

of watec including the longer term effects of over-pumping mad aquifer depletion in leading grain producers, tbcusing on, importanfly, the "big flaree’--China, IMia, and 

the United States. For more intbrmation: http://gri.unc.edu/events/1124/. 

"~VATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water Institute Post-Doctoral Research Opportttrfities The Water Institute at UNC has two post-doctoral positions which are available for energetic, motivated 

PhD scientis~ts intereffted in working ma~ong American Indians aM Alaska Natives. The firs~t position involves investigating the associations between water-related 

disease aM different typcs of sanitation facilities, snch as latrines, modular bathrooms and in-home facilities on reservations. The second position seeks to determine the 

perceived value of water provided by water treatment systems and develop a behavior change program to increase the perceived valne. 

These positions are fumed for at least one yeaac, ruth up to three years based on performance and availability of funding. Both positions will s~rt as soon as possible. 

For more infonnation: http:/iwaterinsritute.unc.edu/cnrrent-openings. 

Video Interview with Catarina de Albuq uerque A video interview with Catariua de Albuquerque, the first United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to safe 

drinking water and sm~itation, from her visit to UNC last fall is now available: http://www.voutube.comiwatch% pY9 mS0nMkw&lEature~outu.be. 

In the intelaAew, de Albuquerque spoke about her role in implementing a rights-based approach to water and sanitation policy with UNC public policy professor 

Benjamin Meier. While on campus, she delivered the 2nd Ammal UNC Health and Human Rights Lecture. 

VVATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

The Process Series presents Ice Music on Feb. 13 Ice ~Viusic, Brooks de Wetter-Smith’s newest multimedia creation, will have its world premiere on Thursday 
FebmaW 13 at 8 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center on the UNC ca~npus. It features his videography and photography, a newly- 

commissioned composition by award-winning I.owell I ~ieberma~an fbr flute, clarinet, violin, cello and percnssion; and choreography by Carey McKinley. The centraJity of 

ice is viewed fi~3m outside a~d frown within, from the grandiose glaciers of Europe m~d the Antarctic to inrimate views and interior sounds of melting ice cry. s~Js. It spans 

from human attempts to dominate it, to creatures relying on it for survival. 

’Ibis work was commissioned by the University of North Carolina, a,s paxt of its Process Series, which explores the nature of creativity through direct interaction with 
those present for the performance. In addition to the Febm~©’ 13 premiere, there will be a workshop presentation on Friday FebrumLv 14 at 4 PM in the same auditorium, 
followed by a discussion of the collaborative process. 

For more intbrmation: http://processseries.unc.edu/events/ice-tnusic/. 

UNC Geological Sciences Professor tapped for Presidential Science award Tmnlin Pavelsky, assistant professor of geological sciences, has been named a 

recipient of the Presidential Early Caxeer Awaxd for Scientists and Engineers for outstanding research mad leadership adwaacing satellite remote sensing of river dischm’ge, 

including enabling the broader community to develop and i~nprove algorithms for SWOT, a fhture NASA Satellite. Pavelsky will receive the award at the White House 

eaxly this year. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our \Vorld"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:/iwatertheme.unc.edtv. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the follomng email address: watertheme(&unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:i/www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 
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Monday, Januao, 27, 2014 10:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the January 31, 2014 issue has arrived, 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~teas~! click here. 
To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, i;~!~[#.,..i~it.~!!~l~..!?.!#.~:. 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,comichronicte,’, 20~.4.0~’3~?sub id=4.nr3V~ 
The Chronicle Review: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email 

For technical questions? Please ~.!~..k...!L~4[~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~.[).~’.,’...#.[)!.[L[~., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you"re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 
call 818-487-4591. 

For your reference: 

You[- publication code is: HE 
Your subscription account number: HE914098 
Your ZIP code associated with your account is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 
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To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <Routledge. skozxrntepmifffi~tand£ msgfocus.com> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 27, 2014 11:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

View inside our NEW Routledge Criminology catalogs 

Ali of our Routledge Criminology tities at your fingertips. 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

LATEST CRIMINOLOGY CATALOGS 
FROM ROUTLEDGE 

From key research on vital topics, to ~extbooks Ior undergtadt~a~e and postgraduate courses, you 

will find whatever you need to further your own research, challenge your students, and provide 

essential reference materials for your institutional library. 

These online catabgs will allow you to: 

Browse fuji details of our new titles; including table of contents, reviews, author biographies 

Recommend titles of interesl to your librarian 

Request complimentary exam copies where offered 

Create unique booklists to browse, buy, and forward to friends, colleagt~es and librarians. 

Simply click on ~[he images below to view inside 

New and Kay Titles 
.~i Odmir;ei%]y sr;d Orimir~al 

Justice, Research and 

Re[e~en,%’ Catsiogue 

2013!!,1 

New and Key Titles Textbooks Research and Reference 

Routledge Criminology is now also on Facebook. 
’Like’ our new page today! 

If you have any questions, you can reply to this message, or email sarah.olne’yL@~tandf.co.uk. 

Thank you very m~ch for your time. 

Kind regattas, 

Sarah O[ney 

~ Followon Twitter ~ Like on Facebook 

Routledge Criminology- Click here t .... d featured ....... d h .... bout new books! 

~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology P .... CRCP ..... Focal P .... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group USA <academic@loenguin.com; 

Monday, Janual7 27, 2014 11:59 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Diazies ofaJ~ Unfinished Revolution Examination CoW 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

Diaries of an Unfinished Revolution 
Voices from Tuffis to D~m~scus 

Edited by Layla AI-Zubaidi, Matthew Cassel, and Nemonie C~aven Rodetick 
Translated by Robin Moger and Georgina Collins 
Introduction by Samar Yazbek 
Preface by Nemonie C~aven Rodetick 

An English PEN Award-winning 
collection of personal testimony from 
participants in the Arab Spring. 

As revolution swept through the Arab world in spring of 
2011, much of the writing that reached the West came 
via analysts and academics, experts and expats. We 
heard about Facebook posts and tweeted calls to 
action, but what was missing was testimony from on- 
the-ground participants~which is precisely what Layla 
AI-Zubaidi and Matthew Cassel have brought together 
in Diaries of an Unfinished Revolution. These essays 
and profoundly moving, often harrowing, firsthand 
accounts span the region from Tunisia to Syria and 
include contributors ranging from student activists to 
seasoned journalists--half of whom are women. 

::X:: Diaries of an Unfinished Revolution 

Penguin ¯ 224 pp.. 9780143125150 . $17.00 

For related titles, please view our Middle East Studies and Political Science catalogs 
at http:llus.penguingroup.comlsubjectcatalogs 



Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.pen~luinspeakersbureau.com 

or email speakersbureau@us.pen.q, uin.q, roup.com. 

Diaries of an Unfinished Revolution 

Penguin Group USA 
375 Hudson St= 

New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday-, January 27, 2014 5:06 PM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Mazflm Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~ifiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Award-Wirming Documentay "Americm~ Promise" J~. 30 at the Nalion~] Humanilies Center 

Plea~sejoin us, Thursday, January 30, at 5:oo p.m. fi~r a preview screening of 

American Promise, an extraordinary documentary that explores the specific challenges of 
middle class black boys as they come of age, will air on UNC-TV in February as the newest 
installment in the acclaimed series POV. This program is offered by the National Humanities 
Center and UNC-TV as part of a multipronged project to empower boys, their parents, and 
educators to help dose the Black male achievement gap in North Carolina and to create 
environments that enable all students to be successful. 

This screening will include a conversation with special guest Nancy MacLean, William H. 
Chafe Professor of History at Duke University, and will be followed by a reception. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (919) 4o6-Oll 6, or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.or~. 

i:~i Inlineimage2 I i~iii Inlineimage3 ]~i: Inlineimage4 ] ~ Inlineimage5 

Nationa! Humanilies Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Oxford University P~ess <highered.us@oup.com> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 27, 2014 5:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

New in the African World Histories series 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

iXii Deckercover 

Africanizing Democracies 
1980=Present 
AIJcJa C. Decker 

Andrea L. Arrington 

Request a copy 

Transatlantic Africa .............................................................. 

1440-1888 
Kwasi Konadu 

View contents 

Request a copy 

Also available in the series 

Cosmopolitan 

Africa 

1700-1875 
Trevor R. Getz 

Colonial 

Africa 

1884-1994 
Denn~ 



¯ If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

2014 Haitian Film Series at Duke 

h~Jtiaaa fihn festiwJ pos~ter smdtl.lxtf 

The Duke Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies + Haiti Lab invite you to the 3rd AnmJal Haitian Film Series 

Starting with the first film, Gdrard Gourgue: The man who couM have changed the course ojf history 

Wednesday February 5 

7:00 pm I 240 John Hope Franklin Center (2204 Erwin Road, Durham) 

Free and open [o [he public 

Parking available in the Pickens Family Clinic lot across [he s[reet. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, January, 29, 2014 3:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.; 

Today’s Headlines: In State of the Union Address, Obama Vows to Act Alone on the Economy 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World i U.S i Business SpoAs Arts ~ [)ining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

In State of the Un~on Address, Obama Vows to 

Ael- Alone on the Economy 

ARer five years of political corn bat, President Obama declared 

independence from Congress in his address, outlining a list of 

economic aedons he will ~ke wikhout legislaUve approval. 

Text of Obama’s Address ~ H~gh~ights and Analys~s 

Text and V~deo of G.O.P. Response 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Execrative Order May Be Ordy O]pfion, but It 

President Obama’s moves to pursue executive orders may be the 

only route avNlable gJveu deep hostility in Congr~?ss, but only so much cau be 

delivered if legislation is not passed. 

, ~ GrapNc: What the State o~ the Unbn Address Means for 2014 

Rebels in Syria Claim Control of Resources 

The scramble for oil is turning what was once an essential source 

of income for Syria into a driving foree i~ its civil war. 

Editors’ Picks 



~ vine:o: Obama o~ Army Ranger 

Re~sburg 

The presiden~ i~roduced Congress to SgL Fi~t Class CoD’ 

Remsburg, who was severely inj m’ed by a roadside bomb k~ M~han~stan and 

whom Mr. Obama first met h~ 2009. 

OPINION I OP-ED I THOMAS B. EDSALL 

Capitalism vso Democracy 
t%: 3"HOM"-,<. t:~ ES:3"-,LL 

Is deepenh~g inequa]ity ~nevitab]e? The case for a g~oba] wealth 

tax. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA, it! the State of the U~ion address. 

Today’s Video 

The terrors of the la~ look a s tb on gh they are swim m~g as 

they tunnel, but they put a lot of force behind their shovel-like 

paws. 

~ Related Article 

~ vm~o: The Faslfionable French Qt~arter 

Chelsea Darling, who works it~ a ~dg shop in New Orleans’ French 

Quarter and spoAa a gmn pierdng, saya she l~kes the idea of aelt~ 

invention and is inspired by the %os and early ’7os. 

~ vmEo: What’s ia It: Proteir~ Bars 

Protein bars offer co*~vet~benec, but they ca*~ also co*~tah~ as 

much sugar as a cam:ly bar and the cMorJe connt of all engre 

meal. 

, Reiated Aiticle 

World 



S~ ofa Cl~lh EoUo Doesn’t Set Table for Putil~ 

President Vladimir V~ Pufin of Russia a~ved in Brussels absent 

the customary ceremony, a small s~gn th~ unrest in Ukraine has 

chilled Russian reb~fions with Em’ope. 

Ukcahfian Prhnae Mhfister Resiga~s as Parliament 

Repea|s Restriel-iw~ Laws 

P*{rne Minisior M)4mla ~arm,’s exit, along with tim revezsal of 

]egMafion rest@~fing speech and assembly~ represenDd 

signil~eant concessions by President V~ktor F. Yanukovych. 

Palestinian Leader Says He Can Accept Israe|i 

I~lilita~ ht West Bm~k for 3 Years 

President Mahmoud Abbas of d~e Palestinian A~Rhofity said he 

could accept an Israel~ militaU p~senee in the West Bank fi~r a 

transition period, a central ~ssue in peace talks. 

¢lhe Lede: Video of Palesth~an President is Show~ at Tel Aviv CoCere~ce 

..... V Putin 

...... Minister 

Mykola 

[~ 

~reside 

Mahmo 

U.S, 

Popular Flood insurance Law Is Target of Both 

Political Parties 

A measnre supported by eonse~’atives and envir*-mmentalists 

may fall vh::fim to unintended consequences and is a warning~ 

some say, of the rising costs of clhnate change. 

...... o;1 Long 
Beach 

House Votes to Restriet Payments for AhoY-ions 

The vote, mainly along pa~%~ lines, stands no chance in the Senate, but thrust 

t~e issue into the polarizing politics of am election year. 

A Court’s AJ~l-Hands Approach Aids Girls Must at    ~ ,~d~ 
Brown, 

Girls (2out% a special h’lbunal that [s pa~ of a ne~’ork across the        " ""~" 

counhT, aims to nurture vulnerable young women - espedally 

those forced into prosfitnfion .- instead of treating [hem as criminals. 

Fol mo:e US ;~ev,,’s 9o to NYT[mes.com!U$ ~ 

Business 



’Fragdle Five~ Is the Latest Club of Emerging 

Nations ~n Turmoil 

The name identifies Turkey, Brazil, India, South Africa and 

Indonesia as economies koo dependenk on sld~tish foreign 

~nvestme~t to fi~mnce their gro~h ambitbns. 

~ turkey’s Centra~ Bank Aggressively Raises Rates 

crops 

DEALBOOK 

Hedge Fur~ds Srdff for Ew~n Bigger Payouts From Banks 
L%, PLi LF? 

O~e hedge fired, Fir Tree Partner,% is eve~ h’ying to coax other investors out of 

par[icipating in the $4.5 billion JPMorgan Chase settlement ~dth private 

inves[ors. 

Fro,en Foie Gras? Quelle Horreur.~ 

France, known as a world capibd of gas~’o~mmy, is considering a 

consumer protection law that would require res~urants to 

designate fresh dishes as homemade. 

Sports 

The Price for Super lBowl Vo|~mteers 

Aware of litigation against M@)r League Baseball the NoF.L. this 

year hired some paid wo~Ners fl)r position, s normally filled by 

vNunteers, maMng some wonder why it is not paying all of the 

~ in Las Vegas, Putting a Lot on ti~e Line for ti~e Super Bowl 

THIS LAND 

Super lBowl Fans, Do Not Forget: It’s New Jersey 

The NoF.Lo may have builk a [an-.&~ziing roadway in Mid[own 

Manhattan called Super BoM Boulevard, but the big game, and 

some of khe big uames, remNn west of @e Hudson. 

For 8"~8o5o, A|| tlm Super Bowl tIype a Fan Could 

Strand 

News is rat~Iy made at fl~e Super Bowl’s media day, whe~ 

playem field quesfim~s fl’om the se£h)lls to the inane. 

, ~ Slide Show: Super Bow~ Teams Meet the Me@a 

g band 

Fer mei~ spoi!.s news, go to NYTimee~com/Sporta ~* 

Arts 

AN APPRAISAL 

Pete Seeger~ a Folk Revivalist "Who Used His 

Voice to Brir~g Out a Natior~’s 

Mr. Seeger sa~g until his voice wore ot~t, and the~ he kept o~ 

singing, decade upon decade. 

, Related Obituary 

Capta~ring Football’s Snaps, Crackles and Pops 

in Madden NFL 

While the N ational FootbaI1 League season is about to end, KA 

SporLs is prepari~% the next version of its Madden NF~, vkleo 

game, adding new movemenb recorded using stunt players. 

~ [] Video: SiFnulated Football, Reai HiS 

The 
singer 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Urbtm Home Away From Home 

The clash bchvcen a McDonald’s in Queens and elderly Koreans 

who like congregating thece offers lessons about agh~g 

Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW ] M. WELLS STEAKHOUSE 

Fred and Barney ~Vorddd Feel Right at }-lento 

Going bad( to the cave, M. Wells Steakhouse offers a i~ast of 

pn’hJsto~gc propo~dons. 

....... :_,77 I 
Fiintston 

RECIPE LAB 

Mariners ~Vor[h Master~ng 

No jar sauce can mimic the h’esh tomato, the velveLy texture and 

the rk~h ])~te of olive oil 

red 

mariners 

, [] Video 

All Tiffs and a Bag of Chips 

A Super Bowl spread shouM st~-ive to ~each the level of a holiday 

feast. 

F~;r m~;re dining news and recipes, fie to NYTimes.¢omlDining ~ 

Obituaries 

Metric Turner Dies at 90; Broke Barriers h~ 

Comics 

Mr. Tin’nee was the {]l’st Af~ica~>Amer4can eartoo~st to be 

widely syndicate& and his "Wee Pals" eora]c st6p l~atm’ed a 

group of radaliy mixed characters. 

Bernard Perlin, Painter of Varied Styles, Dies at 7~{ Bernard 

Mr. Perlin was an .&men, can painter who displayed a mastery of 

]igtR and line across a wide range of work, induNng wa~fime 

propaganda posters, street scenes of New N%tq< a~}d efi~wesce~t views cg 

Tom Gels, a Pl~iladelpl~ia Hero, Dies at 8~ 

Gola, sLilI the Division I record-holder i~ career rebounds, led ~a 

Sa]le to the National Invitation Tournament title in 1952 and the 

N.C.A.A. tide in ]954 be[ore helpi~g the Philadelphia Warriors 

to the N.B.A. dtle in ]956. 

...... Goia, 

SeColld 

from 

For mer~ oeit:.:edss, So to NYTimee,comtObituariee ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Diminished State of the Union 
B~. ,~-~ i~.~ ,~o<~’,:. 

Wi~ no cooperation h’om Congn’ss for enacting good policy, President Obama 

]s being forced to govern by exeeuth’e order. 

EDITORIAL 

Argenthm on the Brink 

Misguided government policies have stoked h~flatio~ and raised fears of 

anotl~er finandal crisis. 



EDITORIAL 

Roadbloek~ on Health Reform 

.,\judge rightfully blocked ~-~nerous res~rietiot~s imp~-~sed by Missou~ ~-~n 

eoueselors M~o help l:,eol.fle era’eli in health ~nsm’anee p~ans. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Adver~.isemen~.s for Death 

The Syr4ae civil war has hmaed photojonrna]ism oe its head. 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

I’m Looking Through You 

A muscular speech fl;c,m the l>resideet that put ae irrelevant 

Congress on notice. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Dealing With Pot 

z~ Co]oractans break auk khe Cheet*-~hs and OoMfish, the state’s 

politJdans become wary chaperones. 

~ Colum nis1 Page 

For m~;re oooinian go ta NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page ] Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhoneN l iPad® Android I All 

Save 15% a~ The 
NYTimes Store 

Have queslions? Visit out mobile website at 
Help Section ~} ’ m.nyt,com >> 

About This Email 

]his is an automated emaiL Please do net reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up fear N’r’limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member of ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to° protectin9 your priwcy 

Urlsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email i Privacy Policy I Con’[act i Advertise 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

~Vednesday, January 29, 2014 8:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Real KnoMedge for Civil Rights 

humanities 

View this email in your web browser 

insights gained from history, 

ProQuest primary sources provide access to profoundfy 

personal documen~.s that promote a deeper 

understartding and ofl:er a counterpoint to official histories 

that help to develop critical thinking. 

In 1903, the scholar and activist W. E. B. Du Bois, in his 

magisterial book"The Souls d Black Folk,’~ prophetically 

wrote that "the problem of the Twentieth C:entury is the 

problem o1 the cobr line/~ Years after the publ~catbn o~ 

"The Souls of Blad< Folk," and 50 years ~go this year~ ~he 

CMI RNhts Act of 1964 was passed. 

We invite you to explore the fight against the cofor line in 

the 2gth century. Ask your librarian to sign up fl:~r free 

triafs of vital Black History resources, such as: 

History Vault modules: Black Freedom Struggle in 

the 20th Century and The NAACP Papers 

Nack Abo~Nonis~ Papers 

Nack Studies Center, ~ncludhsg Nack Uterab~re 

ProQuest H~stodcal NewspapersTM - 

Newspapers 

With real knowledge oF the past, we can influertce hist.ory 

more about Literature Online, which ~ndudes works on 
authors such as W. E. B, Du Bo~s, 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive furlher messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <mail. skozxrnovmwpei~j @tand£ msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Have you seen the latest Interventions series titles? 

Have you seen the latest interventions series titles? 

Is this email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Fon, qsrd to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Interventions 

Dear Colleague, 

that ~i~k rather tha~ me~ly ~cog~ize a~d a~rm ~e world 

Shapiro, University of HawN’i at Msnoa~ USA 

scho!ars working witi~irl broad oril:ical post-struotural and pest-¢elonhN 

traditions have chosen to make their intense#tie#s, and to present 

innovative analyses of important topics 

Titles in the series engage with critical thinkers in phiiosophy~ 

sociology, politics and other disciplines and provide situated historical, 

empirical and textual studies in kfl:errlatierlal I;oli[ios 

interventions Highlights: 

~magining WeHd Politics: Sihar & Sheqya, A ~"abie for 

rimes 

Democracy Promotion: A Cd~}ca~ i n~reduci~en 

Earopean-East Asia~ ~orders in Trans~at~oa 

G~obal Politics of a Loca~ Straggle: F=.’)~oa~ ~v!ob~za!:~en 

T~e New ~tmve~tio~{sm: ~-~erspect~ves on War Ro~ce 

International Intervention in a Sec~lar Age: Re-Enchant~n~ 

Human}ty? 

Fata~z~ng t~e Prese~t, ~org~ng ~ad~ca~ 

Globa~zing Gover~e~l~: S}!:es el’ Nee}}be:~ Assembi ~ge i~ 

Gioba~ Ccq.’?~ r 

The Grammar of Politi~s and Pe~or~an~e 

The Po{~tics of Ham~ting a~d ~emo~ in International Relations 

interventions 

Catalog 

View the Series 

Interventions series by 

clicking here. 

Conferences 

Reutiedge will be attending 

this years annual 

International Studies 

Association (ISA) 

us know if you are too! 

Author of the 

Month 

lake a look at this month’s 

author of the month. Let us 

feu, tured next rrlonth! 

Politics & IR 

Blog 

Updated reguiariy witi~ 

author intewiews exclusive 

discounts and news 

articles. You can also find 

out about all of the latest 

i;ublicatiens in your subject 

Check out our 

latest Catalogs 

Share on Social 

Media 



New & Recently P~Mished 

We look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Best wishes, 

Lyt~sey N~hen 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Fo~, P .... 

~]~_##__~_~9_~J~£[A[~A to receive ne~ and offers s~ra~ght to you~ inbox from the Taylor & France,s Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your emaii address to any outside organiT.ations. 

Copyright 2012 taylor & Francis an informa bus~ness. 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name of Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registerer~ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London. WIT 3,~H 

If you wish to unsubscribe, 91ease click here Please note this is an automated operation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:06 AIVI 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Classic Middle East titles available for your Fall courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
Westview Press proudly recommends two classic texts fi~r your courses: A Histo~" of tlhe Moder~ Middle East, Fifth Edition, by William L Cleveland and Maxt~n 

Banton (ISBN 978-0-8133-4833-9), and A Condse History of the Middle East, Tenth Edition, 1)2- Arthur Gold~hmidt Jr. and Lawrence David~n (ISBN 978- 

0-8133-4821-6). 

A [IistoW o.flhe k{oder~t A~iddle East provides a penetrating analysis of modem Middle Eastern history, t~om the Otloman and Egyptian 

retbrm~ through the challenge of Western impelialism, m the impact of US tbreign policies. The fifth edition provides a thorough account of the 

major transformative developments over the past four yems, including a new chapter on the tumultuous Arab uprisings and the participation of 

Islamist paxties in a new political order in the Middle Eafft. 

×i d___(_29__n__~_’.__i_~_s_iq]__I__i_~_s_ic_9__r)_29f~g_:~£~g_~’_~:~ is distinguished by its clear style, broad scope, and balanced treat~nent as an ¯ 
introduction to the history, of the Middle Eafft from the beginnings of Islam to the present day. The tenth edition 

includes a new chapter, "In the Season of Arab DiscontentY that outlines the achievements and problems created by 

the recent Arab uprisings. 

Test banks for both te~s axe available. 

Order Your I~I~,EE Exam Copy Today! (Complete the online exam coW oNer form and mention Source Code 

W~80.) 
To view the table (~f contents and learn nrore, visit us on the Web at ww~,.west~iewpress.com. 

Sincerely, 

Your Westview Press SaJes and Marketing Team 

A Me~nber of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

w~.w.west~,iew pr~s.com 

.This is a commercial message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <routledge@tand£msgfocus.com> 

~Tednesday, January 29, 2014 11:17 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New: The Body Bears the Burden 

Order today and save! 

ii"~ Routledge 

The Body Bears the Burden 

By Robert Scaer 

and revised anaiysis of the 

relationship between mind body,. 

and the processing of trauma.                                      : 

tenets, the connections between 

mind, brain and body and the 

many and varied ways that 

know to look for them¯ 

"In The ~ody Bears th.e Burden, 

Dr Scaer boidiy demystihes the 

profoundly debi/itadng ~mpact of 

~reatmen~ toward an integrated biobehavioral approach, emphasizing 

the adaptive functions of our nervous sydem as it communicate.s, o#en 

outside awareness, between brain and body¯". Stepbe~ W. Porges, 

author of The ~o~yvagaI Theory: Neurophysio~og~ca~ Foundations of 

Learn more¯¯¯ 

Pub#shed January 14th 20t4 by Roatbdge [J 226 pages 

Sifll~ up by subiect area to receive 13e~’~ and offers straight to your il3bo× froo-~ the Taylor & Fraoeis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We respect your privacy and wili [lot disclose, re[it or sell your email adr~ress to any outside orgarfizalio[ls 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis, an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Me,timer House, 37.4! Mortimer St~eet, London, W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscribe, please click her_.....ce. Please note this is an automaled operation 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only- Cumculum Review- PBS Environmental Series 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental 
issues, Journey to Planet Earth is a 12-episode DVD series that fulfills that challenge 
-- perfect for educators or media libraries, 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical 
sciences and draw connections to politics, economics, sociology, and history. 
Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the most 
popular environmental series in North America. Matt Damon hosts the series. 

[.~iii j2pe: thestateof theoceansanimals 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must 

buy for media libraries." -- School Library Journal 

"A valuable addition to any environmental library. Works weft either as an introduction to current 

environmental problems or as the springboard for further discussion after the topics have been 

presented in greater detail."-- NSTA Recommends 

"High Quality. Stimulates critical thinking and facilitates the integration of biology, botany, economics, 

environmental studies, ecology, and sociology." -- California Instructional Technology Clearinghouse 

Special Offer 

Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Episodes Free 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Episodes Free 

Individual Episodes Avai/able 

More Details About the Special Offer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n.vtime s.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 4:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, The Art of Reportage m~d More 

The Art of Reportage 
The New York Times’s ~_’.,_!~!,_ __:~_~:~ .;~?._!_’, covers 

more than you might expeet. Of course it 

features comprehensive eoverage of the 
traditional a1~ seene -- sueh as em¢’ent 

:,’.~?.~!~i~i!~?.~.’,..~.~;.~i!..&~!~.!~22..:.!ii~!ii;!s.~;.~:..~! and the latest 

!\~:!:~ ).:}.~i~?.i news -- but it also serves as a 
handy jumping-off point for a wider world 

of reporting. Today, for instanee, you’ll 

find an insightful appraisal of folk ieon [i!:~ii{:.~::!>.?:,!:~!:’s musieal and soeial legaey, a 

timely look at the next version of the ))~i!i~,~!~:!~i i?.~i[’.’?i:, video game, a baekstage peek at 

a ~2’,_~:5.’_,2__~Y~.z,~2:_~ based on a popular stoi?" of hidden love, an homage to a }2~_2~ii~2! 

~_ ’_’?_i_[_"::~ ~:_" .’_ii of New York graffiti art, an d an examination of a controversy involving 
P.S. While you’re there, take a moment to make your 

pick for Best Picture at the upcoming Academy Awards. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Am Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, Januao, 30, 2014 7:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Openiug Receptions, Talks, Tours, Films, and More! 

NEWS FROM THE 

Two New Exhibitions opening this Friday! 
"The New Found Land" and America Seen 
Click the images to [earn more! Opening reception details below. 

Members’ Reception, Friday, 31 January, 5:30 PM 
Current Ack[and Art Museum members are invited to a private 
celebration of the opening of the spring exhibitions. Reserved parking is 
available. 
RSVP Required: please call Kate Walton at 919.843.5637. 

Public Reception, Friday, 31 January, 6:30-8:00 PM 
At[ are welcome to celebrate the opening of our spring exhibitions. 

And stop by the Ackland Museum Store, open until 8:00 PM Friday! 

Wednesday, 5 February, 12:00 PM 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



A lunchtime talk by Tim Carter (UNC-Chapel Hill, Music) 

Under Rooseveit’s New Deal, the arts, and the various federal projects 

that supported them, wiiiin~iy embraced both the avant-garde and various 

vernacular modernisms associated with leftist Popular Front. Examples 

from theater and music of the time offer a window on the issues -- and on 

the dilemmas that ensued. 

Select Thursdays beginning 6 February, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Ackiand curators offer an intimate view of works of art from the 

Museum’s collection that are not currently on view. See 1930s prints by 

African American artists, 20th century Native American art, prints on a 

musical theme, and more! Click for info[ 

Experts from UNC’s faculty and the Ack[and’s staff join forces to delve into 

the artistic culture of the works of art in our sprin~ exhibitions. 

Sunday, 9 February, 2:00 PM 

Join Me,an Wiiiiams (MA Art HistorylMLS candidate) and Peter Nisbet 

(Chief Curator, Ackiand) for a conversationai tour of America Seen: The 

Hunter and Cathy Ai~en Co~ection of Socia~ ReaUst Prints. 

This week: "Imagining Italy" 

Saturday, I February, 3:00 PM 

Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

"American Comedy/American Democracy" Series 

On the bi8 screen at the Varsity Theatre, films devoted to the ways that Hollywood 

cinema, particularly depression-era comedies, have depicted the problems and 

possibilities of democracy. 



Tues, 4 February, 7:00 PM 

Sullivan’s Travels 
(RESCHEDULED from 28 January) 

Thurs, 6 February, 7:00 PM 

Duck Soup 

Thurs, 13 February, 7:00 PM 

Rug~les of Red Gap 

Thurs, 20 February, 7:00 PM 

hit. Smith Goes to Washington 
The Acktand Firm Forum is made possible by the 8enerous 
support of Ruby Lerner. 

North Carotina Public Radio WUNC is the 
Officiat Media Sponsor of the Acktand 
Firm Forum. 

Openin8 Reception: Friday, 14 February, 6:30-8:30 PM 

Lec~in9 the Table: The Furniture of Bill Neville, openin8 February 14th, celebrates 

the 30-year career of this Chapel Hill craftsman. The show features four newly- 

crafted tables which use the exotic veneer claro walnut bud, as well as a series of 

mirrors, tall shelves, and many larBe turned vessels in a variety of native and exotic 

woods. Learn more! 

20% off all in-stock Jewelry February 1-14 



No 

additional 

discounts 

apply. No 

discounts 

on special 

orders. 

Ten- to 13-year-o[ds [earn linear perspective, drawin~ from nature and more! Learn 

more and re~ister! 

Second Saturday Mornin~ and Third Thursday Evenin~ every month! Learn more! 

THANK YOU! 



The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pub[ic programs are made possibte by ~?:~ 

generous support from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends tire 

you. Become a member of the AcMand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an 

emait to the editor. 

A~t objects from the cottection of the Ackland Art h~useum, The University of North Carotina at 

Chape~ Hitt, unless otherwise noted. 

Egyptian, Bast Amulet (Cat wfth Two Kfttens), n.d., btue faience. Acktand Fund. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-F[emish, 1528-1598, engraver, and John White, Engtish, active in 

America, c. 1540 - c. 1593-1606, designer: A Weroen or $,reat Lord o[ Vfro~fnfe (detai[), prate 

3 from Thomas Harriot’s A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia, 

pubtished 1590; engraving. Lent by Michae[ N. Joyner. 

Leo John Meissner, American, 1895-1977: Wer Bulletfns, c. 1942; wood engraving. Hunter and Cathy Atten Cogection. 

Kimowan Metchewais (McLain), Canadian, Chipewyan, 1963-2011: Fence, 2009; inkier photo print on mulberry paper. Acktand 

Fund. 

Danie[ Seag[e, American, North Carotina, Lincotn County, c. 1805-1867: Four-.gellon Ju.g, c. 1850; atkatine-g[azed stoneware. 

Ackiand Fund. 

Forward this ernail 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu 
_U_#_d_a_t_e___!][9_[[Le_~_E__n_!@_[L__A_d_d_Lgs_s_ instant removal with _S__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_[_b__e_" 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 10:25 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org% Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhummtitiescenter.org> 

CANCELLED: "Americm~ Promise" Preview Screening at the Nationdl Humanities Center 

Due to lh~gering conce~aas from the recent indelnent weather, tonight’s preview screening of the documenta~, American Promise has been 
C~NCELLED. 

For questions abont this or other upcoming events at the National Humanities Center, please contact Martha Johnson: miohnson~nationalhumanitiescenter.o~;~, (919) 

406-0116. 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, January 3 l, 2014 3:42 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadliues: Mayor Says New York City Will Settle Suits ou Stop-m~d-Frisk Tactics 

Today’s Headlines F , oy, J .....   1,201  

~N THIS ElVlAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Mayor Says New Yot’k City Will Settle Stilts on 

Stop-and-Frisk Taeties 

Mayor Bill de Blasio ammunced on Thmsday that the ciB~ would 

ends iN battle over the Police Department’s aggressive practice 

by agreeing to ref~-~rms. 

UoNo is Seeking Death Penalty in Boston Case 

The d ecis i on a ga inst Dzh okha r Tsarnaev, accused of ki lling m~ d 

maiming people ~th homemade bombs at the Boston Marafl~on 

last year, is not necessarily final, because such eases often end in 

plea deals, 

~ The Le~e: ~n Boston; Mixed Reaction to Dea[h Penalty 

In Land~oieu Races, Obama Helps and Hinders 

Two Landrieus face re-deetioi~ in campaigi~s that are 

complicated by the cuwents of race and ~istow lkat run through 

Louisiana, hut also hy national factors, chief among which is 

President Obama. 

Msry L. 

Landde 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

S~pe~¯ Bowl Visitors G~ide 

A guide to all things Super Bowl XLV~II around the New 

York/New Jersey metro area. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

~re _/Ere Givh~g Ourselves Caneer 

Overused CT scans are exposing patients to dangerous levels of 

radiafiom 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

;~, i~ ii:. ,i~::i’ ~:! i!: ~i: ::~:::i~: :i:.:~:! :~’" :&~:;~ :r"~::, :~!i..~, i~ T:i, ~!!;: ii ~i i!i i{:. :i:. T:i ~::’i:.:~:~::~: ,~ .... 

MOKHTAR CHERAGH~ a ,Al[agev near ~rau’s Lake Urm~a, wh{c:h :has gone almost 
eom:pletely dr3, amid a nationw{de water shortage, 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: A~mtomy of a Scene: ’Dallas 

Buyers Club’ 
Jean-Marc Val]b.e narrates a scene from his fi]m featuring 
Ma~t mw MeConaughey and Jared [ eto 

~ vmEo: Snowboarders Explore Their         [~ 

Baekyard 

Jeremy Jones, a professb:mal snowboarder, bu~lt a career on 

exlAor4~g remote mmmtains by belieopter and s~owboarding 

do*aql them. Then he began to discover his baekyard under the power of his own 

feet. 

~ V~DEO: Tappan Zee Crane Arrives by Boat 

A huge crane arrived in New York Harbor Thursday, after a 

6,ooo-mile oceanjonmey from San Francisco. It will be used to 

build the new Tappan Zee Bridge across the Hudson River. 

video, go to NYTh’nes.com,Wideo ~ 

World 

NoSoAo Choice Is Navy Expert on Cyberwar 

Vice Adm. Mk’hae] S. Rogers, a cr31>tolo~st by trafi~ng, will 

become "~e public face of the N.S.A. at a moment that it is 

caught in the cross hairs of a roiling debabe. 

Its Great Lake Shriveled, Iran Confronts Crisis 
of Water Supply 

President Hassan Rouhani has iden~fied water as a national 

Adm 

sbando 

ned ship 



seem~ty issue, and nowhere is the e~isis more pronounced khan 

at I,ake Urmia, once o~e of the largest salt lakes in the worM. 

Talks Stall as Presidm~t of Ukraine Calls in Sick 

ViMor F. Yanukovyeh, saddled by respiratoW issues, went on leave even as 

talks remained unsettled and the repeal of new curbs on speech and asseml4y 

was yet to he signed into law. 

U,S, 

Rcp~,bHeans* Immigration B|ucprint Leaves Parl-y at Odds 

m~d Democrats Hopefi~l 

The plan includes "an opportunity for legal residence and citizenship" for young 

immigrants brought here ilegally by their parents, buk it does not offer 

dtizenship to many m~doemne~ted immigrants. 

A Violinist’s Triumph Is R~ained by Thieves 

A prized Stradivarius violi~ is snatched from the arms of a 

musician after a concert by the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. 

J~,sfice Dept. Starts Quest fur Inmates to Be Freed 

The Obam a adm inish’ation, i~ a n effo~* to ct~rtail severe penalties in ~ow-I evel 

drug eases, is eneoura~ng defense la~Ters to suggest inraates whom the 

president might let oak of p~ison early. 

Business 

Amazon to Raise Fees as Revenue Disappoints 

While the online retailer’s revenue rose ao percent to $~5.59 billion, the 

company a ~ ~ou ~eed on T~ursday thak it was considering raising pt%es by as 

much as 50 per~:ent on its 879 Prime shipping program. 

Rcven~ac and Protlt Rise at Goog|c, but Mobile Is 

a Persistent Challenge 

TSe company repro ked fourth-quarter rs~venue of ~16.86 billion, 

an increase of 17 percent over a year ago, Nek income rose 17 

percent to ~3.38 bi]Hon. 



GoPro~ Known for Daredevil Videos~ Works on 

Its Brined 

The video camera maker knom3 lbr i~ users’ adrem~ine-soaked 

exploits has its sights set on becoming a media company. 

shot 

from a 

Sports 

The Matrix of Mam~g 

Pey[on Manning uses series of terms linked to c~mnnon wor~s to 

call and disguise p Jays, s~gna[s that can change week to week or 

even during games. 

Shredder Pads Slhn Down in Faster, Sleeker 

NoFoLo 
E,. J ERI? 

Football shoulder pads have beeome lighter by as much as 5o 

percent over the past 1o to 15 years, manufachm;rs said, thanks 

to advances in teehnoloKv and players’ preferences. 

N.FL Repor~s Concussions Dropped 13 Percent in 2013 

Study Suggests That Some Footbail Helmets Are More Protective 

KNICKS 117, CAVALIERS 86 

_/Uling Knicks Prevail by TF&~king Small 

The injury--depicted Kniel<s went with a small lineup Thmsday 

night, and easily won their fomth straight game. 

Sunday’ 

Walker, 

The 

~avalier 

Anthony 

Arts 

The Other Super Bowl Underdog 

Compared wi[h previous at~dsks who have played to kite httge 

television audiences on the coveted Super Bowl stage, Bruno 

Mars seemed to some ~o lack stah~re and longeviD. 

ART REVIEW 

It Started With a $a Poster 

A couple’s Japanese period paintings, eollee[ed on ins~in~’t and 

put in context by a vdse curator, are on view at the Metropditan 

Museum of Art. 

ART REVIEW 

The l~l~lfie and Heroie~ Just Inches Tail 

"Renaissance and Baroque Bronzes Frown the Hill Collection," at 

the Friek Collection, is a sensational show of big-statement 

": Mars 

sayshe 

Movies 

’THE OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS 2014’ 

Oscar Shorts, From Surreal to Oh So :Real 

The short-film nominees for Oscars - animated, live action and 

doenmentaries, fiY,,m around the world .- can be viewed together 

in three collections. 

....... Oscar 

Norrfinm 

ed Short 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

C~’ysta]]]ne G]o~’y~ Fro~.e~ in T~m,e 

choreographic gloz~es of the old ice-skating extravaganzas. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Casting a Doc~m~e~tari~m’s Eye on Da~ee’s Past 

and Its F~ltu~’e 

Among the films i~ the Drawee o~ ( ’,amera festival are those 

c~ronic]]ng the life of Mat~a HIll an d a ballet school in Havana. 

Elwhardt 

a,n~ RW 

Pi6eiro, 

Obituaries 

GaryArlingto~, a Fo~’ce in Comic Books, Is Dead 

at 73 

Mr. ±M’lingb-.,n was a young rnan ammd with thousa~ds of comics 

whe~ he ope~ed his San Francisco Comic Book O:m~pany. 

Pete B~rns, Rodeo Cowboy and Coach, Dies at 85 

Burns also owned a eompaW that supplied one of the meanest 

buetdng bulls i~ the history of the sport. 

Arlin~o 

Burns 

founded 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Fixing ][mmigration~ in P~’ineip|e 

As Repu b] leans creep i n tb e righ t d irecfi on, b ere’s h opi ~ g agai n st hope for a 

breakthrough on immigration reform this year. 

EDITORIAL 

A New Day for New Yorker’s 

Mayor Bi]I de blasio acted on his promise to ref,’}rm the abusive and illegal stop-- 

a~d-frisk program. 

EDITORIAL 

Football Pain and ~’Iarij~mna 

The National Football I,eague should follow the shift in s~Ke laws and let 

playem deal with pait~ as they, and their doetom, see fiL 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Opport~mity Coal~tion 

President Obama should devote the remai*~der of his term to 

building gover~h~g structm’es for fl~ture preside~ts fix" years tc~ 

Columnist Page 

A ~liddle iEastern Primer 

Foreign policy is a posh term for raanaging contradictions. 

David 
Bo s 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The last thing we needed ~’ight ~ow was a new economic c~’isis 

a count~T overwhelmed with poli’dca] turmoil. Haven’t we heard 
this one befog’c? 

, Cekimnist Page I BIog 

For mare opi!~ion; go to NYTirnes.eomtOpinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this gro~t Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® ]iPad(&~ Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Sectio~ ~ ’ r~Lnyt,cor~ ~ 

About This Email 

This is an autornated emaii. Please do rle~ ~eply directiy ~o this ernail 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTs p~ivacy program= we are committecl to protecting your ~rivacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour EmaiI :: Privacy Policy I Cont,sct i AdveRise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 11:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Modem Madness 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V(2)L~ 36 NO. 3 Visit h:b .f’o~uk [[[] 

LRB cover art Modern Madness 
Jenny Diski 

Reading Barbara Taylor~ s The LastAs~llum was an 

uneanny experienee for me. I spent inmate time in 

several asylmns, mostly in the late 196os, long before 

Taylorg?s breakdown, later in Friem itself, only a few 

years before her various stays there, and also in the 

controversial ~patient-mn~ Paddington Day Hospital. 

As I read, I saw myself flitting through the pages of 

Taylor~s aeeount like a preeursor-ghost, or tetehy 

sprite, engaged in a debate with her text, ticking off the 

similarities between her experience and mine. More 

:~-~ LRB blog                                                           ] 

Ghosts of the Tsunami 
Richard Lloyd Parry 

Dealing with the survivors ~ff the tsunami tested Reverend Kaneda in ways fi)r whieh 

he was unprepared. They described sightings of ghostly strangers and dead loved 

ones. They reported hauntings at home, at work, in offiees and publie plaees, on the 

beaehes and in the ruined towns. The experienees ranged from eerie dreatns and 

feelings of vague unease to eases of outright possession. More 

Gossip 

A ~drew 0 

The much gossiped about George Eliot absolutely hated the idea of people talking 

behind their hands: ~Gossip is a sort of smoke that eomes from the dirty" tobaeeo- 

pipes of those who diffuse it. [] But surely a bit of relief lies in the notion that one 

doesn.t neeessarily have the last (or even the first) say on how one appears. That.s 

the gossip U s privilege, and dmnnable as it might be, it ean Ut be tnueh worse than the 

opposite, where everybody gets to be his own oily publiei~ machine. More 

Building Seagram 
Christopher Tur~er 

Mies was 68 when he won the Seagram commission and, considering his hearT 

drin!dng, it,s a wonder an~hing got built at all, certainly anything so fine, rigorous 

and austere. He turned up at his office at 11 o[Eeloek each morning and, at 19.30, 

::N:: PSU Press 

~asterclass: Span}sh 
with Danie~ Nahr~ 
Saturday 15 February 
at 10 a.m. 

A FingeF in the Fishes 
I~outh: The Legacy of 

DeFeR Jarman 
Wednesday 19 February 
at 7 p.m, 

A Sense of Directio~: 
Gideon Lewis~KFa~s, 

Shei{a Heti and 

Christian Lore~tzer~ 
Friday 28 Februa~ 
at 7 p.m. 



broke for a t~vo-Martini lunch. UOne more Martini and I will be doing Louis 
::N~:: Winter kec’~ures 

Quinze,rq he j oked, m akin g baroqu e gesticulations. More ...... 

Bagehot 

Bagehot is not entirely forgotten, but exactly who or what he was is now a little fuzzy 

in our minds. A few s tray bons mots about the monarchy, some connection with the 

Economist ~ that is as much as most of us can dredge up. What precisely was he 

great as: essayist, critic, economist, political analyst? More 

Also i~,~ ~his issue 

Short Cuts 

At Pallant ttouse 

At the Movies 

}Iiehae~ Wood 

Michael NeHI," Shakespeare iu Company 

I)a~d Ka~ise~ The Future o[ Lbe IJnivcrse 

Tessa Had~ey~ E~izabeth Jane Howard 

Poems by 

C(:.[:,3~ght. Lcndc.u RevJe;v o[’ Bcoks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC] A 2HN 

:::~:: Follow us on Twitter 

i.~.i Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Saturday, Febma~ 1, 2014 6:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.eduh 

[Consilience] Issue XII Call for Submissions 

My name ~s l.ucas Rehaut and I am the Editor.in.Chief of 

online, global, interdisciplinary, solutions-oriented 

platform dedk:ated to promoting dialogue on 

sustainable development based out o~ Columbia 

University. ~ am wri[JrN to you today to announce [hat 

~LOns~lience dournal~ founded in 2007, is rm~ by a 

dedica[:ed team of undergraduate students and is based 

out of here, Columbia University. By providing a punic 

ptatfl~rm for d~s*:ussioa, we hope to encourage a gtoba[ 

community to tNnk more broadly, thoroughly and 

ana[yt~ca[ty about sustah~ab[e development. This 

pub[k:ation aims to bring students, reseaf(:hef% 

professors~ and praeLitioners from a variety of 

disdp[ines and ~eographi(:a~ re$lions m direct 

academicaUy rNorous medium. We ah-n to push the 

boundaries of "sustah~ab[e development’: we car~ 

w~th us no pre(onceived notion or detonation o[ 

sustainaNe development; rather, we hope to ff~spire a 

tackles the many componenB of sustainable 

development. We are the first student-founded journal 

of o{a- Idnd. 

(ww,/v~Consil~enceJournaLor~ and (:onside~ submi[tin~l a 

pie(:e fo~ our upcoming issue. A more detailed 

Guideline for S~bmissions for the issue, which desc~bes 

~:he ~ypes of artk:les we are lookh~g for~ is available 

he,’,:::, the deadUne for submission is February 15~ 20t4. 

In addition to our [)i-annual h;sue, we are ~ooking for 

submissions for our online gdefin~s coturnn. A more 

detailed GuideUne for Submissions for Briefings is 

avaitable ).~: ::.~. gdefings s~bmissions are accepted on a 

rotting basis, 



0336 Lernel- Hall 2920 Bi-oadway i New Yei-k New Yq-k 10027 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 3:45 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Battles Loom in Many States Over What to Do With Budget 
Surpluses 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines      Monday, February 3, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ’~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Battles Loom in Many States Over What to Do 
With Budget Surpluses 
By RICK LYMAN 

With newfound money in their coffers, some states are 
considering whether to cut taxes, restore spending, or replenish 
their rainy-day funds. 

Libya’s Cache of Toxic Arms All Destroyed 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

The United States and Libya in the past three months have 
discreetly destroyed what both sides say were the remnants of 

Col. Muammar al-Qaddafi’s arsenal of chemical arms. 

Warm Weather, Cold Manning at Super Bowl 
By JER~ LONGMAN 

The New York-New Jersey region concluded its big moment 
hosting the first outdoor Super Bowl in a northern climate with a 
dominating victory by the Seattle Seahawks. 

................................................................................................................... Ee~ r~0re t01~ r~ws, go tQ N~,Fimes~cQm tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MOVIES 

~ VIDEO: Philip Seymour Hoffrnan’s Many Roles 

A look back at the career of Philip Seymour Hoffman, who was 

found dead Sunday. He was perhaps the most admired American 

actor of his generation. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTORS 

We Need G.M.O. Wheat 
By JAYSON LOSKand HENRY I. MILLER 

Farmers are missing out on plants that can survive drought. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I saw him last week, and he was clean and sober, his 
old self. I really thou~lht this chapter was over." 

DAVID BAR KATZ, a playwright and friend of the actor Philip Seymour Hoffinan, who fotmd 
Mr. Hoffinan dead of an apparent drug overdose on Stmday. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Review: aO14 Cadillac CTS 
The last two generations of Cadillac’s CTS have come close to 

running with the best Germany has to offer. G.M.’s third try 

confidently drives to the front of the pack. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 



ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Protesters Disrupt Thai Voting, Forcing 
Additional Elections 
By THOMAS FULLER 

Opposition forces vowed to contest the results of Sunday’s 
election, in which their efforts to block polling sites mostly 
affected Bangkok and areas surrounding it. 

Palestinian Leader Seeks NATO Force in Future 
State 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Palestine, President Mahmoud Abbas said, would not have its 
own army, only a police force, so the NATO mission would 
prevent the weapons smuggling and terrorism that Israel fears. 

MEMO FROM KIEV 

As Ukraine’s President Returns From Leave, His 
Options Seem Dismal 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Options to resolve Ukraine’s political crisis have dwindled for 
President Viktor F. Yanukovych as he returns from a brief sick leave. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Method of Study Is Criticized in Group’s Health 
Policy Tests 
By GINA KOLATA 



A research center funded by the Affordable Care Act is being 
criticized for not using proven methods like clinical trials to learn 
how to best deliver care. 

Abortions Declining in U.S., Study Finds 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Wider contraceptive use is a factor, as 1.1 million abortions were reported in 
2o11, the Guttmacher Institute said, compared with 1.21 million reported in a 
similar study in 9oo8. 

Tamils’ Smuggling Journey to U.S. Leads to 
Longer Ordeal: 3 Years of Detention 
By FRANCES NOBLES 

Experts said the Sri Lankans’ saga shows the subjective nature of 
immigration enforcement and raises questions about how 
refugees who cooperate in human trafficking cases are treated. 

......................................................................................................... EO( rppre ~:~: Pe~s, go to NYTimes,com!US ~t 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

The Middle Class Is Steadily Eroding. Just Ask 
the Business World. 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The post-recession reality is that the customer base for 

businesses that appeal to the middle class is shrinking as the top 
tier pulls even further away. 



DEALBOOK 

After Scandal, SAC Capital Begins to Fade to 
Black 
By BEN PROTESS and ALEXANDRA STEVENSON 

Steven A. Cohen’s 22-year-old hedge fund is completing plans to 
change its name and its corporate structure by mid-March, according to people 

briefed on the matter. 

Imax Faces a Threat in China 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Not only could competitors in China cut into its potential market 
share there, but Imax has charged in several courts that the 
Chinese system relies on technology that was blatantly stolen 
from its offices in Canada. 

................................................................................... Fo r r~ ore b #sit? e ss ~ e~ys! go t? N ~(Ti mesrc0m(Bu s! nes stt 

Sports 

SEAHAWKS 43, BRONCOS 8 

Forget Forecast: Seahawks Pour It On in the 
Super Bowl 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Seattle’s fast, physical defense smothered Peyton Manning and 
the Broncos at Me:Life Stadium as the Seahawks romped to their first Super 
Bowl title. 

¯ Super Bowl Highlights and Analysis 

’Mass-Transit Super Bowl’ Hits Some Rough 
Patches in Moving Fans 
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER 

In moving the masses - with many unfamiliar with the intricacies 
of the system - glitches developed and patience wore thin. 

Shiffrin Hits Rare Bump on Way to Olympics 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Mikaela Shiffrin, the 18-year-old star of American skiing, was in 
range of another victory in slalom, but she hit a deep rut that 
resulted in a seventh place finish at a race in Slovenia. 

.............................................................................................. E0[ r[iore SP£rts r?e~s! gO t? N~Times:�om(Sports )~ 

Arts 

Philip Seymour Hoffman, Actor of Depth, Dies at 

46 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Mr. Hoffman, perhaps the most ambitious and widely admired 
American actor of his generation, died of an apparent drug 



overdose on Sunday in Greenwich Village. 

¯ Philip Seymour Hoffman Said to Be Found With Syringe 

. Slide Show I Video: Hoffman’s Many Roles 

Ethical Concerns Hit Oscar Races 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Dylan Farrow and a previous Oscar winner, Gerald Molen, renew 

the call for Oscar voters to consider moral and social factors 
when casting a ballot. 

A Modigliani? Who Says So? 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Art by Modigliani illustrates the confusion surrounding the 
authentication of expensive works, and a legal hearing on 
Thursday is one example of how the art market contends with 
this uncertainty. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts >> 

Media & Advertising 

ADVERTISING 

After Risqu6 Years, Super Bowl Commercials Go 
Warm and Fuzzy 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

Most commercials for Super Bowl XLVIII put on a decidedly 
happy face, using upbeat themes and positive images to attract viewers. 

¯ News From the Advertising Industry for the Week of Feb. 3 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Super Bowl Underscores the Big Business of 

Must-See, Live TV 
By DAVID CARR 

At a time of atomization and endless special-interest hobbit 
holes, big live television events like the Super Bowl fult~l our need for 
something, anything, in common. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

No Malfunctions at Halftime, Just Safe 
Entertainment 
By JON CARAMANICA 

At 28, Bruno Mars was the youngest solo headliner at the Super 
Bowl, and he put on a show that was like a performance by an extremely gifted 

cover band. 

¯ ~ Video: Super Bowl Performers to Keep Focus on Music 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia ~ 

Obituaries 



Maximilian Schell, Oscar-Winning Actor, Dies at 

83 
By ANITA GATES 

Mr. Schell was an Austrian-born actor who won an Academy 

Award for his role in "Judgment at Nuremberg." 

Luis AragonGs Is Dead at 75; Coached Spain to 
Prominence 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The coach led the Spanish national team to victory over Germany 
in the aoo8 European Championship, foreshadowing its 
evolution into a global powerhouse. 

, Global Soccer: kuis Aragon6s Cajoled and Nurtured His Way to the Top 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

The Capitol’s Spinning Door Accelerates 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

More former lawmakers and staff members are getting big paychecks from 
corporate interests. 

, A Tiny Glimmer From North Korea 

¯ Gov. Cuomo’s Cleanup Campaign 

EDITORIAL 

A Tiny Glimmer From North Korea 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Its unpredictable leader agrees to family reunions between citizens of South 
Korea but goes full tilt on his nuclear program. 

EDITORIAL 

Gov. Cuomo’s Cleanup Campaign 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo should be ready to campaign against any lawmaker who 
resists his crucial reforms, including public financing of New York elections. 

.................................................................................................... E0r m0Ee 01~!r?i£r?, g0 ~0 N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion ~’~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Delusions of Failure 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

On health care reform, the Republican Party is deceiving voters - 
and itself. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Abbas’s NATO Proposal 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

In an interview, Mahmoud Abbas, the Palestinian leader, stepped 

up his call to use NATO forces to secure a future peace deal. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A New Way to Rein In Fat Cats 
By DOUGLAS K. SMITH 

Limit the earnings of the top-paid federal contractors. 

.................................................................................................... F£r more £p!nion, go to NyTimes~com!Oginion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 3, 1917, the United States broke off diplomatic relations with 
Germany, which had announced a policy of unrestricted submarine 

warfare. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 11:23 AIVl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 02-03-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 3rd, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

02/04/14 Lecture by Lester Brown, thunder and President of the Earth Policy Institute, rifled "Peak Water: What Itappens To Our FoodSupply When the Wells 

Go Dry?" scheduled for 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. Mr. Brown will discuss the ett~ct of limits on the supply 

of water, including the longer term effects of over-pumping and aquit~r depletion in leading grain producers, lbcusing on, importantly, "the "big three’--China, India, and 

the United States. For more information: http://gri.unc.edu/events~’1124/. 

02/05/14 UNC Marine Sciences Department Seminar Series lecture by John Paul Balmonte scheduled for 3 PM in Murray Hall G201. Balmonte, a doctoral student, 

will be presenting his research on North C~xolina’s Tax River. For more information: http:/7inarine.unc.edu/files/2014/O1/2-5-14 Balmonte.ipg. 

02/11/14 Lecture by Randall Kenan, author of Let The Dead Bury, Their Dead, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literary People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The ~Villiam & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. Kenan will present a session from his book which is a series of short stories 

set in Tim’s Creek. For more information: http://frida’~center.unc.edtr’pdep/riverwriters’. 

02/13/14 ice Music, Brooks de Wetter-Smith’s newest multimedia creation that features his videography and photogaphy, a newly-commissioned composition by 
award-witming Lowell Liebem~ann ibr flute, clarinet, violin, cello and percussion; and choreography by Cm’ey McKinley, ~vill have its world pretniere at 8 PM in the Nelson 
Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center on the UNC campus. 

This ~vork ~,as commissioned by the University of North Carolina. ~s part of its Process Series, which explores the nature of creativity tbxough direct interaction ~vith 
those present for the performance. In addition to the FebrumT 13 premiere, there will be a workshop presentation on the following day at 4 PM in the stone auditorium, 
tbllowed by a discussion of the collaborative process. 

For more information: http:L/processseries.unc.edu/eventsiice-musici. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

EFC at UNC Awarded $2M for its Smart Management for Small Water Systems Projec~ The Environmental Protection Agency recently announced the 
UNC Environmeatal Finance Center and the entire Environmeatal Finance Center Network as one of lbur successful grantees for its 2013 competitive award to 

provide training and technical assistance to sma]l water systems in bx~th mml and urban communities. 

The funding supports the EFC at IYNC and the Environmental Finance Center Network (EFCN) to serve small water systems in all 10 EPA regions, all 50 states, and 

U.S. territories to improve their financial and managerial capabilities to effectively provida safe drinking water over the long term. For more information: 

http://u~,.efc.sog.unc.edWnewsitem/efc-awarded-2m-its- smart-manaaement- s~nall-water- systems-proiect. 

WATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

UNC Ranked 8th in the World for Campus Sustainabili~ For the second year in a row, UNC ranked 8th in the world and third in the United States out of 301 

universities according to Universitas Indonesia’s annual GreenMetric report that rotes campuses worldwide on their sus~ainabiliF programs. 

Campuses were evahtated in six categories: setting and ini~astructure; energy and climate change; waste managemem; water usage; transportation; and education. The 

Ta~ tteel Bikes share program and increase in the number of sustainability-related courses were noted among accomplishments and helped IYNC hold its standing. 

The Universi~ of Nottingham in the United Kingdom ranked first, and tbur other U.S. aniversities Northeastern, University of Connecticut, University of California 

Davis, and North Carolina A&T State University made the top ten list. For more infoimation: http://greenmetfic.ui.ac.id/id/pap, e/rmlking-2013. 

To view a copy of the 2013 UNC Campus Sustainability Report: 

http://w~v.sustainabi~ity.unc.edtr/P~(tajs/Susta~u~abi~ity2~9/C~a~pusSus~ainabi~it~Rep~rt2~ 13finaJ.pdf. 

Vimv award for Nobal service or research projects Inspired by the adventures and pioneering spirit of UNC alumnus Peter McMillan ’81, the $15,000 Vimy 

Award, made possible by the Global Education Fund, is given annually to one inteldisciplinary team of students working collaboratively to pursue research or service 

projects outside the United States. Applications are due Feb. 19. For more information, to review eligibility- guidelines or apply- online: http:i/cgi.unc.edu/awa~ls/vimv- 

tean~-award. For questions, contact Tripp Turtle at tripp.tutfle@unc.edu or by phone at (919)843-7546. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water hi Ore’ \Vorld"- For infolmation on the thelne mad upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme cma be directed to the following email addiess: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/itwitter.conv’UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwu~,.facebook.coln/WaterlnOurWorld. 
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Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 2:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the February 7, 2014 issue has arrived. 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~tease click here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 3:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Karzai Arranged Secret Contacts With the Taliba~ 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts i Science 

Obituaries Editorials Op-Ed i OnFhis Day i CUSTON~E~> 

Top News 

Karzai A~rm~ged Secret Contacts "~:ith the 

Peace talks with the Taliban could ex])lain why the Afghan 

presidenk has held up a secm~ty deal, skraining his rela[ions~ip 

wikh [he United Skates. 

Presehoo~ Push Moving Ahead in Many States 
~,. ~dC,HARL; i-~T?~.:L-i-’~.t:~A and MCiO~,!.; 

States and dries across the countD" are forging ahead on their 

own wRh proposals aimed ak expanding early educe’Alert 

programs. 

Hoffrnan*s Heroin Points to Surge in Grim Trade 

Padmges of Ne drug tbund in Philip Seymour Hoffman’s 

apat~mmnt olin’red a window into the actor’s stn~&gle wRh 

ad?Jciion and exposed a see@ unde~Nround where heroin sells 

for as litde as $6. 

Adair, a 
p~ekind 

Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 

~ vm~o: The Science olg Snowmaking 

For the 2o~4 Winter Olympics in So°hi, Russia, tons of 

manmade snow will be used to create khe courses thak khe 

athletes wiJl compete om 



OPINION I OP-DOC$ 

This Op-Doc video tells the story of a black teenager i~ F]o~{da 

who was killed by a wMte man after an argument over loud 

m usie. The slain youth’s father, Ron Dav~s, shares h~s loss. 

Today’s Video 

Why are males aggressive? Researchers have found elues in the 

brail~s of fn~it flies. 

Steamro||er 

EveW so often, the S~per Bowl tm:ns into a rout, which is exactly 

w~at happened on Sunday night at Me’dMe Sa~dium in New 

Jersey o 

~ vwEo: The Read Arom~d: Barry Werth 

"Our healkh care system is brokeu," says BarW WerlJ~. In his uew 

boo]<, "The Antidote," he provides m} ii~side look ;at one 

eompauy’s efforts to find innovatiw~ ways to treat disease. 

World 

Months .After Typhoon, Philippine City Sliffers 

From an Exodus of Jobs 

Nearly ~n’e months after a ruinous typhoon, Taeloban, once a 

thriving center, shows few signs of t~eovery, and ~hose who can 

are ]eavi~g to find j~:fl)a elsewhere. 

Potent Pro: Israel Group Finds Its Momentum 

Blm~ted 

A Senate bill to impose m’w sanctions on Iran, a top p~{oi~ty for 

the Ameriea~ Israel Publie Affair* Commi~ee, has stalled aRer 

s’dff resis~mee from President Obama. 

without 

O[_r~ ma 



A1 Qaeda Breaks ~:ith dihad~st Gro~p hi S~Tia 

The Qaeda leadership sam ~t was no longer connected to the 

Islamic State of Iraq and Syi4a, which has asse~ed an 

increasingly imperator role in the Syian conJlict. 

~ Suicide Belcher A~acks Behut 

, Syria Hi~ Areas Held by Rebels in Aleppo 

A group 
defied 

U,S. 

Ethics Questions Arise as Oenel-ie Testing of 

Embryos Increases 

Genetic testing of emblyos rMses nnsetLling ethical questions 

that trouble advocates lbr the disabled and have left some 

doctms struggling with what they sho@d tell their pa~ents. 

Olson and Boles, Legal Duo, Seek Role in 2 Cases [R David [ 
on Gay Marriage ..... Boies, 

loll and 

Theodore B. OIson and David Boles, who led @e case tha~ 

defeated California’s ban on same-sex marriage, want to p~ay a 

central role in cases in Utah and Oklahoma, but they have noL been reel with 

open arn~s by the teams of la~%’ers already im~Nved, 

V~;hfle _&sk~ng tim Help, Detroit Sells a Comeback 

Even as Detroit emphasizes its need for financial support, it is 

pitching itself as the city of the future. 
~ egativ 

For more L;~}. r~ews, 90 to NYTimee.eom/US s. 

Business 

At Four Seaso~ts, P~easso Tapestry Hangs on the 

Edge of E~etion 

The planned ~mova] of "Le Trieorne" has set off a dispute about 

the motives behind flue move, and revealed how brJRle flue work 
igelf has become. 

DEALBOOK 

Detroit ’l’ur~r~s Bank~’uptey into Challenge of 

Ba~ks 

Finm)cial instih~tions that he]ped raise money fi:~r De~’oit’s 

rs last [ 
month [ 

p~tside 
[ 



pension system are dismayed now to see [hemselves portrayed as shady 

characters in Lhe city’s lawsuiL 

~ While Asking tot Help, Detroit Sells a Comeback 

Fall Pict~re of Airlines’ Pm~ctuality Is Elusive 

Sbatisties exclude segments of the industry that have grown in 

reeent years, and a proposed rule that would require more 

accuracy remaius delayed. 

Ne,^*a rk 

Sports 

Fh’st :Event of Sochi Olympics: The Ilote~ 

Constr~etion Sprh~t 

The sports sites for the Soehi Games appeared rca@ on 

Monday, four days before fl~e opening ceremony, but unfinished 

hotels and stores raised concerns ~e host city was cutting ik dose. 

, An Oiympian Snow Endeavor in Sechi 

Beekham Back, as an Ouq~er of a New Team 

David Beckham will return to Major League Soccer, "~is time as 

an owner of a new club in Miami, the league is expected to 

For Seattle, the F~m May Be 3[~st Starth~g 

With youthfl~I enthusiasm, rah-rah coaching and some 

overlooked players, the Seahawks ran away wRh ~he Super Bowl 

and left others to figure out how to be more like them. 

Arts 

AN APPRAISAL 

An A~’to/" Who l~Ia~te Unhapph~css a Joy to 

Philip Seymour Hoffmam perhaps the best actor of his time, 

specialized in flawed, even detestable ehara~’ters, and in making audiences care 

about them. 

Slide Show i Video 

Philip Seymour Hoffmsn, a Fearless Acter, Dies at 4.’; 

Ho[l}~oo(ll "~%’as Just One of His Stages 

Philip Seymom" Hoffman had many irous iu the fire at the time of 

his death, most of them projects and roles that fans ~11 never get 

to see. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A IAfc Full of Dreams That Are Now Coming T~’uc 

Patina Miller appeared at the Allen Room as part or" I flneoln 

Center’s American Songbook series. 

Science 



PROFILES IN SCIENCE 

B~az~ng T~*~ks in Brain Seienc’e 

Dr. Thomas R. Insel’s ~’dsted path to }fis role as d~rector of the 

National Institute of Mental Health is a tout’ of where psychia~t{e 

seien~ has been, whe~ it’s going and why. 

To Sta*dy Aggression, a Fight Club for Flies 

Scientists are learning more about the brain activib’ underlying 

male aggress%~. 

[homas 

R Insel 

is the 

..... : Caltech; 

BOOKS 

A Doe:tot Bridging A~-ts and Sciences 

Dr. Frank NeRer’s mother J~}sisDd he go into medidne, hut be 

met her baKway, lb]iowh~g his passion for art and beeomh~g 

possibly the world’s best--known medical illustrator. 

Obituaries 

Join, Mor~dale Dies at 83; Me~’ged Polities With 

Art 

Ms. Mondale ]caviled the role of tmclifio~ml political wife early in 

bet’ marriage, but she expanded her reputation as a supporter of 

the arLs throagh~-mt Walter F. M~-mdale’s earee> 

Jean Babi]6e Dies at 9o; Ballet s Acrobatic Stm" 

M~. Bahi~b,e was a French ballet star and eboveogyaphev who 

rejected conventions in dance and life. 

Mondal I 

Nathalie 

Thm~ Time, D~es at 87 

Mr. Wei] started his watch company at a dine when most Swiss 

watchmakers were going bust, and he helped ~define khe 

natio~’s sig~mture product. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Mayo~¯ and the Unions 

Tb e loom i n g n egod ati on s with the cib~’s u n ion s over 1~ ew eontracts will give 

Mayor Bill de Blasio the chance to be a tougher kind of progressive. 

EDITORIAL 

Det~mctaey in Thailand~ l[~te~mtlpted 

The disruption of Sunday’s eleefion by protesters eould imperil the eounkiy and 

EDITORIAL 

A Chill on Speeel~ 

A New York Skate bill in response to a reso]ufion to boycott Israeli academic 

insLituLions would trample on academic fl’eedoms and free speech. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

D n ~ Ask’~ our Do~:tor About ~Low T’ 

HOW dn~g eompanies turned male a~g into a disease. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

r.M ~.’.’~.’,,’i~.~ r.:~:oo~<’., 

What h u ma~ ski]Is will become m ore vahm ble as (’Omlmters take 

ovec more and more duties? 

~ Columnis% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

:Love, Death ~d Sochi 

l,et these Olympics be a lesson. For too many gays, "d~e hear~ is a 

prison, 

, Column~s2 Page ] Blog 

For mare opi;~io~; ,qe to NYTirnes.eom!Opinion ~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 1:30 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Staxting tomorrow: 2014 Haitian Film Series at Duke 

h~tioa~ fihn festiwJ pos~ter smdtl.lxtf 

[he Duke Center for Laliu zMneticau & Caribbean Studies ~ Haiti Lab invite you to the 3rd zMmtml Haifim~ Film Series 

S*~ming with lhe first film, GOrard Gourgue: The man who couM have changed the course ~’history 

Wednesday February 5 

7:00 pm I 240 John Hope Franklin Center (2204 Erwin Road, Durham) 

Free and open to the public 

Parking available in the Pickens Family Clinic lot across the street. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, FebruaU 5, 2014 10:37 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

a.sc~grad students@listserv.unc.edu 

[asc faculb’] Lunch session at Davis Libraly for faculF and graduate students 

Please join us for this helpful and interesting event! 

Lunch from Palace International will be provided. 

UNC Libraries Guide for African Studies 
Tuesday, February 18, 2014, 12-1:30 PM, 
Davis Library, Room 214, UNC-CH 
UNC Libraries will offer a lunch session focused on the new Guide for African Studies and other Library services for faculty and graduate 
students. Come "walk through" the new Guide and offer your feedback on the resource to the librarians who created it. This will be a great 
opportunity for us in the Library to hear from you about how we could improve our collections and services to better support faculty and 
graduate students’ research and instruction for African studies. Lunch from Palace International will be served. Please RSVP by Friday, 
February :t4th by emailing Stacey Sewall at sewall(~email.unc.edu. The program will include: Scholarly Communication Services: copyright 

and fair use, authors’ rights, privacy rights, open access, and other important information to the creation and use of scholarly material; Digital 
Repository Services; Funding Opportunities for faculty and researchers; African and Global Health Resources and Services; IVledia Resources 
Center’s collections and services; - and the Library Guide for African Studies. Free. Please Contact: IVlohamed Hamed mseoud~email.unc.edu 

for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 
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Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Celebrate Black History Month with Routledge: 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

Celebrate Black History Month: 20% OFF 
this email not displsying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders [ Forwsrd to a Friend 

Celebrate Black History 
Month with Routledge! 

in honor of Black History Month, we’re offering 2e%OFF 

all titles through February !2th [o browse our our Black 

History Month tities, please click here, 

Simply en[er discoun[ cede PNK68 at checkau[ and 

receive 2e%OFF}* Remember, all web orders over $35 

receive FR~I~ SN~PPJNI3 in the US and Canada¯ 

*Offer va!~d only ~wth web o;ders at routledge.com, 
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routfedgementafhealth.com. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 3:44 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Jihadist Return Is Said to Drive Attacks in Egypt 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines     Thursday, February 6, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Today’s Video I 

Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Jihadist Return Is Said to Drive Attacks in Egypt 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and ERIC SCHMITT 

At least two Egyptians who came home from fighting in Syria 
have already killed themselves as suicide bombers in a recent 
terror campaign. 

Ukraine Chief Loses Support in Stronghold 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

The defections of two prominent businessmen in eastern 
Ukraine, a stronghold for President Viktor F. Yanukovych, signal 
growing frustrations with him even among his base. 

Racing to Save the Stray Dogs of Sochi 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

A Russian billionaire has donated money for a shelter in a bid to 

save some of the hundreds of stray dogs that are being killed in 
preparation for the Sochi Olympic Games. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS I VIDEO FEATURE 

In Olympic Snow Sports, Tricks Have Their Own 

Vocabulary 

Snowboarders and skiers have an extensive repertoire of spins 

and flips. Some tricks are named for their technical 

requirements, others for their flair. Here, some of the best riders describe the 

joy and fear that come with these jaw-dropping maneuvers. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Solution for Bad Teaching 
By ADAM GRANT 

Tweaking tenure could help students and researchers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’d like to think that yogurt could have diplomatic 

immunity." 

PETEN McGUINNESS, the chief marketing and brand officer for Chobmfi, whose product was 
bom~d for the United States Olympic team but blocked by Russia. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Your Best Selfie 
A test of four top smartphones to find out which forward-facing 

camera takes the best selfie. 



~ VIDEO: McConaughey, Savoring the Underdog 

Role 
Over his career, Matthew McConaughey has transformed from 

romantic comedy star to character actor. No matter the role, Mr. 

McConaughey says that he loves feeling like the underdog. 

~ VIDEO: Skiers Risk Injury to Fuel Progression 
In this episode of Teton Gravity Research’s "Behind The Line," 

professional skiers Dash Lunge and Dylan Hood search for new 

terrain and new tricks in the Selkirk Mountains. 

For more video~ go to NYTimes~comN!deo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

U.N. Panel Criticizes the Vatican Over Sexual 

Abuse 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN, NICK CUMMING-BRUCE and JIM YARDLEY 

A United Nations report calling on the Vatican to remove all 

child abusers from its ranks was hailed by victims as a landmark 

and criticized by church supporters as misguided. 

Pussy Riot Members Take Tour to New York 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

Two women from the Russian punk group said they had no fear 

of prison and suggested they may even run for political office in 

Russia someday. 

BAGHDAD JOURNAL 

Preserving Routine Amid Rising Violence 
By KAREEM FAHIM 



Bombings have ebbed but have never retreated over the years in 
the working-class Shaab area of Baghdad. 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d ~e~s, gc~ to N~Times,Fom!Wodd ?~ 

U,S, 

Tech Industry Flexes Muscle in California Race 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

The race in the 17th Congressional District in California 
underscores the tech industry’s push to elect candidates who will 
further its interests, even if it means trying to replace a party 
stalwart with a relative unknown. 

Months Later, Sniper Attack at Power Hub Still a 
Mystery 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI and MATTHEW k. WALD 

The incident at a Silicon Valley power substation underscored 
concerns about the vulnerability of the country’s electrical grid 
and prompted debate over whether it was an act of terrorism. 

Childbirth Study Sees Longer Labor as Normal 
By CATHERINE SAINT LOUIS 

A new study suggests that doctors wait longer in the second stage 
of labor before intervening with drugs, forceps or cesareans. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

Subdued Send-Off, but Jay Leno Is Exiting on 
Top 
By BILL CARTER 

Despite the diminished state of late-night television, and 
technology that has altered viewing habits, the "Tonight" show 
remains one of the signature franchises of broadcasting and still carries unusual 
resonance. 

CVS Vows to Quit Selling Tobacco Products 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

The drugstore chain sees itself as a health care provider and says 
the sale of cigarettes doesn’t fit that image, even though the 
company stands to lose $2 billion in sales. 

A Different Gates Is Returning to Microsoft 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

After years in philanthropy, many wonder how Bill Gates, a 
luminary of the tech world, will choose to position Microsoft 
going forward. 

................................................................................... For ~0(e b~s!P~ss Pe~s, go to N¥~ime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

Despite Revamped System for Judging, Figure 
~:i .... 

Skating Gets Mixed Marks 
~ 

By MARY PILON and JER¢: LONGMAN 

After a vote-trading scandal by judges in 2002, skating officials 
overhauled the scoring and judging systems. But independent 
experts still question the sport’s credibility. 

¯ Who Needs Stopwatches? From Shadows, Judges Are Co-Stars 

TV SPORTS 

Live (Streaming) From Russia 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

As the Winter Games from Sochi, Russia, begin, it is worth remembering that 
four years ago from Vancouver, NBC streamed only hockey and curling. Now, all 

15 sports will be streamed live. 

. Gay-Rights Advocates Target Sponsors Over Law 

BLAZERS 94, KNICKS 90 

With Felton a Step Slow, the Knicks Allow the 
Blazers to Run Away 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Point guard Raymond Felton sat out the final 14 minutes for the 

Knicks, who lost a second-half lead and fell to Nicolas Batum and the Trail 



Blazers. 

¯ Box Score 

.............................................................................................. Eel r~ore spgrts 9e~s! gO t? N~Times:�om~Sports )~ 

Arts 

Olympics Spotlight for Russia’s Musical Profile 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

The opening of the Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia, is likely to 

be a showcase for one of Russia’s proudest exports - classical 
music and dance. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Ex-King of Rom-Coms Finds Serious Success 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Matthew McConaughey is in "The Wolf of Wall Street" and 
"Dallas Buyers Club," both best picture nominees, but he’s up for 
the best actor award for his role as Ron Woodroof in "Dallas Buyers Club." 

New York Philharmonic’s Archives Going Online 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

The founding documents of the New York Philharmonic - back to its inaugural 

1842-43 season - are now available online. 

........................................................................................................ Eel r~or~ a[ts 9e~s, g0 to N¥~ime~�0rn!Arts tt 

Fashion & Style 

The Courtship of Bill de Blasio 
By JOHN KOBLIN 

New York’s fashion community ponders what to make of the 
city’s new mayor, and hopes to win him over. 

The Fashion Diaspora: Designer Shows Spread 
Out 
By MATTHEW SCHNEIER 

Lincoln Center soldiers on, but other runways are well traveled. 

Making His Name His Own 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

Reed Krakoffs collection will be his first since leaving Coach. 

For more fashion news, go to NYTimes.comlFashion >> 

Obituaries 

Louise Brough Clapp, Tennis Champion at 
Midcentury, Dies at 90 



By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN 

The former teenage star from Southern California won six singles 

titles, including four at Wimbledon, as well as al doubles 

championships and 8 mixed-doubles titles in Grand Slam events. 

Gloria Leonard, Publisher and Pornography 

Star, Dies at 73 
By DANIEL E. SLOTNIK 

Ms. Leonard was a pornographic film star, and, later, a publisher 

of High Society magazine and a spokeswoman for the industry. 

Arthur Rankin Dies at 89; Creator of TV’s 

’Rudolph’ 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Mr. Rankin created a canon of children’s holiday television using 

stop-motion puppet animations, including "Rudolph the Red- 

Nosed Reindeer," and "Frosty the Snowman." 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Detroit’s Immigration Solution 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Granting 5o,ooo visas to people with advanced degrees won’t save the down- 

and-out city, but they could help. 

¯ A Missing Argument on Contraceptives 

¯ The U.N. Confronts the Vatican 

EDITORIAL 

A Missing Argument on Contraceptives 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Mlowing employers to duck the birth control insurance mandate would violate 

the establishment clause, which enforces the separation of church and state. 

EDITORIAL 

The U.N. Confronts the Vatican 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A report excoriated the Vatican for failing to live up to international 

commitments to protect children from sexual abuse by priests. It remains to be 

seen if it makes a difference. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’Williams,’ the Princess and the Gender Pay Gap 



By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The difference in median earnings isn’t just a women’s issue, but 

a societal and moral one. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Calling All Candidates 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Scott Brown is shirtless and on the front page of newspapers this 

week. It’s definitely an election year! 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

At 90, This Doctor Is Still Calling 
By NICHOLAS KRISTOF 

A doctor has saved the lives of countless women. Now she has a 

message for all of us. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

..................................................................................................... E0[ fflor~ 0pi~!0r?! go t? N~Times,�om!Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 6, 1952, Britain’s King George VI died; he was succeeded by 
his daughter, Elizabeth II. 
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OUR Newsletter 
February 6, 2014 

The Office for Lir~de.~’gr~duate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our web:~ite or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

On the Blogs 

,OU~"~ BIo~: Read about Liz Tolleson’s researci~ en fm~-i~ie cartoonists. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

Join us on Friday, February 14 from 10-12 for a workshop on Inquiry-Based Teaching and Learning. 

The workshop will start with a panel of faculty talking about how they have used inquiry-based teaching 

in their courses, followed by breakout sessions designed for you to explore how you might embed 

inquiry-based learning and undergraduate research in your own courses. Co-sponsored by OUR and 

Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowships 

Are you planning to apply for a Sulm~ler Lh-~dmgradu~t$ F.~es$arch Fellowship (SURF)? The deadline to 

submit your application is February 27, 2014 by 4:00 p.m. If you’d like to have the assistance of a SURF 

peer writing advisor, you must request one prior to February 20 

OUR News 
Join the Office of Undergraduate Education at the February 7 conference on High impact Carolina: 

Opening Doors to Transformative Learning Experiences. National experts Tia Brown McNair, Senior 

Director for Student Success in the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Student Success at AAC&U, and 



Betsy O Barefoot, Vice President for the John N. Gardner Institute, will give talks and you can also learn 

about the high-impact practices available to students at Carolina. Register h{~r{~. 

OUR is seeking a Graduate Assistant who can advise undergraduate students interested in research 

and who will serve as the OUR’s webmaster and database administrator In addition, the Graduate 

Assistant has a major role in coordinating the Celebration of Undergraduate Research, assists with 

the coordination of other events sponsored by the OUR, and manages communication in the OUR 

mail inbox. During the summer, the Graduate Assistant assists with the OUR’s participation in 

orientation for incoming students and their families. As needed, the Graduate Assistant will also assist 

with general office duties, develop publicity materials, and help oversee work-study students assisting 

with web development and event planning. More information can be found 

Are you planning to take a research-intensive course during Maymester/Summer School 2014? Apply 

for tuition support through our new Summer ,’-’~wa!d for Re.~eaich-.lilten.sive Courses. The deadline to 

apply is April 11, 2014. 

Summer Research Opportunities 
The Moo~e Unde:g:aduste Resesrch Apprent~cesh}p ~~rog:am (MURAP) is accepting applications for 

its upcoming summer paid research internship. The application deadline is February 7, 2014. More 

details are available 

The Summer Re.~ea!ch iili!:ial:iw~ at the University of Maryland is designed to encourage and enhance 

the diversity of scholars working in the social and behavioral science fields. The program includes an 

educational component as well as research experience. Students receive a stipend, housing and travel 

expenses. The application deadline is February 14, 2014. 

Undergraduate students are invited to apply to participate in a i 0-we.~!k .%umm~ [ i~ .%e~-.’rch plo!_.’,r~m in 

environmental microbiology at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas. The deadline is February 14, 2014. 

The Ceill:er [cr Gkibai irfitia[i~e.<~ announces the deadlines for the Vimy Global Team Award. Inspired by 

the adventures and pioneering spirit of UNC alumnus Peter McMillan ’81, the Vimy Award is given 

annually to one interdisciplinary team of students (Vimy Scholars) working collaboratively to pursue 

research or service projects outside the United States. Made possible by the Global Education Fund, 

up to $15,000 is provided to fund a summer team project abroad Actual award amounts vary 

depending on the scope of the project and clarity of the proposed budget. Initial application deadline: 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014. For full details, see the Vim~’ ~’~w~rd webp~.qe. 

The National Science Foundation is sponsoring a Summer Resesrch ~;(xperle~ce in the Department of 

Physics and Astronomy at the University of Missouri to engage students in high quality research on 

topics in Physics: materials and modeling. The deadline to apply is March 1. 2014. 

programs to provide research experiences Deadlines and stipends vary. 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholm~.o~g@mail117.us2.mcsv.net> 

Thursday, Februao, 6, 2014 1:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re~a~rch GraJ~ts Available! 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

The Association for the Study of the Middle East m~d Africa (ASMF~) is 
pleased to offer research grarRs of up to $2,5o0 to qualified pro~bssors and st.uderJt.s 
engaged in the stu@ of the Middle East and Africa. 

To stimulate new and diverse lines of discourse about the Middle East and Africa, the 
Research Grants program seeks to support research on topics that deserve 
greater aRention. The topic areas and sub-topics are ir~tended as a guide for 
participants in the program and constitute the blues of subjects that ASMbLa. intends 
to support in this program. Applicants may submit paper proposals on any topic as 
long as it is relevant to the six broad areas outlined, and constitutes new and original 
research. 

VIEVq RESEARCH TOPICS 

To apply for the ASMEA Research Grant: 

¯ Applicants must be engaged in ongoing stu@ of the Middle East or Africa and be 
enrolled in a l?h.D, program (with M.A. complete), or; serve in a post-doe eapaei~" 
and seeking an academic career, or; serape as a visitingiassistaat/assoeiate/fl~]l 
professor teaching two or more courses per semester at an accredited institution. 
Applicants may be affiliated with any academic diseiplineo 

Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal that represents new and un- 
pu blished research and is relevaat to the qualil}’ing research areas designated by 
ASMEA. 

¯ Applicants must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 
Students also must submit proof of enrollment a nd expected graduation date. 

¯ Applications will be accepted only from ASMEA members. To join ASMEA and learn 
more about, membership with ASMEA, eHek here. 

Applications ~s~ll be accepted onlp via the ASM Fz\ website. 

¯ Successfl~l applicants will be required to present their research at the Seventh 
Annual ASMEA Conference on October 3o-November 1, 2Ol4 in 

W~sl~on, D.C. and provide ASM~ the right of first reihsal for potential 
publicatio~ in the peer- reviewed Journal of the Middle East and Afiqca. 

The application deadline is March t5, 2o14. 



¯ Applicants may use grants to cover any costs associated ~qth e nd ~etmg r :search 
for "the specified proposal. 

Submit your paper proposal before appl3qng for the research grm~t. 
Download fl~e 2o14 Research Grant Flyer. 

Questions or comments can be directed to info@asmeaseho[ars.org or 202-429- 
8860. 

www.asmeascholars,org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend ] Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website Vvww asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2014 ASMEA A!! rights reserved 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu;~ 

Today’s Headlines: Boehner Doubts Immigration Bill Will Pass in 2014 

Today’s Headlines 

Obituaries ~d~tona~s Op-~ ~ Oq[his Day ~ CUSTO~ZE~ 

Top News 

Boeln~er Doubts immigration Bill X, Vill Pass i~ 

Speaker John A. Boehner’s pronouncement significantly 

narrowed ~e window %r success on the issue this year and lea it 

to President Obama [o wi~ the trust of Republicans. 

Speaker i 

John A. I 

Boehner I 

Russia C|aims UoS. Meddling Over Ukraine 

Meanwhile, the Obama admilfistrafio~ blamed Moscow for 

spreading an inkercepted p~dvate conversation between Lwo 

/~ne~ean diplomaN. 

~ U.S Poin~ to Russia as Oipioma~’ Privete Cali is Posted on Web 

....... 

DEALBOOK 
Mathew 

Once on a Golden Path, Ex-SAC Mmmger G~tfil ~ty : M~,~om 

of Securities Fraud I .... 

A federal ju~’ has convicted Mathew Ma~oma on insider trading 

ehaqges in wha[ may be the last criminal ease to emerge from a decade-long 

investigation of Skeven A. Cohen and his hedge froM, SAC Capikal Advisors. 

~ D Docament T~ail of a Hedge Fand Investiga[~on 

, Common Sense: Past F~ctions, a Lack of Trust and No Deal in SAC Case 

Editors’ Picks 



~USIN~SS 

Reality 

The 20M Olympics in Sochi are estimated to be ~he mos~ 

expensive yet. While host dries hope the games will blqng hi a proof, they have 

m oye o~en tha ~1 not created l ong-term eeon om ~e hu rden s. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How to Stop ]H{e~0oin Deatks 

An an[idote to heroin overdose exists and should be made widely 

aw~ilable. 

Today’s Video 

A glimpse into the beginnings ofz~lif Laam Meem on ff~e campns 

of the Universi~, of Texas, Dallas. 

~ VID~O: This g~reek’s Mo~des: Feb, 7, 2o,4 

The New York Times movie m~tics o~ ’%qe + Flo Saw a Bear," 

"The Lego Movie" and "The Last of the Unjnst." 

~ VIDEO= Anatomy: ’The Broken Ci~oc|e 

Bx~akdoum’ 
Felix van Groeningen narrates a nmsieaI sequence fl’om "The 
Broken Circle Breakdov, qL" 

Lambda 

World 

in J apa~, a Beloved Deaf Co~npose~ Appea~s to 

Be None of the .Above 

Japan reacted wiLh mmo*se and outrage to Mamom 

Samm’ag>ehi’s admission that he had hired a ghos>vfiter since 

the 199os to compose most ~ff his mnsieo 

9ocm 



As Olympics Arriw% Russia Experiences a 

What was supposed to be a crowning moment for Russi~ and 

President V~adimir V. P~fin is coinci~ng with a significant 

s~owdow~l ~11 ~llssb~’s econo~y. 

Anfid Flow of Leaks, 3harkey Moves to Crhnp 

Internet 

Many in Turkey see the new l~ws as an eflb~ to stem leaks in a 

corrupfioll investigation of the prime minister and fl~ose close to 

him. 

Vladimir 

Manym 
..... Tu;kW 

see the 

Trial Brings New Scrutiny of Self- Defense Laws 

While race is woven into the background o[ dm FIm~da trial of 

man who Mlled a black teenager, the case appears likely Eo focus 

move on the mechanics of the state’s seK-def~nse laws and how 

jmqes apply "~em. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Bel~i~d Retreat on ][mmigration~ a Complicated Polities| 

Interplay 

Reaching any agveeme~t has become apwedaNy haydev because of a deep 

Rcpubliean relueLanee D get caught up in an inLet~al party feud and stomp on 

their increasingly bright election prospects. 

Strad~var~us Is Recovered Unharmed After Theft 

A Sh~adivarius violin that was stolen in late January from the 

con cettma sk’r o[ khe 7~filwaukce Symphony Otvhestra was lbund 

in a~ a~e a~d appears to be undamaged, the auflmrities said. 

instrume 

wh ich 

i×ii 

Business 

:Long-Haul Expansion by a Norwegian Carrier 

Upsets UoN. AJrlhms 

.,~nm~ean labor groups, airlines and pilots say Norwe~an 

Shu~]e’s e~)ansion l:,]ans take unfhir advantage of a U.S.-Europe 

open-skies agreement. 

~n Air 

Shuttle’s 



Skating Close to the Edge, Again, on the Debt Ceii~ing 
Ey .\NNiE ~. OW~W.’, 

There’s less e~-~ng~ssb-~nal appetite tbr brinknmnship this time, but the 

govermne~t has o~ly a few weeks’ worth of cash leR. 

DEALBOOK 

LegM Troubles Barely Subdue a 

Churles Shrem ]s u ehu[~smatie salesman w~o 

ct~rreney can transfbrm the fl~tm’e, but his vision collided wifl~ the real world, 

and now his own future is injeopardy. 

Sports 

Designers Cavve a Fas|don Rm~way at the Grooms 

Dressing the athlekes who compete in the Winter Olympics is a 

sport unto iBelf thut provides companies a chance to expose 

their bra~ds to a g~oba] audienee. 

....... Burlon 

jscket 

for the 

~¥hat Gives Mark MeMorris the Edge at 

Snowboarding’s slopestyle event has been dominated recently 

by a 2o-year-old from the flat 1Aah~s of Saskatehewm~, Canada. 

APPRAISAL 
Ralph 

Malaprops "~Vere PaN of the Charm of K~mr~ an ...... Khmer, 
WhO Enduring Met died 

~ner wus a eharaeker, u bon vivant, and not an overly p~~lished 

announcer. His posName show was requha’d vie~dng, even if ik looked like 

publie ueeess programming. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

"i’l~s is Your Capta~ Shying 

Having rarely chosen to perform opera in recent years, Mark 

Park~ore seems t~-~ be s~v~-~ring a major role in "Bill), Bndd," 

opening Friday at Ne BrooNyn Academy of Mnsie. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Words Spoken Prod Sm~g in Service of Ereedom 

"BHnging Human Rights Home," a benefit co~cet~ for Amnesty 

In ternafion al, f~ah~red Ima g~n e Dragons and other bands at 

Barelays Center. 

, Members of Rassian Pank Band Get Warm G~eetin9 k~ Brooklyn 

Brilish ] 

Rights 

Home 

’THE MONUMENTS MEN’ 

A-Team T~oaeks Nazi :Plunder 

In "The Monuments 1V[en~" George C]ooncy sb~rs as am a~ 

historian who leads a quirk), crew in u World War II operution [o 

recover troves of a~s’c,rks stolen by the Nazis. 

~ the 
Monum 

Movies 



’LOVE & AIR SEX’ 

After a Bad B~’eakup, A~4h~ng Goes 

"Love & Air Sex," whh::h follows ~’o cout4es whose relationships 

have recently dissolved, is set in a cry teeming ~th singles and 

air sex competitions. 

’THE LEGO MOVIE’ 

To3dng With Ideas Outside the Mmmal 

"The Lego Movie" flirts with floufi~g its marketing imperative 

even as iL embodh~s R. 

~ A~imating ’The Lego Movie’ 

Coffee,on at Westehester Art Ho[~se as 

Hea~@’wei#lt Riva|~ Sundance, Plans Theater" 

Plans for a film com#ex lz miles fl’om [he Jacob Bm~s Fihn 

Center w~ll test the s~ze (g the counbCs al.g~efiD f~)l" h~brow 

Creggar, 

left and 

Obituaries 

Rene Ricard~ Alot Arbitei° %’ith ~Vildean Wit, Dies 
al 67 
i.:7 ~zRDCI. 

Mr. l~card, a regular in zDKty Warhol’s FactoW univeme, helped 

popularize the work of Jean-Michel Basquiat and 3u]ian 

Schnabel, among other artists. 

Vasil B~lak, Czechoslovak Cornm~mist Who 
Eneot~°aged ~968 Sowiet Invasion, Dies at 96 

Mr, Biiak was a former hardqine comnmnist leader who paved 
t~e way lk)r Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in ~968. 

Rid~ard Hay~nan, Pops Conductor, Dies at 93 

Mr. Hayman was an z~ne[~ean arranger of pops concerts in 

Boston, a harmonica player and a conductor. 

..... Mapplet 

horpa, 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

A Spotlight on Mr, Put~n’s R~ssig 

The Sochi Olympics should not be a reason to ignore flae countD-’s soul- 

crushing rcpressiono 

EDITORIAL 

The Homogcneo~as Federal Bench 

Federal tom,rooms are overwhelmi~gly run by i~)rmer prosecnto~ and 

coq~orate la*~Ters. The courts need a more prol~ssionally diverse cas~ of 

judges. 

EDITORIAL 

Taking Tobacco Offthe Shelves 

cvs desem~es a big rom~d of app]ause fbr deeMh~g to end the sa]e of cigarettes 

and odmr tobacco products at its stores. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

O~e~" People’s ~/iews 

When should you care about what your peers and fl~ends think 

a*~d when should you not? 

, Column,s2 P~ge 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hea~l-l~, ~’Vork~ Lies 

From aiI the brouhaha over this week’s C,BA), report, it seems as 

~{’job k~sses are the new death panels whee ~t comes to a~acMng 

health reform. 

Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Faeebook and Football 

-~%s, every day h uman s post billions of likes and send ~]]ions 

messages, buL there is a connective power in spo~s ~hat goes 

beyond pixds. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Ph~terest 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <mail.skozxa~o fmazumtcl@tand£ msg focus.com> 

Friday, Febn~ary 7, 2014 9:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

View a ~lection of Politics books in their entireF tbr Free this month’. 

Selection of Routledge Mor~ographs freely accessible for 8 limited time only!! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Flier~d 

~ Routledge 

 po itics Free to view nograpns 
Selection of Routledqe Monographs 
Freely Accessible fo~’a Limited T~me 

Dear Colleague; 

We ~re pleased ~i," announce th~ ~ v~riety or PoIRios ~ifles will be avaiiabie 

Click here to view the online cataloq 

Featuring sections in: 

I. Comparative Politics 

2. European Politics 

3 International Political Economy 

4. Political Philosophy 

5 Politics & International Relations 

View a collection of Routle~ge ~o~o~raphs and Rese;~rch ~rom across ,he 

Social Sciences. Free [o v~ew online for ,he mon,h or FeLruary. ~,~e’ve selected 

ove r 3 0 e i nfi u e ntiai titles fro m ac ross Asia~ an~ ~M~le Bast Stedies, 

Besiness, Econo~i~s, Law, Mili~ and Strategic Studies, and Politics, and 

made the available to wow in their entirety fo~ Free all month ~on9 Simply click 

the blue "View inside this Book" button on any book detaii page, and start 

reading! 

Using this catalog you can: 

~ View all titles in their entirety for F~ee by clicking the blue 

.,~.:: Viewlnside button located on 
every book detail page 

~ Bring upthe ~ull de~ails [or every book, including b~urbs, table o~ 

~ Save books to your booklist and email to ~dends or colleagues or save 

Featured T~tles: 

Religio~ and PolR~cs ~ ~urope, the ~iddle £ast a~d NoAh Africa 

View I~side this Book 

e Pa~ Politics ~ the Western Ba{kans 

View h~side t~is Book 

~ ~tip]e Democracies ~ Europe: Pod~k;~ Cu~u:e k~ New M~ robe: 

View I~side this Book 

ouPlatest ! 

Catalo_cls i 

Consociatio#a~ Theory: McGarry and O:l.e~ry and the Nor~i~e!n Ireiand 

View ~nside this Book 



Kind Regards. 

Lynsey 

Market~a~ 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and of~eFs stFaigbt to your inbo× from the "~rayioF & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update ~our details or u[lsubscribe at any time 

We respect your pdvacy and will not disclose rent or sell youF emaii addFess to any okitside organizations. 

Copyright 2019 Taylor & F~sncis, an informa business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 1072954 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London. WIT 3dH 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, ,olease click her~e Plesse note this is an automated opeFation. 



From: DPS - CAP <cap@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, February 7, 2014 12:48 PM 

To: cap-news 

Subject: [cap-news] February Commuter News 

Import nt Announcements 

Free ride from Al~e× or Cary! Try one of Triangle Transit’s ’£~!£[~££!£[££F.’.: 
Apex or Ca~y., and you can ride flee for the first week to see if you I~ke it~ 

Vanpoo~s park for flee at UNC, and the low monthly fare covers gas~ 
maintenance and ~nsurance~ 

Crick these links to go directly to your favorite topics: 

Transit A erts 

#GoLove 

This Valentine’s Day, GoTriangle invites you to find love (and transit!) with our 2014 #GoLove Scavenger Hunt, 
January 27th ~rough February 14th. 

V£hether you’re a seasoned commuter or new to riding your bike, taking the bus, or using a carpool, #GoLove is 

for you. If you’re already smart commuting, we need your help, too. Last year, #GoLove received thousands of 
views, and this year we’re hoping for even more - including more prizes! 

Just follow our social sites and look for a scavenger hunt clue. When you see the clue posted, comment or share it. 
Each interaction gets you entered into a drawing for one of our prizes: 2 free tickets to a show at DPAC, a gift 
basket of treats from Videri Chocolate Factory, and more. 

Go to .~.~.!::~:!.~}3.~]!.#~.9~:~]L~.~!.!::~:#. to see the rest of our prizes and contest details. Just don’t forget the hashtag! 

New Bicyc ÷ A liance 

Continue the momentum of the Chapel Hill Bike Master Plan and join BACH. Monthly meetings are held at Whole 
Foods 

BACH was formed to channel interest & support for bicycling in Chapel Hill, lobby local elected officials to 
implement the Bike Master Plan, foster a bike friendly culture in town, and organize cycling related events. 

Save Money! Reduce Stress! 

Vanpools 



Current van#oois traveitinq_)’~¢~ UNC offer affordable and reliable transportation during weekdays. Vanpools park for 
free at UNC, and the low monthly fare covers gas, maintenance and insurance! If you live in Apex, Cary, Burlington, 
Graham, Mebane, or Slier City, please !:~.~.~.’,.~.~t.~.e,.~~..i.C...f..~.~l:~:’...~:ii~’...!:~., 

Ride Matching 

Share the Ride, Make a Friend on Zimride! 

Zimride is U NC’s private network for ridesharing. Students can easily split the cost of fuel by posting rides and 
matching up! If you’re commuting to campus or driving out of town, post your ride and find other UNC students 
looking to tag along. If you don’t have a car, just post where you need to go and Zimride will match you up with a 
driver. It’s that easy! Check it out! zimride ~r’..c.e,d~ 

Carpooling is Easy with ShareTheRideNC 

~:!!~,~:~.:~!!:’.:~L~1~[![.!:’.:~.[~i.@.~.&’.’.~[~] is a statewide website that was created to help form carpools and vanpools. It is 
provided free of charge in support of the effort to reduce traffic. In additional to providing ridematching services, 
ShareTheRideNC provides access to Emer~-tom..e, the single-trip matching tool, and the upcoming 
GoPoints and GoPerks incentive programs. 

CAP Merchants 

Thanks CAP Merchants! 

CAP would like to thank all of our merchants for providing ",.’~.i~f,~:~!~[.3.!!~’.-..~f.[::.’,.’~..~:t!:!~.~t’,.=~ to UNC employees and students 
who take the bus, bike, walk, carpool or vanpool to campus. 

Ben & Jerry’s 

Ben & Jerry’s, located on 102 W. Franklin St. in Chapel Hill, would like to offer sustainable commuters 15% off ice 
cream cones. Just show your CAP discount card! Like us at 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

Winter Promotion! Save $50 on Premium Oil Change & Service Package - Only $74.95* ($124.95 Retail Value) 

20 point vehicle inspection, visual brake inspection, and top off all fluids 
Replace Engine Oil and Filter (up to 5 quarts conventional oil & standard filter) 
Pressure check and set all tire pressures and perform a complete tire rotation 
Install Ethanol Fuel System Drier - safely remove water from entire fuel system 
Install BG Ethanol Fuel System Defender/Fuel System Cleaner - removes harmful deposits 
Inspect battery and test starting and charging system; inspect belts, hoses, and wiper blades 

*may not be combined with other offers 

Zipcar 

Need a car this semester? Borrow a Zipcar. 

This semester, make getting around on (and off) campus as easy as 1,2, 3, 4. With Zipcar, there are only four 
simple steps between you and transportation freedom. 

1. CAP members can join today at ..z..i9.~i;~9.!%}f2[.~.~[.~,~.!i~¢f.;~9.11~ (for just $10). 
2. Reserve your Zipcar online (cars live right on campus and rates start at $7.50/hr). 
3. Unlock the car (your own personalized Zipcard is your key into the car). 
4. Drive (wherever and whenever you please). 

It’s that simple. The best part? Every reservation includes gas, insurance, and 180 miles per day...all for free. Join 
today at ~:~ca r.comiu~qcc~[~. Enter promo code WiNTERVVELCOME2014 on your application and we’ll give you 
$20 in free driving to get started. 

Traffic & Parking Alerts 



Craige Deck level 1 will open in late Februa~; level 2 will remain closed. Updates will be posted to the online flyer. 

Ques#ons or Commen~ ? 

~ Email us at c~ur~ ed~ or call 919-843-4414. ~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 3:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: ’Aid in Dying’ Movement Takes Hold in Some States 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots Arts ~rYsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

Top News 

’Aid in Dying’ Movement ’Fakes Hold in Some 

Advocates of the praefiee, who shm~ the term "assisted snieide," 

say d~ey believe thak as baby boomers wakeh frail parents suffer, 

s uppo~’[ for their movement will g~)w further. 

Olyrnpic~s Openh~g Ceremony Offers Fanthre for 

a Reinvented RusMa 

Afker seven yeats of buiINng [o the opening d the Soehi Games, 

the message of Friday’s over.-the-b-~p ceremony was simply this: 

In a big way, Russia is ha&. 

, Openk~g Ceremony H~£1N~h~ ] [~ Commant Commer~s 

~ Scores Detained in Russia Before Olympic Ceremony 

Immigration 

groups on immigration, alter he had de[cared [hem on other 

The 

speaker 

~,Jo ~ n 

Fer mere tei) news. ~)r) te NYTimes.com ~> 

Editors’ Picks 



SPORTS I VIDEO FEATURE 

Goh~g Uphi[h The Luge Event at Soehi 

Lnge is often the fastest event in ~e Olympics - so fast that ~raek 

designers for Soehi ~’~ed to slow it down. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Post Ofl~:e Banks on the Poor 
i.:7 M~.BFBA 

A ~mw plan would raise cash by offering financial sendees. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’~’,[ !!i~i~:i!:i:...:~::: Lii~ii.O.:i!Ti’ <:i i!!:::i’~:::di::~:." 

RAY 8LOCN. musiea] director for "The Ed SullivaB Show," on the Beafies, v~:hen they 
made their first live appearance oB Amerie;m television 5o years ago. 

Today’s Video 

~ WOEO: What Made Me [ Radml Comey 

The fashion desig ~er talks abou t the cool teenagers s ~e observed 

growing up, her early days in New Yofl~ Ci~" and a ve~T special 

gift her grandmother gave her over th e course of many years. 

~ WDEO: The Sy~°iatrt Opposition, :Explained 

’Fhers; are believed t¢~ be hundreds, if not thousands, of armed 

groups fighting in Syt{a. These opposition groups are fighting the 

Assad regime, but reeently 1an’ned on each other with increased 

feroci ty 

~ vmEo: BiN Ctml~a~Pan I }Vhiteout 

Men in dress shoes leaping over slush-filled em’bs added a 

humorous if precarious pc~stseript. 

World 

Tlltell[t ~[ 
Greek 

I Def .... ] 

The testimony by a depu~~ in the Defense Min ~stry, if accurate, ~ 

ill u stra tes how arm s m akers from O ermany, Fra n ee, Sweden a n d 

Russia passed out payoflg ~o selI Greece weapon~T that it eould il] aflbrd. 

:Leaked Recordings Lay Bare E,U. and 

Divisions in Goals for Ukraine 

Chaneellor Angela Merkel of Germany criticized an assistant 

Angela 

~ erke 



secretary of s tate’s undiplomatic comme~t on European efforts 

to resolve the political cris~s ~n Ukrah~e. 

Russia Claims U S. Is Meddling ();er UKraine 

Witl~out Seoltla~ds Prevailer Says, B~0itain Would 
Be Less ’great~ 

The British prime minister appealed to Seotdsh voters ~o rejeel 

indepe~denee i~ a referendum dmt wiI1 be held in September. 

~ ~ V~deo: David Csmeron:s P~ea for Scotland 

B~iitish 

U,S, 

Too M~e]~ l’Vh~ter, m~d Not Nearly Enough 

Propm~e 

Analysts p]aeed h]ame for the increases c.,n record exposers, fl’igid 

whiter weather and rains last year that led to higher demand 

h’om farmers. 

Burger 

Theate~¯ 

Curtis 3. Reeves ,Jr., a retired Tamt~a police captain, was denied 

bN] on charges of second-degree murder. He shot Chad O~flson, 

a man wh,-., was texting in a theater. 

E×-Mayor Confronts List ofTransal~-ions al- His 

Co~’~’upfio~ Trial ~n New O~°lem~s 

A prosecutor cou~ronted C. Ray Nagin, who is SNug 21 federal 

charges, with a lengthy series of fi~mneia] records. 

~.,s ] Forme, 

:: Mayor 
C. Ray 

Business 

Payroll Data Shows a Lag ~n V~ages, Not dust ~] Austin 
Hirh~g I M~ ..... I 

PayroIIs in the United States grew hy 113,ooo in danua~’, a 
~~.ured 

weaker-tha~-e~ected increase that e:q~e~% said may signal a 

loss of momentum in the economy. The unemployment rate dipped to 6.6 

percent. 



The new dom~grade was expected to fl~rther narrow the island’s room for tight 

financial maneuve,{ng and has reportedly given Hse b> discussions with lenders 

abouk short-.herin relief on certain paymentso 

YOUR MONEY 

Sidestepping l-he" R~isk o£ a Prh’aey Breach 

If breaches are nearly ineGt~Me for now, what are your odds of 

bring swept up in all this, and how do you redua" gram? 

Sports 

Rodriguez Drops Suits Against Baseball aud 

Urdon 

The move en& ~Mex Rodriguez’s campaign to fight his ban 

using perfix’manee-enha~e~ng drugs and means he w~ll m~ss all of 

[he 2Ol4 season. 

....... Yankee 

s’ Aiex 

THE TV WATCH 
~ Sp°tligh 

Little Bit of’Fantasia’ as N BC Begins Olympic / [~ ~h~,,~ I 
Show 

F, veW host nat~on has something to prove - and hide, That’s :also 

true of a host network, and NBC~ like Russia, has a lot Hding on the Sochi 

Games. 

Father and Son, Together on a Half pipe Q~mst 

Oreg Bretz, (me of the few snowboarders who has defeated Shaun 

White in the hall~)ipe, *qlI fide alone in Sochi. But his father will 

be there, as he has been all along. 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A New Vision for ’Prince igor’ at the Met / : : Abdrszs ] 

The Mekropolitan Opera’s dreamlike new production 

Igor," directed by Dmitr{ Teherniakov, reorders seethes and 

inserts fihned episodes to bring fl~e audience eeHly close to the character’s. 

Once Upon a Revolution: A Story "~:ith No End 

Few people in E©’pt have seen "The Square," an Oscar- 

nominated documentsU about the Arab Spring uprising there, 

hut those who have are mostly unhappy about 

from th~ 

docume 

nta~ 

THE TV WATCH 

That ’Old G~y’? He’s Retired Now, Rigf!~t? 

Jay Dano said goodbye after ~ years on Lhe "Tonight" show in a 

send-off" reflecting how his impact dif[~red fl’om that of his 

predecessor, dohnny Carson. 

Leno 

tapped 

Travel 

A :Look at Korea’s C~flture From the Bathhouse 

To see beyond "due surface in South Korea, take a turn in one d 

its bathhouses or browse (and browse) its beauty stores. 

treatme 

nts at 



CULTURED TRAVELER 

Feasts for the Eyes, and the Pah~te, in Xbm, 

Chhm 

The main @’aw for v~siLor’s may be the siLe housing 8,ooo terra- 

cotta war~4ors, but there is much more Lo e@lore hi [his central Chinese cib’, 

f~om zrchitectu~e to street food. 

TH E G ETAWAY 

F’anfil~ar Hotel Brands Expand in Chhm 

Travelers are gaining m ore options as wel]-~ own international 

bra~ds i~mrease the ~mmber of {heh’ hotels ~r~ the country, 

theW 

Obituaries 

Maxine Kumim P~ilitzer- Winrdng Poet With a 

Natm’alist’s Precision, Dies at 88 

Ms. Kumim an autho~ of essays, novels a~d chiklren’s books, was 

best known for her volumes of sha[>]y obse[~-ed poetW, one of 

which, "Up Com~bT," woz~ Lira Pulitzer Prize in *9v3. 

Robe~ A. Dahl Diem at 98; Defined Po]itim and 
Po~el~ 

Professor Dah], who ~ught at YaIc for 4o years~ was a political 

scientist who was w~dely regarded as his prot~ssion’s most 

d~sfinguished stude~t of democratic govermnenL 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

New York s Affordable Hon~ing Sho~Iage 

With ener~" and some ingem~ib~, Mayor Bill de Blasio and his administration 

could make a dent. 

EDITORIAL 

Currency VCars, Revisited 

Domestic problems, not f,’)reig*mrs, are t-., blame f,’~r a recent sl m~p in emerging 

markets. 

EDITORIAL 

The Bloody ivory Bushaess 

An assemblyman’s proposal to ban all ivoW sales iu New York State could send 

a strong sig*ml. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Peru a Phone and a Meme 

The G.O.P.’s latest at’tack: labeling Obama as "lawless." 

, Columnia Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Boehner on Fm~tasy Islm~d 

It’s time for a pop quiz, people! But, don’t start sweatkigj ast yet, 

This m~e is real~y easy. I promise. 

, Columnis~ Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

P~ssy R~ot Tells ~,~]1 

The women who spoke out i~ R.t~ss~a a~d paid a ~g~ price are 

usi~g thdr fi’eedorn to promote fl’eedom. 

, Columnist Page ~ Blog 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTirnes Pinteri;st 

Access The New York Times [rorn anywhere with our suite ol apps: 

iPhone~ I iPad® I Android I All 

Save 15% al The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ ~q.ny~,co~q >> 

About This Email 

]his is an automated emaik Please do not reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member of the TRUSTe pilvacy program, we are commi.tted to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscdbe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email ’= Privacy Policy I Contsct i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, Februmy 9, 2014 3:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Economy and Crime Spur New Puerto Rican Exodns 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots A[ts ~ Magazine 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

Top News 

Puerto Rice’s e:;tended woes, i~ch~ding high unemployment and 

pervasive chine, are cansing a worrisome exodus of 

professionals and middle--elass residents to places like Flo~qda and Texas. 

Snowden Used Low-Cost Too] to Best NoSoAo 

Intelligence officials say Edward J. Snowden used ine:q~ensive 

and widely available software to "serape" the N.S.A’s networks, 

even though they were protected to wikhskand more 

sophisticated cyberaEaeks. 

~ NS.A. Program Gathe[s Data on s TN[d or Nation’s Calis, Officials Say 

n usad 

~A:ie]lding ~A:hip and a Hard New Law, Nigeria 

Sine(" Nigeria’s president signed a law cHminalizing 

hom~~sexualib,, a~a’esN of gay pe%~]e have multiplied and 

demands %r a crackdown have flourished. 

Bauchi, 
in mostly 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZI NE 

From Russia With Love 

T Magazi ne traces th e steal ed hi stoD" of the b o~ se of J. Me~) d e] 

from St. I etezsbnrg k Paris to New York City, and reveals the 



process by which some of its finest new pieces were madeo 

OPINION I OPINION 

The End ~f 

NoNing besides a ~ationN pdiey shift on bow we create and 

con sume en ergy will keep ou r m oun rains white. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ALEJANDRO GARCiA PADILLA, who was elected Puerto Rico’s governor by a thin margi~ 

2012, okmg that he regrets winning the election as he confronts a deepening 
economic crisis, 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: New Y~rk Fall ao*4: Elemer~% I 

Textu re 

A thema’de visual diary of New York Fashion Week inspired by 

the essential 1- uilding blo,-ks of fashion and s bqe. 

~ vine:o: Priyanka’s Ameriear~ Debut 

Priya~ka Cbopra is a honsehoh-I name i~ India. But she is a 

relative unknouq~ in America, where she spent a paCa of her 

childhood. She hopes that being the new face of Ouess will 

change 

~ Reiated Article 

~ vine:o: Wine-Braised Oxtai~ 

Oxtail i s "on e of tb e m ost "~vo~:~ d effu 1 m eats fbr b ra is~ ~ g," says 

Mdissa Clark. She makes hers wid~ eeleU root and eats’oN, and 

serves ik v~th gremolaka. 

World 

Intrigue, Conspiracy, Alien Abduction: Polities 

of Chess Go Offthe Board                               ~.~p~o 

The inh~gue revolves around corruption a]Iega%ns by ~e bvo 

candidates for the t~deration’s presidency, (3arry i<asparov, the 

former champio~ and Russia~ opposition figure, and Kirsan I13qm~zhh~ov, the 

ineumben k president. 



"Shallow News in Depth," founded by two Thai-Americans, uses 

acid--laced sarcasm ~n a s~yle ealled "O o*~ S~ewart on crack." 

C~ina ExhiMt, Pa,q ofa~ A~ti-dapan Campaign, 

Reflects an Esealat~g Feud 

~ exhibit about a Korean nationalist who assassinated 

0 apanese po~itieia*~ in 19o9 is i*~dieative of the anti-#apanese 

pnblie rdations campaign that Chitin is rnnning. 

Wongsu 

at the 

U,S, 

More Federa~ Privi|eges to Extend to Same-Sex Couples 

Atk~rney Genera] Eric H. Ho]der &:. was preparing to issue po]ieies aimed at 

diminating the d~stinetion between same- and opposite-sex married eouples in 

tim federal erimi*mI j us tiee system. 

A Battle of Ideology i~ a City U~mec~astomed to T]~ai So~°t of 
Election 

The current race lbr mayor, between a Ladno Democrat and a business- 
oriented Republicam is i*~ many ways a figh~ rot San Diego’s political soul. 

Program Benefifi,~g Some I~mtfigrmtts iExtends 

Visa ~,Vail for Others 

A push to defer depor~Aions for young undocumented 

~mmigrants has meant delays in granting green cards ~o relatives 

of citizens, usually a comparatively swif?~ process. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

in the SAC Saga, it’s Hard to Chase a Sl~adow 

For traders at SAC Capi ’tal Ad~qsors, it was another trial, another 

em~vict~on. B~t its eh ief, Steven A. ,7oh en, r~ .ms in s out of range. 

Som~dhtg the Tax Alarm, to iLittle Applause 

Whis~le-hlowet~’ tips are pouring in to the I.R.S. But cash awards 

are*~’k pomqng ouL 



Special Report: Your Taxes 

The tax code remains fiendishly complex, but s trategies are 

available to make the path to filing less stressfi~]. 

Sports 

VIDEO FEATURE 

The Halft~ipe From Shmm ~,Vhite’s Perspective 

Shmm White is possibly the best--M~own member d the U nited 

St~tes Olympic team. When he drops into the hal~)ipe, he dons it 

a t full speed - a n a ggressiveness tha t di sfing~fisb es hi m. 

Amer~em~ ~n Nogu~s 

A dom~n afin g perfornm n ee by Jusfine a~ d Chloe Dufonr- 

Lapointe, and au uncharacterisBe ert~)r by the las~ gold medalisL 

the ~nerican Hannah Kearney, decided the women’s moNds. 

Amerlem~ S~mwboarder ~Vh~s :First Gold of 

Games 

Sage Koksenburg d Park City, Utah, was a sm’prise winner in 

snowboard slcg,esb:le, as the event m ade its OlymlA c debut. The 

favorite, Mark MeMorris of Canada, finished thh’d. 

Justine 
Dufour- 

La~oint 

Kotsenb 

Arts 

Seeking U.So Art ~,~l Over Map, dust Check GPS. 

The Crystal Bridges Musemn of American At~ in Bentonvi]le, 

Ark., is meeting u~th about ~,ooo artists to find mo to feature in 

PreMde~tial Che~fistry 

B~?:a,~ Cranston moves fl’om illegal ehemistr.~: to hardball polities 

as he plays Lyndon B. Johnson in ":All d~e Way" on Broadway. 

,El Video: Bryan Cranston Plays L.B.J. on Broadway 

"i’l~s Time, Ready to Take Charge 

Robin Wright is stepping into the limeli-dat, direcking for "}louse 

of Cards" and acti~g in the *~ew movie "A Most Wanted Man." 

Vvr~ght 

Magazine 

Does a More Equal Niarr~age Mean Less Sex? 

He coo]zs, she dea~s, they both work and take care of the kMs. 

It’s the perfect egalitarian marriage. There’s just one problem. 

Whose Turkey Is It? 

Th e stm ggle for th e fi~tu re between a megalom an i acal prime 

minister, a mfldsh leader in the Poconos and thousands of 

citizens taking to ~he starlets. 



Deep IaMde Ba~, Lu~rmam£s Creative Chaos 

Whatever the director decides to do next, there’s a good 

hell make up his mind while not wearing pants. 

Obituaries 

Atom Heym~m, Rwanda Rescuer, Is Dead at 52 

Mso t teyman found in Israel’s sys kern of youth villages a model 

for assisting tim young sm~dvors of the Rwandan genoeide. 

Clu’istopher Jo~ms, Actor "Who Q~t Field, Dies at 

7~ 

Mr. J ones, who made only a handful of films, including "Wild in 

the Sa’eek~" and "Ryan’s Daughter," was often compared with 

J arnes Dean. 

Ohristep 

:: her 

,Jones in 

¯ 966 

K, Lamar Alsop, Violinist and Ballet 

Conce~’tmaster~ D~es at 85 

Mr. Alsop, the lo~gtime concertmaster lbr the NewYork City 

Ballet Orchestra, was also the fa kher of Ma~n :~sop, the music 

direetor of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Case t’or a Hi,~e~" M~n~mum Wage 
~r r,’~r. i.~.~ioa~,,,~ r.:e.’M,e 

*~ increase would help 27.8 ~nillion people. It wo~dd also help balance power 

the wor~Aaee. 

,~ InteF~ctive Feature: Can You Live on t~e Minimum V, gage? 

EDITORIAL 

New York’s Affordable ][i[o~h~g Nhortage 

With enerD, a ~d some ingenuity, Mayor Bill de Blasio and his administration 

could make a dent. 

EDITORIAL 

Cu~o~oeriey ~¢:ars, Revisited 

Domestic problem s, n ot %reign ors, a re to Mare e fi:,r a recen t slump in em organ g 

markets. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Pope You Can Eat 

Francis has sensed the world’s appetite for a sweeter kind of 

, Columnist Page ] glog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Leaving ~ ork Bel~d 

2u’e tile effects of Obama(:are on employment a sign of things to 

come? 

Ross 

, Columnist Page I BIog 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

What would Paddy Cbayefs~ say, ~ow t~mt the apocalyptic 

"Network" ~as come true a couple thousand dines overt 

~ Co~umn~ Page 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

~A’~ || Sa~r~g on Healt|~ Ca~’e Hm’t l-l~e E~onomy? 

Health care speeding aed eml.~loymeet have beee do~, hurtieg the recove~3~. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 10:47 AM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Reminder: Submissions are clue February 12th 

Dear colleagues, 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in mid/late Febmmy. The deadline for submissions this time is February 12th. There are m-o options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website form: http://aYricanpoliticsgmup.o~/index.php/submit-news/ 

2. Forward may news that you might have to our new emml address: apcgnewsletter@gmail.com 

Relevant news items might include new pnblication~ news about grants, new jobs, member career changes, mmouncements tbr conferences, etc. I am al~ interested 

in any photos or images you may have that illustrate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by email and due to the space limitations of the newsletter 

I cannot guarantee all of thegn will be published. 

Finally, I would like to introduce you to our new editors, Cara Jones nnd Stephen M~r, who roll be assisting ruth this newsletter and roll takeover my role completely 

for the next newsletter. 

Best, 

Mike 

http://ati-i ca~politic sgroup.org/index.php!news/newsletter~ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies @ Wesleyan 

Editor, African Politics Conference Group Newsletter 

238 Church Street 

Wesleyan University 

Middletown, CT 06459 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson(@,weslevan.edu 

Personal: http:!!w-ww.michaelnelson.info 
Wesleyan African Studies: http://africa.blo~qs.wesleyan.edu/ 

APCG: http:/ivw’a^z african politicsqrou p orfl/ 

You are cnrrently snbscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

T~unsubsc~bec~ickhere:https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id~299565~fl8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dcf~b22e&n T&I apcg&o 34109508 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-34109508-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e~b~lists.wisc.edu 



Fi%)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 3:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Fight Over Minimum Wage IHustrates Web of Indust~. Ties 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs Arts ~ Media & AdveRising 

Todays V~deo ~ ObituaFies Ed~oFials ~ Op-~ Ol~ihisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Figllt Over Mil~immn ~:age l[Hustrates ~:eb of 

Industry Ties 

The Employme~t Policies Inst~h~te, an economic research 

een[er "~at has warned of increasing the minimum wage, is 

by a pubSe relations firm khat rept~senN the restaurat~k indust~ 

~ Michaei 1 Ssltsma I 

DEALBOOK 
:~ Jamie 

Chinese Officia| Made Job P|ea io JPMorg~n 

Chase Clfief 

Federal a u flaorities are also inves ~igating wh e kher a k least six 

other big ban~ hired applicants expiieitly ko win business from Chi[~ese 

c~-~mpanies. 

:Break in Siege Is LiRle Relief to Syrim~ CiD, 

Aid convoys were attacked during a thr(,e-day cease-fire in 

ttoms, highli~ting the difficulties plaguing eve~ modest 

hnmaifitarim~ effbrts in Syria’s Nvi] war. 

Editors’ Picks 

EDUCA31ON 

See Sometbdng, Do Sometl~ir~g 

PurSing a stop to sexual assatfit o~} campus. 

~ Hard r~mes ~t Howard U. 

~ Learning to lhhsk Outside the 

~ Pop Quiz: Bi9 Momen~ oa Csmpus 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

The [)~st Bowl Retm-ns 

What happens when America’s @[fit basket becomes 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

MICHAEL SAM, who Js expecLed to be a Lop draft £k:k ~n Lhe N.},’,L,~ ammunc{n~ t~at ~e 

Today’s Video 

~ V’~DEO~ C~othes and Charaeter: ’Amerk~an 

Mich ael W]lk~n son ha s designed elabora te cos Lure es lbr film s 

]~ke "Man of SLeel" and "D,v~i~ght", b~t ~e sa~d t~e bold choices of 

the ’7os made desig@ng %1" "American Ht]sfle" so tim, 

~ VmEO: The Bea[le,% by the N~mbers 

Half a ee~tmy has passed si~ee the Beatles’ first American 

performance on the Ed Snl]ivan Show. Since then, they have scqd 

more albnms than any other bm~d and left an unparalleled 

mnsieal legacy. 

Ian HSlljes, f(xmder of DelLa Rae, proposed to Rebecca 

Friedman o~stage dm’ing o~m of the bam:l’s biggest conce~ts. 

F[iedman weently pansed her law career to become khe band’s 

tom’ manager. 

World 

Swiss Vote~°s Narrowly Approve Curbs on vot~ 
I~m~figration 

Voters ba eked m eas ures to rein trodnce restd ctions on th e 

n umber of %reigners al]owed ko live and work in the eoun tW, a 

m ore that COll]d h ave imph ca 

Union. 



.Jevdsh Hospital a Fixture in Tehran 

Many were sm?rised when the government of President Hassan 

Rouhani donatcd $4oo,ooo to the Dr. Sapir ttospiLaI, except for 

the hospkal staff and for the ndghbot~ who use R. 

Anger Erupts Afi-er Danish Zoo Kills a Surplu~ 

Giraffe 

Ignoring threats and adopLion requests~ the Copenhagen 

ended the life of a 2--year.-oid girafl~ and t~d him 1o the ]ions, 

sa3qng his genes were we]] rq)resented ~n European zoos. 

Th~ Dr 
Sapi~ 

I 

~] Visitors 

Co[~nh 

U,S, 

One Month Afi-er Toxic Spill, West Virgin]arts Face Cr~.~s of 
Confidence~ 

Officials have repeatedly backtracked sin ce lifting a tap-water ban after a 

chemical spill last month, and residents are expressing growing dish’us~ of 

health authorities’ reassurances. 

Chinese Dissident iLands at Cato Institute $~rith a 
C~ution to Colleges 

Xia Yeliang, dismissed from his job at PeMng University after 

dashes ~tb Iris govemment~ warned that American univemities 

should be carehfl about partnerships ~dth Chinese universities. 

Nuc’lear ~¢’~aste Solution Seen in Desert Suit Beds 

Salt ber~ half a mile beneath ~he sm’faee are being ~argeted as a 

possible repositoW for radioactive mated a] left over from power 

reactors and weapons. 

JersW 

Business 

Industry and Congress Await the F.CoCo [~] Tom ] 
Chairman’s Next l~loves on Internet Rules I 
By KD:4~ARL} W ?AF~ 

e~,~edera,I Th e teleeommuniea B ons, m edia and In tern e t in d u shies will be 

watching to see how Tom Wheeler respon4s to last month’s 

federa~ appeals com’t decision that invalidated the rules created by the F.C.C. 

2oli ko maintain an open IntemeL 



Other news ou[leks did irapo~ brat work ~_o adwmee news o[ dae 

bridge scandal in New Jersey, bu~ it’s hard to overstate the importance of 1deal 

journalistic vigilance. 

DISRUPTIONS 

For a Restfid Night, l~’lake Yo~ Sn~m*tphone 
to 
avoid 

Sleep on the Co~mh tivC°nstan 

Many zMnerieans now b~{ng their sma~{phones into the bed~wom, 

espedally to use them as alarm elod<s. But tha* mW be a redpe for insomnia, 

S L~ldies S~ OW. 

Sports 

NolF.L Prospect ]Pro~dl,~ Says What Teantmates 

][~mw: He’s Gay 

The a]I-~Mne[{ean defensive end at the U nh’e*sRy or Missom{ 

said he decided to come out pllbJh::ly now because he sensed that 

rumors were circulating. 

,[223 Video: A Football First 

Sochi Got the Gold. Bypassed Village Got Dust. 

A lavish eonstruetion prqject for the Olympics has made life 

harder for residents ofzkkhshtyr, a small, barren village in Lhe 

mom~tains above Soehi. 

[% A ’cxidge 

Rejeeti~g tim U.So to Skate for Ra~ssia 

The speedskating star Ahn Hyun-soo chose Russia over the 

United States and changed his name to Aqktor after switching 

allegiance from South Korea in 2o]~. 

Arts 

E~rope’s Pai~ftd Past Colors a Film Festival 

Europe’s past is evident at the Berlin International Film Festival, 

as are topical issues like art repatriation and widespread 

intelligence gathering by the N afional See urky Agency. 

OPERA REVIEW 

Reefitt~de m~d Desh’e~ Both at Sen 

The powerfi~] ~olo production of"Billy Budd" from 

Glyndebourne Fesdval Opera, directed by Miehad Orandage, 

opened at the BrooMyn Academy of Music. 

Legacy ~n Mind, Taylor Plans a Center for 

Modern Drawee 

As Paul Taylor eelebra kes his company’s 6oth annivemat7, he 

annonnees a plan to keep it going on fiT~r at least "another 6o 

years" by eskablishing a center for American modern dance. 

BuGd 

I    The I 

..... choreog 
rapher 

Media & Advertising 



Dill Keller, Forme~ 

Leaving for News Non,profit K~-, 
Tim~ I 

Times 5’ore aoos to ~on, will be editor in chief of The Marshal] 

Project, a nonprofitjournaUsm start-up focused on the criminal jusfiee system. 

ADVERTISING 

Citi Lets Viewers Vote With a CLick for a Sports 

Group 

The campaign presents nine athletes Dora vaious groups, and 

asked v~ewem to decide bow ~o disbqbnte $5oo,ooo among the groups in 

ineremenka of $*o a dick. 

News From the Adver~ising Industry 

MOSCOW JOURNAL Wor~ .... 

d the Wrath, Asks ~Nh>~.’ studio st 

Cable television operators pulled the plug on the Dozhd channel 

after Russia’s ruling parU said a poll on a Sunday evening talk show ~v~s 

unpatriofie. 

Obituaries 

Gerd A~breeht, Volatfie Conduetor~ ]Is Dead at 78 
Ev MAi?GALN i:£X 

Mk’. Albrecht, a Oermam had a vo]atile rm~ as the firsL non-Czech 

to lead the Czech Philharmotie Orchestra. 

..... Aib[echt 
m 1996 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Mercy h~ the J~sltice System 

President Obama needs to restruetm:e the screening process for clemency 

applications, which is in a slate of collapse. 

~ Closing in on Basic M~dea~ Principles 

~A More Use[@ Germany 

EDITORIAL 

Closing In on Basic i~Iideast Principles 

The Israelis and the Palestinians ~511 soon have to deride whether they want to 

go deeper b~ to peace talks~ 

EDITORIAL 

A More Usefi*l Germany 

A heakhy debate has been sparked by the eount~T’s president who su~ested 

Oem~any plW a bigger role in h~ternational ~ffihits, even if that means using 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Writing Off the Unemployed 

Fuzzy thin!ring meets lack of compassion as Republicans try to 

rationalize their refl~saI to extend benefits, 

, ColumnLst Page I glog 

..... ~rLigma 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Price of Pu|h ~ ° ~ Fr~m the YV~r]M 

America ~s stretched thin, A~d flint can make diplomacy harder. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Hol]ande’s M~rt~a~ Prowess 

Even as America withdraws f~’om war, Fraece ~s buoyed by m~I~taU self- 

eonfiden 

For nlore opinion; ge to NYTimee.eomtOpinion ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:19 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 02-10-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 10th, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

02/11/14 Lecture by Randall Kenan, author of Let The Dead B uU Their Dead, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literaxy People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The William & Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Education. Kenan will present a session t?om his book which is a ~ries of short stories 

set in Tim’s Creek. For more information: http://ikidavcenter.unc.edu/pdepiriver~vriters/. 

02/13/14 ice Music, Brooks de Wetter-Srrli~Ja’s newest multimedia creation that features his videography mad photography, a newly-commissioned composition by 
award-winning Lowell Lieberma_nn for flute, clarinet, violin, cello and percussion; mad choreography by Caxey McKinley, will have its world premiere at 8 PM in the Nelson 
Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center on the UNC campus. 

’Ibis work was commissioned by the University of North Carolina, a~s pa~’t of its Process Series, which explores the nature of creativity through direct interaction with 
those present fbr the performance. In addition to the February 13 premiere, there will be a wor~hop presentation on the follo~,ing day at 4 PM in the same auditofimn, 
followed by a discussion of the collaborative process. 

For more intbrmation: http://processseries.unc.edu/events/ice-tnusic/. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

’King Mackerel and The Blues Are Running’ comes to UNC Feb. 27-28 The Coastal Cohorts will pm~nt "King Mackerel and The Blues Are Running: Songs 

and Stories of the Carolina Coast," Feb. 27-28 at the UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Performances will be at 8 p.m. in the historic PlayMakers Theatre on 

Cameron Avenue. 

General admission pre- sale tickets are available for $15 from the MemoriaJ~ Hall Box Office (919-843-3333) or at the door on the night of the event. Both 
performances are free for Carolina students, but tickets are required. The event is sponsored by UNC’s pan-campus academic theme "Water in our World". For more 
information: http://uncnews.unc~edu/2~4/~2/~4/~dng-mackerel-b~ues-m~mmg-c~mes-unc-feb-27-28/~ 

Third 3amual ADFT One In Eight Banquet on February 21 On Friday February 21 st. A Drink For Tomorrow presents One In Eight. the Third AnnuaJ 

Banquet and Silent Auction on Friday at 7:00 pm at The Kenan Center. One in eight people lacks access to clean water. Join ADFT in exploring this global issue and 

learn about the summer project in Bolivia. Tickets can be purchased at www.adft.org. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Cities, Rivers, and Cultures of Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global A~nerican South The 2014 Global Alnerican Soufl~ 
Conference, scheduled for FebrnaD~ 21-22, is a free, two-day conference that is pext of the ongoing exploration of the globa]ization of the soufl~ern United States fl~at 

the Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill has been pursuing for over a decade. This event aims to bring together gladuate students, faculty, independent scholars, 

and a broader public audience to share current research that explores Southern culture, history., and ethics, efibrts to restore natural and btfilt environments, and the 

implications and connections between changes to the American South m~d the inter-connected global environment in which we live. 

University of Maryland professor Margaret Pahner will deliver the Chandler Lecture in Southern Business History as the conference keynote speaker on Saturdw 
February 22 at 10:45 AM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedF~x Global Education Center. The topic of her lecture will be "Socio-cultura] Context as a 
Driver of Ecological Restoration". 

Sponsors for the conference are the Center tbr Global Initiatives, The Center tbr the Study of the American South, a~d The Institute tbr the Environment. For more 
information: htt0://cgi.unc.edu/gas. 

Eounder of Earth Policy Institute speaks about importance of dean water tbr hmnan life A Daily Tar Heel recap of Lester Brown’s Feb. 4 lecture at the 

UNC Global Research Institute: http:i/vwvwvv.dail,,~:rheel.corn/article/2014i02ifounder-of-eaalh-policv-ins¢Atate-speaks-about-importance- of-clea~-water-for-human- 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get lnw~lved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme a~d upcoming event~ visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edtC Questions, 

comments, and suggestions tbr the theme ca~ be directed to the tbllowing email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/lYNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwww.facebookcom/WaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 2:21 PM 

NttC Events <event@naiionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~flm Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Historian Jnlie Greene to speak Thursda?5 Febmaxy 20, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Julie Greene, University of Marfland 

[ ii.~.iI InIin~ imago I ] 

ThuI’sday, February 20, 2014 - 5:00 p.m. 

A broad swath of the globe was transformed in the decades after the Civil War by U.S. imperial and 
economic power. Expansionism generated new kinds of labor systems and racial hierarchies, as well as 
new kinds of circulation, exchange, and movement. This lecture will explore how working people shaped, 
and were shaped by, the highly mobile empire of the U.S. 

Julie Greene is professor of histo~ at the University of Maryland where she specializes in United States 
labor and working-class history. She is the author of the award-winning book The Canal Builders: Making 
America’s Emp#e at the Panama Canal (2009), as well as Pure and Simple Politics: The American 
Federation of Labor and Political Activism, 1881-~9~7 (1998). Greene was founding cochair of the Labor and 
Working-Class History Association and is currently president of the Society for Historians of the Gilded Age 
and Progressive Era. 

To reserve space, please fol!ow this linl~, or respond to Martha Johnson (O]q) 4o0-o~ 6 or rniohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq. 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 3:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Further Delays tbr Employers in Health Law 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Scionce 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnFhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Further Delays for Employers in Health Law 

The Obama administration said it would pc~stpone enforcement of a federal 

requirement fl:~r medimn-size employers to provide health insm:anee to 

employees and allow larger employers more flexibility iu how they provide 

~ GrapNc: Changes and Doays to the Hea~th Law 

U.So Debates Drone Strike on ~ne~iem~ Terrorism S~spect 

in Pakistan 

The discussion about Nrgeting a citizen, who is believed to be plotting terrorist 

athmks, is the first time officials have considered killing an American overseas 

since Pn~sident Obama imposed limiB on d~ne strikes in May. 

Heroin’s S~naH-Town Toll, and a Motlher*s O~0ief 

Few understand the way addiction mang~es families, said Karen 

Hale, who lost Alysa Ivy, 2L to an overdose in a Wisconsiu town 

hit hard by 

The 
body of I 
A[ysa 

Editors’ Picks 

.~.iI Int .... ive F ...... "e INTEI~CTIVE VEATURE; Fourtl~ 

~ lace: &~t Miss~ a Medal 
"It is pretty much the worst place to be," said .&sel Luud 

Svindal, who missed a bronze medal in Men’s Downhill by ool9 seconds. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Use Fo~0ce to Save Star-¢~ng Syria~s 

Respm~sibili~" to protect the im~oce~t justifies armed 

intervention. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

HASSAN JALAI’rA, ;] Pa]esLi]~i;m [’;]ther of five who works for an Israeli compm~y in the 
West gm~k, 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Riders Cautious of Halfpipe 

Con ditio~s 

The day before lke much-anticipated men’s halfpipe competition 

in snowboarding at the Soehi Olympics, ttmre were broad 

cm~eer~s rm~gi~g from tim shape of the pipe to the warmi~g weather eonditio~s. 

~ W#EO: The Read Arom~d: %~esley Ntaee 

In his novel "Wonderkid," Wesley Staee explores the kindie rock 

scene, a place where cute rules a~d where adults have a thing or 

two to ]ean~ fl’om State’s kid characters. 

~ VmEO: New York Fall 2o~4: Elemei~ts J 

Color 

A thematic visnal diary of N ew "fork Fashim~ Week i~spired by 

the essentiM building blocks of fashion and st?,qe. 

World 

I~ %~est Bm~k Settleme~ats~ Israeli Jobs ~,~’e 
Doable- Edged Sword 

Israeli izMastries i[~ West Batik setflemenN provide empioymez;k 

to mm~y Palesfi~ians bt~t oemg~y acreage i~ Mint the workers see 

as ~eir future state. 

S~icide Bomb Trah~er in iraq Accide~tally Blows Up His 

Class 

Twenty-two milita~)ts at a ~:aini~% session) were killed after a commander 



mis b~kenIy used an armed ])elk daring a demonsLration. 

Spain Seeks to C~rb Law Allowing Judges to 

Pursue Cases G|oba||y 

AfLer crusading j n d ges in Spain ordered in terns tion al warrants 

for a %rmer premier and an ex-.pt~siden~ l~’om China, a ~rade 

partner, the Spanish Parliam ent w~l] deba*e limiting the pra~Nce. 

Monday 

, the 

National 

’° I 

U,S, 

Dm,g Sl~orl-ages Cor~tinue l-o Vex Do<~tors 

Most common are shortages of sterile i~ectable dru&s, partly 

t)eeause the faeb~Hes khat make d~em are aging and prone to 

q uali b’ problems. 

Phi|adelplfia Scl~oo| Chief Faces Down Budget 

Cuts m~d Crises 

William R. Hire Jr. has INd off almost 4,ooo workers and dosed 

24 schools since becoming Philadelphia superintendent of 
se}loo~s i~l 2012. 

R. Hire 

Jr said 

Co~rt Gives CaIifor~fia l~lore Time to Ease Priso~ Crowding 

a long-intoning ]awsuK, a panel of federal judges gave the state undl khe end 

February 2o16 to reduce its iririlate population. 

Business 

Revelations by AOL Boss Raise Fears Over 

Privacy 

AOL’s claief, Tim Armstrong, seL off a firestorm among ~efiean 

workers by publiely revealing information about medical e~-~sts 

for ~s’~:, babies covered by company health plans. 

Winter Storages Cause Havoc for Fliers 

Bad weatlaer kakes a LoI1 on travelers who absolutely have to gc’t 

somewhere this winter. 

Armstro 

I I 



DEALBOOK 
[~ Dennis 

Justiee Depa~0trnen~ S~md Over 8t3 Billion ....... K.e,~h.er [ 

The no~p~t]t group Belier MarkeLs has argued [hal Lhe Justice 

DepartmenL v~olaLed the constitutional pdndpie *-g separation *-~f powers when 

~t sh:uck a deal with the bank, 

Sports 

In N,FoLo~ It’s Now Question of.Ability, Not 

Orientation 

The reception Michael Sam, who is gay, will receive in the N.F.L. 

will probably depend on how wcll he produces on the rid& 

To Go F~rther, Speedskate~s Had to Let Go of 

Their "Wheels 

Even though JnlJne skating has become less commercially 

popular, it reraai~s a powerful feeder for the American 

speedskating team, 

~ [] Slide Show: Exhilarating Day for Speedskating 

Plenty of Spills and Fewer Thrills on 

Ride 

The day befbre the much-anticipated men’s hal~)ipe 

competition, there were broad concerns ra~ging from khe shape 

of the pipe ko the snow eonN 

, ~ Video: Ride~s Cautious o~ Halfpipe Conditions 

:~.; Michaei 

....... Sam will 
p~obably 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

5o Years Later~ Beat~es Steal :%amther Show 

Sunday nighk’s tribute concert on CBS, like the 1964 broadcast it 

commemorated, belongcd to the Beatles themseh’es. 

Impatience Has Its Reward: Books Are Roiled Out Faster 

While d~e television industry has begun catering to impatient audiences by 

releasing entire series at once, dm book business is npending iN tradRional 

timetable by encouraging a kind of binge ~uding, releasing new works by u 

single author at an accelerated pace. 

A M~ltable :Feast 

The Hemingway Collectio~ at bhe ,John F. Kennedy Presidential 

LibraD" and Musemn is giving researchers access t,-., a newly 

digitized batch of the writer’s daily ephemera fl’om his onetime 

Havana home. 

Science 

The !,a’ehaeology of the Stars 

Stellar archaeolo~sts have found some ve<v old stats, hidden in 

space like u phar,-.,ah’s tomb and holding secrets of the cosmos’ 

of.the 

I a::,,o I 



chemical evolution. 

BY DEGREES 

F~oeezing Out t]he B~gger Pk~t~re 

What seems like unusually toM weaflmr in flae Nmtheast is still 

milder than what was normal a few deaades ago, but it has stoked 

confusion and given lbdder ~o global wamfing skeptics. 

Came~s Had No B~sirmss h~ GeneMs 

Camels appear i~ stories of emqy Jewish patriarchs iu the Bible, 

even though it was before dm animNs’ thne, evidence that 

writing or editing of the book happened long ager the evens ik 

Falls in 
January. 

The 
annual 

Obituaries 

Mr. Ash and his brother, Jerome, developed the music shop their 

father founded in b., a chain of 46 stores nationwide. 

Er~k Bleg~’ad, Children’s Book A~ofist, Dies at 9o 

Mr. BleN:ad, a prolific illustrator, possessed a sVle Nat was 

eomfot*dngly Old World; he worked primarily in meticulous 

and ink, witt~ some forays into watercolor. 

Robert Eo Cooke, a Creator of Head Sta~% Dies at 

93 

~ adviser to Presidents ,John F. Kennedy and iyndon B. 

J ohnson, Dr. Cooke was insm mmntal in maj or initiatives to 

benefit chih:h:em 

Ash of 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Gay Rights and the Just.ice Department 

Changes annom~eed by A~omey Qenera] Holder wfl~ advm~ce equalib" and the 

j us d ee system. 

, The Message From Horns 

~ The S~e of Mr. de BlasWs C~y 

~ Army Auditors’ Shock and Awe 

EDITORIAL 

The NIessage From Horns 

A temporaU truce in Syria offers little relief to its dvJlJans from the appNling 

damage of the Nvil war. 

EDITORIAL 

Mayor BiI] de Blasio added a t~w promising proposals to his list at the S~te of 

the Ci%~ address, 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tim American P~’eeariat 
S,. LiAViD ~%-V./JXL 

DecJini~g mob~]~b, may be symptomatic at" a broader crisis at" 

fai’~ in the ~eticau dream. 

, Co~umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Panic in the Locker Room! 

Let me get d~is, urn, straight: Some N.F.L. plwe~ can ~ths~md 

erushi*~g ’tackles but not at~ openly gay teammate? 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e BoDoS. 

The B%~eo~t, Divest ai~d Sane[ions Movement targets the end of 

Israel as a ,lewJsh state. 

, Columrlist Page 

For mere oginian go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 11:54 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

aiely@instepp.ovg 

invitalion to event on "hnproving Access to Education & Public Health Benefits for Imlnigrmat Women" 

Hessage From: .~llelia Riely 

Emai]: arielv@instepp.org 

Suhj ect : / 

Description: Hi! 

I am a UNC student doing an internship with an organization in Durham called InStepp, Inc., which works with at risk women and 

We are putting on a conference focused on immigrant women in Hatch, and I was wondering if you could forward the info to your i 

it to your faculty, staff and students. I have attached the text we’ve been sending out. 

Thanks for your support! 
Amelia Riely 
UNC Chapel Hi]], 2016 
B.S. Computer Science 

"Improving Access to Education & Public Health Benefits for I""igrant Women~ 

This event is FREE and Cuban-style lunch will be provided! 

Thursday, Hatch 6th, 9:00 am - 2:00 pm 
Hayti Heritage Center 
804 Old Fayettevi]le Road, Durha~’, NC 27701 

Interested in women’s issues, inmligration rights, the Latin k::erican and South Asian experience in the US, or in the cc 

Immigration, social and healthcare syste’" policies determine what services and support immigrant women are able to receive and 

This event will create a space where immigrant women can come together to share experiences and agencies working with them can 

RSVP te attend at http://instepp.ew~r~tbrit~’.cem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Insight Press <ray@insight-press,ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 11, 2014 1:08 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate Darwin Day’. 



Forward email 

This email ~’,,as sent Lo eurfice@email,unc.edu by info@insiqht-press.com :: 
Ul~date Profile/EmailAddress h~stant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe~’ Privacy Policy. 

[nsight Pre~ :: 4064 N. Lincoln Ave. #264 :: Chicago [L 60618 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 3:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: House Approves Higher Debt Limit Without Condition 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~i NYT J World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Dining &Wine 
Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

Top News 

Ho~lse Approves Highee Debt L~fit Witho~lt Cor~di~ior~ 

The House voted on the bill after Speaker John A. Boehner gave up on a plat~ to 

link al~ increase in bo~’owi~g authofi~ to legislation that wo@d have revelsed a 

c~R to ve k, ran retirement ben eft 

Graphic The Vote 

Vast Steady Casts Doubts on V~t~e of 

A 25--year study involving 90,000 women has found thak khe 

hreast-eaneer screenings did not lower the death rate from the 

disease and had harms. 

~ For Women, a More Compiicated Choice on Mammogrems 

Closely watched eleetions approach in Michigan, Ohio, 

Pennsylvania and ~v%eonsin, where white worki~g.-elass w-.,ters 

were once solklly Democratic hut are now up for grabs. 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

Sky, X’Vire Fox Terrier and Vetch’an Show Dog, 

~A:~ns at West-minste~ 

Sky, a 5.-year-old wire fox terrier, won the top erowt~ ak khe 



138th Westminster Kennel Clnb Dog Show o*~ Tuesday, becoming the 14Lh 

mere bet" of her breed to wilt best iD sh~-~w. 

~ Highlights of t~e WestminNer Dog Show 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A G~’i ~,~,|y .A~swe~¯ for Obesity 

Hibenmti~g bears go dhabetic. Unlike human,s, they ca~ reverse 
i t ~qth ou t ha t~. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

BERNAROO g, VEt.ASCO, a magistrate judge for the Federal District Co~rt in Tucson. 
who holds mass hearings on illegal immigration in which each defendant is charged 

and sentenced in tess than a minute, 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Remembering Shirley Temple 

B~aek 

In Lhe popular imagin a ~ion, Shirley Temple Black wo~ld always 

be America’s dar]i~g of the Depressiot~ years. 

~ VmEO: Back Home, Sense of Pride in            S~i~qNS 

M:iehael Sam, a defensive end at Missouri w~o will enker the 

N.FoL. drafL atmouneed Snnday that he was gay. People it~ his 

home~owt~ of Hitchcoek, Tex., m~d o~ his college ~eam voiced their support. 

~ w~Eo: Sochi Video Notebook: Sham~ 

"D~e snowboarder spoke about i~is legacy after tlnishi*~g fourth 
the me~’s ha]qApe final i~ Sochi, 

World 

Cuba’s Reward ~or the Datif~l: �3 ated Housi~g 

A new housing development in Havana ~1I have apartmenks lk)r 

military and g~wemment families, a ~ward for l~-~yalty at~d a sign 

of the island’s hybrid eco~omy. 

...... balconie 



Obama Greets France’s Leader~ but Warns 

_Against Doi~g Bus~ness %~ith ~ran 

Pres~den ~ Obama’s comments, made at a n ews conference ~ ~1~ 

the Frei~eh president lookii~g on, were provoked by Fre~mh 

executives’ yece~t trips to Tehram 

’l’~ger Pop~flafion Grows in india, as Does Fear 

A~er Attacks 

Conflicts with humuns huve a~sen in the few places where the 

em:la~%ered animals bare rebom~ded tha~ks to conservation 

efforts. 

U.S, 

Detai~ees Sentenced in Seconds h~ ~Stremnlh~e’ 

,Justice on Borde~ 

U rider "Operation StreamIi~m," offieials px~)seeute ilIega] 

imm~gnmN en masse, seddngjail terms and depox~afio~ ~n mere 

minutes. 

Exeeutiof~s Are Suspended by Gore,-nor in Go,,, 

~Vashing¢o~ 

The move makes Washi~gto~ the latest i~ a series of states to 

step away ~rom eapi tal pu nis~ men k and m akes Oov. Jay I n sl ee 

the thh’d Demoerutie governor i~ recent years ko suy somethi~g simikm 

Florida l~,la~a’s Fiancee Co~trad~ets Parts of His 

Test~nony in gdlling of Teenager 

A Nm~da jmT heard conflicting stories abouk the shooting of a 

tee~mger during a~ argument over loud music in 2o12. 

;~2 Michaei 
....... Dunn 

Iold a 

Business 

Yel|en Sets a Fa~iiar Direetio~ for the Fed 

In tes~mony to Cougress, JanetYelIen, the Federal Resez~ze 

ehuirwomam gave no sign khat policy makers were concerned 
about receipt weak eemmm~e data. 

Janet L. 



A~tomaker Give~ Its ~]lessh~gs~ and GoOoPo Its 

~’Varn~ngs 

Tennessee’s Republican lawmakers are warMng Volkswagen 

employees that the Chattanooga plant could lose future 

incenfivea if they vote to m~ionize. 

Grace ReeMIs Car Seats Over Favflty Buelde 

Federal safety regulatm~ pnshed the company to expand the 

reeal~ as parents complained tha~ ~hey had to cut the straps 

rein eve th d r children. 

~ ssembl 

Sports 

Before Confine Out, a Hard Thne Coming Up 

The openly gay N.F.L. prospect Michael Sam said that he saw 

football as salvation dining his childhood in tiny Hitchcock, Tex. 

ttis thther is still struggling with the news that his son is gay. 

Wkite’s Ram Ends Wi~h a Thud Instead of a Gold 
r.v ~o~-i,,’i Si=.,:,NE,~ 

Shaun W}lite’s bid to win a third straight ball, Ape title faltered as 

IouH Podladtehikov of Switzerland, ]<~m~ as Y-Pod, won the 

gold. 

~ Sochi Video Notebook: Shaun White 

said his 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Ski-~ umpfa~g for doy~ and for ~ledals 

The first women’s sial-jumping even t in the history of "dne Winter 

Games was won by Carina Vogt <ff Germany on Tuesday. 

..... Hendric 

~son of 

Arts 

ARTSBEAT 

ArCworks Removed From Aaastria Home of German V~:ho 

Holds H~age Trow~ 

Works, including some by Monet, Neasso and Renoir, were removed from the 

home cg Cornelins Gm’li~ in Salzbnrg, Aus~ia, to ensm’e their safeb~. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Ba~L~d You~ Own Chaos 

The Ix’go Movie Videogame allows fans to indulge in the dark 

side of eonstrueth’e play, smashing with abandon what has been 

created. 

fieht 

Japanese Composer Says His Hearing Loss ls 

Part|v Faked                                            s~m~,,~ 

Mamoru Sanmragoehi, once likened to a modern-day 

Beethoven, admitted to partly faking his dearness after 

confessing thak a ghostwriter had w~itken his bee b-known eompositionso 

Dining & Wine 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I GOTHAM WEST MARKET 

Go Wesl- to ~t~mp|e the ~,¥orht 

On the far, far West Side, a ~mw fl)od corot raises the bar. 
designe 

THE POUR 

Why C~n’t You Find That Wine°? 

When the search fbr that ee]~ain bo~le fails, it’s madde~i~)g. But 

there are steps you ea~ take. 

What goes i*~to the pot matters to eve~Totm involved, arid we 

..... state, 

perhaps 

I ::’u, I 

ladleful 

of ch i i. 

news and iecipes .’.:o to NYTimes.com/Dining >) 

Obituaries 

Shirley Temple Black, Holl3~a’ood’s Biggest Little 

Star, Dies at 85 

Mrs. Black, who rose to the height of Holl3~xood stardom as a 

precocious liRle gill ~n the ]93os, rehmmd to the spotlight J~ the 

surprising nqe of a diplomat in t~e ~96os. 

Nancy Holt, Outdoor Artist, Dies at 75 

Ms. t tolt was one of the few women to be a leader in the ]at~d-art 

movement, which places o]~}ects for natural se~ings. 

the      ] 

Marry Plissner, 87, is Dead; Led Political 

Cove, rage at CBS 

Mr. Plissi~er was a reporter aI~d ~witer ]mown for his N)i~ib~ to 

cultivate sources and for a dexterity in covering primaries that 

contributed to increased eompetitioi~ amot~g televisiot~ networks. 

For more obit:.:adss, go ~o NYTimes.eom,Obituaries 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

6 Million Amegiem~s }Vithout a Voice 

S~es should lisDn ko Attorney General HoMer and repeal unjust and outdated 

felon disetffranehisemet~k laws. 

, Medicaid Expansion, Red-StaD S~yie 

~ Demonizin9 Gays ~n Africa 

EDITORIAL 

Medicaid Expansion, Red-State Style 

U siI~g publk~ Medicaid dollars to buy prh’ate ins uranee polk ies makes sel~se, 

politically and substantively. 

EDITORIAL 

Demonizh~g Gays h~ Aft’lea 

Nigeria is one of several counti~es on the continent whose policies hut% gays and 

all ~M’riea,xs. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED I THOMAS B. EDSALL 

How we em~ "make haves out of the have-cots ~thout takh}g it 

away h’om d3e haves." 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

israel’s Big Questio~ 

Secretary of S tare John KerU readies his framework for 

peace, there is some soul-searching to do. 

Columnis% Page 

E~-tss 

OP-ED I MASHA GESSEN 

Bmiking X~’lfile Russian 

Why bad my account been closed? A~}d where was al~ my moeey? 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 8:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate Black History Momh: Explore Brown v. Board of Ed 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

~ii b ..... 

In Play :[954, the NAACP won a major legal victoiy in the 

Brown Vu Board of Education school desegregation caseu 

i{n a unanimoas decision, the U,S, Supreme Coar~ declared 

~hat "in the f~e~d of public education, the doctrine of 

’separate but equal’ has no p~ace, Separate educationa~ 

facJ~Nes ar~ inherently unequaL" 

ProQuest History Vault incfudes many collections that offer 

different perspectives on the Srown v, Board of Education 

decision, with subsbx~t.ial documentation ~n [he NAACP 

Papers. 

Give researchers first-hand accounts and multiple 

perspectives on civif rights activism and delve deeper with 

key Slack History resources: 

Hist~ ~ault - NAACt~ t~aper~: 

The N#&CP~s Major CampNgns -Education, 

Voting, Housing, Employment, Armed 

Forces, files from 1955~]965 focus on effo~s 

to ~mplement the Brown deds~on as we~ as to 

combat de facto segregation outsk~e of the 

South 

Federa~ Government Records, Civ~ RNhts 

During the Ebenhower Admhlbtratbn 

See ~ Black hi~r~, milesl3enes timeline, and ask 

your librarian to sign up fix free trials of an array of 

complementary digitized resources with content that isn’t 

available anywhere else, 

learn more 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message, 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive futther messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DPS - CAP <cap@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Febrnary 12, 2014 11:36 AM 

cap-news 

[cap-news] Adverse Weather Transportation & Parking Info 

Attention CAP Members: 

Our area is expecting severe weather today and tomorrow. Please review DPS’s Adverse Weather Transportation & Parking 
Info. 

Also, be sure to sign up for notifications through: 

¯ DPS Facebook 
¯ DPS Twitter 

Transit riders should sign up for: 

CH Transit Service Updates 
Transit Alerts - Triangle Transit 
Transit Alerts - DATA (Durham) 

If employees are able to leave early, it is recommended to take advantage of the University’s Flexible Work Arrangements 
policy and avoid weather-related traffic congestion. 

Stay safe and warm! 

Commuter Alternative Program (CAP) 

Public Safety Building 
285 Manning Dr. 
Campus Box 1600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Website: http://dps, unc.edu/CAP 
Email: capCb, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 3:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteaxtlines: Escaped Inmates From Imq Fuel Syrian Insurgency 

Today’s Headlines T.o o0oy  Fob,o  y., 

~NTHISENAILI i~i NYT I Work’! i U.S ~ Business Spots A~ts ~Fashion&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ O~Yhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Escaped Inmates From iraq Fuel Syrim~ 

Insurgenc, y 

Priso~ breakouts in h’aq have freed hundreds of militants who 

have joined radical Sunni groups operating in uei~bo~ng Syria 

and in Iraq itself. 

Secudty J 
forces in 
the iraqi 
city of 

Over ~ Million Added to Rolls of Health Plan 

More than ~ 4 millio~ people sighted np fi:~r health insurance 

through federN and stale marke[places in January, according to 

the government. 

Bransfiel [ 
d, ~ieht, 

Com~st Net to Acquire Time Warner Cable for         tb.. 
terms 

845 BiSon 

Corneas[ t~Jl] a~ounce a deal [o acquire ’FJme Warner Cable in 

an all-stock deal that will unite the first-- and second-largest eable television 

operators in the country, according to people briefed on the ma~er. 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS I INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC 

The SV~ter Olympics (lear G tdde 

For athletes, the Winter Games arse~ml includes different skis 

and boots for Nflk’rent events, sophisticated protective headgear 

and sleds with no brakes. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

We Nced Proof or~ Ma~dj~mna 

Where are the s~dies showing that it can ~eat epilepsy? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

Today’s Video 

In "Blue Jasmine," Care Blanche~[ plays a wealthy socialite who 

has to stark over again. The eharacker is both palaNble and 

unpalataNe, Ms. B]anchetr says, but the result is a richer role. 

Related .Articie 

~ vm~:o: In Performance; Jo~m[ha[~ 

Jonathan Groff, who performs in Lincoln Center’s :\meriean 

Songbook series on Fch. ]5, sings "I Got Lost in His Arms," a 

number from I~qng Berlin’s 1946 musical "AJanie Get Your 

~ vm[o: The A~t of Tmth~g Skis 

A ski technidan plays a behind-the-scenes role that is part crew 

chief, part caddie and park counselor. Ales Sc, poknik spends 

countless bouts hming the skis of" the American Nl:4ne racer 

Leanne Smith. 

video, ~’~o :e NYTimes.eomP4ideo s. 

World 

A.~so Cheering at the Olympics: Russ~m~ Critics 

Complaints over [he expense of the Winter Games have given 

way Dmporarily to a foens on national pride. 

~ Russian Figure Skaters Renew Tradition o~ ~cellence #1 Pa#s 

S3~’imt :Rebels Sketch Peace Pial~ That O~ttits 
Demand for Assad s O~[ster 

The proposal sigF~ified a shift in tone for the opposition, which 

Nations 

agencie 



has long insisted on President Bashar al-.Assad’s departure as the 

starting point fbr a political resolutiom 

Even a Stationery iLogo Pits Palesfi~fians Against Israel 

Israel has rejected the applications of Palesfiniaa patienks seetdng treatment in 

Israel c.,r the West Bank because they bear the logo "State of Palestine" rather 

than "Palesti~fian 

U,S, 

Nagin Gui~i-y of xo Counts of Bribery and Fra~d 

A i~deral jmT deliberated for about six and a half hours hefore 

finding C. Ray Nagin, the former mayor d New Orleans, guilty of 

accepting payoffs for city eontrae ts. 

Weapon in Slaying of F~ofida Teenager F~gures 

Again in Com0t 

Michael Dunn, the NoHda man charged wi’~ firsbdegr~?e murder 

in the shooting death of Jordan D3vis, has said he shot Mr. Davis 

because he saw a shotNm, a claim the prosem~fion has denied. 

Atlanta Frozen Again as Winter Woes Chill 

So~th 

A storm that meteorol%ists said eould he the largest of the 

winter - at least in terms of geographical size if ~ot p~wdpitafio~ 

or [emperakure - headed from the South ~o the 

~ The kede: Storm Causes Traffic Chaos 

:~.~ c. 

Dunn 

during 

Business 

Facebook Deal on P~ivaey Is Under ARack 

A class-action selllement intended to ensure that Facehook 

obtained consent before using people’s images or other da’ta in 

ads is about to receive ant�her legal challenge. 

Apple Says Supplies Don’t Come F~’om War Zones 

Apple said thak it had confirmed thak iLs supplie~ did nok use tantalum, a type of 

metal commonly used i~ electronics, containing minerals from areas engaged in 



The debate between oil producers and ~finers over exports is a 

rare elasb in a deeply guarded indusbT that invdves argume~ts 

over" national secu*ity, pricing at the pump and earnings. 

d;iiling 

for oil 

outside 

Sports 

Derek actor Sa~vs He’ll Retire at End of no*4 

Season 

Jeter, entering his 2oth season ~tb the ~%nkees, announced on 

his official Faeebook fan page that 2o14. would be his final year 

of prwfessional baseball. 

, ~ Slide Show: Two Decades of Greatness 

ON BASEBALL 

Derek 0Jeter Lived a Dream, and Newer 
Disappointed 

The greatest compliment we can give deter, as be prepares for 

his final season in ao14, is that he never let us down. 

, Keeping Score: In Jetees ~mpresswe R6sume, One Thing Is kacking 

Told to Be ’Realistic,’ Ted Ligety Defied His 

Doubters 

Ligety was no ski racing prodigy when he was growi~g up in 

Ub~h, but his tenacious pursuit of excellence made him one of 

the world’s best. 

~ [] Video Feature: Ted LigeW’s Unique Giant Slalom 

~:el me~e sports flows, go to NYTimes,~om,~Spotte ~ 

Arts 

:London Director to Draft Arts Vision for Ground 

Zero 

David Lan, the artistic director of the Young Vie Theater in 

I,on&m, will draft a programming vision for the pe~brming a~s 

center planned at ground zero. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Bird Thou Never 

A biography of Ma~{anne Moore by Mnda LeaveI1 concentrates 

on the poet’8 liR~e-known eatqy 

Levi~m to Tackle Six Operas for the ~let 

Next season will see the recovering James Levthe double his 

conducting workload for [be Metropolitan Opera. 

e M ,o~ r e 

in his 

Fashion & Style 

Beyond the Runway 

From the guest blogger Joe 3onas, to the star turn, out at Public 

Sehod, to the streaker at Prabal Ourung, to the after-parSes, 

much of the action took place away h’om the shows. 



FASHION REVIEW 

E,. ~’.,’i 

New York’s Fashion Week for men shows modem~ me~’s wear’s 

tuDor-war between uphdding a set of Wadifions and embradng a 

seL of disrupt~ons~ 

FASHION REVIEW 

Looks That Are Up to fl~e dob 

Three collections, including a ~osta]gie selection from Rodmte, 

tried to balance everyday needs and feminine flair. 

..... : Public 

Obituaries 

Sial Caesar, Comedian of Comedian,s From TV’s 
Early Days~ Dies at 9~ 

Mr. Caesar was a force of na[ure who starred on "¥Bur Show of 

Shows" in the early ~95os and inflne~eed generations of 

comedians and comedy writers. 

Maggie Estep, Slam Poetry Perfo~er, Dies at 50 

Ms~ Es Lep, a noveI~st and spoken.-word poet, heIped popula[{ze 

s~am poet]3, on MTV, HBO and PBS in the ~99os. 

Doug N[olms, N oHoLo Player for 22 Seasons, Dies 

EF i.:RUC~. W~.i.:~.R 

Mr. Mohns was a stalwa~ of the c4d six-team league, play~ng ba~f 

of his seasons wRb the Boston Bruins and having his most 

productive period wit~ t~e C~ieago Black tlaw~, 

rubber.. 

Estep 

presenti I 

Fer mere ~;bitua:k~3. go ta NYTimes.¢om,*ObRuaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Slaking College Pay 

Employment prospects for eollege-.edueated worke~ have eroded, so a degree 

doesn’t n eeessarily m ea n a good-payin g j ob a nym ore. 

EDITORIAL 

Offering an identification card 1o all New York <~ty residents, regardless of legal 

s b~tus, is a brillian t idea. 

EDITORIAL 

Wl~y ’Team GoBo’ Needs ..Scot|and 

Before the Scots vote on whether to become an im:lepe~dent nation, they should 

weigh all the pros and cons of leaving the United Kingdom. 

For mere epi!~ien; ,qv te NYTimes.eomtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tlmmas Speaks ,,o Blhtdly About Race 

You can’t individually achieve your way out of racism. The 

remedy is collective, 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~’~he~ Emily Was Soh~ ~.~ 

Wh en fl~J s ] 5-year-old gJ~’l weet mJssin g, her paten ts 

s~opped searching [o[’ ~e[’. There a[’e thousands more Mds 

her in &~ger xSght 

~ Cok~m~s~ Page ~ Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Is Keysto~e Worl-h the F~ght? 

Gi’ve~ the S~te Depa~ bnent’s recent repmL was the pipeline the 

~igh~ issue l~" e*wiro*~me*~talists to get behind? 

Fo; me~e oei:fion e,o to NYTimes.eomtOpinion >~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@sociologynetwork.org> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 8:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "Launching ’Livelihood Strategies’ : A Knowledge Bank of Sustainable Livelihood Interventions" on Think 
Tank for Global Sociology 

i~i ThinkTank 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the blog post ’Launching ’Livelihood Strategies’ : A 
Knowledge Bank of Sustainable Livelihood interventions’ 

Blog post added by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

Launching livelihoodstrategies.org Everyday in our endeavors as development 

professionals, researchers, policy makers, government represent... 

Blog post link: 

Launchinq ’Livelihood Strateqies’ : A Knowledqe Bank of Sustainable Livelihood 
Interventions 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 
Sociology 

2089 members 342 discussions 

711 photos 40 Events 

134 videos 410 blog posts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 11:41 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.unc.edu~> 

On Not Going Home 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V( )L~ 36 NO. 4 Visit h:b 

LRB cover art 

On Not Going Home 

,James Wood 

I have now lived 18 years in the United States. It,s a bit 

feeble to say I didn[] t expect to stay that long; and 

ungrateful, or even meaningless or dishonest, to say I 

didn g?t want to. I must have wanted to; there has been 

plenty, of gain. But I had so little eoneept of what might 

be lost. M,~re 

()1~ver Miles: Ck:~oney and the Marbles 

Hugh i>em~hagb:;n: The Blame Game 

Robert ] {anks: ] icy ho, ~he wind and the rain 

Oscar Webb: Bam~ed from [~h’mingham 

What does Sisi want? 
Hazem Kandi] 

There is no ge~ng around it. What E~pt has become three yearn after its onee 

inspiring revolt is a police state more vigorous than an~ing we have seen sinee 

Nasser. ~ in the dark yeat~ of the 196os, the enmny is everywhere, and any eN)rt 

to ext)ose and eradieate him is given popular assent. More 

The Edward Snowden Story 
Darde] Soar 

Any one of Edward Snowden ~ s revelations, you [] d think, might have been the news 

story" of the year. But the most viewed story in the Guardian [] s his to~T wasn [] t a 

pieee of news at all. It was the 12-tninute video in whieh Snowden explained who he 

was and why herod decided to reveal what he had. More 

Get Off the Bus 
R eb~eca & ]~ i t 

One of the curious things about the crisis in San Frandseo rq predpitated by a huge 

influx of well-paid teeh workers driving up housing costs and causing evictions, 

gentrifieation and cultural change [] is that the teeh workers seem unable to 

understand why many locals don [qt love them. They,re convinced they are 

members of the tribe. More 

Short Cuts 

Abroabamian 

Co~h~ B~°ow: Homage to Geoffl’ey Hi]~ 

N~al Asehe~’son: Remembering Malaya 

Malcolm B~flh P~casso and Nietzsche 

~asterclass: Span}sh 

with Danie~ Hahr~ 

Saturday 15 February 

at 10 a.m. 

A Finger }n the Fishes 
I~*~outh: The Legacy of 
Derek Jarman 
Wednesday 19 February 
at 7 p.m, 

A Sense of Directio~: 
Gideon Lewis-Kraals, 
Sheila Heti and 

Christian Lore~tzer~ 
Friday 28 February 
at 7 p.m. 

in the Wo~f[:Ts 
Adam gourds with 

Andrew ~;lotio~ 
Wednesday 12 March 
at 7 p.m. 

Carcanet New Poetries 
V: A Reunion 
Wednesday 19 March 



At the Whitechapel 

Anne ~r;~gner: 

Hannah 

at 7 p.m. 

i~i Follow us on Twitter 

i~i Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, FebruaU 13, 2014 8:52 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[asc thculty] UNC Libraades Guide, Lunch sessiou 

UNC Libraries Guide for African Studies 
Tuesday, February 18, 2014, 12-1:30 PM, 
Davis Library, Room 214, UNC-CH 
UNC Libraries will offer a lunch session focused on the new Guide for African Studies and other Library services for faculty and graduate 
students. Come "walk through" the new Guide and offer your feedback on the resource to the librarians who created it. This will be a great 
opportunity for us in the Library to hear from you about how we could improve our collections and services to better support faculty and 
graduate students’ research and instruction for African studies. Lunch from Palace International will be served. 

Please RSVP by Friday, February 14th by emailing Stacey Sewall at sewall(~email.unc.edu. The program will include: Scholarly 
Communication Services: copyright and fair use, authors’ rights, privacy rights, open access, and other important information to the creation 
and use of scholarly material; Digital Repository Services; Funding Opportunities for faculty and researchers; African and Global Health 
Resources and Services; Media Resources Center’s collections and services; - and the Library Guide for African Studies. Free. Please Contact: 

Mohamed Hamed mseoud@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewall@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nydirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: For Comcast. Dating Deals to Expand Its Reach Across Industries 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 

For Comcast, Daring Deals to Expand Its Reach Across 

The deal fl)r Time Wanmr Cable solidifies Comcast’s repu~6on as an enterprise 

with grand, even audacious, ambitions. 

States Struggle to Add La*dnos to Health Rolls 

gt~rollmen t of La kinos ii~ the new health ea~ law has fallen 

s~:iM~gly below the hopes of the laws pr(g,o~mnts, prompting 

offieials to rush to expand marketing 

~ Some Fail to Pay Premium A~Nr Signk~g Up Under New Health Care Law 

Jesica 1 
Arias, a I program I 

Sdtm~er Offers Long-Shot Option to Ski~ct House    ~ s~,~tor I 
G.OA~ on ~ hades 

A discharge petition wouM allow supporters of immigration            " 

overhaul to circumvent the Republican majorib, ~n the House by 

bringing a measure directly to the ttouse floor, bypassing the committee 

process. 

For mere tei) news. ~)r) to NYTimes.eom ~> 

Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

Vows of Love 

For Valentitm% Day, ore’ niim favorite videos about love. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Se..~ ~d Cruddy 

The strange histoW ofwome;~, sensua~ib~ a~d chocolate, 

Today’s Video 

Be]aind Lhe scenes of New York Fas]aion Week fall 2014. 

Tim N ew York ’Ifnms movie critics on "RoboCop," "Winter’s 

Tale" and "About I~ast Night," 

~ vmEo: Node~°n Love: Under l~tis Misspell 

When a writer falls in love ~th someone whose spelling and 

grammar are poor, it eha1Ienges her assumptions abouk khe t3;pe 

of man she’d want to mar~3". 

World 

In Prison Release, Signs of i<arzai’s Rit~ With 

American mihtaU o~)da]s have been publicly scathi~g in their 

criticism of ~e rc]eases, which have bwught rc]ations bet~en 

the bxo allies to a low point. 

,2 U S.-Led Coalition Soldiers Are Killed by A#ackecs in Afghan Uniforms 

Italy’s P~ime Mirdster Ammtmees Resignation 

Amid Parl-y Revolt 
LB, j i M ":’AP Di. ~.Y 

Prhne Minister Em’ieo Letta said he would resig~ aRer his 

Democratic Party staged a dramatic insurrection and set "dne 

s Ngc to replace him with the pa[fy’s new leader, Makteo Rcnzi. 

, News Anaiysis: Itaiian Premier’s Latest Challenge Comes Frem His O~m Pal~ 

I ....... 2 I 
,T, hursda 

Enrico 



T~e measm% whh:~b ~s e~)ected to be s~gned by K~ng 

would make Belginm ~he firs~ nation to lift al~ age restrictions on 

legal~ med~ealb~ h~duced deathso 

~ Beigium’ I 

U,S. 

For New Air Force SecretarT, a Baptism by Fire 

Deborah i~e James, hit v~dth a scandal wee]c* after star’ring her 

new job, has been praised by some Pent~3gon officials tbr seizing 

an opporhm]ty k> practice grea~er openness. 

O~m- Fifth of New Enrollees Under Health Care 

Law Fa~| ~o Pay F~rst Premi~ma 

Paying the first monfl~’s pcemh~m is the final step ~n completing 

an emxqlmenL and those who did not pa)’ did not receive 

coverage in dan ua~T. 

Ca~it~rnia Seeh~g Brown Where Oree~ Used to Be 

Losses fl’om titans idled by drought are bi~ing hard among 

farmers and those who relied on paychecks h’om working for 

them. 

Debora 1 
Lee I 

Kazer, 
right, 

lf~oked 

Central 
Valley of 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Indust~ Shifts Nay/Kid Comeast h~ Takeover Bkl 

Comeast’s proposed acquisition of Time Warner Cable corn es at a m oment of 

seismic change in the television industu, with eonsmners increasingly cutting 

their cable cords and instead streaming Ndr favorite shows via tbe In~ernet. 

~ DealBook: Comcast and Time Warner Cable Forgo a Breakup Fee 

Appsehe~sive, Ma~,y Doctors Shif~ to a obs With 

A gyowin g n n tuber of pr~m aU care doctors an d specialists in 

p~qvake practice are becoming eraployees of hospitals, though 

experts caution that the change may not yield better or cheaper care for 



patienLs. 

Federal Agency and New York State Are in Accord Over $8 8iIliot~ Medicai~ W~iver 

Pandora S~fit May Upend Centu~-Old Royalty 

Plan 
i.;y EEN 

Pandora ~s sq~mri~g off against Ascap in a closely watched tNal 

over royalty payments determined by a system developed long 

before ~gital skreams and smartphone ~pps. 

King " 

pefformi J 

Sports 

INSIDE THE RINGS 

What% Ne~t~ Ss~ehronized Niopestyle’? 

The Winter Games schedule of 98 events, including team Iuge 

and team figure skating, shows every sig~ of co~tinuing to grow. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
Billy 

For Darede~|s on Snow, the Edge Has Always ....... Kind, 
who 

Events like slopestyle, halt~>ipe and aeri~fls might have changed 

the look of the Olympics, but the risks they involve are nothing new. Just ask 

Billy Kidd, a sNing medNist rift>’ years ago. 

SPORTS BUSINESS 

Let ~he Nlarketh~g of Derek dater’s Farewell Begin 

It’s not clear what kind d memorializing and monefizing of his 

final season Jeter will approve, but the sports cdlectibles 

business is well prepared to cash in. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Nothing to See, Yet So N[ueh Not to l$1iss 

The lbsfival NIm Comment Selects includes 22 movies chosen 

by the editors of Film O)mment magazine. 

THE TV WATCH 

How Absoh~te Power Can Deli,g~t~t Abso|~te]y 

Season 2 of the csmieal political drama "House of Cards," 

availahle on Ne~ix on Fz4day, retains ~e ser~es’s strangely 

appealing gloom. 

THE OSCAR HUNT 

For DJCapr[o~ ~WoIf~ Is ~Reflee.t~on of the Truth~ 

Leonardo DiCapr{o talks about the di~h::ulties of maMng "The 

Wolf of Wall Street," and fl~e criticism that it glorifies m~minals. 

,~ Interactive Oscar Ballot 

Movies 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK I ] Fragmented Frames of the Love That "Was, Georfjes 

Film bbrum opens a wecklong nm ofAlain Rcsnais’s "Je T’Aime, 

de T’zMme," whose central character travels thtx}ugh ~ime, ~qiving a 

relationship nonchronologieally. 



’WINTER’S TALE’ 

Demo~s at Work h~ S~o~T ~lagie of New York 

The film adaptation of "Winter’s Tale" part@es of wide-eyed 

mystical wonder but pitches helplessly into rk~eulousness. 

’ENDLESS LOVE’ 

Hellbent or~ Fusing His Sou] With Hers 

"E~dless I,ove, bused o~ the 1979 ~ove] by Scott Spencer, 

focuses on an all-consuming relationship between a boy and a 

p~@ileged girl whose patents are deeply concerned about it." 

~unwittin 

Obituaries 

~V[l~am Zecker~dorf dro, La~xury Develope~’, Dies 

at 84 

Mr. Zeeke~dorf made big bets on big projects tbat helped 

refashion neight)orhoods from the Upper West Side to tnion 

Square. 

Zecken I 

For more abitua:ies, i,;o to NYTimee~eom;Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

if a Cable Gim~t Becomes Bigger 

Buying ’I’ir~e Warner Cable would give Comeast more control over the media 

and the Internet, and ultimately more control over American eo~smners. 

EDITORIAL 

More E~gageme~t ~ith I~d~a 

Meeting with Naren dra MaN, the con [roversial politician who could become 

the eounhy’s next prime minister, was a pragmatic step. 

EDITORIAL 

Mayor Bill de Blusio’s budget doesn’t break the bank on "progressive" agenda 

items and socks away some money. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Ref~ne~’~s Fi~’e 

One personal take on what it reNly feels like to be a po]itiNan 

shows polities as a hard and noble calling. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

inequak~ty~ Dig~fity and Freedom 

Who really honors work and liberty? Probably not the ~ pe~en[ 

or the RepnNiean Parb’. 

~ Go[iJmqi~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

L:;, MARK Ld~WLM4 

Because of something called tipped m~nimum wage, many 

servers ar~? dependent - way too dependent - on ~3e largesse of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:04 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Baroque Music, Classic Fihns, Fa~nily Day, a~d ARTINI! 

NEWS FROM THE 

Music in the Galleries: UNC Baroque EnsembLe 
Sunday, 16 February, 2:00 PM 

FREE! All ages welcome. 

Encounter musical visions of the New World with this concert of early 

music, JnctudJng Jean-Philippe Rameau’s Les Indes Galantes, by the UNC 

Baroque Ensemble, part of the UNC Music Department. 

Presented in connection with the current exhibition "The New Found 

Land": En~ravings by Theodor de Bry from the Collection of it4ichael N. 

Meet Woodworker B~H 
ACKLAND MUSEUM STORE 

Saturday, 15 February, 1:00-3:00 PM 
(POSTPONED: Opening Reception scheduled for Friday, 14 February) 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Leaving the Table: The Furniture o]~ Bill Neville celebrates the 30-year 

career of this Chapel Hiil craftsman. The show features four newly- 

crafted tables which use the exotic veneer ciaro walnut hurl, as weil as a 

series of mirrors, tall shelves, and many large turned vessels in a variety 

of native and exotic woods. Meet and chat with Bil[ this Saturday from 

:00-3:00 PM. Learn more! 

Ackland F~lm Forum 
Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

On the big screen at the Varsity Theatre, films devoted to the ways that 

Hollywood cinema, particularly depression-era comedies, have depicted 



the problems and possibilities of democracy. 

Tues, 18 February, 7:00 PM . 

Ruggles o~ Red Gap 

(rescheduled from 13 February) 

Thurs, 20 February, 7:00 PM 

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington 

A film history of our popular music, 

from Blues to Bluegrass to 

Broadway. 

Tuesday, 25 February, 7:00 PM 

The Blues and Gospel Music ..... 

Martin Scorsese Presents the ....... 

Blues: "Feel Like Going Home" 

Say ~en, Somebody 

Thursday, 27 February, 7:00 PM 

Broadway and Tin Pan Alley 

Broadway: The ~erican 

"Syncopated City" 

The Acktand Film Forum is made poss~bte by the generous support of Ruby Lerner. 

~ North Carot~na Public Radio WUNC is the Officia[ ~edia Sponsor of 

~ 
the Ack~and Firm Forum. 

Joi~ us for th~ first an~ua~ AC~LAND ART~N~ 
Friday, 14 March, 7:30~9:30 

Enjoy an evenin8 of entertainment, 1930s sty[e~ Specially-crafted 

cocktaits, classic card 8ames, and [~ve jazz. Learn more. 

Tickets: $45 for Ack[and Members I $50 for non-members 

On sale now at the Ack[and Museum Store 

Get ~n the maod for ART~N~ at our Feature N~ghts~ 

Sample the cocktails to be featured at the March 14th event at their 

sponsoHn8 venues. Free to attend, Feature Ni£hts 8~ve 50~ of speda[ty 

drink sales back to the Ack[and~ 

Roberts Lounge at The Franklin Hotel 

The "Hatchetat~on" Artin~ 

Thursday, 20 February, 5:30-7:00 PM 

The Crunkleton 

Barrel ABed Chrysanthemum Artini 

Thursday, 27 February, 5:30-7:00 PM 

JuJuBe 

The JuJuBe Manhattan Artini 

Thursday, 6 March, 5:30-7:00 PM 

Family Day: "Discovering North 
Sunday, 23 February, 2:00-5:00 PM 



This month, families wilt discover artworks that ~ave 16th-century 

Europeans their first ~[impse of the nat|ve people and [and of North 

Carolina. Create a telescope and other way-findin~ instruments for your 

journey throu~lh the ~a[leries and listen to stories about exploration and 

treasure at 3:00 and 4:00 PM. 

**Please note that Family Day activities are designed for children a~es 4 

to 12 years old.** 

Now oN V~ewt 

THANK YOU! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public 

prosrams are made possible by ~enerous 

support from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends like you. Become a 

member of the Ack[and Art Museum 

today! 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

AK objects from the coKection of the Ack[and Art 

Museum~ The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

HiK, un[ess otherwise noted. 



Jacopo Amigoni, Italian, b. 1682: Venus Dfsarmfn~, Cupfd (detail)~ 1 730s or 1740s; oi[ on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Arno[dus h~ontanus~ Dutch~ c. 1625-1683~ ~lap of Florfda and Vfrgfnfa~ 1671 ~ engraving with hand-coloring. Lent by 

Michael N. Joyner. 

Theodor de Bry~ Franco-F[emish~ 1528-1598~ engraver~ and John White~ Eng[ish~ active in Amedca~ c. 1540 - c. 

1 593-1606~ designer: A Weroan or £reat Lord o~ V~r£fnfa (detai[)~ plate 3 from Thomas Harriot’s A Brfe~e and True 

Report o£ the New Found Land o~ Vfr£fnfa~ published 1590; engraving. Lent by Michael N. Joyner. 

Leo John Meissner~ American, 1895-1977: War Bulletfns~ c. 1942; wood engraving. Hunter and Cathy Alien 

Collection. 

Robert Doisneau, French, 1912-1994: The Kfss by the H~tel de Vflle (Le Bafser de l’H~tel de Vflle), 1950~ getatin 

silver print. Gift of W~tt~am A. Hair, III. 

Forward this email 

E        ] 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, Februa~ 15, 2014 3:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Medicines Made in India Set Off Satbty Wordes 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots Arts ~rYsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

Top News 

Medic~les Made ~ india Set Off Safety X, Vor~ies 

India, the second largest exporter of over-.khe--connter and 

prescription drags to the United States, is coming nnder 

increased scrn tiny by Am e*d can re guia tots. 

’A Classic Case of BuIl3~g’ on the DolpFdals, 

Report Finds 

An independent repo~ into bullying accusations in Miami 

concluded that tl~e taunting extended beyond the players 

d onathan Martin and i~chie Incognito. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

A Steady Path 1-o Supreme Court. as Gay Marriage 

Gains Momen~m in States 

A derision in Virginia st~king down a ban on same-sex marriage 

is just the latest in a series of ]ower court ru]in# on the issne. 

India:s 

Pou[lce 

y, left; 

Ricilie 

wfisgs 
flew at 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS ] VIDEO FEATURE 

Short Track Speedskating 

On a track c.rowded with skate~s, these racers have to ac.celerate 

in the tul’~s and pass whe~ the moment is just right. 



OPINION I OP-ED I DOUG GLANVILLE 

The Book on Jeter 
Sy D©DG Gi..~:,NVii. i. ~:. 

It takes a lot of courage to do what he did ttfis week: declare a 

sell:~mposed dcad]~ne a~d submit, fi~ally, to histoD’. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

7~i iis b+~:cc:~,i, imi)i,:!;~, ci!!+!:~:~,i-~i!o..:i;~i.<:L.!;>~::.+;: ~iii~:~,~:::~:~i !if:~!:¢i,,%~ 

ANDREW ~l. KOPPELMAN, a law professor at Northwestern, o~ why courts are backing 

away from bans on gay marriage. 

Today’s Video 

~ vu?~:o: New "k~rk Fa]l]l 2ot4: Elements 

Charaei-et 

A themadc visual diaW of New York Fashion Week inspired by 

the essential bui]dfi~g blocks of fasbio~ m~d sbde. 

~ vine:o: The Gaming Console Winner 

Mc~lly Wood tests the So~W PbayStatic n 4 and the Xbox One and 

deelares one gaming console the *~qnner. 

~ VIDEO: SaNS & Bide’s Global Expansion 

ARer ~5 years, Sarah Jane-Clark and Heidi Middleton, the 

designers for Sass & Bide, are expanding "dneir company across 

the globe with a new store in New York City and fashion 

partnerships in :\fries. 

World 

Indian Publisher Withdraws Book, Stoking 

Fears of Nationalist Press~,re 
+.v a L L’+..,’i 

A retired headmas tcr’s campaign has led Penguin Books india to 

agree to destroy copies of a hod< deemed offensive to Hindus, 

prompting l~ars "~at an ideological shift is undcrway. 

, india Ink: The PiffMs of Publishing Books iR I~dia 

Roots of Boatman I forests Lie ba Peace Accords 

of~995 

The +dole~ce that erupted a week ago across Bosnia and 

Dinanat 

..... h gatra, [ 
a dght- 

..... rs this 

week in 



tterzegovina can be traced to the 1995 Dayton Accords, wlfieh 

brought peace but imposed a dysfuncfio~ml govermne~t that has sb/mied 

progress 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Political Star Ri~es on Vow to Upend ltaly’~ Old 

;.L: J~ ~J ":’.’~.E D ;. ~.Y 

Marco Renz~ engineered the Italian p~me m~nisteffs removal 

and is poised ~o succeed him, but now he faces kl~e challenge of s~aking the 

eountzy out of its 

U.S. 

Lead Prosee~tor’s Abrupt Depart~lre Rattles a 

Military Sexua| Assault Case 

12. Col. William Helixon, the Awny prosecutor, le~ the closely 

wak’hed ease less d~an a month before the scheduled corot- 

martial of B~g. Oen. defli’ey A. Sinclair on sc~vua] assault charges. 

Efforts to Mark Turf When S~owstorms Hit 

Endure :Despite Critics 

In Boston and other dries, the wintor tradition of shoveling out 

em~ and staking out a parldng spot wRh any household obje~’t is 

drawing resistance. 

Brig. 
Gen. 

The Obama administration po]iey is meant to give banks confidence that 

will not be punished if they work with legitimate businesses in states that have 

legalized the use of the drug. 

Business 

Volkswagen Vote is Defeat for Labor i1~ Smith 

The United Automobih; Workers’ loss is expeutcd to slow- the 

union’s phms to organize other auto plants in the South. 

A Bigger Comeast l~iay Beget l~iot~ Deals 

Wilk Comeast proposing to buy Time Warner Cable, otl~cr 

companies that own cable networks are watching nem’ously, and 

may look to eo~so]idate. 

wo,-+ .... 
...... at the    ] 



The proposed merger of Comeast and "[3me Warner Cable has 

raised concerns about the ~qsing cost of cable sen4ee. 

Sports 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Time for N,FoLo Sponsors to Demand Change 
~,. Jd~ ii.T MACUF 

The way to bdp Hd the league of ~ts abusive lo@er room culture 

is R>r corporate sponsors to take a stand. It shonld be an easy 

call, but there’s big money at stake. 

in the Big Lea~ms 

N.F.L. Commissioner Roger Goodell*s compensation in 2o12 

made him among the besb-paid executives in the en, untry and 

perhaps the highest-pNd leader of a nonprcNt organization. 

Yuzuru Han3~ of3apan ~,~i~s Men’s Figmoe 

Skating Goild 

ttanyu, who fled the tsunami and earthquake in Japan in 

won the fi~t men’s s i n ~ es skatin g gold i~ hi s com~t~7’s hi story 

despite Mling during his long program routine. 

~ Highligh~ and Analys~s i GrapNc: Jump by Jump I SHde Show 

Richie 

Incognit I 

I[~ N.FL 

Arts 

It Nay Be a Nonprol~t Theater, b~t tl~e Tickets 

Look For-Profit 

Faced u~th increasing costs, nonprofit theater eompauies like 

Roundabout and the Public Theater are raising some ticket 

prices past the $~ oo mark, 

Phoe~es 1Use h~ China and Float in New York 

Al’ter a long journey, two hnge phoenixes by the Chinese artist 

Xa Bing have ~sen above khe nave of the Cathednd Church of S 

John the Divine. 

AN APPRAISAL 

~rhy Did Anyone Buy a TV°? He i~lade it 

Indispensable 
~.:y NLiL 

S~d Caesar made %~ wo[fh watching ibr many in tbe 

SpmTed sales of that new appliance. 

..... Caesar 

Travel 

Slding in Ny O~m Backyard 

For a resident of central Oregon, there’s no need to jet off to the 

Rockies or the Alps to disco,~er a world of snow. 

author 

skis al 

[a m 

36 Hours ~n Baton Rouge, 

It may not be the t~onstop pa~ of New Orleans, but Louisiana’s 

capi~l city- oflbrs plenty, fl’om food to history to the azts. 

a State 



CHOICE TABLES 

London’s %%:est End~ a Stage for Good Eating 
Lw MARK Ld7 i wi.t,N 

FJlldJn~ a good restauraut in a theatey dJstrJct isu’t always easy, 

buL in London, these spots are ~x)rth pai[ing wi~ a show. 

Obituaries 

Jin~ Fregosi, All-Star, Dies at 71; %%ras Traded for 

Ndan Ryan 
E’:" B:qUCE :vEBEP 

Mr, Freg*-~si was a baseball Iiibr who made six ~l-.Star teams as a 

player a~d managed the ~993 Ph~ladelphia Phillies to the 

National Ix~ague pennan t. 

R~lph Waite, Patriarch ha ’The Waltons~’ Dies at 

85 

,sin acting assignment to "pick up a couple of bud,s" turned il~to a 

nine-yearjob for Mr. Waite on one of America’s most popular 

telev~sin, n series. 

:": Fregosi 

in 1968. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Conmmn Core ha N ew York 

Missteps aside, the stab> cannot afford to let this project rounder. 

EDITORIAL 

Making Retirements Less Se~,re 

The recent AOL controversy highlights how new 4o1(k) po]Mes flint use Imnp- 

sum payments ran shortchange employees. 

EDITORIAL 

Next Mo~e on Press Freedom 

The United Sta~es attorney general should seize the oppo~{unity to demonstrab~ 

his eN.~resaed respect for "constitnfi on ally protected" news gathering. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Hang Kong’s Indent**red Servants 

Many h~don esian women, recruited for domestie work in the 

Chinese ter~ tory, l?me harsh living conditions and even physi 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Innovation, Optimism and ,Jobs 

What bom~" will the digital rew>]nfion bring? 

Joe 

OP-ED I DOUG GLANVILLE 

The Book on Jel-er 
LM DOUG Gi.AN’~ii.LE 

It takes a lot of cam’age to do what he did flaJs week: decJare 

self-imposed deadline and submit, finally, to history. 

For mer~ 
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Todas;s tteadliues: A Severe Winter Breaks Budgets as Well &s Pipes 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business Spots Airs ~ Magazine 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

Top News 

A Severe Winter Breaks B~ldgets as Well as Pipes 

LoeaI and state govemmei~ts still struggling to r~eover fi’om the 

Great ;q~eeession are faring new lS~aneia] pressures this 

exeeptionally stormy winter, with officials repotting increased 

spendfi~g on overtime, eoi~traetors and supplieso 

Sp34ng by N,SoA, .Ally Entan#ed UoN+ Law Firm 
~zg ;AM~’.% i’-’iS~’.~i :::nd LAURA 

A top-secret d ocmn ent, o brained by th e form er 

contractor Edward J. S~owde~, shows ~at an American law firm 

was monitored while representing a fbreign government in ~rade 

disputes with the United States. 

, Text: Document Describes Eavesdropping on Amedcan Law Fkm 

Workers J 
fixed a [ 

burst    [ 

In~Jonesi 

Afghan Army’s Test Beans With F~ght for Vita~ 

Highway 

A week with Afghan troops safeguarding Highway 1 offc, rs 

glimpses ~ff a road war in which powerful leaders on all sides 

basle for control of Afghanistan’s crucial artery. 

Editors’ Picks 

Sprh~g Women s Faslfion l[ssue 

T Magazine looks ;at the way women really waist to dress. 



OPINION I OPINION 

T]he A|b or- Nothh~g Marriage 

Couples ca~ be happier ~ow thm~ ever hefbre. Eut it’s rare. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LUCI BAINE$ JOHNSON, the former president% younger da}~ghter, reflecting on 
Vietnam, which tarnished her father’s reputation. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Legacy of L,B,Jo 

I.u;~ Baines ,Johnson on the legacy of her father and how the war 

in Vietnam overshadowed his achieveme~ts at homeo 

~ Reisted Video 

Lyndon 

Fasl~on "Week 
Bill ,7:mnainghmn takes a look at the fall 2014 co~ectJo~s. 

Day 

From a huggi~g mm’atho~ in Thailm~d to ~mked bungeejumping 

in Labda, diffcrcnt cultures celebrate ~q~Ientine’s Day in their 

For mo:e video, f;o to NYTh’~es.com/Video )> 

World 

A Ukraine C~l-y Spins Beyond the Govermnenl-’s 

Reach 

Lviv and the surrounding region have Iargcly achieved what 

protesters i~ ~ev have been demanding since Noventher: the 

end of the authofi~" of Preside~t Vi]~or F. Yanukovyeh, 

masked 



Aider Second Round of Syria Ta|ks, No L~khd~ 
_Agreement Even o~ How [o Negotiate I 

The United Nations mediator for Syria I,akhdar BrahJmJ, 

wrapped up {he second round of peace talks on Sakurday withouk 

breaking a ]ongs~mdi~g deadlock or se~ing a date for a third round. 

After Winding Odyssey, "l[’ibetm~ "l[’exts Fh~d 

Home i~a China 

:~ :~ne~car~ scholar’s trove of z2,ooo Tibetan-language texts 

has a new home. a ~avishly decorated libra[y cm the camt~us of 

the Sou thwes t University for Na tion aIi d es in Ch engdu, China. 

....... Tibetan 

~ [] Video: A New Resource for BuddNst Scholars 

U.S, 

J~ry Reaches Partial Verdici- in Filorida Killing 

Over Loud M~sic 

Michael Dunn, a white man who admitted shooting Jordan Davis, 

a black zT--year--o]d was eor~vicked of three coanks of second- 

degree a~empted murder, but ~ot 5rat-degree tam’def. 

Crossing Borders arid Cllar~ghlg Lives, L~u’ed by 

Hi#let State Mi~imem Wages 

A rolling bordeflar~d of onion f3rms arid skfip malls provides a 

test tube of so~% ibr observing how the minimum wage works in 

daily 

Motherlo,,e ~,1o~: A Mcdonald’s Crew T:~iner on Raising Children on M~nh~um Wage 

after tl~ e 

In tI~e Debate Over Healt]~ Care, ’Re~l People’ 

Become Human Volleyballs 

Dem ocraN a n d R epublica~s alike resort to "rea~ people" to get 

their messages across, sometimes wikh unexpected 

Business 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

Corm~st vso l-he Cord[ Oatl-ers 
Ey ;.’<i-~!,-’,D wb:,NJOO 

A merger woukln’t shake an indush’y g~ant’s gmne l:4an: Keep 

viewers wedded to cable. 

~ As Services Expand, Cable B~IIs Keep R~skl9 

, A Bigger Corncast May Bege~ Mere Deals 

N EWS ANALYSIS 
~ Bob 

:Defeat of Auto Union h~ Tennessee Casts ~ts K~ng, 
9~es~den Stratesy h~to Doubt t of the 

The U tilted Auto Workers bud planned to build on a success at a 

Volkswage~ 1)]ant h~ Cha~anoogm Tenn., to m~ionize several other Southew~ 

[acto~%s - buL workers narrowly rejected fl3e proposal. 

FAIR GAME 

The UntoudmbIe Profits of Fannie Nlae and 

An internal TreasmT m em o put fl~e earnJ~gs of h~o m o[~ga ge 

gianLs off limiks to kheir shareholders. 

Sports 

On the Mmmtain, :it’s a ~%’ild Ride 

Access to the Soehi Olympies’ outdoor venues, seaktered along 

the slopes at rations altitudes, is via a eotffasing system of ])uses, 

vm~s and cable 

gondola 
makes s 

The Oddities of Obmapic Park 

The Soehi Games ar~; either avidly catering to the West, and the 

United States in partieulur, or Russia has adopted zMneriean 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
~ A repolt 

In Repol’t on Bttllying, ~te Vile mtd ~e Gripping for the 

by tdehie Incognito and other Dolphins pluyers contains a 

Cal:Ovat~ng portrait cg Jonathan Martin’s anguish for hog retails[rig against his 

tormen tots. 

Sports of The Times: Time for N F.L. Sponsors to Demand Change 

Arts 

Bullish on Boyish 

With a youthflfl Jimmy Fallon taking over the "To~fight" show, 

NBC hopes to attract a younger audience to late-nighk network 

TV. 

Network Mee~ Social Network 

Take a Preach, Hope for a Hit 

Like Roel<y the boxer, .,~dy Karl the actor has trained hard tBr 

his breakout moment, h~s being the t~fle rde in "Rod{y" o~ 

Broadway. 

, ~ Video: How ’Rocky’ Learns to Fight 

]imberla 

ke, left. 



For New Age~ t]he Next Generation 

A music gem’e, m~ce disnfissed~ fi~ds fi:esh ~dh~re~ts, 

~ ~ Popcast: Rediscovering New Age 

The 

music of 

Mark 

Magazine 

How to B~d a Perfect Re~’~agee Cmnp 

Kilis is one of Lhe eleanesL mos~ hmnane, m os [ efficiently run 

refl~gee camps h~ history. And thereh~ may lie fl~e problem. 

To~y l~dee, G~fitar Hero 

Chasing tm dusive ki*~g of bhmgrass. 

, [] Audio: Songs Featurin9 Tony Rice 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

How Credit-Card Debt Can Hel]p the Poor 

z~neI~’an8 iced ko save. k~u[ khey also need to borrow. 

refugee 

camp in 

Tu;key 

Obituaries 

Pete Camarata, %’ho Fought Fellow Teamsters 

for Reforms, Dies at 67 

Mr. Camarata heade~ the dissi&mt group Teamsters for a 

Democratic UniotL which ~’ew to more that~ 8,ooo membemo 

Alice Babs, V~ ha Smtg igor Ellingto~, Dies at 90 

Ms. Ba bs was already an established pop si~ger in Sweden when she drew praise 

for her" appearan ees on Duke Ellington’s "Sacred Concerts." 

Arve||a Seh~a|~er, Founder of Crystal Cathedva~ 

Negaehureh, :Dies at 84 

Mrs. Sehn]]er helped her husband, the Rev. Robert H. Sehu]]er, 

sh~t’~ a minis~W at an Orange (2)unU dHveqn movie d~eater that 

grew to have a global te]ev~sio~ reach. 

Schufer 

and her J 

husbsn 

For more ~;bituaAes, go to NYTimes.¢om/Obituaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

The L#ae at [he ~S~per PAC’ Trough 

~Mq unlimited som’ee of cash is now a requirement for eontesked congressional 

, Edit0rial: An Encouraging Chinese Cour~Np 

~ Editorial ro Save Fish and Birds 

EDITORIAL 

Ar~ Eneouva~ng Chinese Comots]Mp 

Beij ing and Taiwan ~eed to keep butd:ing on peaeeflfl cooperation. 

EDITORIAL 

To Save Fish m~d Birds 

A recent stu@ found that, more often than ~ot, marine-protected areas don’t 

work as well as Lhey couldo 



per i=~;re o,oinir~n ga tr~ NYTirnes.eomiOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Let am¯ Lawmaker’s Hide.~ 

Behold the eostmne party that is Cong~ss, where members wea~" 

faces at odds with their souls, 

~ Columnist Page I giog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pa~’e~ta| Pity papery 
B; RO~.~S DOUi NAT 

FJ 1,~t cam es the ba by, ae d th e~ al~ the whJ eing sta ~’ts a bout how 

h-apossfl~Ie it all is. 

~ Golumnis% Page I BIog 

...... Douthat 

OP-ED I KENAN MALIK 

B~’itai~’s !,’~’elfa~°e Qtme~ 

What lies behind dm BH fish public’s suq~Hsh~g ~{]]ingness to bail 

out reyalty? 

For mare epiaiel-:: g~ te NYTimes,c~m/Opini~n ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Serial Media, a Trove of Clues Pa~d Co~fessio~s 

Faeebook, Twitter, Ins b~gram and MySpaee are creating new 

challenges tbr the legal system. 
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Today’s tteadlines: In Egypt, a Chasm Grows Between Young and Old 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs Arts ~ Modia & AdvoRising 

Todays V~deo ~ ObituaFies Ed~oFials ~ Op-~ OnihisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

In Eg3qpt, a Chasm Geows Between Yom,g ~d 

Ma ny youl~ g Eg~tians say th e governm ent’s b ea~T-b anded 

reaction to protesLs has hampelz’d their ahilRy to establish a role 

in sh@ng the nation’s futureo 

Common Coloe Cmo~oiee|mn Now Has C~0~tics on 

the Left 

The new chorus of complain ts from New York, one of the most 

liberal states, is causing supporters of the new em’rieulunl 

standard to shudder. 

Celifsrc 

o wilh 

On Ilealth Act, Delnoel°ats R~n to Mend }Vhat 

GoO~P~ _~n~ to End 

Pa[fy leaders have urged Democratic candidates to ~dk openly 

about the health care Jaw’s problems while also o~fi~g their 

own presefip[ions to t~x them. 

Editors’ Picks 

~i Slid~ Sho~ SLmE s~{ow: Olympics Pictu~’es of the 

Day: Feb. ~6 

Among the highlights were Bode Miller’s bronze medal, a 

vi etofious Czech woman’s pai n ted-on mus kaehe and a pos [pon em ent of a 



biathlon because of fbg. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Watdhfu] Eye in Hospitals 

Are hidden cameras a violation of pa~ents’ right to privacy? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NERCEDE8 NICOLL, who finished sixth in the women’s ha[fpipe competition in 2o*o, on 
certificates given to those who place fourth through eighth m Olympic events. 

Today’s Video 

~ w#Eo: Ref~oaming ’Obamaeare’ 

As I)emoerats head into thc 2o~4 mid~erm elections, they are 

ta~ng a new approach to tal~ng about the ~fordable Care Act: 

aeknowled~ng that the law has problems, and ofi~ring their o~ 

sdutions. 

The Silverado tligh Com~try is Chevy’s lirst crack at a luxm’y 

pickup. ~t’s a rig that’s as erm~%~able at the symphony as it is 

the 

World 

Protesters Vaeate Fdev’s (;ity Hall in Deal for 

Amnesty 

As they ]e~ the building that they had oeeulAed %r more than 

two monLhs, the protesters said they would seize it again if 

anthorkies did not dwp all charges against political a~’livists. 

, A Ci~ Spins Beyond the Governments Reach 

ended 

Bombing of’l[’ourist Bt~s Kills at Least Three in 

Sina~ 

The cause of the e:qAosion was not eeFiain, but it raised fears 

that Egyptian milibm ks were expanding their eampaig4~ against 

the seeu~{ty sea,’ices to include eivilians. 

~lerkel Baek~ Plmt to Keep Europemt Data in Europe 



After the revelations of Ame~ean spring, the German chancellor said she would 

raise the matter at a meetkig with the French presiden t this we@, 

U.S. 

Science ik~ki~g Drml~t to Global ~:armin~ 

Remains Matter 

While a tre~d of increasing drought that may be linked to globa] 

warming has been documented in some regions, there is 

seientKie consensus yet that ]t is a worldwide phet~omenon. 

NEWS ANALYSIS                                                                    "~ Michaei 

....... Dunn Florida Self-Defense Law Complicated Jury’s Job 

I ~tthe ] in Michael Dunn Tri~ 

Thejurors in Dunn’s mm’der thai wrangled with ~o~qng when 

letha] force is j us[ified, where nothing is straightforward at~d perception eout~s 

as much as fact. 

Mag~mt Schools Find a Renewed Embrace h~ 

Cilties 

In M~ami and many other cities, public schools thiR a&nit 

shadeless distrieh~’ide m~d focus o~ themes like at% law or 

technology are gaining populaHU after largely falling offthe radar. 

, ~ Slide Show: Magnet Schoob ResuCace in Miami 

Student [ 

Business 

Pm~ching Above Its Wei~ht, L pstart Netflix 1[ okes at HBO 

To, services like HBO and Neffl]x thaL are sappo~±ed by subseHp[ions, and 

adve~ise~,% talk means buzz, and buzz draws ~ew custome~, 

Saving an Endmtgered British Species: The Pub 

One of evew live "locals" have closed in the last two decades, 

and new laws have worsened the situation. 

....... White 

Bea r 

pub in 

Water-Cleaning Tedmology Cottld Help Farmers 

A projeet developed by Water,X, a start-up in dwught-st~ieke~ 

California, exploits two things the Central Valley possesses in 

abm~dance - fallow land m~d sm~shine - to cut desalinizatio~ 

[     Falaschi 



coals. 

Sports 

A Mad Dash for Salt Rescues Olympic Slopes 

Soft snow threa£ened Alpine events at the Sochi Games, but a 
hastily arranged purchase from Switzerkmd of 24 b-ms of a large.- 
grain varie~" of salt mmvai]ab]e in Russia saved the day. 

Bel~d Me~°l Davis 
Close to Its First Ice Dance Gold 

In the sho~< program, Davis and White moved a step closer - a 

fox trot and quickstep closer, 

fi~s t ~mriean Olympic champions in ice dunce. 

~ Ho~i~ Their Chances With Photos and Wit 

threw 

from 

ON BASEBALL 
~ Mark 

O~m Step Goes Aw~T, m~d M~flder’s P~tdfing M~,~d~, 

Comeback Ends ~ho ~,~ 

Mark Mulder, who last pitched in the majors ~n ~oo8, hoped to 

return with d~e N~ge]s Lhis season, but he tore an Achilles’ tendon Saturday in 

cutup. 

Arts 

DANCE REVIEW 

Bach’s LC~’t of l?’~igue’ I~spires A~R of Ballet 

At the Royal BaIIet, Wuyne MeGregor’s "TeLmetys" is set ~o 

Bach’s "Art of Fugue." 

A Breezy Chameleon, Blurring Social Borders 

"American Cocktail" is the newly published memoir of an early- 

~oth.-eentuW black woman who b~ezily recounts her racial 

passing iu elite social and a~stic drdes. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

~linnesota Orchestra Drama Plays On 

The possible rehirn of its music director is one of several 

outstanding questions for the Minnesota O~vhestra now that it 

Media & Advertising 

~To*~ight~ Show Retm°ns to New %k~rk A~%er Nearly 

4~ Years 

The studio where Jimmy Fallon will hold comet is the same 

dohnny Carson reigned over befi-~re he leR %r California in May 

~97~, and that Jack Paar filled before him. 

Breitbm-t News Network Plans Global iExpmtsion 

The online news organization said it was adding at least a dozen 

staff membem as it opens operations based in Texas and London. 

It also plm~s severn regional sites, 

" Carson 

in 1962 
on his 



Writers Guild Plans Forum on Affordable Care 

"This is not about advising wH~e~; weYc in search of 

in%rma[iom" s~fid M~ehael W~nship, the president of the Writers 

O~fild of America East. 

Obituaries 

Hudson, Oallerist and Nurturer of Artists, Dies 

at 63 

Hudson was an aeu dealer and mentor who igno~d ~’e~ds and 

kep[ an mysterious air. 

I~ H0~_~ ..... 

For more obiti;a:i~s. ?o to NYTimes,eom;Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

N ew York’s Broken Parole S3~tem 

For Iow--risk inmates, early release i~lto parole should be the defaulk and the 

board should bare to articulate a good reason to keep them Ioc]<ed 

EDITORIAL 

Reg~latory Favoritism ~n Nmeh Care|ins 

The s~ate’s largest utilily gee a wrist slap for coal ash pollution, while %deral 

regulators dawdle. 

EDITORIAL 

The New Co]]ege Campus 

Th ere ha s been a wonisom e increa se in the b i ri ng of adj u n ct i nstru ctors, who 

are generally poorly paid and have less time for research. 

Fo; mo~e oeirfioi~ 90 to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >:. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

South Aft’lea s Growing Pains 

A meauingfl[I opposition par~y seemed possible, hut only for a 

~ Cebmnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Barons of Broadband 

Why ~d we stop woriTing about mo~lopoly power? 

, Columnist Page ] glog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Looking for a Mi~or 

W e may be o*i ti~e verge of taIdng world-e.han~)ng pictures 

p]anets far beyond our solar system. 
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Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 9:11 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 02-17-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 17th, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

02/19/14 UNC Marine Sciences Department Seminar Series lecture by Ian Kroll scheduled for Wednesday February. 19 at 3 PM in Murray Hall G201. Kroll, a 
doctoral student, roll be presenting his reseaxch on oyster spawning sanctuaries. For more information: http://marine.unc.edtv’file~2014/01/2-12-14 Krolll ,iPg. 

02/20/14 UNC Geological Sciences Collocluium Series lecture by David Leigh, associate professor ii~ the Departlnellt of Geograph51 at tlie University" of Georgia, 

scheduled for Thursday Febmmy 20 at 3:30 PM in Murray Hall Room 005. The topic of Dr. Leigh’s talk is Late Quatem~w Changes in River Channel Molphology in 

the Southeastern United States. 

02/21/14 A Drink For Tomorrow presents One In Eight, the Third Am~ua~ Banqnet and Silent Auction, at 7:00 pm at The Kenan Center. One in eight people lacks 

access to clean water. Join ADFT in exploring this global issne and lea’n abont the summer project in Bolivia. Pin, chase tickets at ~v.adfl.org. 

02/21/14 Cities, Rivers, mtd Cultures of Change: RethinKing andRestoring the Environments of the Global American South, a free, two-day conference 

pre~nted by the UNC Center tbr Global Initiatives, the Center tbr the Study of the American South, and the Institute tbr the Environment at UNC ,scheduled tbr 

February 21-22, 2014. 

Thi s event is paxt of the ongoing exploration of the globalization of the southern United States that the University ofNorl~h Caxolina at Chapel Hill has been pursuing for 

over a decade and aims to bring together graduate students, faculty, independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share current research that explores 

Southern culture, history, and ethics, eflbrts to restore natural and built environments, and the implications and connections between changes to the Alnerican South and 

the inter-connected global environment in which we live. 

Maxgaret Palmer (University of Mmyland) will deliver the Chandler Lecture in Sonthern Bnsiness His~too~ as the conference keynote. For more information: 

http://globalsouth.unc.edu. 

"\VATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water Institute at UNC’s Three Year Review now available The Water Institute at UNC’s Three Yeax Review is now availaNe. This document summarizes 

The Water Inaitute’s work to address WaStt, health and development challenges through their research, networking and partnership development, knowledge and 

inlbnnafion management, and teaching efforts, during the 2010-11 to 2012-13 academic years. For more information: http:i/watertheme.unc.edtifile~2014/02/13- 

3191-SPH-2013-Water-Institute-Ara~ual-Report REV2 lowres.pdf. 

2014 Water Microbiology Conference Emty Re~istralion Deadline The e~xly bird registration deadline for the 2014 Water Microbiology Conference: 

Microbial Contaminants from Watersheds to Human Exposure is March 31. The Conference, to be held May 5-9 in Chapel Hill, NC, US~ will be a forum for 
researchers and practitioners on the intel~ection of microbiology and punic health. The broad themes for the Conference are: sources, exposure, anal~tical methods, 

and management and treatment. Proposals for side events are still being accepted and may be submitted throngh the Conference website. For more information: 

http://watermicroconference.web.unc.edtv. 

2014 Water and Health Cnnference C’,fll for Abstracts The Water Institute at UNC is now accepting abstracts tbr verbal and poster presentations at the 2014 

Water and ttealth Conference. The Cont~rence will be held October 13-17 in Chapel ftill, NC, USA. This year’s themes are: 

WaSft in Post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals 

Hygiene and Behavior Chaige 

WaSH Emergency Response 

Monitoring and Evalualion: hnpact and Elticiencies for Projects and Programs 

Water Supply and Quality: From Catchment to Consumer and Back 

Sanitation: flow Are We Doing on Defining the Futare? 

Addressing Disparities in WASH: Rural, Peri-urban and Indigenous Populations 

For more inibnnation: http://2014whconference.web.unc.edui. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Open temporary position with North Carolina DMsion of Public Health This research assistant position is for ajoint project ofthe NC Division of Public 

Health and The Water Institute. Duties include conducting a literature review on water vnlnembility frameworks, building a framework for performing climate 



vulnerabili~ assessments on drinking water systems, a~alyzing data, and preparing a manuscript tbr peer-reviewed literature. The successful candidate must have a 

science or engineering background, m~ undergraduate degree, and literature review m~d data analysis experience. For more intbrmation: 

http://waterinstitute.unc.edu/mediaiPTreseaxchassistantwatervulnerabilit’v.pdt: 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For irfformation on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edui. Questions, 
corrm~ents, amd suggestions for the the~ne can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(d~unc.edu. 2dso, follow- us on Twitter at http://twitter.com/UNCWater 
or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwww.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 
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Today’s Headlines: Bombings in Syria Force Wave of Civilians 1~) Flee 

Today’s Headlines T,,oo0oy  Fob,o  y,0, 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Scionce ~ Today’s Videe ~ 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Bombir~gs in Syria Force Wave of Civ~Hans to 

Flee 

A~rial bombardme~t by the Syrian government has emptied 

neighborhoods in "~e rebel-held dry of Neppo, pushing a new 

surge of refi~gees into Turkey, the United Nations says. 

UoSo Steps Up CHtieisn~ of Russian Role in Syrian War 

Secretary of State John Kerry sharply criticized Rt~ssia’s support of President 

Bashar a]-Assad of Syria, saying it was undermining prospects for a negotiated 

solution, 

Financier Plans Big Ad Campaign on Climate [~ Tom 
Ch~’l,t~e 

Steyer 

at the 

Tom Steyer, a retired hedge fired manager, plans Lo spend as 

much as $1oo million this year on a hard--edge campaign to 

pressm’e ofi]eials and candidates to m~ppm’t climate change measures. 

Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ vm~o: Bill Cmmin~mm I Ugh-~ 

Fashion and realib, had a head-on smashup during Fashion 

Week, with more than 250 shows throughout the eiLy in often 

freezing, sno>y or sh~shy weather. 



OPINION I OP-DOC$ 

%’24S vso Communism~ 

In Commm~[st Roma]~ia, Chuck Nor]Ss m~d ~rt]ee I ~e became 

popular he~x)es flaanks [o a translator who illici[Iy dubbed 

ti~ousands of %~qgn films. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

theoretical asb’ophys{cist at Harvard, on the prospect of observ{ng a Mack 
hole devour a gas cloud, 

Today’s Video 

Short-track speedskaters whip around a re]advely smalI oval 

pushi~g fro’ward in sho~ bursts of aceeleraticm o~ ex~treme]y 

sharp b]ades. 

~ VmEO: The Hm~ter Collection 

A~a sdhair Wi Ills is th e creative dirs;ctor for Hu n ter, th e En gl 

boot maker, and Ks new Hurdler O~{ginal clothing. The advice 

from his w~i~, the desig~mr Stella McCat~my? Trust your 
instincg. 

World 

Spain, Land of ~ o P,M, Dinners, Asks if It’s Time 

to Reset Clock 

A pro-effideney movement is pushing Spain, with iLs long siestas 

and ]ate nighB, to reset its clock to align the eout~[~T with the 

rest of Europe’s 9-to-5 sehedu]e m~d become more productive. 

: : De, Soto 

Russia to Release Loan Money for Ukraine, Lifting Leader 

Thc Russian movc does an end run around Europe’s sluggish cfforks to support 

the Ukrait~ian opposition by coming up with an aid package of its own. 

liAtt]le Optimism as Iran N~ae]lear Talks Resume 

Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah All Khame~eJ, ex~pressed his 

mistrust of the motives of the United States and its allies and said 

photo 

[ from his [ 



tie saw little chat~ce o[ success in the negotiation e[fort. 

U.S, 

A P~et~re of Detroit Ruh~, Street by Forlorn 

U g)an plammrs are watdfing tim census of 

what ~t m~ght rncan for the way [he mos~ a’oubled dries ~’m track 

empty, decaying structures a~d decide what do aboa{ {hemo 

Small Towns ~n Southwest Fear Loss of 
Cherished Train L~ne 

The Southwest Chief route, a lilblinc to rural communities, is 
danger if ~trak cannot pemuade three of the states it runs 
through to help fnnd traek ~paira and mai~tenm~ee, 

Penn State Looks South in Naming New 

President 

Eric Barr,-.,n, a nationally kn,-.,wt~ elimah-.,logist, has been 

preside~t of Florida State Universib~ for the past Ibm" years. 

catalogi 

right, is 

schedui 

Business 

France Tries to Tempt In More Foreign ~] 5t the 
[]lF~estrUellt Elys4e 

Pala~, 

Hoping for forei~ investmet~L France’s president pledged tax 

stabi]i~" tc~ a group of higb-rankh~g execugves from the world’s 

multina~onals. But forgetting some of his eampaiN~ rhekodc may not be easy. 

A Big Bet on Gh~ten-Free 

The number of pec, ple who rues k avoid glu~et~ for health reasons 

is relatively small, but other consume~.~ have jobbed them to 

create a lucrative markek t~e food industW covets. 

free 

p~od0~ I 

DEALBOOK 

Regq,]lators and Hackers Put Bitcoin to the Test 

The ~d~ua] currency’s mekeorie ~{se encountered stormy 

weather that conld determi~e ~ts future. 

~2 wsky, 



Sports 

Ice D~e~ng 

Met3,1 Davis and Ch arlie Whi to, who began ska ti~g toge thor 

when she was 9 and he was 8, won the lo*~g program ot~ Monday 

wifl~ a season best of 116.63 points and an overall score of 195.52. 

~ Extra asked Ice Dancers Have to Keep Their Srrfiles 

Watching Sliding Sports Live? The A[h]ete,s 

I’Vish You L~_mk 

Sliding sports, like bobsled or btge or skeleton, sty ofk’n decided 

by thousandths d a second, maldng it ditSeulk for fat~s to watch 

a~d to know when to cheer. 

ftolcomh Skilled at Endhtg 69-Year Slumps 

Sk, ven Ho]eorab pUoted an American bobsled to a third-place 

finish for the cou*~t~7’s first medal in 62 yem~ in the bxo--mat~ 

event. 

~atchin 

g 

America 

Arts 

Fi#*ting (and Dancing) Like Bruce Lee 

David HemT Hwang’s "I<m~g Fu," about flae life m~d ]ege~d of 

Bruce Lee, higNighN the eomple~ties of making skage fighting 

look real to an audience while remaining safe for ~he pe~l;:x’mers. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Manifest Destiny: Into the Wild With a Tool Belt 
B,. N~.,. 

Ca b~e than n e]s a ~ offerin g several n ew shows about buJldin g 

rus d c cabin s, i n d u ding "Mennoni ke Made," "Building Wild" a n d 

"Timber Idngs." 

LorHe Moore’s New Book Is a Ren~inder and a 

Depm’~re 

The novelist LorHc Moore’s new book, "Bark," is her firs~ story 

colleedon i~ ~5 years. 

cabin 

Colo:~d 

Science 

D~iving Under the Inttuence, of Marijuana 

While there arc effective tests fl-~r alcohol i~take, i~’s difficult 

judge who is driving ul~der the influence of marijuana. 

itching: More Than Skin- Deep 

Long overshadowed by pain in terms of research at~d h’eatme,~ t, 

chrm~ie itching is going a serious look beyondjust throwi~g 

anfihisbm~ines atit. 

It’s Snack ’l’ir~e in the Cosn~os 

A gas eloud that has beet~ hurtling koward the center of [he Mill~" 

Way is e.~)ected to collide with a black hole, an em::iting 

expm{ence for astronomers. 



Obituaries 

St~aart Ha~l, Trailblazing British Schoim¯ of 

Nulficul~ral I~ffluences, Is Dead at ~ 

Mr. Hall was a Jamaican-born Br~tisb academic who focused 

societal division and blending. 

Chad Kellogg, a Speed Cli~bing Pioneer, Dies at 

Kdlogg was o~e of a small but growi~tg mm~ber of elimbet~ who 

had begm~ ~o make speed a ptio~{Lv it~ asee,Ming a *nout~b_fim He 

died while deseendh~g the Pat~tgmfimt peak Fitz Roy. 

helped 

Chad 
Kellogg 
while 
trNning I 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

E~arope FIHots ~Vith Detlation 

Policy makers can avoid falling prices by stim ulating the economy with lower 

baterest rates. 

EDITORIAL 

The Po~ A~thority Loses Its Way 

.&s the Christie episode shows, the authority increasingly runs o~ polities, not 

professiotmlism. 

EDITORIAL 

Bamdng Ivory Sales in Amer~e~ 

If rigorously enibrced, new rules issued by the Obama adnfiniatrafio~ should 

help slow the slaughter of ~]ican elepha*~ts, 

Fo; mo~e orJir~ioi~ ?e to NYTimes.eomiOpinban >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

l-{i]]m~’s Secrets 

There are ugly implications to leaving her and o[her public 

figures without aW safe space, 

~ CelumnLst Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Prodigal Sons 
;.,~ P.’,..ZiD 

The prodigal son parable provides an apt lesson as we stt~ve to 

eraR modem social poUeJes. 

~ Columnis% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Joyee Does It I{ter Way 

An at’fist’s commitment to feminism and bet" music provides 

]essons for us all 

Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 
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Prqieet team staff and busi~ess ovvrmrs are 

converging on "testing central" in ~he KFS 
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Today’s tteadlines: Loan Complaints by Homeowners Rise Once More 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~i NYT J World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Dining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 

:Lom~ Complaints by l-~lomcowne~’s Rise Once Mo~oc 

Homeowners who are h3dng to avet~ foreclosure are confronting problems on a 

new front as the mortgage itMustry undergoes a shift. 

Obama Ordc~’s New Efficiency fo~¯ Big T~q~cks 

The regulations are the latest in a series of actions intended to 

cut back on ~’eenhouse gases withou k kl~e sort of legisla[ion Mr. 

Obama thi~ed ko push khrough O-~ng~ss in his ilrst term. 

~ Fhsa~c~er Plans Big Ad Campaign oe Cl~mato C~ange 

Obama 

:Police l: : Uk ........ I 

Sh’eet ba~les in Kiev be~veen ]:,rotestel~ and the riot police ~[~i~ 

underscored the voIadlity of the politic aI e~{sis. More than a 

dozen people were ld~led, including ~’o securJb~ o~cers, according to the 

police. 

Live Video ~rom Kiev 

Russia to Reiesse Loan Money for Uk[aine, Lifting Leader 

For more toi) news. ~r) to NYTimes.com ~ 



Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

Homage ~o a Stm~dout in thc Mhmr Le~gue~ 
L:7 .::’N D~ E~,~ L:O R Y G.::, 

()~ the 25th mm~vet~ar3~ of the ~]~ase of the film "Bull Durham," 

a stoics of exhibits - including Hiroshi Watanabe’s ar[fnl, black- 

an&white pictures -- edebra~e a minor ~eague {earn. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Obama and His Li hrar2i: Go Small 

It should be more of an a~vhh~e and less of a museum, more of a 

house, less of a shrine. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

8ERHP( 80BOLk-’V, a member of Ukraine’s Parliament, describing the pretest standoff in 
Kiev’s Independence Square, known as Maidan. 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: The Read Arom~d: Kelly Corrigan 

Kelly Cx~rrigan’s new memoir, "Glitter and Glue," is about the 

long process of truly accepting her modmr. 

~ vm~to: Street Markets in East London 

During a weekend foray in East London’s festive street markets, 

Valew Demure, a fashion direckor uqlk a veD, large wardrobe, 

suys she dresses by mood and color. 

~ VmEO: Things Ymi Don’t Know: Shm~ 

Track 

Short-track speedskating has been a~ Olympic event since 1992, 

b~R the competitors say khat rnueh remNns unknown about the 

h@>paeed sport. 

~ Reiated Article 

World 

4 Ki~ed as Police T~" to Remove Protesters in 
Bm~gkok 

At h’ast 64 peoph" were ir~iured when "~ousands of t~ot police 

The riot 



offi~-et~ t~{ed to cIislodge protesters from the streets uround the 

prime mfi~ister’s office. 

a i~t Russimt Protest Bmtd Held, Then F~°eed, 

Soelfi 

The membe~ of the punk ~’oup Pussy ~oL Nadezhda 

Tolokonnikova and Maria tyokhfi~a, were questioned 

several horns be%ta" being released without charges. 

Afghan Etlmic Tensions Rise in Media and 

I~ Afghanistan,, a growing uproar over eNnici~" - Pashtun, T;ajik, 

Hazara and Uzbek - has many concerned about possible 

violence, especially those who remember the eonntty’s civil war. 

neighbo I 

U,S, 

Obama’s Vote-Getting Tactics Struggle to Find 

the Unins~ared 

Cm~vassers deployed hy groups supporting the Affordable Care 

Auk are searching door to door for people who la& heOkh 

coverage, with little snecess. 

Lapisnc I 

he, left, I 

Pub|it Defende~os, Bolstered by a Work Analysis 

m~d :Rulings, Push Back _Against a Tide of Cases 

In Missouri, advocates for inNgent clients hope an analysis of 

time spent on eases will bolster budget ~quesB for more staff. 

Vio|e~tt Crimes De,:lined Across Co,retry i~t Fhost Six Mor~ths 

of~o~3, F.B,I. S~ys 

According to figures from d~e bn reau, vi olen t eH m es, incb~din g murders, 1~11 by 

5.~ pe~x:.ent in the first six months of 2ol3 compared wi~h ~he same period in 

Business 

Mi~nmn Wage l[ncrease Would Have Mixed 

Effect-s, CoBoOo Report Says 
~,. AN~;. 

The analysis provided instant fl~el for both supporters 

ct{ties of raising the federal minimum wage, a policy heavily 



favo~x~d by DemoeraLs but viewed skeptically by Republicans in Congress. 

An Ambiguo~,s Omen, U.So Household Debt 

Beg~s to Rise _Again 

Ame~qean ~ouseholds saw the largest quaVaerly increase in debt 

since before ihe reeessic, n, bat whether this signals increased 

optimism or continued overextension is ope~ to inteq)retatiom 

:~] Biack 
Fdd~y 

DEALBOOK I I Pue~q~o Rico V~;m~ts to Ineu~° N[ore lDebt to Regain 

Finm~eial Footing 

Puerto i~eo wants 1o sell biilio~s in bonds to raise money 1o pay 

iks debts, but some are concerned tha* the Amerh::an Drrito~T may be 

oversLepping its ability- to repay. 

Sports 

For Gold, Perfection [s Overrated 

A switc~ in coaches has helped the American figure skater Grade 

(7-old transform her confidence and c, utlook over the last few 

Coaching Americans and Canadians, but Russian 1[ ~rough and Through 

Coaching Americans and Ca~mdia~s, but 

Russian Through and Throu~ 

Marina Zoueva groomed the grid and silver medalisks in 

dandng into winnem in So&i. 

The Harder They Fall: Shared Slopes Take 
Bigge~° Toll on %%;onmn 

Unlike some sports of ~sk, including A~pine skiing, Jew 
concessions are made for women in snowboarding and freestyle 
skiing eyelets like s]opesbi~e. 

Zouevs, 

right, is 

e. Yuki 

~]Su buts 

Arts 

THE TV WATCH Jimrr%, 

Jimmy Fallon Debuts New ’Tonight’ Show i~ New I F+,om I 
the new 

5immy Fi+llon began his run hosdng "The Tonight Show" as the 

grateful heir and eager freshman that older viewex~ can embrace without fear of 

beh% mocked or overlooked. 

Jimmy Failorl’s ’Torfigi~t’ Debut Draws 11 Million Viewers 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE CORRESPONDENT’ 

Ftmny, Yo~ Don t Look Like Nly 

In Ken Urban’s drama ’~Fhe Correspondent," a widower’s wife 

returns in the body of a man. 

Jay     I 

Rysn, 

Behind the Smashing ufa Vase 

Ma~mo Caminero says he destroyed an .,~ Weiwei vase on 

display at the P~rez Art Museum in Miami to protest its neglect 

of Ioeal ar~sts. 



Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I MISSION CANTINA 

R~ding a Chefs Twists and Turns 

Danny BowJen’s Mexicm~ d~shes are h~t or m~ss, but at these 

prices you can tU agNn. 

A Nordic Quest in New York 

(2an a Scandinavian cuisine escape iL< chilly image? Some chefs 

are workfi~g on it. 

THE FLEXlTARIAN 

Stew Season Gefc~ a New Ntar 

Beef, chicken or fish become a treat, not a main feakm’e. 

Nordic 

cooking 

Obituaries 

Ma~s Gallant, 91, Dies; Her Stories Told of 
Uprooted Lives and Loss 

Ms. Gallant, abaudoned as a child, left Canada for Europe Lo 

make her name writing about the disloea[ed and the 

dispossessed. 

Gallant 
n 198. 

_¢Llison Jolly, 76, Dies; Discovered Female D,-. 

Dr. dolly, who (lid not receive as nmch aLLenLion as her 

conkempora~7 Jane Goodall, found kl~at male p~dmates are not 

always dominant, upending a bedrock assertion in evolutionary biologyo 

dames Cahill, Sdmlar of Chhmse Art, Dies at B7 

Professor ( ’.ahill, a scholar of Chinese painth~g, interpreted 

China*s greak masters ko the WesL 

I    cah+ll at I 

Ed itorials 

TO DAY’S EDITORIALS 

Cha~ge the R~des on Secret Money 

The I.R.S. should ignore protesks on Lhe fight aud left and crack down on abuse 

of the tax code. 

EDITORIAL 

~¥hat Next for SD’ia? 

As peace ~ lks collapse a n d th e carnage of th e civil wa r contin u ca, Preside~t 

Obama needs to persist on searehi ~g £~r a peaeeNl solu[ion. 

EDITORIAL 

Govo Cuomo~s Bo|d Step on Prison Education 

()he solution against the stubbornly high [’ate of recidivism has long proved to 

be both reliable and cost-effective: education behind bars, 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

H~s~o~*y; ~++I[- Nle Re, wv~te~ 

Some mistakes in Amer+cae histo+T" cannot be painted over. 

~ Column~s~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

l~,ea~fast l~e~fo~’e the ~’100(3, 

At’ab youths, eager fbr the educational tools and resom’ces to 

realize their" full po[en~al, are leading once again. 

+ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR I THE TASK 

In my fatheffs old file cabinets, a life in paper: grade-school report cards, notes 

on a Belgian insane asylum, telexes ub*-~nt Miek Jagger, 

For met+ epiqier:: go te NYTimes,com/Opinion + 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     +1++’+"’+I +[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhon+® I iPad(&) Android I All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Hel~ Section+ ~+ ’ r~;,ayt<cor~; s 

About This Email 

This is an automated emaiL Please do rls~ +eply directly ~o this email 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsletter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are committe~ to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions := Change Mour Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 8:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate Black Histo~ Month: NAACP Backstop 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

The vision of the National Association for the 

Advancement of Color People~ NAACP, is to ensure a 

soaety ~n wNch all ~nd~vMuals have equN rights w~thout 

discdrn~aatioa based on race. 

The Board of Directors of the NAACP was formed in ::[909 

by diverse members. Scholar and activisi: W. E. B. Du 

Bois~ a founding member, was forced to resi~fn 80 years 

ago in :1.934 when he advised Blacks to patronize Black 

businesses, which was coasidered to be voluntary 

segregation by the NAACP. 

Give researchers first-hand accounts and multiple 
perspectives on civif dghts ad:ivism and delve deeper with 
key Black History resources: 

H~t~r~ Vault ~ NAACP Paper~: goan:f of 

Directors, Annual Coafetertces, Najor Speeches, 
Nat~onN Staff files 

20t~ 

See ~ Black hisCary milestones timeline, and ask 

your librarian to sign up for flee trials of an ar~y of 

complementary digitized resources w~th content that ~sn’t 

available anywhere else, 

ProQuest. 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 I This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive funther messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n~ime s.com> 

~Vednesday, February 19, 2014 6:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Now Is the Winter of Our Content and More 

.~ 
Our Content 
The relentless winter weather may be 

testing New Yorkers’ patience of late, but 

the series of stolrnS inay have a silver lining 

for theatergoers: Tiekeks for some of the 

hottest shows may be easier to get than you 

think. Prep for your theater outing by 

--spending some quality time with The Times’s ’;i.’!.~.~ ~i!.~.~.~.:.<:~:!..i¢,.!:.b There you’ll find 

~i~!~:;!?.~;.L.i:s.a!i}.iS;Si from Broadway to Off Off Broadway, plus previews and openings, 
long-running shows and last-chance productions that are about to dose. Of eomse 
you’ll also find the !~i~i::,~i:i;.~:L:2.i2.’.,~;~., ~.~:!:i~:".,.i~?.~:~:!).i~:~i and news about .:2.~3.~.~i!:~25.:.i:~2~2:i~:~.- 

plus :~:i.~:!.~:2.~1~?.5:~::2~.&~ that gives you a behind-the-curtain glimpse of this exciting 
world. 

i:~i ~" Read More 

ADVERTiSE[v1E~’qT 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.o~g@mail 152.at161 .mcsv.net> 

Thursday, Februao, 20, 2014 10:31 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

APPI,Y NOW: Re sea~cch Grants Available ’. 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

RESE , RANTS 

The Association for the Study of the Middle East m~d Africa (ASMF~) is 
pleased to offer research grarRs of up to $2,5oo to qualified pro~L’ssors and students 
engaged in the stu@ of the Middle East and Africa. 

To stimulate new and diverse lines of discourse about the Middle East and Africa, the 
Research Grmats program seeks ko support research on topics that deserve 
greater aRention. The topic areas and sub-topics are intended as a guide for 
participants in the program and constitute the blues of subjects that ASMbD~ intends 
to support in this program. Applicants may submit paper proposals on any topic as 
long as it is relevant to the six broad areas outlined, and constitutes new and original 
research. 

VIEV~~ RESEARCH TOPICS 

To apply for the ASMEA Research Grant: 

¯ Applicants must be engaged in ongoing stu@ of the Middle East or Africa. 
Applicants may be affiliated with any academic discipline. 

¯ Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal that represents new and un- 
published research and is relewmt to the qualit}’ing research areas designated by 
ASMFZ~. 

* Applicants must submit a brief letter of retbrenee from their department chair. 
Students also must submit proof of enrollment and expected graduation date. 

. Applic~tions will be accepted oNy from ASM~ members. To join ASM~ and learn 
more about membership with ASMEA, eRek here. 

. Applications ~ql] be accepted onl~ via the ASMEA website, 

, Successful applicants will be required to present their research at the Seventh 
~u~u~ ~M~ Conference on October 3o- November *, 2o~ 4 in 
W~shin~on, D.C. and provide ASMEA the right of first refusal for potential 
publication in the peer-reviewed Journal of the ~fiddle East and A~ca. 

, The appReation deadline is 

, Applicants may use grants to cover any costs associated with conducting research 
for the specified proposal. 



Submi~ your paper proposal be[ore applying for the researcl~ grant, 
Download the 2o14 Research Grant Fiver. 

Questions or comments can be directed to info@asmeaseholars.org or 2o2=429- 
8860. 

www.asmeaschoiars.or~! 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2014 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:19 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Invitation from Duke Universi~ Librarian Deborah Jakubs: Apply to participate in SCI 

As you may have heaxd, Duke Libraries recently were awaxded a grant from the Mellon Foundation to host a Scholarly Communicalion Institute in the Triangle, a£ter a 

decade of it being hosted at the UniversiU of VirgiNa. 

We’re taking a slightly diltErent approach than UVa did, and are inviting anyone who is interested in participating to propos~ their own project, form a team, and attend 

the Institute as a group, joining with others who will be working on projects that shaxe a similar theme. Our definition of scholarb’ communication is quite broad, and we 

hope to have participants from a wide range of backgrounds and perspectives. 

So, this is an invitation tbr libra, staffto consider forming a tean~ and submitting a protx~sal! You can find more infi~rmation about the Institute at http://tfiangle~i.or.g/ 

and and in particular see the FAQ httf~://trian~lesci.omit~/and Request tbr Proposals http://trian~lesci.om/2014-insfituteirfp-2014/ 

Also, please spread the word about this to any faculty, stalt; and students in your networks who you think might benefit from participating. Proposals are due by March 

24, and the Institute itself roll be held in November, at the Pdzzo Center in Chapel Hill. 

If you have an5’ questions, please contact Paolo Mangiafico, paolo.mangiatico(~duke.edu who is coordinating the Institute, or any members of the advisow panel: 

http://triangle sci.or~/about/advisorv- panel/ 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 3:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Ukraine’s Forces Escalate Attacks Against Protesters 

Today’s Headlines 2,, 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Ukraine’s Forces Escalate Attacks Against 

Protesters 

New violence in Kiev Jell the eom~ly reeli~g from the biggest 

o~e-day death tall since Ukrainian independence from the 

Soviet U ni on. 

Ukrainian Skier and Coeci~ Leave Olympics to F’rotest Kiev Violence 

Converts doh~ "Witl~ Militants h~ NJev Clash 

(~roups of young men wi[h far-~Jgh~ pdi[ical affiliati<ms i~ 

Ukraine have provided m ueh of the front-dine muscle in 

increasingly t)Ioo@ dashes with the police. 

DEALBOOK 

For Facebook, Ws Users First and Profits Later 

The social networking gia~’s agreement to buy the messaging 

start-u1:, WhatsApp for up to $~9 billion is riska/, but follows a 

trend in wfluing the number of users over revenue. 

..... ok has 

d a’full 

Editors’ Picks 



WORLD 

~ vm~x): T~e Ukraine Divide, E~p~ined 

Ukraine is being pulled in differen~ directions: one ~oward 

Russia, khe other koward Weskern Europe. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I~l~o Night i~ Solita~� 

D~Jving prisoners crazy won’[ make t~e public safer. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PETER GRESTE~ a jom’na]ist ~’or A1 Jazeera English, imprisoned tinder a widening 
crackdown by Egypt’s government that has ensnared sem’es of reporters, bloggers and 

teachers. 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Kiev: T~°iage in C~isis 

In tile Ukrainian capital, tl:iage eenters have sprung up around 

Independence Square, where dozens of people have died in ~e 

fighting. 

~ vn)~:o: Tl~is Week’s NIowies: Feb 21, 2o14 

The New York Times fihn critics on "C"mar," "Elaine Stretch: 

Shoot Me" and "I~ Secret." 

~ yule:o: T|ti~gs "~)m Don~t Know: 

Freeskiing 

Freeskiing, which includes hail’pipe and slopeskde events, is new 

to the Olympies this year. Skiers say the sport is different from 

ally oth er. 

World 

Egypt E~ends its Craekdow~ to Jo~rnalists 

The military governmenk has been detai~ing repoAers, as well as 

other perceived enemies like ae~i~qsts and Islamists. 

and I 

~ flth tee 



Lead ers from Syria’s i asurgen k eoalition atteaded peace talks in (I en eva with th e 

aim of seeuri~g milikary backing from the United Stakes and others, 

lran and 6 Powers Agree o,~ Terms for Nuclear 

Talks 

h’an and six world powers agreed on a dmetable and framework 

for negokiaking a eomprehe~sive pack ko end the eonti’o~kation 

over h’a~Ys m~clear program, officials said Thursday. 

Ashton, I 

U,S, 

Racist Episodes Co~linue to Stir Ole Miss 

Campus 

Studenks say the University of Mississippi seeds ko mount a 

more a~ressive stand against bigotry after two men plaeed a 

n oose arou ~d a st4~tue of the sch ool’s fi rst bla ck st~Me~t. 

walking I 

Colorado Expects to Reap Tax Bonanza From 

Legal Marijuar~a Sales 

The skate predicts $1oo rMIlioz~ a year ir~ revermes, arid a budget 

proposal fl’om Gov. Jotm W. Hickenlooper estimates that the 

indusk~3~ could reach Sz billion ia sales ia khe next fiscal year. 

Freezing January for Easterners Was Not Felt 

Round the 

Despite ice storms in the America~ 3o~th, it was the %urtb- 

warmest dan uat3~ on record for khe earth as a whole. 

Hickenl 

ooF~r 

IM~efron 

Business 

Comeast’s Web of Lobb}4r~g and Philanthropy 
LS, ~. F~i!.: 

The company is begim~ng a eareflflly orches~’ated eampaign, 

seeing support from members of Congress, skate officials and 

leade*s of nonprofit a*M minority-led groups, 

DEALBOOK 

Wil-l~ Ba~ on .Ads Removed~ Hedge Fu~ds Test 

lvVaters 

Years of laetdusker performance and growing eompetitio ~ for 

David L. ] 



institutional investors like pension funds have made hedge fm~ds warm to the 

idea of bra~ding. Just do not call it advertising. 

DEALBOOK 

_A~ _Aggressive Fed Finds Critics on l’Vall Street 

Though due b~deral Reserve’s sdmu]us efi?~¢~s have ~de apptx~wfl among 

investms and breakers, some argue iN policies distort and harm the eeonomy o 

~ UndeNrred, Fed on Track to Temper ~N Stimulus 

Sports 

Shot at Redemptiom m~d Canada, Comes a 

Rotund Early for UoSo Nlen~s Hockey Team 

The :~efiea~ men, who f~ee Ca~mda o~ Friday in a semifinal, 

have waited four yea~s for a chm~ce to u~seat their No~N~ 

~et~can t~vaL 

, NBC Expects Record Oniine Viewership [or U S.-.Canada Semifinal 

Do Cm’iers Make Good Housekeepe~os? Do~’t Ask.~ 
::.7 SAF’alq L~"aLL 

Athletes in IittIe-kuown sporLs field the same inane ques’dous 

over and c.,ver from people who bdieve dmir remark< to be both 

amusing and ofighmL 

Russian Is Sm~prise ~rinner in V~;omen’s Figure 

Skating 

Adelina S,-.,tnik,wa used a boost ti’om the crowd to become t~e 

first Russian woman to win goM i~ si~g, jes figure skath~g, 

kn oeldng Kim Yu-na off her perch at th e top of th e sport. 

, ~i O ...... 
t C ........ 

tsI HighlighS IWho Were the Judges? 

~ [] How Sotrfikova Bea[ Kim, Move by Move 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

in Thrall to Maehines~ V~;ar and a Store 
Ful-u~oe 

"Ita]ia~ Futmism, ~9o9-~944: Reconstructing the U~b:erse" 

an epic exhibiBon at the Guggenheim Museum. 

THE OSCAR HUNT 

For Yore° Consideration: Apa[hy 

In a longer campaign seasm~ before the Oseam, t to]lywood’s 

mood is dampened by moral disputes a~d low box-office bumps. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE BRIDGES OF MADISON COUNTY’ 

Hearts Ae~e ir~ the Heartl~Lr~d 

Kelli O’Hara confirms her posiBon as one of the most exquisitely 

expressive stars in musical kheater it~ "The B~dges of Ma~son 

Com~:" on Broadway, 

...... ~’idges 

Movies 



’ELAINE STRITCH: SHOOT ME" 

Re{~[~i~g Ve]veL Pretzels and ]Beer, S]he*s Still 

There is no one 9uite like Elaine St~itch, who is eaphJred th a 

biography as she preparers a eN)aret show ~ff Sondheim songs. 

’OMAR’ 

Treachery Tlu’ives l’Vhere Trust l’Vithe~’s 

The title character of "Drear" is a sensitive young Palesfinian 

who believes a happy ending can spzSng from the despair d his 

homeland, 

’IN SECRET’ 

Front Zeta, With B~ood, L~t and B~oodlust 

"In Secret" is the latest adaptation of ~,n~ile Zola’s "Th&:~se 

Raquin." 

Obituaries 

Toshiko d’Eiia, Gritty Rmmer, Dies at 84 

A powerful aud resilient runner who took up the spot~ at age 44, 

d’Elia eme~ed fl’om the destitution of postwar Japan to aeNeve 

renown ~n the United States. 

~ the 
maratho 

Robe~ No Fresco, Fihmnaker m~d Writer, Dies at 

83 

Mro t,’rese~-,, won an Academy Award with Denis SandeL~ for their 

dommmntm’y short "Czechoslovakia ~968." 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

New York Rethinks Solitary Confinement 

Prison offh::ials took a major step when they agreed to reform this erud yet far 

too common practice. 

EDITORIAL 

The wanton ab use of laws restricting expression is creating a climate of fear. 

EDITORIAL 

Los Ange]es~s Costly Lesson fi~r l]~e Vat, can 

A decade of litigation and shamefl~] denial has cc~st the archdiocese more than 

8740 million in monetary damages, ~th the spiritual toil far from tallied. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Capitalism tim the Masses 

A dating consmwadve agenda has emerged that measnres the 

health ~ff ~he economy by how well it helps all people make an 

enterprise of their l i 

, Cekimnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sl-~i~nu~u~ Tragedy 

Five years after the stimulus took effect, ~t ~s clear that, though 

the p~gr’am did much good, it was also a political disaster. 

~ co[umn~ page I BIo9 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Days of Desiccation 

California is a precursor of what could happen elsewhcre ~1" ~ 

thi~k wc can out-.engineer a fevered pla~et. 

For m<;re or;inian go ta NYTimes.com~Opinion ~> 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~ l iPad® Android I All 

Save 15% a~ The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit ou~ mobile websRe at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyLcom >> 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 3:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Ukrmne H&s Deal, but Both Russia and Protesters Appear Wa~ 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots Arts ~rYsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Ukloaine Has Deal hut Both R~lssia and 
Protesters Appear Wa~oy 

Presidei~ k Viktor [". Yanukovyeh agreed to reduced powers and 

Parliament moved to fl’ee h~s ~mpr~so~ed rival, but many 

pin, testers want him to resign. 

Fed Misread Fisea~ C~°~s~s, Records Show 
Lw ~’.q ~Y.::,Mi ~ 

The [mnscriDts provide new ~nsighL~ ill[o the debates~ 

miscalenlafions a~d action,s of the Federal Rese~’e ~n assessing 

and cou~k’ri~g the fina~dal crisis. 

~ Economix: Inside the Sed’s 2008 Proceedings 

~Transcdpts of the Fed Meet#~gs 

~ As Crisis Loomed kl 2008, Ye~len Called for At[ion and Told Jokes 

Detroit Ot~t|ines Map to Solvency, Stressh~g 

Repair 

The city presen ted its bankrupLcy j udge witla the first oNcial 

road map to its fl~t~n-e: a plan ibr settling its debt an4 maki~g 

DekrNt ]iw~ble again. 

The 



Editors’ Picks 

~ c~,~u,c: How Mik~el~ ShiffHn ~*on ~m 

SI~om 
Looking powerful and poised, the ~8-year-old American 
dominated the l~rst run and hung on in fl~e second to pick up tim gold medal. 

Related .&rticie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

:Don~t Let Up on l:l’~n 

Congress can strengthen Obama’s hand in midear talks. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JOSEPH E. LA RUE~ [he legal counsel at At]lance De[ending Freedom, a Chdst~au legal 
orga~ization iu Scottsdale, Ariz., that advocates for veligkms liberty, o~ the passage of 

Iegis]ation in the state that would allow bus~ness owners to cite faith as a {ega] 
justification {’or denyisg set’vice to same.-se>; couples. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DANIEL f~CH, of the American Civil IAbert~es Umon. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: The Fom~ders of}~*hatsApp 

Operating under the radar, the creators of the app have worked 

to fulfill a singular vision: Create a good messagi~% service. 

~ vm~o: Shredlocks and Lucky Socks 

Olympic athletes in Soehi Lalk abouL Lhe Htuals and snpers~itions 

that he~p them focus. 

~ vmEo: NoF,Lo Combine Camp 

At Prolitic Athletes hi Calqsbad, Cali£, Ryan blaherty uses the 

latest exercise seienee to prepare N.F.L. draft prospects like 

Johnny Manzie], Mike Evans and Logan Thomas for the combine 

test. 

video, f;o to NYThaes.comNideo ~ 



World 

Amid Fence-Mendh~g, Another U,So-Russ~a 

The poJi~ical crisis in Ukraine has underscored the diffieuJties of 

resto~qng constructive ties between Washington and Moscow. 

Beifing Of~eia| Detained in h~ves~igation of 
Former Secm’iD" Chief 

The h~vesiigation, centered on "~e romper head o[law and ruder 
poliey, reaches a secretive realm hi China’s leadership. 

Cour~- Convh:ts 8 in ao~ 2 Protest Against- Put-in 
~r ~:~r.~.<~ ~ ~.~. ?..~~.a~. 

The pr4m%ed trial of the eight over their r4e in a vk~]ent 

protesL before the inauguration of President Vladimir V. Pufin in 

2o12 has become a symbol of ~he ~’emlin’s s tiffing of dissenL 

Zhou 
..... : Tongka 

ng has 
been 

U.S. 

Religious Ri~t in _4a-izona Cheers Bill ARowi~g 

Businesses to Ref~,se to Serve Gays 

Gov. 3an Brewer of Arizona must decide whether to sign the 

legislation that would allow religious belies as a legal 

j us tifieation %r denying sen4ee b-., same--sex couples. 

Ole iVIiss Students May Face Charges in Rat:ist 

Episode 

The univmsity said three freshmen h’om Georgia were refusing 

to speak with invesLig~Rors about Lhe desecration of a statue 

honoring the college’s first blad< student 

, Racist Episodes Continue to Stir Ole M~ss Campus 

Army General’s Lav, Ters Seek Dismissal of 

Sexual Misconduct Charges 

Defense la*~Ters for BHg. General Jeffrey Sinclair asked a 

milRary judge ~o throw out the ehmNes, assm’~it~g weaknesses in 

the ease. 

~ 
A florist 

prc~/ide 

Srig. 
G’en 
Jeffrey 



Business 

A~ C~[sis Loo~r~aed, Yelle~ 1%~ade Wry and 

Calls for Action 

Janet Ydlen was a no~vofing member of the Federal Rese~ve’s 

poHey--ma~ng eommitb~e as global finances seined, buk she 

called for swift aeticm m~d disarmed critics win gallows hmnor. 

DEALBOOK 

:Fed Fretted Over Reaction to Demise of Lelm~an 
::.~.’ P:::’~ :::F~ 

The documenks published on FHday provide one of the fullest pictures yet of 

the thit~king of Lop government officials on the bank’s implosion. 

, Economix Bio9: How the Fed Saw a Recession. Then Didn’t, Then Did 

In Sake, Japan Sees a Potential 

Sake is among the soft goods Lhat the government is promoting 

to help improve the eountw’s expo~%. 

Sports 

Reaches tI~e Pim~adc 

Looking powerful and poised, Shiffdn, zS, Nlfilled her [aleut and 

secured a gold me&d in an event last wo~ by an ~mriean 42 

Focus on Speed, U.S Negiec[s Siaiorri 

";~; Eigiltee 

....... n-y~r- 

CANADA 1, UNITED STATES 0 
:~ The 

Aching Canada Hm~ds United States a Stinging c~d~ 

Loss 
!~~’ 

Brushing off fatigue, Canada used sLiNng del)nse to reach the 

men’s hockey tinal, whe~ it will seek its ~inth Olympie gold medal in the evenL 

Streaming of Olympic Hockey Continues te Expand 

MAGIC 129, KNICKS 121 (2OT) 
i~-~ J R 

Two 71eks of C]loek Against 1%Iagh~ Prove sm~t~ 
shooting 

On Tyson Chand]er’s dunk attempL i~ overtime, the ball caromed 

off his head a[~d bommed back out of the baskeL m~other example of the 

geeing in their own way. 

For more spolts r~ews, go [o NYTimes.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

Sing[dar/u% Made by Ph~rals 

An energetic cdleetive of mostly black, mostly queer at Lists 

frorn Seatkle Lo Pa~s plans to debtR work ak kite 2ol4. Whitney 

Museum Nennial. 

Photographers Band Together to 1[ roteet 

in ’Fair Use’ Cases 

As courts tW to decide which artists make "fair use" of others’ 

work in "krgmsformative" pieces, groups of photographers are 

entering ~he legal and legislative debates. 



TELEVISION REVIEW 

The F~an oJ~°HavinB a Singk~ Parent 

Tbis weekend NBC is introducing two f~e]-good s~tcoms about 

the healing properties of broken homes. 

Travel 

On a Caribbean Rum Tr~l 

Touting Jamaica, Barbados and Ma~4inique, sip by sip, to gei a 

taste of rmn eukure, past and present. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

Back to Borneo, and an Eden at Risk 

A return to the Kelabit Highlands, before Io~i~g transforras a 

lush rain forest into barren hinds. 

Lungan 
tile 

Keiabit 

36 Hours ~n Upper Manhattan 
i.:., SL7 ~-i 

Museums and musk:, eoeMails m~d cuisine, histoU and Hudson 

River views aw all part of a weekend in this fieMy textun’d part 

of the 

:g rho 
] ddva to ] 

Obituaries 

Garrick Utley, a Mainstay at NBC News, Dims at 

74 

Mr. Utley was one of a rare breed in ~elevision news, a flfll-fime 

foreign eom’spondent. He reported h’om some 75 eonntfies in a 

career that ineluded 3o yea~ at NBC. 

SValier Do Ehlers, Honored for Role in Nor~mandy 

Attack, :Dies at 99 

The World War II veteran said he remained haunted by khe 

Omaha k~eaeh death of his ~kder brother, who enlisted in the 

Array in 1940 alongside his younger sibling. 

Richard Cabe|a, Who Sold the Great Outdoors, 
Is Dead at 77 

Mr. Cabela founded Cabela’s after he had bought ’S~5 worth of 

hand-tied fishing flies while on a business trip to Cbieago %r the 

family’s furniture skate near the Colorado border. 

~. Medal 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Coping "With Infeetim~s Disease 

A g4"o*~qng threa~ from eraerging viral diseases requires better ways to lind and 

contain them. 

EDITORIAL 

An End to the Grand-Bargain Charades 

President Obama is planning for a 2Ol5 budget based on the country’s needs, 

not on impossible Republican demands. 

EDITORIAL 

Tin°key s ]h~ternet Crackdown 



A new law "d3at would lead to the bIo&ing o~ many websites is d~e Iates~ assauI~ 

on democracy. 

For i=~;re o,";inion ~a to NYTirnes.eomiOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

O~-~D COLUMNIST 

Accorrmmdath~g Div~s~ve~e~ 

The ugly words of Ted N agent don’t belong in polities. 

~ coKim~ist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Texas Strikes Again 

Voting has begun in the primaries, and one [hing you can say 

about th~s e]ection season ~n Texas ~s that it certaiMy ~s not 

~ coKim~ist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

V¢ill the Net Nt~y 

If the Federal Communications Commission can’t ensure equal 

Internet access, maybe companies like Google can. 

~ Columnis2 Page I Blog 

Joe 

For mme opi!~ion; go to NYTimes.eomtOpinion ~ 

FOLLOW dS: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 6:18 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Wednesday 2/26 taJk on Haifim~ Creole Vodon Songs by Dr. BenjaJnin Hebblethwaite, U of Florida 

Natai i e Ha rtma~i 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke U~i J ve rs i ty 
Reem ] 35 Franklin Ce~R:e ~, Bex 90254 
Durham, NC 2"7"708-0254 
phone 919-68~-3983 
emai] n]h@duke.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, Febmao~ 23, 2014 3:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Archrival Is Freed as Ukraine Leader Flees 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots Airs ~ Magazine 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

_~’el~loival Is Freed as Ukraine Leader Flees 

President Viktor F. Yanukovyeh fled Kiev, denouncing whaL he 

called a violel~ k coup, as his nemesis, former Prime Mi~ister 

Yulia V. ~qnoshenko, was rdeased fl:om prison and Parliament 

lkmnd him unable to fulfill his duties. 

~ Lviv, in Westero Ukrsine, Mooms One of Its Own Killed in Kiev 

Prime 

El Chapo, Most-~Vanted Drug Lord, is Captm’ed I Josquin [ 

Me~cm~ mari~es and the police, aided by information from the 

U ni ted Sta tes Dm~g E~forcem en t Ad minis tratio~ an d th e U hired 

S~tes Marshals Service, took him i*~ko custody without fi~ng a shot. 

Asyh~m Fraud h~ Chinatown: IndustrT of IJes 

More Chinese immigmuN seek asyhnn thau aW other immigrant 

group i~ the eou~ttT, and most of lhem apply from New York, 

where federal oltieiaIs t~gard khe aplkieat~k pooI with suspieiom 

[~ F.B.i. 
: : sgants 

Editors’ Picks 



WORLD 

h~ Kiev, Ukraine, the opposition flghte~,~ i~t Im:lepe~dence 

Square are considered heroes by many supportet~ of the 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

g7 GRff <:.©RV CL::q~L 

Sm’]~ames revea~ that social mobili~" is much sh:~wer tha]~ we thi]~k. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

VIKTOR F. YANUKOVgCH, Ukrmne’s president, on teleYision on Sahtrday. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmgo: Review: ao*4 BMW 4~gi 

The new BMW 428i e~-~upe is one better than the 3 Sm~es sedan, 

Thank a sleek desi~ and a lower center of gravib,. 

~ vm~o: Meat Pd~d Potato Skii[et Grath~ 

Melissa (:lark transforms two cold-weather favorites into a sittgle 

]useh:ms, flavor-layered meal 

VIDEO: The Making of O~ttr’ 

A closer look at the Palesiinian th~-iIler "Omar," an Ose.ar 

;~c,minee fbr best fi:,reign langnage film. 

World 

Bel~a~d Gates, Bizarre Vision of Optdenee 

:~gker the departure of P~sident Viktor Fo Yanukovyeh, his 

sprawli~g compcamd was opened, revealing a golf comse, a 

priva[e zoo, classic cats and a restaurank in the form of a pirate 

ship, among c, ther thitt~o 



Aider Fa~ers Commit ~uieide, Debts Fall 

Fanfi|ies ~n India 

India’s small farmers, once ~e country’s economic ha@bone 

and most ~qiabie vote bank, are increasin~y being left behin& 

Hmnanitarian _~d 

calls on the S}Man government ~o allow relief agencies to enter 

the eountry, and strongly condemns terror a~a@s, pJainly referring to some of 

the wbels. 

~ Sydans Seek New Delay in Expert of Chemical ArFns 

U.S, 

A Lesson for Detroit h~ Efforts to Aid a New 

Orleans Devastated by Katrh~a 

1)etroit can lcara from New Orleans, where a fix that appeared 

rational to some was thrown aside for a way %rward that has 

been messier but politically more palatN)le. 

Border’s New" Senth~els ~oe Robots, Penetrath~g 

Deepest D~°ug Routes 

Robots, valued for their speed and maneuverability, can serve as 

the first eyes on drug-smug~ing tun nels that ~:averse the United 

Sta tee border wikl~ MeMco. 

Former Chicago Officer Convicted in iVIurder 

Plot 

’F~e former officer, Steven Mandell, was convicted on F~day of 

plotting to kidnap a 1~verside, IlL, businessman, and ~hen 

tortllr~ and e£olt money from ]l]m. 

Kof more ~.; ~}. r:ews, 9o to NYT[mee.eom/US ~ 

Business 

A Hot :Debate Over E-Cigarettes as a Path to Michaei 

’tobacco, or From it 
a public 

Some publie health experts see e.-eigare~kes as a g~[eway to 

tobaeco use, while others think they could help eradJeate conventional 



Wisconsin% Legacy f~r [hfions 

O.,~dd a law that so swiftly deflated unions* power become ~he 

pattern 5:~r other states? It’s la bet’s worst fear. 

FAIR GAME 

A New LigJ,t on Reg~flators h~ the Dark 

Federal Resm~’e kranseripts show a board playing catch-up with 

the eveuts c,f 2008. 

,Transcripts of tile Fed Meetings 

Sports 

Olympian~ Use lhnagemy as Me~tal Trahfing 

Visaaliza@m has long been a part of elite specks, but the practice 

of meutally simulatin g eoml.~etitiou has become in ereasiugly 

sophisticated, essential and daborate. 

At N,F,L, Combine, Mid~ael Sam Sa}~ He W~mts Foct~s 

Field 

In a sessicm t]~at lasted more tha~) 12 minutes, Michael Sam eouducted his 

news eonfereuee siuee he publicly declared that he was gay. 

Hia~ea~’s FM)led Track Seeks a Rebirfl~ 

Hialeah Park, once a magnet for Pahn Beach soeialikes, has 

hegm~ to revive ks foAunes with quarter horse raei~g and a 

profitable casino. 

Arts 

_&s Far as Possible From His S~teom 

Neil Patt@k Harris has a ~eetie sehedule ate)and Manhatkan as 

he preparers for the lead ~)le it~ "Hedwig and the ~gw Inch" 

Broadway. 

,D Video: The Evolution of Nell Patrick Harris 

A Wo~nan at a Crossroads 

Idina Menzel is fiuding that her lead role iu the new m~sical 

"If/Then" parallels her own life - perhaps too dosely sometimes. 

, The Norrfinees A~e glockb~sNrs 

Still Rebels, Even ms MaturiD~ iLooms 

Calle ~3’s uew album, "Multi _Viral," explores the Puerko Riean 

clue’s global concerns while looldng ak "more existential" themes, 

, [] Popcast: Caile 13 Goes ’M ulti_Vi~l’ 

P6raz 

,Jogls r in 

Magazine 

Traveling From Ocean to Ocean Across Soutlt 

America 

The new highway that crosses Brazil and Peru is transfommtive -. 

both fix" the villages it now connects and for the h’avelers Mm 



m ake bh e j ou may, 

*D Multimedia Feature: 8till Life in Motion by David Guttenfe]der 

Journey to the Center of the World 

~d the weird, wonderful old couple makin~ their" life there. 

~ Video: A Tour of the Oent~r of the World 

..Andr~ 

Istel at 

I thought the trip m~ght provide an oppol hln~ty 1o meet hot gh’]- 

sabras, I c~dn’t ~alize that ik was really a chance to be wikh my 

father. 

, Mole Travei..Sizecl Essays: Mark Bi,’_,’_ma n i Nell Freudenberger i Dwigi~t Garner i Raci~el Kushrler ] 
Elizabeth Meriwether i John Wray 

Obituaries 

Horst Rechdbad,er, ’Father of Safe Cosmetics,’ 
Dies ai 72 

He staffed as a hairdresser making organic h~fir-.eare products 

with herbs and other plant% evenbmlly begimfing the compa~y 

thak made natural cosmetics popular in the United Sb~tes. 

Ter~0y Adkins, Compose~¯ of At% Seu]pto~¯ of 

Mt~sic, Dies at 5o 

Mr. Adidns bro~%ht genres together to create muiddJmensio~ml 

works abont historic figures and cultural themes. 

[)~ Horst 

~ under 

I Adkins I 

For more e~it:.:ades, 9o to NYTimee,eom]ObRuariee ~ 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

%%;hat the Stimt~h~s Accomplished 

Tkough z~dieuled by Repuhlieans, the 2009 RceoveU Act saved the Arnez~ean 

economy. 

EDITORIAL 

The FoC.C. Tries Again 

A promising apl.~roach to rewriting f~dera] Interact rules has its r4sks. 

EDITORIAL 

A Pie~sso in Trouble 

A developer" wan Ls to get Hd of a bullfi~ ring scene that was once part of a stage 

em~ain for the BNIets Russes. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

%%rl~en Doctors Need to Lie 

Misleading y,-mr patient? Defying his wishes? Sometimes in 

medicine these thi~%s are necessary. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Games P~tin Plays 

The events in t kraine of[br a ]esson in the limits of Russia’s 

grand strateg#o 

..... Douthat 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Christie Puts the Gloves On 

±~,s Chris Chris[ie re[urns [o his fo[&ml of choice, khe b[dly is on 

his best behavior. 

, Celumnis~ Page 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

(_’~ God Make it h~ Hollywood? 

Can Hollywood s[ill find common ground with religious 

audieeces? 

ON THiS DAY 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 23, 2014 7:53 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Award Wim~ing Br~ilian Film and di~ussion with director Joel Zito Araujo Tues. Feb 25th 7pm Free! 

Screen Shot 2014-02-18 at 4.19.54 PM.png 

From:Antonio Avce <ama2(~duke.edu> 

Please join us for this wonderful opportunity to meet award-winning Brazilian fil m director Joel Zito Araujo and view his film, "Denying Brazil" 

February 25th, 7:00pm 

Hanes Hall Auditorium :iL3:iL {Duke Central Campus--Trent and Erwin) 

3:/L5 Trent Drive, Durham 

Film showing and discussion with the director {film in Portuguese with English sub-titles) 

Free and open to the public. 

http:!/www.africa nfilm.com/denying, brazil.htm 

Sponsored by Duke Brazil Initiative and the Brazilian and Global Portuguese Program 

***Parking is available at Pickens Family health center {Free) and in the Duke medical center garage on Trent for an hourly fee. Please see link for maps. 

http://news.medicine.duke.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/Og/Hanes-House.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 24, 2014 3:48 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Heaxtlines: Ukraine Rushes to Shift Power and Mend Riffs 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs Arts ~ Media & AdveRising 

Today’s V~deo ~ ObituaFies Ed~oFials ~ Op-~ OniMsDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Ukloa~ne R~lshes to Shift Powei¯ m~d Mend R~fts 

Lau~nakcrs fired top cabinet members in President Viktor F. 

Yanukovych~s government a~d restored state ownership of khe 

preside~fial palace. 

How ~tA~l Began: A Co~ War Battle Bea~ Up 

Pentagon P~uis to Shrink .Army to P~oe-Wor~d 

~"ar II Level 

Oft~ciMs describe Defcnse Secretary Chuck Hagel’s proposal as 

the first Pet~go*~ budget to aggressively push the militaD~ off 

the war footil~g adc,pted after the terror a~d<s of 2oo~. 

How a Kingpht Above the Law Fell, Incredibly, 

~,:[thout a Shot 

The takcdown of the world’s most wanted mm~ --head of a 

soph~ sticated ~arcofics enterpfi se - npe~d ed assumpfim~s a bout 

the impunity of Mexican mobsters. 

, Federai Prosecutors Seek Return o~ Mexican Drug Kingpin to U S. 

plan 

hotel- 
condonq~ 



Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

Athletes discuss their ex~)er~ences geeing into the 2ol4 

Olympics and once in SochJ. 

OPINION I OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Crime and Pm~Ashme~:t and Obama 

Where’s the e(mununity organizer when we need him? 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

F~-kDOSLAWg~KORgK~, Poland’s foreign minister, on Viktor F, Yanukovyeh, who was 
ousted as president of Ukraine. 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~:o: Vows: A Temposary Sepsesl-ion 

When Hi~da Schmnm~ and Susan Toler separated, Ms. Schuman 

made a photography series abouk kheir breakup. They eould only 

stand eight mondis apart, however, and are set to wed after 32 

years together. 

~ WOEO: Declaring Victory i~ Kiev 

Afker mond~s of prokests and a week of bloody mayhem, 

demonstra[ors in Independence Square eelebrated the departure 

of Preside~t Vil~or F. Ym~uko~Tch. 

Connoissenrs across the country are hinging on oyskers. The 

trend is, a[ least in parL the result of a rapid ~’owth of oyster 

farms on the East and W~ .st Joasts. 

f~rn~s on 

Related .Arflcie 

video, gO tO NYTh’ReeicomN[deo ~ 

World 

As His Fort~mes Fell ~ Ukraine~ a P~oesident Chmg to 

Illusior~s 

Between the signing ceremony lk)r a peace deal and a break to congratulate 



Ukraine’s Olympic tea~n, President X, Sktor F. Yanukovyeh’s prospects took a 

dramatie tm’~ for the wo~.~e, 

~ ~3ehind Gates, Bizarre Vision of Opulence 

Ta~iban Raid .At~ghan A~-my BaBe, Killing Soldie~os 

~n Their Sleep 

The attack, which left 2~ soldiers dead, came as the inaurgenka 

acknowledged they had suspended talks with the ~nez~eans 

aimed at a prisoner exchange. 

Ban~ladeslfi Factory Co,apse 

Organizers called lbr ~-~ther branrN and retailers to join E1 Co~e 

In~s, Im:litex, I£~])law, Man, go and Mascot, with a goal (ff 840 

million lk)r the Rana Plaza disaster. 

U.S, 

Yom~g [mrn~g,oants Turn Foe.s to President in 

Struggle Over Deportatio~s 

After m~-~nths ~-~f rallies brought no moveme~t in the H~-~use o~ 

im m igrsfiom a natio~m l ne~s’c,~q< of you~ g im migrm~ts ha s 

decided to turn its protests on President Obama. 

United I 

DW,-: m 

For DetroiL New Stage f~ its l:laee to Remover 

Leaders of other financially troubled cities will be watching to see how 

effieie~tly Detroit proceeds aRer the ba~krupt eib/flied a proposal that 

creditors a~d city labor unions criticized as unfair. 

Ameriear~ Held ~ l[sraeli Prison Dims ir~ Shootout 

The death of Samuel Sheinbein, who lled to Israel a~ter a murder in MatTland, 

bro]_@~t a dramatic conclusion to a painful episode that had strai[~ed American.- 

Israeli Pdatio~s. 

Business 

Fed s Aid in ~oo8 CriMs Stretched X’Vorldwide 

The Federal Rese~%’e pumped hunch’eds of billions of dolla~,~ to nadons to 



bdster global banks when dolla~s were scarce, newly rdeased transcripts of 

2008 Fed policy committee meetings reveal. 

Coraeast and Netllix announced an agreement Sunday in w~ich 

Netflix will pay Corneast for faster and more reliable access to 

Comeast’s subseribers. 

Mov~efone Is Hmiging Up, but Its App I’ViH Go On 

Overtaken by new tee~ndo~ and shifting consumer habits, the kelephone 

movie listing and ticket service will be disconnected, and a free Moviefone app 

will be revised. 

Sports 

A Fmlr-and-a-HaltCRing Cire~is Ends, and a 

Relieved R~ssia Roars 

The SoeM Games’ dosing een’mony was advet’dsed as a 

eelebrafion of Russian eultm’e and heritage, but it seemed just as 

m uch a greN sigh of hapl~y relieE 

Jason Co~s, First Openly Gay N oB.A. Player, 

Sig~s With Nets and Appears i~ Gmne 

The 35--year--old center signed a m-day contract and took the 

eom’r Sunday night against the I.qkers. 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
~’~] Jason 

Collins Finds Spot Agaim Nlov~ng the N.B.Ao ::: 

No ma~er how t~w minutes he goB, count on the Nets’ Jason 

Collins to embrace his r<fle as the first Ol>e~ly gay and active athlete i~ one of 

the four major American prol)ssional spot’ts leagues. 

Jason Collins Becomes Filet Openly Gay NBA. Player 

OfF [i~e Dribbie: N.B.A’s !0- Day Con[~act Is Essentially a Job Tryout 

For more ,spol!s news, g~; to NYTimee.oom/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

Sel-h l~Ieyers: Smart Guy in the Wiseguy Seat 

Seth Meyers is the oldest, most experienced and most hostlike 

comedian to take the reins of NBC’s "La*e Night." Will he be as 

funny as the three men who preceded him? 

Another Helping of’ tDo}~rgllon,~ Nl’Lord? 

d ulian Fellowes, the c~ator and writer of "Downton Abbey," 

talks about "~e show*s most recent seasom and iN fl~ture. 

, Q and A. W~[h Julisn Fellowes 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A Show of Love: Farewell~ City Opera 

New York City Opera’s coneez k at City Center raarked iN 7orb 

anniversa~)~ and served as something of a pt~)per farewell. 

Media & Advertising 



THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Piers 

Ph~rs r~h~rgan and CNN Plan End to His Prim{;- 

Three years after taking over for LarD- King, Piers Morgan has 

seen the ratings for "P~ers Mm~an Mve" hi{ some new lows. He and the nebxork 

are ~n talks about }tim t’emMn~ng at CNN in a d~ffere~t role. 

ADVERTISING 
The 

Miraele-Gro %’Vm~ts N[ore People to ’I’~T Their ~_,,,p~is 

Hand at Gardenh~g ~, 

A new campaign focuses on the gardeners, not the products, bnt 

once people are at the store, Miraele-Gro w~II promote iL~ effectiveness on 

displays and packaging. 

News From the Advertising Industry 

Book Review Byline "J’a~y Shows Gender Dispagity 

In its annnal count c,f male and female bylines in be, ok reviews, magazines and 

]iterau journals, VIDA, a women’s litera~T organization, revealed tha* in ~o]3, 

the publications still largely favored men over women. 

Obituaries 

~laria yon Trapp, ’Seined of Music’ Da~ghter, 
Dies at 99 

Ms. yon Trapp was the last survivor of the singing Austrian 
siblings made famc, ns by Broadway and Ho]lywoo& 

Mm~" Thau, l~lauager in :Early New York Pm~k 

Scenc~ Dies at 75 

Mr. Than, a prQrnoter of bubble gum hiLs, later managed the New 

York Ddls. His label released albums by Suicide and the 

I~leshtones, among others. 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

A Second Front in the Privacy %’ars 

The Obama adm]nistr,~tion has to renew ~ts commitment to protecting 

consumer daka. 

EDITORIAL 

Let the EoPoA, Do Its ,Job 

The Supreme Court should defer to the agency’ on curbing greenhouse-gas 

emissions, as it has done in the past. 

EDITORIAL 

Locked Away in Inmfigrafion .Jails 

Lo~ing detainees up indefinitely is not a path to a more rational immigration 

system. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Health Care Florrm° Hooey 

~,,\;he~ bad thi~&s happe~ to imagi~mry people. 

~ Columnis% Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR ] THE TASK 

The ~lenmr.V Stone 

O~}e of the thi~}gs th at s(’ared m e abrupt ~eavi~} g th e house was ]eaxd~g behJx~d th e 

memories o1" 32 years. 

Read ti~e Series 7> 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Expand Pre- 1~ N st AoDoHoDo 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu~-- 

Monday, Februao~ 24, 2014 9:11 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 02-24-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 24th, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

02/25/14 Carolina Performing Arts presentation of Compagnie K~fig on Feb 25-26 at 7:30 PM in Memorial Hall. ’II~e company’s thrilling combination of hip-hop, 
capoeira, samba, electronic music mid bossa nova cuhninates in a dmlce perfolmamce with astonishing acrobatic skills filled with energy m~d invention. Correrm plunges us 
into a frantic, hectic race just like the one that governs our daily lives. Agwa is all about water the most vital component of the humam body, a precious natural resource to 
be preserved, amd a symbol ofrene~,al. For more inforn~ation: https://wvca,.carolinaperformingarts.orp]ros perf series/cotnpagnie-kacfig/. 

02/27/14 Performance of"King Mackerel & The Blues Are Rumfing" by The Coastal Cohorts featuring Bland Siinpson, Jim WamL and Don Dixon on February 27-28 
at Historic PlayMake~ Theater. For more information: http://uncnews.unc.edu/2~4/~2/~4/~dng-mackere~-b~ues-mn~ng-c~mes-uaac-feb-27-28/. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

UNC Discount Registration For Nexus Conference The Water Infftitute is offering discount regifftmtionfees for UNC faculty and staff for its upcoming Nexus 

Conference on March 5-8. Full conference registration is $395 with the discount code UNCFAC. Single day conference registration is $200 with the discount code 

UNCFAC 1. In addition, they are offering single day s~udent conference registration for $100 ruth the discount code UNCSTU. Enter the code in the "registration 

code" field on the first page of the registration process here: http:/inexuscontErence.web.unc.edu/register/. Please note that discount codes are case sensitive. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Student Enrichment Fund oppo~mii .ty tbr water-rdated sunimer projects The Jon Curtis Stadent Enrichlnent Fund (SEF) is a studant-led giant progrmn that 

provides Inonthly $200-$600 stipends to students to pursue personal, professional, and academic interests away from Carolina. These grants are awarded to 

individuals without any restrictions such as year or tnajor. 

This summel: 2-4 larger stipends of approximately $3,000-$4,000 each are being offered by SEF to fund undergraduate students’ projects (internships, research, 

service trips, etc.) related to water using a $10,000 grant from the UNC Water Theme. The application can be accessed at http://se£unc.edu/and is due March 7th at 

11:59pm. 

For more infbrmation on SEF, feel t?ee to contact them on Facebook (The Jon Curtis Student Enrichment Fund), Twitter (UNC SEF), or via e-mafil at 
studente~mchmentfund@gmail.com. 

WOWS Scholars inspire women faculty in the sciences Launched at UNC in 2007, WOWS (Working on Women in Science) is a campus-wide initiative that 

was created to foster the recruitment and advmacement of women in the sciences and ~nedicine. The College of Arts mad Sciences recently named Jaye Cable and 

Dom~a Surge as its newest WOWS Scholaacs. Cable, cha~r of the curriculum for the enviroimaent and ecology and professor of ma~ine sciences, is a marine scientist 

who stadies the bio- geochemistly of subterrmaean estuaries. Surge, associate professor of geological sciences, is a paleoclimatologist whose reseaxch focuses on 

analyzing shells as climate archives. For more information: http://colleae.unc.edu!2013/11/21/wows2013/. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Invdved with "Water In Our World" For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edw’. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions tbr the theme ca~ be directed to the tbllowing email address: waterl~heme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.con~/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwww.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, Februao, 24, 2014 11:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the February 28, 2014 issue has arrived, 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~teas~! click here. 
To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, I;~!~[#.’.-i~it.~!!~..!?.!#.~:. 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,com/chror~icte,’. 20~.4.0228~?sub id=4.nr3V~ 
The Chronicle Review: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email 

For technical questions? Please ~.!~..k...!!.~4[~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~.[!.~,.,’...~.[!!.[[[~#., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you"re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 
call 818-487-4591. 

For your reference: 

You[- publication code is: HE 
Your subscription account number: HE914098 
Your ZIP code associated with your account is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaU 24, 2014 1:41 PM 

The asc tkculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[a~ IZaculty] Film screening: The Uprising. Maacch 3 

Please help spread the woM and join us lbr the North Ca, olina premiere screening of Ihe Uprising, a new, award winning documentacr" about the recent Arab 
revolutions on Monday~ Ma~cch 3 at 5:30 PM in 201 Chapman Hall. Director Peter Snowdon will be present for a q&a following the screening. 

The Up~qsing shows us the Arab mvolntions from the inside. It is a multi-cmnera, first-person account of that fragile, irreplaceable moment when life ceases to be a 
prison, and evewthing becomes possible again. 

This l}ature-length documenta .ry is comlyosed entirely of videos made by cit~ens mad long-term residents of Tuni sia, Egypt, Bahrain, Libya, Syfi a and Yemen. The film 

uses this footage, not to recount the actual chronology of events or analyse their cause~ but to create an imaginary, pan-Arab uprising that exists (tbr the moment) only 

on the screen. 

The Uprising is produced by Rien fi Voir in association ruth ’lhilvl Films and Presented in collaboration with Documentary Fortnight: MoMA’s lnte~7,ational 

Festival of Nonfiction Film andMedia. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

Sponsored by the Department of Asian Studies, Carolina Seminars, and made possible through an Ueltschi Course Development Grant awarded by the Carolina 

Center for Public Service. 

More inlbnnation about the fihn is available at www.theuprising.be. For more information about this event contact Nadia Yaqub at yaqub@email xmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, February 24, 2014 7:19 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

message from Holly Ackennan: New Databa~s 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:New Databases 

Date:Mon, 24 Feb 2014 17:17:28 +0000 

From:Holly Ackerman, Ph.D. <hollv.ackermml(r-~duke.edvc> 

To:Natalie Hartman <nih({~duke.edu> 

Dear colleagues, 

The Duke University Libraries has just acquired the following new databases that will be of interest to researchers in Latin American & Caribbean Studies. As 

always, I would like to receive feedback - both positive and negative on the value of these materials. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <]--[endif]-->Confidential Print Latin America - ._h_t_t_p_~/~p___r_o___x_~:!_!_b_:__d___u___k_e__:_e_d___u_J_Lo_g!_~~ 

qrl=http:!]www.archivesdirect.amd!gital~co.!~k/!ntrod!Jct!on/Conf!dential Pript LA!defaulLaspx The Confidential Print series, has been issued by the 

British Foreign and Colonial Offices since around 1820. Scope of the collection The files in this collection extend from the 1830s to the 1960s and cover all 

countries of mainland South and Central America, plus Haiti, the Dominican Republic and Cuba. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->L’Harmath~que ht~p:/iwww,harmatheque.com.proxy,lib,duke.edu/advanced Subject Areas: Arts and Humanities; 

Social Sciences. Resource Types: Electronic books Electronic journals Sound recordings Video recordings. Major Languages: French Geographic coverage: 

Europe, Africa, Caribbean, Latin America, Asia, and Indian and Pacific Oceans Chronological coverage: contemporary ~f~om :~ 2.,,’.~5 ~ ~re~e~} Please note that 

you need to use Adobe Digital Editions http:!/www.adobe.com/fr/products/digital-editions.html to download many of the books in this collection. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]--> Caribbean Newspapers, 1718-1876 (Series I) http:/!proxy.lib.duke.edu!Iogin?url=http://infoweb.newsbank.com!? 

db=EANX&d collections=EANACN This collection is not yet complete but by fall of 2014 will contain more than 140 Spanish, French, Danish, and British 

titles--all available for the first time in a fully searchable database created in cooperation with the American Antiquarian Society. 

I hope these resources will be of value in your research and teaching. 

Best wishes, 

Holly Ackerman, Ph.D. 

Librarian for Latin American & Caribbean, Iberian and Latino Studies 

Duke University Libraries 

Box 90195 

Durham, NC 27708 

holly.ackerman @duke.edu 

Phone 919 660 5845 

Fax 919 668 3134 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 3:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Syria War Stirs New U.S. Debate on Cyberatlacks 

Today’s Headlines  ,,oo0oy  Fob,o  y + 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I VVor~d ~ U.8 ~ Business Spots Arts ~ Scionce ~ Today’s Videe ~ 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

S3w~a X~ar Stirs New UoS, Debate on Cyberattaeks 

Con sidera tion s tha t led Presiden t Obama to hesi~ te abou t using cybe~veapon s 

against Syria reflect larger concerns about a new and untested tactic. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

V~;ary Stance From Obama on Ukraine 
::.7 P:::’i:::F’ EA}:::::F’ 

While Oeorge W. Bush was inspired by Ukraine’s 2004 revolutiou, Baraek 

Obama has approached the unrest of 2Ol4 ~th a more clinical detachment 

aimed at avoiding instability. 

In Venezuela, Protest Rank~ Grow Broader 

Resideuts in Caracas and other cities piled furnihn’e, tree limbs, 

c~ain-link [cure, sewer grates and wasMng machines to block 

roads in a coordinated aetb-m against the government. 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~vm+:o: Inside the ’M~aseum o~[° 

On Satm’day and Sunday the palatial eort~pound of Viktor 



Ya~}ukovyeh, th e form er president of Ukr,~ine, was ope~}ed to the public. The 

New York Times takes yogi inside ~he compound and residence. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Genetically Modified Babies 

Regulators consider radical biologleaI proeedm’es. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DAVID GOLDSTON, a former Republic;m Congressional aide~ on news thaL 
Representatis~e John D. DingeI[ ,It., 87 is not seeking re-e[ectiom 

Today’s Video 

vmEo: Harold Ram~s ,~ Ma~y Ro~es 

The film e~th:: A. O. Sco~ diset~sses the c~reer of the aeh-~r and 

director tIarold Ramis, who died Monday. He is besL known for 

his impact on comedy. 

~ vmEo: The Secrets of Fi~m So~md 

Mele~m Ryzik visits Sk3~va]ker Strand m~d ]earths how strand 

designe~ make movies come to li[e. 

v~ Eo.. Agnona s Cas~maere ~torld 

Gildo Zeg~m turns to Stefano Pilati~ the design fbree behh~d 

Zegna men’s wear, to expand the Ag~ona brand. 

World 

Amid Po]itiea~ Upheava|, Ukraine Faces Dire 

Need fi~r Eeo~tomic Help 

The new head of "~e Ukrainian National Bank said one of his top 

p~{orities would be h-~ secure Nd l~’~-~r,~ the International 

Mm~etaW Fund. 



Vi~i~antes, Once We]leome, Fr]ghten Many h~ 

Some wsidcnts and busi~essmem many of whom ~ave provided 

support to so-ealled seal:defense forces, are now warned ~hose 

groups will turn on them. 

patroiled 

Government and Prevailer of Egypt Qtfit in 

Abrupt i~Iove ..... Mi~i~ 

There was speculation [hat the move was somehow intended to         a~ ..... 

clea r tI~e way for Field Ma rshal Abd nl-Fa~h e]-Sisi, the d efenae 

mfi~istcr and ~he dominant figure fi~ ~he govcrnmenL to announce his candidacy 

in the earning presidentiN election. 

U.S. 

Colorbli~d Notion Aside, Colleges Grapple With 

Rae~ all Tension 

Racial tenaions are play~ng out in new ways on college campuses 

natiom~de, like t~e t ~ive~i~y of Michigam which ~as seen a 

shml~ decline in black undergraduate em’oIhnenL 

~lhe Lede: On Tw~er, "Beb~g Black at t~e University of M~ch~gan" 

Holder Sums ~’~ay to Curb Bans on Gay 

Attorney General Eric H. ttoider Jr. sNd that s~te attorneys 

generM Mao believe that laws in fl~eir states banning same-sex 

marriage are discriminatory are not obfigaked to defend d~em. 

Mayor Edwin M. Lee, who began his career as a housing lawyer, 

finds himself in the unexpected position of being backed by the 

city’s teehnoloKv elite but condemned by honsing advoeateso 

General 

Edc H. 

Holder 

Ed~,An 

M. Lee 

has the 

~:ol mo~e US !~ews; ,go to NYTimes.eomlU$ ~ 

Business 

DEALBOOK COLUMN                                            :~ Johr, 

[.efevre’ @GSE]levator Tat[k~l-a]le E×posed (He Was Not ia 
s posts the Goldmm~ Elevator) 

The long-sought Jdenlity of the person on q~’Jtter posting as 

@GSEIevator, thought to he a Goldman Sachs employee, is actually a 3~-year- 

oh] fi:~rmer bond trader in Texas. 



Baek 

The I.R.S. allows couples tim option of filing amended re~urns 

for the last thrae yearn, if they so choose. N:~r some m~kms, tSis 

could mean a nice rcNnd. 

~ ~ Video: Equality of Taxes 

DEALBOOK 

U,So arid Britai~ Join Forces i~ Batik 

Niisbehavior Cases 

British and :~nm~ean aukhofities investiguting bad behavior at 

large banks have reached an uneasy truce. 

~ InNmcSve: UndersNndJng the Rate- Fixing Inquiry 

~ ~ Graphic Behind t~e k.ibor Scandal 

Bardays 

Sports 

Two Dolphdns’ Paths to a Ba~liying Sear~dal 

John 0erry and Mike Pouneey, Dolphins linemen who were 

identified as hencSme~ in a report on the bullying of,Iona~hm~ 

Martin, have similar backgrounds. 

~ ~n Repo~t on Bullying, [he V~le and the GHpping 

~ N.FL Weighs Punishment ~or Slurs 

Nets m~d Collins Mostly Shm~g Off 

Jasou Col]ins’s Leammates played douq~ his retnrn to the N.B.A. 

as [he league’s fi~st openly g3y and active player, aedng us ifik 

were j n st anotSer n orma ] ni 

~ Off the Dr~b~e N B A.’s 10..Day Contract Is Essentially a Job Tryou[ 

Tl~at Buzz You Hear Is Nasear After Earnhardt~s 

Big Victory 

Nok only is d mfior Na[ion revitalized -- a sport that has seen 

fMling ticket sales m~d flat MevisJon railings is suddenly 

supewharged as 

, A~N~a Long Rain Delay, Eamhardt Takes H~s Second Daytona Title 

Jem/ 

" center 

Jason 

Collins 

dt’s 

victor, 

Per mei~ spoi!.s hews, 9o to NYTimes,com;gporte ~* 

Arts 

AN APPRAISAL 

Many mmqe fans would barely recognize Harold Ramis, wh~-~ 

d~ed Monday a~ 69, but as much as anyo~m, Mr. RamJs ~nvented 

modern film comedy. 

THE TV WATCH 

Sta}4r~g on Script, for Now 

The debut of "Ronan Farrow Da~ly" on MSNBC did not surprise 

and followed a skaudard formn]a. 

NEW MUSIC 

So~mds for the StaN of the Day 

In new ulbmns, Beck, St. Vineenk und Dierks Bentley go back in 

time in different ways. 

Ramis, 

left~ with 

I 

Farrow 

B, ck  I 



Science 

THE MAPMAKERS 

T]~e "l~ran~ ,~ ~rme~¯ ;La~i~guage 

.’Mi investigator and h~s colleagues at the z~Ien lI~stitu~e for BraiI~ 

Sciel~ce are worki~g with mice to decode Mint a mind’s ~murons 

are saying to each other to ptx)duee behavior. 

, ~ Video: Probing the Parliament of Neurons 

Neienee Takes O~ a Niler~t Invader 

A New York biologisk has found a baeteAum that kills iIxvasive 

zebra and quagga mussels but leaves other mollusks unharmed. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Alar~ Aids, Spokesmm~ for Neienee 

An actor wRh a love of sNenee seeks to apply techniques of 

drama to help seiel~tists be better commm~ica~ors. 

in the 

Obituaries 

Harold Ranfis, Alclle~list of Comedy°, Dims at 69 

Mr. Ramis’s hilarious and sometimes absurd comedy consh’ueks 

appear in "Otx)undhog Day(’ "Ohostbuste~s" ai~d other classic 

m ovies of the 198 os and ’9os. 

,~ Video: Harold Ram~s’s Many Ro~es 

...... Ramis 

sttende 

:Bill Thomas, 89~ Dims; Editor Guided Los ~,M~geles 

T~nes to 9 Parditzers 

Under ~is leadership, The Times greatly expanded its rauge, 

ope~ing six more foreign bureaus and six more domestic ones, 

often concert [rating on big prqj eels, 

....... Thomas 
in 1983 
He was 

For over 5o years Mr. Diaz was a prese~ce ~n the eultura] lif~ or" 

Venezuela and surrounding countries, "Uncle Sim6n" to fans of 

his euatro music, radio and television shows and movieso 

Fo~ mole obiLi~;ies; go [e NYTimee.comtObituariee >~ 

Ed itorials 

TO DAY’S EDITORIALS 

Ukeai~m’s Uncertai~ F~tm’e 

Europe, the United States and Russia can play a isqe in preven’dng war in a 

deeply dh’ided eom~try. 

EDITORIAL 

A License to Diserintinate 

A veko-wort~y Atqzona bill would autlaoi~ze ill-treatment of gay people in lke 

name of religion. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~m Calpt**re ofC|~apo Guzm~ri 
E~. r,~r. i.D~r,’,~>-’,~ r.:,’.’M-~ 

The United St~tes and Me:dee share a responsibilib" for the tragedy that 



spawned criminals like Jroaquin Guzmfin I~)era, the world’s most elusive drug 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fake, Pul-~n D~a~oy.~ 

Here’s yore" chance to read the p~@ate diary of the one and only 

V]adimir Pu fin t 

, Celumnis~ Page 

OPTED COLUMNIST 

K~o~’~ U~to God 

In its eenteuuial year, the Great War still divides memory. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~The %’i|d West of Privacy~ 

dust whaL should be incIudd in a consumer privacy bill of 

rights? We asked the expe~fso 

, Columnist Page 

For more opinion; ge ~o NYTimee.eom~Opinion ~ 
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OUR Newsletter 
February 20, 2014 

The Office for Lir~de.~’gr~duate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our web:~ite or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

On the 

OUR News 

On the Blogs 
OU~? Biog: Read about Liz Tolleson’s re~earci~ ei~ fm~-i~ie cartoonists and about Olivia Dorsey’s digital 

Upcoming OUR Events 

Due to the weather last week, we were forced to cancel the InquiP~,.[-~s,.!d fi~achii~g workshop. We’ve 

rescheduled for Friday, April 4, from 10-12 in Graham Memorial 039. R.,!gisl:~ r 

Are you interested in hearing from undergraduate researchers? Attend the Ceiabiaiio~i of 

Undergr~d~late Rese~rchsymposium or one of these other .<_’~pring 2014 avei~ts. 

Howto Create an Effective Poster: a Pre-Symposium Workshop 

Monday, March 24, 3:00-4:00 p.m. 

Carolina Population Center, University Square, East Tower, Conference Room 405 

Are you planning to present during the poster session at the upcoming Ceiabiaii.’)ri of U[ldargradua[!:, 

~esaarch or another professional conference? Join Tom Swasey, the Director of Publication & 

Graphics Services at the Carolina Population, to learn more about how to design a poster to effectively 

communicate your research findings Seating is limited, so you must rsvp here to attend. 

How to Give an Effective Presentation: a Pre-Symposium Workshop 

Wednesday, April 2, 4:00-5:30 p.m. 

FPG Student Union Room 3102 

Are you giving a talk at the upcoming C~ieb!aiion .’if ,.. ,.t~ ~ .Ntu ,. . ~< ..,. or another professional 

conference? Join OUR Liaisons fei Under.’~r~dua!:~! Ras~!~rch Dr. Hilary Lithgow and Dr Jenny Hayden 

and learn howto create a compelling presentation to communicate your research findings. 



Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowships 
Are you planning to apply for a Summer Uilder.’#r:~dust!:~! r<es~!:~rch Feiiowsisip (SURF)? The deadline to 

submit your application is February 27, 2014 by 4:00 p.m. The last day to apply for a SURF peer writing 

advisor is February 20, 2014. 

OUR News 
Have you had a substantial research experience? Are you interested in talking with other students 

about undergraduate research? Consider applying to join the OUR Ambassadors You can find more 

information I~!re, including a link to the application. The deadline to apply is March 18, 2014. 

OUR is seeking a Graduate Assistant who can advise undergraduate students interested in research 

and who will serve as the OUR’s webmaster and database administrator. In addition, the Graduate 

Assistant has a major role in coordinating the Celebration of Undergraduate Research, assists with 

the coordination of other events sponsored by the OUR, and manages communication in the OUR e- 

mail inbox. During the summer, the Graduate Assistant assists with the OUR’s participation in 

orientation for incoming students and their families. As needed, the Graduate Assistant will also assist 

with general office duties, develop publicity materials, and help oversee work-study students assisting 

with web development and event planning. More information can be found her{~. 

Are you planning to take a research-intensive course during Maymester/Summer School 2014? Apply 

apply is April 11, 2014. 

Summer Research Opportunities 
The National Science Foundation is sponsoring a S~imm~!r Re.searci~ ~Z:<p~!rience in the Department of 

Physics and Astronomy at the University of Missouri to engage students in high quality research on 

topics in Physics: materials and modeling. The deadline to apply is March 1. 2014. 

Boise State University is sponsoring an NSF-REU Program in Mathematics, Complexity Across 

Di.~c=i~’hi~es. The program is an eight week summer program in which undergraduate students 

experience independent research in mathematics motivated by applications to information security or 

genome biology. The deadline to apply is March 1, 2014 

programs to provide research experiences. Deadlines and stipends vary. 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 10:06 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

new summer program in Cuba ottEred by Wake Forest U 

WFU CUBA PROGI~L~kM 2014 HOWE.jpg.docx 

Attached is the announcement of the new summer program in Cuba offered 
by Wake Forest Umversity. For more information contact the director of 
the program: 

Linda S Ho~ve 
Associate ProtEssor of Romance Languages 

Wake Forest Universi~ 
howels@~vfu, edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:59 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Maztha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumafitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Historian Jocelyn Olcott to speak Thurs., March 6, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

doeeb~n Oleott, Duke University 

Thursday, March 6, 2o14 -- 5:OO p.m. 

Focusing on the International Women’s Year Conference in Mexico City in the summer of 1975, this talk 
explores feminist efforts to reach across geopolitical borders and the ideological fault lines that fractured the 
globe in the 1970s~ W~dely considered a watershed moment in women’s activism, the conference brought 
together UN technocrats with grassroots activists, imperial powers with national liberation movements, and 
well-heeled professionals with impoverished peasants - with explosive, but generative, results. 

Jocelyn Olcott is associate professor of history, women’s studies and international comparative studies at 
Duke University. Specializing in feminist history, she has written about modern Mexico, feminism, 
biography, labor history, and transnational history. She is currently a senior editor of the Hispanic American 
Historical Review and is the author of Revolutionary Women in Posttevolutionary Mexico (2005) and coeditor, 
with Mary Kay Vaughan and Gabriela Cant, of Sex in Revolution: Gender.. Politics, and Povcer in Modern 
Mexico (2006). This year, she is working as the Frank H. Kenan Fellow at the National Humanities Center. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Marlha Johnson (919) 4oq-o~i 6, or mfohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.ora. 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 
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Today’s Headlines: Obesity Rate for Young Children Plummets 43% in a Decade 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~i NYT J World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Dining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents. 

Top News 

ObeMty Rate for Young Children Plummets 43% 

in a 
~. s.~.r.:~:i~,.’, 

The data, repor[ed in a major [c&~raI heal[h sm’vey, ofl~red the 

first d ca r evi d °nee that America’s ehi ]dren h ave tu rned a corn er 

in klae obesity epidemic, and came as a suq)r~se to researchers. 

Trust Eroded, Obama Looks Beyond Karzai 

President Obama is apparentb~ i~signed b-~ dealing with the next 

A~ghan president on h~ocq:, withdrawals and training, sine° 

t)reside~t Hamid KarzM has rdused ~o sign a long-term seeufi[y 

Hired to Fi#lt P~rates, but Doomed by lBoredom 

Mystery surrounds the deaths of two former mere be~.~ of the 

Navy Sgz~Z~s, worldng as ship gaards, who were found inside the 

cabin of the Maersk Alabama, made famous by a ~oo9 hijaddng. 

[~ The 
": Maersk 

?or more top news. ~r) to NYTimes.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



Alexandra Avakia~ reca lls her father, Ara m, wh ose passio~ s - 

photography and.jazz - came together when he photographed the 

now-k~istork~ recording sessions of Duke Ellington, Chet Baker, Miles Davis and 

others. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Abolitionist or Terrorist°? 

Why Denmark Vesey remains a divisive figure th South Carolina. 

Today’s Video 

Julia Mc skin shows how tc master the aft. of making sweet 

teuder scones ~th a firm crust aud a soft, crumbly texture. 

The actress sings "Nm~’adays" ti’om t[~e Kander and Ebb nmsk~aI 

"Chicago," on Broadway at the Ambassador Theater. She is 

appeaHn g i~ the show through March 9- 

~ ¥’IDEO: The F~ght fo~" 98 L~den 

After 233’eats of living in their rent--stabilized apartment, Noelia 

Ca]ero a~d her family are fighting to stay. The lm~dlord, Ney 

say, is using intimidating tactics to push them out. 

Related Articie 

CNero, 

I 52, i~ I 

I ::,:o. I 

World 

A~ Linfi~ished Ukraine Palace and a Fugitive 

Leader’s Fo~y 

Workers hired to build a retreat for Viktor F. f’anukovye~a have 

walked off the job, presuming that he will never be able to pay 

them since his ous ter as presidenL 

I:~ wo~ 

retreat 



E~ Chapo’s Arres~ Ua]likc]ly to Break Me×ican 

Cartel 

Many agree that the arres~ of Joaqnfl~ (El Chapo) Gnzmim I~era 

will probably not bNng an end to the Sinaloa earke~s aedvkies, 

much less make a lasting dent in flue availab~l~ of illegal drags. 

Or~e Political Recap 

~though the Tm’kish peNod drama "The Magnificent Cen[ury" 

has become an obsession ~n the country, the show gripping many Turks is Near 

ha[ion’s own political crisis. 

U.S. 

California Endange~oed Species; Plastic Bags 

Lauqnakers are workthg Lo make the slate the first Lo approve a 

bkmket ban on single-use plastic ha# long viewed as a symbol 

of environmental wastefulness. 

N~clear Waste Reposito,~ Net to Reopen After 

Leak 

Monitors of the mine near Carlsbad, N,M, assured anxious 

residents gathered at a town-hall meeting that there was ~o 

health risk. 

last 

month 

of the 

Clu-istim~ U~fiversity Resaunes inqa~iry 

Handling of Sexual Abuse Reports 

An investigath:m h~to the handling of se:ma] abuse complai~k~ 

has resumed at Bob Jones University after it was snspended in 

la Le J ammry, 

dis[.~rse I 

Business 

Tax Ove~ohaul Plm~ Faces Key Hurdles 

A proposal by Dave Camp of Michigan,, the top Republican o~ 

the House Ways and Means Committee, to siraplit~y the tax code 

is coming under scrutiny from fellow Republicans, 

Campof 

Michiga 

~, wants 



THE HOME FRONT 
[~ Bruoe 

A NonproJ~t Lender Reviw~s the Ho]pes of 

~ unconvenBonaI lender is ~rying b) make it easier for low- 

income people to buy houses despite the fighter requirements that other 

lenders adopted after the mortgage bust. 

UrN° Orders Tests on Oi1 Slfipments 

Recent accidents have dra~}~ attention to dm risks of shipping large qttandties 

of erade oil in nnpressnrized railea~s, 

Sports 

Unlikely Partners." Rookie Agents and Gay Player 

If life has been dizzying for Miehad Sam since annonndng he 

would try to forge an N.F.L. career as a publicly gay man, it has 

been no less head-spinning for 

manage 

Pioneering Aside, Collins Just Tries to Learn 

Plays 

After two whMwind days, Jason Collins had a chance to focus on 

the Nets’ system in a practice. 

, A Sudden Demand for No 98 Jerseys 

iUfieks’ Felton Faces Gm~ Charges 

Raymond FeRon turned himself in early Tuesday after his wire’s 

lawyer turned in a handgun to the police, saying that it belonged 

to Fe~ton a~d that he had threatened his wife witb it. 

~ N.B A Roandup DeRozan’s Late Ran Leads Raptors Ove~ the Cavalieis 

Collins 

st Nets 

prac!ice 

X] Raymon ] 

FoI meiw spoi!.s hews, go to NYTimes,eom/Sporte ~* 

Arts 

THE TV WATCH 
~ Seth 

’Late Night’ Gets Smoky, and a Fanfily "Free 
I Meye,~ [ 

(.~rOWN 

o~ Seth Meye~ was at ease fi~ his debut as host of "Late Night," 

wkich was not smDHsing, considering all tke ties there are at NBC ~th his 

fl)rmer boss ~rne Miehaels. 

Knights in Shining Opera, at the Met 
B> :’alCHA:::[ 

Gotham Chamber Opera’s peffom~anees in gNleHes at the 

Meb’opolibm Mttseum shed new light on the surrounding art. 

Vernq, 

left, and 

Beth 

ARTSBEAT 

Audra McDonakt to Retm0n to Broadway as Billie 

Holiday 

The five-time Tony Award winner Attdra MeDonald will star in 

the musical play "Lady Day at Eme~,~on’s Bar & Grill," 

Dining & Wine 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I DOVER 

A Respite From [he Seaso~ a~d [he Sce~e 

The ¢ooki~g at Dover, French i~ Sl>ir~t, aims to steer clear of the 

Brooklyn 

Biseuits and Scones Share Tender Secrets 

bit of sugar und an e~ ar~ all thak separate biseuks from 

scones. Don’t tell the purists. 

[] Video: Making Orange-.Currant Scones 

DE GUSTIBUS 

A Taste You Hate? 3~st VVa~t 

Are there really foods that we don’t like, or just foods tha~ we 

haveu’t liked yet’? 

Obituaries 

Ivm~ N a~’~ Star of/~er~em~ ;Ballet Theater, Is 
Dead at Vo 

Mr. Na©" was especially celebrated us u partner of [he world’s 

leading ballerhms. 

Leufs Yablonsky, Sociologist Faseh~ated by 

Sociopaths, Dies at 89 

A ~-mgh childhood in Newark, No-lo, informed Dr. Yahlonsky’s 

academic work, which combined analysis, ext~efiential research 

and sometimes unconventional efforts to solve social problems. 

Roy Simmons, ~7, I.,inema~ Who Later Came Out 

as Gay, Dies 

Simmo~s, who p~ayed three years for fl~e Gia~ts and went to the 

~984 Super Bowl with kl~e Redskins, kept Ms sexuali[y a secret 

until ~99a despite a raucous sociul lifeo 

Nagy~ 
wh o 
defecte 

....... Yeblons 

a 

sociolog 

Simmon 

For more ~)bitua=%s, go t~) NYTimes.¢om/Obituaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

A Military Budget to Fit the Times 

The modest proposals from Defense SeereNry Chuck tlagel reflect a more 

realistic assessment of Amerh::a’s globa~ role. 

Fo~ :’no~e ooinion 9o to NYTimee.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Parade l~larehes Backward 

An I~ish drag queen explains why the New "York St. Paddy’s Day 

Parade is a drag. 

, Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Don~t Just Do Someth~go 

Is the CoM War back? Achm~y, today’s geopolitics are so mueb 

m ore in teres’dng. 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

An alliance of corporations, banks, marketers and o’dners has 

essentially promoted and bet~efited fl’om anImalthy lifestyles. 

For i:~;re o,oinian ga ta NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~ I iPad® I Android I All 

Save 15% a~ The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyt,com >> 

About This Email 

This is an automated emaiL Please do ;lot reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’r’limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member of tile TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privacy 
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New: Cult[ire, Ethnicity and Chronic Conditions 

Is this email not dispisying correctly? \liew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Fop, qsrd to a Friend 

Culture, Ethnicity and Chronic 
Conditions 

Edited by Char~ee Agyemang, Area de-Graft Aikins 

[he global burden of chronic non-cornmunicabie diseases (NCDs), 

disorders such as depression and anxiety, has a disproportionate 

impact on the low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) of Afdca Asia 

and Latin Amedca. [he pattern persists m African and As~an migrant 

popu~abons ~n European and North Amedcan countries~ despite the 

bighter s[andards of I~ving and ~mprov~d health infq~sl:ructure. The 

cons~msus of ~xpeds is that praqmal:ic, cos[-~ff~cl:ive and sustainable 

interventions are required, and that these must priodtise the social 

determinants of NCDs as well as the social participation of affected 

]his book presents new conceptdal and empirical perspectives on the 

L.MIC:s and their implications for rose, arch, intervention and policy It 

was originally published as a special issue of Ethnicity and Hearth 

Read more.. 

Pu blished 12 December 2013 by Routledge 

[ 
).g y      -    ~_ y ~y    -       _ 

~)~n ~ ~)~ §ubi~c[ar~ to receive ne*t,~ and og~ers straight to you~ inbox from the Taylor & Francois Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your prlvacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name og Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise. 37-4! Mortimer Street. London. \&I!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 



Oxford University P .... 

i Women in War 
The Micro=processes of Mobilization in El Salvador 

ISBN: 9780199843657 

t ~:::i~:: 
Paperback, November 2013, 304 pp. 

t~:~} 
List Price: $24 ~ 

I~i:i 

i:~i: Reques~ Free Examination Copy 

micro-level mobilization processes 

work to understand how an 

individual is influenced by their 

context and social ties to mobilize 

¯ Includes interviews of a 

wide-ranging variety of female 

guerrillas, offering a more 

balanced analysis of the role of 

war in women’s lives 

¯ Extends our understanding of how 

social movements begin, why they 

endure, and whether they change 

Phonological evolution is a major component of the overall history of English; 

the subject matter is both significant on its own terms and relevant in curricular 

terms. This book describes the segmental and prosodic changes in the history 

of English, provides analyses of these changes both as phonological events 

and in relation to the evolution of interlocking aspects of earlier English, and 

highlights the relevance of the topics, possibly generating further interest by 

projecting historical phonological change onto Present-Day English and its 

varieties. The development of the English sound system is likely the best 

studied part of the history of the language, however no up-to-date, student- 

friendly survey exists: this book fills the gap. 

the societies they target            Reviews: 

"Jocelyn Viterna develops an ’identity-based’ theory of political mobilization to 

explain why and how some women, but not others, joined the clandestine 

camps of El Salvador’s armed revolutionary movement during the 1980s. Her 

account wisely encompasses broad political and economic factors while 

emphasizing the importance of activist strategies and the collective identities of 

the women targeted for recruitrnent. All future research on social movements, 

political violence, and gender will have to grapple with Viterna’s provocative 

theory." 

--Jeff Goodwin, New York University 

Joeelyn Viterna is Associate Professor of Sociology at Harvard University, 

Explore Oxford Scholarship Online: Sociology 

Oxford University Press has a fast-growing and leading list in Sociology. VVe 

publish a range of titles to match the diverse nature of the field and focus on 

I~: ~[~ research that addresses enduring questions in the field, trends and key’ 

I~~.~ issues in the world today and social problems with implications for social 

I~~! 
pohcy. The titles also represent a range of methodologies and approaches, 

from empirical and theoretical to quantitative and qualitative. 

Available sub-disciplines in this module include: Economic Sociology, Law, 

~    Crime, and Deviance, and Marriage and the Family 

Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online. Sociology is available at your 

institution 
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Sign Up for Trials Betbre Black Hislx~O, Month Ends 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

~;ii b ..... 

SixL’i years ago, Nary NcLeod gethune was proclaimed 
"Nother of The Century" by the Dorie Miller Nemorial 
Foundation wNch recognized her founding of Bethune- 
Cookman Colege and her leadership in fighting for equalty 
for giack Amerk:ans, 

Explore Bethune’s key role irt the fight for eq8al rights and 
organizations including her roles as president o1: the 
National Association of Colored Women’s CkA.~s during this 
last week of Black Histoly North and Women’s History 
Nonth next month. 

Give researchers first-hand accounts and multiple 
perspectives and delve deeper with key resources: 

Hi5tep~ Va~l~:= NAACP Papers; Black r:reedom 
Struggle in the 20i~ Century: Federal Govemmen~ 
Records; Organiza~ona~ Records and Persona~ 
Papers: ~la~y NcLeod Bethune Papers 

Newspapers: gethune’s cokmsr~s rar~ in the 
P~ttsburgh Cour~er ~rom March ~937-November 
~938 and were pdnted ~ the Chicago Defender 
from ~948~1955. 

See, e~ Black history, milestones timeline, and ask 

your librarian to sign up [or flee trials o1: an array o~ 

corr~#ernentary digitized resources with content that. isn’t 

iNi rep 

proQ~est, 789 E, eisenhewer Pkwy. Am? Arbor, MI 48t08 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



S~bjee~t: 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConneetCaroline~ Newsletter ] February 2 5, 2.~o14 

Want to know what 

ConnectCarolina will look like 

after Fin, race and } {1~/Payroll 

components go-live in October? Join us a~ the next Connec<CaroHna Town } tall 

~br demonstrations of tgnanee, Iium~m ]<esources, Payroll and repot’ring 

[unctions. 

I-’ro.ieet team staff and business owners are 

converging on ~testing central" in the ITS 

Manning building to test. all the pieces of’ 

CorumctCaro[ina and how tim pie~x~s work 

together, 



Wondel’ing how-w<~ make sure that 

ConnectCaroIina is fu][y tested and 

i’eady foi’ ~se? Cheek out 

vvfll be tested to make sur’e ~t wo,’ks 

for Carolina. 

on now and what’s coming up 

on the path to go.-live; . ~,.~:.~. 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 
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inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

March 5 at UNC: Obin+Dume: From Haiti to Mount Olive 

Please join us at the Center for the Study of the American South on Wednesday, March 5 for an artists’ reception with Michel Obin and Faustin Dum~. The artists 
will be introduced by Laurent Dubois of Duke University, and light refreshments will be served. This exhibit, titled Obin+Dum~: From Haiti to Mount Olive, is co- 
sponsored by UNC’s Center for Global Initiatives, Institute for the Study of the Americas, Department of American Studies, Department of Anthropology, and Art 
Department, as well as Duke University’s Forum for Scholars and Publics. 

The reception will begin at 5:30 pm. The Center is located at 410 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 27599, and driving directions are available here. Additional 
parking is available at the Morehead Planetarium, located at 250 E. Franklin Street. 
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Next Thursday March 6 Imokalee Workers event at Duke 

hnokalee Workers event.pdf 

On Thursday, March 6, a bus full of Florida farmworkers will be arriving in Durham as part their 10-day, 10-city "Now is the Time" Tour. Join them 
for an evening of education, discussion and action at Duke University! 

For decades, Florida’s farmworkers have faced sub-poverty wages, physical and verbal abuse, sexual harassment, and in the most extreme cases 
- modern-day slavery. Today, however, a new day of human rights is dawning in the fields thanks to a unique, worker-driven model called the Fair 
Food Program (FFP). Based on a partnership among farmworkers, tomato growers, and major food corporations, the FFP is transforming one of 
the most exploitative industries into one based on human dignity and respect. 

In January of this year, the world’s largest retailer, Walmart, became the twelfth buyer to sign an agreement with farmworkers, committing to help 
expand the Fair Food Program beyond Florida. Still, companies like Publix supermarkets and Wendy’s continue to resist farmworkers’ call to take 
responsibility for injustices in the fields. As Publix begins its "aggressive expansion" into the Tarheel State, come learn how residents of the 
Triangle Area can do our part to stand in solidarity with our brothers and sisters in the fields. 

Click here for the Facebook event. Any questions, contact: ioe(~.sfalliance.orq. 
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Top News 

War~ords ~VitJi Da~k Pasts Battle in 

Election 
~,. ~-. o ~." 

Six of the ~z presidential tickets it~ z~ghanistan include at least 

o~e ea~dh:late viewed as a wark~rd, compl~eati~g U.S. eN:~rts to 

get ~e next adminish’ation to sign a long-term seem~ty deal. 

Tm~e M~itary 

Prosecutors used dubious evidence to help Prime Minister 

Rceep Tayyip Erd oga n ge [ khe ’Furki sh mili kaV on t of poll Li 

buk now ~hey are aAer Mr. Erdogan himself. 

Pivotal Point Is Seen as More States Consider 

Legalizing Marijuana 

A li[tle over a year after Colorado and Washi~gton made the 

drug legal, more than half the states are eonsidering 

deer4minalizi~g or legalizing i[ for medical or reerea[ionaI use. 

Boys in 
KabuJ 
fixed a I 

Katrin 
Haugh, 
left and 
Ca rol 

Editors’ Picks 



TECHNOLOGY 

~ vm~:o~ The. Rise, of the Phablet 

Molly Wood says bigger may be be~er when k comes to 

smartphones. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Obama% ]pipelhm 

Keystot~e XL shows how business s[i]I &’ires el~viromnel~tal 

policy. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

REBEKAH BROOKS, on a love IetLe[" she wrote 1o ;t former newspaper deputy that was 
t’ead aloud by the prosecution m her phone-hacking trial 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: App Smart: Creativity 

Kit Eato*~ describes three apps that ea*t help i*~ the creative 

thin,king process. 

~ vm£o: Creat~reCast: A Tale of Two 

Urchh~s 

Many different species do similar thin&~. The pendl sea re:chin 

and green sea urchim for example, are both grazers in the coastal 

waters of the Galapagos Isla~tc&. 

~ vine:o: Curtain Ca]l]l [ Milan Fashion 

Week 

To mark the conclusion of Milan Fashion Week, we catalog the 

bows -- some proud, some playf@, some tmmb]e, some al] of the 

above - of ~4 i~shion visionaries. 

World 

As ]putin Orders Drills ~n Crin~ea, ]Protesters’ 
Clash Shows Region’s Divide 

The new government ii~ Kiev is faced with the ehallet~ge of 
~] ashed 



cahnit~g separatism at h*-,,me while placating President Vladimir 

V. Putin, who sees Ukraine as a vital 1.mtt of his strategy to rebuild Russian 

influence. 

Venezamla Aect~ses Intelligence Officers of 

Mmode~r~g ~. 

The Venezuelm~ nat.io~al proseen~or accused seven intelligence 

sere’ice members of Mlling a demonstrator and a government 

supporter arm’ a protest. 

S][~rugging Off Past Setbacks, Obama Pla~s Personal Role 

Middle East Peace Bid 

Presidcnk Obama will press Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu d Israd to 

agree to a frameworl< for a conclusive round of peace talks, officials saido 

U.S. 

Mental Ilhmss Risk Higher for Childre~ of Older Fathers, 

Steady Fin ds 

Childre~ hon~ to middle-aged men are more likely to develop any of a range of 

mental diffieul’des, like attcnfion dcfidts, bipolar disorder, autism and 

schizophrenia, aee~-.,rding h-., a new study. 

, Older Fathers: Assessin~ the Risks 

New FoD.Ao N~trition Labels "~:otfld Make 

~Serving Sizes’ Reflect .Ael-ual Ser~gs 

The Food and Drag Adm~nis~:atiot~ will propose m;~or changes 

to nuttdtion labels on lbod pa&ages, including more prominent 

calorie counts and the adj uskment of some po~ion sizeso 

For Merle Haggard, a Boxcar V~as Home° Now It 

Needs "Work° 

The house and its working-class locale near Bakersfield, Cali£, 

served as inspiration for many of the musiciat£s songs. 

Business 

European Parlim~ent Approves Tough Rules on 

Electronic Cigarettes 

The regalafiot~s, which could help set a benchmark fbr global 



st;mdards~ inchKle graphic hea]~h warnings on the devices and 

limiks on nicotine, as wall as a ban on ads. 

Hot DebaN Ove~ E-C~garettes As a Path 1o Tobacco, or From It 

Healr3~ Law% Sma~ Co-ops Have l~lixed S~meess 

No Far 

How ~he eo--ops fare wiI1 hdp detemfine whether the new health 

care law cau i nj act m ore competkion into the n EffOrt’s 

entrenched insurance market. 

DEALBOOK 

Now, Nations i~l~tll the ~¥ays to Rega~late Biteoin 

Federal p~secatom in Manhattan a~ sNd to have issued a grand 

j n W sn bpoen a to Mt G ox, wbil e regn }a tors in Japan weigh how 

to regulate Bi[cNn. 

Yo~hihid 

Sports 

Brain Trauma Extends to l-l~e Soccer Field 

Researchers fir~mKl C.Ti., a disease liuked to tbog-mll and 

boxing, in a soccer player who loved [o head kl~e bali, al[houg~ 

they said dm cause was ineonelasive. 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

No Respite on the Court tbr the 
By N AR’,iEY 

On the basket)all eon~, Raymoud Felton and his much-maligned 

teammates ars~ wminded of how much @ey ~ave undemdned 

mandabe *-g measuring up t*-~ mollie" Carmelo ~th*-my. 

From Alabama, Hoekey’s U]lfimate Travel Team 

Alabama-Huntsville is the only DivMon ~ men’s hockey team iu 

the South, which can make for some ehalleu~ng road trips. 

aphs oi 
Patrick 

Anthony 

For more spol!s news, go to NYTimes.¢om/Sports ~ 

Arts 

In Athens, the Last Man Painting 

Vasilis Dirnih’iou, 78, is ktle last movie billboard painter in 

Greece, aud oue of" only a haudflfl in Eurol.~e, his craft on the 

verge of extinction. 

i~iured Spider-i~lan Dtmeer Discusses His 
Lawsuit 
B~. r.,.~.i~c~ ~a.\~. , 

A east mere bar of "Spider-Man: Tm:n Off tb e Dark," whose foot 

and leg werc pardy crushed during a performance, discusses his 

lawsuit in his fi~st interview sin~e the accident. 

LibraD" Renovation Plan Awaits Word From de 
BlaMo 

The fukure of the proposed renovations to the New York Public 

LibraW on 4and Sti~et is among the big unM~owns in the new dc 

Blasio admJnisb:ation. 

Curry% 
suit 

Fashion & Style 



JewehT desig~mrs competing for red-carpet e:@osure on Oscar 

night in hope of raising their pr~file are h’Nning tl~eir sights on a 

handful c,f sta~.~ with a strc, ng fashio~ presence. 

Kelly Osbom-ne, From Pa~qy G~’| to Fashior~ Sage 

Ms. Osbom’~e walks out of rehab am:l ,:rote tbe red 

ENCOUNTERS 

O~ Safmo~ ~r~ Widowhood 

After devastath~g h:~sses, Carole Radziwill, 

’[%~ star, ~as moved ou wit~ ]il) and love. 

F adzi’4~l 

Obituaries 

Pace de iLue~a, Flame~eo G~itarist, Dies at 66 

Mr. de Lucia was born into a musical t’~maJly and became o~m of 

the world’s greatest guitarists, findi~g ~mw audiences for 

flamenco by b]e;~ding it witb jazz and other ge~res. 

Chokwe Lumumba, 66, Dies; Activist Who 

Became Mayor La Mississippi 

Mro Lumumba, a civil rig)~ts lawyer who o~me eNIed for a~ 

in d epen d e;~t b]aek-m aj orib~ ccamtU in the :\merican Southeast, 

handily won a race for mayor of Jackson, Miss., last year. 

...... ~umumb 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

A Simpler Tax P|m~, Not a :Better O~e 

The Relmblica~ proposal ii~ils to improve a tax code that is i~adequate to tbe 

~ Uk~ine and the Perils of DMsion 

For i:’~c~re opinion, go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~r 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

No Com~t~oy for Old Mores 

J use as young people are turning away frc, m religions that do~’t 

tolerate gay m~d lesbian people, they may turn from the 

Republican Party, too. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The State of~au’izo~a 

What went down over a state bill and a governor’s veto was 

weird, but it means somettfing, 

Charles I 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tel’getting t]he 02Io1~ ~ Sex Trade 

Police are ])eg~nn]ng to realize that fighting sex tva~cki~g and 

prosfihKiou means a~vesdng flee meu who sustaiu K. Pimps aud 

~ Cokimn~sA P~ge I Blog 

For mere opi!~ion; ,~e to NYTirnee.eom,~Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhon~’,~ ] iPad@ I Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Sto~e >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~> ’ m.nyt,com >> 

About Thie Kmail 

This is an autornated emaii. Please do net ~eply directiy ~o this ernail 

You received this message because yell signed up [er NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe p~ivacy program~ we ale committecl to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour EmaiI :: Privacy Policy I Cont,sct i AdveAise 



A Special Invitation from Vitae: 
Enter to win one of five $1,000 conference grants 

tma~ine what you could accernptish Ier your career if you had the chance to attend a ce~fere~ce 

without wo~ryJng about how you’~ pay for ~t. You could learn and be inspired by leaders in you~ 

discJp~ine~ Discover ~ew poss~M~ifies by netwo~M~g w~th other Mgher-ed professionals and 

potent~a~ employers. 

Take conference costs ou~ o~’the 

We k~ow your dollar can only stretch so fa~. That’s why Vitae wants to 

co n fe r e n c e o f yo u ~ ch o ice ~ T o e n t e r, s ~ m p ~y c ~ e a ~: e ~ f ~ e e a ~::~ ~::~ c: ~:.~ n 

the ~nk ~n yo~r wehsome ema~ it’s that easy 

Have a ~r~e~d er colleague who coutd use some conference cash ~eo? ¢5ha~e 

help your co~leagues attend the co~fe~e~ce of their cho~ce~ 

~ow~s the time to ~o~n V~tae, the online Da~eer hub ~ust for Mgher ed, where you can te~ your 

academhs story, b~ld your network and manage your academhs Da~eer. 

L 

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Open to legal U.S residents who have reached the age of majority in their state of residence at the 

time of entry. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. Promotion ends 4/30/14. For Official Rules, visit 

~h e G h r# a ic l e #f ~ig h e # ~d a C at J~ a j~255 ~ w~ a ~y~ h J ~d S t;N~ j ~as hid 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group USA <academic@penguin.corn; 

Thursday, Februao, 27, 2014 11:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Words Will Break Cemem Examination Cow 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

Words Will Break Cement 
The Passion of Pussy Riot 

by Masha Gessen 

On February 21, 2012, five young women entered the 
Cathedral of Christ the Savior in Moscow. In neon- 
colored dresses, tights, and balaclavas, they performed 
a "punk prayer" beseeching the "Mother of God" to "get 
rid of Putin." They were quickly shut down by security, 

and in the weeks and months that followed, three of the 
women were arrested and tried, and two were 
sentenced to a remote prison colony. 

Words Will Break Cement 

Drawing on her exclusive, extensive access to the 
members of Pussy Riot and their families and 
associates, Masha Gessen reconstructs the fascinating personal journeys that transformed a 
group of young women into artists with a shared vision, gave them the courage and imagination 
to express it unfo[gettably, and endowed them with the strength to endu[~ the devastating 
loneliness and isolation that have been the price of their triumph. 

"Masha Gessen [is] one of the most important activists and journalists Russia has 
known in a generation.._Disquieting, moving, and closely reported."---The New Yorker 

"The fullest account so far of the Pussy Riot story....A moving object lesson in the 
power of art--perhaps especially messy and exuberant art--to rise above repression 
and have the last, cement-breaking word.".--Los Amjeles Times 

"A compulsively readabM book that explains in unflinching terms the tragedy that is 

modern Russia....Words Wilt Break Cement is an instant classic, destined to take its 
pMce with Solzhenitsyn’s writings about the Gulag."--The New York, Journal of Books 

"Valuable for its insights into the modern cultura~ history of Russia, with all its 

idealistic muddMs, dead-ends and false starts....Idea~ for those curious about the 
country behind the Games."--The Economist 

Riverhead ¯ 320 pp.. 9781594632198 . $16.00 

For related titles, please view our Slavic Studies and Women’s Studies catalogs 
at http:llus.penguingroup.comlsubjectcatalogs 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penguinspeakersbureau.com 

or email speakersbureau@.us.pen~luin~lroup.com. 



Words Will Break Cement 

Penguin Group USA 
375 Hudson St. 

New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George <george@integrib,bookbuyers.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 27, 2014 11:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Books 

Having trouble viewing this mail? (::ik;l~ here [c ,Jew i[ in your browsar. 

Make sure that you always get our messages: Add george@integritybookbuyers corn to your contacts. 

Good morning, 

I roll be back on the Universi~ of North Carolina campus buying boolcs Thursday and Ffid a.v (February 27th m~d 28th) all day. 

Please let me know if there is a specific ti~ne you would like me to stop by your office. 

It only takes a couple of minute~ and you can continue to work uninterrupted while I look around. 

Even if you don’t think you have any books of value please consider letting me stop by. There are many previous editions m~d older books that I can still make use of. 

My sc~ner allows me to move quicldy mid has over 3 million titles in 

its database. 

Please be sure to include your building nmne and ottice nmnber in your 

email so I can find your office. 

Thanks! I look forward to heming from you, 

George 

Use this link to be deleted or to MJ#dAte £our email address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 11:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ghosting Julian Assange 

London ooks 
VOL. 36 NO. 5 Visit lrb.eo.uk 

LRB WINTER LECTURES 

Andrew O [] Hagan: Ghosting Julian Assange 

At the police station, Sarah stopped and said: [] Shall I do the honours? [] I 
watched as she went out and searched the bushes. []Is she checking for paparazzi? 

[] I asked. [] I wish, [] said Julian. [] What then? [] []Assassins. [] More 

Mary Beard: The Public Voice of Women 

If we want to understand [] and do something about [] the fact that women, even 
when they are not silenced, still have to pay a very high price for being heard, we 
have to recognise that what [] s going on is a bit more complicated than 
[] misogyny[], and that there [] s a long back-story. More 

James Wood: On Not Going Home 

I have now lived 18 years in the United States. It[]s a bit feeble to say I didn[]t 
expect to stay that long; and ungrateful, or even meaningless or dishonest, to say I 
didn[]t want to. I must have wanted to; there has been plenty of gain. But I had so 
little concept of what might be lost. More 

MORE FROM THE LATEST ISSUE 

The Flood 
Marina Warner 

In the most ancient stories of the Flood the gods are 
annoyed by humans making a racket and keeping them 
up at all hours: these gods are unreconstructed adults 
who don[]t hold with negotiating but relish inflicting 

punishment, while humans are lawless, partying 
teenagers. More 

Coalition Monsters 



Colin Kidd 

Common sense in British politics tends to be aligned 
with the wisdom of party managers: that the electorate 
abhors uncertainty, and is incapable of understanding 
either internal party divisions or Continental-style 
coalitions. Only very occasionally, when the whips are 
thwarted by force of circumstance, do the voters escape 
the iron cage of partisan constraint. More 

Gillian Darley: In Praise of Moss 

Aaron Bastani: Economic Growth, Falling Wages 

Caleb Klaces: At the Wellcome 

A Sense of Direction: 
Gideon Lewis~Krausi 
Sheila Heti and 
Christian Lorentzen 
Fdday 28 Februa~ 
at 7 pim. 

In the Wolf,s Mouth: 
Adam Foulds with 
Andrew Motion 
Wednesday 12 March 
at 7 pim. 

Carcanet New Poetries 
V: A Reunion 
Wednesday 19 March 
at 7 pim. 

Walking the Woods and 
the Water: Nick Hunt 
and Artemis Cooper 
Thursday 3 Apdl 
at 7 pim. 

Also in this issue Subscribers can also read: 

At the Science Museum 

Nick Richardson 

Adam Mars-Jones: []Not I[ 

Stephen Sedley: Not in the Public Interest 

Theo Tait: Water-Borne Zombies 

At the Movies 

Michael Wood 

Letters 

Thomas Meaney: Margaret Mead 

Sophie Pinkham: Gaito Gazdanov 

Gavin Francis: Listening to the Heart 

Poems by John Ashbery 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
email: registxar@lrb.co.uk [] You can unsubscribe or update your email preferences at any time on our website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 3:36 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson qNohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhum~mitiescenter.org> 

Third Aramal Conference on Human Rights and the Humanitie~ Maxch 20-21, at the Nationdl Humanities Center 

HR&H AnnouncePoster 2014Final.pdf 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

Please join us tbr the Center’s third annnal conference on lIum an Rights and the Hum anities, March 20-21, 2014. 

This year’s conference roll begin at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 20111, with a reception followed by a talk from Harvard University’s Steven Pinker on "The Better 

Angels of Onr Nature: Why Violence ttas Declined." 

As in previous ye~xs, this gathering will feature a distinguished group of scholmx including: 

K. Anthony Appiah, Princeton University. 

Didier Fassin, Ins~dtute for Advanced Study (Princeton, N J) 

Lynn Festa, Rutgers Universi .ty 

Saidiya Hartman, Columbia University. 

Stephen Hopgood, University. of London 

Walter Johnson, tlarvard University 

Robert Pippin, University of Chicago 

GregoD, Radick, University of Leeds 

Created in an eitbrt to reexamine conventional assumptions about human rights through the lens of the humaxtities. Human Rights and the Humanities is a multi-ye~x 

project to bring together the vast resomees of the humanitie~ including historical, philosophical, and cultur~J factors, to help us better understand the concept ofhummi 

rights. 

The initiative has been made possible through the generous support of the Reseaxch Triangle Foundation of North Carolina, Duke Universi~, North Carolina State 

University, the University. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the Carnegie Corporation of New York. 

For more information, or to register for the event, please visit here or contact Martha Johnson, miohnson~nationalhnnmnitiescenter.o~. 

We would be ve~ grateihl if you could help us publicize this event by lbrwaxding this a~nouncement to colleagues, student, s, and friends. 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esbowles~email.unc 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 4:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Early March brings ART1NI, Talks & Tours, Fihns, and More! 

NEWS FROM THE 

Curators’ Seminars, Thursdays, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Led by Ackiand curators Peter Nisbet and 

Timothy Riggs, the Ackiand’s Curat~rs" 

Seminars offer an intimate look at ..................... 

American works of art from the Ackiand’s 

permanent collection that are not currently 

on view, as weft as an exptoration of their 

connections to our spring exhibitions. 

6 March: 2Orb-century Native American 

Art 

13 March: 1930s Prints by African American Artists (resched. from 2/6) 

Acktand members: $25/session I UNC Students: ~10 ~ At[ others: 

RSVP required; ca[[ A[tison at 919-843-3687 to resewe your space. 

All are free and open to the public! 

Saturday, 1 March, 3:00 PM 

"The New Found Land" 

Acktand Student Guide Lea Efird leads this tour of our exhibition of 16th- 

century engravings that provided Europeans with their first impressions 

of indigenous North Americans and their customs. 

Sunday, 2 March, 2:00 PM 

Archaeology and "The New Found 

Land" 

Join Brett Riggs (Archaeoiogy, UNC- 

Chapei Hiii) and Caroiyn Aiimendinger 

(Ackiand Art Museum) for a gaiiery tour 

examining the ways in which the 

engra\4ngs in the exhibition "The New 

Found Land" can serve as sources for 

archaeoiogicai investigations. 

Wednesday, 5 March, 12:00 PM 

Art For Lunch: "Native American 

History and Museums" 

Join Judy Kertesz (NCSU, History) for a 

iunchdme discussion of Native American 

history and museums, presented in 

connection with the exhibition "The New 

Found Land". BYO bag lunch! 

See complete lists of weekend t~mrs and Art For Lunch talks! 

....i~o=iir~ ~..~is for o~..~ir fiirst £¢KLAND ARTiiiiqii!: 

Friday 145~arch 7:30~9:30P£ 

Enjoy an evening of entertainment, 1930s style! Specialty-crafted 

cocktails, classic card games, and live jazz. Learn more. 



Tickets: $45 for Ackiand Members I $50 for non-members 

On sale now at the Ackland Museum Store. 

Sample the cocktails to be featured at the March 14th event at their 

sponsoring venues. Free to attend, Feature Nights give 50% of specialty 

drink sales back to the Ackiand[ 

The Crunk[eton 

Barrel-Aged Chrysanthemum Artini 

Thursday, 27 February, 5:30-7:00 PM 

JuJuBe 

The JuJuBe Manhattan Artini 

Thursday, 6 March, 5:30-7:00 PM 

Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

A film history of our popular music, from Blues to Bluegrass to Broadway, 

with a post-film discussion after each screening. 

Thursday, 27 February, 7:00 PM, FREE 

~_~:~_~__d___w__~ ~t_~_~__d____T!~___P__~_~__~!Le_~t 
Broadway: The American/~usical, Episode 2: "Syncopated City" 

Post-film discussion with Tim Carter (David G. Frey Distinguished Professor of 

Music, UHC-CH). 

Tuesday, 4 March, 7:00 PM, FREE 

_s_~_~_~__~___a_~z__z. 
The International Sweethearts of Rhythm 

Ken Burns’ Jazz: "SwinS, The Velocity of Celebration" 
Post-film discussion with Chris Wells (PhD candidate, Musicology, UHC-CH). 

"America’s Music" is co-presented with the UNC Music Library, the Music Department, 

the Center for the Study of the American South, and the Southern Fo[klife Collection. 



The Acktand Film Forum is made possibte by the 8enerous support of Ruby Lerner. 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the Officiat Media Sponsor of 

the Ackland Firm Forum. 

Drawing in the Galleries (adults) 

Saturday, 8 March, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Drawing for Tweens (ages 10-13): "Heads and Faces in Art" 

Saturday, 8 March, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM Re~ister here! 

ACKLAND MUSEUM STORE 

Leavin.~ the Table celebrates the 30-year career of Chapel Hiti craftsman 

Bi[[ Neville. The show features newly-crafted tables which use the exotic 

veneer c[aro walnut bud, as welt as a series of mirrors, tat[ shelves, and 

many [arse turned vessels in a variety of native and exotic woods. Learn 

Now on View! 



THANK YOU ! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are 

made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art 

Museum Members and friends tike you. Become a 

member of the Acktand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 

news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Art objects pictured are from the correction of the Acktand Art 

Museum, The University of North Carotina at Chapet Hitt, untess 

otherwise noted. 

J.A. Fisher, American, 20th century: A Street Cot in Old New 

Orleans (detait), 1923-48; woodcut. The Hunter and Cathy Atten 

Correction. 

Kimowan AAetchewais (AAcLain), Chipewyan, 1963-2011: Fence, 

2009; inkier print. Acktand Fund. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Ftemish, 1528-1598, engraver; John White, Engtish, active in America, c. 1540 - 

c. 1593-1606, designer: An aged Man in his Winter Garment (detait), prate 9 from Thomas Harriot’s A 

Brief and True Report of the New Found Land of Vir~_inia, pubtished 1590; engraving with tater hand 

cotoring. Lent by Michaet H. Joyner. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Ftemish, 1528-1598, engraver, and John White, Engtish, active in America, c. 

1540 - c. 1593-1606, designer: A Weroan or great Lord of Virginia (detait), prate 3 from Thomas Harriot’s 

A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Vir~_inia, pubtished 1590; engraving. Lent by Michaet 

H. Joyner. 

Leo John AAeissner, American, 1895-1977: War Bulletins, c. 1942; wood engraving. Hunter and Cathy 

Atten Correction. 

Giovanni Botdini, Itatian, 1842-1931: Marie Louise Hazard, 1913; wax crayon. Gift of John Seetye in honor 

of Catherine Seetye,. 

Wittiam Auerbach-Levy, American, born in Russia, 1889-1964: Eugene O’Neill, before 1932; graphite and 

ink. Gift of the Acktand Associates. 

Egon Schiete, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman, 1918; btack cotored pencit. Burton Emmett 

Correction. 

Hate Aspacio Woodruff, American, 1900-1980:Comin9 Home, 1931-46, printed 1996; tinocut. Gift of 

Autdtyn Hi~81ns Wittiams and E.T. Wittiams, Jr. of Sa~ Harbor, HY in memory of Vivian Gites Chambers and 



Julius Le Vonne Chambers. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by ~bowles@email.unc.edu 
._U_~__d___a_t__e___r_~_Lo__fjj_e_LE_~_~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e~# ~,nstant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_ELb_~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_~/__E_o_[Lc~, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info=asmeascholars.org@maill31 .wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Friday, Februa~ 28, 2014 9:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

APPI,Y NOW: Re seaxch Grants Available ’. 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

RESEARCH GRANTS 2014 

The Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa (ASMEA) is pleased to offer 
research grants of up to $2,500 to qualified professors and students engaged in the study of 
the Middle East and Africa. 

To stimulate new and diverse lines of discourse about the Middle East and Africa, the 
Research Grants program seeks to support research on topics that deserve greater 
attention. The topic areas and sub-topics are intended as a guide for participants in the 
program and constitute the types of subjects that ASMEA intends to support in this program. 
Applicants may submit paper proposals on any topic as long as it is relevant to the six broad 
areas outlined, and constitutes new and original research. 

VIEW RESEARCH TOPICS 

To apply for the ASMEA Research Grant: 

¯ Applicants must be engaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa. Applicants may be 
affiliated with any academic discipline. 

* Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal that represents new and un- 
published research and is relevant to the qualifying research areas designated by ASMEA. 

¯ Applicants must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. Students also 
must submit proof of enrollment and expected graduation date. 

¯ Applications will be accepted only from ASMEA members. To join ASMEA and learn more 
about membership with ASMEA, click here. 

Applications will be accepted onlyvia the ASMEAwebsite. 

¯ Successful applicants will be required to present their research at the Seventh Annual 
ASMEA Conference on October 30-November I, 2014 in Washington, D.C. and provide 
ASMEA the right of first refusal for potential publication in the peer-reviewed Journal of the 
Middle East and Africa~ 

The application deadline is March 15, 2014. 

* Applicants may use grants to cover any costs associated with conducting research for the 
specified proposal, 

Submit your paper proposal before applying for the research grant. 

Download the 2014 Research Grant ~ 

Questions or comments can be directed to info@asmeascholars.org or 202-429-8860, 



www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website vwvw.asmeascholars org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Cop~Adght (C) 2014 ASMEA All rights teset~ved. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psycholo~- Press <mail.skozxrpceyhkqogbs@ta~ad£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Stand Up to Bullying ruth Routledge: 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

Click here to view our titles on bullying 
Is this email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

STAND UP to Bullying 
with Roufledge! 

This Friday is International STAND UP to 
Bullying Day. To view our titles on the issues 
surrounding bullying, please click here, 

Now until March 4th using discount code 
QRK58 at checkout and receive 20% off your 
order. Remember, all web orders over $35 
receive FREE SHIPPING in the US and 
Canada, 

To learn more about the STAND UP to Bullying 
movement, please click here. 

*Ott~,r vafld only w~,#} web or(g,t:s at roude~ge.com, 
routledge.com/eyeonedt,,cadon, foca~p,,ess.com, 

psypress.com or t~ut~edgemental~}ealth.co~Tt. 

i.~ii 20 percentoff 

Share the Savings: ~~ 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P ..... 

._$_i_fl_LL~[~___~2~___s__u__b_j__e~’:t___a__~__e_’_a_ to ~ece[w ne~’~ and offers straight to your inbo× flom the Taylo~ & Francis Group, 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your eF.,aa~i address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 ]aylor & Franc~s, an intorma business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo~ma UK Limited, registered in ~ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: MortiR-~er House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe please click her~e. Please note this is an automated operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 12:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ISA Global Development Section Newsletter 

gds-newsletter-2014.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached the new Global Development Section newsletter. 

Best wishes for a happy New Year! 

Best, 
Jeanne Wirtner Sim(~n 
GDS Section Chair 

Dra. 
Jeanne Simon R. 
Directora, Mag[ster en Pol[tica y Gobierno 
Facultad de Ciencias Jur[dicas y Sociales 
Universidad de Concepci6n 

(56) 41 2207217 - 2207128 
jsimon@udec.cl 
www.udec.cl/postgrado 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Friday, Februaly 28, 2014 4:11 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; ti:-residents@duke.edu; claire.payton@duke.edu 

W@TC: "Recipe tbr the Zombi" ] Deborah Jenson ] MaJrch 5 @ Noon 

watc deborah j ensen2.pdf 

Please circulate rudely. 

The Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies and the Haiti Lab present 

Wednesdays @ The Center 

Deborah Jenson 
Professor of Romance Studies and Global Hea~th 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 

Noon-1 pm 

240 John Hope Franklin Center 

2204 Erwin Road 

Duke University 

Light lunch served 

Cross-cultural psychiatry was first dubbed "ethnopsychiatry" in Haiti, where in 1943 Dr. Louis Mars theorized the Vodou "crisis of the Iwa" (spirit possession) as an 

ethnodrama with high stakes for mental health in theory and practice. In collaboration with colleagues including Georges Devereux in France and Karl Menninger 

in the United States, Haitian psychologists, anthropologists, and other scholars founded reviews and published dozens of books and articles on mental health in 

anthropological and global focus. In 1954, one o[ the founders o[ U.S. biopsychiatry, Nathan Kline, visited Haiti as a tourist, and proposed rnaking Haiti a world site 

of outpatient psychopharrnacologicN treatment. The Mars and Kline Center for Neurology and Psychiatry in Port-au-Prince was funded in 1958 by three 

international pharmaceutical companies, and became a globally prominent site for drug testing. The "strange but true" history of the transition from afro diasporic 

theorization of cross-cultural mental health to experimentation with cMorpromazine reached its apogee when Nathan Kline sent doctoral student Wade Davis to 

Haiti to decode the "ethnobiology of the Haitian zombie" in what became The .Serpent rind the R~inbow... 

For more info on Wednesdays @ The Center: https:/iwww.ihfc.duke.eduiblogiwednesdays-at-[he-center-2/ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 3:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Pressure Rising as Obama Works to Rein In Russia 

Today’s Headlines Moo0oy,  0,4 

~N THIS ElVlAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts i Media & AdveRJsing 

Today’s V~deo ~ Obituaries Ed~orials ~ Op-~ OnihisDay CUSTOM~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Press~re RiMng as Obama ~Vork~ to Reh~ In 

President Obama rallied allies and approved a sez~es of 

diplomakie and economic moves intended to isolate Moscow and 

prevent it ft~m seizing more Ukrainian terdtoD’. 

, Kerry Plans to Visit Ukraine in Show of Suppolt and Warns Rklssla of Penalties 

Obsma 

I 

Puti~ E~gages in Test of Will Over Uk~’ai~e 

The Russian president’s strategy has been pmsued by 

s ub terfage, propagan&~ and bold military [hreaL taking aim as 

much at the United States and Europe as Ukraine itself. 

soldiers 

I 

REMAKING MEDICINE 

, New Law s Den~ands on Doctors Have Mmiy 

Seeking a Network 

The ~’ff~rdable Care Act has many doctors in private practice 

anxious about the fl~re as those employed by hoslAta] systems are enjoying 

seenfiki in a changing landscape. 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

["~’II 
BLIDE s~ow: The 86fl~ Academy 

Slide Show 

A,wmods 

"Gravity" dominated d~e awards, ~nning seven Osca~, bul "12 

Years a Slave" was named best picture. 

MOV, ES 
~ vm~o: L~pita Nyo~g’o ~;h~ S~ppogling 

Actress 

ARer khe ~nd of her tits[ Oscar season, Lupita Nyo~g’o won an 

Academy Award for Best Supporting Actresso It wasn’t a surprise for David Cart 

or A. O. Sco~, but that does~Yt mean "k’s ~ot cooL" 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Cri~ea, the Tinde~’|)ox 

The West and Russia have a common interest: forestalling civil 

war i*~ 

, Editorial: Russia’s Aggression 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

R. N{CNOLAS BURNS. a career diplomat, on President Obama and the Ukraine crisis. 

Today’s Video 

~ v~Eo: A Dile~m~a for Doctors 

ComlA,Vi~% with the mandates of flae Aftbrdab]e Care Act is a 

daunting "task for many p*{vatc praedee ph3Meians, and it is 

pushi*~g some to go work for hospital systems. 

~ v~:o: Pa~°is Fall ~o~4: Elemer~ts I Color 

A thematic visual cliaL5~ of Paris Fashicn~ Week i~si:,ired by the 

essential building blocks of fashion and style. 

video, f;o to NYTimea.comNideo ~ 

World 

In Crimea’s Pha~tom ~ar, Armed Nle~ Face 
U~seen Foe 

Heavily armed men come and go in Crimea to confront an enemy 

fiad 

armed 



nobody has ackaally seen, exeepk in imagjnatkms agitaked by 

Russian television. 

Cbdna Blmnes Xinjiang Separatists for NtabMng 

RPanpage at Tra~ Station 

A~ least 29 were killed and ~43 wounded in a knifc ~t~aek by a 

group in Kunming, the ~vgional ealAtM ot’Ymman Province. 

Nigegia 

The Islamist group Boko Haram was blamed for the aRacks, 

which killed dozens, ~nduding many children watd~ng a soecer 

match. 

g~ht vigil 

~ unday 

U.S, 

i~ilitary Sex Assault Trial Showcases "~ 

Approaches to Prosecution 

As Brig. Gen. Jeffrey _& Sinclair awaits trial on charges of sexual 

assault lawmaket.~ are expected to debate a bill to sh’ip 

commanders of prosecuting decisions. 

EoPoA. Set to Reveal l[b~gh New S~flfur Emissions 

8,. C’%F?AL L;,&Vi.~PORi 

The Environm ental Protec~ on Agency regulation wo~]d force 

oil refiners to strip sulfur out of American gasoline b]ends and 

a u tomake,~ to ins kall deaner-.b m’ning engine teehnology o 

Rare Mutation Kills OffGene Responsible for Diabetes 

Pfizer and Amgen teamed to develop dru&s to mimic the effect, thougt~ it may 

take a decade or more before it is available to the publie. 

more US news 90 to NYTimes.eomtU8 ~ 

Business 

The Airport Chaplain, Now Offering Earthly Aid 
~. ~i~,r. ~r.~: & , 

Ministers in vaious denominations help passengers in dire 

s~:Nts financially and anyone in need of a spMtual lift at the 

The [ 



G.M. has been sued, and now faces an invesdgatio~ by "~e safety 

agency and the possibilib’ of a etimitml i*westigafion, similar b~ 

the erimi~ml i~quiU Toyota is facing a~er recalls over ~he uni~tended 

aeederadon of its vehicles. 

Tiny Digital Publisher to Put Newsweek Back in 

IBT Med~a, a small dig~bd publishing company that bought 

Newsweek %r a pKtanee last smnmer, is poised b) place the 

magazine on newsstands ag~fitl this b’i~day. 

Sports 

Driver~ to Set a Record: Zero to 60, Pl~s 940 

Bloo~Rlound, a ear powered by jet and rocket engines, is pa~q of a 

$7o million plan to reach 1,ooo m.p.h, m~d sha~er the lm~d 

speed record, continuing a h’adition of B~qtish zeal and Hsk. 

Co]lHns’s Brooklyn Deb~it Recalls Robinson’s in 

1947 

The Nets’ Jason Collins, the N.B.A.’s {]rst publicly gay player, 

will make his inidal Barclays Center appearance with the keam 

M~-mdayo 

A melee involving New Mexico State players and Utah XSa]ley 

rims was the most recent in a series d eo*ffrontafio*~s, prompting 

Arts 

Steve MeQueen’s film wo*~ best picture, the first time ttollyw~)od 

has so honored the work of a h]aek director. "Oravib~" won 

seven ©sears, including besk director for Alfonso Cuar6n. 

~ [] Slide Shows: Backstage at the Oscars [ Highlights 

FASHION REVIEW 
[)~ Julia 

aitte~’s mtd dewe|ed Armo~° on a Blessedly D~°y ....... Robeas 

Ca~et 
h~ 

Some art[~sses an’ivit~g for the Oseam seemed girded tbr 

h~trus~ve hody-seanni~g c4maeras. The~ there was the gasp-indud~g ~eek~ine 

Lupita Nyong%, from "12 Yeats a Slave." 

THE TV WATCH 

Staki~g a Claim on Social Causes 

Despite what maW eo,~se~,atives maintain, Hollywood doesn’t 

always set the social agenda; it may ])elatedly buy in m~d tun~ up 

the music. 



Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Foreig~ B~yers Eyei:~g Forbes Magaz~-m~ a 

~l good thk~gs come ~o an end, eve~ for the x~eh, and sometime 

~..i Stave 

Forbes, 

speakm 

this month, Forbes will probably pass out of family co~trol m~d into the bands 

of a foreign owner 

~¢;ith N ew Rewards Card~ Amex Focuses on 
More Market 

The card, called Amex EveryDay and h~gh]ig)~ted in an ad 

campaign starting ’lfna Fey, is aimed at women the company 

sees as a key to growth. 

~ Tina 
Fey in a 

I spot for I 

Arehie Co~fic Piek~ F~]lm and TV V~riter for Top 

Creative Post 

Roberko Aguirre-Saeasa~ the new cMef erea[ive of fleer at Arehie 

Comic Publie~dons, has a long histoW ~th eonfies and 

some of it Immpy. 

Obituaries 

Alain Res~mis, Ace|aimed French Filmmaker, Is 

Dead at 9~ 

Mr. Resnais helped introduce literary modernism to the movies 

and became an international af--ho use s b~r with nonlinear 

narrative films ~ike "Hirosbima Men Amour," 

Terment Ho Bagley, Who Aided, Then Mistrusted 

a Soviet Spy~ Dies at 88 

Mro Bagley’s ease caused a war within the nadonaI seenfib’ 

complex over whether the defector he encouraged, Ym’i 

Ivauovich Nosenko, was a Soviek agent sent to h~ck the Amez~caus. 

Eddie O’Brien, Who P~ayed for Pirates With 

Twin, Dies at 8:4 

Though only 5 feet 9 i~ches, O’Brien a~d his brother Johnny 

were also basketball stars at Seattle University. 

Fo~ mole obitsa;ies go b.’. NYTimee.comtObituadee }~ 

Ed itorials 

TO DAY’S EDITORIALS 

R~ssia’s Aggression 

Th e Pu tin govern men t igni tes the world’s condemns[ion *q th ea ch Ta eve agains 

Ukraine. 

, A Reprieve for Bristol Bay 

For more opinion: go to NYTimes.eomlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The :Inflation Obsession 

There is something more than bad analysis at work. 



Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Indifference has sent tacit and dangerous encouragement to 

traffickers of looted artifacts, 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

T~bet’s Enduring Defiance 

Then" have been far lbwer self-ira ~oIafions But it would be wro ~g to see this as 

a sign that Beijing has gained ~he upper hart& 

For m~)re o;)inian go ta NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Pmterest 

[] II .~.: ~""~ I ~D 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone:~) ] iPad® I Android ] All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ,~ ’ m.nyt,¢om ~ 

About This Email 

TNs is an automated emaJL Please do net reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe[ o~ the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib’_ed to pro~ecting you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion ~:chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:02 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

.~:i The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your March 7, 2014 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education is one click 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher 

Education, 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, [~.!..e.~!b..e.. 

~!.!~.v.,..h~.~: %. 

This issue also includes a special advertising 

supplement, Convergence Diversity and [nclusion. 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy 
and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: 

~ ¢ ,","chr onict~L l:e :d:eFiI:*/rCOm," chf onicteJ20 3. 4o gO 7a ? 

The Chronicle Review: 

Convergence Diversity and Inclusion Supplement: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or 

email ch ronicfe~bservice,co m. 

For technical questions? Please click here. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. 

.F~.~.r.!~4W...o.r.!!.!.n...~?., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you’re located outside of the U.S. and would like to 

Special Advertisement Supplement 



renew your subscription or contact customer service, 

please call 818-487-4591. 

Your publication code is: HE 
Your subscription account number: HE914098 

Your ZIP code is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 

Please do not reply to this message. 

From The Chronicle of Higher Education 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Suite 700 Washington, D.C. 20037 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-03-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 3rd, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/05/14 Nexus 2014: Water, Food, Climate and Energy Conference scheduled for March 5-8 at The William & Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Edncation. The 
conference will bring together scientists amd practitioners working in government, civil society, business, and other stakeholders to address water’s relationships with 
clitnate, food and energy, and the itnpacts of*Jaose relationships on security, sustainability and development. For more in[’o~mation: http:/inexl~sconference.web.unc.edu/. 

03/06/14 Lecture by I)r. Julia Parrish, Associate Dean for the College of the Environment at the University of Washington, scheduled tbr 4:00 PM in Wilson Hall Room 
128. The title of Dr. Pm~’ish’s talk will be Rigor; Reliability, and Scientific Relevance: Citizen Science Lessons from COASST. For more information: 
http ://cee.unc.edu/semis14iPostei~/o203-6-14%20Parrish.pdf. 

03/11/14 Lecture by Philip Gerard, author of Down The I~l#ld Cape Fear, at 6:00 PM ~s part of*Jae North Carolina Literary People: Conversations wi*Ja River Writers 
Series presented by The William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. Gerard will discuss his new UNC Press book, Down the Wild Cape Fear. For more 
in[bm~ation: http ://fidda,,lcent er.unc, eduipdep/rive~,ritersi. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

UNC Global Research Institute Call for 2014-15 Affiliated Fallows for Water Research "Making Scarce Water \Vork for All" The UNC Global 
Research Ins~titute is pleased to announce the second yeas of its Affiliated Fellow Program. Through this program, a limited nmnber of fellowships will be oit~red to 

scholars and practitioners worldng on research projects relating to the theme "Making Scarce Water Work for All", the GRI’s research emphasis that began in 2012 to 

coincide with the Unive~si~"s pan-campus theme on water. 

While the progrmn is open to all, it should prove paNcularly appealing to applicants on ,sabbatical leave or ruth grant support, as no living stipend is available. 

Applications review will be accepted through April 1, 2014. For more information: htlp:i/gri.unc.edu/applicants/. 

Research by Water Institute at UNC published in international jom~aal The follomng research paper titled Climate-RelatedHazards: A MethodJbr Global 
Asse~s’ment of Urban and Rural Population Exposure to Cyclones, Droughts, and Floods" which was compiled by facul~ and staff t?om the Water Institute at 

[YNC was recently published in the International Journal of Environmental Resea, ch and Public Health. For more intbm~ation: http:/lwww.mdpi.com/1660- 

4601/11/2/2169. 

WATER NEWS AT C.AilOLINA 

Student Enrichment Fund oppo~mii .ty ibr water-rdated summer projects The Jon Curtis Student Enrichment Fund (SEF) is a s~dent-led gr~lt program that 

provides ~nonthly $200-$600 stipends to students to pursue personal, professional, and academic interests away from Carolina. These grants are awarded to 

individuals without any restrictions such as year or major. 

This summer. 2-4 larger stipends of approximately $3,000-$4,000 each are being offered by SEF to fund undergraduate students’ projects (internships, researclL 

selvice trips, etc.) related to water using a $10,000 grant from the UNC Water Theme. The application can be accessed at http://se£unc.edu/and is due March 7th at 

11:59pm. 

For more information on SEF, Ibel free to contact SEF on Facebook (The Jon Curtis Student Enrichment Fund), Twitter (UNCSEF), or via e-mail at 

studente~mchment fund@gmail .com. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World" For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at ht~:#watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, 
comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the follomng email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/itwitter.comiUNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http://w~v.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:08 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; ti>residents@duke.edu; claire payton <cap50@duke.edu> 

Tomorrow’s W@TC: "Recipe for the Zombi" ] Deborah Jen~n ] March 5 @ Noon 

watc deborah j ensen2.pdf 

Please circulate rudely. 

The Duke Cen[:er lot [2~tin Americart ~nd Caribbe~n 5Studies and the Haiti L?,b present 

Wednesdays Co~ The Center 

Deborah Jenson 
Professor of Romance Studies and Global Health 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 

Noon- 1 prn 

240 John Hope Franklin Center 

2204 Erwin Road 

Duke University 

Light lunch served 

Cross-cultural psychiatry was first dubbed "ethnopsychiatry" in Haiti, where in 1943 Dr. Louis Mars theorized the Vodou "crisis of the Iwa" (spirit possession) as an 

ethnodrama with high stakes for mental health in theory and practice. In collaboration with colleagues including Georges Devereux in France and Karl Menninger 

in the United States, Haitian psychologists, anthropologists, and other scholars founded reviews and published dozens of books and articles on mental health in 

anthropological and global focus. In ;].954, one of the founders of U.S. biopsychiatry, Nathan K[ine, visited Haiti as a tourist, and proposed making Haiti a world site 

of outpatient psychopharmacological treatment. The Mars and Kl[ne Center for Neurology and Psychiatry in PorUau-Prince was funded in ~958 by three 

international pharmaceutical companies, and became a globally prominent site for drug ~esting. The "strange but true" history of the transRion from afro d]aspor[c 

theorization of cross-cultural mentai health to experimentation wi~h ch[orpromazine reached ~ts apogee when Nathan K[ine sent doctoral s~udent Wade Davis to 

Haiti to decode the "ethnobio[ogy of the Haitian zombie" ~n wha~ became The Serpent and the Rainbow... 



For rno[e in[o or~ Wednesdays @ The Center: https:i!www.jhfc.dld<e.edu!blog!wednesdays--at--the-.center--2! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 3:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Putin, FlasNng Disdain, Defends Action in Crimea 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~i NYT J World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Dining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnFhis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Puffin Flaslfing D~sdain, Defends Actim~ in 

Cehnea 
~. sr r.vr:~ ~ ~. ~. ;,..~~.~~. 

President ~;ladi~nir V~ Putirl’s remarks on the political upheaval 

in Ukraine were aimed at both intematkmal and domestic 

Vladimir 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

No Easy "~Vay Out of Ukraine C~’is~s 
~. r.,~.rar~ 

White House oiSci~fls are wcighing their options, ]~;owing [hat 

reve~si~% the occupation of Crim ea would be di#icult, if not 

impossible, in 

C.LA. Employees Face New Inqe~ry .Amid 

Clasl~es on Dete~tio~ Progrm~ 

An inctuiry into "dae conduct of agency employees began after 

lawmakers complained that the CA.A. was imp~sperly 

m onitoring the work (ff staff membe~ of a Senate committee. 

: : Capitol 

Editors’ Picks 



FASHION & STYLE 

In the upscale ~6th Arro~dissement of Paris, Oi~les Oarcia, an 

employee at the World Bank, dresses simply and says that 

el-.,thes are not s apposed to be eompIk~ated. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A~e AI~ W~ek]~ies 

Independent newspapers still have a role to play in urba~ life. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

JOHN KERRY, secrel:ary of sl:al:e, on Russiah~ acl:iot~s in Crimea, a region it~ U],:raine, 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

VLAD~IIR V. PUTIN~ pyeside[~t of Russia. 

Today’s Video 

~ V~DEO: App Smart: Orga~tizing Photos 

The Times’s Kit Eaton examines three apps "chat can help you 

sort your many eellphone pictures into digital albums. 

~ VIDEO: I1~ C~°i~ma, Mother R~ssia Looms 

La~’ge 

.,~ UM’aine is tugged by the East and Lhe West, many in C~mea 

wdcome Russia’s agg:essive sta~ee, hoping Moscow w~l] seem’e 

their place in a fractured future. 

, Reiated Al~icle 

~ vmEo: Pa~’is Fa]] ao*4: Elements I Shape 

A thematic visual diaU of Palls Fashion Week inspired by the 

essentia] building blocks of fashion and style~ 



World 

Some Who Fled Oaba .Are Returning to Help 

Some n~embers of the firm Cuban families to leave after Fide~ 

Castro took over are coming back, reuniting ~’~ "~e island a~d 

partnering with Cubans in direct new ways. 

, A Miami Congressman Adamantb, Defends Isolating Cuba 

....... Atelier, 

rs and 

The American mi]it~ry’s involvement in Niger i]]ns~ates how the 

Pentagon is ~’fing {o.juKgle two competing mJsMons in Africa: 

contain the spread of ~sIam]s{ militancy without ~aving 1o pour a Iot of soldiers 

or money into the region. 

Netanyahu Promotes Efforts Toward a Peace 

Deal 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel suggested tha~ he 

had listened to President Obama’s plea to sign on to a framework 

being drafted by Secretary of State ,John Kerry. 

U,S, 

Obama’s Budget Is a Populist Wish List and an 

Election Blueprint 

President Obama called for ending tax breaks to pay for new 

spending, instead of cu~ing the budget, bnt Repnb~h::ans are 

unlikely to go along. 

~ Econom~x glog: Obama’s Calculations on the Deficit and Debt 

, Obama Budget Would ~pand Low.qncome Tax Break 

Injections Pro~dh~g Protection Against AIDS in 

MmR4eys, Studies Find 

Versions of already approved drugs kept the monkeys infection- 

free %r weeks, and researehe~ hope that a dose eve~3~ three 

mond~s eouM work in ~umans. 

EffoN to Honor Eliot Ness in Nation’s Capital 

Find s Trmlb|e in C|fieago 

Three senators have suggested naming a federal building after 

the Prohibition-era federal agent, but some Chicago offieials say 

he doesn’t deserve it. 



Business 

E-Cigare’Res, by Other Nmne,% Lure Yomag 

Wo~0~w Expe~’ts 

Products virtually identical to e-dgare~es are known by names 

like e-hookahs or raping pens, thwarting ef£wts by health of fiNals ko ira& their 

use, espedally among young people. 

Hot Debate Over E-Cigarettes as a Path to Tobacco, or From it 

A Standoff of Lawyers Veils ~ladoff*s Ties to 
Mado~ JPMorg~ Cl[~ase 

I ++~h+ I 
A newly obtained govermnent docum ent explains why the 

pictnre is still clouded on the question of what JPMorgan Chase bankers knew 

about Bernard L. MadoNs Ponzi scheme. 

At Disney, a Celebratio~ That Was a Long Time 

Walt Disney Animation won its first animated-feature Oscar on 

Sunday for "Frozen," and with it a new lease on life after a 

difficuk transition to computer-aided filmn~aNng. 

from the 
Disney 

Sports 

Cit)’ at Hal]~ipe King’s Feet 

Leaving behind paparazzi in Zurich, Iom’i Podladtehikov, the 

Olympic grid medalist known as I-Pod, reeendy visited 

Manhattano 

ON BASEBALL 
7~{ Bris;1 

V~;ith Roberts~ Yatrtks }tope Imperfect Piece Is Rc, be~s~ 
rigt~t, led I 

The Yankees hope ~o piece together replacements for Robinson 

Cane at second base and +Mex Rod[{guez at third. The player they are counting 

o+~ most is the fbrmer ,:)ride Brian Robe~%. 

Yankees Want No Room for Misinterp[e’~tien 

Celebrity Guests Populate Yankees’ Camp 

Whee|er’s PotenIl-ial Is on Display in His First Mete’ 
Zack Spring Start                               i,~!,~i:~ +. 

Zaek Wheeler, a 23-year-old fight-bander, will h3’ to fltxher 

establish hirnseg in his fi*~k tiff] m@)r league season as one d the Mete’ top 

power pitchers. 

Noah Syndergaard, Me[s’ Prized Prospect, Passes ’Big Test’ 

On Baseball: ie Atlaeta, Yout~ Is Sepved With a Big Payday 

Arts 

Thirdd~g Outside the Borders 

The hand Ixa Santa Cecilia, children of immigrants who began as 

huskers in downtown Los .Angeles, has somehow become a 

sh’on g voice for immig~:ation ~vform. 

..... Hem~n 
dez, 



THE CARPETBAGGER 

~Vhe~ the Battle i~ Over~ What Rem~d~s is ,,~ ~t 

When the dust settles from ~he Oscar slugfest, an oppoWumity 

opens for rumi~mtions o~ work and sacrifice. 

Russell 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Elsewhere 

The tapper ~ek Ross retreats a bit li"om iris ma~malist peuk in 

his ~ew Nbum, "Masturmi~d." 

£ Rick 
....... Ross 

The 

Dining & Wine 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Rame~£s Big Splash 

Hm~[ing down the best, as New Yorkers beard to ~he noodle’s 

late-ni~t hwe. 

Slm’p Worthy; The ’Fop ]o Rm~mn Desth~at~o~s 

New 

~ist of N ew York’s most ddieious rameses. 

CITY KITCHEN 

The How m~d Why of Dal 

The simple magic of working ~th dried beans, thousands of 

different wayso 

...... wonderl 

Fai maie dihing news ar=d reciges 90 to NYTimee,¢om/Dinin9 ~* 

Obituaries 

Sherwin B. N~i~ar~d~ ’How We Die* Aut~or~ Dies at 

s~. r.;i. ~s~. Or.:i.E~a: 

I)r. Nu]and’s book, which wcm the .",’ationa] Book Award in 1994, 

depleted death as messy and often humiliating, and it urged 

readers to approach late-life care witt~ tempered expeetutions. 

Nuland 

For more obitua=ies, go to NYTimesi¢om/ObRusries ~* 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

A RationPJ Respo~se to Uk~ai~e’s Crisis 

Isolatio,~ az~d economic pressure will be more el~etive againsL Russia t~an 

saber-railing. 

~ ]he What-Might-Have-Been Budget 

~ Se~iRg Up a Be~er kI)omh~o Plan 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Froze~ h~ ~ N~ehe? 

When will Hollywood accept that the world is cureT, a~d the 

cureT world can be profitable? 

~ GohJm his’; Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why Pu~.in Deepen t Reslpe(~ Us 

Crimea is ~efle(¢iv~ of how Putinism used to just be a threat tc~ 

Russia but is aow becoming a threat to #oba] s~bility. 

~ Coiamn~a Rage 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

Some Progress on E~ting and Health 

LcL+s be Lhankfu] for the decline in obesity rates, curbs on food 

marketing and transparemT in packaged f~-~od -. and the[~ ]eL’s 

..... B ttman 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Faceb0ok ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhond,~) I iPad(~9 I Android I All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Vigil o~r mobile websile al 

Heip Section ~> ’ m,nyt,com >> 

About This Email 

r~is is an autemated email Please do not reply directly to this email. 
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As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 
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Re search and ~reativ~ acti ~b: ~ ardii 

discover the ~enetic underpinnings of dru~ side 

F~TURES:&VIDE 

g!ov~ 

Students in health               Detective Two researchers design a 

programs get a chance to Epidemiologist Andy biological test to 

experience some of the Olshan is trying to solve individualize 

effects that come with some of the saddest chemotherapy treatment 

aging and dementia, mysteries of medicine, for ovarian cancer. 

SPOTlIGHtS MORE RESEARCH 



~ riteof spring 

for war-torn Congo: art 

using l:anrfing beds (UNC 

home discharge (U~’4C Ne’,.,’s Ser,.ices} 

from the lives of black 

artisans in North Carolina, 

"The decision to have a mammogram should not be a slam 

dunk"--Russell P. Harris, in VuLsl Stddy CuLsls Doubts or~ 

o~ Ivh-smme!.srs ms (New Yo!k 

unseen for more than 100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n.vtime s.com> 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 6:19 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, All the News That’s Fit m Post aM More 

All the News That’s Fit 
to Post 
~ ]::]~i:!:~ is a fast-gro~4ng and important 
part of The Times’s reporting, and our 

) .::,!:~ ~!_~ i,!,. :.’_ channel page is a handy 
one-stop shop for all of our most 

recent video content -- with 

compelling coverage of diverse stories 

ranging from the 

L~g:~s.~;:~:~ to Samba as psyehiaW at 

Minnesota to ~e runways of 

~&~;}.]:~.~i~?.~}~:]..::~}i{~:~!:~{: to a look at 
~i~5:~:~&~}..~L~2~?:.~}:~:~?JI~?:~:~L -- plus top-of- 
page navigation that pun the rest of 

ore" e~mprehe~sive video archive at your fingertips. 

..................................................... 

ADVERTISEMENT 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Eaxly Treatment Is Found to Clear H.I.V. in a 2nd Baby 

Today’s Headlines T,,o,, 0oy, 0, 

~NTHISENAILI i~i NYT I Work’! i U.S i Business Spots A~s ~Fashion&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Video ~ Obituaries ~ditor~a~s Op-~ ~ On~Ns Day ~ CUSTO~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Ear|y Trea~ent Is iFound to Clear HAIoV, in a "~nd Baby 

Another bal)y born with H.I.V. and tt~’ated u4~ drugs shot~dy after bi~d~ is now 

9 months old and apparently ILl.V.--negative. The success of the treakment 
raises hopes fbr a pafl~ to rid babies or" flae virus that causes AIDS. 

U,So Hopes Boom ir~ Nat~ra~ Gas Can Curb 

The Obama administration is seetdng to deploy the vast 

sui~.,p]y of imturN gas iil khc IJnikcd S~tes as a weapon to 

nndercnt the influence of President "~’ladimir V. Putin. 

Some Policies Get More "l[’hne in Healtll Slfiff 

The Obama adminiskration announa’d dmt it would allow consumers to renew 

health ii~surai~ec policies thak did i~ot comply with the Afl;,%dable Care Act for 

Editors’ Picks 



~ vine:o: A Noose Nystery 

Moose i~ Minnesota are dying ;at an a~amfing rate, and biologists 

are raring ko understand what’s behind "dne rapid decline. 

OPINION I OP-ED I EZEKIEL J EMANUEL 

In Health Care~ Choice is Overrated 

Narrow i*;sura*me tmtworlm are not the problem. The problem is 

that not all ~e~o~q~s are of high e~ou~ qnNi~’. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PHIUP BALLING~R, db’eetor of undergradm~te admissions at the University 
W;~shington, apphmding the decision [o revamp the SAT. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: Venezuela Honors Ch~vez One 

&’ear Later 

Venezuelm~s marked the first amfive~sary of the death of 

Chfivez ~th a military parade in Caracas. 

~ vm~o: Researd~ing a Snowboarding Trip 

Throughout the past six years, #eremy Jones has traveled to 

Alaska to s~mwboard ~mw zones under his own power. With each 

trip, he has refined how he researches these areas. 

~ vm~o: Confrontation in Crhnea 

the Belbek mili ’tary kis ’tallation in Crimea, Ukrainia*~ soldiers 

refl~sed to su rrender to R.~ssia~ troops a~ d in stead marched, 

unat’med, ko eonhiont "dnem in the face of warning shots. 

n troops 

waited 

I    during I 

Fol more video ",..o to NYTimes.com£dideo >~ 

World 

Testirrmny at Hacking Trial Gives Peek Into 

BriItish TaM oi d s 

Rebekah Brod<s, ~n her phone haddng trial, gave a rare v~ew 

into the skating-on-the-edge euRurs? of kl~e popular press. 



3 G~flf Countries Pull Ambassadors From Qatar Over 
Support of Islamists 

Saudi Arabia, the Ihaited Arab Emirates a~d Bahrai~ took the ~tep in protest 

over Qatar’s continued suppo* ~ of the Muslim Brotherhood and oflmr Islamists 

in the re£om 

UoSo Effort to Broker Russia-Ukraine Diplomacy 

Fails 

Secre~r3- of State John Kerry and his ~ussJan countm~a¢~ said 

there would be more discussion,s, as the European U~ficm offered 

aid wor~ as much as ~5 billion over the nexk ~wo years. 

, ~n EasNm Ukmkflan C~y, a Tc~g of War gor Mo~e Autonomy 

U.S. 

A New SAT Aims to Rc’alig~ ~Vill~ SChoolworK 

The College Board said it would eliminate obligatory essays a*~d 

cut obscm’e vocabulary words i~ m~ efib~, to make its college 

admission exams focus on important academic skills. 

B~flwark h~ RevolutionarT War~ Town in 

Vermont Faces Heroh~ Scourge 

Benni~gton exudes an early Americm~ gentili~:, but the 21s~ 

century drug scourge is evident i*~ the faces of some of the young 

people hm~gi~g ou~ on Main St~:eet. 

A,~,~y Gestural Offers Plea to Narrow Assaralt Case 

Brig. Gem Jeffrey A. Sinclair otiS’red to plead guilty to other, less-serious 

counts of misco*~daet, but sti]I wants to face in court ~ais accuser, a junior officer 

who says she was sexually assaulted. 

Business 

To Spin" Traffic at News Sites, dust TrawRtify 

John Traw)lta’s mispronunciatkm of a name at the (3sears led the website Slate 

to create a feature to do the sarne with anyone’s name -- the tdnd ~ff an 

interactive game ~mw driving Web trafqc. 

DEALBOOK 

C~i~trd~al Charges Expe~ed for 3 Former Dewey & LeBoeuf 



Three formcr top exceutives of ~he giant ~aw firm ~hat file~ for ~ankruptcy 

protection in aoi2 are eN)eeted to he charged on Thin.day with misleading 

okher lawyers and lenders abouk khe finanNal heNkh of the firm. 

DEALBOOK 
Paul 

After a Dazzling Early Career, a Star Trader ruder 

Scales Do~m I ~ 
center, 

While Paul Tudor Jones II can still claim long-term ammal 

returns of dose to ~9,5 percent in t£s 8w.3 b£1ion £agsh~p tsnd, Tudor BVI 

Global it has been ~ yearn since he last hit that level 

Sports 

Brook|}q~ to the Big Time, but First a Stop in 

Mississippi 
::.y SC’IY~ T i:a":i:iOk~\ 

Three basketbMl players at Jones Count" Junior College in 

Ellisville, Miss., ~ave a few things in ~mmon: hoop dreams, 

academic realities and an upbringing in Bro*-&lyn. 

Wake Forest Knocks Off Duke 

left, 

NETS 103, GRIZZLIES 94                                                             i~-~ Marcus 

n (~o), 

The Nets can finally call themselves a winning k’am after a 

victory over Memphis pushed their record ko 3o-29o Thcy also signed Jason 

Collins to a second 1e-day contract. 

Ukraine Defeats United States in an Exhi bition 

l’Vith Deeper Meaning 

The United S~tea players i~ a~ international fi%ndly soccer 

match in Cyprus were hoping to earn a ticket to the World Cup. 

The Ukrainian team had much more on its mind. 

Ratings: Ukraine 2, US 0 

s Denys 

Garrrlas I 

For moi¢ spoi!.s i~,’,’s, 90 to NYTimes~com/Sports ~* 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A France l~lade of f~lore "i’ha~ Wlzimsy 

From "I’he Marchers" ko "School of Babel" to "The Apaches" and 

more, this year’s Rendez-Vous With French Cinema festival 

spotlights less traditional, more rough-edged fihns. 

UNDER 

THE 

Stark Drama That’s Fmmd in Real Life                 Do~i.~-~, 

CNN presents new clOut--part doeumenta~T series - 

"’ChicagoDnd," about imperiled schools, and "L’.eath Row 

Stories," about defendants unfah’ly ~{ed - bokh with Rohert Redford as 

executive producer. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA’ 

Shakespeare Hits the Bea~:h 

TareI] Alvin McCraney’s squishy, misbego~en "Antony and 

Cleopatra" reseks Shakespeare’s tragedy on khe island of 

Hispaniola du~ing the reign of the French. 

and 

~ leopatr 



Fashion & Style 

At the End~ a New ~a~ 

Nie.olas Ghesqui&re, the formcr Baleru’iaga designer ~tnms to 

the runway with his debut collection fbr Louis Vui~on, which 

caps a m on d~l ong fashion whirl wind. 

, Fashion Review ] Lou~s Vui~on: A Debut W~th Desire 

Rihanna G ets Checked Out 

The Chanel show was just the latest appearance by Rihanna 

during Paris Fashion Week, as she deafly took the prize as the 

week’s mos k inescapable front-row presence. 

nihanna 
..... in P~ris 

at Stalla 

FRONT ROW 

’l’~rough Van Note~’s Eyes 

What’s nc, tahle about a new show on Dries Van Nob~n is how 

much in it is not by him. 

Obituaries 

Fore,tier of the Ch~e~s, Dies 

Mr. Po~s learned to play the t~n whistle fl’om his gra~dfather in 

the ]93os and k~ok stirring sNos onsNge as a member of ~e 

traditional Irish band. 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Israel’s Choice 
~r >~r. i.~.~roaP,,~ rI:OI’,IF~> 

Dc, es Prime MkSster Benjamin Netanyahu have an alternative to a bxo--state 

~ Time ~or David Samson to Go 

~ Colluding Against Programmers 

Fo; mo~e opir~ioI~, 90 :o NYTimes.comiOpinion >~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bammd in Bangalo~e 

What the controvm~y around ray book says about modern 

India, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rept~bliem~s Place tlte SVro~tg Bet 

Conser~atives, grasping at straws and straining credulity, paint a 

picture of a president who is domestically di~’tatorial but 

internationNIy anemic. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Billio~ Dollar Babies 

An oligarch here. An oligareh "dnere. Here an oligarch. There an 

oligarch. Everywhere an oligarch. 

Columnist Page 



For more opinion go to NYTirnes.eom,~Opinion ~) 
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oxford University Press 

Plantation Church 

in Caribbean Slavew 

~ ISBN: 9780195369137 

I ~er~ck, Fe~ru~ 20~4, ~40 ~. 

~~ ~ 

List Price: 

¯ Highlights cross cultural 

theologies and ecclesiologies by 

studying both the Caribbean and 

African American aspects of the 

Black Church 

¯ Explores what the meaning of 

church is when people of African 

descent are in the cultural and 

political majority, or minority 

Plantation Church investigates the history of the Black Church as it developed 

both in the United States and the Caribbean after the arrival of enslaved 

Africans Typically, when people talk about "the Black Church" they are referring 

to African-American churches in the U.S., but in fact, the majority of African 

slaves were brought to the Caribbean. It was there, Erskine argues, that the 

Black religious experience was born. 

Despite their common origins, the Caribbean and African American Church are 

almost never studied together. Plantation Church examines the parallel 

histories of these two strands of the Black Church, showing where their 

historical ties remain strong and where different circumstances have led them 

down unexpectedly divergent paths. The result is a work that illuminates the 

histories, theologies, politics, and practices of both branches of the Black 

Church. 

"A brilliantly provocative and unprecedented book, told with both intimately 

personal prose and comprehensive and convincing data, with insights that will 

radically change the way we have conceptualized Black Atlantic religious 

traditions. This is the book that we have been waiting for. It is truly a tour de 

force, a must read for allF’ 

--Kamari M. Clarke, Professor of Anthropology and International and Area 

Studies, Yale University 

Neel Leo Erekiae is Professor of Theology and Ethics at Candler School of 

Theology and the Laney Graduate School of A~s and Sciences at Emery 

University. He has been a visiting Professor in ten schools in six countries. His 

books include King Among the Thofogians and From Garvey to Madey. 



searchable library which offers quick and easy access to the full text of over 

8,000 Oxford books in 20 subject areas covering the humanities, social 

sciences, sciences, medicine, and law, providing quick and easy access to 

award-winning Oxford University’ Press scholarship. 

Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online is available at your institution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Politics & International Relations <~Jmouncements~news.sagepub.co.nk> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 10:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Inta~ducing Research & Politics - a new open access journal 

Submit to Research & Politics today 

this online I Forward to a friend I Email alerts 

[] Follow us 

Introducing Research & Politics 

Dear Ms Sahle 

Book 
Cover 

Introducing Research & Politics, a rapid publication, open access journal publishing the 
vet?/best cutting-edge research and policy analysis. 

Quality: rigorous peer review from highly-experienced group of Associate Editors 
and external peer reviewers 
Brevity: research articles of up to 4,000 words 
Openness: no paywalls 
Speed: rapid decision making & online only continuous publication model 
Transparency: emphasis on provision of research data and methodology and 
metrics 
Innovation: priority is given to research that breaks new ground, is important 
across a range of subfields and will likely influence political science in a 
distinctive fashion 

Have you seen what they are saying on Twitter 

~ ~.~!!£~:,.’..~..~.~..7i:(~i!:~.~:.~.!..@B.~_8’.Q! 

Ready to submit your next article? Visit mc.manuscriplcentral.com/rap 

With best wishes 

Bernard Steunenberg, Erik Voeten and Catherine de Vries 
Research & Politics Editors 





OUR Newsletter 

The Off:ice for Lir~de.~’gr~duate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

On tile 

LJ.eoon::ng OLJR Ev~ nts 

OUR News 

On the Blogs 
our~ ~iog: Read about C:~ieiina Kirby:s v,/orl< in languages, literature and film and take advantage of 

these Spi[ng 2914 uade~g~adust~ res~a~ch evehts. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

NOTE: We’ve rescheduled the Inquiry-~!~a,sed le~-:chin,’j workshop for Friday, 

Graham Memorial 039. Regb~t,’-~r 

from 10-12 in 

Are you interested in hearing from undergraduate researchers? Attend the Caiebration of 

events. 

Howto Create an Effective Poster: a Pro-Symposium Workshop 

3:00-4:00 p.m. 

Carolina Population Center, University Square, East Tower, Conference Room 405 

Are you planning to present during the poster session at the upcoming Caiebration of Undei~iaduate 

Res{~arch or another professional conference? Join Tom Swasey, the Director of Publication & 

Graphics SeP,,ices at the Carolina Population, to learn more about how to design a poster to effectively 

communicate your research findings. Seating is limited, so you must rsvp il,’-~re to attend. 

How to Give an Effective Presentation: a Pro-Symposium Workshop 

4:00-5:30 p.m. 

FPG Student Union Room 3102 

Are you giving a talk at the upcoming ::::ek’-~br~,~di;n o~ Und,m,,’~r~-:duaie Resear,’:il or another professional 

conference? Join OUR i..i~ison.s for Under{.tr~iduai!:, Re.searci~ Dr Hilary Lithgow and Dr. Jenny Hayden 

and learn howto create a compelling presentation to communicate your research findings. 



OUR News 
Check out this r{~cent pl-ofii{~ of UNC on North Cal-oi~-~s Now, which features former OUR Ambassador 

Marquis Peacock. 

We’ve created a (}RC I[l:,,!r,,!s: i::iai~b~.~ e If you’re a graduate student interested in serving as a 

Giaduat~! r~a <(~:~r ~h Co!~sui!:an~ please register. If you’re a faculty member racrui~iil~ ~ G~\~C, here are 

some options 

Have you had a substantial research experience? Are you interested in talking with other students 

about undergraduate research? Consider applying to join the OUR Ambassadors. You can find more 

information h,,!re, including a link to the application. The deadline to apply is 

? Apply 

for tuition support through our new Summei Award ~or ~:~! ~earcl~-Inteilsi,,e !::o~ir.~es. The deadline to 

apply is 

SURF recipient 

with a reception on 

will be exhibiting his work at the Car:ack Gaiia~’ from, 

and an artist’s talk on 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 4:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Crimea Approves a Secession Vote as Tensions Rise 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s Videe 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OqYhis Day ~ CUSTO~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

C~’imea Approves a Secession Vote as Tensions 

The St~[e Department imposed a bai~ on visas l))r people who 

have taken steps to undermine Ukraine’s territorial integfib’, 

and Russia vowed to r~?eiproeake. 

, Obama Says Referendum in Crimea Wouid Violate Law 

~ The Caucus: C~k~bn Ratche~ Up Criticism or Pc~ir~ and Backs Obama 

Abortion Law Pushes Texas Clinics to Close 

Doors 

The last abor[ion elinies in two poor and working--class 

were dosing, and the mnnber of Texas cli~ics, once at 44, is 

expected to fall ko six. 

DEALBOOK 

4 Aee~sed in Law Fiem Frm~d ignored a Maxim: 
Don’t E~nail 

Fom~er executives at Dewey & LeBoeuf were accused of using 

aecoun[ing gimmi&s to lk)oI banks aud investors. 

, Rrosecutors Scrutinize Ex- Bead o~ Dewey (Apd~ 27; 2012) 

~ Once an Ambitious Law Fhm, Reduced b Grim Dispamhes (May 1~ 2012) 

The 

charges 

against 



Editors’ Picks 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ vu)+:o= Wcarabk+s: Beyond the ~¥ris+ 

Tt~e Times’s Molly Wood ex]>h)res why tt~e makers of wearable 

devices are so lbcused on people’s wdsg and what the fuhn’e 

may hold %r fashionable tech, 

~ Re~ated A~ic~e 

OPiNiON I OP-ED I JENNIFER FiNNEY BOYLAN 

Sav~ Us From the SAT 

The SAT is a rnind--nurnbing, stress-.indueing ritual of tortur~. 

Finney 

Boyan 

IRINA NEVEROVA, who was Reading a tour in Sevastopol> Crimea, where many have a 

strong allegiance to Russia. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~x~: Anatomy: ~Th~ Grand B~dapest 

Hotel~ 

Wes ~de~son hart’ares a sequence h’om his fihn, 

The New Yorl< Times film c~tk’.s on "The Grand Budapest 

Hotel," "The Face of Love" and "Bethlehem." 

vw~o: C~rtain Call ] Paris Fashion $’Veek 
To mark khe conclu sion of Pail s Fashion Week, we ca 

bows of select fashion visionaries, 

World 



Steeped in Its B~oody History~ Again Embrac’h~g 

It has been 6o yea~s sinm Crimea ~s ~opped h’om Russia and 

attached to Uh’{fine, but for many on the peninsula, R may as 

well have been yesterday. 

soldier 

Niger Extradites a Son of Qaddafi to Libya, 
Saying He Didn’t ’Stay Q~det’ 

Saadi el-Qaddafi faces accusations that he participated in the 
corruption and abuses that marked his father’s 4o years in 

Saadi el 

..Qaddafi 

fled to 

Niger in 

U.So Seems U~flkkely to Accept That 1Ughts Treaty Applies to 

Its Aefions .Abroad 
L:7 C,~iARi.i~. 

A panel iu Geneva disagrees with the posi~on of the United States flaat it has no 

obligations under a global rights tre;~ay when operating abroad. 

,~ Document: Memo on the Scope o~ States Pa~ties’ Obligations 

U=S. 

P~tfalIs Seen h~ a Turn to Privately Run Long- 

Term Care 

New -~%rk is o~e of at least 26 sta~es roiling out managed Iong- 

term.-eare programs under MedieNd, bat the widely praised 

version ~n Tennessee has had problems. 

Providers of Medical Marijumm Face New Fears 

With the advent of recreational marijuana in Washington State, 

new rules tbr medkaI providers e~u]d shut down dispensaries. 

Ymmg Using E-Cigarettes Smoke Too~ St~dy 

Finds 
s~. ’~,/.r:~:i~,-’, ~ ,-’,\/r.~:~a si. 

Some expe~ts disputed the researchers’ conclusion that the 

devices encouraged eonvenfional cigare~e use by adolesce~ts. 

Leifeld 

exhales 

Business 

World’s Biggest _Arms importer, h~dia %’Vants to Buy Local 



The eonntU recently rolled out its own fighter jet and tank and several ships, a 

defense lineup that ~’onld put Russian arms exports in trouble. 

DEALBOOK 
:~ The 

Bi_teo~n% M~\sterim~s C~0eator Is Sa~d to Be p--rson 

An affdeie about a man in Southern Calilbrnia named Satoshi 

Nakamoto has pron~pted many en thusiasts to question whether the right person 

had been identified as the ereator of flue vb~ual currency Bkeoin. 

, St’ale of ~he A[t: For BJtcoin; Secure Future Might Need Oversight 

~ Bi~ BIo9: Bitcoin Is a Protocol Bitcoin is a Brand 

The Sweet, Streaming Sound of Data 
E,. L:~.N %i0ARiO 

With the music industry turning digital, music eompanies can 

now understand their customers’ listening hat)its in grmter dep@ 

than ever belbre, 

chief of 

Sports 

Ukraine X’Veig~s Boycott of Paralympies in 

With turmoil in their own eountrT, Ukrainian Paralymp~c 

of fiNals and they would announce on bkiday whe~er their team 

would compete in the Games. 

Frank 0Jobe, ~Vlho Pioneered Tommy ,lohn 

S~°ge~", Dies at 88 

The landmark operation by Dr. Johe has been dnpl~cated 

thousands of ~imes in spo~s medicine and has saved the careei~ 

of numerous athletes, most of them pkehera. 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Knick~ Fm~s, Do You Be|ieve in ooo ~9992 

The Knicks may be 22-40, bat ~ere’s always hope. Remember 

the team of Patrick gwing, Alhm Houston and I;UTy O ohnson 

tlmt advaneed to the N.B.A. finals as an eighth seed? 

Ukrainia 

skiers ] 
trainin9 

Johnson ] 
formed 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

One Last Danee in the Oht Plaee 

The 2o~4 Whitney Biennial snrvey of American art, the last in 

the nmseum’s eun~mt location, feature, s lO3 participants, 

regeefing three quite different shows ~mder one roofl 

THEATER REVIEW I ’ALL THE WAY’ 

YVashh~ton } ower Play 

B~yan Cranston stars in "All fl~e Way," about President Lyndon 

B. Johnson’s push for the Civil ~ghts A~’t. 

Opera Star Fills Same Role for a Companies in a 

~ter the baitone Thomas tlampson with(h’ew, the Metropoli~n 

Opera summoned help from Ma~hias Ooerne, who sang the 

last FHday at Carnegie Hall. 

Biennial 

..... Way 

I 

Goerne, 

rigilt, 

I 



Movies 

’THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL" 

:Bittersweet Chocolate on the Pillow 

()~1 JB s~]Yfaee, ’~he (}ruled Budapest HeM" ~s a caper, but 

Wes Anderson film is also coucerued with a complica[ed slice of 

2oth.-centmT European cuILm’c wiLh some very ugly tfistoW, 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’The Grand Budapest Hotel’ 

Ralph 

’MR. PEABODY & SHERMAN’ 
:~ Mr 

A Dog al~d His Boy Take a Joy Ride T:l~rougl~ P~bod 

History ~ 
(voiced 

A supersmart dog and his adopted human son set out for time- 

traveling adve*x{m’es in "Mro Peabody & Sherman," the 3-D, big-screen 

adaptafim~ of Jay WaM’s animated cartoon. 

Repairing Histo~ and Other Dog Tricks 

Warning: Teenagers May Like These Movies 

The 2o~4 editiol} of the New ~%rk h~te~nafional Chi]dre~}’s Film 

Fesdw~I opens on FHday and runs for four eonsemAive weekends 

at six Mat~hattan [heaters, wiEh a hundred films~ 

Obituaries 

AIejandro Zaffaroni, Bioteeh Entrepreneur, Dies 

ai- 9~ 

The Urt~guaym~-bo~ biochemist started more titan a dozen 

companies and had a t~]e in t~e development of khe birkh control 

pill, the nieofitm patch and the DNA chip. 

Robert As|~|ey, Opera Corn poser ~¢’% o Pain ted 

Outside the Li~es, :Dies at 83 

Mr. Ashley st~’etched "~e boundaries of opera, choosing no~ ~o 

hew too closely ko tra~tio*~ in his work. 

David Barrett, 76, Dogged Graft- Investigator, 

Dies 

.’,,It’. Barrett led an inquily concerning Hemy G. Cis~eros, who 

was accused of lyi*~g ~ff~ouk p{gments to a [o[~tler mistress while 

he was mayor of Sal~ Antcmio. 

Ashley 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Nat~ral Gas as a Diplomatic Too] 
B~. r,~r. i. D~ rO~V,.’.~ 

The C, bama admilfisi3:ation should use ex])orts as a componel~t of a Iwoader 

en erEv strategy to undercuk Russia’s influence over I kraine. 

~ Keeping Your ~nsurance Rolicy 

~ A Sr[~ait Retreat on Brm~igmSon 

For hl~re opinion, go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The A~0eh~]pe]lago o~°Pa~ 
Sy DAVID ~i-~’.~’.~:~., 

SoI]ta~T eonfi e em ent is argua])}y less h u mac e fl~a~ floggJe ~. Ore" 

p~sons need to reform sNitaD’ laws. 

~ Columni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For ~at~ons like Ukraine~ Europe is escape from [he tormen~ of 

their histo~T. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Hammo~:k Fallacy 

The big new poverty repoA fi’om [he ttouse committee led by 

Representative Paul Ryan is yet aeother con 

, Columnis~ Page ] Blog 

For mere oginian, go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~ 
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Today’s tteaxtlines: For First Time, Kremlin Signals It Is Prepared to Annex Crimea 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports Arts ~Dsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

AnnexF°r F~rStCrimeaTh~m~ Kremlin Sig;~mls It Is P~’epared to 

Leaders of both houses of Russia’s Parliament said that they 

would support a vote by Crhneans to break away fl’om Ukraine. 

ignoring sanctions threaN and warnings fl’om the U.S. and other eounh{es. 

~ [] Video: Ukraine-Russia Ties, E~plained 

Behind Clash Between CA,Ao mid Congress, a 

See~’et Report on Inlel010ogations 

A r~spuke over a classified C.I,Ao report has led to a bitker fight 

between the agency and the Senate Intelligence Committee, 

each side accusing the other of spyit~g on 

...... Diarme 

Fainstei 

Malaysia Ai*°|ines Loses Contact W~Hl get 

Thea 
board 

Malaysia Nrlines said Saturday ~orni ag that it had lost co 

five hours earlier with a flight em’rying at least 239 people 

Beijing fl’om Kuala Lumpur, and had activated a search-and-rescue team. 

Editors’ Picks 



FASHION & STYLE 

~ vmEo: Bill Cmmin~am 

m~d 

’Dxo popular color tre~ds brightening this drawn--ou~ winter are 

sapphire bh~e and dus~" paste~s. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~leat l~akes the Plm~et ThirsW 

A] falfa, grown for Asian ca tLle, is worsenin g California’s d rou gh L 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo~ Cabbage Torta 

If there’s o~e dish that ~dll persuade yore" family to like cabbage~ 

it’s a golde~ tonga filled with sauteed eal)bage, l)ro~ed cmions 

Related Articie 

Cabbag 

t°or;~n 

~ WDEO: A~h~ath~g Owe~ 

Roger Ross Williams, Lhe Academy Award-winning fi]mmaker, 

spent time with Ron Suskind and his s*-~n, Owen, who has aukism, 

to show how they leam~ed to communicate usi~g dialogue from 

Disney movies. 

, Reiated Alticle 

~ vmEo:A Hoarde~° Tries to Let Go 

Kevin M(’Craty, a Manha[tan hoarder, is running out of space 

and ~ime. ~ter receiving a final ~ofiee ~ff eviefio~, he is ttTing to 

save wha~ he can from a 3o-year build-up of "~’ash" a~d 

"treasure." 

Related Articie 

World 



Russia~s ~ove Into Ukraine Said to Be Born in 

Shadows 

The Kremlin’s s~rateKy emerged haphazardly as an emotional 
President Xqa~mir V~ Putin of Russia acted out of what officials 

called a deep sense of betrayal and grievance. 

Among the Wmmded in Syria’s War: Ancient 

;;7 .~:,;.KX;A J RU~’~N 

:~’ehaeoiogists, long kept from their work in SyNa, now hear 

reports cd figj~fng and flaeff at histo~hcal sites and museums. 

..... ~9hter in 

Saudis Put Terror~st Label on Muslin Brotherhood 

Saudi Arabia’s decree appeared to be~n an effort to quell the Muslim 

Brotherhood, reflecting a divide in the Middle East aRer the military takeover 

in E©’pt last year. 

U,S. 

In Parched Calitbrnia, Town Taps Run Nearly Dry 

For the middle-class tm~ Lake of the Woods, the absence cd rain is posing a 

fundamen tal "dn tea t to drinking wa ter, 

is There a Doctor in ~he House? Yes, ~7. A~d 3 in 
the Senate. 

A heightened political awareness, and a healthy seltLregard that 

they could do a better job, ar~ drawing a surprisingly large 

number of doctors ko khe power of elee[ive office. 

Court Orders Kansas Legislature to Spend More 

on Schools 

The issue of increasing base aid per student was politically 

chained because as lawmakers were reR~sing to increase Rmding, 

they passed the largest tax eu*s ~n state h~stolT, 

Business 

Recall at GoMo Is Early Trial for New Clfief 

Facing thc recall of 1,6 million ca~.~ weelc~ into her tenure as chicf 

executive, Mary T. Barra has taken the lead role in handling the 

Mary 



crisis, starting an internal inquiU and ordming a mrc public 

apology. 

V~;estern Businesses in Russia, Watchfifl 

Wa~y 

z~ne~ean players including Pepsi and McDonald’s are active in 

Russia. Bu* for many West EunTg~ean businesses, tha~ market ~s 

even more crucial 

~ Offthe Chal~s: New Coid War Would Diffe[ From OIcl 

g beer 

COMMON SENSE 

I’Vhy Russia Cm~’t ~,M~tgm’d Aamther Cohl l’Var 

The old Soviet Union was all but impervious to lbreign economic 

or business pressure. But now ik has a s~oek market, and an 

economy heavily reliant on e~o~s to Europe. 

Sports 

A Revolutionary Surgery, Now as Typical as a 

Sinker 

With pitchers faring more stress on gmir elbows, the need for 

Tommy John s urgcry, the procedure pioneered by Fnmk Jobe, 

Ukrainian Team Remains at Paralympics, for 

Now 

Ukraine said on Friday that it would compete in the Paralympics 

instead n,f vdthdrawing in protest of Russia’s inte,s’ention in the 

Cr{mean Peni~)sula. 

ON SOCCER 

Home League, National Goal 

S~n~ like Clint Dempsey and MiehaeI Bradley will prcp for the 

World Cup by playing Major League Soccer, and it isn’t only 

Amerieans who are choosing the league. 

~ CounNown to the 2014 World Cup irl Brazil: Day 97 

Tommy 

p~tcMn9 

[3~ Michael 

..... Bradley 

left, hsd 

ip]ayed 

Arts 

Study Finds a Gender Gap at the "Fop 1Vluaetm~s 

Women run just a quarter of the biggest a~f museums in the 

United States a~d Ca~mda, and they earn about a third less 

their male counterparts, according to a report. 

OPERA REVIEW 

A Modern l~ledia Spin on Iwm the Terrible 

The Russian director Dmitri Tehemiakov reimagines I~msky- 
Ko~akov’s ’~he Tsar’s Bride" at I,q Scala i~ Milan. 

Br4mgh~g Hollywood’s Attention Back Home 

The Los Angeles Nhn Festival pla~s to celebrate the city’s 

moviemaking eultvm~, which has receded as studios increasingly 

m ake movies elsewhere. 

Rorscila ] 

ch, at I 

Bride, 
DmRri I 

ie Allai< I 



Travel 

Fo].].o’wing an g-Year-Old to Atlant]s 

"We gotta go," said their yore% sore A~d so they did, heading to 

Atlantis on Paradise Island in khe Bahamas, where d~c’y would do 

evet\vkhing fl’om feed a dolphin ~o race remote-eonkrol ea~s. 

FAVORITE PLACE 

Peeling Back the Laye,0s of Naxos, Greece 

As episodes fl’om her lif~ story are ~witten there, a~ outsMer 

develops a tremendous closeness to the island. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

Exper~enc’ing New O~’~eans With F~’esh Eyes and 

Ears 

Artists who have moved to the Big Easy reflect on the influences 

and inspiration they find in their adopted home. 

~ u sms 

Obituaries 

Ned O’Gormm~, 84, Dies; Poet Founded 
Innovative Harlem School 
~, D’.~.~di..~:,’~. ~ia~ ~ iN 

Mr. O’Gor~nan staffed his "]ibera[ion camp," t~e C~ildren’s 

Storefl’o~t, on a dare in 1966 because he wa~ted to stir students’ 

imaginations. 

Richard Boone, Johnson Aide on Poverty, Dies at 

86 

Mr. Boone led private liberal groups pm,~uing political and social 

change. 

Cm0men Berra, Yogi s ~’~ife, Dies at 85 
~,. r~C,>’,~:D a,,.,,’i~.’o;,.,~r~ 

The two met in 1947 .- early in the Yankees career of the beloved eat,:.her Yogi 

Berra - when she was working as a waitress in St. Ixmis. 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Jobs al- a Tutoring Point 
~. mr: i.~.~ ro~,.,,~ 

The employment rate will ~ot improve on it~ o~, but there is li~le hell:, i~ si~at 

from policy makers. 

, Shoachanging New York’s Emdronment 
~The Sulfur R ale, Tamy but V’gelcome 

* Gun Safety on Facebook 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Nelf(ie) Generation 

W e seem to be experiencing a wave of ]iberM--rninded detach- 

ees, a ge~eration i~ which instih~tions are subordinate to the 

inNvidual. 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cloudy a~ad Co~,d 

Two more abortion clinics were forced to close h~ Texas, a~d the 

s £~te is moving on ko the next phase of pressuring clinics. 

~ Co[umn~ Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Lo~do~s Lam~d~"y Bush~ess 

BHtain is ready to betray Ukraine to protect its cut of Russia’s di~ty money. 

For mare opinion:; go to NYTimee.eom!Opinion ~ 
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DEADLINE APPROACttING: Research Grants Available’. 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

RESEARCH GRANTS 2014 

The Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa (ASMEA) is pleased to offer 
research grants of up to $2,500 to qualified professors and students engaged in the study of 
the Middle East and Africa. 

To stimulate new and diverse lines of discourse about the Middle East and Africa, the 
Research Grants program seeks to support research on topics that deserve greater 
attention. The topic areas and sub-topics are intended as a guide for participants in the 
program and constitute the types of subjects that ASMEA intends to support in this program. 
Applicants may submit paper proposals on any topic as long as it is relevant to the six broad 
areas outlined, and constitutes new and original research. 

VIEW RESEARCH TOPICS 

To apply for the ASMEA Research Grant: 

¯ Applicants must be engaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa. Applicants may be 
affiliated with any academic discipline. 

* Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal that represents new and un- 
published research and is relevant to the qualifying research areas designated by ASMEA. 

¯ Applicants must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. Students also 
must submit proof of enrollment and expected graduation date. 

¯ Applications will be accepted only from ASMEA members. To join ASMEA and learn more 
about membership with ASMEA, click here. 

Applications will be accepted onlyvia the ASMEAwebsite. 

¯ Successful applicants will be required to present their research at the Seventh Annual 
ASMEA Conference on October 30-November I, 2014 in Washington, D.C. and provide 
ASMEA the right of first refusal for potential publication in the peer-reviewed Journal of the 
Middle East and Africa~ 

The application deadline is March 15, 2014. 

* Applicants may use grants to cover any costs associated with conducting research for the 
specified proposal, 

Submit your paper proposal before applying for the research grant. 

Download the 2014 Research Grant ~ 

Questions or comments can be directed to info@asmeascholars.org or 202-429-8860, 
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Today’s tteadlines: Auto Regulators Dismissed Detect Tied to 13 Deaths 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots A[ts ~ Magazine 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital acDess to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

_&tlto Re#liators Disn~issed Defect T~ed to 13 
Deaths 

b’ederuI safety regulators received more khan 260 complaints 

over the last 1 ] years about General Motors ~’ehides that 

suddenly turned off, hut they declined to investigate the prohlem. 

Ruddy, 
whoso 

Passpo~ot Tliefi- Adds to Mysteey of Missing ,~ 

Malaysia Airlines Jut : spokes 
man for 

At least hvo passengers used stolen passports to hoard a 

Malaysia Airlines jet ~at disappeared Saturday between Kuala 

Lumpur urM Beiji~g wikh 239 people uboard, raising fl~e ur~set[ling possibility of 

foul play. 

THIS LAND 

The ’Boys ~ tl~e Bm~kl~ouse 

A ease il~voiving 32 men iri Iowa has become shorkhand for the 

segregation and e:q~oit~tion of people with disabilities. 

Video: The Men of Atalissa 

Editors’ Picks 



T MAGAZI NE 

In thc spring 2o14 men’s fashion issue, T Magazine looks 

e, hanging face of masmflkfity, 

OPINION I OPINION 

The Fat Dr~g 

How human]rind unwillingly joined an ex~eriment on antibiotics 

and wei~ t gai~. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ZAHRAANGHOUTI, whose brother was convicted of nmrder in Tehran but avoided the 
death penalty after a social media effort paid off the victim’s family. 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Ukrainc-Russia Ties, Explai~i~ed 

Tc~ undet~h~ n d th e cu rrent con f[ h::t be~veen Ukrain e and Russia, 

]ook to ~e i utereonn ected history of the two corm 

~ vw~:o: Vows: Salon Serendipity 

Julia Khan balinova ahvays wished she wonld walk out of work 

one day and walk into her futnre husband. She walked into his 

mother k~stead. 

Related Article 

~ V~D~O: New Yorkers: Earl St~ick~and 

The legenda~7 pool professionaYs career declined suc.h that he 

~ ow perform s tri ck shots fl’ee at Ste~n way B i l]ia rd s i n Astori a, 

Quecn8. 

~ Related kRicie 

World 

Mercy and Sodal Media Slow the Noose in Iraa~ 

2nblic hangings still a~tract hundreds of onlookers, but Iran’s 

enormous middle class is tm’ning against capibaI pmfishment. 

...... Rahimi 
helps 
lead the 



~overeig~ty wo Sel£-Ruk~: Crimea ReinsUres 

Battle 

The showdown in Vkraine has re,dyed a centmies-old debate 

over when secession is legitimate. N ations’ views va~T great~y, 

depending on their ow~ Mlianees and interesN. 

With a building spree tearing apart sections of Rio de JanNro, 

archaeological finds are giving new insight into its old role as a 

slave trade center. 

backing 

Russia 

..... ships 
the 19th 

U,S, 

Both Republicans and Democrats see the spedal election 

Tues&~y as a potential harbinger, parfeulafly with regards to the 

Affordable Care Act. 

For Families of l~lissh~g on A~rl~ner~ Nlemories ~lix V~ith 

Fading Hope 

By Saturday night, the f3milies of the passengers aboard Malaysia Mrlines 

Fligh~ MH37o bad few answe~ abont what happened and dwindli~g hope that 

the:i would see their loved ones again. 

Senator s Pe~osiste~t Ti||ing 

As one congressman put it, ’Where is notbh~g borer than farm to 

table." The bill’s champion, Senator Debbie Stabenow, made 

sure the trend got a boost. 

Debbia 

Stabeno 

Business 

STRATEGIES 

Beware the i’~lm’ket "Whipl_as}~ of Geopol_ities 

Ukraine’s crisis ilb~strates Lbe risks of shot%Let~ i ~vesBng in 

many emerging markeN. 

on the 

I .~o,-ol~ I 



In a drive against i~>honse theK, retMiers’ i~terrogation tac~cs 

have come under fire. 

from 

errlplo-/e 

DATAPOINTS 

For Nonprofits, a B~gger Sl~are o;["l-l~e Economy 

Growth in the mnnber cd nm~profit organizations }ms vastly ou~)aced that for- 

profit businesses, according to data Dora ~e Urban Institute. 

Sports 

Part~mrships on Powder 

Visua]ly impaired do~q~hil] skiers and their guides on the slopes 

at the Paralympics in Russia have worked fc, r years k0 fc.,~%e a 

close bond. 

U.S Paralympic Skier Is S~ble After Crash 

Ukrainian Team Remains at Pa~lympics, for Now 

The Pressure Test 

No matter how many times a golfer visualizes closing oat a PGA 

To~lr V~CtO1T Or }lOW thoroughly he prepares for it, there ~s no 

way of knowing how be wi]I react u~til he is i~ the situation. 

To Er~s~,re Fut**re Fans, Ar~al~eh~ Dueks Grow 
I-Ioekey P~ayers 

The Ducks have spe~t $~2 m~l]ion over the last six years on 

initiatives to g~ww ho@ey in soukhern California. 

, Slap Shot: Who ~s Susceptible to Concussbns7 

f~..] Radomir 

Silbe~ .’sta 

in (5.~ 

and his 

Arts 

Domh~go Undimmed 

ThrougJ~ a remarkable switch to baritm~e r4es, P~&eh-Jo Domingo 

continues to command sNges at leading opera houses at Lhe age 

of 73. 

DNA of a Polymath, :Restlessly l~l~tafi,~g 

"M~tations," Vijay Iyer’s first classica~ release, is a ~qAcally bold 

mix of genres and idioms. 

pilotogr 

ARer the Deh~ge, It’s Back to t~e Stage 

ARer millions of clolla~s in damage from flooding, the Martha 

Graham Dance Company struggles to regain its balance. 

Magazine 

The Story Bel~,d tim SAT Ove~hatfl 

How the CoI]ege Board ~3volutionized the most controve*~ial 

exam in America. 

David 



,:)wen barely commulfieated with my wit~ and me. But he opened 

up to t~e parrot from "Aladdin." 

~ ~ Video: Animating Owen 

Owerl at 

_Arm, dhati Roy, tlm Not-U~-Reh~eCm~t Re,mgade 

The walter has kurned again ko fiction. But wiI1 her polities get in 

the way? 

Obituaries 

Robert Ashley, Opera Compose~" Who Painted 

O~tside the L~nes, Dies at 88 

Mr..~hley strekehed dm boundaries of opera, choosing not to 

hew too closely to h’a~tion in his work, 

Sheila l~laeRae, W~fe h~ ’6as ~Hone.~ooners’ 

Sketches, Dies at 92 

Ms. MacRa< an aeLress, singer and dancer, was hes~ known for 

portraying a Iong--suflbNng z~iee I@amden opposite JacNe 

Oleason. 

Ashle!, 

left; at 

MacRs 
who 

~t~rred 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

The Un~nh~h~edl P~’ess, ~o Year’s Late~¯ 

A groundbreak~ng Supreme Com~ ruling remNns a bulwark (d American 

d em ocracy. 

~ Ca~ibmia’s Smast Egg Rules 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Can We Learn Aboa~t I rivaey From I orn 

A public identib’ is j ust one side of a whole person, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Four Factions, No Favorite 

It’s notj ask the Tea Party vs. the establishment this time, and, in 

fact, it never was. 

, Columni~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Little R-S-P-E-C-T 
g~ M~dREEN DO~ 

Pooty-Poot am:l his own parb’ are socking it to Barn. 

, Columnis~ Page 

Sunday Review 
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~,’%:h~n Health Cos~.s Harm Your Credit 

A minor medical bill could block your mo~igage. 
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Top News 

Highlights Security Flaw 
~. r.~:ic t~.:..~.’~r~ 

Aria[ion sat)ty exper[s said die diseove~3~ thak bxo passengers 

were ~’aveling on stolen passports has ~vvealed a m@:,r gap in 

security procedures developed since d~e attacks of Sept. 1I, 2OOl. 

Titans in Russia Fear New Front in Ukraine 

Business titans face the prospect of losing access to Western 

finance if t~e t hired Sta~es and Europe car~y ont ~reag of 

tougher sanctions against Moscow. 

:Even Before Fort Lee Lane Closings, Po~ 

Authority ~,’Va8 a Christie Tool 

A review of [he Port Aukho~ty’s operations suggesks that it had 

been ta~rl~e~:l into a de i~cto politics operation for Gov. Chris 

C~is[ie d New ,Jersey long before khe bridge scaudal. 

Russian 

proteste 

Chds 

Editors’ Picks 



M OVl ES 

~ vm~:o.. T~hta Swh~ton : ~On~y Lovers Le~. 

A~ve~ 

The actress discusses her role as a 3ooo-year-old vampire in Jim 

darmusch’s Iatesk 

OPINION I OP-DOC$ 

WIy Brother, Teddy~ 

This sho~ film cap!a~res a yom~g girl’s love for her brother, who 

has eerebraI palsy. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

YUSA NISNINURA, 23, who works at a tech]m[ogy company in Kobe, dapam 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Cheek Your HeRd 

A bigb-tech tool to combat concussion damage, the Reebok 

Checklight is a sensor worn under the helmet tha t lighN up upo~ 

sign if]cant impact. 

~ vine:o: ~raIk at ~rork 

Is a t~:eadnfil] desk wo~J~ the bigb cost? A New York Times 

reporter, .am~y Harmon, pun one to the test at work. 

~ vine:o: The Fork Says S|ow Down 

Catherine Saint Louis knows she’s a fi~st eater. She hopes the 

HapiFork can undo some bad habits. 

World 

Yen-Pine|ring Undercuts Japmt’s P~sh Against 

Years of Deflation 

After years of falling prices, many Japanese have the mind-set 

that they need b5 save, no~ spend, putting a burden on the 



For Hatefu~ Comic b~ Franee~ Muz~i~e Becomes a 

Negaphone 

Despite dozens of charges, ~¥ench officials have been 

eonfonnded in eflb~s to stop the performances of Dieudonnd 

M’bala M’bala, who ~s seen as a~fi-Semit~c. 

Eg.~qpt Tycoon is Released; 3 Detahmes DetPdl Abt~se 

A juxtaposition of eom~_ sessions raised new alarms thak E&ypt was turning back 

to its old authoritarian ways. 

For mer;~ world :?ews. 9e t~; NYTimes,¢omrg~orld ~, 

U.S, 

Fm~lting Axn~y, Ja~dge Puts Offkssm~lt Case 

The judge said 2u’my offidals *nay not have acted independent of 

e.~2emal polities and possible pressm’e from senior Pentagcm 

offidals when they decided to turn down a plea offer. 

Dare,thug ’rests Await Admiral N tuned N 

Chief 

Vice :\din. Miehael S. Rogers, who mn’re~fly rams the Navy’s 

Fleet Cyber Command, has been appointed to navigate a 

bureaucratic, political and publie relations disasker. 

Boston Plm~s to Tighten Security at l~larathon 

Secufi~" ehal]e~ges will be innne~se, as the route covers 26.2- 

miles in eight dries and towns along a path lined by spectators on 

both skies. 

Adm    ] 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

:P~ae~q~o Rico Gets a Break g~,7ith Rates on :Its ....... aerial 

Bonds 
view o1 

The eommot~wealth, which is sdling 83 billion in bonds on 

Tuesday, is also raising concern that ~t may be ]:,]am~ng to revamp its existing 

debt. 



Congressional hearings will include General Motors, which 

learned ofig~fition switch problems in ~oo4, a~xd federal safe~" 

regulato~, who received more fl~an 260 complaints. 

Busy, but "OVary, in Europe’s Steel Industry 

As demm~d rises agaim the big question is whether it will be 

sufficient to keep all of Europe’s steel mills intoning. 

Fred 

Upton, 

Sports 

Knicks Win 4[h Straight, but Jackson Is Main 
ayJr 

Ch~Ct@P 
had 28 

The specter of Phil Jackson Ioorned over the proceedings as 

~fieks escaped with a 123--11o viekory to boost their push lbr a playoff spoL 

Box Score 

~ b~trigue Over Jackson Continues to Percolate 

NETS 101, RAPTORS 97 

N eta Defeat Raptor8 h~ a PlayoffAtmosphere 

The Nets moved ~dthin three games of d~e Atlantic Division- 

leadi~g Torm~to Rapkors with a lol--97 home win ~-.,n Mop,day. 

..... Nets’ 

Mason 

Dra~t I,otter~j Can’t Come Soon Enough for Sixers 

The Philadelphia 76era came to Ma~son Squa~ Garden at 15- 

47 and looldng for their tirst victory si~ce Jan. 29. 

Arts 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

The Next Step Is Just Show~ng LTp 

Lindsay Ix)ban needs a Iifeli~e, and Oprah Wi~frey needs 

someo~e ~o saveo The result is "Lindsayi’ a new docu-se~%s o~ 

OWN. 

~ h,~dsay 

ARTSBEAT 

Sm~thson~an Nmnes David Skm’ton as Its .,,New D~reetor 

Dr. Sko~ ton, who is also a practicing cardiologist, emx’endy serves as president 

of Cornell. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

The Jews, a Hisl-orJ~/ in So N[any~ N[any ~,~ords 

In Simon Schama’s book ’The StoO" of the Jews," he writes that 

Jewish histo~7 has survived, khanks to iks people’s inteuse 

literacy o 

Science 



The Monitored Ma~ 

After six months of heax~: nse of activi~’-monito~ing gadgets - 

sometimes wearing four at a dine - the author reporLs back. 

Do Brain Woekouts ~:ork? Science Isn’t Sure 

Tools like Lmnosi~" p~mise to stimulate your m~nd, thou~ 

researchet~ quesdon how much they improve cognitive 

performance. 

A Or+ncussion Monitor to Measure Hard K~ocks 

New impact senso~.~ in helmeN promise to warn coaehes and 

parenN when a young afl~lete has sustained a Blow that might 

have cal~sed a eonc~ssio~L 

Obituaries 

Joe McGinniss, ’Fatal Vision’ _~thor, Dies at 7~ 

Mr. McOinniss~ who received scathing criticism for his reporting 

tech niqnes fix" the I983 book a bout the murder trial cg Jeffrey 

MacDonald, also chronicled the lives of Ptx’sident Richard Nixon 

and Sarah Palin. 

Km°t Chew-Een Lee, Sh~g~flar Marine, Dies at g8 

Believed to have Been fl~e first Asian-American o~icer in flue 

Marine Corps, M~ior Lee was cited for bravery for Belping to 
preserve a cruciM evacuation t~)ute ff~r 8,000 ~ne~c, an 

soldiers. 

Kurt 

Chew- 

Roger H[lsman, Ad~dse,¯ to Kennedy o~ V[etnmn, ~ Roser 
Dies at 94 ~-ti~ 

Mro t tilsman angered some military ofliciMs who felt they had 

Been bypassed aRer he helped dra~ a cable, approved by 

President JoBn F. Kennedy, giviug tacit ~efican support to a coup agNnst 

President Ngo Dinh Diem of South XCqetnam. 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

The Democrats Stand Up to the Koehs 

Democrats can’t match the Koch Brothers unlimited money, bnt they can use 

their political pnlpikq to fight for a few basic principles. 

~ Harassmen[ of Troubled State Exc~a n~es 

~ ~mm~grsnts, Rob~d b’f the Po~ce 

Fo; :’~e~e opi:~ien, go te NYTimee.comiOpinion >~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Venezuela Goes Mad 

The protests may only invigorate a flaccid dictatorship. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

There has ])ee~ a shJ~ ~ Americans’ m~derstm~d~ng of fl~e role of 

the U.S. and the nature el’power, wifl~ complex and unnetwing 

consequences. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Le~ Ha~d A~ong Bones 

’Dxo children of the ~sappeared ]mow t}~e nature of endless loss. 

Fo; :’~e~e oeinioI~ 9o to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >:, 
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Top News 

Obama l’~’il| Seek Broad Expansion of Overtime 

Pay 

President Obama this week will direct the Labor Department to 

revamp its regulutJo~s to rec~uire overtime pay tbr millions of 

Obsma 

#~ns to 

Conflict Erupts in Public Rebuke on C.LA. 

Inqtti~°y 

Se~ator Dianne Feinstein, the chakwoman (ff the Selmte 

Inke]ligenee CommiRee, sNd "~e C.I.A. searched computers 

being used by committee staff members ko investigate the agency’s 

interrogation ~eties. 

Disnne 

,Justice Deoto is S~dd to Look at G,M, Actions on 1-~ 
Satk~ty Flaws ....... 2005 I 

Chevy, 

The investiga~on is the latest in a widening series into 

handling of faulty ignition switches in its Chevrolet (2)balk sedan 

and other ears khat the company says are linked ko 31 accidents and 13 dea[hs. 

Editors’ Picks 



BUSINESS 

The m~thorities are s~ggestil~g that a group of Londol~ ~’aders, 

known as tim "cartel" and the "mafia," may have been illegally 

dipping it~to the $5.3--trilliowa--day eurret~ey tradeo 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Kiev’s ~ilc’ssage to Moscow 

Ukrainim~s want peace, but we wi]~ not submit to Soviet-s~:le bullying. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DAVID L~RMOUNT, ;m ed{tor of t:[ightg]obal, ;] news and data sevvice, on the mquh’y 
into the d~sappearanee of Malaysia Airlines Flight 37o, 

Today’s Video 

~vm~c : ihe Read Aeom~d: Blake Ba~ley 

The biographer Blake Bailey’ tells the s tory o[ his own family 

"The Splendid Things We Planned." 

~ vwEo: Helping Families X’Vith Chinese 

Clfildren 

Xiacming Wang, al~ ~mmigrant fl’om China based il~ New York, 

was inspired to sta*t her company after seeing so many 

:~nm~ean parents adopt Chinese girls. Her compsW sells Chinese edu~-ationa] 

prod~cts. 

~ W~)EO: The Voices of Montserrat 

Europe’s oldest boys choir, the Eseola~ia de Monkserrat, has 

eased its residetmy requiremen ks to raise em’olhnen L The move 

was effective and lmw they are on their first American tom:. 

World 

Confiasion Over Plm~e’s Route 

Families and Search 
B~. >v>~:>.~; 

Malaysian offiei~fls said the jefliner may have radically alter~d 

path arom~d the time commm~h?ations ended with ground 

controllers, possibly e~laining the expansion of the search area. 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

China Torn Betwccn Polh~.ics and Partncrship 

China is strn~Iing to find a neutral dipl :%ark’. position over R ~ssia’s 

inte~en[ion in Ukraine. 

Obama ’retm~ Debates How to Pamish Russia 

As President Obama searches for a way to contain and ultimately 

reverse Russia’s invasion of southen~ Ukraine without using 

lbrce, his team finds itself torn overjust how far to go using 

..... Minister ] 

U,S, 

Healtl~ Care Enrollment Falls Short of Goal, 
With Deadline Approaching 

The number of people who signed np for pNvate health 

insurance under the Affordahle Care Act in FebruaU &dined 

lbr the second month in a row. 

Plea Deal Talks Begin After Sexual Assmllt Trial 

Against !,d’my General IS IIalted 

Jurors in the trial of Brig. Gen. Jeffrey A. SindNr were sent back 

to their regular duties as lawyers tt{ed to resolve the case. 

C~en 

Report Says Medication Use Is Rising for Adults !4;’iih 

_Attention Disorder 

Some experts sMd the report indicated that the disorder is being diagnosed and 

treated v*~th rner~eafion in children far too often, and that s[eeply rising 

d~agnoses among adults might pod*end s~m~lar problems. 

Business 

Top Disney TV ONciai to Step Down 

Anne M. Sweeney, one of the raost powerful women in the 

entertainment indnstLv, will leave in 2Ol5 ariel’ 18 years at the 

company to become a television director. 

DEALBOOK 

Banamex Fraud Exposes Challenges for Citi in Mexico 



A recent $4oo million swindle agains[ a Citibank affiliate in Mexico 

demonstrates [be systemk~ ehallenges of finding safe len~ng clients in regions 

subjec~ to cronyism and sudden pMk:y shifts. 

DEALBOOK 

in ~len’s ~Vearhouse Deal, its Fore,tier Is ~lissh~g 

The 81.8 billion merger of Men’s Wearhouse and Jos. A. Ba~k 

Clothiers began ta~ng shape nearly a year ago when GeoKge 

Zimmer considered taking Men’s Wearhouse private. 

of the 

Sports 

A Sl-orT of Perseverance 

Each recurrence of cancer seems more dire, and yet after each, 

Stuart Scott has rekm’ned to his high-profile work ak ESPN, 

ensqring [hat his private fight Nso has become a veD’ public one. 

ON BASEBALL 

A Card~nal’s Inspiration to Move Ahead 

KMten Wong, 23, gains perspecfive from his mother’s death as 

he looks for a fresh start on the baseball field afker ending his 

2ol3 season on a game.-ending piekoff in the World Series. 

Thin but I 

Nap,3li 

ran olf 

the field 

Sabath~a IS Encm~raged by m~ O~ting, in Part Because It’s 

O~ly March 

C. C. Sabathia pikched three re~’eRable innings in the Yankees’ 3-2 pn’season 

loss Tuesday, but said he was in a beret posigon at fl~is point in camp than he 

was last year. 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A :Less Glossy Take on Teenage IAfe 

Lorde played the first of three soJd-ont shows on Monday ni~t 

at Roseland Ballroom. 

pefformi 

Park Avenue~ ~.he .Art Gallery 

The sculptures in :Uice Aycock’s ar[ installation "Park Avenue 

Paper Chase" arK, as she had hoped, drawing attention. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Sa|esman Swimming Wi|.h S]harks 

Inte[~qewing President Obama on Lhe online comedy show 

"Be~s’een Two Ferns" on Tuesday, Zach Oalifianakis deployed 

his signature rude Barbs. 

Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I CONTRA 

Going Solo Instead of Joining the Cho~s 

At Conkra, the chefs speak for ~emselves, not for a cibL 

from 



WINE SCHOOL 

Get Out Yore" Corksc"~0ew 

Comejoin us as we set out to drink and discuss a different ~q:~e of 

wthe each month. 

At Hartwood, a restauran t off the grid in Mexico, local 

k~gredienN that are painsta]dng]y proctored and cooked over 

wood fires are the dements of a new mfisine. 

fir~ 

drkNing 

Obituaries 

Joe McGinniss, V~ho Chronicled Polities and the 

Mro MeGkmiss’s hooks concentrated on behind- the-.seenes looks 

at political figm’es like Sarah Palin and Richard M. Nixon, and 

notorious crimes. 

:: McGinni 

201~1. 

Bill McLaughlin, CBS News Correspondent, Dies 

at 76 

h~ a a7-year television career, he covered the shooting of Pope 

John Paul II and conflicts in the Middle East and Vietnam, 

among o~her pivotal events. 

McLaug 

[    stayed [ 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimee.¢om/Obituariee ~* 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

The COLA, Torture Cove~’-Up 

Sen. Ueinstein to4ay provided stark evidence that the C.I.A. may have 

commi~ed crimes to prevent the e~osure of ]x’ut~d i~terrogation practices. 

Fo; me~e or)ir~ien go to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

The F~,ture of h~ternet F,oeedom 

We have the teehnolo&y to defeat censorship. Do we have the 

will? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Spies Who Didn’t Love Her 

DiFi blows the whistle on Cenh’al Intal]igen ~e arroganr~. 

, Co,urn n~st Page 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

Exploiting Call fo,o~ia’s 

The crisis can prompt changes in crop selection and water use. 

For h~ore o,oinion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~ 
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SHARE YOUR EXPERTISE ABOUT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS 

A large educational publisher would like to hear your unbiased opinion 

on college textbooks. The survey is being conducted among a select 

group of individuals in higher education, so your responses are essential 

to the accuracy and results of this survey. 

Click on the image below to take a 8-10 minute survey on college textbooks. 

Your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence and will only be 

used in conjunction with those of other higher-education professionals. 

Your time and insight are greatly appreciated! 

If you can’t see the image above, visit 

https://brand.qualtrics.com/SE/?SZD=SV cSFcbNowO2fGKaN 
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Today’s Headlines: Signals on Rad~ Puzzle Ottici~ls in Hunt for Malaysia~ Jet 

Today’s Headlines 
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As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Si~aais on Radar Pu~le OffJeiMs ~n Hunt tim 

Malaysian authorities were struggling to interpret data showing 

what could be the lost Malayaia A~rlJl~ea Ni~t 370 veering off 

course and hundreds d miles from iks last kno*~m position. 

Health Law Tied to G,O,P, Victory in F]lor~da 

Tuesday’s special elecfiou showed that a Democrat’s campaign 

could uot oukrun the tsunami of advez dsemenks tying khe 

candidate to P[~sident Obama’s health care law. 

At Least 3 Ki||ed as Gas Ex~ploMon Hits East 

Harlem 

The explosion oeem’red less than 2o minutes after a neighbor 

called to repo[1 a gas odor that had Ji~ereased overnight. 

, Fq Video: Sce:qes From the [~tiildiq~ Collapse 

Editors’ Picks 



BUSINESS I RETIREMENT SPECIAL SECTION 

At Leisure, or Still at Work 

Though Lhe number of people working wSile retired has ~sen 

2o years, more people gh’e up o*x the idea, largely because of the 

dil’Seul~i in findh~g a suitable 

, New Wedds Open a{ the Artist’s Ease[ 

, Go te Special Section 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Why Aren~l- Doctors Dr~g Tested°? 

Addicted hospital staff members are spread~ng hffect~ons to 

pa[ients th[~ugh used needles. 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Reviewing Beats Music 

Is the new music streaming sendce from BeaLs Eleeh’oaics a 

worthy competitor to Spo~ify und Pandora? Molly Wood gives 

h er verdi 

~ VmEO: Alpp Smart: Birt-hda>:~ 

Kit Eaton desm{bes three apps "dnat can help you keep track of 

~he birthdays for the people in yore’ life, 

~ vine:o: ]In Performance: Claire Chase 

Claire Chase performs Edgard "*~tr&se’s "Dew, sit3.’ 21.~" on 3 

platit~mn flute. 

video, go to NYTh~ee.com~Tideo )~ 

World 

Theories Grow Without Facts on Lost Flight 

On ~ews programs m~d in chat rooms, adatio~ experts and the 

less i,fformed tNed to exphfit~ how u modern jet like Malaysiu 

Airlines Flight 370 could disappear w~thout a traee. 



Amid Seare]h for Pla~e, Malays~a~ Leaders Face 

Rare Scrutiny 

Work]wide bafflemen t a t the disappcara n ce of an airplane ha s 

challenged Malaysia’s paternNistic polikieal culture a~d exposed 

its elite to withering judgments. 

delense 

I 

Ukraine Crisis Lffrtits Merkel’s Rapport "With        [~ c,~:~ 

eutin 

With Chaneelk~r z~gela Merkel of Germany failing to swayM 

President X,ladimir V. Pufin of Russia on Ukraine, Germans are 

wonde*~ng whether a policy of eondliation with Russia has run its course. 

How a Mil~ta~" Sexual Assault Case Fou~dered 

The credibiliki of the accuser of an Army general raised 

questions as ~Jd tile nakio~mI ~ttendon to tile issue d sexaal 

misconduct fi~ the armed 

s of the 

legal 

Debate on Bourbon St,: Should the Good qlmes 

Roll Less Loudl>~ 

When the efforks to fix a fauI[y and spottily enlbreed noise 

ordinance became bo~ed clo~, the New Orlem~s CiV Cou~dl 

decided to try to fix what is perhaps khe country’s pre-eminent 24-hour street 

party. 

I~ Alabm~a, College Stude~ts Take O~ Challe~ge 

of Health Insurance Sign- Up 

Bama Covered is believed to be the only group doing enrolIme,t 

for insm’anee under the ~t?~rdable Care Act that is made up 

solely of college s tuden 

Business 

Huge Reca~ by GoMo Sets OffI ah~fid Question,s 

on Crashes 

Fami}ies face new fee~ings of grief and anger over possi 

missed warnings of problems with the vehicles’ iguidon switches. 

Reveals it "Was "[’old of l[gr~it~on Defect in 



General Motors said on Wednesday that it had received reports of a safety 

defect in its ea~s as early as 2ool -- three years earlier than previously disclosed, 

F.T.C. I~quiry I~to HerhMife Prompts Big Share       Ackrr~a;~ 

The nutrition supplements company said it had received a dviI 

investig~ rive demand Dora the Federal Trade Commission, amid a push for 

fighter regulation by the hedge fired ti~m William A. Aekman. 

Sports 

Quiet i~ Mo~onh~g, P~eree E~oupts at Night to Lead 

Nets Over Heat,.,, 

Hours aRer Paul Pierce declined to speak to reporters, saying he 

was in "k~eked-in rhode," he scored 29 p*~ints to lead the Nets to their first win in 

Miami since 2008. 

Score 

KNICKS 116, CELTICS 92    .~q:}’;K. R. 

Knieks E|~joy Outcome as They Keep l’Va~th~g for 

Resolution 

WRh an efficient dispatching of ~he CePdes, khe Knieka won kheir 

ti~h straight as the wa k to hear whether Phil Jaelc~on would join the team 

con d n u ed. 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
~ Cosch 

Jackson’s Tl0iangle Offense: One Way to Reshape Mike 
Woodso 

’I’h~e people who have worked with Phil dackso~ believe he 

would relish the oppo~uni~" to integrate Carme]o Anthony into the offense he 

used as a 

~ if JacKson Joins the Knicks, His Options at the Beginning Are Few 

Arts 

DANCE REVIEW 

For the 6ot]h T~e, a Visit to the Kingdom of 

Taylor 

The Paul Taylor Dance Company opened ik~ 6oth seaso~ with 

three works, including "Cloven ~ngdorn." 

Shopping for a Masterpiece (~V~fl~ Heilp) for 

A r~;porter gets tips ~rom three professional guides on how to 

n~vigate the marketplace at three of New York’s smaller art fairs 

last week. 

ON COMEDY 

Keeph~g Stm~d-lUp in tJae Box 

’Phe different styles of d~e comics Scan Patton and Ted 

z~exandro also reveN difl%renees between stand--np and "1%~ 

comedy. 

:": Taylor 
Dance 

~ ;ompsn 



Fashion & Style 

In T]~e~r Ow~:~ Tee’ms 

From aK to adve~is~ng, and on hit televisio~ shows, t~ansgender 

preseuee is gro~dng. 

Ernst, 

Long Time Co~ti~g 

After years in the bush~ess, the me~’s wear designer Mark 

MeNaiP.v has arrived, dust ask the tapper CamYon. 

The [ 

The Rise of Baekoto-tl[~e-Basics Fm~era|s 
SF %U%/,N SHUM%RV 

An it~dush’y responds b) demand tbr greedier arid more 

meaningful send-offs. 

Cunning 
ham~ a 

I :::,o I 

Obituaries 

]l-t[unei~ Maassab, 87, Dies; Developed F|~Nlist 
Vaccine 

D> Maassab’s spray used a live version of the influe*~za virus 
that had been a~euuated, or weakened, so as uot to cause the 

b was 
inspired 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Extra Pay fo~¯ Extra Wo~0k 
~. mr. i.r.~ ro,,>.,,~ 

President Obama’s call for new overtime rules couM mean a raise fix" millions of 

, China Moves on Bankm9 Reforms 

~ Welcomed Aboard, as Someone Else 

For mare opi!~io~:; ,go zo NYTimee.eomtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bossy P~mts? 

Too many children are born to siugle mothers, but instead of 

addressing the issue f%om a pdicy pet%~ective some hat1) on pop 

e@kure and blame Beyone& 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

:Lmteh o~ the Bmorieades 

’F~e basic idea of providing heaI@y subsidized meals for public 

school students used to be as universNIy accepted as Soei~d 

Securib~. Not so anymore! 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T|~e Unl[~eal[by Meat ~arket 
LM N iCN OL .:’,<.~ 

A bandi?fl of companies cou~’o] what we put o~ the diuner table, 

raising eoueerus for tke lives of humans and animals alike. 

~ Columnis% Page I Blog 
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Oxford University P .... 

~ History of Namibia 
~ From the Beginning to 1990 
~,~ ~\ ,,,,& Marion Wallace 

..... ISBN: 9780199333509 

~ 
Paperback, January 2014, 454 pp. 

~.~!~ ............ 
List Price: $27,ds~ 

¯ Concise history of Namibia from its I 
I 

origins until its independence 

~ ~ 
¯ First new scholarly general history ~ ~ 
of Namibia in two decades L_ ~ 

¯ Extensive bibliography adds to its In 1990, Namibia gained its independence after a decades-long struggle 

against South African rule--and, before that, against German colonialism. This 

book, the first new scholarly general history of Namibia in ~o decades, 

usefulness for readers 

provides a fresh synthesis of these events, and of the much longer pre-colonial 

period. 

A History of Namibia opens with a chapter by John Kinahan covering the 

evidence of human activity in Namibia from the earliest times to the nineteenth 

century, and for the first time making a synthesis of current archaeological 

research widely available to non-specialists. In subsequent chapters, Wallace 

weaves together the most up-to-date academic research (in English and 

German) on Namibian history, from the mid-eighteenth century to the present 

She explores histories of migration, production and power in the pre-colonial 

period, changes triggered by European expansion, and the dynamics of the 

period of formal colonialism. The coverage of German rule includes a full 

chapter on the genocide of 1904-8. Here, Wallace outlines the history and 

historiography of the wars fought in central and southern Namibia, and the 

subsequent mass imprisonment of defeated Africans in concentration camps. 

The final two chapters analyze the period of African nationalism, apartheid, and 

war betw’een 1946 and 1990. The book’s conclusion looks briefly at the 

developmentofNamibiainthetwodecadessinceindependence AHistoryof 

Namibia provides an invaluable introduction and reference to the past of a 

country that is often neglected, despite its significance in the history of the 

region and, indeed, for that of European colonialism and international 

relations It makes accessible the latest research on the country, illuminates 

current controversies, puts for, ward new insights, and suggests future 

directions for research. The book’s extensive bibliography adds to its 

usefulness for scholar and general readers alike 

"Perceptive, multi-layered and judicious, Marion Wallace’s comprehensive 

History of Namibia is a veritable tour de force Based on a deep knowledge of 

the existing historiography but also of the most recent research in Namibia 

itself, over h^/o-thirds of the volume deals with the history of the region and its 

peoples since 1870, and ends with a deft summary of the period since 

independence. Yet Wallace--and the archaeologist, John Kinahan, who 

contributes the first chapter--are also to be congratulated on their decision to 

root this account in the far deeper history of south-west Africa. The volume will 



African, and, indeed, African history more widely." 

African Studies, University of London 

"This first history of independent Namibia takes its small, ethnically diverse, 

largely pastoral community, in a vast piece of Africa, through colonialism, 

dispossession, genocide and war to the birth of ’a stable, peaceful, relatively 

prosperous nation state.’ A compelling story, brilliantly told." 

late 1950s 

"A comprehensive history which will be essential reading for anyone interested 

in moving beyond the shallow histories contained in tourist guides. This well 

crafted, fair, insightful and sensitive volurne will appeal not only to the general 

reader but will be compulsory reading for scholars as well. Wallace’s book is 

destined to become an instant classic." 

--Robert Gordon, Professor of Anthropology and African Studies, University of 

Vermont 

"Marion Wallace achieves nothing less then the first modern general history of 

Namibia Her erudite treatment of the various aspects of Namibian history, 

from the German colonial racial state and the first genocide of the twentieth 

century to the de facto annexation by South Africa and the very late 

independence, will hugely benefit scholars and students of Namibia and 

southern Africa more generally." 

--JQrgen Zimmerer, Professor of African History, University of Hamburg 

"An indispensable introduction to the history of Namibia for all interested in the 

country and her people." 

--Africa Review of Books 

"Rarely, if ever, do academic histories reflect...the whole gamut from pre- 

colonial to postcolonial pasts. Marion Wallace has remedied this problem in a 

magisterial new book, A History of Namibia... Her goal here is synthesis and 

perspective and she succeeds admirably on both fronts... At the same time that 

Namibians across ethnicities are well served by, and well represented in, one 

of the first survey texts of Namibian history, anyone interested in the 

development of social systems and African politics writ large will benefit from 

reading, and rereading, this book" 

--Mail and Guardian. South Africa 

"Clearly written with impressive documentation resembling that of research 

monographs, this is among the best African country histories .. Highly 

recommended" 

--CHOICE 

Marie. Wallace is African curator at the British Library and a historian of 

Namibia. 

~ -- Exp ore Oxford Scholarship Online 
~:: Oxford Scholarship 

Online 
Oxford Scholarship Online is the ultimate research resource, providing access 

to close to 5,000 peer-reviewed titles across 18 disciplines. Since its launch in 

2003, Oxford Scholarship Online continues to grow adding up to 500 new 

books each year as it remains a groundbreaking tool for both research and 

teaching. 

Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online is available at your institution. 

ii.~ Email J<.~i~’~ O~r Email Lists to <.’:<m[i[~" r~c~ivi~g ~’m~.~ils ~bo~ 

Oxford Uni\~ersit2 P~ess, 

above 



Higher education institutions across North America are keenly aware of today’s challenges in 

funding, student engagement and outcomes, and the need to operate with efficiency. The 

issues are known, but how can institutions transcend them to achieve record enrollment and 

retention rates, and increase financial stability, while maintaining academic integrity? The 

answer ~ies in transf~rming y~ur traditi~na~ educationa~ programs t~ meet the ~eeds ~f t~day’s 

growing population of on-demand, non-traditional learners. 

Join us March 27th at 2:00 PM ET for this FREE Webcast, where Connor Gray and Raymond 

Todd Blackwood share how colleges and universities can use advanced technology to: 

¯ Market their institutions to attract, engage, and educate on-demand students 

¯ Reduce the administrative burden of managing traditional and non-traditional programs 
through automation 

¯ Enable growth while protecting the financial security and unique identities of their 
institutions 

Presenters: 

Oonnor Gray, Chief Strategy Officer, Campus Management Corporation 

Raymond Todd Blackwood, Director of Student information Systems & Technology, 

Campus Management Corporation 

Tra~sforr~ing Education Prograr~s for O~Der~and Lear~ers 

March 27, 2014.2pro EST/11am PST 

Please feel free to forward this invitation to anyone you believe may be interested in attending 

this timely webcast. 

This exciting webcast is sponsored by Campus Management Corporation and hosted by The 

Chronicle of Higher Education. All content presented during the event is provided by Campus 

Management. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <wesa, iew.promotion@perseusbokks.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New edition available tbr Fall courses, The Lesbia~ and Gay Movements, 2nd ed. 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Professor SaNe: 

Westview Press proudly announces the publication of a 

new edition in time for your Fall courses: 

The Lesbia~ and Gay Movemer~ts: 

Assimilation or Liberations? Secor~d Editio~ 
by Crai,g A R~mrqem~ar~ 

(978-0-81334849-0) 

The Lesbian and Gay Movements provides a concise overview 
of the political strategies of lesbian and gay movements in the 

United States in the areas of AIDS/HIV policy, military policy, 
and same-sex marriage, and the government’s response to 
these movements. 

::~] bookcover 



Second edition updates include: 

Comprehensive discussion of the seismic changes in the 
landscape of lesbian and gay movements and rights, including 
all the major landmarks since 2007: the fight for same-sex 
marriage, the repeal of "Don’t Ask Don’t Tell", and the impact 
passage of the Affordable Care Act has on HIV/AIDS patients= 

Strategic consideration of the challenging issue of what 
constitutes movement "effectiveness" and how effective 
assimilationist vs. liberationist strategies have been in critical 
policy arenas. Considerable attention is devoted to how policy 
elites-presidents, federal and state legislatures, and courts= 
have responded to the movements’ grievances. 

Updated and student-friendly discussion questions as well 
as Rimmerman’s provocative writing style foster student 
engagement and classroom discussion and debate. 

Sincerely, 
Your Westview Press Sales and Marketing Team 

i 
ii.~.iI orderbutton 

PROMO CODE: W605 

WESTVIEW PRESS I 2465 CENTRAL AVENUE, BOULDER, CO 80301 

This is a commercial message 

¯ If you would prefer not to [~ceive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:00 PM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.unc.edu~~ 

Rain’s Counter-Revolution 

V( )Lo 36 NO. 6 Visit h:b.comk E~ 

Putin’s Counter-Revolution 
James Meek 

The troth is that Russia and Ukraine have been reunited 

for a long time, in a corrupt tnosaie dominated by 

Moscow. Putin’s great fear is that the people of a future 

better Ukraine might inspire an entirely different 

unifieafion with their East Slav brethren on his side of 

the border - a common cause of popular revolt against 

him. More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Not the Marr~dng Kind 
Adam >lars-Jones 

His mixh~re of gravitas and unpredietabilib, made my father a remarkable judge, but 

it was less of a winning formula in the domestie setting of kitchen or sitting room. 

This was sotnething I had to tly to anticipate when I realised that I would have to 

break the news to Dad that I belonged to the eategoly he hated and feared. More 

I--Iow much meat is too much? 

Bee V’JiIs~ ~n 

Vegetarians argue that they make us feel uncomfortable because their existenee is a 

reminder of the eruelty and earnage that the rest of us refuse to see. But I suspect 

that the root of our hostili~ is more basie. It isn’t so much that they remind us of the 

slaughterhouse as that they make a mockery of our unthinking preferences. More 

Branson 

Richard Branson is the mirror image of a Russian oligareh. Where they do their best 

to avoid the glare of publicity, he thrives on it. Those who got rieh by seizing the 

spoils of the post-Soviet eeonomy soinefimes have to pretend to be poorer than they 

ieally are, so as not to muse publie ful3~ at the scale of their heist. Branson pretends 

to be mueh rieher than he really is. More 

Short Cuts 

C][~r~sti~m l[x~rent~en 

Subscr~.bers can also read: 

Coim Td~blm" Art and Polities in Catah:~nJa 

M~chael Ku~ikowsM: Class in ArchNe Greece 

::X:: Northwestern 

CaFcanet New Poetries 
V: A Reunion 
Wednesday 19 March 
at 7 p.m. 

The Bloomsbu~y 
Cookbook 
Tuesday 8 April 
at 7 p.m. 

Te~e~ F~om Cuba: An 
~venin,~ with 
Rachel Kushne~ 
Tuesday 15 April 
at 7 p.m. 

The Novel: A 
Biography: 
Miehae~ $chmidt and 
Michael Wood 
Tuesday 20 May 
at 7 p.m. 



At the Guggenheim Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 

CODyr[ght (C: Loladvm Review o[’ Books ¯ 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email: regl :[:ar@[:b cc ~;k ¯ You can mxsubscr[be or u])date yore7 elnml [)~ei)imtces at any time on oar website. 
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The History and Politics of the Black Panther Party 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Party al i~s peak of lnfluence~ Bold, engrossing, and richly 

Br ........ ",ore titles i:-: detailed> [hk; beok cuta through mytholegy and 

] 

If you would like to request an exam copy of t~lis book, please ~.OJ.~.l.LY=t~ to learn more 

~b 2¢:,~ 4 uc Press .,~,u <i~hts reee<’+ed 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 3:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Russian Troops Mass at Border With Ukraine 

Today’s Headlines 2014 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital aosess to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

R~ssian Troops Mass at Border ~**’itl~ Ukraine 

Russia’s kroop buildup raised alarms about a possible invasion 

and drew a s~aarp r~bI~ke from Chancellor z)lgela Merkel of 

Germany, who said Russia ii~eed diplomatic m~d eeoi~omie 

retaliation. 

ExperB were poring over military radar data dmt seemed to 

indicate Nat the missing Malaysian flight had hm~ed west and 

skayed aloft ]oug aRer iks last eonNct wikh gr’ouud conkrol]e~s. 

Theories Grow W~thout FacN on Lost Flight 

In -~ East Hal’lern B~fildings Leveled by 

ExpioMon, Lives Entwined as in Bygone Era 

Upstairs residei~ts of the eentmy-o~d buildin&s, which had 

changed little i~ a neighborhood thak ~as been rapidly 

modernizii~g, had close tics to a piai~o shop and a ehare~a. 

Editors’ Picks 



Muslim 

Seventy years after S ta]in brutally deported thousan ds of 

Crimean Tatars to Cen ~raI ~ia, the deseendanN of those who returned fear 

repressioo as R~ssia tightens its grip on the peniosula. 

~ Reiated Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

White patie~ts with breast caocer receive a diagnosis and 

treatmeot much faster~ 

Today’s Video 

The New York Tirnes fihn critics on "Need for Speed," ’~,:eroniea 

Mars" sod "Le Week-Eod 7 

~ vu?~:o: Times Mixture I Flig~lt 37o’s :Pings 

More inforpa ation on the search for th e Malaysia o j etlio er on th e 

Minute i ~eluding t m United States* silent role in lke 

invesUgation and wither{rig criticism of Malaysia’s political elite, 

~ vm~:o:Vineerd-’s Painting C~ass 

Io 2o12~ a stroke ~eft’~qneent Cass partly paralyzed. Soon aRer, 

the 77-year-old took a painting class and discovered a ~lent he 

never realized he had. 

World 

:Former Egyptian Ge~el’al Calls Promise of Free :E|eetio~s a 

Ahmed Shafik, who had suppork’d flae military ~keover’, said the w3Ung would 



be fixed, an almos t heretical expression of cyriieism h’om a member of the 

militmT elite. 

Bm~ on Doctors’ Group Imperils Mymmmr Sect 

The government halted the work of Doctors Without Borders 

ariel’ some -4~eials accused the ~’oup of favoring a Muslim 

minorib~ over BuddhisN. 

Win, 28, 

Preparations, Mediator Says SyTia Vote 

V~;ould Doom °Fairs 

Lakhdar Brahimi said there were many signs that Syria’s 

govenm~ent was planni~g an e~ecfion, though that ~)ald be 

counterproductive for talks. 

U,S. 

To Keep Teenagers Alert, Schools iLet Them 

Sleep in 

A movement to start hi-~a schools later has gained momentum, 

bolstered by a growing body of research ma the adolescent body 

clock. 

] ~ Jiliyr;c,s 
....... Santos 

_After Fatal Crash, Soul-Searching for South by ~] The 
SO~I thwest 

a fte~ friar 

h Of a 

When ~’o people were killed and at least 23 in~ured Tht~rsday 

after a dHYer slammed his car into a crowd, it crystallized 

q ues fion of whether the South by Southwest festival has become too big and 

rowdy. 

The Lade: Fatal Crash at Sou& by Sc uthwest FesJ’, al Was a ’One-Minute Event’ 

Colorado Appeals Court Says Marijuana Law Cm, I+ ..... I 
Be Used to Challenge Con~4ctions ....... Si+i reel 

,~:,C~< ~-~::~:,~. ~" 
job 

+ I I A s~ke appeals eomk agreed nded that the legalization law, 

known as ~nendmen[ 6~, could apply retroactively to minor 

d ru g oftenaes if people ha d a lready been appealin g their con victions wh en the 

m easure wen k in to creel 

Business 

I/oS. Agrees to Allow BP Back Into Gulf Waters to Seek 



Under the u~eement, BP w~l~ be allowed to bid ~:~r new leases as early as next 

Wednesday, but only as long as the company passes musLer on ethies~ corporate 

governance and safety procedures. 

3o3 Deaths See~ in GoM. Ca~os With Failed Air 

::6’ E.-,NI~: cc~: ~V’~R’. ~.~ E~;’,::~Y ~Ob~ 

A safety watchdog says an accident trend went u~oUeed by 

reguI{Rms before the t~eaI1 of two models last month. 

,~ Document: Center for ~uto Safety Le~er to N.H.T.S a 

7£~ G.M. 

DEALBOOK                                                   :~] Attorney 

Eric H. 

The JuaUee Department has repeakedly and signil~ca~fly 

overs b~ted its ef~-~rts to prosecute mortgage li"aud, an internal watchdog said on 

Thursday. 

Sports 

ON COLLEGE BASKETBALL 

Big East To~alo~ame~t at t~ae Ga~ode~ Lacks New 

Yo~°k F|avor 

The Big East eould have used a semifinal showdown between 

Se4on Hall und St. -Iohn’s~ 

players 

Two Coae]~es Bo~-n ]Into Fame Earn Respect 

Themse|ves 

Dan Hurley, the coach at R2aode Island, is the son of the Hall of 

Fame coach Bob tturley Sr., und one ~ff his assistanLs, Luke 

Murray, is the son of the actor Bill Murray. 

Island 

Coach 

Dan 

A Female T~oailMazer’s Next 
L:y ~,ARLN CROU’.X. 

Shannon Szabados, Mm won an Olympic gold medal fi:~r Canada, 

is expected to become the first woman to play i~ the Southern 

Professionul Hockey League. 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

First, They Came for the A~’t 

"Degenerate ±M’t: T]ae Attuck on Modern zM’L in Nazi Germany, 

~ 937," at the Neue Oalerie, addresses the Nazis’ selective 
demonizing of art. 

ART REVIEW 

Landmmoks of Fashion 

"Bill Cunningham: Facades" is the resulk of a long-.kerm 

colla boration between the ph otographer a n d his f~en d, Edits 

Sherman. 

ART REVIEW 

"l[’he l~lm~, Not the Myth 

"Ouuguin: Me ’tamoq~hoses," at Mo~k% is a show thak ra(~cally 

reshapes our understanding of’that 19th-eentm3, painter, but 

more through pdnN an d r~)jecLs than t~rough paintings. 



Movies 

’LE WEEK-END’ 

A Gel-away Um0a’veLs t|~e Ties T~’iat ~ind 

In "Le Week-End," Nick and Meg, a Iong--mar~ed couple, revisit 

Paris to tW to put the spark back i~ their marriage. 

’VERONICA MARS’ 

A Loea~ Girl V~:llo Made It 

Fans wanted more of the canceled ~IW show Weroniea Mars," 

and with the help of a Kieks ta’ter campaign, much of the old 

east, including Ktqsten Bell, is back in Neptune in a feature 

’NEED FOR SPEED’ 

Fast Cars, and Racing for Revenge 

A;-m>n Paul sh~rs in "Need ~or Speed," a B movie based on a video 

game series that might he best seen at a drive-ira 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

Duncan 

end Jim 

Obituaries 

Reubh~ Askew, "iMoo-’l"erm Florida Governor, Dies 

Mr. Askew, a "N ew S*-~uth" Demoera k who once sought the 

presidency, was ])al~ of a wave of model’ate ~oli[}lel]l govel?llol?8 

in the ~97os and ’8oso 

,loci Brinkley, a Times Washingl-on and Mideast 

Repo~el’, Dies at 61 

Mr. BIdnk]ey, a PulJ’~:er Prize-winning r~por[er who spent much 

of his career at The New York Times, was remembered for his 

meticulous repo~ing and ae~ae of hnmor. 

Robe~t Riekel, a Fom~der of Hardwal’e 

Nupert~arkets~ Dies at 90 

In the ~95os, Mr. ~ckel and his two bi’othet~ ~-~pened a chain of 

stores that offered suburbal~ customers a supermarket-s~’le 

shopping experience before Home Depot eMsted. 

Askew, 

rigilt, 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Fixing Ul~’aine’s Economy 

IntcrnationaI aid can help, but the countrT’s leaders still have to end wasteful 

subsidies and tind ways to r~dse exports. 

, Happy Meals, Unhappy Workers 

, Saving a Futdre for Those Wi~h Disabiii~ies 

For h~*;re opini÷~n, go t~ NYTimes.eomfOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Deepest Self 

Tb e evolutic,~ aW view c,~ hum an ~a~n:e sells hum ani~: sh o~. 

~ Columnis% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Age~t h~ lqis Laby~’intJ~ 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fern" of V~ages 

The troub]i~g crusade against fl~]l employme~t r,sises the 

question: What’s wrrmg with r~sing wages, a~yway? 

~ Co~umn~ Page I Bl°9 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOt.t.OW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

Access The New York Times from awwhere with ,.)tar suite of apps: 

iPhond,~) l iPad(~3 Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

SM3,VG UNC <socialmovements@gmail.com~ 

Friday, March 14, 2014 12:14 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] An Invitation: Academia and Social Change: Celebrating the achievements of Dorothy Holland and the Social Movements 

Working Group 

Academia and Social Change: Cdebrath~g the achievements of Dorothy Holland and the Social Movements Workh~g Group. 

April 25-26, 2014 

Fedex Giobaq Education Center, 4003 

It is clear that today the vision of the University is drastically changing. Throughont the world there have been creative efforts to malce the academy a more relevant and 

productive place, in particulax for those needing and seeking radical social change. UNC has been a particularly vital place for these efforts, in no small part due to the 

tireless work of Dorothy Holland, and the Social Movelnent Working Group she co-created and co-led for many years. As Dottle enters the ne:d phase of her career 

we want to take a mo~nent to honor her, her work, and the collective body of scholarship she has been crucial in developing. 

To this end we are inviting members of the UNC communi~, past and present to join us for a two day symposium to celebrate Dottie’s lifetime of achievements and to 

engage in a deeper discussion and debate abont the status of the University and its role in public life and social change. 

The celebration will begin with a panel featuring speakers who will highlight key themes mad areas of interest from Dottie’s oeuvre, tbllowed by discussion, and a space 

tbr others to join in identit~/ing key aspects of her legacy. If you are interested in participating in this panel, please email socia]movements@gmail.com a 250 word 

abstract by March 25. 

In the tradition of the Social Movement Worldng Group, Saturday will be in the format of a workshop where we will analyze and discuss whether and how the 

academy can contribute to social change. Beginning with collective exereises, the workshop will create a base line for discussion of exiffting work on social movements, 

including the of contributions of critical race theorists, feminists, as well as researchers engaged in paxticipatory foims of research. In thinking about social movements as 
ki~owledge- producers this workshop will push us to develop different images and understandings of engagelnent. Given the current s~te of North Carolina, and various 

transformations at UNC, a reflection on the nature and role ofonr work in social transformation seems paNcularly apt. If you are interested in paNcipating in the 

workshop, please RSVP to socialmovements~gmaJl.com no later than March 31. ~Ve will cilculate a series of questions and provocations for your response, which 

will be made available to everyone in attendance. 

Finally, we are compiling a bibliography/record of publications and other achievements of SMWG and iks members. For now we have two major documents: 1 ) A list 

of articles and book~, and 2) a record of grants and awards. Please add to them through the links provided here. (Google-docs). Please upload articles, books and 

other achievements that you see as belonging to/contributing the SMWG legacy. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

s~nwg01 as: eunice~?e~na~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34389579-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(dblistserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 3:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headliues: Radar Suggests Jet Shifted Path More Thma Once 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital ac,sess to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Radai° S~lggests Jet Sh~fted Path More Th~n Once 

A militate/radar track appeared to show that Malaysia Airlines 

t,’light 3"7o climbed ko 4.5,ooo feet afker disappearing 

Nvi]ian radar m~d altered its course as if still m~der a pilot’s 

:": Mala~si 
sn Air 

U.So-R~sMa Talks on Ukraine Fail to Ease 

Tension 

As Moscow ordered more militm’y exercises on Ukrai~e’s 

border, SeereNry of State John KerD’ met "~e Russian foreign 

minister but f~fi]ed to fi~d a sok~tion. 

,2 C~oices ie Crimea Referendum, but Neither ~s 

Senate Balks at Obama Pick ~}r Surgeon General 

The White House is co~sideri~g pu~il~g off a Senate vote c,~ Dr. 

Vivek H. Mu~ thy, who has come under cfitiNsm from 

Na@~nal l~fle Association~ or withdrawing the nomination 

a ltogeth 

Editors’ Picks 



FASHION & STYLE 

~ vmEo: Bill Cmminghara ] No Coupons at 

Chanel 

At Chm~eI, the real [tl~l began afLer more thm~ 2,000 guests got 

up fl’om their ca~on seats and thought they had the right to shop. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Obama Has Made America Look Weak 

The Crimea crisis offers Americans a chance to restore our 

cou~[ry’s credibili[y on the world skage. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SERGEY V, LAVROV, Russia’s foreign minister, o~ the failure of talks wRh Secretatw o[ 

State &~hs Kerry ~o ease tensions over Russia’s insistence that a referendum on 

Crimean isdependence proceed as scheduled. 

Today’s Video 

Crtfise 

3oi~ "~qetorian ge~}gemen, mad scientists and others oll a join:hey 

to khe Bahamas. 

Related .Articie 

~ vine:o: A Film to Change the World 

The Chilean filmmaker Alqjandro Jodorowsky explains his 

ambitions for "Du*m." 

Related Articie 

Rabbit is no hardor to cook aL home ~an chicken. Me]issa Clark 

shows how to enha~ee this lem~ m eat ~th olives, lem on and feta 

rabbit 

with 

World 

For Myamnar Mt~slim Minority, No Escape From 

Brutality 

lZohingya Muslims, dctfied d[izet~ship in Myanmur, pass through 

Thailand o~ their way to relative safeb’ i~ Malaysia or, if they 



e.annot afford b:,, pay unscrupulous brokers, languish there. 

TsetSes 

After more than a month of protests and bloody unrest, 

President Nieolfis Madu~’o has projected an image of openness 

and indush)n, while simnltaneonsly craddng down. 

High Levels of Pollution Sp~r :Paris to Action 

Un~suaIly high levels of air pollufio~, which prompled warnb~gs 

fr~-,,m the Health MinistW, were expeded to e~-mtinue unabated 

through the weekend. 

view 

of the 

U.S. 

In Rare Case, %Voman With HoIoVo ][~feets 
Female Sex Part~e~’, C.DoCo Says 

Heald~ oflieials said this was dm lirst eon[irmed instance of such 
transmission ,-,,f the virus. 

A Timeless Cal~fo~’~ia E,~dave Fea,’s ~ City’s 

Sway 

In Wood Colony, descendants of Anabapds£ setL]ers farm ~n an 

unspoiled landscape and keep to the old ways. But they fear that 

is about to change. 

~lassaeh~setts College To~m Seeks A, tswers as 

Festivities Spin 0~ of Co~trol 

The ar~’est of 55 people dining a pre--St. Patrick’s Day *qte ~hat 

turned vident has many people wondering how s~dent parb’ing 

can be 

Amher~ 
police 

Fol mo~e US !~e’,,,,’s ,~o to NYTimes.com!U$ ~ 

Business 

COMMON SENSE 

A Dragn~et at Dewey & LeBoeufSAa~’es a Mhmow 

ZaehaU Wa[’ren, a low-level employee at the once-.giant law 

firm, was the unwi~ng target of an increasingly commm~ 

proseeab)fial tae[ie called parallel eonstruetion~ 



End of Gullf Ba~ ARows BP ~o Expand[ ~n Familiar, Lucrative 

~err~ory 

The d~ance ~o add new dfi~ing s~tes 

company’s recoveW from the Deepwa~er Hm~zon disaster. 

WEALTH MATTERS 
Leo 

For Boardlir~g Se]hoo]s, an Evolvi~g Fi~anda]l .Aid Ma,~haU 

:P~filosop~y 

Some faro ~1~es making as much as $3oo,ooo are al.g@~ng for 

help -. and geRing iL- which shuB out those further down the income ladder. 

Sports 

K~tieks Tur~ to Jaekno~t to Resuscitate the Team 

The wi~er of 1* M.B.A. ti’des as coach of the Bulls and the 

Lakers, Phil Ja@son brings ~nstant credibility to a Daneh~se that 

desperatdy needs ~t. 

~ [] Video: Phil Jackson, by the Numbers 

....... jasckson 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Jaekso~ Lm~ds a No-Lose Propositio~ 

Even if Phil aaekson cannot build the Knieks into a champion, 

the team’s o+~mer, James L, Ddan, is likely to be Named for the 

resu]ti*~g chaos~ 

A Cib, of Madness, Bypassed by the N 

Many college conferences stage postseason basketball 

tom’fmments in Las Vegas, but the N.C.A.A, co*met*rod about 

gambling, has long refused to 1Aaee any of its tournament games 

in the dU, 

Phil 
....... Jackson 

The 

....... chearie 

ad~rs 

Arts 

DANCE REVIEW 

De~shly Slashh~g Narrow Notions of Flm~e~mo 

Both ribald and serious, Israd Galv;~n’s "[~t Crows" show at the 

Schimmel Center on Thursday olin’red an intense reminder of 

flameneo’s expeNmen~d side. 

Egypt _&sks UoN. to Impose Sharp Curbs o~t Importi~tg of 
Ar~tiqui~es 

Egypt’s antiquities minister has asked the Obama a&~inistration f,’)r fast actio,~ 
to stop the sales of stolen eult~ral treasures. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

A 1M[edieh~e of O~eness, Bod}% Sou| m~d Stars 

"Bodies in Balance: The Art of Tibetan Medidne," an 

at the Rubin Museum, presents art and a~fifacts li"om as far back 

as the ninth eentuU. 

Bodies 

Balance 
A giided 

Travel 



~-:7 .:aLAN ’~ ~- U i- ’~t 

In many ways, this seemed like an ordinary, modem cruise to 

t~e Bahamas. That is, until you ran into t~e cudously dressed 

passengers who appeared ko be transported ti’om the pasL 

~ ~ Video: Venture A~oard the SteampunK Cruise 

~earrq) 

....... unk 
participa 

The Rot~k Boat: Booze, Battles a~ld 32 Bands 
B,. N~.U. ,;~.N;:i.~NC:.~.r~ 

On a cruise between Miami and the Bahamas, live music is just 

the begim~ing of the iim. 

Crocodiles mid C~flture on a Cruise in "West 

Afioiea 
B,. JUL’IT~ ,~!. L)OBR:LVNt~i.i 

Views of wildlife, encom~ters with locals and connections 

history are; all part of a boat ttqp h’om Senegal t~rough Gamble. 

The 

suthor 

pets 

Obituaries 

Jack gd~zler, Skaqa|;s Savioi°, Dies at 94 

Mr. KJnzler was kuown as NASA’s Mr. Fix-It and tlae savior of 

the United States’ $2.5 billion space stadon, the S]@ab. 

[% Jsck 
....... Kinzler 

m 1973 

Tony Bem~, Who Preferred Polities to a Title, 

Dies at 88 

Mro Benn, a passionate figure in the Labour Party, ~mouneed a 

heredita~3~ peerage to remain in the House of Commo~s. 

Iola Brubeek, Collaboratoi¯ mid %~ife of Jazz 

Pianist, Dies at 90 

Mrs. B~[beel< was an effeedve promoter +.,f her husband, Dave 

Brubeck, and went on to work with him as a lyricist and librettist. 

former 

Labour 

Brubeck 

and her 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

In state after state, the gm~ lobby continues to find rdiable allies for dangerous 

laWS. 

, A Defective Aa[o Safety System 

, Mr. Obama Feels the Heat 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

We Can t Grow the Gait) Away 

The income chasm not only ~)n’t take care of itself as the 

economy expands; it’s a bar~er to growth. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Work Like a German 

Germany emerged fitom recession with lower unemployment. We could learn 

IYom [hat. 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Man&~tory minimum sente~ces tbr firearm c~mes are too harsh, 

Fo~ :’~e~e oeinioI~ 9o to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 3:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Malaysia Otficials Open Criminal Inquiry Into Missing Jet 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs Arts ~ Magazine ~ Teday’s V~deo ~ 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Malaysia Officials Open Crin~inal lnqttiry lnto 
S~panc~ Missing ,Jet 
Malzysi 

Prime Minister Najib Razak suid in u news eorff~rence thut daka 

i~dieated that someone took action to change the course r~f the 

plane, which traveled for seven hours afker it lost conh~ct wikh ground 

: rime M inister’s 5"~atem. nt ] [] Vk, ee 

U.S Navy ~rategists Have s Long History of Finding the Lost 

Focus Renewed on Pilot and Fi[st O~rice[ 

Ser~es of Errors by Malaysia Mom~ts, Complicating tl~e Task 

of Fh~dJ~g Fli~lt 370 

A week after the piano disappeared, the trail is even colder as dae search ~ow 

sprawls from the s~owy peaks of the Himulayas to the empty expanses of the 

sonflael’~ Indian Ocean. 

R~lssia Neize~ G&s Plant Near C~mea Border, 

Ukraine Says 

On the eve of a seeessio~ rel)rendum ~n C~Smea, Russian i))vces 

took a natural gas terminal while Western offidaIs prepared 

sanctions for Moscow. 

Russia Moves Swiftly to Stifle Dissent Ahead of Secession Vote 

Armed 

...... fo~ces 

apatroilad 



Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

E~mne~ Gowin: Lovil~g the Problem 

In a career of reinvention Emmet G~-~,win has pondered the 

~ma~swerab]e a~d worked the margins of ~mders~mdi~g. A~mw 

monograph shows how. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Where Are, the People of Co,or in Cbaldren~s 

]Books’.* 

I want to make them human in the eyes of readers - a~d in thdr 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Funding the F~ature 

As government financing of basic science research has phmged, 

privake donm~ have filled the void, raising questions about the 

futm~e of research for the public good. 

~ vw~o: Review: sol4 Ford Flex 

U~apo~ogetJ cal~y or{ginal, the Ford Flex is for faro ilies that want 

a vacation fi’om ordinary vans and erossoveL~. 

~ vmEo: More Acceptance for "l[’ransgender 

Models 

Carol Mar~’a is leading a new class of iransgender modds who aw 

steppit~g ont of the alternative scene a*~d into the mainstream of 

Braz~Fa i~shkm i~&~stU. 

~ Relate~ A~Jc~e 

more video ",..¢_~ ie NYTimes.com£v’ideo ~ 

World 



As the United States threatens sanc’fio~s agai~st Rnss[a, 

h~fluen’dal membet~ of President Pufin’s hmer drcle view 

isolation fl’om the Wes~ as a good ~hing. 

Russia Seizes Gas Plant Near C~imea gorder, Ukraine Says 

Russia Vetoes U.N. Resolution on Crhsea 

Vladimir 

Rttss~a ~loves ~w~f~y to StHte Disser~t _ad~ead of 

SecesMon 

WRh the impb dt threat of *b~ve, the Kremlin has succeeded 

sdfling dissen~ in [he Ctqmean Peninsula, r’eers~ating 

constrained eon;~tions of Russia’s ow*~ civic sphere. 

Passe~gers m~d Crew of Missing Plume 
Serul-ini ~,ed for Aviation NkiHs 

The focus of the h~vestigatio~ retnr~ed to two people on board 
wid~ expertise - d~e pilot and his l’itst off’leer, 

The 

home 

Fariq 

Abdul 

U.S. 

Bill~o~aires With Big Ideas Are Pvivatizi~g          [~ ,,,,~,~y 
Ameriear~ Sderme 

and her 

z~ gover*~me*~t fins*ruing of basic research has fallen off 

preeipkously, philanthropists have stepped ~n, se~i~g personal 

priorities a ~d raisi ~g questions about science research for the public good. 

, [] Video: Funding the Future 

De~mmi~tations Do~sizhtg m~d Selli~tg Assets i~ 

More Neetdar Era 

In the 2oLh ee*~tmy, denominado*~s became wealthier at~d 

acquired be~er holding&s, but now are pondering whether some 

properties "have outlived their" usefulness." 

After ~o Hours in Solitary, Colorado’s Prisons 

Chief Wins Praise 

Rick Raemisch, whose predecessor was killed hy an imnate who 

had been kept in solitarT confinement, has e~qtid>:ed the 

prae lice. 

Raemis [ 

°~’~h~ I 



Business 

Two eoundcs demonstraLe the widcning d~vide in life expectancy 

be4ween ~ffluen~ and s~rag~ing a~as, 

,~ Slide Show: TWO Counties, Separated by Fortune 

~ Graphic: Wher~ ~ncorne ~s H~gher, Life Spans Are Longer 

As Scandal Unfolds, GoMo Calls In the Lawyers 

In its recall crisis, General Motors is do~ng wha~ many scandal- 

plagued companies doe It’s t~3dng to manage ~he problem wiLh an 

internal investigation. 

FAIR GAME 

A Loan Fraud ~:ar That’s Shor~ o~ Combat 

The dnstiee Department put investiga dons of mortgagc clime on 

the back burner. 

County~ 

Wa and 

I Ruddy I 
kill~i:d in 

Spots 

Paral~pics, at Peace as ~:ars Wind Down 

The reality of Lhe Paralympics’ rise over the past decade could 

be seen in the biographies of so many of Jts alhletes: former 

soldiers gra vely won n d cd on fiw-fluug ba ~tlefieids. 

Jacksor~ Offers a Glinuner of Hope at Dolan’s 
I L. Dolan ] 

Pa|a~’e i~ 

Phil Jaekson may give the Knic]¢~ a chance to play meanin~]l 

Basketball ]n June, buk it may depend on whe~er [he owner James L. Dolan can 

leave him aloneo 

Reporters Notebook: Jackson the iconoclast, Coolly Collecting Rings 

[] Video: Phil Jackson, by the Numbers 

The Pride of~richita State~ Whatever It May 

Ael-uaHy Be 

WuShod<, flae mascot for Wichita State, has a long histo~3~ and is 

among d~e mosL distinctive and odd members of the mascot 

king&m~, 

Arts 

A Star Was (Recer~ly) Born: A Play Boldly Casts 

Babies 

The Young Vie production of "A Doll’s House" at the Brooklyn 

Academy of Music has a wal baby onstage for au importank 

Art Wor]ld Plaax~,s Its Bet 

Th e arti st ()s car Mm’illo, wh o j ust tin:ned 2 8, h as e~erJ eneed 

the ~ld ride from struggling azk student to a hot star in khe art 

world firmamenL 

~ 
Liam I 
Lene~t 

on e of 



~tanding ~by Her 

The documentary "Anita" tells the story or’Anita Hill, who 

challenged ,Justice Clarence Thomas’s norahmtion and brought 

sexuaI hamssmen t into public awa~tmss. 

p,hotogr 

Magazine 

The Psychom~giea~ Realism of A~qimadro 

3odorowsky 

The ’%they of the midi~igbt movie" is bad< w~tb his fi~st film 

23 years. 

more questions answered by aj us~-released interactive 

ca*a]og of fame compiled by a team of researchers a* M.I.T. 

The (;old, Hard Lesson,s of MobL~e Home Uo 

1) tCaise the rent ol~en~ 2) No coin ]aundD< 3) Dot~’t be a 

slumlord. 

Obituaries 

Melba Hern£_~dez, a Confidmtte of Castro :From 

First Volley, ]Is Dead at 9~ 

Ms. Hernfindez became one of the lit’st four members of Fide1 

Castro’s general stall" and helped him du~it~g t[~e Cuban 

revolution. 

....... Hern~n 
dez and 

David Bremm~, Favorite on ’To~fig~t Show,’ Dies 

at 78 

Mr. Brenner, who delivered an obse~wational shale of stand-up 

eoraedy for over four decades, gained farae by idling anecdotes 

about daily life, or as he said, "[be dnmb things that we sW at~d do." 

Martin Gottfi0ied, T|~eate~° Critic and .Author, 

Dies at 8o 

Mr. Gottft~ed was a theater reviewer for Woraen’s Wear Daily 

and Tim New York Post bef~-.,re writing influet~tia] studies of 

American drama and the Broadway musical. 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

A Rare Op]po~°t~a~ity on C~°i~ina] dustiee 

In Lbe current Cong~ss, w~et~ almost all legislation goes Lo die, there is a 

surprising movement toward sentencing reform. 

, ohio Mistrusts Democracy 
~ HOW Mtich ShoiJ~d HepatNs C Treatment Cost? 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Compared to fl~e aloof Barw, desperate Democrats see the 

triangulating Bill Clinton as Mofl~er Teresa. 

~ Co~umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"i’l~e _Age of Individualism 

Will the millennials come back to communiki? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Go ~rest~ Yom~g People.~ And East.~ 

Every college in America should make it a requiremenk to stu@ 

abroad. Why study Spanis~ it~ a classroom in Mdiatm when you 

could learn it in BolJvJat 

, ColulT~rlist Page I Blog 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozmpkeukyrwfefl@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 9:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day with Routledge: 20% OFF 

Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 
Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day 
with Routledge! 

New until March 19tn use discount cede QRK71 and receive 20%OFF* 

all titles. ]o view our St Party’s Day reiated titles, click here 

Remember, ali web orders over $35 receive FREE~ SHIPPING in the US 

"Offer valid on~y with web orders ....... 4 .... 

p~ypress com or rout!edgementaihealth com 

Share the Savings w~th F~iends & Fanl~ly: ~ ~ ~ 

[~ Taylor& Franois-Routledge-Psychol~yP .... CRCP ..... Fo~lP .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & FraRcis Group, 

You will be able to update ~oklr details or u[lsubscribe at any time 

We [espect your privacy and will not disclose, lent or sell ;,our emaii address to a[l;, outside organizations. 

Copyright 20t 9 Taylor & Frsncis, an h~%rma business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3Y-4~ Mortimer Street London W~[ 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe, ,olease click her~e Plesse note this is an automated operation. 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 12:50 PM 

The ~sc t~culty mailing list. ~sc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

ascstudents@listserv.unc.edu; asc event@listserv.unc.edu 

[asc faculty] Remembering R~,anda~ April 2 

Please join us for this upcoming event: 

Remembering Rwanda 
Wednesday, April 2, 2014, 3:00-5:00 PH. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 

This April the world will mark the 20th anniversary of the genocide in Rwanda, which began on April 7, 1994. Join UNC African Studies scholars and students for discussion of 
the enduring regional and international repercussions of this important experience. Dr. Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja will speak on ’qhe Rwanda Genocide and its Repercussions in 
the Great Lakes Region," and Dr. Bereket Selassie will discuss "International Criminal Justice and the Rwanda Genocide." Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson 

b anderson@unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:53 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residems@duke.edu 

TraJ~slation Panel Presentation on April 1, 11:45-12:45, Perkins 217, Duke West Campus 

Trmaslation Pmael Flyer.jpg; Translation Panel Flyer.pdf 

"Making the Invisible Visible: The Role of Translators and Translation in Today’s Globalized World" 

a panel presentation 

April 1, 11:45 am - 12:45 pm, Room 217 Perkins, Duke West Campus. 

Please .see the attached flyer tbr more details. For more information, contact: 

Melis~ Simmem~eyer 

Lectmer. Spa~lis~ 

Box 90269 

2016 Campus DriYe., ~¢206 

Durt~am., NC 27708-0269 

919.684.4877 

simme~e@&ke.edu 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 3:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Pufin Reclaims Crimea tbr Russia and Bitterly Denounces the West 

Today’s Headlines we oe 0oy, 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World i U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ [)ining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Sim~ero 

Presiderit "vladimir V. Pu~in of Russia said he was reve~ing wha~        ~’~’~ 

he described as a historical mistake, declaring, "Crimea has 

always been an in kegraI part of Russia in ~e hearts and minds of people." 

Video: Putin Justifies Moves in Crimea 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

If Not a Cold Wa~, a Retmon to a CAilly NAval~y 

Tensions over Crimea may not bring a new Cold War, but analysks worry about 

a long period of eo~ffrontatio~ a~d alienadom 

G,M, Chief Steps Up to Hand]le Sa;~k~lt-y Q~eslions 

Mary T. Barra, barely hvo months i~to her job as G.M.’s chief 

executive, pledged to fix faulty ignition s~JLches linked [o ~2 

deaths und sought to restore some meusare of confidence. 

, Somethin~ Went ’Very Wrong’ at GM., Chief Says 

Editors’ Picks 



T MAGAZI NE 

0~ View I Jemima K~rke’s Pah~fi~gs of Girls 

The artist, HBO star a~d bohemian k’.on ~em~ma ~rke d~scusses 

the pa~nfi~%s in her first solo show. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Ukraine’s iEffeet on a ideal for Syria 

How will deteriorating relafio~ s be~s’ee~ the West a~d Ru ssia 

afl~’et Syria? 

Kirke st 

home in 

her 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

VLADIN~R V, PUT,N, listing grim’ani’~es against the West as he reclaimed Ct’iml~’a ;~s a 

part of Russia. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: The l~lathemafic~an vs. the 

Mafildas 

A math proi~ssor from Davidso~ College a~d four yom~g gMs 

from khe Broadway show "Matilda the Musical" share how they 

chose their brackets for the NoC.~&A. men’s basketball tournament. 

~ Re~ated A~icle 

~ V~)EO~. Balancing Act: Bafilding the 

Village 

A profile of the 3eremiah Program, Mfieh ~Mes to help si~je 

mothers and "d~eir children escape the pove[ Ly trap by providing 

s ubsidized housing and early ehild)~o~-~,ct edaeation, 

~ VmEO: lr~tersecfion: Del|fi’s Indo-           i~ 

$¥ester~ Si-y |e 

tiauz Khas Village is where monuments dating to khe 13th 

century meet fashion bo[~tiq[~es. In this happening neighborhooct 

in New Delhi, Indians embraee a mix of traditional and Western) s~qes. 

World 



Leaked File Details UoS. P]mne Moniio~ng Abroad 

The National Secretly ~eney is recording all phone calls and their ~)uting da~ 

in one %rei~ cometW m~d retaini~g that data %r a month 8o that it ea~ be 

analyzed, according to a repot’~ based on a doeumen~ leaked by Edward 5. 

Snowden. 

Expels Say                                           ~ ..... 

If Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 ~ew nor[h over kl~e Asian 

mainland, it wou~d bare had a hard t~me avoiding detection by 

Chinese, Indian or Amet{cau radar, current and ex-militaD’ officers say. 

Rttssia’s Most-~:m~ted Rebel Is Dead~ %%bsite 

Says 

The site, which represents militant groups in southern Russia, 

did not say how or when Doku Umarov, a Cheehen rebel leader, 

had diedo 

Umarov 
who 

U,S, 

Pentagon F~ds %’asl~ington NaYyYard 

Co~*|d Have Bee~ P~oevented 

A ~view of the mass shooting at the Washington Na~T Yard in 

September eoneluded that t~e Navy did not properly evahmte or 

repo~ ~flam~ing behavior by the gunman, Aaron Ne~s. 

B~,Mnessman %tins RepuMiean Primm°y fo~° 
Gove~qaor in Illinois 

Bruce Rauner, a businessman making his fi~s~ run %r political 

office, won the Republican nomination for governor of Illinois, 

se~ng up a conSxmh~fion with the i~cumbe~t, Pat Quinn. 

~ Graphic: II~h~ois 2014 Primary Results 

Report on Los Angeles Ai~)ort Shooting Cites 
Poor Comnmnieation 

A reports notes chaos and heroism afk’r ~e November episode 
ihat left a security officer dead and okher people i~0ured. 

For re, ore 

Business 



Obse~we~.~ say Janet L. Yellen, the ~ew ehainvoman of the 

Federal Reserve, is taking over as the relatively clear decisions 

of the financial crisis nmst give way to more eomplex ones. 

th~ Fed 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

A Global :Boom, but On|y for Some 

Globalization improved the lot of hundreds of mi~Ikm8 of people in the 

developing world, buk not - as its promoters promised - the living s~mdards of 

~nost :Mneriean workers. 

Toyota Expected to Settle $ustiee Dept. h~vestigation 

Toyota is poised to pay more than $~ billkm ~o settle a crimi~ml im-estigatim~ 

into disclosures around the sudden acceleration of its vehieles o 

Sports 

%%;~tl~ Dolsn at His S~de~ P|fil Jackson Takes Over 
Knh:ks 
L: : S:.;©i i 

At a news conference on Tuesday to introduce Phil Jackson as 

the new team president, the o~er, James L. [)dan, said he was 

"willingly and grateNlly" ceding eona’ol of Ne team. 

, ~ Video: Jackson oa New Role W~th Knicks 

~ Triangle Offense Has Its DeNnders and Skep[~cs I ~ Graphic 

....... Jackson 
. right 

Coach I{ta~’ard’s :Latest Basked}all Success: %’Vhming 
tommy Over Its Cmnpus A~ ,~r 

Coach Tommy :Mnaker says the baskefl)all pro~’am’s recent rise 

has made it a sot~ of commm~ gronnd fi:~r ~he m~vers~B~’a far-flu~g components. 

East: Unselfish and Deep ] South: Playing With Discipline 

Midwest: Transfe.r and Sidekick i West: Leading Witl5 Defense 

EAST Dustin 

The relentless rebounding of 1)ustin Hogue, a Yonkms naBve, is 

a big reason Iowa Staie won the Big 12 tournament and is a No. 3 seed in the 

East R~gio~ of the N.C.A.A. tom:name~t. 

, NC State Runs Away From Xavier: Albany Downs Mount St. Ma~’s 

For more ..=,polts news, 2~ to NYTimesicom/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

Pusking Buttons and Bmmdaries on Movie 

The New Directors/New Films f~sfival of recent work fl’om 

around the world continues to push boundaz{es in film form and 

su~ieets. 

%%’~ooing the Public to Recover AN 
S,. i.i© F? ~.i. ~ 

A Free,oh family is petitJm~ing for a refere~dmn in a Swiss ci~: i~ 

its efforks to regain a painting by John Consh~ble ~at was sdzed 

during World War II. 

..... Davis,    ] 
top, and 



TELEVISION REVIEW 

De F~ie,nds Le,t F~ie,nd~ Sign T~e,i~° Paye~e,cks? 

"Doll & Era," on HBO, with 

about two show-business best Mends and was created by two 

show-business best 

loft, and 

Emil,! 

Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I ROTISSERIE GEORGETTE 

Spirming a Classic t%’ench Ta~e 

At R6tissefie Georgette, giving the chicken and q uai] a whirl 

poule I 

RESTAURANT TAKEAWAY 

Bt’ooMyn Pro~°ides the Sec~°et to N ash~4=Re- Style, 

Hot Chicken 

For the first time, Peaches HotHouse is sharing the recipe for its 

notorious extra hot [z%d chicken. Have an ice-cold beer r~;ady. 

The Re,d Sauce, J~lggernaut 

In brash New York style, the ambi@.,us team behind Tor~si 

Italian Specialties and Carbone aims ibr eulinary conquest. 

HotHou J 

The 
I 

thre~ I 

Obituaries 

Randolph %% Thrower Die,s at too; Ran LRoS. ~ Randolp 
Unde,e NLxo~ h W. 

Thrower 

Mr~ Thrower headed the Internal Revenue Semdee under 

President RMmrd M. Nixon from 1969 to 1971 before losing his 

job for resisting WMk" House eflbrN to punish its enemies tkrough tax audits. 

Stun Lace, y, a Top Ce,nte,r in the N °B.Ao, Die,s at 66 

Laeey spent most of his ~3 p~x5 seasons with the Cincinnati 

Roya]s and the Kansas Cib/Kings, after leading New Mexico 

State to the N.C.A.A. toumament’s I~Snal Four in 197o. 

Lacey, 
right, 
playing 

Se,ett Asheton, Dmmune,r hi the Stooge,s, Dies at 

Mr. Asheton was one of the founders of the band, which also 

included Iggy Pop and e~!ioyed a second life when it re-formed in 

2003 and toured the wc, rld. 

ii£1i The 
Stooges 
in 1972 

For more obitus:ies, lie to NYTimee~¢om;ObRuarie$ ~> 

Ed itorials 

TO DAY’S EDITORIALS 

Post-C~ohne,a Re,latio~s With the West 

President Obama is righk to warn V]adimir Pufin thak fm’ther provocations by 

Russia coukl isolate and diminish its influenee. 

, Updating Interact Governance 

, ShoRchangieg New York City’s Commuters 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Tl~c Graw~ o;[’Fo~°gotle~ New Yorkcr~ 

The ]:mblJc shotfld be able to v~sit t]~e Hart Island cemeteU. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A~othcr Ta]le of Two C~t~es 

Democratic mayors on each coast provh-le a stark ccmtrast ~n 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

From Pt~ti~, a Blessi~g i~ Disguise 

If this is Cold War X, let’s make dais race an Eadth Race, 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THiS DAY 

::- ii i{ ~ i:: ~’ci :~:: >:i s:ii~ ~ ~:" i i } i ~,.::<:x}{,.::ci ::i: ::i~ ::~:]i::ii~ ~:’:: 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~ l iPad@ Android [ All 

Save 15% a{ The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit eu[ mobile websRe at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyLcom >> 

About This Ernail 

]his is an automated emaL Please do not reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’r’]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member of tile TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privacy 

Urlsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email i Privacy Policy I Con~ct i Advertise 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:41 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[a~ facul~] Reminder: Juan Latino and tim Dawn of Moderm~: Celebrate UNC Library’s Seven Millionth Volume 

Juan Latino and the Dawn of Modernity 
A lecture by Michael A. G6mez 
In Celebration of UNC Library’s Seven Millionth Volume 

Thursday, March 20, 2014, 5:30 PM, 
Fedex Global Education Center, Peacock Atrium, UNC-Q-I 

A rare sixteenth-century book with modern resonance will become the seven-millionth volume in the library at UNC-Chapel Hill. A free public celebration on March 20 will mark 
the acquisition of a book of Latin poetry published in 1573 by Juan Latino. Scholars have described Latino as the first person of sub-Saharan African descent to publish a book 
of poems in a Western language. With this milestone, UNC becomes one of only 21 university libraries in North America to hold more than seven million volumes. Tt also 
becomes one of a handful of U.S. libraries--including Harvard, Yale, the Boston Public Library and the New York Public Library--to own this first book of Juan Latino. 

Visitors will be able to view the book during a reception beginning at 5:30 p.m. in the Peacock Atrium of the FedEx Global Education Center. At 6 p.m. in the Nelson Mandela 
Auditorium of the FedEx Center, Chancellor Carol Folt will formally accept the book as a gift of the John Wesley and Anna Hodgin Hanes Foundation of Winston-Salem. Through 
its foundation, the Hanes family has funded each of the Library’s millionth volumes, lvlichael A. G6mez, professor of history and Middle Eastern and Islamic studies at New York 

University, will conclude the evening with a lecture titled "Juan Latino and the Dawn of Modernity."The volume will will become part of the Rare Book Collection in UNC’s Wilson 
Special Collections Library. Free. Please Contact:                     for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:46 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[asc t~culty] KebirAmmi, March 25 

Flyer Kebir Ammi121112].pdf 

Literature and Cultures of the Maghreb 

Kebh" Ammi 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014, 4:30 pm 

Dey Hall, Toy Lom~ge, UNC-CH 

Plea~ see attached flyer for de’reAls. 

For more info contact: Dominique Fisher domfi~@email.unc.edu 



FFOlil : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StreetSigns <streetsi gn~enter=gmaJ 1. corn@mail 181. wdc02 .mcdl v. net> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@e~naiLunc.edu> 

Sneak peek at the new Piedmont Pertbnnance Factor! 

Dear Friends,~ 

/as we promised ir~ our iast newsie~ter, we do have some 
preLW excitir~g ne,~’~s, in a Few days we w~J be launch#~g a 
new website ~hat w~ teJ~ the wodd al~ about it bu~ we 
waafed yoa ~o have a first 

descliption of the plans For a new home for Stl’eetSig~,s 
and for Hadaad’s Creek Plooductioas, a~ idea we are cailing 

~: h~ partnership w~th archite&s and the 

@pe~ b~asa and fundraisel~ ~ the same space where we 
hem the New Works ~n~at~ve Reading Sedes last fa~, Room 
S30 a~ the Chad~am f~l~Js. TNs ~s a room we are now caJJmg 
Gallery 550 and hoph~g to ca~ home ~,h~le ~,e raise is~oney 
6r a new theatloe in rise ~arger Isa~ space. We’~ have more 
detNB closer to the date bu~ p~ease save Sub, day, )4ay 
~Sth for some performances, poet~T, music, fi:~od, drink: 
conversation, and a s~ent auction to suppo~ The 
P~edmo~ Pellomsaace Factory and ~ocaJ a~ists and 

bus#~esses~ with blaster of Ceremon~es~ WUNC radio ho4 
Frank Stash. 

Please come. We are eager ~.o know wi~at you 

Elisabeth Lewis Coriey and ~oseph Megei 

Abo~t Str÷etSig~s 
Si:reetSi~ns Cel;te~ 

based ~n Chatham Count~,, 

,",,laiiCh im p 







OUR Newsletter 

The Off:ice for Lir~de.~’gr~duate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

On the Blogs 

OUR Sbg: Check out the updated list of Sp!i~i.’~ ~i ~ergradu ~i ~ !es÷arci~ avon,s 

GkC Sbg: Watch for new entries soon. 

Upcoming OUR Events 
NOTE: We’ve rescheduled the Inquiry-Be.sod ;ea.shin.q workshop for Friday, 

Graham Memorial 039. P~egistar hara. 

from 10-12 in 

Are you interested in hearing from undergraduate researchers? Attend the Ceiebration of 

Howto Create an Effective Poster: a Pro-Symposium Workshop 

3:00-4:00 p.m. 

Carolina Population Center, University Square, East Tower, Conference Room 405 

Are you planning to present during the poster session at the upcoming Ceiebration of Undei-gi-aduate 

R,,!s,’-~ ~ich or another professional conference? Join Tom Swasey, the Director of Publication & 

Graphics Services at the Carolina Population, to learn more about how to design a poster to effectively 

communicate your research findings. Seating is limited, so you must rsvp i~ere to attend 

How to Give an Effective Presentation: a Pre-Symposium Workshop 

4:00-5:30 p.m. 

FPG Student Union Room 3102 

Are you giving a talk at the upcoming Ceieb!afion (if !.inder.’#rsduate ~\~e ~e~rch or another professional 

conference? Join OUR Lieisoi~s foi Lind{q9rsduate F’~esesrci~ Dr. Hilary Lithgow and Dr. Jenny Hayden 

and learn howto create a compelling presentation to communicate your research findings. 



OUR News 
Congratulations to , who participated in the Summer S[,,,I,:,RT .[ p:o(j!(~m, and 

who is an i--ii--iMbFu~re S(:ieni}s~ ~nd Ciim(:i~n as well as an (:~Ur~ .,>,mb~4~s~der. and 

have both been accepted to the PharmD program at the . 

Materials from the recent High-Impact Carolina conference, including a poster about undergraduate 

research at UNC, are now available onh~a. 

We’ve created a G[-~C Interest D~tebase. If you’re a graduate student interested in serving as a 

some options 

Are you planning to take a research-intensive course during Maymester/Summer School ? Apply 

for tuition support through our new Summer Award for Re.~eaich-lilt~!n.~i,~ Cou~ ~s. The deadline to 

apply is 

Other News, Events and Opportunities 

The Nol-bl C~ro}}l=~ S~’~a Giai~t r~es~-~arch Symposium will be held on at NC State. 

The deadline to submit posters and to register is 

r:res,m,~’~:ii)n Ch~pel Hiii has several research-focused summer internships available for 

undergraduate and graduate students The ~ppli(:~tior~ deadlirie is 

The Ac~d{m~ic R{~sea~-ch Consortium (ARC) Sumn={~r Program provides mentored research 

experiences in all disciplines to undergraduates at the junior level or continuing seniors with the 

potential to succeed in graduate study, but who have experienced situations or conditions that have 

adversely impacted their advancement in their field of study. The program targets talented and 

motivated students who can benefit from additional encouragement and academic support The ARC 

Summer Program fosters and supports students in scholarly research endeavors to help them achieve 

their personal and professional goals as undergraduates and to prepare them for their next challenge. 

The ~I~’plic~lioI~ (iec4dlin~ is 

FedEx Global Education Center, UNC 

Adding a global dimension to your academic career? Before you pack your bags and jet set off to 

explore this complex world, learn about what it means to go abroad, whether you’re traveling, studying, 

conducting research or serving the global community To navigate through this complex system, the 

GO! Initiative, a daylong conference on global culture and ethics, will give you the opportunity to explore 

cultural contexts, build realistic expectations and anticipate ethical issues Hear about challenges 

students faced, network with Carolina’s international community and gain hands-on skills from 

workshops and seminars led by expert faculty and staff, r~e.~istration is o~an and the conference is 

free - breakfast and lunch will be provided 

The b~aiioi~ ~l Cons(~rtium ~,’lr i:)ai ~ Sciei~c(-~ (NCDS) Data Science is pleased to give students the 

opportunity to present their research posters at its NCDS Data Innovation Showcase on Thursday, 

at RENCI: The Renaissance Computing Institute in Chapel Hill, NC The Student Poster 

Session will give students in data science, informatics, information science, and related fields the 

chance to highlight their work. This CFP is open to current graduate and undergraduate students at 

NCDS member academic institutions. This includes UNC Chapel Hill, North Carolina State University, 

Duke University, UNC Charlotte, Texas A & M University, North Carolina A & T, and Drexel University. 

The deadline to submit is You can find more information 

N~!uio.’#~!nesis, a journal for undergraduate neuroscience research, is accepting submissions for its 

fifth edition. This journal features interdisciplinary submissions around the world and is meant to be a 

platform through which undergraduates can share their original works with other budding 

neuroscientists and experience the scientific revision process for journal submissions. If you’re 

interested in submitting, read more I~ere Submissions will be accepted on a rolling basis. If you have 

any questions, please feel free to contact Ha 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA Books India <kka1996@kkagencies.in> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 1:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

Indian Books Update - ~-At?ica/13113J 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

-~Afl-ica/13113 J 

Here are some recent titles on the area/s of your specialisation added to 
our database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 20 Apr 2014"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

1. African Voice in Wole Soyinka’s Plays / Dr Manish Pandya 1st ed. New 
Delhi, Cyber Tech Publications. 2013. viii, 225 p. 22 cm. 
List Price: $ 56.70 Your Price: $ 51.00 
ISBN: 9789350560276 KK-116431 

2. Contemporary Political Trends in the Third World /Dr. Haridwar 

Singh. Resettled ed Delhi, G[obus Press. 2013 viii, 288 p. ills. 24 cm 

List Price: $ 7620 Your Price: $ 68.60 

ISBN: 9789382484707 KK-116258 

3. Encyclopaedia of World Embassies / Sanjay Gaur. I st ed. Jaipur, Yking 

Books 2013.23 cm 

List Price: $ 333.30 (5-vo[. Set) Your Price: $ 300.00 (5-vol. Set) 

ISBN: 9789382532354 (Set) KK-116038-mvp 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thru our site 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Niittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
F>mails: order@kkagencies.com, info@kkagencies.com 
Site: wa~w.kkagencies.com 
Phone: (0091/11)25465925 Fax: (0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagcncies@snl.com> ~vith "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you frora 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you ~vish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to <kkagencies@vsnl.com> 
with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (,to which the present e-mail has 
been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you from all subsequent 
mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 3:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Steps Up Russia Sanctions in Ukrmne Crisis 

Today’s Headlines 2,, 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital aosess to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Obama Steps Up R~sMa Sanctions in Uk~’aine 

President Obama also opened the door to more sweeping 

m ea sm’es a gNnst core pm~s (d the Russia 1~ eeon omy, in eludJl~ g 

the oil and natural gas industries. 

I[n l[ran, Hopes Fade for Su~’ge h~ tJ~e :Economy 

Conf’ronted ~ kl3 a lack o[’flmds, Presidenk tIassan Rouhani has 

little option bat to take steps that will increase ~he pain l))r the 

w:,ters who put him into office. 

Russia Hints at USilsg Iran Talks as Leverage 

Sexual Misconduct Case Ends Wit~l No d*li~ Time 

fo~" Gene~’al 

Brig. Gem ~left~’ey .~ Sinclair, who pleaded guilty to mistreating 

his mistiness arid other ehat:ges, will not serve time in p~is~-~n. 

~ Army General Apologizes to Victims of Miscolsduct Before Being Sentenced 

Obsma 



Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ vmEo: Moder~ Love: F~gl~t or Flight 

As her relatiot~slaip with her bo34riend was comi~g to a~ en d, the 

writer Sarah L. Corn teau grasped for a moment of tenderness 

between t}mm. 

Related Articie 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

The Health Care Law’s Checkup 

Is the Affordable Care :M:t worki~g? What needs to be fixed? 

And what is beyond repair? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

BRIG, GEN~ JEFFR~’Y,�. SINCLAIR, "who received a reprimand for. among other offenses, 
mistreating an Army captain who was his mistress, but will not serve any jail time 

and is allowed to remain in the military~ 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Times NIinute [ The New ..Sandy 

Hook 

A look at the designs for the new Sandy }took Elemenb~ry 

Se}~ool. ±~dso on the Minute, General Jeffrey % Sinclair’s 

se~}tenee for sex,m] misconduet and musemns’ efforts to attract donations. 

~ vm~o: This Week’s Movies: Mardt 2*, 

New York Times filrt~ e~5fies on "Divergent," "The Missing 
Piclan’e" and "Nymp]~oma~}iae: Volmne I." 

~ vmEo: Russians Take Over Ukrain~m~ 

Base 

At the Nalchimov Naval School in Sewtstopol, Ukrainian soldiers 

col~,i:lucted an ot~cial bandover m~d lowered their flag in a tense 

ceremony, while Russian soldiers stepped in to raise theirs. 

Related Articie 

World 



Gunmen Attack Luxury Hotel ~ K~bu] Week~ 

Before Af~h~ta~ 

Four men with pistols opened fire at the Ser~na Hotel complex, 

which is popNar with fix~qgn o[fieiNs and prominenk ~ghans, 

])eft)re being groined 

Nigerian .~omy Facing Questions as Death Toll L.oc~ 

Soars ARer Prison Attack ..... 

when securi~" forces opened fire, officials said, and the toll could 

Hse to 1,ooo, making it one of the bloodiest days in the fig~t again st Islamisk 

ins m’gen 

Sate~te Photos Send Jet Hunt to SoutI~ern 

h~diar~ Ocean 

Officials said that satellite imagery had detected objeeN that 

might be eommeted to the m issing Malaysia Airlines jet, and that 

planes and ships were sent to the remote area. 

U.S, 

iLinfits on Ivory Sales, N’Iemtt to Protect 

Elephants, Net Off}%*idc Co~eerns 

Several industries say they are frustrated and confused by new 

regulations that strictly limit the sale of elephant ivoU, 

CAR LSBAD JOURNAL 

A iLivelihood in Nuclear g~aste, Under Threat 

The Waste Isolation Pilot P]a~t, the ~atio~’s only permane~t 

un derground repositorT for nuclear" weapons waste, revived 

CarM-md, N.M. But it has been dosed si~ce a leak. 

....... chess 

pieces 

Healtlt Care Exchange in Oregon Not l~leeting 

High Hopes 

Oregon *nay have among the most dysfunctional online 

insurance exchanges in the nafiom 

Business 



Gr~ uo..~, 

Comments from "d~e chairma~ of Bloombcrg L P represc at the         ~,~,~h 

starkest acknowledgment yet by a sen~or Bloomberg e~eeufive 

that the ambitions of the news div~sio~ should be assessed ~n the con~e~ of the 

business operation. 

DEALBOOK 

Ahqmb Said to Pursue Vahmtion Above 8~ O             c~es~y, 
chief :Billion in Fund-Raising Round                           ~. 

~he couch-sub’rig company ia dose to raMng more than ~4oo 

million in a new round of finandng, which could We it a valua~on of more ~an 

8.o billion, people briefed on the matter sam on Thin.day. 

DEALBOOK 

88o M~on for 6 ~eeks for Cable Chief 
::.y £ "-c,,qD Gi:LL:::S 

Rob Marcus, who became chief executive of Tirae Warner Cable 

in -ianuau, vdll receive nearly 880 million if the deal to sell the 

compa~W to Comcast e]oses. 

Rob 

Sports 

EAST: CONNECTICUT 89, ST JOSEPH’S 81 (OT) 

UCmm E×tends Its Rede~nption Tour 

The Huskies, who were barred fl’om last year’s tournamenL 

re]lied past St. Joseph’s to wh~ in overtime. 

, Harvard 61. C#~cicnati 57: A Hot PicK. Han/ard S~ows Why 

~ Michigan S~ 93, Delaware 78: Michigan State Opens With an Easy Win 

~ VJ~lanova 73, Wisconsin-Milwaukee 53 ViHanova Pulls Away 

z Napier 
driving 
against 

MIDWEST: ST LOUIS 83, N.C STATE 80 (OT) 

St. Louis Avoids the Upset Bug 

The BiIIikens were down by 16 to North Carolina State, but a 

full-court press sparked a rally that ~rned the game around. 

, Michigan 57, Wofford 40 Sweet Homecoming for One Wolverine 

,Texas 87, Arizona St 85: Buzzer Beater Lifts the Eong~oms 

~ k.ouisviiie 7!, Mani~a~an 64: Trailing Late, k.ouisville Rallies 

~ l.ee of 

Arena’s Meditation Room Raises Its Own 

Exqistenthd Q~estions 

A ~mw addition at Bacdays Ce~ter offem a place for quiet 

reflection dmqng Nets games. One ques[ion so far: What is the 

sound or" an empU room? 

The ] 
meditati 

on room 

For more spelts news, 2~ to NYTimes.com/Sporta ~ 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

Battle Lines for Change 
i.:., HOLi..,:,ND COYTi.R 

"Witness: zM’L and Chql I~ghts in the Sixties," at the BrooMyn 

Museum, is a vivh-I record or" a volatile era. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Intimate Ritual in a Ghostly Abyss 

A production by the BHfish ba~d the xx, in residence at the Park 

Avert ue :M’moU through March 29, is as much an art installation 

as it is a concert. 

President of Mhnmsota Orchestra to Resign 

w~t~s ] 
I : Art and I 

...... whe;e 

every 



The Minnesota Orchestra said that Michael tlrenson, its president, would sk’p 

down this summer. The move could meun the re{urn of the tbrmer music 

diree[or Osnlo Vanska. 

Movies 

’DIVERGENT’ 

This Dysto]pia Has Some Smooches 
E,. ?..>’,~io,’~.,.’, 

I n ks movie in ca rn ation, Veronica goth’s dyst(g~an n oveI 

"Divergent" has high-stakes action, a gutsy teenage heroine who 

is an outlier, and ~x)manee between warriors. 

, ’Divergent Adapters Face a [3e~mate galancin# Act 

Please Tell Me You Didn’t Cut That Part 
i.w F~,’S?i. R T ii O 

Creab-.,m of film udap~tions of popular fiction f*-.,r tweens and 

teenagers say they while they fend off pressure fl’om dela~i]- 

obsessed fans, eedain elements are vi£~l to a setqpt. 

’MUPPETS MOST WANTED’ 

Muppe,~s, a Front for Bigger Schemes 

"Muggers Most Wanted," un international caper, includes shots 

at Russians and fl~e sly skewering of our European slues. 

~ Fo[ ’Mappers Moot VVantedi Kermit’s Ev~[ Twk~ 

W.oodle 

I 

Obituaries 

Lawrence E o %,V~dsh, Prosecutor in Irtm- Contra 

Scandal Dies at ~o~ 

As an ~ndependent eom~se], Mn Walsh exl)osed the lawbveaMng 

in Lhe administra~on of Presiden~ Ronald Reagan [hal gave tqse 

b5 the Iran-eontra sean&d. 

Fred Phelps, Anti-Gay Preacher Who Targeted 

Militam~o Ftmemls, Dies at 84 

Mr. Phelps’s Westhoro BaptisL Chntvh drew scornful a~tention 

for proclaiming in rallies thut God wus punishing ~Mnefiea for 

~olerating homosexuaUbE 

Fd~ashwa~t Singh, ~[ rovocative indian 

Journalist, Dies at 99 

Mr. Singh, a diplomat, jom;nalist and a ehro~ieler of the Moody 

sectarian strife in India, was also known for his wit and bawdy 

stories. 

ce E. 
Walsh, 

Phelps 

For mere o¢it:.:aries, So to NYTimee,oomtObituariee ~ 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Sup]0ressing the Vote 

A misgnided federal eomt ruling opens the door D more anti-w)ting laws. 

~ The giotto Cut Food S~m~, Foiled 

~ A Fire Departmen~ for ~he 2!s~ Century 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Quick YV~y to Cu~ College Cost~ 

Crabgrass should slash the amom~ts parents are asked to pay for 

college. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Goh~g Heine Again 

Sting reminds as all that sometimes you have to gaze back into 

the past h~ order to move fo~vard. 

~ Cok~m n~sZ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The TimJ dity T~’a p 

Policy makers have good ideas in prieciple for tackling terrible 

e(’o~omic condJ[ions, yet they consis[entiy go for half-measures 

in practice and kill NI hope. 

~ Columnis~ Page I Blog 

Bo s 

For mare opinion; go to NYTimee.eomlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone’,~ l iPad® Android I 

Save 15% al The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit oBr mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyt,com ~> 

About This Email 

This is an autornated emaii. Please do rio[ reply directiy [o this ernail 

You received [his message because yell signed up [or NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 

.As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour Emaii :: Privacy Policy I Cont,sct i AdveP, ise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review Bookshop <regislrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtt* 

World Literature Series, Events Update 

Having trouble viewing this errlail? Click here 

Bc.ck@op Wodd 

{ 
T: +44 (0)20 7269 9030 

r_ 

TRANSLATION lVlASTERCLASSES 

London Review Bookshop 

Masteeelasses 

The last of this season’s Translation 
Masterclasses will be held this April. 

On Monday nights we open the floor to 
translators working in any language. 
Starting on Monday 7 April, the award- 
winning translator Sarah Ardizzone will give 
a session on tr,~r~!,l~,~til~!~ ~;l’~,~rp di~,q<~!~ue:. On 
Monday 14 April, Sarah is back to guide you 
through the challenges and rewards of 
t~s~sla~ing ~o~ c~ldren. And finally on 28 
April, Daniel Hahn will tackle the trick of 
translatk~g wordplay. All three sessions run 
from 6.30-9.30 p.m. at the London Review 
of Books offices in Bloomsbury. 

Our final Saturday translation masterdass is 
on :[2 April. Sarah Ardizzone will be focusing 
on translations from French to English. 
There are two sessions on this Saturday: 
either :~0 
Each session will cover different material 
covering a range of topics (including 
colloquial language, slang, voice, style and 
punctuation). So, book the morning 

session, afternoon or both! 

Daniel Hahn 

Sarah Ardizzone 

Rim Young-H a 

Finally, on the :[1 April the London Review 
Bookshop is please to open its doors to 

welcome ~’~im Vour~t- H~, who will be in 
conversation about his novels, their 
translation into other languages and 
adaptation into film. He’ll also be talking 
about his literary influences, and how his 
writing reflects the literary traditions, 
history and culture of South Korea. Book 

Arts C .... il England 

Copyright © London Review of Books 

28 Little Russell Street, London WCIA 2HN 
You carl unsubecribe or update your eraail preferencee at any time on our webske. 

i’’; "" .~iI Calouste ~ Gulbenkia 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Felix Dodds <felix@ felixdodds.net > 

Friday, March 21, 2014 3:00 PM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.nnc.edu-~; ~gmail.com 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.e&~; Reyes, Alvaro Andres 

<~alvaroa~c@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Monday event / Sustainable Development indicators 

Very interesting © 

You might add my last two books to the syllabus © 

Onl~y One Earth with Maurice Strong and Michael Strauss that explains the last 40 years of intergovernmental negotiations 

from before Stockholm to the runup to RIO+20 and what the key issues should be there and From RIO+20 to the New 

Development Agenda with ~orge Laguna Celis (chief Mexican negotiator) and Liz Thompson Co-executive coordinator for 

Rio+20 and former Barbados Minister of Energy it picks up where Only One Earth stops and takes you through the 

negotiations what was happening in the different groups and what else influenced the negotiations. We (Liz, Jorge and me) 
will self-publish a Plain Language Guide to Rio+20 in late May under a new publishing house New World Frontiers. 

Warmest regards 

felix 

From: Escobar, Arturo [mailto:aescobar@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, March 21, 20:~4 2:48 PM 
To-" Felix Dodds;       @gmail.com 
Co-" Osterweil, Michal; SaNe, Eunice N; Reyes, Alvaro Andres 
Subject-" RE: Monday event / Sustainable Development indicators 
I think it will be great if you give your comments, Felix --it will add a perspective 
none of us have. Thanks also for sending the links about the Nexus conference. 
I would like to know more about it, esp. about Paula Caballero’s 

presentation (T know Colombia has taken some leadership in some 
of these issues, some times very intelligently though politically 
more conventional than other latin american countries for my case). 
So let’s plan on it, ok? 
You might "get a kick" out of some of the topics I am covering in current 
undergrad course on development (enclosed), including a brief reading on the GTI. 

all the best, 
arturo 

From: Felix Dodds [felix@felixdodds.net] 
Sent-" Friday, March 21, 20J.4 :I.:35 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo;        .~_gLn__a_!J_&o_Ln_. 

Cc: Osterweil, Michal; SaNe, Eunice N; Reyes, Alvaro Andres 
Subject-" RE: Monday event / Sustainable Development indicators 

Dear Arturo 

I’m happy to participate but I don’t have to it’s up to you guys. I’m as happy to come and listen. 

Tariq is a close friend and we are both Fellows at the Tellus Institute, I also sit on the management board for the Widening 

Circle with Tariq. I was very supportive of Tariq when he was Director of DSD and lobbied heavily for the SG to allow him to 

continue through to Rio (the Sg has a policy of no extensions beyond 60 years old which he has kept to without acceptation). 

Saying that I am an insider in the SDG conversation an advisor to the Ford Foundation, the Communitas Coalition and Article 

19. As far as the indicators discussion is there will be no decision on indicators during the 2015 process - this will be an 

expert driven process post 2015 when the targets have been agreed. The Communitas Coalition 

{http://www.cornmunitascoalition.o~N/)is engaged in promoting an urban goal which will be backed up with a number of 

pilots being launched in October, this will be around a basket of targets that have been proposed by governments and 

stakeholders. To support his another basket of indicators will be put together based on the UN Statistical Divisions work, 

SDSN and others who have proposed some indicators. The pilots will be given this BUT will be asked to choose not only from 

the list but ones that they think are relevant for their city and region - ensuring a bottom up approach to indicator work. 

Though I am supportive of SDSN they are not the only group by a mile out there doing good work in this area. 

I am enclosing the integrated approach as proposed by Colombia which you may have already seen at the UNC Nexus 

Conference a week or so ago videos here and particularly might be of interest Paula Cabellero Gomez from Colombia who has 
led the work on integrated approaches to SDGs [.Lt~t.p..;/./..~:2~....u...t~u~.b...e..:..c...~.x~/...~.s~e...r./~N....e~‘.x...~.s.~9.~.[~1:~.~.~.~" 

Warmest regards 

Felix 
Felix Dodds: US mobile ~ UK mobile+ www.felixdodds.net 

Email: felix@felixdodds.net 

Felix Dodds latest book is NOW OUT- From Rio+20 to a New Development Agenda: Building a Bridge to a Sustainable Future by Felix Dodds, Jorge Laguna Cells, Liz 

Thompson 

It is a companion book to: ONLY ONE EARTH The Long Road via Rio to Sustainable Development by Felix Dodds, Michael Strauss with Maurice Strong --- available 

now on Kindle or Nook 

Also available : giodiversity and Ecosytem Insecurity - A Planet in Peril edited by Ahmed Djoghlaf and Felix Dodds published by Earthscan 

US address: 

Twitter: felixdodds 



Blog: http:iiea rthsurnmit20:~2.blogspoL.comi 

Co-director of Nexus 2014 Conference 

Website: .h___t__t_ p_ ~ /_ /_ _ _n_ _ _e_ _ _x_ _u_ _ _s_ _c_ _ _o_ _ _n_ _f_ _e_ _ [ _e___n___c__e__._ ~ __e__b__:__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_l 

Twitter: http:/!bitlyiYaJa LE 

Facebook: http:i!on.fb.me/:LToU EC2 

YouTube: http:/ibi [.Iyi14U sOsO 

From: Escobar, Arturo [._m___a_lLt_o_i_a___e_s_c__9_b___a_r_,r~_e_[~_ajJ_~_u__t~_c__~!M] 

sent: Friday, March 21, 20:L4 ~.0:58 AM 

To:        ~gmail.com 
(~c: Felix Dodds; OsLerweil, Michal; Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N; Reyes, Alvaro Andres 
Subject: FW: Monday event / Sustainable Development indicators 

Dear Herman. Hello, Felix: 
Thanks for asking Felix whether he would be willing Lo give a short comment 
at Monday’s event with Gustavo EsLeva. Of course, that would be an addition 
Lo the event, and a five-rain commentary for be perfect z don’t know 
how much Felix knows about Gustavo. GusLavo is a very radical critic of 
development. 
To set the context a bit more: As you know, z suggested to GusLavo making some reference to 
Tariq Banuri’s Editorial in the journal Development as he became the new editor. 
Both Gustavo and I have worked with the journal in the past and know Tariq. 
T think Tariq is trying to perform a difficult balancing act in his text, 

that is, trying Lo please (or not to alienate at least) some mainstream development 
actors (chiefly, UNDP; but he was Director of the Division of Sust Dev at the UN prior 
Lo Rio + 20), while pushing them to think beyond the frame along with more critical perspectives. 
Two days ago I got the enclosed message and texts from Ashis KoLhari, whom we know 
and perhaps Felix, too. T forwarded to Gustavo as well. 3[ have not read it, but GusLavo 
might refer to it as well. 
See you on Monday, 
arturo 

Fron~: ICCA Consortium@qooqleqroups.com [ICCA_Consortium@googlegroups.com] on behalf of Ashish Kothari 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 20:~4 12:42 PM 

To: TCCA Consortium full; RED listserve; KV Full 
Subject: Sustainable Development indicators 

@gmail.com] 

Dear colleagues, 
pl. see attached a recent report of the Sustainable Development Solutions Network on a set of ] 00 indicators for ’sustainable development’, 
leading up to the post-2015 development goals. Also attached are my cormnents on this document, communicated to SDSN on a phone 
conference and then in writing. 

Also sent to them is an earlier critique of two UN reports on the post-2015 agenda, which is important to read as context to the above. 

For ICCA Consortium folks, pl. note the point re. PAs and ICCAs in the comments on the SDSN report. I think its important to keep 
bringing up this issue at all relevant forums, to balance the preponderance focus on particular notions of protected areas and the neglect of 
other forms of conservation/govemance/ma~mgement. 
Ashish 

Ashi sh KotharJ 

Kalpavriksh 

www. kal ~avri~si’~. o~g 

You received this message because you are snbscfibed to the Google Gronps "ICCA Consortium Members and tlonomry members" group. 

To unsub~ribe t~om lhis group and stop receiving emails from it, ~nd an email to ICCA ConsoNum+unsubscribe(a~)gpogleg~roups:cona. 

For more options, visit _~_t_t__t£~::!,_/g!:_o_u_[?_%g~?£g!__e_:_c_’~?~£_g_:~?l;~£_u__t.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, March 21, 2014 5:54 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residems@duke.edu 

Haiti film ~ries continues Wed 3/26 ruth "Jacques Roumain: The Passiou for a countr??’ 

Weduesday, March 26 

7:00 pin 

Room 240 John Hope Franklin Center, 2204 Erwin Road, Duke Campus 

,Jacques Roumain: The Passion for a Country/La Passion d’un pays 

Dir. Arnold Antoniu (2008). 118 min. French and Haitian Creole with subtitles. 

Thi s i nii~rmative aud revealing doc umentary explores the Haitian ~ciety of the late 19th century and early 20th century. The film tbc uses on the tormented life of one of 

Haiti’s most important authols, Jacques Roumain, who was also a prolnineut political figure. Wimler of the Paul Robeson Awaxd, 2009. 

Free and opeu to the public. Parldng is available in the lot behind the Pickens Health Cliuic (just across Trent Drive from the Franklin Ceuter). 

For more information, contact iacques.pierre(~duke.edu 

Natalie Na~tman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke U~ J ve rs i ty 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 3:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.eduh 

Today’s Headlines: A Routine Flight, Till Both Routine mad Flight VaJ~ish 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Magazine ~ Teday’s V~deo ~ 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Routine FHgi~t, Tit Both Ro~tilie and Flight 

?,s the search for ~he missing Malaysia ?drlines plane eonti~mes, 

exl~erts a~d investigators bare attempted to construct a portrait 

Night 37o ~th what is kn own. 

Seeuri~" Threat 

As the United States made a public case about the dal~ge~s 

huyiug from Huawei, the Chinese telecommm~ieafions giant, 

elassified d*-.,euments show khat the National Seem~ty Agency was erea[ing its 

own back doo~s - directly into Huawei*s networks. 

~E] Document: Slides Describe Mission ire’ok’ing Huawei 

The Catholic Roots of Obama~s Actbdsn~ 

In an o~ten-overlookcd per~od of President Obama’s life, he had 

a small ~.,ffiee in a S~-.,utb Side parish and became steeped in the 

social jusdee x~ing of the Catholic Church. 

..... Barack 

Obams 

~2 rived 

Editors’ Picks 



T MAGAZI NE 

~ VmEO: I~ tl~e A~r I ~pace Age ~tyle 

This season, fashion looks to khe heavens, tatdng inspiraLion 

from both space-age design and the wondrous immensib7 of the 

night sky 

OPINION I OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’iNs Is What 80 Looks Like 

Olo~a Skeinem oeevtpies a singular place in :~ne~ean eultm’e as 

the very face of feminism. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

[’ormer chairman ~[’ the National Transp~ctati~m Sa[’ety B~av(t, o~ 

the missing ~[alaysia Airlini;s .iet, 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Tl+e x~x Niakes Over the !~’mory 

The Br+fish pop ba~d the xx play on themes of exposure and 

intimacy iri the immensity of the Park Averme/M’mory dril] hal], 

inverting almost a~l of what is ex]>eeted in rock. 

VIDEO: lBrookly~ s Drawee :Fever 

A group of artists con tovk kheir bodies while performing flex, a 

Broo!dyn dance featm’ed in the film "["lex Is Kings." 

Forward 

Guests &’essed tbr ~he fall Diet shc~w ot~ Febo 28, at lhe Rodir~ 

Musemn in Paris, made a 

the ~+~)m 

World 

Russim~ Forces Take Over One of the Last 

The assauR on Saturday was a Mrger and more drama6c 

opera fi on "~ an at oth cr ins ta]la fions wh ere Ukrainia~ forces 

have eapikulated steaNb~ in recent days as Russia declared iN formal 



For Ukraine MilikaP~, in Crimea, GiuR1 Capitulation and an Uneer~in Faku[e 

:Pro- R~ssial~ al~d Pro- Kiev Camps :Dig h~ A~dd The 

Artyom 

among ordi~mry U]G’ai~[ans and amon~ elites, laying bare the 

dff~]culL]es of establishing political order even if the unsteady peace lasE, 

Co,retries Divided on Fut~re ofA~eie~t Buddl~as 

Thirteen yems after the Bamian E~uddbas were blasted into 

rubble, opinio~ is split on whether to leave them as is, rebuild 

tkem, or make copies of them. 

~ Ahoy l 

don~keys I 

Video: The Bamian Buddhas 

U.S, 

For Gay Co~ip|es i~ Mie][~igan, a Day of Joy Ends 

i~ Legal Uneertaii~ty 

A day after a federal judge stru& do~q~ Michigan’s voter- 

apwoved ban on same-sex mar~{ages, gW couples raced to 

clerk’s o~ees to exeha~ge wedding vows. 

Names of I~t:ealth Plai~s Sow Ct~stomer 

As consumers s~gn up for henlth insurance in the final days of 

open entailment, many find the names of plans unhelpful, 

conflising a~d in some c~ses misleadi~g. 

:For Antigay Cht~reh, Loshtg Its Cause Before Its 

Fotmder 

Members of the Westbc, rc, Baptist Ci~m’ch plan ~o keep spreadbig 

theiy antigay message a&ev the death of Fred Phelps, but maW of 

the church’s closest obsmwers say it has lost the cultural battle. 

Gesenh 

Phelps- 

Roper, 

Business 

Today’s Gir|s Love Pink Bows as P|aytl~ings, 
These Shoot 

I~sp[~ed by a suecess[on of female wamP:a" heroes, toy makers 

Maher, 

8~ with 

her Ned 



are marketing a more aggressive line of playthings fl;,r gfi’ls - 

even as the industry elings to eve~ shade of pink. 

A~ Revo~r~ E~trepre~e~rs 

Saying their own conntU stifles new business, French innovators 

are fining opportunity elsewhere .- especially in London. 

VOCATIONS 

~¥~ ~s~ lo4os ~nd Lo~g }i[ot~rs 

This is due busiest dine of },eat" for a ~ax preparer - but, she says, 

she still tt~es nok ko work c.,n Sundayso 

Ogorek 

Sports 

SOUTH: DAYTON 55, SYRACUSE 53 

Rally Falls Short and 8;~a’ae~se l[s Eli~a~ated 

Tyler Ennis’s attempt before the bnzzer clanked of{" the back of 

the rim as Da,,,¢on, an 1~ seed, bT@p]ed the third-seeded Orange. 

Bo~°n in tire UoN., P|aying ~’o~° 

Steven Beib~shom:, an American of Iranian descent, w~ll 

represenk his parenks’ homeland ak kl~e 2o,4 World Cup in Brazil, 

which begins in Junco 

~ CounNown to 2014 World Cup in Brazil: Day 82 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

$5 l~lill~on for Vick? If Smith Thrives, It’s a Steal 

It is altogekher possible for Viek t -., ment~r Smith, ko tutor him, 

while eveW day still approaching his job ;as if tie will start. 

...... s Jordan 

scored 

Arts 

Gamblir~g on Postpordr~g Rockettes Show Rather 

Tl~an Riski~g Poor Reviews 

AAer >vo years and $~5 m~l]ion, d~e head of Madison Square 

arden CompaW agrx?ed wikh khe en kertNnmen t mogul Ha,Tey 

Weins ban that "Hea~ and Lights" needed more work, 

Ca~ Sing and Smoilde~° arid Play Leading 

Steven Pasqua]e has generated excitement as the kind of bona 

fide leading man thaL Broadway pet~>etuaIIy hungms for and has 

trouble holding onto. 

L:y Gi/. KOU,<~LAS 

On Sm~day evening, daneers who have worked with the Paul 

Taylor Dance Company ~II filI the Koch Theater for an 

anniversary performance, 

Pssqual 

e the 

Magazine 



Trm:y Let-ts I~ Sti[~ Haunted by His Past 

The Tony-winning play~vr~ght and actor on what happens after 

you write d~e truth abou t eve*Ton e you know. 

~’~hat Pakistan Knew About Bin Lade~ 

Our supposed ally bad a specia] desk devoted to managing 

Osama bin Laden. How can the U.S. fight extremism when we’re 

unable Lo eonh’ont it where iL really lives? 

THE ETHICIST 

Should ~’~e P~’otecl ~’~ild Horses°? 

Wb en all in vasive sped es are not consJ dered eq~a]. 

¯ ,g.,s] One o~ 
....... many 

Obituaries 

Jack Fleck, ~;ho Stole Hogan’s }loment at ~955 

IJ,So Open, Dies at 9a 
LM R~CN.M~D GeL P%7 

Fleck, lJR~e knowu m~fi] he defeaDd Ben Hogan in a playoff at 

Olympic Club in San b~’audsco, went on to win only two more 

events on the regular PeA Tour. 

Gene Feist, Fmmder of the Re undabo ut Theater 
Company, Is Dead at 91 

Mr. Feist wa~ a pIaywHght and d~reetor who worked a~ a public- 

school Leacher when he started the nonprofi~ organization. 

Michael 

Fei mere ~;bitua:ies, go t~ NYTimee.¢om/ObRuariee ~, 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Crying Wolf on Religim~s Liberty 

The Supreme Com~ should rejeeL the claim of religious infringement in the 

health care law’s contraception mandate. 

, The Sequester and the Homeless 

~ Pay for P~ay and Title IX 

Fo; me~e oeir~ioi~ go to NYTimes.eomtOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The E,~, of the O~tdom" Cat 

Our pets are taking a large bite out of our birds. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

After CHines, what’s needed is a more rea]isde assessraent abou~ 

Russian intentions and Western leverage, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

P~ny D~ys for JerrT 

Moonbeam through a new prism: A m~-~re mellow Jerry Brown 

gets ready to make California histoW. 

, Column~s~ Page 



Thomas L F; iedman ,~ ofli todsy Frank Bruni ,~ on boor leave 

For mere opi!~ieR; ,~o te NYTimes.oom!Opinion ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

The PHots h~ the 
::.~.’ ~< ;:’i::: MUR,~>H~. 

The Malaysia Ah’]ines jet disappearance highlights the world 

vi~ual flighL hobbyisL~. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

S]p~’eadshe~;ts and G|ob~| Mayhem 

Researchers i~ several countries are des~gnieg mathemafica~ 

models to predict atrocities a~d war. 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Frollt Page [ Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@,NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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Save 15% at The 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Touching base 

Dear Eunice, 

i have an appointment scheduled for 11 AM tomorrow, so I won’t be able to join the meeting. I have been looking at the report that Georges sent, and will send you my 
comments when I have had a chance to thoroughly review, hopefully by the middle of the week. 

I won’t be able to call because I am tied up with a number of family events and I have an early morning meeting, but I will call Travis tomorrow and see when you might have 
an opening. 

Best, David 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:57 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear David, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to see if you’re available to meet with Georges committee tomorrow at about IL20am~ Because of other commitments from my end on Wednesday, I have asked him 
to re-schedule the planned SP committee to Monday Feb. 24. 

Kindly let me know. It would be great to touch base, thus feel free to call me today at home ( ) or in the office early tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Pier < ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Meetings 

Dear Eunice and Georges, 

I am not at all well and have decided that it is best I stay home this morning, missing the meetings. I ~vill email comments on the strategic plan Thanks. 

Best regards, 

Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Japan to Let U.S. Assume Control of Nuclear Cache 

Today’s Headlines  oo oy, Mo,,o,, 2,,  0,4 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs ,Arts ] Media & AdveRJsing 

Today’s V~deo ~ Obituaries Ed~orials ~ Op-~ OnihisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

.Jap~i to Let U,N, Assume Contro~ of Nuclear Cache 

Japan will announce Monday that it will turn over to Washington more than 

7oo pounds of weapons-grade plutonium and a large quantity of highly 

enriehed m:m~ium. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

3 Preside~ts and a l~ddle Nm~ed Putin 

t~re has arN~ed with United States presidents, lectured them, 

misled them, accused them, kept them waiting, kept them 

guessing, betrayed them and felt betrayed by them. 

Selli~g a Poisor~ by the BarreL" iAq~dd Nicotine 

for E- C~garettes 

"E.-Iiquids" used to refill e--~.igarektes are potei~t, unregalated 

neurotoxins. Evidence of the potential dangers is already 

emerging. 

Vladimir 

..... : liquid 
stimulan 

Editors’ Picks 



SPORTS 

Which team do you thi~k ~vi]] ~4n? Eh, never mind dmt. ’Fell us 

which teams’ losses would give you the greutest joy, and which team’s success 

would make you most happy. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

We did not seek this confrontation. This ~ew era crept up on 

because we did ~o[ fully ~n the O)ld War. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

LKECANTRELL diri;ctor of fl~e San Diego divisioa of the Ca[iforaia Poisoa CoBtro[ 

S) stem, OB the dal~gers of liquid l~icotine~ a :key ingt’edient in e-cigarettes. 

Today’s Video 

S~rrogacy 

The custody hattie over Baby M was the first time a court 

considered surrogacy. Today’s ~amifies are created i~ raany 

different ways. But have we resolved the question of surroguey? 

Live music superfans Amy Bemmtt and Richard DeFrank danced 

around ea ch otb er at co~ certs tbr yea~s before unfl)~u~ate 

circumsNnces brought them together as a couple. 

Teip 

Today o~ the Mim~te, a look into President Obama’s overseas 

trip that includes a stop in Brussels ~or a nuclear security 

summit, a meeting with the Pope, und a visit to Saudi ~M’abia. 

F..’.r mo;e video. ~’~o ~s NYTimes.¢omNideo ~ 

World 

More U.So T~ooops t~ Aid Uganda Search fo~¯ Kony 

Preside~t Obama is sendi~g more trool:,S m~d military aircraft to Ugm~da as part 



of a lor~g-.running effort to hunt dov~ 5@tive rebel eormnander Joseph Kor~y. 

KIGALI JOURNAL 

Rwanda Reaehes fo~° New Eeonomi~: Model 

trans%rm a dny rural economy into a finanda] and high-tech 

hub for the ~@ono 

Nlore PossiMe Sigt~tings in Hunt for Missi~g 

Plane 
::.;’ i i-i bMAi.," i: bLL:::R am:: r,,~iCi-iAi:L :::Oi",i?’~ TbF:: 

Chinese and French satellites spotted possible debris as the 

sea~x:.h for the missing Malaysian flight, now in its third week, 

continued on Sunday. 

e.patrol 

U,S. 

Danger" IAngers After LandMide Kills 8 ~n 

g~"as|ti~gto~ State 

A landslide about a square mile in size left eight people dead and 

at least ~8 missing in Washington State while destr,.,ying homes 

and bm34ng a abate highway. 

Crews Work to Co~ttah~ Oil Barge’s Leak 

,A, hout i68,ooo gallons of oil leaked into Galveston Bay on 

Saturday ti’om a barge that had collided with a ship. 

Beneati~ Cities, a Deca>~tg Tangle of Gas Pipes 

Leaks in pipes trauspot’dng natural gas are sta* tlingly common, 

federal records show, but replacing the network is a daunting 

task tbr New ~ork City, which has one of the oldest systems in 

the court try. 

,El Graphic: The Network of Pipes Under Manhattan’s Streets 

near the 

Por~ of 

half of I 

the gas 

Business 

~1 oi’~lo Uses Social 1Vtedia to i’~im~age C~stomers 

and Its Rep~tation 
~,. ~i~N~3d ":;O~.L 

To deal with ear owners’ eor~eems al~er a long.-de]ayed safely 

recall, General Motors is tm’uing to fbrums like ~s’i~er and 

Faeebook. 

...... General 

Motors 



Death Raiser On-Set Safety Questions 
Lw Mi’2,~L’<i.i. Ci~.Pi. ~ 

.,~ accident involving a camera assis b~nt who was tdlled by a 

train has raised question, s abont saf’et3, on the set, particularly on 

independent fihnso 

B~reh box, Seller of Beanery Prod~a~rts, Steps Out 

From Web V~th a Store 

As more stores go from exclusively online to bNck-and-mortar, 

the online beanty subseNption company Birehbox is Nming at a 

%ll-b]oma shopping and lifesVle 

Richard 

~,niz~ b~t 

h Jones, 

left, and 

Sports 

Another V~et~m of Global Financial Crisis: Pro 

Soccer Players 

Internat~onN economic tnrmo~] has eon~’ibuted to eomplNnts 

by players of teams’ failing to honor their contracts. 

Goalk~ 
per 
Mario 

~,n~nd 

MIDWEST: KENTUCKY 78, WICHITA STATE 76 
Kentuck 

For ~$~ihl~t.s~ ~$~in Over Shockers In Perfectly ~,s w~,~e 
CaulW- 

Ei~kh-seeded Ke~[ueky ended Wiehika Stake’s mlbea[en season~ 

rallying in t~e second half arm p~vailing w~en Fred VanV]eet missed a 3--point 

shot at the huzzer. 

~ At Wichi~ S~te, Son Quietly Savors the Sideline 

¢lennessee 83, Mercer 63: Tennessee, With Story of Its Own, Tops Mercer 

SOUTH: STANFORD 60, KANSAS 57 

Stanford Styn~ies Kansas and Its Star Freshman 

~drew Wi~ins scored 4. pNnts for the second-seeded 

aayhawka, who shot 3~.8 pe~vent from the fieM in their loss to 

t~e Cardinal. 

= U.C.L.A. 77, Stephen F. Austin 60: Anderson Helps Bruins Stroil into Round of 16 

plsyers 

] walked ] 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW 

BHnging Him Home, ~k~l- Again 
L:y CH.:\RLE:3 

"Les M~s6rables," the stage adaptation of Victor Hngo’s novel 

retm’ns to BroadwW to capitalize on khe populaHb~ of the recent 

I~OV~e version. 

Garden Buys Stake in Indic Fihn Bastion 

A deal will brh% together an indepe~dent fihn company and 

deep-pocketed spot’as and live entertainment brand looking 

exi_.,and. 

:Lobb~sts Set to Fight Royalty. :Bill for Artists 

Sotheby’s and ChrJsfie’s h,~ve spe~t about $1 mil]io~ in the last 

eouple of yeats to fi gh t a bill th a t would gi ve visual arti sts a cu t 

of the profi Ls when their work is resold at auction. 

~ osenth 

and 

Cilristid 

Media & Advertising 



THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Risks Abo~md as Reporle~0s Play ~n Traffic 

The availah~]~b~ of tea@ metrhzs on contempt ~s not ol~ly changing 

the way news organizations compensake thNr employees, buk 

have a signifieank efl)ct on tile news itself. 

Real :Estate Developer’s in Mo~ieimid 

Some whose day job is putth~g up bui]din&s have also found their 

way inb> show business. And it’s a labor of love. 

In Ho]l]lywood News ~Nars, TheWrap Rebounds 
8,. L:RQ©~<S L:.&RN~.% 

The o:ade news website has set goals of more ~’a~)e ai~d beUer journalism, and 

has been rewarded wRh more visitors. 

Obituaries 

Adolfo S~Arc~ :Dies at g~; Led Spa~n Back to 

Democracy 

Mr. Su@ez, who helped fill a power vacuum left by the death of 

Gem Francisco Fral~co il~ 1975, was a key figm’e in the eountTy’s 

tra n si tion ha ek to democracy. 

Jmes Rebhorn, an Actor Often Pla~g a Man iu 
a Suit, Dies at 65 

Mr. Rebhom appeared ]n dozens of pOlm]ar moviea and 

television shows and recently s~m’ed on @e ShQwtime hit 

"Homeland," 

Su~r~z 
center, 

2009. 

For more obitua:w,s, ijo to NYTimee~eom/ObRuaries ~> 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Willfully Endal~gering Drivers 

Toyota and General MoLo~s failed the ~neican public when they delayed 

recalls or" mJllkms of defee~ve ears. 

~ Urbanizing China 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Wealth Over Work 

Making America safe for oligarchy. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED I JULIA BAIRD 

Q~eelt Victo*°ia, Another M~ligned ..’Mother 

Why must powerful women be judged and found waning? 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE 

~Vhe~ NaDare Looks Un~mt~ra| 

Why sden tis ks ~re so exalted ahou t last week’s cosmological an aou n cemen t. 

Fo; :’se~e opir~ion, go :o NYTimes.comtOpinion >~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:04 AM 

Fhuns~ Donato <dthunsu21 @ unc .edu>; SaNe, Euni ce N <euni ce@email, unc .edu> 

RE: AAAD .Tuesday 

Dear Donato, 

Thanks again for standing in for me tomorrow. For the two novels students read for the course, they play a game of jeopardy. For "So Long a Letter" tomorrow, seven students have signed 
up to lead the class in the game. They are: 

These students get extra credit for leading the class in the game, so please have them sign a separate sheet from the attendance sheet. To date all students have been prepared to lead the 
game. If for some reason these are not, please lead a discussion on the novel with them 

Again thanks so much! 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Fhunsu, I)onato 

Sent: Sunday, 8:23 PM 

To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Sable, ]b;unice N 

Subject: RE: AAAD Tuesday 

[)ear Margaret, 
Thank you 12~r your message. 
When you send me that inl2mnation, if you can also let me know what the students ~vill be doing for this particular class day and whether or not you would want me to take attendance, that 
would help 
I hope you :tee[ better soon. 
Best, 
Donato 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 

From: Lee, Mar;aret Carol 
Sent: Sunday, 7:57 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Fhunsu, Donato 
Subject: RE: AAAD Tuesday 

Dear Donato, 

Thanks for agreeing to stand in for my class Tuesday. Tomol~ow I will send you the names of the students you are in charge of the class for Tuesday. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday-, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Cc: Fhunsu, Donato 
Subject: AAAD -Tuesday 

3:02 PM 

Dear Margaret, 

Our colleague Donato has agreed to stand in for you on Tuesday. As such, please get in touch with him regarding the class project pertaining to the novel scheduled for the class on that 
day. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



J~ ’a 

working group 

Funding generously provided by:              ~ 
The Co~ns;ort~ium in Latin American & Caribbean~ St~.~dies 

UNC 
INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAI.. HEALTH 

& INFECTIOUS I)ISEASES 

For more information, contact: ~live.unc.edu) or ~live.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:41 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-24-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 24m, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/27/14 LqNC Geological Sciences Colloquium Series lecture by Greg Hempen, geophysicist at URS Corporation of St. bouis, Missouri, scheduled for 3:30 PM in 
Murray" Hall Room 005. The topic of Dr. ttempen’s talk is "You’re Going to Drink THAT lVater?!" 

03/28/14 "I#ater in Our V/orld", a new exhibit at Morehead Planetarium and Science Center, opens with a reception scheduled for 2:30 4:00 PM. Morehead Director 
Todd Boyette ~,ill speak at 3:30 PM. The reception is open to the public and light reti’eshtnents will be served. The exhibit, located in Morehead’s Lower Exhibit Gallery, 
will be open tlm’oughout the North Carolina Science Festival (March 28-April 13) and continuing through the summer. 

03/29/14 UNICEF at Carolina will be hosting a Water Walk scheduled for 9:30 AM 12:30 PM. ’Ibis walk/ran is intended to simulate the distaaace most women a~nd 
children tnust walk to retrieve water in some developing countries. Beginning and concluding at the UNC’s Old Well, the walk will be a 3K distance throughout the Upper 
Quad and Arboretum. Refreshments will be provided atthe conclusion of the event. A $15 registration fee includes a T-Shirt and goody bag. To sign tip, visit 
https:/iwww.facebook, coin/events/1456411231255997/?re~22. 

That same evening, The Library on Fraxddin Street will feature a "dirty water cocMail" intended to raise awareness about the necessity of safe, clean drinking water to 
prevent waterborne illness. Proceeds from the purchase of this drink will benefit UNICEF’s Tap Proj ec>every dollar raised will provide a child safe, clean drinking water 
Ibr 40 days. For more intbrmation, visit https://wvca,.facebook.com/t~’ICEFatCarolina. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water: A defining challenge of the 21st century In recognition of World Water Day on March 22, the tbllowing University G~ette write-up Nghiights "the Water 

Institute atUNC and many of its recent accomplishments: http://g~ette.unc.edu/2014/03i18iwater-a-delhaing-challenge-of-the-21 st-century/. 

46th Annum Fred T. Foard Memorial Lecture on April 10 The Gillings School of Global Public Health hosts its 46th annual Fred T. Foaacd Jr. Memorial Lecture 

on April 10 at The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education on the UNC campus. Gregoly Allgoo& P10D, vice presi&nt of World Vision Water and 

founder of Procter & Gamble’s Children’s Safe Drinking Water Prognnn, will present the lecture, "Saving Lives with Clean Water," at 6 PM followed by a reception 

at 7 PM. Please register to attend the Foard Lecture and other related events by Monday, March 31 at http:i/sph.unc.edu/alumni-pa~es/foaxd/or by calling (919) 966- 

0198. 

\VATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

A Drh~k For Tomorrow Leaderslfip Applications due April 1 Interes~ted in becoming a larger part ofADFT, a s~dent organization on campus dedicated to 
raising awareness about global water issues and funds tbr clean water projects? Mulfiple executive board positions are open and anyone who is interested is 

encouraged to apply. The leadership application can be tbnnd at http://www.adft.ovg/#!get involve&’c8k2 or visit our website www.adft.org lbr more inlbrmation. 

Completed applications, along with a brief letter of interest and current resume, are due by April 1 and can be submitted to adftunc@gmail.com. Questions about the 
application or iat’onnation about specific positions can be submitted to Amelia Hulbert at dtiulberg&live.unc.edu. 

Beauty for the Earth event benefitting Water Institute at UNC The Water Institute at UNC has partnered with the Aveda Institute at Chapel Hill to be the 

beneficimy for their annual Earth Month. The general public is invited to attend their first campaign, BeauF ibr the Earth~ which provides free services (hakeuts, facials, 

makeup, and nail polish) from 9:30 AM 6:00 PM on Wednesday March 26. All donations will benefit the Water Institute. 

2nd Annual Global Africana Conference "Water, Health, and Environment: Experiences from African, African-American, and Diaspora 
Geographies" The UNC Department of African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies will be hoffting its 2nd Annual Global Afiicana Conference on April 3-5. 
The focus of this yeazc’s event will be Water, Health, and Environment: Experiences J?om AJkican, A fiqcan-American, and Diaspora Geographies. 

The challenges lacing Afi’ican, Afidcan American, and Diaspora communities m-ound the globe axe multi-layered and are the tbcus of intense debates in scholarly, public 

policy and civil society circles, particulaady as it concerns water, health and environmental issues. A range of initiatives fi’om new public policies and innovative civil 
society groups are rising to meet serious challenges pertaining to these sectors given their significant implications for economic production, social reproduction and the 

environment. The interpretive frames used to grapple ruth concrete challenges underpinning these sectors and the manner in which they axe being addressed in policy 

spaces is pa~ of what is at stake in this proposed conversation. 

For more details, contact Travis Gore at stgore~email.unc.edu. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Invdved with "Water In Our ~Zorid’’ For infi)rmation on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:#watertheme.nnc.eda/. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email a&tress: watertheme(a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.comiUNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:i/www.lacebook.comiWaterlnOurWorld. 
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Monday, March 24, 2014 10:42 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-24-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 24m, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/27/14 LqNC Geological Sciences Colloquium Series lecture by Greg Hempen, geophysicist at URS Corporation of St. bouis, Missouri, scheduled for 3:30 PM in 
Murray" Hall Room 005. The topic of Dr. ttempen’s talk is "You’re Going to Drink THAT lVater?!" 

03/28/14 "I#ater in Our V/orld", a new e=chibit at Morehead Planetarium and Science Center, opens with a reception scheduled for 2:30 4:00 PM. Morehead Director 
Todd Boyette ~,ill speak at 3:30 PM. The reception is open to the public and light reti’eshtnents will be served. The exhibit, located in Morehead’s Lower Exhibit Gallery, 
will be open tlm’oughout the North Carolina Science Festival (March 28-April 13) and continuing through the summer. 

03/29/14 UNICEF at Carolina will be hosting a Water Walk scheduled for 9:30 AM 12:30 PM. ’Ibis walk/ran is intended to simulate the distaaace most women a~ad 
children tnust walk to retrieve water in some developing countries. Beginning and concluding at the UNC’s Old Well, the walk will be a 3K distance throughout the Upper 
Quad and Arboretum. Refreshments will be provided atthe conclusion of the event. A $15 registration fee includes a T-Shirt and goody bag. To sign tip, visit 
https:/iwww.facebook, coin/events/1456411231255997/?re~22. 

That same evening, The Library on Fraxddin Street will feature a "dirty water cocMail" intended to raise awareness about the necessity of safe, clean drinking water to 
prevent waterborne illness. Proceeds from the purchase of this drink will benefit UNICEF’s Tap Proj ec>every dollar raised will provide a child safe, clean drinking water 
Ibr 40 days. For more intbrmation, visit https://wvca,.facebook.com/t~’ICEFatCarolina. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water: A defining challenge of the 21st century In recognition of World Water Day on March 22, the tbllowing University G~ette write-up Nghiights "the Water 

Institute atUNC and many of its recent accomplishments: http://g~ette.unc.edu/2014/03i18iwater-a-delhaing-challenge-of-the-21 st-century/. 

46th Annum Fred T. Foard Memorial Lecture on April 10 The Gillings School of Global Public Health hosts its 46th annual Fred T. Foaacd Jr. Memorial Lecture 

on April 10 at The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education on the UNC campus. Gregoly Allgoo& P10D, vice presi&nt of World Vision Water and 

founder of Procter & Gamble’s Children’s Safe Drinking Water Prognnn, will present the lecture, "Saving Lives with Clean Water," at 6 PM followed by a reception 

at 7 PM. Please register to attend the Foard Lecture and other related events by Monday, March 31 at http:i/sph.unc.edu/alumni-pa~es/foaxd/or by calling (919) 966- 

0198. 

\VATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

A Drh~k For Tomorrow Leaderslfip Applications due April 1 Interes~ted in becoming a larger part ofADFT, a s~dent organization on campus dedicated to 
raising awareness about global water issues and funds tbr clean water projects? Mulfiple executive board positions are open and anyone who is interested is 

encouraged to apply. The leadership application can be tbnnd at http://www.adft.ovg/#!get involve&’c8k2 or visit our website www.adft.org lbr more inlbrmation. 

Completed applications, along with a brief letter of interest and current resume, are due by April 1 and can be submitted to adftunc@gmail.com. Questions about the 
application or iat’onnation about specific positions can be submitted to Amelia Hulbert at dtiulberg&live.unc.edu. 

Beauty for the Earth event benefitting Water Institute at UNC The Water Institute at UNC has partnered with the Aveda Institute at Chapel Hill to be the 

beneficimy for their annual Earth Month. The general public is invited to attend their first campaign, BeauF ibr the Earth~ which provides free services (hakeuts, facials, 

makeup, and nail polish) from 9:30 AM 6:00 PM on Wednesday March 26. All donations will benefit the Water Institute. 

2nd Annual Global Africana Conference "Water, Health, and Environment: Experiences from African, African-American, and Diaspora 
Geographies" The UNC Department of African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies will be hoffting its 2nd Annual Global Afiicana Conference on April 3-5. 
The focus of this yeazc’s event will be Water, Health, and Environment: Experiences J?om AJkican, A fiqcan-American, and Diaspora Geographies. 

The challenges lacing Afi’ican, Afidcan American, and Diaspora communities m-ound the globe axe multi-layered and are the tbcus of intense debates in scholarly, public 

policy and civil society circles, particulaady as it concerns water, health and environmental issues. A range of initiatives fi’om new public policies and innovative civil 
society groups are rising to meet serious challenges pertaining to these sectors given their significant implications for economic production, social reproduction and the 

environment. The interpretive frames used to grapple ruth concrete challenges underpinning these sectors and the manner in which they axe being addressed in policy 

spaces is pa~ of what is at stake in this proposed conversation. 

For more details, contact Travis Gore at stgore~email.unc.edu. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Invdved with "Water In Our ~Zorid’’ For infi)rmation on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:#watertheme.nnc.eda/. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email a&tress: watertheme(a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.comiUNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:i/www.lacebook.comiWaterlnOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fhunsu, Donato <~dlhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

Lee, Margazet Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD -Tuesday 

Dear Margaret, 
Thank you for your response Is this class an AAAD 
meet and at what time? 
Best, 
Donato 

? I tried to look it up on CormectCarolina, but I could not locate it. So, my questions to you are: ;Vhat class is it? ;Vhere does it 

"We diker, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar" 
- Helen Keller 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Monday, 8:04 AM 
To: Fhunsu, Donato; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sul~ject: RE: AAAD    Tuesday 

Dear Donato, 

Thanks again :[’or standing in for me tomorrow For the two novels students read for the course, the?’ play a game of jeopardy For "So Long a Letter" tomorrow, seven students have signed 
up to lead the class in the game They are: 

These students get extra credit for leading the class in the game, so please have them sign a separate sheet from the attendance sheet. To date all students have been prepared to lead the 
game. If for some reason these are not, please lead a discussion on the novel with them. 

Again thanks so much[ 

Best, 

Margaret 

From: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Sunday, 8:23 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE:A>~D~ -Tuesday 

[)ear Margaret, 
Thank you :[‘or your message. 
When you send me that information, if you can also let me know what the students will be doing for this particular class day- and whether or not you would xvant me to take attendance, that 
would help. 
I hope you feel better soon. 
Best, 
Donato 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the senses." 
"One can never consent to creep xvhen one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Sunday, 7:57 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Fhunsu, Donato 
Subject: RE: AAAD -Tuesday 

Dear Donato, 

Thanks for agreeing to stand in for tW class Tuesday. Tomorrow I will send you the names of the students you are in charge of the class for Tuesday. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Cc: Fhunsu, Donato 
Subject: AAAD -Tuesday 

3:02 PM 

Dear Margaret, 

Our colleague Dunato has agreed to stand in for you on Tuesday. As such, please get in touch ~vith him regarding the class project pertaining to the novel scheduled for the class on that 
day. 



Best wishes, 
Euniee 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info=asmeascholars.org@mai135.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

APPI,Y NOW: Travel Grants to Annual Cont~rence 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2014 
Seventh Annual ASMEA Conference 

Searching for Ba/ance in the Middle East and Africa 

October 30 - November 1, 2014 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

VVe are pleased to announce travel �lrants of up to $500 to professors and students who wish 

to attend our upcoming Seventh Annual Conference. 

To apply for the ASMEA Trave~ Grant: 

¯ Applicants rrlust be engaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a post-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visiting/adjunct/assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

¯ Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transpo~lation, and related 

cos[s. 

¯ Applications must be accompanied by a one page paper proposal for the conference. 

Paper proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and un-published 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

¯ Professorsipost-docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair, 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

¯ Applicants must be ASMEA members in good standing. 

¯ The application deadline is April 1, 2014. 

Download the 2014 Travel Grant Flyer. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202=429=8860 or inf~asmeascholars.orcj. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 



PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2014 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Aja R <aja reid@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: IMPORTANT: Signatures Needed 

Good Afternoon Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you for attaching the forms for my review. The first form is actually a position description form and the second form is a performance appraisal. The work 

plan submitted earli~:_~r.. Ibts a~l of the respons~biHtk~s for her current posit~on and should be used for future appraisals. ~ hope tMs clears everything up. 

Thanks, 

Aja 

~ SaNe, Eunice N 
~Bt~ Monday, March 2~, 20~ 3:06 PM 
To~ Reid, Aja R 
~ubje~t~ ~: ~MPORTANT: Signatures Needed 
~~ High 

Dear Aja, 

As promised, kindly see at-~ached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 20:14 :t0:19 AM 
To: Williams, Lachonya; SaNe, EuNce N 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Signatures Needed 

Hello Lachonya 

Please find al:~:ached, a PD}: image o[~ signed SPA Posil:h:m Descr~ptkm form and SPA performance Management & Corn~)etency Assessment: form. Please let me 

know ~f you need originals. 

~ w~l] been sending my ~ast per[:ormance review, in a hour { need [o go to Abernethy Hall and look on flies). 

Thank you 

Sonia 

~ Williams, Lachonya 
$eBt~ Friday, ~anua~ ~7, 20~ 7:3~ AM 

Te~ SaNe, Eunice N 
¢¢~ Colon, SoNa 
$~jeCt~ IMPORTANT: Signatures Heeded 
l~e~aBCe~ High 

Eunice - 

~ need for you and Sonia to s~gn the attached documents and get them back to me by email today. Please let me know if you have any questions or difficulty 

meeting the deadline. 

Sonia - 

I will need a copy of your last performance review. Please send that to me over email. 

Thank you both~ 

[achonya 

[aChen~a Williams, ~H~, M$H~ 

Assistant Dean fer Human ~eseurCes 

College of Arts & Sciences 

03 Howell Hall, CB# 30S6 

(o) 919-~3-9201 (VOIP) 

(m) 
(f) 919-843-353~ 

For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via [~.~!:.~..~.~.~..~.~.~[~2: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <~mail.skozxrpfeqkdcheikn@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 8:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Stand Up to Bullying ruth Routledge: 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

Click here to view our titles on bullying 
Is this email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

STAND UP to Bullying 
with Roufledge! 

This Friday is International STAND UP to 
Bullying Day. To view our titles on the issues 
surrounding bullying, please click here, 

Now until March 4th using discount code 
QRK58 at checkout and receive 20% off your 
order. Remember, all web orders over $35 
receive FREE SHIPPING in the US and 
Canada, 

To learn more about the STAND UP to Bullying 
movement, please click here. 

*Ottg, r vafld only w~,#} web or(g,t:s at roude~ge.com, 
routledge.com/eyeonedt,,cadon, foca~p,,ess.com, 

psypress.com or t~ut~edgemental~}ealth.co~Tt. 

i.~ii 20 percentoff 

Share the Savings: ~~ 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P ..... 

._$_i_fl_LL~[~___~2~___s__u__b_j__e~’:t___a__~__e_’_a_ to ~ece[w ne~’~ and offers straight to your inbo× flom the Taylo~ & Francis Group, 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your eF.,aa~i address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 ]aylor & Franc~s, an intorma business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo~ma UK Limited, registered in ~ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: MortiR-~er House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe please click her~e. Please note this is an automated operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

UTC’s Lasl Deadline is April 1, 2014; Early Decision now available lbr Juniors 

C~ndid~tes can ~e~n abou~ 

ga[l:ime~e Open House 

HERE) 

,. OC Happy Hour 

Lo(:M I,s from 5:~0~7:30PM 

at (RSvr~ HERE) 

app[icaLion w~th UTC can 

audit o:~e of our ~raduate 

sho~4(~ ceel:a~(:L Prathima 

Kathiresan. ......................... 

UTC recently hi~ed Romney 

gdw~ ds as its 

(]o~tac1: Romney Edwards 

more info~ marion. 



U!bsn ieaci;~! Cerii~,r i 1500 L.Im.’l~ .,",;}ill, S~;=te 2200 I B -~ltim-’l!~, [’,,ID 2121 ! :’.’:::.~’.:: iContact - TI¥ It Free! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / P~lchology Press <mail.skozxrpkesmrlce~b@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 8:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Celebrate International Women’s Day with Routledge: 20% OFF AI,L TITLES 

20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING!* 

Is this email not displaying COl-rectiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

Ce ebrate International Women’s Day 
with Roufledge! 

March 8th is International Women’s Day, To 
~i 20 p ..... t off 

view our titles on the issues surrounding 

women, please click here. 

Now until March ~ lth use diacount code QRKT0 
at checkout, and receive 20% OFF* your order. 
Remember, all web orders over $35 receive 
FREE SHIPPING in the US and Canada, 

¯ Oft~tvaJJd O~y with ~b or~t~ at roud~ge.com, 

routledge.co~eyeoneducation, foc~Ipres&com, 

psypre.ss, corn or tout~edgementalhealth, com. 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

8ifln up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We ~espect your privacy and will not disclose, ~ent or sell your emaii address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Francis, an h~%rma business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 10729,54 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London WI[ 3JH. 

you v¢ish to unsubscdbe, please click her_....~e Please note Lilis is an auLomated operaLion. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, October 30, 2010 1:41 PM 

mdriscol <mdri~ol@email.unc.edu> 

1~: Greetings, etc 

Thanks for offering a ride Marcos. 

Here we go: 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: mdriscol [mdriscol@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 30, 2010 11:04 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Greetings, etc 

Eunice, 
I’ll come pick you up tomorrow; can you give me your cell and new 
(bourgeois) address? 

Marcos 

On Thu, 28 Oct 2010 14:55:04 -0400, eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hi Comrade, 

Yes, ! was to plan dinner ]k~llowing the event A combination would be 

great. I)o you have further details or do I need to contact someone 

about the ’talk’ concerning a combined dinner event’? 

Cheers, 

E 

Quoting Mark Driscoll <mdriscol@email uric edu>: 

>> cunice, 

>> Treat’s great you are all settled in. Any plans about what to do for 

>> dinner after the event? There’s some talk about a large dinner party- 

>> corabining ore event with the talk by Mezzadra hosted by Pickles and 

>> Grossberg. Do you think that might work? 

>> 

>> Big hugs, 

>> 

>> Mark 

>> 

>> 

>> email.~mc.edu wrote: 

>>> Hi Mark, 

>>> Hope you are well. 

>>> Finally moved to the house and settling in ore new geography. 

>>> Kindly- circulate the attached details concerning the Nov. 9 to your 

>>> department’s listserve. I will be sending a copy of the documentalN 

>>> soon. 

>>> Cheers, 

>>> Eunice. 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 2:43 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

Meeting Monday 

Dear 

I will be in my office between the hours of 10.00am-4~00pm tomorrow. Thus, feel free to stop by and I hope this works from your end. My office is 302 Battle Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, October 31, 2010 4:11 PM 

Jason Warner @gmail.com> 

I~E: Book Chapter 

Nov. 9 event - Environmental Rights 1 lxl7.pdf 

Yes, the same format. 

Please find attached a poster concerning the event that I mentioned pertaining Dr. Wangari Maathai’s work in Kenya. As long as I receive the chapter before Nov. :iS all will be 
well. I will be in Germany and Kenya shortly thereafter thus plan to send the manuscript off before my departure. 

Best wishes 
Mwalimu 

From-" Jason Warner         @small.corn] 
Sent; Sunday, October 3:t, 20:t0 3:40 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Book Chapter 

MwaJ imu - 

Also, can you give me some guidance on how you would like me to reference my sources? I was going to use the same format as you did for you ea~ticle "African 

States’ NEPAD Project," but then thought that I should double check with you to make sure. 

All best, 
Jason 

On Sun, Oct 31, 2010 at 3:15 PM, Jason Warner < 
Mwalimu - 

~gmail.com> w~ote: 

Hapw Halloween, and I hope all is well with you. Will I see you out on Franklin Street tonight? 

I wanted to write briefly to update you on the progress of the book chapter I’ve been working on on the evolution of sovereign .ty in Africa. I am nearing a completion 

point, with the matin bo@ of the chapter being about 99% complete. Cm~ntly, I am reorganizing a few of the paragraphs, malting sure that my argument is consistent 

and editing for s~le and clarity. I s~till need to fill out all of the footnotes, but that should be simple enough. 

Although my goal was to get it into you by tonight, would yon mind ifI gave it to you by midnight tomorrow? I’ll jufft take all day to tie up these varions loose ends, 

and then submit it sometime in the evening. Will that be ok’? 

Again, I really appreciate this opportunily, and am excited abont what I’ve been able to produce. 

Plea~se let me know your thought~ and I’ll look forward to seeing you - as a giant mug ofcofl~e? - at the t~stivities tonight. 

All best, 
Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 5:25 PM 

@ema~l xmc.edu> 

I~E: Afri    Paper Meeting 

Thanks for the heads up 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:10 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri    Paper Meeting 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I hope you are having a great weekend! 
I am luoking furward tu talking with yuu about my paper tumurrow. I am only 
available between 1 and 2; I will come during that time and ifyuu are with 
uther students fur the huur I wil [ contact yuu again and see if" I can come 
during uffice huurs this week. 

Thank yuu[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~ubject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),’CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday,                 11:51 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: ol~ce hours 

Dear 

Yes. 

See you then 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 10:36 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: office hours 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
Wou~d it be OK if I come by your office hours around 2 this afternoon? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1 1:55 AM 

~gmaS~l,com> 

1~91: AFPd    today’s office hours 

Dear 

Thanks for the heads up I ;vill be in my office tomolTow from noon to 1.30pm. 

Hope to see you then. 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~@gmail corn] 
Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI    today’s office hours 

Eli Professor Sahle, 
I’m sorry that I am only now emailing you, I meant to do so earlier. I can’t make it to office hours today because I had class from 8-1 ()am and now I am at work and will be here until 4pro. 
Would I be able to meet with you either tomorrow or Wednesday to go over my outline? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 8:21 AM 

Wisdom Tettey <tettey@ucalgary,ca> 

RE: Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

From; Wisdom Tettey [tettey@ucalgary.ca] 
Sent; Monday, November 01, 2010 5:05 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

Hey, what is the scary stuff’? I sent you a message last week (Oct. 27) to check on how you are doing, but did not get a response, and was wondering why 

W~’zy. 

On 10-11 - 01 6:04 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Joe, 

Many thanks for resending the chapter! 

Things have been scarily and hectic here for most of the Fall. 

Greetings to the family. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From; Joseph Mensah [imensah@yorku.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, October 31, 2010 8:23 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc-" PuplampuK@macewan.ca; tette¥@ucaklarv.ca 
Subject; Re: Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

Dear Eunice et al. 

Attached is the revised version of our paper for your impending edited volume on "Transnational Citizenship...". Sorry it took me more than I expected; things are 

very hectic around here, as it is over there with you, and with W~zzy in Ghana, and with Korbla in Edmonton. 

As you will see, I have addressed all the issues raised by the reviewer. In particular, you will see that I have: 

1. Changed ’preliminary considerations" to "introduction" 

2. Justified our methodology, with insights from Portes 

2. Concentrated only on variables of "religious transnationalism" on Table 5 and eliminated variables of "other transnational activities" per the suggestion of the 

the reviewer. 

3. And used "male-female comparison" consistently, and avoided "male-female differentials" per the revieweCs suggestion. 

Please write back to acknowledge receipt ASAP, and have a happy Halloween. 

Joe 

Joseph Mensah, PhD 
Associate Professor of Geography & 
Coordinator of International Development Studies 
Founders Room 320 
York University 

4700 Keele Sheet 
Toronto, ON Canada M3J 1P3 

Tel: 416-736-2100 ext.66344 
Fax: 416-736-5732 
Email: imensah@yorku.ca 

website: ~/[a~lScarmer ~as defecated a possiMe fraud atte~pt fro~ ~hMNo~:kederror.aspx’~ c]a.im~,q, to ~e www.yorku.ca/jmensah 



eunice~,email.unc.edu 

08/12/2010 10:34 AM 

To Joseph Mensah <jmensah@yorku.ca>_ 

cc tettey@ucalgary.ca, PuplampuK@macewan.ca 

Subject Resending review - your chapter- Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

Dear Brothe~ Joe, 

Greetings. 

We looking iorward to receiving your revised chapter by August 31. 

With best wi shes, 

Sis. E. 

Quoting Mail Delivery System <:MAILER-DAEHON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu>: 

The fe]]owing message to <mensah@yerku.ca> was <mdeliverable. 
The reason for the problem: 
5.1.0 - UnKnown address error 550-~5.1.i <mensah@yorku.ca>... User unknown’ 

Wisdom O. ’rettey, Ph.D 

Department of Communication and Culture 

University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Canada 

T2N 1N4 

Phone: (403) 220-4847 

Fax: (403) 282-6716 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, November 2, 2010 1:39 PM 

Wisdom Tettey <tettey@ucalgary,ca> 

RE: Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

Ha ha, ha: Nairobi home brother. On a lighter note - I just bought a house in and it is helping with the renewal. Here are my new contact details: 

Cheers, 
Sis. E. 

From: Wisdom Tettey [tettey@ucalgary.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 1:02 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

All the best. 

On 10-11-02 6:20 AM, Sahle, Ennice N wrote: 

From: Wisdom Tettey [tette¥@ucalc~arv.ca] 
Sent: Monday, November 01, 2010 5:05 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

Hey, what is the sca~ stult’? I sent yon a message last week (Oct. 27) to check on how you are doing, bnt did not get a response, and was wondering 

why 

On 10-11-0l 6:04 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Joe, 

Many thanks for resending the chapter! 

Things have been scarily and hectic here for most of the Fall. 

Greetings to the family. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Joseph Mensah [imensah@¥orku.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, October 31, 2020 8:23 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Cc: PuplampuK@macewan.ca; tettey@ucalqary.ca 
Subject: Re: Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 



Dear Eunice et al. 

Attached is the r~vised version of our paper for your impending edited volume on "Ttansnational Citizenship_.". Sorry it took me more than 

expected; things are very hectic around het~, as it is over there with you, and with Wizzy in Ghana, and with Korbla in Edmonton. 

As you will see, I have addressed all the issues raised by the reviewer. In particular, you will see that I have: 
1. Changed ’preliminary considerations" to "introduction" 

2. Justified our methodology, with insights from Portes 

2~ Concentrated only on variables of "religious ttansnationalism" on Table 5 and eliminated variables of "other transnational activities" per the 

suggestion of the the reviewer. 

3. And used "male-female comparison" consistently, and avoided "male-female differentials" per the reviewer’s suggestion. 

Please write back to acknowledge receipt ASAP, and have a happy Halloween. 

Joe 

Joseph Mensah, PhD 
Associate Professor of Geography & 
Coordinator of International Development Studies 
Founders Room 320 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 
Toronto, ON Canada M3J 1P3 

Tel: 416-736-2100 ext.66344 
Fax: 416-736-5732 
Email: imensah(~,vorku.ca 

website: ~’[~i|Scann~.:~r J-~as ~Jctecte~J a possi|~|e fraud a~.:~pt fro~ "~r||~|o~k~|e~’ro~’,asp~" c|ai~ir~ to ][~ vwvw.yorku.ca/jmensah 

eunice~,emaiLunc.edu 

08/!2/20!0 10:34 AM 

To Joseph Mensah <jmensah@yorku.ca> 

cc tettey@ucalgary.ca, PuplampuK@macewan.ca 

Subject Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

Dear Brother Joe, 

G:L e ~’ti :~ g s. 

~ am resending the attacPed review for an earlier email bounced - see below. 

We loo~ing forward to receiving your revised chapter by August 31. 

w~th best wJ shes, 

S~ s. E. 

Quoting Hail Delivery System <}~ILER-DAEHON@mxi~2i.isis.unc.edu>: 

> The following message to <mensah@yorHu.ca> was undeliverable. 

> 5.1.0 - Un£nown add£ess error 550-~5.1.1 <mensah@vorku.ca>... User un£nown~ 

Wisdom J. Tettey, Ph.D 

Department of Communication and Culture 

University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Canada 

T2N IN4 



Phone: (403) 220-4847 

Fax: (403) 282-6716 

Wisdom J. Tettey, Ph.D 

Department of Communication and Culture 

Uniw~rsity cf Calgary 

Caiga~ry, Alberta 

Canada 

T2N ~N~ 

Phone: (403) 220-4847 

Fax: (403) 282-6716 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 9:13 PM 

Sherryl Kleinman <kleinman@emaJl.anc.edtr~ 

ILE: Ints 560 - Human Rights, Ethics, and Global Issues 

Dear Sherryl, 

Thanks for the interest in adding this course to the minor. 

Unfortunately, I developed this course specifically to achieve the aims of the mandatory core course required for the cluster on human rights. Thus, please do not add it to the 
minor for the duration of the cluster which is the next two years. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [kleinman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:51 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Fwd: Ints 560 - Human Rights, Ethics, and Global Issues 

Etmice: 

I can’t believe this course isn’t listed! I assumed that your courses already were on the list. In fact, I went through the bureaucracy to add a 
lot of courses and would have added this. Should I add it next year? 

Best, Sherryl 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Ints 560 - Human Rights. Ethics, and Global Issues 

Date:Tue, 14:17:30 -0400 

From:, ~b~gma~l .com> 

To: klei~maan(a) emailxmc .edu 

Hello PmI~ Kleinman, 

I am looking at tl~e coarse offerings for Social and Economic Justice minor, and I did not see the Ints 560 class listed as a course tl~at fits m~der any of the three 

categories. I believe that the course, taught by Dr. Eunice Sahle, extensively covers N~man rights and jnstice in a global context. 

The conrse covers the developmental histou of human rights, then the various approaches to justice (cosmopolitan, nationalist) and multinational corporations. 

I appeal to you that this class should count toward a requirement for the Social and Economic Justice minor. 

Thanks! 

In the Carolina Spirit, 

B.A. Political Science, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 10:26 AM 

deby@viki ~gtravel.com 

I~E: Itinerary for Review and T Number 

From: deby@vikmgtravel.com [deby@vikingtravekcom] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:57 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Itinerary :[’or Review and T Number 

No need to apologize...you got the best fare and that is all that matters. 

Take care, 
Deby 

.... "SaNe wrote: 
> Hi Deby, 

Please do and my deep apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: deby@vikmgtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:28 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review and T Number 

So, I need to cancel rny space’.’ Please let me know ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Sable xvrote: 
> Hi Deby, 

Thanks so much. 

I just received a ticket from the folks in Berlin that is much cheaper. I have discussed the modalities with Haeran since I cannot use CAPs and essentially they- organizers of the conference 
will pay for the ticket and I have to ref~xd them for the Berlin-Nairobi part of the ticket. 

Thanks so much for cverything!t 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: deby@vikmgtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Thttrsday, Novernber 04, 2010 9:03 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Itinerary, f,ar Review and T Number 

TO: L~NC-CHAPEL HILL 

FOR: SAHLE?EL,2NI(2E 

HI EUlk~CE...I HAVE BEEN" YVORKING ON THIS FOR THE LAST 

COUPLE OF DAYS AND THIS IS STILL THE BEST I CAN DO FOR 

BOTH SCHEDULE ANn2) FARE.. 
********************************************************* 

NONRF~rixTDABLE FARE IS 1395.70 PLUS THE 35.00 FEE 

TICKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUED BY NO~EMBER 10 PLEASE LET ME 

KNOW YVHAT YOU YVOULD LIKE TO DO. I WOULD LIKE TO ISSUE 

SOONER D" POSSIBLE TO AVOID ANY FARE INCREASES THAT MAY 

OCCUR THANKS...DF.B Y 



21 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 

AIR KLMR£)YAL]-)UTCIt 1:LT:1818 ECONOMY    MEAI.S 

LV BERLIN TEGE[~ 715A EQP: BOE]NG 737 

01HR 30MIN 

AR AMSTERDAM 845A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

AIR KLMR£)YAL]-)UTCH FLT:565 ECONOMY MEALS 
LV ~LMSTERD~’~M 1025A EQP: BOEING 747 

08HR 05MIN 
AR NAIROBI KENYATTA 830P NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

27NOV 10 - SATURDAY 
AIR KLMROYALDLrF(-’H FLT:566 ECONOMY MEALS 

LV NAIROBI KENYATFA 1055P    EQP: BOEING 747 
08HR 35MIN 

28 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 
AR .,xa’vfS TERDAM 530A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 
AIR KLMROYALDUTCH FLT:1821 ECONOMY MEALS 

LV AMSTERDAM 850A EQP: BOEING 737 
01HR 20MIN 

AR BERLIN TEGEL 1010A NON-STOP 
REF: YSPXCJ 

THAb,qK YOU FOR CALLING VIKIN-G TRAVEL 

PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AlP, PORT CHECK-IN" 
A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 
TIC~T IS NONREFUNDABLE/PENALTIES APPLY FOR CPL, kNGES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 2:52 PM 

~ema]l xmc.edu> 

I~E: Afri    Paper Meeting 

Dear 

It has been a vel5’ hectic day thus I write to kindly request that we meet on Monday Let me know what times would work from your end. 

Have a great ;veekend 
Dr. Sable. 

From: b~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:29 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Afri Paper Meeting 

Dr. SaNe, 

I will be available on Friday afternoon any time beginning at 1:30 pm. 
Please let me know when you would like J2~r me to come by to discuss my 
paper. 

Thank you! 

On Sun,           21:25:23 ~ 0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 

<eunice@email.unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> Thanks Jk~r the heads up 

> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 

> 

> 

> From: ~)~maii~un~ed~] 

> Sent: Sunday, 5:1 () PM 

> To: Sahle, Eunice N 

> Subject: Afi-i Paper ?,/leering 

> 

> Dear Dr. Sable, 
> 

> I hope you are having a great weekendt 

> I am looking fol~vald to talking with you about ray paper tomorrow. I am 

only 

> available between 1 and 2; I will come during that tinge and if you are 

with 

> other students for the hour I will contact you again and see if I can 

conle 

> during office hours this week. 

> 

> 

> Thank your 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 3:25 PM 

@gmail,com>; ~mc.edu~~ 

@em~l.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com> 

- Event Details about Environment~J Rights Prom 

(Edited and sent back) - Deta~ls.docx 

[)ear All, 

Please find attached a reconfigured schedule of the 

Many thanks. 
ES. 

event. As the attached program indicates, there will be 4 panelists (including Kamoji Wachiira) and ! will moderate. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:54 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; 
Cc: 
Subject: Event Details about Environmental Rights Panel 

HiEtmice, 

Just wanted to confirm sortie details about your event. As xve mentioned in the meeting, we only have the capability to use 4 hand held microphones. We need to know if Kamoji Wachiira is 
a panelist member or will be giving briefly speaking for 10 minutes before the panel begins’? This determines how we will set-up the auditorimn and distribute the microphones. For this 
reason, xve’ve attached a tentative details sheet for the event. If you have any corrections, please let us know as soon as possible. 

Also, we need to do a sotmd check before the event starts, and we will therefore need the DVD for the event in advance. Could you possibly drop it off at Laura’s office beforehand or we 
could have someone come to pick it up from your office instead. Just let us know. 

Thanks, 

Lead Events Coordinator Assistant 
FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Corcanunication Studies Major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 7:47 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Nov. 9 event dinner gathering afterw~:rds, etc. 

Hi Oeorges, 

am so sorry that Jeanne will not be joining us. Looking forward to meeting her soon 

just bought a house and moved about 3 weeks ago hence the problem ;vith the number. Here are nay ne;v contact details: 

Film: The LTniversi~z ordered a cop?’ of the film a while ago and it should be available by next week or shortly. We have a private copy for the Tuesday event. 

Thanks and see you on Tuesday. 
Ennice. 

Frum: Nzungula-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 7:41 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Nov. 9 event dinner gathering afterwards, etc 

Thanks, Eunice Unfortunately, Jeanne has tu leave that very Tuesday evening for Baltimore, for unfinished business with her huuse there I, therefore, will be coming to dinner alone. 

I just tried tu call yuu but the number I had is apparently nu lunger uperational Some uf my students cannut make it to the film screening Tuesday night Is the film available for viewing at 
another time, ur is it accessible thruugh the Intemet? 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongula-Ntalaja 
Professor ufAfrican Studies 
Department uf African and Afru-American Studies 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Bux 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday-, November 05, 2010 7:30 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subj ect: Nov. 9 event dirmer gathcring afterwards, etc. 

Dear Georges, 

Greetings. 

As I mentioned last week, a group of us will be joining Kamoji for dinner following the viewing of the documentaW filra and the panel discussion on Tuesday. 

It would great if you and Jean joined the gathering. Let me also mention that we are no longer allowed to spend money on food by the Universi~. Thus, in contrast to the prosperous past 
each of us will paying for their dirmer. Unfortm~ately, these the new times. 

Have a great weekend. 
Ennice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 8:03 AM 

~gm~l.com> 

ILE: INTS    Class on 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. It is an out of class reading and research day. I hope this clarifies matters. 

All the best, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:40 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" INTS Class on 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

My parents are tD~ing to work out my transportation home for           break and I noticed on the syllabus that the     was a research and writing day for our 
papers but I wasn’t sure if it was an in class re.arch and writing day or out of class? If you could just let me know as soon you get a chance, that would be great! 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 8:30 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu-> 

Progrmn - Nov. 9 event 

(Sent to Mwalimu Senior) Novemlmr 9th- Details.docx 

Dear Mwalimu Senior, 

Thanks for sending a note of encouragement to our colleagues! Please find attached the program for the Nov. 9 event. 

Following the event the panelists (in addition to Georges, Lydia, David and Perry) will be joining our special guest Kamoji Wachiira for dinner at the One restaurant (it is very 

close to your home). 

Here are phone number in case you have questions concerning the event: 

With thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 1:53 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

- Kenyaaa event on gmssroots organizing and environmentaJ rights, etc 

Dear 

Hope you are well and not too too busy as usual... 

Please join us at the following events: 

"Environmental Rights, Peace & Grassroots Movements: Africa and Beyond" 

Film Screening & Panel Discussion 
FedEx Global Education Center 

5:30 to 7:30 pm 

View a screening of the award winning documentary - Taking Root: The 
Vision of Wangari Maathai - focusing on the work of the Green Belt 
Movement. A panel discussion following features Kamoji Wachiira, a 
leading botanist and former political prisoner, and UNC professors 

Bereket Selassie, Arturo Escobar, Mark Driscoll and Eunice SaNe. 

See you there 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 6:26 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: An’ivaJ Time for EnvironmentaJ~ Rights Event 

Dear 

Yes we will be there. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice, 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
�::¢: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: Arrival Time for Environmental Rights Event 

Hi Eunice, 

Do you think you roll be able to arrive tomorrow by 5:00pm? We want to make to make sure all the technology runs smoothly for your event, so amving at 5:00pm 

allows us to mn through a sound check. Let me know asap please! 

Thank~ 

Lead Events Coordinator Assistant 

FedEx Global Education Center 

Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill, 

Communication Studies Major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 7:29 PM 

@gma~l.com 

Green Belt Movement, Kamqji Wachiira, etc event tomonow Nov 9 

Dear John, 

It has been a very hectic period hence the silence. 

If you have time please join us at the following event. The Kenyan environmental scientist and human rights activist Kamoji Wachiira will be join us for commentary on the film 
and his own work. 

"Environmental Rights, Peace & Grassroots Movements: Africa and Beyond" 

Film Screening & Panel Discussion 
FedEx Global Education Center 
November 9, 20:t0 
5:30 to 7:30 pm 

View a screening of the award winning documentary - Taking Root: The 
Vision of Wangari Maathai - focusing on the work of the Green Belt 
Movement. A panel discussion following features Kamoji Wachiira, a 
leading botanist and former political prisoner, and UNC professors 

Bereket Selassie, Arturo Escobar, lvlark Driscoll and Eunice SaNe. 

Cheers, 
Eunic. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

~emaJd xmc.edu> 

Today before 4.10pm? 

Dear 

I have finally wrapped the various meetings and can meet to discuss your paper Thus feel free to drop by my office between now and 4 10pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~email unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:30 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting today: AFR 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Today after our seminar ~vill work for me! Thank you{ 

See you this afternoon, 

On Tue,           06:39:56 -0500 (EST), EUN[CE N SaNe 
<eunice@email.unc.edu > wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Apologies for the delay in finding a time for us to meet Can we meet 
today 
> after our seminar? 
> 

> All the best, 
> Dr Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday,                  7:15 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: AI:’Pd 

Dear 

It is the right book and it is available as an e-book at UNC-Libraries. 

All the best, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @email.unc edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 7:34 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
I can’t seem to access Robin Atffield’s book The Ethics of the Global 
Environment online. Is that the right e-book? Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 6:33 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

ILE: Friday: office hours - 3.30pm-5.00pm: AFR 

Dear 

I had numerous meetings today thus unfortunately I had to cancel my extra office hours. I will hold extra offices on Monday so be on the look out for an email later in the 
weekend. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle. 

From; .@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:.tl PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Friday: office hours - 3.30pm-5.00pm: AFR 

Dr SaNe, 
I came by your office a t~w minutes ago a~d your door was locked. I was wondering if you were going to be in ans4ime later this a~f’temoon. 

Thanks in advance, 

On Fri, at 9:02 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deax All, 

The time fiame for one of my administrative meetings on campus today, has been e~ended. Thus, my office hours roll be 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Best rashes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 7:49 AM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: DoctoraJ exam leport folm 

Dear 

I will be in my oftice (Battle Hall 302 on the 3rd floor) on Tuesday between 12.20pm-1 00pm Thus feel free to drop by so that I cari sign the form. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:19 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sulzject: Doctoral exam report form 

[)ear Eunice, 
How are you? I hope well. 
I finally got the "Doctoral exam report form" signed by Wen@, and I 
would be grateful if we can meet, so that you can put your signature 
as well 
I just need less than one minute of your time [’or that. I am leaving 
Chapel tlill on in the evening, and any time between now 
and than would be good [’or me 
’]?he only comittment I have in my agenda is today, between 3 and 8 pro. 
If you kindly let me know when you are available, and where would you 
like to meet, I will be glad to bring the form to be signed. 
Thank you in advance, and have a good day 
Best reagards. 

University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
Department of Geography 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 8:05 AM 

~gmail.com> 

@gma~l.com> 

RE: Reseaxch on Tanzania and South Africa 

Dear 

I was hosting a guest lecturer involved in several events at UNC this week hence this delayed response. 

Can we meet on Tuesday to discuss the way forward? We can meet at 4.4Spin at the Graham Memorial. Kindly let me know if this time would work for you. On another note, 
given the with Dr. Galvin we have decided to postpone submitting the manuscript to the publishers until mid-January to given her time so there is some time to 
work on your chapter. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: Ngmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, J.0:47 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject; Research on Tanzania and South Africa 

Dr. Sahle, 

and I have met to discuss the research and had several questions. First we decided to outline the structure of the chapter to mirror that of our Tanzania paper by 

discussing the histoD, and role of privatization of water resources in Soutla Africa and the effects this has on the health of individuals who axe disenfranchised and still 

lack water access. Then we would place both of these case s~udies within the broader debates regarding water as a human right and the use ofneolibeml reform such 

as privatization in order to promote economic development. We were wondering if you would be able to meet this week to give us further guidance? We axe planning 

to have a tirst dra£’t of our section on South AIiJca ready by Wedneaday and are both t?ee betbre 9:30am and ti~m 11 - 12pm. Also, we wanted to be clear about the 

timeline for this piece, when we e-mail our version to you on the 19th will there then be time tbr editing by yourself and Dr. Galvin or do we need to have those edits 

complete by the 19th? 

Also, in terms of research we had several quesntions that we asked Dr. Bond about (    should coW you on that emafil) but we also wondered if you or Dr. Galvin had 

any more resources to recommend? We were more specifically concerued with finding the most current information on the dekates in both countries because without 

being in either country we are concerued that we tnay tniss developments that are not documented on websites. For instance, TGNP’s tnost recent update on the water 

debate on their website is from lasnt yeaxs gender festival. If you have any ideas as to how we can make sure we are cognizant of the current debates in both countries 

please let us l, mow. Additionally, we realize that our paper from Tm~zania will need revision before our final draft and we were wondering if you had any comments or 

recommendations for imp~ovement from when you graded it? ( I have attached it to this ema~l) 

Additionally, we did not know how to proceed ruth contacting Dr. Galvin so if you could help advise us with how to include her in this process that would be helpful. 

Thanks so much, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 12:14 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Friday: office hours - 3.30pm-5.00pm: AFRI 

Dear 

Here is the title: 

Zuma’s Own Goal: Losing South Africa’s ’war on poverty’ by Patrick Bond, et al. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @gmail.com ~gmail.com] on behalf of 
Sent; Saturday, :tO: 06 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Friday: office hours - 3.30pm-5.00pm: AFRI 

@email.unc.edu] 

Dr. Sahle, 
I was wondering if you could provide me ruth the full name of the book by Patrick Bond for my paper on poverD; MDGs and the efl’ects on South Africa. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, at 9:02 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deax All, 

The time ti~ame tbr one of my administrative meetings on campus today has been extended. Thus, my office hours will be 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:51 AM 

@gmail.com> 

1~9;: Office Hours 

Dear 

Yes. See you then. Thanks for the youtube clip! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From; _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:22 plVl 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Office Hours 

Dr. Sable, 

I was wondering if you had time to meet ruth me maybe a little before your office hour. I have a class at 12:30 on Tuesdays and Thursdays so I was wondering ifI 
could meet with you maybe at 12, this Tuesday fl~e 16th, to talk about my research paper. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O k~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

~email.unc.edn> 

I~E: research topic 

Dear 

I think that if you frame the question/s through theories of rights and justice it could ;vork 

Hopefully we can meet this ;veek before our class on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: hgemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: research topic 

Dr. SaNe, 

I have been debating several different topics for my research paper and I 
think I have teased out what I want to do. I just wanted to shoot you my 
idea be:tore I make headway on the research paper I’m not sure if you have 
ever read the book "I)isposable People" by Kevin Bales, but it is a book I 
have read for a previous class and absolutely love. Basically it is about 
new-age slavery that has prospered and developed concurrently with the 
global economy. There are several case studies in the book (one of which is 
on exploited workers in Brazil and one is on debt bondage in India) so I 
was wondering if I could use one of these cases that I have studied be:tore 
as my topic for the paper. Basically, I would use this information (and 
possibly a bit more research from the internet) to provide general 
knowledge that I can then apply Wettstein, Pogge, etc. to. Will this work? 
(I wish [ could stop by to talk to you about my idea but I work all day on 
Mondays and have class/work all day Tuesdays; I’m really hoping to get my 
major outline done by tomorrow evening so I thought an e-mail would be the 
best way to ask ) 

Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:40 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

ILE: f~b2,: research topic 

I am hoping to have extra office hours before my departure for a conference in Europe Thursday night but I have not decided on the time or the day yet. I will do so by 
tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr, SaNe. 

From; ,@gmail.com I 
Sent: Monday, 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: RE: research topic 

Ngmail.com] on behalf of ~emaiLunc.edu] 
3:35 PM 

Okay, sounds good. Thm~k you. I will go ahead and start doing research but will you be on cmnpus before 1130 on Wednesday so I can maybe expand on my 

thoughts? 

On 3:30 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear 

> I think that if you frame the question/s through fl~eories of rights axad justice it could work. 

tIopefully we can meet this week before our class on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @email.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 3:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Ennice N 
Subject: research topic 

Dr. Sable, 

I have been debating several different topics tbr my research paper and I 

think I have teased out what I want to do. I just wanted to shoot you my 

idea befbre I make headway on the reseaxch paper. I’m not snre if you have 

ever read the book "Disposable People" by Kevin Bales, but it is a book I 

have mad for a previous class and absolutely love. Basically it is about 

new-age slavery that has prospered and developed concu~ently with the 

glokal economy. There me several case studies in the book (one of which is 

on exploited workers in Brazil and one is on debt bondage in India) so I 

was wondering ifI could nse one of these cases that I have studied before 

as my topic for the paper. Basically, I wonld use this information (and 

possibly a bit more research from the internet) to p~ovide general 
knowledge that I can then apply Wettstein, Pogge, etc. to. Will this work? 

(I wish I could stop by to talk to yon about my idea but I work all day on 

Mondays and have class/work a]l day Tuesdays; I’m really, hoping to get my 

major outline done by tomorrow evening so I thought an e-maid would be the 

best way to ask.) 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:56 PM 

ttall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

I~W: Ma~dn Luther King Jr. Event 

Colleague: 

Uuh. "Martin Luther and global justice.. :Interrupting coloniality" 

Should I participant? It is the first time I have been ask to lil~ his work with the stuff that focus on 

Cheers, 
E. 

From: ?))era aik unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:51 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Martin Luther King Jr. Event 

Dear Professor Sahle 

My name is and I am a student at UNC Chapel Hill, as well as 
an active member of the of the Campus Y. Every year the 
Campus Y, the largest student sep¢ice organization on campus, partners with 
other student groups to put on a week of events commemorating Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. ’l’he Campus Y admires your work with human rights and is 
very interested in hosting you to speak to the students about your role in 
global political economy, development, and social justice. The program will 
consist of a panel of 5 to 6 speakers, from different fields and areas of 
expertise, speaking on the application of Martin Luther King’s ideals in 
today’s world. ~Ihe program will be titled: MLK, Today. ’]’he purpose of the 
program is to establish that MLK’s legacy did not die with him, but is very 
much alive and relevant to 21 st centuW issues The purpose of this 
program is to raise awareness of the contemporary issues of international 
aid and development, primarily in Central and Eastern Africa, so that UNC 
students may be educated and empowered to affect chan~e and become 
responsible global citizens. It xvill take place on            at 7pro. We 
hope yo~ schedule allows for you to corme for this event. We would be 
honored with your attendance to our program. Please let us know if you have 
any questions or concerns. Thank you for your consideration of our request. 

Sincerely-, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 4:04 PM 

ttall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

I~E: Martin Luther King Jr. Event 

From: Hall, PeW A 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Maltin Luther King Jr. Event 

If you have the energy, I don’t see why not. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 3:56 PM 
To: }{all, Perry A 
Subject: FW: X/Iartln Luther King Jr Event 

Colleague: 

Uuh."Martin Luther and global justice. :Interrupting coloniali~" 

Should I participant? It is the first time I have been ask to link his work with the stuffthat :focus on. 

Cheers, 
E. 

From: ~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:51 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: Martin Luther King Jr Event 

[)ear Professor Sahle 

My name is and I am a student at UNC Chapel Hill, as well as 
an active member of the of the Campus Y. Every year the 
Campus Y, the largest student service organization on campus, partners with 
other student groups to put on a week of events conrmeruorating Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. The Campus Y admires your work with human rights and is 
very interested in hosting you to speak to the students about your role in 
global political econonry, developruent, and social justice. The progranr will 
consist of a panel of 5 to 6 speakers, front different fields and areas of 
expertise, speaking on the application of Martin Luther King’s ideals in 
today’s world. The program will be titled: MLK, Today. The purpose of the 
program is to establish that MLK’s legacy did not die with hiru, but is very 
nruch alive and relevant to 21st centmN issues. The purpose of this 
program is to raise awareness of the contemporary issues of international 
aid and development, primarily- in Central and Eastern Africa, so that ErNC 
students nray be educated and erupowered to affect change and beconre 
responsible global citizens. It will take place on Janualy 20th at 7pru. We 
hope your schedule allows for you to come for this event. We would be 
honored with yore attendance to ore program. Please let us know if you have 
an?" questions or concerns. Thank you for your consideration of our request. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 7:44 AM 

@gmai con>; ~gmail.com> 

1722: Reseamch on Tanzania and South Africa 

Dear 

Given time constraints because preparations for presentations abroad begilming this Friday-, let’s plun to meet after nay return tTom Gelrnany and Kenya the week of the    Friday morning 
about 10.00am on would be perfect. Let me know if this date ~vorks for you. At the meeting ~ve will discuss additional material and also a plan to wrap tap the chapter before school 
opens in 

Best wishes and Happy Thanksgiving! 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~gmail cum] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:37 PM 
To: 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Re: Research un Tanzania and Suuth Africa 

Dr. Sable, 

I have a class that meets at 5:00 un Tuesday, su I could only meet for 
15 minutes (althuugh I can be a few minutes late tu class, alsu). Du 
yuu feel that this will be sufficient? ! knuw that     can certainly 
relate anything else back tu me Unless you :[’eel that it wun’t work, I 
luuk 12~rward tu meeting with you all Tuesday 

On Sun, at 6:00 PM. ))gmail.cum> wrute: 
Dr Sahle, 

I hupe that yuur event went well; I am available tu tneet Tuesday at 4:45, 
and I am louking forward tu getting mure advice 12~r shaping this chapter 

Best, 

On Sat, at 8:04 AM. Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear 
>> 

>> I was hosting a guest lecturer involved in several events at I_FNC this week 
>> hence this delayed response. 
>> 

>> Can we meet on Tuesday- to discuss the way forward? We can meet at 4.45pm 
>> at the Grahara Memorial. Kindly let me know if this time would work for you. 
>> On another note, given the health issues with Dr. Galvin we have decided to 
>> postpone submitting the manuscript to the publishers until mid-January to 
>> given her time so there is some time to work on your chapter. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle. 
>> 

>> 

>> From: ~gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Monday-, 10:47 AM 
>> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>> CC: 

>> Subject: Research on Tanzania and South Africa 
>> 

>> Dr. Sahle, 
>> 
>> and I have met to discuss the research and had several questions. 
>> First we decided to outline the structure of the chapter to mirror that of 
>> our Tanzania paper by discussing the histow and role of privatization of 
>> water resources in South Africa and the elt’ects this has on the health of 
>> individuals who are disenfranchised and still lack water access Then we 
>> would place both of these case studies within the broader debates regarding 
>> ~vater as a human right and the use of neoliberal reform such as 
>> privatization in order to promote economic development. We were wondering if 
>> you would be able to meet this week to give us further guidance? We are 
>> planning to have a first draft of our section on South Africa rea@ by 
>> Wednesday and are both 1Tee before 9:30am and from 11-12pm. Also, we wanted 
>> to be clear about the timeline for this piece, when we e-mail our version to 
>> you on the     will there then be time for editing by yourself and Dr. 



>> Galvin or do we need to have those edits complete by the 
>> Also, in terms of research we had several questions that we asked Dr. Bond 
>> about     should copy you on that email) but we also wondered if you or Dr 
>> Galvin had any more resources to recommend? We were more specifically 
>> concerned with finding the most current information on the debates in both 
>> countries because without being in either country we are concerned that we 
>> may miss developments that are not documented on websites. For instance, 
>> TGN-P’s most recent update on the water debate on their website is from last 
>> years gender festival. If you have any ideas as to how we can make sure we 
>> are cognizant of the CUlTent debates in both cotmtries please let us kmow. 
>> Additionally, we realize that our paper from Tanzania will need revision 
>> before our final draft and we xvere wondering if you had any cormnents or 
>> recormnendations for improvement from when you graded it’.’ ( I have attached 

>> it to this email) 
>> Additionally, we did not know how to proceed with contacting Dr. Oalvin so 
>> if you could help advise us with how to include her in this process that 
>> would be helpful. 
>> 

>> Thanks so much, 
>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

~gmail.com> 

~g~n~l.com> 

RE: Rese~xch on T~zaJ~ia ~d South Africa 

[)ear 

Continue as we discussed and any questions you have just forward them to me and I will discuss them with Dr Galvin - deepending on how she :Feels on a given day. 

I will write to her later today to see if she can send whatever material she has or recommendations and suggestions at this point. I will cc you and    to the email. 

Let’s plan to meet at 9.00am (if this time works out for on the at Jack Sprat on E Franklin. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~!gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 AM 
To: Sahle, ]~;unice N 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Research on Tanzania and South Africa 

Dr. SaNe, 

I can meet on the    but I have a class at 10am and 12 on Fridays so I am available any time other than those on that date. In the meantime should we continue our research and revisions 
based on our p 
revious conversation in which we structure the analysis as a case study of South Africa and Tanzania regarding health and water as a human right? I will be out of the country during the 
winter break so I will need to get the bulk of this completed before I leave on the                 Also, should we be including Dr. Galvin in the revising process or getting her opinion on 
sources to include? I would like to include her expertise and guidance in constructing this chapter but I do not want to be insensitive to her situation. Please let us know how to proceed as 
far as including Dr. Galvin’s knowledge in this chapter. 
Enjoy your travels[ 

Best, 

On Tue, 
Dear 

at 7:44 AM, Sahle, Etmice N <etmice@eraail.tmc.edu<raailto:etmice(~d!,,email.tmc.edu>> wrote: 

Given time constraints because preparations for presentations abroad begitming this Friday-, let’s plan to meet after my return from Germany and Kenya the week of the    Friday morning 
about 10.00am on would be perfect. Let me kmow if this date works for you. At the meeting we xvill discuss additional material and also a plan to wrap up the chapter before school 
opens in January. 

Best wishes and Happy Thanksgiving! 
Dr. Sahle. 

From ))gmail comCmailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:37 PM 
To: 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Research on Tanzania and South Africa 

@gmail.com>-] 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have a class that meets at 5:00 on Tuesday, so I could only meet for 
15 minutes (although I can be a fe~v minutes late to class, also). Do 
you feel that this will be sufficient? I know that     can certainly 
relate anything else back to me Unless you feel that it ~von’t work, I 
look forward to meeting with you all Tuesday 

On Sun, at 6:00 PM, ~gmail.com<mailto: 
Dr Sahle, 

I hope that your event went ~vell; I am available to meet Tuesday- at 4:45, 
and I am looking forward to getting more advice 12~r shaping this chapter 

Best, 

On Sat, 
*vrote: 

~mail.com>> wrote: 

’it 8:04 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice(~email unc edu>> 



>> 

>> [)ear 
>> 

>> I was hosting a guest lecturer involved in several events at UNC this week 
>> hence this delayed respunse. 
>> 

>> Can we meet on Tuesday to discuss the way furward? We can meet at 4.45pm 
>> at the Graham Memurial Kindly let me know if this time wuuld wurk fur you. 
>> On another note, given the health issues with Dr Ga[vin we have decided tu 
>> postpone submitting the manuscript to the publishers until mid-January to 
>> given her time so there is some time to work on your chapter. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle. 
>> 

>> 

>> From: ~gmail.com<mailto: ~gmail.com>] 
>> Sent: Monday-, 10:47 
>> To: Sahle, E~mice N 
>> Cc: 

>> Subject: Research on Tanzania and South Africa 
>> 

>> Dr. Sable, 
>> 

>> and I have met to discuss the research and had several questions. 
>> First we decided to outline the structure of the chapter to mirror that of 
>> our Tanzania paper by discussing the history and role of privatization of 
>> water resources in South Africa and the effects this has on the health of 
>> individuals who are disenfranchised and still lack water access. Then we 
>> would place both of these case studies within the broader debates regarding 
>> water as a human right and the use of neoliberal reform such as 
>> privatization in order to promote economic development. We were wondering if 
>> you would be able to meet this week to give us further guidance? We are 
>> planning to have a first draft of our section on South Africa ready by 
>> Wednesday and are both iicee before 9:30am and from 11-12pm. Also, we wanted 
>> to be clear about the timeline for this piece, when we e-mail our version to 
>> you on the 19th will there then be time for editing by yourself and Dr. 
>> Galvin or do we need to have those edits complete by the 19th? 
>> Also, in terms of research we had several questions that we asked Dr. Bond 
>> about     should copy you on that email) but we also wondered if you or Dr 
>> Galvin had any more resources to recommend? We ~vere more specifically 
>> concerned with finding the most current information on the debates in both 
>> countries because ~vithout being in either countly we are concerned that we 
>> may miss developments that are not documented on ~vebsites. For instance, 
>> TGNP’s most recent update on the water debate on their website is from last 
>> years gender festival. If you have an?’ ideas as to ho~v we can make sure we 
>> are cognizant of the current debates in both countries please let us know. 
>> Additionally, we realize that our paper from Tanzania will need revision 
>> before our final draft and we were wondering if you had any comments or 
>> recommendations for improvement from ~vhen you graded it? ( I have attached 

>> it to this email) 
>> Additionally, we did not kno~v how to proceed with contacting Dr. Galvin so 
>> if you could help advise us with how to include her in this process that 
>> would be helpful. 
>> 

>> Thanks so much, 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

@mail.ngo.za 

~!email.unc.edu>; @e~nail.unc.edu> 

Follow-up - Water chapter - Tanzania and South Africa 

Dear 

Greetings. 

and I have had conversations about the chapter. They have been working on it and are committed to working with you as time and energy permits. In light of what 
has happened, I suggested they focus on revising their paper on Tanzania and writing a draft on South Africa using the frame of human rights as they did in Tanzania. What is 
going in Ghana could be including in the conclusion, introduction or in a footnote. 

I write to kindly request that you send suggestions or material you have on the South African case. This would be very helpful, We are also hoping that you can offer 
suggestions and edits as the chapter progress. As I have indicated to I will work closely with them to have the chapter done by December. The book manuscript 
will be submitted to the publishers in January. 

Thanks for all your help when you have a moment. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 5:11 PM 

~gmail.com> 

1~3:;: invigomlmg class 

I am extremely proud of you Pass on my sentiment to 

Keep up the excellent work in INTS and other classes. 

On agency: I think would laugh and be shocked at the same time. 

Best wishes, 
Mama SaNe. 

F~om-¯ @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 4:36 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" invigorating class 

Dear Mama Sahle, 

I just came t?om a recitation tbr Anthropology of War and Peace that was not only very relevant to your course, but was sort of a revelatiou for me. The question of 

the week was whether evil is exceptional or banal, with ret~rence to genocide, specifically in Bumndi, Rwa~da, a~d N~i Germany. The conversation mined toward 

whether people were evil, or M~ether just their acts were evil, and whether remorse after the atrocities mattered, which then led to conversation about moral 

responsibili~ m~d obligatiou. Although I had been taJkiug some before the conversation reached that poiu~ at that point,              (who is in the recitaliou with 

me, a~d is, of course, in our             class, too) a~d I started representing half of the del~ate in the rootn. So here’s where I think you would be proud of us: 

I realized that there are people--educated people--educated, SMART people--who go to the same university as me, who truly believe that the state 
is the only way to affect change in the world, and that individuals are powerless unless influencing the state. The students in the recitation believe in 
national sovereignty and national interest over universal!cosmopolitan human rights, not even to speak of rights of animals or ecosystems a la 
Attfield, and invoked cultural relativism as a reason that individuals should nevertry to work toward change within cultures other than their own. 
They don’t believe that civil society or that corporations or very wealthy and capable individuals can change situations the way a state can. The only 
way they could conceive of having influenced Rwanda, Darfur, Germany, etc. was to threaten war or actually intervene militarily, with no 
consideration of foreign investment, of colonial histories, of black market arms trading! AND to top it all off, they don’t feel they have any positive 
obligations because these big questions are beyond their control and that they can’t possibly have an impact. This came as a shock to me, as I 
have clearly been trained in universal justice-based theory for much of my university career. 

and I argued all the points we could have about individual agency, the power of civil society and of capital, and the obsoleteness of the 
state as the central power, and the various structures that exist and really have power in the contemporary world. In our course, and in others I have 
taken, we aspire to figure out how we can best act both negatively and positively to effect real structural changes that are both culturally sensitive 
and universally just... We are thinking about all of these underlying principles and they don’t even believe in the overarching principle that 
individuals ARE AGENTS?? 

Needless to say, this was an invigorating debate, and it has really challenged my assumption that educated, enlightened people believe in 
individual responsibilities and universal human rights, ideas which are so central and fundamental to me that I had no idea that smart people 
seriously do not think they are legitimate. 

Anyway, I thought you would be interested in the content of the debate, and hopefully proud that 
individual agency. 

and I stood up for universal justice and 

I hope all is well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 10:37 AM 

Oliver EroeNing @gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Returning to your beloved Oaxaca 

How interesting to hear from you while I am in Berlin Oliver! I am at a conference for about 2 days. 

Because of budget cuts at UNC I, like other folks, have had to rethink research projects, etc. Nonetheless my friend Nadine Busmann (whose ph.d focus on Mexican cinema) 
and I will visiting Oaxaca in February and hope to see you then. Nadine has heard so much about you and the work of the University of the Earth she cannot wait to meet you. 
She loves Oaxaca especially following her visit 2 years ago. 

Cheers and I hope you well and not working too hard. 
In solidarity, 
Eunice. 

From; Oliver Froehling I            ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:36 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Returning to your beloved Oaxaca 

gunice, 

so I have not heard ~n~hing from you recently, did you come here or are you still planning on it? 

cheers, 
Oliver 

2010/6/28 Oliver Froehling < ’~gmail.com> 
Dear gunice, 

that is great news, and yes, should be around in october, it will be 

great to see yu and chat with you again. 

Cheers, 
oliver 

2010/6/28 <eunice(~email.unc.edu>: 

> Hola Oliver, 
> 

> Greetings and I hope you are well. 
> 

> I returned here about 4 weeks ago from Durban. 
> 

> At any rate, I mn planning to be in Oaxaca for about a week or so in October 

> and hopelhlly you will be there. I then will return next 5,ear in May lbr a 

> month and then again for 2 months (August- September) before returning to 
> Durben to finalize research. After being in Durban m~d Oaxaca I have 

> decided to focus on political economy issues concerning both cities. Nairobi 

> was to feature in the study but I have decided to be involved in other 
> processes in Kenya for now given the madness that awaits the count~ as 

> elites gear up for 2012. 
> 

> Looking forward to seeing you. 
> 

> Cheers, Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 7:30 PM 

Oliver Froehling < ;@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Returning to your beloved Oaxaca 

Oops lost in translation Oliver: I will visit Oaxaca with Nadine in February. So if you are there it will be great to see you. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From-" Oliver Froehling             @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, November 19, 2010 11:24 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Returning to your beloved Oaxaca 

Hello Eunice, 

thanks for your for your fast response, I am in Kentucky at the moment but will be beck in Oaxaca tomorrow. It’s reaJly too bed you could not come here, but we will 
take good care of Nadine and you still owe us the visit. 

Cheers, 
oliver 

2010/11/19 Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

How interesting to hear from you while I am in Berlin Oliver! I am at a conference for about 2ast repsonse, I am actual days. 

Because of budget cuts at UNC I, like other folks, have had to rethink research projects, etc. Nonetheless my friend Nadine Busmann (whose ph.d focus on Mexican cinema) 
and I will visiting Oaxaca in February and hope to see you then. Nadine has heard so much about you and the work of the University of the Earth she cannot wait to meet 
you. She loves Oaxaca especially following her visit 2 years ago. 

Cheers and I hope you well and not working too hard. 
In solidarity, 
Eunice. 

From: Oliver Froehling I            ~cjmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:36 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Returning to your beloved Oaxaca 

EunJce, 
so I have not heard an?¢hing from you recently, did you come here or are you still planning on it’? 

cheers, 

Oliver 

2010/6/28 Oliver Froehling < :,@~gmail.com> 

Dear Eunice, 
that is great news, and yes, should be around in october, it will be 

great to see yu and chat with you again. 

Cheers, 
oliver 

2010/6/28 <eunice(~a)email.unc.edu>: 

Hola Olive~; 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I returned here about 4 weeks ago from Durban. 

At any rate, I mn planning to be in Oaxaca for about a week or so in October 

and hopefully you will be there. I then will return next yeax in May tbr a 

month and then again for 2 months (August-September) before returning m 

Durban to tinalize research. After being in Durban mad Oaxaca I have 

decided to focus on political economy issues concerning bx~th cities. Nairobi 

was to feature in the stud~v but I have decided to be involved in other 
processes in Kenya for now given the tnadness that awaits the countu as 

elites gear up for 2012. 

Looking forward to seeing you. 



> Cheers, Eunice. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:12 PM 

@gmaJd .corn> 

ILE: Dr. Sahle: Greetings from London and Agenda for Tuesday: INTS 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

While he may reiterate points throughout his text or in various parts of a chapter, there are distinctions in the concepts he articulates. At any rate, specific pages are central to 
research papers. 

All the best, 
Dr. SaNe, 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, i:t:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Dr. SaNe: Greetings from London and Agenda for Tuesday: IN’iS 

Dr. Sable, i have a question about the citations for the research paper. For a lot of the stuff we read/taJ~ked about in class, many ideas were the same ideas reiterated 

again and again. For exmnple, Wettstein de~ribes jnstice as intersubjective and egalitarian throughout Chapter 2. Can I cite that chapter as a whole of do I need to find 

specific page numbers? I undm~tand all of the concepts and theories expressed, but I’m not sure on all the pages in which they are explained in the book. 

Before I get through with my paper I wanted to make sure I was doing my works cited right. 

Thanks! 

On Mon, at 3:27 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice(gbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Hope you had a wonderful break. I mn in London enroate to Chapel Hill. 

Tuesday: 

Read at least the first 2 chapters by Nigel Dower. For onr seminar tomorrow, we will have an introdnctoU discussion of ethics in the context of conflict. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

~gmaS~l.com> 

ILE: Dr. Sable (Afri    Today’s agenda: AFRI. 

All the best 

No worries and thanks for the heads up. 

Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:3:t AN 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sul~ject; Re: Dr. SaNe (Afri. I Today’s agenda: AFRI 

Hi Dr. Sable, 
I just wanted to let you know that I have an interview today at 2pm. I don’t expect to be late to class, butj ust in case "the interview runs long I wanted to let you know. 

See you later today, 

On Tue, at 6:03 AM, EUNICE N S ahle <eunice~etnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dealt All, 

Welcome back to Afri. and I hope you had a wonderful break. 

Today’s agenda: 

Our tbcus will be an introducm~ di~ussion on the rise and issues pertaiNng to humm~ rights civil society groups in East Africa. Come to class ready to discuss 

insights fiom Makau Mutua’s text (first chapter). We roll co~Nnue with the rest office material on Thursday. 

See you soon. 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:32 AM 

@email.unc.edw~ 

Urgent: Makau Muma’s book 

Dear 

My luggage was delayed in London and airline officials inform me that I will receive by the end of week~ 

I need the above-cited text to finalize material for tomorrow and thus I write to kindly see if I can borrow your copy for today and return it tomorrow. 

Thanks so much and please let me know if this possible as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:38 AM 

@email.unc.edu-* 

Urgent: Makau Muma’s te~’q 

Dear 

IVIy luggage was delayed in London and airline officials inform me that I will receive it by the end of week. 

I need the above-cited text, which I had carried with me in my travels, to finalize material for tomorrow and thus I write to kindly see ifI can borrow your copy for today and return it 
tomorrow-. 

’]?hanks so much and please let me know if this possible as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, 9:02 AN 

Mary Galvin < ~mail.ngo.za> 

@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 
RE: Follow-up - Water chapter - Tanzania and South Africa 

Dear Mary, 

Good to hear from you. 

and 1 have a meeting on the chapter early Friday. Do you have material on pdf on the South Africa case that we could review before then? If you do kindly forward 
them. Suggestions of published work on water in the context of South Africa or African in general would be helpful. 

Many thanks on behalf of 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From-" Mary Galvin ~mail.ngo.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:4-4 AM 

Te: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject-" Re: Follow-up - Water chapter - Tanzania and South Africa 

Dear Eunice, Great! Am back at my desk and looking tbrward to ott~ring suggestions and edits. Best, Mary 

Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

Greetings. 

and 1 have had conversations about the chapter. They have been working on it and are committed to working with you as time and energy permits, fn 
light of what has happened, I suggested they focus on revising their paper on Tanzania and writing a draft on South Africa using the frame of human rights as 
they did in Tanzania. What is going in Ghana could be including in the conclusion, introduction or in a footnote. 

I write to kindly request that you send suggestions or material you have on the South African case. This would be very helpful. We are also hoping that you can 
offer suggestions and edits as the chapter progress. As I have indicated to I will work closely with them to have the chapter done by December. 
The book manuscript will be submitted to the publishers in January. 

Thanks for all your help when you have a moment. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:05 AM 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

Urgent request from Dr. Sahle : Makau Mutua’s te:q 

Dear 

My luggage was delayed in London and airline officials inform me that I will receive it by the end of week. 

I need the above-cited text, which I had carried with me in my travels, to finalize material for tomorrow and thus I write to kindly see if I can borrow your copy for today and 
return it tomorrow. 

Thanks so much and please let me know if this is possible. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:45 AM 

~email.unc.edu-* 

I~E: text 

Dear 

Many, many thanks If you could leave it ;vith Travis Gore in 109 Battle before 11.30am today that would be excellent. 

Thanks so much for this and I will return it tomorro;v. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: {~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: text 

Eli Professor Sahle, 
Yes of course. When would be a good time Jk~r me to bring it to you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

~email.unc.edu:~ 

172;: Urgent: M~£au Mutua’s book 

Dear 

Thanks so much for this’. 

I managed to obtain an emergency cop?’ thus no worries. 

I really appreciate your quick response. We ;vill discuss the remaining chapters marked for 

Once again thanks and see you tomorrow. 
Dr. Sable. 

(9 and 10) and the readings for 

From: ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:14 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: RE: Urgent: Makau Mutua’s book 

Dr. Sable, 

You can absolutely borrow my book. I get out of class at 3 : 15 {’or the day 
When would be a convenient time for me to drop it 

Also, just to double-check, which chapters will we be discussing tomorrow? 

Thank you, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(fr)emaikunc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:32 AM 

To: 

Subject: Urgent: ]Vlakau Mutua’s book 

Dear 

My luggage was delayed in London and airline officials inform me that I will 
receive by the end of week. 

I need the above-cited text to finalize material for tomorrow and thus 
write to kindly see if I can borrow your copy for today and return it 
tomo17co~v. 

Thanks so much and please let me know if this possible as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICENSAHLE(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday,                 9:53 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: (no subject) 

Thanks 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
SubJect: (no subject) 

No problem at all. I will make stare to do so. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 11:46 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Urgent request from Dr. Sable : Makau Mutua’s text 

No womes. I was able to get a hold of an extra coW so all is well. 

Best wishes. 

Dr. Sahle. 

From: @gmail.com I ~gmail.com] on behalf of 
Sent-" Wednesday, 10:30 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Urgent request from Dr. SaNe : Makau Mutua’s text 

@email.unc.edu] 

Dr. SaNe, 
I am so sony that I cmmot help but I did not bring my book to campus and I will not be returning to my house until arouud 7 this eveniug. I hope that you are able to 

find a coW so our class can proceed as planned. Also I checked the student store and Tarheel Book Store for extra copies but ueither has one. Again I mn very sony! 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, at 9:05 AM, Sable, Eunice N <euuice(~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

My luggage w-as delayed in London and amine officials inform me that I roll receive it by the end of week. 

I need the above-cited tex’~ which I had camed with me in my travels, to finaJize material for tomorrow and "thus I write to kindly see ifI caJ~ bom)w your copy for 

today aud return it tomorrow. 

Thanks so much and please let me kuow if this is possible. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 3:48 AM 

@gma~l.com:~ 

ILE: Readings for INTS 

Dear 

We will be drawing on insights from the following material on the course outline: 

Nigel Dower, 1-4 
Raphael Lemkin (ed), "Genocide as a crime under international Law", in Maxk Lattimer, Genocide and Human Rights (Aldershot: Ashgatc Publishing, 2007). 
David B. MacDonald, "Serbs, Croats, and the dismemberment of Yugoslavia: war and genocide in the twentieth cen’mD"’, in David B. MacDonald, ]dentity Politics in the 
Age of Genocide (London and New York: Roufledge, 2008) 
Fihn: chapters fi’om the film - Screaan Blood?" Murder 
Dec. 2: Readings 
Richa~’d Falk (Commentator: Thomas G. Weiss) ’°Humanit~’ia~ Inte~wention after Kosovo", in Julie Mertus and Jet?[i~ey W. Helsing (Humam Rights and Conflict: exploring 
the links between rights, law and peaceb 

As in previous exams, I will post a study guide for the exam. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From-" @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:49 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Readings for INTS 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

As we prepare for our final exam, would you be able to put together a document of oH the readings that will be covered on the exam? I’m a little confused by the 

updated syllabus since we don’t follow it very closely, l’d like to start rereading and reviewing the readings. 

Also, what are we supposed to read for tomorrow? 

Thanks, and see you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 3:49 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Question 

Dear 

To protect your points it is important to provide full citation details from the texts 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, i 10:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Question 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are doing well. I had a quick question about the research paper. 
When we are writing about the basic conceptual :Frameworks our case stu@ 
will deal w~th--such as moral obligation or corporate social 
responsibility--do you want us to specifically cite pages from Pogge, 
Wettstein, etc? Or is it okay if I just write from my head, i.e what I’ve 
learned in class? Thanks for the help 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 3:52 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

1~3:;: fi~J exuJn 

Dear 

I am sorry to hear about this development but hopeful that all will be well after the surgery. 

I will let you kno~v of possible times by earl?’ next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1 : 12 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: final exam 

Hi Mama Sahle, 

I am emailing you because over the suwaner and throughout the semester I 
have been having some health related issues and I am going to have to have 
surgery. Unfortunately, because of the surgeon’s holiday schedule, and the 
amount of recovery time needed, my surgery will conflict with our official 
scheduled exam t~ne. ! do have a formal exam excuse which I can bring to 
you tomorrow to class I am hoping I can take the exam sometime before 
break if possible whenever is most convenient for you. The only other time 
I have an exam, at this point, is        at 7 pm and can take it up until 
the     -which definibely worlds for me! 

I’m sorpy for the inconvenience. I can honestly say that I would ?,/KJCH 

rather be taking the exam at it’s scheduled time[ 

see you tomorrow! 

Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 3:52 AM 

.~gmaS~l.com> 

ILE: AFRI    paper 

Dear 

No problem~ See you in class. 
Dr. Sahle~ 

From: . h ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, I: 24 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI    paper 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I was wonderiug if you would be avafilable after class tomonow for about l0 minutes or so to discuss certaiu aspects of my paper. I have a lot of different information 

and I think it would help me to make a more cohesive paper and a st~onger thesis ifI could discuss it ruth you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 7:10 AM 

~gmail.com> 

1~9;: subheads? 

Dear 

They are fine. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe. 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :tO: 54 plVl 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; subheads? 

Dr. Sable, 

How do you t~el about subheads in a paper like this one? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, i 8:46 AM 

.~email .unc.edu>;                      @email.~mc.edu-~ 

Meeling: urgent 

Dear 

I am delayed in a meeting in Durham The earliest I can be on campus is 9.45am today. I will be there until about 1.00pro. 

Let me kno;v if a meeting is still possible. 

Apologies and hope to see you soon. 
Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 10:47 AM 

~gm~l.com> 

~e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeling: urgent 

;)ear 

SorW we could not meet today. 

Send a draftt on Monday to Dr. Gahdn and I. I will definately ofl’er comanents. 

Let’s meet Monday the 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 
1 

From: @gmail com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:33 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subj ect: Re: Meeting: urgent 

Dr. Sable, 

and I have class conflicts that will prevent us from finding a 
time to meet today-, given your schedule and ours. Although we’re a bit 
unsure as to what stage we should be at at the moment, what we’re 
thinking is that the two of us will meet over the weekend and have a 
draft to you by Monday morning. Should we email it to both you and Dr. 
Oalvin? Our biggest concern at the moment is that our work is perl-laps 
not up to caliber for a peer-review journal article. Any feedback from 
both you and Dr. Oalvin, as well as ideas for additional research 
sources, would be much appreciated. As exams start next ~veek, out 
schedules will be even more hectic than they are currently, but we 
hope ~ve can meet at least once before the semester is over to discuss 
this in person. 

Looking at our schedules, the week after next seems to be the most 
possible. Either Monday- the     or Wednesday the     ~vork the best, 
and raost anytime during that day. Do you think that if ~ve email you 
the draft by Monday morning you (and Dr. Galvin?) will have sufficient 
time to look it over and provide feedback? Please let us know your 
thoughts. 

Sincerely-, 

On Fri, at 8:46 AM. Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 

Deal- 

I am delayed in a meeting in Durham The earliest I can be on campus is 9.45am today I will be there utatil about 1.00pm. 

Let me know- ifa meeting is still possible. 

Apologies and hope to see you soon 
Dr Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 7:08 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Graded- INTS Essay 

paper - Graded and returned - INTS -1 .docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt 

All the best, 
Dr. Sable. 

Fromi ~,emaillunc~edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:53 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: ~@gmail corn 
Subject: INTS     Essay 

Helk~ Professor, 

Here is my ess~U. 

Thank you for your time examimng it! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 8:14 AM 

~email.unc.e&~> 

Graded INTS    Paper 

Graded and returned - Temfi?aper.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt 

Best wishes for the end of term 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~gmail corn 

Sent: Friday, 11:52 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sut~iect: Paper 

~!gmaikcom] on behalf of 

Dr. Sahle, 

Attached is my paper. I hope that (in spite of all the grading) you 
have a good weekend! 

~)email.unc.edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 2:13 PM 

@gmafil.com> 

Graded- INTS    : Essay 

paper - Graded and returned - nafla paper.doc 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded INTS research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

P~om: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :t:38 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: INTS Essay 

Hi P~ofessor Sahle, 
I’ve attached my paper. I hope you’ve been able to rest up aIter all your adventures. 

See you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 7:51 AM 

Escobar, Arturo ~-aescobar@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <b~lassi@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; Driscoll, Mark W 

<mdfi scol@email.~mc.edu> 

Mm~y thanks, etc 

100 0380 0121 .j pg; 100 0400 0240-1 .jpg; 100 0392 0232-1 .jpg; Archbishop D Gitafi -Advent Sermon St James Church O257.jpg 

Dear friends, 

I write to express many thanks for your generous contributions before and during the screening of ’qalking Root." Sorry that this note took a long time because of 
responsibilities underpinning recent travels to Germany and Kenya. 

At any rate, your contributions made all the events link to the film wonderful and inspiring. Students in both my classes enjoyed your comments during the panel session. 

Discussions following the screening of film in Kirinyaga County on Nov. 24 in Kenya - see photo no. 1 - reminded me a lot about our panel. 

Other attached photos: 

No. 2- celebrating the new constitution at a youth and constitution forum - Nov. 25. 

No. 3 - At a dialogue on the new constitution: Kirinyaga County base commanders, Archbishop Emeritus Dr. David Gitari - Nov. 25 

No. 4 - Outside St. James Anglican Church, Nairobi Nov. 28 with the Archbishop and                following a sermon by the Archbishop in which he discussed debates 
emerging out of the 16 forums on the new constitution that he organized between October-November and called for grassroots organizing for the realizing of obligations of 
justice embedded in the new constitution. 

Cheers and in solidarity, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 9:26 AM 

~email.unc.edu-* 

Graded paper - INTS 

-Graded and returned - Paper FINAL-2.doc 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: INTS    - Paper 

Dr. Sable, 
Sony for the delay in getting my paper to you. I hope you are having a good weekend m~d enjoying the snow! 
Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 9:28 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Graded paper - INTS 

paper - Graded and returned - INTS    paper finaJ~.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From; @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:39 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: oh my goodness - attachment 

Dr. Sahle, 
I just realized I forgot to attach the paper last night[![[ Yikes[ Well, in any case, here it is. Dock any points necessary for tardiness. Again, sorry to throw a paper into your 
Sunday! 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 10:46 AM 

mdriscol <mdri~ol@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Many thanks, etc 

Hi Mark, 

Would this week work before tve can get to exam mode or should we wait until after the 17(,my last exam)? 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: mdriscol [mdriscol@email unc edu] 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 9:09 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Many thanks, etc 

Eunice! 
thanks so much :[’or those pictures, you are a global star. We absolutely 
must get together :[’or another dirmer at One before the holidays start; let 
me know what times might work Big hugs to you, 
Mark 

On Sun, 5 Dec 2010 12:50:45 ~0000, "Sahle, ][~;unice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wro be: 
> Dear friends, 
> 

> I write to express many thanks [’or your generous contributions be]2~re and 
> during the screening of "Talking Root" Sorry that this note took a long 
> time because o:[’ responsibilities underpinning recent travels to Germany 
and 
> Kenya. 
> 

> At any rate, your contributions made all the events link to the film 
> wonderful and inspiring. Students in both my classes e~ioyed your 
comments 
> during the panel session. 
> 

> Discussions following the screening of film in Kiriny~ga County on Nov 
24 
> in Kenya - see photo no. 1 - reminded me a lot about our panel. 
> 

> Other attached photos: 
> 
> No. 2- celebrating the new constitution at a youth and constitution forum 

Nov. 25. 

No. 3 - At a dialogue on the nexv constitution: Kirinyaga County base 
corrm~anders, Archbishop Eraeritus Dr. David Gitari - Nov-. 25 

No. 4 - Outside St. James Anglican Church, Nairobi Nov. 28 with the 
Archbishop and                 following a sermon by the Archbishop 

in 
which he discussed debates emerging out of the 16 formns on the nexv 
constitution that he organized between October-November and called for 
grassroots organizing for the realizing of obligations of justice 

erabedded 
in the new- constitution. 

Cheers and in solidarity, 
E~xice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:02 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: AFRI    research paper 

Dear 

Please send your paper It ;vas not attached to this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:34 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 

Subject: AFRI research paper 

Professor Sahle, 
Here is a copy of my research paper Recently, I have had issues when 
trying to send attachments, please let me know if there are any problems 
this time. rlhank you again. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:31 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Missing- outliue for your INTS    Paper 

Dear. 

My records indicate none submission of your paper’s outline. As indicated in the course syllabus this is a requirement and part of your paper’s grade. If your sent when it was 
due and it got lost in email records, please resent it the original email with the outline. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, :t0:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: INTS    Paper 

Hello Professor, 
Here is my paper.See you in class on Tuesday. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 8:02 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Graded - INTS    Final paper 

paper - Graded and returned - final 1.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 7:40 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: INIS    Final paper 

Dr. Sable, 

Attached to this email you roll find my final rese~xch paper. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 8:41 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Mary GaJviu ~mail.ngo.z~> 

RE: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dear 

Thanks so much for sending your revised paper. I will review it by tomorrow and in this regard I am wondering if it would be possible to meet on Wednesday before 12.00 to 
discuss the way forward. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:08 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
�::¢-" Mary Galvin 
S,,bject: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sahle and Dr. Galvin, 

I have attached a draft of my Ix~rtion of file chapter on water rights in Tanzania and South Africa. I realize that we roll be using footnotes but 1 have not changed the 
citations tbrmat yet.    and I axe keepiug our parts separate because we were unsure and wanted your opinion ou how best to integrate them. Also, I am concerned 

that this paper sounds thac too much like a research paper and lacks enough analysis. The main section in which I t~ 1,~ use my owu analysis is the one titled Water is a 

Public Good, and I think that perhaps I do not have enough evidence to subs~tantiate some of my claims. I welcome 811 of your criticisms and advice because I 

recognize that this paper is fax th)m finished and I need some guidance to improve upon it. 

Looking forward to heariug your thoughts, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 9:27 AM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dear 

You have a tight schedule on Wednesday. Do you have time to meet before :tZ00 on Thursday? If this is too much let, s meet on Wednesday at 9.:tSarn at Jack Sprat on East 
Franklin~ 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9::t7 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have class on Wednesday from 10-11, 12-1, m~d 2-4 so I am available at any ofl~er rime to meet. 

Best, 

O11 Mon, 
Dear 

at 8:40 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks so much for sending your revised paper. I will review it by tomorrow and in this regard I am wondering if it would be possible to meet on Wednesday before :t2.00 
to discuss the way forward. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~clmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, :12:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: MaPl Galvin 
Subject: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. SaNe and Dr. Ga]vin, 

I have attached a dra£t of my portion of the chapter on water rights in Tanzm~ia and South Afiica. I realize float we will be using footnotes but I have not cha~ged the 
citarions format yet.    and I are keeping our p~ts sepaxate because we were unsure and wanted your opinion on how best to integrate them. Also, I mn 

concerned that this paper sounds fro too much like a research paper and lacks enough analysis. The main section in which I try to use my own analysis is the one 

rifled Water is a Public Goo& m~d I think float pefl~aps I do not have enough evidence to substantiate some of my claims. I welcome all of your criricisms and advice 

because I ~ecognize that this paper is far from finished and I need some guidance to improve upon it. 

Looking forward to hearing your thoughts, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 9:36 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dear 

How about :I:t.:tSam in 302 Battle Hall? 

See you then. 
Dr~ SaNe. 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:30 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sahle, 

I can meet practically any rime on Thursday and can definitely do before 12am, since it is a study day I will j ust be studying tbr my Friday exam but I can take a break 

to ,neet. Let ,ne know what time and ifI should co,ne to your olYice. 

Best, 

On Mon, 
Dear 

at 9:27 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You have a tight schedule on Wednesday. Do you have time to meet before 12.00 on Thursday? If this is too much let’s meet on Wednesday at 9.15am at Jack Sprat on East 
Franklin. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @~mail.~ 
Sent: Monday, 9:17 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have class on Wednesday from 10-11, 12-1, and 2-4 so I am available at any other time to meet. 

Best, 

On Mon, 
Dear 

at 8:40 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice{gbemafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks so much for sending your revised paper. I will review it by tomorrow and in this regard I am wondering if it would be possible to meet on Wednesday before 
12.00 to discuss the way forward. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~clmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~c: Mary Galvin 
Subject: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sable and Dr. Galvin, 

I have attached a draft of my portion of the chapter on water rights in Tanzania and Soutl~ Africa. I realize that we will be using footnotes but I have not changed 

the citations format yet.    and I are keeping our parts separate because we were unsure and wanted your opinion on how best to integrate them. Also, I am 
concerned that this paper sounds far too much like a research paper and lacks enough analysis. The main secrion in which I t~y to use my own analysis is the one 

ritled Water is a Public Good, and I think that perhaps I do not have enough evidence to substantiate some of my claims. I welcome all of your criticisms and 

advice because I recognize that this paper is far from finished and I need s~me guidance to improve upon it. 



Looking lbrwaJcd to hea6ng your thoughts, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Graded INTS 

paper - Graded and returned - INTS paper- 1 .docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: (~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sat~trday, 7:38 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N: 
Subject: INTS    Paper 

Eli Dr Sable, 
I hope this message finds you well 
l have attached my term paper I hope it’s not too terrible to read! 
Have a wonderful weekend. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:26 PM 

@email.unc.e&~ 

Graded paper - INTS 

~ paper - Graded and returned - paper.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:53 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: Human Rights Paper 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

My research paper is attached I hope you have a good weekend! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:49 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Graded paper - INTS 

Graded and returned - Paper.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: Q~email.unc edu] 
Sent: SaParday, 2:29 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: }:inaly Paper 

Eli Dr Sahle, 

I have attached the final version of my paper to this e-mail. I will see 
you on Tuesday! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 2:32 PM 

.~em~l.unc.edu> 

1~;: Problems witl~ your INTS    research paper 

Dear 

Send the paper right away via email with a copy to your UNC email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle 

From-" ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 2:19 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Problems with your IN’iS    research paper 

Hi Dr. Sable 

I apologize f~r the mista ke. The paper was edited by a frier~d of mine, but I assu reed when I saved my final draft ik was without the {rack 
eha~ges. Would i{ be possible for me to prink ouk the paper t?~r you tomorrow? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Your paper 

Dear 

I have read your paper for INTS    and I must say it is not a reflection of your excellent scholarly capabilities. I strongly believe this is as result of the health issues you have been dealing 
with this term 

This is my suggestion on the paper: Given your upcoming surgeD’ and the fact that you will here next semester, I am giving you another chance to work on this assigmnent and submit it 
next semester. As for your grade in INTS: I will then give you an IN which means that you will have 8 ;veeks to finish the paper. 

Let me know if this proposals works fi~om your end. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:42 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: paper, finally 

hi mama sahle here is my paper i’m sorp), i couldn’t turn it in last night, 
but here it is. i completely understand if your ethical conscious compels 
you to take points off 

see you tuesday 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 4:20 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Graded - research paper 

paper- INTS    Paper.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, 2:45 AN 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: INTS    Paper 

Oh my goodness! I didn’t attach it! I swear I finished it at midnight! 

On J.2:25 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Here’s my paper! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:01 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Graded paper - Afri 

paper- Graded and returned - Research Paper- 1 .docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, :t0:36 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Paper! 

Dr. Sable, 

Whew! All done. Thank you very tnuch for extending the deadline, it made a big difference. 

Have a great weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:32 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Graded paper - Afri 

Graded and returned - - Research Paper.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ....... h)email.unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Whoops{ Actual Final Paper 

The :first email didn’t have the version with the bibliography. Sorry to 
clog your inbox 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 9:36 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr> 

@ein~fil.unc.edt~- 

RE: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks. 

He (hi uses the following address: 

@email.unc.edu 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

9:22 AM 

Deal Eunice, 
I just sent all email (to ~ema]l.unc.edu) asking hiln if he was interested in recording a program ill February that the depaxtment is sponsoring. I don’t 

kknow if that is the email address he uses or what. So I’m asking you if you would please let him know that I sent him something. 

I thought emo~l was supposed to be more efficient, but apparently it is sometimes morn involved © 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-Americaxa Studies 
Depaxtment of African and Aih>Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday,                 10:25 AM 

@em~l.unc.edu> 

Graded paper - Afn, 

( paper) - Graded and returned - Tem~ Paper final.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From; ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:57 AM 
Subject: term paper: AFRI. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 10:36 AM 

@email .unc.edu> 

Graded - Afri, paper 

paper- Graded and returned - Domestic Violence in Ghana.doc 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ))email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; 
Subject: Term Paper...Again 

Eli Dr Sahle, 

I am resending the term paper from my UNC account to make sure it doesn’t 

go into your spare folder! Hopefully you will receive one or both e-mails. 

See you on Tuesday! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, i 10:57 AM 

@email.unc.edw~ 

ILE: AVRI Paper 

Graded and returned - - AFRI    Paper- 1 .docx 

Dear 

Please find attached ynur graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:37 PM 
Tn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: A[~NI, Paper 

Dr. SaNe, 

have attached my final paper Please let me knnw if you have any questmns 
or need any additional items. 

Thank you, and have a great weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 11:10 AM 

~ema~l xmc.edu> 

Graded - Afn Paper 

Graded and returned - - Gender Rights in Ghana.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:07 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; 
Subject: Afi-i    Final Paper 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I have attached my paper. Please let me know if there are an)’ issues{ 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 11:29 AM 

@ema~l.~mc.edu> 

Graded - Afri paper 

paper - Graded and returned - Research Paper-2.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached ynur graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~emaihunc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:47 PM 
Tn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Reearch Paper- 

Hi Professor SahIe. Here is my Research Paper. Enjoy ?,our weekend. 

University of Nnrth Carolina- Chapel Hill, (;lass of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 12:55 PM 

@emaiLunc.edu> 

Graded - Afri paper 

paper - Graded and returned - Afri~ paper.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" @gmail.com ~ @gmail.com] on behalf of 
Sent; Saturday, 1:33 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Africa    paper 

~email.unc.edu] 

Hey Prot~ssor gahle, 

Sorry tbr the late honr of this email, I hope you enjoy nay paper and I will see you Tuesday. Enjoy yonr weekend’. If yon have may problems wifl~ the email let me 

klloW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 1:18 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

Graded - Afri paper 

paper - Graded and returned - Gender Rights in Sudm~.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:20 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: - Research Paper 

Gender Rights in Sudan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 9:50 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

IU:;: Af’RI    paper 

Dear 

Thanks for sending your paper. No worries I will grade it and return by tomorro~v. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~emaihunc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:33 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI    paper 

Professor SaNe, 
I emai[ed yuu my paper a few minutes after 5pro and I didn’t 
use my webmail account. I thought I’d cc:ed myself su I wuu[d know it’it 
went thruugh, but I guess after sending it I got distracted and didn’t 
check tu see. I’m worried you haven’t received it since I haven’t heard 
back fi-om yuu. I’m nut really sure how tu prove that I sent it un time. 
’]?his is cupied from the sent cupy ! have 
frum ~gmail.cum> 

to eumce@emafl unc.edu 
date t;ri, at 5:11 PM 
su~iect AFRI Tan~mian Education Paper 
mailed-by gmail.cum 
hide details (10 days ago) 
Prufessur Sahle, 
Here is my research paper un educatiun in Tanzania 
Thank yuu su much{ 

Education in Tanzania ducx 

22K View Do~vnload 

Please let me knuw what ! should du. I’m su sotW this happened I 
attached the paper tu this email 
’]?hank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 12:28 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Your paper - Graded 

paper - Graded and returned - AFRI Fanzpaper.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE,’OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:19 PM 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu> 

Dra£ 

Jolnn, 

Below is a draft of the note I plan to send to An@. Please feel free to add, delete, etc. 

Thanks 
Eunice 

Dear And?’, 

Greetings. 

have been reflecting quick a bit f~lk~wing ,:7 ur meeting on INTS210 a cunple of weeks of ago and just thought I would write to share some thoughts. 

I am wondering if it is at all possible to reconsider the decision to have only lecturers teach both sections of 210 and the honor class While those of us who have taught these courses 
especially 210 are aware of some the logistical and other tensions underpinning them, teaching them has been an important part of our sense of building a community devoted to the stu@ 

of global issues. 

Personally, while I have developed and taught other courses :[’or the Cun-iculum, I worpi that eliminating the possibility 12~r joint faculty teach these course may in the long run weaken their 
commitment to the Curriculum: a development that would be sad as we enter into an interesting debae concerning the meaning and mandate of the emerging field of Global Studies May be 

all this development was discussed when [ was away last year and if it was and there a consensus please forgive me. I just thought ! would share my thoughts on the matter given my 

commitment to the curriculum and our students 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 4:59 PM 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Dm£ 

Thanks John. 

I will Bcc you to the email 

Cheers and have a great break. 
Eunice 

From: John Pickles [jpickles@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Draft 

Eunice 

This looks good I would add two suggestions 

1. Change quick to quite in :first sentence 

2. Add ’if joint facul~" want to -- they mat not, but at least the?’ 
should be asked’ 

Best 
John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec ] 5, 2010. at .: ] 8 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

John, 

Below is a draft of the note I plan to send to An@. Please feel 

free to add, delete, etc. 

Thanks. 

Eunice. 

Dear Andy, 

Greetings. 

I have been reflecting quick a bit following our meeting on INTS210 

a couple of ~veeks of ago and just thought I would write to share 

some thoughts. 

I am wondering if it is at all possible to reconsider the decision 

to have only lecturers teach both sections of 210 and the honor 

class. ;\~ile those of us ~vho have taught these courses especially- 

210 are a~vare of some the logistical and other tensions underpinning 

them, teaching them has been an important part of our sense of 

building a cormn~mity devoted to the study of global issues. 

Personally, while I have developed and taught other courses for the 

Curriculum, I wotly that eliminating the possibili~" for joint 

faculty teach these course may in the long run weaken their 

conmfitment to the Curriculum; a development that would be sad as we 

enter into an interesting debate concerning the meaning and mandate 

of the emerging field of Global Studies. May be all this development 

was discussed when I ~vas a~vay last year and if it was and there a 

consensus please forgive me I just thought I would share my 

thoughts on the matter given my commitment to the curriculum and our 

students 

Best wishes, 

Eunice. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:38 AM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: To~hy’s exam 

Dear 

Keep me posted as the day moves along. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe. 

from: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday~ 9:35 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sul~ject; Today’s exam 

Dr. Sahle, 

I live at¯                                    Its about 4 miles from campus. The roads over here were not salted and because it is a country road it is veu 

dangerous to drive when there is ice on it. I am hoping that the conditions get much better by four, but what should I do if they don’t’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 10:19 AM 

@gmail.com] 

I~W: Dr. Firoze Manji - Pambazuka News and Fahamu publishing (in Chapel Hill, Maleh 2011 ) 

DR. FIROZE MANJIshortcv.docx 

Dear Sis, 

Below b-YL I will keep you posted. Please do not laugh at the Dr. thing (it is important)....and there is a typo on scholars but oh well... 

I will do what T can to organize a forum that includes Arturo and colleagues from Duke. 

Love, 
E. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December :t6, 20:t0 :t0::t2 AM 
To; Barbara Anderson; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sul~ject; Dr. Firoze Manji - Pambazuka News and Fahamu publishing (in Chapel Hill, March 

Dear Barbara and Julius, 

Happy Holiday Greetings. 

As he moves to launch the North American wing of the acclaimed Pambazuka News, the famed Kenyan-British scholar-activist, Dr. Firoze Manji will be visiting the Triangle 
Region the last week of March. He has already launched a very successful Portuguese version of Pambazuka News and keeps publishing (through Fahamu publishing and 
Pambazuka News) important works by Africanists - our own distinguished Professor Selassie had a piece in Pambazuka recently - African diaspora schoolars. 

If at all possible, I think that it would be wonderful if he gave the March Carolina Seminar talk on the theme of media and social struggles in contemporary Africa. In addition, 
a dialogue with faculty in our department and graduate students and faculty from other departments working on African and Diasporic issues would be excellent. 

I am attaching his brief bio for easy reference. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on this when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:03 PM 

~gmail.com] 

Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can 
present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in 
the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 12:10 PM 

@gmall.com> 

1~3~,: Final 

Dear 

Yes, it is. See you soon. 

Dr. SaNe. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:05 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Final Exam 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I just wanted to check and be sure that our exam is in our normal classroom? 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:16 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.e&> 

Amelia DeFosset ~              @hotm~]l.com>; Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edtc, 

RE: sm~]l objects/games for box on Kenyan Independence? 

Dear Barbara, 

Good idea[ 

I wi]l ’fish’ and be in touch on Monday. On games: 
the weekend More soon. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Barbara Anderson [b underson@unc.edu] 
Sent: 71nursday, December 16, 2010 12:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Amelia I)eFosset; Sewall, Stacey Eliz~beth 
Subject: small objects/games ]k~r box on Kenyan Independence? 

][)ear Eunice: 
The (;enter is finishing some "learning boxes" for North Carolina 
teachers to use in middle school classrooms. One of the boxes has 
materials on the independence movement in Kenya, focusing on a young 
adult novel (Beverly Naidoo’s Burn my tleart) about two young boys, one 
the son of British settlers, the other a Kikuyu youth (a strong book 
which does not provide a simple view) In addition to books, dvds, 
recipes, and maps, we try to put a few hands-on objects in these boxes, 
like clothing, cloth, games, etc (our other boxes concern South Africa 
, Senegal, Mali, and EgTpt). I am wondering if you have any small 
objects from Kenya that you would like to donate to the box’.’ Not to 
worry if you don’t, but we’re doing a little fishing... 

The other question we have for you is to ask if you can share with us a 
couple of games you may have played as a child (we’ve learned that in 
Dakar, children play many of the games that Arnerican children are 
familiar witk~--tag, blind-raan’s-bluff etc.) Do you remember something 
like this that we could include in the box to help middle-schoolers 
cotmect with Kenya in the 50s/60s? Tr~anks! Barbara 

will be veW good at reminding me about the games we played in our youth during our usual weekend slcype chat over 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Cunter 
Lecturer, Departrnent of African and Afro-Araerican Studies 

African Studies Centcr, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.globahunc, edu,’africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:00 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s/M’rican Studies Center 

It is great news Sis! 

The week is March 27 but the presentation is on Thursday March 3:t. 

Much love 
Sis. E. 

From:                   _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December :16, 2010 :t2::I0 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

HOORAY!!’. Comrade Molly is also very excited!! THank you so much! This will be great! Please do confirm on our behalf...the abstract will follow soon. 

lots of love, 

SisM 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she tells me that yes, Comrade 
Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will even pay him a symbolic 

amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will also be sending a brief 

abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:09 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Dr. M~:aji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

For UNC purposes, a Wednesday arrival and Friday departure visit would work. 

Love, Sis. 

F~om:                   @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

that’s so great. How many days total do you think we should plan to be in the triangle? From what date to what date? 

XXOX 

SisM 
On 16-Dec- 10, at 12:59 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

It is great news Sis! 

The week is March 27 but the presentation is on Thursday March 31. 

Much love 
Sis. E. 

From:                   ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:10 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

HOORAY!!’. Comrade Molly is also veU excited!! THank you so much! This will be groa!! Please do confirm on our behal£..the abstract will follow 

soon. 

lots of love, 

SisM 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she tells me that 
yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at the University.,.they will 
even pay him a symbolic amount of $500,00 for his talk, 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will also be sending 
a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 

Love 
Sis. 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:24 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILL: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African StuNes Center 

Oummh, two options then: 

A Tuesday-Friday visit 
A Wednesday-Saturday visit. 

On Duke: I will be in touch with my comrade Anne-Makhulu to organize a talk. She is away at this moment but I should hear from her soon. 

Love, 
Sis. E. 

From:                   @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Would that include something with Duke? 

~’dvl 

On 16-Dec-l 0, at 1:09 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

For UNC purposes, a Wednesday arrival and Friday departure visit would work. 

Love, Sis. 

From:                   @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:02 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

that’s so great. How many days total do you think we should plan to be in the triangle? From what date to what date? 

~c~ox 

SisM 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:59 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

It is great news Sis! 

The week is March 27 but the presentation is on Thursday March 31. 

Much love 
Sis. E. 

From:                   @gmail.com] 
Sent: l hursday, December :to, 2010 12:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

HOOfUkY! ! ! Comrade Molly is ~]so very excited!! THank you so much! This will be g~eat! Please do co~tfirm on our beha]f...the abstract 

will follow soon. 

lots of love, 
SisM 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she 
tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at 
the University...they will even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will 
also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move 
for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:40 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~9;: Dr. MsNi’s visit - News from UNC’s African StuNes Center 

It is excellent sis! 

As I mentioned, I will organize a forum that will include Arturo and other folks that are doing excellent work on the Afdcan-Latino front including Kia Caldwell who works on 
Afro-Brazilian issues. So no worries. 

Once we have the fliers out, will be excellent in spreading the word out as will be the African Studies Center, UNC-Global etc. 

Love, 
Sis. E. 

From:                   ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Thafs perfect. I will keep the maMmum time protected for now and roll await your instructions. This is so exciting - and you are making it real!! what a wonderful 
collaboration li)r us my dear Si ster’. Thmak you so much... I think Firoze will be a big hit - aa~d he will love the energy of you and your comrades. I hope he gets a 

chance to speak with Artum too.. maybe we could organke a smaller gathering with them as well. Should we ask to do something specific or just help spread 

the word? 

Anyway - how exciting.. I ca£t wait 

love, 

SisM. 

On 16- Dec- 10, at 1:24 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Oummh, two options then: 

A Tuesday-Friday visit 
A Wednesday-Saturday visit. 

On Duke: T will be in touch with my comrade Anne-Makhulu to organize a talk. She is away at this moment but I should hear from her soon. 

Love, 
Sis. E. 

From:                   ~Ogmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:16 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Would that include something with Duke’? 

xxM 

On 16-Dec-10, at 1:09 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

For UNC purposes, a Wednesday arrival and Friday departure visit would work. 

Love, Sis. 

From:                   ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 i:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

that’s so great. How mmay days total do you think we should plan to be in the triangle? From what date to what date? 

SisM 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

It is great news Sis! 

The week is March 27 but the presentation is on Thursday March 31. 

Much love 
Sis. E. 



From;                   @qmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:10 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

HOORAY!!! Comrade Molly is aJso veU excited’.! THank you so much! This will be great! Plea~ do confirm on our 

behaJll..the abstracl will tbllow soon. 

lots of love, 

Sis M 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. T just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies 
Center and she tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line 
surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by 
Monday and will also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center 
is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:43 PN 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Amelia DeFosset @hotmail.com> 
RE: quick question re date for Dr. Firoze Manji 

Hi Barbara, 

Actually Dr. Manji noticed that...The week of his the the 27...thus he speaks at the seminar on March the 31st. 

He has asked me to confirm the date and he will be sending an abstract shortly. 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2020 1:39 PM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc-" Amelia DeFosset 
Subject-" quick question re date for Dr. Firoze Manji 

March 27 is a Sunday. Would Dr. Manji want to speak on the 24th or on the 31st? Thanks! B 

On 12/16/2010 11:56 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

Thanks to you and Mike for this! Your contribution of $500.00 works. 

From recent discussions with Firoze, he will be in the Triangle area the week of March 27, 2011. So he can present at the Carolina Seminar forum Thursday the 
27.3[ will be talking to him over the weekend and 3[ will confirm the date on Monday. 3[ will also ask him to sent an abstract for his talk asap for publicity purposes. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From-’ Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Thursday, December 16, 2010 11:47 AM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Co-" Nyang Oro, 3ulius E; Lambert, Michael C 
Subject-’ Re: Dr. Firoze Manji - Pambazuka News and Fahamu publishing (in Chapel Hill, March 2011) 

Dear Eunice: 

Mike m~d I are ve~7 inte~vsted in pursuing this. We have about $500 left in our budget for the Carolina Seminar, which can be used for travel, honorarium, 

or for accommodalions for Dr. Manji. This is not ~nuch, so if you think he will come to c~anpus aaas~vay, please contact him for possible dates. I’ll see then 
when we can reserve a room, and then will work on the rest ruth you. Thanks for presenting this opporttmib,. Barbara 

On 12/16/2010 10:12 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara and Julius, 

Happy Holiday Greetings. 

As he moves to launch the North American wing of the acclaimed Pambazuka News, the famed Kenyan-British scholar-activist, Dr. Firoze Manji will 
be visiting the Triangle Region the last week of March. He has already launched a very successful Portuguese version of Pambazuka News and 
keeps publishing (through Fahamu publishing and Pambazuka News) important works by Africanists - our own distinguished Professor Selassie had 
a piece in Pambazuka recently - African diaspora schoolars. 

If at all possible, I think that it would be wonderful if he gave the March Carolina Seminar talk on the theme of media and social struggles in 
contemporary Africa. In addition, a dialogue with faculty in our department and graduate students and faculty from other departments working on 
African and Diasporic issues would be excellent. 

3[ am attaching his brief bio for easy reference. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on this when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

Barbara Shaw ARdersoR 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Yom~(Afri    paper- Graded 

paper - Graded and returned - Education in Ta~nzania.docx 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt so that we know all is well this time around. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:33 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AblR!    paper 

Professor Sahle, 
I emailed you my paper a few minutes after 5pm and I didn’t 
use my webmail account. ! thought I’d cc:ed myself so I would know if it 
went through, but I guess after sending it I got distracted and didn’t 
check to see I’m worried you haven’t received it since I haven’t heard 
back from you. I’m not really sure how to prove that ! sent it on time. 
This is copied from the sent copy I have. 
from ~gmail com> 

to eunice@email.unc.edu 
dabe Fri, at5:ll PM 
subject AFRI Tanzanian Education Paper 
mailed-by gmail.com 
hide details (10 days ago) 
Professor Sahle, 
Here is tW research paper on education in Tanzania. 
Thank you so much! 

Education in Tanzania.docx 
22K View Download 

Please let rue kmow what I should do. rm so sorly this happened. I 
attached the paper to this eruail. 
Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 5:01 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

Graded paper Afn 

paper (Graded and returned) - tennpaperforafri .doc 

Deal 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 

From: @gmail.com [ @gmail.com] on behalf of 
Sent: Friday, 4:24 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Term paper 

It is attached. 

~email.unc.edu] 

Hope gd is well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 5:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Your paper - Graded 

paper - Graded and returned - AFRI    paper.docx 

[)ear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 5:31 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI    paper 

Here is my AFRI paper! rlhanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, December 18, 2010 8:27 AM 

Firoze Manji <firoze@thha~nu.org>; ~gmail.com> 

ILS: Dr. Ma:aji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Dear Firoze, 

Folks here are very excited about your visit! 

On finally meeting.., we met briefly in a crowded room when Patrick Bond attempted to bring together those us interested in social movements. The March visit offers a great 
opportunity for dialogue. 

Given your long standing interest in health issues would you like me to organize a forum focusing on contemporary health issues in East Africa with interesting folks in our 
School of Public Health? 

In solidarity and more soon. 
Eunice. 

From-" Firoze Manji [firoze@fahamu.org] 
Sent: Friday, December .t7, 20:I0 4:25 AM 
To; 
(::c-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Dr. IVlanji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Deal 

This is terrific news. 

Eunice, at long last the prospect of meeting you. Thank you so much for organising this. I roll send you over an abstract as soon as it’s ready. 27 March is in my diaw 

With warm regards, 

FJroze 

On 16 Dec 2010, at 17:10, wrote: 

HOOIL~\Y’. !! Comlade is also ve~ excited’.! THank you so ~nuch! This will be great’. Please do coat]ira on our behalf...the abstract will follow 

soon. 

lots of love, 

SisM 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly, ljust heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she tells me that 
yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will 
even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will also be sending 
a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, December 18, 2010 11:16 AM 

Firoze Manji <firoze@thha~nu.org> 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Dr. MaNi’s visit - News frown UNC’s African Studies Center 

Dear Firoze, 

Ooops, the week is the 27 but your talked is scheduled for Thursday March 32! 

Sorry for the confusion. Kindly let me know if this OK so that T can send the confirmation letter asap~ 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From-" Firoze Manji [firoze@fahamu.org] 
Sent: Saturday, December 28, 2020 9:32 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject; Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Dea~ E~mice 

We hardly met properly so I hope we can shoot the breeze for longer. I left the health field years ago and t~el I a~n ve~ much out of much. 

Regaxding the visit: might you be able to send me a fom~al email about visiting and speaking. Would be helpful for those M~o need evidence. 

Hope that’s ok 

Warmest 

Firoze 

Sent while out of the office. 

w~,.pambazuka.org 

On 18 Dec 2010, at 13:26, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Firoze, 

Folks here are very excited about your visit! 

On finally meeting.., we met briefly in a crowded room when Patrick Bond attempted to bring together those us interested in social movements. The March visit 
offers a great opportunity for dialogue. 

Given your long standing interest in health issues would you like me to organize a forum focusing on contemporary health issues in East Africa with interesting 
folks in our School of Public Health? 

In solidarity and more soon. 
Eunice. 

From; Firoze Manji [firoze@fahamu.orq] 
Sent-" Friday, December 27, 2020 4:25 AM 
To; 
G¢-" baffle, l:unlce N 
Subject-" Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Dear 

This is terrific news. 

Eunice, at long last the prospect of meeting you. Thank you so tnuch tbr organising this. I will send you over m~ abstract as soon as it’s ready. 27 Maxch is 

in my di~" 

With wmrn vegayds, 

Firoze 

On 16 Dec 2010, at 17:10, wrote: 



HOOELCY! ’. ! Comrade is aJso very. excited!! THatk you so much! This will be great! Please do confirm on our behaJf...the abstract 

will follow soon. 

lots of love, 

SisM 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Ennice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she 
tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at 
the University...they will even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will 

also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move 
for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:22 AM 

~emafil .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for "][’he decolonization readef 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalo~mail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4349310 

Title: The decolonization reader 

Published: Routledge 

Publisher Location: New Yoflc 

Published: 2003. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Decolonization 
World politics -- 20th century. 

Other Authors: 
Le Sueur, James D. 

Item Description: 

462 p. ; 24 cm. 

0415231167 (alk. paper) 

0415231175 (pbk. : alk. paper) 

51172247 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 
JV151 .D36 2003(Davis Libraq-)Available 

...... Mail generated at 17:27:04 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:22 AM 

@emafil .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH CataJog information for ’Constimtionalism and sociely in Africa’ 

his message was forwarded to you from the L,%!C-CH Catalog. Please do not reply to this message 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalo~mail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4536619 

Title: Cunstitutionalism and society in Africa 

Series: Contemporary perspectives on develuping societies 

Published: Ashgate 

Publisher Lucation: Aldershut, Hants, England ;Burlington, VT 

Published: c2004. 

Formats: Buok 

Subj ect Headings: 
Constitutional law -- Africa. 
Afi-ica - Pulitics and govemmem - 1960- 

Other Authurs: 
Akiba, Okun. 

ItemDescripuon: 

xiii, 172p.; 25 cm. 

0754636402(hardback:alk. paper) 

55016136 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Locations at I~rNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 
KQC524 .C658 2004(Davis Library)Available 
Law Library (1 copy available) 
KQC524 .C658 2004(Law Library Stacks)Available 

...... Mail generated at 17:24:44 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday. 9:23 AM 

~emaJd .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH Catalog itffo~mation for ’Empire and imperialistn : a critical ~eading of Michael Ha~tt and Antonio Negri’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~,supporticatalog mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4724134 

Title: ]~;mpire and imperialism : a critical reading of]Vhchael Hardt and Antonio Negri 

Author: Bordn, Atilin 

Published: Zed Books; Distributed in the USA exclusively by Palgrave Macmillan 

Publisher Location: London ;New York; New York 

Published: 2005. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 

Imperialism 

Hardt, ?,/hc hael. 

Negri, Antonio, 1933- 

Other Titles: 
Bordn, Atflio ]mperio & imperialismo. [~nglish 

Item Description: 

141 p. ; 21 cm. 

1842775766 (cased) 

1842775774 (pbk.) 

56730525 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical refcre~ces (p. [125]-129) and indexes. 

Locations at I~rNC: 

Davis Library" (1 copy available) 

JC359 .B6713 2005(Davis Librarg)Available 

...... Mail generated at 17:22:59 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:23 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbnnation for ’The detnocratic challenge : rethinking democracy and democratizalion’ 

This message was for;varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~,supporticatalo; mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5972028 

Title: ’l’he democratic challenge : rethinking democracy and democratization 

Author: Nef, Jorge. 

Published: Palgrave Macmillan 

Publisher Location: Basingstoke ;New York 

Published: 2009. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 

Democracy. 

Democratization. 

Other Authors: 
Reiber, Bemd, 1968- 

Item Description: 
viii, 186 p. ; 24 cm. 
0230516890 (hbk.) 
0230516904 (jabk.) 
9780230516892 0~bk.) 
9780230516908 (pbk.) 
244414786 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 172-183) and index. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

JC423 .N44 2009(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at 17:18:59 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:24 AM 

~emaJd .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH Catalog i~ffonnation for ’South Africa reborn : building a new democracy’ 

This message was for;varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~,supporticatalo; mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3234884 

Title: South Africa reborn : building a new democracy 

Author: Deegan, Heather. 

Published: UCL Press 

Publisher Location: London 

Published: 1999. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1994- 
Democracy -- South Africa. 

Item Description: 
225 p : ill ; 24 cm 
1857287096 (hb) 
185728710X (pbk.) 
z¢)553350 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Locations at LrNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 
JQ 1981 .D44 1999(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at 17:10:18 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:25 AM 

~ema~l .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH Catalog itffolmation for ’Designing democracy : what constitations do’ 

This message was forwarded to you Iicom the UNC-CH Catalog. Please do not reply to this message. 

Questions? Contact us at http://w;vw lib.unc.edu/support/catalo~ mail html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib.unc.edu/search?R UNCb4017222 

Title: Designing democracy : what constitutions do 

Author: Sunstein, Cass R. 

Published: OxFord University Press 

Publisher Location: New York 

Published: 2001 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
Constitutional law. 
Democracy. 

Item Descripuon: 
280 p. ; 24 cm. 
0195145429 (cloth : alk. paper) 
45698777 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 245-260) and index 

Table of Contents: 
Introduction: Tales of democracy and law -- Deliberative trouble -- Constitutional principles without constitutional theories -- Against tradition -- What should constitutions say? Secession 
and beyond -- Lq~peaching the President -- Democracy and rights: the nondelegation canons -- The anticaste principle -- Homosexuality and the constitution -- Sex equali~" vs. religion -- 
Social and economic rights’.’ Lessons from South Africa -- Conclusion: Democracy’s constitution. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Library (0 copies available) 
K3165. $86 2001 (Davis Libraq-)Checked Out (due 05/01/2011) 
Law Libraly (1 copy available) 
K3165 .$86 2001(Law Libraly Stacks)Available 

...... Mail generated at 17:02:25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:25 AM 

~emafil .unc.edu-~ 

I~E: UNC- CH Cat,Jog infom~ation for ’Democracy in the lime of Mbeld’ 

This message was for;varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 

Questions? Contact us at http:/i;vw;v.lib.unc edu/support/catalo~maihhtml 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4859730 

Title: Democracy in the time of X/Ibeki 

Series: ]DASA’S democracy index 

Published: IDASA 

Publisher Location: Cape Town 

Published: 2005. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
Democracy -- South Africa. 
Mbeki, Thabo. 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1994- 

O ther Authors: 

Calland, Richard 

Graham, Paul, 1954- 

Institute [’or a Democratic Alternauve for South Africa. 

Item Description: 
252 p. ; 24 cm. 
1919798889 Qabk. ) 
60614576 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographicalreferences. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis LibratTi (1 copy available) 
JQ 1981 .D453 2005(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at 16:54:27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:26 AM 

~emafil .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH Catalog i~ffo~mation for ’Democratic reform in Africa : its impact on governance & poverty. ~Jleviation’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~,supporticatalog mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5116959 

Title: Democratic reform in Africa : its impact on governance & poverty alleviation 

Published: James Currey; Ohio L’niversity Press 

Publisher Location: Oxford [England]; ~thens, Ohio 

Published: 2006. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
Democracy -- Afi*ica 
Democratization -- Al?ica 
Africa -- Politics and government -- 1960- 
Afi-ica -- Economic conditions -- 1960- 
Africa -- Social conditions -- 1960- 
Continental Organizatinn for Global Co-operation Against Poverty in Africa 
Poverty -- Africa. 

Other Authors: 
Ndulo, Muna. 

Item Description: 
xwi, 304 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. 
0821417215 (cloth : alk. paper) 
0821417223 (paper : alk. paper) 
0852559453 (Jaraes Currey cloth) 
0852559461 (James Culwey paper) 
9780821417218 (cloth: alk. paper) 
9780821417225 (paper : alk. paper) 
9780852559451 (James Cm-rey cloth) 
9780852559468 (James C~rey papcr) 
65820633 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. [276]-293) and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
Undergrad Library- (1 copy available) 
JQ1879.A15 D39 2006(Undergrad Library Resel~’es Reading Room)Available 

...... Mail generated at 16:53:07 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:26 AM 

~ema~l .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intblmation for ’Cons~itulionalism and political reconstruction [electronic resource]’ 

This message was for;varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~,supporticatalog mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb6407987 

Title: Constitutionalism and political reconstruction [electronic resource] 

Series: International comparative social studies, 1568~474 ; 14 

Published: BriH 

Publisher Location: Leiden, The Netherlands ;Boston, MA 

Published: c2007. 

Formats: eBook 

Online Version: Full bext available via the UNC-Chapel Hill Libraries ~http:i/eresources lib unc.edu/external db/extemal database auth.html?A P%7CF N%7CID 1405%7CRfi[~ 

7CURL http://libproxylib.unc.edu/lo~in?url http://site.ebrarycom/lib/uncch/Doc?id 10270939) 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Comparauve government. 
Constitutional history 
Rule of law. 

Other Authors: 
Arjoruand, Said Atnir. 

Item Description: 
1 online resource (vii, 391 p.) : ill. 
9789004151741 (hardback : alk. paper) 

ebr 10270939 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 
Provider: ebrary, Inc. 
Vendor-supplied catalog record. 

Table of Contents: 
Constitutional developruent and political reconstruction froru nation-building to new constitutionalisru / Said Amir A~iomand -- Nation-building, modernization and post-colonial 
reconstruction -- Regimes remventing themselves : constitutional development in the Arab wurld / Nathan Brown -- Constitutions and political reconstruction? Israel’s quest for a 
constitution / Ruth Gavison -- A globalizing constitutionalism? Views from the postcolony, 1945-2000 / Julian Go -- The rule of law- and politics of refurru in post-revolutionary Iran / Keyvan 
Tabari -- Post-colonial collages : distributions of power and constitutional ruodels, with special reference to South Africa / Heinz Klug -- Constitutional engineering and impact: the case of 
Fiji / Jill Cottrell and Yash Ghai -- Constitutional reconstruction since the fall of commm~isru -- Parliament and the political class in the constitutional reconstruction of Poland : two 
constitutions in one / Jacek Kurczewski -- Constitutionalism and th 
e presidency in the Russian Federation / Anders Fogelklou -- Institutional innovations and moral foundations of constitutionalism in East Central Europe : coping with the past htanan rights 
violations / Gra?yna Skapska -- The constitution in the process of denationalization / Dieter Grirrmr -- Constitutional courts and the new constitutionalism -- The role of constitutional courts 
in the transition to democracy, with special reference to Hungary / Laszlo Solyoru -- Constitutional negotiations : political contexts of judicial activism in post-Soviet Europe / Kim Lane 
Scheppele -- Women and the cost of transition to democratic constitutionalism in Spain / Ruth Rubio-Marin -- Dissolution of political parties by the constitutional court in Turkey : judicial 
delimitation of the political domain / Dicle Kogacioglu -- List of contributors -- Index. 

...... Mail generated at 16:47:35 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:26 AM 

~email,~mc.edu:~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intblmation for ’Decisions on democracy : the politics of constitution-making in South Afi~ica, 1990-1996’ 

This message was for;varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~’supporticatalog mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4318866 

Title: I)ecisions on democracy : the politics of constitution-making in South At’rica, 1990-1996 

Author: Strand, Per 

Published: Uppsala University 

Publisher Location: Uppsala 

Published: 2000. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
Constitutional history -- South Africa -- 20th century. 
Democracy -- South Africa. 

Item Description: 
325p ;25cm. 
9150613944 
47012931 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 315 -325). 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 
KTL2101 .$77 2000(Davis Library)Availalqe 

...... Mail generated at 16:42:34 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursdas,, 9:27 AM 

~emaJd .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH Catalog itffonnation for ’Building representative democracy : South Africa’s legislatures and the Conslitution’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~,supporticatah~g mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4594137 

Title: Building representative democracy : South Africa’s legislatures and the Constitution 

Author: Murray, Christina, 1956- 

Published: Parliamentary Support th-ogratmne 

Publisher Location: Cape Town 

Published: 2002. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1994- 
Democracy -- South Africa. 
Legislative bodies -- South Africa. 

Other Titles: 
South Africa’s legislatures and the Constitution 

Other Authors: 
Nij zink, Lia. 
Parliamentary" Support Prograrmne. 

Item Description: 

1st ed. 

ix, 133 p. ; 25 cm. 

0620289694 

49781620 

Notes: 

"Initial research by GTZ and Simeka Management Consulting." 

Includes bibliographicalreferences. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 

JQ 1981 .M87 2002(Davis Librau)Available 

...... Mail generated at 16:42:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:27 AM 

~emaJd .unc.edu-~ 

I~E: UNC-CH Catalog infom~ation for’South Africa : the battle over the Constitution’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~’supporticatalog mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3047779 

Title: South Africa : the battle over the Constitution 

Author: Gloppen, Sift. 

Series: Law, social change, and development series 

Published: Ashgate 

Publisher Location: Aldershot ;BrookfieId, Vt 

PuNished: c 1997. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Constitutional law -- South Africa. 
Constitutional history -- South Africa 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1989-1994. 

Item Description: 
xiii, 305 p. ; 23 cm. 
1855219220 (hc) 
36994904 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 284-301) and index. 
Originally presented as the author’s thesis (doctoral--Univcrsi~" of Bergen, 1993). 

Locations at UNC: 
Law Libra15~ (1 copy available) 
KTL2070 .G59 1997(Law Library Stacks)Available 

...... Mail generated at 16:40:10 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:28 AM 

~emafil .unc.edu-~ 

I~E: UNC-CH Cat,Jog infom~ation for ’Decisions on democracy : the politics of constitution-making in South Africa, 1990-1996’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalo~mail.html 

Linkto Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4318866 

Title: I)ecisions on democracy : the politics of constitution-making in South A[~rica, 1990-1996 

Author: Strand, Per 

Published: Uppsala Universi~" 

Publisher Location: Uppsala 

Published: 2000. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
Constitutional history -- South Africa -- 20th century. 
Democracy -- South Africa. 

Item Description: 
325p ;25cm. 
9150613944 
47012931 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 315 -325). 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 
KTL2101 .$77 2000(Davis Library)Availalqe 

...... Mail generated at 16:42:34 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:29 AM 

~emaJd .unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbnnation for ’The detnocratic challenge : rethinking democracy and democratizalion’ 

This message was for;varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://www.lib.unc edu~,supporticatalo; mail.htm[ 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5972028 

Title: ’l’he democratic challenge : rethinking democracy and democratization 

Author: Nef, Jorge. 

Published: Palgrave Macmillan 

Publisher Location: Basingstoke ;New York 

Published: 2009. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 

Democracy. 

Democratization. 

Other Authors: 
Reiber, Bemd, 1968- 

Item Description: 
viii, 186 p. ; 24 cm. 
0230516890 (hbk.) 
0230516904 (jabk.) 
9780230516892 0~bk.) 
9780230516908 (pbk.) 
244414786 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 172-183) and index. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

JC423 .N44 2009(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated al 17:18:59 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 9:36 AM 

Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca> 

1~9;: Checking in .... 

Good to hear from Abbie as al;vays. 

Let me know when we can chat over the phone next week. 

Here is my new- contact details: 

Phone (home) 
Address: 

In the meantime, wishing you and your family a restful and joyous Holiday Season 
Eunice. 

From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu ca] 
Sent: rfhursday, December 16, 2010 1:55 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Checking in .... 

Eli Eunice: 

I’m so glad to hear you are getung your strength back, after such a 
challenging time. 

As to the chapter. Submitting by Jan 15 latest is fine, and we can then 
move this volume through the next steps That will be a reliel! for me, as I 
need to make sorae progress with this to regain some control of ray ~vork (!), 
but also, I think, this will hopefully make an important contribution to 
current debates on anti-racism (which is sorely- neededt). So I’ll mark Jan 
15 as the date and keep me posted. 

And then, as to the application on the WCAR. Yes, disappointing...but 
Yasmeen and I have been writing on race in Israel/Palestine and finding that 
referees are quite favourable to our arguments. So publishing is receptive, 
but fanders are not, which is interesting... We’re thinking this may- be 
related, that precisely the controversial nature of this region and the 
various discourses around it compel serious scholarly investigation, but 
also generate challenges for funders. The next piece is coming out soon in 
Politikon, the journal of the South African Political Science Association, 
on "apartheid" as it applies to Israel/Palestine. The reviewers and editor 
were very positive, and it’s moved sraoothly through the review process, so 
that’s encouraging at least. Meantime, thank you Eunice, so vein much, for 
your encouragement on the application. I’ll keep you posted about that 
project too. 

When you come of up for air, let’s third: about a phone date if our paths 
don’t cross earlier... 

Hugs, 

Abbie 

Dearest Abbie, 

I was to send you a note early next week after the end of term madness. 

There has been a lot going on but I am beginning to feel a bit stronger In 
telrnS of the chapter I have a window of opportum~ to ~vork on it from next 
week with a plan of submitting in mid-Januaw 

I am yew sorry to hear that your application ~vas declined! The project is 
excellent and veiy much needed g~ven what is going in the current coRiuncture 
thus I hope other sources of funding emerge. 

In solidarity’, 
Eunice. 



Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2010 9:56 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: Checking in .... 

Dear Eunice: 

How are you? I hope the end of the term and all it has entailed will allow 
you a little peace of mind and some restful days. 

I know you have the chapter with Patrick Bond on your nrind, so I’m not 
writing to remind you...But do lct me l~ow if you think you could complete 
it soon, however that could be defined. I’m meeting with Ena on Friday to go 
over all the chapters, and I just need to be able to report on where you and 
Patrick are at. We’re looking for~vard to sending the corapleted nrs to the 
publisher (we have interest frora U of T Press at the moment, but also some 
other options). I’m hopeful we can include your chapter of course, so just 
let nre l~o~v. 

Meantinre, FYI, Yasrueen and I just heard that out application to Guggetkheim 
was declined. This is of course disappointing, but not surprising given 
all...I wanted to thank you for your very supportive response to our request 
for a letter. I also know that the distraction of that application was 
antithetical to the chapter for the book (!), so please do feel free to 
blame me squarely for any delayst 

Much love and soon, 

Abbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 7:50 PM 

@email.unc.edu-* 

Meetiug 

Dear 

Welcome back~ 

Let me know if we can meet on Tuesday at 3.30pm to discuss the way forward with assignments. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

,~g m aJd .com> 

1~3~,: Meeting 

Dear 

Yes, my office is still in Battle Hall but I am now in room 302. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 8::t8 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thanks. It was great seeing you today. 3:30 on Tuesday is prefect. I’m looking forward to it. Should I meet you in your offce? I saw they were doing construction on 

Battle Hall, is your office s~ill in 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 8:49 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <e~mice@emaJd.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back. 

Let me know if we can meet on Tuesday at 3.30pm to discuss the way forward with assignments. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 3: 58 PM 

@gmM .com> 

1~3~,: Meeting 

Dear 

Greetings. 

It is about 3.56pm on Thursday. I will be leaving my office shortly so let’s try to meet next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From-" @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 8:18 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Meeting 

Dr. Sable, 

Thanks. It was great seeing you today. 3:30 on Tuesday is perfect. I’m looking forw~:rd to it. Should I meet you in your office? I saw they were doing cons~tmction on 
Battle Hall, is your office s~ll in there? 

Thanks 

On Wed, at 8:49 AM, Sahle, Eunice N ~:eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back. 

Let me know if we can meet on Tuesday at 3.30pm to discuss the way tb~-ward with assignments. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, Jmmary 15, 2011 5:51 AM 

B~ti B. Ami si, ~gmail.com> 

,~!mail.ngo.za 

RE: Book chapter Jan2011 

Dear Amisi, 

Happy New Year’s greetings to you too! 

Thanks for the update. I am frantically working on the manuscript and looking forward to submitting it with all the revised chapters at the end of the month~ 

Greetings to your family. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Baruti B. Amisi          ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Saturday, January 25, 201:~ 2:4:~ AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co’,     @mail.ngo.za 
Subject: Book chapter Jan2011 

Deal~ Prof Eunice, 
I wish a Happy and Prosperous 2011 ! 

Kindly note that I am writing my conclusion. I will then send the draft for editing on Monday 17/01 with hope that it will taJ<e one or two days maximum. Plea~ accept 

my atx~logies tbr the delay. 

Regards, 

EngTech Baruti Amisi 

Researcher 

AgricuLturaL Engineering, DeveLopment Economics, Civil Society, and Migration. 

TeL: (C): (H); 

E-maiL: ~gmai[.com 

P.O. Box 63074 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, January 17, 2011 7:34 AM 

B~ti B. Ami sic ~gmail.com> 

I~E: Book chapter Jan2011 

Thanks for the update Amisi. 

Looking forward to receiving the chapter. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Baruti B. Amisi           _~gmail.com] 
Sent., Monday, January 17, 20:11 7::13 AM 
To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject., Re: Book chapter .lan20:1:1 

Dem Prof Eunice, 
Many thanks for your e-mail and wishes. 

Kindly note that I sent the draft for editing as promised. I will get it back in the evening tomonow. 

Regards, 

On 15 January 2011 12:51, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~:email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Amisi, 

Happy New Year’s greetings to you too! 

Thanks for the update. I am frantically working on the manuscript and looking forward to submitting it with all the revised chapters at the end of the month. 

Greetings to your family. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

F~om,, Baruti B. Amisi          ~qmail.com] 
Sent., Saturday, January :15, 20:1:1 2:4:1 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N 
@mail.nqo.za 

Subject-" Book chapter Jan20:1:1 

Dear Prof Eunice, 
I wish a Happy and Prosperous 2011! 

Kindly note that I am writing my conclusion. I roll then send the draft for editing on Monday 17/01 with hope that it roll take one or two days m~ximum. Please 

accept my apologies for the delay. 

Regards, 

EngTech Baruti Amisi 

Researcher 

Agricultural Engineering, Development Economics, Civil Society, and Migration. 

Tel: ¯ (C): (H); 

E-mail: ®gmail.com 

EngTech Baruti Amisi 

Researcher 

Agricultural Engineering, Development Economics, Civil Society, and Migration. 

Tel:             (C),             (H); 



E-mai[: ~ait.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, Jmmary 17, 2011 1:52 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.e&> 

Amelia DeFosset <             @hotm~fil.com>; Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edtc, 

RE: sm~J~l objects/ga~es for box on Kenyan Independence? 

Dear Barbara, 

I am in the midst of addressing issues that have been delayed due to a horrible :flu that took hold of me :For quite sometime and then time taken out to help 

The Center has most likely wrapped up this project, but kindly do let me know if you still need the requested items. 

Best wishes :For the New Year[ 
Eunice 

From: Barbara Anderson [b underson@unc.edu] 
Sent: r~[Inursday, December 16, 2010 12:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Amelia I)eFosset; Sewall, Stacey Eliz~beth 
Subject: small objects/games ]k~r box on Kenyun Independence? 

Dear Eunice: 
The (;enter is finishing some "learning boxes" for North Carolina 
teachers to use in middle school classrooms. One of the boxes has 
materials on the independence movement in Kenya, focusing on a young 
adult novel (Beverly Naidoo’s Burn my tleart) about two young boys, one 
the son of British settlers, the other a Kikuyu youth (a strong book 
which does not provide a simple view) In addition to books, dvds, 
recipes, and maps, we try to put a few hands-on objects in these boxes, 
like clothing, cloth, games, etc. (o~tr other boxes concern South Africa 
, Senegal, Mali, and Egypt). I ara wondering if you have any sraall 
objects from Kenya that you would like to donate to the box’.’ Not to 
worry if you don’t, but we’re doing a little fishing... 

The other question we have for you is to ask if you can share with us a 
couple of games you may have played as a child (we’ve learned that in 
Dakar, children play many of the games that Arnerican children are 
familiar ~vith--tag, blind-man’s-blufl; etc.) Do you remcmber something 
like this that ~ve could include in the box to help middle-schoolers 
cotmect ~vith Kenya in the 50s/60s? Thanks! Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Cunter 
Lecturer, Departrnent of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Centcr, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu,’africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 8:37 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~g: Meeting 

Dear 

Apologies for the confusion. See you tomorrow at 3.30prn. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe. 

From: ~grnail.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:17 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

I’m sorry. Your email sa~d you wanted to meet on tuesday. I should have double checked since you had said Thursday in class. Is next Tuesday ok to meet? 

hn son?, if you wafited long tbr me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:57 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

It is about 3.56prn on Thursday. I will be leaving rny office shortly so let’s try to meet next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @gmail.corn] 
Sent: I uesclay, 8:18 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thmaks. It was great seeing you today. 3:30 on Tuesday is perfect. I’m looking forward to it. Should I meet you in your office? I saw they were doing 

cons~tmction on Battle Hall, is your office still in there? 

Tha~ks again, 

On Wed, at 8:49 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back. 

Let me know if we can meet on Tuesday at 3.30pro to discuss the way forward with assig~unents. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 10:25 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Update today’s meeting 

Dear 

There has been a change to a job talk for one of the candidates in Global Studies. I did not expect to attend given my teaching scheduled but now it has been scheduled for 
3.30pro and T need to attend it as a joint faculty member. 

At any rate, here are some of the preliminary thoughts of what 3[ have thinking for assignments. 

Theme: Documenting social change in Africa: Cinema and the African novel. 

Cinema: Focusing on the films of Sembene Ousmane - themes - colonialism, gender and postcolonial developments. We have most of his films in our media resources library 
and I will have suggestions on which ones you need to worry about when we meet next week. 

Novels: the works of Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Mariam Ba and Nega. 

We we discuss requirements and deadlines on Tuesday at 3.30pro. 

Best wishes and apologies for the delayed meeting. 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

8:37 PM 

Dear 

Apologies for the confusion. See you tomorrow at 3.30pro. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday 4::t7 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

I’m son),. Yonr email said you wanted to meet on tuesday. I shonld have double checked since you had Mid Thursday in class. Is next Tnesday ok to meet? 

Im ~rr?., if you wa~,ted long for me. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 3:57 PM, "Sa~hle, Eunice N" <eunice(~ema31.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

It is about 3.56pm on Thursday. I will be leaving my office shortly so let’s try to meet next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:28 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thin,ks. It was great seeing you today. 3:30 on Tuesday is perfect. I’tn looking forward to it. Should I tneet you in your office? I saw they were doing 

cons~tmction on Battle Hall, is your office still in there? 



Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 8:49 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back. 

Let me know if we can meet on Tuesday at 3.30pm to discuss tJae way forward witJa assig~maents. 

Best rashes, 
Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, JanuaD 21,2011 9:48 AM 

BaJ~uli B. Amisi ~gma~l.com>; ~ma~l.ngo.za 

1),22: Book chapter Januai3~ 2011 

Dear Amisi, 

Thanks so much for sending your revised chapter~ I will be sending it to the publishers for review as it is and will be in touch once the peer review is done. 

Once again thanks and I will keep you posted. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From-" Baruti B. Amisi          ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, January 20, 2011 3:21 PM 

@mail.ngo.za; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Book chapter January 2011 

Dear Prof Eunice and Prof Patriclc. 
Pleas~ find attached my chapter on large dams. I will deeply appreciate your comments as soon as you can. 

Prof Patrick, ldndly remember to e-mail me your comments on my second chapter. I roll now focus on my research as I submit this chapter. 

Regards, 

EngTech Baruti Amisi 

Researcher 

AgHcuttura[ Engineering, Devetopment Economics, Migration, and Social Movements. 

Tet: . (C) (H); 

E-marl: ~gmaiLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 10:25 AM 

~ema~l,unc,edu 

I~E: Blackboard trouble 

Dear 

Thanks for your email You can post it to Blackboard and also sent via email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~@email.unc.edu ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: Blackboard trouble 

Professor Sahle, Hello I am a student enrolled in your Afri 
course However I am not able to access blackboard at the time. I did 
contact the friday center and they said that due to my late 
registration it would be a few days until I would be able to access 
blackboard. Is there anything I can do about the discussion I missed 
last week’? Should I email my responses for Lesson 2 to you? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIP1ENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, January 22, 2011 10:36 AM 

Oliver FroeNing              ~gmoJl.com> 

Masie- Josee.Massicotte@uOttawa.ca; Escobar, Arturo < aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

Hola Oliver, 

Happy belated New Year! 

I hope you and other comrades at Unitierra are doing well. 

I write to see if you have suggestions pertaining to accommodation for a colleague of Arturo and I who will be visiting Oaxaca soon. Her name is Marie-_losee (hi) and she is 

currently a visiting scholar at UNC. 

Hoping to see you and others soon than later. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, January 22, 2011 1: 59 PM 

Marie- Josee.Massicotte@uOttawa.ca 

Escobar, Arturo <aescoba@e~nail.unc.edu> 

I~W: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

Hi Marie-Josee, 

Please get in touch with Oliver. He is a great friend and will be excellent with suggestions. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Oliver Froehling             _~gmail.com] 

Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2011 1:51 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

happy new year to you too. Of course we will "take care of your colleague, Ca~ you send me the approx dates ~ I can make suggestions? 

Cheers, 

Oliver 

2011/1/22 Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> 

Hola Oliver, 

Happy belated New Year! 

I hope you and other comrades at Unitierra are doing well. 

I write to see if you have suggestions pertaining to accommodation for a colleague of Arturo and I who will be visiting Oaxaca soon. Her name is Marie-Josee (hi) and she is 
currently a visiting scholar at UNC. 

Hoping to see you and others soon than later. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, Jmmary 23, 2011 8:02 AM 

Ma~ie-Josee Massicotte <Marie-Josee.Massicotte@uOttawa.ca:~ 

1~9;: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

Hi Marie-]osee, 

Please know that I am thinking of you and sending wishes of peace during this difficult time in your family. 

Take care, 
Eunice. 

From: Marie-Josee Massicotte [Marie-Josee.Massicotte@uOttawa.ca] 
Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2011 10:53 plVl 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: RE: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

Thank you so much Eunice. I-tope we have ~.he chance to meet again soon, but may be after my Mexico tr~p? 

Best to you, 

M.J 

De = SaNe, Eunice N [ma[lto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
E~oy~ : Saturday Janua~ 22, 20~ ~:59 PM 
~ = Narie-Josee Massico~e 

~¢ ~ Escobar, A~uro 
Objet ~ N: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

Hi Marie-Josee, 

Please get in touch with Oliver. He is a great friend and will be excellent with suggestions. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From; Oliver Froehling             ~gmail.com] 

Sent; Saturday, January 22, 2011 1:51 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

gunice, 

happy new year to you too. Of course we will take care of your colleague, Can you send me the approx dates s~ I cau make suggestions? 

Cheers, 

Oliver 

2011/1/22 Sable, Eunice N <eurdce(a;email.uuc.edu-~ 

Hola Oliver, 

Happy belated New Year! 

I hope you and other comrades at Unitierra are doing well. 

I write to see if you have suggestions pertaining to accommodation for a colleague of Arturo and I who will be visiting Oaxaca soon. Her name is Marie-Josee (hi) and she is 
currently a visiting scholar at UNC. 

Hoping to see you and others soon than later. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 12:54 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Afri 

The class is full. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:56 ~4M 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sulzject: Afri 

Pro£ Sahle, 
Mynameisl Iaminterested in adding yourAfri    class at2 PMon Tuesdays and ThursdaysIfthisis possible, Iwillneed you to sign an add formt;arthe class. ~thisis not 
possible, oryouthink I;villbetoofar behind, I understand and willa~emptto takethe class nextyear. Ifyou could g~ back tome as soon as possible, Iwould great~ appreciateit. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 9:19 AM 

media resources center <mrc@unc.edu:~ 

1~: Librmy Notice 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: media resources center [mrc@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:39 A2~I 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sukject: Re: Libraly Notice 

Professor Sahle, 
Sorry for this error. We do have the film here and it has been removed from your account. Please let us know- if you need anything else. 
’]?hanks, 

Media Resources Center 
R B. House Undergraduate Library 

mrc@unc.edu 
962-2559 

On at 8:13 AM; Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

He]lo, 

] returned a]l the videos that I had checked out on Thursday and filled a new form requesting the film "This Magnificent African Cake." P]ease check your records and let me know 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

i UNCC~Uni~rs~ty Library [;ir~admin@aRon]ib ..... du] 

07:51AM 

Sent: Monday, 7:51 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 

CB# 3942, R. B. Hoarse Library 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

Second Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. These items may not be renewed. 

AUTHOR: 

TITLE: Africa [videocassette] 

CALL NO: 65-V3086v.3 

BARCODE: 00006502705 

Media Resourc DUE: 01-18-11 ll:00PM 

33:261 

ELrNICE N SAHLE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STLW.DIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, Jmmary 24, 2011 10:56 AM 

~rieux@cc.umanik)ba.ca 

Update - payment, etc. 

John, 

I hope Nia had a good weekend and Monday has began well, 

At any rate, I am back on my feet and just wanted to let you know that since Nia returned in mid month I had only budgeted for a 
pm .]anuary payment. Nevertheless, 

as you correctly reminded me she was in Winnipeg for half of December so the payment should be     No problem. 

My update is that I will deposit to your account this morning and then an additional with the February payment next week. 

Big hugs for Ms. Nia. 

Please let me know how she is doing. 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:42 PM 

@em~l.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: tneetmg 

Tomon-ow at 4 is fine 

See you then 
Dr. Sahle. 

My new oftice number is 302. 

From: @email.tmc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:21 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: meeting 

H~ 

(;an you meet tomorruw at 4? Or do you prefer a different day? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:29 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Readings for AFRI 

Dear 

You are enrolled on Blackboard. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @emaihunc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:31 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Readings for AFRI 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I sumbitted the drop/add form to academic advising after class today. I was 
told that it will take seven days for me to be enrolled into the class on 
Connect Carolina and Blackboard beacuse of a backup. Can you please send me 
the readings from the previous classes and the syllabus? Also, is there any 
way you can manually e~oll me on Blackboard? 

Thank you again Jk~r allowing me to enroll in the class I look forward to 
the rest of the semester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Wednesday,               9:31 AN 

@live.corn> 

RE: This week’s readings 

Dear 

Thanks for the heads up! 

The matter will be shorted out shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @live.corn] 
Sent= Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= This week’s readings 

Professor S~Ne, 

The document for the Anderson reading is damaged and cannot be accessed on blackboard. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:31 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Smd~v Abroad Reference 

OK and all the best. 

Dr. Sahle. 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:02 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Study Abroad Reference 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I hope that you have had a relaxing m~d/or productive winter b~eak. 
I mn still reading the books from our                     class! 

I was wondering if you would complete a study abroad recommendation for me, for the coming 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:35 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: chance to enroll in AFRI thanks’. 

Dear 

My class is full. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From-" @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 12:23 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; chance to enroll in AFRI    thanks! 

Professor Sable, 

This is at Chapel Hill. I aJn wondering if I could enroll in your AFRI class. So~ry to trouble yon now. 

My situation is a little complex. This is the last semester I am hem. 

I am applying tbr program. And antil now I get my first ofl}r from with fidl financial support a couple of days ago. So I do need this 

course to fulfill requirement and graduation in May. 

As a I should be able to register courses earlier than others. But since I am also a most transfer credits are 
required to be evaluated by difl}rent professor in difl}rent depaxtments. Because resiponsibilities for evaluation trafer credits are not clear enough, people in different 

depmtments make different statmnents and waste a lot of time. I have to contact the dean of college of Arts and Sciences and at last the dean helps me to solve this 

problem. This takes me really a long time. That is why I am so late. 

So if there is any chance that can add another one in your class, I wish I will be consi&red. I will keep attenting your class next week. Thank you again for your help! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Out of class-- 

Dear 

Thanks for the heads up 

Get well soon. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: .~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:01 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Out of class--flu 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I am out sick with the    [ went to Campus Health this morning and Dr. 
Dechow instructed me to not return to class until 

Thank you for understanding! 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@emaihunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:37 AM 

.~em~l.~mc.edtr> 

I~E: AFRI, inco~nplete 

Dear 

Thanks for the update. 

Let’s plan to meet then. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:40 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI incomplete 

Dr. SaNe, 

Elope you’re doing well[ Just wanted to touch base with you and let you 
know that I am on campus, as a part-time student this semester, and I seem 
to be getting back into the groove of things. I haven’t forgotten about 
AFRI    and I’d like to meet up with you maybe towards the end of l 
to discuss what would be a good plan of action in completing the course. 
Let me know when would be good for you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:41 AM 

@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting to Map out Independent Stu@ 

Dear 

Thankyou for your email. 

Let’s plan to meet in my office on 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 

at 9.30am. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:55 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
I just wanted to touchbase this week to figure out when you and I should meet to talk about my independent study. I kind of got some new ideas over the last semester, and I 
would love to run them by you. My availability is as follows: 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday before :t:tam and after 2pro 
Tuesday between i:30pm- 3: :lSpm, after 4:45pm 
Thursday between :t2:30pm-3:15prn, after 4:45pm 

This Friday I’m meetincj with some people in the afternoon, but other than that, this week I’m available during all those times. I hope we can touch base soon! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:43 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: reseaxch opportuni~? 

Dear 

It was good to meet with you yesterday. 

I forgot to mention that in light of your student responsibilities, please do not spend more than 7 hours on the small research project due next week. 

Best wishes and keep up the good work in your studies. 
Dr. Sahle~ 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:56 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: research opportunity? 

Dr. Sahle, 

I know you mentioned last semester that you were doing some reseaxch on Bolivia mid Human Rights. I was wondering if you needed some assistance with your 

researck as I am &eply interested in continuing learning and reading about Humm~ Rights current issues. Let me know if you think this could be a possibili~ or pefl~aps 

if you could direct me to a colleague of yours that you think would benefit from a reseaxch assistant. 

Thank you veD~ much for all your help 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 2:56 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Urgent Request: Reference Letter 

Dear 

I had to rush home to Canada due to a illness in my family hence the silence. 

If you still need a letter of support please let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~gmail.com @gmail.com] on behalf of 
Sent-" Monday, 8:58 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Urgent Request: Reference Letter 

@email.unc.edu] 

Dr. Sable, 
When is a good time tbr me to come by mad pick up the letter on Wednesday the 

convenient for you. 

Thank~ 

I am tkee between 11 and 1:30 and after 3. Please let me know when is most 

On Fri, at 11:11 AM, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Shale, 

Thank you very much for agreeing to write a letter for me. I an~ so~D" it has taken tne so long to reply but I was in the process of finishing my personal statement. 
Attached are the statement and my resume. Again I will need the letter on the     and I roll be able to pick it up from you if that is best. The resume can be found 

using fl~is link. https:/iunc.optimalresume.com/previewDoc.php?tkn eceMd4b454badba330b31b9cd98687a-r701302 
If there is ans¢hing else you need please let me know. 

Thank you again, 

On Wed, 

Dear 
at 11:36 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eanice@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

No problem. It would be helpful to have your CV as I write your letter. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. Sahle. 

From: @gma~l.com Cb~gma~l.com] on behalf of 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Urgent Request: Reference Letter 

~emaJl. unc.edu] 

Dr. Sable, 
As you know my plans for fell through because I didtft score as high as I wanted on I have decided that the bes~t course of action is to 

pursue this was originally part of the plan but with first. I know tlaat this is incredibly late but I need reference letters for 

UNC. ~Vould it be possible for you to write me one in the next week? I need it no later than the . Please respond as soon as possible. 

Thank you in advance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, January 26, 2011 3:46 PM 

pbond@mail.ngo.za 

Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Urgent: Visit to the CCS 

Thanks Patrick and looking forward to the contact details, possible tours and discussions - Rodney will be delighted. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From= Patrick Bond               @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [pbond@mail.ngo.za] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 26, 201:[ 3:08 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Co= Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject= Re: Urgent: Visit to the CSS 

I am 99% sure it’s ok a~d we’ll get linal word tomom~w, aKmt who will be there as core contacts. 

And I’m sure ifll go great, aJ~d we’ll ensure terrific tours and discussions, perhaps with me via skype. 

Patrick 

On 2011/01,/26 10:33 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

Please send the contact information asap so that we can finalize details concerning our site visit which is now scheduled for May 9-12. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wedne sday, 3: 52 PM 

@gmaJd .com> 

1~3~,: Sembene films 

Dear 

Good to see you too. 

Here are films to concentrate on for tour research paper on African Cinema: 

Xala 
Black Girl 
Moolaad~ 
Faat Kine 

For discussions in my office in 

Guelwaar 
Ceddo 
Mandabi 

Best wishes and keep up the excellent work. 
Dr. SaNe. 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:07 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Sembene films 

Dr. Sahle, 

I really enjoyed our meeting yesterday and am very excited about eve~3rthing! Thank you for aJl you do for me! 

Here’s the list of Sembeue’s fihns that are in the librmy: 

Xala 

Black Gift 

Moolaada 

Faat Kine 

Guelwaar 

Ceddo 

M~dabi 

Thanks ag~dn~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wedne sday, 3: 55 PM 

@em~l.unc.edu-~ 

book and recomtnendations 

Dear 

Thanks 

You can pick up the book in my office at 3.30pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~)email unc. edu] 
Sent: Wech~esday, 3:20 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: book and recommendations 

Here are my resume and my thesis outline I submitted my    application 
last night, so you should have their recommendation request now. Both the 

recomanendations are due next Tuesday, 

Also, can you bring the book you mentioned tomorrow? Where can I pick it 
up? 

’]?hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 4:15 PM 

@em~l.unc.edu> 

1~;: book and recomtnendations 

Dear 

I will leave it in the main office after my afternoon classes and you can pick up on Friday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @email unc. edu] 
Sent: We&~esday, 4:08 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: book and reconzmendations 

I get done with class at 12 pm on rflnursday and was actually planning on 

taking the bus back to Raleigh at 12:40 I can stay until 3:30 if 

necessaw, but would it be possible for toe to pick up the book either at 

around 9 am or 12:15 pm tomorrow? Perhaps you could leave it in your box? 

If you do so, please let me know where your box is located Thanks! 

OnWed,           20:54:50 t0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 

< eunice@email uric edu> 

wrote: 

> ][)ear 

> 

> Thanks 

> 

> You can pick up the book in my office at 3.30pm. 

> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr Sahle. 

> 

> 

> 

> From: @email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, 3:20 PM 

> To: Sahle, Eunice N 

> Sul~iect: book and recotnmendations 
> 

>Hi, 

> 

> Here are my resume and my thesis outline. I submitted tW    application 

> last night, so you should have their recommendation request now. Both 

the 

> reconm~endations are due next Tuesday, 

> 

> Also, can you bring the book you mentioned tomorrow? Where can I pick it 

> up’.’ 

> 

> Thanks ! 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 5:08 PM 

@em~l.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: book and recomtnendations 

Dear 

If you stop at Peabody room 306 about 12.25pm you can pick up the text before my class begins. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @email.unc. edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:47 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: book and recormnendations 

I’m living at hume in Raleigh this semester and I nurmally unly cume to 
campus un 3"uesdays and 3Thursdays. I can pick up the buok at your off-ice 
tomurrow at 3:30 as you originally mentiuned; it’s nut a prublem. See yuu 

On Wed,           21:14:31 ~0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
< eunice@email uric edu> 
wrute: 
> Dear 
> 

> I will leave it in the main off-ice after my afternoun classes and you can 
> pick up un Friday 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> From: @email unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:08 PM 
> Tu: Sahie, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: bouk and recummendations 
> 

> I get done with class at 12 pm on Thursday and was actually planning un 
> taking the bus back to Raleigh at 12:40. I can stay until 3:30 if" 
> necessary, but ~vould it be possible for me to pick up the book either at 
> around 9 am or 12:15 pm tomorrow’.’ Perhaps you could leave it in your 
box? 
> If you do so, please let me know where your box is located. Thankst 
> 

> On Wed, 20:54:50 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
> <eunice@email.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> Thaaks. 
>> 

>> You can pick up the book in my office at 3.30pm. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sable. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: (~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 3:20 PM 
>> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>> Subiect: book and recommendations 
>> 

>> Hi, 
>> 

>> Here are my resume and my thesis outline. I submitted my    application 
>> last night, so you should have their recommendation request now. Both 
> the 
>> reconzmendations are due next Tuesday, 
>> 

>> Also, can you bring the book you mentioned tomorrow-? YVhere cari I pick 
it 
>> up? 
>> 
>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Snnday, 8:59 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Reading for this Week 

Dear 

I sent an email to the class indicating that I had posted an updated course outline indicating where we are in terms of readings. The course outline is on Blackboard. In brief 
the readings - which were originally for week 3 - for this week are on nationalists movement in Africa. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe. 

P~om-¯ @gmail.com ,@gmail.com] on behalf of :@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday,              10:19 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Reading for this Week 

This week is week 4. The syllabus says we have to read                                                     but it’s yetto be posted on blackboard. 

Instead, the ~,eek 5 reading by                  has been posted instead. But even this reading wouldn’t print, and I "tried from my compnter mad a computer in 

the UL. I would like k) print "this because its sideways on blackboard and I can’t read it as it is. 

Please let me kmow if you ca~ put the       reading np (tbr printing). Thanks! 

UNC cio 

Email: ~email.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 8:52 AM 

@em~Jl.unc.edu-~ 

1~9;: recom~nendations ~eminder 

Dear 

Thanks for the reminder I will be m my office until 3.50pm on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: ~r)emai[.unc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:39 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: recommendations reminder 

I wanted to remind you that my recommendations for~ 
due tomorrow. 

Also, just to confirm, I can come to your oflSce Thursday aRernoon to 
discuss my thesis? Until what time will you be there? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 6:10 AM 

@EMAIL.I.INC.EDU> 

Today 

Hi Professor, 

Unfortunately, I have been feeling well since Sunday and it got worse yesterday. Thus, I have had to cancel my classes for today. 

Have a good day. 
Eunice. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 6:24 AM 

@gmaAl .com> 

Still sick 

Dear 

Unfortunately I still not feeling well, I have had to cancel my seminars for today. I am doing my best to get back on my feet but I think my body is just worn out. We will get 
together sooner than later, 

Love, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 6:31 AM 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edtr~ 

ILE: map quiz: AFRI 

Dear ]essa, 

Greetings. 

Do have suggestions that I can pass on to this student? 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 

P~om-¯ @ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 8:S9 PM 
Subject; map quiz: AFRI: 

I incorrectly got marked off on a lot ofm~swers for following the instructions for duplicate names in the format of Name l/Name2. Is there anyway that can be fixed? I 

don’t think Blackboard recogNzed those specifications and I’m really womed about my grade becanse I’ve been stu@ing for days and I know some of my answers 

were marked wrong when they were right. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 8:39 AM 

Bliss, Jessa <jess%bliss@unc.edtr~ 

ILE: map quiz: AFRI 

Hi 3essa, 

Thanks so much for your responses. I will review the map quiz a~ter my other classes today. I did not create the quiz, so I do have the original but we should be able to update 
if need be. 

Cheers and thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: map quiz: AFRI 

8:3.9 AM 

Hi Eunice, 

You may need to go into her map quiz results and doublecheck the ones she missed. I quickly looked, and it appears like some of her responses may indeed be 

correct. Please let me know if the answer key for the map quiz needs to be updated or revised to have more than one response (for example, for #20, she gave the 

response            but was incorrect. The correct response is apparently            but after a quick google search, her response seems to be 

correct?), l’m afraid I’II need your expertise for this! You can grant her a point for any questions she mistakenly got incorrect through the Grade Center. 

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance... 

Jessa 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:33. AM 
To-" Bliss, Jessa 
Subject-" RE: map quiz: AFRI 

Dear Jessa, 

Greetings. 

Do have suggestions that I can pass on to this student? 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 

From-" Erin McClary [emcclaryC_c~email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 8:59 PM 
Subject-" map quiz: AFRI 

I incorrectly got maxked off on a lot ofm~swers for following the instructions for duplicate names in the format of Name l/Name2. Is there anyway that can be fixed? I 

don’t think Blackbo~xd recognized those specifications and I’m really womed about my grade because I’ve been studying for days and I know some of my answers 

were marked wrong when they were right. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 3:48 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Jolmny Clegg Intel,Aew 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks. 1 am glad to hear that 

All the best, 
Eunice. 

is in your class. She is excellent. 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Johnny Clegg Interview 

2:54 PM 

Hi Eunice, 

I heard an interview with the S. African musician Johnny Clegg on NPR yesterday. I’m not sure if you’re fan, but wanted to let you know. You can listen to it at: 

http://www.npr.org/templates!rundownsirundown.php?prgld=46&prgDate= 

Also, one of your students, is in my class on this semester. She stopped by to meet with me. I really enjoyed speaking with her. She’s very 

sharp! 

Take care, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 1:59 PM 

Ma;kstein, Lara <lamm@email.unc.edu-~ 

Gangi, Grego~ J <ggangi@ema~d.unc.edu>; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edu> 

RE: 

]~)ear Lara, 

Greetings. 

I am surry tu buther you. I knuw the emergence of the cluster un human rights was befure yuur time in Glubal Studies, but I wundering if it is pussible tu cIari(y Gregu~’s questiun - see 
cummunication below. 

I cuordinated the creatiun ufthe cluster un human rights and facuhy members submitted their cuurses thruugh their departments - in my case with the then INTS Chair fur the core cuurse 
INTS    - but GreguW indicates that he was in touch with your predecessor pertaining to his cruss-listed course. Any assistance you can extend on this matter will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks t 
Eunice. 

From: Oangi, Gregory J 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:41 PM 
To: Siedentop, Nichulas J; Sahle, ]~*;unice N 
Subject: RE: 

Hellu Nick and [~unice, 

When Enst     was approved it ~vas approved a cross-listed course with INTS. I am not sure why this is not in the systera. It was approved as part of the ne~v cluster program; it is part of 
the Human Rights Cluster. Last spring, I contact INTS about this and I know the Curriculum Manager sent out a notice about the course to students. However, I just noticed that she never 
bothered to post this last spring on the web site. 

Eunice - you played the critical role in shepherding this courses through for approval for the cluster. Would you have any record of this? 

Best regards, Greg 

Frora: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Cc: Oangi, Oregoly J 
Subject: RE: Mike _’vSalm 

11:48 AM 

Hi 

It is true that courses that are cross-listed can be used as a course of either department, but INTS               are not cross-listed with ENST     In fact, these courses do not exist in the 
inventory. If I told you this course existed, I apologize, but this is also your responsibility to confirm courses in your interdisciplinary studies raajor, especially when you begin revising your 
original proposal (which included two Ii’~S courses, two POLI courses, three ENST courses, and one CO)~kM course much more "interdisciplinary" than your current course list). 

For now, I will list ENST as the fourth ENST course in your raajor, but I can’t accept ENST as a non-ENST course. 

Nick Siedentop 

Nicholas Siedentop 
Curriculum Coordinator for Undergraduate Education 
3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
nick siedentop@unc edu 

Phone: 919-962-5819 
Fax: 919-843-6557 

From: ~mnail.com] 
Sent: Wech~esday, 10:10 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Cc: Gangi, Gregory J 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Nick, 

We did, indeed, sort it out My apologies for the confusion. 

I am using ENST as the fourth F~NST course for my ma~or. The add form ~vas submitted through Academic Advising yesterday and ~vill take a while to process. 

As we discussed, ENST      is cruss-listed as INTS       I was infurmed by yuu and both uf the previous administraturs whu headed IDST that a cross-listed cuurse can be used as a 
cuurse of either department I would like tu have the cuurse cuunt as INTS      fur my majur, leaving me with nu more than J2~ur courses in any department. When I spuke with you on 

this was clarified and appruved. 

I had furgotten this detail when ! asked fur Professor Gangi’s appruval, which is why he listed it as ENST 

Please let me know if there is any further clarification needed. 



Best, 

On Wed, 
Hello, Greg 

at 9:46 AM, Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edu<mailto:nick siedentop(~unc.edu>> wrote: 

Thanks for your email Only four courses in a s~ngle department may count in the interdisciplinary studies major, and     already has ENST ENST 
only one of ENST      and ENST    may count. In addition, I don’t see ENST    on       transcript. For now, I’ll include ENST      in the major, but 
(preferably upper-level) in a department or c~trriculmn outside ENST. 

- Trois is your responsibili~" to sort out. I thought we had clarified this irfformation at our previous appointments on 

Best, 
Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 
Curriculum Coordinator for Undergraduate Education 
3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
nick siedentop@~xc.edu<mailto:nick siedentop(d~,,unc.edu> 

Phone: 919-962-5819 
Fax: 919-843-6557 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gangi, Glegor~" J 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Cc: @gmail.com 
Subject: 

10:42 AM 

(£~ail.cora> 

Hello Nick, 

Please allow to count Enst and Enst as part of his degree program. 

Best regards, Greg 

and ENST    counung. Thus, 
still needs an eighth course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, February 2, 2011 2:25 PM 

pbond@mail.ngo.za; Shauna Mottiar <Mottiar@ukzn.ac.za>; Helen Poonen <poonenh@ukzn.ac.za>; Dudu Khumalo 
<Khumalod@ukzn.ac.za>; orlean naidoo < ~yahoo.co.uk> 

Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 20:[2 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who 
will be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and [ between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses 1NTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of 
the summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus 
visit) concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services 
will also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From= Patrick Bond I              @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [pbond@mail.ngo.za] 

Sent= Wednesday, February 02, 201:[ :[:59 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject= Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-:[2 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and Oflean (there may be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but 

I’m very confident it will ~Jl work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 
details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I 
would really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 2, 2011 3:00 PM 

Vacga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

I cannot imagine how stressful this period is for you Comrade! 

Well, I am pushing things along so that we can square things off - lessons learned in Dar and Oaxaca - way, way before our arrival. 

No worries. I will keep pushing and when things settle down may be we can have a coffee and brain storm around the proposal. 

Cheers and take care in the midst of Cairo chaos. 
Eunice. 

P~om: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 2:56 plVl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Thanks Eunice, t:or rnoving this forward and for not choosing to do this program in Cairo! 

I have been dealing with the social revolution in Egypt and the evacuation of our students there for over a week now. You can ~rnag~ne~ 

As soon as th~ngs calm down, ~ wN follow up with our contacts in South Africa. Thanks for your pat~ence~ 

Rodnev 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~brua~ 02, 2011 2:25 PN 
Te= pbond@mail.ngo.za; Shauna No~iar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
~ Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
$ubje¢t~ RE: Concrete con~cts for Nay 9-12 
Im~e~an¢e~ High 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who 
will be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between Nay 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of 
the summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus 
visit) concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services 
will also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Patrick Bond I              @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [pbond@mail.ngo.za] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject: Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and Oflean (there may be more people to help out). I wotft be there on those days but 

I’m veD, confident it roll all work out! 

Cheers, 



Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact details for 
folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would really appreciate your 
response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 6:38 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

I~E: Dr. Sable - Class today (Urgent): AFRI SPRING 

Dear 

Many thanks for your email! 

See you tomon-ow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Sahle - Class today (Urgent): AFRI       SPRING 

I’m sorry about Dr Sahle It seems like there’s 
going around (I had another class canceled last week 

[’or the same reason) ttope you feel much better and see you Thursday. 

On’              05:55:06 -0500 (EST), EUNICE N Sahle 
<eunice@email.unc.edu ~ wrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> For several days now, I have 
> Thus, with deep regret I write to let you that have to 
cancel 
> our class today 
> 

> Thursday agenda: 
> 

> We will discuss the material :For this week focusing on nationalist 
> movements except the film which will have to wait 
> 

> My apologies ~2~r canceling our class. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 2, 2011 6:41 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fihn request 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for my AFAM474 class: 

"Have you heard from Johannesburg? Apartheid and the Club of the West, 65-DVDS063" 

Tuesday, Feb. 3. 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr, Eunice SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 5:58 AM 

Shields, Tanya L <tshield@unc,edu> 

ILE: Ma~ Turner Lane Award 2011 - application 

Dear Tanya, 

Thanks for this and at least 2 other emails in the last year or so when I went silent as I was dealing with 

Anyway, I am trying to catch up on a number of fronts but if you are around let’s plan to have a lunch earl?- March. 

It is really good to hear from you for I have been looking forward to recomaecting with you. 

All the best to you and your family. 
Eunice 

From: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 02, 2011 8:29 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Mary Turner Lane Award 2011 - application 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope you are welk I’m writing to ask you to consider nominating students [’or the Mar5’ Turner Lane award. It is our departmental award ]2~r feminist undergraduate work Unfortunately, the 
deadline is around the corner, but if’one of your students a senior fits the bill, please encourage them to submit their work. ’]?here is a monetalT prize and recognition at the Chancellor’s 
award ceremony 

Take care, 
Tanya 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 6:51 AM 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your prompt reply! 

Here are responses: 

1) tentative arrival and departure dates: May 15 and June 30 respectively. 
2) transport (yes) - from the airport to accommodation site. Students will most likely return to the USA on different dates so they may not required organized transportation to 
the airport. Nonetheless, may be it is a good idea to have an estimate just in case. 
3) Daily transport to campus - Yes if the accommodation is far from campus. If it is within campus this would not be necessary. But outside campus, [ think it would necessary for 
security reasons. 
5) Reality tours to townships: Yes. 

Mtany thanks for your help with this program Helen. I really look forward to seeing you in May and working with you on this project. 

Warm regards and greetings to your CCS colleagues. 
Eunice. 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 3:42 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Eunice 
Please could you advise a possible date as to when the students will be a_rriving as we need to obtain quotes ti-om the place of accommodation. They will add a 

percentage to this year’s price for quotes 2012. 

We will al~ need to know if the students will be requiring transport farm the airport to the place of stay return a~d t?om their accommodation to ca~npus daily. Will the 

stadents be going on reali~ tours to the townships?. If so, here to, we will need to draw up a budget on costs once we receive a quote ti~om our taxi driver. 

PS: We axe hoping to have estimate costs of accommodation/transpo~tation prior to your amval. 

Warmest Wishes 

Helen 

>~> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 2011/02/02 09:24 PM >v~ 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Patrick Bond I              ~gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [pbond@mail.ngo.za] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna IVlottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject: Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and Orlean (there may be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 
very confident it will all work out! 

Cheers, 



Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 
details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus T would 
really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Plea~ find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: ht~p:i/www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaJmer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 6:53 AM 

Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Hi Rodney, 

F~. Helen and others at CCS are very professional and [ cannot wait for you to meet her. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 03, 2011 22:49 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Lungi 

Please book the CCS seminar room for 9th- 12th May. 

Warm Regards 

Helen 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/02/02 09:24 PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Patrick Bond [              #gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [pbond@mail.ngo.za] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject-" Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna m~d Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and OrleaJ~ (there may be more people to help ont). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 

very confident it roll aJ1 work ont! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 
details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would 
really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: http://~wwv.ukzn.ac.za/disclaJmer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 6:57 AM 

Blis~ Jessa<jessa bliss@unc.edu>; @email.~mc.edu-~ 

I~E: Afri    map quiz and blackbomd problems 

Dear 

I am reviewing the Map quiz and will be in touch on Friday 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:48 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Afri map quiz and blackboard problems 

HiEri~ 

Your instructor, Dr. Sahle, is currently looking into your quiz, which will be reviewed before the exam is finalized. The "Name 1/Name 2" in the directions were just placeholders as examples 
of a country that may have more than one name, not meant to imply to put an actual "1" or "2" after the name. Your instructor will definitely look into this and consider the misunderstanding 
when finalizing your grade. 

Dr Sahle should be getting back to you soon! 

Jessa Bliss 
The Friday (;enter 

From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:35 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; jessa@unc edu; Cashion, Jody W; Blackwelder, June 
Subject: Afri    map quiz and blackboard problems 

I’m really concerned about my grade for the map quiz. ! followed the 
instructions for naming countries/capitals with the same name as "name 
1/name2" and blackboard did not recognize those and marked me incorrect 
even though my answers were right. Can this be fixed?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <,’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 6:59 AM 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

No worries Rodney. I am just delighted that we have great partners to work with this around. 

Cheers and wishing life will be Mambo fresh for you soon given what is going in Cairo. 
Eunice. 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 6:56 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Hi Eunice, 

I am very impressed with your contacts. I will contact them as soon ~,s I c~,n and continue the dialogue. Thanks for getting in touch with them. 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attaczakents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

J nformation. Any unaathorized review, use, dJ sclosure, or distributi on J s 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 03, 2011 6:53 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject: ~: Concrete conNcts for Nay 9-12 

Hi Rodney, 

FYI. Helen and others at CCS are very professional and I cannot wait for you to meet her. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 12:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Lungi 

Please book the CCS seminar room for 9th- 12th May. 

Wam~ Regards 

Helen 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(/~email,unc,edu> 2011/02/02 09:24 PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



F~m: Patrick Bond [              @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [pbond@mail.ngo.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject: Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-:t2 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu m~d Oflea~a (there ,nay be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 
very confident it will ~Jl work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

T am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact details for folks 

at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would really appreciate your 
response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: !)_t_t_[?_::!:~:~:~::__u_~k_r!:_a__c_’_:~_’_a_!__d_i~__c_!~Ln___e__r. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 7:01 AM 

@ema~l,unc,edu 

1~: Map Quiz 

Dear 

I will review- the Map Quiz and let know by Friday. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Eumce Sahle. 

From: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:39 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Map Quiz 

Hi h/Is. Sahle, 
I just took my map qmz and I think I greatly misunderstuod the use uf 
the "/" between words with more than one name. Fur example, I ~ped in 
Western/Sahara and Demucratic/Republiciuf/the/Cungo because that’s what 
the directiuns said tu du I made sure ! read them currectly su I’m not 
sure what I did wrung. Please let me knuw if there’s anything you can 
du tu fix what happened on blackboard. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 7:03 AM 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

I~E: Map Quiz 

Dear 

Bonjour and thalzks for your email. 

I will review the iVlap Quiz and give you an update by Friday. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~r)emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:49 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: Map Quiz 

Hi there Dr SaNe, 

I comp]eted my map quiz and most of the ones I got wrong were because 
included the accents on the countries and their capitals. ! have taken 
French and when we learned about the different French territories in 
Africa, ! was taught their spellings, which included various accents. ! 
thought that ]2)r our map quiz, without the accents the answers would be 
incon~ect. ! will understand if you did not want us to include the accents, 
but ] wanted to check with you and make sure this was accounted for. 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration, 

Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 7:19 PM 

La:emaal.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting to Map out Independent Stu@ 

Dear 

Please confirm our meeting scheduled for tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:40 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Dear ’ 

Thankyou for your emaJL 

Le~’s plan to meet Jn my office on 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

at 9.30am. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:55 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I just wanted to touchbase this week to figure out when you and I should meet to talk about my independent study. I kind of got some new ideas over the last semester, and I 
would love to run them by you. My availability is as follows: 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday before :t:tam and after 2pro 
Tuesday between :t:30pm- 3: :tSpm, after 4:45prn 
Thursday between :t2:30pm-3::tSpm, after 4:45prn 

This Friday I’m meeting with some people in the afternoon, but other than that, this week I’m available during all those times. I hope we can touch base soon! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday,               6:50 AM 

~live.com> 

RE: Afri Midterm 

Dear 

I will be posting a study guide for the exam and will discuss the format in class next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sable. 

From: @live.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 4::[4 PM 
Te: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri    Midterm 

Professor SaNe, 

I am a little confi~sed as to the format of the midterm and was hoping t]]at you could clear things up for me. Is it going to consisl of mostly mulliple choice, short answer, 

essay, or a lit~]e of all of it? In additio~, you have been emphasizing that we need to know specific e~mples from Afiica concerning violence, economy, etc, but in 

addition to these examples, are you also going to be looking for hard facts as well? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 10:14 AM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting to Map out Independent Stu@ 

Dear 

I have been in my office waiting for you. 
I have another meeting at :t0.30am and will be back in my office at :t2.30pm and we can meet then. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle. 

From; 

Sent: Friday, :t2:36 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I apologize, I can meet tomorrow morning. I hope you check this before our meeting tomorrow. 

I’ll see you tomorrow! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From-¯ Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Thursday, 7::t8 PM 
To: 
Subject-" RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Dear 

Please confirm our meeting scheduled for tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle. 

SaNe, Eunice N 
Wednesday, 9:40 AM 

Subject-" RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Dear 

Thankyou for your email. 

Let’s plan to meet in my office on 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

at 9.30am. 

From; 

Sent; Tuesday~ 8:55 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I just wanted to touchbase this week to figure out when you and I should meet to talk about my independent study. I kind of got some new ideas over the last semester, and I 
would love to run them by you. My availability is as follows: 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday before :t:tam and after 2pro 
Tuesday between :I:30pm- 3: :tSpm, after 4:45pm 
Thursday between :t2:30pm-3::tSpm, after 4:45pm 

This Friday I’m meeting with some people in the afternoon, but other than that, this week I’m available during all those times. I hope we can touch base soon! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 2:33 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: Map Quiz 

Dear 

Thanks for the note. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @emaihunc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 1:21 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: Map Qmz 

Dr. SaNe, 

As you will probably notice, it took me 70 minutes to complete the map qmz 
last night, ten minutes over the time limit. ’]?his is due to the fact that, 
as I was going over my answers for the quiz, I noticed an improper spelling 
and, in my attempt to correct ~t, apparently hit "delete" before clicking 
inside of the box This caused me to navigate backwards to the pre-quiz 
screen, and when I went forward to continue the quiz, all my answers were 
blank (I uN2~rtunately lacked to :Foresight to save my answers as I went). 
’]?his all happened about 45 minutes into the quiz, so I essentially had to 
start from scratch after that I panicked and attempted to fly through the 
quiz as quickly as possible to finish in time, which I couldn’t do, and 
which also unfortunately caused me to miss a few more questions than I 
probably should have. Just thought I should explain what happened there. 
Have a good weekend[ 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O D~C EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUN1CE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday,               8:31 AM 

@gmail .com> 

Meeting 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Is it possiNe to meet on Tuesday at 4.00pro to discuss a project that I have for you? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:42 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

ILE: map quiz: AFRI SPRING 

Dear 

I have reviewed your Map Quiz and given you points in questions which were marked wrong because of the added I or Z 

Sincerely, 
Dr~ SaNe. 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:59 PM 
Subject: map quiz: AFRI .SPRING 

I incorrectly got marked off on a lot of answers for follomng the instructions for duplicate names in the format of Namel/Name2. Is there anyway that can be fixed? I 

don’t think Blackboard recognized those specifications and I’m really worried about my grade because I’ve been studying for days and I know some of my answers 

were marked wrong when they were fight. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, FebruaU 7, 2011 12:29 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson(a~unc e&> 

Amelia DeFosset < ~hotma~l.com>; Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edw, 

Droping material for box on Kenyan Independence 

Dear Barbara, 

I finally have some material pertaining to Kenya of the 1950s and 1960s and would like to know where I can drop them before my classes either on Tuesday or Thursday this week 

SotO’ for the delay 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, Ianuary 17, 2011 1:51 PM 
To: Barbara Anderson 
Cc: ~anelia DeFosset: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth 
Subject: RE: small objects/games [’or box on Kenyan Independence’? 

Dear Barbara, 

I am in the midst of addressing issues that have been delayed 

’]?he Center has most likely wrapped up this project, but kindl?’ do let me kno~v if you still need the requested items. 

Best wishes %r the New Year! 
Eunice. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Arnelia DeFosset; Scwall, Stacey Elizabeth 
Subject: small objectsigarnes for box on Kenyan Independence? 

Dear Ennice: 
The Center is finishing some "learning boxes" for North Carolina 
teachers to use in middle school classrooms. One of the boxes has 
materials on the independence movement in Kenya, focusing on a young 
adult novel (Beverly Naidoo’s Burn my Heart) about two young boys, one 
the son of British settlers, the other a Kikuyu youth (a strong book 
which does not provide a simple view). In addition to books, dvds, 
recipes, and maps, ~ve try to put a few hands-on objects in these boxes, 
like clothing, cloth, games, etc. (o~ other boxes concern South Africa 
, Senegal, Mali, and E~’pt). I am wondering if you have an?, small 
objects frorn Kenya that you would like to donate to the box? Not to 
worry if you don’t, but we’re doing a little fishing... 

The other question we have for you is to ask if you can share with us a 
couple of games you may have played as a child (we’ve learned that in 
Dakar, children play many of the games that American children are 
familiar with--tag, blind-man’s-blufi; etc.) Do you remember something 
like this that we could include in the box to help middle-schoolers 
connect with Kenya in the 50s/60s? Thanks! Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Atidcan Studies Center 
Lectm-er, Department of African and Afro-Arnerican Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global nnc edu/africa 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICEN SAHLE(EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 1:49 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fihn request 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for my Afril01 class: 

"Mau Mau", 65-V2417" 

Tuesday, Feb. 8 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday,                7:10 PM 

@hotmail.com > 

RE: Late Discussion Board Posts 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

As you rightly state, the syllabus indicates that late posts will not be accepted. The rule is meant to ensure clear directions for the discussion forum and to be fair and ethical to 
all students. Exceptions are made only if a student is dealing with an illness and have a note from a doctor or in other cases which are stipulated by UNC such as attending a 

conference, etc. 

My suggestion as we move forward is that you do your best to post your entries on time for the remaining weeks. We have only completed 5 lessons so you still can do well in 
this section of the class. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle. 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Late Discussion Board Posts 

Dr. Sahle, 

I ka~ow the syllabus said that no late entries to the discussion board would be accepted mthout your permission, but I was wondering if late entries recieved any partial 

credit? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, i 9:40 AM 

~em~Jl.unc.e&~> 

ILE: Dr. Sahle: Afri    Week 6- Agenda, etc: AFRI .SPRING 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Tuesday is a continuation of themes underpinning the readings from last week on post-colonial political and economic developments Thus, come to class prepared to discuss insights tlcom 
these readings. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~)email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:11 AM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: Re: Dr SaNe: Al~i We& 6- Agenda, etc: AI:RI SPRING 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I got your emai l about the Agenda for next week, thanks. I just wanted 
to ask if we should go back over any previous readings to prepare [’or 
the classes this week, or would just reading the new ones assigned for 
this week suffice? ~I1nanks. 

On 5:54 AM, EUNICE N Sahle wrote: 
Dear All, 

Here is our agenda for next week: 

Tuesday: 

1 ) Continue our discussion of the historical context that influenced 
the rise of modernization theory of development and the core claims of 
this theory, and its analytical weaknesses. 

2) Discuss the economic and political trajectories of Alkican 
countries in the context of the geopolitics of the Cold War and the 
hegeruony of modernization theol~ of development. 

Thursday: 

1) Begin out discussion on themes of politicization of etl-micity, 
political conflict and peace building focusing on Rwanda as our case 
study. 

Reruinder: Participation 

We are ahnost at the half mark of our semester. As such, I ~trge you to 
protect yo~tr participation grade by responding to questions and issues 
that I raise in class. 

Have a good weekend. 

Dr. Sahle. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 16, 2011 11:33 AM 

Ma;kstein, Lara <laacam@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Co~tfirmation on INTS 560 

Dear Lara, 

Thanks for the email and I will drop the form you requested before Friday. I have 

It should be 2.00-3.:15pm. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice. 

this delayed response. 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent; Wednesday, February :16, 20:1:1 9:28 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Confirmation on INTS 560 

Hi Eunice, 

I noticed that INTS 560 is scheduled- can you confirm all this is correct and desirable: 

INTS 560 

T/Th 3-3::15pm 

Phillips 0328 

Enrollment capacity 30, no consent 

Thanks so much! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.u nc.edu/d epts/intsi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, FebruaD 18, 2011 9:38 AM 

Selassie, Bereket tt <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; EscobeJc, Arturo ~aescobar@ema~l.unc.edu-*; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu-*; Dri~oll, Mark W <mdriscol@emafil.unc.edu> 

ILE: Juba and after (Kamqji ~bllomng his recent work in South Sudan) 

IMG 0082.JPG 

From." kamoji wachiira        @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, February 18, 2011 4:02 AM 
To-" Eunice SaNe; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Juba and after 

Hi MwaJim! 

I have only recently recovered from the ink~xicating mission to South Sudan. I deeply enjoyed the tough grind camping in the swamps and evading warring paxtisans 

near the Abyei boner with the north. I trust you are all well and prepa~ing for the spring. I thought you need to start planning what to do with the garden so let me 

know if we should do some prelims, mwambiririe kurima hamwe na mwanake. IVly regards to the good folks all - Bereket et al. 

We hope the leadership does not betray the simple joy these rural tblk displayed at the prospect of secession, ttefi, 

Kamoji 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 10:31 AM 

ttall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.[INC.EDU> 

I~W: Juba and aker (Ka,noji following his recent work in South Sudan) 

IMG 0082.JPG 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2011 9:38 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Escobar, Arturo; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Driscoll, Mark W 
Subject: RE: Juba and after (Kamoji following his recent work in South Sudan) 

From: kamoji wachiira        .@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2011 4:02 AM 
To: Eunice SaNe; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Juba and after 

Hi Mwalhn! 

I have only recently recovered from the intoxicating mission to South Sudm~. I deeply enjoyed the tough grind cmnping in the swan~ps and evading wearing peantisans 

neax the Abyei bo~der with the north. I trust you are all well m~d preparing for the spring. I thought you need to st~xt planning what to do with the gaxden so let me 

know if we should do some prelims, mwambiririe kuritna hamwe na tnwanake. My regards to the good folks all - Bereket et al. 

We hope the leadership does not betray the simple joy these rural folk displayed at the prospect of secession. Heft, 

Kmnoji 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 11:19 AM 

~gmail.com:~ 

Class update 

Dear 

Thought I would let you know that we are entering a different conjuncture in AFAM474 in which our focus is mainly preparing for a major exam and other matters that are not 
interesting to graduate students. Thus, no need for you to visit the class anymore. 

Best wishes and looking forward to receiving your other chapter. 
Mwalimu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 5:46 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILS: More books! 

Dear 

I am finally working on the chapter thus kindly drop the books on Tuesday during my office hours. 

Thanks so much and see you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, 2:55 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" More books! 

Dr. Shale, 

I have a couple more books mid articles for your ~esearch. These ones mostly concentrate on colonialism/neocolonialism. Should I drop fl~em offtotno~row during 

your office hour? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 5:48 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Research 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

I am finally working on the chapter -         took a couple of weeks away from me 
I will be in touch later in the work as the writing progresses. 

Hope you studies are going welh 

Best wishes and more soon. 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ,~fr)em ail.unc, edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:13 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Research 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are doing well. I wanted to check in to see if there’s anything you needed me to do Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 12:27 PM 

’@gma5~l .com> 

IU:;: mignolo book 

Hi 

Thanks for your note. 

I have a personal copy of the book, so it is not me. If you need to borrow my copy for a while please feel free to do so. 

I am delighted to hear that you enjoyed reading So Long a Letter! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ,@gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, :~2:24 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" mignolo book 

Hi Dr. Sable, 
I just got an emaJl fi~om the library about someone requesting Mignolo’s Local t tistofies/global Designs, and was wondering if it was you, wanting to check quotes. If 

so, I’d be happy to drop it ott[ at your otfice m~d then you can j ust return it to the library, when you’re done. I don’t know how long it takes for flae library to process 

everything, I thought this might be ths~ter. 

If it wasn’t you, sorry to bother you. 
Oh, ~a~d I read So Long a Letter yesterday. It was wonderful and I’m excited to t~k with you about it. It reminded me how powerful literature can be. 

Have a great day, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 5:50 AM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fihn request 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for my AFAM454 class: 

"Slack Gold" - 65-DVD3S:t4 

Tuesday, Feb. 22 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 7:15 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Appointment- -URGENT 

Dear          , 

In terms of the classes you took with me several years ago, records indicate that you never completed the work and you missed several classes. I am not sure what it is you 
think I can do at this point given that I gave you able opportunities and encouraged you to complete your work during the period you took my seminars, and the immediate 
period following the end of term. Further, last summer I sent you an email copied to Travis Gore asking you to make an appointment to see me once the semester began and I 
never heard from you. 

You need to state clearly in writing what it is you’re requesting and the reasons why I should consider your request given your inadequate performance in both Afri and 
INTS 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, .t2:09 AN 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Appointment- -URGENT 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I was told that you will most likely be in the office tomorrow. I am not able to drive to Chapel Hill as I mn currently in Atlanta. Is it possible tbr us to ~hedule a skype 

session as soon as possible or communicate via phone aplyointment? Please let me know as soon as possible and have a wonderful night’. 

Best, 

On Thn, at 11:49 AM ,~&gmail.com> w~ote: 
Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering if you could give me a call at             I would really like to set up an appointment with you tomorrow. I am cnrrently in the Atlanta area and 
have to come up to Chapel Hill. Would an aptx)intment be possible? Thank-you very much tbr your help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 10:44 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Appointment- -URGENT 

Dear 

Can you forward the name and contact details of the person who has been dealing with your case at UNC’s Academic Advising office. 

Sincerely, 
Dr~ Sahle. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject; Re: Appointment- -URGENT 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

During the time of your courses, I was going t~rough a veo~ difficult lime within my family. 
After this time frame, I was fomed to pick up the pieces, mtum to Carolina, and do my personal best (when I was really struggling with the 

changes which had taken place within my family). 

I understand that a groat deal of time has passed, however I hope you unders~nd the immense struggles I faced within your seminars. I was wondering ifI could either 
complete the work and/or receive the grade that I had in the class prior to the incomplete work (the latter is the option that another professor chose to do). I will be 
happy to complete any and all work/do whatever is necessaU. I have also spoken with someone at Academic Advising and they believe that a grade change is 
possible, upon your approval. I have had to go to counseling and take other measures to attempt to get fl~rough what was the mofft difficult time in my life. While I do 
not excuse my inadequacies in your classes, I hope you will show mercy in this situation (as I know that I do not deserve it). I am attempting to move on after these 
dramatic changes and in order to do so, I desperately want and need to complete your courses as to not have these blemishes on my conscience and record. I sincerely 
apologize for "this inconvenience and hope that I have the opportunity tbr my record (conceruing your courses) to reflect my abilitie~ instead of personal tragedies. 
Thank-you so much and I hope that you axe doing well. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 7:15 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <etmice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

In terms of the classes you took with me several years ago, records indicate that you never completed the work and you missed several classes. I am not sure what it is you 
think I can do at this point given that I gave you able opportunities and encouraged you to complete your work during the period you took my seminars, and the immediate 
period following the end of term. Further, last summer I sent you an email copied to Travis Gore asking you to make an appointment to see me once the semester began 
and I never heard from you. 

You need to state clearly in writing what it is you’re requesting and the reasons why I should consider your request given your inadequate performance in both Afri and 
INTS 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From= @qmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 12:09 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Appointment- -URGENT 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

I was told that you will most likely be in the office tomon’ow. I am not able to drive to Chapel Hill as I mn currently in Atlanta. Is it possible for us to schedule a 
skype session as soon as possible or communicate via phone appointment? Please let me know as soon as possible and have a wonderful night! 

Best, 



On Thu, at 11:49 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if you could give me a ca]l a’t              I would really like to set up an aptx~intment with you tomorrow. I mn currently in the Atlanta area 

and have to come up to Chapel Hill. Would m~ appointment be possible? Thin,k-you very much for your help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday,                 6:58 AM 

@gmail.com~" 

I~E: tomonow’s ,neeting 

Dear 

No worries. In terms of research, let, s wait and see where I am early next week. 

Thanks. 
Dr~ SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, :tO: :t:t PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; tomorrovCs meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have not been able to find the book I said could be helpful tbr your research, so I thi~ it might be at my parent’s house in        . So I’,n going to look for a couple 

more essays / asticles that talk about colonialisn~h~eocolonMism and send them to you by tomorrow night, is this ok? SoW for the inconvemence. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:40 AM 

@emal,unc,edu 

IU:;: Afn    CCO 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 
At any rate, I ~vas to write to you today. 

In terms of your question, it would be unethical and unfair to other students for me to allow a student to post missed weekly entries. The only time this would be possible is if a student has 
a medical note indicating illness during a period when entries were misses, or was away on L~NC recognized activities such as academic conferences, etc. 

My suggestions to you at this point are that one, you ensure that you do not miss an?’ entries :[’or the reminder of the term, second, work hard on all the other assignments. If you do that the 
overall grade will balance out. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahe. 

From: @emaih unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:15 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Arid    CCO 

Dr. Sable, I am writing to find out is there anything that can be done 
about missing posts on blackboard I have emailed several times not 
reMimng you were I apologize. 

’]’hank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 2:05 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

I am deeply sorry to hear about this development. 

Please take care of yourself during this very difficult in your family. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ?~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:02 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri 

Professor Sahle, 
Please excuse me frum classes this week. 

I will most likely not be back until classes resume aJler 
spring break 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 8:08 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Vaxgas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

African Studies Center: Today’s deadline 

Dear Barbara, 

Hope you are well and avoiding the seasonal bugs there have interrupted everyday activities for some of us. 

While I have been working on my package pertaining to the African Studies Center research grant whose deadline is today, I am wondering if I can submit it tomorrow. It has 
been a - just when I thought I was recovering - has kept me up most of the nights and I have to gather whatever energy I have left for teaching 
today. 

Kindly let me know and I am sorry for bothering you. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 8:10 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Vaxgas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: African Studies Center: Today’s deadline 

Comrade Rodney, 

Ignore the message below. I was in the midst of replying to your email from yesterday hence the confusion. My head is out to pasture today. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 0:t, 20:I:I 8:08 AM 
To; Barbara Anderson; Vargas, Rodney .1oaquin 
Subject; African Studies Center: Today’s deadline 

Dear Barbara, 

Hope you are well and avoiding the seasonal bugs there have interrupted everyday activities for some of us. 

While I have been working on my package pertaining to the African Studies Center research grant whose deadline is today, I am wondering if I can submit it tomorrow. It has 
been a - just when I thought I was recovering - has kept me up most of the nights and I have to gather whatever energy I have left for teaching 
today. 

Kindly let me know and I am sorry for bothering you. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 11:28 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: African Studies Center: Today’s deadline 

Thanks so much for your understanding dear friend!! 

Kind regards and thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:08 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: African Studies Center: Today’s deadline 

Hi Eunice: Oh, your health issues just keep grabbing after you, don’t they? Yes, it wonld be fine for you to submit tomorrow. I think that we will meet to begin the 

review process on Thursday morning, so would be good to have this before then. Be well, dear friend. Barbara 

On 3/1/2011 8:08 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

Hope you are well and avoiding the seasonal bugs there have interrupted everyday activities for some of us. 

While I have been working on my package pertaining to the African Studies Center research grant whose deadline is today, I am wondering if [ can submit it 
tomorrow. It has been a hellish time 

’ [ have left for teaching today. 

Kindly let me know and I am sorry for bothering you. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-AmerJ can Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FeiEx GqD~al EiucatiDn Center 

University of N~rth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 8~3-2~02 fax 

b anderscn@unc, edu 

~e,n~~. gqD~al . unc . edu!africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday,             10:07 AM 

@live.corn> 

RE: Mensah’s Textbook 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. I ordered the book because will be reading several chapters from it and thus could not get permission to post the chapters to Blackboard. It is available 
at the student stores and is required. 

Best wishes for the upcoming break. 
Dr. Sahle. 

From= @live.corn] 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:03 AM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Mensah’s Textbook 

Professor Sa]~le, 

I am just curious as to M~ere to find the readiug in Joseph Mensah’s text. The book wasn’t required tbr us to buy, and they are not posted on blackboard. Is this text 
on reserve for us at the library? If not, could you plea~ direct me to where I could find the readings? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

~gmail.com> 

1~3:?,: invitalion 

Dear 

Thanks so much for the invitation. I truly wish I could join you and your family in what I know will be a great celebration. Unfortunately I will be on my way to Durban for 
meetings the week of 

Best wishes, 
Mama SaNe. 

From-" @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 1:21 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; invitation 

Dear Mmna Sable, 

I am planning a small gmdualion lunch ruth my family and a few mento~ who have made an impact on me and my college experience. I would love for yon to come, 

and I haven’t picked a date yet, as it’s important that my mentors be able to attend! Are you free for lunch on Saturday      and/or Sunady, 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 6:44 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hi friend, 

Thanks for the extension on the March, i. Nonetheless, please go ahead without my package. 

I could barely will myself to fulfill several commitments I had on Tuesday and today 

Many thanks for your understanding and willingness to extend sometime for me to review and wrap up my proposal. I am not happy with the sketch I have so I will pass on 
this round of applications. 

Warmest regards and love my dear friend. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:32 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: 

Dear 

Yes and all the best with the research. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:21 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Dr. Sable, 

Su tuday we don’t meet in class? We shuuld gu do research in the 
library during this time’? 

Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday,             11:15 AM 

@live.corn> 

RE: Research Paper Outline 

Dear 

You are way ahead in working on your research paper! 

I understand your concerns in terms of office hours. Would a 9.00am appointment to discuss your paper work following the Spring Break? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 

From; ~live.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 10:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Research Paper Outline 

Professor Sahle, 

I understand that it would be best and easiest ifI were to come to you to discuss my research paper in person, but I am only on campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays 

and have class frown 9:30am to 4:45pm which makes it i~npossible to come to your office hours. In addition, I live offcampus in            and work full time as a 

which makes it difficult to get to c~anpus any of the other days to set up an appointment with you. Thu~ I hope you can unders~tand my situation and will be 

willing to discuss my paper with me over e~n~fil or possibly telephone. 

I have just finished a quick draft of my outline, and I was hoping that you would take a look at it and perhaps otter some feedback on it. The topic I chose w&s how the 

geopolitics of the Cold War contributed to the rise of the Marxist-Leninist regime in Africa. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 11:34 AM 

l@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Dr. Sable: On Today and AFAM Research Assignment: AI~AM SPRING 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

It means individual research outside class. 

All the best, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:24 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr SaNe: On Today and AFAM Research Assignment: AFAM~ 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Does this mean that we are doing research outside of class (and therefore 
do not meet during class time today) or that we are doing research in 
class’? Thank your 

Sincerely, 

SPRING 

On Thu,           06:26:28 -0500 (EST), EUN’[CE N SaNe 
<eunice@email.unc.edu > wrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> Please note the following: 
> 

> 1) Today’s class time - as highlighted at our first meeting and in the 
> course outline, this time is geared to providing you with ahead start on 
> your research paper which is due 
> 

> 2) Topics: They are posted to Blackboard and as you will see, the topics 
> are mainly drawn fi-om two of required textbooks in an effort to 
facilitate 
> your research. 
> 

> Best wishes on this research day, 
> Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 6:34 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

~gmafil.com 

Saturday GO’. Panel 

[)ear 

Hope your break is going well 

I recently had a conversation with     (thanks) asking her to join me on a panel at this year’s GO! forum organized by varmus umts at UNC. Our panel would focus on the gendered 
dimensions of cross-cultural experiences drawing on examples from our time in Tan/;ania and Mexico. Last year’s panel on this theme was titled "Being a Woman in a Cross-Cuttural Field 
Experience" and we can use the same title or generate our own All the panels will be 55 minutes. 

You would be excellent on the proposed panel hence this emaih I hope you can join us Below is a description of the GO! J2~rurn. Let me know if you can join us as soon as possible. 

Many thanks. 
Dr. SaNe. 

GO! was developed in 2008 in response to the growing number of UNC undergraduates who are going abroad to Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Middle East with little programmatic 
guidance or preparation beyond safety and logistical information GO! tries to better prepare students [’or ethical and cultural challenges as the?, engage in global serwce, set, rice-learning, 
research and internships in developing communities in these regions. GO! is organized by the Campus Y, APPLES, Center [’or Global Initiatives, Butch/Honors Stu@ Abroad, Institute for 

Global Health and Infectious Diseases, Stu@ Abroad, Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, ~’d’rican Studies (;enter, institute :For Stud?, of the Americas, Carolina ]2~r Kibera, 
Carolina (;enter J2~r Public Service. For more in]2~rmation about G O! you can visit http ://c~i.unc.edu/~o 

This year GO! will follow a format similar to that developed last year. The day will begin with a undergraduate student panel on the Ethics of Working in Communities facilitated by Joseph 
Jordan. The panel ~vill be followed by regional break-out groups, led by L2,1C faculty. Follo~ving a boxed lunch, UNC faculty will then offe~ two sets of 55-minute workshops, ranging from 
Ethics of Health Care DeliveW and Ethics of Photography and Videography to Conducting a Successful Internship. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 2:04 PM 

@gma~l.com 

FW: Appointment- -URGENT 

Dear 

Just to confirm about your father. As you indicate in this email, 

Sincerely, 
Dr~ SaNe. 

the period when you were enrolled in Afri in ? 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Appointment- -URGENT 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

During the time ofyonr courses, I was going through a veo~ difficult lime within my family,                                                               due 
to other cimumstances. After this time frame, I was fomed to pick up the pieces, mtum to Carolina, and do my personal best (when I was really struggling with the 
changes which had taken place within my family). 

I nnderstand that a groat deal of time has passed, however I hope you unders~nd the immense struggles I faced within your seminars. I was wondering ifI could either 
complete the work and/or receive the grade that I had in the class prior to the incomplete work (the latter is the option that another professor chose to do). I will be 
happy to complete any and all work/do whatever is necessaU. I have also spoken with someone at Academic Advising and they believe that a grade change is 
possible, upon your approval. I have had to go to counseling and take other measures to attempt to get through what was the mofft difficnlt time in my life. While I do 
not excuse my inadequacies in your classes, I hope yon will show mercy in this situation (as I know that I do not deserve it). I am attempting to move on after these 
dramatic changes and in order to do so, I desperately want and need to complete your courses as to not have these blemishes on my conscience and record. I sincerely 
apologize for "this inconvenience and hope that I have the opportunity tbr my record (conceruing yonr conrses) to reflect my abilitie~ instead of personal tragedies. 
Thank-you so mnch and I hope that you axe doing well. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 7:15 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <etmice~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dear          , 

In terms of the classes you took with me several years ago, records indicate that you never completed the work and you missed several classes. I am not sure what it is you 
think I can do at this point given that I gave you able opportunities and encouraged you to complete your work during the period you took my seminars, and the immediate 
period following the end of term. Further, last summer I sent you an email copied to Travis Gore asking you to make an appointment to see me once the semester began 
and I never heard from you. 

You need to state clearly in writing what it is you’re requesting and the reasons why I should consider your request given your inadequate performance in both Afri, and 
INTS 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~@clmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:09 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Appointment- -URGENT 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

I was told that you will most likely be in the office tomon’ow. I am not able to drive to Chapel Hill as I mn currently in Atlanta. Is it possible for us to schedule a 
skype session as soon as possible or communicate via phone appointment? Please let me know as soon as possible and have a wonderful night! 

Best, 



On Thu, at 11:49 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if you could give me a ca]l a’t              I would really like to set up an aptx~intment with you tomorrow. I mn currently in the Atlanta area 

and have to come up to Chapel Hill. Would m~ appointment be possible? Thin,k-you very much for your help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To~ 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 8::L4 AN 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 
Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu>; pbond@mail.ngo.za; Lungile Keswa <Keswa@ukzn.ac.za>; Dudu 
Khumalo < Khumalod@ukzn.ac.za>; Shauna Mottiar < Mottiar@ukzn.ac.za >; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy 
< Ramsamya l@ukzn.ac.za >; @yahoo.co.uk 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your emailt !It is very helpful. 

In terms of accommodation, kindly book 2 single rooms for us. We will both leave and depart: from Durban the same days. We will send flight details soon. Here are the details: 

Guesthouse: Urban Elephant Guesthouse 
Arrival: May 8th, 
Departure: May 12. 

Warm regards and many thanks. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:01 AM 

Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewis@emafil.unc.edu> 

O!gmail.com; ~email.unc.edt~- 

Dear Lucy, 

Thanks for note and phone call. i am feeling much better. 

At any rate, 1" write to confirm that two students                           who participated in the UNC Study Abroad program that 1" was involved in (Tanzania and 
Oaxaca, Mexico) have graciously agreed to be part of the panel. 1" think you can use the title and description you used last year, but if you think that a new title, etc, is crucial 
please let me know. Further, if you have suggestions on what you think we should focus on based on our Study Abroad experiences and students participating in the GO! 
forum, kindly let us know. 

Please let us know the time of our panel. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:14 PM 

Clarke, Shelley <sclaxke@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@e~naJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Sable ILDU/Durban May 6/14/28 

Thanks Shelley. Here are the details: 

Eunice Njed SaNe 

Home address: 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Clarke, Shelley 
Sent; Wednesday, March 09, 20:11 12:20 PM 

To; Barbara Anderson; Kim Fehr 
~::c; SaNe, Eunice N; Cave, Tracey 
Subject: RE: SaNe RDU/Durban May 6/:I.4/28 

Barbara, 
I believe when Kim books the ticket, she will also need: 

¯ Name as it appears on the passport 
¯ Date of birth 
.~ Male!Female 

Tracey will also need the home address and whether or not they have a social security # to set them up in the UNC system in order to process the CAB #. 

Shelley C] ark} 

Business Manager 

The Institute for the Study of the Americas 

The University o~ North Care]Jna at Chapel Hill 

3206 F}l Ex G]ebal Elucatie~ Centez 

301 Pittsboro Street, Campus Box #32@5 

Chapel Hill NC 27699-3205 

Phene - (919) 962-6879 

Fax (919) 962-0398 

F~m: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 09, 20~ ~1:3~ AN 
To; Kim Fehr 
Co= SaMe, Eunice N; Cave, Tracey; Clarke, Shelley 
Subject= SaNe RDU/Durban May 6/~4/28 
Dear Kim: 
Hope this finds ~u well. Could ~u please make a~angemenS for &e t~ilowing fligh~ for Dr. Eunice SaNe? You may need add~vss ~d legal nmne, etc. from her 
(can’t ~vmember ifyou%e done her travel before. I am cc-ing our new business tnanage~; Tmcey Cave, on tNs so that she can give you a T# t~r the CABS. When you 
have the idnera~ with flight numbers and price, let me ~ow so that I can fill out &e ’I’N~ t~r &is. If Ms will come from budget line C.3.a.]. ThaWs so much~ Barbara 

Departure Schedule: 

May 6: RDU-Atlanta (Delta AMines - they are in partnership ruth South African airlines- to comply mt!~ the Fly America Act) 

Atlanta- Johannesburg 

Johannesburg-Durban 

Arriving in Durbm~, South Africa ~metime on May 7. 

Return Schedule: 

May 14 (early in the morning) depart Durban for Johannesburg. 

May 28: Depart Johannesburg-Atlanta 

May 29: Atlanta-RDU. 



Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, DepartKlent of African and ~ro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b an~erson@unc, edu 

www. ~ lobal, uric. eduiaf rica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:29 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu>; Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: SAHLE/EUNICE 06MAY RDU 

Dear All, 

Here are the details: 

Eunice Njeri SaNe 

Passport Number: 

Expiry Date: 

Issuing country/citizenship: 

Thanks so much. 

Eunice. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:23 PM 
To; Kim Fehr 
C¢; Cave, Tracey; SaNe, Eunice N; Clarke, Shelley 
Subject; Re: FVV: SAHLE/EUNTCE 06MAY RDU 

Deax Eunice: 
Sorry to bother one more time, but there s a kit more infom~ation that Kim needs to book the flights. Thanks. B 

Tracey/Shelley: 

When she has a reply from Eunice, can you go ahead and process this for Kim? Thanks. B 

On 3/9/2011 2:11 PM, Kim Fehr wrote: 

I have the flight:; on hold. Fare is $2[976.92 plu:; 
The in[ormation I need for TSA is 

Name as it appears on passport 

Passport mJmber 

Date o[ birLh 

Passport ~-:~xpiratkm date 

Country o1: issue and citizenship if oLher than USA 

Thanks! 

Fre~; MAUPIN TRAVEL, TNC. (AGENT[D00768551) [mailto:emailserver2@popS.amadeus.net] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 09, 2011 1:08 PM 
Te; Kim Fehr 
S~bject; SAHLE!EUNTCE 06MAY RDU 

SAHLE/EUNICE 06MAY RDU 

SERVICE DATE FROM 2’0 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1077 

L ECONOMY 

06HAY RALEIGH DUR NC ATLANTA GA 

FRIDAY RALEIGH D 

NON SMOKING 

ATRCRAFT: 

400P 527P 
HARTSFiELD OAC 

TERMINAL 2 TERMINAL S 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

BOEING (DOUGLAS’) MD-88 



DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 200 

L ECONOMY 

06HAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBNRG 745P 

FRIDAY HARTSFiELD JAC O.R. TAHBO 

TERMINAL S 

DINNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

5@0P 

TE~INAL A 

RESERVATTON CON~’IRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 579 

W ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R. TAHBO iNT KING SHAKA iNT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS I4HAY DURBAN 

SA 570 

W ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 455P 

SATURDAY KING SNAKA INT O.R. TAMBO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBNS INDUSTRIE A319 

605P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 207 

U ECONOMY 

14HAY JONANNESBURG ATLANTA SA 

SATURDAY O.R. TA}IBO INT HARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL A 

NON SMOKING DINNER 

820P 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

640A 

TERHINAL S 

lbMAY 

RESERVATION CONFTRHED 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1294 

U ECONOMY 

15HAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SHOKING 

RALEIGH DUR NC 841A 

SUNDAY HARTSFIELD 6AC RALEIGH D 

TERMINAL S 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) HD-88 

1010A 

TEHsIINAL 2 

RESERVATION CONFTRHED 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DL/GBNPHP SA/ZUYG9I 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLTNE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKHYTR~P.COM/CHTSERVbET?R ~NYG9I&L US&N SAHDE 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africar~ S~N~d~es Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Glebal Educa~ion Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[[ce 

(919) 8,13-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc.edu 

www~global.unc.edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:45 PM 

Durban Elephant @gmail.com> 

I~E: Accommodation Booking 

Dear Marleen, 

Thanks for your note. 

My ticket was confirmed a few hours ago. Yes, I will be arriving the evening of 7. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From= Durban Elephant             @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:25 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Accommodation Booking 

Hi Eunice, 
Tha~ks tbr the email a~d we are holding a room for you th)m the 7th. Please let us know once you are able to confirm your ardva] date (a~d time). 

We look tbrwaxd to meeting you at a time when Durban is at its best in terms of weather! 

Regards 

MaJcleen 

On Wed, Mar 9, 2011 at 11:50 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~)etna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Marlene, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

There is a possibility that I may arrive on the 7th. I will confirm this next week when my University reopens following our Spring Break. 

Many thanks Helen for all your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From= Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac.zal 
Sent= Wednesday, March 09, 20.tl 2:.t3 AM 

To= roberts@eastcoast.co.za 
Cc= SaNe, Eunice N; Vargas, Rodney Joaquin; Lungile Keswa 
Subject= Accommodation Booking 

Dear Marlene 

Confimfing our telecon of this morning, please could you book two single rooms with breaJ~lhst tbr the following people:- 

1 ). Rodney Vargas - check in on 7th May 2011 (flight arrives in DBN at 20t t00) 

check out on 12th May 2011 

2). Eunice SaNe - check in on 8th May 2011 (time will be coafi~med) 

check out on 12th May 2011 

PS.~ Note that the bill for the above accommodation will be settle directly with you. T~ke care and thin,ks again!. 

Warme s~t Wishes 

Helen 
The Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room Frs6, Memorial Tower Building 
Durban 

404I 
Tel: 27 31 2603195/3577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 

http :/iccs.ukzn. ac.za 
"The secret of health for both mind and body is not to mourn for the past, nor to worry about the future, but to live the present moment wisely and earnestly". 

Please find our Email Diselaimer here-->: http:/i~-.ukzn.ac.za/diselaimer 

Tills rnessage was scanned by East Coast Access and is believed to be clean 

Click here to report this message as spam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, March 9, 2011 3:10 PN 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za>; Vargas, Rodney ,loaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 
Lungile Keswa <Keswa@ukzn.ac.za> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Helen, 

Greetings again. 

Here are my flight details: 

SOUTH AFRiCA~, A±RWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 5"79 

G ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R. TAMBO INT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 14MAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

G ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

O OHANNE S BURG 700A 

SATURDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. TA/~[BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRiE A319 

8i0A 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:23 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Vargas, Rodney .loaquin 
Cc: Lungile Keswa 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Rodney/Eunice 
Only a pleasure!. Please note that our taxi driver Hassan will wait at arrivals (DBN International afirport) witl~ your name on a boaxd, tte will tra~sport you directly to the 
B&B. 
Eunice, once we receive your confirmed flight det~fils, we will immediately forward to Hassan. 

PS: Hassan’s contact number is Note also that your accommodation has been booked and confirmed. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>~> "Varg&s, Rodney Joaqnin" <rvargas@email,unc.edn> 2011/03/08 03:29 PM >>~ 

Dear Helen~ 

Thanks so nmch for all the very hel@:@ informat~on~ 

Please mske my reservation from the evening of Msv 7 to Msv I2, I just noticed that my fliAht from Dakar arrives on the 7th. Thanks. 

Here is my flight ~nformation for airport pickup a~d hot~ reservations: 

Ssturday May 7 -Sou~:h African Airways SA 0579 departk~g from Johannesburg s~: 7 pm m~d arriving in I:}urbm~ at 8:00 prn 

Thursday May ~2 .-- South African Akways SA 0578 departing from Durban sL 6:40 pm 

Thanks agab~ [:or your help and I look forward to go#~g back to South Afric!!~ 

Rodney 



Latin Americ~t, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study Abroad OffJ ce 

2@16 FEDSX Global Education Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North C~troJina at Chapel HJli 

Chapel Hi J I 

NC 2"/599-313@ 

US A 

Tel: + 1 919 962 ’/@@2 Fax: + ~ 919 962 2262 

in2ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, Narch 08, 20J.1 8:J.4 AN 

To: Helen Poonen 
Cc: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin; pbond@mail.ngo.za; Lungile Keswa; Dudu Khumalo; Shauna No~iar; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy; 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 

and may contain con2identiai 

~@yahoo.co.uk 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your email! It is very helpful. 

terms of accommodation, kindly book 2 single rooms for us. We will both leave and depart from Durban the same days~ We will send flight details soon. Here are the details: 

Guesthouse: Urban Elephant Guesthouse 
Arrival: May 8th. 
Departure: May 12. 

Warm regards and many thanks. 
Eunice. 

Pleas~ find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/,%~v.ukzn.ac.za,’disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

~ema~l,unc,e&~> 

1~1: Readings for AFAM 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

The readings will be available on Blackboard by Friday. 

Best wishes and see you next week. 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:53 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Readings [’or AFAM 

Eli Professor SaNe! 

I hope you’re er~ioying your spring break. ! was just wondering where I might be able to find the Walvin readings Jf~r AFA[\A 
Are they available on Blackboard? I looked but haven’t been able to find them Thank you! 

Best, 
Sent fi-om my BlackBerry£~ on the MetroPCS Network 

’ ’lEe text is available at the libraw, but I’m not on campus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 8:27 AM 

Arturo Escobar < @gmail.com> 

ILE: event Mmch 25 m~d dinner~ can you come? 

Dear Arturo, 

Greetings. 

I will attend the 2 sessions on March 25 and very much looking forward to the dialogue~ Unfortunately, I will miss the dinner. 

See you then. 

In solidarity, 
Eunice. 

From; Arturo Escobar          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 20:t:t 9:46 PM 
To; Driscoll, Mark W; dmnelson@duke.edu; Janet Conway; Lee Cormie; Marie-Josee Massicotte; Gutierrez Escobar, Laura Maria; Gomez Correal, Diana; SaNe, Eunice N; 
Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: event March 25 and dinner, can you come? 

Dear friends: 

Some of you know about the event on the Colombian/Ecuadorian Pacific that roll take place here March 25-28. The public 

event is on Friday 25 march, 12:30-3:30. See enclosed flier (don’t worD’ about the typos and look, it’s still a draft). 

You do NOT need to come to the event to come to dinner (of course, I hope some of you will come to both). 

I mean, we’d like to invite you for dimmer, will be at Pacifica, catered by Vimala (loca~ India~ tbod, great). 

Please let me know if you can make it (along with the speakers and a few others). 

armro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 5:30 AM 

Ma;kstein, Lara <laJcam@email.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Grade Change 

Dear Lara, 

Thanks for your note. I signed a grade change before the break. I willfollow-upwithmy colleague Travis in my department when returns on Mtonday. I will give you an update 
then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: IVlarkstein, Lara 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Grade Change 

10:07 AM 

Hi Eunice, 

A called (PID ) asking about a grade change for INTS . I haven’t received any form to send along to the registrar. Did you send one 

through campus mail? If so, l think it might have gotten lost. Would you be able to send one across to me again? 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.u nc.edu/d epts/intsi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

@em~l.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: references and ~neeting 

Dear 

Thanks 

Let us meet on Thursday at 3.30pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @email.ua~c. edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:42 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: references and meeting 

H~ 

Here’s the article with the references. Let me know when you want to meet. 
I’m free Tuesday aRer 2pro or Thursday after 12:15pm. 

hope you’ve enjoyed the break! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:59 AM 

@gma~l.com 

Assigmnent ~neeting 

Dear 

Hope you had an excellent break. 

I write to see if it is OK for us to meet next week to discuss the film aspect of your assignments rather than this week. 3[ am in the midst of finishing several projects this week 
hence this suggestion. A meeting on        would be great. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Sahle~ Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICEN SAHLE(EUNICE)> 

Monday,               10:27 AM 

@gmail.com:~ 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Mwalimu Nyerere fesqtival, 

Dear 

Hope you had an excellent break. 

I write to let you know that my colleague and dear friend Professor Barbara Anderson, Associate Director of the African Studies Center will be attending the conference in Dar. 
At any rate, thought it be nice if you two connected prior to Dar and of course during the festival. I told her that you would be attending and she remembers you from your 

Afri. days. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 6:55 PM 

Pukkila, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.nnc.edu-* 

ILE: a HUGE thvor--please reply asap’. 

Sure Patricia. However, I teach on Tuesdays, thus I am only available between 8.30am-:I2.0Opm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March :1.4, 20:t:t 5::t9 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Eunice, 

One of the reviewers for the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee had to withdraw due Is there any 

chance that you would be available to serve this year? I have pasted more details below. Please let me know one way or the other ASAP, THANKS. 

I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee this year. We have 62 

applications (2 pages each) in the Social Sciences category this year, and I hope that we will be able to fund around 20 of these. I have attached a rubric for proposal 

evaluation which we posted as a guide for the students and which we hope will facilitate the selection process. Would you be willing to serve on a small panel to 

review the applications? If you agree, we will bring the copies to your office tomorrow. We will plan to convene as a panel for a 2 :i/2 hr meeting on March 29 to 

make the decisions (there will be two "experts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natural Sciences, and two in the Arts & Humanities, although in the past we have 

all enjoyed the multidisciplinary nature of the panel discussions). If you would like more information about the proposal requirements and past projects, please 

visit http://www.unc.edu/depts/our/students/fellowship_supp/surf.html Please let me know one way or the other if you are willing to take on what many of us 

feel is a very enjoyable task-thanks. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 

Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:02 PM 

@gmaJl.com 

ILE: AFAM Important updates (Dr. Sahle): AFAM SPRING 

Dear 

They are posted. You did well. 

See you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle~ 

P~om-¯ @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, :12:36 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: AFAM - Important updates (Dr. SaNe): AFAM.      SPRING 

Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you had a good break. I waa wondering when the midtenn grades wonld be posted on Blackboard. 

Thank~ 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 20:50:40 -0500 (EST) 

To: <"AFAM. .SPRING 
Subject: AFAM Important updates (Dr. Sahle): AFAM .SPRING 

Dea~ All, 

I hope you are having a great Spring Break. 

Here are quick updates as we embark on the last leg of our seminar: 

1) Exam 1 : 

I am en route back to Chapel Hill and will post your grades to Blackboard by Sunday night and bring your blue books to class on Tuesday. 

2) Schedule for the reminder of the terns: 
Over the break, I npdated our syllabus in an eflbrt to among other thing~ oiler an optx~rtunity tbr extra credit as requested by some of you and to make room for a 

gnest lecture by a social movement scholar and publisher (African and African Diaapora social movements ~holarship) during his visit to UNC between 

tte roll visit our class on k) offer a discussion of contemtx~raxy social movements in North Africa and Middle East. 

Best wishes and see soon. 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:25 AM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc,edu> 

Film ~equest 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for my Afril01 class: 

"Black Gold" - 65-DVD3514 

Tuesday, March 15 

PIDI 
African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday,              7:40 AN 

~live.com> 

RE: Research Paper Outline 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. See me after class today so that we can arrange a time. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sable. 

From: @live.corn] 
Sent; Tuesday, 7:36 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Research Paper Outline 

Professor SaNe, 

I have not yet heard back from you abom confirming the 9 am meeting we were speaking abont before break began, bnt I will still be there jnst in case you were s~till 

planning on the meeting and jus~t have not yet replied. Hope to see yon there! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 

To:       @live.corn 
Subject: RE: Reseeach Paper Outline 

Date: Thu,           16:15:09 +0000 

Dear 

You are way ahead in working on your research paper! 

I understand your concerns in terms of office hours~ Would a 9.00am appointment to discuss your paper work following the Spring Break? 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe. 

From: @live.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Research Paper Outline 

Protbssor SaNe, 

I understand that it would be best and easiest ifI were to come to you to discnss my research paper in person, but I am only on campus on Tuesdays and Thursday’s 
and have class from 9:30am to 4:45p~n which makes it impossible to come to your office hours. In addition, I live offcampus in            mid work full time as a 

which makes it difficult to get to cnnlpus any of the other days to set up an appointment with you. Tlms, I hope you caa unders~nd my situation mid roll be 

willing to discuss my paper with me over email or possibly telephone. 

I have just finished a quick draft of my ontline, and I w&s hoping that you would take a look at it and perhaps oiler some feedback on it. The topic I chose was how the 

geopolitics of the Cold War contributed to the rise of the Maxxist-Leninist regime in Africa. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:50 AM 

Pukkila, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edu> 

Richmd~ Monica L <mricha~rd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Patricia, 

I can stay until 12.10pro. My first seminar is at 12.30pm. I_t" we could start earlier that would be great but if not I will be there at 1 ().00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

THANKS, this is great. I have cc’d Monica Richard (OUR Program Administrator) on this reply. She will arrange to have copies of the proposals delivered to your office on Tuesday. 
Regarding the meeting, it is scheduled to begin at 10am on March 29 in Graham Memorial 011. We can plan to discuss the Social Science applications first (although we hope you will stay as 
long as possible). Will that work for you? If not, we could explore the possibility of starting earlier. Please let us know, and also please know how grateful I am for your willingness to 
participate in the selection process this year, especially at such short notice{ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:55 PM 
To: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

Sure Patricia However, I teach on Tuesdays, thus I am only available bet*veen 8.30am-I 2.00pro. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Eunice, 
One of the reviewers for the Sunmxer Undergraduate Research Felloxvship (SURF) selection committee had to xvithdraw Is there any- chance that you would be 
available to serve this year’.’ I have pasted more details below. Please let me know- one way or the other ASAP, THANKS. 
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the Surmner Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SUR!v) selection con~’nittee this year. We have 62 applications (2 pages each) in the 
Social Sciences categou this year, and I hope that we will be able to fund around 20 of these. I have attached a rubric for proposal evaluation which we posted as a guide for the students 
and which we hope will facilitate the selection process. Would you be willing to SelWe on a small panel to review the applications? If you agree, we xvill bring the copies to your office 
tomorrow. We will plan to convene as a panel for a 2 1/2 hr meeting on March 29 to make the decisions (there will be two "experts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natural Sciences, and 
two in the Arts & Httmanities, although in the past we have all enjoyed the multidisciplinary nature of the panel discussions). If you would like more information about the proposal 
requirements and past projects, please visit httl~://www.unc.eduide~ts/ouristudents/fellowshil) su’0~/surf.html Please let me knoxv one way or the other if you are willing to take on what 
many of us feel is a very enjoyable task-thanks. 
Sincerely-, 
Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:53 PM 

Richard, Monica L <mrich~c&@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: a HUGE thvor--please reply asap’. 

Dear Monica, 

109 Battle Hall 

Thanks 
Eunice 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:03 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

Dr. Sable, 
Where are you located? 
We would like to dehver your SURF packet today 
Thanks, 
Monica 

Monica Richard ] Program Administrator ] Off’ice for Undergraduate Research ] (919) 843-7763 ] mrichard@emaihunc edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SahIe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:50 AM 
To: PukkiIa, Patricia J 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

[)ear Patricia, 

I can stay until 12. I 0pra. My first seminar is at 12.30pro. If we could start earlier that would be great but if not I will be there at 10.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

THANKS, this is great. I have cc’d Monica Richard (OLX4 Prograra Administrator) on this reply. She will arrange to have copies of the proposals delivered to your office on Tuesday. 
Regarding the meeting, it is scheduled to begin at 10am on March 29 in Graham Meraorial 011. We can plan to discuss the Social Science applications first (although ~ve hope you will stay- as 
long as possible). Will that work for you? If not, we could explore the possibility of starting earlier. Please let us know, and also please know how grateful I ara for your willingness to 
participate in the selection process this year, especially at such short notice! 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:55 PM 
To: Puk&ila, Patricia J 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Sure Patricia. However I teach on Tuesdays thus I am only available between 8.30ara-12.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:19 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sulzject: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Eunice, 
One of the reviewers for the Stammer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SUP, Jr) selection committee had to withdraw . Is there an?- chance that you would be 
available to serve this year? I have pasted more details below Please let me know one ;vay or the other ASAP, THAix,U,2S. 
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee this year. We have 62 applications (2 pages each) in the 
Social Sciences categoly this year, and I hope that ;ve will be able to fund around 20 of these I have attached a rubric for proposal evaluation ;vhich ;ve posted as a guide for the students 
and which we hope will facilitate the selection process. Would you be willing to serve on a small panel to review the applications? If you agree, we will bring the copies to your ofihce 
tomon-ow. We ;vill plan to convene as a panel for a 2 1/2 hr meeting on March 29 to make the decisions (there will be two "experts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natural Sciences, and 
two in the Arts & Humanities, although in the past we have all enjoyed the multidisciplinaW nature of the panel discussions). If you ;vould like more information about the proposal 
requirements and past projects, please visit http://www.uncedu/depts/our/students/fellowship supp/surf.html Please let me know one way or the other if you are willing to take on what 
many of us feel is a ve~ enjoyable task-thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

T uesday, 3: 59 PM 

~unc.edu> 

ILE: Panel on Friday 

Welcome back 

Sore/to hear about this developmenL 

In terms of ongoing protests, I am thinking that it would make sense for you to discuss North Africa and then for 
thought. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

to focus on the Middle East. What do you think? Just a 

From: ~unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, :t2:52 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned from Egypt yeslerday, but wit~                                                          I’m feeling a bit better today but have decided to take 

the day offfrom school to get back to normal. Unfortunately this means I won’t be able to make it to this aflernoon’s meeting ruth you. Are you free to meet either on 

Thursday (same time?) or Friday this week? 

has confirmed her participation in the round table tbr April 1st below. I’ll write back to her to let her know our idea of re-visiting African social movements as a 

whole (not just north africa) and ask her to spea~ directly to the recent round of upheavals in Tunisia/Libya/Egypl!MoroccoiAlgefia. I imagine she may want to ~y 

something about the uprisings in other Arab countries (             ,--would that be ok? 

Is there m~hing else you think I should tell her or ask of her at this point? 

Hope to catch up soon. 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: ~ernail.unc.edu 

Date: I 12:09:02 PM EDT 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Cc: @email.unc.edu>, 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

~.qmail.com>, ~.email.unc.edu 

Thanks                 md tti       very glad to be in touch with you again and it is great that you are organizing something about the recent events 

in the region and I am really happy to take past in it. Is the panel only going to cover North Africa? let me know more about your ideas and who else is 

involved, besl, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:33 PM 

Richard, Monica L <mrich~x&@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: a HUGE thvor--please reply asap’. 

Dear Monica, 

Thanks 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Richard, 2vlonica L 
Sent: Wedaaesday, March 16, 2011 10:05 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

I delivered the packet to your office this morning 
’]?hanks, 
Monica 

MonicaRichard ] Program Administrator ] Office for Undergraduate Research ] (919) 843-7763 ] mrichard@emaihunc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:53 PM 
To: Richard, Mi~nica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

Dear Monica, 

109 Battle Hall 

Thanks 
Eunice 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:03 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

Dr. Sahle, 
Where are you located? 
We would like to deliver your SURF packet today. 
Thanks, 
Monica 

Monica RichardI Prog .... Administrator I Office for Undergraduate R ...... h I (919) 843-7763 I mrichard@eruail ...... du 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:50 AM 
To: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Patricia, 

I can stay ~til 12. I 0pru. My first seminar is at 12.30pro. If we could start earlier that would be great but if not I will be there at 10.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Su~iect: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

THANKS, this is great I have cc’d Monica Richard (OL’R Program A&ninistrator) on this reply. She will arrange to have copies of the proposals delivered to your office on Tuesday 
Regarding the meeting, it is scheduled to begin at 10am on March 29 in Graham Memorial 011. We can plan to discuss the Social Science applications first (although we hope you will stay as 
long as possible) Will that work for you? If not, we could explore the possibili~z of starting earlier Please let us know, and also please kno~v how grateful I am for your willingness to 
participate in the selection process this year, especially at such sholt notice’. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:55 PM 
To: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Su~iect: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Sure Patricia. However, I teach on Tuesdays, thus I am only available between 8.30am-12 00pm. 



Best wishes, 

Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Etalice, 
One of the Is there any chance that you would be 
available to set~e this year? I have pasted more details below. Please let me know one way or the other ASAP, THAi’~S. 
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the Sunm~er Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection corrm~ittee this year. We have 62 applications (2 pages each) in the 
Social Sciences category- this year, and I hope that we will be able to fund around 20 of these. I have attached a rubric for proposal cvaluation which we posted as a guide for the students 
and which we hope will facilitate the selection process. Would you be willing to serve on a small panel to review the applications’.’ If you agree, we will bring the copies to yota office 
tomorrow. We will plan to convene as a panel for a 2 1/2 1~ meeting on March 29 to make the decisions (there will be two "experts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natural Sciences, and 
two in the Arts & Humanities, although in the past we have all enjoyed the multidisciplinary nature of the panel discussions). If you would like more irfformation about the proposal 
requirements and past projects, please visit http://www.tmc.edu/deptsiour/students/fellowship suppisurf.html Please let me know one way or the other if you are willing to take on what 
many of us feel is a very enjoyable task-thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:07 PM 

Weiler, Jonatlm~ D <jweile@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: oops 

Dear Jonathan, 

Here it is: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: oops 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you re-send me your phone#? I accidentally deleted it. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 2:17 PM 

~unc.edu> 

ILE: Paa~el on Friday 

Dear 

Thanks for the update. 

Firoze will be arriving on Monday the    in the afternoon. He is OK with with moderating the film discussion following the screening. I will bring him to the forum. Kindly 
send details concerning time and location of the screening. 

Cheers and see you tomorrow~ 

Eunice. 

From-" _~unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

OK, that sounds good. Are you sure you don’t want to speak’? I was looking forward to hearing your talk! 

I roll be in e~na~l co~nmunication with and see what she has in min& and sh~xe ruth her our thoughts, ~a~d let you know. 

Also, for the film series I’m plm~ning with a few others, we are shomng Part 2 to Cuba: An African Odyssey on Monda~         Dr. Jordan showed Part 1 in their 

own series last month, and asked ns to show part 2 in our series to follow- up. Paxt 2 focuses mainly on Angola & Guinea-Bissan, bnt I also believe it touches on the 

battle of Cuito Carnivale ifI remember right. I couldn’t remember if Firoze roll be in town by that Monday or not. If he is, would he want to host this film shomng, 

introduce it or say a few words tbllowing the showing and moderate a conversation? I just thought it would be nice to include him if you think he’d be interested. If that 

would be too much of a burden on his sehedule, I totally understand, but thought I’d check with you just in case. 

On , at 3:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Welcome back 

Sorry to hear about this development. 

In terms of ongoing protests, I am thinking that it would make sense for you to discuss North Africa and then for 
think? Just a thought. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

:o focus on the Middle East. What do you 

From: 2~unc.edu] 
Se~t-" Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject." Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned from Egypt yesterday, bnt ruth I’m feeling a bit better today but have 

decided to take the day off from school to get back to normal. Unfortunately this means I won’t be able to make it to this afternoon’s meeting ruth you. 
Are you t?ee to meet either on Thnrsday (same time?) or Friday this week? 

has confirmed her pa~icipation in the round table for        below. I’ll write back to her to let her know our idea of re-visiting AIrican social 

movements as a whole (not just north a£rica) and ask her to speak directly to the recent round of upheavals in TuNsia/Libya/Egypt/MoroccoiAlgefia. I 

imagine she may want to say something about the uprisings in other Arab countries ( .,)--would that be ok? 

Is there an~hing else you think I should tell her or ask of her at this point? 

Hope to catch up soon. 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: " .~.email.unc.edu 

Date: 12:09:02 PM EDT 

Tc @email.unc.edu> 

Cc: @email.unc.edu>, 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 
.@..q mail.com>, ~.email.unc.edu 

Thanks                m~d Hi      ¯ very. glad to be in touch with you again ~d it is great that you are organizing sotnething about the 

recent events in the region and I am really happy to ta]ce pa~t in it. Is the panel only going to cover North Africa’? let me know more about 

your i&as m~d who else is involved, best 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 6:35 AM 

.~gmail.com> 

ILS: Week 9 Discussion Board 

Dear 

Thanks for the heads up 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: ’]2aursday, 6:30 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Week 9 I)iscussion Board 

Dr. Sahle, 

In my effort to :finish the term paper before Friday (I’m heading down 
to the beach that day, which I guess at this point is tomorrow), I 
completely forgot that we had a discussion board post due this week. 
I’ve just finished and posted it, but clearly it’s a little more than 
a day late. Just letting you know what the reason for the tardiness 
was Elope you had a nice break! 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 6:39 AM 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

I~E: To add to my last email... 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Post the response to Blackboard when you return I post the question on Fridays after reviewing all the entries for a given week. I have noted ?,our request 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: To add to my last email . 

Eli there, 

I :Forgot to ask you in my previous emai[--since I am not sure what my 
situation will be in accessing a computer while I am out of the country 
this Friday,          I was wondering if it is at all possible to respond 
to your discussion question by tomorrow (Wednesday,          via email, 
rather than discussion board? I don’t know if you’ve already come up with a 
discussion question for this week, and if not, I will accept the 
consequences if I am unaNe to respond by Friday evening. 

Thank you for your understanding! 

Class of 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:53 AM 

~unc.edu> 

ILE: Panel on Friday 

Dear 

Thanks for the information. 

Unfortunately I will only be in my office between 3,30pm-3.50pm. A colleague from the Department is giving a talk on the Wilmington Ten between 4.00pm-5.30 and T plan to 
attend. 

Are you on Campus tomorrow? I think that we need to meet to firm up the program so that we can move on with publicity. We can also meet in the Durham (may be 
the the German Bakery on :15-501. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: ~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Eullice, 

Excellent. The film will be shown at 7pro that Monday at "the Sonja tlaynes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (same room they had their film series in). 

What time did you want to meet today? I’m free between 1 lam and up until 3pm, and then again a£ter 4:30pro. I imagine you have class at your regulaac time. Will you 

still be in your office aacound 4:30pro? If so I can just come by then. 

On , at 2:17 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for the update. 

Firoze will be arriving on Monday the    in the afternoon. He is OK with with moderating the film discussion following the screening. I will bring him to the 
forum. Kindly send details concerning time and location of the screening. 

Cheers and see you tomorrow. 

Eunice. 

From: ,~. unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

OK, that sounds good. Are you sure you don’t want to speak’? I was looking forward to hearing your talk’. 

I nil be in email communication ruth and see what she has in mind, and share ruth her our thoughts, and let you know. 

Also, tbr the film series I’m planning with a tEw others, we are showing Part 2 m Cuba: An African Odyssey on Monday          Dr. Jordan showed 

Part 1 in their own series last month, and asked us to show part 2 in our series to tbllow-up. Part 2 focuses mainly on Angola & Guinea-Bissau, but I a]so 
believe it touches on the battle of Cuito Carnivale ifI remember right. I couldn’t remember ifFiroze roll be in town by that Monday or not. If he is, would 

he wm~t to host this fihn showing, introduce it or say a few words ~bllomng the showing and moderate a conversation? I just thought it would be nice to 

include him if you think he’d be interes~ted. If that would be too much of a burden on his schedule, I totally undarstand, but thought I’d check with you jusl 

in case. 

On , at 3:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Welcome back 



Sorry to hear about this development. ~nd it took a couple of days to feel OK. 

In terms of ongoing protests, I am thinking that it would make sense for you to discuss North Africa and then for 
What do you think? 3ust a thought. 

Cheers, 
EuNce 

to focus on the Middle East. 

From: .~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 12:52 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice ~ 
Subject: Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned th)m Egypt yesterday, but witl:                                                         . I’m t~eling a bit better today 

but have decided to take the day off from school to get back to normal. Unfortunately this means I won’t be able to make it to tl~is 

afternoon’s ~neeting witl~ you. Are you free to meet either on Thmsday (same time?) or Friday tl~is week? 

has confirmed her participation in the round table for        below. I’ll write back to her to let her know our idea of re-visiling 

African social movements as a whole (notjnst north africa) and ask her to speak directly to the recent round of upheavals in 

Tunisia/Libya/Egypt/Morocco/Algeria. I imagine she may want to say something about tl~e uprisings in other Arab countries 

)--would that be ok? 

Is there an~lhing else you tlaink I shonld tell her or ask of her at this point? 

[]oDe to catch up soon. 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: @,email.unc.edu 

Date: 12:09:02 PM EDT 

To O,,email. u nc.ed u> 

Ce: ~,,email.unc edu>, 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

~mail com>, ,~,email.unc edu 

Thanks                and Hi       ve~ glad to be in touch with yon again and it is great that you are organizing 

somefl~ing about the recent events in the region and I am really hapw to take part in it. Is tl~e panel only going to cover North 

Africa? let me know more about your ideas and M~o else is involved, best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 10:11 AM 

~unc.edu> 

I~E: Panel on Friday 

Dear 

We can meet at Jack Sprat at 12.10pm. 

See you then. 
Eunice 

From: ~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, :10:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

EunJce, 

Wilmington Ten! Sounds fascinating, rash I could join you all. 

Yes, I’ll be on campus tomorrow as well, and yes I agree we should definitely ~neet to firm up 

back to Durham if that’s easier, to German Bakery or ~:nywhere else. Just let me know. 

I have class until 12pm, but an~ flee a~er that. I can aJso come 

, at 9:53 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for the information. 

Unfortunately I will only be in my office between 3.30pm-3.50pm, A colleague from the Department is giving a talk on the Wilmington Ten between 4.00pm-530 
and I plan to attend. 

Are you on Campus tomorrow? I think that we need to meet to firm up the 
Durham (may be the the German Bakery on :15-50~., 

program so that we can move on with publicity, We can also meet in the 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: ~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Eunice, 

Excellent. The film will be shown at 7pm that Monday at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurl~se Room (same room they had their film 

series in). 

What time did you want to meet today? I’m l~ee between 11 am and up until 3pm, and then again a~ter 4:30pm. I imagine you have class at your regular 
time. Will you still be in your office around 4:30pm? If ~ I canj ust come by then. 

On , at 2:17 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear ’ 

Thanks for the update. 

Firoze will be arriving on Monday the     n the afternoon. He is OK with with moderating the film discussion following the screening. I will bring 
him to the forum. Kindly send details concerning time and location of the screening. 

Cheers and see you tomorrow. 
Eunice. 

From: ~unc.edu] 



Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

tti Eunice, 

OK, that sonnds good. Are you sure you don’t want to speaJa? I was looking forward to hearing your talk! 

I roll be in email communication ruth and see what she has in ~nin& and share with her our thought~ and let you know. 

Also, for the film series I’tn planning with a few others, we are showing Pa~t 2 to Cuba: An African Odyssey on Monday         . Dr. 

Jordan showed Pea~t 1 in their own series last tnonth, and asked us to show paxt 2 in our series to follow-up. Paxt 2 focuses mainly on 

Angola & Guinea-Bissau, but I also believe it touches on the battle of Cnito Carnivale if I remember right. I couldn’t remember if Firoze will 

be in town by that Monday or not. If he is, would he want to host this film showing, introduce it or say a few words following the showing 

and moderate a conversafion? I just thought it would be nice to include him if you think he’d be interested. If that wonld be too much of a 

bnrden on his schednle, I totally understand, but thought I’d check with you jnst in case. 

On , at 3:59 PM, Sahle, Ennice N wrote: 

Welcome back 

Sorry to hear about this development 

In terms of ongoing protests, I am thinking that it would make sense for you to discuss North Africa and then for I 
the Mtiddle East. What do you think? .lust a thought. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

to focus on 

From: ,~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:52 PMI 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned from Egypt yes~terday, but with                                                         I’m feeling a bit 

better today but have decided to take the day offfmm school to get back to normal. Unfortunately this means I won’t be able 

to make it to this afternoon’s meefing with you. Are you free to meet either on Thursday (same time?) or Friday this week? 

has confirmed her participation in the rotmd table for        below. I’ll write back to her to let her know our idea of re- 

visiting African social movements as a whole (not just north a£rica) and ask her to speak directly to the recent round of 

upheavals in Tunisia/Libya/Egypt/Morocco/Algeria. I imagine she may want to say something abxmt the uprisings in other Arab 

coantries (             )--would that be ok? 
Is there anything else you think I shonld tell her or ask of her at this point? 

Hope to catch up soon. 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: @ernail.unc.edu 

Date: i 12:09:02 PM EDT 

To: .~.email. u nc.edu> 

Cc: @email.unc.edu>, 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

~.qrnail.com>, ~.email.unc.edu 

Thanks                and Hi       very glad to be in touch with you again and it is great that you are 

organizing something about the recent events in the region and I an~ re~2lly hapw to take part in it. Is the panel 

only going to cover North Afi-ica? let me know more about your ideas and who else is involved, best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 9:37 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.nnc.edu-* 

Dr. Firoze Mm~ji’s visit to UNC - Official invitation to events surrounding his visit 

Dear Georges, 

Greetings. I have just finished reading your book on the Congo and I am very grateful that I had a chance to reading closing in light of writing a piece on conflict and gender 
based violence. 

This is a follow-up to a conversation we had concerning an upcoming round table on African social movements in light of Firoze’s visit to UNC and 20:tl events in North Africa. I 
have confirmed dates, locations (most of them) etc and hence this email update. 

Eiroze’s visit and attendant events: 

March 30th, 9.30am-lO.3Oam - I will confirm location early next week : Firoze meets with Africanists at UNC to discuss his vision of soon to be launched Pambazuka, North 
America and events in the continent 

March 3:tst, 6,30-9,00pm, G[~C, 3024: Firoze’s Public Lecture: "Media and social struggles in Africa" 

April 1, 5.30-7.30pm, Stone Center, Multi-purpose room : Round table "African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context." Please encourage your students to attend. 

Commentators and suggested topics: 

Each commentator will have :tO minutes: 

Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja - It would be wonderful if you commented on how historical and post-colonial developments in the context of an inform imperial order 
have sharped social movements struggles in the DRC. This would be great in light of the 50th Anniversary of Lumumba’s assassination. 

Here are the other commentators and their topics: 

Professor Bereket Selassie - Eritrean liberation movement and contemporary social organizing for transformation 

Professor Charles Plot (Duke) - Contemporary neoliberal context and NGOization of resistance in West Africa. 

Firoze Manji - Social movements and the state in East Africa 

Molly Kane (Pambuzaka News, and future Editor-in-chief of Pambuzaka North America) - Practices of Solidarity: African and Canadian civil society 

(Graduate Student, Anthropology, UNC - Reflections on contemporary social protests in the Arab world 

(Graduate Student, Geography, UNC- Social movements in Egypt and politics of transition 

Eunice - Opening remarks and moderator. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes and greetings to Jean. 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 9:42 AM 

-.~unc.edu 

I~W: Dr. Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC - OfficiaJ invitation to events surrounding his visit 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Below is the email that I sent to Professor Nzongola this morning. I will send a similar one to Prof. Selassie. What do you think of the suggestion topics? I also thought that may 
be ’globalizing context’ in the title might work better rather than in a global context. No worries if you would like us use the original one we proposed. 

Now that we have topics, may be we should move forward and have another go on the poster so that we can start circulating it tomorrow evening via email. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From." SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Saturday, 9:37 AM 
To; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Dr. Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC - Official invitation to events surrounding his visit 

Dear Georges, 

Greetings. I have just finished reading your book on the Congo and I am very grateful that I had a chance to reading closing in light of writing a piece on conflict and gender 
based violence. 

This is a follow-up to a conversation we had concerning an upcoming round table on African social movements in light of Firoze’s visit to UNC and 20:l:t events in North Africa. I 
have confirmed dates, locations (most of them) etc and hence this email update. 

Firoze’s visit and attendant events: 

March 30th, 9.30am-:l.O.3Oam - I will confirm location early next week : Firoze meets with Africanists at UNC to discuss his vision of soon to be launched Pambazuka, North 
America and events in the continent 

March 31st, 6.30-9.00pm, GEC, 3024: Firoze’s Public Lecture: "Media and social struggles in Africa" 

April I, 5.30-7.30pm, Stone Center, Multi-purpose room : Round table "African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context." Please encourage your students to attend. 

Commentators and suggested topics: 

Each commentator will have :~0 minutes: 

Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja - Tt would be wonderful if you commented on how historical and post-colonial developments in the context of an inform imperial order 
have sharped social movements struggles in the DRC. This would be great in light of the 50th Anniversary of Lumumba’s assassination. 

Here are the other commentators and their topics: 

Professor Bereket Selassie - Eritrean liberation movement and contemporary social organizing for transformation 

Professor Charles Piot (Duke) - Contemporary neoliberal context and NGOization of resistance in West Africa. 

Firoze Manji - Social movements and the state in East Africa 

Molly Kane (Pambuzaka News, and future Editor-in-chief of Pambuzaka North America) - Practices of Solidarity: African and Canadian civil society 

(Graduate Student, Anthropology, UNC - Reflections on contemporary social protests in the Arab world 

(Graduate Student, Geography, UNC- Social movements in Egypt and politics of transition 

Eunice - Opening remarks and moderator. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes and greetings to Jean. 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 9:49 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dr. Firoze Manji’s (Pambazuka News) visit to UNC - Official invitalion to events sun~unding his visit 

Dear Mwalimu Senior, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. I will write the letter you requested next week. 

This is a follow-up to a conversation we had concerning an upcoming round table on African social movements in light of Firoze’s visit to UNC and 20:t:t events in North Africa. I 
have confirmed dates, locations etc and hence this email update. 

Firoze’s visit and attendant events: 

March 3~)th, 9.30am-:l.O.3Oam - I will confirm location early next week : Firoze meets with Africanists at UNC to discuss his vision of soon to be launched Pambazuka, North 
America and events in the continent 

March 31st, 6.30-9.~)~)pn~ 131~:13024: Firoze’s Public Lecture: "Media and social struggles in Africa" 

April :11 5.30-7.300m, Stone ~:enter, Multi-purpose room : Round table "African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context." Please encourage your students to attend. 

Commentators and suggested topics: 

Each commentator will have :IO minutes: 

Professor Bereket Selassie - Eritrean liberation movement and contemporary social organizing for transformation 
Given your involvement in the struggle for liberation it would be wonderful to briefly comment on this movement and current efforts by Eritrean Diasporic civil society to 
organize for the transformation of the public sphere in Eritrea. 

Here are the other commentators and their topics: 

Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja - Social movements in the DRC and remembering Lumumba 

Professor Charles Not (Duke) - Contemporary neoliberal context and NGOization of resistance in West Africa. 

Firoze Manji - Social movements and the state in East Africa 

Molly Kane (Pambuzaka News, and future Editor-in-chief of Pambuzaka North America) - Practices of Solidarity: African and Canadian civil society 

(Graduate Student, Anthropology, UNC - Reflections on contemporary social protests in the Arab world 

(Graduate Student, Geography, UNC- Social movements in Egypt and politics of transition 

Eunice - Opening remarks and moderator. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Mwalimu junior 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Georges, 

Thanks so much’. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 10:21 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Dr. Firoze M~Ni’s visit to UNC - O15ci~1 invitalion to events sunounding his visit 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 10:10 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Dr Firoze Manji’s visit to krNC - Official invitation to events surrounding his visit 

Thanks, Eunice, for this update un Firuze’s visit to UNC. I will be delighted tu participate in all uf the activities, including speaking at the roundtable. 
Geurges 

Geurges Nzungola-Ntal~tia 
Prufessur of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 9:37 AM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Dr. Firoze Manji’s visit tu UNC - Official invitation tu events surrounding his visit 

Dear Georges, 

Greetings. ! have.just finished reading yuur book on the Cungo and I am vep)~ grateful that I had a chance to reading clusing in light uf writing a p~ece on conflict and gender based viulence. 

This is a folio*v-up tu a cunversauon *ve had cunceming an upcuming ruund table on African social muvements in light of Firoze’s visit tu UNC and 2011 events in Nurth Africa. ! have 
cunfirmed dates, locatiuns (most of them) etc and hence this email update 

Firoze’s visit and attendant events: 

March 30th, 9.30am-10.30am - I will confirm location early next xveek : Firoze meets with Africanists at LR’qC to discuss his vision of soon to be launched Pambazuka, North America and 
events in the continent 

March 31st, 6.30-9.00pm, GEC, 3024: Firoze’s Public Lecture: "Media and social stluggles in At~ica" 

April 1, 5.30-7.30pm, Stone Center, Multi-purpose room : Round table "African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context." Please encourage your students to attend. 

Con~’nentators and suggested topics: 

Each commentator will have 10 minutes: 

Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja - It would be xvonderful if you commented on how historical and post-colonial developments in the context of an infom~ imperial order have sharped 
social movements struggles in the DRC. Trois would be great in light of the 50th Anniversary of Lumunxba’s assassination. 

Here are the other commentators and their topics: 

Professor Bereket Selassie - Eritrean liberation movement and contemporary social organizing for transformation 

Professor Charles Piot (Duke) - Contemporary neoliberal context and NGOization of resistance in West Africa. 

Firoze Manji - Social movements and the state in East At~ica 

Molly Kane (Pambumqka News, and future Editor-in-chief of Pambuzaka North America) - Practices of Solidarity: Aiicican and Canadian civil society 

(Graduate Student, .~Xmthropology, UNC - Reflections on contemporary social protests in the Arab world 

(Graduate Student, Geography, L,~!C- Social movements in Egypt and politics of transition 

Eunice - Opening remarks and moderator. 

Thanks so much 

Best ~vishes and greetings to Jean 
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